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^ Motiograph %%ZZ7, A Wonder
AND WILL INCREASE TOUR. BUSINESS

It projects FHckerlea*, Steady and Wonderfully Brilliant pictures, has Pateated 1}
minute Rewind from main crank, revolving Magazines, Automatic Fireproof shutter,

etc., not found in other Machines.—WILL WEAE TWICE AS LONG.
C. H. D. of Keokuk, Iowa, writes: Motiograph Making a Big Hit and Business Increased w«u

derfully.

F. L. P. of Chicago, 111., writes: "Used every day for seven months, and not ane penny (or repairs."
F. ]. K. of Kansas City, writes: "Operating Motiograph nearly two years. Hare operated all makes,

but noaa to compare with Monograph.—PRICES, $ I 50.00 AND UP
The Enterprise Calcium Oas Outfit la the oaly satisfactory Western I S. Lubin 1TII M
subatltat* for electric light Write for Catalog to-day Representatives) Goo. Meliaa «MLIT

Enterprise Optical Mfg. Co., 564-572 West Randolph Street, Chicago

9f—— I mammmmmmmmmmmmmmBmmmmammmmmmm

PHILADELPHIA, PA

!

^ jortH 8tK Street,
- *= S '$ anc' Newest Independent American and Foreign Films
O J C-i riUPPLIES IS REELS PER WEEK SUPPLIES

7T E"^ U- tS -* ^ RELIABLE SBRVICB
UJ

Members N. 1. M. P. Alliance

£j $r's Exchange Building, BALTIMORE, MD.

Power's

Inductor

for alternating current

Power's

"Bill Splitter"

for direct current

Power's

Tool Kit

Send for Catalog G

NI(S POWER COMPANY, 115-117 Nassau St., New YorR
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NOW READ!
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f After Sej Mo*
Careful dy a n ^

Practical i.sV.ration

U/ye 1910 Feature Attreon

"PUZZLE PICTURES WITH A MEANIN

Amusing A
GENUINE

Entertaining novelty
SERIES I

"Cities of the

United States"

Released Jan. 3rd

Interer
Edutrt^l

WeeKlyReleases
of New Subjects
Every Monday

Write for Catalog W

Clever, Original Puzzles. Each Beautifully Colored. L

Set of Ten Slides $0.00. No Extra Apparatus Ne<q.

Will Please Your Patr
Will Increase Your Pr
Will Cost a Trifle to U
Will Create an Inter

Your Show.

TRADE MARK

Don't Delay. Order a Set To-day. Rented or Sold O
Ask Your Exchange

NOVELTY SLIDE COMPA
221 East 53rd St. NEW YORK CITY lO East 14
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ilSON FILMS
IE MR REEL

' A
WEEK

TKADS 5*S

REGULAR
RELEASE DAY

FRIDAY

FOUR REELS A WEEK

teginninq with the week of January 10th,

1910, we will issue four reels a week on

regular release days, as follows:

Tuesday, January H, 1910, a "Bison"

Wednesday, " 12, 1910, Italia

Friday, " 14, 1910, a "Bison"

Saturday, " 15, 1910, Ambrosio

and then each and every week, thereafter on the same days,

one reel of the same producers. You can absolutely count on
these releases and make up your programs accordingly.

Ambrosio and Italia Films

The imported reels of Ambrosio and Italia will be released

in this country on the corresponding date that they will be re-

leased in Europe, so as to protect all exchanges and their first

run customers. It is a well established fact that these foreign

film manufacturers produce the best of all European produc-

tions.

Lithographs and Posters Free
We will furnish as usual all exchanges handling these pro-

ductions with one sheet four color lithographs, also posters

containing synopsis, absolutely free with each reel.

Next Issue. Friday, Jan. 7th

RED GIRL'S ROMANCE
Dramatic Code Word "Rapture" Appro*. Length, 990 ft.

Without doubt, the New York Motion Picture Co. has in this subject
produced one of the most sensational and interesting films ever made,
which treats of the wild and wooly west. Photographically superb.

NEW YORK MOTION PICTURE CO.
Manufacturers cf "Bison" Life MotUn Pictures

429 Sixth Ave., cr.z6ti.st.. NEW YORK CITY
PHONE 6690*1 HAPISON SO.

Cable Addra.s: NOSIB

Can You Beat It?

No.
You Can't Even Tie It

A high-Class Independent Service, comprising only
RepresentativeFilm by Manufacturers of Established

reputation, at legitimate prices.

UNITED FILM RENTING CO.

STANDARD FOR COMPARISON

121 East 23d Street

NEW TORE CITT
1 First Street

TROY, N. T.

Why Stop at

Ten Per Cent?

If you exhibitors
continue to stand for that
rotten ten per cent penalty imposed
upon you every time you switch
your business from one to another
licensed exchange, what on earth is

to prevent the exchanges from eventually-

raising it to twenty or thirty or forty per

cent? Answer that question, man to man,
and where do you land? You've dealt with the
trust exchanges long enough to know that they'll

grind every cent out of you that they possibly can.
And you've let them get away with it so long that
it has become a habit. You had some sort of an
excuse a few months ago, because you didn't like

the Independent films on the market—but Heaven
knows that excuse no longer exists, for the Indepen-
dent manufacturers are turning out goods which are
driving the trust to desperation. In spite of my ex-
posure of the rotten ten per cent secret, the trust

exchanges are going right ahead with the penalty
plan? Why? Because THEY THINK YOU ARE
AN EASY MARK and they laugh at the idea of

your awakening to the true condition of affairs.

I am standing between you and trouble. I am out
in front taking the blows that otherwise would land
on you. Believe it or not, just as you like. I don't
want your gratitude. I want your business, and
some day I'll get it—not on sentimental grounds but
on pure merit of films and service.

CARL LAEMMLE, President

THE LAEMMLE FILM SERVICE
Headquarters

196-198 Lake Street : Chicago
Minneapolis, Portland, Omaha, Salt Lake City, Evinsvllle

(Canadian Office in Montreal)

"The biggest and best film renter in the world."

"My Minneapolis knows sf a good house In

Narth Dakota tor sale. If Interested write

my Minneapolis meatier lor particulars."
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V
o<ECLAIR FILM

The well-known brand of ECLAIR FILMS
will hereafter be sold by us direct to the

American Trade*

We announce our first release on or about

January 15th, 1910

Send in your standing orders without delay

ECLAIR FILM COMPANY, 31 E. 27th St., N.Y. City
E. OFFEMAN, Manager

QUALITY FILMS
VENGEANCE
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The Forester's
Sacrifice

Length, 551 Feet

Refreshing
Bath
Comedy

Length, 308 Feet

GREAT NORTHERN FILM COMPANY
NORDISK FILM COMPANY, COPENHAGEN

7 EAST FOURTEENTH STREET, NEW YORK CITY
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PATHE FRERES
WILL RELEASE

On Wednesday, Jan. 12th
THE FILM D 'ART

CAMILLE
Staged and photographed by Pathe Freres in their own inimitable style and enacted by

Film d'Art actors.

A thrilling and dramatic presentation of that masterpiece of Alexander Dumas, fils

"La Dame aux Camelias"
known all over the English speaking world as " Camille." The story is too well known to need
any synopsis. For a generation it has been enjoyed by old and young both in book form and in

Verdi's masterful adaptation known to the opera-goers as

"La Traviata"
The film represents the acme of perfection. Every shade of meaning is portrayed with the

utmost skill and fidelity. For those who have read Camille this picture will be of especial

interest—after seeing it. The unfortunare Margurite Gautier, who was in real life the Camille of
the story, and her unhappy lover, Armand Duval, will be real characters, who will live forever in

their memory.

YOU NEED THIS FILM
Insist on it from your exchange

BEAR IN MIND : RELEASEE JANUARY 12—WEDNESDAY
For the description of other Pathe Releases for the week of January ioth, including "The

Storm," " Beggar's Repentance," "On a Racket," "Stag Hunting in Java," " Story of a Leg,"
and " Mtss Moneybags Wishes to Marry." See Pathe's weekly bulletin. If you don't get it,

write—it's yours for the asking.

Get Your Posters from the A. B. C. Co. of Cleveland, Ohio
11C

r<

tui

chi

NEW YORK
41 West 25th Street

CHICAGO
35 Randolph Street

NEW ORLEANS
813 Union Street

Pacific Coast Agency—Turner &. Dahnken, 136 Eddy Street, San Francisco, Cal.
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THE MASTERMARK DF PICTUREDDM

START THE N EW YEAR R IGH T—T HE SELIG V
R-i -...., Da«, Ja »»,,.y 3yd . ««XHE SMUGGLER'S GAME"

An intensely interesting film dealing with ,^^fe^. the great contraband traffic in Fi

lOOO Feet ^^^5 r^gg^\ Code Wod«, Game

TRADE

Release Date Jan. 6th

"The Highlander's Defiance"
Just another of those great Selig war pictures.

,,englh, C25 Feet Code Word, Defiance
I A film for

the masses

MARK
On the same reel

Alderman Hrautz.s Picnic"
The best laugh film produced in years.

370 feet of continued gaiety.

THE SELIG POLYSCOPE CO., Inc. 45-47-49 Randolph St., Chicago, U. S. A.

THE MASTERMARK QF PICTUREDDM

MOVING PICTURE OPERATING
Complete Operating Course Taught—$15

WE POSITIVELY GUARANTEE you a $15 position. Evening class, every Monday,
Wednesday and Friday. We have graduated from our school hundreds of successful students.

Investigate our references. On and after January 1st, 1910, the fee for complete operating course

will be advanced to $25. Register now.

Call, Write or Telephone 1405 Madison Square

F. C. TAYLOR 51 West 28tH Street, New York City

VITAGRAPH FILMS
THE FILMS OF "QUALITY"

Tuesday, January 4
SECOND SERIES OF THE LIFE OF MOSES

Forty Years in the Land of Midian
THE FILM SENSATION OF THE YEAR.—The second reel of this great Biblical series, produced under the

personal supervision of the eminent Rev. Madison C. Peters, D. D., will be found even more magnificent than the first, which
has already called forth enthusiastic praise from press, pulpit and public. Approximate length, S6S feet.

Beginning January 4
$
1910, with the release of the second series of the Life of Moses and with each reel

thereafter, we will supply direct our own elaborate lithograph. 10c each, in lots of 10 or more, 6c each

Saturday, January 8

Richelieu
AN ELABORATE MOTION PICTURE CLASSIC—adapted from the world famous play and prbduced on a

magnificence that marks it as one of the greatest of the great films issued by this company. The acting is of the verj
quality of dramatic art, and the film will prove to be a veritable motion picture classic. Approximate length, 992 fee

TWO CREAT FILM ISSUES IN ONE WEEK

THE VITAGRAPH COMPANY OF AMERICA
NbW YUKK, ,10 oasi.au

CHICAGO, 109 Randolph
LONDON, 25 Cecil Co

PARIS, IS, Rue Sal
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mind Meeting of the Film Service
Association.

jie next semi-annual meeting of the Film

Ice Association will be held in New York

(January 29-31), instead of at Palm

, as suggested at the last meeting.

Summary of the Week.
bving picture palace wanted on upper Broadway.
11 rise to the occasion? (Page 8.)

in the right direction—moving picture roof garden
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* * *

lichine manufacturers should encourage the middle-
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[fubbard gives logical reasons why he patronizes

picture show. (Page io.)

round out the year with a masterful production

ire's "A Midsummer Night's Dream." (Page 10.)

• fed films,' a late development of the business,

the exchanges.

¥ discuss the need of more strict censorship and
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ectures for two notable Pathe pictures: "La

tcche" and "The Birth of Jesus." (Page I7-)

* * *

ding film manufacturers are preparing for the New
e 18.)

It Will Go On.

It was towards the conclusion of the war between
France and Germany, when a victorious German espied

one of the defeated Frenchmen. "Vive la republique,"

said the German. "File vivra sans vous," was the reply:

it will go on just the same ; it will live without you. A
close perusal of much of the recent literature devoted

to the moving picture field has brought this little anec-

dote to our mind, and the rejoinder that we desire to

make to those writings is largely that which the French-

man of thirty-eight odd years ago made to the German.
"It will live without or in spite of you." In other words,

what the Frenchman meant to convey was that France

was a powerful institution. What we mean to convey

is that the moving picture is a permanent institution of

the entertainment field.

Just at the close of the year, when many deliverances

as to what has been done in the last twelve months have

been printed, we are also confronted by the duty of fac-

ing the future. Some of those to whom we have spoken

and many of those who have written prefer to speak of

and write about the past. We have done with the past.

Our gaze is all towards the future—the future of the mov-

ing picture. Ellc vivra sans vous—the moving picture

will live in spite of its detractors and in spite of those

who have no confidence in its future. Mainly because

they are ignorant of what it is, what it does and what

it can do.

We address this article in particular first of all to the

manufacturers, those whose brains, capital and lives are

embarked in the commercial end of matters. The men

who wonder to themselves after having got so far in

this branch of industrial production, if further commer-

cial progress lies in front of them. What we think is

this, that by the end of 1910 they will be making more

money than they were at the end of 1909.

Then we come to the renter who seems, frankly, rather

a nervous kind of man who is undecided whether his

future existence is at stake, or not. To our view the

renter will be more than ever an indispensable factor

in the position. So will the exhibitor. He is the man

who shows the pictures to the public. Last of all the

public remains, that vast, thoughtless and thinking pub-

lic, thoughtless because it does not concern itself with

the ways" and means, thinking because it knows what it

likes best of all.

The public of to-day is stronger for the moving pict-

ure than ever, and we say neither manufacturer, nor rent-
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er nor exhibitor seems to understand or to realize what
an enormous factor in the position the public is. Few
amongst them begin to understand what the public wants.
Ellc vivra sans vons, the public remains whether the

present manufacturers, the renters or even the exhibitors

go out of business. The moving picture is here, will

remain here, and will be here for all time. That is the
point of this article. At the commencement of this year
of grace, 1910, the moving picture is more established

in popular esteem than ever it was before.

X

Rising to the Occasion.
Round about Christmas we spent several evenings and

many hours studying moving picture audiences and mov-
ing picture houses in New York City. The impression
that all this made upon our minds was somewhat dis-

appointing, because wherever we go, we go in quest of

the picture, we go for the picture, and we like to see

and study the effect which the picture is making upon
the minds of the public.

The New York moving picture public is in a parlous

state. It does not know exactly where it stands. So far

as we can observe it wants to see and appreciate the

moving picture, but the owners or proprietors of the

various theaters in New York City seem undecided in

their own minds as to how to treat the public. So in

their indecision they fall back upon compromise and sand-
wich the moving picture with vaudeville. They do not
understand their public, they do not seem to have the

prescience to knoiv that public ; they do not seem to real-

ize that there is a great picture public per se—a great

public for the picture by itself, for itself, and of itself.

And so they are diluting the picture with vaudeville. This,

if not exactly a counsel of despair, is temporizing.

The man of all others in New York City whom we
think is temporizing with his opportunity is Mr. Ganes
of that very charming little house on West Thirtieth

street and Broadway. We looked upon Mr. Ganes as

the man to seize the opportunity that lay ready for him
—that opportunity being to give Broadway a picture

palace, and a picture palace only. Broadway has not

yet got its picture palace. It has its theaters galore, it

has its vaudeville houses, but its picture palace has yet

to be erected—erected on a sumptuous scale with the

picture beautifully shown, with flowers, music and all the

rest of the concomitants which make the sumptuary sur-

roundings of the moving picture as luxurious and as

beautiful as those which surround the opera or the high
class play. In other words, what we want to see on
Broadway, New York City, is the moving picture treated

with the dignity which Mr. Hammerstein treats an opera
or Mr. Charles Frohman treats a play.

New York, then, has not yet risen to the level of its

opportunities in the way of moving picture houses. We
have absolute faith in the future of the moving picture

as an entertainment, perfectly comparable in essential

qualities with the opera or the talking play. Fourteenth
street does not seem to be able to supply the goods, nor
does Twenty-third street, nor Thirty-fourth street ; but it

has got to be done and probably done elsewhere in the

city. Where will that be and who will do it?

A Step In Advance.
For many months past we have noticed the upward

progress of the moving picture in the estimation of those

who make it their prime business to cater to the enter-

tainment of the public. It seems only yesterday that the

moving picture was not shown in New York City, north

of Fourteenth street. Then came the Majestic Theater,

the Circle Theater, finally Mr. Ganes's house on Thirt
street. All these we regard as so many steps forward
We have been watching very closely for the entra p

of the moving picture into the center of things—the c^i,}
ter of things being Forty-second street, the very axle 0/
the wheel of amusements in New York City. We kn«v,

that it was bound to come and it has come.
The other day small paragraphs appeared in the nc\

papers saying that the New York Theater Roof Gar.
was being adapted for the purposes of the moving p
ure. The moving picture has been installed there ajS

a week and, we believe, successfully. It is attract

and it is bound to attract a very considerable pul
The experiment is interesting in its way, but we reg
it as a half-hearted one. This particular theater n I

garden is well known in the city and well known throng
out the world with its own clientele—a clientele th

will advance when the Winter is gone and the Sprir.

and Summer here. A clientele that will probably becom
permanent. Sufficient to learn for the present purpos
that the moving picture has "got there," that it has drivei.

the thin end of the wedge in. Once having got to Forty-
second street, it is never likely to be dislodged from it.

Rather more is it likely to arrogate to itself the province
of having its own special home in the center of the great

amusement circle of the greatest city of the new world,
which is where we expect it to be, where we want it to

be, and we are sure it will be, amid surroundings which
will dignify it and beautify it.

Cheap Vaudeville A Menace to the

Exhibitor.

The Passing of a Notable Showhouse an Object
Lesson That It Does Not Pay to Try and Force
on the Public That Which They Do Not

Want.
Changes are observed on Market street, Philadelphi:

which might serve the argument of the pessimist th

cinematography has seen its best days. As a matter
fact, the thick cloud of gloom that hangs over cert?

quarters point to a salutary reform and presages a
vorce between cheap vaudeville and motion pictures

the lasing benefit of moving picture interests and :

tending to the welfare of legitimate vaudeville inter«

Those five-cent palaces on Market street which sta

out a year or more ago to give a combination prog

have found that people who want vaudeville will g
a regular vaudeville house, and those who want t(

pictures will rather patronize a house that is devofr

the exclusive exhibition of the best pictures. The
agers of the combination houses have done every

they could to stem the tide. The Palace offers el

souvenirs to ladies. The Victoria decorates its en' '

with a department store showcase in which is dis]

a dummy showing the petticoats to be given away as

souvenirs. The Unique decided that the limit had been
reached and instead of giving away souvenirs closed

a place that was erected a year ago at great expense.

After January first the Unique will be a thing of the

past, making room for a large drug store.

Although we regret this loss to the ranks, the passing

of the Unique will be a benefit if it serves to convince I

theater managers that the mixed program of mediocre!
quality is not what the public wants: that it is impos-l

sible to give good vaudeville and good pictures with af

five-cent admission ; that it can only be done in ten-cent

houses of large seating capacity with any degree off

satisfaction : that it is the cheap, low class, so-callecj

vaudeville acts that have done more than anything els«
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to hurt the standing of moving picture shows, and in

fact all theaterdom (as witness the present rigorous cen-
sorship of vaudeville in Chicago).
The passing of the Unique on Philadelphia's great

thoroughfare and the stability of some of its competi-
tors reminds us of the fable of the oak and the reed.

The strong oak tree was nagging and laughing at the
weak reed, but when the storm came the strong oak tree

went down while the reed, bending to the gale, straight-

ened up after the storm had passed. The Family The-
ater on the same street kept to its two reels of good
pictures, is still making good, and is more than ever
the haven of rest for the busy shoppers of Market street.

We have often been asked by exhibitors as to the ad-
visability of their giving vaudeville as an attraction. No
vaudeville act that is a real attraction can be engaged
at a price that can be paid by the house of limited seat-

ing capacity. That the large houses cannot or will not
obtain good acts was painfully forced upon us one day
this week in the largest combination house in our imme-
diate vicinity. Sandwiched in between two amateurish
and silly vaudeville acts was the fine film "To Save Her
Soul," by the Biograph Company. The film received
the loudest applause, while some ladies sitting behind
us commented on the silly vaudeville act in very uncom-
plimentary terms. There is class to the films that are
being now offered to the public and the time is ripe for

the film manufacturers to adopt some measure which
will prevent their films being shown in bad company.
In other words, we protest against good pictures being
used to carry bad vaudeville.

The Protection of the Middleman.
In any business in which the middleman is a necessity,

he should be protected and his interests respected by
manufacturer and consumer alike. This observation is

directed mainly at the manufacturers of moving picture

machines and supplies, as many are the complaints on

the part of exchange men that they have spent hours and
days in working an exhibitor up to the pitch of investing

in a new machine, only to learn afterwards that they

have been undersold by the manufacturer and get no
credit for the sale.

While the manufacturers receive many direct orders

as the result of their advertising and there is a dispo-

sition on the part of many people to deal with the manu-
facturer direct, yet there are a great man)' moving pict-

ure machines sold through the personal solicitation of

exchange managers or their agents. The average ex-

hibitor is not a ready spender and as long as his old

machine does the work he is not going to hunt up a man-
ufacturer to order new apparatus. He is going to patch

up the old one as long as he can. But the enterprising

solicitor or manager of an exchange desires to see his

films run on good machines and after much persuasion

he convinces this exhibitor that he is not up-to-date and

must get a machine of latest improvements if he ex-

pects to compete with his neighbor. Now, after the

exhibitor has been convinced by the exchange man that

he must have a new machine and decided on a particular

make, in nine cases out of ten he will write to the manu-
facturer to see if he can make a better deal direct, and,

even if the price is the same, the purchaser will most

likely order from the manufacturer. The manufacturer

will allow a cash discount to the exhibitor equal to the

commission allowed the exchange. Only the other week

a case was brought to our notice where the manufac-

turer allowed even a larger discount to the exhibitor than

to the exchange and made the sale, although the business

had been created at the solicitation of the exchange.

Now this is not fair, neither is it conducive to the
business interests of the manufacturer, as the sentiment
expressed by this exchange man was that hereafter he
would not try to sell any new machines for that manu-
facturer, but would advise exhibitors to have their old

machines repaired, as he would be sure of the repair
money, while he was not sure of the commission on a

sale. This is not the sentiment of one alone, but of
many, therefore we say that if the middleman is to be
tolerated at all his business interests should be respected.

Respecting the Probabilities.

Whenever a basis of fact is taken for a moving picture

story, care, we suggest, should be exercised either by
the author or the producer so as not to outrage the prob-

abilities. In the forthcoming Essanay masterpiece (We
are quoting an extra official description given to the story

of "The Adventurer," to be released on January the

15th) the story, we are told, is founded on a real inci-

dent, and the real incent takes place in a compartment
in an English railroad carriage running between London
and Epsom Downs.
As far as we can gather, the incident is supposed to

take place at race time. A woman charges a man with

assault; the man, however, clears himself. The story is

highly improbable if the incident is supposed to have
taken place at the time referred to. Hundreds of thou-,

sands of people travel over this thirteen or fourteen miles

of railroad between London and the Epsom racertack.

It is the. last place on the earth where "an English confi-

dence woman" would try to intimidate a man with

charge of assault ; in other words, it is highly improbable,

or, we might put it, it is straining probability too much.

Then, we come to the statement that the story is in

part a true incident, a chapter in the "life of General X.

of the English Tenth Hussars." Here again the author

of the Essanay story is mixing things up. On a train

between London and Woking, over thirty years ago,

Colonel V. Baker was said to have made advances to-

wards a girl who resented them. Anyhow she brought

a charge against the Colonel in the police court, and

although nothing was proved against the officer, yet pub-

lic opinion took the view that he had not disproved the

charge. So he had to resign the colonelcy of the Tenth

Hussars, and went to Egypt, where he served with dis-

tinction in the Egyptian army. He did not go to Russia

or Plevna. He did not return to England, society did

not welcome him back again; and the woman did not

confess to having blackmailed him. These are the facts.

We are of the opinion that the choice of the theme for

the moving picture is out of place. Still, it may work

out well on the screen, and we should not have referred

to this matter, except that we happened to be very fa-

miliar with the Epsom Downs and the Colonel Baker

history and therefore we were curious to see how the in-

cidents had been treated by an American film producer.

ANOTHER LITERARY WORK FILMED.

"Pardners," by Rex Beach.

"Pardners," Rex Beach's extraordinary story of life and

scenes in the Alaskan gold fields, is the subject scheduled

by the Edison Manufacturing Company for release on Janu-

ary 4. The news that America's most successful young

novelist had identified himself with the Edison interests and

was arranging his famous story for film production was

received by exhibitors and exchanges generally with a con-

siderable interest. The announcement of this release has

been eagerly awaited for some time. The Edison Company
promises that the picture will be a solendid reproduction of

Mr. Beach's extraordinary story and that his literary style

is vividly portrayed by their stock company.
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ELBERT HUBBARD ON THE MOVING PICTURES.

The Oracle Declares Himself a Moving* Picture Fiend.

[From the New York American.]

Are we down-hearted ? No-o-o-o !

!

One reason. Terese, why 1 am able to roll off the tasks,

and keep my skypiece working in double shifts is because
1 am a moving picture fiend.

I do not drink and I do not smoke, but I spend ten

cents on a moving picture show whenever I have the

chance. Sometimes I spend a dollar and take nine kids

with me.
Between the nicotine and the nickelodeon I prefer the

latter.

The moving picture show cheers, but does not inebri-

ate.

It lubricates the wheels of existence, rests, refreshes,

stirs the imagination, brings into play a new set of con-

volutions and costs a dime.

It never gives you that dark brown taste the day after,

nor a headache and that tired feeling; nor does it make
for a hike to the booby hutch.

For nervous prostration or nervous prosperity try the

moving pictures.

I go to see the moving pictures so as to keep from
having nervous prostration.

If you go to the races you'll probably bet—and, any-
way, you'll get excited. If you go to the theater you
will have to dress for it, perhaps have a carriage and
a little feed afterward. And you'll get tired out.

But the moving pictures is Jeffersonian simplicity and
practical democracy. You slide in and out, and the whole
thing is free from frills, fads and fussiness. You always
get your money's worth, and there is no haunting regrets
as to your having made a fool of yourself by spending
a whole evening on a bum play and knocking a five-dollar

bill all to flinders.

Another things about moving pictures is that the in-

vention is one of the great educational factors of the
time. It is one of the things that is helping to make
this old world over into a better and happier place.

Up to less than a hundred years ago civilization wa-
provincial. Only a few people could travel, see and
know. The many were submerged in ignorance and
superstition The sailors who went round the world were
nature fakers. The stories they told us would make your
hair curl.

Now we are getting acquainted with the world. Quick
transportation, the mails, the daily American, the tele-

graph, the telephone, the talking machines and moving
pictures are bringing the world to our doors.

I once knew a dear old lady who had a way of saying
when you told her anything, "I want to know—I want
to know !"

I used to laugh at this, but now I sympathize with the

sentiment. "I want to know—I want to know!"
In Missouri the folks ask for visual demonstration.

This to me is also beautiful. Show me ! I want to

know !

!

The moving picture satisfies our desire to know, be-

cause it shows us. The extent of knowledge which it

distributes as to the ways, customs and habits of the

people of the world is great, and far-reaching for good.
I am a writer of books. In these books I describe

what I have seen, and the things I imagine, and I state

some of the things which seem to me to be true. Just

to the degree that I express truth and make men think

do I benefit them.
No criticism can be brought against moving pictures

which cannot be brought against books with equal truth.

There are good books, there are bad books and there

are bum books written by punk parties with literary ec-

zema, which are neither good nor bad.

It is exactly so with moving pictures.

These pictures tell a story, playing the thing out while

you sit and look on.

Good people only want to see the truthful and the

worthy.

SHAKESPEARE ON THE SCREEN.
The Vita^raph Company Stages "A Midsummer Night's Dream."

It is not so very long since the playing of a Shakes-
pearean play on the ordinary stage was attended by con-
siderable financial risk. A well-known theatrical manager
on the other side of the Atlantic once publicly stated that

in his opinion "Shakespeare spelt ruin." What he meant
was this

: That the public interest in the works of the
bard of all time was so small that no matter how elabo-
rately those plays were mounted, no matter how well they
were acted, the public would not support them in suffi-

cient numbers to make the ventures remunerative.
The man we are quoting was the late F. B. Chatterton.

a name that will no doubt he familiar to many readers
of The Moving Picture World. Chatterton. however,
lived to see Shakespeare presented on the stage by such
men as Irving, Mansfield, Tree, Lewis Waller and others
who made money out of the plays. This proves that the

public has a real interest in the plays of Shakespeare

—

an interest, we mean, sufficiently great to draw them to

a theater when a Shakespearean play is properly put on.

Shakespeare, in short, is a dramatist as well as a poet,

whose works arc to be seen on the stage as well as conned
in the study or in the class room.

And Shakespeare is a dramatist for the moving picture

screen as well as for the ordinary stage. We have long
waited for the opportunity of seeing the bard of all time
included amongst the band of authors who write for the

moving picture stage. We wondered in our own mind
who amongst the American film makers would be the first

to strike into the rich preserve of material which Shakes-
peare offers the producer. We congratulate the Yita-

graph Company on being prompt to gratify this secret

aspiration of ours.

From the purely personal point of view there are many
Shakespearean plays that we would like to see on the

moving picture screen ; in fact we would like to see

them all on the moving picture screen because we have
seen them on the ordinary stage—many of them in oper-

atic as well as dramatic form. And we go the length of

saying that there is not one of them in our opinion which
is not adaptable to moving picture purposes.

It was therefore witli special interest that we braved
the Arctic weather of Christmas night for the purpose
of seeing the Yitagraph "A Midsummer Night's Dream"
in a New York moving picture theater. The play was
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very largely associated in our minds with the exquisite

music written to it by the late Sir Arthur Sullivan, music
which is heard in the concert hall to-day, although the

play itself is very rarely produced. Of course, the per-

sonal equation must enter very largely into the interpre-

tation of the Shakespearean text. Then again, in such
a play as "A Midsummer Night's Dream," the producer
is called upon to exercise great skill and judgment so
as to compress the scenes into a continuous and intelli-

gible story which does not destroy the narrative—which
makes that narrative clear, even to a- moving picture audi-
ence, which can hardly be supposed to be following the
piece on the screen with the text of the play in its hands.
Out of this somewhat trying ordeal the Vitagraph people
came with great success. They told the story in a word
as Shakespeare told it—clearly and intelligibly. None of
the salient points of this delightful fairy comedy were
missed.

Something of the atmosphere of the play as we saw it

acted on the regular stage some years ago was imparted
to this beautiful film, a marvel of decorative richness, with
well drilled crowds of actors and actresses, a veritable

Christmas fairy story and unquestionably a real Vita-
graph triumph. The changes marking the appearance
and disappearance of the fairies or immortals were man-
aged with singular skill. Indeed, the fairy part of the
story was everything that was graceful and charming.
Real true comedy marked the acting of Bottom the Weav-
er and his associates in arranging the play to be per-

formed on the marriage of the Duke. And then again,

when Bottom was changed into an ass and Titania the

Queen of the fairies was made to fall in love with him,
we seemed to be looking upon the scene from the very
play itself as we remembered it when seen on the ordi-

nary stage. The acting seemed to be so naturally, dryly

humorous.
The court scenes of this magnificent film were superb,

but what pleased us as much as anything were the open
air scenes, where the mortals and immortals were going
through some charming passages of the delightful com-
edy.

We should like to hear the opinions of qualified Shakes-
peareologists on this picture. There are many in this

country who make the work of the bard their special

study. For ourselves, speaking generally, the picture is

full of poetical beauty. The Vitagraph actors and ac-

tresses have risen to the occasion. The photography of

the subject, too, is so good that we seemed to feel that

this end of the matters showed a marked advance—

a

picture having a rich deposit free from mechanical and
chemical defects. We look forward to other Shakespear-

ean products from the Vitagraph Company and altogether

to our mind the "Midsummer Night's Dream" stands out

as the Christmas success of the moving picture stage of

the last days of 1909. Bravo, Vitagraph Company!

EDISON COMPANY ENTHUSIASTIC OVER ITS
WATERPROOFED FILM.

Exchanges Subscribe to its Superior Quality.

A considerable share of the many complimentary things

that are being said these days of the vast improvement in the

photographic quality of their films the Edison Company at-

tributes to the waterproofing process to which they are sub-

jected. The company claims that the film is more trans-

parent (and the results seem to substantiate their contention),
due to the fact that because of the waterproofed coating
both sides of the film are smooth and shiny, and more light

consequently is allowed to penetrate the film. This would
seem to be a mark of superiority over the ordinary film, the

emulsion side of which is dull. There are several other par-
ticulars in which the waterproofed film claims superiority,

and that makes for a steadier and clearer projection. The
very fact that the film can be cleaned at will from any foreign

matters that may congregate in any superficial scratches on
the surface, thus elminating the possibility of "rain storms"
in the projection, is a most potent argument in favor of the
treated film. And it should be borne in mind that any
scratches occurring on its surface are superficial, the coating
offering complete protection to the gelatine or emulsion.
It is claimed that the film passes more smoothly through the
projecting machine, that there is no sticking at the film gate,
and that the loop is steadier; all of which conduces to an
improvement in the pictures. The Edison Company feels

gratified at the success that has attended their adoption of
the waterproofing process. When the first releases of water-
proofed film left the factory the company requested its ex-
changes, in a circular letter, to give these films treatment
(soap and water baths) at frequent intervals and to keep
the factory advised of their condition from time to time. The
reports that have been received up to date are most favor-
able, and the many claims made for the new process seem
not to have been exaggerated in the slightest particular. It

is conceded in every instance that not only is the transpar-
ency better than in the ordinary film, but the water-proofed
films give greater satisfaction in respect to durability
and age. In support of the latter attributes the company
quotes a letter from the Film and Supply Company, Ltd., of
New Orleans, La., under date of December 10, 1909, as
follows:
"We have just inspected your film subject entitled 'The Lie'

to-day and it is with great pleasure that we inform you that
the condition of it is remarkable, not the least sign of wear
or tear on it whatever. This film has been in constant use
ever since its release date, October 26. We wish to con-
gratulate you on the important strides you are making in this

connection."
This letter, the company states, is but a sample of many

that have reached them complimentary to the new process,
which is in line with the Edison Company's policy of im-
provement.

A 1910 ATTRACTION OF EXCEPTIONAL MERIT.
With the opening of the new year appears the announce-

ment of an original, novel attraction that has just been in-

troduced to the moving picture trade in the form of "Novelty
Puzzlettes." This new feature has been very carefully studied

by the originators for fully twelve months, and before plac-

ing the same on the market it was thoroughly tested out and
put into practical demonstration. The results obtained were
so highly successful that it is an absolute certainty that

"Novelty Puzzlettes" will become a necessary part of the

moving picture show. These puzzlettes are manufactured in

weekly series of new subjects; each series or set consists

of ten slides and represents important places of the world,
famous people or other topical subjects which the public in

general is acquainted with. The puzzles are cleverly de-

signed by experienced newspaper artists, but each and every
one is strictly original and has never been used before.

Furthermore, each puzzle has a meaning, and while simple
enough in construction it nevertheless requires a little thought
to solve the correct answer. A new series will be released

each week, and as each set is intended for a week's use there

will be no necessity of exhibitors repeating. An exhibitor

who was taken into the confidence of the originators, and
who made one of the tests, reports that the following ar-

rangement showed excellent results at his house and in-

creased his attendance 50 per cent: "As each s,et of 'Novelty
Puzzlettes' consists of ten slides, six of which are puzzle

pictures, it is advisable to show one different puzzle each
day, that is, No. 1 Monday, No. 2 Tuesday and so on through
the week. The last day, or Saturday, all six may be reviewed
and the same day answers for all six puzzlettes will be re-

ceived in a closed envelope." The answer slide is delivered in

a sealed package and this is not shown until after the contest.

Where prizes are awarded the interest is great and the at-

tendance is bound to exceed the highest mark. Not only are

"Novelty Puzzlettes" entertaining and amusing, but they are

also interesting and instructive both to the young and old,

and moving picture patrons will appreciate them. "Novelty
Puzzlettes" can be rented from your exchange at a very
nominal price, or can be purchased outright from the makers.
Further particulars and full information can be secured from
the sole manufacturers, The Novelty Slide Company, 221 East
Fifty-third street, New York City.

The Peerless Motion Picture Company, 1012 Baltimore
avenue, Kansas City, Mo., has joined the National Inde-

pendent Moving Picture Alliance.
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Observation?!
BY OUR MAN
ABOUT TOWN

I very much dislike becoming personal in journalistic affairs

or deliberately placing myself open to attack for being unduly
zealous, but in this instance I must ask the indulgence of the
friends who read my little column. While writing this I have
before me a moving picture publication. Upon first reading, I

thought it was awful nice of the editor to wish his readers
"the wide world o'er fraternal greetings," etc. I, of course,

detected the egotism in the quoted part of the article, but even
then I felt inclined to overlook it. We all know this man. We
all know that before he left dear old England and graced this

land with the imprint of his precious feet and the radiancy of

his brilliant mind nobody knew anything about the moving pic-

ture business. We all know the man who claims he has put the
business on a paying basis through his sound advice. So, there-

fore, when his greeting spread his circulation "the wide world
o'er" I was inclined to let him get away with it and use it as a

relish with his Christmas turkey and plum pudding. But ! I

couldn't tranquilly pass over the last paragraph of his review
of the year. The editor headed the article "A Retrospect," im-
plying that it was a resume of happenings in the moving picture

field for the year about to close. Reading showed it was not,

but simply a reminder of what his paper had attempted to do,

or claimed to have done. Egotism is pardonable at times and I

was willing to overlook it in this case until ignorance took con-
trol of the pen. I have, many times, during the past twelve
months performed the painful duty of pointing out the mistakes
—many of them grave ones—of the editor in question. He is a

good fellow in his way. but what bulls he does make at times

!

Let us take up the closing paragraph of the "Retrospect" to
which I take exception. To do this a quotation must be made.
Here it is : "In November the News did a little towards helping
to elect Judge Gaynor as the Mayor of New York City and ex-
hibitors throughout Greater New York are looking forward with
a great deal of interest to the period when he assumes the reins

of office." To my mind such a sentiment is the acme of bad
judgment, if not worse. It is little short of a direct insult to
Judge Gaynor. The most charitable view of the matter is that
the editor in question became so engulfed in self-importance
that he lost control of himself.

* * *

It may be information to the party under indictment that no
paper, nor any particular class of men, elected Judge Gaynor.
In this particular case our readers will pardon us if we tem-
porarily delve into politics in order to sweep aside a mistaken
conclusion regarding the position of the moving picture people
in regard to the newly elected Mayor. Judge Gaynor was the
only man on his ticket elected. The Fusionists swept all aside
but him. Now, did the egotistical editor I have referred to do
this? Did he do it with the aid of the many people in Greater
New York interested in the moving picture business? Not by
a jugful. The fact of the matter is that before any moving pic-

ture paper espoused the cause of Judge Gaynor the exhibitors

and film exchange men had sanctioned his candidacy and were
working for his election. It cannot be disputed that they did

excellent work for him and were most highly gratified when his

election was announced, but they were neither inspired nor en-

couraged to a material extent by any publication devoted to the
moving picture interests. The papers in question practically and
simply reflected the prevailing sentiment. If any credit is due
in the line claimed by our worthy friend, we beg that he concede
some to the humble Moving Picture World. This claim can be
substantiated by the October numbers of that publication. The
editor under criticism says: "In November the News did a
little towards helping to elect Judge Gaynor." As the election

took place on the second day of November, the News confessedly
did very little in the direction for which credit is claimed.

* * *

Such blunders, committed in a spirit that overreaches itself

for self-praise, do a great deal of harm. I believe I truthfully

reflect the sentiments of the moving picture exchange people and
exhibitors when T say that their experience in December, igo8.

convinced them that Judge Gaynor was a fair-minded, fearless
man and they wished to demonstrate their appreciation of these
qualities as applied to their interests when they were most sorely

tried. T also believe that all these people will endorse my senti-

ments when T say that they are not looking forward to his in-

auguration "with a great deal of interest." Their gratification is

already acquired. They are content to let future events develop-
naturally and are not seeking anything that should arouse any
undue interest. They arc willing to conduct their business in
accordance with the municipal regulations and are confident that
while they do this their rights will not be abridged if Judge
Gaynor remains the same kind of man while Mayor as he was
when he held the honorable position on the bench.'

The holidays have hit the exhibitors hard, especially those
located in the storm centers, but it is only the newcomers in

the field that are complaining. All others know that the Christ-
mas holiday season is a poor one for all lines of amusements
other than church entertainments. The second week of January
should show a decided improvement if a few blizzards are not
dumped upon us. For the consolation of some people who are
passing through their first Christmas season as moving picture
exhibitors, I refer to the high-class vaudeville houses. See the
increased number of acts they offer to try and draw the people
during the festive season. Go a step further and see how many
legitimate road shows retire a week or two before Christmas and
how many good seats may be secured almost at any time on
short notice during the holidays. I am confident that during
such seasons as the present a census would show the receipts of
the picture houses proportionately far in excess of the others.

The Governor of Iowa has put the ban on moving picture

reproductions of fights. He says they are the same as the fights

themselves, and are therefore illegal. I do not wish to get on
bad terms with the Governor of Iowa, but I cannot refrain from
questioning his decision. He says the laws of the State prohibit

such fights as Johnson and Ketchell indulged in, and exhibitions

of moving pictures of such events are equally illegal. If this

Governor's position should be sustained by the other States of

the Union the moving pictures would soon go upon the shelf

as a lost art. What would become of the story pictures? Some-
thing happens in all of them that reflects a violation of law.

True, the transgressions are principally fictional, but how can
the line be drawn? Take, for instance, the old-timer, "The Great
Train Robbery," which was posed in New Jersey. Would the
Governor of Iowa bar this picture because train robberies are
illegal in Iowa? The theory advanced is a very elastic one. so
much that even Biblical stories could be shut out. If the Gov-
ernor of Iowa rendered the decision which is credited to him,
I am inclined to think that his digestive organs need serious

attention.

This is the time of year when the most ridiculous rumors get

afloat as to the future of the moving picture business, more
especially that branch of it connected with the Motion Picture

Patents Company. It is in the early part of February that the

program for the year is laid out by that company, and as the

time approaches the tongues of the wiseacres wag vigorously.

During the past ten days I have been advised by evidently well-

meaning friends to be on the alert and get on the ground floor,

for "something is going to happen." One of the rumors is to

the effect that after January i one-third of the New York City

film exchanges will be in the Independent ranks. I believe there

are nine exchanges. It does not require much time to make the

circuit. I have been over it since the rumor got afloat and. un-

less I am being deceived, the rumor is a hoax. When I reported

this to one of my informants, he said : "Well, you are slow,

to be sure. Why, if there is nothing in it. how is it that ex-

change men from the West and the Eastern States have been
in secret session in New York during the past week, and I

know some of these men are dying to open licensed exchanges
in New York?" I soon settled this argument. The old Film
Service Association is still in existence, as a social organization.

The time for the annual meeting is drawing near. At the last

session, which was held in Atlantic City. N. J., it was practically

decided to hold the next one at Palm Beach. Fla. The matter

was left in the hands of the executive committee, however, and
its members met in New York during the past week. It was
decided that New York be the next place of meeting. Palm
Beach mav be a warm place, but keep vour eye on the Great

White Way.
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The Editors Invite Contributions for this pade from Exhibitors who can Express an Idea
that will be Beneficial to the Business.

MORE REFINED AUDIENCES DEMAND A STRICTER
CENSORSHIP.

Maybe through your valuable paper you could help change
existing conditions. The Motion Picture Patents Company
work in conjunction with the Censor Board and the Censor
Board wrote the educators of this town asking for reports
as to what kind of pictures were being shown. Now we are
getting Biograph's 'Mountaineer's Honor," "In Little Italy,"
and Lubin's "Romance of a Rocky Coast." One of the edu-
cators happened to drop in and see "The Mountaineer's
Honor." A picture that will shock any sensitive or nervous
person. Result: educator does not approve of moving pict-
ures for young people. A father of some boys who were
good for three times a week happened to see the picture, and
has forbidden his children to go to moving pictures. Now,
why did the Motion Picture Patents Company endorse the
Censor Board and now turn out such pictures after the edu-
cated and refined classes are commencing to be good patrons
of pictures? Such pictures as "The Lie" turned out by Edi-
son, full of sensation and action, have created nothing but
favorable comment. Cowboy scenes and Wild West pictures,
with a few Indians and pioneers being shot down, have not
lost patronage because of the change, action and scenery;
the shooting is humorous instead of revolting, on account
of the acting being so bad. But when a talented company
of actors like the Biograph produce tragedies and murders
you see a distinct shock go through the audience and the
percentage is small that like such a picture. It seems to
please the foreign and morbid element, and they are loud
in praise, but the silent audience are the real critics and are
greatly in the majority as patrons. It seems to me that he
film manufacturers ought to cater to the majority and let

outsiders cater to the lower element, or the minority. If one
reads the public right, the loudest clamor comes from the
minority and maybe the manufacturer is catering to clamor.
I think very few successful exhibitors are clamoring for mur-
ders and shocking tragedies, as patronage has increased since
such pictures have reduced in number. W. C.

THE COST OF VAUDEVILLE.
The question of vaudeville in the electric theater will not

down. It is to-day in a most acute stage and continues to
baffle the exhibitor's mind and to deplete the exhibitor's
pocket. There are ills and woes aplenty for the exhibitors
and some of them are incurable. The vaudeville nuisance,
however, though, to be sure, a very serious affliction, is our
able and it is the purpose of these lines, based on personal
experience and observation, to point out the symptoms and
suggest remedies for the disease.

The money paid within the last two years by exhibitors to
so-called vaudeville artists runs into hundreds of thousands
of dollars. It may safely be claimed that out of this vast
amount of money—vast in proportion to the business done

—

less than 10 per cent, represents a profit to the exhibitor;

90 per cent, came into the pockets of the "artists" and their

aiders and abettors, the "vaudeville agencies," directly out
of the profits of the exhibitors. As a profit destroyer the
vaudeville evil has few equals and positively no superior.

In the greatest number of cases the exhibitor, who runs
vaudeville, pays out whatever he takes in at the box office

to the vaudevillians, being nothing more or less than a con-
venient channel through which the nickels and the dimes are
conveyed to the "artist" and his agent. This may be glorious,

it may be charitable, it may be philanthropic, but it is not
profitable. As one exhibitor has put it to the writer, "There's
no nourishment in it." The percentage of electric theaters
able to give their patrons good or at least tolerable vaudeville
is so small as to be negligible. Only where an excellent
location combines with a large seating capacity is there any
possibility of running good pictures and satisfactory vaude-
ville at a cost of five or even ten cents. The fact that the
five-cent houses on Market street, in Philadelphia, have dis-

continued this vaudeville and that the "combination" houses
have raised the price of admission to ten cents is practical
proof of the correctness of my assertion.

If the exhibitors will pause to consider the origin of this

kind of vaudeville, the means and methods by which it is

kept alive, its utter failure to maintain even a fair degree of
quality and the inherent causes of this failure, they will be

better able to resist with unswerving firmness all offers from
vaudeville agents and their "artists."
When the vaudeville craze struck the electric theaters the

supply of good or passable vaudeville was utterly insufficienc
to meet the demand. Some shrewd vaudeville agents then
eking out a very scant livelihood, supplying but a few good
clients, perceived in this growing demand for cheap vaudeville
a golden opportunity and they set to work to supply this
demand in most unscrupulous fashion. Whether such vaude-
ville would damage and eventually ruin the exhibitor made
no difference to them. They proposed to make hay while
the sun shone. In an incredibly short time these agencies
increased in number and activity and soon deluged the ex-
hibitor with offers of "refined" and "high-class" and "unique"
and "popular" vaudeville. The exhibitors were tempted and
many fell and to-day they are suffering from the evil, which,
without their support, never had attained its present pro-
portions. Severe as is the strain on the exhibitors in large
cities, it is a good deal worse in the country districts. I have
known exhibitors in small towns, from 5,000 to 20,000 in-
habitants, to pay $50 to $75 a week to "artists" who would
not be tolerated in legitimate vaudeville at any price. What
I have seen and heard in this line surpasses belief and I
hesitate to commit it to paper. I recall the case of a man
doing a "character sketch" in some of the mining towns in
Eastern Pennsylvania and getting $35 a week for it. He
could neither sing nor dance, but he came on the stage,
gave a disgusting imitation of a drunken man, fell several
times onthe floor, tried to sing "My Wife Has Gone to the
Country," and made his exit. I saw a fat boy of eleven and
his sister of fifteen "sing" a duet in costume, neither of them
had any musical training nor any voice, and as to their acting,
I have seen children playing in the street act very much better.
The exhibitor paid to these people, for three days, $35 and
their board. I endured another "male" act, on the whole the
most stupid act I ever saw. I was puzzled to know what
the man called his act or what he himself thought it was.
At the risk of hurting his professional pride, I asked him at
the end of his act what he had been doing. He replied: "Oh,
just a silly kid act." For this he extracted $30 in good
money from the exhibitor. He had been getting $10 per
week in a_ very subordinate capacity with a burlesque, or as
he called it a "burlecue" show, when a vaudeville agent cap-
tured him for the moving picture field. I must add to this
crop of anthropoid or scarcely human vaudeville, the baby
nuisance. The agencies are ever on the lookout for babies.
mostly girls from four to fourteen years old. If these babies
are half-way presentable and look fairly decent in a costume
it matters little whether they can sing or dance or act. They
are put on "circuits" and reap as high as $50 a week. Of
course it would be unreasonable to blame the babies, but the
law of the land, everywhere jealous of the rights of the young
and incompetent, ought to get after their stout mammas and
the unscrupulous vaudeville agent. We will next have babies
acting from the cradle.

The people, even in the smaller towns and remoter regions,
are disgusted with this sort of vaudeville. A decent and
tolerable act is too rare to affect the average, which is

either low, vulgar or stupid. It rests entirely with the ex-
hibitors to abate this nuisance. I know of many who have
learned their lesson and who have barred "vaudeville" with
a crowbar. The evil, however, is far from being extinct.
If these lines will help to infuse a little moral courage into
the exhibitor and make him come to the rescue of his own
pocketbook, their object has been fully gained. If one ex-
hibitor does away with this anthropoid sort of entertainment
he may rest assured that the competitor will follow suit, gen-
erally much sooner than one would expect.

ECLAIR FILMS.

The well-known productions of this Paris concern, which
have hitherto been handled in this country by various con-
cerns, will in future be issued from their own branch office

in this city. This is the first of the European manufacturers
to adopt this course after the recent investigating visit of

their representatives, and we wish all due success to the
Messrs. Eclair for their enterprise and commend them on
the sensible solution of the difficulties of dealing through
agents. We understand that other European manufacturers
will follow suit.
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Mr. Melics has earned my respect. I was one of those who,
for old sake's sake, was glad to welcome his re-entry into the
moving picture field. As I said on this page a few weeks ago,

I made the acquaintance of Melics work in London some ten years
since, and being somewhat of a sentimentalist, as well as a re-

specter of established institutions, it pleased me to see the name
of Melics amongst the lists of American film makers.

* * *

But I was never amongst those who, as soon as his pictures

were shown on the screen in New York City, handed them out
indiscriminate praise. On the /contrary, I saw the promise of
better things to come. I saw productions rather below the level

of the Independent quality in respect of photographic technique.

I saw stories and acting by no means so complete and finished

as the public to-day are demanding. In other words, the Melies
pictures, though having the renown of an old name, were not up
to association standard.

* * *

Melies has been prompt to recognize that the photographic
qualities of his work were not so good as they ought to be, and
he has made public announcement of the fact. He is "putting his

house in order" and making such preparations as will enable
him to turn out high-class pictures—high-class, that is to say,

from the point of view of technical photography. Therefore,
writing for myself, Melies has my intense respect, because of his

frank recognition of inferiority of quality, and his determination
to raise that quality to the requisite standard—a standard set by
his fellow associated manufacturers, who, at the present time,

are turning out extremely beautiful photographs.

* * *

It will probably only be a matter of weeks, or it may be two
or three months, before Mr. Melies is producing photographs to

his satisfaction and the satisfaction of his public. Meanwhile, I

would like to say that the example he has set is an excellent

one. I would commend it to the notice of many people on the
Independent side of things who are trying to make photographs
You cannot for the life of you persuade them to do so. These
people seem unable or unwilling to take the judgment of either

experts or the general public. They do not know, they will not
allow, in their blindness, that anybody else knows. They are
invincibly stupid.

These are the very people, dear brethren in the Lord, who
jeer at anybody who like himself goes to the trouble of pointing
out the main essentials to success in the making of moving pic-

tures. Those essentials were included in a series of articles in

this publication last year called "The Modern Way in Moving
Picture Making"—a series of articles which has been extensively
reproduced, both with and without acknowledgment, in other
publications ; the first series of the kind ever written and pub-
lished, whatever their merits or defects may be.

* * *

Yet the severest critics of those articles are to be found
amongst those who are setting up as authorities on the practical

making of moving pictures and who have not yet demonstrated
their ability to turn out a passable print. Such "critics" as

Strechymans and his kidney can be ignored. These people are
mere space-fillers—mere penny-a-liners who handle the moving
picture simply from the point of view of the cub reporter. Their
ignorance is excusable, for they are not concerned, and never
have been concerned, with either the practical or the scientific

end of things.
* * *

No such excuse attaches to a number of people who have
broken into the moving picture making game this last year, and
who are wasting their money, because they are too proud to

learn from those who make it their business to teach the funda-
mentals of moving picture making. I shall never forget one of
these gentlemen who was the first to deride my writings on the
subject. He got into serious difficulties at the lens end of mat-
ters and yet he was glad to come to me and secretly ask me to
explain just precisely what the function of a lens was in the
taking of a moving picture. Yet another man I know who has
distributed thousands and thousands of circulars eulogising his

own ability as a maker of moving pictures, is indebted to me
personally for all of the data and direct personal instruction in

the making of the pictures he is advertising. Yet this man, if

you please, recently turned round on me and said I knew nothing
of his business.

* * *

Most interesting of all, however, is the gentleman who called

upon me personally, and having, something like Hector Jedediah
the other day, inflicted himself upon me for a number of hours,
was glad at the end of it all to accept my counsel, and I hope
has profited by it. If I had as many dollars as people I have
taught to make good photographs, I should be buying some of
the land whereon to erect that Fifth avenue mansion I mean to

have one of these days.
* * *

The moral of this week's "sermon on the screen" is especially

addressed to the Independent manufacturers of moving picture

films. Let them frankly profit by the excellent example set by
Melies, who comes right out and says "my pictures not being
good enough for the public, I am going to stop sending them
out until I have got up to the requisite standard of quality."

This little moral is applicable to the fourteeen or fifteen Inde-
pendent manufacturers of moving picture films, not one of whom
yet can fairly be said to have reached the Biograph standard of
quality; simply because, as I know from actual observation, they
are not going about the work in the Biograph way, that is, by
the scientific way. I beg pardon of Hector Jedediah and people
of his kidney for talking science, or, in other words, for talking

exact knowledge. They cannot be expected to understand what
this means, for, in their work as mere space-fillers, exactitude of

knowledge is not called for. They are not even required to

know the difference between a negative and a positive. The moving
picture film is just to them a mere integer in the amusement
game, just as is a Walter De Freece, an Eva Tanguay, or any
other excellent person who supplies the theatrical paper with the
opportunity of making copy. So that, Hector Jedediah, in his

abyssmal ignorance, is, after all, to be excused, if not pitied.

* * *

It stands to the credit of The Moving Picture World that it

was the first publication in this country to call attention to the

fact that the production of a sucessful moving picture film can
only be accomplished by the application of scientific principles

:

or, in other words, exact knowledge. It is not a question of rule

of thumb or trial and error; the picture must be made according
to certain fixed definite formulae; that is to say, after the play
or whatever it is has been put on the stage and the crank of the
moving picture camera is turned for the taking of the photo-
graphs, it is only the application of rigid scientific methods
which will produce a good negative and positive. If Hector Jede-
diah and his ink-slinging associates will grasp this fundamental
fact and turn to The Moving Picture World for the year 1909
and read what I have written on the subject, there is hope that

they may yet learn something about the theory and practice of
moving picture making.

DEERFIELD, MASS., IN MOVING PICTURE FILM.

Edison Company to Picture Colonial Massacres.

Through the efforts of Herbert F. Streeter, manager of the
Bijou Theater, of Greenfield, Mass., the two great tragedies

of Deerfield—the attack on the town by the French and In-

dians, in 1703, and the massacre at Bloody Brook, in 1675

—

will be portrayed in moving pictures some time this year.

Manager Streeter has for some time been in correspondence
with the Edison Company and has secured the concern's

promise to send a representative there within a week or two
to secure the necessary material. The matter has also en-

gaged the attention and interest of George Sheldon, the

historian of the town, who has promised to collaborate in

the work in every way possible. The scenes will be staged

at the company's studio in New York, but all out-door views
will be given natural settings to correspond as nearly as pos-

sible to those of the original events. The burning of the

town, which occurred in the Winter, will probably be in

pictures within a few weeks in order to take advantage of the

snow. The Bloody Brook massacre, which occurred in Sum-
mer, must await the Spring foliage. •
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Special Meeting of N. I. M. P. A.

SECRETARY'S REPORT.
The executive committee of the National Independent Mov-

ing Picture Alliance held a meeting at the Imperial Hotel,
New York City, December 21, 1909. The action of the com-
mittee at its previous meeting was unanimously approved.
The charter of incorporation under the laws of the State of
Illinois was accepted, and the adoption of all by-laws and
regulations in taking over the National Independent Moving
Picture Alliance. Trie manufacturers' projecting machines
were dropped from the membership of the Alliance. It was
decided at this meeting that all delinquent exchange mem-
bers, manufacturers and importers who were members, who
have not paid up their dues in the Alliance before December
31, will be dropped from membership. It was also decided
at this meeting that the Independent manufacturers be noti-

fied to attend the adjourned meeting at the Imperial Hotel,
on December 21, and that the executive committee and the
Independent manufacturers take some action in regard to the
output of the Independent manufacturers. After some dis-

cussion, it was fully decided by the Independent manufactur-
ers who are members of the Alliance and the executive com-
mittee, that on and after January 1, 1910, all rules and regu-
lations governing manufacturing, importing and exchange
members of the Alliance would be strictly lived up to. The
resignation of the secretary was tendered at this joint meet-
ing and, after some discussion, it was finally decided that the
resignation of the secretary could not be received at this

meeting, as there was much work to be done to perfect the
organization. Finally the resignation of the secretary was
withdrawn. It was decided at this meeting that a uniform
selling price should be made for film. This price was set at

eleven cents per foot ,less 10 per cent, dscount; on condition,
however, that the purchaser return an old reel of film to
the manufacturer from whom he purchased the new. It was
also agreed at this meeting that no film should be sold at a
lower price, until the subject was at least thirty days old.

The following release days were allotted to the various manu-
facturers and importers:
Monday—"Imp," r reel; International Projecting and Pro-

ducing Company, 4 reels.

Tuesday—Powers, 1 reel; Bison, 1 reel.

Wednesday—Columbia, 1 reel; New York Motion Picture
Company, 1 reel; Ambrosio, I reel; Actophone Company, 1

reel.

Thursday—Centaur, 1 reel; Exclusive, 1 reel of American
product; Great Northern, 1 reel.

Friday—Bison, 1 reel; Pantograph, 1 reel.

Saturday—Great Northern, 1 reel; Phoenix, 1 reel.

Sunday—New York Motion Picture Company, 1 reel; Itala,

I reel.

It is with pleasure that I report that the Alliance is in a
prosperous condition, and that members, both manufacturers
and exchanges, are living up to the spirit of the by-laws and
constitution.

WM. H. SWANSON, Secretary.

ELABORATE NEW MOVING PICTURE THEATER
IN THE SOUTH.

The Princess Amusement Company, of Louisville, Ky., com-
posed of the following: Irvin Simon, president and manager,
Louisville, Ky.; O. T. Crawford, vice-president, St. Louis,
Mo.; W. A. Kinney, secretary and treasurer, Louisville, Ky.,
now owning and controlling the Casino Theater, Princess
Theater, Dreamland Theater, Columbia Theater, all in Louis-
ville, as well as a circuit of houses in that territory, have
just closed a deal with the Whallen Bros., of Louisville,

whereby they are to build the finest moving picture theater
in the South, same to cost $35,000, seating 700, and to be
built of concrete and steel, with upholstered chairs, etc.;

front to be of marble and glass, concrete floor, and, in fact,

to be complete in every detail. Mr. Simon, the president
and manager, is the pioneer picture show exhibitor in the
South, having opened the first picture show south of Chicago
six years ago, and the progress of this line of business can
best be shown by anyone that remembers the first one
opened by him visiting the Casino (now running); he would
be thoroughly convinced that this branch of the amusement
business is only in its infancy, and has come to stay. At any
rate, the members of the Princess Amusement Company cer-

tainly have confidence in the moving picture show, as they
have just signed a ten-year lease for the new house now
being built.

THE "IMPS" HAVE A JOLLIFICATION.
At the invitation of T. D. Cochrane, the general manager

of the Independent Moving Pictures Company, manufactu-
rers of the "Imp" films, the employees of that concern met
at the Cafe Boulevard on Christmas Eve and spent a jolly
time together. L. J. Rubinstein, who had been elected toast-
master, sprung a genuine surprise on Mr. Cochrane by pre-
senting him with a handsome silver-handled umbrella as a
token of the appreciation of his subordinates. Mr. Cochrane
feelingly replied and spoke on the necessity of the spirit of
good-fellowship existing among all the members of any com-
pany if that company was to be successful, and he believed
in having the employees consider him as a "pal" instead of
the august, austere manager. "Bill" Ranous told some of
his reminiscences of moving picture making. "Silent" Harry
Solter told in his peculiar way how glad he was to be there,
and "Doc" Willard also waxed eloquent under the influence
of the wine and cigars. The health of their absent host, Carl
Laemmle, was toasted in a spirit that showed the good feel-
ing among the members of the "Imp" company extended
even above the general manager.

MR. T. D. COCHRANE

With the mention of this little love feast it is opportune
to drag into the limelight a little more the man who is respon-
sible for the phenomenal strides made by this new manufac-
turing company. T. D. Cochrane entered the moving pic-

ture business a few months ago with no previous knowledge
of the business. A newspaper and commercial training, a

level head and untiring energy, fitted him for the organiza-
tion of a film producing company. Within a short time he
marshalled his company and procured temporary quarters,

where in the intervals of overseeing the production of several
films a week, he designed the layout of a complete studio and
plant in a large building in the upper West Side of New
York City. This plant is now almost completed and will

be in full swing in another week. There is not, to our
knowledge, in the whole history of film making a similar

case where a company has been organized and made such
great strides in such a short space of time. The good team
work of every employee was no small help toward success,

but if the autobiography of the "Imp" is ever written by
another besides Cochrane himself, and credit is given to

whom credit is due, we will learn something more of the
man whose hard work, long hours, and indomitable energy
is very largely responsible for the present position of the
Independent Moving Pictures Company.
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"In a Hempen Bag" (Biograph).—An interesting picture
of a barely averted tragedy. A baby is exchanged for a cat
in a bag and a deaf gardener, believing lie has the cat, starts
for the river where puss was to be drowned. The compli-
cations result in some lively acting before the film ends. To
add to the nerve-racking effects of the picture, two boys
with rifles want a shot at the baby. All these exciting feat-

ures add to the interest with which the picture is viewed
and a sigh of relief rises from the audience when the frenzied
mother rushes up and seizes the baby.

"The Test" (Biograph).—Another interesting episode in

the Wright family. Harry writes Bessie that he looks at
her picture constantly, but she knows better, because he left

it at home. But fortunately for him he discovers his loss
and sends for one his mother has, and so works out his

salvation satisfactorily. The subject is handled very humor-
ously and develops much fun as it runs. It is, perhaps, one
of the most amusing pictures the Biograph people have yet
offered.

"Romance of the Rocky Coast" (Lubin).—A strongly dra-
matic film, representing a young woman married to a man
twice her age. The husband commits a murder, of which
the young wife knows, but she keeps silent until a former
sweetheart is accused of the crime. After a fierce struggle
between duty and love, every fluctuation of which is graph-
ically depicted in her countenance, love conquers and she
tells the truth. The dramatic features of this picture are
strong, and the company develops them in a way which
graphically interprets the thought of the author. The pho-
tographic and pictorial qualities of the film are both of high
quality.

"The Indian" (Selig).—A strongly dramatic picture, breath-
ing the rugged, semi-savage spirit of the plains, the Indians
and the cowboys. There is a fight with Indians, resulting
in several deaths, protection by a friendly Indian, and toward
the last a battle on horseback with bowie knives, between the
friendly Indian and a rough, unreasonable cowboy. The
white man falls dead, and the Indian dies soon afterward.
The strength of the picture lies in its dramatic situations

and its graphic representation of the wild, unrestrained life

of the open plains. Like others of Selig's Western dramas,
it is lifelike, and suggestive in its general effects. Photo-
graphically the picture is clear and the acting is convincing.

"To Save Her Soul" (Biograph).—A picture which might
easily be made a sermon without much change. It purports
to give the experience of a beautiful girl in the country
who is offered an attractive opportunity by a noted vaude-
ville manager. Her lover, the curate, follows her after learn-

ing of her success and arrives in time to find her at a banquet
tendered by some young swells in her honor. The dra-
matic scene when he draws his revolver to shoot her to

save her soul is startling in its vividness and causes a chill

to strike one. But it likewise arouses her from her false

dreams and they are next seen kneeling at the little altar

of the church back home. This is a picture of the possibili-

ties of the fast life of a city which may, or may not be always
true. Sometimes the allusions to it are overdrawn, though
perhaps that is no fault, since it might often be the means
of preventing some moths from being attracted by the
flame. The dramatic qualities of this film will depend upon
the point of view of the one who sees it. If one believes
the story, or believes that it represents real possibilities,

then it will appeal with a strong dramatic impression; but if

one does not believe those stories, then it will not appeal.
But at least it will always be interesting and the situa-

tions will attract by the power with which they are de-
veloped. The acting and photography are both up to the
Biograph standard, indicating that the play has had careful
attention in its preparation.

"A Bad Bargain" (Pathe).—A farce which will raise a
hearty laugh in all audiences. The difficulties of the indi-

vidual who drives a bad bargain will appeal with irresistible

force to everyone who sees the complications. The picture
is characterized as a scream, but perhaps that is extrava-
gant praise. It is funny and will keep the audience in good
humor throughout. No manager could reasonably ask more.

"Marvelous Garlands" (Pathe).—One of those magic pic-
tures from the Pathe studio which make such marvelous
and beautiful changes, one thing dissolving into another with
such a degree of smoothness that one cannot see where
the changes begin and end. The work on a film of this

character must be of great precision and the coloring must
be dope with consummate care. It is one of the triumphs
of motion picture art to be able to accomplish such beau-
tiful li These magic pictures are always attractive and
are watched with a greater interest perhaps than almost any
other variety of pictures which can be shown. Such pic-
tures are none too plentiful and the addition of another suc-
cessful one to the list should be hailed with pleasure by
lovers of motion pictures.

"The New Chief" (Lubin).—A comedy which represents
the boys fixing up to show the chief what wonderful things
they do in the institution of which complaint has been made.
A tramp is mistaken for the new chief and gets all the
attention intended for the chief. The chief is mistaken for
a tramp and gets what was intended for that unfortunate
individual. The combinations are funny and bring about
sufficient complicated situations to keep the audience laugh-
ing most of the time. It has the Lubin quality for fun,
which is, in some respects, the best of them all.

"The Persistent Poet" (Lubin).—Here is a picture which
represents a poet so persistent with his productions that he
is taken by the police for his determination to read his
poems. But even then he does not cease. On the contrary,
he continues and when the film closes he is shown still in-
sisting that the people near hear his poems.
"Buried Alive" (Selig).—A mining picture supposed to

represent that section of the country in the forties. There
is an attempt to steal gold, fake love making on the part
of a wily miner who wants to secure possession of the rich
claim of one miner who has a pretty daughter, a Chinaman
who is variously abused, but turns up at the right time and
holds a miscreant at bay with an axe until help arrive?,
an explosion which throws down huge piles of rock, closing
the mouth of a mine and entombing the miners inside, their
rescue and various other characteristic scenes which help
to make the story interesting. The picture is very exciting
and holds the audience from beginning to end. "It is remark-
able because it permits a Chinaman to play a decent role.
The picture is worked out with careful attention to details
and the photographic quality is quite satisfactory.

"The Cardboard Baby" (Kalem).—A modern fairy story
that will please the little people, and is the first in the
series of releases which are to be provided especially for
the children. Perhaps some little folks will get a valuable
lesson from Elsie's experience, but probably the fairy story
will interest them most, and the company that worked
out this story deserves congratulations. The conception
of vivifying a cardboard baby is odd enough to attract
attention, and the suprising adventures serve to keep up
the interest throughout the film. The company has advanc-
ed in its photography, too, a feature which deserves the
heartiest commendation. A lively picture like this is certain
to attract much favorable attention and a long and successful
run is predicted for this release.

"The Birth of Jesus" (Pathe).—A beautifully colored pic-
ture, following closely the story as given in the Bible. It is

unnecessary to go over the story in detail. Everybody
knows it. And at this season when the thoughts of every-
one are directed toward the story, and what it means, it

is all the more useless to repeat it. Perhaps it might be
said that the patron of motion pictures who has missed this
has missed an extraordinarily attractive film. The picture it-

self is good. That is certain at the beginning, but what it

represents and the impressions it creates serve to make
it appear better. It brings vividly before one the great central
thought upon which the Christian religion, the most vital

moral and ethical force in human history, is founded. Perhaps
these impressions influence those who see the picture more
than the picture itself, but even if they do they at least assist

in creating a wondrously attractive and satisfying illusion,

thereby adding to the effect of the film upon the audience.
Perhaps technically the picture is no better than very main-
other Pathe releases; it would, indeed, be difficult to improve
upon some of them, but the character of the story and what
it means to each individual is so subtly impressed upon
one's consciousness that the film itself seems to be better
than some which have gone before, partaking of the char-
acter of the narrative in developing this impression. This
picture would be very valuable in Sunday school work, and
those institutions could use it very effectively in connection
with the new year's lessons.

"Agriculture in Hungary" (Pathe).—One of this firm's at-

tractive industrial releases, breathing the very spirit of rural

life. The magnificent stretches of wheat, the peasants at

work, the operation of threshing .and all features which go
to make country life picturesque and practical are clearly

represented. While the film is entertaining it is also edu-
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cational and will give a good idea of the appearance of the
agricultural districts of Hungary.
"The Christian Martyrs" (Selig).—A strongly dramatic pic-

ture dealing with events in Roman times, when it was al-

most a death warrant to be known as a Christian. The
story is based upon the love of a noble Roman citizen for
a Christian slave girl, and the jealousy of a Roman woman,
an empress, who has the girl given to the lions. All this

is worked out in accordance with the best information ob-
tainable of the times and what occurred while they were
in progress. The realistic scenery in the arena and the
horror of what it means are rather trying, though if one
can divorce one's self from the impression that it is real

it can be looked upon merely as a picture, and as such is

marvelous. The fidelity with which it has been worked out
and that indefinable something which cannot be described,
but can be felt, is sufficient to cause one to stop and think
what it might have meant to be a Christian in those days.
As a Christmas picture this has merit because it graphically
represents the contrast after the passage of 2,000 years.

"The Good Doctor" (Pathe).—A pretty love story, which
introduces the novelty of a lover actually chased up a
chimney by the flames and smoke from the fireplace. Aside
from this the film carried nothing especially new, and scarcely
needs extended description or criticism. It may be said, how-
ever, that technically the picture is well worth while and the
work is done with careful attention to working out the details.

"The Happy Widower" (Pathe).—A bit of comedy which
represents an unfortunate widower haunted by a ghost of his

former wife, who pitches him headlong to the ground when-
ever he undertakes to make love to another woman. He
finds that he must obey his first wife's will and renounce all

claim to her fortune, otherwise he will not be permitted by
her ghost to marry again.

"The Greek Slave's Passion" (Gaumont).—A story of slav-

ery and the love of a female slave for her master and owner,
which is finally discovered and reciprocated. The suggestive-

ness of the picture is the, most prominent feature, causing one
to imagine a great many things which perhaps had no place

in the original conception of the film. The technical work is

highly satisfactory, and some of the scenes are attractive.

The picture is a bit novel and perhaps for that reason de-

serves more than ordinary commendation. It is recommended
to the lovers of motion pictures who want to see something
a bit out of the ordinary.

"The Heart of a Cowboy" (Essanay).—A dashing cowboy
story with all the spirit the Essanay people put into a play

developed and brought into effective play. The knave wins
the girl, but she discovers the man's character in time to

save the man who has made a noble sacrifice for her sake

from lynching, and the two thieves get what they deserve.

There is much of the true Western snap and go in this film,

which is worked out with attention to details which makes it

seem realistic in some scenes. The photography is clear,

with good tone quality, and the scenery is picturesque and
apparently as accurate as it could well be made.

"Blissville, the Beautiful" (Lubin).—An experience with the

enthusiastic agent of a suburban property, which, while it

may be exaggerated, will appeal to a good many persons who
have been duped as close to the real thing. The little com-
edy is laughable, and the escape of the young couple on a

handcar, leaving the voluble agent still talking, is a lively

ending for an amusing and somewhat sarcastic picture.

"In Little Italy" (Biograph).—A good study, illustrating

the tenacity of purpose which is such an important com-
ponent of average Sicilian character. There is plenty of

stiletto work, some shooting and a dogged persistence in

trailing which would do credit to a Sherlock Holmes. The
story is a simple one of love and jealousy, with the peculiar

characteristics of the people represented carefully worked

out. As one watches the pictures, noting the work of the

separate actors, it seems like one of the most consistent

films the Biograph Company has ever put out. Costuming

and surroundings are faithfully reproduced, with details in-

troduced which add materially to its attractiveness. It is

an example of making a somewhat repulsive subject interest-

ing, and, as such, reflects credit on the producers; but nidg-

ing from the comments we have heard, the subject itself and

the graphic portrayal is a bit too repellant for select audi-

ences. In most Biograph pictures there is a good moral

or an episode of real life that is made interesting and in-

structive, but we cannot see any reason for^portraying such

sentiments as are expressed "In Little Italy."

"A Clever Sleuth" (Gaumont).—A comedy in which a spe-

cies of travesty upon so-called sleuthing is enacted.
_
When

the police fail "to locate a thief the detective accomplishes it

through discovering a cigar butt of very rank smell. The
picture possesses no particular feature, but is not unpleasant
and will amuse an audience without arousing any remarkable
degree of interest.

"Hush Money" (Gaumont).—A story of how an ingenious
thief succeeded in securing sums of money from unsuspect-
ing people. Fortunately he is detected and hurried away to
prison. The first part of the picture might have the effect
of inciting some weakminded person to undertake the same
thing; but the last part is sufficiently emphatic in showing
what happens to all such individuals.

"The Power of the Press" (Vitagraph).—A splendid pict-
ure from the Vitagraph studio representing how a clever
newspaper man succeeded in breaking up a corrupt political
gang, won the love of the ringleader's daughter, who saved
him from lynching, and ending happily in a reunion which
demonstrates the oft-repeated fact that true love doesn't
have an especially smooth pathway. The film is well staged
and reproduced, and the actors perform their various parts
with success. Several of the scenes are particularly good,
and show touches of art that can only come by long study
and practice of the art of picture making. When incidents
of daily life can be thus cleverly and profitably portrayed it

shows that there is an inexhaustible supply of subjects for
the adept producer.

"Tobacco Mania" (Edison).—While this film is received
with laughter, one may well wonder whether it is advisable
to picture a mania of any kind. Insanity, no matter what
its cause or its source, is scarcely a proper subject for a
motion picture, particularly if the film is a comedy. And
the tobacco tremens here represented is a species of insan-
ity; and while dramatically no fault can be found and tech-
nically the film is up to the required standard, some doubt
exists respecting the advisability of presenting such a subject.

"The Fallen Idol" (Edison).—Even matinee idols are hu-
man, and the comedy in this one consists in the disillusion-
ment of the girl who had worshipped him at a distance, but
found to her sorrow when employed in his home that he
was anything but what he appeared to be. As a clever bit
of acting, and as a suggestion of a good method of curing
matinee idolators this film is a success, while the comedy is

sufficiently emphatic to obscure in some degree the rebuke
it really administers.

"The Cap of Fortune" (Edison).—A pretty fairy story, rep-
resenting a man's reward for assisting an old woman who
proved to be a fairy in disguise, and who presented him a
magic cap that would always keep money in his pocket. He
loses it, which affords opportunity for some clever work, and
finally it is returned by the children. It is a pretty film, suf-

ficiently interesting to hold atention, yet possessing no feat-

ures of greatness.

"The Outcast's Christmas" (Great Northern).—A film suit-

able for the season, representing the touch of kindness at the
hands of a little child for a poor, wandering outcast. Dra-
matically strong and powerfully suggestive, this film, pa-
thetic in its appeal to humanity, deserves a wide circulation.

While it is peculiarly adapted for the Christmas season, its

lesson would prove equally effective at any season, and it

surely must do much good wherever it is shown.

"The Deceiver" (Centaur Film Company).—A picture of

Western life, comprising gamblers and other types, love-

making, marriage, a jealous deceiver who succeeds in caus-

ing trouble between husband and wife, but whose designsare
frustrated, and a reconciliation is brought about by a little

girl, who looks as though she might have dropped from the

skies especially for the purpose. While the film is full of

action and is strong in its main features, the child wins the

sympathy of the audience and as she kneels after bringing

her father and mother together the scene actually brought
tears to the eyes of many. The photography could be im-

proved in places, but the excellence of the acting in a degree

compensates for whatever loss may exist in this direction.

"Contest for a Handkerchief" (Pathe).—A bit of comedy
which illustrates the importance of the possession

_
of a

pocket handkerchief at critical junctures. It is said in the

old rhyme that a horse shoe nail once caused the loss of a

kingdom. In this picture the absence of a pocket hand-

kerchief as a lover was on the point of sneezing caused

the loss of what was of more importance to him than a

kingdom, even, a girl. The mixups are funny and the ab-

surdity of the situations causes a great deal of amusement.

"The Love Token" (Pathe).—While a love story is always

interesting, particularly where a poor lover is persecuted

by a wealthy one, this picture will attract more by its pic-

turesque scenerv and its clear photography than by the

story it tells. The picture was all made in the open air,
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ami is a marvel of photography, showing clearly the possi-
bilities of the motion picture camera when handled by an
expert.

"From the Fighting Top of a Battleship in Action" (Urban).
—This picture will make the audience take notice. While,
of course, it is classed under the head of scenic, still it has
much dramatic attractiveness. It affords a good representa-
tion of what can be seen when one is elevated above the con-
test in a battleship action, and graphically illustrates the
appearance of a battle of that type. The photography is

wonderfully ^ood when the conditions under which the nega-
tives were made are clearly understood. Any audience will

get many thrills while watching this picture.

"The Winning Punch," an "Imp" film, departs from the

usual thing, in that it contains a double climax. There is the
happy termination of a little love episode and there is a real

enough boxing match between two prize-fighters. The "Imp"
stock company furnished the clever actors in the story part

.and two professional pugilists were engaged for the heavy
work. A college chap, who is the champion of his college
with the gloves, is in love with a girl who is also the victim
of the attentions of a French count who is after her money.
The girl's father likes the college chap, but thinks he is

good-for-nothing, and tells him that if he can prove that he
can earn $1,000 inside a week he will be accepted as a son-
in-law. The opportunity presents itself when the manager
of a fighting bout gets a message that one of the principals

cannot appear, and the college fellow takes his place and
wins the $1,000 and the girl. As a subject it is well handled;
the fighting is fast and furious, and everything appears real

except a painted scene which unfortunately detracts from
the effect of an otherwise meritorious picture.

I

SELIG ACTIVITIES.

Harry Gordon, for many years the head of the firm of

Gordon & Bennett, producers of "The Holy City," "Royal
Slane" and various other productions, succeeds Thomas Quill

as special press representative and advertising agent for the

Selig Polyscope Company, Inc., with offices at 45-49 Randolph
street, Chicago.

* * *

The following well-known producers are under contract

with the Selig Polyscope Company, in Chicago: Francis

Boggs, Otis Turner, Lorin J. Howard, Frank Beal, and
Frank Bamn, the "Wizard of Oz" man, together with the

original M. B. Curtis in special films of all Mr. Curtis' plays,

including "Samuel of Posen."
* * *

Tom Nash, one of the chiefs of staff of the Selig Polyscope
Company, made a hurried trip to Los Angeles last week.
There are rumors that his gun was loaded for big game

—

well, Tom has that reputation and we can expect some
announcements upon his return.

Wm. N. Selig, having returned from Europe much en-

thused over the popularity of the Selig films in the conti-

nental cities, has only been spurred on to even greater am-
bitions and will soon announce some picture subjects that

will revolutionize the film industry of this country.

EDISON MANUFACTURING COMPANY NOTES.

The Edison Manufacturing Company recently dispatched

a camera operator upon a trip to Jamaica, Hayti and through
the greater part of South America, which will take several

months. It is expected that he will bring back some film

of exceeding interest, showing the various cities and towns,
the inhabitants, the peculiarities and modes of living, different

tropical fruits and vegetables, the principal industries and
scenes of historical and geographical interest. In taking pic-

tures of different lands, this country has so far been some-
what backward, but the announced plans of the Edison Com-
pany may be taken to indicate that they intend from now on
to make this a part of their regular operation. The Edison
Company is displaying commendable foresight in planning

along these lines, as unquestionably the scope of motion pic-

tures in the future will comprehend the educational field

more so than it has in the past. Some of the negatives are

due to arrive in the near future, and it is expected that they

will be of very unusual excellence, the tropical countries offer-

ing such exceptional and abundant opportunities to the skillful

photographer. Due notice will be given by the company as

soon as they are in a position to make a definite announce-
ment as to release dates of any of these subjects.

* * *

The Edison Manufacturing Company is beginning to re-

ceive flattering comments on the improvement in the pho-

tographic quality of their films of late, not only from pro-
fessional critics, exchanges and exhibitors, but from the public
generally. One of their recent releases that came in for
much favorable criticism was "The Keeper of the Light,"
released December 3. This film was pronounced generally
to be one of the best examples of splendid photographic
clarity that has been placed on the market in many weeks.
A Chicago exhibitor, George J. Gilmore, who pays a higher
price for service than any exhibitor in that city, with one
exception, said of this film: "'The Keeper of the Light,' an
Edison release of December 3, is in matter of subject, pho-
tography, steadiness of the picture, accurate perforation and
general qualities, by far the best picture of its kind 1 have
ever seen. Its realism is such as to command the admiration
of the most exacting audience."

* * *

Edison Company Photographs Actual Bear Hunt for Their
Films.

The expense to which moving picture men will go in order
to obtain new subjects for their films is shown by the release
which the Edison Company announces for January 11. The
film portrays an actual bear hunt which took place on the
Big Muddy, about twenty miles from Marble, Col., in the
Rocky Mountains. The idea of photographing the bear
hunt originated with Frank Dickens, the famous mountain
scout and pathfinder, who is a Coloradoan and who believe-;

in advertising his State. Thinking that a moving picture of
a bear hunt in the mountains of that region would bring that
particular section of Colorado into prominence, he got into

communication with the Edison people, who eagerly grasped
the opportunity, although at first of the opinion that it would
be difficult to get such a photograph. In the picture that

was secured there is not the slightest departure from abso-
lutely natural conditions, nor is there any attempted acting.

An actual bear hunt is reproduced just as it occurred from
beginning to end. The start of the hunting party is shown,
and its journey through the indescribably beautiful scenery
of Colorado, through gorges and over mountains, penetrating
forests and following mountain trails where safety lies only
in the surefooted horses; and all this in the very heart of
the Rockies, with the snowcapped peaks showing in the dis-

tance. The conditions under which this picture was taken
were perfect from a photographic standpoint, and the beau-
ties of the scenery, as well as every detail of the hunt, are
shown so vividly as to leave naught to be desired. The
operation was laborious, expensive and not without danger,
but the Edison Company feels well repaid in having secured
a picture so full of interest and absolutely novel.

VITAGRAPH NOTES.
The date for the third reel in the "Life of Moses" series

has now been fixed for January 25, the two closing reels to

follow in February, so that all five will be in the hands of the

exchanges before Lent. The Vitagraph Company is expecting
great results from this series, as there are numerous ways in

which it can be used by exhibitors to their advantage, especially

during Lent. In large houses the entire five reels may be run in

one day, preferably Sundays, or they can be run on successive

days, one each day. By advertising the series it is thought that

largely increased business can be attracted to the houses so em-
ploying them. It has been also suggested that the series will

be found available for exhibition in churches.
* * *

During the present month of January the program of releases

by the Vitagraph Company shows the largest number of big

feature subjects ever issued by this company in the same period

of time. It is one of the indications of the constant progress

being made by this enterprising company.
* * *

The Vitagraph Company is now issuing its own lithograph

posters, and as they are of special designs, differing in appear-

ance from the posters of other firms, they will undoubtedly be

welcomed by exhibitors.
* * *

"The Twelfth Night," the magnificent Shakespearean film an-

nounced for January 25, will not be issued until some time in

February, the date being advanced to make room for the third

reel of Moses.
* * *

Vitagraph employees are looking forward with lively anticipa-

tion to the dinner, dance and entertainment which the company
tenders them Saturday night, January 8.

* * *

Every Vitagraph employee received a fat turkey for Christmas,

and a group photograph was taken showing the event.
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Special Lectures on Notable Films.
LA GRANDE BRETECHE.

Pathe Film of Art. Released December 12th.

W. STEPHEN BUSH.

After darkening the house this brief and general explanation of the
film may be offered with advantage:

La Grande Breteche is the name of a castle in the beautiful and his-

toric French province, Vendome, aud made famous by the celebrated French
story-teller, Honore de Balzac. It is now nothing but a mass of ruins
and weeds, but at the time in which the story is laid, it was noted for

its wonderful Bowers and gardens, a fact, which in the ruuuing of the
film, will be observed by you with pleasure.

As soon as this preamble is finished and the moment the title is flashed

on the screen, the following lecture may be found useful:
Scene I.—The first picture takes us back to the time of the great

Napoleon. In the war which he had waged against Spain among the
many captives was a noble prisoner, Count Ferredia. An adjutant from
Napoleon's military staff has come to the Vendome and is now calling at
the office of the sub-prefect, announcing the coming of the Spanish Count.
The latter, a perfect type of the young Spanish grandee, enters and the
adjutant hands the order concerning the prisoner of war to the assistant
in charge of the office. (Order appears on the screen.) The assistant
reads the order which commands him to exact his parole from the Spaniard
and obeys by asking the latter for it. Slowly, proudly the parole is

given, the prisoner is politely dismissed and leaves, while the adjutant
continues his report to the assistant sub-prefect.

Scene II.—A scene in front of the splendid gardens of the Grand
Breteche, where the people gather evenings to play and promenade. The
Spanish Count is in the throng, and presently observes with unfeigned
admiration a strikingly handsome woman promenading with her maid.
She is the wife of the sub-prefect, accompanied by her maid. She has
lost the fragrant white rose she carried and gallantly the Count picks
the precious flower from the ground and with a graceful bow hands it to
the wife, who regarding the prisoner with ill-concealed favor, bids him
with her eyes rather than her words to keep the flower. The adjutant
and the assistant pass at this moment and meet the sub-prefect himself.
Count Merrett. the husband of the handsome woman. All this has been
quickly observed by Ferredia, who asks the assistant for an introduction
and is thereupon introduced both to the prefect and his wife.

Scene III.—In the gardens of La Grand Breteche the Spanish prisoner
and Countess Merret are sowing the dragon seed of sin at many a secret
meeting, guarded by the faithful Rosalie. U w'as well to have her on
the watch, for she has time to give the lovers warning, the Spaniard dis-

appears with the maid through a rare path in the shrubbery, not a moment
too soon, for it is evident that beneath the husband's formal politeness
there lurks suspicion. He finds it strange to see the wife in the gathering
darkness busy with needlework and when she, still hoping for another
glimpse of her lover, hesitates to come in, he forces her with scant
ceremony to come with him.

Scene IV.—Two masons from the village have been ordered to do some
work about the castle and have come for further instructions as to where
to begin. (Short pause.) Count de Merrett, more suspicious than ever
of his wife's fidelity, now seeks to test it. He pretends to go away on
a journey and the Countess falls unsuspectingly into the trap. When
the clumsy, stupid masons have at last been gotten rid of, the wife sends
her maid with a message to Count Ferredia asking him to come to Grande
Breteche at once. (Message appears on the screen.)

Scene V.—The message has been delivered, the maid signals to Ferredia
hiding in the bushes and at the very same moment appears in a different

part well able to watch all the Count Merrett. The latter observes with
bitter rage how the Spaniard is admitted into the house, cautiously walks
over the lawn observed only by the clownish masons, who little realize

what tragic part they will soon be called upon to play.

Scene VI.—The maid brings the happy lover into her mistress' room,
he fervently kisses her hand, but is uneasy at the presence of the maid,
who, however, is presently dismissed from the room. Their cup of happiness
seems full, she, gently restraining his ardor, takes his mantle and hat
and hides it in the closet next to her room and then returns to her
lover. He sees a small crucifix on her bosom and she, to show him her

love, takes it from her neck and gives it to him. He in turn bethinks
himself of an ancient crucifix of silver and ebony and offers it to her,

but in the impatience of his affection lays it on the table to devote him-
self to his new found love.

Scene VII.—Faithful Rosalie is guarding her mistress' door, an evil office

and an useless one as the event will show.
Scene VIII.—The lovers have drunk their fill of the cup of sweet venom,

the lover draws the trembling hands of his mistress from her glowing face,

turns the key and still lingers.

Scene IX Rosalie still on guard is found and pushed aside by the

enraged husband, now sure of his prey and trembling in his eargerness

for revenge. (Short pause.)
Scone X.—The knocking at the door strikes terror into the guilty lovers—

they start and tremble and in their confusion they retain enough presence

of mind to hide the Count Ferredia in the clrsot

Scene XI.—A moment later the furious bus-band bursts into the room.

No one there but the wife. He turns here and there, the wife is pale

but self-possessed, he starts for the closet, she bars the way, the husabnd

is in doubt as to his next step, when his eyes fall upon the crucifix on

the table. "Who is in the closet?" he cries. "Speak." "No one." "No
one? Then swear to it now on this crucifix."' "I swear." Scarcely have

the words dropped from the woman's faltering lips, when the husband

summons the maid and orders her to bring the masons into the room at

once. "I will show you," he says to the wife, "how much I trust in

your words." The masons come nnd are ordered by the Count to wall up

the closet and do it at once and in his presence.

Scene XII.—The ill-starred prisoner is in an agony of suspense—he only

can fear and suspect, when the blows from the masons' tools rouse his

worst fears. Are they digging his grave in which he must die?

Scene XIII.—Still the husband watches the work with feverish attention,

the maid announces a visitor. He keeps his eyes on the work—at last

he rises. Hope for one brief moment flames up in the Countess' breast—

"Here take this, money, gold, jewels and more later, break a pane in the

door. Be quick about it. Quick." One of the masons does as he is

bidden and the Count peers out, the terror of death in his eyes—the sub-

prefect returns, summons the masons back to thoir work.

Scene XIV.—And now the dim light of the closet has turned to dark-

ness and in this darkness of death the prisoner gropes about, every moment

making it clearer to him that he is to die within the narrow walls.

Scene XV.—The work of the masons is complete, they have gone. Never

for a moment does the remorseless husband change his cold, formal polite-

ness and bows to go. ,
Scene XVI.—Scarcely has he gone, when the wife seizes a pick to free

the lover. . , . ..'

Scene XVII.—But the husband suspected this. He runs back, seizes the

wife, crying out: "Madam is ill, she must to bed and It Is my duty as
her husband to stay right litre with bet." the action to the
lie bag his slippers and his house cloak brought into the room ami i

himself ready tor a long stay, sin- rises en her coucb, begging the husband
to believe her and go and he tells bet he helicv :, hel and that's why lie

I

Scene XVIII,—Count Ferredia realizes that his eeil has come and dies

with a last look at the fatal crucifix.
Scene XIX.—The doctor, called to attend the wife, after a brief ex-

amination, pronounces her speedy dissolution vt-rj probable and, after a
word of sympathy to the husband, leaves.

Scene XX.— In her dying moments, nulte forgetful of the presence ol

the stern husband, with the precious token before her eyes, the wreti
wife strives and struggles With a last effort to rise and, gathering all her
feeble strength together, seeks with faltering steps the wall of death and
gently, with the last remnant of her lite, strikes the cross of silver and
ebony against the cruel stones—a glance at the husband, still unbending,
aud she falls over—dead.

Scene XXI.—And separated from her but by an inch or more of stone
lies stark in death the partner of her guilt.

THE BIRTH OF JESUS.
Released by Pathe Freres December 24th.

Scene I.

When in the fulness of time God had decreed to redeem
mankind, He chos« as the instrument of salvation a spot-
less Virgin, Mary, dwelling in the little village of Nazareth
in Galilee. There at eventide Mary returns from the foun-
tain, where she has drawn water, and seeking the seclusion
of her chamber, she bends her knees in prayer to the Lord,
when presently there appears unto her a messenger from the
throne of the Almighty and addresses her in these words of

sweet and tender promise: "Hail thou that art highly favored,
the Lord is with thee, blessed art thou among women, thou
shalt conceive and bear a child, which shall be called Jesus.
He shall be a King in Israel and of His Kingdom there shall

be no end." The archangel having delivered his message,
Mary arose and exclaimed: "Behold the handmaid of the
Lord, be it done unto me according to Thy word."

Scene II.

Bethlehem! A name of magic sound. The city is thronged
with people and soldiers, for a decree has fone forth from
Rome, then the mistress of the civilized world, that all the

people of Palestine shall be counted and taxed. Mary and
Joseph belonging to the tribe of David, have left their home
in Nazareth and after passing through Galilee and Samaria
at last arrive in the city of their royal ancestor David. The
journey has been long and hard and as Mary feels that her

hour is drawing nigh, Joseph looks about for a shelter in

the night. He applies to one of the inns, but alas, every inn

in Bethlehem is crowded to overflowing and they are turned
away, when in their distress a little child comes to their res-

cue and directs them to a stable, now forever famous, just

beyond the walls of Bethlehem.

Scene III.

Hallowed and gracious were the days that heralded the

coming of our Lord. Signs and wonders were seen in many
parts of the world and in the eastern sky, near Bethelehem,

shone forth a wonderful star. (Here interrupt the lecture

and render a suitable song, such as "While Shepherds

Watched Their Flocks by Night," until the title for

Scene IV
appears on the screen, when you resume the lecture as fol-

lows:)
Close in the wake of the shepherds, now on their way to

the stable, likewise following the star, came the magi, wise

men from the East. They, too, in their far distant lands

have seen this great, strange star, telling them of the birth

of a new King of Israel. They are now on their way to-

ward Jerusalem to ask Herod and his scribes and priests,

where, according to ancient prophecy, the new King °f Is-

rael was most likely to be born. And they bear in their

train many precious gifts to lay at the feet of the new king

—gold, frankincense and myrrh.

Scene V.

Every door in Bethlehem being barred against them, Jo-

seph and Mary at last find refuge in this most humble of

all abodes, and here, in poverty, in a manger even on a

bundle of straw, there is born into the world the new King

of Israel, Jesus Christ. (Sing here one verse from the hymn

"Come All Ye Faithful" and then resume lecture as follows:)

And as you see the golden glitter of the star shine again

above the crib, so likewise does the star shine again unto the

wise men from the East. They have been to Jerusa em and

there they have learnt from Herod and his priests and scribes

that the new King of Israel was most likely to be born in

Bethlehem in Judaea, as foretold by the Prophet Micah. And

the star has again appeared before them and they are now

on their way to the stable. (Here end the lecture and bring

the picture to a close with one or two more verses, sung or

played, from the hymn, "Come All Ye Faithful. )
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THE WEEK'S RELEASES OF LICENSED FILM.

Monday, January 3.

BIOGR AI'II—The Rocky Road (Dramatic).
LUI3IX— Their Chaperoned Honeymoon (Comedy)-
SELIG—The Smuggler's Game (Dramatic).
PATHE—The 'Marriage of the Cook (Comedy).
PATHE—A Victim of Circumstances (Dramatic).

Tuesday, January 4.

EDISON—Pardners (Dramatic).
GAU.MOXT—The Wreck at Sea (Dramatic).
GAUMONT—The Avenging Dentist (Comedy).
VITAGRAPH—The Life of Moses (Biblical).

Wednesday, January 5.

URBAN—Tragedy at the Mill (Dramatic).
URBAN—Shanghai of To-day (Scenic).
ESSANAY—The Adventuress (Dramatic).
ESSANAY—How Hubby Made Good (Comedy).
PATHE—The King's Command (Comedy).
PATHE—The Overzealous Domestic (Farce).

Thursday, January 6.

BIOGRAPH—The Dancing Girl of Butte (Dramatic).
LUBIN—The Tattooed Arm (Dramatic).
SELIG—The Highlander's Defiance (Dramatic).
SELIG—Alderman Krautz's Picnic (Comedy).

Friday, January 7.

EDISON—The Engineer's Romance (Dramatic).
EDISON—Ashes (Sentimental).
KALEM—The Deacon's Daughter (Dramatic).
PATHE—Modern Highwayman (Dramatic).
PATHE—An English Boxing Bout (Sports).

Saturday, January 8.

ESSANAY—His Only Child (Dramatic).
GAUMONT—On the Bank of the River (Dramatic).
GAUMONT—A Seat in the Balcony (Comedy).
PATHE—The Last Look (Dramatic).
PATHE—His Opponent's Card (Comedy).
VITAGRAPH—Richelieu, or the Conspiracy (Dramatic).

respect they earn the approbation of The Moving Picture
World, winch always puts in the forefront of its criticisms
the photographic qualities of the pictures. It is really won-
derful to reflect that a year ago there was no such company
as the "Imp'' in existence, and that now the company is a
strong factor in the American moving picture field.

THE POWERS COMPANY.
A trade paper headed a misleading paragraph last week

with the words, "Has Powers Got Enough?" Evidently the

writer did not know the genial "Pat" Powers, or else he
wilfully tried to convey a damaging impression of the com-
pany of which "Pat" is the head. The paragraph says that

P. A. Powers has "got his fill of the manufacturing business

and gone home to Buffalo." It is true that Mr. Powers
went to Buffalo, where he has other interests that occasion-

ally require his attention, but so far from him being "tired"

of the manufacturing business, he says that he is only com-
mencing. Extensive alterations and improvements are being

made in the Powers Company factory at Wakefield, and this

week a contract was let to Mr. Willard, of the Cooper
Hewitt Company, for an equipment of Cooper Hewitt lights

that will run into thousands of dollars. The bustle and
activity and new blood around the Powers place indicate

anything but a tired feeling.

THE "IMP" FILMS.

The Laemmle Company Establishes a Record.

"The best picture we have ever had," said Mr. Rosenquest,
of the Fourteenth Street Theater, when we inquired of him
as to the reception of the December 27 release of the Inde-
pendent Moving Pictures Company of America, otherwise
the "Imp." This is called "The Awakening of Bess," and so
popular was it amongst the Independent theaters that within
a few hours of its release we were unable to see a copy of
it in New York City. So that, without warning, we sought
the opinion of Mr. Rosenquest, who was good enough to

tell us, though he was full of business and his house was
crowded in the afternoon. He gave us this opinion volun-
tarily and we pass it on to our readers with regard to the
Laemmle picture.

We have all along taken a very great interest in the
progress of the "Imp" pictures, because the Independent
Moving Pictures Company of America, of which Carl
Laemmle is president, have to our mind established a record.
Though only working for a few months, they have got down
to the production of the moving picture in its best technical
aspects. They are making good photographs, which many
of their Independent competitors are not. Hence, in this

THE EDISON COMPANY WILL RELEASE "IN THE
NICK OF TIME," A THRILLING MELO-

DRAMA, ON JANUARY 18.

On January 18 the Edison Company will release a novel
and thrilling melodrama, entitled "In the Nick of Time," in

the production of which they were ably assisted by Company
"K," 22d Regiment, Corps of Engineers, N. G. S. N. Y. The
story of the film deals with the defalcation of a bank cashier,

and the action includes a run on the bank, an exciting auto
ride, the blowing up of a bridge with dynamite, the building
of a pontoon bridge by the engineering corps, over which
structure an auto dashes to safety and the relief of the
banks, a cross-road fight between the occupants of the auto
and the guilty cashier, with the inevitable happy ending of
all melodramas. For dash and go and genuine dramatic
situations, this picture is bound to appeal to all lovers of
romance and spirited action. There is not a moment in the
film when the action lags, and the introduction of a martial
atmosphere makes the film more interesting. The novelty
of witnessing the erection of a pontoon bridge will appeal
to any audience and will insure great popularity for this

film. The Edison Company feels greatly indebted to the 22d
Regiment, Company "K," Engineer Corps for their able
assistance in carrying out the plot and workings of this

melodrama.

THE LUX FILMS.

This week the celebrated Lux films, which have long had
the greatest success in Europe, take their place amongst reg-
ular American releases. This fact in itself is of sufficient

importance to deserve particular mention in our pages. For
the Lux film is the second brand of European films to find

its way on this market in the hands of its own agency. We
pointed out in the Moving Picture World weeks ago that
such a development of the business was likely to take place
and we have information that the example set by the Lux
people is likely to be followed in other directions.
Meanwhile we think that the productions of this house

should be accorded a welcome to this market on two grounds:
the first of them purely commercial—because intertrade and
intercommerce are recognized factors in the business of the
world, and secondly on the grounds of quality. There is no
occasion to doubt that Lux films, writing generally, are of
a high order of merit both dramatically and photographically.
The American public has always shown a wide appreciation
of the best products of the old world, as a glance around the
industries of the country will show. American products, as
we know, are popular in the outer markets of the world and
purely on reciprocative terms those who give should also be
prepared to receive. This is the truest state of mind for
your modern man of business to be guided by.
The Lux films show the French school of moving picture

making in those aspects which are popular more or less with
moving picture audiences in this country. They are dramatic,
as is only to be expected when the work of the French pro-
ducer is concerned; equally so they touch a high level of
excellence indeed in respect of their photographic qualities.

Their general success will of course depend upon the suita-
bility of each individual subject for American audiences—

a

test, of course, by which all imported subjects stand or fall.

Last week we had the pleasure of examining two pictures
which are down for early release, and if these are to be ac-
cepted as fair samples of the kind of pictures which the Lux
people are to release, then these subjects are tolerably sure
to make a strong bid for success on their merits. One of
them is entitled "How the Dog Saved the Flag," and it shows
an episode in French history of last century in which a won-
derfully trained dog becomes the savior of the flag in time
of warfare. The cleverness of this animal, who is virtually
the hero of the piece, is sufficient to stamp this particular film
with the mark of success. We have observed over and over
again that "doggy" subjects are always popular with an au-
dience. Yet another subject was called "The Rivals." This
is of an entirely fanciful, not to say fantastic, nature. It
shows how atnan gets rid of the hump on his back by the
aid of the fairies and so wins the embraces of a charming
girl. The setting of this picture is decidedly beautiful. The
story is clear, the acting good, and the photography of a very
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high class. The impression made on our minds by these
films is this: that Lux films on their merits have a strong
chance of succeeding with American audiences. It is the
determination of Mr. R. Prieur, the American agent, to re-
lease as far as possible suitable comedy subjects. In this

respect Lux films, we think, will be acceptable to the Amer-
ican moving picture public.

EYE TROUBLES FROM MOVING PICTURES.
[From The Optician.]

The illusion produced by the cinematograph is explained
by the persistence of luminous impressions on the retina.

The duration of the impression varies according to the in-

tensity of illumination, the frequency of interruption, and
various other conditions. Its average value is 2-45 second.
In order that the moving scene shall be reproduced in a life-

like manner before our eyes, the pictures must move before
the lens and follow each other at intervals a little smaller
than 2-45 second, so that. one impression still remains when
its successor arrives, and thus the pictures blend together.

This series of rapid and brief excitations produces, in

time, a certain fatigue of the eyes and more or less per-
sistant ocular troubles. A French physician, Dr. Ginestous,
has studied these troubles, and given the name of cinema-
tophthalmia to affections of this character. These troubles
are, fortunately, not very serious. Dr. Ginestous describes
several forms. The first form is essentially temporary, and
consists chiefly in lachrymation and photophobia, which com-
pels the patient to close his eyes. The trouble begins with
the passage of the first picture across the screen. In most
cases the closure of the eyes for a few seconds is all that

is required. The spectator appears to accustom himself,
and adapt his retina to the new task which is imposed
upon it.

In a second and- more lasting form of the malady this

retinal adaptation is impossible. As soon as the eyes are
reopened, the symptoms reappear. Some watering of the
eyes and slight redness of the conjunctiva persist after leav-

ing the hall, but in most cases the symptoms rapidly disap-
pear. In a third and still more prolonged type, a true con-
junctivitis persists for two, three or four days. It is usu-
ally accompanied with redness, burning and itching, lachry-
mation and photophobia, but without agglutination of the
eyelids. Finally, in rare cases, there are troubles of accom-
modation, accompanied by headache and great difficulty in

reading, writing and seeing near objects.
Ophthalmias of this sort are not' usually alarming, and x

the most obstinate cases yield to very mild treatment. The
best remedies are rest and eye-washes containing cocain and
adrenalin. The principal causes of the difficulty must be
sought in the operation of the cinematograph.

Defects in sharpness of the pictures or in focussing the
projecting apparatus make the seeing of moving pictures
difficult and painful. The negatives should be as sharp as

possible, for the corresponding positives are magnified to

nearly a hundred thousand times their area, and the defects
of sharpness are magnified in the same proportion.

Charpentier has proved that the persistence of impres-
sions on the retina depends upon the size of the retinal

image, and that the persistence is less for near than for

distant objects. Consequently, in a moving picture hall,

the seats nearest the screen are not the best.

Fatigue is caused by luminous impressions, which are

too strong or too weak. According to Charpentier's re-

searches, the persistence of luminous impressions diminishes
as the illumination increases and conversely. This law is

confirmed by the phenomena of moving pictures. Bright
and strongly illuminated images are more fatiguing than
others, and most fatiguing of all is the abrupt transition

from black to white or from dark to bright.

In order to prolong the spectacle, some operators move
their films with the minimum speed physiologically neces-

sary to produce the persistence of the retinal images. Hence
the eye is compelled to make an effort to retain and super-

pose the successive pictures, and this effort necessarily causes
retinal fatigue. The wearing of blue glasses has been rec-

ommended in order to reduce these inconveniences.

MOVING PICTURES TAKEN IN AEROPLANE.
Moving pictures were taken in an aeroplane near Paris

last week. Latham, the well-known-aviator, made a seven-

minute flight, carrying a cinematograph and an operator, who
worked the camera throughout the trip, which was made at

the height of eighty feet. The lens was pointed earthward.
The operator noticed no vibration and says the pictures will

be as good as any.

MakeThisYour
New Year's
Resolution

aGET A

Hallberg"
> \ \

' Automatic Electric Econ-
omizer for electric installation, and save
two-thirds on your current bill and
besides improve your light about ioo

per cent, on the sheet.

You have undoubtedly noticed that
the "HALLBERG" Economizer which
was the first reliable current saver on
the market, was advertised over two
years ago, and I at that time made the
same claims which I am now making,
and that the price of the * 'HALLBERG"
Economizer has been the same during
the past year.

Do you know what this means ? I

will tell you—It means that quality has
been considered first, and that I have
not reduced the material put into the
Economizer since it was first made—In
other words, it is today just as heavy
and good as it ever was, and notwith-
standing the fact that my competitors
are selling wou!d=be current savers at all

the way from one-third to one-half less

than I have to get for the "HALLBERG", I

am putting in more of my Economizers
than all of the rest put together.

There are reasons! ! ! This letter

is one

—

Archbald, Pa., Oct. 21, 1909
Mr J. H. Hallberg,

Dear Sir:-

SiDce installing the "HALLBERG'' Automatic Electric Economizer,
the illumination is 100 per cent, brighter on the screen. Last evening an
exhibitor from an neighboring town visited our theatre, and almost his

first question was "where do you get all the light?" He is using an econ-

omy coil of another make, but confessed that we are jetting far better results

with your machine.
I regard the purchase of your Economizer as the very best invest-

ment we have made, as our patrons continually comment upon the bright-

ness of our pictures compared with those shown in other places.

Yours very truly.

LYRIC AMUSEMENT CO.
Richard F. Foote, Manager

Let me have your order now—I make an

allowance in trade for your old rheostat on current

saver.

My stock of moving picture machines and

supplies is complete.

Write for Free Booklet 14-W.

J. H. HALLBERG, 28 Greenwich Ave., N. Y.
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PUZZLE PICTURE

L

SLIDES
FOR

Moving
Picture

Exhibitors
PATENTS PENDINC

Show Puzzle Pictures in your theatre by using our

Roto Combination Song Slide and Puzzle Picture
Carrier

The Puzzle Picture Slides are handsomely colored, and your patrons can
solve the puzzles in the same way as if they were handling a newspaper and
turning it around.

Roto Puzzle Pictures in Colors
Are a real novelty. Your audience will like them. Children will talk about
them. They will bring you business because like moving pictures they interest

as well as amuse.

Two sets of new slides issued each week. Six Puzzle
Picture Slides and one Announcement Slide in each set.
Price $5.00 per set of seven slides. Price of Roto
Combination Carrier $1.00.

Write for circular giving full description

Puzzle Picture Slides and Roto

Combination Carriers can be had
from all Film and Song Slide Ex-

changes or from the Manufactu-

rers.

National Slide

Company

53 State Street

Boston Mass.
ANNOUNCEMENT SLIDES PUZZLE PICTURE SLIDE
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Among the Exhibitors.

j

PEARCE & SCHECK'S VICTORIA THEATER,
BALTIMORE, MD.

From an artistic standpoint the Victoria Theater

Is one of the handsomest theaters in the country.

There are two floors—main floor and balcony—filled

with comfortable chairs and eight beautifully dec-

orated boxes. It is of unusually solid construction

and elaborately adorned both Inside and out. On
the top of the building sits an enormous plaster

(lgure that easily attracts the glance of the passer-

by. The auditorium and stage are fitted up with

many modern conveniences. The decorations of

both exterior and interior are handsome, the scheme

being terra-cotta and dark green. Much additional

beauty is procured by the lavish use of hundreds

of electric lights. The house was designed by

A. Lowther Forrest, architect. It Is very com-

modious, having a seating capacity of 1,500, and

is equipped with an unusually large stage. Mass

& Co. were the builders and Henry L. Arntz was
the decorator.

Jackson, Tenn.—The Elite Theater here has

closed on account of being remodeled.

Buffalo, N. T.—D. E Meyers will erect a mov-

ing picture theater at 1209 Jefferson street.

Columbus, Ohio.—A new moving picture theater
is being erected at 444 South Deeke street by I.

Yauko, L. Barbanell und Benjamin Cohn. It will
cost about $10,000.

Cassopolis, Ind.—The Osborne Building Is being
converted Into a moving picture theater for Bert
Ayres.
Porthmouth, N. H.—The Orpheum Theater, 37

Market street, has again opened its doors and is
under new management. The Orpheum was formerly
known as the Premier.

Philadelphia, Pa.—A new moving picture theater
is being erected at Frankford avenue and Ontario
street, which will cost $18,000.

Worcester, Mass.—The Pastime Theater has
been sold to Edward Massie by Max Grat.
Norwich, Conn.—-A new moving picture theater

is being built here.
Manchester, N. H.—A new picture palace has been

erected here and will be under the proprietorship
of M. Gallagher.
Jersey City, N. J.—The Parmly Memorial Baptist

Church, in Grove streer, is being converted into a
moving picture and vaudeville theater.

Scranton, Pa.—Joseph Stein will erect a new
picture theater in the McCarty Building, on Chest-
nut street.

Morristown, N. J.—The Bijou Moving Picture
Theater has been purchased by H. A. & G. E.
Babbitt.
Manchester, N. H.—A new moving picture theater

is being erected by Roy W. Joselyn.
Hartford, Conn.—Stevens & Jackson, proprietors

of the Imperial Theater, have engaged Frank
Wheeler to manage it.

Spring Valley, N. Y.—A new moving picture thea-
ter has opened in the Comsky Building, corner of

Lafayette and Orange streets.

Springfield, Mass.—James J. Mackay and John
Summer have bought the moving picture theater
that has recently been erected on Elm street, op-

posite Bartlett street.

Philadelphia, Pa.—Arrangements have been filed

for the erection of a new moving picture theater
on the north side of East Geramntown avenue for

the Leigh Palace Amusement Company.
Newark, N. J.—F. F. Proctor has filed plans

for the erection of a new moving picture and
vaudeville theater, at 114-116 Market street, which
will be one of the finest here. The seating ca-

pacity will be about 2,000.
Coatsville, Pa.—George W. Bennatham hns pur-

chased the Dreamland Moving Picture Theater, at

Third avenue and Main street, from J. W. Dettra.

St. Paul, Minn.—Jack J. Flynn has been granted
a license to run a moving picture show, at 447
Wabash street.

Stafford Springs, Conn.—John Sena has opened a

new moving picture theater here.

Fort Wayne, Ind.—The Star Theater Is the latest

moving picture house opened here.

Centralia, 111.—The Gem, formerly known as the

Casino Theater, on Souch Locust street, has opened
here.
Birmingham, Ala.—A new moving picture theater,

The Amuse U, has opened here and it is stated that

it is one of the prettiest of picture theaters In this

town. It is located at 209 North Nineteenth street

Waukesha, Wis.—The New Olympic Theater is

a new picture house, which has been opened od

Clinton street.

Asbury Park, N. J.—Joseph Vet is planning for
the erection of a new moving picture house, to be
erected at Mutllsou avenue.
Thompson, Conn.—A new moving picture theater

is being erected in the St. .lean Hull and will be
managed by William L. mown.
Wilkes-Barre, Pa.—The Dreamland Moving Pic-

ture Theater has changed managers and proprietors.
William Le Roy will fce the future manager.
Fitchburg, Mass.—\V. (,'. lily the bus leased the

Taunton Opera House and will run first-class mov-
ing pictures and vaudeville.

Baltimore, Md.—Herman S. Hacker will erect a
new moving picture theater, at 1202 Patterson
avenue. The seating capacity is 20.").

Jamaica, N. Y.—Another moving picture theater
is being erected here and will be under the man-
agement of Henry W. S. Bangert and Frank X.
Bangert. The theater is located at 312 Fulton
street.

New York City.—The Reformed German Evan-
gelical Church, located at 141 East Houston street,
is being converted into a moving picture theater
for the New Houston Street Amusement Company
and will cost about $25,000.

Pittsburg, Pa.—A new moving picture theater Is

being erected at 6212 Franktown avenue for L.
Leiberman, which, when finished, will cost $2,500.
Roanoke, Va,—Mr. Ebert is the new manager

for the Elite Theater.
Cincinnati, Ohio.—Popp Brothers have been

granted a license to erect a moving picture theater,
between Mellndy and Liberty, which will cost $3,000
when finished.

Buffalo, N. Y.—D. E. Meyers will build a new
moving picture theater at 1200 Jefferson avenue,
north of Hampton street.

West Somerville, Maus.—The Day Street Congre-
gational Church has been converted into a moving
picture theater.
Newark, N. J.—A new moving picture theater Is

being erected in the Old Machinery Hall, in Wash-
ington street, which will cost $30,000.
Putman, Conn.—A new picture house has been

erected in the Labby Building, corner of Pomfret
and Canal streets. It will be called the New Park.
New York City.—Penny arcade, on Fourteenth

street, to be opened as M. P. theater; amount in-

vested, $55,000.
New York City.—Academy of Music, on Four-

teenth street, to be opened, in two or three weeks,
as M. P. theater under direction of the Shuberts,
renting for $125,000 per annum.
Bushnell, 111.—The Itushnell Amusement Company

is preparing to open a new moving picture theater
here.

Cincinnati, Ohio.—Walter Brown Is having plans
prepared for the erection of a new moving picture
theater at 2621 Vince street.

Washington, 111.—M. Silvermaster Is preparing to

establish a new moving picture show here.

Portland, Ore.—The Victor Vaudeville Circuit has
been incorporated with a capital stock of $5,000.

The incorporators are: A. L. Sutton, Geo. W.
Ring and M. F. Lorenz.
Kansas City, Mo C. H. Carter has purchased the

Peerless Moving Picture Theater, at 1224 Grand
avenue.
Tower City, Pa.—Solomon Schoffstall and B. J.

Yoder are preparing to open a new moving picture

theater in Reinerton.

A New Independent Manufacturer

THE GREAT WESTERN FILM

COMPANY
1441 Fillmore Street • • • • San Francisco, California

STRICTLY CALIFORNIA STORIES
TWO SUBJECTS ON ONE REEL

Our First Release

"The Two Soldiers"
A Stirring California Military Drama

LENGTH, ABOUT 730 FEET

Our First Real Comedy

"The Devil is Loose"
Get on our mailing list Order Quick
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Pottstown, Fa.—The PaBtlD pany Is

making arrangements to open a new moving picture

theater here.
Murphysboro, III.—Tlie Arc Mi. vine plctnri

tcr. bere, w:is completely destroyed by Ore.

Cincinnati, Ohio.—Bnegene Sweeney is planning
i a moving picture theater In Hyde Park.

Stillwater, Minn.—Wesley Archer bun opened the

Gem Moving Picture Il-eater bere.

Trenton, Mo.—Will P. Ncwlan lias purchased the

Gem Moving Picture Theater bere.

Cincinnati, Ohio.—Pred SchOttmlllei will erect a

new moving picture theater at 2406 Vince street.

New Castlo, Wyo.—Gross & Ostium, of Deadwood,
have opened B new moving picture show here.

Philadelphia, Pa.—The Bijou Dream Moving Pic-
i

. at 1206 Market street, was destroyed
by Ore,

Chicago, 111.—The Republic Tueater Company bas
secured a permit Cor the erection of a new thea-
ter at :!'.HfS Lincoln avenue.

St. Louis, Mo.—George Kiefer has purchased a lot,

on Towe Grove avenue, as a site for a new moving
picture theater.

Mansfield, Ohio.—Fred Lewis Is making arrange-
ments to start a new moving picture show here.

Alton, 111.—Jack Herman has purchased the Nina
Moving Picture Theater on West Third street.

Alliance, Neb.—K. It. Ruggles, of Ravenna, Is

making arrangements to start a moving picture show
here.

Glen Cove, N. Y.—A new moving picture theater

Is being erected here, at the Central Hall. This
picture house will be an up-to-date theater and will

run all the latest films that the Empire Film Com-
pany, of New York, can produce.
Houma, La.—The Bijou Theater, a moving pic-

ture and vaudeville resort, has been purchased by
Henry Breaux.

Stroudsburg, Pa.—Bert B. Palmer has purchased
the Nickelette Theater, from O. F. Kock, and will

conduct it as a first-class moving picture theater.

Baltimore, Md.—A new moving picture theater Is

being erected at the northeast corner of Light

and German streets. The persons holding an in-

terest in this theater are A. A. Brager and Robert
11. Baum.
New Orleans, La.—H. White Is having a new

moving picture theater erected here which he will

manage.
Niles, Ohio.—Manager Stafford, of the Nlles Thea-

ter, announces that he will run all of Pathe Freres

and Biograph films.

Cincinnati, Ohio.—The Church property, 1929 Elm
street, south of Findlay street, Is to be turned into

a first-class moving picture theater. F. L. Em-
mert will be the manager and states that it will

cost about $5,000 for remodeling and fixing.

Haverhill, Mass.—A new moving picture theater

will be erected In Mechanics' Hall under the man-
agement of Orlando Sargent.

Canaan, N. H.—The building near the Lebanon
depot has been purchased for a moving picture

theater.
Laconia, N. H.—Charles H. Bean opened his new

moving picture theater, The Pastime, In Hill Block.

with the greatest success, and it has been fitted

up with the latest opera chairs and Is well pro-

iii case "i lire. Joe Collins, of
Boston, ong glide singer.

Somerville, Mass.—The West S

gatlonal Church, on Day street, has been sold ami
Will lie use, I aS S llicivilie

|

New York City.—A new moviln I heater
has been erected on the west side of Third avenue,
north of 1741U street, ami will be under the man-
agement of l. Guttag.

Boston, Mass.—Three moving picture theaters
here were closed by t tie Mayor.

Hartford, Conn.—The Casino, a new moving pic-
ture theater, will open In the Stone Block, near the
corner of Chestnut street, this week.
Cambridge, Mass.—The Old Union Hall, on Temple

street, Is being converted Into a moving picture
and vaudeville theater.
Honesdale, Pa.—Mrs. Ida Hittlnger bas purchased

from Joseph Graziano the moving picture theater,
known as the Dreamland, on Main street.

Cincinnati, Ohio.—Fred Schottmlller is erecting
a moving picture theater, which will have a seat-
ing capacity of 250, at 2400 Vine street.

Cincinnati, Ohio.—A new moviing picture theater
Is being erected for the Popp Brothers on the west
side of Main street, between Melindy and Liberty
streets. The estimated cost of the structure Is

$3,000.
Norwich, Conn.—The Academy of Music has been

leased to Butler & De Lany, who will operate It as
a moving picture theater, and it will be hereafter
known as the Happy Hour Theater.
Annapolis, Md.—Cooper & Hunter have opened a

new moviing picture theater, called the Magnet,
on Main street, near Conduit. It bas a seating
capacity of 300.

Spencer, Mass.—The Park Theater Is now being
used, as a moving picture theater.
New York City.—A new moving picture theater

Is being erected for P. Benfighl, at 689 Am-
sterdam avenue.

Baltimore, Md.—Arrangements have been filed for
the erection of a new moving picture theater, at
1202 Patterson avenue, by H. Haskerman.
Skowhegan, Me.—The Empire Motion Picture

Theater has been sold to Charles F. Ward and
Walter Hight.

Paris, Tex.—John Sniverly will open a new mov-
ing picture theater in the Clement Building, on
South Main street.

Trenton, Mo,—The Gem Theater Is under the new
management of William F. Newlan.

Paterson, N. J.—A new moving picture theater
will be erected, at 293 Main street, by Max Gould
and William H. Metz, which will cost $55,000
when the construction is finished.

Long Beach, Cal.—The Amusement Company has
erected a moving picture theater at 135 East
First street.

New York City.—Charles Knlchrihm has leased
the property at 864 Langwood avenue for a mov-
ing picture theater.
Mahalla, N. C.—A new moving picture show will

be opened in the Darby storeroom by George L.
Wilson.

Cincinnati, Ohio.—Col. W. S. Butterfield has
leased the Jeffries Theater here and will run only
first-class moving picture films.

Attleboro, Mass.—P. II. Toby has filed plans for
the election of a new moving picture tbeui
Richards avenue.

Phoenixville, Pa.—The Phoenlxvillo Theater, on
South Main street has changed hands. Tin
Amusement Company will be the proprietors and it

will be under the management of J. E. Sturgls.
St. Louis, Mo.—The northeast corner of Vande-

venter and Mafltt avenues bas been s' Id, where there
will be an erection of a moving picture theater,
which will cost the proprietor the sum of $30,000.
Mauch Chunk, Pa.—The Orpheum Moving Picture

Theater was closed by the Deputy State Inspector
on account of not complying with the laws.
Bay Shore, N. Y.—Max Mittenleiter and M. Ten-

nenberg have leased the Casino Theater, wbicb tbey
will convert into a first-class moving picture opera
house.
Manchester, N. H.—The Clemeont Theater, one of

the latest of moving picture theaters to open here,

was compelled by the Mayor to enlarge their Broad-
way entrance.
West New Brighton, N. Y.—The New Cosmopol-

itan Hall, formerly the Union Opera House, has at
last opened Its doors to the public. Christian
Troebner is the present manager.

Los Angeles, Cal.—Work has finished on the
Children's Moving Picture Theater, which will be
conducted by the Long Beach Parent-Teachers'
Federation, on East Fifth street.

Brooklyn, N. Y.—A new moving picture theater
Is being built at 125 Summer avenue. Frederick
Weiss Is the proprietor.

Lewiston, Me.—A license to run an amusement
house at the Empire Theater, petitioned for by
Julius Cabn, was granted by the city authorities.

Winchendon, Mass.—Manager W. A. Wesley, of
the Garden Theater, opened his moving picture
theater in tbe National Hall. The ball hi-

remodeled and an asbestos booth put in to comply
with the law.
Wilkes-Barre, Pa.—The Unique Theater, on Public

square, has met with a robbery. Mr. Bgelston
states that a part of the machine and a large
amount of film was stolen.

Lawrence, Mass.—A new moving picture theater
has been erected In the new Truell Building. • n

Essex street, and will be under the management ..f

Samuel Kopelman.
Duluth, Minn.—F. W. Hillier will open a new

moving picture theater here.

Blissfield, Mich.—Mr. Edwards Is planning to open
a new moving picture theater here.

Philadelphia, Pa.—J. Dunlap has secured a per-

mit for tbe erection of a moving picture theater

here, at 2730 Federal street.

Camden, Ark.—S. W. Wilholt has disposed of his

moving picture theater here to Shorty Lewine.
Youngstown, Ohio.—Mr. Welsh Is preparing to

open a new moving picture theater in the Kroeck's
Hall.
Meriden, Conn.—The Crystal Theater, on Colony

street, has changed bands. It has been sold by
E. J. Herlan. who has successfully conducted it*

since last Spring, to Pindar & Rudolph.
Lancaster, Wis.—Tbe Grand Moving Picture Thea-

ter opened again and is now under the management
of Mrs. W. N. Tiffany.

A Drawing Card for Moving Picture Theatres

ouise M. Manon
IN

Illustrated poems, is now booking

a series of views on Christmas
and Santa Claus; Also other

poems at picture theatres, in and
out of town.

Terras Reasonable

LOUISE M. MARION
321 West 23rd Street New York City

Can furnish Operator and Music for Church and Lyceum Entertainments

Please mention The Moving Pioturs World when corresponding with advertisers.

ran MOTION PICTURES
but when you need a Machine or supplies write to us.We
are Specialists on riachines and Supplies, and we
can save you money and Increase your profits.
C.H.I), writes \

xt Making a Big Hit, Business increased
wonderfully "Astonish ine opportunity in any local-

ity for a Man with a little money. Experience not
necessary. Easy to start. We tell you how. We sell

the MOTIOOEAPH.Powers .Edison and all other Ma-
chines and Supplies. We negotiate a first class Film
and Song Slide Rental Service. Wr"e fori '-<u log.

Amusement Supply Co.. S33 III. Bank Bldo.

.

Chicago

Two gals are in love with the same
fellow. Both of them are pippins. What

*

would you do if you were the fellow in such

a case? You'll find the answer in

"BY RIGHT OF LOVE"
the next Imp film, released January toth. And you, 11 also see
that Imp films are getting better and better every week and
that they'll help pack your theatre. The demand for Imp
films is something tremendous. If you want 'em keep ding-
donging at your film exchange until you get 'em. If you are
not getting 'era, write to us and we'll tell you which ex-
changes are buying every week. Get what you ask for.

Don't take substitutes.

Independent Moving Picture Co. of America

CARL LAEMMLE, President

m East 14th Street

New York
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BIOGAPH COMPANY.
THE ROCKY ROAD.—The truth of tbe expres-

sion, "It is a long lane that has no turning," has
often been verified, but in this instance the road
terminates in a cloud, the darkness of which is

impenetrable. Tbe story shows the relentlessness
of justice and the cryptic prepollence of Provi-
dence. Coincident as the episodes may appear,
they are evolved with a convincing consistency
rarely found in dramatic stories of this type, mak-
ing it, on the whole, one of the most heart-stirring
and thrilling productions ever made by the Bio-
graph. Ben Cook had been a man of intelligent

energy, but meeting with reverses, went the way
of so many others, that is, became addicted to

drink. Falling lower and lower, we first see him
a drunken loafer. In return for his wife's tearful

entreaties he gives abuse, and finally desertion;
leaving his native town for parts unknown. Land-
ing in a strange village, he seeks and obtains em-
ployment in a sawmill, where he resolves to brace
up. Meanwhile, his poor wife, learning from her
husband's companions of his flight, becomes un-
balanced in mind, and taking up her little three-

year-old child, starts out in search of him. On
she wanders, cold and hungry, meeting a kind-
hearted Italian on the way, who compassionately
gives her an old shawl to wrap about the child.

Further on she falls exhausted beside a haystack.
Here the hallucination of hearing her husband's
voice calling seizes her and she leaves the child

to go in answer to the imagined call. The child is

found later by an old farmer, who adopts it. The
poor woman staggers on until she falls helpless

In the road. She is found by a benevolent couple
who take ber in and care for ber, she performing
light housework in return for their kindness. Years
later Cook, through his close application to work,
has become manager of tbe mill, and is enjoying
the best of fortune. A search for his deserted
wife has proved fruitless, hence he assumed her

dead. One day while out in his auto, it becomes
temporarily disabled, and he rests up at a farm-
house, where they are celebrating their daughter's
eighteenth birthday. The meeting with the daughter
incurs mutual love at first sight. Later they are

betrothed and the wedding day set. It is now
the day of the wedding and Cook is speeding
to the house to meet the wedding party when
his machine passes the place where his wife
has lived all these years. She recognizes him
and dashes after him, but, of course, is far dis-

tanced. Continuing, she comes to the house shortly

after the party, of which she knows nothing, has
left. She asks for a drink, and while waiting sees

her husband's picture in a frame on tbe table.

To her queries the maid tells her in detail about
the little foundling, the adoption, the birthday
party, and now of the wedding, which may at

this moment be taking place. It is for her the

awakening. She realizes the horror of the situa-

tion, and asking the direction to the church dashes
madly out, hailing a passing wagon, begs the man
to drive in haste to it. The ceremony has just

begun when she rushes in. Oh God! What a
terrible revelation. She has just strength enough
to make the truth clear when she falls into her

husband's arms dead. Thus, in a flash he is made
to feel the weight of the hand of Divine Justice

in the horror and mortification of the situation.

THE DANCING GIRL OF BUTTE.—Some of the

most important triumphs in the world's history were
attained through an accident, and very often the

whole course of one's future is induced by a slight

mishap. Such, Indeed, was the experience of the

hero and heroine of this Biograph subject. Bella

is a dancer in a music ball at Butte. She is

pretty, light-hearted, and yet possessed of a re-

fined nature that commands a respect not looked

for in such surroundings. Strolling through the

city park one morning, she steps on an uneven
spot in the path and turns her ankle. Her cry

of pain brings to her aid Howard Raymond, who
assists her to her home. Bella's demure manner
and pretty face appeal to Howard, and he realizes

it is a case of love at first sight. Bella, herself,

is deeply impressed with the young man the ac-

cident has caused her to meet. However, she real-

izes her position and dissipates all serious thoughts

on the matter. Howard, who is a newspaper artist

and an enthusiast in all respects, tells his fellow

artists of his love for the unknown girl. They,
being used to his impetuousness. simply smile.

On this occasion he is in earnest, and hastening

back to the girl's house, he surprises her in her

dance hall attire. This she explains by making
him believe that she is a member of a traveling

dramatic company. Well, it is the old story. The
accident was simply a trick of Cupid to bring

two hearts together, and they are betrothed. They
exchange photographs, and when he shows her

picture to his friends they recognize in it the

dancing girl. So they go to the girl and ask her

to give him up. This she is loath to do, admitting

that while she has danced at the hall, the work
was detestable. Finding her unwilling to repulse

his suit, they tell Howard of her calling, which he

does not believe, and knocks one of them down for

what he regards an insult. The girl, however, in

honesty enters and admit the truth, taking the
artist to the place where she works. What a
blow to the poor fellow, ami he turns from her
with a crushed heart. Cut to the quick by his
repulsion, she tells him that although she has been
forced to earn a living in this fusion, she is
through with it all, and while her soul is pure
she will leave it. The sincerity of her tone softens
the young man, and turning, he takes her in his
arms. His friends smile derisively and leave the
hall. Two years later the artist's two friends are
sitting in the park, when a young couple pass push-
ing a perambulator containing a baby. One of
them exclaims: "Look! Raymond and the dancing
girl. Well, I'll be Mowed!"

EDISON MFG. CO.
PARDNERS.—It is almost unnecessary to give

any description of this film, as it follows closely

the widely read story as written by Mr. Beach.
For those who are unfamiliar with the narrative
it might be well to say that the picture deals
with the fidelity and loyalty of Bill Joyce, a rough,
rugged character in the mining camps of Alaska,
who had formed a partnership with a young ten-

derfoot of the East, Justus Morrow.
Through the machinations of a magazine writer

and photographer, R. Alonzo Struthers, who has
misrepresented Morrow's actions in the North, a

breach is caused between him and his beautiful

wife, Olive Troop Morrow, an actress in the States.

Struthers has been entrusted by Morrow with let-

ters to his wife, which Struthers deliberately fails

to deliver and, instead, shows a forged photograph
to Mrs. Morrow, which is so compromising to her

husband that she institutes divorce proceedings.

Morrow is heartbroken when, after receiving no
mail for a whole year, he finally receives a sum-
mons in the divorce suit. The thought of separa-

tion from the woman be loves and from his baby
boy crushes the heart of the man, who has been

sustained throughout his long, weary struggles in

the gold-fields by the thought that the wealth for

which he was striving would insure his little fam-

ily a happy future. From this time forward his

rugged "pardner" devotes his energies to righting

Morrow's wrongs. How he succeeds is unfolded

by the picture.

THE ENGINEER'S ROMANCE.—Jim Black, a

handsome young locomotive engineer, is in love with

Mary Stevens, the pretty telegraph operator at

Clay Junction. Mary's father is the section fore-

man at that point. One morning after her father

has left on the handcar with his men to repair

some track at a distance, Mary, with her two

little sisters, is left in charge of the station.

Some rough characters, seeing her isolated posi-

tion and suspecting that there is money in the

safe, determine to rob the place. One of them

enters the station and engages Mary in conver-

sation. She mistrusts him because of his sus-

picious movements and locks the safe. While he

is in the station the train dispatcher informs Mary

that Jim Black will be at Clay Junction in a few

minutes and to order him to proceed immediately

to Rockland Siding, ten miles away, for special

service. The stranger leaves the station.

When Jim arrives at Clay Junction Mary tells

him of her fears. He tries to allay them—looks
about for strange men—they have gone. After

kissing his sweetheart Jim jumps on the engine

and starts for Rockland Siding. The ruffians, see-

ing that the coast is clear, try the door of the

station and find it bolted on the inside, but this

does not deter them. They attack the door with

a crowbar, the resistance offered serving only to

excite their fury. Mary sends a desperate call for

help to Rockland Siding, where Jim has just ar-

rived and is about to start out with the passenger

train. After sending the message she flees to the

upper apartments of the building with the children,

bolting each door behind her to impede the progress

of the robbers, who, after gaining admittance to

the station, are unable to open the safe without

the combination. Jim. his fireman and conductor

are conversing with the agent at Rockland Sid-

ing, when he (the agent) hears the ticker inside

the station giving an emergency call. He darts

into the office, receives Mary's message, and calls

Jim and the conductor into the room The ques-

tion is, what is to be done? Jim is in an agony

of suspense, when the thought flashes into his

mind "Give me the right of way to Clay Junc-

tion " The agent wires desperately to the train

dispatcher. The answer comes, giving Engineer

Black the right of way.
„ lt„„„t„iv the

The rest of the picture shows, alternately, the

thrilling adventures of Mary and the children as

she tries to baffle the ruffians, and the equally

thrilling progress of Jim Black's engine as it

bears him and his companions to the rescue.

ASHES.—A millde-aged bachelor ^ his apart-

ment or den, lights his pipe and, after looking

fondly at a photograph on the mantel, sits smok-

ta his arm-chair near the open fireplace As

the logs smoulder his fancy wanders to the one

love story of his life. The face of his first and

alt sweetheart looks out of the rising smoke, and

he sJene dissolves into the incidents of the love

into the ashes, which typify bis life's story.

ESSANAY FILM MFG. CO.
THE ADVENTURESS.—The story is founded on

episode, a chapter from the life of a
I] army officer. The scene- of tbe story is
ompartment of an English railway train.

The English railway carriage la differently con-
structed than the mot m car.
The car is divided into several compartments, the
exits through doors on the side, while the conductor
or guard collects the tickets from the outside. Travel
en English railways is perhaps not s<> comfort-
able as on the more elaborate American trams, but
the distances are not so long.
The afternoon train, leaving the Great Northern

depot in London for Epsom Downs, a famous Eng-
lish race track, is about ready to leave. A fash-
ionably dressed woman, followed by a boy carrying
her handbag, enters a compartment in one of the
carriages. She makes herself comfortable and be-
gins cutting the leaves of a periodical. A moment
later, a gentleman, tall and portly, enters and seats
himself in a corner near the door. The guard col-
lects the tickets. The gentleman, who is smoking
a cigar, turns to the lady and politely asks her
if the cigar smoke is offensive. "Not at all,"
she answers and enveavors to continue the con-
versation by asking him to please open the ven-
tilator. He does so, bows and returns to his paper.
The woman, after some difficulty, starts a con-

versation. He is on his way to Epsom Downs to
attend the afternoon's races. He brings out his
purse and shows her his racing ticket, at the same
time exposing a pretentious roll of banknotes.
The woman sees the money and immediately lays

plans to separate him from it. He is dumbfounded
when she unceremoniously demands him to hand
over the money. "If you don't," she says, "I will
call the guard and make it appear that you have
attempted to assault me." He laughs indifferently
and enraged by his supreme self-confidence, pulls
down her hair, tears her waist and running to the
door, screams and pounds on it furiously. The
gentleamn remains immovable.
The guard enters and finds the woman crouching

on the floor, an accusing finger pointed at the gen-
tleman. The guard whistles and a detective enters.
The gentleman is questioned. He stoutly denies
having touched the woman. Tbe detective points
out the woman's torn tresses and generally dishev-
eled appearance. The gentleman, who through the
scene, had remained in quiet obliviousness behind
his paper and his cigar, takes the weed from his
mouth and holds it up for their inspection. The
ashes of the half burned cigar have not been dis-

turbed, convincing proof that he could not have
left his seat.

The detective nods his satisfaction and turns to
the woman. He scrutinizes her face carefully, then
draws a photograph from his pocket. "Kate Mor-
rison!" he exclaims, comparing the face with the
photograph, "London's most famous confidence
woman. Come, the police want you, milady!"
A moment later the woamn is dragged from the

compartment and our friend of the cigar flips off

the ashes and diffidently returns to his paper.

HOW HUBBY MADE GOOD.—Isn't it provoking
when one settles down in one's comfortable arm
chair and house slippers, with the evening paper
and a good after dinner cigar, to be suddenly called

to the office by some belated "country customer"?
It is usually a most pressing appointment and wifey
is led to believe that millions are involved in the
deal.

In this instance the "Boys" at the club call up
our friend, Bailey, and tell him bis presence is

needed to fill a vacant chair at draw-poker. Bailey
turns from the 'phone, mutters something about
"big deal." "country customer," etc., and hurries

out of the house before wifey can register an
opinion.
An hour later the 'phone rings and a gentleman's

voice inquires if Mr. Bailey is at home. Mrs.
Bailey informs the gentleman that her husband is

at his office. "But," says the gentleman, "I have
just left the office. There is no one there but tbe

janitor."
Mrs. Bailey, bubbling over with indignation, calls

the club. The conversation between ber and her
spouse is a heated one, containing the old time-

worn phrases: "wretch, scoundrel," "but, my dear,"
"back to mother, divorce," etc.

Bailey returns to the boys and tells them that

inasmuch as they got him into the trouble they've

got to get him out of it. One suggests that two
of tbem disguise as burglars, enter the Bailey

house, frighten Mrs. Bailey and let Bailey do the

hero stunt, thus winning Mrs. Bailey's admira-

tion. No sooner said than done.

But, in the meantime, a real, legitimate, "sec-

ond-story man" is on the job. Mrs. Bailey hears

him and telephones the police. The burglar hears

the 'phone ring, surmises he has been heard and

beats a hurried retreat. The police arrive just as

the deputation from the club are entering tbe

Our hero comes on the scene and after a des-

perate struggle, captures the two thieves just as

the police enter. There is no other way out of

it but to turn the thieves over to the bluecoats.

The clubmen appeal to Bailey, but he is obdurate

and they are taken struggling away.
Bailey takes his trembling wife in his arms and

she praises him for his bravery.

HIS ONLY CHILD.—Phillip Strong a millionaire

railroad magnate, is so thoroughly enwrapped in
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Renew Your Films

EXCHANGES!
A clean film is more important to

an exhibitor than a recent release.

First run spells good condition.

WE REMOVE
DIRT AND SCRATCHES
and put a lustre on the film that

makes it

BETTER THAN NEW
Put your old film to work at ad-

vanced prices by having it

renovated.

OLD RELIABLE
FILM RENOVATING CO.

134 Lake Street, Chicago, III.

J. S. SPEER, Manager

All kinds of References furnished'

NEW YEAR
RESOLUTIONS

Resolved:
1. To continue treating our customers in the

iuture as in the past, and thus retain their
good-will.

2. To continue making every tffort to give the
Exhibitor shows that will improve his busi-

ness and increase his profits.

3. To continue giving better service at lower
prices than any other Exchange in the country

4. To continue living up to every promise, and
retain the title conferred upon us by our
customers; "The Square Dealer."

Wrire to us for all machine supplies and our special $12

to $15 service, including song slides and

banners changed every day

Remember: WE LIVE UP TO EVERY PROMISE

UNION FILM EXCHANGE
23 N. Third Street, Harrisburg, Pa.

Films For Sale
50 new reels of perfect
film, extra good condition,
to close out, at $18.50.

Second band Edison machines for sale at a bargain.
Parts to fit all machines in stock.

MAYER SILVERMAN, 322 Fulton Bldg., Pittsburg; Pa.

Films
I havea system of keeping away
from Repeaters. No reels older
than one year. This sounds bad

but not half as bad as i: is to hand you gunc three
years old.

I am open and frank and tell you what you get
tor your money—Try me for a week anyhow. You
can't lose.

PURDY'S FILM EXCHANGE
310 EAST 23d STREET, Cor. 2nd Ave, NEW KtRK CITY

WILL sell one half interest in film

exchange in busines three
years for $4,000.00 cash.

Those meaning business only—write.

Address Giles : M. P. World

Trade Mabk Tkadb Mill
BI0GRAPH
FILMS

RELEASED JANUARY 3, 1910

The Rocky Road
A Story of Fate's Capriciousness

This Biograph subject probably tells the most powerful story ever depicted
in motion pictures. The husband through association becomes addicted to drink,
deserts his wife and child and goes to a distant village. The wife learns of his

departure from his former companion, and her mind becoming unbalanced, takes
up her child to follow.

The husband secures a position in a sawmill and determines to brace up.
All trace of his wife and little child is lost to him. Meanwhile, the mother and
child become separated and the child is adopted by a prosperous farmer, while
the mother receives succor in another section. Some years after the man meets
his daughter, and being unknown to him, they are betrothed. The wedding is

just about to take place when the mother appears and prevents it.

Length, 990 Feet

RELEASED J\NIARY 6, 1910

The Dancing Girl of Butte
Romance of a Western Dance Hall

The Biograph here presents a story of real life, showing how a mere accident
may change the course of a life. The girl is forced to earn a living by dancing
in a Western hall, and while strolling through the park turns her ankle. Her
misfortune brings tc her aid aid a young newspaper artist. It is love at first sight.

He knows nothing of her occupation, and when his friends reveal to him her
calling he is inclined to repulse her. This she takes with resignation, but she
makes it clear that while she was forced to do this work, it was repugnant and
expresses a determination to leave it all while her soul was pure. So sincere do
her words sound that the young man relents and takes her to his heart. Later
we find them strolling through the same park the happy parents of a young
and hopeful.

Length, 984 Feet

A Foil Description of these Subjects will be Found on Another Page

Release days of Biograph Subjects— MONDAY and THURSDAY

Get on Our Mall List and Keep Posted. Write for Our Descriptive Circulars

BIOGRAPH COMPANY
Licensee of the Motion Picture Patents Co.

11 EAST 14tH STREET NEW YORK
QEORQE KLBINB, Selling Agent for Chicago (52 State St., Chicago, 111.).

ROLL
TICKETS

YOUR SPECIAL TICKET
PRINTED BOTH SIDES
NUMBERING GUARANTEED

- $ 6.50
10.00
35.00

50,000
100,000
500,000

Prompt Shipments—Cash with Order—No C. O. D.

THE CARTER PRESS PEABODY
MASS.

Special Quotations for Large Quantities
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his business that he has little time for his mother-
less little soli, who, consequently develops bad
traits, is wilfull and disobedient. Prompted by
an abnormal curiosity, and pampered by his father,
the youngster causes no end of trouble to the
servants.
One evening Strong receives a telegram from

the board of directors of the railroad of which
he Is president that a special meeting will be held
In Milwaukee the next morning and that his pres-
ence is required. Strong is in his study packing
his grip when his son comes into the room to hid
him good-bye. Unaware that his son is in the
room, Strong removes a revolver from his grip
and places it in a lower drawer of a cabinet. The
boy has made mental note of the hiding place
and when his father bids him an affectionate good-
bye he runs for the drawer and is about to re-
move the revolver when his nurse runs into the
room and takes bim off to bed.
The next day the youngster slips into the library

and procures the weapon. It is accidentally dis-
charged and the little fellow Is severely wounded.
The excited maid and frantic butler call the doc-
tor and a telegram is immediately dispatched to
the father.
Strong is at the directors' meeting when the

message arrives. Immediately he orders a special
train made ready, and after a record breaking trip
he arrives in Chicago, where an automobile whisks
him quickly across the city to his home.
The doctor is working over the little one when

Strong comes into the room. The boy has passed
the critical period and is now peacefully sleeping.
The doctor, however, makes it plain ttat great
care will have to be taken to avoid a relapse and
says he has arranged for a trained nurse to at-
tend him.

Strong, now assured the boy will recover, re-
turns to his work, oblivious to everything except
that which pertains to the great business over
which he presides.
Miss Norton, the nurse, is a very pretty little

woman with an affectionate disposition and soon
wins the love of her charge. Indeed, so attached
do tbey become to each other that when the time
draws near for her to leave, she dreads the part-
ing. Strong has been too busy to notice the change
that has come over his son, the boy has never
expressed a desire to see bim, until one day the
crisis comes. The 1 oy repulses his father, who
has endeavored to take him in his arms, and runs
to his nurse. Incensed in his belief that the nurse
has estranged his son from him, Strong calls Miss
Norton into his study, writes her a check for
services rendered and peremptorily discharges her.
When the nurse returns to say good-bye to the

little boy he cries bitterly and denounces his father
for taking his dear nurse away from him. After
a moment the father comes on the scene and the
boy pleads with him to let Miss Norton stay.
Strong is finally won over.

"I must confess," he says, apologetically, "I
have been foolish. I have worked hard, but I

have worked for the boy, not for myself. Since his
mother died, I—it's been nothing but steel rails

and market quotations. The boy needs a mother

—

I beg your pardon. Miss Norton, I mean—won't
you stay with us—make your abode with us? We
really need you?"
After a moment she snatches the little fellow to

her heart and answers: "Yes."

GAUMONT.
(George Kleine.)

THE WRECK AT SEA Mary, the beautiful
daughter of an old fisherman, is secretly in love

with a poor young sailor. Arthur, a rich farmer's
son and heir, sees her and, falling in love with
her. asks her father for Mary's hand in marriage.
The old man is attracted by Arthur's riches

and gives his consent.
The poor girl goes to break the bad news to her

lover, who decides to go to sea and endeavor to

forget her. Directly Mary is married to the rich

farmer'9 son, though needless to say It is not a

love match as far as she is concerned. Soon
after, there Is a storm and a shipwreck on the
coast.
Among the corpses of the dead brought ashore

Is that of Mary's poor sailor.

Mary is among those present and recognizes the

features at once and is quite overcome with grief.

This distresses her young husband so much that

he loses his reason.

THE AVENGING DENTIST.—A pair of burglars
enter the home of a dentist by way of the parlor

window. There they lay their plans. One enters

the adjoining room, which is the dentist's office,

and engages that gentleman in conversation re-

garding the condition of his teeth. While this is

going on. his confederate proceeds to gather to-

gether the valuable portable bric-a-brac in the

parlor.

Unfortunately for the arrangements of the two
burglars, the dentist's servant discovers their pres-

in..- nnd becomes familiar with the whole scheme,
1 their being aware of It. He quietly in-

forms his master.
The dentist, having secured one of the burglars

In his operating chair, proceeds to pull out his

teeth. After this, he nnd his servant capture the

other burglar and make bim disgorge his Ill-

gotten plunder.

The pair of thieves are then forced to rearrange
tin- valuables just as they were originally. As
suou as tbey have done this they are allowed to
depart, which they do In a most shamefaced manner.

ON THE BANK OF THE RIVER.—Helen and
Mynette are two ill-matched sisters who keep house
together*

While Mynette industriously cooks, washes and
sweeps, Helen lolls iu a comfortable chair and
twangs a guitar.
This leads to a quarrel, resulting in Helen being

turned out of doors to shift for herself. Mynette
has no pity for her when she returns to the house
after experiencing rude rebuffs and getting very
little money for her musical efforts.
Poor Helen faces the cold world once more, but

this time she meets Mr. Ellsworth, a wealthy
artist, who takes it upon himself to introduce her
Into society as a musical genius.

Success is now her portion. In the meantime,
things have gone badly with Mynette, who, failing
to pay her rent, is threatened with eviction by
her heartless landlord. Just as the auctioneer ar-
rives to sell her furniture to satisfy her creditors,
the now prosperous Miss Helen steps in, pays the
landlord and rejoces the heart of Mynette by re-
storing her home and property to her.

A SEAT IN THE BALCONY Percy is a smart
young man who, strange to say, has never seen
a play.
He hangs around the lobby of a big theater,

where a very successful show is being enacted
and manages to get hold of a return check from
a gentleman, who, having seen the first act, Is

unexpectedly called away on business. Percy seats
himself with much satisfaction in the second row
of the balcony in the excellent seat to which his
check has entitled him. Now the fun commences.
The opening scene of the second act being very
comical, Percy rolls in his chair, roaring with
laughter and in his exuberance slaps the bald
head of an old gentleman in front of him.
Then as the plot thickens and the scenes depicted

become melancholic, sentimental Percy weeps and
howls, shedding tears of sorrow on the unfortunate
bald head in front.

As the story continues, Percy is more and more
wrought up and makes things uncomfortable for

those below and around him. The "gods" in the
gallery join in the general excitement and pelt

Percy and his neighbors with peanut shells, paper
bags and general refuse. Finally the ushers evict

the cause of the uproar and Percy learns a lesson

in proper behavior when in a theater.

KALEM MFG. CO.

THE DEACON'S DAUGHTER.—Scene I.—The
Minister's Dissatisfied Child Meets Morton, the
Stranger. The opening picture shows us the broad
side verandah of the parsonage. The old minister
has seted himself out in the yard where he can
bask in the warmth of the sun. Down at his feet

is Ruth, his youngest daughter, a slight, gentle
slip of a girl of sixteen. The old minister is helping
her with her rhetoric lesson, stopping every moment
or two to stroke her head. Along the path from the
gate comes Estelle, the minister's elder daughter,
a dashing, handsome girl, and with her the curate
attached to the parish. The curate is very much in

love with Estelle and they are accepted sweet-
hearts, although Estelle is merely attracted by the

young curate's handsome face. Now she is an-

noyed by something and the curate is trying to

pacify her. His attention attracted by Estelle's

angry voice, the old minister rises as they approach.
He inquires what the trouble is. Estelle tells him
nothing. With a sigh the curate enters the house.

The minister remonstrates with Estelle for her
show of temper and as his wife calls him, he leaves

the two daughters together. Now Estelle pours out

to Ruth her dissatisfaction with the quiet, peaceful

life of the parsonage and tells how she longs to

go out into the world and become a dancer. Seizing

the horrified Ruth by the waist she whirls her
around in a mad dance. At this moment there ap-
pears coming up the path a tall, gentlemanly man,
evidently a stranger to the town. Ruth flees to in-

form her father. The stranger compliments Estelle

upon her dance and is telling her she should be on
the stage, when the old minister descends the steps.

Morton, the stranger, displays the card of the man
he is seeking. The old minister informs him he is

going in the wrong direction. At this Estelle vol-

unteers to show the stranger the house. The old

minister assents. As they start down the path to-

gether the curate comes from the house. The min-
ister tells him of the stranger and exhibits the card.

As he goes up the steps Estelle returns from the

gate. At sight of the curate her chin goes up in

the air and she crosses to the empty bench. The
curate stands with a resigned look on his face.

Scene II.—The Villain Winning His Way. The
course of the curate's love has not been running
smoothly lately. Seated out In the garden he is en-

deavoring to prepare his sermon. But his mind
constantly wanders to Estelle and the stranger.

Across the lawn comes Ruth. She seats herself on

the hassock near the curate. Gentle little Ruth
loves the young curate, although he has never sus-

pected it. She Is ever near him ready to do him
any little service in her power, now replacing his

papers when he brushes them from the table, now

giving bim a glass of water. Down the path from
the house comes Estelle. The curat light up
and lie leaps to his feet. She tells him She Is
going lor u wall;. And may lie accompany her J
Nil she prefers to go alunc. Down towards the gate
she goes. The curate looks alter her, then returns
lo his seat. With his chin in his hand he watches
her depart, while back of him stands Ruth, her eyes
filled with comprehending pity. At their strystlng
place down the lane, Morton is v.. ttiently
tor Estelle. Ah, here she is. lie greets her eagerfv
and pours compliments into her ear. He atti
to kiss her. Estelle prevents the caress. Hut she
is not adverse to taking the walk with him that
he is begging for, so off they stroll together. For
an hour they wander through the pine trees. Across
their path is the trunk of a young pine the wind
has hmled down. Morton invites Estelle to sit.
From his pocket he draws a handsome necklace and
holds it towards her. At first, instinctively true to
the teachings of her father, she refuses it, but
Morton insists and clasps it aroung her neck. As
he pours protestations into her ear Estelle believe 9
bim and gives him the kiss he is pleading for. Now
Morton's infatuation for her leaps all bounds. In
impassioned words he tells her of his love, begs her
to come with him to the city. Clasping her in bis
arms he crushes her to him. But his vehemence
frightens Estelle. Wrenching herself free she flees
from him. He stands for a moment, calling her
back, then hurries after her.

Scene III.—Estelle Determines to Marry Morton.
Back to the parsonage come Morton and Estelle.
Morton has been forgiven for his impetuosity, al-
though Estelle refuses to go with him to the city.
As he is bidding her good-bye he holds her hand,
then tenderly kisses it. This is seen by the curate
who is approaching. Upon Morton's departure he
remonstrates with Estelle. She answers angrily.
He appeals to her in behalf of their engagement.
Estelle, now thoroughly enraged, draws the en-
gagement ring from her finger and holds It towards
bim. The curate gently refuses to take it. But
Estelle throws it to the ground. At this moment
the old minister comes slowly across the lawn. He
greets Estelle fondly and calls her to a seat on the
arm of his chair. Happening ti glance up, be no-
tices the necklace she is wearing. He asks where
she got it. She refuses to tell. The old minister
sternly demands an answer to his question. Estelle
finally falters Morton's name. At this the old man's
face hardens with stern anger. He holds out his
hand for the necklace. Estelle, now thoroughly
aroused, storms in anger, but finally gives it to her
father. He orders her to go to the house. But
Estelle, sobbing passionately, throws herself In a
chair. The old minister crosses to the curate, who
has been a silent, suffering witness to the scene,
and begs him to come to the house. As they move
away the curate turns in silent love to Estelle, but
the old minister leads him on. After they have
gone Estelle lifts her head. She is still violently
angry. Across her face comes a look of determina-
tion. Drawing paper and pen to her she writes to
Morton, telling him she will go with bim out into
the world and become a great dancer. To-night at
twelve he must come for her.

Scene IV.—The Elopement. That night at twelve
Morton comes cautiously up to the front gate of
the parsonage. Glancing about be whistles cau-
tiously. Down the walk comes Estelle carrying her
satchel. Morton greets her fondly. Estelle glances
back longingly towards the silent house, but Mar-
ton picks up her grip and they move silently away.
The next morning the old minister is out in the
garden before breakfast walking up and down slowly
thinking of the scene he had with Estelle, his
favorite daughter, the day before, when Ruth comes
rushing excitedly from the house. She holds out to
her father a note telling him she found it pinned to
the pillow in Estelle's room. It is Estelle's fare-
well note to her father. The old man, with a
moan of anguish, sinks Into a chair. At this
moment the curate comes up and inquires what the
trouble Is. Ruth bands him the note. He reads
It and stands stunned and grief-stricken. As Ruth
is consoling her father the wife arrives. To her
question of inquiry the old minister points to the
note with trembling finger and brokenly bids her
read it.

Scene V.—One Year Later—Estelle the Queen of
the Midnight Revellers. It is midnight just one
years after that night Estelle stole away from the
silent, peaceful parsonage. What a contrast is pre-
sented. In a suburban cafe where the fastest set
amongst the Bohemians of the great city are ac-
customed to meet for their late revels a champagne
party is in progress. Scattered about are numerous
overturned and empty bottles. At one of the tables
an artist, who genius, before dissipation dragged it

down, gave promise of great things is drinking with
one of the city's celebrated demi-mondes. Two
other habitues of the cafe arrive. Now across the
gardenl come Morton and Estelle. Gowned In a
long clinging frock Estelle offers a striking picture,
but already the story of the life she is leading Is

beginning to be told in the lines of her face.
Boisterous greetings mark their arrival and her
health is drunk as the queen of the party. A
dance is proposed and to the passionate strains of

a wild Hungarian waltz the party whirl about in

a delirium of drunken hilarity.

Scene VI.—The Curate Finds His Soul Mate.
Back at the parsonage the life of the family has
fallen Into still more quiet and peaceful routine
under the saddening influence of the absence of the
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S. R. O.
When you start in the motion picture business you want to get a "Standing

Room Only" sign before you open your show, if you start with an

EDISON KINETOSCOPE
The Edison Kinetoscope is the one machine you can depend upon to pack

the house to the doors, night after night, to bring back the same crowd con-
stantly and build you up a steady, dependable patronage. The Edison Kineto-
scope costs less to operate, demand fewest repairs and is the most durable
motion picture machine made.

Write to-day for booklet giving full particulars and copy of the Eidson
Kinetogram.

EDISON FILMS
Release of January 4

PARDNERS
Rex Beach's famous story dramatized by the author. A story of human Interest whose

scenes are laid principally in the Alaskan gold fields. An exceptional film. Photography of the
highest order.
No. 6569 Code, VERZANO Approx. Length, 995 feet

Release of January 7
THE ENGINEER'S ROMANCE

Dramatic. A thrilling story whose theme is the defense of a railroad station against burglars
by the station agent's pretty daughter, while her engineer lover is coming to her assistance on
his engine. Intensely dramatic throughout.
No. 6570 Code, VERZAPFT Approx. Length, 670 feet

ASHES
Sentimental. A lonely bachelor, seated before bis fireplace, sees in the ashes the one

love affair of his life enacted again. A pretty story, splendidly photographed.
No. 6571 Code, VERZAPFUNG Approx. Length, 610 feet

Release of January 11

BEAR HUNT IN THE ROCKIES (Descriptive)
No. 6572 Code, VERZAUBERT Approx. Length, 975 feet

Release of January 14
A WARRIOR BOLD (Comedy)

No. 6573 Code, VERZEEPEN Approx. Length, 475 feet

THE PARSON'S UMBRELLA C.medy
No. 6574 Code, VERZEGELEN Approx. Length, 220 feet

TROOP ««B," 15tH U. S. CAVALRY, BAREBACK DRILL
SQUAD IN THE "MONKEY DRILL" AT FORT

MYER. VA. (Descriptive)
No. 6575 Code, VERZWHRBAE Approx. Length, 285 feet

Edison Manufacturing Co.
MAIN OPPICE and FACTORY: 72 LAKESIDE AVE., ORANOE, N. J.

New York Office: 10 Fifth Avenue. Chicago Office: 90 Wabash Aye.

Office for United Kingdom: Edison Works, Victoria Road, Wlllesden, N. W., England.

Selling Agents
P. L. WATERS, 41 E. 21st St., New York. GEORGE BRECK, 70 Turk St., San Francisco, Oal.

Dealers in All Principal Cities

FILMS
HOWARD MOVING PICTURE CO.

FILMSRepair Work a Specialty. Agents for Monograph, Power's
and Edison Machines. Supplies and Sundries.

564 Washington Street, - - Boston Mass.
Established 1894. (Opposite Adam* House). Incorporated 1908.

LATEST AND THE BEST
French, Italian and American Subjects

NEW JERSEY FILM RENTAL COMPANY
P. PENNINO, Proprietor

Mala Office: NEW YORK, N. Y. Branch Office: BRIDGEPORT, CONN.
214 6th Avenue, near 14th Street 1188 Main Street, near Depot

Telephone 2442 Chelsea
Member of the "National Independent riovlng Picture Alliance"
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Stereoptlcons$IO, 50,000 Tickets $3.50; Aut-
omatic Arc Lamp 15c; Slide flats Ic; Stereoptlcon
Lenses 50c; Economizers S30; Slide Carriers 40c

FILMS RENTED, SOLD OR EXCHANGE
T VT1TT7 302 E. 33d Street
*-T. riCi 4,, New York

Special prices to the trade

CHEAP
Steel Framt

Theatre Chairs

ABSOLUTELY

Non-BREAKABLE
Suitable for small

theatres acid Moying
Picture shows. We
carry these chairs in
stock and can ship
immediately.

Second Hand Chair*
Also Seating for Oat

of-Door Use.

Address Dept. W.
STEEL FURNITURE CO., Grand Rapids, Mich.

New Yerk Office: 150 Fifth Avenue

Boston Office: 224 Congress St., Boston, Mass.

WILL BUY moving picture theater in good condi-
tion with established trade in New England States.
Give full particulars. Address, THEATER, care
M. P. World.
FOR SALE—Paying moving picture theater, full

stage; reason for selling, have other business to
attend to. SCENIC THEATER, North Towanda,
N. T.
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elder daughter. Id the garden Ruth is swinging
idly backward and forward humming a little ditty.
Up behind her the young curate steals and sends
her swinging up into the branches of the tree.
Laughing at her cry of fright, he stops the swing
and releases her. As they start forward he invites
her to take a seat on the empty bench. In the
year that has passed the curate has learned to
know his own heart and he realizes it was not to
the dashing Estelle the deepest feeings of his heart
were given, but in gentle Ruth he has found his
true soul mate. In a few simple fervent words he
tells Ruth of his love. Ruth glances up shyly into
his face, her eyes shining with devoted love, then
she turns to him and is folded in his arras.

Scene VII.—Two Years Later—The Young Wife
Deserted. Two years have passed. Out on the
porch Estelle and Morton are having noon break-
fast. Even Estelle's splendid heritage of health,
given her by her healthy, wholesome girlhood in
the parsonage, was unable to stand the strain of
dissipation. She is now an invalid. The maid en-
ters with a letter for Morton. Estelle sees the ad-
dress is written in a woman's handwriting. Snatch-
ing it from his hand she demands the name of the
sender. Laughing tauntingly, he tells her to read
it, and goes into the house for his coat and hat.
Estelle opens it and reads of Morton's plan to leave
her for another woman. She reels at the shock.
At this moment Morton returns ready for his trip.
Coolly disregarding her passionate appeals he throws
a roll of bills in her lap. She orders him from her
sight. He goes laughingly, sneering. Estelle, left
alone realizes how desolate is her plight. Sick and
alone with no one near her that cares whether she
lives or dies. Across her brain, satiated with the
dissipations of city life, comes the thought of the
quiet, peaceful parsonage. It seems like Heaven
to her. She will go back. Back to the patient,
loving ones she left so eagerly three years before.

Scene VIII.—Estelle's Home Coming. Out in his
garden the old minister is reading. Except for a
more pathetic stoop to his shoulders the three
years have passed lightly over his head. As he
looks up he sees Ruth being slowly led down the
path by her husband. This is the first time the
young mother has left the house. The minister
helps her to a chair. His wife follows with the
baby. The old man stoops beside the sleeping baby,
then after a word of congratulation to the proud
young father, returns to the house with his wife.
Ruth begs for a drink of water and the curate
goes for it. Left alone she closes her eyes, a happy
smile on her face. From the arbor beyond comes
Estelle. She has come home. But the sight of
Ruth's bappy sleeping face is too much for her to
bear and she starts to go. At this moment Ruth
awakes, sees her and calls her. The curate, as he
is returning with the water, sees Estelle. Dropping
the glass he rushes towards her, calling excitedly to
the old minister and his wife that Estelle has re
turned. The mother folds her lost daughter to hex
arms, but the old father's face darkens with anger,
He cannot forgive Estelle for having disgraced him.
Estelle drops to his feet and kisses his hand. At
the well-remembered touch of the fingers of hi?
best loved daughter the old man's face relaxes
slightly. The struggle is a bitter one, but finally

he turns and holds out his arms in forgiveness.
Estelle rushes into them while the remaining mem-
bers of the now reunited family with happy tears
filling their eyes, look on in thankful silence.

PATHE FRERES.
A BAD BARGAIN.—Mr. Moore, who is very much

in need of money, puts an "ad" in the paper of-

fering his house for sale and giving ill health as
his reason for disposing of the property. The
truth of the matter is that Mr. Moore was never
better physically in his life, but financially his
condition is desperate. A Mr. Hand finally makes
a bargain with Moore for the property and the
latter agrees to let him have it for $6,000 a
year during his (Moore's) lifetime, payable every
three months. When the papers are signed and
Hand leaves. Moore kicks his heels together for

joy. Poor Hand, however, by the time the first

payment is due, regrets very much taking the
place and decides that his only hope of being re-

lieved of the responsibility is to kill off Moore.
When the latter comes for his rent, therefore. Hand
invites him into a cafe hoping that he will drink
himself to death. But the wine fails to take ef-

fect on Moore, although he has consumed a goodly
portion of it, hut Hand becomes hopelessly in-

toxicated and while he is in this condition his

wife who has been looking for him happens in

and gives him a good drubbing with her umbrella.
Seeing that his plan has failed. Hand thinks of
another; perhaps if he gets Moore interested in

gambling the excitement might kill him. Agnin,
however, Hand is the victim, as Moore wins every
cent of his money and leaves the place as cool as

a cucumber. At last desperate. Hand draws a rope
across the street, hoping to trip Moore and thus
get rid of him. But not so. Moore sees the rope
and Jumps lightly over it and when Hand sneaks
around to see what has happened to friend Moore
lie himself gets mixed up in the rope and goes
sprawling on the ground. He gives his head
Kuril a bump that it brings on an attack of
fever and during his ravings he meets Moore in

a caff and disguising himself as a waiter puts
in his enemy's glass. When it takes ef-

fect he cuts off Moore's legs and arms, but to

his horror the latter quietly join themselves to

Removal Notice
After Jan. 1, 1910, we will be in our new, commodious quarters. Exhibitors are
invited to visit us whether you take service from us or not. Come in and get ac-

quainted with our methods. Start the New Year right by using our Feature Service.

HE SERVICE THAT ATTRACTS
a
Best in America"

AMERICAN FILM SERVICE
NEW OFFICES

BanK Floor, 77 ClarK Street, CHICAGO
the trunk again and there stands his landlord be-

fore him asking for his rent. The last part of

his nightmare is cold reality, however, and Hand
pleads with Moore, asking him to let him off and
take the property back. Moore finally consents when
Hand promises to let him marry his daughter.

MARVELOUS GARLANDS.—We have all heard

of the wonderful things they do in India, such as

makign flowers grow before our very eyes. Well,

tli is film shows something quite as wonderful. We
see the pretty flowers forming themselves petal

by petal and when the wreath is complete we
are astonished to see a pretty girl's head in the

heart of each blossom. The coloring is beautiful

and all sorts of flowers are shown: roses, daisies,

carnations, etc. It is amusing to watch each

petal with military exactness go right up to its

proper place, and we sit wondering just waht
kind of flower this particular one is to be. Some-
times it is hard to guess because so many tiny

different parts go to make the complete flower as

we know it.

OH, YOU DOGGIE.—Tom is a mischievous little

fellow. There is not the slightest doubt about

that. But he is such a cute little doggie and

plays such awfully clever tricks that one could

not have the heart to give him the punishment he

richly deserves. In the first scene he is sitting

in his mistress' room comfortably fixed on a
steamer chair, wrapped np in a blanket and even
has a cute little night cap on his wooly head.
His mistress is in great distress because she
imagines her pet is not quite as well as he
might be. Leaving him for a moment the sly
little pup jumps up, throws off the blanket and
goes trotting down the road. He meets two men
carrying a big framed picture between them.
And what should Tom do but jump right through
it and is off before the men can give him a
thrashing. Seeing a billposter perched on a ladder
posting some bills, Tom runs up the ladder on
to the man's shoulder, making him drop his paste,

and then skips down the other side of the wall
and falls right in the middle of an improvised
table where some friends are enjoying a picnic.

On he goes until he sees a laundry boy's tri-

cycle and basket standing outside a door. He
lifts the lid of the basket with his nose and jumps
in. The boy, unconscious of the fact, takes Mr.

Tom for a nice long ride; arriving at the next
customer's, the boy stops and goes in and Mr. Tom
jumps out and flies along looking for more sport.

Some children playing ball in the road are much
amused when Tom dahhes up and, hitting the

ball with his nose while it's in the air, send3

it flying. He next rushes at an old woman sit-
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Fromthe
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Point

What Causes People
(o continually patronize one Picture Theatre in preference to another)^

Of course, location, appearances, films, etc. have a great deal to do with it"

but quality of the picture is what builds up a steady patronage that makes the

business profitable.

This depends largely on your light and if you are using any other device than a

FORT WAYNE COMPENSARC
to step down your current you are not getting best results.

With our machine you can produce a clear, white, steady light that won't worry

your "house" by continuous flickering and will surprise you with the difference it makes

with the films.

It is the only device that can be changed instantly to any

of the three intensities without breaking the circuit between

adjustments.

But this is not all. We will guarantee that our Compensarc

Will Cut 65% from Your Light Bill
r

and we'll send you one on 30 days' free tria l to prove it.

We have a little 22 page booklet that explains all

the reasons why If you want a better light at Yi

Y&l your present cost, send for it today. It's free.^ FT WAYNE ELECTRIC WORKS
H02 Broadway, Port Wayne, Ind.

C 5

Immediate Shipment
WE CARRY

OPERA CHAIRS
IN STOCK

If you want a GOOD
CHAIR, at a LOW
PRICE, we have It. In-

quiries answered same

day as received.

Ask for Catalog No. 305

E. H. STAFFORD MFC. CO.
CHICACO, ILLINOIS

CALEHUFF
A rtember ol the

FILM SERVICE ASSOCIATION

Headquarters for only the best of latest

FILMS and SONG SLIDES. No junk.

MACHINES, SUPPLIES, Etc.

LATEST SONG SLIDES
$5.00 per set

N. E. Cor. 4th & Green Streets,

PHILADELPHIA. PA.

Neosho
Song Slides

$3.50 the set

These NEW ones are ready
for immediate delivery:

Darling MakeMe Dreamy
Name the Day, Honey,
Do

Sue

Only a Dream of You

Mary Brown
Give Me a Spin in Your

Mitchell, Bill

Write for our special standing

order proposition

The Neosho Slide Company

100 S.Wood St., Neosho, Mo.

.:n 1 1 in 1 1 ii 1 1 in 1 1 mini inminim i L

ISLIDESi
= of Highest Quality 5

S LATEST SONC SETS Z
Z I Love My Steady. But I'm Crazy About Z

My Once In Awhile. 2
•m It I Thought You Wouldn't Tell.

JJ Anywhere. ™
Michael Angelo. _— Before I <io and Marry, I'll Have a Talk —

With You.
Z Sometime In Springtime.
— I've (jot Rings On My Fingers And Bella _
Z On My Tees. Z
- Take Me Back To Kldland.

Z Amlna.
The Star; The Rose, The Dream.

Z My Irish Caruso. ™

Z High cla.fi slides made and colored to Z
Z order from prints and negatives ~

Scott <£L Van Altena
' 59 Pearl St., New York City !

Tl 1 1 M I t 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 17

NEW SLIDES
For the Following Songs—JUST OUT

There's Nothing Else in Life Like

Love, Love, Love.

Take Me Back to Sunshine Land.

Mary you're a Big Girl Now.

My Dream of Long Ago.

When I Fell In Love With You.

Rosenbaum
When You've Won the Only Girl

You Love.

Just a Girl Like You.

In the Harbor of Sunshine and Love.

Round Up.

Would You be Satisfied, Sally?

You'll Come Back.

Put On Your Old Grey Bonnet.

Heinz.

DeWitt C. Wheeler
120 W. 3lst St., N. Y. City

Films For Rent

SONG SLIDES FOR RENT

SEND FOR LISTS

Prices to Suit the Times

Expert Machine Repairing

LOWEST PRICES

HUDSON FILM CO.

138 E. 14th St., New York City
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ting among the grass and flowers in a big field
and pushes off her hat, which also takes her wig
along, and leaves her with her mouth wide open
with horror. Tired now of skylarking, he returns
to his home and we get a good view of him
sitting on the same steamer chair with his little
red tongue hanging out and puffing like a steam
engine.

A WELL EARNED MEDAL This is a sweet,
pretty picture of simple country life in Brittany.
The only son of a picturesque old couple has just
become engaged to the love of his boyhood and
the families and friends of the happy young pair
are celebrating the occasion with a dinner. In
the midst of their gaiety news comes that the brave
young fellow must leave at once for Tonquin.
China, and we see him starting out 24 hours later
to join in the fight against the Chinese pirates
and smugglers. His dear old parents and his
heartbroken sweetheart wait patiently for news
from their boy. A letter finally comes, hopeful
and affectionate, bearing the glad news that the
campaign will be of short duration and he will
soon be able to join his dear ones once more.
Way off in China however, the French troops are
firing their last cartridges, but John, who is doing
sentinel duty, has been attacked by the enemy and
falls with a treacherous spear in his back. As
he lies dying in the hospital there come to him
visions of his home and the loved ones that he
is never to see again. A few hours before he
passes away he is presented with a medal for his
bravery. One of his comrades who has been or-
dered to convey the sad tidings of the brave boy's
death to the little home in Brittany, takes with
him also the medal, bought so dearly. The grief
of the old couple and the young girl whom the
dead man loved is more than touching. The shock
proved too much for the old father, however, who
drops dead soon after he hears the news, clasp-
ing tightly in his hand the medal his boy won
on the field of honor.

CORSICAN HOSPITALITY No verbal descrip-
tion can ever picture a scene as can pictures them-
selves and so, too, customs and manners can be
shown better than told. This film presents a
vivid picture of the hot, revengeful nature of the
Corsican and how, in spite of this, they never
violate the laws of hospitality.

A LIVE CORPSE.—Poor Billie has been celebrat-
ing and when he comes home falls into a swoon
from which it is impossible to arouse him; his
physician therefore finally pronounces him dead.
After spending some hours in weeping beside the
dead body of her husband, Genevieve finally pulls
herself together and sends a note to an old ad-
mirer of hers informing him of her husband's death
and telling him she would like Co see him. The
latter soon arrives and the widow and her visitor
go Into another room to have a heart-to-heart talk.
In the meantime Billie comes to and finds the
letter his wife wrote to her friend Jack telling him
that she is free. Deciding to give the couple,
who apparently are so glad to get rid of him, a
good fright, he arises from his bed and approach-
ing the two who are now making love to one
another, he captures them in a funeral wreat hand,
with the butler's aid. after beating them both
with the floral tributes, throws them out of the
house.

TRIALS OF A SCHOOLMASTER.—A country
school with its bright faced little pupils and patient,
anxious-looking master. From a twinkle in the black
eyes of the two scholars sitting together in the
front desk one knows that these two are not
quite as sedate and demure as they would have
one think. And so it is. As the teacher goes
to the blackboard to demonstrate some lesson, these
two rascals send a volley of spit balls at his head
At first he does not suspect thorn, hut on the third
volley he turns and grabs the taller of the two
wlui has justly won for himself the title of the
bully of the Utile school. Next on seeing the
teacher about to regain his seat, the bully places
his best and only top hat on the chair, which
Is smashed of course as soon as the teacher un-
suspectingly sits down. One cm see that the spoil-
ing of his hat has a terrible olT'-rf mi the pov-
erty stricken teacher who. to add to his troubles,
has also had his only coat badly torn by the unruly
boys. lie presents a pathetic figure Indeed as
In- sits in the empty schoolroom after the boys
have gone home trying, with awkward fingers, to
mend the only coat he has to his back. ITe
brushes the tours from his eyes as he counts his
money and finds his store so low. In the next
scene the school Is out for a walk in a beautiful
part of the country, through which winds a pic-
turesque river. The teacher tells the boys to have
•ill the fun they want, but not to go too near
the water. He then proceeds to read his paper,
but the bully seeing a good chance for playing
a brand new trick on the long suffering man.
steals up quietly, and striking a match, lights
the newspaper he holds in his hands. As the
flames and smoke burst Into his face the teacher
leaps Into the air and throws the burning paper
from him. He then grabs the bully who, in try-
ing to free himself from the teacher's grasp,
tumbles headlong Into the river. Without a mo-
ment's hesitation the brave man pulls off his coat
and swims after the terrified boy. He succeeds
In bearing him up until help arrives and when
the two are brought on shore It Is seen that
the teacher is in a bad way indeed; while the little

urchin is none the worse for his ducking. A view
is given of the humble little room of the professor,
where he lies helpless on his bed and whispers to
the doctor that he can die in peace now as long
as the boy is saved. He recovers, however, and
the last scene shows the Mayor of the town pre-
senting him with a medal for his bravery. And
kueeling down beside him his old enemy, the bully,
begs his forgiveness and presents him with a beau-
tiful new broadcloth coat.

SELIG POLYSCOPE CO.
ALDERMAN KRAUTZ'S PICNIC Alderman

Krautz was a philanthropist as well as a cafe
owner; he loved children aud, as he had none of
his own, he fathered all the kids in his ward at
every opportunity. Once a year he gave them a
picnic. The great day arrives, the alderman is the
busy man. Two big four-horse converted express
wagons filled with howling youngsters, all waving
the star spangled banner, munching ginger snaps
and keeping a longing eye on the big baskets that
are the especial care of the alderman and his
wife. At the picnic grounds and the fun starts.
A game of I-Spy is in progress, the alderman is it.

He catches a pretty miss of sixteen and his wife
catches him. He escapes. The kids banter him
for a swing. The swing is a thriller, that is, the
grove owners have so arranged it that at the high-
est point the occupant is poised for a second over
a convenient lagoon. Little Patsy Crogan ties
a string to the swing board and the alderman takes
an involuntary hath. "After dinner" the alderman
has had time to dry his wardrobe and the kids, led
by Crogan, inveigle him into another game, "Lon-
don Bridge Is Falling Down"—it does, and the
alderman is buried under a shower of kids. But
he is game, and "Blindman's Buff" comes next.
Crogan discovers a hornets' nest, "and the alder-
man finds it, too" (with Crogan's assistance) and
the busy insects put the picnic out of business.
"Home again." the alderman is swathed in

bandages and the family doctor advises, among
other things, absolute rest and no more picnics
for another year at least. The alderman falls
asleep and has a happy vision of Crogan and the
kids. "Stung." It's a busy comedy, told in the
Selig way, a joy bringer sure, new, novel and
pleasing. Just clean, pure fun every foot of the
way.

THE SMUGGLER'S GAME.—Tom Lawton is mar-
ried to a trusting and devoted woman, who in her
implicit faith is ignorant of the fact that her
husband is at the head of a gigantic organization
in the unlawful traffic of opium, with quarters in
the notorious joss house of King Yen Lo, of
'Frisco. Lawton engages as his house servants
Chinese, in order that he may carry on his work
with a surer degree of safety.
One day as he was walking through a public

park he chances upon Margarie Ward, to whom
he previously made overtures, and who, not being
aware that he is married, is cordial in her treat-
ment and falls an easy victim to his pretended
admiration.
John Mason, a suitor for Margarie's hand, meets

them on one of the lawns and plainly shows his
keen disappointment that a man known to him
as was Lawton and his reputation should force, as
the thistle and the thorn, its way into undefiled
innocence, and he vows to place Lawton in his
prober light. Accordingly he calls on Lawton the
following day. Desperate that be may be ex-
posed. Lawton attempts to put Mason out of the
way. The wife comes upon the scene and plainly shows
her first waning faith in her husband, but is cowered
before his threats. The servants hurriedly notify
the thugs in the joss house and preparation is

made to remove and confine Mason in the smug-
glers' den on Ponea Island, in the 'Frisco Bay.
An old sea captain is summoned and soon a bargain
is struck, whereby within a few moments he has
the tug Arrow under steam and the trip across the
bay has begun. The wife, through threats, is

compelled to be a party on the boat. She over-
hears a conversation between the captain and her
husband, in which they snid Mason would easily
be lost sight of at the bottom of the hay. In
an unguarded moment she hastily unties Mason
that he may defend himself, but be is unable to
rally from the stupor.

Discovering the attitude of his wife, Lawton
again threatens her. The scene quickly changes
to the arrival at Ponca Island, the home of the
smugglers, where escape seems a forlorn hope.
The ringing of the warning bell is a signal for
consternation; however, the new arrivals prove to
be only the Orientals with a new shipment of
opium.
The time for payment and division of spoils is

at hand, attended with the usual dissatisfaction
and argument. The sea captain and Lawton be-
come involved iti an altercation and part com-
pany. For revenge Mason is, with much difficulty,

rescued by the sea captain and taken aboard the
Arrow anil returned to Margarie, she being convinced
of the true character of Lawton. As soon as Mason
is sufficiently revived, he, together with Margarie
and his rescuer, return to the smugglers' den with
officers, that they may rescue the wife, who is

a prisoner in the den, and place Lawton within
the pale of the law. The capture Is effected.

Margarie and Mason are reunited and the broken-

hearted wife Is taken back to her little home,

where sunshine and flowers will hide the cloud
under which she was an unconscious victim.

THE HIGHLANDERS' DEFIANCE.—This story
deals with the lives of two Scotch lads, Hector
MacDonald and Lareu MacDougal. The call for
volunteers for the Boer War had reached their
out-of-the-way home in Scotland aud they deter-
mined to answer the call.

In the first scene we see the Scotch lads break-
ing the news of their determination to their sweet-
hearts. Two weeks later they bid good-bye to their
fair lassies aboard the warship that is to bear them
on their long journey to South Africa, it is then
that the colonel of the regiment in which they have
enlisted grants MacDonald and MacDougal a great
favor, little thinking how soon and under what
strange circumstances the lads will repay him for
his kindness.

Six Months Later.—We find the colonel and his
staff inspecting the enemy's earthworks through
their field glasses. They are accompanied by troop-
ers among whom arc our friends, MacDougal and
MacDonald. As the colonel stands apart with
glasses raised, there conies the ominous "spit"
of a Mauser bullet and the colonel's arm drops
useless to his side. With a yell, a company of
Boers rise from ambush and dash onward toward
the helpless man, intending to make him prisoner.
With full realization of the situation, the two
Scottish lads, full of enthusiasm, spring to their
commander's aid and immediately open fire on
the Boers and then, with the rapidity born of in-

tense excitement, they carry the colonel over the
brow of the hill, beyond the view of and much to
the surprise of the advancing enemy. Aud that
surprise is accelerated by the sudden and unex-
pected appearance of a half regiment of English
cavalry, who drive them from the field.

In recognition of the heroic efforts of our two
Highlanders, their colonel requests and is granted
a commission for them both, in token of apprecia-
tion of the work they have done in braving the
enemy's fire.

Our scene changes. We are on the mountain
known as "Spion Kop." Three companies of Gordon
Highlanders have been left to hold the side of
Steep Hill, while the artillery is planting bat-
teries above their heads. Cronje has outwitted the
English commanders and made a flank movement
and our little band of Highlanders find themselves
isolated, retreat cut off and under heavy fire.

Cronje, seeing their helpless position, sends a

messenger to the officer in command demanding
surrender. Hector MacDonald, though only a lieu-

tenant, finds that he and MacDougal are the only
officers left alive. He reads the demand to the
Gordon troopers, and to a man they express the

wish to die rather than suffer disgrace. Surely
help will come. Then Hector writes the Highland-
ers' defiance:

"To h—1 with you, the Gordons never surrender."

The Boers open fire again, and the last hero of
that little band sells his life for the flag he loves.

Without patriotism, manhood lies dormant. Even
Cronje is touched by such bravery, and be himself
sends forward to Lord Roberts the last written
words of the brave Scotch lads who preferred death
rather than bring disgrace on their famous regiment.
Our scene shifts to the cottage home in Scotland

where we first met the lads. Their sweethearts'
mother returns from the postoffice and the girls

eagerly asks: "Mother, any news?" She sadly

shakes her head. The youngest girl, with that

hope that springs eternal in the human breast,

places a light in the window, and so our story ends
with this little group of fond hearts watting for

the loved ones who will never return.

URBAN-ECLIPSE.

(George Kleine.)

TRAGEDY AT THE MILL,—The scene of the
story is laid in France at the time of the wars of
the First Empire. A detachment of Hussars is

quartered at a mill. The commander loses no time
in falling in love with the miller's daughter. As
the love affair develops, a peasant, who is also

in" love with the girl, attacks the officer when off

his guard and wounds him serirvsly.

The crime is discovered and-lbe Hussars pursue

the murderer, who escapes into the woods. Upon
reaching the banks of the river, the fugutive en-

deaves to cross it, but his strength fails him. the

current carries him away and his body is mangled
in the mill-wheel.

SHANGHAI OF TO-DAY.—Progress in Western
civilization has advanced with marvelous rapidity

in China since the Russo-Japanese war and the film

here presented gives a perfect idea of existing

conditions in Shanghai to-day. The picture shows
a modern Chinese soldier in a "Joss" house—First

we see the European quarter—Traffic of all sorts;

jinrickshas, automobiles, cabs and street cars—

A

mixture of East and West—The Bund or river front

—The Chinese town—Picturesque pagodas—Youngs-
ters at play—Streets of the native quarter with

their traffic—Long strings of jinrickshas awaiting
passengers—Chinese industries—An itinerant res-

taurant—Serving refreshments—Cooking and eating-

food.
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Canadian Exhibitors

Looking for a first-class film

service, write the Crystal
Palace Film Exchange for

particulars. We handle both
Licensed and Independent
films and can give you a
right up-to-date service. We
own and operate the most
successful Moving Picture
Theaters in Canada.

Located at

141 Yonge Street, Toronto.
331 St. Lawrence Blvd., Mont.
27 King Street East, Hamilton.

Agents for Power's and Edison
Hachinsi.

Crystal Palace Film Exchange
141 Yonge Street. Toronto, Can.

SAVE MONEY
Any Leading Manufacturers

Announcement Slides 28c Each

Post Paid or 4 for $1.00
Colored of Course

Same Slides you pay 35c for

TICKETS "ANSEL" MAKE
Single 5 cents, 10 cents—Admit.

All Colors

10.00090c; 20,000 $1.75; 20,000 $4.00

Coupon Tickets, Prize, Late Checks, Baby Show,
Young Lady Contest. 2,000 dbl. Each Roll

6,000 $1.50; 10,000 $2.25; 50.000 $10.00

SHND FOR SAMPLE TICKETS

Slides made for every purpose

ECONOMY SUPPLY DEPOT
79 So. Clark Street Ch cago

SCENERY
For M. P. Theatres

I am making a specialty of small sets of Wood
Scenes consisting of Back Drop 4 Wood Wings,
a Cut Wood Borders, which is all you need for
Vaudeville Acts between Pictures. This scenery is

all fireproof to meet the demands of the Fire
Underwriters. All packed ready to express to
any part of the United States in the following
sizes according to price.

Set No. 1 Drop 8x10 Wings 3x8 Borders 2x12 $50,00
2 " 9x10

11
3x9

11
3x12 65.00

3 " IOx'2
11

3x10
11

3x14 80.00

4 " 11x12
11

3x11
11

3x14 90.00

5 " 12x14
11

4x12
11

3x16 125.00

6 " 14x24
11

4x14
11

4x30 175 00

These Sets are ALL READY to set up and
GIVE SHOW

Send deposit of one THIRD
Balance CO. D. subject to Inspection

TURNER CO.
Theatrical Stage Properties

Paper Machie Work
552 7th Ave. New YorK

References: T. M. A. No. 1 N. Y.
T. P. U. No. 1 N. Y. or T. P. U. in Theatre of your

own town or city

LUBIN FILMS
RELEASED MONDAY, JANUARY 3, 1910.

»?
"With Aunt Emaline Along

Jack Shafcr pets married and his Aunt Emaline decides that Jack Is entirely too young
to go roaming about the country on an onchaperoned honeymoon, and, anyway, Aunt Emaline
likes to travel. She wires the new Mrs. Jack that her nephew insists that she travel with
them and like a dutiful little wife the latter assents. It is Just as easy to tell Jack that his

wile wauls a companion and It is not until they have started on their wedding Journey that they
discover the Imposition. Then they try to run away, but Aunt Emaline is on the alert and
she bests every move until they lock her in her hotel room and head for home. But even then
they have time only to lock the door until Aunt Emaline Is pounding for admittance and not
until they pour a couple of buckets of water upon her from an upper window does Aunt Emaltie
realize that she is not welcome. It is a screaming farce, played with the spirit and dash that

have made the Lublu comedies in world-wide demand.

LENGTH, ABOUT 816 FEET.

RELEASED THURSDAY, JANUARY 6, 1910.

"The Tattooed Arm »»

A dramatic story tersely told, that holds the attention from the opening scene until the

happy ending. Two kiddies are out to spend a whole half dollar. The boy decides to have his

initials tattooed on his arm and ends by having those of his little playmate beneath them. He
pursuades her to submit to the ordeal as well. With childish solemnity they accept this as

their pledge of love. On the way home a discharged workman abducts his employer's son in

revenge, and when the police hunt becomes too active he ships Jack as cabin boy on a schooner
in the Australian trade. The ship Is wrecked and Jack is captured by a savage African tribe.

It is fifteen years before he effects his escape and is able to work his way back home as a
common sailor. Meanwhile the girl, grown to womanhood, has become a trained nurse. Jack
is assaulted and robbed by thugs and is carried to the hospital for treatment. There he 1

recognized by the tattoo marks and the pledge of childhood is renewed. Capital acting,
settings and a story that grips combine to make this an unusual subject.

LENGTH, 876 FEET.

novel

Send for catalogue of our 1910 machine

LUBIN MANUFACTURING COMPANY 926-928 MARKET STREET
PHILADELPHIA. PA.

PHOENIX FILM COMPANY
"THE CELEBRATED CASE"

2 Parts—One Reel Each

First part—"CONVICTED BY HIS OWN CHILD"—Jan. 6, 1910

Second part—"SAVED BY HIS OWN CHILD"—Jan. 13, 1910

Each part a complete story

100 per cent better than

the best—we

ever made

Write Your

Exchange

About it

Full Sheet Lithographs and

Illustrated Booklets Sent

Free on Request

PHOENIX FILM COMPANY, Mossier Bldg., Chicago, III.
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VITAGRAPH COMPANY.
CALL BOY'S VENGEANCE At the entrance to

a theater, around which a mob is gathering, is the
following hand-bill:

To-Night—The Idol of Europe!
Prof. Wiener Schnitzel!
First Time in America!

Hear His Famous Rendition of
"Die Wacht Am Rhein."

A theater program boy, with time heavy on his
hands, is next seen trying the various band instru-
ments. Prof. Schnitzel hears him, and, running out
of the wings, gives the lad a thorough trouncing.
Feeling his sore places, he looks for vengeance. He
gets a lot of chalk and a bucket of water and a pot
of paint and various other things, and empties them
into the wind instruments. He also re-arranges the
music. The audience files in, the music starts, or
is about to start, when trouble begins, and continues
fast and furious until Herr Schnitzel is driven from
the theater by the angry crowd, and only the boy,
like Casabianca on the burning deck, is left waving
a baton and directing am imaginary band.
THE OLD MAID'S VALENTINE.—Miss Simpkins,

a. lady of uncertain age and a pronounced cast of
features, which has kept admirers away, supports

- herself by dressmaking. An expressman leaves her
a large bundle and a note which says:

My Dear Miss Simpkins: I am sending you
this Valentine and trust same will please you,
the dear old girl that you are.

Very truly yours,

GUESSWHO.
Much elated, she opens the bundle to find the

life-size stuffed dummy of a man. Angered, she
throws it to the floor, but its form appeals to her,
and she picks it up and places it at one side of
her tea-table, where she fondles and caresses it
while she sips ber tea. She goes out shopping and
Spike Hennessy, a bold, bad burglar, crawls in
through the window, but starts back when he sees a
man sitting at the table. Spike discovers it is a
dummy, and better dressed than he, so he hastily
changes clothes and is about to rob the house, when
he hears footsteps. He takes the dummy's place
at the table.

Miss Simpkins enters, and in caressing the sup-
posed dummy discovers her mistake. She seizes a
revolver, and, holding Spike at bay, calls up a
policeman, also a minister. She tells Spike that
he must marry her or go with the policeman. Spike
throws up his hands in despair and falls into the
arms of—the policeman. The minister, seeing he is
not needed, starts to go, but Miss Simpkins makes
advances and the minister leaps through the win-
dow.

A SISTER'S SACRIFICE.—Helen Lowell and
Ruth, her younger sister, live alone in a handsome
New England cottage. Helen is the principal of a
girl's seminary, and the supporter of the small
household, while Ruth is but a pupil. The love and
confidence between the two sisters is shown in their
evening talks by the firelight. At one of these
Ruth jumps up and tells Helen that she is in love
with a handsome man, but will not tell his name.
The elder sister scents trouble.

Professor Rutter, a teacher of languages at the
seminary, makes frequent calls at Helen's home to
discuss business, and begins to love the fair prin-
cipal; while she begins to realize that these meet-
ings are equally pleasing to her. Helen begins to
realize that she is in love. But it is this same
professor, who. unknowingly, has stolen the af-
fections of Ruth and she, when she finds the pro-
fessor favors her sister, goes to bed and cries her-
self to sleep over his photograph, which he has
presented to Helen.
After dismissing Professor Rutter, Helen tip-toes

to her sister's bedroom, and, in smoothing the pil-

lows, finds the tear-stained photograph. Suddenly
it dawns upon her that this is the man her sister
loves, and her emotions are perplexing. She goes
out into the night to decide what shall be her
course. Sisterly affection overpowers her selfish
love, and she decides to make way for Ruth. There-
after she contrives to absent herself and let Ruth
entertain the professor, and her impetuous wooing
soon wins the affections of Professor Rutter. When
Ruth and the professor tell Helen that they are
engaged she hides her feelings, but gives way to
sorrow when alone.

independent Films.

NEW YORK MOTION PICTURE CO.
RED GIRL'S ROMANCE.—The scenes of this

Bison film treat of the wild and woolly West

—

that speaks for Itself, interest from start to finale.
Marna is seen dancing with Petro when they
are unceremoniously separated by Jacques, who suf-
fers for his discourtesy by a blow from Petro,
who leaves the dance hall. Jacques, after reviving,
goes after him, accompanied by Marna. When Petro
comes along a rough path, Jacques fires from
behind a shelter and wounds Petro. Jacques joins
Marna and they jointly exult over his victory.
An Indian girl comes to Petro's aid and leads him
to a lake where she tends to his wound and
gives him drink. She then rides off and comes
to a Western Inn, where Jacques and Marna are,
who recognize Petro's horse and go In the direction
the red girl came. They lie in waiting and when
they see the girl riding carefully over the rocks,

they follow after her. She reaches Petro and
succeeds hi reviving him, when Jacques comes
upon the red girl and carries her off. After bind-
ing her and leaving her suspended from a tree,
over a sheet of water, he returns to abuse Petro.
The red girl struggles until she frees herself and
cautiously returns to the spot where she was taken
from, gets a revolver belonging to Jacques, and
with Petro's assistance they bind Jacques and
Marna, putting them on either side of a tree. The
red girl and Petro leave the unhappy pair and go
to a more beautiful spot where they plight their
troth. Wt leave Jacques and Marna provoked with
each other and all else.

INDEPENDENT M. P. CO.
THE WINNING PUNCH.—It's pretty hard for

an American girl to make up her mind to marry a
daintily rigged French count under ordinary cir-
cumstances, especially when she's a good scout her-
self and in love with a college youth, a typical
• ^b-rah" boy, who even holds a medal for two
years' boxing championship at the college. Then,
to think that father actually objects to him, pre-
ferring the count.
She has long ago made up her mind what to do,

however, and so persistently does she snub the
count, that finally father says she can have her
college boy lover if he shows himself able enougli
to earn—well, about $1,000 a week. Innocently, not
knowing what that amount means, she tells her
sweetheart of it, and so confident is she that it
is a real "cinch" for him, that she almost makes
him believe he can do it.

Together with a pal of his, we see him be-
moaning his ill luck, when they come to an ath-
letic club, where a big boxing bout is scheduled
for a purse of $1,000. And as they stand look-
ing at the big announcement, the manager is seen
to throw his cigar and hat down to the ground
in disgust as he reads a telegram. They soon
learn that one of the principals in the main bout
cannot show up. It takes only a minute for the
athletic lover to convince the manager that he
cau put up a good fight, and the deal is on.
He lets the girl know about it quickly, and she
comes to the club. The manager bores a hole in
the wall between the dressing room and the ring
and she just glues her eyes to it.

The fight is on! Round after round goes the
battle, the girl behind the wall seeing her lover
now being beaten, now the aggressor. Every blow
he receives strikes her heart, too, and at every
rally she becomes hysterical with joy. Twice he
is beaten to the ground, only to arise and sail into
a furious sally. Suddenly he gathers his ener-
gies for a last attempt. And just when it seems
that the strain is too much for his sweetheart
lie lands one terrific uppercut, and victory is bis—
so is the thousand dollars, earned just as stipu-
lated by father.
Of course he wins the girl. But does it not

add joy when the pair learn that both father and
the count each had a little bet on the winner?

GREAT NORTHERN.
A REFRESHING BATH.—The sun is burning,

the air is as hot as in a baker's oven and it is

no wonder that Mr. Brown, when taking a walk
and suddenly finding himself at the bank of a brook,
feels an irresistible inclination of diving in the
cooling waves. Rapidly he takes a look round
in the neighborhood, and not seeing a single soul,

he starts undressing, but, "by Jove," as he has
come as far as the underwear, he hears the sound
of steps coming up in his direction. Quickly he
steps behind a small shrub, and here he is a
most unwilling witness to an intimate rendezvous,
which he against his own good will abbreviates by
a rather inconvenient sneeze.

This sneeze is the introduction to a row of
adversities to which Mr. Brown is the subject,
and the result is self-explanatory: From this day
he swears to confine his bathing to a tub only.

VENGEANCE, OR THE FORESTER'S SACRI-
FICE.—Evans, a forester, is seated one evening in

his comfortable home, as his young employer, Count
Roberts, who owns the estate of which the forest
is a part, rushes in, explaining that he had just
been assaulted by a poacher, known as Black Jim.
The forester has to leave immediately in search
of the man, and as soon as he has left, his wife
and Count Roberts embrace and kiss one another.
They do not notice the forester watching them,
and when he comes in again, he appears as if

nothing had happened, although his heart is nearly
broken with grief and anger. He goes out once
more in search of the poacher, and finding him. he
gives way to his anger, and proposes that he shoot
Roberts. Black Jim, who also bears the gentle-

man a grudge, agrees to do this, and the forester

agrees to take Count Roberts to a certain place
in the forest on the following day. The forester

now tells Count Roberts that he did not find the
poacher, and they decide to go out and look for

him. Count Roberts' mother and young wife try

to persuade him not to go, but he has now made
up his mind to hunt up the man, and he will not
listen to their entreaties. After the two men
have left for the forest, the Countess runs after
them, and once more tries to persuade ber husband
to give up the pursuit, but he will not listen, and
at last, he angrily tells his wife to go home.
This is too much for the forester, he repents of

his evil scheme, and the Count, who does not un-
derstand his actions, is Uladc to change clothes
with him. He was just in time, tor a m
later, a bullet goes through the forester's brs
he falls to the gounU dead. He is carried borne,
and his death effects whal Ins life could not do,
showing his wife that he was all the world to her,
although carried away by the glamor ol Ins em-
ployer's admiration. Count Roberts follows his
Wife home, and the forester's wile throws herself
heart-broken tin the bosom of her husband, whom
she had formerly slighted, but now misses deeply
and earnestly.

PHOENIX FILM CO.
CONVICTED BY HIS OWN CHILD.—A small

skirmishing party is seen engaged with the en-
emy. A nobleman endeavoring to pass the lines
is mortally wounded and is seen to fall on the
field. A ghoul of the battlefield stoops over the
prostrate man and is about to rob him, when a
soldier comes lu the fallen man's aid and drives
the robber away. The dying man entrusts the
soldier with jewels and family papers to deliver
to his prescribed lather aud at the same time
gives the soldier a large purse of gold lor him-
self. The soldier swears to carry out the dying
inau's wishes aud taking a parting shot at the
enemy, leaves the wounded nobleman, who falls

back apparently dead. The robber returns aud
finding that there are no valuables on the dead
man, follows the soldier, evidently with the iu-

tent of securing the jewels aud papers in his
possession

.

The soldier stealthily visits his home, which is

in the vicinity, aud leaves the jewels and papers
with his wife, telling her that in the event of
his falling in the expected battle of the morrow,
that she should see that they were delivered as he
directed. His little child is present aud kisses
her father good-night. The soldier leaves, taking
an affectionate farewell of his wife, and with a
few words of admonition, hurriedly leaves to re-

join his regiment. As the wite steps outside to

say a few extra parting words to her husband,
the robber who has followed tne soldier, enters
the room through a wiudow and tries to secure
the valuables, which the wife had placed in a
drawer and locked. The wife returns and is

confronted by the robber, who demands the key.
She refuses and a struggle takes place between
them. The child who has been asleep in an ad-
joining room cries aloud for her mother. The
robber forces the mother to tell the child she
is with her father. The child, reassured, is seen
to return to her little bed. In the struggle that
again takes place, the mother is wounded to the
death, and the robber escapes with the box con-
taining the money, paper and jewels. He has
also taken with him a very valuable necklace
belonging to the wife. This necklace has a locket
attached to it. The locket opens with a secret
spring and discloses the name of herself and child.

The mother opens the door of the child's room and
tells her to run and bring help. When the neigh-

bors enter they find the wife upon the floor dy-
ing. She tries to tell them who has committed
the deed, etc., but dies without doing so. The
ueighbors ask the child who was present and the

child innocently declares that it was her papa.
On the following morning the famous battle

of Fountenoy haviug been fought and won, the
headquarters of the soldier's regiment is seen
and the Colonel is seen emerging from his tent.

He calls for the soldier and congratulates him for

his bravery upon the battlefield and extends his

hand in doing so. The soldier is likewise con-

gratulated by his comrades. The sentinel is seen

to challenge a party approaching the tent. The
party is allowed to pass aud informs the Colonel

of the robbery and more serious crime that has
been done at the home of the soldier. He also

informs the Colonel that the soldier himself is

suspected of doing the deed. The Colonel resents

the imputation but sends for the soldier and tells

him all. The soldier is overcome with horror.

The Colonel asks him if he was at home the

night before. The soldier reluctantly admits that

he was. This fact itself, being absent from
his regiment without leave in the presence of the

enemy, being a serious military crime. He tries

to explain the cause of his absence but the Colonel

will not listen to him and orders the soldier's

child to be brought forward. Upon the child's ap-

pearance, the soldier holds out his arms to her

but both child and father are restrained by the

officer. The Colonel questions the child and the

little one answers that her mother said to her:

"Hush, child, I am with your father." This

horrifies the father and convinces the Colonel of

the soldier's guilt. The soldier is placed under
arrest but begs the Colonel to allow him to kiss

his little girl good-bye. The Colonel assents and
the child rushes to father's arms. The soldier

caresses her. The child asks if she has done
wrong and reminds her father that he always told

her to speak the truth. The father tells her not

to let her little heart blame itself. His last words
to her are, "You have killed me, my poor child,

but I love and I forgive you." Telling ber not

to forget these words and asking his old comrade-

in-arms to care for her, he is marched off to prison

between a file of soldiers.

The soldier is later tried by court martial, sen-

tenced to be shot, but on account of his bravery

in the recent battle, his sentence is commoted to
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twenty years In n military prison. The testimony
of ills own child convicted him.
The leqne] to the above thrilling story is shown

In I'urt II. nf •The Celebrated Case." entitled
"Saved by Ills Own Child."

EXCLUSIVE FILM CO.
A ROMANCE OF THE SOUTH.—Major Davis, his

daughter Evelyn and the Overseer are the princi-
pal! In this intense dramatic production. Evelyn
Is loved by the Overseer and though she Is not
Indifferent to his attentions, she is turned away
from him through a display of brutality of which
Uncle Ben (the favorite darky <>n the place) Is

victim. The Overseer is severely cnlded for his
brutality and his chagrin prompts him to H
revenge. With the assistance of a negro he carries
Evelyn away with the idea of forcing her to marry
him, but chance Intervenes to expose the plot and
Justice is meted out to the Overseer. Length, 875
feet.

NEW CORPORATIONS.
St. Louis, Mo.—The Delmnr Theater Company;

capital, $50,000. Incorporators, Harry I'ipe and
Edna c ripe.
Hot Springs, Ark.—The Southwestern Amusement

Company; capital, $25,000. Incorporators, J. G.
Hlggins, .1. C. Wolf and .7. P. Head.
Chicago, 111.—The Grand Theater Company; capi-

tal, $2,500. Incorporates, I'. L. Brooks, David Jet-
Inger and Henry M. Seligman,
Chicago, 111.—The President Theater Company;

capital, $2,500. Incorporators, Isaac A. Leviuson,
Henry Levinson and Lewis F. Jacobson.

Have you investigated the

Wurlitzer PianOrchestra ?

The leading Nickelodeons are
putting in this marvelous Automatic
Orchestra. It furnishes better music
than a regular orchestra of 5 to 25
pieces, is always "on the job," and
cuts out the enormous expense of mu-
sicians. The money saved pays rent.

Easy terms, les? than paid to musicians.
we supply the II. S. Gov't, with musical
instruments. Write for big ;h; page catalog
& testimonial booklet showing Wurlitser
PlonOrchestras in leading Nickelodeons.

5£e Rudolph Wurhizer (b
World's Largest Mfrs. Automatic Mus. Insts.

NEW YORK CINCINNATI CHICAGO
25-27 W, 82d 117-121 E. 4th 266-268 Waboeh

FOLDING

CHAIRS
Per Msvlog Picture Shows
(irand Standi. Assembly
Hills, etc. la sections II

wistes.

Write for Catalog No. 2.

The Kauffman Manufacturing Co.
ASHLAND, OHIO

KALEM FILMS
Issue of January 7, 1910

LENGTH 950 FEET

"THE DEACON'S DAUCTHER"
is a strong melodrama, produced by the KALEM Southern Stock Company, a story of real and
thrilling heart interest, taken among the roses and palms of sunny Florida It is lull of action
from start to finish, and of that beautiful photographic quality which characterizes all of our
Southern negatives.

Our Issue of December 3 I st

A SLAVE TO DRINK
was erroneously advertised in The Film Index of last week. Please note that "A SLAVE TO
DRINK" is to be released on Decemoer 31st A great temperance lecture told in moving pictuies.

COMING JAN. 14, 1910

The Romance of a Trained Nurse
An exquisite tale of real life, showing how sympathy so often leads to love.

And do not forget our coming feature for children—a new fairy story entitled :

THE MAGIC FLOWERS

Kalem posters can be obtained from your
exchange or by mail from the A. B. C. Co.,

of Cleveland, O.

Free Descriptive Lectures Sent to all

Applicants

KALEM CO., Inc.
Eastman Kodak Building

235-237-239 WEST 23rd STREET
NEW YORK CITY

"TITLE POSTERS"
The Only Practical and Economical

Moving Picture
Posters

A POSTER FOR EVERT PICTURE

$7.50 a Month Express Prepaid

SEND FOR FREE SAMPLE

TITLE POSTER CO.
231-233 Bowery, New YorR

Moving Picture and Vaudeville
Theatre For Sale

Palace Theatre, Steelton, Pa.
House seats 300, with standing room for 100.

Steelton lias population of 1S.000. The great
steel works has over six thousand employees on
pay-roll. Palace Is only vaudeville house, and
is now doing good business. Long lease and
cheap rental. Reason for selling partnership.
Halt Interest can be secured by experienced
man who can qualify as live manager. This is

a live wire business proposition and will prove
highly profitable for capable manager. Addi-
tional information to those meaning business.

Address

The Harrisburg Amusement Exchange
26 North Third Street Harriiburg, Pa
We buy and sell moving picture theaters any-.

where, everywhere.



THE MOVING PICTURE WORLD
INDEPENDENT FILMS
FILM IMPOBT AND TRADING CO.

-Macnabb Wants to Get Arrested (R.
& R.) 425

-A Little Disagreement (Itala) 280
-The Prisoner's Strategy (Eclair) . .580
-Admiral Nelson's Son (Itala) 890
-Mother-in-Law-ilust Fly (Meester) .573
-The Drunkard's Christmas (Carson) .400
-Lorenzi de Medica (Comorio) 650
-Explorer's Dream (R. & R.) 350
-The Latest Fashion (Aqnila) 300
-Granny's Darling (R. & R.) 400
-The Rheumatic Bridegroom (Le

Lion
) 365

-The Strolling Players (R. & R.) G65
-The Story of My Life (Ambrosio) . .850
-The Emperor's Staff Officer (Eclair) .700
-Mugchump's Early Morning Excur-

sion (R. & R.) 400
-Foolsbead Pays a Visit (Itala) 440
-A Christmas Legend (Itala) 300
-Madam's Favorite (R. & R.) 300

Dec. 20-27-

Dec. 20-27-

Dec. 20-27-

Dec. 20-27-

Dec. 20-27-
Dec. 20-27-
Dec. 20-27-
Dec. 20-27-
Dec. 20-27-
Dec. 20-27-

Dec. 27-31-

Dec. 27-31-
Dec. 27-31-
Dec. 27-31-
Dec. 27-31-

Dec. 27-31-
Dec. 27-31-
Dec. 27-31-

Not.
Not.
Not.
Not.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dee.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

GREAT NORTHEEN FILM COMPANY.
6—The Destiny of Paul Wang (Dr.) 840
10—The Suicide Woods (Com.) 426
10—The Short-sighted Governess 272
10—Yachting on the Baltic , 230
1—A Boy Hero 600
1—Trollhattan '380
4—Little Willie's Trip to the North Pole.407
4—Wrestling 420
„*—Temptations of the Gold Fields (Dr!).'750
8—Gerhard! Mohr (Com.) 194
18—Mother-in-Law Crazy with Music 460
18—The Butcher's Bill 230
18—In Southern Sweden 292
25—An Outcast's Christmas .'495
25—Father Busy Papering 360

'IMP.'

INDEPENDENT MOVING PICTURE C*. OF
AMERICA.

Oct. 25—Hiawatha about 988
Not. 1—Love's Stratagem 954
Not. 8—Destiny 864
Not. 15—Forest Ranger's Daughter 700
Not. 15—Brave (7) Policeman 300
Not. 22—LeTitsky Sees Parade 704
Not. 22—Honor Among Thieves 296
Not. 29—Her Generous Way 970
Dec. 6—His Last Game 941
Dec. 13—The Two Sons 955
Dec. 20—Lest We Forget about 920
Dec. 27—The Awakening of Bess (150
Jan. 3—The Winning Punch 950

Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Not.
Not.
Not.
Not.
Not.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Jan.

NEW YORK MOTION PICTURE CO.

10—The Paymaster (Dr.)
17—A Kentucky Planter (Dr.)
24—A Squaw's Sacrifice (Dr.)
1—Faithful Wife (Dr.)
8—Doye Eye's Gratitude (Dr.).

.1000

.1000

.1000

.1000

.1000
15—The Gold Seeker's Daughter 1000
22—Iona. the White Squaw 1000
29—Mexican's Crime 1000
5—Young Deer's BraTery 950

12—The Ranchman's Wife 950
19—An Indian's Bride 1000
26—The Parson's Prayer (Dr.) 550
26—Dooley's Thanksgiylng Turkey (Com.) .400
3—The Message of an Arrow 1000

10—Reunited at the Gallows (Dr.) 1000
17—The LoTe of a Savage (Dr.) 990
24—An Italian LoTe Story (Dr.) 900
31—The Red Cross Heroine 1000
7—Red Girl's Romance (Dr.) 990

THE POWERS COMPANY.
(Columbia Film.)

Not. 2—Change of Complexion 95*
Not. 9—All for the LoTe of a Girl 959
Not. ir—The Gypsy's Regret 925
Nov. 23—A Red Man's Loye 83*
Not. 30—Pressing Business r 85»
Dec. 7—A Run for the Money 950
Dec. 14—Manhood's Reward 950
Dec. 21—Reunited by Santa Claus 950
Dec. 28—Excelsior (Comedy) 950
Jan. 4—A Frozen Ape 950

PHOENIX FILM CO.
Jan. 6—Convicted by His Own Child (1)... 1000
Jan. 13—Convicted by His Own Child (2) 1000
Nov. 18—Millionaire Bootblack (Dr.) 1000Nov. 23—Delayed Telegram (Com.) 900
Dec. 2—Answered Prayer (Dr.) !"850

9—Bad Case of Grip (Com.) "750
9—July 4th, 1910 (Com. ) 250
16—Her Mother's Mistake (Dr.) !!s50

CENTAUR FILM CO.
Dec. 11—Santa Claus and the Miner's Child. abt. 950
Dec. 18—Beyond the Rockies abt 950
Dec. 25—The Deceiver joOO

EXCLUSIVE FILM COMPANY.
Dec. 30—A Romance of the South 875

Dec.
Dec.
Dec

Classified Advertising.
Rate 3 cents per word, Cash with order.

OPERATOR wanted with Massachusetts license.
Must he reliable and sober man. A snap for the
right man. For particulars address A. L. REEVES
Danielson, Conn.

FILMS FOR SALE—From §5.00 per reel and up
Song slides at $1.00 per set. Edison machine,
¥6o.00. All goods shipped for examination. J.
FRIST, 13S East 14th St., New York, N. Y.
MR. MOVING PICTURE MAN—In answer to this

ad we will sell you 4 beautifully colored, artistic
announcement slides for $1.00. Send for list, every
one new, a work of art. NIAGARA SLIDE CO.,
Lockport, N. Y.

SITUATION* WANTED,
CAMERA AND DARK ROOM MAN desires posi-

tion; has had • five years' experience. P. W. A
602 Third Ave., N. Y. City.

A-l MANAGER AND ADVERTISING AGENT—
At liberty; first class poster artist, sober, hard
worker and thoroughly understands his business.
Salary, reasonable. Address with particulars AR-
NOLD, 10 Bruce place, Rockaway Beach, L. I.

AT LIBERTY—Licensed operator and wife, Al
pianist. Best references. Address G. L. PALMER,
Box 307, Sidney, N. Y.
OPERATOR—Moving picture machine operator to

travel. Must thoroughly understand all electrical
requirements and hold New York license. Good
position for right party. Address, stating age, expe-
rience and references, S. W. F., care Moving Pic-
ture World..

MANAGER—Competent to handle M. P. vaude-
ville or combination houses. Desires to make a
change. Specialist in advertising with ideas that
get the money. Results guaranteed. Address P. O.
Box 290, Fort Wayne, Ind.

An EXPERIENCED MANAGER, RELIABLE, up-
to-date, desires connection with going concern. Sal-
ary and commission will be considered. Al ref-
erences. EXPERT.

THEATRES FOR SALE.
FOR RENT—Up-to-date picture theater. Slant

floor; fine opera chairs; good location; seats nearly
300; hustling New England city of 30,000 popula-
tion. For further information inquire A. L.
REEVES, Danielson, Conn.

FOR SALE—Good paying 5c. theater in city of
85.000. If interested address R. Z., care Moving
Picture World.

FOR SALE—A handsomely decorated motion pic-
ture house. Best location in New York City. A
money maker. Reasonable terms. Quick action.
F. W. MOORE, 18 West 108th St., New York City.

FOR SALE—A newly equipped moving picture
theater and vaudeville house. Good paying busi-
ness. Reason for selling, other business. Town of
2.500 population. For particulars address, L. RUP-
PERT, Spring Valley, 111.
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The "A B C OF MOTION PICTURES" Just out.
What, when, why, where, how. Everything per-
taining to the biggest money-making business out.How to run machines, equip theaters, build stage,
install lighting, make rheostats, paint banners and
signs, make slides for 3 cents each, what to charge
how to handle help, details of phonographic In-
struction, where to get film cheapest, how to save
on supplies. 5,000 facts, pointers and suggestions
which will save anyone going into the business
$o00.00 at the lowest calculation. Postpaid for a
dollar. GARRETT SWIFT, 238 20th Ave., North.
Minneapolis. Minn.

FOR SALE—Moving picture theater; 23 minutes
from New York City. No competition. Little cash
needed. "REASONABLE," care Moving Picture
World.

FOR SALE—A newly equipped moving picture
theater and vaudeville house, seats 600. In city
of .18,000 population. Theater three stories high.
Will stand investigation. FRANK I. WILSON, 36
East Third St., Williamsport, Pa.

LECTURER and manager, four years' experience;
can deliver the goods. EMPIRE, care Moving Pict-
ure World.

OPERATOR—Expert operator, electrician and ma-
chinist, desires position. Best of references fur-
nished. Willing to go on road. L. FISK, 133 West
127th St., New York City.

FOUR YEARS' EXPERIENCED OPERATOR de-
sires position. Will go anywhere. HOMER DENNIS,
2350 Lynn St., Newberry, Pa.

THEATER WANTED.
Will buy whole or half interest in good moving

picture theater in or near New York City. Ad-
dress, SINCERITY, care of Moving Picture World.
FOR SALE—1,000 ft. reels film, released to Nov.

1, $5 and $10 per reel; odd song slides, 5c; sets,

$1.50; 2,000 ft. Damon & Pythias. $20; 2,000 ft.

Parsifal, $20; Model B, gas outfit, $25; Edison,
Lubin, Power's machines, $60; new $100. For Rent
—6.000 ft. film, $10; 9,000 ft., $12, one shipment.
Will Buy—Film, machines. H. DAVIS, Watertown,
Wis.

The Automatic Theatre Chair
It is a space saver, life saver and

money saver. Shipped built up. It

is the only sanitary theatre chair.
Used by Keith, Proctor and Poli.

It folds up automatically and is re-
volving, making the theatre all

aisles. It is a friend to the public.

Send tor oar circular A. Write today.

THE HARDESTY MFG. CO.
CANAL DOVER, OHIO

Everything Pertaining to the Moving Picture

Trade

Federal Film Service
13 East Fourteenth St., New York

Telephoue Connection 2466 Sluyvesant

Ring up or drop us a line and let us quote you
prices that will startle you

EBERHARD SCHNEIDER
Miror Vitae Products," Projectors, Cameras,

Film-Making Machinery, Films, Slides, Stere-
opticons, Specialties, Lens Grinding, etc. Special
condensors, carbons and lugs.

109 East 12th Street, New TorK

Our new song slide service is making a big hit with managers who want
only the best. Our stock is all new, and includes all the slides made by
the best makers. 50c. a set a week, a week's supply shipped at onetime.

We have a number of perfect sets of slides of the Great Cherry Mine
disaster, which we will sell for $6.00 per set, including printed lecture.

Great business getters. Send us 32c. in stamps for our beautiful

announcement slide, "One minute please, operator is adjusting machine."

LINCOLN TRANSPARENCY EXCHANGE
16th Floor, Masonic Temple, CHICAGO, ILL.

Protect Your Patrons—Save
Yourself Trouble—UseBE UP-TO-DATE

DIMO=QDAV FoR sweepingrinU =0K/Vl DISINFECTING, DEODORIZINO
It kills all dust, germs and odors and leaves your rooms clean, sanitary and

scented with the delightful odor of new pine

Write for Booklet
Th.Worr.llMfe.Co. Sedalia, Mo., U.S. A.

LECTURES
on Suitable Subjects in Moving Pictures are a
pleasing and attractiTe feature and always
appreciated by your patrons. The peer and
pioneer of lectures or "picture readings" with

moving pictures is acknowledged to be

W. STEPHEN BUSH
Pleated to correspond with exhibitors

44 North 10th Street ... Philadelphia, Pa.
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LICENSED FILMS.

BIOGRAPH COMPANY.
Feet

Not. 22—Tbe Open Gate (Dr.) 988
Not. 25—The Mountaineer's Honor (Dr.) 97T
Not. 29—The Trick that Failed (Dr.) 645
Not. 29—In the Window Recess (Dr.) 337
Dec. 2—The Death Disc (Dr.) 995
Dec. 6—Through the Breakers (Dr.) 974
Dec. 9—The Redman's View (Dr.) 971
Dec. 13—A Corner In Wheat (Dr.) 953
Dec. 1C—In a Hempen Bag (Dr.) 455
Dec. 16—Tbe Test (Com.) 545
Dec. 20—A Trap for Snuta Claus (Dr.) 989
Dec. 23—In Little Italy (Dr.) 956
Dec. 27—To SaTe Her Soul (Dr.) 986
Dec. 30—The Day After (Com.) 460
Dec. 30—Choosing a Husband (Com.) 531
Jan. 3—The Rocky Road (Dr.) 990
Jan. 6—Tbe Dancing Girl of Butte (Dr.) 984

EDISON MFG. CO.

Not. 26—Annual Celebration of School Children,
Newark, N. J. (Scenic) 300

Not. 80—The Heart of a Clown (Com.) 600
Not. 80—The Wonderful Electro-Magnet (Com.). 400
Dec. 3—The Keeper of the Light (Dr.) 965
Dec. 7—What the Cards Foretold (Com.) 420
Dec. 7—My Lord In Liyery (Com.) 520
Dee. 10—Tbe House of Cards (Dr.) 960
Dec. 14—Fenton of the 42d (Dr.) 860
Dec. 14—The New Policeman (Com.) 100
Dec. 17—A Gift from Santa Claus (Dr.) 920
Dec. 21—A Happy Accident (Christmas Story) . .450
Dec. 21—The Mischieyous Elf (Com.) 540
Dec. 24—Faust (Grand Opera) 1000
Dec. 28—Tobacco Mania (Com.) 360
Dec. 28—The Fallen Idol (Com.) 330
Dec. 28—The Cap of Fortune (Com.) 290
Dec. 31—Fishing Industry at Gloucester, Mass.

(Industrial) 975
Jan. 4—Pardners (Dr.) 995
Jan. 7—The Engineer's Romance (Dr.) 670
Jan. 7—Ashes (Sentimental) 310
Jan. 11—Bear Hunt in tbe Rockies (Descrip.) .975
Jan. 14—A Warrior Bold (Com.) 475
Jan. 14—The Parson's Umbrella (Com.) 220
Jan. 14—Troop "B," 15th U. S. CaTalry, Bare-

back Monkey Drill (Descrlptiye) 285
Jan. 18—In the Nick of Time (Dr.) 975
Jan. 21—The Coquette (Dr.) 495
Jan. 21—The Luck of Roaring Camp (Dr.) 490

ESSANAY FILM MFG. CO.

Dec. 18—The Spanish Girl (Dr.) 975
Dec. 22—A Kiss in the Dark (Com.) 400
Dec. 22—Object: Matrimony (Com.) 635
Dec. 25—The Heart of a Cowboy (Dr.) 959
Dec. 29—Jack's Birthday (Comedy) 728
Dec. 29—A Policeman's Revolver (Comedy) 281
Jan. 1—A Western Maid (Dr.) 785
Jan. 1—Why He Did Not Win Out (Comedy) . ..213
Jan. 5—Tbe Adventuress (Dr.) 525
Jan. 5—How Hubby Made Good (Cora.) 473
Jan. 8—His Only Child (Dr.) 997
Jan. 12—Electric Insoles (Com.) 502
Jan. 12—The Old Maid and the Burglar (Com.). 498
Jan. 15—Review of U. S. Troops, Fort Leaven-

worth (Scenic) 1000

GAUMONT.
(Gaorg* Kleina.)

Not. 13—Harlequin's Nightmare (Com.) 340
N t. 16—A Convict's Heroism (Dr.) 638
Nov. 16—A Set of Teeth (Com.) 354
Nov. 20—Moon for Your Love (Dr.) 424
Nov. 20—Visions of a Nag (Equine Tragedy). .517
Nov. 24—Tulips (Educational) 105
Nov. 24—A Heart's Devotion (Tragedy) 842
Nov. 27—Tbe Village Scare (Com.) 381
Nov. 27—Tbe Mlxnp at Court (Dr.) 590
Nov. 30—In the Consomme (Com.) 491
Nov. 30—Tbe Broken Vase (Com.) 472
Dec. 4—How to Get a City Job (Com.) 501
Dec. 4—X-Ray Glasses (Magic) 410
Dec. 7—Listen (Com. ) 344
Dec. 7—Top-Heavy Mary (Com.) 283
Dec. 7—In a Pickle (Com.) 374
Dec. 11—Daughters of Poverty (Dr.) 953
Dec. 14—Nothing Is Ever Lost (Com.) 495
Dec. 14—The Life Buoy (Dr.) 446
Dee. 18—Tbe Shepherd's Flute (Dr.) 528
Dec. IS—Cambyses, King of Persia (Dr.) 486
Dec. 21—The Stranger (Dr.) 935
Dec. 25—Tbe Greek Slave's Passion (Dr.) 967
Dec. 28—A Clever Sleuth (Com.) 623
Dec. 2S—Hush Money (Dr.) 361

Jan. 1—Tbe Legion of Honor (Dr.) 1009
Jan. 4—The Wreck at Sea (Dr.) <;l' ;

Jan. 4—Tbe Avenging Dentist (Com.j :il!i

Jan. 8—On the Bank of the River (Dr.) 604
Jan. 8—A Scut In the Balcony (Com.) B71

URBAN-ECLIPSE.

(Georg* Klaina.)
Feet

Nov. 23—Marriage of Love (Dr.) 452
Dec. 1—"Consul" (Com.) 810
Dec. 8—Tbe Secret Chamber (Dr.) 623
Dec. 8—Capturing the North Pole (Dr.) 381
Dec. 15—Tbe Rid Signal (Dr.) 355
Dec. 15—Switzerland; Conquering tbe Alps

(Scenic) 605
Dec. 22—Fiorella, the Bandit's Daughter (Dr.).. 741
Dec. 22—From the Fighting Top of a Battleship

in Action (Scenic) 203
Dec. 29—Battle in the Clouds (Scenic) 658
Dec. 29—Battle In the Clouds (Dr.) 058
Dec. 29—The Park of Caserta (Scenic) 201
Jan. 5—Tragedy at the Mill (Dr.) 612
Jan. 5—Shanghai of To-day (Scenic) 351

KALEM CO.

Nov. 24—On tbe Wrong Scent (Com.) 408
Nov. 27—Judgment (Dr.) 988
Nov. 19—Pale Face's Wooing (Dr.) 930
Nov. 26—The Governor's Daughter (Dr.) 955
Dec. 3—The Geisha Who Saved Japan (Dr.)... 955
Dec. 10—The Rally Round the Flag (Dr.) 955
Dec. 17—The Law of tbe Mountain (Dr.) 875
Dec. 24—The Cardboard Baby (Fairy Story) 855
Dec. 31—A Slave to Drink (Dr.) 950
Jan. 7—The Deacon's Daughter (Dr.) 950
Jan. 14—The Romance of a Trained Nurse (Dr.)

LUBIN MANUFACTURING COMPANY.

Nov. 18—Servant's Revenge (Com.) 610
Nov. 18—Foiled (Dr.) 375
Nov. 22—When Women Win (Com.) 550
Nov. 22—The Rubber Man (Com.) 270
Nov. 25—Martyr or Crank (Dr.) 580
Nov. 25—Finnigan's Initiation (Com.) 420
Nov. 29—A Life for a Life (Dr.) 850
Dec. 2—The Cub Reporter (Com.) 945
Dec. 6—She Took Mother's Advice (Com.) 465
Dec. 6—He Wanted a Baby (Com.) 460
Dec. 9—If Love Be True (Dr.) 950
Dec. 13—When Courage Fled (Com.) 250
Dec. 13—Jinks, the Grouch (Com.) 700
Dec. 16—Romance of the Rocky Coast (Dr.).. 1000
Dec. 18—Two Christmas Tides (Dr.) 952
Dec. 20—The Policeman's Christmas Eve (Dr.). 440
Dec. 20—Three Christmas Dinners (Comedy.) .. .495

Dec. 23—Blissville the Beautiful (Comedy) 830
Dec. 27—The New Chief (Comedy) 495
Dec. 27—The Persistent Poet (Comedy) 525
Dec. 30—Three-Fingere Jack (Dramatic) 940
Jan. 3—Their Chaperoned Honeymoon (Com.). 816
Jan. 6—The Tattooed Arm (Dr.) 800

GEORGE MELTES.

Dec. 1—Seeing Things (Com.) 286
Dec. 8—The Fatal Ball (Dr.) 1000
Dec. 15—The Living Doll (Dr.) 1000

PATHE FRERES.

Nov. 19—The Nobleman's Dog (Dr.) 754
Nov. 19—How French Perfumes Are Made (Ind.). 230
Nov. 20—The Patient from Punkville (Com.) 551
Nov. 20—Adonis Is Robbed of His Clothes (C.).417
Nov. 22—The Crocodile Hunt (Scenic) 266
Nov. 22—Late for the Recital (Com.) 656
Nov. 24—The Sleeper (Com.) 604
Nov. 24—A Convenient Lamp-post (Com.) 390
Nov. 26—The Bigamist (Dr.) 951
Nov. 27—The Mixed Letters (Com.) 584
Not. 27—Chinese Amusements (Scenic) 397
Nov. 29—Bunch of Lilacs (Dr.) 423
Nov. 29—Spanish Marriage (Dr.) 551
Dec. 1—The Wolf Hunt (Scenic) 269
Dec. 1—A Legend of Orpheus 705
Dec. 3—The Three Neighbors (Com.) 413
Dec. 3—Forced into Marriage ( Dr. ) 561

Dec. 4_From the Egg to tbe Spit (Ed.) 398
Dec. 4—A Cask of Good Old Wine (Com.) 535
Dec. 6—Tbe Lady's Companion (Dr.) 804
Dec. 8—Impossible to Get Sleep (Com.) 315
Dec. 8—The Evil Philter (Dr.) 623
Dec. 10—Masquerader's Charity (Dr.) 394
Dee. 10—Bear Hunt in Russia (Scenic) 564
Dec. 11—Exploits of a Cowboy (Scenic) 446
Dec. 11—Wlllyboy Gets His (Com.) 502
Dec. 12—La Grand Breteche (Dr.) 900
Dec. 13—The Tramp's Romance (Dr.) 541
Dec. 13—Repairing the House (Farce) 413
Dec. 15—The Ugly Girl (Dr.) 620
Dec. 15—Punch and Judy (Juvenile) 364
Dec. 17—The Lucky Number (Com.) 538

Dec. 17—Tbe Strong Tonic (Com.) 433
Dec. 18—Hector, the Angel Child (Com.) 620
Dec. 18—Honey Industry (Industrial) 331
Dec. 20—The Death of the Dnke D'En,;hien (Dr.).951
Dec. 22—Contest for a Handkerchief (Com.) 459
Dec. 22—Tbe Love Token (Dramatic) 515
Dec. 24—Tbe Birth of Jesus (Biblical) 526
Dec. 24—Agriculture In Hungary (Ind.) 826
Dec. 25—The Good Doctor (Com.) 590
Dec. 25—The Happy Widower (Com.) 384
Dec. 27—Bad Bargain (Com.) 630
Dec. 27—Marvelous Garlands (Scenic) 295
Dec. 29—Ob, You Doggie (Com.) 187
Dec. 29—A Well Earned Medal (Dr.) 728
Dec. 31—A Live Corpse (Com.) 610
Dec. 31—Corsican Hospitality (Dr.) 390
Jan. 1—Tabby's Finish (Dr.) 426
Jan. 1—Trials of a Schoolmaster (Dr.) ;528
Jan. 3—The Marriage of the Cook (Com.) 502
Jan. 3—A Victim of Circumstances (Dr.) 459
Jan. 5—The King's Command (Com.) 501

Jan. 5—The Overzealous Domestic (Farce) 410
Jan. 7—Modern Highwayman (Dr.) 600
Jan. 7—An English Boxing Bout (Sports) 298
Jan. 8—Tbe Last Look (Dr.) 587
Jan. S—His Opponent's Card (Com.) 367

SELIG POLYSCOPE CO.

Nov. 29—Brought to Terms (Dr.) 615
Nov. 29—Making It Pleasant for Him (Com.)... 380
Dec. 2—An Indian Wife's Devotion (Dr.) 470
Dec. 2—A Million Dollar Mix-Up (Com.) 520
Dec. 6—The Engineer's Daughter (Dr.) 1000
Dec. 9—The Heroine of Mafeklng (Dr.) 1000
Dec. 11—Pine Ridge Feud (Dr.) VI*
Dec. 16—The Indian (Dr.)
Dec. 20—Through the Hood River Valley (Sc).
Dec. 20—A Modern Dr. Jekyll (Com.)
Dec. 23—The Christian Martyrs (Dr.) 950
Dec. 27—Burled Alive (Dramatic) 1000
Dec. 30—A Daughter of the Sioux (Dr.) 985
Jan. 3—The Smuggler's Game (Dr.) 1000
Jan. C—The Highlanders' Defiance (Dr.^ 625
Jan. C—Alderman Krautz's Picnic (Com.) 370

VITAGRAPH COMPANY.
Not. 2—Adele's Washday (Com.) 432

Nov. 6—From Cabin Boy to King (Dr.) 958
Nov. 9—Into tbe Shadow (Dr.) 642

Not. 9—A Sticky Proposition (Com.) 323
Not. 13—Lanncelot and Elaine (Dr.) 1000
Not. 16—Benedict Arnold (Dr.) 685
Not. 16—Indian Basket Making (Ind.) 248
Not. 20—The Sins of tbe Fathers (Dr.) 986
Not. 23—Why Tbey Married (Com.) 905
Not. 27—Jean Valjean (Dr.) 990
Not. 30—The Bridegroom's Joke (Com.) 690
Not. 30—Dirigible Balloons Rt St. Louis (Seen.). 275

Dec. 4—The Life of Moses (Dr.) 981

Dec. 7—A Lesson In Domestic Economy (C.)...684
Dec. 7—A Dav with Our Soldier Boys (Sc.) 302

Dec. 11—Gambling with Death (Dr.) 933

Dec. 14—The Professor and the Thomas Cats (C.)..405

Dec. 14—A Merry Christmas and a Happy New
Year (Dr.) 586

Dee. 18—Two Christmas Tides (Dr.) 952
Dec. 21—The Forgotten Watch (Comedy) 413

Dec. 21—The Cook Makes Madeira Sauce (C.)..561

Dec. 25—A Midsummer Night's Dream (Dr.)... 991

Dec. 28—The Power of the Press (Dr.) 997
Jan. 1—Cupid and the Motor Boat (Dr.) 940
jan . 4—The Life of Moses (Biblical) S68
Jan. S—Richelieu, or tbe Conspiracy (Dr.) . . .992

Jan. 11—Call Boy's Vengeance (Com.) 320

Jan. 11—The Old Maid's Valentine (Com.)
Jan. 15—A Sister's Sacrifice (Dr.) 970

Folding and Assembly Chairs

Most popular pi iced chairs on the market for

picture show use

Prompt Shipments. Write for Catalogue

PEABODY SCHOOL FURNITURE CO.

NORTH MANCHESTER, - - - INDIANA

Open Twenty Four Hours Every Day Write, Call. Wire or Phone Any Hour, Day or NigHt

ELECTRIC THEATRE SUPPLY CO., Inc. ?£: ZZZZJiZVAItilZfiYIea.
oVmov^ pT^r^^^otvirl 44 N. TentH Street, PHiladelpHia, Pa.

We have every subject issued by tbe Licenced Manufacturers
MOTKH1RAPH. PATHE PRERES, POWER'S, EDISON and LUBIN nACHINES and PARTS ALWAYS ON HAND

Write for our new propos.tion:—Supplying two customers in the same town each with twelve reels a week, keeping each one's supply away from the other, and
no repeaters to either.
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Essanay Films
Three Notable Films This WeeK and Next

" THE ADVENTURESS " " ELECTRIC INSOLES " " FORT LEAVENWORTH "

THIS WEEK
RELEASE OF WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 5

••THE ADVENTURESS"
(Length, approximate 525 feet.)

A Great Dramatic Feature
and

HOW HUBBY MADE GOOD
(Length, approximate 473 feet.)

COMEDY
"The Essanay Kind"

RELEASE OF SATURDAY, JANUARY S

A Big Drama from our Chicago Studios

••HIS ONLY CHILD"
(Length approximate, 997 feet.)

Do

You

Show

Essanay

Films

•

You

Ought

To

NEXT WEEK
RELEASE OF WEDNESDAY, JANUARY la

COMEDY
"A la Essanay"

"ELECTRIC INSOLES"
(Length, approximate 502 feet.)

and

"THE OLD MAID and the BURGLAR"
(Length, approximate 498 feet.)

RELEASE OF SATURDAY, JANUARY 15

The greatest Military picture ever taken !

Essanay Photography
•• REVIEW OF U. S. TROOPS—FORT

LEAVENWORTH !

"

(Length, approximate 1000 feet.)

Get on Our Mailing List Order Essanay Pictorial Posters

Essanay Film AVfg., Go.
FACTORY and STUDIOS 1333 ARGYLE ST. - OFFICE 435 NORTH CLARK ST.

CHICAGO and LONDON, 5 NEW COMPTON ST. W.C.

You Will Admit

THAT unless the PITTSBURG
CALCIUM LIGHT & FILM
COMPANY'S Film Service pos-

sessed many points of Superiority,

it never would have been accepted

by the many users as the BEST
and most SATISFACTORY
service in the country.

HOW ABOUT YOUR INQUIRY?

Pittsburg Calcium Light and Film Co.

Pittsburg, Pa. Des Moines, la. Rochester, N. Y.

Wilkes Barre, Pa. Cincinnati, Ohio.

Omaha, Neb.

AT LAST
We can show and
deliver the goods

Exhibitors are invited to call at our office,

and see for themselves the exclusive

service that we are importing, in

conjunction with the Ameri-

can manufactured films

Beginning December 29th, we are putting

into our film department, weekly, six

European exclusive feature; three

of which are Film D'Arts

EXHIBITORS' FILM EXCHANGE
INCORPORATED

138 THIRD AVENUE

hone 2775 Stuyvesant NEW YORK
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A BIG SENSATION
WATCH FOR OUR

MONTHLY ISSUE OF

The "Nestor" Film De Lux

FIRST RELEASE

The Justice of Solomon

RELEASED THURSDAY, JAN. 6tK

THE NEMESIS
Produced by

Centaur Film Co., of New Jersey
Full Sheet, Colored Lithographs with this Picture

SOLE AGENT

A. G. WHYTE
Importer and Exporter

1 MADISON AVENUE NEW YORK
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CHERRY MINE DISASTER AComplete Set of 36 Stereopticon
Views taken on the spot by
Hearst's Chicago Examiner

RENTED WITH PRINTED LECTURE AND ONE SHEET FOR LOBBY DISPLAY

RICE-McNEW Care of

Brayton Mfg. Co. 122 Randolph St., Chicago, 111.

MOVING PICTURES SEEM TO BE LIVING
All the minor details recorded by the camera are reproduced so Bold, Clear

and Distinct, the action so realistic you can almost hear them breath says

a New York Manager, who is using BOLDINE CURTAIN COATING.
Ask your exchange for Boldine or send $1.50 direct to

WORTHINGTON STUDIO, 719 Christyann St., Mishawaka, Ind.

The Tide Shifts Our Way
Every exhibitor who sees what we
have done for our customers in
shape of Film Service, and then

reasons with himself will, nay must, give us a trial.

A special assortment of Headline™. NO LEMONS
Films lor sale at a reasonable Price

PHILADELPHIA FILM EXCHANGE
Members of the National Independent Moving Picture Alliance

Offices: 14 N. Ninth St.. Philadelphia. Pa. 8 Light St.. Baltimore, Md

International Film Company
HO West 34th Street. New York

Dealers in Films, Moving Picture Machines, Carbons, Tickets, Song Slides, Announcement Slides and
everything pertaining to the Moving Picture business. We have the New York, New Jersey, Delaware,
Connecticut and 'Rhode Island State Rights for the Military Tournament Pictures taken at Camp Taft,

Toledo, Ohio. Exhibitors wanting a drawing card, get in the line quick, as territory is being booked
up rapidly.

NOTE OUR SPECIALTY—Al Films at 2c. per foot.

INDEPENDENT
We rent new Films. Handle all the leading MaRes, Both AMERICAN AND

FOREIGN; beautiful Posters; exclusive Feature Service. Write for prices.

CINCINNATI FILM EXCHANGE, 214-16 West 5th Street, CINCINNATI, 0.

KEEP YOUR fp ON US
AMERICAN FILM BROKERS—German Savings Bank Building

147-157 4th Avenue, New York City

300 sets second-hand Song Slides from $1.50 up. Films like new very cheap. Announcement Slides, Machines and Accessories
of all kinds. Write for lists.

PITTSBURG= McK£NNA: NEW YORK
Did you £et one of our

NEW CATALOGS ?
Prepared especially for the man who wants

information concerning

Brass Railings, Picture
Easels, Grilles, Etc.

WRITE NOW TO

McKENNA BROS. BRASS CO.
1ft Ave. aad Ross Street

PITTSBURQ
"It's the Front that

Attracts the Business"
238 Broadway
NEW YORK
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NEW FILMS—HIGH CLASS SERVICE

The Pioneer House, With 8 Years Experience
And $250,000.00 Back Of It

Write To-day For Terms

EUGENE CLINE
57 and 59 Dearborn Street, Chicago
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The
Motiog'raph £

Motion Picture A \\7*m*A~*
achine is A WOIHler

AND WILL INCREASE TOUR BUSINESS
It projects Fllckerleas, Steady and Wonderfully Brilliant pictures, has Patented 1}
minute Rewind from main crank, revolving Magazines, Automatic Fireproof shutter,

etc., not found in other Machines.—WILL WEAR TWICE AS LONG.
C. H. D. of Keokuk, Iowa, writes: Monograph Making Big Hit and Business Increased w«u

derfully.

F. L. P. of Chicago, 111., writes: "Used erery day for seren months, and not ane penny for repair*."
F. J. K. of Kansas City, writes: "Operating Monograph nearly two years. Hare operated all makes,

but nose to compare with Monograph.—PRICES, $100.00 AND UP
The Bntarprlae Calcium Oaa Outfit la the oaly satisfactory Western ( S. Lnbin
•nbatltata for electric light Write far Catalog to-day Fepresentatives) Gao. Meliet

Enterprise Optical Mfg. Co., 564-572 West Randolph Street, Chicago

FILM

143 NortK 8tH Street, PHILADELPHIA, PA
Best and Newest Independent American and Foreign Films

SUPPLIES 18 REELS PER WEEK SUPPLIES
PROMPT AND RELIABLE SBRVICB Members N. I. M. P. Alliance

uj Builder's Exchange Building, BALTIMORE, MD.

Power's

Gameragraph

No. 5

Power's

Gameragraph

No. 6

Guaranteed for I Year

Power's

Inductor

for alternating current

Power's

"Bill Splitter"

for direct current

Power's

Tool Kit

Send for Catalog G

NICHOLAS POWER COMPANY, 115-117 Nassau St., New YorK
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LOBBY DISPLAYS
For M. P. Theatres

By special arrangement with

FRANK C. BANGS, the leading theatrical photogra-
her of America, and

MENGER & RINQ, display frame makers for the
Shuberts, Chas. Frohman, Chas. Dillingham, Wagenhals
& Kemper, W. A. Brady and others, we have secured a
magnificent quartered oak, fumed-finish eaiel frame, 36 in.

wide by 70 in high, of the celebrated

KALEM STOCK COMPANY
The pictures are the finest work of the photographic art,

each mounted under glass, and the frame is identically the
same in all respects as regular theatrical frames costing

$65.00 each. By guaranteeing a large number of orders,
and because of the fact that this is the dull season for this

class of work, we have secured the remarkably low price of

$16.OO each
boxed for shipment F. O. B. New York.
They will be sold to licensed theatres and exchanges only.

No amount of banners or posters will give a lobby the
class and attraction of this frame. It will draw the best

people to your house.
As there is no margin of profit for carrying accounts, all

orders must be accompanied cash in full, or by remittance
of $5.00 on account, balance C. O. D.
When payment in full is made with order, shipment can

go forward by freight if desired.

Address all orders, with complete shipping directions, to

KALEM COMPANY, 235-239 West 23rd Street

NEW YOKK CITY

V
Y01 USE DEVELOPER

OF COURSE

—

HOW ABOUT

"AGFA'-METOL
"AGFA"--HYDR0KIN0NE

"AGFA"--PYR0

"AGFA"--PARAMID0PHEN0L

Also Most Complete Line of Aniline Dyes

for Film Coloring—AsK About it

BERLIN ANILINE WORKS
213-215 Water Street New YorK

PUZZL! PICTURC 11.101

Show Puzzle Pictures in your theatre by using our
new Combination Song Slide and Puzzle Picture Carrier
which can be attached to any moving picture machine.

The slides are handsomely colored and your audi-
ences will like them, as the carrier revolves the Puzzle
Pictures on the curtain.

New sets of Puzzle Picture Slides issued each week.

Price of Carrier . . $1.00
Price of Set, Seven Slides 5.00

Delivered Express Prepaid

EXCHANGE OF SLIDES
We will exchange any set of Puzzle Picture Slides for

a new set at $1.00 per set per week. You mail slides to us
and we will mail you a new set in exchange.

Write for circular giving full description, or start

right away by sending $6.00 for set of slides and carrier.

Remember we prepay express charges.

National Slide Company
53 State Street, Boston, Mass.

ess

No Pains Spared

To satisfy the most exacting and critical

of both you and your patronage

Our Premier Film Service

Is RIGHT

D . U4t [ VARIETY
Rl

J
hN QUALITY and

I
PRICE

Pittsburg Calcium Light and Film Co.

Pittsburg, Pa. Dea Moines, la. Rochester, N. Y.

Wllkea Barre, Pa. Cincinnati, Ohio.

Omaha. Neb.
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BISON FILMS
REGULAR
RELEASE
DAYS B#S

TRADE MARK

TUESDAY
WEDNESDAY
FRIDAY
SATURDAY

FOUR REELS A WEEK
Tuesday
Wednesday
Friday

Saturday

a "Bison''

\mbrosio
a "Bison"
Itala

Tuesday, Jan. M th, 19(0 9

"BISON"
A Redman's Devotion

Code Verbal Approz. 950 Feet

A typical western production and one which lias been given
great care as to detail.

Wednesday, Jan. I 2th, 1910
"ITALA"

An Episode of Napoleon's War
With Spain

Code Visible Appaox. 775 Feet

This picture unfolds an interesting episode in the life of a
great hero. The most talked of film throughout the continent.

Friday, Jan. 14th, 1910
"BISON"

A Forester's Sweetheart
Code Verdict Approz. 950 Feet

This film shows many points of interest—a daring rescue,

an exciting chase, a strong duel, combined with a love tale.

Saturday, Jan. 15th, 1910
"AMBROSIO"

The Son of the Wilderness
Code Valuable Approz. 925 Feet

Direct from the studios of Ambrosio we present as our first

release a masterpiece, which treats of the sacrifice of a young
girl to save her aged father from a band of pillagers.

LITHOGRAPHS AND POSTERS FREE

Exhibitors:—We furnish as usual all exchanges handling
these productions with one sheet four colored lithographs, also

posters containing synopsis, absolutely free with each reel.

Demand same from your exchange as they will positively

increase your box office receipts.

Brief description of all subjects will be found on another
page.

NEW YORK MOTION PICTURE CO.
Manufacturer. »f "Bison" Life Motion Picture*

429 Sixth Ave., c.r.26thst.. NEW YORK CITY
PHONE 6690-1 MADISON SQ.

Cable Addre..: NOSIB

The Actophone Co.
43rd Street and 11th Avenue

NEW YORK

Next Release, January 12, 1910

ROBERT MACAIRE
OR

The Two Vagabonds
A Version of the Comic Opera "ERMINIE"

SBE SYNOPSIS ON OTHER PAGE

Worse Than

A Loan Shark

An exhibitor, who
has turned independent
since I exposed the methods of the
licensed exchanges who charge a ten
per cent penalty upon any exhibitor

who switches his business from one
licensed exchange to another, writes as fol-

lows:—"These licensed exchange fellows are

worse than loan sharks. I was getting films

from one of them at $60.00 a week. I

changed to another and had to pay $66.00. The
second exchange was so rotten that I wanted to go
back to the first. Imagine my anger and amaze-
ment when they demanded $72,60. You see, they

simply added ten per cent to the ten per cent

already added by the second exchange. All this

happened within two weeks. And like a fool I did

not tumble to the fact that it was a put up job until

I read your exposure in the papers." This is not
the only thing that is driving exhibitors into the In-

dependent ranks. They are finding out every dav
that INDEPENDENT FltMS ARE NOW THE VERY BEST

DRAwTwb CARDS, the improvement in them having

bean nothing short of marvelous in fhe past few
months. Try a week's service of my Independent
films and I'll gamble you'll never want to go back
to Old Mamma Ten Per Cent.

CARL LAEMMLE, President

THE LAEMMLE FILM SERVICE
Headquarters

196-198 LaKe Street : Chicago

Minneapolis, Portland, Omaha, Salt Lake City, Evaosvllle

(Canadian Office in Montreal)

"The bluest and best film renter in the world."
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GREAT NORTHERN
QUALITY FILMS

One Quality Only—THE, BEST

Adwarded First Prize:
Gold Modal and Prize
of Honor at tho Cine-
matograph Exhibition
at Hamburg, lQOS^ -<S>

Licensee under tha
Bio^raph Patents. All
purchasers and users
of our films will be pro-
tected from litigation.

NEXT RELEASE JANUARY 8th

Child as Benefactor
This pretty full reel feature story tells how a proverty stricken ne'er do well is

reformed by the influence of a newsboy friend, who helps him to respectability.

RELEASE FOR JANUARY 15tH

Death of the Brigand Chief
Dramatic feature production. Length approz. 690 feet.

Naughty Boys
Comedy. Length approx. 289 feet.

TO EXHIBITORS: Send in your name and address, and we will place you on our

mailing list, and furnish you with a synopsis of our latest productions. Popular films

never fail to draw the crowds. Therefore insist that your exchange supply you with

the Popular Great Northern Films.

S GREAT NORTHERN FILM COMPANY

h
°^^^^ 7 East 14th Street

Member N. I. M. P. A.

New YorK
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Well! Well! Well!
Messrs. Exhibitors, you certainly surprised us, it

didn't take you long to recognize the great value of

"Amusing and Instructive Puzzle Slides"

This Novel Attraction has met with popular ap-
proval and is playing to S. R. O. only

Rent a set from your exchange to-day

the charge is small; Results are big.

Series I. "Cities of the U. S."

Series 2. "States of the U. S."
A NEW SUBJECT EVERY WEEK.

Write now for Free Catalog.

NOVELTY SLIDE CO.,
221 East 53d Street 10 East 14th Street

NEW YORK CITY

EXCHANGES GET IN TOUCH WITH US. we have in-

quiries from all over America to refer to yon.

We make the best lenses in
the world for projecting motion
pictures and lantern slides. Can
you spend a little money more
wisely and profitable than by
ordering a set of lenses which will

ITS
IN THE

LENS/

IMPROVE YOUR
PICTURES?

NEW PRICES
If. P. Projection Lenses any size with our improved jacket

with spiral adjustment $1 5.00

No. 1 Stereopticon Lenses 1 8 00
No. 2 Stereopticon Lenses 20.00

All dealers sell them on approval.

WRITE FOR OUR NEW CIRCULAR
When ordering state the size of your screen and the length of the

picture wanted. Give the distance from the lens to the screen. Remit
the price of the lens or furnish references.

CUNDLACH-MANHATTAN OPTICAL COMPANY
808 Clinton Ave., So. Rochester, N. Y.

SONG SLIDES
L
I

D
E

JUST ILLUSTRATED
Iv'e Just Got Time To Say Good Bye
Daddy's Doll

Could You Learn To Love Me
Dreams That I Dream Of You
My Irish Prairie Queen

We maKe Lantern Slides of anything and
everything for any and every purpose

Send for our special prices on Announcement Slides

NORTH AMERICAN SLIDE CO.,
143 North 8th Street,
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

L
I

D
E

MaReThisYour
New Year's
Resolution

a

SONG SLIDES

GET A

Hallberg"
^ XI' Automatic Electric Econ-
omizer for electric installation, and save
two-thirds on your current bill and
besides improve your light about ioo
per cent, on the sheet.

You have undoubtedly noticed that
the "HALLBERG" Economizer which
was the first reliable current saver on
the market, was advertised over two
years ago, and I at that time made the
same claims which I am now making,
and that the price of the ''HALLBERG"
Economizer has been the same during
the past year.

Do you know what this means? I

will tell you—It means that quality has
been considered first, and that I have
not reduced the material put into the
Economizer since it was first made—In
other words, it is today just as heavy
and good as it ever was, and notwith-
standing the fact that my competitors
are selling would=be current savers at all

the way from one-third to one-half less

than I have to get for the "HALLBERG", I

am putting in more of my Economizers
than all of the rest put together.

There are reasons! ! ! This letter

is one

—

Archbald, Pa., Oct. 21, 1909
Mr J. H. Hallberg,

Dear Sir:-

Since installing the "H ALLBERG" Automatic Electric Economizer,
the illumination is 100 per cent, brighter on the screen. Last evening an
exhibitor from an neighboring town visited our theatre, and almost his

first question was "where do vou get all the light?" He is using an econ-

omy coil of another make, but confessed that we are getting far better results

with your machine.
I regard the purchase of your Economizer as the very best invest-

ment we have made, as our patrons continually comment upon the bright-
ness of our pictures compared with those shown in other places.

Yours very truly.

LYRIC AMUSEMENT CO.
Richard F. Foote, Manager.

Let me have your order now— I make an
allowance in trade for your old rheostat on current

saver.

My stock of moving picture machines and
supplies is complete.

Write for Free Booklet 14-W.

J. H. HALLBERG, 28 Greenwich Ave,, N. Y.
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THE MA5TEIRMARK DF PICTUREDDM
SOMETHING NEW UNDER THE SUN AT LAST
Release Date Jan. lO "GET THE SELIG HABIT"

A TALE OF THE BACK WOODS
A thrilling story of the early 70's full of sen ^^^-^»-w sations, and the atmosphere of Human Nature.

Length IOOO Feet

TRADE
Another Big

"THE. SELIG

Code 'Word, Wood

MARK
War Picture

KIND"
R.wD.„j,n.. 3 UNDER, THE STARS AND STRIPES

A story sensational, and bubbling over with patriotism and full of heart interest.

Length QOO Feet Code "Word. Stripes
THE SELIG POLYSCOPE CO. Inc., 45-A7-40 Randolph Street. Chicago, XJ.S.A.

THE MASTER MARK F PICTUREDDM

F. C. TAYLOR, 51 West 28th St., New York City

We have on hand at all times second hand machines in Al
CONDITION at prices equal to one-half of original cost*

We are also Agents for The Motiograph and American Mov-
ing Picture Machines, and carry a large stock of accessories*

Our Operating School meets every Monday, Wednesday and Friday evening
Complete course, $15.00. We positively guarantee you a $15.00 position.

CALL, WRITE, OR 'PHONE 1 405 MADISON SQUARE

VITAGRAPH FILMS
THE FILMS OF "QUALITY"

Tuesday, January 11

The Callboy's Vengeance
A SIDE-SPLITTING COMEDY—A theatre callboy tampers with the orchestra music and instruments, and a strenuous

time follows. Short, sharp and hilarious fun. Approximate length, 320 feet.

The Old Maid's Valentine
RICH AND ORIGINAL—A comedy with a humorous and witty plot, acted with tremendously funny effect. An old

maid's strange valentine and the comical results that follow, This picture can be guaranteed as one of the most laughable
films ever produced. Approximate length, 575 feet.

Saturday, January 15

A Sister's Sacrifice
A POWERFUL AND PATHETIC DRAMA—An older sister smothers her affections for the man she loves, that the

younger sister may be happily married. The effective acting of the character:: in this film is beyond praise. Approximate
length, 970 feet.

COMING. PART III OF THE LIFE OF MOSES, January 25th. All five reels of this magnificent series will have
been released early in Lent, giving opportunity for special exhibitions during that period.

ORDER VITAGRAPH POSTERS FROM YOUR EXCHANGES

THE VITAGRAPH COMPANY OF AMERICA
NEW YORK. t!6 Nassau St.

CHICAGO, 109 Randolph St.

LONDON, 25 Cecil Court

PARIS, 15, Rue Salute-Cecile
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Coming Meeting of the Film Service
Association.

The next semi-annual meeting of the Film

Service Association will be held in New York

City (January 29-31), instead of at Palm

Beach, as suggested at the last meeting.

Summary of the Week.
The exhibitor shows more intelligence in the conduct of

his business and is becoming more and more a factor in the

field. (Page 47-)
* * *

The popularity of The Moving Picture World's exclusive

feature of weekly comments on the films has brought forth

many imitators. (Page 48.)

* * *

The toy moving picture machine a medium for cultivating

a thirst for knowledge in the child. (Page 48.)

* * *

How are we to preserve for future generations great dra-

matic and scenic films which are worthy of preservation for

all time? (Page 49.)
* * *

Consolidation of business interests a logical solution for

the dangers of overproduction and excessive competition.

(Page 49)
* * *

The Kalem Company inaugurates a new feature for lobby

advertising: Pictures of the actors before the camera.

(Page 50.)
$

Non-inflammable film steadily improving in quality. * * *

Motion pictures for advertising purposes. * * *' Essanay

Company elaborate in their stage settings. (Page 51.)

* * *

The Man-About-Town discovers a new use for the moving
picture and nails down some idle rumors that are afloat.

(Page 52.)
% * *

Observant exhibitors criticise some inconsistencies on the

part of the him producer and give suggestions for interesting

programs. (Page 53.)
* * *

Lux Graphicus goes gunning after a few "bores." * * *

Edison Company announces some coming features. (Page 55.)

* * *

Items of interest contributed from far and near by World
readers.

The Awakening of the Exhibitor.

The exhibitor as a factor in the moving picture field

occupies a far more important position than he did this

time twelve months ago. Then he did not know precisely

where he stood with regard to political matters. His
knowledge on that point in the interim has not greatly

advanced, for he is still to some extent the sport of vari-

ous factions contending for his business. At the present

time there are at least four factions asserting themselves.

In other words, a man just now starting in the business

of running a moving picture theater has four distinct

sources of supply whence he can draw his films : that of

the associated manufacturers, the Alliance manufacturers,

the tin allied Independents, and the would-be successors

of the International Projecting and Producing Company.
We do not want to talk about political matters in this

article. What we want to do is to consider the influence

on the exhibitor which the formation of these various

factions has had and is having. It seems to us to be an

educational influence. The choice of so many markets

places the self-reliant exhibitor in a position where he

can choose. And, indeed, from what we can learn, that

is what the exhibitor in many cases is doing. He is

selecting his pictures instead of having them handed to

him to accept or reject, as the case may be. It is within

our knowledge that he makes up his orders for films

just as any other tradesman makes up his orders for

goods. Daily and nightly contact with his patrons tells

him what those patrons like in the way of pictures, and

so he makes up his orders accordingly. He no longer

takes just what an exchange chooses to offer him.

We do not say this is general, but it is common._ A
year ago it was not so. He just took what was given

to him. But now, as always, the public is asserting. itself

in this matter. The public has made up its mind that it

likes a certain kind of film: it wants to have it and it

will have it. The exhibitor who ignores the public's

wishes in this respect might as well close his theater.

The applause of his patrons is the exhibitor's chief guide

to successful business. He just gives them what they

want, what they like, and what they ask for. The more

closely an exhibitor studies the likes and dislikes^ of

those 'whose dimes and nickels keep his theater going,

the more successful he is likely to be.

Hence it appears to us that as a factor in the situation

the exhibitor is quietly but surely becoming more power-

ful than ever. He has been educated by experience. He
is beginning to talk quality himself instead of taking
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quality on trust. We have met, in these last few weeks,
many intelligent exhibitors who arc critical of the acting

and of the photographic qualities of the films that are

given to them, of the subjects of the stories and the way
in which they are worked out. This is as it should be.

The more intelligent interest that an exhibitor takes in

the pictures that are sent to him the more favorably will

tin's react upon the general quality of the entertainment
with which he provides his patrons. The exhibitor, in

fact, is beginning to pick and choose for himself, or, in

other words, the public is beginning- to pick and choose
for the exhibitor as the representative of the public upon
whom all sections of the industry rely for success.

We welcome this growing interest on the part of the
exhibitor in the nature and qualities of the pictures that

he chooses. We welcome the appearance in the business

of men of intelligence and culture conducting moving
picture theaters. The more of them there are in the

business the better for the business and the public. We
hope the education of the exhibitor will progress as rap-

idly this year as it has done in the past.

The Critic.

It was said, we think by Disraeli, that critics were
disappointed authors. This is not the only unkind thing

that is said about them. Critics are of several kinds.

There is the critic of pictures, the critic or reviewer of
books, the critic of plays. Artists, authors, actors and
actresses, entertainment caterers fall foul of the critic

sooner or later, simply because human nature being what
it is. it is. averse to the truth at times. Its inopportune
publication causes angry passions to rise, with the usual

conflict between author and critic. So it goes, leaving

in eight cases out of ten the critic victorious. Those who
challenge a public verdict must abide by the verdict of

the public, of which the critic is merely the representative.

There is, then, no special glamor or attribute attaching

to the office of critic in a newspaper. He is usually a

man who understands the subject he writes about, be it

paintings, books, or plays. He has devoted years to the

study of these things from all aspects. And the result of

Ids study is that he is enabled to present in print a rational

opinion about what he sees or reads. Granting his quali-

fications, then, the critic may be looked upon as the

mouthpiece of a great many other people who, as it were,
depute him to say what they think as well as what he
himself thinks. In other words, public criticisms are

nothing more nor less than a consensus of public opinion.

The poet is born ; the critic, on the other hand, is made.
He is made by experience, study, training, thought, tem-
perament, which are the things that mostly go to make
up the critical faculty. We are all critics, more or less,

with varying degrees of qualification. After all, criticism

is merely the manifestation of a trained intelligence. Its

expression in literary form is another matter. It is one
tiling to think about a given subject, another to have the

ability or faculty to express those thoughts either in the

press or by word of mouth, so as to convey to another

person a clear and cogent idea of the critic's thought.

We are talking about critics and criticisms in this little

article for a special purpose, namely, that of informing
ihc reader precisely the functions and qualifications which
are brought to bear in the writing of our film comments
week by week. There is no mystery or illusion about
these criticisms. As the conjuror says when he has

finished a trick : "That is how it is done." Personally.

we 1' ok upon published criticisms as healthy stimulants
to success on the part of moving picture makers, exhib-
itors and the like.

\\ e are not amongst those writing about the moving
picture who have taken up criticism as a weapon, or as
a means of drawing attention to their lean columns. We
like the work, our readers like what we write, and so do
the manufacturers. All this being thus, then, it is clear

that our published criticisms on the moving picture fill

a distinct place in the periodical literature of the subject.

Once or twice lately there have been attacks published
on the work of the critic by men who are unable to criti-

cise, themselves, or understand the functions of criticism.

Although we do not intend this article to be a reply to

these deliverances, yet it may be taken to neutralize, or,

rather, offset, the harm done by the self-confessed inep-

titudes of incompetent scribblers.

The Young Idea.

One of the most pleasurable episodes which fell to our
lot in the festive season had for its scene the toy depart-

ment of a large New York department store. We went
for the purpose of buying a Christmas present for a

juvenile, and the Christmas present was none other than

a small moving picture machine, costing, complete, three

or four dollars. The toy department of this store on
Christmas Eve was crowded with hundreds, if not thou-
sands, of purchasers. We took a cursory stroll around
the great store, studying the various branches of the toy

industry there shown, and also the patrons and patronesses

of the toys. Such a scene would have delighted writers

like Dickens, Washington Irving and others who have
written much about the Christmas spirit.

It is no exaggeration to say that the most sustained

interest in the toys shown on that floor centered in the

stall where these minute moving picture machines were
being sold. We stood by for quite half an hour watching
the types of people who bought these machines. They
were intelligent men and women, mostly having children

with them, and they showed a really remarkable amount
of interest in this most popular of Christmas toys. Gen-
erally there seemed to be an air of real surprise that such
an effective little machine could be had.

And it is an effective machine. We have seen it in

working. There is your little oil lamp, lens, condensor.
sprocket-controlled film operated by a crank, and showing
an image of about eighteen inches in diameter of an
excellently colored hand-drawn moving picture. You can
buy extra films for thirty-five cents each, and thus for a

small outlay the child can get a most delightful form of

entertainment in the home circle.

We write this article and relate this experience simply

for the purpose of recording, not for the first time, the

intense fascination which the moving picture seems to

exert upon the better classes of the community ; for people
spending four or five dollars on small toys are obviously

drawn from the prosperous classes. What struck us was
the real interest shown by the parents as well as the

children in the phenomena and mechanism of the subject

—in the construction of the projector and the nature of

the film subject. All this is so much evidence, of course.

showing the hold the moving picture has upon the public.

We arc reading here and there about theaters closing and
occasional lapses into bad business. This sort of thing

need not be seriously noticed. We are at one with the

Jesuits, who are great educationalists : "Give us the

child," they say, "and the future is with us." The moving
picture in its better form has the support of the children

in the community, and so long as these do not tire of the

subject, so long will the outlook for the picture be of the

rosiest.
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The Life of a Film.
There are many film subjects made to-day, truly great

films, which are taken out of circulation long before their

popularity wanes. Exhibitors often demand from their

exchanges a certain film, which they have not had on
their programs, and which has long gone back to the

shelves, notwithstanding the fact that they may have
their choice of eighteen or twenty newly released films.

But the film is dead and cannot be replaced unless the

film exchange orders a new print of the subject from the

manufacturer, which he seldom does.

Great films are like great books, immortal, or, at least,

should be. English literature would suffer an unfathom-
able loss were the works of Shakespeare or Dickens lost

or destroyed. The loss of some of the motion picture

illustrations of these works would also be a calamity.

The destruction of Versailles and its great art collections

would be an incalculable catastrophe in the world of art.

The art. displayed in many motion picture films is equally

worthy of preservation.

A prophecy that must necessarily come true is that

some day film manufacturers will reprint and issue new
editions of old subjects, just as publishers reissue new
editions of old books.

The Essanay Company, of Chicago, has already re-

ceived many re-orders for new prints from their great
scenic subject released six months ago, "Wonders of

Nature." This film subject is one that never grows old

or tiresome, and it is probable that it will be viewed by
future generations with as much interest and enthusiasm
as it is to-day. Its success has been phenomenal, despite

the objections of exchange men and exhibitors against

scenic subjects: Which goes to prove that the picture-

loving public is more discerning of art and more select in

their tastes than their preceptors. The Essanay's Eu-
ropean agent writes :

" 'Wonders of Nature' has run for

three consecutive weeks at the Alhambra Theater, Lon-
don, and is now entering its fourth week." This could

not have been done in this country on account of the daily

change humbug, consequently many people who wanted
to see this film have been unable to do so. Films of this

class, to cite but one example, are truly great, and effort

should be made to preserve them, and repeat them.

Licensed Exchanges Consolidate.

It is very obvious that the great number of film ex-

changes in keen competition for a share of the business,

is ver>' largely responsible for many of the existing evils.

Therefore we are glad to announce that two in the upper

part of New York State have consolidated. At no time

has the volume of business in that territory warranted so

many rental offices, and the exhibitors in that region will

find that they will now get better service and fewer re-

peaters. It stands to reason that one large distributing

office in a territory can afford to buy more new reels by

saving of rent and office expenses. If one clerk attends

to all the shipments for a certain district he can see that

competing houses always have different programs. The
Rochester branch of the Pittsburg Calcium Light and

Film Company and the Motion Picture Service Company,

of Svracuse, have consolidated, and from their offices on

the fifth floor of the Central building, in Rochester, the

exhibitors in that territory will be assured of a better

film service than they have ever had. The Rochester

office is buying twenty-four new reels each week, and the

effect of the consolidation should be to raise the quality

of the service and increase the business for the exhibitor.

There are several other points where a consolidation of

the exchanges would be mutually and publicly beneficial.

The Art of the Producer.
The production of a moving picture film is a work that

calls for a greater diversity of talents than any other

profession that we know of. This fact was forcibly im-

pressed upon us one day last week as we watched the

preparation for photographing one of the scenes in the

Biblical series of pictures that are being issued by the

Vitagraph Company. It was a scene in the series of the

"Life of Moses," the one in which the Israelites are rep-

resented as crossing the Red Sea. The task of reproduc-

ing this scene called for all the skill of the magician and
when it is thrown upon the screen the wondering audi-

ence will have very little idea of the amount of work
and thought entailed in its production. But we said that

we were impressed with the diversity of talent required

in this field and we believe that no series of pictures bet-

ter illustrates our point. The historian, the archaeologist,

the artist, the skilled mechanic, the scientist and the edi-

tor—widely different vocations—all seemed to be cen-

tered in the man who was directing the setting of this

one scene, which would be cast aside after it had been

photographed. But the series of tiny pictures, each one

interpreting the mind of the artist as truly as the great-

est painting, will live on for years to educate and enter-

tain the picture loving public.

Building Upon the Sand.
A letter received from the proprietor of a leading inde-

pendent film exchange is just the cue we were waiting

for to sound a note of warning to the independent manu-
facturer. The letter was not for publication, but the

writer thereof bewailed the impending disaster of an

open market which he figured must follow the influx of

importers and manufacturers of independent films. He
points out that neither he nor any other independent

renter is able to purchase the present independent output

and the number is still increasing. Six months ago the

independent weakness was in the paucity of the supply.

To-day the weakness lies in the overproduction—for the

few independent exchanges who buy cannot give the sev-

eral manufacturers and importers adequate support.

Price-cutting, the inevitable accompaniment of over-

production, must necessarily follow. With the cutting

of prices comes a falling off in quality, so, unless there

is some radical change, the business is on the verge of

relapsing to the condition which exists across the Atlantic.

Curious to know what effect, if any, this inroad of

independent films was having on the sale of the licensed

product, we interviewed a Patents Company licensee, who
assured us that their sales were on the increase, as was

also the number of licensed exhibitors. He said: "It is

no doubt due to the apparent laxity of the Patents Com-
pany in enforcing its claims that so many new manufac-

turers are springing up. These newcomers have con-

cluded that if the patents were tenable they would have

been enforced ere now against some of the manufac-

turers, or else they are valueless. That is where they

fool themselves. Do you imagine for a moment that we
would be paying tribute if we did not consider t-he patent

claims can be upheld ? In our position we were far better

able to put up a fight than any of the present independent

manufacturers and we only submitted after investigating

every so-called non-infringing apparatus. 'The mills
_
of

the gods grind slowly, but surely.' The day of reckoning

will come as soon as these manufacturers are worth at-

tacking. The wise general does not waste his heavy am-

munition in bringing down a mosquito. But, mark my
words, it will not be long before the men who have been

putting their money into these ventures will find that they

have been building upon the sand."
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PHOTOGRAPHS OF MOVING PICTURE ACTORS.

A New Method of Lobby Advertising.

Numerous have been . the requests from exhibitors for
photographs of the principal actors in the films. These re-

quests have been showered on all the leading manufacturers
and The Moving Picture World by exhibitors who desired
the photographs for lobby display. For various reasons the
manufacturers have held aloof from this form of advertising,
but the Kalem Company has solved the problem by pre-
paring a handsome lobby display of the members of their

stock company, which they advertise in this week's Moving
Picture World It is to be hoped that sufficient exhibitors
will avail themselves of the offer to enable the Kalem Com-
pany to furnish these frames at the exceedingly low price

advertised.

The Actors Before the Camera.

Managers of picture theaters and nickelodeons all over
the country are making repeated urgent requests upon the
producers of moving picture subjects for photographs of the
principal actresses and actors taking part in them. Hereto-
fore requests of this character have come from love-smitten
patrons of the places. The managers of the places now see
a big advertising advantage in the display of such photo-

graphs in the lobbies of their theaters. The idea is an old
one as applied to the regular theaters and would more than
make good in the picture held, but it is very doubtful that it

in hearty accord with the exhibitors in the project, and so
are the manufacturers. It is conceded that all good pro-
jects in the advertising line should receive hearty support
from all quarters, but the people who play the parts in the
pictures see the matter in a different light, and for that
reason the work of transforming the lobbies of the picture

places into photograph galleries is progressing very tardily.

It is a matter of delicate sentiment with the actors and
actresses. While the pictures have attained a distinct prom-
inence in the theatrical field and are now recognized as a
standard attraction, the people playing the parts in them
are very sensitive about having their identity become known.
In former days, when amateurs were principally employed
for the parts, it would have been a very easy matter to
secure photographs of them for the purpose now in view.
At the present time the characters portrayed by the pictures
are enacted by professionals. These people are only too
glad to play the parts and do their work with the same zeal

exercised in regular theatrical productions, but all of them
try to shield their identity. They have an undisguised im-
pression that the step from the regular productions to the
scenes before the camera is a backward one. The speaking
parts are cut out, so far as the audience is concerned, and
in spite of the fact that some remarkably clever and effective

work is done these days in the pictures, the fact that it is

in reality pantomimic work makes the people playing the
parts feel that their artistic reputations would suffer should
it became known that they were playing parts in moving
picture studios. Many of the professionals keep the theatri-

cal managers and friends under the impression that during
the period they are playing picture parts they are on the road
with companies, doing straight. A great many of them
apply for work at the picture studios only when no imme-
diate engagement in the regular field is in view. They may
stay with the picture concerns a day, a week, or a month,
but never longer than is necessary to secure straight booking.
This brings out one of the strongest points in support of the
objection raised by professionals to having their photographs
displayed in the lobbies of picture houses. Take a performer
with a good vaudeville act who temporarily goes into the
picture work and attains a distinction justifying the lobby
use of his or her photograph. This display fixes the per-
former's identity with the public to a peculiar degree that
the performer would find it difficult later in the season to
secure a headline position on the billboard of a vaudeville
house located in the vicinity of the place where the photo-
graphic display was made. Another argument is that pro-
fessionals suffer pecuniary loss if the regular theater man-
agers know they have been playing in pictures. Salaries
paid performers in pictures, with few exceptions, approach
the figures the same people get in straight work, and to keep
up their standard of salary as much as possible the per-
formers rarely let managers of the regular houses know they
are or have been working in the pictures. These sentiments
reflect in no way upon the ability of people who do play
parts in the picture studios. There are as competent and
able people playine these parts as any in the other line of
work. Quite frequently the best people—recognized leaders
in their respective lines—are engaged to play leading parts
in picture productions, and recently the names of these peo-
ple have been used in connection with the announcements,
but always with a well displayed notice that the particular
actress or actor was specially engaged for the production
owing to peculiar adaptability to the part. At no distant

day the stock company will be inaugurated in the moving
picture studios and it will then be an easy matter to put the
photographic display idea in operation. Many of the studios
already have stock companies to a certain extent, but they
are not sufficiently established to induce the players to allow
general publicity in connection with their part in the pic-

tures. Men and women are just bubbling over with im-
patience to see photographs of the people who play the
picture parts, but they must wait a while. Conditions will

eventually change and the performers will not feel that they
have so much at stake as they do now; then the patrons of
the picture houses will be able to feast to their heart's content
upon the photographic features of their favorites. There are
some good lookers among them. too.
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NON-INFLAMMABLE FILM STOCK STEADILY
IMPROVING.

Realizing the importance that the general use of non-
infiammable stock would have on the business, a representa-
tive of The .Moving Picture World visited the manufacturing
plants of the manufacturers using the Eastman film and also
conferred with the film exchange men. The general con-
sensus of opinion was that while the early N. I. stock was
faulty, as it did not possess the toughness and durability of

the celluloid film, yet it had so improved that there was now
little, if any, complaint. This is as we foreshadowed in our
editorial of November 6, 1909—that all new commodities
arrived at a state of perfection by a process of evolution
and that the future of non-inflammable film could be safely
left in the hands of the Eastman Company, a concern whose
fame is worldwide for the perfection of their products. The
processing of the early X. 1. him stock seemed to greatly
affect its material strength, which was soon discovered by
the manufacturers and the Eastman Kodak Company. Im-
mediate steps were taken to overcome the defects in the
construction as well as in the processing of the N. I. film

stock. The results attained to date have been so satisfactory
that the present N. I. film stock has the apparent strength
and durability at this time that was formerly evident in the
old film stock of the celluloid base. One of the important
matters in processing the X. I. him stock was the glycerine
bath. It was found that when the X. I. film stock was
manipulated without the use of glycerine it became dry and
brittle and consequently cracked in a very easy manner, but
when a strong glycerine bath, carried to its extreme point,

was given to the X. I. film, its pliability was greatly enhanced
and longer life to the film became evident.
The early X. I. film stock was also found to be about

1-1000 of an inch under thickness of the old celluloid stock,
and this condition, together with the brittleness of improperly
processed X. I. film stock, greatly assisted in the early un-
endurability of the film. One of the first steps to improve
the strength of the film was to add to it thickness, and until

recently X. I. film stock has been issued that was as thick as
7-1000 of an inch. This very materially assisted the strength
of the X. I. film stock, but at the same time increased the
i.ocJo-foot reel by nearly an inch in diameter, making it cum-
bersome to handle on the 10^2-ineh reel spool, and therefore
causing difficulty in loading a thousand-foot reel spool into

the film magazine. Fortunately, however, recent discoveries
on the part of the Eastman Kodak Company have strength-
ened the X. I. film stock to the full extent of durability pos-
sessed by the previous old inflammable stock, at the same
time reducing the thickness of the new X. I. film stock to

practically the thickness of the old inflammable stock, and
to-day the manufacturers of licensed films and the Eastman
Kodak Company have concluded, after many serious tests,

that the X. I. film stock as it is now offered is equal in every
respect to the old inflammable film stock, and therefore the
exhibitor finds himself in a most satisfactory condition as far

as the safety of his audience and films are concerned.
Tn England, regulations are about to be adopted prohibit-

ing the use of the old inflammable film stock, and it is a

condition that will surely confront the exhibitor in America
at a very early date, which cannot come too soon for the
good of the moving picture business.

A TRICK OF THE FILM PRODUCER.
A representative of The World was recently invited to

visit the Essanay studio by Mr. George K. Spoor to witness
a most marvelous stage setting. "We have a story now in

the making,'' said Mr. Spoor, "with two or three Summer
scenes and. as it is impossible to make the picture out of
doors, we have built a little Summer scenery inside the
studio." Arrived at the Edgewater studio, The 'World man
left the cold and snow outside for a veritable fairyland within.
The setting is truly tremendous in size, while the detail in

which the big imitation is abundant, lends an effect most
realistic and beautiful. The scene represents a large garden,
enclosed in a stone wall, looking toward a shady street. At
the rear of the studio is an immense drop, covering very
nearly the entire wall. Three-fourths of the entire floor space
is covered with greensward, while a real gravel path winds
up from the massive iron gates to the camera. Real flowers,
growing in real soil, lend beauty to the scene. Fairyland,
indeed! Several days, it is claimed, were required in setting
this scene alone, while it is only too evident that it must
have cost an enormous sum of money to prepare it. Twice
the number of lights usually used were neccssarv in lighting
this gigantic scene. The scene is one from an Essanay dra-
matic, soon to be released.

MOTION PICTURES OF THE WINE INDUSTRY FOR
LECTURE PURPOSES.

Five hundred feet of moving pictures were taken at the
Wahtoka (Cal.) vineyard and at. the Calwa winery, under
the direction of Horatio Stoll, sect

I
the Grape Grow-

ers of California. In addition to this, a film was taken of the
Fresno cooperage, showing the entire construction of a bar-
rel, from the time that the rough staves are taken up in a
heap until they are tightly bound together with iron hoops.
The pictures are all to be used for the purpose of illustrat-

ing lectures to be given under the auspices of tin- grape
.ers, and will eventually be shown in all the cities of

any prominence in the United State-. Stoll lectured at the
Seattle Exposition on grape growing in California, and gave
Fresno considerable prominence, but was handicapped,
ing to the fact that he did not have moving picture.-. He
was forced to illustrate with stereopticon slides furnished
to him by- Secretary Robertson, of the local Chamber of
Commerce.
The taking of the moving pictures was quite an interesting

procedure, and the films, when completed, will show the
manufacture of wine in its entirety, from the time that the
grapes hang in the vines until the juice is poured into properly
labeled bottles, ready for the market.
The first pictures on the screen when the films are put into

operation will give the Easterners an idea of the extent of
California vineyards. Wide stretches of vines, in diagonal
and horizontal rows and with their leaves glistening in the
sun and partially covering the huge bunches of grapes, will

be shown. Then will be seen the pickers, with their dexterous
•fingers at work, gathering the berries and laying them down
quickhr

, but gently, upon the long line of trays.

In one instance, a life-sized Chinaman is to be shown, cov-
ering almost the entire screen and grinning with pride at

the idea of being made the main subject of the picture. This
scene was taken at the Wahtoka and one of the best of the

Celestial pickers was chosen for the job. His long fingers

will be seen as theyr wind about the bunches and part the

stems from the main vines.

Then will be shown how the grapes are placed in wagons
and taken away, to be dumped into still larger railroad cars

and shipped away to the Calwa winery to be converted into

wine. Every process is to be carefully portrayed, with a

thorough explanation by the lecturers.

These pictures are to be shown, along with many others,

some of which were taken at Asti, Sonoma Count}-, of the

great cream of tartar factory located there.

Pictures as Advertisements.

"People in Fresno and other counties," said Stoll, "have
not realized up to this time the value of moving pictures for

advertising purposes. The value of such pictures was never
more fully illustrated than at the exposition in Seattle. Dur-
ing the exposition 1 lectured on the wine industry in Cali-

fornia, but. while I had a good lecture to deliver, I was
badly handicapped, owing to the fact that I did not have
,';ny moving pictures. Most of the other industries and many
particular sections of the State did have, and, as a con-
sequence, I was placed at a disadvantage. Los Angeles, for

instance, had an excellent film showing the ostrich farm in

the South. This film, although an old one to most Cali-

fornia people, was new to a majority of the Eastern tour-
i-ts who flocked to the lectures merely to see the great birds

stretching their wings and their long necks on the canvas.
"I had only my stereopticon views, some of which were

furnished by the Fresno Chamber of Commerce, through its

secretary, along with considerable data of importance, which
I was utilizing in my talks.

"Now. Fresno has no ostrich farm to show. But it has
other things that are equally as interesting, and which could
be pictured to advantage."

Stoll had a conference with Robertson, recently, and made
a proposition that the Chamber of Commerce acquire dupli-

cates of the films, to be used for advertising purposes. The
original cost of taking the films is one dollar per foot, but
duplicates can be secured for one-tenth of that amount.
Stoll's proposition is that advantage be taken of these films,

the original cost of which will be paid by his company, that

they may- be on hand for use in the future. Secretary Rob-
ert-en was impressed with the proposition and will bring the
matter before the Chamber for consideration.

The Actophone Company, another recent organization,

started in to make use of the large plant of the defunct
Cameraphone Company. They, also, secured the aid of men
of experience in moving picture making and the quality of

their work takes high ranis. Regular weekly releases are

made on Wednesday.
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Observations *
,EY OUR MAN
ABOUT

The latest innovation in New York City is heralded from
St. Bartholomew's parish. The rector, Rev. Dr. I.cighton
Parks, has set aside a certain period of each Sunday aft<

which he calls "(he children's hour." The attraction is a
mining picture exhibition. One of the daily newspapers
reports this as a sample program: "The Chariot Race from
Ben Mur." "Washington Crossing the Delaware" and "The
Prodigal Son." Of course, the rector's step will not escape
criticism by the clergy who have faith in other methods for
holding and directing the attention of the youthful in their

flock. It certainly looks like a radical step, but if the learned
rector atiains the goal he has in view he will in time be
credited with admirable foresi'ght. It is up to him, however,
to make hay while the sun shines, for the time is fast drawing
near when a half-hour or hour of the time now devoted to

instruction of pupils in the public schools will be devoted to
moving picture demonstrations. Jt will then not be a matter
of holding the attention of the children, but a method of
instruction. Some pupils will read a page on history or
geography over and over again and successfully pass exam-
ination upon the studies for the reason that they are letter

perfect, but few of them achieve a conception of the sub-
jects. They read and ponder, but they do not see. The
brightest school children of to-day are those who patronize
the moving picture shows. In fifteen or twenty minutes they
grasp a situation that a night's study and a day's drilling
cannot bring within their comprehension. To go down to
details and their effects let us take the subject of "Washington
Crossing the Delaware." The books describe this important
historical event with a force that is readily absorbed by the
mature mind, but the child fails to grasp it properly; first,

because it is a compulsory absorption; second, because it is

an almost mechanical effort to encompass the incident for
examination and forget it when the ordeal is over; third, be-
cause it is soon crowded out by other studies. The mind is a
powerful factor of the human system—in fact, it may be said
to be the factor—but how many things become impressed
upon the mind and gradually slip away. For instance,- we
read of some great event and subsequently read of others;
but, if our minds are not refreshed, how soon one after an-
other is forgotten. But let us see them, and how readily we
say, "I saw that." The all-absorbing eye never fails. The
civilized world is at present centering all attention upon the
explorations of Africa as conducted by an ex-President of
the United States. Every newspaper of the world contains
an almost daily account of the progress made by the mighty
hunter and explorer, and the leading magazines are publish-
ing exhaustive articles concerning it. but all the type and
paper in the world can never impress the events of the ex-
pedition upon the mind as graphically and effectively as the
projecting machine. This is not a biased declaration. Aside
from the students of history, how many people realized, after
leaving school, the true situation attending the crossing of
the Delaware by Washington until they saw it reproduced
in oil painting or in the moving pictures? How many chil-
dren or adults can read the "Prodigal Son" and understand
it as they do after seeing it in moving pictures?

* * *

The rector of St. Bartholomew's parish will no doubt be
criticized in many quarters for his Sunday afternoon moving
picture venture, but in time his critics will concede that he
is abreast with the times. W'hile he is holding the attention
of the children he is at the same time instructing them, and
also promoting the idea of clean, wholesome pastime for the
people at large. There are thousands upon thousands of
people in the large cities who have only Sundays upon which
to patroni/'e the picture houses. On working days they are
too tired after reaching home to go anywhere, and to them
a good, clean picture show on a Sunday is a relaxation that
can hardly be secured in other quarters.

* * *

During the past week there was quite a stir in the field of
animated photography in Greater \Tcw York. A report got
afloat that the licensed film exchanges had started a cut-rate
war among themselves. In a measure the report was cor-
rect, but investigation showed that the reports were exag-
gerated. I made a circuit of the exchanges during the past
week and I at first struck a trail that promised to furnish
me with interesting matter for my letter, but before I finished
the circuit I learned that, while there was occasion of some
very serious apprehension a few days ago. affairs had assumed
a more tranquil shape and there will be no war. From what

I can learn the situation is this: Exchanges find that ex-
hibitors are daily growing more circumspect, or, rather, par-
ticular, in their selection of films, and they claim that the
returns are not sufficient to enable the rental exchanges to
meet the demands. In other words, the exhibitors are keep-
ing a close watch upon the release dates of film subjects and
putting in their claims for "the latest thing that happens."
but their business will not enable them to pay the price the
exchanges think they should get for the newcomers. My
informant would not let me into the details, but I learned
enough to justify me in saying that the licensed exchanges
will stave off a cut-rate war. It has been figured that such
an event would undermine the rental business. Every ex-
change must try and make each subject purchased bring in

its cost and a reasonable profit in so much time. If a subject
fails to pay for itself, somebody will lose money—and the
loser will not be the exhibitor. It may not be the manu-
facturer, either, but the latter is bound to be affected sooner
or later if the subjects fail to bring in their cost, because the
exchange cannot keep on paying out money when there is

not sufficient return; this naturally means that the manufac-
turers must eventually lose orders, and that necessarily means
a reduction in production. The party I interviewed laid

stress upon the fact that he spoke only on the cost of sub-
jects and did not take into consideration running expenses
and a fair remuneration to the exchange man to keep body
and soul together.

* * *

I gleaned that a rate war would demoralize the exchange
business and eventually put some of the renters to the wall,

.so that there is very little prospect of such a combat. One
renter said to me that "such a step would be suicide. There
is no exchange in the country making the money some people
imagine is made. All films must be paid for promptly and
the expense is enormous. Say, for instance, I purchase only
twelve reels a week (and that is small buying), my trims

cost me $1,200. Now, that $1,200 falls due every week. I

must get 24 customers at $50 each to meet that expense alone.
and look to other revenue to cover my rent, help, advertising
and other numerous expenses before I have money enough
to go to the market for my Sunday dinner. I will admit that

some exhibitors are paying considerably more than $50 per
week for service, but at the same time I will assert that a

large majority of them are paying considerably less than
$50 per week. I do not say that the renters are in the busi-

ness as philanthropists and are not making money, but 1 do
say that a film exchange is not a gold mine. My candid
opinion is that there are too many exhibitors in the field.

The same number of exchanges would fare better with a

less number of exhibitors. I think I see a change coming.
The speculators and grab-all men are steadily falling by the

wayside. In time the conservatives will have the field and
the exchange men will be better off."

Following up this expression of opinion I find that during
the past three weeks a surprisingly large number of nickel-

odeons have gone out of business. I mentioned this to an
authority the other day and he professed to be perfectly

reconciled to the situation. He said it was just as he ex-

pected. It was simply a case of what is called in some circles

overproduction and the sooner normal conditions prevail the

better it will be for the legitimate investors. He declared

that the moving picture business was not dependent upon
the quantity of picture houses and added that no sane man
can expect to hear that three or four picture places located
on one block are all making money.
"What is your candid opinion of the situation?" I asked
"Well, before the flowers bloom in the Spring there will

be far less picture places than there are to-day, but those that
are left will make money. Xext Fall the picture business
will be on the level with the theatrical business and the
money-makers will be the men who know something of the
show business."

"This reduction in the number of places, then, will ne
sarily mean a reduction in the number of exchanges and in
production of films."

"Not in the sense you put it. There will not be as many
film exchanges, possibly, but there will be less competition.
I believe that before the close of the coming Spring many
exchange's will consolidate. There is a decided movement
in this direction already in the West, especially in the licenced
field: but this consolidation bears a healthy color. Exchanges
that have been slashing each other are now on a co-operative
liasjs. For a time this may have an effect on the manufac-
turing end, but that will eventually adjust iitself to conditions.
To make a long story short, there is a decided trend towards
extracting the hot air out of the business and getting affairs
down to a paying basis."
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OBSERVATIONS BY WIDE-AWAKE EXHIBITORS.
The Editors Invite Contributions for this page from Exhibitors who can Express an Idea

that will be Beneficial to the Business.

MORE ABSURDITIES BY AMERICAN MANUFAC-
TURERS.

By Hans Leigh.

When I made so many disagreeable remarks about the
errors and absurdities in the production of "Dora," I had
not yet seen "The Death Disc." This film does not contain
anything so outre as the growing of a field of maize on an
English farm, but in many other instances the historical
falsehoods and anachronisms contained in it, put the mistakes
of the author of "Dora" completely in the shade.
The scenes of "The Death Disc" are laid in England dur-

ing the Cromwellian protectorate, and there is one thing
about this period which every schoolchild ought to know,
and which most of them do know. It is, that the Puritans
wore short hair, and that in consequence of this they were
contemptuously dubbed "roundheads" by the curled and per-
fumed partisans of the king. The artist seems to have been
ignorant of this, and he has decorated the followers of Oliver
Cromwell with bushy wigs—which wigs, moreover, do not
resemble the long locks which were fashionable among the
royalists. On top of these ridiculous chignons, he has perched
in each instance a helmet of the type known as "the morion."
I cannot say exactly when morions went out of fashion, but
they were in general use when England was invaded by
the Spanish Armada in the early part of the reign of good
Queen Bess. I cannot recall any pictures of men in morions
in any subsequent reign. They may have been used in

the earlier portion of the reign of King James I., but I doubt
it. Anyway, the followers of Cromwell wore helmets as
round as their heads, and if a soldier topped with a morion
had suddenly appeared among them, the whole army would
have shrieked with one voice, "Where DID you get that
hat?" Nevertheless it seems to be good enough for a manu-
facturer who prides himself upon his "correctness of detail."

Also among the figures in this picture, I noted several clad
in trunk hose. At the period in question men were wearing
rather baggy knee-breeches, and a man in trunk hose would
have aroused as much curiosity as would be created in New
York were the Old Patroon suddenly to make his appear-
ance in front of the Flat Iron Building.
Each title in this remarkable film is embellished with a

verse of doggerel, of which the following is a specimen:

Lord Cromwell has this day proclaimed,
For the Church of England's good,

The death of three brave soldiers
Who have that faith withstood.

Now. Cromwell never was a lord. It is true that he held
the office of "lord protector," but his office no more con-
ferred the title of "lord" than the office of lord mayor
of Liverpool does upon the various aldermen who from time
to time are honored with it; and the artist might just as
properly call the president "Lord Taft," or call the king of
the ring "Lord Jeffries."

Secondly, Cromwell would not have dared "proclaim the
death" of three British soldiers, in time of peace, without
trial by jury (or at least by court martial), to which they
possessed a right.

In the third place, Cromwell would never have done any-
thing "for the Church of England's good." Cromwell was
an independent churchman—a Congregationalist. He hated
the Church of England, and as a matter of fact, the Church
of England was at that time practically out of existence.
The episcopacy had been abolished, as far as the Puritans
were able to abolish it, the Anglican liturgy had been inter-

dicted, and the clergymen who adhered to the Anglican
forms had been driven out, and their benefices handed over to
Presbyterians and Independents. The Church of England,
insofar as it had any existence left, was devoted to the
kinc:, and Cromwell hated it as the most bitter enemy to
his power. This hatred, however, was purely political. In
a general way Cromwell was a supporter of religious liberty,
and it is well remembered that it was he who brought the
Jews back to England, after an exile which had lasted for
generations. It will, therefore, be seen that the picture
artist of to-day who depicts "Lord" Cromwell as killing
three soldiers "for the Church of England's good" is about
as sensible as the artist of the next century who might pic-
ture Pope Leo XIII. as president of the A. P. A.

There are other points of weakness which I might en-
large, but I prefer to pass on to the picture "The Heroine
of Mafeking." This film is full of absurdities. According
to this artist, any old uniform is good enough for a British
soldier, and instead of the rough service uniforms worn in
Africa, we see costumes such as could only have been evolved
by the sartorial artist of an American secret society. The
height of absurdity is reached, however, when the British
officers are made to ride in Mexican stirrups. I will pass
over the fierce charges and hand-to-hand fighting by the
Boers with the simple reminder that the Boers fought from
behind cover and never charged the entrenchments at Mafe-
king, nor, do I think, at any other place.
One of the most interesting scenes is that of "the High-

landers wading the Tugela River to the relief of Mafeking."
The only trouble about it is that there were NO High-
landers at the relief of Mafeking, and that the Tugela River
is nowhere near Mafeking. It would be just about as rea-
sonable to picture an American force as wading the Monon-
gahela to the relief of Council Bluffs, la.

There are a good many other absurdities in "The Heroine
of Mafeking," but I will pass them over to touch upon an
error which characterizes this picture in common with every
other American production I have ever seen—that is the mix-
ing and muddling of the titles of nobility. In American pic-
tures titles are seldom, if ever, used correctly. In this pic-
ture the error is in using the title in the signature of a letter.

A British peer never signs his title to a letter. If Earl Rob-
erts, or Earl Grey, or the Earl of Minto, or the Marquis of
Lansdowne, or the Duke of Devonshire are signing letters

or papers, they sign simply "Roberts," or "Grey," or "Minto,"
or "Lansdowne," or "Devonshire"; and lest the picture artist

may be led into error by this, I shall add that while I have
used quotation marks, they do nothing of the kind. Like-
wise, if a knight or a baronet, signs his name to a letter,

he signs it simply "John Smith" or "John Peters," as the
case may be, and he does not use quotation marks. The
same is true of courtesy titles, such as "Lord Arthur Rals-
ton." the hero in the Mafeking picture, who would have
signed his name "Arthur Ralston." Moreover, British offi-

cers do not prefix their rank to their names in writing a sig-

nature. An English colonel will sign himself, for instance,
"John Davidson, colonel commanding H. M. Royal Innis-
killing Fusiliers." Col. Lord Arthur Ralston, according to
the artist, commands "Her Majesty's Rifles." This is a small
absurdity, but one nevertheless that counts. The initials "H.
M." are prefixed to the name of every regiment, just as they
are prefixed to the name of every ship of war, and there are
many regiments of Rifles. It is not, therefore, correct for
the commanding officer of a rifle regiment to sign his name
as of "H. M. Rifles." He should desigante the regiment by
name.
Now it seems to me, sir, that until the American manu-

facturer is willing to take the trouble to be right, with regard
to foreign subjects, he will do well to stick to the land of the
free.

AN EXHIBITOR WHO RUNS A MODEL SHOW
GIVES SOME TIMELY ADVICE.

In The Moving Picture World of December 25 was a letter

from Chas. R. Wilhelm, Chicago, III, that spoke in regard
to the different kinds of low-class films and slides that are

being exhibited, such as "The Red Girl," "Cherry Mine Dis-

aster," and Western films of killing and bloodshed. Mr.
Wilhelm's letter is very good and he deserves

_
to be com-

plimented on the same. Now I wish to say, in regard to

moving picture films and the class of stuff that is offered,

that the fault of the same lies chiefly among the exhibitors

themselves. Anything that an exhibitor likes he labors under
the false idea that everybody else should like the same; this

is a very wrong belief. If an exhibitor thinks that Western
pictures, such as stage coach hold-ups, train robberies, and
the Indian massacres, are suitable to all his audience, because

he or some of his rear seat patrons are pleased with the

same, it is a mistake; ladies, children and the church-going

element, or, in fact, the good, clean-thinking class of people,

do not relish this kind of dope. If we had more high-thinking

men operating the moving picture theaters it would be a

greater uplift than all the censor board could do for it. This

class of people would make the moving picture theater a
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place for pood-thinking people to go and they would not
< xlubit suggestive trash, the same as is now hemp exhibited

i c the public. 1 know of exhibitors who make it a prac-
to show a certain amount oi good religious film, and this

to uplift their business. What is there better for an
. than -ion Play," "The Life of

Moses," "The Prodigal Son," "Samson and Delilah," "The
Holy City," and van..

i good religious films? Hut if

you mention this to some of t lie exhibitors they will say.
•()h, 'The Pas ion Play' has been shown here once or more.''

li is t" laugh at this reply. I low many times has "The
e Coach Hold-up" been shown in the sam< theater? Mow

many times have various other films, such as "The Train
Roll ounterfeiting films, kidnapping films, unwritten
law films and many other blood ami thunder films with the

and outlines practically the same as were shown just a
short time before? Take, i^r instance, the two different films

under the same name, such a ( abman's Delusion,"
by two different makers; they are' practically an exact

reproduction of each other. Is not every stage coach hold-up
film similar to its predecessor? The exhibitor to-day is

ing practically an exact reproduction of the very same
films that he lias shown a half-dozen times before; perhaps
under a different name, but the plot and action are about the

same thing, therefore it is practically a repeater. This same
man would not run good feature stuff, such as "The Passion
Play," because it had been shown before. This false belief

is his loss. I have seen "The Passion Play" exhibited four
different times in the same city, and the last time the business
was as large as any of the previous times, and the only reason
for it is that the people want to sec this class of stuff, but
they do not get the chance. The exhibitor ignores his peo-
ple's desires to gratify his own. in showing what he wishes,
llis business falls off, or, in other words, his better class of

trade leaves him, and he wonders why. The answer is this:

Show better films, such as "The Passion Play" and other
good religious stuff; get the church-going class of people
coming to your theaters, and you will not only have the
patronage of the church-going class, but you will get along
then without their enmity and opposition, for by showing
good, clean stuff that appeals to this class of people, they
will come themselves, they will send the children, they will

not object to their wives attending moving picture shows,
and last, but not least, they will not advocate and support
city and State laws that tend to put the moving picture
exhibitor out of business. The moving picture exhibitor can
boost his business if he will show the right kind of stuff.

I would much rather have the good-will of the right-thinking
class of people than the cheap praise of some barroom tough,
whose gratification is to see prize-fights, blood-and-thunder
films and other rot. L. B.

FUNNY FACTS ABOUT THE JOHNSON-KETCHEL
FIGHT FILMS.

A great deal has been said regarding the lack of enterprise
on the part of licensed exchanges in connection with "spe-
cial" or "topical" subjects, and the Johnson-Ketchel fight

films seemed for a time destined to be "passed up" by many
of the exchanges who fail to keep their finger on the pulse
of the people. The wise ones, however, who ventured have
no cause for regret, as for instance, the Lake Shore Film and
Supply Company, of Cleveland, Ohio. They contracted for
one copy of 3,600 feet and now find it necessary to use
three copies as exclusive owners of the Ohio rights, and the
following incidents illustrate the interest shown in this par-
ticular attraction in Ohio:
Two managers of opposition piciture shows in a little "tank
town" up State wrote in simultaneously for dates. Both gave
their capacity and as both happened to be about 100 seats
with population of t.-'oo, Manager Sam Bullock, of the John-
Son-Ketchel fight department, could not see much in sight
on a percentage basis, so each got a courteous "stall" ac-
companied by the regular straight rental quotation of $50
per day and each was reminded that "if you have a large hall

or opera house in town go to it and you will doubtless get
a nice piece of Christmas money over your expenses. We
will try to fill in convenient to bigger bookings; thanking
you, etc."

Then Sam dismissed the subject from his mind, never ex-
pecting to hear from either one again. The next noontime
the telephone girl called out: "Tanktown is calling on the
long-distance Bell." Then this happened:

"Hello. Tanktown, Bullock talking: Lake Shore, Cleve-
land!" Then this is what Bullock heard, all in one breath:
"Hello! This is Smith, of Tanktown, Mister Bullock! Say,
got yer letter an' got the opery house, tew, seven hundred
settin' an' room for a cupple o' hundert standin' back of 'em.
J bill all the leetle place 'raound here an' I played to nine

hundert on that Ganz-Xelson, at twenty-five and fifteen; so
send me a contract at fifty straight and I'll sign and send
a draft fer fifty with the contract—the fust date open—don't
care when, so I get fust— I don't wanter talk long—it costs
money on these dang fones—good-bye!"
"Well, I'll be— if that isn't the limit for—"
"Tanktown wants Mr. Bullock on the long-distance, Cuya-

hoga 'phone!" again called out the telephone girl. Then this
1wed:

"Say! This is Jones, of Tanktaown, talkin'! Say, I've got
the opery house an' I'm sendin' fifty; send me yer contract fur
the fust date yuv' got—hain't particular fur a few weeks so
'm fust—want time enough ennyhow to bill heavy outside

—

Say, send me tew three sheets, six half sheets, six one sheets
n' five hundert dodgers. By heck. I'll bill it like a cirkus

—

yer fifty '11 be on the way in five minutes an—

"

"Wait a bit, Mr. Jones," said Sam. "You say you have the
opera house?" "Yep!" "But Smith of your town says he
has it. Xow look here, -Mr. Jones, whichever one of you
sends in his fifty first, accompanied by a line from the man-

of the opera house, he gets the johnson-Ketchel fight!"

"That's a go!" yelled Jones and communication ceased im-
itely.

Scarcely ten minutes elapse wdien both 'phones rang sim-
ultaneously. "Help!" yelled Bullock. "Joe" Diener took one
and Sam the other, and this came like a shot to Sam: "Sayf
this is the manager of the Tanktown opery house, an' if thet
fellow Jones tells you thet he hez my place booked, he's

bluffin', that's all!" "Hasn't he got "it then?" "Xosireef
What wud I let it tew a Demmercat like him fer when a good
Republican like Smith wants it?" This was a poser for Sam,
who is a rank Tom Johnsonite. but he recovered quickly when
ihe manager assured him emphatically—"I'll Okay nubuddy's
date but Smith's—that Jones hez fit me fur ten years in-

politics an' I've got him naow!"
"All right. O. K. the man you want. Mister Manager, and

send it in. Good-bye!" Then he listened while Joe also told

Jones to get a line from the manager and all would be well.

Xeedless to say Jones could not produce and the lecturer
who went with the film says that Smith played to the entire
population of Tanktown and several villages besides, regard-
less of political or other beliefs.

Sam says the Johnson-Ketchel attraction is in more demand
than ever and will increase as the time approaches for the
match between Johnson and Jeffries.

THE FIGHT PICTURES IN NEW YORK.
In reply to numerous inquiries we desire to announce that

the Kleine Optical Company controls the Johnson-Ketchel
fight film for the States of New York and Xew Jersey.
Terms of hire and full particulars may be had by addressing
the Kleine Optical Company. 19 East Twenty-first street,

Xew York City (Rental Dept.).
* * *

So far as we have been able to learn, no arrangements
have yet been concluded for the photographing of the forth-
coming Johnson-Jeffries fight.

INDEPENDENT MANUFACTURERS
The Pantograph Corporation will make their first release

on Saturday. January 22 (instead of Friday, as announced
by the secretary of the XT . I. M. P. A.). This concern has
been quietly at work for some months and have a quantity
of negatives on hand. They have equipped a studio at Nepera
Park. From the exchanges who have been shown advance
copies of their work we learn that it is of the finest quality,
both as to subject and photography. This was to be ex-
pected, as the officers and directors of the corporation are all

well known business men and they have gathered around
them from this country and Europe experienced help in all

branches of the business.
* * *

The Phoenix Film Company announce a double reel. "The
Celebrated Case." the stories of which are exceedingly in-

teresting. Through the testimony of his child a soldier is

sentenced to penal servitude for a crime of which he is in-

nocent. The attending circumstances are detailed in the first

reel, which will be issued on January 13. The second reel,

issued the following week, relates how the girl discovered
the real criminal and set her father free. The story is one
that possesses great dramatic possibilities and the two reels
should be shown on consecutive weeks. We are told that the
Phoenix Company have spread themselves to make this film
a winner for the Independent cause, and no doubt they will
receive the hearty response of the Alliance exchanges.
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The moving picture industry is an infant amongst modern
industries and yet small as it is it has developed all the
characteristics of much older ones. It is an industry in the
making, and in the making, of course, it is gathering to
itself all those distinct elements which go to the making
of a homogeneous whole. In other words, in two or three
years, order has been evolved out of chaos, and that which but
a few hundred days ago was a mere speck in the general
scheme of things, has become an organization in process of
development and perfection.

* * *

The foregoing, dear reader, looks like a formidable para-
graph, but really it is not. It simply means to say that the
moving picture field has been long enough in existence to
evolve some distinct types and personalities. Of course, I

could have said all this in a much simpler way, but then I

want to give a young mind down in Chicago something
to think about and, if necessary, something to write about.
Moreover, besides a person of horoscopical tendencies, there
is a pensioner at No. I Madison avenue to be considered.
These three persons week by week derive their chief substance
from this page, so that, being full of pity for their mental
sterility, I open this week's paragraphs in the manner speci-
fied in order to set these people thinking about what is to
follow.

* * *

And what is to follow is just one or two reflections on
the types I am meeting in the moving picture field. They are
perfect parallels to those which I have met in other fields.

There is, first of all, the solemn idiot who tells you that the
moving picture has come to stay. He is a numerous idiot.

He abounds, to some extent, even in the moving picture
press; he is certainly a frequent writer in the ordinary news-
paper; but above all he (and she) are common objects in

ordinary society. You meet him and her in the domestic
circle, in the street car, in fact in every place where the sub-
ject of the moving picture crops up in conversation. Almost
the first words which the average ass tells you is that the
moving picture has come to stay.

* * #

If a society was started for the assassination and extinction
of the average ass who assures you that moving pictures have
come to stay, I would cheerfully make a subscription to it

and serve on the executive committee. For the average ass

of this kind is an unmitigated bore, and an unintelligent bore,

who makes miserable the lives of those of us who rebel at

too much discussion of the obvious. For of course the
obviousness of the stability of the moving picture is as mani-
fest as the lack of stability amongst some of our contem-
poraries.

£ $ ' %

Second on my list of bores is the man who gave Thomas
Alva Edison the idea for his invention of moving picture

machines. If this type is to be believed, somewhere around
about 1803 Mr. Edison must have been in receipt of hundreds
and hundreds of communications pointing out to him how
the kinemascopic principle was to be availed of for projection

purposes. In other words, the country is overrun with philan-

thropic persons who have given their great ideas to Mr.
Edison and who now slap their manly chests and say proudly,

"I told you so. That was my idea so many years ago."

It is related of that stupid old George IV. of England,

that in the last vears of his life he used to talk to the Duke
of Wellington, the victor of Waterloo, about his achievements
in the field. "I won the battle of Waterloo, didn't I, Welling-

ton?" the old king used to say. Wellington was too much
of a courtier to flatly contradict George IV., so he would
adroitly reply: "I have heard your Majesty say so." I find

myself much in the same frame of mind as Wellington, when
listening to the many discoverers of the moving picture cam-
era and projector, who have confided the secret of their dis-

coveries to me and who are proud of having given Mr. Edison
his ideas. Civility obliges me to refrain from calling them
infernal liars, and so I am forced to adopt the Wellingtonian

tactics of polite acquiescence.

* * *

If these bores were killed off the earth they, to quote W. S.

Gilbert, "never would be missed." But I am afraid that in

the present -mi. ol Vmerican civilization it is not possible
to take tin- obvious course of cutting these people's throats
and throwing them into the nearest river, We have to tol-
erate these bores as we have to tolerate other types that are
rife in the moving picture field to-day. I did not specify these
latter. They are quite obvious to anybody who takes an
intelligent interest in current happenings. But above all the
bores commend me least of all to the two 1 have specified,
namely, the "it has come to stay" bore, and the "self-styled
inventor" bore. So that if any of these kind read these
paragraphs this week, I hope they will take timely warning
oi my state of mind, which is a very murderous one in this
regard. For I carry pistols, knives, poison and other deadly
things for the purpose of killing right off the first bore who
again bores me about the painfully obvious. People of this
kind are recommended to go to 'Chicago, where they can
pour out their stories into more sympathetic ears than mine,
and provide a cub reporter with material lor cheap copy
that he is in urgent need of.

EDISON MANUFACTURING COMPANY NOTES-
CONCERNING EDISON RELEASES.

On January 21, the Edison Manufacturing Company will
release "The Coquette," said to be a true incident of the
Philippine insurrection. The film is a strong dramatic story
in which an officer of the United States army, dying on the
skirmish line, discovers his seal ring upon the finger of a
brother officer, in whose arms he is being held. Inquiry
develops the fact that the ring, which had been given by him
to a young lady in the Western States, to whom he was
betrothed, had in turn been given by her to his brother officer,

with whose affections she had also trifled. The last scene
of the film shows the just retribution that was meted out to
her and gives scope for some intensely dramatic action.
The battlefield scene, too, is well pictured and realistic in the
extrei;ie.

Bret Harte's "Luck of Roaring Camp" will also be re-

leased on the 21st inst. In this picture the Edison Company
has tried to preserve the Bret Harte flavor throughout and
has followed the original story up to the last scene, where
some liberty was taken with it in order to give the film a
happy ending. It should prove a charming film because of
the delightful blending of humor and pathos throughout and
the exceptional opportunities the story suggests for photo-
graphic work.
"A Woman's Strategy" is the subject for release on the

25th. It is dramatic in character, having to do with the
false accusation of dishonesty laid against a bank clerk by
his fellow employee and rival in love; with the discovery by
his fiancee of a bloody thumb mark on the wrapper taken from
the roll of bills which he was accused of stealing; with her
following this clue and arranging to secure a copy of the
thumb mark of the accuser, and, lastly, with a vindication of

innocence and condemnation of guilt.

Mile. Pilar-Morin in a New Edison Film.

Mile. Pilar-Morin, the celebrated French pantomimist, who
is under a year's contract with the Edison people and whose
great film "Comedy and Tragedy" will long be remembered
as the most notable release of the past year, is to appear in

another film, to be released on February 1. The title of the

film is "The Japanese Peach Boy," and it depicts a fairy story

founded on an old Japanese legend, which was put into pic-

torial form for the Edison people by Mile. Morin herself.

In this picture Mile. Morin appears as two characters, assum-
ing first the role of the mother and later on the grown-up
son. The story is said to be very interesting and is as well

known in Japan as "Puss in Boots" and "Cinderella" are

known in tins country. While the story is of a much dif-

ferent order from that in which she made her first appearance,
this film gives Mile. Morin every opportunity for the display

of her wonderful art. With the success created by "Comedy
and Tragedy" still in the public mind, this new film is sure

to be in great demand and will be made a feature picture

everywhere. It is said that the photography throughout is of

a superior order and that some of the scenes are of a charac-

ter never before attempted in motion pictures. The film,

while of a special interest to children, will be eagerly awaited

by all who saw the work of this eminent French artist in

her first appearance.

A GOOD INVESTMENT FOR 1910.

A subscription to the

MOVING PICTURE WORLD, $2.00.

That means four cents each week.
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COMMENTS <™ FILMS

"The Battle in the Clouds" (Urban).—A graphic picture
illustrating what may occur when the airship is sufficiently

perfected to I me the engine of destruction which some of
its devotees believe is possible The wealth of scenic effect,

the startling combats with their sensational results, the love
story woven into the picture, and the numerous wrecks of
these vehicles of the air, all combine to make a very sensa-
tional and entertaining picture. It is impossible to describe it,

but perhaps it is sufficient to say that it abounds in climaxes
and anti-climaxes, which are important adjuncts to the general
run of the story. The audiences watch this film with great
interest, and it must be confessed that the predictions for the
future which it contains are well worth careful study by those
who are fortunate enough to see this beautiful film.

"The Park of Caserta" (Urban).—A beautiful park, situated

upon the Mediterranean Sea. which contains untold sculp-

turescpic treasures and also innumerable other treasures. The
reproduction is reasonably faithful and affords ample oppor-
tunity to study what is said to be the most beautiful park in

the world.

"Oh, You Doggie!" (Pathe).—A bit of comedy from this

house which justifies the reputation which it has established

for this sort of work. The picture is satisfactory technically,

and there is no question about the fun the picture contains.

Tt is. therefore, reasonably certain of being well received
wherever it is shown.

"A Well-Earned Medal" (Pathe).—One of those pathetic

pictures which makes one wonder whether there is any truth

and justice in the world. Here is a sailor boy who is ex-

pected home, and his friends, including his sweetheart, are

ready to meet him, but instead of receiving their friend, as

they expected, they receive in place only the medal he won
for bravery. He has been killed. Such pictures are unques-
tionably bits from real life, but they are so pathetic that one
sometimes wishes they would cease to exist. Want and
misery and suffering are all around one, with no necessity for

reproduction on the motion picture, or any other stage.

"Jack's Birthday" (Essanay).—One of those uproarious
comedies from the Essanay studio, in which there is a gen-

eral mixup of gifts, a jealous husband who thrashes a janitor

and shuts a policeman into a folding bed, thus
_
christening

their new home. The comical situations are sufficient to raise

laughs, and there is a spirit of go to the film which makes it

very attractive. There is a laugh in every scene and more
than that in some.

"The Policeman's Revolver" (Essanay).—A lively story,

containing a modified version of the familiar chase, which is

headed by a maid running with a revolver to return it to her
friend, the officer, who has lost it. She accumulates a some-
what extensive following, but arrives just in time to save her

lover from being killed. It is all very lively, but cannot be

said to be dramatic in any sense. It is merely fun and is

carried out with good effect.

"The Day After" (Biograph).—An amusing travesty upon
seeing the old year out and the new one in, with the accom-
panying resolutions, which for the thousandth time are broken
and thrown to the winds. The amusing situations arc en-

hanced and there is more and more fun, as the one drink is

often repeated and both husband and wife are looking for

fun wherever they can find it. The heads the next morning
and the suing for forgiveness are both bits of clever acting.

The piece has the spirit which characterizes the Biograph
comedies of this order and is thoroughly enjoyed.

"Choosing a Hubsand" (Biograph).—This picture is a sort

of intimation that choosing a husband is quite as important
as choosing a horse. And the method of putting four suitors

to the test is strong evidence that Gladys is of that opinion.

Tt would seem, therefore, that this film would fill a more or

less long felt want and offer many suggestions to those about

to choose husbands. There is little dramatic skill employed,
but the fun is infectious and the audience is quite satisfied to

enjoy it to the full.

"A Daughter of the Sioux" (Selig).—An Indian tale of great

strength and much beauty, with opportunities for the devel-

opment of dramatic power beyond what is usually seen in

motion pictures, and every point is well taken and every part

is well acted. It is a complicated picture, however, and
requires the closest attention to understand it. But perhaps

quite the most interesting feature is the love of white man

and Indian maid and the call of the blood which urges her
and In r brother to fight for their people against the man

hae cherished them as his own for years, or since they
children. The girl receives a bullet in her breast in-

1 for this white man and sinks dying at his feet, to tell

him that it is better so, since the white man's law would
never look with favor upon their union, and in the home of
the Great Spirit where they will both go he can claim her for
iiis own, because there they will be equal. There is an inde-
scribable pathos to this film which holds one closely and
makes it impossible for one to overlook the numerous strong
points as they appear. The photography is good, in addition
to the excellent dramatic work, the combination making a pic-
ture which it would be difficult to surpass.

, This firm's work
in depicting Indian life and character has been commented
upon before, though here and there they make a failure.

However, that is so rare as to be practically nil. And, at
least, this film deserves the highest praise for its good work
in all departments.

"Three-Fingered Jack" (Lubin).—A heart story in which
the love of Three-fingered Jack for a Salvation Army lassie
is the making of him. It is one of those pretty domestic bits

which can scarcely be described, yet which carry a charm
that makes them irresistible in the average motion picture
theater. The fact that the reformed criminal is ultimately
saved through the efforts of his lassie makes a pleasant pic-

ture which is favorably commented upon by all who see it.

"A Slave to Drink" (Kalem).—A temperance story which
lepresents first the mastery drink may exert over a man, his

successive efforts to overcome the temptation and his final

mastery. Temperance sermons and lectures are, as a rule,

little wanted. Yet this film possesses a fascination, difficult

to describe, yet none the less vivid. One must needs follow
it to the end with the closest attention, even though one may
feel that it is really a disguised temperance discourse, and
may, perhaps, for that reason, be repugnant in some degree.
The acting is quite as good as it is in the average Kalem
play, better, possibly, than some of them, because it has a
degree of dramatic possibility which not all have possessed.
And probably it is helped, to some extent, at least, by the
suggestion of the subject. Often one's own imagination
assists materially in the development of a play and adds
much to its interest.

"A Live Corpse" (Pathe).—A comedy which is reasonably
well described in the title. It is funny from beginning to
end and never fails to raise a laugh. But it is not refined
comedy and therefore not up to the Pathe standard.

"Fishing Industry at Gloucester, Mass." (Edison).—An
industrial film of merit, clearly and graphically illustrating

the fishing industry which has centered at Gloucester, Mass..
for many years, and is the oldest industry in the country.
excepting agriculture. The picture carries one from the time
preparations are made for sailing, through its entire trip

until the vessel returns, laden with fish. Much is heard of
Gloucester's fishing fleet, but no one has ever pictured it so
graphically, and surely one will acquire a different and more
accurate conception of the fishing industry after seeing this

film. The technical work is excellent, and when the condi-
tions under which the negatives must have been made are
considered, the pictures are very good. The film is com-
mended to managers who are desirous of showing their

patrons a picture that will please and instruct.

"A Western Maid" (Essanay).—A stirring Western story
of attempted robbery, the escape of the bandits, their pur-
suit by a posse headed by a dashing Western girl 2nd their

final capture. These bits of scenes which accurately repro-
duce real life are so spirited and they interpret conditions
which have existed at different times with so much fidelity

to facts that criticism seems unnecessary. And probably if

it were undertaken it would have to content itself with
minor details which really do no mar the picture, nor in

any degree detract from its power and meaning. The wild

sweep of life as depicted in these Western pictures actually

occurred and they are sufficiently accurate in their delinea-

tions to give a fair idea of that life and those who lived

it. Beyond that attention to minute details is unnecessary,
excepting as it completes what is otherwise attractive and
in a way inspiring.

"Why He Did Not Win Out; Or, Grandpa's Wig" (Ess-

anay).—A laughable story of the pranks of two mischievous
youngsters, who spoil an old man's matrimonial aspirations

by changing wigs and inveigling him into a room where a

card parly is assembled. The absurdities of the circumstances
help to make the picture funny, and, besides, it is acted with

all the snap and enthusiasm which marks the comedy work
of the Essanay players.
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"Legion of Honor" (Gaumont).—A French war story which
reproduces some scene of the Napoleonic wars, but scarcely
reaches the pitch of interest which characterizes many of
the Gaumont war pictures. There are camp scenes which
probably introduce the audience to a reasonably accurate
representation of life in the French camps at that time; and
over it all hangs the gloom of battle, the constant presence
of death. The impression conveyed by one of these war films
is not pleasant, and perhaps that is their chief attraction.

"Trials of a Schoolmaster" (Pathe).—A pathetic and very
touching story of an old schoolmaster's unremitting efforts
to save his boys from the curse of ignorance, and how they
repaid his many kindnesses. There is much of heart in-
terest in this film, so much that the eyes fill with tears
many times. Surely a picture which can appeal to the heart
like that deserves a long run, and its influence must be help-
ful and elevating. If the technical quality of a film is rea-
sonably well maintained and its heart interest is unquestioned,
then it has fulfilled its purpose and has done more than
amuse. This picture will appeal in many ways very strongly
to anyone who has ever attempted to instruct youth.

"Cupid and the Motor Boat" (Vitagraph).—A story of a
Summer courtship which has much of attractiveness. Not
only does it tell a good love story, fascinating because it is

a bit out of the ordinary, but there are exhibits of bravery in

it which serve to give a few thrills and get one in sympathy
with some development of courage. A combination of the
two, worked out with the care usually shown by the Vita-
graph people, cannot help making a very attractive film.

There is life, action and an interesting story. Little else
could be asked for. The dramatic elements are well de-
veloped, and the climaxes are worked out so that they hold
the interest throughout the picture. The producers are to be
commended for its excellence.

"The Rocky Road" (Biograph).—A strongly dramatic film,

representing what may occur through overindulgence in

drink. The woman's departure into the world with her
little girl, the subsequent separation of the two and the
child's adoption by a farmer who discoverd her by the road-
side, the love-making of her own father and the beginning of
the wedding, with the appearance of the mother in time to
prevent it and her tragic death in her husband's arms, are all

strongly dramatic and are acted with strength and fidelity,

but the ending is not happy, nor is it satisfactory. Justice
may be, and probably is, inexorable in real life, but to have
the picture end with the mother's death just as the family is

reunited is too tragic for an attractive motion picture, and
this one would be improved for the average audience if the

ending were changed. One doesn't like to appear to find

fault with the excellent work of the Bitfgraph Company, but
in this instance the picture would be vastly improved for

the average audience by the suggested change, while the
dramatic force would not be injured. Perhaps its lesson, that

life is indeed a rocky road for the transgressor, is impressed
with sufficient strength to make it worth while.

"Their Chaperoned Honeymoon" (Lubin).—Here is one of

those comedies which have made the Lubin pictures famous
and have made audiences laugh from one end of the land to

the other. The whimsical conception of a chaperoned honey-
moon loses none of its attractiveness in the hands of Lubin's
capable company. Not until aunty is doused with a number
of pails of water does she understand that the newly-married
couple prefer her room to her company. The situations are

comical and the aunt's persistence is worthy of a better

cause, perhaps.

"The Smugglers' Game" (Selig).—A melodramatic repro-

duction of life among opium smugglers, which is chiefly inter-

esting, perhaps, because it reproduces with reasonable fidelity

to facts an opium den and exposes the methods by which
the smugglers operate. It is all very graphic, and in a

degree its information is worth while. The love story, which
develops into a kidnapping, and the final arrest of the smug-
glers are worked out with fidelity to facts and close attention

to details. Selig's pictures of this type are always good, and
this is no exception to what have gone before.

"Pardners" (Edison).—An excellent dramatization and re-

production of Rex E. Beach's well known story. It is in

every sense a heart story and the human interest is strongly

maintained throughout the entire film. The interest is

heightened by the accurate reproduction of the scenery in

the Alaskan gold fields where the main action of the story

occurs. This novel is so well known and has been read by
so many that it seems needless to repeat it here. The Edi-

son players have caught the spirit of the piece and have in-

fused into it much of the characteristic energy which marks
Mr. Beach's novels. The complicated love story_ is well

worked out and there seems to be a rather better interpre-

tation of the author's conception than ordinarily in these
dramatizations. The acting is an improvement over that
which is sometimes undertaken to interpret a modern novel,
and is remarkably well sustained. The dramatic situations
are managed in a way that leads up to the climaxes gradually,
graphically presenting scenes and types characteristic of the
wild life in that section of the world. Altogether this pro-
duction is to be commended as a worthy representation of a
good book.

"Wreck at Sea" (Gaumont).—A complicated love story in
which a girl is forced to marry against her will, while her
real lover goes away to sea, where he is lost in a shipwreck.
The body is washed ashore, and the girl's grief is so strongly
apparent that it causes her husband to lose his reason. For-
tunately not all films with a love story connected develop
such a series of horrors and depressions. While a majority
of the films from this house are attractive dramatically as
well as pictorially, occasionally one slips by the managtment
which produces a long series of creeps, and this is one of
that kind. Technically no criticism need be passed, but the
effect upon those who see it is not so pleasant.

"The Avenging Dentist" (Gaumont).— If the suggestion of
this picture, that the teeth of burglars should be pulled when-
ever they are caught at their nefarious business, were gener-
ally adopted it is a safe conclusion that burglary would
shortly become unpopular, As a comedy film this picture
has much to commend it. As a novelty in conception it is-
quite out of the ordinary, and therefore deserves commen-
dation.

"Tragedy at the Mill" (Urban).—A scene which is supposed
to have occurred in France during the wars of the First Em-
pire. The commander of a detachment of Hussars falls in
love with the daughter of a miller, in whose mill his com-
mand is quartered. Her peasant lover fights the soldiers,
but is obliged to flee to save his life, falls into the river
and is mangled by the wheel of the old mill. Perhaps this
is dramatic, and there is a certain degree of attractiveness
inseparable from the sparkle and flash of uniforms, but this
picture fails to amuse, and it does not attract, consequently
it offers little excuse for existence. This house understands
too well how to amuse and instruct to devote its energies
to producing pictures of this type. Instruction and amuse-
ment are legitimate provinces of the motion picture, but the
film that presents only views of death in its most grewsome
and repulsive form can scarcely be included under either head.

"Shanghai of To-day" (Urban).—It is always a pleasure to
see one of this firm's scenic pictures. Not only do they main-
tain a high standard of excellence, but they are photo-
graphed from the standpoints to develop the idea of in-

struction very strongly. After one sees this picture he feels

that he has looked upon typical bits of life from the actual
city, and so well are the views made that bits of actual life

of the city seem to pass before one. There is a sense of
satisfaction in looking at a picture like this that is almost
equal to that of viewing the real scene.

"The Adventuress" (Essanay).—Perhaps the most enter-
taining feature of this picture is the clever way the gentle-
man convinces his accusers that he has committed no assault.

He shows the ashes of his half burned cigar still adhering
to the partially burned stump, and the officers accept this as

proof that he hasn't even left his seat, much less committed
an assault upon a woman in which she was generally used
up. As a reminder of the way railroading is done abroad
this is interesting. It is not, aside from these two features,

any above ordinary quality, however.

"How Hubby Made Good" (Essanay).—A development of

the hero stunt which, in a way, possesses some novelty and
gives a husband an opportunity to make good in his wife's

affections by bravely capturing two burglars. What the

clubmen who agreed to perform the role of burglars thought

of it doesn't appear, but may, perhaps, be imagined. The
comedy in this is a trifle broad, but perhaps that is no harm
under the circumstances. It is, at least, humorous and makes
the audience laugh, and when a comedy does that it performs

its function.

"Overzealous Domestic" (Pathe).—The funny complica-

tions which result from the overzealous efforts of this do-

mestic to do business are quite up to the Pathe standard of

humor and represent a development which is truly laughable.

There is some rough house in it, but that does no particular

harm in this instance.

Another American manufacturer, the Exclusive Film Com-
pany, of Chicago, has scored a success in their first release,

"A Romance of the South." As one exchange man said: "It

has all the earmarks of quality."
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THE LIFE OF MOSES (Vitagraph).

J 1: "
ies, produced

under the personal supervision of Rev. Madison C Peters
>di rn interpreters of Hebrew history.

the first picture closed with the adoption of Moses by Phar-
aohs daughter and his formal introduction into the life and

3 oi the profligate Egyptian court.
1
In-, picture graphically illustrates the oppression and cruel-

h the unfortunate Hebrews were subjected by
Egyptians, representing them beaten and abused as they

went about their tasks, imposed by unreasonable taskmasters.
ihat, even though Moses has been

educated at the court, he realizes that he is a Hebrew and
actually kills an i who is abusing an overloaded slave.
He flees and goes to the land of Midian, where he befriends
the priest's daughters, and is given one for a wife. The

speaks to him from the burning bush, commanding him
to return and demand of Pharaoh the liberation of the Hebrew
slaves. lie meets Aaron, his brother, on the way and to-

ok to the court, where they demand of the
new Pharaoh the liberation of the Hebrews. When he
haughtily refuses, they tell him that the Lord will surely
visit the land with plagues. There the picture leaves them, at
the court of the king demanding the release of the slaves.

it will be seen from this that the picture follows the Bible
narrative very closely. The staging is a marvelously accurate
reproduction of Egyptian scenery and costuming and un-
doubtedly presents one of the best of modern conceptions of
hie and customs in that ancient world. Lor this reason, per-
haps, it should be accorded special praise, since anything that
can add to the information, or increase one's knowledge of
that age, deserves commendation. The acting is quite in
keeping with the subject, rather better, perhaps, than that
in the first him, indictating that as the actors studied the>
acquired a better comprehension of the story and what was
required to interpret it accurately. The picture is commended
to all students of Bible history as being particularly worthy
of their consideration.

to

FAUST (Edison).

The policy of the Edison Company to present classic mas-
terpieces in dramatic form on the moving picture screen finds
expression, we are glad to see, in the story of Faust. Mere
mention of the name of Faust recalls Gounod's operatic mas-
terpiece of that name, in which the world's famous singers
have won renown and which also, according to popular idea,

is one of the most melodious operas ever staged. Then again
one recalls Henry Irving as Faust and Ellen Terry as Mar-
guerite in the drama. Indeed, few old theatergoers can see
the name printed without having agreeable recollections both
of the play and the opera.
The story is variously attributed to Marlow, Goethe and

other renowned writers. Moreover, it supplies the theme
of books and legends of many lesser authors. Synopsized..

it is briefly this: An old man bargains with the devil for the

sale of his soul in return for the temporary gifts of youth
and its concomitants. Dr. Faust at the time of the compact
is an old man and, being changed by the power of Mephis-
topheles into a young one, of course, has a good time. He
wins the love of a young woman, sends her to the bad and
ultimately goes there himself. This theme is a basic one

:

of course, showing the eternal struggle between good and
evil. It is therefore well suited for treatment in the grand
manner, either as an opera or a play.

When we saw the picture we had no difficulty in recog-
nizing the principal characters of the story, its trend and its

development. A sympathetic pianist played snatches of

Gounod's music, which helped to place us in sympathy with
the picture. The Edison Company certainly handle the sub-

ject in a fine manner, giving the scenic artists and the actors

and actresses every opportunity. It was a bold subject
to attempt and the company got through the task very
successfully. They seemed to transmit the very atmosphere
of the piece of the audience. The three principal characters

—

Faust, Mephistopheles and Marguerite well filled their parts;

that is to say, they presented the conventional aspects of

the interpreters of those characters. The gradual process
of Marguerite's downfall at the hands of the ardent Faust is

graphically shown and the scene where the girl is leaving the
church and where she is first seen by Faust is a very fine

piece of impressive stage work. "Faust" must be accounted
a great Edison success.

COMING GREAT NORTHERN RELEASES,
the least pleasurable of the many visits that we pay
rteenth street, New York City—by day, of course—

the projection room of the Great Northern Film Com-
pany. Ihere are two reasons for this. We are always sure
oi a cordial welcome at the hands of Mr. Oes, an agreeable
talk with him and the elucidation from him of very sane and
rational ideas on film matters in general and the progress of
the Alliance in particular. Mr. Oes' faith in the Alliance is
unshaken, and generally his outlook is so clear and business-
like that wc want to say that the film business in the United
States would be the richer for the presence in it of many more
men such as he. Then, again, aside from these things, there
is always a certainty that we shall have an advance view of
some good pictures, which is the main object of our visit.
One afternoon this week we spent quite a long time in in-
specting a number of forthcoming Great Northern releases,
showing a wide variety of subject and, above all things, uni-
formly good photographic quality. The chief of these is the
representation in film form of one of the Dr. Nickola stories.
This series of stories by Guy Boothby, an English author, to
some extent resemble the Sherlock Holmes stories. Sher-
lock Holmes was a phenomenally clever detective. Dr. Nick-
ola, however, combined the adventurer with the detective.
The result was that the series in which Nickola figured was
always full of excitement and venture. In the particular film
which is shortly to be released we see the Doctor in that
mysterious country, Thibet, in company with a faithful ser-
vant. Disguised as Chinese they make their way into a
Thibetan monastery and have many remarkable adventures
which culminate in their being sentenced to death. How-
ever, after some exciting struggles with Thibetan monks, all

of whom look extremely weird on the screen, they escape.
The story as it is presented is full of mystery and the scenery
has an Oriental aspect. We should think it would be popular
with those who love adventure, rapid change, danger, escapes
and a happy ending. Dr. Nickola is to be made a feature film
and it should be as successful as the Great Northern Sherlock
Holmes pictures. But not all the forthcoming Great North-
ern releases concern themselves with mystery. There is one
entitled "A Boy as Benefactor," which will appeal in virtue
of its heart interest. This shows how a newsboy rescues a
luckless beggar and would-be suicide. He is given work and
restored to a decent place in society. It has many nice do-
mestic touches and ends happily. A short subject illustrating
the pranks of a couple of Norwegian boys on their elders
will also be popular with the juvenile visitors to moving pic-
ture theaters. Yet another picture, a very long one, reminds
us somewhat of the. story of the Rake's Progress. This rake
is a spendthrift and the facility with which he wastes his
substance is remarkable. Finally, however, through the in-

fluence of a guardian angel in the shape of a pretty girl, he
goes abroad and restores his fortunes, returning home a wiser
and better man. This is a subject, which, in virtue of its

nature, will appeal to the general audience. The moral of
it is sound and the lesson it teaches is a good one. The
photography of the Great Northern subjects is always unex-
ceptionally good and, moreover, the acting is such that there
is no difficulty in following the stories without the aid of
titles and sub-titles. Thus the pictures are assured of being
understood by those who see them, which is a sine qua non
of all film subjects.

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN THE MOVING PICTURE BUSINESS, YOU
SHOULD SUBSCRIBE FOR THE MOVING PICTURE WORLD. $2.00.

NOVELTIES FOR THE EXHIBITOR.

From the many inquiries and reports received, it seems
that Novelty Puzzlettes are a new form of amusement that
moving picture patrons everywhere will appreciate and de-
mand more of. In fact, one exhibitor writes that they have
become a necessary part of his program, taking the place
of the illustrated song, and not only reducing his expense,
but greatly increasing his receipts. This novel attraction has
shown such wonderful results wherever introduced, that man-
agers find it a very profitable innovation.

In order to keep pace with the demand, a new subject or
series of Puzzlettes will be released each week. The first

set, "Cities of the United States," was put on the market
January 3, and the second set, "States of the United States."

on January 10. Every Monday hereafter a new subject will

be ready. Every exchange handling slides will rent Novelty
Puzzlettes, and in this way exhibitors everywhere can be
supplied without any additional expense for expressage, or
any inconvenience whatsoever. Weekly descriptions of new
subjects will be gladly mailed to all exhibitors sending names
and addresses to the manufacturers, Novelty Slide Company,
New York City.
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Love Token, The (Pathe) 931
Lest We Forget 934
Law of the Mountaius, The (Kalem; 889
Living Doll, The (Melies) 889
La Grande Bretechi (Pathe) 889
Lucky Number, The (Pathe) 891
Love of a Savage, The (Bison) 893
Listen! (Gaumont) 849
Lady's Companion, The 851
Life of Moses, The 853-855
Leopard Hunting in Abyssina (Ambrosio) 857
Life Buoy (Gaumont) 889
Lesson in Domestic Economy (Vitagraph) 855
Late for the Recital (Pathe) 809
Legend of Orpheus (Pathe) 811
Lady's Purse, A (Essanay) 767
Lauucelot and Elaine (Vitagraph) 773
Love of Little Flora (Itala) 737
Light that Came (Biograph) 691
Logging in the Italian Alps (Ambrosio; 699
Lonely Bachelor, The (Pathe) 655
Love Hunter, The (Phoenix) 661
Lost Years, The (Centaur) 661
Lines of White on a Sullen Sea (Biograph) . . 617
Lie, The (Edison) 617
Life Behind the Scenes (Pathe) 621
Last Love, His (Biograph) 579
Little Teacher (Biograph) 539
Liquid Air (Gaumont) 539
Lucky Husabnd, A (Pathe) 541
Lost in Siberia (Selig) 543
Laddie (Edison) 499
Leather Stocking (Biograph) 457
Love, the Conqueror (Urban-Eclipse) 459
Love and War (Edisou) 421
Legend of the Lighthouse, The (Gaumontj 423
Little Father, The (Vitagraph) 391
Little Sister (Edison) 349
Launching the "Voltare" (Pathe) 353
Little Soldier, The (Pathe) 353
Little Darling, The (Biograph) 317
Little Street Singer, The (Pathe) 321
Liebrty for an Hour (Vitagraph) 293
Laurels (Gaumont) 261
Long Reach, A (Gaumont) 261
Little Drummer of 1792, A (Gaumont) 261
Lost Letter, The (Centaur) 267
Leopard Queen (Selig) 235
Lochinvar (Edison) 203
Love's Sacrifice (Edison) 133
Last Confession, The (Gaumont) 135
Living Dolls (Pathe) 137
Little Orphans, The (Vitagraph) 139
Little Busybody (Pathe) 101
Lost Tie, The (Gaumont) 60
Lion Tamer, The (Selig) 29
Led Astray (Vitagraph) 29

M
Mischievous Elf, The (Edison) 927
Midsummer Night's Dream (Vitagraph) 933
My Lord in Livery (Edison) 847
Masquerader's Charity (Pathe) 851
Marvelous Shaving Soap 857
Macbeth (Cines & Co.) 857
Motor Cyclist, The (Raleigh & Robert) 857
Message of an Arrow, The (Bison) 857
Manhood's Reward (Powers Co.) 857
Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year (Vit) 893
Mixed Letters, The (Melies) 809
Making it Pleasant for Him (Selig) 813
Marriage of Love (Selig) 813
Mountaineer's Honor, The (Bio) 767
Martyr or Crank (Lubin) 771
Mislaid Baby, A (Essanay) 729
Moon For Your Love (Gaumont) 731
Mr. and Mrs. Duff (Melies) 733
Misadventure of a Pair of Trousers (Pathe) . . 733
Man With the Dolls (Pathe) 733
Mysterious Luggage, The (Eclair) 737
Mother's Heart, A (Ambrosio) 737
Man With Three Wives (Edison) 693
Malicious Rival (Pathe) 695
Message to Napoleon, A (Nordisk) 699
Mystic Melodies (Gaumont) 655
Miss Annette Kellermann (Vitagraph) 659
Maud Muller (Essanay) 617
Mountebank's Watchcase (Pathe) 621
Mignon (Lubin) 581
More Precious Than Gold (Lubin) 581
Mexican's Revenge (Vitagraph) 583
Man and the Girl. The (Kalem) 539
Major and the Judge. The (Lubin) 541
Minister's Daughter, The (Edison) 499



Music Lenon, The (Patbe)
Man and the Law, The (Phoenix)
Masterpiece, The (Gaumont) 469
Uountebi Xhe (Pathe) :;s;

Making ol Honey, i ;.. (Edison) 849
iii.- (Gaumont) 851

Mosart'a Last Bequlem (Uaumont) 85]
Midnight Sons (Lubln) 858
Mills ..i the Gods, The (Blograph) 317
M.v Wife's Cone to the Country (Essanay; . . . . 317

1

1

3io
321
201

roues' Lover (Blograph) 261
Mended Lut< . graph) 293
Much Ada \1mui Nothing (Essanay) 2u.'i

Mustard Plaster, The (Bssanay) 293
. (Blograpb) 169

Morning After (Gaun u 175
1 id's Waterloo (Edison) 183

i loose (Blograph i 133
Sorrow, A i Patbe) 137

Mld-Wlnter Sports IVltagraph) 189
Missionary and the Maid (Edison) 97
McQlnty'a Sudden Rise (Edison) 07
Man In i in- Moon, The (Gaumont) 90
Monk's Mother, The (Gaumont) 09
Mexican Bill (Lubln) 101
Magli Fountain Pen, The (Vltagraph) G7

i he i Blograph) 24
Mine at Last (Vltagraph) 2'j

N
New Chief (Luibn)
New Policeman (Edison) 887
Nothing is Ever Lost (Gaumont) 889
Napoleon's Game of Chess (Le Llonj M7
Nobleman's Dog, The (Pathe) 771
Nursing a Viper (Blograph) G53
Nero, or The Burning ol Rome I Lmbroslo) . . .

.

(Jul

Napoleon and Princess Hatfeld Utala) 661
No Mini's Land (Selig) 621
North Pole Craze, The (Phoenix) 547
New Life, A (Edison) 490
Never Eat Green Apples (Vltagraph) 506
Nearsighted Mary (Lubln) 353
Niagara In Winter Dross (Vltagraph) 355
New Mall Carrier, The (Pathe) 321
Newest Woman, The (Lubin) .' 235

of Gold, a (Lubin) 101

Cop, The (Essanay) Gl

Object: Matrimony i Essanay; 027
0[>en Gate, The (Blograph) 7G7
On the Wrong Scent (Essanay) 760
On the Border (Selig) 773
On the Little Big Horn (Selig) 773
Old Lord of Ventor, The (Gaumont) 620
One-Legged Pete and Pat (Gamnont) 639
oui tor the Day (Lubin) 541
Onawanda (Vitagraph) 4G2
Ordeal, The (Edison) 421
On the Crest of the Waves (Gaumont) 423
Old Love Letters Cubing! 425
Oh! What a Beard (Pathe) 387
Our Country in Arms (Lubin) 351
Oh! Uncle (Blograph) 287
On Another Man's Pass (Essanay) 280
Only a Dream (Gaumont) 61

P
Parle of Coserta (Urban-Eclipse) 973
Power of the Press. The (Vitagraph) 073
Policeman's Revolver, The (Essanay) 969
Policeman's Christinas Eve (Lubin) 929
Persistent Poet (Lubln) 931
Pine Ridge Feud (Selig) S0"l

Professor and the Thomas Cat, The (Vit) Si)3

Painter's Idol, The (Eclair) 857
Pail of Slippers, A (Blograph) 847
President Tat't in the Far West (World) S17

Patient from Punkville, The (Pathe) 771
Parson's Prayer, The (Bison) 777
Pressing Business i Powers) 777
Personal Condnct of Henry (Essanay) 720
Pale Pace Wooing, The (Kalem) 731

Pigmy World. The (Gat nil 693
Pe Agitator, A (Gaumont) 603
Purse, The (Centaur) 585
Princess of the Sea (Gaumont i 530
Papa's Honeymoon (Lubin) 511

Physical Culture Fiend (Pathe) 543
Pet of the Big Horn Ranch (Selig) 543
Plppa Passes (Blograph) 499
PHI Box, The (Gaumont) 501

Papa's Hat (Gau nt) 459
Pierrot, the Fuddler (Pathe) 4fil

Pretty Girl of Nice (Pathe) 3S7

Pontine Marshes, Italj (Urabn-Eclipse) 301

Paymaster, The (Bison) 857
Pranks (Blograph) 317
Pay Car. The (Kalem) 317
Prof, Puddenhead's Patents (Urbi Bell I... 819
Professor's Dilemma, The (Pathe) 321

Patleni f Miss Job, The (Edison) 2S7
Peaceful Tones (Centaur) 295
Princess Nicotine, or The Smoke Fairy (Vita-
graph) 265

end the Pauper, The (Edison) 173
Papa's Hat (Gaumont) . 135

Parks In Berlin (Urban-Eclipse) 135

Peasant Prince, The (Soli:;) 65

Pretty Fishermaiden, The (1'rhan-Eclinse) 25
Prince and the Actor, The (Nordlsk) 31

R
Red Cress Heroine, The (N, Y. Motion Picture

Co.) 074

Richelieu (Vitagraph) 973
Red Signal. The (Frabn Eclipse) 803
Reunited gy Santa Claus (Powers Co.) 893

!;• •.in. o's \ n ii (Blofci'upbJ si;

nan mi, .in > i.ii.. i, i ue i

iially i. ., bl'J

b57
in, A I

i.'.isiini To?
uubberman, i in- (i I., 771
iiobuer Duke, The iLi'uau-fcciinsej 773
itea Star Inn, The (Melies; 7,;i

uuunlug in Hard Luck (Pathe)
uigoieiui (Pathe)
Ited Man's Love, Xhe (Powers)
Beaton I Blograph) o'ji

Uhymsu moutj G03
Itaucbniau's Vtlie, The (Blion) ooo
ltuce tor a Monkey, A tliala;

Rouiuuce in the Andes (Pallie) 621

UOgUe'8 Hell, ihe (1'athc; G2i
Romance or a I'o.a- uirl (Pathe) 513
Bed Wing's Gratitude (Vltagraph) 040
K..1 Domino, I'he (Nordlsk) 547
tiouiance oi an Ulo i tnurella, Xue l Vit) 4oj
Railroad Wreck, L'ue (Pnoenlx) 303
Romantic Italj (Urban-iuclipae) 3io
Ralph BeneUts by People's curiosity (Pathe).. .121

i urns Santa Claus (Patbej 291
Royal Dutcaat, L'ue (Selig; -03
RetaUatlon (uaumont) -Gl
Uenunclation, The IBiograph) 07
liomance ol a btrandeo actress, The (Essanay) 07
Raised in the Country (Uaumont) 29

Room -Mates (Lubin; -7

S

slave to Drink, a (Kalem) 071
Stranger, The (Guumoiil; 020
Spanish Girl, The (Essunay) bbO
Suepnerd's Piute (Gaumont) bio
Strong ionic (Patne) bOl

Switzerland; Conquering the Alps ( L'rbau-

Eclipse) S03
Secret Chamber, The (Urban-Eclipse) S53
Sung thai Reached Her ill art, Tue 607
Severaut of the Actress, The (Itala; S57
Seein' Things (Melies) but)

Sleeper, The (Melies) bOO
Spanish Marriage (i'alhc; bll

servant's Revenge (Lubin) 7ou
Sins of the Fathers (Vitagraph) 5

Sweet Revenge (Biograpuj 720

Set of Teeth (Gaumontj 731
Sam's Artistic Beard (Pathe) 735
Sealed Instructions (Selig) ooi

Senorita, The (Selig) G57

Sack Race, The (Le Lion) GGl

Song of the Cradle (Gaumont) 610
"Sandy," the Poacher (Lubin) 541

Stolen Wireless, The (Melies) 541
Sleuth and the Wig, The (Gaumont) 501

Story of a Banknote, The (Pathe) 503
Sister Angelica (Pathe) 503
Sheriff 's Girl, The (Centuar) 5o7
Suitors' Competition (Pathe) 425
Stricken Blind (Selig) 4G1

Scales of Justice, The (Vitagraph) 4G3
Saved from the Quicksand (.Gaumont) 4-3

Suitors' Competition ( Pathe) 425

Servants' Good Joke (Pathe) 425

Siren's Necklace, The (Vltagraph) 427

Squaw's Sacrifice, A (Bison; 420

Story Of a Bose, The (Essanay) 3S5

Seventeen Seventy-Six, or The Hessian Rene-
gades (Bio) 349

Stolen Gems. The (Gaumont) 351

Show Your License (Pathe) 353
Swenden—Gotha Canal (Pathe) 353
Sports in Java (Pathe) 355
Stampede, The (Selig) 353

Sealed Boom, The IBiograph) 317

Sam Not Wanted in the Family (Pathe) 32)

Shell, The (Bison) 323
Strange Reunion, A (Bison) 323
Seventh Day, The (Blograph) 287
Simple Home Dinner, A (Eidson) 287
Sevres Porcelain (Gaumont) 291

Secret Service Woman (Bison) 205
Strikers, The (Urabn-Eclipse) 2G3

Sacrifice, The (Pathe) 263

Spy, The ( Bison I 267

Soldier's Wife (Bison) 237

Sentinel on Duty (Gaumont) 173

Stripping a Forest in Winter (Urban-Eclipse) . . . 175

Slave. The (Blograph) 133

Sporting Blood (Lubin) (Bio

sweet ami Twentj (Blograph) 07
Sweet Toothed Dogs (Pathe) 101

Secret of the Locket, The (Edison) Gl

Sure Cure. A (GaUmOnt) 61
Ski-lng Tournament at Ishpeming (Vit.) 67

Craze (Phoenix) Il7
_

Squeedunk Sherlock Holmes (Edison) 25

Soldier Of the United Stales Army (Kalem).. 25

Sideboard Foldlng-Bed, The (Lubin) 27

Spanish Army (Pathe) 27

Spanish Girl, The (Phoenix) 31

T

Three Christmas Pinners (Luibn) 020

Three Fingered Jack (Lubin) 931

Through the Hood River Valley and Along the

Columbia River in Oregon (Selig) 931

Tim. Christmas Tides (Vitagraph) 933

i be ' Blograph) 8S7

Tramp's Romance, The (Pathe) 891

Two Sons, The (Imp) g8S

Temptation of the Gold Fields (Nordlsk) 893

Ihr. nigh the Breakers (Biograpb) S4i

Tobacco Mania (Edison) jJGJ

Top Heavj Mary (Gaumont) **=

To Save Her Soul (Biograpb) »«,»

Trick That Failed. The (Blograph)
JJJ

Two Sides to a Story 'Essanay) *Ul

bora, The (Patbe) Bll
Three Thanksgivings (Edison) 7»,7

Then and Now (Edison) 707
Tulips (Gaumont) 7G!>

Vivo Chums Looking for Wives 771
Iwi Women and a Man IBiograph) 720
Telltale Reflections (Gaumont)
Tale of the Fiddler, The (Urabn-EcUpae)
Three Kisses, The (Edison)
Two Mr. Whites, The (Vitagraph J

Tickled to Death (Gaumont) ".70

Telephone Call, The (Phoenix;
Trapper, The < Pathe) 511

ay on the Job (Vitagraph) 545
Two Of a Kind (Edison) 457
True Love Never Runs Smoothly (Edison) 421
'faking in a Reef (Gaumont) 423
Trained Birds (Pathe)
"lis Now the Very Witching Time oi

Three Reasons for Haste (Essanay)
Tricky Dummies, The (Gaumont)
True Patriot, A (Lubin)

. the Chief of Police (Pathe)
Training Bulls tor the Fight (Patbe)
Tom Thumb (Pathe;
Temptation, 'The (Edison) 317
Too Gentlemanly (Gaumont;

see Guards (Pathe) 281
Trip to Jupiter. A (Patbe)
Two Lovers and a Coquette (Pathe)
They Would Elope (Biograpb)

by a Kodak (Kalem)
Thelly's Heart (Pathe)

Of Meudon, The (Pathe)
Two Pigeons, The (Pathe)
Truant, The (Vitagraph) 173
Tobacco Edict. The (Edison) 173
'turning Point (Urban-Eclipse) 175

by a Kodak (Kalem) 175
Taking His Photograph (Edison)
Tramp's Story (Essanay; 133
True to His Master (Gaumont;
Tomboy, The .Kalem) 99
Tender Hearts (Biograpb)
True to Her Love .Pathe;
Tragic Ending of Shrove Tuesday, The (Patl

Tunisian Industries (Pathe)
Tale Of Texas. A i Centaur) 31

U
Girl, The (Pathe)

i |. San Juan Hill (Selig;

Unspoken Good-Bye, The (Vitagraph) 427
Up the Mountain from Hong Kong (Urban-

Eclipse i 293
Unexpected Guest. The (Biograpb)
Up the Ladder with Tom Bowline (Edison).... 25

V
Village Scare, The (Gaumont) 7C9

in, Jean (Vitagraph) 773

Visions Of a Xag (Gaumont) 731
Very Attractive Gentleman, A (Ambrosio)

.

Visit to Uncle, A i, Lubin) 581

Vagabond Life (Nordisk) 507
Vendetta (Pathe) 461

Visit to Biskra, A (Pathe) 353
Versailles (Patbe) 353
Visions of Mother (Gaumont) 25

W
Western Maid, A (Essanay) 071

Why He Did Not Win Out 971

What the Cards Foretold (Edison)

Willyboy Gets His (Pathe)
Wonderful Electro-Magnet (Edison)

Wolf Hunt, A .Pathe) 811

When Women Win (Lubin) 7G9

Why They Married (Vitagraph) 775

Winter's Talc. A (Edison) 729
Witches' Cavern (Selig)

Warrior's Sacrifice. The (Gaumont) C55

Witch, The (Le Lion)
Widow. The ( Essanay) 570
Woman's wit. A (Essanay) 570
Who Discovered the North Pole? (Lubln) 541

erful Remedy (Patbe) 543
Whltler's Witless Wanderings (Edison)

Wedding Party in Luna Park (Gaumont) 501

Wheels of Justice (Selig) 505

Wanted : A Child (Biograpb) 450

Why Girls Leave Home I Edison) 457

Wallace Jewels. The (Edison) 457

Wife or Child (Urban-Eclipse) 450

When Women Hate (Lubin) 423
Wealthy Rival. The (Vitagraph) 301

White Lie. A (Centaur) "03

Wiley Away. Hubby at Play (Lubin) 353
Wishing Charm. The (Centaur) 357

Woman Hater. The (Lubin) 319

Winning a Widow (Selig) 321

Web of Fate. The (Edison) 287

Wav of the Cross. The (Vitagraph) 203

With Her Card (Biograph) 261

Wonders of Nature in the Twin Falls Country,

Iowa i Essanay) 2<".l

When the Flag Falls i Lubin) 169

Woman's Way. A i Vitagraph) 173

Won in the Desert i Selig) 103
Which Is Which? i Essanay) 61

Wizard's Walikng Stick. The (Urban-Eclipse) . . 63
Floating in Morvan (Pathe) 65

Witch's Donkey. The (Pathe) 29
Wearybones Seeks a Rest and Gets It (Vit.).. 29

X
X Ray Glasses (Gaumont) S09

Y
Young Peer's Bravery (Bison) 661

Yachting Off Cnwes (Urban-Eclipse)' 503

Yellow Jacket Mine. The (Selig) 265
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THIS WEEK'S PROGRAM OF LICENSED FILMS.

Monday, January 10.

Biograph—Her Terrible Ordeal (Dr.) 952 ft.

Selig—A Tale of the Woods (Dr.) 1000 ft.

Lubin—Over the Wire (Dr.) 900 ft.

Pathe—Miss Moneybags Wishes to Wed (Com.) .... 581 ft.

Pathe—Women in India (Educational) 377 ft.

Tuesday, January 11.

Gaumont—Shooting in the Haunted Woods (Com) .

.

570 ft.

Gaumont—Towser's New Job (Com.) 393 ft.

Edison—Bear Hunt in the Rockies (Scenic) 975 ft.

Vitagraph—Call Boy's Vengeance (Com.) 320 ft.

Vitagraph—The Old Maid's Valentine (Com.) 575 ft.

Wednesday, January 12.

Urban—True to His Oath (Dr.) 672 ft.

Urban—Home of the Gypsies (Scenic) 321 ft.

Pathe—Camille (Dr.) 1033 ft.

Essanay—Electric Insoles (Com.) 502 ft.

Essanay—The Old Maid and the Burglar (Com.) . . ... 498 ft.

Thursday, January 13.

Biograph—All on Account of the Milk (Dr.) 989 ft.

Selig—Under the Stars and Stripes (Dr.) 900 ft.

Lubin—Wild Duck Hunting on Historic Reel Foot
Lake (Scenic) 550 ft.

Lubin—He Joined the Frat (Com'.) 300 ft.

Friday, January 14.

Pathe—The Beggar's Repentance (Dr.) 692 ft.

Pathe—Story of a Leg (Com.) 285 ft.

Edison—A Warrior Bold (Com.) 475 ft.

Edison—The Parson's Umbrella (Com.) 220 ft.

Edison—Troop "B," Etc 285 ft.

Kalem—The Romance of a Trained Nurse (Dr.) 930 ft.

Saturday, January 15.

Pathe—On a Racket (Com.) 600 ft.

Pathe—A Stag Hunt in Java (Scenic) 367 ft.

Gaumont—Decorated by the Emperor (Dr.) 698 ft.

Gaumont—Railway on the Ice Sea (Scenic) 312 ft.

Essanay—Review of the U. S. Troops, Fort Leaven-
worth (Scenic) 1000 ft.

Vitagraph—A Sister's Sacrifice (Dr.) 970 ft.

CORRESPONDENCE.

VITAGRAPH NOTES.

Over six hundred guests have been invited to attend the

"home talent" vaudeville entertainment that is to follow the

Vitagraph dinner to its employees Saturday night, January 8.

Although the entertainment is said to be by "home talent,"

the words are somewhat misleading, as everyone who is to

participate is or has been a professional. There are twelve

numbers on the program, as follows:

1. A reel of Vitagraph pictures: A surprise for everyone.

2. Baritone Solo Signor Corroccini

3. Comedy Sketch Miss Turner and Mr. Costello

4. Dramatic Reading "Bill" Phillips

5. Songs and Cartoons S. M. Spedon
6. Irish Comedy by "Van" and "Bill,"

Van Dyke Brooks and W. Shea

7. Soprano Solo Madam St. Loup
8. Magic and Mystery Albert E. Smith

9. Cohen at Greenfield Walter Ackerman
10. Monologue of Nonsense J. Stuart Blackton

11. Vitagraph Review Entire Stock Company
12. Vitagraph Pictures.

To be followed by dancing ad. lib.

The entertainment, which will commence at 8.30 P. M., in

the largest studio, will be preceded by a dinner for the com-
pany and employees at 7 P. M., for which there will be 200

covers.
* * *

The Vitagraph Company has commenced preparations for

an adequate film production of "Uncle Tom's Cabin." The
matter has been under consideration for some time, but now
the plans are completed and the work is being pushed for-

ward with all speed. It may be taken for granted, judging

from the elaborate and thorough manner in which this com-
pany has always carried out its great film undertakings, that

the coming "Uncle Tom's Cabin" film will be a motion pic-

ture event of the first importance. The subject is one that

admits of unusually effective scenic, pantomimic and spec-

tacular effects, and it is promised that no pains nor expense

will be spared to do them full justice. The wonder is that

no company has in recent years seized upon it for production,

as it cannot fail to prove a most popular one.

INDEPENDENT EXCHANGE FOR NASHVILLE,
TENN.

Dear Sir:

Mr. Holmberg begs to announce that he has purchased the
Nashville branch of the Chicago Film Exchange, and will
continue business under the firm name of Warioto Film Com-
pany, who will be pleased to receive from you your valued
order for film rentals.

C. HOLMBERG, Mgr.,
"Better Service." Warioto Film Company.
[Mr. Holmberg was for two years manager of the Chicago

Film Exchange, Nashville branch, and did The Moving Pic-
ture World many favors in his territory; therefore, we take
pleasure in giving the above announcement and in wishing
him success.—Eds.]

Atlantic City, N. J., January 3, 1910.
Moving Picture World, New York.
Gentlemen:— I am enclosing you a clipping from the New-

ark Star which gives an account of the big fire which burnt
our Sea Shell Theater out in that city on December 30, 1909.
We wish to say that the account they give of our operator

and his work is true, but it does not say the half it could have
said, as the firemen stated they never saw such a cool and
matter-of-fact way in which he acted, and got the house
emptied of its hundred or more patrons, and then turned in
and saved all films and machines and most everything mov-
able until the flames got so close he was compelled to stop
to save himself from being caught.
We are glad to say this fire did not originate in the mov-

ing picture theater, as most people think as soon as they
read about a fire burning one out, but it started next door
in another line of business.

Yours truly,

SEA SHELL AMUSEMENT COMPANY,
Geo. P. Rogers.

[From the Newark Star.]

"It is to the cool and quick judgment of George Clayton,
a film operator, that a hundred or more patrons of the Sea
Shell moving picture house, at 230 Market street, owe their
lives. Clayton, from his position in the front of the house,
saw the smoke and tiny flecks of flame trickling up an exit
which leads to an alley in the rear. He pressed an emergency
button, which caused a light to blaze in front of Harold W.
Cook, who was at the piano. When he saw the light Cook
turned and Clayton yelled to turn on the lights and Cook
touched a button and the place, which was in the moving
picture gloom, became brilliantly illuminated.

" 'No more show here to-night,' said Cook, in a voice that
was far from excited.

"Several of the patrons became angry and demanded a
return of their money. By this time the smoke had almost
filled the place and the audience, thinking that something
unusual had happened, filed out the Market street entrance.
The last had not left when the flames burst through from
the rear and into the moving picture house."

[Fires in moving picture houses are now of so rare oc-
currence that the public are no longer fooled by the talk

of the agitator. The newspapers are also fair in their reports
and the Newark Star gives due credit to the coolness of an
operator in the Sea Shell Theater, which was unfortunately
consumed by fire which originated in an adjacent factory. We
sympathize with the Sea Shell Amusement Company in their

toss.—Eds. M. P. W.]

I am now running the Independent pictures, which, I must
say. are the best ever put on a machine. I wish to con-
gratulate the Independent manufacturers for their big success
for the present and for the future also.

I am an exhibitor and get my films through the United
Film Renting Company, of Troy, and they are the only
people to deal with. I must say that ever since I have been
running the Independent films I have never had a repeater
from the said company. Can the association beat that? This
was my trouble while running the associated films; now I

don't have to worry about repeaters and I am paying less

for my service.

I wish to say that the United Film Renting Company are

the fairest people I ever dealt with, and wish them to ac-

cept my congratulations for the present and also for the

future. I also have the Cinephone and it is wonderfullv suc-

cessful. THE LYRIC THEATER,
Hoosick Falls, N. Y. Jack Eberle, Mgr.
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LECTURES
on Suitable Subjects in Moving Pictures are a
pleasing and attractive feature and always
appreciated by your patrons. The peer and
pioneer of lectures or "picture readings" with

moving pictures is acknowledged to be

"W. STEPHEN BUSH
Pleated to correspond with exhibitors

44 North lOth Street ... Philadelphia, Pa.

Independent Films
FOR RENT

We are offering a strictly high grade Independent
Service at greatly reduced prices. Our Films are

all practically new, and carefully inspected before

shipping.

A Big Feature with every shipment

SONG SLIDES FREE
Films, Machines, Supplies of all hinds

constantly on hand for sale

Let us quote you prices on anything

you need

PIEDMONT FILM EXCHANGE
Acme Theatre Building

Long Distance Phone No. 533 GOLDSBORO, N. C.

Powers Picture

Plays
A new name for an improved production.

The Little Heroine
The most powerful Western Drama ever shown

in Motion Pictures. Great Acting—Great

Riding. Photography is superb.

Beautiful colored posters Free.

Code Word, '•Lllhero" Leugth, 975 Feat

Released January 18th, 1910

Get on our mailing list if you want to keep

posted on great American films.

THE, POWERS CO.
Members of the National Independent Moving Picture Alliance

241st St. & Richardson Ave. New York

BE UP-TO-DATF Protect Your Patrons-Save**"-* v'* IWW/lIX* Yourself Trouble-Use

rinU-OKA 1 DISINFECTING, DEOUORIZINQ
It kills all dust, germs and odors and leaves your rooms clean, sanitary and

scented with the delightlul odor of new pine

Write for Booklet

t Sedalia, Mo.,U 5.A.TH* Worrell Mfg. Co.

JEFFRIES = JOHNSON
FIGHT PICTURES

18 slides, views of Jeffries and Johnson with trainers Gotch, Roller,
Berger; promoters and other men and scenes connected with comine bie
fight.

B B

$5.50 per set; or rented 3 days $2, week $4
THE FEATURE SYNDICATE Box 82 SANDUsKY, OHIO

FOR SALE
Beautiful Picture Theatre, Dubuque, Iowa

Town 60,000- On one of the principal corners, elegant lobby, opera chairs,
raised floor and stage. Making money now, will stand close investigation.
Reason for selling, time taken up with my new $50,000 Vaudeville Theatre
52,000 takes it.

JAKE ROSENTHAL Bijou Theatre, Dubupue, Iowa

MOTION PICTURE PIANO MUSIC
This is a book of descriptive music, regular sheet music size, and

arranged for both hands. Specially selected, arranged and composed by
one of the best descriptive Pianists in the U. S., who lor the past twenty
years has been Musical Director in all lines of Theatrical Productions.
Tnis work is the result of actual experience, and is now being used in
hundreds of M. P. Theatres. Contains music, for all probable scenes,
actions, characters, etc , and its suggestions are entirely practical.
Increases the value of YOUR SHOW 100%. Descriptive circular sent
free to anyone upon request. This book sent promptly upon receipt of
price. $1.00 Remit either by P. O. or Express Order, Draft or Check to

GREGG A. FRELINGER
1009 Ferry Street Lafayette, Ind.

"Well Well"
Who said slides? If you did, send $i.oo to us
and we will say it four times for you. Four
beautifully colored, artistic announcement
slides for $i.oo in answer to this. Send for

list. "As good as the best, and better than
the rest," or money back.

NIAGARA SLIDE COMPANY
" Original Slide Makers from Slideville

"

L0CKP0RT NEW YORK

Exhibitors Exchanges
We Want Your Names and Addresses

YOU NEED OUR PRODUCTIONS
Working together we will enjoy prosperity.

Let us tell you all about something that

is as good if not better than the best

Pantograph Corporation
J402 BROADWAY, NEW YORK

SEND POSTAL TO-DAY. SURE
Members of the N. I. M. P. A.
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Among the Exhibitors.

Buffalo, N. Y.—The Broadway Lyceum Company
will erect a new moving picture theater at 332
Broadway.
Highland, 111.—E. R. Sanders has disposed of his

nickelodeon here to K. A. Ruegger.
Gilman, 111.—C. E. Zink has leased the Opera

House here for a moving picture theater.
Buffalo, N. Y.—Charles Bagg is planning to erect

a large vaudeville and moving picture theater at
1014 Main street. »
Maple Rapids, Mich.—S. J. Dunstall and C. A.

Pettit have opened a new moving picture theater
here.
Kansas City, Mo,—George Stimpson is planning to

erect an immense moving picture theater here.
Vincennes, Ind.—The New York Lyceum Com-

pany has opened a new moving picture theater here.
Buffalo, N. Y.—Bernstein & Swerdloff will erect

a new moving picture theater at 1848 Niagara.
Sandusky, Ohio.—A. Schurman is making arrange-

ments to start a new moving picture theater here.
Trenton, Mo.—Will F. Newlan has purchased

the Gem Theater here.
Mechanicsville, N. Y.—Edward Cassin has pur-

chased the BIjon Theater here from L. Cadieax.
Maoomb, 111.—J. S. Moore has purchased the

Varsity Moving Picture Theater here.
New York, N. Y.—Tontl Brothers have had plans

prepared for the erection of a moving picture thea-
ter at 2035 Second avenue.
Braidwood, 111.—La Core & Wilson, of Gardner,

have purchased the Scenic Theater here from F.
Schimandle.
McGregor, Tex.—Wallace Connolly is making ar-

rangements to open a new moving picture theater
here.

NESTOR
Film D'Luxe

AN AMERICAN
PRODUCTION

Released
Monthly

by

A. G. WHYTE
1 Madison Avenue
NEW YORK

Baltimore, Md.—Herman Hackerman i« prei
to open a new moving picture theater at 1204
Patterson avenue.

Vincennes, Ind.—Mr. Fletcher has sold tb<
Theater, at the corner of Sixth and Main strei
Herman Becker,

Atlanta, Ga.—J. A. Webb baa purchased the Blite
moving picture theater here.

Virginia, Minn.—John Cummings has sold the
Orpheum Theater here to A. Baker.

Butler, Mass.—Forrest Kerrens has opened a new
moving picture theater in the building formerly
occupied by the Defrancc store.
Keokuk, la.—A new moving picture theater, The

Bon Ton, has been erected here.
Peotone, 111.—Urien & Grudeau have built a new

picture house in Pearson Hall.
Raleigh, N. C,—The Grand Theater is the latest

moving picture theater erected here.
Cairo, 111.—W. S. Low has taken charge of the

Opera House and will operate It as a first-class mov-
ing picture theater.

Centerville, Md.—Edwin Knox is erecting a new
moving picture theater on Water street.
Marion, Ind.—The Royal Theater has been pur-

chased by Otto Reel.
Iron River, Wis.—E. M. Landry has leased the

Masonic Temple and will erect a moving picture
theater.
Mound City, Mo.—A new moving picture theater

has been built here and will be under the man-
agement of E. Manning & Co.

Charleston, S. C.—The Turnverein Hall has been
purchased by the Pastime Amusement Company,
who will adopt the building for a vaudeville and
moving picture theater.
Morgan City, la.—The Dreamland Theater has

been purchased by Earnest Ditch from Frank Murz-
low. The theater will be under the management
of Sol. Loeb.

Released Thursday, January 13th, 1910

MISHAPS OF BONEHEAD
IN SEARCH OF AN HEIRESS

LENGTH, 450 FEET

FORGIVEN
LENGTH, 545 FEET

Rattling Good American Productions. DON'T MISS THEM

Philadelphia, Pa.—Peter Kuhn has been commis-
sioned to prepare plans for a new moving picture
theater, to be located at Frankford avenue and
Ontario street, for D. C. Schuller.

Hartford, City, Ind.—George Loucks is making
arrangements to open a new moving picture show
here.
Bangor, Me.—Herlihy & Freeman have disposed of

their interests in the Gem Theater, on Exchange
street, to the Abram Amusement Company.

Chicago, 111.—The Triangler Amusement Company
will erect a new moving picture theater at 71U!)

South Chicago avenue.
Philadelphia, Pa.—T. Lees Howard has secured

a permit for the erection of a new moving picture
theater at the corner of Fifty-second and Sanson)
streets.

Delaware, Ohio.—F. D. King and J F. Caynor
have purchased, from .Mr. Knoblock, the Tlieatorium
moving picture house.
Lake City, Minn.—II. S. Berlinge lias purchased

the interest of E. .T. Fetter in the Grand Electric
Theater.
Ishpeming, Mich.—The Schotts Brothers have pur-

chased the Bijou Moving Picture Theater of T. II.

Crinnian.
Buffalo, N. Y.—D. E. Meyers has decided to erect

a new vaudeville and moving picture theater at 1200
Jefferson street.

Dover, N. H,—Manager Gallagher lias opened a
new moving picture theater here.

Cincinnati, Ohio.—The Motion Picture Theater
Company lias been Incorporated with a capital stock
of $25,000. The Incorporators arc: Ben Tibbe,
Win. H. James, George J. Ader, Lee Crouch and
others.

Philadeplhia, 'Pa.—The Lehigh Palace Company is

having plans prepared for the erection of a .flOO.000
vaudeville and moving picture theater to be located
on Lehigh avenue.

ON AND AFTER

Feb. 15, 1910

American Film
Producing Co.

Will Release Regularly-

One Reel Each Week

sole: agent

A. G. WHYTE
Importer and Exporter

1 Madison Avenue
NEW YORK

Windier, Pa.—The Lochrie Building, on Fifteenth
street, is being converted into a moving picture
theater.

St. Joseph, Mo.—Another moving picture theater is

being erected here. It is the Cosy, 618 Edraond
street, and is under the management of W. E.

McKinney.
New Paris, Ohio.—Charles Winkle is making ar-

rangements for the erection of a new moving pic-

ture theater here and will run all the latest pic-

tures.
Hamilton, Ohio.—The Eagle Theater, on Court

and Roily streets, has opened its doors to the pub-

lic and will be under the management of Mr.
Wittman.

Moundsville, W. Va.—Sam Graham and Asher T.

Lewis have leased the Lyric Theater here.

Chelsea, Mass.—A new moving picture theater is

being erected on Broadway and Fourth street by
the Gordon Amusement Company. The seating ca-

pacity is about 2,000.
Atlanta, 111.—M. L. Pruitt has leased the Knecbt

Building, which he will convert into a new mov-
ing picture theater.

Mobile, Ala.—A new moving picture theater is

being erected at 11 North Conception street, oppo-

site Bienville square. This theater is one of the

largest and most handsome in Mobile.

Philadelphia, Pa.—Plans and specifications have

been made by Carl P. Betger for the erection of

a new moving picture theater at the corner of

Front street and Girard avenue for the Jumbo
Amusement Company.

Buffalo, N. Y Samuel Bermen is the proprietor

of the new picture theater erected at 54G Michigan
street.
Lynn, Mass.—A new moving picture theater is

being erected in the old Slattery Block.

Macomb, la.—William Dickerson will build a new
5-cent theater In the Moore Building.
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Renew Your Films

EXCHANGES!
A clean film is more important to

an exhibitor than a recent release.

First run spells good condition.

WE. REMOVE
DIRT AND SCRATCHES
and put a lustre on the film that

makes it

BETTER THAN NEW
Put your old film to work at ad-

vanced prices by having it

renovated.

OLD RELIABLE
FILM RENOVATING CO.

134 Lake Street, Chicago, III.

J. S. SPEER, Manager

All kinds of References furnished'

NEW YEAR
RESOLUTIONS

Resolved:
1. To cootinue treating our customers in the

tuture as in the past, and thus retain their
good-will.

2. To continue making every effort to give the
Exhibitor shows that will improve his busi-

ness and increase his profits.

3. To continue giviDg better service at lower
prices than any otherExchangein theccuntry.

4. To continue living up to every promise, and
retain the title conferred upon us by our
customers; "The Square Dealer."

Wrire to us for* all machine supplies and our special $12

to $15 servicei including song slides and

banners changed every day

Remember: WE LIVE UP TO EVERY PROMISE

UNION FILM EXCHANGE
23 N. Third Street, Harrisburg, Pa.

Films For Sale
50 new reels of perfect
film.extragood condition,
to close out, at $18 50.

Second hand Edison machines for sale at a bargain.
Parts to fit all machines in stock

MAYER SILVERMAN, 322 Fulton Bldg., Pittsburg; Pa.

Films
I have a system of keeping away
from Reoeaters No reels older
than one year. Tbissounds bad

but not half as bad as it is to band you gunc three
years old

I am open and frank and tell you what you eet
for vour money—Try me for a week anyhow. You
can't lose.

PURDY'S FILM EXCHANGE
3(0 EAST 23d STREET, Cor. 2nd Ave., NEW YURK CITY

EBERHARD SCHNEIDER
Hiror Vltae Product!," Projectors, Cameras,

Film-Making Machinery, Films, Slides, Stere-
opticons, Specialties, Lens Grinding, etc. Special
condensors, carbons and lugs.

109 East 12th Street, New Torn

Trade Mark Tradb Ma
BIOGRAPH
FILMS

RELEASED JANUARY io, igio

Her Terrible Ordeal
WHERE ABSENT-MINDEDNESS PROVES A BLESSING

In this Biograph subject a fatality is averted through forgetfulness.
Mr. Curtis is about to leave on a business trip, and leaves his office in

charge of his son and the young typist, whom Jack loves. Curtis, on
leaving, drops his wallet on the tloor and Jack hastens .to return it. While
Jack is away, a tramp enters, and forcing the girl into the vault, steals her
purse. On Jack's return he hears the knocking on the inside of the safe.

He is powerless, as he doesn't know the combination. Out he rushes in

hopes of overtaking his father, only to find the train gone. Curtis, however,
is not on the train, as he had forgotten important papers and returned to

the office to procure them. This was the means of saving the girl from
suffocation.

LENGTH, 952 FEET

RELEASED JANUARY 13, 1910

All on Account of the Milk
A BIOGRAPH COMEDY OF A MODERN "HERO AND LEANDER"

Here we present a romance in which Cupid takes the part of the milk-
man. The young contractor, to better inspect the work on a building, attires

himself in overalls. At lunchtime he expresses a desire for milk. His fore-
man tells him where he can get it. At the farmhouse the maid has been
taken ill, and the young lady of the house essays to do her work. The
young man, of course, thinks her the maid, while she thinks him a laborer.
This does not prevent their falling in love with each other. He gets the
milk habit, always going for it attired as a laborer, while she also keeps up
the deception, each afraid if the other knew their identity it would frighten
him or her off. The affair is finally straightened out and everybody is happy.

LENGTH, 989 FEET
A Foil Description of these Subjects will be Found on Another Page

Release days of Biograph Subjects — MONDAY and THURSDAY

Qet on Our Mall List and Keep Posted. Write for Our Descriptive Circulars

BIOGRAPH COMPANY
Licensee of the Motion Picture Patents Co.

11 EAST 14tH STREET NEW YORK
GEORGE KLBINB, Selling Agent for Chicago (52 State St.. Chicago, 111.).

ROLL
TICKETS

YOUR SPECIAL TICKET
PRINTED BOTH SIDES
NUMBERING GUARANTEED

50,000 - $ 6.50
(00,000 - 10.00
500,000 - 35.00

Prompt Shipments—Cash with Order—No C. O. D.

THE CARTER PRESS PEABODY
MASS.

Special Quotations for Large Quantities



BIOGAPH COMPANY.
ALL ON ACCOUNT OF THE MILK Our Leander

did not meet his Hero on the Thracian Coast, nor
does he fearlessly swim across the dangerous Hel-

• lespont to visit her, and on the other hand, Hero
does not place a burning torch on a tower to at-
tract Leander—no, the milk pail is his beacon.
But to come to tacts, commonplace though they be,
we will state that the Leander of our story is
Darned Hiram Hopkins, and Hero. Sophia Simpson,
but as Hiram and Sophia do not look well in type,
hence the poetic subtitle. The housemaid at "the
Simpson villa is taken sick and Miss Sophia, the
young lady of the house, essays to do her work.
Donning the maid's long apron, she busies herself
among the pots and pans of the kitchen. Not far
away there is a building in progress, and Hiram
is, the contractor of the work. That he may the
better inspect the progress of the work, he attires
himself in a suit of overalls. At noontime he .ex-
presses a desire for some milk, and his foreman
offers to get it, hut he asks the way and goes him-
self. Here he meets the pretty little Sopbla, for
it is from Simpson's maid that they have pro-
cured milk. Of course, he thinks she is the maid,
and she thinks him one of the laborers. However,
they both become smitten with each other, and
her attitude is rather more tantalizing than his.
Well it goes without saying that he gets the milk
habit, coming over for the milk as often as is
consistent. He is always sure to be garbed as
a laborer for fear of frightening the little maid
off, and she is always alert to be attired in the
maid's apron, fearing if her laborer-lover knew her
station he would be inclined to discontinue his
visits. Hence they keep up this innocent deception
for some time, the maid having recovered mean-
while. Later, the contractor's mother arrives at
the building with a message calling him to the
city. Before he goes he must said good-bye to his
little housmaid sweetheart, so he calls and tells

the gardener, who loves the real housemaid, he
wants- to see the maid. The maid is called, and,
of course, she knows him not, nor does he know
her. This is a relief to the gardener, but the
mistress, Mrs. Simpson, views him with suspicion,
and orders him from the place. As he leaves,
Sophia espies him, and rushing into the kitchen,
snatches up the maid's apron, putting it on as she
chases after him. The gardener from a distance
thinks her his sweetheart, dashes up only to be
embarrassingly mistaken. However, while telling
the kitchen maid the experience, Sophia's mother
appears, and overhearing, at once starts out after
her daughter, who she hears is in the arms of a
common laborer. Hiram's mother has gotten im-
patient and has started out to look for him, com-
ing upon the trio just as Mrs. Simpson is pitching
into Hiram. There is at once a mixup between
the two materfamilias, and for a short time things
looked serious until suddenly the two recognize
each other. They are old-time friends, and the
Identity of the lovers is established. Hence, an
inordinate thirst for milk brought two hearts to-

gether, and it may be recorded as the first time
that the cow played Cupid.

HER TERRIBLE ORDEAL.—That everything
happens for the best lias been so often verified that
It behooves us to take this moral to ourselves
whenever things seemingly go wrong. We may
feel disappointed and perturbed at the instant, but
afterwards, when we reason it out, we find it a
blessing in disguise. This is an Important factor
In this Blograpb subject. Mr, Curtis, the real

estate broker, was in the extreme very absent-
minded, and his forget fulness often caused him em-
barrassment, lie is about to set out on a journey
of business, and his son Jack visits his office, os-

tensibly to help liim pack his luggage, but in reality

to see the girl lie loves, his father's pretty stenog-
rapher, Alice, who secretly loves him in return,
i urtlg is all of a flurry trying to give his typist

instructions and at the same time gathering his

effects for the trip. In taking from his pocket
some papers, lie drops on the floor his wallet, where
It remains unseen until after his departure. The
father gone. .Tack declares himself to the girl.

who teasingly holds him oft. During this scene,
they discover the pocketbook, and Jack hastens
after his father to restore it. While he is away
a peddler enters the office and finding the girl

alone, snatches up her purse .and forces her Into
the large safe vault, where she is captive, the
combination having turned. Jack enters and im-
agining Alice has just stepped out. sits to wait,
when he hears a knocking on the safe door, indis-

tinct at first, then becoming louder, as Alice has
picked up a pistol from the shelf and beats with
its butt end on the heavy door. He answers with
rappings. but the walls are too thick to hear her
voice. He is helpless, as he does not know the
combination. He is filled with terror, for he realizes
Alice must be slowly but surely suffocating.
Through the desk he rumages in hopes of finding
the combination, but without success. Meanwhile,
liis father has arrived at the railroad station only
to find that his forgetfulness has caused him to

leave most important papers behind. At this mo-

THE MOVING PICTURE WORLD
ment a friend appears and as he cannot hope to
get the papers and return in time for the on-
coming train, he accompanies his friend to a cafe
for a drink on the way back. The train has ar-
rived and pulled out again when Jack rushes frantic-
ally into the station. The train gone, he has a
telegram sent to the conductor to find Mr. Curtis
and have him return—matter of lite and death.
The answer comes, "No Curtis on train." Of
course not, for Mr. Curtis has returned to the office
procured the papers and is off again to catch the
next train. During this time poor Alice has be-
come exhausted and has fallen to the floor of the
vault. Jack rushes back to be told by the office
boy of his father having been there and just gone
again. Jack and the boy rush out to overtake him
which they do. The three rush back and release
the poor girl none too soon.

EDISON MFG. CO.
BEAR HUNT IN THE ROCKIES.—Many pictures

have been made of wild auimals. but always, so
tar as we know, under conditions of captivity.
In this picture, however, there is not the slightest
departure from absolutely natural conditions. Nor
is there any attempt at acting. An actual bear
hunt is reproduced just as it occurred from the
beginning to the end.
Our representative was sent to Marble, Col.,

where he joined the camping outfit of Frank
Dickens, hunter and guide, well known to all who
hunt big game in that section of the country.
Through the magic aid of the camera every

one who sees this picture is privileged to leave
with the hunting party and to journey through
the indescribably beautiful scenery of Colorado in
the quest for the bear. We go through gorges
and over mountains, penetrate forests and follow
mountain trails where safety lies only in the sure-
footed horses; and all this in the very heart of
the Rockies, with the snow-capped peaks showing
in the distance. The altitude is about 10,000 feet,
and both horse and man can do only a limited
amount of work on account of the rarefied air.
We go into camp, and from - there we start

on our actual hunt, accompanied by our dogs,
barking in exultant chorus. The big bear is
first seen swimming a stream from which a young
woman is catching trout. The encounter is not
at all to her liking, and she beats a precipitate
retreat to camp. Taking advantage of the camp-
ers' absence, Bruin later on enters the camp,
steals a grouse hanging alongside one of the tents
and disappears with it into the forest. Here
his quiet is broken by the having of the dogs,
and this is the beginning of his end. We see
him treed, the fatal shot fired which brings him
to the ground, the fight with the dogs, and finally
we see Bruin thrown across a horse's back and
the journey back to camp. En route a young
cub is roped and brought into" camp in that man-
ner, and the final scene shows the big bear swung
up. with the dead cub on the ground.

A WARRIOR BOLD.—Major Bradley, a veteran
of the Civil War, is congratulated by his comrades
of the Post on his birthday anniversary. They
partake of liquid refreshment and the Major leaves
them, promising to be present at the banquet they
have arranged in his honor that afternoon. As
he passes along i he street he meets a small boy
who has been playing "soldier" and whose flag
lias been broken in a tussle with a street gamin.
The Major takes him into a toy store to buy him
a new flag. Here he meets the proprietor, an-
other veteran, and an argument arises as to
whether Longstreet was up the hill or down in
a certain engagement in which both veterans took
part. In illustrating his version of the battle
the Major waxes vigorous and breaks a number
of toys. Apologizing to the toy man the Major
pays the damage and goes on his way.
At the end of the banquet that afternoon he

Is called on for a war story and, quite naturally,
he selects his favorite hobby as the theme. He
again discusses the vexed question of Longstreet's
position and. in describing the battle, in order
to settle the argument which ensues, he smashes
everything on the table which, in his excitement,
he uses as a platform.
The French proprietor of the restaurant has

him arrested and brought to the night court. Here
he illustrates to the judge the cause of the trouble,
and puts the court to rout. He is discharged by
the good-natured judge for his distinguished services
to his country, and it is recommended that he
receive eight hours' refreshing sleep.

THE PARSON'S UMBRELLA We see the vesti-

bule of a little country meeting house on a rainy
day and some of the members of the congregation
fall colored people) coming out, to find the rain
beating down and endangering their good "Sunday-
go-to-meetlng-clothes." We see the temptation
which the stack of umbrellas in the corner offers,

and to which most of them succumb, and then,

when the congregation has entirely departed,
we see the old parson left to go home in the
rain unprotected. He proves to be not with-
out resource, however, for In the next scene he
prepares a notice to his congregation, lettered by
his own hand—and a piece of comic literature in

Itself. It Intimates that he has a shrewd sus-

picion who took his umbrella, but will be lenient

If It is tossed over his back fence that night. At
the evening service this notice is read and posted

6j
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ESSANAY FILM MFG CO
ELECTRIC INSOLES.-Hav you ever heard of

?» ro i 1
SMS Wo"°«ful Electric Insoles? "Guar-anteed to cure anything the matter with the feetheuniatism corns, bunions, also a powerful vl'talitj stimulant, makes you feel young and giddyand alarmingly lively," etc etc

"

Our hero. Bill Smith, has' something the matterwith his feet. He is hobbling along with Z"aidof a cane one day when his friend. Jim Brownstops him and tells him about Dr. Wright's ElectricInsoles and recommends that he buy a pair. Bill
is a little skeptical but finally decides to buy a
pair. Hobbling into a drug store. Bill purchases
a pair of insoles, and, anxious to see how theywork, sits down on the sidewalk, removes hisshoes and places the insoles inside. ne rises to
his feet again and the trouble begins

It seems that this pair of electric insoles hasbeen too heavily charged or stimulated; at any
rate Bill s feet begin cutting up, and for the life
of him he cannot make them behave. With aswoop he is off and though he tries hard enough
he cannot stop himself.
You have heard of the legendary "Seven-League

Boots" and their remarkable speed qualities The
fabulous hero who wore them never ate space
taster than Bill did. Bill tries to turn off the
motor or shake the shoes but there is nothing do-
ing. He tries to make a speed break of his caneand grabbing the picket of a fence tears out an
entire section and deposits it two or three blocksdown the street. Two policemen get in his way
when the human lightning streak hits them aiid
leaves them sprawling on the ground. Two women
come out to beat a carpet and Bill takes them with
him.
The merry pace continues and Bill, having ex-

hausted every available means to stop himself, fin-
ally allows the speed-mad shoes to carry him
whither they will. The various pedestrian's who
have suffered indignities and bumps in collision
with Bill have pursued him relentlessly, unable,
of course, to keep pace with him, until 'finally. In
crossing the iron lid of a sidewalk manhole,' our
hero suddenly stops. The manhole lid, it seems,
nets as an attracting magnet and holds Bill and
his wonderful shoes firmly to the walk.
The pursuers arrive on the scene and Bill re-

ceives the drubbing of his life. Then they endeavor
to tear him from the manhole, but only until he
is pulled out of his shoes is the spell broken.
THE OLD MAID AND THE BURGLAR Miss

Priscilla Mifkin is our heroine. Priscilla has long
passed the matrimonial decline, but hope In her
heart is not dead and she flirts with the butcher,
baker and candlestick maker, honestly confident
that one of these worthy gentlemen will some day
propose to her. She wants a man: she doesn't care
what sort of a creature he is, anything in trousers
will do.

Priscilla retires to her bed one night, peeping
under the bedstead, as is her custom, to see if
a man may be hidden under it. She rises with a
doleful expression on her face when she finds her
hopes have been useless.
A short time later Priscilla is startled from her

sleep by noises, unmistakably coming from the
dining room. "Ah, a man at last!"
Arming herself with a broom she steals out of

her chamber, down the stairs and into the dining
room. A burly intruder is just gathering up the
silver. A stiff blow or two with the broom
tumbles the astonished burglar into a heap and a
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When you once get solid with the family, neighborhood crowd by giving

the clearest, steadiest pictures, you've got a patronage worth having. The way
to get solid with this crowd is to start with the right machine

—

The Edison Kinetoscope
The men who are making the most money, in the moving picture game, are

the men who use the Edison—because they get ALL the profits; they don't

throw away a big percentage of their profits on repairs.

When the neighborhood crowd once gets the habit, good pictures are just

as necessary to them as three square meals a day. Start with the machine that

will give them the best pictures and you'll come home a winner at the finish.

The Edison Kinetoscope will outwear any other motion picture machine made.

Write to-day for booklet giving full particulars, and copy of the Edison

Kinetogram.

EDISON FILMS
RELEASE OF JANUARY 11

BEAR HUNT IN THE ROCKIES
An actual l>o:ir bant on the Bitf Muddy, near Marble, Colorado, arranged arid directed by Frank

Dickon*, the well-known hunter and j;iilde of that region. All the exciting features of the bunt

vividly portrayed. Photographically perfect.

No. 6572 Code, VERZATJBERT App. Length, 975 feet

RELEASES OF JANUARY 14

A. WARRIOR BOLD
Major Bradley, exhilarated by liquid refreshments on his birthday,A film that will convulse.

causes havoc with his cane in illustrating a military movemi
which he demoralizes in the same manner.

No. 6573 Code, VERZEEPEN

He eventually lands in court,

App. Length, 475 feet

THE PARSON'S UMBRELLA
A clever short film, showing how a resourceful colored parson, whose umbrella had been "bor-

rowed," not only got his own back but about all his congregation boasted of besides.

No. 6574 Code, VERZEGELEN . App. Length, 220 feet

TROOP "B." 15tH U. S. CAVALRY. BAREBACK DRILL
SQUAD IN THE "MONKEY DRILL" AT FORT

MYER. VA. (Descriptive)
Showing the daring feats of horsemanship that "Uncle Sam's" boys daily perform. An unusual

and thrilling film.

No. 6575 Code, VERZEHBAR App. Length, 285 feet

RELEASE OF JANUARY 18

IN THE NICK Or TIME (Melodramatic)
No. 6576 Code, VESCIMUR App. Length, 975 feet

RELEASES OF JANUARY 21

THE COQUETTE (Dramatic)
No. 6577 Code, VESCOVADO App. Length, 495 feet

THE LUCK OF ROARING CAMP (Bret Harte's Story
No. 6578 Code, VESCOVESSA App. Length, 490 feet

ORDER DISPLAY POSTERS OF THESE FILMS FROM YOUR
EXCHANGE OR THE A. B. C. COMPANY, CLEVELAND, OHIO

Edison Manufacturing Co.
MAIN OFFICE and FACTORY: 72 LAKESIDE AVE., ORANGE, N. J.

New York Office: 10 Fifth Avenue. Chicago Office: 90 Wabash Ave.

Office for United Kingdom: Edison Works, Victoria Road, Wlllesden, N. W., England.

Selling Agents
P. L. WATERS, 41 E. 21st St., New York. GEORGE BRECK, 70 Turk St., San Francisco, C»l.

Dealers in All Principal Cities

FILMS
HOWARD M0VIN6 PICTURE GO.

Repair Work a Specialty. Agents (or Motiograph, Power's
and Edison Machines. Supplies and Sundries.

FILMS
564 Washington

Established 1894.

Street, -
(Opposite Adams House).

Boston Mass.
Incorporated 1908.

Our new song slide service is making a big hit with managers who want
only the best. Our stock is all new, and includes all the slides made by
the best makers. 50c. a set a week, a week's supply shipped at one time.

We have a number of perfect sets of slides of the Great Cherry Mine
disaster, which we will sell for $6.00 per set, including printed lecture.

Great business getters. Send us 32c. in stamps for our beautiful

announcement slide, "One minute please, operator is adjusting machine."

I6th Floor, Masonic Temple, CHICAG9, ILL.LINCOLN TRANSPARENCY EXCHANGE
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Stereoptlcons $10, 50,000 Ticket! $3.50; Aut-
omatic Arc Lamp 15c; Slide Tats 1c; Stereoptlcon
Leases 50c; Bconomizers $30; Slide Carriers 40c

FILMS RENTED, SOLD OR EXCHANGE

LHH'T7 302 E. 93d Street
• n.1^1^, New York

Special prices to the trad*

CHEAP
Steel Frame

Theatre Chairs

ABSOLUTELY

Non BREAKABLE
Suitable for small

theatres and Moving
Picture (hows. We
carry these chairs in
stock and can
immediately.

shis

Second Hand Chairs
Also Seating for Out

of-Door Use.

Address Dept. W,
STEEL FURNITURE CO., Grand Rapids, Mich.

New York Office: 150 Fiftb Avenue

Boston Office: 224 Congress St., Boston, Mass.

TOR SALE—1,000 ft. reels film, late releases. $5
and $10 per reel. Lubln, Power's. Edison machines.

$60; now. Sinn; Model B. gas outlits, $25; paying

moving picture theaters cheap.
SONG SETS—$1.50.

FOR RENT—5.000 ft. film, .1 sets slides. $10;

9.000 ft.. $12. one shipment. Will Buy—Film, ma-
chines. II. DAVIS, Watertown, Wis.
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moment later Miss Priscilla Las him firmly tied

to a chair.
"No, no, kind sir," sue assures him, "I am not

going to kill you. I'm going to marry you. You
are going to be my own little hubby!" Tbis last

with infinite tenderness. The burglar looks at

her face and makes a horrible grimace. "Not

—

not if I know it!" he breathes in determined aside.

On his promise to be good and not run away
she releases him and conducts him to the spare
room, tells him to make himself perfectly at

home and that they will have the minister early
in the morning. She locks the door uu the out-

side, being none too trustful of her adopted af-

finity's promise, vowing to keep him at all costs.

But Burglar Bill, when be is left alone, shakes
his head sadly, feels his bruises, then goes to t%
window and looks out. Just a ten-foot drop to

the ground. Resolved to risk a broken neck rather
than live with Priscilla, lie writes a farewell note
to his captor, opens the window and jumps out into

the darkness.
The next morning Priscilla, in her wedding gown,

knocks gently on her burglar's door. No answer;
finally she unlocks the door and goes in. Gone!
Stung again! The litle maiden lady drops on her

knees and bursts into tears.

REVIEW OF U. S. TROOPS—FORT LEAVEN-
WORTH, KAN.—The picture starts with a review
of troops in dress parade. Headed by the famous
Fort Leavenworth military band, several thousand
of Uncle Sam's blue clad defenders, marching in

orderly array, pass the camera.
We next have a review of the cavalry, followed

by a realistic charge on the enemy. The Fort
Leavenworth cavalry is known as the best trained
troops in the world.
Wall scaling is an interesting feature and shows

a squad of Infantry climbing a 15-foot wall. It

is astoundeding bow easily and quickly these athe-
letic young fellows clear the obstacle.

The building of a strong and serviceable pon-
toon bridge is next shown. Planks placed across

mud scows make a crossing strong enough to sup-
port an entire battalion of soldiers.

The building and destroying of a "spar" bridge
is as interesting. The bridge is erected in less

than ten minutes and a charge of dynamite blows
it to atoms immediately after the last soldier

has crossed.
Fancy and bareback riding by the cavalry troop

Is an interesting feature. Tbis shows the cavalry
troop in fence and hurdle practice.
The work of the signal corps is pictured show-

ing the heliograph in operation. A wireless out-

fit Is an important feature in every army garrison

now, the operation of which is pictured in this

film. Erecting the masts and sending messages is

shown in close-up views. The field telephone corps
is another important adjunct, and we are shown
the laying of wires and the sending and receiving
of messages.
A charge of the infantry and cavalry, firing on

the enemy, lends a touch of realism, while a dozen
or more big gatling guns, bringing up in the rear

of Infantry and cavalry, belch fire and smoke,
and the picture closes with an enlarged view
of the Stars and Stripes waving in victory.

There are innumerable other features In the

picture which make it a big masterpiece of its

kind. There Is not a dull foot in the reel, not a

wasted moment. Advertise it as a coming feature,

the only really great military picture ever made.

LUBIN MFG. CO.
THEIR CHAPERONED HONEYMOON.—Mothers-

in-law are the dread of the newly married. One
reason that Daisy Durham accepted Jack Shafer
was that he was an orphan and no mother-in-law

threatened to share her rule. But Jack has an
aunt who has been more than a mother to him
and Bhe derides that the two young people were
net to be trusted gallivanting about the country
all alone. By explaining to Daisy that Jack in-

sisted, she silences objection and then she tells

Jack that Daisy is afraid and wants a chaperone.
Jack says something that is not "yes" hut all the

same Aunt Emallne rides to the station in the

bridal coach and assumes personal conduct of the

honeymoon by tipping the obsequious porter a

penny when Jack is happy enough to give the man
a dollar. Arrived at the journey's end Jack and
Daisy seel; to run away from Aunt Emallne for each
lias found that the other does not want her along.

But they can't lose Auntie. They run away and
head for home, but Daisy drops her purse and In

stopping to get it Jack Is left behind and takes
a train on another road that makes a little better

time and gets him to the city at the same hour.

Aunt Emallne Is on the train, too, though Jack
does not see her. The result is that they all reach

the Sharer's new home about the same time. Daisy
and Jack see Aunt Emallne coming and run into

the house, locking all the doors. Aunt Emallne
begins to have a doubt in her mind as to whether
she really is welcome and this doubt becomes a

certainty when Jack pours a couple of buckets of

water over her from an upper window.

THE TATTOOED ARM.—Jack Trevor's father in

a generous mood gives him a dollar and Jack hur-

ries over to Evelyn Bradford's house to show his

prize. Evelyn has been Jack's little sweetheart
through all of her short life and what is his is

hers as well. The children start out to spend the

money and wander down on the water front to

see the ships. In one chandler's shop an old sea-
man has set up his tattooing instruments and .luck

decides to have his initials on his arm. He likes

the effect so much that he persuades Evelyn to

have her arm decorated with her initials and his

own and with childish solemnity they plight their

troth. Jack's father is a manufacturer and a

discharged workman, to be revenged for his fancied
for her little comarde but in vain and in attempting
to beat of the abductor her knee is sprained. The
police inquiry slowly draws the net about the
workman and Jack, disguised as a girl, is taken
aboard a ship bound for Australia. The man pays
the captain to take the lad as cabin boy and all

trace of Jack is lost to the dectective's. Evelyn
becomes a trained nurse and though the young
interne makes ardent love to her she remains true

for the time to the betrothal of baby days. But
no' word has come from Jack in fifteen years for

he was cast away on the African coast and cap-
tured by savages. She yields to the young surgeon's
plea, but even as she accepts the surgeon's love

they are interrupted by an accident case. A sailor

has been assaulted by footpads and his arm and
head have been injured. The surgeon dresses the

wound in the head while the nurse prepares to

bandage the arm. She starts back as the tatoo
marks are disclosed and she realizes that it is

Jack come back at last. The old love floods hack
into her heart and the surgeon, appreciating the

situation, takes back the ring he gave her to mark
their engagement and hands it to Jack to replace

upon the tiny finger as the sign of his own hap-
piness.

OVER THE WIRE.—Seth Marshall makes trouble

for his relatives even after his death, for his will

declares that unless Gladys Bailey and Percy
Ticklewit are married within three days of the

reading of the will his fortune is to go to a

home for cats and dogs. Percy is his nephew and
Gladys the daughter of Marshall's partner, but

the two have never met. Both decline to be mar-
ried in this offhand fashion and not the least of

their reasons is the fact that each is in love with

a stranger met in a chance encounter on the street.

They cannot know that they have met in this

informal fashion and tbe executor of the estate

is in despair until the thought of marriage by
telephone suggests itself to him. To this they

accede and over the wire they say the words that

make them man and wife in name only. Then
they go their separate ways each vowing never
to set eyes upon the other. Mr. and Mrs. Carter,

happy in their own married life, set out to bring

the young couple together in their country home
and in pursuance of this plot invite them down
for a week end. They meet and find, each in the

other, the object of the admiration that followed

the chance encounters. A rattling little comedy
plainly told in spirited action.

WILD DUCK HUNTING ON HISTORIC REEL
FOOT LAKE.—Reel Foot Lake, the historic body
of water created by tbe recession of the ground
during an earthquake, is one of the most picturesque

spots in Tennessee, being located close to the north-

west corner where four States meet. One of the

I.ubin staff spent an entire week at tbis point re-

cently and the result is some of the best pictures

ever shown of real duck hunting. The lake is a

favorite resting place with wild ducks in their

migrations and at times the game is heavy. Time
and patience were consumed in getting some actual

hunting scenes In' which the only preparation was
the selection of points of view which should be

both picturesque and productive of good sport.

Ducks in flight are seen to be brought down by

the gun of one of the most experienced hunters

in that section and there is a really remarkable

picture of a duck hit by a shot. It could not

be anticipated, in point of fact a prepared picture

was thrown out because it was unreal, but a happy

chance gave the photographer tbe picture and quick

wit and Quicker action recorded it in the camera.

The trees submerged at the time of the earth-

quake are still standing and these, with the heavy

growths of marsh grass in combination with the

heavy slack waters give some remarkable reflection

pictures of mirrorlike smoothness. It is an un-

usually attractive subject from every point of view.

HE JOINED THE FRAT.—Fred Powers is popu-

lar at college and he Is elected to membership in

the Beta Beta Delta, the most exclusive of the

fraternities. He is tickled to death at the honor

conferred but at the same time a little appre-

hensive of the Initiation that Is to test his de-

sirability as a candidate. Three of the com-

mittee call upon the member-elect and inform him

that he is to be dressed as a woman and fare

forth in search of adventures. It is not an easy

matter to induce him to get Into bis clothes, but

at last they get him dressed and are about to set

out when Fred decides that he wants a cigarette.

The request is refused on the plea that it is

unladylike and when Fred tries to take one from

one of the boys they set upon him, to the great

concern of a near-sighted old lady who decides

that the poor girl is being abducted and rushes

off in search of a policeman. The college boys

hurry away to escape Investigation and station

Fred on a street corner. When a charming young

woman asks her way and permits Fred to tie her

shoe laces the other boys try to come in, but Fred

is averse to flirtation and sternly commands them

to be off. There follows a series of laughable ad-

ventures, but things take a more serious turn when

Fred announces that be is going to tal

in a swimming school conducted tot women only.
The others knovt that to- is reckless enough to
attempt the escapade, but they have a
though! .-111(1 tempt him away with a clgat
Plenty of comedy unspoiled by coarseness of ac-

tion makes this a capital humorous release.

GAUMONT.
(George Kleine.)

SHOOTING IN THE HAUNTED WOODS— Paul
du Chaillu, the intrepid sportsman, goes out bunt-
ing accompanied by his man servant.
They follow a rabbit into a densely wooded for-

est, where their attention is attracted to a sign in

the form of a crooked hand nailed on a tree. A
countryman explains to them that the place is

haunted and cautions them against going further
into the woods. The hunters ridicule the warn-
ing and keep right on. They shoot a rabbit. To
their surprise, the ghostly lord of the haunted
forest suddenly appears in company with his game-
keeper, who picks up the rabbit and brings it to
the sportsman. Before they can thank his lord-

ship he and his gamekeeper vanish and in their

place appears a small wooden gate, obstructing the
path and indicating that tbey are trespassing.
They are not so easily seared, however, so open-
ing the gate, they proceed still further.

Soon they shoot another rabbit. Du Chaillu's
gun is transformed into a broomstick and the game
bag into a fox trap. This, of course, puts a stop

to their hunting. They next come upon the haunted
castle, where they enter and are received wito
great courtesy by the noble lord.

They are ushered into the dining room where they
seat themselves at a sumptuous repast, but the
chair of one changes into a bath tub and the seat
of the other becomes a chafing dish, while the
chicken which is about to be carved, takes to it-

self wings and flies away.
They are much incensed, but, as they angrily

arise to attack their host the scene changes to the
North Pole, and they find themselves confronted
by a bear. Then a crevice in the ice opens under
their feet and they are almost engulfed in it.

The man servant blows his horn to summon as-

sistance, but the instrument explodes and throws
the two huntsmen to tbe ground. Then they wake
up and find it was all a dream.

TOWSER'S NEW JOB Hector is one of those
intelligent French poodles, such as we see occasion-
ally in animal acts on the variety stage. His in-

telligence, however, surpasses that of most canines
for he acts the part of a combination waiter, porter

and mail carrier in a country hotel. He hauls the
baggage to the depot, delivers the mail, waits on
the guests at the table and does not forget to col-

lect tips from the departing visitors.

DECORATED BY THE EMPEROR.—An old. re-

tired general, who served under Napoleon Bona-
parte, is shown in a poverty-stricken condition at

the time of the Restoration. He cannot pay his

room rent, so his sympathetic landlady introduces

him to a Jewish dealer in curios and antiquities to

whom he might be able to sell some of his relics

of his Empire collection. The old Jew ridicules a

bust of Napoleon and tbe old soldier shows him
the door.
Tired and disheartened, the poor old man falls

asleep. He sees in a dream the events of his

past life, from his enlistment until he became a

general. He sees himself as a young lieutenant

bringing a prisoner to the emperor, who rewards
him with a purse of money. He awakes and re-

membering his dream, be opens a trunk from

which he takes the lieutenant's uniform and finds-

the purse of money in a pocket, just where he had
originally placed it.

RAILWAY ON THE ICE SEA.—Superb Alpine

scenery in the vicinity of Mount Blanc, the highest

mountain in Switzerland.
The views are taken from the mountain railroad,

the motion picture camera being on the train it-

FOLDING

CHAIRS
Per Msvlng Picture Shows
Grand Stands, Assembly
Halts, etc. In sections li

wanted.

Write for Catalog No. 2.

The Kauffman Manufacturing Co.

ASHLAND, OHIO

FOR SALE—100,000 feet of film In perfect condi-

tion l%c. per foot. We will trade films at $2.00'

per reel. Send us your list. ECONOMY FILM
CO., Room 204, 108 Fourth Ave., Pittsburg, Penna.
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KALEM FILMS
Issue of January 14, I9IO

The Romance of A Trained

Nurse
LENGTH 950 FEET (Approx

is a ^reat dramatic tale of love decried and love triumphant. It is the

story of the sorrows of a crippled younp; man turned to happiness by
the heart of a true woman—a striking contrast of a young woman
who is a flirt and a flyaway and one who is as true as steel. Taken in

Florida, by the Kalem Company's great stock company of all star actors,

the same cast which produced our coming success of Jan. 7

—

THE DEACON'S DAUGHTER

A Second Kalem Reel
Commencing with the first week in February the Kalem Company

will regularly issue two reels each week, one on Wednesday and the

other on Friday. The added reel will be made up almost exclusively of

the product of our splendid new studio and will be devoted largely to

themes of mystery and comedy, a line which we know will be welcomed
by all exhibitors. The second film of the new series of Fairy Stories

for American Children will be issued Jan. 21, and is called

The Magic Flower
Kalem posters can be obtained from your
exchange or by mail from the A. B. C. Co.,

of Cleveland, O.

Free Descriptive Lectures Sent to all

Applicants

KALEM CO., Inc.
Eastman Kodak Building

235-237-239 WEST 23rd STREET
NEW YORK CITY

CALEHUFF
A rtember of the

FILM SERVICE ASSOCIATION

Headquarters for only the best of latest

FILMS and SONG SLIDES. No junk.

MACHINES, SUPPLIES, Etc.

LATEST SONa SLIDES
$5.00 per set

N. E. Cor. 4th & Green Streets,

PHILADELPHIA. PA.

'TITLE POSTERS"
The Only Practical and Economical

Moving Picture
Posters

A POSTER FOR EVERY PICTURE

$7.50 a Month Express Prepaid

SEND FOR FREE SAMPLE

TITLE POSTER CO.
231-233 Bowery, New York

iiiimii 111 minim nun minimi ii_

\SVl DEvSJ
Z 0/ Highest Quality z

Z LATEST SONC SETS Z
™ I Live My Steady But I'm Crazy About JMy Once In Awhile.™ Candy

Have (jot Something In My Bye. —
Z K-tty. Z
am Chasing The Eagle.

Z It I Thought You Wouldn't Tell. Z
•• Anywhere.
Z Michael Angelo. ~
i Belore I (io and Marry, I'll Have a Talk —
Z With You. Z• Sometime In Springtime
Z I've Out wings On My Fingers And Bells Z

On My Toes.
Z Amlna. Z
Z High class slides made and colored to Z
Z order from prints and negatives

Scott (EL Van Altena
Z 59 Pearl St., New York City Z
Fi 1 1 1 1 e 1 1 e 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 a 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 M 1 1 1 1 1 1

1~

NEW SLIDES
For the Following Songs—JUST OUT

Love Me Dreamy Eyes.
Nora Malone.
By the Light of the Silvery Moon.
There's Nothiag Else in Life Like

Love, Love, Love.
Take ivle Back to Sunshine Land.
Mary you're a Big Girl Now
My Dr<:am of Long Ago.
Wh^n I Fell in Love With You.
Rosenbaum.
When You've Won the Only Girl You

Love.
Just a Girl Like You.
In the Harbor of Sunshine and Love.
Round Up.
Would You be Satisfied, Sally?
You'Jl Come Back.
Put Oa Your Old Grey Bonnet.
Heinz.

DeWitt C Wheeler
120 W. 3lst St., N. Y. City

Canadian Exhibitors

Looking for a first-class film

service, write the Crystal
Palace Film Exchange for

particulars. We handle both
Licensed and Independent
films and can give you a
right up-to-date service. We
own and operate the most
successful Moving Picture
Theaters in Canada.

Located at

141 Yonge Street, Toronto.

331 St. Lawrence Blvd., Mont.
27 King Street East, Hamilton.

Agents Tor Power's and Edison
Machines.

Crystal Palace Film Exchange
141 Yonge Street. Toronto, Can.
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Belt, so that all the most picturesque scenes are
depicted iu the film, ending with the wonderful
"Sea of Ice." The photography is extremely good,
no glare from the snow being visible in the pic-
tures. No need to go to Europe to see this grand
Swiss scenery when it is so perfectly presented
in a moving picture!

KALEM MFG. CO.
THE ROMANCE OF A TRAINED NURSE.—This

Is a story of the power of unselfish love, telling
how Maurice Marsh, a young society man, after
being made a cripple by an accident and deserted
by his cold-blooded fiancee, is saved from morbid
invalidism and made happy by the pure unselnsn
love of his trained nurse. A short time before the
opening scene Marsh was injured in an automobile
accident. For a time his life hung by a thread.
There was a fear that his limbs would have to
be amputated, but two of the best surgeons in
the country performed an operation that saved them.
Scene I.—After the Accident—The Surgeons De-

cide That Marsh will Be a Cripple.
Scene II.—The Trained Nurse Arrives.
Scene III.—Marsh Receives a Note from His

Fiancee. It is a week since Nurse Frances ar-
rived and took charge of her patient. Maurice has
just breakfasted in the warm sunshine of the broad
verauda and the dishes are being removed. Frances
reminds him it is time for his tonic and pouring
out a spoonful gives it to him. Maurice, like a
spoiled child, makes a wry face at its bitter
taste. At this moment the maid arrives with a
letter for Maurice. Glancing at it Maurice rec-
ognizes Forestine's writing. With nervous, shak-
ing fingers he tears it open and reads it eagerly.
Down it falls to the floor and his face twitches
with pain, while his hands grip the arm of his
chair. Nurse looks at him anxiously and then
picks up the letter. Maurice holds out his hand
for it mechanically and slowly re-reads it. For-
estine's letter tells him she is sailing on Saturday
for Europe and will call to say good-bye at tea
time. As he reads it Nurse watches him closely.
Now his head drops back. Nurse wipes the per-
spiration from his forehead and gives him a drink.
His head drops forward as if in deep thought
while the nurse busies herself about him.
Scene IV.—The Fiancee's Heartless Farewell.
Scene V.—The Engagement Broken.
Scene VI.—Six Months Later—The Old Wound

Healing. Six months have passed. Maurice is still

under the care of Nurse Frances. Out in the gar-
den they are seated. She is reading to him but
he seems to be paying more attention to her than
to what she is reading. Now she stops to ques-
tion him in regard to a paragraph in the book.
Maurice looks confused, then laughs and tells her
that really he was so busy watching her he didn't
hear a word of what she was reading. He takes
the book from her and grasping her hand raises
it to his lips. Nurse Frances rises in confusion,
though it is plain she is not averse to his caress.
She glances at her watch grasps the lateness of the
hour as a good excuse and leaves him. He calls
after her then watches her out of sight. Glancing
down he sees the handkerchief she has dropped.
With difficulty he secures it, looks at it tenderly
then kisses it and gazes dreamily out with a half
smile on his lips.

Scene VII.—Nurse Frances Runs Away from
Love. The next morning Maurice and his mother
are walking slowly down the driveway from the
Marsh home when back of them appears Nurse
Frances with her grip in hand ready to leave.
She has fought the battle with her love for Maurice
and won. Maurice hears her steps and turns as
she approaches. As she bids his mother good-bye
he stands overwhelmed with surprise at her going.
When she turns to him he grasps her hand and
begs piteously for her to remain. Nurse Frances
is firm in her resolve, although her face shows
how much it costs her to leave him. As she hur-
ries away Maurice drops his head hopelessly, mur-
muring, "No one seems to care for me." His
mother, although she has never suspected he cared
for Frances, puts a consoling arm around him as
he stands in silent suffering.
Scene VIII.—The Letter of Recall. It is a weelc

after Nurse Frances' departure. As Mrs. Marsh is

busy with her fancy work she hears the sound of
her son's crutches and rises to greet him. Maurice
seats himself wearily. He Is pale, thin and de-
spondent, looking more like the Maurice of six
months than the Maurice of a week ago. Her
mind is made up. Her boy's happiness must be
secured. Hastily she writes a short note to Fran-
ces, asking her to come back for Maurice's sake.
Giving it to the attendant, she tells him to post
it, but he certain to go in such a direction that
Maurice will not meet him. As she looks out in
the direction her son has taken her face is lighted
up with the hope of her son's future happiness.
Scene IX.—True Love's Reward. Mrs. Marsh has

brought her son out to his and Frances' favorite
seat where she was wont to sit with him. He
is attempting to read but finds it difficult here
where be and Frances spent so many happy hours
together. Mrs. Marsh glances about expectantly.
Her son. noticing her excitement, asks what is

the matter, but she tells him not to mind her.
Back through the trees appears Nurse Fiances.
Mrs. Marsh sees her and hurries to meet her with
ber finger to her lips for silence. She indicates

Maurice. Slowly Frances approaches and speaks
his name gently. He does not hear her "Maurice "
Again she speaks. Now he turns and sees her
With a glad cry he holds out his arms. He at-
tempts to rise, but she is kneeling by his side in
an instaut. His arms are around her and with a
face transfigured with joy he is repeating, "You
won't leave he again," and she answers, "Maurice,
I love you," while the mother looks on in pleased
silence at this happy ending of the love romance
of these two young people.

PATHE FRERES.
THE MARRIAGE OF THE COOK.—An impecun-

ious old fellow pays his cooks wages long over-
due with some worthless stock. The cook's beau,
the coal man, finds out one day that this stock
which the master has given the cook has taken
an unexpected rise. At the very same time the
master himself reads of this iu the daily paper,
and being in such terrible straits for money de-
cides that there is nothing else for him to do but
to marry the cook; which he does, but after the
ceremony her faithful friend, the coal man, tells
her why her master married her, so she leaves the
latter, nut forgetting to take her fortune with her;
which she finally thinks but right to bestow
together with her hand upon the ever faithful coal
man, leaving her desperate master to get out of
his troubles as best he can.

A VICTIM OF CIRCUMSTANCES.—A poor fel-
low who has had just a tiny drop too much is
endeavoring to find his way home when he falls
over the prostrate body of a man who has been
robbed and left for dead by some midnight
maurauders. The poor drunken fellow when he sees
the man lying there thinks he also has been cele-
brating, and kneeling down beside him tries to
arouse him. His fingers, however, suddenly come
in contact with something wet and the color leaves
his face as he recognizes it as blood and looking
around sees that his coat is covered with it. Real-
izing in a moment what has happened, he be-
comes seized with terror and immediately endeavors
to conceal himself somewhere, for should he be
seen in this condition he will surely be thought a
murderer. He is a pitiable object indeed, as, he
being a painter by trade, the telltale marks of
red stand out with greater distinctness on his white
suit. Finally, unable to bear the agony any
longer, he decides to go into a cafe and get some-
thing to drink. As he sits at one of the tables
he glances furtively from side to side endeavor-
ing to cover the stains on his coat with bis hand.
The waiter brings him something to drink and
as he is gulping it down two other men come over
to him, and noticing from his queer behavior that
something is wrong soon see the blood stains and
in a short rime deliver the terrified man up to
the police. When he is arraigned at court where
all the people that were in the cafe are gathered
to witness against him, the body of his supposed
victim is brought in on a stretcher. Just as the
magistrate begins to speak the form on the stretcher
rises and pointing his finger at one of the men
who discovered the blood stains on the painter's
coat in the cafe, cries that he is the one who
stabbed him. Then falling back he breathes his
last. The policeman immediately seizes the ac-
cused man. When they endeavor to explain to
their other prisoner, however, that he is now free,
and that It was all a mistake, to their astonish-
ment he laughs loudly, and, pushing them aside,
makes a dash at the magistrate, endeavoring to
strangle him and still shrieking with laughter. It

is easily seen that the occurrences of the night
have been too much for the man's brain, which
has been completely turned in consequence.

THE KING'S COMMAND.—King Henry IV. of
France, anxious to repay the miller and his daughter
for the hospitality they extended to him and his
courtiers on the occasion of their visits to his
mill, wrote a note to the captain of a regiment
camping nearby telling him to marry the bearer
of the note to the handsomest officer of his regi-
ment. He then gave the letter to the miller's
daughter and she hastened away with it, little

thinking what it contained. On her way, however,
she meets a country bumpkin who is very much
in love with her and whose attentions flatter the
unsophisticated girl not a little. The young girl's

father, the old miller, does not approve of the
youth's attentions to his daughter and forbade
the latter to have anything to do with him. This
meeting, therefore, was a great piece of luck and
the blushing young country bumpkin persuaded
the girl to give the note to somebody else to
deliver and they could then have a little while
together, as her father knowing she was on an
errand for the King would not expect her back
for some time. Just as they were talking along
comes a ridiculous little roly-poly of an old woman.
The latter, a romantic creature, was only too glad
to be of service to the young lovers and hurried
away to the camp witli the missive. When the
commander read the King's message he immediately
sent for the officer whom he considered the hand-
somest in the regiment. His chest thrown out
with pride at the thought of being the best looker
in the bunch, a big six-footer steps forward, salutes
and awaits orders. When the King's letter is

read to him and he catches a glimpse of the bearer
of the same, he earnestly protests, saying he is

lookin in the
''''- nt, that 1 bi re iri aan , tain
But liis superior officer will not listen to
ings but sends for the chaplain to marry tl.

When the little old roly-poly hears of be:
fortune she is unable to contain herself, but hops
up and down with joy, to the great amusement
of the other officers.

The poor bridegroom-to-be, however, looks most
dejected. It is llic very first time in his ||

regrets being so good looking. While all this is

happening the King happens to hear that the mill-
er's daughter did not deliver the note herself, and
becoming uneasy starts out with Ins men for
iii" camp. 11 'rives just too late, however. The
knot has already been lied. When the King
the bride he has the greatest sympathy for a if

officer and taking a medal from his own neck he
places it on the breast of the newly made hus-
band as a reward for his obedience to bis King.

THE OVERZEALOUS DOMESTIC—Milly. the
maid, about to leave for the country with her
employers, is bidding her best beau (a stunning
policeman) a long good-bye when her master sud-
denly comes in upon them. The frightened maid
hustles her beau into her trunk. The trunk is

locked and carried off by the expressmen before
she can liberate her loved one and he makes the
trip to Villa Butter-cup without incident. When
he arrives here the maid can hardly wait until
she gets the trunk open, but just as she is un-
strapping it two burglars enter the room and,
pushing her aside, unlock the trunk themselves,
hoping to find something of value—which they do,
but not of the kind they expected, for out jumps
the imprisoned officer of the law as fresh as paint
after bis journey and arrests the robbers without
further parley. The maid gets nothing but words
of praise from her employers for her thoughtfulness
in bringing a policeman in her trunk along with
other useful articles.

MODERN HIGHWAYMAN.—If one is looking for
action, plenty of it and of the thrilling kind, this
film will prove more than satisfactory. From
the moment the modern highwayman comes on the
scene he keeps everybody on the jump and his
acting is so wonderfully realistic that the spec-
tator finds himself gasping with excitement at
his daring feats and readiness when danger threat-
ens. In the opening scene this up-to-date burglar
is waiting at a turn in the road for an automobile
speeding towards him. When it is a few feet
away he jumps out and raising his pistol brings it

to a stop and causes the terrified occupants to-

deliver up to him all their valuables. With won-
derful thoughtfulness he makes the chauffeur empty
his can of gasoline so as they will have no power
to go for help. He then jumps on his motorcycle
and in a twinkling has disappeared from sight.

As soon as they, see the last of him they rush
down the road calling for help and finally a
policeman comes along, who telephones the news of
the daring robbery to police headquarters. The
police patrol with seven or eight officers is im-
mediately sent out to run down the highwayman.
In the meantime the latter has stopped to get
something to drink, and is looking over his loot
when one of the officers comes up to him. He

'

throws the latter and leaves him lying unconscious,
and speeds away on his motorcycle. The patrol-
men arrive on the scene and one of the most
exciting chases ever produced by the cinemato-
graph takes place. At one place on the road the
burglar jumps off his motorcycle and takes to the
woods, but the officers are right after bim. and'
jumping out of their machine, rush through the
underbrush close on his heels. A thought comes
to the pursued, however, and turning suddenly
around he rushes out to the road and jumps into
the waiting automobile, and with his pistol at
the chauffeur's, head, tells him to drive like mad.
His cleverness in eluding his would-be captors

up to this time is, however, of no avail, as they
finally overtake him and are doubly severe with
him on account of the trouble they have bad in-

capturing him.

AN ENGLISH BOXING BOUT Willy Lewis, the
famous English pugilist, is matched against Cos-

tello. The bout runs four rounds and every round'

is a marvel of speed, skill and endurance. From
the beginning, Lewis takes the aggressive, and it

is evident that he is the superior man of the
two. Costello is game, however, and takes terrible

punishment, being sent to the floor in nearly every
round, taking full advantage of the count every
time he goes down. At the beginning of tile fourth

round Costello is evidently groggy while Lewis
is as fresh as a daisy. After sparring for a while.

Costello leads his left for Lewis' jaw, hut Lewis
ducks and comes back hard in Costello's wind.
He goes down while the referee counts nine. When
be regains his feet the battle is nearly over.

He faces Lewis and feebly tries to block Lewis'
hammer-like blows. Finally with a vicious right

hand uppemit Lewis lifts Costello clear off the

floor and lands him down and out against the ropes.

THE LAST LOOK.—This is a powerful subject

showing how an unusual occurrence discovered the
perpetrator of a foul murder. A wealthy man
highly thought of in his community had a worth-
less nephew who was constantly worrying him for

financial assistance. The old man had done every-

thing for the ungrateful boy; bad put him in fine

positions which he invariably threw up, as work
had ever been distasteful to him. The uncle had'
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COMPENSARC
That's the device that saves Moving Pic-

ture men two-thirds on their electric light

bills, and yet gives bettrr light. Did yon
see our ad last week? Well, don't look it

up. Just write for our

Booklet 15018

FORT WAYNE ELECTRIC WORKS
1402 Broadway

FORT WAYNE, INDIANA. 733

Have you investigated the

Wurlitzer PianOrchestra ?

The leading Nickelodeons are
putting in this marvelous Automatic
Orchestra. It furnishes better music
than a regular orchestra of 5 to 25
pieces, is always "on the job," and
cuts out the enormous expense of mu-
sicians. The money saved pays rent.

Easy forms, losp than paid to musicians.
We supply the tJ. s. Gov't, with musical
Instruments. Write for big 96-page catalog
& testimonial booklet showing Wurlitzer
PlanOrchestras In leading Nickelodeons.

%a Rudolph Wurlitzer Q)
World's Largest Mfrs. Automatic Mus. lusts.

new tork CINCINNATI onioAGo
25-27 W, 32J 117-121 E. 4th 266-268Waba8h

SCENERY
For M. P. Theatres

I am making a specialty of small sets of Wood
Scenes consisting of Back Drop 4 Wood Wings,
a Cut Wood Borders, which is all you need for

Vaudeville Acts between Pictures. This scenery is

all fireproof to meet the demands of the Fire
Underwriters. All packed ready to express to

any part of the United States in the following
sizes according to price.

Set No. 1 Drop 8x10 Wings 3x8 Borders 2x12 $ 50,00

2 " 9x10
11

3x9
'

3x12 65.00

3 " 10x12
11

3x10 " 3x14 80.00

4 " 11x12
11

3x11 '
' 3x14 90.00

5 " 12x14
it

4x12 '
' 3x16 125.00

G " 14x24
11

4\14 '
' 4x30 175.00

These Sets are ALL READY to set up end
OIVE SHOW

Send deposit of one THIRD
Balance C. O. D. subject to Inspection

TURNER CO.
Theatrical Stage Properties

Paper Hachie WorK
552 7tH Ave. Now YorK

References: T. M. A. No. 1 N. Y.
T. P. U. No. 1 N. Y. or T. P. U. in Theatre of your

own town or city

LUBIN FILMS
RELEASED, JANUARY 10, 1910.

"Over the Wire"
It was a marriage ceremony that went "over the wire." for Percy Tlcklewlt and Gladys

Bailey wire joint heirs to Setli Marshall only onconilltioii that they marry within thirty days.
They refused even to meet each other. I lit consented to he wedded over the wire. Later on
they discovered that they were in love, but not until u mosl amusing series of complications
had occurred. A Lnbln comedy Of the best sort with a story that holds the Interest down to
the last inch of film. LENGTH, 690 FEET.

"Glimpses of an Indian Village"
Brief glimpses of an Indian village with some sirlklug pictures of the braves In full war

dress and some pictures of Indian babies that no woman can resist. A short but very interesting
subject. LENGTH, 205 FEET.

RELEASED, JANUARY 13, 1910.

" Wild Duck Hunting on Reel Foot Lake"
Reel Foot Lake, that curious body of water formed by an earthquake and in the heart of

the "Night Rider's" region, is unusually picturesque. As a scenic release It would command
attention, but here it is used as the background for a rarely convincing hunting picture: con-
vincing because the pictures were made in the course of an actual hunt and under the guidance
of one of the most expert sportsmen in that section of the countrv. You cannot afford to miss
this. It is a treat. LENGTH, 550 FEET.

UHe Joined the Frat"
He was a college boy who wanted to join a Greek letter fraternity and it was first demanded

that in feminine dress he submit to the directions of his committee. They lead him a lively
life for a time, but somehow the candidate has the best of it—except that they will not permit
him to have a cigarette. A short, snappv comedy subject played with a spirit and dash that
holds the attention from start to finish. LENGTH, 358 FEET.

Send for catalogue of our 1910 machine

LUBIN MANUFACTURING COMPANY 926-928 MARKET STREET
PHILADELPHIA. PA.

SPECIAL
PHOENIX FILM COMPANY

Announce that the BIC AMERICAN FEATURE

"THE CELEBRATED CASE"
WILL BE READY

Shipped from Chicago JMi. 13, 1910

Shipped from Chicago JMl. 20, 1J10
Instead of Jan. 6 and I 3 as previously announced

REMEMBER THE DATE
The demand for this picture has been so great that it caused

this change of date

We do not want anybody disappointed

Exchanges who have not as yet sent in their orders will favor us

by wiring at once

PHOENIX FILM COMPANY, Mossier Bldg., Chicago, III.
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now come to tbe end of his patience, and after
a particularly disgraceful occurrence in which his
nephew bad taken part, decided to cut the boy off

without a cent, but to leave bis entire fortune
to a Home for the Aged. He told bis nephew of
what he had done aud tbe worthless scamp de-

cided tben to get possession of this will aud de-

stroy it. We see bim, therefore, iu the dead of

tbe night stealing into his uncle's bouse and tak-
ing the will out and, lighting a match to it, burns
it up. Just at this moment his uncle appears
at the door of tbe room with a lamp In his hand,
and the boy on seeing him leaps towards bim and
fells bim with a single blow. In the morning
when the corpse is found by the servant, the au-
thorities are called in and no one is more noisy
In his grief than tbe worthless nephew. On ex-
amining the body the coroner sees that the eye
bears tbe impression of some human figure and
looking more closely he sees it is that of a young
man. Deeply interested, he sends for tbe dif-

ferent members of the dead man's household and on
seeing the nephew be immediately recognizes him
as the one whose figure is imprinted on the dead
man's eye. (The spectator is here shown the eye
at close range with the figure of tbe murderer
it. irinted on it.) When the youth sees that he
is caught he breaks down, confesses all and is

carried away by the officers of tbe law.

HIS OPPONENT'S CARD.—After a very gay and
hilarious dinner party two of the most convivial

members accidently collide with one another on
leaving the house, and both being In rather pomp-
ous mood and feeling that their dignity has suf-

fered by the encounter, each offers the other his

card, challenging bim to a duel. They then con-

tinue tbeir zig-zag journey homeward. One, how-
ever, does not get much further than a nearby
lamp-post and Is taken up by two policemen, who,
rinding his opponent's card In his pocket, take
the helpless fellow to the number given thereon
and. notwithstanding his protestations, leave him
there, much to his discomfort. Well, the end of

it all is that he Is politely thrown out of the

window when he is discovered by some of tbe fam-
ily, but even under these trying conditions he still

endeavors to maintain bis dignified bearing, being

a man possessed of a very proud spirit.

SELIG POLYSCOPE CO.
A TALE OF THE BACKWOODS.—Living near one

of the numerous lumber mills, operated in the dense

forests of the south, were two families—the Ber-
gers and Chaneys. Old man Chaney, whose repu-

tation for thrift was not of tbe best, bad a wife
whose slovenly habits and unkempt appearance
made her a fit companion for the indolent old

backwoodsman.
The Bergers were not as uncouth as their strange

neighbors, consequently were held in higher esteem
by the few acquaintances they had. They also had

a daughter, whose name was Molly, a rather gentle

and lovable little creature, who won the hearts of

all who knew her, except the quarrelsome and
vevengefnl Meg Chaney, who hated her because

she had won the love of honest Pete Horner, a

sturdy and thrifty young lumberman, who made a

good living hauling logs and lumber for tbe mill

company.
Another character of special importance in our

story is one "Humpy" Duncan, a half-wit.

The story opens with the meeting of the Bergers

and tbe Chaneys, while in the village to do some
trading. Ivte Is there at the time and is talking

to Meg When Molly comes on the scene and Meg
nee Bred to bitter hatred for the rival, when

she Beef Peter's marked preference for the win-

some little maiden, Meeting Peter later, on his

way to the river (driving his ten head of oxen),

lea to regain the ground she has lost by

her actions at their former meeting.

ing away into the deep woods she throws

herself sobbing on the ground, where for hours

she irivcs way to grief and rage.

Humpy hurries after Meg and finally overtakes

Here be learns the cause of her attempt at

. and in his poor crazed way begs to be al-

lowed to do something for bis beloved Meg.

A wicked thought enters Meg's mind. Why
not get this poor tool to make away with Molly .

If found out the blame could be easily shifted 011

Humpy. Peter could finally be won over to care

for her. Deceiving the demented wretch with the

promise of bestowing her love on him should he

succeed in carrying out her plans, she unfolds to

him a plot by which Molly could be dragged away
to an old deserted building in the forest, locked

in and the shark Bred. Then all traces of the crimp

could be obliterated. "I'll do it," cries the half-

wit. "For a smile from your lips, I would kill

:.II manl I." Then rushing away he waits until

Molly has returned home, and falling her out anil

away from the house by a whistle which she thinks

is n signal from her lover, he soon has her In his

power and bears her away to the old shack which

Meg intends shall be her funeral pyre. Now it

K DS that a negro, fishing on the bank of the

river, catches sight of the struggling girl, and

realizing bet danger, hastens to Pete's home and

apprises hiin of Molly's peril. In the meantime

Humpy has brought Meg to tbe old shack and at

her command sets fire to it. Then seeing tic, I bet

victim is apparently beyond all earthly hope, she

buckles with fiendish dee and hastens away. 'I he

half wit seizes Meg in his arms, and with the

strength of a maniac, drags her back to the burn-
ing shack. "You lied to me; we will die to-

gether. " He bursts open the door and throws the
frantic, struggling Meg inside, then seizing the
unconscious form of Molly he bears her through
the stifling smoke 'into the pure air without. Then
rushing back, he bars the door, and inside that
burning caldron, calmly awaits death to come to

him and his partner in crime.
Racing through the dense growth of the forest

Pete hears the crackle of flames. Staggering up
almost exhausted, be utters a cry of joy to see
bis little Molly safe and just recovering from the
swoon she was in. Clasping her in his arms he
is about to bear her away when he hears the
screams of a woman coming from the burning build-

ing. Through the flames he dashes and bursting
open tbe door is just in time to drag the half-dead
Meg and the hunchback out of the jaws of death.
Thus the fate so richly deserved by Molly's cruel

rival is averted, and after a month of reflection

and repentance she is forgiven by the kind-hearted
Pete and his little sweetheart.

UNDER THE STARS AND STRIPES.—Just now.
when our national feelings are more or less strained
with Nicaragua, and diplomatic relations are at

an end, we are reminded again of our duty to our
flag—the Stars and Stripes—and the brave marines
at Corinto and Bluefield are awaiting with abated
breath the message from Washington that sends
them to the front. All these things tend to renew
our memories of tbe happenings of 1898, when so

many of our gallant men were left sleeping in

tbe sands of Cuba. The story opens in the office

of our consul, General Lee, who has just received

his passport to leave Cuba; his aide, Captain
Locke, who has become enamored with Lorette, the

secretary of General Weyler, sees plainly the part-

ing of the ways, when his superior sends the United
States Goverment the following cablegram:

Havana, Cuba.
Root, Washington, D. C,

Secretary War, U. S. A.
All peace negotiations out of the question.

The Stars and Stripes alone will pacify Cuba.
LEE.

A hasty gathering of belongings and an affection-

ate good-bye and God-speed between Lorette and
Captain Locke, who takes the field under his flag.

General Weyler, desperate in his efforts to stop

the cablegram, orders the bridge blown leading

to the cable station. Captain Locke, horse and
all, go down into the river; he is seen making
for the shore followed by Spaniards. ,He gains the

hank and is off as fast as horseflesh can carry him.

Almost exhausted, be lands his message in the

station, and as the last word is clicked off, with

the key still open, the cable is cut. The many
happenings within tbe next few weeks are best

told by tbe waving of the Stars and Stripes over

Morro Castle and the honor with which Locke ac-

quitted himself in battle and claimed his senorita

at the eleventh hour, just as she was about to be

wedded in an unholy marriage with her guardian.

International military laws permitted General

Weyler to retire and return to the mother country

and with his departure all Cuba rejoiced, happy in

the knowledge that they were under the Stars

and Stripes.

Independent Films.

URBAN-ECLIPSE.
(George Kleine.)

TRUE TO HIS OATH.—An old sailor Is on bis

deathbed, surrounded by his family, consisting of

his wife, daughter and son.

The father, before lie passes away, causes his

so,, to swear on the family ISible that he will never

leave his widowed mother and orphan sister.

After the old man's death, the son pursues his

trade as fisherman, in order to support the be-

' and helpless women. It chances one day

that as he was about to row out to the fishing

Beet, an attractive young woman meets and per-

suades him to take her out on (he water, and,

falling in love with him. urges ihm to leave the

Ashing villa.-, • to accompany her to the gay city

where she lives.

Her wiles seduce him completely. He returns

home to get together his clothing preparatory to

his departure when his eyes happen to alight on

the family Bible upon which he swore never to

leave his nether and sister. At the same moment.

his father's ghost appears to remind bim of his

oath.
,

This has a powerful effect on the young flsher

man who abandons all ideas of leaving the vil-

lage and decides to stay with his family forever.

HOME OF THE GYPSIES.—This most interesting

and Instructive film illustrates as no words can dr.

the degree of perfection to which ancient Moorish

architecture attained during the time when Morocco

held Spain in subjugation, that is to say, in the

13th century. First, we see a superb panorama of

the ancient citv of Granada and then the details

Of its masterpiece of architectural art the ' Al-

hambra"—the palace of the Moorish kings, with

ils "Lions Courtyard." paved with white marble

the lions being carved out of solid blocks of black

marble—Then we are shown the "Myrtle Court-

yard" and at the back the "Mirador, or Look-

Out" balconv whence a splendid panoramic view of

Granada ami surroundings is obtained—The film

Closes with familiar scenes of Spanish gypsy life—

\ wedding followed by rejoicings and dances.

CENTAUR FILM COMPANY.
THE MISHAPS OF BONEHEAD IN SEARCH

OF AN HEIRESS.—Valentine Maynard, being am-
bitious to climb the social ladder, decided that his

first steps must be to secure a brilliant marriage
for his daughter, Dora.

Sir Percival Bonehead therefore easily secured
a cordial invitation to lay siege to the baud and
heart of the great heiress, for Maynard had as-

sured himself that while his Lordship's finances

were low, his social position was exceedingly high.

However they bad both reckoned without their

host, for Dora was secretly engaged to Wallace
Ross, who no sooner learned of her father's matri-

monial plans for her than he decided to administer
tbe love cure to his Lordship by having his mis-

chievous chum, Roy Cheves, impersonate Dora.
Sir Percival proposed and Roy promptly accepted

with a vigorous embrace, and upon being compli-

mented upon his strength, begged his Lordspip to

put on the gloves with him. The unsuspecting Earl

complied and as a result received so sound a beat-

ing that Maynard's profuse apologies were of no
avail.

In the meantime, Dora and Wallace had been
quietly married on the lawn, and when Maynard
seemed inclined to storm, Roy again stepped for-

ward with his boxing gloves, and as a result the

young couple received a submissive father's blessing.

FORGIVEN.—Harry Laughton, a college man,
had fallen in love with and married Daisy Woods,
a country maiden, during his vacation, despite his

father's commands and entreaties.

Harry loved his simple, untutored little wife,

but her lack of style and ignorance of bis favorite

books shamed and annoyed him. He grew more
and more irritable, until broken-hearted little Daisy,

believing that he no longer loved her, sorrowfully

departed for her old home.
But the streets were strange to her, and as she

was looking up at a lamp-post to read the name,
an automobile came suddenly around the corner

and knocked her down.
The owner of the automobile proved to be her

father-in-law, who was soon captivated by her sweet
simplicity, and gladly sent for his distracted son,

to whom he gave a little fatherly advice, thereby

preventing a repetition of what so nearly cost him
his happiness.

GREAT NORTHERN.
CHILD BENEFACTOR.—Robert Fielding has in

bis time seen better days, but his carelessness and

bad company made him run through tbe fortune

which was left him by bis father. Now he walks

the streets in rags, being so reduced to poverty.

But no one has any sympathy for him, because be

is young, and a strong-looking man, and ought to

be able to get his living by working. Fielding

comes across a newsboy, and cannot help but ad-

mire the little chap, who is busy selling papers

and taking in the pennies, and notes how he un-

derstands to sell to everyone who comes along. He
envies the boy being able to take in money in such

an apparently easy way. When the boy is through

tor the day, Fielding follows him up. The boy

makes his way to an old shed outside the town,

where Fielding sees bim lie down to rest. For

a moment Fielding is tempted to rob the hoy of

his earnings, but his good nature gets the upper

hand, and he walks away in despair. Rather would

he end his own life than do any harm to the inno-

cent boy. The boy, having noticed him, gets up,

inns after him, and asks him if he is hungry.

Fielding has to admit it. of course, and accepts

from the bov a few pennies to buy food. But tbe

temptation is too great, and he spends this money

for drink. The boy. who has been watching him

all the time, enters the public house, and takes

away the glass from Fielding, saying: "Now let's

go and have something to eat; I didn't give you

ley for drink." The strong will of the boy

.re.ns to Influence Fielding, and he realizes sud-

denly that he must do some work, in order to make

a living. He succeeds in finding a situation as

porter and the boy and he from now on become

very great friends. Fielding works very hard, and

they can soon afford to take very nice rooms to-

gether and also to go on nice outings on Saturday

afternoons. One day Fielding is sweeping in front

of his employer's house, when be bears a cry. and

looking up lie is astonished to see the child of bis

employer just falling from one of the windows of

the house. Fortunately he catches her in bis arms.

and although the child is unhurt by the fall, the

weight coming down on him from such a height

causes some slight injuries to Fielding's head and

arm He has to be carried home, and his grateful

employer accompanies him to his room, where he

hears the whole story of Fielding's and his boy

friend's struggles. In appreciation to Fielding for

savin" his little child from an almost certain death,

his employer provides him with ample money to

nurse himself quickly back to health, and also

obtains such a good position from his employer

that he is able to marry a nice girl, and the news-

boy lives with them, in a very comfortable home.

often receiving thanks from Fielding for saving

bim from ruin.
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LUX FILMS.
""A DRAMA AT SEA.—Tills picture is a portrayal
o£ a Ioti tween the custom bouse official's

daughter and a sailor. During the absence of (he
sailor we find tbe prettj maid working in the .van]

of her home, when along comes a rival Bsberman,
who is also desperately in lore with tin- custom
house official's daughter, lie is, however, rejected
and ordered from tbe premises by tbe puis father,

for whlcb act lie swears vengeance. The girl's

lover returns and we see tbe two strolling through
the Streets when they are suddenly spied hy the
rejected Bsberman, who is following, waiting an op-
portunity to get his revenge. After the lover leaves
the girl we sec the fisherman overtake her, when
he suys: "You're mine, and no other man will ever
have you." A very exciting struggle takes place
on the edge of a clifflT, when the vlllian in his mind
ness throws her over the cliff. During this time
her mother is seen anxiously waiting for her daugh-
ter, when the father returns and is informed of
the girl's absence. In the meantime, two sailors

pass by the cliff from which the girl was thrown,
and find her partly BUbmerged in the sand below.
They put her on hoard the ship and return her
to her parents. Her lover is informed of the mur-
derous attempt of the rival fisherman, and goes in

pursuit of the culprit. The lover finds the rival

fisherman near the place where the girl was found,
and a battle ensues between the two in which the
lover is shot in the arm. The culprit then attempts
to make his escape in a sailboat, when he is fol-

lowed by the custom house Officer and the lover
in a launch. They overtake him and throw him
into tbe water. At the end we see where the
couple are being married.

THE FOOTBALL CRAZE.—This beautiful picture
portrays the craze for football between the "Stad
College" and "Racing Club." We see tbe ball go
from the game into the highway, boys going after
it throw down a young couple. It is then thrown
into a restaurant and all the guests put into great
excitement. The players rush in after the ball

and demolish the entire place. Next we see them
going after the ball, which is thrown into a moving
ran, and in their efforts to locate the ball tbey
throw the furniture in the street. It is next thrown
into a yard, and from there into a private resi-

dence. While rushing in after the ball they throw
two people down. Next the ball is thrown into
an artist's studio. The artist is seated on his stool

in tbe act of painting a portrait. The players rush
madly after the ball. The artist succeeds in throw-
ing them out of window and they all land on the
roof below. While in their frantic effort to secure
the ball, they all tumble to the ground below. We
see them in front of a grocery store playing foot-

ball with all the groceries, etc. The ball is thrown
in the river and a game of football takes place in

the water. Finally the police come to the rescue
nnd lodge all the players in a cell, and even there
they could not give up their playing and manage to

get the police officers into a game. We see both
the players and officers go crazy for the game, dur-
ing which time the players make their escape and
leave the police in the cell playing football.

NEW YORK MOTION PICTURE CO.
A REDMAN'S DEVOTION.—Western tales still

retain their popularity and this New York Motion
Picture Company production comes up to everyone's
expectations. Jim Waters, accompanied by a Na-
vajo Indian from his ranch, go to the depot to meet
Dell Ellison, an Eastern girl. As she alights from
the train, Jim helps her into his wagon, her bag-
gage is seen to and they start off. Dell is greeted
most heartily by Mrs. Waters and is introduced to

all the cowboys. Rolla, more audacious than the
others, advances toward Dell, who shrinks from
him. The boys laugh at him because of the re-

pulse, which, naturally, causes Rolla to be angry
at all. When Dell starts out on horseback to ex-
plore the (own. the Navajo Indian goes as her guard-
ian. Tbey ride for some distance, the Indian in

the rear, when Rolla comes along, recognizes the
rider and starts after Dell. Rolla rides bard ami
finally pulls up beside Dell, grabbing her bridle.
When he refuses to listen to her, Dell lashes him
with her whip, and the Indian comes to her as-

sistive. Rolla and the Navajo engage In a duel,
while Dell rides away. The Indian is wounded and
Rolla follows after Dell. She, meantime, has
reached Jim's bouse, told of tbe happening, and
Jim. with his cowboys, rides away with her. They
nine upon tbe Indian and put him on a horse. The
Indian, in his wounded condition, is cared for hy
Dell, and she gains his undying gratitude. While
Hell sits painting near the Navajo, Jim returns with
Rolla. The Indian shows a disposition to get bold
of blm, but is quieted hy Dell. Under all puns

shown the waj
her i lei the Indian, and their

painting is rudely Interrupted hy Rolla, who fells

• I and carries off Hell. The
is i,, Jim's, gives the alarm and all

start in pursuit. Tbey rescue Dell and retake
Rolla,

AN EPISODE OF NAPOLEON'S WAR WITH
SPAIN.—A Si ant, disregarding his wife's
entreaties, joins a band of unsuccessful soldiers

who renew their attack against Napoleon. He
leans the soldiers to a hilltop, and despite their

strength of position and desperate valor, Napoleon's
troops are seen bursting into the trenches. Grasping
his beloved Spanish Hag, and winding it around bis

wounded arm, the peasant fires the last cannon and
staggers away. The peasant takes refuge in his

cottage and when the French officers fail to make
his wife acknowledge the Emperor, comes from his

hiding place and is taken prisoner with his wife,
1 off to camp and sentenced to death, f'.r

their treachery. Meanwhile their boy. after evad-
ing tbe sentries, fearlessly makes his way to the

place in the market square where Napoleon is

seated studying maps of tbe district. The child's

stiM.v appeals to Napoleon and he accompanies him
to the execution ground, arriving in time to prevent

the death of the hoy's parents. They are about to

return to their home when Napoleon sees the flag

binding the peasant's arm. It would seem he was
about to recall his pardon, but realizing that pa-

triotism prompted the act, Napoleon dismisses the

peasant and at once resumes the inspection of his

maps.

A FORESTER'S SWEETHEART.—Bess, a pretty

mountain girl, is waiting for Rob, her sweetheart.
When he comes she coquettishly dodges behind trees

nnd runs from him. In doing this, she falls from
the forest edge, and is rescued by Bob, who car-

ries her on his back up tbe steep ledge. He takes
Bess to her borne, and she explains her accident

to her father. Bob, after seeing Bess enter the

cabin, rides away, and Joe, bis rival, goes in the

opposite direction. When Bob asks for Bess, the

father refuses his consent, because of tbe lack of

money. Joe. however, offers a goodly amount and
thereby gains the father's favor. Bess shows great

aversion for Joe. and much love for Bob. She
pleads with the latter, but be cannot see his way
clear to take her, and she returns home accusing

him of not loving her. Her father forces her Into

Joe's arms, who mounts her on a horse and leads

her away. Bob, meantime, resolves to win her, goes
to her cabin and finds her gone. Then follows a

hard ride, and finally Bob gets on their trail, and
overtakes them. He and Joe engage in a duel with
axes, in which Bob acts most honorably. He worsts
his adversary, and making certain that Joe Is mere-
ly stunned. Bob and Bess ride off together. Tbey
dismount and refresh their horses at a waterfall

and then caress.

THE SON OF THE WILDERNESS.—Tbe city of
Marseilles was at the epoch of this anecdote inhab-

ited by Greek colonies. An old gunsmith leaves his

workshop in charge of his wife and daughter, while
he makes his way to a neighboring village. On
his way he is kidnapped by a gang of pillagers who
descend from the surrounding mountains for their

daily robberies. His daughter, having been in-

formed of her father's troubles, pleads vainly for

her town citizens' help; and then with a sudden
outburst of affection runs to her fathre's captors and
proposes that tbey allow her to take her father's

place. The proposal is accepted, but as the robbers
try to avail themselves of the new booty, their

chieftain appears and assumes tbe defense of the
young girl. His loyal action awakes full confidence

in the girl's heart, while on tbe other hand the

sturdy young fellow is overcome by tbe feeling of

love. His hopes are deluded, and while unable to

rebel against the sweet girl who has charmed his

feelings, forsakes his dreams of the future and frees

tbe young girl. Meanwhile the girl's father assem-
bles some of his fellow citizens nnd makes for his

daughter's rescue. Luck is on their side

POWERS CO.
THE LITTLE HEROINE.—A Texan ranch owner

starts out to pay off his cowboys, and he is captured
by four outlaws. His horse, carrying the money
in the saddle has. runs back to the ranch lions,.

pursued by an outlaw. The ranch owner's daughter,
Nellie, a child of ten. captures the "had man" in a

most ingenious way. Then mounting her father's
ni-. little Nellie dashes off to the rescue. She
meets the outlaws, overhears them telling bow they

have tied her father to the rocks and that a slow
burning fuse, connected with a keg of powder, will

Mow him into eternity if the money is not brou.Mit

back by their messenger. Now follows the most
thrilling chase that has ever been put into a mo-

tion picture. The plucky little girl dashes through
bush and over rocks closely pursued by tbe out-
laws. Nothing can stop the brave child. She goes

I a rope, then runs afoot for the
rocks. She comes to the edge of tbe cliff. The

D which her father is suspended offers a way
down. Without a moment's hesitation little Nellie

s to where, a hundred feet below, her father
death. The child frees him, and

an instant later the powder explodes. The father
and child escape, ami, later, reach borne, where the
cowboys ale gathered after having captured tbe out-
laws.

THE ACTOPHONE COMPANY.
ROBERT MACAIRE: or, THE TWO VAGA-

BONDS.—Macs ire and Strop, two vagabonds, are
first seen in a cell, filing off their manacles and
preparing to escape. In the midst of this they are
surprised by the jailor, who Is knocked senseless by
Strop. They tie the jailor to the cot. take bis keys
and revolver and successfully leave the prison. They
are next seen running along the highway in their
prison garb. They see a stage coach approaching
and boldly decide to rob tbe passengers. This is

accomplished ami tbe coach departs. Macaire and
Strop take another road with their booty and Strop
takes a hat and coat from a scarecrow and adorns
himself. They hold up the Marquis V. de V., tie

him to a tree and Macaire strips him of his clothes
and decides to represent himself as the Marquis V.
de V.

Next is the exterior of an inn, with all the In-

cidents of peasants dancing and the arrival of guests
Macaire and Strop appear and are introduced to tbe
passengers, whom they robbed on tbe highway. Ma-

wife, whom be has deserted and has not
seen in years, is taken in and given shelter for the
night. In the midst of these incidents, the Marquis
V. de V. arrives witli gendarmes and denounces
Macaire, who easily outwits him and orders his ar-

rest.

We are now taken to the interior of t lie inn.

Macaire and Strop have become great favorites and
are seen dancing with tbe Princess, Chevalier and
Marquis whom they have robbed. Good-nights are
said and all retire. Comedy complications follow
and Macaire ami Strop are seen preparing to leave
the inn with the bO' ty that they have gathered to-

gether. The Marquis V. de V. enters, establishes
his identity and Macaire is called upon to surren-
der. Macaire tries to escape and is shot by the
gendarme and .

PHOENIX FILM CO.
VICTIMS OF JEALOUSY.—The above very ap-

propriate title is applied to a very thrilling and
absorbing story dealing with a man's insane jealonsy
aroused by an innocent act, common courtesy on
the part of ids wife.
Tbe lady is seen picking flowers In the garden.

A casual acquaintance comes along and tbe lady
very politely hands him a beautiful rose. Tbe
husband is seen approaching and evidently observes
the act of his wife and when tbe gentleman ac-
quaintance leaves, the husband rebukes his wife
very severely for tbe courteous act. A very stormy
scene takes place between husband and wife, end-
ing with tbe father taking their only child from
the house in a violent passion. Tbe husband places
the child in an orphan asylum to secrete from the
wife. He does not mention this fact to any one
so that when later the husband is killed by being
thrown from a horse, neither tbe wife nor any one
else knows the whereabouts of tbe abducted child,

years later, the child, now a grown boy
of twelve years, in company with another waif is

farmed out to evil masters. They teach the young
ones to rob and steal. A plot is concocted to enter
and rob a certain stately mansion. The young boy
is forced to climb the gates so as to permit bis
evil companions to enter, and later Is seen to climb
ihe stone column supporting the balcony above.

The boy enters the window in the apartments of
a lady, who is slumbering upon a lounge nearby.
Tbe boy recognizes in tbe sleeping woman bis own
mother, and sees the picture of bis own father
and mother hanging from the wall. The boy hesi-

tates to so any further and Is soon followed by
his companions from the outside, intent upon rob-

bing the place. The boy awakens bis mother and
Raves her from the attacks of his companions. The
boy declares to the mother who he is. Soon the
arms of his devoted mother fondle and caress him
and by her action is seen to also adopt the little

waif, companion of her long lost boy.

A LUCKY KNOCK.— Accompanying the above re-

lease is also a very laughable comedy entitled "A
Lucky Knock." To give the description of this

farce would only hurt its value, as the comedy it-

self cannot fail to be appreciated when fully seen.
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FILMS AT 8c. FT NEW
Dram.—"Nero"; or the Burning of Rome—1,155

ft. (Ambrosio).
Com.—Silly Billy—435 ft. (M. F. A.).
Dram.—Consequence of a Lie—625 ft.— (Le

Lion).
Sens.—Elephant Hunt in Cambodgre—600 ft.

(Le Lion).

FILMS AT 6c. FT AS NEW
Farce—Fig-ht for North Pole—381 ft. (Urban).
Comedy—Simple Simon—435 ft. (London Cin.

Co.).
Comedy—Bath Chair—420 ft. (Cines).
Comedy—Who Seeks Finds—656 ft. (Gr. North-

ern).

Comedy—Pork Butcher—280 ft. (Lux).
Drama—Kidnapped King—820 ft. (M. F. A.).
Drama—Theodora—820 ft. (Pasq. & Tempo).
Drama—Suicide Club (Sleeping Pills)—650 ft.

(Eclair).
Drama*—Father's Love—435 ft. (Lon. Cin.).
Dra-na—Monte Cristo—1045 ft. (Ambrosio).
Dra.aa—"Nero"—1155 ft. (Ambrosio).

FILMS AT 4c FT AS NLW
Drama—Muledriver's Bride—640 ft. (Lux;.
Drama—Automatic Umbrella Seller — 640 ft.

(Pathe).
Drama—Eivals—695 ft. (Precision).
Drama—At the Carnival—550 ft. (Pathe).
Drama—Drama Under Richelieu—775 ft. (Lux).
Drama—Church Robber—655 ft. (Pathe).
Drama—Alboino tz Rosamund—860 ft. (Pasq. &
Tempo).

Drama—Episode of French Revolution—680 ft.

(Cosmopolitan).
Drama—Repentance—715 ft. (Lux).
Drama—Tyrolean Tragedy—600 ft. (London

Cin.).
Drama—Cyrano de Bergerac—750 ft. (Lux).
Drama—Magda—900 ft. (Itala).

Drama—Foster Brothers— (Lux).
Drama—Boy Scouts—420 ft. (London Cin.).
Drama—Master Detective—780 ft. (Gr. North.).
Drama—The Double—675 ft (Eclair).
Comedy—Electrified Hunchback—272 ft (Lux).
Comedy—Bogus General—490 ft. (Lux).
Comedy—Forced Treatment—525 ft. (London

Cin.).

Comedy—Reincarnated Mummy—550 ft. (Lux),
Comedy—Human Squib—365 ft. (Gaumont).
Comedy—Punch Register—234 ft. (Pathe).
Comedy—The Twine—400 ft. (Pasq. & Tempo).
Comedy—Roast Chicken—375 ft. (Lux).
Comedy—Interrupted Rendezvous — 550 ft.

(Itala).

Comedy—Marvelous, Indeed—500 ft. (M. F. A.).
Comedy—Getting Rid of Uncle—300 ft. (Rosie).
Comedy—Good Tramp—385 ft. (Lux).
Comedy—Absorbing Tale—300 ft. (Urban).
Comedy—Magic Carpet—350 ft (Urban).
Comedy—Amorous Minstrel—490 ft. (Cines).
Comedy—Mind, I Catch You Smoking—490 ft.

(Cricks & Martin).
Comedy—Carlo and the Baby—206 ft. (Bio-

scope).
Comedy—Patent Glue—535 ft. (Welt).
Comedy—Cat Came Back—500 ft. (Urban).
Comedy—Follow Me—385 ft. (Lux).
Comedy—Why She Didn't Marry—350 ft. (Gau-
mont) .

Comedy—Foxy Farmer—340 ft. (Gaumont).
Comedy—Selling Shoes—300 ft. (Gaumont).
Comedv—It Was a Beautiful Dream—600 ft.

(Gr. North.).

FILMS AT 2c. FT PERFECT CONDITION
Comedy-
Comedy—
Comedy—

(Pathe
Comedy-
Comedy—
Comedy-
Comedy—
Comedy-
graph)

Comedy-

Statue on a Spree—390 ft. (Pathe).
Only Thoughtfulness—500 ft. (Pathe).
Betrayed by One's Feet—275 ft.

I.

Tula's Dream--450 ft. (Pathe).
Susceptible Youth—350 ft. (Pathe).
Fashionable Hat—375 ft. (Pathe).
The Mourners—475 ft. (Vitagraph).
Chieftain's Revenge—390 ft. (Vita-

The Mummy—475 ft. (Pathe).

PLEASE NOTE
ALL FILMS OFFERED ARE IN SPLENDID

CONDITION, RUN VERY LITTLE. ONLY
FIRST-CLASS, QUITE UP-TO-DATE SUBJECTS.
24 HOURS APPRO AGAINST DEPOSIT.
EXPORT OF FILMS A SPECIATY. ALL

ORDERS RECEIVE PROMPT ATTENTION. I

CAN GET YOU ANY SUBJECT, NEW OR
SECOND-HAND. AT LOWEST PRICES. FILM
TITLES TO YOUR ORDER, COLORED, 50c.
EACH.

G. W. BRADENB11RGH
Importer of

Life Motion Picture Films

233 N. Eighth St., Philadelphia

INDEPENDENT FILMS
Jan. 12-

THE ACTOPHONE COMPANY.
-Robert Maeaire: or, The Tim Vagal ds

Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
.Tan.

Jan.

Nov.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
rvc.

Jan.
Jan.
Jan.

FILM IMPORT AND TRADING CO.
3—The Salted Mine (Carson) 750
:;—A Wall Street Chance (Eclair) 540
3—Seal and Walrus Hunting (R. & R.) . .500
': Foolsbead's Holiday i Itala i 500
''•—The Poem of Lift- (Aquilai 073
3—A Happy New Year i K. & R.) 430
3—Out With It (Meester) N.350
3—Patrician and Slave (Cines) 925

GREAT NORTHERN FILM COMPANY.
10—Yachting on the Baltic 230
1—A Boy Hero 600
1—Trollhattan 3SO
4—Little Willie's Trip to the North Pole.407
4—Wrestling 42c
8—Temptations of the Gold Fields (Dr.). 750
S—Gerhardi Mohr (Com.) 194
18—Mother-in-Law Crazy with Music 460
IS—The Butcher's Bill 230
1(3—In Southern Sweden 292
25—An Outcast's Christmas 493
23—Father Busy Papering 360
6 -Child as Benefactor 950
13—Death of the Brigand Chief
13— Naughty Boys 2S0

"IMP."
INDEPENDENT MOVING PICTURES COMPANY

OF AMERICA.
Oct. 25—Hiawatha 98S
Nov. 1—Love's Stratagem 954
Nov. 8—Destiny 864
Nov. 15—Forest Ranger's Daughter 700
Nov. 15—Brave (?) Policeman 300
Nov. 22—Levitsky Sees Parade 704
Nov. 22—Honor Among Thieves 296
Nov. 29—Her Generous Way 970
Dec. 6—His Last Game 941
Dec. 13—The Two Sons 955
Dec. 20—Lest We Forget 916
Dec. 27—The Awakening of Bess 985
.Tan. 3—The Winning Punch 957
Jan. 10—Right of Love 975
Jan. 17—The Tide of Fortune 973

NEW YORK MOTION PICTURE CO.

Oct. 29—Mexican's Crime 1000
Nov. 5—Y'oung Deer's Bravery 950
Nov. 12—The Ranchman's Wife 950
Nov. 19—An Indian's Bride 1000
Nov. 26—The Parson's Prayer (Dr.) 550
Nov. 26—Dooley's Thanksgiving Turkey (Com.) .400
Dec. 3—The Message of an Arrow 1000
Dee. 10—Reunited at the Gallows (Dr.) 1000
Dec. 17—The Love of a Savage (Dr.) 990
Dec. 24—An Italian Love Story (Dr.) 900
Dec. 31—The Red Cross Heroine 1000
Jan. 7—Red Girl's Romance (Dr.) Onn
Jan. 11—A Redman's Devotion (Bison) 930
Jan. 12—An Episode of Napoleon's War with

Spain ( Itala) 775
Jan. 14—A Forester's Sweetheart (Bison > 950
Jan. 15—The Son of the Wilderness (Ambrosio). 925

THE POWERS COMPANY.
(Columbia Film.)

Not. 2—Change of Complexion 958
Nov. 9—All for the Love of a Girl 950
Nov. 1G—The Gypsy's Regret 925
Nov. 23—A Red Man's Love 830
Nov. 30—Pressing Business 85b
Dec. 7—A Run for the Money 950
Dec. 14—Manhood's Reward 950
Dec. 21—Reunited by Santa Claus 950
Dec. 28—Excelsior (Comedy) 950
Jan. 4—A Frozen Ape 930
Jan. lS»-The Little Heroine 975

PHOENIX FILM CO.

S—Millionaire Bootblack (Dr.) 1000
Nov. 23—Delayed Telegram (Com.) 900

Dec. 2—Answered Prayer (Dr. ) 830
Dei 9—Bad Case of Crip (Com.) 73n

Hoc. 0—July 4th, 1910 (Com.) 250
Dee. Hi—Her Mother's Mistake (Dr.) 850
Jan. 0—Convicted by His Own Child (1) 1000

Jan. 13—Convicted by His Own Child (2) 1000

CENTAUR FILM CO.

Dec. 11—Santa Claus and the Miner's Child. abt. 950
Dec. is—Bevond the Rockies abt. 950
Dec. 25—The Deceiver 1000
Jan. 13—Mishaps of Bonehead 450
Jan. 13- -Forgiven 343

EXCLUSIVE FILM COMPANY.
Dec. 30—A Romance of the Soutli S73

AT LIBERTY—First-class operator. Edison or

Power's machines. Best of references. WALTER
KlNiiiv. care of Dreamland, Bellows Falls, Vt.

Classified Advertising.
Rate 3 cents per word, Cash with order.

MR. MOVING PICTURE MAN—In answer to this
ad we will sell you 4 beautifully colored, artistic
announcement slides for $1.00. Send for list, every
one new. a work of art. NIAGARA SLIDE CO.,
Lockport, N. Y.

The "A B C OF MOTION PICTURES" just oat.
What, when, why, where, how. Everything per-
taining to the biggest money-making business out.
How to run machines, equip theaters, build stage,
install lighting, make rheostats, paint banners and
signs, make slides for 3 cents each, what to charge,
bow to handle help, details of phonographic in-
struction, where to get film cheapest, how to save
on supplies. 5,000 facts, pointers and suggestions
which will save anyone going into the business
$300.00 at the lowest calculation. Postpaid for a
dollar. GARRETT SWIFT, 238 20th Ave.. North,
Minneapolis. Minn.

WANTED—Oyo-carhi gas making outfit. Address
SMITH STUDIO, Carson City, Nev.

FOR SALE—Edison exhibition model machine,
friction takeup, in perfect condition, with 4 reels
of film in perfect condition. $120.00. One ma-
chine all complete with fire boxes, perfect condi-
tion, 4 reels of film. $135.00. Lot of films at $15.00
per reel. .MAYER SILVERMAN, 10S-110 Fourth
Ave.. Pittsburg, Tenna.

SITUATION* 'WANTED,
A-l TENOR SINGER of experience wishes posi-

tion. Good salary. Can show references from past
employers if desired. ROBERT P. TOURNIER. 50
link Street, Providence, R. I.

EXPERIENCED LANTERNIST AND PHOTOG-
RAPHER wishes position with lecturer. Can furn-
isb reference. Road or citv. HARRY L. KEEP-
ERS. 506 Lexington Ave.. Brooklyn, N. Y.

AT LIBERTY—Trap drummer with full outfits
fin- effects for pictures; play bells, etc. A.
DRUMMER, 117 W. Cabarrus St., Raleigh, N. C.

Neosho
Song Slides

$3.50 the set

These NEW ones are ready
for immediate delivery:

Darling MakeMe Dreamy
Name the Day, Honey,
Do

Sue

Only a Dream of You

Mary Brown
Give Me a Spin in Your

Mitchell, Bill

Write for our special standing

order proposition

The Neosho Slide Company

100 S. Wood St., Neosho, Mo.

The Automatic Theatre Chair
It is a space saver, life saver and

money saver. Shipped built up. It

is the only sanitary theatre chair.

Used by Keith. Proctor and Poli.

It folds up automatically and is re-

volving, making the theatre all

aisles. It is a friend to the public.

Send tor oar circular A. Write today.

THE HARDESTY MFG. CO.

CANAL DOVER, OHIO
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LICENSED FILMS.
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BIOGRAPH COMPANY.
Feet

2»—The Trick that Failed (Dr.) 645
20—In the Window Recess (Dr.) 337
2—The Death Disc (Dr.) 995
6—Through the Breakers (Dr.) 974
9—The Kedman'e View (Dr. ) 971
13—A Corner In Wheat (Dr.) 953
16— in u Hempen Bag (Dr.) 455
10—The Test (Com.) 545
20—A Trap for Snuta Clans (Dr.) 989
23—In Little Italv (Dr.) 950
27—To Save Her Soul (Dr.) 986
30—The Day After (Com.) 460
80 Choosing a Husband (Com.) 531
3—The Rooky Road (Dr.) 990
R—The Dancing Girl of Rutte (Dr.) 984
IC Her Terrible Ordeal (Dr. > 952
13—All on Account of the Milk (Dr.) 989

Jan. 8—A Seat In the Balcony (Com.) 371
Jan. li Shooting iii the Haunted Woods (Con
Jan. li—Towser'i New Job (com*.) 308
Jan. 16 Decorated by the Emperor (Dr.) 888
Jan. 15—Railway on die Ice Bea i Scenic; 812

URBAN-ECLIPSE.

(George Kleins.)
Feet

8—The Secret Chamber (Dr.) 623
8—Capturing the North Pole (Dr.) 381
15—The Rtd Signal (Dr.) 355
15—Switzerland; Conquering the Alps

(Scenic) 605
22—Florella, the Bandit's Daughter (Dr.).. 741
22—From the Fighting Top of a Battleship

in Action (Scenic) 263
29—Battle in the Clouds (Scenic) BBS
29—Battle In the Clouds (Dr.) 658
29—The Park of Caserta (Scenic) 201
5—Tragedy at the Mill (Dr.) 012
5—Shanghai of To-day (Scenic) :!.~1

12—True to in- Oath (Dr.) 672
12—Home of the Gypsies (Scenic) 821

Dec.
Dec.
Dec
Dec.

Dec.
Dec

Dec
Dec.
Dec.
Jan.
Jun.
Jan.
Jan.

EDISON MFG. CO.

26—Annual Celebration of School Children, Not.
Newark, N. J. (Scenic) 300 Not.

30—The Heart of a Clown (Com.) 600 Not.
80—The Wonderful Electro-Magnet (Com.). 400 Dec.
3—The Keeper of the Light (Dr.) 965 Dec.
7—What the Cards Foretold (Com.) 420 Dec.
7—My Lord In Livery (Com.) 520 Dec.
10—The House of Cards (Dr.) 960 Dec.
14—Fenton of the 42d (Dr.) 860 Jan.
14—The New Policeman (Com.) 100 Jan.
17—A Gift from Santa Claus (Dr.) 920 Jan.
21—A Happy Accident (Christmas Story).. 450
21—The MischleTOUs Elf (Com.) 540
24—Faust (Grand Opera) 1000
28—Tobacco Mania (Com.) 360 Not.
28—The Fallen Idol (Com.) 330 Nov.
28—The Cap of Fortune (Com.) 290 Nov.
31—Fishing Industry at Gloucester, Mass. Dec.

(Industrial) 975 Dec.
4—Pardners (Dr.) 995 Dec.
7—The Engineer's Romance (Dr.) 670 Dec.
7—Ashes (Sentimental) 310 Dec.
11—Bear Hunt in the Rockies fDescrlp.) .975 Dec.
14—A Warrior Bold (Com.) 475 Dec.
14—The Parson's Umbrella (Com.) 220 Dec.
14—Troop "B." 15th U. S. CaTalry, Bare- Dec.

back Monkey Drill (Descriptive) 285 Dec.
IS—In the Nick of Time (Dr.) 975 Dec.
21—The Coquette (Dr.) 495 Dec.
21—The Luck of Roaring Camp (Dr.) 490 Dec.

Dec.
ESSANAY FILM MFG. CO. Jan.

Jan.
25—The Heart of a Cowboy (Dr.) 959 Jan.
29—Jack's Birthday (Comedy) 728 Jan.
29—A Policeman's Revolver (Comedy) 281
1—A Western Maid (Dr.) 785 Jan.
1—Why He Did Not Win Out (Comedy) . . .213
5—The Adventuress (Dr.) 525
5—How Hubby Made Good (Com.) 473 _
8—His Only Child (Dr.) 997 }>ec.

12—Electric Insoles (Com.) 502 "ec -

12—The Old Maid and the Burglar (Com.). 498 Uec '

15—Review of U. S. Troops, Fort Leaven-
worth (Scenic) 1000

19—Won by a Holdup (Com.) 629 Not.
19—Flower Parade at Pasadena, Cal 292 Nov.
22—The Confession (Dr.) 960 Not.

Not.
GADMONT. Not.

Dec.
(George Seine.) Dec _

20—Visions of a Nag (Equine Tragedy). .517 Dec.
24—Tulips (Educational) 105 Dec.
24—A Heart's Devotion (Tragedy) 842 Dec.
27—The Village Scare (Com.) »..381 Dec.
27—The Mixup at Court (Dr.) 590 Dec.
30—In the Consomme (Com.) 491 Dec.
30—The Broken Vase (Com.) 472 Dec.
4—How to Get a City Job (Com.) 501 Dec.
4—X-Ray Glasses (Magic) 41(1 Dec.
7—Listen (Com.) 344 Dec.
7—Top-Heavy Mary (Com.) 283 Dec.
7— In a Pickle (Com.) 374 Dec.

11—Daughters of Poverty (Dr.) 953 Dec.
14—Nothing Is Ever Lost (Com.) 495 Dec.
14—The Life Buoy (Dr.) 446 Dec.
18—Tlie Shepherd's Flute (Dr.) 528 Dec.
18—Cambyses, King of Persia (Dr.) 486 Dec.
21—The Stranger (Dr.) 935 Dec.
25—The Greek Slave's Passion (Dr.) 967 Dec.
2S—A Clever Sleuth (Com.) 623 Dec.
2S—Hush Money (Dr.) 361 Dec.
1—The Legion of Honor (Dr.) 1009 Dec.
4—The Wreck at Sea (Dr.) 02ti Dec.
4—The Avenging Dentist (Com.) 319 Dec.
8—On the Bank of the River (Dr.).' 004 Dec.

KALEM CO.

27—Judgment (Dr.) 988
19—Pale Face's Wooing (Dr.) 930
2r—The Governor's Daughter (Dr.) 955
3—The Geisha Who Saved Japan (Dr.)... 955
10—The Rally Round the Flag (Dr.) 955
17—The Law of the Mountain (Dr.) 875
24—The Cardboard Baby (Fulry Story) 855
31—A Slave to Drink (Dr.) 950
7—The Deacon's Daughter (Dr.) 950

14—The Romance of a Trained Nurse (Dr.)
21—The Magic Flower (Fairy Tale)

LUBIN MANUFACTURING COMPANY.
25—Martyr or Crank (Dr.) 580
25—Finnigan's Initiation (Com.) 420
29—A Life for a Life (Dr.) 850
2—The Cub Reporter (Com.) 945
6—She Took Mother's Advice (Com.) 465
6—He Wanted a Baby (Com.) 400
9—If Love Be True (Dr.) 950
13—When Courage Fled (Com.) 250
13—Jinks, the Grouch (Com.) 700
16—Romance of the Rocky Coast (Dr.).. 1000
18—Two Christmas Tides (Dr.) 952
20—The Policeman's Christmas Eve (Dr.).440
20—Three Christmas Dinners (Comedy.) .. .495
23—Bllssville the Beautiful (Comedy) 830
27—The New Chief (Comedy) 405
27—The Persistent Poet (Comedy) 525
30—Three-Fingere Jack (Dramatic) 940
3—Their Chaperoned Honeymoon (Com.). 816
6—The Tattooed Arm (Dr.) 860
10—Over the Wire (Dr.) 900
13—Wild Duck Hunting on Historic Reel

Foot Lake (Scenic) 550
13—He Joined the Fiat (Com.) 300

GEORGE MELIE 3.

1—Seeing Things (Com.) 286
8—The Fatal Ball (Dr.) 1000
15—The Living Doll (Dr.) 1000

PATHE FRERES.

26—The Bigamist (Dr.) 951
27—The Mixed Letters (Com.) 684
27—Chinese Amusements (Scenic) 397
29—Bunch of Lilacs (Dr.) 423
29—Spanish Marriage (Dr.) 551
1—The Wolf Hunt (Scenic) 269
1—A Legend of Orpheus 705
3—The Three Neighbors (Com.) 413
3—Forced into Marriage ( Dr. ) 561
4—From the Egg to the Spit (Ed.) 398
4—A Cask of Good Old Wine (Com.) 535
—The Lady's Companion (Dr.) 804
8—Impossible to Get Sleep (Com.) 316
8—The Evil Philter (Dr.) 623

10—Masquerader's Charity (Dr.) 394
10—Bear Hunt In Russia (Scenic) 564
11—Exploits of a Cowboy (Scenic) 44B
11—Willyboy Gets His (Com.) 502
12—La Grand Breteche (Dr.) •..900
13—The Tramp's Romance (Dr.) 541
13—Repairing the House (Farce) 413
15—The Ugly Girl (Dr.) 620
15—Punch and Judy (Juvenile) 364
17—The Lucky Number (Com.) 53S
17—The Strong Tonic (Com.) 43:t

18—Hector, the Angel Child (Com.) 620
18—Honey Industry (Industrial) 331
20—The Death of the Duke D'Bngblen (Dr.).951
22—Contest for a Handkerchief (Com.) 459
22—The Love Token (Dramatic) 515
24—The Rirth of Jesus (Biblical) 525
24—Agriculture in Hungary (Ind.) 820
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23—The Good Doctor (Com.) 590
25—The Happy Widower (Com.) 384
27—Bad Bargain (Com.) 630
27—Marvelous Garlands (Scenic) 295
29—Ob. You Doggie (Com.) 187
29—A Well Earned Medal (Dr.) 729
31—A Live Corpse (Com.) 610
31—Corsican Hospitality (Dr.) 390
1—Tabby's Finish (Dr.) 426
1—Trials of a Schoolmaster (Dr.) 528
3—The Marriage of the Cook (Com.) 502
''.—A Victim of Circumstances (Dr.) 459
5—The King's Command (Com.) 501
5—The Overzealous Domestic (Farce) ... .410
7—Modern Highwayman (Dr.) 000
7—An English Boxing Bout (Sports) :i9S

8—The Last Look (Dr.) 587
S— His Opponent's Card (Com.) 367
10—Miss .Moneybags Wishes to Wid

(Com.)
10 Women in India (Educational;....

"ill.- (Dr.)
14—The Beggar's Etepentance (Dr.)...
14—Story ol a Leg (Com.) 285
15—On (Com.)

Stag Hunt in Java (Scenic)

SELIG POLYSCOPE CO.

6—The Engineer's Daughter (Dr.) 1000
9—The Heroine of Mafeklng (Dr.) 1000
11—Pine Ridge Feud (Dr.) 971
10—The Indian (Dr.)
20—Through the Hood River Valley (Sc).
20—A Modern Dr. Jekyll (Com.)
23—The Christian Martyrs (Dr.) !)50

27—Buried Alive (Dramatic) 1000
30—A Daughter of the Sioux (Dr.) 986
3—The Smuggler's (Jame (Dr.) 1000
6—The Highlanders' Defiance (Dr.) 625
6—Alderman Krautz's Picnic (Com.) 370
10—A Talc of the Woods (Dr.) 1000
13—Under the Stars and Stripes (Dr. ) 900
17 \ New Divorce Cure (Dr.) 1080
20—The Courtship of Miles Standish (Dr.). 1000

VTTAGRAPH COMPANY.
2—Adele's Washday (Com.) 432
6—From Cabin Boy to King (Dr.) 958
9—Into the Shadow (Dr.) 642
9—A Sticky Proposition (Com.) 323

13—Lanncelot and Elaine (Dr.) 1000
16—Benedict Arnold (Dr.) 685
16—Indian Basket Making (Ind.) 245
20—The Sins of the Fathers (Dr.) 985
23—Why They Married (Com.) 905
27—Jean Valjean (Dr.) 990
30—The Bridegroom's Joke (Com. ) 690
30—Dirigible Balloons at St. Louis (Seen.). 275
4—The Life of Moses (Dr.) 981
7—A Lesson in Domestic Economy (C.)...684
7—A Day with Our Soldier Boys (Sc.) 302
11—Gambling with Death (Dr.) 933
14—The Professor and the Thomas Cats (C.)..406
14—A Merry Christmas and a Happy New

Year (Dr.) 586
18—Two Christmas Tides (Dr.) 952
21—The Forgotten Watch (Comedy) 413
21—The Cook Makes Madeira Sauce (C.)..561
25—A Midsummer Night's Dream (Dr.)... 991
28—The Power of the Press (Dr.) 997
1—Cupid and the Motor Boat (Dr.) 940
4—The Life of Moses (Biblical) 869
8—Richelieu, or the Conspiracy (Dr.)... 992
11—Call Boy's Vengeance (Com.) 320
11—The Old Maid's Valentine (Com.)
15—A Sister's Sacrifice (Dr.) 970

Folding and Assembly Chairs

Most popular pnced chairs on the market for

picture show use

Prompt Shipments. Write for Catalogue

PEABODY SCHOOL FURNITURE CO.

NORTH MANCHESTER, - - - INDIANA

Open Twenty Four Hours Every Day-Write, Call, Wire or Phone Any Hour, Day or Nignt

ELECTRIC THEATRE SUPPLY CO., Inc. ?£: ZZT^Zr&ZtgkZXZlVi
?S&S3!£VSSZ2?S&SSS&£ 44 N. Tenth Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

We have every subject issued by the Licenced Manufacturers

MOTIOORAPH, PATHE FRERES, POWER'S, EDISON and LUBIN JIACHINES and PARTS ALWAYS ON HAND
Write for our new proposition:—Supplying two customers in the same town each with twelve reels a week, keeping each one's supply away from the other, and

no repeaters to either.
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Essanay Films
Trail© Mark

These Pictures Will Get the Money! A Program Par Excellence This Weeh!

I

I

I

1

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

"ELECTRIC INSOLES
THIS WEEK

>» "FORT LEAVENWORTH"
NEXT WEEK

RELEASE OF WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 12

COMEDY
"A Laugh in Every Foot"
"ELECTRIC INSOLES"

(Length, approximate 525 feet.)

with

THE OLD MAID and the BURGLAR 1

(Length, approximate 498 feet.)

RELEASE OF SATURDAY, JANUARY J5

The greatest Military picture ever Released !

Essanay Photography
"U. S. ARMY MANOEUVRES—
FORT LEAVENWORTH!"

(Length, approximate 1000 feet.)

Do

You

Show

Essanay

Films

?

You

Ought

To

RELEASE OF WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 19

COMEDY
"Made in the West"

"WON BY A HOLD-UP"
(Length, approximate 629 feet.)

with

the marvellously beautiful scenic

FLOWER PARADE AT PASADENA, CALIFORNIA!"
(Length, approximate 292 feet.)

RELEASE OF SATURDAY, JANUARY 22

A Creat Dramatic Feature by an All Star Cast,

Perfect Production

"THE CONFESSION"
(Length approximate, 960 feet.)

"YOU DON'T KNOW GOOD COMEDY UNTIL YOU SEE AN ESSANY"
Get on Our Mailing List Order Essanay Pictorial Posters

Essanay Film AVfcj., Go.
FACTORY and STUDIOS 1333 ARGYLE ST. - OFFICE 435 NORTH CLARK ST.

CHICAGO and LONDON, 5 NEW COMPTON ST. W. C.

LUX FILMS
Mr. R. Prieur begs to announce that owing to

the large increase in orders for Lux Films he has

secured large and more conveniently located offices at

No. lO E. 15th Street
(Bet. 5th Ave. and Broadway)

WeeKly Release Day Wednesday. This WeeK's Shipment

Drama at Sea Football Craze
655 Ft. (COMIC) 331 Ft.

R. PRIEUR
I
IP E. 15th Street JSOSSiFSU NEW YORK
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Two "Imp" Releases a Week!

Then Three! And Then Four!
Beginning in about a month the "Imp"
will release two reels per week. Both

will come from our New York studio.

Later, when our Florida studio is ready,

we will increase to three and then four

releases per week. We are not doing

this on speculation, but as the result of

an insistent and irresistible demand on

the part of the Independent exhibitors

and exchanges. We could start the two-

release plan this week, but we first want

to be dead certain that every little detail

is complete to insure two weekly reels

as perfect as the one-a-week we are now
producing. So we allow ourselves about

a month of margin in order to be able to start the double

release without apologies or excuses. The "Imp" factory has

established a record unparalleled in the history of moving
pictures. Only a few weeks of age, it has put behind it all

the amateurishness which other factories required months and

years to eliminate. From the very inception of the "Imp"
factory, the demand for its product has been sensational.

News of this success has flashed across the waters to Europe

to such an extent that English, German, Russian and French

moving picture agencies are clamoring for exclusive control

of "Imp" films in their own respective

bailiwicks. Exhibitors in all parts of

America, hitherto using licensed films be-

cause they feared the Independent kind

would not satisfy their clientele, are now
joining the Independent ranks hourly, ab-

solutely safe in the knowledge that "Imp"
films will fulfill the most exacting de-

mands. The Independent exchanges have

felt this sudden movement in their in-

creased business and it has given them
new energy and encouragement to wage
war on their licensed competitors. All

this is not an accident. It is not bone-

headed luck. It is the result of employ-

ing the best stage directors, the best performers, the best

camera men, the best factory workers; buying the finest

equipment that the age has produced and spending money
lavishly on productions. The "Imp" intends to put every cent

it makes for months, back into the business, adding, im-

proving, growing, overcoming any and all obstacles until

even its bitterest enemies acknowledge its supremacy

just as its friends now do. If you are an exhibitor and

want the benefit of this campaign, tell your exchange

you want "Imp" films, and don't let Up till you get them.

Independent Moving Pictures Company of America

CARL LAEMMLE, President
111 East 14th St., New York

Released Monday "THE TIDE OF FORTUNE" January 17th

This is in keeping with the magnificent improvement in "Imp" films and is exactiy the sort of picture the

exhibitors are crying for. It tells the story of the ups and downs of a rich family and proves that in some cases the

black sheep turns out to be the bell-cow. Keep asking for this and other "Imp" films till you get them. Write for

names of exchanges which are buying all the new releases.

This Week's Release

"The Winning Punch
99

Next Week's Release

"Right of Love
99
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the LAKE
FILM e

Ohio Moving Picture Theatre Managers, Attention!
We are rapidly booking dates for the original

JOHNSON=KETCHEL FIQHT
(Three and one-half reels, taken at Colma, October 16, 1909)

BOOKING WITH LICENSED EXHIBITORS ONLY
Intensely interesting as the days go by on account of the coming fight between

JOHNSON and JEFFRIES
The biggest attraction yet. A clean fight of 12 rounds with a sensational climax—the knock-down of Johnson and the knock-

out of Ketchel. Get in line and get the money. Send the capacity of your house, location and population and we will tell you how
If your own theatre is small, get the biggest hall in town and we will make arrangements with you under special

license. We hold exclusive rights for Ohio.

This will be the money getter for Tent Shows for May and June. Get in now, Mr. Summer Showman

LAKE: SHORE: FILM (Q. SUPPLY CO., Superior Bldg„ Cleveland, Ohio
ADDRESS: JohnsonKetchel Fight Department, Sam Bullock, Manager

CHERRY MINE DISASTER S^EST-
RENTED WITH PRINTED LECTURE AND ONE SHEET FOR LOBBY DISPLAY

RICE-McNEW Care of

Brayton Mfg. Co, 122 Randolph St., Chicago, 111.

INTERNATIONAL FILM COMPANY "° WE
Nl
T
w

3
?i?RK

STREET

NOTE OUR
SPECIALTY

A I Films at 2 cents
per foot

Dealers in Films, Moving Picture Machines, Carbons, Tickets, Song Slides,
Announcement Slides and everything pertaining to the Moving Picture business.

Want to Buy lOOO Reels Independent Film

INDEPENDENT
We rent new Films. Handle all the leading MaKei, both AMERICAN AND

FOREIGN; beautiful Posters; exclusive Feature Service. Write for prices.

CINCINNATI FILM EXCHANGE, 214-16 West 5th Street, CINCINNATI, 0.

KEEP YOUR <3P ON US
AMERICAN FILM BROKERS-Cerman Savings Bank Building

147-157 4th Avenue, New York City
300 sets second-hand Song Slides from $1.50 up. Films like new very cheap. Announcement Slides, Machines and Accessories

of all kinds. Write for lists.

PITTSBURG^ McKENNA NEW YORK
Did you ^et one of our

NEW CATALOGS?
Prepared especially for the man who wants

information concerning

Brass Railings, Picture
Easels, Grilles, Etc.

WRITE NOW TO

McKENNA BROS. BRASS CO.
1st Ave. and Ross Street

PITTSBURQ
"It's the Front that

Attracts the Business"
238 Broadway
NEW YORK
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NEW FILMS—HIGH CLASS SERVICE

The Pioneer House, With 8 Years Experience
And $250,000.00 Back Of It

Write To-day For Terms

EUGENE CLINE
57 and 59 Dearborn Street, Chicago



Vol. 6., No. 3. January 22, 1910 Price, lO Cents

Published Weekly by THE WORLD PHOTOGRAPHIC PUBLISHING CO.. 125 E. 23d ST., NEW TORE

^ Motiograph ttXTr. A Wonder
AND WILL INCREASE TOUR BUSINESS

It projects Fllckerleas, Steady and Wonderfully Brilliant pictures, has Patented 1}
minute Rewind from main crank, revolving Magazines, Automatic Fireproof shutter,
etc., not found in other Machines.—WILL WEAR TWICE AS LONG.

C. H. D. of Keokuk, Iowa, writes: Monograph Making a Big Hit and Business Increased w«u
derfully.

P. L. F. of Chicago, 111., writes: "Used erery day for seren months, and not aoe penny for repairs."
F. J. K. of Kansas City, writes: "Operating Motiograpb nearly two years. Hare operated all makes,

but noae to compare with Monograph.— PRICES, $130.00 AND UP
The Enterprise Calcium da* Outfit la the only satisfactory Western t S. Lubin VIf W
substitute for electric light Write for Catalog to-day Representatives j Geo. Melies aILn

Enterprise Optical Mfg. Co., 564-572 West Randolph Street, Chicago

UJ

•< 7T ^
r^J " OUl X

tu

143 NortH 8tH Street, PHILADELPHIA, PA
Best and Newest Independent American and Foreign Films

SUPPLIES IS REELS PER "WEEK SUPPLIES
PROMPT AND RELIABLE SERVICE Members N 1. M. P. Alliance

Builder's Exchange Building, BALTIMORE, MD.

rnx m

o rn

Power's

Cameragraph

No. 5

Power's

Cameragraph

No. 6

Guaranteed for I Year

Send for Catalog G

NICHOLAS POWER COMPANY, 115-117 Nassau St., New YorK

Power's

Inductor

for alternating current

Power's

'Bill Splitter"

for direct current

Power's

Tool Kit
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A Feature in Every
Respect

THE WAGES
OF SIN

Length 990 Feet-

Full Sheet Colored Litho-

graphs with this picture

The quality, acting and staging of

this production puts it in a

class by itself

Get on my mailing list and receive the

good news of the week

SOLE AGENT

A. G. WHYTE
Importer and Exporter

1 MADISON AVENUE NEW YORK
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you now use may be all

right—you may be sure

it is if it is

THE
PREMIER
RIND of

The Pittsburg' Calcium
Light ® Film Company
Pittsburg, Pa. Des Moines, la. Rochester, N. Y.

Wilkes Barre, Pa. Cincinnati, Ohio.

Omaha. Neb.

Something

New

Every #
Week

Our

Release

Day Every

Saturday

NOW READY FOR SHIPMENT
ON THE FIRING LINE

Length About 800 Feet

A Stirring American Military Drama

Two

Sub-

jects

on

One

Reel
A thrilling story of Love and War, replete with Military Incidents, a

dashing charge over the hills and a strong battle scene enacted by a regi-
ment of Mounted Cavalrymen, at the United States Military Reservation.
A Great Production, Photography unexcelled

Comedy—THE DEVIL IS LOOSE
Length About 200 Feet

Containing some funny and effective laughs

GREAT WESTERN FILM CO.
1-4+1 Fillmore Street San Francisco, Cal.

OUR NEXT RELEASED
The Montana Ranchman-Drama—The Burglar Trap-comedy

LUX FILMS
Mr, R, Prieur begs to announce that owing to

the large increase in orders for Lux Films he has

secured large and more conveniently located offices at

No. lO E. 15th Street
(Bet. 5th Ave. and Broadway)

Release Wednesday, January 19th

THE REFUGEE
750 Feet

ADVENTURES OF A SANDWICH MAN
(COMIC) 232 Feet

R. PRIEUR
M.KJ ML/* lj*K\ \j\TGG\ STUYVESANT 3124 NEW YORK
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PATHE FRERES
Will Release

MOTHERLESS
LENGTH 1046 FEET

The beautiful and pathetic play of international fame, "The Two Orphans,"
dramatically portrayed in a film of exceptionally great merit. The story of

the blind girl and her foster sister, who step from poverty to riches after great
hardship and suffering, is one to move the hardest hearted spectator to tears.

Released January 26th
FOR OTHER RELEASES SEE THE PATHE BULLETIN

PATHE FRERES
NEW YORK CHICAGO NEW ORLEANS

41 West 25th Street 35 Randolph Street 813 Union Street

Pacific Coast Agency-Turner & Dahnken, 136 Eddy Street, San Francisco, Cal.

Get Your Posters from the A. B. C. Co.. of Cleveland, Ohio

VITAGRAPH FlLH
THE FILMS OF "QUALITY"

Tuesday, January 18

The Toymaker's Secret
A Remarkable Novelty Picture—with a fascinating love story. A free adaptation from the opera of Copellia. Ap-

proximate length, 969 feet.

Saturday, January 22

A Pair of Schemers
A High Class Comedy—with a novel endirsr. How a newly married couple overcame the objections of a grouchy

uncle. Neat and Classy. Approximate leDgth, 743 feet.

Five Minutes to Twelve
Short, Snappy and Screaming with Laughter—A youth running for his noon-day lunch is followed by many people

who imagine his haste is from quite another cause. Approximate length, 162 feet.

PLACE YOUR ORDERS EARLY FOR
LIFE OF MOSES, PART HI.—"The Plagues of Egypt and the Deliverance of the Hebrew." To be released Janu-

ary 25. Parts IV aid V of this magnificent series will be issued in February, so that all will be available early in Lent.

WE NOW ISSUE OUR OWN POSTERS. ORDER FROM YOUR EXCHANCE

j NEW YORK, 1 16 Nassau St.

THE VITAGRAPH COMPANY OF AMERICA hffiSEL.
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Coming Meeting of the Film Service
Association.

The next semi-annual meeting of the Film

Service Association will be held in New York
City (January 29-31), instead of at Palm
Beach, as suggested at the last meeting.

Summary of the Week.

A moving picture palace wanted in New York City. One
that will cater to an intelligent and select audience and pre-

sent only the best pictures, good songs and good music, will

be a success from the start.

* * *

THere is much talk of the popularity of American films.

What is an American subject? (Page 82.)

* * *

The agitator who never sees a moving picture show con-

demns the cleanest amusement of the people. New Jersey

politics discouraging to the exhibitor. (Page 82.)

* * *

Lantern slide making is passing into the hands of the fittest.

Great progress has been made in the photographic quality

and coloring by leading makers. (Page 83.)
* # *

The inadmissible subject is a thing of the past. Film man-
ufacturers competing on the lines of quality are equally alert

to the character of the subject. (Page 83.)
* * *

Mme. Pilar-Morin discusses the future trend of the silent

drama. In an interesting interview she outlines the class of

work in which she is engaged in the Edison studio.
* * *

The Vitagraph Company of America entertain their em-
ployees at a royal banquet and entertainment in the Vita-

graph studios.
* * *

Our Man-on-the-Road gives some interesting impressions

of his interviews with exchange men and exhibitors.

"Lux Graphicus" has a chat with a prominent factor in the

film business.
* * *

The Melies Company are engaged in the sunny South and

will soon begin to release a higher quality of product.

Public officials seek to restrain the use of combustible

celluloid film in Newark, N. J.
* * *

Frequenters of moving picture shows bewail the fact that

there is not a show house in New York where the regular

releases can be seen without the delay and annoyance of

sitting through tiresome vaudeville.

The Moving Picture in the Vaudeville
House.

We, who write this, first made the acquaintance of the

moving picture in its public aspect in a vaudeville house.

This was just after the Lumieres made their wonderful

success in the year 1896. The moving pictures then be-

came part of the public entertainment shown in the

great European cities. For a time it was received with

wonderment, but ere long it fell in public esteem.

It became what is known in this country as a "chaser."

It occasionally preceded the star act of the evening, or it

ended the entertainment. The result was apparent and it

continued apparent for a long time. People walked

around the promenade or went and indulged in liquid re-

freshment or they left the theater altogether. The mov-

ing picture was tolerated by some, bored others, pleased

and interested only a very few.

A change in public sentiment is, however, taking place

in this matter. In Europe the moving picture to-day is

appreciated even in vaudeville houses. Apparently this

is the case in New York City. The other evening we went

to a well-known vaudeville house in Manhattan, where

the moving picture forms a permanent feature of the en-

tertainment. We were just curious to study the attitude

of the public towards this picture. We wondered if the

people would rise from their seats and leave the house as

they used to do in London. Not so. The audience re-

mained and followed the picture with great interest.

Indeed, they seemed to us willing to stand for something

more (and something better) than the piffling vaudeville

entertainment offered them. In other words, they seemed

to be conscious that they were not getting the best in the

way of moving pictures. This is merely an impression,

but it was confirmed for us by friends in the audience.

Vaudeville managers and others would, therefore, be

wise to take cognizance of the enormous hold the mov-

ing picture has upon the public. We mean the moving

picture of the best kind, not the "chaser," but subjects

that appeal to the intelect and the emotions of the audi-

ence. Theatrical and variety magnates are, as we have

pointed out, rising to some appreciation of the import-

ance of the moving picture in the entertainment scheme

of things, but they have yet much to learn in properly

gauging the taste of the public.
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What is an American Subject?

We should be glad to receive answers from our ex-

hibiting readers to this question. We think that it they

would express their views freely and openly on the sub-

ject in our columns the manufacturers would derive many
useful hints. Much lias been said and written the last

twelve months on the desirability of providing American
film subjects for American moving picture audience-. Jt

has been urged against the imported film that it usually

has the drawback of not dealing with a subject suitable

for an American audience. The urgent necessity of

American subjects made by American labor has been

predicated and the poor importer as well as the European
manufacturer has therefore been, to some extent, preju-

diced in the eyes Of the American exhibitor.

Examining the parallel of the ordinary or talking stage

it is surprising to see how very few American subjects

hold the stage for any length of time in Xew York City.

If we go to the recently opened Xew Theater we see that

most of the works presented are by foreign authors. At
tliis moment America's leading actress. Miss Maude
Adams, is playing in a comedy by a Scottish author.

Irving's son has brought a European piece with him. Mr.

Frohman's most recent success is "Arsene Lupin," a

French subject. So it goes pretty well down the list of

recent metropolitan successes, Both opera houses put on

French and Italian music. Why is this? Dare we reply be-

cause there is a dearth of suitable American subjects?

Let us look at the moving picture field. Out of about

forty films commented upon in the last number of The
Moving Picture World, exactly one-half are foreign

subjects and were made abroad. Of those that were

made in this country, not more than ten are of American
themes, that is, themes "racy of the soil" and distinctly

American in characterization, scenery and surroundings.

The other subjects were such as might have been made
in Europe. In the licensed releases for the week ending

January 15, out of about 31 pictures, 11 are foreign sub-

jects ; of the remaining 20 only 6 are clearly American.

The remainder are. if we may so put it, of a nondescript

kind.

It will be seen from this, that the American subject,

even after a year's plugging away, does not seem to have

secured a predominant part in the film program of the

moving picture theaters of the I nited States. It is per-

missible to inquire whether this is because the makers
are unable to keep up the supply of purely American
subjects, or because the tastes of the public are many
and varied and have to be catered for accordingly? We
incline to the latter view. There seems to be amongst
exhibitors, among whom we have made the inquiry, a

strong and increasing demand for Indian and Western
subjects, and here probably we get the most satisfactory

answer to our own question. Indian and Western sub-

jects may fairly be considered American, because they

deal with the aboriginal or original life of the pioneers of

the country. When you come to the comedy subject,

the dramatic subject, the purely humorous subject, the

American aspect of thing'- is not perhaps so obvious as it

might be.

We have examined this little question at some length,

in order, first of all. to see what is meant by the common
generalization expressed in the phrase "American sub-

jects,'' and also for the purpose of starting the theme for

discussion so as to learn the views of our exhibiting

reader-. It would be a good thing if our exhibiting

reader- would write us and give us an idea of the class

of subject which their audiences like, which are the most

popular and understood—what, in fact, the audience

prefers. It will possibly be found that if exclusive!}

American made subject- were presented in the moving
picture theater- of the United States the audiences would
clamor for more variety, so that we should be brought
round to the same condition of things as prevails at the

present time.

A Fool Proposition.

( »ne Robert L. Fleming, who claims Jersey City as his

home, will introduce in the session of the New Jersey
Legislature, which convenes next Tuesday at Trenton, a

bill to shut all children under fifteen years out of mo-
tion picture shows, unless accompanied by a parent, or

guardian, meaning by that, perhaps, an older person.

Of course the same old silly twaddle about the injur-

ious influence of immoral films is used plentifully as jus-

tification for this attempted fool legislation, though not

one fact is deduced to prove the claims of immorality.

And it would be impossible to bring forward one iota

of proof that motion pictures are injurious to anybody.
One wonders if some of the people like Mr. Fleming

have ever seen such pictures, for example, as "The Life

of Moses." recently released by the Yitagraph Company?
Or their Shakespearean or historical pictures? Or Edi-

son's sermon in pictures, "A Gift from Santa Claus," or

their illustrated classics, such as "Pardners," or their

educational subjects, such as "The Fishing Industry at

Gloucester. Mass." ? One is forced to the conclusion that

the marvelous dramatic and pictorial productions from
the Pathe studio have never gladdened the eye or aroused
the emotions of such inconsistent critics. One may rea-

sonably believe that the wonderfully life-like pictures

from the Biograph have never been seen by these men
and women who apparently want to take away a legiti-

mate and instructive pleasure. And these are only a few
of the pictures which might be mentioned that this gen-

tleman, and many more like him, purpose interdicting by

law.

A good woman, who tries to do her duty toward her

fellows, said in the writer's hearing not long ago that

she thought it a waste of time and money for children

to go to motion picture shows. "They might." she said,

"be doing something better."

Here is another phase of the question. They might
be doing something better : but what ? Take away this

perfectlv legitimate and instructive amusement and offer

them, what? Perhaps a sewing class, or a Sunday school

gathering, or something equally attractive and. perhaps

one may venture the assertion, instructive. Take away
something that is alive and teeming with human interest,

and offer something that has the life of mummified cus-

toms and hoary efforts. One has no sympathy with this.

It is contrary to the law of nature and the activity and

brightness of childhood.

The writer of this has probably seen as many films a?

any other one individual in the United States during the

past vear or more, and he has yet to see one that is im-

moral. He has criticised sharply those which might con-

vey false impressions, and has seen the old type of dime

novel film disappear and in its place has seen the dra-

matically and artistically perfect films of the present day.

Men like Mr. Fleming should keep in touch with modern
progress and know what they are criticising before they

undertake to legislate against something of such uni-

versal benefit as the motion picture.

The New Jersey Film Rental Company, of 214 Sixth avenue.

New York City, announce that they have removed to larger

quarters at Cn "West Fourteenth street. The firm's name has

been changed to the Paramount Film Company.
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The Rehabilitation of the Lantern Slide.

Xot very many months ago the lantern slide was the
Ishmael of the moving picture theater. Every man's
hand seemed to he against it. Ours was. So were those
of many of the public. But, speaking generally, the lan-

tern slide was not what it might have been. It badly
illustrated a song imperfectly sung. The maudlinity of
the subject has perhaps not wholly gone. The "Spring
Poet of the Broadway" still stalks the land and we yearn
to assassinate seme of the singers that we occasionally
hear. Also the writers of the music. Nevertheless, im-
provement is perceptibly occurring in these latter direc-

tions ; and good singers of well written songs are becom-
ing more numerous.
But the lantern slide business itself has perceptibly im-

proved, while the other- departments of the song slide

parts of an entertainment are improving. In fact, speak-
ing generally, there has been an enormous advance in the
artistic and technical departments of the lantern slides

shown in American moving picture theaters to-day. The
people who make these slides are employing good pho-
tographers and the pictures are nicely colored, with artis-

tic restraint, and with some regard for pleasing color
effects. We think this fact should be mentioned, to the

credit of the slide makers.
It has been said over and over again that the moving

picture has killed the stationary photograph, otherwise
the lantern slide, for entertainment purposes. Not so.

however, as we constantly observe that whenever good and
artistically colored slides are shown they command the
applause of the public. Lantern slides in themselves to-

day are probably not attractive enough to form the staple

of an entertainment, in a moving picture house or in any
other house of entertainment. But when they are good
they are always well received. They act as a very ex-
cellent complement to the moving picture. And they may
be regarded as a rest or a relief to it. Moreover, there

are many subjects still only possible to treat by stationary

photography which frequenters of moving picture thea-

ters desire to see. Travelogues, illustrated song slides,

short lectures on special subjects, all these still find their

field in stationary photography. Therefore, the better the

artistic and technical productions of these pictures, the

better for the lantern slide business, and the better for

the moving picture end, because of the agreeable comple-
ment or influence which the still picture has on the mov-
ing picture.

A number of people recently entered the song slide

field who seemed to think that nothing was so easy as

to take a negative, print a positive from it, color it, and
send it around to the theaters. It is not easy to make a

good photograph, wherein the surroundings are well

chosen, the figures artistically posed and the exposure
and development carefully attended to. The work de-
mands long training, great skill and knowledge and con-
siderable command of the technique of the work. All

this was conspicuously absent from the efforts of many
of those who butted into the song slide field. As to the

coloring it is a charity not now to be referred to. But
this element seems to have gone out of the market, or at

any rate to be less conspicuous than it was only a year
ago. The result is that the work of reputable makers,
such as Scott & Van Altena, De Witt C. Wheeler, A. L.

Simpson and others, while steadily improving along
progressive lines, has come to the front, ousting the rub-

bish and the amateurish, and is earning increasing applause
and appreciation from the moving picture public.

Many times these last few months we made it our
special business to take a general survey of the song slide

end of matters in the moving picture theaters, so that we

are speaking as the result of observation. There is no
doubt of it, in our mind, that well made, properly colored,
lantern slides will always be popular features in a moving
picture theater, and we desire to encourage the makers
of them in their efforts to satisfy the public demand for

highly artistic pictorial lantern slides.

The Inadmissible Snbject.
The newspapers the other day published a French cable-

gram telling of a use of the moving picture camera that

we desire to write of. The love of the morbid is inherent
in the French nature, as everybody knows. In Paris, the

morgue, where you may inspect the bodies of suicides, is

a common thing, and one of the attractions to tourists.

Even in their judicial trials, as one read of in the case

of Mme. Steinheil, the alleged murderess of President
Faure, the love of the morbid is carried down to the

minutest detail of fact and conjecture.

It was apparently the same national trait which recently

dictated the use of the moving picture camera in the ex-

ecution of a criminal. Films were made both imme-
diately before and immediately after the poor wretch had
been killed. And they were talked of for public exhi-

bition ! Fortunately, humanity stepped in and the films

were stopped and another slur kept off the fair reputa-

tion of motion picture photography.
The more strongly the public authorities condemn

the misapplication of the moving picture camera, the

higher in public esteem will the moving picture become,

We remember how, some years ago on the other side

of the Atlantic, there was a great outcry against an Eng-
lish amateur photographer holding military rank who
photographed an execution in, we believe, Burmah, and

then attempted to publish or exhibit the photograph. The
attention of the British Parliament was called to the mat-

ter, there was an outcry, the officer was censured and the

photographs were suppressed.

This is the sort of feeling we should like to see ani*

mating all public bodies, both in the United States and

abroad, with regard to the use and the abuse of the

moving picture camera. In this matter the public have

a right to be protected ; they have a right to be pro-

tected from the inadmissible in the shape of the brutal,

the degrading, the gruesonie, the repulsive or the im-

moral. And certainly, an execution shown on the screen

is brutalizing and revolting. Here and there, in other

directions, we notice tendencies towards the brutalization

of the moving picture which we shall consider it our duty

to denounce.

NOTES OF THE TRADE.

Dr. Berthold A. Baer, manager of the Lubin interests for

twelve years, has tendered his resignation. Dr. Baer leaves

with the most cordial relations existing between Mr. Lubin
and himself to embark in business on his own account. The
many friends he has made in his former capacity will wish

him all success in his new sphere.

The Yerkes Manufacturing Company, Inc., beg to announce
their removal to the Greenwald Building, northwest corner

Eighty-seventh street and Third avenue, New York City,

where the manufacture of high-grade drums and sound ef-

fects for moving pictures will be continued. H. A. Yerkes,

president; P. Herfort, treasurer; C. M. Steinert, secretary.

That nothing succeeds like success, is borne out by the

fact that Charles H. Streimer, who was formerly with the

Empire Film Company, of New York City, has, during his

short connection with the Paramount Film Company, which
was formerly the New Jersey Film Rental Company, increased

its business 50 per cent. The proprietors of the Paramount
Film Company are F. Pennino, F. Graf and I. Goetz. They
are buying from twelve to fifteen prints of the latest pro-

ductions of the Independents, both of American and foreign

manufacture.
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THE FUTURE OF THE SILENT DRAMA.
Pilar-Morin on Her Work.—The Renowned French Actress Discusses the Future of the

Moving Picture.

MME. PILAR-MORIN.

Mme. Pilar-Morin has come at the psychological moment,
or, it may also be put, she is a happy accident—very gifted,
very optimistic and very earnest. Curiosity as to the per-
sonalities of leading artists connected with the opera and
the stage is becoming duplicated in the moving picture field,

where, in the last few months, the renowned and the favorite
performer have become familiar to the 7,000,000 public of
the United States. The most renowned of them all, who
easily takes pride of place in virtue of her record and her
transcendental ability, is Mme. Pilar-Morin, who is mostly
called French, but told us that she was Spanish, and who this
week is rendering her Japanese monologue at the opening of
the Japanese Gardens in New York's newest and most gor-
geous restaurant, the Cafe dc l'Opera, on Broadway.
We said that Mme. Pilar-Morin was an accident, and a

happy accident. We mean by this that she entered the mov-
ing picture field just at that moment when the influence of
her art was needed to strengthen the performing end of mov-
ing picture work and to stimulate the manufacturers to do
justice to the enormous possibilities of the moving picture,
the silent play, the silent drama, or motography, whichever
name the reader thinks best to employ. She has come into
the game, then, at the right moment. It is said of many
things in life, that the hour brings the man. Well, here the
hour brought the woman, and we do not think that there is

any other woman in the world more suited by training, talent
and temperament to the opportunity of uplifting the moving
picture by her art.

Mine. Pilar-Morin, herself, is no accident. She is a growth,
a development, and now the finished product of long and
rigorous training in her peculiar and her unique art, namely,
the silent drama. The phrase, "silent drama," is her own in-
vention; it expresses her own meaning; it expresses her own
work, which may, in some sense, be termed a play without

words. It is the Chinese, we think, who have a proverb that
"speech was given us to conceal our thoughts." Mme. Pilar-
Morin conceals her speech, but thinks aloud; that is to say,
she feels everything instead of saying it; she expresses every-
thing she feels by gesture instead of speech. This, of course,
is true acting. Her career commenced in girlhood at the
Paris Conservatoire, the nursery of most of the renowned
French actors and actresses. Thereafter, from ordinary stage
work, she naturally found her forte in the silent drama, or, as
it is commonly called, the silent play. She has worked not
only in the United States, but in France, England, Africa and
Japan, and has a special disposition for Japanese characters,
which will be shown in the Edison film to be released on
February 1, entitled, "The Japanese Peach-Boy," in which
Mme. Pilar-Morin impersonates two characters.

Chiefest renown, however, attaches to this gifted artist in

virtue of the fact that she was the exponent of the chief

character of "L'Enfant Prodigue," a silent play with a world-
wide reputation, which, we believe, is shortly to be revived
in New York City with Pilar-Morin in her old part. More-
over, she is an exponent in the lecture theater of the silent

drama. Now, the silent drama converted into everyday use,

according to our fair informant, is nothing more nor less

than personal acting or deportment, or, as we like for con-
venience sake to put it, the expression of one's personality in

one's actions. Mme. Pilar-Morin would have us talk less and
think more. It is commonly said that acts speak louder than
words. She, if we understand her aright, would substitute, as
far as possible, acts for words. And, in making this point in

the interview that she was kind enough to give us, she illus-

trated her meaning by acting many little passages for us and
throwing such an amount of meaning and thought into her
little gestures that she was quite successful in speaking with-
out words. This brings us, of course, to the underlying rea-

son of the penchant which this gifted artist has for the
moving picture. Being the greatest exponent in the world,
on the ordinary stage, of the silent drama or wordless play,
what was more natural than Mme. Pilar-Morin should see an
opportunity for practising her peculiar art on the moving
picture stage? There were many reasons why she adopted
this plan and has contracted herself to the Edison Company
for two years. Not the least of these reasons is that, being
an artist, she is very naturally desirous that her work should
be preserved for the benefit of posterity. She points out
with some force that the phonograph is doing much to pre-
serve for posterity, records of the vocal excellencies of Caruso
and other great singers, but that hitherto there was no means
of perpetuating the record of the best work of the actor and
actress. But here the moving picture steps in; the photo-
graphic record can be made of the finest histrionic work for
the benefit and inspection of future generations. This is

peculiarly applicable to the work of those French actors and
actresses who are doing picture work, and playing in Paris at

this present time. We have seen, within the last year, many
pictures made in Paris studios in which the most renowned
actors and actresses of the Comedie Francaise have appeared.
And it is to us something of a regret that such pictures, by
the exigencies of business, are not more frequently shown
in a moving picture theater, or continuously shown so that

the public can be better acquainted with them. For example,
we could see the Pathe "La Tosca" once more, nay, many
more times. Just as we could see the Edison "Comedy and
Tragedy" again, and we hope to do so. Such work as this

could be seen again and again, and it is work of this kind
that Mme. Pilar-Morin is engaged in doing in the Edison
studio.

Regarding Mme. Pilar-Morin as a pioneer .in this branch
of work, we were naturally anxious to learn from her whether
it would be possible for her to cast a moving picture film

with silent dramatists of her own training or method of work
-—wordless players, in fact. She expressed her readiness and
willingness to do so. It is one thing for your modern film
manufacturer to engage the services of actors and actresses
from the ordinary theaters for their pictures, but, paradoxical
as it may seem, there are very few actors and actresses who
act. To quote a line from a song by Louie Freear. of Lon-
don, "They just walk on." Exactly. They just walk on and
they mostly do what they are told by an energetic producer,
but rarely do they think or act; that is to 'say, rarely do they
allow their acts on the stage to be the manifestations of the
thoughts suggested by their work. In other words, they
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do not think and feel, and therefore they do not convey their
emotions to the audience. If they really thought and felt,

as they are supposed to be thinking and feeling, when the
photograph is being taken, then our pictures would be full

of dramatic action, conviction—the act would "get over."
* * *

After all, perhaps, the actor and actress, like the poet, are
born, not made. The Latin race are, as we know, natural
actors and actresses; that is to say, they are separated widely
in respect of temperament from other races, and that accounts
for a lot. We are not so optimistic as to suppose that the
moving picture stage will be filled with a bevy of Pilar-
Morins, now that this lady has set the example, but her
influence is bound to be widespread and far-reaching. She, we
think, would be instrumental in directing the film makers of
England and America to engage only the best talent for the
work, and, moreover, their influence would be exerted on
the public, who are rapidly becoming very critical of moving
picture films. The "stick" must go in the competition of
quality which we have many times pointed out is a feature
of the moving picture situation to-day. Over and over again
we have voiced the general requirements for good pictures,
well acted. So well acted that it does not need a professional
critic to appreciate the work, but that the public can appre-
ciate and can understand the action—the mental action that
is going on in the picture. That, in short, your moving
picture film shall be a complete wordless play. It is for these
reasons that we have been warm admirers of the work of
Mme. Pilar-Morin, and that we have endeavored in the per-
sonal interview with her to come to some understanding of
the very beautiful art of which she is mistress. We look for-
ward, then, with great interest to the Edison release of
February t, "The Japanese Peach-Boy," in which the moving

picture public of the world will have a second opportunity of
seeing this great artist in another manifestation of her gifts.

Incidentally we learn from Mme. Pilar-Morin that the
wordless play, or the silent drama, as she herself prefers to
call it, is likely to have a fresh vogue in the United States, a
fact which we think will react favorably on the moving
picture, inasmuch as the public will be led to accept the same
quality of acting in the film that they will get on the ordi«
nary stage. Then, again, the time is probably not far distant
when the moving picture film will always become accom-
panied by suitable music. At present this is rarely the case.
One means of hastening this desirable state of things would
be the presentation to the American public of the ballet in
the form which it is known in London, Paris and other great
European cities. Here you occasionally get such a subject
as "Carmen" expressed throughout by action and accom-
panied by music. Ballets of this kind run sometimes forcy-
five or fifty minutes. It is easy to conceive that a full reel
running twenty minutes and accompanied by suitable music—let us, if you like, take the subject of "Carmen" itself

—

would be very attractive to moving picture audiences. There
is, indeed, a great deal of work to be done in this direction

—

in the direction of doing the moving picture the utmost pos-
sible justice in its presentation to the public. At the risk of
repeating ourselves possibly too often, there is no reason
why the picture on the screen should not comply with the
highest canons of art in the way of scenarios, accessories,
photography and acting. And if to these we add the im-
portant incident of music, then you have the perfect voiceless
substitute for the ordinary drama or opera. And in hastening
this consummation, we feel in conclusion that the fine artistic

work that Mme. Pilar-Morin is contributing to the moving
picture stage to-day will have an important influence.

OBSERVATIONS BY WIDE-AWAKE EXHIBITORS.
The Editors Invite Contributions for this page from Exhibitors who can Express an Idea

that will be Beneficial to the Business.

ABOUT THE N. I. FILM.

Time and again has the writer pointed out the evil results

of "pulling down" the film roll. It is this, and practically
this alone, which produces what are called rainmarks. Also
I have repeatedly said that reels were too small. The stand-
ard reel is ten inches and the magazines are made to accom-
modate that size, nor would they take an eleven-inch reel,

notwithstanding the fact that eleven inches is the proper
reel for one thousand feet of old stock film which ordinarily
ran 5-1000 to 5J/2-1000 of an inch in thickness. I, of course,
readily grant that 1,000 feet of that stock would not quite
fill such a reel, but, as a matter of fact, a reel should not
be filled full. Since the introduction of N. I. film, however,
stock has been thickened, some having been put out by the
manufacturers which is as thick as 7-1000 of an inch. Prop-
erly treated with glycerine, the writer is unable to discern
any difference in the toughness of N. I. and inflammable
stock, but nevertheless he believes that that stock will, in

its final form, be somewhat thicker than was the old film.

As the matter is now, some of the new 1,000-foot films are
overrunning the ten-inch reels by almost an inch with ordi-
nary rewinding. This is very, very bad from any and every
point of view. Not only is it difficult to get such" a reel into
the magazine, but it is exceedingly hard to handle it without
the surplus film slipping off entirely, in which case it falls

upon the floor in the dust and dirt, endangering the future
salvation of the operator by causing him to shatter the third
commandment into very small pieces. More than this, it has
a decided tendency to induce very heavy "pulling down,"
thus permanently and excessively injuring the film, especially
if it be new and the emulsion comparatively soft, by scratch-
ing—rainmarks. Of course it must be admitted that a change
to eleven-inch reels now involves a distinct hardship, since
it would require not only new reels but new magazines as
well. Still, for all this, the change should be made, and if

stock is to be made permanently thicker the change is abso-
lutely imperative. Film exchanges should give this matter
the serious consideration its importance merits, since it is

they, more than anyone else, who are the sufferers. To the
writer it is indeed a strange and incomprehensible thing that
exchange men do not seem to know or realize the evil effects
of pulling down.

We all know the aggravation caused by ladies who per-

sistently refuse to. remove their headgear, even though it be
a cross between a washtub and an aeroplane in size and
shape. What seems a likely suggestion was voiced to the
writer recently: Reserve one side of the house for the men,
then let the ladies fight it out among themselves. Ladies
minus hats might be allowed on the men's side, but only
without the hat.

In connection with the necessity for larger reels, the ques-
tion has been asked if the coming exclusive use of N. I. film

would not do away with the necessity for a magazine, thus
eliminating the expense of changing them as well as the reel.

In answer to this, I would say, No! The reels should be
changed to eleven inches at once, while the exclusive use of

N. I. stock is not yet. More than this, a magazine is a valu-
able thing, though not a really absolutely necessary one, even
with N. I. stock, since it protects the film from much dust
and dirt, which is always injurious, particularly while the film

is new and the emulsion comparatively soft. More than this,

it will take considerable time to get the authorities to consent
to the elimination of magazines. The official mind is slow
to move, particularly when it has things as it wants them and
a proposed change merely operates to accommodate the other
fellow. Mark what I tell you, N. I. stock will have to be in

exclusive use for a considerable while before Mr. Official

will consider the matter of leaving off the magazine at all.

Meanwhile, the clinging to ten-inch reels will ruin more
film than every reel and magazine ever made is worth, sev-

eral times over. F. H. RICHARDSON.
* * *'

Circleville, Ohio.—Hart Bros., formerly proprietors of the

Wonderland Motion Picture Parlors at Marion, Ohio, and
now conducting the Exhibit at Circleville, Ohio, will open
a new picture house in Toledo, Ohio, on Summit street, to

be known as the Hart Theater. The Hart Bros, will run both
this and the Circleville house with the same high-class service

they have given in the Exhibit.

St. Paul, Minn.—The Palace is a new theater of attractive

construction, all on up-to-date lines except the operating

booth. It is a great mistake for exhibitors to overlook the

importance of having the booth as roomy and well-arranged
as possible, for on it depends largely the quality of the show.
The Palace is getting its share of business and all the other

shows in town are doing well.
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VITAGRAPH COMPANY OF AMERICA ENTERTAIN THEIR EMPLOYEES.

Memorable Display of Vitagraph Hospitality and Talent at the Flatbush Studios on Saturday
Evening, January 8th, 1910.

• me of the most enjoyable social events we ever attended,

and unique in the history of the motion picture business in

this country, was the entertainment and banquet tendered
to its employees by The Vitagraph Company of America
at its studios on Saturday evening, January 8. All the ar-

rangements, to which reference was made in the last issue

of the Moving Picture World, were carried out to the letter

and with flattering success. The gathering included everyone
in all the departments of the studios and factory in Brook-
lyn and in the New York office. It was the hrst time that

the entire local staff of ihe company assembled to get an
acquaintance with each other. The proprietors of the big
industry mingled and chatted with their employees and were
constantly on the alert to see that nothing that would pro-
mote the pleasure of the evening was left undone. Xot a

single incident occurred to mar the success and pleasure of

\ ent.

The main part of the Vitagraph Company's plant in Brook-
lyn consists of four immense studios, the upper parts of which
are so constructed that they can be operated individually or
thrown into one great assembly hall. They were thus con-
verted for this event with the exception of one of them, which
was used as the banquet hall and later in the night trans-

formed into a ballroom. The entire establishment was beau-
tifully decorated with the national colors. The abundance
and taste with which the walls and ceilings were draped with
Old Glory had an inspiring effect which developed into en-
thusiastic demonstration whenever the orchestra played pa-
triotic tunes. While the banquet was in progress the orches-
tra struck up the national anthem. It brought the assem-
blage to its feet in an instant and the singing that followed
must have made the negative of "Washington Under the

American Flag" dance with glee in the vaults below. At one
end of the banquet hall a long table extended over its entire

width and at this table were seated the officers of the com-
pany and the heads of the departments, including the stage
directors who supervise the productions before the cameras.
The remainder of the floor space was taken up by round,
elaborately decorated tables accommodating four couples
Fully 200 guests partook of the feast, which was prepared
and served by a leading Brooklyn caterer.

Upon the final sipping of the coffee Mr. William T. Rock,
president of tht Vitagraph Company, arose from his seat at

the center of the main table and gave voice to the pleasure
it gave him to see so many real, Hue, happy Vitagraph faces
in one gathing. He begged off from making a long address,
stating that the significance of the. event was too much for

him; that he was overcome and would leave the speaking to
his partners, after expressing the wish that he would be per-
mitted to be present on many occasions of the same kind.
Mr. Albert E. Smith, the treasurer of the company, followed
with a cordial greeting to the employees, mingled with witty
references to every-day life in the various branches of the
Vitagraph business, after which Mr. J. Stuart Blackton, sec-

retary of the Vitagraph Company, maintained his reputation
as a most happy after-dinner speaker. Owing to the length
of the programme for the evening, the addresses were made
as brief as possible. When Mr. Blackton resumed his seat
toasts followtd in quick succession to "Rock, Blackton and
Smith," and "Our Paris. London and Chicago managers and
<-mployees." The rousing applause and cheers given the of-

ficers sufficiently demonstrated that the relation of employer
and employee, as it exists in the Vitagraph Company, should
serve as a valuable asset to concerns who have not been
fortunate enough to construct a similar policy. Once Mr.
Blackton became serious in his remarks and made a slash

at people who have referred to the licensed manufacturers
as a trust. He declared that these manufacturers represented
the people who had inaugurated and built up the motion pic-

ture business in the United States and they were entitled to
take any reasonable steps that might serve to protect what
they had acquired by hard, persistent work and enormous
investments. "The only 'trust' about the matter," he said,

"is their trust in the future of the motion picture business
if properly conducted and protected. These so-called 'trust

methods' are holding ihe business on a fair remunerative
basis, and if they were abolished it would be a most unfor-
tunate thing for all concerned. Instead of arranging a feast

gathering as that before him. the Vitagraph and the other
companies would be cutting down their labor roll and with
a half dozen employees concentrate their plants in a space
that would quite easily fit in one corner of the studio."

PARTIAL VIEW OF THE BANQUET ROOM—AFTERWARDS USED FOR DANCING.
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WILLIAM T. ROCK,
President of the Vitagraph Company of America.

Following Mr. Blackton's address was another very pleas-

ing event of the evening. It was the presentation of a valu-

able gold watch to Mr. James B. French, the superintendent
of the Vitagraph factory, Mr. Blackton making the presenta-
tion on behalf of the employees. The rousing cheers which
followed when Mr. French arose to accept the token of good
will so unnerved the recipient that he entirely forgot the neat
speech he said he had prepared. But in spite of a big lump
which kept arising in his throat he managed to make a grace-
ful acknowledgment and say how much he appreciated the

testimonial. It showed, he said, that the employees of the

Vitagraph Company were not afraid of being called to ac-

count for any delinquencies when they presented their super-
intendent with a stop watch, and he hoped it would always
record their faithful service.

Mr. Brooks, one of the Vitagraph's directors of productions,
presented another testimonial to the members of the firm on
behalf of the employees. It was a large engrossed set of

resolutions, beautifully illuminated, expressing to the Vita-
graph Company of America the sincere appreciation of its

employees for uniform kindness and courtesies received. The
resolutions were in an attractive frame 5x3 feet in size.

In acknowledging this presentation Mr. Blackton stated that

a similar testimonial received by the company on a previous
occasion is considered by it the most valuable asset in the
office, and the one just received would be equally prized.

At this point the guests adjourned to the studio that was
reserved for the vaudeville entertainment, where they joined
300 or more guests who had been invited to participate in

the hospitalities following the banquet. It was midnight when
the entertainment closed. There were twelve numbers on
the program, and they were good ones. Following the over-
ture came "Ancient History," which was a reproduction of
the two first films made by the Vitagraph Company, dating
back twelve years. The last number was a reproduction of

the last two subjtcts made by the company up to the date
of the entertainment. They were two rattling good comedies
that have not been christened yet, being run without titles.

The following is the complete program: In one of the num-
bers the Vitagraph stock company portrayed the tribulations
of a moving picture studio. Messrs. Albert E. Smith and J.

Stuart Blackton supplied two of the numbers, the former
showing how he used to mystify audiences with sleight-of-

ALBERT E. SMITH,
Treasurer of the Vitagraph Company of America.

hand work, and in one of his tricks he used the silk flag used
in making the first Vitagraph picture. Mr. Blackton gave
one of the monologues and exhibitions of caricature that he,
as Mr. Smith's partner several years ago, used to give to the
public. He related an anecdote that will bear repeating here.

THE MAN AND HIS HOBBY.
(From a photograph by Mrs. Blackton.)

J. STUART BLACKTON,
Secretary of the Vitagraph Company of America.
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They had a story that always brought down the house. It

was so good that they tossed a coin to decide which of them
should tell it. One night Smith left the theater for a feu

minues and Blackton went on with his turn. He was foil'

by Smith, who told the much-valued story and was shocked

when it failed to provoke even a smile. When he returned
to the wings \u- said to Blackton: "Say, Jim, that story was

( regular frost to-night. I can't understand it." "Well,"
replied his partner, "you did not get back in time to toss up
for it so 1 gave them the yam."

STUDIO WAS CONVERTED INTO A THEATER WHERE THREE HUNDRED EMPLOYEES AND THEIR FRIENDS ENJOYED A PROGRAM
BY TALENTED VITAGRAPH ACTORS.

ON THE ROAD-AMONG THE EXCHANGES AND EXHIBITORS.

Philadelphia.—Market street, still heaped with the snow of

the blizzard, appeared very gloomy with men busy removing

the furniture from the Unique and from the two Dreamlands

of Eighth and Market and Ninth and Market, as if it was

a general eviction of moving picture theaters. At the Victoria

they must have hope of capturing some of the trade of the

three closed places, as they have removed the dry goods

show case from the front of their premises and stopped the

distribution of skirts to the ladies.

Heard in an Independent exchange: "Mr. Jones, I give you

'A Stolen Rose' and 'Reunited at the Gallows.' " "Cut it off;

I do not want such a show." "Why? They arc very good

pictures." "I do not care if they are better than Biograph,

but I do not want to flash such names in front of my place.

The words 'stolen' and 'gallows' are too suggestive of crime."

Let this be a warning to our manufacturers, as often when
they have a weak story, they put a sensational title to it,

to push the sales.

Mr. Geo. Graff, of the Eagle Film Exchange, has started

a plant to make titles. Mr. Geo. Bradenburgh has branched

out for himself as an importer of films and offers a large col-

lection of some of the best foreign productions. Mr. Bra-

denburgh will soon announce a change of address, as his

present quarters, 233 North Eighth street, are entirely too

small to give prompt attention to the orders.

Baltimore.—The mirror screen at the Blue Mouse is still

the talk, notwithstanding the objections of some persons,

who claim to have somtthing better. The new screen must

either increase the beauty of a picture or the Lux manufac-

turers must have greatly improved their work, as the picture

was a revelation.

While Mr. A. Steen has started an exchange for himself,

Mr. O. Prince has assumed the management of the Baltimore

branch of the Eagle Film Exchange, and I wish them both

the best success.

The Independents are well represented in Baltimore with

a number of exchanges, making a great saving of time in the

handling of films, especially when the railroads are tied up,

as thev have been from the effects of the blizzard.

Pittsburgh.— If the independents are well represented in

Baltimore, they are badly beaten in Pittsburgh by the licensed

ones. Although the American Film Exchange has new quar-

ters, the place appears to me as a "go-as-you-please," with

the head of the concern always out of town and an assistant

manager and cashier not willing to answer business questions.

The Liberty and J. Frank Hatch are the two other indepen-

dent film exchanges. The licensed manufacturers are well

represented hv the Pittsburgh Calcium Light and Film Com-
pany, The Pennsylvania Film Company, The Duquesne
Amusement Company and the Columbia Film Exchange.

The sensation was the first release of the Actophone Com-
pany, "A Wife's Sacrifice," and many persons braved a blind-

ing snow to see this new release, a new star in the crown
of the Independents.
Columbia, Pa.—In a previous letter I said that the Opera

House was showing five reels and some vaudeville acts. I

had made two attempts to see the manager, but as he was
too busy to be interviewed, I wrote my lttter according o
the signs in front of the place, announcing five reels and
some vaudeville. The manager wishes me to state that five

reels and vaudeville acts are shown on Saturdays and holi-

days for five and ten cents, but that on other days he shows
only three reels for five cents and does not charge for the
vaudeville.

Cincinnati.—I found the exchanges more or less in bad
humor, as the municipal authorities have forced them to

abandon their respective quarters, to locate themselves in

undesirable old buildings. The exchanges are not spiteful,

and although much worried with their own installations, they
are still preparing the banquet they will tender to the ex-
hibitors on January 17.

The Hippodrome is changing hands and will be entirely

remodeled, as the plans are to abandon the Penny Arcade
and have the moving picture theater on the ground floor.

As a new theater is going to be opened on West Fifth

street, the old Dreamland will close.

The Colonial is a very fine house, very wide, offering a
good view from every seat.

The Pastime is a small, narrow house, but the front is

of a special design, very neat in appearance, illuminated with
much taste.

I was surprised to find an old friend. Geo. Davis, formerly
of the Automatic Vaudeville of Market street, Philadelphia,
acting as the manager of the Dreamland.
The prevailing manufacturing fever has struck Cincinnati.

A photographer found that his signs of 30 ping pongs or of

3 postals for 25 cents were not noticed by the crowds rushing
to the "Ohio," a moving picture theater located in the same
building, and as he wondered if young men had more pleasure
to take their sweethearts to a show than to present them with
a set of ping pongs, he took advice from his next-door neigh-
bor, a film renter. We know that the renters are generally
dissatisfied and claim that the manufacturers are the only
ones making any money. It was decided that the photogra-
pher would turn the camera and the renter would raise the
capital. They were going to produce wonders, thev engaged
experienced help from New York. A few feet of negative
was the result, and the help had to return home the best
they could. These manufacturers of no experience knew
that the Independents wanted some American pictures, so.

to win the market, they decided to call their company The
United States Film Company, hoping that the name would
do more than the quality. The only thing they did. was to
get some stationery printed in red and blue on white paper
to represent the national colors and ornamented with the
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American flag. When I called on the photographer, he had
nothing to say on moving pictures or on his defunct com-
pany, but was very busy trying to repair his electric lights.

1 hope that he will prove to be a better electrician than a

moving picture manufacturer.
This little story should warn many persons who are talking

of entering the moving picture field that the turning of the
crank of a camera is a rather expensive amusement.

Indianapolis.—I take my hat off to Indianapolis, the home
of the sensible exhibitor.

An excellent system prevails here; the great majority of

the show places, especially the licensed houses, are showing
the same pictures for three consecutive days, and they all

agree that it pays to do so, as when they have good pictures

the receipts are better on the second day and still better on
the third day. I believe it, as I often expressed myself against

the idea of changing every day. Some pictures are even
shown for one and two weeks, and I am told that an exhibitor

has already made arrangements to show a coming film for

two consecutive weeks. The system is so perfect that the

same pictures are not shown in the same locality.

This system is partly due to the good harmony existing

among the exhibitors and the greatest credit is due to The
Lieber Company, the only licensed exchange located in In-

dianapolis. The Lieber Company, having no competition in

the place, could prepare the system, submit same to the ex-
hibitors, and urge them to form an association and adopt
the system. Each week the exhibitors draw lots for the
pictures; first week exhibitor A draws first, B second, C
third, etc; the second week B draws first, C second, while

A is the last one; the third week C draws first, etc.; and
they are all satisfied. Why should they not be satisfied, as

according to the general statement the business is very good,
exceedingly good considering the snow storms and bad
weather. I never saw such a happy lot of exhibitors, a smile

on each face, a cordial reception from every one, no long,

dreary complaints against their neighbors, none of the

grouchy faces so familiar in the East.

A good front inspires confidence, and I believe that Mr.
E. H. Brunt, the manager of The Lieber Company, was
able to put in effect his system because the credit, reputation
and elegant store and building of his company inspire much
confidence.

I advocated in the past that it would be a good thing if

the exchanges were more centralized and each one given a

district. The work of The Lieber Company proves that I

was right. The moment that each exchange would have a

territory, there would be no reasons for the exchanges to

employ solicitors for the sole purpose of taking away the

patrons of another exchange, no reasons for cuts in the ser-

vice, no reasons for special inducements and the exchanges
relieved of all this trouble could then take better care of their

patrons.
It remains to be seen how long this good system will work

in Indianapolis. I hope the Motion Picture Patents Com-
pany will co-operate along these lines. They ask $2 a week
on tht ground of protection; they promise to the licensed

houses to not license other places in their immediate neigh-
borhood, yet this protection is violated every day.

The Independents are also well taken care of by Mr. Swain
of the Indianapolis Calcium Light Film Exchange. Mr.
Swain has a long experience and will do all in his power to

help the independent cause.
Some of our new independent manufacturers are harder on

the exchanges than the Patents Company. Mr. Swain showed
me a letter from a new manufacturer who has released only
one picture, asking the exchanges to return the same amount
of feet of film within thirty days.

I am perhaps a hard man to please, but it seems that I

must always find a flaw somewhere. My complaint is that

the ushers and ticket collectors, with old hat and clothes not
of the best, do not harmonize with the general neat appear-
ance of the theaters, and this struck me more forcibly as

the wide, clean streets and fine buildings of Indianapolis
would rather show a refined class of spectators. I found
only two places with uniformed employees, the Orpheum
and the Illinois.

Mr. Fred Criswell, of the Vaudette Theater, informed me
that he will open, in a few days, a new house on Market
street.

The Orpheum has ordered a mirror screen and hopes to

have it in place in a few days. As the same party controls
the Casino, the Bijou and the Mystic, we can expect a num-
ber of mirror screens in Indianapolis.
The proprietor of the Lyric is a progressive man and had

something new for his song slides which attracted much
attention. He hopes to have something new to show me at

my next visit.

Mr. B. N. Barton, of the Crystal Theater, intends to estab-
lish a circuit of Crystal houses; the next one to open will

be in Columbus on January 17.

The sensation of the place was the opening of the new
Illinois Theater, a neat house with a tasteful front. The
manager has arranged a series of curtain portieres in the
rear of the seats. These curtains do not only give a very
cozy appearance to the place, but are for the audience a
protection against the cold air from the street. The very
large attendance is a guarantee of success for the Illinois.

J. M. B.

ABOLISHES CELLULOID MOVING PICTURE FILMS
IN NEWARK, N. J.

Taking what he believed to be the first action of the kind
in this country, C. Albert Gasser, Superintendent of the
Department of Combustibles and Fire Risks, has sent to
each of the eighty moving picture shows in Newark, a notice
that after January 11 they will not be allowed to use ordinary
celluloid films, but must utilize those of the so-called non-
inflammable variety. This action was taken to reduce the
alleged danger from fire in this class of entertainment places.

In commenting on his order, Mr. Gasser said that he had
for the past six months been observing carefully the films
that have come into this city. He found that, while at first

there were few of the non-inflammable films, there are now
many of the better class of places where no other kind is

used. All new films are of this kind, he added, and he con-
cluded it would work no hardship on owners to enforce the
order.

"It is my aim to obviate the danger from fire in these places
as much as possible," Mr. Gasser declared. "I have not per-
mitted the establishment of a film exchange here, because of
a recent fire in such a place in Pittsburg, where six people
were killed. The fumes from burning celluloid often explode
with terrible force. The non-inflammable variety does not
burn, but merely crumbles away and turns to an ash when in

contact with fire."

"LOST, STOLEN OR STRAYED."
To the Editor:

Sir—Will you permit one who is interested in moving pic-
tures to ask whether there is at present a house in New York
City between Fourteenth and Forty-second streets which
shows the first run of pictures without vaudeville. I make a
practice of trying to see new pictures once a week, and for-
merly went regularly to a prominent house on Fourteenth
street. Recently they have introduced vaudeville, and last

week, in visiting the place, I stayed an hour and three-
quarters and saw just two pictures—the balance vaudeville,
illustrated songs and travelogues.

This week I tried a new and very handsome place at
Broadway and Thirty-first street with a similar result—in

an hour and a half there were shown two short pictures and
part of one more.

Is the great army of moving picture lovers in New York
City at present forced to sit through an evening of more or
less tiresome vaudeville in order to see a scattering picture
—or are there places which still show pictures only and of
which I am ignorant? Any information you can give me
will be gratefully appreciated. A SEARCHER.

["Theatrical and vaudeville managers are afraid of the
moving picture!" was a remark made to us this week by a
prominent member of the dramatic profession. When the
vaudeville and theater magnates have grown intelligent
enough to realize that the public really wants pictures and
does not want vaudeville, then the Picture Palace will come
into its own. But there is not yet sufficient managerial acu-
ment on Broadway and Forty-second street.

If the theater owners and managers do not rise to the oc-
casion and furnish New York City with what it wants—an
exclusive picture house with only high-class music—then it

will be up to the film makers to establish such a theater and
"show them," the way.—Eds. M. P. W.]

SIGNS OF THE TIMES.
The Gem Theater, 714-16 East Baltimore street, the first

independent theater in Baltimore, is now running licensed
film, and on January 1 last discontinued vaudeville and sub-
stituted in its place three reels of first-class pictures with
trap drum and effects and the latest illustrated songs. Mr.
John H. Heinz is now proprietor, having purchased from
W. G. Spurrier, the present owner of the Savoy Seattle. The
manager writes that he "got the idea to discontinue vaude-
ville from the writings in the Moving Picture World about
vaudeville not belonging in a picture house."
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ON
SCREEN
The readers of this page know by this that I have many

pel aversions, winch 1 hate with all the hatred of my heart

and soul. Among these is the "set interview." By the "set"

interview 1 mean the celebrity or notoriety, the personality

or any other entity who, for his sins either of omission or

commission, has hurtled across the public vision, and arouses

demands for knowledge of the innermost characteristics of

the culprit.

* * *

In the "set" interview such as we find in the Sunday edi-

tions of the daily newspapers, the photographer and the

journalist wait upon you at your house. The photographer
photographs you and everything that is yours—your house,

your maidservant, your ox. your ass, and the whole bag of

tricks—and then the interviewer interviews you; that is to

say, he makes you make a pretty speech to the public. It is

mostly fake. You could not make the speech or talk the

talk. Never mind; you have provided your interviewer with

a certain amount of copy for his space, and the public, the

dear old public, is gulled once more. Which is apparently

wdiat the public exists for. I have been interviewed myself

—

likewise my photograph has been put in papers. But I always

put my foot down on the fake interviewer and I am not par-

ticularly keen on having my photograph in the papers. Not
being good-looking, or vain, or endowed with any other of

the minor vices by which the average person achieves the

privilege of notoriety or publicity. The interview, as a rule,

is faked in this country nearly as much as it is across the

Atlantic, but not quite in the solemn formal manner. In

Europe they arc more categorical. Here they draw upon

their imagination. I had not been in New York a week
before an interview with me was published in a Chicago

paper—a trade paper, by the way. The gentleman who did it

was a friend of mine and he made me say and think things

which were all very nice, but I never said or thought them.

This is a great country!
* * *

As for myself, 1 always prefer the personal impression of

a man or woman to be interviewed. I care very little for

their surroundings; their business statistics; their cut-and-

dried commercial formula:, which can be dictated to a sten-

ographer and handed out to your obedient newspaper man
for the purpose of filling his space. In other words, I detest

the stock interview where the interviewed mostly writes what

the interviewer is supposed to say. Surely in these days

educated people are no longer edified by these things!

* * *

With these unconventional views in my mind, I determined,

recently, to interview in my own way a very much inter-

viewed' man in the moving picture field. I allude to Carl

Laemmle. Before Mr. Laemmle went to England he was

interviewed, he was interviewed when he got there, he was

interviewed when he got back to New York, he was inter-

viewed when he got back to Chicago. I read all this stuff, and

as all through the piece I admire and appreciate the position

which -Mr. Laemmle has taken in the moving picture game
to-day. 1 wondered to myself, many a time and oft, where,

in all the mass of words, the real Carl Laemmle lay. For I

long ago came to the conclusion that Mr. Laemmle is not

only a ponderable factor in the moving picture situation of

the United States and the world, but is destined to be even a

greater factor. So I determined to interview the president

of the "Imp" Company in my own way. which was done

this week in a long and discursive talk, on his recent visit to

New York.
* * *

There is no doubt in my mind that Mr. Laemmle will suc-

ceed in the object which he has in view, which is to build up

one of the largest moving picture manufac'-'ring and distrib-

uting businesses in the world. I think he is the man to

do it. He has mastered one great secret in the success of

all captains of industry. He gathers loyal people about him
and treats them well.

" Then, again, he has breadth of view,

breadth of outlook—in short, breadth of mind. He can see

the enormous possibilities of the moving picture in all its

aspects, the artistic as well as the commercial. Not every

maker of moving pictures does this. With many of them the
picture is a mere pawn in the game of business, irrespective

of its innate qualities. The artistic qualities of "Imp" films,

their continual and their progressive improvement tow
super excellence, is a cardinal point in Mr. Laemmle's outlook.

I was much surprised at what I will call Carl's inter-

national grasp of the commercial situation. In vast tracts
of the earth the moving picture is not yet publicly shown.
Conversing the other day with a friend from Turkey, he told
me that they were practically unknown in that great empire.
In Asia, generally, the picture is but little known, and just

consider what an enormous field this offers for expansion.
There were some such facts as these in Mr. Laemmle's mind
during the conversation we were having, in which he prob-
ably did not suspect that he was being interviewed, according
to my formula.

* * *

The "Imp" film, then, of which during its short presence
on this market its chief sponsor has reason to be proud, will,

1 am convinced, obtain a worldwide vogue. The man at the
head of the company fully realizes the magnitude of the
field and the fundamental conditions of success, namely, a

perfected organization of loyal helpers and an efficient system
of distribution. These two factors are prime essentials to
success in any business. They have made for success in

other industries; they are making for success in the moving
picture field to-day. It is my view that wherever those
factors are found in the creed of a business man they
should be recognized and encouraged. The moving picture
business throughout the world is, as I have pointed out before
in this column, a very new business indeed. It is one which
calls for just the businesslike qualities which Carl Laemmle
possesses and which I take the opportunity of applauding.

* * *

I lived for so long in an atmosphere of conservatism and
prejudice that to me the American idea of commercial expan-
sion is a refreshing delight and something of a revelation.
There is no doubt in my mind that the American idea of
commercial expansion, with the breadth of outlook which it

takes, is a factor in the world's commerce to-day. So that,

listening as I did to Mr. Laemmle's ideas, and the possibil-

ities of the American film taking a position in the markets
of the world, was something in the nature of an intellectual
treat. Narrowness of outlook, conservatism, prejudice, are
things which cannot be justly alleged against the typical

American business man of to-day. It is, therefore, in his posi-
tive grasp of the possibilities which lie before the American
film in general and the "Imp" film in particular, which indi-

cates Mr. Laemmle as a factor in the film situation to-day.
The lesson of which, dear readers, I project onto the screen
this w:eek, so that you can all profit by it. Progress, progress,
progress, appear to be the Laemmle watchwords, as inter-

preted by me in this unconventional interview.

MASSACHUSETTS EXHIBITORS ORGANIZE.
An association has been formed and duly incorporated un-

der the laws of the State of Massachusetts, known as the
"Amusement Association of Massachusetts." The charter
members are as follows: Nat. Burgess, James Donaldson,
Walter E. Greene, Cornelius H. Buckley. Silas H. Bunce,
Arthur C. Milot, John E. Koen, Arthur G. Carver, George
A. Copeland, Charles H. Webster, J. Henry Sohel, Napoleon
L. Demara, John W. Barry, Frank J. Howard. Nathan H.
Gordon, Charles F. A. Smith. George F. Washburn. Na-
thaniel N. Brooks, Louis Rosenbaum, Arthur F. Lord, Ernest
II. Horstmann, Rufus D. Masson.

Mr. Charles F. A. Smith is secretary and his address is

49 Federal street, Boston, Mass.
NAT. BURGESS, Manager.

Renew your subscription to the Moving Picture World, $2.00.

Do it now. It will pay.
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"The Dancing Girl of Butte" (Biograph).—A drama of con-
siderable power which tells an interesting love story, though
perhaps one may be permitted to say that it is not so strong
as most of the Biograph productions. It tells of the love of
a newspaper artist for a dancing girl, and exhibits a strongly
dramatic picture when he discovers the truth regarding her
occupation; but she convinces him of her purity and sincerity
and they are married. Visible evidence is afforded afterward
that in this instance, at least, the marriage wras happy. While
it is not a great film, it is well acted and the photography
is clear and the situations are satisfactorily worked out. The
film ends happily, which is an important point in pleasing
the public.

"The Tattooed Arm" (Lubin).—A story of how the tattoo-
ing of the initials of a boy and girl on the arm of each resulted
in recognition after years of separation, renewing the childish
pledges of love and a happy wedding to close the picture.
Some thrills are included, too. An abduction, a shipwreck,
life among savages and similar occurrences serve to hold the
interest unbroken from beginning to end. The interpreta-
tion in the hands of Lubin's capable company is sufficiently

graphic to be thoroughly satisfactory. The picture, as a
whole, is one of the most interesting Lubin has offered re-

cently and should please wherever it is shown. Plenty of ac-
tion of this character is what the public likes, and in this in-

stance the players perform their parts with an energy which,

adds materially to the attractions of he picture.

"The Highlanders' Defiance" (Selig).—While it is difficult

to repress a feeling of pride that men should be as brave as
those who play the principal parts in this drama, one cannot
restrain the further feeling of sorrow for those at home,
waiting silently and hopefully for the loved ones who gave
up their lives to defend a position from an attack by the
Boers. War is glorious, when one reads about the dashing
bravery and the wondrous gallantry of the soldiers who do the

fighting, but it takes on quite a different appearance when
one sees the men fall in battle. Perhaps along with its other
beneficent offices the motion picture will help the peace so-

ciety advocates in their crusade against war. The graphic
representation of deaths in battle, followed almost instantly

by the equally graphic reproduction of the broken-hearted
mourners at home will emphasize, more than mere words
can do, the horrors of war, with its waste of life and money.
War pictures may be thrilling, but they may convey a deeper
meaning, and exert a more powerful and beneficial influence

than their makers suspected.

"Alderman Krautz's Picnic" (Selig).—If you want clean,

pure fun. with the boy's love for getting some unfortunate

into scrapes made prominent, here it is. The philanthropic

alderman has his picnic. The boys enjoy it, and who shall

say the alderman did not, even though he took a bath, got

tangled in the wreckage of "London Bridge" and was finally

set upon and despitefully used by a colony of lively hornets?

But the genial alderman was game, and the spirit of the Selig

players accurately portrays his experiences with the bunch
of kids at his enjoyable picnic.

"The Winning Punch" (Imp).—Here is a picture that will

set the blood coursing through one's veins these cold days

and cause one to feel like giving vent to a genuine "rah,

rah, rah" when the young collegian finally sends his oppon-

ent to earth with a well directed upper cut, after a slash-

ing ring contest that appeals with irresistible force to the

man, or woman, who has just a touch of sporting blood.

Anvhow the young fellow gets the girl he wanted, and she

is proud to think that lie was able to beat out his oppon-

ent in such a vigorous fight. There is plenty of action in this

picture, action which speaks for itself, requiring no explana-

tion of its purpose or its direction. Consequently the film

is attractive and is generally vigorously applauded. It is an

improvement over some of the earlier films sent out by this

house. Not that the highest possible standard has yet been

achieved, or even approached, but the improvement is none
the less welcome and proves that the company has profited

by its previous mistakes and augurs well for its future.

"The Engineer's Romance" (Edison).—A thrilling railroad

melodrama, illustrated with all the vim and finished dramatic

work which characterizes the work of the Edison players.

A girl station agent in a lonely station is beset by theives.

She wires to a distance for help. Her sweetheart jumps on

his locomotive and goes to her assistance. The last part of
the film, showing alternately the progress of the locomotive
and the steady retreat of the girl as the robbers force door
after door is thrilling, and causes one to become almost
breathless as the swift-flying locomotive with its assistance

seems to crawl. The story is strong and the pictorial work
is clear and quite up to the requirements of the subject and
the story. No question need trouble the manager of a mo-
tion picture theater if he will watch the crowd when a

story of this sort is on the screen. Action is what they
like, and a thrilling rescue of this character causes a wonder-
fully impressive exhibition of interest. Such a film will

never fail of pleasing the average audience.

"Ashes" (Edison).—Probably every man who reaches mid-
dle age sometimes looks into the dying embers of a fire and
reads what may seem to him the story of his life. The
bachelor who sees in the smoke of his cigar the face of

his first and only sweetheart, and then sees the scenes of his

love story pass before him, wreathed in this smoke is prob-
ably typical of very many who have had a romance, but have
lived long enough to see it vanish down the vista of the years.

The story passes. The scenes resolve once more into the

bachelor's den and he gazes regretfully into the ashes, ap-

parently mourning because this romance passed. The mem-
ories of middle life will make this picture impressive, and
all men will see in it some allusion, perhaps, to their own
experience and that will make the picture all the stronger,
It is recommended as a desirable addition to any program.

"The Minister's Daughter" (Kalem).—An interesting melo-
drama dealing with the love affairs of the daughter of a.

minister who is lured to the city by a villain and begins.
a course of dissipation which makes her an invalid. Then,
she is deserted and finds her way back to the parsonage,
where she is welcomed home. The story hasn't much in it

that is new, but the way it is told makes it attractive and
the excellent work of the actors in interpreting it keeps the
audience interested from the opening scene to the last. Dra-
matically it is one of the best that has recently come from
the Kalem people. Photographically it is an advance upon
other similar films, and the finished acting is an important
feature in the film's many excellencies. The steady improve-
ment in the Kalem films is an important factor in the in-

creasing popularity of the firm's pictures, and the company
deserves credit for its work.

"An English Boxing Bout" (Pathe).—A sporting picture
which will appeal to those who are interested in vigorous
athletics. The photography is remarkably clear for this char-
acter of picture and the audience is sure to be interested in.

watching it as it runs.

"Her Terrible Ordeal" (Biograph).—A love story, the in-

terest in which is heightened by the fact that the girl is

locked in a safe; an absent-minded business man who leaves
important papers behind and must, perforce, return to his of-

fice to get them, and a general mixup which keeps up the in-

terest throughout the film. The girl is finally rescued and the
picture ends happily, with the young people united and
probably all pleased, rather than otherwise, that the afore
said business man was absent-minded. Maybe the central
thought of this picture may be taken to be the inference that
sometimes those things which seem all wrong in reality

are blessings in disguise. Or, to make the application of this

idea specific, if the business man in the picture had not been
absent-minded the girl would have died in the safe. Not
all in an audience will reason out or apprecite these subtleties,

but when they do interest in the picture is increased pro-

portionately.

"A Tale of the Backwoods" (Selig).—A melodrama which
combines the Selig qualities in a marked degree and affords

opportunity for some interesting character delineation. Two
distinct types are shown, and the conception of the parts is

accurate. The actors interpret the peculiarities of these two
types so closely that one becomes involved in a mental con-
sideration of their relative values as personalities in a com-
munity. There are a number of dramatic incidents which
rouse one to a more than ordinary pitch of excitement. A
delicate girl, for example, is carried away by a deformed and
insane man, thrown into an old building and the place set

on fire. Then suddenly he changes and the endangered girl

is rescued, while the one who induced him to commit the

deed is thrown in instead. But everybody is rescued, the

lovers marry and the erring ones are properly forgiven. But

the thrills in the film are numerous and keep one constantly

on the alert. The technical quality of the film is quite as good
as its pictorial features, and one feels constrained to say that

it promises to be popular.
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"Over the Wire" (Lubin).—A comedy which is based upon
a marriage direction left in a will, which was carried out
over the wire after numerous amusing complications. Like
all the Lubin films it is funny and after seeing it once one
wants to sec it again.

"Miss Moneybags Wishes to Wed" (Pathe).—A comedy
representing tin- desire of a wealthy girl, who had nothing
else to make her attractive, to secure a husband. The nu-
merous complications afford opportunity lor a good deal of
fun before the story is told.

"Women in India" (Pathe).—An educational subject, pro-
duced with all the beauty and high technical quality which
accompany the Pathe productions. The picture depicts with
care and detail the life of women in India, producing it so
graphically that everyone who sees it will obtain a clearer
understanding of the conditions existing there. Such films
are not alone interesting. They are highly instructive and
in them the motion picture performs its most important func-
tion, the graphic and easily comprehended dissemination of
accurate information.

"Shooting in the Haunted Woods" (Gaumont).—A magic
film introducing some novel features. Two hunters stray
into some woods seeking rabbits, and are confronted with
ghosts and all sorts of strange things happen to them. Even
the chicken they were to carve for dinner flies away, a most
unkind thing for an eatable fowl to do. The surprising ad-
ventures of these hunters afford much amusement for the
audience, who are kept constantly wondering what will decur
next. The evidence of preparation and care in making up
this film adds to its interest.

"Towser's New Job" (Gaumont).—A trained dog performs
most of the manual labor at a hotel, moving baggage, waiting
upon the table and collecting tips from the departing guests,
an important portion of the business of such a hostelry. The
evidence of training given by the dog adds charm to the pic-
ture, particularly for those who are interested in dogs.

"Bear Hunt in the Rockies" (Edison).—Something new in

wild animal pictures. Heretofore hunt pictures haye been
made with animals either in captivity or trained so as not
to be dangerous. But in this instance the operator joined an
actual hunt, and the audience goes with the party from the
time they start until the bear is killed and taken to camp.
It is reproduced on the screen with amazing fidelity and offers
numerous thrills before the rifle shot brings the huge beast
to the ground. The way the young woman, fishing, retreats
to camp when the bear swims the stream is a touch of comedy
that gives a touch of life that increases the interest. The
scenery of the Colorado Rockies is faithfully reproduced. To
those who have been fortunate enough to clamber over these
magnificent mountains and thread their narrow defiles, this
picture will appeal with irresistible power. And those who
have not been there can rest assured that the reproduction is

faithful and is almost as good as seeing the originals, with-
out the attendant discomforts. Of course discomforts will
not deter the enthusiast from climbing a mountain, but they
do exert some influence on others; and this picture is a good
substitute. The technical work is uncommonly good, con-
sidering the_ difficulties under which much of it was per-
formed. It is a picture which should secure for the company
the congratulations of all who appreciate the labor involved
in obtaining it.

"The Call Boy's Vengeance" (Vitagraph).—A lively comedy
representing the results of a theater call boy tampering with
the instruments in the orchestra. The combinations and
complications which follow are as funny as it is possible to
make them.

"The Old Maid's Valentine" (Vitagraph).—A farce based
upon an old maid's strange valentine. There is a good plot
and the play is full of fun from beginning to end. Where the
writer saw the picture the audience never ceased laughing
until the picture ended.

"A Redman's Devotion" (Bison).—A Western story, told
with dash and enthusiasm and affording opportunity for some
good work representative^ Western life. Some good riding
is shown and there are a 'few thrills like capturing a girl and
her rescue and an opportunity to show the better side of
an Indian's character, a matter which is of considerable im-
portance. The picture is full of action and depicts the life
graphically.

"The Winning Punch" (Imp).—On the occasion when we
saw this film at the old Fourteenth Street Theater the au-
dience received it with an enthusiasm that would have glad-
dened the heart of the producer if he had been present. The
story is cleverly handled and contains all the thrills that cap-
tivate a moving picture audience. There is a love story with

a heroine and a hero, who is the champion boxer of his col-
lege. In a spirited bout this chap wins a prize-fight against
a professional boxer and gets the prize money. Also inci-
dentally winning the consent of the girl's father to their
union.

"His Only Child" (Essanay).—A graphic illustration of
what occurs when a man becomes so engrossed in business
he forgets his family, or, pcrhans it is better to say, overlooks
the fact that they need affection or attention. Not all chil-
dren are so well favored as the one here depicted in having
a sympathetic nurse to look out for them. And even this pic-
tun-, which seemed a bit forbidding at the beginning, ended
happily with the father realizing that children need some-
thing more than stocks and bonds to make them grow up
into well-balanced men and women. This picture possesses
an unusual interest in its suggestion of what may occur, and
what probably does occur, under certain conditions.
"On the Bank of the River" (Gaumont).—A story of an

ill-matched pair of sisters, which represents the practical one
driving the dreamer from home. Later the banished dreamer
returns as a popular musician with money to pay off the
mortgage and save the home of the more practical sister in
quite the old-time success novel style. The photographic
quality of the picture redeems it from the merely common-
place. The story itself presents nothing especially new or
interesting.

"A Seat in the Balcony" (Gaumont).—Purports to depict
the experiences of a man who sees a play for the first time.
The picture presents considerable rough-house, and offers
nothing especially new. Pelting with peanuts and bags may
be tolerated in foreign theaters, and disturbances such as the
one here presented may be of sufficiently frequent occurrence
to warrant motion picture reproduction, but in general such
scenes are false and therefore lack one of the principal ele-
ments of interest, truth to actual life. The photographic
quality of this film is quite up to the Gaumont standard.

"Richelieu" (Vitagraph).—A sumptuous and strongly dra-
matic production of an episode in the life of the famous Car-
dinal, dealing with a conspiracy in which the lives of im-
portant French government officials were threatened. Much
time and money were expended upon the staging of this pic-
ture, and the costumes and settings are as nearly historically
correct as it is possible to make them. A love story runs
through the picture, adding materially to its interest, since
jealousy, however repulsive an exhibition of it may be, sup-
plies a reasonable motive for the movements of different
actors which might not otherwise seem plain. Dramatically
this picture will rank with the best productions of the Vita-
graph's capable players. And what is perhaps more pleasing
to a critical audience, the acting is well balanced and evenly
sustained through the different scenes. Perhaps it is not too
much to say that the acting is convincing, each actor giving
what seems to be a good reason for his movements. Such
elaborate pictures, presented with the beautiful stage settings
and sumptuous costumes, add materially to the educational
value of the motion picture, and what is of even more im-
portance, they furnish an opportunity whereby those who
cannot afford expensive theater tickets are enabled to see
and enjoy dramatic masterpieces. The influence of such pic-
tures is beneficial. They stimulate interest in important
historic events and they graphically present the beauties of
literary masterpieces. Under their influence public taste will

improve and the artistic and literary impulses will be culti-

vated and become stronger. It is one important feature of
the diffusion of artistic and literary education through the
medium of the motion picture.

"The Red Girl's Romance" (Bison).—A slashing Western
story, possessing all the imagined elements which make the

West a land of romance and poetic misconceptions. Here
are presented a love story, considerable gun play, with huge
clouds of smoke; the capture of one party, the escape and
capture of another, with different individuals tied to different

trees in different ways, and the whole ends with some de-
monstrative love making between an Indian girl and her
white admirer. There is plenty of action, interesting scenery,
and withal a series of scenes which are alike thrilling and
interesting. It is a good addition to a program.

"Forgiven" (Centaur).—A threadbare story in which a

young man marries below his social position and is disowned
by his father but clings to the girl. In spite of this love

test we are shown the couple in their own home having a

quarrel, and the young wife starts to foot it back to her dad.

It is a long walk from Alpena, N. J., to Avenue C, Bayonne.
and on the way she gets knocked down by her father-in-

law's automobile, in which she is taken to his home; hubby
is telegraphed for and forgiven, and everybody is happy.
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Neither the acting nor the photography lend strength to the

plot.

"Mishaps of Bonehead, in Search of an Heiress" (Centaur).

—This was the most applauded and most thoroughly enjoy-

able number on the program at the old Fourteenth Street

Theater on Thursday. We overheard the manager say to

the representative of the United Film Exchange: "Give us
more of this kind of stuff and give us the same photographic
quality." As comedy it is the best ever turned out by the

Centaur Company and we advise them to stick to that line.

Every independent exhibitor who shows "The Mishaps of

Bonehead" will find it a house-warmer.

"Camille" (Pathe).—A veritable film d'art. A thrilling and
intensely dramatic representation of what has been termed
by competent critics to be Alexander Dumas' son's master-
piece—Camille. The story of the unfortunate Marguerite
Gautier and her unhappy lover, Armand Duval, graphically

represented and dramatically acted, as the finished actors of

the Pathes company always do act. It is unnecessary to re-

peat the story. It would seem that one so popular in novel,

drama and opera would be sufficiently well understood to

preclude the necessity for repetition. Criticism of such a

popular and well-known drama seems scarcely necessary, and
that is especially true in this instance, because it seems al-

most impossible to suggest anv improvement. The setting

and staging are alike sumptuous and the figures move across

the screen like actual persons. After seeing the picture one
seems to become acquainted with them and they are indi-

vidual entities which will live with one as long as memory
lasts. In many respects this seems to rank among the lead-

ing films the Pathes have produced. Perhaps the play is not
up to the standard of some of those produced in the past,

but even though this may be true, the picture has most of

the attributes of greatness and deserves to be included in the

comparatively small number that are reckoned among the

leaders in the motion picture world.

"Home of the Gypsies" (Urban).—A wonderfully impres-
sive film, its superb photographic quality contributing to its

beauty. It is a picture of ancient Moorish architecture in

Spain. First is shown a panorama of the ancient city of

Granada and following that come details of that masterpiece
of architectural art, the Alhambra, the palace of the Moorish
kings, with the Lion's Courtyard, Myrtle Courtvard, and the

famous Lookout Balcony. This is one of those pictures

which cannot be described, nor is it possible to offer any
criticism. It is a record film, but such a marvelously satis-

factory record that one wants to see it again. The masterly
reproduction of such examples of art must be helpful and in

no sense is it possible to escape the conviction that far too
few such pictures are presented. On the other hand, it must
not be forgotten that unless the reproduction is perfect the

picture is worse than useless. It must be a faithful record,

else it conveys a false impression and does more harm than
good. A picture that gives accurate representations of this

character has an educational value not easily estimated, but
the reproduction must equal the original, else it better not
be attempted. The romance of Old Spain is closely con-
nected with the Alhambra and any reproduction of this build-

ing necessarily brings to mind the romance and chivalry of

its period. Naturally this serves, in some degree, to throw
a sort of halo over the whole scene which adds much to its

beauty and emphasizes its influence. A touch of picturesque
life is given when the picture closes with a Gypsy wedding,
followed by the rejoicings and the merry dances.

"True to His Oath" (Urban).—A touching story, illustrat-

ing the lasting strength of a father's influence. The young
man would have been led astray but for the Bible and the
appearance of the father's spirit. Influences of this sort do
not always have the actual appearance of a ghost to increase

their emphasis, but the spirit is present, and probably exerts

quite as strong an influence as it would if it were visible.

The lesson here is obvious.

"Electric Insoles" CEssanay).—A modification of the liquid

electricity pictures which were numerous last year, combining
with it a long chase after a human whirlwind whose electric

insoles bear him into all sorts of difficulties and bring about
many and disastrous collisions with people and objects. The
picture is lively and develops a good many convulsing situa-

tions.

"The Old Maid and the Burglar" (Esanay).—Based upon
the oft-repeated proposition that old maids are always look-
ing for a man. In this instance she finds him, knocks him
down and locks him in a room, but he jumps to the ground
rather than run the risk of marriage. Of course the picture
is funny. One cannot question that; but it is a species of
coarse fun which cannot be commended as highly as it might

otherwise. However, it excites the risibles of the average
audience, and therefore performs its mission.

"An Episode of Napoleon's War with Spain" (Itala).—

A

bit which purports to represent a touch in the life of the great
commander. Fortunately it does not depict him as an in-

human monster. On the contrary, he is shown pardoning a
peasant and his wife sentenced to death for fighting for their
home. The plea of a child saved them. Aside from the
glitter of uniforms and the clash of contending armies, the
picture possesses little interest.

THE TIDE OF FORTUNE
will swiftly and surely roll into ill East Fourteenth street

if the Independent Motion Pictures Company continue to-

publish films as good as the one which bears the above title.

The story is clean and ennobling—the acting is good, and
then some—the photography is equal in quality to the best
work of much older firms. All this should be encouraging
to the "Imp." With several other callous men of the world
we were invited to see an advance copy of "The Tide of
Fortune." Before the last scene ended our eyes were so
dim that we could scarcely discern the figures on the screen,
and when the lights went up we caught some of the party
using handkerchiefs. Yes, indeed, "The Tide of Fortune"
shows that the "Imp" is progressing in the right direction.
A year ago the stronghold of the independent was the

European films. Now the demand is for American and the
outlook for the importer is not so rosy. This is hardly to be
wondered at, as some foreign stuff we have lately seen was
positively nauseating, while even the independent American
manufacturers are vieing with each other on quality—and
some of them are really making good.

PANTOGRAPH CORPORATION.
The Pantograph Corporation, as stated in our last issue,

would release on January 22, request us to state their release
will not be until January 29. The picture to be released
on that date will be one of interest and educational value,
entitled, "A Tale of Colonial Days." This picture is an epi-
sode in the life of Alexander Hamilton and Aaron Burr, and
has been carefully prepared, treated and tinted by a special
process of their own, which gives exceptionally fine detail
and makes the outlines exceedingly sharp. The personages
are reproduced with scrupulous accuracy and the scenes have
all been made on the actual grounds where the episode
occurred. A full synopsis will be given in our issue of next
week.

TEXAS NOW THE STAMPING GROUND FOR MOV-
ING PICTURE ARTISTS.

San Antonio and its climate have attracted the manufac-
turers of moving picture films, and for the next three or four
months a company of real actors will work eight hours each
day in enacting those roles now displayed in every city where
the picture now flourishes.

Wallace McCutcheon, a pioneer in this business and now
manager of the producing department of the firm of Geo.
Melies, of Paris, France, and Paul G. Melies, son of the
head of the New York branch, reached the city recently.
Within a week it is planned to have the studio ready and
the making of silent dramas and comedies will be under way.
The actors will reach here Wednesday from New York City.

"We are not," said Mr. McCutcheon at the St. Anthony
Hotel, "asking any financial aid of San Antonians. San
Antonio was selected by our firm because we learned it was
the land of sunshine and would afford us a great deal of
scope for our operations. We were informed of Fort Sam
Houston, and one of our aims is to secure here a number of
pictures of the soldiers. There is at Fort Sam Houston a
splendid opportunity for a series of brilliant pictures that
must necessarily appeal to the American who has a martial
spirit and is interested in his country's arms. We are now
having written the story of San Antonio by an author with
whom Americans are familiar and who is familiar with the
history of this city and its achievements. The staging of
this picture must necessarily take in many of the points of
interest and will, of course, include the Alamo. We appre-
ciate that a great amount of work and many rehearsals wiH
be required to fulfiill our aim in this respect. Before we
attempt to put this picture on a film, we shall wish to 1

it witnessed in San Antonio first by those who are interestet

in San Antonio and are familiar with the citv. We war
something historically correct and there will be ample r§
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mance in it. It will be, on tin whole, one of the greatest

films of the year and one, we believe, that will appeal to the

San Antonio "I >ailv Expi

F. H. STEWART APPOINTED TRAVELING REPRE-
SENTATIVE OF EDISON MFG. CO.

On January i<>. Mr. F. II. Stewart, who was recently ap-

pointed traveling representative ol the Edison .Manufacturing

pany, will start on a trip for the purpose of demonstrat-
ing the new Edison Improved Model "B" Kinetoscope. His
itinerary, which as yet is incomplete, will probably embrace
Philadelphia as the first slop and then the Eastern States.

lie expects to stay in Philadelphia one week, during which
demonstrations will be arranged at convenient places

nt the city to which local exhibitors and operators

will be invited. Mr. Stewart, who is a veteran operator and
>\pnt mechanic, will also inspect machines in places of their

exhibition where agreeable, and will offer suggestions for

improvement in the projection. The Edison Company is

convinced that much of the blame for faulty projection that

has been laid at the door of films in the past is in reality

due to defects in the projecting machine, and urges that ex-

hibitors and operators generally take advantage of Mr.
Stewart's presence in their respective cities and invite an
inspection of their machines in order to discover any faults

m their mechanical operation. The remarkable steadiness

of projection secured by the use of the new Edison Improved
Model invites the serious consideration of exhibitors who
have had trouble in this respect in their exhibition.

SELIG ACTIVITIES.

The Selig Polyscope Company have made two master

strokes in preparing the foundation for two famous films,

"The Wizard of Oz" and "Samuel of Posen," with M. B.

Curtis in his original role of "Sammy." Special arrangements

have be'en made whereby a number of the original company
in addition to M. B. Curtis will appear in the film. There
can be no mistake as regards the popularity of this picture.

Mr. Selig has gone to considerable expense in the issuance

of beautiful four-colored lithographed posters by the Russel-

Morgan Company in order that the exhibitor may make a

special feature of the two great films., The release date will

be watched with more than ordinary interest.

NOTES FROM SAN FRANCISCO.
The Theater Film Service Company, of San Francisco, has

recently come under the sole ownership of A. J. Clapham,
and it is safe to prophesy that now that this enterprising
gentleman has attained the goal that he has long sought for,
there is no limit to the heights to which this exchange will
soar under his capable management. The remarkable growth
of this firm in the short time it has been in existence, under
the capable captaincy of Mr. Clapham, makes it safe to pre-
dict remarkable things for its future. About fifteen months
ago, at the solicitation of Mr. Clapham, the Theater Film
Service Company, of Chicago, established its Pacific Coast
branch at San Francisco, which grew so rapidly that in
July, 1909, the branch was incorporated as a separate cor-
poration, with the following officers and directors: A. C.
Roebuck, president; F. C. Aiken, Vice-President; A. J.
Clapham, treasurer; S. S. Hutchinson, secretary. Just re-
cently, on November 5, Mr. Clapham purchased the entire
interests of his associates. This exchange is one of the
leading renters west of Chicago, and its success is attributed
solely to the management of Mr. Clapham. He has a per-
sonality that makes him extremely popular among the ex-
hibitors of the Coast, and his fair-minded and progressive
policies have won him much business. The climatic condi-
tions of the Coast make an ideal environment for motion
picture theaters, and the business is better in no other part
of the country. The industry is ever growing, and the mar-
velous growth of the Theater Film Service Company to a
large and enterprising business in little more than a >

rear
is a fair example of conditions there. With A. J. Clapham
at the helm, great things may be expected of this concern
very shortly.

OPERATORS' UNION, I. A. T. S. E., BRANCHES
INCREASING.

Denver, Col., December 31, 1909.
Editors Moving Picture World:
Dear Sirs—Managers and operators of moving picture thea-

ters in the United States and Canada, I desire to have a heart-
to-heart talk with you on the Operators' Union. There has
been during the last year much printed in the papers of the
trade about our Union, which should convey to the managers
of picture houses that he can depend upon his operator to
give a steady picture, accurately focused, centered, etc., if

he is a member of the Union. So far, so good. But I must
say that if an operator' gets a film terribly scratched and
mutilated beyond repair, that he cannot give a good show

—

a show that will please his employer, and I here suggest
to the managers of the inspection department of the ex-
changes throughout the United States and Canada to care-
fully inspect their films after they have been returned from
the exhibitors, before he rents them out to other exhibitors.
I would also tell my brother operators to be more careful
in handling the films. I have been in operating booths where
the operator handles the film as though it were a piece of
lead or some material of a very strong substance. This can-
not be done with the film, for, when it has been in constant
use for a time it becomes brittle. Again I say that the in-

spection department manager should give his films more at-

tention. I am a member of the Denver branch of the I. A.
T. S. E. and we are all getting to be expert operators. We
are also adding new members to our branch at every
meeting.

G. E. S. Local Xo. 7. I. A. T. S. E.

Scene from "A Kew Divorce Cure"— (Selig).

A Drawing Card for Moving Picture Theatres

,ouise M. Manon
IN

Illustrated poems, now booking in Moving;
Picture Houses in and out of town, also for

professional entertainment.

Miss Marion is presenting several beauti-
ful poems written by Fred Emmerson Brooks,
which she has illustrated with special per-

mission from the author. This work never
fails to make a hit on every occasion.

Operator, Vaudeville Sketch and music furnished when desired.

Highest testimonials. Terms reasonable.

LOUISE M. MARION
321 West 23rd Street New York City
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"IT IS A BEAUTY"
That is what every man says who

knows anything about moving picture

machines when he sees the flickerless Motiograph
No. I Flickerless

MOTIOGRAPH
in operation, giving full size pictures in my new show room, which is

only two minute's walk from the 8th St. station of the 6th Ave. "L"

I can prove to any unbiased purchaser of a moving picture machine that he gets

more for his money and a better machine when he buys the MOTIOGRAPH than if he

purchases any other make. I have had hundreds of visitors buying

"HALLBERG" Economizers
Who have kicked themselves because they did not look at the MOTIOGRAPH before they placed

their order for moving picture machine.

Do you realize what it means to have a quiet running machine, giving a rock steady

flickerless picture on the sheet? Let me tell you— It means that you will get your compe-

titor's trade, and your show will be spoken of as something new, out of the ordinary.

A look into my show room takes only a few minutes and it costs you nothing. I will

demonstrate to you the MOTIOGRAPH, the "HALLBERG" Economizer and other "HALL-

BERG" Specialties in full operation.

I matte an allowance for your old machine, rheostat Uu
or current savers in trade

I

If you cannot call, write for free Booklet No. W-15

J. H. HALLBERG

J. H. HALLBERG
28 Greenwich Avenue New York Hallberg

A. C. Economizer
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PUZZLE

PICTURE

SLIDES

PUZZLE

PICTURE

SLIDES
Show Puzzle Pictures in your theatre by using our

new Combination Song Slide and Puzzle Picture Carrier

which can be attached to any moving picture machine.

The slides are handsomely colored and your audi-

ences will like them, as the carrier revolves the Puzzle
Pictures on the curtain.

New sets of Puzzle Picture Slides issued each week.

Price of Carrier . . . $1.00
Price of Set, Seven Slides 5.00

Delivered Express Prepaid

EXCHANGE OF SLIDES
We will exchange any set of Puzzle Picture Slides for

a new set at $1 00 per set per week. You mail slides to us
and we will mail you a new set in exchange.

Write for circular giving full description, or start

right away by sending $6.00 for set of slides and carrier.

Remember we prepay express charges.

National Slide Company
53 State Street, Boston, Mass.

Independent Films

FOR SALE
We offer for sale about 500 Reels of old Independent
and Association films in good condition; every reel

has been renovated and cleaned in our own plant,

putting same in fine condition. We have concluded
to handle no films in the future for rental purposes
that are more than six to seven months after

release. Write for list to the largest Independent
Film Exchange in this territory.

Wagner Film Company
208 North 4th Street :: St. Louis, Mo.

LECTURES
on Suitable Subjects in Moving; Pictures are a
pleasing and attractive feature and always
appreciated by your patrons. The peer and
pioneer of lectures or "picture readings" with

moving pictures is acknowledged to be

W. STEPHEN BUSH
Pleased to correspond with exhibitors

44 North lOth Street ... Philadelphia, Pa.

Protect Your Patrons—Save
Yourself Trouble—UseBE UP-TO-DATE

rlN0 =oKAY DISINFECTING. DEODORlZINd
It kills all dust, germs and odors and leaves your rooms clean, sanitary and

scented with the delightful odor of new pine

Write for Booklet

Th. Worrell Mfg. Co. Sedalia, Mo., U. S. A.

GREAT NORTHERN
QUALITY FILMS

RELEASE JANUARY 15tK

THE DEATH OF THE

BRIGAND CHIEF
Stirring Dramatic Production. Length, 672 feet.

NAUGHTY BOYS
Comedy. Length, 280 feet.

RELEASED JANUARY 22nd

ANARCHISTS ON BOARD
Full Reel Feature Production of Special Interest!

EHIBITORS! When you use our product you know
you are exhibiting films of the highest standard.

All Exchanges Rent Our Films
One Quality Only-THE BEST

GREAT NORTHERN FILM CO. 7 E. 14tH STREET
NEW YORK
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Among the Exhibitors.

Aberdeen, S. D.—J. A. Wigard, of this city, has
purchased the Princess Moving Picture Theater, at
Watertown, from Easrl Barr.
La Grande, Ore.—M. J. Windstock is planning to

open a new moving picture theater here.
Chandlerville, 111.—T. S. Allen, of Springfield,

has sold his moving picture theater here to C. E.
Golden and K. Underwood, of Springfield, who will
continue the business.

Topeka, Kan.—A new moving picture theater has
been opened at 71S Kansas avenue. It is known
as the Cozy.
Nashua, la.—L, E. Hardy will open a new moving

picture theater in Frank's Hall.
Weiser, Ida.—George W. Mover is making ar-

rangements to start a new moving picture theater
here.

Mountain View, Cal.—Mr. Smith will open a new
moving picture show on Castro street.

Ban Jose, Cal.—Ed Redmond has purchased the
theater of the Jose Amusement Company.

Greeley, Col.—R. W. Speer has been awarded
the contract for the erection of a new vaudeville
theater on Ninth street.

Galesburg, 111.—Edward Kennedy has purchased
the Nickelodeon, on South Cherry street, from Mr.
Martin and has taken possession.

New York, N. Y.—Architect Thomas W. Lamb
has filed plans for the remodeling of the German
Evangelical Church, at 141 East Houston street,

into a moving picture theater.

St. Clairsville, W. Va.—Sands & Hillenbrand, of

Wheeling, have purchased the moving picture show
here of Paul Zauplus.

Chicago, 111.—A. H. Lowden has completed plans
for the erection of a new theater, at the corner
of Sixty-third and Kimbark avenue.

Buffalo, N. Y.—John G. Sattler will erect a new
vaudeville and moving picture theater, at 1820
Genesee street.

Milford, Mich.—William Avery has sold his mov-
ing picture theater, in the Hubbell Building, to

George McCoy.
New York City.—The Hudson-Fulton Theater, at

136th street and Broadway, will open its doors on
Saturday, January 1, with high class moving pic-

tures and vaudeville. S. Abrams, a member of

Local 35, I. A. T. S. E., will have charge of the
machine.

Claremont, N. H.—Joseph Lynch has opened a

moving picture theater here.

Hamilton, Ohio.—Mason & Shears have erected a

new moving picture thenter, the Royal, and will

conduct it as a first-class picture house with all up-
to-date film.

Brandford. Conn.—A new moving picture theater
has been erected in Pythian Hall.

Jeffersonville. Ind.—A new vaudeville and mov-
ing picture theater Is being erected at the Armory
here.
Knox, Ind.—A new 5-cent theater will shortly

open in the Musselman Building under the man-
agement of Albert Motzger.

Paterson, N. J.—The Paterson Show Company
have purchased the moving picture theater at 136
Market street.

Medalia, Me.—The Unique Theater, at 110 East
Third street, has been reopened.

St. Louis. Mo.—Joseph Bower will open a new
picture house at 1428 Market street.

Reading, Pa.—Frank K. Stetler is planning to

open a plcturp theater at 739 Penn street.

Baltimore, Md.—Frank H. Durkee will erect a

new moving picture theater here, which will cost
abont $4.0fin.

Chatham. N. Y.—A new moving picture theater
will be ercpfed here by S. M. Spaulding.

Boston, Mass.—A new moving picture theater Is

being erected in the Gray Hall.
Green Bay, Wis.—The Gem is the name of the

latest moving picture theater opened here under
the proprietorship of H. U. Cole.

Lowell, Mass.—The old Tremont house, in Mer-
rimack street. Is being converted into a moving
picture pnlnce for George Husson.

Lowell, Mass.—Another moving picture theater Is

being erected here, at Bridge and Paige streets, for
Alexandra Straus.
Annapolis, Md.—The Magnet Theater, a new mov-

ing picture linnsc. situated on Main street, near
Conduit, has at last opened its doors to the public.

The seatlne capacity is 300.
Muncle, Ind.—C. L. Pemberton has purchased the

Royal Theater from Owen Dnvies.
Philadelphia, Pa—J. Fred Zimmerman will erect

a new moving picture theater on his property .on

Columbus avenue, west of Broad street, which will
be able to sent about 2.400 persons.

Glen Falls. N. Y.

—

William Rosay has purchased
an Interest In the Fairyland Theater and hereafter
will mnnatre If. Mr. Rosny was formerly connected
with the Peoples Vaudeville Company, of New
York City.

Blandinsville, 111.—N. T. Guy Is making arrange-
ments to open a new movlnc picture theater here.

Frankfort, Ky.—Edward W. Ramsey, of Lexing-
ton, has leased the Crystal moving picture theater
on St. Clair street, and has taken possession.

Wilkesharre. Pa.—M. H. Kuehn has disposed of
Ms Interest In the Dreamland moving picture thea-
ter here to William LeRoy Foster, of Alleghany,
X. V.

Pleasanton, Cal.— Rutherford Sinclair is making

arrangements to open a new moving picture theater
here.

Mansfield, Ohio.—Wm. G. Georgion & Co., of
Cleveland, are preparing to open a new moving
picture theater here.

Baltimore, Md.—Messrs. A. Brager and Robert H.
Baum are planning to erect a new moving picture
theater at the corner of Light and German streets.

Philadfelphia, Pa.—The H. B. Deal Company has
been awarded the contract for the erection of a new
$25,000 vaudeville and moving picture theater, to
be located at the corner of Fifty-second and San-
som streets, for Thomas McAllister.

Pecatonica, 111.—Geo. Buxton has opened a mov-
ing picture theater here.

Cascade, la.—Jake Leytem will open an electric
theater here December 1.

Port Huron, Mich.—Will E. Culhane Amusement
Company, incorporated, capital $1,000.

Baraboo, Wis.—F. E. Shults sold his Orpheum
Theater here to A. B. Robbins.

Platteville, Wis.—Harvey Mann will conduct a
moving picture theater here.

Goshen, Ind.—E. J. Stanton has purchased the
Vaudette Theater, located in the Mummert Build-
ing on South Main street, and has taken possession.

Salina, Kans.—Matt Price has purchased the Na-
tional moving picture theater here.

Ishpeming. Mich.—Miss Emma Schott has pur-
chased the Bijou Theater here from T. H. Crinnian,
of Sanlt Ste. Marie.

Buffalo, N. Y,—A. J. Hoch will erect a new
moving picture theater on Grand street, north from
Breckenridge.

Baltimore, Md.—Plans have been completed for
the erection of a new moving picture theater
here.

Stafford Springs, Conn.—A new moving picture
theater has been built here for John Sena.
Salem, Mass.—The Olympic Theater will be en-

larged and Is to run all up-to-date film. Mr.
Hagerty is the present manager.
Hudson, Mass.—Henry W. E. Taillon has pur-

chased the Hudson Theater's interest from S. E.
Sherman.

St. Louis. Mo.—The Independent Amusement Com-
pany have leased the lot at 1800 South street, where
they will erect a moving picture and vaudeville
theater.
Webster, Mass.—An application has been filed for

Oscar Mercier for the erection of a moving picture
thenter at St. Jean Hall.
New London, Conn.—Joseph Silva has leased the

A. O. U. W. Building, which he will convert Into
a moving picture theater.

Goshen, Ind.—The New Vaudeville Theater, in the
Mummert Building, on South Main street, has re-

opened and is now under the management of E. J.

Stanton.
Walton, N. Y.—E. C. Eger has leased the Opera

House here and will convert it into a moving pic-

ture thenter.
New York City.—A new moving picture theater

has been erected at the corner of Bowery and Bay-
ard streets, which will be under the management of

William H. Mackgraf.
Philadelphia, Pa.—George F. Steumplg is the man-

ager of the new moving picture theater erected at
Germantown avenue, south of Chelton avenue.

Portland, Ore.—Arrangements have been made for

the erection of a new moving picture theater in

the Montgomery Building.
Philadelphia, Pa.—Peter Kuhn has filed plans to

build a moving picture theater at the corner of

Frankford avenue and Ontario street, which will

cost about $18,000.
Paducah. Ky.—A new moving picture theater Is

being erected here and will be under the manage-
ment of Mr. Derbersrer.

Easton, Pa.—Iori Brothers have built a first-class

moving picture theater on Northampton street.

Runbury, Pa.—The Blanchnrd Amusement Com-
pany Is erecting a new moving picture theater here.

Potsdam, N. Y.—The Wonderland Theater, on

Main street. Is now under the management of H.
E. Flack and Is being enlarged and beautifully

decorated.
Three Rivers, Mass.—Eugene Pigeon has opened

a new moving picture theater. The Pastime, in

Ruggles Hall.
New York City.—Harry Pollak has leased the

building at the southwest corner of 101st street

and Columbus avenue, which he will convert into

a moving picture theater
Brooklyn, N. Y.—The Aeroplane Amusement Com-

pany will erect a moving picture theater at 439

Fulton street.

Frackville, Pa.—The Family Theater here has

boon forced to close on account of poor business.

Camden, Me.—A new moving picture theater is

being erected here for Roland Crockett.

Georgetown, D. C.—Crnndal Mnckie is having a

moving picture theater erected in M street, near

Thirty-third, which will cost about $8,000, and will

sent nhnnt 400 people.

St. John. N. B.—The People's Mission, on Water-

loo row, is going converted into a moving picture

theater.

Aitken, Minn.—Fred Hall has sold the Electric

Thenter to Ora D. Freer and associated with him

will be Mr. Edwards, who has been introducing

special features at the nightly performances. Mr.

Freer has taken possession and will continue the

business.

Pr-nd F^rks, J». D.—The Gem ThentT ononed

December 11. All the latest and l»'«t in moving

pictures and illustrated songs. Newest and nicest

family theater in the entire Northwest. Price 10
cents.

Plattsburgh, N. Y.—The Palace Theater in the
future will he run for motiou pictures and vaude-
ville. The stage has been enlarged and a com-
plete set of scenery put iu. The contract for en-
larging this house has been given; house will hold
about 700, making one of the best houses of its
kind in Northern New lurk.
Portsmouth, N. H.—Gray &. McDouough are mak-

ing arrangements to open a new moving picture
show in the Pierce Hall.

Peoria, 111.—Fred Pitts has closed the Unique
Electric Theater, located in the Arcade Building.
Watseka, 111.—George De Ouzo has purchased the

Princess Picture Theater here.
Livingston, 111.—J. B. Jordan has opened a new

electric theater in the Keppliuger Block.
South Tacoma, Wash.—K. It. Pratsch is mak-

ing arrangements to start a new moving picture
theater here.

Salt Lake City, Utah.—The Midgley-Bodel Com-
pany will erect a new moving picture theater at
35 East First South.

Streator, 111.—The Chicago Amusement Company
is preparing to open a new moving picture theater
here.
Roanoke, 111.—Adamond Faucon and Alfred Bod-

haine are making arrangements to start a moving
picture theater in the Duggan Building.
Ida Grove, la.—Mr. Ford has opened a new mov-

ing picture theater here. It is known as the Bijou.
Ft. Scott, Kan.—Mr. Henderson has sold the Pic-

turelaud Moviug Picture Show to H. C. Ernich and
P. V. Jordan.
Danbury, Conn.—The Electric Theater, on White

street, has been purchased by Harry Deck, who
will have the theater remodeled and fitted with new
chairs and a new stage for vaudeville.

Louisville, Ky.—A new amusement palace is be-
ing erected on Jefferson street, east of Fourth,
which will be perfectly fireproof and will be op-
erated by the Princess Amusement Company. This
theater will ruu first class vaudeville and moving
pictures.

Hartford, Conn.—The Scenic Theater has again
opened here and will remain under the management
of Mr. Hallaby.

Pottstown, Pa.—A new moving picture theater
will be erected in the new building on High street
for the Pastime Theater Company.

Stroudsburg, Pa.—Bert B. Palmer has purchased,
from O. F. Koch, the Nickelet Theater, which Is

located in Angle Building, on Main street.

Amsterdam, N. Y.—Leslie O. Behr opened the
Theater Premier here and is using all of the lat-

est moving pictures and illustrated songs. The
house has a seating capacity of 300 and is very
finely equipped.
Richmond, W. Va.—Irving L. Dulaney will open

a moving picture theater in the Cross Building.
Georgetown, Tex.—A new moving picture thea-

ter is being erected in the Glassock Block, which
will be under the management of A. S. Grayson and
John Sherman.

Cincinnati, Ohio.—The Moving Picture Theater
Company here has been given a permit to erect
a moving picture theater which will cost about
$3,000. It will be located on Gilbert avenue, near
Hewitt street.
Houman, La.—Henry Breaux has purchased the

Bijou Theater, which had been closed for some
time.

Binghamton, N. Y.—Arrangements have been
made for the erection of a moviug picture theater
in the Kunkie Block for Charles H. Everett.

Cleveland, Ohio.—Joseph Koberna will build a
moving picture theater at 7614 Central avenue.
Allentown, Pa.—The Lion Theater here has been

closed by the building inspector on account of not
having enough exits.

Clyde, N. Y.—Hamilton & Mack are to instal a
first-class moving picture theater at the corner
of Main and Ford streets. This theater will be
opened to the public on January 15.

Bisbee, Ariz.—M. D. Betz has purchased the
Royal Moving Picture Theater here.

Orange, Tex.—J. B. Humphreys and A. Eickman
are making arrangements to start a new moving
picture theater here.

Knoxville, 111.—R. O. Farmer is to open a new
moving picture theater here.

Bridgeton, N. J.—Lester Loper is making ar-

rangements to open a new moving picture theater

at the Ellmcr Hall.
Athens, Ohio.—Fred Stires is making arrange-

ments to open a new moving picture theater here.

Xenia, Ohio.—J. H. Dakin has sold the Detroit
street moving picture theater here to Jeffrys Bros.

Ware, Mass.—Michael D. Haight is planning to

open a new moving picture theater here.

Streator, 111.—Myer Silvermaster is planning to

open a moving picture theater here.

St. Louis, Mo.—Joseph Van Raalte has com-
menced the erection of a new vaudeville and mov-
ing picture show at 2635 Cherokee street.

Sheridan, Wyo.—James Klindt has purchased the

interest of his partner, O. E. Merritt, in the Star
Moving Picture Theater.

Louisville, Ky.—John H. and James P. Whallen
are making arrangements to erect a modern moving
picture thenter here.

Laingsburg, Mich.— Ernest Ilnyward has opened
a new moving picture theater here.
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Independent Films
FOR RENT

We are offering a strictly high grade Independent

Service at greatly reduced prices. Our Films are

all practically new, and carefully inspected before

shipping.

A Big Feature with every shipment

SONG SLIDES FREE
Films, Machines, Supplies of all Kinds

constantly on hand for sale

Let us quote you prices on anything

you need

PIEDMONT FILM EXCHANGE
Acme Theatre Building

Long Distance Phone No. 533 GOLDSBORO, N. C.

CUSTOMER wants manager for first class moving picture

licmsc in Chicago. Says great opportunity for right man.
Write to me for particulars.

CUSTOMER wants to sell nickelodeon located in big mov-

ing picture district in Chicago. Says he will sacrifice for

quick cash. Write to me for details.

Exhibitors

Overjoyed
With the new films now being released

by the Independent manufacturers of

America and Europe. Never since I

have been in the film renting business

have I received so many letters compli-

menting the new stunts being pulled off

by the Independents. There are some
renters who can't give you a good In-

dependent service, because they are not

buying any of the new films, but I can

and will give you the cream of the best.

If you want to be dead sure that you
get the best the market affords, write to

the biggest and best film renter in the

world. Meaning nobody but me.

CARL LAEMMLE, President

THE LAEMMLE FILM SERVICE
Headquarter.

196-198 LaHe Street Chicago
Mlnneasolli, Portland, Oraihi, Salt Lake City, Evaoivllle

. (Canadian Office in Montreal)

"The blfgtst and best film renter In the world."

AUCTION SALE
C. L. FERLINOrtETTI, Auctioneer

Sells Monday, January 17. lQlO. 11 A. M.
123 Cait l.ith Street, New York

Entire Contents of a Large Arcade—500 PENNY SLOT MACHINES
Consisting of Byerjeln Display Machines, Phonographs, Illustrated

Song Machlnea, Looking Glasses, Electric Postal Card Outfit. Dumb Cells,
Candy Machlnea, Laughing Mirrors, U. S. Grip Machlnea, Weissman
Blower, Shooting Gallery and ouiiit. Doctor Machines, Rifles. Setf-
Playing Automatic Piano, Melle Zlta (fortune teller), Fight Machines,
Electric Machines, Boorer'a Name Plate, Palm Header, Telephone Girl
(fortune), Mutoacopea, Picture Machines, Falrbank'a Scale - Scales,
Balloon Machines, Bosenfield Punching Machines, Mills Punching Bags,
Mills Lifter. Cash Registers, Desks, Combination Safe, Phrenometers,
Electric Fans, Motors, etc.

Sileabielate Rain or Shine. Auctioneer's Office, 31 Wlllougbby St., Bklyn.

MOTION PICTURE PIANO MUSIC
This is a book of descriptive music, regular sheet music size, and

arranged for both hands. Specially selected, arranged and composed by
one of the best descriptive Pianists in the U. S., who tor the past twenty
years has been Musical D reaor in all lines of Theatrical Productions.
Tois work is the result of actual experience, and is now being used in
hundreds of M. P. Theatres Contains music, for all probable scenes,
actions, characters, etc , and its suggestions are entirely practical.
Increases the value of YOUR SHOW 100%. Descriptive circular sent
free to anyone upon request. This book sent promptly upon receipt of
price. $1.00 Remit either by P O. or Express Order, Draft or Check to

QREQQ
1009 Ferry Street

FRELINQER
Lafayette, Ind.

The Magnetic

Film Service Company
INCORPORATED

Successor to:

Lubin Film Service Company
123 Shillito Place, Cincinnati

The Best Service

Thoroughly Inspected Films

Prompt and Careful Shipments

Write for Information and Catalogue

Don't BuyYourself Poor
-MAKE YOUR OWN-

Non-inflammable Cement
I will sell this valuable Formula upon receipt

of only $2.00

The ingredients of which can be purchased anywhere
at a very reasonable price. Can be used

on both kinds of Film

Positively Strongest Film Cement Formula on Earth

Send 1 2c. for sample bottle and be convinced

JOHN H. HEINZ
1Q05 Cecil Avenue Baltimore, Md.
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Sayre, N. Y.—John R. Kasper has sold bis mov-
ing picture theater here to Maney & Page, of
Atheos.

Terre Haute, Ind.—A new moving picture thea-

ter has beeu opened at 323 Wabash avenue. It

is known as the Savoy.
Cincinnati, Ohio.—The Albambra Theater Com-

pany is preparing to erect a new theater at 14S

West Fifth street.

Buffalo, N. Y.—Domenico Saraci will erect a mov-
ing picture theater at 103 Dante place.

Ft. Madison, la.—W. W. Cassidy is making ar-

rangements to start a new moving picture theater

here.
Palmer, Mass.—The Scenic Theater, owned by

the New England Amusement Company, was closed.

Marion, Ind.—Charles Sipes is preparing to open
a picture show in the Gas City.

Rockport, Mo.—Linville & Harrison have opened
a new moving picture theater in the Lewis Building.

Great Bend, Kan.—O'Brien & Brumley have sold

their moving picture theater here to Paul Curry.

Bloomingburg, Ohio.—Mr. Coleman has opened a

new moving picture theater here.

Maquoketa, la.—Andrew Fuhglsang has sold a

half interest in the Lyric Moving Picture Theater
here to Lee Kullmer.

Chicago, 111.—G. H. Strieker has secured a per-

mit for the erection of a moving picture theater

at 305G Lincoln avenue.
Buffalo, N. Y.—Emil Schmidt will erect a nickel-

odeon at 170 French street.

Brooklyn, N. Y.—A new moving picture theater

is being erected on New Utrecht avenue which will

cost the proprietor, M. Baron, $2,500.

Philadelphia, Pa.—Plans are being made for the

erection of a new picture palace, at Fifty-eighth

and Lansdowne avenue, for Smith & Smink.
Monson, Mass.—A new moving picture theater

is being erected here.

Somerville Station, Boston, Mass.—A petition

has been received at the Mayor's office urging him

not to grant a license to operate a moving picture

-bow in the Day Street Church. This petition has

been signed by 71 citizens, who objected to it.

Baltimore, Md.—Another moving picture parlor

is to be erected on North avenue, near Charles

Btreet, opposite the Casino Theater. Eugene A.

Cook, who is tbe proprietor, claims that when the

construction is finished it will cost him $25,000.

Brattleboro, Vt.—A new moviing picture theater

is being erected here, and will be under the man-
agement of John Galvin.

Stockton, Cal.—Donnellan & Collier are erect-

ing a new moving picture theater on Main street,

n bich will be equipped with 4,000 opera chairs.

a new No. C Power's machine, a first class violin

and piano player and all of the latest moving

pictures and illustrated songs.

Foxboro, Mass.—Messrs. Wheeler and G. B. French

will open a new moving picture theater in the

Union Building, which will be well equipped and
will hare the latest pictures and song slides.

New York City.—Moving pictures took possession

of tbe New York Roof Garden, and were well ap-

plauded by the spectators that attended the open-

ing.

Green Bay, Wis.—A beautiful .high-class moving

picture theater is being erected at Cherry and
\.l;uns streets. The name of this place is the

Park, which is well equipped with esits and is

a very comfortable playhouse.

Laundrie, N. Y.—Arrangements have been filed

for the erection of a first-class picture house here.

Lawrence, Mass.—The New Pastime Moving Pic-

ture Theater is enjoying a generous patronage every

night. Miss Mae Bagshaw sings with the latest

illustrated song slides.

New Haven, Conn.—Announcement that tbe Ly-

ceum Theater is about to take up vaudeville and
moving pictures again indicates that they don't

make enough coin with dramatic plays.

Topeka, Kan.—The Cozy Motion Picture Theater,

at 718 Kansas avenue, has at last opened its doors

to the public, and have all new chairs and a new
new moving picture machine put in. The pic-

tures will be changed daily.

Milwaukee, Wis.—The Crystal Theater has been

purchased by Thomas Saxe, formerly owned by

Frank E. Winter, and is being remodeled, which
will amount to $30,000 when finished.

Aberdeen, S. D. .T. A. Wigaard has purchased,

from Earl Barr, the Watcrtown Theater.

Springfield, Mass.—A new moving picture theater

is being erected on Main street for Frank Sntty.

Hartford, Conn.—Tbe Park Theater, in Trim Lit-

tle Building, on Main street, has at last opened
its doors to the public and will be provided with

all up-to-date moving pictures and vaudeville. This

house will be under the management of H. P. Heine.

Bronx, N. Y.—Charles Knickrihm is having n

new theater built at S04 Longwnod avenue, and

it will be known as the Longwood Theater.

New York City.—A new moving picture theater

will be opened on Eighth avenue, between Thir-

tieth and Thirty-first streets, for Mr. Eckhardt.

Milwaukee, Wis.—The Princess Theater is one of

the latest moving picture houses erected here and
is beautifully fitted with new chairs and a hand-

tome front. Tbe capital of this theater amounts
t.i $r,0,000.

Springfield, Mass.—The New Bijou Theater Is

now In the process of construction on Wortbing-
ton street, just below Main street.

St. Clairsville, W. Va.—Sands & Hellenbrand have
purchased the moving picture theater formerly

conducted by Paul Zauplus.

Danbury, Conn.—The Electric Theater has been
purchased by Harry Dick.

Suffolk, Va.—The Comedy Theater has reopened
witli moving pictures and vaudeville.
Topeka, Kan.—The Frost Building is being con-

verted into a moving picture show. It has a seat-
ing capacity of 550.

Cincinnati, Ohio.—A new moving picture theater
will be erected on the east side of Gilbert avenue,
between Hewitt and Holloway avenues.
North Attleboro, Mass.—Charles Reen and Henry

Collins have purchased the Wansutta Moving Pic-
ture Theater.
Milwaukee, Wis.—The Grand Theater, on Third

street, north of Grand avenue, has been converted
,

into a moving picture and vaudeville theater.
Buffalo, N. Y.—Domenico Saraci has erected a

new picture theater at 101 Dante place.

St. Louis, Mo.—Joseph Van Raalte has filed plans
for the building of a $20,000 moving picture thea-
ter at 2635 Cherokee street. This show house is

well provided with exits and has a handsome front.

New York City.—A new moving picture theater
has been erected at 93 Park row and will be under
the management of J. Rosenthal.

Chester, Pa.—The Tastime Theater has again
opened and is doing good business.

Olean, N. Y.—L. D. Nourse and Glen Pratt ex-
pect to open a moving picture palace, either in

Castile or Silver Springs.
Washington, N. J.—Frank Bair, proprietor of bis

moving picture theater here, reports good business.
Athens, Ohio.—Fred Stires has purchased the

Athens Opera House from Finsterwald & Slaughter,
which he intends to convert into a first-class mov-
ing picture theater. It is Mr. Stires' intention to

open another moving picture house, in Logan, in tbe
Spring.
Bordentown, N. J.—Work has begun for the

erection of a new moving picture theater on Farns-
worth avenue.

Bridgeton, N. J.—Lester Loper has opened a

moving picture theater here.

Asbury Park, N. J.—The Nickelet Theater which
opened its doors a week ago was forced to close
on account of poor business. Messrs. Frank Banks
and Vet are the proprietors.
New York City.—Plans have been filed fdr the

erection of a new moving picture theater at 31
West Thirty-sixth street, which will be under the
management of Maximilian Zipkes and will cost
about $5,000.

Vineland, N. J.—The hall on the Zambone prop-
erty, on the West Side, will soon be opened as a
moving picture and vaudeville theater.
Norwich, Conn.—The Hub Moving Picture Thea-

ter, in the Keystone Block, was ordered to close
by the Mayor because of not having enough exits.

Camden, N. J.—It is reported that George Ware
and Zeke Mires are about to open a moving picture
parlor here.

Sault Ste. Marie, Mich.—The Lyric Theater
opened again and will be under new management.

Philadelphia, Pa.—A permit was issued to George
F. Stuemppling for the erection of a moving picture
theater at 550S Germantown avenue, which will
cost about $15,000.
New York City.—A. L. Erlanger has opened the

Crescent Theater, in 135th street, between Fifth
and Lenox avenues, and will run first-class mov-
ing pictures and vaudeville.
New York City.—Zalka & Kramer are having a

new picture theater erected at 055 Second avenue.
Philadelphia, Pa.—The Unique Amusement Com-

pany, proprietors of the Unique Theater, on Mar-
ket street, between Twelfth and Thirteenth streets,

have closed their theater on account of poor busi-

ness.
Cleveland, Ohio.—The Moving Picture Theater

Company, of Cincinnati, have been given a permit
to erect a moving picture theater which will cost
about $3,000. It will be located on Gilbert avenue,
near Hewitt street.

New Brunswick, N. J.—Tbe Bijou Moving Picture
Palace, on George street, has been purchased by
Feiber & Shea.

MOW MANY

^theMara£er
**—J- Sees

It
This Manager looks

prosperous and happy. You
will feel the same way when you dis-

card that old juice consuming rheostat and

put in a

Fort Wayne Compensarc
It will increase your box office receipts

because your patrons will notice at once how
much brighter and clearer your pictures are. And what's more, it will

Cut 2-3 from Your Monthly Lighting Bill

That sounds as if we were stretching it, doesn't it? But we are not and just to

show you, we will ship you one on 30 days free trial and let you prove it.

If it does not do all we claim for it, ship it back at our expense and it won't cost

you one cent.

If this sounds "good" to you, send for our

little booklet "Compensarc vs. Rheostat" and find

out the particulars.

You are paying the Lighting Company half

your profits every day you wait.

Fort Wayne Electric

Works
1402 Broadway

Fort Wayne,
Indiana

In answering advertisers, kindly mention the Moving Picture World.

FILMS
HOWARD MOVING PICTURE CO. FILMSRepair Work a Specialty. Agents (or Monograph, Power's

and Edison Machines. Supplies and Sundries.

Boston Man.
Incorporated 1908.

564 Washington Street,
Established 1894. (Opposite Adams House)
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Renew Your Films

EXCHANGES!
A clean film is more important to

an exhibitor than a recent release.

First run spells good condition.

WE REMOVE
DIRT AND SCRATCHES
and put a lustre on the film that

makes it

BETTER THAN NEW
Put your old film to work at ad-

vanced prices by having it

renovated.

OLD RELIABLE
FILM RENOVATING CO.

134 Lake Street, Chicago, III.

J. S. SPEER, Manager

All kinds of References furnished'

SCENERY
For M. P. Theatres

I am making a specialty of small sets of Wood
Scenes consisting of Back Drop 4 Wood Wings,
1 Cut Wood Borders, which is all you need for

Vaudeville Acts between Pictures. This scenerv is

all fireproof to meet the demands of the Fire
Underwriters. All packed ready to express to

any part of the United States in the following
sizes according to price

Set No. 1 Drop 8x10 Wings 3x8 Borders 2x12 $50,00

2
11

9x10
11

3x9 '
' 3x12 65.00

3
11

10x12
11

3x10 " 3x14 80.00

4
11

11x12
11

3x11 '

1

3x14 90 00

5
11

12x14
ii 4x12 '

' 3x16 125.00

6
11

14x24
11

4x14 " 4x30 175.00

These Sets are ALL READY to set up and
aive SHOW

Send deposit of one THIRD
Balance C.O.I), subject to Inspection

TURNER CO.
Theatrical Stage Properties

Paper Hachie WorK
552 7tK Ave. New YorK

References: T. M. A. No. 1 N. Y.
T. P. U. No. 1 N. Y. or T. P. U. in Theatre of your

own town or city

Films For Sale
50 new reels of perfect
film,extragood condition,
to close out, at $18.50.

Second hand Edison machines for sale at a bargain.
Parts to fit all machines in stock

MAYER SILVERMAN, 322 Fulton Blag.. Pittsburg; Pa.

FOR RENT—Up-to-date picture theater. Slant
floor; fine opera chairs; good location: seats nearly

300; hustling New England city of 30,000 popula-

tion. For further information Inquire A. L.

REEVES, Danlelson, Conn.

FOR SALE—Good paying 5c. theater In city of

85,000. If interested address R. Z., care Moving
Picture World.

FOR SALE—A handsomely decorated motion pic-

ture house. Best location in New York City. A
money maker. Reasonable terms. Quick action.

F. W. MOORE, 18 West 108th St., New York City.

Trade Mark Trade Maex
BIOGRAPH
FILMS

RELEASED JANUARY 17, 1910

ON THE REEF
A BIOGRAPH STORY OF A FATAL MISTAKE

Love is not in our power, nor is it in our choice. We only love when
fate ordains we should. This was the sad experience of the heroine of this

story, who, to comply with the deathbed request of her mother, marries
an old friend of the family. Her mother wishes this that her family's future

welfare may be assured. The friend is a widower beyond the middle age,

and the father of a young child. The wife has all she can wish for, but
her heart is untouched, until later she meets a young man, who she real-

izes she loves and who loves her. Both honorable, the young man, to avoid
wrong, goes to parts unknown. The husband, however, learns of this at-

traction and the shock kills him. Here she is now alone, she feels, until

the thought of his child awakens interest and she will devote herself to

the care of it.

LENGTH, 988 FEET

RELEASED JANUARY 20, 1910

THE CALL
A STORY OF LIFE UNDER THE "WHITE TOP"

There is possibly no profession as alluring as that of circus performer.
Once you have cavorted about in the sawdust you become inoculated with
the germ of the circus fever. Edith was engaged as a dancer with a trav-

eling tent show and collapses under the arduous work. Her plight is wit-

nessed by a young farmer who offers to marry her and take her away from
the life of the circus. A second breakdown and discharge decides her. She
marries the young man, but often feels the longing for the arena. During
the following season the same show plays the village and are in need of
a dancer. The temptation becomes irresistible and she goes to join, but
arriving at the dressing tent she sees the old life in a different light, and
retraces her steps to her humble home entirely cured.

LENGTH, 989 FEET
A Fall Description of these Subjects will be Found on Another Page

Release days of Biograpb Subjects— MONDAY and THURSDAY

Get en Our Mall List and Keep Posted. Write for Our Descriptive Circulars

BIOGRAPH COMPANY
Licensee of the Motion Picture Patents Co.

11 EAST 14th STREET NEW YORK
GEORGE KLEINB. Selling Agent for Chicago (52 State St., Chicago, 111.).

Films
I have a system of keeping away
from Repeaters. No reels older
than one year. This sounds bad

but not half as bad as it is to band you gunc three
years old.

I am open and frank and tell you what you get
for your money—Try me for a week anyhow. You
can't lose.

PURDY'S FILM EXCHANGE
310 EAST 23d STREET, Cor. 2ii Ave., NEW YORK CITY

EBERHARD SCHNEIDER
Hiror Vitae Products," Projectors, Cameras,

Film-Making Machinery, Films, Slides, Mere-
opticons. Specialties, Lens Grinding, etc. Special
condensors, carbons and lugs.

109 East 12th Street, New YorH

FOR SALE
In manufacturing city of

BATAVIA, N. Y.

a first-class 10c vaudeville house;
fine chairs; capacity <200; location

Main Street—heart of city. Every-
thing running to good business;
incline floor, elegant stage. Good
reputation. Can be bought reason-
able—owner has other interests. A
chance for a man who knows the
business.

Address: J. LEE, Batavia, N. Y.
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fever. The production is rather novel, depicting
with true atmospheric strength the life ot a circus
performer.

BIOGAPH COMPANY.
ON THE REEF.—Love is not in our power, nor

is it in our choice. We only love when fate or-
dains we should. Such was the experience of poor
Grace Wallace, who acceded to her mother's last
request to marry the man she selected. Grace was
the only child of a widow of decidedly meager
means. Mr. Rupert Howland, a widower of con-
siderable wealth, the father of a girl child, and
an old friend of the family, often surreptitiously
helped them. He dearly loved the young girl, but
it was only at the death-bed of Mrs. Wallace that
he really showed it. The poor woman at the point
of death realized the helplessness of those she was
leaving behind—her own aged parents and her
daughter Grace. To assure their future she begged
Grace to marry their dear friend, and Grace,
touched by the man's goodness and her mother's
condition, consented. Not content with the prom-
ise, she asked that the marriage take place at once
by her bedside, and the wish was granted. Poor
Grace struggled hard to love the dear old man.
but while she admired and respected him, and was
profoundly grateful for his kindness, she could not
love him. It was not that she loved another, it
was simply that their hearts were not affined. Her
only happiness was to visit and ameliorate the
burden of her grandparents, which she was able to
do. Of course, Rupert's little one, Elsie, strongly
appealed to her. However, resigned to her lot, she
endeavored to make the best of it and hoped for
a change in her nature. Here fate intervened, and
one day Rupert introduces her to his friend, Mr.
Wilson, a young and prosperous author. It was
love at first sight, and the more they struggled
the tighter they were caught in the net. Each
fully appreciated their moral obligations and fought
to down the tendencies of their inclination until
at last an open declaration is made. At first It

is delectable to Grace, but in a moment her better
self asserts itself and she repulses his advances.
Leaving her he goes home, writes her a note that
he is going to where she will never see or hear of
him again. Sending the note by a messenger, he
leaves for parts unknown. This note falls Into
the hands of Rupert, and the shock proves too
much for his weak heart, and he succumbs to
the crushing blow. Rupert dead, Wilson gone
forever, she feels she Is indeed alone in the world.
She sits sobbing in her room, when little Elsie,

weeping bitterly over the loss of her father, enters.
Grace's heart goes out to the child and feels that
this is all there Is to live for. She will devote
ner life to it.

THE CALL.—A story of life under the "white
top." There is possibly no profession as alluring
as that of circus performer. To reason it out, ap-
preciating their hardships and many privations, we
must conclude there is a fascination about it that
is simply Irresistible. Once you have cavorted and
capered about in the sawdust you become inocu-
lated with the germ of "Febrls Circensis"—in other
words, the circus fever, and there is no positive
antidote. Strong wills become weak under the in-

toxicating influence of the sawdust's exhalations;
the shrill-voiced steam calliope, the guttural bleat-
ing of the ballyhoo, with his iridescent collection

of adjectives, and the near-Rembrandtian paintings
portraying the wonders that are "alive! alive! and
nn the inside!" All this considered, few will won-
der at the struggles of the pretty little heroine
of this Biograph subject. Edith Lawson is engaged
as the star dancer of a traveling tent show. Her
circus name is Fatitna. Billy Harvey, one of the
performers, and a part owner of the show, is, or

rather pretends to be, in love with Fatima, and
she loves him in return. The arduous duties have
made the poor girl ill but her managers cruelly
insist that she must appear, as she is a feature.

During her dance, however, she faints from weak-
ness, and the audience is dismissed. Amos Holden,
a young merchant in the village, who is in the
audience, is deeply moved by the poor girl's pre-

dicament, and determines to help her. He writes
her a letter which she receives after her second
attempt and failure to go through her dance. She
is discharged and cast adrift by her managers, and
as a resort seeks out Amos. He has fallen in love

willi her and she never having been accorded such
tender treatment feels for the first time the power
of pure honest love. Shortly afterwards they were
married, and Edith seems happy and has grown
strong in her new life. She feels that the circus

fever has left her forever, but one day during the

following year she finds a handbill advertising the
return engagement of "Harvey's mammoth aggrega-
tion of celebrities," and the fancied smell of the
sawdust reaches her nostrils. The inclination is

almost overpowering, and a surreptitious visit from
Harvey decides her. Leaving a note for her hus-

band, she goes back to the circus, hut it is not

many moments before she realizes the error of her
way. and how loathsome are the surroundings.
Hence she rushes from the tent to her home to

find her letter has not yet fallen into the hands of

Amos. Edith is now thoroughly cured of the circus

EDISON MFG. CO.
IN THE NICK OF TIME.—Fast living and gam-

bling have caused the cashier of Riverdale Bank
to embezzle large sums of money from the safe,
at which stage of affairs the story of the picture
begins. He has succeeded in evading detection by
manipulating the bank's books, but upon news be-
ing received of the coming of the official bank ex-
aminer he realizes that he stands face to face with
ruin and arrest. Through the aid of a friendly
newspaper reporter, he gives forth false impressions
regarding the bank's financial standing. This is
done with the intent to cause a run on the bank,
by means of which he hopes to be able to evade
detection for a time at Itast.

In the meantime oue of the bookkeepers of the
bank, who is loved by the president's daughter, has
been ordered to report for duty upon the practice
maneuvers of the Engineers' Corps of the National
Guard of which he is a member. After obtaining
permission from the president and bidding his sweet-
heart farewell, be leaves to fulfil his duty. On
the following morning the sensational newspaper
article appears, and the president and his daughter
arriving at the bank in their auto, are surprised
to see a pushing, struggling crowd in front of the
door clamoring for their money. The president's
appeal to the depositors is fruitless. At last he
decides to negotiate for a loan of $50,000 in ready
cash from a neighboring bank at Junction City,
twenty miles away. Consulting a time table, he
finds that the trip cannot be made by train in time
for the money to be of avail, and is at bis wit's
end, when his daughter suggests that she be per-
mitted to make it by auto. He willingly consents.
The plan becomes known to the guilty cashier,

who, realizing his immediate danger should the run
be stopped, decides to take a desperate chance and
delay the auto's return with the money by blow-
ing up the bridge between the two towns. This he
accomplishes in a very thrilling and dramatic man-
ner. After securing the money the bank president's
daughter arrives at the bridge, only to find it de-
stroyed. She realizes that all is lost unless she
can reach the bank with the money in time. Sud-
denly remembering that her sweetheart is camped
in the neighborhood with his Engineers' Corps, she
appeals to him for aid. The matter is placed be-
fore the Captain, and in a few moments orders are
flying from aCptain to Lieutenants. Not a second
Is lost, and in one minute after the arrival at the
destroyed bridge the Engineers' Corps have built
their first pontoon or floating boat. This is launched
into the stream preparatory to building a pontoon
bridge to carry the president's daughter in her auto
Containing the $50,000 in money across the stream.
Pontoon after pontoon is rowed into place, stags,
styles and flooring are quickly lashed upon these
floating boats, and in less time than it takes to

tell it the auto carrying its precious weight, the
girl, her sweetheart and a detachment of guards, is

seen dashing across the bridge and on its way to
their destination, Riverdale Bank, ten miles away.
The guilty cashier returns to the banks sees

the auto coming, and in his desperation draws his
revolver and fires upon its occupants. The soldiers

immediately respond with a volley. One of the
bullets finds the heart of the guilty man, who with
folded arms is left to keep his lonely watch at
the cross roads while the auto dashes on without
further hindrance and arrives at the bank just In

the nick of time to save it from ruin.

THE COQUETTE.—A young officer of a regiment
from one of the Western States fell in love with
a young lady in San Francisco and was accepted by
her. They exchanged love tokens, he giving her his

seal ring and she giving him a locket containing
her portrait. Some months after he had gone to

(lie Philippines with his regiment the young lady
met an officer of a regiment from one of the East-
ern States, who became smitten with her. Instead
of discouraging his attentions she acted as though
her heart was free, and brought about a proposal
from the second man. In accepting him she gave
bim the ring presented to her by the first suitor.

By a strange coincidence the two suitors were
engaged in the same skirmish with some Filip-

plnos. The man from the Western regiment was
mortally wounded and died in the arms of the man
from the East. Just before expiring he noticed

his ring upon the finger of the man in whose arms
he was held. Questions from him brought forth

explanations, and he informed the young officer

from the East tint the ring nas his and that the

crirl had accepted him as her sweetheart. On re-

turning to California the young Easterner visited the

girl. She advanced to meet him with a glad heart,

lint her happiness soon turned to remorse when he
told her in vigorous language of having met the

man she had so basely wronged.

THE LUCK OF ROARING CAMP.—Bret Harte's

stories have for years stood as the standard of

artistic and true delineation of Western life. In

which field he was undoubtedly the first.

Briefly, the story deals with a certain mining
camp around the time of '-tn and the arrival of

a young wife from the East with her little boy.

Her husband, who was one of the miners In the

camp, has died, and it is left to the rough men

gathered In the barroom on the widow's arrival to
tell her of her loss. This tbej do in an uncouthway, but with some delicacy alter all. She does
not long survive the news of the loss of tier hus-
band, and the little child is left alone lacking a
mother s ran- m such incongruous surroundings. How
the miners take up a collection for the "kid"
contributing personal ornaments, revolves, knives
and even a whiskey bottle, is shown, grotesquely
perhaps, but in such a way as to cause tears rather
than laughter. Finally the child, in playing near
the camp, discovers gold and this leads to itsformal adoption by the camp.

ESSANAY FILM MFG. CO.
WON BY A HOLD-UP.—Our friend. Bill Smith

a cowpuucher, in the employ of Jim Parsons a
gruff old rancher, is stung by Cupid's arrow suc-cumbing this time to the irresistible smile of Nell
Parsons, the ranchman's daughter. After a short
courtship, pretty Nell is won—as far as she is
coneerned, but when Bill starts to put the ring
on her finger, she doubtfully waves it aside re-
ferring him first to the lord of her household, her
father.
Jim Is a rough old aristocrat and guards his

daughter with jealous pride. "She's Jit for a
king, and no oue else will have her," Jim has
remarked from time to time, and when Bill and
his sweetheart brace him on the subject, Jim turns
from the farm implement he is tinkering with and
kicks Bill off the premises.
The young lovers try all means to win the old

gentleman, but their meetings are invariably frus-
trated. On one occasion Bill sends a note to Nell
to meet him at a certain place, which is inter-
cepted by Jim, who gives the youth another thrash-
ing and himself waits for his daughter. When
she arrives he surprises her and leads her back to
the house by the ear.
The two lovers are unanimous in their opinion

that Dad is an old reprobate who needs a lesson.
They must win him by foul means or fair and Bill,
beiug of Inventive turn of mind, concocts an ex-
cellent plan. He enlists two of his inseparable
comrades and instructs them to mask themselves,
waylay the old gentleman on his way to town and
after giving him a good scare, he will dash up,
disperse the robbers and thus win the affections
and admiration of his reluctant prospective father-
in-law.
The scheme works well and turns out just like a

fairy story. Dad is won over and agrees to the
marriage, notwithstanding the fact that the two
cowpunchers, who posed as murderous brigands, In
an effort to get their guns returned to them, in-
terview old Jim and lay bare the secret.

FLOWER PARADE AT PASADENA, CAL.—Pasa-
dena, several miles out of Los Angeles, is one of
the most beautiful of the minor cities in the world.
Its delightful climate, exhilarating air and other
attractive advantages has made it world-famous as
a Winter resort and it is estimated that Pasadena
is the Winter home of more American millionaires
than any other Southern city. The citizens of Pasa-
dena have assisted Mother Nature in her work in
the building of beautiful homes and the construc-
tion of beautiful paved streets and shaded park
drives.
Southern California, in Springtime, is a veritable

earthly paradise. Bright, sweet-smelling flowers of
every description and specie grow in prolific abund-
ance, without the touch or care of any human hand.
The earth is riotous with rich coloring and sweet
fragrance.
The flower parade in Pasadena, an annual cele-

bration, occurs in the Spring of each year, and
outrivals the world-famous Fete of the Flowers at
Nice, in France Preparations are made a month or
more ahead of time and every vacant lot and patch
of ground available is sown with rade flowers.
The great parade is a marvel of artistic beauty

In the designs of the many beflowered floats. Many
Los Angeles and Pasadena business firms are rep-
resented with clubs and associations and private
individuals, each striving to outrival the others in
the gorgeousness and beaty of the decorations of
their floats and carriages.

THE CONFESSION.—Brandon Sherman, our hero,
is a phonograph enthusiast and a poet. As he
writes his verses he records them upon his phono-
graph that, In his morbid fancies, he may, "Listen
to the children of his thoughts, the passions of his
soul." He is Interrupted one afternoon while at
his phonograph by the entrance of his sister Jane
and his betrothed, Gertrude Hale. He is finally
persuaded to leave his work to accompany them
to the home of Gertrude's uncle, Philip Hale, an
exacting man, at whose hands Gertrude suffers
indignities and much cruelty.
While wandering about the beautiful Hale gar-

dens the old gentleman meets them and being
bitterly opposed to Brandon orders him from the
place. Hale, in his anger, strikes Gertrude with his
cane, which so angers the young man that he
bitterly denounces Gertrude's guardian and is saved
from personally attacking bim by the interference
of the gardener. The scene ends in the bodily ejec-
tion of Brandon from the premises, Jane is ordered
off and Gertrude sent to her room.
Brandon is so incensed that he cannot sleep ontH

he exacts an apology from Hale. Later he en-
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JUST ILLUSTRATED
Iv'e Just Got Time To Say Good Bye
Daddy's Doll

Could You Learn To Love Me
Dreams That I Dream Of You
My Irish Prairie Queen

We maKe Lantern Slides of anything and
everything for any and every purpose

Send for our special prices on Announcement Slides

NORTH AMERICAN SLIDE CO.,
143 Narth 8th Street,
PHILADELPHIA, PA.
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SONG SLIDES
IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN THE MOVING PICTURE BUSINESS, YOU

SHOULD SUBSCRIBE FOR THE MOVING PICTURE WORLD. $2.00.

WILL POSITIVELY
Increase your NET profits by pleasing your patrons

CONVINCE YOURSELF
Rent a set from your exchange or from us direct

DO IT NOW
NOVELTY SLIDE COMPANY

221 East 53rd Street lO East 14tH Street
NEW YORK CITY

Keep the Same Crowd Coming
Drummers and transients help some in the motion picture game, be-

cause their money's just as good as anybody's—but it isn't so continuous.
The family, neighborhood crowd is the crowd you want, and the thing that

gets their patronage, and holds it, is good, clear, steady pictures and no
long waits between—the kind of pictures that the

EDISON KINETOSCOPE
gives. Don't risk the success of your business by purchasing a machine
that may cost a little bit less in the beginning, and is sure to cost a whole
lot more to operate, and will eat up your profits on repairs. Buy an Edison
Kinetoscope and be sure of good, clear profits and constant patronage.

Write to-day for booklet, giving full details as to why the Edison is

the machine that you should buy—also copy of the Edison Kinetogram.

EDISON FILMS
Releases of January 18 and 21

RELEASE OF JANUARY 18

IN THE NICK Or TIME
A virile melodrama of love, hate, revenge and death, in which are shown a run on a

bank, an exciting auto ride, the blowing up of a bridge, the erection of a pontoon bridge by
Co. "K", 22nd (N. Y.) Regiment, Engineer Corps and :\ cross-road fight. Thrillingly dramatic.

No. 6576 Code. VESCIMUR Appro*. Length, 975 feet

RELEASES OF JANUARY 21

THE COQUETTE
Dramatic. A true story of the Philippine insurrection in which two U. S. Army officers

learu on the field of battle that they are engaged to the same woman. The one dying, the
other rebukes her falseness.

No. 6577 Code, VESCOVADO Appro*. Length, 495 feet

THE LUCK OF ROARING CAMP
Bret Harte's famous story of the uiinin;

slight necessary changes. A delicate bleudin
the heart.

No. 6578 Code, VESCOVESSA

days of '49, adapted and presented with but
of humor and pathos; a film that appeals to

No. 6579

No. 6580

No. 6518

Approx. Length, 490 feet

Releases of January 25 and 28
RELEASE OF JANUARY 25

A WONAM'S STRATEGY (Dramatic)
Code, VESCOVILE Approx. Length, 975 feet

RELEASES OF JANUARY 28

GEORGIA POSSUM HUNT (Descriptive)
Code, VESCULORUM Approx. Length, 140 feet

THE SKIPPER'S YARN
Code, VESCULOS Approx. Length, 850 feet

ORDER DISPLAY POSTERS OF THESE FILMS FROM YOUR
EXCHANGE OR THE A. B. C. COMPANY, CLEVELAND, OHIO.

Edison Manufacturing Co.
MAIN OPPICe and FACTORY: 72 LAKESIDE AVE., ORANQE. N. J.

New York Office: 10 Fifth AveDue. Chicago Office: 90 Wabash Ave.

Office for United Kingdom: Edison Works, Victoria Road, Wllleiden, N. W., England.

Dealers in All Principal Oities
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CHEAP
Steel Frame

Theatre Chairs

ABSOLUTELY

Non-BREAKABLE
Suitable for small

theatres and Moving
Picture abows. We
carry these chain ill

stock and can ship
immediately.

Second Hand Chair*
Also Seating for Oat

of-Door Use.

Address Dept. W,
STEEL FURNITURE CO., Grind Rapids, Mich.

New Yark Office 150 Fifth Avenue

Boston Office: 224 Congress St., Boston, Mass.
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counters the old gentleman in the latter's conserva-
tory. The old man again orders him off and en-
raged by the young fellow's impudence strikes him
again with his cane. Brandon wrests the cane
from Hale's hands and in turn belabors him across
the shoulders. Hale is beaten down among his
plants and in the confusion a giant fern is joggled
from its pedestal, crushing Hale's skull. Panic-
stricken, the young man turns and runs away.
There has been no eyewitness and suspicion never

turns toward Brandon. For six weeks the mystery
of the cause of death has not been solved, but finally

an extra announces the verdict—accidental death.
Brandon, who has suffered untold misery, instead of
being comforted or relieved, lapses into hysteria
and says the paper lies.

In the persistent solitude his mind weakens be-
neath the strain of remorse and mortal fear. His
soul yearns to confess to someone the awful secret
that he himself killed Philip Hale. He calls his
sister that he may confess to her, but his voice
chokes on the first word and he drives her from him.
Falling on his knees he pleads Divine aid to help
him unburden his soul.

As if in response to his pleadings, his eyes rest
upon the phonograph before him and an inner
voice bids him "record his confession there." In
feverish haste he adjusts the cylinder and placing
his mouth to the machine murmurs tremulously:
"I killed Philip Hale, but it was in self defense!
Brandon Sherman."
A knock at the door interrupts him as he is re-

moving the tell-tale cylinder. He opens the door
to admit his sister Jane. She notes his nervousness
and asks him what he is recording. "Poetry!
Poetry!" he answers, but she is not convinced and
resolves to hear for herself. On the pretext of
obtaining something from an adjoining room, she
sends him out, then locking the door adjusts the
cylinder and starts the machines.
As the little clay cylinder begins unfolding, in

her brother's tremulous voice, the confession he
has made, Jane staggers back in dismay. The
youth in a paroxysm of mingled rage, despair, de-
lirium, bangs on the door, then seizes a chair and
dashing the door to flinders leans through the aper-
ture he has made, wildly demanding the record.
The girl unlocks the door, he reels into the room
and falls into a chair dazed. Jane, by this time
horror stricken, takes the record from the phono-
graph and Brandon dashes it to the floor.

The boy, completely unstrung, heartbroken, his
life crushed out of him, sinks back sobbing as
Gertrude Hale enters. A moment later, with his
two dearest ones at his side, he falls back in his

chair lifeless, the broken record of his confession
lying in scattered fragments at his feet.

GAUMONT.
(George Kleine.)

FATAL FASCINATION.—A beautiful and capri-
cious young woman, the only daughter of a farmer,
is sought in marriage by a rich young man.
Her father insists that she accept the young man,

but as she does not love him she declines. The
rejected lover, understanding the ways of woman-
kind, makes love to the pretty maid of the girl he
really wants to marry, in order to attract the te-

tention and arouse the jealousy of the one he loves.
The poor servant girl takes the young man's

advances all too seriously and falls deeply in love
with him.
This brings the farmer's daughter to the point

where she is willing to marry the young man.
Unfortunately for the poor maidservant, she appears
on the scene just as the lovers pledge their troth and
the shock proves too much for her. The fatal
fascination exercised by the young man over her
causes her to die of a broken heart.

GETTING SQUARE WITH THE INVENTOR.—
An ingenious and inventive watchmaker conceives
the idea of making a clock-work motor powerful
enough to propel every kind of vehicle.
By way of experiment, he attaches his clock-

work motor to a baby carriage, while the nurse Is

not looking. The effect is very startling to the
nurse and baby, though highly satisfactory to the
inventor, as proving the efficiency of his device.

Next, he applies his motor to a porter and then
to a coachman, who thinks that his horse is running
away.
The various victims of these experiments meet

and combine forces to revenge themselves on the
watchmaker.
They attach his spring motors to his own heels,

thus proving to him beyond all doubt how effective
bin invention really is. and at the same time en-
abling 1 lii-ni all to "get square" with the Inventor.

SWALLOWED BY THE DEEP.—A beautiful
young Princess is so rich that there is practically
nothing left for her to desire. She is so satiated
with good things that she does not know what to

do to enjoy herself. Several handsome young
Princes seek her hand in marriage, but she refuses
them all as she does not love anyone. One day. in
a moment of waywardness, she throws a goblet into
the sea with the remark that she will share her
throne with the man who succeeds in bringing it

back to her.

No one among her admirers lias the courage to
plunge into the sea in order to recover the cup.
A young sailor who has admired the Princess

since the day he first saw her, makes up his mind
that he will get the goblet at all costs.

Accordingly, he invokes the aid of the Fairies
of the Sea. One of them, disguised as an old
woman, appears and undertakes to conduct him to
the spot where the cup lies.

He recovers it, but has to promise to return to
the Mermaid Queen whenever he hears the sound
of her conch-shell horn.
Then he presents himself at the palace of the

Princess and presents the goblet to her.
She fulfills her promise and rewards him with

her baud and half of her kingdom. The Mermaid,
still disguised as an old woman, comes to the wad-
ding. She is turned away by the courtiers. In re-
venge, she waits until the bridal pair are alone
and about to retire for the night. Then the Mer-
maid's horn sounds a loud blast! The bridegroom
starts for he recalls his rash promise to return
to the Mermaid Queen at the call of the horn. He
hesitates and lingers with his bride. The castle
with the Princess and her husband and their cour-
tiers and retainers then slowly sinks and is swal-
lowed up by the deep.

ami the dear little flower girls and pages entwined
them in a garland of flowers, her happines was
complete and she felt sure that there was nothing
more on earth that she could wish for.

KALEM MFG. CO.

THE MAGIC FLOWER.—For years and years-
yes, hundreds and hundreds of years, fairy tales
have been the most popular means of entertaining
the children, and even the grown-ups, too, for that
matter. And it is not without good reason that
their popularity has never lagged, for, aside from
their beauty and wonderful charm of mystery, they
always carry with them a moral—that is

—"good
deeds never fail to receive their reward."
Scene I.—First we see the beautiful Magic Flower

itself, and as its fragrant petals slowly unfold, it

discloses the radiant, happy face of Little Mar-
jorie, the heroine of our story, who begs your in-

dulgence while the story proceeds.
Scene II.—Marjorie and Her Mother are Evicted

from Their Home.
Scene III.—Marjorie, in Desperation, Decides to

Beg for Food.
Scene IV.—Marjorie Receives Two Pieces of

Bread.
Scene V.—Marjorie Gives Her Share of Bread to

the Good Fairy, Who Is Disguised as a Beggar
Woman.
Scene VI.—Marjorie Receives the Magic Flower,

Which Will Grant Any Wish. As Marjorie came
running down the path she noticed what appeared
to be an old beggar woman, who stopped her and
begged for a bite to eat. Now Marjorie only had
two slices of bread, one for her mother and one
for herself, and she was very hungry too, but out
of sympathy for the old woman she gave her her

own share of the bread and started away. But the
old woman stopped her again and waving her
staff, which was really a fairy's wand, she caused
a beautiful flower to suddenly grow on a bush by
the side of the path, which she plucked and gave
to Marjorie. telling her that it would grant her

any wish. Marjorie accepted the flower and thank-
ing the old woman hurried to take the remaining
piece of bread back to her mother. The old woman
then transformed herself back to the good fairy

and gazed fondly after her.

Scene VII.—Marjorie's Mother Revived.
Scene VIII.—Marjorie and Her Mother, Homeless.

Take Refuge in the Park.
Scene IX.—The Golden Loaf—The Magic Flower

Works Wonders. Marjorie found the Magic Flower
on the ground where it had fallen from her lap

and remembering what the old beggar woman had
said about its power to grant any wish, decided to

try it and wish for bread. The wish was no sooner

uttered than a loaf of bread appeared in her lap.

Marjorie was so startled that she hastened to

waken her mother and showed her the bread and
the Magic Flower, and told her all about how she

got them. And when she broke the loaf of bread
in two to share it with her mother, lo and behold!

it was filled with golden coin. Their happiness

was unbounded and they laughed and cried all in

the same breath. The wonder of it even made them
forget their hunger. Marjorie kissed and loved the

Magic Flower while her mother busied herself pick-

ing up the coin which she placed in the pocket of

her apron. By this time Marjorie was so taken
with the wonders and possibilities of the Magic
Flower that she decided to wish again, and noticing

her mother's shabby garments wished that her
mother was better clothed. "No sooner spoken than
done." There stood her mother beautifully dressed.

With all this good fortune Marjorie never once
thought of herself, until her mother called her

attention to her own poor rags of clothes. One more
wish, and Marjorie was as beautifully dressed as

her mother. Their happiness was unbounded.
Scene X.—In the Greenhouse—Marjorie Now

Wealthy. Wishes for Playmates.
Scene IX.—Ten Years Later—Marjorie Has One

More Wish Gratified. The years rolled on. and
Marjorie grew to be a beautiful young lady. The
Magic Flower had granted wish after wish until

there did not seem to be anything left to wish for.

hut one day she was standing on the beautiful

terrace overlooking her magnificent estate, when
there suddenly appeared before her. the Prince of

her dreams. She had unconsciously expressed a

wish which the Magic Flower immediately granted.

The Prince was an ardent lover and soon won Mar-
iorle's heart completely.
Scene XII.—And They Lived Happily Ever After-

ward. And so the Prince brought her to his beau-

tiful palace, and as he clasped her in his arms

PATHE FRERES.
MISS MONEYBAGS WISHES TO WED.—The

heiress, Miss Moneybags, makes up her mind to
marry, so, accompanied by her father and mother,
she applies at a matrimonial agency where she is

shown photographs ot the different eligibles oil

their list, for he must possess good looks besides
beiug a man of aristocratic birth. Several photo-
graphs are examined and cast aside until the pro-
prietor of the agency shows them a picture of a
handsome but impecunious nobleman who imme-
diately attracts the young girl's fancy. In the
next scene we see the handsome, impecunious one
receiving the telephone message from the agent,
saying he has an heieress for him and to come at
once to the office. In his haste he wrecks the
room, knocks down a fat woman on the stairs
and collides with everything from an automobile
to a baby carriage he meets on the way. Although
spick-and-span enough when he started out he ar-
rives at the matrimonial agency looking like the
only surviving member of a railroad wreck. When
the girl sees him she begins to cry with disap-
pointment and the father storms around the room
at the deception that has been practiced upon
them. The aspirant pleads for mercy and taking
the father aside explains the case to him and pre-
vails upon him to change clothes with him. When
he reappears wearing the old gentleman's frock
coat he is quite presentable and the girl takes him
to her heart. But the poor father who is waiting
in another room decked out in the torn and tattered
garments of the young man is soon set upon by
a howling mob that bursts into the place looking
for the man who in his hasty dash through the
streets but a few moments before had aroused their
indignation by colliding with and injuring each and
every one of them in turn.

WOMEN IN INDIA.—The women in India spend
their time in making their toilet, in sweet idleness
and in prayer. They are passionately fond of
jewelry. Their dress consists of tight trousers
with sleeveless waist over which is worn a piece
of cloth of more or less value. The poorest of them
deck themselves out with jewelry of all kinds.

The women of India as a rule are brought up in

ignorance. Formerly a widow was supposed to be
burnt up with her husband's corpse. To-day,
however, she has the choice of becoming a public

dancing girl if she wishes to live after her hus-

band's death. In the evening they go in groups
to the temple for prayer, throwing flowers by the
roadside as they pass along. It is thus we see
them in the last picture of this pretty film.

THE BEGGAR'S REPENTANCE.—A famished
beggar finds a bank note on the street and stifling

the voice of his conscience he goes to the baker's
to buy some bread. Once his hunger is appeased,
however, his conscience bothers him to such an
extent that he goes to the church and places the

money in the poor box. The pastor sees him and
becomes suspicious at such a very generous offer-

ing from such a shabby looking stranger and decides
to follow him. As it happens a young clerk lost

the money the beggar found and was discharged
by his employer as a thief. Driven to despair

by such an accusation the boy decides to drown
himself, and as fate would have it the beggar
happened to be on the river bank and is successful

in saving the boy's life. The latter tells him
of losing the money and of his employer's accu-

sation and his own despair. After hearing the

boy's story the beggar confessed his fault and the

pastor, who had been following the beggar comes
forward, explains to the boy how the former had
tried to make up for his momentary weakness.
All ends well and the beggar is given a good
steady job for his honesty.

STORY OF A LEG.—The one-legged fellow seen
in this picture is a wonder much more nimble
than many men possessing both limbs. His wife
arranges his necktie and sees him to the door as

he starts out for his customary walk, telling him
to 1,0 very careful not to get run over. He goes

to the park and falls asleep on one of the benches.

Some bad boys come along and tie one of his legs

to the bench. They then tickle him with a straw
and as he awakens suddenly and starts up after

them, lo and behold he leaves his leg behind. With
a worried expression on his face he picks up the

leg and hops all the way home. His wife is en-

raged when she sees what has happened and throws
I In- unoffending cork limb out of the window. A
ragpicker finds it and carrying it along with him
meets a legless cripple seated on the sidewalk beg-

ging. The ragpicker gives him the leg and he

fastens it on to one of his stumps and jumps up

as good as new and travels as quickly on that

one leg without any crutch or cane, as most men
do on two. The one-legged man in this film is

surely a wonder.

ON A RACKET.—Monty is overjoyed because he

has got his degree and when his generous father

hears the good news he presents his son with a

goodly amount of money which the latter decides to

spend in having a glorious time in celebration of

the event. He therefore sends a note to a chum
and tells him to meet him at "The Terrace"
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KALEM FILMS
Issue of January 21, I9IO

LENCTH 860 FEET Approx

"THE MAGIC FLOWER"
is the second of our new series of Fairy Stories of American Children, and is so good
that it has determined the date of our second weekly reel— i. e., Wednesday, Feb-

ruary 2, 1910.

REMEMBER! Commencing Wednesday, February 2

THE KALEM COMPANY will release two reels each

week, one on Wednesday and the other on Friday

The second reel will be almost exclusively the product of our new and splendid

studio in the Eastman Kodak Building, a studio which represents the very last

word in the photographic art. The output will be confined largely to mystery and
comedy themes and is in charge of one of the strongest producing forces in the busi-

ness. We can assure exhibitors that this new KALEM release will embody decided

novelties. We are confident that the exchanges will welcome it, and we trust you
will make your advance arrangements accordingly.

Kalem posters can be obtained from your
exchange or by mail from the A. B. C. Co.,

of Cleveland, O.

Free Descriptive Lectures Sent to all

Applicants

KALEM CO., Inc.
Eastman Kodak Building

235-237-239 WEST 23rd STREET
NEW YORK CITY

GALEHUFF
A riember of the

FILM SERVICE ASSOCIATION

Headquarters for only tbe best of latest

PILMS and SONQ SLIDES. No junk.

MACHINES, SUPPLIES, Etc.

LATEST SONQ SLIDES
$5.00 per set

N. E. Cor. 4th & Green Streets,

PHILADELPHIA. PA.

"TITLE POSTERS"
The Only Practical and Economical

Moving Picture
Posters

A POSTER FOR EVERT PICTURE

$7.50 a Month Express Prepaid

SEND FOR FREE SAMPLE

TITLE POSTER CO.
231-233 Bowery, New YorK
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jSLIDESJ
E of Highest Quality

[

LATEST SONG SETS
In The City Where Nobody Cares.
I Rather Say Hello Than Say Uood Bye.
Every Girl I del 1 he Other Kellow Steal*.
I Love My Steady But I'm Crazy About

My Once In Awhile.
Candy
I Have Got Something In My Eye.
Kitty.
Phasing The Eagle.
It I Thought You Wouldn't Tell.
Anywhere.
I've (lot Rings On My Fingers And Bells

On My Toes.
Amlna.

High dais alldci made and colored to

order from prints and negative!

Scott <SL Van Altena
Z 59 Pearl St., New York City Z

^
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 i 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
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NEW SLIDES
For the Following Songs—JUST OUT

Mandy How Do You Do.
Margarita.
Love Me Dreamy Eyes.
Nora Malone.
By the Light of the Silvery Moon.
There's Nothing Else in Life Like

Love, Love, Love.
Take Me Back to Sunshine Land.
Mary you're a Big Girl Now.
My Dream of Long Ago.
When I Fell in Love With You.
Rosenbaum.
When You've Won the Only Girl You

Love.
Just a Girl Like You.
In the Harbor of Sunshine and Love.
Round Up.
Would You be Satisfied, Sally?
You'll Come Back.
Put On Your Old Grey Bonnet.
Heinz.

DeWitt C. Wheeler
120 W. 31st St., N. Y. City

Canadian Exhibitors

Looking for a first-class film

service, write the Crystal
Palace Film Exchange for

particulars. We handle both
Licensed and Independent
films and can give you a
right up-to- late service. We
own and operate the most
successful Moving Picture
Theaters in Canada.

Located at

141 Yonge Street, Toronto.
331 St. Lawrence Blvd., Mont.
27 King Street East, Hamilton.

Agents Tor Pawar's and Editon
Machinas.

Crystal Palace Film Exchange
141 Yonge Street. Toronto, Can.
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with two "queens" and he will foot the bill.

He then proceeds to get into his evening clothes
and we soon see him hastening away to join his
friends. He finds the friend and the queens and
they surely do make a night of it. Monty is the
life of the party and not only keeps his own
friends amused but has everybody in the cafe in

roars of laughter at his wonderfully amusing do-
ings. In a most good natured way he takes up
a siphon and squirts the contents over an in-

offensive gentleman sitting at the next table. The
gentleman naturally take umbrage at this want of
courtesy and strikes Monty. The latter hauls off

and is evidently about to give him a telling blow,
but just as his fist is about to come in contact
with the man's head he changes his mind and
smilingly places his arm about his neck and em-
braces him most affectionately. Of course the
man's wrath is immediately turned to amusement
and , everything ends up satisfactorily. Nine bot-
tles of champagne having already been consumed
by the party and Monty himself drinks a tenth
from his own hat. This of course brings down the
house and the party finally gets so hilarious that
they are all put out. When Monty reaches his

home, mistaking the open window for his closet,

he opens it and throws all his clothes piece by
piece out into the street, thinking he is carefully
hanging each piece away in the closet. His parents
finally find him asleep on the dining room table
with his head resting in the cheese cake.

A STAG HUNT IN JAVA.—The coloring in this

picture is exquisite. The stags are so graceful
and so gentle it really seems a shame to kill them.
They are so very timid that the sportsmen have
to be very careful not to frighten the pretty
creatures, so they steal up with the softest kind
of a tread and it is necessary to be a pretty good
shot ak it is impossible to get very near this

kind of game, as the slightest rustling or noise

sends them scampering in all directions. The
huntsmen here are most successful and bring down
several specimens. The whole view of the hunt is

most interesting and instructive.

SELIG POLYSCOPE CO.
A NEW DIVORCE CURE.—The opening scene is

laid in the beautifully appointed home of Henry
Morland, who has recently married a lady twenty
years younger than himself, she being a social

leader of the set, and fond of theaters, cafes and
dances, her husband preferring his library and the
many surroundings of a comfortable home.

Dolby, an Englishman, and friend of the Mor-
lands, calls as a guest one evening. Following
closely upon his arrival, a number of friends of

the younger set call, and prevail upon Mrs. Mor-
land to accompany them to a theater party. She
quickly consents, the husband preferring to re-

main at home after an irksome day in a busy office.

The next morning Morland, arriving at this office,

and upon opening his mail, finds a letter from
a business friend, suggesting that unless he is

more attentive to his young wife that he will find

a depreciation In her affections, and his casual
reference to Dolby, the Englishman, a self-appointed
scion of British nobility, visiting America for the
first time, in search of American dollars—the easy
way, by marriage. The letter awakens Morland to

his sense of duty. His books are forgotten and
office affairs cast aside. A hurried visit to his

home culminates in his inadvertently confronting
his wife and Dolby enjoying each other's society in

the conservatory. Showing the letter, he demands
an explanation. The wife, resenting the insult,

refuses to explain, whereupon Dolby is asked to

leave. As he does so, he makes a futile attempt
to explain his invasion. At this juncture the
wife's mother appears and indignantly denounces
Morland for his presumption and prevails upon her
daughter to leave the Morland home and go with
her, which she does.
At her mother's home the next morning she re-

ceives a message from her husband telling her that
while he loves her, his one thought is for her hap-
piness, and if she desires her freedom he will
place no obstacles in her way. Her mother and
Mr. Dolby, entering the room at the moment, are
informed of the new turn of affairs. All are
jubilant over the apparently easy victory, and
dinner at Cafe Martin is suggested as suitable to
the occasion. Soon the trio forget the droll old
outer world amid the music and Bohemian at-
mosphere of Martin's.
The husband, by this time, has formulated his

new plan for the "cure of Divorce." The green-
eyed monster suggests to him a new way to pay
old debts. Summoning a female detective from the
agency, a dashing, handsome young woman, to

act as his companion. She discovers the party has
gone to Martin's for dinner. This suggests to him
the first treatment of the New Cure. In the course
of their dinner they are observed by the wife and
her party.
Consternation pervails throughout the cafe. They

hastily take their departure. On their arrival home,
Mrs. Morland discovers that she loves her hus-
band, proving the success of the New Cure. She
sends for him and a reconciliation is effected. He
takes her back to the same cafe, and, as a fitting

termination to a turbulent evening, on arriving

there, he is imbued with the idea of holding Dolby
up to ridicule.

With the aid of the lady detective, who is in

company with another employe of pugilistic at-

tributes from the same office, and aided by the

head waiter, who is directed to usher Dolby to the
private dining room, in which will be the detective

and her companion. When Dolby arrives, presum-
ably to meet Mrs. Morland, he is escorted to the

room, and "like a lamb, is led to slaughter." He
falls into the trap and the noise emananting from
the room in no way resembles a family reunion.

The door flies open and Dolby lands squarely in

the center of the cafe, looking much the worse for

wear and tear. Deaf ears are turned to his plead-

ings and he is ejected.
Morland and his wife are happy once more and

the new divorce cure demonstrates its value be-

yond a reasonable doubt.

THE COURTSHIP OF MILES STANDISH.—Miles
Standish, as we all know, was a man among men,
a warrior who knew no fear in battle, but who was
very timid and abashed when it came to the woo-
ing of the maid Priscilla. Therefore we see him
requesting his young comrade, John Alden, to go
to Priscilla and give her a bunch of mayflowers as

a token of his love. John goes to her, and sincere

in his devotion to his friend, tells her of the

strength of character and of the nobility of the

man who has sent him to her. He pleads, but his

pleading has the wrong effect, for the maid loses

her heart to him. But John cannot understand, and
so he goes on urging the suit of his friend, ex-

plaining, persuading, speaking of the courage and
skill of Standish and of all his battles in Flanders,

until finally the truth dawns upon him as she

archly smiles at him. and with tremulous voice,

whispers, "Why don't you speak for yourself,

John?"
Heart-torn betwixt love for the maid and duty

to Standish, John returns home. At first we find

him in despair as to how to tell his friend the

true state of affairs, and then we see Standish with

the whole naked truth upon his awakened senses,

about to plunge his sword into the heart of his

young friend: "John Alden. you have supplanted.

defrauded, betrayed me. Miles Standish, you friend.

One of my ancestors ran his sword through the

heart of Wat Tyler; who shall prevent me from

running my own through the heart of a traitor?"

So he speaks, and Alden. always the scholar,

and yet fearless, awaits the death blow. But the

scene is interrupted, for news of an Indian out-

break is reported to Standish, and buckling on the

weapon with which he had threatened John, he

rushes from his cabin to gather his men for ac-

tion and for defense of wives and sweethearts.
The scene shifts, and we see before us an as-

sembly of men, rugged, war-beaten, determined.
The council is on, debate is held as to self-pro-
tection, and extermination of the Indian is decided,
unless they smoke the pipe of peace.
Now let us wander to the Atlantic shores, where

we see the Pilgrims delivering their mail to one
who will bear it all to the home of their birth
across the ocean, on the vessel "Mayflower." Again
the scene changes, and we see Miles Standish, after
a three days' march, at an Indian encampment,
pitched on the edge of a meadow, between the
sea and the forest. A parlay ensues between
white and red, wherein Pecksuot tells Standish that
he and his braves will sweep the whites from their
land. Angered at such a defiance, Standish grabs
the red man's knife and plunges it into his breast.
As he does this, Wattawamat drives his own knife
into the back of our Plymouth captain. A fight

ensues and the Indians are driven over the embank-
ment and into the sea.
Fortunately Standish recovers, and eventually,

after many hardships and physical trials, he begins
to think of the maid, Priscilla, more as a daughter
than as one he would wed. So he goes to her home.
He sees her in the arms of the man she loves,

John Alden. He, poor youth, still conscious of that
word "betrayer." the last that his friend had called

him, expects further rebuke, but he is mistaken,
for with a smile of benediction, Standish takes the
hand of the maid and the hand of the youth, and
joining them, smiles his approbation of two well-

met, well-loved, and well united.

URBAN-ECLIPSE.
(George Kleine.)

THE COAST GUARD.—On a wild, romantic,

rocky coast a young coast guard corporal is on
duty, under orders to watch for smugglers. He
is also in love with a young peasant girl and the

match is favored by both the girl and her father.

While watching the coast one day, the yonng
officer is overcome by the heat, lies down and falls

asleep. While he sleeps the smugglers creep np
on him, take away his rifle and go about their

business.
The guard detail of coast guards come around to

relieve the man on duty and find him asleep and

his gun gone. They arrest him and take him to

headquarters, where his corporal's stripes are torn

from his sleeves and he is disgraced. His sweet-

heart and her father now dismiss him from their

house and altogether things look very bad for him

Clearly the only way out of his troubles is for

him to perform some act of conspicuous bravery or

merit. He follows up the trail of the smuggler

hand and succeeds in locating them. Then he sum-

mons the other coast guards to his assistance, and

the smugglers are arrested.

This act results in the restoration of the cor-

poral's stripes and the return of his sweetheart's

love and favor. He is now and henceforward

worthy of the name of "coast guard."

RIVA, AUSTRIA, AND THE LAKE OF GARDA.
—The picturesque borderland of Austria and Italy.

This film will prove a great attraction to all ad-

mirers of exquisite scenery. It certainly would be

impossible to find more superb mountain and lake

effects than those depicted in this glorious motion

picture The Lake of Garda reflects mountains,

vinevards and sky in its placid depths. No mirror

could do it more perfectly. The panoramic view of

the densely wooded hills, interspersed with dazzling

white buildings, lordly historic castles, ruins of

ancient temples and picturesque ™ ,d™ e™ «"?£
be rivaled anywhere. Everyone is sorry when thl*

picture comes to an end. A thousand feet of such

sublime views as are here depicted would not be

too much.

THE MASTERMARK
DON'T FORGET TO ORDER. OUR BEAUTIFUL 4-COLOR POSTER*

A NEW DIVORCE CURE [T^T\ To^h"^v^rlrmv
etrm

RELEASED JAN. 17lh —— ' HISVALA1HJN
Length, 690 Feat Code Word, Cure

Just the picture you're looking for,—to

curb the Holiday Slump

TRADE

THE COURTSHIP OF

Length, 310 Feet
A BIO BOUNCINO BALL OF COMEDY

See It, laugh—and see It again

MARK

MILES STANDISH
L.^,H. l.OOO Feet. Released -%^- Ja»«ary 20.H. Code Word. Di.H

An adaptation of the poem by HENRY W. LONGFELLOW and dealing with the early life of the Pilgrims

Order now from your renter. It's a record breaker

SELIG POLYSCOPE COMPANY. Inc.. 45-47-49 Randolph Street. Chicago, U.S.A.

-T333EETTHE MASTERMARK
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BISON FILMS
REGULAR
RELEASE
DAYS K*S

TRADE MARK

TUESDAY
WEDNESDAY
FRIDAY
SATURDAY

FOUR REELS A WEEK
Tuesday .... a "Bison"
Wednesday - - - \mbrosio
Friday .... a "Bison"
Saturday - - - Itala

Tuesday, Jan. I 8th, 1910
"BISON"

A COWBOY'S REWARD
Code Valor

The maxim "Faint Heart ne'er won fair lady," was never
more clearly verified than in this "Bison" production. It

shows a daring rescue of father and daughter from a band of

hostile Indians by a once rejected suitor.

Wednesday, Jan. 19th, 1910
"AMBROSIO"
PAULI
Code Vide

Pauli, a famous conspirator, gaining the confidence of the
Duchess, plans for their flight. The Duke, learning of this,

makes escape impossible by surrounding the castle with his

soldiers. A fierce conflict ensues. This is a most beautiful

film.

Friday, Jan. 2 1st, 1910
"BISON"

ROMANY ROB'S REVENGE
Code Virtu

Another frontier picture taken in the wilderness. Showing
how a father, after several daring attempts, regains his stolen

child from a tribe of gypsys.

Saturday, Jan. 22nd,
"ITALA"

1910

THERE ARE SOME GHOSTS
THE TEMPTING COLLAR

Code Victor

These two interesting subjects making a complete reel.

Both the staging and acting have been cleverly taken care of.

LITHOGRAPHS AND POSTERS FREE

Exhibitors:—We furnish as usual all exchanges handling
these productions with one sheet four colored lithographs, also

posters containing synopsis, absolutely free with each reel.

Demand same from your exchange as they will positively
increase your box office receipts.

Brief description of all subjects will be found on another
Page.

NEW YORK MOTION PICTURE CO.
Manufacturers »f "Bifoa" Life MotUn Picture.

429 Sixth Ave., c.r.26t»st.. NEW YORK CITY
PHONE 6690-1 MADISON SO-

Cable Addr...: NOSIB

"BULLY FOR THE IMP"
The announcement in last week's papers that

within a month there will be TWO weekly "Imp"
releases instead of one, was greeted with a verit-

able yell of approval by Independent exhibitors
and exchanges. .The telegrams, letters and tele-

phone calls that stormed our office are the great-

est encouragement the "Imp" has had since it

started to manufacture films.. We'll keep you
posted as to the exact date of the two-a-week re-

lease. Watch all our announcements. Mean-
while our next release (January 24) is a double-
header, entitled

NEVER AGAIN
(About 615 Feet)

A ROSE OF THE PHILIPPINES
About 730 Feet)

The first part of this reel is a scream. Watch
Mrs. Henpecker in "Never Again." If she doesn't
make your patrons laugh till the tears flow they
have the heart of a mummy, the soul of a mutt.
The other part of the reel is one of the strongest
love stories ever pictured. It keeps you guessing
till the last few feet and then—it "turns out right."

This WeeR's Release
By Right of Love
Next WeeR's Release
Tide of Fortune

'O/THE INDEPENDENT MOVING PIC-
TURES CO. OF AMERICA

111 East 14th Street, New York.

Carl Laemmle, President.

M. P. THEATRES WANTED
We want .MX) M. P. THEATRES to install STAGES AND SCENERY,

under our new plan, which gives you FIRST-CLASS, ARTISTIC, FIRE-
PROOFED GOODS, WITHOUT COST TO YOU. In these progressive

times, every house, no matter how small, should be prepared tor occas-

ional vaudeville. BENSON SCENIC STUDIOS, Nlles, Michigan.

Films and Song Slides For Sale
We have a laree number of films and slides that we will sell from one

half a cent a foot up. Good condition. Write us at once as they will tell

THE MIAMI FILM SERVICE
11 Fountain Square Cincinnati, Ohio
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VITAGRAPH COMPANY.
THE TOYMAKER'S SECRET.—In the workshop

of an old toymaker of the Tyrol we see him sur-
rounded by the dolls, manikins and life-size figures
which testify to his great skill. There is but one
thins' lacking to make his triumph complete, and
that is to give life to the creatures of his handi-
work. He is poring over a book in search of this
secret and his eye rests on this paragraph:
"To bring a toy to life, place upon its forehead

a drop of blood from a lover's lip."
The toymaker is elated. He goes to the window,

where a life-size doll is shown looking down at the
street, and causes it to nod and beckon to the peo-
ple on the street below. Then he starts on his
quest for the magic charm.
Meanwhile we must go back to another little

episode which has been taking place. A pretty
Tyrol girl shows her friend a letter from her lover:

"Sweetheart Swanhilda: Have had a prosperous
voyage. My ship will dock to-day. Meet me.
Your lover. Frantz."
Swanhilda meets her lover and is returning wilh

him through this very street as the toymaker is

putting the figure in the window through the life

motions. Frantz sees the pretty face at the window
ami waves his hand. The face nods and smiles to
him and he is elated and infatuated, and repels
Swanhilda. who leaves him in anger. She is de-
termined upon revenge upon the one who has stolen
her lover's affections and approaches the toymaker's
house as he passes out and picks up the door-key,
which he has dropped. She enters and sees all the
toys and approaches the window and shakes the
young lady sitting there, only to find that her rival

is a doll. Seeing her lover approaching, and climb-
ing up to greet his new inamorata. Swanhilda
hastily puts on the doll's dress and takes its place
at the window. The toymaker returns in time to

see Frantz climbing in through the window and
gives him a drink, in which is a drug that puts
him to sleep. The toymaker then draws a drop of
blood from his lips and applies it to the forehead
of what he supposes is the doll, and is delighted
and surprised when Swanhilda sleps down and am-
bles in doll-like fashion around the room. Frantz
awakes and is humble and penitent when he learns

of his mistake, and as he and Swanhilda march
off arm in arm the old toymaker is disconsolate at

the failure of bis experiment. This is a weird and
interesting tale and Is so well acted that titles are
hardly necessary to make it clear to the beholder.

A PAIR OF SCHEMERS: or, MY WIFE AND
MY UNCLE.—A young married couple, the honey-
moon not yet over, are comfortably settled in a

neatly furnished apartment. The young wife is

clearing away the table while her hubby is writing
a letter as well as he can between the interruptions

of lovemaking. He shows her the letter:

"Dear Jack: I am married to the dearest little

woman in the world and happy except for the fact

that if my rich Uncle John knew that I had mar-
ried without his consent he would cut me off with a

nickel. However. I hope for the best. Yours. Will."
They have hardly finished reading the letter be-

fore the hell rings and a letter is handed in which
causes consternation:
"Dear Will: I am coming to visit you in New

York. Think I can arrange a snlendid marriage
for yon. Your affectionate T'ncle John."

Will is in a quandary. He tells his wife that she

must not he seen tiiere. that she must hide some-
where until his uncle departs. She pouts and re-

fuses, while he looks at his watch and becomes
more and more agitated. At last an idea strikes

him and he rushes info the next room and comes
out with a maid's can and apron, which he tells

her to ilon and pass off as the maid. She is indig-

nant at first, hut finally sees the humor of the situa-

tion and assumes her duties Just as the rich uncle

is ushered in. There i« an affectionate greeting

between Will and his Uncle John, and after a

smoke and a chat the uncle finally pulls out of his

pocket the photograph of the woman he has selected

for his nephew's wife. Will declines the choice

and Uncle John is furious: lie places the photo on

the mantel and intimates that Will must accept

his choice. Here Will's wife enters in maid's dress

ami begins to tiilv up the room. Uncle John eyes

her susoiiiously and Will lightly explains that she

is the hired girl from upstairs. T'ncle John slyly

pokes Will in the ribs and winks, but Will is

Justly indignant, t'ncle John then makes an excuse

and goes out. and Will's wife enters, and seeing

tiie photograph of Uncle's choice, she tears It up
and throws the pieces on the floor. Meanwhile.
T'ncle John, who is not without an eye to beauty.

returns witli a bouquet of flowers. Under pretext

of sending Will out to mall a letter he takes the

opportunity of presenting the bouquet to the pretty

maid, and trying to flirt wilh her. She boxes his

ears, and will returns to find them both storming
up and down the apartment. Explanations of course

follow, and Uncle John flies Into a rage and is about

to tike himself away, fortune and all. when Will's

wife, witli a winning smile, pats him on the cheek
and says some pretty thln"s. and the old chap melts

and take them both to his heart as he calls them
"a pair of schemers."

FIVE MINUTES TO TWELVE.—A messenger boy

sauntering along the street, reading a novel, hap-

to look up and see that it is but five minutes
to twelve, and realizing that he has but five min-

utes In which to get his lunch, he turns and makes
1 fur the nearest pie stand. A pedestrian.

LUBIN FILMS
RELEASED, MONDAY, JANUARY 17, 1910.

He Got Rid of the Moths
He got rid of the moths but he was sorry afterward that he went after them with such

enthusiasm, for the tenants in a big apartment house were driven from their homes by the
fumes of the sulphur candles he employed too lavishly and all sorts of trouble followed. A good
story and plenty of fun make this a certain laugh getter. LENGTH, 540 FEET.

A Slippery Day
The Lubin acrobatic comedians are the talk of the country and the recent blizzard gave us

a chance to make a snow scene that is a remarkable photographic achievement and at the same
time as funny a knockabout comedy as you ever saw. Old Moneyton starts for the office on
foot, but after many adventures he arrives back home on all fours. One of the fastest little comedies
of recent weeks. LENGTH, 320 FEET.

RELEASED, THURSDAY, JANUARY 20, 1910.

The Usurper
A strong, melodramatic story of a man who impersonates his rival in love and obtains a

part of the inheritance to which the latter has fallen heir. But luck turns and in the end the
scoundrel is turned over to the police with three serious charges to face. In photographic quality
this subject is exceptionally good but, better than that, the story is so strong and so well acted
that the attention is grasped and held to the very finish. LENGTH, 905 FEET.

Send for catalogue of our 1910 machine

LUBIN MANUFACTURING COMPANY 926-928 MARKET STREET
PHILADELPHIA. PA.

thinking there is something up when he sees a
messenger boy actually running, gives chase, as also

a policeman and a street-sweeper. Two men are
moving a large painting from a store; this the

boy clears at a leap, and as the astonished bearers
bring the painting to the perpendicular the others

dash through it. The boy also leaps over a baker
who is coming up out of a cellar with a pan of

flour, but his pursuers get the full contents over
them. A bridal party is coming out of a coach
and the boy and his pursuers dash through their

midst and all join in the chase. Fast and furious

the chase continues until the messenger boy reaches

the pie stand, where he buys a large pie and begins

to devour it, while his disgusted pursuers shake
their fists and sheepishly disperse.

The Automatic Theatre Chair
It is a space saver, life saver and

money saver. Shipped built up. It

is the only sanitary theatre chair.

Used by Keith, Proctor and Poll.

It folds up automatically and is re-

volving, making the theatre all

aisles. It is a friend to the public.

Send for our circular A. W rite today>,

THE HARDESTY MFQ. CO.

CANAL DOVER. OHIO

FOLDING

CHAIRS
ft Msvlog Picture Showt
Grand Standi, Assembly
Halls, stc. la scctUas it

wantM.

Write for Catalog No. 2.

The Kauffman Manufacturing Co.

ASHLAND, OHIO

Have you investigated the

Wurlitzer PianOrchestra ?

The leading Nickelodeons are
putting in this marvelous Automatic
Orchestra. It furnishes better music
than a regular orchestra of 5 to 25
pieces, is always "on the job," and
cuts out the enormous expense of mu-
sicians. The money saved pays rent.

Easy terms, lesr than paid to musicians.
We supply the U. S. Gov't, with musical
instruments. Write for big 96-page catalog
& testimonial booklet showing Wurlitzer
PianOrchestras in leading Nickelodeons.

%± RUDOLPH WbFLITZER 0)
World's Largest Mfrs. Automatic Mua. Insts.

NEW YORK CINCINNATI O H I O A a o
25-27 W, 32d 117121 E. 4th 266-268Waba«h

Mention the Moving Picture World.
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Independent Films.

GREAT NORTHERN.
THE DEATH OF THE BRIGAND CHIEF.—For

a considerable time, company of soldiers have
been endeavoring t" catcb a tang of brigands wiio
have done great damage to the property of the
inhabitants in the surrounding villages. At length
they succeed In rounding op 1 1 •

«

- brigands, who are
taken and temporarily locked np In a abed guarded
by two sentries under tin' command "t a sergeant.
'i'lie sergeant's sweetheart, full of pity for tin- ex-
hausted and starring brigand chief, asks her llance

If she can bring the man some food. lie permits
iter to do this, and the prisoner accepts it grate-
fully. After that, she persuades the sergeant to

walk a little way borne with her, which be does,
although reluctantly, and after giving strict orders
to the sentries to he on the lookout. The two sen-

tries having taken part In the search, arc tired,

aud after their sergeant has given them such a
bad example of discipline, they fall asleep. The
brigand chief, noticing the quietness, is successful
lu releasing himself from his bonds, and manages
to steal away. He has hardly left, however, when
the sergeant returns and finds the two sleeping
sentries, and he quickly opens the door to assure
himself of the prisoner's presence, and is much
astonished on discovering he has escaped. He rouses
the two sleeping sentries, and the three make a
hurried search through the surrounding country for

the prisoner. All Is in vain, and there is nothing
left to do but to report the matter to the superior
officer. Tho sergeant Is at once arrested for li isj

negligence, and Just as he Is being taken away as
a prisoner, his sweetheart appears on the scene.

She hears the terrible news that the sergeant Is

to be shot at sunset for having neglected his duty.
With tears In her eyes, she runs away to And the
brigand chief, for she knows he is the only man
who can save her sweetheart. Climbing over rocks,

and cutting her way through bushes, she continues
until she finds the hiding place of the brigand.
Going on her knees, she tells the chief what has
happened, and asks him to help her. For a moment
the chief hesitates, after which he orders his men
to remain where they are, and he himself accom-
panies the girl. Both hurry back to the quarters,
arriving there the very moment the sergeant is

placed in a position to receive the deadly volley of

shots. The commanding officer is just lifting his

sword to give the signal to fire, when the brigand
chief rushes before him, reporting himself back as
prisoner. With raised head, he exchanges places

with the sergeant, and receives the shots instead,

knowing that he had done one good deed in his life.

Bob is brought before I.leut. Due who offers him
Into the water, who at the same time throws a man
Who is peacefully lishliig at the foot of the em-
bankment into the wall i

LUX FILMS.
THE REFUGEE.—A wounded corporal, who is on

leave, is seen at the residence of his fiancee, when
the order comes for him to return to his regiment.
He bids farewell to his sweetheart and hurries off,

leaving her grief to be assuaged by her parents,
after, however, she has presented him with a locket

and chain as a keepsake A month later, war has
been declared, and our hero is selected by his officer

to undertake a confidential mission. But the enemy
are in ambush and waylay him, and after robbing
him of the document with which be has'been en-
trusted, take him before their commanding officer,

and he is condemned to be shot. Led forth from
his prison, he entrusts his sweetheart's keepsake
to a soldier's care. His hands are then bound and
he Is about to be blindfolded prior to the execu-
tion, when the spirit of the soldier asserts itself

and he decides to face death without the hand-
kerchief over his eyes. He is led out, the firing

party appears, and he is shot. But at that moment
Ills comrades appear, and after a stern chase anni-

hilate the enemy and gain a victory. In the en-

counter, the soldier to whom our hero has entrusted
the keepsake, is wounded, but, escaping to the
seashore, is found by the father of our hero's
fiancee and the lady herself, who are shrimping,
and taken by them to their home. Here they dis-

cover the keepsake and accuse the wounded soldier

of being the murderer of the hero, but as the
soldier expires he proves his innocence.

THE ADVENTURES OF A SANDWICH MAN.—
We see the sandwich man walking along with a

large sign on bis shoulders, handing out advertising
circulars. A beautiful young lady passes by and he
immediately falls in love with her, at the same
time forgetting all about the large sign on his

shoulders. He walks along thinking of her and
knocks down an extension sign with the sign he is

carrying, which at the same time knocks him over.

He then passes a cafe where a lot of men are
seated. He throws down the awning, which covers
up the men. He then throws down a couple who
are making love to each other on a blsycle. A man
Is bringing a sack of coal into a house when the
sandwich man comes along, knocks him down and
upsets the bag of coal. When he picks himself
up he Is black as a negro, nowever. he is a very
persistent wooer, and continues to follow the girl.

He then passes a building with a scaffold on it.

This he knocks down, and the men on top of It

fall upon him and start to beat him. The girl then
meets her real sweetheart and excitedly tells him
of the ardent wooer who has been following her all

this time. lie is very angry and threatens to chas-
tise him. In the struggle between her sweetheart
and the sandwich man, the former throws the wooer

A. G. WHYTE.
THE WAGES OF SIN.—Young, wealthy and

greatly admired, with a worshipping hushaud and
beautiful child, Adele Wyndbam was pointed

out as a woman favored by fate. Still she was
not happy; her husband gave too much of bin time
to business, the governess took entire charge of
the child, so with nothing to occupy her time, she
grew morbid and discontented. She felt that she
would willingly sacrifice her whole life for oni
thrill. If only something would happen—anything
to put an end to her boredom. At a reception she
met the artist, l.ablanc, and his I .at in temperament
Interests her. He must paint her portrait. Her
husband, glad to humor her slightest wish, sent for
the artist, who, quick to recognize his power over
her, strengthened it every moment they spent to-
gether. At last, l.ablanc succeeded in compromising
her at a hilarious dinner In a well-known Bohemian
restaurant. Adele had not meant to go so far, but
the cunning Frenchman assured her that It was now
too late to retreat and that flight was the only
tiling possible. Ashamed, afraid and quite bewil-
dered at this sudden turn of things, she took her
child, much against Lablanc's commands, and fled
with him. Three years passed—a short time when
one is happy, hut to Adele It was a century. La-
blanc, unable to retain his former customers, grew
more and more surly and abusive. Scarcely a day
passed now that he did not abuse her with drunken
fury if she dared keep the little she earned by sew-
ing to get food for herself and the child. One
day, after tearing the clothes from her back and
leaving her on the floor more dead than alive, be
rushed out, snatching a pocketbook from a passerby
as he went; but the man gave chase, and soon
had Lablanc behind the bars. Adele was unable
to enjoy her liberty, however, for the machine agent
called, and finding her unable to pay, promptly
carried off her only means of livelihood. Next, the
landlord appeared, and ignoring her plea for mercy,
threw her out into the snow, where, after wander-
ing for hours, she fell, weak and exhausted. Her
little daughter, seeing a carriage approaching, ran
forward to summon aid.

So that the Frenchman might marry her, Wynd-
ham had given Adele a divorce, and while he knew
he could never love another woman as he had her,
his loneliness Induced him to ask Miss Grant, the
governess, to remain and superintend his home.
They had a quiet wedding at the little church, and
were driving home when the child called to them to
aid her mother. Wyndbam lifted the dying woman
into the carriage, but it was not until they had
placed her on the couch and raised her heavy veil
that he recognized his former wife. Adele implored
his forgiveness, and upon receiving It, died content
with the knowledge that at last their daughter was
restored to her father's home.

INDEPENDENT M. P. CO.
THE TIDE OF FORTUNE.—The indolent, thrift-

less black sheep of the family—the good-for-nothing
son of a rich banker—this Is the young man we
see bothering his busy brother, who is disgusted with
the doings of the drunken ne'er-do-well, and leaves
him alone in the room. Notwithstanding the en-
treaties of his two pretty sisters, he fills himself
with liquor from a flask and stumbles out to meet
his cronies.
They all imbibe freely at a fasbonable cafe, and

the young man starts home at dawn. He fumbles
at the lock, and when lie finally gets into the
library he surprises two burglars at work. There
is a quick scuffle, after which the cracksmen escape,
leaving the stupefied young man alone. The com-
motion has awakened the family, and the black
sheep stands before them with all the circumstances
pointing to him as a thief in the family. This is

the last straw to the suffering father and brother.
and they bid him leave the house forever. Tie bows
to the inevitable, kisses his sisters good-bye, and
goes forth with heavy step.

Fate has ordained that men be not the masters
of their destinies, and the fortunes of the father.
in the course of years, turn unfavorably. The stock
market has taken his all: his home is sold over his
head, and in a last effort to recoup he appeals to
his good son. Whether it is "the iniquities of the
father" we cannot say, but the son be had so

lovingly reared turns against him at the crucial
moment, and he returns to his now squalid home
and his hard-working daughters.

Meanwhile the fortunes of the black sheep have
taken him to the golden West and in years of lahor
be has struck it rich. We now sec him selling his
claim, and he comes home. To his great surprise
his father's house holds a new tenant, and he
hears of the ill-fortune that hefel him. Very un-
happy, he begins to walk toward another section of
the city, when a little girl selling newspapers
accosts him. No, he doesn't want a paper, hut he
pities her, and reaching down for some change, takes
one look at the face—it's his own little sister!

It is better that we should not try to tell In

words of how he met his other sister, too: prepared
a new home for father, without his knowleige. and
conspiring with his sisters had the little family
evicted, only to bring them to the new home, where
the father, bewildered, learns for the first time of

the happy return and regeneration of his sen.

NEW YORK MOTION PICTURE CO.
A COWBOYS REWARD (Bison;.—Colonel Aus-

tin's da ighter, Grace, a charming young girl from
St, is made a great favorite by the boys at-

tached to her father's ranch, who shower candy
and flowers upon her, regardless of the fact that
her father prohibits such attentions. Bob, while
riding through the woods comes upon Grace, fastens
her loosened saddle and assists the girl to mount
her horse, when the Colonel appears. He does not
credit Bob's story aud he himself escorts bis
daughter back to the ranch. Grace, much per-
turbed at her father's actions, writes a note of
apology to Boh aud Incidentally plans for a meet-
ing at the creek. They meet, and Bob fearing bis
sweetheart might catch cold, ties his handkerchief
about Grace's head, which she wears back to the
ranch. This act of chivalry reveals to the father
that she had disobeyed his instructions, aud in
consequence he plans to send ber back Bast. They
start the next morning. Aftei riding a short dis-
tance their Indian driver discovers they are being
pursued by a band of hostile Indians. They try
to cover their trail, thus outwitting their followers,
and finally enter an old shack. The Indians come
upon their place of refuge, take possession of
horses and wagon, and begin to fire upon them.
Blue Cloud, the Colonel's servant, escapes from the

i shack, returns to the ranch and gives alarm. Bob
loses no time In going to the aid of the Colonel
and bis daughter, the other cowboys following after.
Bob arriving first on the scene shows great hero-
ism in lighting the Indians single banded, and the
timely arrival of bis comrades saves blm from be-
ing slain. The Colonel. In gratitude for tbelr
rescue, forgives bis daughter, and as the cowboy's
reward gives blm the hand of Grace.
PAULI (Ambrosio).—On the Duke of Oesena's

grounds, while a masque ball was going on, Paull,
a famous conspirator, was saved from his pursuers
by the quick foresight of the Ducbess, who gave blm
her domino, which completely concealed his identity.

The Duke arranges that Pauli leave for tbe Greek
coast, where he will have safe refuge. Because
of constant companionship with the Duchess, Paull
has fallen in love with ber, and this tbe Duke
discovers by seeing tbeir shadows in a curtained
window. Amazed as he was, the Duke did not utter
a sound, but cautiously withdrew in the woodland
shadows. The following morning, as the Duke and
Duchess were taking their daily ride, a band of
gendarmes suddenly sprang from a wooded patch.
At that moment tbe truth flashed through tbe
woman's mind and looking at the Duke she realized
that betrayal came through blm, and with a sudden
outburst of rage, tbe Duchess lashes bis face with
her whip. Ascending tbe castle stairs she joins
her lover, warning him that there has been foul
play. Escape by this time has become impossible
and they are encircled by a troop of gendarmes.
Under tbe bailiff's discbarge of musketry tbe
Duchess is wounded. Pauli Inflicts a wound upon
himself and falls beside her. As tbey lie in tbe
moonlight they regain strength enough to meet in
last embrace.

ROMANY ROBS REVENGE (Bison).—A mother
and her two children, a son and daughter, are en-
joying the pleasures derived from porch and lawn.
Hilda's sweetheart, a military captain, enters and
is bidden to get a spade, and join the son in fixing
the garden. While he is fulfilling the mission, the
family is approached by a brawny gypsy, who asks
alms, and when refused becomes violent. The Cap-
tain sees him and finally succeeds in making the
gypsy go, not without gaining the latter's hatred,
however. He awaits an opportunity, when tbe
others have entered the house and the young child
is playing outside, to carry him off. To mislead any
followers, he takes off the boy's shoes and stockings,
puts them on a river bank and throws his cap In

the water. A country boy has watched these pro-

ceedings and later, when the boy is being looked
for, tells the Captain of the subterfuge. The
gypsy takes the boy to his camp and puts him in

a tent. The CaptaiD and country youth have
followed to watch, then the Captain leaves. He
goes to his quarters, explains to the soldiers, who
offer their aid, and then dons a gypsy disguise.

When in this garb he enters the camp and dis-

plays a bottle, he Is welcomed. They all go to-

their tents but the Chaptain. wbo finally locates the
boy's hiding place. Tbe child creeps out. is startled

by the gypsy, when the Captain makes himself
known. The boy crawls into his arms and thus
are they found by tbe gypsies who surround them.
The Captain signals to his soldiers, who dash on
and level guns at the others, while the boy and
his rescuer depart. Tbe Captain with his charge
returns to the cottnec. He delivers up the boy
and is ordered off the premises, when he removes
his disguise and all are again happy.

GREAT WESTERN.
ON THE FIRING LINE.—A stirring American

military drama. Lieut. Ralph Due. of the U. S.

Signal Corps, takes leave of Edna, his sweetheart,
carrying her picture away with him. Bob. a
former sweetheart, whom Edna still cares for, calls

and pleads for her hand but is refused. Broken-
hearted, he starts on the downward path, until

ejected from a saloon without friends or money,
he enlists in the U. S. Army and becomes a private

under Lieut. Due. neither being aware that both.

love the same girl. Drunk one day on post duty.
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good advice as to a future career as a soldier, to
which he replies, "I joined tue army to be shot
and forgotten, not reformed." As the troop is

later ordered away to protect an outpost, Lieut.
Due tells Bob that his chance to prove His worth
Is now at hand. The U. S. Cavalry are seen
mounting their horses, and after a hard ride they
reach the outpost and are soon engaged in a stirring

battle, horses and men plunging wildly over the
hilly country, amid shot and shell. In the midst
of the fight Lieut. Due is fatally wounded and
falls from his horse. When Bob, beside him, sees
the Lieutenant kiss the picture of Edna, he at
once realizes that both love the same girl. He
hesitates only for an instant, then resolves to save
the Lieutenant if possible, and calls for aid. Edna
receives the message that Lieut. Due is dying.
Jumps on her horse and rides wildly towards the
hospital on the battlefield, reaching there just

before his death. The Lieutenant, dying, recognizes
Edna, and places her hand in Bob's, dies, sur-

rounded by soldiers with bared heads and tear
stained eyes.

THIS WEEK'S PROGRAM OF LICENSED FILMS.

Monday, January 17.

Biograph—On the Reef (Dr.) 988 ft.

Lubin—He Ciot Rid of the Moths (Com.) 540 ft.

Lubin—A Slippery Day (Com.) 320 ft.

Seliir—A N»w pivnrnp Cure (Dr.) 1000 ft.

Pathe—Testing Their Love (Com.) 561ft.
Pathe—A Visit to Bombay (Col.) (Sc.) 544 ft.

Tuesday, January 18.

Edison—In the Nick of Time (Dr.) 975 ft.

Vitagraph—The Toymaker's Secret (Nov.) 969 ft.

Gaumont—Fatal Fascination (Dr.) 580 ft.

Gaumont—Getting Square with the Inventor
(Comedy) 393 ft.

Wednesday, January 19,

Essanay—Won by a Hold-up (Com.) 629 ft.

Essanay—Flower Parade at Pasadena, Cal.

(Scenic) 292 ft.

Pathe—The Bareback Rider (Dr.) 735 ft.

Pathe—An Aerial Acrobat (Sc.) 226 ft.

Urban—The Coastguard (Dr.) 747 ft.

Urban—Riva, Austria, and Lake of Garda (S.).204 ft.

Thursday, January 20.

Lubin—The Usurper (Dr.) 905 ft.

Biograph—The Call (Dr. ) 989 ft.

Selig—The Courtship of Miles Standish (Dr.). 1000 ft.

Friday, January 21.

Edison—The Coquette (Dr.).'. 495 ft.

Edison—The Luck of Roaring Camp (Dr.) . . . .490 ft.

Kalem—The Magic Flower (Fairy Tale) 800 ft.

Pathe—The Painter's Sweetheart (Dr.) 525 ft.

Pathe—Fickle Fortune (Com. ) 420 ft.

Saturday, January 22,

Gaumont—Swallowed by the Deep (Dr.) 977 ft.

Vitagraph—A Pair of, Schemers (Com.) 743 ft.

Vitagraph—Five Minutes to Twelve (Com.) . .162 ft.

Pathe—Count Tolstoi (Personalities) 213 ft.

Essanay—The Confession (Dr.) 960 ft.

Immediate Shipment
WE CARRY

OPERA CHAIRS
IN STOCK

If you want a GOOD
CHAIR, at a LOW
PRICE, we have It. In-

quirles answered same

day as received.

Aik for Catalog No. 305

E. H. STAFFORD MFC. CO.
CHICACO, ILLINOIS

The "A B C OF MOTION PICTURES" Just out.
What, when, why, where, how. Everything per-
taining to the biggest money-making business out.
How to run machines, equip theaters, build stage.
Install lighting, make rheostats, paint banners and
signs, make slides for 3 cents each, what to charge,
how to handle help, details of phonographic In-

struction, where to get film cheapest, how to save
on supplies. 5.000 facts, pointers and suggestions
which will save anyone going into the business
$500.00 at the lowest calculation. Postpaid for a
dollar. GARRETT SWIFT, 238 20th Ave., North,
Minneapolis. Minn.

FOR SALE—100.000 feet of film in perfect condi-
tion, l%c. per foot. We will trade films at $2.00
per Teel. Send us your list. ECONOMY FILM
CO., Room 204, 108 Fourth Ave., Pittsburg, Penna.

INDEPENDENT FILMS
THE ACTOPHONE COMPANY.

Jan. 12—Robert Macaire; or, The Two Vagabonds.

LUX FILMS.

Dec. 29—The Gold Digger's Son 891
Jan. 5—Drama at Sea (Dr.) 055
Jan. 5—Football Craze (Com.) 331
Jan. 12—Drama at Sea (Dr.) 655
Jan. 12—Football Craze (Com.) 331
Jan. 19—The Refugee (Dr.) 750
Jan. 19—Adventures of a Sandwich Man (C.)...232

FILM IMPORT AND TRADING CO.
Jan. 10-15—The Garibaldi Boy (Cines) 687
Jan. 10-15—Walkaway's New Boots (Cines) 390
Jan. 10-15—Hotstuff Takes on the Champions

(R. & R.) 220
Jan. 10-15—The Rebel's Fate (Cines) 650
Jan. 10-15—The Law of Destiny (Aquiia) 890
Jan. 10-15—The Terrors of the Family (R. & R.).230
Jan. 10-15—Brave Little Heart (Eclair) 675
Jan. 10-15—Toes and Teeth (R. & R.) 230
Jan. 10-15—Monarchs of All Nations (R. & R.).395

Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.

GREAT NORTHERN FILM COMPANT.
8—Temptations of the Gold Fields (Dr.). 750
8—Gerhardi Mohr (Com.) 194
18—Mother-in-Law Crazy with Music 460
18—The Butcher's Bill 230
18—In Southern Sweden 292
25—An Outcast's Christmas 495
25—Father Busy Papering 360
8—Child as Benefactor 950
15—Death of the Brigand Chief 690
15—Naughty Boys 289

"IMP."
INDEPENDENT MOVING PICTURES COMPANY

OF AMERICA.
Oct. 25—Hiawatha 988
Not. 1—Love's Stratagem 954
Nov. 8—Destiny 864
Nov. 15—Forest Ranger's Daughter.. 700
Nov. 15—Brave (?) Policeman 300
Nov. 22—Levitsky Sees Parade 704
Nov. 22—Honor Among Thieves 296
Nov. 29—Her Generous Way 970
Dec. 6—His Last Game 941
Dec. 13—The Two Sons 955
Dec. 20—Lest We Forget 916
Dec. 27—The Awakening of Bess 9S5
Jan. 3—The Winning Punch 957
Jan. 10—Right of Love 975
Jan. 17—The Tide of Fortune 975

NEW YORK MOTION PICTURE CO.

Oct. 29—Mexican's Crime 1000
Nov. 5—Young Deer's Bravery 950
Nov. 12—The Ranchman's Wife 950
Nov. 19—An Indian's Bride 1000
Nov. 26—The Parson's Prayer (Dr.) 550
Nov. 26—Dooley's Thanksgiving Turkey (Com.). 400
Dec. 3—The Message of an Arrow 1000
Dec. 10—Reunited at the Gallows (Dr.) 1000
Dec. 17—The Love of a Savage (Dr.) 990
Dec. 24—An Italian Ix>ve Story (Dr.) 900
Dec. 31—The Red Cross Heroine 1000
Jan. 7—Rod Girl's Romance (Dr.) 990
Jan. 11—A Redman's Devotion (Bison) 950
Jan. 12—An Episode of Napoleon's War with

Spain (Itala) 775
Jan. 14—A Forester's Sweetheart (Bison) 950
Jan. 15—The Son of the Wilderness (Ambrosio) .925
Jan. IS—A Cowboy's Howard (Dr.)

Jan. 19—Paull (Ambrosio)
Jan. 21—Roman; Rob's Revenge (Dr.)

Jan. 22—There Are Some Ghosts (Itala)
Jan. 22—The Tempting Collar (Itala)

THE POWERS COMPANT.
(Columbia Film.)

Not. 2—Change of Complexion 95t
Nov. 9—All for the Love of a Girl 95t
Nov. If—The Gypsy's Regret 925
Nov. 23—A Red Man's Love 83»
Nov. 30—Pressing Business 85t
Dec. 7—A Run for the Money 95»
Dec. 14—Manhood's Reward 95*
Dec. 21—Reunited by Santa Claus 950
Dec. 28—Excelsior (Comedy) 950
Jan. 4—A Frozen Ape 950
Jan. 18—The Little Heroine 975

PHOENIX FILM CO.

Nov. IS—Millionaire Bootblack (Dr.).... 1000
Nov. 25—Delayed Telegram (Com.) 900
Dec. 2—Answered Prayer (Dr.) 850
Dec. 9—Bad Case of Grip (Com.) 750
Dec. 9—July 4th, 1910 (Com.) 250
Dec. IP—Her Mother's Mistake (Dr.) 850
Jan. ».—Convicted by His Own Child (1) 1000
Jan. 13—Convicted by His Own Child (2) 1000

EXCLUSIVE FILM COMPANY.
Dec. 3)—A Romance of the South 875

Classified Advertising.
Rate 3 cents per word, Cash with order.

THEATER FOR SALE—Good paying five-cent
theater. Besl location. Will soli half or whole
interest. Reasonable terms. Quick action to those
meaning business. For particulars address BENJ.
RADER, 1759 Pitkins Ave.. Brooklyn, N. Y.

MANDOLIN AND GUITAR FAMILY O.UAR-
TETTE solicits engagements, nightly or weekly;
classic music only. D. L. CADMUS, 191 Norwood
Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

MR. MOVING PICTURE MAN—In answer to this
ad we will sell you 4 beautifully colored, artistic
announcement slides for $1.00. Send for list, every
one new, a work of art. NIAGARA SLIDE CO.,
Lockport, N. Y.

FOR SALE—Edison exhibition model machine,
friction takeup, in perfect condition, with 4 reels
of film in perfect condition, $120.00. One ma-
chine all complete with fire boxes, perfect condi-
tion, 4 reels of film, $135.00. Lot of films at $15.00
per reel. MAYER SILVERMAN, 108-110 Fourth
Ave., Pittsburg, Penna.

FOR SALE—1,000 ft. reels film, released to Dec.
1, $5 and $10 per reel. Lubin, Power's, Edison Ex.
Model, $40 to $00; new, $100; Model B gas outfit,

$25; odd slides, 5c; sets, $1.50; paying moving pic-

ture theaters, cheap. For Rent—6,000 ft. film,

3 sets slides. $10; 9.000 ft., $12, one shipment.
Will Buy—Machines, film. H. DAVIS, Watertown,
Wis.

SITUATIONS 'WANTED,
AN EXPERT FILM HANDLER, experienced In

all departments, with A-l references, wants posi-
tion as manager or assistant. Address A. B. C,
care Moving Picture World.

MANAGER—At liberty after January 18. Thor-
oughly experienced in vaudeville and pictures, book-
ing, etc. Good executive ability. Strict disciplin-
arian. Good correspondent. Capable of directing
one or more theaters. Al press and general adver-
tising. Sober and reliable. Baritone singer, actor
and producer. Best of references. Salary and com-
mission. Responsible parties only. C. W. LAW-
FORD, Gen. Man., Earl Morgan Circuit, Grand
Theater, Latrobe, Pa.

A-l TENOR SINGER of experience wishes posi-
tion. Good salary. Can show references from past
employers if desired. ROBERT P. TOURNIER, 56
Oak Street, Providence, R. I.

EXPERIENCED LANTERNIST AND PHOTOG-
RAPHER wishes position with lecturer. Can furn-
ish reference. Road or city. HARRY L. KEEP-
ERS. 506 Lexington Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

AT LIBERTY—Trap drummer with full outfits

for effects for pictures; play bells, etc. A.
DRUMMER, 117 W. Cabarrus St., Raleigh, N. C.

Neosho
Song Slides

$3.50 the set

TheseNEW ones are ready
for immediate delivery:

Darling MakeMe Dreamy
Name the Day, Honey,

Do
Sue

Only a Dream of You

Mary Brown
Give Me a Spin in Your

Mitchell, Bill

Write for our special standing

order proposition

The Neosho Slide Company

100 S.Wood St., Neosho, Mo.
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LICENSED FILMS.

BIOGRAPH COMPANY.

Dec. 2—Tbe Death Disc (Dr.) 995
Dec. 6—Through tbe Breaker! (Dr.) 974
Dec. 9—Tbe Kedman's View (Dr.) 971
Dec. 13—A Comer In Wheat (Dr.) 953
D«c. 10—In a Hempen Bag (Dr.) 455
Dec. 1G—The Test (Com.) 545
Dec. 20—A Trap for Snnta Claus (Dr.) 989
Dec. 23—In Little Italv (Dr.) 956
Dec. 27—To Save Her Soul (Dr.) 986
Dec. 30—The Day After (Com.) 460
Dec. 30—Choosing a Husband (Com.) 531
Jan. 3—Tbe Rocky Road (Dr.) 990
Jan. 0—The Dancing Girl of Butte (Dr.) 9S4
Jan. 10—Her Terrible Ordeal (Dr.) 952
Jan. 13—All on Account of tbe Milk (Dr.) 989
Jan. 17—On tbe Reef (Dr.) 988
Jan. 20—The Call iDr.j 989

EDISON MFG. CO.

Not. 80—The Wonderful Electro-Magnet (Com.). 400
Dec. 3—The Keeper of tbe Light (Dr.) 965
Dec. 7—What the Cards Foretold (Com.) 420
Dec. 7—My Lord In Livery (Com.) 520
Dec. 10—Tbe House of Cards (Dr.) 960
Dec. 14—Fenton of the 42d (Dr.) 860
Dec. 14—The New Policeman (Com.) 100
Dec. 17—A Gift from Santa Clans (Dr.) 920
Dec. 21—A Happy Accident (Christmas Story).. 450
Dec. 21—The Mischievous Elf (Com.) 540
Dec. 24—Faust (Grand Opera) 1000
Dec. 28—Tobacco Mania (Com.) 360
Dec. 28—Tbe Fallen Idol (Com.) 330
Dec. 28—The Cap of Fortune (Com.) 290
Dec. 31—Fishing Industry at Gloucester, Mass.

(Industrial) 975
Jan. 4—Pardners (Dr.) 995
Jan. 7—Tbe Engineer's Romance (Dr.) 670
Jan. 7—Ashes (Sentimental) 310
Jan. 11—Bear Hunt In the Rockies (Descrlp.) .975
Jan. 14—A Warrior Bold (Com.) 475
Jan. 14—Tbe Parson's Umbrella (Com.) 220
Jan. 14—Troop "B," 15tb U. S. Cavalry, Bare-

back Monkey Drill (Descriptive) 285
Jan. IS—In the Nick of Time (Dr.) 975
Jan. 21—The Coquette (Dr.) 495
Jan. 21—The Luck of Roaring Camp (Dr.) 490
Jan. 25—A Woman's Strategy (Dr.) 975
Jan. 28—A Georgia Possum Hunt (Des.) 140
Jan. 28—Tbe Skipper's Yarn (Dr.) 850

ESSANAY FILM MFG. CO.

Dec. 29—A Policeman's Revolver (Comedy) 281
Jan. 1—A Western Maid (Dr.) 785
Jan. 1—Why He Did Not Win Out (Comedy) .. .213
Jan. 5—The Adventuress (Dr.) 525
Jan. 5—How Hubby Made Good (Com.) 473
Jan. 8—His Only Child (Dr.) 997
Jan. 12—Electric Insoles (Com.) 502
Jan. 12—The Old Maid and the Burglar (Com.). 498
Jan. 15—Review of U. S. Troops, Fort Leaven-

worth (Scenic) 1000
Jan. 19—Won by a Holdup (Com.) 629
Jan. 19—Flower Parade at Pasadena, Cal 292
Jan. 22—The Confession (Dr.) 960
Jan. 26—The Modern Messenger Boy (Com.)... 945
Jan. 29—An Outlaw's Sacrifice (Dr.) 996

GATJMONT.

(G»org. Klein*.

)

Nov. 27—The Tillage Scare (Com.) 381
Nov. 27—Tbe Mlmp at Court (Dr.) 590
Nov. 30—In the Consomme (Com.) 491
Nov. 30—The Broken Vase (Com.) 472
Dec. 4—How to Get a City Job (Com.) 501
Dec. 4—X-Ray Glasses (Magic) 414
Dec. 7—Listen (Com.) 344
Dec. 7—Top-Heavy Mary (Com.) 283
Dec. 7—In a Pickle (Com.) 374
Dec. 11—Daughters of Poverty (Dr.) 953
Dec. 14—Nothing Is Ever Lost (Com.) 495
Dec. 14—The Life Buoy (Dr.) 446
Dec. 18—The Shepherd's Flute (Dr.) 528
Dec. 18—Cambyses, King of Persia (Dr.) 486
Dec. 21—Tbe Stranger (Dr.) 935
Dec. 25—The Greek Slave's Passion (Dr.) 967
Dec. 28—A Clever Sleuth (Com.) 623
Dec. 2S—Hush Money (Dr.) 361
Jan. 1—The Legion of Honor (Dr.) 1009
Jan. 4—The Wreck at Sea (Dr.) 626
Jan. 4—The Avenging Dentist (Com.) 319
Jan. 8—On the Bank of the River (Dr.) 604
Jan. 8—A Seat In the Balcony (Com.) 371
Jan. 11—Shooting in the Haunted Woods (Com.). 570

Jan. 11—Towser's New Job (Com.) 393

Jan. 15—Decorated by the Emperor (Dr.).
Jan. 15—Railway on tbe Ice Sea (Scenic) 312
Jan. IS—Fatal Fascination (Dr.; 580
Jan. IS—Getting Square with the Inventor (O.303
Jan. 22—Swallowed by tbe Deep (Dr.) 077

URBAN-ECLIPSE.

(Geors* Kl«m»...

Feet
Dec. 8—Capturing the North Pole (Dr.) 381
Dec. 15—The Rtd Signal (Dr.) 355
Dec. 22—Florella, the Bandit's Daughter (Dr.).. 741
Dec. 22—From the Fighting Top of a Battleship

In Action (Scenic) 263
Dec. 29—Battle In tho Clouds (Scenic) 658
Dec. 29—Battle In the Clouds (Dr.) 658
Dec. 29—The Park of Caserta (Scenic) 201
Jan. 5—Tragedy at the Mill (Dr.) 612
Jan. 5—Shanghai of To-day (Scenic) 351
Jan. 12—True to Ills Oath (Dr.) 672
Jan. 12—Home of the Gypsies (Scenic) 321
Jan. 19—The Coast Guard (Dr.) 747
Jan. 19—Riva, Austria, and the Lake of Garda

(Scenic) 204

Nov.
Not.
Not.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.

Dee.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.

Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.

Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

Dec.

KALEM CO.

27—Judgment (Dr.) 988
19—Pale Face's Wooing (Dr.) 930
2G—Tbe Governor's Daughter (Dr.) 955
3—The Geisha Who Saved Japan (Dr.)... 955
10—The Rally Round the Flag (Dr.) 955
17—The Law of the Mountain (Dr.) 875
24—The Cardboard Baby (Fairy Story) 855
31—A Slave to Drink (Dr.) 950
7—The Deacon's Daughter (Dr.) 950

14—The Romance of a Trained Nurse (Dr.)
21—The Magic Flower (Fairy Tale)

LUBIN MANUFACTURING COMPANY.
2—Tbe Cub Reporter (Com.) 945
(J—She Took Mother's Advice (Com.) 465
6—He Wanted a Baby (Com.) 460
9—If Love Be True (Dr.) 950
13—When Courage Fled (Com.) 250
13—Jinks, the Grouch (Com.) 700
16—Romance of the Rocky Coast (Dr.).. 1000
18—Two Christmas Tides (Dr.) 952
20—The Policeman's Christmas Eve (Dr.). 440
20—Three Christmas Dinners (Comedy.) .. .495
23—Blissville the Beautiful (Comedy) 830
27—The New Chief (Comedy) 495
27—The Persistent Poet (Comedy) 525
30—Three-Fingere Jack (Dramatic) 940
3—Their Chaperoned Honeymoon (Com.). 816
G—The Tattooed Arm (Dr.) 860
10—Over the Wire (Dr.) 900
13—Wild Duck Hunting on Historic Reel

Foot Lake (Scenic) 550
13—He Joined the Frat (Com. ) 300
17—He Got Rid of the Moths (Com.) 540
17—A Slippery Day (Com.) 320
20—The Usurper (Dr.) 905

GEORGE KEXJE8.

1—Seeing Things (Com.) 286
8—The Fatal Ball (Dr.) 1000
15—The Living Doll (Dr.) 1000

FATHE FRERES.

3—The Three Neighbors (Com.) 413
3—Forced Into Marriage (Dr.) 561
4—From the Egg to the Spit (Ed.) 398
4—A Cask of Good Old Wine (Com.) 535
6—Tbe Lady's Companion (Dr.) 804
8—Impossible to Get Sleep (Com.) 315
8—Tbe Evil Philter (Dr.) 623

10—Masquerader's Charity (Dr.) 394
10—Bear Hunt in Russia (Scenic) 564
11—Exploits of a Cowboy (Scenic) 446
11—Willyboy Gets His (Com.) 502
12—La Grand Breteche (Dr.) 900
13—The Tramp's Romance (Dr.) 541
13—Repairing the House (Farce) 413
15—The Ugly Girl (Dr.) 620
15—Punch and Judy (Juvenile) 364
17—Tbe Lucky Number (Com.) 538
17—The Strong Tonic (Com.) 433
18—Hector, tbe Angel Child (Com.) 620
18—Honey Industry (Industrial) 331
20—The Death of the Duke D'Enghlen (Dr.).951
22—Contest for a Handkerchief (Com.) 459
22—The Love Token (Dramatic) 515
24—The Birth of Jesus (Biblical) 525
24—Agriculture in Hungary (Ind.) 826
25—Tbe Good Doctor (Com.) 590
25—Tbe Happy Widower (Com.) 384
27—Bad Bargain (Com.) 630
27—Marvelous Garlands (Scenic) 295
29—Oh. You Doggie (Com.) 187
29—A Well Earned Medal (Dr.) 728
31—A Live Corpse (Com.) 610

608Dec.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.

Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.

Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
.Tan.

Jan.
Jan.

Not.
Not.
Not.
Not.
Not.
Not.
Not.
Not.
Not.
Not.
Not.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

Dec.
Dee.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.

31—'"orslcan Hospitality (Dr.) 39C
1— Tabby's Finish (Dr.) 42«
1—Trials of a Schoolmaster (Dr.) 528
3—The Marriage of the Cook (Com.) 602
3—A Victim of Circumstances (Dr.) 459
5—Tbe King's Command (Com.) 5G1
5—Tbe Overzealous Domestic (Farce) 410
7—Modern Highwayman (Dr.) 600
7—An English Boxing Bout (Sports) 298
8—The Last Look (Dr.) 587
8—His Opponent's Card (Com.) 367
10—Miss Moneybags Wishes to Wed

(Com.) 551
10—Women in India (Educational;
12—Camille (Dr.) 1033
14—The Beggar's Repentance (Dr.) 692
14—Story of a Leg (Com.) 285
13—On a Racket (Com.) 600
15—A Stag Hunt in Java (Scenic) 367
17—Testing Tbelr Love (Com.) 5C1
17—A Visit to Bombay, Col. (Scenic) 544
19—The Bareback Rider (Dr. ) 788
ID—An Aerial Acrobat (Scenic) 226
21—The Painter's Sweetheart (Dr.) 523
21—Fickle Fortune (Com.) 4^0
22—Count Tolstoi (Personalities) 213

SELIG POLYSCOPE CO.

23—The Christian Martyrs (Dr.) 950
27—Burled Alive (Dramatic) 1000
30—A Daughter of the Sioux (Dr.) 985
3—The Smuggler's Game (Dr. ) 1000
C—The Highlanders' Defiance (Dr.) 625
6—Alderman Krautz's Picnic (Com.) 370
10—A Tale of the Woods (Dr.) 1000
13—Under the Stars and Stripes (Dr.) 900
17—A New Divorce Cure (Dr.) 1000
20—The Courtship of Miles Standish (Dr.). 1000
24—The Ranch King's Daughter (Dr. i 700
24—An Afternoon Off (Com.) 300
27—The Devil, the Servant and the Man

(Dr. i S50

VITAGRAPH COMPANY.
6—From Cabin Boy to King (Dr.) 958
9—Into the Shadow (Dr.) 642
9—A Sticky Proposition (Com.) 323
13—Lanncelot and Elaine (Dr.) 1000
16—Benedict Arnold (Dr.) 68S
16—Indian Basket Making (Ind.) 245
20—The Sins of the Fathers (Dr.) 985
23—Why They Married (Com.) 905
27—Jean Valjean (Dr.) 990
30—The Bridegroom's Joke (Com.) 890
30—Dirigible Balloons at St. Louis (Seen.). 275
4—The Life of Moses (Dr.) 881
7—A Lesson In Domestic Economy (C.)...684
7—A Day with Our Soldier Boys (Sc.) 302
11—Gambling with Death (Dr.) 933
14—The Professor and the Thomas Cats (O..408
14—A Merry Christmas and a Happy New

Year (Dr.) 580
18—Two Christmas Tides (Dr.) 952
21—The Forgotten Watch (Comedy) 413
21—The Cook Makes Madeira Sauce (C.)..561
25—A Midsummer Night's Dream (Dr.)... 991

28—The Power of the Press (Dr.) 997
1—Cupid and the Motor Boat (Dr.) 946
4—The Life of Moses (Biblical) 868
8—Richelieu, or the Conspiracy (Dr.)... 992

11—Call Boy's Vengeance (Com.) 320
11—The Old Maid's Valentine (Com.)
15—A Sister's Sacrifice (Dr.) 97«
IS—The Toymaker's Secret (Novelty. 909
22—A Pair of Schemers (Com.) 743
22—Five Minutes to Twelve (Com.) 162

Folding and Assembly Chairs

Most popular pi iced chairs on the market for

picture show use

Prompt Shipments. Write for Catalojue

PEABODY SCHOOL FURNITURE CO.

NORTH MANCHESTER, - - - INDIANA

Open Twenty Four Hours Every Day Write, Call, Wire or Phone .Any Hour, Day or Nig'Kt

ELECTRIC THEATRE SUPPLY CO., live. Z£z2Z?£jl£%'ii>SiILSnl'5Z

7S&:5&VEg£ iS&ZK£& 44 N. Tenth Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
We have every subject issued by the Licensed Manufacturers

MOTIOORAPH, PATHE PRERES, POWER'S, EDISON and LUBIN nACHINES and PARTS ALWAYS ON HAND
Write for our new propos.tion:—Supplying two customers in the same town each with twelve reels ;. week, keeping each one's supply away from the other, and

no repeaters to either.
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Essanay Films
TWO FILMS

"THE CONFESSION"

YOU SHOULD FEATURE!
"THE MESSENGER BOY"

A dramatic film that reaches highest in this
week's releases of licensed films!

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

ftl

THIS WEEK
RELEASE OF WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 19.

A WESTERN COMEDY!
"WON BY A HOLD-UP"

(Length, approximate 629 feet.)

with

The gorgeously beautiful scenic,

"FLOWER PARADE AT PASADENA, CALIFORNIA!'
(Length, approximate 292 feet.)

RELEASE OF SATURDAY, JANUARY 22.

Beautiful production of Broadway quality.
Incomparable photography!

"THE CONFESSION"
(Length approximate, 960 feet.)

Are

You

On

Our

Mailing

List

Get

There

One of the funniest comedy films ever released
by "The House of Comedy Hits."

Length, I OOO Laughs!

NEXT WEEK
RELEASE OF WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 26

Uproariously funny, a real comedy hit! You'll
find it in Essanay's.

"THE MODERN MESSENGER. BOY'*
(Length, approximate 945 feet.)

RELEASE OF SATURDAY, JANUARY 29.

A Western feature drama! One of the most
beautiful of the series! Brilliant photograohy.

"AN OUTLAW'S SACRIFICE"
Length, approximate 996 feet.)

Essanay Film AV'fg., 60.
FACTORY and STUDIOS 1333 ARGYLE ST. - OFFICE 435 NORTH CLARK ST.

CHICAGO and LONDON, 5 NEW COMPTON ST. W.C.

PANTOGRAPH CORPORATION
First Release January 29, 1910

TITLE

A Tale of Colonial Days
An Episode in the Life of

ALEXANDER HAMILTON and AARON BURR
Length appro*. OOO Feet Code, Episode

The film is beautifully tinted and treated by a special process of our own which
gives exceptionally fine detail to the picture. For photography and scenic effects it has

never been surpassed. It is a " Standard Film " of extra quality.

"Wire Orders at Our Expense

BEAUTIFUL LITHOGRAPH POSTERS FURNISHED

PANTOGRAPH CORPORATION
1402 BROADWAY NEW YORK

Members of the N. I. M. P. A.

Exhibitors- Send tis yotir names TO-DAY for weeKly synopsis
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NEW FILMS—HIGH CLASS SERVICE

The Pioneer House, With 8 Years Experience
And $250,000.00 Back Of It

Write To-day For Terms

EUGENE CLINE
57 and 59 Dearborn Street, Chicago



Vol. 6., No. 4. January 29, 1910 Price, IO Cents

Published Weekly hj THE WOULD PHOTOGRAPHIC PUBLISHING CO.. 125 E. 23d ST., NEW TORI

^ Motiograph S
Motion Picture

achine is A Wonder
AND WILL INCREASE TOUR BUSINESS

It projects Fllckerless, Steady and Wonderfully Brilliant pictures, has Patented 1}
minute Rewind from main crank, revolving Magazines, Automatic Fireproof shutter,

etc., not found in other Machines.—WILL WEAR TWICE AS LONG.
C. H. D. of Keokuk, Iowa, write.: Motiograph Making a Big Hit and Business Incrsasad w...

derfully.

F. L. F. of Chicago, III., writes: "Used erery day for ititn month., and not one penny for r.palrs "

F. J. K. of Kansas City, writes: "Operating Motiograph nearly two vear*. Have operated all makes,
but aoaa to campare with Motiograph.—PRICES, $130.00 AND UP
The Enterprise Calcium Oes Outfit Is the only satisfactory Western I S. Lubin aTII M
substltate for electric light Write for Catalog to-day Representatives! Geo. Melie. * 1 1-1/1

Enterprise Optical Mfg. Co., 564-572 West Randolph Street, Chicago

UJ

EXJ s
oz©—

'

E
X
uj

143 North 8tH Street, PHILADELPHIA, PA.
Best and Newest Independent American and Foreign Films

SUPPLIES IS REELS PER WEEK SUPPLIES
PROMPT AND RELIABLE SERVICE Members N. I. M. P. Alliance

Power's ft f
A
M /% /I

Power
'

s

Cameragraph S\
i
k ti [T\ 1/ / Inductor

Power's AmV^^ ^MVVF?
"Bill Splitter"

Cameragraph I V^^WM/vm^ \J/£&te^ for« current

No. 6 \J ,^r V^ ^^^ Powers

Guaranteed for I Year >^ ,001 Ml

Send for Catalog G

NICHOLAS POWER COMPANY, 115-117 Nassau St., New YorK
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Better Quality of Light

30% Saving in Expen

Mr. Howell Graham, a prominent

moving picture man of Chattanooga,

Tenn., got these results in his theatre

by using the

—

Q.E.Mercury
Arc Rectifier
Read the letter in which he heart-

ily endorses this device.

Many Similar Recommendations

Moving picture men all over the country are writing

us their satisfaction with the Rectifier—justifying our claims

for economy and better service afForded by its use by those

limited to an alternating current supply.

It will pay you to investigate

Ask our nearest sales office to send a representative to

see you. He will explain the operation of the G. E. Rect-

ifier and just what it will do for you in improving pictures

and saving money.

General Electric Company
Largest Electrical Manufacturer in the World

Principal Office: SCHENECTADY, NEW YORK

Sales Offices In the following Cities

Atlanta, Ga.
Baltimore, Md.
Boston, Mass.
Buffalo, N. Y.
Butte, Mont.
Charleston, W. Va.
Charlotte, N. C.

Cincinnati, 0.

Cleveland, 0.

Columbus, 0.

Denver, Colo,

Duluth, Minn.
Indianapolis, Ind.

Kansas City, Mo.
Los Angeles, Cal.

Minneapolis, Minn.

Nashville, Tenn.
New Orleans, La.

New Haven, Conn.

New York, N. Y.
Philadelphia, Pa.
Pittsburg, Pa.
Portland, Ore.

Richmond, Va.
Salt Lake City. Utah.
San Francisco, Cal.

St. Louis, Mo.
Seattle, Wash.
Spokane, Wash.
Syracuse, N. Y.

2348
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BISON *£ FILMS^™ ^^ TRADE M1IVTRADE MARK

Regular Release Days-Tuesday, Wednesday, Friday, Saturday

FOUR REELS A WEEK—Tuesday, a "Bison"—Wednesday, Ambrosio— Friday, a "Bison"—Saturday, Itala

WE GOT EM ON A RUN
Since we started releasing four reels a week. Nothing but headliners. Every licensed exhibitor is beating it for an Independent Exchange to ge

t
Independent service. Do not be a sucker all your life and listen to a lot ot Bull that the Licensed Exchanges are trying to hand you that the Independen
service is no good I et us say right here that we have them lashed to the mast. You are in a position to get 18 good Independent rcls a week. There
are many other good makes of Independent films within our ranks. If you are a Missourian, ask your exchange man to shovv vou He's got the goods,
and we know it; but of course, do not stand for any unscrupulous or so-called Independendent Exchange slipping you a lot of conversation by telling you
that tbev are buying everything, and in turn banding you a lot of Association jurk. Make him show you. We will gladly furnish exhibitors information
as to who the exchanges are that are buying our releases. We will tell you where you can go and get the real stuff. Just plant your optics on what we
are releasing this week, and they are all corkers.

Tue. Jan. 25th-A " BISON"

A ROMANCE OF THE PRAIRIE
Code, Stun. Approximate Lengih, 975 Feet

Here is one 01 the high standard Bisons that will make the kids in
the gallery no.ler their heads off.

Wed. Jan. 26th—" Ambrosio"
THE LAST KEEPSAKE—A CHOICE POLICEMAN

Code Snug. Approximate Length, 1 ooo Feet

Fri. Jan. 28th-a Bison "

HIS IMAGINARY CRIME
Code, Slue. Approximate Length, 950 Feet

A double header from Ambrosio this week ; a swell dramatic story
together with a comedy on one reel, that will make you laugh ) ouiself
sick.

Here is another Bison that will raise the audience clean out of their

seats, »rd mike them gasp for breath.

Sat. Jan. 29th—" ITALA"
THE TIMID ONE-A GOOD WINNING
CoJe, Soar. Approximate Length, 975 Feet

Here we have another double header from Itala, both comedies, and
on the level they're so funny, they would make a horse laugh.

LITHOGRAPHS AND POSTERS FREE
Exhibitors:—We furnish as usual all exchanges handling these productions with one sheet four colored lithographs, also posters containing synopsis,

absolutely free with each reel. Demand same from your exchange as they will positively increase your box office receipts.

Brief description of all subjects wil. be found on another page.

NEW YORK MOTION PICTURE, CO.
Manufacturers of "Bison" Life Motion Pictures

429 SIXTH AVENUE, Cor. 26th Street - NEW YORK CITY
Phone 66QO-1 Madison Sq. Cable Address : Nosib
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A REVOLUTION
in the slide business ; something never before attempted or heard of. Your
entire weekly supply of sets shipped in one consignment every week for

the amazingly low price of

25c PER SET PER WEEK
This remarkable 25c rate will put our service within the reach of all, and you
surely can NOW afford to pay extra for your slide service. It is our aim

to supply every picture theatre in the United States with our exclusive gilt

edged slide service, which will enable the film houses to give all of their

attention to their film service.

DON'T DELAY. WRITE TO-DAY
for our immense list. You have the privilege of selection, and we guarantee

to ship what you select. All sets guaranteed complete from title slide to

chorus. The largest slide renters in the world.

Chicago Song Slide Exchange
9tH Floor

MASONIC TEMPLE - CHICAGO, ILL.

VITAGRAPH FILMS
THE FILMS OF "QUALITY"

Tuesday, January 25

3d Series of THE LIFE OE MOSES
The Plagues of Egypt and the Deliverance of the Hebrews

Another Magnificent Reel In this Epoch-Making Biblical Series. Tbey grow in impressive strength and popularity
with each successive release. This reel is a marvel of scenic beauty and powerful dramatic action. Approximate length,

976 feet.

Saturday* January 29

THE GIRL AND THE JUDGE
The Most Intensely Gripping Dramatic Film Ever Produced. It is destined to create a veritable sensation in motion

picture production. How a Southern Judge solved a great murder mystery and was tempted to conceal his discovery. A
study in deduction more convincing than Sherlock Holmes. Approximate length, 9S0 feet.

The Two Concluding Reels of THE LIFE OF MOSES will be issued as follows: PART IV., "The Victory of Israel,"
Feb. 12. PART V., "The Promised Land," Feb. 26. Exhibitors will thus have the opportunity of showing all five reels

before the end of Lent. Make your arrangements now with your exchange.

USE VITAGRAPH POSTERS. ORDER FROM YOUR EXCHANGE.

THE VITAGRAPH COMPANY OF AMERICA
NEW YORK, 116 Nassau St.

CHICAGO, 109 Randolph St.

LONDON, 25 Cecil Court

PARIS, 15, Roe Salnte-Cecile



Moving PictureWorld
THE WORLD PHOTOGRAPHIC PUBLISHING COMPANY - 125 E. 23d Street, NEW YORK
(Beach Building) Telephone call, 1344 Gramercy

Editors: J. P. CHALMERS, THOMAS BEDDING, F. R. P. S.

SUBSCRIPTION: $2.00 per year. Post free in the United States, Mexico, Hawaii, Porto Rica and the Philippine Islands.

ADVERTISING RATES: Whole page, $60.00 ; half page, $30. 00 ; quarter page, $15.00 ; eighth page, $7.50 ; one inch (3^ in.

wide), $3.00 ; one inch (2^ in. wide), $2.00 ; classified (no display), 3 cents per word.

Time Discounts : 5% two or more insertions, 10% three months order, 15% six months, 20% twelve months.

G. P. VON HARLEMAN, Western Representative, 913-915 Schiller Building, Chicago, 111. - Telephone, Central 3763

Entered at the General Post Office in New York City as Second-Class Matter.
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Summary of the Week.

The popularity of the picture drama with the seekers after

enjoyment is obvious by listening to the applause and watch-

ing the faces of the "gallery gods."
* * *

The meeting of the F. S. A. suggests some thoughts on the

situation and the better regulation of the moving picture

business. (Page 118.)
* * *

George Kleine compiles a library of educational subjects

in motion pictures. The coming popular method of imparting

instruction. (Page 119.)
* * *

Henry Lee, the gifted impersonator and lecturer and mov-

ing picture exhibitor, fills the New York Theater with an

audience which justifies our arguments for an exclusive and

model picture show house on upper Broadway. (Page 119.)

* * *

Biograph Stock Company migrates to the land of sunshine

and flowers. New Biograph studio planned.

Pathe presents a popular and varied program and solves

the difficulty of good vaudeville by getting it in the picture.

Vitagraph Company increase their output to three reels

per week, beginning February 14. (Page 120.)

* * *

Suitable pictures for church work forms the theme which

is discussed by two World correspondents. (Pages 121, 130.)

* * *

The World's dream of a*practical school for moving picture

I
operators has been realized, and Mr. Richardson, of The

\
World's staff, will devote part of his time to its oversight.

(Page 124.)
* * *

Our "Man-About-Town" throws the search light on some
rather queer practices and hands out some sound advice tc

the exhibitor. (Page 121.)
* * *

"Lux Graphicus" discovers that Fra Elbert Hubbard is a

man after his own heart and welcomes him into the circle

of moving picture exponents. (Page 126.)

* * *

The Operators' Union of New York City have a rally

meeting and a smoker and discuss fraternal^ matters. They
also secure offices on "Moving Picture Row." (Page 129.)

* * *

Correspondents from far and near air their grievances,

issue challenges and generally pick flaws in the moving pic-

ture game as it is being played. (Pages 129, 130.)

* * *

Posters, their source, novelty and usefulness are discussed

on page 122.
* * *

Recently Hubert Latham, an aeroplanist, made an ascent

with a moving picture camera and operator having a com-
bined weight of two hundred pounds. Whether or no satis-

factory views have been obtained, deponent sayeth not. If

such is the case, however, they should be of vast interest.

Amongst the " Gods."
Whenever we go to inspect a moving picture we always,

as these pages have witnessed for many months past,

study the audience. The attitude of the audience towards
the moving picture is the keynote of the business—the

very pivot of the system of machinery which keeps the

moving picture in evidence before the world to-day. If

your audience is apathetic or takes to the bad habit of

staying away, then, the future of the moving picture is

in doubt.

Some months ago we wrote an article in which we
pointed out that audiences are of many kinds, ranging

between the moving picture equivalent of the opera goer

and the humble patron of the lower East Side nickel-

odeon, who probably almost always falls into the category

of the illiterate and the uneducated. As the audience

varies, so do the theaters, especially in New York City.

Theater managers all the world over trace their chief

success to the popular priced parts of the house. If the

gallery applauds a piece, then its success is assured. In

other words, the masses and not the classes hold the

success or failure of public entertainment in their hands.

On the other side of the Atlantic it is the pit and gallery,

as it is commonly called, which makes or mars the suc-

cess of an entertainment. All the falsely favorable crit-

icism in the world, all the support of the plutocratic, will

never convert a popularly assigned failure into a success.

It is the cheap parts of the house alone which do that.

In New York City, just now, there is a well-known

theater, the Circle, which has lately taken to the exhibition

of moving pictures instead of the usual theatrical enter-

tainment. And as this house possesses a gallery, we were

the other evening in that gallery for the purpose of mix-

ing with the "gods" and' being for the time being one

of them. The "gods" at the Circle follow the moving

picture entertainment with the raptest possible attention.

Thev laughed, they applauded, they appreciated and they

were interested. There they sat, as critical of the pic-

ture as they would have been of a first-rate play.
_
They

were interested in the human side of each story just as

they would have been in the human side of a play. In

other words, we could discover no difference in the gen-

eral attitude of the Circle "gods" towards the moving

picture than we probably should have done in that of

the "gods" in an ordinary theater where a big success is

running.

This little fact is worth mentioning on two grounds;

firstlv, as another indication of the enormous hold which
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the picture has upon the public at large, and, secondly,

ilia) ii is perfect)) possible to conduct a house on the

differential price system. Here in New York City the

exigencies of the building laws forbid the erection of

a proper moving picture palace with seats ranging in cost,

lei us say* from a dollar down. Were those laws abro-

gated, no doubt in' capitalist would conic forward

and give New York what it does not at present possess,

and that i- a proper moving picture palace. The attitude

of the Circle "gods" convince- us that the New York
public, at any rati', i- ripe lor such an experiment.

and exchanges and has to-day, a- compared with twelve
month- ago, several progressing and progressive inde-

pendent manufacturers in the field, whereas then there

were none. It can he seen that the position of a licensed

exchange just now is not of the happiest. We -hall be
interested to know if anything practical come- of next
week'- meetine.

The F. S. A.
The semi-annual meeting of the Film Service Asso-

ciation is to he held this week in New York ('it v. prac-

tical!) 'in the anniversary of its virtual extinction as a

potent factor in the moving picture business. It will he

remembered that it met last year about this time— 1«. be
accurate, on January the 9th and 1 ith. It met to he put
out of business by the newly formed Patent- Company.
Since then it ha- existed a- a purely social hod v. It had
a plea-ant meeting last Summer at Atlantic City, where
it dined and did nothing disagreeable. Next week's meei
ing, from all account-, is to he similarly innocuous. In

other words, a licne-ed exchange man or renter, counts
for little or nothing as a free agent in the film business.

The F. S. A., therefore, is nothing hut a purposeless
ma^s of purposeless units.

It would he idle to say that the members of this a

ciation, though reduced to impotence, are satisfied with

their lot. They are not. Several month- passed before

they exactly realized their position, and now realizing it.

they are just wondering what is going to happen next.

Not a very enviable frame of mind for an American
business man to he in: and not to know from one week
to the other whether he is going to he permitted to

continue in business or not. That is the feeling of the

average exchange man of to-day—a feeling that has been
personally expressed to us from leading cities of the

Union where there are licensed exchanges. In other

words, the ordinary licensed exchange does not like the

position of matters. He does not care to tell his manu-
facturer or the Patents Company. This being so, we do
so for him.

If we thought these men had the courage of their con-
victions, we should not he surprised if many licensed

exchanges did not voluntarily go independent, after lis-

tening to their tales of woe. Many of them threaten to.

What bearing upon the general situation this will have
it is hard to tell. Can the manufacturers exist without

the exchange? ("an they afford to ignore him and go
direct to the exhibitor Probably not. Are there too

many exchanges for the volume of business? This is a

question difficult to answer.
One fact, however, is perfectly clear, and it is this:

that however pretty the superficial harmony of next
week's meeting of the F. S. A. may he. below the surface

there is discord, discontent and dissatisfaction. The ex-

changes complain that not only is their position in the

business unsatisfactory, hut that they are not making
money. Many of them resent the restrictions put upon
them; many of them are indignant at being told that

they can continue in business so long as thev are "good
boys." It is time, we think, that the air should he cleared,

in this matter, and that the Patents Company and manu-
facturers should define their position towards the licensed

exchanges. In the last twelve months of its existence,

the F. S. A. has done absolutely nothing. Meanwhile its

competitive organization, the X. I. M. P. A., certainly

ha- done something. It is organizing its manufacturers

The Regulation of the Business.
In the film rental business order i- emerging from

chaos, slowly, very -lowly, hut nevertheless it i- coming.
In the beginning, men with little or no knowledgi
the business jumped into the rental field with absolutely
no idea but to make money. To conduct a legitimate

business seemed farthest from their thought-. To them
the. exhibitor was an easy mark—a man without right-.

I le was merely a means to an end. and that end was the

making of every possible dollar out of him. Agreements
and contract- were made without the slightest intention

of fulfilling them. Customers were solicited by means
of elaborate pr< mises and held just a- long a- they would
stand for any old kind of service, and then they dro]

oft", to be taken up by some other exchange and have the

dose repeated. Stock was sent out without proper inspec-

tion, under the impression, seemingly, that it was cheaper
to do -o. Films which were nothing more nor less than

junk were kept in active service just as 1< ng a- they

would hang together, and in every way the exhil

was getting the worst of it.

The manufacturers finally woke up and -aw that unl

these abuses were at least in some degree rectified, the

business, a- a whole, would soon receive it- death-blow,
and the Motion Picture Patents Company was the direct

result of this awakening. The abuses, in modified form,

are still with us. hut week by week they are being less-

ened. So far has this work of reform pr< gressed that

the exchange which tries to do business on hot air and
gall is beginning to have a distinctly hard time of it. and
that is as it should he. There i- no reason on earth why
film renting should not he carried on in a straightforward,

businesslike manner, just the same as any other business.

There is no reason why an exhibitor should purchase one
thins?- and get another. That the Motion Picture Patents

Company has operated to correct some oi the crying
evil- which heset the business, no man who has watched
event- of the past year can. or will. deny. Many of the

results attained have not come directly through that com-
pany, but they have come indirectly as a result of its

entering the field. Much hue and cry has been ra -

about the amount of money collected by the company.
Perhaps it is excessive, in the sense that the work might
he performed for a less fee. ( )f that it is not in our
premises to judge. Many assert, however, that the

change which has come about as a result of the work
of the Patents Company is well worth double the amount
the company receives, so that, after all. they are a neces-

sary and valuable adjunct to the moving picture business

as a whole. This opinion is expressed by many exhib-

itors and exchange men who are net blind to their own
interests.

Put there is yet a vast amount of work t< > lie done

before the business can he said to he in a thoroughly
satisfactory condition. There are still exchanges which
should he either compelled to mend their ways or else

leave the field. Abuses must be eliminated if the busi-

ness as a whole is to live and prosper. Daily the great

public is becoming better educated and more critical.

I rradualh it is evincing a disposition to pay increased

prices for their entertainment, but. at the same time, it

demands a much better show. That which passed muster
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a year ago would be received in chilly silence now. Junk
and rainstorms have had their day and must be relegated

to the has-beens. And it is right that they should.

The Motion Picture as an Educator.

We have at various times, in these columns, commented
upon the importance of the moving picture in the educa-

tional field, and the time is slowly but surely coming when
it will take the place of the antiquated blackboard in the

-chool and college. In medicine, surgery, scientific re-

search, agriculture—in fact, every branch of study, its

use has either been demonstrated or its possibilities

pointed out. And as a means of disseminating through-

out the whole world the laboratory researches of the

scientist it has no equal. The experiments are carried

out in front of the camera and the pictures may be used

to illustrate the lectures of the scientist all over the world

at the same time.

As we have before announced. George Kleine, of Chi-

cago and New York, has been assiduously working for

some time on the preparation of a catalogue of educa-

tional film subjects, and. at a private demonstration in his

office a few days ago, a Moving Picture World repre-

sentative was given a glimpse of some of these educa-

tional films—some of them being of microscopic studies

winch must have been obtained only with the exercise of

great skill and patience. These microscopic pictures

emanated from the Urban studio, which has led the world
in motographic educational subjects, and the perfection

of the films shown may be realized when we say that the

hair on the back of the ordinary house fly stood out like

quills on the back of a fretful porcupine. One of the

series was "Curious Caterpillers," and showed how our

beautiful park trees were ravaged and destroyed by this

"The Fly Pest" was also very interesting and a

timely illustration to aid in the present campaign against

the house fly as a vehicle of disease. We are

shown the fly invading a chunk of meat and laying its

We see the hatching of the eggs and the maggots
crawling over the meat. The maggots bury themselves

in the earth for a few days and when they emerge they

are still wingless, but on the eleventh day they are grown
flics. We see them feasting on some dead fish, next they

fly to the sugar bowl and deposit therein some of the

microbes they have corrected from the dead fish. Next
he alights on the edge of a cuspidor and from thence to

the mouthpiece of a nursing bottle, and, as a finish to the

film, we are shown a baby sucking at his bottle, which,

if it had not been sterilized, is covered with the germs
left by the house fly.

But Mr. Urban here tries to offset the disagreeable im-

sion created as we think of our own carelessness

with the house fly, and he puts him through some acro-

batic stunts for our amusement. The fly is shown jug-

gling with dumb bells, balls, etc., and going through all

manner of tricks which must have taken infinite pains

to train.

After this interesting picture we were shown "Chem-
ical Action," in which is demonstrated how various metals

arc dissolved by the acids, the combustion of steel filings.

etc.

The exhibition terminated with a scenic picture. "The
Yal de 1'Aude," an exquisite specimen of Gaumont pho-

aphy and o loring. If we can be assured of a plenti-

ful supply of such subjects we may safely venture the

assertion that the moving picture is the most potent

factor that has yet been promulgated for the world's

enlightenment.

"The Life of the World."

Henry Lee's Interesting Moving Picture
Travelogue.

Such entertainments as the one briefly described in the

head line of this article do so much to popularize the

moving picture with the better classes of the community
that we ci nsider it a duty to encourage them to the utmost
limits of our powers. The other evening the handsome
New York Theater was filled to its capacity with an
audience clearly of high-class standing, who followed

the entertainment with all the rapt closeness and atten-

tion that they might have devoted to an opera or a suc-

cessful play. This is a spectacle that always tills us with

confidence in the stability of the moving picture as an

educational and entertainment factor.

Of the manager who presents "The ( >nly Xew Thing

Under the Sun." Henry Lee's "Life of the World," we
have never before heard, but we think his business enter-

prise is being expended in the right direction. Person-

allv he may in some sense be regarded as a competitor

with Lyman Howe. Elmendorf. Burton Holmes in the

popularization of the moving pictures. If he is to make
this his program, we wish him every success. We think

he will obtain it on lines such as those shown in his

present entertainment.

Practically the entertainment consists of a series of

moving pictures, interspersed with colored lantern slides'.

which take the spectator practicality around the world.

Starting from the North River, we cross the Atlantic to

the British Isles, and then make for France. Russia. Italy,

Egypt, India. Japan, and so, by way of San Francisco,

once more across the American continent to Little Old

New York. This program gives the organizer of the

entertainment opportunity for a wonderfully varied dis-

play of moving and stationary photographs, in which

land here we speak with personal knowledge of the pro-

gram down to Berlin) the salient features of the "life"*

of the world are shown. Indeed, we were very agreeably

impressed by the expert manner in which those salient

features were extracted from such an enormous program

and shown to the large and interested audience.

The entertainment was in three parts and it was

accompanied by orchestral music very judiciously chosen.

The monologue, if we may so call it, was spoken by

Mr. Henry Lee. the author of the story or lecture which

accompanies the moving and stationary photographs.

Incidentally Air. Lee. who is a splendid lecturer, made

up and appeared in a number of characters who form

part of "The Life of the World." For example, he

appeared as Mark Twain, Croker, Carnegie, Shakespeare,

Dickens, Edward VTL, Emperor William. Pope Leo

XIII.. Mr. Roosevelt. Mr. Kipling, the Mikado. Joseph

Cannon, Lincoln, and President Taft. These impersona-

tions were very successful and to the taste of the audi-

ence, those of Twain, Shakespeare, the Mikado and Lin-

coln being especially convincing. We warmly congratu-

late Mr. Henry Lee upon his enormous success as a

lecturer and as an impersonator. Resides being a graphic

speaker, he is also a witty one, and frequently made his

large audience break into laughter.

The lantern slides, of which there were many scores,

were exceedingly well colored, and the moving pictures,

on the whole, of excellent quality, though here and there

they were somewhat aged and had in several respects

deteriorated. The ocean pictures crossing the Atlantic

were enormously realistic.

A special word of praise is due to the effects produced

bv voices at the back of the stage. These were extremely

realistic and added materially to the success of the enter-
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HENRY LEE.

tainment. We hope that innumerable audiences will have
the opportunity of seeing Henry Lee's "Life of the

World."
One thing in this delightful show, the absence of

flicker in the moving pictures, so impressed us that we
made inquiry as to what make of projecting machine
was used. It is but fair to say that it was the new
Power's Cameragraph No. 6. We were informed that

this machine was selected after competitive test, and
really, where the films were in first-class condition, the

projection was so perfect that we forgot we were look-

ing at a moving picture, it was so like the real thing.

We have since learned from Mr. Will C. Smith, who
managed the projection apparatus, that the latest im-

provements in the Power's No. 6 machine place it, in his

estimation, above all others, so, giving credit where
credit is due, much of the success of the entertainment,

from our point of view, belongs to Mr. Smith and the

apparatus at his command.

VITAGRAPH COMPANY WILL ISSUE THREE REE~LS

Beginning with the week of February 14, the Vitagrnph
Company will increase their regular output to three reels

per week. The release days will be Tuesday, Friday and
Saturday. Extensive additions to the Vitagraph plant have
been in progress for some time with this object in view and
as a month ago we were informed that they had enough
completed subjects on their shelves to carry them up to
March, there is no indication that the factory facilities will

be taxed beyond its capacity by the extra reel to be issued.

We are told that this step has not been taken without
consulting with the exchanges and, although they could have
increased their output long ago, it was only done in con-
formity to the increased demand for the Vitagraph product.

BIOGRAPH COMPANY MIGRATES TO THE LAND
OF SUNSHINE AND FLOWERS.
New Biograph Studio in Progress.

Past history proclaims the fact that when the Biograph
Company essays any move on the board it is the result of
keen judgment and is carried out with that precision and
finesse which commands success. Having exhausted all the
facilities of their cramped but well utilized studio on Four-
teenth Street they realized that they were handicapped in

futher progress, therefore another site was looked for. After
careful study of the advantages of several locations a plot of
land in the Bronx was selected as the ideal spot, being high
ground, removed from factory smoke, adjacent to romantic
rural scenery and yet convenient to the main artery of New
York City—the subway trains. As soon as the frost is out
of the ground, building operations will commence, meanwhile
the plans of the new studio and factory are being carefully
discussed and by next Fall we will see things moving in the
making of moving pictures. What the plans for this new
equipment are is not for our readers to learn at present. Suffi-

cient for the exhibitor to know that they provide every facility

for the production of Biograph pictures on a much larger
scale and with every provision for the futher perfection of
that product both artistically and technically.

But this is not all. Acute minds perceived that the march
of progress must not await the new habitation; the rural set-

tings around this section had been well nigh exhausted: the
inclemency of the season made journeys into the country a

severe task. So on Wednesday, January 19, the entire

Biograph stock company, with Lawrence Griffith, director-
in-chief, was dispatched on fast trains to the sunny and
picturesque lands of Southern California. With headquarters
in Los Angeles, where a developing plant has already been
installed, with a careful selection of scenarios suitable for

that region and with the inspiring influence which a delightful

climate must exert on the artistic temperament, we may look
forward to seeing on the screen, pictures that will yet more
and more maintain the Biograph name for quality.

PATHE PRESENTS A POPULAR PROGRAM.
It would seem that Pathe Freres have come to the relief

of those exhibitors who must have vaudeville acts in their

programs yet cannot afford to pay for good ones. In the
Pathe program for the current week there are no less than
four vaudeville acts excellently pictured. "The Bareback
Rider" and "An Aerial Acrobat" of January 19; "Acrobatic
Exercises by the Colibris Dwarfs" of January 24. and "The
Strong Man" released to-day. The strong dramatic story of
the first named and the realistic production of them all should
make these pictures of great value to the exhibitor who caters
to the popular audience.
Comedy and pathos are also well represented in the Pathe

program. "Fickle Fortune" and "The Unlucky Fisherman"
provoke many laughs. "Motherless," the Wednesday release,

is a strongly pathetic story which is a desirable antidote to
the lighthearted subjects issued the same day by the other
licensed manufacturers.
The educational pictures, which are really more appreciated

by the public than the exhibitor will allow, are also excellent
and varied. We are taken on "A Visit to Bombay," we are
introduced to the personality of the renowned and venerable
"Count Leo Tolstoi" and we are given in ten minutes or less

an excellent idea of "The Leather Industry" from the re-

moval of the hide from the carcass to the tanned and finished

product. Altogether a very excellent addition to the moving
picture circulating library.

WELL-KNOWN WRITERS TURNING TO A NEW
FIELD—THAT OF WRITING FILM SCENARIOS.
When such writers as Richard Harding Davis, Rex Beach

and Elbert Hubbard (the latter having just closed a contract
with the Selig Polyscope Company, Inc., Chicago, to make
an extensive and elaborate film production of "Justinian and
Theodora") turn to this fast growing field of amusement as

a market for their composition, it clearly demonstrates to the
minds of the semi-skeptical that the "survival of the fittest"

will maintain its time-honored position. The advent of such
writers in this new departure not only assures us better
subjects, higher themes, more elevating pictures and an in-

creased popularity throughout the country, but they are
now finding themselves confronting a new era in amusement
reviews. Referring back to Elbert J. Hubbard, for the bene-
fit of those who are not familiar with this fascinating writer
we wish to mention him as the editor of "Fra Magazine,"
"The Philistine" and many other well-known periodicals-
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PICTURES FOR CHURCH WORK.
Your "Man-About-Town" very wisely advocates moving

pictures for church work, yet he makes a slight mistake when
he predicts that Dr. Leighton Parks, the rector of St. Bar-
tholomew's Church, will be criticised by the clergy. The
idea of Dr. L. Parks is not a new one and will not be un-
favorably criticised by the clergy, as other ministers have
made similar attempts, and, although supported by the clergy
in general, had to abandon their idea of using moving pic-

tures for church work, for the lack of proper pictures.
Many pastors have tried, in the past years, to pay the

debts of their churches by showing moving pictures, and at

one time several solicitors were making good money in book-
ing films for churches. Gradually this business went down,
as the good films were getting scarcer and scarcer and more
than one show had to be stopped on account of bad films.

One day I recommended to one of these solicitors the
"Four-footed Hero" of Selig, and after showing this film

to one church, the solicitor had many orders for other
churches. To-day, where could we find a copy of "Four-
footed Hero" in any decent shape to be shown?
Another day I met in Bound Brook, N. J., a minister from

Plainfield, N. T. He informed me that he had fitted a hall

with a screen, a projecting machine, etc., but he was now at

a loss to find enough good films to give a show once a week.
I am acquainted with a minister who is very anxious to

show moving pictures if he can be assured a steady supply of
decent films. He tried it, but he says that he cannot depend
on the exchanges, as most of the renters do not seem to know-
all the films: they buy them and rent them without looking
at them. The ministers claim that they cannot even depend
on the Board of Censorship, as the censors seem to have a
very poor conception of good moral lessons.

As to religious films, we have only very incorrect pictures,

and as your "Man-About-Town" mentions the "Prodigal
Son," allow me to say that the ministers do not care for the
two known copies of the "Prodigal Son," as both of them,
although .masterpieces of the producing art, do not convey
the proper meaning of the parable. The Bible tells us that
the old man is waiting, watching for the return of his son,
and when he sees him at a distance, he runs to him to wel-
come him back home. The first film of this name shows us
the old man comfortably seated in his house, while the son
comes to the door and calls a servant to notify the father.

In the second film of this name, the manufacturers correct
this first blunder by having the old father watching through
a window, but then they omit the great feast of the killing

of the fatted calf to celebrate the return of the son. The
second film has another great drawback—the fact of showing
the young man on a debauch, with dancing girls falling in

his arms, etc. No minister would show such a scene in his

church.
With the exception of the "Life of Moses" series and a

few Christmas stories, I cannot recall a single other film of
recent issue that is suitable for church work. No, the clergy
and the newspapers will not criticise Dr. L. Parks; they will

encourage him; but, like myself, they will doubt of his suc-
cess, as after a few SufTflays the learned doctor will be at the
end of the available pictures for church work. Then, when
the exchanges will send him bad films, he will have to stop
his show, and his unsuccess will go down in history as a

failure of the moving pictures for church work.
I know of two gentlemen, great church workers, who are

ready to finance any serious movement for introducing mo-
tion pictures in churches, hospitals, etc., if they can be as-
sured of a supplv of decent subjects and of correct religious
pictures, true to the teachings of the Bible. To my knowledge
one of these gentlemen is a millionaire and contributes yearly
vast sums of money to church work.

I have in my possession the books and papers of a man
who four years ago was booking motion pictures for churches.
He was then making a comfortable living, but as business
went down for the lack of good subjects, he died some two
years ago practically a pauper.

If Dr. L. Parks is criticised it will hot be because the
clergymen have faith in other methods for holding and direct-

ing the attention of the youthful, but because we have not the
proper pictures to show.

Evidently we have a few good subjects that can be shown
in church work. "The Unwritten Letter" of Gaumont, "The
Old Couple" of Pathe, "The Good-hearted Policeman" of
Gaumont, etc., are clean, good moral lessons; they are admir-
able, but they do not suit the majority of our manufacturers,
as such productions do not show the villain knocking down
a woman or do not show a murder, etc. Our manufacturers,
listening to the demands of the unscrupulous exhibitors, want
some highly sensational thrills or the silly chases. In other
words, the manufacturers seem to believe that their duty is

to show the dark sides of humanity—infidelity, divorces,
burglary, murders, brutality, executions, etc.—while they pay
little attention to the brighter sides of life.

If the manufacturers were to produce pictures fitted to be
shown in churches, they would make more money, as we
have more churches than moving picture theaters. They
could strike a medium in producing films to be shown in
churches as well as in theaters. J. M. B.

THE AGFA PRODUCTS FOR MOVING PICTURE
WORK.

In the field of the manufacture of chemicals for the making
of photographs, whether they be of the stationary or moving
picture kind, the Agfa Company stands pre-eminent. The
word "Agfa," our readers should know, is an abbreviation of
a German name of the house, which is one of the greatest
chemical manufactures in Europe, represented in New York
City by the Berlin Aniline Works, of 213 Water street. The
word "Agfa," then, known to photographers all the world
over, signifies high-class products made for photographic
purposes.

It is a good many years since, in the making of photo-
graphs, we commenced to use the "Agfa" developers. We are
well within the mark in saying that we have used nearly
every one of those products and have used them successfully,
both on glass plates, celluloid films and on paper prints.
Amongst developers we may mention "Agfa" Metol, Ortol,
Eikonogen, Pyro, Glycin, Rodinal, Hydrokinone, Amidol.
There are also the "Agfa" intensifiers, reducers and fixers, as
well as their flash powders, the latter of which we have used
for making at home pictures.

Each and every one of these products is available for use
in the developing rooms of moving picture manufactures.
Indeed, this present writer has made up many gallons of
developers from "Agfa" products, and therefore we can rec-
ommend them to all our readers as being the acme of tech-
nical excellence for developing negatives and positives. We
question whether there is a moving picture manufactory in the
United States, or, indeed, in any other part of the world,
which does not feel the necessity for using "Agfa" products.
One of the recent introductions of the company touches

a branch of the work which is rapidly attracting much atten-

tion amongst moving picture makers. This is the tinting of
the film. The Agfa Company, or rather the Berlin Aniline
Works, have made up a list of fourteen colors for coloring
or tinting photographs, whether they be slides or films. The
colors are rose, orange, blue, green, brown, violet, maroon,
vermilion, leaf green, pink, turquoise, purple, dark yellow
and light yellow. These are sold in three-ounce bottles of
concentrated solution at 50 cents each. They should be tried

and experimented with by all those who are at work in the

tinting of moving pictures.

But besides the actual making of moving pictures, there
is usually done in every moving picture factory a great deal

of ordinary photography, the taking of stationary negatives

and the making of prints therefrom, for a variety of pur-

poses, and for work of this kind the "Agfa" products will be
found of special value. Large numbers of the readers of

The Moving Picture World are interested in lantern slide

making and in snapshot work and general commercial pho-
tography. To these also the "Agfa" products can be recom-
mended* Our readers should apply to 213 Water street,

New York City, for full lists and catalogues of these develop-

ers, etc.

A NEW BUSINESS HAS BEEN EVOLVED.
Of late the "independent" exchanges have found a brand

new road to salvation in the "renovating" process. They
are working it to about the limit, too, at least some of them
are. Old junk is being rejuvenated by the cleaning process

and is being extolled and rented as new stock. As a matter

of fact, the films do look like new, so far as superficial

appearance goes, when they come from the clean-'em-up-and-

varnish-'em factories, but unfortunately those enterprising

renewers of youth haven't as yet found any means of elim-

inating the hundred or more patches in each thousand feet

of film, nor can they replace the pieces cut out, so that,

while rainmarks are eliminated, the performance as a whole
is rather weird, one never being able to tell just when one
of the characters in the play will make a lightning change of

position Strange how the independent exchanges, while

cursing the licensed film loud and deep and asserting by day
and by night that the independent product is "just as good,"

still cling to licensed film, even though it be old enough to

wear whiskers. Is it because there is not enough independent

product, or is because that alone will not please their cus-

tomers?
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THE KINEMACOLOR TRIUMPH IN NEW YORK.
Mr. Charles Urban on His Tremendous Success.

[From The (Cinematograph and Lantern Weekly.]

Mr. Urban when once he is captured is like the proverbial
"full of meat" to the interviewer, and we learned much

..i interest to the trade in the hour's chat we had with him
j esterdaj at Urbanora I louse.

"] am more than gratified with my visit," said Mr. Urban
"for, as you know, I had to live down a lot of prejudice and
convince some strong skeptics over in the States that mj
natural color process possessed all I claimed for it. But be
sides this 1 had difficulties to contend with, which, of course,.

man in the street little dreams of For instance, my op
erator had to pass the official test and examination, mj
machine had to be put into thorough trim, a special motor
had to be obtained so that we could arrange with the 25
ampere current that is allowed, and many restrictions and
regulations, thai our English showmen know nothing of,

had to be overcome. Talk about 'hustle'—why, I can get
more through in a day over here than 1 can manage in a

month in the States. When all was ready my imitation-,
were extended to the most pessimistic and the most prom-
inent members of the trade whom we could think of, for I

was determined to prove to them the importance and value
of our process. From the time I landed at the wharf until

our show on the Saturday night pressmen dogged me con-
tinually, and all and sundry, who could in any way find
interest in the subject, were anxious to have a private view or
to make some arrangement with me as to the future. But
my visit was not to exploit the invention, but rather to
answer the challenge that had been thrown out by the press
and trade. It was a costly demonstration, but it accomplished
the end I had in view. I got to America on Thank-giving
Day and four day- after received the patents, which have
taken two and a half years to get through, owing principally
to their drastic and comprehensive completeness. 1 need not
tell vou about the demonstration except to say that the figure-
heads of the film trade were present, and those who could
not congratulate me after the show have since written eulo-
gistic letters. One little instance is perhaps worth citing

. as showing the criticism even to the minutest detail. I had
a chat with Mr. Bedding, one of the editors of The Moving
Picture World, who has exceptional knowdedge of photog-
raphy, and he generously^ said when he saw the first picture:
'Good boy!! I admit that my judgment was wrong and that
you have overcome the difficulties of three-color work; the
only question I ask you is how from green and red you can
possibly obtain your blue?' There was no need for a verbal
answer, for in our flower study corn-flowers and pansies with
their various tints of blue, their stereoscopic beauty and the
sharpness of detail, even to the very petals, gave a most
definite answer, and these and the local subjects which I

took specially in the States, simply overcame such criticism
and helped to glue the audience to their seats throughout the
performance.''

"Yes. Mr. Urban," we exclaimed, "we already know the
beauty of your wonderful productions, but wdiat the trade is

most anxious to know is. what are you going to do now that
your invention is brought to perfection and every country in

the world recognizes its value?"
"As you know." said Mr. Urban, "the Provincial Palaces.

Ltd., have our sole rights for England, and as T am getting
twenty outfits ready for them they will soon be showing, and
I expect by the beginning of the New Year both Manchester
and Liverpool people will have Kinemacolor at their doors.
I believe the company intend to open 140 theater- between
now and the end of next year. I am gradually closing up
contracts in various other countries, but my scheme is firsl

t" lay a solid foundation so that the structure when erected
shall be firm and stable. I have had many flattering offers

1 the States, and from Xew York' alone have had con-
siderably more offers than T expected from the whole of the
States, but I want to be fully prepared before definitely fixing
up. At present we have about too subject-, but T must

this number considerably before we can cater for
whole world. I have four men now taking negatives,

and am training others both to print and produce the sub-

3, whilst others arc being instructed in other departments.
It is not a one man process, but time i- needed to educate
our men up to the standard of excellence that 1 have always
Striven for. The new machine, which T used for th<

time in the State-, is as near perfection as we shall ever get.

The "Id machine weighed 30 pounds, but we have increased
the weight to just "ii 80 pounds, and have managed by its

rock Steadiness to do away with the slight fringing, which

people who have seen the subjects at the Palace may have
noticed. We have done nothing in a haphazard fashion. The
patent- are most exhaustive and are secured in every country,
and all this has taken a tremendous time, but 1 feel we are
now ready to give the people "t the world the value of our
1 \p' rimenting in a perfection that will be a credit to the
trade."

Posters for Moving Picture Shows.
Amongst th< 'ting special attention to the production

sters for moving picture theaters is the U. S. Lithograph
Company. Association Building, Chicago, 111., of which branch
Thomas II. Quill 1- in charge. Mr. Quill, as we pointed out
in The Moving Picture World several weeks ago, is well
equipped by his knowledge and experience to produce special
designs for moving picture houses. He sends us a specimen
of the poster just produced by the I". S. Lithograph Company
for the Exclusive Film Company, of Chicago. This is strik-

ing and effective as well as being' artistic. It has a very
tastefully produced border, in the center of wdiich is a sketch
from the story, "Her City Beaux." The whole thing is re-

fined and artistic, and, exhibited either in an exchange or
nt side a moving picture theater, cannot fail to attract the

attention of the public. We hope to see other specimens of
poster work from the L". S. Lithograph Company. Judging
by the excellent quality of the piece of work before u-.

have no hesitation in recommending those having the prep-
aration of the posters in hand to entrust the work to that
company, on whose behalf Mr. Quill will give it special

attention.

ORIGINAL POSTERS.
For two ''i' three weeks the Yitagraph Company have been

sending out a large poster which is a distinct departure from
the usual flashy thing, which generally gives a wrong im-
pression of the character of the subject. The Yitagraph idea

is a group of large half-tone reproductions from photographs
of some of tin- actual scenes in the film and these are sur-

rounded by graceful and artistic designs of a subdued tint

in harmony with the color of the photograph. These attrac-

tive posters are sold at a very low price and are in great
vogue judging from the increased demand.

Another original and attractive poster is issued by the

Great Northern Film Company for their picture "Anarchists
on P>oard." It also contains an 8 by 10 inch photograph of

the scene in which the bomb is discovered and beneath,
printed in type large enough to be easily read in the lobby,

is a brief synopsis of the story of the film. An excellent idea.

WHAT IS A POSTER?
I had an idea that a poster was for the purpose of adver-

tising not only the title of the production to be shown, but
to give also a picture of one of the most important scenes.

For some time 1 have remarked that some of the posters

were exaggerated and were made very sensational to attract

attention, in to,, many cases conveying a very false im-

pression. As we must give justice to everyone, I must admit
that some poster- are truthful, as the scenes depicted on
them are from still photos <:' the production advertised.

while other posters are drawn from the fantastic imagination
of the artist.

The posters oi "Richelieu" are certainly the limit! Who
is the artist?

1 He must be an ignoramus of the first water
to show us men dressed in -tiff white shins, high collars.

swallow-tail coats and black pants— the dress for an evening
party of iqto. Most likely the same artist will shov

Julius Caesar in the uniform of a U. S. general.

The manufacturer who accept- such posters cheapens his

own productions, a- anyone with any common sense will

come to the conclusion that if the costumes shown on the

is are so much out of date, the other details of the

production must be as untrue. J. M. B.

Montreal. Canada.—The Gaiety Theater has been enlarged

to a seating capacity of 700, but still fmd this insufficient for

their patronage. Ylanager Attewell finds the use of Inde-

pendent and Association films giving general satisfaction.
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Observation?!
^BY OUR MAN ^
ABOUT TOWN.

I will freely admit that so far as I was able to secure space

in the colums of the Moving Picture World, and the paper

was liberal in its concessions, I strongly advocated the sup-

port of Judge Gaynor's candidacy for Mayor. I urged every-

body interested in the motion picture business to support

him. Now I hope my readers will not jump to the conclusion

that I am about to claim credit for the election of our present

Mayor. As the burlesque tragedian would say, "Far be it

from thus." Neither do I intend to tell my friends how good
a Mayor the ex-judge is making. It is a little too early for

that. He is starting out nicely and I honestly believe he will

fill the office with credit to those who elected him and him-
self, but as I am not writing a political article I will switch

on to the straight, or main, line. As I first stated, I was en-

thusiastic in my support of Mr. Gaynor and did what I could

to keep his candidacy before the eyes of the motion picture

people because I felt he was a liberal-minded man and, so

far as he was concerned, would construe and administrate

the laws liberally and not literally. The promptness and

fearlessness with "which he came to the rescue of the motion

picture people in December, 1908. first introduced me to the

subject of this article. Were I to say worthy man some of

my readers might be tempted to say I was trying to grind

an axe. However. Judge Gaynor is now Mayor of New
York and since he has assumed that honorable office I find

that some of the people who may have been influenced to a

more or less extent bv what I wrote during the campaign

misconstrued my articles. *\t that tinie I spoke of Judge

Gaynor as a friend of the picture people. I remember that

in one of my articles I quoted quite freely from a speech

Judge Gaynor made in Cooper Union, in which he featured

the moving picture people and told of the impositions they

had been subjected to. Now, not some, but many managers

of nickelodeons and other moving picture theaters seem to

have the notion that because Judge Gaynor is now Mayor
Gaynor. their choice, that everything will go. I now get to

the nail I wish to hit on the head. I believe Mayor Gaynor

to be as liberal as he was when he was on the bench, hut

anyone who thinks that there is any laxity in his makeup is

deceiving himself. The existing laws will be enforced, but

with a liberal spirit; not to the extent, however, that viola-

tions will be winked at. Several instances have come under

my notice the past week where exhibitors have had their at-

tention called to some things in or about their places that are

not as they should be and they have met the friendly advice

with a retort to the effect that there was a moving picture

man in the Mayor's fhair. These people arc liable to roll

out of bed some morning and find themselves without a

license. 1 have it from excellent authority that the Mayor
will not intervene where a violator of the law falls into the

hands of any of his subordinates. He will back up all oi

them if they enforce the laws equitably, A very active sub-

ordinate of the Mayor at the present time is Chief Croker, 01

the Fire Department. My advice to the exhibitor- is that

he be given respectful attention. Reports an abroad that

Mr. Croker is prejudiced against moving picture places. It

they are true it is fair to assume that hi- is SO, not because

1
dislike for the pictures, hut of a zealousness in the in

t.ivst of his department. Granting that he is prejudiced, it

is policy t<> give his supervision careful attention. ()i course,

mid his zeal carry him outside reasonable bounds an ap-

peal to a higher authority would be perfectly proper,

an injunction suit, but where everything appears to be

right 11 is well to keep in the drive. These remarks are

prompted bv a report 1 received the other day regarding an

exhibitor who was inclined to ignore certain requirements

i,, fire department and who went so far as to say thai

ished to the wall he would get satisfaction from

That is a silly position to take in any

,t. and especially in eases where the actions of the tire

,,t t .10 justifiable. Even if imposition can be shown

, a stand is a foolish one. The new Mayor was

ted to be the guardian of the moving picture houses and

voice such sentiments only work injury m som<

way or another to that line of business as a whole. It any

hibitor is not complying with the laws be has as much

chance to evade the consequences under the new Mayor as

of living in a live furnace. There is a dis-

tinction between enforcement and liberal enforcement of
laws, but the latter can be very easily wiped out by abuse
on the part of those they are intended to protect. That old
fable about the goose that laid the golden egg bears very
materially upon the situation in many respects.

* * *

I heard an exhibitor say the other day "I heard a great
deal about Judge Gaynor being our* friend during the cam-
paign, but he has been in office almost three weeks and I

fail to see, what he has done for us.'' Of course such senti-
ments are hardly worthy of notice, except for reference in
a contrary argument. In the first place the new Mayor has
hardly had time to take his hat off and roll up his sleeves;
secondly, what is expected of him on the line to which the
criticism is directed? I will cite something, however, that
may be news to many. Do you know that certain municipal
agents have called at the various film exchanges seeking in-

formation that might tend to show that there is any graft
business in the Department of Water, Gas and Electricity?
Such is the fact, and these agents have also urged that at

any time anything in the nature of a "hold-up" may transpire
the evidence should be submitted and if it is corroborated
and sustained there will be some new men in office. I also
have it upon very good authority that these agents have with-
in their jurisdiction the supervision of moving picture machine
operators to the extent that if an exchange or exhibitor can
show that an operator is imposing upon them and a hearing
sustains the charges the operators' license will be cancelled.

1 hesitated about accepting this statement, but upon investi-

gation 1 found it was pretty nearly correct. I also learned
that the cancellation will apply wdiere it can be shown that

an operator attempts to secure pecuniarv gain by '"queering"

service of one exchange to turn the service over to another.
Many of the exchanges have been complaining of this for

some time, 1 ut they could not see a means for counteracting
it. It is not known how the department learned of such cases,

but it is a safe guess that some of the exchanges have not
been idle. The department is well informed on the situation,

however. I learned the other day that when a municipal
agent called at an exchange he was informed that some ex-

changes bribe operators to make exhibitors dissatisfied with
the service they are getting and eventually lead him into the

favored exchange. Upon learning this the agent stated that

an authenticated case of this kind would mean immediate
revocation oi the bribed operator's license. He was asked
if the case would be the same whether the operator received

a spot cash consideration or received a commission on future

business ami the answer was that the eases were identical.

Here is something the postman left on my table the other

day:

".Man About Town.
oving Picture World.

"I have diligently watched your articles to see if you would
make mention .>f how many of the licensed exhibitors come

. cut off bj the Motion Picture Patents Company. Not
seeing what 1 sought, and knowing that vour publication is

desirous of being as fair to the licensed people as to the

Independents, I decided to give you an idea of what is going

on. Agents for the independent exchanges call at a lice

exhibition house and persuade the proprietor to allow them
to run a sample reel or two to show the quality of Independ-

ent goods. Arrangements are eventually made for the demon-
stration ai a given tune. They having been concluded, the

Independent solicitor goes to the nearest telephone ami

notifies the Motion Picture Patents Company that if the}

will have one of their detectives at a certain licensed house

at a certain time it will be found that the place is running

Independent film. When the demonstration is made the de-

tivi is ,ni hand and the next day the Motion Picture Pat-

ent- Company cancels its license of the house and the Inde-

pendents have .one more recruit. On the theory that every-

thing is fair in love and war I must give the Independent-

credit for everv trick they turn, but I cannot endorse the

action of the Patents Company in every case, especially when
a man's license is cut off summarily without giving him a

hearing. A friend of mine had a house in which he never
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ran other than licensed films from the day he started. An
Independent solicitor pestered his life and finally he con-
sented to look over one of his reels. I know that man did
not have the remotest idea of giving up ,.he licensed service

and simply agreed to the trial run to get rid of the solicitor

.ii)(l had his mind made up to tell the party after the run
that the service he was getting was good enough. Somebody
saw the Independent reel run in his place and the next day
his license was cancelled. My friend was obliged to take
Independent service on short notice and is still taking it.

The result is that he declares he will continue taking Inde-

pendent service regardless of any drawbacks because he feels
he should have been given a hearing before his license was re-
voked. I am not seeking to deter or prevent licensed people
from bcoming Independents. My sole object in asking you
to publish this is to put exhibitors on guard against tricks.

"EDIGRAPH."
I cheerfully give the above space because I think it con-

tains many interesting features. The appeal for a trial strikes
me as being worthy of some attention. The cleverness of the
trick certainly commands admiration.

A SCHOOL FOR OPERATORS.

MR. RICHARDSON WILL DEMONSTRATE IN PRACTICE WHAT HE HAS TAUGHT IN THEORY.

F. C. Taylor, 51 West 28th street, has made arrangements
with F. A. Richardson, whose name is well known to Moving
Picture World readers, to superintend the school for opera-

tors. Mr. Richardson has investigated the new requirements of

the Board of Examiners, which, we are told, are found to be
a severe test for even some of the oldest operators, and those

who have had difficulty in getting their licenses renewed will

do well to call at Mr. Taylor's office, where they will learn

something to their advantage.

Schools for operators are not only necessary but essential

in the moving picture field. It has been said that every man
thinks he can edit a newspaper, command a battleship or

drive a locomotive. In other words, these things look so

easy that a thoughtless person jumps to the conclusion that

no long and arduous training is essential to the work. So it is

with operating a moving picture machine. It looks so ridic-

ulously easy to turn a handle that the fool rushes in where
the angel fears to tread. And the result is that the moving
picture field is crowded with thousands of men to whom the

care of a machine should never have been entrusted, so

utterly ignorant are they of the first principles of the subject.

Moreover, the dishonest shark is abroad, and in the columns
of the daily newspaper advertises for a small fee to teach

the science and practice of operating. The result, of course,

is that the fool parts with his money and is turned loose in

the moving picture field to get a job by hook or by crook,

to mismanage a machine, ruin an entertainment, and generally

to bring discredit upon the moving picture in its public

representation.
Only this week we were appealed to by a personal friend,

who is resigning an important position as traveling operator

in order to take an even better position—we were appealed

to by him to send him the name of a possible successor in

whom we and he could have confidence, and for the life of

us we could not do it. Simply because the men with whom
we come into personal contact have not had the necessary

experience and do not possess the knowledge equipping them
for the work of traveling with a good moving picture outfit.

In other words, in this branch of work good men are scarce.

But good operators can always command good positions

and good salaries. By good operators we mean men who are

thoroughly au fait with the electrical end, of matters. First

of all, the use of electrical current is now almost universal,

but here and there the calcium light is used, so that in addi-

tion to electricity as the illuminant, the up-to-date operator

should know how to manage the mixed gases. Then it is,

of course, essential that he should know something about

the optics, nay, a very great deal, about the optics of a pro-

jector and the inter-relationship of the condensor and the

lens. As to the management of the film and its passage

through the machine, of the care of the machine, and, in

fact, of the entire control of the projector end of matters,

he cannot know too much. Successful operators like Mr.

Richardson have given our readers the benefit of their ex-

periences, which have been instrumental in helping a great

many men to better understand their work. And yet, though

we have published many articles on the subject, we could

go on almost indefinitely from week to week printing ele-

mentarv articles on the science and practice of operating,

so great is the demand for information on the subject. Hence
it is that we welcome the establishment of such a school as

that which forms the subject of this article. This school is

conducted by F. C. Taylor, at 51 West Twenty-eighth street,

New York City, and the necessary tuition is given for a

moderate fee. There are evening classes every Monday,
Wednesday and Friday, and the two cuts show first of all the

class following the oral instruction by means of the black-

board, and secondly the individual novice being given per-

sonal instruction in the management of a machine. We hear
very good accounts of this school, and can recommend our
operating readers who want their knowledge polished up to-

apply to Mr. Taylor.
We have seen schools of operators at work, we have seen

good men made out of indifferent men; but often men come
along for the work who are not fitted either by nature or
application to operate a machine. Generally speaking, it

may be said that given something above the average of in-

telligence, care, and application, a man who takes up operat-
ing can find the work full of interest and attraction, and what
is more, make a very good living out of it. If to the quali-
fications we have mentioned he adds those of being a
mechanician, an electrician and something of a showman as
well, he will be a success at the work.

A QUESTION OF VOLTAGE.
A Spring Valley (Minn.) operator writes, asking if it takes

more current to operate an arc from 220 volts than with a
pressure of no volts. He is using direct current. Most
decidedly it does. With direct current, rheostats are in gen-
eral use for reducing the current, and unless one has one
built especially for that pressure it is necessary to use two
in series. In any event a very much greater length of resist-

ance wire of a given size is required for 220 than for no
volts. Rheostats consume energy in the heat they produce
through electrical friction, and the higher the pressure the
greater the amount of heat generated in its reduction through
a rheostat.
With a pressure of 220 volts very nearly as much current

will be wasted in the resistance heat as is used in the opera-
tion of the arc itself. The same is true if rheostat resistance
is used on alternating current. In this case there is a two-
wire, no-volt incandescent service and a three-wire circuit

from which the projection circuit is taken. The company
has run only the two outside wires into the theater, thus
giving 220 volts. The question may be asked, Why have
they done this?

The answer is simple: Were they to connect on one side,

as it should be connected, they would have current at no
volts, but there would be no corresponding load on the oppo-
site side to balance. This is a condition the lighting company
does not like, and possibly, it being probably a small plant,

they are not in position to balance it in some other installa-

tion. The owner should, however, insist on a no-volt con-
nection. With alternating current one may use a transformer
(economizer), and it is no more expensive to operate from
one pressure than from another.

UNION OPERATORS TO HAVE A NEW EXAMINA-
TION.

Harr)- Mackler, Chairman of the Examining Board of

Branch Local 35, I. A. T. S. E., wishes to announce that as

soon as the electric service can be installed at the office of

the union. 216 East Fourteenth street, he will have a com-
plete moving picture outfit for practical use for giving exam-
ination to candidates, who will be asked to give a practical

demonstration in handling moving picture machines from
both the electrical and mechanical ends.

THE MIRROR SCREEN.
In reply to numerous inquiries we wish to say that the mirror

screen which has created so much interest is manufactured by
the Mirror Screen Co.. Shelbyville, Ind. They are expensive,

but not so in comparison to the improvement made on the

pictures.
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The World Film Manufacturing Company, of Portland,
Ore., received a bad blow when, on Monday, January 10, their

whole plant, including factory, studio and offices, was gutted
by fire and the fact that they carried little or no insurance
makes the loss total.

The American Film Service (Chicago) have removed to

their new quarters, 77 Clark street, occupying the bank floor,

where, with improved facilities, they will increase the ef-

ficiency of their well known service.

The Metropolitan Booking Offices, Room 211, 59 Dearborn
street, Chicago, are prepared to furnish censored vaudeville

attractions. Eugene Elkins is the manager.

The Buckeye Film and Projecting Co. is a new independent
exchange prepared to give an exclusive service, with offices in

the Arcade building, Dayton, Ohio.

The California Film Exchange advise us that their grow-
ing business has compelled them to move from their offices

in the Commercial building and they are now located at 1065
Mission street, on the ground floor. W. L. Markowitz, the
general manager, writes that business is good and it will no
doubt increase in their more convenient location. Prompt
and careful attention to all orders is the slogan of this ex-
change, as it should be in all others.

The Electra Carbons, of which Hugo Resinger, 11 Broad-
way, New York City, is the importer (known also as the

Pink Label Carbons), are extremely popular with all opera-
tors of moving picture machines, who find them to work-
evenly and steadily. They are, besides, economical and easy
to handle, giving a uniformly good light. Owners of moving
picture machines who have not tried these carbons should do
so, and for that purpose obtain samples from the importer
at the address given. These carbons are reasonable in price,

which is another factor in their favor.

The Piedmont Film Exchange, with offices in the Acme
Theater Building, Goldsboro, N. C., reports a steady increase

in business. Mr. H. R. Mason, a man of experience in the
film exchange business, is owner and manager. Only Inde-
pendent films are used in the service and exhibitors will not
find they are being served with patched up and cleaned old

Association stock. The Piedmont is advertising a special

offer for a few days and exhibitors in their vicinity should
get in touch.

We are told by L. J. Rubinstein, sales manager for "Imp"
films, that on a recent visit to Pittsburg and Philadelphia he
was assured by exchange managers that the demand for

"Imp" films was increasing with each issue. He found the

independent exchangee in a happy frame of mind, and their

solicitors reported that it was easy to get customers when
they carried sample "Imp" film and assured the exhibitor

that there would be a constant and increasing supply of the
same or better quality.

EDISON MANUFACTURING COMPANY NOTES.
On February 4 the Edison Company will release three sub-

jects (one reel), two of which are comedy and one dramatic.
"The Surprise Party" and "The Bad Man from Riley's Gulch"
are said to abound in laughter compelling situations, the latter

in particular being recommended as being boisterously hu-
morous. "His Just Deserts" is a powerful dramatic film,

whose scenes were enacted in a real Southern iron foundry.
The acting in this play is said to be particularly vivid, while
the realism of the setting carries a conviction that artificially

staged pictures always lack.

Richard Harding Davis' Film to be Released Soon.

The Edison Company announces that it has completed the
first of the pictures, the stories of which are being written for
it by Richard Harding Davis, the celebrated author. "Ran-
son's Folly" is the title of the film and, as may be inferred,
it is built upon his well-known novel of that name. The
picture is sure to create world-wide interest because of the
prominence of the writer and the popularity of the book.
The Edison people promise that all the military dash and
spirit of the original story has been preserved in its pictorial
form, in which it has been interpreted through the medium
of an excellent cast of actors. The release date of "Ran-
son's Folly" is to be announced in the near future.

MOVING PICTURE OPERATORS HOLD A SMOKER.
On Monday, January 10, 1910, the members of Branch Local

35, I. A. T. S. E., held a smoker at their rooms, 402 Eighth
avenue, at 12 o'clock midnight. The hall was crowded with
members and their friends, there being about 350 present.
Among the visitors present we had Brother Lang, business
agent Local 35; Brother Dove, delegate of Local 35, and
others interested in the labor movement. At one o'clock
our worthy president, W. E. Cartwright, called the gathering
to order. While the smoke was at its thickest he introduced
Brother Lang, who spoke as follows:
"Brothers, I am glad to be with you to-night, and knowing

the fight you are having for recognition, the smoke reminds
me o fthe battles our forefathers had. I am one of you, as
you can see by my pipe. If you recollect those few at the
organization of the operators you will remember what an
argument took place at that time in building a foundation
of this Local. This auxiliary has the opportunity few other
organizations have. It now has the foundation for a very
strong organization, I might say the strongest of any or-
ganization affiliated with the A. F. of L. Taking in, as it

does, the Greater City of New York and all the Boroughs,
as well as all that territory from Coney Island to Newburg,
N. Y.. as no other local can be granted a charter by the
LA. 1. S. E. for the operation of moving picture machines
in that territory; but it will take time to develop the organi-
zation and bring it to the state it should be, and can only
be done by the hearty co-operation of each and every indi-

vidual member. One point of vital importance is at your
election; you elect your officers, and whether you as indi-

viduals like them or not, remember that they were elected

by the majority, and while they are in office boost them and
be faithful to them. In the past for an organization like

this you have been honored by the visit from President Gom-
pers, the chief of labor organization of the United States,

while a great many other organizations were unable to get
him to attend their meetings. You have also been visited

by James O'Connel, third vice-president of the A. F. of L.,

also President Barry, Secretary-Treasurer Hart of the I. A.
T. S. E.; also organizer of the A. F. of L., Herman Rob-
inson, and you may expect to be visited shortly by President
John Mitchell. I think this is about all I have to say, and
thanking you again for your invitation to be present to-night,

I wish you all a happy new year."
Brother Finnerty was next called upon and announced that

Mr. Brennan, the Member of Assembly who was to give us
a talk, was unable to attend owing to a previous engage-
ment, but would be here at a later date.

Brother Costello then arose and said: "Brother Chairman
and Brothers: I have a very pleasant duty to perform—one
of the pleasantest of my life, and that is to present, on be-
half of the members of Branch Local, No. 35, I. A. T. S. E.,

this watch, chain and charm to our worthy president, W. E.

Cartwright, as a token of our appreciation for the services

he has rendered us in the past. I also wish to present our
secretary-treasurer, Mr. Hugh Keenan, with this diamond
ring in appreciation of his valuable services."

President Cartwright in reply said: "Brothers, you have
got me up a tree. I was not prepared to make a speech. I

can only say I thank you from the bottom of my heart. I

feel much honored at your appreciation of my humble efforts

in your behalf. I can only say, as I have said before, that I

will always be on the job and do all in my power to assist

any member of this organization. What little success I may
have in labor organization I owe to my side partner, Brother
Lang. Again I thank you."
Brother Keenan was called upon to respond and spoke char-

acteristically, saying: "I am no speech-maker. I only handle
the coin. I can only say I thank you. Anyone who has any
dues to pay can come up and pay them."
Much applause greeted this characteristic remark of Brother

Keenan and he sat down in the corner and tried to get the

smoke out of his eyes. Brother Dove, delegate of Local 35,

and Brother John Clark, the genial clerk of the Empire Film
Company, one of our most earnest workers, each made some
very flattering remarks, which, owing to lack of space, will

not allow us to fill. Remarks were also made by Brother

Madder, chairman of the examining board, which we give

in another letter.

I. G. SHERMAN,
Recording Secretary.

Montreal, Canada.
—"Richelieu" and "Midsummer Night's

Dream" were the pictures that packed the Prince of Wales
Theater during the week of the 17th. All other moving pic-

ture houses are doing well.
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ON THE
By

(paphicus.

SCREEN f«ss

The l'ra i- on our side. Jusl about a month ago we primed
a paper by the Fra from the New Vork "American" in which
he bestowed his pontifical benediction upon the moving pic-

ture. Since then I have seen that he is about to write moving
picture scenarios. Still more recently, in taking up the Janu-
ary issue of his guide to the right amidst so much that is

wrong, 1 read this passage:

"The nickelodeon is for folks who have nowhere else to go
but home."

Altogether, to repeat myself, the Fra is on our side. Which
it should be. The Fra, like ourselves, is on the side of

freedom, progress and unconventionality.
* * *

The logical outcome of this, of course, is obvious to those
who have studied Elbert Hubbard, his work, and his writings.

It means that the Roycrofters and East Aurora are with us.

Tentatively at present, and with a certain amount of timidity.

because Hubbard, with all his surpassing appreciation of the
things that are good and progressive, is somewhat late in ar-

riving at the importance m the progress of humanity of the

moving picture, I do not wish to chide him upon this, but I

think that he should have risen to the facts of the case and
the obvious scientific presentibilities of the moving picture

a long time ago. That he has not done so is probably due
to his exiguous environments. But, good man, he is breaking
away from them.

Amongst my most cherished possession- are some books
produced by Hubbard and the Roycrofters, of English classics,

to which he and they have done the extremest justice in the

way of paper and type. Then again there are a series of very
beautiful portrait- of man>- of my heroes, including Stevenson,
Michael Angelo, Victor Hugo, and others. Also, if I wish to

purchase a chair in which to take my ease I may obtain one
from East Aurora for the wholly inadequate sum of $52.00;

likewise 1 can buy a footrest For $5.00 or $6.00.

:|. * ^

All of which commends me to the inner practicability of the

Fra's outlook. He tells me in his last number that Tarter and
Beecham have formed a trust. They call it "The Liverpool,"

one of the wittiest things that Hubbard has said or any other

man could say. The Fra takes in a wide angle o| view and
in that angle 1 am glad to see is included the moving picture.

lint 1 want the moving picture to occupy a somewhat larger

place in the Fra's scheme. East Aurora is a kind of Mecca
to which all of us aspire sooner or later to go. And when we
go there we exnect to see persons and things; and, according
to report, nobody is disappointed although they may be sur-

prised.
* * *

1 am just wondering whether the Fra will carry his Philis-

tinism and his protest far enough to become logical in the ad-

vocacy of the moving picture. All these years he himself has

grown famous and prosperous on the stationary photograph;
all these years he has posed on the simulacrum of printer's

ink and paper. But at last he kinder thinks that this sort of

thing is \. ( ;. and that the moving picture is the one thing

above all others to which the mind and the eye and the

thought and the soul, likewise the Fra, turns when it needs
what it needs.

Logically, therefore, the Fra. being one of us. must make
moving pictures, and show moving pictures, and talk moving
pictures. East .Aurora must become that shrine of all others
in tin' scheme of moving picturedom that so many of us have
for so long hypothecated, predicated and vaticinated. So,

Fast Ann ira, here's to you

'

Now Hubbard, past master in the graphic arts, get down
to work and make some pictures and then we shall all come
and see you. Just show us the "Fife of Moses" as you con-
ceive it pictorially, instead of writing about it; likewise the
"Fife of Rousseau." the "Fife of Cromwell.'' the "Fife of
Jesus Christ" as you understand it. Get you down and make
these pictures at East Aurora and the Obcrammagau play
will be a tame proposition to what the Fra can offer us.

Then we shall all be making those "little journeys" of yours,
which so far are mere expressions in cold printer's ink on
cold paper. Those are the little journeys I think that a great
man} peopli would in all seriousness like to make. IF
am writing seriously. The modern trend of graphic art leads
towards the development of all schemes for reading and ap-
pealing to the eye by projected instruction. In other words
the printed book is on us trial. Your professor, your teacher,
your instructor, ha- agreed upon this fundamental principle,
that the brain i- best approached, not by the book, or the
diagram, or by the spoken sound, but by the projected precept
on the -en en. In other words, less stress is imposed upon
the mind in the inculcation of a lesson if that lesson be pre-
sented upon a flat surface tor the eye and the brain to per-

and assimilate, than if the lesson should be contained
within the covers of a more or less dry-as-dust book—even
though "The Philistine" should be one of those books.

* * *

"The nickelodeon is for folks who have nowhere else to
go but home.'' The ordinary individual spends a very small
percentage of his time at home. If he had to depend upon
home for his recreation and his inspiration lie would be
rather a dull individual. Home is rather a refuge than a rest-
ing place. Or, I might say. it is a combination of both. There
are 1 ,(100,000,000 people on this earth in a constant state of
progression and retrogression, continually going backwards
and forwards, to and fro. in and out, constantly seeking for
some mean- to relieve the deadly monotony of this earth
pilgrimage. Of that 1,600,000.000 it is reasonable to assume
that each day of the year something like thirty or forty
millions are looking to the moving picture as a means of
palliating that painful monotony of life of which Hubbard, in
his last "Philistine," unconsciously speaks, when he says that
"the nickelodeon is for folks who have nowhere to go but
home." These folk- are the mentally halt and the blind and
it is in the nickelodeon that they seek temporary relief from
the carking cares ,,f that focal point of carking cares—the
home.

So that in this little line Hubbard touches a very human
spot because with his fine humanity he recognizes the value
of the nickelodeon. a s it is inaptly called, and the moving
picture as it is commonly known. In other words, he places
himself in sympathy with a form of amusement scientifically
conceived, which, when it is conscientiously presented to the
public at large, appeals, in a pure, direct and simple manner
t" the best motions ,,f the human mind and is designed, if not
calculated, to as-ist in the human uplift. It is safe to say that
at the present time in the United State- there is not a single
moving picure theater which is purposely designed to debase
or degrade the minds of those who patronize it, which does
not, in fact, send its audiences out rather better than when
they came in; which does not, at any rate, teach some manly
and womanly lesson; which does not make us. in tine, at
least beter men. better women for what we see. Now the
Fra. it appears to me by his recent writings and his contem-
plated action, recognizes all this, so. therefore. I conclude in
the way in which I began, with these words "The Fra is

our side." and the Fra having conic on our side I hope will
remain on our side and wax exceeding famous thereby.

New companies are being constantly formed in England to
exploit the moving picture form of amusement, the 1

being the National Theater de Luxe Company, with a capital
"t $250,000. Plainly the Englishmen have faith in the moving
picture business as a money-maker.

In London, recently, a mock trial was held, in which a

moving picture lecturer was sentenced to twenty years penal
servitude for giving his lecture in a distinct tone" so that it

could readily be understood by the audience. A pianist was
also convicted of playing music appropriate to the pictures,
and for that offense was sentenced for life to play to the
inmates of an insane asylum. The pianist thanked the
"court" for its leniency, and remarked that inasmuch as he
had been living amongst lunatics ever since joining the rank-
of the moving picture game he would feel quite at home in
such a position.
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COMMENTS °™ FILMS
"ft

"All on Account of the Milk" (Biograph).—A clever com-
edy, unusually well acted and offering a novelty in making
milk a vehicle of Cupid's arrows. And then the mix-up is in-

teresting. The daughter of the house plays maid and the con-
tractor plays laborer, each fearful that the other will discover
the deception and spoil the little love comedy. And when the
mothers of the young people appear on the screen it looks
-finally, but suddenly they discover that they are old friends
and true love's course takes on a much smoother mode of

travel. This little comedy is to be commended. It is one
of those clean, delicious little bits that amuse, and at the same
time arouse the imagination of those who see the picture,

influencing them to read into it all sorts of pleasant features

which perhaps do not appear on the screen.

"Under the Stars and Stripes" (Selig).—A war story based
upon events during the war with Spain. Quite the most
thrilling portion is the wild ride of the dispatch carrier in his

attempt to reach the cable office. He braves all sorts of

perils, even to having a bridge blown up under him. and
horse and rider plunge into the water. But he reaches the

office and gets his message over the wire just as it is cut

The reproduction of the scene in the office of Consul-General
Lee represents fairly well what probably actually occurred
there, and the rest of the picture might easily be an accurate
reproduction of actual occurrences. A love story runs through
it. and when the handsome captain arrives just in time to

save his Spanish sweetheart from being forced to marry
against her will, the pleasure of the audience is plainly mani-

fest. It is one of those Selig pictures, full of action; one is

almost disposed to say, galvanic action, and the enthusiasm
of the actors is infectious, exerting a powerful influence upon
the enthusiasm of the audience. It is worth while to sit under
the spell "f '>iie of Selig's war dramas. It makes one appre

ciate the influence which carries a man forward into battle,

into what he may believe is almost certain death.

"Wild Duck Hunting on Reel Foot Lake" (Lubin).—

A

picture which would be attractive for its scenic qualities alone

And indeed this is a very prominent feature, made s.. partially

by the fact that this lake was formed during the throes of

volcanic action. The scenery is picturesque, but attractive

e'en though it is, the interest is increased by making it the

background for a series D f views of duck-hunting. The views

were made during an actual duck hunt under the direction ot

of the best guides in that vicinity. Reproduction of

1 1 nes of tins character is to be commended, and when
the selection of the viewpoint results in such pleasing pic-

tures the interest is materially enhanced. Improvement in

this type of picture has been marked of late and the opinion

is ventured that this particular film will not be the has:

among the recent popular films turned out of late.

"He Joined trf* Frat" (Lubin).—A comic representing the

experiences of a young man who was initiated into the mys-

teries of a Greek letter fraternity. The stunts he is forced

to perform are funny, and perhaps are not such exaggerations

the real thins after all. It is one of those really funny

pictures that Lubin knows so well how to produce.

"A Warrior Bold" (Edison).—A veteran of any war is a

favored individual, and the one here represented is no excep-

tion to the general feeling on that point. If he were not,

clearly he would not be permitted to smash things when
describing his battles and then get clear. This picture is

true to hie. representing graphically the action of veterans

in their arguments over how certain battle-, or portions of

battles, were Fought. Interesting because it is a transcript

from life, this picture will please audiences wherever it is

shown. The acting and the photography are both SO good

that no question of its general excellence will arise.

"The Parson's Umbrella" (Edison).—A comedy enacted by

ired people which might apply with equal force to white

Folks. Shakespeare observed many years ago that "Con-

51 ience doth make cowards of us all." and when the parson

posts a notice, which is a work of art in itself, regarding the

return of his umbrella, the huge pile in his back yard next

morning furnishes conclusive evidence of wholesale umbrella

appropriations. A good bit of comedy, well acted and satis-

factorily photographed.

"Troop B, 15th U. S. Cavalry, in Difficult Drills" (Edison).

—Foreign cavalry troops have often been reproduced in mo-

tion pictures, but so far as the writer remembers this is the

first time a troop of United States cavalry has ever been thus

photographed. The Edison Company offers a film which is

certain to be popular. The American people are proud of
their soldiers and sailors and hail them with delight whenever
afforded an opportunity. This picture will give many thou-
sands a chance to see United States cavalrymen in difficult

and dangerous drills. It will serve another and perhaps quite

as important purpose. It will prove that the personnel of

the army must be high, because only men of the highest
physical and moral type could ever master these drills.

"Romance of a Trained Nurse" (Kalem).—A melodramatic
love story, containing numerous bits of more than ordinary
interest and developing a narrative of power as it proceeds.
Of course, true love does not always move along as those
afflicted would like to have it, but even though clouds are
conspicuous at various points in the progress, even to the
extent that the little woman actually runs away, or attempts
to run away, from love, yet in the end it all ends happily, and
the audience, after feeling the alternate thrilling and depress-
ing influences, is satisfied to see that the lovers are united
forever and aye. Photographically the film shows improve-
ment, while the acting of the capable stock company also
improves with each film turned out.

"A Forester's Sweetheart" (Bison).—A picture which has
some elements of interest, principally that of a love story
which runs through it. Of course, there is a rival and many
complications. The liveliest scene occurs after the long ride,

when the rivals fight a duel with axes. However the minor
incidents develop, Bob gets his girl in the end, and they ride

away together.

"Review of United States Troops at Fort Leavenworth"
(Essanay).—A satisfying picture of a review of United States
troops at Fort Leavenworth, including some apparently des-
perate charges which look much too real to be comfortable.
Then there is a display of work by the cavalry which is sure
to please, since it introduces a number of exceedingly difficult,

not to say dangerous, drills and acrobatic work which is a
bit trying to the nerves even in a picture. A picture of this

character has its uses in acquainting the people who see it

with the army much more graphically than could be done in

any other way. Actual representation is much more pleasing,

and, withal, much more instructive, than many pages of de-
scription, no matter how illuminating the English in which
it is written.

"On a Racket" (Pathe).—A bit of farce comedy from the

Lathe studio certain to keep the audience in good humor
throughout the length of the film. The acting and photo-
graphic quality of the work are both alike satisfactory and
attractive.

"Stag Hunt in Java" (Pathe).—A well told and illustrated

storj of a stag hunt in a far-away portion of the world,
where to those who see the film here everything is pic-

Luresque. The scenic qualities are remarkable because they

reproduce ail the marvels of the place, bringing a faithful

account of the appearance of the land, and along with it the

picturesque methods of hunting. It is an interesting and
instructive film and deserves a long run.

"Decorated by the Emperor" (Gaumont).—A pathetic little

story, representing an old soldier on the verge of starvation,

who discovers in a dream the resting place of a purse of

money presented him years before by the emperor for

bravery. There isn't much to it, yet it rouses emotions
which make it appeal to one even more forcibly than some of

ilu- stronger pictures do. Acting and photography are alike

good.

"Railway on the Ice Sea" (Gaumont).—A marvelously beau-

tiful reproduction of Alpine scenery. The original negative

was made from the train on the way up Mount Blanc, thus

reproducing accurate and wonderfully beautiful views of the

scenery in the mountains. The film ends with the wonder-
ful "Sea of Ice." and so well did the operator do his work
that it actually creates the impression of immensity. Not all

operators understand this feature of their work, but in this

instance the interpretation is sufficiently sympathetic to con-

vey to the one who sees the film something of the actual

quality of the original. The reproduction was well done and
the whole picture is thoroughly satisfactory.

"A Son of the Wilderness" (Ambrosio).—A story of Mar-
seilles when that city was a Greek colony. It is a narrative

of brigandage and has for its basis the capture of a village

worker. Llis place is taken by his daughter, with whom the

chief falls in love and frees her. Then comes a chase by
villagers, with a capture and all the picturesque and thrilling

features which go to make up a story of this sort. Photo-

graphically the film is an improvement over some previously

released b"\- this firm, and while the acting is largely of the
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swashbuckler type, it is alive and keeps the audience inter-
ested.

"A Sister's Sacrifice" (Vitagraph).—A pathetic story, rep-
resenting a sister as giving up the man she loves, that a
younger one might be happy. The picture's strength lies in

its acting, which is sympathetic and interprets accurately
emotions likely to be present and possibly controlling one
under such conditions. The capable company performs its

various parts with perfection.

"On the Reef" (Biograph).—A graphic illustration of a deli-

cate question. It is impossible for one person to help loving
another. The reason no man knows, yet examples of mis-

I love are so common that they have ceased to excite
interest. In the instance illustrated the girl accepts what
-((ins to her the only alternative, and yet fate was unkind
to her, since the matter could have been made right had her

remained near her for only a few hours longer. Pos-
sibly this film may seem unreal to some, yet it is unques-
tionably far too real, and far too true to real life to make
it pleasant for many who will see it. One's thoughts almost
unconsciously wander to similar cases one may have known,
and the almost tragic fate of the unfortunate girl in this

instance arouses sympathy. Technically almost perfect, the
picture is almost irresistible in its appeal.

"He Got Rid of the Moths" (Lubin).—Yes, he did; but his
sulphur candles conveyed the impression to all the dwellers
in the apartment house that they had been suddenly jolted
into the place where sulphur is regularly utilized as fuel.

The complications that follow are funny and admit of no
question of the enjoyment of the audience. He got rid of
the moths, but—and that "but" covers a long series of laughs.

"A Slippery Day" (Lubin).—When the Lubin comedians
undertake to produce a laugh-maker that is actually con-
vulsing, those who see it are certain of a few minutes of
sport. The recent snow and ice afforded opportunity for the
development of a fast comedy that will appeal to every per-
son who has found it necessary to get about much of late.

A wealthy individual starts for his office on foot, but after
a series of disturbing adventures arrives home on all fours.
In the meantime many funny things happen. It is alive and
quite as funny as anything Lubin has sent out of late.

"A New Divorce Cure" (Selig).—A domestic drama in

which a slow-going husband is almost supplanted in his young
wife's affections by a pseudo scion of nobility, but succeeds
in demonstrating to the misguided wife that she loves him.
Reconciliation is effected and the so-called noble is sum-
marily handled by the employees of the cafe. It is a case of
invoking the aid of jealousy in settling a troublesome diffi-

culty.

"A Visit to Bombay" (Pathe).—A beautifully colored film,

giving a series of accurate pictures of Bombay, a wonder
city of the East. It is technically up to the Pathe standard
and is a valuable addition to their travel and education series.

Such films are almost as good as actually visiting the places
depicted, with no attendant discomforts.

"In the Nick of Time" (Edison).—A robbed bank, followed
by a run of depositors, the run of an automobile for sufficient

funds to tide over the difficulty, the blowing up of a bridge
and the construction of a pontoon bridge by a detachment
of the engineers' corps a revolver shot at the flying auto-
mobile, with a return volley that kills the guilty man, and
the arrival in time to save the bank frum ruin, are enough
thrills for one film. Yet, as here presented by the Edison
players, it makes an entertaining picture. The work of the
pontoon corps is a novelty well worth seeing. The whole
picture is one that will appeal to any audience because of the
lively action in it.

"The Toymaker's Secret" (Vitagraph).—To endow a toy.
the product of his handiwork, with life, is the ambition of
the old toymaker of the Tyrol. And in the complications
which follow he is for a moment gratified, and then cha-
grined to find that he has been deceived. It is a weird, not
to say ghostly, tale, which makes one a little creepy, and
perhaps is none the less interesting for that reason. Many
people like it all the better for that.

"Fatal Fascination" (Gaumont).—A love story in which the
demon jealousy is used to gain the affections of one young
woman, while it really kills another. One can scarcely un-
derstand the value of such a picture. To the ordinary per-
son it seems almost useless and a waste of time and money
to produce it.

"Getting Square with the Inventor" (Gaumont).—A humor-
ous story in which an inventor is represented as inventing a
motor which is capable of operating any sort of vehicle to
which it is attached. After experimenting with a number,

the victims turn on him and he gets all that is coming to him.

"The Tide of Fortune" ("Imp").—There were few dry eyes
in ihe old Fourteenth Street Theater on Monday while the
changing scenes in "The Tide of Fortune" were being flashed
across the screen. Women had us for their handkerchiefs
and strong men were visibly affected. The pathos of the
story, however, did not prevent a round of applause at the
close and this was in due appreciation of the excellent acting
and photographic presentation of the subject. It was the
headliner at the show for the day.

"Won By a Hold-Up" (Essanay).—A lively Western story
of love and adventure, telling how a young couple win over
the girl's father by catching him in a fake hold-up from which
he is rescued by the young man. The whole scheme works
out like a fairy story and even when those who helped, tell the
story, the father pays no attention to them, but permits the
love match to proceed. The film is lively, with plenty of
picturesque action and an interesting setting. The photog-
raphy is weak in places, but is in the main clear and of
correct tonal quality.

"Flower Parade at Pasadena, Cal." (Essanay).—No de-
scription or criticism of this film is necessary. It is what its

title indicates, a reproduction of a flower parade in that
beautiful little city. Beyond that no amount of description
could convey any more information. To those who have
seen one of the parades its accurate reproduction will come
as a revelation of beauty, which will carry the memory back
to the original scene, while others can feel certain that they
are looking upon a faithful representation of a festival impos-
sible anywhere else.

"Aerial Acrobat" (Pathe).—An interesting picture of an
acrobat performing for the amusement of the populace. The
photography is sufficiently clear to make the picture appear
little short of marvelous.

"The Coast Guard" (Urban).—While perhaps the story
told in this film is not especially strong, like all love stories

it is interesting. But the scenic qualities of the picture atone
for much that may be lacking in the story. The picturesque
and wildly romantic coast scenery is especially attractive

and one may enjoy this without considering, except inci-

dentally, the story itself. Like all of Urban's films the scenic
beauties are above the ordinary, testifying to the ability of
the operator and the one who chose the settings alike.

Only experts are employed and the results are both artistic

and pleasing. Perhaps it is a satisfaction to know that the
guard redeems himself and is rewarded for his bravery with
the restoration of his sergeant's stripes and his sweetheart.

"Riva, Austria, and the Lake of Garda" (Urban).—A faith-

ful reproduction of views in the picturesque and romantic
borderland between Austria and Italy. It is impossible to
convey any adequate impression of the wonderful beauty of
the scenery shown. The glassy surface of the lakes reflect

back the mountains with every detail perfectly reproduced.
Th operator performed his work well, conveying an impres-
sion of mountain scenery which looks like real mountains.
The technical work is marvelously clear, and altogether the
picture is a marvelously accurate reproduction of extremely
beautiful mountain scenery.

"The Refugee" (Lux).—A war story which does not con-
vey any information; neither does it amuse. Its usefulness as

a motion picture may, therefore, be questioned. Some stories

of soldiers are thrilling and arouse one's emotions, even
though death may be an important feature. But there is

nothing to arouse one in the death of a spy. While it is

legitimate, according to the rules of war, such a scene is

not inspiring and, so far as can be seen, serves no useful

purpose.

"The Adventures of a Sandwich Man" (Lux).—A rough
house comedy film purporting to represent the adventures of

a sandwich man. If one followed all the different objects he
upsets in his persistent following of a girl who passed him
on the street it would make a long list, and after all would
amount to nothing. In a way it may be funny, but the humor
is of the broad sort.

"Anarchists on Board."—The Great Northern release of to-

day is a picture story strong in plot, convincng in its ren-

dering and, of course, excellent in photography. It is not
every film maker who can commandeer an ocean liner to be
placed at his disposal, but this is evidently what the people in

Copenhagen did and they made the most of their opportun-
ity. The wireless operator of this steamer is made the hero
of the plot and this alone presents a feature of originality

which should make this film very popular among the inde-

pendent houses.
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CORRESPONDENCE.
MOVING PICTURE OPERATORS' UNION

The moving picture operators of Greater New York have
secured an office at 216 East Fourteenth street. It transacts
all business pertaining to the union as well as to give the
operators who are out of employment a place to gather and
discuss ways and means to better their condition. The room
will be supplied with the latest magazines and trade papers
and will be used as a reading room as well as an employ-
ment bureau. Office will be open daily at 9 A.M. until 6 P.M.
and will be in charge of Brother Simon Terr, an operator and
manager of several years' experience. All operators out of
employment are requested to call and register their names.
The executive board of Branch Local 35, 1. A. T. S. E., will

meet at this address every Friday morning at 11 o'clock A.M.
Candidates for membership in this local are notified to ap-
pear for examination on Monday, January 24, at 12 o'clock
midnight. Any one in need of the services of a first-class op-
erator can have their wants supplied by telephoning 4171
Stuyvasant. To our friends and others we extend a hearty

invitation to visit us at our office. I. G. SHERMAN,
Recording Secretary.

THE MOVING PICTURE IN THE CHURCH.
Chicago, January 17, 1910.

Editor Moving Picture World:
Dear Sir—I was a very much interested reader of your

"Man About Town's" comments upon the radical action ot

Dr. Leighton Parks, of St. Bartholomew's Parish, New York
City, in employing moving pictures as a feature in church
services.

Church work, like all other institutions for advancement
and betterment of the people, is primarily a work of educa-
tion, and the fact that Rev. Parks, no doubt, after mature and
careful deliberation, having seen fit to employ moving pic-

tures to assist in his work of enlightening and educating his

congregation, entitles him to the approval of the foremost
and advanced educators of the day, instead of subjecting him
to criticism on the part of those who are probably not so
advanced in these matters.
The motive and underlying principles which, no doubt,

actuated this advanced teacher in adopting this most approved
form of education is one that should only be considered in

its broad sense.

There is, however, one point upon which criticism may be
based, and that is the lack of a sufficient number of suitable

subjects for this class of work. Most of the effort on the
part of the manufacturers of moving picture film has been,
thus far, directed in the amusement field, with a strong
tendency for running towards the grosser sentiments.

It has been argued that many such films have produced
undesirable effect upon the audience, and, as such, moving
pictures have received their just share of censure, but if it

has the power of^influencing the minds of the public in one
direction, this same force could be as readily employed in a
moral sense in influencing the masses in other directions.

Such, I take it, is the intent underlying the action of the
Rev. Leighton Parks, and as such he should receive all the
moral support and encouragement possible, and while there
have been a number of very excellent films produced that are

suitable for church and educational work, the list is still most
inefficient, and the criticism, if any, should be directed to the
manufacturers of films. Yours very truly,

S. L. RUB EL.

A CHALLENGE.
New York, January 17, 1910.

To the Moving Picture World:
Dear Sirs—Believing that I have the best moving picture

camera in the world, I hereby challenge makers or operators
of other makes of moving picture cameras to a competition
test as to clearness, sharpness and steadiness of pictures.

I will take the picture on imperforated negative stock and
perforate the developed negative afterwards in my projecting,

indicating perforator and finish a positive print from it in

the same length of time as others finish theirs.

My camera is the only non-infringing camera in the world,
under obligation to none. I am also ready for a challenge

on projectors, perforators and printers, for a most severe

test, as to superiority, mechanical arrangements, workman-
ship and experts' opinion.

Yours very truly,

EBERHARD SCHNEIDER,
Manager of the German American Cinematograph and Film
Company, 109 East Twelfth street, New York City.

V
YOU USE DEVELOPER

OF COURSE

—

HOW ABOUT
44

44

AGFA"«METOL
AGFA"-HYDROKINONE
"AGFA"--PYRO

"AGFA'-PARAMIDOPHENOL

Also Most Complete Line of Aniline Dyes

For Film Coloring—AsH About It

BERLIN ANILINE WORKS
213-215 Water Street New YorK

J
I

SMILE-CRACKERS
"Laugh! Yes, they will all laugh"

PLAIN, 25c. COLORED, 50c. POSTPAID

" HOW JONES BECAME A MASON

"

Set of 12 Slides, Plain, $2.85: Colored. $4.00, Postpaid

SLIDES FOR THE CHILDREN
" Little Red Riding Hood," " Cinderella," Etc.

A Large List of Unusual Slides Free

BRAYTON MFG. CO.
122 Randolph St. - Chicago
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AN EXHIBITOR VOICES A GRIEVANCE.
Albia, 1 OVt a, January _'. [910.

•|
1

1 Moving Pit tun World:
I ), 1

I
I >eccmber 31, I note an arti-

n " \n Open Market," in which you say that the Patents

panj held together during the last year on clear bush
grounds I do not agree with you here. I think that they

held together on thi week that they have col-

li. Nil from about 6,000 exhibitors. For this sum of monej
that we are paying out to them each week I do not think

that we have received anything worth mentioning—not even
easant smile. Bui I do agree with you in 1 1 1 i -

: that they
arc mal the mosl out ol theii patents. But not like busi-

ness 1; for if a business man offers you anything for a

certain sum of money, you get what yen pay for. This the

Patents Companj have never dour. Can you show me an

instance where thej have protected competition? 1 do not

think that you can. Here in my town, where there is a

population of 4,500, no less than seven different houses have
started and died away during the last two year-. I stood
ii out, because I borrowed money from a friend. When the

Patents Company started, I was granted a license, and was
guaranteed protection agafnsl competition. Shortly after, a

new theater started. They got a license also. The Patents

Companj says that the town is large enough to hold two
theaters, after seven of them failed. Do you call this busi-

ness? We have not made a cent since December 9, and it is

only a question as to which of us will hold out the longest

Now, Mr. Editor, 1 do not believe you WOllld do business

the way the Talents Company are doing it. if you had a

chance '

( )f all the many principles that they started oul

with. I must say that they have stuck to one of them, for

which they deserve credit, and that is, they have never failed

to collect the $2.00 every week. Talk alxmt Rockefeller!

lie is an angel in comparison with the Patents Company
.and its constituents. We exhibitors are a lot of fools. If

we had told the Patents Company to go (where they belong)

at the commencement, it would have made their little game
look like thirty cents. This is the opinion of the majority of

exhibitors whom 1 have met.

Wishing you a prosperous N'cvv Year, 1 remain,
Yours very truly, J. E. B.

[Our correspondent hits the nail on the head when he says,

"\Ve exhibitors are a lot of fools." Put not in the sense he

mean- \ town of 1.500 is well able to support two very

prosperous picture shows, and two in any such territory is

better than one. The vast amount of good that the M. P. P.

Co. has worked lias been well worth the $2.00 assessment.

We have ats, 1 had letters from exhibitors who have said

that they would pay move rather than that the M. P. P. Co
should g 1 out of existence. If J. E. P.. would look backwards
he might see when- In- has failed to make the most of his

Opportunity. Does he make his theater as attractive a-

possible? Does he advertise his show m the local papers

and adopt other legitimate methods of drawing patronage and

holding that patronage by giving the best show? Ts he c im

peting with his neighbor on the lines ,,f quality—not <iuan_

tity? Ten day oh! films can be rented reasonably, and if

he would arrange with his competitor to each use the samr
service, and each give the same number of reel-, they can

probably save money and each grive a distinct program. Then

if they get the people in the habit of coming to their shows.

they will each prosper ami one show will advertise the other

It shows poor spirit to bewail conditions that exist through

stress of circumstances. The M. P. P. Co. will continue on
its way in spite of such complaints as the above. If, after

giving a thorough trial to make the best of the situation, the

npeting shows in Albia do not find that the town will

give them adequate support, then we would suggesl that

th.v consolidate their interests and run one l: 1 show instead

of fighting to a finish of one or both.—Eds. M. P. W.]

BROKEN PROMISES HURT THE BUSINESS OF
MANY EXCHANGES.

Hartford. Wis., January it. IQIO

The Moving Picture World:
Gentlemen— 1 bad been using independent films for eight

months, and was pretty web satisfied until a renresentative

ih, Film Exchange, of Milwaukee, Wis., stepped

into my house and remarked that lie could give me hotter

service for less money; so 1 consented to let him ship me ?.

trial service. Well, of all tin services that I have used, this

one was the worst. Their films were so full of rainstorms.

patches, etc., that 1 at once (old him to cut me off theirlist

por this service T paid $20.00. which included eight subjects

and four sets of illustrated songs. After that I ordered

service from a big Chicago renter, which was a little better..

and for which I paid him $26.00. Tin- (fOflcern supplied me
with their service for a while, until I again decided to gc
independent. I was using independent films for a week, but
dnl not care for them, s.

, I decided to take service from a
licensed exchange, that "soaked" 00 for films that

111 an actual state of putrefaction. "Gee, what the h
kind of a game is this!" I said to my partner, who latch
learned of a new independent renter and was advised to

I decided to try him, and must say to all ex
hibitors that if they strike a good independent renter, stick
to him, as he will soon find out that the independent rentei
will at least ^ive you films that you can run. 1 am thur
oughly satisfied with the service that 1 am now getting,

and will not change for any proposition that a licensed ex
change may have to offer. 1 would like to hear from othei
exhibitors. Yours very truly,

E. J. M
I

We print this letter because it reflects the feeling of man)
exhibitors who have complained to us about the habit prev
alent among the exchange- to hold out all kinds of promises
to get the business and then falling down after the first week
or two It is poor policy to break promises m business deal

and the man who gives a little better service than lu
promises is the one who will win out every time.— Eds
M. P. W.J

AN ENGLISH MANUFACTURER SETS HIMSELF
RIGHT.

27 Cecil Court, London, Fng., Jan. 11, 1910.

To the Editor, "The Moving Picture World":
Dear Sir— I have been much interested in reading Mr.

Selig's impression of his visit to Europe, and note that he
makes frequent use of my name. 1 have no, objection to his

doing that, but 1 must ask you to be good enough to permit
me to correct some of his statements so far as they concern
me.
"The highest number of prints made from any one sub-

ject by Mr. Williamson was twenty-nine." This figure, which
was quite right at the time, is now thirty-four, but refi

prints scld in England only, and to tin- previous 12 months
only. I'he average sale in England when subjects are included
of which in, copies are sold may be about seven or eight, as

Stated. At the time of Mr. Selig's visit we had sent four
shipments (not two only) of films to Mr. Murdock's order, in

addition to samples. Mr. Selig's impression that I was dis-

satisfied with this business is quite right, but will you allow
me to say in the light of subsequent events that I have every
reason to be grateful to Mr. Murdock for the business h<

for me under the circumstances. Mr. Selig did not see Mur-
dock's contract in my office, that "impression" is certainly
o >n\ eyed.

"The Bioscope" stated in a recent number that I was de-
libi lately effacing myself as a producer of dramatic and
comedy films, and correctly describes my position, but that
hardly applies to the other English makers as Mr. Selii^

gests However, they are capable of looking after them-
selves in that matter.
Thanking you in anticipation of your inserting this slight

correction, I am, dear sir,

Yours faithfully,

T. WILLIAMSON'.

We make the best lenses in
the world for projecting motion
pictures and lantern slides. Can
you spend a little money more
wisely and profitable than by
ordering a set of lenses which will

IIS
IN THE
LENS/

IMPROVE YOUR
PICTURES?

NEW PRICES
M. P. Projection Lenses any size with our improved jacket

with spiral adjustment $15.00
No. 1 Stereopticon Lenses 15 00
No. 2 Stereopticon Lenses 20.00

All dealers sell them on approval.

WRITE FOR OUR NEW CIRCULAR
When ordering state the size of your screen and the length of the

picture wanted. Give the distance from the lens to the screen. Remit
the price of the lens or fnrnish references.

CUNDLACH-MANHATTAN OPTICAL COMPANY C

808 Clinton Ave., So. Rochester, N. Y.
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"IT IS A BEAUTY"
That is what every man says who

knows anything about moving picture

machines when he sees the flickerless

MOTIOGRAPH
Motiograph P

No. I Flickerless

in operation, giving full size pictures in my new show room, which is

only two minute's walk from the 8th St. station of the 6th Ave. "L"

I can prove to any unbiased purchaser of a moving picture machine that he gets

more for his money and a better machine when he buys the MOTIOGRAPH than if he

purchases any other make. I have had hundreds of visitors buying

"HALLBERG" Economizers
Who have kicked themselves because they did not look at the MOTIOGRAPH before they placed,

their order for moving picture machine.

Do you realize what it means to have a quiet running machine, giving a rock Steady

flickerless picture on the sheet? Let me tell you— It means that you will get your compe-

titor's trade, and >our show will be spoken of as something new, out of the ordinary.

A look into my show room takes only a few minutes and it costs you nothing. I will

demonstrate to you the MOTIOGRAPH, the "HALLBERG" Economizer and other "HALL-

BERG" Specialties in full operation.

I maHe an allowance for your old machine, rheostat

or current savers in trade

If you cannot call, write for free Booklet No. W-15

J. H. HALLBERG
RC 28 Greenwich Avenue New YorK A . ™>E« lE. r
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Attention

BONEHEAD'S
SECOND

ADVENTURE
Released January 27, 1910

Length, 500 Feet

AND A SCREAMING COMEDY

The Ordeal
Length, 495 Feet

PRODUCED BY

Centaur Film Co. of N. J,

Exhibitors will receive weekly

advance notices upon request

Sole A^ent

A. G. WHYTE
1 Madison Ave. New York City

Would You Invest $1.00 a Weeh
To Make $25.00 to $50.00 a Week?

IF SO RENT A SET OF

from your exchange TODAY
Or from us direct. Rental $I.OO a week

NOVELTY SLIDE COMPANY
221 East 53rd Street 10 East 14th Street

NEW YORK CITY

MOTION PICTURE PIANO MUSIC
This is a book of descriptive music, regular sbeet music size, and

arranged for both hands. Specially selected, arranged and composed by
one of the best descriptive Pianists in the U. S., who lor the past twenty
years has been Musical Director in all lines of Theatrical Productions.
This work is the result of actual experience, and is now being used in
hundreds of M. P. Theatres. Contains music, for all probable scenes,
actions, characters, etc , and its suggestions are entirely practical.
Increases the value of YOUR SHOW 100%. Descriptive circular sent
free to anyone upon request. This book sent promptly upon receipt of
price. $1.00 Remit either by P. O. or Express Order, Draft or Check to

GREGQ
1009 Ferry Street

FRELINQER
Lafayette, Ind.

I'LL BET
ON THIS
An exhibitor who lately

turned Independent said to me, "I'll

try the Independent films for a few
week's but I warn you I'll go back
to the licensed ones if you can't give me as

good a program as 1 have been getting." If

he had said that to me six months ago, it

would have been different. Bnt now the
Independent films are so gloriously good that I CAN
HOLD HIS BUSINESS WITHOUT THE
SHADOW OF A DOUBT. I wrote and offered

him a bet on the proposition but he answered, after

using my goods for two weeks, "If you keep up this

pace, I won't bet because you*ll win. ;
' This applies

to YOU as well as to him. Try it for a week, two
weeks or a month. If you don't like my Indepen-
dent pictures, QUIT ME COLD and go back to

your licensed exchange. BUT YOU WON'T
QUIT, because I'll give you a service that will de-

light your heart and fatten your purse. If you
haven't seen the last few weeks' releases of Inde-

pendent films, you are not keeping abreast of the
times. And that's something you've GOT to do in

this day and age. Slip me a note.

CARL LAEMMLE, President

THE LAEMMLE FILM SERVICE
Headquarter!

196-198 Lake Street Chicago
Minneapolis, Portlaad, Omaha, Salt Lake City, Evansvllle

(Canadian Office in Montreal)

"The bireest and best film renter In the world."
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Among the Exhibitors.

Waterloo, la.—J. L. McClinton, formerly pro-
prietor of the Dreamland Theater, is negotiating
for a lease on the Soach Building, which he will
convert into a first class moving picture and vaude-
ville theater.
Orange, N. J.—The Orange Theater is the latest

amusement house erected here and is under the
management of Eickman & Humphrey. It is lo-
cated in the Holland Hotel, formerly used by the
Marvel Theater.
Omaha, Neb.—F. A. Salmon has erected a motion

picture theater here. This will make two ten-cent
picture houses here.

Lewiston, Minn.—The Mystic Theater has been
bold to Gray & McDonough, who will run first-class
moving pictures and vaudeville.

Hazardville, Conn.—Stevens & Jackson have
opened moving picture houses here and in Som-
ersville.

Palmer, Mass.—The Scenic Theater here has been
closed on account of poor business.
Monson, Conn.—A new moving picture theater

has been erected here.
Mankato, Minn.—The American Amusement Com-

pany, of Minneapolis, has purchased the Unique
Theater from Mrs. Dame, which will be remodeled
and a handsome front put in. They intend to
have first class vaudeville and moving pictures.

Sioux City, la.—Miss Lulu Nolan has leased the
Electric Theater and will conduct it throughout the
Winter.

Virginia, Minn.—R. A. McLean, proprietor of the
Bijou Theater, purchased the Grand Theater, in
this city, from Harry Schanedling and J. S. Mis-
cachkin and will manage both houses.

Sioux Falls, la.—George Collins has disposed of
the Dreamland Theater here to some local party.
Nashua, N. H.—William P. Buckley, the new

manager of the picture palace in the Eagle Hall,
states that it is his intention to run his theater
with first-class moving pictures and vaudeville.

Brattleboro, Vt.—Frank J. Mann and Charles L.
Gibb have purchased, from John J. Leonard, the
Empire Moving Picture Theater.

Louisville, Ky.—A new moving picture theater is

being erected at Jefferson street, between Third
and Fourth avenues, for the Princess Amusement
Company.
Pawtucket, Conn.—The Pastime is the latest

moving picture theater opened here.
Brattleboro, Vt.—George Lucas has sold, to C. E.

Davis, the Lyric Moving Picture Theater.
Meriden, Conn.—The Scenic Theater has been

opened by G. J. Wolens. The house was formerly
known as the Russotania and had been closed for
repairs.

Cattanooga, Tenn.—The Crescent Theater here,
which had been closed for remodeling, has reopened.

Belfast, Me.—William H. Bray has purchased the
Elite picture house here.
Monson, Mass.—A new moving picture theater

has been erected here by Abel L. Reeves.
Buffalo, N. Y.—Emil Schmidt will erect ????
Nelson, Neb.—McClusky & Gee are the proprietors

of a new moving picture theater which has been
erected here.
Newark, N. J.—The building at 650 Bergen street

has been converted into a moving picture palace
for F. B. Glassner and George J. Seelig, who have
taken a lease on it. ^
Mahanoy City, Pa.—A new moving picture thea-

ter has opened in the Hersher Building.
Bethel, Mo.—A first-class moving picture theater

Is being erected in the Mechanics' Hall for Roy
Stafford and William Sanders.
Westport, Conn.—William L. Blasces has opened

bis new picture theater here.

New York City.—Plans have been filed for the
erection of a moving picture theater, at 40 Eighth
avenue, for llyman Harris.
Vermont, Mass.—E. C. Davis has purchased the

Lyric Theater from George Lucas.
Marlboro, Mass.—Avcnitis & Christophis bave been

granted a license to erect a moving picture theater
at 113 Main street.

Long Island City, N. Y.—F. M. Edwards, has sold
his moving picture theater, The Comedy, to the
Bustal Amusement Company.
Salem. Ohio.—Grant Snyder has purchased the

Family Moving Picture Theater here from Doulden-
doufer Brothers.
Le Roy. N. Y.—Mrs. Ruth Baley has sold the

Le Roy Theatorlnm to Arthur J. Fields.
Sheboygan, Mich.—Will O'Brien has purchased the

Princess Five-cent Theater here of Lloyd Fairchilds.
Rochester, N. Y.—Maurice H. Kuhn is preparing

to erect a large moving picture theater at 43
Clinton avenue.

Beloit, Wis.—Johnson & Cox: have purchased the
White Moving Picture Theater.

Cornell, 111.—Joe V. Keoski Is making arrange-
ments to open a new moving picture show here.
Columbus, Ga.—J. F. McClendon has sold the

Grand Theater here to Joe L. Brown.
Adrian. Mich.—Bob Ward has sold the Bijou

Moving Picture Theater here to H. H. Russ.
Youngstown, Ohio.—C. W. Delbel Is having plans

prepared for the erection of a new vaudeville thea-
ter, to be located at the corner of Hazel and Fed-
eral streets.

Alden, la.—Henry Infelt has bought the Lyric
Moving Picture Theater here from Mr. Campbell.

Buffalo. N. Y.—John G. Sattler will erect a new
moving picture theater at 1820 Genesee street.

Waverly, 111.—Thomas H. Craln has opened a new
vaudeville and moving picture theater in his newopera house here.
Chicago, 111—E. G. Carlstrom has secured a per-

"i i°,
r
,

l
™
e ere

f
tion ot a new moving picture theater

at 4932 Evanston avenue.
Roanoke, 111.—Adamond Faucon and Alfred Bod-

naine are making arrangements to start a moving
picture show in the Duggan Buildin<*

auincy, 111.—J. w. Crossau has purchased the
nickelodeon here.
Hamilton, Ohio.—John J. Ryan, of Cincinnati,

Is planning to erect a large vaudeville theater here
Chicago, 111—George and William Earle havesecured a permit for the erection of a new theater

at 2037 West Thirty-fifth street.
tneater

Fremont, Nebjfr-A. L. Koyen has purchased theCr
;
T
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a
,!
Movmg Picture Theater here of J. H. Shinn
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Pa '—Harry G

- Willard has leased
the Wilson Theater on East Third street
Omaha, Neb—Frank S. Morse has purchased the

interest of Mr. Wallner in the two moving picture
theaters of this city, which were formerly operated
by Schmotzen & Morse.
Duluth, Minn—The Parlor Theater, owned by

E. A. Copelovich, has been forced to discontinue on
account of poor business.
Eau Claire, Wis—Frank Koppleberger has opened

his new moving picture and vaudeville theater here
which is the finest in the State.
Duluth, Minn,—The Unique Theater, which for the

past two years has been one of the leading moving
picture houses in this section, has closed down, due
to the lack of patronage given by the people. Mr.
Douglass was the proprietor and manager.
Fond du Lac, Wis.—The Bijou Theater, one of

the latest of moving picture theaters here, is being
remodeled and fixed. The manager, Mr. Smith, is
not at all satisfied with the present front, so has
ordered a new one to be erected in its place

Elroy, Wis—The Nicolette Theater, which was
formerly been conducted by J. H. Forbes, has been
sold to R. H. Gardner.

Duluth, Minn.—A. C. Schott, who has been con-
ducting a first-class moving picture theater here
has bought the theater owned by J. L. Gorman in
the Voelker building.

Duluth, Minn.—The Orpheum Theater, formerly
owned by John Cummings, has been sold to A.
Baker.
Mahanoy City. Pa.—J. J. Quirk has erected a new

picture theater in this city.
Fort Worth, Texas.—R. W. Healy has purchased

a moving picture theater here.
Milwaukee, Wis.—A change has been made in the

management of the Olympic Theater, situated on
Clinton street. The new proprietors are Tingle &
Jones.

Springfield, Mo.—H. M. Smith has purchased the
Majestic Theater from Harvey W. Gardener.

Burlington, Wis.—Harry C. Hansen has procured
the Crystal Theater here.
Wausau. Wis.—Fred Levenhagen, proprietor of

the Majestic Theater, is remodeling that place and
is installing a pit for the piano and orchestra.

St. Paul, Minn.—Licenses to operate moving pic-
tine theaters here were granted to D. W. Barry and
Lewis Smith.

Rochester, N. Y.—William Bradstreet has leased
Cook's Opera House, which will be converted into
a moving picture theater.

Danielson, Conn.—Ira Warren has bought the in-
terest of Abel Reeves in the Phoenix Theater.
Middletown. Conn.—The Crescent Theater is now

under the management of Mr. Kendall.
Doylestown, Pa.—Otto Kolbe, the proprietor of

Lenope Hall, has purchased tiie apparatus necessary
for giving picture shows in that hall.
Washington, D. C.—The Meader's Theater is the

latest moving picture and vaudeville house erected
here and is under the management of the Meader
Amusrm.nl Company. It has a seating capacity of
about 4SO nm] Is located at Eighth anil G streets.

Centreville, Mo.—Edwin Knox has Opened Hie Star
Theater on Water street.

Peoria, 111.—Fred L. Pitts has closed the Unique
Theater here, for reasons unknown to the public.

Buffalo, N. Y.— ESmll Schmidt is having a one-
story moving picture theater erected at 170 French
street.

Bloomington, 111.—A new moving picture and
Vaudeville theater lias been erected at the corner
of Washington and Fast streets. The New Casino
is tiie name of the playhouse and it will he under
the proprietorship and management of Lewis Gold-
berg.

Fort Pierce. Fla.—The new Electric Theater has
opened its doors to the public and is under the
management of Mr. and Mrs. Hollaman. It has
been equipped with a wide, deep and commodious
stare and elevated floor, and has a seating capacity
of (580 oeople.

Cleveland, Ohio.—Sand & nillenbrand, of Wheel-
ing, W. Va.. have purchased and taken possession
of the Nickelodeon, heretofore owned by Paul Zou-
polus.

Zanesville, Ohio.—The Home Theater here was
robbed of two films, the property of the Duquesne
Supply Company, of Pittsburg, Pa. The subjects are

"The Light That Failed" and "Sandy the Poacher."
Lewisville, Ohio.—Work has begun on a building

which will be converted into a first-class moving
picture theater and will be under the proprietorship

of John H. and James P. Whallen. It will be lo-

cated at 318-320 West Jefferson street, opposite the

Gayety Theater.
Carondelet, Mo.—A new moving picture show-

house Is being erected at the southeast corner of

Michigan and Robert avenues. It will cost $5,000
and is owned by G. Bermeinger.

Hays, Kan.—George Cox has bought the moving
picture theater of Mr. Whitney.
Binghamton, N. Y.—L. A. Furness is making ar-

rangements to open a new moviug picture theater at
299 Chenango street.
Conway, Ark.—Hugh Pence and Roy Rogers bave

leased the Ingram building here, and will convert it
into a moving picture theater.

Philadelphia, Pa.—George F. Stumfig has secured
a permit for the erection of a moving picture thea-
ter at 5012 Germantown avenue, which will cost
$15,000 when finished.

Garrettsville, Ohio,—Tom Sanlers is making ar-
rangements to open a new moving picture theater
here.

Hedrich, Iowa.—O. P. Strickler has opened a new
moving picture theater in the Speirs building.

Belt, Mont.—Fred Johnson is making arrangements
to start a new moving picture show in Miner's
Union Hall.

Norfolk, Neb.—A. L. Keyes has purchased the
Crystal Moving Picture Theater from J. H. Shinn.
Los Angeles, Cal.—The Imperial Theater Com-

pany have secured a permit for the erection of a
new moving picture theater at 3940 Spring Grove
avenue.

Cotter, Ark.—A new moving picture theater has
been erected here for A. M. Henry.

Brooklyn, N. Y.—Henry Hembeb, who is the pro-
prietor of a moving picture theater located at 2640
Atlantic avenue, was fined $10 for admitting small
boys into his show place without the company of
parents or guardians.

St. Louis, Mo.—The property at MorBtt and Van-
deventer avenue has been purchased by some un-
known party, who will construct a first-class mov-
ing picture theater which will cost the proprietor
$20,000.

Springfield, Mass An asbestos booth is being
erected in the gallery of the Town Hall, where mov-
ing pictures will be shown.

Lewiston, Me.—Julius Calm was granted a license
to operate the Empire Theater.

Lewiston, Me.—A new moving picture theater has
been erected in City Hall, which will be operated
by the Douchs Brothers.

Westerly, Conn.—A new moving picture theater is
being erected here.

Freehold, N. J.—Edward F. Skyms has engaged
the store building formerly occupied by the Mt.
Penn Sto.ve Works, which he will have converted
into a moving picture and vaudeville theater.

Hornell, N. Y.—H. A. Dudley is said to be ne-
gotiating for possession of the Hornell property just
opposite the Erie station as a site for a vaudeville
and moving picture theater which will seat 1,200
people.

Morristown, N. J.—Hulsizer & Hamilton, who
recently sold the Bijou Moving Picture and Vaude-
ville Theater to H. A. & G. E. Babbitt, will open
a similar theater in Hackensack in a few weeks.

Allentown, Pa.—The Orpheum Moving Picture
Theater was forced to close on account of not regu-
lating with the laws.
Danbury, Mass.—The Lyceum Theater, at 177

Main street, has closed.
Leominster, Mass.—A new moving picture theater

is being constructed in Hillery block, Main street,
for Martin C. Hillery. of Hartford.

Syracuse, N. Y.—The Novelty Theater, better
known as "Morgan's," at 213 West Fayette street,
is the leading 5-cent theater in this section. The
manager states that he has started work for it to
he enlarged and the seating capacity will be
doubled to accommodate its thousands of patrons.

Baltimore. Md.—A new picture theater will be
luiili .-it 1202 and 1204 Patterson avenue by Herman
Qackermau. The cost will he $1,2(10.

Ironton. Ohio.—The Staab Moving Picture Theater,
at 41 North Fourth street, is the latest picture
house to appear in this city. The proprietor of
this theater is Henry Staab, who announces that
if is Intention to run it as a first-class theater.
witli all the latest illustrated slides and moving
pictures, so he can succeed in defeating his com-
pel ildt'S.

Cincinnati, Ohio.—J. J. Ryan has filed plans for
I lie erection of a moving picture theater here.

Clinton. Mass.—McNamara & Coughlin have pur-
chased from Alfred Castiglolni the Hudson Opera
House, on Market and South streets.
Worcester, Mass.—The Grand Theater has opened

and will be devoted to moving pictures.
Springfield, Mass.—The Scenic Theater, in the St.

Joseph Temperance Hall, has opened again with a
new manager in charge.

Allentown, Pa.—The Nickelet Theater, 716 Ham-
ilton avenue, was purchased by Chester A. Gwynne
:ind Mrs. Isabel Himmelwright. The manager will
he Mr. Gwynne.
Medina. N. Y.—On account of the license fee of

sum Imposed in Lockport, two of the moving pic-
ture theaters have gone out of business.

Cleveland, Ohio.—The Old First National Bank
Building on Euclid avenue has been leased for a
moving picture theater.

Bath, N. Y.—A string of moving picture and
vaudeville theaters are promised to be erected in
the leading cities of southern New York by Horace
A. Dudley, of Hornell.
New Rochelle, N. Y.—A new picture theater.

La Rochelle. has been opened here by Mr. Hammel
and is well equipped.
New York City.—A new moving picture theater

has been opened at 235 Avenue A by Weiser &
Korn for Joseph Finger.
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ELECTRA

Pink Label

•TRADE MARK-

CARBONS
Superior to all other Carbons

on the market

'WHY experiment -with other
Carbons, when the HIGHEST
GRADE ELECTRA CARBONS
can be had at reasonable prices
from the

SOLE IMPORTER

HUGO RELSINGER
11 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

If you want Film Service from a

House.who is just a little different

from the others that you know

Just slip us an inquiry—and we will

help to make your theatre successful

THE ONE BIG

FILM HOUSE
The Pittsburg Calcium

Light $ Film Company
Pittsburg, Pa. Des Moines, la. Rochester, N. Y.

Wllkea Barre, Pa. Cincinnati, Ohio.

Omaha. Neb.

Another Double Header, January 31st

"Coquette's Suitors"
A picture which gives Miss Lawrence the best

opportunity she has had for months to work up some
hilarious comedy. This picture is about 660 feet long.
The rest of the reel, about 330 feet, shows

" Sports in the Snow "
A novelty picture that your patrons will welcome-

Cleanest kind of fun, and a laugh for every foot of
the film. In my next advertisement I think I can
announce definitely when the ''IMP'" will begin its

two-releases-a-week plan. Meanwhile if you re not
on my regular weekly mailing list, send in your
name at once.

Independent Moving Pictures Co. of America
in E. 14th St.. New York. Carl I.aemmle, Pres.

RELEASE DAY, JANUARY 29, 1910

A Tale of Colonial Days
An Episode in the Lives of

ALEXANDER HAMILTON and AARON BURR

This film is beautifully tinted! Scenic effects

are wonderful and Photographic results are
sublime.

Wire orders at our expense

Approx. length, 900 ft. Code, "Episode"

PANTOGRAPH CORPORATION
1402 Broadway, New York City

Release of February 6, 1910

His Daughter's Legacy
Approx. Length, 980 ft. Code, " Daughter"

Beautifully tinted

OUR FILMS SPEAK FOR THEMSELVES
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Nyack, N. Y.—The Comedy building, on the cor-
ner of Lafayette avenue and Orange avenue, has
been remodeled for a new motion picture show.

Manchester, N. H.—Frank McAllister, who was
the manager of the theater at Lake Massabeslc dur-
ing the past Summer mouths, has hied plans for
the erection of a moving picture show in West
Manchester, which will be located on the West
Side.

St. Paul, Minn.—A building permit was issued for
alterations in the building at 447-149 Walasha
street, between Seventh and Ninth, for a first-class

moving picture and vaudeville theater. .lack J.

Klynn will be the manager and proprietor.

Norwich, Conn.—There are four moving picture
theaters here and another coining. Work has begun
on a plot of ground where the Broadway Theater
will be erected.
South Norwalk, Conn.—The manager of Blaster's

Theater reports good business and is having a new
booth put in.

Fredericksburg, Va.—The Star Theater has opened
again and will continue to run first-class moving
pictures and vaudeville. A great crowd went to

see the grand opening and were well pleased with
wnat was shown.

Attleboro. Mass.—The Bates Theater, of which
Qbas. ft. Hates is proprietor, have closed for a few

account of repairing.
New London, Conn.—Manager Walter T. Murphy,

Lyceum Theater, announces that he will

have vaudeville besides moving pictures.

Hartford, Conn.—The Scenic Theater here was
forced to close on account of lack of patronage
from the people.

Cincinnati, Ohio.—The new moving picture thea-
ter which is being erected at Erie avenue, near
Michigan avenue, is having a troublesome career

before it is allowed to operate. The members of

the Hyde Park Methodist Church have measured
the distance between the nickelodeon and the church
and find that it is 100 feet. The law prohibits

. amusement hall nearer than -011 feet to a

church.
Toledo, Ohio.—The Hart Theater is the latest

tdeon i" open its doors to the public, and is

the proprietorship of the Hart Brothers, wdio

report thai since it has opened it has been a big

Its location is at 005 Summit street.

Greenpoint. L. I., N. Y.—William Blarney and

Peter Heidelberger have taken a lease on the prop-

Tto-741' Manhattan avenue, which formerly
npied by the old Union Avenue Baptist
ami will convert it into a high class picture

1
1

: which will be known as t lie Garden Theater.

Bucyrus. Ohio.—The Majestic Theater here opened
and a -reat crowd .11' enthusiastic frequenters ol

j picture theaters were present at the -land

Stapleton, N. Y.— It is reported that a theatrical

ation has purchased the Lehnar propertj on

Canal street an. 1 purpose erecting a house of amuse
ment devoted to vaudeville and moving picture

attractions.
Cobleskill. N. Y.—Northup & Gordons have had

a moving picture theater .-reeled lure which can

70 persons.
Philadelphia, Pa.—A $40, loving picture thea-

ter has been erected at ill South 52d street for

T. Keece Howard.
Hackensack, N. J.—Owing to the "real

of the Bijou Theater, on Main street, its manager.

Ft. F. Dechert, declared that the house will be en

:it its patronage will be groae^r. The
_ capacity at the present time amounts to 287.

Newburyport. Mass. Under the management of

Shorn & Graham, the star Theater will again open

its doors and will continue to run moving pictures

:!. they did before closing.

New Holland. Pa.—Krause & Spangler, whi

well-known moving picture theater men in this see

ave taken a lease on the Hess Hall, with

tbej intend to operate a lirsi class picture

QOU81
Peoria, 111.—A new 10-cent moving picture theater

3 built licri- and it will he under the owner-
ship of Vernon 1'. Seaver.

Little Rock. Ark.—The Best Theater, one 1

BneSt picture houses in this city. has al hist

opened and was received by the people with a great

welcome. Mi' Peckham, the manager, slates that

his theater is the only house which is absolutely

in this seel ion.

Marboro. Mass.—A new picture theater, the Grand,
has Keen .reeled here, in the Preston building.

Chicago, 111.— Boss & Kochendorf have sold their

theater at 14LM W. Van P.iiren street to Carmine
in,! Lawrence Romagnaw.
Chicago, 111.— A. Suder sold to Richard A. Robly

,,,- in. :ii 202 East 4,ih -iieei

Hayward. Wis.— Robert Gordon sold his picture

pala . to Frank Felix.

Waukesha. Wis.—L. .Tones and Lingh am now
oprietors of the Olympic Theater here, and

they intend to run only high-class moving pictures

1 udeville.

South Africa.—The price of admission to moving
picture theaters here is 12 cents.

Sterling. 111.— William Bailey and John Peters

opened a new moving picture theater on West
Third street, to be known as ihe Gem,

Athens, Ohio.—E. C. Burchfleld has sold the Grand

nickelodeon here to W. P.. Wells.

Quincy, 111.—A. Newman is making arrangements
t,. open a new moving picture show here.

Roanoke. Del.—Alfred Bodhalne is making at

range nts to open a new moving picture theater

111 tin- Duggan building.

Statesboro. Ga.—W. I). Morgan is preparing to
open a new moving picture theater here.

St. Paul, Minn.—W. 1). Barry is preparing to
open a moving picture show at 999 Payne avenue.

Brooklyn, N. Y. —E. Marks has secured a permit
for the erection of a moving picture theater on
Pitkin avenue.
Reno, Nev. -Arthur J. Aylesworth has purchased

the Grand Theater en Virginia street.
Sioux Falls. S. Dak.- s. p.. Buxton and others are

making arrangements t" open a new moving picture
theater here.

Milwaukee. Wis. -I. X. Ollinger has secure, 1 a

permit for the erection of a new moving picture
theater here.

Sterling. 111.— W. W. Gibson has purchased c. c.

Shierty's moving picture business here.
Mishawaka. Ind. -Miss Frances Hume has pur-

chased the Electric Theater at 122 North Main
street.

Sioux Falls. S. Dak.—S. li. Buxton, Abe Riredecel
and L. H. McClellan have formed a partnership, and
will open a new moving picture theater here.

Bryan, Ohio.—T. S. Spear has purchased the mov-
ing picture theater here known as the Grand from
Bochards & Ithoads.
Farragut, Iowa. --.I. C. Overnieier has purchased

the interest of Guy Wilcox in the moving picture

show here.

Atlanta. Ga.—X. IT. Bullock and T. P. Holland
have purchased the American Theater at lull While-
hall street.

Muscatine. Iowa.— E. A. Myers and T. A. I.isy

are making arrangements to start a new moving
picture theater here in the Toohey building on
Sycamore street.

Huntsville. Texas.—E. Phillips is making arrange-
ments to open a new moving picture theater at the
corner of Main and Cedar streets.

St. Louis, Mo.—The Art Theaters Company will

erect a new moving picture theater at 2S12 North
Vandeventer avenue.

Scranton, Pa.—The Bim Amusement Company has
purchased the Arace building here and will convert

it into a vaudeville and moving picture theater.

Hermiston, Ore.—The Newport Abstract Company
wil erect a $6,000 theater here.

Brattleboro. Vt.—The Empire Theater here has
been purchased by John J. Lenard.
Hackettstown. N. J.—George W. Wilson, who has

been conducting moving picture shows successful!}

in the Opera House for ihe past two months, has

renewed his lease on the hall for one year.

Little Rock, Ark.—The Jo Jo Moving Picture

Theater, at 222 Main street, is being enlarged and

Btted up with new chairs. J. E. England is the

presi nt manager.
Torrington, Conn.—Frederick R. Matthews has

disposed of his share in the Gem Moving Picture

U'ditorinm, ",, Water street, to George H. Stevens.

Canastota, N. Y. —The Orphenm Moving Picture

Show, ill the Cronk Block, reports doing good busi-

ness ami have changed proprietors.

Palmer. Mass. --The Scenic 'theater here has

cloned on account of poor business.

Me-.iden. Conn.—Charles M. N'ellis' barber shop,

in the Old O'Brien Building. 30 East Main street,

has been converted into a moving picture show
Mr. N'ellis has given up the barber business and
will manage his theater, which will be known as

Ihe Oayotv and can scat about 100 people.

East Norwalk, Conn.—A new moving picture

theater is to be erected in an empty store on Wash-
inglon Street bridge.

Barton. Vt.—Thomas F. Tighe has secured Ihe lo

cnlion for a moving picture bouse and will Start

to remodel it as soon as possible.

Binghamton. N. Y.—A new moving picture thea-

ter is being erected in the Konkle Block.

Quincy, Mass.—The Auditorium Moving Picture

House ims been forced to go out of business, as

the building where the show was held has been sold.

Myersdale. Pa.—A new moving picture theater has

been erected here, which will he able to seat about

1.000 people. J. F. Reich is the manager and

pronrletor. The name of the theater is Reich's

Auditorium.
Oconto. Wis., Tiec 17. —IT. U. Cole, who recently

opened the Gem Moving rictnre Show on Main

street, has had the floor of this thealer elevated

in the rear and tapering down to the main floor

in front of the stage, which gives the Gem an

in. us,, like apnearance and will make it com

I'.atable for the patrons.

NEW INCORPORATIONS.
New York City. -National Theater Corporation:

capital. $30,000. Director, W. R. Haile.

Buffalo, N. Y.—Amherst Theater Company: eapi

lal. $4,000. Directors: Frank Bernstein, Nathan

Swei-dhiff and Soloman Swerdloff.

New York Citv. -Levin Construction Company:

capital. $1,000. Directors: ITyinan Levin. Charles

II Kahn and Havis Weinstock.

New York City.—Allison San-ror Comoany: capi-

tal. $5,000. Directors: James Murry Allison. Ben-

jamin Sanger and M. T. Corcoran.

New York City.—Penn Amusement Company; cap-

ital. SI 0.000. Directors: Peter C. Eckhardt. Wil-

liam P.. Kcllv ami Delia Rowan.
Portland, Me.—The Fireproof Fiber Co. Capital,

.scon. 000. Directors: Charles L. Hutchinson and

Pbilin M. Clark.
Wilmington. Del.—United Moving Future Adver-

tising Companv. Canital, $100,000. Directors: Win.

M. Cramer. J. I.nekens Anderson and Charles M.

I
'.1 11 baker.

Roanoke. Wis. Tin- Bell Theatrical Company.
Capital, $15, Directors E. M, Bell, .1. s. Bell
and C. G. Pell.

St. Louis. Mo. -Smith slid.- Manufacturing Com-
pany. Capital, $3, Directors: Harry .1. Fried-
man ami George Blumenstock.

Cincinnati, Ohio. The Magnetic Film Exchange
Company. Capital, .fin, 000. Directors: Francis p..

.lames, Spencer M . Jones, I.. W. Moore and I

Hitchcock.
Brooklyn, N. Y.- Sea Shore Amuse nt Company.

1 apital, .<:;. Directors: Isidore Goldsmith,
Levlne ami Lewis 11. Hall.
Wilmington, Del. The Co-Industrial rmnpany.

Capital. $500,000. Directors: Aaron l- V001
George P. Bechtel and Emil <:. Bental.
New York. Buffalo Jones African Company. Cap-

ital, $1,000. Directors: Francis W. Bird, George
W. Dm ton and Manslield Ferry.
Yonkers. N. Y. Bowery Witching Wave Com-

pany. Capital. $50, Directors: Theopbllus Van
Karinel. Charles A. Belling and Harry Koine

Renew Your Films

EXCHANGES!
Get your money out of your old

films by using our process

WE. REMOVE
DIRT AND SCRATCHES
Send your old film to us that you

think is out of commission
and we will make it as

good as new.

WE
can do anything but put in new

sprocket holes.

OLD RELIABLE
FILM RENOVATING CO.

134 Lake Street, Chicago, 111.

J. S. SPEER.

Write for References from bo Exchanges

EXHIBITORS

!

ATTENTION

!

Do you wish an Exclusive Indepen-
dent Film Service, Iree from Re-
peaters, Raln-Storms and Junk
films? If so, write us to-day, and
get full particulars of our Moderate
price, Guaranteed Anti-Rain Storm,
Strictly IMDEPENDENT, film ser-

vice. Remember, we guarantee
strictly Independent films, not old

Association Junk, as we have regular

releases witn all leading American,
and best of Foreign film manufac-
turers. We give a better service than
is promised. Write to day.

THE BUCKEYE FILM &
PROJECTING CO. (Inc.)

309-311 Arcade Bldg., Dayton, Ohio
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THIS WEEK'S PROGRAM OF LICENSED FILMS
AT A GLANCE.

Monday, January 24.

Biograpta The Bonot ol Hi- Family (Dr.).

l, ni. in Cupid, I). us. (Com.) rs.'iii ft.

1. 1. 1. in Adoring mi Ad. (Dr.)

Pathe Acrobatic ESxerclie* by ii"- Collbrii

Dwarfi (Acrobatic) 374 ft.

rin- Unlucky Fisherman (Com.)
Sellg—The Ranch King's Daughter (i)r.)...

Bellg- An After in <>rr (Com.) BOO ft

Tuesday, January 25.

a Woman's Strategy (Dr.) 973 ft.

Oanmont—The Price of Patriotism (Dr.) . . . .374 ft.

Qaumonl Bea Bide Adventures at Home
(Com i 371 ft.

Vltagrapn The Life of Moses, Part :; (Dr.).07C ft.

Wednesday, January 28.

Bssanay The Modern Messenger Boy (Com.). 943 ft.

Pathe Motherless (Dr.) 1040 ft.

Tommy In Dreamland (Com.) 4!)1 ft.

t rban—The Lass Who Loves a Sailor (Dr.).. 417 ft.

Thursday, January 27.

Biograph The Last Deal (Dr.) 991ft.
I. ill. in -Marble Quarrying in Tennessee (In-

dustrial) 441 ft.

Lubln The Fllrto-Maniac (Com.) 420 ft.

Soli;;—The Devil, the Servant and the Man
(Dr.) 930 ft.

Friday, January 28.

Edison A Georgia 'Possum Hunt (Des.) 975 ft.

Edison The Skipper's Yarn (Dr.) 850 ft

Ralem—The Man Who Lost (Dr.) 930 ft.

Pathe—The Leather Industry (Industrial) 394 ft.

I'atue—The Scarecrow (Com.) 574 ft.

Saturday, January 29.

Bssanay—An Outlaw's Sacrifice (Dr.) 99G ft.

Gaumont—The Great Divide (Dr.) 741ft.
Gaumont—Wild Waves at St. Jean-de-Lux

(Scenic) 243 ft.

Pathe—Cousin Lou for Mine Com.) 564 ft.

Tathe—The Strong Man (Farce) 440 ft.

Vitagraph—The Girl and the Judge (Dr.) 980 ft.

SCENERY
For M. P. Theatres

I am making a specialty of small sets of Wood
Scenes consisting of Back Drop 4 Wood Wings,
1 Cut Wood Borders, which is all you need for

Vaudeville Acts between Pictures. This scenerv is

all fireproof to meet the demands of the Fire
Underwriters. All packed ready to express to

any part of the United States in the followine
sizes according to price.

Set No. I Drop 8x10 Wings 3x8 Borders 2x12 $50,00

2 " 9x10 '
' 3x9 '

' 3x12 65.00

3 " 10x'2 ' ' 3x10 " 3x14 80.00

4 " 11x12 ' ' 3x11 '
' 3x14 90 00

5 " 12x14 " 4x12 '
' 3x16 125.00

6 " 14x24 '
' 4x14 '

' 4x30 17500

These Sets are ALL READY to set up and
OIVE SHOW

Send deposit of one THIRD
Balance CO. D. subject to Inspection

TURNER CO.
Theatrical Stage Properties

Paper Hachie WorK
55* 7tH Ave. N«w YorK

References: T. M. A. No. 1 N. Y.
T. P. U. No. 1 N. Y. or T. P. U. in Theatre of your

own town or city

Films For Sale
50 new reels of perfect
film, extra good condition,
to close out, at $18 50.

Second hand Edison machines for sale at a bargain.
Parts to fit all machines in stock.

MAYER SILVERMAN, 322 Fulton Bldg.. Pittsburg; Pa.

FOR SALE
One copy of Pathe's Hand Colored Pas-

sion Play, 3,114 feet, in line condition,

S200.00. One Edison hx-Model Moving
Picture Machine in perfect running order,

$50.00. One new model B Gas Machine
witli special Roco Jet burner ^25 00.

SOUTHERN PHOTO &. FILM CO
Athens - - - - C .

Trade Maui Tkadb Maix
BIOGRAPH
FILMS

RELEASED JANUARY 24, 1910

The Honor of His Family
A BIOGRAPH STORY OF THE CIVIL WAR

To the Virginian family pride and honor meant everything, and when old
Col. Pickett bids his son George adieu on the young man's departure for the
front, his injunction was, "My boy, emulate the brave deeds of those who have
gone before you. Be fearless, brave, and fight, fight." George was the last of

a haughty military family, and there was not a prouder man in the South than
the old Colonel as he bid him good-bye. George, however, was not of the same
metal, and when the first skirmish occurred he ran away in fear. What a
shock to the Colonel! His son a coward. The boy enters the home and the
father resorts to desperate means that the honor of the family may remain
unsullied. Taking the body to the field of battle, he makes it appear that he
died, sword in hand, with face toward the enemy.

LENGTH, 988 FEET

RELEASED JANUARY 27, 1910

The Last Deal
A STORY TEACHING A WHOLESOME LESSON

In this subject a most powerful moral is presented against all forms of
gambling, and it is indeed a most convincing lesson to those given to such
follies. A young cashier, at the solicitation of a friend, is induced to try stock
gambling, using his employer's money when his own ran out, with the usual
result. His books to be examined, he confesses to his employer, who grants
his wish for time to make up the deficit. Taking his wife's jewelry, he raises

some money and goes to a gambling parlor in hopes of winning more. Mean-
while, his wife's brother, whom he has never seen, arrives from the West, and
hearing their plight, goes to same parlor with same purpose. He does not
know who it is he is driving to the corner and has finally broke, until he
arrives at his sister's home just in time to prevent a fatality.

LENGTH, 991 FEET
A Full Description of these Subjects will be Found on Another Pag*

Release days of Biograph Subjects— MONDAY and THURSDAY

Qet on Our Mail List and Keep Posted. Write for Our Descriptive Circulars

BIOGRAPH COMPANY
Licensee of the Motion Picture Patents Co.

11 EAST 14th STREET NEW YORK
OEORQE KLEIN E. Selling Agent for Chicago (52 State St., Chicago, 111.).

Films
I have a system of keeping away
from Repeaters No reels older
than one year. This sounds bad

but not half as bad as it is to hand you gunc three
years old.

I am open and frank and tell you what you get
for your money—Try me for a week anyhow. You
can't lose.

PURDY'S FILM EXCHANGE
300 EAST 23d STREET, Cor. 2nd Ave., NEW VURK CITY

EBERHARD SCHNEIDER
Miror Vltae Products," Projectors, Cameras,

Film-Making Machinery, Films, Slides. Mere-
opticons. Specialties, Lens Grinding, etc. Special
condensors, carbons and lugs.

109 East 12th Street, New YorK

»»

"TITLE POSTERS
Are THE Thing for Advertising

MOVING PICTURES
They cost 5c each or by mail 6c. The

full service of one poster for every licensed

subject released for a month costs only

ST. 50 including prepaid delivery charges.

Free Sample for the Asking

TITLE POSTER CO.
231-233 Bowery, New YorK
A Poster for Every Picture
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THE STORIES OF THE FILMS
Do not Show the Photographic or Acting Values. We Carefully Select All the Best for Our Service

COME WITH US AND BE SATISFIED

THE PHILADELPHIA PROJECTION CO., 44 N. 9th St., Philadelphia, Pa.

BIOGAPH COMPANY.
THE HONOR OF HIS FAMILY.—As Shakespeare

said, "Cowards die many times before their death;

tht valiant never taste death but once," so we may
assume that George Pickett, Jr., felt the imaginary
hand of death several times before the real hand's

final clutch. George was the son of old Col. Pickett,

and the last of a haughty military family. The
old Colonel was proud of the records of his ancestors,

and he himself had bravely barred all smirch from
the family 'scutcheon, for to him "life was but a

word, a shadow, a melting dream compared to essen-

tial and eternal honor." The war declared, the

little Southern village make their offering to the

cause—a company of volunteers in command of

young George. There wasn't a prouder man in all

the South than Col. Pickett as he grasped his son's

hand at his departure. His last behest was, "Go,
my boy; emulate the brave deeds of those who have
gone before you. Be fearless, brave, and fight,

fight." Amid encouraging cheers, the fluttering

flags and handkerchiefs of the fair maidens, and to

the beat of the drums, the volunteers march to

their post. The old Colonel is beside himself with
joy, and as his faithful servants gather about him
he exclaims: "Ah! my boy. He's the stuff. The
name of Pickett is still alive." Meanwhile, on the

field an attack is made and the conflict is furious.

Young George is overcome with fear, and deserting

his men runs to safety. Wildly he dashes through

the woods, each volley from the guns striking terror

to his soul. The old Colonel, at home, is viewing
with field-glasses from his window the smoke of the

battle. He sits down with a satisfied air and re-

marks, "My boy, he is leading them on to victory,

and " At this moment young George bursts

into the room and crouches, nearly dead with fear.

At his entrance the old Colonel is stunned, confused

and amazed. He does not realize the cause of his

appearance. At length the truth dawns on him,

verified by the boy's confession that lie ran—a cow-
ard. What a blow to the old father. His boy a

coward. His boy will be hanged as a coward. What
a blot on the honor of his family. As he denounces
his boy a thought occurs to him. "He shall not

hang." Approaching his son. he bids him arise,

lie does, only to fall back mortally wounded.
Hiding his body until nightfall, he then carries it

out to the scene of the skirmish, where he lays it.

sword in hand, facing the enemy's lines, thereby

making it appear that he died in the conflict. The
officers call to extend their sympathy to the old

Colonel for his son's disgrace. This he spurns.

"My son a coward? Never. He is there either

fighting or slain for the cause. Come, gentlemen,

we shall see." Going to the field, they, of course.

find the body, and appearances are favorable for

the son. Returning home, the old man drops into

a chair, crushed and disappointed, his heart break-

ing. The honor of his family remains unsullied;

but, oh, at such a price.

THE LAST DEAL.— In this Biograph subject a

most powerful moral Is presented against all forms
of gambling, and it is indeed a convincing lesson to

those given to such follies, for although the hero
was rescued from his desperation by means of the
game, still the ordeal he passed through was so ter-

rible that he swore never to tempt fate again in

the game of chance. At the solicitation of a friend,

who paints his possibilities in brilliant hues, he uses

his employer's money in stock gambling. His is the
experience of so many others—he loses, and of

course takes more in the vain hope of recouping.
It is the old story. He finds his neck in the noose
of desperation, particularly as he learns that his

books are to be examined by the expert accountant.
Discovery is inevitable, so he confesses to his em-
ployer, who grants him one day to make up the

deficit. It seems hoping against hope, but he goes
home and tells his wife of his troubles and she
allows him to take her jewelry on which to raise

a portion of the amount, but he declares he can
borrow the balance. Pawning the jewelry, he takes
the proceeds to a gambling parlor, with the virtual

impression of at least doubling them. So he enters
Hie game. Meanwhile, his wife at home is praying
that he may be successful in obtaining the amount
of his indebtedness, of course not knowing the
method he has adopted. While she is thus em-
ployed, her brother from the West, whom she has
not seen in years, and who has never seen her

husband, arrives. He notices her uneasiness, and
when he learns the cause, and the short time there

is to make good, pulls out his roll of ready cash,

but finds It far too short of the required amount.
At length an idea strikes him. He is an expert

gambler and will go to the parlor and try his luck.
He enters the game, just as his brother-in-law,
whom he does not know, is enjoying a streak of
good fortune. He has hardly started before things
begin to come his way, and at last the game is

between him and his brother-in-law, the others
having drawn out. Being an experienced gambler,
never losing his nerve, he has the best of it. It
is a desperate battle, ending with the Westerner in
possession of all the chips. The poor husband stag-
gers home, and driven to the wall, is about to
finish it all in the conventional way, when the
Westerner enters. Each now sees who his vis-a-vis
was, and the young man is able to make restitution,
but he loses his position, for he has lost the repu-
tation of trustworthiness. The Westerner, however,
is prosperous and promises to assist him, at the
same time impressing him with the criminal folly

of gambling.

EDISON MFG. CO.
A WOMAN'S STRATEGY.—Nellie, the heroine of

this picture, having been wooed and won by a
young bank clerk, is living in her first great joy
of perfect happiness, unsuspicious of the danger
that threatens them both because of the infatuation
of another employee of the same bank where her
fiance is employed. She is suddenly awakened from
her dream of happiness by the arrest of her loved
one in her own home. This is caused principally by
the accusation of the rejected suitor for her hand
and heart. She believes her lover innocent, though
confronted with what seems to be absolute proof
of his guilt, as the stolen money was found upon
her lover's person. It has been said that nothing
shall be hid, no guilt so secret but what sooner or
later shall be found out. This is clearly shown in

this dramatic picture, and all through so slight a
thing as the pricking of a thumb by a pin. The
wrapper around the stolen bundle of bills has been
tossed aside—it falls into Nellie's hands—the marks
of a thumb print are visible upon its surface. With
this evidence in her possession, a woman's love and
devotion call forth the instinct of a trained detec-
tive, and by the trick of a decoy letter, a sensitized

sheet of music and a woman's wit. the guilty party
is found out. He proves to be her former suitor,

and the picture culminates in the vindication of In-

nocence and the condemnation of guilt.

A GEORGIA POSSUM HUNT.—Br^r Possum has
of late sprung into prominence by reason of the
patronage, actual or supposed, of the President.
This picture shows how lie is hunted 'way down
Georgia. All the action takes place at night, and,
save the last scene wherein the hungry hunters are
devouring possum by the light of the fire, the scenes
are all in the moonlight. The whole hunt has been
photographed from the calling of the darkies to-

gether with the horns on through the various wood
scenes in which the white folks follow and look on,

through the swamps, until finally in the moonlight
the possum is seen climbing a tree to what he fondly
believes is safety. Then the dogs appear, barking
about the foot of the tree, next the darkies and
the lookers-on. and before many seconds the sapling
has been bent, the possum is dislodged, and, after
being rescued from the dogs, is held aloft in tri-

umph. At this point the white folks usually dis-

appear from the hunt, and the subsequent scenes
Show the darkies making merry and dancing while
"possum and taters" are being cooked.
THE SKIPPER'S YARN.—This story deals with

an old fishing skipper who, while standing by his

ship, which is in dock, is accosted by a stranger
who applies to him for work as a common sailor

before the mast. The old skipper takes him aboard,
perplexed by the fact that something in' the
stranger's face recalls other days. He ponders
long and vainly to discover where he has seen this

man Whose face is so strangely familiar. Meeting
him on deck during one of the lonely watches of the

night, while far out at sea, it suddenly dawns
upon him who the stranger is. One day the skipper

comes upon his crew seated around the forecastle

hatch telling yarns. They urge him to tell them
a story, and, with the stranger seated nearby, the

old skipper spins his yarn, which runs as follows:

Twenty years before he and a shipmate landed
upon a foreign shore. There they fell in with an

old Hindoo tattoo-man. They decided to have their

arms and breasts tattooed in the manner of all

sailors. While being tattooed at the old Hindoo's

house, they met his daughter, a beautiful dark-eyed

maiden of the Orient. Both sailors fell in love with

her. but Jack, the teller of the yarn, won her

heart. His shipmate, seized with jealousy, deter-

mined to have revenge. Stealing a hidden letter,

which Jack had written to the girl, he carried it to

the Hindoo, and offered to buy his daughter from

him. The Hindoo rose in all his wrath and at-

tacked the sailor. To protect himself the sailor

grappled with him. The struggle was too fierce for

the old Hindoo, who fell, striking his head vio-

lently upon a stone step, and in a few moments
passed away. The sailor, realizing what he had
done and fearing detection, placed his shipmate's
stolen letter in the dead man's hand and fled. The
letter fastened the guilt upon Jack, who was
seized, thrown into prison and condemned to death.
Escaping from prison, he worked his way out of
the country and danger.
The yarn concluded, the skipper bares his arm

to show the tattoo marks, the mute reminder of
the one romance and tragedy of his life. But what
of the shipmate, a sailor asked; had he ever met
him again'; He had, and that only recently. Sud-
denly turning upon the stranger at his side, the old
skipper pulls back his shirt and exposes to view
the tattoo marks that correspond to his own. The
guilty wretch is found at last. He is seized by his
comrades and dragged below, while the old skipper
sobs out his grief upon the deck.

ESSANAY FILM MFG. CO.
THE MODERN MESSENGER BOY The story

opens in a well-appointed messenger station, with
the usual gathering of messenger boys, romping
joking, playing tricks on each other. "Izzy," our
hero, is the ringleader of the lot, and it is "he who
usually receives the greater number of messages to
deliver, chiefly because the manager wants to keep
him out of the office.

"Izzy's" first assigment is to deliver a message
to one Mrs. Smith-Jones. The lady is dressing for
some social function when "Izzy" arrives, and as
her maid is having her day off, she is having diffi-
culty in buttoning her dress behind. "Izzy" is
pressed into service, and after much experimenting
and exploring about feminine negligee, gets her
dress hooked up, but to the dismay o"f Mrs. Smith-
Jones, "Izzy's" dirty hands have quite ruined the
dress.

With the usual rapidity of the average messenger
boy, "Izzy" moseys along to deliver the other mes-
sages. On the promise of a good tip, "Izzy" prom-
ises to take Dodo, Mrs. Brown's bull pup, for an
airing. While en route Dodo strikes the trail of
a cat, and the messenger boy, unable to manage
the dog, is dragged through the snow and mud,
much to the detriment of his spick and span uni-
form.
Now it happens that the Richleys are giving a

swell banquet at their home, but when they come
to seat themselves at the table discovery is made
that the guests number the unlucky "thirteen."
All agree that it will never do to tempt Fate in
this manner, and the butler is sent ou to invite
the first passerby, and it is "Izzy" who happens
along at this moment. Willingly, indeed, but when
he is asked to make a speech he becomes so en-
thusiastic that he accidentally overturns the table.

"Izzy" makes his escape and then looks over
his other messages to see where he shall go next.
"Call at Mrs. Blinkly's." Mrs. Blinkly, it hap-
pens, has an appointment at her club and wants
"Izzy" to look after her baby. During her absence
"Izzy" endeavors to amuse the baby in feeding it,

and himself, and reading the lurid adventures of
"Old Sleuth." Some time later the mother returns
and "Izzy" continues on his way.

"Izzy," purely as a matter of business, mind you.
visits the house of a young lady of seven years and
escorts her to a party. On the way he protects the
little lady from the insults of a drunken man,
who is considerably worsted in a fistic encounter
with "Izzy."
He next directs an old maid to an address she is

seeking, but considerable confusion results when the
old maid is caught in an avalanche of snow from
the porch of the house she is entering.
After many other adventures, "Izzy" starts on

his return trip to the office. But on the way back
he can't resist snowballing people, with the result
that he leads a merry chase when two gentlemen,
the victims of his icy missiles, try to catch him.
But "Izzy" loses them and enters the office. The
other boys are joking him because of his big day's
work, when they have been comparatively idle, but
they are made envious when "Izzy" exhibits the
fruits of his day's work, several dollars in hard
cash.

AN OUTLAW'S SACRIFICE.—Walt Malone, who
is none other than the "Black Knight," a high-
wayman and night rider who has long baffled the
county sheriff and his many posses, has won the
love of Nona McMahon, posing with her as a cow-
hoy from up country.
The McMahons are in trouble. Crops and cattle

have been bad for several years and old McMahon
has been forced to mortgage the homestead. The
money-lender has been lenient up to this time, but
struck by the beauty of Nona McMahon, he en-

deavors to win her love.

However, she loves Malone and firmly declines
McDermott's offer. McDermott threatens to fore-

close, but the girl is unmoved. The money-lender
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Buy the Best Machine First
The price of an Edison Kinetoscope is simply the price of the best motion

picture machine. The price of a cheap machine is its own price plus the price

of an Edison Kinetoscope, which you are certain to have to buy later.

A cheap machine costs more to operate, requires more repairs, constantly
burning up your profits, and wears out quickly.

EDISON KINETOSCOPE
gives the clearest, steadiest pictures, keeps the same crowd coming night after

night and builds you up a substantial, profitable business.
Why throw away a big proportion of your profits on repairs? Why not

have an Edison and get all the profit there is in it?

Our book, about the Edison Kinetoscope, gives full particulars, and will be
sent you to-day if you'll ask for it—and also a copy of the Edison Kinetogram.

EDISON FILMS
Releases of January 25 and 28

RELEASE OF JANUARY 25

A WOMAWS STRATEGY
& clever girl dlscovera a thumb print upon the wrapper of a bundle of. bills which

By an ingenious nick she
trial. Novel in theme and

App. Length, 975 feet

Drama! Ic

her lover is accused ol Bteallng from the bank where )" is employi
discovers the real thief, upon whom sin fastens the guilt at her lovi

Bplendldlj acted. An Intensely absorbing film.

No. 6579 Code, VESCOVILE
RELEASE OF JANUARY 28

A GEORGIA POSSUM HUNT
Descriptive. A real hunt, carrying the audience through the woods and swamps of Georgia

under the leadership of real negroes, who are entirely natural in their actions. The scenes at

bj moonlight and are indescribably beautiful. The last seem, shows the darkeys enjoying a least

Of "possum and lalei's."

No. 6580 Code, VESCULORUM App. Length. 140 feet

THE SKIPPER'S YARN
Dramatic. An old skipper recognizes among ids crew a former shipmate who) twenty years

before, had fastened a crime upon him in the Orleni which wrecked his life and hist him his

sweetheart. The story of the crime is unfolded in the film, and at the close of the narrative the
skipper dramatically denounces the guilt] man before his males. Superbly enacted and photographed.
No. 6581 Code, VESCULOS

Releases of February I and 4
App. Length, 850 feet

Pilar -Mi

App. Length. 940 feet

App. Length, 350 feet

App. Length, 330 feet

RELEASE OF FEBRUARY 1

A JAPANESE PEACH BOY
(A Japanese fairy story for children, written and portrayed by Mile.

No. 6582 Code, VESCUNTUR
RELEASE OF FEBRUARY 4

HIS JUST DESERTS (Dramatic)
No. 6583 Code, VESEVINUS

THE SURPRISE PARTY (Comedy)
No. 6584 Code, VESCVUS

THE BAD MAN FROM RILEY'S GULCH
No. 6585 Code. VESGUEAR App. Length, 315 feet

ORDER DISPLAY POSTERS OF THESE FILMS FROM YOUR
EXCHANGE OR THE A. B. C. COMPANY, CLEVELAND, OHIO.

Edison Manufacturing Co.
MAIN OFFICE and FACTORY: 72 LAKESIDE AVE., ORANOE, N. J.

New York Office: 10 Fifth Avenue. Chicago Office: 90 Wabash Are.

KINETOSCOPE JOBBERS
Geo. Breck, TO Turk St., San Francisco. P. L. Waters, ll E. 2lst St., New York- City.
Howard Moving Picture Co., 564 Washington St., Lake Shore Film >v Supply Co., 314 Superior Ave.

Boston. N. E., Cleveland.
'.I

i dm Exch. Co., 622 Main si., Kansas City. ('has. A. Calebuff, 1th & Given Sts., Philadelphia.

Office ior United Kingdom: Edison Works, Victoria Road. Willesden, N. W., England.

Dealers in All Principal Cities
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CHEAP
Steel Frame

Theatre Chairs

ABSOLUTELY

Non BREAKABLE
Suitable for small

theatres and Moving
Picture shows We
carry these chairs in
stock and can ship
immediately.

Second Hand Chairs
Also Seating for Oot

of-Door Use.

Address Oept. W,
STEEL FURNTTURE C0.,Gr«Bd Rapids, Mich.

New York Office: 150 Fifth Avenue

Boston Office: 224 Congress St., Boston, Mass.

LECTURES
on Suitable Subjects in Moving Pictures are a
pleasing and attractive feature and always
appreciated by your patrons. The peer and
pioneer of lectures or "picture readings" with

moving pictures is acknowledged to be

W. STEPHEN BUSH
Pleased to correspond with exhibitors

44 North I Oth Street ... Philadelphia, Pa.

FOR SALE Half interest in the lease
and business of a REAL

__i THEATRE. Now playing
Vaudeville and Moving Pictures to good business.

Seating Capacity, 1 100. Belcony, dallery and Lower Floor

15,000 POPULATION 15.000
Drawing population 40 000 In a radius of 6 miles

NntirA Party buyine must take full charge and management of the
nUllCC business, as I am too busy to give it my proper attention.

Address WM. HEXTER, care of Moving Picture World, N. Y. City

Independent Film Service
PIEDMONT FILM EXCHANCE

COLDSBORO, N. C.

Write us today for our Special Offer

No Old Association Films Used
in Our Service Whatsoever, but
Exclusive Independent Films of
the Real Good Kind.

Song Slides Free to Customers
Films, Machines, Songs Slides Constantly

on Hand For Sale

WRITE US TODAY-
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goes to old McMauOU, but the old gentleman swears.
he will go to the poorhouse, sooner than sell his
daughter in that way.

In the meantime Malone has been idle and things
'•wing irksome for him. To make one grand

coup and then quit the game is his desire. He
hears that the mountain stage coach is soon to

carry a large amount of gold for the Western
Express Company to the bank in El Paso, and he
decides to make a try for the loot.

The hold-up occurs at a lonely place in the moun-
tains, but it is not as profitable as he has expected.
Also, he fears that his identity has been discovered.

He returns to his dugout, resolved to see his sweet-
heart and then quit the country, for the time at
leasr.

It is late at night when he rides through the
Uttle Western town and sees the notice posted by the
sheriff of $5,000 for his capture, dead or alive.

Malone shoots down the sign, then rides off to

McMahon's. The girl greets him pleasantly, evi-

dently not having heard that he and the "Black
Knight" are one and the same person and that a

price is set on his head.
Their conversation consists chiefly of plans for

the future, of their love for each other, each one
teasing to divulge what is most on their minds—

-

the MeMahons' financial troubles and Malone's neces-
sity for quitting the country immediately. The girl,

however, is unable to restrain her anxiety and
shows Malone a note from McDermott, stating that
if $5,000 due is not paid by noon to-morrow they
must vacate.
Malone looks thoughtfully at the ground, then

turns to I lie girl and in a straightforward, manly
"way tells her he is the criminal whom the Davis
County authorities are seeking. He insists that no
crime on his slate is worse than his having deceived
her. and insists that he can eradicate it only in

allowing her to turn him over to the sheriff and
claim the reward.

'You've got to do it. Nona," lie insists, thrust-
ing a revolver into her hands. "I'm no good to
you now and—you need the money."
The girl shakes her head emphatically, exclaiming

that she could never do it. But he swears he
will turn himself over anyhow, and is about to

leave, when the girl, thinking that Malone's sacri-
fice is for her mother and father as much as for
her, says she will do his bidding.

"lint I love you and I'll wait for you. even
if it he all my life that you are gone." she whis-
pers as they approach the sheriff's dour.
And a moment later the sheriff opens the door

to find Malone. his hands held high above his head.
Irl with the pistol leveled at him, waiting for

I nn The manacles are slipped on and Malone and
the sheriff go into the jail, while the girl drops
sobbing on the door

GAUMONT.
(George Kleine.)

THE PRICE OF PATRIOTISM.—At the time of
the Civil War In France a Republican officer is in

command of a marching force who have some pris-
oners in charge. These Royalist insurgents are to be
shot the next day.
The wife of the Republican officer arrives just

at the moment when they arc reading the prisoners'
Both the officer ami his wife are much im-

pressed by one of the letters addressed to a prisoner
by In- sweetheart.
The officer's wife makes op her mind to save

riSOner at all costs. Accordingly, as soon as
night iias fallen she assembles the soldiers by sing-
lng the Marseillaise—the Republican national air.

This nn mis.- the men to a great pitch of enthusiasm.
While their patriotic fever is at its height, she
slips away to where the prisoners are hound t.. p.. sis.

and cutting the bonds of the one whose love letters
she had heard read, she sets him free.
The guard comes around a1 about this time, cap-

tures the woman who lias enabled the prisoner to
escape, ami brings her before her own husband the
commanding officer. She is sentenced to be shot,
but at .lit the enemy attacks. She seizes
a flag and rushes on the enemy. At the first volley

Ms. fatally wounded, thus paying "The Price
of Patriotism."

SEASIDE ADVENTURES AT HOME. -Frank is a
man with a great sense of humor. Financial

embarrassment does not worry him. lie wants to
trip to the seaside, bui lack of funds pre-

vents him. Happy thought! Bobby, his landlady's
Uttle hoy. has a tine toy-train. Frank appropriates
it and hitching his trunk on behind, makes a com-
fortable day coach Into which be climbs. Toot!

mi aboard for Coney island! The train
dly around the room, stopping live min-

utes for lunch at a station (his landlady's side-
board). Then the journey is continued to the next

Men, where Fran!; couples on a "sleeper"
• 'i. In which he continues his .journey until
"Coney Island" is reached.
lea i his landing's kitchen, Where Frank has

previously turned on the water faucet and left it

running, -.. that there is now about seven feet of
the room i looks tempting for a swim:

so u.iicii so that Frank retires behind a

paring in a neat bathing suit and plunges Into
i i in ocean," splashing around and enjoying

himself Immensely.

THE GREAT DIVIDE.—Bob Wealherhead. n

young boatman, is In love with Mary, his beautiful
leighbor. Mary's father refuses to give his

it to his daughter's marriage with a boatman

Poor Bob goes away in despair, swearing that he
will never love another girl.

Soon after, Mary falls ill and her father realizes
now that he has broken her heart. He hastens to
fetch her lover, but only brings him back in time
to bid his sweetheart good-bye, as she expires in

his arms. The next scene is forty years later. The
faithful lover has kept his word and never married
or loved another.
A young couple, very closely resembling his dead

sweetheart and himself, as he used to look forty
years ago. come to the ferry and are taken across
the water by the old boatman. After he has landed
them on the further shore, he sits down in his boat
and is lost in sad recollections of his deceased love.

Suddenly she appears to him in a vision, seated at

the stern of his boat. He starts up to clasp her
in his outstretched arms, but she vanishes. He
then falls dead ami the two faithful spirits depart
together across "The Great Divide."
WILD WAVES AT ST. JEAN-DE-LUX.— "Break,

break, break, on thy cold, gray stones, oh Sea!
And I would that my lips could utter the thoughts
that occur unto me!"
These beautiful lines of Lord Tennyson come

spontaneously to the minds of those who see this

film, for no picture could more exquisitely portray
the mighty, restless, irresistible ocean than does

this superb motion picture taken on the rugged
shores of the Basque provinces of beautiful France.
There is a sense of awe and a realization of the
boundless infinity of nature and of man's helpless-
ness and insignificance when we behold the tossing,

dashing, surging billows of the sea as they break
Over I he rocks and the stone bulwarks erected In-

human hands, gradually wearing them down to

fine sand. Xo scene in nature has so powerful an
influence for good or so deeply stirs the heart of
man as the deep and dark blue ocean.

KALEM MFG. CO.
THE MAN WHO LOST.—The romance of a bache

lor. who. al't.r bestowing his blessing upon two
happy young lover-, sees in the reverie that follows

his own love romance of twenty years before re-

acted before his eyes.

Scene I.—The Love Romance of John Fulton's
Adopted Daughter Awakens Old Memories. At the
opening scene we find John Fulton, a well -to-do

bachelor, reading his paper, standing at his back
is his foster daughter, a beautiful young girl. She
is impatiently watching for someone. Fulton notices

her evident expectation and rallies her about it.

As he returns to the pernsal of his paper she crosses
to him and kneel- at his side. She has something
to tell him, but knows not how to say it. Finally

she hides her face and murmurs the name "Bob."
So that is it. Fulton smiles slyly, then as the

thought comes to him that ihis means he is to

lo-c his daughter, his face grows stern. Then it

s.ii. ns again and be gently strokes her head. At
this moment across the law lies Bog Adams.
Fulton greets him. then smiling indulgently, he

passes over the blushing girl to him. Cutting short

their thanks at his ready consent to their engage-
ment, he waves them away. As they stroll away
he watches them for a moment, then returns to his

sea | But all desire to lead is gone. The sight

of these young lovers brings hack to him a vision

of the girl's mother. As he sits looking out he

lives over again those scenes of twenty years ago.

Scene II.- Caroline Meets Her Fate and John
Pulton in a Came of Blind Mall's Buff.

Scene III.—John Proposes to Caroline

Scene IV.—A Month Later—The Stranger Wins
Caroline's Hand. A month has passed, a month of

suffering for John Fulton. He learns that his hope
is blasted when he comes across Caroline and the

stranger in secret conversation. The stranger bend-

ing over her pours out the story of his passion.

Caroline listens in trembling, happy silence. Now
his arm steals around her waist and as she slowly
yields to his pleading he draws her to him until

she is Anally folded ill his arms.
Scene V.—John Learns the Real Character of the

Stranger by Discovering Him Embracing Another
Woman.
Scene VI. -John Warns Caroline Against the

Stranger. Caroline in n burst or anger stamps her
• fool, declare- she i- going to marry the stranger,

anil runs int.. the house crying bitterly. John left

alone, walks sadlv up anil down the garden path.

Scene VII.—"You Will Fight Me for This." A
few days later the stranger and a couple of friends.

all slightly intoxicated, are having a merry time at

one ol the laMe- in front of the tavern when John

Pulton passes in The stranger halts John and
invites him to drink, hut John refuses. At this the

Stranger laughs insultingly and intimates it is be-

cause he has stolen John's girl. John's face pahs
wilh anger as he cries. -Don't you dare mention
her name here." His friends try to stop the

stranger, but he rips out an oath coupled with

Caroline's name. John dashes the contents of a

wine glass into the stranger's face He slarls for-

ward, hut his friends hold him hack. Thoroughlj

sobered, he glares at John and through his set

teeth mutters. "You will fight tne for this." and

John Fulton replies. -'At any time and place."

Scene VIII.—The Duel.
Scene IX. -Caroline's Flight. The next morning

after breakfast John is opening his morning paper
ii hen his mother enters hastily and inquires if he

has seen Caroline. John says "No." At this mo-

ment the maid hands to his mother a note she has

found pinned to Caroline's pillow. It is addressed

to John. He opens it with trembling fingers and
reads Caroline's note of farewell, telling him she

has gone with the stranger. With a cry of pain
John drops to a chair as be realizes his dream of
future happiness with Caroline is over for all time.
Scene X.—A Dying Mother's Bequest. Three years

have passed since that morning when John read
Caroline's not,, of farewell. As be and his mother
are having tea on the veranda, a carriage drives up
to the steps. When his mother hurries back, there
steps from it a middle-aged woman dressed in

black and carrying in her arms a two-year-old baby
girl. She inquires if this is John Fulton, and holds
out a letter. John recognizes Caroline's handwriting
and eagerly tearing it open he reads the dying
Caroline's appeal to him to care for her baby
daughter. With tear-dimmed eyes John takes the
child, and as he sees in its baby face the likeness
to the Caroline he loved so well, he folds it to his

heart while a great light floods his face.

Slowly John Fulton's thoughts return to the pres-

ent. Brushing the tears from his eyes, be rises to

hi- feet and turns to see the lovers returning arm-
in arm from their stroll. He calls and the girl

comes running. She is the baby of the scene just

past. Taking her face in his hands lie gazes at it

fondly. Grasping Bob's hand, he says. "You must
always he good to my little girl." and as he sees

their joyous countenances he smiles happily at the
thought that he has faithfully executed the loving

trust left him by his beloved Caroline of twenty
years before.

LUBIN MFG. CO.
HE GOT RID OF THE MOTHS.—Billy Barker !s

a bachelor occupying a suite on the ground floor of

a fashionable apartment house. An invitation to a

weddine causes him to think of bis dress clothes.

which h, has not had out for a few days. To his

.ii-n ii h. finds that the moths have invaded his

warilr.be and not only the evening clothes but all

his other suits have great holes in the cloth where
the ui-eedi insects have fed. Forgetful of the

weddine. Barker heads for the drug store, where
I
•• demands the strongest moth murdering medicine

they have in stock. The clerk suggests that a

sulphur candle would do the trick, but a single

candle will not satisfy Barker's thirst for revenge.

He buys a whole box and takes them home. He
lights half a dozen and socs off downtown.

A SLIPPERY DAY.—The morning after the hliz-

7ard obi Moiieyton starts to walk to his office, since

the cars are not running and it is impossible to

... 1 ih, automobile out. He is not particularly well

pleased with the idea before he starts, but his dis-

taste I- made positive about seven seconds Inter

i, hen he slios down the slicht terrace that raises

the crass plot above the sidewalk. He is wading

line .ice., in the fioocv snow and it aggravates the

rheumatism that is had enough anyhow in poor

weather. He makes a little progress when he slips

and falls. The fall is in part due to his efforts to

i

- visitor from the rural districts who is com-

,,,.. the other way. He carries the farmer with

him and when he rises is so flustered that he falls

down aeain and takes a few encores for good meas-

ure. He manages to ret his balance and makes slow

progress, but presently he falls nrain and this

time he carries" two young women with him in his

descent. They pelt him with snow and hurry out,

him to regain his feet unassisted. A police-

man is tl >xt victim and the man of the law

takes him into custody for assault, but Moneyton is

unable to keen his feet and carries the policeman

with him in some of bis falls. Rather than take

him all the wav to the station the officer throws

him into a snowbank and leaves him there. Money-

ton goes on his way down the street, spreading

havoc and devastation wherever he goes, until at

|ai) t he is seen crawling on all fours back to bis

own domicile, with Hie determination to transact

his business bv telephone for the day at least, but

the sight of another wayfarer taking a header into

., pil,. of the beautiful snow brings a laugh to his

lips.

THE USURPER.—Francis Scott, a lonely old bach-

elor, dies leaving his extensive fortune to his only

living vela live, his ncohew. Richard Kirby. a Cali-

fornian. Dick is delimited with his good fortune

en while he mourns the death of his uncle, whom
he has never -ecu. for he is engaged to Anne Mar-

lowe, a fellow clerk in the offices of Fern & Co.

Bert Humphreys also loves Anne, but his atten-

tions have been most unwelcome, for he is addicted

to drink, and his familiarity is resented by Dick

when he lipsilv seeks to steal a kiss from the girl.

Bert is resentful of flick's good fortune and plans

will, -,.i,ie of hi- cronies to abduct his successful

rival and with the papers of identification go to

New- York and rcoresent himself as his heir. The

plan succeeds, ami Pick, bound hand and foot, is

held a prisoner in a cabin in the woods near bis

SUburgan home across the hay from Sail Francisco.

Bert ha- no trouble in usurping Pick's place with

the law firm and begins to spend money royally.

trusting to his ae lices to hold pick a prisoner

until he has had hi- fling in New York and is ready

to take Bight with the bulk of the estate. But the

c.n in. bib . in a drunken quarrel while Pick has

his bond- loosened that he may eat. and with quick

action the prisoner overcomes his jailers, secures

their revolvers and esc: -, He makes his way to

Vnne'S home to learn Ilia' si,,, has 1 lie alarmed

at his silci.ee and has left for New York to search

lor him. He arranges with the manager of Fern

\- Co. to accompany him to New York, where he

,1, niices the usurper, who is turned over to the

police whih in. i: aud Inne, reunited, plan a speedy

marriage.
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PATHE FRERES
Will Release

THE—

POSTMISTRESS
Length, 918 Feet

A vivid portrayal of a most dramatic story. The
Postmistress—a widow—in order to save the life

of her child, pilfers some of the government's funds
to pay the stony-hearted doctor. The same day
the Postal Inspector arrives to audit her accounts.
How the poor widow is saved from disgrace makes
as pretty and pathetic a story as has ever been
presented in moving pictures.

Released Wednesday, Feb. 2nd, 1910

BE SURE AND GET THIS ONE!

For Other Releases see the Bi-WeeKly Bulletin

Watch for the announcement of

In Ancient Greece
To be released soon by

PATHE FRERES
NEW YORK

41 West 20th Street

CHICACO
35 Randolph Street

NEW ORLEANS
813 Union Street

Pacific Coast Agency—Turner & Dahnken, 136 Eddy Street,
San Francisco, Cal.

Get Tour Posters from the A. B. C. Co., of Clevland, Ohio

FILMS
HOWARD MOVING PICTURE CO.

FILMSRepair Work a Specialty. Agents (or Motiograph, Power's
and Edison Machines. Supplies and Sundries.

Boston Mass.
Incorporated 1908.

564 Washington
Established 1894.

Street, -

(Opposite Adams House).

Moving Picture Theatre For Sale

In town of 20,000. Best location and
finest equipped. Vaudeville facilities.

Don't miss this chance. Address

J. E. B., Care of Moving Picture World

WANTED TO BUY
500 Reels of subjects at all

prices and quality; Inde-
pendent films preferred.

CHAS. STREIMER
60 West 14th Street N. Y. CITY

II 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

1

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

1

-

ISLIDESI
of Highest Quality :

LATEST SONC SETS
; The Spot That My Heart Calls Home.

The Fiower ot Singapore. Z
ZJ K.ttyOrey. ™
— The Wreck of tha Good Ship Love. Z
3 In The City Where Nebody Cares.
— I Rather Say Hello Than Say Oood Bye. 5
S I Love My Steady. But I'm Crazy About —

My Once In Awhile.
Zi Candy
™ I Have Got Something In My Eye. _
Z Kitty. J— Chasing The Eagle. m
S It I Thought You Wouldn't Tell. ™
" Anywhere. —
Z I've Got Ring* On My Fingers And Bella

jjj

On MyTaes.
Z Amlna. Z

High class slides mad* and colored to I

Z order from prints and negatives —

Scott tSL Van Altena
Z 5<t Pearl St., New York City 5
TillllllllllllllllllllMIIIIII""" 1""?

NEW SLIDES
For the Following Songs—JUST OUT

When the Daisies Bloom.
Shaky Eyes.
Mandy How Do You Do.
Margarita.
Love Me Dreamy Eyes.

Nora Malone.
By the Light of the Silvery Moon.
There's Nothing Else in Life Like

Love, Love, Love.
Take Me Back to Sunshine Land.

Mary you're a Big Girl Now.
My Dream of Long Ago.
When I Fell in Love With You.
Rosenbaum.
When You've Won the Only Girl You

Love.
Just a Girl Like You.
In the Harbor of Sunshine and Love.

Round Up.
Would You be Satisfied, Sally?

You'll Come Back.

Put On Your Old Grey Bonnet.

Heinz.

DeWITT C. WHEELER
120 W. 31st St., N. Y. City

Canadian Exhibitors

Looking for a first-class film

service, write the Crystal

Palace Film Exchange for

particulars. We handle both

Licensed and Independent
films and can give you a
right up-to-iate service. We
own and operate the most
successful Moving Picture

Theaters in Canada.

Located at

141 Yonge Street, Toronto.

331 St. Lawrence Blvd., Mont.

27 King Street East, Hamilton.

Agents for Power's and Edlsan
Machines.

Crystal Palace Film Exchange

141 Yonge Street. Toronto, Can.
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CUPID, D.D.S.—Just because he has money is no
reason why a man should not have the toothache as
well, and Stockson has a tooth that seems to ache
clear down to his toes. He paces the library like

a newly caged lion, while an anxious valet dodges
books and bric-a-brac and nrges a visit to the
dentist. Argument at last prevails and Stockson
starts for the dental office as cheerfully as a small
boy on his way to the woodshed with father. Dr.
Flip, the dental surgeon, boasts the D.D.S. that
marks the expert, but he has a lot of trouble get-
ting at the molar and has to tie his patient into
the chair before he can even touch the aching tooth.

The roots hold and Stockson makes a few comments
on Flip's skill that brings Daisy, Flip's assistant
and the girl he wants to marry, on the scene. She
is shocked at the language, and to cut short the
performance prevails upon Flip to let her have a
trial. She gives one skillful twist and the deed
is done; but Daisy has extracted more than a
bi-cuspid from the rich client, for she drew his

heart as well. He returns to see her again and
prevails upon her to become Mrs. Stockson, while
Flip advertises for an assistant and is particular
to specify that it shall be a man.

ADORING AN AD.—Jack Boyer starts for town
from his suburban home and while waiting for the
train buys a magazine to while away the time
while he is getting his shoes shined. He idly turns
over the advertising pages and is struck by the
beauty of one of the models shown in a cut. He
becomes so engrossed in her good looks that he is

oblivious of the arrival and departure of the train.

and when reminded of this fact can only reward
his informant with a sight of the pretty face.
There is no manufacturer's address on the adver-
tisement, so Jack seeks the publisher of the maga-
zine for information, and his persistence brings
him the address of the advertising firm which
placed the ad. They in turn send him to the pho-
tographer who took the picture, and who sells the
address. But the address is incorrect, for the
model has moved, and Jack is forced to give up
the chase. At last, when he has abandoned hope,
he encounters his divinity on the street, but his
joy in the meeting is tempered by the fact that
she is in charge of two small children. They are
not her own. Her married sister comes out of the
house to claim the kiddies and Jack persuades the
little model to be married right away.

MARBLE QUARRYING IN TENNESSEE.—Ten-
nessee marble is famous the country over and there
is a demand for it even in Europe, where the clean
grained stone is much appreciated. This industrial
tells, in remarkably clear photography, the pro-

cesses used in quarrying the stone. Intelligent cap-
tions explain the processes without delaying the
movement of the film and add greatly to the in-

terest of the spectator. An industrial always serves
as a welcome interruption in the succession of dra-
matic stories, particularly when, as in the present
instance, the subject possesses the artistic value of

a scenic release.

THE FLIRTO-MANIAC—A wealthy man, whose
peculiar mental kink leads him to make violent
love to every woman he meets, is confined in a
sanitarium, from which he manages to escape by
locking his keepers into a wardrobe. He assumes
the auto togs of the superintendent and fares forth
upon the street, where he encounters many strange
nuventures. His insanity leads him to perform the
most ridiculous stunts, and finally he is pursued by
a bevy of old maids, who have heard that he is

hiding in the park and go in search of him.

PATHE FRERES.
TESTING THEIR LOVE.—Two chaps are in love

witli the same woman, the Countess Charming, and
both happen to call on her at the same identical
hour, each armed with a huge bouquet. She re-

ceives both swains very graciously, but gives neither
very much encouragement, as she puts little faith
in their avowals of love. They sit one on eacfa Bide
of tier, glaring at each other over her head, for
each feels If the other were not present he would
be successful in winning the lady. After a most
uncomfortable half hour for all parties concerned the
discouraged lovers decide to take their leave. Just
;is they reach the gate, however, the butler stops
them, handing each a note from the countess, who
lias decided to test their love in rather an unusual
way, so bids them go with her the next day on
their wheels to her Summer estate, where she will
give them a chance to prove their devotion to her.
The bicycle party starts oft" the following morning,
and when they reach her chateau she tells them
that she has decided to marry t lie one who will
ride through the stone wall enclosing the place
head first. The boldest appearing of the two
bravely mounts his wheel and makes a dash for
the trail, bnt when he reaches it he gets cold feet
and stops si nek still. The other lover then tries
and goes crashing through the stone enclosure with-
out injuring a hair of his head, as the countess
had an opening in the wall covered up with paper
made to represent stone, in order to test the love
of her admirers. The brave fellow gets his reward
and is taken to the heart of bis adored one, on
whom his bravery has made a great impression.

A VISIT TO BOMBAY.—Seeing this wonderfully
colored film Is the next best tiling to paying a
visit to this fine Indian town. Views of both the
old and new city are given, and while the former
is the most picturesque, the latter, of course, Is

better built, possessing really fine up-to-date build-
ings, such as the Anglican church and the big mar-

ket. Various mosques and pagodas are also seen.
The street scenes are of course most unusual and
therefore interesting to foreigners. The natives
in their loose, gaily colored trousers walking about
in their bare feet with up-to-date buildings on every
side of them seems indeed incongruous. One of
the most interesting things in the film are the won-
derful Elephanta caves hewn out of the mountain
and which are visited daily by crowds of tourists.

THE BAREBACK RIDER.—With a smile of an-
ticipation on his face Clown Toddie on coming from
the circus hastens to his little home, where the two
he loves best on earth are awaiting him—his beau-
tiful wife, the well-known bareback rider, and his
little daughter. But there is a peck of trouble in
store for the clown, although he never suspects it,

and the cloud bursts when he picks up a note left
for him at his home, telling him to keep an eye
on his wife and signed "A Friend" (this "friend"
being the ringmaster, whose attentions Toddie's
wife had refused to accept). This comes like a
thunderbolt to poor Toddie, who thinks his wife
an angel. They have always been like lovers to-

gether and their one thought is to save enough
money to educate their little daughter and prepare
her for a life very different from their own in the
cirens ring. For a moment Toddie wrestles with
himself. He can't believe evil of his wife and
he won't believe it. But still after a while he
decides to watch her to prove to himself and the
unknown "friend" that she is without fault. A
view is given of the triumph of the bareback rider
in the ring, where her feats meet with storms of
applause, and we see her greeted with warm hand
clasps by the circus people as she comes behind
the scenes after her turn. The next view is where
the veil is lifted from Toddie's eyes, for, deter-
mined to carry out his plan regarding his wife, he
visits their little home at an hour when he knows
she thinks he is at the circus and sad to relate
rinds her entertaining the man who has broken up
their home. Stung to the quick, the clown orders
the unfaithful woman from his house, and notwith-
standing her pleading refuses to let her remain
under his roof. Toddie is soon called to do his

turn in the ring, and with his heart breaking he
must needs leap into the sawdust and with his
wonderful grimaces make everybody present laugh.

One of his stunts is a trapeze act, but while on
the rope at the tiptop of the building his fevered
imagination calls up a picture of the wife he has
lost, smiling and encouraging his rival. The audi-
ence sees that something is wrong with the clown,
and in a twinkling he comes tumbling down in their
midst, the thought of his troubles being more than
lie could bear. He is carried out with tender care
by the circus people while another scene is intro-

duced that there may be no hitch in the show. One
year later we see a crippled old man accompanied
by a pinched and unhappy looking little girl beg-
ging outside of a fashionable restaurant. A richly

dressed woman and her escort having just driven
up. their automobile stops a moment while the
woman gives the beggars a coin. Both father and
daughter recognize the woman, although she does
not seem to know them, sickness and poverty hav-
ing wrought such a change in them since this very
woman broke up their happy little home. The
little girl pleads with the clown to let her go to

her mother and beg her to come back to them, but
he stubbornly refuses. The little one steals out,

however, and hurries back to the restaurant, where
she manages to sneak in to where her mother is

dining with a rollicking party. The woman notices
the little one as she enters and before long recog-

nizes her as her own child and clasping her to her
breast begs her to take her to her father. The
film closes with the happiest of scenes showing the
happy father, the repentant mother and brave little

daughter united forever and a day.

THE PAINTER'S SWEETHEART.—An artist

while sketching In the woods one day is set upon by
a band of brigands and taken prisoner. His little

sweetheart wonders sorrowfully why her lover stays
away from her so long until a youth comes to her
and tells her the news of the artist's capture. The
girl makes up her mind immediately to disguise her-

self as a hoy and join the cutthroat band. She
bravely goes to their camp and offers her services.

As a test of her courage she is blindfolded and
handed a dagger and told to stab a man who is

tied to a tree. They lead her to the tree and she
makes the fatal thrust, thinking herself a murderer.
She is greatly relieved, however, when the bandage
is removed from her eyes to find that it was all a
ruse to try her courage and that she had sunk the

knife into the bark of the tree instead of into a

human breast as she had thought. Complimenting
her on her bravery, the brigands now look upon
her as one of their own. Watching eagerly for an
opportunity to speak a word in private with her
lover in order to plan his escape, fortune favors
the girl when one day she is told to keep an eye
on their prisoner. They go off together, she pre-
tending all the while to dog his footsteps while the

Others are about. When her chance comes she lets

him flee and then runs breathlessly back to the
ramp to tell the men their bird has flown. She
accompanies them as they hurry after him and
manages to throw one of them over a precipice

while she outwits the others and after an exciting
chase she Joins her lover and they hasten away to

safety.

FICKLE FORTUNE.—Poor Muggs being penniless
and hungry decides that he must find some way out
of his difficulties or starve to death, so looking over
the contents of a garbage can he finds a broken

statue, which he uses to good advantage. Holding
the broken head on his shoulders, he stations him-
self at a corner and awaits his chance. In a short
time along comes a man intently reading his paper
and not looking where he is going. Our friend goes
back a few steps and manages to be turning the
corner from the opposite direction just as the
newspaper reader turns also. The consequence is

that there is a collision and the head of the statue
goes flying through the air. The owner of same
moans and sighs that he will have to pay for the
valuable article and so works upon the other man's
sympathies that the latter finally gives him what
he claims the statue is worth and hurries on. Muggs
hugs the coins to his breast and as he passes a
window he notices a maid cleaning a gentleman's
coat. She leaves the window for a moment and our
friend gently pulls the garment down and puts his
own threadbare one in its place. He now decides
to look for a hat. He soon finds one, as he notices
a man with a very stunning top hat sauntering
through the park and evidently looking for a seat.
Muggs hovers near him and just as he is about to
sit down on a bench he places his stovepipe under
him and cries out when the unconscious stranger
squashes it beyond recognition. Being a kind-
hearted fellow, the stranger offers his admirable
headpiece to Muggs in exchange for the one be
ruined. Decked out in his swell coat and hat,
Muggs is now ready to present himself at a fash-
ionable restaurant. The waiters fly to his call and
he partakes of a most satisfying meal. When he
has finished and the bill is presented he finds to
his horror that he left the money he got for the
statue (every cent he had in the world) in the
pocket of his old coat he substituted for the one
he is now wearing. He therefore becomes seized
with terror and flies from the place.
When the waiter discovers that he has gone with-

out paying his bill he hurries with the news to
the proprietor, who finds the guest's coat and hat
still on the peg and going through his pockets finds

a large sum of money. Accompanied by the waiter,
the proprietor hurries after the absent-minded guest.

The latter, on seeing them running in his direction,

thinks, of course, that they are going to have him
arrested and runs all the faster. They finally

catch up with him, and he is just about to throw
himself on his knees and beg for mercy when the
proprietor hands him the coat and the banknotes,
and Muggs. taking in the situation at a glance,

haughtily thanks the proprietor, and after handing
him the amount of his bill struts along thinking
what an awfully lucky dog he is after all.

SELIG POLYSCOPE CO.
HIS VACATION.—A clerk in a large commercial

business company is officially notified that he is at

liberty to take his two weeks' vacation. Much
elated, he informs his fellow-clerks of the good
news. Upon reaching his home, his wife, having
vacation ideas of her own, immediately sets him
to work. Of course the back-yard fence needs
whitewashing. This he does, and is almost happy
in the task. Just done with this bit of muscular
improvement, when she is aware of the fact that

there is quite an amount of aprons and other ma-
terial to be washed The clerk's vacation progresses
accordingly, whereas he had dreams of fishing tackle,

rod and running brooks. Scarcely through with
this work when he. remonstrating, is placed at

work with the lawn-mower, for assuredly the grass
has grown a bit too high. Finally, after having
taken up the carpets, cleansed and beaten them,
the astonishing news is brought to him by his wife
that the stove-pipe is smoking. Now, he has never
known that pipe to smoke before, and he longed
for a pipe of his own, but tobacco was a luxury
that his vacation did not permit of, so to the
kitchen lie goes, and in his endeavors, well meant
but ill spent, he topples with stove-pipe and all

to the floor. Absolutely exhausted, Mr. Clerk's
wife assists him to bed. A physician is called, who
administers drops none too palatable, and after

:i day's rest the clerk, with hands and muscles
sore, gladly returns to his place of employment,
willing to remain there for the future, with pen
and pencil and no vacation.

THE RANCH KING'S DAUGHTER.—In the hurly-

burly of American life people are apt to forget the

history of their own country. The material progress

and wealth that required so many decades to clear

of obstruction has been so dazzlingly immense as to

GALEHUFF
A riember of the

FILM SERVICE ASSOCIATION

Headquarters for only tbe best oi latest

FILMS and SONQ SLIDES. No junk.

MACHINES, SUPPLIES, Etc.

LATEST SONQ SLIDES
$5.00 per set

N. E. Cor. 4th & Green Streets,

PHILADELPHIA. PA.
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NATIONAL TICKET COMPANY
Stock Tickets, 6 Cent*

tShamokin, Pa.

F. C.TAYLOR, 51 West 28th St., New York City

We have on hand at all times second hand machines in A J

CONDITION at prices equal to one-half of original cost.

We are also Agents for The Motiograph and American Mov-
ing Picture Machines, and carry a large stock of accessories.

Our Operating School meets every Monday, Wednesday and Friday evening.
Complete course, $15.00. We positively guarantee you a $15.00 position.

CALL, WRITE, OR 'PHONE I40S MADISON SQUARE

INTERNATIONAL FILM COMPANY 110 WEST 34th STREET
NEW YORK

NOTE OUR
SPECIALTY

Al Films at 2 cents
per foot

Dealers in Films, Moving Picture Machines, Carbons, Tickets, Song Slides,

Announcement Slides and everything pertaining to the Moving Picture business.

Want to Buy lOOO Reels Independent Film

INDEPENDENT
"Wo rent new Films. Handle all the leading MaKes, both AMERICAN AND

FOREIGN; beautiful Posters; exclusive Feature Service. Write for prices.

CINCINNATI FILM EXCHANGE, 214-16 West 5th Street, CINCINNATI, 0.

KEEP YOUR |P ON US
AMERICAN FILM BROKERS-Cerman Savings Bank Building

147-157 4th Avenue, New York City
300 sets second-hand Song Slides from $1.50 up. Films like new very cheap. Announcement Slides, Machines and Accessories
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PITTSBURG McKENNA NEW YORK
Did you get one of our

NEW CATALOGS?
Prepared especially for the man who wants

information concerning

Brass Railings, Picture
Easels, Grilles, Etc.

WRITE NOW TO

McKENNA BROS. BRASS CO.
1st Ave. and Ross Street

PITTSBURU
"It's the Front that

Attracts the Business"
238 Rroadway
NEW YORK
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Fascinate the present with such allurements as to
£ive little time for thought to the agencies that
rendered the present prosperous conditions of the
great ranch owners possible. The factors in the
last, most excitingly strenuous: the most personally
dangerous and the most effective period in the re-

moving <>f these ohstructions are many of them
still lingering ou the scene, but the great busy pub-
lic, fur from the noise Of the turmoil and struggle,
are apt to forget the toll, peril and hardships of
the class who redeemed from actual barbarism that
vast unutilized territory which now forms a portion
of this great American commonwealth—the once
Wihl West. Half the thrilling story of the heroism
and sacrifice will never—can never— be told. Such
object lessons as this picture gives throw a vivid
light on the written history that cannot fail to

be of great value to all. but especially lo youth,
l<] to their interest in books treating of those

chapters of our national annals. The history of the
plans dating back to the vivid days of the wander-
ing buffalo herds, the cattle rustlers and the echo
of the coyote from the sage brush of the foothills.
These are the incidents upon which are based the

Of -"Tlii' Ranch King's Daughter." having for
its heroine J'.ossio. the daughter of the Ranch
King, loved by all alike. She has two suitors
cue the foreman of the ranch and the other an
employee, who in reality is the leafier of tin

rustlers. The latter, seeing that his suit is 1111

productive of gain, bits upon a plan of revenge
Accordingly she is seized and carried to the Indian
stockade. A thrilling rescue by her preferred ad
1

11 entailing a desperate running light and final

safe arrival home, culminates in a happy reunion
Lazarro, the cattle rustler, meets justice 'it lb,

hands of the faithful cowboys, who would havt
died to save the daughter of their master.

VTTAGR/\PH COMPANY.
THE f

,
- T""r - >TD THE JUDGE.—In the parlor of

a Soutl'o—' •"ision a girl is seen scaled at the
piano, ' lining the keys, as if expecting

me. '<' father is sitting on the veranda
reading. Two rival suitors for the girl's hand
arrive at about the same time ami are shown into
thl parlor. She a-Dpears to favor each alike and

asS her to chouse between one or the other
just as her father enters the room, anil she sidles
co 10 him and Intimates that this is her choice
Both arc discomfited.

While the younfi lady is dismissing one eallei
the other accompanies the father into his study,
where he is shown a collection of antique firearms
in the center of the table on which the weai -

are displayed there a bo stands a large microscope
The young man here begs the father for the band
of his daughter, but is told that he lirsl must win
her heart, and loud words are spoken. The young
man al last apologizes and departs. While he is

1 1
lie neM room. locking up his hat. gloves and

he bears a report of a gun and
rushes bark into Hie study lo find the fathei shol

h the heart ami a smoking pistol on the table
daughter, her other suitor, who happens also

1 I" the district .iudge. and the servants all rush
and the natural Inference is that the obi man

has been shot by the rival suitor. He vehemently
protests his innocence-, but Ibc evidence is against
I in and he is placed under arrest.
As the man is a friend of the imlfc. although

1
1

in love, the judge cannot believe it pos-
sible thai a crime has been committed, and be sits

down lo trj ami solve the problem. As he dees si,

he accidentally places his hand under the micro
- and receives < sharp burn. This sels him
thinking. Is it nosslble that this could have dis-

charged Hu- pistol? lie closes the doors ami places
powder in the nan of the old pistol and he

iii- ii down in its former position. In a moment
there is a flash. The mystery is solved. lie is

about to rush out and proclaim the innocence of his
rival u 1 , n be stops and Ihinks. "No. t'mler the
cloud of L'nilt he is no longer a rival. I am his
judge and can he merciful -but the girl must be
mine."

TI is mind is si ill unchanged when the trial takes
place, and when the iury finds the prisoner guilty "I

1 1 in jin've pronounces the sentence.
tine month later, as ibc judge Is calling on the

girl, she slums him a letter from the ther nf
the condemned man:

1 rest Virginia: All bone is lost. I begger1
the Oovernor en mi knees to nity the agony of a

1- breaking heart and pardon my son. but he
refused Mj boy's innocent young life will bl

t.i ken."
At ML'ht el' Ibis Ibe jndire breaks down ami con

lo lb. girl that his rival was Innocent, but
that his great love for her temnted him to concenl
tin- proof, 'fliis be te.w feverishly exolalns to her,
as be shows her Ibc ni icroscooc and Ibc position of
the pistol, and they both hasten to 1 1 1, Governor';
Office, where lb,, neither is making a last anneal
The Governor has again refused, when the 111,1 ,

enters and exnlaln* i" the Oovernor. who hastily
Writes a pardon, which Ihe indue himself lakes lo

the prisi

And hen- comes Ihe auliclimnv lo Ibis absorbing
story. 'flic girl has I', ,1b,wed and ei ne- ra I ill a les the
prisoner on his release, but she realizes thai now
is the time she must make her choice. \s the
judge bows bis head in humiliation and turns away
slip realizes Ibc depth of n love thai had tempted
the judge from the Path of honor, and placing her
hand In his she tells him that he Is her .choice,
while the discharged prisoner sadly gives them his

1 I nbi I inns

KALEM FILMS
Issue of January 28, 19 JO

99"THE MAN WHO LOST
LENCTH 930 FEET Approx

is a great dramatic production by the KALEM COMPANY'S SOUTHERN STOCK COMPANY.
It is a story of intense heart interest in which it is proven that a loser may at the same lime
be a victor. And it is the work of those sterling actors whose portraits tire now available for every
first-class licensed house in America.

The Lobby Display Fame
is the biggest kind of a hit. Orders ate pouring in on us from every side, and we are now com-
pelled lo announce thai THE FIRST ORDER FROM EACH CITY WILL RECEIVE IMMEDIATE
ATTENTION. Later orders will have to wait their turn. Price. SHI. ach, f. 0. b. New York.

Two Kalem Reels Each Week
I'liiuii

,11 W'eibl,
g wilh the first week in February, we will put out two great headlir
.and Friday. Note these lirsl issues and order them of your exchange

February 2—THE STEPMOTHER (Dramatic)
February 4—THE LITTLE OLD MEN OF THE WOODS (Mystery)
February 9—THE CONFEDERATE SPY (War)
February 11—THE ENCHANTED BROOK (Fairy Comedy)

Kalem posters can be obtained from your
exchange or by mail from the A. B. C. Co.,

of Cleveland, O.

Free Descriptive Lectures Sent to all

Applicants

KALEM CO., Inc.
Eastman Kodak Building

235-237-239 WEST 23rd STREET
NEW YORK CITY

LUBIN FILMS
RELEASED MONDAY, JANUARY 24, 1910.

Cupid, D. D. S.
Given a millionaire with an aching tooth, an unskilled dental surgeon and tin able woman

assistant. Ihe opportunity for comedy is plentiful ami adroitly handled. TI lever little assistant

throws ihe dentist over for ibc millionaire ami everyone is happy but the tooth expert. Plenty of

live comedy and a thread of dainty sentiment. LENGTH. 340 FEET.

Adoring an Ad.
Ever sec .a pretty girl staring mil tit yon from the advertising pages of a magazine and wonder

Who site «as': 'Ibe ben, of this story fell in love with a Hair Health girl and was led a merry

chase, but it was not until be had given up that an accidental encounter revealed bet to bis

delighted gaze. An unusual storv told in unique fashion bv means of good acting and photography
as good. LENGTH, 515 FEET.

RELEASED THURSDAY. JANUARY 27, 1910.

Marble Quarrying in Tennessee
This time the Industrial lakes precedence over its companion subject, uoi because the comedy

is not its strong, bul because these Interesting seems from the heart of the famous Tennessee

marble bell are mil of the ordinal \ The processes are clearly explained in terse captions and the

release is oi f exceptional attractiveness. Some of the quarry views are worthy the painter's

brush. LENGTH, 441 FEET.

The Flirto=Maniac
That's another name for a man with a sentimental brain-storm. This one escaped from the

sanitarium and went al t making love to every woman he saw. The sanitarium officials feared

thai some woman might be fooled into marrying him before they learned of his insanity, but the

shoe was on the other foot. Even a ilirln maniac could not stand Ihe bevy of "hi maids who pur-

sued him. and he sought refuge in the asylum after a lively chase. LENGTH, 420 FEET.

Send for catalogue of our 1910 machine

LUBIN MANUFACTURING COMPANY 926-928 MARKET STREET
PHILADELPHIA. PA
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Independent Films.
GREAT NORTHERN.

ANARCHISTS ON BOAED.— I'rlnce Albert Is sent
as kliiK'.s messenger to a foreign country on an im-
portant diplomatic mission, and carries with iilm
HUM very valuable documents. Some anarchists
baring beard of this royaga nice, plot to
aaaaaainate Dim, and bribe one of bis servants to
fornlab tbem with the particulars of the contem-
plated Journey. Hill servant o\eiliears a conver-
sation between tlie prime and his accompanying
staff of detectives, and accordlut; to tills news-
« lie anarcblstB manage to board the steamer Sla-
vonla, on which the prince Is to travel. Hidden
In a large packing case, In which they were
smuggled on hoard, they escape the observation
of any of the ollicers or crew. The only one who
la suspicious of the case is the wireless operator,
and be calls the attention of the captain to It, but
Is not listened to. The anarchists have little diffi-

culty in prowling around the steamer, and in placing
their infernal machine, which Is regulated to blow
up the steamer at a certain hour, so as to give
them plenty of time to escape the disaster. In
the meantime, however, the police on shore happen
to hear of the affair, and arrest the servant, who
confesses everything. With the aid of the wireless
telegraph, a message is sent out to sea, informing
the captain of the news. But the difficulty for
the captain is to And the place where the machine
Is placed, and he is now vexed that he did not
listen to the advice of the wireless operator. In
feverish haste the whole boat Is searched, during
which time the anarchists take advantage of the
excitement and escape In a small boat, and now
can be seen in the distance from the ship. A num-
ber of the crew volunteer to give chase, and a boat
is lowered and the race commences between the
two boats. The crew's boat finally succeeds in
catching up with the anarchists, and after an
exciting combat the anarchists are taken prisoners.
On their return to the steamer, they are at pistol's
point forced to tell where they have concealed the
infernal machine and the time of the explosion.
The wireless operator is in an almost exhausted
condition after the search, but he fearlessly picks
up the bomb and throws it overboard, after which
the strain proves too much for him and he sinks
to the deck unconscious. He soon recovers, how-
ever, and is handsomely rewarded by the prince for
his pluckiness.

NEW YORK MOTION PICTURE CO.
HIS IMAGINARY CRIME.—It is a bad game to

run when a crisis is at hand, as will be demon-
strated by this film. A young chap sees a man
forcing his attentions upon a woman, and upon
going to her aid becomes involved in some angry
words with the man. As a final result, the young
fellow picks up a rock, which he throws, and the
other man falls to the ground. Fearing he has
killed his opponent, and at the girl's suggestion,
he runs away. Other people who have come upon
the scene start after. He jumps on a freight train
and rides some distance; then we see him dragging
himself from place to place, becoming hungry, tired,
and looking most miserable. He enters a Western
town, the marshal of which is talking, and when
casually pointing, happens to look at the poor trav-
eler, who darts off. This arouses suspicion, and
he Is again pursued. He finally is lodged on a
ledge of a precipice, from which situation it seems
almost Impossible to escape. In the meantime a
young Western girl starts from her home to shoot
game, and comes to the precipice; she sees the
young man's doilemtna. and saves him with her
lariet. Both mount her horse and return to her
home, where he is refreshed. In great perturba-
tion, he tells of his supposed crime. The Westerner
claps bim on the shoulder and goes into the house.
When he again crimes out he brings with him a
paper, which instills new life in our young friend,
who finds that he merely bruised the man. and
Instead of being a fugitive from justice, is really

a hero. It Is an easy conclusion to guess—a few
month! later, the Western girl and he are* Joined in

wedlock.

A ROMANCE OF THE PRAIRIE.—Cupid evi-
dently whispered In the ear of Kay's horse that
the time to run away had come, for the animal,
without warning, startB off, almost pulling Ray
out of the wagon. However, her fate, In the shape
of a cowboy, sees the runaway, and after a hard
ride stops the horse, and volunteers to drive Kay
home. Upon reaching the ranch, Kay explains the
circumstances to her father, who, in deep gratitude,
thanks the cowboy. A few months hence when
the father sees them together on the porch, and
learns that they love each other, be becomes angry,
refuses his consent to a wedding, and takes bis
daughter Into the house. The persistent lover
next plans for an elopement, and when Kay con-

Bents to the arrangement, he steals up to the
ranch with an extra horse for his sweetheart. She
makes her escape from her home through the win-
dow, and off the yrlde. The Chinese servant, how-
ever, sees them go and Informs the father. The irate

parent decides to follow after, and rousing his

cowboys, all start In pursuit. Meantime Ray and
her lover are riding as hard as they can to reach
the office of the Justice of Peace. The father,
with his followers. Is on their trail, the former
smileless, the others Jovial. Ray and her companion
rouse the Justice and are being pronounced man
and wife, when the father enters. He 1b obliged
to forgive and bless the couple, who receive hearty
cheers from the other boys.

Ington; that be should come home at once and
marry the girl to whom he is engaged. The
realization of the great bearing this has on bis
love for the Filipino girl overwhelms him, and he
sinks into a chair, dropping the letter to the floor.

In this be has not been unobserved, for the girl

has been peering in through the lattice, and now,
stealthily, she picks up the letter.

Meanwhile, the lieutenant, pacing the room, la

Buffering untold tortures. Thrice he resolves to leave
and thrice be resolves to stay. Finally, as the time
for departure draws near, be follows the call of
bis love and cables home tbat he will come, but
with another bride!
Handing the cable to the corporal, be Bets out

to tell the dusky beauty the news. And none too
soon does he arrive, for, her heart strings torn
asunder by the prospects of the bitter disappoint-
ment, she is about to end it all with one thrust
from the keen blade she holds in her hand. And
the Rose Is saved for both of them.

INDEPENDENT M. P. CO.
NEVER AGAIN.—When an anti-drink crusader

get* a real, human "jag" on, her sister agitators
usually do things about It. Well, that's just ex-

actly what happens here, when the militant Mrs.
Henpecker faints in her husband's office because
she saw her husband take a drink. While she is

unconscious everybody in the place concludes that

whiskey ought to revive her, and without the knowl-
edge of the others, the clerks, office boys, stenog-

rapher and even a visiting salesman, each administer
whiskey. When the doctor arrives, he certainly

prescribes the same stuff, and forces a liberal

draught down her throat. The result of it all Is

that when she revives she is well soused; and what
can one expect to happen when the members of her
church and temperance society see her? It all

happens.

ROSE OF THE PHILIPPINES.—The young
American lieutenant is deeply in love with the

handsome Spanish-Filipino girl, and one day, as
he is visiting her in the little bamboo cottage,

their love-making is interrupted by the appearance
of a corporal -who bears a note that tells the young
officer to report at headquarters at once, and that

the next tansport Is to take him home. The girl

cannot read but sees that his expression has
changed, and asks him why. He cannot tell her,

but caressing her fondly, leaves her.

To headquarters he goes, and the commanding
officer hands him a letter in which his father
says that he has provided for his future at Wash-

A. G. WHYTE.
SECOND ADVENTURE OF BONEHEAD—IN-

ITIATED INTO THE ROYAL GAZABOS.—Bruce
Lloyd was In tbe seventh heaven, for not only bad
be won Clare Sutton's consent to an early marriage,
but her father's approval and hearty congratula-
tions. But be had forgotten tbe ambitious and
commanding Mrs. Sutton, who no sooner learned
of her daughter's engagement, than sue announced
that Sir Percival Bonebead had been selected as
a docile and more suitable son-in-law.

Fate, however, was for once against the energetic

lady, for scarcely had she ordered the rebellious

Clare to her room and followed to sing the Earl's
praises, than Harry Way and Joe Howard dropped
in on their way to the club, where tbey were
preparing for the masquerade. Howard had on bis

bear's suit, and this gave Sutton and Lloyd an
Idea—they would send a letter to Sir Percival
saying tbat be must join their lodge, the Royal
Gazabos, If he wished to marry Clare—and what
they would do to him—well

—

The Earl, being determined tbat nothing should
prevent him from irin..jn» the Sutton millions, duly
arrived to be Initiated Into their secret order.

Way, witli Howard in devil's costume, blind-

folded his Lordship, and taking him to the top

of the bouse, quietly dropped him through tbe
chimney, and as he landed in the fireplace below,
Sutton and Lloyd, in bears' costumes, pounced upon
bim and succeeded in tearing off every shred of

the Earl's outer garments. In this ridiculous pre-

dicament, he managed to dart out of the door, aDd
seeing a blanket on a horse nearby, snatched it

and ran panting down the street. The owner of

the blanket gave chase. Thus attired, with an
officer and a mob at his heels. Sir Percival ran
straight into the arms of Mrs. Sutton, who. Clare
had seen to it, was ready to appear the moment
her father and lover sent word.
One glance at his Lordship and the scandalized

lady fainted in the arms of her delighted husband.
Clare and Lloyd fled to tbe minister, and Sir

Percival, a sadder, and let us hope, wiser man, was
led away by the officer.

MR. MANAGER:
Don't you think that a new firm with a brand new stock of song slides made by the best makers,

can give you a better song slide service than you have been getting 5 A week'* supply of brand new
illustrated song slides, shipped at one time for one week's service, 50c. per week. \Ve have a number
of perfect sets of slides of the great Cherry Mine Disaster which we will sell for $6.00 a set.

with printed lectures. Great business getters. (To get you on our mailing list we will sell you for

35c. in stamps the swellest announcement slides that you ever saw, entitled

it GOOD NIGHT"
LINCOLN TRANSPARENCY EXCHANGE
lGth Floor, Masonic Temple Chicago, 111.

THE MA5TERMARK
Release Date January 24th

DF PICTUREDOM
Length, 700 Feet Code 'Word, Daughter

DO YOU
ENJOY

THE GREAT
WESTERN
PICTURES
MADE BY
SELIC?

THE RANCH KING'S DAUGHTER
A typical "Selig" film on a Colossal scale—a lurid type of Western plain life

among the Indians.

On This Reel
Also ^^^^|^|^^ A pleasing comedy.

Length, 300 Feet
TRADER l^-MARK

THE
DEVIL
SERVANT AND
MAN Just the picture to cet your patrons talking—

a feature film with an absorbing story.

Length, 070 Feet Release Date January 27th Code Word, Devil
5CLIG POLYSCOPE Co. Inc., 45-47-49 Randolph Straet, CHICAGO, U. S. A.

THE MA5TERMARK

Some Real Ones Coming

"COURTSHIP OF MILES
STANDISH"

"WIZARD OF OZ"
And others
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Have you investigated the

Wurlitzer PianOrchestra ?

The leading Nickelodeons are
putting in this marvelous Automatic
Orchestra. It furnishes better music
than a regular orchestra of 5 to 25
pieces, is always "on the job," and
cuts out the enormous expense of mu-
sicians. The money saved pays rent.

Easy terms, lesr than paid to musicians.
We supply the U. S. Gov't, with musical
instruments. Write for nig 90-page catalog
& r-stimonial booklet showing Wurlitzer
PianOrehestras iu le-uiing Nickelodeons.

%± RyDOiPH WujunzER Q)
World's Largest Mfrs. Automatic Mua. Insts.

NEW YORK CINCINNATI CHICAGO
25-27 W, 32d 117-121 E. 4th 266-268Wabaeh

INDEPENDENT FILMS
THE ACTOPHONE COMPANY.

Jan. 12—Robert Macaire; or, The Two Vagabonds.

The Automatic Theatre Chair
It is a space saver, life saver and

money saver. Shipped built up. It

is the only sanitary theatre chair.

Used by Keith. Proctor and Poli.

It folds up automatically and is re-
volving, making the theatre all

aisles. It is a friend to the public.

Send for oar circular A. Write today.

THE HARDESTY MFC. CO.

CANAL DOVER, OHIO

FOLDING

CHAIRS
For M«rlng Picture Shows
Qrand Stands. Assembly
Halls, etc. la sections II

mated.

Write for Catalog No. 2.

The Kauffman Manufacturing Co.
ASHLAND, OHIO

COMPENSARC
That's the device that saves Moving Pic-
ture men two-thirds on their electric light
bills, and yet gives bett'r light. Did yon
see our ad last week? Well, don't look it

up. Just write for our

Booklet 15018

FORT WAYNE ELECTRIC WORKS
1402 Broadway

FORT WATNE, INDIANA. 738

Dec.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.

LUX FILMS.

29—The Gold Digger's Son 891
5—Drama at Sea (Dr.) 655
5—Football Craze (Com.) 331
12—Drama at Sea (Dr.) 655
12—Football Craze (Com.) 331
19—The Refugee (Dr.) 750
19—Adventures of a Sandwich Man (C.J...232

FILM IMPORT AND TRADING COMPANY.
Jan. 17—Arthur's Little Love Affair (Com.)... 750
Jan. 17-22—Jealousy, a Bad Counsellor (R. & R).500
Jan. 17-22—A Young Girl's Sacrifice (Aquila) . .880
Jan. 17-22—The Miners (Comerio) 425
Jan. 17-22—Romeo and Juliet at the Seaside

(Meester) 500
Jan. 17-22—Mammy's Boy Joins the Army

(Cines) 490
Jan. 17-22—Muggins (Cricks & Martin) 650
Jan. 17-22—The Freebooter's Captive (Eclair) . .970

Dee.
Dee.
Dec.
Dec.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.

GREAT NORTHERN FILM COMPANY.
18—The Butcher's Bill 230
18—In Southern Sweden 292
25—An Outcast's Christmas 495
25—Father Busy Papering 360
8—Child as Benefactor 950
15—Death of the Brigand Chief 690
15—Naughty Boys 289
22- -Anarchists on Board (Dr.)
29—A Woman's Destiny (Dr.) 740
29—The Foxy Soldiers (Com.) 235

'IMP.'

INDEPENDENT MOVING PICTURES COMPANY
OF AMERICA.

Oct.
Not.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.

Not.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.

Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.

Not.
Nov.
Not.
Not.
Not.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Jan.
Jan.

25—Hiawatha 988
1—Love's Stratagem 954
8—Destiny 864
15—Forest Ranger's Daughter 700
15—Brave (?) Policeman 300
22—Levitsky Sees Parade 704
22—Honor Among Thieves 296
29—Her Generous Way 970
6—His Last Game 941
13—The Two Sons 955
20—Lest We Forget 916
27—The Awakening of Bess 985
3—The Winning Punch 957
10—Right of Love 975
17—The Tide of Fortune 975
24—Never Again (Com.) 615
24—A Rose of the Philippines (Dr.) 985

NEW YORK MOTION PICTURE CO.
26—Dooley's Thanksgiving Turkey (Com.) .400
3—The Message of an Arrow 1000

10—Reunited at the Gallows (Dr.) 1000
17—The Love of a Savage (Dr.) 990
24—An Italian Love Story (Dr.) 900
31—The Red Cross Heroine 1000
7—Red Girl's Romance (Dr.) 000
11—A Redman's Devotion (Bison) 950
12—An Episode of Napoleon's War with

Spain (Itala) 775
14—A Forester's Sweetheart (Bison) . .• 950
15—The Son of the Wilderness (AmbrosIo).925
18—A Cowboy's Reward (Dr.)
10—Paull (Ambrosio)
21—Romany Rob's Revenge (Dr.)
22—There Are Some Ghosts (Itala)
22—The Tempting Collar (Itala)
25—A Romance of the Prairie (Bison) 950
28—His Imaginary Crime (Bison) 950
26—The Last Keepsake (Ambrosio)
26—A Choice Policeman (Ambrosio)
•-'O—The Timid One (Itala)
20—A Good Winning (Itala)

THE POWERS COMPANY.
(Columbia Film.)

2—Change of Complexion 95*
9—All for the Love of a Girl 958

16—The Gypsy's Regret 928
23—A Red Man's Love 83«
30—Pressing Business 85*
7—A Run for the Money 95»

14—Manhood's Reward 950
21—Reunited by Santa Claus 950
28—Excelsior (Comedy) 950
4—A Frozen Ape 950
18—The Little Heroine 975

PHOENIX FILM CO.

Dec. 9—Bad Case of Grip (Com.) 750
Dec. 9—July 4th. 1910 (Com.) 250
Dec. 16—Her Mother's Mistake (Dr.) 850
Jan. 6—Convicted by His Own Child (1) 1000
Jan. 13—Convicted by His Own Child (2) 1000

Classified Advertising.
Classified advertising, no display, three cents per

word, cash with order. Postage stamps accepted for
small amounts.

MERCHANDISE.
WILL BUY latest style machine and calcium

light. Must be in good order for reasonable price.
Will also buy theater in good location in New
York or in the New England States. Address,
Box 239, Unionville, Conn.

FOR SALE.—1,000 ft. reels film released to Jan.
1, $5 and $10 per reel. Edison, Lubln, Power's ma-
chines, $40 to $00; new, $100; Model B. gas outfit,

$25; 3,000 ft. Pa the hand colored Passion Play,
$100; double dissolving stereopticon, new, $40. For
Rent.—6,000 ft. film, $10; 9,000 ft., $12, one
shipment. H. DAVIS, Watertown, Wis.

HELP WANTED.
WANTED.—Lady pianist who can sing, for trav-

eling show. Box 239, Unionville, Conn.

M. P. PHOTOGRAPHER WANTED by substantial
producing company to take full charge of dark room
and camera equipment. Salary and interest in busi-
ness to man of genuine ability. Address, with refer-
ences, "OPPORTUNITY," care Moving Picture
World.

' SITUATIONS WANTED.
AT LIBERTY.—Licensed operator and wife A-l

pianist. Both experienced and best references. G.
L. PALMER, Box 307, Sidney, N. Y.

SITUATION WANTED.—Moving picture operator
desires position; has had three years' road expe-
rience. Address H. McKING, Mills Hotel, Bleecker
St., N. Y. City.

OPERATOR with new Power's No. 5 wants
work; free trial: salary moderate. "POWERS,"
care Moving Picture World.

AN EXPERT FILM HANDLER, experienced in

all departments, with A-l references, wants posi-

tion as manager or assistant. Address A. B. C,
MANAGER—At liberty after January 18. Thor-

oughly experienced in vaudeville and pictures, book-
ing, etc. Good executive ability. Strict disciplin-

arian. Good correspondent. Capable of directing

one or more theaters. Al press and general adver-
tising. Sober and reliable. Baritone singer, actor

and producer. Best of references. Salary and com-
mission. Responsible parties only. C. W. LAW-
FORD, Gen. Man.. Earl Morgan Circuit, Grand
Theater, Latrobe, Pa.

THEATERS FOR SALE.

FOR SALE.—Moving picture and vaudeville thea-
ter; good location; seating four hundred. City of

seventy thousand. Reason for selling, other busi-

ness. Address, J. G., Moving Picture World.

EXCLUSIVE FILM COMPANY.
Dec. 30—A Romance of the South 875

Neosho
Song Slides

$3.50 the set

TheseNEW ones are ready
for immediate delivery:

Darling MakeMe Dreamy
Name the Day, Honey,
Do

Sue

Only a Dream of You

Mary Brown
Give Me a Spin in Your

Mitchell, Bill

Write for our special standing

order proposition

The Neosho Slide Company

100 S.Wood St., Neosho, Mo.
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LICENSED FILMS.

BIOGRAPH COMPANY.
feet

Dec. 9—Ttie Hedman's View (Dr.) 971
Dec. 13—A Corner In Wheat (Dr.) 953
Doc. 10—In a Hempen Bag (Dr.) 455
Dec. 10—The Test (Com.) 545
Dec. 20—A Trap for Svuita Claus (Dr.) 989
Dec. 23—In Little Italy (Dr.) 956
Dec. 27—To Save Her Soul (Dr.) 986
Dec. 30—The Day After (Com.) 400
Dec. 30—Choosing a Husband (Com.) 531
Jan. 3—The Rockj Road (Dr.) 990
Jan. C—The Dancing Girl of Butte (Dr.) 984
Jan. 10—Her Terrible Ordeal (Dr.) 952
Jan. 13—All on Account of the Milk (Dr.) 989
Jan. 17—On the Reel t l>r. > 988
Jan. 20—The Call 1 Dr.) 989
Jan. -i The Bonor ol His Family (Dr. 1 988
Jan. 27 -The- Last Heal (Dr.) 991

EDISON MTG. CO.

Dec. 17—A Gift from Santa Clans (Dr.) 920
Dec. 21—A Happy Accident (Christmas Story).. 450
Dec. 21—The Mischievous Elf (Com.) 540
Dec. 24—Faust (Grand Opera) 1000
Dec. 28—Tobacco Mania (Com.) 360
Dec. 28—The Falle* Idol (Com.) 330
Dec. 28—The Cap of Fortune (Com.) 290
Dec. 31—Fishing Industry at Gloucester, Mass.

( Industrial) 975
Jan. 4—Pardners (Dr.) 995
Jan. 7—The Engineer's Romance (Dr.) 670
Jan. 7—Ashes (Sentimental) 310
Jan. 11—Bear nunt In the Rockies fDeserlp.) .975
Jan. 14—A Warrior Bold (Com.) 475
Jan. 14—The Parson's Umbrella (Com.) 220
Jan. 14—Troop "B," 15tb U. S. Cavalry, Bare-

back Monkey Drill (Descriptive) 285
Jan. IS—In the Nick of Time (Dr.) 975
Jan. 21—The Coquette (Dr.) 495
Jan. 21—The Luck of Roaring Camp (Dr.) 490
Jan. 25—A Woman's Strategy (Dr.) 073
Jan. 28—A Georgia Possum Hunt (Des.) 140
Jan. 2S—The Skipper's Yarn (Dr.) 850
Peb. 1—The Japanese Peach Boy (Fairy Story).940
Feb 1 His Just Deserts (Dr.) '...330

Peb. 4—The Surprise Party (Com.) 330
1 The Bad Man from Riley's Gulch

(Com.) 31s

ESSANAY FILM MFG. CO.

Jan. 1—A Western Maid (Dr.) 785
Jan. 1—Why He Did Not Win Out (Comedy) .. .213
Jan. 5—The Adventuress (Dr. ) 525
Jan. 5—How Hubby Made Good (Com.) 473
Jan. 8—His Only Child (Dr.) 997
Jan. 12—Electric Insoles (Com.) 502
Jan. 12—The Old Maid and the Burglar (Com.). 498
Jan. 15—Review of U. S. Troops, Fort Leaven-

worth (Scenic) 1000
Jan. 19—Won by a Holdup (Com.) 629
Jan. 19—Flower Parade at Pasadena, Cal 292
Jan. 22—The Confession (Dr.) 960
Jan. 26—The Modern Messenger Boy (Com.)... 945
Jan. 20—An Outlaws .Sacrifice (Dr.) 996
Feb. 2—The Wrong Man (Com.) 554
Feb. 2^-A Voice from the Fireplace (Dr.) 486
Feb. 5—Sensational Logging (Scenic)... 1000

GATJMONT.

(George Elaine.)

Dec. 14—Nothing Is Ever Lost (Com.) 495
Dec. 14—The Life Buoy (Dr.) 446
Dec. 18—The Shepherd's Flute (Dr.) 528
Dec. IS—Cambyses, King of Persia (Dr.) 486
Dec. 21—The Stranger (Dr.) 1)35

Dec. 25—The Greek Slave's Passion (Dr.) 967
Dec. 2S—A Clever Sleuth (Com. ) C23
Dec. 2S—Hush Money (Dr.) 361
Jan. 1—The Legion of Honor (Dr.) 1009
Jan. 4—The Wreck at Sea (Dr.) 62(3

Jan. 4—The Avenging Dentist (Com.) 319
Jan. 8—On the Bank of the River (Dr.) 604
Jan. 8—A Seat In the Balcony (Com.) 371
Jan. 11—Shooting in the Haunted Woods (Com.). 570
Jan. 11—Towser's New Job (Com.) 393
Jan. 13—Decorated by the Emperor (Dr.) 698
Jan. 15—Railway on the Ice Sea (Scenic) 312
Jan. 18—Fatal Fascination (Dr.) 580
Jan. IS—Getting Square with the Inventor (C.).393
Jan. 22—Swallowed by the Deep (Dr.) 077
Jan. 25 The Price of Patriotism (Dr.) 37J

- .1 Side Adventures al Homi
Jan. 29 1 Dh Ide 1 Dr. 1 Til
Jan. 29 -Wild Waves al St. Jean de Lux

(Scenic 1 243

ORBAN-ECLIPSE.
(George Elaine.)

Feet
Dec. 8—Capturing the North Pole (Dr.) 381
Dec. 13—The Htd Signal (Dr.) 355
Dec 22—Florella, the Bandit's Daughter (Dr.).. 741
Dec. 22—From the Fighting Top of a Battleship

in Action (Scenic) 263
Dec. 29—Battle In the Clouds (Scenic) 03s
Dec. 20—Battle In the Clouds (Dr.) 038
Dec. 29 -The Park of Caserta (Scenic) 201
Jan. 5—Tragedy at the Mill (Dr.) 612
Jan. 5—Sliunghal of To-day (Scenic) 33"!

Jan. 12—True to His Oath (Dr.) 072
Jan. 12—Home of the Gypsies (Scenic) 821
Jan. 19—The Coast Guard (Dr.) 747
Jan. 10— Kivn, Austria, and the Lake of Garda

(Scenic) 204
Jan. 26—Tommy in Dreamland (Com.)....
Jan. 20 Xbe Lags Who Loved a Sailor (Dr.). ..417

KALEM CO.

Not. 19—Pale Face's Wooing (Dr.) 930
Nov. 26—The Governor's Daughter (Dr.) 955
Dec. 3—The Geisha Who Saved Japan (Dr.)... 955
Dec. 10—The Rally Round the Flag (Dr.) 955
Dec. 17—The Law of the Mountain (Dr.) 875
Dec. 24—The Cardboard Baby (Fairy Story) 855
Dec. 31—A Slave to Drink (Dr.) 950
Jan. 7—The Deacon's Daughter (Dr.) 950
Jan. 14—The Romance of a Trained Nurse (Dr.)
Jan. 21—The Magic Flower (Fairy Tale)
Jan. 28—The Man Who Lost (Dr.) 930

LUBIN MANUFACTURING COMPANY.

Dec. 6—He Wanted a Baby (Com.) 400
Dec. 9—If Love Be True (Dr.) 950
Dec. 13—When Courage Fled (Com.) 250
Dec. 13—Jinks, the Grouch (Com.) 700
Dec. 16—Romance of the Rocky Coast (Dr.).. 1000
Dec. 18—Two Christmas Tides (Dr.) 952
Dec. 20—The Policeman's Christmas Eve (Dr.). 440
Dec. 20—Three Christmas Dinners (Comedy.) .. .495
Dec. 23—Blissville the Beautiful (Comedy) 830
Dec. 27—The New Chief (Comedy) 495
Dec. 27—The Persistent Poet (Comedy) 525
Dec. 30—Three-Fingere Jack (Dramatic) 940
Jan. 3—Their Chaperoned Honeymoon (Com.). 816
Jan. 6—The Tattooed Arm (Dr.) 860
Jan. 10—Over the Wire (Dr.) 900
Jan. 13—Wild Duck Hunting on Historic Reel

Foot Lake (Scenic) 550
Jan. 13—He Joined the Fiat (Com.) 300
Jan. 17—He Got Rid of the Moths (Com.) 540
Jan. 17—A Slippery Day (Com.) 320
Jan. 20—The Usurper (Dr.) 905
Jan. 21 Cupid, D.D.S. (Com.) 356
Jan. 24—Adoring an Ad. (Dr.) 315
Jan. 27—Marble Quarrying in Tennessee 1 In-

dustrial) 441
Jan. 27—The l'lirtn-Maniac (Com.) 420

PATHE FRERES.

Dec. 13—Repairing the House (Farce) 413
Dec. 15—The Ugly Girl (Dr.) V 620
Dec. 15—Punch and Judy (Juvenile) 364
Dec. 17—The Lucky Number (Com.) 538
Dec. 17—The Strong Tonic (Com.) 433
Dec. 18—Hector, the Angel Child (Com.) 620
Dec. 18—Honey Industry (Industrial) 331
Dec. 20—The Death of the Duke D'Enghien (Dr.).951
Dec. 22—Contest for a Handkerchief (Com.) 459
Dec. 22—The Love Token (Dramatic) 515
Dec. 24—The Birth of Jesus (Biblical) 525
Dec. 24—Agriculture in Hungary (Ind.) 826
Dec. 25—The Good Doctor (Com. ) 590
Dec. 25—The Happy Widower (Com.) 384
Dec. 27—Bad Bargain (Com.) 630
Dec. 27—Marvelous Garlands (Scenic) 295
Dec. 29—Oh, You Doggie (Com.) 1S7
Dec. 29—A Well Earned Medal (Dr.) 72S
Dec. 31—A Live Corpse (Com.) 610
Dec. 31—Corsican Hospitality (Dr.) 390
Jan. 1—Tabby's Finish (Dr.) 426
Jan. 1—Trials of a Schoolmaster (Dr.) 528
Jan. 3—The Marriage of the Cook (Com.) 502
Jan. 3—A Victim of Circumstances (Dr.) 459
Jan. 5—The King's Command (Com.) 561
Jan. 5—The Overzealous Domestic (Farce) 410
Jan. 7—Modern Highwayman (Dr.) 600
Jan. 7—An English Boxing Bout (Sports) 298
Jan. 8—The Last Look (Dr.) 587
Jan. 8—His Opponent's Card (Com.) 367
Jan. 10—Miss Moneybags Wishes to Wed

(Com.) 581
Jan. 10—Women in India (Educational) 377
Jan. 12—Camille (Dr.) 1033
Jan. 11—The Beggar's Repentance (Dr.) 692
Jan. 14—Story of a Leg (Com. ) 2S5
Jan. 13—On a Racket (Com.) 600
Jan. 15—A Stag Hunt in Java (Scenic) 367
Jan. 17—Testing Their Love (Com.) 561

Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
.Ian.

Jan.

Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.

Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.

Jan.
Jan.
Feb.

Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

Dee.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.

17—A Visit to Bombay, Col. (Scenic) 544
10—The Bareback Rider (Dr. )

10—An Aerial Acrobat (Scenic) 226-

21—The Painter's Sweetheart (Dr.) 525
21—Fickle Fortune (Com.) 420
22—Count Tolstoi (Personalities) 213
22—A Russian Heroine (Dr.)
-

1 v robal li 1 the < ollbrla
Dual : tic)

24 -The Unlucky Fisherman (Com.)...,
Dr.)

28—The Leather Industry (Indui
- s 1 be Scareci ow 1 1 lorn. 1

in Loo tor Mine (Com.) 564
Strong Man (Farce) 4ju

SELIG POLYSCOPE CO.

23—The Christian Martyrs (Dr.) 950
27—Burled Alive (Dramatic) 100©
30—A Dangbter of the Sioux (Dr.) 985
3—The Smuggler's Game (Dr.) 1000
6—The Highlanders' Defiance (Dr.) 625
6—Alderman Krautz's Picnic (Com.) 370
10—A Tale of the Woods (Dr.) 1000
13—Under the Stars and Stripes (Dr.) 900
17—A New Divorce Cure (Dr.) 1000
20—The Courtship of Miles Standlsh (Dr.). 1000
24—The Ranch King's Daughter (Dr.) 700
24—An Afternoon Off (Com.) 300
27—The Devil, the Servant and the Man

(Dr.) 950
31 sin. 1.ting an Oil Well (Industrial). . .713

11 German Cousin (Coin. 1

•; Politics 1 Dr. 1

VITAGRAPH COMPANY.
27—Jean Valjean (Dr.) 990
30—The Bridegroom's Joke (Com.) 690
30—Dirigible Balloons at St. Louis (Seen.). 275
4—The Life of Moses (Dr.) 681
7—A Lesson In Domestic Economy (C.)...684
7—A Day with Our Soldier Boys (Sc.) 302
11—Gambling with Death (Dr.) 933
14—The Professor and the Thomas Cats (C.)..40B
14—A Merry Christmas and a Happy New

Year (Dr.) 586
18—Two Christmas Tides (Dr.) 952
21—The Forgotten Watch (Comedy) 413
21—The Cook Makes Madeira Sauce (C.)..561
25—A Midsummer Night's Dream (Dr.)... 991
2S—The Power of the Press (Dr.) 997
1—Cupid and the Motor Boat (Dr.) 940
4—The Life of Moses (Biblical) 868
S—Richelieu, or the Conspiracy (Dr.)... 992

11—Call Boy's Vengeance (Com.) 320
11—The Old Maid's Valentine (Com.)
15—A Sister's Sacrifice (Dr.) 970
18—The Toymaker's Secret (Dr.) ••

\ Pair "i Schemers (Com.) 743
22—Five Minutes to Twelve (Com.) 162
23—Tile Life of Moses, Pari 3
20—The Girl and the Judge D 9S0

The "A B C OF MOTION PICTURES" Just ont.

What, when. why. where, how. Everything per-

taining to the biggest money-making business out.

How to run machines, equip theaters, build stage,

install lighting, make rheostats, paint banners and
signs, make slides for 3 cents each, what to charge,
how to handle help, details of phonographic in-

struction, where to get film cheapest, how to save
on supplies. 5.000 facts, pointers and suggestions

which will save anyone going Into the business

$500.00 at the lowest calculation. Postpaid for a

dollar. GARRETT SWIFT, 238 20th Ave.. North.
Minneapolis. Minn.

Folding and Assembly Chairs

Most popular pi iced chairs on the market (or

picture show use

Prompt Shipments. Write for Catalofue

PEABODY SCHOOL FURNITURE CO.

NORTH MANCHESTER, - - - INDIANA

Op« »\ Twenty Four Hours Every Day-Write, Call, Wire or Phone Any Hour. Day or Night

ELECTRIC THEATRE SUPPLY CO., Inc. &: fia&3£J£S*5Blffia&
Jfr&SZlSTZZ&ri&RV&S 44 N. Tenth Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

We have every subject issued by the Licensed Manufacturers
MOTIOORAPH, PATHE PRERES, POWER'S, EDISON and LUBIN riACHINES and PARTS ALWAYS ON HAND

Write for our new propos.tion:—Supplying two customers in the same town each with twelve reels a week, keeping each one's supply away from the other, and
no repeaters to either.
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Trade Mar a.

Essanay Films
Trade Mark

RELEASE OF WEDNESDAY,
JANUARY 26th

The Messenger Boy

A Full Reel Comedy of the

"Essanay Kind."

Length, appro*. 950 Feet.

See full description in Stories of the

Films.

ESSANAY COMEDIES
"You don't know good comedy
until you see an Essanay."

There's a laugh in every foot. Scene from "An Outlaw's Sacrifice'

RELEASE OF SATURDAY,
JANUARY 29th

An Outlaw's Sacrifice

One of the Best of our Western
Pictures. Order Quick!

Lenght, Approx. 996 Feet.

See full description in Stories of the

Films.

ESSANAY WESTERN
Still in the lead in Western
subjects! Photographically
great, beautifully picturesque.
Everybody wants them

!

Big Feature! SENSATIONAL LOGGING Coming Soon!
A great industrial picture bound to create a great wave of excitement in the film world when it is released on

Saturday, Feburary 5th. One of the most spectacular films ever released. Don't let it get by you!

I

I

Essanay Film M'fgM 6o.
FACTORY and STUDIOS 1333 ARGYLE ST. - OFFICE 435 NORTH CLARK ST.

CHICAGO and LONDON, 5 NEW COMPTON ST. W.C.

GREAT NORTHERN
QUALITY FILMS

NEXT RELEASE
Saturday, January 22nd

ANARCHISTS ON BOARD
OR

The Thrilling Episode on the

S. S. "Slavonia"

Full Reel Feature Production of Special Interest

Lithographs and Posters Free

Released Saturday, January, 29th

A WOMAN'S DESTINY
Dramatic Feature—Length about 740 Feet

THE FOXY SOLDIERS
OR

How Schmidt Got to the Masquerade
Comedy—Length about 235 Feet

GREAT NORTHERN FILM CO. 7 xiX2£X2*T
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NEW FILMS—HIGH CLASS SERVICE

The Pioneer House, With 8 Years Experience
And $250,000.00 Back Of It

Write To-day For Terms

EUGENE CLINE
57 and 59 Dearborn Street, Chicago
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Published WeeKly by THE WORLD PHOTOGRAPHIC PUBLISHING CO.. 125 E. 23d ST., NEW TORI

25: Motiograph K5,?T?: A Wonder
AND WILL INCREASE TOUR. BUSINESS

It projects Fllckerleaa, Steady and Wonderfully Brilliant pictures, has Patented 1}
minute Rewind from main crank, revolving Magazines, Automatic Fireproof shutter,

etc., not found in other Machines.—WILL WEAR TWICE AS LONG.
C. H. D. of Keokuk, low*, writes: Motiograph Making a Big Hit and Busineas Increased we..

derfully.

F. L. F. of Chicago, 111., writei: "Used erery day for seTen months, and not ane penny for repairs "

F. J. K. of Kansas City, writes: "Operating Monograph nearly two years. Have operated all makes,
but noae to compare with Monograph.—PRICES. $ I SO.OO AND UP
The Enterprise Calcium Qas Outfit la the oaly satisfactory Western \ S. Lubin Ifff M
substitute for electric light Write for Catalog to-day Representatives) Geo. M alias * 14'4 *

Enterprise Optical Mfg. Co., 564-572 West Randolph Street, Chicago

o-J_5

143 NortK 8tH Street, PHILADELPHIA, PA.
Best and Newest Independent American and Foreign Films

SUPPLIES 18 REELS PER WEEK SUPPLIES
PROMPT AND RELIABLE SBRVICB Members N. I. M. P. Alliance

m
D-n r

= 2>

© m
m

THE PERFECTED

Power's Cameragraph No. 6
will be on exhibition in Room No. 423 Imperial Hotel, Broadway and 32nd

Street, New York, January 28th, 29th and 30th, during the Convention of the

Film Service Association. We cordially invite all Exchanges, Exhibitors and

Operators to call and inspect this model, deliveries of which will begin

February 15th. 1910.

Manufactured by

NICHOLAS POWER COMPANY, 115=117 Nassau Street, New York
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Imperial Film Exchange
Having built up a large business

by giving the closest attention to the

wants of all customers, the various

offices of the Imperial Film Ex-

change offer every advantage to the

prospective exhibitor.
If

you

want

to

know

about

ASBESTOS

BOOTHS

call

on

us

Our Motto: A square deal to

everyone. Our experience in all

lines of the moving picture industry,

since its infancy, is at your service.

Ifyou contemplate opening a theatre,

it will be to your advantage to con-

sult us.

Our offices are never closed. You

will always find someone in charge,

ready to serve you or give you re-

liable information on any point.

Write, phone, or, better

still, call at any of the

following offices

We
carry

a

full

line

of

A.

B.

C.

Posters

WILLIAM F. STEINLR, President

LON VAIL, Representative

TROY: 239 River Street
1 1 1 LANGDON, Manager

FRANK NOELES PAUL PAGE

Representatives

NEW YORK CITY
44 West 28tH Street

TELEPHONE CALLS

NEW YORK: 2095 Madison Sq.

TROY: 184 Hudson River

WASHINGTON: 2181 Main

WILLIAM DEVERY, Sec-Treas.

J. S. LEVIN, Representative

WASHINGTON, D. C.

439 Ninth Street, N. W.
TOM MOORE, Manager
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Write AT ONCE for our

FREE ILLUSTRATED CATALOGS

NOVELTY 5.

uzzlettes
nnouncement Slides
ong Slide Service

Satisfaction Guaranteed or Money Cheerfully Refunded

NOVELTY SLIDE COMPANY
221 East 53d Street 10 East 14th Street

NEW YORK CITY

Dame Partington Up -to -Date

It is to laugh ! There is just about

as much chance of stopping the
Independent movement with bluffs as old Dame
Partington had when she tried to sweep back
the sea with a broom ! Exhibitors all over the map are

awakening hourly to the fact that Independent films are
money-bringers. They are almost hysterically enthusiastic in their

praise of my films and my service. I am in a better position than
anybody in America to feel the public film pulse, and I tell you, sir,

it is beating a tune of Independent victory! Independent films not
only stand on their merits, but they carry no " ten percent." penalty
and no s2.00 a week tribute, Try them ! And if you don't like

them, quit them. Find out what's going on !

CARL LAEMMLE, President

THE LAEMMLE FILM SERVICE
Headquarters

196-198 Lahe Street : : Chicago
Minneapolis, Portland, Omahi, Salt Lake City, Evansville

(Canadian Office in Montreal)

"The Biggest and Best Film Renter In the World"

GOOD SCENERY CHEAP
For M. P. or Opera Houses, Any Size, Any Kind, Any Design

We have Equipped More Picture Houses with Vaudeville Scenery
than All Others Combined

OUR PRICES TELL WHY
SET No 1— Drop curtain, 8x10 ft., any design.

4 Wings to match, 3x8 ft.

2 Borders, 2x12 ft. (1 Fancy Teaser.— 1 to match Set.) $40.00
SET No 2—Drop curtain, 10x12 ft., any design.

4 Wings, 3x10 ft.

2 Borders, 2x14 ft. (1 Fancy Teaser.—1 to match Set.) 50.00
SET No. 3—Drop curtain, 12x14 ft., any design.

4 Wings, 3 ft. 4 in.xl2 ft.

3 Borders, 2 ft.4in.xl6ft. (1 Fancy Teaser.—% to match Set.) 60.00
SET No. 4—Drop curtain, 14x16 ft , any design.

4 Wings, 3 ft. 6 in.xl4 ft.

3 Borders, 3x18 ft. (1 Fancy Teaser.—2 to match Set.) 75 .00
SET No. 5—Drop curtain, 15x18 ft , any design.

i Wings, 4x15.
3 Borders, 3ft. 6in.xl8ft. (I Fancy Teaser.—2 to match Set.) 90.00

It Tormentos desired, add for 2. 10.00
If Rolling Pole, with Pulleys and Ropes desired, rigged and ready

with instructions to hang, add 5.00

WE ALSO MAKE DOUBLE SIDE SCENERY CHEAP

When writing, mention width of stage opening, height from stage to
ceiling, depth of stage and whether mountain, rural, horizon, street,

woods, parlor, kitchen, palace, garden, rustic, prison, hotel, or other
scene preferred.

Diamond Dye Scenery for Road Shows, the Money Saver

Expert Scenic Artists Sent to Your Theatre If Desired
(Southern Territory Only)

CUT THIS AD. OUT, IT MAY NOT APPEAR AT PRICES AGAIN

TERMS: i Cash, balance C. O. D by express, allowing inspection

dixie: scenic works
140 St. Charles Street New Orleans

ELECTRA

Pink Label
ji'Mp

• TRADE: MARK'

CARBONS
Superior to all other Carbons

on the market

WHY experiment with other
Carbons, when the HIGHEST
GRADE ELECTRA CARBONS
can be had at reasonable prices
from the

SOLE IMPORTER

HUGO RELSINGER
11 Broadway, New York, N. Y.
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S CENERY f REE

... For Moving ...

Picture Theatres
For FULL INFORMATION, HOW TO GET FREE
SCENERY—a complete set front TORMENTOS,
FANCY DRAPERY and one or two LEG DROPS, ac-

cording to depth of your stage, and Back Drop represent-

ing a GARDEN SCENE, with BRICK WALL, showing

spaces for ADVERTISEMENTS of LOCAL STORES
near your PICTURE THEATRE. Write at once.

COPY THE FOLLOWING FORM and mail it to us.

I-'cet Keet

Inside Measurements of your Picture Frame,

Size of your Picture Sheet
(

Distance from Picture Frame to Back Wall -

Distance from Side Wall to Side Wall, Back of Frame,

Height from Stage Floor to Ceiling, -

TURNER COMPANY
Scenic and Theatric Studio

552 7tH Avenue New YorR
M. P- MEN.—You Have to put on Vaudeville

Act. or lose money

RELEASE DAT, FEBRUARY 5, 1910

His Daughter's Legacy
A DRAMA

This story is wonderfully told by superb
acting, artistic scenic effects, and

unsurpassable photography

SENSATIONAL
Yet Clean and Wholesome

BEAUTIFULLY TINTED

WIRE ORDERS AT OUR EXPENSE

Approx. Length, 980 feet Code " Daughter "

PANTOGRAPH CORPORATION
1402 Broadway, New York City

Exhibitors : Send us your name and address

If You 5how
Poor Films
Your theatre will be lonesome.

But for "A Full House"

and lots of company You
must get on our Service :

:

The Pittsburg' Calcium

Light ® Film Company
Pittsburg, Pa. Dei Moines, la. Rochester, N. Y.

Wilkes Barre, Pa. Cincinnati, Ohio.

Omaha. Neb.

1MB,
(Released Feb. 7th)

Justice in the Far North
If this story had come from the pen of Jack
London it could not be more gripping in its

intensity, more powerful or thrilling.

Mark my word, this film will long be re-

membered as one of the classics of moving
pictures. Remember the release date.

Remember the title!

NOTICE TO EXCHANGES
If you say the word, we will be glad to send
your reels several days in advance of release

dates so you can give private exhibitions to

exhibitors whom you are trying to win over

to the Independent cause. You'll find this

will work like a charm and that "Imp" films

will convince the Doubting Thomas every
blessed time. Just say the word!

Independent Moving Pictures Co. of America

in East 14th Street, New York
Carl t,aenimle, Pres.

S'
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BISON m FILMS
Regular Release Days-Tuesday, Wednesday, Friday, Saturday

FOUR REELS A WEEK—Tuesday, a "Bison"—Wednesday, Ambrosio—Friday, a "Bison"—Saturday, Itala

A BIG FEATURE COMING

YOUNG DEER'S GRATITUDE
RELEASE OF FEBRUARY Nth

Never in the history of the motion picture business has there been a finer subject produced than the one above
mentioned. Considerable time and money has been spent in bringing about this film; and we assure our patrons as well

as others that this particular film is a masterpiece, far surpassing any of our former releases to date. A typical Western
picture, acted by the original "Bison Stock Company."

Tue. Feb. lst-A"BISON"

THE FEMALE BANDIT
Code Dusk

Wed. Feb. 2nd— ' Ambrosio '

HERO AND LEANDER
Code Dwell

LITHOGRAPHS AN RS

. £•** ' 1

It ••• m> ' ~i^ D

w

A i 1
Fri. Feb. 4th-A " Bison"

BY HIS OWN HANDS
Code Duty

Sat. Feb. 5th-"ITALA"

LOVE AND TREASON
Code Due

Exhibitors:—We furnish as usual all exchanges handling these productions with one sheet (our colored lithographs, al.'.o posters containing synopsis,

absolutely free with each reel. Demand same from your excdange as they will positively increase your box office receipts.

Brief description of all subjects will be found on another page.

NEW YORK MOTION PICTURE CO.
Manufacturers of "Bison" Life Motion Pictures

429 SIXTH AVENUE, Cor. 26th Street - NEW YORK CITY
Phone 609O«l Madison Sq. Cable Address : Nosib
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VITAGRAPH FILMS
THE FILMS OF "QUALITY"

Tuesday, February 1

CAUGHT IN HIS OWN TRAP
A Clever Comedy Based on a Novel Idea Papa catches two lovers spooning, by seeing them in a mirror which he

arranges for the purpose. They turn the tables on him when he kisses the maid. Approximate length, 503 feet.

THE SKELETON
Fast and Furious Fun—in which a skeleton furnishes the chief reason. Approximate length, 440 feet.

Saturday, February 5 Magnificent Production of

TWELFTH NIGHT
Adapted from Sheakespeare's Comedy—One of the greatest classical play adaptations ever produced by this Com-

pany, famous for its motion pictures of this class. Approximate length, 970 feet.

THREE REELS PER WEEK- Tuesdays, Fridays, Saturdays
In response to numerous requests from exhibitors everywhere, the regular Yitagraph releases will be increased to THRU

REELS PER WEEK, commencing the WEEK OE FEBRUARY 14, the new release days being TUESDAYS, FRIDAYS and SAHRDAYS.

. The Two Concluding Reels of THE LIFE OF MOSES will be issued as follows: PART IV., "The Victory of Israel,"

Feb. J2. PART V., "The Promised Land," Feb. 22. Exhibitors will thus have the opportunity of showing all five reels

before the end of Lent. Make your arrangements now with your exchange.

USE VITAGRAPH POSTERS. ORDER FROM YOUR EXCHANGE.

THE VITAGRAPH COMPANY OF AMERICA
NEW YORK, 116 Nassau St.

CHICAGO, 109 Randolph St.

LONDON, 25 Cecil Court

PARIS, 15, Rue Salnte-Cecile

Film EXCHANGES!! ffiSSaamK Exchange Your Old Films
for film you did not buy and that your customers have not had but would like to.

You can't afford to buy all the film that is made, but you can afford to

spend three dollars to have a reel that all your customers have seen exchanged
for one they have not seen.

Figure it out yourself, you can reduce your purchases and still supply your
trade at the same price and guarantee no repeaters.

Send me list of the reels you did not buy, together -with a list
of film on hand that you will exchange, being sure to mention
maKer's name and maKes you would liKe to exchange them for,
giving the length.

This is your golden opportunity to save one-half of your
present film expense.

Why spend all of your hard-earned money for film, when you can exchange
the film now lying idle on jout shelves for ones you did not buy.

Write quick, sending lists to

Exchange Film Trading Co.
IO EAST 15th STREET .... NEW YORK
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THE TWO LEADERS OF 1910

CALEHUFFS^,SERVICE
-AND-

EDISON'S
LATEST IMPROVED

MODEL B KINETOSCOPE

know, you

know, and

every other

wise exhibitor

will learn

that

to give the

Best Show

and get the

most money

he must use

this

combination

to beat his

opposition

BUYING
42 Prints of

Licensed Films

IF YOU ARE DISSATISFIED
WITH YOUR PRESENT SERVICE

Write, Wire, 'Phone, Ride or Walk to

Sole State

Rights for

Pennsylvania

of

JOHNSON

KETCHELL

FIGHT

supplying

5 Exhibitors

out of 6 in

a small City

of 10,000

Can you beat it?

4th and Green Sts., Philadelphia, Pa.

I
But get in touch -with

a Live Exchange that
is not only up-to-time
but a minute ahead
of it.

NEW IDEAS
NEW METHODS
NEW SERVICE

To delay is to lose
money-be wise and
consult

CHAS. A. CALEHUFF
Edison Jobber in Kinetoscopes

wP

\\ I IW '-. I .

ON THE SIDE
Expert Machinists to fix

your machines. Supply
House for all Accessories
for same.

Chairs, Booths, Electric
Wiring, Posters, Signs,
Drop Curtains, Scenery,
TicKets — Every thing to
equip a Moving' Picture
place from the ticKet
office to the bacK wall.

POWER'S, PATHE, LUBIN and
M0TI0GRAPH MACHINES in stocH

Song Slides, Singers and Talent

Furaised
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If Money is Any Object to You

PLEASE READ THIS

With every M. P. Arc Lamp there

must be used some device to cut down

the supply voltage and steady the arc.

On direct current a resistance is used

which causes many troubles. The

heat from it is objectionable. It must

be designed for just so much current

and if you try to put more through it,

a burn out is likely. All the heat

means electricity wasted, for which

you generally pay a good price.

What We Can Do
Install a device as per cut

It will save 35% to 90° <> of the cost of electricity for the lamp

It stops all the heating—It will give a steadier arc—absolutely

It can be instantly adjusted to give any volume of current within its capacity, five sizes

to meet any requirements

N. I. films require more current—You can get it with this device and reduce your electri-

city bills at same time. MaKe us prove it

Bulletin 65 W

HELIOS MANUFACTURING COMPANY. PHILADELPHIA
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Summary of the Week.
European competition not to be slighted.

The sign in the sky points to the coming Broadway moving
picture palace.

Quantitative competition bound to have a depr^sing effect

on quality.

The Center of Things—New York City, the scene of great
moving picture discussion this week. The Empire City has
supplanted Paris as the hub of the moving picture industry.

The "Man-About-Town"' discourses on the N. I. film—the

F. S. A. Convention—the activities of the manufacturers, etc.

The better regulation of the business as an aid to its success
is pointed out by W. Stephen Bush.

How the uplift societies treat the moving picture problem
is humorously described by Hugh F. Hoffman.

How the European manufacturer views the American mar-
ket (a translation from a Paris journal) and an American re-

joinder.

More absurdities and historical inaccuracies in the pictures
are pointed out by Hans Leigh.

An exhibitor points out some evils of the film renting busi-
ness.

"Lux Graphicus," looking ahead, sees great advancement
coming in the development of the moving picture drama.

Among the film renters up-to-date methods are in vogue

—

the automobile delivery wagon.

Notes from Chicago—The Standard Film Exchange moves— Motiograph sends demonstrator on the road.

Cincinnati exhibitors dined fjy exchanges.

Editorial Note.
"Let us enlarge the film market" is the title of an arti-

cle appearing in our contemporary, "The Cine-Journal,"
; 'aris, which we print elsewhere in this week's Mov-
Pic

:
lire World. It represents the views of some

European manufacturers recently in this country. At
the same time we append to this translation another arti-
cle giving the American side of the controversy. It is

to be understood that we do not hold ourselves editorially
responsible for the opinions expressed on either side. We
are simply anxious that both sides of the matter should
lie fully discussed in the pages of the World and pre-
sented to the reader. We do not wish to prolong the
controversy as there is evidently some considerable feel-
ing in Europe with regard to the recent experience of
the Europeans in this country. Time, however, will no
doubt clear the situation and straighten things out.

Innocents Abroad.

In Europe the American tourist who descends upon
the Old World in the Summer is an object of sheer

amusement. His or her capacity for "doing" a vast

amount of territory in an inconceivably short space of
time and of persuading, or rather deluding, himself or

herself that the place has really been "done" by this

method, is a subject of endless admiration. In our own
transatlantic days, the American tourist, traveler, business

man on his annual Summer trip was a kind of stock joke
to us, simply because of his amazingly rapid expedition,

and the strenuous way in which he crowded into a few
weeks what a -European would take months to do.

Of course, your hitting European tourist who simply
goes for pleasure, need not be considered seriously; he 01

she takes her tabloid doses, skims through in a few days
or weeks a world that has taken thousands of years to

build, and comes home to "God's own country" satisfied

with the outing. Enough said on this head ; it does not

call for serious criticism. But when business and pleas-

ure is the motive of the trip, then something more serious

is called for. We think it is called for in the case of the

moving picture field just now. Last Summer a number
of very prominent men in this field visited Europe and
favored the American public with their impressions.

Those impressions were interesting, and, so far as they

go, are valuable, but we are bound to take the liberty of

remarking that we know the European moving picture

field and its possibilities rather more intimately than some
of our tourist friends of last Summer. •

We would also like to say that too much importance
should not be attached to these printed remarks about
the European manufacturer of moving pictures. To be-

lieve the authorities we are quoting, the manufacture of

moving pictures in Europe—and by Europe we mean
Great Britain, France, Italy, Germany and the like—is

at a very low ebb, indeed, and that the only place on the

face of the earth where the moving picture is properlv
made, is in the United States. This is absolutely wrong.
It is all very well to be patriotic in matters of business,

but it is, we think, far safer to be impartial, to be just,

and above all things to be clear-sighted. It is true at the
present time that the American film has a great vogue in

England, it is true, also, that the European film in this

country at the present time do not stand much of a

chance. Well ! It is not given much of a show.
The manufacturers in this country take advantage of

the open European market, but they do not reciprocate
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li\ opening the markets of this countr) to European pro-

ductions. Perhaps tin > - 1- gentlemen who have published
interview- on their European impressions will take note

of thi- fact. And there is another aspect of the matter.

Speaking generally, European technique is not behind
the technique of American work. Great Britain, perhaps,
in the dramatic aspects may be somewhat behind the

American product, and that is all that can he said. The
C( ming season will, we know, inform the American film

maker that he will have to reckon with ver\ severe com-
petition indeed from his transatlantic confrere.

Sauce for the goose is sauce for the gander. At pres-

ent the American film holds the market in Great Britain,

and it is only right that the European films should have
an equal chance on this market. What we desire in tin-

article to point out is this: that the published interviews
last Fall and recently with regard to the situation in

Europe are based upon a very slight knowledge of the

actual state of affairs there. The American film manu-
facturer will be wise to realize that as he is competing
and successfully competing, in the foreign market, the

foreign manufacturer has a right to come here and do
the same.

The Sign in the Sky.

Wc hope the gentle reader will forgive our insistent

harping upon the part which we think Broadway, New
York, should play in the handling' of the moving- picture.

We have long had hopes of Broadway; and now and
again it seems that those hopes are to be realized. Friend
Ganes flatters but to deceive. For example : The other
day when we passed his handsome house we saw that

he was running a juggling act. You could not, unless

you looked closely, ascertain for certain that Air. (ianes'

Manhattan Theater was. either wholly or in part, devoted
to the moving picture. The facade was. in our opinion.

defaced by the juggling poster. Juggling is all very well

in its way—we love it—but we don't want it in a moving
picture house.

But if Mr. Ganes disappoints us, somebody else eloe<

not. On the occasion of our visit to Henry Lee's enter
tainment, which we described last week, we happened, in

crossing the Great White Way, to look up at the heavens:
which is a way we have. And we saw outlined against

the black sky in bright letters, "Motion Pictures." And
being somewhat inclined towards respecting signs and
portents, we took cognizance of this little fact. The sign

to which we refer is placed immediately above the roof
garden of the Xew York Theater.
Of course, this is a very little sign, but nevertheless

it is an important sign, because it shows that there are

others who think as we do. namely, that the moving
picture show should enjoy its full share of Broadwa)
patronage. Broadway is the amusement center, the ven
focal point of the entertainment world of the United
States of America, and that is why we want to see the

moving picture featured on Broadway in a suitable, digni-

fied, handsome fashion—which it is not at present, be-

tween Twenty-third street and Fifty-ninth street are a

half-dozen theaters which just nibble, as it were, at the

picture. There is Mr. (ianes; there is Keith & Proctor:
there is Air. 1 Iammerstcin ; there is the Xew York Roof
Garden: there are the Majestic and the Circle theaters,

but not one of these does the thing in the proper way
and doe- it justice. But still, with that sign in the sky

we are "not without hopes." and being full of hope we
shall hammer away at this subject until we are instru

mental in securing the moving picture new and dignified

recognition in the greatest amusement artery of the

"I Ihited State-.

Quantitative Competition.

About thi- lime la-t year we began in the pages of the

WORLD to point out to the makers the necessity of look-
ing to the quality of their picture- for public favor. The
interim ha- shown that we were quite right in our
advocacy. The manufacturer-, with few exceptions, have
accepted this view of thing- and are giving us better

photographs, better stories, better acting. All round the

standard of film manufacture in the United States has
been raised enormously. So that to-day the moving pic-

ture is something of an artistic and technical production,
and occupies a far move distinguished position than it did
twelve month- ago. Much, however, remains to be done,
and much, it i- gratifying to know. i> being done.

So far. -o good. But there is another form of com-
petition setting in, and we are in some doubt as to

whether it i- really a step in the right direction. This
i- the competition of quantity. Makers who a year ago
were putting out one reel are now putting out two. and
those who have been putting out two, are to release three

and four per week. Thi- argues generally a greater all

round output, and. of course, greater activity in the fac-

tories and greater activity in the selling end. It means,
too, that there will be more frequent changes in the

theater: it means, too. we suppose, that the feature sub-

ject is not to be shown more frequently than the filler:

it means, in short, tremendously increased production.

Will it mean overproduction? Will it mean those com-
mon American symptoms of prosperity, inflation, satiety,

slump, panic? What doe- it mean? The tendency in

many older industries is to limit the output by the

demand. Anybody can inform himself on this point by
studying the policy of the United States Steel Cor-
poration.

Not being in the inner secrets of the film manufac-
turer-, we cannot divine the reason for this policy of

increasing the output. As observers of the situation,

however, we are not satisfied that this tendency is for the

general good of the busines-. We should be sorry to

see film production overdone. From the point of view
of the public, on whose behalf we very largely write, not

enough is made of films that are already produced. With
a new policy of extra releases, it appears to us quite prob-

able that the public will be less satisfied than they are at

present. Yariety. we know, is charming, but too much
of it i- apt to be puzzling and to set up satiety. You can

have too much of a good thing. Quantitative competi-

tion may lead to a glut in the market. We hope, how-
ever, it will not. We shall -ee.

* * *

It would seem that American producers might well

become a trifle more strenuous in their endeavors to im-

prove the matter of film perforation. One foreign firm

has succeeded in producing perforations which hold the

picture as steady as the proverbial brick house, and what
one has done there is no legitimate reason another cannot
also elo. It may be reaelily granted that there are other

things of great importance, still it is doubtful if any one
of them equals this, since no matter how perfect other

things may be, a picture bobbing around on the screen

like a fishing smack in a storm, spoils the effect. It is

readily granted, also, that great improvement has been
made in the matter of perforation within the past twelve
months. But, for all that, perfection is still several jumps
ahead of some of our American producers. If no one
had yet discovered a way to attain practical steadiness on
the curtain there would be some excuse for its lacking,

but this is not the case, and what one has done another

may do if sufficient energy and money be expended to

attain the desired end.
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The Center of Things,
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This week, as we have already stated, the F. S. A.

holds its semi-annual meeting- in Xew York City. Va-
rious matters of interest to its members will be discussed.

More or less official programs of the questions that are

to be considered have been put forth. These will prob-

ably deal with the present position and future of the

business in its aspects as it affects the renter, such as his

relationship towards the manufacturer, towards the ex-

hibitor, towards the Associated and Independent manu-
facturers, etc. The position of a licensed exchange man
at the present time is somewhat indeterminate. That
position in fact needs defining, we might almost say

solidifying. Possibly one outcome of this week's conven-

tion will be the clearing of the air in this matter. If some-
thing definite be done in this respect then some import-

ance can be attached to whatever decisions may be come
to at the convention. Meanwhile. The Moving Picture
World wishes the members a very pleasant meeting and
expresses the hope that the result of it will be of ad-

vantage to the members of the Association as a body and
to the moving picture business as a whole. We have
recently interviewed many members of the Film Service

Association and these, while they talk freely, but not for

publication, on the situation, all are seemingly sincerely

anxious to promote the success of moving pictures. They
are in the game for the. good of it and are deposed to

use every legitimate effort to further the best interests

of the manufacturers and to work in harmony with ex-

hibitors. Beyond this we do not think it possible for

any member of the Film Service Association at present

to go, nor do we think any amount of newspaper talk

will change the aspect of the situation.

This meeting reminds us that the tendency of the

times is to more than ever regard Xew York as the center

of thing* in the moving picture field. It is extraordinary

to reflect what enormous interests, financial, manufactur-

ing and otherwise, are focused in Xew York City. When-
ever an important meeting is to take place, Xew York
nowadays seems to be the scene of it. This time last

year Chicago seemed to be asserting itself as something
of a rival to the Empire City, but that time has passed.

We probably have seen the last of any important meeting
connected with the film business in Chicago. Here in

X'ew York City both the F. S. A. and the Alliance hold

their meetings. The associated manufacturers also meet
here, so do the independent manufacturers. Moreover, the

principal importing agencies have their headquarters in

the city, Lux, Eclair, the Film Import, Great Northern
and others being represented. Coming to the manufac-
turers, we find that in and around the city there are no
less than seven of the largest film manufacturers with

plants in New York City and vicinity. Philadelphia has
one : Chicago has four ; but even so. the general tendency
of the film manufacture is to gravitate towards Xew
York as the center of things, or certainly as the head-'

quarters of the film producing industry in the United
States.

New York, too, we are constantly reminded, has some-
thing like five hundred moving picture theaters within

its limits, so that here again, with the enormous number
of people who frequent those places, XTew York once
more stands out as the principal center of things in the

American moving picture field. It may safely be said,

in respect of the moving picture, that what New York-

does to-day, the rest of America does to-morrow.
But more than this, not only is New York the center

of things as regards the American moving picture, but
it is rapidly becoming the world's metropolis in the same

regard. London and Paris are great places in their way,
but neither possesses the number of manufacturers, the

number of exchanges, the number of theaters and there-

fore the vast, compact nickel and dime-paying public as

does Xew York. Xew York dominates both the old

world and the new and therefore may be very properly
regarded as the world's metropolis of the moving picture.

It is fitting, therefore, that such a meeting as that of the

F. S. A. should be held in the center of things.

New York, again, is the histrionic and literary center

of the United States. The best acting is seen here ; the

best books are written and published here. These two
facts have an enormous influence on the moving picture,

as our columns are constantly testifying. The best, too,

in the art world of the United States is attracted to Xew
York. We cannot nowadays afford to overlook the ques-

tion of artistry in the moving picture. The artistic influ-

ence is one to which the moving picture just now is lay-

ing itself deliberatelv open. That influence is best found
in Xew York City and is another fact of importance to

be mentioned in connection with the subject. Here, then,

we have a combination of circumstances which in respect

of the moving picture makes little old New York the

center of things American, if not universal. There must
be a metropolis of every country—some central point to

which population and all its many interests chiefly gravi-

tate, and as with 'other branches of industry so it is

with the moving picture, which finds its center of things

in the common center of the country.

We call the attention of our readers to the advertisement
of the Helios Manufacturing Company on another page.

We have investigated the merits of this controller and be-
lieve it to he just the thing that large users of direct current

have been in need of. The reputation of the Helios concern
is ample guarantee that it will do all they claim for it.

The Echo Amusement Company, on Webster avenue, New
York City, has placed an order with J. H. Hallberg for a

complete moving picture and stereopticon installation as

follows: One Motiograph No. 1 flickerless moving picture

machine, one double dissolving stereopticon, one 60 to 70
ampere 200 volt 60 cycle "Hallberg" automatic electric econ-
omizer for the moving picture machine, two "Hallberg

-

' econ-
omizers of 35 amperes each for the dissolving lamps. The
equipment also includes one "Hallberg" spot light with color

wheel, operating on a 30 ampere economizer. The Tremont
Theater is one of the largest moving picture theaters in

Greater New York, and the distance from the lens to the

screen is iOs feet, which requires the powerful light given by
the 60-70 ampere "Hallberg" economizer.

The Nicholas Power Company has engaged the services of

Mr. F. H. Richardson, late of Chicago, as inspector. Mr.

Richardson will inspect all new machines under actual show
conditions before they are shipped out to customers, thus

making doubly certain that every adjustment is as it should

be. besides detecting and remedying any weak points present

when the mechanism comes from the machinists.

Rumors have been circulated to the effect that the new
Power's No. 6 mechanism is not a success and that it will

be withdrawn from the market. Tt may be stated authori-

tatively that this is erroneous. The Power's Company is

well pleased with the performance of the new machine, in

fact the company is enthusiastic over it, and is preparing

to fill orders which are coming in beyond the present ca-

pacity of the plant.

Last week there was a demonstration of the No. 6 mechan-
ism here in New York and those who witnessed the per-

formance pronounced the pictures to be perhaps the best

they had ever viewed in point of steadiness and brilliancy of

illumination.

The rumor probably grew out of the fact that in the haste

to fill early orders a few No. 6 heads were put out which

did not come up to the specifications. The machine as now-

perfected, however, gives distinct promise of performing all

the company claims for it and operating to please both cus-

tomer and audience.
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Observation?!
^BY OUR MAN ^
ABOUT TOWN,

As this issue of the Moving Picture World leaves the press
a convention of moving picture film renters is in session at

the Imperial Hotel in New York City. It is the annual con-
vention of the "lil Film Service Association. Although offi-

cially stamped as a "dead one" by the Motion Picture Patents
Company about a year ago, the F. S. A. is still very much in

evidence. Following the inquest held upon the association
by the Patents Company last Spring, the organization sur-
vived the post mortem as a social successor. It was a good
move, for although some prestige was lost on account of
the features being purely social, there are many film renting
exchanges that swear by "the old F. S. A." To them the
association is considered as big a factor in the motion picture
business to-day as it ever was. According to the official

announcements regarding the program for the three-day con-
vi n tit m now in session at the Imperial Hotel, there will be
something more than sociability on tap. General discussions
relative to the business will be held and one of the leading
topics on the list bears upon non-inflammable film, its dura-
bility and future. As a promoter of profanity this film has
been a gigantic success and I can make a royal guess as to
what will be said about it during the talks arranged for. It

must be admitted, however, that the "N. I.," as the film is re-

ferred to by most exchanges, is giving better satisfaction than
it did during the close of last Summer and the early Fall,

and it seems quite clear that it will eventually surmount criti-

cism. "That N. I. drove me to the red-eye liquid," said an
exchange man from West to me yesterday. It is expected
that several of the film manufacturers will be in attendance
at the convention as honorary members and perhaps some
of them will be able to span the N. I. chasm in informal
talks. I was surprised at the enthusiasm evinced by film
exchanges in regard to the convention. It convinced me
that the F. S. A. has not been dead, but sleeping, and during
the sleep some of the members have been having some pretty
lively dreams. It is a ioo to i shot that the Motion Picture
Patents Company will not officially receive or recognize any-
thing the F. R. A. may do, but it is equally certain that any-
thing looking to the welfare of the business as a whole will

not be ignored.
Many faces that figured prominently in the F. S. A. con-

vention of a year ago are missing from the present conven-
tion, notably Swanson and Laemmle. These two war horses
are now in the Independent ranks, but I would stake my
best suit of clothes against a nickel that both of them would
like to be at the Imperial this week. The associations culti-

vated in the old organizations left many pleasing recollec-
tions and despite the bitterness displayed since the advent
of the Patents Company there is still a strong brotherly feel-
ing between many of the former and present F. S. A. men.
As 1 look brick' and consider the great changes that have
taken place during the past twelve months 1 am led to pon-
der over the possible changes to be recorded during the com-
ing year. Who can make a good guess as to what will

transpire?

When the last F. S. A. convention was held it was decided
to hold the next one at Palm Beach, Fla. The chill the
member^ experienced when the Patents Company practically
declared the organization out of existence made them anxious
to seek a mon con fenial climate. Almost at the eleventh
hour it was decided to abandon the Palm Beach idea and
hold the convention in New York. It was a wise move. Had
it been held in Florida 1 believe the attendance of delegates
would have been so light thai the convention would practi-
cally be a failure. It would have been a grand trip, but the
wise heads concluded that the members of the association
could accomplish more in the metropolis than in the land of
flowers and oranges. Speaking of this yesterday, one of the
delegates from the West said he regretted that the Palm
Beach plan had been abandoned because he had looked for
months with pleasure upon the prospect's of getting in touch
with the famous Florida water. He said he had sampled
nearly all the waters on the market and his cup of happiness

lid have been filled if the Florida trip had been carried out.

Mayor Gaynor again went upon record during the past
week as a liberalist in connection with moving picture shows.

A Brooklyn man had tried for months to get a license for
a nickelodeon, but failed owing to the opposition of a church
located a block from the place. The former Mayor sustained
the objections, but Mayor Gaynor overruled them.

* * *

The latest bugaboo concerning moving pictures is that the
nickelodeons are attracting attendance from the free lectures
held in the public schools in Greater New York. At the
same time it is stated that the Board of Education indignantly
denies the truth of the report. The Board no doubt knows
what it is talking about.

* * *

The licensed manufacturers have secured control of the
motion pictures that were taken of ex-President Roosevelt's
hunting trip in Africa. It will be several weeks before they
will be ready for exhibition. I understand that the pictures
are of a very interesting character, and will make good.
Some people are inclined to think that the drawing power
of the pictures will be like that of fight pictures and will

exhaust itself in a week or two. I do not think they should
be classed with fight pictures. The latter appeal to a certain
class of people. The Roosevelt pictures will interest all

classes—men, women and children. The novelty may wear
off after the first week or two. but when Roosevelt returns
to this country the pictures will have a boom. Xot so with
fight pictures. When they once go on the shelf they stay
there. The fight and fighters are forgotten and the sports
keep their attention fixed upon coming events.

* * *

Two of the licensed manufacturers in Xew York have sent
out companies in search of new locations for picture work.
The Biograph Company, as mentioned in the last issue of
this paper, sent a company of people to Southern California
last week and last Thursday the Vitagraph Company sent
a party of actors and actresses to Jamaica, West Indies.
Verily, no expense is spared by the film makers to» get what
they want and give the picture patrons what they desire.

The step taken by these companies is not a new one. but it

is none the less commendable. The Kalem Company had
a company in the Southern States for some time several
months ago and the Essanay people have been working in

the Southwest and California for some time. There is some
significance in the step taken by the Vitagraph Company.
The departure of its company with two or three camera men
for the West Indies follows closely the announcement of
that company of the production of three reels a week.

* * *

A correspondent, evidently an exhibitor, asks me to suggest
some good scheme whereby a manager may improve the at-

tendance at his house. The best scheme T know oi is good
management. There are thousands of exhibitors in the field,

but not thousands of good managers. 1 have often referred
to this and pointed out that one great mistake made by ex-

hibitors is lack of energy and effort. It is difficult to frame
a suggestion that would fit all cases. Local conditions differ.

but good management applies to all. The good manager is

constantly on the alert to learn what his patrons want and
gives it to them. The nickelodeon manager of to-day is on
the same footing as the regular theatrical manager. His re-

sponsibilitv is the same and if he is not qualified to maintain
it all the worry and work he can cram into each twenty-four
hours will avail him nothin many managers look upon
picture houses as a slot machine. There was a time when
the people walked up to the box office, dropped in their nick-

els and dimes and accepted what they got as a matter of
course. But times and things have changed. The people are
looking for their money's worth and they look to the man-
agers to give it to them. I said in one of my letters some
time ago that a man may know how to weigh sugar, cut up
meat or make a suit of clothes, but be a very poor entertainer.

That is what a picture house manager really is. The people
seek entertainment and the manager must know how to fur-

nish it to keep from going to the wall. It is suicidal to
throw all the responsibility on the pictures. They do their

part and the manager must do his part. Someone gave the

wise admonition. "Know thyself." With a slight variation

I recommend it to the manager—"Know thy people."
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REGULATION MEANS SALVATION.
By W. Stephen Bush.

The urgent and imperative need of the hour in the moving
picture industry is a more drastic regulation, and this regu-
lation is a plain duty imposed by the necessity of circum-
stances on the manufacturers. The improvement of the
moving picture is universally conceded, it is no longer open
to dispute that its environments are better than they ever
were and that a high standard of quality is maintained. Cui
bono? To what use? The golden days, the memory of which
it seems even a surgical operation cannot erase from the
tablets of old, old exhibitors' memories, the days when the
boom was at its height, when one reel and a song won nickels
galore, are past never to return. If you look for nickelodeons
with 175 seating capacity yielding $200 and $300 per week
you will find them in the land of Nowhere only. Competition,
education of the public in moving picture lore, the natural
recession from a Doom to normal conditions, have changed
the face of things and the competition has grown senseless,
and war to the knife is the order of the day in altogether too
many towns and cities.

Is it intended to let the ruthless laws of supply and demand
and of the survival of the fittest take their course? Is it a mat-
ter of indifference to the powers that be, if thousands of
dollars are wasted in the struggle and the grim specters of
Ruin and Disintegration begin to stalk on the confines of
the kingdom of moving pictures? There is no need for sac-
rifices, there is no reason why legions of men with a little

money and much ill-directed ambition should be allowed to
break into the moving picture business, inflate real estate
values, get into debt to film exchanges, injure the prestige
the moving picture would otherwise enjoy in the public eye
and by their strange antics make it difficulty and at times
impossible for the capable and competent exhibitors to make
ends meet. Will the makers of films profit by such a condition
of affairs? They will, if the exchanges profit, but it is a well-
known fact that no licensed exchange is making the profits

it ought to make, if the same strong hand that operated on
the patient for the sever case of independicitis some time
ago would stretch out once more and reduce the number of
licensed M. P. theaters by future regulation. Licenses to-
day are granted as a matter of course. The beneficent
workings of a system of wise and discriminating selection are
conspicuous by their absence. Capital instead of being en-
couraged is frightened away. Why invest heavily in a good,
first-class M. P. theater if any Tom, Dick and Harry may
not indeed cripple you, but make your profits uncertain and
diminish them?

It may be urged that a sharper regulation would entail

vast expense and a complicated machinery for its proper
and effective enforcement. I believe that if regulation were
attempted and carried out, the benefits to the licensed ex-
hibitors would be so great and of so lasting a nature that
they would be glad to assist in a substantial way in the en-
forcement of the regulations. It would pay them to do so.

I could at this moment recite the names of many towns and
cities where the moving picture business has been ruined
for some time to come through fatuous and ruinous competi-
tion. I could write obituary notices by the score of ex-
hibitors who went into the picture business neither wisely
nor well, doing harm to themselves, to others and to the
industry in general. No doubt things are in the West
much as they are in the East and the evil knows no geo-
graphical limits. Two exhibitors will prosper in one place
where three will starve. The two will pass their prosperity
along just as the three lean ones will pass along their mis-
ery to the exchange and, much diluted it is true, to the manu-
facturer. What an amount of waste could be stopped by
proper regulation. The town that has two prosperous ex-
hibitors is good for twenty-four reels and they can all be new,
or of the same degree of newness, as far as that particular
place is concerned. The convalescence of the moving picture
body from a financial point of view would be rapid. There
would be a good average of continuing health. The public
appetite for moving pictures, now too often spoiled by gorg-
ing to the point of nausea, would grow once more and re-
sume its former edge of keenness.

I doubt not that the patient will live through the crisis in
the worst of events, but why have a crisis, if it can be averted?
The silly cry of "Trust" is about as useful as the scream of the
man with the decayed tooth, when he approaches his fate
in the dentist's chair. The tooth must be pulled and he is

a poor and most unprofitable dentist who is too tender
hearted to apply the instrument, because the patient screeches
with pain. Why rescue the patient from the horrors of in-

dependicitis, if in the end he is to die through lack of
nourishment?

IN THE LIONS' DEN.
By Hugh F. Hoffman.

I was invited to attend a meeting of the Civic Betterment
League.
How they ever came to invite me, the Devil's deputy

(meaning exhibitor), I probably never shall know. I have
my suspicions of a certain young man; his name is Plenty,
and the name describes him well.
The invitation came in the form of a plain postal card

requesting my presence at a meeting of the Civic Better-
ment League of Jersey City; topic to be discussed, Moo-ving
Pictures; signed by the secretary, Mr. Plenty, son of old
Josephus Plenty, the man who sent Sam Parks to jail.

Now the reason I suspect Mr. Plenty is because he seemed
to me to be the only normal critter at that abnormal gather-
ing. His greeting put me at ease in an insant in spite of the
indication on the faces of some of the ladies present that it

were better if I had been led in handcuffed so that I could
do them no bodily injury.

The meeting took place at the Whittier House, a charitable
institution in the poorer section of Jersey City. It being wet
weather, the attendance, luckily for me, numbered only about
twenty, mostly women, one or two of whom were young
and pretty; new recruits, I suppose.

"Bob" Fleming Mr. McCall. 'Teddy" Ransom.

The male, or basso profundo section consisted of our well
named friend, Mr. Plenty; Robert L. Fleming, president and
special officer of the Society for Prevention of Cruelty to
Children, of Jersey City; the Hon. Teddy Ranson, J. P., sec-
retary and special officer of the S. P. C. C, of Jersey City;
Robert A. McCall, probation officer of some Newark society
for the suppression of something or other and two other men
who, from the sound of their voices and delicacy of move-
ment, should more properly be included in the ladies' list.

As 1 entered they were holding a preliminary bout over
the licensing of newsboys. While this debate was going
on I chatted pleasantly with Mr. Plenty, and I gathered
from his remarks that occasionally he shied off from the
bunch and took in a moving picture show, ex-officio, for his

own benefit and recreation. He was a clean, healthy, happy,
broad-minded young man with a barrel of energy and good
nature. He told me he had often been in my place and en-
joyed my lectures on the pictures as they moved upon the
screen.

In telling me this he let the cat out of the bag. I de-
duced from his remarks that followed, that being the unsal-
aried secretary of an uplift society was dry business for
a man of his vim and bounce, so long as the meetings con-
sisted of much talk and little action. Therefore he had put
up this job on them. He had heard my lectures and had
an idea that I could hold my own when it came to argu-
ment. He invited me on his own responsibility, without
consulting the others. For the other side of the debate
he had invited those well known suppressors, Messrs. Flem-
ing, Ransom and McCall, with the full intention of getting
us all there and "sickin~" us onto each other while he sat

back and enjoyed the fun. These, I say, are my suspicions,

but I cannot prove them.
The preliminary bout about the licensing of newsboys pros-

pered finely until it came to a question of who was to pay.

for the badges that the boys were to wear. Some of the

members thought it would be too much of a hardship to

make the boys pay for them out of their hard earned pennies.

On the other hand, the Citv Fathers had been approached
and had refused to be bothered making an appropriation.
This put it squarely up to the salaried suppressors present,

who could not see why they should be expected to go down
in their jeans for the price of the badges, so the whole
project ended in dismal failure.

Then the decks were cleared for the moving picture ques-
tion. A dull sickening silence prevailed while the two oppos-
ing sides took mental stock of each other. Presently the

elderly matron of the institution broke the ice as follows:

"It seems, Mr. II., that there is considerable fault to

be found with moving pictures as they are at present dis-

played. Can you say anything to us on that subject?"
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"I belii I I. "thai it is customary for the prose-

cution i" open a case." Whereat my friend, .Mr. Plenty,
presiding, quickly assured me that I was ni>t on the rack,

but simply at an informal, impartial meeting where both
sides of the story wen- to be heard verbatim. J)id you get

that? Verbatim.
"Very well," I answered, somewhat reassured; "then I will

put the question that I always a-k at the beginning of any
reply t«> disbelievers in moving picture-, and that is: How
many of you have ever been into a picture parlor or 'Nickel-

i te, as you call them?"
There was a general exchange of inquiring glances among

the opposition forces, each looking to the others for volun-
tary admissions. Seven hands were raised among the twenty
members present, the five nun and the two lady members
who were yi iung and pretty.

"That's about what I thought," spoke I, in triumph, and
then went on t" tell them how most of the criticism is being

by those who never see what they are denouncing.
"Your argument is good so far as it goes," returned the

matron, "hut while we may not care to visit these pi;

we have tin- newspapers to go by. and if the things they say,

about them are true they must be perfectly horrid."

"Now you have touched a lender Spot, but f am ^lad
you called attention to that subject: Blackmail." With just
indignation i went on to relate- how I had called upon our

1 editor and asked him why he had hounded us ex-

hibitors with such persistency. 1 told them that this same
editor had admitted to me that he had never been into a

"Nickelette" and was writing his editorials on mere hearsay.
I told them further how this editor had politely intimated
that if the "Nickelette men" were to get together and keep
a standing "ad" in his columns, the paper would feel in

duty bound to protect an advertiser. I went on to tell those
present how I had reported this editorial interview back to

our Managers' Association, and how our members had voted
"Millions for defense but not one cent for tribute." and
that was why the attacks had become more bitter than ever.

I thought I had them going when they came back at me
with a flank movement—verbatim.

"Isn't it true," ventured a timid schoolma'am from a rear

seat, "that there is a great deal of crime and murder and
arson and all that sort of thing shown every night in these
places?"
"There is occasionally some one of those things in the dra-

matic subjects, but we don't exactly wallow in it. Besides,
T can truthfully say that there is never a crime shown in

moving pictures but what the full punishment of that crime
is shown at the end. We try to vary our program with com-
edy, dramatic and educational subjects."

"Well, don't you think that the exhibition of crime has a

tendency to make children and some adults have a yearning
to emulate wdiat they see?"

"1 have only my own experience to go by. In my younger
clays, when I was a 'gallery god,' after papers were sold. I

witnessed the most blood-curdling of melodrama and yet I

am noj a murderer. As a boy T saw Fagin teaching the pick-

pockets in Oliver Twist, before moving pictures were ever
heard of, and yet I am not a thief. On my mother's knee
1 first heard the story of Bluebeard, with all the shocking de-
tails of his gory wives, and still I have never spent a minute
behind prison bars."

"We are willing enough to concede that in your case, Mr.
II.," spoke the matron, "but don't you really believe that
there are children with parents that neglect them who might
easily be led into a life of crime by what they see in these
pictures?"

"I do not. A criminal is born and not made. Many in-

spiring biographies are written of men who began life as
friendless orphans and worked out their own salvation. On
the other hand, we read every day in the papers of men
like Harry Thaw who have had every advantage and turn
out to be the most depraved of wretches."

All this time the salaried suppressors were jotting down
notes. Mr. Ransom, trembling under his weight of misdi-

rected zeal in his high strung nervous anxiety to plunge into
the fray. Mr. McCall, in his well-fed, leisurely way. sat re-

garding his perfectly manicured fingers, calmly waitinsr his

turn. Mr. Fleming struck his favorite attitude of staring at

the ceiling in open-mouthed content.
"Why." interposed a lady with a high pitched voice that

seemed to frighten her, "why is it necessary to have anything
at all in your pictures that deals with crime?"

"I will answer with a question. Why is it necessary to have
anything in your books that deals with crime? The whole
of literature from beginning to end is nothing but a long
story of crime. The Bible itself is but the record of a great
murder culminating in the crucifixion. I believe the nursery

rhymes that we read to our children, from 'Cock Robin' to
'All Baba and the Forty Thieves,' contain the most revolting
accounts of bloodshed on paper. Even our daily papers, if

you phase, while they are denouncing our pictures of crime,
arc filled with it themselves, including illustrations thereof."
From Mr. McCall: "Well, how does that excuse you fel-

lows? If literature is full of crime children shouldn't be
allowed to read it. That's just the point we want to make.
We are after the parents who neglect their children and
that's just why we are going to have this law passed keep-
ing children out of these places. Make it a crime for parents
to allow their children to visit them alone."

"Have the parents been consulted at all, Mr. McCall?"
"We don't need to consult the kind of parents J mean.

They neglect their children and that's what we're here to

"Well, what about the parents who bring their children to
our shows?"
"They can't send them alone. If they want to spoil their

own children, we can't help it. You would be surprised if you
knew how many complaints and arrests there are in New-
ark of children stealing money to go to these places. The
same Story, day after day."
"Did you ever steal any money when vou were a bov,

Mr. McCall?" (Laughter.)
"Not that 1 can remember."
"Well I did; long before moving pictures came around.

! stole it to buy candy; why not abolish candy? I did it

to buy toys; why not abolish toys? ] got it to go to theaters;
abolish them all while you're at it, don't stop half way. I

never stole pennies after I got old enough to know better,
and T want to say right here, ladies and gentlemen, I have
met and known personally every moving picture manager in

this town; they are all gentlemen, and I will stake my word
on it that not one of them, if he knew it. would take a
stolen nickel from a child. The chances are more than likely

that he would march the youngster home byr the ear. Take
it from me—verbatim."

Teddy Ransom could stand it no longer. He was on his

feet, his black eyes glowing with that fire of genuine im-
pulse for which he is noted. His pale face livid; his raven
black hair falling in disorder from beneath his broad, black
sombrero. The loose, flowing black tie and sombre clothing
completed the perfect picture of a zealot. There he stood
breathing like a mad bull.

"Has anyone here ever seen a picture called 'The Female
Highwayman''" he thundered. "Have you ever shown it?'*

addressing me. to which I nodded "yes."

"Ladies and gentlemen, there is a picture that shows to
the innocent children of this city how a woman goes about
robbing people right and left, and each time she succeeds
in her work there is a round of applause from the audience.
She enters a jew :elry story, inspects some jewelry, and there,
in full view of these susceptible children, she conceals a dia-

mond in chewing gum under the show case, returning for it

later. And now, Mr. H.. I want you to answer me fairly

and squarely, do you consider that a fit picture for a child

or anyone to see?"

"You are taking advantage of me. Mr. Ransom." I replied.

"You are digging up skeletons. I did show that picture about
three years ago, when moving pictures were 3-oung and crude
and subjects were scarcer than now. What you call applause
for that picture was only laughter. Laughter at the funny
predicament in which she always left the police, not applause.
Vou omitted also to state that the lady met her just fate in the
end. I do not defend that picture for an instant, but I do think
you ought to confine yourself to the present and not to the
past

"Well, what about The Great Train Robbery'?" he roared.
"There's no use talking to you if you're going on that

way. Mr. Ransom." waxing warmer. "I asked you to mention
some picture of recent make, and now that you are specifying
pictures by name, 1 defy you to name one picture made within
the past year or so that would lead anybody into crime."

The meeting was getting warm. The wall flowers were
getting their nerve, and all hands were talking at once.
Chairs had been abandoned. I was the center of a group,
answering questions like a rapid fire gun. Little side argu-
ments were going on. Ransom was ramming around talking
sometimes to himself and again to others. He answered the
description of a Russian revolutionist wound up.

"Don't let that fellow scare you," whispered my patron
saint, Mr. Plenty, "I'm running this shebang."
"I'm sorry T haven't my list with me." said Ransom, "but

if I had I could mention plenty of pictures that are bad."

"Dead ones. I'll gamble," I retorted. "Why don't you say
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a word about the good ones we show? Tell them about
the 'Return of Ulysses,' 'The Prodigal Son,' 'The Life of
Abraham Lincoln.' You will have all these ladies believing
that we are conducting kindergartens of crime for crime's
sake."

"Isn't it possible for you exhibitors to examine your pic-
tures when you get them?" asked Mr. Plenty.

"Listen to me, my good friend. It takes fifteen minutes to
run a reel of pictures; a man having a three-reel show would
have to spend forty-five minutes looking over his show; then
what about the other thirty or forty men standing in line
waiting for theirs? The last man would get home about 2
A. M. with his pictures."

"I see you're right about that," said my level-headed friend;
"but couldn't there be a censorship established at the City
Hall composed of one from our society, one police official

and one exhibitor?"

"We don't need any censors here. We poor fellows are
only exhibitors. We don't make the pictures, but we get
all the blame. All we can do is to take what the manufac-
turers give us. They are the men who are going to make
or mar the business, and they are the men to censor, and
sometimes I think they need it myself."
"Well, isn't there something we can do to help it?"

"Now you're talking," said I. "When you say we, you
include us. These reform societies are always working
against us, never with us, when they would find us only too
glad to work hand in hand with them for the good of it

all."

McCall and Flemin~ and Ransom had gone.
"You mustn't mind what they said," smiled Plenty.
"I don't mind it a bit," I laughed. "They only said what

they are paid to say."
"I guess you're right. Good-night," said Plenty.

EUROPE PITTED AGAINST AMERICA.
"LET US ENLARGE THE FILM MARKET"

Under the above heading one of the European manufac-
turers, who visited this country a few months ago to size up
the American market, contributes the following article to
the "Cine Journal" of Paris. He prefaces it with a letter to
the editor urging upon him the importance of using his ef-

forts in getting the European manufacturers together in

taking quick and decisive action to defeat the "American
invasion."
The following is a translation of the article, from which

we have expunged some rather uncomplimentary personal
remarks:

General Situation of the Market in the United States.

There are about 10,000 exhibitors of which 4,500 could have
a satisfactory service from the independent importers, if

those importers were united in a manner to furnish a daily
program of good quality mixed with a few of the American
independent films, judiciously selected.

One reason why many of the licensed American exhibitors
would be happy to enlist themselves under the independent
banner is that the licensed service supplies them all with the
same program, placing them in a bad position when four
of them are side by side on the same street.

It is then urgent upon us to take advantage of this dis-

satisfaction on the part of the licensed exhibitors, and to
use same before the trust cai\ remedy this state of affairs,

in creating its own competition by the means of a second
program to offer to the exhibitors.

As I said; many exhibitors paying their license, would be
disposed to give up the trusts, if they had the guarantee of
obtaining a program composed of good productions released
regularly.

General Situation of the Importers of Independent Films.

The Film Import and Trading Company.—This company
actually sells, or rather makes an attempt at selling European
productions.

International Producing and Projecting Comapny.—This
company, of which the president and several directors enjoy
a well established social standing and a good personal fortune
(enabling them to do some positive and satisfactory work for

the independent cause), are disposed to give up the game,
as the European manufacturers have not thought proper, at

least at this time, to come to an understanding with the
said company.
The Motion Picture Patents Company, or the trust, keeps

in check the independents by means of the lawsuits they
bring against exhibitors, renters, manufacturers and importers.

It is certain that if all these lawsuits, started by the trust,

are not fought by some one with ample means to do so, the
independent cause will be ruined and the sale of independent
American and European films will be totally suppressed and
this for about four and one-half years.
Not a single independent European film could be sold to-

day in the United States if the president of the International
Producing and Projecting Company had not gone before the

American Congress, at its last session, to safeguard the

interests of the European manufacturers. The results are

partly due to the social standing of the directors of the

I. P. P. Co., also to their financial position.

In a few words, T will say what has been done for the in-

dependent cause, since the rules of the trust went into effect

in January, 1909.

January, 1909.—Enforcing the new rules of the trust, called

the Motion Picture Patents Company. Disorganization and
confusion of the independents.
February, 1909.—Mr. Murdock, seeing a chance to do for

the film industry, what he has done in the theatrical line for
the Western Vaudeville Manager Association, decides to
create a competition to the trust and to organize an inde-
pendent movement. He communicates with the European
manufacturers and gets contracts to obtain the goods.

April, 1909.—The trust attempts to disintegrate the Inter-
national Producing and Projection Company so as to kill

once more the independent cause. Having met a failure, the
licensed manufacturers made an affidavit, under oath, declar-
ing that their industry must be protected by a high tariff

on the ground that the metre of negative film averaged
them from 50 to 70 francs, against 20 francs, the cost of the
metre of European negative films.

May-August, 1909.—Mr. Murdock takes charge of the inde-
pendent part}- before the Congress of the United States. On
account of his political influence, he prevents the strangling
of the independent party and obtains the same duty, even
with a small reduction on the existing tariff, and now the
licensed manufacturers cannot come back on this question
of tariff, under the penalty of being accused of perjury, a
grave crime under the American Code.
During the Summer of 1909, the sale of European films in

the United States, through the efforts of the International
Producing and Projecting Company, had fallen very low, for
reasons too long to name in this statement, yet known to
all the manufacturers.
At the close of the Congress of the United States, the gen-

eral attorney of the trust, who had been beaten twice by
Mr. Murdock, threatens to pursue him and, without wasting
any time, some ten injunctions are served by the trust on a
number of independents.

Mr. Murdock, wishing to clear the situation, comes to
Europe; he falls sick and consequently cannot accomplish the
work he had planned to do with the European manufacturers.
As the different suits pending in the courts of the United
States could not be postponed, the representatives of the
International Producing and Projecting Company had to re-

turn to Chicago.
October, 1909.—The European manufacturers decide to pay

a visit to the United States to investigate the situation.

November 30, 1909.—The European manufacturers have
been to the United States, the general indecision and unrea-
sonable attempts some of them made contributed to render
the situation of the market so much more complex. The
lack of cohesion and of decision on the part of certain repre-

sentatives of the important houses can be considered as hav-
ing weighed heavily on the situation and seems to have de-

termined the confusion and general rout, to the delight of the

trust.

If the importers of independent films are told that they
can sell their films in the United States without being
directly molested by the trust, it is certain that the trust will

quickly find a way of stopping this sale, by serving injunctions

on the independent exhibitors for violation of patents rights

and force them to close.

The direct sale of imported films, by means of offices

opened in New York or through American manufacturers,

will meet the same defeat.

Direct individual sales will be a complete financial failure

for the following fact: Patrons giving standing orders will

not pay and accept the goods unless there exists a strong

organization that can enforce them to live up to the contracts,
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in fact force them to make money against their own will and
them from slashing the prices.

It we want to sell imported films it is necessary that this
sale be made through the medium of persons who, by their
financial resources and political influence, can beat the in-

junctions to lx- served by the trust.

ove named reasons, it is absolutely urgent to
make a quick decision, as it is a question of life or death
lor the independent films.

, Any delay is a new step towards a complete defeat and the
Americans will soon conquer the European market and impose
their regulations on Europe as soon as they have assured
the final success of their rule in the United States. And they
will do so if we are not on the lookout.

1 cli isc this statement in hoping that the interested houses
will not show any bitterness against each Other unless they
have decided to charge to profit and loss the films they ex-
pect to sell in the United States, but, on the other hand,
to help to organize a strong movement, able to give them
four and one-half years of good business. This movement
will not only defeat the Americans on their own ground, but
will show them that they have to fight in Europe against a

strong organization.
It is necessary, I repeat, to make a quick decision from the

fact that the European manufacturers who visited the United
States have certainly given, by their way of acting, the im-
pression that they are persons that do not know what they
are doing nor what they want. And the Americans will not
be slow to see the importance of this fact that the Europeans
are so weak and so excitable that the least commercial dif-

ficulties upset them, another incentive for the American
manufacturers to put more energy into attaining their final

object—that of supplanting the European manufacturers in

America as well as in Europe.

America's Reply.
We showed the above translation to a gentleman who has

large interests in the moving picture business, which brings
him in direct touch with all branches of the trade throughout
the country. Being a manufacturer of other accessories, we
pointed out to him that he was expected to look upon the film

question with an open mind, and as the political swirl no
doubt had considerable effect on the course of his own
business, he was asked to give his views on the moving
picture industry in America during the past year, or since

the formation of the Motion Picture Patents Company. He
dictated the following:

American View of the Situation.

We seem to be going along nicely. The Motion Picture
Patents Company has served a few injunctions, just enough
to retain their prestige, but not enough to rout the inde-
pendents. No real gain has been made on either side. If the
licensed manufacturers have lost a few exhibitors, the inde-
pendents have lost their share and the account is pretty well
balanced. The old Film Service Association was a good move,
at the time, but as many abuses had to be corrected, the
manufacturers, profiting by the experience gained, superseded
the Film Service Association with the Motion Picture Pat-
ents Company. After another year of experience, the manu-
facturers will find that the M. P. P. Co. does not yet answer
all the needs and we may have a new combination, an im-
provement on the present M. P. P. Co.
The Motion Picture Patents Company has done much

good, as in maintaining the prices they have enabled the
manufacturers to much improve their work. The M. P. P.

Co. has done some real work in putting the industry on
some sound, systematic basis, perhaps too much of it, as

the exchanges are too heavily handicapped and seem to be
no more than obedient servants, giving their time, energy
and capital to promote the interests of the manufacturers,
with very little profit to themselves.
The independents cannot show better results; on the con-

trary, they show dissension in their ranks.

Really, I sec no reason for an immediate change. True
enough, we have once in a while a little skirmish, but the

danger soon passes away and once more we sail on a smooth
sea. Yet a storm is coming.

Dangers of an Open Market.

I do not agree with the "Cine-Journal" on the direction of

the storm. As the "Cine-Journal" sees the storm coming
from the "trust," they urge a big combination of the inde-

pendent interests and want said interests to be placed in

the hands of some one importing concern that will serve

them faithfully as the safest harbor in sight.

I see the storm coming from the independent side and

if the independent clouds are allowed to gather together, we
can expect a storm, a real deluge. I see the real danger
in the unlimited number of new manufacturers.

explain the danger in store for us, from this extraor-
dinary crop of new manufacturers, let us follow the cue of
the "Cine-Journal" and go back in history.
January, 1909.—The formation of the Motion Picture Pat-

ents Company caused a panic and those not taken in saw
no chance of ever placing out their goods. The M. P. P. Co.
was for a time a bad scarecrow and kept many men under
cover.

Spring, 1909.—Murdock appeared as a "saviour"; and if,

through his European agent, he had kept supplying the best
imported films, he would have made a success for himself
and for the independents, but, following his agent, he took
advantage of the necessities of the independents to unload
on them all the trash from Europe.
About this same time some bold men came from under

cover as independent manufacturers. They were closely
watched by the M. P. P. Co., who tried to stop them, and
by other anxious independents wishing to enter the manu-
facturing field.

Summer, 1909.—The new independent manufacturers made
good, they heeded not the injunctions and the detectives of
the M. P. P. Co., and this encouraged other men to bring out
their cameras and start to make pictures—I beg pardon,
reels of film.

Autumn, 1909.—More independent manufacturers are com-
ing out.

Present Day.—The slow progress or cessation of legal ac-
tion on the part of the Motion Picture Patents Company is

the signal for a regular invasion of new manufacturers; they
are appearing so fast that it is impossible to keep track of
their number and even of their names; they are springing
up from every corner of the United States, and it is only a
question of time when we will have one manufacturer for
every exhibitor, or at least for every exchange.
The real danger is in this wonderful crop of new indepen-

dent manufacturers. They are not good business men, they
have not enough capital and most of them have not the expe-
rience. What will be the result? They will have to slash
prices so as to sell enough prints to pay their daily expenses.

I should not say that they will cut the prices, as they
are already doing it. A new manufacturer, who has already
a number of pictures and good enough productions to make a

first release, does not want to release as he knows that the
independent exchanges are not willing to pay the full price
of 11 cents, and if this manufacturer should release he would
have to sell at 11 cents to keep faith with the Alliance.
Yet this manufacturer, needing money to go ahead, offers
his copies at 7 cents, and no one can say a word, as he is

not making a regular release.

To my knowledge we have some fifty independent manu-
facturers who are releasing or working to release within a

short time and, as some of them are bold enough to promise
two reels per week or more, we can say that within a few
weeks the independents will have an output of perhaps
seventy-five reels. The question arises: Where are those
manufacturers going to find enough exchanges to buy such
a large output and where will they find theaters to show all

those reels? Any man with some common sense will see
that this wonderful crop of new manufacturers will mean
anarchy to the industry, as those manufacturers will cut and
cut the prices.

If both licensed and independent interests do not put a

stop to this great crop of new manufacturers, there will

be no limit, and, week after week, we will see new names
coming up. Last month one independent manufacturer made
a clean sweep, he discharged every one from the office boy
to the manager and reorganized under a new management.
Xow it is reported that the old manager is going to start

for himself, that the darkroom man has alreadjr completed
arrangements to start for himself, that the stage manager
is forming a new company and it is even rumored that the

camera man is also contemplating a factory for himself.

Would it not be wiser for those five men to combine their

interests in one good company, instead of starting five com-
peting factories with limited capital and poor experience'
Would it not be wiser still for them to go back to their

Former wavs of making a living? But this is a free country
and they are free to burn their own (or other people's)

money!
Some persons will tell you that all those new manufacturers

will die. one after another, as they will never be in a position

to line up with the good manufacturer. True enough in

certain countries, but not in the United States, where we
have too many push cart men in the exhibiting end of the

business.
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What do they know? The dollar and nothing else. They
cannot judge a good picture from a bad one, a decent pro-
duction from an immoral one, they have no taste, they have
no education; and as they cannot judge, they prefer highly
sensational thrills, no matter how badly such pictures are

produced.
When these exhibitors see that the manufacturers are sell-

ing their prints to the exchanges at 7 cents or less, they will

clamor for a cheaper service and, even if they are licensed

exhibitors, they will go under the independent banner for

the sake of a cheaper service. To meet such competition
the licensed manufacturers will be forced to cut, or reduce
their expenses, and instead of producing high-class pictures,

they will have to lower themselves to the mark of those
cheap manufacturers and put out only cheap pictures.

I am not opposed to new manufacturers, but I want honest
manufacturers, to keep uo the prices, to do good work, men
who can elevate the industry instead of pulling it down.
Such men should be recognized. But the man who starts

with no experience, with no capital and who simply wants
to foist an inferior product on the public should be barred
out.

This is logic. I know all the exchanges, and I declare that

there is not an exchange (independent) in a position to buy
a weekly output such as we are sure to get if all those new
manufacturers are coming on the market. The rents and
wages will have to be paid, then the manufacturers will sell

at any price for the sake of meeting their obligations/ if

they can meet them.
The only way to stop all those new manufacturers is to

close the market to them. And this could be done if the
licensed manufacturers would take in a few more of the best
European manufacturers with the best independent American
manufacturers. The Motion Picture Patents Company would
then have an output of some thirty or more good reels each
week, and, with such an output, they would have enough
to supply all the theaters, and no theater would be foolish
enough to run the rejected product. This combination would
obviate the fault the "Cine-Journal" finds with the M. P. P.
Co. of not having two programs, so as to give different

pictures to theaters on the same street.

This will be the outcome of the business; a new combina-
tion controlling all the interests; a new organization capable
of dictating to the theaters to show pictures only, no vaude-
ville and only short shows; a combination to make money for

everyone, the manufacturer, the renter and the exhibitor.

OBSERVATIONS BY WIDE-AWAKE EXHIBITORS.
The Editors Invite Contributions for this page from Exhibitors who can Express an Idea

that will be Beneficial to the Business.

FALSE HISTORY IN MOTION PICTURES.
By Hans Leigh.

From time to time we read articles praising the moving
picture as a recorder of history, and we are told that the
educational influence of these so-called historical subjects
upon the rising generation will be of great value.

But there is only one kind of history which can be of any
use to anybody.
That is true history.

The trouble with the kind of history handed out by some
of the manufacturers of moving pictures is that it isn't true.

Not long ago I pointed out a quantity of this species of

history which had been woven into a film called "The Death
Disc."
A little later I saw more of it—a lot more of it—in a film

entitled "Julius Caesar."
Since then I have received a big consignment of very rotten

lilm-history labeled "Beethoven."
The picture, which is misnamed a tragedy, but which to the

educated mind is nothing more than a farce, deals with the

great master at the age of about fifty-six or seven. The first

few hundred feet are grotesquely meaningless, as far as an
average audience can judge.
Then, we are led to believe that Beethoven has become

suddenly deaf. This of course distresses him a great deal.

He attempts to conduct an orchestra, but by reason of his

deafness makes a terrible mess of it. Further unhappiness
is caused by the misbehavior of his nephew, and the last drop
in the master's cup of bitterness is reached when he detects

the nephew in the act of robbing him. The shock is so great
that Beethoven is seized with heart disease, or apoplexy, or
something, and dies. The action of this piece, judging from
the fact that the characters wear the same clothes all through
it, covers about one year.

The incidents are disjointed and uninteresting, and the act-

ing execrable. The only thing which makes the play remark-
able is the freight of historical lies it carries. Briefly, these
are as follows:
The lie—that Beethoven became deaf in his old age. The

fact—that Beethoven's first symptoms of deafness appeared
at the age of thirty, and that within three or four years his

hearing was entirely gone.
The lie—that Beethoven was unable to conduct an orchestra

in consequence of his deafness. The fact—that Beethoven's
greatest works were produced after he became stone deaf,

and that twenty years later he achieved one of the greatest
triumphs of his life when, at Vienna, in 1824, he conducted
the orchestra which played his own Ninth Symphony before
one of the most distinguished audiences which ever listened

to a concert. At that time Beethoven was so deaf that he
could not hear the storm of applause which swept the house,
and he was unaware of his triumph until one of the lady
singers turned him around so that he saw the enthusiasm in

tin laces and actions of his auditors.

The lie—that Beethoven died of some sort of a seizure,

in consequence of his nephew's crime. The fact—that
Beethoven died in bed of dropsy following a long illness from
inflammation of the lungs. According to the picture artist,

Beethoven steals nimbly down stairs to detect his nephew,
while in reality the master lay in bed a hopeless and helpless
wreck.

But, I hear the reader exclaim: "Those are only three
lies."

I regret that I cannot instance more tergiversations on the
part of this picture artist. I can only produce three lies be-
cause this film contains only three alleged facts, none of
which are true.

The life of Beethoven contains much that is dramatic

—

much that might have been woven into this play to make it

interesting, but this seems to have escaped the picture artist.

Perhaps he hadn't the scenery necessary to its production.
Certainly he hadn't' the actors.

EVILS OF THE FILM RENTING BUSINESS.
I have felt so discouraged and disgusted at time with the x

ignorance and carelessness displayed by some operators, that
I have been sorely tempted more than once to quit the busi-
ness. It has been no infrequent occurrence to receive a
return shipment of films from some customer and then find

upon inspecting the reels that my best and costliest reels had
been unnecessarily damaged by having the sprocket holes
forced almost the entire length, caused by no other reason
than excessive tension placed upon the take-up in rewinding.
I am certain that I am not alone to suffer in this respect.
This same evil has no doubt been experienced by every ex-
change in the country. If every operator would devote as
much attention to the tension spring and take-up attachment
as he does to the lubrication, lenses, etc., using just a little

judgment instead of slashing a film through as many do,
many thousands of dollars would be saved to the exchanges
every year. And not only that, the film being in better shape
as far as perfect sprocket holes were concerned, would mean
a more satisfactory service.

I ask the co-operation of every operator to eliminate this,

the greatest evil of. the film renting business. Never have
your tension on film any greater than will barely turn a full

reel of film in the lower magazine on the take-up when you
turn the crank of the machine.

It is not always ignorance that causes an operator to
place and leave such an excessive strain on the slowly re-

winding film, but rank carelessness. Film is not a piece of
rubber that will stretch to suit any requirement that may be
placed upon it. When adjusted to this high, unnecessary
tension the film has got to give, and the consequence is big
damage to film and your exchange. After sprocket holes
have once been started the time will shortly come when the
reel can be consigned to the scrap-heap.
My plea to the operators is to carefully consider the

troubles that come to the concerns that rent films. It is not
a path of roses, as many may presume. If you take proper
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care of the films you rent, it will be Mire to he noticed, and

the result will be better service, the outcome of a bette*

understanding and more confidence between exchange and
exhibitor. F. T. BOLNE.

MORE ABSURDITIES.
By Hans Leigh.

When an American manufacturer attempt- to produce a

foreign drama from settings arranged in New York or Chi-

there may be some small excuse for errors. But when
the subject is an American one, created in America, staged

m America, and acted by American-, tile exhibitor ha- a

right to expect that the manufacturer will pa)- some at-

tention i" the possibilities.

In many cases tin- expectation is not realized, and films

are sent Out lor exhibition which must make any intelligent

showman tremble for the reputation of his house, and which

cannot help but have an injurious effect upon the future of

the motion picture business.

Such a film, in my humble opinion, is "Reunited at the

Callows." This play opens with the chance meeting of a

young man and a young woman who is described as a fac-

torj girl, but who bears more resemblance to a vaudeville

actress. They exchange a few words and then part. The
same evening, or possibly the next, the girl receives a letter

from her swain in the following laconic style:

-Helen— I will marry you to-night, if the marriage will

be kept secret. JOE.'
bin does the girl refuse this proposal as any self-respect-

ing young woman would do? Not at all. She jumps at the

chance. The minister for them; and yet the whole transac-

tion, as far as the audience can see, is accompanied by no

more sentiment or passion than would be involved in the

purchase of a pound of tea. Can such things be? Well, if

so they should have no place in a motion picture drama.

We now see the sexton of a church pretending to sweep

the leaves away from the front door of the sanctuary. It

is merely a pretense, because he does no more than move
the leaves to and fro. This is a trifle, to be sure, but the

Stage manager might just as well have given that actor a

lesson in sweeping before putting the piece on.

The villain presently arrives, and in the most casual man-

ner invites the sexton to commit a crime which would be

likely to land him in the State prison for the rest of his lifc^-

to perform, in fact, a mock marriage.

The villain does not seem to fear that the sexton will call

a policeman and make a charge against him. He makes his

dangerous proposition with all the nonchalance with which

lie might order the Chinaman to hand out his laundry.

And doe. the ;^ood sexton hesitate? Not for a moment.

He enters easily and pleasantly into the diabolical plot, with

no more qualm's than though he had been loaning a hymn
book to a lady.

The whole conspiracy is arranged in about one minute, and

the villain goes off to seek lbs victim.

Hut now the rector appears on the scene, and by some kind

of clairvoyance, in which the audience has no share, he finds

out that the sexton has something on his mind. He ques-

tions him and the sexton confesses.

•'Aha," cries the parson. "I have a thought. I shall disguise

myself as you. Then T shall perform the ceremony which

wi'll be binding, and the biter shall be bitten. Run down to

the toy shop and get the disguise."

The' sexton vanishes, and presently returns with a white

wig and a pair of whiskers, which he found by chance at

the toy shop and which are the exact counterpart of his

own. .

And now. wdierc shall they go to effect the disguise? Jo

some quiet room where it can be done with proper secrecy?

Oh. not at all—quite unnecessary. The front steps of the

church will do very well as a dressing room. Tt will be

cooler than a stuffv bedroom, and besides it will afford

the old ladies and the children in the neighborhood a little

much-needed entertainment—to see their pastor making up

like a circus clown.
So a chair is brought out and set up in lull view ot the

street, and the pastor, taking off his coat, kneels down on

the pavement and gets busy with the grease paint.

When he has finished the sexton gets into a skirt which

is short enough to give a nice view of his pantaloons and his

great, manly feet. Then he throws a shawl over his head,

and the two are ready for "bear."

Presently the bride and groom arrive. He politely avoids

looking at the sexton's boots and the pastor's whiskerinos,

which are all too palpable to the audience. They are ready

for the ceremony.

And now does the pastor lead the way up the aisle, while
the organ peals the Wedding March? Not a bit of it. The
front steps for them.
This does not seem curious to the happy pair, and so the
mony is performed under the bine arch of heaven, and

in the presence of a select audience of dogs, babies, street

arabs, policemen and street car drivers—who, it is needless
to say, are not allowed to appear in the picture.

Now what does all this imply? Simply that the picture
artist was able to borrow the front -tcps of a church, but
couldn't net inside, and that he didn't have the money to pay
lor a suitable setting in canvas.

1 would at this point like to convey the idea that the
acting in this drama is just about as rotten as any 1 have
ever seen in the worst class of ten-twent-thirt attractions.

Later on, the j^i rl disappears, and the villain is convicted
of murder on evidence which, in real life, would be insuffi-

cient to hang a squirrel. He i- sentenced to death, and the
audience is next introduced to him in a setting which is sup-
posed to represent a condemned cell. But it isn't a cell at all.

The setting looks like the seamy side of a garden wall, and
the masonry is such as should send the builder of it to the
gallows. It is about as bad a bit of masonry and as little

like that of a prison cell as any bit of stonework I ever saw.
lint apparently the artist hadn't the money to pay for a set
piece, and so everything had to go.
The condemned man, T may add. is dressed by the artist

in prison stripes. Xow I may be wrong in this, but I think
it is a pretty safe thing to say that criminals condemned to
death are not required to wear the stripes. I never saw
or heard of a man in this condition wearing stripes, and
1 don't believe they do it.

That is about all I have to say of "Reunited at the Gal-
lows," and it seems to me it is enough.

I would like to ask the manufacturer how long he expects
the exhibitors and the public to stand for this kind of rub-
bish. The film is an Independent film, and I have recently
"gone Independent;" but if I am to stay Independent, I want
better stuff than this.

RICHARDSON CRITICIZED.

T have noted, page 124. your issue of January 29, an article

entitled "A Question of Voltage." The statements contained
therein are not strictly correct.

Air. Richardson's first statement, which is misleading, starts
on the fourth line, as follows; "With direct current, rheostats
are in general use for reducing the current, and unless one
has one built especially for that pressure, it is necessary to
use two in series.'' All moving picture arc lamps, or. in fact,

any arc lamp in which the carbons are not tighthr enclosed
with a globe, must burn with a voltage between 40 and 50.

At a lower voltage the arc hisses and does not produce satis-

factory volume of light, and if the voltage is above 50 the
arc becomes unsteady. On account of the instability of the
arc, it is necessary that a ballast of some sort be used in

connection with the arc to steady it. and usually this ballast

consists of a metallic resistance. If the line voltage is 110,

then, regardless of the volume of current which is required
to give the desired illumination, this resistance must be
sufficient to cut down the voltage from no to approximately
45 volts, or, in other words, it must in itself absorb 65 volts
Manufacturers of the rheostats purposely proportion them
to accomplish this purpose, but Air. Richardson states that,

coupling two of these rheostats in series answers the purpose
for 220 volts. lie is mistaken in this. as. of course, the total
resistance required to cut down from 220 to 45 volts must
be sufficient to absorb 175 volts, although many moving pic-

ture manufacturers send out two rheostats coupled absorbing
65 volts each. and. therefore, the rheostats will pass a greater
volume of current than they are capable of, and this results
in serious overheating of the rheostats. It is much better to
have one rheostat capable of absorbing 175 volts than to have
two rheostats, one of which might absorb 65 volts and the
other one no. but in no case should two 65-volt rheostats
be placed with a lamp on a 220-volt circuit, as the excessive
heat will sooner or later prove disastrous.

In the start of the second paragraph Mr. Richardson states:

"With a pressure of 220 volts very nearly as much current
will be wasted in the resistance as heat as is used in the
operation of the arc itself." This is altogether wrong, be-
cause a moving picture lamp, when operating on 220 volts
consumes only 45 volts, whereas the resistance must con-
sume 175: therefore, the resistance actually uses up almost
four times as much energy as is utilized in the lamp, and
on a no-volt circuit the rheostat uses up on and one-half
times as much energy as is used in the lamp. H. M. C.
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New factors are constantly asserting themselves in the
moving picture field. Some of us, myself amongst them, who
foresaw the appearance of these factors and ventured on a

little prophesy were laughted at for our foresight. But he
laughs best who laughs last. Not many months ago I spoke
of the time when Clyde Fitch, Augustus Thomas and other
dramatists would be called upon to write moving picture
plays. Fitch unfortunately died, yet here we have Rex Beach,
Richard Harding Davis, Elbert Hubbard, Rev. Madison C.

Peters and other noted dramatists and authors busy with their

pens. Now who would have thought this only a year ago?
I wonder what we shall see in this respect this time next
year! Some of us, too, foresaw the time when not merely
would the dramatic, writer and playright be as prominent in

the moving picture field as he is in the ordinary theater, but
also that the star actor and actress would "arrive." And the
star actor and actress have arrived. There is not a reputable
manufacturer of moving pictures in the United States to-daj
who does not possess a regularly organized stock company.
And in those companies are star performers.

* * *

So far, star performers of the calibre I have in mind, can

be counted on the fingers of the hand and there would
be fingers to spare. But so swift, so sudden has been the
change in this respect that week by week the standard of

acting excellence in the moving picture stock companies of

the United States is rising in response to the pressure of

public demands. And it is therefore clear that the same
set of conditions will sooner or later prevail on the moving
picture stage as on the ordinary stage. The public demands
them.

* * *

The public, indeed, has its favorite actors and actresses in

the silent drama as in the talking play. Manufacturers them-
selves are recognizing the value of tin- personalities of the

actors and actresses who make the films. They are printing

their. portraits and distributing them. Some of these portraits

have been published in The Moving Picture World. They
are shown in entrances of moving picture theaters. I should

not be surprised if before long they do not figure <>n postal

cards. To have your portrait widely distributed on a postal

card is the highest pinnacle of histrionic celebrity.

* % *

All this, of course, is symptomatic of the fact that the manu-
facturers, recognizing tin- enormous value of the acting end

of their productions, are engaging the best possible talent

for the work—men and women with reputations made mi

the ordinary stage, or those who give the highest promise For

the work. This is as it should be. Moreover, it is inevitable

that individuality asserts itself on the m. p. stage; that a

competent actor or actress has practically the same chance

of coming to the front on the moving picture stage as he or

she has on the ordinary stage. That is what they are doing.

So it comes about that the personalities of these good people

are of growing interest to the public.

This is made clear by the fact that such a celebrated artist

as Pilar-Morin has identified herself with the moving picture

stage. It is pretty safe to predict that what this lady has

done and is doing will be done by other eminent artists. So
we shall have the star system in vogue. I do not wish to

discuss this system in the abstract. In my opinion, how-
ever in the concrete, it is a good thing lor the public. The
public knows good acting when it sees it. It does not know
why, precisely; it is not competent to analyze, criticise, com-

pare or discriminate, but it knows by instinct or intuition

or mere reason—it knows when a thing is good, and. know-

ing that much, it calls for more.

* * *

That is just what is happening in the moving picture thea-

ter at the moment. The public is looking at the picture from

the acting aspect and when it arrives at the conclusion that

the picture is well acted, it wants more of the same kind

of work. And getting more of the same kind of work with

the same performers in the film it necessarily follows that

personal interest or rather interest in the identities of the
chief performers is aroused, sustained, and maintained so long
as the particular performer is before the public.

* * *

It is common talk in moving picture circles now that the
success of a particular film or of a particular company's films

are traceable to one or two performers. You hear talk of

this man or that woman in such and such a film, just as you
hear talk of Maude Adams or John Drew in such and such
a play. The consequence is that the very highest class of
moving picture acting talent is in request amongst manu-
facturers. Some of the latter have spirited away each other's
performers. So you get a replica of the kind of thing that
goes on along Broadway. Bad blood is created by this mild
form of brigandage, but of course it is inevitable. Your
Broadway star provokes competition amongst managers and
I suppose moving picture makers, being human, are always
keenly alert for headliners.

The outcome of all this of course is that the public interest
in the picture heightens on account of its personalities and
moreover that a continuation of that interest in the picture
is only to be sustained by giving good acting in the film.

All this will probably lead to a higher level of acting in
the picture. Slowly but surely the Pathe standard is being
reached—or, I should say, the French and Italian standards.
Only the highest class of acting ability being utilized in those
films. There is one thing I am glad to note by personal
contact with many clever actors and actresses, that they do
not consider it beneath their dignity to work for moving
pictures. There is surely nothing undignified about the work.

» * # *

Then again romantic interest is beginning to attach itself

to the moving picture Sim. If you have money and yachts
and desire a little temporary notoriety, there is always a
pretty Broadway actress on hand to elope with you and be
married to you before a Hoboken Justice, or you can arrange
the usual divorce case in the same way. I am just wondering
whether these elements will enter into the moving picture
stage. Possibly not to the same extent, as you do not hear
the dear creatures talk and therefore cannot be lured away
by the seductive tones of the graceful beings who charm you
on the screen. Moreover, there is this drawback: there is

no stage door, so you cannot wait outside for the girl with
a bouquet of flowers, or you cannot send her a present.
You do not know where to find her so as to invite her to the
usual little dinner at Rector's or some other Broadway palace.
This, of course, makes the romantic end of the moving pic-
ture stage somewhat more difficult of realization than the
ordinary talking stage.

* * *

So, perhaps, your moralist will say that the moving picture
stage makes for the surer conservation of conventional mor-
ality. The performer on the screen becomes, then, what
he or she should become on the ordinary stage— a mere per-
sonality with whom the public has no concern whatsoever off

the stage or outside of the theater. This is probably one on
the side of the moving picture stage, for it keeps us all from
eloping with our favorite actress and diminishes the num-
ber of divorces, T have not yet felt inclined to elope myself
or to send billets doux to the charming heroines of the mov-
ing picture stage. From what little I know of them and
their position in the world, if T were tempted to do any-
thing of the sort, I should probably arouse the ire of in-

dignant relatives. For the ladies and gentlemen on the mov-
ing picture stage arc sacro-sanct; are all churchgoers and
useful members of society, chosen not only for their acting
ability but for their invulnerability to the attentions of amor-
ous admirers.

B. W. Beadell, of the Waterproof Film Company, wdio, with

W. A. Daniels, are exhibiting their apparatus at the Imperial

Hotel, will remain in the East for some time and visit the
exchanges.
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COMMENTS onw FILMS

THE USURPER (Lubin).

A strongly dramatic story of a man who impersonates a
rival in a love affair and succeeds in obtaining a portion of

an inheritance to which he is heir. Some strong situations
are worked out, each one of which adds materially to the
interest of the story. I. ike most of the Lubin dramas, it is

without a dull moment and the interest of the audience is

maintained at the highest pitch throughout. The photog-
raphy is clear and without disfiguring halation or blur, while
the acting satisfactorily interprets the author's development
of the idea. Altogether it is a film which will arouse interest
and receive favorable comment.

THE CALL (Biograph).

( i rtain professions and certain business enterprises exert
a peculiar fascination upon their votaries, and once engaged
in them it seems almost impossible to sever the connection.
The circus is perhaps as strongly magnetic as any of them,
and this fascination is strongly represented in this film which
Is really a reproduction of life under the white top, as it is

known. Even though the heroine is happily married and
undoubtedly realizes the abuse frim which she escaped,
the fascination is too strong and she succumbs. But, fortu-
nately for her, the artificial character of the life appalls her
and she returns to her home in time to prevent her letter
announcing her return to the old life failing into the hands
of her husband. The film is a brilliant study in the influ-

ence of an occupation upon character, and the effect it may
have upon the individual, even after years have passed. The film
may be considered unique in two respects: First, it pre-
sents very strongly the peculiar enchantment of circus life;

and, second, it is a remarkably accurate representation of
circus life. Probably no better was ever produced in motion
pictures. The picture will appeal to some because of its

pschycological suggestiveness and to others because it il-

lustrates a circus. Not all films please such widely divergent
tastes. ,

THE COURTSHIP OF MILES STANDISH (Selig),

Always Longfellow's poem relating the story of Miles
Standish's wooing of the pretty Priscilla will be interesting.
Always there will be sympathy for the older man, and the
younger, too, and always there will be admiration for the
young woman who had sufficient tact to encourage the young
man who appealed to her heart. Marked by great beauty
of descriptive expression and delightful appreciation of the
subtleties of character development, the Selig players have
caught the inspiration of the poem and have translated it

into pictures so forcibly and with such precision of interpre-
tation that the characters, who everybody loves and admires,
move across the screen like living entities. There is Stand-
ish, the vigorous hero, with an air savoring strongly of
braggadocio. There is Alden, young, lithe and typical of his
surroundings, and Priscilla. For years everybody has loved
her, and this adequate representation of her many virtues
will increase that love. There are stirring scenes, too. One
when Standish threatens Alden, and another during the In-
dian attack; but when Standish joins the hands of the young
lovers and gives them his blessing a hush falls on the audi-
ence. Love has completed its true work. The staging is a
faithful reproduction of the life and times represented, and
affords an accurate representation of the home life of the
period. The Selig Company has apparenly absorbed some-
thing of the spirit of the time and reproduces it with fidelity
to the original and with a spirit which makes it attractive.
It is a picture well worth while. It instructs and entertains
at the same time. Many favorite poems, those productions
of the heart that will live forever, are capable of equally
graphic illustration and producers could scarcely do better
service in popularizing both literature and art than to pre-
sent them as graphically as this one is presented.

THE LUCK OF ROARING CAMP (Edison).

The reproduction of Bret Harte's most famous story is

an achievement deserving the highest praise and when the
work is done with such fidelity to the spirit of the time
and occasion, the wild, rough, mining camp life around the
time of "Forty-nine" is so virile with human interest, and
withal so typically American that one welcomes this picture

because it puts in concrete form the characteristics of a time
and the appearance of the men who made it. Some of the

present generation have seen something approaching it, but
none know much of what occurred a half century ago, ex-
cepting as they read of it. Adequate illustration is scarcely

ever attempted, and more often than not when it is there
is an artificial air about it which seems to stamp it as tainted

with imaginary scenes and situations. But the Edison pro-
ducers are not open to that charge. Thev have reproduced
a typical mining camp of the time and present it wrth all

the picturesque features of the original. The arrival of the

widow and her child; her death soon after and the hetero-
geneous collection for the benefit of the child; his discovery
of gold and adoption by the camp are all reproduced so
faithfully that the figures seem almost like real personages
as they move across the screen, performing their parts

silently, but none the less graphically. After one has seen
this excellent picture he will have a better idea of that wild,

picturesque life which has passed away forever.

"MOTHERLESS" (Pathe).

A sumptuous production of the famous drama, "The Two
Orphans." Probably this play is known to substantially

everyone. It is the story of a girl and her foster sister, who
through favorable circumstances rise from poverty to riches.

It offers something of the melodramatic, something which
appeals almost irresistibly to the audience, partly, perhaps,
because it represents two unfortunates who overcome'adverse
conditions and acquire a position of affluence. This sort of

thing always appeals, and when it is as well done as it is

in this picture, the appeal is even stronger. Both actors and
photographer have performed their parts satisfactorily, pro-
during a picture which will be popular wherever shown and
which will undoubtedly rouse the sympathetic emotions of

a vast majority of people in all the audiences who see it.

The claims for its excellence made by its producers are

amply justified and the picture is one that will stir the heart,

even though one may be unconsciously indifferent.

"The Coquette" (Edison).—A love story that is different,

in that it administers deserved punishment to a coquette who
deceives two soldiers. Not always in pictures of this sort

do coquettes obtain their just deserts, but in this instance
her perfidy brings sorrow and remorse in its train. The film

allows no particular feature in the acting and develops no
strongly dramatic situations, excepting possibly where the
dying soldier discovers the ring he has given the girl upon
his comrade's finger and tells him the truth. The picture is

interesting, but does not approach greatness.

"Fickle Fortune" (Pathe).—A graphic representation of the

troubles which rrwiy be heaped upon a man when Fortune
betrays him with her fickle fancies. The Pathe players are

adepts at this sort of work and their comedians can imper-
sonate to perfection the actions of a man who is thus betrayed.

"Swallowed by the Deep" (Gaumont).—A fairy story rep-

resenting a young sailor making a promise to return to the

queen of the fairies of the sea whenever she sounds her
horn in return for her assistance in securing a goblet which
carries with it the promise of obtaining a princess bride. The
shell sounds just as he and his bride are about to retire for

the first time. He lingers, and in revenge the castle and all

its inmates are gradually buried in the sea. The story has
no particular strength, but the magical disappearance of the

castle adds some interest to the film. Photographically, the

picture is quite up to the Gaumont standard.
" A Pair of Schemers" (Vitagraph).—An uncle desires to

say who his nephew shall marry, but the young man does
as he pleases and marries his own choice. The uncle sud-

denly appears and interesting and lively complications follow,

which ajre finally settled to the entire satisfaction of every-

body. It is a lively enough comedy, and the Vitagraph play-

ers make the most of what may be considered somewhat
limited possibilities.

"Five Minutes to Twelve" (Vitagraph).—A comedy intro-

ducing a somewhat lengthy chase, but with a messenger boy
this instance made interesting by the numerous collisions and
overturnings which always follow one of these wild flights.

Several novelties in tumbles are produced in this instance,

in front, a somewhat unlikely combination, perhaps, but in

which add materially to the sport. And the crowd returns

crest-fallen when the messenger boy merely goes to a lunch

counter and purchases a large wedge of pie, which he devours
for his lunch.

"Count Tolstoi" (Pathe).—An addition of value to Pathes'

list of well known personalities. One of the most influential

men of his time, anything which serve's to increase the knowl-
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edge of, or the acquaintance with, a man like Tolstoi is ben-

eficial to everyone who sees it. And in this film the Pathes

have added aopreciably to this knowledge and understand-

ing. It is an educational film which must be helpiul to every-

one who sees it, regardless of whether he is acquainted with

Tolstoi and his work or not.

"The Confession" (Essanay).—An intensely dramatic mur-

der story, offering opportunities for some strong work and

featuring the pschycological disturbance which follows a mur-

der when the murderer is a sensitive and somewhat nervous

individual. In this instance it ultimately kills the murderer,

as it has often done in real life, and the effect upon the mind.

The Essanay Company have worked this picture out with

much dramatic power and even though the subject has a

tendency to induce depression, it is so well done that interest

increases from the beginning to the end of the picture.

"Romany Rob's Revenge" (Bison).—A dime novel subject,

as represented by the title. It tells in a rather graphic style

the story of the stealing of a child by a gypsy who was in-

censed because alms was refused, and the melodramatic rescue

by a gentleman who dons the gypsy's garb and enters their

camp in disguise. The film is picturesque and displays to

good advantage many of the interesting characteristics of the

gypsies. The photography is spotty in places and might be

strengthened throughout the film with a little more care on

the part of the operator. Dramatically, the interest of the

subject is maintained, though without any feature of special

importance.

"The Honor of His Family" (Biograph).—A study in the

standards of honor maintained by some men and the cow-

ardice of a son from whom much was expected. It is dra-

matic to the highest degree, and reaches its climax when the

old colonel kills his son, drags his bcdv to the battlefield

and leaves it lying where appearances, at least, will be in the

son's favor. It is one of those pictures of which adequate

description is impossible and must be seen to be appreciated.

Perhaps it is more attractive for what it suggests than for

what it actually shows. The conception of honor so graphic-

ally portrayed here might not be the one which would appeal

to everyone, but the sufferings of the father, which are faith-

fully depicted, are sufficient to create a feeling of deep sym-
pathy for him; and may be those who sympathize with the

father will agree that the son received more than he de-

served, though the sense of justice is somewhat marred by
the false appearance which the father placed upon his death

by placing the body in a favorable position upon the battle-

field. So man- delicate questions arc suggested by this

picture that it promises to be popular, and to appeal strongly

to very many people.

"Cupid, D. D. S." (Lubin).—A comedy filled with plenty

of clean humor. The combination is irresistible. A dentist

with a pretty woman assistant, a millionaire with an aching

tooth and Cupid loitering around the place looking for vic-

tims. The assistant accepts the millionaire, leaving the

dentist forlorn, while the fun is fast and furious at times,

while again it is a dainty humor which appeals directly to

the risibles of all who see the picture. Such a combination
in the hands of Lubin's players can be better imagined than

described.

"Adoring an Ad." (Lubin).—Ever look at the pretty girl

staring at you from a magazine page and wonder who she

was? The hero of this picture did, and when he determined
to discover the identity of the original he was led a merry
chase. But a happy accident assisted him materially and he
succeeded in his quest. The story is told by good, acting,

and illustrated by good photography, with all the snap and
dash of the Lubin players to supply the life of the piece.

"Acrobatic Exercises by Calibri's Dwarfs" (Pathe).—An in-

teresting picture giving an exhibition of novel and compli-

cated acrobatic stunts, with numerous acts not commonly
seen. The photography is remarkably good, showing the

actors with clearness and precision. Like all Pathe films it

is unusually attractive and interesting.

"Unlucky Fisherman" (Pathe).—A story of a fisherman's
unlucky adventures which will cause many a laugh. The
Pathe players excel in pictures of this kind, and this is no
exception 1o the rule.

"The Ranch Kino's Daughter CSelig).—A thrilling West-
ern drama, emphasizing some of features of Western life

which made their impression upon '''e history of the coun-
try, making possible the great prosp<. ity which followed the
steady advance of the cowboy Westward. Here is a love

story, with jealousy as the influence which causes the dis-

appointed lover to sieze the girl and carry her away to
an Indian stockade, a thrillincr rescue, with a running fight

and finally safe arrival home. The man who steals the girl

gets justice at the hands of the cowboys. Such pictures seem
rough, yet they unquestionably depict actual life as it used to

be on the plains and in them these phases of life live, to be

reproduced for the benefit of generations yet to come who
will know nothing about it excepting what they learn from
books, or see in pictures like this.

"The Modern Messenger Boy" (Essanay).—A new version
of the messenger boy joke which seems more like a pipe

dream than any reality. Issy's adventures are quite up to

the limit of fun, representing the young man performing all

sorts of service for different people, from hooking a lady's

dress to minding a baby. His strenuous day's work yields-

him rich returns, however, and perhaps that, after all, is the

main proposition to be considered. His numerous escapades
are all funny, so funny that the audience scarcely ceases to

laugh from the moment the picture appears on the screen
until the last flash is gone.

"Tommy's Adventures in Dreamland" (Urban).—Perhaps
Tommy had been partaking of some form of forbidden food;
perhaps he had an inborn inclination to dream unthinkable
dreams. It is hard to say just what was the cause. Yet,
whatever the reason might have been, this series of adven-
tures was of the kind that one sometimes reads about, but
seldom sees. The clear photography and the clever acting
combine to make it an extremely attractive picture.

Never Again (Imp).—When a temperance crusader some-
how gets throttled by the demon she is supposed to be pur-
suing you can see for yourself what a series of complications
will result. In this instance the unfortunate worker was
given whiskey so frequently and so liberally that she became
a shining example of how not to do it. It is a roaring farce
and cannot fail to raise a laugh.

Rose of the Philippines (Imp).—A love story between a

j'oung American officer and a Filipino girl. There is the
tale of being ordered home and almost a heartbreak for
the poor little Filipino maiden, who is barely saved from
plunging a knife into her heart by the arrival of her lover
with the news that he is going to take her with him. So all

ends well a. I once again Cupid is vindicated.

Romance f the Prairie (Bison).—Love on the prairie at

racehorse sp -d, with a lover kicked off the place by an irate

father, an elc ement, with a pursuit by the father, a hurried
visit to a jus; ice of the peace and a wedding, at which the
father arrives in time to give the couple his blessing. It is

all rush and activity, and carries one along irresistibly from
beginning to end. The dash of the cowboy is in it, and
careering horses create an atmosphere difficult to describe,
but easily appreciated when the picture is seen.

Woman's Strategy (Edison).—A story in which a thumb
print, aided by a woman's wit and devotion, result in the
release of an innocent man and the conviction of the guilty
one. Jealousy causes one man to fasten guilt upon another,
but he reckons without the woman's wit and is ultimately
convicted himself. The story is instinct with human passion,
emphasized by the players sufficiently to hold the attention
of the audience throughout the picture. A good story well
told, making use of novel means to prove a man's guilt.

Price of Patriotism (Gaumont).—A war story which sends
a tingle through one's veins, since it shows what a woman
can do when aroused to the proper pitch by circumstances
The unfortunate prisoner is released, but the woman who
befriended him ppvs the penalty with her own life. War will

eventually be unai... "od in all its horrors, largely by means
of motion pictures.

Life of Moses—No. 3 (Vitagraph.—The third in the great
series released by this house. This one deals with the
plagues of Egypt and the deliverance of the Hebrews. The
picture follows the Bible narrative closely, but the story,

known to every Sunday school worker in the land, bceomes
more graphic and conveys a more accurate impression than
merely reading it is able to do. The effect upon those who
see it is naturally much stronger than the mere reading, and
the consequence is it will do more good. The film is sumptu-
ous. The setting is undoubtedly one of the greatest pieces

of work ever undertaken by a motion picture house. One
feels almost as though present with the Hebrews in this

miraculous deliverance, and one may almost say that one
acquires a fresh and much more comprehensive conception
of the occurrence. It seems more real, and causes one to

sympathize with the unfortunate Hebrews in those afflictions

which were laid upon them for their own education and de-

velopment. The strength of the picture is so apparent and
its richness and beauty is so pronounced that one can
scarcely overpraise it. The work deserves all the unbounded
good things said about it.
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LEADERS AMONG THE FILM RENTERS.

Ask anybody who is the most popular man amongst tin-

film renter- in New York and they will tell yon "Bill."

Everybody knows the genial proprietor of tin- Imperial Film
Exchange, William F. Steiner, and everybody admires his

character and 1 1 i - methods of doing business. The manu-
facturers have had no more staunch supporter and the ex-

hibitors n le who is more solicitous of their interests

Progressive always, he was tin- first to institute twentieth

century methods into film service— the use of tin. automobile.
At tlie close "i the show in the local theaters served by the

Imperial Film Exchange, an automobile rolls up to tin-

door and collects the reels. These are taken back to the

office and inspected by the night shift and booked for their

route the next day. thereby saving customers much time
which is usually wasted in some exchanges in the morning
when a crowd of operators and managers all arrive at the

same time with their reels and anxious to get away with the

program for the day.
The success of this innovation reached even to Philadelphia

and Charles A. Calehuff came over to investigate. Now
"Charlie," a- he i- familiarly called, also aspires to being the

most popular film renter in the Quaker City, so he ver\

promptly decided that Steiner's idea was a good one. but that

he would go him one better. He ordered a car specially built

for the work and the sleepy town awoke one morning to rub
their eyes in wonder at Calehuff'S Automobile Film Service.

And it is an excellent service, welcomed by everyone, and
Mr. C. Calehuff is doing something to retain to Philadelphia
its reputation of the old sleepy town, as with this new auto
service, Mr. Operator does not need to leave the arm- of

Morpheus early in the morning to run down town to change

hi- reel- on time for the '-how. The happy Philadelphia op-
erator, who claims to be overworked, can remain in bed an
hour or two longer.

Early in the morning Mr. CalehufT's clerks prepare all the
reels to be delivered in Philadelphia. Said reels are care-
fully packed in the automobile and so arranged by streets as
to insure a prompt delivery. The chauffeur starts at a given
time and he must cover his route according to a well pre-
pared schedule, and the route has been so well studied that
each operator knows exactly at what time the auto is due at
hi- place. If Mr. Operator's watch is as correct as the
watch of the chaffeur he does not need to run the risk of

catching cold in front of his place. Let him be on time with
his old reel- and CalehufT's chauffeur will not disappoint him.
When late, the operator will have no more excuse that he
was detained at the film exchange or missed hi- car.

Another great advantage of Mr. CalehufT's innovation is

the elimination of mistake- and of much confusion by keep-
ing the operator- away from the exchanges. It is a well
known fact that a busy exchange looks a good deal like a

Tower of Babel, when all the operators are clamoring to be
served first and confusing the clerks in indulging in loud
talking, joke-, singing and an abuse of cigarette smoking.
The possibility of keeping the operators from collecting every
morning at the exchanges and oxertaxing the patience of the
much abused clerks should be considered by every renter
wishing to avoid these trouble-, not to mention the friction

between exhibitors and renters from mistakes. The Auto-
mobile Film Service is the remedy.
While the chauffeur makes his city deliveries and collec-

tions the clerks prepare the reels for the outside exhibitors
and when tin automobile returns the chauffeur takes a trip

to the express companies and railroad stations to deliver

the outgoing reels and collect the incoming ones.
The chauffeur wear- a neat gray uniform and is a deter-

mined fellow, who does not care for joy rides, but wants to

make a reputation for himself of keeping his schedule, and
we warn the operators not to keep the automobile waiting.
a- tlu chauffeur will not stand for any delay behind his

schedule time.

We have no doubt that Mr. Calehuff's innovation will be
adopted by all first-class exchanges.

CALEHUFF'S AUTOMOBILE FILM SERVICE.
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CHICAGO NOTES.

Standard Film Exchange Moves.

The moving of an important film exchange is not an easy
work, yet the Standard Film Exchange has just completed
the task without the least interruption in the film service.

At the new quarters, 159-161 Washington street, everything
is yet a little topsy turvy; the desks are not in place; the

carpenters are busy putting up partitions and the painters

are conspicuous with their brushes and their pots of paints.

Under these conditions, it would not be fair to give at this

writing a description of the place, which in all appearances,
will be one of the most up-to-date film exchanges when every-
thing is installed.

After a tour of the country, I cannot say that the moving
picture shows of Chicago have kept pace with the great im-
provements noticed in other cities. I find the same old places
that 1 used to visit witli changes not to their advantage and
many of them have succumbed to the temptation of show-
ing cheap vaudeville.
The Orpheum is still the same old place, drawing the

crowds. Why? Because it is the place where the manager
believes that a certain decorum is necessary to please lovers

of moving pictures. At the Orpheum you are sure to see the
best pictures on their release day and it is the place where
visitors are courteously shown seats by polite, clean and
uniformed ushers. I do not care what certain exhibitors say,

but a clean place with attentive employees is always sure to

be on top. The public is tired of these careless exhibitors
who believe that anything is good enough for 5-cent vis-

itors. A theater is a good deal like a restaurant. No mat-
ter how good the food can be, you will eat it with a certain
disgust if it is served by dirty waiters, on soiled table cloths
or dirty dishes. For this reason, polite, well uniformed ushers
give a certain respectability to the place, and if even the
pictures are not as good as they should be, the patrons are
satisfied.

The Chicago exhibitors are either very poor musicians or
ignorant of the effects of music on moving pictures. A real

lover of motion pictures can spend hours looking at the screen
and his mind is so wrapped with the subject that he does not
need anything to stimulate him. The general public is not
such a good connoisseur and he needs something to wake him
up, and this is where the music comes in to keep up the
interest.

When an exhibitor has a good pianist or orchestra to follow
the pictures and adds some sound effects, he makes the pic-

tures so realistic that he keeps the audience interested, but
when he dulls the pictures, by omitting music and sound ef-

fects, or when he puts his audience to sleep with the same <>ld

monotonous tune, he is then compelled to give vaudeville,
as even the cheapest and silliest act will be a stimulant on
a sleepy audience.
The 5-cent theater on State street is doing a poor business

—everyone will say because they show no vaudeville—wrong.
The business is poor because the pictures arc shown without
music, except the occasional wheezy notes of an old organ
placed in the lobby. The Lyric, also on State street, shows
pictures without music, but instead of having an organ in

the lobby, they have an old, out of tune, self-playing piano
near the screen, t" play during the intermissions. Yet two
years ago the Lyric was one of the best paying places. On
Madison street they have a fairly good looking place with a

real innovation—a real pipe organ. The music is soft and
pleasing, but it is not the proper music for certain illustrated
songs and certain motion pictures. Think of an organ peal-
ing out its melodious notes while an Indian runs after a

woman, the woman falls river a roof, kills herself, another
man is murdered, etc. Is it not a derision to play the sweet
notes of a pipe organ while on the screen is depicted a bar-
room scene with cowboys drinking and lighting? The pipe
organ is certainly an innovation, but should be reserved for
appropriate pictures, or could be played during the inter-
missions. On the other side of Madison street, at the Casino,
they have a piano worked by a muscular woman. It was not
playing, but a hammering of the keys without respect to
time or tune. No wonder that the piano is out of tune, as
no instrument can stand such constant rough usage. "The
Call" of the Biograph was on the screen. If I was to criticise
the picture I would not do justice to the manufacturers, as
the piano was acting too much on my nerves to appreciate
the good acting and good work of the Biograph Company.
I hate cheap vaudeville, yet I welcomed the most vulgar and
silly dialogue between two colored minstrels, as the pianist
had to stop and take a rest. No wonder that cheap vaudeville
is getting such a hold on the Chicago audiences. From the
Casino I went to the Pastime, another good looking place,
but with the same disrespect for appropriate music. This

Members of the

Film Service

Association and

Manufacturers
J. H. HALLBERC

I greet you upon your visit to this

city during the Convention, and take this

opportunity to cordially invite you to call

at my Show Room, 30 Greenwich Ave.,

which is only two minutes walk from the

corner of 8th St. and 6th Ave., where I

will be pleased to exhibit to you the full

line of

HALLBERG
Specialties for Theatres

I will show you in actual operation

the

HALLBERG
Automatic Electric Economizer

for direct or alternating current, 4000
candle power Flaming Arc Lamp, Spot

Lights with Color Wheel, and the new

HALLBERG
Incandescent Lighting System

guaranteed to save 60 per cent, on the bill

with direct current, and over 70 per cent,

with alternating current. I am also a

wholesale jobber of the celebrated Electra

Pink Label Carbons and will be glad to

make your personal acquaintance during

this Convention, which I am sure will

be to our mutual benefit.

J. H. HALLBERG
30 Greenwich Ave. NEW YORK
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The Excela

Soundograph
The only complete and up-to-date

effect-producing machine ever in-

vented is now complete and ready
for the exhibitors. Everybody pro-

nounces it a wonder. Almost any
sound or effect imaginable is easily

and realistically produced by simply

turning a crank, pulling a handle or

pushing a button. The effects are

all mounted in a handsome cabinet

structure, 25 x 40 inches square and
42 inches high, with means exterior

for the operation of each effect

separately, or they can be operated
in combinations. The Soundograph
can be located either in the orchestra,

pit orback of the screen as the exhibi-

tor prefers. No expert operator is re-

quired, any one person is all that is

needed to operate the Soundograph
and produce perfect sound effects. A
boy or some other employee of the

theatre learns quickly to work the

effects, thus relieving the exhibitor

of the services of an expensive oper-

ator. It will put life and realism in

your pictures and delight your audi-

ences. It holds their interest and
attention to the end of the reel and
assures you of big box office receipts

every day.

Let us ship you a Soundograph now

PRICE, $150.00

EXCELA SOUNDOGRAPH CO.

PITTSBURG, PA.
Office I 101 Empire Building

time the pianist was not a muscular woman but a very weak
on, with no energy, no sentiment in the playing, any old

monotonous tune, just the right thing to rock baby to sleep
I do not exaggerate, as I never saw before such an indifferent

y crowd at the sight of "Old Glory" on the screen.
rally the appearance of the American flag brings forth

a lot of cheering, but in the present case the audience was
.\o offense to Chicagoans, their- patriotism is too well

known to doubt them, but they bad been put to sleep by the
otonous piano. The picture on the screen was the film

"i the Kalem Company (which should have never been re-
ed) "Japanese Invasion" of last July. At the last scene

when the Japs are repulsed and "Old Glorv" floats over the
remains of the invasion, the Eastern audiences used to get
wild, to throw up their hats and applaud again and again.
At the Pastime nothing of the kind. "Old Glorv" did not bring

applause nor the icast cheer, evervone was chloroformed
by the dull music. If the pianist had started a lively patriotic
tune at this last scene, he would have excited the audience
and would have carried the house and the cheap vaudeville
act following the picture would have been a frost.
Someone suggested that the managers should reserve one

side of the house for women, as the onlv solution to the
question of big hats. I fear that such an attempt on the
part of managers would mean their ruin, and I am not sure
II the Lyric has not lost some of its patronage by starting
a fight against the hats. Two years ago, the manager of
the Lyric called my attention to the fact that he had reserved
the left side of his house for women and the right side for
men. When President McAdoo, of the Hudson and Man-
hattan tunnels, reserved some cars for the exclusive use of
ladies, the women rebelled at the idea of being separated from
the men. T fear that the manager of the Lyric suffered also,
but this time on the part of the men refusing to be sep-
arated from the women. Do all vou can to sive the best
service and you are sure to get it—in the neck.
Manufacturers should trv not to clash on titles or give titles

with a similar meaning. T fear that the Edison Company is
not doing very well with "In the Nick of Time." Unless I

am under the wrong impression, T believe that another picture
has been produced under the same title and it seems that I
am not the only one with the same impression, as in front
of a Madison street show place, where the film was adver-
tised, I heard some persons pass the remark that it was an
old film. T knew better as I had with me the list of releases.
but all the spectators are not so fortunate as to carrv the
Moving Picture World with them. This is a warning to the

•nufacturers; evidently the manufacturers will sell the same
amount of copies but the exhibitor will be the loser and. as
the manufacturer cannot exist without the cxhibietor. It is
better for him to be careful in the selection of his titles.
As I am toldof a place where they employ the services

of a talented pianist, composing his own music to follow
the pictures. T will go to see him. as T am anxious to find some
good notes for Chicago for next week. T. M. TV

THE MOTIOGRAPH IN THE OLD WORLD AND THE
NEW.

One of the features of the Great London Earl's Court
Exhibition last Summer—let us call it a sort of miniature
Coney Island with a more serious touch about it—was a
display of pictures sent over by the Southern Pacific Railroad
Company to which Mr. T. W. Erwin lectured. The projection
end of matters was in the capable hands of Mr. F. W. Swott.
an electrician and oncrator of diversified experience. The
Southern Pncific displav was one of the most popular features
of the Exhibition, both pictorially and technically, and we
have since learned that the company received from the Com-
missioners of the Exhibition a diploma of merit.
Xo small share of the Southern Pacific's success in Europe

was due to Mr. Swett. who also, by the way. had the oppor-
tunity of introducing the Motio^ranh moving picture ma-
chine to the English market, where it appears to be becom-
ing popular. Since his return to the LTnited States, the En-
terprise Company are so gratified with Mr. Swett's success
in their behalf in England that they have made him an offer
to take up a position in their house in the capacity of travel-
ing demonstrator, a position which he has accepted, much to
the regret of the Southern Pacific, who handed Mr. Swctt a
fine testimonial as to his abilitv and personal character.
The Enterprise Company are to be congratulated on secur-
ing his services. He has such an enthusiastic belief in the
practical value of the Motiograph and is himself so expert
in its use as well as in the use of moving picture projection
machines generally, that we do not doubt, on his long trips
on behalf of the Enterprise Company, he will make a great
success.
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CINCINNATI EXHIBITORS DINED BY EXCHANGES.

Enthusiasm prevailed at the dinner by four Cincinnati film

exchanges to the motion picture theater managers of Cin-
cinnati at the Gibson House Wednesday night, January 19.

The committee in charge consisted of I. W. McMahan, Cin-

cinnati Film Exchange; Thomas A. Reilly, Southern Film
Exchange; A. Dresner, Magnetic Film Service Company, and
James L. Steele, Pittsburgh Calcium and Light Company.
The motion picture managers of Cincinnati have a strong

organization, "The Motion Picture Exhibitors and Renters'

Protective Association of Hamilton County," and the film

men recently joined hands with it. The officers of the asso-

ciation are: President, T. A. Nolan; Vice-President, F. A.

Bott; Treasurer, George W. Hill; Counsel, Louis B. Sawyer,
and Secretary, Paul Alwyn Platz.

This was the initial banquet of a series that will be given,
and the film men and motion picture managers will be
brought into closer social relations. The organization also
keeps watch on affairs of the motion picture world, and has
accomplished a lot of good in its short existence. Last
Spring it had the motion picture theater license in Cincinnati
cut from $300 to $150 per year.

It is the intention to extend the organization all over Ohio,
so that the motion picture theaters and film men will have
subsantial backing.

WASH YOUR FILMS.

As this notice is intended to call the attention of the renters

and exhibitors to the advisability of showing clean pictures

and as the manufacturers have already been acquainted with
the process of the National Waterproof Film Company, I

will not give a description of the machinery and means em-
ployed for the coating of films, but I will try to show the

necessity of washing them.
I spent an afternoon at the plant of the National Waterproof

Film Company, of Chicago, an entirely new building erected
purposely for the business, which -shows that the company has
great expectations. And why not? Are they not the friends

of the industry in offering to the renters a chance to show
only good, clean pictures? It is no secret that dirty films

have done more to injure the business than anything else.

I witnessed, with great interest, the waterproofing of a

film and as the said film moved from the coating tanks onto
the numerous carriers I could see the coating solution even
up on the surface of the emulsion and gradually dry, then
the film rewinds in a perfectly pliable condition and ready for

delivery.

If the coating slightly increases the thickness of the film

it reels closer on account of the smooth surface and from the

fact that the film lies perfectly flat on the reel. The coating
allows the film to run more smoothly through the projecting
machine without the help of beeswas, maintain a more regu-
lar loop and consequently giving a steadier picture. The
main object of the coating is to protect the sensitive surface

of the film, which is so easily soiled and scratched, and to

give a chance to the renter to wash his films without any
danger of ruining the picture. Evidently careless operators
or defective machines will occasionally scratch a film, but
even so the picture need not be a rain storm on the screen,

as a washing will free the scratches from any dirt.

Many renters cannot get enough rental out of their films

to make their investment a profitable one, because they have
to deal too much with careless or inefficient operators who
do not care in what condition they return the films. I have
often said that if the operators were to furnish their own
machines they would be more careful and have less trouble,

and if the exhibitors had to purchase the films they would
see that they are run carefully and kept in good order for the
sake of making as much as possible of the investment.

If we cannot change existing evils we can try at least to

improve present conditions and if the renters want to wash

their films I feel confident that they will see a great increase
in their cash receipts. If the exhibitors clamor for first run
pictures it is not because they are over anxious to get the
very latest subjects, but because even films only a week old
are already too dirty to be shown on the screen to please
a public growing each day more and more critical.

What does the public know or care if "The Christian
Martyrs" of Selig is a new release or a film six weeks old.
If it is a clean copy they will be pleased with it, they will
appreciate the work, they will praise it to their friends, but
if it be a copy badly scratched and full of dirty spots they
will be disgusted; they will walk out to go to another show
and perhaps praise a very inferior but clean production. The
exhibitors have fully recognized that a good picture must
have a good frame, so little by little the small store shows
are making room for elegant houses, richly decorated, well
ventilated, with comfortable seats, clean, attentive uniformed
ushers, etc. Well, if an expensive frame is necessary to en-
hance the beauty of a good picture, it is equally necessary
to have a clean picture to maintain the harmony of the place.
Although some of the exhibitors are changing their ser-

vice for the sake of getting cheaper rates, my experience on
the road has shown me that the greatest grievance of the ex-
hibitor is the bad condition of the films and there is no
doubt in my mind that the enterprising renters who will
make it a practice to wash their films once a week will be
the winners and will derive more profits from their invest-
ments than the careless fellow who thinks that anything is

good enough for the exhibitor.
The National Waterproof Film Company make a washing

machine for the use of the renters. The machine is very
compact, is very simple, cannot get out of order and can be
operated by a young girl. The reel to be washed is placed
on a spindle. The film passes between two soft brushes
placed in a tank filled with plain water and soap. As the
film emerges from the tank it passes through four wringers
to remove any water carried by the film, then passes through
six discs fitted with tires of absorbent cotton and the film
rewinds on the reel placed at the top of the machine, per-
fectly clean and dry and ready for delivery. A reel can be
washed in ten minutes.
This washing machine will be on exhibition at the Imperial

Hotel, New York, during the F. S. A. convention, Janu-
ary 29-31. .

J. M. B.
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LUBIN PROGRESS.
The largest glass enclosed studio in America, if not in the world, is being

erected in the heart of Philadelphia by the l.nbm Manufacturing Company.
The magnitude of the place may be understood when we say that four com-
panies can be at work at the same time without interfering with each other.
A large tank also forms a part of the equipment and is also under glass!
Adjacent to the studio 1- a large four-story machine shop and also a long
two-story film factory. In this building the undeveloped negative from the
camera 1- received at one end and passing through the successive department-
the printed positives are issued from the other end. In the machinery building
are also the executive offici

( onsiderable improvement has been noted of late in the Lubin product, and
we are assured by the new executive head that when the new factory is ready
in .March that the world will see the l.ubin films jump to the front in every

respect. We have m preparation a detailed
account of the new Lubin plant which will be*

illustrated in an early i-mic of The Moving
Picture World.
Meanwhile we want to say a word about the

Lubin 1910 Projecting Machine.
In Lubin's new projecting machine we notice

si me meritorious improvements which will
interest prospective purchasers. The first im-
provement i- the rcwinder. which is a new
departure. The old rewinding belt is replaced
y a rod and spiral gears, which by a positive
movement winds the film absolutely perfect.
The rcwinder dees not pull the film from the
mechanism nor does it allow the film to slack
in the lire box.
By placing the shutter before the lens, Mr.

l.ubin claims that the flicker is greatly reduced,
which is generally caused by a shutter inside
the mechanism. Aside from this, an inside
Hitter cannot be regulated, while an outside

shutter can be adjusted to any focus lens and
to any distance of the machine from the screen.

\s much depends on the exactness of a
sprocket wheel, the l.ubin sprockets are cut on
the shaft. The star and sprocket are both cut
"ii tin- shaft, thus making an uneven movement
absolutely impossible, which is generally
caused when the star and sprocket are cut
separately and assembled later on.

The fire trap on the magazines prevents fire entering the
box and will not scratch the film nor injure same in any way.

'file automatic tire shutter is a special patented device with
all the advantages of the best devices on the market and
some of its own. The lire shutter works absolutely perfect
and will never refuse to rise or fall at the proper moment.
The condenser holder is a new patented device which en-

ables the operator to replace instantly a broken condenser
with a new one without being compelled to unscrew the cone

,ut until the lamp house cools off.

Lubin's 1910 Marvel is a one-pin movement machine built

with the grcate-t cart' by experienced machinists and in which
the best grade of materials are used. All the other parts of

the machine and the lamp house, table, rheostat, etc.. are built

with the same care.

To show the wonderful improvements achieved in the new-
machine, we have borrowed from Mr. Lubin cut No. 2, show-
ing his second machine, the one made in 1896, which was the
first machine ever advertised for sale, the practice then being
to leave the machines on royalty. At this early stage of

the ndustry the extreme length of a film was 75 feet and,
as both ends were cemented together, they had a sort of end-
less film, which could be run over and over again without
a stop. They had no rewinder, no reels, the box shown under
the machine contained a majority of the film, which was
carried from there over pulleys to the rear of the machine,
then to the top and so down through the projector and into

the box again. The first rewinder was put out in 1899, t'le

bottom of the bench carrying a rewinder back of the re-

ceiving reel, the film coming through and being clipped to

the reel for rewinding. As can be seen on cut No. 2, the
arc light was not encased; the first lamp house came out about

[898.

The Film Import and Trading Company have applied for

a preliminary injunction against the Centaur Film Company.
of New Jersey, restraining them from trespassing on the

rights of the Centaur Film Company, of Xew York, for which
the F. I. and T. Co. are sabs agents. AN EARLY LUBIN MODEL.
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EDISON NOTES.
F. H. Stewart, the Edison Manufacturing Company's trav-

eling representative, has been doing the large cities of South-

ern and Eastern Massachusetts for the past three weeks,
giving demonstrations of the company's new improved Alodel

"B" Kinetoscope. The exhibitions have been generally well

attended and the company is highly pleased with the results

that have been achieved so far.

The Edison Company expects to release at an early date

"Ranson's Folly," the pictorial adaptation of Richard Harding
Davis' great story of a Western army post. In the scenario

form, which was prepared by the author, it is said that ex-

treme care was taken to preserve all the absorbing incidents

of the novel, and special attention was given to the pro-

duction, for which a special cast was engaged and the most
minute detail of fidelity in respect to character, scenery and
costumes insisted upon. If this is true, "Ranson's Folly"

ought to be the most notable film release of the year, for

those who have read the book will recognize the tremendous
dramatic possibilities that lie in the story.

"A Victim of Bridge," E. W. Townsend's production, deal-

ing with social life among New York's "Four Hundred," will

be released on February 22. It is said that the gowns worn
by the actresses in this play are the latest Parisian importa-
tions, and that the scenery and properties throughout are

thoroughly in harmony with the costumes. It is claimed to

be the most lavish and correctly staged production ever given

to a picture play.

ESSANAY NOTES.
Under the title of "Sensational Logging" the Essanay

Company releases on Saturday, Febraury 5, a scenic and in-

dustrial subject which promises to make a sensation. The
picture is one of the most beautiful since the "Wonders of

Nature" film, released by the Essanay Company last August.
Lumbering processes in the Cumberland .Mountains of Ken-
tucky and Virginia are pictured from the felling of the trees

to the time they start on their journey down to the sawmills
in Ohio. The film's title obtains from the last scenes, when
a large dam on Russel's Fork, a tributary of the Big Sandy,
is exploded, releasing over 100.000 logs, which are floated

down to Elkhorn on the Big Sandy. Photographically the
film is exceptional and those acquainted with Cumberland
Mountain scenery "will proclaim it worth seeing.
"The Essanay Guide." the Essanay Company's new bulletin

of films, made its appearance this week. Typographically it

is one of the prettiest bulletins we have seen. It contains
twelve pages, is done in two colors .and profusely illustrated.

Each page of description is set in a colored border after the
"old print shop" style. The "Guide" is issued fortnightly.
The Essanay Company are anxious to obtain the names of
exhibitors who have not been receiving the Essanay bulletins
for their mailing list,

Another triumph for the Essanay Company is their "Avia-
tion at Los Angeles" picture, to be released soon. Paulham,
Curtis, Knabenshue and other aviators are seen in close up
views at their machines and in flight. The picture is one of
the most interesting aviation pictures ever issued.
The Essanay Company are advertising for moving picture

scenarios, needing particularly strong comedy subjects at
present. The Essanay company's scenario department has
issued a small booklet on ''How to Write a Moving Picture
Play" which is valuable to the aspirant in picture play writing.

VITAGRAPH NOTES.
"The Passing Shadow" has a thrill and stiength of human

sympathy seldom if ever equalled, in which a father's pride
and iron will struggle with a father's love for the mastery.
"The Wayside Shrine" is set with some of the most beau-

tiful bits of natural scenery ever introduced in a motion pic-
ture play. While the story has a tinge of sadness, these
blendings of natural pictures with the pretty touches of love
and pathos make it really a work of art.

The Vitagraph studio is looked upon with some degree o f

suspicion by its employees since "Moses" has been in the
course of development. The performance of Aaron's rod,
which turned into a real snake and devoured the serpents
of Pharoah's court magicians who duplicated the "trick,"
made the boys anxious. It was no small test of nerve and
courage for the actors to stand still in sandaled feet before
the big black reptiles especially engaged for the act. It was
noticed that one or two of the "court attendants" surrep-
titiously moved their feet, while others made a move to give
the leading snake a sly kick. When his snakeship was ten-
derly picked up after the performance, one of the directors
silently stole down the studio stairs to get a drink of "Perrier"

TRADE
MARK

Waterproofed
Films

like all others will soil, but unlike all

others they an be cleaned with

Soap and
Water

This machine does it in 10 minutes

ALL EXCHANGES NEED ONE

National Waterproof
Film Co.

4200-4202 W. Adams Street

CHICAGO, ILL.
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water, Those who wire not in it cannot realize what it

perform the marvelous feat of drowning the Egypt-
ians in the Red Sea, as pictured in the fourth reel of "Moses."
A dozen ways were tried to do it—mechanical, scenic and
otherwise until it was decided nothing but a real sea of

i would suffice and get it across to the audience. It is

nol pleasant to be called upon in the middle of January to
old bath in the deep "Red Sea," and yet il was tried

time and again before it w; essfully accomplished. Af-
ter the firsl trial it was difficult to find a corporal's ^nard
around the studio who had not deserted or were not suffering
from "cold feet" and incipient chills. It taxed the full ca-

pa< it\ of the Vitagraph hospital staff to get their army into
shape to again plunge into the mysteries of the deep and take
the chances of a double exposure. When the desired result

was finally accomplished and the Egyptians were all drowned,
they held a heated "confab" around the stove over the possi-
bilities and limitations of moving picture effects.

* * *

The Italian company of actors which the Vitagraph Com-
pany added to their staff last Fall are seen to advantage in

the "Soul of Venice," a story of a Venetian poet's love in

the sixteenth century, incidentally displaying some remark-
ably pretty vision effects in the graceful posing, and dancing
of a famous danseuse who was especially engaged for this

picture.

SCENES FROM SELIG DRAMAS.

MOTION PICTURE PIANO MUSIC
This is a book of descriptive music, regular sbeet music size, and

arranged for both hands. Specially selected, arranged and composed by
one of the best descriptive Pianists in the U. S., who tor the past twenty
years has been Musical Director in all tines of Theatrical Productions.
This work is the result of actual experience, and is now being used in

hundreds of M. P. Theatres. Contains music, for all probable scenes,
actions, characters, etc., and its suggestions are entirely practical.
Increases the value of YOUR SHOW 100%. Descriptive circular sent
free to anyone upon request. This book sent promptly upon receipt of
price. $1.00 Remit either by P. O. or Express Order, Draft or Check to

QREQQ
1009 Ferry Street

A. FRELINQER
Lafayette, Ind.

TRADE MARK

Thanhouser

Company

NEW ROCHELLE
NEW YORK

Announce to the independent

exchanges they will begin the

regular weekly releases of their

INCOMPARABLE American

Films in a few weeks*

Address all communications to

THANHOUSER COMPANY
New Rochelle, N. Y.

Don't BuyYourself Poor
-MAKE YOUR OWN-

Non-inflammable Cement
I will sell this valuable Formula upon receipt

of only $2.00

The ingredients of which can be purchased anywhere
at a very reasonable price. Can be used

on both kinds of Film

Positively Strongest Film Cement Formula on Earth

Send 1 2c. for sample bottle and be convinced

JOHN H. HEINZ
Gem Theatre Baltimore, Md.

Independent Film Service
PIEDMONT FILM EXCHANCE

COLDSBORO, N. C.

Write us today for our Special Offer

No Old Association Films Used
in Our Service Whatsoever, but
Exclusive Independent Films of
the Real Good Kind.

Song Slides Free to Customers
Films, Machines, Songs Slides Constantly

on Hand For Sale

•WRITE US TODAY-
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Independent Films

FOR SALE
We offer for sale about 500 Reels of old Independent

and Association films in good condition; every reel

has been renovated and cleaned in our own plant,

putting same in fine condition. We have concluded

to handle no films in the future for rental purposes

that are more than six to seven months after

release. Write for list to the largest Independent
Film Exchange in this territory.

Wagner Film Company
208 North 4th Street :: St. Louis, Mo.

DISCOVERED AT LAST

Atlas Film Cement
For Non-Infiamable or Ordinary Film

NO MORE S PATCHES
PRICE, 25 CENTS PER BOTTLE .

Sent Postpaid on Receipt of Price

Special prices in case lots to Exchanges

Manufactured by the

ATLAS SUPPLY COMPANY
ManayunK, Philadelphia, Pa.

SOUNDOGRAPH.
A New and Compact Device for Producing Realistic Sound

Effects in Conjunction with the Picture.

Mr. Charles E. Williams, who has operated one of the
moving picture theaters of Pittsburg, got so discouraged with
poor results and of constantly purchasing new devices, that
he invented a scheme by which he could safeguard his effects
and have them kept in their proper place and in order, and
he then decided to lock his devices in a case and operate them
from the outside by means of levers, handles, pushbuttons,
etc., this primitive arrangement giving birth to the Excela
Soundograph, which is now offered to the exhibitors in its

perfected and developed state by the Excela Soundograph
Company, Keenan Building, Pittsburg, Pa.
The case in itself is a fine piece of well polished furniture,

matching very nicely the piano in the moving picture theater.
In the limited space at our command it is impossible to enu-
merate all the sound effects to be obtained, as they are almost
unlimited, when it is considered the many combinations that
can be produced, but we will say that Mr. Williams has per-
fected his machine to obtain sound effects heretofore un-
known in manv moving picture theaters.
A few of the many effects obtained by the Excela Soundo-

graph are the following: One or more horses in a walk, trot,

or gallop, over paved streets, on a bridge, or on soft ground,
at the will of the operator; locomotive and train; thunder
storm; steamboat; hoisting engine; wash of the surf; rain;
running water; falling water; automobile; fire apparatus in

action; strike of a clock; ringing of telephone bell or door
bell; sleigh bells; ambulance call; patrol and trolley gong, etc.;

the crash of breaking glass or dishes; the falling of timber
and heavy articles; strong wind blowing; the fire of arms
from a single shot to a fusillade of an army; rumbling of a
heavy wagon on cobblestones; air brake and many other
effects.

Mr. Williams' invention offers another advantage, namely,
that the exhibitor does not need to depend on an expert to
produce the sound effects, as anybody with ordinary intel-

ligence can produce perfect effects with the Soundograph.
The Soundograph is at its best behind the curtain, but it

can be operated from the front with equal effectiveness, if

for any reason the exhibitor prefers to have it there. It

being so compact and really pleasing in appearance, there is

no reason why it should not be located in the orchestra pit

near the piano.
The sound effects put life and realism in the picture and

draw trade, provided they are given in the proper manner and
at the proper time.

NEW INDEPENDENT MANUFACTURER.
The Thanhauser Company, of New Rochelle, N. Y., who

have erected a large studio in that town, and have been
busily at work for some time, will shortly begin to make
regular release of high quality independent film. Mr. Than-
hauser's dramatic experience should be a profitable asset in

his new venture.

here: is the " FORERUNNER " of THE fight
JEFFRIES-JOHNSON FIGHT PICTURES

Mr Exhibitor, take sdvantaee of this feature, colored slide views of

Jeffries, Johnson, their trainers, the promoters, etc. Mr. Exchange Man, are
you exhibiting a fight film ? If yes then you need a set of these slides to show
b tore or between reels. Sets of II Slides, $3 50; 18 Slides, $5.50; 18
Slide «ets rented, 3 days. $2.00 ; week, $4.

THE FEATURE SYNDICATE - Box 82, SandusB y, Ohio

SONG SLIDES

I

D
E

JUST ILLUSTRATED
Iv'e Just Got Time To Say Good Bye
Daddy's Doll

Could You Learn To Love Me
Dreams That I Dream Of You
My Irish Prairie Queen

We make Lantern Slides of anything and
everything for any and every purpose

Send for our special prices on Announcement Slides

NORTH AMERICAN SLIDE CO.,
143 North 8th Street,
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

L
I

D
E

iSONG SLIDES

The two latest productions of the Centaur Film Company
are "The Ordeal" and "Bonehead" and are immensely popular.

This company has been showing marked improvement with

every picture. In "The Ordeal" they have depicted a story

of very dramatic excellence, reaching a point where the audi-

ence waits with bated breath for the outcome. In "Bone-
head" they have created a thorougly clean comedy full of

amusing incidents, very much on the line of the play, "The
New York Idea," introduced by Minnie Madden Fisk at the

Lyric Theater last season.
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Trade Mark Thadb Miit
BIOGRAPH
FILMS

RELEASED JANUARY 31, J 910

The Cloister's Touch
A BIOGRAPH STORY OF RELIGION'S SOLACE

In the olden days the common man was his feudal lord's slave, and bad no redress to

runny outrages Imposed. The Duke In this subject forcibly takes the beautiful wife of a peasant

to court where he makes a lady of her. siie grieves f<>r her child and the Duke, who really

lores lier. takes her back to her home, only to And her husband and child gone, he having accepted
the refuge ot the monks, taking the child with him. The poor wife becomes ill with her longing
for her child and the sureease c< b with death. The Dnke realizing he has caused it all.

determines t" spend the rest of his life in penance. With this in view he enters the monastery.
where he is brought face t" fare with the outraged husband. Tin- husband is at first inclined

i.. i.ap at the Duke's throat, tmt under the shadow of the cross he breathes those words of

Christian charity. "Forgive ns our trespasses, as we forgove those who trespass against us.''

APPROXIMATE LENGTH, 993 FEET.

RELEASED FEBRUARY 3, 1910

The Woman from Mellon's
A STORY OF LOVE'S STRATAGEM

In this Biograpb comedy is shown that love will always find a way, and the method adopted
here is most, unique. A young stock broker is in love with a financier's daughter, and being
a prosperous and energetic young fellow, father gives consent. However, the youth is hard
hit by the panic, and the father repells him. He gets a position with a detective agency, the

Chief being a friend. Going to the girl to tell her of bis new position, he is surprised by papa,
who. thinking they are planning an elopement, writes to the Detective Bureau to send a woman
to Liiard his daughter against eloping. The young fellow persuades the chief to let Uim cover
the job. Dressed as a woman he makes a stunning appearance and gets the good graces of
the lather who gives him valuable stock tips which enable him to recoup his fortune. Again
prosperous, he elopes with the girl and none too soon, for papa is suggesting the same thing.

APPROXIMATE LENGTH, 988 FEET.

A Foil Description of these Subjects will be Found on Another Page

Release days of Biograph Subjects—MONDAY and THURSDAY

Get on Our Mall List and Keep Posted. Write for Our Descriptive Circulars

BIOGRAPH COMPANY
Licensee of the Motion Picture Patents Co.

11 EAST 14tH STREET NEW YORK
GEORGE KLEINE. Selling Agent for Chicago (52 State St., Chicago, III.).

FILMS HOWARD MOVING PICTURE CO.
Repair Work a Specialty. Agents for Motiograph, Power's

and Edison Machines. Supplies and Sundries.
FILMS

564 Washington Street, - - Boston Mi
Established 1894. (Opposite Adams House). Incorporated 1908.

Feature Films For Sale
200 Reels of high class films at

slaughter prices.

SAXE FILM EXCHANGE
1416 Broadway - New York

Expert Operator or Manager
At liberty after January23th. Bestof references.

Sober and reliable. Responsible parties write

quick. Address

Lock Box 591 New Kensington, Pa.

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

I5LIDE5
= of Highest Quality

LATEST SONC SETS
2 The Spot That My Heart Calls Home.™ The Flower o» Singapore.
_ kitty (ire \.™ The Wreck ol the Good Ship Love.
_ In The City Where Nobody Cares.— I Rather Say Hello Than Say Good Bye.
_ I Love My Steady. But I'm Crazy About
— My Once in Awhile.
_ Candy.™

I Have Got Something In My Eye.
Z Kitty.

; Chasing The Eagle.
It I Thought You Wouldn't Tell.

J Anywhere.
— I've Got Rings On My Fingers And Bells

g On My Taes.
• Amlna.
~ Hiab. class slides mad* and colored to
— srder from prints and neiatives

Z Scott <£L Van Altena
S 5Q Pearl St., N«rw York City
~1
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NEW SLIDES
For the Following Songs—JUST OUT
Her Name is Mary Donohue
Busy Little Cupid
When the Daisies Bloom.
Shaky Eyes.
Mandy How Do You Do.
Margarita.
Love Me Dreamy Eyes.
Nora Malone.
By the Light of the Silvery Moon.
There's Nothing Else in Life Like

Love, Love, Love.
Take Me Back to Sunshine Land.
Mary you're a Big Girl Now.
My Dream of Long Ago.
When I Fell in Love With You.
Rosenbaum.
When You've Won the Only Girl You

Love.
Just a Girl Like You.
In the Harbor of Sunshine and Love.
You'll Come Back.
Put On Your Old Grey Bonnet.
Heinz.

DeWITT C. WHEELER
120 W. 31st St., N. Y. City

Canadian Exhibitors

Looking for a first-class film
service, write the Crystal
Palace Film Exchange for

particulars. We handle both
Licensed and Independent
films and can give you a
right up-to-date service. We
own and operate the most
successful Moving Picture
Theaters in Canada.

Located at

141 Yonge Street, Toronto.
331 St. Lawrence Blvd., Mont.
27 King Street East, Hamilton.

Agents for Power's and Edistm
Machines.

Crystal Palace Film Exchange
141 Yonge Street. Toronto, Can.
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BIOGRAPH COMPANY.
THE CLOISTER'S TOUCH.—Ill tbe olden days

re-hen the common man was his feudal lord's slave,

Li.any were the outrages perpetrated upon them with ,

00 redress save that which came from the hand

it Trovidence. and tardy though the reckoning

Kerned, it was. nevertheless, inevitable. This sub-

ject shows a peasant family comprising the father,

m ther and little boy child. They are happy in

their own sphere until one day several courtiers of

1 hunting party stopped at the humble home for re-

nts. The men arc particularly struck with

the beauty of the young wife, and as their Duke
is in the depths of boredom they suggest carrying

ber off u> court. However, they think it best to

tirst consult the Duke, who in the extreme of

ennui, is most agreeable to the plans. Hence, the

poor wife is torn from her husband and child and

taken to court to be made a lady by the Duke.

Here she has all her heart could wish for, as the

Duke has fallen deeply in love with ber. Still

rlie 'me thing she longs for is her child. The Duke
final!} consents that she may go and get it. Back
to her old home she is taken, only to find it de-

aerted, her husband having, meanwhile, accepted

tin- refuge offered by the monks and become a

postulant at the monastery, taking the boy with

him. From the fruitless journey sin- returns de-

spairing, and through grief, her reason is shat-

tered, so the Duke has presented other children,

hoping that her mini may lie restored, but she is

not appeased, and her grief finds surcease in death.

The Duke is plunged in the deepest despair at the

. of what he now acknowledges an outn _

and would have atoned with his own life, but that

OSS handle of the dagger with which he was
about to perform the dispatch suggests another

and determining upon a life of penance.

and otters himself to the monks. Here
in the same monastery where all are equal he also

becomes a postulant and he comes line to face with

the outraged husband. There is a start and a

slight inclination to rush at eat-li oilier, but under

the shadow of the cross they breathe those words
of Christian charity "Forgive us cm- trespasses as

we forgive them who trespass against us." And
as they pass into the chapel to vespers the sound of

"Amen" reverberates.

THE WOMAN FROM MELLON'S. -Love will al-

ways find a way. and though conditions may seem
desperate and obstacles unsurmountable. still Master

Cnpid and Dame Fate will conspire to bring togeth

er two hearts if they, in turn, have the audacious

daring to hearken to their suggestions, for their

slogan is "Faint heart ne'er won fair lady." The
plan evolved in this Biograpb story is most unique.

Harry Townsend. a young stock broker, is in love

with the pretty daughter of James 1'etersby. a Wall

street magnate, and as Harry is a very promising

young fellow, he gives his consent to the match
Harry, however, is hard hit by the panic, and loses

practically all. This changes tbe color of things

and the young lover is forbidden the wealthy man's
hous,. Despairing, he goes to look I'd' employment,
and in answer to the "ad" of a detective agency.

he finds the chief an old friend of his. hence he

gets the job. He then goes to see his sweet-

heart to inform her of his success, but the father

catches him and puts him out, suspecting

they are planning to elope. Petersby then writes

a letter to the Mellon Detective Agency to send to

his house a reliable strong woman as guard and
companion for his daughter -whom he suspects is

bent on eloping. This happens to be the agency
with which Harry has connected and he prevails

upon the chief to be allowed the assignment. He
then procures the wardrobe and shaving off his

moustache appears at the Petersby mansion the

most attractive looking damsel you would meet
in a day's journey. Now Mary is rebellious and
the fact of being watched is extremely repugnant,
so she avows that no woman shall watch over her,

hut she cannot help herself for she cannot stir

without having the lady from Mellon's at her side.

That she hasn't recognized her is due to the fact

that she has never looked at her. her aversion being

SO intense. Finally she bursts into tears of anger
and then Harry discloses his identity. They, how-
ever, carry on the little farce, and the father be-

comes <|uite smitten with the lair stranger. Be-
sides flirting with him he gives out valuable stock

tips, which Harry makes good use of and recoups
his fortune. Thus far. everything goes well, but
the old gent is getting serious and suggests that

they elope. "Good Heavens:" so Harry exclaims
to Mary. "Hurry up: If you don't elope with me,
your father will." So away they go. just as papa
enters ready to fly with the fair charmer. Learn-
ing of their departure, he follows and traces them
to Harry's rooms where he is prevented from en-

tering while the marriage ceremony of bis daughter
and her lover is performed. There is nothing left

but to make the best of it, which be does, realiz-

ing what a fool he has made of himself, and this

is tbe only means of relieving his own embarrass-
ment.

ESSANAY FILM MFG. CO.

THE WRONG MAN.—Mrs. Simpkins, a pretty

young matron, is on her way home from a shop-

ping tour late one afternoon when she is accosted

by a gallant dude, who endeavors to attract her at-

tention. After some endeavor to pass the masher.
Mis. Simpkins gives him a violent shove into a
snowbank and hurries mi. Not feazed by this, tbe

masher brushes himself and hurries after her.

When she arrives home she finds the maid wash-

ing the front windows and calling her from her

work, hurries into the house with her. They lock

the doors, but the persistent masher climbs in

through the window. Mrs. Simpkins and the maid,

panic stricken, run out of the house and seeing

the plumber coming toward them, beckon for him
to hurry. They tell him about the impudent in-

truder and he volunteers to put him out and leads

the way into the house.

The masher, however, hears them coming and
hides in a closet. The plumber, followed by Mrs.

Simpkins and the frightened maid, looks around
but 1,1c masher Is not in sight. He volunteers to

stay around, however, to protect the ladies should

the" annoying fellow return. They leave the room
and the plumber helps himself to a cigar and waits.

A moment later in comes Mr. Simpkins. a travel-

ing man. who has just returned from an extensive

trip. The plumber mistakes the little man for

the masher and finally, after many attempts to get

him out of the house, throws him out of the window
into a snowbank. This part of the film is a scream.

Mr. Simpkins tries new tactics. He sees two ex-

pressmen unloading his trunk and bribing them to

belli him, he gets into the trunk and is carried in-

side, lint when the trunk lid begins to rise, the

plumber who is watching it. jumps on it. slams

down the lid and rolls it down the back steps.

Mr. Simpkins. now in a rage, borrows the ex-

pressman's overcoat and hat and enters the house

again. lb- is about to be thrown out of the window
again when Mrs. Simpkins enters and recognizes

her husband. The masher, concealed in the closet.

BOW tries to make his escape. Hut the husky

plumber overpowers him and he is thrown out of

1 he window Into the snow. Mrs. Simpkins and her

little hubby are immediately reconciled, while the

plumber, after offering profuse apologies, chucks the

maid undcer the chin, and exits.

A 'VOICE FROM THE FIREPLACE. lb.- film

deals with a tender and delicate topic thai cannot

be misinterpreted, winch, however, is so skilfully

and fascinatingly interpreted that one b.s.-s sight

11I the rather warm motif and is carried along by

1 he ;,ri 1.1 the players.

Paul Burget and Julian Frouchard have been life

long friends, but the marriage of the latter has

somewhat separated them. Julian, however, insists

.hi his friend making their home his own, as ii were,

and Paul "I course is frequently in to tea with

them. Bertha, Julian's wife, is an attractive

w an. while l'anl is an exceedingly handsome

young man and it is not long before Bertha and

Pan! are the warmest friends, anil neither Of them

quite sure that they arc not more to each other.

They arc put to test one evening when, after

dinner, all three gather around the card table for

a quiet game. Tbe man servant brings in a ssage

for l'anl, a request that Paul meet a certain busi-

ness man with whom he has dealings Immediately.

Paul at first insists on leaving with his friend,

but Julian asks him to remain with his wile to

kep her company and that he will be back in a

slant time.
Paul and Bertha left alone endeavor to talk and

amuse themselves but it is a hard task. They
seem drawn to each other by an unseen power.

Bertha endeavors to read, but the book drops I1-1

lessly from her hands. Paul crosses to her and

seats himself "ii the arm of the chair. The w an

suddenly turns to the fireplace and asks him to

place a log on the lire. l'anl does so. then turns

about the loom. Bertha suggests a game of cards.

but as they argue over what was trumps, Paul's

hand steals over Bertha's, then both arise again

electrified. Paul turns away resolved to go, but

as he dons his overcoat she tells him "No"'

A short time later Bertha again attempts to read

and Paul seats himself on the arm of the chair.

A moment later Bertha's arm steals about bis

neck, and he. no longer able to resist tin. tempta-

tion, clasps her in his arms and is about I" press

a kiss to her lips when a loud noise makes them

both spring up. A burning log has rolled from the

fireplace and out on the rug. Paul springs across

ihc room like a madman and is just placing the

log back on the fire when Julian enters. The

hilling log had saved them!
A moment later Paul takes his hat and coat

and bids them good-night and Bertha falls sobbing

thankfully in her husband's arms.

SENSATIONAL LOGGING. — The Cumberland

Mountains, which form the line dividing Kentucky

and Virginia, are studded with rich timber, which,

up to Ihc time of the building of the great dam
on Russell's Fork, was impossible to obtain because

of the impassable conditions of the mountain roads.

Some enterprising lumbermen knew of Ibis condi-

tion, went down into the country and looked it over

A creek, dry In Summer, but a raging torrent in

Winter, winds its way down from the mountains,

emptying into the "Big Sandy" at Elkhorn, Ken-

tuckv. Some one suggested damming the creek

and reserving the water, then piling in logs above

the dam. When sufficient water and logs had ac-

cumulated the dam would be blown up and the

logs and water released. This dam has been in

operation for several years and is now making mil-

lions for the brainy men whe devised it. Up in

the Cumberlands the virgin forests are falling be-

fore the axes of the sturdy Kentuckians and Vir-

ginians, while lumber camps, as thick as mushrooms,
dot the for. sis.

The Essanay film shows in an interesting way,
lumbering processes from the felling of the giant

iie.-. hauling and dumping of the logs above the

dam and the blowing or "splashing" of the dam,
which releases the many thousands of logs on their

mad race down to Elkhorn.
Beginning with the felling of the trees, we see

us snaked by the inevitable Kentucky mule
to ihc little wooden railed railway, loaded on flat

cars by powerful derricks and started on their trip

down the mountain side. The little dummy engine

puffs and snorts around dangerous curves, while the

locking cars, laden with immense logs, joggle along

behind.
Pulling up at the embankment a half mile or

-.1 above the dam they are rolled down into the

.-reek to wait until the reservoir is full.

The dam is so constructed as to permit the open-

ing of gates or locks and releasing the logs with-

out seriously damaging the concrete abutments.

It is Lou feet long, 40 feet high and has four gates

of heavy timber, the cracks of which are stopped

with cinders and clay until water tight. A heavy

brace holds the gates closed while the water fills

the reservoir.
Looking from the dam up creek the spectacle is

amazing. Hundreds of thousands of logs as far

1- eye can see: Each log worth about $40! Fig-

ure it up. Mr. Exhibitor, and you will realize what

a tremendous profit there must be in this great

industry.
The morning that our camera men made the

picture of the "splashing" of the dam there were

nearlj 50,000 logs ready for release. As prepara-

tions for thi' blowing up of the dam were being

,,,.!. ii,, I. .us lay apparently sleeping. Two men
were fixing ihc dynamite caps at each of the gate

braces. Some one up on the hill bawled an order.

ihc two workmen hurriedly finished their work and

withdrew, then from a signal to the men with the

battery, stationed up on the hill, there was a

deafening explosion, the gates slowly lifted and

i e mass of water and logs swept majestically

through. Down the creek a quarter of a mile an-

other camera man waited for the Hood of logs and

water. 'flic water, at first, was hardly visible,

as the great mass of logs rolled by and went thun-

dering down thi' creek.

The picture closes with other views of the dam
with the Parent of logs and water sweeping through.

EDISON MFG. CO.
A JAPANESE PEACH BOY.—The story begins

with the finding of a wonderful peach which comes

Healing down a small stream and is brought to

.h..ic by a lit He Japanese woman, who lakes it to

her home. 11 there transpires that she and her

husband are still mourning the loss of a baby, and

ihc wonderful peach when it is cut brings healing

t.. their sorrow, for as the father's hands separate

ihc two parts of the luscious fruit, between them

miraculously appears the figure of a tiny baby. It

is a real Japanese baby (which no one could by

any chance mistake tor a doll) and the parents'

joy is very great. We next see the boy grown to

eight years of age and the object of the loving

affeel ion Of his parents.

in, their way home from the same little river,

down which he came floating in the peach, they are

forced to pass a cavern inhabited by Japanese

Ogres monsters of most fearful mien, half-human

and half-animal. The young mother and the boy

are attacked bv the ogres, and the boy draws his

tiny sword and vigorously defends her; but even

though he mils off the tail of the lion they are

overpowered, and Ihe monsters are carrying him

away to their cave, when the mother sees a pile

,,l stones ami uses them with such good effect that

the in. .listers are driven off and she and the boy

make their escape. But he has lost his little sword

in the fight, and when we see him in a later scene

it the ripe age of eighteen, he is announcing his

determination of going back to the cavern, conquer-

ing the ogres and recovering the weapon. IDs lather

and mother suggest that he will shake so with fear

that he will be unable to carry out his purpose,

but. becoming convinced of his son's bravery, the

rather loans him his own "honorable sword." On

tin- way lo Ihe cavern the boy meets three friends

(at least they seem to be such), each of which.

a, being 1. remised a part of the food from Ihe boy's

basket, agrees to tight for him. The three friends

are the ape, the pheasant and the dog.

But when thev reach the gateway before the

cavern's nth the first two desert him. and only

the dog remains, as always, tin- faithful one. \\ ith

bis master, he bursts through the -ale and they

descend Into the cavern. Then we are shown a

scce ..I exceptional beauty, for the cavern is a

wonderful place, in spite of its uncouth inhabitants.

I,, floor is littered with the spoils of many rob-

beries and among I hem the boy sees his little lost

sword But now the monsters appear, then- leader

-, sort of wild man of remarkable agility (the part

is ,, laved bv a wonderful Japanese acrobat). He

attacks our small hero and a typical Japanese duel
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Buy the Best Machine First
The price of an Edison Kinetoscope is simply the price of the best motion

picture machine. The price of a cheap machine is its own price plus the price

of an Edison Kinetoscope, which you are certain to have to buy later.

A cheap machine costs more to operate, requires more repairs, constantly
burning up your profits, and wears out quickly.

EDISON KINETOSCOPE
gives the clearest, steadiest pictures, keeps the same crowd coming night after

night and builds you up a substantial, profitable business.
Why throw away a big proportion of your profits on repairs? Why not

have an Edison and get all the profit there is in it?

Our book, about the Edison Kinetoscope, gives full particulars, and will be
sent you to-day if you'll ask for it—and also a copy of the Edison Kinetogram.

EDISON FILMS ,

Releases of February I and 4
RELEASE OF FEBRUARY 1.

A JAPANESE PEACH BOY
(WITH MLLE. PILAR-MORIN.)

A pretty Japanese fable, prepared by tlie world's greatest pantomimist, Mile. Morin, and in

wlikli she enacts two characters. A film abounding in ogres, gnomes and monsters of fairy
tale fame, dancing Geisha girls and wonderful transformation effects. A film that will appeal to
the children as well as all lovers of mystic lore. Superbly photographed. You can't afford to
ini-ss this film.

No. 6582 Code, VESCUNTUR Appro*. Length, 940 feet

RELEASES OF FEBRUARY 4.

HI* JUST DESERT"
A strong dramatic film, whoso scones are enacted in a real Southern iron foundry. Chagrined

at being repulsed by a follow workman's wife, an iron worker revenges himself upon the man
and is punished by a fearful deatli from the molten iron. Intensely realistic.

No. 6583 Code, VESEVINUS Approx. Length, 365 feet

THE SURPRISE PARTV
Comedy. How two express packages went to the wrong address, because a pair of jokers

changed the wagons that held them, and the laughable results that followed. A most amusing
story well acted.
No. 6584 Code, VESEVUS Approx. Length 365 feet

THE BAD MAN FROM RILEY'S GULCH
Comedy of the uproarious type. The "bad man" after getting Dutch courage from a bottle,

starts to clean up the town. He does for a while but is finally tamed by a woman. The laughter
starts when the "bud man" gets his first drink and ends when the film does.

No. 6585 Code, VESGUEAR Approx. Length, 265 feet

Releases of February 8 and I I

RELEASE OF FEBRUARY 8.

THE LIVINGSTON CASE (Detective Story)
No. 6586 Code, VESICABUNT Approx. Length, 995 feet

RELEASES OF FEBRUARY 11.

AN EQUINE HERO Dramatic
(Introducing Dou Fulano, the Greatest LiviDg Educated Horse)

No. 6587 Code, VESICAIRES Approx. Length, 725 feet

A QUEEN OF THE BURLESQUE (Comedy)
No. 6588 Code, VESTIARES Approx. Length, 260 feet

ORDER DISPLAY FOSTERS OF THESE FILMS FROM YOUR
EXCHANGE OR THE A. B. C. COMPANY, CLEVELAND, OHIO.

Edison Manufacturing Co.
MAIN OFPICE and FACTORY: 72 LAKESIDE AVE., ORANQE, N. J.

New York Office: 10 Fifth Avenue. Chicago Office: 90 Wabash Ave.

KINETOSCOPE JOBBERS
Geo. Breck. 70 Turk St., San Francisco. P. L. Waters. 41 E. 21st St., New York City,

noward .Moving Picture Co., 564 Washington St., Lake Shore Film & Supply Co., 314 Superior Ave.,
Boston. X. E.. Cleveland.

Yale Film Exch. Co., 622 Main St., Kansas City. Chas. A. Calehuff, 4th & Green Sts., Philadelphia.

Office for United Kingdom: Edison Works, Victoria Road, Willesden, N. W., England.

Dealers in All Principal Cities
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CHEAP
Steel Frame

Theatre Chairs

ABSOLUTELY

Non-BREAKABLE
Suitable for small

theatres and Moving
Picture shows. Wc
carry these chairs ia
stock and can ship
immediately.

Second Hand Chairs
Also Seating for Oat

of-Door Use.

Address Dept. W,

STEEL FURNITURE CO., Grand Rapids, Mich.

New York Office 150 Fifth Avenue

Boston Office: 224 Congress St., Boston, Mass.

THE MASTERMARK DF PICTUREDDM
Something ABSOLUTELY NEW and Instructive

Release date
Jan. Slst SHOOTING AN OIL WELL IFS?
A graphic illustration of America's greatest industries executed in detail, in other

words "THE SELIC WAY" ^w OUR GERMAN COUSIN
| TWO ON ONE REEL

|

TRADE
WHO WOULDN'T CO IN TO

A CorKer A Peach A Jim Dandy
Length, 285 Feat

MARK
POLITICS— IF HE COULD

BECOME MAYOR?
politics: POLITICS II POLITICS III

One of those campaign spasmodics with matrimonial trimmings—served up in the good old "SELIC WAY'
RtUase Date February 3rd Code Word, "Poll"

45-47-49 Randolph Street, Chicago, U. S. A.
Length, lOOO Feet

SELIC POLYSCOPE COMPANY
THE MASTERMARK OF PICTUREDDM
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ensues. Of course, virtue and courage are triumph-
ant, and when the wild man lies slain his fellow
monsters creep back into their holes in the rocks.
Meanwhile, the dog, ever on the alert, discovers
a wonderful box. to which he calls his little mas-
ter's attention. When it is opened the youth starts

back at the sight of a huge snake, but when he
bravely takes it in his hand it transforms before
our eyes into a magic wand and the box is filled

with gold and jewels. With such success our hero
returns to his parents. Their joy at his safe home-
coming is turned to wonder when, producing the
magic wand, he waves it and transforms their
humble cottage into a glittering palace hung with
Japanese lanterns through the door of which is seen
a lake with swans upon its surface, while dancing
Geisha girls appear in mystic figures of the Japa-
nese dance and suddenly disappear into thin air.

'Ibis transformation scene is beautiful beyond de-
scription.

THE SURPRISE PARTY.—A surprise party is

always an enjoyable affair, particularly in a small
town where everyone knows everyone else. The
one pictured by the Edison Company took the form
of a donation party at the minister's. Refreshments
were ordered from the city and a jolly time
planned. Notice was received of the arrival of the
box of refreshments at the station, and Uncle Bill
was sent after it. When he arrived at the station
he met an old crony who was there for a box that
had been shipped to the local theater. After the
boxes were loaded on the wagons, the old men
went for a drink, and two of the village boys,
noticing that the two wagons were exactly alike,
conceived the idea of changing the horses. This
was done, and when Uncle Bill and his chum re-
turned they each drove off with the wrong wagon.
The mistake was not discovered until the box was
opened at the minister's, and then, horrors!—in-
stead of containing good things to eat it was full
of animals.

THE BAD MAN FROM RILEY'S GTJLCH.—This
picture shows the typical bad man of the Western
mining and cattle regions getting ready for his
bullying of the community by imbibing courage
from a bottle, or several bottles. Sallying forth
to the supply store of the town, he is not long in
getting into an argument and bluffing everyone
from the proprietor to a formidable looking man.
Filled with the spirit of bravado lie next visits the
hotel of the place, and we see him there engaged
in a wordy dispute with some men who are playing
cards. One of the occupants of the room annoys
him by singing. The bad man pushes him around
t.. tii,. annoyance of the others in the room, who

itrate against the disturbance. This starts
a row. at the conclusion of which the proprietor's
little wife, who lias heard the rumpus, enters the
room with her sewing materials and advances upon
tln> fop. Snapping her shears in his face, she pours
forth a volley of language which completely flab-
bergasts the astounded bully.

KALEM MFG CO.
THE STEP-MOTHER.—Scene I.—Mildred Secrotlv

Meets Robert Millet, the Bank Robber. At the
opening of the picture we see one of those beautiful
woodland views so common in Florida, Along the
path comes Robert Millet. This is the trysting

I te - in ees about for Mildred, then
himself op n moss-covered limb, some tropical hurri-
cane Ims torn from the massive oak above his bead.
lip toys with his cane in nervous impatience.
Through the woods comes Mildred, :i llttli

Uously, as if afraid of being scon. She holds out
nid shyly. "So you didn't reallj exnei
". did yiiu?" Millel greets her effusively

and attempts to kiss her. hut she repulses him in
nod. girlish timidity. ITe turns away,
ed for fear she Ims hurt him, she goes to

him and holds out her hand. He takes it. From
Ms >.<< he draws a ring. At Bight of the brill-
iant, sparkling diamonds she otters a cry of de-
light. ITe offers it to her. l'.ni sh refuses it.

telling him her father would not allow her to ac
eept. Millet, smiling indulgently. fasloiis die ring
on a ribbon and insinuatingly tells her how easy
it will he to wear it around her neck, securely
hidden from curious eyes, but always then'.
tie reminder of bis love for her. Mildred is un-
able to resist bis pleading. After placing the ring
around her neck. Millet takes her in his arms anil
kisses her passionately,
Seceno II.—Millel Disregards the Warning to Flee.
Scene III.—Mildred Learns of Her Father's Sec-

Marriage.
Scene IV.— \ Disheartening nnme-coming.
Scene V.—The New .Mother Regarded as an In-

truder.
Scene VI.—The Step-mother Loams of the Fro-

posed Elopement,
Scene VII.— Mildred Fancies the Whole Family Is

I Her.
Scene VIII.—The Step-mother Saves Mildred from

an Act or Folly.
Scene IX.—Mildred Learns Millet's True Char-

acter, r

Scene X.—The Step-mothcr Wins Mildred's Txive.

THE LITTLE OLD MEN OF THE WOODS.—

A

dramatization of o„p or Grimm's Fairy Stories.
Scene I.—Death of the Queen—Snow-white r.cft

Motherless, When little Snow While was n baby
Only a few weeks old. her mother, the beautiful
Queen Fond TIeart, died. J'.ul before she died she

summoned the King and made him promise to
watch over and protect their beautiful little baby
daughter, for it was at a period when Wicked
Witches and Giants as well as Good Fairies existed.
The King placed Snow-White in her dying mother's
arms for one last fond kiss before she drifted into
the sleep that knows no awakening.
Scene II.—Fifteen Years Later—The Wicked Step-

mother Is Jealous of Snow-White's Great Beauty.
Scene III.—

-

"Mirror, mirror on the wall,
Who is the fairest, fair of all?"

The Mirror, which had always acknowledged the
Queen as the most beautiful in the land, now an-
swered:

"0, Lady Queen, tho' fair ye be,
Snow-White is fairer far, to see."

Scene IV.—The Wicked Queen Orders Snow-
White's Death.
Scene V.—The Merciful Slave.
Scene VI,—Lost.
Scene VII.—The Little Hut in the Woods.
Scene VIII.—The Dwarfs Befriend Snow-White.
Scene IX.—The Queen Discovers that Snow-White

Still Lives.
Scene X.

—

"With four little dwarfs, outside the wall.

Dwells Snow-White. the fairest fair of all."

Scene XII.—The Queen Determines to Kill Snow-
White Herself.
Scene XIII.—The Poisoned Apple.
Scene XIV.—The Queen Satisfied.

Scene XV.—The Arrival of Prince Raven Locks.
Scene XVI.—Snow-White Lives.

Scene XVII.—The Wicked Queen Unmasked.

LUBIN MFG. CO.
BILL'S BOOTS.—Bill's boots are taken by a couple

of mischievous youngsters who see in the combina-
tion of boots and a snow bank a chance for some
fun. They bury the boots in the snow and an old

lady promptly decides that they belong to some
victim of the blizzard. She calls for help and there

is much ado until the deception is discovered. A
lively little short length of comedy.

TOO MUCH PROTECTION.—Wilkins' family goes
to Florida for th> Winter. Wilkins is delighted at

the departure of his mother-in-law but joy is turned

to alarm wdien a newspaper headline recalls him to

the fact that there is an epidemic of burglaries of

the boldest description. He has his bouse wired by

the Burglar Proofing Company and they do the work
so effectively that when Wilkins ;s locked out he
cannot himself get in again. But a burglar lias

entered the door before the draught blew it shut

and lie is as much distressed to find that he cannot
make his exit. At last he saws his way through
a window and Wilkins enters. Tho householder is

so delighted at being in again at last that he

lets the burglar carry off his plunder and adds somt
cigars and a bottle of whiskey, asking the intruder
to rip out the new tangled devices which protect too

completely.

SENTIMENTAL SAM.—Sam drops into the home
of a newly married couple to borrow sonic little

things that might be disposed of advantageously
Tin pretty little wife is preparing to commit suicide

after the first quarrel of the married life. Senti-

mental Sam hunts up the husband and finds him
Willi a revolver in his hand ready to shoot himself

that his wife may be free. Despite the gun Sam
holds him up and takes him down to where the wife
is sitting. An exchange of the farewell notes ef-

fects a reconciliation so engrossing that they do
not realize that Sam is plying his trade.

PATHE FRERES.
AN AERIAL ACROBAT.—Most wonderful Indeed

are the leafs of this performer in the air. On two
mi- three occasions we bold our breath in terror for

her life. Imt she smilingly goes on doing the most
daring things, never seeming to realize that she is

twenty or thirty feet away from terra lirnia and
thai the slightest miscalculation on her part would
mean a horrible death. Graceful and dainty, she

goes through her performance and though enjoyable
tator breathes a Sigh of relief as she slides

the rope and Is safe on Mother Earth once
more.

COUNT LEO TOLSTOI.—It is almost like meet-
ing the renowned Russian author to see this film,

we get sueb a splendid view of him as be leaves

estate, find ourselves within touch of him
almost, and near enough tn watch his every motion
ns be bids bis secretary good-bye before getting on

the train. The view of ihe surrounding country
and the peasant folk who each and every one get

a kind look from the author, arc also most inter-

c sling.

A RUSSIAN HEROINE.—The first picture shows
the downtrodden Russian farmers laying down their

tithes in the shape of wheat, corn, etc., at the feet

of the overhearing Russian officers, who look on
them with contempt and hustle and sieve them like

cattle. When the Government authorities have
gathered together the offerings of the poor farmers
they take their leave and the latter silting down to-

gether woefully bemoan their fate. Finally one
of their number, Tclietchevik by name, decides to

make the perilous trip to Poland to seek help. He
starts out, but has not gone very far before he
sees in the distance mounted officers on his track.

Seeing a farmer and his daughters happening to be
gathering in their hay by the wayside, he appeals

tn them in his distress and one of the girls, Sonia
by name, helps him into the wagon holding the hay
and completely covers him, so when the soldiers
arrive there is no trace of him, and as the farmers
tell them they have seen nothing of the fugitive,
the men ride on. After hearing the old man's
story, Sonia decides to guide him on his hazardous
journey, so bidding her father and sister good-bye
she starts out for Poland with the fugitive. The
latter disguises himself as a blind musician, and
the girl's beauty and winning ways permit them
to get through the different camps of Russian sol-

diers they meet on the way. When they reach
Poland they are warmly greeted and the girl is

sent back to Tchetchevik's people with a message
from the Duke of Todolia telling them that they
may depend on him and his people for help. The
brave girl starts back on her dangerous journey,
but unfortunately some of the enemy meeting her
on the way and recognizing her as a daughter of
Ukrania order her to be shot down. The order
is immediately carried out and the poor girl falls
to the ground. Thinking her dead, the cruel
brigands leave her. Regaining consciousness after
some time, she manages to get to her feet, and
dragging herself along until she reaches home she
hands the note to her father and then drops ex-
hausted, for her mission now accomplished Sonia
gives up her life.

ACROBATIC EXERCISES BY THE COLIBRIS
DWARFS.—This film shows cunning dwarfs and
wee ponies hitched to tiny carriages performing in

a miniature circus in a way that brings forth ex-
clamations of approval and wonder from the spec-
tator. First we see the juggler and then the tiny
acrobats, who do wonders. Then Miss Dora and
her companion, who look for all the world as if they
had just stepped out of one of Gulliver's tales. The
films are beautifully colored and very interesting
because so novel.

THE UNLUCKY FISHERMAN—Simpkins and
Todd had always been the best of friends until
there was a question of going fishing together.
Simpkins having found an unusually good place to
east bis line, resented Todd's sitting on the bench
beside him, but Todd refuses to move and Simpkins
disgusted goes forth to look for another place. As
soon as lie is comfortably seated Todd comes along
and annoys him again with his persistent fishing.

The next place Simpkins tries lie is annoyed by
bailers. Finally finding a secluded spot, he settles

himself for an afternoon sport. Just as he gets a
bite he notices that Todd is also fishing beside him
and has also got a nibble. They both reel in their

lines simultaneously and find that they have both
caught the same fish. He is a beauty, and neither
fisherman wants to lose him. They get into quite

an altercation and finally appeal to a policeman to

settle their dispute. This worthy decides the mat-
ter by cutting off the bead and the tail, which he
presi nts to Todd and Simpkins. while he bears off

the best part, much to tho disgust of the dis-

gruntled disciples of Isaac Walton.

MOTHERLESS.— In the days of Louis XV. of

France there lived one Diana de Vaudrey. to whom
was born a little daughter totally blind. Diana's
father-in-law, the proud Count de Vaudrey. insisted

that his daughter should get rid of tho afflicted

child, and 11 was by his order that the little blind

baby was placed on tiie church steps, where it was
rescued by a poor family, who brought it up as

their own and as the real sister of their daughter
Henriette. After the death of these good people

ihe two girls were left orphans, and Henriette. the

older of the fwo. was the real mother to the little

blind girl, who depended upon her for everything.

But the sisters, becoming separated by an unfor-

tunate .accident, the younger one falls into the

hands oil' an old hag named Mother Frochard, who
believed she could raise money by having the pretty

blind girl be- on the street. The sufferings of the

poor child while under the old bag's roof arc inde-

scribable; one must sec the picture to gel an idea

of what she endured when compelled to stand for

hours 'Hi tli" street and smilingly bog from every

passerby. The faithful Henriette, who had never

cefi •
I her search for her little sister, finally finds

her iii the obi witch's hovel, and through a chance
tlntnuce who happens to be related fo the

blind girl's own father, the sisters meet Diana.
Countess de Vaudrey. who has never bad a mo-
ment's lianniness since she deserted her little blind

baby so many years ago. Through the means of

a liny locket that the blind girl bad always worn
and which Henriette bad wrested from old Mother
Frochard, who bad stolen It when she held the girl

prisoner, the f'onnless discovers that the blind

girl that fate has brought in her path is none other

than the wee babe she so cruelly deserted Her
happiness knows no bounds now that she can make
op to the child for all she suffered during these

sad years of separation. Henriette is also received

by the happy Countess as her own. and the Inst

pictures show the joy of the two orphans and the

just punishment of the wicked old Mother Frochard.

THE LEATHER INDUSTRY.—First scene shows
the interior of the abattoir where the carcass Is

skinned. Next we see them weighing the

bides, after which they are dipped in a bath of

lime. From there they are washed and afterwards
spread on a "horse" and scraped with heavy wooden

scrapers, which removes the hair. Smoothers take

them now and after spreading them over another

"horse" go over them with a sort of draw-knife,

removing all uneven places. The bides are then

washed again until they are ns clean and soft as

a piece of chamois. Now they are tanned by bury-
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PATHE FRERES
Will Release on Wednesday, February 9

ANCIENT GREECE
Here's a picture that has 'em all skinned ! As graceful

and as interesting a dance as you ever saw.

Maude Allen
is creating a furore about Greek dancing, and this film,

showing Mesdemoiselles Napierkowska and Mary in a
classic Greek Ballet by Sacha Dezac, will put more coin

in your till than any other one film. The coloring is so

well done, the flesh tints so natural that it's hard to

believe that the dancers are only pictures on a screen.

In Ancient Greece
Length, 410 Feet Coloring, $9.50

Released, February 9

Go to it

!

Insist upon it at your Exchange

and for Other Releases see Bulletin dated January 24th

PATHE FRERES
NEW YORK

41 West 2Sth Street

CHICAGO
35 Randolph Street

NEW ORLEANS
813 Union Street

Pacific Coast Agency—Turner &. Dahnken, 136 Eddy Street,
San Francisco, Cal.

Get Tour Posters from the A. B. C. Co., of Clevland, Ohio

PITTSBURG^ McRENNA

Renew Your Films

EXCHANGES!
Get your money out of your old

films by using our process

WE. REMOVE
DIRT AND SCRATCHES
Send your old film to us that you

think is out of commission
and we will make it as

good as new.

WE
can do anything but put in new

sprocket holes.

OLD RELIABLE
FILM RENOVATING CO.

134 Lake Street, Chicago, III.

J. S. SPEER.

Write for References from 60 Exchanges

Exhibitors, Notice!
Do you want to sell your theatre? Do you
want to buy a theatre? We buy and sell

movine- picture theatres. List your houses
with us for QUICK SALE.

OKLAHOMA and TEXAS
Exhibitors Take Notice!

We can lease your thea're and run it on a
percentage basis, and make you more money
than you are now making.

Let Us Prove It to You
We can handle your new ideas, inventions and
patented articles to good advantage.

LYRIC AMUSEMENT COMPANY
HmT G. Morrow, Gen. Mgr.

224 Baltimore Bldg. , Oklahoma City.OMa.

Electrical Dictionary
A Hand-Book Containing De-

finitions of Electrical Terms
Useful to Everyone Interested in Electrical Science

Sent Postpaid on receipt of 25 ceats

FREDERIC BECQUE
P. O. Box 1306 New York City

NEW YORK
Did you j|et one of our

NEW CATALOGS?
Prepared especially for the man who wants

information concerning

Brass Railings, Picture
Easels, Grilles, Etc.

WRITE NOW TO

McKENNA BROS. BRASS CO.
1st Ave. aad Ross Street

PITTSBURd
"It's the Front that

Attracts the Business"
238 Broadway
NEW YORK
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i n i.- the Juries in a pit and spreading tan bark
under, through and over tliem. After a year they
are taken out and cleaned and dried. The hides,
now tanned, are pressed to give them flexibility.

We see a splendid sample of the finished product
in the last scene.

CAMILLE.—Marguerite Gautier, a poor but beau-
tiful country girl, who. a few years before she be-

came the rage in Paris, did not know how to write
her own name, first met Armand Duval at the thea-
ter. This is the opening scene of this wonderfully
beautiful and interesting film d'art. Marguerite in

her box, beautiful as a dream, and Armand standing
looking at her transfixed with admiration. After
obtaining an introduction to his divinity. Armand
becomes a constant visitor at her borne. One night,
at a little dinner given by Marguerite to her friend.
Prudence Duvernoy, a well-known milliner, and at
which were present her devoted admirer. Armand and
one or two other congenial spirits, Marguerite was
taken with a desperate spell of coughing. Symp-
toms of the dread disease she had inherited from
her beautiful mother bad already made their ap-
pearance. Her faithful maids, rushing to the aid
of tl eir mistress, carried her to a couch in a near-
by room, where Armand follows and imprints a

kiss on ^he girl's hand, receiving as a reward -i

smile and one of her favorite flowers, a camelia.
This was the first sign that Marguerite, the much-
sought-after beauty, gave that she was beginning
to care for the poorest, but handsomest, of her many
lovers. Up to the time of Marguerite's meeting
with Armand, the rich and influential Puke de
Linieres had been her devoted admirer. She had
met the duke at a health resort, where the latter
had come with bis daughter, who suffered from lung
trouble as did Marguerite. The duke's daughter
died just before Marguerite's arrival, and when he
met the latter in the corridor of the hotel, she re-

minded him so forcibly of his child, that he took
a great fancy to her, and hated to have her out
of his sight. Although Armand knew of this friend-
ship between the rich nobleman and the girl, he
did not despair of supplanting the former in Mar-
guerite's affections. He succeeded in this, and at
Marguerite's own suggestion, for she bad now be-
come very much attached to Armand. they left
Paris for the country, where we see them rowing
on tiie river or strolling hand-in-hand, happy as two
children. Marguerite describes these days in her
diary, which Armand permitted Dumas to read, as
the happiest days of her life. But, like all happy
days, they were of short duration. One afternoon,
the greater part of which Armand and Marguerite
had spent together on t lie river, we see the girl
jumping out of the boat which her lover takes
further up to moor. As she walks slowly along
she is stopped by one of her maids who bands her
a letter, which she opens with fear at her heart
and almost swoons away when she reads a message
from Armand's father, begging her to discontinue
her friendship with his son. not only for the boy's
sake but for that of his sister who is soon to
marry. The maid tells Marguerite that the gen-
tleman is awaiting her at the house, and pushing
the maid aside she hurries along to get the dreaded
ordeal over. The old man is at first inclined to

be a little imperious with the girl, but seeing that
she truly loves his son and is willing to give him
up if it is for his own good and bis father wishes
it. he becomes less severe and even takes Mar-
guerite's hand as he bids her good-bye and ex-
presses his gratitude for her unselfishness. Mar-
guerite sets out for Paris without letting Armand
know of her intention, but sends him a letter tell-

ing him that all is over between them and that
he must not try to see her again, but return to

his family, where he will soon learn to forget an
unfortunate called Marguerite Gautier. When Ar-
mand discovers that Marguerite lias flown he be-
comes like a madman and hurries to Paris, de-
termined to have an interview with her and try
to induce her to change her mind. lie cannot find

her at her house, which is closed, for Marguerite
has taken up her residence with an old friend.
Olympe by name, and when Armand hears this lie

serines an invitation to the home of Ibis friend
Where a ball is to be given to some kindred spirits.

On entering the drawing room flic first one Armand
sees is Marguerite who is gaily dancing with one
of the handsomest men in the room and whom
Armand recognizes as a wealthy young nobleman.
Who had always been B great admirer of Marguer-
ite, but for whom she always professed a great dis-
like. Although Armand tries in every way to
attract Marguerite's attention, for he is confident
that she is conscious of bis presence, she never
looks in his direction or gives any sign tiiat she
knows he is in the room. Mad witli jealousy and
disappointment Armand. when the guests are leav-
ing endeavors to get a few words alone with the
girl, but she repulses him and he unable to re-
strain his passion calls back' the guests and de-

I
es the terrified woman in their presence.

All this excitement added to the sorrow she bad
experienced on being compelled to part with Ar-
mand had been too much for the already doomed
Marguerite. Shortly after this scene she takes to

her bed and many and many a weary day and night
she passes, as all her gay friends have little time
fOl her now that she is ill and unable to take part
In their round of pleasure, The one thought that
keeps ber up in these days of suffering is that
Armand, now that she is about to die. will come to

lee her and forgive her before she passes Out of
this life forever. As we see the emaciated form

I
e lirlght and beautiful butterfly stretched

out on her bed of pain, we start with horror on
viewing the change that has come over the beautiful
woman we saw but a short while ago seated sur-
rounded by admirers in her box at the theater.
N'anine. her faithful maid, enters just at this
juncture and from her expression ber mistress knows
she is the bearer of joyful news. And so it is.

Armand has finally arrived. On hearing the news
Marguerite leaps from her bed and throwing her
gown about ber is in a moment clasped tightly in.

the arms of the only man she ever loved. But
the joy had been too much for the poor, weakened
frame. A terrible fit of coughing comes on and
Marguerite Gautier. barely twenty-one years of age,
but who has seen so much of life in this short time,
passes away in the arms of one, who. bad fate only
brought him in her path a little sooner, might have
made of ber a different woman.

SELIG POLYSCOPE CO.
THE DEVIL, THE SERVANT AND THE MAN.—

How often we find in the facing of stern realization
the epitome of mental suffering, and the moral
anguish resulting from the conviction of one's own
heart through the sub-conscious mind in a dream—

-

such have 'ere now caused great battles to be won
or lost—the success or failure of commercial enter
prises—and in the case of "The Devil, the Servant
and the Man" the duty he is in honor bound to
respect is vivid and convincing.
Wf find the man first in his home, surrounded by

a devoted wife and the many luxuries to make a
home pleasant, to all of which he shows an indif-
ference and persists in joining his clientele at the
elub. Upon his arrival at the club a visit to the
matinee of "The Devil" is suggested and accepted
We next see them emerging from the theater

witli two chorus girls. They repair to a nearby
palm garden, enjoying the dreamy music with
mint julips and frappe trimmings. They are in-

terrupted by the arrival of a message for the young
husband. Upon opening it. he shows, his pleasure
plainly, for it is from Edna, his favored amorlta,
asking1 him to witness witli ber a performance of
"The Servant in the House" that evening. Sug-
gesting to his companions that his departure would
equalize the gender of the party and leave them
undisturbed by the fifth person, he takes his de-

parture and hurriedly enters his home, and at once
dons bis evening dress and prepares, as he assures
his wife, to spend the evening with the boys at the
club. Pemonstralions on the part of the young
wife are unavailing. As he is leaving the home,
his attention is directed to a note written by the
wife and left on the table, saying:

"If you persist in drinking and going out at night,
do not blame your wife if she does the same. Alice."
The reading of the note has but little effect upon

the husband, who does not believe her capable of
such actions. He at once repairs to the home of
Edna and accompanies her to the performance men-
tioned, after which they retire to a fashionable
cafe. Some time elapses before be takes his adieu
and returns to bis home, slightly ruffled in bis
equilibrium. He sinks before the grate in an easy
chair and is soon in dreamland. His vision shows
him the devil standing at his shoulder, asking the
question: "Where have you been?" He tells him.
He is then asked where his wife is. and be points
to the bedroom, saying: "She is there, asleep."
He is told she is not. He then remembers the
note. hi bis sub-conscious mind he is desperate.
The devil says: "Take this gun and kill her." He
rushes to her room and finds it empty. He is or

dered by the devil to go with him and he would
show him more. They pass quickly down the
street and be is shown his wife in the embrace of
a strange man from the bay window in a fashion-
able home. The husband draws back to shoot, when
the devil says: "No, I will show you more."
We next find them entering the notorious French

mask ball. He shows the young husband Ids wife
in the arms of a young prince. Quivering with
rage, he pulls the mask anil shoots her dead. The
devil then takes him back to his home and leaves
him in the same chair he found him. Soon he
awakens and remembers whal he had seen in his
dream. His mind quickly reverts to the note left

by his wife. He hastens to her room and finds it

empty. Crazed with remorse, he places the revolver
to his temple anil is about to fire when the hand ol

"The Servant in the House" stays bis arm and
asks him: "What are you going to do?" "Kill
myself." he replies, and relates the story, saying
his wife is dead. He is assured she is not. and is

at once led to the table behind the screen where
the young wife had fallen asleep in her lonely
wait for bis return. He falls on his knees, pleads
forgiveness and promises to lead a better life.

POLITICS.—Silas Brown, editor of the Locusville
Herald, is desirous that the Democratic nominee for

Mayor be defeated. To that end lie publishes the
following article in his paper:

LOCUSVILLE HERALD.
"WILL YOU VOTE FOR

THIS MAN FOR MAYOR?

"Colonel Wheat, the Democratic Nominee for

Mayor, Said to Be a Former No-
torious Horse Thief.

"We are informed that the honorable gentle-

man now running for Mayor on the Democratic
ticket, at one time was connected with the

disappearance of certain valuable horse flesh

during his sojourn in the Southwest."

Well, one can easily realize the results of such
an imputation on the irate nerves of an old South-
ern gentleman. Colonel Wheat, the Town Marshal.
and other friends, determined to fight the Con-
federate War over again, for vengeance is theirs.

Fuming and fussing, the Colonel and his friends
repair to the editor's office. A . heated argument
ensues, but no blood is wasted, though the Dema-
cratic party leave swearing eternal recriminations
and vengeance.
Now let it be known that Colonel Wheat's

daughter, Minnie, and the editor's son. Bert Brown,
are very much in love with eacli other. Thus fol-

lows a complication of difficulties better seen by
eye than told by pen.

Nevertheless, as our story runs along, we find

even the wives of the Colonel and editor quarreling
over the results of the publishing of such a defama
tory and libelous article. Then, later on, and at

night, young Bert and still younger Minnie, both
bemoaning the untimely ending of their young love

(for parents of both have absolutely refused au
alliance 1, enter simultaneously the village postoffiee.

For what, you ask? We will tell yon. Youth is

ever blessed with folly, and sometimes that folly

runs to the extreme. So it is with our juvenile pair.

Roth have determined to leave their homes for good
and for all time. As they are about to post their

letters, each written to the other, and each telling

the other of bis or her intention, they meet face
to face, and finally determine to be married in spite

of their parents' disapproval.
Now, as we follow on. we see them entering the

village parson's home, and he. knowing all that has
transpired, and deeming it quite a joke on both
families, and at the same time a means of recon-

ciliation, pronounces the words that make Bert and
Minnie man and wife.
Then we reach the psychological moment. The

parson telephones both families of what has tran-

spired. Pandemonium is let loose. Regardless of

appearances and in deshabille, mothers and fathers

of Bert and Minnie arrive at the parsonage. Upon
their entrance everything is confusion, for father

berates son on the one side, while father berates

daughter on the other, but eventually, between the
combined efforts and pleadings of the minister and
the newly married couple, the two old political

enemies forget ilieir troubles of the early sixties and
clasp hands, much to the satisfaction of both fam-
ilies.

SHOOTING AN OIL WELL.—Oil is one of the

great factors of the commercial universe and the

American oil fields stand to-day paramount in the

production of this valuable asset.

Hills, valleys, plains and great scenic embellish-

ment can be built by the artisans for moving pic-

tures, but neither paint nor lumber can produce the

effect of the actual shooting of an oil well by means
of the deadly explosive, nitroglycerine.

One of the great fields with a prospective gusher

was located and preparations made to produce what
we claim to be one of the greatest problem and
nature films ever placed upon the market. Beginning

with a clear view of the derrick that is all a-hum
with busy workmen, each wearing a hopeful and
triumphant look as the heavy steel bit plunges

down and down until over sixteen hundred feet is

registered to its credit. Then oil sand is reached

and all is wild excitement as this is always a

sign of nearing a vein or pocket of gas. The drill

is quickly hoisted, the casings drawn and prepara-

tions made to shoot the well. The shooter's wagon
is soon on the ground and eighty quarts of nitro-

glycerine are carefully placed in the cartridge, which

en being lowered to the bottom of the great hole,

and a portion of the machinery hurriedly removed
from possible destruction, an electric attachment

turns loose the demon of destruction and the effect

is wonderful, sending oil, sand and rock a hundred

feet or more, enveloping all in flames, closely fol-

lowed by the deadly black fumes and smoke, mak-
ing altogether an educational film of great magnitude

anil one that will rank well with any problem pic-

ture upon the market.

VITAGRAPH COMPANY.
THE LIFE OF MOSES. Part III.—Scene 1—The

previous installment of this series ended with the

appearance of Moses at the court of Pharaoh, plead-

ing for the deliverance of the Children of Israel

from their bondage. Pharaoh having refused, Moses

prays to the Lord for advice, and is commanded to

work a miracle before the Egyptian monarch to

convince him that it is the Lord, the God of the

Israelites, who demands the deliverance of His

people.

Scene 2.—Moses and Aaron appear before Pharaoh

again. Aaron casts his rod upon the ground and

it becomes a serpent. Pharaoh is amazed, but he
slill refuses to free the Children of Israel.

Scene 3—Pharaoh's continued refusal brings upon

Egypt the ten plagues. Moses finds Pharaoh near

the river's edge and again asks that his people be

allowed to go free. When Pharaoh denies again.

Aaron smites the water of the river with his rod

ami the waters are turned into blood.

Scene 4—Again Moses appears before Pharaoh and
again Pharaoh refuses his request. As God bad
commanded. Moses stretches his hand toward heaven

and immediately a great storm of hail and lightning,

such as they had never seen, descends on Egypt,

killing man and beast and striking terror to the

heart of Pharaoh.
Scene 5—Pharaoh's heart was again hardened and

he still refuses to free the Hebrew children. Again
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Curtainyline
For three years has given satisfaction to

the most exacting Exhibitors—they will

use nothing else on their curtain

Brings Out the True Photographic Outlines. Fireproofs Your Curtain

Try a $3.00 Carton and Note the Wonderful Improvement in Your Pictures

A £3.00 carton is sufficient for any ordinary cnrtain. All exchanges carry it in stock

Curtainyline Curtain & Producing Co. 22 Fifth Avenue,
CHICAGO, ILL.

THE MIRROR SCREEN
Makes your pictures brighter, more beautiful and more captivating. Pictures almost

stereoscopic—there is nothing like it. Don't let the other fellow get ahead of you.

Order one and be convinced.

Write to-day for Terms and Prices

Motion Picture Screen Co.
SHELBYVILLE INDIANA

SPECIAL ROLL TICKETS T*m * l* T
Jl£riz*tsru.*

rirUine

5,000
10,000

$1.25
2.SO

20,000
25,000

$4.60
5.50

50,000
100,000

$7 50
10.00

Get the Samples

NATIONAL TICKET COMPANY
itock Tickets, 6 Cents

Shamokin, Pa.

INDEPENDENT
We rent new Films. Handle all the leading MaKes, both AMERICAN AND

FOREIGN; beautiful Posters; exclusive Feature Service. Write for prices.

CINCINNATI FILM EXCHANGE, 214-16 West 5th Street, CINCINNATI, 0.

KEEP YOUR fp ON US
AMERICAN FILM BROKERS-Cerman Savings Bank Building

147-157 4th Avenue, New York City
300 sets second-hand Song Slides from $1.50 up. Films like new very cheap. Announcement Slides, Machines and Accessories

of all kinds. Write for lists.

Perfect Weld Non-lnflam Cement
Send me $1.00 and I will send you

recipe for making a Perfect Weld Non-
lnflam Cement. A recipe for a curtain
coating that will increase brilliancy
of picture 33j£ per cent, and two other
valuable recipes. Do it now.

WILL CARLETON
Qem Thiatre, Qrundy Centre, Iowa

MR. MANAGER:
Don't you think that a new firm with a brand new stock of song slides made by the best makers,

can give you a better song slide service than you have been getting 5 A week's supply of brand new
illustrated song slides, shipped at one time for one week's service. 5Pc. per week. We have a number
of perfect sets of slide"; of the great Cherry Mine Disaster which we will sell for $6.00 a set,

with printed lectures. Great business getters. (To get you on our mailing list we will sell you for

35c. in stamps the swellest announcement slides that you ever saw, entitled

a GOOD NIGHT ?>

LINCOLN TRANSPARENCY EXCHANGE
16th Floor, Masonic Temple Chicago, 111.
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Moses stretches bis band toward heaven, and a
thick darkness, a darkness that might be felt, cov-
ered the land for three days, so that no one was
able to rise from his place.
Scene 6—The last and most terrible plague vis-

ited on Egypt for Pharaoh's continued refusal is

the death of all the Egyptian first born. The
Feast of the Passover is instituted at this time.
Moses directing all the Hebrew people to observe
the Feast by killing and preparing a lamb.
Scene 7—Moses commands the Children of Israel

to sprinkle the door posts on both sides and on top
with tlie blood of the lamb and on every house
where they are to eat the Feast of the Passover,
and to prepare the Feast.

Scene 8—The Feast of the Passover is observed,
according to the instructions of Moses, by every
Jewish family in Egypt, the Feast consisting of
roast lamb with unleavened bread and herbs.

Scene 9—The same night that the Feast of the
Passover is being observed by the Israelites, the
Angel of Death passes over the land of Egypt In
the last plague, the death of the first born.
Scene 10—The Angel of Death enters every Egypt-

Ian home where there is no blood on the door-
posts, and the first born of every Egyptian family
Is slain, from the first born in Pharaoh's household
to the first born of the captive In the dungeons.
Scene 11—The Angel of Death, however, passes

by every Jewish home, as God had promised to
Moses that where He saw the blood on the door-
posts He would pass them over and the plague
should not be upon them.

Scene 12—In Pharaoh's palace Pharaoh and his
court are feasting .when the Angel of Death enters
and Pharaoh's own first born is slain. Pharaoh
is overcome with grief at this terrible visitation and
sends for Moses and Aaron immediately.

Scene 13—The death of his first born softens the
heart of Pharaoh and when Moses and Aaron now
iippenr before him he commands them to take the
Children of Israel and to depart out of the land
of Egypt.

Scene 14—Moses and Aaron give the command to
the Hebrew people, who immediately gather together
their possessions and prepare to leave the land of
their bondage with reverent and thankful hearts.
Scene 15—With Moses and Aaron as leaders, the

Israelites begin their exodus from Egypt, the land
of the Pharaohs, where they had been slaves for so
many years.

EBERHARO SCHNEIDER
Hiror Vitae Product!, " Projectors, Cameras,

Film-Making Machinery, Films, Slides. Mere-
opticons, Specialties, Lens Grinding, etc. Special
condeosors, carbons and lugs.

109 East 12th Street, New TerH

Films
I have a system of keeping away
from Repeaters. No reels older
than one year. This sounds bad

but not half as bad as it is to hand you gunc three
years old.

I am open and frank and tell you what you get
for your money—Try me for a week anyhow. You
can't lose.

PURDY'S riLM EXCHANGE
300 EAST 23d STREET, Cor. 2nd Ave., NEW YORK CITY

Improved
100%

That is what my customers say of my
service. I start good and get better every day.
That is why I hold them. No matter what
inducement another Film Exchange offers
them, they stick. 'There is a Reason " My
price for service, supplies and machine parts is

the lowest in the country, and my goods are
the very best. Will send you name and address
of any of my customers and let you verify
every statement. Largest supply house in
Pennsylvania. All makes of machines, new and
second-hand. Special bargain. A brand new
Powers No. 5, used only four weeks, mechanism
No. 4185, for sale.

UNION FILM EXCHANGE
" THE SQUARE DEALER "

(Name given by my customers)

HARRISBURG. PA.

KALEM FILMS
Issue of February 2

"THE STEPMOTHER ff

LENGTH 980 FEET
"The Stepmother " produced by the famous KALEM STOCK COMPANV, in the romantic

and beautiful scenery of the St. John's River, Florida, is one of the most appealing films ever turned
out. It tells the story of how a tender hearted stepmother was rejected by her husband's children, and
how she finally won their love.

Issue of February 4

The Little Old Men of the Woods
LENGTH 945 FEET

This is a dramatization of Grimm's popular fairy story, " Snow White," and will surely prove one
of the biggest novelties of the year. The four little old dwarfs who played the leading parts, are all the
real thing and were secured at great expense for this picture.

The A. B. C. POSTERS for the above head-
liners are unusually attractive, and may be had
from your exchange or from the A. B. C. Com=
pany of Cleveland, direct.

KALEM CO., Inc.
Eastman Kodak Building

235-237-239 WEST 23rd STREET
NEW YORK CITY

LUBIN FILMS
RELEASED MONDAY, JANUARY 31, 1910.

Too fluch Protection
Not police protection, but protection against thieves. WilUins lias his house treated by the

Burglar-Proofing Company with the result that he is locked out and a burglar Is locked In.

Wilkins is so grateful when the burglar lets him into his own home that he gives him the

plunder and whiskey and cigars to boot. A funny treatment of a novel idea. LENGTH, 600 FEET.

Bill's Boots
Bill's boots are not funny of themselves, but when a couple of kids bury them in a snowbank

and a hysterical woman thinks they belong to a man overcome by the cold, things happen fast and
furious until the lively climax. A hearty laugh iu small compass. LENGTH, 245 FEET.

RELEASED THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 3, 1910.

It flight Have Been
Old letters suggest to the lonesome bachelor the possibility of reviving memories of the past.

He hunts up bis lost loves but his experiences load him to the belief that what is is far better

than what might have been. Unique iu theme and splendidly acted the subject is certain to score

heavily. LENGTH, 590 FEET.

Sentimental Sam
Sentimental Sam is a second story worker with a heart and when he finds two loving hearts

ready to stop beating because of the first quarrel of their married life, he checks the incipient

suicides and then cleans up the apartment under the very noses of the engrossed couple. A
rattling little farce in which a capital idea is made better by good acting. LENGTH, 300 FEET.

Send for catalogue of our 1910 machine

LUBIN MANUFACTURING COMPANY 926-928 MARKET STREET
PHILADELPHIA. PA.
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Independent Films.
THE ACTOPHONE COMPANY.
THE CLOWN'S BIG MOMENT. The itOTJ

on the lealous] of husband, who MyIiue
i comfortable circumstance! with bie wlfi

child, iiiinks that lils wife is deceiving bin. Bbe
bad received a letter from ber Bister, whose lm--
i.unii i- n convict, iu which the sister Implores ber

to ber thai night and not tell ber bu
nviel ii:i- escaped ir.nn prison and Instructs

ins wife i" have clotbea and >j read] for aim,
us be will be ni borne at midnight. The Jealous
husband's wife follows these Instructions with the
result that ber husband demands a separation. They
part. .The wife goes to ber Bister's bome and the
convict arrives. Be Is about i" get away with tbc

and BOi i'ii ins when the police catch nim
- be is leaving ins boi

A week elapses and the child of the separated
couple Is Btricken down with a raging fever and
is given up i'.'. the doctor, lie tolls the wife Unit
if the father wishes t" see iiis child alive in' mast

at once. The wife explains tin- situation t..

the doctor and throwing aside her pride, goes to

seek her husband.
The husband is living alone in an apartment ami

we see him about to leave to keep an appointment
with a famous clown who is plaj i utr an engage-
ment at the Savoy Theater. lie leaves iiis r ns
anil just missis iiis wife, who arrives ami learns
from a letter ami tin- husband's valet where tin*

husband has - She goes to the stage door of
che Savoy Theater ami waits tor her husband. While
in- Is there in the characteristic alleyway leading
to the gtage door of the theater, Bbe Is insulted
by an Intoxicated clubman who lias just escorted

i girl in the theater. The husband comes
along tin' alley, sees thai a woman is in trouble
ami knocks Hi'- clubman down, 'lie then learns from
his wife of Iiis child's illness.

'i I"! return t" their home ami find the child rav-
ing ami crying "in fur the famous clown whom
she had seen at a matinee a week before. The
doctor tells the parents thai they must get the
clown i me to tin- child as it is tin- "in- chance

fing tin- little girl's life, 'rim wife ami her
slstei go tu tin' dressing room of the clown ami
Implore him to come, wblcb he does with the result
that tim fever ot the child is broken, ami happy
explanations follow which show to the husband his

groundless suspicions anil tin- family Ik ne re-

united.

GREAT NORTHERN.
MYSTERY OF THE LAMA CONVENT; or. Dr.

Nicola in Tibet.— Dr. Nicola, a man of great de-
termination, who knows no obstacle in his desire
to Intrude into tin' secrets Of nature, has made up
his mind lo discover, ami to make known to the
world, what is bidden behind the old walls of the
Lama Monastery. 'rinse mysterious old buildings
are known all over China, and are situated in the
interior of Tibet. They are in the possession of
monks and priests, who are very careful not to
allow anyone, particularly foreigners, to gain knowl-
edge of their secrets. Dr. Nicola possesses the
wonderful Chinese cane, which has the power of
procuring him admission into the religious temples
of China, and lie engages a young man named
Bruce to accompany him as his servant. On their
arrival at the convent, the doors are opened to
Dr. Nicola, when he shows the Chinese cane, ami
he is made cognizant of all the secrets of the
place. They show him how to he master over life

and death, and explain to him their ability to
eall back to life a dead person. With great cere-
mony. Dr. Nicola is just about to he initiated into
the highest order of the convent, when an old
Chinaman steps forward and denounces Dr. Nicola.
He pulls off the disguise of Dr. Nicola, who realizes
that lie is found out and must expect a terrible
revenge and punishment. The doctor and his ser-

vant are taken to prison, where they plan to escape.
A monk comes to bring them food and i- over-
powered. Bruce is hurried into the monk's clothes.

and followed by Dr. Nicola he leaves the cell. In

passing a monk on guard. Bruce drops a coin, and
tin- former stooping to pick it up. is floored by Dr.

Nicola and his servant, tied and gagged. Disguised
in the elnihcs of the monks, they escape, and .just

after tiny have left the gates of the convent a
great number of monks appear in hot pursuit. But
Dr. Nicola and Bruce have already gained Sufficient
time to escape, and to Obtain a valuable ease of

very precious data and curios, one of the objects

of Dr. Nicola's adventure.

NEW YORK MOTION PICTURE CO.
HERO AND LEANDER (Ambrosia). This subject

is taken from Hie ancient love legend of Hero and
1. 1 all, Id Hero, the l'rieslo-s ,i| VenUS. spUI'US tile

attentions ami affections of the Archon of Sacrifices.

for which slight he has vowed vengeance. During
the Olympic Festival a youth named I.candor arrives
from Seslos i Asia i. and Is clowned with a wreath
of laurel by Hero. The Archon. suspecting that a

lOVe bOnd exists between ll'e Inn, follows I.caildel'.

who. that night, goes to ihe aliode of Hero. The
Archon waits for the lovers to caress and then re-

veals p. the Priests the faults of Hero. who. accord-

ing to her religion, is debarred from earthly love.

The sweethearts ale separated, l.cander exiled and
Hero punished. While Hero is lying on the rocks,

longing for I., ander. lie is swimming to her from

Hie oppi This they continue to do night

after night until the Archon becomes cognizant ol

He fact, "ni- night, while Leander Is at sea.

BWlmmlng eagerly toward his beloved, the Archon
stealthily comes upon Hero, extinguishing her torch,

which leaves them in total ilarkne--. Without any
llghl to ica.i bim, Leander ,•erlahea on the rocks,

slill keeping in death In- -"hum VOW.
THE FEMALE BANDIT (Bison). -The Governor,

with his wife and small daughter, are seated on

the porch "i a ranch, when a Mexican who works
..I, the i mg. The little girl bids him
bring lii r horse, which he does, and tor which she

rewinds him bj patting his face, He Joins a num-
ber "i cowboys to plaj cards, words ensue, and be

slabs a youth. He Is taken before the Governor,

who declares he should be hanged, iiis little one

enters pleads tor his nr,.. and Anally the Mi

is sel free. His family are suffering great povory.

ihe Mexican himself sick. The Governor's daughter
l hem lood. which they al st devour The
us wile, driven to despcrii t ion . ilisgui*. - it

a man and holds up a st age -coach. The victims

tell of the outrage ami the Governor orders thai

ihe bighwaj man be followed. The woman, realiz-

ing sh,. is pursued, ties her ill-gotten gain- CO the

saddle and Bends the burse off, while she res a

her woman's dress. The cowboys see the riderless

horse and follow it. The Mexican is greatly diS

to Bee the horse return without his wife
and removes the ha nilkerchief with its contents
from the Baddle. The cowboys find him looking al

the ii cy. and without ceremony lie is again taken

before the Governor, who this time says be must

be hanged. While the boys were before the Gov
ernor'e bouse, one dropped a match, which creates

a fire. The Mexican's wife, returning home and

hearing bow badly things have turned out, starts

off to explain, she reaches the Governor's house In

time to hear that the child is slill ill the burning
house, and heroically she enters and saves her. The
woman then tells the truth of the matter to the

Governor, who. in gratitude for his child's safety,

forgives the Mexican ami his wife and welcomes
him back again.

BY HIS OWN HAND (Bison).—If the Golden
Rule, "Do in thers as you would have them do

unto yon." were more generally practiced, much
disaster in the world would he saved, which is ad-

demonstrated in this Bison production.

Belle, a daughter of the West, is engaged t" her

sweetheart. Bob. The cwhoys cheer Belle when
they learn of her happiness, with the excepli f

Black Bill, who refuses Bob's outstretched hand.
\s Belle is about to enter Hie ranch. Black Bill

Confronts her. When I Hers violence, she lashes

him. The father 3ees her act, and hearing its

foundation, orders Black Bill from the ranch.

Belle is left alone at the ranch while Bob and her

father ride off. Black Hill follows after, and by

taking them unawares, gels possession of their guns.

at the points "f which lie leads them to a woo. led

spot and binds each to a tree. By a cunning de-

vice he so arranges their guns that upon the

-liuliiost move of their hands they would explode

them. Leaving them in this precarious position.

Black Bill returns to the ranch and informs Belle

by note that to save them she must meet him. This
-1 e does, and is led before tile captives: but Black

Bill turns a deal ear to all ber pleadings, continuing
to abuse her. and finally takes her away. Shortly

following ihis. Bob. bv lunch maneuvering, suc-

ceeds iii freeing himself and the girl's father and
they ride off post-haste to save the girl. They
eventually overtake Black Bill and have him at

their mercy. While Hob lakes care of Belle, the

father turns the tables on Black Bill, leaving him
to his fate, hound to a tree with a gun cleverly

arranged to discharge at his slightest move.

PANTOGRAPH.
HIS DAUGHTER'S LEGACY.— This is a Btory of

a young man lost in the woods and after wander-
ing aimlessly around finally comes to a log cabin

situated in a clearing. He knocks at the door,

which is opened by a beautiful girl and he ex-

plains his predicament; her father in the meantime
appears upon the scene and hears his story, invites

him to accept their hospitality for the nicjit.

From the instant of meeting the young lady his

admiration is plainly shown. The following morn-
ing the young hunter asks the father to allow

him to stay a few days, that he will pay well

for his board. The father being a back woodsman
and having little Of this world's goods consents.

After breakfast the father takes his gun from
the wall and invites the young man to accompany
him, but lie declines, preferring to remain near

the cabin. Tlie father kisses the girl and departs

with gun over bis shoulder.

After the girl finishes her housework the yonns
hunter invites her to take a walk. As they walk
through the woods he describes city life. and
compares a beautiful home in the city with ser-

vants, automobiles, etc.. to the lowly log cabin in

the woods. lb- proposes to the girl, she refuses,

but is finally won ami consents to elope with bim.
Five years later we see the beautiful drawing

room with the young banter and his wife, He
has tired of his log cabin wife: she has not been
received by either his parents or society: he finally

decides t" writ" her a letter staling that he is

tired of her and that he is going abroad, hut will
provide for her. He leaves the note lying on
the table. Shortly after his wife returns. Upon
finding the note and reading it she decide- - u

will leave his home forever.

We next see her exhausted and cob), a young
Infant in her arms, knocking at the door of her
father's log cabin. Her father opens the door and

is i id i.egs her father's forgtvi

lb- refuses, she falls on her knees and begs, finally

he forgives her.
Ten years later we s,-e the father old and gray.

The daughter baa died and the babe -h- carried

ha- grown to be a girl.

The husband, after traveling the world over,
that he ),refers the log cabin wife to the

shams of societ) and starts on] to find her; he
the cabin and knocks at the door, which

is opened by the child who ,|o,.s no) know her
ether. The oi.i grandfather comi e door,

recognizes in Ihe man the young hunter who ac-
. epted his hospitality and did him such an injury,

lb- makes a move lo gra-p his gun when a vision

appears in the form of his daughter, who stands
with uplifted bands between the old gentleman
and the young man. The child then turns to

her grandfather and begs forgiveness for her father.

The grandfather takes the band of his son-in-law
and j.hues it In the hand of his daughter, saying,

"I forgive yini, take your child and be good to

her for her mother's sake.''

A. G. WHYTE.
JUSTICE. -Richard Bradley, to revenge himself,

-teal- some money from file desk of the lather of
ihe girl he loves ami places it in his rival -

H" is seen by another girl whom be has rejected.

She frustrates the scheme and the light party gets
jailed.

ItJ

Have you investigated the

"Wurlitzer PianOrchestra ?

The leading Nickelodeons are
putting in this marvelous Automatic
Orchestra. It furnishes better music
than a regular orchestra of 5 to 25
pieces, is always "on the job," and
cuts out the enormous expense of mu-
sicians. The money saved pays rent.

Easy terms, lesr than paid to musicians.
We supply the V, S. Gov't, with musical
instruments. Write for big 96-page catalog
& testimonial booklet showing Wurlitzer
I ianOrch' stras in leading Nickelodeons.

5tfc Rudolph WbiunzER Q)
World's Largest Mir- Automatic Mas. Insta.

NEW YORK CINCINNATI CHICAGO
25-27 W. 32d 117-121 E. 4th 266-26SWaba«h

Immediate Shipment
WE CARRY

OPERA CHAIRS
IN STOCK

If you want a GOOD
CHAIR, at a LOW
PRICE, we have It. In-

quiries answered same

day as received.

Atk for Caiiloi No. 305

E. H. STAFFORD MFG. CO.
CHICACO, ILLINOIS
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THE WEEK'S PROGRAM OF LICENSED FILMS.

Monday, January 31.

Biograph—The Cloister's Touch (Dr.) 'J93 ft.

r.ubin—Bill's Boots (Com.) -45 ft.

Pathe—Coffee Culture (Indus.) 508 ft.

Pathe—Dick's a Winner (Com.) 453 ft.

Selig—Shooting an Oil Well (Indus.) 715 ft.

Tuesday, February 1.

Oaumont—The Golden Lily (Dr.) 702 ft.

Gaumont—Ascending the Jura Mountains (Sc.).253 ft.

Edison—The Japanese Peach Boy (Fairy S.).. 940 ft.

Vitagraph—Caught in His Own Trap (Com.) .503 ft.

Vitagraph—The Skeleton (Com.) 440 ft.

Wednesday, February 2.

Urban—Sheltered in the Woods (Dr.) 800 ft.

Urban—The Might of the Waters (Sc.) 167 ft.

Pathe—The Postmistress (Dr.) 918,ft.

Kalem—The Step-mother (Dr.) 980 ft.

Bsaanay—The Wrong Man (Com.) 554 ft.

Essanay—A Voice from the Fireplace (Dr.) . .480 ft.

Thursday, February 3.

Blograph—The Woman from Mellon's (Dr.) . .988 ft.

I.ubin—Sentimental Sam (Com.) 300 ft.

Lubln—It Might Have Been (Com.) 585 ft.

Selig—Politics (Dr.) 1000 ft.

Friday, February 4.

I'athe—Roller Skating in Australia (Sc.) . . . .260 ft.

Pathe—The Model Drama (Dr.) 718 ft.

Kalem—The Little Old Men of the Woods
(Fairy Story) 945 ft.

Kdisou—His Just Deserts (Dr.) 350 ft.

Edison—The Surprise Party (Com.) 330 ft.

Edison—The Bad Man from Riley's Gnlch (('.). 315 ft.

Saturday, February 5.

Vitagraph—Twelfth Night (Dr.) 970ft.
Essanay—Sensational Logging (Sr.) 1000 ft.

Pathe—A Critical Situation (Cum. I 623 ft.

Pathe—Adam II.—Miscellaneous (Edu. ) 354 ft.

Gaumont—Civil War (Dr.) 940 ft.

The Automatic Theatre Chair
It is a space saver, life saver and

money saver. Shipped built up. It

is the only sanitary theatre chair.

Used by Keith, Proctor and Poli.

It folds up automatically and is re-

volving, making the theatre all

aisles. It is a friend to the public.

Send for our circular A. Write today.

THE HARDESTY MFC. CO.

CANAL DOVER, OHIO

FOLDING

CHAIRS
Per Mtvlng Picture Shews
Qrand Stands. Assembly
Halls, etc. la sections II

wsntef.

Write for Catalog No. 2.

The Kauffman Manufacturing Co.
ASHLAND, OHIO

"TITLE POSTERS"
Are THE Thins lor Advertising

MOVING PICTURES
They cost 5c each or by mail 6c. The

full service of one poster for every licensed
subject released for a month costs only
$7. 50 including prepaid delivery charges.

Free Sample for the Asking

TITLE POSTER CO.
231-233 Bowery, New YorR
A Poster for Every Picture

Films For Sale
50 new reels of perfect
film,».xtra good condition,
to close out, at $18 50

Second hand Edison machines for sale at a bargain.
Parts to fit all machines in stock

MAYER SILVERMAN, 322 Fulton Bids.. Plttsbnrg; Pa.

INDEPENDENT FILMS
THE ACTOPHONE COMPANY.

Jan. 12—Robert Macaire; or, The Two Vagabonds.

LUX FILMS.

Jan. 20—He Would Be an Acrobat 488
Jau. 20—Uncle Learns to Hypnotize 498
Feb. 2—Hamlet 950
Feb. 9—Pirate's Fiancee 098
Feb. 9—The Consequence of a Nod 311

FILM IMPORT AND TRADING CO.

Jan. 27—Bear Hunting (R. & R.)
Jan. 27—Disguised Bridegroom (II. & R.)
Jan. 29— A Young Girl's Sacrifice (Aquila)

GREAT NORTHERN FILM CO.

Jan. 22—Anarchists on Board (Dr.)
Jan. 29—The Mystery of the Lama Convent (Dr.)
Feb. 5—A Woman's Destiny (Dr.) 740
Feb. 5—The Foxy Soldiers (Com.) 2.:.-)

"IMP."
INDEPENDENT MOVING PICTURES COMPANY

OF AMERICA.
Jan. 10—Right of Love 975
Jan. 17—The Tide of Fortune 975
Jan. 24—Never Again (Com.) 615
Jan. 24—A Rose of the Philippines (Dr.) 985

NEW YORK MOTION PICTURE CO.

Jan. 18—A Cowboy's Reward (Dr.)
Jan. 21—Romany Rob's Revenge' (Dr.)
Jan. 25—A Romance of the Prairie (Bison) ... .950
Jan. 28—-His Imaginary Crime (Bison) 950
Feb. 1—By His Own Hand (Dr.)
Feb. 4—The Female Baudit (Dr.)

ITALA.
(By N. Y. M. P. Co.)

Jan. 12—Episode of Napoleon's War with Spain. 800
Jan. 22—There Are Some Ghosts 400
Jan. 22—The Tempting Collar 600
Jan. 29—The Timid One 550
Jan. 29—A GOOd Winning 430
Feb. 5—Love and Treason 1000

AMBROSIO.
(By N. Y. M. P. Co.)

Jan. 15—The Son of the Wilderness 925
Jan. 19—Panli 700
Jan. 19—Italian Artillery 300
Jan. 26—The Last Keepsake 000
Jan. 2fl A Choice Policeman 400
Feb. 2 Hero and Leander S50

PANTOGRAPH CORPORATION.
Jan. 29—A Tale of Colonial Days 900
Feb. 6—His Daughter's Legacy 980

Song Slides
RENTED

A Set Per Week

Your week's supply in one con-
signment every week. All sets

guaranteed original and com-
plete from title to chorus.

Our Service Strengthens

Your Programme

Chicago Song Slide Exchange

Ninth Floor, Masonic Temple

CHICAGO - - - ILLINOIS

Classified Advertising.
Classified advertising, no display, three cents per

word, cash with order. Postage stamps accepted for

small amounts.

MERCHANDISE.
FOR SALE—Brand new Model B Gas Outfit, with

burner; $18 complete. M. E. HOVELL, 10 East
loth St.

FOR SALE—Power's No. 5 Cameragraph, practi-

cally new, with stereopticon lenses; 144 Reedsboro
opera chairs, splendid condition. Quick sale.

HARGREAVES, Bryan St., Rochester. N. Y.

HELP WANTED.
WANTED— Party with capital who owns a num-

ber of moving picture theaters, who is desirous of
going into the film rental business. Can secure
half-interest in a well-paying and established New
York exchange for .$3,000. Only thqse who mean
business need answer. K. I?., care Moving Picture
World.

SITUATIONS WANTED.
OPERATOR—At liberty Feg. 5th. Seven years'

experience with Edison and Power's machines. Ex-
port repair man and electrician. Wife excellent
picture pianist. Locate anywhere. Joint position
or single. A HUSTLER, care Moving Picture
World.

SITUATION WANTED by managing operator; 6

years' experience. Address WOLENS, care of Mov-
ing Picture World.
Feb. 7—Justice in the Far North 950

AT LIBERTY.—Licensed operator and wife A-l
pianist. Both experienced and best references. G.
L. PALMER, Box 307, Sidney, N. Y.

OPERATOR with new Power's No. 5 wants
work; free trial; salary moderate. "POWERS,"
care Moving Picture World.

For Sale Cheap
130 Opera Chairs in good condition. 1 Power's

Machine No. 5 Model. 1 Disolving Stereopticon-

2 Power's Rheostats. Traps, Slides, Fans. Tic-

ket Chopper, Electric Sign. Ticket Office front

and all furnishings to equip first-c'ass picture

show.

T. P. TONKIN
Theatorium Auhurn, N. Y.

No. 35

35 Cents
Postage Paid

Send for catalog of Announce-

ment and Ad slides

The Neosho Slide Company

100 S.Wood St., Neosho, Mo.
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LICENSED FILMS.
Jan
Feb

BIOGEAPH COMPANY. ,'

| |,

Feet Feb
Jan. 3-Tlic Rocky Koad (Dr.) 990 Feb,

Jan. C—The Duncing Girl of Butte (Dr.) 984 Feb
Jan. 1(1—Her Terrible Ordeal (Dr.) 952 Feb
Jan. 13—All on Account of the Milk (Dr.) 989 Feb
Jan. 17—On the Keef (Dr.) 988 Feb
Jan. 20—The Call (Dr.) 989 Feb,

Jan. 24—Tbe Honor of His Family (Dr.) "jss Feb
Jan. 27—The Last Deal (Dr.) 991 Feb
Jan. 81—The Cloister's Touch (Dr.) 098 Feb
Feb. 8 -The Woman from Mellon's (Dr.) 988

EDISON MFG. CO. Jan,
Jan,

Jan. 21—The Luck of Roaring Camp (Dr.) 490 jan
Jan. 25—A Woman's Strategy (Dr.) 975 jan
Jan. 28—A Georgia Possum Ilunt (Des.) 140 jan ]

Jan. 28—The Skipper's Yarn (Dr.) 850 j a u,

Feb. 1 —The Japanese Teach Boy (Fairy Story). 940 [reD
Feb. 4—His Just Deserts (Dr.) 350 Feu
Feb. 4—The Surprise Party (Com. ) 330 Feb
Feb. 4—The Bad Man from Riley's Gulch

(Com.) 315
Feb. 8 The Livingston Case (Dr.) 095 jan .

Feb. 11—An Equine Hero (Edu.) 725 jan .

Feb. 11 A Queen of the Burlesque (Com.) 200 jan ,

Feb. 18 The President's Special (Dr.) 950 jan
Feb. is -The Miniature 725 Jan
Feb. is A Trip to Mars (Scenic) 2i;3 jan ]

Jan.

ESSANAY FILM MEG. CO. Jan.
Jan.

Jan. 12—Electric Insoles (Com.) 502 jan
Jan. 12—The Old Maid and the Burglar (Com.). 498 Jan.
Jan. 15—Review of U. S. Troops, Fort Leaven- Feb.

worth (Scenic) 1000 Fez.
Jan. 19—Won by a Holdup (Com.) 629 Feb.
Jan. 19—Flower Parade at Pasadena, Cal 292
Jan. 22—The Confession (Dr.) 960
Jan. 26—The Modern Messenger Boy (Com.)... 945
Jan. 29—An Outlaw's Sacrifice (Dr.) 996
Feb. 2—The Wrong Man (Com.) 554
Feb. 2—A Voice from the Fireplace (Dr.) 486
Feb. 5—Sensational Logging (Scenic) 1000

GAUMONT.
(George Klein*.)

Jan. IS—Fatal Fascination (Dr.) 5S0
Jan. 18—Getting Square with the Inventor (CJ.393
Jan. 22—Swallowed by the Deep (Dr.) 977
Jan. 25—-The Price of Patriotism (Dr.) 574
Jan. 2r> -Sea Side Adventures at Home (Com.). 371
Jan. 29—The Great Divide (Dr.) 741
Jan. 29—Wild Waves at St. Jean de Lux

(Scenic) 243
i,i, i -The Golden Lily (Dr.) 702
Feb. I As,- ling the Jura Mountains (Sc.)...253
Feb. 6—Civil War (Dr.) !I40

TJEBAN-ECLIPSE.

(George Klein*.)

Jan. 12—True to His Oath (Dr.) 072
Jan. 12—Home of the Gypsies (Scenic) 321
Jan. 19—The Coast Guard (Dr.) 747
Jan. 19—Riva, Austria, and the Lake of Garda

(Scenic) 204
Jan. 2(i—Tommy In Dreamland (Com.) 491

Jan. 26—The I.ass Who Loved a Sailor (Dr.)... 417
Feb. 2 Sheltered In the Woods (Dr.) 806
Feb. '-' The Might of the Waters (Se.) 1G7

EALEM CO.

Jan. 7—The Deacon's Daughter (Dr.) 950
Jan. 14—The Romance of a Trained Nurse (Dr.)
Jan. 21—The Magic Flower (Fairy Tale)
Jan. 28—The Man Who Lost (Dr.) 930
Feb. 2 The Step-mother (Dr.) 980
Feb. I -The Little Old Men of the Woods

(Fairy Story) 945

LUBIN MANUFACTURING COMPANY.
Jan. 13—He Joined the Frat (Com.) 300
Jan. 17—He Got Rid of the Moths (Com.) 540
Jan. 17—A Slippery Day (Com. ) 320
Jan. 20—The Usurper (Dr.) 905
Jan. 24—Cupid, D.D.S. (Com.) 356
Jan. 24—Adoring an Ad. (Dr.) 515
Jan. 27—Marble Quarrying in Tenuessee (In-

dustrial) 441
Jan. 27—The Fllrto-Maniac (Com.) 420
Jan. 81—Bill's Boots (Com.) 245
Jan. 81—Too Mnch Protection (Com.) 600
Feb. 3—Sentimental Sam (Com.) 300
Feb. 3—It Might Have Been (Com.) 585

PATHE FRERES.
:i Coffee Culture (Indus.) 508
;i Dirk's a Winner (Com.) 453
2 -The Postmistress (Dr.) 918
I Roller Skating i" Australia (Sc.)

del Drama (Dr.) 71*
.". a critical Situation (Com.) 623
5 a, lam ii. Miscellaneous (Edu.) :;.")»

7—The Bandit (Dr.) 394
7 The TWO ItarHes (Com.) 594
9 Cora, the Contraband's Daughter (Dr.).507
9—In Ancient Greece (Ballet i 410

1 1—The Troubadour (Com.) 561
II Before and After (Com.) 430
12—The Jockey (Dr.) 840
12—The Foot Juggler (Acrobatic) 157

SELIG POLYSCOPE CO.

20—The Courtship of Miles Standlsb (Dr.). 1000
24—The Ranch King's Daughter (Dr.) 700
24—An Afternoon Off (Com.) 300
27—The Devil, tbe Servant and tbe Man
31—Shooting an Oil Well (Industrial) .. .715
31—Our German Cousin (Com.) 285
3—Politics (Dr.) 1000
10—In the Shadow of Mt. Shasta (Dr.).. 1000
7—In the Serpent's Power (Dr.) 1000

YITAGRAPH COMPANY.
1—Cupid and the Motor Boat (Dr.) 940
4—The Life of Moses (Biblical) 868
8—Richelieu, or the Conspiracy (Dr.)... 992

11—Call Boy's Vengeance (Com.) 320
11—The Old Maid's Valentine (Com.)
15—A Sister's Sacrifice (Dr.) 970
IS—The Tnymaker's Secret (Dr.) 969
22—A Pair of Schemers (Com.) 743
22—Five Minutes to Twelve (Com.) 162
2.".—The Life of Moses. Part 3 (Dr.).... 976
29—The Girl and the Judge (Dr.) 980
1—Caught in His Own Trap (Com.) 503
1—The Skeleton (Com.) 440
5—Twelfth Night (Dr.) 97U

Folding and Assembly Chairs

Most popular pi iced chairs on the market for

picture show use

Prompt Shipments. Write for Catalogue

PEAB0DY SCHOOL FURNITURE CO.

NORTH MANCHESTER, - - - INDIANA

WANTED—Party with capital, who owns a num-
ber of moving picture theaters, who is desirous of
going into the film renting business. Can secure
half Interest in a well paying and established New
York exchange for $3,000. Only those who mean
business need answer. E. B., care Moving Picture
World.

FOR SALE—Brand new Model B Gas Outfit, with
burner, $18.00 complete. M. E. HOVKLL. 10 East
loth St.

FOR SALE.—Moving picture and vaudeville thea-
ter; good location; seating four hundred. City of
seventy thousand. Reason for selling, other busi-
ness. Address, J. G., Moving Picture World.

;*$ the Operator*
IjdoKs at it

As the Operator
Looks at It

Just notice how easy this operator takes it. He doesn't have lo

Iwork over a dangerous juice consuming rheostat at furnace heat any*

5^*—^T4 ' .

I more since the

Fort Wayne Compensarc
| was installed.

He can control the machine perfectly now with one hand--gets a clearer, whiter, steadier

I light and can adjust it to any of the three intensities without even the fainlest flicker.

When we sold this machine we guaranteed it would absolutely

Cut 2-3 from the Monthly Lighting Bill

That sounded almost too good to be ttue, but they put one

on our 30 day free trial plan.

Did the machine "make good?" Well, the first month it re-

1

duced the bill from $22.70 lo $9.24 and they operated more hours I

and got beller light than ever before.

We can do jusl aj well (or you regardless of what voltage you are using and
|

if you will send for our little free booklet, we'll explain how we do it.

Remember you are paying the Lighting Company 66 2-3 per cent more than
|

you need lo every day you wait.

Fort Wayne Electric Works
1402 Broadway

Fort Wayne, Indiana

Open Twenty Four Hours Every Day-Write, Call, Wire or Phone Any Hour, Day or Night

ELECTRIC THEATRE SUPPLY CO., Inc. ?£• SZZZJlZVAlti&ZXZLlZ
&"£.?££ ViZZ£ l£&5E&£ 44 N. Tenth Street. Philadelphia, Pa.

We have every subject issued by the Licenced Manufacturers
MOTIOORAPH, PATHE FRERES, POWER'S, EDISON and LUBIN flACHlNES and PART5 ALWAYS ON HAND

Write for our new propos.tion:—Supplying two customers in the same town each with twelve reels a week, keeping each one's supply away from the other, and
no repeaters to either.
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Essanay Films

The Wrong Man

RELEASE OF WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 2

THE WRONG MIAN
This brisk little comedy is one the best of our recent comedy releases. No film story concerning

a case of mistaken identity ever developed more laughable situations than those our comedy producer
has introduced into this story. A detailed description will be found in other columns. The length of
the film is approximately 554 feet.

A VOICE FROM THE FIREPLACE
A litt'e drama founded on the short story

of Guy de Maupassant, " The Log." One of
the prettiest of our one scene dramatic sub-
jects. Length, approximately, 486 feet.

RELEASE OF SATURDAY
FEBRUARY 5

SENSATIONAL
LOGGING AF

F
e

if^
ure

Never since ' Wonders of Nature, '' have we issued a more beautiful scenic subject than
"Sensational Logging." The last scenes are startlingly spectacular, when a monster dam 200 feet
long and forty-five feet high is exploded, releasing 50 000 logs on a mad race to the sawmills. The
picture was made in the lumbering regions in the most beautiful of the Appalachians, the Cumberland
Mountains of Kentucky and Virginia. Don't miss it ! The length is approximately 1,000 feet.

Write for "The Essanay Guide," our new Bulletin, The prettiest ever!
Twelve pages in two colors, profusely illustrated. It's worth seeing.

Esssanay posters are made by the Essanay Film Mfg. Co., exclusively. In
four colors and very attractive. An ornament for your lobby. 8ensational Logging

Essanay Film AVfcj., Go.
I FACTORY and STUDIOS 1333 ARGYLE ST. - OFFICE 435 NORTH CLARK ST.

CHICAGO and LONDON, 5 NEW COMPTON ST. W. C.

St

LUX FILMS
Mr. R. Prieur begs to announce that owing to

the large increase in orders for Lux Films he has

secured large and more conveniently located offices at

No. IO E. 15th Street
(Bet. 5th Ave. and Broadway)

Release "Wednesday, February 2d

HAMLET
950 FEET

R. PRIEUR
IO E. 15th Street .f&sisz.filu NEW YORK
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American Made ^ l2»i

Independent Films 1^
NEXT WEEK February 9th

JUSTICE "The Mountaineer"
Released Thursday, February 3rd A Tale of Kentucky

February 16th

BONEHEAD 3rd
COMEDY

1 MADISON SQUARE A. G. WHYTE SOLE AGENT

SPECIAL NOTICE
On and after February 9th my release

day will be on Wednesday.

A. G. WHYTE, 1 Madison Sq., N. Y.

WHY NOT LEARNO^k /^>LASS meets every morning and afternoon with F. H. Richard-

MOYING EiCTURE i H*"'
^"^ son of Chicago as chief instructor. Evening classes meet every

OPERATIN^^Sfe^Ka^\m!
''-'"' M on d a y> Wednesday and Friday. Complete course $15.00. We

Taylor's Mr.THOci^^«ffliH^S|fe.\ positively guarantee you a $15.00 position. We are selling agents

t;i ui'w'h'ct'nfi. vi%'^lltl rbr the American Moving Picture Machine, and have a second
01. TV. CO~ O- youk II J/. \UID 1 1 t- i- aii- » i- • 1 ii- r 1

TelMhosmmoSp \[ J;'
1 I

hand Edison Machine in A-i condition at one hair or original cost.

F. C. TAYLOR, 51 West 28tH Street, NEW YORK CITY

10 WEST 34th STREET
NEW YORKINTERNATIONAL FILM COMPANY

Dealers in Films, Moving Picture Machines, Carbons, Tickets, Song Slides,

Announcement Slides and everything pertaining to the Moving Picture business.

Want to Buy lOOO Reels Independent Film

NOTE OUR
SPECIALTY

A I Films at 2 cents
per foot
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GREAT NORTHERN
QUALITY FILMS

One Quality Only—THE BEST

wFr4
"iyi»;^

Awarded First Si
Prize: Gold Me-
dal and Prize of

Honor at the ^k -3 ""^B

Cinematograph
Exhibition at

Hamburg, 1908. ML

Licensee under
the Biograph
Patents. All
purchasers and
users of our
films will be pro-

tected from liti-

gation.

NEXT RCLCASE JANUARY, 29tK

The Mystery of the Lama Convent
Or Dr. Nicola in Tibet

Magnificent Feature Production. The Season's Biggest Hit

NOTICE ! The subjects a " Woman's Destiny " and
the "Foxy Soldiers" will be released February
5th, instead of January- 29th as advertised.

TO EXHIBITORS: Send in your name and address, and we will place you on

our mailing list, and furnish you with a synopsis of our latest productions. Popular

films never fail to draw the crowds. Therefore insist that your exchange supply

you with the Popular Great Northern Films. Lithographs and handsome poster-

synopsis can be had by applying at your exchange.

GREAT NORTHERN FILM COMPANY
Member N. I. M. P. A.

7 East 14th Street • - New York
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NEW FILMS—HIGH CLASS SERVICE
%

The Pioneer House, With 8 Years Experience
And $250,000.00 Back Of It

Write To-day For Terms

EUGENE CLINE
57 and 59 Dearborn Street, Chicago



Vol. O., No. 6. February 12, 1910 Price, lO Cent*

Published Weekly by THE WOULD PHOTOGRAPHIC PUBLISHING CO.. 125 E. 23d ST., NEW TOM

^ Motiograph %£E7. A Wonder
AND WILL INCREASE TOUR. BUSINESS

It projects Fllckerlesa, Steady and Wonderfully Brilliant pictures, has Patented 1}
minute Rewind from main crank, revolving Magazines, Automatic Fireproof shutter,

etc., not found in other Machines.—WILL WEAR TWICE AS LONG.
C. H. D. of Keokuk, Iowa, writes: Motiograph Making a Big Hit and Business Increased w«u

$H lllllJ.

F. L. P. of Chicago, III., writer. "Used erery day for seTen months, and not rac penny for repairs."
F. J. K. of Kansas City, writes: "Operating Motiograph nearly two years. Hare operated all makes,

but noae to compare with Motiograph.—PRICES. SIBO.OO AND UP
The Enterprise Calcium Gas Outfit la the oaly satisfactory Western ( S. Labin g?Tf M
substitute for electric light Write for Catalog to-day Representatives) Geo. Melies * 14*r*

Enterprise Optical Mfg. Co., 564*572 West Randolph Street, Chicago

"j,

LU X

143 NortK 8tH Street, PHILADELPHIA, PA.
Best and Newest Independent American and Foreign Films

SUPPLIES IS REELS PER WEEK SUPPLIES
PROMPT AND RELIABLE SBRVICB Members N. I. M. P. Alliance

mxo3 —

Om

m
o
r-
cn

THE PERFECTED

Power's Cameragraph No. 6
Was the Big Hit of the Convention

of the F. S. A.

Deliveries Begin February 15th, 1910. Get Your Order in Now

Manufactured by

NICHOLAS POWER COMPANY, 115=117 Nassau Street, New York
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BISON m FILMS
Regular Release Days—Tuesday, Wednesday, Friday, Saturday

FOUR REELS A WEEK—Tuesday, a "Bison"—Wednesday, Ambrosio—Friday, a "Bison"—Saturday, Itala

"THE TRIUMPH OF THE SEASON"

"Young Deer's Gratitude"
RELEASED FEBRUARY llth, 1910

The "Crowning Feature" of this week's productions is '• Young Deer's Gratitude," without a doubt the greatest

subject ever produced of life on the plains, showing the true life of the ' cowboy " and •' Indion '' and we can again assure

you that this subject is the •'one tig success " of the season.

xii

l&fir*'

Tuesday, Feb. 8th-A " BISON "

"TEN OF SPADES" or

"A WESTERN RAFFLE"
Code—Ingrate

Friday, Feb. I Ith-A "BISON"

"YOUNG DEER'S GRATITUDE"
Code—In

Saturday Feb. I 2th—"ITALA"

"FOOLSHEAD RECEIVES"
"FOOLSHEAD PREACHES

TEMPERANCE"
Code-IT

Wednesday Feb. 9th— AMBROSIO"

"THE LONGING FOR GOAL"
"THE STRONGEST"

Code—Insist

Two more of those famous
" Itala

ff
subjects on one reel.

Nothing but ludicrous and

"comedy situations
tf
interspersed

throughout the picture.

LITHOGRAPHS AND POSTERS FREE
Exhibitors:—We furnish as usual ail exchanges handling these productions with one sheet four colored lithographs, also posters containing synopsis,

absolutely free with each reel. Demand same from your exchange as they will positively increase your box office receipts.

Brief description of all subjects will be found on another page.

NEW YORK MOTION PICTURE CO.
Manufacturers of "Bison" Life Motion Pictures

429 SIXTH AVENUE. Cor. 26tK Street - NEW YORK CITY
Phone 6690>1 Madison Sq. Cable Address : Nosib
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EXCHANGES

!

To help you convince licensed exhibitors that you can give them independent films which will

delight their very souls, we will send your reels several days ahead of release dates. Exchanges

who have tried this are delighted with the scheme. The Paramount Film Co. of New York writes

as follows: "In the last three days we took on six new customers (formerly using association

goods) and we must give full credit for this to IMP films. As an instance: Our man went to see

a Bridgeport exhibitor (association service), who pooh-poohed the idea of changing Biograph, his

god! Our representative induced him to put on your film, 'The Awakening of Bess.' When the film

started off he gasped and when it was over he confessed he didn't think anybody but Biograph

could do it. Now he is our customer and a rooter for IMP films. Is it any wonder we are anxious

for two IMPS a week? The sooner the better." Try this plan yourself and see how beautifully

it boosts your business, Mr. Exchange Man. Tell us to send the reels ahead of release dates and

we'll do the rest!

EXHIBITORS
Our IMP release for Monday, February 14tli, is auother

#
double-header, two-thirds of the reel

being a powerful drama and the other thirl a boisterous comedy. The first part is entitled

"The Blind Man's Tact
**

(650 FEET)

and (lie principal characters are a blind man, his daughter and a burglar. If the exciting situations

don't keep your audience sitting on the front edge of the seats, we miss a long guess. The rest

of the reel is devoted to a comedy called

44 Brown's Gouty Foot
**

(300 FEET)

.'mil not :i fool "i the whole three hundred is gouty. When the mischievous urchin in the park

decides to make things unpleasant for Brown's gouty foot, you'll Fairly wince in sympathy with

Brown.

EVERYBODY
We are paying the highest market price for SCENARIOS. I1>KAS AND HINTS for moving pic-

tures. You don't have to be a playwright. Just jot down your idea as briefly as possible (scene

for scene) and mail it to us. If it has any merit at all we'll grab it and pay you well. Remember
we soon begin to release TWO REELS A WEEK instead of one and we are ready to buy a big

bunch of manuscripts right away.

Independent Moving Pictures Company of America,

111 E. 14th St.. New York. Carl Laemmlc, Pres.

Our Monday, February 7th,

release is "Justice in the

Far North." Get it!

EBERHARD SCHNEIDER
Miror Vitae Products," Projectors, Cameras,

Film-Making Machinery, Films, Slides, Stere-
opticons. Specialties, Lens Grinding, etc. Special
condensors, carbons and lugs.

109 East 12th Street, New T.rH

EVERTON-Hypnotist
The hypnotist who hypnotized his jail

keeper while being held for manslaughter.
Notice to Managers: Played New York to

standing room. The real box office attraction.

For Time and Terms Address

F. W. SALTZSIEDER, 952 8th Aveoue, New York

BEAT IT
IF YOU CAN

Our new rate of

A Set Per Week
Your week's supply in one ship-

ment every week

ALL OF THE VERY LATEST

SONG HITS

Chicago Song Slide Exchange

Ninth Floor, Masonic Temple

CHICACO - - - ILLINOIS

Films
I have a system of keeping away
from Repeaters No reels older
than one year. This sounds bad

but not half as bad as it is to hand you gunc three
years old.

I am open and frank and tell you what you get
for your money—Try me for a week anyhow. You
can't lose

PURDY'S FILM EXCHANGE
310 EAST 23d STREET, Cor. 2nd Ave., NEW YORK CITY

Classified Advertising.
Classified advertising, no display, three cents per

word, cash with order. Postage stamps accepted for
small amounts.

HELP WANTED.
WANTED—Male or female singer, female pre-

ferred; only those apply who have voice of quality
and volume; right price paid to right persons; satis-
tactory reference required; reputation must ac-
company the singer; no flirts tolerated. Address.
SCHMIDT BROS., Mgrs. Theatorium, New Castle.
I nd.

SITUATIONS WANTED.
TENOR SINGER wants position at once; will sure

make good. Salary reasonable. References from
former managers. Address Robert P. FOURNIER,
56 Oak Street, Providence, R. I.

SINGER of anility wants position. Four years
illustrated song experience. Thoroughly proficient.

Baritone voice with a range of two octaves. Wishes
to connect with first-class house and thoroughly re-

liable people. (Don't send telegrams collect.) Ad-
dress THOMAS F. GIBLIN, 245 Manton Ave., Prov-
Idence, R. I.

A GOOD M. P. OPERATOR with 9 years' expe-
rience wants position. Familiar with all makes of
machines; does own repairing. J. FRANCIS MOCK-
II \. Dock St., Royalton, Pa.

POSITION WANTED—M. P. operator or man-
ager, city or out of town, 8 years' experience. Ad-
dress at once S. W.. care Moving Picture World.

AT LIBERTY—Moving picture and vaudeville
pianist. Only reliable managers reply; sl:ite salary.

Address MUSICIAN, care I.ogue Bros., Williamsport,
I >.-l

.

MERCHANDISE.

FOR SALE—1.000 ft. reels film released to Jan.

I. $5 and $10 per reel; Edison, I.iihin. Power's ma-
chines, -fin to $60; new. $100; Model H gas outfit.

$25; 3,000 ft. Pathe hand colored Passion Play,

$100; double dissolving stereoptlcon, new, $40. For
Rent—0.000 ft. film, $10; 9,000 ft., $12, one ship-

ment. II. DAVIS, W.ilcilown. Wis.

FOR SALE—Brand new Model It (las Outfit, with
burner; $1S complete. M. E. IIOVELL, 10 East
loth SI.

FOR SALE— rower's No. 5 Cameragrapli, practi-

cally new, with stereopticon lenses; 144 Reedshoro
chairsi splendid condition, Quick sale.
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ECLAIR FILMS
FIRST RELEASE, FEBRUARY 7tH, 1910
and Regularly Each Monday Following

The Child and the Dancing Jack
Dramatic. Approximate Length, 480 Feet

Shows the affectionate interest of a wealthy boy towards a poor one.

A sympathetic film story is wound round a mutual plaything in form of a

toy-clown, " PUNCH."

Mr. Giddy's Revenge
Comedy. Approximate Length, 400 Feet

A thoughtless pedestrian meets with some comical mishaps, through
his carlesness. ^^^^^^^

SECOND RELEASE FEBRUARY 14, 1910

The Serum
Antidote

Showia noted scientist in his laboratory with his assistant, working
out an antidote for the serpent's venom, but being called to his office is

obliged to leave his wife alone with his assistant, who loses no time in

trying to take advantage of the opportunity, the same having a very
tragic end.

A Bootblack's Daily Labor in Algiers
Comedy

This film portrays very naturally the care free life of the little "CIR1"
who runs here and there stealing and earning what he can in a most
innocent way.

EclairFilmCompany
31 East 27th Street - - New YorR City

"Everything New" "A Service of Merit"

--=Equitable--—
Motion Picture Co.

OF OMAHA, NEBRASKA

Just what the WESTERN exhibitor has

long looked for—A FILM SERVICE—that

satisfies "the appetite" of his patrons.

Every reel in our stock is a brand NEW
ISSUE, from the best of American and

European manufacturers, and insures a Ser-

ice that embraces Every essential Quality,

which means Success to the exhibitor.

Get in touch with us, and state your

requirements.

Equitable Motion Picture Co.

1318 Farnum Street :: Omaha, Nebraska

INDEPENDENT
We rent new Films. Handle all the leading MaKes, both AMERICAN AND

FOREIGN; beautiful Posters; exclusive Feature Service. Write for prices.

CINCINNATI FILM EXCHANGE, 214-16 West 5th Street, CINCINNATI, 0.

KEEP YOUR fp ON US
AMERICAN FILM BROKERS-Cerman Savings Bank Building

147-157 4th Avenue, New York City
300 sets second-hand Song Slides from $1.50 up. Films like new very cheap. Announcement Slides, Machines and Accessories

of all kinds. Write for lists.

INTERNATIONAL FILM COMPANY 110 WEST 34th STREET
NEW YORK

NOTE OUR
8PECIALTY

Al Films at 2 cents
per foot

Dealers in Films, Moving Picture Machines, Carbons, Tickets, Song Slides,

Announcement Slides and everything pertaining to the Moving Picture business.

Want to Buy lOOO Reels Independent Film

Theatre For Sale
GREAT OPPORTUNITY.

ESTABLISHED, POPULAR AND PAYING THE-
ATER IN MANUFACTURING OHIO CITY. Seat-

ing capacity 415. Two Edison machines, exhauBl
fan and six ntiirr fans. New scenery, everything In

Rrst-rinss shape. Electric light signs and a pretty
front, lo.nno Inhabitants and only one other vaude-
ville 6how in the city. Will sacrifice for $2,500 cash
It sold within three weeks, as other hnslness In the

State of Washington compels me to leave for the

West. Address for further particulars, O. MASON,
• nre of M"Tlng Picture World.

To keep your wife satisfied you must make love to her even after you are married.
To keep your customers satisfied you let them hear the best songs published and

see the best song slides made.
We furnish you with the best song slide service to be had for the small cost of

50 cents a set per week.
We have a large number of beautiful announcement slides.

We also have short travel lectures.
(iet the new slides before your neighbor gets them.
Write at once for our lists.

LINCOLN TRANSPARENCY EXCHANGE
16th Floor, Masonic Temple Chicago, 111.
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TRADE
MARK.

Waterproofed
Films

like all others will soil, but unlike all

others they can be cleaned with

Soap and
Water

This machine does it in 10 minutes

ALL EXCHANGES NEED ONE

National Waterproof
Film Co.

4200-4202 W. Adams Street

CHICAGO, ILL.

The Excela

Soundograph
The only complete and up-to-date

effect-producing machine ever in-

vented is now complete and ready
for the exhibitors. Everybody pro-

nounces it a wonder. Almost any
sound or effect imaginable is easily

and realistically produced by simply
turning a crank, pulling a handle or

pushing a button. The effects are

all mounted in a handsome cabinet

structure, 25 x 40 inches square and
42 inches high, with means exterior

for the operation of each effect

separately, or they can be operated
in combinations. The Soundograph
can be located either in the orchestra,

pit orback of the screen as the exhibi-

tor prefers. No expert operator is re-

quired, any one person is all that is

needed to operate the Soundograph
and produce perfect sound effects. A
boy or some other employee of the

theatre learns quickly to work the

effects, thus relieving the exhibitor

of the services of an expensive oper-

ator. It will put life and realism in

your pictures and delight your audi-

ences. It holds their interest and
attention to the end of the reel and
assures you of big box office receipts

every day.

Let us ship you a Soundograph now

PRICE, $150.00

EXCELA SOUNDOGRAPH CO.

PITTSBURG, PA.
Office I IOI Empire Building
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Curtainyline
For three years has given satisfaction to

the most exacting Exhibitors—they will

use nothing else on their curtain

Brings Out the True Photographic Outlines. Fireproofs Your Curtain

Try a $3.00 Carton and Note the Wonderful Improvement in Your Pictures

A $3.00 carton is sufficient for any ordinary cnrtain. All exchanges carry it in stock

Curtainyline Curtain & Producing* Co, 22 Fifth Avenue,
CHICAGO, ILL.

The Magnetic

Film Service Company
INCORPORATED

:Successor to:

Lubin Film Service Company
123 Shillito Place, Cincinnati

The Best Service

Thoroughly Inspected Films
Prompt and Careful Shipments

Write for Information and Catalog

Don't BuyYourself Poor
-MAKE YOUR OWN-

Non-inflammable Cement
I will sell this valuable Formula upon receipt

of only $2.00

The ingredients of which can be purchased anywhere
at a very reasonable price. Can be used

on both kinds of Film

Positively Strongest Film Cement Formula on Earth

Send 1 2c. for sample bottle and be convinced

JOHN H. HEINZ
Gem Theatre Baltimore, Md.

THE TALK OF THE WORLD

NESTOR FILMS

The

Mountaineer

- lit <K "»' WB"4 "
'

,-t ™ ^ /"
. JR£. * £ »

Vf-«L

I '

S.P.Q.R.

Released

February 9th

A Daughter's Devotion Bonehead 3rd
RELEASED FEBRUARY 16th

I MADISON AVENUE A. G. WHYTE NEW YORK CITY
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LUX
RELEASED WED.

Pirate's Fiancee
Length 698 Feet

This is a highly interesting subject,

admirably acted, and of a character to

become exceedingly popular. Don't

miss this excellent him.

FILMS
FEBRUARY 9th

The Consequence of

a Nod
Length 31 I Feet

A laughing scream all the way
through. A comedy of this kind is

always appreciated.

For full description of these subjects see another

page in this issue.

THE WORLD'S BEST—BAR NONE
Write for Weekly List of Descriptions of our Films

R. PRIEUR
lO E. 15th Street Telephone Call:

STUYVESANT 3124 NEW YORK

Independent Film Service
PIEDMONT FILM EXCHANGE

COLDSBORO, N. C.

Write us today for our Special Offer

No Old Association Films Used
in Our Service Whatsoever, but
Exclusive Independent Films of
the Real Good Kind.

Song Slides Free to Customers
Films, Machines, Songs Slides Constantly

on Hand For Sale

WRITE US TODAY.

A Drawing Card for Moving Picture Theatres

ouise M. Manon
IN

Illustrated poems, now booking in Moving
Picture Houses in and out of town, also for

professional entertainment.

Miss Marion is presenting several beauti-
ful poems written by Fred Emmerson Brooks,
which she has illustrated with special per-

mission from the author. This work never
fails to make a hit on every occasion.

Operator, Vaudeville Sketch and music furnished when desired.
Highest testimonials Terms reasonable.

LOUISE M. MARION
321 West 23rd Street New York City

PARIS FLOOD
RELEASED WEEK OF FEBRUARY 14th

A. G. WHYTE
1 Madison Avenue New York City
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VITAGRAPH FILMS
THE FILMS OF "QUALITY"

Tuesday, February 8

THE PASSING SHADOW
An Intense Dramatic Picture, marked by careful and splendid acting. It holds the interest to the last foot of film.

Approximate length, 996 feet.

Saturday, February 12
PART IV.-" LIFE OF MOSES" SERIES

THE VICTORY OF ISRAEL
This magnificent production, the fourth in a magnificent series, will be found more spectacular than any of its prede-

cessors. The remarkable favor with which " The Life of Moses " series is being received marks it as the greatest motion
picture event since the Passion Play. Approximate length, 955 feet.

THREE REELS PER WEEK -Tuesdays, Fridays, Saturdays
In response to numerous requests from exhibitors everywhere, the regular Yitagraph releases will be increased to TttftLE

REELS PER WEEK, commencing the WEEK OF FEBRUARY 14, the new release days being TUESDAYS, FRIDAYS and SATURDAYS.

The Concluding Reels of THE LIFE OF MOSES, PART V., "The Promised Land," will be issued February 19.

Exhibitors will thus have the opportunity of showing all five reels before the end of Lent. Make your arrangements now
with your exchange.

USE VITAGRAPH POSTERS. ORDER FROM YOUR EXCHANGE.
NEW YORK, 1 16 Nassau St.

CHICAGO, 109 Randolph St.

LONDON, 25 Cecil Court

PARIS, 15. Rue Salnte-CecileTHE VITAGRAPH COMPANY OF

THE MA5TERMARK

In the Serpent's
Power

Release Date February 7th
Length I OOO Feet
Code Word: "Pents" TRADE

Another big one—fragrant with the
aroma of sunny Italy. As life-like and
natural as though you were breathing the pure air

from the Bay of Genoa. Just the thing for action,

and a great story—how can it be otherwise—since
it's the "SELIG KIND."
SELIC POLYSCOPE COMPANY Inc.

"THE MASTERMARK

PF PICTUREODM

In the Shadow of Old

Mt. Shasta
"A Gem of the Golden West."

Release Date February lOth

MARK Length I OOO Feet

Codeword: "Shasta."

An absorbing story, teeming with the

effervescence of loyal man and womanhood. A
great big picture handled in the usual

"SELIG" WAY.
45-47-49 Randolph Street, Chicago. U. S. A.

OF PICTUREDDM

Li ncoln's Birthday, Feb. 12 Washington 's Birthday , Feb. 22
SPECIAL LECTURETTES

LIFE OF LINCOLN
Set complete, 12 slides, colored, with lecture, $4.00

LIFE OF WASHINGTON
Set complete, 12 slides, colored, with lecture, $4.00

SINGLE PORTRAITS. COLORED, 50c EACH

SLIDES MADE to YOUR ORDER
From 50c to $1,50, depending on copy

We Carry a Complete
Stock of

ANNOUNCEMENT

v

SERPENTINES, FLAGS, Etc

TICKETS, 4he "ANSEL" MAKE
10.0U0, $1.00; 20,000, $1.75; 50,000, $4.00 BRAYTON MANUFACTURING CO.

122 Randolph StreetCHICAGO
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Local Competition.

La^t week we printed an article in which we examined
some of the aspects of probable quantitative competition

amongst the manufacturers of films. This kind of com-
petition is one which leaves us in a less certain :>tate of

mental assurance than the competition of quality. Com-
petition of quality can only lead to the best results by

1 iperation of the law of the survival of the fittest.

The best will win out. Competition in quantity, however,
unless it is very carefully regulated, may lead to a de-

ductive result rather than to a constructive result. In

other words, it may destroy^ rather than build up. In this

article, however, we are not dealing with the manufactur-

end of matters.

There is a kind of competition which seriously affect?

the exhibiting end of which we were made aware only

last week and certainly not for the first time. Meeting
a very intelligent exhibitor, whose theater we have vis-

ited, we inquired how matters were progressing with him.

His theater, we may say, is situated in a comparative!}
new part of the City of New York. He informed us that

in the past few months he had been subjected to very

severe competition indeed. Until then his was the only

theater in the district, but now there are three others

within a short distance of him. The practical result of

this is that a fair amount of business showing a good
profit to one theater is split up amongst four competitors
The original man has the mortification of seeing the ter-

ritory that he discovered annexed by interlopers.

Competition, it is commonly said, is the soul of business.

But too much of it may mean the destruction of the

business. It is this form of competition that we desire to

discourage. Our exhibiting friend, when lie opened his

theater, was entitled, as a licensed exhibitor, to certain

protection promised him last year by more or less official

utterances from the office of the Patents Company. The
company, it would appear, is not carrying out this line of

its policy. The result is that theaters are rapidly increas-

ing in districts where already there are a sufficient num-
ber of them. So that complaints are rife by licensed

exhibitors that they are not having the protection they

expected.

We were amongst those who supported the policy which
limited or restricted the number of theaters in certain

localities. After all, the moving picture business is not

illimitable any more than any other business. It stands

in need of official restriction of the kind promised. If

that kind of restriction and protection is not forthcoming,

then competition must be allowed to work out its own
salvation.

What is the effect of unrestricted competition? Simply
this: A battle of the money-bags. A man who opens a

moving picture theater and makes a success of it. and
then i> attacked on many sides in the territory he has

discovered, has only got one means of defense, and that

is a long purse. He must either freeze out, squeeze out.

or be frozen out himself. It is nothing more nor less

than a money fight.

From the point of view7 of pure political economy this

is a perfectly legitimate way of competing. But what a

ruinous way! It means that only men having command
of very great amount of capital indeed, can survive ; there-

fore it makes the entry of the small capitalist into the

business a very hazardous thing, indeed. Throughout
the country, in our opinion, there are by no means too

many theaters for the population. But there are too many
theaters clustering together in crowded cities. It will be a

gi 11 id thing, we think, if either the Patents Company would
limit the number of theaters, or the exhibitors themselves

would unite for the purpose of effecting the same object,

or that local theaters or local authorities should act in

the matter and have some option on the number of thea-
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ters m different localities. If something of this sort is

done, it will help to settle the business on broad, definite

line. Then we should hear less and less of men breaking

into the moving picture field and losing their money and

getting out with feelings of disgust and despair. The
public wants tlu moving picture and is wanting it more,

but if you are going to surfeit the public in any given

locality you are going to degrade, cheat and vulgarize, the

entertainment, with the inevitable result that it will tire

the public and so the business will fall down.. In this

connection, "Enough is as good as a feast." What we
want to see is not too much moving picture, but just

moving picture enough—just enough to go around, to

make it profitable for those engaged in the business and
always acceptable to the public.

Orthochromatic Moving Pictures.

A great nuwiber of moving pictures made and projected

on the screen to-day are fundamentally false. Public

taste, we know, favors black and white pictures. Then
the tinted picture has a vogue; so has the hand-colored

picture. The photographically accurate picture is, how-
ever, rarely produced. Perhaps the Gaumont pictures

more nearly approach correctness in the photographic

sense, because they strike one as having accuracy of tone

rendering. By accuracy of tone rendering we mean ortho-

chromatism ; and by orthochromatism, we mean correct

translation of the luminosity values of the original sub-

ject, whatever they may be.

This may seem a somewhat formidable indictment to

make against the moving picture, but anybody who gives

the matter a moment's serious thought, will see that it

is not an unjust one. In recent years the stationary pho-

tograph has very largely become orthochromatic, because

people are realizing that, while photography cannot lie

in the ordinary meaning of the term, that is to say, the

camera shows that which is in front of it the moment of

exposure, yet essentially it may easily be made to falsify

the tones or the lights and shades, or, as we may prefer

it, the liminosity values of the subject. For example:
An ordinary photograph of a fair-haired lady in a blue

dress with golden ornaments is commonly rendered in the

print as showing the hair dark and the dress light. In

other words, the relative lights and darks of the original

are misrepresented in the print.

Roughly speaking, it is the mission of orthochromatic
photography to correct this, and to represent in the print-

ing the relative depths, if we may so call them, of the

lights and shades. For example: Yellow would be some-
what light, and blue, of course, would be dark : red, too,

of its proper depth or tones, and so on throughout the

whole range of tones and half-tones of a picture.

Now, if any reader of this article will examine the

majority of moving pictures from the point of view-

that we are attempting to make clear, he will realize what
a tremendous am< unt of falsification exists. Nature is

not merely black and white : it has an infinite range of

colors and shading of colors. So in the picture on the

screen there should be a monochromatic representation

of the values of tin se colors. In other words, the scale

of tones or tints or shades in the picture should corre-

spond with the depths of the scale of tones, tints or

shades in the original. We trust we have made this

simple explanation perfectly clear.

Now, in order that your moving picture should be

orth( chn matic, it is necessary that the film should be

especially sensitized, so as to render it proportionately

sensitive to all the rays of the spectrum, or. in other

words, to all the shades and tones in nature. If that be

done, then the positive made from the negative will

register the scale, and, so in the picture on the screen, we
shall see accurate tone renderings. It is, therefore, in

behalf of accuracy of tone rendering, or, rather, ortho-

chromatism, that we are making this suggestion in this

article. Generally speaking, the makers give little or no

attention to this point, but we believe it is worth their

while to do so, having regard to the fact that a large

number of the public is looking at the moving picture

from artistic and technical standpoints. This question of

orthochromatism is a question of pure technique, how-
ever, and one which intelligent film makers can easily

master. In the making of the picture a screen is neces-

sary which lengthens the exposure. This interposes a

difficulty, as, of course, all moving pictures are more or

less instantaneous, and therefore it is a risky matter to

prolong the exposure. Nevertheless, as instantaneous

orthochromatic photographs of the stationary kind are

made, there seems no insuperable reason why they should

not be made with a moving picture camera. We cem-

mend this little refinement of practice to those most inter-

ested. The universal production of orthochromatic moy-
ing pictures is. we feel, only a matter of time. Once they

are seen and appreciated by the public they will always

be demanded, we have no doubt.

Those of our readers who desire to go deeply into the

scientific aspects of moving pictures should consult

book entitled "The Photography of Colored Subjects,

by C. E. Kenneth Mees. obtainable at Tennant & Wan
122 East 25th street, New York City. Price, 50 cent]

postage, 5 cents.

Exhibiting as a Fine Art.

If there is one thing more than another that makes
grateful for having been the guest of the exchange mi

at the convention in the Hotel Imperial, it is that it ga
us the opportunity of becoming personally acquainted w:

the ideal exhibitor. We do not go the length of sayi

that we have seen the ideal theater which this man cafl

ducts away back in a little city of 7.000 inhabitants sir*

ated in the coal mining region of Pennsylvania. ReadcS
of the Moving Picture World know by this time that

our ideal moving picture theater is vet to materialize all

that it will be located on New York City's "Great White

Way." We ventured this suggestion to the gentleman

from Pennsylvania and pointed out that his abilities de-

served a wider scope, and it is not improbable that he

will undertake it. provided that a suitable location can be

found.

Mr. S. L. Rothapfel came to New York City as the

guest of the Pittsburg Calcium Light and Film Company.
He came to see if he could get any suggestions from
convention or any ideas from his visits to the New7 Y<

theaters that would help him to improve his exhibit!

in his home town. He says that he did not get a sin

idea what to do to improve, but that suggestions what

not to do were presented to him at every turn.

In recent issues of the World the question has been

discussed as to whether a town of 4.500 inhabitants can

support two good moving picture shows. We begged the

question to bring forth some expressions of opinion from

our readers and our answer is now that cue show is suf-

ficient for a town of that size,. In the town in which Mr.

Rothapfel is located the last census gives the borough pop-

ulation as 4.270. Adjacent hamlets brings the available

drawing population up to 7.000 and out of this 7,000 Mr.

Rothapfel gets 1.000 into his theater every day of the

week. Some of them travel miles. Of course he is mak-

ing money, but not in the proportion that others would

do when given the opportunity to hog things—for Mr.
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S. L. ROTHArFEL.

Rothapfel's theater is the fittest survival of three. He
puts money into his show and gives his patrons their

money's worth.

But why he does it and how he does it, his opinions of
mixed vaudeville and how a moving picture show should
be run will be told in a series of articles from his own
pen written exclusively for Moving Picture World
readers. So with this brief introduction we present to

our readers Mr. S. L. Rothapfel, of Forest City, Pa., who
will talk to his brother exhibitors in his own way through
our columns.

F. H. Richardson Replies to Critic.

In the issue of January 29 the writer was criticised concern-
ing an article of his relating to rheostatic resistance. Re-
peatedly, in my books and in my articles I have stated that
I had no idea that I "knew it all'' or that it is impossible
that I can make a mistake. Since the criticism has been
made I have made some experiments with a voltmeter which
would seem to indicate that the gentleman making the same
is at least in part right, BUT if his contention be true then
some very interesting questions are opened up. In the first

place, the writer has many times seen open arc lamps operat-
ing on a straight series system with fifty lamps in a circuit.

This means an initial pressure, at the first lamp, of something
like 2.500 volts. These lamps gave fairly steady light, too.

The resistance in ohms is equal to the voltage divided by
the number of amperes flowing. Now if we are getting thirty
amperes from a uo-volt line, through a rheostat, this would
indicate a resistance of not quite four ohms. Will the gen-
tleman inform me by what rule he is able to figure a drop
of sixty volts through four ohms resistance? Again: admit-
ting that there is a drop of forty-five or fifty volts across
the arc. if the rest of the pressure is "absorbed" in the rheo-
stat is it not true that we would have absolutely no electrical
pressure beyond the arc? And if we have no pressure we
have nothing at all, have we? But, I think I hear him say,
volts merely represent difference in potential between the
two lines of a circuit. Granted: but having absorbed all that.

what have you left? Why not cut off the negative wire
altogether, since it carries nothing? Please do not dodge the
issue! In his article the gentleman asserts that the entire
voltage is absolutely absorbed and done away with in passing
the rheostat and the arc! If this be true, does it not follow
as the day follows the night that he has absolutely nothing
at all on the negative wire? Mind you, we may have voltage
without current, but we absolutely cannot have current with-
out voltage. Yet, for all his contention that the entire electro-
motive force is absorbed, I will bet dollars to hard-boiled
eggs that if he grounds himself and attempts to pick up the
raw negative wire he will drop it in a mighty large sized
hurry.

In this I am simply following his own argument to its

logical conclusion. If the gentleman can explain why there
is both pressure and current in the negative wire beyond the
arc I will shut up tighter than a clam. But according to all

my teaching you cannot use every grain of a pound of sugar
and still have some of that particular pound of sugar left.

But taking the problem from another point of view: he
says the arc will not burn under more than 45 volts pressure.
Rather he says burning it at more than that is not practical.

All right; as is well known, we sometimes hitch the rheostat
in on the negative wire. Now surely he will not attempt to
deny the fact that the arc is then burning under no volts

pressure, since the rheostat cannot possibly "absorb" or "dis-

sipate" anything at all until the current it is to absorb or
dissipate has reached it! Moreover, it is a well-known fact

that it makes no practical difference in the light obtained
which wire the rheostat is cut in on. Now, Mr. H. M. C,
I am not asserting that you are wrong, but I have set forth

some things the explanation of which it seems to me is up
to you, provided I am to go away back and squat. I will

say to you that I am by no means convinced that I was
altogether right in the article in question and by that same
token I am by no means sure you are right.

FRENCH FILMS ON THE AMERICAN MARKET.
[From The Kinematograph and Lantern Weekly.]

The state of affairs in the United States is always the

subject of much discussion, but there is no more uncertainty
as to the decisions made by the various European firms as

most suitable to their respective interests. That these
decisions would lead to individual action and not result in a

"combine" has been foreseen in these pages, but our anticipa-

tions were not prompted by any direct statement from the

interested parties. Now the position taken by each firm is

officially known. The "Lion" films are sold together with
the "Lux" films by Mr. Prieur, already well known on the

American market. The Eclair Company should prove equal

to the task of selling their own films in America, where they
have won general appreciation. Mr. Vandal, the commercial
manager of the Eclair Company, is very silent as to the issue

of the "inspection tour" he has made in the United States,

and the story of "frightened manufacturers" which appeared
in a contemporary, not well disposed towards European
visitors, has been honored with no reply, and the few
comments in the papers published on this side have not
shaken the decision now announced by Mr. Vandal, in a letter

addressed by him to a contemporary. We cannot do better

than reprint this letter, kindlv communicated by Mr. Vandal:
The Eclair Policy.

"I have read with great interest your article devoted to

the kinematograph industry in the United States. You do
not ignore the fact that the journey in search of information
I had undertaken with my colleagues and friends, MM.
Ambrosio and Sciamengo, has been an occasion for certain

American papers of showing a bad temper, the reasons of

which would be easy to trace. Moreover, I do not intend to

depart from the reserve we have imposed upon ourselves. I

simply wish to confirm the news of the creation of a branch
office of the Societe 'Eclair' at New York, and to let you
know that we participate in the Alliance of the Independents,
a group which has been formed for opposing the pretensions
of the Motion Picture Patents Company.
"Our silence has received a bad interpretation, but I deem

it preferable (and maybe you will share this opinion) to show
by acts to the Independents of United States the confidence

we have in them, and to prove to them they can count
upon us, rather than abandoning ourselves to useless utter-

ances. . . ."

The address of the New York branch office of the Eclair

Company is 31 East Twenty-seventh street, New York. The
manager in charge is Mr. Hoffmann, who was on the staff of

the company in the Paris office for quite a while; his expe-

rience of the company's affairs is a sure guarantee of success,

and his knowledge of the language should prove useful.
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Well, did yo nvention at the Imperial Hotel
in New York? You didn't: Then you are not in the b

I do not mean the F. S. A.— I mean the convention.
do not understand! Well, let me explain. The Film

iciation and the Independent Association held
their conventions in New York last week and both were "held

at the same hotel, and the sessions were simultaneous. By
that I mean that while the F. S. A. was in session in one
part of the hotel the Independents held forth in another part

e same building, and strange as it may seem there were
no clash' n the factions. Funny, isn't it? It's the
truth, nevertheless. I loitered about the entrances and cor-

ridors all the time there was anything doing and I saw noth-
ing like a scrap. It seems to me that this animated business
has something about it that makes "all the world akin."

When I say this, I speak of general appearances, and who
can project them better than the film exchange owner, with
the possil' ption of the manufacturer?

I was told the other night that the owners of the hotel
where the conventions were held have solemnly declared that
if they ever tire of the hotel business their next venture will

be animated photography. "Everyone in the business is a

Prince,'' I heard someone say in the hotel office. At certain

hours it looked very much in the nature of a clean sweep for

the picture men.
* * *

Unfortunately I did not gain admission to the convention
of either the Licensed or the Independent people, but I kept
my car close to the cracks and feel competent to give judg-
ment on the play-. Throwing aside all partiality, I must say
that the F. S. A. convention was the most successful of the

two because there was the least friction in it. To be frank,

it was the greatest love-feast I have witnessed among moving
picture people. Serious problems were presented, but they
were so skillfully ahd adroitly handled that even in the argu-

ments the debators seemed to relish the situation with the

greatest satisfaction. My summary of the F. S. A gathering
would be this: First, Well, how do you do? Shake, old

fellow. What will you have? Second: I have been requested

to announce that the hospitality of a party of gentlemen
who do not wish to be named is at the disposal of this con-
vention. (Great applause and rapid-fire exchange of ques-

tions as to when and wdicre it comes off.) Third: Let tts

decide upon the next place of meeting. Fourth: Gillingham-
ville. Hurrah!

* * *

The Independents were more serious in their convention
so much so that at times the regular guests of the hotel

asked each other, "What is going on in there—a 'votes for

women' agitation?"
But, to cap the climax, the Licensed people stole one of

the star performers in the Independent convention. While
the F. S. A. was in session a commit tee was appointed to

te and seize "Billy" Swanson, of Chicago, one of the

shining lights in the Independent ranks. Swanson was located

and escorted i ?) to the F. S. A. chamber. As he entered, the

Licensed men sang something that sounded like "For lie's a

Jolly Good Fellow.'' It was a great compliment to the

Windy City man and he plainly showed that he fully appre-
ciated the situation. It was a striking illustration of good-
fellowship and an enually emphatic declaration that the ani-

ty reflected by current advertisements is not harbored by
the promo

* * *

1 have been connected with the motion picture interests in

one way or another for many jears, but I am convinced
from my convention observations that my experience has
not brought me in touch with all the possibilities of it. nor
do T know all that is going on. For instance, a representative
of one of the manufacturers made an address to the F. S. A.

ention in which he said: "The success of the moving
picture busini ompared with Independents and Patents
Company license) s, does not depend upon the validity of

patents, but upon the quality of pictures." I have turned
this over and over again in my mind since the adjournment
of the convention, and the more I think over it the greater

my admiration for the speaker becomes. It seems to me that
the declaration makes a plain, clean-cut issue—the preserva-
tion of a standard, which means the welfare of manufacturer,!
film renter and exhibitor.

* * *

If some of the funny men who make the cartoons a.
write the articles for the funny papers were on the job la_
week the moving picture people will figure prominently i

the coming issues. There were some awfully funny mix-up.
as to sleeping quarters. If a delegate found part of his bed
occupied he was told to jump in and make himself at home,
and he invariably did so. Everything "went" and no ques
tions were asked until morning, when several were overhear
asking, "How did you get in here?"

* * *

__

Many serious questions were listed for discussion at the
F. S. A. convention, but when I asked a number of the dele-
gates as to the outcome of the debates I was told to forget it.

I was very much interested in the non-inflammable film
topic and a delegate told me that the only inflammable thing
he saw or heard of was the cigar he was smoking. His lips,
apparently, were (white) sealed.

* * *

Notes: Herbert Miles, of Xcw York, displayed another
new suit of clothes. He is certainly the Beau Brummel of
the film renters. Mr. F. J. Howard, the Boston wizard of
rental circuits, urged the following up of the white slave
traffic by the manufacturers in search of original and novel
scenarios. Lewis M. Swaab was on deck with an industrial
idea. He said pictures showing the making of Philadelphia
scrapple would score a hit. "Johnny'' Rock, the manager
of the Vitagraph office in Chicago, was mistaken more than
once for his genial "pop." There certainly is a striking
resemblance. The retention of A. J. Gillingham, of Detroit,
as president of -the F. S. A., met with general approval.
"Pop" Rock, of the Vitagraph Company, left the speech-
making to his gifted partner. J. Stuart Blackton, and came in
strong at the wind-up by tendering the delegates and friends
a wine supper. "Pop" Lubin was in evidence with his broad
smile and his able lieutenant. Mr. Singhi. The beaming coun-
tenance of Victor Smith helped illuminate the corridors of
the hotel. Among those who received the most cordial greet-
ing was Mrs. Herbert Miles, the "daughter of the F. S. A.''

Mrs. Miles had been seriously ill and she received hearty
congratulations upon her recovery. Percy L. Waters has
been added to the executive committee of the F. S. A. O, you
Percy! A better selection could not be made. "Bill" Steiner
remains on the committee, so there you have it: Percy and
Bill. Can you beat that for a team of monologists? Herbert
Miles continues as secretary of the association, and he makes;
a good secretary. The F. S. A. has no harder or more
sistent worker than Mr. Miles.

:!: # 4

The next convention of the F. S A. is to be held in Detroit,
Mich., in July next. It is understood that the location was,
selected in order to induce a full attendance of members, the
location being geographically suitable to both the Western
and Eastern members, a- well as equally convenient for the
members in the South and Southwest. Brother Giliingham
has promised that Detroit will do her best to make a credit-

able display of hospitality as compared with that shown the
members in Chicago, Buffalo. Pittsburg and Xcw York. I

have a notion that President Gillingham will make good.

ONLY SACRED CONCERTS AND PERFORMANCES
OF EDUCATIONAL CHARACTER LAWFUL. SAYS
THE APPELLATE DIVISION IN THE AL-

HAMBRA THEATER CASE.

The Appellate Division of the Supreme Court handed down
on February 4. a decision declaring illegal all Sunday perform-
ances in theaters, except -acred concerts and performane
an educational character.
The decision affirms the legality of the ordinance passed by

the Hoard of Aldermen under which the city sued the Al-
hambra Theater for violation of the ordinance.
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By

Graphicus.

Charles Dickens, that great humoristic writer, reformed
many abuses in his books. In England, the land of his birth.

j his powerful pen was instrumental in abolishing the scandal
of public executions. Comparatively speaking, it is onl)

. yesterday since men were hanged in public in that city of

London. Dickens, in a series of letters to "The Times"
newspaper, was instrumental in persuading the authorities

to have executions conducted in private. In his books he
always satirized public abuses, oppression of the poor, in-

terferences with the liberty of the individual and flapdoodle
philanthropy. By flapdoodle philanthropy I mean the puri-

tanical action which animates well meaning but misguided
persons who interfere with the natural and legitimate doings
of their neighbors.
Dickens unmercifully flagellated hypocrisy. Who does not

remember his Chadband, his Perksniff, his Stiggins? Three
types of the most consummate and consumed hypocrites ever
presented in the pages of fiction. These people usually wear
black coats in real life, and, to-day, are rife in our midst,
trying in the name of religion and morality to abrogate the
freedom of their fellow men, while they themselves, in the
examples of their own lives, are showing how false and hol-

low are their teachings.
Then there was Alderman Cute—a masterpiece of charac-

ter personation by Dickens. Alderman Cute appears in one
of Dickens' Christmas stories: if I mistake not it is "The
Chimes." The Alderman is a self-satisfied, oleaginous crit-

ter who arrogated to himself the mission of improving the
conduct of his fellow men and women. He is also a Magis-
trate and therefore a dispenser of law and justice. His
method of dispensing law and justice, of doing unto others
as he would be done by was to Put Things Down. Alder-
man Cute's formula for improving anything of which he did
not approve was to Put It Down. The erring small boy
must be Put Down. The institution or line of conduct which
did not meet with the Alderman's approval was to be Put
Down. Society could only be improved by being Put Down.
The world in fact could only be made better by being Put
Down. The one universal Cute formula for making things
better than they are was to Put Them Down.

* * *

The Aldeman seems to have stepped out of the pages of
Dickens' books and to have taken unto himself the present-
day corporeality of Representative Mellen, of Worcester,
Mass. Representative Mellen, of Worcester, it would appear,
is the reincarnation of Alderman Cute. Mellen seems to have
made up his mind to Put Down the moving picture. He has
introduced a bill into the Massachusetts Legislature for ap-
pointing a commission of five members, three of whom shall

be members of the Governor's Council and the other two
expert physicians, who are to investigate the moving pic-
ture business in the State of Massachusetts, and report to
the Legislature with such remedies as may seem proper.

Mellen, it seems, is determined to Put Down the moving
picture. He says that the pictures are controlled by trusts,
that the entertainments are given often in unsanitary houses,
that they are responsible for the abnormal growth of crime
among young people, that they cause a laxity among women
and girls, that they are harmful to the eyes, that they affect
the health of women, having influence upon the unborn!
So Mellen is going to Put Down the moving picture in the
State of Massachusetts.

* * *

There is a Cute-like oiliness, a Pecksniff-cum-Chadband-
cum-Stiggins-like fatheadedness about the MeUen utterances
which I am sure, had Charles Dickens lived, would have given
him opportunity for immortalizing Mellen as a fitting com-
panion for the quartette of fiction; creatures whose names
stand for all that is narrow-minded, uncharitable, unchristian-
like and unvirile. It is not necessary, of course, at this late
date to traverse the Mellen allegation with regard to the
unsanitary houses, the evil influences upon woman, girl and
child, which he says that the pictures have, or the harm he
alleges them to do to the eyes. These things have been done
in The Moving Picture World so often that it is mere waste
•of good printer's ink to contradict the foul libel.

But I would like to ask Representative Mellen a few ques-
tions. If he cares to answer them they shall be printed in

this paper. Poison is sometimes sold by druggists, and peo-
ple poison themselves. Would Mellen abolish the sale of
poison? Erratic, unchristian nonsense is often talked in the
churches. Would Mellen close up all the churches? Some-
times, too, an ordinary theater puts up a play of somewhat
doubtful morality. Would Mellen shut up all the theaters
in the State of Massachusetts? Political treason, false

economy, national and international prejudice often find

vent at public meetings—let us say in Boston. Would Mel-
len deny his fellow citizens the right of public meeting, or
would he open a commission of five men, two of whom shall

be expert physicians, to investigate all these abuses, with the
view of inducing the Legislature to take such measure as it

may seem proper. Mellen, my boy, 1 would be glad to have
your reply.

It is to be hoped that the moving picture men of Worces-
ter will keep an eye on Mellen. It is to be hoped, too,

that the picture men of Boston will turn a weary optic upon
the said Mellen. It is to be hoped, also, that the commis-
sion, if appointed, and it gets to work, will be given the
opportunity of poking their noses into other people's busi-

ness. It is to be hoped, also, that the noses of same com-
mission will be pulled. Then, perhaps, the commission will

report its findings to the Legislature.
* * *

The only novel part of the Mellen utterances is that the
pictures affect the health of women, having influence upon
the unborn. Mellen may be right; I cannot contradict him;
but, probably, those men of science who have given the
subject of the determination of sex and of the external in-

fluence on what I will call the germination of the human
species, will have something to say to Mellen. Only a few-

months ago I read a very long paper by a professor whose
name I cannot at the moment recall, dealing with the influ-

ence upon sex during the obstetrical period or nine months
of gestation. The professor's paper was a very interesting

one, full of plausible theories and picturesque speculations,

but it all amounted to this, that he could not codify the effect

of external influence on the mother of the child, and that

nobody could. It was all pure guesswork, or, as I would
put it, pure agnosticism, that is, he did not know, and did

not believe that anybody else knew, how external influence

or environments affect the health of an unborn.
$ J$!

Mellen, therefore, is talking sheer rubbish. This is not a

subject that should be dealt with very deeply in The Moving
Picture World. The allegation is that a picture on the screen

may have an unbeneficial effect upon unborn posterity. Why
should it? And if it does, does not a stationary picture in

the Metropolitan Art Museum, in New York City, have the

same effect, or a piece of sculpture, or a print in a shop
window, or an ugly man, or building, or any other crude
object? Where are you going to draw the line? Upon which
things would the gentle Mellen say the mother to be must
not look, for fear her health may be affected and her unborn
child be influenced? Answer these questions, Brother Mellen.

=t= # *

What, I hope, will be done, is that the moving picture men
of Worcester will read these paragraphs that I am writing;
that the moving picture men of Boston will do the same;
that they will send Brother Mellen copies of what "Lux
Graphicus" is saying this week; that they will also be sent

to the members of the State Legislature. A year ago the

moving picture industry was being persecuted by all sorts of

ignorant faddists, in the pulpit, the press and other public
places. That sort of thing seems to have stopped. To Rep-
resentative Mellen belongs the melancholy distinction of re-

viving that time of persecution which we all hoped had
stopped forever. Of course, Mellen may be instigated by
theatrical influence I will pass up the suggestion that he
has some axe to grind. I read that he is a man of vigor. He
certainly is not a man of any breadth of mind. Perhaps,
however, when he reads this article he may desire to recant,

repent and reform. I hope so.
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ADVERTISING SLIDES.

The film manufacturers generally send out bulletins and
announcements of tlieir coming film issues to the exhibitors.

It keeps that class pretty well posted On what is coming in

the picture world, and they look forward with pleasure to

the appearance of feature films—but docs that get the busi-

ness? The people wdio patronize the houses know little or

nothing of these matters, and most of them come to the

shows without the least idea of what they are going to see.

Some stop to look at the posters or bulletins on -the out-
side. The people who contribute the nickels and dimes are

the ones who keep up this great business, and are the ones
who should be informed of what is in store for patrons of the
great dumb show. Mow are they to know that Rex Beach,
Richard Harding Davis, Fra Elbertus, and a dozen others
known to the literary and stage world, are to be a part and
parcel of this popular amusement? Every house has a lan-

tern for making slide announcements. Most of the announce-
ments are crude ink affairs, but have their value. Why not
the producing companies prepare lantern slides of their an-
nouncements, and loan them to the exhibitors, or sell at a
small price? Such an announcement thrown upon a screen
in a crowded house is read by all. It bears weight. Later,
wdien you can get the date for it and announce its appearance,
it means business, and a big business.
Under the present conditions most exhibitors are under the

necessity of taking just what the exchanges send them, and
taking it just when they send it. Competition is forcing
many to keep certain pictures supplied on certain days, but
the day is coming when every exhibitor who cares at all

for his business will know what pictures he is going to have,
what day he is going to have them, and will have advance
advertising matter for them.
Under the present conditions it is certainly a good thing

for some film manufacturers that the exhibitor has to take
what the exchange sends, for if they had their choice, there
are some pictures that would wait a long time to be chosen.

BEN L. MORRIS.

THREE-PIECE SPROCKET A FILM DESTROYER.
A new sprocket wheel, consisting of three pieces—a barrel

and two metal bands containing the teeth and which are
clamped or fastened over the ends of this barrel with set-
screws—is being presented to the exhibitors in very alluring
colors. The claim for this device is that it is so much
cheaper than the old reliable one-piece now in use, on ac-
count of the exhibitor's ability to replace the teeth or bands
for only 50 cents wdien they are worn, instead of $3.00, as
with the regular sprockets.
On account of the nature of the construction and the ex-

cessive pull on the teeth by the film continually passing over
them, it is next to impossible to long keep these bands or
teeth in perfect alignment, and when they no longer mesh
into film properly on both sides, the result is evident—one
side is being badly forced: "A damaged film." Mr. Exhibitor,
if you have been so unwise as to listen to and credit the very
doubtful points of this sprocket, or if you have even gone
so far as to buy one or more, get rid of them at once. I

dare say your exchange would gladly replace these film de-
stroyers for the old reliable, "free gratis," rather than stand
the loss to their films. F. T. BOLNE.

WHAT IS PLAGIARISM?
By F. H. Richardson.

In a recent issue of an exchange was a paragraph, "The
Prostitution of Our Popular Songs," in which appeared the
following part of a sentence, "and the wdiolesale plagiarism
that is practiced by music score writers from the famous old
ballads of one or two generations ago—

"

The main body of the article in question was excellent,

but in so far as the above is concerned the writer desires to

ask a very pointed question, viz.: Has a song score writer
the right and privilege of tying up an air that he may evolve,

even though it be an entirely original creation, indefinitely?

Is it plagiarism to use the air of a song which has run its

course and been to all intents and purposes forgotten? That
reprehensible plagiarism is practised almost daily no one
will deny. But this, which it seems to me to be the only real

plagiarism of song scores, is the stealing^ of the air, or parts

of it, which is the product of the brain of another com-
poser and is being actually used. Take, for instance, the old

song, "Are You There, Moriarity?" which was exceedingly
popular along about 1884. It is forgotten by all but the

older folks and, except for a very few large music houses

which make a sort of side specialty of dealing in old songs,
the music absolutely cannot be had. Very few even of us

older ones can recall more than perhaps a few words of the

song or more than a vague, more or less twisted version of

the air.

Xow suppose someone should appropriate that air (and it

was a splendid tune, too) to other words and use it, could
he rightly be accused of plagiarism? I think not. Possibly
it might be well to give credit, but even though this be not
done, the writer claims the user would be strictly within his

rights and would be violating no right set of ethics. If this

be not so then are we to lose some of the splendid airs of

long ago? There is a distinct objection, from the publisher's
point of view, to crediting the score of a new song to some
writer who probably is dead and gone, or at least is forgotten.

Perhaps I am wrong in my views, but you will have to show
me.

WHAT IS AN AMERICAN SUBJECT?
By W. C. S.

In The Moving Picture World of January 22 you ask,

"What is an American subject?" Supposing you were blind-

folded and suddenly set down in a park in Italy, don't you
suppose that after you had watched the people for a few
moments that you would know that you were not looking at

an American subject? There is a foreign atmosphere around
foreign pictures that can never be eliminated and I take
exception to some of the American subjects as not doing
justice to America.
Take as an example the recent picture, "Tale of the Back-

woods," in which every character is represented as a dirty,

bewhiskered sloven. Our customers take but little interest
in such pictures, nor is the representation true to life in fact,

for razors and soap are still in style, even here in the West.
Nor is a love scene between a burl}', hairy, unkempt moun-
taineer and a woman slovenly in appearance at all interest-

ing. Now what I would call a truly American picture (and
I have watched our audiences carefully) is one of still more
recent issue, "All on Account of the Milk." Although dressed
in overalls and aprons, the actors were clean, interesting, and
performed their several parts w^ith fidelity to the details.

Our audience would stop as they retired and say (not one,
but dozens), "That was just great." And simple life stories

like this, without exaggerated situations and represented by
clean, good looking actors, is what our people want and
mean by an "American subject."

DEFENDS MOVING PICTURE SHOWS.
Miss Jean Poirier Thinks They Provide Cheap, Healthful

Amusement—Rewards Children by Taking Them
to Moving Picture Exhibitions.

[From the Duluth "Evening Herald.'']

That the nickel theaters, when properly conducted, are not

the curse of the twentieth century, is the opinion of Miss Jean
Poirier, State Factory Inspector.

Nearlj' everybody engaged in humane work and also the

work of enforcing the compulsory education law these days,

lays the blame for non-attendance to the influence exercised

over the children by the nickel theaters, and it is this that

Miss Poirier takes exception to. They claim that children

steal the money to attend and work other schemes to pro-

cure the necessary funds. In addition, it is claimed that the

subjects used for the canvas dramas are in no way elevating

and that a bad influence is cast over the children.

Miss Poirier says that she thinks the cheap shows, where
they are managed rightly, fulfill a long felt want—cheap
amusements. When she desires to reward a child for being
good and wishes to encourage him in his goodness, she takes

him to the show at a moving picture house. She says that

she has never found much at these shows to prove that they

arc not a healthful recreation for the young mind. While
they do sometimes suggest things that might influence older

people, these facts are so indistinct that the child does not
notice them.

Miss Poirier admits that there may be managers who are

not careful in the matter of the pictures used, but says that

it has been her experience that they are as instructive as they
are interesting. Some of the pictures are made for no other

purpose than to make people laugh. Others present pathetic

stories that show another side of life. Many pictures show
how different articles are made, and military scenes are

popular.

"No, T will not say that picture shows are the cause of some
of our boys and girls straying off the straight and narrow
path," she said.
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The F. S. A. Convention in New York—A Personal Impression.

By Thomas Bedding, F.R.P.S.

I want to give the reader a personal impression of the

F. S. A. Convention held in New York City last week.

S There is a special reason why I should take this method
1 of covering the meeting. In the first place, the convention

was my initial experience of a gathering of American

\ film men, and I was therefore naturally curious to see

\ how the affair was managed in America—having had
considerable experience in another country of various

kinds of conventions. America, it may be said, is the

home of the convention. Business men here seem "to

convent," if I may use the phrase, on any and every

provocation. They get together, and getting together

I? an American habit. On the other side of the Atlantic,

also, conventions, congresses and the like are frequently

held. I have been present at many of them ; indeed, at

I the present time I still retain my membership of more
than one. So the reader will see I have some oppor-

tunity of instituting a comparison between the old world

style and the new world style. The old world style of

holding a convention is very formal, very undemonstra-

tive, and, if the truth must be told, somewhat dull and

languid. The new world style is hustling, bustling,

strenuous, hearty and thorough. I like the new world

style of conventions better than the old.

Rather more than a year ago there was a great Cath-

olic celebration in New York City, attended by, amongst
others, Cardinal Logue, the primate of Ireland. In the

course of his speech, Cardinal Logue said that he had

come to America to learn of a new way of dying. And
that was by being killed by kindness. However, his Em-
inence managed to escape this interesting form of death

So did I on Saturday and Sunday, January 29th and 30th

last. But I had to work hard in order to be successful

because the members of the F. S. A., their guests and
friends and others whom I met there for the first time,

seemed to have united in an endeavor to kill me right

off the reel. This is not a joke. But it is a fact. And
when at a very early hour on Sunday morning I escaped

from the friendly clutches of Mr. William Steiner and

some other shining lights of the film world, it was with a

feeling of thankfulness that the very good time I had

had left me sound and unscathed and quite fit to go
about my religious duties later in the day. So that my
personal impression of my first film convention is that,

not only did the members have a thoroughly good time

in true American fashion, but they make it their business

to insist that the visitor or the stranger shall also have

a good time, if even they go the length of nearly killing

him.

But what of the more serious and less personal im-

pression made upon me by last week's meeting? It

seemed to me that the entire film world of the United

States was represented, and well represented, in the Im-

perial Hotel during the convention. Almost everybody

who is anybody was there—men whose names are familiar

to the readers of The Moving Picture World, either

in the manufacturing or renting interests or those con-

nected with the exhibiting end of matters. Equally so

•both sides or factions, if I may so term them, Associated

and Independent, were represented. It was by an inter-

esting coincidence that while the F. S. A. was holding its

convention and dinner, the Independents were also meet-

ing in the same hotel. Both sides seemed also to mix,

and, notwithstanding their difference of policy, to be on
very good terms one with another. Whether this fore-

shadows the fusion of all interests one of these days, it

is perhaps not for me to say, but, as an outsider and a

sympathetic observer of the position, it surely seems
well within the bounds of possibility that the differences

which at present divide the trade can be reconciled. This,

again, is a purely personal opinion—the opinion of one
who is neither trust nor anti-trust, but holds his present

position simply because he is interested in the moving
picture, in popularizing it and promoting its success

as a delightful form of entertainment and an interesting

manifestation of science.

American men, unlike those of my own country in

convention gatherings, are singularly communicative.
It was a delight for me to feel throughout the evening,

before, during and after the dinner, that without excep-
tion everybody to whom I spoke was friendly, communi-
cative and reciprocative. Never once was I turned down.
In older countries one hesitates to address a stranger

without the formality of an introduction. In New York,
and no doubt in other parts of the country, introductions

seem to be needless survivals of the dark ages. Film
men, though the business is so young, have developed a

kind of free masonry, first of all one with another, and
then with all others who show an intelligent interest in

the growth of the business. My last Saturday evening's
experiences, if summarized, would amount to a long
series of interesting talks with film men gathered there

from all over the country. One moment I was talking

to a friend from Ogden, Utah, and learning the state of

affairs there. A few minutes later I would meet with
a communicative brother from far-off Butte, Mont. A
little later, having expressed to another member some
interest in Carnival life at New Orleans, a member from
that city was giving me many interesting details about
the manner in which carnival is carried out in this won-
derfully varied land.

It seemed, therefore, that throughout the whole of the

Saturday afternoon and early evening the F. S. A. con-
stituted itself a kind of exchange where all the elements
of the business were gathered together for the purpose
of freely commingling ideas. 1 was not present at any
of the formal meetings of the Association. Probably not
a very great amount of real business was done at them.
In all likelihood the chiefest results of the gathering will

be attained by the attrition of mind upon mind in an
unofficial way, through the many talks, conferences and
conversations that took place during the two or three

days of the convention. It is this feature of an American
convention, the delightful informality, the willingness to

give information and the good-fellowship that seems to

prevail there, that gratifies one who, like myself, had
to live for many years in a colder atmosphere and go
about the business of life in a somewhat reserved fashion.

The absolute freedom of the convention was an agreeable
surprise to me.

I should say, from what I saw at the Fifth Semi-
Annual Convention of the Film Service Association, that

it will be succeeded by very many others. It was said,

this time last year, that the F. S. A. was practically re-

duced to the innocuous condition of a social gathering.

Social it certainly is ; hospitable, moreover. Yet it has

a very important and valuable business side. It has con-
stituted itself the unofficial parliament of the film world
—a sort of Senate and House of Representatives—the

F. S. A. itself being the Senate, the House of Repre-
sentatives being the Independents and the other interests

in the business which gather together at the same time
that the F. S. A. did. My deliberate impression, there-

fore, of the F. S. A. is this, that outside of its purely
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social function it fills a vitally important place in the

moving picture field to-day. Its continuance is abso-

lutely essential for the good of the business. Having

regard to all the circumstances of the case ; having regard,

moreover, to its comparative immaturity, the F. S. A
i~ of an enormous value to the film world, for the gather-

ing and dissemination of ideas promoting the interests of

its members, the interests of the manufacturers and the

interests of exhibitors. In other words, to quote an

old saying, if there was no F. S. A. in existence at the

present time, it would be necessary to invent one.

Another feature of the convention struck me as worth)

of notice, that is the exhibiton side. Upstairs in rooms

of the Imperial Hotel I saw exhibitions of Pathe pictures

and apparatus ; Vitagraph pictures, film cabinets ; the

Soundograph ; film washing machinery and other things

of interest to the exhibitor. Here, in an exhibition of

apparatus and other things incidental to the film business,

we have the germ of a valuable idea which is worth

amplifying. It might be possible at further gatherings

to have the whole of the trade represented by their chief

products. All the film makers, all the machine makers,

all the accessory makers, lantern slides, screen, etc. ; in

fact, everything necessary to the conduct of an up-to-date

moving picture theater. All members of the F. S. A
and exhibitors from all over the country would make a

point of attending the meeting.

I must not omit a personal impression of the F. S. A.

dinner, the first festivity of the kind I have attended

during my short residence in the city. I'm a bit of an

anchorite, and not given much to the social delights of

the world, but I was curious to know how an American
public dinner was conducted. Here, again, perhaps, the

reader will let me indulge in a brief comparison between

the old world style and the new. In the old world your

public dinner or banquet is a somewhat solemn affair

compared with the American festivity. This reminds me
of a short story—not about a parrot and a dog—but

about a young man who went to his first public dinner

in London. Half way through the meal he turned to

a fat old knight seated next to him and remarked, "This

is a good dinner, Sir George." The old man did not

reply for some time, but after a time he grunted and

growled out, "Young man, I have come here to eat my
dinner and not to talk about it." I do not mean to say

by this that public dinners in the old world are all eat-

ing and drinking, with no outflow of animal spirit, but

by comparison with the dinners held in this country they

are more formal, colder and less boisterous. Over there

you hold yourself in, as it were. Here, apparently, you

can let yourself go without reserve, and your neighbor

shows no surprise at your evident determination to have

a good time. And that is all the difference between the

old and the new world way of doing things. Over there,

repression, reserve. Here, freedom, unreserve, real and

iinrestrained good fellowship.

About the business or political things which were men-
tioned at the dinner I am not going to say anything. I

don't think a man ought to be bound by his after-dinner

utterances, even when he talks business. In the old

world, very serious business utterances are made at pub-

lic dinners. Perhaps that is why they are so formal and,

comparatively speaking, so cold. Here, it seems to me,

the predominant characteristic of the dinner is pure en-

joyment. As I went to the F. S. A. dinner to enjoy

myself, T frankly took very little notice of the serious

things that were said. I liked the dinner and it liked me.

T liked the artists who played and sang to me, and I

thought Ali Rajah, a mysterious-looking Indian gentle-

man, was also a clever one. I thought Mr. Lubin one

of the most popular, if not the most popular man in the

room, and I thought Mr. Gillingham an excellent and
genial president. I thought Robert Leiber told the best

story and was by far the happiest looking man in the

room, as he also seemed to be one of the heaviest weights.

It was a graceful act, too, in my opinion, for the

president at the dinner to give William H. Swanson the

opportunity of talking to his former associates. Swanson
appears to be extremely popular, and from what I hear
there is a strong wish to have him "in the fold" again.

Into the rights and the wrongs of this, it is not my
business to enter. I merely record the impression made
on my mind that there is a nice feeling in existence to-

wards Mr. Swanson. But, then, American people and
American film people are, as I have found out, exceed-
ingly good-natured and exceedingly generous, and with
very short memories. One of the most charming im-
pressions which an Englishman receives in this country
is the readiness of the American man to forget and fop-

give, to give the "under dog" a chance. Aside of the

case of Mr. Swanson, there were many evidences before
me at the F. S. A. Convention that, taken altogether, the

members are a very good and generous crowd and always
willing to give the other fellow a chance.

If I were to go on saying all the nice things I feel about
last Saturday's gathering, I should fill up too much of

this present number. But there is one important im-

pression that I must put on record. It is commonly said

in my hearing that the people in the film business are

not of "much class." "It is a pity there are so many in-

different personalities," to put it mildly, "engaged in the

business." It is about time that we heard the last of this

kind of nonsense. Last Saturday's gathering at the Im-
perial Hotel was one in which any man might be proud
to take part. I certainly was. The F. S. A. includes

a fine set of men amongst its members. Last Saturday's

dinner must, in my opinion, be written down as a very

great success in virtue of the high standard, personal and
otherwise, of the men who were present. In other words,

a man may feel quite as much pride in belonging to the

film business as to any other business. According to my
observation, he will meet many fine, clean-cut, honorable,

straightforward men in the field, with whom it is a pleas-

ure to do business.

There were a number of ladies present at last Satur-

day's dinner. If I said what I thought about the F. S. A.
Convention ladies, I might be accused of hyperbole, so

I will content myself by remarking that if there are any
handsomer, more vivacious, more delightful ladies than

the F. S. A. Convention ladies, I should like to know
where they are.

Many readers of The Moving Picture World are, we know,
interested in the latest pictorial and technical developments
of stationary photography. These are illustrated both in

articles and by pictures in the American Annual of Photog-
raphy for 1910, published by Tennant & Ward, of 122 East
25th street, New York City. The editor, John A. Tennant,
has produced a beautiful and interesting book, which also con-

tains, besides the articles and the pictures, formulae for

development, fixing, printing, and much useful miscellaneous
information. Price, 75 cents, paper cover; $1.00, bound.

Roy Norton's first contribution to Edison films will be

announced at an early date. It will portray life in the great

Western country with which his name is attached. Those
who are familiar with Mr. Norton's characterizations may
expect in their pictorial form a reproduction of the quaint-

ness with which he invests them.

The Brayton Manufacturing Company, animated with a

true patriotic sentiment and knowing that all Americans feel

it their duty to honor the memory of our great men, has

prepared with much care two fine sets of slides illustrating

the lives of George Washington and of Abraham Lincoln.

The theaters showing these slides on February 12 and 22

will draw big houses.
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F. S. A. Convention.
The Film Service Association held its Fifth Semi-annual

Convention at the Imperial Hotel, New York City, on Janu-
ary 28, 29 and 30. The first session was called to order on
Friday afternoon, the 28th of January, and the roll-call

showed 37 delegates present and five represented by proxy.
Several applicants subsequently admitted to membership
brought the total number of delegates present to 40. In
accordance with the following list:

The exchanges represented by delegates or by proxy were:
Actograph Company, New York—Edw. Harrington.
Buffalo Film Exchange, Buffalo, N. Y.—J. A. Schuchert.
Greater New York Film Exchange—Louis Rosenbluh and

E. T. Fox.
Electric Theater Supply Co., Philadelphia—H. Schwalbe

and J. A. McCaffrey.
Alfred Weiss Film Exchange, New York City—Alfred

Weiss.
Imperial Film Exchange, New York City—Wm. Steiner.
Imperial Film Exchange, Troy, N. Y.—Lee Langdon.
Imperial Film Exchange, Washington, D. C.—Tom Moore.
Miles, Bros., Inc., New York—Joseph R. Miles and H. T.

Edwards.
Miles Bros., Inc., Baltimore—J. C. Weidman.
Miles Bros., Inc., Boston—Joseph Mack.
Miles Bros., Inc., San Francisco—Herbert L. Miles.
Pittsburg Calcium Light and Film Co., Pittsburg, Pa.

—

J. B. Clark and R. A. Rowland.
Pittsburg Calicium Light and Film Co., Wilkesbarre, Pa.

—

Mr. Shirley.

Pittsburg Calcium Light and Film Co., Rochester, N. Y.

—

E. M. Saun.
Pittsburg Calcium Light and Film Co., Des Moines, la.

—

J. B. Clark and R. A. Rowland.
Pittsburg Calcium Light and Film Co., Cincinnati, Ohio

—

J. B. Clark and R. A. Rowland.
Tally's Film Exchange, Los Angeles, Cal.—(Proxy).
Novelty Moving Picture Co., San Francisco, Cal.—(Proxy).
Turner & Dahnken, San Francisco, Cal.—(Proxy).
Swaab Film Service, Philadelphia, Pa.—L. M. Swaab.
Pearce & Scheck, Baltimore, Md.—Messrs. Pearce and

Scheck.
Kinetograph Co., New York City—P. L. Waters.
Howard Moving Picture Co., Boston, Mass.—Frank J.

Howard.
Duquesne Film Exchange, Pittsburg, Pa.-—Mr. Warner.
National-Vaudette, Detroit, Mich.—Phil Gleichman.
National-Vaudette, Grand Rapids, Mich.—A. J. Gilligham.
Lubin Film Service, Philadelphia, Pa.—-Robert Etris.

Kleine Optical Co., New York City—J. E. Willis.

Kleine Optical Co., Boston, Mass.—J. E. Willis.

Kleine Optical Co., Chicago, 111.—J. E. Willis.

People's Film Exchange, New York City—D. B. Bernstein.
Twin City Calcium, Minneapolis, Minn.—C. E. VanDuzen.
Progressive Film Exchange, Ogden, Utah—W. W. Hodkins.
C. A. Calehuff, Philadelphia, Pa.—Chas. A. Calehuff.
Theater Film Supply, Birmingham, Ala.—A. R. Boone.
Western Film Exchange, Joplin, Mo.—J. R. Freuler.
Western Film Exchange, Milwaukee, Wis.—J. R. Freuler.
Western Film Exchange, St. Louis, Mo.—J. R. Freuler.
Vitagraph Co., New York City—Wm. T. Rock.
Lake Shore Film Exchange, Cleveland, O.—E. Mandelbaum.
Imported Film and Supply Co., New Orleans, La.—J. E.

Pearce.
Ohio Film Exchange, Toledo, O.—J. W. Melchior.
United Film Exchange, Cleveland, O.—Edward Kohl.
Yale Film Renting Co., Kansas City, Mo.—A. D. Flinton.
Spokane Film Exchange, Spokane, Wash.—Frank T. Bailey.
Montana Film Exchange, Butte, Mont.—Frank T. Bailey.
In all, 47 exchanges were represented out of a possible 79,

and it is expected that the full quota will attend the next
meeting, which will be held at a more central point.

The Executive Committee's report recommending nine sub-
jects to be taken up for discussion in the regular order was
accepted and filed. The committee's report regarding the
return of films was to the effect that they had finally secured
from the manufacturers a concession of 20 per cent, rebate
from the lengths of films returnable.
A resolution was handed in to the effect that inasmuch as

a great quantity of film older than seven months is needed
for handling the business throughout the country, the manu-
facturers be requested 'to discontinue the return of film dur-
ing the months of May, June, July and August.
On the matter of credit to exhibitors it was the expressed

opinion of the members of the Film Service Association that
clear rules on the subject should be laid down and the sup-
port of the Patents Company invited in order to prevent
members from disobeying them. Suggestions were made,

first, to make C. O. D. methods universal; secondly, to limit
credit to any exhibitor to a week; thirdly, that exchanges
should not serve exhibitors already in debt to other ex-
changes. These matters having been thoroughly discussed,
were finally left to a committee of three to formally regulate
and secure the support of the Patents Company for their
enforcement.
At the evening meeting a long discussion took place on the

probabilities of the exchanges being ousted from their pres-
ent quarters and exchanges having further trouble on account
of the erroneous ideas entertained by the public authorities in

regard to the supposed danger in handling moving picture
films. Many members seemed to think that most of the
public misconception of this subject was due to ignorance
and erroneous ideas with regard to such an accident as that
of the Columbia Film Exchange in Pittsburg.

J. B. Clark, of the Pittsburg Calcium Light and Film Com-
pany, spoke at considerable length on this subject. He
pointed out that the Columbia accident was most exaggerated
in the newspapers and that the damage caused, instead of
being anything like $200,000, was very much less. He had
seen an accepted bid for putting the building in complete
repair for the sum of a little over $6,000. Tests by authorities
that were made to demonstrate the explosive properties of
celluloid were admitted by experts to be farcical and absurd.
The meeting passed a resolution calling upon the Execu-

tive Committee to devise ways and means of overcoming un-
just regulations in various cities of the country whose au-
thorities are endeavoring to restrict the working of film
exchanges.

Independent Competition.

Mr. Howard, of Boston, called for an opinion of each mem-
ber as to the opposition existing from Independent exchanges
in the city in which a licensed exchange was located. The
opinion of the meeting was that the Independent movement
was comparatively unimportant and that the only business
of an Independent exchange was practically that business
which a licensed exchange could not handle on account of

"there being too many exhibitors in a certain neighborhood.

The N. I. Film.

Durability of non-inflammable film stock was largely dis-

cussed. Mr. Smith, of the Vitagraph Company, gave a tech-
nical explanation of the difficulties presented. He also stated
that manufacturers had recently received a quantity of new
N. I. film stock from the Eastman Company: thorough tests

(The King of Entertainers.)
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were made of it and it had proved to be satisfactory. It
was Mr. Smith's opinion that if all future shipments from
the Eastman Company were up to this quality, the exchange
will have no further cause for complaint.
The meeting on January 29th was called to order at 4

o'clock. The first matter discussed was the scene of the next
convention. Atlantic City and Detroit having been pro-
posed, Detroit, after several votes, was finally selected for a
date some time in next July. Mr. Pearce, o'f New Orleans,
suggested that city for the meeting of January, 191 1, and
pointed out the beauties of his city as well as its facilities as
a meeting place.
A nominating committee consisting of Messrs. Mandlebaum

(Cleveland), Schwable (Philadelphia), Weiss (New York),
.Mack (Boston) and Willis (New York), retired and brought
in the recommendation that the present official staff be re-
tained for another year. P. L. Waters was substituted for
William Fox on the Executive Committee. The list of offi-
cers therefore stands as follows:

A. J. Gilligham, President.
William Steiner, Vice-President.
Herbert Miles, Secretary.
Robert Lieber, Treasurer.
P. L. Waters, Richard A. Rowland and Frank J. Howard,

Executive Committee.
It was resolved that the machine manufacturers be asked

to enter into an agreement amongst themselves to exact a
sales agreement frcm all dealers. The agreement binds the
dealers to enforce regular prices or lose their discounts. The
machine manufacturers expressed their willingness to enter
into such an agreement.
Mr. Pelzer, of the Edison Company, stated that the Edison

Manufacturing Company had already prepared a sales agree-
ment of this nature, the effect of which agreement would be
to prevent price-cutting and prohibit the purchase of parts
for the Edison machine of other manufacture. It was for-
mally resolved, after a report of the Executive Committee
following a conference with the machine manufacturers, that
the exchanges confine themselves to those manufacturers only
who will agree to execute a sales agreement to prevent price-
cutting.

The Banquet.

The banquet was held in the Broadway Banquet Room of
the Imperial Hotel in the evening. Covers were made for
about 100 members and guests. Besides the members of the
film exchanges, there were present the following:
Among the guests who sat down to the banquet were:

Mr. J. Stuart Blackton, of the Vitagraph Company of Amer-
ica; Carl J. Goldenberg (Pathe Freres), Mr. and Mrs. J. B
Clark and Mr. and Mrs. R. A. Rowland (Pittsburg Calcium
Light and Film Co.). Mr. Horace G. Plympton, Mr. and
Mrs. John E. Pelzer (Edison Mfg. Co.), Mr. and Mrs. Lubin,
Mr. and Mrs. Singhi (Lubin Mfg. Co.), Messrs. Baxter, Mor-
ton, Coles, Sutherland and Atwater (Nicholas Power Co.),
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert L. Miles, Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Miles
and Mr. H. T. Edwards (Miles Bros.), Mr. and Mrs. Eber-
hard Schneider, Mr. and Mrs. W. T. Rock, Mr. and Mrs.
Victor Smith, Mrs. A. E. Smith, Mr. and Mrs. John T. Rock
and Mr. J. Burton (Vitagraph Company), Mr. and Mrs. L. M.
Swaab (Philadelphia), Mr. E. Mandelbaum and Miss Mandel-
baum (Cleveland), Dr. B. A. Baer (Philadelphia), Mr. M. H.
Kuhn (Rochesteer), Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Willis (Kleine Opti-
cal Co.), Mr. E. M. Saunders (Rochester), Mr. and Mrs.
Wm. Steiner and Mr. Levine (Imperial Film Exchange).
Messrs. W. A. Daniels and B. W. Beadell (Waterproof Film
Co.), Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Hallberg, Mr. Wm. Wright (Kalem
Co.), Mr. Alex. T. Moore, Mr. F. J. Dolber, Mr. and Mrs.
J. R. Freuler, Mr. and Mrs. John Fitzpatrick, Mr. Robert
Etris and Mr. C. R. Baird, together with the exchange dele-
gates previously mentioned and others whose names we were
unable to obtain.
The press was represented by Mr. Frank Winch and Mr.

Brandt, of the "Billboard"; Mr. Frank Woods, of the "Dra-
matic Mirror"; Messrs. Jas. L. Hoff and J. Hoffman, of the
"Film Index"; Mr. Ellis Cohen, of the "Morning Telegraph,"
and Messrs. J. P. Chalmers, Thos. Bedding. F.R.P.S., A. Mac-
Arthur and H. F. Hoffman, of the "Moving Picture World."
A very excellent program of music was gone through. The

Schneider Publishing Company had their two latest hits sung
by Thomas Penfold; the York Music Company had Mr.
Rogers sing his latest successes. Manager Ganes, of the
Manhattan Theater, supplied complimentary vaudeville turns
from his theater, including the mysterious Ali Rajah. The
Jerome H. Remick Company had their latest hits sung by
Albert Newhoff. Violin solos were also included, and
throughout the evening the orchestra played a very enter-
taining selection of music.

The toastraaster was A. G. Gilligham, the president of the.
Film Service Association, and he proved himself an excellent
man in the position. One of the most successful speeches
01 the evening was that of J. Stuart Blackton, of the Vita-

ph Company, in which, alluding to the allegation of trust
methods against the associated manufacturers, he pointed
out that the picture business was a case of the survival of
the fittest, regardless of patent matters. Amongst others
who spoke during the banquet were Mrs. Miles, Herbert
Miles, \Y. T. Rock, Robert Leiber, J. P. Chalmers, Philips
of the Edison Company, J. Stuart Blackton, Thos. Bedding,
Mr. Pearce, Fred Singhi, J. L. Hoff, and finally W. H.
Swanson.
The banquet was a very sumptuous affair, served up in the

well-known style of the Imperial Hotel and thoroughly en-
joyed by all present, including the several ladies.

Length of Reels.

The meeting was called to order on Sunday at 3 P. M.
Objections to reels over 900 feet. This is one of the greatest
evils of the exchange business, for the following reasons:
Firstly, a full 1,000 feet of N. I. film will not go on even a
io>8-mch reel and go in the magazine. This necessitates
the cutting out of a portion of the film, which is an absolute
loss to the exchange. Secondly, where the film is too long,
the first 50 and the last 50 feet are ruined in about one week
by friction on account of the size of the reel.
The discussion on this matter was long and heated and a

number of the members said that they would cut off their
standing orders from those manufacturers who insisted upon
sending out 1,000-foot subjects. The friction caused the loss
of either the title of the film or the climax, and the exchanges
had now many reels on hand which are minus the climax.
It was remarked that some manufacturers were so eager to
get the price of the thousand feet that if they did occasionally
issue a subject that measured 850 or 875 feet, they would
tack on to the end some little comedy of 125 feet or so. Sev-
eral of the members said that where this had been done they
had cut off the comedy filler, which was now dead stock on
their shelves.
Another great objection made by all members was to the

manufacturers giving their reels similar titles or putting out
two reels on different days of the same title, one a continu-
ation of the other. This drives away the patronage of peo-
ple who have seen the first reel, and won't go to see the sec-
ond, thinking that it is the same reel. It was finally re-
solved that the members favor those manufacturers whose
release lengths more nearly conformed to a total of 900 feet.

Waterproof Films.

Waterproof films were discussed, and Mr. Daniels, of the
Waterproofing Company, was invited to address the meeting.
He said, in part:

There is no department of the film industry needing more
radical changes than the handling of the films. Here is a
business where the buyer fixes the price, not according to
the intrinsic merit of the goods, but according to their age.
Not according to the actual condition of the goods, but
according to what he imagines the condition to be. The law
of supply and demand regulates prices in most lines of trade,
but it has no place in the exchange business.
What of this supply and demand? Well, in about one

thousand cities and towns in the United States there are
more than 6,000 licensed theaters. On an average, the manu-
facturers of films do not issue more than 100 copies of any
subject, so that only 100 places can show it as a first run.
This leaves 900 other locations where the subject will be as
novel and valuable for a second run (provided). And still

there are 800 cities and towns where it would have the same
value as in the first and seconu hundred places (provided),
and so on until the subject had gone the entire circle (pro-
vided).

Provided what? Why, that the film was in as good con-
dition for one run as the other. That no effort is made to
have it so, is one of the drawbacks in the business. Indus-
trial evolution always works through economies, and, if I

were to prophesy, I should say that unless you gentlemen
get together and introduce more science into the care and
distribution of films so as to get the full value out of them,
you are not reaping the full value of your investment.
Waterproofing is not the panacea for all film troubles, but

it will help you to keep a film clean and rainless. There is

positively nothing in waterproofing which will make a film

hard and brittle, nor will it increase the inflammability of

N. I. film. This has been determined through experiments
by the Eastman Kodak Company, the Edison Manufacturing
Company and others. Waterproofing is primarily to put a
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film in condition so that it can be easily washed with soap

and water; but it does more—because of its polished finish

it makes a clearer picture on the screen. It is a scientific

fact that light penetrates a shiny surface more readily than

it does a dull one.
Notwithstanding the general use of beeswax by operators,

the emulsion of an ordinary film is constantly rubbing off at

the gate, and unless the springs are frequently scraped and
cleaned the film has a tendency to stick and pull. A water-

proofed film removes this trouble and thus makes a steadier

picture.

It has been said that it takes longer to splice a water-

proofed film; but with a sharp knife the waterproofing can

be scraped away and spliced as quickly as any. Even if it

took twice as long, it would be time well spent, for a well-

made waterproofed splice will last enough longer to offset

any extra time used in making it.

We have never claimed that our coating would add strength

to a film, but we do claim it will not lessen the strength, and,

as a matter of fact, it does add something.
We make a strong claim that waterproofing will keep a

film soft and pliable much longer than ordinary, the reason

being that manufacturers fill the emulsion with glycerine or

some other slow dryer to keep it soft and flexible. When
this evaporates you have a brittle film. Waterproofing tends

to retard this evaporation.
We have never claimed that a waterproofed film could not

be scratched, but we do claim that it is more difficult to

scratch it, and if it is scratched the scratches can be kept

free from dust and dirt by washing with soap and water.

We have always contended that a clean, rainless film is worth
more than a scratched and dirty one, regardless of its age,

and if you do not get more for it, it is your own fault.

To help you care for films which are waterproofed we have
built a washing machine which will wash, dry and polish a

reel in from eight to ten minutes. We will either rent or

sell them.
One manufacturing company, as you know, is using our

process. Machinery is also building under similar arrange-

ments for another company; but you must not jump to the

conclusion that, because of these two, all other manufacturers
will follow suit. It may depend somewhat upon how you
gentlemen like waterproof films, and this will depend alto-

gether upon how you take care of them. Besides this, the

process adds something to the cost of manufacture, and it

may be that there are some whose desire for your welfare
and the general good will not extend so far. Be this as it

may, I am sure you will accord the pioneers your unqualified

approbation and support.
In conclusion, I want to ask you not to blame waterproof-

ing for everything which happens to your films. Remember,
things have always happened, and that such things as mis-

adjusted projecting machines and careless operators always
will happen. When they do happen, the blame will naturally

be pushed on to anything which is handy and new; but
waterproofing will survive all injustice which may be heaped
upon it. Waterproofing has come to stay, and the time is

not far distant when the public will demand rainless exhibi-

tions, and waterproofing is a logical step to this end.

Mr. Lieber, of Indianapolis, recommended the members to

give careful consideration and every encouragement to move-
ments of this kind whose ultimate success would be for the
betterment of the business.

It was resolved that all new applicants be admitted on the
payment of dues at the rate of $25.00 per annum, dating from
the semi-annual meeting preceding the date of application,

and that all licensed exchanges be invited to join the Asso-
ciation.

Freight and Express Rates.

An important subject taken up was the matter of securing
better freight and express rates. A committee was appointed
to confer with transportation companies and the express
managers. It was pointed out that should the express com-
panies agree to give a better rate on the return of films than
at present, and secure their return without delay, the express
company would derive a greater revenue, through the ability

of the exchange to more quickly utilize the returned films.

All exchange men were recommended to become members
of their local Boards of Trade, Chambers of Commerce and
other local bodies, that would identify them with the business
men of their community.
A committee on traffic and transportation rates was ap-

pointed, consisting of Messrs. Freuler and Lieber, of the
West, and Waters and Clark, of the East, to report any
results obtained.

Mr. Leiber stated that one of the most objectionable
features of the relationship between the express companies
and the exchanges is that the exchanges are credited by the

express agents as being prone to take advantage of every
opportunity they can find to put in claims for damages. This
has been so bad in some cities as to warrant the express
agents turning away the business of certain exchanges.

It was resolved that thanks be extended to the secretary
for his labor in behalf of the exchange for the past six
months.
Many other matters pertaining to the conduct of busi-

ness were discussed. As they had direct bearing on the busi-
ness interests of all F. S. A. members, we urge upon those
who were not present the importance of attending these
meetings. It is not enough to be represented by proxy. The
loss of time and inconvenience is well repaid by taking part
in the discussions of matters that have direct bearing on the
welfare of the business and we trust to meet a full turnout
of the membership at next session.

N. I. M. P. Alliance Meeting.
Curiously enough, while the F. S. A. delegates were in

session in one part of the Hotel Imperial, the Executive
Committee of the National Independent Moving Picture Al-
liance and the Independent manufacturers were holding a
series of meetings in another room on the same floor. These
meetings were held behind closed doors, but we were in-

formed that it was the most important yet held by the Al-
liance and that a considerable amount of business was trans-
acted. In the corridors of the hotel and around the tables
in the thirst parlor the Independent people received consid-
erable banter from their competitors and former associates,
but it was taken in good part and handed back with interest.

The Alliance meetings generally lasted far into the night and
ended with a jollification which showed that they were in
anything but low spirits. At one of these after-meetings
two licensed manufacturers appeared and paid tribute to the
cordial feeling they entertained to some of their former
business associates who were now, through force of cir-

cumstances, on the other side of the fence. They told many
interesting reminiscences of their own early experiences
while fighting patent suits and quoted expenses enough to
frighten any Independent manufacturer present. But no
one seemed to be discouraged and the general impression
prevailed that the N. I. M. P. A. would be the saving of the
Independent cause.
At the close of the Independent sessions, Alliance Secre-

tary Wm. H. Swanson handed out the following report for
publication

:

The executive committee of the Alliance was called to
order at 6 P. M., January 29. Messrs. J. J. Murdock, I. C.
Oes, A. Kessel, J. W. Morgan and Wm. H. Swanson being
present, together with the manufacturers who were called in

for a joint conference.
Upon proof being submitted to the committee that a

number of manufacturers were selling to non-members, a fine

of $100 was imposed on the Imp, Bison, Centaur and Phoenix
Companies.
Closer agreements were arrived at and non-members of the

Alliance will not be allowed to enjoy any of its privileges.

This caused the entry of six new members, viz.: The Buckeye
Film and Projection Company, of Dayton, Ohio; The Amer-
ican Film Exchange, Pittsburg, Pa.; the Southern Film Ex-
change, Cincinnati, Ohio; The Standard Film Exchange,
Cleveland, Ohio; the Precision Film Exchange, Chicago, 111.,

and the Hudson Film Exchange, New York City.

The secretary was instructed to notify all members, both
manufacturing and exchange, that every rule of the Alliance
would be enforced with absolute certainty.

It was shown to the committee that the Chicago Film Ex-
change had exhibited the Imp pictures "Never Again" and
"A Rose of the Philippines," on Sunday, January 23, a day
previous to the release day. The committee imposed a fine

of $100 for this offense.

Evidence was submitted that the Peerless Film Exchange,
of Kansas City, had released the Bison film, "The Female
Bandit," on January 31, instead of February 1. Further in-

vestigation was ordered, and if the charges are proved the
Peerless will be fined a similar amount to the Chicago Film
Exchange.
A resolution was adopted that each manufacturer and im-

porter is to deposit in the hands of the treasurer $100 to
cover penalties for violations of the rules and by-laws, and
should any fine be levied against this $100, the same is to
be paid within 24 hours, and until the deposit is replenished,
the manufacturer or importer will stand suspended until it

is paid.

A grievance committee of three was appointed, one new
member to be added and one old one dropped each month.
The chairman will be considered the senior member, and on
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withdrawing lie will appoint his successor. This committee
will investigate complaints against manufacturers and im-

port'

It was found that the manufacturers had had business

relations with unaffiliated exchanges and they (the manu-
facturers) were notified that a further infraction of the rules

would involve them in a line of $500.

A committee was appointed to investigate a certain con-

cern 111 Philadelphia which was reported to be buying films,

nsibly for export, but renting it to film exchanges,

uniform price of ten cents a foot was adopted by the

manufacturers, the American manufacturers agreeing to in-

clude fifty posters of each reel. The exchanges have agreed

to place standing orders subject to cancellation on two weeks'

notice for American goods and three weeks for imported film.

The release days were changed as follows:

Monday—Imp, 1; Eclair, 1; International P. & P. Co., 4:

Theo. Brinkmier, 1.

Tuesday—Bison, 1; Powers, 1; Thanhouser, 1.

;nesda>—Ambrosio, 1; Actophone, 1; Columbia, I.

Thursday—Centaur, 1; Imp, 1; Exclusive, 1.

!av— Bison, 1; Pantograph, 1.

Saturday—Great Northern, 1; Itala, 1; Phoenix, 1.

The meeting was harmonious, but the enthusiasm was
somewhat dampened by the resignation of J. J. Murdock as

president. Mr. Murdock still remains in the Alliance as a

member. Business reasons and delicate health were re-

sponsible for Mr. Murdock's actions, which prompted some
two hours of speech-making by the assembled committee-

men and manufacturers in expressing their regret at the loss

of so able a leader, who was responsible for the success of

the International Projecting and Producing Company, and

in a large degree for the good work of the Alliance. The
executive committee made an appropriation for the purchase

of a loving cup to be presented to the retiring president. Mr.

Murdock's successor has not yet been decided upon.

Mr. Murdock made a very touching reply to the kind words,

and was evidently very much affected.

THE EXHIBITS.

If the deliberations of the film renters tended to the better

regulation of the business, the exhibitions of apparatus also

showed the march of improvement.

Pathe's Exhibit.

Conspicuously located at the head of the main stairway

was the exhibit of Pathe Freres. A large room was used

to demonstrate the Pathe colored films and the Pathe pro-

fessional projecting machine. This outfit was greatly ad-

mired by the exchange men on account of the noiseless and

steady running of the machine.

Powers Cameragraph No. 6.

Fassing along to the next room the Powers Cameragraph
No. 6 was demonstrated by a corps of experts. The various

current saving devices handled by the Powers Company
were also fully explained to prospective buyers.

The Mirror Screen.

Samples of the Mirror Screen were sent by the Mirror

Screen Company, Shelbyville, Ind., and were on view in

the Pathe Freres and also Powers exhibiting rooms, and the

increased brightness of the part of the picture where the

mirror screen was used was a subject of much discussion.

The general opinion expressed was that the mirror screen

was a very good thing, but, like all good things, it came high

in price. This can be readily understood when we realize

the expense of obtaining, in the first instance, a large and
perfect sheet of plate glass; this has then to be very carefully

etched on one side and silvered on the other. The picture is

projected on the etched surface, and the theory is that the

silvered surface behind reflects and intensifies the brightness

of the image.

Fireproof Film Cabinets.

The O. M. Edwards Company, of Syracuse, had an exhi-

bition of their fireproof film cabinets. The excellent work-
manship in this article was greatly admired and many orders
were taken. We are informed that the O. M. Edwards Com-
pany will place on the market a small fireproof cabinet with
a place for five reels and air moistener. The outfit is espe-

cially designed for the exhibitor.

The Motiograph.
The manufacturers of the Motiograph did not have any

exhibit at the convention, but were represented by Mr. A. C.
Roebuck .of the Enterprise Optical Manufacturing Company,
and Mr. J. H. Hallberg, the New York agent for the Motio-
graph.

The Soundograph.

If everybody did not see the Soundograph they at least

could not fail to have heard it. This is a cabinet about 4 feet

square in which is contained apparatus for producing all the
sounds that are needed to accompany the moving picture.
Each sound is operated by a separate handle or pull and with
a little training we believe that anyone can produce on the
Soundograph the most realistic and well timed effects. Mr.
Gieghan, who demonstrated the apparatus, was well pleased
with the interest it created and booked several orders.

Waterproofing Films.

One of the most interesting exhibits of all was a device
for washing film that had been waterproofed. It did not take
the exchange men long to realize that this new method of
renovation was just the thing they needed to enable them
to get all the money possible out of the rentals. The pro-
cess of waterproofing is also a preventative of scratches; it

so hardens the film that a scrubbing brush, soap and water
may be used to remove the oil and dirt which is picked up
in the projecting machine. The waterproofing machine which
the company had on exhibition was very much admired by
all the exchange men and many orders were placed with the
manufacturers for r'-'plicate machines.

The Edengraph.

It is now quite some time since any reference to this

machines was made in the pages of The Moving Picture
World. But the manufacturers have not been idle and the
Edengraph projecting machine, as exhibited at the conven-
tion, was generally admired as a model of ingenuity, compact-
ness and practicability. The Edengraph is unlike any other
machine. With the magazines removed, the head stands less

than a foot high and 6 inches in width. The gear wheels
have the nicety of watch movement and the star wheel and
rapidly moving parts are all encased in an oil cup in which
they revolve secure from dust and grit and safe from the
meddlesome operator. Mr. Frank Cannock, the inventor of
the Edengraph machine, was kept busy in explaining its

good points and booking orders.

We make the best lenses in r—^
the world for projecting motion Im jhe I

f[jA pictures and lantern slides. Can VlFUC/
INJll you spend a little money more \M"^r

wisely and profitable than by
rpul | ordering a set of lenses which will

IMPROVE YOIR
PICTURES?

NEW PRICES
M. P. Projection tenses any size with our improred jacket

with spiral adjustment $15.00

No. 1 Stereopticon Lenses 1 8.00

No. 2 Stereopticon Lenses 20.00

All dealers sell them on approval.

WRITE FOR OUR NEW CIRCULAR
When ordering state the size of your screen and the length of the

picture wanted. Give the distance from the lens to the screen. Remit
the price of the lens or fnrnish references.

CU ND LACH-M ANH ATTAN OPTICAL COMPANY *
808 Clinton Ave., So. Rochester, N. Y.
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"The Cloister's Touch" (Biograph).—A picture of feudal

times, representing a handsome young wife torn from her
husband for the amusement of a duke who was in the depths
of boredom. The outraged husband seeks-a monastery. The
woman longs for her child until she goes insane and dies.

The duke, realinzin the outrage he has committed, attempts
to commit suicide, but the cross on the dagger suggests an-
other course, and he enters the same monastery as the out-
raged husband. They meet, and are about to fly at each
other, but are prevented by the sanctity of the place. Here
is enough dramatic opportunity for half a dozen good pict-

ures, almost; yet they are all crowded into one, and a mighty
interesting succession of scenes it makes, too. The audience
will not applaud. The picture is too serious; but they enjoy
it none the less, and manifest their appreciation plainly

enough. The actors have taken full advantage of the oppor-
tunity presented them and that, with the excellent photogra-
phy, combine to make a satisfactory picture.

"Bill's Boots" (Lubin).-—A short, snappy comedy graphi-
cally illustrating the disturbance which may be caused by a
pair of boots suitably manipulated by a pair of lively young-
sters. Buried in a snow bank they suggest the possibility
of a calamity to some unfortunate individual during the bliz-

zard. Upon digging out the boots the deception is discov-
ered, and the sympathetic old lady's fears are allayed.

"Coffee Culture" (Pathe).—A companion to the tea film
issued some weeks ago. It represents clearly the different
processes in the production of coffee from planting the tree
to the steaming cup. It is an industrial subject of importance
since it affords many thousands of people an opportunity to
know about coffee production who probably never understood
it before. Iformation of this character is well worth while,
particularly when it gives an accurate view of the production
of one of the common every day necessities. It is a notable
addition to the lengthening list of excellent Pathe industrial
subjects.

"Dick's a Winner" (Pathe).—A snappy comedy well acted
and well staged, with all the photographic excellence which
accompanies a Pathe subject.

"Shooting an Oil Well" (Selig).—Of the many exciting
occupations followed by different individuals perhaps none is

more exciting than shooting oil well, and Selig has portrayed
such an operation with sufficient clearness to afford an
excellent idea of how it is done. Even in the pictures there
is a dash of excitement which is very thrilling and causes
the spectators to catch their breaths. The picture is very
cleverly produced and is sufficiently interesting to make
those who see it want more. Such thrillers in commonplace
industrial pictures are not common, and when one is pro-
duced it attracts much favorable attention. When the huge
nitro-glycerine cartridge is exploded and a mass of sand,
rock, oil, flame and smoke come pouring from the ground,
rising high in the air the danger of a well shooter's occupa-
tion is better understood than it ever was before. It is an
industrial subject alike instructive and startling.

"Mystery of the Lama Convent" (Great Northern).—An
intresting picture representing life and sscenery about the
lama Monastery Tibet. A scientific gentleman, armed with
a magic cane, secures entrance accompanied by his servant.
They are shown many secrets, including the restoration of
the dead to life, but are discovered and denounced. They
manage to make their escape, though pursued by many monks,
and succeed in carrying away valuable data and interesting
curios.

"A Georgia 'Possum Hunt" (Edison).—Whether or not the
President is as fond of 'possum as he is supposed to be, he
has given a vogue to 'possum which has made it popular.
The reproduction of a 'possum hunt from the calling of the
darkies on through all its stages, with the interested white
people following, is so naturally done in this picture that it

seems almost as though it were taking place in the theater.
The^ whole scene is reproduced, even to the dislodgment of
the 'possum, his rescue from the dogs and the darkies danc-
ing while 'possum and taters are cooking. To Northern
eyes it all looks strange, yet it is only the reproduction of
a scene which is common enough in the South. The Edison
Company have done well to bring to the North, a character-
istic scene in the life to the southward.
"The Skipper's Yarn" (Edison).—A melodramatic story

with a sailor as hero, though it might have been told of any

other quite as well. The love story is a rather depressing
narrative, though some parts of it are told with such graphic
power that they hold the interest at intense pitch. The
ending represents the punishment of a guilty man, but it does
not restore to the old skipper his lost love. There is a strong
drama in this, so strong that it seems almost too realistic.

The acting and photography are alike good, and the picture
holds the interest of the audience.

"The Man Who Lost" (Kalem).—A picture embodying the
reveries of a bachelor who sees the romance of his own young
days reproduced after he has bestowed his blessing upon a

pair of young lovers. It is a story full of tenderness, and
is attractive chiefly because of the things it suggests. Very
many men will see in it some allusion to their own lives,

even though the romance of their younger days may have
been consummated. Such pictures always bring to mind
memories of the past which may, and frequently do, moisten
the eyes and cause that peculiar choking sensation in the
throat. But the tenderness they invoke and the pleasant
memories they induce are alike beneficial and make the pict-

ure more attractive than it would be otherwise.

"The Leather Industry" (Pathe).—A beautiful picture illus-

trating the leather industry from the production of the cat-

tle to the finished goods, whatever they may be. An educa-
tional film of value, which will do much to increase the
knowledge of the leather industry and will convey some
impression of its importance. The list of industrial pictures

has received a worthy addition in this film.

"The Scarecrow" (Pathe).—A comedy which has a laugh
in every scene. The Pathe comedians have done well in this

comedy and have created a picture which will amuse any
audience.

"His Imaginary Crime" (Bison).—This picture shows clear-

ly that it is extremely poor policy to run when one has acci-

dentally injured someone, or something else has occurred
which may make flight suspicious, and the young fellow com-
plicates matters by continuous flight, which is worse. But
a girl ultimately saves him from himself, and the flight ends
in a wedding shortly afterward.

"An Outlaw's Sacrifice" (Essanay).—Yes, even outlaws will

sometimes make sacrifices. Perhaps, indeed, they make quite

as many as anyone; only their so-called or supposed bad
qualities so far overshadow whatever good ones they may
possess, the good is nearly always almost entirely hidden.
In this instance, however, the outlaw dramatically makes a

heroic sacrifice which saves the young woman he loves and
her parents from ruin, but places him in the sheriff's charge.
The pathetic figure of the weeping girl as she sinks on the

sheriff's steps after turning over her sweetheart will long
remain in the memory. The picture is intensely dramatic
and will appeal to a large number of people.

"The Great Divide" (Gaumont).—A pathetic love story ex-

cellently told, as all the Gaumont stories are told. But there

is much sorrow in it because of the death of the girl and the

long years of loneliness of the faithful lover. For one brief

moment he is happv, however, when he sees the vision of his

long lost love seated in the stern of his boat, and then he
falls dead. One wonders, sometimes, if these films are not
altogether too much like the experiences of real life. They
frquently reproduce incidents which can almost be duplicated

in the life of the one who sees it, or that of some friend.

This resemblance adds wonderfully to the strength and at-

tractiveness of the picture and is a powerful influence in

determining the impression which such a film creates.

"Wild Waves at St. Jean-de-Lux" (Gaumont).—A repro-

duction of waves dashing over the rocks on the shores of a

French province which has the true atmosphere and spirit

of the ocean in it. The waves break over the stones in a

wild tumult of strength and motion, hurling the whitened
water and the spray high in the air. The operator caught
the spirit of the scene and the picture looks like the ocean.

Sometimes these pictures, purporting to be waves and broken
water, are but reproductions of cotton wool, smooth and with-

out life or expression. In this instance the water swirls and
clashes, rushing in fierce, unrestrained onslaughts upon the

rocks, and after being dashed into foam, going sullenly back
to join the waters of the great deep from which they came.
It is a beautiful, a majestic picture, and holds the audience
silently through its length, to be followed by vigorous ap-

plause at the close.

"Cousin Lou for Mine" (Pathe).—A comedy which will

please many patrons of any theater. It makes much sport
and leaves the audience in good humor.

"The Strong Man" (Pathe).—A farce which has numerous
elements of amusement connected. The acting and photog-
raphy are both good, adding materially to the attractiveness
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of the picture. The humor in some instances is a bit broad,

but it amuses and therefore fulfils its mission.

"The Girl and the Judge" (Vitagraph).—A strongly dramat-

ic picture, worked out with the energy and fervor characteris-

tic of the Vitagraph players. A love story is no novelty, even

though it is always new, but the fatal discharge of a pistol

by the heat generated by the lens of a microscope is a novelty,

and is used to good advantage. The dramatic scenes attend-

ing the conviction and sentence of an innocent man for mur-
der, with the repentance of the judge and his explanation

(.f how the pistol was discharged are all so dramatic that one

can scarcely distinguish between them. The girl chooses the

judge, assuming that the love which prompted the judge's

i must be deep. This ending is different from estab-

lished precedent, and really makes a strong climax. One
is ready to see the girl walk away with the released prisoner,

and when she goes away with the judge it really gives a

slight wrench to one's feelings. Unconsciously, almost, one

begins speculating upon whether this course was right, pay-

ing tribute in this way to the strength of the film and the

fidelity of the acting.

"The Last Deal" (Boigraph).—A gambling story which pre-

sents a moral so palpable that it requires no explanation to

make it plain. The novelty lies in having the husband come
in contact with his brother-in-law, who is winning money
to help him make restitution. The young man is saved, but

his punishment includes the loss of his position. The moral

influence of this picture should be strong. Gambling is well

understood to be a dangerous vice, no matter in what form

it may be indulged, but perhaps few realize the actual status

until it is shown to them in some such hideous form as this.

Whether the Biograph people sought to preach a sermon

against gambling or not is uncertain, but that they have done

so, and very effectively, will be admitted by practically every-

one who sees this picture. Dramatically and photographi-

cally it is quite as good as the best.

"Marble Quarrying in Tennessee" (Lubin).—A picture of

exceptional attractiveness. Even though it is an industrial

subject, the educational feature seems subordinated to the

pictorial. It is an adequate illustraion of the processes fol-

lowed in the quarrying of marble in the ?reat marble section

of Tennessee. Some of the pictures are worthy the brush

of a master artist. When an industrial subject of this char-

acter is adequately handled it becomes more important than

it would otherwise. Lubin has given in this a picture
4
of

merit and one which satisfactorily illustrates an interesting

subject.

"The Devil, the Servant and the Man" (Selig).—In some
ways this picture is a distinct departure for the Selig Com-
pany. It will surely set people to talking, not alone because

of the absorbing story it tells, but because of the masterly

way the story is worked out. Some of the combinations ap-

peal to one as strongly dramatic, and there is a thread of

mystery runnine through it which adds materially to its

attractiveness. Managers will make no mistake in offering

this film to their patrons, and its exhibition will add to the

reputation of any theater.

"The Flirto-Maniac" (Lubin).—That's merely a name for

a man who has a sentimental brainstorm. In this instance

the man escapes from a sanitarium and goes about making
love to every woman he sees. But even a man with a mania
of this sort could not stand the bevy of old maids that finally

pursued him, and after a lively chase he sought refuge again

in the asylum. As may be supposed, many extremely comical

situations are developed and the film presents one continuous

laugh from beginning to end.

"A Voice from the Fireplace" (Essanay).—Here is a picture

which will make many people think very hard. It deals with

a delicate topic, representing an attachment between a hus-

band's friend and his wife which all but resulted disastrously.

These attachments are often unconsciously formed, and be-

fore they are realized the injury has been done. Apparently,

as in this instance, they are beyond the control of those who
form them, yet each party may understand fully their un-

pleasant consequences. A falling log saved this couple, but

many will testify that no unseen hand has stayed them in a

career which meant dishonor, at least, if no worse, to one or

two.

"The Lass Who Loves a Sailor" (Urban).—A pretty love

story, clearly photographed and cleverly acted. Some of the

scenery is picturesque and adds materially to the enjoyment
of the picture. It is, perhaps, a somewhat light story, yet.

like all love stories, possesses a good deal of interest for the

average person. There is no question about the pictorial

quality of an Urban film. It has all the features which make
it interesting from the mechanical standpoint.

"A Japanese Peach Boy" ( Edison).—A beautiful fairy story
showing numerous scenes of wondrous beauty and many
strange tranformations, each more marvelous than the pre-
vious one and each another chapter in the adventures of the
baby who was discovered in a peach. It is, perhaps, one
of the most attractive pictures of this sort ever produced.
It would be difficult to conceive anything more beautiful
than the interior of the cavern, nor would it be possible to
produce anything more attractive than the final transforma-
tion scene, where the humble cottage is changed into a beau-
tiful palace. The contest between the boy and the ogre
is thrilling, and when virtue triumphs, as it always does,
the audience is ready to applaud. The details of this picture
are so beautiful and so truly representative of what a fairy
story is supposed to be that it will captivate old and young
alike.

"Ascending the Jura Mountains" (Gaumont).—A scenic
picture which adds materially to the collection put out by
this house. The operator did his work well, creating the
impression that it is mountain scenery one is looking at.

So many times the operator is at fault in that the moun-
tains appear dwarfed and insignificant. Here the grandeur
of the scenery is faithfully represented and the interpreta-
tion seems quite satisfactory. The printer has done his work
well and the picture will add to the producer's reputation.

"Caught in His Own Trap" (Vitagraph).—A comedy based
upon a father's success in catching two lovers spooning by
watching them in a mirror. They turn the tables and catch
him kissing the maid, using the same mirror with which he
caught them. There is much genuine humor in this picture,
and the details are carefully worked out so»it does not seem
in the least improbable. The effect is eminently pleasing.

"The Skeleton" (Vitagraph).—A good deal of disturbance
is created about the house and the skeleton is responsible
for it all. The way this skeleton keeps things going is a
caution. Perhaps, however, he may be forgiven for it all

because he is funny about it. And the Vitagraph players
have put a vigorous snap and dash into the production of
the piece which adds materially to its attractiveness.

"The Postmistress" (Pathe).—A strong picture telling the
story of a poor widow who acted as postmistress. Her child

was sick and unfortunately the doctor was one of those cold
hearted individuals, who insisted upon his pay before he
would do anything to relieve the sufferer. In desperation
she takes some of the government's money. No difficulty

would have resulted only the inspector arrived that day to
examine her accounts. The rest of it, how the widow was
saved from disgrace and ho>v everything was made straight
is very dramatic, and at the same time interesting. It makes
altogether a picture which will linger long in the memory.
The ending is so good that it leaves a favorable impression
and in some instances the audience applauds vigorously.
The photography is clear and the acting strong and well
maintained. It would be difficult to improve upon it.

"Sheltered in the Woods" (Urban).—A good story, well
acted and adequately illustrated. It is one of those stories

that seems to please an audience, and in this instance is made
even more interesting by the beautiful photographic quality
of the picture. • The technical excellence of the Urban films
appeals to the artistic sense and represents a distinct advance
over those presented some months ago. The mechanical
work seems to be fast approaching perfection.

"The Might of the Waters" (Urban).—A picture which
gives an impression of the power of water, portraying it so
vividly that there can be no misunderstanding of the inten-
tion of the producer. The operator appreciated his oppor-
tunity and the way he took advantage of it stamps him as a
master in his art. To be able to so graphically reproduce a
subject of this character is, perhaps, as great an achievement
in motion picture making as it is possible for one to make.
This picture will win the applause of an audience anywhere.

"The Step-Mother" (Kalem).—A somewhat melodramatic
story upon a familiar theme, with the girl infatuated with a

bank robber, though she did not know his true character.

The stepmother comes into the home and the arirl conceive;
a dislike to her. Then follow a series of mishaps and mis-
understandings, which are ultimately happily adjusted. The
girl learns the true character of her sweetheart, and the step-
mother wins her love, making a pleasing ending to a some-
what disagreeable beginning. The film is well acted and the
photography shows considerable improvement, as compared
with previous issues from the same house. The steady im-
provement of the Kalem pictures, both dramatically and
photographically, is adding materially to the popularity cf
the Kalem pictures.
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"The Wrong Man" (Essanay).—To be unceremoniously
dumped out of the window of one's own house into a snow
bank would not please most men, and when Air. Simpkins
returns and is pitched out by a husky plumber because he is

mistaken for a masher who followed Mrs. Simpkins into the

house he may be pardoned if his temper is somewhat ruffled.

However, after various strategic schemes, Mr. Simpkins man-
ages to stay in his own house and the masher, hidden in a

•closet, is caught when attempting to escape and gets a good
ducking in a snow bank. The picture is funny and keeps
an audience roaring all through its length.

"Hamlet" (Lux).—To adequately represent Shakespeare's
greatest drama in a motion picture is a difficult task, and
though in this instance the producer has done well, one must
say that it is a great pity he hasn't done a bit better. Im-
provement in the interpretation would, perhaps, make amends,
at least in some degree, for the deficiencies in photography.
There are too many weak spots in the film, detracting from
its mechanical beauty, though one must say that the im-

provement in photographic quality of this firm's work is

marked. One wishes, however, that they might have gone a

little further in this direction and have make the picture

clearer and better through its entire length. The staging

is perhaps adequate. Staging in Shakespeare's . time was
not the elaborate operation it is now, and what appear to be

meager settings often represent fidelity to the original. The
acting has weak point"., yet is, perhaps, a reasonably satis-

factory reproduction or the play as it is likely to be under-
stood by a majority of readers. Pictures that urge actors

and producers forward by the necessity of producing some-
thing out of the ordinary unquestionably exert a beneficial

influence and assist materially in both dramatic and photo-
graphic development.

"By His Own Hand" (Bison).—A Western melodrama in

which love and jealousy play important parts. The novelty
is in the binding of the captives, which is done in such a way
•that a slight move would explode pistols and kill them. One
•scarcely likes these pictures of stealing and abusing unpro-
tected -"oung women, even though the ravisher afterward
receives

(

his deserts. In the opinion of the writer, Western
pictures would be improved with this feature eliminated and
the interest of the stories told would not suffer. The old-time

bloody films have long since practically disappeared. It is

time for the carrying away of women to travel the same
road. A good story can be told without it and the peace

of mind of the audience would be measureably enhanced.

"Hero and Leander" (Ambrosio).—A reproduction of the

old Greek fable of the love of Hero, a priestess 'of Venus,
debarred from earthly love by her vows, and Leander, a

handsome youth from Asia. The picture follows the story

closely, illustrating its main points, even to Leander swim-
ming to meet Hero, and the extinguishment of her torch,

which leads to Leander's death on the rocks. It is a pretty

piece of work and in the main is satisfactorily done.

UNIFORMS AND CAPS.
We have noticed with pleasure that well conducted moving

picture theaters realize the necessity of having clean and
attentive attendants and are fast adopting the uniform. It is

not only a direct compliment to the public to place these

courteous ushers in uniform, but also of a great help to spec-

tators seeking information. We know that ladies in general

have always a kind smile for blue uniforms and brass but-

tons and that persons more or less inclined not to behave
themselves correctly have more fear of uniformed attendants

than of men in their street clothes. If the value of a uni-

form had not been fully recognized the great corporations,

railroads, street cars, theaters, office buildings, etc., would
not uniform their employees.

LAEMMLE CASE POSTPONED.
On Friday, February 4, in the United States Circuit Court

in New York City, Richard Dyer, representing the Motion
Picture Patents Company, applied for a continuance in their

injunction suit against Carl Laemmle and the Independent
Moving Pictures Company. Laemmle, by his counsel—Em-
erson Newell, of New York, and Edwin Maher, of Chicago

—

earnestly demanded a trial; but Judge Hand finally granted
a continuance to the Motion Picture combination for three

-weeks in order to give them an opportunity to prepare a

defense to the claim of Mr. Laemmle that the Motion Pic-

ture Patents Company are violating the Sherman Anti-Trust
Act. A large number of Independent manufacturers were
present in court and gave Mr. Laemmle their warmest greet-
ings and assurances of their moral support in his fight for

freedom of trade in the moving picture business.

INCREASE THE BEAUTY OF THE PICTURES.
(By our Chicago Representative.)

As I was fortunate enough to see "The Cloister's Touch''
of the Biograph at two different places and that during the
same evening I had a good chance to determine how a pic-
ture could be either enhanced or spoiled by the exhibitor.
At the Casino the picture appeared very dull. The pianist

had lost for the time, her strenuous ways of playing the
piano; she contented herself with a monotonous tune with-
out the least expression. It was the same piano, the same
drum and the same bass drum in pathetic scenes—when Elsa
tries to recognize her boy in some children presented to her;
when Elsa dies, and, in the festival scene, when the Duke
and his court drink wine and make merry. The accompani-
ment of a drum and of a bass drum was not the appropriate
music for the religious scenes in the monastery. The music
was so much out of place that some men and women in the
audience did not understand the seriousness of the picture
and laughed at the monks kneeling and praying. You cannot
Dlame a few uncultured spectators, who were guided by
music more appropriate for a comedy scene than for the
religious and dramatic scenes of the picture.
The second place was the Orpheum, where they have re-

cently installed sound effects and are improving them day
bv day. "The Cloister's Touch ' was quite a different pic-
ture. The orchestra gave us a lively and passionate selection
during the first scene of Elsa with her little boy, then with
her husband; same with the festival scene at the palace.
When the screen showed us the pathetic scenes, the music
was soft and sad, very impressive, touching the hearts of
the audience. The Orpheum so improved the sound effects
that during the different scenes in the monastery, the music
was rendered by a real organ, pealing out appropriate sweet
notes. It is needless to say that, at the Orpheum, no one
laughed at the devotion of the monks.

If the Orpheum increased tne beauty of the picture fifty

per cent., the Casino made it vulgar, and while the Casino
must have some cheap vaudeville acts to draw the crowd, the
Orpheum shows only pictures and is always crowded. Please
note the difference that the Orpheum is always crowded at

10 cents, while the Casino must have vaudeville to crowd
their 5-cent house. This shows plainly that the lovers of
good pictures do not care for silly vaudeville and do not
object to paying 10 cents. The Casino does not seem to
know any better. When they had on the screen "The Luck
of Roaring Camp," the piano, drum and bass drum started
a lively, not to say a deafening tune, with no respect to the
picture, not even when we see the poor widow dead on her
bed. with her little boy crying and the kind-hearted men
taking a collection for the child. During such a pathetic
scene on the screen, the musicians might have abandoned
their rag-time playing.

Mr. Gaumont, of Gaumont & Co., Paris, is at present in

New York City on business connected with his firm. New
American and Canadian branches of the Gaumont Company
will be shortly opened.

The Afga Book of photographic formula issued by the
Berlin Aniline Works of 215 Water street, New York City,
should be in the hands of all readers of the Moving Picture
World, who are recommended to apply for a copy at the
address given, sending ten cents to pay wrapping and postage.
The Afga Book contains 160 pages of formula for the manip-
ulation of standard plates, papers and film and therefore
should be valuable as a source of reference to all those en-

Pottsville, Pa.—The Columbia Theatorium, which has been
closed for improvements to comply with the new Pennsyl-
vania law, has now been granted permission to reopen by the
State Inspector and the Town Council as the safest place
in Schuylkill County. Manager Speros will have a grand
reopening in a few days. He is also manager of the Lion
Theater, the popular moving picture house of the town.

Manager George D. Spragg, of the New Olympic Theater,
at Bellaire, Ohio, has invented a device for a film reel that
is a big advantage over the ones now in use. It does away
with the steel clip on the hub of the reel, which every opera-
tor calls every name in the dictionary of "cuss" words. The
end of the film is simply dropped on the reel hub and the
machine started. It takes up and holds the film with no
slips and does not break the ends of the picture off. The
reel is also a self-clamping one, requiring no nut or bolt to

fasten it to the machine, so that there is never any danger
of the operator forgetting to fasten it and having the reel

jump off when the machine is in operation.
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CHICAGO (continued).— I am sorry to have to be severe
on the Chicago exhibitor, but I deem it my duty as a warning
to the country exhibitors, who are so easily tempted to follow
the ways of the big cities. It would be a disaster if the
exhibitors of small towns should fall into the ways of Chi-
cago, where many inviting theaters show pictures in the most
careless manner, give their attention to vaudeville, employ
poor operators and musicians, and in many cases drop motion
pictures to make their houses exclusive 5c. vaudeville places.
No 5c. house can give refined vaudeville to make the invest-
ment a paying one, consequently the acts must be of very
inferior quality.

As my investigations have so far been confined to the
downtown district, I hope to find, in other sections of the
city, some places deserving a word of praise, and I will be
only too happy to give it.

The Mills Wonderland deserves special mention on account
of its penny arcade, which should not be overlooked by pros-
pective builders of new motion picture theaters. The build-
ing being rather wide and deep, the owners divided the ground
floor into two halls—the front hall for the penny arcade

—

the rear part for the theater proper. The penny arcade is

not free to the loafers of the street, but as a foyer for the
theater. You must pay your admission before you can enter
the penny arcade. This arrangement offers many advantages
for both the managers and the visitors.

If the theater is crowded, you are not compelled to wait
in a cold lobby; you can enter the warm penny arcade and
drop a few pennies in the slot machines, while waiting your
turn to enter the theater. The manager profits, because if

his front lobby is not crowded with a waiting crowd, the
visitors are not scared away with the fear of having to wait
too long.

With the present craze for cheap vaudeville, the above
arrangement is a good combination to please every one.
If Jones goes to the show merely to see the vaudeville, he
can remain in the theater during the acts, visit the arcade
and drop a few coins in the machines while the pictures are
on the screen and waiting for the next vaudeville act. On
the other hand, if Smith is a lover of motion pictures, he can
amuse himself with the slot machines while the vaudeville
is on the stage.
Another advantage not to be overlooked is that a penny

arcade is a good rendezvous. In buildings not large enough
to afford a penny arcade, I would suggest a few vending slot

machines in the lobby. The Chicago theaters allow peddlers
to sell candy to the audience. These men, wishing to make
believe that they are offering you a great bargain, pack a

few pieces of chocolate in much paper and in cardboard boxes
of about 3x5 inches. The result is that the floors are cov-
ered with a litter of dirty paper. As on account of the small
sizes of vending machines the candies are wrapped in a thin

piece of paper, the floors would not look so dirty if peddlers
were kept out of the building and replaced by slot vending
machines.

In a theater that I do not wish to name, I found the man-
ager standing at the door, both hands deep in his pockets
and a cigar stump in his mouth. Rather disrespectful to the
patrons bringing in the nickels.

It seems that both the Motion. Picture Patents Company
and the Alliance are not enforcing the rules and that the

detectives are doing very little for their good wages. I

found a theater showin°r the same day a film of the Great
Northern Film Company and two pictures of the Essanay
Company. The same practice existed in Philadelphia; the

detectives of the M. P. P. Co. made no reports, but a warn-
ing in this paper corrected the abuse. Let us hope that the

licensed houses of Chicago will also take the warning and
discontinue a practice which can cost them their license.

If at The Boston, on Madison street, the music is appro-
priate for the vaudeville, the musicians pay no attention to

the pictures. While one was hammering on the piano as

hard as he could, others were beating drums, cymbals, bass
drum, etc., while Selig's picture, "A New Cure for Divorce,"
was on the screen. Such an infernal din was entirely out
of place when the husband discovers his wife in the arms
of her lover and chases the lover, or when the wife is jealous

at the sight of her husband dining with another woman.
What is the use of our manufacturers spending so much
money on their productions if the effect is to be spoiled by

a careless pianist or by exhibitors who do not want to pay
the price for good musicians?

In a place on State street, they had no music with the
pictures, but I must admit that if the show was gloomy, it
was even better than to have music entirely inappropriate.

In a previous letter I praised the admirable film service-
of Indianapolis, Ind., and I would like to see such a service
in Chicago, as the other evening you could see "The Honor
of the Family" in three different places within a short dis-
tance, while the next day you could see it nowhere in the
neighborhood.

I will not be surprised to see a theater on Adams street
adopt vaudeville altogether, as the pictures, although of good
licensed stock, are shown in the worst possible manner.
The operator seems to be constantly in trouble with his light
and the pictures fairly dance in the frame. To this add a
pianist who for the last two weeks has been hammering the
same tunes over and over again, no matter if a comic or a
melodrama is on the screen—too much of a self-playing
piano.
The exhibitor must be the most irrational creature on the

face of this earth or the American public must be much
degraded. As I have faith in the public, I blame the ex-
hibitor, yet, as I wish to be fair to everyone and accuse no
one without listening to their side of the question, I will
ask a few questions of Mr. Exhibitor.
How is it that you change pictures every day and change

your vaudeville only twice a week?
If, as you claim, the public does not want any repeaters,

are you not giving them repeaters when on Tuesday and
Wednesday you show the same vaudeville acts of Monday?
Do you mean to say that the public is so degraded as to

refuse to see a second day the Biograph production, "To
Save Her Soul," yet is never tired of seeing again and again
the silly and cheap dialogue between two colored minstrels?
Some of you will give the same answer I received from

an exhibitor, viz.: "We show three reels of pictures per day
for 5c we do not charge for vaudeville; we throw it in."
This answer is as silly as the cheap vaudeville acts shown
in the place of the man who thought he had to call me down.
The above answ-er is a proof that the vaudeville shown to-
day in moving picture places is so inferior that it cannot
even command an admission of 5c. and that no one would
visit a motion picture theater if it was not for the attraction
of the pictures.

If the exhibitor had any comman sense, if he had business
ability about him, he would see that he is wasting at least

$75 per week in vaudeville with no results. If the exhibitor
had any knowledge of the show busines,s he would apply
the money of the vaudeville on a better film service and
better musical talent. With better pictures on the screen
and with a pianist able to compose his music to follow the
pictures, he exhibitor would have a good show.
The exhibitor should not waste his time to find ways to

beat his competitors, to give long programs, to give vaude-
ville, etc., but he should put his whole mind on the pictures
and how to show them. If many and many theaters went
to the wall, it is not that moving pictures have seen their
best days. No. We have standing living monuments, to
show that well shown pictures are still in great demand.
Mr. Lyman Howe does not need to engage cheap vaudeville
acts; he is not afraid to pay the rent of the Xew York Hip-
podrome, because he knows that where he shows his pict-

ures he draws the crowds. The success of Mr. Lyman Howe
and of the other men following his methods, is due to the
fact that he gives life to the pictures by employing an expe-
rienced operator, not an amateur, by giving the appropriate
music and the proper sound effects.

The average operator pays no attention to the pictures;
he turns the machine as he pleases; if he feels good, he turns
the crank as on a speed contest when he should slack down
for a pathetic scene. If he is tired, he will be slow, even if

the picture is an excited chase. Same with the pianist; he
will play a lively waltz at a pathetic scene and a funeral
march at the time of a chase. He cannot see the difference.

He is not paid to use his brains.
The cheap vaudeville has one advantage over moving pict-

ures, that the acts are rehearsed and each act has its own
music, consequently, as the pianist has to play the notes
written for the said act, he does not allow his imagination
to play any old thing. The vaudeville then appears more
natural and in many cases is a soothing balm to the infernal

music given with the pictures.

The trouble with the exhibitor is that he does not know
how to figure. He wants everything as cheap as possible

—

cheap rent, cheap film service, cheap vaudeville, cheap sing-

ers, cheap operators, cheap musicians, cheap ushers, etc.

—
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everything at a bargain. Mr. Lyman Howe does not want
anything cheap; he wants the best of everything, he pays

the highest wages and he pays, for one night, a rent which

amounts to more than a year's rent of some of the cheap

places. Mr. Lyman Howe makes money while the bargain

hunters starve for months, waiting for the sheriff to come to

close them up.

The public loves motion pictures, and much money car

be made by the exhibitor if he will show good pictures and

show them in the proper manner. Evidently, if for the sake

of showing cheap and silly vaudeville, he gives a poor film

show of some old rainstorm pictures, he will soon disgust the

public.

If the Chicago moving picture theaters are not keeping

pace with the great improvements of to-day, I must say thj.1

both renters and manufacturers show a far more progressive

spirit, The plant of The Selig Polyscope Company, which

had the reputation of being the largest and best equipped

of the country, is going to be greatly enlarged, as Mr. Wm
N. Selig believes in remaining on top. As soon as the weather

moderates, the corner of Western avenue and Irving Park
Boulevard will be a beehive of busy masons and carpenters

for the erection of the new buildings.

The Essanay folks also do not believe in letting the Eas<

ern manufacturers steal a march on Chicago; they are now
located in their new factory on Argyle avenue, and they are

preparing plans for new additions. The plant is well located

at a short distance from a main branch of the elevated rail-

road. Their last hit, "The Modern Messenger Boy," is a

roaring success, and if the exhibitors had given the proper

music and sound effects to the clever pantomime of the

messenger boy, the spectators would have rolled l.nder ihe

seats.

The Chicago exchanges are keeping pace with the times

The American Film Service have moved to 77 South Clark

street, where they occupy elegant quarters on the bank floor.

The Unique Film and Construction Company are moving
to more spacious quarters at 81 South Clark street, where

I will be pleased to visit them as soon as they are installed

Market street, Philadelphia, can show us the finest collec-

tion of motion picture theaters, but their exchanges cannot

touch Chicago.
If the Chicago exhibitors, in crowding in cheap vaudeville

and cutting off motion pictures, give us the impression that

the industry is on the decline, I am much pleased to show
that said exhibitors are on the wrong track, otherwise the

renters and manufacturers would not spend such large sums

to improve and increase their facilities.

I must give credit to the Chicago moving picture theaters

for the fight they are waging against the big hats. Illus-

trated and plain motto slides are constantly thrown on the

screen, to remind the ladies of the little fellow sitting behind

them. One slide reads: "First row reserved for bald heads,"

followed by another slide: "Last row reserved for ladies

with big hats"; then illustrated slides with the words: "Just

to remind the ladies," or, "How would you like to sit behind

such a hat?" etc. The war is not fruitless, as the great

majority of the ladies remove their hats, although we still

find a few selfish women who refuse to remove their head-

gear. J- M. B.

Cincinnati, Ohio.—A "World" correspondent attended the

banquet given by the Film Exchange to the managers of the

moving picture shows of this city, on the 19th tilt., at the

Gibson. The affair was one of the most elaborate given

here for some time, and was attended by fifty persons out of

sixty-four invited. The main topic of discussion was the tax

proposed in the Ohio Legislature against picture shows.

This proposed law provides that there shall be a license pay-

able to the State, and a license payable to the county, in

addition to the regular city licenses. The State license is to

be $100 and the county license to be $50. The present city

license is $150. The city license was formerly $300, but

owing to the Association it was reduced to its present figure.

A committee was selected to protest against the enactment
of such legislation and will attend the session of the State

Representatives at Columbus. The regular meetings of the

Association are held every Wednesday.

About the only city in the world not having a theater and
having a population of 100,000 people, is the city of Coving-
ton, across the Ohio River from Cincinnati. J. J. Ryan, the

.veil-known theatrical man of this city, proposes to build a

play-house in this city and will devote it to vaudeville.

Heuck's Opera House, for over thirty years a regular thea-

ter devoted to melodrama, will on February 19th be converted
into a vaudeville and moving picture house.

EDISON NOTES.
"A Trip to Mars" is a short film. The ascent of the

professor of chemistry to the planet Mars is not accomplished
in a dignified manner, neither is the reception accorded him
by the strange creatures who inhabit the planet; and when
blown off a Martian's hand into space and landed in his

laboratory again, old Mother Earth seemed to resent his re-

turn and proceeds to make things interesting for him. There
are some good effects in this trick picture. "A Trip to Mars"
will be released February 18.

"The Miniature," released February 18, is built around an
incident in the life of Andrew Jackson, just before his eleva-
tion to the presidency—the famous duel which he fought
with Charles Dickinson to avenge an insult offered to Mrs.
Jackson. The scenes are Southern, the costumes correct and
the acting without a flaw. The duel scene is especially strong,
the acting at no time bordering on the melodramatic, but
being marked by a dignified reserve. Wm. J. Sorelle, who
interprets the character of "Old Hickory," shows a good
conception of the part, and in makeup so closely resembles
the photograph of the original that were the plot unan-
nounced no difficulty would be experienced in identifying the
character depicted. Those who have been wont to criticise

Andrew Jackson for the roughness of manner with which he
is credited on the pages of history will depart, after seeing
the gentleness with which Mr. Sorelle invests the character
in the scene wherein he rejoins his wife after the duel, with
an entirely changed opinion of the doughty hero of New
Orleans.

"A Victim of Bridge," written by E. W. Townsend, is

claimed to represent a greater expanse of costuming and
scenery than any similar film ever produced, and will be
released February 22. It tells a story of life within the
sacred precincts of New York's exclusive "Four Hundred,"
about which Mr. Townsend is qualified to write.

ESSANAY NOTES.
The Essanay's release this week, "The Price of Fame,"

is founded on an anecdote told about a musical composer
who is now living. The composer, who sought to destroy
the manuscript of an opera he had been unable to dispose of,

is saved by his wife, who rescues the opera from the fire into
which it had been thrown and later helps her husband to
sell it. The Essanay's story is founded on this incident.

The Essanay's "Aviation at Los Angeles" picture shows
close-up views of Paulham, Curtiss, Hamilton, Beache" and
other aviators at their machines and in flight. Paulham is

seen returning from his 45-mile distance race and is also
shown racing with Curtiss for the quick start and speed rec-
ords. He is also seen taking up Lieut. Beck, of the United
States Army, when this latter sought to test the practicability
of bomb throwing from an aeroplane during war times. The
film will be released February 16.

The Essanay Company will release two more Western
pictures the last two weeks in February, "The Cowboy and
the Squaw" and "The Mexican's Faith."

"The Hand of Uncle Sam," a patriotic picture, will be re-

leased by the Essanay Company at an early date. The film,

it is said, contains some scenic surprises.

SELIG NOTES.
It is reported that a new scenic artist was recently added

to the Selig plant and his first assignment was to paint the
Bay of Genoa for the picture "In the Serpent's Power."
The superintendent was anxious to know how he had done
his work, and on making the inquiry of the producer if he
had finished it, received the reply: "Yes."
"Did he do it well?"
"He did; indeed, it was so vivid that five people left the

studio overcome with sea sickness." Nothing like having
things true to nature.

Recently a little girl was engaged for a special subject
at the plant. When she failed to report one day, inquiries

were made as to the reason. In some way the news was
spread that there was smallpox in her home and the whole
factory was agog, fearing they had been exposed. The next
morning, to everyone's surprise, in walks the kid. The
office boy goes through the window, the engaging manager
crawls under the desk and even the dog, fearing trouble,
hiked for the tall and uncut—only the janitor was left in

sight. So the youngster said: "We've got a little boy at

our home, but ma says it ain't catching if you're careful,

and sent me back to work." Her salary was raised.
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PATHE FRERES NOTES.

Pathe Freres will release on Friday, February 25, "Ouchard,
Merchant," as a film dart. This playlet was taken from

:m old folk-song oi the Russians and is played by the new
Pathe film d'art company in .Moscow. The" picture is very
dramatic. The life of the Russian peasantry throbs and
pulsates through every foot of film and the interest is grip-
ping in its intensity. At the private advance exhibition of
the film at the Pathe office the spectators actually held their
breath with interest, and when the picture ended an audible
sigh of regret that it was over arose from everyone.
Ouchard, the merchant, sees Marcha, a beautiful peasant

girl, at a countrv fair, and by means of a few coins buys her
from her drunken father. When the merchant and Marcha
reach his rude but ornate hut he forces the girl to drink
wine until stupefied, and then, feigning to caress, he cuts
from her head the long, raven-black hair which lies across
her shoulders in two great braids. The hair is much more
valuable than the little it cost him to get it. It happens, how-
eyer, that in Russia it is a disgrace for a young girl to go
with a shorn head, and poor Marcha's anguish when she dis-
covers her dilemma and is thrust out into the road, gives an
opportunity for some magnificent acting which is duly appre-
ciated and taken advantage of by the celebrated Russian
actress who plays the part.

The perfect control and elaborate precautions which prevail
in modern film plants was revealed in a fire which broke out
in the factory of Pathe Freres on Wednesday, January 26.
It did very little damage, the blaze being confined to the
woodwork of one of the halls. The factory is equipped with
fire extinguishers and automatic sprinklers and these worked
so well that the fire department arrived after it was all over.
The big automatic siren whistle gave the alarm and signalled
the operatives to leave the building. In ten minutes the
.entire force was back at work. No stock of any sort was lost.

CORRESPONDENCE.

VITAGRAPH NOTES.
Excitement was caused the other day when the strike scene

in "Capital versus Labor" was being enacted outside the
Vitagraph Company's studios, in Flatbush. The mob of
actors which filled the streets clamoring for admittance to
the "factory" and crying out in threatening tones for recogni-
tion was so intense and real that someone in the neighbor-
hood notified the police, who came mounted, afoot on a dead
run, charging into the crowd with almost disastrous results,

and it was a difficult matter to convince them that it was not
an actual strike. It was only a natural mistake, however,
which anyone might have made, seeing the hundreds of
actors in such realistic "makeups" and action.

The announcement made by the Vitagraph Company of
America that commencing with the week of February 14,

three regular issues per week would be made, has met with
instant response from exchanges and exhibitors. The high
standard of excellence which the Vitagraph productions have
attained make them welcome to motion picture patrons
everywhere.

Words of praise from all parts of the country continue to
arrive in the Vitagraph mail in reference to the Life of
Moses series. There appears to be no question that the series

is proving to be the greatest event of its kind in motion
pictures since the Passion Play. Numerous exhibitors and
showmen are already making arrangements to exhibit the
five reels as a complete entertainment, booking it over reg-
ular routes of churches and halls. An excellent lecture to

accompany the pictures has been prepared and is fursished
to exhibitors.

THE PARIS FLOOD.
During the week of February 14, A. G. Whyte will put

on the market a very remarkable picture. This will be a
picture of Paris shown in panoramic form. Paris, the most
beautiful city of the world, spread out in all its grandeur
with its great palaces; "The Champs Elysee," "The Bois
de Boulogne," "The Louvre," "The Moulin Rouge," and
"The Cafe de la Paix," where they say that if you sit for
one hour, you are bound to meet anybody whom you may
know who may be in Paris. The panoramic view of the
River Seine with its remarkable shipping. Then comes a

story of the great flood that is now devastating this fairest

of man's creations. It is the intention, on the receding of
the waters, to have a further picture taken that will show
the awful damage inflicted by the terrible flood. Mr. Whyte
is to be congratulated on his enterprise in being the first to
appreciate and make arrangements accordingly to have this

wonderful sight cinematographed.

INDEPENDENT SERVICE AND INDEPENDENT
QUALITY.
Pittsfield, Mass., January 22, 1910.

Editor^ Moving Picture World:
Gentlemen—Having been a subscriber to your valuable

publication for many months I have been very much inter-
ested in reading the letters from exhibitors regarding the
Patents Company and the Independent movement
At one time I paid a license fee to the Patents Company

tor three theaters. I mention this to show that I think 1was entitled to some consideration from the Patents Com-
pany. There are at the present time two picture houses in
tins city 01 35,000 people. My competitor changed his servicefrom nine reels per week to eighteen. I had to do the same
in order to get lirst and second run pictures. Of course webegan to show repeaters and very often both houses
would show the same pictures the same day. I wrote the
Patents Company asking them if they did not think this was
one of the evils they had promised to regulate, especially as
1 had tried to have my competitor agree to nine reels per
week. I he film exchanges supplying us both had also advised
him to change, but he did not care to.
The Patents Company answered my letters after a lapse

of a couple of weeks saying that they did not care to in-
terfere with exhibitors especially if the exhibitor was will-
ing to pay a reasonable rental for his service. In other
words the Patents Company refused to do anything to re-
lieve a situation that was demoralizing the moving picture
public in this city, as the -eople became disgusted at see-
ing repeaters at every show.
Seven weeks ago I changed to Independent service and

never in my years of experience in the theatrical and moving
picture business have I seen such a continuous run of beauti-
lul

I
and interesting pictures as I have shown during that time

Result: My business has increased 40 per cent and I am
charging ten cents on Saturday nights, against my com-
petitor s five cents, and am "packing them in."
My advice to exhibitors who wish to increase their receipts

and decrease their worries, "Find a good Independent film
exchange and watch the results. The Association has never
put out the unbroken line of good pictures that the Inde-
pendents are renting to-day.
Trusting these lines may help some exhibitor who has been

paying the $2 weekly and receiving no benefit from the same,
1 am » Very trulv yours,™ , . ,

A. H. SAWYER.
11 he above is one of many letters of a similar tenor that

have lately reached us and we are also having the same thin"
told us by word of mouth. It is our aim to suppress as far
as possible comparisons between the work of rival film
makers or factions of makers, but we cannot close our eyes
to the fact that in very recent months the standard of quality
oi Independent made moving pictures has risen enormously
and begins to challenge comparison with the best films made
in this country. For any person, either in print or bv word
of mouth, to assert the contrary is a violation of veracitv
1 here are just as good moving pictures made by some In-
dependent as by some licensed manufacturers, looking upon
the world s product broadly, and the sooner this verv clear
fact is recognized all round the better we think it will be
for the general situation. This time last year the market
was a limited one. Now competition has produced the in-
evitable result of opening up the market and supplying it
with high-class quality pictures drawn from many sources —
Eds. M. P. W.]

GRATITUDE FROM THE HEART OF
CARL LAEMMLE.

Editor Moving Picture World,
New York, N. Y.:

Dear Sir—My Montreal office was completely burned out
this week, the loss being a little over $7,000 with no insurance
Luckily most of my best reels of film had been shipped out
to various customers and were therefore saved from the ruinMy object in writing you is to tell you of the nicest thing
that has happened to me since I've been in the moving picture
business, so you can pass it along to your readers And
here it is:

No sooner had it become known that my Montreal office
was destroyed than the Kleine Optical Company and the
Kinetograph Company immediately offered me full use of
their Montreal ofhees until I could get thinsrs in shape again.
Mind you, these two companies and the Laemmle Film
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Service have been scrapping for each other's business day
after day, they being on the licensed side and I on the In-
dependent, yet the minute real trouble bobs up they throw
open their doors and say, "Come in, Laemmle, and make
yourself at home."

That's what I call broad-minded, fair, square and "white."
I have written to them personally, but I want everybody in

the film business to know of this little incident. And I also
want to express publicly a gratitude that comes right straight

from the heart. Sincerely yours,
CARL LAEMMLE, President,

The Laemmle Film Service.

[We were sorry to learn of the burning of the Laemmle
office in Montreal and are glad that the best reels were saved
from the ruin. The offer of assistance by the Kleine Optical
Company and the Kinetograph Company is a very pleasing
incident, indeed, and we are happy to join with Mr. Laemmle
in giving the utmost publicity to the existence of such nice

feelings in the trade. As we point out elsewhere in this

week's issue of the Moving Picture World, we observed that

at the F. S. A. Convention there were many evidences shown
of the existence of these nice feelings on both Associated
and Independent sides.—Eds. M. P. W.]

WORKING THE LIMIT.
Springfield, Mass., Feb. i, iqio.

Moving Picture World.
Gentlemen—I was much interested in a letter in your Jan-

uary 29th issue by "J. E. B.," in regard to the work the
Moving Picture Patents Company has done, or, as he says,

should have done and have not. And I cannot help but
agree with Mr. J. E. B., although perhaps he has stated the

case a little strong. I think the Patents Company has done
some good, but, here comes the question: Has it been worth
two dollars every week? My answer is: "Not to me."
Now, in regard to the question of a population of 4,500

being able to support two moving picture houses. This
seems to me to be injudicious and almost beyond considera-
tion. I have had experience in a city of over 20,000 popula-
tion and would say that at the present time there are two
moving picture houses and one combination moving picture

and vaudeville house, and that one of these moving picture
houses is going behind every day, it being only a matter of

a few weeks before it closes. Now. in this city we advertise
in the local papers and strive to hold the patronage by mak-
ing the theater neat and attractive, and also by running new
films averaging less than ten days old. Under these condi-
tions, I can hardly see where a population of 4.500 can sup-
port two moving picture houses.

I can recall at least three places within 35 miles of here,
where, with a population of about 10,000, two moving picture
houses failed to prove a paying proposition. Now, I have
no doubt in my mind; in fact, I know, that if the M. P. P.
Co. were asked to-morrow to grant another license in our
city, they would do it And this is the protection we pay
two dollars a week for.

I would like to hear the ideas of other exhibitors on this

subject through The Moving Picture World.
Wishing you success, I am, Yours respectfully,

M. N. J.

SOLDIERS ENTERTAINED.
Fort Sheridan, 111., Feb. 2, 1910.

The Moving Picture World.
Dear Sirs—Last evening the two thousand soldiers sta-

tioned at Fort Sheridan, 111., were pleasingly entertained with
a choice selection of moving pictures. This program inau-
gurates a new era in amusement for the soldiers, which is

both educational and entertaining. These entertainments will
be continued at regular intervals, with programs selected by
the H. Davis Reliable Film Exchange, of Watertown, Wis.

Yours truly,

GEORGE D. RICE,.
Chaplain 27th Infantry, in charge of soldier's entertainments.

Rockford, 111., Jan. 31, 1910.

I
Editor Moving Picture World.
Dear Sir—Reading Mr. Bolnes' remarks on "Evils of the

Film Renting Business," he forgot to state that another great
cause of straining sprocket holes, and possibly the principal
one, is the operator allowing his sprocket wheels to get out
of alignment, necessarily straining one side of the film when-
ever the film is slashed through to make time on the last
show. This generally is caused by the operator's ignorance
of how to keep his sprocket in alignment, and occasionally
by an operator who thinks he is steadying the film on the

curtain by producing a slight tension, ignoring the fact that
if he runs his machine fast he will strain the sprocket holes.
If every operator paid attention to the tension springs by not
keeping them too tight, and was careful to keep the sprocket
wheels in alignment, and every exhibitor was forced to use
a Lang rewinder, or one similar, independent of his machine,
which should have a take-up; also if an 11-inch reel was en-
forced, the exchanges would be several thousand dollars
ahead by the end of a year, and the exhibitor who cannot
afford a high-priced service would have better films in good
condition. It's rather a sad criticism to estimate that 50
per cent, of the operators are mechanically ignorant and 50
per cent, of the wise ones are careless. The way splices are
made in films tells a silent story. Yours very truly,

W. CLARKE.

Western Multiscope Company,
203 Hooper Block, Salt Lake City, Utah, Jan. 26, 1910.

The Moving Picture World, New York, N. Y.
Gentlemen—We beg to announce our first release for on or

about February 10 next. The reel will run about 1,000 feet,

showing views of Salt Lake City; Saltair, where the great
Jeffries-Johnson light will take place; the arena where the
contest will occur; the principals, and other interesting scenes
and events.

We are aiming to establish a bi-weekly release, and will

make definite announcement as to dates in the near future.
Your mention of these facts in your paper would be much

appreciated. Verv truly,

THE WESTERN MULTISCOPE COMPANY,
Briant S. Young, General Manager.

Arlington, Wash., Jan. 26, 1910.
The Moving Picture World.
Dear Editor—Permit me as a reader and a moving picture

theater manager to ask for a small space in your journal in

order to expose the United Travelogue Company, who pre-
sent the "Cherry Mine Disaster," a series of 36 slides and a
lot of hot-air advertisements, red letter posters and the like,

leading patrons of your house to believe that you have some-
thing grand for them, and who, after seeing the slides, leave
your house in disgust. I say to you, Mr. Moving Picture
Manager, if you value the good-will of your patrons and want
to sustain your reputation for a good moving picture house,
leave the United Travelogue Company severely alone. It

will take me a month to overcome the bad effect of their
appearance in my house.
For the good of the moving picture business,

JOHN LAURETSEN,
Gem Theater, Arlington, Wash.

We PRODUCE Slides That PRO-
DUCE Results

NOVELTY PUZZLETTES
"The Sensation ofl910"

NOVELTY ANNOUNCEMENT SLIDES
"The Best on the Mar Hot •'

PRODUCE your Inquiry and we'll PRODUCE our cata-

logues describing Our Products. Let us show you

NOVELTY SLIDE COMPANY
221 East 53d Street 10 East 14th Street

NEW YORK CITY

MOTION PICTURE PIANO MUSIC
This is a book of descriptive music, regular sheet music size, and

arranged for both hands. Specially selected, arranged and composed by
one of the best descriptive Pianists in the U. S., who for the past twenty
years has been Musical Direcor in all lines of Theatrical Productions.

This work is the result of actual experience, and is now being used in

hundreds of M. P. Theatres. Contains music, for all probable scenes,

actions, characters, etc., and its suggestions are entirely practical.

Increases the value of YOUR SHOW 100%. Descriptive circular sent

free to anyone upon request. This book sent promptly upon receipt of

price. $1.00 Remit either by P O. or Express Order, Draft or Check to

QREQQ
1009 Ferry Street

A. FRELINGER
Lafayette, Ind.
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Trade Mask Tradb Mark
BIOGRAPH
FILMS

RELEASED FEBRUARY 7, 1910.

The Course of True Love
A STORY OF WHAT MIGHT HAVE BEEN.

That the course of true love ne'er ran smooth is so often evinced that it

is exceptional indeed that love's pathway is strewn with roses devoid of thorns.

Miss Florabel Thurston is betrothed to Ben Lawrence, a young artist. One
day while at work in his studio, a poor little flower seller calls to sell her

blossoms. She is cold and hungry, and Lawrence sits her down before the

lunch spread for him, but which he has not touched. Friends calling, he
pulls a screen around the poor girl that she might finish her lunch unnoticed.

It happens that Miss Thurston also calls and, finding the flower girl, leaves

abruptly without explanation, until she arrives home and writes breaking off

the. engagement. The flower girl, learning of the trouble she has innocently
caused, hastens to right it. Explanations bring a reconciliation.

APPROXIMATE LENGTH, 987 FEET.

RELEASED FEBRUARY 10, 1910.

The Duke's Plan
A FRUITLESS ATTEMPT TO SEPARATE KINDRED SOULS.

One may as well attempt to alter the course of the moon as to effectually

tear asunder two hearts that pulsate in unison. Fiametta, the daughter of the
Duke, is loved by a young man, the scion of a noble but impoverished house.
His suit is met with disfavor by the Duke, who plans to get rid of him in

a manner that would not implicate him. To this end he has his trusted
guards trump up a false conspiracy against himself, have the lover find it out,
who in order to gain his, the Duke's, favor will run into a danger that will
prove fatal. Fiametta, learning of the plan, puts herself in her lover's place,

and is about to fall a victim, when her identity is revealed. The Duke, realiz-

ing the strength of her love for the young nobleman, yields consent.

APPROXIMATE LENGTH, 985 FEET.

A Fall Description of those Subjects will be Found on Another Page

Release days of Biograph Subjects— MONDAY and THURSDAY

(let en Our Mail List and Keep Posted. Write for Our Descriptive Circulars

BIOGRAPH COMPANY
Licensee of the Motion Picture Patents Co.

11 EAST 14th STREET NEW YORK
OEOROE KLEIN E. Selling Agent for Chicago (52 State St.. Chicago, 111.).

FILMS
HOWARD MOVING PICTURE CO.

Repair Work a Specialty. Agents for Monograph, Power's
and Edison Machines. Supplies and Sundries.

FILMS
564 Washington Street,

Established 1894. (Opposite Adams House).

Boston Mass.
Incorporated 1908.

Feature Films For Sale
200 Reels of high class films at

slaughter prices.

5AXE FILM EXCHANGE
Ml 6 Broadway - New York

MANAGER
with 8 years experience in film renting

department, at present employed,
desires change of position

Address, A. M. A., Moving Picture World

^ 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 l_l

ISLIDESI
= of Highest Quality E

LATEST SONG SETS
I Didn't Mean to flake You Cry.

a. Every (Jirl I Get the Oiher Fel.ow Steals. J™ Belsy Uoss. «•

_ Kilty Uray. ~
JJJ

The Flower of 5 Ingaporr.
The .?>put that My Heart Calls Home. 2

2 1 he Wre< k of the (Jood Ship Love.
•- In The City A here Nibndy Cares. ~
2 I Rather say Hello Than Say Uood Bye.
— I L'vc My Steady But I'm crazy About ™
^ My Once In Awhile.
> Candy
2 I Have Cot Something In My Eye.

Kitty.
~

5 chasing The Eagle.

~ High class slides mad* and colored to

ardor from prints and negatives

Scott <& Van Altena
Z 59 Pearl St., New York City

~i i e 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 e 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 . 1 1 1 b iT

NEW SLIDES
For the Following Songs—JUST OUT
The Girl Behind the Counter is the Girl

For Me.
The Moonlight, Ihe Rose and You.
Her Name is Mary Donohue
Busy Little Cupid
When the Daisies Bloom.
Shaky Eyes.
Mandy How Do You Do.
Margarita.
Love Me Dreamy Eyes.
Nora Malone.
By the Light of the Silvery Moon.
There's Nothing Else in Life Like

Love, Love. Love.
Take Me Back to Sunshine Land.
Mary you're a Big Girl Now.
My Dream of Long Ago.
When I Fell in Love With You.
Rosenbaum.
When You've Won the Only Girl You

Love.
Just a Girl Like You.
In the Harbor of Sunshine and Love.

DeWITT C. WHEELER
120 W. 31st St., N. Y. City

Canadian Exhibitors

Looking for a first-class film

service, write the Crystal

Palace Film Exchange for

particulars. We handle both
Licensed and Independent
films and can give you a
right up-to- late service. We
own and operate the mo^t
successful Moving Picture

Theaters in Canada.

Located at

141 Yonge Street, Toronto.

331 St. Lawrence Blvd., Mont.
27 King Street East, Hamilton.

Atfents for Power's and Edison
Machines.

Crystal Palace Film Exchange

141 Yonge Street. Toronto, Can.
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Are You from Missouri?
Others give Promises We give Perfection Service

We RELEASE every week all of the following films: Imp, Itala, Actophone, Ambrosio, Bison

(two reels), Eclair, Great Northern, Lux, Centaur, Pantograph and others, and we can prove it to

your satisfaction. Our customers are satisfied. ARE YOU?

Get In Touch with the REAL People

PHILADELPHIA PROJECTION CO., = 44 N. 9th St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Member N. I. M. P. A.

BIOGRAPH COMPANY.
THE DUKE'S PLAN.—Love laughs at locksmiths,

surmounts obstacles, derides opposition, braves dan-

gers, and la fact dominates every material and spir-

itual force. One may as well attempt to alter the

course of the moon as to effectually tear asunder
two hearts that pulsate in unison. This Biograph

; subject shows to what extreme a sweetheart will

go for the one she loves. It meant the yielding ol

her very life to save him, and such an act of

daring should and will reap reward, for fate, al-

though capricious. Is just. Fiametta, the daughter
of the Duke de Boisette, Is sought by Raoul, a

young nobleman. Raoul, being the scion of a

noble but impoverished house, his suit met with
disfavor by the Duke, who has other plans. The
young people, however, deeply love each other,

and cunning are the many stratagems they devise

to met clandestinely. On one occasion, he meets a

couple of peddlers, and bargains with them to

attire himself as one of them and go to the palace
in that guise. His disguise is penetrated by the
Duke, who has him ejected. These subtle moves
induce the Duke to scheme to get rid of Raoul.
But he. being of noble birth, the Duke dare not do
so blatantly, hence, he summons several of his

i loyal guards, and concocts a most unique plan.

Ihey are to arrange a false conspiracy against the
Duke, and have one of the men reveal it accident-
ally to Raoul. Raoul will, of course, report it,

anxious to gain the Duke's favor, and he will send
i Raoul to secure names and facts. They will dis-

cover in him a traitor at the meeting and dispose
of him summarily. The scheme works. A soldier

!at the inn, pretending drunkenness, drops a letter

calling for action to crush the Puke. Raoul finds

lit and hastens to the Duke with the intelligence.

who sends him to the place designated in the letter.

Fiametta has overheard enough to alarm her, so she
determines to warn him of his danger. Realizing

1 that she must not be recognized at the inn, she
bargains with her page for a suit of his clothes.

Disguised as a boy, she enters the tap-room and
tries to persuade Raoul from his mission. He is

adamant, for to shirk his duly would brand him a
coward. Unable to sh:ike his determination, she
drops a sleeping potion in his drink, and taking his

mask and cloak, goes to put herself in his place.

She is, of course, mistaken for Raoul, and would
hav> been despatched, had he not been revived by
the landlord, and assuming the truth of the situa-

tion, rushes to her rescue. at (lie same time sending
word to the Duke. When the Duke appreciates
the extent of her love for Raoul. he hands her over
to him with his paternal blessing.

THE COURSE OF TRUE LOVE.—That the course
of true love ne'er ran smooth is so often evinced
that it is exceptional, indeed, that love's pathway
is strewn with roses devoid of thorns. Trifles litrht

as air become heavy-weights of doubt, which are
always intensified by tales of sympathizing friends
in whom we confide. There is never a ruffle, but
what we have pointed out to us parallels with their

disastrous outcome. Of course we know that man's
unfaithfulness is woman's greatest sorrow, and
Mrs. Thurston suffered this, for her husband was
much civon to recklessness, and night after night
she hart waited his return from the club, the thea-
ter, or elsewhere, in an intoxicated condition, often
finding evidences of his perfidy. Their daughter,
Florahel, is betrothed to Den Lawrence, a pros-

perous young artist, and the day fur the wedding
lias been set. Lawrence is a good-natured chap,
well liked by his colleagues and a favorite in the

•circle in which lie moved. A hard and ambitious

I
worker, we find him in his studio, at a canvas, too

1
engrossed to partake of the frugal lunch his valet
has placed for him. While thus engaged, a little

'flower-girl enters to sell her flowers. He doesn't
1 want any, but finding the poor girl faint and cold
from hunger, he makes her sit and eat the lunch
that was laid for him. She has hardly started eat-

ing when he hears the approach of someone, and to

relieve her embarrassment, he draws a screen
around her. It is a party of his artist friends,
who have come to congratulate him on his engage-
ment. Meanwhile, Lawrence's fiancee has started
with some friends for the studio, arriving there just
after the artists. Florabel espies the flower-girl
seated behind the screen, and as he is working the
portrait of a man, reasons that she is not a mere
model. She leaves the studio abruptly, and telling

her fears to her mother, has them impelled by her
mother's own story of grief. Lawrence calls to
learn why his sweetheart left the atelier so sud-
denly. In response he receives a curt note to the
effect that "she cannot see him and trusts he will
not call again." Quite beside himself as to the
cause, it dawns upon him. Throwing her note upon
the table, he proceeds to pack his belonging's, in-

tending to go away, when the flower-girl enters.
She learns that she is the innocent cause of his
trouble, and hastens to right the wrong. Meeting
Florabel, she explains all and they hurry back to

catch Lawrence just as he is leaving the place.
They are reconciled, while the poor flower-girl looks
on and thinks of what might have been, for she
loved the kind-hearted artist.

EDISON MFG. CO.
HIS JUST DESERTS.—The scenes of this picture

are laid among the workers in a Southern iron foun-
dry, and the piece is full of what is called atmos-
phere, as well as action. The first scene shows a
young moulder and his bride finishing breakfast,
and his start for work. He has hardly gone when
a fellow moulder, one of the men who prides him-
self on his powers of fascination, tries to get up
a flirtation with the young wife. She closes the
gate in his face, gently at first, and then with a
decision which brings a laugh from his fellow work-
ers, who appreciate the situation. This should have
been enough to convince him that his attentions
were not welcome, but, his conceit having been
wounded, he follows the girl into the house and
only leaves when she defends herself against his
familiarity by following up the sound slap she
gives his face with an unpleasant touch of a hot
flatiron.

This, of course, results in bad feelings between
him and the young husband, and after we have
witnessed some of the processes of making the
mould, pouring the molten metal, etc., in the foun-
dry, we see the male flirt, apparently by accident,
spill molten metal over the young husband as he
crouches at work over a flask. The scene then
shifts to the bedside of the injured man, witli the

young wife ministering to him . There is a knock
at the door, and when she opens it the other man
enters. lie professes great sorrow for his past
behavior and insists that the burning of his fellow
workman was purely accidental. But he grows too
warm in his endeavors to comfort the young wife,

and when she resists him the injured husband gels

up from the bed, and a fight between the two
ensues, w'.iieh is a striking bit of realism.
News of this reaches the ears of the other foun-

drymen through two of their number to whom the
young wife has confided her trouble, and the men
decide to throw the scoundrel out. In a spectacular
scene before the great furnace of molten metal he
is charged with misconduct and invited to go. When
lie refuses a struggle ensues, and in an attempt
to strike another of the men he loses his balance
and falls beneath (lie stream of molten metal which
pours from the furnace. There is a flash of Heht
and steam and the man is seen writhing on the

ground in agony. lie is lifted to his feet, lint the

torture makes him break from his supporters, and
he falls at their feet dead, having received "His
Just Deserts" through his own art.

THE SURPRISE PARTY.—A surprise party is al

ways an enjoyable affair, particularly in a small

town where everyone knows everyone else. The

one pictured by tiie Edison Company took the form

of 1. donation parly at the minister's. Refresh
nionls were ordered from the city and a jolly time

planned, Notice was received of the arrival of the

box of refreshments at the station, and Uncle Bill

was sent after it. When he arrived at the station

lie met nn old crony who was there for a box that

had been shipped to the local theater. After th«

boxes were loaded on the wagons, the old men

went for a drink, and two of the village boys,
noticing that the two wagons were exactly alike,
conceived the idea of changing the horses. This
was done, and when Uncle Bill and his chum re

turned they each drove off with the wrong wagon.
The mistake was not discovered until the box was
opened at the minister's, and then, horrors!—instead
of containing good things to eat it was full of
animals. Meanwhile the boys at the theater were
having a splendid time wiih the contents of the
minister's box.

THE BAD MAN FROM RILEY'S GULCH.—This
picture shows the typical bad man of the Western
mining and cattle regions getting ready for his
bullying of the community by imbibing courage
from a bottle, or several bottles. Sallying forth to

the supply store of the town, he is not long in

getting into an argument and bluffing everyone from
the proprietor to a formidable looking man. Filled
with the spirit of bravado lie next visits the hotel
of the place, and we see him there engaged in a
wordy dispute with some men who are playing
cards. One of the occupants of the room annoys
him by singing. The bad man pushes him around,
to the annoyance of the others in the room, who
remonstrate against the disturbance. This starts a

row, at the conclusion of which the proprietor's

little wife, who has heard the rumpus, enters the

room with her sewing materials and advances upon
the foe. Snapping her shears in his face, she pours
forth a volley of language which completely flabber

gasts the astounded bully. At the end of the pic-

ture we see him. like the proverbial barnyard fowl
who has been whipped by the bantam rooster, with
fallen crest, the butt of everyone's jests.

AN EQUINE HERO.—This picture deals with the
heroism of the beautiful black saddle horse of Mrs.

Wood, a wealthy New York lady. The horse is

introduced in the story on a day when its fair

owner is showing the animal to her visiting friends

al her country home, at which time he displays

some wonderfully clever tricks. The next morning,

after the lady and her husband return from a

horseback ride and while Don. the hero of the story,

is being "rubbed down." a surly groom abuses him
lie is caught in the act by Mr. Wood, who knocks
him down and discharges him. In a spirit of re-

venge the groom that night sets fire to the barn.

lion M-os the barn in a blaze, releases himself from
his box stall and saves his companions in the stable

by releasing them also. After the horses are all

oiit of the barn, he rincs the farm bell calling the

help to extinguish the fire.

A QUEEN OF THE BURLESQUE A cheap bur-

lesque show is coming to the little village, and out

of pure mischief the village billposter has posted

one of the "queens" on the billboard next to the

church. While the children are delighted with its

beauty, the older members of the congregation are

thrown into a panic, especially when the feminine

half of the congregation discovers that the men
folks seem to require considerable study of the

poster before making their decision as to its de-

merits. One of the small bills of the play, depict-

Ing a typical burlesque girl, falls into the hands of

a group of children the next morning. Through the

desire of each one to get possession of it, they get

into a squabble just outside the gate of a spinster

of the town. She takes the picture away, after

a lecture to the children on their depravity, and
..ol of disappointment and anger they plan a terri-

ble revenge. This same spinster is beloved by a

deacon of the church, and the children's revenge

turns out so successfully that the love affair is

broken off. Just what the children accomplish with

a pair of stockings they have stolen from the old-

ma id's clothes line and stuffed into terrible shape-

lessuess under the Ice of her own fence, can better

be told by the picture than in words. Enough to say

that it provides a scene which, for uniqueness and1

extravagant humor, it would be difficult to surpass.

ESSANAY FILM MFG. CO.

THE PRICE OF FAME.—Enrico Vacinni, an ob-

s,me composer, is writing his masterpiece. He and

his wife. Maria, occupy rooms in a tenement build-

in- in the Ghetto district of New York, and not-

withstanding their poverty arc happy in hopes for

the future. Maria makes the living in sewing for

Israel Eisenstein, a heartless sweatshop worker.
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The kind of a start you make in the moving picture business determines
whether or not you come home under the wire a winner.

THE EDISON KINETOSCOPE
is a moving picture machine you can depend upon to bring home the money
every time, build you up a profitable patronage and not eat up your profits

on repairs.

The Edison Kinetoscope gives clear, steady pictures and will outwear any
other motion picture machine made. Start right.

Write to-day for booklet giving full particulars, and copy of the Edison
Kinetogram.

EDISON FILMS
Releases of February 8 and 1 I

RELEASE OF FEBRUARY 8

THE LIVINGSTON CASE
A detective story, imieU on the order of the famous "Sherlock Holmes" creation. Is depicted

(.11 ihis film. By a proci'ss of Inference and deduction a famous detective follows the clues of an
apparent murder and extracts an unwilling confession from a "suspect." Highly dramatic from
the start, the plot is well sustained ami works out to a startling climax. An extraordinary film.

No. 6586 Code, VESICABUNT App. Length, 995 feet

RELEASE OF FEBRUARY 11

AN EQUINE HERO
A clever film which serves to introduce Don Fulano, the world's greatest living educated horse.

The tricks that lie performs show that he possesses almost human Intelligence. As a climax to

the film he releases bis stable-mates from their stalls in a burning barn (fired by a revengeful
groom) and rings the fire bell. A film to interest and delight any audience.

No. 6587 Code, VESICAIRES App. Length, 725 feet

A QUEEN OF THE BURLESQUE
A unique comedy witli a laugh all the way through. The advent of a burlesque show In a

small town and the havoc created among the male elements of the population by the posters of
the "burlesque queens" furnish the theme, which eventually leads to an incident involving a
spinster's reputation. A hilariously funny film.

No. 6588 Code, VESTIARES App. Length, 260 feet

Releases of February 15 and 18
RELEASE OF FEBRUARY 15

THE PREiIDENT'5 SPECIAL (Melodramatic)
No. 6589 Code, VESTIAIRO App. Length, 950 feet

RELEASES OF FEBRUARY 18

THE MINIATURE
No. 6590 Code, VESTIARIAN App. Length. 725 feet

A TRIP TO MARS
No. 6591 Code, VESTIBULAR App. Length, 265 feet

ORDER DISPLAY POSTERS OF THESE FILMS FROM YOUR
EXCHANGE OR THE A. B. C. COMPANY, CLEVELAND, OHIO.

Edison Manufacturing Co.
72 LAKESIDE AVE., ORANCJE, N. J.

Chicago Office: 90 Wabash Ave.

KINETOSCOPE JOBBERS
Geo. Breck, 70 Turk St., San Francisco. P. L. Waters, 41 E. 21st St., New York City.
Howard Moving Picture Co., 564 Washington St., Lake Shore Film & Supply Co., 314 Superior Ave.,

Boston. N. E., Cleveland.
Yale Film Exch. Co., 622 Main St., Kansas City. Chas. A. Calehuff, 4th & Green Sts., Philadelphia.

Office for United Kingdom: Edison Works, Victoria Road, Willesden, N. W-, England.

Dealers in All Principal Cities

MAIN OPPICE and FACTORY:
New York Office: 10 Fifth Avenue.

Stereoptlcons $10 50 000 Tickets $3.50; Auto-
matic Arc Lamp 15c; Slide Mats Ic; Stereoptlcon
Lenses 50c; Economizers $30; Slide Carriers 40c

FILMS RENTED, SOLD OR EXCHANGED

LHITT7 302 E. 23a Street
• 1M.K* * *C t New York

SPECIAL PRICES TO THE TRADE

The Automatic Theatre Chair
It is a space saver, life saver and

money saver. Shipped built up. It

is the only sanitary theatre ..hair.

Used by Keith. Proctor and Poli.

It folds up automatically and is re-

volving, making the theatre all

aisles. It is a friend to the public.

Send for our circular A. Write today.

THE HARDESTY MFQ. CO.

CANAL DOVER, OHIO

WANTED
Films For Sale

50 new reels of perfect
film, extra good conn it ion,

to close out, at $18 50
Second band Edison machines for sale at a bargain.
Parts to fit all machines in stock

MAYER SILVERMAN. 322 Fultoa Bids.. Plitiburj: Pa.

100 Reels of Film:

must be in good con

dition ; also Motion Picture Machines. Gas

Outfits, Slides, etc. Send list. State lowest

prices. Address

MAX
526J i Washington Street, Portland, Ore.
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OPERA CHAIRS
That Stand the TEST

The hard usage accord-

ed opera chairs makes
the selection of a chair
of PROVEN QUALITIES
essential.

Our Opera Chairs are

conceded to be the
IDEAL seating, as
they are comfortable,
permanently noiseless

and combined with a

distinctive style and
excellence that is un-
equalled.

LOWEST PRICESHIGHEST QUALITY
Write lor Catalogs

AMERICAN SEATING COMPANY
Dept. V.

2 15 Wabash Ave.

CHICAGO

NEW YORK

BOSTON

PHILADELPHIA

C0MPENSARC
That's the device that saves Moving Pic-
ture men two-thirds on their electric light

bills, and yet gives better light. Did yon
see our ad last week? Well, don't look it

up. Just write for our

Booklet 15018

FORT WAYNE ELECTRIC WORKS
1402 Broadway

FORT WAYNE. INDIANA. 733
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famous opera is almost completed and En-

' ten and sensitive temperament is strung to
the highest tension so that, though lie loves his
wife dearly, he often flies into a rage over trivial
misunderstandings. In one instance (the story opens

i lie clatter of Maria's sewing machine so
annoys him that he finally bustles machine, wife
and all into the hallway.
Antone Giotti, an Italian youth, and his mother,

occupy rooms next to those of Vicimii. and the
Other now appears on the scene. For a long time

Giotti has secretly worshipped .Maria, but
has never made any advances for fear of Enrico.
However, when he sees Maria, apparently brutally
treated by her husband, he confesses his love to

but is laughingly repulsed.
The opera is at length finished and Enrico starts

nut to sell it. He calls on one musical director,
le great man will not give him an audience

and he returns to his rooms in despair. In a fit of
melancholy he is about to throw the manuscript into
i he fire when his wife restrains him and rescues
the manuscript, but receives severe burns for her
troubles. In an effort to bind up her hands with a
piece of newspaper. Maria reads that the National
Musical Society offers a prize of $10,000 for an
opera, and resolves to enter her husband's in the
contest. Enrico has left the rooms, and when
Maria steals out, carrying the sacred manuscript,
she forgets the pain in her burned hands, so hope-
fully expectant is she that Enrico's way to fame is
assured.

It is after much pleading, however, that the
busily occupied directors of the society deign to
look over the manuscript, but when the pianist
plays a few bars of the overture they are all thun-
derstruck and taking her name and address promise
her that even should her husband's opera not win
the Grand Prize, he shall be liberally rewarded.
When Maria arrives home again she meets Antolne

Giotti in the hallway. The Italian youth, unable
to restrain his emotions and passionate love, dashes
into her room with her, and a moment later when
Enrico returns he finds his wife in Giotti's arms.
Enrico orders them both from the house. In vain

endeavors to clear herself, and after many
5 attempts to effect a reconciliation, leaves

the room.
1 days later Enrico is visited by the direc-

tors nf the National Musical Society with the news
that he has won the Grand rrize!
Two years later we see Enrico Vacinni. now a

'anions Impresario, at a Smart Set reception. He
Is the linn of the honr and is presented with n gold
baton. Time and again he has thought of Maria.
bat is unable to forgive her perfidy, and an Im.tr
later when he meets her as he is' descending the
steps of the Van Ness mansion, he refusi
recngni7o ber as they meet, but when be turns
from the auto to which he has conducted one of
the lady guests, he excuses himself and starts run-
ning after Maria. She eludes him. however, and
stealing to her room attempts to sew. ner bands.
Which have never quite healed of their burns.
so that she is unable to work, and Hie hist straw
of hope is taken away when the unpaid-fnr machine

ii away by the agents of the company from
lie purchased it.

A day or two later Enrico receives a message
from old Mrs. Giotti, st:it Iiilt thai Antoino is dving
and that he desires to see Enrico. The latter
gloomily hnives to interview the dving lad and

from young Giotti that Maria was not
•o blame, that he alnne was responsible.
The enraged Vacinni can hardly restrain from

waring the dying man to pieces. hut finally forgivesMm and hurries out to again search for Maria, nis
heart and brain filled with remorse.
From Eisenstein, the .Tow, lie learns of Maria's

whereabouts, and hurries to the dismal tenement
room. The poor, faithful woman has given up all

"d laid herself down to die when Enrico
bursts into the room, falls on his knees and heirs
her to forgive him. The little woman staggers to
her feet, trembling.

"It ees too late—Setior." she says, shaking her
But her head drops on her bosom and with
lie stretches out her arms to Vacinni. With

a glad cry the composer takes her to his heart then
waves his hand to the open door. The clouds are
lifted at last.

WESTERN CHIVALRY.—Mr. .Tosh Banks a
ranchman, receives word that his niece, a pretty
Chicago girl nf eighteen, is on her way to make
them a visit. The news immediafolv electrifies
things down in the cowpnnchers' hunkhonso. and
all the hoys begin sprucing up to he presented to
the fair one.

nrives. casts a withering glance at the big
.1 fellows wailing to meet her and sweeps

ff mi her uncle's arm into Ihc house, while the
latter looks hack and winks his eve at the bovs.

re dumbfounded and hike back to the bunk-
inletely crushed.

I them passing the front porch in the affor-
ds her reading a hook and hurries off to tell

the .(her cowboys. They all slip around to make
try. hut when they confront her she flounces

up and slips Into the house again. A moment later
"the old man" with a irrim look steps out and re-
marks pointedly that if certain of his "«ood fer
nawthin' cow-punchin' greasers don't fade into the
background'' he'll do something.

Finally the hoys rebel and at the points of their
guns force Ihmks to bring out the lady and Intra.r te> the bunch. She. seeing the .loke.

icartily. but tells them she will vet get
even witli them.

None of them are aware that Jane is an expert
horsewoman, and when they see her astride the
"Bed Devil." a mustang especially noted for bis
caloric temperament, all run toward her. But the
mustang kicks up his heels and turning, swings into
the road, the apparently helpless girl clinging to
the raddle horn.

Pursuit follows, the little mustang fairly eating
space and the cowboys fast losing ground. How-
ever, the foremost in the chase, after spurring his
horse to its best efforts, draws upon the "Red Devil"
and finally is running abreast. With no visible
effort he leans across to the girl, and catching her
about the waist, swings her into his own saddle.
When they pull up and the frightened cowboys
gather around she laughs at them scornfully, re-
mounts the "Red Devil" and races them back to
the ranch house.
But .lane has shown the boys what she can do

and lias tested cowboy courage. Then she tells
them that thereafter she is going to be a %

!

fellow" and asks permission to be a full-fledged
member of their fraternity, which scheme, of course,
is happily agreed to.

BITTER-SWEET.—We can easily presume that
the domestic life of young Mr. and Mrs. Sweet
has been somewhat strained. A storm has been
brewing for some time and when her spouse
in to dinner one evening, an hour later than the
appointed time. Mrs. Sweet thinks she lias suf-
ficient cause to start an altercation. Sweet has
brought with him certain peace offerings, a new
hat and a bunch of carnations, but those he slows
away until he has reconnoitered in the vicinity
of the enemy, the dining room. The enemy is seated
in a chair at the dining table glaring at the clock,
each passing minute inspiring her to promise of
more baleful inflictions on her belated husband.

"flood evening, dearie." says Sweet, as he enters.
No answer. Mrs. Sweet, rising, storms at him.
and when he seats himself at the table. Mrs. Sweet
orders the bewildered maid to remove every vestige
of food from the table.

"Well, I'll be—" breathes Jack under his breath.
"T say, old girl, what's the row?" Again Mrs.
Sweet flics at him and finally flounces out of the
r i.

Sweet follows her into the reception hall, where
they have a good heart to heart talk. It finally

ends when Mis. Sweet announces seriously that
she is going home to mother. Sweet, now pro-

ind quite in side himself at his wife's temper,
opens the door and haughtily bows her out. hut
when she finds her husband is not joking, she stamps
her foot, removes her coat and hat and tries an-
other tack.

Of course she will go! But first they must
have a division of the household goods. Jack
agrees and pulling out a notebook and pencil or-

ders her to begin selling apart the furniture. Mrs.
Sweet selects this, Jack thai. Mrs. Sweet wants
the mantel clock. Jack selects the other bric-a-

brac. From room to room they :ro, quarreling and
wrangling over who shall have this and who
have that, until they reach the bedroom.
Jack pul's from the closet a trunk and Mrs.

Sweet opens it. Suddenly Jack looks up at the
picture of their dead baby, a little cherub of three,

then turns thoughtfully away and drops into a

chair, flunking deeply. In the meantime his wife
has opened the trunk and is laying out certain
of the baby's clothes. From the trunk they re-

move tenderly the baby's playthings and as mem-
ory turns back to the brighl happy days when
baby was with them, tears dim their eyes. They
forget their quarrel, the division of the household
goods, everything!
Then the two slowly look tip into each other's

eyes. The notebook falls from Jack's hands, Mrs.
Sweet bursts into sobs and stretches out her arms
to her husband. Jack tenderly takes her to Ills

heart as the picture closes.

GAUMONT.
(George Kleine.)

THE GOLDEN LILY.—.fn old fiddler, whose
musical efforts are not appreciated by people
passing him by the wayside, and who is at the
point of starvation, takes refuge in the cathedral.
Casting himself down before the shrine of the
Blessed Virgin, he implores her succor. He plays
his violin before her image that she may Judge
whether his talents are worthy of appreciation.

Miraculously She appears before him and gives him
lira- benign benediction. The poor old man is com-
pletely overcome with awe and emotion, but Mary
bids him to be of good cheer and to prove her
recognition of his sincerity and devotion she pre-
sents him with a golden lily. Then she disap-

pears from sight.

The old fiddler. In dire distress, takes the golden
lily to a goldsmith's to sell it and thus obtain
money to buy bread. The goldsmith and his wife
become very suspicious as to how the old man came
into possession of so valuable an article. They

ii n the guards who seize the old fiddler and
take him and the goldsmith and his wife before
the Cardinal. The case is presented to his Lord-
ship who decides that the old man had stolen
the lily, which is confiscated to the church. How-
ever, in order to give him a chance to prove his
Innocence, he is conducted before the Virgin's
shrine, where he is Instructed to play his violin

again, so that the miracle may be repeated should
the Divine Mary so elect. Then before the Car-
dinal, monks, friars, ladies and soldiers, the Blessed
Virgin once more appears, blesses the assembled
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and once more presents the golden lily to
' fiddler with her divine benediction. There

is now great rejoicing and the old fiddler is carried
on the shoulders of the cheering crowds, as the hero
of the miracle of the Golden Lily.

ASCENDING THE JURA MOUNTAINS.—This
superb scenery is taken from the mountain rail-
road as the train ascends a very steep grade.
The landscape effects are truly marvelous. Trav-
elers from all parts of the world go to Switzerland
to enjoy the scenery and no part of it is more
beautiful than that of the Jura Mountains, between
Martigny and Chamounix. The peaceful, fertile
valleys, the verdant slopes up to the dark pine
forests, the rugged, precipitous mountain sides, the
nishing torrents of snow water from the dazzling
white peaks above, showing clear against the azure
sky, all are peculiar to Switzerland, the "Fairyland"
of Europe. In no manner can this exquisitely va-
ried landscape be better appreciated than by wit-
nessing an exhibition of this grand film, "Ascend-
ing the Jura Mountains."

CIVIL WAR.—This stirring and patriotic military
drama is descriptive of events which transpired
in I'm nee about the time of the French Revolution.
The Count de Fierlys, a staunch adherent of the
King, leaves his family and castle to join his sup-
porters at a place known as Tregenec's Menhir,
where an ancient cross surmounts a cone-shaped
monument.
There be divides among them the insignia or

badges of the King and also some arms and am-
munition.
One of these men, however, is a traitor, and

^•oes to the revolutionary tribunal, where he be-
trays the Count de Fierlys, giving exact informa-
tion as to his whereabouts and also reveals his
plans. This committee promptly sends an officer
to General Hoche. in command of the revolutionary
army, with the following message:
"The Committee hereby orders General Hoche to

arrest the Count de Fierlys immediately, as he is
i with rebellion, and all his goods are to

be confiscated."
The young officer bearing this message is at-

lacked ami wounded by the Royalists, but manages
to make good his escape and takes refuge at a
castle, where he begs for hospitality and protection.

This castle happens to be that belonging to the
Count de Fierlys. Lady Fierlys and her daughter,
after some hesitation, decide to shelter the Re-
publican officer, and cure him of his wounds. After
his recovery. I.ady de Fierlys finds it prudent to
send him away as her daughter seems to have
fallen in love with the young man.
He accordingly departs and rejoins the Republican

army, just when Count de Fierlys has been ar-
rested and sentenced to death. Count de Fierlys
is turned over to Ihc care of this young officer, who
is ordered to hold him under arrest.

The young officer, after he has conducted the
Count to the prison, secretly proposes to him a
means whereby he can effect his escape.
Lady de Fierlys and ber daughter, arriving at

this time, add their entreaties to endeavor to per-
suade the husband and father to take flight.

The noble Count, however, is too high-minded and
refuses, preferring to die rather than to place
the officer on guard in a dangerous and dishonor-
able position.

The next day de Fierlys is led to the spot where
he first assembled his Royalist supporters, is placed
with his back to the monument, and facing a file

of Republican soldiers, heroically meets his death,
thus adding one more victim to the horrors of
civil war.

SERVANT FROM THE COUNTRY.—In this pic-

ture story, Mary, the new maid, has just arrived
from th" country, as her appearance very plainly

Indies tes.

Everything is done to make her feel thoroughly
;it home and Mary soon enters into possession of
the premises.

Mr. Lawrence, the master of the house, wishing
lo treat his wife to a pleasant surprise, brings
hnme n live lobster to be cooked for supper.
Mary docs not feel kindly towards the enraged

crustacean, which approaches her with menacing
elaws outspread. She accordingly pitches it out
of the window.

This angers her employers, of course, but they
decide to overlook the offense, as servants are

scarce. Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence, having a box at

the theater, leave home after carefully instruct-

ing Mary to give a suit of clothes to the tailor to

lie pressed. They leave (he money with her to

pay for the work and tell her to be sure to get

a receipt from the tailor when he calls. Soon
a beggar knocks at the door. Mary mistakes
him for Ihc expected tailor, cives him the suit

nf clothes cud takes bis receipt. The beggar will-

ingly takes advantage of the girl's mistake and'

goes on his way rejoicing, taking with him a very
nice suit of clothes. Then the Lawrences come

discover what Mary has done, discharge her
anil vow they will never again engage a "servant
from the country."

SETTLED OUT OF COURT.—Statistics show that

one nut of every twelve married women in this

country cots divorced—truly a painful record. The
present film subject, however, shows that a tactful

lawyer can sometimes patch up a case and bring
back happiness to I he home which without his in-

tervention would have been broken up completely.
A beautiful young married lady goes to a prom-

inent divorce lawyer, slates her case and irets him
to rake it In hand. While she is telling her
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WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 16th

PATHE FRERES
Will Release the

FILM D'ART

CARMEN
By Prosper Merimee Length, 900 Feet

This gem of French literature has been set to

music by Bizet and the famous opera is familiar to

everyone. The fascinating Spanish girl in the

picture is ably supported by a remarkably clever

company of Film D'Art Actors.

CARMEN
Will compel the interest of the entire community
and will crowd every house where it is shown.

Insist Upon it at Your Exchange

PATHE FRERES
NEW YORK

41 West 23th Street

CHICAGO
35 Randolph Street

NEW ORLEANS
813 Union Street

Pacific Coast Agency—Turner & Dahnken, 136 Eddy Street,
San Francisco, Cal.

Get Your Posters from the A. B. C. Co., of Clevland, Ohio

COMING! COMING! COMINC!
THE PARIS FLOOD PICTURES—Watch for the Announcement

PITTSBURG McHENNA:

Renew Your Films

EXCHANGES!
Get your money out of your old

films by using our process

WE REMOVE
DIRT AND SCRATCHES
Send your old film to us that you

think is out of commission
and we will make it as

good as new.

WE
can do anything but put in new

sprocket holes.

OLD RELIABLE
FILM RENOVATING CO.

134 Lake Street, Chicago, HI.

J. S. SPEER.

Write for References jrom 60 Exchanges

X\I A MTPn Pathe's Hand Colored
VV/\iliCU Passion Play; also

other Religious film subjects and Religions

slides. Must be reasonable. Address

MAX
52634 Washington Street, Portland, Ort.

CHEAP
Steel Frama

Theatre Chairs

ABSOLUTELY

Non BREAKABLE
Suitable for small

theatres and MoTiog
Picture shows Wc
carry these chair* U
stock and can ahji
immediately.

Second Hand Chair*
Alto Seating; for Oat

of-Door Use.

Address Dept. W,
STEEL FURNITURE CO., Grand Rapids, Mick.

New York Offlee 150 Fifth Avenue

Boson Office: 224 Congress St., Boston, Mast.

NEW YORK
Did you ^et one of our

NEW CATALOGS?
Prepared especially for the man who wants

information concerning

Brass Railings, Picture
Easels, Grilles, Etc.

WRITE NOW TO

McKENNA BROS. BRASS CO.
1st Ave. and Ross Street

PITTSBURG
"It's the Front that

Attracts the Business"
238 Broadway
NEW YORK
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rievanees, a ring at the telephone calls the law-
er to the wire, and, to his astonishment, he is

quested by the young woman's husband to take
ire of his interests in a divorce case from the

dy sitting at that time in the lawyer's office.

n idea occurs to him. Ushering the lady into

room on the right of the office, the lawyer tele-

lones the husband to come at once to his office,

hen, on his arrival, he shows him into another
10m on the left. The lawyer lights a small
ove in his office in such a manner that it gives

f lots of smoke. Then he steps out of the office

ito the passage. Both husband and wife being
ttracted by the smell of smoke, rush into the
wyer's office and meet one another. Then ex-

lanations ensue and finally reconciliation. The
iwyer steps back into the office and gives the

>uple his congratulations on having "settled" the

ise "out of court."

KALEM MFG. CO.
THE FEUD.—Scene I.—Bud Morris Visits His

Sweetheart, Annabelle Sharp. It is Sunday after-

noon. Out in the barnyard of the Morris home. Bud,
the olde6t son, is hitching up his horse and buggy
preparatory to calling on his sweetheart, Anna-
belle Sharp, the daughter of their nearest neighbor.

Col. Morris, the father, a typical Southerner of the

old school, comes from the barn. He rallies Bud
about his sweetheart, although it is evident he is

pleased with Bud's choice. Over at the Sharp
it me, Major Sharp is enjoying a quiet Sunday
afternoon smoke, his son Jed lying at his feet,

when Bud arrives. Sharp calls his wife and Anna-
belle. Jed invites Bud to sit down while he is

waiting for Annabelle. Out of the house come
Arnabt'lle and her mother. Annabelle is dressed

»r a ride. The old man teases her and gently

ishes her towards Bud. As the two walk away
it is evident that the match is as agreeable to

the Sharp family as to the neighboring Morrises.

Through the gate to where his horse is tied come
Bud and Annabelle. As Bud is handing her into

the buggy he takes her in his arms and kisses her.

Scene II.—Old Man Morris Quarrels with Sharp
Over the Boundary.

Scene III.—The Feud Is Declared.

Scene IV.—Annabelle Ordered To Give Up Her
Bti •' t heart.

Scene V.—The Gun Fight at the Boundary Line.

Scene VI.—Annabelle Renounces Bud.
Scene VII.—Love Survives the Feud.
Scene VIII.—Annabelle Saves Bud.
Scene IX.—The Lovers Plan to Stop the Quarrel.

Scene X.—The Feud Is Ended. Sharp catches
-1- hi of Morris through the window of the store

[raws his gun. As Morris steps from the door

he is greeted with a shot. He hastily draws his

gnu. But he is only able to get one shot when the

pistol jams. He throws it to the ground and grasp-

ing his walking stick firmly in his hand rushes

towards the Major. The Major has exhausted his

pistol, As the two men are about to grapple Bud
and Annabelle rush in between them. The two

, at first pay no attention to the appeals but

soon their frenzied anger begins to cool. Now
tanabelle crosses over to the Colonel while Bud

I akes his appeal to the Major. The faces of the

two old men soften. Slowly a hand is extended

by each. As they meet. Bud takes Annabelle In

1 arms, tor both see the return of those happy
days when the ideal friendship of their two fam-
ilies was the boast of the entire neighborhood.

THE CONFEDERATE SPY.—A story of the Civil

War.
Scene I.—John Ward's Bride—The Home Coming.

It is the early Summer of 1837. Assembled along

the path leading down from the broad verandas of

comfortable old Southern home to the river Is

a group of negroes. They are the plantation slaves

waiting to welcome the new mistress. Happy, con-

tented and well cared for, they are as joyous and
as a bunch of school children just dismissed.

the house comes an old negro waving a cane
i" silence the crowd. It is Uncle Daniel to whom
all the administration of the estate is intrusted.

wing bim comes his young master, John Ward,
a i"i bis bride. Each woolly head bends submis-
sively as they pass. Now Uncle Daniel introduces

the new mistress and a shout of welcome is given
ti an accompaniment of glistening teeth and rolling

white eyes.
Scene II.—Three Years Later—John Ward Starts

tor the War.
Scene III.—The Guerrilla's Insult.

Scene IV.—The Guerrilla Takes Possession of the

Ward House.
Scene V.—Uncle Daniel Defends His Mistress.

Scene VI.—Mrs. Ward's Refuge—A Cabin in the

Forest.
Scene VII.—Lieut. Ward Starts on a Hazardous

Undertaking.
Scene VIII.—Ward Secures the Plans.

Scene IX.—Uncle Daniel Rescues His Master.

Scene X.—The Spy's Substitute.

Scene XI.—Uncle Daniel Delivers the Plans and
Brings Help in Time of Need. After many dis-

COuraglng efforts Unele Daniel makes bis way
li the swamps and deserted plantations and

manages finally to Btagger into the Confederate
quarters. He delivers the papers to the officer

Of the day. As the Officer is examining them the

; aeral rides up. One look at them shows him here

the plans they have been hoping and praying
Suspicious of a trap t lie general questions

Uncle Daniel. Uncle Daniel tells of Ward lying
wounded and destitute at the deserted cabin. The
general orders a squad to take provisions and march
to his aid. While they are forming Uncle Daniel
falls to his knees in thankfulness that his master
and mistress will soon be saved. Off he staggers,
followed by the relief squad.
Back to the cabin Uncle Daniel hurries as fast

as his feeble old limbs will carry him. He tells

Ward help is coming. In march the relief squad.
Ward's first words after saluting are of the plans.

The officer tells him they were delivered safely

by Uncle Daniel. Ward extends his hand to his
faithful old slave. As Uncle Daniel takes it hes-
itatingly Charlotte lays her own across their joined
hands. Brave old Uncle Daniel has been faithful
to his trust. Not only has he protected his mis-
tress hut he has saved his master's life and honor.
As Ward and his wife gaze on him affectionately
he murmurs gently, "It was for massa sake and
little missa."

PATHE FRERES.
COFFEE CULTURE.—These pictures were taken

in the Sunda Islands in the Malay Archipelago and
show successively the coffee plants and the natives
gathering the berries. Next the overseer examines
them as they are brought in and from him they pass
into the factory where they go through various pro-
cesses before being exposed to the sun to dry. Fin-
ally the sorting process is seen which is followed
by a pretty picture of a dainty girl yawning over
her book until stimulated by a cup of fragrant coffee.
DICK'S A WINNER.—Dick Tucker has gained

first prize, and at the annual prize distribution his
mother's face is wreathed in smiles. His aunt is no
less proud when Dick shows her the book that has
been presented to him, and, as a mark of apprecia-
tion, she gives him half a sovereign.
That half a sovereign just burns a hole in Dick's

pocket, and he hastens to spend it as quickly as
possible. A walking stick first captures his youth-
ful fancy; then he stuffs himself with bonbons, and
other delicacies. A purchase of cigarettes is the
next step on Dick's part, and as he sauuters along
swinging his cane, and emitting clouds of smoke, he
feels mightily pleased with himself. The sight of
a swing, as he passes through a fair, is irresistible,

however, and Dick seats himself in it, without re-

linquishing his cigarette. First attempts are usually
somewhat feeble ones, and Dick's endeavor to be
a man is no exception to the rule. A kindly po-
liceman leads him back to the bosom of Lis fam-
ily, where he is put to bed, and it is with an
expression of comical irony that his father picks
up his son's first prize and reads on the flyleaf:

"First Prize for Industry and Good Conduct Awarded
to Dick Tucker."

THE POSTMISTRESS.—The postoffice in a little

country town. The postmistress, a widow, lias

barely enough income to keep the little house to
gether and her curly headed child is ill. The poor
woman is in great distress because she cannot leave
her duties to go get the doctor and the child needs
immediate medical care. Finally the mail carrier
volunteers to go, but upon reaching the doctor's
office he is given a note which says the doctor will
not come until his former bill is settled.

In despair, the unhappy woman is driven to ex-
tremes and urged by the love of her only comfort—
her child—she takes enough money from the post-

office funds to pay the stony hearted old physician.
By dint of great economy, she thinks, she will pay
it back when the child is well.

Cruel fate seems to be against her, however, for

scarcely has she sent the money when a telegram
arrives announcing the fact that the government
postal inspector will arrive that day to audit her
accounts. Shortly after the inspector arrives and
the postmistress, lacking the courage to confess
runs up to sit by her sick child, while the inspector

seats himself before the open books to begin his

figuring which is bound to end in the discovery of

her theft.
Figure by figure, he checks over the accounts

until at last he finds the discrepancy. lie goes
over them again and again, hut the shortage is

there and cannot be overlooked. At first he is in-

dignant, hut when he entered the office he heard the

butcher claiming his due, the baker refusing to

deliver bread, and now the sound of the little child's

cough reaches him and it sets him thinking. Every-
thing points to dire distress and so, with the knowl-
edge that he was doing a good act, the kindly man
makes up the difference from his own pocket. Im-
agine the joy of the postmistress when he departs,

declaring that he has found no error in the accounts.

ROLLER SKATING IN AUSTRALIA.—Enthusias-

tic lovers of the latest craze will no doubt be

charmed to witness the prowess of the Australians

on the whizzing wheels. The hall in which the

views of our film have been taken appears to be

very decent one, and some of the skaters possess

no 'mean ahility in the performance of clever evolu-

tions, although, of course, none of them reaches the

standard of the world's champion roller skater, who
also appears on the floor. To those In the throes

of first strenuous endeavors to master the secret

of maintaining one's balance, the ease with which

Ihis gentleman carries out some astonishing long

jumps and other feats must be somewhat annoying,

but it's a capital performance to look at.

THE MODEL DRAMA.—Gerald Scrval, sculptor by

profession, is in despair. He is engaged upon the

figure of a female bather, and his work is at a

standstill for lack of a fitting model. Only a few
days remaiu before the last day of sending it in to

the Academy, and the triumph the sculptor hoped to

secure seems drifting from his reach.

A friend calls upon him and Gerald enlarges upon
his difficulty. His friend has the card of two models

named Frascola, father and daughter, in his pockeet

and Gerald, as a last resource, seeks them out. To
his boundless delight he finds in Leah, the daughter,

a young girl, graceful as a fawn, the perfect model
for his work and the sitting commences.
As the indistinct outlines of the rough, unfinished

statue take shape and form beneath the strong and

supple fingers of the sculptor, so the first feeling

of interest that the man feels in his model ripens

into a warmer sentiment, half unconsciously returned

by Leah.
The completion of the statue and the approach

of the hour for parting is the signal for a full con-

fession of love. Leah abandons her old father, a

true type of the sturdy Italian, and is scarcely

awakened from her dream of bliss by an angry

scene between the two men.
Four months later, Gerald's work has been ac-

cepted as the triumph of the year at the Academy,
and he and Leah receive the congratulations of their

friends as they wander through the crowded rooms,

hemmed in by a fashionable throng. Mingling in

the crowd, too, is Frascola, and as he approaches

the statue a feverish energy marks his movements.

Suddenly, before the bystanders can arrest his band,

he has raised a mallet, struck the statue from its

pedestal, and with heavy blows destroyed forever

the work of the man who has blighted his life.

A CRITICAL SITUATION.—Charles is bidding his

wife an affectionate good-bye preparatory to setting

out for a short bicycle run. The moment his back

is turned Percy calls, but the unexpected return

of the husband obliges the lady to hide her vis-

itor in the cupboard. Charles soon goes out again

and the prisoner is released. Catching up a white

stocking to wipe the perspiration from his brow,

he stuffs it in his pocket and takes his departure

for the nearest cafe to get a bracer. There he

meets Charles and another friend. To this latter

he recounts his adventure and both laugh heartily

at the joke. However, Percy is not to get off scot

free, for on his return home his wife finds the

stocking and naturally gives him a piece of her

mind. Percy thereupon sits down and writes a

note to his 'friend, asking him to get him out of

the scrape, and the friend shows the letter to

Charles, who volunteers to do the trick for him.

Charles accordingly calls upon Mrs. Percy with one

bare leg and narrates a story about her husband

having removed the stocking in the spirit of mis-

chief. Mrs. Percy calls attention to the fact that

his other stockiug is black aud Charles, picking up

the while hosiery to examine it, is horrified to find

that it belongs to bis wife.

ADAM II.—This remarkable ape, extraordinarily

human-like in its manners and ways, gives a splen-

did exhibition. When first seen Adam appears to

be in a rather morose mood in a chair. The weather

is so hot that at the suggestion of the professor

Salam removes his coat and gratefully accepts a

fan. The question of dinner is then discussed and

Adam focusses his attention on the bill of fare with

all the interest of an epicure. A bottle of wine is

shared by the two friends, the ape seeing to it

that lie gets his.

VJtei- dinner a game of cards, followed by a pipe,

with which we will leave him, although we have

described only a few of his many accomplishments.

IN ANCIENT GREECE.—In all the arts the an-

cient Greeks excelled and their statuary, their

music, their poetry, their dances, have remained

to subsequent generations a standard to be fol-

lowed and emulated. Terpsichore was the goddess

of the dance, and if we read our mythology aright

taught the poetry of motion to her devotees. To

all but a few who have made a study of Hellenic

dancing such grace of action, such lithesomeness

of body as was essential to the art when Grecian

beauties tripped lightly and rythmically over the

green sward, is impossible. Mesdemoiselles Napier-

kowska and Mary, however, are superb in an ex-

quisitely graceful ballet by Sacha Dezac, entitled

"In Ancient Greece." The dance is perfect and

the quality of the film is such that it is difficult

to believe' that the dancers do not themselves ap-

pear in the flesh before the eyes of the spectators,

instead of being a mere photographic reproduction

of their swaying rythmic movements.

THE BANDIT.—In a little out-of-the-way town, a

proclamation announces that a reward of 40.000 goll

pieces is offered for the body of the famous brigand,

Pastorello, who is secreted within the walls of the

town. Their cupidity aroused by the promise of so

large a reward, the inhabitants are soon on the

alert but the brigand passes unrecognized through

their midst and takes refuge in the home of a

widow. ... jj
Whilst lying on the bed she offers bim, he sudden-

ly hears beseeching words addressed by his hostess

to a second person, and, carefully listening, learns

that the widow is unable to pay her rent, which

the agent has come to collect. After her unwelcome

visitor's departure, the brigand consoles the weep-

in'- woman and gives her sufficient money to settle

the debt, counselling her at the same time to obtain

her receipt. The widow joyfully hurries out, prom-

ising to do as he bids her. but the landlord, un-

serupulous and hard, takes the money and retains

the receipt.
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URBAN-ECLIPSE.
(George Kleine.)

COALS OF FIRE—

A

;,i the
1 French border, is the

-led. Willi

dy fas-
clusting

ill i ii :i !"> en cottage, goes out to en-
tew penni - ing on his

dolln.

He attracting a crowd of peasants
entertaining them when a rough fellow

p '.'" :i male and after Bpeaking roughly to
r boy, cuffs liini cruelly. The peasants take

Ills part, chastise the muleteer and one of them, a
arted farmer, takes him by the hand, hears

about the poor, siek mother and accompanies the
child to the bedside Of his parent who, In the

i time, had passed away.
The peasant leads the child to his home where

uiputhollo wife adopts the little boy.
driver, who has not forgotten the rough

handling he received from the peasants for mistreat-
ing the child, now brings a barrel of gunpowder,
places It on the doorstep of the cottage where
the hoy Is living with his foster parents and sets
fire to a fuse to explode the powder and kill the
entire family. However, the fuse is not long
enough, so the gunpowder blows up prematurely,
totally blinding the muleteer, but doing no harm
to liis Intended victims. The wretched man sta~-

iway in agony. The child, aroused by the
Hows him to the brink of a precipice

over which the muleteer would have fallen, but
the boy seizes him just in time, leads him back to

ittage and by revealing his identity to him in
the presence of his foster parents, heaps "Coals
of Fire" upon bis head.

VENETIAN ISLES.—Beautiful Venice! How fa-
we all are with its mirror-like canals re-

flecting the bright blue sky and the brilliantly col-
ored red and yellow buildings with gaudy awnings
over the windows, picturesque balconies, masses Of
flowi rs growing in boxes and overhauling the silent
w:i terways.

A film properly portraying the exquisite charms
of this "fairy city" lias long been looked for but
until this present subject had been

|

m of our experts, no really satisfactory
motion picture of Venice had ever been made
The graceful gondolas propelled by swarthy gon-

standing in the stern and slowly driving them
rd with a single oar. so smoothly and evenly
lardly a ripple disturbs the surface. lend life

lovely scene, while on the landing places
e the picturesque women and children en-

gaged in various pursuits, always happy and In-
dustrious. •

The City of Venice is divided by its canals into
ess "islands" or isolated blocks of buildings

supported on piles and projecting over the water
and this fact has given rise to the pleasing title
of this dim, "Venetian Isles."

VITAGRAPH COMPANY.
CAUGHT IN HIS OWN TRAP.—A young girl is

-ought and courted by an ardent young lover of
-on,. .what insignificant type who is very objec-

tionable to her parents. They will have 'none of
him, notwithstanding the earnest pleadings of their
daughter in his behalf.

evening the old father takes a position in
'lie library adjoining the parlor, where the young
[overs ne courting, hoping to catch them making
ove "id finding some excuse to forbid the voung
man from coming to the house. After several un-

>nl attempts, he hits upon an idea to trap
them. He makes arrangements to have a larire
mirror placed in the hall wherein is reflected a full
view of the parlor, which he can plainly see from
the library.

The lovers, hi unions of this arrangement, are
in their accustomed places billing and cooing. The
father sees them in tin. mirror, rushes into the
parlor, tells them how he saw them and tells the
young man, "Begone." His sweetheart, in tears.
protests, hut her father is obdurate and thi
'"•ikes a hasty exit to escape the wratli of the

man.
Alone, the young girl does some thinking on her

Wll account, and. L-oing to the window, calls her
lover back and helps him in through the v

time thej do their sparking while keeping an
eye on the mirror. They detect the old man making
ove to the maid. He is iust in the act Of kissing
her when the lovers suddenly make their appear-
ance and threaten to tell his wife unless he con-

to their marriage.
At lids point his wife comes In and he i9

Obliged, in selfdefense, to consent aid at the same
time plead with his wife in their behalf. The

i hi'-i.'intly gives them his blessing, and the
mother grudgingly consents. Thus the trap which

ntleman's un-

THE SKELETON.—A learned p ' anat-

onan Iran,. cleg

with the skeleton carefully wrapped, he
id meditate in

Fie »tai again, absent-
tl D on the h.

_. espy the bnn-
nd,

their surprise, they decide to have some fun.
skeleton in bat,

• rs and lay it on a bench. "Clal : op"
and

drat 'on to the Btatii
-cant at the desk and other officers, upon the ar-
rival of "Clarence," go to assist him. and. when
they discover that lie has arrested a skeleton,

in terror. The the floor, .

up. takes off its clothes, folds them carefully, pi.

a chair, performs some remarkable stunts.
makes a haughty bow and, with dignified strides,

its departure.
In fear and trembling all the bravest and "the

urn to the station and try to recover their
nerve and composure, beads of cold sweat on their
brows and horror depicted on their faces.

TWELFTH NIGHT.—Viola and her twin brother
Sebastian, while on a sea voyage, are shipwrecked.
Viola is rescued and Sebastian is supposed to have

)i"-t. Among the wreckage on the coast Se-
bastian's trunk is found by Viola. When she "pens
it and sees her brother's clothing, she decides to

disguise herself as a boy. Learning that she is

within the realm of the young Duke Orsino. she
repairs to bis castle, where she is employed as his
page.
The Duke is apparently very much In love with

Olivia, n rich Countess. Nothing daunted. Viola
fills in love with the Duke, who adds to her dis-

comfiture by sending her, as his page, with a mes-
sage of love to Olivia. As soon as Olivia beholds
the handsome young page, she falls in love with
Viola, thinking that she is a boy. She presents the
page with a jewel, and later, through her pompous
steward. Maivollo. with a ring.

Sebastian, in search of his sister, meets V <

chance at the house of Olivia and the two are once
more united. Explanations follow, ami Olivia finds

it an easy matter to transfer her affections to Se-
- madly in love with Olivia.

Orsino finds Olivia in the embrace of Sebastian.
Viola now appears before the Duke as herself—

a

sweet and attractive girl. She tells him of her im-
personation of her brother and the page. Orsino
is so struck by her beauty and cleverness that he
declares his love for her and asks her to become
his wife. Each one comes into his own. "All's
well that ends well" and everybody is happy.
A delicate touch of comedy is introduced in this

play in the scene where Maria forces an affectionate
note to Malvollo, imitating Olivia's handwriting and

ding i!"' arrogant steward to believe the countess
in love with him. Malvolio is so puffed up and
elated when he cots the note that he cannot contain
himself, much to the amusement of Sir Toby. Maria
and Sir Andrew, who are watching him and greatly
enjoying the stroke.

THE PASSING SHADOW.—This picture gives us
a strong illustration of the man of iron will and
the unrelenting father whose pride will tolerate no
contradiction. He is determined upon having his
son marry a wealthy lady whom he has chosen for

The son wishes to marry the girl of his

choice, which he does against his father's wishes.
He is cast off by his father, who will have nothing
to .1" with him or bis wife.
The son bus a staunch friend and champion in

his young sister, who assists him in his poverty and
distress. She pleads with her father for her
brothel's recognition and reinstatement, but all to
no avail.

On Christmas I've we see (lie son. his wife and
in their humble home with slight evidences of
heir. He has a little money left and he de-

. to make his father a Christmas present. His
wife is delighted.
He buys the present and decides to go to his

father's home and leave it there under cover of
night. Reaching the old home, he lifts the library
window. He cannot resist entering the familiar
room, lie places on his father's desk the present
with its attached card:

dear old father even if he doesn't care for
me."

At this very moment his father, in another room.
probably trying to square his conscience with his

tyrannical nature and the rejection of his boy. hears
a noise, sei7.es a revolver and cautiously approaches
tie library, in which, in the dim light, lie sees a
m. in He raises his revolver and shoots. He
'phones for the police, -and. when they arrive and
pxat 'ostrate form of the supposed burglar.
the father discovers that he has shot his own son.

Surprise L'lvos way to anguish and despair. An
milance is called and his son is taken to the
itnl.

The .mi is now convalescent, and the father calls

"t the hospital to see him. Flo implores his •

forgiveness, takes his little grandchild from its

mother, who has just arrived on the scene, kisses

it. puts his arm around his daughter-in-law. lakes
her t" his bosom and promises to make amend!

iffering his harshness has caused them.

Independent Films.

INDEPENDENT M. P. CO.
THE BLIND MAN'S ACT.—Five days morel Only I

yslcian, and thi
who hi long a time been totally blind ,

will be able to take off the bandage, and Ik.

light world In fore him!
lie i- ' . his pretty daughter

tnplattng the glories of ;

Hi and when he will be able :•

she leaves him for a moment.

tiny, tiny little. He d! He
• laps his hands in Jpy ! He Bui
happy lnnr he remembers the admonishment of the I

doctor, not to remove the bandage for five days, [

l it.

it happens that about this time n burglar singles
the house nut for uis attentions, and i

ii red the parlor when he hears the sound of ap-
j

proacbing footsteps and conceals himself. It is
'

he blind man's daughter. She is not sure that she v

omebody moving about, but enters the
I

mom fearlessly, chiding herself that It Is only her I

imagination. The hidden man springs out. and at I

t of e. pistol she gives him all her valu- :

ables, begging him to go. But the blind father
j

nil some sounds and now enters the room.
|

Here ensues a marvelous effort on the part of the
girl to keep her father ignorant of the burglar's

. and the latter Eentleman gets much loot- I

Then he wants the s
;.f,_. opened. At the request of

hi- daughter the blind man directs her at the com-
bination, but now the key for the inner door it

|

reeded. The father turns to a drawer to get it.

but instead of the key there is a flash, and the
burglar drops his gun. wounded. The man before

|

him had seen everything, and had awaited his op- i

portunlty.

BROWN'S GOUTY FOOT.—Brown takes his dis-

abled member out to the park for an airing, and an
urchin with an imagination and execution worthy of
Holder aims, derides that Brown is resting too
ra-ily and proceeds to make things unpleasant for
both him and his foot. A tribute to bis success in

this undertaking is the fact that when Brou -

home bis wife does not recognize him. And that,
means a complete Job.

JUSTICE IN THE FAR NORTH.—There is

l- in her life worth, living for: young, pretty,
she is the wife of a vicious "Id gold prospector on

-ikon wastes of the frozen North: herj
Mt'c is one

I u of suffering a*id drudgery.
Istence with the prospector nothing but a

series of abuses and unjustified violences. In this}

first scene, in fact, he is hurling at her the victuale.

which she lias placed before him, and which do not
t.lease him. And this even though a friend, a
young man. is in the cabin visiting.
When the brute leaves the cabin the visitor can-

Ip but tell her of his sympathy, and with no
pretense at loving her. tells her that she can find

relief if she will flee with him: it is not the propo-
sition of a lover, but of a man. She feels that she
needs the protection he offers, and. after gathering

up her belongings, they both set out over the
Meal;, desolate snows, dragging a sled after them.
They come to the cabin of an Indian and prepare
to rest for the night.

The runaway wife, on stepping outside, is as-

tounded to behold the fitrure of her husband, drag-

ting a sled after him. plodding along on the trail.

Anxieusly she waits, and is relieved to see him
enter a deserted cabin close at hand. She makes
a resolve. She knows that if be sees her first it

her death, and sneaking hick into the cabin.

she takes the gun from her companion, who is

in his bunk, the Indian sleeping on the floor

to allow her the other bunk.
Straight to the deserted shack she goes, climbing'

in through a window. Her Nemesis is on the

floor: he draws, both fire: his hand is shattered;

another exchange, he is hit again. She goes hack
to the cabin, but her companion sees her and she

tearfully tells him all about it. the Indian listening.

Her husband, meanwhile, yelling for help, arouses

some men. who are soon listening to his accusation

of his wife's friend. The woman, summoned, pro-

tests. but the accused insists on shouldering the

blame, and is marched off to be hanged. But be-

fore the noose is tightened the irrim old Indian

tells what he knows. The man is liberated, siven

a "running chance" for life, and the sturdy settlers

of the Northland count the incident cl

The wife, returning to the cabin, realizes that
|

life is worthless to her. and is ahont to end it all

when the husband enters. The sight of the nistol

at her templi awaken his better self, anrt

the great light that is in all men's hearts, hut

burns only in some, flickers, brightens, the!

into full flame.

NEW YORK MOTION PICTURE CO.

THE TEN OF SPADES: OR. A WESTERN RAF-
FLE. Tim Havwanl -teals a horse from the ranch
of Franklin Edwards; upon discovery of tin

bery an exciting chase by the eowbovs '

When they capture Hayward the boys are al

"-trine him up." but Bob Churchill, a wealthy

attle buyer, intercedes for him and saves his life.

I'll, boys, showing their disgust, let him to-

ward, stepping forward to thank Churchill.
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a card, the ten of spades, from his pocket and
tearing it in lialf gives half to Churchill, who bids
him begone. As time has passed and the horse
stealing has been forgotten, Lucille Hayward,
daughter of Jim, is takiug her daily ride on her
favorite horse, when suddenly the horse becomes
unmanageable and the situation appears to be very
dangerous tor Miss Hayward, but just at the
criitcnl moment Bob Churchill comes to her aid
and stops tbe horse, whereupon they exchange cards
and depart on their ways, but not until "Master
Cupid" has fired his "darts of love." Again Jim
Hayward is at his old tricks, this time attempting
to rob the home of Bob Churchill, not knowing that
he is the man who once saved his life and has
since won tbe hand of his daughter. Upon being
discovered in the act of entering the house, a
fight takes place in which Churchill is felled to
the ground. Jim and his "pals" bind and gag
him carry him to an outhouse where they pro-
ceed to search him in quest of money. While Hay-
ward's "pals" are busy lighting a bomb so as to
eaiw an explosion and cover up the crime, Jim finds
the half of a card, the ten of spades, and at once
recognizes Bob as the man who years before had
saved his life. Without a second to lose, Jim rushes
in and rescues Churchill. Lucille, coming from the
house to learn the cause of the explosion, finds her
father begging forgiveness of Bob Churchill. Jim
seeing her takes her hand and places it in Bob's
saying, "Take care of her, my boy," and passes
Into the sleep eternal.

YOUNG DEEE'S GRATITUDE.—In this picture
Young Peer proves to us that an Indian never for-
gets a kindness done unto him. While roaming the
plains Young Deer comes to a cowboys' camp, begs
for some food hut is refused and ordered away from
the camp by the cowboys. One of the cowgirls
pities the poor Indian and gives bim something
to eat. Y'oung Deer, to show his gratitude, takes
off his necklace and gives it to her, which she
places on her little four-year-old daughter. A few
days later the cowgirl takes her little daughter for
her first horseback ride. After riding some distance
they stop at a stream to water the horse; the child
seeing some wild flowers, begs her mother to gather
some for her. While she is doing so two Indians,
who have been lurking along tbe banks of the
stream, steal the child and horse. Upon reaching
theii camp. Young Deer recognizes the necklace
and vows to return the child to its mother, writing
upon a piece of buckskin: "White squaw no bad
heart—me bring papoose to-night—when high moon-
Angel Gulch." Taking the horse which the In-
dians had stolen with the child, and tying the note
to its leg, Y'oung Deer drives him away, knowing
that he will return to the cowboys' camp. Young
Deer awaits until darkness has come upon the
camp and all is quiet. He softly steals from his
tepee to the one where the little child is hidden
and is just about to flee with her when he is
discovered by one of tbe Indians and a fierce en
counter takes place. Y'oung Deer, being the stronger
of tbe two, succeeds in getting away, but by this

. time the entire camp has been awakened and a
very exciting and thrilling chase follows, in which

. Y'oung Deer has some very trying adventures, but
>

finally restores the child safely in its mother's arms.

GREAT NORTHERN.
A WOMAN'S DESTINY.—This' story tells us of

young Mabel, a pretty but somewhat careless girl.
Whose one fault is that she is greatly in love with
Bob, a ne'er-do-well with no particular ambition.
11.' finds it easier to live on money obtained dis-

ly than that earned by work. Mabel is em-
ployed as a waitress and considerable money passes
through her hands. She assists her sweetheart in
many ways, but he is hard to please. In order
to satisfy his wants, he influences her to take a

from the pocket of a friend. Her conscience,
however, bothers her, and throwing the purse in
front of Bob, she runs away in despair. The purse
is afterwards found in his possession and he is

ed. Mabel, who cannot rid herself of hot-

guilty conscience, finally attempts to end her life.
A young doctor, out for a walk with his aged
mother, notices her and realizing her condition and

ig of her misery, induces her to go home with
und give up her suicidal ideas. She stays

witli these good people for some time, and the oh]
lady takes a liking to her to such an extent that
Mabel is asked to stay as her companion. A little

lie old lady is taken seriously ill, and cannot
1 On her death bed, she expresses the wish

that tier son marry Mabel, and this wish is duly
ted. The young couple begin life very hap-
Nothlng disturbs their happiness for the next

few years, when Mabel's happiness is suddenly
disturbed through Bob, who has been re-

1 from prison. He is determined to have his
;e, blaming Mabel for his long sentence which

1 had to serve. The first thing he does is to
her. In this he succeeds and In a brutal
quests her to leave Iter husband and go with

htm. She can only get rid of him by supplying
ilh money. Bob now sees that she is really
of him, and repeatedly asks her for money,
she gives him, he threatening that if she

refuses, to disclose her past. Mabel Is finally
driven to desperation by his persistency and, taking

Ir she knocks him senseless. Thinking that
committed n crime, she runs away to a park

and makes a second attempt on her life. Too late
she Is found by her husband, who cannot aid her.
She has suffered for the sins of her past life.

KALEM FILMS
Issues of February 9 and 11, 1910

The Confederate Spy
A Story of tKe Civil War

LENGTH 960 FEET

THIS WILL BE OUR BIC WEEK
We shall release THE CONFEDERATE SPY on February 9 and THE FEUD on February u, and

they are the two biggest sensations of the year—two stories of Intense passion, one detailing tbe horrors
of war and the other the vindictiveness of family quarrels in certain sections of the South.

THE CONFEDERATE SPY is a story of guerilla warfare, of a daring deed brought to a successful
issue, and of a loving wife protected from a deadly peril by. a faithful old slave.

The Feud
LENCTH 929 FEET

For sustained and thrilling excitement this beats the limit. Every scene has a situation to make an
audience quiver. Yet it comes to a happy ending through LOVE, the emotion that rules the world.

In these days of bad weather it takes grippy, intense pictures to draw the crowds. Here are two of

the best ever made. Remember the dates and book them from your exchange.

Great posters for both these features

made by the A. B.C. Co., of Cleveland, Ohio

KALEM CO., Inc.
Eastman Kodak Building

235-237-239 WEST 23rd STREET
NEW YORK CITY

LUBIN FILMS
RELEASED MONDAY, FEBRUARY 7, 1910

The Samaritan's Courtship
A comedy in which the good Samaritan is rewarded with the hand of the woman he assisted

when she found she had left her money at home and the train started in ten minutes, but as the
card he gave her was a blank one instead of one containing his address it was a long hunt and
provocative of many amusing complications. A rollicking little play cleverly acted in a series of
charming exteriors and convincing interiors. LENGTH, 865 FEET.

RELEASED MONDAY, FEBRUARY 10, 1910

Celestial Vengeance
A striking title for a striking tragi-comedy. A clubman whose story of bravery bores his

fellows through frequent repetition, proves his courage by going to Chinatown and stealing a god
from a household altar. It is returned to the owner, but unfortunately the package has been
dropped and the head is broken from the idol, while a business card on which the address was
written gives t lie Celestial a clue. lie Btarts B limit for his man and—well, the finish is too good
to be given away in advance. You cannot afford to let this get past you. The really novel is

what attracts, and this is novel. LENGTH, 840 FEET.

Send for catalogue of our 1910 machine

LUBIN MANUFACTURING COMPANY 926-928 MARKET STREET
PHILADELPHIA. PA.

Watch for the Big Release of FEBRUARY 17th
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ECLAIR. LICENSED FILMS.
THE SERUM ANTIDOTE.—The first scene shows

Dr. Hull, a noted scientist, and Ms assistant, Fritz,

experimenting In the scientist's laboratory. The
Doctor is engaged In working onl an antidote for

the serpent's venom. Tne iclentlst leaves his

laborat Istant to coutlnue the
experiments during bl

'i in- dlately sets to work to con-

ceive a plan by wbicb be may i>" avenged upon
his enemy. lie knows thai the Doctor's experi-

ment baa failed; in 1 thi ala into the labor-

atory by night, where, "i course, be Bndi the rab-

bits wblcb have been bitten by th< bra and then
Inoculated I tor's new antidote, lying

dead in their -
: i ^ < b the experiment has certainly

(ailed. Then the assistant substitutes a live rabbit

tor a dead one which be puts In his pocket to take
away, for If the Doctor in the morning finds that

a rabbll Is living, be will believe that it has been
UVed by his Invention and will believe he has suc-

ceeded, lb- (tiie Doctor) will then announce bis

discover} to the world, and will be invited to give
a demonstration of his wonderful antidote. He
will, of course, fail in the demonstration and be
disgraced before the whole world, and the assistant
will bave bis revenge. However, just as the as-

sistant is about i<' leave the laboratory, he passes
too near the cage containing the deadly cobras,
and erne of theni leaps up and bites him on the arm.
The base man then rushes screaming from the
laboratory, but before he reaches the street door,
lie falls tainting to the ground. He is discovered
later In this condition by the Doctor, who takes
pity on him, carries him back to his laboratory,
and seeing one of the rabbits alive, thinks his
experiment has succeeded, and joyfully prepares to

administer the antidote to his late assistant In

order to save bis life. However, the assistant in

the knowledge of the evil deception he has per-

petrated, knows that he must (lie. He, therefore.

In his last agony confesses everything, and im-
plores forgiveness—and dies.

A BOOTBLACK'S DAILY LABOR IN ALGIERS.
—With curiosity and idle Interest we follow the
well known little "Ciri" during one of the care-

free days of his easy-going Algierlan life. We find

him first, early in the morning at the harbor watch-
ing the arrival of the ships, bustling here and
there gleaning his meagre earnings as he can. We
find him making his way among the narrow pic-

turesque lanes of ancient Algiers, and at the various
quaint old market places. We see him lounging in

the afternoon about the public gardens, mingling
with his kind, playing the customary games, ever
upholding his own among his comrades; always gay
and careless, quick to take advantage of any
favorable opportunity which may present itself; we
find in him a wonderful capacity for the enjoyment
of whatever good fortune may befall him, and as
wonderful an aptitude of making the best of all

things. We follow him, at the close of the day,
hack to the wharves, where he makes his bed, fall-

ing to sleep as peaceful and undisturbed as are his

waking hours.

A. G. WHYTE.
THE MOUNTAINEER: A Tale of Kentucky-

Kentucky in all its picturesque beauty is probably
one of the greatest law7 States of our republic, yet
back in the heart of the mountains we find the
primitive, simple folk, who know no law but that
of right and justice. What they have, God has
given them. What God has given them they lay

down their lives to hold. Small wonder then that
Lent Hardon swore to make Jack Thorne answer
with his life for coining between Beth Stivers and
himself. The mountain man invariably regards the
valley man with suspicion and distrust, and Jack
Thorne was a valley man, while he and Beth were
mountain folk. God had intended this woman for

him and he meant to hold his own. He had watched
their many meetings with gathering wrath, but to-

day Jack had dared kiss Beth. Lem took careful
aim at his rival's head. when, all unconscious Of
the dancer that threatened her sweetheart. Beth
stepped between Jack and the gun. Perhaps it was
better so, although undeserving be would challenge
Jack, but Beth would have none of it, and sternly
commanded Lent to depart.
With happy eyes. Beth stood watching her lover

until he disappeared, when suddenly she beheld I.em
making his way down the mountain side. Instantly

Bhe knew what it meant; it was useless to call him
now, hut with the blind hope that she might over-

take him. she ran wildly down the mountain.
I.em had overtaken his rival and hound his feet

to a tree, then tying his head to a boulder, he poised
It In the air to dash over the precipice, when Beth
reached them. Quick as a Bash, she cut the rope
with her knife. 1 1. not having heard her ap-
proach, rushed no the mountain.
A year later Lent enters Jack's home to he re-

venged, but the si^-ht that met his eyes no man
could withstand and harbor murder in his heart

—

the happy, Innocent face of a tiny babe, it was her
baby. Jack Thorne had made her his wife, and he.

I.cm. had been wrong. Cod had lawfully given her
to another. I.etn Bed to the rock where Beth and
Jack hail plighted their troth, and there, humble
and repentant, asked forgiveness and guidance of
his Maker.

BIOGRAPH COMPANY.
Feet

Jan. 3—The Rocky Road (Dr.) 090
Jan. 6—The Dancing Girl of Butte (Dr.) 984
Jan. 10—Her Terrible Ordeal (Dr.) 952
Jan. 18—All on Account of the Milk (Dr.) 989
Jan 17— (in the Keef (Dr.) 988
Jan. 20—The Call (Dr.) 989
,|.,„. 24—The Honor of His Family (Dr.) 988
Jan. 27—The Last Deal (Dr.) 991
Jan. 81—The Cloister's Touch fj>r.) 993
Feb. 8—The WKman from Mellon's (Dr.) 988

Feb. 7 The Course of True Love (Dr.) 987
Feb. 10—The Duke's Plan (Dr.) 'JS5

EDISON MEG. CO.

Jan. 21—The Luck of Roaring Camp (Dr.) 490
Jan. 25—A Woman's Strategy (Dr.) 975
Jan. 28—A Georgia Possum Hunt (Des.) HO
Jan. 28—The Skippers Yarn (Dr.) 850
Feb. 1—The Japanese Peach I'.oy (Fairy Story).040
Feb. 4—His Just Deserts (Dr.) 330
Feb. 4—The Surprise Party (Com.

)

330
Feb. 4—The Had Man from Riley's Gulch

(Com. ) 315
Feb. S—The Livingston Case (Dr.) 995
Feb. 11—An Equine Hero (Edu.) 725
Feb. 11—A Queen of the Burlesque (Com.) 200
Feb. 15—The President's Special (Dr.) 950
Feb. 18—The Miniature 725
Feb. 18—A Trip to Mars (Scenic) 265

ESSANAY FILM MEG. CO.

Jan. 12—Electric Insoles (Com.) 502
Jan. 12—The Old Maid and the Burglar (Com.). 498
Jan. 15—Review of U. S. Troops, Fort Leaven-

worth (Scenic) 1000
Jan. 12—Home of the Gypsies (Scenic) 321
Jan. 19—The Coast Guard (Dr.) 747
Jan. 19—Riva, Austria, and the Lake of Garda

(Scenic) 204
Jan. 20—Tommy in Dreamland (Com.) 491
Jan. 20—The Lass Who Loved a Sailor (Dr.)... 417
Feb. 2—Sheltered in the Woods (Dr.) 806
Feb. 2—The Might of the Waters (Sc.) 167
Feb. 9—The Price of Fame (Dr.) 1000
Feb. 12—Western Chivalry (Com.) 568
Feb. 12—Bitter-Sweet (Com.) 450

KALEM CO.

Jan. 7—The Deacon's Daughter (Dr.) 950
Jan. 14—The Romance of a Trained Nurse (Dr.)
Jan. 21—The Magic Flower (Fairy Tale)
Jan. 2S—The Man Who Lost (Dr.) 930
Feb. 2—The Step-mother (Dr.) 980
Feb. 4—The Little Old Men of the Woods

(Fairy Story) 945
Feb. 9—The Confederate Spy (Dr.) 960
Feb. 11—The Feud (Dr.) 925

LUBIN MANUFACTURING COMPANY.

Jan. 13—He Joined the Frat (Com.) 300
Jan. 17—He Got Rid of the Moths (Com.) 540
Jan. 17—A Slippery Day (Com.) 320
Jan. 20—The Usurper (Dr.) 905
Jan. 24—Cupid, D.D.S. (Com.) 356
Jan. 24—Adoring an Ad. (Dr.) 515
Jan. 27—Marble Quarrying in Tennessee (In-

dustrial) 441
Jan. 27—The Flirto-Maniac (Com.) 420
Jan. 31—Bill's Boots (Com.) 245
Jan. 31—Too Much Protection (Com.) GOO
Feb. 3—Sentimental Sam (Com.) 300
Feb. 3—It Might Have Been (Com.) 5S5
Jan. 19—Won by a Holdup (Com.) 629
Jan. 19—Flower Parade at Pasadena, Cal 292
Jan. 22—The Confession (Dr.) 900
Jan. 26—The Modern Messenger Boy (Com.)... 945
Jan. 29—An Outlaw's Sacrifice (Dr.) 996
Feb. 2—The Wrong Man (Com.) 554
Feb. 2—A Voice from the Fireplace (Dr.) 486
Feb. 5—Sensational Logging (Scenic) 1000
Feb. 7—The Samaritan's Courtship (Com.) . . . .SG5

Feb. 10—Celestial Vengeance (Dr.) 840

GAUMONT.

(Goorg* Kleina.)

Jan. IS—Fatal Fascination (Dr.) 580
Jan. 18—Getting Square with the Inventor (C.).393
Jan. 22—Swallowed by the Deep (Dr.) 977
Jan. 25—The Price of Patriotism (Dr.) 574
Jan. 25—Sea Side Adventures at Home (Com.). 371
Jan. 29—The Great Divide (Dr.) 741
Jan. 29—Wild Waves at St. Jean de Lux

(Scenic) 243
Feb. 1—The Golden Lily (Dr.) 702
Feb. 1—Ascending the Jura Mountains (Sc.)..-253
I'eb. 5—Civil War (Dr.) 040
Feb. 8—Servant from the Country (Com.) 508
Feb. 8—Settled Out of Court (Dr.) 413
Feb. 12—A I'.ag Race (Com.) 197
Feb. 12—The Gambler's Doom (Dr.) S06

URBAN-ECLIPSE.

(George Klein*.

)

Jan. 12—True to Ills Oath (Dr.) 072
Feb. 9—Coals of Fire (Dr.) 072

Feb. II—Venetian Isles (Sc.) 263

Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
1'. b.

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

Feb.
Feb.
lob.

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Fez.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

PATHE FRERES.
31—Coffee Culture (Indus.)
31—Dick's a Winner (Com.) 453
2—The Postmistress (Dr.) 918
4—Roller Skating In Australia (Sc.) 206
4—The Model Drama (Dr.) 718
5—A Critical situation (Com.) B9l
5—Adam II.—Miscellaneous (Edu.)..
7—The Bandit (Dr.)

7—The Two Baffles (Com.)
'.)—Cora, the Contraband's Daughter (D
9—In Ancient Greece (Rallet) 410

11—The Troubadour (Com.)
U—Before and After (Coin.)

12—The Jockey (Dr.)
12—The Foot Juggler (Acrobatic) 157

SELIG POLYSCOPE CO.

24—The Ranch King's Daughter (Dr.) 700
24—An Afternoon Off (Com.) 300
27—The Devil, the Servant and the Man
31—Shooting an Oil Well (Industrial) .. .715
31—Our German Cousin (Com. j 2M
3—Politics (Dr.) 1000'

10—In the Shadow of Mt. Shasta (Dr.
I

7— In the Serpent's Power (Dr.) 1000
14—The Roman (Dr.) 1000

17—The Girls of the Range (Dr.)

TITAGRAPH COMPANY.
8—Richelieu, or the Conspiracy (Dr.)... 992

11—Call Boy's Vengeance (Com.) 320

11—The Old Maid's Valentine (Com.)
15—A Sister's Sacrifice (Dr.) 97«
18—The Toymaker's Secret (Dr.)
22—A Pair of Schemers (Com.) 743

22—Five Minutes to Twelve (Com.) 162

25—The Life of Moses. Part 3 (Dr.) 071
29—The Girl and the Judge (Dr.) 980
1—Caught In His Own Trap (Com.)...
1—The Skeleton (Com.) 440
5—Twelfth Night (Dr.) 970
8—The Passing Shadow (Dr.) 996'

12—The Life of Moses, Part IV. (Dr.)....959

THIS WEEK'S PROGRAM OF LICENSED FILMS.

Monday, February 7.

Biograph—The Course of True Love (Dr.) 987 ft.

Lubin—Celestial Vengeance (Dr.) 840 ft.

Pathe—The Bandit (Dr.) 394 ft.

Pathe—The Two Raffles (Com

)

594 ft.

Selig—In the Serpent's Power (Dr.) 1000 ft.

Tuesday, February 8.

Vitagraph—The Passing Shadow (Dr.) 996 ft.

Gaumont—Servant From the Country (Com.)..50S ft.

Gaumont—Settled Out of Court (Dr.) 413 ft.

Edison—The Livingston Case (Dr.

)

995 ft.

Wednesday, February 9.

Pathe—Cora, the Contraband's Daughter (Dr.). 507 ft.

Pathe—In Ancient Greece (Ballet) 410 ft.

Kalem—The Confederate Spy (Dr.) 960 ft.

Essanay—The Price of Fame (Dr.) 100b ft.

Urban—Coals of Fire (Dr.) 672 ft.

Urban—Venetian Isles (Scenic) 263 ft.

Thursday, February 10.

Selig—In the Shadow of Mt. Shasta (Dr.).. 1000 ft.

Lubin—Celestial Vengeance (Dr.) 840 ft.

Biograph—The Duke's Plan (Dr.) 985 ft.

Friday, February 11.

Edison—An Equine Hero (Educational) 725 ft.

Edison—A Queen of the Burlesque (Com.)...260 ft.

Pathe—The Tronbadour (Com.) 501 ft.

Pathe—Before and After (Com.) 430 ft.

Kalem—The Feud (Dr.

)

925 ft.

Saturday, February 12.

Pathe—The Jockey (Dr.) 840 ft.

Pathe—The Foot Juggler (Acrobatic) 157 ft.

Essanay—Western Chivalry (Com.

)

,i

Essanay—Bitter-Sweet (Com.) 450 ft.

Vitagraph—The Life of Moses (Part IV.)

(Dr.) 955 ft.

Gaumont

—

a Dag Race (Com.) 197 ft.

Gaumont—The Gambler's Doom (Dr.) 806 ft.

Folding and Assembly Chairs

Most popular pi iced chairs on the market for

picture show use

Prompt Shipments. Write for Catalogue

PEAB0DY SCHOOL FURNITURE CO.

NORTH MANCHESTER, - - - INDIANA
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Essanay Films
J. ,JjfaC
fi:tW^
y *^y§||

RELEASE OF WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 9

THE PRICE OF FAME
This big Essanay dramatic film is one of the best of recent releases. It is a

chapter in the life of a great musical composer, who is still living. The main
incidents are true. The length is approximately 1,000 feet.

RELEASE of SATURDAY, FEB. I 2

BITTER-
SWEET

The Price of Fame A pretty little comedy of domestic
life. Full of laughter and a few

stray tears. The length is approximately 450.

WESTERN CHIVALRY
A clean cut Western comedy, "Made in the West." Immense! Released

with "Bitter-Sweet." Length, approximately. 568 feet.

ORDER ESSANAY POSIERS! WRITE FOR " THE ESSANAY GLIDE " Bitter-Sweet

Essanay Film AVfg., Go.
FACTORY and STUDIOS 1333 ARGYLE ST. - OFFICE 435 NORTH CLARK ST.

CHICAGO and LONDON, 5 NEW COMPTON ST. W.C.

The Truth About Current Savers
ALMOST THREE TEARS AGO when you had to pay two-thirds more for electric current to operate

your moving picture lamp with the hot, wasteful and tronblesome rheostat, I got busy inventing the

HALLBERG ECONOMIZER
TO SAVE YOU MONEY

JUST TWO TEARS AGO this month, my first ad. appeared in the MOVING PICTURE
journals advertising that I had the "HALLBERG" Automatic Electric Economizer for delivery, and I

made the statement that I would give you 50 Amperes at the arc with only 15 Ampere line fuses on 220
volt circuit and 25 Ampere fuses on 110 volts. Some people tried to discredit my statement, and there
was considerable controversy in the press, which you will remember.

TO-DAY
EVERTBODT KNOWS that I was right, and all manufucturers of any account have copied, as

near as possible, without infringing, the "HALLBERG" Economizer, but I still claim to save more
current than any of my competitors, and I positively give 20 to 30 per cent better light, and that is what you are after.

I BUILD

the Economizer for Direct

Current as well as Alterna-

ting, and will make an

allowance In trade (or your

old current saver.

HERE IS A PROOF
Archbald, Pa., Oct. 31, 1909.

Mr. J. H. HALLBERG.
Dear Sir:—Since instilling the "HALLBERG" Automatic Electric Economizer, the

illumination is 100 per cent brighter on the screen. Last evening an exhibitor from a
neighboring town visited our theatre, and almost the first question was "where do you get

ill the light? " tie is uslnn an economy coll of another make but confessed that we are getting far

better results with y»ur machine. I regard the purchase of your Economizer as the very best
investment we have made, as our patrons continually comment upon the brightness of our
pictures compared with those 1 hown In other places. Ycurs very truly,

LYRIC AMUSEMENT CO.,
Richard F. Foote, Mgr.

J. H. HALLBERG
28 Greenwich Ave. New York

DON'T FAIL

to inquire about my Flicker-

less moving picture ma-

chines and other Important

Specialties.

Write for Free Booklet

No. W—16
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JCENERY fREE

... For Moving ...

Picture Theatres
For FULL INFORMATION, HOW TO GET FREE
SCENKRY-a complete [set front TORMFNTOS,
FANCY DRAPERY and one or two LEG DROPS, ac-

cording to depth of your stage, and Back Drop represent-

ing a GARDEN SCENE, with BRICK WALL, showing

spaces for ADVERTISEMENTS of LOCAL STORES
near your PICTURE THEATRE. Write at once.

COPY THE FOLLOWING FORM and mail it to us.

.'•'eet I-'eet

Inside Measurements of your Picture Frame, - - x

Size of your Picture Sheet, x

Distance from Picture Frame to Back Wall - - • x

Distance from Side Wall to Side Wall, Back of Frame, x

Height from Stage Floor to Ceiling, - - - - x

TURNER COMPANY
Scenic and Theatric .Studio

552 7th Avenue New YorK
M . P. MEN.-You Have to put on Vaudeville

Act. or lose money

MAKE A NOTE OF IT

No matter how particular or cranky your

patronage may be

Our Premier
Film Service

Will Fill the Bill

The Licensed Mfgrs. skill is shown in every

subject—they differ from the ordinary Indepen-

dent subjects in many respects and by install-

ing our PREMIER SERVICE—you are guar-

anteed of a better and healthier business.

The Pittsburg' Calcium

Light *& Film Company
Pittsburg, Pa. Dei Moines, la. Rochester, N. Y.

Wilke* Barre, Pa. Clnclnaatl, Ohio.

Omaha. Neb.

EXECTRA

ink Label

•TRADE MARK-

CARBONS
Superior to all other Carbons

on the market

WHY experiment with other
Carbons, when the HIGHEST
GRADE ELECTRA CARBONS
can be had at reasonable prices
from the

SOLE IMPORTER

HUGO RELSINGER
11 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

V
YOU ISE DEVELOPER

OF COURSE

—

HOW ABOUT

"AGFA"«METOL
"AGFA"-HYDROKINONE
"AGFA"--PYRO

"AGFA'-PARAMIDOPHENOL

Also Most Complete Line of Aniline Dyes

For Film Coloring—Ask About It

BERLIN ANILINE WORKS
213-215 Water Street New YorK
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INDEPENDENT FILMS
LUX FILMS.

Jan. 26—He Would Be an Acrobat
Jan. 26—Uncle Learns to Hypnotize '"!?>%
Feb. 2-Hamlet , ^
Feb. 9—Pirate's Fiancee ""I'.'s
Feb. 9—The Consequence of a Nod.......'.

.jji

.4S8

GREAT NORTHERN FILM CO.
Jan. 22—Anarchists on Board (Dr.)
Jan. 29—The Mystery of the Lama Convent (Dr jFeb. 5—A Woman's Destiny (Dr.). 7<„
Feb. 5—The Foxy Soldiers (Com.). '"««
Fit. 1£—iN;ver Again (Dr ) . .

''

i
:

Feb. 12—Worried to Death (Cum.) ..!.'.. .jso

'IMP,

INDEPENDENT MOVING PICTURES COMPANY
OF AMERICA.

Jan. 10—Right of Love 975
Jan. 17—The Tide of Fortune ...'.......'. .975
Jan. 24—Never Again (Com.) !!!!!!!! 615
Jan. 24—A Rose of the Philippines (Dr. j

'.

.

'.'. '.

'. !o85
Jan. 31—A Coquette's Suitors (Com.) fi50
Jan. 31—Sports in the Snow (Sc.) ....950
Feb. 7—Justice in the Far North (Dr 1 050
Feb. 14—The Blind Man's Tact (Dr.) V.o
Feb. 14—Brown's Gouty Foot (Com.).. 300

Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

NEW YORK MOTION PICTURE CO.
18—A Cowboy's Reward (Dr.)
21—Romany Rob's Revenge (Dr.) ...
25—A Romance of the Prairie (Bison).!! 950
28—His Imaginary Crime (Bison) 930
1—By His Own Hand (Dr.)
4—The Female Bandit (Dr.)
11—Young Deer's Gratitude (Dr.)...!
8—Ten of Spades (Dr. )

ITALA.
(By N. Y. M. P. Co.)

12—Episode of Napoleon's War with Spain. 800
22—There Are Some Ghosts 400
22—The Tempting Collar G00
29—The Timid One 550
29—A Good Winning 430
5—Love and Treason 1000
12—Foolshead Receives (Com. )

12—Foolshead Preaches Temperance (Com.)

AMBROSIO.
(By N. Y. M. P. Co.)

15—The Son of the Wilderness 925
19—Pauli 700
19—Italian Artillery 300
2G—The Last Keepsake . ,600
26—A Choice Policeman 400
2—Hero and Leander 850
9—The Longing for Goal (Dr.)
o—The Strongest (Dr.)

ECLAIR COMPANY.
Feb. 7 -The Child with the Dancing Jack (C.).480
Feb. 7— Mr. Giddy's Revenge (Com.) 400
Feb. 14 A Bootblack's Daily Labor in Al-

giers (Sc)
Feb. 14 -The Sit Dr. 1

INDEPENDENT FILMS.
The following films have been released by The

Empire Film Company, 150 Bast 14th St.. corner
Third Ave.. New York.

Jan. 26

—

Artist's Inspiration (Actophone) 980
Jan. 26—Last Keepsake (Ambrosio) 575
Tan. 26—Choice Policeman (Ambrosio) 455
Jan. 26—Athlete of a New Kind 268
Jan. 26—Angler mid (he Cyclist 383
Jan. 26—Walkaway's New Knots 365
Jan. 20—Lyvenemupp's Elixir 293

Jan. 27 -Uncle Learns to Hypnotize (Lux) 498

Jan. 27—Ho Would Be an Acrobat (Lux) 488

Jan. 27—Ordeal of Bonehead (Centaur) 1013

Jan. 28—His Imaginary Crime (Bison) 99]

tan. 28 The Wonderful Pearl 780

Jan. 'jo The Mystery of Lama Conveni (G.N. ). 1090

fan. 29—The Timid One (Itala) 60S

Ian. 29 -A Good Winning (Itala) 326

Jan. 29 Tale of Colonial Days (Pantograph) .. .895

Jan. 31—A Coquette's Suitors (Imp) G50

Jan. .'II -Sports i 11 the Snow (Imp) :;""

l'oi, I—The Female Bandit (Bison) 1000

Fei,. 1; - Hero and Leander (Ambrosio) s -<>

Feb. 2 Clown's Big Moment (Actophone)... .1000

Feb. 3—Hamlet, 1'rince of Denmark (Lux). 950

Feb. 3 Justice (Centaur) 960

Keli. I Strike Instigator (Cines) 600

Feb. I Winter Days In Sweden (Hepwortu) . . .310

Feb. 1-Jlv His Own Hand (Bison) I

CALEHUFF
A rieuber of the

FILM SERVICE ASSOCIATION
Headquarter* for only the belt of latest

FILMS and SONG SLIDES. No junk.

MACHINES, SUPPLIES, Etc.

LATEST SONG SLIDES
$5.00 per set

N. E. Cor. 4th & Green Streets,

PHILADELPHIA. PA.

"TITLE POSTERS"
Are THE Thing for Advertising

MOVING PICTURES
They cost 5c each or by mail 6c. The

full service of one poster for every licensed
subject released for a month costs only
$7.50 including prepaid delivery charges.

Free Sample for the Ashing

TITLE POSTER CO.
231-233 Bowery, New York
A Poster for Every Pictui

WHY NOT LEARN
MOVING
QPERATIH
Taylor's Method

(Licensed School)

51.W.28^ST#wK
T£L ft?1405. HitSo

Class meets every morning and afternoon
with F. H. Richardson of Chicago, as
chief instructor. Evening classes meet
every Monday, Wednesday and Friday.
Complete course $15. We positively guar-
antee you a #15 positionn We are selling

agents for the American Moving Picture
machine, and have a second hand Edison
machine in A No 1 condition, at one half

of the original cost.

F. C. TAYLOR
51 West 28th Street. New York, N. Y.

FOLDING

CHAIRS
For Meviog Picture Shown
Grand Standi. Assembly
Halls, etc. la section! II

wanted.

Write for Catalog No. 2.

The Kauffman Manufacturing Co.
ASHLAND, OHIO

EXHIBITORS

!

ATTENTION

!

Do you wish an Exclusive Indepen-
dent Film Service, free from Re-
peaters, Rain-Storms and Junk
films? If so, write us to-day, and
get full particulars of our Moderate
price, Guaranteed Anti-Rain Storm,
strictly INDEPENDENT, film ser-

vice. Remember, we guarantee
strictly Independent films, not old
Association Junk, as we have regular
releases with all leading American,
and best of Foreign film manufac-
turers. We give a better service than
is promised. Write to-day.

THE BUCKEYE FILM &
PROJECTING CO. (Inc.)

309-311 Arcade Building, Dayton, Ohio

Have you investigated the
Wurlitzer PianOrchestra ?

The leading Nickelodeons are
putting in this marvelous Automatic
Orchestra. It furnishes better music
than a regular orchestra of 5 to 25
pieces, is always "on the job," and
cuts out the enormous expense of mu-
sicians. The money saved pays rent.

Easy terms, less than paid to musicians.
Wo supply the I'. S. Gov't, ui'h muMcal
Instruments. Write for big 96-page catalog
& testimonial booklet showing Wurlitzer
PianOrchestras iu leading Nickelodeons.

%* Rudolph WbiunzER (b
World's Largest Mfrs. Automatic Mas. Instfi.

NEW TORE CINCINNATI OH 10 AGO
25-27 W, 32d 117-121 E. 4th 266-268 Wabash

WANTED TO BUY 1'atlie Freres Passion Play.
Must be In A-l condition and .heap. Address I III:

HIGHLANDS COMPANY, T. D. Smith, Mgr., War
rensburg, Mo.

Open Twenty-Four Hours Every Day—'Write, Call, Wire or Phot e An> Hour, Day or Night
IT W aTaT^'T'D ¥**"* THITATUr <iTTPPI Y CO Jnr The Homi of Good rUm SsrvlcLLtt/ 1 tVHw- 1 IlL/Vl WS.ML, O \JrMr *_• I l/U., InC. The Birthplace of Original Ideas

bVSSvi1»
1llT^u^ t

£^h
N
ibt«

d
o
e
r1 44 N. Tenth Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

We have every subject issued by the Licensed Manufacurera

MOTIO JRAPH, PATHB FRERES, POWER'S, EDISON and LUBIN MACHINES. HALLBERO ECONOMIZERS and PARTS ALWAYS ON HAND
Write for our new proposition :—Supplying two customers in the same town each with twelve reels a week, keeping each one's supply away from the other, and

no repeaters to either
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Mamma Ten
Percent is

Dying, Boys!

Poor Old Mamma Ten Per-
cent is on her last legs. So many
exhibitors have turned Independent
that she is broken hearted. She
worked beautifully until I told her
secret, and then she began to give way at

the knees. Exhibitors everywhere are sett-

ing up such an everlasting howl against
paying a ten percent penalty for the doubt-
ful privilege of switching their business from
one to another licensed exchange, that the
exchange folks are fighting each other. Some want
to drop the penalty. Others don't. But I have it

from an honest source that within thirty days, or
less. Old Mamma Ten Percent will kick the bucket,
fly the coop, cash in, croak, shuffle off, breathe her
last, turn up her toes and die. Old Doctor Laemmle
gave her an overdose of exposure. If there's any-
thing else I can do to help the exhibitor get a square
deal, let me know. Meanwhile I'm still doing busi-
ness at the old stand with all the new Independent
films. Shed a crocodile tear for poor old Maw Ten
Percent and drop me a note.

CARL LAEMMLE, President

THE LAEMMLE FILM SERVICE
Headquarters

196-198 LaKe Street Chicago
Minneapolis, Portland, Omaha, Salt Lake City, Evansvllle

(Canadian Office in Montreal)

The biggest and best film renter in the world

UNIFORMS
If You Want to Improve the

Appearance of Tour Theatre

Uniform Your Attendants

IT PAYS

Send for Catalogue of the Latest Uniforms and

Caps for Moving Picture Theatres

S. VORNOST
109 Randolph Street

Suite 913-915 Chicago, 111.

CAPS
LECTURES

on Suitable Subjects in Moving Pictures are a
pleasing and attractive feature and always
appreciated by your patrons. The peer and
pioneer of lectures or "picture readings" with

moving pictures is acknowledged to be

W. STEPHEN BUSH
Pleaaed to correspond with exhibitors

44 North I Oth Street ... Philadelphia, Pa.

THE MIRROR SCREEN
Makes your pictures brighter, more beautiful and more captivating. Pictures almost

stereoscopic—there is nothing like it. Don't let the other fellow get ahead of you.

Order one and be convinced.

Write to-day for Terms and Prices

Motion Picture Screen Co.
SHELBYVILLE INDIANA

SPECIAL ROLL TICKETS Th° Bi* TX
c
£°h ?^*rinting

5,000
10,000

$1.25
2.50

20,000
25,000

$4.00
5.50

50,000
1 00,000

$7 50
10.00

G«t the SampU-,

NATIONAL TICKET COMPANY
StocH Tickets, 6 Cants

ShamoKin, Pi
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GREAT NORTHERN
QUALITY FILMS

Next Release, February 5th

A Woman's Destiny
Strong Dramatic Production

ttNGTH, 740 FEET

The Foxy Soldiers
Or, How Schmitt Got to the Masquerade

COMEDY LENGTH, 2*5 FEET

Releases for February 12th

Never Dispair
Or, From Misery to Happiness

Dramatic Feature Subject

LENGTH APPROX. 715 FEET

Worried to Death
COMEDY tENGHT APPRPX. 280 FEET

GREAT NORTHERN FILM CO. 7 V/S\4

S25
CT

FILM EXCHANGES!
Read the Cold Truth

With the new film manufacturers springing up continually, can you afford to buy the entire output? (NO.)
For each new print you buy weekly you must increase your rentals at least One Hundred Dollars; then you are

working eighteen hours out of the twenty-four trying to earn enough money to pay for your films. YOUR
BUSINESS increases, but your profits stand still.

Who gets the profits on the additional increase of business? THE MANUFACTURER.
Poor renter the burden of the work is on you, if the film you buy is poor they kick with you. If the busi-

ness drops off in the summer the exhibitors want cheaper service. Who suffers? THE FILM RENTER.
One morning you come down and find a couple hundred dollars decrease in your rentals; but films you must

continue to buy. For the hard work and long hours you all put in you should earn larger profits.

HERE IS HOW YOU CAN DO IT: EXCHANGE THE REELS THAT HAVE BEEN OVER YOUR
CIRCUIT AND THAT ARE NOW LYING IDLE ON YOUR SHELVES FOR REELS THAT YOU DID
NOT BUY AND THAT YOU CAN SEND OVER YOUR CIRCUIT. WE WILL EXCHANGE FOR YOU
WEEKLY ANY NUMBER OF REELS YOU WISH.

All reels are put in perfect shape and a fair and equal exchange guaranteed. Special attention given to the

exchanging of films of the same age. You can always exchange the same reels over again if you wish. All ex-

changing of film done strictly confidentially. Dealing with all leading exchanges. This is your opportunity to save

several hundred dollars weekly.

Films only in good physical condition exchanged. No junk wanted.

Write at once sending names of manufacturers' films you are now buying and we will send you names of

films we will exchange for those you have on hand.

Exchange Film Trading Co.
10 East Fifteenth Street = = - New York
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NEW FILMS—HIGH CLASS SERVICE

The Pioneer House, With 8 Years Experience
And $250,000.00 Back Of It

Write To-day For Terms

EUGENE CLINE
57 and 59 Dearborn Street, Chicago
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The^ Motiograph KS.ET. A Wonder
AND WILL INCREASE TOUR BUSINESS

It projects Flickerless, Steady and Wonderfully Brilliant pictures, has Pateated 1}
minute Rewind from main crank, revolving Magazines, Automatic Fireproof shutter,
etc., not found in other Machines.—WILL WEAR TWICE AS LONG.

C. H. D. of Keokuk, Iowa, writes: Motiograph Making a Big Hit and Buslneaa Increased weu
derfully.

F. L. P. of Chicago, 111., writei: "Used every day for seven month., and not ane p.nnv for r.p.lr. '

F. J. K. of Kansas City, writes: "Operating Motiograpb nearly two years. Hare operated all makes,
but none to compare with Monograph.—PRICES, $ I SO.OO AND UP
The Enterprise Calcium das Outfit If the only satisfactory Western ( S Lnbin PI f W
substitute for electric light Write for Catalog to-day Representatives J Geo. Melie. riLrl

Enterprise Optical Mfg. Co., 564-572 West Randolph Street, Chicago

uj
Urn OX

UJ

143 North 8th Street, PHILADELPHIA, PA.
Best and Newest Independent American and Foreign Films

SUPPLIES IS REELS PER WEEK SUPPLIES
PROMPT AND RELIABLE SERVICE Members N. I. M. P. Alliance

mx
2-n m£t3>

m

Power's

Inductor

for alternating current

Power's

"Bill Splitter"

for direct current

Power's

Tool Kit

Send for Catalog G

NICHOLAS POWER COMPANY, 115-117 Nassau St., New YorK

Power's

Cameragraph

No. 5

Power's

Cameragraph

No. 6

Guaranteed fori Year
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BISON m FILMS
Regular Release Days—Tuesday, Wednesday, Friday, Saturday

FOUR REELS A WEEK—Tuesday, a "Bison"—Wednesday, Ambrosio— Friday, a "Bison"—Saturday, Itala

AGAIN WE SCORE A SUCCESS"
THE FOUR GREATEST RELEASES OF THE YEAR

• •

> <

Tuesday, Feb. I 5th—A " BISON "

GOVERNMENT RATIONS
Code—" Jsteal "

>»

A picture of life on an Indian reservation, showing the most rea-

listic battle between the Indians and white man ever produced.

Wednesday Feb. I 6th—" AMBROSIO"
"THE SILENT PIANO"

"I HAVE LOST MY LATCH KEY"
Code-"Sllenf f

ill' >

1 I

J t

}( if \ T

1 'h

i r.e Silen fiaiio," <• story telling how Iotc conquers duty,

—

followed by "I Have Lost My Latch Key," a ludicrous larce lrom
beginning to end.

Friday, Feb. I8th-A "BISON"

"DOOLEY'S HOLIDAY"
"THE IMPOSTOR"

Code-"Sting"

Jfi^eB tiuO

i tf0%% «^H|r M£|,

^^ vuB \^.^°t" 7 fsB 1

Another "Bison" double header— Dooley's Holiday," a side splitt-
ing comedy, and "The Impostor," a great melodramatic picture end-
ing with a pretty romance.

Saturday Feb. 19th—"ITALA"

"LOUISE STROZZI 99

Code—" Strong "

A story of love, devotion and ras-

cality, blended closely. Showing

the treachery of a faithless friend

and the true wife, who would rather

die than be false.

LITHOGRAPHS AND POSTERS FREE
Exhibitors:—We furnish as usual all exchanges handling these productions with one sheet four colored lithographs, also posters containing synopsis 1

absolutely free with each reel Demand same from your exenange as they will positively increase your box office receipts.
Brief description of ah subjects wil. be found on another page.

NEW YORK MOTION PICTURE CO.
Manufacturers of "Bison" Life Motion Pictures

429 SIXTH AVENUE, Cor. 26tH Street - NEW YORK CITY
PKone 0690.1 Madison Sq. Cable Address: Nosib
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Telegraph Your Standing Orders

REELS PER

WEEK
REELS PER

WEEK

Thank Heavens! We're Ready To

Release Two Imp Reels A Week!
In spite of frantic letters and telegrams from exhibitors and exchanges, we've

been holding off on this double release plan until we were dead sure we could maintain

our high standard of quality. And now we're dead sure of it. Our new studio is work-

ing gloriously, every member of the staff is enthused to the highest pitch and we think

you'll be just as daffy as we are over our next releases. Monday and Thursday will

be our release dates, and we start like this:

—

MONDAY, FEBRUARY 21st

^"Janejjand the Stranger"
About 900 ft. of love, elopement, treachery, excite-

ment, happy ending, great acting and plueperfect

photography. This film is in keeping with the grand

triumphant march of progress of the " Imp". Ask for

it. Demand it. Get it. Then feature it!

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 24th

"The Death of Minnehaha"
A sequel to our "Hiawatha," but a story complete

in itself, whether you've had "Hiawatha" or not- In

"The Death of Minnehaha" we show the winter scenes
from Longfellow's poem, and the whole thing is brauti-

ful, exquisitely beautiful. Ask your exchange!

EXCHANGES!— In order to insure early arrival, place your standing

order for our second weekly release by wire at once.

EXHIBITORS!— Be sure to feature our Feb. 7th release "Justice in the

Far North". It will give your competitor a pain in the purse !

Independent Moving Pictures Company of America,

1-111 E. 14tli St., New York. Carl Laeramle, Pres.
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NESTOR
FILMS

A Daughter's
Devotion

550 FEET

A beautiful little drama. The
acting is great, and photographically

it is without a flaw.

The Old Maid
and Bonehead

450 FEET

Our Bonehead series have proved

to be the funniest thing in pictures

ever made, and this is the best yet.

Released on one reel, Wednesday, February 16th. Large four color lithos with this release, free

of charge, and they are made from actual scenes.

OUR NEXT RELEASE, FEBRUARY 23d LEMGTH 990 FEET

IN ARIZONA!
A magnificent story, superbly acted, real bronco's ridden by real cowboys, and photographically perfect.

About one half of this picture will be beautifully tinted, not by any secret method of our own, nor to

cover up defects in photography, which is often done, but to heighten the effect of night scenes, and
because it belongs.

NESTOR FILMS
ARE SOLD BY

A. G. WHYTE
1 MADISON AVENUE, NEW YORK
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TRADE
MARK

Waterproofed
Films

like all others will soil, but unlike all

others they an be cleaned with

Soap and
Water

This machine does it in 10 minutes

ALE EXCHANGES NEED ONE

National Waterproof
Film Co.

4200-4202 W. Adams Street

CHICAGO, ILL.

The Excela

Soundograph
The only complete and up-to-date

effect-producing machine ever in-

vented is now complete and ready
for the exhibitors. Everybody pro-

nounces it a wonder. Almost any
sound or effect imaginable is easily

and realistically produced by simply
turning a crank, pulling a handle or

pushing a button. The effects are

all mounted in a handsome cabinet

structure, 25 x 40 inches square and
42 inches high, with means exterior

for the operation of each effect

separately, or they can be operated
in combinations. The Soundograph
can be located either in the orchestra,

pit orback of the screen as the exhibi-

tor prefers. No expert operator is re-

quired, any one person is all that is

needed to operate the Soundograph
and produce perfect sound effects. A
boy or some other employee of the

theatre learns quickly to work the

effects, thus relieving the exhibitor

of the services of an expensive oper-

ator. It will put life and realism in

your pictures and delight your audi-

ences. It holds their interest and
attention to the end of the reel and
assures you of big box office receipts

every day.

Let us ship you a Soundograph now

PRICE, $150.00

EXCELA SOUNDOGRAPH CO.

PITTSBURG, PA.
Office I IOI Empire Building
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ECLAIR FILMS
FIRST RELEASE, FEBRUARY 7tH. 1910
And Regularly Each Monday Following

The Serum
Antidote

Shows :i noted sciential In hi* laboratory with liis assistant, working
.hi mi aritldote i"i iiic- serpent's rei but being called t" lils office la

bilged t.> leave ills wife alone with his assistant, who loses no time In

trying i" inkr advantage of u pportunlty, the same having a yerj
tragic end.

A Bootblack's Daily Labor in Algiers
Comedy

This Mm portrays very naturally the care-free life of the little

"CIBI" wiici rims here and there Btealing and earning wbal be can
in a most Innoce&i way.

Duty and Conscience
a pathetic story of a greal straggle against poverty and conditions,

yielding to temptation, and a moral Issue, which vindicates the nntver
sal law Of love.

Face to Face
This is n Mm of bighesl dramatic Interest; s heartrending story of

the Vendean War, enacted by the well-known M. Volbert.

ECLAIR FILM COMPANY
31 East 27th Street - - Now YorK City

SONG SLIDES
L
I

D
E

JUST ILLUSTRATED
Iv'e Just Got Time To Say Good Bye
Daddy's Doll

Could You Learn To Love Me
Dreams That I Dream Of You
My Irish Prairie Queen

We maKe Lantern Slides of anything and
everything for any and every purpose

Send for our special prices on Announcement Slides

NORTH AMERICAN SLIDE CO.,
143 North 8th Street,
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

L
I

D
E

SONG SLIDES
FLOODED!

Not Paris, but Ourselves, with Orders
Since we Inaugurated that Rate of

25C, a set Per WEEK
Hundreds now (jetting then slide service independent of their film.

Get in line and write for our immense slide list to-day.

Your weekly supply shipped in one consignment every week, which
saves you express charges.

Chicago Song Slide Exchange
NINTH FLOOR

MASONIC TEMPLE CHICAGO, ILL.

HEY THERE! Mr. Picture Man, Listen:
To Introduce them we will sHl you t. .insi think, t. beautiful an-

nouncemenf slides for $1, plus 10c. postage. Or, If you are doubt
fill and an unbeliever, send '_'"«. for one, because we know you will

nunc again. Y»»n gel the besl here. Send for list. l><» it now for,

unless our system is oul of order, WE rim sftlsfy you,

Tell the other fellow i nl this hunt keen a c I thing to

yourself. MAOARA SLIDE COMPANY. I ockport, N. Y.

Original Slido Makers from SLIDEVILLE.

NOVELTY PUZZLETTES
WEEKLY RELEASE OF NEW SUBJECTS NOW READY

"Cities of the United States'*
"States of the United States"
"Popular Flowers"
"Girl's Names"
"Letters of the Alphabet"

Try a Set Ash Your Exchange or 'we'll Rent
You a 5«t Direct

NOVELTY SLIDE COMPANY
221 East 53d Street 10 East 14th Street

NEW YORK CITY

Paramount Film Company
INDEPENDENT
FILM RENTERS
OF QUALITY

Moving Picture Machines and Everything Pertaining
to the Business

OFFICES
New YorK

61 WEST 14th STREET
Near 6th Ave.— Phone, 2442 Chelsea

Bridgeport, Conn

.

1188 MAIN STREET
Near Depot Phone, 1663, Ring \i

MOTION PICTURE PIANO MUSIC
This is a book of descriptive music, regular sheet music size, and

arranged for both hands. Specially selected, arranged and composed by
one of the best descriptive Pianists in the U. S., who for the past twenty
years has been Musical D.recor in all lines of Theatrical Productions.
This work is Ihe result of actual experience, and is now being used in

hundreds of M- P. Theatres Contains music, for all probable scenes,
act'ons, characters, etc , and its suggestions are entirely practical.
Increases the value of YOUR SHOW 100%. Descriotive circular sent
free tianv ne upon requesi. This book s-nt promt tly upon receipt of
price $1 00 Remit ei'her by P O. or Express Order, Draft or Check to

GREQQ
1009 Ferry Street

A. FRELINGER
Lafayette, Ind.

The Magnetic

Film Service Company
INCORPORATED

:Successor to:

Lubin Film Service Company
123 Shillito Place, Cincinnati

The Best Service

Thoroughly Inspected Films

Prompt and Careful Shipments

Write for Information and Catalog
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LUX
RELEASED WED.

THE MAN WHO COULD

NOT SIT DOWN
This is the story of an unlucky gentleman against whom

nature seems to have pitted herself in a ruthless manner.
At an early hour he sallies forth to the park, where, with
his morning paper, he settles down for a quiet read. His
first tormentor takes the form of a painter who politely
informs him that the seat is to be painted. The gentle-
man takes a seat elsewhere. His neighbors, who are en-
joying a meal, soon make their position known, and the
worthy gentleman is forced to flee before the odor of
onions. The day's adventures come to a climax when he
rests on the basin of an ornamental fountain and falls into
the water. At last he finds relief bv lying on the floor

at home. LENGTH, 468 FEET

FILMS
FEBRUARY 16th

HER DOLLY'S
REVENGE

A discontented little girl scolds her dolly and goes to bed
sulkily. During the night we see her dolly walk calmly
into her bedroom, and taking the scissors out of a work-
basket, stabs her little owner to death. When nest we
see poor dolly she is before the judge and sentenced to

death. The little girl awakes to find that, to her great joy,

her dolly is quite well and does not appear to be suffering
from any consciousness of such unladylike schemes.

LENGTH, 324 FEET

For full description of these subjects see another
[age in this issue.

THE, WORLD'S BEST—BAR NONE
Write for Weekly List of Descriptions of our Films

R. PRIEUR
lO E. 15tH Street Telephone Call :

STUYVESANT 3124 NEW YORK
Have you seen "Hamlet," a Lux classic reel of great power and beauty. Large posters for Hamlet sent to any exhibitor

on receipt of 5 cents for postage.

Independent Film Service
PIEDMONT FILM EXCHANCE

COLDSBORO, N. C.

We rent exclusively Independent Films at
the right price. Write us today for quotations.
We ship near, far and wide.

We buy and sell good Independent Films,
Machines, Song Slides and Supplies of all

kinds.

If you want to rent, sell or buy,
communicate -with us

A Drawing Card for Moving Picture Theatres

ouise M. Manon
IN

Illustrated poems, now booking in Moving
Picture Houses in and out of town, also for
professional entertainment.

Miss Marion is presenting several beauti-
ful poems written by Fred Emmerson Brooks,
which she has illustrated with special per-
mission from the author. This work never
fails to make a hit on every occasion.

Operator, Vaudeville Sketch and music furnished when desired.
Highest testimonials Terms reasonable.

LOUISE M.
321 West 23rd Street

MARION
New York City

THE FIRST
PARIS FLOOD SLIDES

No Advertising Stunt its equal. It will pack your house, for Every-
one will want to see the Flood that cost PARIS $200,000,000.00.
These photographs especially taken for us during the Flood. 12 Colored
Slides, Title and short Lecture Reading $6.00 :: :: :: ::

GENRE TRANSPARENCY COMPANY 507 NORTH CLARK STREET
CHICAGO, ILL.
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THE REASON WHY

VITAGRAPH
"LIFE PORTRAYALS"

ARE NOW THREE REELS PER WEEK
Every Tuesday—Friday—Saturday

BECAUSE
The public demands them of the exhibitors; the exhibitors demand them of the Exchanges, and what the public

and exhibitors demand the exchanges and

THE MANUFACTURER MUST SUPPLY.

The Law of Supply and Demand Governs
IT IS INEXORABLE, INEVITABLE, IMMUTABLE, OMNIPOTENT.

VITAGRAPH FILMS are so strong, so powerful, so gripping, so elaborate, so entertaining, so beautiful, so popular
that no picture program is satisfactory without them.

YOU MUST HAVE VITAGRAPH FILMS
Vitagraph Dramas stir and thrill the heart. Vitagraph Spectacular Scenes attract and fascinate the eve.
Vitagraph Comedies convulse and delight the senses. Vitagraph Religious Films inspire and captivate the soul.

Vitagraph Historical Subjects educate and entertain the mind.

VITAGRAPH FILMS CHARM BY THEIR TRUTH TO NATURE.
They hold up the mirror to life as it is and has been. They are produced regardless of expense. They represent "the
last word" in film production.

EVERY VITAGRAPH FILM is a work of pictorial and dramatic art. There are no failures, no weak ones.
ALL ARE DEPENDABLE and can always be relied upon to head the bill. The past three months have been the
greatest in the Company's history in the regular production of masterly picture successes and have established the
reputation of VITAGRAPH FILMS on a firm and solid foundation. For this reason none of them hereafter will

be specially distinguished by such terms as "Films of Quality." "High Art Films" or "Films de Luxe."

ALL ARE EQUALLY GOOD—ALL ARE FEATURE FILMS, and will be known as "VITAGRAPH LIFE
PORTRAYALS."

THREE REELS PER WEEKS you dare not miss one of them.

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 15.

THE WAYSIDE SHRINE
A SCENIC AXD DRAMATIC TRIUMPH. This love story of strong heart interest is depicted amidst

American scenes that challenge the finest in Europe. Approximate length, 930 feet.

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 18.

MURIEL'S STRATAGEM
RICH IN COMEDY, STRONG IN LOVE. A picture that wins by its charming qualities. Laughter tem-

pered by dramatic interest. Approximate length, 655 feet.

TRIP THROUGH NORTH OF ENGLAND
SCENIC FILM OF MARVELOUS INTEREST. This is the first of a series of travel films now in prepara-

tion by the Vitagraph Company. Approximate length, 320 feet.

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 19.

Fifth and Final Reel of "LIFE OF MOSES"

THE PROMISED LAND
LAST AND GREATEST OF ALL in this magnificent series of Biblical Pictures, beyond question the peer

of "The Passion Play" in drawing power. Approximate length, 990 feet.

Special arrangements may be made for the entire "MOSES" series for traveling or regular exhibitions. Ask
your exchange or write us. USE VITAGRAPH POSTERS. ORDER FROM YOUR EXCHANGE.

THE VITAGRAPH COMPANY OF AMERICA
NEW YORK, .in Nassau St.

CHICAGO, 109 Randolph St.

LONDON, 25 Cecil Court

PARIS, 15, Rue Salate-Cecile
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Black and White Pictures.

Do the Public Prefer Them ?

In reference to the article which we printed last week
on the subject of orthochromatic moving pictures, sev-

eral of our friends who are actually engaged in the mak-
ing and development of the pictures have, in some sort,

joined issue with us. They say that the public is at pres-

ent not educated up either to the perception or the ap-
preciation of moving pictures in which the tone values

correctly rendered. In other words, from the purely
pictorial standpoint, the public does not know a good
picture when it sees it.

Maybe there is some truth as there is certainly a great
deal of force in all this. The public is slow to accept inno-
vations, especially innovations in the artistic direction.

For example : Wagner's music-dramas. When these
were first presented to the New York public 20 or 30
years ago they were jeered at. People did not understand
Wagner's music or the dramas around which he wrote
the music. They seemed to them to have no melodv,

tunefulness or any of the other characteristics of what
was once considered good operatic music. But, now,
mark the change ! Wagner's music—even inscrutable

as it was once regarded by operagoers—is now ac-

cepted as a matter of course. Wagner is looked upon
as a great musical tone poet. He, too, is being succeeded
by such composers as Dr. Richard Strauss, whose
"Elecktra," produced the other day, is a theme of much
discussion in musical circles just now on account of its

unconventionality and disresemblance to all previous
forms of musical expression.

So it seems, after all, slow though it may be to accept
artistic innovations, the public comes to them sooner or

later if they are rational, scientific and based upon fixed

definite principles. It is upon this basis that the ortho-

chromatic moving picture rests. We will concede that the

public is not quite ripe for appreciating moving pictures

with correct tone values. But that time will surely come.
And it will come, oddly enough, because of the public's

present preference, that has been pointed out to us by our
friends in the manufacturing end of matters—a prefer-

ence for the black and white picture—the black and white
picture, let us say, of the Biograph kind. This type of

picture is deservedly popular, because it gives a fine, rich

deposit in the shadows and clear, delicate lights. It

has, one might call it, the engraving-like quality which
we all appreciate. All the same, however, the human eye
is not accustomed to monochrome. Nature, itself, as we
have pointed out before, is polychromatic and not mono-
chromatic, that is to say, it is composed of many colors

or luminosities or depths or shades. Any convenient term
can be chosen for expressing our meaning. And sure

enough as the education of the public in moving pic-

tures progresses it will demand that its pictures on the

screen shall not be monochromatic, but shall correspond
to nature. The result would be that the black and white
picture will be relegated to comparative obscurity. Al-
ready the change is apparent and is in progress. You
have, as we pointed out last week, pictures of the Gaumont
and Urban-Eclipse type which are orthochromatic in

quality. Then you have the Pathe colored picture, also

the tinted picture. All these are so many concessions
to orthochromatism or correct tone rendering. It should
be pointed out that the preference of the public for black
and white pictures of the kind we are referring to is

accountable for on several grounds other than those of
their photographic quality. They are exceedingly well
acted, well staged productions and would be popular,

we think, no matter what -color the film is printed to.
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The Sunday Question.
The courts, we see, are again being agitated by the

Sabbatarians who want to shut up the moving picture

house on Sunday. The Sabbatarians are at the back of

the movement for securing from the Appellate Division

of the New York Supreme Court a decision declaring il-

legal all Sunday performances in theaters, except sacred

concerts and performances of an educational character.

This means, in plain English, that all the theaters of the

city and, we presume, of the State, should be closed on
the Sunday. Sacred concerts and performances of an

educational character are not the kind of thing that any-

body wants to go out, especially on Sunday, to listen

to. One way and another there is quite enough of this

pabulum on the other six days of the week. There
are the sacred and educational influences of work ; the

pursuit of one's daily bread for those six days. We
think people need a change on a Sunday, something of

a restful, lightly amusing, restorative character. The
kind of thing that one gets in a well conducted moving
picture house, for example—the kind of things that we
sat and listened to the other evening when Henry Lee
took us around the world .

It is curious to note that the land which gave Sab-
batarianism, Puritanism and religious bigotry its birth,

England, is just this moment in the throes of a Sabbath
question as regards the moving picture house. The au-

thorities are trying to close the moving picture house
there on Sunday, whereas the saloon, the concert room
and, in Summer, open air music performances are per-

mitted. It was only recently in England that art

museums were allowed to be opened on Sunday. The
English Sunday is the dullest and most despondent day
on the face of the earth. The moving picture men and
others are trying to lift this reproach. There is nowhere,
say they, for the poor man to go on a Sunday afternoon

or evening but to church or the saloon. The moving
picture men are for up-to-date, inexpensive entertain-

ments and want to provide him with an alternative to

these places.

Wc hope all moving picture men, not only in New
York City, but in other States, will fight hard both in-

dividually and by combination against the Sabbatarians
who want to close the moving picture house on Sunday.
Last Sunday were were curious to study for ourselves

the attitude of a moving picture audience towards the

entertainment on a Sunday morning during church time.

So between the hours of 11 and 1 we sat in one of the

best known moving picture theaters on East Fourteenth
street. New York City. The floor of the house was
filled by an orderly assemblage who were interested in

the pictures by Biograph, Pathe, Urban-Eclipse, following
them with an intelligent interest, laughing moderately
where laughter was called for, and in every other respect
showing an intelligent interest in the stories and scenes
of industrial and other phenomena exhibited on the screen.

Where is the harm in all this, we ask? The audience
was thoroughly well behaved, they were refreshed in

their minds, after the late labor of the Saturday, and we
have no doubt that each and every one of them left the

theater the better for the pictures they saw.
These people do not frequent art museums ; they are

not profound students of literature, they are just the

ordinary, work-a-day class who seek change in recrea-
tion on a Sunday. If the Sabbatarians deprived them of
such an opportunity their money, instead of going into

the pockets of the moving picture theater owner, would
go into those of the saloon keepers. For ourselves, we
prefer that these dimes and nickels should go to the film

maker rather than to the brewer. Which would the Sab-
batarians prefer, we wonder?

Clashing of Subjects.

Within a few days of each other two films will shortly

be released each dealing with the same subject. That
subject is "Carmen." One is a French made picture and
the other made in this country. The moving picture pub-
lic therefore will have an opportunity of intsitutiag a
comparison between two different kinds or rather schools

of treatment of the same subject. "Carmen," if we re-

member aright, is a Spanish theme, treated by a French
writer, Prosper Merimee. Then Georges Bizet wrote the

music of the opera. The music of the opera has made
the story world-famous. It occasionally figures as a
ballet d'action. It was inevitable, of course, that it should
figure on the moving picture screen, and we, ourselves,

are looking forward to seeing how the American version

compares with the French version.

This fact has suggested to us the reflection that it is,

perhaps, generally speaking, unfortunate that there should

be any clashing of subjects amongst the film makers.

It is, we think, regrettable, although possibly unavoid-

able, because the comparisons provoked can hardly be

agreeable to either party. What we would like to see

would be each film maker when dealing with narrative

subjects work to his own list. We throw out the sug-

gestion that the representatives of the film makers should

get together and agree, as far as possible, not to clash in

the selection of well known subjects. A French made
"Hamlet" is now being released in this country. If there

has not been an American made "Hamlet," it is tolerably

sure to come. "Macbeth," too, is also being put on this

market. This is a picture also made in France. The
treatment of such well known subjects as these is bound
to vary with the particular country in which the pictures

are made. The result is that the moving picture public

will be somewhat puzzled as to which is the archaeologi-

cally and histrionically correct version. We well remem-
ber a great actor of French extraction playing "Hamlet"

;

he provoked many smiles. Equally so when an American
producer handles a French subject of historic interest, it

is difficult for him to get into the proper spirit of the

production.

Of course, it may be argued that with an open mar-
ket and with a choice of subjects competition makes for

the popularity of the best work of the public. On the

other hand, we think that clashing from the business

standpoint is bound to injuriously affect the competitors.

It is quite conceivable that our weekly release of licensed

releases may contain exactly the same subjects from two
or more makers—a state of things which oun suggestion

is intended to obviate. Whereas, if there was an agree-

ment amongst the makers, or at any rate a previous un-
derstanding, clashing would be avoided. Something in

the nature of an exchange is needed amongst the makers
for carrying out this suggestion of ours, if it is thought
worth while by the powers that be.

Programs for Children.

Six weeks ago we gave an advance notice and appre-

ciation of the praiseworthy move on the part of the

Kalem Company to supply a series of pictures especially

for the children but calculated also to interest the grown-
ups. The very necessity for a program of this kind led

us to believe that the Kalem Company would be well

rewarded for their enterprise, but we reckoned without

that very important element in the distribution of the

manufactured product, viz.. the exchange. Mr. Exchange
Man very promptly decides that the call for this kind of

subject will be so slight that he will be unable to get

back the money invested, and consequently the orders

for the new reel were so few that the Kalem Company
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practically abandoned the idea. But events have proved

that the Kalem Company were more alive to the niceties

of the game of separating the public from their nickels

than the exchange man, for their first children's picture

was such a success that orders were telegraphed in for

extra copies. The second and third were also immensely
popular, and the exhibitors have been loud in their praises

and trust that the series will come along with regularity.

Sitting in a New York theater last week, while "The
Little Old Men of the Woods" was upon the screen,

we overheard comments by adults sitting around us that

would have gladdened the heart of the producer, and the

applause the picture received should make every exhibitor

demand it for his program. At all events it proved to

us that the exchange man is wrong when he says that

the demand is all for Wild West drama. Now while the

attitude of the exchanges to the innovation introduced

by the Kalem people has caused them to suspend for a

time the children's series and give us another dose of

drama in their second reel, we are informed that an oc-

casional children's picture will be issued—perhaps once a

month. Exhibitors and exchanges should watch closely

the effect, and if the public takes to this kind of picture,

the manufacturer should be encouraged, as they will tend

to combat the argument of the alarmist and reformer,

who in his ignorance or mistaken zeal advances the

opinion that the moving picture parlor is no fit place for

vouth.

Pictures Supersede Puppet Shows.
Italians, who, as is well known, are numerous in some

cities and possess certain well denned ideas regarding
their amusements, have permitted motion pictures to

supersede their loved marionette shows, and where once
these small imitations of real actors held undisputed sway,
they are now seen no more. In their places motion pic-

tures are exhibited to crowded houses. The audiences
are better pleased and the proprietors are making more
money.
Newark, N. J., is an example of this change. It at one

time enjoyed the reputation of giving the best puppet
shows in the country, and it was a long time before the
managers yielded to the influence of the new amusement.
Gradually they did, however, and now not a puppet show
is left in Newark. Motion pictures have succeeded them
all. The larger audiences are apparently better pleased
and the proprietors are doing better.

Puppet shows are virtually an Italian institution. They
are the nearest thing to real actors and dramas most of
the peasantry in Italy ever see, consequently they are
more or less interwoven with the life of those who come
from the country or the small towns. Proprietors deemed
it a risky experiment to undertake to wean them from
their national amusement and they hesitated a long time.
But when it was done they discovered that Italians like

motion pictures and will pay their money to see them,
and now the puppet show has disappeared.
The Italian is demonstrative and he makes his likes

and dislikes for a motion picture known very vigorously.
Formerly they hurled all sorts of things at the puppets.

They don't do that with the motion picture, but thev
make their dislike plainly understood. On the other hand,
managers are not infrequently requested to run a film
a second time which the audience particularly likes.

They like romantic subjects, with vigorous action, and
in time it is possible to educate them to appreciate motion
picture humor, but early attempts are discouraging. Give
them strongly developed romance, with plenty of vigor-
ous acting, and they will applaud your pictures and fill

vour theaters.

Usefulness of Moving Pictures.

The increasing popularity of motion pictures is con-

vincing testimony of their usefulness. This country is

too intensely practical to long tolerate anything that does

not perform some definite object, or is not of some direct

usefulness.

From being a mere toy, a mechanical marvel, the motion
picture has developed in a few short years into the most
universal amusement known, and its influence upon the

literary and art taste of the nation is second only to the

educational institutions.

With perhaps 12.000 houses throughout the country

where motion pictures are exhibited, the opportunity for

development along beneficial lines is boundless. No such

opportunity ever existed before ; but fortunately the one
here presented is fully realized and full advantage is taken

of it.

Apart from the amusement feature of the motion pic-

ture, it has an educational value which cannot be meas-
ured. It is utilized in schools, for example, to illustrate

certain phases of educational work. Take the growth
of plants. Even watching the plant itself grow will not

convey such a clear impression to the student as a mo-
tion picture illustrating the same thing and condensing
the life history of a plant, naturally lengthened into weeks
and months, into a few minutes. No conception of the

value of educational films of this character is possible.

Churches and Sunday schools are using them to illus-

trate and make graphic and impressive the Bible stories

with which all have been familiar since childhood, and the

increased power of these stories when adequately pre-

sented cannot be calculated.

The travel feature of the many pictures produced can-

not be estimated. So clearly and graphically are the

scenes presented that one may acquire a reasonably ac-

curate knowledge of distant lands and their inhabitants

for the expenditure of a few cents per week ; and there

is no heavy expense or hardship for actual travel.

* * *

One might go on indefinitely indicating the many mar-
velous ways in which motion pictures are helpful, but they

all partake largely of the same general type or character.

And unless one takes full advantage of these opportunities

their benefits are of no use. Or, perhaps, it would be bet-

ter to say that they are not benefits at all.

One must take advantage of the opportunities offered

by the motion picture, whether for amusement or instruc-

tion, otherwise the usefulness of the invention is wasted
and you are not benefited as much as you might be if you
would.
Our American manufacturers are paying close atten-

tion to the educational possibilities of the moving pic-

ture and we will have some important announcements on
these lines to make at an early date.

More than one American studio is already equipped

with elaborate scientific apparatus and high-power micro-

scopes. The educational possibilities of the motion pic-

ture is its strongest lease of life. In fact, there are some
truths which can be far more easily and forcibly im- „

pressed upon the public mind by visual demonstration
on the moving picture screen than by any other means.
Take as an example the campaign that is being waged
against the common house fly as a promoter of disease;

what better .aid to a public appreciation of careful pre-

vention being better than cure than a world-wide exhibi-

tion of the film. "The Fly Pest," to which reference was
made in our issue of January 29? And this is only one
of a series that is now under way and which will tend
to more and more demonstrate the usefulness of the
.moving picture.
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The Motion Picture Story Considered as a New Literary Form.

By Walter M. Pitch.

Jn the history of world literature many forms have
olved, each being brought into being to supply

some real need of humanity, and to fit into some essential
plai

The novel, until now the youngest of these forms,
came into being in the early age of printed books, to
carry its message of human sympathy and culture to
the homes of the few and scattered educated families of
olden time.

Its vogue extended year by year as the number of
readers multiplied and the progress of the printer's craft
made volumes cheaper. The novel as a literary form
has long overshadowed all other forms ; it has even
seemed to dominate the whole realm of modern literature.

The novel, however, is not universal in its appeal ; it

-peaks to those only who read with readiness, and for
whom time, place and circumstance make opportunity.
The modern workingman can read, but he does not.

Nor do his wife or children. He is too tired with his
day's work; his home is too crowded; interruptions and
distractions are too many. He is apt to leave his home
in its turmoil and its disorder and to find rest in some
neighboring saloon, where a few nickels will pay for
his evening's entertainment. This, at least, was the way.
Xow he takes the children to the nickel show, leaving
the tired house-mother to finish her day's work in quiet;
or he takes the baby in his arms and takes his wife along
while the older children wash the dishes. A very large
percentage of the income of these nickel theaters is

taken directly from the profits of the brewers. This fact
probably accounts largely for the hostility of the daily
press to the motion picture: the liquor interests largely
sway the press through their advertisements.
The keynote of all literature is sympathy. The novel

brought its note of sympathy first to the few and widelv
scattered men of culture; later to the many inheritors of
modern culure. The motion picture brings its note of
sympathy alike to the cultured and to the uncultured;
to the children of opportunity and to the sons of toil. It

is literature for the illiterate, for the man of limited
opportunity, or of alien tongue. It knows no boundary
lines of race or nation. The same stories are being
flashed upon the screen to-night from Moscow to the
Golden Gate.

This moving picture story is a new literary form. Tt

is not drama, it ; s not novel, it is not poem. It contains
the elements of all previous forms, but it is itself a new
creation, the only new form which literature has evolved
since the publication of the first novel in 1741. It is

so modern that we cannot see it in perspective : we can
as yet realize only in the smallest way its possibilities.

We may see a little: we may imagine more: but we
should ever hear in mind the vast difference between
crude beginnings and full achievement; between "Pa-
mela" and "Les Miserables" ; between the "Beggar's
Opera" and "Parsifal." The motion picture story is

to-day a lusty infant. When it gets its growth it will
shed its swaddling clothes and all men will see and recog-
nize its virile power.

The art of printing made possible the novel. The
invention of Edison made possible this newest literary
form, though the inventor had no suspicions of this
literary fact at the time. The first motion pictures were
all scenic : later simple pantomimic actions were planned
and photographed. Then came the invention of the
mercury vapor electric light (the Cooper Hewitt light),
peculiarly adapted to photography. This made possible.

the use of special studios and scenic settings. Producers
then began to plan and to stage regular pantomime plays;

now the larger producing companies all have these stu-

dios ; some have private parks many acres in extent, and
all send companies into the great natural studio of out-

of-doors, there to enact their mimic dramas in the en-

vironment of natural scenery.

This is the method, but the thing essential is the story;

the methods of production and reproduction do not inter-

est the spectator. He goes to see. to feel, to sympathize.
He is taken for the time out of the limitations of his

environment; he walks the streets of Paris; he rides with
the cowboy of the West ; he delves in the depths of
earth with swarthy miners, or tosses on the ocean with
sailor or with fisherman. He feels, too, the thrill of
human sympathy with some child of poverty or sorrow;
perhaps with some dainty maid in silk attire ; he thrills

with the touch of mother love or father tenderness. The
motion picture artist may play on every pipe in the grea:

organ of humanity

!

This is literature, for literature is life, and this is life!

Public Library in the Lobby.

The film stories sent out by some manufacturers are

so profuse in detail that we sometimes wonder if they

consider such redundancy necessary for a proper under-

standing of their pictures. We often observe, too, that

these film stories contain incidents that are not shown
in the film-, which shows that they are copies from the

submitted manuscript and not written to the picture as

it leaves the hands of the producer. But our object at

this time in reverting to this new circulating library of

fiction is to point out a use to which it is being put by
managers of some moving picture theaters which has an
opposite effect to that which is intended. It is becoming
customary to paste up these film stories in the lobby or

display them on an easel or board on the street in front

of the theater. There they are read from beginning to

end, by men and boys, but we have observed that the

reader seldom enters the theater. It occurred to us that

some people might be more interested in the stories than

in the pictures, and we questioned a few as they were
turning away. The reply of one, "Sure, I have read all

the story; what do I want to pay to see it for?" should

be a tip to these managers to confine their lobby adver-

tising to attractive
]

or, at most, a brief synopsis

of the scenes of the play which would excite curiosity to

see it in full. In the living drama the synopsis of the

play in the house program is confined to the barest out-

line and the audience depends upon the actors for its

interpretation. So in the moving picture drama the story

should be told from ihe screen, and if the producer, even
with the aid of sub-titles, has failed to do so. he is un-
fitted for his position. At all events, it is open to ques-

tion if the display of the stories in the lobby is good
advertising.

The Nicholas Power Company have just received an order
for another machine from Rogue & Shepard. who own the
Bijou Theater. Johannesburg. South Africa. In June. rQOQ,,

they purchased two Power's Cameragraphs Xo. 5. New York-
Approved Equipment, and advise that they are very much
pleased with the service obtained from them. The machine
iust ordered is to meet an extension of the moving picture
business in this far-off field.
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By

CrraphiciLS.

Tempus fugit. Time flies! Here we are at Lincoln's Birth-
day, well in sight of Spring. Winter is nearly over, and yet
it seems such a little while that we were in the Fall, looking
towards the Winter with its many developments in the
moving picture business. In one of those expected develop-
ments I took a strong personal interest. I am bound to
say that I have met with some disappointment. I am think-
ing of the travelogue or travel talk with the moving picture
as a base. Last Fall, in addition to Mr. Burton Holmes,
Mr. Lyman H. Howe and Mr. Elmendorf, other men were
entering the field, all, it was expected, to the advantage and
popularity of the moving picture.

* * *

It is dogmatic with me that the more the moving picture
-is shown to the theatergoing public, the greater is its vogue
and popularity likely to be. Not everybodv cares to go to
a theater—whether it be the ordinary talking theater or the
moving picture theater. Probably, if a census of opinion
were taken, it would be found that the moving picture
audience which does not go to moving picture theaters is

just as large as that which does go. So there you have, in

round numbers, something like >ix or seven million people
in the country interested in moving pictures, which consti-
tutes a class by itself, and requires a special means to attract
them to the theater which the ordinary picture fails to do.
These people are interested in the world we live in; in

travel, in history, in antiquity, in archaeology, in the wonders
of the world—in the old world, as well as the new. They like

to see on the screen what they read about; they like to be
talked to by educated lecturers; they are fond of humor, too;
they like to know something about the great personages of
•the world and the manners and customs of other countries:
-what the people look like, what they do, and how they do it.

* * *

The desire for this kind of entertainment is essentially
American. The American mind is laudably an inquisitive
one. It wants to know especially about things extraneous
and external to its own country. This, then, is the public
to which your travel talk lecturer of the type of Mr. Elmen-
dorf and Mr. Burton Holmes has successfully appealed for
many years past and will. I hope, successfully appeal in

the future. There is, it seems to me, room for many Elmen-
dorfs and Holmes, who have the world before them wherein
to exploit their entertainments. And so, it was, taking this
-purely personal interest in the travelogue aspect of the
moving picture, that T was glad to see R. G. Knowles and
Fred Niblo enter the field, or, rather, be present in the field,

last Fall. Others also came into it whom I need not
•mention.

* * *
t

But now. curious enough. Knowles and Niblo are return-
ing to vaudeville; and other competitors of Mr. Elmendorf
and Mr. Holmes have folded their tents, like the Arab, and
have silently stolen away. Why is this. I wonder? Is it that
the pictures were not good enough? the talks not interest-
ing enough? the entire entertainment not quite what the
public expected or looked for? Is it, T wonder, that personal
magnetism was absent from the platform Probably it was
a combination of all three.

* * *

The more recent case of TIenrv Lee, with his wonderful
personations and graphic talks shows, however, that when
•the right man with the right entertainment comes along
there is always a public for it. And, after all, much depends
upon the man who talks. The management may be good,
the pictures excellent, but if the man who is to stand up
and talk to the people has not personality or magnetism
enough, your travel talk or travelogue is likely to fall very
flat, indeed. It is not exactly what the talker says; it is

the way in which he says it. In other words, one must con-
clude that good lecturers, like good orators, are very scarce
indeed.

* *

Meanwhile, such old established lecturogues. if I may so
call them, as those of Elmendorf and Holmes continue on
their way with undiminished success. There are '"person-
alities'' behind these entertainments and therein lies the secret

heir success. 'Other mushroom people who have butted

into the field have not only been deficient in personality
themselves, but have been unable to select, and pay for, the
necessary talent. Money will not do everything, even in the
moving picture field. You must get the men to do the
work; you must make good photographs; you must have
good lecturers, good stories, good printing, everything so
as to make a success of the lecture end of matters. When
these things have been lacking, it is tolerably safe to conjec-
ture that you have the only causes of failure.

* * *

Now, even with all this, even granting the success of exist-

ing men in the field, we are, I venture to say, a long way off

from the ideal moving picture travelogue. It may savor of
hypercriticism, but I don't think that we have yet seen the
best travel moving pictures. These things are often pro-
duced too hurriedly and under disadvantageous circumstances
to produce the best results. Traveling photographers are
apt to hurry matters too much, to depend too much for the
impression made on the mind by chance visitors to the
place, so that the views that are taken are not, in them-
selves, good, and more, are not representative. Then, again,
the photographic quality of these hurriedly made pictures
challenge comparison with the photographic qualities of the
makers whose business it is to produce moving pictures all

the year round; and they suffer by the comparison.
* * *

The public has an uneasy feeling in these travelogue enter-
tainments that it is getting more or less amateurish pro-
ductions. And very often that feeling is justified by the
pictures not being so good as they might be. Then, too
much is made of the lantern slide. Again, the matter of the
lectures is neither new nor original. Their literary quality
is poor and the lectures smack too much of the Sunday
school. But, one of these days, somebody will come along
who will remove all these reproaches from the travelogue,
and people will flock to see the entertainment, just as they
do to a recital by Paderewski.
For in this, as in other branches of entertainment work,

it is the personal equation, and the personal equation above
everything, which counts. Nothing is more delightful to the
educated ear than to hear the impressions of an educated
man on his travels. The man who can observe accurately,
comment intelligently, make his hearers understand exactly
what his impressions were. If he is a humorist, so much the
better; if he is an orator, so much the better; if he knows
how to use his voice, so much the better. It is too fre-

quently the case that the lecturer falls down on one of these
requirements. Then your lecture does not go as it should go.
People do not go away talking about the lecturer; they do
not go back to see him; and so he passes out of sight.

* * *

I have heard many lantern slide lecturers in my time;
also .some moving picture lecturers. Amongst the latter,

however, I have yet to listen to the man whs has impressed
me with an intimate knowledge and understanding of the
pictures of which he is talking. In many cases the pictures
have been bought in the open market; or they have been
talked to by somebody who did not make them; by some-
body who had not been over the ground that he describes,
or by somebody of only partial education. The public will

no more tolerate a partly educated man on the moving pic-
ture stage, than it will in its high-class churches; or on the
judicial bench; or in the capacity of lawyer, naval or military
officer. It is too often the case that your lecturer falls short
in this respect, and so creates a bad impression.

Even in the five and ten-cent moving picture theater the
lecturer rarely pleases the ear. They master the matter of
what they have to talk about, but they evince no personal
interest in it. Their grammar and pronunciation are alike
faulty; they bore their hearers; if even they don't disgust
them. The lecture end of matters is sadly neglected in the
moving picture house; and as regards the peripatetic or
travelogue branch of the business, the world still lies all

before a good man, who will come along, charm us with
the best possible pictures, and talk to us as the fine elocu-
tionist of the Clifford Harrison and Bellew type were wont
to talk to us.
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Observation^!
>BY OUR MAN ^
ABOUT TOWN.

Unless there's something wrong with its charter the Society
for the Prevention of Unnecessary Noises has a vast field

before it in suppressing the anthropoid vaudeville in the
moving picture houses.

* * *

The kindly shelter of darkness usually hides the "illustrated
singer" from general view. It is, on the whole, a merciful
dispensation of providence. A "stage presence" cannot always
be expected, but I wish someone would teach the i. s. what to
do with their hands while giving imitations of good singing.
One male singer, to whom I am at times compelled to
listen, convulsively digs his hands into his coat pockets be-
fore bursting into song, and a female singer, wno relieves
him, is constantly smoothing out imaginary wrinkles in her
skirt, while assuring the audience that thinking of yesterday
makes her long for to-morrow. Following an example fash-
ionable among noted philanthropists, I will subscribe thirty
cents toward a fund for the founding of a "School of Stage
Etiquette for Singers," if Carnegie, Rockefeller and Gould
will subscribe the remaining nine hundred and ninety-nine
dollars and seventy cents.

* * *

Two or three years ago the idea of grand opera in moving
pictures would have called forth more or less silly com-
ments from the paid moulders of public opinion. To-day we
have "La Tosca," "Rigoletto," "Faust," "Carmen," and more
to come.

Everybody loves pictures of Western life. Life among
people who care more about men and less about clothes is

bound to be interesting to healthy human beings. The thing
has lately been overdone and vulgarized and there are alto-
gether too many animated dime novels.' Wait now for some
minister or common council to make this abuse the ground
for an indiscriminate attack on moving pictures generally.

Many operators, who were caught in the meshes of loan
sharks in Philadelphia, are loudly applauding the vigorous
crusade made by a local newspaper against these unde-
sirables. For a time the sharks were bold and defiant;
neither the prosecutor nor the police had any terrors for
them, until the crusading journal began to hurl poetry at
them. This was more than even the most hardened of the
usurers could stand and they are leaving in great haste.

* * *

The influence of the exhibitor who controls a large seat-
ing capacity, is more profound, if not wider, than that of the
editor of the smaller sort of daily newspaper. Such an ex-
hibitor, whether he knows it or not, wields an enormous
power for good or evil. It makes the fearless shudder and
the judicious grieve to hear some of these men express their
preferences over the counter of the film exchange.

' * * *

In my travels around the town I make it a point to com-
pare the appearance of the outside of one theater with that of
another, and in my comparisons find that the entrance of one
differs very little from the entrance of another, that is, from
an architectural standpoint. They are for the most part all

designed and built the same, all having the arched front,

with the ticket box in the center of the entrance, surrounded
on all sides by numerous posters graphically explaining in

their silent way the pictures to be seen, also drawing one's
attention to the fact that for the one admission you are en-
tiled o lisen to an illustrated song as well as viewing the
several pictures to be shown, but in such a crude way as

to give the place the appearance of a penny arcade or shoot-
ing gallery. Some of the managers, displaying more taste

than others, have furnished the' front of their houses with
brass railings, and easles which support neat frames enclos-
ing photographs of leading characters and interesting scenes
from the pictures or vaudeville acts shown inside. Now why
can't every manager display the same taste, which would
surely repay him for the time and money expended, especially

in large cities and in such houses that are located on main
streets, where a large transient trade is assured the house
with the inviting entrance.

How many people are there, who, coming into the city to
engagements or to do shopping, find they have time on

their hands cither before or after they tend to their duties,
would pass by an attractive m. p. theater?

* * *

There are thousands of people, especially in the better
walks of life, who have never put a foot across the threshold
of a moving picture theater, and have no immediate inten-
tion of doing so, for the one reason that they feel ashamed
to be seen pushing their way through the entrance of some
untidy looking theater and past a row of home-made sign
boards and very vivid colored posters, such as are seen in and
around the entrances of the average moving picture theater.
We are as anxious for the exhibitor's welfare and financial

future as he is himself, and that is the one reason why we
urge him to improve the appearance of his house, both inside
and outside, and to extend such courtesies to his patrons, and
especially the transients, who, after having once called and
noting the care taken of them, will not only go out of their
way to call again, but will encourage their friends to go to
"such and such" a theater.

I would suggest that you make your house so attractive,
both on the inside and outside, that the passing public, and
even those hearing of your place, will not be able to stay
out, and just as soon as you get the higher class of people
into your theater and let them convince themselves that there
are worse places than a moving picture theater to patronize,
then you will cease to bring scathing remarks from the pulpit
and not be troubled by the law, and a child will be admitted
as freely as an adult.

* * *

While talking to an exhibitor who, for the past four years,
has been getting Association service from one of the largest
and oldest exchanges in the city, he informed me that he
was beginning to be treated unfairly. Though he does not
get first run subjects he is using three reels a day and claims
he often gets repeaters, and only last week he received a reel

containing 950 feet of film, made up of three different sub-
jects of three different manufacturers, two of which he had
used about two weeks previous. Mr. Exhibitor would will-

ingly transfer his trade to another exchange, but as he is

already paying a $13 fine for a change he made recently, he
is of the opinion that he will be treated more squarely if he
goes Independent, and above all he is sure that he can get

as good or better service for less money with no danger of
paying a fine if he desires to change from one to the other
exchange.

LAKE SHORE FILM AND SUPPLY COMPANY.
If all the customers of this well-conducted film exchange

have been as lucky as the Moving Picture World they will

have received a useful and elaborate leather-bound mem-
orandum book and list of films. Mr. Mandelbaum, the pro-

prietor of the Lake Shore Film Exchange, does not do
anything in a small way. and we note with pleasure that he
has been appointed as the jobber for Edison Kinetoscopes
in his territory. Such things only come as the reward of

good business ability. The handsome gold embossed mem-
orandum book, for which we extend our hearty thanks, con-

tains something that should be of great value to the ex-

hibitor. This is a numbered list of all films purchased by
the Lake Shore Company for the past six months, which,

according to the list in our hands, amounts to about 500
reels. A fine program of up-to-date subjects to select from.

A NOVEL ADVERTISING SCHEME.
A novel advertising stunt is described in a foreign paper.

A package is prepared in exact imitation of a Seidlitz powder.
On the outer wrapper is printed the words: "A splendid

stimulant to be taken after dinner. Directions inside." When
opened, the package is found to contain a small handbill

advertising a moving picture theater, with directions: "Mix
and take. This prescription means a pleasant, enjoyable

evening which will cure that tired feeling of the wife, the

kiddies and yourself."
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THE MATTER OF SMALL TOWN LOCATIONS.
By F. H. Richardson.

Recently several communications concerning what sized
town would support two moving picture theaters have ap-
peared, and, last week, editorial comment was made, admit-
ting that a tity of 4,500 would not support two houses. Now,
it would seem to the writer that a further word on this sub-
ject would not be amiss. He is ready to agree that a town
of 4,500 is too small to give adequate support to two houses
as a general proposition, and even go further than that and
say that such a village will usually not give sufficient patron-
age to pay reasonable profit on even one good house. But the
matter of location is one involving several things, each one
of which must be carefully considered in connection with each
individual town.

# * # <

In the first place, as is well known, certain places are
known to the craft as "good show towns," while others are
known by exactly the opposite designation. It is a well-
known fact that two places not twenty miles apart may be
widely different as to the show patronage given. Any road
showman will tell you this. In certain towns showmen will

bank on a good house every time, while in others they will tell

you, "Oh, we won't do much business there," although the
places named may be practically identical in population. In
considering the problem of what size town will support two
shows, one may do some intelligent figuring: Let us suppose
that the expense account will be kept down to $75 per week,
which is low, and that the owner will be satisfied with $40
profit—a total of $115 per week. Now, in order to meet this

financial obligation there must be 2,300 paid admissions per
week for one house, or 4,600 per week for two.

If the houses be located close together, it is a fact that the
great majority of adult patrons will visit both places the
same evening; but this is not true in so great measure of the
juvenile patronage. Still, even in a good show town, it is

hardly to be expected that there will be 4,600 paid admissions
each week in a town of but 4,500, and he who thinks there
will, is banking on pretty long chances, taking good
weather with bad. Considering the fact that many patrons
will come every evening, and a large percentage more than
once a week, it is not out of reason to expect 2,300 ad-
missions a week from a population of 4,500 after the business
has become established and the people have "learned" to

come. Now, right here is an important point meriting con-
sideration: In cities we are accustomed to purchasing our
amusement just the same as we purchase groceries. We
mentally set apart a sum from our weekly stipend to be ex-

pended for amusement, and more often exceed our appro-
priation than not. Not so in the small town, however. The
average small town residenter has been accustomed to con-
sider one circus a year, with the possible addition of a barn-
storming show troupe, as plenty and anything beyond as

sinful waste. This has been their habit, and you may discover

to your cost that habits are exceedingly hard to break. You
may literally have to educate your prospective patronage into

attending your place of amusement, even though the price

be but a five-cent piece. It is not so much the nickel they
care for as the fact that they have not been accustomed to

any such wild and continued dissipation. When Willie, of

the city, tackles Dad for a nickel to go to the show, and
gets it, then repeats the oneration next night, Dad thinks

little of it beyond congratulating himself on the fact that

there are shows that cheap. But when Willie, of the small

town, sticks his paternal ancestor up for a nickel to squander
on moving pictures and then tries the same game a week
afterward, he is likely to meet this line of conversation:
."Look here, youngster, I give you money t' go t' th' show
less'en a week ago, an' here you be agin'! Consarn it all,

when I was your age I went t' th' show once in a year an'

mebby it was once in two years. I'll be gol danged if you
younguns ain't a-gettin' t' be too durn'd sporty for any use,"

and—Willie don't get the nickel. In looking over a small
town and sizing up its amusement supporting possibilities, the
character of its people should and must be carefully consid-
ered—not their "moral" character, but the sort of folks they
are. One must look far beyond the mere "people will

patronize my show because there is no place else to go"
theory. But, while all this will materially assist one in ar-

riving at an intelligent decision, still, it will be indeed a
wise man who can tell what the final outcome will be until

it has actually been tried out. Personally, the writer would
not consider the installation of a second house in a town of
less than 10,000, even though it is known as a good show
town.

THE LADIES AND THE GORILLA.

A Humorous Incident Which Actually Occurred in a Theater,
in Macon, Mo.

There was as good a comedy outside "The Idle Hour" mov-
ing picture show the other night as anything ever spun off

the reel. Two stylishly dressed girls, wearing enormous
plumed hats, were located midway of the room and defied the
printed prayer displayed before the pictures were started:

"Ladies will please remove their hats."
A youth, thin and pale, sat between the gorgeous butter-

flies. His hair was furrowed down the center with mathe-
matical exactness and neatly banged in front.

A Middle Fork rancher, big and strong looking as a prize-

fighter, strode in with a sombrero under his arm and lighted
directly behind the two birds of paradise and their tugboat.
Like a huntsman after bear the rancher squinted through

the foliage in front of him and caught a glimpse of a brace of
villains carrying a knocked-out citizen over to the railroad
track where they ingeniously placed him so the engine could
cut his head off.

At this critical stage the big rancher became excited. He
twisted about to get a closer look at the impending tragedy,
but whichever way he turned a display of Parisian millinery
was just ahead. He hadn't squandered five cents to see that
and he decided the only way to clear the track was to say
something. So he spoke up loudly, but not offensively:
"Would you two wimmen mind taking off your headgear

so us people back here can see the show?"
The "wimmen" treated the suggestion with cold disdain.

Then the rancher tapped one of them on her beautiful shoul-
der.

"I say"—you could have heard him all o\ er the house, yet
it wasn't an angry tone

—"your bonnets are in the way so
us people back here can't see the show!"
The girls turned, not to the rancher, but to their cigarette-

smoking escort, and looked questioningly at him. This, he
understood, meant the "insult" was passed up to him. So
he whirled about and tried to look like a man.
"See here, mister," he said, as fierce as he could to a man

big enough to eat him alive, "these young ladies are here
under my protection! You must be careful what you say,
sir!"

The rancher eyed him like a big Dane when a bit puzzled
at the sudden appearance of a pet dog.
"Keep your shirt on, bub," he remarked, gently. "I

wouldn't hurt you for the world, but I paid a nickel to see
this show, and so did these people behind me. Just tell your
gals to take off their head covers and there won't be no hard
feelin's. I spoke to 'em, but I guess they didn't hear me."
An angry retort was on the lips of the pale-faced youth,

but the crowd, which was keenly interested, cheered the
rancher, and the "protector" changed his mind. One of the
girls jumped up and cried:

"Let us get away from this gorilla!"

"I'll see you later, sir," said the pale young man as the
"insulted" trio stalked out.

"That's all right, sonny," returned the "gorilla," good-na-
turedly. "I didn't mean to hurt your feelin's."

The big rancher now had clear view, and from that time
on he was a bigger show than the pictures. It was evidently
the first time he had ever seen anything of the sort, and he
was dead to all else but the story the pictures were telling.

"Gambler Jose," a flashily dressed fellow, ran off with the

blacksmith's pretty young wife. The guilty lovers were in

an automobile; the strong-armed pursuer—the blacksmith

—

on horseback. As the race became close the rancher, for-

getting those behind him, rose up and wildly waved his

sombrero.
"My money's on the man an' the hoss!" he shouted.

"Whoop-e-e-e! Go it, boy! You'll git the varmint! I'm
wid ye till the cows come "home! There they go—hell bent!

Low-zee!"
The last observation was caused by the break-down of the

motor. The raging blacksmith caught up. "Gambler Jose"
and the chauffeur leaped out. There was a swift exchange
of shots, and the blacksmith fell, badly wounded. "Gambler
Jose" and his understudy carried the injured nian^ to the

track and laid him across the rails. At this critical juncture

the young wife was conscience-stricken and ran to the rescue

of her unconscious husband, 'spite of the protests of "Gam-
bler Jose."
Here was where the big man from Middle Fork Township

seemed to be getting his money's worth. He literally jumped
up and down with excitement.
"Good girl!" he bawled so loud they could hrear him two

blocks away. "I knew you'd do it. Hurry! Hurry! Hurry!
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Stay wid him, little woman! Here comes the train. There
you go! hooray!"

li there had been real actors on the stage they would sure

have had a tit. The audience, long since having lost interest

in the pictures, was standing up and clapping hands at the
excited rancher.

Finally the scene- ended with a happy reconciliation be-

tween husband and wife, and the ranchman suddenly recog-
nizing where he was, and that he had been the real show of

the evening, flushed as he looked into the battery of smiling
eyes all around him.

sed to be a blacksmith myself," he said, apologetically.

When he went through the lobby on his way out the pro-
prietor tapped him on the shoulder.

"Like the show?" he asked.
"Sure, Mike! When I tell the boys over at Woodville that

I seen a train o' steamcars run through a house without
knocking down airy brick they'll all want to come in and
sec if I ain't lyin'."

"Well," returned the proprietor, "if you'll bring 'em in next
Saturday night they can have seats way up in front and it

won't cost a cent."

This week "The Idle Hour" is advertising the greatest at-

traction of the season for Saturday night.

A BUGABOO.
In the past two or three years authorities of most of our

large cities have had spasm after spasm concerning the tre-

mendous risk of fire in moving picture theaters and laws
enough have been passed dealing with this one thing to fill

several large volumes. Xow the writer believes that the pub-
lic should be safeguarded in every reasonable manner and
he furthermore is of the opinion that there was need for
reform in the matter of operating room practice in very many
respects, so that after all the laws, while compliance with
them has been exceedingly costly and while many of the
requirements have been sheer nonsense, have served, on the
whole, a good purpose.

But when one comes to consider the matter calmly and
without prejudice one finds, if past experience be any cri-

terion, a moving picture theater to be about the safest place
one could find outside of a cemetery. Take the great city

of Chicago, for instance: there are about six hundred moving
picture theaters, or six hundred places using moving picture
films, and what is more, there have been nearly that number
for several years. Now suppose the average attendance at

these places to be but 300 per day, the total daily attendance
per day would be 180,000, or a total of 65,700,000 per year.

yet you could almost count on the fingers of one hand the
people who have been even slightly injured as the result
of a fire in Chicago nickel theaters, and so far as the writer
is aware but one man has died from fire injuries, and he was
an operator. Now this does not look as though moving pict-

ure theaters are so very deadly after all, or that danger from
fire is imminent, even with the old inflammable film. One
must bear in mind, too, that up to a comparatively shortiiime
ago there was little or no supervision of Chicago moving
picture theaters and in some of the smaller houses conditions
were about as bad as they well could be. Why, then, has all

this howl been raised about the danger of fire? We all know
that the old style film was highly inflammable, but we also
all know that moving picture theaters are, as, a rule, com
paratively small and that there is therefore but slight danger
from panic; also, the small audience can easily file out long
before the fire attacks anything but the operating room. So
far as the matter of explosion goes, that is all bunk, pure
and simple. There is no case on record where even the wall
of an operating room (which is in many cases built in very
flimsy fashion) has been blown down. The writer has long
had a grave, dark, deadly suspicion that the fine Italian hand
of the big theaters has been at the bottom of all this outcry,
but as this is a deep secret, please don't tell anyone. I won-
der what they will find to howl about when the N. I. film
is in exclusive use. The matter of immoral film has been

ly eliminated and there are not half, nor a quarter as
many murders and robberies portrayed on the screen as are
nightly set forth in the melodrama theaters. It begins to
look as though the powers that be will have to get out their
spades and dig for new things to kick about— it really does.

ACME THEATER, EASTPORT, ME.
The above photograph is enough to give one the chills,,

and we would imange that the audience would have to huddle
close together to keep from freezing. But the manager tells

us that the place is not such a "frost" as it looks and is-

playing to good business. It is of interest to mention that
this is the most eastern theater in the United States.

MELIES SOON TO RELEASE.
The company which G. Melies sent to San Antonio. Tex..

some time ago. has produced some excellent work and a
number of negatives have been already sent to New York to
be printed. Mr. G Melies expects to resume his regular
issues earlv in March.

COMMENTS ON THE FLEETING HOUR.
By W. Stephen Bush.

Nothing is more certain than the great improvement in the
products of the associated film makers. They stand the

quality test, and stand it well. The praise applies equally

to the domestic and foreign manufacturers. To present a

picture historically accurate and dramatically powerful is-

a task of some proportion, but it has been exceedingly well

done in two recent pictures issued by Gaumont, "Civil War"
and "The Price of Patriotism." The latter picture has in it

great possibilities for music and singing, which every pro-
gressive exhibitor will be quick to perceive and improve.

* * *

In New England there is, outside of Boston, scarcely one-

moving picture theater with a daily change. This is the
result of enlightened policy agreed upon by the film ex-

changes controlling that territory. In consequence. New
England is the most productive and most profitable field both
for exhibitor and exchange. Tt is a pleasure to travel through
the moving picture circuits of New England; the vaudeville

houses are few and far between and the standard of educa-
tion and intelligence among exhibitors is high.

* * *

There is among many exhibitors an unreasoning prejudice

against scenic and industrial pictures. Such pictures, after

all. form a very small percentage of the total output, and
there are always men and women in everv audience who par-

ticularly appreciate this kind of films. There Is an exhibitor
in a large Southern town catering to colored people exclu-
sively, who tells me that his patrons like nothing better than
scenic and industrial pictures. Let the reader draw his own
conclusion.
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SOME METHODS OF TONING LANTERN SLIDES.

By C. Welborne Piper.

The following toning methods are all applicable to slides

that have been fully developed and fixed. Methods i to 8

are specially suited to dense images, and methods 9 to 12 to

weak ones, hence it is often possible to produce a good
result from a slide that would otherwise be useless by reason
of erroneous exposure or development. When several ex-

posures are made from one negative in the endeavor to pro-

duce by development alone the best possible result, most,
if not all, of the rejected slides should be capable of con-
version into good toned slides. The exact tone obtained
varies with the brand of the plate.

For Dense Images.

Chloride Toning (Reds and Red-Browns).—No. 1. Suitable
for a slide of full but net excessive density.

Bleach the image thoroughly in

—

Potassium bichromate 10 grs. or 20 gms.
Soidium chloride (table salt) 5 grs. or 10 gms.
Hydrochloric acid (about) 5 mins. or 10 cc.

Water 1 oz. or 1000 cc.

Add the acid tentatively, only using enough to make the
solution act readily. After bleaching, rinse, soak in a 5 per
cent, potassium metabisulphite until yellow stain is removed,
and then wash well, dry, and expose to sunlight until the
image is a red color. The red is obtained more easily if the
slide is exposed as soon as dry; if kept away from sunlight
for some time the image loses sensitiveness and it will then
only assume a brown tone when sunned.
The result must be kept dry and the tone is then prac-

tically permanent, the only effect of time being a slight

softening of the tone. The sunning process makes the image
insensitive to the feeble light of the lantern and no further
change due to light need be feared.
The result may be both intensified and made browner by

treatment with copper bromide or mercury bromide followed
by washing and exposure to light. (See methods 4 and 10.)

A peculiarity of this chloride process, and of the following
processes up to No. 7, is the great transparency given to the
shadows.

No. 2.—Suitable only for a very dense slide, with slight fog.
Bleach in a 5 per cent, solution of ferric chloride. Wash,

first in water acidulated with sulphuric acid to remove yellow
stain, and then in plain water. Dry, and expose until a bright
red tone is obtained. The exact tone will vary with the
quality of the slide, which must be very dense to give a good
red.

Iodide Toning (Browns).—No. 3. Most uitable with very
dense slides.

Bleach in chloride solution and wash very thoroughly as
in No. 1 method, then soak in 5 per cent, potassium iodide
until the image is yellow throughout. Wash again and dry.
Exposure has hardly any visible effect and may be omitted.
In the lantern the tone is a soft brown, and the result is

-very permanent.
No. 4.—Suitable for an over, but not excessively dense

slide. Bleach in

—

Copper sulphate 24 grs. or 50 gms.
Potassium bromide 24 grs. or 50 gms.
Water to 1 oz. or 1000 cc.

Wash well and then soak in 5 per cent, potassium iodide
for five minutes; wash again, dry and expose. The result is

a very pleasing soft brown (umber) and very permanent.
The color is similar to that obtained by the mercury meth-
ods to be described (Nos. 9 and 10), but these methods are
only applicable with weak slides, while this one requires a
dense slide.

Bromide Toning (Gray and Brown).—No. 5.—Suitable for
slightly over-dense slides.

Bleach in chloride solution and wash as in No. 1 method,
then soak in 10 per cent, potassium bromide, wash again,
dry, and expose until the image is gray.

This may be regarded as a method of reducing an over-
dense slide by the process of turning the black deposit into
a transparent gray one. The gray is a good one with just a
'trace of warmth.

No. 6.—Suitable for a slide slightly less dense than the
preceding one.

Bleach in copper bromide solution as in No. 1 method,
wash, dry, and expose until image is gray. The result is

similar to that of No. 5 method, but the tone is darker.

No. 7.—Suitable only for very dense slides.

Bleach in 5 per cent, ferric chloride solution, clear and
wash as in No. 2 method. Follow with a soaking in 10 per
•cent, potassium bromide for five minutes, wash, dry, and
•expose until the image is a gray-brown, or a near approach
to a true sepia.

Copper Toning (Red).—No. 8.—Suitable only for a very
dense slide.

Bleach in 5 per cent, potassium ferricyanide, wash very
thoroughly, and preferably, dry the film. Then soak in

copper bromide solution (or in copper chloride) until a red
tone is obtained. Wash again and dry. The result is very
similar to the red given by the uranium method (No. 12), but
somewhat softer. It is different from that of Ferguson's
copper toning bath and requires a much denser image.

For Weak Images.

Mercury Toning (Browns).—No. 9.—Suitable for slides of

slightly under normal density.
Bleach in 5 per cent, mercury chloride solution to which

a few drops of hydrochloric acid have been added. When
washed, dried and exposed, the result is a very good soft

brown. Exposure has so little visible effect that it may be
omitted.

If this bleached image is treated with ammonia, soda
sulphite, or hypo, a deep purple brown is obtained, and the
result seems to be much more permanent than in the case of

negatives that have been intensified by similar methods.
No. 10.—Suitable for slides well under normal density.

Bleach in 5 per cent, mercury chloride solution in which
5 per cent, of potassium bromide has been dissolved. Wash,
dry and expose. The result is a slightly deeper brown than
that given by mercury chloride. Exposure is necessary to

bring out the difference between the two tones.
This image becomes a transparent purple brown if treated

with hypo, but it is not much affected by ammonia or soda
sulphite, and the small effect that is produced is not per-

manent. If in either of these .two mercury methods the

shadows become too dense and clogged, then hypo is the

best remedy.
No. 11.—Suitable only for a very weak image quite free

from fog.

To one ounce of 5 per cent, mercury chloride solution add
slowly and with continual stirring, a 10 per cent, solution

of potassium iodide until the orange precipitate first formed
is just dissolved and the solution is quite clear, then dilute

with water to make two ounces. Soak the plate in this solu-

tion until the image is brown, then wash in changes of still

water until the brown changes to a bright orange. Rinse
gently and dry. Running water, if used, will produce stains

that are difficult to remove. The result, seen in the lantern,

is a very glowing warm brown of great luminosity.

Uranium Toning (Red).—No. 12.—Suitable for slides of

(or just under) normal density.

Tone the image very thoroughly in

—

Uranium nitrate 1 gr. or 2 gms.
Potassium ferricyanide 1 gr. or 2 gms.
Acetic acid 1 dr. or 120 cc.

Water to 1 oz. or 1000 cc.

Tone until the image is as red as it will become on both
sides, then soak in a 1 per cent, solution of ammonium
sulphocyanide until all yellow stain disappears. Add 2 gii.

of potassium ferricyanide to every ounce of the sulphocyanide
solution and again soak slide until the image is a bright red.

Wash gently and dry. This red tone is fairly permanent and
is not liable to any deterioration that will materially affect

the tone of the projected image.

AN ADVERTISING STUNT.
By F. H. Richardson.

The writer pulled off a little stunt, which took well, a

short time since. He announced at each performance during

the week that on the following Saturday evening each patron
would positively be presented with a five dollar bill; that it

would not be stage money, but a bona fide five dollar bill.

The statement was made so positive that, while people

knew that giving out a five dollar bill in actual money with

each five-cent ticket was an utter impossibility, still their

curiosity was aroused to know just what the stunt was, and
Saturday evening the house was considerably more than

packed. With each ticket sold a folded paper was given,

which on opening was found to be as follows:

Chicago, January 5, 1910.

Mr. Yourself,

To the CARBONATE THEATER, Dr.,

To damages for not attending this theater regularly

and telling all your friends what a splendid show
we have $500
N. B.—You may pay same to our cashier at the rate

of five cents a day, and we will throw in the best show
in the city with each payment.
The people all took it good naturedly and the matter caused

quite some talk. The cost was nothing but the printing of

the "five dollar bills" on regular billheads, of course; the body
of the bill in typewriter type.
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THE PICTURE BUSINESS IN CANADA.
(From The Bioscope.)

The Bioscope representative was fortunate enough on
Friday last to gain an audience with Mr. R. \V. Hulbert, of

Toronto, a gentleman who has been connected with the mov-
ing picture business for over twelve years, and who is thus

in a position to speak with some degree of authority on the

state of business in Canada.
hming the course of an interesting chat with Mr. Hulbert,

who displayed a modesty not by any means naturally appar-

ent in the ordinary visitor from the States, I gathered, says

our representative, that Mr. Hulbert had traveled a great

deal in the course of his following of the calling of a picture

showman, and his replies to the many questions with which
I plied him wen- Riven with a frankness that stamped them
not only with the hall mark of truth, but with an evident

desire to give the situation in Canada as it exists to-day with-

out any artificial coloring whatever.

From Journalist to Picture Showman.

It is now a matter of some twelve years since Mr. Hulbert

blossomed forth as a picture exhibitor, migrating into the

business from that of a journalist and advertising agency
man. His first experience of the business was gained in

South Africa, where, with Wolfram's Bioscope, he traveled

through Natal. His experiences at this early date in matters

bioscopic were not always of the most pleasant, but the

knowledge he was thus enabled to gain of the business in

its many phases was destined hereafter to stand him in good

stead, and laid the foundation for an eventually successful

career. Later he went ,to Nelson, and subsequently estab-

lished himself in the picture business with headquarters at

Toronto. At the present time he is running a show in

Nelson, and is shortly putting out others.

"What is the main object of your present visit to this

country?" I asked.

Forming a New Company.

"Well," replied Mr. Hulbert,' "I am forming a large com-

pany shortly for the purpose of establishing rental agencies,

and selling British films in Canada, although I do not antici-

pate such a large return from this latter portion of the busi-

ness, owing to the fact that there are at present very few

traveling shows, but in the hiring business there is a large

field open to us. We shall also establish a chain of picture

theaters throughout Canada. I am over in England to secure

the sole representation of the best British firms for Canada,

with a view to the introduction of their productions on an

extensive scale. At the present moment we are under a very

great disadvantage as regards our film supply in Canada, as

we are dependent for our service entirely upon the States,

and the result is that British films, as well as Continental

productions, are practically excluded, the Americans possess-

ing a monopoly, and making it incumbent upon us to hire

and use their films onlv so far as they possibly can. It is

in order to remedy this that I am in England now and

that the proposed company is to be formed."

Sole Agencies Secured.

"And what sort of a reception have you received?" I asked.

"I have met with the greatest courtesy at the hands of

the leading houses in London, and I believe that good busi-

ness will result. From the Gaumont Company I have secured

the sole rights for Canada of the Shackleton films, whilst

from Lieut. Shackleton himself I have secured the sole rights

for the United States. I have further secured the rights of

production in Canada of sevreal other leading British and

Continental film makers; in fact, I may say, I have captured

most of the best film producers. It is my aim to put the

business on a higher and more educational plane. In con-

nection with the Shackleton films, lecturing companies will

be put out in Canada and in the States. In Canada I am
trying to interest, and have interested, the very best people

Our idea is to try and conduct theaters on a high mora

plane; that is, to make them clean, well appointed and well

ventilated, and to give a really good class picture, and this

we think we can best do by the large use of British and

Continental films."

The Situation in Canada.

"What is the situation in Canada of the picture business

to-day?" I queried.

"As regards the situation in Canada at the present time,

things are booming, as regards the moving picture business.

New houses are being constantlv opened up, and there is

hardly a place in the whole of Canada to-day that has not

already, or is not contemplating having, a moving picture

show. We consider that a population of 2,500 is quite
sufficient to support a picture show.
"Speaking generally, I should say that the shows in Can-

ada compare very favorably with those in the States. Most
of them are well laid out and decorated and are running a
very good class of show."

Canada Compared with England.

"How do you think the English electric theaters compare
with the picture places in your own colony?"
"To tell the truth, like all visitors for only a brief period

to your country, I have had my time too fully occupied
with business matters to be able to take much recreation.
I have, however, taken advantage of the opportunity of vis-

iting the Theater de Luxe in the Strand. That is a little

more elaborate than the shows in Canada. The arrangements
which appertain to the conduct of these theaters in London
differ from those in our colony. We do not allow smoking,
for instance, and none of our lady patrons retain their head-
gear whilst in the theater. It is a recognized thing for all

ladies to remove their hats. In some places they come to
the picture theater, dressed as for the ordinary theater, with
no head covering beyond a fascinator or shawl. Then, again,
it would be difficult to find a picture theater in Canada that
had not an inclined floor, no matter how small a place it is.

"So far as the English picture palace program is concerned,
your English program is very good, but it seems a little too
long and tedious at times. In Canada the length of the pro-
gram depends on the price charged for admission. We show
cither two or three reels. We get so many people who want
to see the show that there is a tendency now to rush the pic-

tures through too quickly, giving them too jerky a move-
ment."
"Do you go in for much music with the pictures?"
"Oh, yes; we have both piano and orchestra. On Satur-

day nights when there is a full orchestra we charge extra
for admission. This is done more with a view to relieving
congestion on Saturday nights. We show very little comic.
Generally we have one reel of scenic and educational stuff,

one reel of dramatic and, if there are three reels, one reel

of comic, to make a well-balanced program."

English Versus American Film.

"What is your opinion of the English film as compared
with the American?"
"So far as I have had an opportunity of forming an opinion,

I think that the English topical films compare very favor-
ably with American, or at any rate a very large number of
them. Of course, the Americans are making a big bid
for business, and are certainly working hard. As regards
dramatic subjects. I have not had much chance of comparing
the quality, as we do not get many of the English pro-
ductions in Canada. With regard to the comic element.
I will say this, that very often it is hard to see the point
in the English films, whereas the French subjects are always
sure to raise a laugh, though they are often too far-fetched,

and at times are absurd. Still, there is a large class of peo-
ple who like those films, whilst at the same time many
object to the rough and tumble kind of fun. The danger
with the French film is that it often approaches loo near
the suggestive, and Canadian audieneces do not like anything
of that kind. My own belief is that the time is fast approach-
ing when there will be less desire for comics and a greater
hankering after educational subjects."

The Effects of the Picture Shows.

"How do you think the picture show is affecting the peo-
ple; is it having a good influence upon them?"
"Oh, yes; the effect of the picture show for good has been

very marked. It has taken the people away from the saloons,

and there is a great future for the business in Canada; there
is no doubt about it. There is equally no doubt that in the

States the general tendency is to raise the tone of the shows
by securing films of an elevating character."

The Laws in Canada.

"How are you off for restrictions and laws in Canada af-

fecting the bioscope industry?"
"The laws are strict in manv places; indeed, in some parts

you can only run a machine by hand. We have very strict

laws as to fire protection, and our machines have to be
absolutely fireproof. We should never be allowed to run
our films as you do in England, for the only portion of film

allowed to be exposed to view is that actually in the gate.

All the other must be enclosed whilst working. We have
one license only, a theatrical license. Our admitting capacity
is regulated, and for a place with so many seats we pay
$100. Directly you exceed the number of seats covered by
that license, you have to pay a $200 fee for your license."
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OPERATORS' COLUMN.
Conducted by F. H. Richardson.

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.
(In this department Mr. Richardson will answer any and

all questions propounded by operators or managers, illus-

trating the answers when necessary.)
In assuming the conduct of this department, I wish to

say that it is my desire, as well as the wish of The Moving
Picture World, that operators and managers make free use
of it. Knotty problems often arise which are beyond the
ability of the individual with but limited experience, and in

this department these problems will be solved, so far as

possible. Name and address of writers must accompany the

letter, but they will not be published. In asking questions
remember it is essential that full and complete details be
given in order that I may form an intelligent idea of just

what is wrong. F. H. RICHARDSON.
£ 4>

E. B. L., Brooklyn, N. Y., asks that I recommend some
book on electricity. This I do not care to do. I would sug-
gest that he go to a public library and look over all the

works on electrical matters, selecting for purchase the one he
thinks will best suit his needs.

Moberly, Mo., wants to know how he can focus his lens

before starting the picture. Cut a thin piece of clear mica
(isinglass) long enough to reach over the aperture and
out at top of film gate, the width of a film. Now with a

knife point lay off the surface by scratching perfectly straight

lines both ways about Ys, inch apart. Place this in machine,
closing gate upon it just as you would on a film and focus

until the marks stand out clear, straight and distinct.

* * *

Seattle, Wash., wants to know where a stereo lens which
has the forward lens cracked can be repaired.

In reply I would say that all the lenses which go to make
up the complete lens are ground to fit each other and no one
but the maker of that particular lens could successfully repair

it at any reasonable cost. Even the one who made it would
probably charge almost as much as the price of a new lens.

When one of the lenses gets cracked it is best to discard the

whole lens and buy a new one. Trying to repair a projection

lens is invariably an unsatisfactory operation in the end. The
result, too, is more or less a matter of doubt.

* * *

Atlanta, Ga., wants to know whether 18, 20 or 22-inch

chairs are most desirable, and what distance between rows
is best, also what should the width of aisles be.

Width of chair is purely a matter of individual preference,

within the range given. If your seating capacity be limited

use the narrow chair. The 22-inch chair is wider than there

is any necessity for in a moving picture theater. They are

more comfortable in a house where the performance lasts

two or three hours, but the 20-inch ones answer every re-

quirement for the picture theater. Thirty-two inches from
chairback to chairback is the best distance to space the rows
and it answers every need for space. As to aisles, if there

be more than one, 3 feet is wide enough; but if you have
just one central aisle it should be not less than 4 feet in the

clear. In spacing the rows and determining width of aisles,

however, first carefully look up the local laws which bear on
that subject.

* * *

Mr. L. E. Adams, of Lewiston, Me., writes in setting forth

a discovery he claims to have made. His idea is that by
using a second projector with lens matching the one with
which the picture is projected, and set to register on the

screen exactly with it, colored light may be thrown on the

picture, producing a mono tint effect. The colored glass is

placed in the slide carrier of the second machine and is pro-

jected through the empty aperture plate. Mr. Adams claims

to have thus secured a colored background and a pure (pre-

sumably white, though he does not say so) highlight. He
claims also that by using a second colored glass, of different

shade, in the projecting machine itself the highlights will

take that tint and the background be tinted with the other
color. He says, use a dense colored glass for the background
and a light one for the highlights.

This seems at first glance to be an impossibility, since

one naturally would suppose that the light from the second
machine would kill the picture. Still, we have learned not
to condemn anything until it is actually tried out, and it is

therefore given to our readers for experiment.

Dyersville, la., asks why the use of motors is prohibited
in many large cities.

It is for the reason that when operators run their ma-
chines with a motor they are inclined to get careless. The
operator's place is right beside the machine every second of
the time it is running, and the best way to insure his pres-
ence is to compel him to operate the mechanism by hand.
More than this, many slight defects in the operation of
the machine are most quickly detected by sense of touch
of the hand on the crank. To make a long story short, the
use of a motor is prohibited in many cities as the best and
surest method of chaining the operator's attention to the
machine every second that it is in operation.

* * *

Houston, Tex., asks whether or no alternating current fans
can be made to operate on direct current.
They cannot.

^ ^ %

Portland, Me., wishes to know what kind of oil is best for
gears and intermittent movement.
Any good oil will do, but it should be put on the intermit-

tent very sparingly and often. The writer, however, prefers
what is known as valve oil for the gears. It is a very heavy
lubricant, lasts well and does not so readily run off. Valve
oil such as is used for engines, I mean. Avoid cheap oils as
they contain, usually, a large percentage of kerosene.

Atlanta, Ga., asks what focal length condensers should be
used for an 85-foot throw.
This depends somewhat on size of picture, as well as

throw. In other words, there is a distinct relation between
the focal length of condensers and projection lens. The
smaller your picture, the longer focal length will your
projection lenses be for a given throw. For an ordinary
sized picture, however, two 7^ condensers will answer fer
an 85-foot throw. In asking such questions always give size
of picture as well as length of throw.

OPERATORS OVER-CONFIDENT.
One of the things we have to contend with in the moving

picture projection field is the know-it-all operator, and it is

positively astonishing how numerous he is. The locomotive
engineer, the clerk, the mason, the carpenter and practically
all the professional and tradesmen freely admit that there
is always something to learn in their business and as a rule
they are not only willing but eager to become better posted.
But not so with the average operator! He seems to have

a perverted idea that he can supply the place of knowledge
with bluff. Try to tell him anything, or even talk anything
over with him, and he immediately gives you to understand
that he learned all about that while still a baby at his
mother's breast.
The problems which are to you the most perplexing are to

him clear as the azure sky—though you can never pin him
right down to the matter of imparting any portion of his
wonderful knowledge. But if you happen to listen to his
conversation for awhile, or if you drop in where he is oper-
ating and watch the show, you are likely to form the opinion
that he is a—well, that he has made a serious mistake in
estimating his actual ability.

This thing of pretending knowledge you do not possess
is sheer idiocy, since it cuts you out from many chances
to learn. That there is much to learn in the matter of pro-
jection none but the fool will deny. The study of the laws
of optics is alone an exceedingly deep subject, while the elec-

trical end is one which may well keep one busy for an in-

definite time. True, the machine itself is simple enough, still

few there be who thoroughly understand its proper adjust-
ment. Get busy, gentlemen, and stop bluffing. Study your
business and be ever ready and eager to learn. Don't imagine
you know it all, for you don't and the chances are that were
the truth known you really are ashamed of how little you
know about your business when it comes to a show-down.

In this connection it is well that the boards of examiners
are making the test more difficult. At least it will shake
some of the egotism out of some of the I-Know-It-Alls when
they get turned down and start them doing some real study-

ing to perfect themselves in their craft.

At the meeting of the Patents Company licensees, on Feb-
ruary 7, the licenses of the S. Nye Bass Film Exchange, New
Orleans, La., and the Theater Film Service, San Francisco,

Cal., were cancelled.
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FACTS AND MISTAKEN IDEAS ABOUT MOVING
PICTURE ACTORS AND ACTRESSES.

Thi us notions which son t ^tbout the
qualifications for motion picture actor> and actresses arc yery
strange and sometimi ing. Ii imagines that
the i arc limited, lie has anotl rning,
Some think all that i^ necessary is nd or pose while
the picture is being talon. Others, that a tew exaggerated
gestures, expressive of fear, laughter, grief, anger, etc., fill

the bill.

These notions are wrong and should be discouraged. The
facts are, only the best and most capable actors and actresses
obtainable are engaged by the producers of motion pictures,
particularly in the regular or stock companies; men and
women of recognized stage experience, persons of intelli-

gence and culture, and even their "supers" must be capable
and experienced, Motion picture acting is a high art. The
standard of plays now being produced demands a high
order of ability, and you can build on this statement, by one
who knows, that the standard will be still higher in the next
six months.

In a recent interview on this subject witli the Vitagraph
Company of America, who always insist upon the highest
qualifications, we were informed that 650 persons applied
to that company within the last four months. Of this num-
ber, one-half, or fifty per cent., were inexperienced, with
the idea that the only recommendation necessary was good
looks (?) or that "They would like to try it because they
had nothing else to do or they could make more money
'posing* for motion pictures than doing anything else." One
girl applicant was asked:
"What is your specialty?"
"Specialty?" she repeated. "What's that?"
"What part in the play do you usually take""
"Oh!" said she, "I like to take the part where they make

love."

'Another was asked what experience she had as an actress.

"Ive studied elocution," was the reply.

Still another said that she was always good at making fun
of people and would like to pose in motion pictures. Mother
says, "She doesn't know what else I am good for."

The most extravagant case was that of a young chap who
said that he would like to take part in moving pictures.

When asked what experience he had. he replied:

"My father drives a furniture van."
Young men and women are not the only ones who get

silly ideas about acting in motion pictures. Older ones get

them, too, as illustrated in the case of a maiden lady of
doubtful age when asked if she was ever on the stage, said:

"No, mother objects to my going on the stage and I

thought I would go in motion pictures."

"In that case," we said, "you had better go and bring your
mother with you," and she never came back.

This is one in which the applicant got the idea that every
motion picture involved a chase. When asked what his

specialty was, he informed us that he won a medal in a

half-mile dash and thought he could do well in chases. This
was the limit of endurance, and it is not necessary to add
that he started a chase right there and then, and we never
went outside the gate to see where it ended.
Many more instances of young men and young girls who

get foolish notions about acting in motion pictures could
be cited, but these are sufficient to disabuse the minds of
any persons who are silly enough to entertain them and who
might better be applying their time and attention to some
occupation for which they are suited. It is just as absurd to
entertain these notions as to say that motion picture acting
would be a splendid occupation for the deaf and dumb.

W. C. Kunzmann, Cleveland correspondent and representa-
tive of The Moving Picture World, with headquarters at

Royal Court, 1830 East 19th street, has taken over the rent-

ing and selling of the Jeffries-Johnson fight slides, the biggest
moving picture feature of this year, for the Malaney Syndi-
cate, Sandusky, Ohio. Mr. Kunzmann will represent this

house of features in Cleveland and all surrounding towns.
The above feature are colored slide views of Jeffries and
Johnson, their trainers, the promoters and other men and
scenes connected with the coming battle. Up-to-date man-
agers are taking advantage of this big feature and "Fore-
runner of the Fight." Managers have played to packed
houses wherever these slides and views of these two talked-
of fighters have been shown. Be the first to show them in

your city.

LOS ANGELES HOME OF THREE FILM CONCERNS.
Climate and Scenic Settings Are Ideal.

[From the Los Angeles "Examiner."]

A large proportion of the moving pictures made in Amer-
ica are produced in Los Angeles. With three of the largest

companies in the country here, the mountains, the valleys,

the orange groves and the seashores teem with persons riding,

running and posing before the motion camera, and the films

are being enjoyed by audiences in nearly every city of the

country and many in Europe, as they are thrown upon the

screens, snowing delightful California scenery.

The reason Southern California has been chosen by the

motion picture companies is that the background for any
kind or style of picture may be found here. If the require-

ments demand snow, a party of picture actors or actresses

may be seen ascending Mt. Loewe. If, on the other hand,

the strand or seashore is necessary in bringing out a scene

in the picture, coves and stretches of sand are at hand.

Tropical settings are found necessary in many pictures, and
they are easily found, even to the banana groves. Views in

orange groves, now being shown on thousands of screens

throughout the land, were made within ten miles of Los
Angeles.

Quite a Colony.

Altogether there are three companies now operating in and
about Los Angeles, the last to arrive being the Biograph
Company of America, which reached here last week, and at

once began producing films. This company alone numbers
more than half a hundred persons, and, together with the

other two companies, the Selig Company and the New York
Motion Picture Company, the number of motion picture

actors and actresses now living in the city numbers upward
to 200. There are about two-score trained horses with the

outfits and almost a trainload of properties and costumes
have been brought here by the three concerns.

Helps California.

What the business must mean to California in a commercial
sense is clearly apparent. It is now well known that many
of the pictures of this country are being made here, and the

backgrounds of orange groves, tropical plants, mountain
scenery, seashore life and snow-covered crags is creating
great interest in other parts of the country.

Since it has been noised abroad that so many of the pic-

tures are being taken, the participants have been handicapped
by the number of spectators. That is one of the things most
dreaded by the picture actors. It is resented by them the
same as an artist resents the intrusion of visitors to view an
tmcompleted canvas.

Indian pictures have occupied the attention of the New
York Motion Picture Company to a large extent during the
past month, and they have two genuine Indians to take part
in the scenes. They are Young Deer and Miss Redwing,
members of the Winnebago tribe, both of whom have posed
for some of the best-known artists in the country, and are
perfect types of their race.

Los Angeles persons are also engaged to take parts in the
pictures. On last Thursday and Friday more than 100 persons
were engaged to act as the "crowd" at the ringside of a
prize fight necessary in one of the pictures, and in many
others has it been found necessary to engage additional per-
sons to the company until there has sprung up a big colony
of "moving picture supers" in this city.

The coming to Southern California by the picture firms
is not a Winter engagement, but will be an all-year enter-
prise. At first they came here to escape the snow and ice,

but the bright quality of the sunshine and the number of
clear days in which they may work, together with the variety
of scenery, has all been found ideal, and their making here
is now permanent.

Lexington, Ky.—Robert Geary and C. B. Combs have
opened the "Pekin," a new moving picture theater.

A license has been issued to Praetorius & Sibley to conduct
a booking agency at 729 Sixth avenue, New York. Chris
Praetorius is the senior member of the new firm and Homer
W. Sibley, the junior. Mr. Praetorius is well and favorably
known among the vaudeville performers as an arranger of
music. Mr. Sibley was formerly the manager of the booking
department of Len Spencer's Lyceum, and is well known
among the moving picture people in Greater New York and
the East. The new firm will furnish first-class vaudeville
acts for clubs, etc.; they will also have a department where
singers, lecturers and musicians will be furnished for the
moving picture theaters. They are now located in the Spauld-
ing Building, 29-33 West Forty-second street, New York,
having moved to their new quarters on December 1.
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COMMENTS <™ FILMS

SENSATIONAL LOGGING (Essanay).

Some time ago this firm issued a film called the "Wonders
of Nature" which was one of the best reproductions of mag-
nificent scenery ever presented. The comment was made at

the time that the operator fully appreciated his opportunity
and took full advantage of it. Again the operator has ac-

complished something well worth while. Logging has a
peculiar fascination for most people, probably because it is

such a hazardous occupation. And when it is adequately
reproduced, as it is in this instance, it forms a remarkably
attractive picture. Moreover, the scenic beauties add to it.

Made in the most beautiful section of the Appalachian moun-
tains, the Cumberlands, of Kentucky and Virginia, it conveys
an accurate impression of the scenic wonders of the region.

The last scene, breaking a jam 50 feet high, containing 200,-

000 logs, is sensational in the extreme and probably affords

a stronger impression of what logging really is than anything
outside of the actual work itself. The Essanay people are to

be congratulated upon producing such an excellent picture.

They are to be congratulated upon having a corps of oper-
ators who appreciate not alone the scenic value of a particular

locality, but the best methods of reproducing those scenes
so as to convey an impression of what the original scene
is. The work is remarkably well done. The photography is

clear and the tonal values are maintained at a high standard,
affording an artistic picture well worth seeing.

TWELFTH NIGHT (Vitagraph).

Another of the ambitious releases by this house. This
reproduction of one of Shakespeare's most pleasing comedies
is satisfactory in every particular. The staging is according
to the best traditions of Shakespeare's time and the acting
is in harmony with the modern understanding of the piece.

The story is known to all readers of English and need not
be repeated. The acting appears to interpret what may be
termed the modern impression of the Shakespearian drama.
Of course, much must be eliminated, otherwise it would be
impossible to make any adequate reproduction of the play.

The condensing has been done by a master hand, however,
and does not mar the piece itself. In some degree, perhaps,
it is an improvement, since it eliminates many of those por-
tions which illuminate the main story, though they are not
essential to its development, nor to an understanding of it.

Manufacturers who endeavor to place such pictures before
audiences numbering in the aggregate many thousaoids scat-

tered through the country are to be commended. It brings to

the many who really enjoy this drama an opportunity to see
it adequately performed, and at a nominal c*>st. It elevates
and improves the literary taste and appreciation of the great
mass of the people, performing in this way service which
cannot be measured in material terms. Such work is in the
nature of an educational service, which is deserving of the
heartiest support of all who are working for the improvement
of humanity.

"Civil War" (Gaumont).—Whoever is responsible for the
war pictures, or the reproduction of war scenes, in this estab-
lishment may be performing a valuable public service without
really appreciating it. The glories of war have engaged the
attention of literary men and poets through all the ages of
the world. The Gaumont films exhibit the other side with
sufficient horror to make war repulsive, and therefore they
will have an influence in preventing wars in the future. One
doesn't like to look at war pictures, but if they will help to
abolish war one need not wish them left off the programs.

"Politics" (Selig).—Here is a lively mix-up that will keep
the audience interested and highly amused all at the same
time. Politics, memories of the late war, a love story, end-
ing in a hurried wedding because the young people cannot
bear to be separated, even though their respective parents
have vowed eternal vengeance upon each other, and an end-
ing as blissful and peaceful as the calm serenity of a Sum-
mer morning, when everybody makes up with everybody else
and all political differences are forgotten in the congratula-
tions showered upon the young couple. The Selig players
have a happy faculty of working out a story of this char-
acter with sufficient understanding of human nature to make
them appear real. The acting in this film is particularly good
and supplies no end of fun while the picture is on the screen.

"Sentimental Sam" (Lubin).—An amusing picture repre-

senting a husband and wife each attempting to commit sui-

cide after their first quarrel. Sammy drops in just in time
to see what is transpiring, and by showing the farewell notes
each wrote to the other succeeds in affecting a reconciliation

so engrossing and affecting that they forget Sam's presence
in the joy of their exuberant affection.

"It Might Have Been" (Lubin).—A bit of comedy from
this house which, like all others that originate in the same
place, keeps the audience well amused. The Lubin comedians
are funny, sometimes without appearing to know it, and in

this instance they perform their parts to perfection.

"The Woman from Mellon's" (Biograph).—A story which
is more amusing than some funny pictures which are offered.

The mix-up in the love affairs is funny. When the father
sends for a woman to watch his daughter, the detective
agency sends the lover made up in woman's clothes, and
then the fun begins, culminating when the father proposes
eloping with the pretty detective. The marriage ceremony
is performed, and the father, realizing his own embarrassing
predicament, gives his blessing, and Cupid once more is vin-
dicated.

Seaside Adventures at Home (Gaumont).—A funny story,

representing how a young man gave himself an outing with-
out leaving home. The audience enjoys it quite as much
as he does himself. The swim in the kitchen is a novelty
which will appeal- to those who like something odd and
unusual.

"The Course of True Love" (Biograph).—If a love story
was told from beginning to end without anything to disturb
its delightful charm, no doubt it would be so common-
place that it would be lacking in interest. Consequently,
various disturbances are interlarded to add to the interest

and keep the interest of the reader, or hold the attention of
the audience which is watching a picture. In this instance
the poor little flower girl who innocently causes the misun-
derstanding that almost separates the lovers excites one's
pity. She is the pathetic figure in this story, and unques-
tionably the sympathy of the audience will flow to her. That
the lovers make up their differences does not seem strange.
Lovers have a way of doing that. That they will live happily
ever afterward is equally apparent, and this affords a satis-

factory ending to a drama which included something of storm
and stress. Like all the Biograph pictures this is well acted
and the photography is quite in keeping with the subject and
its suggestions.

"Celestial Vengeance" (Lubin).—Perhaps Lubin's films
have come to be considered as unusually attractive because
they generally include something novel, and most persons
who see motion pictures will agree that novelty possesses
an irresistible strength of attraction. It is novel to see a
man go to Chinatown and steal an idol; but the real novelty,
after all, lies in the punishment which is meted out to the
thief when the Chinese find the desecrator of the shrine.

The interest centers there and the effect upon the audience
is like the effect of most of the Lubin films. There is plenty
of action, some of it of the liveliest character, and acting
and photography are alike good.

"The Bandit" (Pathe).—A well acted and clearly photo-
graphed film depicting first the charity of a brigand, whom
a poor widow has befriended, and then representing this

brigand as executing summary justice upon the landlord, who
refused to give a receipt for money paid him by the widow.
No one pities him when he is despoiled of a portion of his

wealth by the brigand. It seems only an ordinary course
for justice to pursue.

"In the Serpent's Power" (Selig).—Here is one from the
Selig studios, lifelike and engaging, carrying one to Genoa
and breathing the spirit of Italy itself. The reproduction of
Italian scenery is remarkably well done. In fact, it does
not require any difficult work on the part of the imagination
to believe one is looking upon a scene in the actual life of
that interesting country. It is full of action, in some in-

stances of a very excitinsr. not to say sensational, character,

and it causes one to observe closely in an endeavor to com-
prehend what comes next. It is one of the Selig sort, with all

the snap and dash and accurate interpretation which are so
characteristic of the Selig films.

"The Passing Shadow" (Vitagraph).—A story of a son cast

off because he married against his father's wishes, with at-

tendant poverty and distress. This story is lifted out of the

category of commonplace by the entrance of the son to

father's library to leave a Christmas present, his discovery
and shooting for a burglar. Then comes the reconciliation.

with the resultant happiness ofall parties concerned. There
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is nothing particularly striking about the picture, aside from
ihe incident that results in reconciliation, but the story is

interesting, well acted, and does not fail to please the
audiem
"Servant from the Country" (Gaumont).—A series of amus-

ing, though not altogether pleasant adventures which beset
mily who employ a servant from the country. She be-

omes frightened and hurls a live lobster out of the window,
and gives a good suit of clothes to a beggar, mistaking him
tor a tailor. The comedy is lively and calculated to keep
an audience in good humor. The photography is clear and
satisfact< iry,

"Settled Out of Court" (Gaumont).—A novel way of set-

tling a threatened divorce case. By raising a smoke a tact-

ful lawyer brings an estranged husband and wife together
a settlement out of court an easy proposition.

Whih the smoke from an oil stove might not always be a

potent influence in settling such disagreements, this picture
1- not without its serious aspects, even though It was, per-
haps, intended to be a comedy. It might set others thinking
along similar lines and in that respect, at least, suggesting

sible arrangement of any existing dispute.
"The Livingston Case" (Edison).—A detective story much

on the (5rder of the famous "Sherlock Holmes" tales. By
a process of deduction a detective follows out a series of
clues by which he obtains a confession from a suspect. The
film is dramatic in the extreme. The action is well sustained
throughout and works out to a climax both startling and
unexpected. It is a good story and deserves a long run. It

is one of those stories which appeals both by its novelty
and it- intrinsic interest, and holds the attention of the audi-
ence throughout at a high pitch.

"In Ancient Greece" (Pathe).—A reproduction of an an-
cient Greek dance which is so lifelike, and withal such an
excellent pictorial representation of a dance from ancient
Greece that it is hard to believe the dancers do not actually
appear in the flesh. Perhaps the principal attraction of this

film lies in its concrete representation of what has been
many times described, but which can scarcely be understood
without something more tangible than words. It is well
worth seeing and should be popular.
"The Confederate Spy" (Kalem).—A Civil War story in

which a young lieutenant is sent on a dangerous mission to
secure certain Federal plans, but is wounded and the papers
are delivered by a faithful old colored servant. The first

scene, a typical Southern plantation home before the war, is

beautiful and is, perhaps, a sufficient reason for the picture,
if there was no story connected with it. Much good will be
done by presenting to those who know nothing about such
scenes a reproduction of them. Perhaps in that way a better
understanding of the character of the Southern people can
be disseminated. There is a scene, too, of a deserted cabin in

an almost impenetrable swamp, with the picture of the
mistress of the beautiful home forced to that hovel for refuge.
The contrast is almost a shock and graphically represents
what the war cost the Confederacy. The film is well acted
and the setting is also good. The steady improvement in

the quality of these films is noticeable and the firm deserves
commendation for their good work.

"The Price of Fame" (Essanay).—An intensely dramatic
picture, depicting graphically the struggles of a musical com-
poser, the apparent perfidy of his wife, resulting in her
leaving him, his triumphant success and finally their re-
union just as she has given up all hope and expects to die.

The Italian character is portrayed with a fidelity which
makes the acting seem like the work of real people, rather
than the pictorial reproduction of what actors have per-
formed. The situations are dramatic and the climax, the
reunion of husband and wife, is well managed. It seems real,

"od is the acting. One cannot forbear commending this

house for the steady improvement in their dramatic work,
as well as their photography, and the combination is pro-
ducing films which win the applause of the best audiences.

"Coals of Fire" (Urban).—While an explosion in this pic-
ture is well managed, and the resulting blindness and kind-
ness of an abused child are interesting features, one is almost
ready to believe that its principal attraction will be found
in the reproduction of scenery among the Pyrenees. The
operator has done his work so well that the mountains, with
their gorges and beautiful valleys, seem to stand before one,
perfectly reproduced, with tonal values so well preserved
that it is a pleasure to look at them. The story supplies a

reason for making the picture, but the scenic beauties are
sufficient to make it popular without the story.

"Venetian Isles" (Urban).—An adequate picture of Venice,
perhaps one of the most successful pictures this house has
ever put out. It is Venice, the beautiful, with all its charac-

teristic features so well reproduced that it lives before one's
eyes, and as the gondolas glide smoothly along, one's imagina-
tion makes one believe that for the time, at least, one is

basking in the delicious sunlight of that marvelous and
c clime. No other place on earth is like it, and the

house which produced this film is to be congratulated upon
bringing out a picture which so satisfactorily reproduces the
distinguishing features of the marvelous city. It is a dis-
tinction of which any firm may well feel proud, to be able
to make a picture which will appeal so graphically and
convey such an accurate impression of the actual scene. The
chief mission of the motion picture is, in this way, fulfilled.

"Roller Skating in Australia"
I Pathe).—A remarkably good

scenic picture, well described in the title, and affording oppor-
tunity to acquire accurate information respecting the sport
in that far-away portion of the world. An important feature
of the motion picture's province is to bring together distant
portions of the world, and make the inhabitants of one por-
tion acquainted with what goes on in other parts. Not all

persons can travel and see these things for themselves, but
there is no limit to the number who can view the scenes in
motion pictures.

"The Little Old Men of the Woods" (Kalem).—One of the
fairy stories announced by the house which it is intended to
release each week. In this instance one of Grimm's well-

,known tales is adequately dramatized and made even more
interesting than the story itself. It is the well-known story
of Snow White, whose queen mother died when she was
a baby and whose stepmother attempted later to have her
killed. The little dwarfs in the wood protected her and ulti-

mately the cruel stepmother is unmasked and receives just
punishment. It is a pretty story, well told and clearly pho-
tographed, making an extremely attractive picture. While
these films are supposed to be particularly attractive to chil-

dren, older persons will not fail to be interested. If all these
series are as well done as this, the house can depend upon a
cordial welcome from its own patrons and the public.

"The Surprise Party" (Edison).—All surprise parties are
interesting. Some more than others, perhaps, though of
course this feature would be inherent in individual conditions.
This surprise party was a donation at the local minister's,
and refreshments were ordered from the city. Through the
pranks of boys, the refreshment box was mixed with a box
of animals intended for a theater, and then there was, in-

deed, a surprise. The players have seized upon and have
developed the salient features in this story and have made
a very laughable occasion of it indeed. It is a happy com-
bination and the fun is lively without a suspicion of taint or
anything disagreeable. Such humorous pictures deserve the
heartiest commendation of all lovers of the silent drama.

"The Bad Man from Riley's Gulch" (Edison).—A drama
representing what has occurred many times in Western sa-

loons when a bad man enters and begins bullying everyone
in the place. So far the picture is familiar, but when the
bully is put to flight by a determined little woman w-ielding

a pair of shears- the picture has a different ending from some
of them. This one is well acted, but apart from that it

posseses considerable interest because it shows a type of
character which is fast massing away, if, indeed, it has not
entirely passed, excepting in remote frontier or backwoods
settlements. The typical bad man was a product of a condi-
tion, and in a general way that condition has ceased to exist

in most localities and with it has gone this type of bullying
desperado. Preserving the type adequately has been well
performed in this picture.

"His Just Deserts" (Edison).—A workman in a Southern
iron foundry makes advances to the wife of another work-
man, and because he is repulsed wreaks summary vengeance
upon the husband. But Nemesis overtakes him and he meets
a horrible death in the molten metal. The death scene is

very realistic and is admirably managed. It is difficult to

suggest any improvement in the scene. The foundry itself is

well illustrated and in all particulars the picture gives satis-

faction.

"The Female Bandit" (Bison).—A melodramatic story of suf-

fering, heroism, a female bandit holding up a coach, rescuing

a child from a burning house and several other thrilling ad-

ventures. The action, perhaps one might call it the life of

the piece, is sufficiently good to hold the interest of the au-

dience from beginning to end. The technical qualities are

likewise satisfactory.

"Justice in the Far North" (Imp).—A melodramatic picture

chiefly interesting because it reproduces far Northern scen-

ery, representing possibilities of suffering which are un-

known here. The story itself, a repetition of the familiar

one of a wife abused by a husband who does not, or will
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DO YOU SUPPOSE
or believe that exhibitors who have bought various makes of current savers during the
past year would come to me and put down cold cash and besides give me their old
current saver in trade for the

HALLBERG Economizer
if it wasn't a fact that the "HALLBERG" saves more money on the electric bill and
gives a better light?

NOT A BIT OF IT!
THERE'S A REASON, and I can prove it. If you don't believe me ask Mr. Cohen
of Cohen Bros. & Peyser, who own and operate the Knickerbocker Theatre, No. 879
Prospect Avenue, New York City. He put in an Inductor current saver, and used it a
short time. He paid me cash and gave me the Inductor current saver besides for one
"HALLBERG" Economizer. He was so well pleased with his "HALLBERG" that

when he opened a second theatre on corner of Home Street and Prospect Avenue, he
bought another "HALLBERG" Economizer. AsK him the reason!

I have been in the current saving business longer than any one ehe, and I am the only one who has
stayed in the business since the beginning and this would not have been possible if I had not made good
as I get from twenty to fifty dollars each more for the "HALLBERG" Economizer than the makers of
other current savers get for theirs. You will have to have the "HALLBERG" Economizer sooner or
later—Why not buy it in the first place? DO IT NOW.

Write for Free Booklet No. W-17

J. H. HALLBERG, 28 Greenwich Ave., New York

J. H. HALLBERC

TO YOU
We appreciate and welcome competition

—

we want you—entreat you to carefully con-
sider every line of Film Service that repre-

sentatives or advertisements recommend.
Study them all—weigh their qualities and
their values and be governed accordingly

—

of course we'll be satisfied, because such
comparison must result in our favor.

Our Premier
Film ^Service
is sure the " candy " anyway you figure it

The Pittsburg Calcium

Light ® Film Company
Pittsburg, Pa. Dec Moines, la. Rochester, N. Y.

wiikes Barre, Pa. Cincinnati, Ohio.
Omaha. Neb.

ELECTRA

Pink
*v

Label

•TRADE MARK'

CARBONS
Superior to all other Carbons

on the market

"WHY experiment with other
Carbons, when the HIGHEST
GRADE ELECTRA CARBONS
can be had at reasonable prices
from the

SOLE IMPORTER

HUGO RELSINGER
II Broadway, New York, N. Y.
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nut, understand her and treat her decently, and his realiza-

tion of her value after he has received his lesson. This is not
novel, perhaps, but it is int< and is told in a convincing
way that exerts an irresistible power upon the audience. No
one pities him when he is shot and severely wounded by
Ins wife, but there is som ; ground for svnipathy for the man
who befriended her and almost loses his life for doing it.

I he picture is, photographically, an improvement on some
that have gone before and the acting is in harmony with the

subject.

"His Daughter's Legacy" (Pantograph).—A story which
ils because it has a love tale running through it. destined

to be turned to sorrow later, however. It is the story of

the love of a city man for a country girl, one of those in-

stances where the girl elopes with him, and the result is a

happy marriage; happy for a time, at least. Eventually, how-
ever, he dismisses her and with her infant in her arms she
seeks her father's cabin and falls exhausted on the floor.

Years later her husband searches for her and traces her there,

only to find she has died in the meantime, but his daughter
welcomes him, and with the grandfather's consent he takes
her away. The acting is fairly good, only a few points show-
ing variation from the proper standard. Photographically, the
film is clear, with the exception of here and there a place that

could be improved, and the tinting has been managed with
'-kill and discretion. The film is an advance on former Panto-
graph releases and indicates improvement in the operating

In "The Wayside Shrine," a current Vitagraph release,.

we are shown some beautiful natural scenery. This simple
and all too common story of the innocent maid who loved
not wisely but too well is pres< nted with a fidelity and
Studied care which shows to what extent the manufacturers
are endea perfect their product.

* * *

The Vitagraph Company have a number of delightful dra-
matic and comedy surprises in process of issue for the month
of March: "An Eye for an Eye," a drama of powerful inter-

est, on .March i; "At the Eleventh Hour," an emotional drama,
March 4; "Beautiful Snow," a comedy full of hits and smiles,
and "The History of a Sardine Sandwich," on March 5;
"A Brother's Devotion," a drama full of sympathetic heart
throbs, March 8; "Conscience, or A Baker's Boy," another
picturesque Venetian drama, March 11; "Taming a Grand-
father," a comedy drama, on March 12. We have already
called attention to the issues on February 22; the great
French drama, "Paid in Full," February 25; of the society
drama, "A Lesson by the Sea," and the Venetian play, "The
Soul of Venice," February 26.

* * *

The dramatizing of the novel. "St. Flmo," by the Vita-
graph Company will be a feature which the trade and public
can look forward to with great interest and anticipation. Xo
expense will be spared in the production.

Scene from "The Wayside Shrine," Vitagraph Company.

and producing departments. Better things may reasonably
be expected.

"The Ten of Spades" (New York Motion Picture Com-
pany).—A Western melodrama which develops some inter-

esting situations and offers a number of quite unexpected
climaxes. It contains an excellent cowboys' chase and some
other features which represent life as it formerly existed in

some parts of the West. The tearing of the card is not a
new episode, but it is, perhaps, presented in quite as inter-

esting a way as it has been heretofore. The last scene is

not quite as convincing as it might be with some minor
changes, but there is something about it which holds the
attention of the audience and prevents a dull close. Alto-
gether the picture is fairly satisfactory and represents an
advance compared with -omc previous films from the same
house.

VITAGRAPH NOTES.

The third reel which has been added to the Vitagraph
output is intended by them to be of an educational nature.
That is, if the exchanges will fall in with their ideas. But
it is obvious that the exchange waits for the calls of the
exhibitor and the exhibitor in every case is not guided by
the tastes of his patrons, else the manufacturers who have
tried to bring about an improvement in the class of sub-
ject would have received more ready encouragement.

Since the announcement of the "Uncle Tom's Cabin,'' the
Vitagraph studio has been besieged by an army of small
boys and men with dogs, making application in behalf of
their canines for a part in the chase of Eliza by the blood-
hounds. The studio might have been mistaken for a pound
if it hadn't been for the activity of the gatekeeper.

* * *

The number of inquiries from church people throughout
the country about "The Life of Moses" and the cost of
renting the whole series, shows that it is not only popular
as a general release and great specialty, but also that it

has proven a great leader to a higher appreciation of the
efforts of the producer and exhibitor in the high character
of entertainment they are furnishing the public.

EDISON NOTES.
Another Film by E. W. Townsend on February 22.

Edward W. Townsend, of "Chimmy Fadden" fame, has
written another story for Edison films. The title is- "A Vic-
tim of Bridge," and the plot of the story is laid in the
sacred precincts of the most exclusive Xew York society, of
which Mr. Townsend is especially qualified to write. A young
matron, a leader in the social set. gambles beyond her means,
and learns a lesson never to be forgotten. The action
throughout is said to be intensely dramatic. A special cast
was engaged for the picture, and it is claimed that the stage
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settings and gowns worn make a production worthy of a

Broadway theater. Photographically the picture is pro-

nounced to be superb.

"The Pied Piper of Hamelin" in an Edison Film.

"The Pied Piper of Hamelin," Robert Browning's wonder-
ful poem, has found its way into Edison production and will

be released at a not very distant date. There is a world of

possibilities for the motion picture in this interesting sub-

ject, and the Edison Company may be depended upon to

realize them. All the picturesqueness of the poem will be
preserved in its pictorial presentation, but, for the sake of a

happier ending, the Edison people, instead of leaving the

children of Hamelin town buried deep in the mountain's side,

will picture them as restored to their anxious parents.

* * *

"A Victim of Bridge," by Edward W. Townsend, is being
advertised by the Edison Company as a production of more
than ordinary character, distinguished not alone by the fact

of its having been written by so prominent an author as

Mr. Townsend, but because of the lavishness of its stage-
settings and accessories. The gowns worn by the ladies

in this story of New York's "Four Hundred" are said to

be direct importations from Paris and the latest creations
"by the architects of style and fashion in that city. Judicious
advertisement of that fact among the feminine population of
every city, town or hamlet that boasts of a moving picture
theater where the film is exhibited ought to crowd the
theater to th'e doors. The production was staged with a
special cast of characters, able to look and act its characters
-to a nicety. "A Victim of Bridge" will be released Feb-
ruary 22.

* * *

"Carmen," with Mile. Pilar-Morin in the title role, has been
practically completed, but the Edison Company is with-
holding announcement of its release pending the perfection
of a few minor details which will shortly be taken care of
"Faust" was a film for any company to be proud of, and
-the Edison people are not yet done receiving compliments
on it, but "Carmen," interpreted by this wonderful French
woman, ought to completely overshadow its success. It is

promised to be a sumptuous production, without a rival in
the history of motion pictures so far as magnificence of cos-
tuming and scenic arrangements are concerned. "Carmen"
•ought to be unusually suited to a woman of Mile. Pilar-
Morin's temperament and talent, and we shall be disagree-
ably surprised if in its delineation she does not offer a piece
of characterization that will surprise even her warmest
admirers.

TMORE EUROPEAN FILMS FOR THE AMERICAN
MARKET.

That enterprising young lady, Miss Frida Klug, to whom
we have before alluded, has been very busily and very quietly
"laying the foundation of a new business. She has made
arrangements with the Powers Company to handle the Co-
lumbia films in Europe through her European connections
and negotiate for the purchase of suitable European nega-
tives for this country. These will be issued to the trade
nere by The Powers Company, who have installed an elab-
orate and costly factory at Wakefield, N. Y. The Powers
Company have been busily preparing negatives for some
time and will shortly resume their regular releases. Mean-
while they offer a timely subject, "The Paris Disaster," from
a negative made by Le Lion Company, of Paris, shipments
of which will be made from the Powers factory on the 15th
-inst.

ECLAIR FILMS.

A selection of the products of this well-known French
<oncern is now being regularly supplied to the American
independent trade by a regularly established agency at 31
East 27th street, New York. Two of their current issues are
•of special merit. "Duty and Conscience" shows the trial to
•which a gamekeeper was put to do his duty and at the same
time be merciful to a poor woodman who is caught in pri-

vate grounds in the act of shooting a rabbit to bring food
to his starving wife and children. Conscience prevails and a

nappy ending is given to an impressive story. Another Eclair
film, "Face to Face," is a war drama of great strength. The
scenes are well connected and the story interesting and will

"be a strong addition to any program. In each of these pic-

tures the excellent quality of the photography does justice

to charming and well-selected scenery, and several of the

outdoor scenes are so beautifully toned and tinted that it is

very evident that the Eclair photographers are experts in
their profession.

A GREAT NORTHERN HEADLINER.
Those who have followed the subjects and manner of

execution of Great Northern films cannot fail to have noticed
a steady improvement in the settings, and especially the act-
ing. This is most favorably exemplified in their dramatiza-
tion of the story of "Madame Sans Gene," which will be
released shortly. The entire company which presented the
play at the Academie Royal in Copenhagen were engaged for
the production of the film, and the scenic effects are far
beyond the average film setting. The Great Northern Film
Company have prepared a gorgeous poster for this subject,
in which all the colors of the spectrum are utilized to pro-
duce a harmonious and rich effect, never before seen in a show
poster.

A. G. WHYTE OPENS CHICAGO OFFICE.
That hustling young entrant into the film business, A. G.

Whyte, who is the sole agent for Nestor Films, leaves New
York this week for Chicago, where he will open an office to
represent other Eastern independent manufacturers. Whyte
is very popular among the exchange men and it is a fore-
gone conclusion that those manufacturers who place their
Western business in his hands will not lose by the trans-
action.

"IMP" RELEASES DOUBLED.
Independent exhibitors who clamor for "Imp" films will

be pleased to know that the promised twice-a-week release
of these films is now an accomplished fact. The factory end
of matters have been hustling for some time to get subjects
ahead so that the extra reel will not tax their resources to
the extent of sacrificing quality. And only when this is

combined with quantity should such increase be encouraged.

LUX FILMS.
It was our good fortune to see on the screen during the

past week no less than three films bearing the "Lux" trade-
mark. Two were dramas and one a comedy, and for pho-
tographic excellence, stagecraft and action we can only in
all fairness accord them the highest praise. The Lux firm
in Paris issue three reels—an average of five subjects—

a

week, and Mr. Prieur, who handles the agency in this coun-
try, thus has an excellent variety from which to make his
selection. Independent exhibitors who include the Lux films
in their program certainly will make no mistake.

EDISON MODEL "B" IN COMPETITIVE DEMON-
STRATION.

On February 1, through the courtesy of Mr. Robt. Jeanette
of the Globe Theater, Boston, Mass., and under the auspices
of the Howard Moving Picture Company, a competitive dem-
onstration was arranged between the new Edison Undeer-
writers' Model "B" Kinetoscope and two other projecting
machines of well-known manufacture. Invitations were sent
to and accepted by over one hundred owners and managers
of moving picture theaters in and around Boston. Among
those present were F. H. Stewart, the traveling demonstrator
of the Edison Model "B," and representatives of the two
other manufacturers. The machines were given a thorough
and impartial test under all conceivable conditions. In point
of steadiness and clearness of projection the Howard Moving
Picture Company reports that the Edison Model "B" clearly

proved its superiority over the other machines, with the
result that they clinched several good sales on the spot and
were assured by many of the exhibitors present that their

intention was to install the new model in the near future.

On February 3 another demonstration was given at the
Majestic Theater, 52 South Pearl street, Albany, N. Y.,

through the courtesy of Emil Deches, manager. This demon-
stration was also well attended by exhibitors from Albany,
Schenectady, Troy, Cohoes and neighboring cities. Directly
after the exhibition the Actograph Company of America
ordered two Model "B" machines direct from the factory by
long distance telephone. Further demonstrations are to be
given throughout New York State, and the success that has
attended Mr. Stewart on his trip so far is expected to be
duplicated in every instance.
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CORRESPONDENCE.
CHARLES URBAN GIVES ALL HIS TIME TO KINE-

MACOLOR.
January 25, 1910.

To the Editors. Moving Picture World.

Dear Sirs—The daily increasing popularity and enthusiastic

reception gained by—and accorded to—the new departure

in kinematography—i. e., Kinemacolor, which reproduces the

world's events in the hues and tints of Nature—has occa-

sioned such an exceptional demand that its universal exploita-

tion calls for all the time and energy, at my disposal.

In the hope that the sacrifice of one of the positions I

previously held would enable me effectually to control the

acquisition, manufacture and output of suitable natural color

film subjects and appliances, I retired, in November last,

from the board of directors of the Societe Generale des Cine-

matographies "Eclipse," Paris.

I have since found, however, that the Kinemacolor success,

its supply and demand, are so growingly insistent that the

whole of my resources and powers are necessary for the

general adoption and further development of the system.

In this regard, will you kindly permit me to announce to

the trade, through the medium of your journal, that I have

now entirely severed all active personal connection with the

Charles Urban Trading Company, Limited, London?
E. H. Guest, also, the able secretary, and. latterly, general

manager of the above company, has placed his resignation

in the hands of the directors, that he may assist me in the

same direction by undertaking the secretarial and managerial

duties of the Natural Color Kinematograph Company, Ltd..

whose registered offices and manufacturing departments will

remain, as heretofore, at Urbanora House, where all com-
munications addressed either to myself or to E. H. Guest will

receive prompt attention.

M. Emile Cheneau, commercial director of the Societe

Generale des Cinematographes "Eclipse" of Paris, has been

appointed to the temporary charge of the affairs of the

Charles Urban Trading Companv, Ltd.

While personally thanking you, sir, for the courteous ed-

itorial treatment consistently accorded to me, and the mem-
bers of the trade generally and exhibitors particularly for

their support and encouragement since the first introduction

of the Kinematograph. I venture to hope that my efforts in

this new departure will meet with equal appreciation at their

hands, and yours. Believe me,
Yours faithfully,

CHARLES URBAN.
Managing Director, Natural Color Kinematograph Co., Ltd.

OPERATORS' COLUMN.
Watertown, S. D., January 31, 1910.

Editor Moving Picture World:
Dear Sir—Your article in issue of January 29, "A School

for Operators," gives me hopes to see a pet hobby of mine

realized, "A correspondence school for operators." one with

men like F. C. Taylor and our friend, F. A. Richardson, at the

head of it. It would be of untold value to the thousands of

struggling operators through the country that have no way
of gaining knowledge of their work only by the "cut and

try" method. It may work out in the end, but in the ma-

jority of cases think what the machine, films and slides, to

say nothing of the poor, suffering humanity that has to view

his work. I don't think there is an operator but would find

it a profitable investment, no matter how much he knows.

to take a course. I know what it is to go it alone. My
experience with the moving picture machine started with the

first wonderful Lubin machine, it only weighed about 300

pounds. The intermediate worked with a crank that came

around and hit the film a slap to pull it down into place It

gave me a wonderful practice mending films, but I think I

could be taught something of that art. At least it would

hurt none of us to find out how others do the work, and if

easier and better than ours adopt it. And it stands to reason

that an operator that could pass a correspondence course

would be better fitted to do his work than one that never

took it. Brother Operators, if we all want the school we
can get it, if enough of us ask for it.

Very truly yours, •

A. W. CROWE.

THE JUDGMENT OF PARIS.

Marshfield, Coos Bay, Ore.
January 30, 1910.

Mditor Moving Picture World, New York.

Dear Sir— I have the honor to announce that your man who
writes "Comments on the Films" is crazy as a bedbug
Through the courtesy of Manager Keller, of the Orpheum
here, I have just seen what you say in your issue of Decembei
18 about "Through the Breakers" and "The Biograph Girl.'

That picture was shown here during the past week, and—that

isn't the Biograph Girl, at all. She is all right; she is the
handsomest girl (or lady) on the moving picture stage; she
is a superb and charming actress; she is in every way ador-
able; we are all glad to see her appearing again regularly, foi

we thought, awhile back, that we had lost her—but she is not
"the Biograph Girl"; not THE Biograph Girl.

The Biograph Girl who won all the hearts, male and female,
in this neck of the woods was the one who used to play Mrs
Jones in the Jones comedies. I could mention a lot more of
her parts, but that one is the easiest to clearly and brieflj

designate. She has been gone from "the bunch" for months
and the Biograph people ought to be lynched for letting her
get away. She is, or was, with the I. M. P., and appeared in

"The Forest Ranger's Daughter," which dropped in here on
a special occasion. Look in the I. M. P. ad. in your issue oi

above date and you will see a horribly poor picture of her.

Now, that is, or was, the Biograph Girl—and I am confident
that you could find about 8,000,000 people m the United
States who would agree with me. You could find a lot of

them in this town, and only one who would agree with you
in liking the Beauty better.

But that girl was simply out of sight—unapproachable
She was in a class by herself. In every part she played she
was an exquisite delight. Whether comic, pathetic, dramatic,
tragic, or any other old thing, she simply took the rag right

off. The power of expression that lay in her features was
nothing less than marvelous, and the lightning changes were
a wonder. In fact, she was a wonder altogether, and hei
versatility would be unbelievable if a fellow hadn't seen it

To see her play Mrs. Jones in a tantrum and then see her as

the Russian Nihilist girl, for instance, in a drama of which
I have forgotten the name; as a young girl; as a mother;
to see her as a highly polished society lady, one time, and at

another time see her straddle a cayuse as a Western girl and
ride like a wild Indian—to see her take these widely varying
parts and play each as though she were in her native element
with every pose and motion and expression in perfect har-

mony with the character—all this was a revelation. And to

see her in a love scene was enough to draw a fellow right

across the continent, if he were not fifty years old and mar-
ried—and broke.
And now you think someone else is the Biograph Girl! H

you think I am off my base, you go and see that girl in

some I. M. P. picture where she has a chance—if they make
any such. And that is the deuce of it. She doesn't belong
anywhere else but with the Biograph people. They are the

only ones who seem to have regularly plays that call for and
bring out her grade of talent. But look it up. anyway, and
see if I am not right. Yours very truly,

P. C. LEVAR.
[Does our brother of the "Daily Coast Mail" remembei

the classic story of "The Judgment of Paris"? Paris had to

make a choice as to which was the loveliest of three lovel>

girls. He solved his problem by inducing them to race foi

the title. We emphatically decline to be drawn into any ex-

pression of comparative opinion as to the personal and his-

trionic gifts of the ladies referred to in Mr. Levar's letter.

We admire both. So does the moving picture public of the

world.—Eds. M. P. W.]

A GOOD INVESTMENT FOR 1910.

A subscription to the

MOVING PICTURE WORLD, $2.00.

Cohen Bros. & Peyser, proprietors of the Knickerbocker
Theater, Prospect avenue, New York City, purchased an
inductor current saver with their moving picture machine
a few months ago. The distance from the lens to the screen

in this theater is over 90 feet, which requires a very power-
ful and steady current at the arc with alternating current.

Mr. Cohen, the manager, soon discovered that some of his

competitors, using the "Hallberg" Economizer, were get-

ting a better light, anu he, therefore, made a contract with

Mr. Hallberg to exchange his current saver for a "Hallberg"
Economizer, which greatly improved the illumination on the

sheet. Mr. Cohen was so pleased with this installation that

when he opened his new theater a few weeks ago, at Home
street and Prospect avenue, he purchased an additional "Hall-

berg" Economizer for the new place.
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Among the Exhibitors.

Morristown, N. J.—A. Esposito, owner of the
Palace Theater, is building a new $25,000 vaude-
ville and moving picture house, with a seating ca-
pacity of 1,000. B. Cook, of the I. A. T. S. E. of
New York, and who now operates a Pathe machine
In the Palace, will have charge of the electric
effects.

CoaJinga, Cal.—Frank O'Connell, an amusement
promoter, of Los Angeles, has opened a new and
handsome moving picture theater, to be known as
the Star.

Atlantic City, N. J.—It is a year ago since the
Luna Moving Picture Theater opened its doors to
patrons, and its proprietor, J. Cantes, has found
his business continually improving and is for the
third time compelled to enlarge his seating ca-
pacity.
New York City.—A new moving picture theater

is being erected on the north side of Ninety-ninth
street for the Harburger Realty and Amusement
Company.
Green Bay, Wis.—The Star Electric Moving Pic-

ture Theater, conducted by Miss Mabel Hall, has
suspended business. This show was forced to close

on account of having poor business.

St. Louis, Mo.—One of the most up-to-date anl
thoroughly equipped moving picture and vaudeville
theaters here is now nearing completion on Jefferson
avenue, just north of Lafayette avenue. It will be
known as the New Lafayette Theater and will cost

when finished about $30,000, with a seating capacity
of 850. The theater is under the proprietorship of
the Independent Amusement Company.
New York City.—The Baptist Temple, at 11 and

13 West 116th street, in which a colored congrega-
tion worships, has been sold to Levy & Starr, who
propose altering it into a moving picture theater.
Alexandria Bay, N. Y.—J. Claude Ellis and Will

E. Mnller have opened the Elite Theater, in the
Miller block, on James street, and will conduct it

as a first-class moving picture theater.
Rome, N. Y.—O. H. Calvin has leased the Opera

House here, which he will convert into a moving
picture theater.

Buffalo, N. Y.—A $15,000 moving picture theater
is being erected here, of which J. A. Rferd is the
proprietor.

St. Louis, Mo.—O. T. Crawford's Novelty Theater
Is the latest picture house to be opened here. This
theater is located on Eastern avenue and has a
seating capacity of 900.

Altoona, Pa.—Andy Gamble has purchased the
Grand Theater, on Eleventh avenue.

Catonsville, Md.—The latest picture palace to

open here is the New Lafayette, situated on E
street, between Thirteenth and Fourteenth streets.

Scranton, Ba.—The new nickelette which is to be
established in the Arcade building will be one of

the finest in the city, according to the plans Archl-
test Harvey Blackwood is now preparing. It will

be rnn as a first-class picture palace and will be
able to seat about 500 people.

Bridgeport, Conn.—A new moving picture theater
Is being erected on Fairfield avenue.
Washington, D. C.—The Mayer Amusement Com-

pany have erected a new picture house here, on F
street, near Seventh, which will be under the man-
agement of A. C. Mayer. All of the latest moving
pictures and high-class vaudeville acts will be
furnished.
New York City.—The Harlem Casino property,

which occupies a plot 100 by 125 feet at the north-
east corner of Seventh avenue, has been bought by
the Peoples Vaudeville Company, where they will
prect a new moving picture theater.

Springfield, Mass.—P. F. Griffin has bought the
Enterprise Theater here.

Boston, Mass.—Miss Lotta Crabtree is building a

moving picture theater on the site of the Hotel
Cecil, which will be able to seat about 500 patrons.
Plymouth, Mass.—A license has been granted to

Herbert S. Clarke to conduct a moving picture and
vaudeville show for the Pastime Theater, located
in the Blttinger building.

Worcester, Mass.—New exits are being built at

the St. Jean Opera House, which presents moving
picture entertainments, to comply with the law.
Fort Worth, Tex.—A new moving picture theater.

The Bioscope, situated at 1204 Main street, has at

last opened. It is said that this house is one of
the prettiest In this city.

Norwich, Conn.—Eugene Pigeon has leased the
Murphy building, on Canal street, and is to put a
motion picture show in the place.

Utica, N. Y.—The latest moving picture theater
to open here is the Royal, owned by William
Evans, and it is situated on the corner of John
nnd Ann streets.

Worcester, Mass.—The Mack Amusement Com-
pany has opened the New Bijou Theater at the
corner of Mlllbnry and Lamartine streets. The
theater has a seating capacity of 700. 400 on the
floor of the house and 300 in the balcony. The
main entrance to the theater is on Millbury street

and has seven exits. Dave Manley, formerly con-
nected with the New York Theater, Is the manager
of the honse.

Milwaukee. Wis.—A new moving picture theater
will be installed In the building at 194 Third
avenue.
Hartford, Conn.—The Parkville Hall is being con-

verted Into a moving picture theater.
Winchester, Va.—The Casino Theater has been

purchased by Kern & Haddox.

Louisville, Ky.—The Hopkins Theater, formerly
a melodrama opera house, has given up plays and
is now running moving pictures and vaudeville.

Stateshoro, Ga.—A new moving picture theater
has been opened here for W. D. Morgan.

Mexico, Mo.—Jack Amick will erect a moving pic-
ture theater here.

Pittston, Pa.—The Gem Theater, located at 14
South Main street, has gone out of business.
Palmer, Mass,—A new moving picture theater is

being erected here, which will have a seating ca-
pacity of 400, and will cost the proprietor, Ray-
mond Jadoin, $4,000.

Muscatine, Iowa.—The Toohy building, on Syca-
more street, is being remodeled for a moving pic-
ture theater for F. M. Meyers and T. A. Lisy. The
seating capacity is 250.

Buffalo, N. Y.—Robert L. Gunaer is erecting a
moving picture theater at 521 West Utica street.

Stafford Springs, Conn.—C. Elaire has sold his
moving picture theater here to Joseph Dennith.

Concord, N. C.—-A new moving picture theater is

being erected for J. Lee Stone and S. T. Cochrane.
San Diego, Cal.—The San Diego Moving Picture

Theater will soon open a moving picture show in

the Bancroft building, corner Fifth and G streets.
This theater has a seating capacity of 300 and will
be managed by M. S. Le Claire.

Connellsville, Ohio.—Will Wells, who has been
operating a moving picture theater at Connellsville,
Ohio, has sold his rights there and opened another
show at Athens.

Bangor, Me.—The Gem Theater, on Exchange
street, one of the handsomest theaters in this sec-
tion, has closed on account of lack of room. Mr.
Russell, the manager, says that it is his intention
to have a balcony put in and have the main floor

widened so as to allow many more patrons to see
the show.
Easthampton, Mass.—The Star Theater here has

been sold.

Bronx, N. Y.—The new moving picture theater
at Webster avenue, near Fordham road, has been
remodeled. This is now one of the most up-to-date
theaters here.
Pottstown, Pa.—The Colonial Theater. Pottstown's

largest and prettiest vaudeville and moving picture
house, has just been opened in a brand new building.

Duluth, Minn.—C. Wall has sold the Bijou Thea-
ter here to J. F. Carey and has bought the Elco
Theater.
New York City.—Plans have been filed for re-

modeling and refitting the moving picture hall at 24
Spring street. The improvements are to be made
for John Malgrieve, the owner.

Brockton, Mass.—John Olsen has purchased a plot
of ground here, where he intends to erect a moving
picture theater.

Decatur, Ind.—Green & Bovin have purchased the
Hatton & Anderson moving picture theater here.
Eaton Rapids, Mich.—Orville K. Morris and H. G.

Schiddle have purchased the Majestic Theater here.

Wichita, Kan.—R. F. Chambers has sold the
Orpheum Theater here to C. L. Jury and J. H
Foster.

Lewiston, 111.—Wilson & Wiley have purchased
the Bell Moving Picture Theater here.

Buffalo, N. Y.—Harry Levy will erect a new
moving plclure theater at 405 South Park avenue.

Huntsville, Tex.—Richard Phillips has opened 8

new moving picture theater at the corner of Main
and Cedar streets.

Rutland, Vt.—Joseph Doyle has sold his interest
in the Theatorinm on Church street to C. M. Leach
South Bend, Ind.—Thomas M. Moss is planning

to open a new vaudeville and moving picture show
at IIS South Michigan street.

Woodstock, 111.—The Gem Amusement Company is

planning to open a new theater here.

Oneida, N. Y.—Geo. H. Stacy has sold the F.

Tygert moving picture show here to Arthur Chris
tensen.

Cincinnati, Ohio.—The Sun Theater Company has
been incorporated with a capital stock of $10,000
The incorporators are: B. J. Roahm, John H.
Wnssnn. Geo. A. Dornete and others.
Milwaukee, Wis.—Architects Kirchoff & Rose

have completed the plans for the erection of a

moving picture theater at 194 Third street for John
B. Olinger.
Humboldt, Neb.—T. T. and I. N. Moore have

fold the Crystal Moving Picture Theater here tc

Frank M. Boss.
Washington, Ohio.—J. C. Robertson and Chas

Johnson are making arrangements to open a new
moving picture show here.

Lewiston, Idaho.—Thompson & Applestone are pre-

paring to open a new theater here.
Sibley, Iowa.—I. F. Stucker has decided to open

a new moving picture theater here.
Watervliet, N. Y.—Frederick Andrews has pur-

chased the Star Moving Picture Theater on Broad
way.

Centerville, Iowa.—Pewthers & Bon have pur-
chased the Majestic Moving Picture Theater here.

Auburn, Cal.—Louis Tester has sold the Fairyland
Theater here to C. A. Clark and J. A. Irving.

Owenshoro, Ky.—W. R. Williams has purchased
the Majestic Theater here.

Central Neb.—A. L. Llndsey will open a new
electric theater here.

Buffalo. N. Y.—Robert L. Guemar has secured n

permit fnr the erection of a new picture theatei
on West Utica street.

Buffalo, N. Y.—Katherlne Miller will erect a

moving picture show at 1820 Genesee street.

Brazil, Ind.—Robert Stewart Is considering the
erection of a new picture theater here.

Two Harbors, Minn—Hans Olson and George
Alstett have bought the Star Moving Picture The-
ater here from Fred Hlllier.

South Bend, Ind.—w. s. Butterfield will erect anew vaudeville and moving picture theater here
Quincy, Mich.—Lee H. Youug is making arrange-ments to open a new moving picture theater hereColumbus, Ind.—Mr. Barton is making arrange-m
M Lw°PeD '^-Crystal movinS P^ture show here.Middletown, Ohio.—John J. Ryan is planning toerect a large vaudeville theater here
Brooklyn, N. Y.—The old Dime Savings Bank, sit-uated on the corner of Court and Remsen streetshas been converted into a first-class moving pictureand vaudeville theater. This place was formerly

the site of Hooley's old opera house.
Huntsville, Term.—R. Philips has a lease on the

store on Main and Cedar streets where he intends
to erect a moving picture theater.

Baltimore, Md—The property at 4 South Stock-

u I ,!,'
ls being altered and an unknown party

will build a new picture palace
Rochester, N. Y—A new moving picture theater

is being erected at 41-43 Clinton avenue for Maurice
fcl. .Kuun.

Jacksonville, 111.—H. Claddings has leased theBijou Iheater here which he will devote to mov-
ing pictures and vaudeville.

Minneapolis, Tenn.—The Dreamland is a new pic-
ture house which has opened here. It is located onFifth street, opposite City Hall, and will cost $30 -
000 when finished.
North Tonawanda, N. Y—The Scenic Theater here

is being operated now by the Gem Amusement Com-pany, with U. E. Ackley, manager
Pottstown Pa.-The latest moving picture thea-ter erected here is the Colonial, which is situatedm the Krelitz Building, and has a seating capacity

.
st/°uds°urS./a^-Work bas beSun lor t"e erection

of the New Star Theater, on Washington streetwhich will be equipped with all new opera chairs!
etc. The proprietor, R. D. Depuy, states that it isIns intention to run first-class pictures. The thea-
ter is due to open by April 1.
Newburyport, Mass.—The Star Theater here hasagain opened under the management of P. Graham
Pittston, Pa.-The Gem Theater, 14 South Main

street, has been forced to close on account of poor
business. *

Buffalo, N. Y—A new moving picture theater is
being erected at 521 West Utica avenue

Melford, Mass.—Manager Shannon, of the Gor-ham s Theater Company, was looking over property
preparatory to the consideration of erecting a new
vaudeville and moving picture theater in town

Goshen, Ind.—E. J. Stanton has decided to re-
open the Vaudette Theater again.

Freehold, N. J—Edward T. Skyrm bought the old
Lounsberry stove store property, on Throckmorton
street.

Louisville, Ky.—After experimenting eight months
with vaudeville and melodrama, the Hopkins Thea-
ter will again run moving pictures and illustrated
slides.

New York City—Plans have been filed for the
erection of a moving picture theater, at 2056 Third
avenue, for Francis Hustace.

Pittsfield, Me—Clifford Bragg has leased the Park
street moving picture theater from C. B. Strople

Sevenmile, Ohio.—Col. I. w. Boatman has opened
a moving picture theater here.

Brooklyn, N. Y—H. J. Woronov will remodel the
building on Grand avenue, north of Grand street
into a moving picture theater.
Martins Ferry, W. Va—W. W. North has leased

the Lyric Theater and will operate it as a moving
picture house.
Kokomo, Ind.—G. P. Weed has purchased the in-

terest of his partner, Al Wise, In the Fairview
Moving Picture Theater.
Leavenworth, Kan.—Ed Lampson has sold the

Palm and Fern Theaters here to F. I. Buckingham
Norwich, N. Y—The Star Theater Company is

making arrangements to open a new moving picture
theater here.
Champaign, 111.—Harry Stevens has opened a new

moving picture theater here.
Nevada, la—The Nevada Electric Company has

sold the Electric Theater here to Williams & Wil-
liams, of Beresford, S. D.
Waterloo, la,—J. L. McClinton will open a new

moving picture theater at 116 Fourth street.
Roanoke, 111.—Adamond Faucon and Alfred Bod-

haine have opened a new moving picture theater
here.

Parsons, Pa.—Ralph Davis has opened a new
moving picture theater at Miners Mills.

Clinton, la—C. C. Shiery has sold his moving
picture theater here to W. W. Gibson.
Medora, 111.—Thos. Richardson is making ar-

rangements to open a new moving picture theater
here.
Los Angeles, Cal—J. O. Kaiser ls having plans

prepared for the erection of a new moving picture
theater at 319 South Hill street.

Alliance, Ohio.—Gus Tantar has purchased the
Princess Theater here from Charles E. Best.

Toledo, Ohio.—The Bettls Company is planning to
erect a new vaudeville and picture theater here.

Eddyville, Ky.—Sisk & Overall have sold the
Odeon moving picture show to the Lyric Amuse-
ment Company.
Baltimore, Md.—Herman S. Hackerman has se-

cured a permit for the erection of a new moving
picture theater at 1204 Patterson avenne.
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INDEPENDENT
We rent new Films. Handle all the leading MaKes, both AMERICAN AND

FOREIGN; beautiful Posters; exclusive Feature Service. Write for prices.

CINCINNATI FILM EXCHANGE, 214-16 West 5th Street, CINCINNATI, 0.

KEEP YOUR %& ON US
AMERICAN FILM BROKERS-Cerman Savings Bank Building

147-157 4th Avenue, New York City
A big lot of Independent Films like new very cheap. One brand new Edison machine— 1 pin movement.

Slides, Announcement Slides and Accessories, cheaper than anybody else.

Song

INTERNATIONAL FILM COMPANY

Want to Buy lOOO Reels Independent Film

110 WEST 34th STREET
NEW YORK

NOTE OUR Dealers in Films, Moving Picture Machines, Carbons, Tickets, Song Slides,

SPECIALTY Announcement Slides and everything pertaining to the Moving Picture business.

Al Films at 2 cents
per foot

Curtainyline
For three years has given satisfaction to

the most exacting Exhibitors—they will

use nothing else on their curtain

Brings Out the True Photographic Outlines. Fireproofs Your Curtain

Try a $3.00 Carton and Note the Wonderful Improvement in Your Pictures

A $3.00 carton is sufficient for any ordinary cnrtain. All exchanges carry it in stock

Curtainyline Curtain & Producing Co. 22 Fifth Avenue,
CHICAGO, ILL.

Theatre For Sale
GREAT OPPORTUNITY.

ESTABLISHED, POPULAR AND PAYING THE-
ATER IN MANUFACTURING OHIO CITY. Seat-
ing capacity 415. Two Edison machines, exhaust
fan and six other fans. New scenery, everything in

first-class shape. Electric light signs and a pretty

front. 15,000 inhabitants and only one other vaude-
ville show in the city. Will sacrifice for $2,500 cash
if sold within three weeks, as other business in the

State of Washington compels me to leave for the

West. Address for further particulars, 0. MASON,
care of Moving Picture World.

National Song Slide Exchange
Song Slides, Rented, Bought and Sold ,

Our Service if Exclusive
Announcement and Advertising Slides

W RITE U S
303—59 Dearborn Street • Chicago. 111.

Cement La GRIPPE Cement
F Renters We will send W Buy a

O Exhibitors vou for H Spoonfull

R All Films ONE DOLLAR Y at a Time?

A BIG HONEST CAN OF CEMENT
POSTAGE PREPAID

Equal to 10 of those small bottles you have been buy-
ing. Satisfaction guaranteed or money returned.

La GRIPPE FILM CEMENT CO.
76 Broad Street, Boston, Mass.

PARIS FLOOD SLIDES
12 Colored Slides and Printed Lecture for $6.00. Be the first to get it.

We furnish you with the best song slide service to be had for the small cost
of 50 cents a set per week. We have a large number of beautiful announcement
slides also Washington slides. We also have short travel lectures. Get the new
slides before your neighbor gets them. Write at once for our lists.

LINCOLN TRANSPARENCY EXCHANGE
lGtH Floor, Masonic Temple Chicago, 111.

WASHINGTON'S
SPECIAL LECTURETTE

LIFE OF

WASHINGTON
Set complete, 12 slide?, colored, with lecture, $4.00

SINGLE PORTRAITS, C0L0AED, 50c EACH

SLIDES MADE to YOUR ORDER
From 50c to $1.50, depending on copy

We Carry a Complele
Stock ol

ANN0UNCfi*ENT>,
SERPENTINES. FLAGS, Etc

BIRTHDAY, Feb. 22
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BRAYTON MANUFACTURING CO.
122 Randolph StreetCHICAGO
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Nelson, Neb.—Gee & McCloseky are preparing to
open a new picture show in the Long Building.

Boston, Mass,—Frank L. Brown, manager of the
Pastime Theater here, has resigned his position as
manager and will take charge of the New Beacon
Street, which is one of the latest moving picture
theaters erected here. It is situated on Tremont
street, near Scollay square, and has a seating ca-
pacity oi 800.
New York City.—A new moving picture theater

has heen erected at 1510 Broadway.
Iron River, Wis.—Pat Chantelots has purchased

the Bijou Theater here and will conduct it as a
first-class moving picture theater.
Park Falls, Wis.—The popular Savoy Theater, on

the corner of Fourth avenue and Fourth street,
has changed hands. Walter Blume has leased it,

while the former proprietor, George Turner, has
gone to Ironwood, where he will erect a string
of picture houses.

Brooklyn, N. Y.—Nathaniel Stack has obtained
a license to run a moving picture theater, at Reid
and Gates avenues.

Louisville, Ky.—A new moving picture theater
has been erected here which has a seating capacity
of 2,400, and will be under the management of
Edward W. Dustin.

Elmira, N. Y.—A new moving picture theater is
being erected here for the Shea Brothers.
Omaha, Neb..—The building inspector in this sec-

tion ordered the proprietor of the Parlor Theater,
at 1408 Douglas street, to close for not keeping
the house clean.
Northampton, Mass.—The Star Theater, in the

White Block, on Main street, has been forced to
close, caused by lack of patronage. This leaves
the Bijou Theater the only house of amusement in
this section.

Brockton, Mass.—John Olsen and Samuel Hap-
good are having a new moving picture theater
erected on Main street, opposite Tremont, which
they will operate as a high class moving picture
palace.

Duluth, Minn.—Hans Olsen and George Alstett
have purchased the Star Theater from Fred Hillier.

Boise, la.—A new moving picture theater is
being erected here.
Dubuque, la.—Frank C. Guerens has purchased the

Clay Theater, which lie will convert into a moving
picture auditorium.

Bronx, N. Y.—The Tremont Vaudeville Theater,
situated at Webster avenue, north of Tremont ave-
nue, will open shortly under the management of
Louis Beck. The seating capacity is 1,250. It
will be devoted to vaudeville and moving pictures.
Duluth, Minn.—The Gem Theater here has changed

hands. H. Magen will manage the house.
Bellaire, Ohio.—The Spragg Amusement Company

have taken a two years' lease on the Olympic Thea-
ter, formerly a vaudeville house. Mr. Morris, sec-
retary of the company, announces that he will run
all licensed films.

Manchester, N, H.—The Crown Theater opened its
doors on February 7, and is devoted to vaudeville
and moving pictures. The seating capacity is 750.
It. will be managed by the owners, Couture Brothers.
It is said that this house is one of the finest and
most up-to-date palaces in New England.

Eau-Claire, Wis.—Walter Bonell has disposed of
his interest in the Orpheum Theater to William
J. Moe.

McPherson, Kan.—A new moving picture theater
is being erected here and will be under the pro-
prietorship of E. S. Guymon.

Philadelphia, Pa.—George Hogg is estimating on
plans for a moving picture theater at Front and
Girard avenue, for the Jumbo Amusement Company.

Gilbertville, Mass.—E. Elain has sold his moving
picture theater to Joseph Dennlth.

Buffalo, N. Y.—A new moving picture theater
is being erected at 521 West Utica street for Robert
L. Gumaer.

Little Falls, N. Y.—A new moving picture thea-
ter is being erected in the old Evans Hall and will
be known as the Royal Theater.
Holyoke, Mass.—J. J. O'Connor and Michael Mor-

larity have taken a lease on the old Lyman Market,
and will convert it Into a first-class moving picture
theater. The seating capacity is said to be about
500.
Omaha, Neb.—Permission was granted to the

Parlor Theater. 1408 Douglas street, by the build-
ing inspector, to reopen the place for moving pic-

tures.

Louisville, Ky.—James P. Whallen has erected a
new picture palace here, which is said to be the
finest in Kentucky. The new theater will be known
as the New Princess and is located on the south
side of Jefferson street, east of Fourth avenue.
This place will be able to seat hundreds of patrons.
Newark, N. J.—A new picture palace has been

erected at 83 Sixteenth street, to be known as the
New Amsterdam Theater, for the Grand Amusement
Company, nml lias a seating capacity of 300.
Norwalk, Conn.—The Pastime Theater, in Main

street, which has been closed for some time, has
again opened its doors.

Worcester, Mass.—Another moving picture house
will be added to the string here. This one is the
New Bijou Theater, at Vernon square, and has a
seating capacity of 700. 400 on the floor of the
house and 800 in the balcony. The main entrance
to the theater Is on Millhury street, which Is hand-
somely designed. David Manley, formerly connected
with the New Park Theater, will be the manager.

Reinerton, Pa.—A new picture house has been
erected here.

Chicago, 111.—A. A. Buerger has secured a permit
for the erection of a moving picture theater at
505G Ashland avenue.
Delavan, Wis.—The property between the Delavan

Steam Laundry and Williamson's Meat Market is

being converted into a moving picture theater.
Mansfield, Ohio.—William Georgeon lias opened his

new moving picture theater at 5 North Main street.
Sheridan, Mont.—A new moving picture theater

has been opened on Main street for W. II. Sheridan.
New Britain, Conn.—The Scenic Theater here is

now under the proprietorship of Rudolph Simons.
It was formerly conducted by Hallaby & Perukas.

Bridgeton, N. J.—Roray & De Armott will open
a new picture show in the Eagle Building, on Ninth
Laurel street.

Rockville, Conn.—The Turn Hall here has been
eonvertel into a moving picture theater. George
W. C. Dowding is the present manager and pro-
prietor.

Spring Valley, N. Y.—A new picture theater is

being built on Main street for P. B. Lespinse.
Archbald, Pa.—The Unity Nickelet, on Church

street, which for the past several weeks has been
dead to the public, will again open and be under
the new management of the Scranton Theatrical
Company.

Baldwinsville, N. Y,—The vaudeville and moving
picture show, known as the Dreamland Theater,
will run under the name of the Star and under
new management.
Brooklyn, N. Y.—The Plaza Theater, at Bay Nine-

teenth street and Bath avenue, will open again and
will run all high-class films and vaudeville.

St. Louis. Mo.— (). T. Crawford's Novelty Theater,
nil Gaston avenue, near Grand, which is said to be
tlie only fireproof theater in St. Louis, will open
in a few days ami will be devoted to moving pictures
and vaudeville. The seating capacity is 750.
New York City.—Plans have been filed for the

remodeling of the tenement house, situated at 75
Mulberry street, into a moving picture palace, fo>-

R. I'ennachio.
Boston, Mass.— Irving T. Moore has leased the

property at 1112104 Dartmouth street for a moving
picture 1 heater.
Port Morris, N. J.—The Salem Motion Picture

Theater here has been purchased by Roscoe Miller.
Houston, Tex.— (). H. Carmichael has opened a

new moving picture theater here.

Brockton, Mass.—The New Orpheum Theater has
been bought by John L. Owens from the Belmont
Amusement Company.
Allentown, Pa.—The Pergola Theater has been

Completed and is now larger and well improved.
It will open in a few days under new management.
Reading, Pa.—A. S. Rauenzahn has opened his

new moving picture theater on State street. Tills

bouse will be known as the Empire.
Cincinnati. Ohio.—A new picture theater will be

opened here shortly and will be under the pro-
prietorship of F. L. Emmert.
Summit. N. J.—The Summit Opera House, for-

merly Howard Hall, has reopened and will be under
the management of Ford & McCrane. All of the
latest moving pictures will be shown here.

New York City.—Plans have been filed by Louis
Charles Maurer for the erection of a new moving
picture show, at I14-IIG Park row, which will cost
the lessee. Variety Amusement Company, $7,000.

Painesville, Ohio.—M. Shaffer has purchased the
Interest of the Grand Theater from his partner,
Mr. Stuart.

Buffalo, N. Y.—A new moving picture theater Is

being erected at 405 South Park for Harry Levy.
Manchester, N. H.—Chas. H. Bean is planning

to enlarge the Pastime Theater to accommodate the
increased patronage. The seating capacity at pres-
rnt is about 450.
Hartford, Conn.—The Hartford Theater has taken

up moving pictures.

Newark. N. J.—A new picture theater is being
erected at 387 Springfield avenue.
Morristown, N. J.—A new moving picture theater

is being erected in Speedwell avenue, near High
street, for Antonio Esposito.

Findlay, Ohio.—The Mystic Theater, on Main
street. South, has again been thrown open.
New York City.—The building formerly occupied

as a Catholic Church, on Webster avenue, near Pel-

ham avenue, is being altered into a moving picture
theater.

Bloomfield. Ind.—Ben Freeland and Roy Beach
have sold the Nickelo moving picture show to Bruce
G. Langton and Ashburt Hains.

Stevensville, Mont.—Frank Mott and Bert Goff,

of Hamilton, are making arrangements to open a

moving picture show here.
Evansville, Ind.—Charles Frohman is preparing to

open a new theater here.

Minonk, 111.—Charles Garrett has purchased the
moving picture show located in the Hillard Carls
Building.
Mt. Gilead. Ohio.—II. S. Andrews has purchased

the Queen Theater here.

Palmyra, 111.—L. D. Hopkins has opened a new
moving picture theater here in the Concert Hall.

Dubuque, la.—Frank C. Gierens has purchased the
Clay Theater here.

Painesville, Ohio.—Mr. Stuart has disposed of his

interest in the Grand Theater to his partner. Mr.

Schaffer.

Caldwell, Ida.—John R. Meldrum opened the Star

Theater February 1.

Auburn, Neb.—Mrs. E. M. May has sold the

Lyric .Moving Picture Theater here to H. C. Dirks.

Hamburg, Pa.—A. S. Beuenzahn has opened a
new moving picture theater on State street.

Devils Lake, N. D.—Win. Nimmo and M. S. Cow-
ley have purchased- the opera house.
Fox Lake, Wis.—H. H. Fullmer has purchased the

Fox Electric Theater.
Fairfield, la.—Mr. Van Ness Is preparing to open

a moving picture show here, to be known as the
Scenic,

Owensboro, Ky.—Scott Ilaynes has sold the Ma-
jestic Theater to YV. K. Williams.

Scranton, Pa.— M. Hessinger will erect a moving
picture theater on Pittston avenue.
Washington, Ohio.—Robertson & Johnson have

opened a new moving picture show here. It Is

known as the Fayette.
Covington, Ky.—Benjamin I). Griffith has pur-

chased the nickel theater of O. G. Lathrop, on East
Eleventh street.

Allentown, Pa.—Geo. W. Bennethum is preparing
t" open a moving picture show here.
Webster City, la.—Rogers & Woolwine will start

a moving picture theater here.
Two Harbors, Minn.—F. W. Hiller has sold the

Star Theater here to the Glen Theater Company.
Hamilton, Mont.—Bert Goff. and Frank Mott will

open a new moving picture show here.

Waterloo, la.—J. L. McClinton and J. W. Mar-
eellus have leased the Cascaden Building for a
moving picture theater.

Tiffin, Ohio.—Edward L. Moore has leased the
Grand Theater here.

Eaton, Mich.—Orville K. Morse and II. J. Sehidel'
have purchased the Majestic Theater here.

Pana. 111.—L. M. Stinnett has purchased the-
White Palace moving picture show here.

NEW INCORPORATIONS.
Syracuse, N. Y.—Picture Garden Theater Com-

pany. Capital, .$1,500. Directors: Wm. M. Steele-
and Eugene E. Young.

Wilmington, Del.—Broadway Amusement Com-
pany. Capital, $10,000. Directors: A. Orland, M.
Park and Joseph A. Mastbaum.

St. Louis, Mo.—Knickerbocker Amusement Com-
pany. Capital. $5,000. Directors: George T. Meyer,
August A. Meyer and Adolph Prack.

Charlestown, W. Va.—Capital Film Company.
Capital. $50,000. Directors: Charles P. Sudworth,
II. B. Cimpbell. C. T. Handler, L. J. Mather and
Edward N. Hopewell.

FILMS FOR RENT
One shipment, slides, signs and

posters included. Write for terras.

HUDSON FILM CO.
136 E.I 4th St. New York

Exhibitors, Notice!
Do you want to sell your theatre ? Do you
want to buy a theatre? We buy and sell

movine- picture theatres. List your houses
with us for QUICK SALE.

OKLAHOMA and TEXAS
Exhibitors Take Notice!

We can lease your theatre and run it on a
percentage basis, and make you more money
than you are now making.

Let U« Prove It to You
We can handle your new ideas, inventions and
patented articles to good advantage.

Writ* Us Now

LYRIC AMUSEMENT COMPANY
Hoyt G. Morrow, Gen. Mgr.

224 Baltimore Bide. , OKlahoma City, OKla.

Perfect Weld Nonlnflam Cement
Send me $1.00 and I will send you

recipe for making a Perfect Weld Non-
Inflam Cement. A recipe for a curtain
coating that will increase brilliancy
of picture 33 J/j per cent, and two other
valuable recipes. Do It now.

WILL CARLETON
Gem Theatre, Grundy Centre, Iowa
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Trade Mark Tradb Mark
BIOGRAPH
FILMS

RELEASED FEBRUARY 14, 1910

One Night, and Then
A SOUL LIFTED FROM THE SLOUGH OF INDIFFERENCE

This is positively tlie most intense dramatic subject yet produced by

Biograph. It presents a strong moral in the all too ready inclination to

calumny. Henry Ravol has gained the reputation of beinj; a man devoid of

Sympathy, simply using his enormous wealth to gratify his longing for the

false pleasures of life. Burned up by the fires of dissipation, he is told that

he has but a few days to live. He decides to anticipate by self-destruction,

but in a manner to deceive his fawning friends. Hence, to carry out his plan,

m disguise he goes to a poor neighborhood and there gets a chance to bestow
charity. Not having any money about him, he goes back to his home and is

shot as a burglar while securing it. He is recognized, and to the doctor who
is called he gives the money, telling him he can do nothing for him, but to

go and relieve the wants of the poor family. Despite this, the morning papers

in noting his death print a reviling article.

APPROXIMATE LENGTH, 992 FEET

RELEASED FEBRUARY 17, 1910

The Englishman and the Girl
HE LAUGHS BEST WHO LAUGHS LAST

In this Biograph subject is presented a comedy bordering on the burlesque.

The Village Amateur Dramatic Club is rehearsing for a performance of

"Pocahontas," when word is received that an Englishman is about to visit

the family of the leading lady. The Englishman seems to have an impression
that Indians may be seen running wild through the streets of the American
cities, and the young folks plan to strengthen this impression. When he
arrives they dress up in their Indian costumes with a view to frightening him.
He, however, is made of stouter stuff than they imagine and turns the tables
on them. His bravery makes as great an impression on the lady as her art-

lessness does on him, and there is an attitude prognosticating wedding bells in

the near future at the end of the film.

APPROXIMATE LENGTH, 975 FEET
A Full Description of these Subjects will be Found on Another Page

Release days of Biograph Subjects — MONDAY and THURSDAY

Get on Our Mall List and Keep Posted, Write for Our Descriptive Circulars

BIOGRAPH COMPANY
Licensee of the Motion Picture Patents Co.

11 EAST 14tH STREET NEW YORK
QEORQB KLEINE. Selling Agent for Chicago (52 State St., Chicago, 111.).

FILMS
HOWARD M0VIN6 PICTURE GO.

Repair Work a Specialty Agents for Motiograph, Power's
and Edison Machines. Supplier and Sundries.

FILMS
564 Washington Street,

Established 1894. (Opposite Adams House).

Boston Mass.
Incorporated 1908.

Feature Films For Sale
200 Reels of high class films at

slaughter prices.

SAXE FILM EXCHANGE
1416 Broadway - New York

WAN
Scenic, industrial, topical and educational
films. Any make or countries. Send list

and lowest prices.

RD DDIPPC <°37 Fairmont Avenue
. H. DnlUUO PHILADELPHIA. PA.
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[5LIDE5I
= of Highest Quality :

LATEST SONG SETS
I Didn't Mean to flake You Cry. Z

_ Every Olrl I (jet the Other Fellow Steal*. 3™ Betsy Koss. —
Z Kitty Uray. ~

The Flower of Singapore. —
_ The Spot that My Heart Call* Home. Z
J"

The Wreck of the (Jood Ship Love.
_ In The City Where IN. body Cares. ~
~ I Rather say Hello than Say (iood Bye.

I Love My Steady But I'm Crazy About JI

JJ My Once In Awhile.
Candy ~

~ i Have Got Something In My Eye. —
— Kitty.

~
~ Chasing The Eagle.

2 HUh class slides made and colored te
™ erder from prints and negative!

Scott (EL Van Allena
E 5<* Pearl St., New York City «•
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1
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NEW SLIDES
For the Following Songs—JUST OUT
Sunbeam.
Tie Your Little Bull Outside.
The Girl Behind the Counter is the Girl

For Me.
The Moonlight, the Rose and You.
Her Name is Mary Donohue.
Busy Little Cupid.
When the Daisies Bloom.
Shaky Eyes.
Mandy How Do You Do.
Margarita.
Love Me Dreamy Eyes.
Nora Malone.
By the Light of the Silvery Moon.
There's Nothing Else in Life Like

Love, Love, Love.
Take Me Back to Sunshine Land.
Mary you're a Big Girl Now.
My Dream of Long Ago.
When I Fell in Love With You.
Rosenbaum.
When You've Won the Only Girl You
Love.

DeWITT C. WHEELER
120 W. 31st St., N. Y. City

Canadian Exhibitors

Looking for a first-elates film
service, write the Crystal
Palace Film Exchange for
particulars. We handle both
Licensed and Independent
films and can give vou a
right up-to- late service. We
own and operate the most
succes-ful Moving Picture
Theaters in Canada.

Tx>cated at

141 Yonge Street, Toronto.
331 St. Lawrence Blvd., Mont.
27 King Street East, Hamilton.

Agents fer "ewer's and EdUoa
Machines.

Crystal Palace Film Exchange
141 Yonge Street. Toronto, Can.
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BIOGAPH COMPANY.
THE ENGLISHMAN AND THE GIRL.—"He

laughs best who laughs last," is the truest maxim
ever coined, and Robert Wilberforce, an English-
man, the hero of this Biograph story, enjoys to the
extreme the full strength of it. At Cedarv'ille there
Is an Amateur Dramatic Club, composed of the
leading histrionic lights of the town. Like all
amateurs they tackle ouly the heaviest of tragedies
and classics, which they performed in their own
"inimitable" style. On this occasion they were as-
sembled at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Thayer,
rehearsing for an elaborate production of "Poca-
hontas," with Dorothy Thayer in the role of the
Indian maiden. A letter is received from Cousin
Tom introducing Arthur Wilberforce, who has lately
arrived from England, and who is imbued with the
idea that Indians are to be seen on the streets of
tlie big cities in their primitive state, which he
assumes is wild, ferocious and shooting up things.
This intelligence Dorothy imparts to the members
of the Club, who decide to give him a right royal
welcome on his arrival. Arthur soon arrives and
Dorothy takes him to the village store, ostensibly

• to get mail, but really to show him off. He is a
peculiar looking genius of cockney type, with a
form of a lamp-post, and as graceful as a duck;
In fact, he looked like the "before" image of a
flesh food advertisement. Over six feet tall, he
is forced, when coming to a sitting posture, to
make four folds Instead of three of an ordinary
human being. Well, the young folks anticipate hav-
ing the time of their life, and making up in the
Indian costumes they have hired for the play, they
pounce down on him. Taken unawares, they bind
his hands and pretend to be about to despatch him.
when Dorothy rushes in as the Indian maiden and
saves him. Laying aside the weapons, the make-
believe brnves untie Arthur's hands. No sooner is

he free than he grabs up an ax and gun, and In
an instant the tables are turned. Through the
house he chases them, upturning everybody and
everything in the way. Hotfoot they all rush
to the village store to hide behind boxes, barrels
and counters. Arthur stalks in, the hero of the
day, and after viewing the place, which looks as
if a cyclone had struck it, departs with a triumphant
air. Having driven the enemy to cover, he struts
back to the Thayer domicile, where. In the garb
of an Indian maiden, he meets Dorothy, who stands
regarding him admiringly, as if to say, "Ain't
he grand!" Arthur lias by this time discerned the
hoax, and fully appreciates the joke, for he has
not only had the last and best laugh, but realizes
that little Dorothy cares for him as he does for her.

ONE NIGHT, AND THEN.—Calumny is posi-
tively the worst offense against God and man, for
It not only affects man, but presumes upon God's
justice. No mortal power can reveal the secrets
of the soul. God alone knows our hidden workings
even better than we do ourselves. He reasons our
faults and our virtues, giving value according to
conditions. We may spend a life In absolute In
difference but there will come a time when we shall
have an opportunity to prove ourselves. This chance
came to Henry Revol, and happly, he seized It,

though it cost him in a worldly reckoning, dear.
Revol was a wealthy bachelor, who had nothing
but time and money at his disposal. We see him
at his mansion in the midst of a Bohemian gather-
ing. The party is made up of the lights of the-
atrical, literary and art circles. It Is nothing un-
usual: simply one of the reckless affairs so often
held at his home. These are the "false pleasures"
01 life, made all the more pronounced when con-
trasted with the "simple life"—a scene in an
humble home where a mother lives in the love of
her children. Revol is simply burned up by the
fires of dissipation, and at a succeeding affair falls
fainting in his chair. The doctor summoned, tells

anticipate fate, but the thought of the jeering of
anticipate fate, but the thought of the jerrlng of
his fawning friends pricks his pride, when a plumber
enters his home to do some repairing. An Idea
strikes him. He will exchange clothes with him
and go out somewhere Incog. This he does, and
lifter leaving what money he has about him on the
mantel, only taking enough to pay for a room for
the night, and throwing his now useless keys in

the fireplace, he leaves and engages a room in the
poor section of the town. Paying for the room, he
sits with revolver In hand while he smokes the last

cigarette. As he blows the last puff of smoke
out. he places the pistol to his head, when a low.
sorrowful moan reaches his ears. He listens, but
all Is still. Again, the pistol Is raised, and again
the cry. now louder and more prolonged. Going to

the connecting door he plainly hears the sobbing of
a woman In grief. He knocks, and the door is

opened, and there he sees the poor mother bending
over her sick child, helpless, as she hasn't any
money for medicine or food. Here Is his oppor-
tunity, but as Is nearly always the case, there Is

an obstacle. He has no ready money himself. He
will return to his home for It, but how will lie get
in as he has thrown away his keys and destroyed
his identity? Under these conditions, he is forced
to break Into his own house to bestow his charity.
This arouses the servants and he Is shot down as

a burglar. When they discover his identity they
summon the doctor, to whom he exclaims: "Doctor,
you can do nothing for me. Go and relieve the
wants of the poor family." This the doctor does,
and Revol's last moments are made bright in the
thought of being at last given an opportunity to
do good. The next day when the doctor visits the
poor woman, sunshine bathes the modest home, aud
she wants to know what return she can make for
all these blessings. The doctor at first intimates
nothing, when he notices a lily in a vase at the
head of the child's bed. This he takes and places
on the bier of Revol. "And the greatest of these
is charity."

EDISON MFG. CO.

THE PRESIDENT'S SPECIAL.—The story of
"The President's Special" is simple and direct, yet
exceedingly dramatic. The day operator at Wil-
loughby Station comes on duty and finds Collins, the
night man, quite ill. Collins leaves for home, prom-
ising to be at work again in the evening. This he
fails to do and the day operntor is forced to stick
at his post for forty-eight hours. His wife calls
at midnight to bring him his lunch and endeavors
to cheer him up while he is struggling with the
powers of sleep. At this juncture he receives a
telegraph message instructing him to flag passenger
train No. 9 and sidetrack same, giving the Presi-
dent's special the right of way on the track. This
the wife learns and leaves.
The operator, left alone, begins a terrible struggle

to keep awake. At last nature conquers will power.
We see the operator's head fall to his arm, and
sweet sleep reigns supreme. Suddenly breaking the
silence of the uight, passenger train No. 9 dashes
by. The rattle of the wheels awakes the sleeping
man, but too late! He has paid the awful price of
a moment's sleep. To his mind come constantly
the words, "A wreck, a wreck, and I am the guilty
man." His dream becomes confused. He sees the
trains rushing down the track towards each other

—

an awful crash; and all is darkness before him!
Now come the victims of his guilt, accusing him of
his crime, mocking and jeering at him. Death seems
to be the only solution to shut them from his sight.

He draws forth the revolver and, as he raises the
weapon to fire, his senses reel and he falls fainting
to the floor.

Suddenly the scene changes to the quiet of his
home. His child is saying her midnight prayers, in

the midst of which his wife hears the long, low
whistle of' No. 9 coming down the track. In a
second she realizes that her husband has failed to

flag the express. Grabbing up a red table cloth,

she dashes from the house to stop the train, but
it is too late—the train has passed. Fate at this
moment takes up the destiny of lives and brings
down the road an automobile. The frantic woman
hails the ear, and In a spirit of desperation tells

what is needed to save hundreds of lives; the train
must be stopped. A second of explanation, and the
big touring car Is seen dashing down the road at
the rate of sixty miles an hour after the express
train.

Then follows a race so thrilling that few spec-
tators have ever witnessed its equal on the mov-
ing picture canvas. The train is reached, the en-
gineer sees the signal and stops the express. A
wreck has been averted, and the wife of the tele-

graph operator at Willoughhy Station becomes the
heroine of a splendid, dramatic moving picture.

THE MINIATURE.—Andrew Jackson, the seventh
President of the United States, stands forth as one
of the strongest characters in American history.

His likes and dislikes were very decided, and as he
never was at all backward in giving his opinion, and
as his opinion very frequently was contrary to the
opinion of a great many of the people, he of course
made a great many enemies. As was the custom in

those days, he fought several duels. The best re-

membered, and the most picturesque, was the one
with Charles Dickinson, brought on by an Insult

offered Mrs. Jackson by Dickinson.
Using this incident in Jackson's life for a subject,

the Edison Company has produced a film that will

prove of unusual interest to the picture loving pub-
lic, and one that will attract people who have pre-

viously cared nothing for this mode of entertainment.
At the opening of the picture we see an old

Southern lawyer's office, where Dickinson and IiIh

friends are talking over the probabilities of Jack-
son's election to the Presidency, when the sugges-
tion Is made that Dickinson, who is a dead shot,

draw a challenge from Jackson, and Jtill him. Dick-
inson is successful in this, and we see Jackson In

his home just before leaving for the duel, admiring
a miniature of his wife, which he afterwards places
in his breast pocket. On the way to the duelling
ground. Dickinson's skill with a pistol Is shown by
his breaking a glass, and also shooting a card from
an innkeeper's hand. The duel Is accurately shown,
Jackson withholding his shot until after Dickinson
fires, and then taking deliberate aim, killing his

opponent. Jackson Is saved by the miniature of
his wife, his opponent's bullet lodging directly in

Its center.

A TRIP TO MARS.—A celebrated professor of

chemistry discovers two wonderful powders. When
combined, they form a product which reverses the
well-known law of gravity and sets all objects that
It touches free to roam in space. The professor's

joy over the discovery of this reverse gravity Is so

great that he starts out to tell the world. While

waving the two papers containing the powders over
his head, a little of each is accideutally spilled ou
him. Before he can realize what is happening the
professor is sailing out of the window aud through
the clouds, on his way to the plauet Mars. Arriving
there upside down he scrambles along the under
surface of the plauet and finally finds himself in a
dense wood of trees, which are of enormous size.

The upper halves of the trees are semi-human mon-
sters which reach out long arms to seize him as
he runs between their trunks. Escaping this peril,

he climbs upon a ledge of rocks. Jumping off a
promontory, he lands upon what, wheu the rocks
wake up, proves to be the lip ot a half-human
Martian.
We see the creature open his eyes and lips, and

from the latter issues a cloud of steam with such
force that the professor is blown high in the air.

The Martian watches his descent aud catches the
professor ou his gigantic hand. The professor looks
up at the enormous face above him and sinks on
his knees. Again the Martiau blows his breath upon
him, and slowly the professor congeals until he is

a snowball, which the Martian places over the fire.

The ball swells aud swells uutil it explodes, aud
the professor is again blown off into space, but this

time in the direction of Mother Earth. We see him
falling headlong and turning over and over in his
homeward flight, until he drops into his laboratory
again; aud having had quite enough of reverse grav-
ity, the professorr casts the powders in rage upon
the floor. The result is that one side of the floor

and the same side of the room rise until the pro-

fessor slides down its perpendicular edge; aud the
last that is seen of him the room is spinning him
arouud at a dizzy pace.

ESSANAY FILM MFG. CO.
AVIATION AT LOS ANGELES, CAL.—The world-

wide interest centered in the recent Los Angeles
aviation meet should assure the popularity of our
film, depicting the most important features of the
weeks' events. This meet was important in the
fact that a number of the most prominent of the
world's aviators took part, and that a number of

former records for speed attaiued, altitude reached
aud distance covered, were broken.
The spectacular and sensational performances ef

M. Paulham, the Frenchman, have been sufficiently

described in the daily press and auy further descrip-

tion would be superfluous. Paulham ascended, in

one flight, 5,000.04 feet, a feat which previously
had been thought impossible for the heavier-than-

air machine. He also broke the distance record

when he flew 43 miles in 1 hour aud 22 seconds.

Our film shows close-up views of Paulham, Curtiss,

Knabenshue, Beachey, Hamilton and other of the

aviators in their machines and in flight. The ma-
chines are shown in starting, in speeding and in

landing.
Trying for the quick start record Is another

feature of our film.

The speed record was retained by Glenn Curtiss,

driving a Farman biplane, when he won over Paul-

ham in the 1.61 miles race in 2:13 3-5.

The dirigibles of Knabenshue and Beachey are

shown in starting, racing and landing.

Lieutenant Beck is shown riding with Paulham,
when the former ascended with the aviator to test

the practicability of bomb throwing from an aero-

plane in war times,

BABY'S FIRST TOOTH.—Mr. Lighthead rises

from the breakfast table one morning, hustles iuto

him overcoat aud hat, kisses his wife good-bye and
hurries out to catch the next downtown car. Mrs.

Lighthead waves him good-bye and then returns to

the baby. The little one has been in a bad mood
ever since it has waked up and Mrs. Lighthead,

after having tried all means ta soothe it, is in a

quandary what to do. Suddenly she makes the im-

portant discovery that baby is cutting her first tooth!

The little woman is elated and hurriedly runs to

the 'phone to tell her husband about it.

Mr. Lighthead is in his office going through his

morning's mail when the telephone jangles violently.

He hurries to answer it and recognizes his wife's

voice.

"Come home—quick! Hurry, please hurry!

Baby—" but the connection Is suddenly broken and
the excited Lighthead jumps for his hat conjuring

up all sorts of terrible accideuts which may have
happened to his wife and baby.
A vivid picture of his house in flames spurs him

to greater speed as he runs down the street in the

direction of his home. A man in a sleigh volunteers

to drive him home, but in rounding a corner the

sleigh is overturned and Lighthead is ducked into

a snowdrift. He runs for a passing car, which is

already crowded to more than its capacity and In

an effort to scramble aboard is pushed off into a

mud puddle. He hails a passing taxicab, but im-

mediately he seats himself within it the engine

breaks down and later, in endeavoring to fix it, the

engine explodes and tears his clothes to remnants.

After other adventures Lighthead resolves to fin-

ish his journey afoot. But two policemen stop him
and he is released only when he is identified by the

family physician. Lighthead explains and, followed

by the policemen and the surgeon, he finishes the

disastrous journey when he runs panting up his

front steps.
Mrs. Lighthead greets her husband, smiling de-

lightedly.
"0, dear," she exclaims, "I'm so glad you came.
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Get the crowd coming your way and KEEP them coming by giving the

clearest, steadiest pictures—use

THE EDISON KINETOSCOPE
It's easier and cheaper to start with a good machine and build up the good

patronage and KEEP it, than it is to start with a cheap machine, build up a

good patronage, lose it and have to begin over again.

The Edison Kinetoscope is the best motion picture machine made, does
not get out of repair, and outwears any other machine.

The Edison is the machine that brings back the same crowd every night.

Full particulars, booklet and copy of the Edison Kinetogram will be sent

you if you write.

EDISON FILMS
Release of February 15

THE PRESIDENT'S SPECIAL
\ thrilling melodrama in \s l • i

«
- ii a bead-on collision between two express trains is averted

tbi heroism of tii<> telegraph operator's wife, who, finding ber bnsband bas failed to tun--

one "i the trains, races after it in an automobile running sixty-miles an hour. A picture whoa*
extreme realism and Intense dramatic action «iii bold an audience spellbound.
No. 6589 Code. VESTIAIRO App. Length, 950 feet

Releases of February 18
THE MINIATURE

Dramatic. An Incident In the life of Andrew Jackson during his Presidential campaign, when,
ing an insult offered to his wife, be fought a duel with Charles Dickinson and killed fciin,

the bullet from Dickinson's pistol imbedding Itself In a miniature portrait of hi* wife which Jackson
carried. Splendidly acted and costumed. The duel scene especially vivid.

No. 6590 Code, VESTIARIAN App. Length, 725 feet

A TRIP TO MARS
A phantasy replete with illusions and trick photography. An old professor of chemistry dis-

covers the secret of reverse gravity and is whirled away from the earth to the planet Mars where
be discovers some gigantic and grotesque people and has some Tunny adventures until blown off

the planet hack to earth. A tunny and clever film.

No. 6591 Code, VESTIBULAR App. Length, 265 feet

Release of February 22
A VICTIM OF BRIDGE (Socislydrama)

Written for Edison production by Edward W. Townsend.

No. 6592 Code, VESTIBULO App. Length, 990 feet

Releases of February 25
LOST AND REGAINED (Dramatic)

No. 6593 Code, VESTICELLA App. Length. 445 feet

THAT GIRL OF DIXON'S
No. 6594 Code, VESTICEPS App. Length. 475 feet

WATCH FOR THE RELEASE OF MARCH I

RANSON'S FOLLY
Especially'prepared by Richard Harding Davis

Edison Manufacturing Co.
MAIN OFFICE and FACTORY: 72 LAKESIDE AVE., ORANQE, N. J.

New Tort Office: 10 Fifth Avenue. Chicago Office: 90 Wabash Ave.

KINETOSCOPE JOBBERS
Geo. Breck, 70 Turk St., San Francisco. P. L. Waters, 41 E. 21st St., New York City.
Howard Moving Picture Co., 5G4 Washington St., Lake Shore Film & Supply Co., 314 Superior Ave.,

Boston. N. E.. Cleveland.
Tale Film Excta. Co., 622 Main St., Kansas City. Chas. A. CalehufT, 4th & Green Sts., Philadelphia.

Office for United Kingdom: Edison Works, Victoria Road, Willesden, N. W., England.

Dealers in All Principal Cities
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Stereoptlcons $10' 50 000 Tickets S3 50; Auto-
matic Arc Lamp 15c; Slide Mats 1c; Stereoptlcon
Lenses 50c; Economizers $30; Slide Carriers 40c

FILMS RENTED, SOLD OR EXCHANGEDLHFT7 302 E. 23d Street
• *Er,IX,, New YovK

SPECIAL PRICES TO THE TRADE

Films For Sale
50 new reels of perfect
film. extra good condition,
to close out, at $18 50

Second hand Edison machines for sale at a bargain.
Parts to Ml all machines in stock.

MAYER SILVERMAN, 322 Fulton Bldg., Pittsburg; Pa.

ASTERMARK
Hobart Bosworth
j^i^ ROMAN

Release Date February 14th

Length IOOO Feet TRADE
Codeword: "Roman"

A story of Roman Political Warfare. Historically
correct, following as it does exact

lines of history.

DF PICTUREDOM
Did You See "The Cowboy Millionaire"?

THEN—Your Happiness is Complete When You See

THE,GIRLS OF THE
RANGE

MARK "Just as good, and some say better"

Release Date Februarv 17th

Length IOOO Feet

Code Word: "Range"

Don't Say "I'm from Missouri"— Get Wise!— Get It!!

m
SELIC POLYSCOPE COMPANY Inc.

THE MASTERMARK
49-47-49 Randolph Street, Chicago. U. S. A.

DF PICTUREDOM
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Tliingl" And Lightbead falls fainting into tbe arms
of tbe law!

THE COWBOY AND THE SQUAW.—Tom Ripley,
a cowpuncber from tbe Circle A rancb, wins tbe
hatred of Jim Simpson, another cowpuncber, wben
be defends Ligbtfeatber, a pretty squaw, from the
insults of Simpson. The affair occurs in tbe Silver
Dollar saloon in Bisbee.
Some few days later Ligbtfeatber goes to her

protector's cabin and presents him with a pair of
tine moccasins. Tom is duly grateful and advises
the little Indian maiden that if she is ever an-
noyed again, not to hesitate to shoot the persecutor.

Not long after this meeting Simpson encounters
Ripley out on the range on the brink of a preci-
pice. A fight ensues in which Ripley is thrown
over the cliff and frightfully wounded on tbe rocks
below.

Ripley's riderless horse gallops away and is later
seen and recognized by Ligbtfeatber. The squaw
mounts the horse and follows the tracks back to
the top of the cliff where she finds her good white
friend. After much difficulty she assists him back
to tbe cabin and cares for him in his convalescence.

Simpson, who has vowed to "get" Ripley at any
cost, watches Tom's cabin day and night but tbe
wary Lightfeatber has seen him skulking about and
keeps a sharp lookout after Tom. Later when she
sees Simpson slipping threateningly on Ripley and
about to fire at bim, she draws her own weapon
and a timely shot kills the would-be murderer.

Ripley turns to find Simpson lying dead, just be-
hind him, waon the little squaw comes from behind
her hiding place in the nearby bushes, confessing
that she had killed Simpson to save him.

Ripley brings up his horse and swinging into the
saddle, pulls the squaw up behind bim, just as a
party of cowboys, who have heard the shot, run
upon the scene.
A lively cbase follows. By numerous tricks Rip-

ley throws his pursuers off the trail and after a
long ride draws rein at a little creek, the boundary
line of two counties. When he crosses this he
knows he will be safe from the sheriff, at least.
Pulling a notebook from his pocket Ripley scribbles
.1 line to the sheriff, which be ties to a weed at
tbe water's edge.
Some time later the sheriff and his posse arrive

at the crossing and find the note. It reads:
Buck Brady, Sheriff:

We have crossed the boundary line forever.
Good-bye. The squaw only killed a cur, and
you know it. TOM RIPLEY.
The sheriff reads the note aloud and turns to his

men. "Tom's right," he says, "that Simpson was
never no account, nohow." And tbe little party
of cowboys swing leisurely into their saddles and
turn their horses' heads toward home.

0, SO SICK!—Mrs. Watt receives a message from
the president of the Zulu Missionary Society, of
which she is a member, that she and Mr. Watt are
invited to attend an important meeting of the so-

ciety that afternoon. Dr. Moon, the missionary, just
lately returned from his work in the field, is to lec-
ture on "How to Reach the Savage Heart." there
are to be other prominent speakers, and Mrs. Watt
is in quite a flurry of expectation. But Watt looks
gloomy. "O, hang the Zulus!" lie exclaims.

"John Watt!" from his better half. "You shall
attend that meeting this afternoon and don't try
to worm out of It."

Watt immediately sets his brain working and fin-

ally concocts a most plausible excuse. He pleads
sick and when the hour arrives for their departure,
he is moaning and writhing in utter agony, while
his wife departs for the meeting, not a little

skeptical as to the genuineness of her huband's
suffering. Immediately after she leaves Watt cracks
his heels together, jumps into his coat and hat and
goes out to hunt up "the boys."
An hour later finds four or five of them gathered

about tbe Watt dining table, smoking, drinking and
playing poker. They are in the midst of it when
the bell rings anil Mrs. Watt asks to be admitted.
She has missed her train.

In a quandary Watt turns to his friends, wonder
ing how to grt rid of them. A lacky thought strikes
him. He hunts up a number of old frock coats and
battered silk hats and presses his friends into service
as "physicians." When Mrs. Watt is admitted she
finds four doctors around John's bedside, all very
apprehensive about poor John's condition. One pre-
scribes cod liver oil and sends Mrs. Watt out to
the medicine chest to fetch it.

It is then that Mrs. Watt discovers the trick
when she finds the poker chips, syphon bottle and
tbe real duds of tie "physicians." Immediately she
routs out the surprised M.Ds. and prepares to

John the medicine as prescribed by "Dr. Saw-
"One pint bottle of cod liver oil every

three hours."
It is needless to say that John was cured and

that he will attend the next society's meeting
without a murmur.

these different features, how agreeable it is to sit.

and listen to the seductive strains of the fine
military band!
There we meet our friends, discuss the different

performances we have seen and generally relax
ourselves from the effects of the day's work. Now
a party of young students, after seeing all there
is to see at Luna Park decide to provide a "star
attraction" for tbe crowd and at the same time
amuse themselves while furnishing an excellent
subject for this most entertaining and novel motion
picture. Accordingly, they "line up" for a "bag
race," each competitor being tied up to the neck
in a big gunny sack. Tbe course takes them all

around the grounds, up and down flights of stairs,

over various obstacles and across the "shaking
floor" of one of the principal side shows.
THE GAMBLER'S DOOM.—Mr. Francis is a young

man of most reckless and extravagant habits.
He dissipates, gambles and plays cards to such
an extent that he is soon head over ears in debt.
Accordingly, he goes to his long-suffering uncle,
from whom he has been in the habit of borrowing
money, always without any intention of paying it

back.
Mr. Freeman, the wealthy uncle of Mr. Francis,

tired of being swindled so often and for such large
amounts, tells his nephew that he has no money
to lend him. The nephew points to the safe and
intimates that his uncle can produce money from it

if he so desires. Freeman refuses point blank,
turning his back towards his nephew and the safe.
Young Francis, evidently expected a rebuff, for

he stealthily draws a revolver from his hip pocket,
but on reconsideration puts it back. His uncle,
unknown to him, has witnessed this act in a mir-
ror. Francis goes away in a rage. Then the old
man writes a note, seals it in an envelope and
calls his faithful manservant, John. He gives him
the note, after he had written on the envelope.
"To my faithful servant, John. Not to be opened
until after my death."
John accepts the note with some hesitation.
Then the scene changes and old Freeman is seen

lying in a chair with a fatal bullet wound in his
temple and a revolver on the table near his hand.
The police arrive—the nephew and the servant are
called and a coroner's verdict decides "death by
suicide." The police then leave, expressing sym-
pathy with the nephew. After their departure,
John remembers the note. He goes to his room,
pulls open a drawer, finds and opens the communica-
tion. In it he reads that Francis intends to kill

the old man. who. however, had no desire to die.

It stated further that in the safe was a motion
picture camera, which contained a film on which
would be found a photographic revelation of Free-
man's murder. John takes out the negative film,

has it developed, and as a result, instructs the police
to bring Mr. Francis to a certain moving picture
show on a given date and hour, without arousing
his suspicions.
Then we see the people crowded into the theater,

among them the guilty nephew and the police in

plain clothes. The show commences and the en-
tire shooting scene with the events leading up to
it are projected on the screen. The startled Francis
rises up in haste to leave but the police arrest him
and hurry him away to the "Gambler's Doom."

GAUMONT.
(George Kleine.)

A BAG RACE.—Who does not thoroughly enjoy
a vigil to a tine amusement park with its infinity
of varied forma of entertainment? "The Scenic
Railway." "The Great Wheel." "The Chutes."
"Hell Gate," "The Figure R," "The Baby In-

cubators, rhe Circling Wave," "Bumping the
Bumps" and the myriad other side shows all have
their attractions, but after we have "taken in"

LUBIN MFG. CO.
LOVING HEARTS.—The young author writes a

Story, and a love letter does not please him. He
writes 1 new letter and the old one flutters to the
Boor. His sister sees it. and, thinking only of her
sweetheart, believes that the long delayed proposal
has been made at last. In her excitement she drops
tbe letter, which is found by the butler, who re-

places it on the table. The housekeeper thinks he
meant it for her and she, in her excitement, drops
if, when it is taken up by the maid. The grocery
boy has been slow to speak, but she is happy now
and runs off to tell the cook. The arrival of the
policeman on the heat prevents the full tale and
the maid. 100. drops the letter. The policeman
picks up He letter and hands it to the cook, sup-
posing she had dropped it. She thinks he means it

and embraces him. lie tells her that lie did not
write the letter lint that lie wishes he hail, and
they ratify the engagement, returning the letter to

the maid. She sees the grocer's boy coming and
hurries to meet him at the door. Naturally he Is

surprised at her effusiveness hut is entirely willing
to become engaged even though he did not write the

letter. The butler becomes engaged to the house-
keeper. Harold speaks to the author's sister, and
at last the letter is returned to the writer and ex-

planations follow.

THE HAND OF THE HEIRESS.- -Grace Seymour
is no title hunter, though her ambitious mother and
wealthy father have planned to buy tier a duke.
The little heiress overhears the terms Of the 1

menf and tearing up the cheek her father has just

handed the duke, declares that she will marry only
for love. She plots with the maid to run away in

search of true love and engages board at a country
plac In the suburbs. The only other boarder is a

young artist, with whom she falls in love, and
life is very pleasant until her identity is disci

to the Y c man hy an accidental meeting with
her parents She has just been insulted by the

duke, who does not recognize her in her simple
gowns, and the artist has knocked the offender

down. To knock down a duke is some accomplish-

ment in the eyes of the father and the pair are

bundled into the auto with the promise that this

time the course of love shall run true and smoothly.

A HONEYMOON THROUGH SNOW TO SUN-
SHINE.—This is a scenic release with a touch of

romantic sentiment and a thread of story to break
the monotony of straight scenery. The start of the
honeymoon is made in Philadelphia during the

blizzard of last December when fourteen inches of
snow covered the ground. The honeymooners enter
a carriage to be driven from the minister's house to
the station, but the carriage becomes stalled and
with their hand bags they struggle through heavy
drifts to the Pullman that is to whisk them to the

Southland. Next they are seen in the city park
in Jacksonville and they visit the Florida Ostrich
Farm with its most interesting exhibit of birds of

all ages. At St. Augustine they stop at the famous
Ponce de Leon, the courtyard of which is a most re-

markable bit of architecture, and they also inspect

old Fort Marion. At Palm Beach they take a
roller chair trip through some splendid scenery and
go from there to Miami, where in the grounds of

the Royal Palm Hotel is played the little drama
of the first quarrel. The bride receives a note from
her brother making an appointment. She refuses to

show the letter to her husband in order to tease

him a little, and he follows her in jealous rage.

When he sees her meet a strange man and kiss

him he hires a couple of boatmen to attack the
rival. When the letter, dropped by the little bride,

is discovered, he has to hurry to head the boatmen
off and then hastens on to make the acquaintance
of the brother-in-law, whom be has never met.

PATHE FRERES.
THE TWO RAFFLES.—John Freddie, the come-

dian engaged at a theater of varieties in a burglar
turn, lingers after the performance for a little

conviviality with his colleagues and is forced to

rush away to catch his train for the suburbs with-
out stopping to change his clothes.

Arriving at his villa, he is slightly disconcerted
to find that it has been partly ransacked by a

housebreaker, who has taken refuge under the bed
on hearing his footsteps. Recovering his presence
of mind. Freddie immediately divests himself of

his overcoat and starts -to finish the work com-
menced by the professional, who, satisfied that

he has nothing to fear, makes his ship with one
of the profession, as he naturally presumes him
to be.
The work proceeds merrily until Freddie con-

trives to press the electric bell. Footsteps being

heard, the burglar consents to hide in a cupboard
indicated by Freddie, who immediately closes and
locks the door after him, and it is not until the

professional finds himself in the hands of the police

that he realizes how he has been sold.

CORA, THE CONTRABAND'S DAUGHTER.—Out-
side her father's cottage the smuggler's daughter
flits about attending to the wants of her parent.

who presently rises to greet an acquaintance and'

to transact some business in connection with his

dishonest trade at the back of the house. It is

at such times as these that Cora can snatch a

moment of fleeting happiness with Robert Severn,

the customs officer, who is in love with her. The
knowledge of her father's trade, however, pre-

vents the girl from responding definitely to the

young man's advances.
The smuggler is in the habit of descending the

steep face of the cliff by means of a rope and
receiving smuggled goods in a small cove at the

foot of the rocks. Surprised one day hy Robert,

he turns to ascend the rope, dealing the customs
officer an ugly kick which stretches him senseless

lor a few minutes. On his return home, the

smuggler recounts his adventure to his daughter,

who forces him to return and save Robert, now
caught like a rat in a trap by the incoming tide.

Before the emotion displayed by the young peo-

ple at the danger which Robert has just escaped,

the smuggler guesses their secret and resolves that

he will not stand in the light of his daughter's

happines. Renouncing smuggling, he turns fisher-

man, ami a few months later is ready to welcome
Robert as a son-in-law.

THE TROUBADOUR.—Three suitors aspire to the

hand of Muriel, the miller's daughter, one a big,

handsome captain, .with a fierce mustache, another

the scrivener, who thinks his money bags will gain

him the desire of his heart, and third Harold, the

minstrel, debonnalr and gay. whose music has'

charmed the maid into confiding her affections to

him.
Unfortunately, the daughter's choice does not

coincide with that of her parents and the minstrel

is banished. By the magic of his music, however,

he calls up a supernatural being and the eif t of

a talisman suddenly endows him with fortune,

which he forthwith places at the disposal of his

lady love. Muriel still refuses to marry, however,

without her parent's consent, and Harold speed*

away to ask it once more. Meeting with a peremp-

torj refusal. Harold uses the magic power of his

talisman to force the obdurate pair to give way.
I iici miy apparitions dance In the kitchen, and the

hanging bags of Hour become most gruesome ob-

jects, causing an Inquiry to be made by the guard

into the doings of the e-iller and his wife. Now
is Harold's chance: with a wave of the talisman

1 in- tearful apparitions disappear ami the thankful"

parents give the desired consent. The marriage is

thereupon celebrated with rejoicing in a scene of
brilliant splendor, and the miller finds that after-

all his daughter's choice was best.
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ON FRIDAY, FEB. 25th
The Release of

PATHE FRERES
FILM DART

OUCHARD
The Merchant

Length, about 75& Feet

A most dramatic play founded on an old Russian
Folk Song and played by the leading actors of

Moscow—the new Pathe Freres Film d'Art Stock
Company. This film is exquisitely colored and
will prove a winner wherever shown.

Insist Upon it at Your Exchange

PATHE FRERES
NEW YORK

41 West 23th Street

CHICAGO
35 Randolph Street

NEW ORLEANS
813 Union Street

Pacific Coast Agency—Turner & Dahnken, 136 Eddy Street,
San Francisco, Cal.

Get Your Posters from the A. B. C. Co., of Clevland, Ohio

COMING SOON!
THE VIOLIN MAKER OF CREMUNE." Watch for it!

PITTSBURG McKENNA

Renew Your Films

EXCHANGES!
We were so busy that it was necessary

to secure new and LARGER quarters to

REMOVE
DIRT AND SCRATCHES
from your old film and put them in con-
dition to earn money for you the same as

new film. WE
are positively not connected with any
film exchange whatever but located at

22 Randolph St., Chicago, III.

OLD RELIABLE
FILM RENOVATING CO.

22 Randolph St., Chicago, III.

J. S. SPEER. Manager.

Write for References from 75 Exchanges

EBERHARD SCHNEIDER
Hiror Vitae Products," Projectors, Cameras,

Film-Making Machinery, Films, Slides, Mere-
opticons, Specialties, Lens Grinding, etc. Special
condensors, carbons and lugs.

109 East 12th Street, New TerK

CHEAP
Steel Frame

Theatre Chairs

ABSOLUTELY

Non-BREAKABLE
Suitable (or small

theatres and Morinf
Picture shows We
carry these chairs in
stock and can this)
immediately.

Second Hand Chairs
Also Seating for Out

of-Door Use.

Address Dept. W,
STEEL FURNITURE CO., Grand Rapids, Mick.

New York Office: 150 Fifth Avenue

Boston Office: 224 Congress St., Boston, Mass.

NEW YORK
Did you ^et one of our

NEW CATALOGS?
Prepared especially lor the man who wants

information concerning

Brass Railings, Picture
Easels, Grilles, Etc.

WRITE NOW TO

McKENNA BROS. BRASS CO.
1st Ave. and Ross Street

PITTSBURQ
"It's the Front that

Attracts the Business"
238 Broadway
NEW YORK
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The young people, however, finally get married
and now we see them a year later. What a change!
All pretense is now over, and mother-in-law and
son-in-law are having an altercation of a most
violent nature which ultimately ends in a most
unexpected manner.

THE JOCKEY.—Osborn, the trainer, is asked by
an old friend to complete the training of his

nephew, Jim Blackwood, and as time goes on Jim,
steady and hard working, finds himself very happy
in the home of his uncle's friend, graced by the

presence of the trainer's pretty daughter, Kitty.

A lucky accident gives the young fellow his first

chance and his career opens with very bright
prospects. He is overjoyed when some months
later he is given a chance to ride Sunbeam, the
favorite in a forthcoming big race, but pitfalls are

in his path, and Jim finally succumbs to the temp-
tation of a bribe offered by Sam Marsh, a race

track crook, to destroy all chances of Sunbeam
winning. Kitty, however, who has been by ac-

cident or design close at hand, overhears the agree-
ment, and, dauntless and prompt in action, she
resolves to save Jim's honor and changes the
horses in their stalls, so that when Jim comes to

dope Sunbeam he operates, unknowingly, upon
another horse. The great day arrives. Everyone
is out to see the big race. Sunbeam is the favorite
and great sums of money are put up on him and
taken by Marsh. At the quarter, half and three-
quarters another horse leads, but in the stretch
Sunbeam comes to the front and romps in a win-
ner by several lengths, to the mingled rage and
mortification of the crooked bookmaker. In the
evening a wordy war is waged between Jim and
Marsh, but Kitty intervenes and explains the sit-

uation. Baffled. Marsh slinks away, while Jim,
shamefaced and repentant, pleads with Kitty to
marry him and help him to avoid future tempta-
tions—and she does.

THE FOOT JUGGLER.—On a stage set for his
act the juggler appears, and after taking his
position on his back on a stand proceeds to do the
most wonderful balancing and juggling feats with
his feet, being more skillful than many jugglers are
with their hands. He takes a heavy table and
spins it around and around, over and over, until
one wonders why he never gets dizzy and makes a
miss. His exhibition is really a wonder.

BEFORE AND AFTER.—Here we have a young
man assiduously bestowing all the attentions pos-
sible upon the woman whom he hopes will some
day be his mother-in-law in a praiseworthy at-

tempt to gain her good will. So attentive is he,
indeed, that he more than once brings a frown
of displeasure to the fair brow of his lady love.

VITAGRAPH COMPANY.
THE WAYSIDE SHRINE.—The central interest

of this drama is the tender love and devotion of
a father for his motherless daughter, to whom
he not only fulfills the duty of both parents, but
makes himself her companion in all her interests
and pastimes. Periodically they visit a little way-
side shrine, where they offer up prayer and do
homage to their patron saint.

The little girl grows into womanhood, and one
day, as they visit the shrine, they find a young
and handsome artist sketching. They at once
become interested in his work and incidentally
the young girl and fellow are attracted to each
other. By glance and action you can see that it

is "love at first sight." The artist asks the
father of the young girl if she can pose before
the shrine while he completes the picture. The
father consents.
From this point their attachment and association

Increase. The village priest notices this and warns
the father of the possible danger of trusting an
unsophisticated girl so much in the company of a
man of the artist's experience and possible world-
liness. The father heeds his words and does not
encourage the young man's attentions. It is too
late, however; the girl is too much in love with
the young artist to distrust him.
The young man agrees to marry her. She leaves

a note for her father, explaining that she has fled

with her lover. The old man's agony of sorrow
when he finds the note is pitiful, but his love for

her and his faith in God sustain him. Through
the long months of his loneliness and his daughter's
absence, he keeps the little home in order, where
we saw her as a child and as she left it when she
went away, never ceasing his vigil for her return,

keeping a lighted candle in the window at night.

Deserted by her lover, she returns to the scene
of her childhood and seeks the wayside shrine in

penitence and remorse. As she beholds the fa-

miliar and sacred place, she falis in a swoon. Her
old father discovers her, clasps her in his arms
and leads her home, then to her little bedroom,
which the dear old father has kept just as she
left it. He kisses her "good-night." and, when
the old Tillage priest again calls to console the
father, we behold her peacefully sleeping in childish

repose of home, sweet home.

MURIEL'S STRATEGEM.—Muriel lives with her
grandfather, a widower, a real old aristocratic

Southern gentleman, who is very fond of_ her—In

tact, the love is mutual. She is in love' with a

very worthy young man named Harvey. Muriel's
grandfather objects to him because he is poor, and,

notwithstanding Muriel's pleadings in Harvey's be-

half, her grandfather persistently holds out against

him. Harvey speaks for himself, but the old gen-
tleman' says, "No," and dismisses him abruptly.
Now woman's wit gets busy, and Muriel, after

drying her tears, comes across an old miniature
portrait of her grandmother, when she was a girl,

and whom Muriel resembles very closely. Upon
comparison with herself, as she looks in the mir-
ror, Muriel recognizes the picture to be exactly
like herself. She decides upon a strategem sug-
gested by the miniature, and immediately goes to

a cupboard and pulls out an old trunk from which
she takes a lot of old-fashioned clothes which be-
longed to her grandmother. In the bottom of the
trunk she unearths an old newspaper containing
on account of her grandmother's elopement with
and marriage to her grandfather, just previous to

the Civil War, in opposition to the parents of the
bride.
Muriel dresses herself in one of her grand-

mother's quaint gowns, and, while her grandfather
is quietly dozing in his easy chair, she enters his

room and stands where he can see her when he
awakes. Gradually opening his eyes, he beholds
Muriel, who appears to him as a vision of his wife,
who tells him of his elopement and marriage to

her and chides him for his opposition to Muriel's
marriage to Harvey. The old gentleman can stand
it no longer, and, completely overcome, he falls

back in his chair in a half faint.

Muriel becomes alarmed and rushes to his side,

puts her arm around him and tells him that she
was impersonating her grandmother; how she found
the newspaper, the miniature and the clothes and
all about it.

Her grandfather is so glad it is nothing worse that

he tells her that he was unfair, kisses her and
gives his consent to her marriage to Harvey, who
is soon upon the scene with Muriel to claim his

prize and receives the old gentleman's blessing.

BEAUTIFUL WINDERMERE.—One of the Vita-
graph's studies from life and nature, a charming
portrayal of panoramic beauty.

Lake Windermere is located in the northwestern
part of England, about 250 miles from London, on
the borders of Westmoreland and Lancashire. It

is the largest lake in England—11 miles long, one
mile wide and 200 feet deep, and empties into

Morecambe Bay. It is celebrated for its many
small islands and its magnificent surroundings.
High and wooded hills slope gradually to its shores;

picturesque cascades and waterfalls gush forth crys-

tal streams of laughing waters, which flow into the

great lake.

Here is a Mecca for the artist, the poet, the

author and all lovers of nature. A small steamer
plies from one end of the lake to the other, and
the small craft of the fishermen and the oarsmen
are seen upon its surface at all times. This vicin-

ity is also noted for its sheep raising, which has
made Lancashire the pride of England. High above

the placid waters of Windermere stands "Rydal,"
the home of Wordsworth, the poet, who for many
years gazed upon the tranquility of these sur-

roundings and meandered through the hills and
glades and imbibe inspiration from their sublimity

and grandeur. Quaint cottages of the peasantry dot

the roads which lead to the hotels and inns that

make Windermere a great resort.

Latest Slides

"Loving Two-Step Man."
"Ain't You Coming Out To-night?"
"The Moonlight, the Rose, and

You."
"Shoes and Socks, Shock Susan."
"Yiddisha Rag."
"I'll Make a Ring Around Rosie."
" 'Tis Tough When Issie Rosen-

stein Loves Genevieve Malone."
"The Little Cottage on the Hill-

side."

AT $4.00 PER SET.

Excelsior Slide Co.
138 East 14th Street

NEW YORK

Films
I havea system of keeping away
from Repeaters No reels older

than one year. This sounds bad

but not half as bad as it is to hand you gunc three

years old-

I am open and frank and tell you what you get

for your money—Try me for a week anyhow. You
can't lose

PURDY'S riLM EXCHANGE
310 EAST 23d STREET, Cor. 2nd Ave., NEW YORK CITY

THIS WEEK'S PROGRAM OF LICENSED FILMS.

Monday, February 14.

Biograph—One Night and Then (Dramatic) 992

Lubin—Loving Hearts (Comedy) 500

Lubin—The Hand of the Heiress (Dramatic) 450

Selig—The Roman (Dramatic) 1000

Pathe—Enterprising Clerk (Comedy) 643

Patbe—Druid Remains in Brltany (Sc, Col.).... 328

Tuesday, February 15.

Gaumont—The Ghost (Dramatic) 698

Gaumont—Pastoral Scenes (Mystical) 285

Edison—The President's Special (Dramatic) 950

Vitagraph—The Wayside Shrine (Dramatic) 930

Wednesday, February 16

Urban—The Acrobatic Fly (Nature Vaudeville) . .200

Urban—The Blue Swan Inn (Dramatic) 770

Essanay—Aviation at Los Angeles, Cal. (Edu-

cational) 600

Essanay—Baby's First Tooth (Comedy) 385

Pathe—Carmen (Dramatic) 900

Kalem—The Fisherman's Granddaughter (Dr.).. 950

Thursday, February 17
Biograph—The Englishman and the Girl (Dr.) . . .975

Lubin—A Honeymoon Through Snow to Sunshine
(Dramatic) 950

Selig—The Girls of the Range (Dramatic) 1000

Friday, February 18

Edison—The Miniature 725
Edison—A Trip to Mars (Scenic) 265
Kalem (The Trapper and the Redskins (Dr.)... 705
Pathe—A Panicky Picnic (Comedy) 672
Pathe—The Little Beggar (Dramatic) 311
Vitagraph—Muriel's Stratagem (Dramatic) 655
Vitagraph—A Trip Through England (Scenic) . .320

Saturday, February 19

Gaumont—Better Than Gold (Dramatic) 577
Gaumont—The Comedy-Graph (Comedy) 338
Essanay—The Cowboy and the Squaw (Dr.) 935
Pathe—Three Queens and a Jack (Comedy) 600
Pathe—Fate Against Her (Dramatic) 314
Vitagraph Life of Moses (The Promised Land).. 990

OPERA CHAIRS
That Stand the TEST

The hard usage accord-

ed opera chairs makes
the selection of a chair

of PROVEN QUALITIES
essential.

Our Opera Chairs are

conceded to be the
IDEAL seating, as
they are comfortable,
permanently noiseless

and combined with a

distinctive style and
excellence that is un-
equalled.

HIGHEST QUALITY LOWEST PRICES
Write lor Catalogs

AMERICAN SEATING COMPANY
Dept. V.

£15 Wabash Ave.

CHICAGO

NEW YORK

BOSTON

PHILADELPHIA

Immediate Shipment
WE CARRY

OPERA CHAIRS
IN STOCK

If you want a GOOD

CHAIR, at a LOW
PRICE, we have It. In-

quiries answered same

day as received.

Ask for Catalog No. 305

E. H.STAFFORD MFC. CO.
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
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KALEM FILMS
The Fisherman's Granddaughter

ISSUES OF FEBRUARY 16th and 18th.

"TIk Fisherman's Granddaughter" is another strong, romantic drama by
our Southern Stock Company, operating in "iir new studio at Roseland, Florida.

The seem the banks of the picturesque St. Johns River and
are the acme of beautiful realism. LENGTH, 950 FEET.

The Trapper and the Redskins

"That's What They All Say"
222 FtET

Here is a reel which will prove a positive sensation, made up of the greatest
Indian subject we have ever produced (and that's going some), together with
a real comedy of the side-splitting variety. We don't very often put out a

comedy subject, because they have to be pretty good to get by our own
knockers' club; but this one proved a scream, so you get it. Remember this

reel, a great big Indian feature and a corking comedy all in one.

Say, we have got hold of a bunch of real Indians, who can act, and we are
going to give you some hummers.

WATCH THE KALEMS!
Kalem posters can be obtained from your exchange

or by mail from the A. B. C. Co., of

Cleveland, Ohio

KALEM CO., Inc.
Eastman Kodak Building

235-237-239 WEST 23rd STREET
NEW YORK CITY

LUBIN FILMS
RELEASED MONDAY, FEBRUARY 14, 1910

The Hand of the Heiress
A dainty little idyl of a real American Girl who -would not permit her parents to purchase a

duke for her. When they persisted in their Intention she ran away and found herself the true love

that is worth more than titles. A story well planned and well acted with scenic backgrounds of

unusual beauty. APPROXIMATE LENGTH, 490 FEET.

Loving Hearts
A letter discarded from :> story by its author unites eight loving hearts before it is discovered

that it I-; merely a Mi of fiction, a snappv little romantic fare est and
comedy. APPROXIMATE LENGTH, 460 FEET.

RELEASED THURSDAY, FEBRUARY IT, 1910.

A Honeymoon Through Snow
To Sunshine

Wad li the two-foot drifts of the Christmas blizzard, the newly wedded couple make
.mi thai takes them to the South and sunshine, The Ostrich Farm at Jacksonville, and the

cenery at Palm Beach, St. Augustine and Miami form the settings for the thread
of the story. This sul

i nusual pictorial value photography is notablj
getter in lh.se dull February ilavs. APPROXIMATE LENGTH, 950 FEET.

Send for catalogue of our 1910 machine

LUBIN MANUFACTURING COMPANY 926-928 MARKET STREET
FHILADELPHIA, PA.

Have you investigated the

Wurlitzer PianOrchestra ?

The leading Nickelodeons are
putting in this marvelous Automatic
Orchestra. It furnishes better music
than a regular orchestra of 5 to 25
pieces, is always "on the job," and
cuts out the enormous expense of mu-
sicians. The money saved pays rent.

Easy terms, lesr than paid to musicians.
We supply tile I'. S. Gov't, with musical
Instruments. Write for big 96-page catalog
& testimonial booklet showing Wurlitzer
PlanOrcheBtras in leading Nickelodeons.

5tfe Rudolph Wurlitzer 0)
World's Largest Mfrs. Automatic Mue. Insta.

NEW YORK CINCINNATI CHICAGO
25-27 W, 32d 117-121 E. 4th 266268 Wabaeh

How to Put on the Passion Play

By W. Stephen Bush.

With the great revival of the

Passion Play, again to be enacted

in Germany this coming Spring,

exhibitors will consult their own
best interests by ordering the well-

known book above named. The
first edition has been exhausted,

and the second, now on sale, con-

tains many valuable additions. The
book has the unqualified endorse-

ment of the Moving Picture World
and contains:
A complete lecture, running with

the pictures on the screen.

A complete musical program.
Valuable suggestions of a general

nature.
Sent postpaid for One Dollar to

any address in United States. Can-
ada or Mexico.

W. STEPHEN BUSH,
44 North loth s-treet, Philadelphia, Pa.

GALEHUFF
A flember of the

FILM SERVICE ASSOCIATION

Headquarters for only the beat of latest

FILMS and SONG SLIDES. No junk.

MACHINES, SUPPLIES, Etc.

LATEST SONO 5LIDES
$5.00 per set

N. E. Cor. 4th & Green Streets,

PHILADELPHIA. PA.
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Classified Advertising.
Classified advertising, no display, three cents per

word, cash with order. Postage stamps accepted for
small amounts.

HELP WANTED.
FIRST-CLASS PIANO PLAYER, who can sing,

wanted. No boozer. Two matinees. Give expe-
rience and references, and teil how much you are
worth a week to B. G. DRUMMOND, Mgr!, Bijou
Dream, Albion, N. Y.

WANTED—Male or female singer, female pre-
ferred; only those apply who have voice of quality
and volume; right price paid to right persons; satis-
factory reference required; reputation must ac-
company the singer; no flirts tolerated. Address,
SCHMIDT BROS., Mgrs. Theatorium, New Castle.
Ind.

SITUATIONS WANTED.
EXPERIENCED moving picture writer: American

•subjects only; comedy a specialty. N. O. T., care
M. P. W.
TENOR SINGER wants position at once; will sure

make good. Salary reasonable. References from
former managers. Address ROBERT P. FOURNIER,
56 Oak Street, Providence. R. I.

SINGER of ability wants position. Four years
illustrated song experience. Thoroughly proficient.
Baritone voice with a range of two octaves. Wishes
to connect with first-class house and thoroughly re-
liable people. (Don't send telegrams collect.) Ad-
dress THOMAS F. GIBLIN, 245 Manton Ave., Prov-
idence, R. I.

A GOOD M. P. OPERATOR with 9 years' expe-
rience wants position. Familiar with all maker, of
machines; does own repairing. J. FRANCIS MOCK-
LIN, Dock St., Royalton, Pa.

POSITION WANTED—M. P. operator or man-
ager, city or out of town, 8 years' experience. Ad-
dress at once S. \\\, care Moving Picture World.
AT LIBERTY—Moving picture and vaudeville

pianist. Only reliable managers reply; state salary.
Address MUSICIAN, care Logue Bros., Williamsport,
Pa.

MERCHANDISE.

FILMS FOR SALE Films in first-class condition
1 cent and 2 cents per foot. Write for list, K. A.
KALEY, Nicholas Bldg., Toledo, Ohio.

SONG SLIDES, $1.50 per set. NATIONAL SONG
SLIDE EXCHANGE, 303-59 Dearborn St., Chicago,
111.

FOR SALE—Passion Play (Edison's) 2 reels. 24
scenes, tinted, good condition. $75.00 or rent.
LOEB'S FILM EXCHANGE. 140 St. Charles, -New
Orleans, La.

FOR SALE—1,000 ft. reels film, released to Jan. 1,

$10 and $15 per reel; Edison, Lubin, Power's ma-
chines, $00: new $100; Model B gas outfits. $25;
song sets. $1.50. For Rent—6,000 ft. film. :: sets
slides, $10; 9,000 ft.. $12, one shipment. Will
Buy—Passion Play, film, machines. H. DAVIS,
Watertown. Wis.

BUILDING, 29x40 ft., used for moving pictures:
suitable for auction room and various kinds of busi-
ness; rent, $400 per season; commands t«.. streets.
L. A. H., 300 Cookman Ave.. Asbury Park, N. J.

FOR SALE—Power's No. 5 Cameragraph, practi-
cally new, witb stereopticon lenses; 144 Reedsboro
opera chairs, splendid condition. tjuick sale.

FOR SALE—One moving picture outfit consisting
of one Edison machine (Exhibition model), one Ed-
ison Phonograph, 134 opera chairs (self seat-raising),
two fire extinguishers, one rheostat. Will sell all
or any part of lot. and very cheap. Every item in

splendid shape. Address, JOS. C. BUCHART, Ev-
ansvillc, Ind.

FOR SALE—Paying moving picture and vaude-
ville house in town of 12.000. Only house in town.
Reason for selling, poor health. FAIRYLAND
THEATER, Boulder, Colo.

WANTED—For Travel Talks, Scenic, Industrial,
Topical and Educational films—any make—all coun-
tries. Send list and lowest prices. R. R. BRIGGS.
1637 Fairmount Ave., Philadelphia.

FIRT-CLASS OPERATOR—Have had experience;
can do electric wiring; at liberty March 1. N. T.
GUY, Blandinsville, 111.

WANTED—Moving picture machine; state make,
condition and lowest cash price; also want films,

slides, etc.. suitable for road show. CLARK J.
HERRINGSHAW, Lakeside Building, Chicago, 111.

LATEST MOTIOGRAPH, perfect condition, with
pedestal base; will sell reasonable. Box IS, New
London, Conn.

FOR SALE—Brand new Model B Gas Outfit, with
burner: $18 complete. M. E. HOVELL, 10 East
15th St.

"TITLE POSTERS"
Are THE Thing for Advertising

MOVING PICTURES
They cost 5c each or by mail 6c. The

full service of one poster for every licensed

subject released for a month costs only
$7.50 including prepaid delivery charges.

Free Sample for the Asking

TITLE POSTER CO.
231-233 Bowery. New YorR
A Poster for Every Picture

The Buckeye Film &
Projecting Co. inc.)

Members of the N, I. M. P. A.

309-311 Arcade Bldg., Dayton, Ohio

MR. EXHIBITOR, we abso-
lutely guarantee to furnish you the
best "strictly INDEPENDENT film

service in this country. We guar-
antee NO JUNK. NO RAIN-
STORMS, NO REPEATERS.
All we ask is that you give us a

trial and be convinced. We can
"iv<: you an IDEAL EXCLUSIVE
SERVICE because we have stand-
iii->' releases with all leading
AMERICAN and FOREIGN
FILM MANUFACTURERS.
Write to-day for full particulars,

in- call and see us at our offices and
see for yourself.

Write, Phone, or Wire us to-day.

THE BUCKEYE FILM &
PROJECTING CO. (Inc.)

309-311 Arcade Building, Dayton, Ohio

*s#f
'^tsm -s-f I* ^i sa uPER A CHAIRS

Over 75 per cent, of the finest theaters in the United States ami
Canada are furnished with them. They are used in 318 of tin'

4U.3 moving picture theaters in Chi
To meet the growing demands for

LOW PRICED OPERA CHAIRS

we have originated a Dumber of styles, though inexpensive,
are characteristic of

ANDREWS QUALITY

Write for our large catalogue, illustrated in colors, which will

guide and assist you, when contemplating the purchase of Opera
Chairs.

CHICAGO ESTABLISHED 1665

NEW YORK SAN FRANCISCO
ST LOUI S TACOMA

P Oil W rill no For any show. Prices, 3,

U U V C II I II t, and 5cts.each, la 100 lots.

Terms, cash with orders, or lA cash, balance

C O. D. Samples sent upon receipt of 50cts.

VAUDETTE CO., 7 Coventry Bldg., So. Akron, Ohio
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SWAAB
The Pioneer Film Exchange

of Philadelphia
and

Largest Dealer in Machines
and Supplies

Agent for

Power's Cameragraph
Lang's Rewinder

and
Cary Coated Carbons

The Trade Supplied. Licensed

Films Only

LEWIS M. SWAAB
338 Spruce St., Philadelphia, Pa-

Sound Effects
FOR

Moving Pictures
No Picture House is complete with-

out our Sound Effects. They make
your show realistic, increase your box
office receipts 100%, satisfy your
patrons.

Write /or our catalogue A.

25% lower than any house in

America.

M. P. SOUND EFFECT GO.
19th Ward Bank Building

57th St. cor. 3d Ave., New York City

Folding and Assembly Chairs

Most popular pi iced chairs on the market for

picture show use

Prompt Shipments. Write for Catalotue

PEABODY SCHOOL FURNITURE CO.

NORTH MANCHESTER, - - - INDIANA

LICENSED FILMS.

BIOGRAPH COMPANY.
Jan. 3—The Rocky Koad (Dr.) 990
Jau. (i—The Dancing Girl of Butte (Dr.) 984
Jan. in— iier Terrible Ordeal (Dr.) 952
Jan. 18—All on Acconnl ox the Milk (Dr.) 989
Jan. 17—On the Iteef (Dr.) 988
Jan. 20—The Call (Dr.) 989
Jan. 24 Toe Honor of Ills Family (Dr.) 988
Jan. 27—The Last Deal (Dr.) 991
Jan. 81—The Cloleter'a Touch (Dr.) 993
Feb. 3—The Woman from Uellon'e (Dr.) 988
Feb. 7—The Course of True Lore (Dr.) 987
F. I.. Hi The Dukes Plan (Dr.) 985
Feh. 14—<me Night, and Then (Dramatic) 992
Feb. 17—The Englishman and the Girl (Dr.). ..975

EDISON MANUFACTURING COMPANY.

Jan. 21—The Luck of Roaring Camp (Dr.) 490
Jan. 25—A Woman's Strategy (Dr.) 975
Jan. 28—A Georgia Possum Hunt (Des.) 140
Jan. 28—The Skipper's Yarn (Dr.) 850
Feb. 1—The Japanese reach Boy (Fairy Story). 040
Feb. 4— Ills Just Deserts (Dr.) 850
Feb. 4—The Surprise I'arty (Com. ) 880
Feb. 4—The Bad Man from Riley's Gulch

(Com.) 315
Feb. 8—The Livingston Case (Dr.) 995
Feb. 11—An Equine Hero (Edu.). 725
Feb. 11—A Queen of the Burlesque (Com.) 2C0
Felt. 15—The President's Special (Dr.) 950
Feb. IS—The Miniature 725
Feh. IS—A Trip to Mars (Scenic) 205
Feh. 22—A Victim Of Bridge (Dramatic 990
Feb. 25—I-ost and Regained (Dramatic) 445
Feb. 25—That Girl of Dixon's (Dramatic) 475

ESSANAY FILM MFG. CO.

Jan. 12—Electric Insoles (Com.) 602
Jan. 12—The Old Maid and the Burglar (Com.). 498
Jan. 15—Review of U. S. Troops, Fort Leaven-

worth (Scenic) 1000
Jan. 12—Home of the Gypsies (Scenic) 321
Jan. 19—The Coast Guard (Dr.) 747
Jan. 19—Rlva, Austria, and the Lake of Garda

(Scenic) 204
Jan. 26—Tommy in Dreamland (Com.) 491
Jan. 2(i—The Lass Who Loved a Sailor (Dr.)... 417
Feb. 2—Sheltered in the Woods (Dr.) 806
Feb. 2—The Might of the Waters (Sc.) 167
Feb. 9—The Price of Fame (Dr.) 1000
Feb. 12—Western Chivalry (Com. ) 568
Feb. 12—Bitter-Sweet (Com.) 450
Feb. 1G—Aviation at Los Angeles. Cal (Educa.).600
Feb. 16—Baby's First Tooth (Comedy) 385
Feb. 19—The Cowboy and the Squaw (Dr.) 935
Feb. 23—O. So Sick (Comedy)
Feb. 23—The Winning of Father (Comedy)
Feb. 26—The Mexican's Faith (Dramatic)

KALEM COMPANY.

Jan. 7—The Deacon's Daughter (Dr.) 950
Jan. 14—The Romance of a Trained Nurse (Dr.)
Jan. 21—The Magic Flower (Fairy Tale)
Jan. 28—The Man Who Lost (Dr.) 930
Feb. 2—The Step-mother (Dr.) 980
Feb. 4—The Little Old Men of the Woods

(Fairy Story) 945
Feb. 9—The Confederate Spy (Dr.) 960
Feb. 11—The Feud (Dr.) 925
Feb. 16—The Fisherman's Graddaughter (Dr.).. 950
Feb. IS—The Trapper and the Redskins (Dr.).. 705

LUBIN MANUFACTURING COMPANY.

Jan. 20—The Usurper (Dr.) 905
Jan. 24—Cupid, D.D.S. (Com.) 356
Jan. 24—Adoring an Ad. (Dr.) 515
Jan. 27—Marble Quarrying in Tennessee (In-

dustrial) 441
Jan. 27—The Flirto-Manlac (Com.) 420
Jan. 31—Bill's Boots (Com.) 245
Jan. 31—Too Much Protection (Com.) 600
Feb. 3—Sentimental Sam (Com.) 300
Feb. 3—It Might Have Been (Com.) 585
Jan. 19—Won by a Holdup (Com.) 629
Jan. 19—Flower Parade at Pasadena, Cal 292
Jan. 22—The Confession (Dr.) 960
Jan. 26—The Modern Messenger Boy (Com.)... 945
Jan. 29—An Outlaw's Sacrifice (Dr.) 996
Feb. 2—The Wrong Man (Com. ) 554
Feb. 2—A Voice from the Fireplace (Dr.) 486
Feb. 5—Sensational Logging (Scenic) 1000
Feb. 7—The Samaritan's Courtship (Com.) . . . .865
Feb. 10—Celestial Vengeance ( Dr. ) 840
Feb. 14—Loving Hearts (Comedy) 500
Feb. 14—The Hand of tht? Heiress (Dramatic) . .450
Feb. 17—A Honeymoon Through Snow to Sun-

shine (Dramatic) 950

GAUMONT.

G. Kleine.

Jan. IS—Fatal Fascination (Dr.) 680
Jan. 18—Getting Square with the Inventor (C.).393
Jan. 22—Swallowed by the Deep (Dr.) 977
Jan. 25—The Price Of Patriotism (Dr.) 574
Jan. 25—Sea Side Adventures at Home (Com.). 371
Jan. 20—The Great Divide (Dr.) 741
Jan. 29—Wild Waves at St. Jean de Lux

(Scenic i 243
Feh. 1—The Golden Lily (Dr.) 702
Feb. 1—Ascending the Jura Mountains (Sc.)...253
Peb. 5—Civil War (Dr.) 040
Feb. 8—Servant from the Country (Com.) 508
Feb. 8—Settled Out of Court (Dr.) 413
Feb. 12—A Bag Bace (Com.) 197
Feh. 12—The Gambler** Doom (Dr.) 806
Feh. 15—The Ghost (Dramatic) 698
Peb. 15—Pastoral Scenes (Mystical)
Peb. 19—Better Than Gold (Dramatic) 571
I'll. 10—The Comedy-Graph (Comedy) 338

URBAN-ECLIPSE.

G. Kleine.

Jan. 12—True to His Oath (Dr.) C72
Feb. 9—Coals of Fire (Dr.)
Feb. 0—Venetian Isles (Sc.l 2G3
Feb. 16 -The Acrobatic Ply (Nature Vaude.) . . .200
Feb. 16—The Blue Swan Inn (Dramatic) 770

PATHE FRERES.
Jan. 31—Coffee Culture (Indus.) 508
Jan. 31—Dick's a Winner (Com.) 453
Feh. 2—The Postmistress (Dr.) 918
Feb. 4—Roller Skating in Australia (Sc.) 266
Feb. 4—The Model Drama (Dr. I 718
Feb. 5—A Critical Situation (Com.) 623
Feb. C—Adam II.—Miscellaneous (Edn.) 354
Feb. 7—The Bandit (Dr.) 394
Feb. 7—The Two Raffles (Com.) , 594
Feb. 9—Cora, the Contraband's Daughter (Dr.). 507
Feb. 9—In Ancient Greece (Ballet) 410
Feb. 11—The Troubadour (Com.) 5C1
Feb. 11—Before and After (Com.) 430
Feb. 12—The Jockey (Dr.) 840
Feb. 12—The Font Juggler (Aerob.itie) 157
Feb. 14—Enterprising Clerk (Comedy) 643
Feb. 14—Druid Remains in Britany Col (Sc.)...32S
Feb. 16—Carmen (Dramatic) 900
Feh. 18—A Panicky Picnic (Comedy) 672
Feb. 18—The Little Beggar (Dramatic) 311
Feb. 19—Three Queens and a Jack (Comedy) .. .600

Feb. 19—Fate Against Her (Dramatic) 314

SELIG POLYSCOPE CO.

Jan. 24—The Ranch King's Daughter (Dr.) 700
Jan. 24—An Afternoon Off (Com.) 300
Jan. 27—The Devil, the Servant and the Man
Jan. 31—Shooting an Oil Well (Industrial) .. .715
Jan. 31—Our German Cousin (Com.) 285
Feb. 3—Politics (Dr.) 1000
Feb. 10—In the Shadow of Mt. Shasta (Dr.).. 1000
Feb. 7—In the Serpent's Power (Dr.) 1000
Feb. 14—The Roman (Dr.) 1000
Feb. 17—The Girls of the Range (Dr.) 1000

VITAGRAPH COMPANY.

Jan. 8—Richelieu, or the Conspiracy (Dr.)... 992
Jan. 11—Call Boy's Vengeance (Com.) 320
Jan. 11—The Old Maid's Valentine (Com.)
Jan. 15—A Sister's Sacrifice (Dr.) 97»
Jan. 18—The Toymaker's Secret (Dr.) 9C9
Jan. 22—A Pair of Schemers (Com.) 743

Jan. 22—Five Minutes to Twelve (Com.) 162
Jan. 25—The Life of Moses. Part 3 (Dr.) 976
Jan. 29—The Girl and the Judge (Dr.) 9S0
Feb. 1—Caught in His Own Trap (Com.) 503
Fez. 1—The Skeleton (Com.) 440
Feb. 5—Twelfth Night IDr.l 870
Feb. S—The Passing Shadow (Dr.) 996
Feb. 12—The Life of Moses. Part IV. (Dr.) 955

Feb. 15—The Wayside Shrine (Dr.) 930
Feb. 18—Muriel's Stratagem (Dr.) 655
Feb. IS—A Trip Through England (Scenic) 320
Feb. 19—Life of Moses (The Promised Land) . . .990

FOR SALE
One copy of Pathe's Hand Colored Pas-

sion Play, 3114 feet in fine condition,

$200.00. One Edison Ex-Model Moving
Picture Machine in perfect running order,

$50.00. One new model B Gas Machine
with special Roco Jet burner $25.00

SOUTHERN PHOTO & FILM CO.
Athens - Georgia

Open Twenty -Four Hours Every Day—Write, Call. Wire or Phoi. e An> Hour. Day or Nisht

ELECTRIC THEATRE SUPPLY CO., Inc. ZZZ&ttjiSYAXitttSlZZ
oVSo^I^.'u^^ninlfo^ 44 N. Tenth Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

We have every subject Issued by the Licensed Manufacturers
MOTIOJRAPH. PATHE FRERES, POWER'S, EDISON and LUBIN MACHINES, HALLBERd ECONOMIZERS and PARTS ALWAYS ON HAND
Write for our new proposition :—Supplying two customers in the same town each with twelve reels a week, keeping each one's supply away from the other, and

no repeaters to either
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I Essanay Films

RELEASE OF WEDNESDAY
FEBRUARY 16

AVIATION AT
LOS ANGELES

CALIFORNIA
( Length, approximately, 600 feel)

A film of rare interest.

Shows Paulhan, Curtiss,

Knabenshue, Beachey
and others. Photographi-

cally perfect.

I

I

IE
Hk f

\W \ f^
Ws K*\

Tfm

RELEASE OF WEDNESDAY
FEBRUARY 16

BABY'S FIRST
TOOTH

(Length, approximately, 385 feet 1

Will start a riot of laugh-
ter. Furiously funny
from start to finish. Re-
leased with our aviation

subject.

THE HOUSE ot COMEDY HITS

" Baby s First Tooth
"

"The Wrong Man "

" The Modenn Messenger

Boy"
"The Best Man Wins"

RELEASE OF SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 19

The Cowboy and the Squaw
(Length, approximately, 935 feet)

This is a remarkable subject and the best Western
picture we have released to date. This week's headliner

!

A big hit! Order quick!

THE HOUSE of ENTERPRISE

"Aviation at Los Angeles"

Taft at the Ball Game "

"The World's Champions
Base Ball Series

"

Essanay Film AVfcj., 60.
FACTORY and STUDIOS 1333 ARGYLE ST. - OFFICE 435 NORTH CLARK ST.

CHICAGO and LONDON, 5 NEW COMPTON ST. W. C.

"Everything New" "A Service of Merit"

=Equitable-=-
Motion Picture Co.

OF OMAHA, NEBRASKA

Just what the WESTERN exhibitor has

long looked for-A FILM SERVICE—that

satisfies "the appetite
7

' of his patrons.

Every reel in our stock is a brand NEW
ISSUE, from the best of American and

European manufacturers, and insures a Ser-

vice that embraces Every essential Quality,

which means Success to the exhibitor.

Get in touch with us, and state your

requirements.

Equitable Motion Picture Co.

1318 Earnum Street :: Omaha, Nebraska

UNIFORMS
If You Want to Improve the

Appearance of Your Theatre

Uniform Your Attendants

IT PAYS

Send for Catalogue of the Latest Uniforms and

Caps for Moving Picture Theatres

S. VORNOST
109 Randolph Street

Suite 913-915 Chicago, 111.

CAPS
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JAMES J. JEFFRIES
Stanley Satchel
Tom Sharkey
Kid Herman
Gunner Moir
Young Corbctt
Kid Sharkey

lulul CO
JACK JOHNSON
Billy Papke
Tommy Burns
Joe Gans
Joe Palmer
Terry McGovern
Young Dority

FRANK GOTCH GEO. HACKENSCHMIDT
IN THEIR CHAMPIONSHIP CONTESTS

Write for low rental terms

The CHICAGO FIGHT PICTURE CO.
81 CLARK STREET CHICAUO, ILL

Independent Films.
"IMP."

INDEPENDENT M. P. CO.
JANE AND THE STRANGER. After a year "I

married Ufe a young ber learns the real metal
"i her mate .1 coward who, (earful ol the strife

I the world, deserts ber and the child. 11 is a
terrible blow, and she feels thai she cannot survive
It, She sum as her brother to her deathbed and
into iiis hands Bbe delivers her written accusation
of the cur and wiiii ber last breath charges him
wiiii tin- duty, vengeance.
Such a character as the brother's needs no

charge i" bring the villi. in to justice, and, armed
wiiii ids photograph, he starts West, whither the
desertei lias Bed. We now see him, after a ions
search, entering a barroom for refreshment. 1 1 <

is a stranger in a strange land, and Hi, .rontiers-
inen eye him askance. He is scanning im.. mces,
too, but tliey do not know it. Suddenly a new
figure appears -he cannot believe ii looks at the
photo again it is the man be is looking for!

The new arrival invites The Stranger to a drink,

the latter accepts, then just as sociably, asks his
man out for a walk. They are both out ou a
SttOWclad load, and suddenly The .Stranger con-
fronts the Other with his photo and the letter,

lie is right the coward acknowledges, but sud-
denly makes for I. is gun. He is jus! 11 second too
slow, and the avenging brother covers him with
his own in addition. Instead of killing him as be
deserves, lie gives him a chance by throwing both
idsiois iii opposite directions, each to run for his.

The Stranger is quicker, and his aim is deadly—bis
sister is avenged.

.lane, a hackw Is girl, has seen the strange duel.
and summons "the boys," who g" out on the trail

10 and the murderer, while jane goes home. All

da\ the man hunt is on, and .lane is about to re-

lire when The Stranger enters through a window.
Circumstances lone her to he quid, lie waits his

chance, then steps oul right into the hands of
ihe vigilantes! Her evidence is against him. lie

is bound to a horse, and is ahoul to he hanged when
a well directed bullet severs the rope. The horse
dashes off anil a few shols follow the fleeing
animal. 11 was Jane's bullet. Almost without
knowing it. she lias fallen iii love with The
Stranger and ill trying secretly to save him is

wounded.
The next day .lane sees lor Ihe first time that

The Stranger has dropped his sister's letter in her
room. She realizes his nobility of character,
also why he killed ihe man. Sue tells 1 lie boys.
They go "in, lasso him. I I his eyes, lead him
hack to Jane, and hide. When she ionics in and
sees him there is a pretty love scene, and what
do ihe indulgent hoys do but surprise the cooing
cou|dc by leaping out from under bed, chairs, and
every corner of the room!

THE DEATH OF MINNEHAHA (The sequel of

"Hiawatha"). This beautiful story of the passing
awa> oi' Hiawatha's beloved Minnehaha comprises
ihe winter scenes of Longfellow's poem, "Hia-
watha," which was the first release of Ihe "Imp"
aird which told how ihe Indian brave wooed and
won the winsome maiden.

It Is a hitler winter. Hiawatha, Minnehaha and
old Nokomis are suffering from hunger: game is

scarce in ihe woods tbej are famine-stricken. Poor
Minnehaha is ill ami Nokomis is trying to keep a

feeble Are alive to afford a Utile comfort. Hia-
watha, noble brave thai he is. docs not betray his
anguish and misery, hut stolidly takes up Ills bow
anil arrow and goes forth into Ihe woods, in the

hopes of finding food.
Over snow-clad hill and dale, round the great

mountains ami by the Ice-silenced waterfall he
wanders, Becking even to heard the savage beast
In Ms own den; but Nature has given her things
of lite hipenetrable hiding places from the hard-
ships of winter, and Hiawatha's heart is sick:

"GltcllC Manito. Ihe Might] !

Give your children food, o father!

Rive us c 1. or we 1 1 1 1
1
-

1 perish!
• live mi' 1 1 tot' Minnehaha!"

II is of no avail \ 11.I even as be prays he hears

the "all fr Ihe tepee, while I'augllk. Keeper of

ilu- Happy Hunting Grounds, is taking Minnehaha
tway. Me hurries there, hill tOO latC and seven
days and seven nlghls lo- sits Here and mourns
her until at last he carries ber to a (pot by the
river, where he buries her with his own bands.

"Farewell," said he. "my Minnehaha!
farewell, o ray Laughing Water!
All my heart is hurled with you;
S....11 your footsteps I shall follow
1 Hi" i' lands of the blessed
To laud "i ii,,. Hereafter."

GREAT NORTHERN.
NEVER DESPAIR.

\iai> Wilson is Doctor Brown's 1 aekeeper. There
IS - tiling qiiiel and kind about Ual.v which makes
her liked by every •. She Is nice and friendly to
all. and alt] ch she is admired by Ihe young men,
-1 ill -he does uoi show preference for any particular
"lie "ne day a young man working as a painter
where Mary is employed, falls in love with her,
and, slrauge to say, he succeeds In winning her for
his wife Dr. Brown lias also a great admiration
for his housekeeper, and intends to make her ids
wife, hut on the day be proposes to her he learns,
lo his great Borrow, that she Is lost to him. Mary
is happily married, and her happiness is greatly
increased by being the mother of a very pretty
little girl. But ber link was too good to last, fine
day her husband is brought home dead, after having
fallen from a scaffold, and Mary is left a widow.
She fights hard to get an honest living, which she
manages to do. with the help of her sewing ma-
chine, which she obtains on the rental system. But
matters are very unforlunate. and she cannot keep
nn the payments. The man from whom she bought
the machine will not wait longer for the money,
and as she cannot keep ber promise, be sends men
to lake the machine away, thus depriving Mary of
her last means of supporting herself and child
Driven to desperation, and tired of fighting misfor-
tune, she cannot hear Ihe sufferings of herself and
little daughter any longer, and seeing no way out
of her misery except suicide, she places the last
few pieces of coke in the stove, closes the damper
in the chimney, and is now ready to die. with the
aid of the poisoned fumes. A neighbor of bers who
has been watching her for the past few days, is

rather suspicions, and so when she smells the fumes,
which penetrate through the apertures of the door.
Ihe neighbor knows that her suspicions are justi-

lied. She procures help to break the door open, and
finds Mary and her child unconscious on the floor.

They send quickly for a doctor, and. strange to

say. Ihe nearest doctor obtainable is Doctor Brown.
Mary's former sweetheart, who arrives on the scene
at once. His heart nearly breaks when be sees The
misery of the woman he had formerly admired, and
whom he still really loves. After doing his best to

bring her hack to consciousness, and succeeding, be
thinks of his old intentions, and asks her to come
hack and he his wife. With tears in her eyes.

Mary accepts the generous offer, and she is happy
once again.

LUX FILMS.
HER DOLLY'S REVENGE. -A discontented little

girl scolds her dolly and goes to bed sulkily. Dur-
ing the night we see her dolly walk calmly into her

bedroom, and taking the scissors out of a work-
basket, stabs her little owner to death. When next
we see poor dolly she is before the judge and sen-

tenced to death. The little girl awakes to find that,

lo her great joy, her dolly is still quite well and
dues nol appear to be suffering from any conscious-
ness of such unladylike schemes.

THE MAN WHO COULD NOT SIT DOWN.—This
is (lie story of an unlucky gentleman against whom
nature seems to have pitted herself in a ruthless
manner. At an early hour he sallies forth to the
park, where, with his morning paper, he settles

down for a quiet read. His first tormenter takes

the form of a painter who politely informs him that
Ihe seat is to be painted. The gentleman takes
a seal elsewhere. His neighbors, who are enjoying
a meal, soon make their position known, and the

worthy gentleman is forced to flee before the odor
"I "ni.ns. The day's adventures come to a climax
when he rests on the basin of an ornamental foun-

tain and falls into the water. At last he finds re-

lief by lying on the floor at home.

N. Y. MOTION PICTURE CO.
GOVERNMENT RATIONS.

Three Mexicans force an entrance to the store-

house at Fort Sam Houston, stealing some of the
provisions. Sergeant Miles, making his rounds, dis-

covers the theft and at once notifies Colonel Vow-
Ion, the commandant of the fort. The Colonel
suspects the Indians on the reservation of having
committed the robbery and vows to find the guilty
ones. The next day. Bed Cloud. Chief of the
Indians, comes lo the fort to procure rations for

his tribe. Colonel Newton tells him of the robbery
and that he suspects the Indians. The Colonel then
gives orders that no rations are to be given to the
Indians until the guilty ones are given up. Bed
Cloud denounces the Colonel's accusal ion as a lie.

lines back to his Iribe and tells them why they
have nol r. ived their rations. Calling a "council
of war." thCJI decide to go peacefully to the Colonel

and Implore him to give them enough f 1 f,, r
the wome,, and children of the tribe, who an
in--- Ihe Colonel, growing angry, refuses 1,, listen
t" their idea and orders thorn to leave the fori
Ihe Indians then resort to drastic measures attackihe storehouse, killing the guards, and secure the
!;"""" ol which the) have been unjustly deprived
lb.' Colonel, seeing (hat the Indians are on the
warpath, orders out a detachment "f soldiers \
pitched battle follows. Jusi as ti„. battle is „t its
height two s.ouis bring i„ the three Mexicans.having found them In the mountains with the pro-
"slona in their possession The Colonel, realizing
his awful mistake, wave. n,,. Hag of truce, apolo"Ihe Indians for his tenable treatment of
"."•"' ""• ""'I"' "' l'-aee" is then smoked „„,]

I feelings resumed.

ECLAIR FILMS.
FACE TO FACE.

Count Laval, a wealthy nobleman ami a devotedtoyai.^i. is greatlj disappointed in his so,,, who
'" ,l "' 1: •'* "ib'.i'e sorrow, maintains the opin-ions ... the Revolutionists. The Vendean War breaks""• ami the BOD Immediately leaves his father's
'""'"• -'"i J"i'.s the Republican Army where heacquits himseit si. credibly thai he is rapidly
promoted, and so,,,, becomes a,, officer of rankHowever, he Is Snail] surprised by a party of u>-surgents |y,ng i„ ;„ s i, f,,r the purpose, capturedami taken to the Commander of the Royalist Part*In this Commander he reeog,„ Zes his own fatherBoth father and son arc greatly agitated, and the
Old man 8 overwhelmed with the deepest grief*BUze? ,ll:" « his doty to ,.,„,'-

don,,, his only so,, to deal ..,„• ,„.
a trattor to his calls*. The interview is a mostag„. one. The old man. wilhon, a waver, passes'he death sentence. The prisoner is led awavand the father, his face buried in his now trem-bling hands, listens in fearful anguish for the vollevof shot which will tell him that bis bov is ,,'omore: and. as the dreaded sound falls upon bis
ear, he gives vent to his agony j„ a burst of bit-
ter tears. In the meantime, however, a life-lone
servant and inferior officer of the old Commander
cannol bring himself to obey bis chiefs orders
Instructs the men to fire into the air, while theprisoner is allowed to make his escape When
the young man is safely away, the old servant con-

nls disobedience to the Count, who at first
becomes greatly enraged at the thought of bis or-ders having been disregarded, but who ultimatelyeannot refrain from thanking and blessing bis old
servant and friend, who has saved him fro,,, a life
•1 bitter self-reproach.

DUTY AND CONSCIENCE.
We are .ailed upon to view rne misery and suffer-

ings of a man who has been unable to obtain em-ployment for several months, and has been reduced
t" absolute and dire distress. In his despair be
yields to th,. temptation of trespassing upon Ihe
estate ..t a wealthy gentleman in bones of shill-
ing something to carry home to his starving fain
Hy. He succeeds in killing a bare, but before be
can gel away he is discovered and arrested by the
gamekeeper. The wretched man being desperatewounds the gamekeener and flees. In scaling ',

wall, he loses his footing and falls, injuring bin,
sell, so that he is unable to rise. He is s,k„,
overtaken by the pursuing gamekeeper, and .1

'"
.

'.be latter's cottage. As the gamekeeper iswining oul the warrant for the man's arrest be
is moved by an inspiration, and suddenly becomes
touched by the awful misery of the captive and
decides 10 show him clemency. After administer-
ing restoratives to the suffering prisoner and not
satisfied that be has done all that be should h-
hears the sad story, and sends food and assistance
to the distressed home.

A. G. WHYTE.
OLD MAID AND BONEHEAD.— S, an oh 1w s and his amiable lady gotten naif way to

the station when Itessie. their ma, leap daughter
determined that she and her sister Florence should
have a lark. They would write a letter to a
matrimonial agency and then poke fun at the
applicants. Lucy, the colored maid, was imme-
diately dispatched with the note and then told thai
she might have ihe nexl afternoon off.
While pUEZllng over the matrimonial ads. on the

following day. sir Perclval Bonenead ran across
the one inserted for the girls, assuredly the most
1" 'sing in the entire list. So. without
time, be made for the Woods's apartment.

Arriving, he was met by Lucy, eager ,0 enjoy
her holiday, but as she was heavily veiled and
smartly gowned, the nearsighted Karl icluded
that this was the heiress, whose millions he hoped
to spend. With a low bow he presented her with
a bouquet, and. not being repulsed, promptly pro.
eeeded to embrace the delighted maid. Not until
she threw back her veil to receive his ardent kisses
did he discover his mistake Turing to b
hasty retreat, he ran straight into the arms of
Sam. Lucy's sweetheart, who unfortunately bad
come in just in time to see Sir Perclval embrace
her. Between the Indignation of the pair, aroused
in the breast of each, but for quite different rea-
sons, the Barl was given a pretty strenuous live

minutes. At last managing to reach the firc-

!,c hurriedly entered the old maid's apart
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infill on the second floor and crept under (be bed,
jnsi as she appeared, ready lo retire. As her
glance fell upon his lv.-t, she stopped, paralyzed
witli delight and wonderment. There was a man
under Hie bed! Encouraged by her voice, he
crawled out, but the apparition which met his eyes
was too much for even Bonehead. All means of
exit seemed cut off, so, goaded to desperation, he
dashed his head against the wall—Joy!—it went
straight through plaster, stone and all, and Sir

Percival found himself in the street below. His
respite, however, was but short, for having fallen

on a sleeping policeman, the Earl was collared and
marched off to the station-house.

A DAUGTER'S DEVOTION.—When sober, a bet-

ter father than John Claton could not be found,
but, alas! both Grace and Frank knew to their

sorrow that when under the influence of liquor their
lather was quite a different man.

This he fully illustrated as he came in to-day.
and when Frank attempted to shield his sister

from the old man's abuse, he was savagely ordered
from the house.
Jain Buckstone, who had eome in during the

quarrel, was greatly elated because Frank was out

of the way. He had but to supply Claton with
liquor and pretty Grace would soon be forced to
listen to him.
The old man. all unconscious of the other's

thoughts, demanded his companion's flask. No—
nut one drop should he have. Willi an oath, Claton
sprang upon him, but, being no match for the
younger man. was mercilessly hurled over the

elilT

Now, at last, Grace should be bis be determined,
as he stumped hurriedly along, and, upon reaching
their cottage, opened the door and stepped boldly
inside.

Frank who, during his year's absence in the West,
l,ad struck it rich, and hastening home to bring
the glad tidings to his father and sister, reached
the garden just as Buckstone entered the house.

He was, therefore, in time to administer a thor-

ough thrashing to the drunkard, while Claton, who
bad almost marvelously escaped with only a

sprained ankle, and now came limping in, wished
to have it repeated.

Fully realizing the dreadful havoc which liquor

had almost wrought, John Claton swore never again
to touch the poisonous fluid, and from that day to

I his. he has kept his word.

WANTED

WANTED

100 Reels of Film ;

must be in good con=

dition ; also Motion Picture Machines, Gas

Outfits, Slides, etc. Send list. State lowest

prices. Address

MAX
526 '

. Washington Street, Portland, Ore.

Pathe's Hand Colored

Passion Play ; also

other Religious film subjects and Religious

slides. Must be reasonable. Address

MAX
526

} £ Washington Street, Portland, Ore.

The Automatic Theatre Chair
It is a space saver, life saver and

money 9aver. Shipped built up. It

is the only sanitary theatre chair.

Used by Keith. Proctor and Poli.

It folds up automatically and is re-

volving, making the theatre all

aisles. It is a friend to the public.

Send for oar circular A . Write today.

THE HARDESTY MFQ. CO.

CANAL DOVER, OHIO

INDEPENDENT FILMS
LUX FILMS.

Jan. 2G—He Would Be an Acrobat 488
Jan. 20—Uncle Learns to Hypnotize 498
Feb. 2—Hamlet 950
Feb. 9—Pirate's Fiancee G98
Feb. 9—The Consequence of a Nod 311
Feb. 16—The Man Who Could Not Sit Down 468
Feb. 11;—Her Dolly's Revenge 324

GREAT NORTHERN FILM CO.

Jan. 22—Anarchists on Board (Dr.)
Jan. 29—The Mystery of the Lama Convent (Dr.)
Feb. 5—A Woman's Destiny (Dr.) 740
Feb. 5—The Foxy Soldiers (Com.) 235
Feb. 12—Never Again (Dr.) 715
Feb. 12—Worried to Death (Com.) 280
Feb. 12—Never Despair (Dramatic) 715
Feb. 19—Ruined by His Son (Dramatic)

INDEPENDENT FILMS.

The following films are released this week by the
Empire Film Co., 150 East Fourteenth street, corner
Third avenue, New York:
l.i, 5—Foxy Soldiers (Great Northern) 245

Feb. 5—A Woman's Destiny (Great Northern) .740

Feb. 5—Love and Treason (Itala) 1040 '

Feb. " -His Daughter's Legacy ( Pantograph ) .. 1010
Feh 7- Justice of the Far North I Imp p 974
Feb. 7—Mr. Giddy's Revenge (Eclair) 400
Feb. 7—The Child and the Dancing Jack

(Eclair) 400
Feb. x—In Winter's Grip (Ilepworthl 350

Feb. 8—Doctor's Peculiar Treatment (Lester) . .660
Feb. S—Ten of Spades, or a Western Raffle

(Bison) 1000
Feb. 9—The Mountaineer (Centaur) 945
Feb, 9—Spike's Battle (Actophone) 1000
ill 9—The Longing for Gaol (Ambrosio) 574

Feb, 9—The Strongest (Ambrosio) 448
Feb. 11—Young Deer's Gratitude (Bison) 1000

Feh. 12—Foolsiiead Received (Itala) 500
Feb. 12—Foolshead Preaches Temperance (Itala).500
Feb. 12—Never Again (Great Northern) 715

Feb. 12—Worried to Death (Great Northern) ... -2SO

"IMP."
INDEPENDENT MOVING PICTURES COMPANY

OF AMERICA.
Jan. 10—Right of Love 975
Jan. 17—The Tide of Fortune 975
Jan. 24—Never Again (Com.) 015
Jan. 24—A Rose of the Philippines (Dr.) 9.S5

Jan. 31—A Coquette's Suitors (Com.) G50
Jan. 31—Sports in the Snow (Sc.) 950
Feb. 7—Justice in the Far North (Dr.) 050
Feb. 14—The Blind Man's Tact (Dr.) 650
Feb. 14—Brown's Gouty Foot (Com.) 300
Feb. 21—Jane and the Strangei 900
Feb. 24—The Heath of Minnehaha

NEW YORK MOTION PICTURE CO.

Jan. 18—A Cowboy's Reward (Dr.)
Jan. 21—Romany Rob's Revenge (Dr.)
Jan. 25—A Romance of the Prairie (Bison) ... .950
Jan. 28—His Imaginary Crime (Bison) 950
Feb. 1—By His Own Hand (Dr.)
Feb. 4—The Female Bandit (Dr. )

Feb. 11—Young Deer's Gratitude (Dr.)
Feb. 8—Ten of Spades (Dr. )

Feb. 1—The Female Bandit 1000
Feb. 4—By His Own Hand 990
Feb. 8—The Ten of Spades 1000
Feb. 11—Young Deer's Gratitude 1000
Feb. 15—Government Rations 1000
Fell. IS—Dooley's Holiday GOO
Feb. 18—The Impostor 400

ITALA.
(By N. Y. M. P. Co.)

Jan. 12—Episode of Napoleon's War with Spain. SO0
Jan. 22—There Are Some Ghosts 4(io

Jan. 22—The Tempting Collar Goo
Jan. 29—The Timid One 550
Jan. 29—A Good Winning 430
Feh. 5—Love and Treason : 1000
Feh. 12—Foolshead Receives (Com.)
Feb. 12—Foolshead Preaches Temperance (Com.)
Feb. 12—Foolshead Receives 610
Feh. 12—Foolshead Preaches Temperance 365
Feb. 19—Louise Strozzl 900

AMBROSIO.
(By N. Y. M. P. Co.)

Jan. 15—The Son of the Wilderness 925
Jan. 19—Paul! 700
Jan. 19—Italian Artillery 300
Jan. 2G—The Last Keepsake GOO
Jan. 2G—A Choice Policeman 400
Feb. 2—Hero and Leander 850
Feh. 9—Tbe Longing for Goal (Dr.)
Feh. 0—The Strongest (Dr.)

Feb, 9 -Longing for Gaol 600
Feh. 9—The Strongest 400
Feb. 16—The Silent Piano 600
Feb. 1G—I Have Lost My Latch Key 400

ECLAIR FILM COMPANY.
Feb. 7—The Child with the Dancing Jack (C.).480
Feb. 7—Mr. Giddy's Revenge (Com.) 400
Feh. 14—A Bootblack's Daily Labor in Al-

giers (Sc. )

Feb. 14—The Serum (Dr. )

Feh. 21—Face to Face (Dramatic) 583
Feb. 21 —Duty and Conscience (Dramatic) 498
Feb. 28—Nick Carter as Acrobat 72]

Feb. 28—The Castles on the Rhine from Ilingen

to Cohlenz (Scenic) is:'.

NESTOR FILMS.
Jan. G—The Nemesis 991

Jan. l.'l—Mishaps of Bonehead; and Forgiven. . .995
Jan. 20—Wages of Sin 987
Jan. 27—Ordeal, and Bonehead 1010
Feb. 3—Justice 965
Feb. 16—A Daughter's Devotion 430
Feb. 16—Bonehead 3rd 425
Feb. 23—In Arizona 966

FILM IMPORT AND TRADING CO.

Jan. 27—Bear Hunting (R. & R.)
Jan. 27—Disguised Bridegroom (R. & R.)
Jan. 29—A Young Girl's Sacrifice (Aquila)
Jan. 29—A Tale of Colonial Days 900
Feb. 6—His Daughter's Legacy 980

MOTION Fief|RI EATIHT5 CO.

ALL PICTURES ARE CENSORED
S/T0 AffI OfrHfafSTJHt/r/c/l/tiravtio/i/i

No. 70

35 Cents
Postage Paid

Send for catalog of Announce-

ment and Ad slides

The Neosho Slide Company

100 S.Wood St. , Neosho, Mo.

WHYNOTLEARNOi
MOVING"
QPERATIN
Taylors Method

(Licensed School)

5I.W.28T-=ST#"K

T£Lf(?l405.MMoSe

Class meets every morning and afternoon
with F. H. Richardson of Chicago, as
chief instructor. Evening classes meet
every Monday, Wednesday and Friday.

Complete course $15. We positively guar-
antee you a S15 positionn We are selling

agents for the American Moving Picture

machine, and have a second hand Edison
machine in A No. 1 condition, at one half

of the original cost.

F. C. TAYLOR
51 West 28th Street. New York, N. Y.

FOLDING

CHAIRS
For Moving Picture Shows
Orand Stands. Assembly
Halls, etc. la sections II

wanted.

Write for Catalog No. 2.

The Kauffman Manufacturing Co.
ASHLAND, OHIO
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SHE'S GROGGY
BUT STILL
IN THE RING!

Poor Old Mamma Ten Per-

cent is not quite dead but she's

wobbling like a hoss with the blind

staggers. Too much exposure, too

much publicity, too much lime-light
has given her the jinks. But she is still

able to penalize naughty film exhibitors who
dare to switch their business from one li-

censed exchange to another. Some of the

licensed exchanges in New York and Chicago
swear she's dead. Others boast that she is not.

bu you see, the doctors disagree. And when doc-

tors disagree its 'ell! Exhibitors can do one of two

things:— Either refuse to stand for the penalty of

ten percent or else throw off all this nonsense for-

ever, become Independent, enrich your bank account

with the receipts tnat the splendid Independent films

will bring, be your own master, use the tremendous
power that lies in your hands and—run your own
business to suit your own self. Don't expect to get

good Independent films from any exchange that is

not buying. Make sure you're right by dealing

with guess-who?

CARL LAEMMLE, President

THE LAEMMLE FILM SERVICE
Headquarters

196-198 Lahe Street Chicago
Minneapolis, Portland Omaha. Salt Lake City, Fvansville

(Canadian Office in Montreal)

The biqqest and best film renter in the world

S CENERY pREE

... For Moving ...

Picture Theatres
For FULL INFORMATION, HOW TO GET FREE
SCENERY—a complete set front TORMENTOS,
FANCY DRAPERY and one or two LEG DROPS, ac-

cording to depth of your stage, and Back Drop represent-

ing a GARDEN SCENE, with BRICK WALL, showing

spaces for ADVERTISEMENTS of LOCAL STORES
near your PICTURE THEATRE. Write at once.

COPY THE FOLLOWING FORM and mail it to us.

Feet Feet

Imide Measurements of your Picture Frame, x

Size of your Picture Sheet, x

Distance from Picture Frame to Back Wall - - - x

Distance from Side Wall to Side Wall, Back of Frame, x

Height from Stage Floor to Ceiling, - x

TURNER COMPANY
Scenic and Theatric Studio

552 7th Avenue New YorK
M. P. MEN.—You Have to put on Vaudeville

Acta or lose money

LECTURES
00 Suitable Subjects in Moving Pictures are a

pleasing and attractive feature and always
appreciated by your patrons. The peer and
pioneer "of lectures or "picture readings" with

moving pictures is acknowledged to be

XV. STEPHEN BUSH
Pleased to correspond with exhibitors

44 North lOth Street ... Philadelphia, Pa.

THE MIRROR SCREEN
Makes your pictures brighter, more beautiful and more captivating. Pictures almost

stereoscopic—there is nothing like it. Don't let the other fellow get ahead of you.

Order one and be convinced.

Write to-day for Terms and Prices

Motion Picture Screen Co.
SHELBYVILLE INDIANA

SPECIAL ROLL TICKETS THeBi
*Ti

c
n
K
y cofo

n
/«

Printin8

5.000
10.000

$1.25
2.50

20.000
25.000

$4.60
5.50

50,000
100,000

$7 50
1000

Get the Samples

NATIONAL TICKET COMPANY
StocK Tickets, 6 Cents

Shamokin, Pa.
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GREAT NORTHERN
QUALITY FILMS

#r^ If

Scene from "NEVER DESPAIR"

RELEASE FOR. FEBRUARY 12th

NEVER DESPAIR
or, From Misery to Happiness

A touching dramatic production cleverly enacted.

Length, 7 I 5 Feet

WORRIED TO DEATH
A laugh- producing comedy subject.

Length, 280 Feet

RELEASE FOR FEBRUARY 19th

RUINED BY HIS SON
A realistic feature production of the very highest

order. Full reel length.

EXHIBITORS: Get lithographs and handsome descriptive
photo-posters of our pictures from your exchange

USE GREAT NORTHERN FILMS AND INCREASE
BOX OFFICE RECEIPTS

MANY HEADLINERS COMING

GREAT NORTHERN FILM CO. 7 V«4wVJ25"

THE PARIS DISASTER
Photographed by

Le Lion Company of Paris

Embodies the Principal Scenes and Events of the Recent Flood

RELEASED BY

The Power's Company
Wakefield, N. Y. C.

On or About February 15th. Wire Orders at Once

DOWNTOWN OFFICE: 121 East 23rd Street, New York
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NEW FILMS—HIGH CLASS SERVICE

The Pioneer House, With 8 Years Experience
And $250,000.00 Back Of It

Write To-day For Terms

EUGENE CLINE
57 and 59 Dearborn Street, Chicago

J
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The
Motiog'raph V^™™ A Wonder
AND WILL INCREASE TOUR. BUSINESS

It projects FHckerless, Steady and Wonderfully Brilliant pictures, has Patented 1}
minute Rewind from main crank, revolving Magazines, Automatic Fireproof shutter,
etc., not found in other Machines.—WILL WEAR TWICE AS LONG.

C. H. D. of Keokuk, Iowa, writer Motiog'raph Making a Big Hit and Business Increased w«u
derfully.

P. L. F. of Chicago, 111., writes: "Used eyery day for aeyen monthi.and not ene penny for r. pairs."
P J. K. of Kansas City, writes: "Operating Monograph nearly two years. Hare operated all makes,

but nose to compare with Monograph.—PRICES, $ I SO.OO AND UP

FILM

Enterprise Optical Mfg. Co., 564-572 West Randolph Street, Chicago

The Enterprise Calcium (las Outfit Is the oaly satisfactory
substitute for electric light Write for Catalog to-day

Western j

Representatives
j

S. Lnbin
Geo. Melies

—I
O

O

<ti.r3
UJ

143 North 8th Street, PHILADELPHIA, PA.
Best and Newest Independent American and Foreign Films

SUPPLIES 18 REELS PER WEEK SUPPLIES
PROMPT AND RELIABLE SERV1CB Members N. I. M. P. Alliance

Power's ^ 1 nf /% /i
Power

'

s

Cameragraph S\ \ /V fT% „ 1/ / Inductor

Power's [mjf^ "BilHlitier"

Cameragraph I VU ĵ̂ m//\tW/m \j//ffilai/ for direct current

No. 6 \/^r ^?/^wuxr
PowerJ5

Guaranteed fori Year ^* TOOl Kit

Send for Catalog G
NICHOLAS POWER COMPANY, 115-117 Nassau St., New YorR
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BISON m FILMS
Regular Release Days- -Tuesday, Wednesday, Friday, Saturday

FOUR REELS A WEEK—Tuesday, a "BisoiT-Wednesday, Ambrosio— Friday, a "Bison"—Saturday, Itala

..FOUR BIG FEATURES"
Two "Bisons," an "Ambrosio" and an Itala"

Friday, Feb. 2Bth-A "BISON"

"DOOLEY REFEREES THE BIG FIGHT"
Code-" Hit"

Tuesday, Feb. 22nd-A " BISON "

"FOR HER FATHER'S HONOR"
Code—" Honor"

, w
i

<

ft.' -

^C^kSl ^ -^^fl

A story showing the true and sterling character of a girl of the
West, who sacrifices herself to save "Her Father's Honor."

Wednesday Feb. 23rd—"ITALA"

"FOOLHEAD AT THE BALL"
"THE DOC OF THE CHEESE MONGER"

Code-" Head"

"Take vour corners," get ready for the "big laugh," a Dositive
"knockout," when Dooley referees the big fight between Jackries
and Jim Possum.

Saturday, Feb. 26th-"AMBROSIO"
"THE WITCH'S BALLAD"

"WHY FRICOT WASSENT TO COLLEGE"
Code-"Hand"

" It is to laugh" when you see the " Itala '' double-header for this „
week, nothing but comical and amusing instances throughout the reel

"The Witch's Ballad," a beautiful fairy legend of sunny Italy,

followed by "Why Fricot was sent to College, a side splitting comedy
such as only Ambrosio produces.

LITHOGRAPHS AND POSTERS FREE
Exhibitors:—We furnish as usual all exchanges handling these productions with one sheet four colored lithographs, also posters containing synopsis

absolutely free with each reel. Demand same from your exchange as they will positively increase your box office receipts.
Brief description of all subjects wil. be found on another page.

NEW YORK MOTION PICTURE CO.
Manufacturers of "Bison" Life Motion Pictures

429 SIXTH AVENUE, Cor. 26th Street - NEW YORK CITY
Phone 6090-1 Madison Sq. CtbleAddrtss: Nosib
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Great *Scot!

Listen

to These:

KW^Qjs,.4-

si

%C:V*

Roscoe Cuneo, Star Theater, Up-
per Sandusky, Ohio:—"I made ar-
rangements to-day to enlarge my
theater, adding 200 seats. Your
IMP FILMS are the cream of
them all. Keep up the good work."
(Do YOU use IMP FILMS?)
H. Fichtenberg, New Orleans,

La.:—"By using your IMP FILMS
Saturday, Sunday and Monday my
theater went $08 ahead of the cor-
responding three days of the pre-
vious week." (Do YOU use IMP
FILMS?)
ED. J. Wagner, Hartford, Wis.:—"We are all daffy about IMP

FILMS. I want every IMP FILM
from my exchange, for they are the
ones that draw the crowds." (Do
YOU use IMP FILMS?)

T. A. Rogers, Jackson, Ohio:—
"I want every IMP FILM 1 can
get. They are certainly the candy.
All we have to do is to advertise
IMP FILMS, then push out the
cardboards and take in the money."
(Do YOU use IMP FILMS?)

S. S. Cooke, Richmond, Ind.:—
"Keep it up. Keep it up. You've
got it on all of them." (Do YOU
use IMP FILMS?)

Jos. E. Golden, Hudson, N. Y.:—
"Your I.Ml' FILMS are great.
Best I have ever seen. I feature
all vour reels big." (Do YOU use
IMP FILMS?)

Sinclair Graham, Steubenville,
Ohio:—"I have only to advertise
it's an IMP FILM and it brings
the crowds. I find people in at-
tendance who never entered mov-

a. &l rfti

4^EBlC4i

We could print hundreds like the above, because our mail is loaded wit

must be a powerful reason. Why don't you use IMP FILMS and see w

ing picture theaters before. It's

all due to your high-grade pic-

tures." (Do YOU use IMP
FILMS?)
W. R. Walker & Son, Peru, Ind.:—"We wish to extend our heart-

iest congratulations on your IMP
FILMS." (Do YOU use IMP
FILMS?)

E. Auger, London, Ont.:—"You
certainly deserve the warmest con-
gratulations for the good work you
are doing." (Do YOU use IMP
FILMS?)

Exhibitors' Film Exchange, 138
Third Ave., New York:—"More
power to the good right arm of
the IMP. And as soon as the left

arm means another reel per week,
more power to that!" (Do YOU
use IMP FILMS?)

h them every day. Back of this there

aat it is?

Two More Corking' Good Releases!
MONDAY, FEB. 28th.

itTHE GOVERNORS PARDON"
(About 960 feet.)

Good man takes convict's place in jail so convict
can see dying wife. Wife dies. Convict starts back
to prison. Is killed by an auto. Good man still in
jail is recognized by guard. Whole story comes out.
Governor hears it all and extends his pardon just as
the last of 060 feet of dandy pictures are about to
run into the can. Every weep in this story means
money in the exhibitor's pocket. People love to pay
money to weep at a show.

THURSDAY, MARCH 3d.

"THE NEW MINISTER"
(About 940 feet.)

Ugly old sister's beau is a minister. Pretty sister
has an up-to-date beau. Ugly girl's arm in a sling.

Has her sister write note to her Jack for her. Other
beau finds note, in his girl's handwriting. Ha! A
rival! Rushes out and challenges other fellow to a
duel. The duel is a scream, a scream, a scream, a
scream. I can hear the people in your theater
laughing their heads off when the duel comes on.
Whisper to your exchange soon!

REELS
A WEEK!

Independent Moving Pictures Company of America,

111 E. 14th St., New York. Carl Laemmle, Pres.

REELS
A WEEK!
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NESTORFILMS
IN ARIZONA!

RELEASED FEBRUARY 23d, I9IO LENGTH 990 FEET

A magnificent production superbly acted by our own stock company of first class Broadway actors, assisted

by Nebraska Bill's troup of genuine cowboys from the real West

Photographically Perfect Beautifully Toned

The finest picture we have ever produced, and we are just a wee bit proud of it, insist on it and you'll say

that it is even better than "THE MOUNTAINEER" that we released on the 9th and which

exhibitors write us was the best they ever saw, either American or Imported

NESTOR FILM CO.
BAYONNE, N.J.

The following Exchanges furnish our Films:

Great Western Film Service, 59 Dearborn St., Chicago.
Laemmle Film Service, 196 Lake St., Chicago.
Chicago Film Exchange, 46 Jackson Boulevard, Chicago,
Eugene Cline, 59 Dearborn St., Chicago.
Royal Film Service, 225 Dearborn St., Chicago.
Globe Film Service, 105 E. Madison St., Chicago.
Ind. Western Film Ser., Swetland Bldg., Portland, Ore.
Buckeye Film and Proj. Co., Arcade Bldg., Dayton, Ohio.
Wm. H. Swanson, 200 N. Seventh St., St. Louis, Mo.
Michigan Film and Supply Co., Detroit, Mich.
Phila. Proj. Co., 44 N. Ninth St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Ind. Film Exc, 415 Ferry St., Pittsburg, Pa.
Consolidated Ams. Co., 28 W. Lexington St., Baltimore, Md.
W. E. Greene, 228 Tremont St., Boston, Mass.
"Victor Film Service, Chamber of Commerce Bldg., Buffalo, N. Y.
Texas Film Exchange, 311 Elm St., Dallas, Texas.
Exhibitors' Film Exchange, 138 Third Ave., New York City.

Paramount Film Exchange. 61 W. Fourteenth St., New York City.

Empire Film Exchange, 150 E. Fourteenth St.. New York City.

Crystal Palace Film, Toronto, Canada.
Gaumont & Co., Toronto, Can.

Our Next Release Xh© Vindictive Foreman Wednesday, March 2d

Four color lithographs famished FREE with all NESTOR PICTURES

Sole Agent: A. G. WHYTE
I MADISON AVENUE NEW YORK

A
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LUX
RELEASED WED.

THE FISHERMAN'S HONOUR
639 Feet. DRAHAT1C

Having bidden some fugitives a fisherman strictly forbid s

his wife and son to disclose the whereabouts to the Royalists
who are in the neighborhood. Unfortunealy the little son is

tempted by the troops to disclose the hiding place for a sum of
money. He does this and the fugitives are routed, The fish-
erman then takes his son to the seashore intending to kill him
but at the last moment bis wife rushes upon the scene and
saves the little one's life. An intensely dramatic film.

Release of March 2nd J910

SAILOR'S DOG (Dramatic)
Don't Miss This. It's Great

A full Description of this. Subject will be found on Another pije

FILMS
FEBRUARY 23rd

THE RUNAWAY STOVE
344 Feet. COriEDY

This film is a good short knock-about comedy subject. A
Gentlemen purchases a stove, the stove is installed and a fire

is soon kindled. Within the stove's firey heart a strong desire
to roam springs up; then it starts off on a most amusing journey
through the house into the street »nd around the town. At
various places it appears as a boon and a blessing to men, but
alas it must away. After setting fire to a haystack and causing
considerable excitement among the community it returns home,
where its owner soon follows with a crowd of angry people at

his heels. After a long and heated dispute the owner satisfies

them by binding the stove with a strong rope.

Released March 2nd, ioio

THE COLF MANIA (Comedy)
DON'T MISS THIS. IT'S GREAT

A Full Description of tbls Subject will be Found on Another Pane

THE WORLD'S BEST—BAR NONE
Write for Weekly List of Descriptions of our Films

R. PRIEUR
IO E. 15th Street ,£5£2Sxc,Ki4 NEW YORK

Have you seen "Hamlet," a Lux classic reel of great power and beauty. Large posters for Hamlet sent to any exhibitor

on receipt of 5 cents for postage.

GREAT NORTHERN
QUALITY FILMS
Next Release, Saturday, February 19th

RUINED BY HIS SON
Realistic Feature Production of High Standard

Full Reel Length

Release, for February 26th

DOCTOR'S SACRIFICE
A Cleverly Presented Story of Modern Life Photographic excellence superb

Length approximately, 810 Feet

GREAT NORTHERN FIEM CO. 7Ve
4wysJrSet
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VITAGRAPH
n LIFE PORTRAYALS

THREE REELS PER WEEK
YOL DARE NOT MISS ONE OF THEM

Tuesday, February 22

PAID IN FULL
A Powerful Dramatic Subject. An Arab love story, with the scenes laid in Algeria. An entirely original plot

of thrilling interest. Approximate length, 930 feet.

Friday, February 25

A LESSON BY THE SEA
Intense Heart Interest. A drama of contemporary society life. Seashore scenes of marvelous beauty. Approximate

length, 963 feet.

Saturday, February 20

THE SOUL OF VENICE
A Magnificent Spectacular Drama of the 16th century. Brilliant scenic and photographic quality, with a plot of

gripping power. Approximate length. 950 feet.

Vitagraph Fosters for all subjects. If your exchange will not supply you, write to us.

In preparation, a magnificent and stupendous production of "ELERTRA"

THE VITAGRAPH COMPANY OF AMERICA
j NEW YORK, 116 Nassau St.

f CHICAGO, 109 Randolph St.

f LONDON, 25 Cecil Court

)
PARIS, 15. Rue Salate-Cecile

"AGFA" ANILINE COLORS
Prepared for

Coloring Slides or Photographs

LIST OF COLORS

ROSE
ORANGE
BLUE
GREEN
BROWN
VIOLET
MAROON

VERMILION
LEAF GREEN
PINK
TURQUOISE
PURPLE
DARK YELLOW
LIGHT YELLOW

PRICE, FIFTY CENTS,
3 Ounce Bottle Concentrated

Berlin Aniline Works
213=215 WATER ST. NEW YORK

The Secret of Success

is to begin with a

Good Beginning
then you won't fear the ending

From FIRST to LAST
the absolutely BEST in Film

service is that distributed by

The Pittsburg Calcium

Light ® Film Company
Pittsburg, Pa. Dei Moines, la. Rochester, N. Y-

Wilkes Barre, Pa. Cincinnati, Ohio.

Omaha. Neb.
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The Candy or the Picture.
1

The influences which the moving- picture is said to have

upon modern manners and customs are numerous. To
read what is said by one set of people, the picture is send-

ing the juvenile part of the population to perdition; to

read what is said by another section, it is one of the great-

est uplifting forces of the time. Of course, neither party

is correct. Speaking generally, the children arc none the

worse for the picture when it is of good quality. They
are amused and entertained and occasionally instructed

;

they are neither better nor worse for looking at a good
moving picture than they are for looking at a good sta-

tionary one. In short, most of what is said about the in-

fluence of the moving picture upon young people is largely

conjectural and journalese. Evidence and statistics are

seldom, if ever, forthcoming.

But there are exceptions to this state of things. Facts

and figures are occasionally produced as to the way in

which children are influenced by the picture., Some of

these facts and figures are supplied in a recent issue of

our contemporary The Confectioners' Review. Accord-
ing to this esteemed authority, children are giving up eat-

ing candies and spending their money on pictures. Our
contemporary quotes facts in support of its contention.

A jobber knows of many small retail stores that have
suffered heavily—whose trade, in fact, has completely

disappeared. A broker tells of a number of stores hav-

ing gone out of business; some salesmen assert that the

picture is cutting into all classes of candy business. An-
other authority quotes cases where candy stores have lost

as much as 70 per cent, of their trade when a moving
picture store moved next door. The facts, then, seem
to be beyond dispute that a great deal of juvenile money
is diverted from the candy store to the moving picture

show.
Is this change in the juvenile habit to be approbated or

deprecated? Of course the sellers of candies say it is

to be deprecated. The owners of moving picture shows,
on the other hand, of course, say it is to be approbated.

But which is best for the children—candies or pictures?

Probably the latter, if they are of good quality. Candies,

we venture to hazard the opinion, are more or less dele-

terious, that is to say, though they are sweet and pleas-

ant to the infantile or juvenile palate, they hardly fall

within the domain of that class of nutriment which scien-

tists assign for human existence. Upon those grounds,
then, if our contemporary be right, the moving" picture

is to be approbated. The picture may improve the mind,
and amongst children the candy may please the palate,

but it disorders the stomach and so has an unfavorable

reaction upon the small bodies of the juvenile public.

From our point of view we think the children are better

off with good moving pictures and though we sympa-
thize with our confectionery friends in their loss of

trade, we are sure they would side with us in agreeing
that the trade has been diverted into proper channels.

.Most of us have taken candies ; most of us who are not

members of the softer sex agree that they cloy, are sickly

and are, perhaps, not ideally wholesome. But we can-

not say this about the good moving picture or any other

work of art. It is a thing of beauty and a joy forever;

whereas your candy has a very evanescent existence in-

deed and is forgotten until it superinduces internal dis-

turbance.

It would be interesting to know whether the great

candy manufacturers such as Huyler's, The Mirror and
others can trace any falling off of their business to the

inroads of the moving picture. Probably not—the con-

sumption of candies amongst girls and women who eat

these things with discretion not being liable to diminution

by such causes as the popularity of the moving picture.

We think that if small children can be prevented from
acquiring the candy habit until they are old enough to

take only what is good for them, why then the picture

will have produced a distinctly beneficial effect upon the

rising generation.
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The Moving Picture vs. Vaudeville.

Is There a Contest Between Them?

"These pictures would be simply fine, if the operators

would only run them properly." This remark was made
to us the other evening by an occasional patron and a

permanent admirer of the moving picture. It is a remark
that has been made to US in many forms during the past

few months. It has been made to us by those who make
moving pictures; by those who run them, and by those,

and there are very many, who go to witness the pictures.

It is a vital question ; it is so vital that we are convinced

it has an important bearing upon the future popularity

of the moving picture as a public entertainment.

We do not think it is far-fetched to hazard the con-

jecture that, between this question of the proper exhibi-

tion of the picture by the operator, and the possible

rivalry of vaudeville, there is a close connection. Within
the last few months, in New York City, numerous thea-

ters which have relied chiefly upon the moving picture as

the power of attraction, have reverted to vaudeville. Or,

one should say, they have largely diluted the picture with

vaudeville, until now where once the picture was the

principal item in the entertainment, it takes second place

;

it is a mere adjunct of the ten and twenty-cent amusement
house. Just as we are writing this, the names of no less

than seven large picture houses in New York City occur
to us in which this dilution of the picture with vaudeville

lias been made.
Now, why is this? Is it that the public is tiring of the

picture? Most decidedly not. Is it that there is any
novelty in vaudeville to the public? Certainly not.

Vaudeville is one of the oldest kinds of entertainment,

whereas the picture is one of the newest. Why is it,

then, that in these cases, where only a few months ago the

pictures drew crowds, vaudeville is necessary in order to

keep up the attendance. Frankly, we think it is because
of the incompetent manner in which moving pictures are

shown by eight out of every ten operators. Only the

other evening we went in company with some friends to

a moving picture house which also shows vaudeville. We
were amazed at the ineffective manner in which the pic-

tures were shown by the operator, who also seemed to

be doing his best to extract as much noise as possible out
of his machine. He seemed to have no regard for time.

The characters were made to race across the screen at

breakneck speed, instead of simply walking. He also

varied his speed in the most irrational manner, and the

result was that not only we, but people seated around
about us were confused, annoyed and dissatisfied, with
what seemed to them a series of rapid, jerky jumbles on
the screen. Incidentally we may say the effect of some
very fine pictures was ruined by this man.
What was the immediate result of this? The people

seemed to welcome the vaudeville acts when they came,
for at least these were clear and intelligible; the actions

of the performers could be easily followed, and what
they said could be easily heard. But the poor picture

was not given even a ghost of a chance to make itself

intelligible; in fact, it looked to us as though the operator,
was purposely trying to destroy the effect of the pictures.

This occurred in one of the best known moving picture
theaters in New York City. Possibly it was an excep-

il occurrence. Unfortunately, however, within the
last week or two we have seen exactly the same treat-

ment of the picture at other theaters. There seems quite
an epidemic of bad operating at theaters, not one hun-
dred miles from Fourteenth street. As we have said, we
noticed it not merely once but several times lately. What
i- the result of \h\<° People won't trouble to try and
understand things which, either designedly or by ignor-

ance, are made obscure to them. If the picture won't tell

its own story clearly and lucidly, your audience is not
going to worry about filling in the breaks or the gaps or

straighten out a confused narrative for itself. They won't
trouble about it. They will simply turn to some other

amusement which is perfectly obvious to them.
This is a serious matter for the moving picture

industry. It is one that the film makers should take in

hand. They should endeavor to assure that due justice

is done to their pictures at the various theaters. Of
course, in this we are speaking of our own personal ob-

servation in New York City, but we have evidence that

it is not an uncommon thing in other parts of the country,

namely, that the effect of the picture is ruined by incom-
petent handling. The public is very sensitive in these

matters—especially the American public. It can be easily

made to tire of an entertainment which is not properly

served up to them.

We should like every manager of a moving picture

theater who reads this article to personally assure himself

that his operator is doing justice to his pictures, especially

in the important matter of the timing of the dramatic

action. We are not now dealing with the question of

showing good light or other technical departments of an
operator's work ; we are drawing attention to the one
thing above all others which is important for the proper

elucidation of the story on the screen, namely, that the

movement of the film through the machine should be

properly timed. There is no doubt, in our opinion, that

the popularity of the picture is threatened, not because

the public wants cheap vaudeville in a moving picture

house, but because the pictures are not properly shown.

Some New Developments of Business.

The representative of a European film making house

was recently in this country and on the completion of

his business lie returned home with a number of very

extensive orders in his pocket. These orders were for

the printing- of American films in Europe, in other words
it means that the firm to which we are referring will

have negatives of American subjects sent over to them,

and prints will be made there instead of here, and dis-

tributed in the usual way amongst the renters and
exhibitors.

This is a very important little development of the

business which we think should be noted in these pages.

It has to be borne in mind that the cost of production

of moving pictures in Europe is less than in the United
States. In England, for example, positive pictures are

sold now at 6 and 8 cents per foot ; in this country the

average price for the same subjects delivered to the

renter is between 10 and 12 cents. Hence it will be

perceived that while the European film maker has done
a good stroke of business for himself the American
'exporter can save money, as it obviously pays him
better to produce a thing abroad for six cents than to

make it here for 8 and 10 cents and export it.

Similarly, wc observe that a counter movement or,

shall we call it, a reciprocative movement, is in prog-
ress. In the last number of our contemporary, '"The

Kinematograph and Lantern Weekly" appears an adver-
tisement from the Powers Company oi 241st Street and
Richardson Ave.. New York City, U. S. A., seeking the

purchase of negatives for European subjects for release

in America simultaneously with release in Europe. This
means of course in its logical development that the

duties on European subjects can be avoided by the sim-

ple plan of having the negatives sent here and prints

made from them. If the Powers Company are success-
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ful in their scheme, and we see no reason why they
should not be, this policy is bound to have an influence

on the business in the United States in European made
films, always provided, of course, that the quality of the
positives made here equals the quality of those made
abroad. There is no reason why this should not be.

The most celebrated French pictures it is well known
are printed in this country.

It seems to us that this little departure does some-
thing towards solving the vexed problem of the import-
ing of European made subjects into this country. As it

is, the positives have to pay considerable duty, and there
must be some difficulty therefore in competing with the
American made positive. We commend the enterprise

of the Powers Company in this respect and hope to

learn that it is successful.

St. Louis to the Fore.

We have more than once recommended moving picture
exhibitors to extend their advertising. That is to say,

we think the moving picture theater when properly con-
ducted appeals to as large, important and intelectual a
section of the community as the ordinary theater, so we
want to see the moving picture theater adopt as far as
possible the same methods of attracting patronage as
the ordinary theater. We want to see artistic billboards
and posters publicly displayed, and we want to see the
theater just as prominently and effectively advertised in

the newspapers, within due limits, of course, as is the
ordinary theater.

The St. Louis exhibitors are apparently of our way
of thinking. This week we reproduce a recent front page
of our contemporary, the St. Louis "Republic." It will be
seen that this newspaper pays adequate tribute to the
entertainment possibilities and attributes of the moving
picture. It gives some interesting statistics with regard
to the moving picture theater in the great Missourian
city. There are 200 of these houses there. It seems
that there are more than a million dollars invested in

them and they employ about 1,500 persons.
This is a very satisfactory state of things. Evidently,

to quote our contemporary, "the business in St. Louis
has been placed upon a systematic and businesslike basis."
We congratulate the St. Louis exhibitors who have
brought about this proper state of affairs. Sixteen
of them write us this week asking us to reproduce the
page from the St. Louis "Republic," which we are very
pleased to do. It will be seen that there are advertise-
ments of no less than sixteen moving picture theaters
appearing in the St. Louis "Republic." This shows enter-
prise on the part of the newspaper and enterprise on the
part of the exhibitors. It is an example to be followed
by the exhibitors in other cities. It shows how they can
get together for the purpose of mutual support. We have
not the slightest doubt that the other great newspapers
of the country would co-operate with them in having
the moving picture theater more prominently brought to
the notice of the public. Other cities, please imitate St.
Louis as soon as possible

!

The objection on the part of some exchanges to educational
or industrial subjects prompts us to call for a vote, so that
the subject may be settled. We would like to hear from the
exchanges what reel was most in demand during the past
three months. In other words, what were the best money-
making reels issued during that period. We would also like
to hear from the exhibitors as to what film or films they
considered were the most appreciated by their audiences dur-
ing the past three months. We and others are anxious to get
this guide to public opinion.

Dignity of the Exhibitors' Profession.

By S. L. Rothapfel.

While at the convention of the F. S. A., at the Imperial,

at New York, I had the pleasure of becoming acquainted
with the editor of this worthy publication. I found
him, like myself, a motion picture enthusiast, and before
I became aware of it I had been commissioned to write

a series of articles for these columns pertaining to the

management and conducting of a motion picture per-

formance.
Now, my brother exhibitors and operators, I do not

wish to be held up as an authority, nor do I say that I

am absolutely correct, but what I am about to impart to

you has been the result of many days of hard work
and the expenditure of a considerable amount of money.

Motion pictures are no longer a fad—they are here
to stay, and are sure to become the greatest source of

amusement in this country.

The day of the ignorant exhibitor with his side-show
methods is a thing of the past, and the public now de-

mand an intelligent interpretation of these pictures and
the conducting of these theaters in a more businesslike

and artistic manner, and if you expect to remain in

this business and reap a reasonable amount of profit

therefrom you will have to join the ranks of the higher

class exhibitors who are sure to spring up every day,

or else you will fall by the wayside.

The secret of the successful motion picture theater

of the future will be the ability of the management to

make the people forget that they are witnessing a mo-
tion picture, to make them forget that they only paid you
five or ten cents to witness the performance.
The manufacturers are doing all in their power to give

you detail ; spending enormous sums to give the pictures

reality and tone. Some even go so far as to give you a

detailed lecture and music scores. The makers of the dif-

ferent projecting machines are spending fortunes to per-

fect their machines, and equip their plants with the very

finest tools and machinery that it is possible to make ; in

fact, everything is being done to assist you to make the

motion picture theater what it should be ; to raise it to

the standard where it belongs, as the most popular form
of amusement in this country.

Now as they are doing all in their power, it is our duty
to co-operate with them in every way and assist them,

and by so doing assist ourselves in building up an in-

dustry which is only in its infancy.

I have made a careful study of the motion picture

theater both her and abroad; I operate them and also the

machine, and I am going to give you, to the very best of

my ability, such advice and ideas as I found were prac-

tical and successful, and shall be glad to answer any
queries through these columns, or personally if you will

enclose stamp for reply.

I will take up each item in detail and then summarize
the whole, and most cordially invite you to assist me if

you have found anything that you thought would im-

prove or help the business in which we are engaged.
Next week the subject will be "Management."

Grand Rapids, Minn.—The Gem Theater has been pur-

chased by Messrs. Trask and Comers, Mr. Trask having pur-

chased the interests of Air. Hagen. The firm name is now
Comers & Trask. Business at the Gem is on the increase.

The theater runs licensed films and no vaudeville, and under
the able management of Geo. R. Comers it is likely to have
a long and prosperous career.

Renew your subscription to the Moving Picture World, $2.00.

Do it now. It will pay.
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THE REHEARSAL, THE REHEARSER AND THE REHEARSED.

\ favorite recitation which I remember to have heard
at many a Bohemian gathering illustrated the woes and
troubles of a stage manager. The elocutionist was sup-
posed i" be describing the final rehearsal of a drama.
Much of the fun of the recitation consisted in depicting

the anguished state of mind into which the poor mar.

was driven by the sheer stupidity of the people whom
he was rehearsing. J can recall one or two passages of

the recitation.

"My little child,'* he was supposed to be saying to a

small girl, who was playing the deserted foundling, "at

this pari you come right in the middle of the stage;

you kneel down, you clasp your hands together, look up
to the sky, and say, 'Oh, heaven; oh, heaven.' You see

that cross beam up there where the carpenter has left his

bread and cheese in a bit of paper?" "Yes, sir." "Well,
my child, thai is heaven. Keep your eyes on heaven
winn you come to that point."

"Now, then," continued the frantic stage manager
"w here's the heroine? Where is Miss De [Montmorency?
Where is that woman ? Where in thunderation is that

? Oh, here you are, arc you?
You beauty! Why don't you leave the gin alone and
come and do your work? Now, then, for your speech

—

'Where is my child to-night?' Oh, go on, clear your
throat; and say SOMETHING. Don't stand there like a
stuffed mummy pawing the air." Well, Miss De Mont-
morency having been set going—"Now, we will have
the snow. Let us have the snow" i looking up into the

flies) "drop that snow ! Let down that snow, you
idiot. Oh, my God, was there ever such

a collection of fools in all the world gathered on
this stage to-day ?"

Anybody familiar with the rehearsing of stage plays
will know that although this kind of thing may look
slightly exaggerated and sound exceedingly comical, it

is nearer the mark than is commonly supposed. Re-
hearsing a play is hard work for all concerned. Author,
producer, stage manager, actresses and actors for the

time seem to be in a maelstrom of trouble. It looks
impossible to extricate order from the chaos.

I had a personal experience once, illustrative of the

peculiar agony of mind into which an author may be
driven by the ohtuseness of the actors and actresses. I

wrote a play, gentle reader! It was produced and I

assisted in its production. Within two nights of the
public production of the piece the leading lady (bless

her!) ahsolutely refused to speak certain lines that had
been set down for her. She had to say that she was
"over fifty years of age, and consequently was getting
an old woman." This was a pivotal point in the play.

Nevertheless the dear creature would not speak those
lines and (they happened to be true in her case, for she
zvas getting old), the result was that an entire scene
had to he rewritten and rehearsed, This delayed the
production of the play and in the result brought about
a totally opposite effect to what 1 had in mind. Lovely
woman on the stage is sometimes a very trying prop-
osition.

Much the same sort of trouble seems to he experienced
by the producers of moving picture plays as by the pro-
ducers of ordinary plays. Not many months ago I

watched a well-known producer at work rehearsing his
crowd. He had to drill some soldiers. His raw mate-
rial was obtained from one of the Mills Hotels in New
York City. The men knew as much about marching,
marking time, carrying a ^un and wearing uniforms, so

as to look like soldiers, as the man in the moon. Yet

all one Ion- weary afternoon Mr. Producer toiled, drill-

ing his raw material into stage soldiers. He shouted, he

swore. The perspiration poured off his face, be became
hoarse and fatigued. Yet he stuck to his job like a
Trojan. At the end of it all he turned to me. as he
mopped the perspiration from his face, and said: "My
God, if you fellows who write in the newspapers about
these pictures knew the amount of heartbreaking work
that a producer has to go through, you would be a little

more lenient with us."

This is a point that the great public seldom thinks

about. They watch a Selig crowd work on the screen,

I nit there is never a thought in their minds for Producer
Turner, who, in that great field out in Chicago, has
shouted, gesticulated and excited himself over the re-

hearsing work. So, too, even in a comedy scene. Your
most charming actress may be, and probably is. during
rehearsals, just a bit of expressionless putty. She has

to be moulded into shape. Like a rough diamond, she

must be polished up by the producer. Your hero, too,

has to be made to look heroic. The comic man has to

be kept in his place. Comic men have a strong knack of
overdoing things. Invariably they think that the success
of the production hinges upon their efforts.

The moving picture play is just a mosaic, each part

of which has to be put into its proper place and made to

bear its due relation to the other parts. The supers of

the military type, to which I have just referred, espe-

cially where crowds are hastily arranged, are not usu-
ally overdone with brains. A well-known story illus-

trative of this point occurs to me. "Now, you." said a

stage manager to his super, "now, you, instead of coming
down the right hand side of the stage at this point, will

come down the left band side." "< rood Lord," was the

reply, "more study—more study." This about fairly

illustrates the mental equipment of the crowd. It is hard
work licking this material into shape ; it is hard work
knocking the woodenness out of them and teaching them
to look natural and more naturally.

Such a picture as the Vitagraph "Moses" must have
entailed an enormous amount of work on the producers.

This reflection occurred to us only the other night when
looking at the Vitagraph release of Saturday. February
12. There you had the extremely well drilled crowd
acting, it seemed to us, with perfect freedom and nat-

uralness throughout, especially in the manna scene where
the hungry Israelites make for the heaven-sent food.

Work of this kind is something of which the producer can
be proud. Rut it is hard work, it is unpicturesque work,
and I fear does not receive that recognition from the

public which it deserves. Stage producers do not ap-

pear in the limelight. Their work goes forth, is judged
or misjudged as the case may be. Yet they are doomed
to be voiceless and never to be heard in their own de-

fense or in mitigation of what may be said or written

against them. T. B.

Hoyt G. Morrow, general manager of the Lyric Amusement
Company, with offices in the Baltimore Building. Oklahoma
City. Okla.. has installed a new department in his business
which is designed especially for the buying and selling of
moving picture theaters, vaudeville houses, airdomes. etc.

In short, it is a kind of brokerage department. YYe feel that
the Lyric Amusement Company will be successful in their

new enterprise, as we are receiving a large number of calls

and inquiries from parties all over the United States who
desire to buy and sell amusement places. We recommend
this company to all our readers who wish to purchase, lease
or sell a moving picture theater, vaudeville house, etc. Their
advertisement will be found on another page of this issue.
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THE MOVING PICTURE AND THE ACTOR.

By H. F. Hoffman.

With the advent of every great invention there comes a
•cry from the ranks of the workers whom the new invention
is going to affect. Meetings have been held by labor unions
and resolutions have been passed forbidding union workmen
to labor in a shop where a newly invented machine has been
installed to do the work of human hands.

And now that the moving pic-
ture has come into its own, we
hear the showman and the actor
crying loudly: "It's taking the
bread out of our mouths." "Othel-
lo's occupation's gone."
Looking back over the list of

great labor saving inventions, it is

next to impossible to find one that
has not been a real benefit to the
very craft it seems designed to kill.

Every invention that is to revolu-
tionize a trade must have the two
big essential points: more product
and less cost. At first it seems that
with a machine one man will here-
after do the work of twenty, while
the other nineteen will be driven
out.

But there is a great balance
wheel somewhere in the inscrutable
machine of Providence that keeps
the universe from flying to pieces

by centrifugal force. In the case of new inventions that affect

the trades, the market and the market price are the great
governors. With goods selling cheaper more people can af-

ford to buy them and the demand becomes greater, therefore
more machines are necessary and before long those nineteen
men and more are back operating- machines. More factories
are started and the demand for men greater than ever before.

When the photo-engraving process came into vogue many
an old woodcut and steel engraver lay down and imagined
themselves starved to death before the pangs of hunger had
a chance to do their work. Twenty years ago the woodcut
was the only means of illustrating any printed matter. The
steel engraving was a reckless luxury and the price of both
made the printing of an illustrated catalogue run into fabu-
lous sums as compared with now.
When the new process came in, the engraver and the wood-

cut man were growling that their occupation was gone, but
soon they came to learn that skilled engravers were needed
in the new trade. Half-tones and line cuts became so cheap
that most business men could not afford to do without them.
The work and orders began piling up and all those old en-
gravers were sorely needed as retouchers and finishers. Many
of them started plants of their own in smaller cities that never
before could support an engraver.

If a new invention penetrates into the smaller towns and
becomes a necessity there, put it down as a lasting success
that means work and money for all.

What did the livery stable man do when the automobile
came along? If he was wise he didn't try to "shoo" it away.
Instead of that he jumped into the auto and went along with
the procession. He changed his livery stable into a garage
and now he gets more rent for the use of a car in a day
than he did for a horse in a week. City or country, no mat-
ter which, the motor car has come to stay. The coachman
became a chauffeur; the cabman bought a taxicab, and the
old world rolls on just the same, only a little bit smoother
with each new convenience.
When the linotype first appeared the strong typographical

unions opposed it bitterly. At first their members were for-

bidden to work in shops where the linotypes had been in-

stalled. Later on they made a concession, that for every lino-

type in a shop there must be a certain number of regular
journeymen at the cases. But the new machine got too
strong for them. The linotypers' union was formed and the
old printers saw their handicraft being devoured by this new-
infernal machine.

But wait. The newspapers were enlarging. The advent of
the big, fat, five-cent Sunday newspapers in all cities called
for skilled operators. Comnositors became linotypers. Way
back in the rural districts country weeklies began turning
into dailies. Weekly papers sprang- up where they ncver
could exist before. The demand for printers became greater
than ever. The new invention had taken its place in the
country town, and that always means prosperity.

We are reading to-day of
how the moving picture has
demoralized and disintegrated
the theatrical business, and
how the poor actor is being
slowly but surely starved out.
Some of their complaints re-

mind us of the Chinese when
they beat on tin pans and
make other hideous noises to
scare away an evil spirit. To
these our tip is: Don't let the
Juggernaut's car run over you;
jump into it and take a joy
ride.

Moving pictures have done
more for the good of the the-

Qlfr^li, ft A, atrical business than anything
r^nfy,y^%fhllyy/s/s C? iL else m tne Past hundred years.

^"^W^Yl^^^) ° f course the new invention

—

*™ 'IV may have broken a few eggs
while settling into its firm and
absolute position, but it is here
to stav and here for the good
of all."

Many theaters in the larger cities were making no money,
even before the pictures came—and what a lifesaver they
proved to be. When in doubt, try pictures. Many are the
road companies that have closed, giving the same excuse:
"We cannot compete with the picture shows." They are
right; the old-style road show cannot compete with them,
but why sit down and cry about it? Be like the old engraver
and the old printer. Follow the example of the livery stable
man. If you see the great pendulum swinging toward you,
grab on to it; swing with it, and you will find lots of old
friends swinging with you, only some of them grabbed it

quick and got a good seat.

Perhaps it has not occurred to the reader, while all these
road companies are closing, that back in the country towns
they are cleaning the cob-webs out of the old dark "Opry
House." Getting ready for pictures. The Opera House has
always been there, but one show a month was all the town
would stand. Now they are going to have shows every night.

This condition shows us the great balance wheel at work:
the market and the market price. The moving picture ma-
chine has produced more goods at less cost.

Actors of melodrama have found a new field in posing be-
fore the animated camera. Some of them have made their

biggest hit in talking behind the sheet. Many have turned
their attention to the vaudeville opportunities, making more
money than they ever did before, and a lot of them are mak-
ing a good deal more than they are worth, so great is the
demand.
Many former theatrical managers have joined the ranks of

moving picture managers. Old repertoire managers have quit

the road forever to locate permanently as exhibitors. Stage
hands have become operators; musical directors need never
be out of a job, while good singers and drummers are always
in demand.
The moving picture has penetrated to the country town

and that is a sure sign of permanency.
Miss Maude Adams, when she is old and gray, will regret

the day when she refused to let the camera record her
"Jeanne d'Arc." Many of our present-day theatrical stars,

who now frown upon the little strip of celluloid, will reflect,

when the aches and pains of old age have removed them from
the stage, what might have been. Though crippled with
rheumatics, they may be acting still. Their work, like the

soul of John Brown, would go marching on, while their royal-

tics would come marching home to the fireside they would
never have to leave.

By posing before the camera our great dramatic actors can
appear before a hundred audiences at once; even though
beauty fade or death remove. They can contribute to the

pleasure of the remotest hamlet that could never expect to

lie honored with a one-night stand. But a hundred years

from now, who will know or care who or what Maude Adams
was if she still refuses to record her pretty features and her
winsome ways?

The Vitagraph Company reports that the demand for the

new posters which the company is now supplying, commenc-
ing with the second reel of "Moses," has been unexpectedly
large, and the style of illustration and design adopted in the

posters is calling forth hearty praise from all quarters. It

is recognized by showmen that the new Vitagraph posters
rdd variety to the lobby or billboard display.
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ON THE

SCRE^
Has anybody, I wonder, noticed the changed attitude of the

press towards the moving picture? Has anybody noticed
the completeness with which that which only a few short
months ago was looked at askance in the press, is now ac-
cepted as un fait accompli and given its proper place in the

me of things? Probably nobody has—except those who,
like myself, make it the business of their lives to keep their
hands on the pulse of public opinion. The change is really
wonderful. A year ago, or even less, the press cuttings that
came my way were full of the most absurd and prejudiced
nonsense on the subiect of the moving picture. The press
of the United States through ignorance, of course, was mak-
ing itself ridiculous. We have changed all that.

The time has disappeared when the ignorant contributor
to a newspaper jeered at the picture for its technical and
artistic defects and its alleged demoralizing tendencies. The
pulpit, too, is discreetly silent on the same subject. Not a
year ago there were Canons, Archbishops and other reverend
gentlemen who were charaterizing the moving picture as one
of the instruments of his Satanic Majesty for leading young
people astray. These fanatics, it is satisfactory to note, are
silent now.

* * *

It is about the changed attitude of the press that I want
particularly to speak in this page this week. The other day
I spent several hours in going through a big batch of cut-
tings from the general press on the moving picture. This
is a little duty which circumstances obliged me to overlook
for several months past. The generally innocuous nature of
the references to the moving picture which are now printed,
is what struck me in looking through these cuttings. They
were mostly of a statistical or newsy character. There was
comparatively little of the denunciatory sort. Here and there
one came across a foolish person, chiefly an ill-informed
woman, who decried the effect of the moving picture upon
children. But you could count these fanatics on the fingers
of one hand.

* * *

I am sure that everybody who has got the good of the
moving picture business at heart will be glad to note the im-
provement in the attitude of the general press of the United
States towards the moving picture. The novelty has worn
off, together with the odium that so often attaches to a
novelty or an innovation. It is very curious how the Chad-
bands, the Pecksniffs and the Stigginses always scent possi-
ble dangers to morals in any new form of entertainment
or sport that the community may seize upon. For example:
There is bridge, a game of cards. Chadband & Company
ascribe all sorts of dreadful results from the playing of this
game among society women. These results probably never
happen. Society women, whether they play bridge or not,
are neither better nor worse morally than their poorer sisters.

* # *

So it is with roller skating, which has just been resus-
citated in this and other countries. Chadband & Company
affect to perceive all sorts of evils in this innocent pastime.
So they did when the safety cycle became popular. So they
did with motoring. So they do with everything else which
affects church attendances. There is the rub. If these people
had their way, they would forbid any kind of innocent rec-
reation which kept people away from the dreariest of all

places—the churches and chapels. But. as in the case of the
moving picture, their pulpit denunciations do not produce
tin- desired effect and they get tired of the game of unchar-
itable attacks. For which the Lord be thankit!

But it was chiefly about the press generally that T wanted
to talk. Not only is the attitude of the press in general at
tins time fair and rational towards the moving picture, it is

something more, it is distinctly friendly on the whole. Then,
again, American magazine editors seem for the moment to
have tired about printing articles dilating upon the wonders,
real and imaginary, of moving picture making. So in this
branch of literature, the novelty lias worn off. The subject
no longer makes salable copy, because the people at large,
like the press, have got to that point when they accept the

moving picture as an accomplished fact, or as I have already
called it, a part of the scheme of tilings.

* * *

This is a very good sign, indeed. It reflects the attitude
of the public towards the moving pictures—that attitude

now one of absolute toleration and recognition of tin-

fact that the picture is virtually a necessity of life, just as
amusement generally is. The picture house has passed out
of the experimental stage. It is as firmly fixed in the minds
of the public as the ordinary theater. The ordinary theater
is certainly having a bad time in this and other countries.
But, then, this is traceable to the fact that for several years
its position in public favor was an abnormal one. It took
up too much of people's time and money. Now the propor-
tions are being adjusted and in the adjustment the ordinary
theater is temporarily suffering because the process of ad-
justment implies proper recognition of the position of the
silent drama in relation to the vocalized drama.

I fear that I have grown a little discursive, but it is in-

evitable in a consideration of this important subject of the
attitude of the press, otherwise the people at large, towards
the moving picture. What has happened in this country is

happening and has happened in others. I observe that across
the Atlantic the clerical fanatics and the newspaper igno-
ramus have been put in their proper place, or at any rate are
in process of being put there. The zealot and the perse-
cutor have done their best to kill the picture, but they have
failed. Over there the general press and theatrical magnates
jeered at the moving picture for a time, but now it is pleas-
ant to see that they have bowed to the inevitable. They
have recognized and realized that the people at large want
the picture, will have the picture and will not be cajoled into
either rejecting it or accepting something else for it.

* * *

The industry at large has nothing to thank the general
press for in this. It has nothing to thank the church for.

it has nothing to thank the public authorities for. Its thanks,
if any, are due to the public, who have consistently' and grow-
ingly supported the efforts of those who have tried com-
mercially to popularize the phenomena of persistence of
vision. I was one of those, in another position, twelve years
ago, who saw the wonderful entertainment possibilities of
the moving picture. I was one of a very few. Reading now
what I wrote then, it looks almost like prophecy. Vet at

that time I was smiled at for my ideas; and so with many
others in the manufacturing end of matters. The press was
antagonistic and its antagonism has continued down to within
the last few months. On the whole it has been a very long
fight, but the fight is over and the battle won, notwith-
standing the overwhelming odds of an ignorant press and its

enormous influence. Marconi had to suffer in this way. Pro-
fessor Langley was slighted for predicting aeroplanes. So
was Count Zeppelin over his airship. So is every innovator
with original ideas which upset the conventions or inter-

fere with the existing order of things. It is this crisis which
the moving picture has gone through and emerged from suc-
cessfully. It is satisfactory that the hostility of the press
towards the moving picture no longer exists.

A TIP FROM AN OLD PHOTOGRAPHER.
In using Metol as a photographic developer, it sometimes

happens that the hands of the operator become affected in

certain places with a sort of eczema, causing the skin to peel

off in scales and finally producing sores and wounds By
accident I happened to find an excellent remedy for this skin

trouble in the juice which is pressed from the pores of a fresh

orange peel. In cases of eczema of the above mentioned
kind, several applications of this juice rubbed into the affecjed

skin will cure the trouble inside of 24 to 48 hours, producing
a perfectly smooth skin. In severe cases the healing process
will take a little longer.
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CHICAGO NOTES.
The most important event of the week was a private ex-

hibition at Mr. George Kleine's offices of some educational
films of great interest.

If the foolish exhibitors want to kill the moving pictures

by associating them with the cheapest class of vaudeville,

they are merely ruining themselves, as motion pictures are

not dying, they are here to stay and to prosper, but always
in a higher sphere.
The films shown to us at Mr. Kleine's were a series of

surgical operations. No amateur doctors amusing themselves
on some dummies or corpses, but eminent doctors operating
on live subjects. This exhibition was a real clinic. The
very delicate operations shown on the screen were of ex-

cellent photography, every detail was there, and we could
follow every move ' of the chief surgeon, of his assistants,

of the nurses and we could even detect the breathing of

the subjects.

We do not feel at liberty to give all the details of these
remarkable operations, as they are only interesting to medi-
cal students. We mention the films for the purpose of show-
ing that our manufacturers, fully aware of the doings of

certain exhibitors, are preparing themselves for a more glor-

ious future, in making cinematography the greatest educator
of the world.
The films show that any remarkable surgical operation per-

formed in Paris, London, Vienna, etc., can be shown to all

the medical schools of the world by means of moving pic-

tures, and that valuable records can be preserved for future

generations.
Mr. George Kleine, after showing us that educational work

offers a vast field, greatly amused us by giving another exhi-
bition of the "Acrobatic Fly," also followed by the "Fly
Pest.'' As mentioned in a previous letter, we had the pleasure
to see on the screen some scientific experiments, showing the
effects of certain acids on different metals.

If Mr. Andrew Carnegie would only put some of his mil-
lions to build moving picture palaces to show educational
films he would do a far better work than the building of so
many public libraries.

I.

I spent an afternoon and evening on Halstead street, but
I am sorry to say that I found nothing to say in favor of the
industrv. as the cheap vaudeville seems to have full swing.
On the corner of Madison and Halstead I was tempted by

a big sign reading: "O YOU BIOGRAPH! 2,000 feet of

Pictures and 4 Big Vaudeville Acts." I paid mv 5 cents and
was treate dto half a reel of very old Biograph picture and
to four cheap, silly and short vaudeville acts, a show of not
over thirty minutes.

Many of the moving picture theaters appear to me as if

they were a dumping ground for the yearly big crops of

stage-struck folks who, unable to obtain an engagement with
regular theatrical managers, go to moving picture managers,
where they are not engaged according to their merits but in

consideration of the small wages they are willing to work for

to keep the wolf from the door.
In one of these so-called palaces I had to smile in my hat.

It appears that the manager, who reads The Moving Picture
World—they all read it, detected some copies sticking from
my pocket. This gave him a cold shiver and, running to his

pianist he urged him to moderate his music. The pianist

took the warning and abandoned his noisy ragtime tune.

In another place I was greatly amused at a sign announc-
ing that the manager was catering to ladies and children.

Yet this very manager went from seat to scat to collect the

tickets with an old cigar stump in his mouth. Not very
courteous to the ladies.

This manager does not believe in the neat uniform, yet he
believes in making himself and his ushers as conspicuous as
possible. It was a nasty, cold, windy clay, yet the manager
appeared in a pair of white pants decorated with little black-

dots and some white cuffs over his coat sleeves. He looked
more the part of a cheap vaudeville actor ready to take his

part than the manager.
* * *

"The Price of Fame" of Essanay made a great hit at the
Orpheum. It was a grand success. The question remains:
Who deserves the credit for such a success? Was it Ess-
anay' Was it the Orpheum?1 To be frank, both shared in it.

Although "The Price of Fame" is one of the best dramatic
productions from the Essanay studio, it probably did not
score a hit in some places, while the management of the
Orpheum made it a masterpiece.

In the scene in which the poor composer tries his notes on
his old piano and in the scene in which the judges pass on the

merits of the composition, the orchestra stopped, the pianist

was the only one at his instrument and he struck his piano
keys as if he followed everv motion of the fingers as shown
on the screen. It was the most realistic effect and the house
was carried with well deserved applause.

A renter told me that he fully appreciated our persistent
fight against cheap vaudeville and, to quote his own words,
he said: "For every vaudeville act the exhibitor puts on he
taKes off a reel, or if he does not reduce the pictures he calls

for a cheaper service. As we do not book vaudeville, we
are the losers each time." This is very true, Mr. Renter,
and I wish all the exchanges would recognize the fact and
help us in the fight. J. M. B.

A LONDON MOVING PICTURE HOUSE DE LUXE.
[We condense from our British contemporary, "The Bio-

scope," the following description of a recently opened moving
picture theater in London. It will be seen that it possesses
many features not enjoyed by the average American moving
picture theater.—Ed. M. P. W.]

It would be difficult to convey to our readers any adequate
idea of the sumptuous scale on which Mr. M. A. Pyke's latest

picture theater has been arranged. The Ealing Cinemato-
graph Theater is a veritable palace of luxury, and admitted
by those who have seen it and are in a position to compare
it with others, to be the finest the world has yet seen. The
whole arrangement of the interior and the decorations are
magnificent, yet in good taste, and any display of adjectives in

describing the building will be pardonable.
Entering the handsome vestibule, with its galaxy of beau-

tiful indigenous and exotic plants, which are also conspicu-
ous in the hall, we are at once struck by the lavish scheme of
decoration, the marble floor, and the thick pile carpet. The
hall speaks comfort and luxury, and the numerous chairs
which are there for the use of patrons, and the cheery looking
fire, make us feel at once that here is ease and rest. From
the hall, there is a grand staircase leading to the balcony,
manager's office and other rooms at present unoccupied, the
balcony being reserved for the highest-priced seats, and from
this position a splendid view of the pictures is obtained as
we sit in a luxurious arm-chair. Straight through the hall

we enter the auditorium, and are at once attracted by the
splendid decorations from floor to ceiling and everything
strikes the eye with pleasing effect. There is a thick carpet
covering the whole floor space, and comfortable upholstered
seats throughout. The front seats are priced at 3d., the back
seats 6d., and those in the balcony are is. The hall is inter-

spersed with red-shaded lamps of the old-English style.

We must not omit the lounges. There are three of these,

two of which are entered from the auditorium, one being
reserved for threepenny seat-holders, and the other two for
sixpenny and shilling patrons. The first we may describe as

that leading off the entrance hall. Here are to be found all

the leading daily and weekly papers; the room is profusely
set with chairs and sofas, and patrons can sit down and
read the papers by the side of a cheerful fire. The whole
room is redolent of luxury, and we can only compare it to
the drawing-room of a first-class hotel. The two lounges
inside the auditorium are similarly furnished, but, so far as

we could see, are not supplied with papers. We venture to
state that no such conveniences and aids to the comfort of

patrons on the part of an entertainment caterer have yet been
attempted in this or any other country.
Accommodation is provided for from 450 to 500. The hall

is about 60 feet high, with a tine arched stucco-plaster ceiling,

and is 68 feet long by about 40 feet broad. The operating
room is delightfully cool, having walls of brick and cement
14 inches thick, and is fitted with two of Gaumont's famous
Chrono machines. The voltage is 105 alternating current,

and a Cooper Hewitt transformer has been installed, with
two small resistance frames to steady the arc. In addition
to the ordinary requirements, a complete set of tools, stocks,
dies, etc., has been provided, by which the operators can effect

ordinary repairs to the machines.
There is no lack of music by which appropriate accom-

paniments are obtained to the pictures. Piano and organ are
provided, and on the occasion of our visit the music was
tastefully and skilfully rendered in keeping with the subject
of the pictures. In addition, one of Messrs. Keith, Prowse's
splendid automatic pianos, which gives high-class selections,

and one of Messrs. Hepworth's wonderful singing machines
—the Vivaphone—have been installed.

The pictures themselves are steady and well projected. The
screen is 14 by 12 feet, and is set in a beautifully finished
proscenium.
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PICTURE PERSONALITIES.

Victoria Lepanto.

Anybody If >< >k in« at this picture can see that the lady was
ordained by nature and chosen by expert selection to enact
the part of Carmen, and such she has d<>nc in the I'athc
moving picture of that name. Equally so, she has played
the part of Marguerite Gautier in "The Lady with the Ca-
melias," also released by the same renowned linn. Mine.
1 (panto is an attache of tlie Italian branch of the J'athe
• ompany, and we are sure that moving picture theatergoers
throughout the United States will be glad to make her
acquaintance, if it is only in effigy. Naturally the regret

MLLE. VICTORIA LEPANTO AS "CARMEN."
Member of Pathe's Film d'Art Company in Italy.

is they <lon"t see the lady herself. Tn regard to the person-
alities of the moving picture stage, Pathes have a great
ipportunity for making public the identities of the artists

who work for them, because Pathes are one of the greatest

moving picture houses in the world. They have gone after

the talent, and the talent which works for them properly
looks for the reward of publicity for its efforts. This favor-
ably reacts on commercial exploiters of talent. It all comes
to this: that just as the public has very properly interested
itsdf in the personality of Mme. Pilar-Morin, it will also

interest itself in that of Mme. Lepanto. It is interesting

itself in the personalities of all the great performers on the

moving picture stage. We are glad to congratulate Pathes
upon having secured the services of this charming actress.

One of the latest exchanges to reach us is "Stamboul." the

daily organ of the progressive party in Turkey. Amongst
the advertisements we see that of the Ampitheater wdiere the

Pathe film d'art pictures are shown each evening at 9 o'clock

and twice on Sunday.

WILLIAM HAVILL.

CHIEF OF CHICAGO'S BOARD OF EXAMINERS.

By F. H. Richardson.

In Chicago there is one man particularly deserving more
than passing mention and that is Mr. William Havill, chief
of the Board of Moving Picture Operators' Examiners. Mr.
Havill it was who secured to Chicago the examination of
moving picture operators, acting in the capacity of chief ex-
aminer without pay for more than a year to get the proposi-
tion on its feet and going. Not only this, but it was he who
organized the Moving Picture Operators' Union and had
much to do with getting the organization into good running
order and established on a fairly sound basis. Like most men
who have "started something," Mr. Havill has made a few
enemies, but he has made three friends to every foe. Mr.
Havill was the first president of the Union, but resigned after

things were running smoothly, believing that his dual capacity
of examiner and official of the Union gave ground for ma-
licious rumors "which were freely circulated for a time. But,
to the credit of Mr. Havill, no man has been able to lay
his finger on one single wrong act and say "you did it."

His record is clean and clear and he has been of great ben-
efit to Chicago operators in more ways than one. The writer
is glad to number the chief of Chicago's Board of Examiners
among his friends and trusts that the time is near when those
of small mind who have attempted to traduce him will learn
to appreciate what the operators of Chicago own to him.
If he has succeeded in getting a Board of Examiners and
an active union of operators established in Chicago it wasn't
done with wind, either, but by good hard work and lots

of it. The Board was established by act of the City Council,
passed October 5. 1008. The license fee for operators is $10
per year. The first Board consisted of Mr. Wm. Havill, pres-

ident. Mr. James W. Sloneker and Mr. Walter P. Stuart. In
the beginning conditions forced the Board to pass some men
whose competency might well be open to question, but gradu-
ally the examinations are being stiffened, thus forcing oper-
ators to raise their standard of knowdedge or drop out. The
operation of the Board has been beneficial in every way,
though the licenes fee is too high, all things considered.
For this the Board is, however, not to blame, the fee being
set by the City Council.

Renew your subscription to the Moving Picture World. $2.00.

Do it now. It will pay.
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PART II

8 PAGES THE ST. LOUIS REPUBLIC. WANT AD
SECTION

102£- YEAH. SUNCA'Y MORNING. FEBRUARY 6. 1910. PRICE FIVE CENTS.

Read What They Say
about this week's big special feature at THE GEM.
Without doubt, one of the most thrilling and inter-

esting acts extant.

You Can't Afford to

Miss This!
Besides this hi£h-prii?ed novelty, we offer a va-

riety of Dew moving picture films just received and
shown for the first time.
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FROM NOWHERE TO THE FRONT RANK IN FOUR DAYS

<".<**£. hoyeltY THEATER
BIG SUCCESS

Opened Wednesday. Feb :, ISM
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•ireproof. Open on All Sides.

EVERY NIGHT,
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AFTERNOONS
EASTON AVENUE.
Just East of GrjEd Avenue

ROOF GARDEN
PEN NOW Only One In 9t Loula

> 2 BIG SHOWS
UNDER 1 ROOF

VAUDEVILLE
On Y.rf.ct stage.

MOTION' PICTURES,
ORCHESTRAS.

SINGING.
Grud .ad P.f. C.r..

NEWEST, MOST MODERN, MOST UNIQUE SHOW PLACE IN ST. LOUIS.

PASINO
VJ THEATER Vy
Olive and 6th Sts.

I Opposite Ban*'

s

=WHERE=
THE

REFINED PEOPLE
OF

ALL ST. LOUIS GO.

The place for ladies to

rest while downtown
•shopping.

TheVICTOR Gravois

and Victor

Hi;hcst-Class Moving- Picture Theater os 1st Santa yje.
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offend' la II

going to soius.i 7 And wc are Quite confident tbat we will keen our house
standard where we bave placed it. We show pictures tbat are works of
art and arc clawed under the bead of Feature Reels We have a four-
piece orchestra and splendid vocal talent Qur Theater Programme

)d Ftttar.Lnges Sunday. Tuesday. Wednesday
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THE
NIGHTINGALE
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There's Double Wear
In Every Pair.
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THE BROWN SHOE CO.,
Makers—St. Louis, Mo. -
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St. Louis
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Grand Central Theater
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THE
HIPPODROME

11 N. BROADWAY.

Programme Changes

Sunday,
Wednesday,

and Friday
The Moving-Picture Show

for Ladiei and Children.

Illustrated Songs.

Admission 5 Cts.

FAMILY
THEATER
Broadway and Bremen,

Change of program Mon-
days, Wedne days, Fri-

days and Sunday s.

cture began

a great e«e
It"* les and a

lldly man

Hindering

Added l
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lar or educational
itlflc wonders.
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paalment or wondrouslv
isle. Electricity, that mys-
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The McKinley Theater
2218 South Jefferson Avenue,

Is one of the finest Moving -Pidure Theaters and is under
the adIo management of Mr. C. Young, whose business

axperience ably lit* him for the management. The house

is packed to the doors each evening and many good words
are said of flie show. The best special acts* that money can
obtain are put "on each week. A few words to the public

from Mr. Young; At the outset there were some people

dissatisfied with the location, through the general known
prejudice aguLust tbe uioviag-picturo theater. These same
people are now much pleased with the show given and may
be found in the audience each week. A visit to The
McKinley 'and you will be convinced that Mr. Yoang is
giving much for tbe money.

WHITE HOUSE
BLACKSTONE AND PAGE AVS.

HIGH-CLASS MOTION PICTURES
AND MUSIC.
COMLVG SOON!

RICE'S TRAVELOGUES
SHOWING EVERY COUNTRY

IN THE WORLD.
VIEWS OF OXE COUNTRY EACH NIGHT. DESCRIBED
BY ONE OF THE BEST LECTURERS OBTALNABLE.

First Time in Any Motion-Picture Theater in St. Louia.

THE ASTOR
5 N. Broadway

Where you see

the new and latest

pictures first

ILLUSTRATED
SONGS

Everything First-class

and Up-to-date

5 N. BROADWAY

ITHE SAVOY
YANDEVENTER AND MOROAN.

THE HOUSE OF QUALITY
Commencing Sunday, February 15,

The Savoy Players
in Comedy and Dramatic

Playlets
Novelty Vaudeville Features. Vocal Selections, High-Class

Motion Pictures. Savoy Feature Orchestra.

COMPLETE CHANGE OF PROGRAMME
SUNDAY, WEDNESDAY AND FRIDAY.

L transport.
rirplM

J 11

whUe sitting spell

im in Imagination tc

tbestrsj effects from

• pour forth upon tbe all

s ot New York's famoui
fit- Louis' leading mm!

Music by Profe33or3 Gies-
elmann, J. Donovan

and Hartman.

J. MOGLER,
Proprietor.

t**p-t..Q-l

lerful voice

St. Louis baa nearly two hundred
moving picture theatera, many or
them housed in expensive and ornate
hultdjnrs. Considerably more than
II, 000. 000 la Invested la these en-
terprises and about 1.500 persons
find direct employment In them. The

,.ln, plclu ' In this city

i systematic
enabling tho

mot* value- m a

#
*
^!!™5(%

MOT ION-PUTt/RK HMBMBn

DEWEEZ BROS.'":

Broadway Theater
South Broadway at Victor St.

ur policy to procure the LAT
Motion Pictures Obtainable

It is alwava our policy to procure the LATEST and BEST
tun "

Entire Change o* Program Every

SUNDAY, TUESDAY. WEDNESDAY AND FRIDAY.
MUSIO BY THE BROADWAY ORCHESTRA.

Latest Illustrated Songa by onr Eminent Artist. MR. BURN1
ONE CALL AND YOC WII.I. 8B A STEADY PATRON TO OUR SHOW.

The Dewey
M KAISER. PTop.

3303 S. Broadway.

High-Qass
Motion

Pictures.
Program Changed

Four Times
A Week.

Tuesday, Wednesday,
Friday and Sunday.

ADMISSION Sc

The Alice

Life Motion Pictures

and

Illustrated Songs

Advertising the Moving Picture Show. (See page 289.)
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A NEW RACE OF DEGENERATES.

By H. F. Hoffman.

There is no place on earth quite like a film exchange dur-
ing the "crowded hour," from 11 to i-' a. m. The moving
picture has been held publicly responsible (or most of the
sins of omission and commission, but so far they have escaped
the blame for producing a new race of degenerates, namely,
the city "operator."

Jt is perhaps unfair to hold the pictures liable for the
direct production of this race, but they certainly brought the
atoms together into a concrete whole which may be seen
mornings at any of the film exchanges in all its wild and un-
lettered 11011 compos mentis.

Bear in mind that not every person seen in a film exchange
is a member of this race. Some few ordinary mortals are
obliged to mingle with them for an hour each day, but not
by choice; they are exceptions and cannot be included in the
species.

It is difficult to describe in a word the full characteristics

of any one specimen of the degenerate operator. Two words
might do it: greasy and smutty. Greasy of body and smutty
of mind. The animal, however, may be distinguished by any
of a number of earmarks, such as: immoderate laughter at

puerile wit, horse-play, wrestling matches on linoleum well

moistened with tobacco juice, crap shooting, hasty consump-
tion of cigarettes, whittling of furniture with penknives,
pounding, back-slapping, a breaking out at the mouth of pro-
fane gibberish and loud demands for the immediate delivery

of reels.

The members of this race are never named such names
as James or John or Frank or Edwin. They have special

names of their own, such as: "Bug House," "Spaghetti,"
"Muzzlctoff," "Dorando," "Longboat," "Mud Scow," "Pork
and Beans," "Lizzie," "Dippy," "White Wings," "Rhymo the

Monk," etc., etc. They arc named immediately upon their

first appearance, Indian fashion, from some personal char-

acteristic or deformity, and if none of these are sufficiently

noticeable, the new recruit is given the name of the theater

from whence he hails, which is usually printed on his reel

case, such as: "Casino," "Lyric," "Comedy," "Pastime,"
"Hippodrome," and so on.

Another noticeable trait of this genus operatus
is the remarkable ease with which they become
acquainted. The tribal specimens seem to recog-
nize each other at a glance. and fraternize forth-

with. No credentials are asked when they join

'hey come no more.
Their conversation affords some insight of the cranial de-

velopment of the species. For greeting it is apparently the

custom to deliver a right-handed wallop across the skull,

knocking off the hat if possible, and at the same time shout-

ing, "Hello, Kiddo," after which the conversation proceeds.
"Where wuz you las'

nite?" "Aw, 1 wen'
home, ware wuz you?"
"I seen Mazie." "Did
you?" "Yes; she ast

about you." "Did she;

wha'd she say?" "She
says you promised to

take her to the Poultry
Pickers' Ball an' you
didn't make good."
"Aw, she's a liar." "She
says you're a cheap
sport; you're in bad
with her all right."

"What do I care, I met
a queen the other night that's got it on her forty ways.
Whcre'd you get the 98-cent lid?" "That ain't no 98-cent

lid." "You mean to say that hat cost mor'n 98 cents?" "Yes;
for money." "I got dat money. Hey, Dopey, come over here
—you hear what he says, he says he paid mor'n 98 cents for

that lid." "Yes, put up your money." "All right, I'll put up
my money; where's yours?" "Never mind, I got mine."
"You got to show me." "Well, you got to show me." "Aw,
you're a bluff— Hey! Let him up there!" and he rushes
away to assist the under dog in a wrestling match, whose
victor is sitting upon his head.
There appears to be no female gender to this breed of

wolf cubs. At least, it is certain that if a lady should enter

this boisterous playhouse they would not alter their speech
or actions on her account. At some previous time they were
probably human beings, but when they went through their

examinations and received the licenses that made them "op-
erators," the ordeal must have been such a mental tax that

^ the merry throng, nor are they ever missed when

is left tin 111 bereft, or produced a mental metamorphosis that
1^ sad to <

1 -ni. 1 1
1

1 .late.

The tall young man who passes out the reels in one of the
New York exchanges was asked to hand down an opinion

what caused this abnormal reincarnation, and he opined
"Hows: "They're Nutty, just plain Nutty. This is the

only fun tluy have. All the rest of the day they are shut
up in their hot 'coops,' Sundays and all, and it gives them
attic trouble.' At 11 o'clock at night they get away and all

there is to do then is go to bed. In the morning they have
to come with their reels, and all the fun the poof devils get
is what they have right here in this office."

SIZE OF PICTURE AND "THROW."
By F. H. Richardson.

I have spoken of this matter before in these columns, but
it would seem that a further word would not be amiss since
there is a widespread misunderstanding concerning the effect
of distance and size of picture as affecting the illumination
of the screen. The writer makes the statement unqualihedly
that "throw" (distance of machine from screen) has little or
nothing to do with brilliancy of picture. In fact, he claims
that a better illuminated picture will be had, from a given can-
dle power arc, at 100 feet than at 50; this by reason of the su-
perior quality of lens. For it must be understood that the
long focus lens is generally a better made article than is the
one of short focal length. What does affect the result on the
screen, however, is the size of the picture. To grasp this
idea, which runs counter to the view held by nine out of
ten operators, one must consider that one is projecting a
given number of light rays through an aperture and that
each and every one of these rays will reach the screen, ex-
cept for the comparatively very slight deflection due to dust
and other impurities in the atmosphere. This deflection or
absorption of light is too slight, however, in 100 or even 150
feet to be taken seriously into account, except the air be
exceptionally dusty or smoky. Therefore, we may say that
practically all the light passing through the aperture reaches
the screen be the distance 50 or 150 feet. That is common
sense, pure and simple. Many cite the rule that the illumina-
tion decreases inversely with the square of the distance.
Applying this rule to projection is an error. It applies to
an open lamp from the fact that its rays are diffused in every
direction and the further you go from the source of illumina-
tion the less number of light rays there are to the square
inch or foot. It does not apply, however, where a given num-
ber of light rays are projected and confined to a given surface
area.

But when that surface is increased, then we begin to apply
the rule in a limited way. Suppose you have a picture 8 x 10
feet. Your screen then has 80 square feet of surface. Now
suppose you are projecting 1,000 light rays (the actual num-
ber is millions, of course) through the aperture on this
screen. This means that each square foot of surface will

have the brilliancy imparted by 1,000 divided by 80, or a little

more than 12 rays to each square foot of screen. Now sup-
pose you increase the size of your picture to 12x14. You
now have 168 square feet of screen to illuminate, with no
more light to do it with. This means that instead of 12 light
rays to the square foot you have but 6 rays to the square foot
of screen, or practically half the brilliancy you had before.
Do you see the point? Yet nine out of ten operators and
managers will brag about the results they get on a long
throw, but say nothing at all about the size of their picture.
This matter is simple enough that it should be understood
by everyone. Common sense must tell you that what I have
said is absolutely correct, except that some may be inclined
to think there will be a considerable deflection through at-

mospheric impurities. There is some, undoubtedly, but not
enough to materially affect results within a range of any-
thing numbered in hundreds of feet, except in exceptional
cases of smoky or dusty air. This article is prompted by an
inquiry (see "Operators' Column") from a manager who evi-

dently holds to the "loss of illumination by increased throw."

Some scientists have gone to the trouble to prove that

celluloid film if placed in a corked bottle and the bottle be
subjected to heat, that enough gases will be generated to

explode the bottle. Ignorant writers in the daily papers have
seized upon this to point out the danger in theaters where
celluloid films are being shown, but reasoning from the results

of the experiment it would require a million or more feet to

explode a building, and even then it would have to be as

tightly closed as the bottle.
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OPERATORS* COLUMN.
Conducted by F. H. Richardson.

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.
Electric Connections.—Cincinnati, Ohio, asks for diagrams

showing how to make connections (electric) to an Edison
machine. There is no necessity for diagrams; the matter is

altogether too simple. If you are using rheostats for resist-

ance, just run one of the wires directly from the main op-
erating switch to one of the binding posts of the lamp. Next
run from the other operating switch pole to one binding post

of the rheostat and from the other rheostat binding post to

the other lamp binding post—and there you are. That is all

there is to it, if it be alternating current. If, however, it be
direct current then you must light your lamp and let it burn
a few moments. If the top carbon gets hottest and the lower
one burns to a smooth point, you are all right. If, on the

other hand, the lower carbon burns rough and ragged and
gets hotter than the upper it is necessary that you change
the wires, connecting the one you now have on the lower
binding post to the upper and vice versa. If it is alternating

current you must put the lamp adjustment handle in the hole

marked "A"; if direct current it must be at "D." These let-

ters you will find on side of Edison lamp. If you use a

transformer (economizer, compensarc, inductor, etc.), just

run your wires from operating switch to transformer, one
wire to each post marked "Line." Next connect the posts

marked "Lamp" with the lamp, using asbestos covered, No.
6, flexible cable. It matters nothing at all which wire you
attach to upper or lower binding post. Use No. 6 wire for

all these connections. It may be larger than you will actu-

ally need, but it will prove economy in the long run.

The Shutter.—Charleston, S. C, asks what principle is in-

volved in the shutter of a moving picture machine. What I

understand him to mean is, "what is the action of the shutter

in relation to the movement of the film?" It is amazing how
few operators really understand this. If they did they could

accurately set any shutter in two minutes' time. It is simply
that: The shutter must cover the aperture, or very nearly

cover it, during the entire time the intermittent is in motion,

and no longer. That is all there is to the action of the

shutter.
* * *

Ghost on the Screen.—Denver, Col., asks what is the matter

with a machine which shows a travel ghost (white streaks

shooting up or down from letters in printed titles or other

matter—that is to say, it shows most clearly in printing) all

the time, regardless of how the shutter be set. If it is impos-

sible to eliminate the ghost by moving the shutter, then

the shutter is too short (narrow) and you should rivet a

piece of metal on one side. Be very certain first, however,
that you cannot get the streaks out by carefully moving the

shutter. The surest test is: If when you are experimenting
with the shutter you find that at one point the streaks shoot
both up and down (at the same time), then it is certain that

the shutter is too narrow.
* * *

Theater Lighting.—Petersburg, Va , writes in part as fol-

lows: "Kindly advise me as to the best system of lighting

a moving picture theater without affecting the picture. I

have used the green globes, but they are not satisfactory on
account of the color burning off too rapidly."

The green globes may be had in green glass, though such

lamps are considerably more expensive. In using open white

lamps two things must be guarded against, viz.: The light

rays striking directly on the curtain and the rays shining

directly into the eyes of the audience. There are two prac-

tical methods of overcoming these difficulties, viz.: Using
ground glass globes over the plain glass and protecting them
in front so that even the rays from the ground glass will

not directly strike the curtain, or using plain white ceiling

globes, set in deep "funnel" cones made of metal, so designed
that the rays of one row will overlay those of the next on the

floor. On page 484, October 9, 1909, issue, will be found,

about half way down second column, method of lighting

aisles, also matter pertaining to theater lighting. I believe

the Chicago Stage Lighting Company, Chicago, 111., sell a

globe coloring dye which they guarantee.
* * *

Distance of Throw.—Columbus, Ohio, asks how much
stronger the light will have to be for a 110-foot throw to give

same brilliancy as is obtained at 75 feet. Practically no more
light is required, provided the size of the picture be not
increased. Not so strong if size of picture be decreased.

Given reasonably clear atmosphere, there is no appreciable
loss of light through even 100 feet additional throw. Many
claim, the writer included, that the result is actually better
at the longer distance by reason of the long distance lens
being of better quality. See article on another page for more
detailed explanation.

# # ^

Amperage.—"Chicago" wants to know how much overload
a 25 ampere meter will stand without injury. That is a thing
which varies not only with different makes of machines but
with each individual meter. Usually a 25 per cent, overload
for a limited time will be all right. Belter consult the light

company before overloading their instruments—always.
* * *

Getting Even Focus.—Boston, Mass., says he has trouble
keeping his picture in focus. It will be in perfect focus at

one point and without the lens being changed at all will be
clear out at another, the blur being usually in the center, with
edges clear. This would indicate a worn aperture plate. Ma-
chines with thin, limber tension springs have a tendency
to wear a hollow in the aperture plate tracks opposite the
opening, or perhaps two hollows with a hump between. In
passing through this the film is cupped and thrown out of
focus. It may not be out of focus at all times since different
portions of the same film may be of varying stiffness and one
part may be, therefore, more easily cupped than another.
Get a new aperture plate if yours is worn. If not, write me
again and I will go further into the matter, but I believe
you will find my surmise of a worn plate to be correct.

Carbons.—St. Louis, Mo., asks what is really the best size

carbons to use with direct current. Five-eighths cored above
and Yz inch solid below, being careful not to get your solid

carbons too hard, else the light will have a tendency to be
yellow. Many operators still cling to jM$ above and below,
but with properly selected J^ inch solid stock below they
would get uniformly better results and a whiter light. There
is no earthly reason for having a cored carbon below, the
core being merely for the purpose of holding the current
central in the carbon the better to enable the operator to
control his crater. The lower carbon has no crater. There
is a distinct objection to using cored carbons below since it

adds to the deposit of the fine, white ash which is the residue
of the waterglass in the core and operates to clog the lamp
house ventholcs and you get no added efficiency to offset this

evil.

NEW SHOW IN TOWN.
The Penn Theater, under the management of The Penn

Amusement Company, located at 409 Eighth avenue, New
York City, opened its doors to the public on Friday evening,
February 11, for the first time. We were among the first to

witness the initial entertainment. After a few minutes of
its opening the theater began to get crowded, which tends
to show that a picture house was greatly needed in this

section of the Empire City. Every one who entered greeted
and wished the manager, who was standingv at the door,
success. .

The lobby, which is painted white, is well lighted by a

large number of electric lights, which give it a very pleasing
and inviting aspect. No man needs to be ashamed of being
seen coming out of this theater with his wife and children.

The interior of the house is also very charming and the

artistic embossed tin designs on Hie walls and ceiling are

very pleasing to the eye. The theater is kept lighted by
green painted electric globes during the performance. The
seating capacity is around 250.

Three reels of first and second run licensed pictures and
three vaudeville sketches constitute the entertainment for

which a price of 10 cents is charged. We drew to the at-

tention of the manager that the moving picture public

do not want to see vaudeville in picture theaters, _ and he
remarked that it was just a "try-out" to see how it would
pull with the public of his neighborhood. He will, no doubt,

cut it down to one act, and substitute in place more pictures

and song slides.

Owing to the rapidly increasing business at the downtown
branch, the Novelty Slide Company have found it necessary
to secure larger quarters, and have removed from Room 25
to Room 13 in the same building, 10 East Fourteenth street.

This office is now under the management of R. G. Skillman.

a thoroughly competent and practical man, and exhibitors

will find a large stock of song slides on hand at all times
to select from. A full line of all Novelty products is also

carried in stock, and full particulars, prices, etc., will be fur-

nished all interested exhibitors upon inquiry.
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"An Equine Hero" (Edison).—A picture detailing the mar-
velous intelligence of a horse, lie does a number of tl

which are apparently guided bj reason in their p( 1

ome ways il is one of the mosl remarkable films
in a long time. No matter how it is considered, the

ict that a hoi se can be trained, or dii 10 do
inch seem to require the exercisi • ming pow-
LifRcienl to make the picture notable. Bui beyond

that the film is an excellent picture, possessing all the qual-
1 d ph ito raph.

"A Queen of the Burlesque" (Edison).- \ picture based
upon a development of extravagant humor which can scarcely

ibed in print. But perhaps it is sufficient to say that
mischief-loving children, bent upon vengeance, succeed

in making a spinster very ridiculous in the oi an elder
of the church and he breaks off an engagement. It is all

extravagantly funny and cause- more than one laugh, even
though there is a specie- of broad suggestion which may be
resented by some, or, at least, deplored. It works out to
the entire satisfaction of the children and the amusement of
the onlookers. Better look at the picture and make your own
decisii >n.

esting features, together with the happy ending, makes a
nit picture. The dramatic features are well developed

and there is a quality to the whole picture well worth seeing.
The Kalem films have so much action and so much life that
they are certain to attract.

"One Night and Then" CBiograph).—Whether this film
i- dramatically a* powerful as it might be if it were changed
a bit depends upon the point of view. There is a novelty,
perhaps, in a wealthy man's arraying himself in a work-
man - clothes, throwing away his keys and locking his own
door behind him. His subsequent attempt to enter his own
house while seeking relief for an unfortunate and his fatal

wounding are undoubtedly dramatically correct; but one
1 say in reference to the close that the dramatic power

of the picture would not have suffered and a pleasanter im-
pression would have been left if the man had been per-
mitted to live after he had learned that "the greatest of
these is charity." When there is s,ome hope of a hitherto
misspent life being utilized for the benefit of others it doesn't

1 quite right to see it ended. Possibly such occurrences
are common in real life, but in a drama there is surely no
harm in correcting what to a large number of people seem
errors of fate or some other malign influence. A pleasanter
ending would, one may feel certain, be duly appreciated by
the average audience. But in spite of this the film received
applause which the action well merited.

"Loving Hearts" (Lubin).—A pretty story, well acted,
winch represents a love letter discarded by the author of a
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"The Roman" (Selig).—Perhaps the most attractive feat-

tire of this picture is the reproduction of early Roman cos-
tumes and Roman surroundings. It is a story of political

intrigue, with all the contests and disagreeable features con-
nected therewith in the ancient city. But the reproduction of
manners and customs and the historically correct scenery
and settings add immensely to the interest and insure atten-
tion when perhaps the mere political story would scarcely
be considered. The greatest service the motion picture can
do is in the direction of educating the people, and a film

like this, which faithfully illustrates long past and perhaps
partially forgotten life, is of vast importance and deserves
a cordial reception. The Selig players have brought en-
thusiasm to their work and have put much ability and life

into the interpretation of this play.

"The Troubadour" (Pathe).—The name immediately brings
up visions so romantic that one anticipates much that is in-

teresting in this film; nor is he disappointed. There is much
to interest, some, even, to please, and the dramatic qualities

cannot be denied. Pictorially the film is quite up to the
Pathe standard and promises to be very popular with thea-
tergoers.

"Before and After" (Pathe).—A bit of comedy based upon
the general acceptation of that term which raises many
laughs before it is finished. There is plenty of life and
action and the humor runs high.

"The Feud" (Kalem).—A melodrama having for its basis
a feud over a boundary. There are a couple of lovers to

make it interesting and a quarrel over a boundary to create

the spice. It is all so full of action, and represents so well
what almost anyone would be likely to do under similar
circumstances that it arouses great interest. There is a gun
fight at the boundary and another at the house, but the second
one fails because of the difficulty in working the pistols.

Then there is a reconciliation and everybody is happy once
again. The action of the piece, and the accompanying inter-

story uniting eight hearts before the discovery is made that

it is merely a bit of fiction. It is a lively, romantic little

farce, certain to please and certain to make those who see it

want more like it.

"The Hand of the Heiress" (Lubin).—A dainty bit of act-

ing, depicting a wealthy American girl with sufficient inde-

pendence to refuse the foreign title her parents purposed
buying for her. And when she goes out for herself she soon
learns that there is more in love than merely dollars or
titles. The story is sympathetically acted and the staging
is against backgrounds of more tnan an ordinary standard
of beauty.

"Bitter Sweet" (Essanay).—A graphic representation of a

near domestic tragedy, depicting a husband and wife quar-
reling, then deciding to separate and dividing the household
belongings. This works admirably until they reach the trunk
containing the clothes and playthings of the dead baby. Over
that they forget their difficulties and come together again.

There is some humor, but more pathos, and that of a sort

Scene from "Bitter Sweet" (Essanay).
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which brings a suspicious moisture into the eyes of most of

the audience. It is admirably acted and the photography is

satisfactory.

"Druid Remains in Brittany" (Pathe).—This picture is

sufficiently explained by its title, and one may obtain a clearer

impression of the Druids by seeing the remains of their work
as depicted in this beautifully colored picture. Their peculiar

religious customs and their practices have combined to create

an unfavorable impression in the modern mind; but they did

some things worthy of commendation, and the remains here

illustrated furnish abundant testimony upon this particular

point. It is both a scenic and educational picture, the pic-

turesque scenery of Brittany supplying an attractive back-
ground for the picture.

"The Foot Juggler" (Pathe).—An attractive picture of the

character put out by this house, sufficiently described, per-

haps, in its title. This type of picture is always to be com-
mended, inasmuch as it affords so many who would other-

wise never see anything of the kind an excellent representa-

tion of what is possible in this way. The pictures always
prove popular with audiences. The work of this character

by the Pathes is so well done that it often seems as though
the real actor was present.

"Western Chivalry" (Essanay).—A lively and well-told

story of how a girl proved to a bunch of cowboys that she

was quite entitled to be admitted into their fraternity, win-^

ning their good-will by mounting and riding the worst horse
on the ranch. Then, promising to be a good fellow, she is

enthusiastically received into that mysterious, but none the

less influential fraternity. The actors employed by this com-
pany seem to catch the true spirit of the cowboy and succeed
in reproducing it in such a way that it appeals to all in a con-
vincing manner.

"The Life of Moses, IV." (Vitagraph).—In this fourth
great picture in a great series the "Victory of Israel" is

graphically portrayed, and the story, as told in the Bible,

acquires a new interest and the comprehension of those who
see the picture is unquestionably greatly improved. The
series has been remarkable in its fidelity to the original nar-

rative. Each film has illustrated an important portion of the

Bible story, and the fourth is no exception to the rule which
has governed in the production of the former pictures. The
same sumptuous staging and scheme of production is main-
tained, while the fidelity of interpretation seems even more
notably developed than previously. As has been previously
said regarding this series, the care exercised in producing
is plainly evident, and the research which must have been
required to secure the information necessary to reproduce
the ancient scenes and have them approximate the best
modern knowledge of Egypt and Israel, is well worthy the
consideration of scholars and others interested in accurate
work of this type. The fifth and last reel will be released
February 19, thus making the entire series available for

Lenten services. The five pictures would make one of the

most striking and beneficial series ever issued if used for

religious purposes in one program.

"The Bag Race" (Gaumont).—A humorous picture which
affords as much sport as the original of any such thing
always docs. Tt is well photographed and supplies sufficient

amusement while it is running.

"The Gambler's Doom" (Gaumont).— If one likes this class

of subject no complaint need be uttered regarding this pic-

ture, but personally the writer does not care for it par-
ticularly, at the same time admitting its dramatic power and
its appeal to those who look upon it merely as an episode
to be forgotten as soon as seen. It may perform some
service in deterring men from the practice of what is so
often to their disadvantage and the lasting injury of those
dependent upon them. 'While differences of opinion will

always exist regarding such pictures, the main fact regard-
ing the motion picture, that it is primarily for instruction or
amusement, seems to have been overlooked in its production.

"Before and After" (Pathe).—The young man perhaps did
well to cultivate his future mother-in-law before marriage.
But the afterward. Well, it is not quite what was expected,
but it is sufficient to bring more than one smile to the faces
of those who see it. Like all before and after, it has its

humorous side and leads to amusing complications, and
therein lies its sport.

"The Jockey" (Pathe).—A pretty racetrack love story,
which has for its ba=is the doctoring of a horse to prevent
his winning a race. The girl in the case, however, overhears
the agreement and changes the horses, so the wrong one is

doctored and the favorite wins after all. But she marries the
jockey just the same and the story ends happily. The real
racing quality pervades the picture, which on that account

is attractive to a large number of people. The action, too,
is lively enough to satisfy the most exacting individual.

"The President's Special" (Edison).—A railroad picture
which is so thrilling and seems so real that the audience
is almost ready to stand in its seats and cheer. The subject
is somewhat hackneyed, the overcoming by fatigue of an
operator and his failure to flag an express as ordered, with
all the impending danger of disaster and wreck averted
through the pluck of his wife and an automobile's race with
a locomotive as thrilling as it is novel. In fact, the interest
centers in this part of the picture. It is doubtful if a more
thrilling race was ever witnessed. And when the automobile
wins and the train is stopped the audience applauds vigor-
ously. The little woman has become a heroine of a re-

markable motion picture. Not alone is the action spirited

and sympathetic, but the photography is clear despite the
rapid movement in some of the scenes. The scenic qualities
have not been overlooked and many of the views are made
additionally attractive by their picturesque features.

"The Wayside Shrine" (Vitagraph).—A pathetic story
sympathetically acted, representing the experience of a young
girl who falls in love with an artist, goes with him to the
city, is deserted and finds her way back to the wayside shrine
where she and her father formerly performed their devotions
together. There is pathos and dramatic opportunity, cleverly
developed and made leading features of an interesting pic-

ture. The acting is in harmony with the subject and the
photographer has done his share of the work quite as well.

It is altogether an attractive picture, well worth the serious
consideration of any admirer of the motion picture drama in

its best form.

"Pastoral Scenes" (Gaumont).—A mystical picture which
will appeal strongly to those who like something that keeps
them guessing as to what the next transformation will be.

This house has always been particularly happy in the con-
ception and development of mystical subjects and this is

no exception to the rule. Not all pictures of this class are
successful, but the average maintained by the Gaumonts has
been high and this one will not detract from the reputation
already established.

"The Acrobatic Fly" (Urban).—An entertaining picture,
depicting very graphically the movements of a fly when
viewed through a microscope and the enlarged image thrown
upon the screen in a motion picture. The marvel of this
picture is its clear photography, even though it reproduces a
small object the motions of which are very rapid. And the
success of the picture suggests unlimited educational possi-
bilities. With the power of the microscope utilized in the
production of motion pictures, there is opened to the mass
of people a new world even more wonderful than the one
with which they are familiar, because it is peopled with
living creatures so small that the human eye is incapable of
acquiring a clear understanding of them. This picture de-
serves a cordial welcome wherever it is shown, and if the
audience before which it was exhibited upon the day of its

an !x taken as an indication, there is no question
about the interest pictures of this character will excite.

"Aviation at Los Angeles, Cal." (Essanay).—Much im-
provement is noted in the pictures of flying as operators have
acquired' experience in the manipulation of their apparatus.

work of this firm during the recent meet in Los Angeles
is satisfactory. It gives both near and distant views of the
aviators and their machines before the start, as they start,

and during flight. Xext to seeing the machines in operation
this picture is probably as good as anything could be pro-
duced and affords an admirable substitute for the actual oc-
currence. The photography of this film is remarkably clear,

and when the character of the subject is considered one
concludes that it would be difficult indeed to improve upon
it. The showing of this picture through the country will
convey to many thousands a reasonably accurate impression
of what an aviation meet is like.

"Baby's First Tooth" (Essanay).—Always there is con-
sternation, or something else disturbing in a household when
the baby's first tooth protrudes itself upon the scene. And'
in the instance here illustrated the interruption of the tele-

phone service at the critical time added to the difficulties by
creating the impression upon Mr. Lighthead that some ter-
rible calamity had befallen his family. His feelings may be
imagined when he arrives at home, dishevelled and torn, by
reason of numerous moving incidents by flood and field, only
to learn that "baby has a tooth." The veil of charity may
be drawn over the scene that followed.

"The Fisherman's Granddaughter" (Kalem").—Another of
this firm's melodramatic pictures, acted by the stock com-
pany at their new studio at Roseland. Fla. The beautiful
scenery along the St. John's River is featured, and the
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Strongly dramatic quality oi the picture will commend it to
.ill who admire the Kalem productions. There is a romantic
,iir about pictures which reproduce the scenery of the South
that appeals strongly t" nearly all audiences, and this in-

stance i- no exception t>> the rule. Clearly photographed and
admirably acted, this picture promises to be quite as pop-
ular as n s predece sors ha,\ e 1"

"Never Despair" (Great Northern).—A graphic picture,

sentiug the transition from misery to happiness and
iIm admonition to never despair what-

adversity may confront you. It is a dramatic subject,
admirablj staged, satisfactorily acted and clearly photo-
graphed. It will be an attractive feature of any program.

0"~ It

Scene from "Never Despair" (Great Northern).

"Foolshead Receives" (Itala).—Foolshead is a character
that would not fail to amuse an audience regardless of how
lugubrious they might be. When with another house the
actor who performs the principal part was a comedian of

merit, and his work with this firm has been satisfactory.
In this particular instance he advances some novel and
altogether funny ideas upon receiving, to the amusement any-
way and possibly the edification of the audience.

"The Man Who Could Not Sit Down" (Lux).—Unfor-
tunate, indeed, is the man who cannot sit down, and to be
driven from place to place is discouraging enough. There-
fore, no one is surprised to see this gentleman finally throw
himself upon his own floor, utterly tired out and ready to
lie down in order to rest. The photography is clear in most
scenes and the action is sufficiently lively to maintain interest.

"Her Dolly's Revenge" (T.ux).—A nursery story which
i sents a doll taking a pair of scissors and stabbing her

mistress to death. Then the doll is sentenced to execution.
Here the little girl wakes to discover that she and the doll

are both well, showing no apparent inconvenience from
such unexpected and murderous schemes. This picture will

please the little people and at the same time will attract
the attention of the elders.

"The Silent Piano" (Ambrosio).—A romantic story telling
plainly how love conquers duty, well acted and photographed
with care and discretion. The films made by this house, and
released by the New York Motion Picture Company, are
improving each week and present qualities which are increas-
ing their popularity daily. Some of the scenes in this film
arc very dramatic and the climaxes are worked out with
skill and understanding.

"I Have Lost My Latch Key" (Ambrosio).—A roaring
farce, depicting clearly the difficulties encountered by an
unfortunate individual who loses that all-important instru-
ment, a latch key. The players have put a good deal of
effort into acting this farce and the results are satisfactory.

"The Old Maid and Bonehead" (Nestor).—The creation of
a scries of eharacters which may be seen through a series of
films is always a feature of importance to a firm's business,
and when this house hit upon the character of Bonehead for
a scries of screaming farces it offered something which
sprang into almost instant popularity. This one is a farce
which will keep an audience roaring from beginning to end
and will no doubt make those who see it want more of the
same sort.

Scene from "Young Deer'i Gratitude" (Bl

"Young Deer's Gratitude" (Bison).—A sequel to "Young
Deer's Bravery" and enacted by the same character whose
face has been familiar in Indian pictures for some time.
There are some stirring scenes and good photography which
should make the film popular.

"Foolshead Preaches Temperance" (Itala).—Judging from
pictures which have gone before, temperance would be a
good thin« for Foolshead to practice, but perhaps preaching
is easier than practicing. At any rate, that is the impression
graphically presented by this film, and his sermonizing, with
its accompaniments of one sort and another, is funny indeed.

"Government Rations" (New York Motion Picture Com-
pany).—Illustrative of the difficulties at an Indian post when
three Mexicans steal a quantity of rations and the Indians
are accused of the theft, resulting in a raid and more or less
fighting and disturbance. When the mistake is discovered
by the finding of the Mexicans devouring the rations, the
colonel calls a truce, apologizes to the Indians in a very
gentlemanly manner indeed, they all smoke and peace reigns
once more over the scene. Here is sufficient dime novel
action and heroism for anyone, but there are certain attractive
features which appeal strongly to the audience and cause
a glow of satisfaction in most instances.

"Justice in the Far North" (Imp).—When the impression
left on one's mind after seeing a film is "What it might
have been" it is safe to say that the producer has failed to
hit the mark. The story of this Imo film is not particularly
favorable, as a matter of fact, it leans too much to the loose
morals that we so often have occasion to condemn in Euro-
pean films. And the producer has not saved it from further
blame, as in many places it is inconsistent. The acting is

good, however, and the action lively enough to please any
audience.

"Jane and the Stranger" (Imp).—A story of an unfaithful
father who deserts the girl he has wronged and migrates to

the West, where he is discovered by the girl's brother. The
wrong is revenged in a highly dramatic manner, which intro-

duces Jane, the pet of the Western ranchmen. She inno-
cently causes the arrest of the brother who took the law
in his own hands, but saves his life in a truly dramatic man-
ner when she learns through a letter that his crime was
justifiable. A fine bit of acting and by-play follows when she
lets the ranchmen into the secret and they plan a pleasant
surprise for the man who expected to get it in the neck.
There is a strength, and go to this picture throughout its

entire length which will gladden the exhibitor.

"Ruined by His Son" (Great Northern).—A story with a

strong moral and well presented with the careful and elabor-
ate setting for which the Great Northern films are famous.
The films of this company are of a class peculiar to them-
selves. A serious tone runs through them all. If the film

is a scenic it is well done, if it is a drama we have become
accustomed to look for the moral or sermon, and the present
film is no exception, except that the fine technique of this

firm's product seems to be getting finer.

"A Daughter's Devotion" (Nestor).—This firm's work is

comparatively new in the motion picture field, but if it is

all as good as what has been shown it will speedily reach
a high degree of popularity. This picture is one of those
tender little dramas which depict clearly and sympathetically
the devotion of a daughter under trying circumstances. The
acting is well done, and the dramatic possibilities of the pic-

lure are handled with skill and discretion. The mechanical
part is in harmony with the dramatic portion and the entire

picture is a pleasing combination. It will go far toward
making this firm's work popular.
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The "HALLBERQ" did the Trick
About eighteen months ago, an exhibitor, Mr. Chas. Guilloid of Hoboken, N. J.

,

put in a cheap Economy Coil to save current on his moving picture lamp. After a

week's operation, he found his coil got so hot that it was not safe to run his show con-

tinously. As he had already bought one of these cheap Economy Coils, he could not

get his money out of it, so he had to buy another one, and by means of a double throw
switch he ran first on one coil, and when that got hot, switched on the other one, and
so on. A few weeks ago, one of these coils burned out, and then he did the wise thing

He came to me and bought a

HALLBERG Automatic Electric Economizer
which saves him money, gives a 50% better light on the sheet and does not get hot,

doing away with all risk and trouble. He has no worry since he put in the Hallberg
and his patrons comment upon the clearness of the picture on the sheet. He is now a

satisfied exhibitor. Let me do the same for YOU. Every operator knows that

J. H. HALLBERG the Hallberg is the best, and even if it costs you a few dollars more than any other

current saver, don't let that stand in your way. Buy the best, it is the cheapest in the

long run, and gives you absolute satisfaction.

I make an allowance for your old rheostat or current saver in trade for the Hallberg. I am special

agent for Electra, Pink Label Carbons, of which I carry a large stock. I also have a complete line of

Moving Picture Machines and Supplies.

Write for Free Booklet No. W-18

J. H. HALLBERG, 28 Greenwich Ave., New York

A MARVELOUS SUCCESS

ne RHODE ISLAND FILM RENTING CO. of

395 Westminster St., Providence, R. I.

<

has in three weeks made a wide success,

greatly surprising its competitors. This is

due to its EXCLUSIVE and up-to-date

INDEPENDENT FILM SERVICE.

Such is the kind for you to get. Don't Delay.

Supplies of all kinds. Song Slides. Tel. 2268 Union.
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VITAGRAPH NOTES.
A World reporter last week, in hi'-, desire to make copy

and at the same lime say something nice about the Vitagraph
Company, got himself in trouble by saying that the Vitagraph
third ncl would be educational. This brought a storm of
protest from those exchanges who do not favor educatii
subjects. What the reporter intended to convey was that the

additional Vitagraph reel would be educational in quality, as
he was alive to the great preparations under way to

"Elektra" and other classical subjects. And tin ^ i- so. As
a matter of fact, there is no American producer better
equipped to day to issue three reels per week and still main-
tain or improve the quality.

One of the Vitagraph's accommodating neighbors, and
there arc many of these, loaned his house for the scene of

the doctor's home in the drama, "On the Border Line." A
sign: "Dr. Bell," was placed in one of the front windows to
carry out the doctor idea. After the picture was taken, the
sign was forgotten and left in the window. About 2 o'clock
the next morning the occupant of the house was aroused by
the vigorous and prolonged ringing of the door bell, lie

stuck his head out of an upper window and asked the dis-

turber of his slumbers wdiat the trouble was.
"Trouble! It's double trouble, doctor. Twins!" said the

caller. "And we want you to come around to the house as
quick as you can." The accommodating neighbor said: "I'm
not a doctor."
"What's that sign doing in your window then?" was the

reply.

"Cuss, ! !" said the tenant. "That was left

there by the moving picture people." The window went down
with a bang and the sign was removed.

Through a coincidence the Edison and Vitagraph Com-
panies announce for release on March 4, "At the Eleventh
Hour," two entirely different stories. Out of courtesy to the
Edison Company, the Vitagraph Company's release for
March 4 has been changed to "On the Border Line."

The presentation of facts is always convincing. "The Vic-
tims of Fate," which the Vitagraph Company will release in

the near future, is founded upon a fact, an actual occurrence
in North Carolina, and reported in the press throughout the
world. It ts a drama of the strongest and most convincing
character, pulsating with truths stronger than fiction, teaching
a moral which will be a lasting impression on the minds of
all who see it. It proves that the just often suffer with the
unjust and vengeance belongs to a higher power than man.

The great interest which has been aroused by Strauss'
"Elektra" has prompted the Vitagraph Company to prepare
in moving pictures a different version of this thrilling tragedy,
a creation unequalled in elegance of scenic and histrionic art,

calling into play the authorized details as suggested by
Homer's "Iliad" and other works of Grecian literature and
record. This will give to the public within a few weeks a

clear, concise and comprehensive performance of the uni-
versally talked of "Elektra."

lied himself with the Edison Company and would put into
pictorial form his world renowned stories. Of all his works
"Ranson's Folly" is one of the best known.

EDISON NOTES.
The Edison Company announces for release in the near

future, as the second of their series of films depicting the
stories of famous grand operas, "Carmen," with Mile. Pilar-
Morin as the central figure. In the character of the pleasure
loving cigarette girl of Seville, Mile. Morin will be afforded
an opportunity to display her mimetic talent. In the inter-

pretation of this story she will have the assistance of a spe-
cially selected cast of characters who may be depended upon
to give her the best of support. A sumptuous production of
the opera is promised, with costumes and scenery on a scale
of magnificence unsurpassed in the history of motion pictures

* * *

Roy Norton, whose connection with the Edison Company
has been referred to several times in these columns, has con-
tributed one of his most delightful characters to their pro-
duction, "Easy Miller." who will be quickly recognized by
the thousands of readers of Mr. Norton's stories when he
makes his appearance in the character of the bashful young
prospector in "His First Valentine" on March 11. The title

of the film suggests a comedy, but such is not the case,
although there is a happy blending of that element in the
story, which is intensely dramatic in several of its principal
scenes.

* * *

"Ranson's Folly," by Richard Harding Davis, is slated for
release on March 1. Perhaps no development in film produc-
tion during the past year has excited more interest than did
the announcement that America's foremost novelist had al-

THE POWERS COMPANY RELEASES.
Alter a period of reorganization and with increased facili-

ties, The Powers Company will resume their regular releases
next mouth. Tuesday, March 8, "Her Cowboy Lover" will
be l-sued, and is said to be a topnotcher. The independent
exchanges all regretted the temporary suspension of Colum-
bia films and the announcement that a regular weekly release

ming should be good news. If the demand for Columbia
films is encouraging, The Powers Company are prepared
now to issue two reels a week.

$2,500,000 COMPANY INCORPORATED.
Articles of incorporation of the General Film Company,

which is to manufacture and deal in moving picture apparatus,
filed in the office of the Hudson County Clerk in Jersey

City, on February 9. The capital stock is $2,s;oo,ooo, of which
$1,000,000 is cumulative preferred. The incorporators are:
Harry M. Gough, of Glen Ridge, N. J.; Guernsey R. Jewett,
<.f Brooklyn; Willoughby J. Kingsbury, of 3458 Broadway,
Manhattan; Emil O. Mann, of 269 West 131st street. Man-
hattan; William G. Hovey, of Woodmere, L. I., and Harry
J. Mullineaux, of Bethlehem, Pa. The main

I the
company is given as 15 Exchange place, Jersey City.

PANTOGRAPH RELEASES FRIDAY.
At the last meeting of the executive committee of the X. I.

M. P. A. the matter of releasing was brought up; it was found
that four releases were beintr made on Saturday and but one
on Friday. In order to balance the releases and at the re-
quest of the majority of exchanges, it was decided that the
Pantograph Corporation change its release day to Friday,
therefore on and after Friday, February 18, the release day
of Pantograph films will be on Friday.

The many friends of Red Wing, the only full-blooded In-
dian actress posing for motion pictures, will no doubt be
pleased to hear that she has fully recovered from the acci-

dent with which she met a few weeks ago. Red Wing was
injured by falling off her horse while taking part in the pro-
duction of a new moving picture subject. Red Wing and her
husband, Young Deer, who are members of the Bison Stock
Company, now in the Southwest producing new subjects for
the New York Motion Picture Company, come from the
Winnebago tribe of Indians, and are considered to be the
foremost Indian actors of the dav.

NESTOR FILMS.

The third adventure of Bonehead proved to be so strenu-
ous for the chief character that this week's release will be the
last of the Bonehead comedies for some time to come. A
new series is in preparation and as soon as poor Bonehead
recovers his nerve and his bruises heal he will again try his

luck in his search for an heiress.

Plans for a new studio, to be located in Bavonne, X. J.,

were approved this week and work will be rushed on it as
fast as possible to enable the production of two reels a week,
which is impossible in the present quarters.

"The Mountaineer." recently released, has created so much
favorable comment from Independent exhibitors that more
pictures of this class may be expected in the near future and
every effort will be put forth to maintain the photographic
quality which was a feature of this picture. A return to

cowboy subjects is made in this week's release in the sub-
ject "In Arizona," and it is also beautiful in photography
and action, fully maintaining the high standard of this com-
pany's Western dramas.

FROM PASTIME THEATER, BRUNSWICK. GA.
Mr. H. M. King. Jr., proprietor of the Pastime Theater,

writes on January 7, iqio. that during October, 1909. he put
in a "Hallberg" Economizer for his moving picture lamp, and
that he is more than pleased with the investment. He says
that the bill for electric current consumed during September,
the month before he installed the "Hallberg," was $4983.
His bill for December was only $16.39. and the November bill

was less. A saving of $33.44 per month is almost one-half of

the cost of the "Hallberg" and is surely a profitable invest-

ment.
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CORRESPONDENCE.
WHY NOT GIVE CREDIT WHERE CREDIT IS DUE?

Chicago, 111., Dec. 7, 1909.

Editors Moving Picture World:
Dear Sirs—The author of a story receives the credit of

having written it, and likewise the playwright who drama-
tizes the story receives the credit for having dramatized it;

why should not the writer of a moving picture play receive

credit for his work also? These plavs, as the writer under-

stands it, are largely the work of struggling young authors,

written and submitted to the various companies, and the

writing of them is fast becoming a specialty. Why, then, not

give to the men whose brains originate these ideas the credit

for their work?
Occasionally some one of the companies produces the work

of some well-known author who has gained a reputation out-

side of moving picture lines, and in such cases I notice that

the name of the writer always appears on the screen. It

would seem that where the writer has already attained to

popularity or note the companies are anxious to profit by
it, but where they are obscure they desire to prevent them
from ever becoming otherwise. This is obviously unfair and
is not a square deal to the unknown writers who are to-day
-writing most of the moving picture plays. True, the producer
no doubt trims and adapts the play to suit his taste and con-
venience, but so does the stage manager trim and adapt a

drama, and yet the dramatist receives his part of the credit!

Why not give credit where credit is due? Why not give the

public the author's name on the screen?
A SUBSCRIBER.

[We think there is great force in "A Subscriber's" sugges-
tion. As our readers are already aware, some of the moving
picture manufacturing companies announce the authors of

their stories on the screen, in their bulletins, and in their

advertisements. But, in our opinion, just as good stories by
unknown men are made into moving pictures, and we agree
with our correspondent that they should have credit for their
work. All the same, he and we perceive that this is a very
difficult thing to do. The well-known novelists and story
writers who have come into the moving picture field have
made their reputations with the general public, and that is pre-
sumably why they are engaged to supply the stories. The
unknown scenario writers who are anxious to obtain pub-
licity can do so, we imagine, by the fact of the film makers
constantly requiring their work. Then, we assume, the
authors could bargain for the publication of their names.
We, ourselves, are curious to know who the authors of cer-

tain stories were that we have admired during the past year.

We shall refer to this subject in an article next week.

—

Eds. M. P. W.]

MUSIC FOR MOVING PICTURE HOUSES.
Lafayette, Ind., February 8, 1910.

Mr. J. M. B., care Moving Picture World.
Dear Sir—Kindly permit me to thank you for the very able

.articles you have contributed in the Moving Picture World
relative to the use of appropriate music for motion picture
theaters. I really believe that the stand you have taken rela-
tive to "music to fit the pictures" will have a very <rood and
wholesome effect upon moving picture theater managers,
.and that a good many will awaken to the fact that appro-
priate music greatly enhances the value of motion picture
entertainment. Being a practical musician of twenty years'
experience, I observed some time ago the necessity of ap-
propriate music. Acting upon this observation, I compiled
and published a book of music which I think fills this "long
felt want." This book is called "Motion Picture Piano
Music," and it contains music of all sorts to fit the action,
•character, scenes, etc., of moving pictures. The articles
which you have recently written in the Moving Picture
World are a great source of enlightenment to moving picture
theater managers, and if they will follow your business
"tips" they will not have to resort to vaudeville and other
expensive and useless methods. If the moving picture theater
managers would insist that their pianist try and conform
their music to the picture, it would soon be noticed that the
patronage of the theater would greatly increase in numbers,
superinduced by the added enjoyment and pleasure derived by
having the picture properly interpreted. Assuring you of my
Tiearty appreciation for your efforts on behalf of appropriate
music for motion picture theaters, I am,

Very truly yours,
GREGG A. FRELINGER.

RHEOSTAT PROBLEMS.
Wadesboro, N. C, Feburary 2, 1910.

Editor Moving Picture World:
Dear Sir—1 read the article in your February 5 issue,

headed "Richardson Criticized," in regard to the rheostat

question, and thought I would like to write a few lines in

regard to the subject myself.
I agree with H. M. C. that Mr. Richardson made a couple

mis-statements but I do not think H. M. C. made the subject

quite clear yet. The statement made by the latter to which
I take exception to this: "If the line voltage is no, then,

regardless of the volume of current which is required to

give the desired illumination, this resistance must be suffi-

cient to cut down the voltage from no to approximately 45."

Now, supposing if two exhibitors, both using direct current

at no volts, one only requires 15 amperes to give this desired

illumination and the other requires 30 amperes, must both

use a rheostat of the same resistance, namely, enough to cut

the voltage down from no to 45? How theii does one regu-

late his arc to 15 amperes and the other to 30 amperes?
This question is solved easily enough by just following the

Ohm's law: E = C R, that is, the pressure, E, or no volts,

is equal to the current flowing, in amperes, multiplied by the

resistance in ohms. Likewise, to find the resistance required

in a rheostat for any adjustment of current in the arc, we
E E

follow this Ohm's law: C =— or R =— ; for example, we
R C

want to use 20 amperes in the arc, then the resistance re-

E
quired through the rheostat and arc is R=— , or R = 100

C
divided by 20=5j4 ohms. If you want only 10 amperes the

no
resistance will be = II ohms. Bear in mind that this is

10

the resistance of the whole circuit, including the rheostat

and arc, and not rheostat alone.

From the foregoing we make these deductions: To vary
the current or illuminations you must vary the resistance of

the rheostat, which varies the voltage across the arc when the

latter is in use. Now we come to the method by which you
can vary the current through the arc. Suppose your rheostat

is set so that a voltmeter reading, taken across the lamp
terminals when it is in use, shows 50 volts and an ammeter
in series with the arc shows a current of 25 amperes flowing,

•
E

then the resistance of the arc must be (R =—) 50 divided
C

by 25 or 2 ohms. Now suppose you wanted to increase the
current to 50 amperes; you will, of course, have to cut out
some of the resistance until the ammeter shows 50 amperes.
The resistance of the arc remains about the same, so the
voltage across the arc will then be nearly 100 volts, because
it takes that voltage to force a current of 50 amperes through
a resistance of 2 ohms. (Ohm's law again, E = C R.)

In regard to the 220-volt proposition, the foreging shows
that the voltage across the arc must be about the same, to
get the same illumination, no matter what the supply voltage
may be. This explanation may also help to make it clear

why the economizers on the market for direct current and
those for alternating current made on the transformer prin-
ciple will produce a much steadier arc than a rheostat. These
do reduce the voltage to a certain amount so that when the
arc gets long the voltage will not go over this amount and
make the arc blue and flame, but by keeping the carbons
close together the light will be steady and pure white.

Yours truly,

PAUL PATRICK,
Lyric Theater, Wadesboro, N. C.

RELIGIOUS PRODUCTIONS.
Editor Moving Picture World:
Dear Sir—I do not claim to know how to make motion

pictures, but I claim to have enough experience to judge a
good production.
To the public in general, "Moses," Part No. 4, is not the

proper picture to impress a Sunday School class, but is al-

together too theatrical. There is nothing impressive in the
picture, nothing sublime, even the numerous painted back-
grounds lack the effect of perspective so desired in such pro-
ductions and give it too much the stamp of the staged show.

I admit that the passage of the Red Sea would have re-
quired the skill of the most experienced stage managers
and would have called for many tricks and illusions to give
it the proper grandeur, and if I had been unable to produce
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a realistic scene I would have omitted the passage of the
Red Sea, instead of contenting myself to show a little stream
of v. hii'h the waters are licit parted but vanish away.

It seems t" me that som< of our manufacturers arc abus-
ing the fad of showing facial expressions. It is all right to
show facial expression in certain of certain pro*
tions, when the actors are natural or when they have spent
much tune and can- to provide a makeup as deceiving as
possible; but to show us facial expression with a cheap
makeup, with beards of cotton and even showing the strings
holding the wigs and beards, it is pushing the facial exp

• a little too far.

["o obtain lace expressions, the camera is so close that the
participants have to be crowded in a very small space and in

some cases they look like a box of sardines.
The same drawback of having the camera so close to the

stage robs the audience of the spectacular effects, which
should be so prominent in this class of work. When you
can see the feet of the people you can scarcely see the heads,
ana when the heads are shown the lower part of the bodies
are not in sight. The whole thing is too crowded on a too
small stage. In the "Moses" picture, when the Egyptian
chariots appear, you can see only one at a time and you
cannot even see it in full, and when the horses are on the
screen you see only part of the chariot. For such si

the stage should be large and deep, to give room for a
number of chariots to pass at the same time.
These remarks arc not intended to be unfriendly, but merely

an opinion of how such productions should be presented to
the public. AN EXHIBITOR.

[We disagree with our correspondent, although wc appreci-
ate his point. Probably he sat too near the picture and,
therefore, saw too much. We are dealing with this subject
in an early issue of the "World."—Eds. M. P. W.]

LOCAL COMPETITION.
Albia, Iowa, Feb. 15, 1910.

Editors Moving Picture World:
Gentlemen— 1 have noted with considerable interest the

discussion which seems to have arisen after the letter in

your issue of January 29, from J. E. B., of our city. The
point in controversy. "Is a town of 4,500 capable of support-
ing two picture shows?"

Since 1 am the new competitor in the city which gave
rise to your recent series of communications on this point,

I have naturally been much interested, and I feel that a brief

description of the actual local conditions might be of interest

*o some.
Albia is the county seat of the largest coal-producing

county in Iowa; it has connected with it two large coal
mining towns whose population are nearly equal to Albia;
transportation is effected by regular trolley interurban ser-

vice, and all trading of importance is done in our city. The
amount of payroll moneys put into circulation here is equal
to many cities in this State having a population of eight to
ten thousand.
We came to Albia with the kindliest feeling toward com-

petitors and were induced to make the venture by the local

industrial conditions and the brilliant future prospect that
Albia has. The picture show price here has always been ten
cents. Hence we caused to be built a modern fireproof
theater, 40x90 feet, concrete floor and walls, with 14 feet

ceiling elevation at entrance and 18 feet at the orchestra pit;

seating capacity of about 500. The decorative scheme, we
are told, is as elaborately elegant and tasty as any house in

the country of equal size. The building alone cost about
$6,000.

We exchange courtesies with the regular opera house, but
when we went to our other competitor with a view of ar-

ranging a harmonious set of working conditions, were in-

formed that the town was not large enough for both of us
and that as far as they were concerned the business would
be conducted along that line of feeling.

Well, we have carried on a vigorous and businesslike cam-
paign of advertising and conscientiously feel that we have
the respect of the merchants and business men. Personally.
1 am an admirer of your Mr. Richardson and feel that he
hit the nail in the face when he stated something to the
effect that a show town must be judged by its environment.
We feel that Albia is large enough to support two very good
picture houses. If it is not, someone will have to "take the
count." We broke all of our previous records last week.
This is Tuesday, and we broke our Monday record yesterday

Respectfully yours,
C. C. STRUBLE.

WE PAUSE FOR A REPLY.

Albia, la., February 8, 1910.
I he Moving Picture World:

riflemen— I have read very carefully your comments on
my letter, published in your issue of January 29, and also
your article in issue for February 12, entitled "Exhibiting

Fine Art." I desire to extend to you my heartiest con-
gratulations for your change of attitude.

Jn reply to the qui
I you ask in the note appended

letti 1. will say that it is conceded in my neighborhood
and surrounding vicinity that 1 have the most up-to-date
house and give the best pictures. The interior of my thi
is artistically decorated and is kept lighted during the en-
tertainment by green shaded lamps. These are shaded in
such a manner as not to affect the picture on the screen. I

have a small stage.
,

I show two reels of pictures every day. These are from
twenty to thirty days old. My piano player is first class and
my singer has had world-wide experience.

I use a Motiograph machine and would not be without it.

It took me almost half a year to get my place in first class
running order, and now comes another show giving vaude-
ville and issuing free meal tickets to some of my best patrons.
They are trying to put me out of business, and there is no
doubt about it. Now, do you call this clean competition?
My show is so good that not a clergyman in town has said
anything against it. Again, I will ask you, has the Patents

ipany done right in granting this new house a license?
Yours very truly,

J. E. B.

AN EXCELLENT SUGGESTION TO EXHIBITORS
is made by The Moving Picture World when it advises ex-
hibitors to show as a specially fitting

LENTEN ENTERTAINMENT
the brilliant series of Biblical pictures known as "The Life
of Moses." Do NOT attempt to feature this great show
without music and lecture and expert guidance. These three
needful requisites are supplied by

W. STEPHEN BUSH,
the well-known lecturer, who, if you wish, will take charge of
this production for you. Rev. Madison C. Peters, under
whose supervision the pictures were staged and produced, had
Mr. Bush lecture on these reels in his church, the Grecnhill
Presbyterian Church of Philadelphia.
Dr. Peters writes:

"My Dear Mr. Bush: I wish to congratulate you on tin

successful way in which you have been talking to interested

audiences on the Bible moving pictures. I believe that you
have a new field for interesting churches and Sunday schools
by the use of motion pictures, and your very successful way
of speaking while the pictures are in motion. I wish you
continued success in your work. With best wishes,

"Yours truly,

"MADISON C. PETERS."

Every one of the reels is superbly staged, strikingly cor-

rect in the matter of scenery and costumes, and intensely

dramatic.
W. STEPHEN BUSH,

44 North Tenth St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Now that exhibitors and public know when to expect

"Ranson's Folly," Richard Harding Davis' arrangement of

his well-known novel for the picture drama, the interest in

its appearance has only been increased. This film is expected
to be the great big "hit" of the season, and will be if the

Edison players have arisen to the possibilities of the piece

and absorbed some of the strength with which Mr. Davis
invested its characters in the original story. The Edison
Company promises that this has been done by the cast of

players who interpret the film. The part of Lieut. Ranson
was entrusted to Wm. J. Sorelle, one of the most finished

players in the Edison Stock Company. Mr. Sorelle is an
actor of intelligence, quick perception and long experience,

and in addition to these qualities has a fine stage presence.

In the character of Lieut. Ranson he is said to be especially

convincing. The other parts were entrusted to actors of

the same calibre, so that "Ranson's Folly" will not suffer

from a lack of talent in its silent dramatization. As has
been announced in the Edison Kinetogram, "Ranson's Folly"
will be released on March 1.
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ECLAIR FILMS
FIRST RELEASE, FEBRUARY 7th, 1910
and Regularly Each Monday Following

Duty and Conscience
A pathetic story of a great struggle against poverty and conditions,

yielding to temptation, and a moral issue, which vindicates the univer-
sal law of love.

Face to Face
This Is a film of highest dramatic interest; a heartrending story of

the Vendean War, enacted by the well-known M. Volbcrt.

Nick Carter as Acrobat
This is a thrilling detective story, unique in its display of the

intricate plans adopted by this famous character in hunting down bis

criminals. Excitement and interest reign throughout.

Castles on the Rhine
This is a film of educational interest to both old and young, and

portrays very beautifully the picturesque scenes one may view on

this body of water.

Lithographs and Posters TREE.

ECLAIR FILM COMPANY
31 East 27th Street - - New York City

Independent Film Service
PIEDMONT FILM EXCHANGE

COLDSBORO, N. C.

We rent exclusively Independent Films at

the right price. Write us today for quotations.

We ship near, far and wide.

We buy and sell good Independent Films,
Machines, Song Slides and Supplies of all

kinds.

If you want to rent, sell or buy,
communicate with us

HUNDREDS
Now gettingtheir song slide service independent of their film

.

Don't kick about bad slides to your film man. He's not in

the slide business. We are and have been slide specialists

for years. You surely can NOW afford our service at

25C. a set Per WEEK
Let us ship your week's supply in one consignment every

week and save you express charges.

Chicago Song Slide Exchange
NINTH FLOOR

MASONIC TEMPLE CHICAGO, ILL.

3JIM JO Dl J|1*M 'SIMM B3S|3q3 z»z -^
A1IO 1JOA a»N '"IS M1M -M 19
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Mr. Wide=a=Wake Exhibitor
You will find it greatly to your advantage and financial

benefit, to Investigate The Merits of

Novelty Puzzlettes

Novelty Announcement Slides

Novelty Baby Show and
Volunteer Firemen's Contest.

Particulars Frek Write Us To-Day

NOVELTY SLIDE COMPANY
221 East 53d Street 10 East 14th Street

NEW YORK CITY

Paramount Film Company
INDEPENDENT
FILM RENTERS
OF QUALITY

Moving Picture Machines and Everything Pertaining
to the Business

OFFICES
New YorK

61 WEST 14th STREET
Near 6th Ave.—Phone, 2442 Chelsea

Bridgeport, Conn.

1188 MAIN STREET
Near Depot— Phone, 1663, Ring M

MOTION PICTURE PIANO MUSIC
This is a book of descriptive music, regular sheet music size, and

arranged for both hands. Specially selected, arranged and composed by
one of the best descriptive Pianists in the U. S., who for the past twenty
years has been Musical Director in all lines of Theatrical Productions.
This work is the result of actual experience, and is now being used in

hundreds of M. P. Theatres. Contains music, for all probable scenes,
actions, characters, etc , and its suggestions are entirely practical.

Increases the value of YOUR SHOW 100%. Descriptive circular sent
free to anyone upon request. This book sent promptly upon receipt of

price, $1.00 Remit either by P. O. or Express Order, Draft or Check to

GREGQ
1009 Ferry Street

A. FRELINQER
Lafayette, Ind.

We make the best lenses in
the world for projecting motion
pictures and lantern slides. Can
you spend a little money more
wisely and profitable than by
ordering a set of lenses which will

in
IN THE I

LENS/

IMPROVE YOUR
PICTURES?

NEW PRICES
H. P. Projection Lenses any sire with our improved jacket

with spiral adjustment $19.00

No. 1 Stereopticon Lenses IS.00

Mo. S Stereopticon Lenses 20.00

All dealers sell them on approval.

WRITE FOR OUR NEW CIRCULAR
When ordering state the aize of your screen and the length of the

picture wanted. Give the distance from the lens to the screen. Remit
the price of the lens or fnrnish references.

CUNOLACH-MANHATTAN OPTICAL COMPANY*
808 Clinton Ave., 8o. Rochester, N. Y.
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INDEPENDENT
We rent new Films. Handle all the leading Mahei, both AMERICAN AND

FOREIGN; beautiful Posters; exclusive Feature Service. Write for prices.

CINCINNATI FILM EXCHANGE, 214-16 West 5th Street, CINCINNATI, 0.

KEEP YOUR ^ ON US
AMERICAN FILM BROKERS-Cerman Savings Bank Building

147-167 4th Avenue, New York City
A big lot of Independent Films like new very cheap. One brand new Edison machine— I pin movement.

Slides, Announcement Slides and Accessories, cheaper than anybody else.

Song

10 WEST 34th STREET
NEW YORKINTERNATIONAL FILM COMPANY

Dealers in Films, Moving Picture Machines, Carbons, Tickets, Song Slides,

Announcement Slides and everything pertaining to the Moving Picture business.

Want to Buy lOOO Reels Independent Film

NOTE OUR
SPECIALTY

Al Films at 2 cents
per foot

Curtainyline
For three years has given satisfaction to

the most exacting Exhibitors—they will

use nothing else on their curtain

Brings Out the True Photographic Outlines. Fireproofs Your Curtain

Try a $3.00 Carton and Note the Wonderful Improvement in Your Pictures

A $3.00 carton is sufficient for any ordinary cnrtain. All exchanges carry it in stock

Curtainyline Curtain & Producing Co. 22 Fifth Avenue,
CHICAGO, ILL.

The Automatic Theatre Chair
It is a space saver, life saver and

money saver. Shipped built up. It

is the only sanitary theatre chair.

Used by Keith. Proctor and Poli.

It folds up automatically and is re-

volving, malting the theatre all

aisles. It is a friend to the public.

Send for oar circular A. Write today.

THE HARDESTY MFG. CO.
CANAL DOVER, OHIO

Mention the Moving Picture World.

FLORODA
"Use what they all use"

SPRAY YOUR THEATRE

with FLORODA, the standard Dis-
infectant which has the odor of fresh

cut flowers. Adopted for use by all

leading theatres and moving picture

houses.

Send for further information and prices.

Floroda Mfg. Co.

103 Maiden Lane, New York.

PARIS FLOOD SLIDES
12 Colored Slides and Printed Lecture for $6.00. Be the first to get It.

We furnish you with the best song slide service to be had for the small cost
of 50 cents a set per week. We have a large number of beautiful announcement
slides, also Washington slides. We also have short travel lectures. Qet the new
slides before your neighbor gets them. Write at once for our lists.

LINCOLN TRANSPARENCY EXCHANGE
lOth Floor, Masonic Temple Chicago, 111.

^•^* s^f I" afll -~ *
OPERA CHAIRS tJ

Ov^r 73 per cent, of the finest theaters In the United States and
Canada are furnished with them. They are used In 318 of the

403 moving picture theaters in Chicago.
To meet the growing demands for

LOW PRICED OPERA CHAIRS

we have originated a number of styles, though inexpensive,

are characteristic of
ANDREWS QUALITY

Write for our large catalogue, Illustrated In colors, which will

guide and assist you, when contemplating the purchase of Opera

Chairs.

CHICAGO ESTABLISHED ••

5

NEW YORK SAN FRANCISCO
ST LOU'S TACOMA
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THIS WEEK'S PROGRAM OF LICENSED FILMS.

Monday, February 21.

Biograph—His Last Burglary (Dr.) 993
Pathe—The Gunby's Sojourn in the Country

(Com.) 334
Pathe—A Corsican's Revenge (Dr.) 626
Lubin—The New Marshal at Gila Creek (Com.). 815
Selig—Saved From the Tide (Dr.) 1000

Tuesday, February 22.

Gaumont—His Fears Confirmed (Dr. ) 481
Gaumont—Duped (Dr.) 491
Vitagraph—Paid in Full (Dr.) 930
Edison—A Victim of Bridge (Dr.) 990

Wednesday, February 23.

Urban—A Family Outing (Com.) 498
1'rban—The Buried Secret (Dr.) 476
Kalem—The Miser's Child (Dr.)

Pathe—The Lamp Post Inspector (Com.) 886
Essanay—O, So Sick (Com.) 479
Essanay—The Winning of Father (Com.) 508

Thursday, February 24.

Biograph—Taming a Husband (Dr.) 986
Lubln—The District Attorney (Dr.) 870
Selig—Back Among (lie Old Folks (Dr.) 1000

Friday, February 25.

fltagraph -The Lesson by the Sea (Dr.) 963

Kalem—The Indian Scout's Vengeance (Dr.).. 940
Pathe—Ouchard the Merchant (Dr.) 756

Edison— Lost and Regained (Dr.) 44.">

Edison—That Girl of Dixon's (Dr.) 475

Saturday, February 26.

Essanay—The Mexican's Faith (Dr.) 925

Gaumont—Blue Pishing Nets (Industrial) 230

Gaumont—The Legend 01 King Midas il>r. 1 654
apb The Soul Of Venice (Dr.) 950

Pathi—Granny's Birthday iCom.) 653

Pathe— In the Gulf of Salerno (Scenic) 377

Taylor's Method
(Lteensed School)

51 W28
,TElff9l40S.MMSf.

WHY NOT LEARN
MOVING
PERAT1N

ST Mew
• YORK.

Class meets every morning and afternoon

with F. H. Richardson of Chicago, as
chief instructor. Evening classes meet
every Monday, Wednesday and Friday.

Complete course $15. We positively guar-

antee you a $15 positionn We are selling

agents for the American Moving Picture

machine, and have a second hand Edison
machine in A No. 1 condition, at one half

of the original cost.

F. C. TAYLOR
51 West 28th Street, New York, N. Y.

COMPENSARC
That's the device that saves Moving Pic-
ture men two-thirds on their electric light

bills, and yet gives better light. Did yon
see our ad last week? Well, don't look it

up. Just write for our

Booklet 15018

FORT WAYNE ELECTRIC WORKS
1402 Broadway

FORT WATNE. INDIANA. 738

National Song Slide Exchange
Song Slides, Rented, Bought and Sold

Our Service it Exclusive
Announcement and Advertising Slides

WRITE US
303—59 Dearborn Street Chicago. HI.

OPERA CHAIRS
That Stand the TEST

HIGHEST QUALITY

The hard usage accord-

ed opera chairs makes
the selection of a chair

of PROVEN QUALITIES
essential.

Our Opera Chairs are

conceded to be the
IDEAL seating, as
they are comfortable,

permanently noiseless

and combined with a

distinctive style and
excellence that is un-
equalled.

LOWEST PRICES
Write lor Catalogs )„

AMERICAN SEATING COMPANY
Dept. V.

215Wabash Ave.

CHICAGO

NEW YORK

BOSTON

PHILADELPHIA

Latest Slides
Loving Two-Step Man.
Ain't You Coming Out To-night?

The Moonlight, the Rose and You.

Shoes and Socks, Shock Susan.

Yiddisha Rag.
I'll Make a Ring Around Rosie.

Tis Tough When Issy Rosenstein

I. fixes Genevieve Malone.
The Little Cottage on the Hillside.

I'm Afraid of You.
What's the Matter with Father?
Old Doctor Brown.
Good-bye, Peter; Good-bye, Paul.

AT $4.00 PER SET.

Excelsior Slide Co.
138 East 14th Street

NEW YORK

MOTION PIC*JRI PATENTS CO.

ALL PICTURES ARE CENSORED
*/ra *#/ of r/rt srsrsurK/e/iH 4 rMt/o/i

»

No. 70

35c Postage Paid
Send for Catalog of Announceme nt

and Ad slide*

The Neosho Slide Company
10O S. Wood St., Neosho, Mo.

SITUATIONS WANTED.
EXPERIENCED moving picture writer; American

subjects only; comedy a specialty. N. O. T., care

M. P. W.
POSITION WANTED—M. P. operator or man-

ager, city or out of town, 8 years' experience. Ad-
drees at once S. W., care Moving Picture World.

EXHIBITORS, NOTICE!
Moving picture and vaudeville theaters in Okla-
homa and the great Southwest are making BIG
money ALL OF THE TIME and prospects NOW
are brighter than ever before. Why not sell

your show and come out to this new country
while the field is clear? You can make more
clear profit on a $1,000 investment out here
than you are now making on an investment of
probably three to five times as large. We will
find you a location and help you in any way
we can. We have a few exceptionally good
theaters now that can he bought RIGHT and
will bear closest Investigation. Write us for
our list. Exhibitors here are making $300 to
Sl.noo a month.

Write us TO-DAY. to-morrow may never come.
We BUY and SELL theaters of all kinds.

Get your name on our mailing-list if you want
to bay or sell ANYTHING.
We can handle your new ideas, inventions and

patented articles to good advantage.

LYRIC AMUSEMENT COMPANY.
Hcyt G. Morrow, Gen. Mgr.

224 Baltimore Bldg., Oaklahoma City, Okla.

SAVE
20% to 50%

A Few of Our Bargains

fUtal Slide Carriers $ 75
Pure White Condensers .75
Complete Powers Lamp, (extra heavy) 6.10
Carbons Holders, each 1 30
Tickets. 2000 in roll .20
Connecting lugs. p»r dozen .50
Cement, large bottles .25

Lowest price for all parts of Power's
Machines.

Second-hand Power's No. 5, for sale
cheap.

Independent Service from $12.00 per
week up.

UNION FILM EXCHANGE
23 N. 3rd Street, Hairisburg, Pa.

YOU CAN'T GO WRONG
IN TRYING

"TITLE POSTERS"
They are making money for those

who are using them and will for you.
You can't prove it unless you try them
and the total cost to try them for a
month is only $7.50. They will in a
live place make that much for you in

a few days and they will put new life

in a dead one. They not only adver-
tise the pictures you are showing but
if used with judgment improve the
looks of the front of the house.
A free sample for the asking but an

order for the pictures you expect to

show soon willprove the value of them

.

Single Posters, 5 cents each. By mall, 6 cents each

TITLE POSTER CO.
231-233 Bowery, NEW YORK

Films
I have a system of keeping away
from Repeaters. No reels older
than one year. This sounds bad

but not half as bad as i*. is to hand you gunc three
years old

I am open and frank and tell you what you eet
for vour money—Try me for a week anyhow. You
can't lose.

PVRDY'S FILM EXCHANGE
J»u EASf lit STREET, Cor. 2ii Ave, NEW YORK CITY
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Trade Mauk Tradi Mill
BIOGRAPH
FILMS

RELEASED FEBRUARY ax, 1910

HIS LAST BURGLARY
HOW A BABY REGENERATES HIM.

The liiograph in this subject has produced, without doubt, the most unique

and consistent story ever presented. A young inventor, while waiting a return
(in his invention, sees starvation staring the little family of himself, wife and
baby in the face. In dire desperation they clandestinely leave the baby in

the 'minister's home, that it at least may be spared their fate. Later the

minister's house is entered by a burglar, who has just suffered the loss of

his only child. The sight of the foundling induces him to take it home to

his wife, who is mourning beside the empty cradle. Meanwhile the father

has realized on his patent and goes to reclaim their baby, but, of course, the

minister knows nothing of it. The shock almost drives the poor mother
insane. The burglar, influenced by the baby's presence, determines to be a

man. and engages as a coachman to the doctor who is attending the grief

wrecked mother. Thus he learns the identity of the baby, and in his burglar

attire enters the sick room and places the baby beside her while she sleeps.

APPROXIMATE LENGTH, 995 FEET

RELEASED FEBRUARY 24, 1910

TAMING A HUSBAND
MAN'S INDIFFERENCE CURED BY WOMAN'S WIT.

Lady Margaret feels that her husband's love is growing cold on account
of his apparent indifference. He always seems so engrossed with affairs of

state. She confides her fears to her clearest friend, Lady Clarissa, begging
her to come and advise her. Lady Clarissa and the husband are unknown to

each other, never having met. Lady Clarissa arrives and, dressing in male
attire, assumes the role of a lover of Lady Margaret and so make the husband
jealous. At first he pays little attention to the affair, but when the unknown
young gallant becomes blatant he becomes furious. A duel is imminent, but
the defiance of the lover so enrages the husband that he is about to anticipate

it, when explanations are made and he realizes his own shortcomings.

APPROXIMATE LENGTH, 986 FEET
A Full Description of these Subjects will be Found on Another Page

Release days of Biograph Subjects— MONDAY and THURSDAY

Get on Our Mail List and Keep Posted. Write for Our Descriptive Circulars

BIOGRAPH COMPANY
Licensee of the Motion Picture Patents Co.

11 EAST 14tH STREET NEW YORK
GEORQE KLBINB. SelliDg Agent for Chicago (52 State St., Chicago, 111.).

FILMS HOWARD MOVING PIGTORE GO.
Repair Work a Specialty. Agents for Monograph, Power's

and Edison Machines. Supplies and Sundries.
FILMS

564 Washington Street,
Established 1894. (Opposite Adams House).

Boston Mass.
Incorporated 1908.

FOR RENT
Four complete copies of Pathe Hand
Colored Passion Play or Life of Christ,
in A-l condition. Song slides and assorted
posters free. Write for terms and dates.

C. J. MURPHY :: Elyrla, Ohio

FOR SALE
A $400 Electric Piano, 44 notes
Complete with mrtor and 12 rolls

of music $100.00 cash.

M I SON PUNO CO., 48 River St., Chicago

ilJIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIillllllll*

jSLIDESj
= 0/ Highest Quality =

LATEST SONC SETS
All the World's In Lov*.
•

1 was Your Pleasing Smile.
That Mesmerizing Mtndelsiohn Tune.

1 Love "ly Wife. But O tier Family.
My Love Is Urratcr Than the World.
I Didn't Mean to Take You Cry.
Every Girl I (iet the Other Fellow Steals.
Betsy Ross.
Kitty Oray.
The Flower of Singapore.
The Spot that My Heart Calls Home.
The Wreck of the flood Ship Love.
In The City Where Nobody Cares.

High class slidas mad* and colored ta

order from prints and negative!

~ Scott (EL Van Alten* -
Z 5*» Pearl St., New York City —

FlIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIT

NEW SLIDES
For the Following Songs—JUST OUT

I'll Make a Ring Around Rosie.

Flippitty Flop.
Sunbeam.
Tie Your Little Bull Outside.

The Girl Behind the Counter is the Girl

For Me.
The Moonlight, the Rose and You.
Her Name is Mary Donohue.
Busy Little Cupid.
When the Daisies Bloom.
Shaky Eyes.
Mandy How Do You Do.
Margarita.
Love Me Dreamy Eyes.
Nora Malone.
By the Light of the Silvery Moon.
There's Nothing Else in Life Like

Love, Love, Love.
Take Me Back to Sunshine Land.
Mary you're a Big Girl Now.
My Dream of Long Ago.
When I Fell in Love With You.
Rosen baum.

DeWITT C. WHEELER
120 W. 31st St., N. Y. City

Canadian Exhibitors

Looking for a first-class film

service, write the Crystal

Palace Film Exchange for

particulars. We handle both
Licensed and Independent
films and can give you a

right up-to- late service. We
own and operate the most
successful Moving Picture

Theaters in Canada.

Located at

141 Yonge Street, Toronto.

331 St. Lowrence Blvd., Mont.

27 King Street East, Hamilton.

Aaants far Power's and Edlsea
Machines.

Crystal Palace Film Exchange

141 Yonge Street. Toronto, Can.
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BIOGRAPH COMPANY.

TAMING A HUSBAND.—Lady Margaret loved her
husband with youthful impetuosity and while he
deeply loved her, still so engrossed was he with
social and business matters that he was often guilty

of seeming indifference. She believed that his love
had grown cold, and in desperation confides her
fears to her best friend, Lady Clarissa, inviting her
to visit and advise her. Lady Clarissa arrives and
at once hits upon a plan. She dresses herself in

male attire, and assumes the role of a lover, sure
that she will tame Margaret's husband and bring
him to his sense of duty. Clarissa, as a young
gallant, makes quite an impression upon the male
companions of the husband and finds her position
at times rather embarrassing, especially when in-

vited to join their drinking and smoking fests.

Hence she realizes she will put her scheme into
operation at once. To this end she blatantly flirts

with l>ady Margaret. Several times they are ap-
parently surprised together by the husband. But as
it is during the entertainment of a house full of
guests, he has small chance of resenting the insult.

However, he finally catches the young unknown on
his knees before his wife. This is too much and
a challenge is the outcome. Seconds are selected
and the time set. The seconds for the masquerad-
ing Clarissa try to dissuade their "man" from
meeting his adversary, stating mat the other man
has such an advantage over him, he being such
a big fellow. This has no effect, as Clarissa ex-
claims: "I will fight him, sir, though he were as
tall as a tower." The seconds leave, despairing
for their friend, as it seems suicidal. They return
again with another plea and find their "man" in

the arms of the wife. This enrages them, and
having withnessed his perfidy, refuse to act, reas-

oning that the field of honor is too good; he should
be slain on the spot. They convey to the husband
their impression and the cause of it, which throws
him into a frenzy of fury. Into the house they
go with swords in hand, bent on instantly despatch-
ing the vile wretch. Lady Clarissa sees them
coming and locks the door, which she realizes will

prove but a slight obstruction to the raging hus-
band, so she, frightened, dons her conventional
habiliments, and when the door yields to their
battering, in rushes the husband to learn the truth
of the situation and appreciate the guilt of his own
negligence.

HIS LAST BURGLARY.—William Standish, a

young inventor, like many of his ilk, has spent
time, money and energy in perfecting a machine
which the engineers to whom he had submitted it

are slow in deciding upon, during which time he
and his little family of a wife and infant child
are in poverty's clutches. Starvation stares them
in the face. The baby gives them the most con-
cern, and after a desperate mental struggle, they
decide to leave it clandestinely in the minister's
care. To this end they go to the minister's house
at night, and being the dead of Winter, they have
not the heart to leave it on the stoop, so Standish
climbs through the window and leaves it in the
sitting-room on an arm-chair. In the neighborhood
there lives a professional burglar, whose wife we
see bending over an empty cradle mourning the
loss of her child. The burglar, despite his calling.

Is moved by his wife's sorrow, and leaves the house
dejectedly on an expedition. The open window In

the minister's home looks rather inviting; Standish
in his hurried exit neglected to close it, so he
enters and begins' to explore the place. The cooing
of the baby startles him, and after reading the
note Standish had left, an idea strikes him. Why
not take the baby? Truly, it is a new kind of
loot, but it may mean happiness for his wife.
This thought decides him, so he rushes to his

home with the child. The bereft wife is raised
to the very zenith of joy at its appearance, and
the burglar himself becomes regenerated, declaring
he is through with his past life and will now life

worthy of the blessing God has bestowed. To this

end he goes to seek honest employment. Mean
while, there has been a change in the conditions of
the parents of the baby. On their return home
they find a letter accepting the invention upon a

.$5,000 yearly royalty, enclosing a check in pay-
ment of the first quarter. Thus has fortune smiled
and they hurry back to reclaim the child. Of
course, the minister doesn't know anything about
It. The whole affair is plunged info absolute mys
tery, and the poor mother, when taken to the com-
fortable home their new fortune provides, is seri-

ously ill from her mind wrecking grief. Now it

happens that the burglar lias become the coachman
of the doctor who is attending her, and so learns
the Identity -of the foundling. His heart touched
by the suffering of the poor woman, he hastens
home, dons his burglar aftire. steals into the wom-
an's room, and lays the baby beside her while she
sleeps. Tills net not only restores the suffering
woman, but it has softened his hitherto hard and
Indifferent heart, making for all time a real man
of him.

EDISON MFG. CO.
LOST AND REGAINED.—A happy sailor is shown

enjoying the pleasures of home life with his wife
and child, when suddenly he is recalled to his
ship. In the course of his path to the pier he
passes over a drawbridge which is being repaired
and from which a workman has removed a guard
rail in order to pass through with a wheelbarrow.
The sailor, seeing no obstacle in his way, walks
into the opening and plunges headlong into the
water, striking his head on the rocks.
The workman, hearing the splash, instantly jumps

to his rescue and brings him ashore. The sailor

is taken to a hospital and on his recovery, a few
weeks later, it is discovered that the blow on his
head has destroyed all memory of the past. Mean-
while his wife and child learn through the papers
that the ship on which they believed the husband
and fattier had sailed has been wrecked at sea, and
that all on board were lost. When the sailor leaves
the hospital he has no recollection of his loved
ones, and wanders idly around from place to place.
Passing along a street one day he sees a house
on fire, and immediately goes to the rescue of its

inmates. He saves from the flames a child, who
proves to be his own. But this fact is denied him
until a falling beam, striking him upon the head,
removes the clot of blood from his brain and re-

vives his memory of the past. It is not until he
regains consciousness at the hospital, however, that
the father recognizes and clasps his loved ones
as his own.

THAT GIRL OF DIXON'S.—The little heroine is

the daughter of Dixon, a foreman in one of the
big cotton compresses, the mighty workings of
which are shown in the picture. We see her, early
in the picture, showing her fear and repulsion for

the black bottle, which spells so much tragedy these
days. A child in years, she takes a child's way
of ridding herself of the object of her dislike by
surreptitiously removing the bottle when her father
seems to be taking too much of its contents. Then
follows a scene in which the father recovers the
bottle. In his drunken fury he forgets himself, and
would abuse the child who is trying her very hard-
est to save him from himself.
Here the young hero of the story comes upon the

scene. In passing Dixon's home he sees the small
tragedy which is taking place at the gateway and
interferes. He is successful in protecting the little

girl, but arouses the sullen anger of the chronically
inebriated father. When he reports the occurrence
lo 'lis own father, Dixon is sent for and discharged.
This, added to the incident of the morning, furnishes
fuel to an intense drunken hatred in the man's
breast. He works himself into a passion over the
incident and decides to administer a thrashing to

the youth, even though he is the son of his em-
ployer. He sends a note by a small colored boy.

which, purporting to come from the girl, asks the
young man to come to the compress and protect
her again from the beating which she fears as
a result of the day's happenings. The boy says
nothing to his father, but goes at once to the
cotton compress.
Men are leaving for the night, and the place

is almost deserted. As the young fellow, looking
for the girl, approaches the great machine, he is

confronted by Dixon. An altercation ensues, in

the course of which the youth is felled by a blow
on the head from a piece of wood which Dixon
picks up from the floor. The sight of the boy lying
senseless at his feet increases his fury, and his

befuddled brain conceives the awful idea of sending
the boy into eternity by placing him on the com-
press, whose mighty jaws compress hundreds of
pounds of cotton into a thin wedge, and starting

the machine. This he does and runs away, and we
see the great bed move upward with its human
freight until it almost touches the upper platen.

Fortunately, "That Girl of Dixon's" has seen the
youth enter the compress house, and, her suspicions
aroused because it is after quitting time, has fol-

lowed him. She arrives just in the nick of time,
too, when another two inches of pressure would
have killed the boy. Dashing forward, she reverses
the lever and the machine slowly returns to its

first position.

The boy's father shows his gratitude by giving
the girl a chance in life—a chance to get away
from her present surroundings and build up a new
future; and the last scene of the picture contains
a brief suggestion of one way in which the future
probably worked out.

ESSANAY FILM MFG. CO.
THE WINNING OF FATHER.—Johnny Arm-

strong, a young college graduate, is in love with
pretty Peggy Pettibone. Peggy also loves Johnny
and the only obstacle in the way of a thoroughly
happy union is Father, a crabbed old gentleman
who has no faith in his daughter's choice.

Their attempts to meet and spoon are invariably
frustrated by Pettibone, until both are thoroughly
exasperated and plan to elope.

On the night, as had been previously planned.
Johnny climbs up a rather shaky ladder to assist

his lady fair to the ground, but when he enters
her room some commotion is made and old Hiram
Pettibone, dosing in his easy chair in the library,

awakens. Surmising that the noise has come from
Peggy's chambers, he calls the butler and the two
hurry upstairs to locate the trouble. Peggy has
heard them coming and has thrust young Armstrong
into the closet. She is unable to conceal the fact

that she has prepared for a long journey and when
her father enters she is unable to find any excuse
for beiug dressed for travelling.
A noise from the closet attracts the old gentle-

man. "Aha, so the impudent young rascal is in
there, hey?" the old man exclaims triumphantly;
and to the butler: "James, call the police."

It might be well to mention that the elder Petti-
bone is a most diminutive man and no match for

the athletic Johnny, who is endeavoring to push
his way out of the closet, while the little old fel-

low makes heroic resistance. But Johnny gets out

and after some argument with his reluctant pros-

pective father-in-law, thrusts him bodily into the
closet.

The police arrive and Armstrong indicates the

clothes-closet door. Pettibone is dragged out and
carried oown into the library, but the young man
interferes here an tells the police to release their

prisoner.

The old man, puffing and snorting, is finally

calmed and seated in his easy chair, shaking his

head, thoroughly defeated. And it is with very

little further coaxing that he is persuaded to give

his blessing to his daughter and the athletic John.

THE MEXICAN'S FAITH.—Tony Perez, a Mexi-
can cowpuncher, is driven from the ranch where
he is employed for some misdemeanor or other, and
after vainly endeavoring to find work trusn into

the gate of Dan Farman's ranch, "The Mosquito,"
and applies for a job. His hard luck story rings

true aud old Dan, who is of a charitable turn, puts

the Mexican to work.
Alice Farman, the daughter and "flower of the

ranch," is in love with Nat Michaels, the ranch
foreman. Perez, who has seen Alice from time to

time, becomes deeply infatuated with the girl, and
one day when he encounters her alone, he voices

his passionate love. The girl shakes her head and
scorns him. Perez then insults the girl and at-

tempts to kiss her. A darkey servant, who has

been near, sees this, and running to the bunkhouse,
summons a number of cowboys.

Alice, raging with indignation, tells them that

the Mexican had insulted her. The mounted cow-

boys ask where Perez has gone and when she in-

dicates that he has run to his cabin, they ride

off in that direction, telling ber they will attend

to the "dirty greaser."
An hour later they return, with the despairing

Mexican their prisoner. He is lashed to hitching

post, while one of the cowboys summons Alice.

The Mexican is sentenced to a fearful horse-whip-

ping and Alice is invited to administer the lashes.

But she revolts against this brutal treatment.

The Mexican begs for mercy and finally she forces

the cowboys to release him. Perez is immediately

reformed and beomes a most faithful and valuable

servant.
Several weeks elapse and Dick Chalmers, an

Easterner, arrives at the ranch. He falls in love

with Alice, but each proposal he makes is refused

by her. The girl at last is forced to confess to

her fiancee the annoying attentions paid her by

Chalmers, and Michaels, very indignant, tells her

that lie will make short work of the Easterner

if he persist in his insults toward her.

Chalmers, who is "black" clean through, resolves

to have Alice at any price. He engages a Mexi-

can greaser to help him and together they kidnap

the sirl and carry her to a deserted cabin. Tony
Perez, however, has followed them to the cabin

and overpowering the Mexican, who is acting as

sentinel at the door, rushes into the shack In

time to spare Alice from any further indignities

at the hands of Chalmers.
Perez's knife flashes and would have made quick

work of Chalmers had Alice not interfered. Tony
understands and draws back, slipping the knife into

its sheath. Then Chalmers, realizing his narrow

escape, hastily rises and slinks out of the cabin.

Tuny sinks on his knee and kisses the girl's hand.

He has kept the faith.

KALEM MFG. CO.
THE MISER'S CHILD.—Scene I.—The Miser and

His Daughter Nell.

Scene II.—One Hour Later.

Scene III.—Nell's Friend, the Fisher Boy, Jack.

Scene IV.—Jack Decides to Seek His Fortune.

Scene V.—The Miser's Death.
Scene VI.—The Franklins Plot to Steal Nell's

Fortune.
Scene VII.—Franklin's Proposal.

Scene VIII.—The Forged Letter.

Scene IX.—Six Month's Later. Nell Promises to

Marry Franklin.
Scene X.—The Interrupted Wedding.

THE INDIAN SCOUT'S VENGEANCE.—Scene I.

—The Scout Falls in Love with Leonie and Offers

His Services as Guide.
Scene II.—Mexican Joe's Accident.

Scene III.—Three Days' Later.

Scene IV.—An Ungrateful Mexican.
Scene V,—The Mexican Renegade Plans Ven-

geance.
Scene VI.—The Indians, Led by the Mexican, De-

part on Their Murderous Mission.

Scene VII.—The Attack.
Scene VIII.—The Cowboys to the Rescue.

Scene IX.—The Scout Swears to Wipe Out the

Band Single Handed.
Scene X.—The Mexican Captures Leonie.

Scene XI,—The Scout on the Trail.



3>° THE MOVING PICTURE WORLD

This is the worst theatrical season this country has seen in years, and the
reason is that thousands of "wise ones" all over the country are making a
clean-up on motion pictures, and the wisest of the wise are using

THE EDISON KINETOSCOPE
Because it is the motion picture machine that gives the clearest, steadiest
pictures, outwears all others and costs least for repairs.

The man who starts in business with an Edison Kinetoscope STAYS in

business—his gross profit is his net profit.

Write to-day for full particulars, booklets and copy of the Edison
Kinetogram.

EDISON FILMS
Release of February 22
A VICTIM OF BRIDGE

By Edward W. Townsend

An nbsorblriK drama of life In New york's "400," in which a young wife who baa lost heavily
nt bridge, in desperation rob3 her hostess of a diamond ornament and is detected by ber own hus-
band, whose magnanimity comes t" her rescue. Special cast. The most exquisitely gowned and
staged million pictures ever produced.
No. 6592 Code. VESTIBULO App. Length, 990 feet

Releases of February 25
LOST AND REGAINED

A sailor, recalled from his home to the shi|>. accidentally falls through an open drawbridge anil
is badly injured. Rescued and taken to the hospital, be recovers, but His memory Is lost, it Is

restored by a blow on the head sustained at a fire while rescuing a child who proves to be his own.
a thrilling, well-sustained drama.
No. 6593 Code, VESTICELLA App. Length, 445 feet

THAT GIRL OF DIXON'S
A powerful melodrama, the scenes of which are laid and were photographed in the South. The

discharged foreman of a cotton compress in a drunken fury attempts to murder his employer's son
by crushing him between the jaws of the huge machine, lie is rescued by the foreman's daughter,
with the usual happy denouement. Realistic and thrilling.
No. 6594 Code, VESTICEPS App. Length. 475 feet

Release of March 1

HANSON'S FOLLY (Dramatic)
Prepared by Richard Harding Davis

Code, VESTIDONo. 6595 App. Length, 1,000 feet

No. 6596

No. 6597

Releases of March 4
AT THE ELEVENTH HOUR (Dramatic)

Code, VESTIDURA App. Length. 800 feet

THE MAN UNDER THE BED Com.dy
Code. VESTIFICOS App. Length, 200 feet

Edison Manufacturing Co.
MAIN OFFICE and FACTORY: 72 LAKESIDE AVE., ORANGE. N. J.

New York Office: 10 Fifth Avenue. Chicago Office: 90 Wabash Ave.

KINETOSCOPE JOBBERS
Geo. Breefe, 70 Turk St., San Francisco. P. L. Waters, 41 E. 21st St., New York City.
Howard Moving Picture Co., 564 Washington St., Lake Shore Film & Supply Co., 314 Superior Ave.,

Boston. N. E., Cleveland.
Yale Film Eich. Co.; 622 Main St., Kansas City. Chas. A. Calebuff. 4th & Green Sts., Philadelphia.

Office for United Kingdom: Edison Works, Victoria Road, Willesden, N. W., England.

Dealers in All Principal Cities
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INTERIOR DECORATOR. SCENIC and GENERAL CON

TRACTOR, Asbestos Curtains, Metal and Fire-Proofioj

Scenery J. HILLRINQ, 581 Union Ave ., New Verk

IIP
Stereopticons $10. SO 000 Tickets S3. 50; Auto-
matic Arc Lamp 15c; Slide Mats Ic; Stereoptlcoa
Lenses 50c; Economizers $30; Slide Carriers 40c

FILMS RENTED, SOLD OR EXCHANGED
LMPT"Z 302 E 23d Street

• *****£*» New York
SPECIAL PRICES TO THE TRADE

Films For Sale
50 new reels of perfect
film, extra good condition,
to close out, at $18 50.

Second band Edison machines for sale at a bargain.
Parts to fit all machines in stock

MAYER SILVERMAN, 322 Fulton Bldj., Pittsburg: Pa.

THE

Industries of Southern

California
Release Date February 28th
Length I OOO Feet.
Code Word: "Animals " TRADE

A great Educational film of rare

value. The Largest Pigeon, Alligator and

Ostrich farm in the world shown in Minut-

est detail. "One of the Best"

F PICTUREOOM
"SELIG" presents M. B. CURTIS in

Samuel of Posen
Length 1000 Feet Code Word "CURTIS "

Released Date March 3rd

MARK A strong Dramatic Theme
with an exceptional vein of Comedy. M. B.

Curtis, in his original part of "SAMMEY "

Special posters of M. B. Curtis, for this film. Order

them ToDay. They mean business.

SELIC POLYSCOPE COMPANY Inc.

THE MASTERMARK
43-47-49 Randolph Street, Chicago. U. S.A.

OF PICTUREDQM
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Scene XII., Scene XIII., Scene XIV.—The Am-
buscade.
Scene XV.—The Duel on Horseback.
Scene XVI,—The Lone Grave.

PATHE FRERES.
THE ENTERPRISING CLERK.—Employed at the

glove counter of a big department store, Jones is

engaged in trying on a pair of gloves on the with-
ered hands of a lady of uncertain age, when sud-
denly there stops at his counter a blooming rose
of beauty, the sight of whom takes away the breath
of poor susceptible Jones. He immediately drops
liis customer's hand and rushes over to see what the
beauty wants. Taking her band in his to judge the
size. Jones cannot resist the temptation of imprint-
ing a kiss on its smooth, white surface, for which
impertinence he immediately receives a slap in his
face, which almost takes him off his feet. The
floor walker is called and dismisses the audacious
clerk on the spot. The latter calls to see the
customer whom he has offended, and tries to explain
to her that it was her beauty that made him lose
his head for the moment. (For Jones is a sly fox
ml knows how to get around the gentler sex.) The

woman, however, seems very indignant and, showing
him her husband's portrait, orders him out of the
house. But Jones continues to plead in his own
behalf, when just at that moment the woman's
husband, a dignified looking lawyer, comes in, and
she quickly hides Jones in the wood chest. As luck
would have it, he is scarcely in the box whort some-
body dumps a whole load of wood on him and al-

most kills him. The woman fortunately has now
induced her husband to go upstairs and take a nap,
but he does not sleep long, and again she is com-
pelled to hide Jones as he bursts in on them. This
time she pushes him in the bathroom, where he
accidentally touches the tap which turns on the
needle bath and poor Jones gets a ducking. The
woman is at her wits' end as her husband ex-
presses his intention to take a shower; so, pre-
tending to he suddenly seized with hysterics, she
sends him flying for the salts and thus gives Jones
a chance to escape. This is Jones' unlucky day.
however. He jumps out of the window and into
the one of the adjoining house, where he finds
something to drink, and is soon hopelessly intoxi-
cated and is arrested as a burglar. As fate would
have it, the husband of the woman who has caused
all his misfortune tries his case and pleads so hard
for his client that Jones is acquitted. This being
the first case the young lawyer has won, he in

vites the happy Jones to his house and introduces
him to his wife, and they all have a great old
time.

DRUIDIC REMAINS IN BRITTANY.—Of all the
old provinces of France, Brittany, the subject of this
picture, is the most curious and interesting, as she
rises before us with her coast strewn with rocks

mist which the waves beat incessantly. The re-

mains of the altars built by the ancient Druids
still stand surrounded by enormous stones that in

those days were looked upon almost as gods by these
ancient Celtic priests.

CARMEN.—This picturesque narrative of Spain,
from the magic pen of the brilliant writer. Posper
Merimee, and set to music by the immortal Bizet,
is the subject now presented in film d'art form.
Madame Lepanto as Carmen, typifies the descrip-
tion of the Spanish girl.

Don Jose Navarro, a Basque, and a Christian
of the ancient type, had enlisted in the cavalry
regiment of Almanza and was on duty at the to-

bacco factory in Seville where four or live hundred
girls were employed in rolling cigars. As t lie bell
rings for the girls to return to their work the
young men watch them as they pass. One, a
handsome, merry-looking girl, the beauty of the
place and known to all as "La Carmencita," struts
by the lino of admiring men. Don Jose being a
quiet sort of fellow, is not much attracted at first

by the saucy-looking beauty, who, not accustomed
to being ignored, asked Navarro to give her the
chain he is fashioning out of some brass wire.
Navarro replied that he could not. as be was mak-
ing it for a certain purpose, whereupon she toofi

the flower from her month and struck him in the
face with it. much to the amusement of all the
others. As Carmen passed on. Navarro, when no
one was looking, stooped and picked up the flower
and put it in his pocket.
Two or three hours after this Incident a porter

rushed into the guard house saying that one of
the factory girls had been murdered. Willi several
of his comrades Don Jose hurried to the factory,
where he beheld a wounded woman lying on the
floor and recognized Carmen in the cnisp of five
or six of her companions. When the wounded girl

beheld the soldiers, she accused Carmen, who stood
with a defiant expression on her face. Don Jose's
duty was plain: he must arrest the girl. SO taking
her gently by the arm (she being a woman) be
bound her hands behind her and placed her under
arrest. The wily gypsy asked feu- ber mantilla
and then started off with Don Jose. On
the way she turned and asked him In a
childlike tone where he was taking her, Don
-Jose, determined to do his duty, answered that he
was taking her to prison. Upon which she Legged
and pleaded with him to have mercy. Soon, there-
fore, when they come to a narrow lane, with one
throat of her tiny hand she gives Don .lose a push,
and he Obligingly falls back and his prisoner hop-
ping over his prostrate body regains her liberty.

Navarro is compelled to return to the guard house
without succeeding in locating her, and conse-
quently is reduced to the ranks and imprisoned
for a month. While be is in prison his keeper
comes to him one day with a loaf of bread, which
he said was seut him by his cousin. Navarro
knows very well that he has no cousin in Seville
and immediately suspects that Carmen is responsi-
ble for the loaf of bread. As be attempts to cut
it his knife strikes something hard and he finds
that a small English file has been placed in the
dough before it was baked. He also finds two
piastres with which Carmen evidently intended him
to purchase a civilian's coat, and also a note from
Carmen telling him to meet her at Lillas Pastia's.
Thanks to the gypsy girl's thoughtfulness, Navarro
escapes and finds his love waiting for him at the
old gypsy eating house. Well, the end of it all

is that Carmen has decided to persuade Navarro
to join a band of smugglers. At first he would
not listen to it, but finally out of love for the
girl he consented. For his devotion, however, the
fickle beauty repays him by flirting with other ad-
mirers, thus making Don Jose most unhappy. She
had at this time become acquainted with a very
handsome and skilful picador named Lucas. One
day one of his comrades told him that he saw
Carmen in a shop with Lucas and Navarro became
inflamed and questioned the girl, who confessed
her love for the picador, at the same time tearing
off her finger a ring Don Jose had given her. The
latter, unable any longer to control his rage, strikes
her a deadly blow with his knife and then remains
with arm uplifted as if turned to stone as he gazes
down on the huddled up little figure of the woman
he had so passionately loved.

THE LITTLE BEGGAR.—A thinly clad pinched
looking tot stands begging on the street corner.
A good natured looking woman stops for a mo-
ment to speak to the child and her heart is touched
as she hears the little one mutter, "I'm so hungry."
By this time some other pedestrians have also
stopped as they see the woman talking to the
little beggar and when she turns and tells their,

that the child is starving they also are moved
to pity and the woman soon collects quite a sum
Cur the beggar. We next see the child outside a

fashionable cafe. Seeing a prosperous looking man
coming out of the place she timidly goes towards
him and puts out her little thin hand, but he
only pushes her roughly aside and hurries on
Some other diners having witnessed the incident
take pity on the little one and each and every
one gives her coin. The next scene holds for us
a great surprise as we sec the trio, the good
natured working woman, the prosperous looking
diner and the little beggar standing before their

waiting automobile counting the day's earnings.
For these three belong to that class of despic-

able frauds who live on the kind-heartedness of
others and who have become wealthy from the

money gained in this contemptible way.

A PANICKY PICNIC—Never again a picnic in

the woods for theirs! This one disastrous expe-
rience has been enough to cure our friends of any
longing they might have fur jaunts in the country.
They expected to rough it. but never dream?d
they would be compelled to put up with the hard-
ships that they suffered on this pleasure trip.

In the first place, when they opened their care-

fully prepared lunch, they found it crawling with
all sorts of worms, etc.. and then to add to their

troubles, a shower comes on, and, possessing but
one umbrella, they naturally get good and wet.
On reaching the hotel, they finally expect to get
a little rest, but as they seek a little slumber the
most terrible nightmares disturb their repose until

they finally deride to give it up as a bad job, and
hasten back to town, perfect wrecks after their
day with Nature.

THREE QUEENS AND A JACK.—A good looking
impecunious youth, hounded to death by bis cred
itors, decides to get out of his difficulties by marry-
ing an heiress. The owner of the estate adjoin-
ing his. a man of many millions, has a very hand-
some daughter, and when we see ber for the
first time in her beautiful country home, she is

welcoming two of her old boarding school friends
who have come to pay her a visit. The impe-
cunious youth comes to pay bis respects and is in-

vited to a garden party giveiv in the poung girls honor
He soon finds himself in a terrible predicament
for he cannot decide which of the girls to choose,
as they are all equally pretty, but he is anxious
to secure the richest. Two of the girls finding

that they are both in love with the same young
man, decide that they must settle matters by
fighting a duel. So we see them meet early one
morning by the water with their seconds and
soon show themselves most excellent swordswomen.
It does not take the friends long, however, to

discover their handsome neighbor's duplicity, and
to realize that he is playing fast and loose with
them, so all three decide to play a trick on him.
They send him a note which is supposed to be
written by a young widow who is both handsome
and wealthy, saying that she has seen him and
bis fallen in love with him and as she is rich in

her own right, there is nothing to prevent their
joining hands if he finds her to bis liking. The
letter ends up by telling him to meet her at mid-
night at the summer house. The girls lie in

ni and watch the young man as he appracbee
the heavily veiled figure waiting patiently for him.

Gently lifting her veil he starts back as a black

face smiles up at him, for the girls had dressed
up one of the negresses on the place to give the
youth the lesson he deserves. Rusbiug from their
hiding place they surround the crestfallen beau,
who hurries away in a rage that he has allowed
himself to be so trapped.

FATE AGAINST HIM.—George Carr has been
unfortunate enough to fall in love with and marry
an empty-headed doll, who after she bad spent
all his fortune left him for another who was
still in a position to satisfy all her whims. Broken
hearted and ambitionless now that he has lost both
love and money, he leads a Bohemian life, thinking
only of the present. Happening to be strolling
in i he country one night bis attention is drawn
to two suspicious looking ruffians hanging around
a handsome villa that stands near the road. As
be watches the men the door of the house is

opened and a young woman leaning on the arm
of a handsome man steps out. Carr is stupefied
for a moment for the young woman is none other
than his false wife, but he has little time to
give to his own feelings for the ruffians have
jumped from their hiding place and attacked the
young couple, who were it not for the inter-

ference of the onlooker would have been killed

by the desperate men. He is the one who receives
the death blow, however, and as another proof of
the devotion he bears to the unfaithful woman
whom he has never ceased to love, dies at her
feet in an attempt to save her life.

SELIG POLYSCOPE CO.
INDUSTRIES OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA.—

Pigeon Farming.— It is hard to conceive a more
valuable and convincing subject than a picture of
animal farming, taking as we do the cultivation
and domesticating of wild animals that are pro-

duced as a commercial asset.

Alligator Farming.—From the antics of the little

pigeon, we are transferred to the Los Angeles al-

ligator farm, showing the removal of the eggs from
the pond—the sorting and handling of the young

—

the modes of handling without danger, the greatest
of water animals.

Ostrich Farming.—Then comes the industry that
has made California paramount in the eyes of the
world—cultivation on the largest scale of the bird

known as the ostrich, exceeding in size all other
lords of the universe and furnishing as it does
millions of dollars worth of valuable plumage.

VITAGRAPH COMPANY.
PAID IN FULL.—A young officer of the French

army, while crossing the Libyan Desert with a de-
tachment of soldiers, is lost in a typhoon. He
staggers on blindly through the storm of wind
and sand until maddened and famished. Hope gone,
he tails exhausted into an Arab's tent pitched in

an oasis. The Arab, with the assistance of his

wife, nurses the young officer back to life and
si length.

Secretly the young Frenchman makes love to

Hie \i. ill's wife and, winning her affections, he In-

duces lit r, during the absence of ber husband, to

run away with him. After taking a large amount
of money belonging to her husband, they flee to

Algiers whore, with the stolen money, they live

in comparative luxury.
The Arab returns to his tent and finds it de-

serted, divines the cause and immediately makes
up his mind to go in pursuit of the fugitives.

While living In Algiers with the Arabian woman,
i lii- French officer receives a telegram announcing
the death in Paris of a wealthy uncle, who has
left him a large fortune. He decides to leave his

mistress and go at once to Paris. The Arabian
woman pleads with him to take her. He reviles

and deserts her. Realizing her wretched eondi-

li. hi. with the desperation of a woman scorned,

she lakes poison. Just as she is reeling and fall-

Ing from its effects, her husband stealthily enters

a u indow and catches her in his arms, where she

expires after he forgives her. He swears to pay
in full the ingratitude and villainy of the French-
man. True to his word, he follows him to Paris

and like a Nemesis from place to place to Monte
Carlo, where, face to face on a lonely path over-

looking the rocky steeps of Monaco Bay. be calls

in account the object of bis vengeance and, in the

fury ni his wrath, throws him over the stone wall

to the crags below, where he is dashed to death.

THE LESSON BY THE SEA.—While spending
In r Summer at a seashore resort, a very pretty

roung woman Is thrown into the society of two
piii ir and dashing young fellows with whom, dur-

ing her husband's absence, she Innocently and
thoughtlessly lakes strolls and frolics along the

roi K b<.mid coast. One day, while they are far

..lit upon seme rocks during the ebb of the sea.

unconscious of time or tide, they find when it

is lime in return homeward that the water has

risen and they are unable to reach the mainland.
One of the young fellows volunteers to carry the

young woman safely to the shore. As there is no

alternative, she reluctantly accepts his offer, and,

while he is carrying her through the wate
companion, who carries a camera, takes a "snap-

short" Of Hie young woman in the young man's
cms heedless of her protests.
Some time after this adventure, the young fel-

lows, trying their luck in a game of chance, lose

iii.ir money and "go in-oke." Financially embar-

rassed, at their wit's end, they decide to use the
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THIS WEEK!
The Big; Film d'Art

OUCHARO, THE MERCHANT
A play of surpassing strength, photographed and
played in Moscow by the new Pathe Film d'Art
Stock Company. A tale of such merit that it will

be the seven day wonder of your town. GET IT !

Released Friday, February 25tH

NEXT WEEK!
The Big Feature Film

The Violin Maker of Cremona
A story of love, music and self sacrifice portrayed
in a playlet from Francois Coppee's little classic.

The story as told by the film will move your
spectators to tears.

Released Wednesday, March 2d

For other Releases see our Bi-Weekly

Bulletin

PATHE FRERES
NEW YORK

41 West 20th Street

CHICAGO
35 Randolph Street

NEW ORLEANS
813 Union Street

Pacific Coast Agency-Turner & Dahnken, 136 Eddy Street,
San Francisco, Cal.

Get Your Posters from the A. B. C. Co., of Clevland, Ohio

CHEAP
Steel Frame

Theatre Chairs

ABSOLUTELY

Non BREAKABLE
Suitable for small

theatres and Moving
Picture shows. We
carry these chairs in
stock and can ship
immediately.

Second Hand Chairs
Also Seating (or Ont

of-Door Use.

Address Dcpt. W,
STEEL FURNITURE CO., Grand Rapids, Mich.

New York Office 150 Fifth Avenue

Boston Office 224 Congress St., Boston, Mass.

FOLDING

CHAIRS
Fsr Msvln; Picture Shows
Grand Stands. Assembly
Halls, etc. In sections It

wanted.

Write for Catalog No. 2.

The Kauffman Manufacturing Co.
ASHLAND, OHIO

Renew Your Films

EXCHANGES!
We were so busy that it was necessary

to secure new and LARGER quarters to

REMOVE
DIRT AND SCRATCHES
from your old film and put them in con-
dition to earn money for you the same as
new film. WE
are positively not connected with any
film exchange whatever but located at

22 Randolph St., Chicago, III.

OLD RELIABLE
FILM RENOVATING CO.

22 Randolph St., Chicago, III.

J. S. SPEER, Manager.

Write for References from 75 Exchanges

EBERHARD SCHNEIDER
Miror Titae Products," Projectors, Cameras,

Film-Making Machinery, Films, Slides, btere-
opticons, Specialties, Lens Grinding, etc. Special
condensors, carboos and lugs.

109 East 12th Street, New TorK

The Buckeye Film &
Projecting Co. (inc.)

Members of the N. I. M. P. A.

309-311 Arcade Bldg., Dayton, Ohio

MR. EXHIBITOR, we abso-
lutely guarantee to furnish you the
best 'strictly INDEPENDENT film
service in this country. We guar-
antee NO JUNK. 'NO RAIN-
STORMS, NO REPEATERS.
All we ask is that you give us a
trial and be convinced. We can
rive you an IDEAL EXCLUSIVE
SERVICE because we have stand-
in"- releases with all leading
AMERICAN and FOREIGN
FILM MANUFACTURERS.
Write to-day for full particulars,

or call and see us at our offices and
see for yourself.

Write, Phone, or Wire us to-day.

THE BUCKEYE FILM &
PROJECTING CO. (Inc.)

309-311 Arcade Building, Dayton, Ohio

FOR BAXE—Ferllngnetti, will sell

Monday, Marcb T. 11 o'clock, at 184 Sullivan street.

Now fork; rain or shine: 850 penny slot machines
of every description; 500 chairs; I-'iati Orcnestrium;
self-playing pianos: combination safe, in fact en-
tire contents of large Penny Arcade retiring, from
business. Catalogue at FERLINGHETTI,
tioneer, 31 Willooghby street, Brooklyn. Tacking
facilities free to large buyers.
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"snapshot" of the young woman as a means of
blackmail in order to recoup their fortunes. They
send her a letter threatening to tell her husband
of her escapade unless she gives them a certain
amount of "hush money."

Upon receipt of this letter, the young woman
realizes how foolish and indiscreet she has been.
Fearful of consequences, she excitedly lays the let-

ter on the table, searches in her pocketbook, and,
as a last resort, determines to give her jewels to
still the voice of scandal. Just as she is in the
act of putting her determination into effect, her
husband enters the room, notices her excitement
and discovers the blackmailing letter. He is sur-
prised and shocked to think that his wife had so
foolishly compromised herself. She explains all to
him and confesses how unwise she had been.
Her husband at once decides upon action. He

tells her that he will disguise himself in her storm
coat, take the jewels and meet her traducers at
the time and place appointed in the letter. The
young men are awaiting the coming of their vic-
tim, and, as the husband approaches in his dis-

guise, come forward, and one of them is taking
the jewels from his hand when he quickly throws
off the cloak and administers to each of the two
rascals a severe drubbing, from which they are
glad to escape with their lives. The husband re-

turns home and tells his wife what he did. She
humbly begs forgiveness for her thoughtless in-

discretion, which he readily grants, satisfied that
she will never forget the lesson by the sea.

THE SOUL OF VENICE.—A Venetian nobleman
has made up his mind that his daughter must
marrj the man of his choice, who is a wealthy
prince. The daughter is in love with a Venetian
poet and musician, and, while she appears to be
submissive to her father's wishes, evidently has
a mind of her own. which she displays in the be-
ginning of the story in an interview with ber
father, who angrily leaves the room. No sooner
has he gone thane the minstrel lover appears at

the window and enters, clasps his sweetheart to
his breast and tries to induce her to elope with
him.
They hear footsteps approaching, and the young

poet hastily leaves by the window through which
he entered. Her father and the Prince make
their appparance. The Prince advances to caress
the girl and she shrinks from him. Her father
insists upon her betrothal at once and reluctantly
she exits on the arm of her fiancee. At the be-
trothal feast, while everybody else is happy, she
sits sad and listless until her lover, the musician,
infers and takes his place assigned for the musl-
sicians. While singing and playing upon his harp,
his soul goes out to her and hers to him until,

overcome with emotion, she is led from the hall
and the guests are dismissed.

'I lip young lover crosses the bridge of the Grand
Canal, while the guests enter their gondolas for

their homes. When all is quiet, the lover returns
playlDg and singing softly beneath the window of

his beloved, who appears at the lattice listening
to his ardent pleadings to come to him. Sho can
not resist and hurries from the house enveloped
In cloak and veil. As they are entering a gondola,
her father, with the affianced Prince, come suddenly
upon them, and, while the girl is seized by her

father, the lover struggles with the Prince until

arrested and cast into prison by the officers,

-who are attracted by the disturbance.
Again the father, in the presence of the Prince.

insists upon his daughter's marriage, and. at the
same time apologizing to the Prince for Iter stub-
bornness and opposition. Rather than marry against
her own soul's desire, she decides to become a

nun and appeals to the Abbess of the convent.

where her father finds her and takes her home with
lilm.

The lover is languishing in prison when ho it-

< ' word that the Doge, or ruler, of Venice lias

Offered a prize for the best poetical composition
which will best express the soul or thought of Ven-
ire. The poet at once becomes absorbed in thought
and passes into the realms of fancy and dreams of

the festival of Neptune, ami in the vision a beau-
tiful girl, like a swaying reed, wafted by geritle

B, dances in rhythmic motion before htm,
while be plays sweet music on his lute. Awaken-
in" from his sleep, he finds his harp beside him
and at onee composes the inspiration of his dream.
The day of the contest for the Doire's prize has

arrived, and. surrounded by his staff and courtiers.

among whom is the nobleman and his daughter, the

ruler of Venice is ready to listen to the contestant?
and pass upon their efforts. One after another of

the competitors play and sing until the young poet
is brought before 'he assemblage in his prison

Aflame with the fire of his genius, lie

inspires all present with the spirit of his theme
ami wins the prize. The Doge orders the chains
removed from the young man's feet anil trives him
his freedom. To the Doge's prize is added another
of far greater value. The father of his sweetheart
congratulates him and gives him his daughter In

marriage.

FOE SALE—1,000 ft. reels him. $5, $10 and $13
per reel: Selig machine, $-10: Optlgraph, $30; Edl-
son. fail. in. Power's. $40 to $60; new, $10(1 nn.
dissolving stereoptlcon, $40 Model B gas outfit, $25:

moving picture theaters cheap. For Rent

—

r. film. P. sets slides. $10; 0.000 ft.. $12
one shipment. Will Buy— Passion Play,
film. n. DAVIS, Watertown, Wis.

Independent Films.

"IMP."

INDEPENDENT M. P. CO.
THE GOVERNOR'S PARDON She is alone in

the world, and on her deathbed; can human mis-
fortune be more terrible? We say alone; her hus-
band is alive, but he is a convict in prison under
a life sentence, and the anguish of being unable to
see him is hastening her end. A kindly physician
is comforting her in her last moments, when sud-
denly with a supreme effort she sits up and asks
for the minister. The doctor hastens on the er-
rand, and soon reaches the parson's little home,
where the latter is enjoying a quiet evening with
his wife and little daughter. The good man
promptly answers the call of the sufferer and goes
to the squalid home.
After administering to her she asks for a paper,

and with the little strength yet left, writes a
note begging the Governor to allow her last wish
before meeting her Maker—to release her husband
for an hour. The parson hurries off and gains
an audience with the Governor, but the request is

gently but firmly denied—it cannot be done.
To the bedside he goes and tells her to be

comforted for hope is not lost, and right here he
decides upon a daring ruse in the name of mercy.
Surely the prison authorities will not deny a
minister the privilege of visiting a convict. He
is right, they do not; and in a moment he is alone
with the prisoner. Now for the trick: They quickly
change clothing and on the convict's mere prom-
ise to return, the parson remains in the cell, while
the other easily passes the keepers. He reaches
his wife's bedside just in time—her last wish has
been answered, she smiles bravely—and breathes her
last. He stands the shock and, gathering himself
together, starts back to prison. But he is still

a stranger to sunlight from his long incarceration,
and as he attempts to cross a broad roadway he is

struck by an automobile and instantly killed.

We are now taken back to the cell, where the
minister is wondering whether the convict will keep
his word—he is gone so long. Another scene shows
us his wife and daughter at home very much
worried about his absence. In his striped suit, he
is anxiously waiting when a passing guard gets
a glimpse of his face and discovers the substitution.
He is .marched into the office and while he tells

his story the clerk sees a headline in the news-
paper just out, telling of the death by auto of.

"an unknown man in prison garb." The wife at
home, too, reads of it, and she is prostrated. The
prison officials realize the situation and the Gov-
ernor is communicated with. He visits the prison,
sees the minister and, congratulating bim on his
noble sacrifice, frees him.
The good man goes home, where glad hearts greet

him—it's all in the day's work.

ing together in one grand panorama, and the mag-
nitude of the changeless beauty of old nature, and
the glories and picturesque, yet transient splendor
of the handiwork of man.

ECLAIR FILMS.
NICK CARTER AS ACROBAT.—Our little heroine

is playing happily in her father's garden utterly un-
conscious of the danger approaching her. Presently
a party of evil looking gypsies pass by. One of
these seeing the beautiful child, steals into the
garden unobserved, snatches up the little girl, and
before she has recovered from her amazement and
fright has disappeared with her. The parents upon
discovering that their daughter Is missing, Imme-
diately employ the services of the famous Nick
Carter to aid them in the search for their lost
darling. For a time all efforts seem vain. How-
ever, the great detective learns that there is a
Bohemian circus giving performances near the town,
and conceives the idea that very probably the
child has been stolen by these gypsies, to be
trained for their profession. lie immediately sets
lo work lo devise a means of ascertaining whether
his surmises arc correct.

We next see our friend Carter and his assistant
disguised as clowns on their way to present them-
selves to the manager of the circus, purporting to

seek employment. The manager is greatly please,]

willi the (downs and noting their extreme cleverness
engages them, as he sees great possibilities of
success

1

with the addition of their unusual talent.
The moment for the performances arrives; I he

eager crowds throng in to the circus drawn thither

bj the nourishing advertisement of the wonderful
new acquisition. At tins opportune time. Carter,
who has been on the lookout for a clue, discovers

that the manager wears a coat from which a

pleci of clotb has been torn, lie Immediately
compares a piece of material which was found on
the garden wall after the child had been kidnapped,
and then finds that it matches the coal exactly,
an.l also that the piece would properly supply the
deficiency in the coat. The next minute Caller's
assistant appears with the child, whom he has
found a flir an energetic and somewhat difficult

search throughout the place. Carter then puts
UatO execution a most original plan for the capture
of the entire company and the child is happily
restored to the joyful parents.
CASTLES ON THE RHINE.—We have all listened

on sundry occasions lo I he Legends and talcs of

the wonderful Rhine. How enchanting the tradi-

tion of the beautiful Lorelei and how thrilling the

Innumerable Btories of the iron willed Barons, and
their honor of horrors—"Round Towers on the

Hhine." We view, as we gaze, the strange bleud-

GREAT NORTHERN.
RUINED BY HIS SON.—Old Squire Drake, who

for some time has been in ill health, is ordered by
his physician to take a long sea voyage to re-

gain bis strength. Before leaving, he appoints his

eldest son, Tom, to look after and manage the
estate during his absence. The young man, how-
ever, has a different conception of duty and care
than that of his father, and the old squire has
hardly departed before the son starts to live a
life of extreme extravagance. Friends are asked
to dinners and entertainments where the most ex-
pensive things are served. Neither his mother
nor sister can induce him to discontinue his ex-
travagant ways, and after a few weeks the money
and also the credit of the old squire are gone.
There is nothing now for the young man to do
but to mortgage the property, and after this has
been done, there being nothing more to turn into
money, the whole estate is taken possession of by
the creditors. The day arrives when the old squire
returns from his journey. Full of sorrow, the old
man realizes what his son has done, and he
refuses to have anything more to do with him.
Tired of the reckless life, the son makes up his
mind to end it, but the daughter of a neighbor,
who has always loved him, induces him to leave
the country and go to America, and lead a better
life. This he agrees to do. on the condition that
she will become his wife and go with him. She
accepts this offer and they both depart for America,
where her good influence and character help him
to become a good man. and after several years
they return to their old home, the possessors of
considerable wealth. Remembering the misery which
he had caused his old father, the son now does
everything in his power to make up for it. He
has sufficient money and buys the old estate back
again, and turns it over to the father, as a
compensation for all the wrong he has done and
the misery he has caused.

BISON FILMS.
FOR HER FATHER'S HONOR.—Rose '......, an.

daughter of Robert Ranson, a wealthy ranch owner,
is starting on a ride to meet Hal Blake, the man
she loves. Mexican Pete, a gambler, offers to
escort her. Refusing and ignoring his offer, she
rides away. Robert Ranson appears and Pete
suggests a friendly game of poker. During the
game the Mexican has the better luck of the two,
winning $20,000. Ranson. growing desperate, writes
upon a card: "I. O. U. my ranch, stock and all

against your $20,000." Mexican Pete consents to

make the gamble. While the dealing of the cards
takes place, Pete takes two cards from his sleeve,

substituting them for the cards he had drawn,
winning the "pot." Red Eye, an Indian, is the
only one in the room who has seen the Mexican's
trick, but he does not say anything about it at

the time. The next day Mexican Pete comes to
Hanson proposing to return the "I. O. U." in ex-

change for the hand of his daughter in marriage.
Ranson weakly resents the proposition, but Rose
decides to sacrifie herself to save her father's

ranch. Bidding her father good-bye, she starts

off with Pete for the office of the Justice of the

Peace, to be married. Rose sends Red Eye with
a note to Hal Blake, telling of her sacrifice and
that she is on her way to be married. Red Eye
upon finding Hal. tells bim of the Mexican's way
of playing cards. Hal then summons the cowboys.
who give chase after the Mexican and Rose, ar-

riving just as the Justice of the Peace is about
to make them man and wife. Hal. rushing in.

stops the services and forces the Mexican to admit
he had cheated in the poker game. Turning to

Rose. Hal asks her if she still loves bim. Rose,
looking into his face, says: "You have saved me
from a life of misery, I am yours forever."

PANTOGRAPH.
IRON ARM'S REMORSE.—In a picturesque can-

yon of the Rockies, Iron Arm. a young Indian chief,

accidentally discovers a rich gold mine: this is over-
seen by Blake, a gambler and desperado, who plans
witli the Indian to buy the ranch on which the

mine is located from its poor owner who knows
nothing of it.

The two schemers grow rich from the mine, but
the Indian is unhappy for he has grown to love

die beautiful daughter of the swindled owner.
While dividing profits this letter arrives:

Jackson Blake:
Sir -We thought yon and Iron Arm honest,

hut find yon knew of the mine and robbed us.

We are starving and to he dispossessed to-

morrow. Do what is honest. ANNA BLAKE,
The gambler laughs and his merriment only

ceases when he sees Iron Arm tenderly kissing the

letter. "You fool." sneered Blake, tearing the

letter into fragments. "Never a cent will they

get from me." "Dog of a paleface." roared the

Chief, "she shall have my share." Blake smiled
hni his expression changes as he is hurled heavily
lo the Boor. A terrific struggle ensues, hut the

Indian chokes Blake Into insensibility, seizes half

of the treasure, and hastily mounts a broncho.

Blake feebly struggles to his knees and fires a

pislol at him. Iron Arm smiles defiance and gal-
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THE MISER'S CHILD
Issue of February 23 Length 940 Feet

" THE MISER'S CHILD," made by the KALEM Southern Stock Company in our new
Florida studio, is a splendid drama of pulsating real life, a story of intense heart interest,

laid in the exquistely beautiful scenery of the St. John's River.

THE INDIAN SCOUT'S VENGEANCE
Issue of February 25. Length 940 feet

Gee !
! We had no idea the demand for Indian pictures was so great or that our new

line would make such a tremendous hit. But we know It now, and here we hand you one
of the biggest, most exciting Red Skin films ever offered; employing a Tribe of Real In-

dians; a Bunch of the Best Cow Punchers In the Buslnes*. Prairie Schooners and Real Western

Scenery. Riding. Shooting and Feasts of Frontier Skill that would put and ordinary

wild west show to the bushes.

Don't miss ««The Indians Scout's Vengeance." It's a Wonder

Great posters for both these features

made by the

A. B. C. Co., of Cleveland, Ohio

KALEM CO., Inc.
Eastman Kodak Building

235-237-239 WEST 23rd STREET
NEW YORK CITY

LUBIN FILMS
RELEASED MONDAY, FEBRUARY 21, 1910

The New Marshall at Gila Greek
A stirring Western comedy drama in which spirited acting enhances the

value of an engrossing story told amid most picturesque surroundings. The
new United States Marshal visits Gila Creek to put down a gang of bad men.
In the disguise of a Yankee farmer his apparent semi-idiocy protects him until

he reveals himself in his true character and makes an important arrest. A
subsidiary love story gives the necessary heart interest.

APPROXIMATE LENGTH, 815 FEET.

RELEASED THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 24, 1910

The District Attorney
One of the most powerful dramatic productions, for which a number of

-penal engagements were- made. \n unusually strong east admirably interprets
a gripping story that is advanced rapidly to a powerful climax. In dramatic
production, photographic quality and scenic investiture the release is equally
notable. A feature film in every respect.

APPROXIMATE LENGTH, 870 FEET.

Send for catalogue of our 1910 machine

LUBIN MANUFACTURING COMPANY 926-928 MARKET STREET
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Have you investigated

Wurlitzer PianOrchestra ?

The leading Nickelodeons are
putting in this marvelous Automatic
Orchestra. It furnishes better music
than a regular orchestra of 5 to 25
pieces, is always "on the job," and
cuts out the enormous expense of mu-
sicians. The money saved pays rent.

Easy terms. less than paid to musicians.
We supply the I". S. Gov't, with uiusk-ai
Instruments. Write for big 96-page
& testimonial booklet showing Wurlitzer
PlanOrchestrae in leading Niekelod

^Rudolph Wurlitzer (b
World's Largest Mf rs Automatic Mob. lasts.

HEW YORK CINCINNATI CHICAGO
25-27 W. 32d 117-121 E. 4th 266-26SWab«h

How to Put on the Passion Play

By W. Stephen Bush.

With the great revival of the

Passion Play, again to be enacted
in Germany this coming Spring,

exhibitors will consult their own
best interests by ordering the well-

known book above named. The
first edition has been exhausted,
and the second, now on sale, con-
tains many valuable additions. The
book has the unqualified endorse-
ment of the Moving Picture World
and contains:
A complete lecture, running with

the pictures on the screen.

A complete musical program.
Valuable suggestions of a general

nature.
Sent postpaid for One Dollar to

any address in United States, Can-
ada or Mexico.

W. STEPHEN BUSH,
44 North loth Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

GALEHUFF
A "Umber of the

FILM SERVICE ASSOCIATION

Headquarters for only the belt of latest

FILMS and SONQ SLIDES. No junk.

MACHINES, SUPPLIES, Etc.

LATEST SONQ SLIDES
$5.00 per set

N. E. Cor. 4th & Green Streets,

PHILADELPHIA. PA.
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dops madly off while the sheriff and a band of
cowboys rush from the saloon, and as the pain
convulsed swindler tells of the assault, and as
he falsely terms tt robbery, the rough riding crowd
with waving of lassoes and brandished firearms
mount their horses and follow the disappearing In-
dian. The shades of night fall in the gloomy
recesses of a primeval forest as Iron Arm gal-
lops up and hides the treasure. He hears his track-
ers and rides away. Once on the prairie they sight
him and a stern chase is on. Over the bound-
less stretches of the far Western plains, through
rock strewn and almost impassable canyons and
around the mighty trunks of forest monarchs he
is trailed and is about to escape when he is
lassoed and his horse dragged to his haunches.
The band enraged at his stubborn resistance, would
punish him. but the sheriff protects him. Iron Arm
cleverly escapes, regains the treasure and rides
with the speed of the wind to the rescue of the girl
he h>ves. The family who Jiave been dispossessed
are shivering in the street when Iron Arm appears,
gives tbem the gold and after taking a last lov-
ing farewell he goes, away and is seen no more,
tor, disgusted with the treachery of the palefaces,
he returns to his tribe.

NESTOR FILMS.
THZ VINDICTIVE FOREMAN.—Fred Stafford's

foreman had been sick for two weeks now and still
no hope for his return, so when Anton Cyernay
applied for the position, telling the contractor a
pitiable tale of hard luck, but that he was a
thoroughly competent man, Stafford engaged him
at once, and in truth his work proved him to be
all he claimed.
When the generous contractor learned that he

was a stronger in t: < city, he promptly invited
Cyernay to stay will, him until he could find com-
fortable quarters. Thus he met gracious Mary
Stafford. Scarcely two weeks had passed ere he
was madly in love with her and" resolved to move
heaven and earth to possess her.

Returning early one afternoon he grasped the
opportunity to declare his love, and it was not
until she had broken a vase over his head and
denounced him to her husband who fortunately had
returned opportunely, that Cyernay realized' that
her scorn and indignation were real and that she
was lost to him forever.
The Hungarian was half crazed with rage—this

woman had not only tricked him into falling in love
with her and then scorned him but had allowed
him to be soundly thrashed by her husband and
discharged from his position—he would be revenged,
but how ?

All night he planned, and in the morning when
he knew that her husband would have gone to busi-
ness and their young son to school, he set about
putting his diabolical plan into execution.
Entering the Louse by stealth, he finds Mrs. Staf-

ford seated in a chair sewing; approaching her from
behind he seizes, gags and binds her to the mantel,
and then fastening a shotgun to the table pointed
directly at Mrs. Stafford, he arranges a cord in
such a manner that by fastening it to the door,
the gun will be discharged the moment the door
is opened and cause the instant death of his victim.
Writing a message to her husband to come home

at or.ce as his wife is dying and signing the name
of the family doctor, he taunts his victim and
shows her the letter, then locks all the doors ex-
cept the one to which the gun is attached.
He bins a boy to deliver the message, then he

hides near at hand to watch the outcome or his
diabolical scheme.

Scarcely has he gone when the postman arrives
with a registered letter, and getling no reply to
the door '.ell, is about to try the door when ho
•discovers that he is at the wrong number and
departs,
The grocery wagon arrives and the boy, getting

no reply at the back door comes around to the
front and is about to enter when his horse takes
fright at a child running in front of it and darts
up the street pursued by the boy.
The child that startled the horse happened to

be Roy. son of Mrs. Stafford, fleeing from the
wrath of Spiltzer the grocer, whose fruit stand he
had patronized for the pleasure of little Louise,
and being unable to pay had fled with Spiltzer and
a mob in close pursuit, and gaining his own yard
he attempted to enter by the back door, but find-

ing it locked and not daring to attempt the front
entrance, he climbs in through a window and hasten-
ing through to the front of the house to reconnoitre.

Seeing a mob he believes to be his pursuers rush-
ing toward the front door, he hastily bolts it,

thereby unconsciously saving his mother's life, as
his father was already bounding up the steps and
in another moment would have opened the door.

Being unable to open the doors, the father fol-

lowed his son's example and climbed through a
window.
His horror upon discovering what Cyerany had

planned can be better seen on the screen than
described.

Quickly releasing and reviving his wife, he had
the satisfaction of seeing Cyernay arrested and led
away to receive his deserts at the hands of the
law. as his wife would not permit him to wreak
summary vengeance.

LUX FILMS.
THE FISHERMAN'S HONOR.—This is a beauti-

ful portrayal of the honor of a fisherman. The
scene opens up showing the fisherman kissing
his wife good-bye. while he starts out for the day's
work. Next we find the fisherman and son at

work down by the water when suddenly a num-
ber of fugitives who are trying to escape from
the Royalists come along and ask the fisherman
if he could tell them of a good hiding place where
the enemy would not be able to find them. The
fisherman being sympathetic and kind leads them
to a place in the woods.

After the fisherman returns home the Royalists,
who are looking for 'the fugitives, come to the
house of the fisherman and claim that he knows
something of the whereabouts of the fugitives
whom they are looking for. The fisherman declines
the betrayal of his secret and commands his sou
to keep silent when the soldiers question him.
We I lion sec the son fishing alone when a num-

ber of Royalists approach him and ask him about
the whereabout of the fugitives. He refuses to

tell them anything at first, but they try to bribe
luio by offering him gold. The sight of the money
so captivates the boy that he accepts same and
shows them the hiding place of the fugitives. Tho
Royalists surround the place and force the fugitives
1o either surrender or take a chance in making
their escape.

Next we see the boy returning home acting
rather queer. His father noticing his strange ac-
tions questions him hut doesn't get any satisfac-
tion Just at this moment we see one of the
fugitives inn by the house and is shot right in

front of the door. The father seeing this imme-
diately realizes that they had been found at their

hiding place and suspects his son.

He enters the house to find his son counting
the gold whicb was given him for the betrayal of

the secret. The fisherman feels his lienor compels
him to taJie the life of his son. and so informs
the boy that he must die. The boy kneels down
and pleads Witt the father, hut all in vain. lie

takes the boy to a lonely spot and there, after
commanding his son to pray to his God. is on the

Verge of shooting him when his mother appeals.
She steps between the father and son. telling the
father that if he takes her son's life he must
take hers also. This softens the fisherman's heart
and he forgives his son.

NOAH WEBSTER
wrote our first advertisement when he defined the word
QUALITY for we make

THE QUALITY LINE OF

OPERA CHAIRS
superb in design, supreme in workmanship and finish. Known
from Maine to California as the Quality Line.

We make over 50 styles ranging from tne most inexpensive
Veneer chairs to the most elaborate upholstered ones.

For Movine Pictures and Vaudeville Theaters we have con-
stantly on hand upwards of

2000 Veneer Chairs
for 2t hour shipment. We have sold in the last year more chairs
for Moving Picture Theaters than all of our competitors combined
without a single serious complaint. It is better to be sure than to
be sorry and in buying Imperial Chairs you are SURE QUALITY
COUN TS and our prices ace never higher than our quality. Send
for catalogue and prices and be convinced. Buy our chairs and be
satisfied.

IMPERIAL SEATING CO., 1345 State Street, CHICAGO

INDEPENDENT FILMS
LUX FILMS.

Jan. 26—He Would Be an Acrobat 488
Jan. 26—Uncle Learns to Hypnotize 498
Feb. 2—Hamlet 950
Feb. 9—Pirate's Fiancee 698
Feb. 9—The Consequence of a Nod 311

Feb. 10—The Man Who Could Not Sit Down 46S

Feb. 16—Her Dolly's Revenge 324

GREAT NORTHERN FILM CO.

Feb. 5—A Woman's Destiny (Dr.) 740
Feb. 5—The Foxy Soldiers (Com.) 235
Feb. 12—Never Again (Dr.) 715
Feb. 12—Worried to Death (Com.) 280
Feb. 12—Never Despair (Dramatic) 715

Feb. 19—Ruined by His Son (Dramatic)

"IMP."
INDEPENDENT MOVING PICTURES COMPANY

OF AMERICA.
Jan. 24—A Rose of the Philippines (Dr.) 985
Jan. 31—A Coquette's Suitors (Com.) 650
Jan. 31—Sports in the Snow (Sc.) 950
Feb. 7—Justice in the Far North (Dr.) 950
Feb. 14—The Blind Man's Tact (Dr.) 050
Feb. 14—Brown's Gouty Foot (Com.) 300
Feb. 21—Jane and the Stranger 900
Feb. 24—The Death of Minnehaha
Feb. 21—Jane and the Stranger (Dr.) 900
Feb. 24—The Death of Minnehaha (Dr.)

Feb. 28—The Governor's Pardon (Dr.) 980

Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb,

Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

Feb,
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

NEW YORK MOTION PICTURE CO.

25—A Romance of the Prairie (Bison) ... .950
28—His Imaginary Crime (Bison) 950
1—By His Own Hand (Dr.)
4—The Female Bandit (Dr.)
11—Young Deer's Gratitude (Dr.)

8—Ten of Spades (Dr.)

1—The Female Bandit 1000
4—By His Own Hand 990
S—The Ten of Spades 1000
11—Young Deer's Gratitude 1000
15—Government Rations 1000
18—Dooley's Holiday 600
IS—The Impostor 400
22—For Her Father's Honor (Dr.)

20—Dooley Referees the Big Fight (Com.)

ITALA.
(By N. Y. M. P. Co.)

22—The Tempting Collar 600
29—The Timid One 550
29—A Good Winning 430
5—Love and Treason 1000
12—Foolshead Receives (Com. )

12—Foolshead Preaches Temperance (Com.)
12—Foolshead Receives 610
12—Foolshead Preaches Temperance 365
19—Louise Strozzi 900
20—Foolshead at the Ball (Com.)
26—The Dog of the Cheese Monger (Com.)

AMBROSIO.
(By N. Y. M. P. Co.)

19—Italian Artillery 300
26—The Last Keepsake 600
26—A Choice Policeman 400
2—Hero and Leander S50
9—The Longing for Goal (Dr. )

9—The Strongest (Dr. )

9—Longing for Gaol 600
9—The Strongest 400
10—The Silent Tiano 600
16—1 Have Lost My Latch Key 400

23—The Witch's Ballad (Fairy Story)

23—Why Fricot Was Sent to College (Com.)

ECLAIR FILM COMPANY.

Feb. 7—The Child with the Dancing Jack (C.).480
Feb. 7—Mr. Giddy's Revenge (Com.) 400

Feb. 14—A Bootblack's Daily Labor in Al-

giers (Sc. )

Feb. 14—The Serum (Dr.)

Feb. 21—Face to Face (Dramatic) 5S3

Feb. 21—Duty and Conscience (Dramatic) 49S

Feb. 2S—Nick Carter as Acrobat 721

Feb. 28—The Castles on the Rhine from Bingen
to Coblenz (Scenic) 1S3

NESTOR FILMS.

Jan. 6—The Nemesis 991

Jan. 13—Mishaps of Bonehead; and Forgiven. . .995

Jan. 20—Wages of Sin 9S7

Jan. 27—Ordeal, and Bonehead 1010

Feb. 3—Justice 965

Feb. 16—A Daughter's Devotion 430
Feb. 10—Bonehead 3rd 425

Feb. 23—In Arizona 965
'

Mar. 2—The Vindictive Foreman (Dr.) 9S5

Jan. 2'. >—Colonial Days (Dr.) 0SO

Feb. 5—His Daughters (Dr.) 1010

Feb. 12—His Untimely Visit 804

Feb. is—The Hobo's Dream of Wealth (Com.).S20
Feb. 25—Iron Arm's Remorse (Dr.) 9S0
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SWAAB
The Pioneer Film Exchange

of Philadelphia
and

Largest Dealer in Machines
and Supplies

Agent for

Power's Cameragraph
Lang's Rewinder

and
Cary Coated Carbons

The Trade Supplied. Licensed
Films Only

LEWIS M. SWAAB
338 Spruce St., Philadelphia, Pa.

A FILM MAN
thoroughly experienced in all

the details of a Film Exchange,
is open for a position as man
ager or ass't manager, traveling
representative, or as an expert
shipping clerk.

The past 18 months with the
Lubin Film Co. (Cincinnati
Branch). A high-grade, intelli-

gent hustler, :?2 years of age.
Would entertain a proposition

to act as sales agent for a film

manufacturer or anything cater-
ing to the moving picture
business. Address

S. HETTEBERQ, 928 CUTTER ST.
CINCINNATI, 0.

Folding and Assembly Chairs

LICENSED FILMS.

Most popular pi iced chairs on the market for

picture show use

Prompt Shipments. Write for Catalojue

PEABODY SCHOOL FURNITURE CO.

NORTH MANCHESTER, INDIANA
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I'd..
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Jan.
Jan,
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Jan,
Feb
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Jan
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Feb
Feb,
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Feb,
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Feb,

BIOGRAPH COMPANY.
10—Her Terrible Ordeal (Dr.) 952
13—All on Account of tbe Milk (Dr.) 989
IT—On tbe Beet (Or.) 988
20—Tbe Call (Dr.) 989
24—Tbe Honor of Ills Family (Dr.) 988
27—Tbe Last Deal (Ur.) 991
31—The Cloister's Touch (Dr.) 993
3—The Woman from Mellon's (Dr.) 988
7—The Course of True LaOTe (Dr.) 987
10—The Duke's Plan (Dr.) 985
14—One Night, and Then (Dramatic) 992
17—The Englishman and tbe Girl (Dr.) . .

.97.-.

21—His Last Burglary (Dr.) 995
24—Taming a Husband (Dr.) 980

EDISON MANUFACTURING COMPANY.

28—The Skipper's Yarn (Dr.) 850
1—The Japanese Peach Boy (Fairy Story). 940
4—His Just Deserts (Dr.) 350
4—The Surprise Party (Com.) 330
4—The Bad Man from Riley's Gulch

(Com.) 315
8—The Livingston Case (Dr.) 995
11—An Equine Hero (Edu.) 725
11—A Queen of the Burlesque (Com.) 2C0
15—The President's Special (Dr.) 950
18—The Miniature 725
18—A Trip to Mars (Scenic) 265
22—A Victim of Bridge (Dramatic 990
25—Lost and Regained (Dramatic) 445
25—That Girl of Dixon's (Dramatic) 475
1— Hanson's Folly (Dr.) 1000
4—At the Eleventh Hour (Dr.) 800
4—The Man Under the Bed 200

ESSANAY FILM MFG. CO.

12—Electric Insoles (Com.) 502
12—Tbe Old Maid and tbe Burglar (Com.). 498
15—Review of U. S. Troops, Fort Leaven-

worth (Scenic) 1000
12—Home of tbe Gypsies (Scenic) 321
19—The Coast Guard (Dr.) 747
19—Riva, Austria, and the Lake of Garda

(Scenic) 204
2G—Tommy in Dreamland (Com.) 491
2G—The Lass Who Loved a Sailor (Dr.)... 417
2—Sheltered in the Woods (Dr.) 806
2—The Might of tbe Waters (Sc.) 167
9—The Price of Fame (Dr.) 1000

12—Western Chivalry (Com.) 568
12—Bitter-Sweet (Com. ) 450
16—Aviation at Los Angeles. Cal (Educa.).6O0
16—Baby's First Tooth (Comedy) 385
19—The Cowboy and the Squaw (Dr.) 935
23—0. So Sick (Comedy)
23—The Winning of Father (Comedy)
26—Tbe Mexican's Faith (Dramatic)

KALEM COMPANY.

21—The Magic Flower (Fairy Tale)
2S—The Man Who Lost (Dr.) 930
2—The Step-mother (Dr.) 980
4—The Little Old Men of the Woods

(Fairy Story) 945
9—The Confederate Spy (Dr.) 960
11—Tbe Feud (Dr.) 925
16—Tbe Fisherman's Graddaughter (Dr.).. 950
IS—Tbe Trapper and tbe Redskins (Dr.).. 705
23—The Miser's Child (Dr.)

,
25—The Indian Scout's Vengeance (Dr.)..

LUBIN MANUFACTURING COMPANY.
24—Adoring an Ad. (Dr.) 515
27—Marble Quarrying in Tennessee (In-

dustrial) 441
27—The Flirto-Maniac (Com.) 420
31—Bill's Boots (Com.) 245
31—Too Much Protection (Com.) 600
3—Sentimental Sam (Com.) 300
3—It Might Have Been (Com.) 5S5
19—Won by a Holdup (Com.) 629
19—Flower Parade at Pasadena, Cal 292
22—The Confession (Dr.) 960
26—Tbe Modern Messenger Boy (Com.)... 945
29—An Outlaw's Sacrifice (Dr.) 996
2—The Wrong Man (Com.) 554
2—A Voice from the Fireplace (Dr.) 486
5—Sensational Logging (Scenic) 1000
7—The Samaritan's Courtship (Com.) 865
10—Celestial Vengeance (Dr.) 840
14—Loving Hearts (Comedy) 500
14—The Hand of tbe Heiress (Dramatic) . .450
17—A Honeymoon Through Snow to Sun-

shine (Dramatic) 930
21—The New Marshal at Gila Creek (Com.).SlS
24—The District Attorney (Dr.) 870

GAUMONT.

G. Kleine.

Jan. 25—Sea Side Adventures at Home (Com.). 371
Jan. 29—The Great Divide (Dr.) 741
Jan. 29—Wild Waves at St. Jean de Lur

I Scenic I 243
Feb. 1—The Golden Lily (Dr.) 702
Feb. 1—Ascending the Jura Mountains (Sc.)...253
Feb. 5—Civil War (Dr.) 940
Feb. 8—Servant from tbe Country (Com.) 508

S—Settled Out of Court (Dr.) 413
Feb. 12—A Bag Race (Com.) 197

Feb. 12—The Gambler's Doom (Dr.) 806
Feb. 15—Tbe GhOBt (Dramatic) 698
Feb. IS—Pastoral Scenes (Mystical) '-"-'•

• -Better Than Gold (Dramatic) 577
Feb. 19 -The <oniedy-Grapb (Comedy) 338
Feb. 22 His Fi Ooi firmed (Dr.)

Feb. 22—Duped (Dr. | 491

Bll . 1 lahlng Nc A (Industrial)
nd of King Midas (Dr.. .

URBAN-ECLIPSE.

G. Kleine.

Feb. 9—Venetian Isles (Sc.) 263
Feb. 10—The Acrobatic Fly (Nature Vaude.

)

. . .200

Feb. 16—Tbe Blue Swan Inn (Dramatic) 770

Feb. 23 A Family Outing (Com.) 498
23 -The Buried Secret (Dr.) 1T<".

PATHE FRERE8.

Feb. 9—Cora, tbe Contraband's Daughter (Dr.). 567
Feb. 9—In Ancient Greece (Ballet) 410
Feb. 11—The Troubadour (Com.) 561
Feb. 11—Before and After (Com.) 430
Feb. 12—The Jockey (Dr.) 840
Feb. 12—The Foot Juggler (Acrobatic) 157

Feb. 14—Enterprising Clerk (Comedy) 643
Feb. 14—Druid Remains in Brltany Col (Sc.)...328
Feb. 16—Carmen (Dramatic) 900
Feb. 18—A Panicky Picnic (Comedy) C72
Feb. 18—The Little Beggar (Dramatic) 311
Feb. 19—Three Queens and a Jack (Comedy) .. .600
Feb. 19—Fate Against Her (Dramatic) 314
Feb. 21—The Gunby's Sojourn in the Country

(Com.) 344

Feb. 21—A Corsloan'a Revenge (Dr.) 626
Feb. 23—The Lamp Post Inspector (Com.) 886
Feb. 25—Ouchard the Merchant (Dr.) 756
Feb. 26—The Harry's Brothers (Acrobatic) 220
Feb. 20—Granny's Birthday (Com.) 653
Feb. 2G—In the Gulf of Salerno (Scenic) 377

SELIG POLYSCOPE CO.

Jan. 31—Shooting an Oil Well (Industrial >.. .715
Jan. 31—Our German Cousin (Com.) 285
Feb. 3—Politics (Dr.) 1000
Feb. 7—In tbe Serpent's Power (Dr.) 100O
Feb. 10—In the Shadow of aft Shasta (Dr.)..100O
Feb. 14—The Roman (Dr.) 1000
Feb. 17—The Girls of the Range (Dr.) 1000
Feb. 2S—Industries of Southern California (In-

dustrial) 1000
Mar. 3—Samuel of Posen (Dr.) 1000

VITAGRAPH COMPANY.

Jan. 15—A Sister's Sacrifice (Dr.) 97»
Jan. 18—Tbe Toymaker's Secret (Dr.) 969
Jan. 22—A Pair of Schemers (Com.) 743
Jan. 22—Five Minutes to Twelve (Com.) 162

Jan. 25—The Life of Moses. Part 3 (Dr.) 976
Jan. 29—The Girl and the Judge (Dr.) 980
Feb. 1—Caught in His Own Trap (Com.) 503
Fez. 1—The Skeleton (Com.) 440
Feb. 5—Twelfth Night (Dr.) 970

Feb. 8—Tbe Passing Shadow (Dr.) 996
Feb. 12—The Life of Moses. Part IV. (Dr.) 955
Feb. 15—The Wayside Shrine (Dr.) 930
Feb. 18—Muriel's Stratagem (Dr.) 655
Feb. IS—A Trip Through England (Scenic) 320
Feb. 19—Life of Moses (The Promised Land)... 990
Feb. 22—Pain in Full (Dr.) 930
Feb. 25—The Lesson by the Sea (Dr.) 963
Feb. 26—The Soul of Venice (Dr.) 950

P
ATENTS

MOVING PICTIRE DEVICES
A SPECIALTV

Charles Lowell Howard
PATENT ATTORNEY

706-707-708 McQill Building, Washington. D.C.

Open Twenty -Four Hours Every Day-

ELECTRIC THEATRE SUPPLY CO., Inc. Z&ZgSS&SUir
Write, Call, 'Wire or PHone Any Hour, Day or Night

nod Film Serv

2?flo?fi ,«.hl£ih"iKf.e4 44 TentH Jtreet, PHiladelpHiaTPar*
We have every subject Issued by the Licensed Manufacturers

MOriOjRAPH, PATHE FRERES, POWER'S, EDISON and LUBIN MACHINES. HALLBERO ECONOMIZERS and PARTS ALWAYS ON HAND
Write for our new proposition :—Supplying two customers in the same town each with twelve reels a week, keeping each one's supply away from the other, and

no repeaters to either
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Essanay Films
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RELEASE OF WEDNESDAY
FEBRUARY 23

iiThe Winning
of Father"

An exhilarating comedy
showing the rather strenu-

ous means of persuasion

necessary in getting
Father's consent.

(Length, approximately, 508 feet)

Essanay posters are made by

the Essanay Company only.

Do not be buncoed into buying

other makes. Order from your

exchange or from us :: ::

**

Release of Saturday, February SO

THE MEXICAN'S FAITH"
A Western drama with a wholesome moral. How a girl's mercy

extended to a Mexican blackguard is later abundantly returned when the
Mexican saves the girl's life. An absorbing story, cleverly portrayed.

(Length, approximately, 025 feet)

The "Essanay Guide," our

fortnightly bulletin, is sent

free for the asking. It is

very attractive. Get on our

mailing list :: ;; ;;

Essanay Comedies Are Popular Everywhere. Do You Get Them?

RELEASE OF WEDNESDAY
FEBRUARY 23

"Oh, So Sick!''

John didn't want to visit

his mother-in-law and

played sick. When you see

this film you will agree that

this was a mistake.

(Length, approximately, 470 feet)

Essanay Film AVfg., Go.
FACTORY and STUDIOS 1333 ARGYLE ST. - OFFICE 435 NORTH CLARK ST.

CHICAGO and LONDON, 5 NEW COMPTON ST. W.C.

I

1

I

I

I

I

1

I

I

RELEASED FRIDAY, FEB. 25, 1910

'Iron Arm's Remorse"
A thrilling tale of the plains.

Exciting and clean. Scene

and photographic effects fine

Approx. Length 980 ft. Code Word Remorse

RELEASED MARCH 5, 1910

"The Electric Bath-Tub"
A Side-Splitting Comedy

EXHIBITORS: Cet your names on our
mailing list. Drop us a postal and we
will tell you the buying exchanges.

Pantograph Corporation
1402 Broadway, New York City

Members N. I. M. P. A.

ELECTRA

Pink Label

•TRADE MARK'

CARBONS
Superior to all other Carbons

on the market

WHY experiment -with other
Carbons, when the HIGHEST
GRADE ELECTRA CARBONS
can be had at reasonable prices
from the

SOLI IMPORTER

HUGO RELSINGER
11 Broadway, New York, N. Y.
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LAEMMLE!
LAEMMLE!

LAEMMLE!

Everybody says "Laemmle
is the backbone of the Independent

movement/' To live up to that

reputation I've got to give the cus-

tomers of the Laemmle Film Service

a better lot of Independent pictures to select

from tnan any other house gives. Not
only that. I've got to give every one of my
customers a better service than I gave him
before I became Independent ! And bless

your heart and soul and gizzard, I'm doing
that very thing. I'll admit there was a time a few

months ago when I had to sweat blood to give a high

class Independent service. But now it's a cinch, a

pipe, a snap. Why? Simply because the Independent

manufacturers are fairly bursting their inners to pro-

duce high class films—they're doing it every day in

the week. It simply resolves itself into a question of

buying enough of these reels to keep my customers

pleased and you can bet your bottom simoleon I'm

attending to all that! If you want an Independent

service that will increase your business, slip me a note.

CARL LAEMMLE, President

THE LAEMMLE FILM SERVICE
Headquarters

196-198 Lahe Street Chicago

Minneapolis, Portland, Omaha, Salt Lake City, Evansvllle

The biqqest and best film renter in the world

S CENERY f REE

...For Moving...

Picture Theatres
For FULL INFORMATION, HOW TO GET FREE
SCENERY—a complete set front TORMENTOS,
FANCY DRAPERY and one or two LEG DROPS, ac-

cording to depth of your stage, and Back Drop represent-

ing a GARDEN SCENE, with BRICK WALL, showing

spaces for ADVERTISEMENTS of LOCAL STORES
near your PICTURE THEATRE. Write at once.

COPY THE FOLLOWING FORM and mail it to us.

Feet Feet

Inside Measurements of your Picture Frame, x

Size of your Picture Sheet, x

Distance from Picture Frame to Back Wall - - - x

Distance from Side Wall to Side Wall, Back of Frame, x

Height from Stage Floor to Ceiling, - - - - x

TURNER COMPANY
Scenic and Theatric Studio

552 7th Avenue New YorK
M. P. MEN.-You Have to put on Vaudeville

Act. or lose money

LECTURES
on Suitable Subjects in Moving Pictures are a

pleasing and attractive feature and always
appreciated by your patrons. The peer and
pioneer of lectures or "picture readings" with

moving pictures is acknowledged to be

W. STEPHEN BUSH
Pleated to correspond with exhibitors

44 North I Oth Street ... Philadelphia, Pa.

THE MIRROR SCREEN
Makes your pictures brighter, more beautiful and more captivating. Pictures almost

stereoscopic—there is nothing like it. Don't let the other fellow get ahead of you.

Order one and be convinced.

Write to-day for Terms and Prices

Motion Picture Screen Co.
SHELBYVILLE INDIANA

SPECIAL ROLL TICKETS The Big TicKet. Any Printing.
Any Colors.

5,000
10.000

$1.25
2.50

20.000
25,000

$4.60
5.50

50.000
100.000

$7 50
1000

Get the Samples

NATIONAL TICKET COMPANY
Stock Tickets, 6 Cents

SnamoKin, Pa.
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TRADE
MARK

Waterproofed
Films

like all others will soil, but unlike all

others they an be cleaned with

Soap and
Water

This machine does it in 10 minutes

ALL EXCHANGES NEED ONE

National Waterproof
Film Co.

4200-4202 W. Adams Street

CHICAGO, ILL,.

The Excela

Soundograph
The only complete and up-to-date
effect-producing machine ever in-

vented is now complete and ready
for the exhibitors. Everybody pro-
nounces it a wonder. Almost any
sound or effect imaginable is easily

and realistically produced by simply
turning a crank, pulling a handle or
pushing a button. The effects are
all mounted in a handsome cabinet
structure, 25 x 40 inches square and
42 inches high, with means exterior
for the operation of each effect

separately, or they can be operated
in combinations. The Soundograph
can be located either in the orchestra,
pit orback of the screen as the exhibi-
tor prefers. No expert operator is re-

quired, any one person is all that is

needed to operate the Soundograph
and produce perfect sound effects. A
boy or some other employee of the
theatre learns quickly to work the
effects, thus relieving the exhibitor
of the services of an expensive oper-
ator. It will put life and realism in

your pictures and delight your audi-
ences. It holds their interest and
attention to the end of the reel and
assures you of big box office receipts

every day.

Let us ship you a Soundograph now

PRICE, $150.00

EXCELA SOUNDOGRAPH CO.

PITTSBURG, PA.
Office I 101 Empire Building

EASTERN AGENT:

IMPERIAL FILM EXCHANGE
44 W. 28th Street, New York City
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NEW FILMS—HIGH CLASS SERVICE

The Pioneer House, With 8 Years Experience
And $250,000.00 Back Of It

Write To-day For Terms

EUGENE CLINE
57 and 59 Dearborn Street, Chicago
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^ Motiograph STS,^ A Wonder
AND WILL INCREASE TOUR. BUSINESS

It projects Fllckerlesa, Steady and Wonderfully Brilliant pictures, has Pateated 1}
minute Rewind from main crank, revolving Magazines, Automatic Fireproof shutter,

etc., not found in other Machines.—WILL WEAR TWICE AS LONG.
C. H. D. of Keokuk, Iowa, writes: Motiograph Making • Big Hit and Buslnsss Incraaaad w«u

derlulljr.

F. L. F. of Chicago, 111., writes: "Used every day for seven months, and not ane penny for rsaairs.

"

F. J. K. of Kansas City, writes: "Operating Motiograph nearly two years. Hate operated all makes,
but nose to campare with Monograph.—PRICES. $ I SO.OO AND UP
The Enterprise Calcium (ias Outfit la the oaly satisfactory Western \ S. Labia VTI M
aubatltata for electric light Write far Catalog to-day Representatives j Gao. Haliaa **•>**

Enterprise Optical Mfg. Co., 564-572 West Randolph Street, Chicago

cu o
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143 NortK 8tH Street, PHILADELPHIA, PA.
Best and Newest Independent American and Foreign Films

SUPPLIES 18 REELS PER WEEK SUPPLIES
PROMPT AND RELIABLE SERVICE Members N. I. M. P. Alliance

m
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Power's

Cameragraph

No. 5

Power's

Cameragraph

No. 6

Guaranteed fori Year

Send for Catalog G
NICHOLAS POWER COMPANY, 115-117 Nassau St., New YorK

Power's

Inductor

for alternating current

Power's

'Bill Splitter"

for direct current

Power's

Tool Kit
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BISON m FILMSB TKAUI MARK

Regular Release Days-Tuesday, Wednesday, Friday, Saturday

FOUR REELS A WEEK-Tuesday, a "Bison"—Wednesday, Ambrosio— Friday, a "Bison"—Saturday, Itala

"GET BUSY"
"BISON BRINGS BUSINESS"

Mr. Exhibitor: Insist, demand the "Bison" and you will create a phenomenal and gigantic patronage.

Tuesday, Mar. I st-A " BISON "

"THE COWBOY AND THE SCHOOL MARM"
Code- Marm"

A romantic tale of the plains, with love and treachery combined,
JT" offering a number of" thrilling climaxes, cleverly presented by the

JgL original "Bison Stock'Company," and photographically superb.

Wednesday Mar. 2nd—"AMBROSIO"
"THE TWO MOTHERS"

"THE MYSTERIOUS TRACK"
Code-" Miss"

A colossal drama depicting the true patriotism of "Two Mothers."
followed by the "Mysterious Track," showing the funny adventures
of an amateur detective. ___

Friday, Mar. 4th-A "BISON"

"THE NEW PARTNERS"
Code-"Me"

fS. . : \i

^ififc

t^W SI

A typical Amertcan drama, showing the greatest "strike" scene

ever produced upon the screen, acted by a specially engaged company.

Saturday, Mar. 5th-"lTALA"

"SUPREME RECOGNITION"
Code—"My"

A picture with great dramatic qualities telling a beautiful story

of a mother's love forjher children.

LITHOGRAPHS AND POSTERS FREE
Exhibitors:—We furnish as usual all exchanges handling these productions with one sheet four colored lithographs, also posters containing synopsis

absolutely free with each reel. Demand same from your exchange as they will positively increase your box office receipts.

Brief description of all subjects wil. be found on another page.

NEW YORK MOTION PICTURE CO.
Manufacturers ef "Bison" Life Motion Pictures

429 SIXTH AVENUE, Cor. 26th Street NEW YORK CITY
PKone 6690*1 Madison Sq. Cable Address: Nosib
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Telegraph Your

EXTRA!

Standing Order

EXTRA!

Independent exhibitors and renters will go fairly

wild with delight when they see the two reels to be released

by the "Imp" on March 7th and March 1 Oth. You will hear

of these two masterpieces for weeks, months and years to come, for I givt you my
word they are the best released by anybody during the past year at least. All former

"Imps" pot together, popular as they were, did not make the tremendous ten-strike that these two

will make. Get them if you have to fight! Here they are:

—

"Mother Love»>

Released Monday, March 7th Length about 980 feet

In this picture Miss Lawrence, known to thousands as "Mrs. Jones," does the most excellent of her

remarkable career. She enacts the role of a young mother whose reason has been temporarily dethroned

by the death of her baby. Her insanity takes the form of failure to recognize her own husband and her

artistry is so powerful that you will never "forget it. The efforts of her friends to restore her to reason

form the greatest series of dramatic events ever pictured on a screen. The story has a happy finale, so

that no dark brown taste is left in your mouth. Have I ever given you a wrong tip? No? Very well, then,

take it from me that you MUST have this "Mother Love" picture. Talk about your films d'art! This is a

film d'peach, film d'great, a film d'magnifique! ! !

"The Devotion ofWomen"
Released Thursday, March lOth Length about 960 feet

Here's another story of the Indian Northland as powerful as that wonderful Imp film, "Justice in

the Far North." And again I swear that David Belasco didn't stage it, though you'll swear he did. A young

adventurer, temporarily infatuated with a squaw, finally leaves her and returns to his home and wife. An

Indian follows him, there is a quarrel and the white man is wounded. Then follows enough excitement to

satisfy the most fastidious. And it is the squaw who finally settles things and leaves the man and wife

happily reunited. It is intensely dramatic and powerful from soda to hock. Get it!

Meanwhile, don't forget "THE DEATH OF MINNEHAHA," the star reel released February 24th.

Sequel to our great "Hiawatha."

Independent Moving Pictures Company of America,

111 E. 14th St., New York. Carl Laemmle, Pres.

Monday and Thursday are Imp Days—2 Reels per Week!
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NESTORFILMS
The Vindictive Foreman

Released Wednesday, March 2, 19 IO length 975 feet

This is a thriller and will make the regulars sit up and take notice, insist on getting it from your exchange and
watch the effect on your audience, they'll hold their breath from beginning to end and then you'll hear a round of
applause that will show you that once more the Nestor has scored a hit.

It.l
f

m
V

This is without doubt the most thrilling picture that has appeared this year and every exhibttor should insist on
getting it.

It has the MOUNTAINEER grade of photography and is even more thrilling than the MOUNTAINEER was,
being however a story of the city, and like all NESTOR'S it ends right.

NE5T0R FILM COMPANY
BAYONNE, N. J.

If your exchange will not furnish you with NESTOR FILMS the following exchanges will:

LIST OF EXCHANGES
Great Western Film Service, 69 Dearborn St., Chicago.
Laemmle Film Service, 196 Lake St., Chicago.
Chicago Film Exchange, 46 Jackson Boulevard, Chicago.
Eugene Cline, 59 Dearborn St., Chicago.
Royal Film Service, 225 Dearborn St., Chicago.
Ind. Western Film Ser., Swetland Bldg., Portland, Ore.
Buckeye Film and Froj. Co., Arcade Bldg., Dayton, Ohio.
Wm. H. Swanson, 200 N. Seventh St., St. Louis, Mo.
Michigan Film and Supply Co., Detroit, Mich.
Phila. Froj. Co., 44 N. Ninth St.. Philadelphia, Fa.
Theatre Film Service, San Francisco, Cal.

Our Next Release

Md.

American Film Exchange, Pittsburg, Pa.
Ind. Film Exc, 415 Ferry St., Pittsburg, Pa.
Consolidated Ams. Co., 28 W. Lexington St., Baltimore,
W. E. Greene, 228 Iremont St., Boston, Mass.
Victor Film Service, Chamber of Commerce Bldg.. Buffalo, N. Y.
Exhibitors' Film Exchange, 138 Third Ave., New York City.

Paramount Film Exchange, 61 W. Fourteenth St., New York City.

Empire Film Exchange, 150 E. Fourteenth St., New York City.
Crystal Palace Film, Toronto, Canada.
Gaumont & Co., Toronto, Can.

OH the Little Big Horn Wednesday, Mar. 9, 1910

This is another of our cowboy hits and it's great.

Four color lithographs furnished FREE with NESTOR FILMS

SOLE AGENT:
91 Dearborn Street

CHICAGO A. G. WHYTE Madison Avenue
NEW YORK
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LUX
RELEASED WED.

THE GOLF MANIA
(COMEDY) LENGTH, 400 FEET

It looks like something serious this time, for ever since the
dear oH Dad gave up sport lie lias declared that it would be

B big tiling that attracted him next time. Last week he bad
a chronic attack of gout and every other ailment combined
and poor Ma was quite worried about him. There he sat

growling and groaning all day long until at hist when trying
to kick the cat in his vexation he collapsed altogether.

Mother then summoned her friend, Knowall, M.D., etc.. etc.,

and he said Pa must have plenty of fresh air and play golf.

That settled it, and we soon procured a fine set for him.
Pa and Ma then sallied forth to the links. Unhappily, just

as they were going out they thought to try a shot just to

set them right. Then they went fairly mad over it. Out
of the house they went, cutting and slashing away at the
little, harmless white balls. Old trooper caught the craze. He
was one of those who rude into the valley of death and into

—

oh, the rest does not apply to him, as he did not get there.

He came back without his head, so he was kindly supplied
with a wooden one, which served the same purpose. Pa is

thinking of putting up for Parliament now and hopes to pass

an act which will do the cinematograph trade some good.

FILMS
MARCH 2nd

THE SAILOR'S DOG
(DRAMATIC) LENGTH, 590 FEET

This is a tine film of :i dog's sagacity. A jolly Jack Tar !s

sent mi a confidential mission, but after the manner of his

kind meets some pals, and when his tongue becomes loosened

by the win.-, tells of Ms mission. He was overheard by some
hooligans, who waylay him. In his drunken fury he kicks his

faithful dog, who is accompanying him. Just after he is

attacked. Stabbed and robbed of his letters and thrown into

i. After lying in the sea tor seme time, he is dis-

covered by his fin;:, who goes and fetches some fishermen to

assist him homeward. ITpon reaching home and recovering

consciousness, tin sailor sots his dog to track the thieves.

When the dog disc.vers them, an exciting chase ensues, and
at last the thieves an- apprehended. The dog in the mean-
time finds the lost hag and carries it to his master in his

mouth.

Released March gth

A FATHER'S PATRIOTISM. Length, 534 feet

WONDERFUL WAR PICTURE

HE KNEW BEST. Length 459 feet

THE WORLD'S BEST—BAR NONE
Write for Weekly List of Descriptions of our Films

R. PRIEUR
lO E. 15th Street Telephone Call:

STUYVESANT 3124 NEW YORK
Have you seen "Hamlet," a Lux classic reel of great power and beauty. Large posters for Hamlet sent to any exhibitor

on receipt of 5 cents for postage.

POWERS PICTURE PLAYS
OUR NEXT RELEASE-TUESDAY, MARCH 8th

HER COWBOY LOVER
(A Western Drama)

Well acted: Well staged: The Kind you looK for

LfST OF EXCHANGES PURCHASING OUR PRODUCT

Anti-Trust
Chicago Film Exchange
Consolidated Amusement Co.
Eugene Cline

Eagle Film Exchange
Empire Film Co.
Exhibitors' Film Co.
Paramount Film Exchange
Globe Film Service

W. E. Greene
J. Prank Hatch
American Film Exchange

Was

Chicago.
Chicago.
Baltimore, Md.
Chicago.
Philadelphia, Pa.

New York City.
New York City.

New York City.

Chicago.
Boston, Mass.
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Pittsburgh, Pa.

'ner Film and Amusement

Ind. Film Exchange
Laemmle Film Exchange
lnd. Western Film Exchange
Morgan & Fearis Co.
Peerless Film Service

Philadelphia Projection Co.
Royal Film Service

Gus Sun
American Film Service

Victor Film Service

Texas Film Service

Crystal Palace Film Exchange
Co. St. Louis, Mo.

Pittsburgh, Pa.

Chicago, 111.

Portland.

Kansas City, Mo.
Kansas City, Mo.
Philadelphia, Pa.

Chicago, 111.

Springfield, Ohio.
Pittsburgh, Pa.

Buffalo, N. Y.

Dallas, Texas.
Toronto, Ont., Can.

Our following release, "WAR TIME PALS," March 15tn
EXHIBITORS get on our mailing list

The Powers Co., 241st St.,and Richardson Ave., New YorK City
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VITAGRAPH
a LIFE PORTRAYALS

THREE REELS PER WEEK
E\ ERY TUESDAY, FRIDAY, SATL'RDAY. You Cannol Afford to Miss Any of Them

TUESDAY, MARCH 1

An Eye For An Eye
Powerful, absorbing, thrilling—A dramatic

film of intense interest and tragic ending.
Approximate length, 930 feet.

FRIDAY, MARCH 4

On The Border Line
A domestic drama of strong appeal—How a

husband's jealously led to almost fatal results.

Approximate length, 918 feet.

SATURDAY, MARCH 5

Beautiful Snow
A Laughing Comedy —Rich in humor and

sparkling with funny situations.

Approximate length, 426 feet.

SATURDAY, /1ARCH 5

History of a Sardine Sandwich
A Novelty Film—Developed in a novel way.

A picture of deep interest.

Approximate length, 478 feet.

VITAGRAPH POSTERS FOR ALL SUBJECTS
If your Exchange wili not supply you, write us.

THE VITAGRAPH COMPANY OF AMERICA
I
NEW YORK, .16 Nassau St.

! CHICAGO, 109 Randolph St.

[ LONDON, 25 Cecil Court

)
PARIS. IS. R p Salnte-Cecile

WHO?
Nailed the Flag Up-First

Was it the Daring Peary? Or the Intrepid Doctor Cook?
Somebody had to be first: Which of these two nervy

and patriotic Americans was ii?

As a people we are about equally divided Some say
Cook and stick to it. Others are equally emphatic in

proclaiming that it was Peary.
The point is that there is a discussion about it in which

all the people in this country are very vit illy interested.

Now Mr. M. P. Exhibitor please apply this fact to your
own business.

In your town there is. or ought to be, one theatre cater-

ing to the whims. pe:uliarities, tastes and desires of the
Motion Picture going public.

To fully satisfy their wants you must have PREMIER
FILM SERVICE.

Make no mistake about it— don't "kid"' yourself into

believing that by the use of inferior and unbalanced Film
Service you can retain their patronage and become a
"successful one."

Those da>s exist no more and since OUR SERVICE is

now open for your town why not assure yourself against a
Cook-Peary-like controversy and be the first to install a
successful service

WILL YOU BEAT YOUR COMPETITOR TO IT?
Write- wire which? BUT ACT!

The Pittsburg Calcium
Light & Film Company
Pittsburg, Pa. Dec Moines, la. Rochester, N. Y-

Wilkes Barre, Pa. Cincinnati, Ohio.

Omaha. Neb.

Waterproof Film

(properly cared for)

WILL OUTLAST ALL OTHERS

Run smoother, keep soft and

flexible longer and make a clearer

picture on the screen.

National Waterproof
Film Co.

4200-4202 W. Adams Street

CHICAGO, ILL.
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Summary of the Week. Sporadic Outbursts of Virtue.

Replies to Critics of Moving Pictures 327-328

Clergymen Patronize .Moving Picture Shows 329 .

The persecution ot the moving picture is like a mild

Permanence and Stability.. -330 disease which attacks the most susceptible, hut is not con-

Relation <>f Condensers and Lenses Y30
' tagious, and gradually subsides to break out again in some

Education by the Kinematograph 331 other section of the community. At present it is preva-

Putting the Other Fellow Out of Business 332 lent in Cincinnati. Ohio, where it has affected especially

Jersey Exhibitors Win Sunday Case 332 the members ot the Humane Society.

Sunday Laws in Hartford, Cum 333 Xow what the functions of this organization may be

"Man-About-Town" is Encouraged by His Observations.
. 334 ls beyond us to decipher from the title, hut they evidently

Scenario Writing for Moving Pictures 335 desire to do something as an excuse for their existence,

"Lux Graphicus" on the Business Man's Relaxation 336 and this ambition is in itself praiseworthy. But it puzzles

Operator,' Column—Questions and Answers 337 us to discover what there is that is inhumane about a

Film Waterproofing and Cleaning 340 moving picture show other than that it is the most popu-

rrespondence—Stolen Property—What is the Most- lar amusement of the people and therefore the most

Popular Film?—Indiscriminate Condemnation—What available means to bring the Humane Society into the

Are We Here For?—An Open Confession 343-345 limelight.

, It is equally mysterious what will he the nature of the

. j 171 1
onslaught, hut Air. A. 1'.. Williams, jr., general agent of

Uniformed Employees. the society, is quoted as saying: "Our crusade against

In former numbers of The Moving Picture World show concerns which display improper films will be pro-

we have advocated the dressing of the attaches of the ductive ot results. What form the crusade would take

theater in suitable uniforms, and it is now the rule instead he was not in a position to say, "hut we will surely bring

of the exception in all first-class houses. Even many of about a betterment m the present conditions,

the smaller places have uniformed doormen and ushers, So let us welcome the crusaders into the ranks of film

and we doubt if there is anything that adds more to the manufacturers, distributing agents and exhibitors who are

tone of the theater. Smart-looking uniforms are not all plugging along, equally earnestly if less ostentationsly,

expensive and will improve the appearance of any door- in a constant effort to better conditions More power to

keeper or usher, no matter how handsome he may be. the crusaders it their efforts are tor the betterment o

We have interested some outfitters to make a specialty humanity and their zeal is tempered with good judgment!

of uniforms for moving picture employees and their cards But there is one statement credited to the leader of the

will be found in the advertising pages. We bespeak for crusaders to which we must take exception. He says:

them the patronage- of our readers, because we believe "We have facts to back us up in the reform we are tin-

that by showing good taste in the apparel of the people dertaking. We have made visits to different moving pic-

who handle their patrons, they will not only make their ture shows and found that the biggest majority ot them

places more attractive, but they will be doing something depicted either immorality, drunkenness murder or sui-

that will tend to elevate the general public impression of cide." Now we are loth to believe that the Cleveland ex-

the moving picture show. One thing in favor of the hibitors are so far behind the times as to discard the regu-

uniformed' usher is that he is easily singled out by any lar releases of the manufacturers and scour the markets

patron of the theater who may require his services, and of the world for that which is off color. 1 his is a wild

it also imparts to them a certain amount of dignity which, and sweeping assertion against the moral tastes of Cleve-

if thev are of the right sort, they will strive to maintain land's citizens and its exhibitors jn particular which we

—for 'it seems to be "incumbent upon all people to respect expect they will not let pass unanswered. As for our-

a uniform. We would like to hear from those of our selves this very inhumane diatribe by a very humane so-

rcader> who have uniformed employees, and will consider ciety stamps their sudden outburst of virtue as being

offering a prize for the neatest uniformed and best look- hypercritical, if not hypocritical.

ing -roup of employees photographed in front of a mov- Still they seem to have taken one very sensible step in

ing picture theater entrance. their cnisade and that is to arrange for a joint meeting
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leir committee with the film exchange men of Cleve-

land and the exhibitors for the purpose of regulating the

films to be i ;ed in the future.

What the result of this conference was we expect to

give in our next week's number, meanwhile we quote a

noncommital if not palliative interview given to the

Cleveland "News" by Mrs. W. !•'.. Linden, president of

tin I li v( land Congress of Mothers' Clubs, a body which

orking all ng with the Humane Society. Mrs. Linden

"It is to be lamented that the taste of many
run- to this form of entertainment. The man-

naturally want to offer what will prove the

most profitable. If the people would demand
clean entertainments with all vulgarity climin-

nanagei >uld meet the demand.

"There is nothing more instructive or enter-

taining than moving picture exhibits of the right
'

continued Mrs. Linden. "We object to

pictures of crime and those that are violent.

vulgar or suggestive. T have visited a number
of theaters lately and have found some objec-

tionablc pictures, but also some that were highly

entertaining and others that were highly educa-

tional. One pictured the cocoa industry and an-

other the passage of wheat from the field to the

flour bin.

"I do not believe that objectionable pictures

incite children to crime as do nickel novels, at

least not to the same degree. T have seen chil-

dren turn away from pictures of brutality and

violence. We want those pictures eliminated be-

fore the children become hardened to them."

It is due Mrs. Linden to explain that the opening sen-

tence of her remarks, as quoted, is not a lament against

the popularity of the moving picture entertainment as a

whole, but was a rejoinder to the assertion of her inter-

viewer that the public seemed to demand sensational films.

To an extent this is true. There is an element in even'

community who hanker after the most sensational forms

of amusement and if they do not find it in the moving
picture shows, tempered with what is also elevating and
educational, they will seek and find it in places where
these palliative forces do not exist.

But to go back to the assertions made by the agent of

the I fumanc Society : We have carefully scanned the

manufacturers' list of rcaleascs for the past two months.

most of which we have seen upon the screen, and we
cannot recall any film that is open to such scathing attack

from a moral point of view. Then the fact must not be

overlooked that these films have been examined and
passed upon by a National Board of Censorship, composed
of men and women who are fully as well qualified to

censor public mOrals as any other public body. The
manufacturers are also endeavoring, as far as possible,

to eliminate the sensational and if they accede to the

demands of the exhibitors for more excitement in the

programme it but bears out the lament of Mrs. Linden
that "the taste of many runs to this form of entertain-

ment."
I \ilo\\i. FILMS ARE APPRECIATED.

We have been at considerable pains, of late, to feel

the public pulse on this question by watching the effect

upon audiences of what arc known as educational or

industrial films. We are free to confess that they do not

get the rounds of applause that greet a cowboy hero or

the happy ending of some tense melodrama, but it must
not be forgotten by exhibitors that the element that

applauds any kind of a show is the most demonstrative,

and the larger and more refined portion of their audience

who may receive an educational film in stony silence are

no less appreciative because they control their feelings.

Further than to say that such are in demand by a

portion of the populace, we have not attempted to defend

the sensational film. On the contrary, we deprecate its

existence, and Tin; MOVING PICTURE WORLD welcomes
the efforts of those manufacturers who are giving us

more and more of the educational and the classic. But
the exhibitors, who stand between them and the public

and have invested their money in legitimate enterprises,

are not open to censure for catering to public demand
It seems to us that the efforts of those reformers and
crusaders an misdirected who would turn every place

of amusement into a kindergarten or Sunday school. No.
we are not correct in saying that their work is mis-

directed, but it is out of its sphere. It should be directed

to other channels—nearer the source of the stream of

life instead of stirring up the mud in the river bed.

Honi Soit Qui Mai y Pense.
"Evil to him who evil thinks." The spectator of a

play or a painting or other work of art, or the reader of

a book, only gets out of it what he brings to it—in other

words, it acts as the mirror of his soul. What would be-

come of the Bible, Shakespeare's works, and our great-

est operas if they were pruned of all reference to that

which appeals to the morbid mind? Yet who but a

degenerate sees only the vile in art as well as in life?

A writer in a theatrical paper has lately taken up
considerable editorial space to inflict upon his readers

his views of certain moving picture dramas—especially

mentioning the productions of a noted French firm. No
doubt "there's a reason," as Brother Hoff so tersely puts

it in his able defense, which fittingly stigmatizes the

utterances as "blackmail" and therefore "despised and
discredited " But that the stuff should have appeared in

the pages of a journal which claims recognition as "the

world's greatest amusement newspaper" is only another
evidence of the inconsistency which has marked its career.

On its editorial page, less than six months ago we find the

following declaration of policy

:

"We have always endeavored to take the broad
view that an evil once exposed is half remedied."

This was said in defence of a morbid film which the

National Board of Censorship had condemned in toto.

and, in taking issue with the finding of the Board of

Censorship, the editor said : "We go on record in the

belief that they have not taken quite as broad a view of

the subject as would have been expected of them." Now.
to carry out the policy of our contemporary, as outlined

above, the evils of drunkenness and infidelity which are

exposed in the films to which they now take such violent

exception, would have a remedial effect. But instead

these scenes, which are mere incidents in the working
out of powerful dramas, are singled out by this new moral
censor as the features which most stirred his mind, which
is indeed deplorable.

He goes on to say that this will be followed by "articles

by well-known medical authorities on the prenatal in-

fluence of moving pictures, followed by opinions by law-

yers of national reputation on the legal liabilities of film

manufacturers where such pictures cause children to be

born into the world deformed cr feeble-minded."

To quote "Spectator" in our contemporary, The Dra-
matic Mirror, "This is, indeed, 'uplift' run mad." Fur-
ther comment is superfluous. Only we are left wonder-
ing what prenatal influence, some thirty-odd years ago,

could have affected the mind that wrote this drivel, seeing

that moving pictures were not then invented?
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Clergymen Patronize Moving Picture

Exhibitions.

If a reply was needed to the carping critic, the zealous

crusader or the disgruntled individual who, for one reason

or another, spits venom against the moving picture show
we may be pardoned for again quoting from an article

which appeared recently in a New England newspapei
over the signature of the Rev. H. E. Latham. The atti-

tude of the clergy toward moving picture shows has hith-

erto been one of tolerance. In certain sections there has

been, and there still is, war waged against the Sunday
show, and if this agitation has not been instigated by

the clergy, they have generally been brought into it. We
dealt with the Sunday question two weeks ago, and on
that subject will only add that if the laws of a community
prohibit Sunday shows, the exhibitor should abide by the

law. If the law is contrary to the wishes of a majority

of the adult members of any community, it should be

repealed. We learn that many clergymen favor the Sun-

day show so long as it does not conflict with the hours

of their services We learn that others who do not sane

tion the Sunday show give it not only their approval but

their attendance on other days of the week. As we write

this, there lies on our desk a letter from Mr. Bennet A
Pryor, an exhibitor of Colusa, Cal., calling attention to

his advertisement in the local paper and saying that he

has solved the problem of the Sunday question. His pro-

gram reads : Films, "The Game," "Romance of the

Andes," "The Bogus Heir." Songs, "When the Bees
Are In the Hive," "Games of Childhood Days." Ad-
mission, 10 cents. Prominent in the advertisement is

the line, "No Show Sunday." As a consequence he says

:

"I have every pastor in town and the best element of the

population attending my exhibitions. Try it, ye man
agers ; it will work out all right." It may in provincial

towns, and we know that it does in many cases, but how
about the large cities?

But this is wandering from the subject in hand, and
that was our intention to hand out to the adverse critics

of the moving picture show the personal opinion of a

minister of the Gospel, and here is what the Rev. H. E
Latham says

:

"One of the most popular forms of entertain-

ment of this twentieth centurv is the moving
picture theater. As to the character of this form
of entertainment, much can be written in its fa-

vor and a great deal in its praise.

"Aside from the low price asked for admission
to these theaters, which is a great advantage to

the masses that must be entertained, and the

length of amusement, which is at the least more
than an hour, there are the items of the sense of

the beautiful, the dramatic, knowledge and
travel.

"Any person who is at all familiar with the

beauty of the picture shown, especially those pro-

duced by the best American and French manu-
facturers of films, realizes that their esthetic or
artistic appeal to the average person must be

for his good. So far as the dramatic is con-

cerned, it is a well-known fact that only the best

actors and pantomimists can be or are employed
to act the parts and characters on account of

the limitations imposed by having to eliminate

the voices and personalities of the actors. A
person needs only to recall a few of the plays

presented within a month at the most of tin

moving picture theaters, and the names of the

authors and actors, to understand how much
good is being done along these lines to instruct

and amuse the patrons.

"We all know that to increase a person's

knowledge, and to widen his view of life, is to

make him, as a rule, a better neighbor and citi-

zen. When, then, we consider the number of

educational films that are shown every day to

persons who before never had the opportunity
or inclination to learn and know about certain

books, stories, historical events, industries and
the life of the various nationalities and classes

of persons, and in an entertaining and interest-

ing way, we begin to understand why these thea-

ters are so well appreciated and patronized, and
how much, too, they are doing along educational

lines.

"The writer has enjoyed several conversations
with different librarians of our public libraries

in relation to these theaters, and all have said the

demand for certain books, stories and histories

had increased whenever any of these educational

films had been shown at the various moving pic-

ture theaters.

"Along with knowledge and education, of

course, travel forms a factor. How often we
hear the remark, "Travel is a good educator."

For those who cannot afford the time or the

means to visit all parts of our country, and for-

eign lands, what better way is there to see and
know our country than by the payment of a few
dimes, and the expenditure of what otherwise
might be wasted hours, in one of these comfort-
able moving picture theaters, and go, with no
tourists' or travel troubles, to the various en-

chanted scenes of our world beautiful?

"I am well within the bounds of truth when
I make the statement, that no institution lias

done so much to popularize and make familiar

the scenes and history, not only of our own coun-
try, but of all the foreign lands.

"The writer knows well that there are some
high-stepping critics who criticise the morals
and suggestions of some of the story and dra-

matic films. But the fact is, the worst violaters

in relation to morality and suggestivencss, and
the morbid and sensual, are not our modern
stories and plays, but many of our much-
vaunted and highly respected classics. Many
of the highly honored ancient plays and classics

have to be expurgated and revised before the

film makers consent to place them before the

public. It would be well for some of these cap-

tious critics to call to mind these facts, and to

remember that even some of the Bible stories

of the Old Testament, have to be expurgated and
revised before the maker of films offers them
for the moral and religious instruction of their

patrons.

"The moving picture theater is here as an in-

stitution ; as a progressive and improving form
of entertainment ; for it furnishes amusement
cheaply ; it instructs ; it helps people to enlarge

the view of life and things, and gives a higher

and better form of pleasure to most of its patrons

who would naturally be content with a lower.

.Any institution that doc; that ought to be pop-
ular and appreciated. Meanwhile it is vastly

improving its pictures both in form and matter,

and like everything else in this good world only

the best will be allowed to survive."
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Permanence and Stability.

Bj W 11.11 ORD I I II. I.. T VLK X < i. I .

Possiblj Shakespeare never repeats, but the Moving
l'u ruRE World has said many times already, and be-

lieves it is worth repeating many more times, that every-

thing that is being done by manufacturers; exchanges,

exhibitors, the press and everyone connected with the

moving picture industry to elevate the tone of moving
picture films and shows, is doing just so much that makes
for permanent stability in the business. It naturally fol-

lows that those who thoughtlessly or otherwise are work-
ing toward a lower level are just as surel) undermining
the Foundations of permanence and stability for the mov-
ing picture form of amusement. This must be so self-

evident to most readers of this paper that many of them
will feel that it need not take up any space in this or any
other publication. Our desire, however, is to see it im-

pressed on the minds not only of the majority, but of

ever) one in any way connected with moving picture pro-

duction and exhibition. We would like to show that this

is the only sane policy, whether we look at the question

simply from the Standpoint of dollars and cents (as the

rewards of labor in providing just so much entertain-

ment for cash ) or whether we take a little higher outlook

and believe that our work may not only provide relaxa-

tion and amusement, hut may also be a powerful and ef-

fective, means of education; just as the stage has been

for many centuries in spite of many drawbacks.
In this article we will confine our observations to the

theaters or places of exhibition, whether known as ar-

cades, palaces, or any other designation, and we speak

of them first because we believe this is a more important

point than may appear at first glance. It is true that

many of the newer houses all over the country are models
in most respects and the MOVING PICTURE WORLD has
lately shown many attractive-looking fronts and some
clean and inviting-looking interiors. We cannot hut feel,

however, that the moving picture business would receive

its biggest "boost" if all the so-called "palaces" could he

made simply clean enough inside and out to appear en-

ticing to the self-respecting majority; if the management
of each of them could only see that it would lie so much
better to discard the present cheap, gaudy, catch-penny

devices of one kind and another: if the commonly ac-

cepted idea of a I -una Park ticket booth in front, with an

occupant who many times certainly adds no dignity to the

-how, could give place to quiet, orderly attendants, then it

would, it seems to us, be unnecessary to have a burly

"bouncer" around the door, and people would attend a

moving picture theater without feeling that they were
slipping into a place where they would not like to have
their friends see them. •

( )f course, we are very far from saying that this is any-

thing like tin- average of our moving picture theaters,

hut we all know that this is a fair picture of not a few of

them at the present time, and is it not true that a majority
of the public get their ideas of all moving picture thea-

ters from passing just those where many of the repugnant
and repelling features noted above are forced upon their

attention? Take any town with say ten moving picture

theaters, nine of which might he conducted in every way
so that any father or mother in the town would feel per-

fectly safe in bringing their children to them every week.

Let the one other house be conducted so that disquieting

rumors began to he whispered about it. or possibly some
article got into the local press about the advisability of at-

tending it. and is there any one of the readers of this

article that will deny that to a certain extent all the other

nine well conducted houses and the moving picture busi-

ness in general will suffer ? This is true t . such an ex-

tent that possibly the time may not he far distant when
there may he some organization perfected among moving
picture exhibitors in every city to purge their rank- ol

undesirable members in the profession, and for mutual
benefit in popularizing moving picture theaters and shows
as a form of amusement and relaxation that old and
young may enjoy without question at all times. When
that feeling can he got in the public mind and fixed there

we will have taken a long Step towards that permanence
and stability in the moving picture business that we lic-

it will ultimately attain.

Relation of Condensers and Projection

Lenses.

By F. 1 1. Richards< in.

At last T have discovered what I have long sought, viz.

the relation the focal length of the condenser bears to th

focal length of the projection lens. There are two way
of measuring a lens, one of which gives the "back focus'*]

and the other the "equivalent focus." The rough and

ready method of determining the back focus of a pro-

jection lens is to pin a white piece of paper on a wall op-

posite a window; then hold the lens away from the paper

until you project a clear, sharp picture of the window on

the paper. Measure from the back of the lens to the

paper and that is the "back focus" of the lens. Have the

front end of the lens toward the light. To get the equiva-

lent focus proceed exactly the same, but measure from

the wall to a point midway between the lenses at either

end of the lens. The result i- the equivalent focus. Te>!

get the equivalent focus of a condensing lens place the

two lenses in a holder half way between the twi

The equivalent focal length of projection and condensing

lens should he practically the same. If you are using a

projection lens of six-inch equivalent focus the condens-

ing lens should measure the same, or nearly so. Mind

you, to get the equivalent focus of the condenser for this.

purpose both condenser lenses must he measured together]

( )f course it will be utterly impossible to fit a condenses

(o both projection and stereo lens, a- the stereo lens will

invariably be of much longer focus. You should there-J

fore use a somewhat longer focal length condenser than

the M. P. projector calls for. but not too much. The

M. P. projector is the main thing in a moving picture

show, of course, the stereo being merely a side issue by

comparison. There is considerable leeway in applying

this rule, though the nearer your condensers fit your pro-

jection lens the better will be the result. By combining

two condenser lenses of different focal length, such as,

for instance, one 6'i and one j'j. one will be able tO'

come near enough to fitting any focal length proje<

lens.

I have sought long for this very simple rule, but with-

out result until last week, when I finally secured it from

what appears to be unquestioned authority. 1 accept it

as correct by reason of the source from when it came

to me and the more readily for the reason that it ap-

peals to common sense as being correct. A.S - on as

practical I shall give you a table of equivalent focal

lengths of different combinations of condenser lenses, but

first I must prepare the table by actual experiment-.

The Worrell Manufacturing Companv of Sedalia, Mo., have
moved their main office and factory to 212 Main street. St.

Louis, Mo., where the- expect to do an increased business.

Everything will he in running order by the first of March.

Their Pino Sprav disinfectant and dust remover is an excel-

lent article which every moving picture show house can use

to advantage.
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EDUCATION BY KINEMATOGRAPH : FUTURE PROSPECTS.
By Thomas- Clegg.

[From the "Kinematograph and Lantern Weekly."]

Twelve months ago every mishap at a motion picture dis-

play was announced by bold headlines in every newspaper.
No matter t<> what cause the accident of the moment was
dne—whether to faulty building- construction in halls used

daily for a hundred and one purposes, to panic arising from
liar on the part of a half-witted member of the audience, to

the alarm of lire raised through the explosion of an oil lamp
used for the illumination of a theater during a variety "turn"
preceding the picture display—all accidents, of whatever
nature, were placed to the discredit of the motion picture and
the appliances used in its projection, even when the only
evidence lay in the fact that a preliminary poster announcing
a forthcoming exhibition was affixed outside the building.

I inty councils framed by-laws intended as safeguards, legis-

lation gave serious consideration to the subject, and the

matograph Bill is the latest result of parliamentary
action.

.Meantime, manufacturers and inventors were not idle.

Tin life <>f an industry which affords employment to tens
of thousands of people, in which millions of pounds are

invested, and which, furnishes amusement and edification

For millions of people in every country of the world—too
important to be placed at the mercy of scaremongers ami
more or less ignorant or biased agitators—was threatened,

and while the industry was never for a moment in jeopardy,

the fact was recognized that every panic, every accident,

from whatever cause arising, put back for the time being
the clock of kinematographic progress.

Particularly do these remarks apply to the motion picture

in science and education. The utility, the necessity, of

this form of instruction is becoming more apparent every-

day Heads of colleges and public schools, professors and
science masters, school managers and schoolmasters, are

loud in praise of the theory of educating through the eye
11 as through the ear; but what of the practice?

"I have been for thirty years a schoolmaster," said one
eminent head of a college to the writer, "and I fail to see

any reason for change."

His argument was proof of the need. Thirty years in one
groove! No thought of improvement, except in the way
'i nearly obsolete lantern slides lie had seen motion pictures,

taken his boys to see them, admired them, gained instruction

both for himself and his pupils from the display; but

—

"No. I do not see my way- at present," he remarked, "to

introduce the system into my school. Think of the danger,
my dear sir, of fused wires and fired films! Think of in-

creased insurance premiums; of parental objections to the
inn. ivation!"

But while schoolmasters were content with existing sys
terns, while statesmen were legislating, while county councils
were considering and passing by-laws, the real heads of the
motion picture business, who foresaw endless possibilities

enwrapped in the reels of film, were planning, experiment-
ing, and demonstrating schemes and apparatus calculated to

nullify all the measure- of precaution deemed necessary for

Safeguarding the public. And what are the results so far?

What the possibilities—nay. the certainties -for the future?

i.—"Non-Flam" Film: already introduced, and gaining
favor with exhibitors every day. Further than this, many
exhibitors are working with the "non-dam" and are ignor-
ant of the fact. They take—they are obliged to take—the

I precautions, but if a breakage of film or a momentary
stoppage through fusing occurs, no one is more surprised
than the operator of the machine at the "non-flam" result

No flare, no scare; simply a break- in the film, or a pause in

the performance which a minute or so will make good, and
r... member of the audience is any the wiser, or any the
Kvorse. This is demonstrated by the Lumiere film, and while
every American manufacturer is at present using the Easl
man "non-flam" stock, a full working supply is promised
for Europe at an early date. The relative values of the
two are no concern of the writer's; he has witnessed tests

which were, to his mind, perfectly satisfactory.

2.—Prevention of Fire. A most effectual device is pro-
vided by the construction of the rising and falling gate into

' i- practically a fireproof box. This prevents the spread
of lire above or below the exposure hole, so that only one
picture of the size of a postage stamp can possibly be de-

ed, and even then the perforation- remain intact.
In the event of this device failing from any—practically

impossible—cause, fireproof spool boxes arc now supplied by

every manufacturer which, at a comparatively small addi-
tional cost, conform to the County Council requirement-.
By the use of these devices, which the writer has also seen

te-ted thoroughly in every way, no possible chance of

accident can occur. About two feet of film, at the most,
could tire, and the matter would be one of seconds only
before the performance could be resumed.

3.—Daylight Screens, which do away with the objections
freely expressed in many quarters to the evils supposed to

exist by display of motion pictures in a darkened hall or

room.
,

There are several system- of daylight kinematography,
either on the market or shortly to be introduced, of which
the writer has seen two:

(a) Perfectly satisfactory, given under conditions of sub-

dued light, by which the picture- equalled in brilliancy those
thrown upon the ordinary linen sheet in a darkened hall.

For this device it is claimed that pictures, whether plain,

tinted or colored, can be exhibited with 100 per cent, more
brilliant effect.

(1)1 The writer was the only spectator at an exhibition of

daylight kinematography by another system, given in a

small London garden under circumstances of general 1111-'

readiness at a surprise visit. This scheme, which had its

faults, correction of which was speedily promised, is intended

for open-air displays, and with 22 amperes, on a voltage of

160. the pictures projected in three lights—bright sunshine,

gloom preceding a thunderstorm, and the actual storm itself,

when rain deluged the surroundings—were marvellous in

their definition and detail when viewed directly from the

front, but the fault lay in the fore-shortening of the image
when seen from any angle.

The futility of a Kinematograph Rill to safeguard the pub-
lic against what are now non-existent dangers will therefore

at once be apparent, as will also the objections of school
managers and science masters to the introduction of the

kinematograph for educational purposes into the establish-

ments under their control.

Of the pictures themselves, little need be said. Subjects
galore are in readiness fur dealing thoroughly and exhaust-
ively with the majority of educational and scientific require-

ments. .Apparatus for their safe display is. ready; "non-
Ham" film is ready, and exhibitions may now be safely given

in every school and class room, either during daylight or in

;. hall fully or partially lit by artificial means. The expense
is not so ruinous as many school managers think, and even
this could be greatly reduced, if not entirely met. by giving

on stated occasions social displays not on strictly educa-
tional lines, for which a charge for admission could be made,
and by the adoption of the co-operative or lending library

systems for the acquisition of suitable film subjects.

With regard to the value of teaching by means of motion
pictures, there can only be one opinion. for geographical

instruction the kinematograph now sends its lines into all

the earth. The eye of the camera makes, pictures from
Brazil to the Yukon, from China to the Cape, from the

Cape to Cairo. Tt has become the teacher of the public

mind, the organ of public opinion, the university of the

common people. Holding the mirror up to life, it reflects

the facts of life with definiteness of outline and truth of

proportion, all sorts of facts being depicted, because all

sorts of facts are there.

In medical, surgical and natural science, anthropology,
botany, entomology, and natural history generally, the mo-
tion picture presents wonders and facts scarcely possible of

realization, while its illustrations of industrial life, technical

processes and mechanical devices are unique in their thor-

oughness and definition.

Colonial governments have long recognized its usefulness
in bringing to the very door- of the people at home, the

importance, value and beauty of British dependencies, not

only as a means of inducing emigration, but of securing the
introduction of fresh capital for further development; and
it is fairly common knowledge that then' is constant move-
ment in the direction of securing fresh pictorial demonstra-
tions oi future possibilities for emigrant and investor in such
countries as Australia. Canada, British Columbia, Argentine.
etc.

In religious, missionary, social and political work the field

opened up by the kinematograph is equally great and equally
important, both on account of the source of revenue pro-
vided, and the conviction of usefulness and further effort
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instilled, which no lecturer, preacher or deputation could
ever attain with the lantern slide.

For commercial advertising and public enlightenment, the
motion picture is far superior to any other means, and the
benefit to manufacturing concerns has proved itself to- be
immense, out of all proportion to the cost, illustrating the

scientific, industrial, and commercial changes that mark the
present age.

In state affairs—naval and military—its general adoption
is only a question of time. Various governments have
already organized departments to deal with matters bio-

Bcopic, as they affect the m branches of the services

—

gunm t practice, fleet movements, maneuvers, etc.

—

and before very long it may safely be predicted that every
nent and every warship will possess an efficient kinc-

matograph outfit for the acquisition and instructive display
of pictures, intended to form a systematic course of educa-
tion in training establishments afloat and ashore, which will

prove fresh, vigorous and stimulating.

PUTTING THE OTHER FELLOW OUT OF BUSINESS.
By H. F. Hoffman.

There is one kind of nasty type
among moving picture men every-
where, and he hasn't been written
aDOUt half enough. He is the man
who is always going to "put the

other fellow out of business."
It makes no difference to him

whether or not his own house is

doing a land office business, and
he is getting rich quick; that other
fellow is always a thorn in his side.

By some menial process he has
worked it out that any other ex-
hibitor in that particular neighbor-
hood is simply infringing on the

moving picture rights that were
reserved for him by the superior
wisdom of Providence.
This particular type of moving

picture man is seldom an old-timer.

He is usually a newcomer. He
has kept close tabs on the pioneer
exhibitor before his own establish-

ment came into being. He has
\ isited manv times, unbeknown,
the pioneer's bungalow and found

much to criticise in the accommodations and in the way
things were done. He has said to himself: "If this man
only" knew who 1 am, and what I am going to do, he would
get down on his knees and beg for mercy." There are so

many things that are going to be better about his place that

he gives the other fellow about two months to last.

While the workmen are fitting up his new place, this man
of genius stands around smoking long black cigars. He
looks prosperous and wise, more so than he will again for

some time. Occasionally he will study the blue prints and
have a private consultation with the contractor, with their

backs turned toward us who are peering in at the wide open
front. They do a lot of pointing here and there and wc long
to know what new innovation this means.
A telegram is handed to the magnate; he tilts his hat back

and his cigar up and jingles some coins in his pocket while
he absorbs this new and urgent secret. He passes out with-
out a glance at us and we follow him along the street. He
passes the pioneer's bungalow with a furtive glance that
changes to a grim smile when he is past. We thought he
was going in and are disappointed when we see him enter
a barber shop.
He has met the barber before; in fact, the barber has

given him a few pointers worth knowing concerning who's
who and what's what in the neighborhood. During the shave
the barber admits that the other picture houses in the neigh-
borhood are all pretty punk, and ventures to prophesy that
the first man who comes along and gives the people "the
goods" will "put the other fellows out of business."
This talk pleases the new impresario; he imagines the

barber doesn't know who he is. Before the shave is over,
Mr. Barber is taken into confidence and informed who he
is talking with. Moreover, he is tipped off quietly that the
long expected is soon to happen, and it will be moving day
for somebody when the "Grand Opening" takes place.
Nothing but unconditional surrender are his terms. That

night he visits his victim's place. He sees the crowd and he
bites his lip at the sight of the money that is slipping through

his fingers. .Money that is his by the divine wish .of trie God
of Things as They Ought to Be. His by the power of sec-

isrht what the pioneer saw at first.

lie is thinking more about putting that other fellow

of business than he is about the money he is going to make
himself, He doesn't want him to have a look-in. Not even
a smell. Off the earth for his.

.Mr. Pioneer has heard something. The agent who let the

premises for the new affair told him that the newcomer let

it be understood that his shebang was to be no cheap affair

like the others, but one that would knock the spots off any-
thing around, and only a question of time when he would put
the others out of business.
The pioneer was a wise manager. Twice before stra

capital had come with blowing of trumpets. Each made no
secret of the fact that they were going to run him out of

business. The pioneer saw them both go down and out and
Still remained. He had lived long enough to learn that the

man who comes in crowing about putting another out of

business is generally the first to iro.

Sometimes a new exhibitor does run an old one out.

why the grudge against him? He was there first, and yet

our type of newcomer begrudges him his very bread
butter; the poor fellow is encroaching on divine rights. If

this kind of newcomer is doing well he is not satis

cause the old exhibitor still exists. He fills his program
fuller than ever; his ambition now is not to see how i

money he can make for himself, but simply to "put the other
fellow out of business."

JERSEY SHOWMEN WIN SUNDAY CASE.

A victory was won by the moving picture showmen in i

the Supreme Court at Trenton on February 15, when the
,

conviction of Martin Singer for giving a Sunday perform- 1

ance there live mouths ago without a license from the city,

was set aside. Singer was sentenced by Judge Hahn, in the i

First Precinct Court, to pay a fine of $50 and costs. It was
made a test case, and Chandler W. Riker, counsel for

defendant, appealed to the Supreme Court.
It was the contention of Mr. Riker that the city could not

legally grant a license for a Sunday performance in viola- I

tion of State law, and that, therefore, it was not right to

fine a man for not obtaining a thing which he could
lawfully obtain. In this contention Mr. Riker was upheld
by Justice Parker, who rendered the opinion.

Frederick Young, president of the Exhibitors' Associat
said that in his judgment the court had decreed' that the
offenses of both theaters and motion picture shows, so far as
Sunday exhibitions go, are the same. He asserted he con-
strued this as giving him and his associates the same rights

as the theaters until the Jacobs case is adjudicated, and he
expressed the belief the police would look at it in the same
light and make no interference.
• Mr. Young added that the organization would hold a
meeting at Singer's Hall, 5 South Orange avenue. Thurs
night. This would not be for the purpose, however, of de-
termining whether or not to open Sunday, as that was
cided upon informally last night, but to reach some under-
standing as to the nature of the performances which would
be given on the Sabbath. For instance, he said, there was
no doubt the members would agree to keep out all children
on Sundays and would exhibit only that class of pictures
which he characterized as educational or sacred.

To Martin Singer, of
Newark. N J., must be
given the credit for having
taken the initiative iiT

testing the legality of the
'

arrests of managers who
gave Sunday shows. He
was well supported by his

brother exhibitors wdio or-
j

ganized an association for

mutual protection. Until
the Jacobs case is decided
the nickel show is on the
same plane as the large
theater as far as the legal-

ity of Sunday perform-
ances is concerned, and it

is the opinion of not a few
that if exhibitors are care-

ful as to the selection of
their Sunday programs
that they will not be mo-

MARTIN SINGER. leSted.
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PRECEDENT.
By F. H. Richardson.

There are many showmen and many operators who would
succeed better were they not bound hard and fast to prece-

dent. They feel that they must do a thing thus and so be-

cause everyone else does it that way. Copying a good ex-

ample is all well and good, but one should never lack the

courage of his convictions to blaze a new trail. Eternal^

copying after the methods of others evidences lack of initia-'

rive and that is likely .to mean lack of brains. Many man-
agers and many operators conceive excellent ideas entirely

original with themselves, but fear to put them into practice

because they fear to break down the barriers of precedent.

Conditions are continually changing and it is up to you, my
boy, to meet them. You should have the brains to originate

and the courage to work out your ideas in practice, even
though they be absolutely new and untried. Edison, Fulton,

Columbus and hundreds of other pioneers of progress won
fame and advanced the world in knowledge because they

refused to follow precedent, branching out instead in new and
untrod paths which led to fame and often to fortune. Men
told Fulton the steamboat was impossible. Men said Co-
lumbus was a lunatic. Men stigmatized many, most, in fact,

of our pioneers of progress who refused to be led about by
the nose by precedent, as hair-brained lunatics. Time proved
they were the benefactors of human kind instead. Have ideas

of your own. Originate new things to meet new conditions

and, above all things, have the courage of your convictions.

SOME MORE ERRORS OF THE PRODUCER.

By a Canadian Exhibitor.

I was much interested in your recent article on "Historical

Errors," principally because what hurts the show business

most in Canada is the incorrectness so often appearing in

And when such topnotchers as the Selig people put out a

American films of any subject dealing with British events.

film called "The Highlanders' Defiance," one would think

they would pay some attention to facts, considering that

their films are shown in every house in Canada. Not only that,

but surely every Scot (and they are found everywhere) must

leave the show with a feeling of resentment after seeing it.

Just a few errors in this film:
, .

First—The Highlanders were not in the action at bpion

Kop at all.
. • i tt c

Second—Uniform is incorrect in every particular. U. b.

Army gaiters don't make spats. White canvas strips dont

make crossbelts. (Where were the cartridge bags?) The
English uniform does not comprise bandoliers. Only the

Canadian and Colonial troops wore those for the first two

years. . .
,

Third—Who ever saw an infantry regiment armed witn

carbines?
Then, also, troops were not conveyed to Africa in war-

ships. To the people here, where we have Highland militia

regiments, and where so many have been to Africa, the whole

reel simply creates a feeling of disgust at American ignor-

ance. If they want to put on a Boer War reel, why not get

some of us who were through it to give them pointers? T

would offer my services gratis, with pleasure, because such

a reel would be an immense drawing card in Canada.
(

Not long ago the Kalem people put out a reel, called / The

Cattle Thieves," and advertised it as taken from the original

"Northwestern Royal Mounted Police," which it evidently

was not (thev do say it was acted near Hamilton, Ont), for

when it was shown in Regina, the headquarters of the "Royal

Northwest Mounted Police," the pride of Western Canada,

the show was practically put on the rough, so I am told.

Give us good Canadian and British subjects, by all means,

but only pay the same attention to detail as with American
war pictures.

PITTSBURG, KAN., THEATERS KEEP PATRONS
WAITING.

A late Frisco train, one day last week, caused late matinees

for the nickel shows in the city. They had been expecting

their new reels all day as fast as the trains came in from
Kansas City, from which they are furnished. An hour be-

fore the opening of the afternoon matinees at both the

Crystal and Electric, crowds had assembled and waked for

the doors to open, and the patrons waited and_ waited on

the assurance that the programs would be on time. They
arrived later and in less than fifteen minutes after the music
had started and the pictures were going over the machine.

The Mystic, which is served by the Western Film Exchange,
was the only show to open on time.

SUNDAY LAWS IN HARTFORD.
The people who started a crusade against the opening of

the moving picture shows in Hartford, Conn., on Sunday
seem to have stirred up a bigger hornet's nest of trouble
than they bargained for. The Hartford "Times" is authority
for the statement that no small portion of the community
are in favor of enforcing the law to the letter, and this

would mean the closing of drug stores, confectionery and cigar
stores and other places which now enjoy freedom. The law
reads:
"Every person who shall do any secular business or labor,

except works of necessity or mercy, or keep open any shop,
warehouse, or any manufacturing or mechanical establish-
ment, or expose any property for sale, or engage in any sport
between 12 o'clock Saturday night and 12 o'clock Sunday
night, shall be fined not more than $50."

"That," says the- editor of the "Times," "seems to be plain,
but it has been differently construed. In fact, a law that is or
can be made to seem double-faced is a danger and a disgrace
to the State that maintains it on the books. But the action
and the lack of action of the last few weeks are as anomalous
as the law itself."

A reader of the Hartford "Times" who is in sympathy with
the indiscriminate opening of the shows presents some very
strong arguments in favor thereof. What applies to the
"newsie" also applies to other members of the community.
Other members of the community may be supposed to en-
tertain ideas similar to those expressed by the "newsie" in
the following verses:

THE NEWSIE'S POINT OF VIEW.

Ruy a paper, mister, a Journal, Times or Post?
Gee! (lis wedder's frosty; its down to zero, most.
Let's call it off now. Skinny, we've sold out all our Times;
We'll beat it to a pitchure show— I got two extra dimes
For lielpin' of a boozy guy to get home wid bis load

—

I owes yer for a treat last week; I tink it's time I blowed.

I likes de movin' pitebures—yep— I tinks dere outer sight;
I used to go to see dem wid me goil on Sunday night.
Now don't yer kid me. Skinny, jest fer callin' her "me goil"

—

lis Mag, what peddled papers down on Main street, corner Pearl.
Iter ol*l in; n was a rummy, an' her madder, she scrubbed floors

An' took in family washins—she jest kept de wolf out-doors.

De woiken folks, like Mag an' me, don't have much fun.
Of all de evenin's in de week deres only one
When we can jest enjoy ourselves—jest Sunday night
A -taken in a pitchtire show—now honor bright

—

Do you tink dat dose preacher-guys is realy, realy, sure
Oat dey'r pleasin' de good Gawd by botherin' de poor?

Me an' Maggie an' her ma (we sometimes took her, too.
To be what dey calls "shaper-own." jest like de rich guys do.)
We'd set up in de galry dere. upon a Sunday night,
An' sometimes Mag's old man would come, when lie was feelin' right.
Which made Mag's ma so cheery—why, it made de old dame feel
Jest as happy as a hobo dreamin' of a good square meal.

An 'wunst we seed a movin' pitchtire of a guy what boozed
An' den corned home and 'bused Ins wife, jest like Mag's old man used.
Do old man don't say nuttin', but I sees him bite his lip

An' feel back at de pint of gin he carries on bis hip.

An' when we nets out on de street, by jinks! I hears a clink,

An' splash down in do gutter where he'd gone an' chucked de drink.

Right dere he took an' climbed up mi de water-wagon seat

\n' ever since Mag an' her Ma lias clothes an' lots t' eat.

De old man's got a steady job, he works now ev'ry day,

An' it would do your heart good just for once to hear him say

—

"I never knewed jest what a bum I gone an' got to be
t'util dose movin' pitebures went an' showed mesclf to me."

Now Sunday nights dey goes an' closes ev'ry pitchtire show,
An' (ley don't give us woiken folks no other place to go

—

That is, exceptln' to a church, which ain't no kind of fun;

Ask me— I sure knows about (hit— for wunst I went to one.

lie big woids what de preacher said, dey don't get in me ear,

He might as well talked Polack as de woids what I could hear.

But what I sees wit me own eyes I knows an' understans.

When I sees movin' pictures of de far-off furrin lan's.

Where de Hunks an' Ginnies comes from—yer kin betcher life I knows
Dat of all de lan's an' countrys; 'taint no matter where you goes

—

His here country's got dem beaten—take me oat dat ain't no kid

—

'Cause we learned it from de movin' pitchures—me an' Maggie did.

Now on de level. Skinny, dose yer fink deres any wrong
In .1 Sunday movin' pitcnure, or a illustrated song
r.oni He Bweetbeart dat is waltln' neat de maples on de hill

—

(Which we all joins in de chorus an' we sings it wit a will)—
Why, dose guys, dey must be nutty, for to tink dat it's a sin

To be in de nice teaters, steader hallways, drlnkln' gin.

Mag's old man says dat de preachers an' de party dat Is In

\n- a-blamin' of each other an a-cussin' like old sin.

'Cause deres been a mistake somewheres an' tings ain't gone jest de w»y
1 1.11 dey framed it up an' fixed it, an' dat next election day
De people dat dey tink dey've fooled will set dese tings to rights

So us kids kin see dose movin' pitchures wunst again on Sunday nights.

Renew your subscription to the Moving Picture World, $2.00.

Do it now. It will pay.
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Observations
BV OUR MAN
ABOUT TOWN.

While strolling through the uptown streets of the mef
• In- other nighl mj mind drifted into comparisons. I

the moving picture business as it was six or

and .1- ii i- to day. I well remember in the

the pictures were looked upon by most people

jok< Vaudeville performers made meat of the picl

their jokes; when managers were asked why they carried
; ms they jokingly replied that

thej < them cheaper than another kind of closing

act and the) served as a notice to the audience that the show
was ovei and thus saved jams' at the exits, the audi<

gradually thinning out after the flashing oi the announcement
slide for the pictures. At that tunc, it will be remembered,
ii,, vaudeville houses were using but one reel of film a week
"just to close the show," as the saying went. Some people

| to call it "the chaser," which was another joke floated

|.\ the vaudeville performer, who had a grudge against the

pictures because they wen- taking up time and space on the

programs thai could be very conveniently filled by them-

selves I was connected with a vaudeville house at the time

and well I know how the performers looked upon the pic-

tures Even the innocent operators were at times ostracized

from the professional circles. And in spite of all, the picture

wen quite willing to be called and treated as jokes.

Why? Because For thai one reel, a machine and an operatoi

they were getting more money than they have received

since the business assumed aggressive proportions, rlo

wire then paying $75.00 a week for what I have enumerated.
\",> change of reels from Monday to Sunday. The one reel.

one machine and one man. Gradually the prices dropped
- then to $50.00. then $40.00, and for quite a while

held put at $35.00. About that time the store shows,

, or nickelodeons, started and the vaudevillians concocted jokes

about the bargain-counter rushes at the -tore -hows. No one
would permit his mind to entertain for a moment any thought
other than that the pictures were on the toboggan and
would soon drift into oblivion I lad anybody suggested, no
matter what his reputation for astuteness a- a theatrical

manager may have been, that houses along the Great White
Way. or any other recognized theatrical center, be turned

into a moving picture house, his friends would have 1

immittal to a sanitarium. And vet while strolling along

idway the other night I saw an immense electric sign in

front of 'the New York Theater, announcing "Moving Pic-

i -topped for a moment to ask if they paid, and

u:>s curtly told that the management knew enough to drop

anything that did not pay. And there is the old Fourteenth
Street Theater, the home of French opera in years gone by
the house that was packed night after night when Mile

Ainiee was in her prime, where the lamented Stuart Rob
and the cheri-hed Binnie Palmer interpreted "Black-Eyed

1." where, O,, ever -,, many other leaders in their

u held the public eye; and now the 01 ce despised mov-
pictures hold sway and make Manager Rosenquest happy
urther uptown again and see the lines of people waiting

for admission to the I incoln Square, the Circle and the

Within a -tone's throw of Wallaek'- you
will find another group waiting for admission to a Broadwaj
hous« to see the pictures.

•: # v]:

\nd t,, cap the climax, the announcement is made that the

famous old playhouse that for years was the home of what
was the best in opera and drama, the historic Academ
Music, will become a moving picture house on June 1 -t. 1

have not -ecu lie papers upon which control of the house

was secured, but I learned from very excellent authority that

the annual rental from June T will be $100,000 at least

Directly O] demy is the Dewey Theater, which
has been a picture house for some time, and a few doors

west ,,f il 1- being erected another immense hou-e that will

also In devoted to the pictures. And the three places I have
mentioned will be controlled by one man. 1 mean by that

that the owner-hip of the three will be identical. The pic-

tures are evidently going some, and on this presentation of

fact can anyone doubt that they p
* * *

T hear some exhibitor say. "O, that's all very wall. That

fellow has plenty of money and picks up everything in sjoht

to -hut out competition, on the theory that small return*
rrom man) place- will make good return on the
invested." This cannot be disputed, but when a man 1- will-

ing to pay $2,000 a week in rental for one place he must
know w hat 1- in the game.

:-. :; :,

I heard an exhibitor say, in commenting on the invest-
ments to which 1 have referred, "I can't sec how they do it.

I am paying $100 a month for my store and if the landlord
should raise it to Sr_>5 1 would be obliged to tlash the 'G
N'ight' slide for the last time." The place of this exhibitor
cannot be cited as a comparison with the gigantic ventures.
The classes are distinct. To speak frankly, tin- exhib
who pay from $i.joo to say $4,000 in rents are only pikers
when w v- find other exhibitors pay from $^5,000 to $100,000.
And let me say right here that the big money spenders do
not depend alone upon the pictures or the vaudeville acts
for returns upon their investment. The hou-e plays a most
important part. Let anyone of these magnates take a store-
room, regardless of size, large or small, along the "White
Way" and put pictures in it. ("an you see the "to let" sign
I can. The vast investments, the gorgeous arrangement and
the painstaking management of the modern picture houses
have attracted to the pictures the attention of thousands oi
people who never entered a nickelodeon, and they have
become regular patrons of the advanced establishments. I

venture the prediction that before the dawn of 191 1 there will

be in Greater New York no less than fifty advanced picture
liou-es under the management of people prominently iden-
tified with the theatrical business, people who two years ago
would as soon have backed a Punch and Judy show as a
moving picture house. And. mark my words, thousands of
people who now claim to be "legitimate" vaudeville perform-
ers will be on the boards of the picture houses, playing cir-

cuits, as they do now. Many of them are already in line,

nut the percentage is insignificant to what it will be within
the next ten or twelve months.

* * *

l"n fortunately, moving pictures have not afforded to the
vaudeville performer the outlet they have presented to what
have always been known as "the legitimate" people. Mono-
logists, sinners and dancers are rarely available in the making
of pictures. Acrobats and people with novelties and spec-
tacular effects amount to nothing in value to the maker of

subjects. There is nothing in those lines that the manu-
facturers of Films cannot duplicate, if they wish to. A tricky
manipulation of the camera cm accomplish wonders. I have
known tin- best of magicians to otter their services at pic-

ture studios and receive a curt but polite refusal. The in-

ble reply to all such applicants i-. "Why should 1 pay
\ on to do what on, of our stage hands can do with a proper
manipulation of the camera:" And let it be understood as
a positive fact, it has been demonstrated time and again,
all such acts fall tlat with the audiences when reoroduced in

moving pictures. \'o matter how good the acts, or how'

i
rominent and popular the performers may be. the audi<

will declare that the reproductions are the results of clever
camera manipulation and refuse to accept them in the same
spirit they receive the original. With the legitimate perform-
ers the ease is different. Idle makers of the pictures are
constantly reaching out for effect and perfection. Men.
women and children who can act are constantly in demand.
Amateurs \],x longer appear in pictures. The legitimate ranks
are consantly drawn upon, and quite frequently the stars are
induced to play the leading role in some important produc-
tion. This is especially the case where the subjects to In-

worked out are of an historical character. If some of the
n films are watched it will be noticed that in c->n-

iunction with the main title of the film, or immediately fol-

lowing it. a cast of characters is piven with the names of the

impersonators and the theaters with which they are. or have
been, connected. Some of the leading legitimate people have
been induced to assume redes in moving picture production's
in this country, but announcements of this are very rarelv

made. The performers . have not vet reached that stat<

mind justifying them in allowing the public to know they
have "played lor the pictures." They have a fear that should
it become known they would lose prestige in their regular
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line This feeling will in time b. lied. The picturemakers are steadily and persists Ig to make theirproductions true to every detail, .s, im ,„, ., lfl
in performance and in t.m devote their

ff'rH ™ ™11 7/ n »rt

s

*»?« will find thai the pictures
afford an excellent field for their ambitions. The pictur.
to-day are studied by the audiena

|
,,,

detect true genu,, in certain char.,,,
, The makers of the

pictures recognize this, and thej are on the alert for peoplewho can pas, the criticisms of the audiences as well as tin-
directors ot the productions. Th. ., time when the
pictures were made tor almost the sole purpose of appealing
to the eye. Not so now. Puppets need no longer apph for
work in pictures. People who can act are wanted, and the-j
must know how to act so that when the picture- are repro-
duced the audience- will say they can act, because these
high rentals are drawing audiences that are critical and want
the best.

SCENARIO WRITING FOR MOVING PICTURES.
The writing of scenarios, or manuscripts, For moving pic-

tures has revealed itself to many of our foremost autl
and playwrights as a line art. The newness, bu1 not the
popularity of moving pictures, has worn off; they are an
establishment for which the demand is greater and the ap-
preciation keener, necessitating a larger, better and more
diversified supply.

It is a great accomplishment to produce a good scenario
for moving pictures, cither drama or comedy, with all its

necessary requirements of story, interest, sequence, logic,
etc., and its practicability as a working script in the hands
of the play director. Out of the two thousand submitted
manuscripts received from all parts of the country by the
extensive Manuscript Department of the Vitagraph Company
of America in four months about 2 per cent, were accepted
and only four of these were practical working scenarios; the
balance of the 2 per cent, had to be rewritten bv their own
staff.

The producer- of moving pictures will welcome the time
when only bright and accomplished writers will contribute
to their repertoire-. There is a widening and increasing field

for such contributions, for which the remuneration is not lim-
ited: it is only a question of quality, originality and prac-
ticability.

In none of the arts are there so many amateurs and poorly
equipped aspirants for distinction than in play writing, per-

sons who are depending upon natural ability, chance or ac-

cident to make a hit and be recognized, mere junk produc-
ing ml; slingers.

Here is an almost incredible sample of a would-be writer.

Anyone who could be guilty of the following and think he
could get away with it would be a case of cerebral hopelcss-

i- Sir— I beg you-e b • read this story from the start

to the finish. I hope if youse will read it youse will like

it and if youse don-'l understand it please send a litter

saying i should come so 1 could explain it to youse and show
youse my motion-. Hoping to receive your favorbly reply.

I am. Yours truly.

"Not all the literary curiosities," said the Vitagraph. "art

furnished by the illiterate." To illustrate, we quote an idea

moving picture sent by a college professor:

"A sick man i- sent to a hospital. The doctors decide

that an operation must be performed. They remove the

man'- stomach and place it on a table near the window'. A
jumps in the window and run- away with the stomach

The doctors are at a loss to furnish another stomach. Thej
secure a lamb'- stomach and sew it in the patient. After the

man gets well he insists on getting down on all fours and

ing the grass from the lawn, refusing to -it at the table

like the rest of the family."

It 1- incomprehensible that a person who has ever seen r,

moving picture could conceive that the story would be of am
interest or value; it i- certain that he has not seen any oi

the recent productions or else In- idea of humor must hav«

warped with the expansion of hi- collegiate brain.

what some writers consider an absorbing

theme for a play, we reproduce a couple of scenes from the

•'l'h. Adventures of an Amateur Photographer":

Scene 4. "The disaster." Hall outside of his room. His
ne a lur comes down the hall as though looking for someone
and >pen« tl of his darkened room, spoiling hi?

Scene 5. 'lie forgives." Same room as Scenes 1 and 3

Hi- mother tells him how sorry -he is and he forgives her

up as In- takes his flash-light pistol. After load-

ing it up, he takes his outfit and starts to go out to take some
pictures by flash-light.

Seem- 6 "A picture by flash-light." Need not bi

place iii particular. He arranges camera, fires pistol and
when smoke clears awaj he is lying on tli Some

rsbj recognize him ami lake him ho
Scene 7. "Never again!" Same room a- Sceni I. After

being inn t., bed, he rais< rht hand above his head a-,

ilioiigh t.. -wear: "> ;ain!"

This v that a great many persons think ar
lent i- a story or a trivial individual experience is a

matter of general interest ami importance.
This effusion of an active brain, entitled "The Delusivt

Flea," was submitted as a regular "ticklei

entirely original:

e and effect." Do ching himself and
saying: "What's biting me?" Screen: Showing enlai

"The encounter." Another dog, different coloi
From Scene I, approaching first dog. Fight between the tWO
do<j-. Second dog whip- first dog, who run- int. 1 ho
Scene 3. "What's one's loss i- anoth. I

dog
looking out of window, laughing at second dog scratching
himself.
There are three things, and only three, primarily necessary

to the writing of a go. ,.i scenario—brains, study and kno
edge, enhanced by originality and thought

TAYLOR'S SCHOOL DEMANDS MORE SPACE.
Mr. I''. C. Taylor will move into more spacious quarters

in the course "i a few week-, lie has taken the large front

room at 40 West Twenty-eighth street, owing to the in-

crease of his students. Mr. Taylor will also have placed
outside of the building, from top to bottom, display signs,

so it will be impossible for anybody to mi-- his place. An
operator will be stationed in the large front window of the
room demonstrating the different makes of machines, etc.

lie issues a little booklet which will give the student an idea

of what will be taught him. It is sent free to anyone asking
for a copy.
The length of time it takes a student to learn the art of

operating depend- entirely upon his ability, but Mr. Taylor
.guarantees to teach a person with the average amount of
intelligence in from two to four weeks. The demand for good
operators at his school continues, but Mr. Taylor will not
turn them out until he is confident that a student is com-
petent to give a good entertainment.
A correspondence branch of this school will also be

established for the edification of those who cannot appear in

person.

LEN SPENCER'S VOICE CULTURE SCHOOL.
Len Spencer, the song slide manufacturer, of 44 West

Twenty-eighth street. New York City, has instituted a new
branch of work in his building, and which will be a credit

to the business in that it is designed for the voice culture of
the song slide singers and when they secure employment
tl.eir services arc sure to be appreciated. This new de-
partment is a class devoted to the culture of the VO
and of which class Mr. Basil Storm is instructor. After the
students have been thoroughly drilled in their work, they
are given positions in moving picture theater-. Now we
shall hope to hear singers who are worth listening to. The
average vocalist of moving picture theaters can only sing
one or two songs that they are acquainted with. In past is-

sues of the paper we have advocated the necessity of a

school of this sort, therefore Mr. Spencer deserves our heart-
iest praise on being the first to establish one.

PRESIDENT TAFT VIEWS ESSANAY AVIATION
FILM.

Exhibition Under Auspices of Washington Aero Club—Other

Aviation Pictures Shown.

1 'resident Taft. Vice-President Sherman. Speaker Cannon
and about fifty Congressman attended an exhibition of mov-
ing pictures, given by the Washington Aero Club, under the

direction of Courtland Field Bishop and other American
aviators. The exhibition included the pictures: "Aeroplane
Meet at Rheims, France." "Wright Brothers' Flight at Fort
Meyer" and the Essanay's "Aviation at Los Angeles, Cal."

The Essanay film was exhibited upon the special request of

President Taft. Mr. Bishop, who was in charge of the Los
Angeles meet, gave a special lecture on this film, which was
highly complimented by all who viewed it. President Taft
expressed himself as delighted with the exhibition and said

some good things about moving pictures, along with his com-
pliments to the American aviators.
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ON THE

SCREEN % !

I am a tired business man. That is to say for the purpose
of writing this pai reen sermonizing this week, I put

If ni tin the "tired business man," whom
re told, on excellent authority, is a steady patron of the

moving picture house, especially in the .early part of the

evening. The "tired business man*' plays many parts in the

world, lie is said t.> be the chief supporter of the theatrical

chorus; he is said to he the most afflicted person on the

New York subway; he is said to be the man at whom the

comic artists and the comic writer direct their choicest jokes.

In fact, the "tired business man" is a pillar of the State.
* * *

So I thought I would go and study the "tired business man"
at several moving picture theaters; I would watch him; I

would question him as to what he thought about the pictures;

1 would find (nit if he was not only tired in business but

of the pictures. Because, after all is said and done,

though women and children are the main supporters of the

picture theaters, the "tired business man" is the money
earner. If he tires of the show himself it is reasonable to

conjecture that he will put his foot down on the expenditure
of any more five and ten cents. He will get too tired to let

his wife and children go to the theater.
* * *

Apparently he is not tiring. There he sits steadily and
loyally in the Broadway and Fourteenth street theaters, even-

ing after evening, on his way up town. Sparing in his ap-

plause, he is'nevertheless prodigal of appreciation and criti-

cism. His taste looks to me to lean towards the humorous
side of life, with a touch of the industrial and practical. "The
tired business man" does not seem to want drama—nor does
he seem much to care for history. He is too tired to worry
his head about these things.

* * *

As I have said, his taste seems to lean towards comedy
and humor. Just as mine does—being, as I have already
said, "a tired business man." For, sometimes, the gentle

reader may like to earn, I actually go to a moving picture

theater, not for the purpose of looking at the pictures from
the point of view of one who knows, or who thinks he knows,
something about them, but simply by way of relaxation. It

was in this mood that I sat in Mr. Gane's Broadway theater

last Wednesday afternoon. I was tired when I went there

—tired of many things which need not be specified. Appar-
ently there were many more like me there, for it was just

about 5 o'clock and the people were wending their way
homeward.

* * *

\Yc were all "tired business men" in our row. A very
fat man sat on my left, and another man almost as portly

on my right. They, like me, sat and enjoyed Essanay on
Broadway. And the Essanay pictures were obviously very
much to the taste of these tired business men who highly
appreciated the two comedy subjects, "Oh, So Sick" and "The
Winning of Father." In fact it seemed to me that the Ess-
anay people have quite hit the taste of the Broadway public

which likes a gentle ripple of humor running through its

comedies—a public which goes to the theater to smile, to

laugh, to be amused, but not to be saddened or depressed.

This was the kind of public that sat in Gane's Theater last

Wednesday evening

—

"tired business men" with a sprinkling,

of course, of younger people. They clearly wanted to be
amused and they were amused. Of course I am not argu-
ing in favor of a program of monotony; there must be some
relief and variety in it, otherwise it would cloy. I want to

make it clear that amongst the adult patrons of a theater,

"tired business men" and women, the comedy subjects seem
to be preferred.

* * *

It is interesting to notice the proportion of the various
subjects which constitute a week's release. Out of 28 licensed
releases for the week ending February 26, one was industrial,

one was scenic, 20 were dramatic and 6 were comedy. This
proportion, I venture to say, is not in accordance with the
requirements of "tired business men" and others. There
are not enough industrial and scenic, there are far too many

dramatic and obviously not enough comedy. One comedy
subject a day is clearly not enough, if the attitude of your
"tired business man" at the entertainment lie taken ;-

criterion.
* * *

If we look at the ordinary stage we see that the
1 i filter form of entertainment is more popular and profitable

than the heavy. In fact theater managers -ay that melodrama
is as dead as a door nail. It is only good musical comedy or
humorous themes which please the public. "The tired busi-

ness man" seems to say that much the same sort of thing
applies to the moving picture theater. Dramatic and 1m

subjects are not liked so well as light comedy subjects. I

have noticed on many occasions that the great feature pieces
which the companies put out do not receive anything like

the applause that they deserve in comparison with the light

comedy subjects of shorter lengths. Take these two
anay subjects which so won the favor of the Broadway
tired business man; one is 479 feet and the other 508 feet.

And indeed, parenthetically, I may remark, the makers seem
to be leaning towards shorter subjects. That dear, gi

"tired business man" is content with ten-minute do^es in-

stead of twenty-minute.
* * *

I would like to put in a word here for the magnificent
way in which the pictures are shown at Mr. Gane's Broadway
Theater. We three "tired business men" could find nothing
to complain of in respect of the pictures, which were beau-
tifully steady and evenly illuminated. Moreover, the fact

that they are framed in a very handsome draped curtain
enormously heightens the effect and shows them off exceed-
ingly well. This is only the third time I have been in Gane's
theater. Its handsomeness grows on me, and I am less dis-

gruntled at the vaudeville acts than I was before, simply
by way of thanks for the splendid manner in which the pic-

tures are shown. My cup of happiness would be full if I

could only persuade Mr. Gane to cut out vaudeville alto-

gether and show nothing but the pictures.
* * *

It is true that my two "tired business men"' friends and
myself laughed at these very excellent vaudeville acts, which
were generally well received, yet it seemed to me that the
preponderance of favor w-ent towards the pictures. The
story which the pay box of a moving picture theater tells

can never be doubted. I suppose, therefore, that vaudeville
is a vital necessity on Fourteenth street and Broadway, yet

I am still of the opinion that there is room for the moving
picture house per se on Broadway and my tired business men
friends were of the same opinion. There is another point

for which I think Mr. Ganes should be thanked and that is

for giving us such very nice music. He has a small orchestra
which we three tired business men hugely appreciated. As
1 sat and listened to this little orchestra it seemed to me
that perhaps the time was nearer than we imagined wdien

the full orchestra will be given to the accompaniment of a

picture show.
* * *

On the whole then. I am distinctly of the opinion that the

"tired business man" is a loyal patron of the moving picture

and that his allegiance is not likely to be shaken. The tired

business man is a powerful factor in any community. He
belongs to the better, one might say the best, class of the

community. He goes to the moving picture theater for a

little rest and recreation and not, as Dr. Anna Shaw would
have us believe, for the purpose of dealing in vice. As a

house of assignation the moving picture theater, speaking
generally, is not in it with some chapels that could be

named. " But this is a digression. May the "tired busine--

man" as a supporter of the moving picture theater live long

and prosper! ! !

The City Hall Theater, 03 Park row. Xew York City, i-

just about to open as a first-class moving picture theater

and has installed two Power's Cameragraphs, No. 5. Xew
York approved equipment. The Bridge Theater, nfi Park
Row. Xew York City, has just purchased two Power's Cam-
eragraphs. Xo. 5. Xew York approved equipment.
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OPERATORS* COLUMN.
Conducted by F. H. Richardson.

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.
Rheostat and Condenser.—Grove City, Pa., wants to know

if the coils of two Power s 25-ampere rheostats can be
changed so that the machines will deliver 35 amperes in-
stead, off the same voltage? Also where the coils may be
had? Certainly they can, and the maker of the

1

rheostat is
the one to furnish them. They will simply send you coils
made from wire of larger diameter. He also wishes to know
what focal length condensing lens to use on an 87-foot throwTwo 7Y2 condensers should fill the bill with the size picture
you have. Get good grade condensers.

* * *

Quickly Prepared Announcement Slides.—Los Angeles,
Cal., wants to know how he can make announcement slides
with a typewriter. Get gelatin paper, in very light yellow
or pink tints, from any dealer in supplies. Write your mat-
ter on this, using a black ribbon, and bind up between glass
the same as any other slide, using mat, of course. If neatly
done, with good ribbon, the slide will look well and the
writing be celar and distinct on the screen.

* * *

Dry Batteries.—Des Moines, la., wants to know if dry bat-
teries are of any account when worn out? Not that I
know of.

* * *

Shutter Repair.—Burlington, la., asks if an old Edison two-
pin shutter, which is in perfect condition, could be used on
the one-pin Edison machine? No, it could not. It would
be altogether too wide. You could trim it up, using a one-
pin shutter (Edison) as a pattern, and use if it it will fit the
spindle. Better get a new shutter, though, unless you know
exactly what you are doing.

* * *

Rheostat Wire.—Chattanooga, Tenn., writes asking if com-
mon galvanized wire can be used for rheostat coils and how
long they would last as compared to regular resistance wire;
also, would there be any loss in their use as against the
regular stock? Yes, ordinary iron wire may be used for
resistance and its use would involve no loss as against the
regular alloy coils. I believe, though, they will become
hotter and their life will be comparatively short. In the
long run, i think you would find the regular rheostat resist-

ance wire much more satisfactory in every way. As a tem-
porary makeshift to cut down current more than a given
rheostat will do it, coils made up of iron wire will work
perfectly. They should be placed in series with the coils of

your rheostat.
* # *

Resistance and Voltage.—.Toledo, Ohio, writes: "My rhe-

ostats heat badly. The coils get red-hot. They were all right

when I used them on the city no-volt circuit, but I am now
using current from a private plant at 125 volts. Can you tell

me if this has anything to do with the rheostats heating ex-

cessively? If so, what can I do to remedy it?"

Yes, the change of voltage has all to do with it. I take

it you have rheostats built for no volts. When you put

them on a line carrying 125 volts the extra pressure operates

to force current through the coils beyond their normal ca-

pacity, thus heating them excessively. You may remedy the

matter by purchasing special coils made for 125 volts and
installing them in place of the old ones, or you may get a

couple of coils and insulate them thoroughly on the wall of

the operating room, protecting them with a proper guard so

that no one can come in contact with them. Then, instead

of running the wire from your rheostat to the lamp, run it

to one end of these coils and from the other end of the

coils to your lamp, thus cutting the coils in series with

your rheostat. You may make coils out of ordinary iron

fencing wire, but you will have to experiment to get the

right length to give the current you want.

A GOOD REWINDER.
We had a visit this week from Mr. Carl J. Lang, the in-

ventor and manufacturer of Lang's Rewinder, a most service-

able article which is highly spoken of by all exchanges and

exhibitors. The Lang Rewinder has one special feature

which alone should commend its use. There is a tension

spring on the loaded spood end which insures a steady pull

on the film and which can be regulated so that 1,000-foot

films can be reeled within the limits of the 10-inch spool

without having to stop and tighten up. This, of course.

prevents scratching and tends to increase the life of the film.

PAWTUCKET, RHODE ISLAND.
By F. H. Richardson.

Last week the writer made a trip to the town Coats thread
made famous—Pawtucket—to straighten out the troubles of
a new theater. The owners had made the too common error
of investing several thousand simoleons in the show busi-
ness without first acquiring a knowledge of that business.
Strange it is that men will do this. They would no more
think of investing twenty-five thousand dollars, or half of
that sum, in a drygoods business without first learning at
least something of the conduct of such a business; but they
cheerfully jump head over heels into the show business
while as void of real knowledge as a new-born babe. They
seem to think it is nothing at all but just "take in the money."
Well, they find out different and purchase several large bales
of experience at highest market price. In Pawtucket there
are seven moving picture houses, most or all of which run
more or less vauueville in conjunction with the pictures.
The current is alternating and they, all but one and the new
house (which latter soon will), have installed motor-generator
sets and arc generating their own direct current for pro-
jection. They run good service and have very fine light.
The shows, all that the writer saw, are excellent. The houses
arc good—some of them very nice. While there I met Mr.
Davis, owner of the New Star Theater, a most affable gen-
tleman, who has made a success of his house. Mr. Davis
was proud of his show, as well he might be. The New Star
is neat, comfortable and well filled and the projection (first-

run film) is beyond criticism. Power's machines are in most
of the houses, and the new one has two new Model No. 6's

which are giving excellent satisfaction. There is a strike-
lockout on at the big J. & P. Coats thread mills and it will
hit the city pretty hard for a time.

LOCAL ADVERTISING.
Exhibitors are becoming interested in the articles in The

Moving Picture World in reference to advertising their shows
in the local papers. Every week we receive a batch of these
advertisements and some are quite elaborate. C. S. Sullivan,
manager of the Royal Theater, Calumet, Mich., sends us
two specimens of his advertisement in the Calumet "News."
The name of the theater is very boldly displayed and also
the feature film of the day. The idea of giving a short
synopsis of the story under the title is a good one, but in
one advertisement this is overdone, in our estimation, by
printing the complete story, and it is one of the long ones,
it is open to question whether there are not many people
who will be satisfied with the reading of the story and not
go to see the film upon the screen, but who would have their
interest aroused by a shorter synopsis.

DRAWING THE COLOR LINE.

An exhibitor from a town in Louisiana is confronted with
the problem of separating the white and black patrons of
his show and wants to know if it is not possible to place a
division in the middle of his place, topped with a curtain on
which the picture can be projected from one end and be
visible on either side of the screen. He also wishes to know
the best fabric to use for this purpose. As the picture is

projected from behind the screen in many places, the job
of projecting a satisfactory picture through the screen pre-
sents little difficulty and the screen may be plain' bleached
muslin of good quality. Its translucence can be improved
by a suitable sizing, or better still would be a screen of the
translucent material known as architect's tracing cloth. But
our correspondent will find that he runs up against another
proposition which is more difficult of solution: On one side
of the screen the lettering of the titles and all reading matter
will be reversed, which would be rather annoying to "those
who cannot read backwards. The only solution for this would
be to erect a large mirror at the opposite end of the hall and
have the blacks or whites sit with their backs to the screen
on one side. Of course, we in the North are not so keen on
race prejudice, but we should imagine that reserving one side

for each race would be sufficient segregation.

OHIO NOTES.
Mr. Elmer T. Lewis, manager, Theater Royal, at Sandusky,

Ohio, states that he installed a 550 volt, direct current,

"Hallberg" Automatic Electric Economizer last October. He
speaks very highly of it and says that it produces the most
beautiful light ever seen on any curtain, and his total bill

has been reduced more than one-half. Mr. Lewis suggests
that if anyone is in doubt as to the great work of the "Hall-
berg" Economizer, he would be glad to answer any questions
a prospective purchaser may wish to ask.
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COMMENTS <m FILMS

"The Englishman and the Girl" (Biograph).—To have a

turned on them, and by an Englishman, too, is not the

of everj company oi lively Americans; but lure is

an instance where it is done The Biograph players m:
the picture very real and Succeed admirably in carrying oai

piril of the picture. To be sel upon bj a companj of

ins was the fate of this Englishman, an amateur dramatic
company supplying the means by which ii was accom-
plished; but it is quite a novel turn in affairs to have the
Englishman seize a Run and axe and chase the prepetrators
of the, joke out of the place- and into hiding. It is a neat

and attractive bit of humor, satisfactory in every sense, dra-

matically and pictorially, and received loud applause.

"A Honeymoon Through Snow and Into Sunshine" (Lubin).
—Wading through huge snow drifts, the result of the recent

blizzard, is a rather chilly way of beginning a honeymoon.
But the scene changes. The swift train hears them to the

South and there, amid the picturesque scenery at St. Au-
gustine, Palm Reach and other Southern resorts, there is a

bit of a quarrel to liven up things, but probably the principal

interest will center in the scenic qualities, which are es-

lly good. The fact that a little story is connected
w.th it prevents the scenery from palling upon those who
it. and the sudden transition from deep snow to Summer sun-

shine adds emphasis to the beauty of the Southern pictures.

Well photographed by an operator who understands the

selection of view points, the entire picture is pleasing and to

an extent educational.

"The Girls of the Range" (Selig).—One id' those snappy
Western pictures, so many of which have come from this

studio. While this is of a slightly different type, the fact

remains that it is quite as pleasing and is, in every way.

ss
.

< 1
1

• from "The Girl of the Range" (Selig).

atisfactorj as iln.se which have gone before. There

nty of action" plenty of dash and go and plenty of the

quality whiqh assists materially in making these pic-

tures popular.

"The Miniature" (Edison).—A picture of a duel is not

particularly interesting in most instances, but in this one

th< Edison Company have reproduced a historic incident

with such close fidelity to facts and such consummate skill

in working out the details that one becomes inten

\ndrew Jackson is one of the most picturesque and rugged
- American history, and when he is drawn into

a deliberate plot to kill him in a duel there is a feeling

of elation when he shoots down his opponent. The miniature

wife in his pocket slopped the bullet and saved his

! Iramatic qualities of the picture are high, and
tin photographer was quite as accurate in his part of the

production, the result being a finished film which has all

tlie elements that go to make a motion picture interesting

"A Trip to Mars" (Edison).—A comic which is intensified

and made even more interesting by the interpolation of

The professor who upsets gravity gets a (puck

trip to Mais and has a succession of experiences there which.

gether pleasing; and when he is shol back into

wn laboratory he probably has no serious regrets. But,

unfortunately, his marvelous powders upset his floor, and he

.uets another whirl through space, and is still spinning when
the picture ends. It is all amusing and is managed with
consummate skill.

"The Trapper and the Redskins" (Kalem).—This firm has
added to its company some real Indians who are gifted with
histrionic ability, and this is the first of wdiat they call a

eries of hummers. If the others are as good as these
there will be no complaint. It has all the thrills that are
usually included between the covers of the most exciting
novels. Inasmuch as there are real Indians included in the

cast, the little details often overlooked by white men who
are acting Indian parts are correctly introduced, adding mate-
rially to the strength of the picture. Steadily this firm is

improving in its work and the first of its Indian seri<

an augury of a brilliant future in this direction.

"Panicky Picnic" ( Pathe).—Fortunately not all picnics are
i riously disturbed as this one, so those who are con-

templating picnics this season need not feel worried about
such possibilities. However, the sympathy of those who
may have been disturbed in previous picnics will go out to

those who are unfortunate enough to be a part of this one,
where panics seem to be the common lot of all.

"Muriel's Strategem" (Yitagraph).—A pretty little si

which represents a girl wdio is opposed in her love affair by
her grandfather. She overcomes his objection by impersonat-
ing her grandmother, whom she resembles very closely, and
who eloped with her grandfather, and chiding him for his op-
position to Muriel. The little strategem works to perfection
and his consent to the match is speedily given. It is one of

those tender little stories that stir one more, perhaps, by
the memories aroused than because of any intrinsic merit in

the story itself. The acting is quite in harmony with the
subject and the pictorial end has been well taken care of.

The picture should enjoy a long run because of its tender-
ness and beaut)-.

"Beautiful Windermere" (Vitagraph).—-A study of some of
the charming rural scenery in England. Lake Windermere
is apparently an exceptionally beautiful locality and there is

plenty about it to make the traveler want to linger indefinitely

It is an ideal place, visited alike by the artist, the poet and
many others who delight in the wondrously attractive scen-
ery of England. The photography is so good in this that

oni almost feels as though he were actually visiting the
scenes depicted.

"Three Queens and a Jack" (Pathe).—A bit of comedy that
amuses the audience and shows what can happen under cer-

tain conditions which might or might not be actual.

"Fate Against Her" ( Pathe).—Here is a bit of strong drama,
well acted and clearly photographed, yet, withal, conveying a

somewhat depressing influence. Fate is a Nemesis which
confronts most people in some way, though in no two in-

stances the same: and there is always sympathy when one
person sees another in the toils. The marked improvement
in dramas recently, with reference to this particular feature

of gloom, has pleased a considerable proportion of the pa-
trons of the motion picture. This is not to be condemned.
since perhaps it will arouse thoughts which may lead to

sympathy for the unfortunate.

"The Cowboy and the Squaw" (Essanay).—A Western pic-

ture containing something of the spirit of the plains and
showing a rattling good cha.se across country by the bow-
boys who are after a squaw that killed one white man to

save another. However, the squaw and her lover escape and
the posse ride leisurely back, satisfied that the squaw has.

after all. only performed a service. The wild riding of the
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Scene from Covrboj ami the Squaw" (Essanay).
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cowboys is interesting, as it always is, and the scenic effects
sre well worked out. Jt is a satisfactory Western picture.

"Life of Moses; V.—The Promised Land" (Vitagraph).—
The fifth and last picture in this great series. So far as
quality is concerned it is quite up to the standard set by the
others and concludes what is one oi the marvels in motion
picture making. To properly stage these pictures is one
of the greatest achievements this enterprising company has
to its credit, and its interpretation of the life and times of
that early date is to be commended from every standpoint.
The series forms a set of pictures which should form a
prominent part of a program in every chruch and Sunday
school in the country. Although, perhaps rather too theatri-
cal to please some folks, it will give the children a new and
far more satisfactory understanding of the Bible story than
they could obtain in any other way. To follow the children
of Israel in this graphic way from bondage through to the
promised land is an education in biblical history which could
be obtained in no other way. No other method so satisfactory
could be devised. Churches which may desire to make Lent a
notable season this year would do well to make up a program
of this series and present it tor the benefit of their con-
gregations.

"Better Than Gold" (Gaumont).—A strongly dramatic pic-
ture, beautifully photographed and satisfactorily acted, which
interprets this old saying so clearly and graphically that its

meaning cannot be mistaken. Sometimes it is well to offer
dramas of this character. They not infrequently cause the
thoughtless to pause "and consider what is to be the outcome
of the mad worship of gold which characterizes modern life.

And this one is well played in every particular.

"The Comedy-Graph" (Gaumont).—The comedians repre-
senting this house have brought out a laugh producer in this
which will not fail to put any audience in good humor. Tt
is funny, and in addition is well acted and clearly photo-
graphed.

"His Last Burglary" (Biograph).—Here is a novel and
good story, worked out with all the close attention to details
for which the Biograph people are famous. To carry out the
idea of a burglar stealing a baby, and one that had just been
left in the house, is novel Then, when the burglar reforms
and discovers to whom it belongs and restores it during the
night, another jog is given to the conventional order of
things. It is impossible to realize the interest the dramatic
situations excite without seeing the -picture. A baby is an
interesting subject at any time, and under the circumstances
herewith depicted it attracts even greater interest. The end-
ing, with the baby returned to its grieving mother and the
burglar reformed, is good enough to call for more than ordi-
nary commendatii >n.

"The Gunby's Sojourn in the Country" ( Pathe).—Here is

comedy which will be appreciated by those who have had
experiences of different sorts in the country. It will keep
the audience in good humor. That much is certain. \nd
any comedy which does that fulfills its mission and per-
forms an important function in the world of motion pictures.

"The New Marshal at Gila Creek" (Lubin).—Here is a

stirring Western comedy drama with some thrilling action.
Ft is ol the detective type, showing the marshal in a dis-

which protects him perfectly until he succeeds in round-
up the bad nun and makes an important arrest. The

gang of bad men in Gila Creek meet their match in the guise
of an apparently semi-idiotic old farmer and their ringleader

rested, which affords much pleasure to the audience, as

these things always do. A love story runs through it. sup-
plying the heart interest required to make it interesting.
The action is strong and seems in entire harmony with tin-

subject and the ending is sufficiently pleasant to satisfy the
most fastidious critic in that respect.

"Paid in Full" (Vitagraph).—A strongly dramatic picture
acted with the fidelity to the subject which characterizes the
work of the Vitagraph players. An interesting touch is

added by laying the scenes in a desert standstorm, continu-
ing in little known Algiers and on to Monte Carlo and
Paris. The heart interest is developed in a French officer

inducing the wife of an Arab, who befriended him in the
desert, lo elope with him to Algiers. The husband follow-?
and finds his wife just as she has been deserted by her
paramour and is dying of poison, lie forgives her and fol-

lows the officer to Paris, then to Monte Carlo, and there
hurls him over a cliff where he is killed on the stones be-
low-. Even though this picture has one death, at least
which seems unnecessary, the killing of the recreant French-
man seems deserved and one almost wants to applaud. The
action is strong, the stor-\ movi'i" alop" in a relentless wi\
which seems the embodiment of irresitible fate. The acting

rises i,, heights of Strong dramatic power at limes and
excites the admiration of the audience because of its power.
The photography is clear and the representation of the sand-
storm is a clever "iece of work. "Paid in hull" will rank
as a more than ordinarily attractive film.

"A Family Outing" (Urban). -A bit of a comedy which will

call up amusing recollections and create a storm of laughter
almost always when shown. Probably more than one who
sees the picture will recall related experiences m the same
general direction, and consequently the picture posse
more than a passing interest. Its memory will linger long
and unquestionably it will always be pleasant.

"The Miser's Child" (Kalem).—A melodrama in which a

love story and a plot to steal an orphan's fortune and force

her to marry a man against her will, are important elements.

The romance of the sea, the added romance of the greed for

money and the unprotected orphan are important 1 actors.

When the lover returns, stops the wedding and puts a stop
to all the persecution there is a general sigh of relief. The
interest in these melodramatic pictures naturally centers about
the lovers, all other scenes and actors being but accessories.

But they are triumphant, hence the picture carries with it

much of interest and not a little satisfaction. The dramatic
work is good, and so is the photography. Altogether it is

up to the average output of this house.

"The Lamp Post Inspector" (Pathe).—A comedy which
might be a din at politicians who attempt to secure fool

places for their supporters. There is rather broad humor
connected with the picture, but it keeps the audience good-
natured ihrc pughout.

"O, So Sick!" ( Essanay).—A comedy from this house
which keeps the audience laughing and ieaves them in good
humor. it has all the snap and dash of the usual Essanay
comedy and is lively enough to suit the most exacting.

"The Winning of Father" (Essanay).—The story of how
an athletic young man succeeds in inducing his sweetheart's
father to consent to the match. The vigorous action of a
college athlete is quite likely to result in a settlement satis-

factory to the young collide, and this instance is no excep-
tion. There is a rush and a fidelity to actual life in this

which is refreshing and maintains the interest from be-
ginning to end.

"Dooley's Holiday" (Bison).—Perhaps this is the same
Dooley who had a remarkable experience with a turkey at
Thanksgiving. At any rate, it must be his twin brother if

it isn't him. because the remarkable experiences seem to

. _. Scene from "1 ley's Holiday" (Bison),

be injected into the holiday and before the film ends the
audience is treated to a series of adventures as amusing as
they are remarkable and unexpected.

"The Impostor" (Bison).—A dramatic picture which carries
one through many interesting- and thrilling vicissitudes, end-
ing with a romance sure to please, and contributing much to
the attractiveness of the film. The photography is a distinct
advance over some of the- previous ones sent out by this firm,
and the acting is equally m harmony with the subject.

"Louise Strozzi" (Itala).—A story of love, devotion and
villainy mixed. The treachery of a faithless friend is graphi-
cally illustrated and the fidelity of the wife who would
rather die than do wrong is produced with close attention'
to details. The acting and photography arc alike good.

"Jane and the Stranger" (Imp).—A man hunt which ends
differently. When the sister is avenged it is but natural.
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perhaps, to look for the ending of the picture there, and, in

truth, it is a good story to that point. The average man
is thrilled when a coward is put out of the way by someone
nobler and braver than himself, and this scene is no ex-

ception to that rule. But here, indeed, is full measure,
pressed down and running over. A strong love story, with
a lew thrills and a more than ordinarily satisfactory ending,

follows and the picture closes with the lovers surrounded
by their friends, who are offering not only hearty, but vigor-

ous congratulations. There is a wealth of good live action,

without distortion of facts, and the sentiment developed is

sufficient to satisfy the most • critical. The death of the

cowardly cur who deserted his wife and baby seems but an
act of justice, consequently there is no sense of too much
bloodshed. It is, altogether, a very satisfying production.

"For Her Father's Honor" (Bison).—A picture containing
some romance and a good deal of illuminating explanation
of the way gamblers play cards. It involves a love story, too,

in which a girl sacrifices herself to save her father's honor,
or what is assumed in the code of the gambler to be honor.
But the gambler's trickery is discovered and the wedding is

stopped, while the lovers are united and the gambler is

banished in the vigorous fashion usually adopted by cow-
boys under such circumstances. The picture contains much
that is interesting in its scenery, its acting and its suggestion.
Its photography is clear in most of the scenes, though in

some it is a trifle weak. As a whole, however, it is a credit-

able piece of work, melodramatic, perhaps, but alive and
emotional.

"Face to Face" (Eclair).—A film, the scene of which is laid

in France in revolutionary times. It is based upon the fact

that an officer, a royalist, is compelled to sentence his son,
who has been captured with many other Republicans, to

death. A servant succeeds in managing things so the son is

saved from execution. It is a touching story, well worked
out and well photographed. It is an advance upon some
previous work of this house and is, in most respects, an ex-
cellent film. Here and there a weak spot in photography
shows, but it would be easy to correct them. Aside from
this the film is excellent.

"Duty and Conscience" (Eclair).—A picture based upon a
violation of the European game laws arid showing how a

kindhearted gamekeeper relieves the distress of a poacher
whom he arrested. The scenic qualities of the film are quite

satisfactory and there are some dramatic situations which
deserve commendation. The photography is not entirely up
to the standard, however, but most of the picture is so good
that these minor corrections could easily be made and the
film would then possess a high photographic standard.

"The Witches' Ballad" (Ambrosio).—A fairy legend of

Italy, which, while not possessing any great characteristics,
is, after all, a very entertaining film. Some of the scenic
effects are beautiful, showing picturesque bits well worth
seeing. The legend is worked out with skill and the pho-
tography is generally good. Withal it is a satisfactory film.

"Why Tricot Was Sent to College" (Ambrosio).—A com-
edy which explains why the gentleman mentioned, and does
it in such a genuinely humorous way that the audience
laughs from beginning to end. The action is lively and the
photography is good.

"In Arizona" (Nestor).—Here is a film, in which the char-
acters are acted by the firm's own company of actors, as-
sisted by a troupe of genuine cowboys. NaturaUy a com-
bination of that character has produced a film of the popular
kind. The life and customs of the country are well pro-
duced. The background against which the actors work is

typical and displays a wise choice in making selections. The
film has been commended by competent critics, the more
sanguine of whom refer to it as indicative of the great im-
provement which has taken place in the production of Amer-
ican motion pictures.

"The Runaway Stove" (Lux).—A novel knockabout com-
edy depicting a runaway stove, which wanders all over town,
creating all sorts of disturbances in some instances, but act-
ing as a benefit in others. After a time it returns and is pre-
vented from further peringrinations by binding it in place
with a strong rope.

"The Fisherman's Honor" (Lux).—A strongly dramatic
film, representing a fisherman as determined to kill his little

son to save his own honor. The little one discloses the
hiding place of some fugitives whom the authorities want.
The father takes him to the seashore to kill him, but the
mother rushes upon the scene at the last moment and saves
the child's life. As can be easily understood, the picture is

intensely dramatic, and the actors make the most of the
opportunities offered.

"The Ten of Spades" (Bison).—A truly Western drama
rendered by the company which is now working in Cali-
fornia. The imagination is stretched a bit in some of the
situations, but it is well connected and stirring enough to
please the average audience.

FILM WATERPROOFING AND CLEANING.
In our report of the address delivered by W. A. Daniels,

president of the National Waterproof Film Co., before the
F. S. A. Convention, we quoted him as saying: "We have
never claimed that our coating would add strength to a
film, but we do claim that it will not lessen the strength."
As a matter of fact Mr. Daniels said: "We have never
claimed that our coating would add unlimited strength to a
film." Now, we like to be precise on matters dealing with
the good and welfare of the business, so we requested Mr.
Daniels to send us a section of the coating that they applied
to the gelatine side of the film. He very courteously did
so, and we cut it up into strips of regulation film width and
found after proper test that these strips of the thin, trans-
parent pellicle, as delicate to the touch as tissue paper, had
a lifting strength of ten pounds. So that it is evident that a
film that has been subjected to the waterprofing process will
stand at least ten pounds extra strain before it will break.

Wideawake exchanges are also not slow in seeing the ad-
vantage of keeping their films spotlessly clean by the sim-
ple process of running them through the washing machine.
Fred C. Aiken, of the Theater Film Service Co., Chicago, is

having one of the machines installed, and his customers will
soon be able to note the difference in the brightness of their
pictures—not that the Theater Film Service has not always
been of the best quality, but it shows their progressive spirit
when they very promptly avail themselves of any innovation
that will still further improve it.

We show above a cut of the washing machine. It can be
operated by any girl or boy. Only soap and water is placed
in the washing trough and the film is automatically scrubbed
as it passes through the water and thence over drying pads
on the various reels until it reaches the rewind perfectly
dry and clean.

It is safe to say that the waterproofing and washing
process has so many good features to recommend it that it

has come to stay.

Bellaire, Ohio.—The Spragg Amusement Company, operat-
ing the Olympic Theater at Bellaire, Ohio, has just leased
the Columbia Theater, the only regular theatrical house in

the city, which has a seating capacity of 1,700, and will

operate it as an exclusive motion picture house. Two new
Motiograph machines have been installed. The company will

continue to operate both houses.
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THE SOUNDOGRAPH.
This apparatus, which created so much comment at the

film men's convention, is now on exhibition at the Imperial
Film Exchange, 44 West Twenty-eighth street, New York,
where Mr. Levine, the manager, is pleased to arrange a

demonstration for any exhibitor. We have heard incidentally
from exhibitors who have installed the Soundograph that
they are well pleased with their investment and we would
advise Eastern exhibitors to call and see and hear it at the
office of the Imperial Film Exchange.

SELIG NOTES.
Closely upon the announcement of the addition of Elbert

Hubbard to the Selig writing staff, comes the announcement
of the closing of a contract by that firm with Opie Reade
for the production of his famous works that are read through-
out the civilized world and have long since found a place

in every public and private library in the country. The first

book to be produced in film will be "A Kentucky Colonel,"

with others of his more important works to follow.

Mr. Reade is a member of the Press Club of Chicago, as

well as belonging to numerous clubs and societies of the

''Windy City." He is now on an extensive lecturing tour of

the States and will soon return to enter upon his new duties

and superintend the production of his various books.

William V. Mong has sold all picture rights and titles to

his copyrighted version of "The Clay Baker," together with

his services, to the Selig Polyscope Company, Inc.

The Selig Polyscope Company adds other stock companies
to their fast growing interests. In addition to the excellent

stock maintained in their Los Angeles studio, they now have
very strong producing organizations in New Orleans and Old
Mexico, and are just preparing to send producers to Japan
and the Orient. These announcements coming as they do
upon the heels of arrangements to double the present capacity

of the Chicago plant, makes it more apparent to the picture

interests that there must be some activity at 45 Randolph
street.

Not a showman in the country but who has heard of

M. B. Curtiss, and it was a stroke of good business judg-

ment when the Selig Polyscope Company secured the rights

for "Samuel of Posen," together with Mr. Curtiss in his

original part of "Sammy." The story starts in far away
Posen, Germany, and after varied and strenuous experiences

in the new world, ending with a prearranged fire sale in

Baxter street, New York, we are carried back to old Posen,

the home of his birth. The photography and story are both

of high quality and the film promises great popularity with

the exhibitor.

"An Interrupted Honeymoon," a big full reel comedy, ready

for release March 9, is said to be one of the funniest Essanay
comedies released in a long time.

When the Essanay aviation film, "Aviation at Los Angeles,

Cal.," which was shown to President Taft, his cabinet, and
a number of Congressmen, was ready to be shipped on to

New York it was found that no train was leaving Washington
in time to arrive in New York on the time previously set.

As it was necessary for the film to reach the Waters Film
Exchange before noon Tuesday, Mr. Courtland F. Bishop
undertook to deliver the film himself. A special train was
made ready and the film delivered to the Waters Exchange
by no less wealthier messenger than Mr. Bishop himself.

The Essanay's "Ranch Girl's Legacy," a Western comedy
film, is reported to be the best of this variety since their

notable Western comedy, "The Best Man Wins." It is re-

leased Saturday, March 5.

The Essanay's Saturday release of Western and high-class
dramatic films continue very popular with the exhibitors.

One enterprising Western exhibitor, Glen D. Hurst, of the

Isis Theater, Reno, Nev., tells of some methods he has of

stimulating the interest of the public in the films shown in

his theater. Mr. Hurst was formerly a newspaper man and
not only knows what the people like in the way of film

subjects, but knows how to get space in the Reno papers.
He writes splendid articles on the moving picture business
and gets considerable space in advertising any special feat-

ure film which he may show during the week. An article

on "Making Moving Pictures In the West"* preceded some
of the Essanay Western films. "Now," writes Mr. Hurst,
"when I advertise such films as 'His Reformation,' 'The
Best Man Wins' and 'The Cowboy and the Squaw,' I always
show to packed houses." Another scheme for creating in-

terest adopted by Mr. Hurst is a scenario contest. Three
prizes are offered for the three best scenarios, and the win-
ners will probably see their productions on the screen. The
Essanay producers will act as judges in this contest and if

the stories are available to them will produce them.

The film exchanges and exhibitors are commenting very
highly on the Essanay's latest dramatic production, "The
Price of Fame." It is considered, by many of thein, the best
dramatic production, from the Essanay Company, released
in a long time.

G. M. Anderson, the Western producer of the Essanay
Company, tells a funny story about picture taking in Santa
Barbara, Cal. The prohibition question is a big topic in
Santa Barbara, the town seeming to be about equally divided
with these two factions. Recently Mr. Anderson, made a
picture with several of the scenes in front of Santa Barbara
saloons. The saloon element was under the impression that
the prohibition forces were to reap the benefit of the pic-

tures. Quite a stir was created over the affair, and neither
of the factions were satisfied until Anderson promised to
take no more pictures in front of saloons.

ESSANAY NOTES.

Work is to begin on several new big buildings for the

Essanay Film Company, store houses, carpenter and machine
shops and a new addition to the photographic department.

With the opening of Spring the company will begin work
on their grounds, the artificial lake will be completed, while

clearings will be made for the erection of outdoor sets.

The Essanay studio is to be fitted with double its present

artificial lights. The Essanay Company has purchased a

number of scenarios which call for gigantic indoor scenes.

With the increased lights, it will be possible to produce pic-

tures with settings of enormous proportions.

VITAGRAPH NOTES.

In the interest of our readers, we again call attention to the
tragic drama, "Elektra," which the Vitagraph Company will

soon release. This will be the piece de resistence and the
greatest picture play ever produced for the benefit and en-
joyment of the public. From the standpoint of scenic and
costume elegance, it is unsurpassed. The correctness of
detail and the vigor and dramatic power of acting displayed
by the all-star company make it superb in every particular.
This is not all; there are other surprises and meritorious

renditions for the lovers of drama and comedy. Here are
a few that should be borne in mind: "The Tongue of Scan-
dal," a melodrama of human sympathy in opposition to in-
tolerant prejudice and scandal; "The Girl in the Barracks,"
a modern drama of love in a Russian military barracks with
moments of intensity; "LTncle Tom's Cabin," with reproduc-
tions of scenes and characters "before the war," presenting
the story with all its dramatic incidents and faithfulness to
tacts and topography of the period; and "St. Elmo," a dram-
atization of the well known story of this name; "A Funny
Story," a comedy of laughs in which everybody takes part
and laughs with everybody else.

The Vitagraph release, on March 22, of the dramatic sub-
ject, "Capital vs. Labor," will be one of the most ex-
traordinary moving picture dramas of the year. It is pecu-
liarly fetching in its variation of climax and powerful in its

purpose, the supremacy of right over might. Interwoven
with the stirring intensity of the mob scenes and the piercing
sincerity of the acting there is the soothing charm of a most
delicate love story in which the man of heart and moral cour-
age proves superior to the man of power and violence.
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LUBIN NOTES.

Unless a decidedly unfavorable change in the weather takes

tl tractors expect to turn the new studio and fac

torj over to tin- Lubin Manufacturing Company by the middle

of March and promise the most pjerfeel picture plant in ex

istence. From twelve to twenty scenes can be erected at once
in the spacious all glass studio, or the whole 1»k floor spac<

may be- utilized for a single stupendous picture.

The section of the Lubin Stock Companj sent South foi

the Winter has been sending back some notably attractive

releases, but now they have gone further afield than Florida

their first stopping place, and are established in the West
Indies, the most recent work being even more attractive than

the "New Marshal" or "The Ranger and the Girl."

The Mondays and Wednesdays are Lubin release days and.

as St. Patrick's Day falls on a Thursday this year, first run

exhibitors will profit by the release for that day, "The Irish

Boy." One of the settings, showing a cabin in Ireland, is

from a famous painting, one of the poses reproducing that

painting entire, and the factory scenes later shown were doni

in an actual machine shop, the heavy equipment of lights and

reflectors being especially installed for two scenes from the

play.

Tin- other week a theatrical company was closed at one
of the Philadelphia theaters, the stoppage being not entirely

disassociated with a failure to pay salaries that had become

chronic. Many of the players were stranded in town with

Xew York only $2.50 away. One of the company was ac-

quainted witli a member of the Lubin Stock -Company, and

learning that extra people were needed communicated the

joyous fact to his companions. "Marriage in Haste," as a

result, shows more high priced actors in a mob than anj

picture ever produced, and the players moved on to Xew
York convinced that there was something in pictures attei

all. The film is set for release .March 7, and is a comedj
story of unusual novelty.

GREAT NORTHERN NOTES.

The enterprise of the moving picture manufacturer is shown

by the fact that the Great Northern Film Company announce
tor their release of March 5 a drama by Sopus Michaelis,

die Danish author and playwright. It is entitled "A Wedding
During the French Revolution." and is just the kind of

subject that lends itself to the elaborate setting and beautiful

photographic rendering for which this company is noted.

Tt is also worthy of n<>tc that the same drama, under the

titlu of "A Son of the People," will shortly be produced at

the famous Xew Theater, in Xew York City, with John
Mason in the cast. The American rights of the drama by

Michaelis were purchased by tin- Schuberts, who have also

purchased "Napoleon at St. Helena." by the same author.

Mr. Sophus Michaelis, with his talented wife, is now in this

country, the guests of his brother-in-law, Baron Dahlerub,

at Xew Rochelle. They will remain here until after the

presentation of "A Son ,,f the People."

Madame Michaelis is herself an author of note in Denmark
and throughout Scandinavia and one of her novels, "The
Child." has been translated into English. In Mistria het

books stand fourth in popularity among the authors whos<

works are sold there.

The Great Northern Company are to be congratulated on

having the collaboration of such distinguished writers and

they expeel to feature a new play, "The Little Mother," on

which 'Madame Michaelis is now at work.

NEW YORK MOTION PICTURE COMPANY'S NOTES.

The Bison Stock Company; now in the Northwest produc-

ing new subjects for the Xew York Motion Picture Company,
is composed of manj Well known stage favorites. Among the

prominent members of the company are: Miss Jewell Dar-

rell, Miss Evelyn Graham. J.
1'.. Sherry, Charles Avery, Frank

Montgomery, Major McGuire, Wm. Gibbons and Charles K

French. \- the company ha- had great success in producing

subjects of life .m the plain-, they have secured l;wo genuine

Indian-. Young Deer and Red Wing, members of the Win
nebago tribe, both of whom have posed for some of the best

known artists in this country and are perfect types of their

Mr Fred .1. Balshofer, stage director of the company,
is one of the pioneer motion picture men in America. The

motion picture in it- perfected state is a little more than ten

- old. and for that length of time Mr, Balshofer ha- been

engaged in producing films that have caused wide comment
am. n familiar with the busim

"IMP" FILMS ARE REALISTIC.
It is a trick with me,\intf picture producers, when it is lie

-arv to -how a dead baby on the sheet, to cover a dummy and
lay it on the- bed a- required. But now, for the first time in

the history of moving picture making, the feat of using a real

baby ha- been accomplished. An eighteen-months-old infant
was put to sleep in the- studio; the entire company waited
Per twee hour-, Per this to be elone-, for baby was feeling pretty
frisky and seemed decidedly inclined to view the proceed-
ings. As -0011 a- the proelue-e-r was -ure that the child was
fast asleep it wa- taken Up and all hand- tiptoed into the
scene. The picture shows the infant on a little bed. fa

the camera, with nary a quiver of an eyebrow tei destroy the
illusion that it had just passed into the land of angels, nor
did it move a muscle all through the seem-. About an hour
after a se-rie - of lusty yell- proved that the kid wa- only
acting, 'fin- extraordinary pains taken with the child are
characteristic of the treatment of every detail in tin- next

se of the Imp, "Mother Love," a. play destined to take
first rank in moving picture production.

NESTOR FILM NOTES.
Beautiful tinting and toning will mark the release- of the

Nestor studio in the future, as a special department has been
fitted up for that purpose and an expert placed in charge of
this work.
The Nestor -tuelio is now in course of construction and no

expense will be -parcel to make it complete in every way.
There will be room for the simultaneous staging of four plays
and the lighting effects will enable the production of pictures
either night or day.
The return of this company to cowboy subjects has caused

a marked increase in the demand for Xe-tor films, compell-
ing the factory to work overtime e-\cry night during the
past week.

Bonehead paid a short visit to the Xestor studio this week
and will no doubt be able to work again in a short time, to
the tfreat joy of the numerous exhibitors who like clean
coined}' subjects such as the Bonehead series proved to be.

FOR PENNSYLVANIA EXHIBITORS.
Having established an enviable reputation for first-class

lantern slides and song slide service throughout Pennsyl-
vania, the Novelty Slide Company, of Xew York City, have
found it necessary to open a branch office in Scranton, I 'a..

so as to be in a be-tter position to handle the rapidly increas
ing trade from that section. The Scranton office is located
in the Real Estate Exchange Building and is under the cap-
able management of Chas. V. Meinzer, an energetic, expe
iie-nced moving picture man. who has made many friends by
his honest, straightforward way of doing business. This
office is well stocked with a large selection of late popular
ongs, also travelogues, lecturettes ami Novelty Puzzl

on hand fen
- rental. In addition, a complete line of ai!

the Novelty Slide Company's lantern slide products ami -

ing picture specialties are- carried in stock. Exhibitors will

find Mr. Meinzer always ready and anxious to solve their

slide troubles, and all inquiries and orders will receive prompt
attentii >n.

STOLEN PROPERTY.
An epidemic of thefts of apparatus and films seen is

have broken out. lust as we go t" press we are informed
that a Power's machine, No. 5 (serial No. 2525). wa- stolen

from Chas. Steiner, of the Essex Theater. [33 Essex sti

Xew York. The thief also lifted the following reel-: "Voice
of the Violin" (Biograph), "Paris Flood" ami "Twin
Brothers" (Vitagraph), "The Little Beggar" and "Panicky
Picnic" (Pathe) and "Woman's Stratagem" (Edisoi \ re-

ward is offered for information that will lead to the recovery
of the property.

E. II. Duffy, formerly of tin- Calumet Film Exchange, and
Wm. J. Liederman, formerly of the- United States Film Ex-
change, have joined the staff of Eugene Cline at Chicag

Mr. Budd Menzel, for many years associated with the

Chicago Film Exchange, now has charge of the force of

traveling nun representing Eugene Cline.

The Actophone Company are releasing one reel a week at

present and the quality of the product is very good. They
are trying, in the- quality of the story, the class of acting
iid the photography, t<> uphold the standard of Independent

films.
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CORRESPONDENCE.
FROM A DENVER EXHIBITOR.

Denver, Col., Feb. 21, 1910.
Editor Moving Picture World:
Dear Sir—We desire to inform you that a change is to

be made in the Grand Theater, 057 Jason street, which we
only a lew months ago purchased from an independent con-
cern, and immediately changed to a licensed house. It will
be removed from it> present location into a new building at

763 Jason street, built especially for a picture show, well ven-
tilated and lighted, making it among one of the best picture
houses in Denver.
The seating capacity i* to be increased to 300, and with

the present West Side Theater, the seating capacity in our
location will be 600. These houses run strictly licensed pic-
tures only.

We started about a year ago with a small house, enlarg-
ing same in about six months from time of starting. Being
located in a residential district, we cater mostly to ladies
and children, and always run suitable pictures for such
patnms. thereby building up our trade.

Shortly after starting our house, an independent house
started at the present location of the Theater Grand, but
owing to the class of pictures shown, failed to make a suc-

This is the theater which we bought, and by installing
licensed pictures soon built up the patronage of the theater
to such a point that it now requires a larger building.

Yours respectfullv.

MYERS & HALE.

WATCH OUT FOR STOLEN PROPERTY.
300 East 23d St..

Xew York City, Feb. 14, 1910.
Moving Picture World:
Gentlemen—Would like to incjuire through your paper if

any exchange throughout the country has done any busi-

ness with a man by the name of \Ym. Fudge. If you will

communicate with the undersigned, it may be to everybody's
advantage, owing to the fact that this man has never re-

turned the six reels of film and three sets of song slides

that were shipped to him upon his order some two or three
months ago. Any advice received from any of the exchanges
in reference to this man will be amply rewarded, as there
is a standing reward of $100 for the knowledge and con-
viction of this party if found.
Knowing that your paper has a wide circulation, I ask you

to kindly print this for me.
Yi airs very truly,

TURDY'S FILM EXCHANGE.

San Francisco, Cal., February 18, 1910.

The Editor of the Moving Picture World:
Dear Sir—As a subscriber to your paper, and my knowl-

edge of your striving to discourage thievery in the moving
picture business. I kindly request you to publish in your
valuable paper a few facts, as follows:
On Thursday night, February 10, some one broke into

my theater and stole the head of a type B Edison moving
picture machine. It was a one-pin movement; the serial

number being 10,743 and the license number 693. From my
observation and the clues left I have come to the conclusion
that it was someone in the business and know well enough
that by publishing the same in your paper the exhibitors will

be on the lookout for the knave. The two magazines and
two Edison lamps were also taken.
Hoping you will publish these few facts, and thanking you,

I am Yours Respectfullv,
A. T. MALMED.

Proprietor Golden Eagle Theater, Ninth avenue, San Fran
ciso, Cal.

INDISCRIMINATE CONDEMNATION.
Editor Moving Picture World:
Dear Sir—The writer was astonished to read the article

credited to H. F. Hoffman in last week's World, entitled,

"A New Race of Degenerates." In effect, the man classes
all operators in all cities as degenerates. In effect, he says
that I, myself, am a degenerate, and that my hundreds of

operator friends of Chicago, and in other cities, are to be
ed the same. True, he qualities by saying that not

every person seen in an exchange is degenerate, but he seems
ul not to say every "operator." Presumably, his qual-

ification only covers those who happen in, other than op-

MOTION PICTURE PIANO MUSIC
This is a book of descriptive music, regular sheet music size, and

arranged for both hands. Specially selected, arranged and composed by
one of the best descriptive Pianists in the U. S., who tor the past twenty
years has been Musical Director in all lines of Theatrical Productions.
This work is the result of actual experience, and is now being used in
hundreds of M. P. Theatres. Contains music, for all probable scenes,
actions, characters, etc , and its suggestions are entirely practical.
Increases the value of YOUR SHOW 100%. Descriptive circular sent
free to anyone upon request. This book sent promptly upon receipt of
price. $1.00 Remit either by P. O. or Express Order, Draft or Check to

GREGQ
1009 Ferry Street

FRELINQER
Lafayette, Ind.

I am Agent for the Mirror Screen in

Tenn., Louisiana, Ark. and Miss.

1 paid a visit to Shelbyville, Ind , and there saw a

practical demonstration of the Mirror Screen, and I

thought so well of it that I immediately secured it

for my Memphis houses, and contracted for the
agency in the states aboVe mentioned, and let me
tell you— If you have Opposition

You Had Better Get a Mirror Screen
If you are located in either of the four states named
it will pay you to get in touch with me quick. Address

Montgomery, the Moving Picture Man of Memphis
Majestic Theatres, Memphis, Tenn

Paramount Film Company
INDEPENDENT
FILM RENTERS
OF QUALITY

Moving Picture Machines and Everything Pertaining
to the Business

OFFICES
New YorK

61 WEST 14th STREET
Near 6th Ave.— Phone, 2442 Chelsea

Bridgeport, Conn.

1188 MAIN STREET
Near Depot-Phone, 1663, Ring ¥>

CENRE TRANSPARENCY CO.
507 NORTH CLARK STREET CHICAGO

LATEST SONC SLIDES
I Wonder How the Old Folks are at Home. Flowers of Love
When the Bogey Man says Boo. Sweet Angel Eyts
There's Something about You that's Some- What's the Matter With

thing to Me. Reilly.

ADVERTISING AND ANNOUNCEflENT SLIDES

SONG SLIDES

I

D
E

JUST ILLUSTRATED
Iv'e Just Got Time To Say Good Bye .

Daddy's Doll

Could You Learn To Love Me
Dreams That I Dream Of You
My Irish Prairie Queen

We maKe Lantern Slides of anything! and
everything for any and every purpose

Send for our special prices on Announcement Slides

NORTH AMERICAN SLIDE CO.,
143 North 8th Street,
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

L
I

D
E

SONG SLIDES
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The only complete and up-to-date
effect-producing machine ever in-

vented is now complete and ready
for the exhibitors. Everybody pro-
nounces it a wonder. Almost any
sound or effect imaginable is easily
and realistically produced by simply
turning a crank, pulling a handle or
pushing a button. The effects are
all mounted in a handsome cabinet
structure, 25 x 40 inches square and
42 inches high, with means exterior
for the operation of each effect

separately, or they can be operated
in combinations. The Soundograph
can be located either in the orchestra,
pit orback of the screen as the exhibi-
tor prefers. No expert operator is re-

quired, any one person is all that is

needed to operate the Soundograph
and produce perfect sound effects. A
boy or some other employee of the
theatre learns quickly to work the
effects, thus relieving the exhibitor
of the services of an expensive oper-
ator. It will put life and realism in

your pictures and delight your audi-
ences. It holds their interest and
attention to the end of the reel and
assures you of big box office receipts
every day. r

Let us ship you a Soundograph now

PRICE, $150.00

EXCELA SOUNDOGRAPH CO.

PITTSBURG, PA.
Office I IOI Empire Building

EASTERN AGENT:

IMPERIAL FILM EXCHANGE
44 W. 28th Street, New York City

erators. Now, there are in Chicago, and other cities of this
fair land, hundreds of operators whom the writer is proud
to number among his friends. They are not degenerates in
any sense of the word. Chicago operators, as a whole, will
compare favorably with any other class of craftsmen, I be-
lieve. Of New York operators I know little or nothing, but
it is strange if there are no decent men among them, even
taking into consideration the fact that the wage paid here
is not such as is likely to attract high-class men. With
such sweeping condemnation the writer has no patience at
all. The most charitable view of the writer of such an
article is to believe he is prejudiced. Did he say that some
moving picture operators are degenerates, I would not dis-
agree, though 1 might feel that the publication of such fact
is not creditable to the business and can serve no good pur-
pose. Sweeping condemnation is not logical. It is merely
the platitudinous insulting of many good men to get a more
or less deserved fling at others. But that fling could be as
well or better taken were the writer to specify the fact that
he only aims at the class of men who deserve condemnation.
But, as I said before, it may reasonably be questioned if

Mr. Hoffman's position is tenable, and "if not, it certainly
places him in the position of giving an equally prominent
explanation or apology. F. H. RICHARDSON.

AN OPEN CONFESSION.

Springfield, Ohio, Feb. 7, 1910.
Editor Moving Picture World, New York:
Dear Sir— I certainly must congratulate you on your spirit

of fairness, and was very much pleased by your note to
A. H. Sawyer's letter in your issue of February 12.

I am perfectly satisfied that the independent picture people
are making good. I am filling my house by showing inde-
pendent goods, and I am congratulated fifty times a day for
the fine pictures I am getting. I am sorry now that I did
not get wise before. What would associations do without
a few leaders—and some are getting tiresome. I love to
read unbiased news and like your independence.

Owner of "Fairyland."
With best wishes for your valued paper, I remain,

Yours truly,

W. O. Z1EGEXFELDS,

WHAT ARE WE HERE FOR?
Prescott. Ariz., Feb. 10/1910.

Editor Moving Picture World, Xew York:
Dear Sir—I have read with much interest quite a number

of articles in your valuable paper concerning the protection
the exhibitors were supposed to receive for the $2.00 per
week license fee charged by the Patents Company. To tell

all of my experience, would require too much space, so I

will only tell it briefly.

We all know that immediately after the formation of the
Patents Company we were informed there would be levied
$2.00 per week royalty, but the small exhibitor, would not
have to pay as much as the big fellow. According to the
amount of business done was his license to be fixed.

I came to Prescott, Ariz., and opened a picture show,
February 9, 1909, and, of course, I was informed by my
exchange it would be necessary for me to send in my ten
at once, which I did.

There was already one show in operation here at the
time, and the proprietor showed me a letter, also a telegram,
from his exchange, telling him to send in his ten by Sat-
urday, February 13, 1909, or his service would stop. Well,
he did not send in his ten, nor did his service stop, but, to
my own knowledge, he received service up to the 14th of
May, 1909, at which date he was still receiving service from
a licensed exchange from whom I am now getting my
service. I wrote lots of letters and even sent some one
dollar telegrams to the Patents Company, stating the case
fully, and all the satisfaction I got was promises to see that
things would soon be straightened out.

I informed the Patents Company that after bitter experi-
ence, and that insomuch as I had complied with all their

rules and found also that this city would not support two
picture shows, they should see that my competitor did not
receive licensed service. I even offered to submit my re-

ceipts and expenses to them to show that only one could
make a go of it here. But no action was taken.

On May 15 we consolidated and closed one house, and
did very well for a while, till another party jumped in, secured
licensed films, ran three months and one day, lost $2,500 and
closed up. Then, in about one month, another would-be.
manager came along with $300, ran nine days on licensed
service, lost his $300 and skipped; and at the present time
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I have the only picture theater in this city of 6,500. I know
1 an

} SlvinS aS good a show as can be found anywhere, and
the idea of so many that two shows are better than one, is
a delusion And right here is a case where the Patents
Company should step in and say: No more than one license
in a town of less than 8,000.

If I had all the money back I have paid out in license, I
could buy myself a mirror screen. I would not think of
going to the independents for service, for I do not believe
they can deliver the goods at the present time; but it's about
time that the Patents Company were waking up along the
lines of the protection we were promised and are paying
$2.00 weekly for. Yours truly,

CHAS. B. HOWARD.

ECLAIR FILMS
Nick Carter as Acrobat

RELEASED FEBRUARY 28th

This is a thrilling detective story, unique in its display of the
Intricate plans adopted by this famous character in hunting down his
criminals. Excitement - and interest reign throughout.

Castles on the Rhine
RELEASED FEBRUARY 28th

Tin's is a film of educational interest to both old and young, and
portrays Tory beautifully the picturesque scenes one may view on
this body of nater.

Aspirants to the Hand of Helen
(COMEDY) RELEASED MARCH 7th

A brilliant comedy, affording infinite amusement and provoking much
laughter. A film that cannot fail to please.

The Cage. (Morgan the Pirate.)

(DRAMA) RELEASED MARCH 7th

A thrilling tale of the good old days "when hearts were young and
lovers bold!" A film of compelling interest. Superb acting, beau-
tiful photography.

Lithographs and Posters FREE.

ECLAIR FILM COMPANY
31 Cast 27th Street - - New YorR City-

LECTURES
on Suitable Subjects in Moving Pictures are a
pleasing and attractive feature and always
appreciated by your patrons. The peer and
pioneer of lectures or "picture readings" with

moving pictures is acknowledged to be

W. STEPHEN BUSH
Pleated to correspond with exhibitors

I Oth Street ... Philadelphia, Pa.44. North

COMPANY
SLIDES

R. NAYLOR &
Illustrated Song, Advertising
Announcement, Special

Get Our New Illustrated Song'

"Cotild You Only Know"
18 Beautifully Colored Slides $5.00

58-GO WabashAv e.. Room 614 Chicago

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN THE MOVING PICTURE BUSINESS, YOU
SHOULD SUBSCRIBE FOR THE MOVING PICTURE WORLD. $2.00.

FILMS
FOR
RENT

NEW FILMS HIGH CLASS SERVICE

The Pioneer House, With 8 Years Experience

And $250,000.00 Back Of It

Write To-day for Terms

EUGENE CLINE
57 and 59 Dearborn St., Chicago

STOCK ADVERTISING SLIDES For All Trades

w)y]]WQU New Spring

^''o^^M^Ay Up b Ihc

for

Oe/rtlemeri'.

lik Jl

New Up-to-date Designs
Worded Catchey

Appropriately Illustrated

50c Each Postpaid
Every Slide Perfect or Money

Back

THE BEST SLIDES
For All Purposes

OUR BABY CON-
TEST

Will Pack Your
Theatre

L Good 1
6 H \r^~-

" •'

Night

^
SPECIALS TO ORDER 75c to $1 .50

BRAYTON MANUFACTURING CO., 122 RANDOLPH ST., CHICAGO
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BUSY? Well I Guess

NOVELTY SLIDES AND SONG SLIDE SERVICE

are pleasing exhibitors everywhere. Just

opened anotlier Branch Office

:

305 Real Estate Exchange Bldg., Scranton, Pa.

Our I4th Street Office (No. 10 East)

is doing nicely, thank you.

NOVELTY SLIDE COMPANY
221 East 53d Street NEW YORK CITY

FIRE OUT
All of the junk slides you get from your film

exchange and arrange for our SONG SLIDE SER-
VICE AT 25c. a set per week. The only firm in

the United States advertising the above amazing
low rate. Let us ship each week's supply in one
shipment, saving you express charges.

Chicago Song Slide Exchange
NINTH FLOOR

MASONIC TEMPLE CHICAGO, ILL.

SPECIAL ROLL TICKETS Tk- B« TAVcot.
1

S.
Priiltli1- -

5.000
10,000

$1.25
2.50

20,000
25,000

$4.60
5.50

50,000
100,000

$7 50
10.00

Get the Samples

NATIONAL TICKET COMPANY
Stock Tickets, 6 Cents

ShamoKin, Pa.

Curtainyline
For three years has given satisfaction to

the most exacting Exhibitors—they will

use nothing else on their curtain

Brings Out the True Photographic Outlines. Fireproofs Your Curtain

Try a $3.00 Carton and Note the Wonderful Improvement in Your Pictures

A $3.00 carton is sufficient for any ordinary cnrtain. All exchanges carry it in stock

Curtainyline Curtain & Producing Co, 22 Fifth Avenue,
CHICAGO, ILL.

The Automatic Theatre Chair
It is a space saver, life saver and

money saver. Shipped built up. It

is the only sanitary theatre chair.

Used by Keith. Proctor and Poli.

It folds up automatically and is re-
volving, making the theatre all

aisles. It is a friend to the public.

Send for oar circular A. Write today.

THE HARDESTY MFC. CO.

CANAL DOVER, OHIO

Mention the Moving Picture World.

Latest Slides
Loving Two-Step Man.
Ain't You Coming: Out To-night?
The Moonlight, the Rose and You.
Shoes and Socks, Shock Susan.
Yiddisha Hag.
I'll Make a Ring Around Rosie.
'Tis Tough When Issy Rosenstein Loves

Genevieve Malone.
The Little Cottage on the Hillside.

I'm Afraid of You.
What's the Matter with Father?
Old Doctor Brown.
Good-bye, Peter; Good-bye, Paul.
Santa Fe.
Won't You Be Mine?
I'm On My Way to Reno.

AT $4.00 PER SET.

EXCELSIOR SLIDE CO.
138 East 14th Street

NEW YORK

GOOD SONGS AND SONG SLIDES
are a drawing card in any Theatre. We have all the
good slides to rent at 50 cents a Set per week Get
them while they are new. Will a film exchange
furnish you a good slide service—NO.

Send for our latest Som; Slide List and look it over.

LINCOLN TRANSPARENCY EXCHANGE
16th Floor, Masonic Temple Chicago, 111.

^*^a s-^f L+ <^i sm w
OPERA CHAIRS V

Over 73 per cent, of the finest theaters in the United States and
Canada arc furnished with them. They are used iu 31S of the

405 moving picture theaters' in Chicago.

To meet the growing demands for

LOW PRICED OPERA CHAIRS

originated a number of styles, though inexpensive,

ANDREWS QUALITY

Write for our large catalogue, illustrated in colors, which will

guide and assist you, wueu contemplating the purchase of Opera
Chairs.

we have
are characteristic of

CHICAGO ESTABLISHED 1865

NEW YORK SAN FRANCISCO
ST LOUIS TACOMA
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THIS WEEKS PROGRAM OF LICENSED FILMS.
Monday, February 28.

EtegrsFt —It: Una] s nl menl (Dr :\i ft
I. ni. in- The Ranger and the Girl iDr.) 825 ftPathe—Joseph Sold by His Brethren (Biblical) 754 n
Pathe—A Mi. a Mine, XI ra Mountains

(Industrial > -_.—.,
( ,

Selig Industries of Southern California (In.). 1000 ft!

Tuesday, March 1.

Kdi si ,ii—Ranson's Follj (Dr.) 1000 ft
Gaumi nit -Tin- Vale of Aude (Scenic).!.'.'!!] 39] Ct!
i nun. mt— the Pluck? Suitor (Dr). . I'l

Vltagraph—On the Border Line (Dr.) !.]:.;. .it.

Wednesday, March 2.

Pathe—The Violin Maker of Cremona (Dr.).. .676 ft.
I-atk;— ll:.> Wrx-otllng Match (Sports ;.5C ft
I rlmii From I -yond the Ssas irir.i 564ft
. rban- 1:1- ii i : imedy

; l. , it
aph- -The Newlyweds (Dr.) !ggl ft!

Essanay—Rags, Old iron (Comedy) 598 ft.
Essanay—The Egg Trust (Comedy) 402 ft
Kalero—The Court Jesters (Comedy) 295 ft.
Kalem- -Tlic Treacherous Pequots (Dr.) 610 ft.

Thursday, March 3.

Labia—The Millionaire's Adventure (Dr.) 900 ft.
Sellg Samuel of Posen (Dr.) 1000 ft.

Friday, March 4.

Salem The Girl Thief (Dr.) 910 ft.
Vltagraph -The History of a Sardine Sand-
wich I Iinl. I 47S fk

ra tin—The Door (Comedy i 47!) ft.

Pathe Brittany Lassies (Comedy) 508 ft.
Edison -At the Eleventh Hour ilir.i sen ft.

Edison—The Man Dnder the Bed (Comedy). . .200 ft.

Saturday, March 5.

Gaumoul The Poet ol the Revolution (Dr.). .960 ft.

Essanaj The Ostrich and the Lady (Edu.). . .175 ft.
Bssanay The Ranch Girl's Legacy (Com.) .. .825 ft.
i 'a i lie Pierrot I Drama! Ic) 571 ft.

Pathe—A Happy Turn (Dramatic) 440 ft.

Vltagraph—An Eye for an Eye (Dr.) 930 ft.

WHYNOTLEARNQ,
moving:
OPERftTlN

Taylors Method
(Licensed School)

5I.W.28T^STX
TELlW/405 MnSe

Class meets every morning and afternoon
with F. H. Richardson of Chicago, as
chief instructor. Evening classes meet
every Monday, Wednesday and Friday.
Complete course $15. We positively guar-
antee you a $15 positionn We are selling

agents for the American Moving Picture

machine, and have a second hand Edison
machine in A No. 1 condition, at one half

of the original cost.

F. C. TAYLOR
51 West 28th Street, New York, N. Y.

UNIFORMS

Keep your The-

atre Up-To-Date.

Uniform your

attendants it

pays.

Write us.

T. G. Gleason
& CO.

Manufacturers

170 E. Madison Street

CHICAGO, ILL.

OPERA CHAIRS
That Stand the TEST

HIGHEST QUALITY

The hard usage accord-

ed opera chairs makes
the selection of a chair

of PROVEN QUALITIES
essential.

Our Opera Chairs are

conceded to be the
IDEAL seating, as

they are comfortable,

permanently noiseless

and combined with a

distinctive style and
excellence that is un-

equalled.

LOWEST PRICES

Write for Catalogs

AMERICAN SEATING COMPANY
Dept. V.

215Wabash Ave.

CHICAGO

NEW YORK

BOSTON

PHILADELPHIA

ARE YOU SATISFIED WITH
YOUR FILM SERVICE?

We can supply you.
Call and see us and let us quote you our prices.

We are the largest independent film exchange in

Greater New Yoik.
We serve the best.

Our Supply Department is also
tha Best in Town

Carbons
Film Cement
Condensers
Terminals, (lugs)

Asbestos Wire
Admission Tickets

$2.00 per hundred
.10 " bottle

.40 each

.04 "

.07 per foot

.08 per 1000
The best equipped machine shop in New York

for repairs.

HUDSON FILM COMPANY
Members of N. I. M. P. A.

134 Bast 14th Street, NEW YORK CITY
Telephone .-812 Stuvvesant.

MOTION PIC*JRI PATENTS CO.

ALL PICTURES ABB CENSORED

No. 70

35c Postage Paid
Send for Catalog of Announcement

and Ad slidaa

The Neosho Slide Company
100 S. Wood St., Neosho, Mo.

S ong Slides 5c, Per Day Per Set

All Songs— All Publishers. You select

—

We ship.

For full particulars call or write

LEN SPENCER'S LYCEUM, 44 W. 28th St., N.Y.

UNIFORMS
AND

CA PS
M

FOR / i «

oving Picture «
Theatres

Catalogues, Samples

and Prices for the

Asking

James H. Hirsch & Co.

Jackson Boulevard
CHICAGO, 111.

EXHIBITORS, NOTICE!
Moving picture and vaudeville theaters in Okla-
homa and the great Southwest are making BIG
money ALL OF THE TIME and prospects NOW
are brighter than ever before. Why not sell
your show and come out to this new country
while tlic field is clear? You can make more
clear profit on a $1,000 investment out here
than you are now making on an investment of
probably three to five times as large. We will
find you a location and help you in any way
we can. We have a few exceptionally good
theaters now that can be bought RIGHT and
will bear closest investigation. Write us for
our list. Exhibitors here are making $300 to
$1,000 a month.

Write us TO-DAY. to-morrow may never come.
We BUY and SELL theaters of all kinds.

Get your name on our mailing-list if you want
to buy or sell ANYTHING.
We can handle your new ideas, inventions and

patented articles to good advantage.

LTBIC AMUSEMENT COMPANY,
Hcyt G. Morrow, Gen. Mgr.

224 Baltimore Bldg., Oaklahoma City, Okla.

YOU CAN'T GO WRONG
IN TRYING

"TITLE POSTERS"
They are making money for those

who are using them and will for you.
You can't prove it unless you try them
and the total cost to try them for a
month is only $7. 50. They will in a
live place make that much for you in
a few days and they will put new life

in a dead one They not only adver-
tise the pictures you are showiDg but
if used with judgment improve the
looks of the front of the house.
A free sample for the asking but an

order for the pictures you expect to
show soon willprove the value ot them

.

Single Posters, 5 cenls each. By mail 6 cents each

TITLE POSTER CO.
231-233 Bowery, NEW YORK

Films
I have a system of keeping away
from Repeaters No reels older
than one year Thissounds bad

but not half as bad as i: is to hand you gunc three
years old

I am open and frank and tell you what you eet
for your money—Try me for a week anyhow. You
can't lose

PURDY'S FILM EXCHANGE
310 EAST 23d STREET, Cor. 2nd Ave., NEW YORK CITY
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Trade Marc Tradb Mark
BIOGRAPH
FILMS

RELEASED FEBRUARY 28, 1910.

THE FINAL SETTLEriENT
A STORY OF A WOODSMAN'S LOVE AND WEAKNESS.

In this Biograph subject the awful result of drink is graphically shown.
Two woodsmen, chums since boyhood, are in love with the same girl. Both
are men of good character, and while Ruth cares for both as friends, her
love is for Jim. John realizes her preference and withdraws. Jim, how-
ever, becomes addicted to drink and Ruth dismisses him. John now re-

news his suit and is successful. Jim sinks lower and becomes a renegade.
Five years later the chums meet in the woods and the old enmity is

revived. They quarrel and a duel is arranged. Jim, bent on robbery*
breaks into a cabin, and is surprised to find it occupied by Ruth, whom
he learns for the first time is married to John. As he leaves the awful
thought of his meeting with John occurs to him. His love for Ruth being
stronger than his thirst for revenge, and not to fight would brand him a

coward, he meets John with a pistol loaded with blanks.
Approximate Length, 981 feet.

RELEASED MARCH 3, 1910.

THE NEWLYWEDS
A COMEDY OF ERRORS CORRECTED BY CUPID.

This is one of the most amusing comedies yet produced by the Bio-
graph. A young man, jilted by his fiance, becomes a womanhater and
joins the Anti-marriage Club. In another part of the town a young lady
suffers like treatment by her fiance. She becomes a manhater. They, to
forget their woes, have taken a little trip, but are now seen returning
by the same train, and occupy the same seat, though unknown to each
other. The young man on his way to the station has run into a child laden
with grocery parcels, upsetting her burden, among which is a bag of rice.

In a rage she throws a handful of the spilt rice at him, several grains of
which stick to his clothing and hat. The passengers see this and assume it

is a bridal couple. A member of the Anti-marriage Club is aboard and
telegraphs ahead that Dick is a traitor and to arrange a reception. Such a
reception. It is indescribable. That isn't the worst. The mock bride is

the recipient of numerous wedding presents. Well the presents are not
returned and Dick becomes part owner in them.

Approximate length, 981 feet.

A Full Description of these Subjects will be Found on Another Page

Release days of Biograph Subjects— MONDAY and THURSDAY

Get on Our Mall List and Keep Posted. Write for Our Descriptive Circulars

BIOGRAPH COMPANY
Licensee of the Motion Picture Patents Co.

11 EAST 14tH STREET NEW YORK
GEORGE KLEINE. Selling Agent for Chicago (52 State St., Chicago, 111.).

FILMS
HOWARD MOVING PICTURE CO.

Repair Work a Specialty. Agents for Motiograph, Power's
and Edison Machines. Supplies and Sundries.

FILMS
564 Washington

Established 1891.

Street, - -

(Opposite Adams House).

Boston Mass.
Incorporated 1908.

FOR RENT
Four complete copies of Pathe Hand
Colored Passion Play or Life of Christ,

in A-l condition. Song slides and assorted

posters free. Write for terms and dates.

C. J. MURPHY :: Elyria, Ohio

National Song Slide Exchange
Sens,Slides. Rented, Bought aid Sold

Oar Service it Exclui ive
Announcement and Advertising Slides

W RITE U S
303—59 Beat-born Street > Chicago. 111.

^1 1 1 1 1 f 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 J 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1_

[5.LIDE5J
Z of Highest Quality

LATEST SONC SETS
- It's You Pal. Z
Z Kerryanoa
— I've Got the Time, I've dot the Place, —
5 But It's Hard to Hind the Girl. ~
— All the World's In Love.

' Iwai Your Pleasing Smile. ~
O That Mesmerizing Mendelssohn Tune. ™

_ I Love fly Wife. But O Her Family. 3
J My Love Is Greater Than the World.
_ I Didn't Mean to flake You Cry.

Every Girl I Get the Other Fellow Steals.
_ Betsy Ross.

3 Kitty Gray.
_ The Flower of Singapore.

; The Spot that My Heart Calls Home.
— The Wreck of the Oood Ship Love. Z— In The City Where Nobody Cares.

High class slides made and colered te Z
Z order from prints and negatives

Scott (EL Van Altena
; 59 Pearl St., New York City Z

fil 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 f 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 f I?

NEW SLIDES
For the Following Songs—JUST OUT
Roses Remind Me of You.
Dreamy Town.
I'll Make a Ring Around Rosie.
Flippitty Flop.
Sunbeam.
Tie Your Little Bull Outside.
The Girl Behind the Counter is the Girl
For Me.

The Moonlight, the Rose and You.
Her Name is Mary Donohue.
Busy Little Cupid.
When the Daisies Bloom.
Shaky Eyes.
Mandy How Do You Do.
Margarita.
Love Me Dreamy Eyes.
Nora Malone.
By the Light of the Silvery Moon.
There's Nothiag Else in Life Like

Love, Love, Love.
Take Me Back to Sunshine Land.
Mary you're a Big Girl Now.
My Dream of Long Ago.

DeWITT C. WHEELER
120 W. 31st St., N. Y. City

Canadian Exhibitors

Looking for a first-class film

service, write the Crystal
Palace Film Exchange for

particulars. We handle both
Licensed and Independent
films and can give you a
right up-to-date service. We
own and operate the most
successful Moving Picture
Theaters in Canada.

Located at

141 Yonge Street, Toronto.

331 St. Lawrence Blvd., Mont.
27 King Street East, Hamilton.

Agents for Power's and Edisen
Machines.

Crystal Palace Film Exchange
141 Yonge Street. Toronto, Can.

269 St. Catherine St .West, "lont real. Can.
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BIOGRAPH COMPANY.
THE NEWLYWEDS,—Two of the most delectable

toys of Cupid are Hie womanhater and the man-
hater, and the anti-matrimonial clubs are to him
roaring farces. He may play with you as a flsher-
man plays with a trout, but you are hooked event-
ually. Dick Hai-court was betrothed to little Alice
Vance, and it looked as if the villagers would soon
hear the tintinnabulation of wedding bells re-
verbrating through the Bower-clothed vales of South-
ern California. The world is bright for Dick, the
flowers take on a brighter hue, the birds sing
sweeter and mental sunshine possesses him, when
suddenly lie is seized with an ominous convulsion.
He asks himself, "Can this be in " No.
Little does he know that it is a premonition of a
prank of Cupid, Cor down the lane we see ap
proaching Alice. To our question, "Alice, where
art thou going, pretty maid." "To give Dick the
rait, sir." she said. This she does, hurling poor
Dick from the seventh heaven of delight into the
depths of despair by giving hack the engagement
ring. In the glorious country of oranges he has
picked a lemon. At that moment he becomes a
womanhater, and in resentment joins the anti-
marriage club. Meanwhile a similar tragi

enacted at the home of Dora Dean, who is cruelly
jilted by her sweetheart, Harry. Here, of course,
we have the manhater. They are unknown to each
other and by strange coincidence determine upon a
little trip to induce forgetfulnes. This has not

the desired effect, and a 1 lecoming is resolved
upon. Alia! Cupid is stili'busj

—

that's the trouble,

and by fortuity the bruised-hearted couple board
the same train. Dora, with lor extreme loathing

for men. refuses to share a seat with anyone. Dick
is seen absentmindedly sauntering to the station and
runs against a child laden with grocery parcels.

spilling a bag of rice over the sidewalk. The
child in anger throws a handful of the rice at

Dick, grains of which repose on his hatbrim and
shoulders. After paying Hi'' damage, he continues

on to the railroad station, entering the coach wherein
is sealed disgruntled Dora. Hers is the only seat

with hut one occupant and although she has re-

fused to share it with others, a handsome fellow

like Diet lias some weight. Another laugh for

Cupid. Shortly after the train stops one of the

passengers discovers the -rains of rice on Dick's

hatbrim: A bride ami groom—well! Congratu-

lalions are in order. Denials useless. On the train

there happens to he a member of the anti-mar-

riage club, who telegraphs ahead the news that

Dick is a traitor, requesting the club members to

be at the station to give him a reception. Oh,

such a reception. Headed by a rube hand, the

members carry signs reading. "Another Good Man
Gone Wrong." "Marriage is a Good Thing, Nit!"

\ carriage, to which is hitched a razor-back

mule, is waiting. Into the carriage is forced

Dora, and on the rail-back of the mule is placed

Diek. Through the town they parade towards

Dora's home. Two things may be imagined—the

Consternation of the Dean family on the arrival

of this bizarre caravan; also poor Dick's condition

after his ride on this animated fence rail. This,

however, is not the worst of it. for when Dick

calls to apologize for the scene in which he was
an unwilling actor he finds that a wealth of

wedding presents have been received by the groom-

less bride. lb' is blamed for it all and her in-

tention is io throw them out, hut Diek impresses

her that such a course would he shameful—Cupid

still busy. Well, the presents are not disturbed

nor are the address cards reading. "To Mr. and

Mrs. Richard Haroourt" changed. Cupid lands a

knockout.

THE FINAL SETTLEMENT. -The despicable

habit of drink has directly wrecked more lives than

any other weakness that flesh is heir to. and so

fascinating are its efficts Unit it is almost impos-

sible to resist when once acquired. In this Bio-

graph subject is shown a man who not only sur-

rendered the prosperity and happiness of his future

for it. but indirectly cut short that future. Jim

and John, two woodsmen, are rivals for the hand

of Ruth. John is an honest, unobtrusive fellow,

and lets Jim lead in their suit, hence, Jim and Ruth

are betrothed. Ruth truly loves Jim. having as-

sumed that John's little attentions were merely

ions of friendship, so John retires. After the

betrothal Jim and Ruth are more in each other's

company and consequently she learns his true

or. She is amazed to find that he is a

slave to drink, and realizing her hopes of future

happiness with him in vain, she dismisses him.

She is crushed beyond measure, but is thankful

that she escaped before too late. John learning

of the broken engagement, renews his suit and is

accepted by Ruth, for she now sees the difference

in the two natures. They are married, and we
find them five years later happy in their little

cabin, a child having blessed their union. Off

John goes for his work in the woods felling timber.

Jim has meanwhile become in a measure a rene-

gade. He whiles his time hunting, looting and

in fact, anything that will bring him drink to

bis insatiable thirst. He does not know

what became of Ruth, nor does he seem to care.

It is lunch time in the lumber camp when Jim
staggers along to come face to, face with John.
John good naturedly offers Jim a share of his
lunch. This Jim refuses and, furthermore, picks a
quarrel with John, for the meeting has revived the
old enmity. Friends interpose, but a challenge to

fight later is passed, the meeting to take place the
same evening. Jim, appreciating his talent as a
sure shot, doesn't worry, but goes along with his
friend to see where he can raise money for drink.
They come to a cabin and break in, not knowing
nor caring who the occupant is. You may imagine
his amazement at finding himself in the presence
of Ruth, whom he learns for the first time is

married to John. He leaves the cabin and at first

is elated at the extent of the revenge he is about
to wreak, hut later he realizes what diseaster it

would work for poor Ruth arid her little one. These
thoughts arouse his better self, so long benumbed
by drink, and he resolves to refuse to fight, for

his love for her is stronger than his thirst for
revenge. But no. That would not do. To refuse
to fight would mean to be driven from the woods
as a coward. He must make a sacrifice. Taking
the shells from his gun he extracts the bullets,

so he meets John on the field of honor with a

weapon charged with blank cartridges.

EDISON MFG. CO.
RANSON'S FOLLY Lieut. Ranson has drifted

into the American Army, not from patriotism nor
from necessity, but entirely from the spirit of ad-
venture. After many exciting episodes he finds

himself quietly stationed in a frontier fort; tilings

are far too sedate to suit his "devil-may-care" na-
ture. So one evening, midst falling in love with
the post trader's daughter and listening to the
stories of college pranks by the West Point officers,

his eyes chance to fall upon the sign posted: "Re-
ward! $500 for the capture dead or alive of 'Red
Eider,' the Stage-Coach Robber!" Ranson laugh-
ingly jests that holding up a stage-coach is a very
simple matter, and to prove the fact he lays a

wager that upon this very night he himself will

hold up the incoming stage with only a pair of

shears as a weapon. Taking an oilskin coat to

hide his uniform and a red handkerchief to cover
his fare, he starts on his lark, as he terms it.

Scarcely has he gone before orders are received

that Paymaster Patten will be aboard the coach,

and a detachment of cavalry is to meet him and
Escoi't him in. Now the folly of Ranson takes a
serious turn. There is a vast difference between
holding up a stage coach and one with a Government
paymaster aboard who always shoots to kill. The
officers go forth to do their duty regardless of
consequences, but all this has been overheard by
the post trader himself, who is no other than the
real "Red Rider," the stage-coach robber. He
sees his chance and, disguising himself identically

the same as Ranson, starts out on his mission. Fate
changes things around; the paymaster misses the

stage coach and follows shortly after in a private

carriage.
Lieut. Ranson carries out his threat, reaches

the stage-coach first, holds it up with a pair of
shears and is flirting with the ladies, when he is

interrupted by the arrival of the detachment of
cavalry, Ranson has succeeded in making his

escape unidentified, when suddenly the cavalry hear
firing down the road. They arrive just in time to

find an overturned carriage, the driver dead and
Paymaster ratten defending himself behind the
vehicle. The robber is wounded in the hand, but
escapes. That night Lieut. Ranson comes gallantly
swinging into the officers' quarters, with a gleam
of mirth sparkling in his eyes. A toast is pro-

posed, but suddenly interrupted by the entrance of

a detachment of soldiers and the sharp order "You
are under arrest, Lieut. Ranson, charged with stop-

ping the stage-coach) holding up Paymaster Patten
and killing the driver." Ranson is dumbfounded
when in a few minutes he finds himself under guard
in his own quarters, a prisoner.

Needless to say that by chance* it is discovered
that two black-coated figures rode forth in the
moonlight that night. And when "Red Rider,"
otherwise the post trader, finds that his daughter
is in love with Ranson. the man whom he is

trying to condemn, and realizes that his daughter's
happiness lies in Ranson's vindication, he reveals
the truth to Ranson. In the midst of the exciting
scene the old post trader steals from the room.
A pistol shot rings out and a tiny curl of smoke
steals from above the curtain of the door. Then
a moment later the tragedy of "Ranson's Folly''

is revealed.

THE ELEVENTH HOUR.—To make clear what
has occurred before "The Eleventh Hour," it is

necessary to go back five years when we are shown
a fond but stern father learning the sad truth that
his son is not only a drunkard tint that, while
under the influence of drink, he has so forgotten
his honor as to deem it no disgrace to rob his

father's safe. The young man rebels acainst bis

father's stern words of reproach and. filled with
hot anger, raises his cane to deal his father a

blow. This is more than the parental love is will-

ing to stand, and the boy is turned out of the

house. Five years pass by, and the father has
become the Governor of the State. One morning,
while seated at his desk in his private office, the
following message is handed him from the warden
of the penitentiary:

"I have just discovered that the young man.

who is to be banged at 11 o'clock for murder, has
been identified by marks on his clothes, as your
son. What shall I do?"
This is an awful blow to the Governor, and all

at once the love of the father springs into his

heart: He writes out a pardon, but ere the sec-

retary has reached the door, the man slinks away
and only the Governor, the representative of the
law, remains. lie tears up the pardon and writes,

"Let the law take its course." The secretary
pleads with him, hut he will not listen. What
right has he to stop the wheels of justice? His
son is guilty and the law says he shall be hanged;
and he, the Governor, must uphold the lav.. The
message is sent. Left alone, all the tender chords
of a father's love for his boy are Being torn

asunder. In his mind he sees himself a young
man, his arms around the young mother of his

boy as they stand smiling down at the tiny crib

before them. If he could hut shut out the sight

and silence the clicking of the clock, which is

slowly bill surely bringing his boy to the moment
of that death from which he has refused to raise

a hand to save him!
The Governor starts for the door, hut suddenly

before him stands the vision of Justice. The scales
are balanced, and the sword is in her hand. The
struggle is too great—he is afraid of his own
weakness. He locks the door and hurls the key
far out of the window. Now he is safe witii his

duty. Slowly the hands of the clod Creep toward
that awful "Eleventh Hour." Now he can see the

prison wall, the reporters and doctors standing

before that little iron door. It opens, and his hoy
comes forth. How young he is. and death but a
few moments away! He sees the boy stagger,

shrinking from the awful future. At last the

agony is too great and the Governor falls fainting
on the table.

Outside a young man appears with a grip in

his hand. "May I see the Governor? I am his

son." The secretary cannot believe it possible

until a messenger rushes in from the penitentiary

with the following message:
"Clothes found on condemned prisoner were dis-

covered to have been stolen. He is not your son.

I humbly beg your excellency's pardon. R. P.

Holmes, Penitentiary Warden."
A few moments later and the door is smashed in,

and what an awakening of great joy when the

Governor finds bis boy. now leading an upright

life, clasped in his arms.

THE MAN UNDER THE BED,—A Western in-

ventor, deeply absorbed in his book, wanders into

an old maid's room by mistake, takes off his shoes,

puts on his slippers and starts to make himself

at home. He suddenly discovers her hat and coat

on the door, snatches up his belongings and beats

a hasty retreat, leaving the stub of his cigar on

the stand and his shoes under the edge of the bed

in such a position that they look suspiciously as

if some one's feet were sticking out. Of course,

when the old maid enters the room she detects

the odor of cigar smoke, and her apprehensions are

immediately aroused. Looking hastily about the

room she discovers wdiat she thinks is "a horrid

man," and runs shrieking through the corridorss,

alarming the entire house. The timid young clerk

and chambermaids, responding to her frantic calls,

arm themselves with a revolver, brooms, etc., and
attempt to dislodge the intruder, maintaining a

respectful distance at all times from the man (?)

under the bed. How the owner of the shoes comes
in at the opportune moment, bow he attempts to

escape from the threatening weapons of his now
almost-heroic captors, how he makes an impres-

sion on the old maid's heart and how she calms
his perturbation with the butt of bis cigar to the

amazement of the clerk and chambermaids are

hotter told in the film itself than in words, which

do not suggest the uproarious fun of the story.

ESSANAY FILM MFG. CO.
RAGS. OLD IRON!—Two youngsters, Issy and

his brother. Willie, are passing a moving picture

theater when they are attracted by the loud-

voiced "barker" and the picture posters in the

lobby. Rut they have no money, and after loitering

about for awhile they are chased away by the

"barker."
Issy suggests that they hunt up a bunch of

rags or old iron and wait for the junkman. So

I hey hie them off to the cellar of their house and
emerge shortly with a large bag with a few rags.

There are not enough rags, apparently, and Issy

suggests that Willie get in the bag to make up
the weight. Willie hesitates for a moment, but

finally consents to be sold and crawls into the bag.

Finally the ragman comes driving up the alley

and Issy hails him. The ragman weighs the

bundle, throws it upon the wagon and counts the

change. Then he mounts bis seat and starts to

drive away.
Suddenly the bag begins bouncing about on top

of the wagon as Willie endeavors to get out. The
ragman looks around suspiciously at the bag and

at Tssy who is following along behind. But
nothing occurs until the ragman clambers oft" his

wagon to weigh up a bundle of rags for a neighbor

lady.

The bag rolls off and begins rolling under the

wagon, the ragman after it. Finally the ragman
is caught in his scales and Issy starts the horse,

dragging the frantic ragman down the alley.
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If you are starting in the motion picture business, go into partnership

AN EDISON KINETOSCOPE
The Edison Kinetoscope will do the work and bring the money home

—

you take the profits.

Don't throw away your money on a cheap machine that flickers, jerks,

stops and keeps the crowd waiting. You'll ruin the patronage you're build-
ing up and you'll throw away all your profits on repairs.

The Edison require no expense for repairs and will outwear any other
motion picture machine made. The pictures are clearest and steadiest—and
the crowd can't stay away.

The Edison is the only machine you can afford to own.
Send for full particulars, booklet and copy of the Edison Kinetogram.

EDISON FILMS
Release of March I

HANSON'S FOLLY
Preferred Cor Edison production by tin- author, Richard Hardin)! Davis. A thrilling story

of the pranl; of a "devil-may care" officer, who disguises as "Red Rider," the outlaw, holds up
a stage-Coach; of tin- real "Red Rider'8" attack on the paymaster's wagon, of iis defence and
the death <>i the driver; of Lieut. Hanson's arrest and vindication by the suicide of the outlaw.
An absorbing story of a Western military post, splendidly acted and staged. The big Mm of
the year.

No. 6595 Code, VESTIDO App. Length. 1000 feet

Releases of March 4
AT THE. ELEVENTH HOUR

An Intensely dramatic story of a father's love, a son's ingratitude and crime, and a mis-
taken identity which forced the father i<> apparently condemn liis own son to death by refusing,
as Governor of the State, to reprieve bis sentence. Terribly realistic in it s enfolding and
interpretation. Marvelously photographed.

No. 6596 Code, VESTIDURO App. Length. 800 feet

THE MAN UNDER THE BED
i proarlous comedy. An absent minded man wanders Into an old maid's room in a hotel

during her absence and leaves his shoes sticking out from under the bed. The fun follows fast

and furlOUS.

No. 6597 Code, VESTIFICOS App. Length, 200 feet

Releases of March 8
THE. RIGHT DECISION Dramatic

No. 6598

No. 6599

No. 6600

No. 6601

Code. VESTIFLUAM
MY MILLINER.'* BIi.L (Comedy)

Code, VESTIGABAS

Releases of March 1 I

HIS FIRST VALFNTINE
Code, VESTIGABIT

LOVE DROPS Comedy
Code. VESTIGASOR

App. Length, 600 feet

App. Length. 400 feet

App. Length. 770 feet

App. Length, 230 feet

Edison Manufacturing Co.
MAIN OFPICE and FACTORY: 72 LAKESIDE AVE., ORANOE, N. J.

New York Office: 10 Fifth Avenue. Chicago Office: 90 Wabash Ave.

KINETOSCOPE JOBBERS
Geo. Breck, 70 Turk St., San Francisco. P. L. Waters. 41 E. 21st St., New York City.

Howard Moving Picture Co., 564 Washington St., Lake Shore Film & Supply Co., 314 Superior Ave.,

Boston. N. E., Cleveland.

Yale Film Exch. Co., C22 Main St., Kansas City. Chas. A. Calehuff, 4tb & Green Sts., Philadelphia.

Office for United Kingdom: Edison Works, Victoria Road, Willesden, N. W., England.

Dealers in All Principal Cities
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Stereoptlcons, $9.00, including electric, calcium,
acetylene or bouse gas burner. Optlgrapb moving
picture machine, complete, like new. $30.00. Ad-
mission tickets, 50, 'or $3.23. We renl films at
remarkably low terms. Films for salt- a~ low as
lc. per foot. Special prices to the trade,

L HFT7 3°2 E- »3d Street*"" "K**^* New York

Films For Sale
50 new reels ol perfect
film.-xtragood condition,
to close out, at $18 50

Second hand Edison m .chines for sale at a bargain.
Parts to fit all machines in stock

MAYER SILVERMAN, 322 Fulton Bid*.. Plttibnri; P«.

TERMARK

Saved from the
Tide

Release Date February 2 I st

Length IOOO Feet.

Code Word: "Tide " TRADE

DF P| CTUREDOM
Back Among the

Old Folks

m

Release Date February 24th
Length I OOO Feet.

MARK Code Word: "Home"
A FEW OF THE BIC ^^5J P^P^^^ ONES ON THEIR WAY

SAMUEL OF POSEN THE WIZARD OF OZ
ACROSS THE PLAINS

Insist on a SELIC POSTER every time you use our films

SELIC POLYSCOPE COMPANY Inc. - 45-47-49 Randolph Street, Chicago. U. S. A.

m THE MASTER MARK OF PICTUREDOM
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A few minutes later the boys meet and enter the
I, """7' h;;^" Here they enjoy the antics of twoyaudevillain. - and laugh :l , ,,,„ |n , ilu
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Finally the boys are put out when they shirt arough house and meel up with the ragman againA lively chase follows but they elude he ragmanand go home, tired but happy.
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THUST-"- "'" say thai the timeor the storj is a number of years hence. Thedealers have formed themselves into a powerfulcombine, controlling every egg laid on earth Theyare in a position to set whatever price thev desire on eggs a,,d of c 'se the price has soared tothe veil topnotch in the food products
The first scene shows a few farmers gathering

eggs. the scene is the interior of a be seBut the real producers of our many palatable
omelets do not seem to have received their just
dues, as it is a very common, ordinary sort of
a hen house and the hens are doing business in
the same old-fashioned way. Bui ii is the 1

trust, the big combine, who are reaping the ben-

The next scene shows a scene in a city street
Three big drayage wagons, labeled "l^gs" and
loaded down with eases of the delectable hen fruit
are seen moving slowly down the sired guarded
by t nitf (1 States soldiers.
At the storage house another company of soldiers

are on hand as the eggs are removed from thewagon and carefnllj carried into the storage bouseA crowd lias gathered to watch this interesting
sight. Occasionally some one sees an egg and the
crowd becomes greatly excited.

In the storage house, employees of the trust are
seen candling the eggs. Egg cases are stacked up
about them, all labeled with the dates when the
eggs were gathered. Some date back as far as
1492. Occasionally, when an egg is placed too close
to the candle, it explodes.
We are next shown the interior of a restaurant.

A German waiter is bustling about. On the walls
signs read: "Ham and Eggs, $3.25," and "Ham
and Eggplant, $.25." A typical Westerner enters.
scats himself at a table and orders bam and eggs.
The waiter is electrified. He questions the man
again. "Yes, yes." says the stranger, "ham and
eggs!"
"Mein GotU" says the German, "the first order

in two years:" Ami he goes to the safe to remove
three eggs to ti 11 the gentleman's order.
We are next shown the interior of a luxurious

banquet hall, in the home of the president of the
trust. The assembled guests rise to toast "The
lien- bless her." When the feast is through with.
the president conducts his guests to a private r a,
a s,,it of sanctuary, when- there is an enormous
•
^-. on which is perched a white chicken, (in the
base of the ride pedestal i- wrought "O, STeu
Chicken!"
The presidenl and his guests enter. Tiie scene

Is Impressive. All gather around ami lowering
their heads, worship for a moment, and quietly
wilhdi :

LUBIN MFG. CO.
THE RANGER AND THE GIRL.— The Ranger Is

a in. mber of the famous band of Texans whose ex-
ploits have made them the equals of the Canadian
Northwest Mounted Police. Tin- girl is the daughter
of a smuggler whose livelihood is gained by smug
gling laces and other goods across the Rio Grande.
Esmeralda loses her scarf, which catches upon a
branch projecting ever the roadwaj and when she
realizes her loss and returns to search for it, she
finds it in the possession of Captain "Bud" Carvel
of the Rangers. Carver is smitten with her charms
ami accompanies her to her home. While seeking
a drink his hat blows down the well into which
tile laces have been lowered and the efforts made
10 dissuade him from recovering the beadgtilr rouse
his suspicions. lie later returns to verify his theor-
ies and is captured by the smugglers who carry
him oft' to kill him in a more descried spot.

Esmeralda alarms his fellows in Hie troop and
they ride to his rescue. Carver is threatened by
one of the smugglers, who lias instructions to kill

him should the Rangers attack, and Esmeralda
knows that her father means his threat. As t lie

only way of saving her lover she wounds the smug-
gler and her father but aids them to escape, offering
herself as hostage to Carver, wiio gladly accepts
the proffer.

THE MILLIONAIRE'S ADVENTURE. -Mary
Hennings, the pretty daughter of a prosperous but
quick tempered farmer, is driven 1o leave home
by her father's brutality. She cuts off her curls

and dons a suit of her brother's clothes. She takes
to the mail anil when some bra keineii attack her for

stealing a ride a tramp comes to her rescue. They
east their lots together and the tramp protects her
from many of the hardships of the road. They
enter a tavern to warm themselves and are about
to be put out when the tramp spies a fiddle on I he
wall and offers to play in return for a meal. The
inkeepcr is so well pleased with his playing and
Mary's singing that he gives them the instru-

ment. With this they find their progress easier

and when the tramp notes the date on a bulletin
board and declares that he must lie back east in
two days Mary helps him earn the money for the
railroad trip. It develops Hint the tramp is John
West, a millionaire, who has made a bet that be

could travel for a month without funds. West
takes his little comrade to his home where she
is forced I" disclose the secret of her sex. West
turns her over to the housekeeper, win. provides In-i

with one of her own daughter's pretty party frocks
Wcsl falls in love with Mary. They arc married
and the new Mrs. West takes her husband to visit
her mother, where the little runaway is received
Willi open arms.

PATHE FRERES.
OUCHARD, THE MERCHANT.—"Ouchard, the

Merchant." is a strong dramatic piece played by
the new- Russian stock company of the leading ac
tors from Moscow, under the direction of the stage
manager from the theater at Yincennes. The scenes
were photographed in Moscow anil I he picture play
is adapted from an old folk-song. Seldom has there
been a more intensely interesting film, and the
spectators' interest never (lags from beginning to
end. The film is colored with exceptional care
and beauty.
Mareha, a beautiful peasant girl, is the daughter

of a disreputable old drunkard whose sole object
in life seems to be to get enough to drink. In
the first scene we see Mareha begging her mother
to take her to the village fair, and after consider-
able entreaty the old woman consents and accom-
panied by her husband and (laughter she leads the
way to the fair grounds. Here we sec the peasant
girls and the stalwart sons of Itussia dancing the
quaint country dances and Mareha dances the best
and seems to take the greatest delight in the
rhythmic motions. She embodies all the grace and
beauty of perfect youth in her movements. Soon
there comes an interruption. A wagon is seen ap-
proaching and word is passed from mouth to mouth
that Ouchard, the wealthy merchant, is coming to
show his wares. Selling, however, in such sur-
roundings soon tires Ouchard, who would rather
make love, dance and drink than work, and so

many pretty girls entice him away from his goods
into Hie circle of the dance. Seeing Mareha, tin 1

merchant tries to embrace her. but is repulsed by
tire old mother to whom the honor of Hie family
is still dear. The offer of money has no effect

upon the obi woman but to bring a look of scorn
to her wrinkled face. Marclia's father, however,
who has drunk all the wine for which he can pay
and is in search of more money to buy still more
wine, overhears the offer of money for the mere
relaxation of parental vigilance and he strikes a

bargain with Ouchard in which bis daughter is the

chattel. Frightened, the simple villagers run away

and S I
Mareha is left alone will, this terri-

ble man who hies again and again to gel her to
drink enough of the native wine to stupefy her,
but she resists until, having led her protesting to

bis hut, he makes her drink the insidious liquor
by means of threats. In a moment the wine lias

its effect. The senses are dulled and the caresses
of Ouchard are less abhorrent indeed almost wel-
come.

In the meantime Marcha's father has spent all

he had in wine and is thrown out of the tavern
where lie has at last become unwelcome because
he has no more y, and has wandered home.
His wife is silting alone wailing in forlorn despair
the return of ber beautiful daughter. The father
fails iii a drunken stupor on the Boor "t the rude
hut ornate hut and thus the night is passed.

In Hie next scene we see .Mareha with her head
bowed on her arms, stupefied by the wine -he lias

taken. Her long black hair hangs in two lustrous
braids across her shoulders anil (lueharil. who real-
ized its value, steals behind her and feigning a
caress. 1 uis her hair off short. In Russia it is

considered a disgrace for a young woman i" have
short hair, and so the poor girl starts to her feet

in dismay, hut Ouchard, who now has what lie

wants, thrusts the unhappy girl 0111 into Hie mad.
II ward the miserable girl drags her leaden feci:

and after stumbling across the prostrate body of

her drunken and oblivious father, she scatters the
few pieces of money Ouchard has given her over
the floor and easting herself at her mother's feet
sobs out the story of her experience. The patient

mother caresses the bowed head, but nothing can
assuage poor Marcha's grief, for with her as with
us "a woman's crowning glory is her hair."

THE GUNBYS' SOJOURN IN THE COUNTRY.
—The Gunbys are enjoying their day in the coun-
try, when Mrs. Cunby, on seeing a beautiful cool-

looking little brook, decides to take a swim: where-
upon some mischievous lads steal her clothes, and
bedeck with same a horse which they rind quietly
grazing in a nearby field. When they have the
animal dressed up to their liking they let him
out of the field, and he goes galloping down the
village street, causing a regular stampede among
the villagers. The substantial-looking owner of
the stolen garments, cutting a no less ridiculous
figure in ber bathing suit as she hurries wildly
after the fast disappearing animal, only adds to

the excitement and fun. When the terrified animal
finally seeks his stable, his bewildered owner, on
seeing the fat panting woman in ber ridiculous

bathing suit hastening after him, rushes to the

door ami chases her off with his broom.

COMPENSARC
This Machine cuts

(p Light
Bills

Mr.
Manager

If you are on a 110 or 220

volt circuit and you are using a

rheostat to reduce the voltage to 35

at the arc in your lamp, you are pay-

ing for 2
/3 more "juice" than you are

'

actually using. Can you afford to waste

all this energy supplied from the line, over

d above what you really need?

The Fort \Vajfae Compensarc
saves all this waste by reducing the voltage without losing any: makes a clearer.^

whiter, steadier light, and eliminates all danger of fires caused by overheated

rheostats.

IWe have a little 22 page booklet "Compensarc vs. Rheostat" that we uQmpeniarct

[want to send you. It will tell you plainly how you can make a_big
j [jf^ijstol£

Send us your name and address.
saving and a better light.

FORT WAYNE ELECTRIC WORKS
1402 Broadway

Fort Wayne, Indiana
Send TODAYfor out*

FREE descriptive booklet
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On March 2nd

The Release of the Feature Film

The Violin Maker
ofCremona

This picture is taken from one of the most beautiful

short stories in literature—a tale of love, music,

skill and finally renunciation and self-sacrifice on
the part of the poor hunchback who is the central

figure in this little gem from the pen of Francois

Coppee. You owe it to yourself to insist upon
getting it from your exchange.

The Violin Maker
ofCremona

Released March 2nd by

PATHE FRERES
NEW YORK

41 West 23th Street

CHICAGO
35 Randolph Street

NEW ORLEANS
813 Union Street

Pacific Coast Agency—Turner & Dahnken, 136 Eddy Street,
San Francisco, Cal.

Get Your Posters from the A. B. C. Co., of Clevland, Ohio

Watch for "The Arrest of the Duchess de Berry"

CHEAP
Steel Frame

Theatre Chairs

ABSOLUTELY

Non BREAKABLE
Suitable for small

theatres and Moving
Picture shows We
carry these chairs in
stock and can
immediately.

•h.p

Second Hand Chair*
Also Seating for Out

of-Door Use.

<r Address Dept. W,
STEEL FURNITURE CO.. Grand Rapids, Mich.

New York Office: 150 Fifth Avenue

Boston Office: 224 Congress St., Boston, Mass.

FOLDING

CHAIRS
Far Msvlng Picture Shows
Orand Stands. Assembly
Halls, etc. la sections II

wanted.

Write for Catalog No. 2.

The Kauffman Manufacturing Co.
ASHLAND, OHIO

SITUATIONS WANTED.
EXPERIENCED moving picture writer; American

Renew Your Films

EVERY
Inquiry we receive we are asked
whether we can renovate Tinted or

hand colored film.

WE CAN
And not only renovate but make the

hand colored film much clearer than

when new and after receiving one
process the film appears so clear

that it resembles raised work.

This should also appeal to traveling

show men who have mostly hand
colored films.

OLD RELIABLE
FILM RENOVATING CO.

22 Randolph St., Chicago, III.

J. S. SPEER, Manager.

Write for References from 77 Exchanges

EBERHARD SCHNEIDER
Hiror Yitae Products," Projectors, Cameras,

Film-Making Machinery, Films, Slides, stere-
opticons. Specialties, Lens Grinding, etc. Special
condensors, carbons and lugs.

109 East 12th Street, New TerK

The Buckeye Film &
Projecting Co. (inc.)

Members of the N, I. M. P, A.

309-311 Arcade Bldg., Dayton, Ohio

MR. EXHIBITOR, we abso-
lutely guarantee to furnish you the
best strictly INDEPENDENT film
service in this country. We guar-
antee NO JUNK, NO RAIN-
STORMS, NO REPEATERS.
All we ask is that you give us a
trial and be convinced. We can
Uive vou an IDEAL EXCLUSIVE
SERVICE because we have stand-
in°r releases with all leading
AMERICAN and FOREIGN
FILM MANUFACTURERS.
Write to-day for full particulars,

or call and see us at our offices and
see for yourself.

Write, Phone, or Wire us to-day.

THE BUCKEYE FILM &
PROJECTING CO. (Inc.)

309-311 Arcade Building, Dayton, Ohio

subjects only; comedv a specialtv.
M. P. \Y.

N. 0. T., care

FOR SALE—Forlingbetti. Auctioneer, will sell

Monday, Marcb 7, 11 o'clock, at 1S4 Sullivan street,

Niw York; rain or shine: 850 penny slot machines'

of every description; 500 chairs; Fratl Orchestrium;
self-playing pianos: combination safe, in fact en-

tire contents of large Penny Arcade retiring from
business. Catalogue at FEULINGHETTI. Auc-
tioneer, .".1 WlUoughby street, Brooklyn. Packing
facilities free to large buyers.
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Motion Pictures
JAMES J. JEFFRIES
Stanley Ketchel
Tom Sharkey
Kid Herman
Gunner Moir
Young- Corbett
Kid. Sharkey

Of
JACK JOHNSON
Billy Papke
Tommy Burns
Joe Gans
Joe Palmer
Terry McGovern
Young- Dority

FRANK GOTCH GEO. HACKENSCHMIDT
IN THEIR CHAMPIONSHIP CONTESTS

Write for low rental terms

The CHICAGO FIGHT PICTURE CO.
81 CLARK STREET CHICAGO, ILL.

Independent Films.
GREAT NORTHERN.

DOCTOR'S SACRIFICE.—Dr. Kramer is slttin-
one evening in his comfortable home, in conversa-
tion with his wife, when the nurse appears with
his two children to let them say good-night before
soing to bed. The doctor is struck by the appear
anee of the boy, who looks very ill, and he exam-
ines him carefully. Before he has finished the
examination, a man arrives with a message thai
a poor workman's child is very ill and requires the
doctor's services. The doctor hesitates about leav-
ing his own boy, but it is his duty to go, and he
follows the messenger from the house. He arrives
at the workman's home, attends to the child until
he is out of danger, and then hurries back to his
own boy. During his absence, however, his sod
grows steadily worse, and the mother at last, in
desperation, sends for another doctor. This doctol
has less experience than Dr. Kramer and is unable
to do anything for the child, who dies before the
father arrives home. This is the heaviest blow
that could strike Pr. Kramer, and he sinks into
deep melancholy, talking to nobody. Even his
little girl cannot console him for the loss of bis
boy. He walks around as though he were in a
dream, and one flay while sitting in t lie pork, the
workman whose child he bad attended sees him, and
approaches to thank him again for s.iving the life
of his little boy. But the doctor refuses to accept
his thanks, for in his grief he unjustly blames the
workman for the loss of his son. Greatly surprised,
tiie workman is about to withdraw, wlicn be sees
the little daughter of the doctor sitting on the
grass, Innocently playing witli a poisonous snake.
Be grasps the snake, hut before be can kill it. it

has its poisonous fangs In his hand. As 1he doctor
sees this he suddenly wakes up from bis stupor,
and he realizes thai there is not a minute to be lost
in performing an operation on the man. to save
his life. All the old interest In his work returns,
and be saves the workman's life through a quick
operation. The doctor after this is a very different
mm. ami through his gratitude to the poor work-
man for saving his daughter's life the two families

Be very good friends.

ECLAIR.
ASPIRANTS TO THE HAND OF HELEN.—Helen

is very much distressed. A most embarrassing state
Of affairs exists. Throe suitors are clamoring for
her hand, and every day is made discordant by the
quarreling and envious strivings of these three pre-
tenders. Would thai some kind fairy would whis-
per in riclen's pink-shell ear, the kindly advice
her heart desir"s. But. no! And, therefore, she
must herself devise a plan for choosing aright. At
hist, with hor father's aid. she hits upon an ad-
mirable scheme—she will choose the man who

himself to tic the most efficient house-
Accordingly, the lovers arc requested to

present themselves upon the appointed day; aprons,
brooms, feather-dusters, cte.. are provided, and the
test begins. The competition is rather an exciting
one. as one of the suitors is extremely near-sighted.
and his awkwardness is beyond defining. Many and
embarrassing, as well ns hi rous, are the troubles
Which besot these poor aspirants to the throne of
one young and very beautiful maiden's heart, in

their mad endeavor to prove themselves worthy.
At last, more out of sympathy for the furniture,
etc., the gentle Helen gives her hand to the young
man who went most gracefully about his appointed
task, and there is great rejoicing in the home of

Helen, in which, we are very much afraid, the
two rejected gentlemen do not participate.

THE CAGE.—Returning victorious from one of
bis glorious cruises, the renowned Morgan meets a
young lady, with whom he falls violently in love,
and is fortunate enough, also, to win tin- affection
of the object of his devotion. However, a great
obstacle arises—the girl's guardian will not hear
of the union of bis ward with tin- celebrated chief
of the buccaneers. The young lady decides, ulti-
mately, to disregard the wishes of her guardian
and to determine her future happiness tor herself,
and, therefore, though unable to see her lover, she
sets to work by means of corresj lence to lay
plans for their elopement. Unfortunately, however,
for the plot, one of the letters falls into the
hands of the enraged guardian, who immediately
orders the capture by bis servants of the venture-
s' me pirate, and lover of his ward. The servants,
therefore lie in wait for the chief, seize him, and
drag him before their master, who lias him thrown
behind bars. When the young lady hears what has
occurred, she is greatly distressed, and gives her-
self over to despair. Her maid, who has been de-
voted to her mistress since childhood, is so unhappy
at her dear lady's trouble that she decides at all

costs to endeavor to restore her to happiness. The
mail!, therefore, makes her way to the den of the
pirate friends of Morgan and discloses to them all
she knows of the capture of their chief, and also
explains how they may make their way to the
place of imprisonment and release their captain. A
unique scheme is devised by which the friends of
Morgan make their way, disguised, into the prem-
ises of the old guardian, and. after drugging him.
deliver the captive, who immediately flees with
I is lady love, without stopping to enjoy the rage
"f the old gentleman when he awakes.

BISON FILMS.
THE COWBOY AND THE SCHOOL-MARM.—Jess

Wilson, a young and pretty school teacher of the
"Golden West." is just leaving the little school
house in which she teaches, when Joe Blackburn,
a man with a "bad reputation," meets her and
forces bis attentions upon ber, finally proposing
marriage. Jess is insulted and orders him away.
Blackburn, angry ami vindictive, swears he will
tret her yet. A few nights later, Jim Brady, a
cowboy, who is courting Jess, proposes marriage
and is accepted. As Jim is slipping an engage-
ment tin gon Jess' finger, Blackburn appears and
a^'ain makes bis threat, saying, "You haven't got
her yet and you never will." Young Deer, an
Indian, and bis squaw. Red Wing, are trying to
sell some beadwork. when Blackburn, who has been
drinking very hard and is in a fighting mood, at-
tacks both of them. Jim Brady, seeing the plight
of the Indians, comes to their aid and drives off

Blackburn, who is now more determined than ever
to m>t revenge. The next day, as Jess is riding
along the road on her way home from school,
Blackburn and bis pals surround and force her to
ride ahead of tbem at the point of a revolver.
Young Deer and Red Wing, who have pitched their
camp along the side of the road for the night.
see the whole occurrence. Young Deer, perceiving
the situation, tells Red Wing to follow Blackburn
and bis pals, instructing her to drop some of the
beads at every turning point along the trail, while
he goes to warn Jim of Jess' danger. Red Wing,
who follows the trail, dropping the beads as she
socs along, falls exhausted, just as Young Deer
and .Tim overtake her and pick up the trail, which
proves to be long and hazardous, but finally ending
after a hard gun fight between Blackburn and Jim,
who makes a daring rescue, saving Jess from death
at the hands of Blackburn.

THE ACTOPHONE COMPANY.
THE THIRD DEGREE.—John Nolan is a hard-

working, honest man, who has been thrown out of
employment, and. from causes over which he has
no control, finds it extremely difficult to find work.
His wife and child are reduced to the point of star-
vation, when John happens to think of an old
friend and decides to call on him for work. Cold,
hunger and want have so worked on the over-
wrought nerves of the wife that she falls into a

sleep, but her rest is broken by horrible dreams
She dreams that her husband has gone to the home
of bis friend with the intent to rob him, A bur-
glar has just entered the bouse for the same pur-

pose. ' A struggle ensues between the old man and
the burglar, in which the old man is choked, almost
into insensibility. Just as be recovers, John enters
the room, and, mistaking him for the person who
had assaulted him. the old man springs on John
with all the fury of a man defending his possessions
in the struggle the old man is thrown near the por-

THE LARGEST

Independent Film Exchange

in New England

BUYING

21 New Reels Per Week

Write for Lists and Terms

NEW ENGLAND FILM EXCHANGE
Members N. I. M. P. A.

611 Washington Street

BOSTON, MASS.

Sound Effects
FOR

Moving Pictures
No Picture House is complete with-

out our Sound Effects. They make
your show realistic, increase your box
office receipts 100%, satisfy your
patrons.

Write for our catalogue A.

25% lower than any house in

America.

M. P. SOUND EFFECT GO.
19th Ward BanK Building

57th St. cor. 3d Ave., New York City

MONEY MAKER—FOR SALE

Picture Theatre with stage and
roll curtain, furnace heat, piano,

Powers' 5 Machine and seating ca-

pacity of 241. Only house in West-
ern New York town of 6,000 popu-
lation. Now making good money
with pictures only at 10c. admission.

Price, $15.00

Address Western, care of M. P. World

INTERIOR DECORATOR. SCENIC and GENERAL CON
TRACTOR, Asbestos Curtains, Metal and Fire-Proollng

Scenery J. HILLRINQ, 581 Union Ave., New York

INDEPENDENT
We rent new Films. Handle all the leading MaKes, both AMERICAN AND

FOREIGN; beautiful Posters; exclusive Feature Service. 'Write for prices.

CINCINNATI FILM EXCHANGE, 214-16 West 5th Street, CINCINNATI, 0.
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KALEM FILMS————————^» ,»^—

.

—

ISSUE OF MARCH 2.

The Treachery of the Pequots
Length 610 Feet

The Court Jester
Length 295 Feet

This KALEM reel for Wednesday, March 2, we regard as one of the strongest attract ions ever offered

to moving picture theatres—a thrilline Indian production of great historic interest, and a novel and most
amusing comedy. In "The Court Jester" we introduce again the wonderfully clever dwarf who made
such a hit in "The Little Old Men of the Woods" and his work in the picture is really immense. We
have only to whisper that he is at present playing a star part in the biggest of all the big New Voik the-

atrical productions, to give you an idea of his calibre. His managers refuse to allow us to use his nsroe.

The Girl Thief
Issue of March 4. Length 950 Feet

"THE GIRL THIEF" is a tremendously strong romance by our Southern Stock Company, the story

of a thief's reformation through the influence of a clergyman's love.

Don't forget our big Indian Sensation for Feb. 25

THE INDIAN SCOUT'S VENQEANCE

Great posters for both these features
made by the

A. B. C. Co., of Cleveland, Ohio

KALEM CO., Inc.
Eastman Kodak Building

235-237-239 WEST 23rd STREET
NEW YORK CITY

LUBIN FILMS
FOR RELEASE MONDAY, FEBRUARY 28.

The Ranger and the Girl
A spirited story of the Texas-Mexican frontier, having for its hero one

of the officers of the famous Texas Rangers. Falling in love with a charm-
ing girl, he discovers that she is the daughter of a smuggler whose daring
operations have puzzled the Rangers for some time. The Captain is cap-
tured by the smugglers and events follow in interesting succession to an
unexpected climax. A thrilling story told in wonderful natural scenic

settings. Approximate length, 805 feet.

FOR RELEASE THURSDAY, MARCH 3.

The Millionaire's Adventure
A millionaire wagers that he can take to the road in the guise of a

tramp and make his way to Chicago and hack within thirty days. He not
only wins the wager but a wife, for he encounters a supposed boy whom
lie saves from the attacks of a brakeman and it develops that his companion
of tile road is a little girl whose unhappy home life has led her to run away
disguised in a suit of her brother's clothes. A dainty story capitally pictured.
Approximate length, 915 feet.

Send for catalogue of our 1910 machine

LUBIN MANUFACTURING COMPANY 926-928 MARKET STREET
PHILADELPHIA. PA.

Have you investigated the

Wurlitzer PianOrchestra ?

The leading Nickelodeons are
putting in this marvelous Automatic
Orchestra. It furnishes better music
than a regular orchestra of 5 to 25
pieces, is always "on the job," and
cuts out the enormous expense of mu-
sicians. The money saved pays rent.

Easy terms, loss than paid to musicians.
We supply the V. S. Gov't, with musical
instruments. Write for bit' 96-page catalog
& Testimonial booklet showing WurlUzer
PianOrchcstras in leading Nickfclod

5£e Rudolph Wurlitzer Q)
World's Largest Mf rs. Automatic Mas. Inst9.

NEW YORK CIXCIXNATI H I O A G
25-27 W, 32d 117-121 E. 4th 266-268Wabaeh

How to Put on the Passion Play

By W. Stephen Bush.

With the great revival of the

Passion Play, again to be enacted
in Germany this ' coming Spring,

exhibitors will consult their own
best interests by ordering the well-

known book above named. The
first edition has been exhausted,
and the second, now on sale, con-

tains many valuable additions. The
book has the unqualified endorse-
ment of the .Moving Picture World
and contains:
A complete lecture, running with

the pictures on the screen.

A complete musical program.
Valuable suggestions of a general

nature.
Sent postpaid for One Dollar to

any address in United States, Can-
ada or Mexico.

W. STEPHEN BUSH,
44 North ioth Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

GALEHUFF
A Heather of the

FILM SERVICE ASSOCIATION

Headquarters for only the best of laleit

FILMS and SONQ SLIDES. No junk.

MACHINES, SUPPLIES, Etc.

LATEST SONQ 5LIDE5
$5.00 per set

N. E. Cor. 4th & Green Streets,

PHILADELPHIA. PA.
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, science awakened by a recitalof the crime, confesses the murder an, husband and wife are reunited. She wakes from hersleep as the husband enters their room, accom-

panied by the friend he went to see, only to findthat the horrors she has undergone have beenpurely (he creatures of an overwrought brain

REWARD FOR STOLBN PROPERTY.
A

?
u
j

i '1 ' reward will be given to partv giving
any information leading to the recover! of' OnePower's machine. No. 5 (Serial No. 2525)*; 1 movine
picture lens: l stereo, lens; 4 reels. -Voice of the
Violin iKiograph). "Paris Flood" (Vitagraph)
"Twin Brothers" (Biograph). "The Little B< ir"
(Pathei. '-The Panicky Picnic" (Pathe) "A
\\ ..man's stratagem" i Edis

Stolen from Charles Steiner, Essex Theater 133
Essex St.

AT LIBERTY— ("tin- boss has qui! on account of
sickness. We want work. Expert Operator and
Manager, also Electrician: Trap Drummer and Wife
Pianist and Singer. Write quirk to "ILLINOIS"
care of M. P. World.

FOR SALE CHEAP—Moving picture theater
or half interest. City. 80.0(H): New York

s,; "' Reason f• r selling, disagreement of part-
nership, EXCEL! EXT. Care Moving Picture World
A CARBON SH \RPENER— On,- dollar, prepaid

any part of United stairs. Time saver for oper-
ator: all well equipped booths bavi

; positive
quick point; less trouble than knife or file. Agents
wanted. CLARKE CARBON SHARPENER 106 W
State, Ro, kford, 111.

FOR BALE—Power's X,>. 5 Cameragraph, one
year's n*: 144 folding chairs, mahogany finish, fitx
condition. No reasonable offer refused. IIOI'KIN-
SON". ,-• East Ave. Rochester, N. v.

FOR SALE— i.ooo ft. reels film, $5, $io and $15
pet- reel; Selig machine, $30; Optigraph, $30; Edi-
son. Power's, Lubin. .$40 to $00: new, $100; new
Dissolving Stereopticon, $40; Model r. gas outfit
$2.".: paying moving picture theaters cheap. For
Rent—6,( ft. film, .'! sits slides, $10; 9, i ft.,

$12 weekly, one shipment. Will Buy—Passion Play,'
machines, film. H. DAVIS. Watertown, Wis.

WANTED—Combination piano plaver and singer.
MGR. EMPERBA THEATER, Knightstown, Ind.

AT LIBERTY—License, 1 operator and wife A-l
pianist. Both experienced and best references.
G. L. PALMER, Box 307, Sidney. N. Y.

WELL-KNOWN PRIMA DONNA, successful in
po -ii songs, will accept position to sing illus-
trated gongs in moving picture theater, s. TOWER
24,. W. 44th St.. New York City.

GREAT OPPORTUNITY.
ESTABLISHED, POPULAR AND PAYING THE-

ATER IN MANUFACTURING OHIO CITY. Seal
ing capacity 415. Two Edison machines, exhaust
tan and sis other fans. New scenery, everything in

first-class shape. Electric light signs and a pretty
front. 15.000 inhabitants and only one other vaude-
ville show in the city. Will sacrifice for $2,500 cash
if sold within three weeks, as oilier business in the
Slate of Washington compels me to leave for the
West. Address On- further particulars, 0. MASON,
care of Moving Picture World.

Uele.is

Exchang
Pa.;

Feb. 3
Feb. 3-
leli. !l

Feb. :i

Feb. 9-
Feb. ii-

l-ei, . n
Feb. 12-
Feb. 12-
l'.-ii. 11

Feb. 11-
Feb. 11-
Feb. 14 -

Feb. 13-
Feb. 13
Feb. 14

Feb. 14

Feb. 14

Feb. M
Feb. 12
Feb. 12
Feb. 12
Feb. 12
Feb. 15-

Feb. 15
Feb. 15
Feb. 15
Feb. 15
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb,

days of films supplied by the Eagle Film
l 13 North Eighth street, Philadelphia

—Tom's Last Steeple ('base.
Foxy Hobo .Married for Love.
Ten Spade (N. Y. Motion).

— Son of Nod (Lux).— Pirate's Fiancee (Lux).
-Spike's Battle (Actophone).
Young Deer's Gratitude (N. Y. Motion).—Foolshead Preaches Temperance (Itala).
-Foolshead Receives i Itala i.

—The Mountaineer (Aetograph).
—Hard Heart.
—Souvenirs of Paris.

—Untimely Visit (Pantograph).
—Worried to Death (Great Northern),
—Never Despair i Ureal Northern).—Blind Man's Tact (Imp),
—Brown's Gouty Font (Imp).
—Serum (Eclair).
—Bootblack's Daily Luck (Eclair).
—Mesinillo (Itala).
—Vulture of Siene (Eclair).
—Nema Lescout.
— False Oadi.
-Government Rations (N. Y. M. P. Co i.

—Dolly's Revenge (Lux).
Man win, Could N'ut sit Down (Lux).—silent Piano (Ambrosio).
-I've Lost My Latch Key (Ambrosio).
-A Daughter's Devotion (Centaur).

I ley's Holiday (N. Y. M. P. Co.).
-Louise Strozzi (Ambrosio).
Camargo (Romo).
.lane and the Stranger (Imp).
-Hobo's Dream of Wealth (Pantograph).
-Face to Face (Eclair).
-Duty and Conscience (Eelair).

The following films have been released by the
Empire Film Company, 150 Fast Fourteenth street.
corner Third avenue. New York:

Feet.
Feb. 14—Brown's Gouty Foot (Imp) 408
Feb. 14—Blind Man's Tact (Imp) 5ST
Feb. 14—Bootblack's Daily Labor in Algiers

(Eclair) 403
—The Serum (Eclair) 592

Darin;; Lion's Bride 1 1). <i. B.i 388
-Tragedy at Sea (Meister) 550
—Government Rations (Bison) 050

silent Piano (Ambrosio) Too
-I've Lost My Latch Key (Ambrosio) . .315
The Silent Messenger (Actophone)... .1000
Man Who Could Not Sit Down (Lux) . . .324
Dolly's Revenge (Lux) 500
Daughter's Devotion (Centaur) 475
Easy Job (Lux I 462
Tile Impostor , Bison I. 575
Donley's Holiday (Bison) 450
Hobo's Dream of Wealth (Panto-
graph) 820
Louise Strozzi (Itala) 850
Ruined by His Son (Great Northern) .. .950
Face to Face ( Eclair i 500

—Duty and Conscience (Eelair) 408
Jane and the Stranger (Imp) 1000
For Her Father's Honor (Bison) 1000
Foolshead at the Ball (Itala) 625
The Dog of the Cheese Monger (Itala). 375
The Third Degree (Actophone) 1000

—In Arizona (Nestor) 990
The Fisherman's Honor (Lux) 639
The Runaway Stove (Lux) "44

—Death of Minnehaha (Imp) 950
—Dooley Referees the Big Fight (Bison). 1000
—Iron Ann's Remorse (Pantograph) ... .980
—Doctor's Sacrifice (Greal Northern) 810
—Tlie Witches' Ballad (Ambrosio) 500
—-Why Tricot Was Sent to College

(Ambrosio) 500

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb. 17
Feb. 18
Feb. IS

Feb. 18

Feb. 10

Feb. 19-

1'eb. 21

Feb. 21
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

NOAH WEBSTER
wrote our first advertisement when he defined the word
QUALITY for we make

THE QUALITY LINE OF

OPERA CHAIRS
superb in design, supreme in workmanship and finish. Known
from Maine to California as the Quality Line.

We make over 50 styles ranging from the most inexpensive
Veneer chairs to the most elaborate upholstered ones.

For Moving Pictures and Vaudeville Theaters we have con-
stantly on hand upwards of

2000 Veneer Chairs
for 24 hour shipment. We have sold in the last year more chairs
for Moving Picture Theaters than all of our competitors combined
without a single serious complaint. It is better to be sure than to
be sorry and in buying Imperial Chairs you are SURE QUALITY
COUNTS and our prices ace never higher than our quality. Send
for catalogue and prices and be convinced. Buy our chairs and be
satisfied.

IMPERIAL SEATING CO., 1345 State Street, CHICAGO

o

INDEPENDENT FILMS
THE ACTOPHONE CO.

Feb. 23 The Third Degree (Dr.) 950

LUX FILMS.

Feb. 10—The Man Who Could Not Sit Down 468
Feb. 10— Iter Dolly's Revenge 32 i

Feb. 23 -The Fisherman's lienor (Dr.) 639
Feb. 23—The Runaway Stove (C . i 344
Mar. 2 Sailor's Dog (Dr.) 590
Mai. 2 The Golf Mania (Com.) 400
Mar. 9 A Father's Patriotism (Dr.) 534
Mar. II lie Know Besl K'oni.l 459

GREAT NORTHERN FILM CO.

Feb. 5—The Foxy Soldiers (Com.) 235
Feb. 12—Never Again (Dr.) 715
Feb. 12—Worried to Death (Com.) 2S0
Feb. 12—Never Despair (Dramatic) "15

Feb. IP—Ruined by His Son (Dramatic)
Feb. 28—The Doctor's Sacrifice (Dr.)
Mar. 5 -A Wedding During the French Revo-

lution (Dr.)

"IMP."
Jan. in -By Right of Love (Dr.) 975
Jan. 17—Tide of Fortune (Dr.) 075
Jan. 24—Never Again (Coin. I 615
Jan. 24—Rose of Philippines (Dr.) 370
Jan. 51—Coquette's Suitors (Coin.) 650
Jan. 33

—

Spoils in Snow (Com.) 300
Feb. 7—Justice in Far North (Dr.) 940
Feb. 14—Blind Man's Tact (Dr.) 650
Feb. 14—Brown's Gouty Fool (Com.) 300
F,b. 21—Jane and Stranger (Dr.) 960
Feb. 24—Death of Minnehaha (Dr.) 940
Feb. 28—Governor's Pardon (Dr.) 980
Mar. 3—New Minister (Com.) 000

Feb.
Feb
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Mar
Mar

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb
Mar

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Mat-
Mar

NEW YORK MOTION PICTURE CO.

1—The Female Bandit 1000
4—By His Own Hand 990
S—The Ten of Spades 1000

11—Young Deer's Gratitude 1000
15—Government Rations 1000
IS—Dooley's Holiday 600
IS—The Impostor 400
22—For Her Father's Honor (Dr.)
25—Dooley Referees the Big Fisrht (Com. I

1—The Cowboy and the School-Marm (Dr.)
4—The New Partner (Dr.)

ITALA.
(By N. Y. M. P. Co.)

12—Foolshead Preaches Temperance 305
19—Louise Strozzi 900
20—Foolshead at the Ball (Com.)
20—The Dog of the Cheese Monger (Com.)
5—Supreme Recognition (Dr.)

AMBROSIO.
(By N. Y. M. P. Co.)

9—Longing for Gaol 000
0—The Strongest 400
10—The Silent Piano 600
10— I Have Lost My Latch Key 400
23—The Witch's Ballad (Fairy Story)
23—Why Fricot Was Sent to College (Com.)
2—The Two Mothers (Dr. )

2—The Mysterious Track (Dr. )

ECLAIR FILM COMPANY.

Feb. 14—The Serum (Dr.)

Feb. 21—Face to Face (Dramatic) 5S3
Feb. 21—Duty and Conscience (Dramatic) 498
Feb. 2S—Nick Carter as Acrobat 721

Feb. 28—The Castles on the Rhine from Bingen
to Coblenz (Scenie) 183

Mar. 7—The Cage (Dr.) 600
Mar. 7—Aspirants to the Hand of Helen (C.)..4G3

NESTOR FILMS.

.Tan. 13—Mishaps of Bonehead; and Forgiven. . .995

Jan. 20—Wages of Sin 9S7
Jan. 27—Ordeal, and Bonehead 1010
Feb. 3^Justiee 965
Feb. 16—A Daughter's Devotion 430
Feb. 10—Bonehead 3rd 425
Feb. 23—In Arizona 965
Mar. 2—The Vindictive Foreman (Dr.) 985

POWERS PICTURE PLAYS.
Jan. 4—Excelsior tJJr.) 983
Jan. 11—Frozen Ape I Dr. i 002
Jan. IS—A Little Heroine (Dr. i 920
Feb. 12—Paris Flood (Scenic) 620
Mar. 8—Her Cowboy Lover l Dr.) 930
Mar. 15—Wartime Fals (Dr. I 940

PANTOGRAPH CORPORATION.
Feb. 12—His Untimely Visit 804
Feb. IS—The Hobo's Dream of Wealth (Com.). 820
Fob. 25—I-on Arm's Remorse (Dr.) 980
Mar. 4—The Electric Bath Tub (Com.) 900
Mar.'ll The Mysterious Armor (Com.) 940
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The Pioneer Film Exchange
of Philadelphia

and

Largest Dealer in Machines
and Supplies

Agent for

Power's Cameragraph
Lang's Rewinder

and
Cary Coated Carbons

The Trade Supplied. Licensed
Films Only

LEWIS M. SWAAB
338 Spruce St., Philadelphia, Pa.

A FILM MAN
thoroughly experienced in all

the details of a Film Exchange,
is open for a position as man
ager or ass't manager, traveling

representative, or as an expert
shipping clerk.

The past 18 months with the

Lubin Film Co. (Cincinnati

Branch). A high-grade, intelli-

gent hustler, 32 years of age.

Would entertain a proposition

to act as sales agent for a film

manufacturer or anything cater-

ing to the moving picture

business. Address •

S. HETTEBERQ, 928 CUTTER ST.
CINCINNATI, 0.

Folding and Assembly Chairs

LICENSED FILMS.

Most popular pi iced chairs on the market for

picture show use

Prompt Shipments. Write for Catalorue

PEABODY SCHOOL FURNITURE CO.

NORTH MANCHESTER, - - INDIANA

Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Fell.

Feb.
Feb.
F< b.

Feb.
Feb.
Mar.

Feb.

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

Feb.
Mar,
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.

Jan.

Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.

Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Mar.
Mar,
Mar.

Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Mar.

BIOGRAPH COMPANY.

17—On tbe Reef (Dr.) 988
20—The Call (Dr. ) 989
84—Tbe Honor of His Family (Dr.) 988
27—The Last Deal (Dr. ) 991
31—The Cloister's Touch (Dr. ) 998
3—The Woman from Mellon's (Dr.) 988
7—Tbe Course of True Love (Dr.) 987
10—The Duke's Plan (Dr.) 985

14—One Night, and Then (Dramatic) 992
17—The Enclishman and the Girl (Dr.). ..9TB
21—His Last Burglary (Dr.) 995
24—Taming a Husband (Dr.) 986
28—The Final Settlement (Dr.) 981
2—The Newlyweds (Dr.) 981

EDISON MANUFACTURING COMPANY.
4—The Bad Man from Riley's Gulch

(Com.) 315
8—Tbe Livingston Case (Dr.) 995

11—An Equine Hero (Edu.) 725
11—A Queen of the Burlesque (Com.) 200
15—The President's Special (Dr.) 950
IS—The Miniature 725
IS—A Trip to Mars (Scenic) 205
22—A Victim of Bridge (Dramatic 990
25—Lost and Regained (Dramatic) 445
25—That Girl nf Dixon's (Dramatic) 475
1— Hanson's Folly (Dr.) 1000
4—At the Eleventh Hour (Dr.)
4—The Man Under the lied 200
8—The Right Derision (Dr.) 000
8—My Milliner's Bill (Com.) 400
11—His First Valentine (Dr.) 770
11—Love Drops (Com. ) 230

ESSANAY FILM MFG. CO.
19—Riva, Austria, and the Lake of Garda

(Scenic) 204
2G—Tommy in Dreamland (Com.) 401
20—The Lass Who Loved a Sailor (Dr.)... 417
2—Sheltered In the Woods (Dr.) 806
2—The .Might of the Waters (Sc.) 167
9—The Price of Fame (Dr.) 1000
12—Western Chivalry (Com.) 508
12—Bitter-Sweet (Com.) 450
10—Aviation at Los Angeles. Cal (Educa.).GOO
l(i—Baby's First Tooth (Comedy) 3S5
19—The Cowboy and the Squaw (Dr.) 935
23—0. So Sick (Comedy)
23—The Winning of Father (Comedy)
2P—The Mexican's Faith (Dramatic)
2—Rags, Old Iron (Com.) 598
2—The Egg Trust (Com. ) 402
5—The Ostrich and the Lady (Edu.) 175
5—The Ranch Girl's Legacy (Com.) 825—An Interrupted Honeymoon (Com.) . . . .950

12—The Fence on "Bar Z" Ranch (Dr.).... 950

KALEM COMPANY.
21—The Magic Flower (Fairy Tale)
28—The Man Who Lost (Dr.) 930
2—The Step-mother (Dr.) 980
4—The Little Old Men of the Woods

(Fairy Story) 945
9—The Confederate Spy (Dr.) 960
11—The Feud (Dr.) 925

16—The Fisherman's Graddaughter (Dr.).. 950
IS—The Trapper and the Redskins (Dr.). .705
23—The Miser's Child (Dr.)
25—The Indian Scout's Vengeance (Dr.)..
2—The Court Jesters (Com.) 295
2—The Treacherous Pequots (Dr.) G10
4—The Girl Thief (Dr.) 910

LUBIN MANUFACTURING COMPANY.
27—The Flirto-Maniac (Com.) 420
31—Bill's Boots (Com.) 245
31—Too Much Protection (Com.) 600
3—Sentimental Sam (Com.) 300
3—It Might Have Been (Com.) 5S5
19—Won by a Holdup (Com.) 629
19—Flower Parade at Pasadena, Cal 292
22—The Confession (Dr.) 960
26—The Modern Messenger Boy (Com.)... 945
29—An Outlaw's Sacrifice (Dr.) 996
2—The Wrong Man (Com.) 554
2—A Voice from the Fireplace (Dr.) 486
5—Sensational Logging (Scenic) 1000
7—The Samaritan's Courtship (Com.) 865

10—Celestial Vengeance (Dr.) 840
14—Loving Hearts (Comedy) 500
14—The Hand of the Heiress (Dramatic) . .450
17—A Honeymoon Through Snow to Sun-

shine (Dramatic) 950
21—The New Marshal at Gila Creek (Com.). 815
24—The District Attorney (Dr.) S70
28—The Ranger and the Girl (Dr.) 825
3—The Millionaire's Adventure (Dr.) 900

GAUMONT.

G. Kleine.

Feb. 1—The Golden Lily (Dr.) 702
Feb. 1—Aseendmg the Jura Mountains (Sc.)...253
Feb. 5—Civil War (Dr. ) 940
Feb. K—Servant from the Country (Com.) . .. .508

Feb. 8—Settled Out of Court (Dr.) 413
Feb. 12—A Bag Race (Com.) J97
Feb. 12—The Gambler's Doom (Dr.) 806
Feb. 15—The Ghost (Dramatic) 898
Feb. 15—Pastoral Scenes (Mystical)
Feb. 19—Better Than Gold (Dramatic) 577
Feb. 19—The Comedy-Graph (Comedy) 338
Feb. 22—HIa Fears Confirmed (Dr.) 4M
Feb. 22—Doped (Dr.) ffil

-Blue Fishing Nets (Industrial) 280
Feb. 26—The Legend Of King Midas (Dr.) 664
Mar, I—The Vale of Aude (Scenic) 301

Mar. I—The Plucky Suitor (Dr.) 555

Mar. 5—The Poet of the Revolution (Dr.) 960

URBAN-ECLIPSE.

G. Kleine.

F.b. 16—The Blue Swan Inn (Dramatic) 770

Feb. 23—A Family Outing (Com.) 49S
Feb. 23—The Buried Secret (Dr. 1 47R

Mar. 2—From Bevond the Seas (Dr.) 504

Mar. 2—Baby Bet (Com.) 433

PATHE FRERES.

Feb. IS—A Panicky Picnic (Comedy) 072

i—Tbe Little Beggar (Dramatic) 311

Feb. 19—Three Queens and a Jack (Comedy) .. .000

Feb. 19— Fate Against Her (Dramatic) 314
Sojourn in the Country

(Com.) 344
Feb. 21—A Corsican's Revenge (Dr.) 026
Feb. 23—The Lamp Post Inspector (Com.) 886

Feb. 25—Onehard the Merchant (Dr.) 750

—The Harry's Brothers (Acrobatic) 22n

Feb. '.'0—Granny's Birthday (Com.) 658
Feb. 'JO—In the Cnlf of Silerno (Scenic) "77

Feb. 28—Joseph Sold by His Brethren (Biblical) .754

Feb. 28 -A Mica Mine. The Ullugura Mountains
(Industrial) 279

Mar. 2—The Violin Maker of Cremona (Dr.) C76

Mar. 2—The Wrestling Match (Sports) 250
Mar. 4—The Door (Com.) 479
Mar. 4—Brittanv Lassies (Com.) 508
Mar. 5—Pierrot (Dr.) 571

Mar. 5—A Happy Turn (Dr.) 446

SELIG POLYSCOPE CO.

Feb. 3—Politics (Dr.) 1000
Feb. 7—In the Serpent's Power (Dr.) 1OU0

Feb. 10—In the Shadow of Bit. Shasta (Dr.).. 1000

Feb. 14—The Roman (Dr.) 1000

Fell. 17—The Girls of the Range (Dr.) 1000

Feb. 28—Industries of Southern California (In-

dustrial) 1000'

Mar. 3—Samuel of Posen (Dr.) 1000

Feb. 21—Saved from the Tide (Dr.) 1000.

peD . 24—Back Among the Old Folks (Dr.) 1000.

VITAGRAPH COMPANY.

Jan. 25—The Life of Moses. Part 3 (Dr.) 976

Jan. 29—The Girl and tbe Judge (Dr.) 980
Feb. 1—Caught in His Own Trap (Com.) 503
Fez. 1—The Skeleton (Com.) 440
Feb. 5—Twelfth Night (Dr.) 970

Feb. S—The Passing Shadow (Dr.) 996

Feb. 12—The Life of Moses, Part IV. (Dr.) 955
Feb. 15—The Wayside Shrine (Dr.) 930
Feb. IS—Muriels Stratagem (Dr.) 655
Feb. 18—A Trip Through England (Scenic) 320
Feb. 19—Life of Moses (The Promised Land)... 990
Feb. 22—Pain in Full (Dr.) 930
Feb. 25—The Lesson by the Sea (Dr.) 963

Feb. 26—The Soul of Venice (Dr.) 950
Mar. 1—On the Border Line (Dr.) 930
Mar. 4—The History of a Sardine Sandwich

(Industrial) 478
Mar. 5—An Eye for an Eye (Dr.) 930

DATENTS
MOVING PICTURE DEVICES

A SPECIALTY

Charles Lowell Howard
PATENT ATTORNEY

706-707-708 McOill Building, Washington, D. C.

Open Twenty-Four Hours Every Day—Write, Call, Wire or Phone Any Hour, Day or Nifiht

ELECTRIC THEATRE SUPPLY CO., Inc. ZtZSttJlZVATSSLXiSiZZ
&3ZS&ltt£ t&£&&£ 44 N. Tenth Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

We have every subject issued by the Licensed Manufacturers
MOTIOdRAPH, PATHE FRERES, POWER'S, EDISON and LUBIN MACHINES. HALLBERU ECONOMIZERS and PARTS ALWAYS ON HAND
Write for our new proposition :—Supplying two customers in the same town each with twelve reels a week, keeping each one's supply away from the other, and

no repeaters to either
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Essanay Films

i

i

i

ii

Releases of Wednesday, March 2

"The Egg Trust"
A satire on the increased cost

of living. Very funny. Length
approximately 402 feet.

RELEASE
SATURDAY, MARCH S

"The Ostrich

and the Lady"
An educational picture show-

ing scenes on a Los Angeles
ostrich farm. Length approxi-
mately 175 feet.

"Rags,0ld Iron!"
Another Essanay Comedy Hit!

Will start a riot of laughter.

Length approximately 598 feet.

RELEASE
SATURDAY, MARCH 5

"The Ranch
Girl's Legacy"
A Western Comedy, better

than "The Best Man Wins." A
headliner for this week. Length
approximately 825 feet.

Order Essanay Posters. Write for the " Essanay Guide "

Essanay Film AVfg., Go.
FACTORY and STUDIOS 1333ARGYLE ST. - OFFICE 435 NORTH CLARK ST.

CHICAGO and LONDON, 5 NEW COMPTON ST. W.C.

KEENEY'S THIRD AVENUE THEATRE
New York City used one of those much talked about current rectifiers

which are supposed to improve the light on the screen by changing the alternating

current into direct for the moving picture arc lamp

ENOUGH SAID—
They Are Now Using The

HALLBERG
Automatic Electric Economizer, and the results are claimed to be better and the

saving is certainly 50 per cent. more.

I build the " HALLBERG " for direct, as well as alternating current, for any volt-

age or cycles to control moving picture and stereopticon lamps, spot and search lights,

and guarantee a saving of from 50 to 90 per cent., depending upon the kind of current.

I maKe allowance for your old rheostat or current
saver in trade for the "HALLBERG"

HAVE YOU SEEN THE BIQ STUDEBAKER SIGN, at 48th Street & Broadway ?

WELL, they were using about 400—4 c.p. lamps and it cost them about 80 cents per hour to operate

the sign. Now, this sign is controlled by the " HALLBERQ " Economizer and it cost them only 20 cents

per hour. You are using a lot of incandescent lamps

—

Why don't you let me save from 60 to 75 per cent.

on your bill.

Write for Free Booklet No. W-19

I carry a Large Stock of ELECTRA Pink Label Carbons, Moving Picture Machines,

and all kinds of supplies.

J. H. HALLBERG, 28 Greenwich Ave., New York

J. H. HALLBERC
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KEEP YOUR ^ ON US
AMERICAN FILM BROKERS-Cerman Savings Bank Building

147-167 4th Avenue, New York City

Independent Feature Film like new very cheap—Bison, Imp and others. One brand new Edi-
son Machine— I pin movement, $150.00. Song Slides $1.50 up per set. Announcement Slides, 20c
each. Accessories cheaper than anyone else.

Pacific Coast Exhibitors

Independent Service of the Best Quality Furnished by

THE THEATRE FILM SERVICE COMPANY
Member N. I. M. P. A.

76-78 Second Street, SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

Quality of Service and Pictures UNSURPASSED
«

OLD MAMMA
TEN PERCENT

HAS THE PIP

Now that Old Mamma Ten

Percent is gradually shuff-

ling off this mortal coil, a new
scheme is being rigged up to take
her place. As soon as 1 find out what it is

1 will expose it. Old mamma has been so

thoroughly exposedthatshe is almost useless.

Exhibitors are flatly refusing to pay a ten per cent,

penalty for the doubtful privilege of switching their

trade from one licensed exchange to another. Rear
up on your hind legs next time anyone tries to

penalize you, and you'll be gratified, and astounded
and surprised, and tickled to see how quickly the

exchange man will back water. Better still, assert

your independence and let me give you an indepen-

dent service that will set you crazy with delight.

Big as my business was a year ago, it is almost

twice as big now, and it's due to the excellent films

the independent manufacturers are turning out. I've

received all kinds of letters from exhibitors telling

me their business has increased from thirty to sixty

per cent, since they became independent- There

must be a powerful reason for all this. Why the

deuce don't you TRY IT OUT FOR, SAY A
WEEK, and see what'sdoing? You'reon your back.

Roll over! Wake up! Dare me to increase your

business
!

CARL LAIMMLE, President

THE LAEMMLE FILM SERVICE
Headquarters

196-198 Lake Street Chicago

Minneapolis, Portland, Omaha, Salt Like City, Evansville

The biggest and best film renter in the world

..

RELEASED MARCH 4

The Electric Bath-Tub"
Comedy

A side splitting funny story that will make
you shake with mirth.

Photography and scenic effects fine

Approx. Length 900 ft. Code Word Funny

RELEASED MARCH 11

u

The Mysterious Armour"
Another Howling Comedy

Full of Action and Amusing Incidents

Approx. Length, 940 ft. Code Word, Joke

EXHIBITORS : Drop us a postal and let

us tell you the buying exchanges.

Pantograph Corporation
1402 Broadway, New York City

Members N. I. IW. P. A.

MjM jo at l|l«M 'JijJAV 1VAN3H HOd SWlIi e3S[3qo e»t>s |ax

A"JK> *">A *»n -js qiM "M 19

aawiaajLs saiavHD

133*1 Q0033 SlHVd
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Scene from "The Doctor's Sacrifice"

Release for February 26th

THE DOCTOR'S SACRIFICE
A cleverly presented story of merit. Photographic excellence superb

Length, approximate, 810 Feet

Release for March 5th

A WEDDING DURING
THE FRENCH REVOLUTION

A Full Reel Feature

(This production by Sophus Michaelis, the Danish author and
playwright, will be produced at the New Theatre, New York City, under
the title of "A Son of the People," with John Mason in the cast. The
American rights for the play have been purchased by the Shuberts.)

Newspapers have written time and again about the photographic

'v quality and technical perfection of the Great Northern Films, but we
• have others to release shortly that will surpass any yet issued and

u) regarding which Mr. W. H. Harbeclc, one of the most expert kine-

j3f matographers, remarked when he saw advance copies on the screen:

f£j " Great Northern, let me take off my hat to you. They are magnificent !

.& They are grand !

"

*nEi»* Mr. Exhibitor: Insist on being supplied with Great Northern

films. Every first-class exchange handles them. Ask for lithographs and large size descriptive posters.

GREAT NORTHERN FILM COMPANY
NORDISK FILM COMPANY, COPENHAGEN

7 EAST FOURTEENTH STREET. NEW YORK CITY
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THE MIRROR SCREEN
Is being installed in many of the up-to-date houses. Montgomery, the

Moving Picture Man of Memphis Tenn., visited Shelbyville to see a demon-
stration of the IV Ccreeri and as a result ordered one for each of his houses

and secured the agency for Tennessee, Louisiana, Arkansas and Mississippi.

Motion Picture Screen Co.
SHELBYVILLE INDIANA

Eastern Exhibitors can see the Screen in use at

The Consolidated Amusement Company
44 WEST LEXINGTON STREET BALTIMORE, MD.

Or Specimen Screens at the Offices of

MILES BROS., (Inc.)

259 Sixth Avenue, New YorK OR- J. H. HALLBERG
30 Greenwich Ave., New YorK

LANG'S REWINDER Number 2
New Model

1910

Patent
Infringements
Promptly
Prosecuted

ce %£

$5.°° Net
Seld by all

Leading Film Exchanges
OR THE

LANG MANUFACTURING CO.

Main Office and Factory

OLEAN - - NEW YORK



Vol. 6., No. lO. March 12, 1910 Price, lO Cents

Published Weekly by THE WORLD PHOTOGRAPHIC PUBLISHING CO.. 125 E. 23d ST., NEW YORK

^ Motiograph XSiZ?. A Wonder
AND WILL INCREASE TOUR BUSINESS

It projects FIlckerleAS, Steady and Wonderfully Brilliant pictures, has Pateated 1}
minute Rewind from main crank, revolving Magazines, Automatic Fireproof shutter,

etc., not found in other Machines.—WILL WEAR TWICE AS LONG.
C. H. D. of Keokuk, Iowa, writes: Motiofraph Making a Big Hit and Business increased we«

dertully.

F. L. F. of Chicago, 111., write,: "Used erery day for aeTen months, and not ene penny for repatre."
F. J. K. of Kansas City, writes: "Operating Monograph nearly two years. Hare operated all makes,

but noae to compare with Monograph.—PRICES. $130.00 AND UP
The Enterprise Calcium Oil Outfit is the only satisfactory Western ( S Labia VTI M
substitute for electric light Write for Catalog to-day Representatives j Geo. Hellas * II***

Enterprise Optical Mfg. Co., 564-572 West Randolph Street, Chicago

m a

UJ

143 North 8th Street, PHILADELPHIA, PA.
Best and Newest Independent American and Foreign Films

SUPPLIES IS REELS PER WEEK SUPPLIES
PROMPT AND RELIABLE SERVICE Members N. I. M. P. Alliance

m
rnx

a m
m

}

Power's

Inductor

for alternating current

Power's

'Bill Splitter"

for direct current

Power's

Tool Kit

Send for Catalog G

NICHOLAS POWER COMPANY, 115-117 Nassau St., New YorK

Power's

Cameragraph

No. 5

Power's

Cameragraph

No. 6

Guaranteed fori Year
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BISON m FILMSTRAM MARK

Regular Release Days—Tuesday, Wednesday, Friday, Saturday

FOUR REELS A WEEK—Tuesday, a "Bison"—Wednesday, Ambrosio
—

Friday, a "Bison"—Saturday, Itala

"Our Tremendous Success and Popularity"
was gained by "delivering the goods;" so Here we are again with

"FOUR BIQ WINNERS"
Tuesday. Mar. 8th-A " BI8ON "

"THE INDIAN AND THE COWGIRL"
Code-" Reward"

Friday, Mar. I Ith-A "BISON"

"THE ROSE OE THE RANCH"
Code—" Ranch "

A thrilling tale of tbe early days in Texas. Expert horsemanship,
scenic and photographic eliects par excellence.

Wednesday Mar. 9th—" ITALA"

"EOOLSHEAD CHIEE OF THE REPORTERS"

"THE TOWN TRAVELER'S REVENGE"
Code—"Report"

1

—
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A dramatic portrayal of "Old Mexico," intensifying and artisti-
cally produced, ending with a pretty romance.

Saturday, Mar. 1 2th "AMBROSIO"
"FATAL IMPRUDENCE"

"THEY HAVE VANISHED MY WIFE"
Code-" Return"

A satire on our friends, tbe "critics," followed by the provocative
and mirth producer, "The Town Traveler's Revenge."

A drama of deep heart interest, showing how the innocent often
suffer, and the exhilarating "laugh getter," "They Have Vanished
My Wife.:'

L

LITHOGRAPHS AND POSTERS FREE
Exhibitors:—We furnish at usual all exchanges handling these productions with one sheet four colored lithographs, also posters containing synopsis

absolutely free with each reel. Demand same from your excnange as they will positively increase your box office receipts.

Brief description of all subjects wil. be found on another page.

NEW YORK MOTION PICTURE CO.
Manufacturers uf "Bison" Life Motion Pictures

429 SIXTH AVENUE, Cor. 26th Street - NEW YORK CITY
Phone 06QO-1 Madison Sq. Cable Address: Nosib
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toTo EXCHANGES: Wire Your Orders
FifSt
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THANHOUSER RELEASE DAY TUESDAY
(First Issue, March 15, 1010)

To EXHIBITORS: Ask for "The Actor's Children," Posters too

The First Release Date of the Thanhouser Company is

TUESDAY MARCH 15th
AND THE SUBJECT

"THE ACTOR'S CHILDREN"
A Big Human Interest Picture Produced in the Artistic Thanhouser W

A REHEARSAL AT
HOME

Scene from

"THE
ACTOR'S CHILDREN'

This scene forms the centerpiece of as pretty a poster as ever brought business to an exhibitor

THANHOUSER
on a film means merit in plot, production and photography—and

"The Actor's Children" proves it

THE PLOT
tells of the disappearance of an
actor's children, the thrilling ad-

venture they passed through and
how, ;>> if by a miracle, they
were restored to their parents.

FOR FULL DESCRIPTION SEE
SYNOPSIS PAGES OF THE
M. P. WORLD—AND GET ON
OUR MAILING LIST FOR FU-
TURE DESCRIPTIONS. A
POSTAL CARD WILL PUT
YOU THERE.

THE
PRODUCTION

Correct

THE
PHOTOGRAPHY

Effective

THE POSTERS

Beautiful and
Business=Pullirig

Approximate Length, lOOO Feet No. 1 Code Word: A Child
Watch for ST. ELMO, the feature release of Tuesday, March 22

This Trade-MarR on a Film
Means Art Film

LOOK FOR IT!

THANHOUSER COMPANY
The Guarantee of Artistic Film NEW ROCHELLE flj. Y. Tne Quarantee of Artistic Film
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NESTORFILMS
ON THE LITTLE BIG HORN

Released Wednesday, March 9, I9IO

Anotherof our COWBOY PICTURES
that is bound to add to our reputation as
producers o( Western m bjecs that

satisfy.

Insist on gelling it It will draw ihe en wi s

LIST OF OUR PAST RELEASES

If you haven't run every one of

them, you've missed the best pictures

obtainable. Every one is a feature.

A Cowboy Sweetheart.

Temptation of John Gray.

Johnny and the Indians.

Scrappy Bill.

A Nevada Girl.

Private Brown.

Love Wins.

A Cowboy Romance.
The Crystal Ball.

"The Miner's Child.

* ;T.eynnd the Rockies.

Vindicated.

*The Deceiver.

*The Nemesis.

*Forgivcn.

*Mishaps of Bonehead.

*Wages of Sin.

*The Ordeal.

Second Adv. of Bonehead.

Justice.

**The Mountaineer.

*A Daughter's Devotion.

*The Old Maid and Bonehead.

**fn Arizona.

*The Vindictive Foreman.
Reels were special features.

Our Next Release

Length, 995 Feet

I -

1

The most thrilling rescue from fire that you have seen in a picture, it is

absolutely convincing.

Nothing issued this year equals the photography in this picture except

"The Mountaineer."

NESTOR FILM COMPANY
BAYONNE, N. J.

Four color lithographs famished FREE with NESTOR FILMS

The Silver LilliOg Wednesday, Mar. 16, 1 9 IO

A noteworthy production that will bring you the crowded houses that you like to see, get a S. R. O. sign ready,

you'll need it every time you show this picture.

LIST OF EXCHANGES BUYING OUR FILMS
Globe Film Service, Chicago, 111.

Great Western Film Service. 59 Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.

Laemmle Film Service, 196 Lake St., Chicago, 111.

Eugene Cline, 59 Dearborn St., Chicago. 111.

Royal Film Service, 225 Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.

Ind. Western Film Ser., Swetland Bldg., Portland, Ore.
Buckeye Film and Proj. Co., Arcade Bldg., Dayton, Ohio.
Wm. H. Swanson, 200 N. Seventh St., St. Louis, Mo.
Michigan Film and Supply Co., Detroit, Mich.
Phila. Proj. Co., 44 N. Ninth St.. Philadelphia. Pa.
Philadelphia Film Exchange. 13 North Ninth St., Philadelphia. Pa.

American Film Exchange, Pittsburg, Pa.
Ind. Film Exc, 416 Ferry St., Pittsburg, Pa.
Theatre Film Service, San Francisco, Cal.

Consolidated Ams. Co., 28 W. Lexington St., Baltimore, Md.
W. E. Greene, 228 Tremont St., Boston, Mass.
Victor Film Service, Chamber of Commerce Bldg., Buffalo, N. Y.
Exhibitors' Film Exchange, 138 Third Ave., New York City.

Paramount Film Exchange, 61 W. Fourteenth St., New York City.

Empire Film Exchange, 150 E. Fourteenth St., New York City.

Crystal Palace Film, Toronto, Canada.
Gaumont & Co., Toronto, Can.

SOLE AGENT:
91 Dearborn Street

CHICAGO A. G. WHYTE Madison Avenue
NEW YORK
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For Sale Cheap
130 Opera Chairs in good condition. 1 Power's

Machine, No. 5 Model. 1 Dissolving Stereopticon
2 Power's Rheostats. Traps, Slides. Fans. Ticket
Chopper. Electric Signs. Ticket Office front and
all furnishings to equip first-class picture show.

T. P. TONKIN
Theatorium Auburn, N. Y.

OVERWORKED AIR ?
Bad overworked air is a menace to your

business and to your patrons.

Spray the standard disinfectant

FLORODA
and have a

refreshing atmosphere
Send for further information to

FLORODA MANUFACTURING CO.
103 Maiden Lane - New York, N.Y.

Folding and Assembly Chairs

Most popular pi iced chairs on the market for

picture show use

Prompt Shipments. Write for Catalofue

PEABODY SCHOOL FURNITURE CO.

NORTH MANCHESTER, - - - INDIANA

We have the Original Sept. 9th

NELSON
AND

%
CANS

Fight Pictures

21 Rounds

Four Thousand Feet

Complete from

Straining quarters

to knockout.

Write Now for Low Rental Prices

CHICAGO FILM EXCHANGE
46 Jachson Boulevard, Chicago

BRANCHES

Omiha. Neb. Salt Like City, Utah Denver, Colo.

We Nail a Lie

The blackest and at the same time the silliest lie yet circulated by
enemies of the "Imp'' was the story foisted on the public of St. Louis
last week to the effect that Miss Lawrence (the "Imp" girl, formerly
known as the "Biograph" girl) had been killed by a street car. It was
a black lie because so cowardly. It was a silly lie because so easily

disproved. Miss Lawrence was not even in a street-car accident, is in

the best of health, will continue to appear in "Imp" films, and very
shortly some of the best work in her career is to be released. We
now announce our next films:

"The Broken Bath
(Released March 14th. Length 950 feet.)

99

A powerful melodrama dealing with a young chap, his sweetheart
and a secret society. There's action from the first foot of film and it

keeps you five million miles up in the air until the happy finale. This
is the kind of film dozens of our customs have been begging us to
produce. Watch for it.

"The Time-Lock Safe"
(Released March 17th. Length 960 feet.)

A drama that suddenly and unexpectedly turns into a farce. If

your little child were locked in a safe and you paid a professional safe-
blower a stack of money to get him out, and then found the kid safely
ensconced in the towel basket and not in the safe at all, would you
be glad or would you be sore? Imagine what a corking good picture
can be worked up on this plot.

If you never do another thing in your life, get "Mother Love"
(released March 7th). It's our film d'pipperino!

Independent Moving Picture Co. of America.
Ill East 14th St., New York. Carl Laemmle. Pres.
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EXHIBITORS
insist on your exchange giving you

POWERS PICTURE PLAYS
American stories, each one a complete play, entirely different from all other

moving-picture stories. High grade acting, flawless photography.

Our next release, March 15th.

WAR-TIME PALS
A powerful drama in which two young soldiers form a friendship that is

"baptised by blood" in a stirring battle scene, and which, later, is shown in thrill-

ing incidents that touch the heart.

This is the kind of picture that your audiences will enjoy from start to finish

and tell their neighbors to see.

FREE. A beautiful colored poster. Write for it.

March 22—JOHN HADY'S INVENTION—Drama March 29—THE MAN WHO WAITED—Western Drama

The Powers Co., 241st St.,and Richardson Ave., New York City

LUX
RELEASED WEDNESDAY

FATHERS PATRIOTISM
LengtH. 534 Feet

One of the most beautiful War Pictures

ever portrayed in Moving Pictures.

FILMS
MARCH 9th

HE KNEW BEST
Length, 459 Feet

A story of borrowed plumes depicted in a

laughable manner.

COMING—WEDNESDAY
I^Pfl I MARCH 16th—COMING

The Two Brothers JSlsmL Life in the Next Century
Length, ©5«> Feet / ^ Untfth, 259 Feet

THIS IS ONE CORKING ft" »l GOOD REEL
A full description of these subjects will be found on another page

THE WORLD'S BEST—BAR NOISE
Write for Weekly List of Descriptions of our Films

R. PRIEUR
lO E. 15th Street Telephone Cell:

STUYVE5ANT 3124 NEW YORK
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SHE IS DEAD!!!
Murdered in Ice Gold Bludddd by Carl Laemmle.
—She's dead!
—Old Mamma Ten Percent is dead!
—Deadernell!
—Get out the crepe! Sound the doleful
drums of death. Boom ! Let the mourn-
ful trombone croon its agonizing dirge.

Oom-pah! Oom-pah! Toll the bells.

Ding-a-ling!

—For she's dead!
—No more will Old Mamma Ten Percent
dance jigs of joy on the flattened
pocketbook of Mr. Exhibitor.

—For she's deadernell! She died Mon-
day, February 28th.

—Old Mamma Ten Percent was a good
friend of certain Licensed Exchanges.

She made it impossible for an exhibitor

to switch his business from one to an-
other of them without paying a penalty
of ten percent.

—I published the story week after week,
hammering it into the exhibitors until

they took action and demanded that the

penalty be abolished.

—While Old Mamma Ten Percent was a

creature of certain Licensed Exchanges,
yet unintentionally she did a good turn
for the Independent cause. She opened
the eyes of many an exhibitor to the
fact that he was being used for an
easy mark.
-At first there were many exhibitors
who didn't want to believe that they

were being milked. But they tested
the penalty game themselves and found
that it was only too true!
-Finally, after several weeks they
brought such a pressure to bear upon
certain Licensed Exchanges that the
latter did not dare to continue their

ridiculous conspiracy.
-This only goes to show what a TRE-
MFNDQUS POWER lies in the hands

of the exhibitors if thev
USE IT.

will only

-I could have exposed the ten percent
thing till I was black in the face but it

would have been utterly useless with-

out action on the part of the exhibitors.

-Acting in concert the exhibitors can

bring about any reform they want and
there is no honest exchange, licensed
or independent, that will not accede to
any reasonable and honest demand.
-The exhibitors are simply repaying me
for the fight I have made for the inde-
pendent cause. I HAVE MORE
BUSINESS NOW THAN EVER IN
MY MOVING PICTURE CAREER
and I am giving the best films and the
best service I ever saw or heard of.

-Owing to the enormous increase of
business I have been compelled to in-

crease my buying to a greater extent
than I ever dreamed of. But I am only
too glad to buy BECAUSE THE
INDEPENDENT FILMS NOW BE-
ING PRODUCED ARE SIMPLY
MAGNIFICENT.

-It was on account of the stampede of
exhibitors toward independence that
the Licensed Exchanges were com-
pelled to drop Old Mamma Ten
1'KRCENT. Put that in your cob and

puff at it a bit.

CARL LAEMMLE, President

The Laemmle Film Service
HEAQUARTERS: 196-198 LaKe St., CHICAGO

MINNEAPOLIS PORTLAND OMAHA
SALT LAKE CITY EVANSVILLE

The Biggest and Best Film Renter in the World
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The most efficient lens for

moving picture cameras is the

Special Goerz Celor, F. 3. 5.

focal length 2% inches •• ••
•• ••

At full opening it covers the field sharply*

has perfect definition and illumination.

It is regularly furnished in barrel and

fitted with iris diaphragm, but we are pre-

pared to furnish any special mounts to

meet the various ideas on the subject.

The best proof of the value of this lens is

that it is used by the leading moving

picture studios of the country ::

The price of the lens with barrel and iris

diaphram is $36.00 :: :: :: ::

Address all correspondence and orders

direct to us :: :: :: :: ::

C. P. GOERZ AMERICAN OPTICAL COMPANY
©ffice and Factory: 79 East 130th Street, New York

VITAGRAPH
u LIFE PORTRAYALS

REMEMBER! THREE REELS PER WEEK
Are you getting all of them? If not, von should insist on having all Vitagraph issues. EVERY RELEASE

A HEADLINER.
TUESDAY, MARCH 8

A BROTHER'S DEVOTION
A Powerful Appeal. An emotional dramatic story, telling of one brother's sacrifice for the other. Approxi-

mate length, o^o feet.

FRIDAY, MARCH n

CONSCIENCE; or, the baker boy
A Tragic Drama of Old Venice. The baker boy is tortured till he confesses to a murder he did not commit,

but the murderer is one of his judges and his conscience causes him to confess and free the boy. A powerful film.

Approximate length, 941 feet.

SATURDAY, MARCH 12

TAMING A GRANDFATHER
A Refined and Dainty Comedy. Full of mirth and telling a delightful story of love. Approximate length, 950 ft.

VITAGRAPH POSTERS FOR ALL SUBJECTS
If your Exchange will not supply you, write us.

THE VITAGRAPH COMPANY OF AMERICA
1 NEW YORK, .10 Nas>.au St.

f CHICAGO, 109 Randolph St.

f LONDON, 25 Cecil Court

) PARIS, IS, Rue Salute-Cecile
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"The Optics of the Moving Picture."

Important Series of Articles. .

There is no more fascinating department of moving
picture work, or projection work generally, than the

Optical side : that is to say, the relationship or inter-

relationship of light, picture, condensor, lens and screen

—the optical system, in fact. Yet there is also no branch

of the work which is so little understood. As to the ordi-

nary operator, his lack of knowledge is so considerable

that one despairs of implanting in his mind even the most
rudimentary idea of what optics are.

We first gave attention to the optics of projection a

good many years ago. Indeed, one of us, whose name
>n this page, edited a London publication called the

Lantern Record, in which it was our business to expound
the principles of optical projection. We propose doing

this again, commencing next week. We shall go over, in

simple language, in a series of short chapters, the optical

principles that apply to the moving picture projector, ex-

plaining in clear and simple language what it is desirable

the operator should know in theory. An operator with

d theoretical knowledge of projection optics can do

much towards making his pictures successful. The fact

that he rarely has this theoretical knowledge is probably

the reason why there is such a general complaint as to

the bad and inefficient manner in which moving pictures

are shown all over the country.

Giving Credit Where Credit is Due.

Is the moving picture public interested in the personal-

ities of the writers of film scenarios? This question is

suggested to us by a letter from a correspondent, who
urges that the authors' names should be given on the

screen. He seems to think that the authors should receive

credit. The point he raises is an interesting one and is

worth discussing.

Two facts stand out with remarkable clearness in the

last year's history of the moving picture. One is that

the public is unmistakably interested in the personalities

of the chief performers. This interest is growing. We
ourselves only this last week stopped, quite unconsciously,

outside of a well-known moving picture theater in New
York City and looked at the pictures of a group of actors

and actresses, and after we admired the pictures we dis-

covered that we were looking at portraits of the Kalem
Company's stock company. Yet before that we seemed to

be simply conscious that we were looking, as all of us

do at times, at pictures of ordinary actors and actresses

outside an ordinary theater.

This is a healthy sign of the times and shows that the

moving picture is progressing in dignity and esteem. It

is another sign that public interest in the moving picture

is on the increase and not on the decrease. Clearly, then,

the personalities of the performers interest the public,

and possibly the personalities of the writers of the stories.

Of this, however, we are not quite sure. It is true that

the Edison Company, Selig, and other manufacturers are

publishing the names of their noted authors, but we are

without evidence of the effect of this upon the public.

No doubt the exchanges and the exhibitors are influenced.

Whether the public is, is another matter. The personal

equation of the author has hardly yet manifested itself

in the moving picture. A Fitch play, a Pinero play can

be identified by one glance at the book of the words
What is there about a moving picture play by such men
to distinguish it from a play by an unknown author?

Does the public really care, then, for the authors of

moving picture stories when there seems to be no means
of identifying them or labeling them with a distinctive

quality? This is a point on which we would like to have
the opinion of some of our readers. Do they find their

audiences attracted by a moving picture story to which
the name of a well-known author is attached? It would
be interesting to have some data on this point.

When answering the correspondent who wrote us on
this subject, we said that we were rather curious to know
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who the uutli' rs of certain stories were that we admired

during the past year. These stories struck us as ex-

tremely fresh and dramatic, and so they struck the public.

We could give quite a list of them, though, perhaps, no

useful purpose would be served. After all, the life of a

film is very brief. It is not advertised like a play, so

perhaps the point at present is not very material.

There is one aspect of the mattter that has not received

attention: and it is this, that at present no outside repu-

tation has been made by scenario writers. The well-

known writers who are supplying some manufacturers

made their reputations as novelists and dramatists. They
have come from the outside. Inside, there does not ap-

pear to be any scenario writer who is making name and
fame so that his work is extensively requested. Maybe,
however, the future has something in store for us in this

respect.

Agitation and Alarm.

The agitator and the alarmist are as busy as ever in

the moving picture field. Some of the articles that have

recently appeared from the pens of these people amuse
by their very absurdity. Indeed, they point to a state of

things in the moving picture industry almost inconceiv-

ably grotesque. A heavily capitalized company was re-

cently registered. Thereupon the alarmist and the agi-

tator began to draw and publish conclusions ; that the

whole of the moving picture industry of the United States

is to be gobbled up by a set of plutocrats whose one object

is the monopoly of the business. More ridiculous non-
sense was never put into print. We have been amused to

read it. but, at least, in one direction, we have not been

surprised, for agitation and alarm is the sole stock in

trade and the sole reason to be of the foolish individual

who lives by scenting danger and disaster when none
exist.

We discussed this printed rubbish with regard to the

General Film Company with one of the most prominent

film renters in the United States the other day. This

man. who is on the licensed side of the business, smiled.

His deliberate opinion was that there would probably be

a diminution in the number of renters, as he very cogently

pointed out that there were tco many in the business,

and that tho.se that were in it were not making anything
like the amount of money they had a right to look for

from the volume of business they were doing. But as

to the possibility or even the probability of a monopoly
of the exchange business by any one company, he was
equally derisive, lie laughed outright and said that the

exhibitors of the country would ccrtainh- not stand for

that.

The exhibitor, in fact, is a factor in the business

who is constantly gaining strength, especially where he

is lucky enough or clever enough to ward off local com-
petition. As we have pointed out over and over again,

he is the vital factor in the moving picture business in

the United States tp-day. lie picks and he chooses: he

cuts prices and bargains: be makes and breaks the repu-

tations of the exchanges and manufacturers: indeed, to

all intents and purposes, be has all possible freedom and

independence in the exercise of his business. In this

condition of affairs, therefore, it is a little difficult to sec

what possible ground there can be for the agitation and

alarm which we see is trickling through some newspapers

of inferior standard.

This bogey i^i monopoly is a favorite device of the

agitator and the alarmist. We. who write this, well re-

member how in England a few years ago in another in-

dustry a cry of monopoly was raised where none was

attempted or contemplated, by a huge company mcreh

anxious to get its goods on the market in a legitimate

way and to insist upon certain conditions of sale. The
alarmist and the agitator saw their way of making news-
paper capital of the threatened terror and meretricious

agitation was engineered. The alarmist and the agitator

got a few more advertisements, sold a few more copies

of their papers and so achieved their end-.

That is just what the alarmist and the agitator are

doing in the moving picture field to-day. We are not

going to give away any free advertisements, but there are

three American publications touching on the moving pic-

ture in a perfunctory, illiterate and ill-informed manner,
which at this moment are deliberately misleading their

readers with needless agitation and alarm. The freedom
of the exhibitor is no more threatened to-day than it was
twelve months ago ; on the contrary, he is in a far better

and stronger position all the way round. Nor is the

reputable exchange man any the worse ; nor are the Inde-

pendent manufacturers who are not interfering with other

people's rights. All the alarm and the agitation that is

printed in newspapers to which we refer arises simply

from the desire to create a false impression—the false

impression that a secret body of American business men
are planning to corral the moving picture industry of

the United States. Not a bit of it. We thought we
had done away with writing this kind of article a long

time ago. but apparently it is necessary to put these highl}

imaginative agitators and alarmists in their proper place,

and their proper place is the society of the demented.
In other words they are very stunid people to whose
writings no importance whatsoever should be attached.

The moving picture industry to-day is stronger than

ever it was. It will increase in strength and make money
for all concerned in it and it will prosper in the inverse

ratio of what these alarmists and agitators think it will.

In other words, as we pointed out weeks ago, "it will

go on."

"Recruiting Stations of Vice."

A Lirel ox' Moving Picture Theaters.

The interviews which Miss Nixola Greely Smith prints

in The Evening World of New York City are always
interesting, human and timely. This lady seems to have

the happy knack of making people talk freely and enter-

tainingly and also in an agreeably natural way. Some-
times they talk nonsense, but then that is inevitable in

newspaper interviews, which have to please both the

interviewed and the interviewer as well as the public.

No greater nonsense was ever talked than in an inter-

view which Miss Nixola Greely Smith printed in the

World on Saturday. February if). The subject of this

interview was the Rev. Anna Shaw, a lady so well known
in the ranks of progress that it is unnecessary to say

anything at all about her qualifications for eminence.

Dr. Shaw is a woman of whom the country may justly

be proud. But now and again, like all zealots, she dam-
ages the cause she espouses by far too ardent a partisan-

ship. In the course of the interview to which we are

referring she dealt, of course, with the progressive pos-

sibilities that lie before the modern woman. Dr. Anna
Shaw is quoted as making the following reference to the

moving picture theater:

Recri'ittxg Station's of Vice.

There should he a police woman at the en-

trance of every moving picture show and an-

other inside. These places are the recruiting-

stations of vice. In Chicago recently twenty-

three voung girls in one month were lured from
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a moving picture show and shipped to Texas
for immoral purposes on the representation that
they were being engaged for a theatrical spec-
tacle. This could never have happened had two
police women been stationed there.

Moreover, the newspaper in making up this interview
in its columns repeated Dr. Shaw's unfortunate phrase,
"Recruiting Stations of Vice." So that with the weighty
authority of Dr. Shaw, with the enormous publicity iii

the Evening World, the moving picture theater, rightly
or wrongly, falls under this terrible stigma of being a
'"Recruiting Station of Vice."

We think it is the duty of every honorable man engaged
in the business to protest against this odious slander.
For it is nothing but a slander. No doubt in the lower
quarters of large cities there are moving picture theaters
where people of indifferent reputation gather, and where,
if you like, recruits are to be had for the white slave
traffic. Yet slaves for this traffic are sometimes to be
had in Sunday schools, churches and chapels, and other
places where women and girls congregate. Again, the
police records show that clergymen—and we make this

counter-blow with much reluctance—are, occasionally,

at least, as vicious as any other section of the community.
In other words, there are good and bad everywhere.

In all our experience of moving picture theaters, both
in this country and abroad, we have never seen anything
take place in them, to justify Dr. Shaw's aspersion. We
have been in small theaters in many parts of New York
City, Brooklyn, Chicago and other large cities. We
have gone in like any other member of the public, paid
our money and taken our seat with the rest. The very
next day after the publication of Dr. Shaw's article, we
made it our duty to pay a surprise visit to a five-cent

moving picture theater in New York City, which we
calculated would be crowded with a miscellaneous audi-

ence. We mixed with that audience, unknown to the

proprietors of this nickelodeon, and we saw nothing com-
patible with Dr. Shaw's aspersion. The frequenters of
this particular theater are drawn from the industrial

classes : poor men and women, boys and girls ; and yet

they were as well-behaved as they could reasonably be

expected to be if Dr. Anna Shaw were lecturing.

It is not necessary for us to pursue this refutation and
denial of a most uncharitable slander upon what is called

the poor man's theater. But a protest is certainly called

for. We protect against the publication of this part of

the interview. We think the lady who took the interview

should have been more careful in what she printed. We
think that Dr. Anna Shaw should guard herself againsl

damaging generalizations on such comparatively slendet

evidence as "that in Chicago, recently, etc., etc." It is

unjust, it is uncharitable, it is, we go so far as to say.

positively malicious, to condemn an entire class on one

or two flimsy bits of evidence. Note what this reverend

lady says : "There should 'be a police woman at the

entrance of every moving picture shoiv and another inside

These places are the recruiting stations of vice." We call

upon all reputable moving picture theater exhibitors all

over the country ; we call upon licensed and independent

manufacturers ; we call upon the honorable firms whose
advertisements appear in our pages; we call upon the

readers of The Moving Picture World to join us in

telling the Rev. Dr. Anna Shaw that she does not know
what she is talking about. We hope she will be more
careful of what she savs in the future.

THE BEST MOVING PICTURE PAPER IS THE MOVING PICTURE WORLD.

Send in your subscription now. $2.00.

Educational Moving Pictures.

It is pleasanter for us to discuss what some public-

spirited men and women in New York City are doing
for the popularization of the moving picture than it is to

deal with the rabid utterances of unfortunate fanatics of

the Dr. Anna Shaw type. The very same evening when
her spiteful attack upon the moving picture houses was
published there was being held in New York City a meet-

ing of prominent educators to witness a display of edu-

cational moving pictures.

This experiment was due to the idea of City Superin-

tendent of Schools William H. Maxwell, who seems to

be of the opinion that moving pictures may be applied

to the education of children in New York City. There
were many members of the Board of Education and visit-

ing educators present at the display of pictures. These
dealt with such subjects as tobacco culture; chemistry;
fishing industry ; wild beasts in their haunts, etc. This
exhibition is to be repeated in various parts of the city,

and although it is not yet certain that the city authorities

will adopt the moving picture for educational purposes,

yet there is no doubt in our mind that this demonstration
will have some effect in expediting that end. In other
words, scientific progress will demand the use of the

picture for instructive purposes.

* * *

Two weeks ago we asked the exhibitors to give us their

opinions on the educational subject and also what was
the most popular film shown during the past three months.
Out of the interesting replies received, which we will

publish as space permits, we select the following from an
exhibitor in a town in New York State, which fairly

expresses the attitude of intelligent exhibitors toward the

educational or travel subject:

Moving Picture World:
Dear Sirs—The little paragraph at the bottom of page 289

caught my attention. The constant cry of our patrons is

ior educational, industrial and scenic pictures. As an exhib-
itor in a small town, I would venture it as my opinion that
the film manufacturers would make pictures in general more
popular by issuing more of the kind mentioned. The growth
of the business will then, in my opinion, be vitally affected
for the better. The educational possibilities of the moving
picture are great. The unjust scepticism some people now
nave toward this form of entertainment will be lessened with
the cultivation by manufacturers of the educational field.

We figure that the best advertising we can do is to feature
the educational films. Yours very truly,

G. H. C.

We would like to hear from more exhibitors on this

question. Meanwhile the manufacturers are actively en-

gaged on work that will bring the moving picture into

wider spheres of usefulness.

* * *

Our readers well know, as we pointed out a few weeks
ago, what Mr. Charles Urban and Mr. George Kleine

are doing for the educational moving picture. Moreover,
we happen to know that the latter gentleman is busy

on a scheme whereby the microscopic moving picture will

be introduced into universities, public schools and all

centers of instruction. You will look into the microscope
and see instead of the still picture the moving picture of

similar objects.

We are glad indeed to see the action taken by the

People's Institute in showing what can be done for edu-

cation by the moving picture. We have noticed that in

what Dr. Anna Shaw so unfortunately calls these "Re-
cruiting Stations of Vice," educational moving pictures

are invariably popular. Over and over again we have
referred to the fact in these columns. While this is so,

the progress of the moving picture in favor with the

public is bound to continue.
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THE "DRAMATIC MOMENT."
By Thomas Bedding, F.R.P.S.

Having, I think with success, played the part of Brutus
in Shakespeare's "Julius Caesar' in the last term of my
school days, and having, moreover, assisted in the pro-
duction of the play in which, besides being the riery

Brutus, 1 doubled several other non-speaking parts, it

was a tolerably sure thing that when I left school 1

should be interested in theatrical matter.-. So it proved
to be.

The very first money that I earned from a newspaper
was in the capacity of assistant dramatic critic. This
was at the mature age of 15. It was my business to take
the crumbs that fell from the rich man's table. 1 was
pleased to have them, for they were toothsome, and they
were the means of giving me a love for the theater and
the drama that has remained with me all my life.

Since that time 1 have had many associations with the
theater and with those who make the theater their busi-
ness—whether it be in a managerial, histrionic or admin-
istrative capacity. A I ay I also, at the risk of being
thought too egotistical, tell the reader that besides being
a novelist, I am and also have been dramatist (and prob-
ably shall be again) ; that I have studied the technique of
the theater, in the theater ; have assisted in many success-
ful productions and, generally speaking, know as much
of the business from the inside as well as the outside as
any man of similar opportunities and experience?
A long course of theatergoing, and an apprenticeship

to the moving picture development, has taught me the
wisdom of doing that which Sir Charles Wyndham rec-
ommended aspiring authors to do, the other day. Said
Wyndham: "When you go to the theater, study the
people around you. see what they like and why they
like it. Then go home and write your play." Uncon-
sciously Wyndham uttered a thought that has been pres-
ent in my mind for a long time past It is this : that mov-
ing picture audiences, like other audiences, are influenced
very much by the mood of the moment. A moving pic-
ture audience may be likened to a delicate musical instru-
ment upon which the executant, in the shape of the
moving picture, plays with greater or less effect. If the
executant is an accomplished musician, then the effect
obtained is bound to be satisfying, esthetically and emo-
tionally.

In other words, the average audience responds to the
mood- or sentiment shown on the screen. Which of these
moods is predominant? Which has the most permanent
effect? Which takes the average habitue of the theater
back again to the theater in the hope of seeing some-
thing like what was seen before, of having the same
thrill, the same sensation, the same chord touched, the
same note struck?- Which of these is it that the average
patron of a moving picture theater is mostly influenced
by at the time and likely to lie attracted to again in the
future?1

I have no hesitation in saying it is what is called
the dramatic moment. The climax of the story.
Of the hundreds of pictures which T have looked at

this lasl year, but a few of them linger in the memory,
and. oddly enough, in comparing notes with others who
go to the theater, men of my own way of thinking seem
to appreciate the very same point. For example:' There
was that famous Biograph picture which provoked a
woman sitting near me in a Fourteenth street theater

Kclairh, "Thank God, they are saved," when the
husband returns to free his wife from the attack of bur-
glars. To quote Garrick, "The house rose" at this dra-
matic moment. It had been clevcrlv worked up to. As

the film progressed, the people seemed to think that the

situation had got to be saved, and their excitement was
increased when they wondered how it was to be effected.

And when it was done, long pent up feelings were given

vent to. The entire audience was one person and the

woman who spoke voiced a common feeling.

Then I remember a pretty little Essanay picture in

which a woman returns to her room and discovers tthat

a burglar is hidden for the purpose of taking her jewels.

It was absorbing to watch the play of the woman's mind
and how she was preparing to outwit the intruding as-

sailant. When she left the room and returned, and after

her return the police broke in and surprised the startled

burglar, one felt again that one had reached a cleverly

wrought out and thought out climax.

Pathc's "La Grand Breteche" was full of these dra-

matic moments. You all remember the story of the

husband who returns to find, or rather to suspect, that

his wife has been dallying with a lover during his ab-

sence. He knows, and she knows, that the lover is in

the room behind the door that is visible to the audience.

And when that door is bricked up we are in for a series

of very dramatic sensations indeed !

People seem to like dramatic movements in the moving
picture. I know I do. I like to see the plot move con-

sistently and with a swing towards its climax. Judged
by this standard, then, a great many of the films that are

produced are undramatic. They are discoursive. discon-

nected, though they may be spectacular, photographically

beautiful and well acted, pleasing the eye but not stirring

the deeper emotions. Of course, it would not do for all

our films to be intensely dramatic, as was pointed out

last week. A large section of the community favor com-
edy subjects. But even comedy subjects can be. and I

suggest ought to he. dramatic : in that there should come
a supreme moment when the whole interest of the film

is made manifest by a single situation. When the mo-
ment, when a moment that has been led up to by the

playwright arrives, then we feel that the cardinal point

of the story has been reached. "Wasn't that good." we-
say one to another; "wasn't that rich, wasn't that funny,
wasn't that interesting," as the case may be.

Far he it from me to assume to be teaching the band
of capable producers who are sending out moving picture

films their business. The critic or the commentator, writ-

ing as I do, runs the risk of being told that he knows
nothing at all about it. Whether I do. or whether I

don't, must of course remain as a matter of opinion. In

my first paragraph I endeavored to state my qualifications

for offering these views. More than that, I am and
always have been a persistent playgoer, and I never fail

to learn what other playgoers' and mining picture theater

patrons think about the pictures and why they think it.

In this short article I have endeavored to tell the reader
that there are a vast number of moving picture theater

patrons who, like myself, always look for dramatic mo-
ments, if T may so call them, in moving pictures, and who
if they do not arrive are dissatisfied, or at any rate dis-

appointed. The moving picture play. then, is just like

any other stage play, or. indeed, a novel. It has those

tense moments that linger in the memorv and to which
the memorv can return again and again. In the film

world to-day reputations are being largely made by the

really dramatic nature of the subjects treated of. And
it will be found that those reputations rely very largely
on what I call the dramatic moments of those subject-.
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OBSERVATIONS BY WIDE-AWAKE EXHIBITORS.
The Editors Invite Contributions for this page from Exhibitors who can Express an Idea

that will be Beneficial to the Business.

MANAGEMENT.
By S. L. Rothapfel.

It is indeed a deplorable fact that over fifty per cent.

of the motion 1

picture theaters of to-day are very badly
managed : practically no care is given this most vital

principles that apply to the moving picture projector, ex-
point, which is directly the cause of more failures than all

other causes combined. Practically no attention is given
to detail, and without detail you can never have a first-

class performance.
Like in any other pursuit, to insure success the careful

and intelligent manager will first install a system, and
strictly adhere to same, swerving only from this path

when the welfare of the performance demands it.

Study your conditions carefully ; learn the likes and
dislikes of your patrons, and cater to them accordingly

;

see that your house is clean and kept clean ; that the air

is pure and sweet ; that the employees are in their respec-

tive places and keep them there—nothing looks so bad as

to see your singer or piano player or other attaches of

your theater running around the audience, or skylarking.

There are few things that will cheapen your house more
quickly. Teach them in a nice way, yet be firm, that

upon their individual efforts depends the success of the

performance as a whole. Teach them and use as a motto,

"Everybody work tozvard the screen." Try to make them
take an interest in your business, and prevent them from
becoming automatons, or, in other words, keep them out

of a rut, for just as soon as they get into a rut you will

have a great deal of trouble to get them out of it. Do
not tolerate familiarity in your employees, as this will

surely destroy their respect for you in the end and make
system impossible.

It matters not how humble your theater is, or where
it is situated, try and have an air of refinement prevail

throughout, try and have everything run smoothly and

evenly and as quietly as possible. Noise and motion pic-

tures will never go well together. Have your employees

speak softly and as little as possible; and I also strongly

advise some covering for the floor of your theater, as

there are few things more annoying than to hear someone
walking heavily upon an uncarpeted floor while the actors

on a screen are depicting some intensely dramatic scene

;

in fact, the least foreign noise of any kind is very liable

to utterly spoil the effect that has taken careful study and

a great deal of trouble to produce.

Take pride in your performance and see that your

working staff do likewise. As soon as you are satisfied

that all they care for is their pay envelope on pay-days,

get rid of them quickly for the good of your business.

Try to get acquainted with your patrons, and see that

they receive little attentions from you ; a nod and a smile

as they enter or leave your theater will ofttimes act as

balm for a poor performance, and they will appreciate it,

too. Show them that you are trying to please them and

the results will astonish you.

I have found it a very good policy, especially in small

town- where you get the same people nightly, that when
you get some good feature reel, or historical subject, to

make a brief announcement in a few well-chosen words
In- fore each performance, giving them a brief outline of

the picture, and, if a historical subject, read it up and
then impart what you have learned—not in a speech, as

that is very likely to become tiresome, but just in a few
words—and you will be very surprised at the different

interest that your audience will take, and how much it

will enhance your picture. Of course, .careful judgment
must be used in a case of this kind, but it will help

considerably.

Do not allow any of your attaches to smoke in or about

the theater during a performance, and do not smoke
yourself. Dress neatly and keep well groomed, as it

won't help your place any if the manager appears slov-

enly
; you should set an example for your employees.

I want to impress one thing upon you, my brother ex-

hibitors, for the welfare of your performance and for the

welfare of motion pictures—and that is a careful rehearsal

of your show.
After all is in readiness, the music chosen for the

respective reels, and reels having been inspected, take a

seat in your theater and view your performance from a

critical standpoint. Make note of things that you do
not like and, if possible, correct them on the spot. Do
not let it proceed until you are satisfied that it is all right,

and when you are, O. K. it, and you may rest assured that

if the performance pleases you it will invariably please

your patrons ; but be honest with yourself, do not say that

is good enough, rather say it must be just so.

Make your relations with your exchange as cordial as

you possibly can, and take into consideration that they,

too, have their troubles, and, before you go and make a

howl, be sure that you are justified. Remember, they are

only human like yourself and are just as liable to mis-

takes, and if you took time to cool off and think the

matter over carefully you would never dream of doing

what you intended upon first impulse. Select your ex-

change ; tell them what you want, and then stick. Change
only if absolutely necessary, as you never can tell what
minute you are liable to need your exchange to battle

competition, and you may rest assured that they will do
all in their power to help you if you have been reasonable

and decent to them.

(To be continued.)

WHAT IS THE MOST POPULAR FILM?
Minersville, Pa., Feb. 22, 1910.

Moving; Picture World:
Gentlemen—In your issue of February 26 you ask for an

opinion from exhibitors as to what, in their opinion, was the

most appreciated film shown during the past six months.
As an illustration I quote the following:
On November 22 I had on my program "Leather Stocking,"'

put out by the Biograph Co. On or about January 27, one
of the eighth grade grammar school teachers asked me if

it was possible to again put on that picture. She gave as

her reasons that one of the studies that her scholars were
taking was American writers, and at that time were on the
works of J. Fenimore Cooper, and she informed me that

those of her scholars who had seen this picture when it was
put on in November seemed to more readily grasp the study
than those who did not see it. I again put this picture on my
program with two others, and the result was that the teacher
in question was present with her whole school, and im-
mensely enjoyed the entire program.
The superintendent of the schools has asked me to inform

him when I have any industrial pictures on; this I do, and
he then announces it in all the schools. One other film that

I featured and which pleased greatly was "The Prodigal
Son." Trusting this little may help along your good work,

I am, Respectfully,

CHAS: F. KEAR,
Mgr. Opera House.
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THANHOUSER COMPANY: A NEW FILM PRODUCER.

LARGE MANUFACTURING PLANT HAS BEEN INSTALLED AT NEW ROCHELLE, N. Y.

Strong addition to the Independent Ranks.

A new star has appeared on the moving picture horizon

that promises to develop into one of the first magnitude
hefore many seasons have passed. "Only forty-five min-
utes from Broadway," in the very town made famous
by George M. Cohan, another actor-manager (perhaps

equally prominent in his sphere), has deserted the living

stage and cast his lot with the silent drama. Edwin
Thanhouser, theater owner, manager and erstwhile di-

rector of his own stock company, has given up a busi-

ness that brought him more wealth than to many of his

compeers, and he has settled down in New Rochelle to

spend it in making moving pictures after his own ideals.

We had heard considerable about this new manufac-
turing plant along the line of the New York & New
Haven Railroad, and journeying thither we were directed

to the large building, of which we show a photograph,

by a New Rochelle citizen, who seemed not a little proud
of the new industry in their midst. And they have reason

to be, for it has all the outside evidence of prosperity and
stability and it houses the most efficient and most com-
plete moving picture manufacturing plant that has yet

been established in this country as an initial venture.

We have cast our optics on quite a few fixed stars,

shooting stars, planets and comets in the film manufactur-
ing field, and we were anxious to dissect the personality

of this new aspirant to fame and dollars, for such were
the reasons, Mr. Thanhouser finally admitted, that

prompted him to relinquish a lucrative profession and
embark in a new field. In the prime of life, clean-cut,

sincere, and with a self-assurance based upon the success

of his past career, Mr. Thanhouser inspires confidence

and respect. He has been identified with the stage for

the past twenty-five years, for the last fifteen of which
he was director of his own stock company. "And,"
said he, "I made enough to retire."

"But, instead, you have sunk it in the moving picture

game."
"No, not sunk it. I have invested part of it here, and

if this goes up to-morrow, I still have enough to live on."

"What attracted you into this field?"

"I saw its possibilities. I became filled with the idea

that I could produce better pictures than the majority

of those I had seen. That idea became a determination.

I studied the situation and the market. To be frank with

you, I applied for a license as a manufacturer, but was,

of course, refused, as I then had no plant and may be

said to have known nothing of the business. I have

great respect for the Motion Picture Patents Company
and appreciate what their protection means to the licensed

Thanhouser Studio and Factory.

manufacturer and to the moving picture business ; but
this was not helping me to realize my ambitions. So I

set about seeing how I could make pictures without in-

fringing upon patent rights, and being convinced that

the Bianchi camera gave that protection, I placed an
order for one and four months ago leased this building.

It was an empty shell, with no heating plant, and it took
considerable time to get this installed and the skylight

and arc lamps. During that time we made some outside

scenes and now we have several subjects completed."
"Mr. Thanhouser, I am intensely interested to know

what lines you intend to work upon. What kind of sub-

jects do you intend to produce?"
"We will produce comedy, not the slapstick kind, com-

edy-drama, and (pulling down several bound volumes of

plays) you see all these dramas played by the Than-
houser Stock Company. We have plenty of good ma-
terial to select from and in due time I will produce some
of the classics that I have staged. But we will keep
away from the wild, wooly, Western, over-acted, over-

done, cowboy style of melodrama."
"Amen to that ! Now, do you depend upon getting

experienced employees and actors from other manufac-
turers? If you have vacancies, we have several appli-

cants on file."

"I do not want producers or actors from any other

manufacturer. I will train my own stock company. That
is not new to me. Of course, I had to get experienced
men for the mechanical departments, but I do not believe

in trying to draw men from any other manufacturer,
either licensed or independent, and I would want to be
treated in the same way. If an experienced man comes
to me, who is out of employment, that is another matter.

All men must live."

Mr. Thanhouser then guided us through the various

departments and into the large studio, where a scene

was being rehearsed. Not having seen the latest im-

proved Bianchi camera, we were allowed to examine one
of the two that the firm possesses and found it to be, in

construction and solidity, a great improvement over the

one shown to us by Mr. Bianchi over a year ago. Clean-
liness and order prevailed everywhere throughout the

factory and studio, and Mr. Thanhouser is evidently a

believer in having things right first—then go ahead.

He next took us into the exhibition room, where we
were shown what will be his first and second releases.

"The Actor's Children" (March 15). a clean and attrac-

tive story, and "St. Elmo" (March 22), a dramatization

of the famous novel of the same name. It did not take

many scenes to convince us that a master hand had di-

rected their production. The acting was free and natural,

the setting was convincing, and there was nothing lack-

ing, even in the quality of the photography, to place the

work on a par with concerns who have been in the busi-

ness years instead of months, and infinitely superior to

much that has been and is being produced.

We can say no more until the films have had their

chance upon the public screen, except this, that inde-

pendent exhibitors will make no mistake by insisting on

having these films on their programs. Exchanges may
order, subject to screen approval, for. Mr. Thanhouser
says, the films are "made to sell—on their merit."
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HOUSE FLY ACTORS MAKE THEIR DEBUT ON
THE STAGE.

Tiny Nuisance Makes Biggest Kind of a Hit—His Success
Calculated to Prove Blow That Will Have

Fatal Ending.

[From the New York "Evening Telegram."]

PARISH HOUSE.—"The Housewife and the Fly," a con-

tinuous drama, written by Mr. Moving Picture.

Mr. House Fly Mr. Stingem Bacteria

Mrs. Flat Fly Miss Handa Germ
The Fly Twins Little Larvae

Juggling Flies Messrs. Pesky Nuisance

And all the other little Flies Supernumeraries

Again Mr. House Fly, persevering and as pesky as of yore,

appears in the limelight. This is a literal truth, for he has

made his first appearance in New York City on the public

stage. This took place last week in the Parish House of the

Church of the Messiah. Although credit is here given grudg-

ingly, it must be set forth, in the interests of veracity, that

the tiny nuisance, with a full company of carefully trained

actors and actorines, made the biggest hit of his long and

varied career.

The try-out on the "dog" of the tabloid drama of the

humble but energetic fly was had in Washington, D. C, the

city where vastly more pretentious stars have striven for

footlight fame. There, in the presence of Senators, Rep-

resentatives in Congress and other notables, the American

Civic Association, in the District of Columbia Building, on

Wednesday began a moving picture campaign of education,

the object of which is to hand the fly a swat that will prove

fatal.

This crusade, which has the indorsement of President

William Howard Taft, among many other well known public

men, is to be carried on in every State in the Union and

in Canada by the novel aid of the moving picture film. A
committee of scientists and business men, headed by Mr.

Edward Hatch, Jr., of New York City, is directing the work.

Mr. Hatch first conceived the idea of telling the public by

means of pictures just how dangerous the fly is and what
he costs the country in lives and money each year.

Stunts by Mr. Fly.

In carrying out his unique plan Mr. Hatch commissioned

Mr. H. V. Andrews to visit England, where moving pictures

were made in accordance with suggestions supplied. A series

of educational views of a remarkable character were produced

by a London firm and brought to America by the Kleine

Optical Company. In the pictures the fly appears as large

as a hen and performs all sorts of acrobatic stunts that prove

not only educational, but entertaining as well. The per-

formance in this city was the first public one of a large

number that will be given in schools, churches, theaters and
other places in every city in the United States.

Put in the form of a life drama of the fly, the moving pic-

tures take an added interest and make a most attractive

entertainment which carries home its lessons of cleanliness

perhaps more forcibly than the work could be accomplished
in almost any other manner.

In the first act of "The Housewife and the Fly" the films

portray various home scenes. Flashed on the screen, in

the limelight oval, a fly is pictured taking a sip of honey from
the point of a needle, showing the action of the proboscis,

which is very much like the trunk of an elephant in min-

iature. Other pictures show the tongue, with every micro
scopic hair distinct. How the busy little worker packs his

valise full of bacteria and carries them, along to the next

boarding house or flat is here shown.

Twenty-Minute Drama.

The second act of this little life history is entitled "How
Flies Carry Contagion." In it the scenes follow one another
in rapid succession, so that the most thoughtless spectator

cannot fail to grasp their full significance. One view shows
the fly on the nipple of a baby's feeding bottle, and, last of

all, a pretty baby placidly sucking the mouthpiece from which
the flies have just departed.
The whole life drama is played in about twenty minutes;

"but in that brief time," said Mr. Hatch, "the average man,
woman or child learns more of the dangers arising from the

fly pest than could be imparted by twelve months of lectures

or twelve volumes of literature on the subject. These pic-

tures will be the most popular and important feature of the
anti-fly campaign in ioio, and will be shown in thousands of

moving picture theaters throughout the country, as well as

before schools and scientific societies.

"Our first idea," continued Mr. Hatch, in describing his

plan to a "Telegram" reporter, "was to construct a huge
model of the housefly, showing its physical structure on a

highly magnified scale, like the model of the mosquito in

the American Museum of Natural History. We decided,
however, that this would not answer our purpose so well as

moving pictures of the insect.

First Fly Photographs.

"The model would take a long time to construct and could
appeal to only comparatively limited numbers, while the
motion pictures could be shown to millions of persons at

once. When I began investigating the subject and got in

touch with the makers of moving picture films in this coun-
try and abroad, I found that such photographs of this insect

had never been made. One big firm in London had made
motion pictures of birds, animals and insects—the latter

including the flea and the mosquito—but not of the fly.

The fly before this project of ours never had been photo-
graphed while at work, so far as I have been able to find out.

"We shall put the moving pictures in the hands of every
exhibitor of motion pictures, of whom there are more than
seven thousand in the United States. One-third of the spec-
tators at the moving picture shows are children. We shall
keep up the work in the public schools throughout the
United States. We are especially desirous of having the en-
thusiastic and earnest co-operation of the three thousand
women's clubs in the United States with their 150,000 mem-
bers, and of having these pictures shown before them also.

"It is the women—the housewives—who can do more
than any other class to abolish the plague of flies. We are
getting in touch with these societies and pushing the cam-
paign as fast as possible. It is a big task, but we shall not
rest until we have achieved it."

SUPERINTENDENT OF NEW YORK SCHOOLS
FAVORS THE PICTURE

Study of the statuary, paintings and antiques in the Met-
ropolitan Museum of Art by the children of the public schools
is a plan that is now being considered by the superintendent
of schools and his associates. Another idea which is receiv-
ing attention and which will probably be carried out at the
same time is the use of moving pictures in the schools for
the education of the pupils.

These two projects are in charge of Mr. Gustave Strauben-
muller, assistant to City Superintendent Maxwell, and are an
outcome of the success that has attended the study by the
school children of exhibits in the Museum of Natural History.

Moving Pictures as Instructors.

Dr. Maxwell recently witnessed an exhibition of moving
pictures by Mr. Charles Sprague Smith and was very favor-
ably impressed with the idea of using them to help educate
the children. If the idea is adopted, pictures of historical
subjects and of the great men of the country, living and dead,
portrayed by capable actors, will be shown.

Practical application of the pictures to teaching chemistry,
commercial geography, nature study and history is contem-
plated.

For some time groups of pupils from the various schools
throughout the city have been taken to the Museum of Nat-
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ural Eiistorj under the guidance of teachers, the visits usually
being mad< on Saturdays. Those who were unable to visit
the museum have received instruction through what the mu-
seum calls iis "circulating collection." This consists of nu-
mero imens that ai I to the schools for certain
periods, being passed along from one school to another.

Req ive been coming in from pupils and teachers for
exhibitions of collections from the Museum of Art, but as it

would be impossible to compile a "circulating collection" of
these exhibits, it has been derided to take the pupils to the
museum.

Bui there will be restrictions 1" the first place, only the
pupils in the two highest elementary grades will be allowed to
view the exhibits and in the second place all pupils admitted
to the classes for the study of art will be required to bring
written permission from their parents or guardians.

Paintings and Statuary as Object Lessons to Pupils.

It is planned to have some teacher assigned from each
school to conduct the classes to the museum. There they
will be taken in hand by Miss Fcnton, a museum worker and
lecturer, who will explain all aliout the works of art and
give the pupils the correct perspective. She will instruct them
as to the correct viewpoint from which to view the various
art objects.

Aside from the visits of classes of pupils to the museum
it is planned to include lectures in the schools on different
phases and schools of art. This is intended to prepare the
minds of the pupils for the proper understanding of the art
works they arc to view later.

Up to the present time children of the public schools have
not been permitted to view the collections at the Museum
of Art, although some groups of high school pupils have been
admitted.

Negotiations are now under way with the museum authori-
ties looking to an arrangement advantageous to the children.
Mr. Straubenmuller, who is chairman of the Committee on
the Course of Study, has made a proposition to Mr. Robert
W. de Forest, secretary of the Metropolitan Museum, and
has been encouraged to go ahead with his plans.

Lectures arc now given to classes from the public schools
at the Museum of Natural History, at the Zoological Park
and at the Botanical Gardens and they have proved very suc-
cessful.—New York "Telegram."

MOVING PICTURES AS A CURE FOR INSANITY.
At the State Asylum for the Nebraska Insane, located at

Norfolk, Neb., the State Board of Public Lands and Buildings
has authorized Dr. Percival, superintendent, to experiment on
the inmates, being convinced by his argument that moving
pictures have a soothing effect upon the minds of insane per-
sons and that many cases of mild insaity have bee cured by
the same means.

Dr. Percival holds that the viewing of pictures produces
the most soothing effect upon the mind where they are shown
in action, and that the rapid change in the view will be much
more beneficial than any regular course of treatment that
could be suggested by experts.
A small private picture machine has been operated at the

asylum a number of times, and after each exhibition Dr.
Percival says he has been able to note a greatly improved
mental condition among the patients who gazed upon the
pictures.

POPULARITY OF MOTION PICTURES.
Four millions of people go to motion picture shows in the

country every day, according, to a recent estimate which
seems to be reasonably accurate. In twenty-five days, or
less than a month, more than the entire population of the
United States have been to motion picture theaters. To
carry this a bit further, it is pertinent to add that this total
is four times as great as go to all other theaters combined.
The unquestioned influence of the motion picture is here

very graphically presented. An industry which appeals di-
rectly to 4,000,000 people a day. or 25,000,000 a week, is not
to be slighted. It is a powerful business force, an element
which cannot be ignored and which exerts an influence second
to none in the country.

Pursuing the subject a bit further, it will be recognized that
the educational opportunities in motion pictures are greater
than in any one thing, excepting the schools. And yet, even
when the comparison is pushed to that point, it is fo'ttnd that
but four and one-half times as many go to school each day
as go to motion pictures. Further, those who go to school
are all children, of varying ages, of course, while the motion
picture is a force which acts upon all ages alike. Its appeal
is universal, and its influence is beyond estimation.

_
Fortunately, most manufacturers realize their responsibili-

ties and maintain their films on a very high plane, both mor-
ally and intellectually. Comparatively little complaint is
heard now, and there is a steady improvement in all direc-
tions. Dramatically there is no longer reason for criticism
in the direction of offering pictures which appeal to, or en-
courage, depravity. Quite the contrary is true, and the stand-
ard of acting is gradually improving. More and better actors
ate emplo

I
the work is more satisfactory from every

standpoint.
The same is true of the photography. Improvements are

rapid, and during the present year there will be changes of
far more importance than have yet occurred. It is worth
while working for 4,000,000 people a day. The incentive is

sufficient to urge producers to a very high grade of work.

PROGRESS OF KINEMATOGRAPHY.
[From Photo-Era for March.]

In our last issue we expressed the hope that Kinemacolor,
or the Urban-Smith motion picture process in natural colors,

might be exploited for the benefit of the American public.
We are glad to announce that the process has been acquired
for America by the Motion Picture Patents Company, of
New York. \Ye understand that this firm is in a much better
position even than a theater magnate with twice the capital

to attend to the manifold details of this new enterprise. On
account of the necessarily great expense, motion pictures in

natural colors will be a luxury that can be afforded by few
of the cheaper motion picture houses—thank the Lord! It

requires intelligent and capable operators to do it justice, and
these are not usually found in second-class show places.

Every lover of kinematography will rejoice that a new era
has arrived in this important class of entertainment. It is

high time, for it was being rapidly degraded. But there is

still room for further improvement, noticeably in the number
of pictures taken and projected, which now averages only
sixteen per second! For this reason, human beings, animals,
vehicles, water craft and other objects, which move in a
direction approximately parallel to the plane of the picture,

are annoyingly blurred, whereas objects approaching, or re-

ceding from, the point of sight (the camera) are generally
well defined, except when they leave the field of sharp focus.

For instance, a person standing in the foreground or middle-
distance will appear quite sharp; but the instant he begins to

move away, however slowly—except in a direction parallel

with the axis of the lens and then only within the limits of
the focal planes—his appearance loses distinctness of form
and detail. Fortunately, this feature is not impossible of im-
provement. It is merelv a matter of increasing the number
of exposures and, consequently the amount of film per second,
which, however, augments the cost of the ultimate result

—

the positive film ready for projection; but second-class pur-

ve3'ors are generally not eager to provide their patrons with
the best products of kinematography, so long as they con-
tinue to endure the rubb'sh now being shown.

flf the editor of our contemporary w^ere in as close touch
with the progress of kinematography as we arc. he would not
allow himself to say that it was being "rapidly degraded."
The exact opposite is the case. Moreover, the number of

blurred pictures produced is singularly small. It is doubtful
if Kinemacolor has been acquired by the Patents Company.
Finally, to characterize the pictures now being shown as
"rubbish" inclines us to think that Mr. French, the editor of

"Photo Era," has a very imperfect knowledge of what is be-

ing accomplished in the moving picture field.—Ed. M. P. W.]

"KINEMACOLOR AND SOME AMERICAN CRITI-
CISMS."

This is the title of an eight-page pamphlet issued by the

Natural Color Kinematograph Company. 80. Wardour street,

London. W., in the course of which the author. Mr. Charles
Urban, replies to some practical criticisms of kinemacolor
that appeared in our pages and those of the Dramatic Mirror
shortly after ihe Madison Square demonstration last De-
cember. Those of our readers interested in the subject should
obtain a copy of this pamphlet of the Natural Color Kine-
matograph Company. We understand from Mr. Urban that

he proposes to be in the United States next month. April.

a tid then we shall probably have further opportunities of

dealing with such phases of kinemacolor as may be neces-
sary to refer to in our pages. Indeed, we have asked Mr.
Urban to write us an article on the subject, which will be
published contemporaneously with his presence in the United
States next April.
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PATENTS.
By Maxwell Stevenson.

What is a patent? This is a question that has been an
swered time after time, argued in the United States courts
written of in books on the subject, and is still bothering
people. But a full exemplification must not be expected in
the space at our command, as we desire to write on several
sections or branches of the question. Briefly, then, a patent
is a grant from the Government to an individual, or several
individuals, of the exclusive right for a term of years to make,
use or sell some particular invention or discovery. The word
discovery in this case is misleading; to inventors it means
invention pure and simple. This apparently sole monopoly
is. however, not an odious monopoly. In "Robinson on Pat-
ents" we read that a patent "lays no burden upon the people
except that of remaining for a while without that which they
never yet enjoyed." A live definition, and one that is the
kernel of the subject at issue.

* * *

Extension of Patents.—A patent cannot be extended be-
yond the term of years for which it is granted, except by
act of Congress. As above written, a patent is a monopoly
and public sentiment is opposed to extension of monopolies.

* * *

What is Patentable.—A patent may be obtained or granted
for any new and useful art (process), machine, article of
manufacture, or a composition of matter, including mechan-
ical or chemical compounds relating to the various arts, etc.,

as well as for new and useful improvements in connection
therewith, for the grant of a patent for an invention will

not stop or hinder the grant on an improvement in such in

vention. The inventors must not, however, use each other's
inventions. An invention to be patentable must not only be
useful, but it must be novel. There are various forms, statu
tory and otherwise, that determine the question of novelty
and usefulness, but it may be broadly stated that when a

person conceives an invention which is original to him, and
at the same time is useful and new in the general accepta
tion of the term, a patent may be obtained therefor. Nat-
urally each case has its peculiarities, and must, therefore, be
handled as well as answered separately; no two cases arc

similar. As long as the contemplated improvements are not
such as would bring the change in the plane of equivalents
it is safe to say that a patent will issue.

* * *

Who May Obtain a Patent.—A patent may be obtained by
any person (man, woman or child, citizen or alien, and the

administrator of the estate of a deceased inventor, as well

as the guardian of an insane inventor), who has invented
something new and not known or used for a certain period,

and not printed in any publication. Upon the death of an
inventor, before application, the latter can only be made by
the executor or administrator, to whom the patent will issue.

In case of death after application, but prior to the issuance
of the patent, the same will be issued to the executor oi

administrator.
* * *

Joint Inventors.—Where two persons work together tc

produce an invention, each contributing suggestions and ef-

forts, a joint application can be made, but in cases where
a person furnishes the capital only, a joint application can-

not be made, though a part of the interest can be assigned to

such person by the inventor, for a patent would not be valid

in which one of the parties interested has signed the papers

without being a co-inventor.
* * *

Caveats.—A caveat is a document properly prepared in

which the inventor sets forth his invention and prays that

protection (which will be explained) may be had until he

shall have completed his invention. This implied protection

remains in force for but one year, but can be renewed. Its

principal, in fact, only statutory function, is to prevent the

issuing of a patent to another for the same invention until

the caveator has had an opportunity to file a completed ap

plication, and then contest the right to the invention by in-

terference proceedings. It, further, gives no rights than that

e; it is not a "patent applied for." and should a completed

application be filed for the same intention, the caveator is

notified to have his complete application prepared and filed

within a certain time. A caveat really gives an inventor an

opportunity to bring his invention to a working basis, while

being able to show, should an interference be afterv, Tds
declared, that his invention in almost its entirety was sub-
ject of caveat protection from a certain undisputable date.

Applications for caveats, like patents, are held in secrecy by
the Patent Office.

* * *

Patent Applied For.—This term is very often a source of

imaginary trouble for the inventor; he wants to know if he
can manufacture and sell his invention and be protected;
also, if infringement be discovered, can he prosecute. An
application is a request for the Commissioner of Patents to
grant a patent for an article as desciibed in the specifications

and shown in the drawings, and until such issues there is no
real protection—that is covering infringement, for, on the
other hand, there is no actual infringement. True, a per-
son can manufacture and sell, and by marking the goods with
the words '"Patent applied for" or ''Patent pending," he
gives notice that his intention is to secure a patent, and,
further, if any one "infringes," it is apt to cause a suit to

recover damages if such act is continued after the patent
issues. But no action can be brought against an alleged in-

fringer until after the patent has been issued.

There are other features to be considered in the practice,

but as they lean to the technical, and are difficult to explain
in a short article, they will not be gone into, except to men-
tion a few, such as: "What Constitutes Infringement;" "In-
terferences;" "Use and Publicity," "Reduction to Practice;"
"Abandonment;" "Equivalents," and "Novelty." To answer
any of the above would require a full knowledge of any par-

ticular case coming under any of the headings.

AMONG THE SHOWS.
The Bronx Hippodrome, on Prospect avenue, under the

management of J. M. Cohen, seats 294 persons and does not
exhibit vaudeville. Most houses seating from 250 to the seat-

ing capacity of an ordinary theater have vaudeville as a part
of the entertainment but Mr. Cohen does not believe in hav-
ing vaudeville as a part of the entertainment of a moving
picture theater. The Bronx Hippodrome opened on New
Year's Day and has been giving the public nothing but pic-

tures and illustrated songs, which are appreciated by its

patrons. It is a well ventilated theater and is well provided
with exits. The only thing that was not deserving of our
commendation was the kind of music played while the Vita-
graph picture, "The Life of Moses," Part 4, was on the screen.

The Mystic Theater, 1313 Boston road. Bronx, under the
management of A. Rosenthal, gives Independent pictures and
vaudeville. For a couple of days he was featuring Signor
Di Noto and his band, which played patriotic airs while slides

of Washington and other pictures were thrown upon the
screen. This place is also well ventilated and is well fitted

with exits. The entertainment as a whole was worth the
admission price.

"WIZARD OF OZ," SELIG'S BIG EASTER RELEASE.
Folk lore, legends, myths and fairy tales have followed

childhood through the ages, for every healthy youngster has
a wholesome and instinctive love for stories fantastic, mar-
velous and manifestly unreal. The winged fairies of Grimm
and Anderson have brought more happiness to childish hearts
than all other human creations. Yet the old-time fairy tale,

having served for generations, may not be classed as "his-
torical" in the children's library, for the time has come
for a series of newer "wonder tales" in which the stereo-
typed genie, dwarf and fairy are eliminated, together with
all the horrible and blood-curdling incidents devised by
their authors to point a fearsome moral to each tale. Modern
education includes morality; therefore the modern child
seeks only entertainment in its wonder tales and gladly dis-

penses with all disagreeable incident. The Selig Polyscope
Company having this thought in mind, the film of "The
Wizard of Oz" was produced to please the grown-ups and
children of to-day. It aspires to being a modernized fairy
tale, in which the wonderment and joy are retained and the
heartaches and nightmares are left out.
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Representative Mellen, of Worcester, Mass., whose stupid

attack on the moving picture formed the theme of one of

my little sermons on the screen a few weeks ago, has stepped
down from his pinnacle of absurdity in favor of a lady, the
Rev. Dr. Anna Shaw, whose uncharitable references to the
moving picture house are dealt with in another part of this

week's World. Mellen occupied his melancholy pontificate

of fanaticism only a few short weeks. Dr. Anna Shaw, in the
Papacy of persecution, is, it seems, to have even a shorter
reign. Law making and divinity are to be replaced by justice

in the campaign of persecution against the moving picture
which seems to have recently reopened.

* * *

1 feel a very great personal soreness in this matter.
Wherever I go in New York City I am identified with the
moving picture. And when I sit in my little restaurant day
by day or in my tea house, around about Broadway or Fourth
avenue, my conversation with those whom I meet is about
the moving picture, its progress, its influence, its qualities,

its popularity and the like. Similarly, whenever I penetrate
into that hive of philanthropy known as the Charity Build-
ing, the talk there with my friends is about the moving
picture and its excellencies. In all my life I am standing
up for the moving picture.

* * *

If I thought for a moment, if I had to admit for half a

moment, that what Mellen said about the picture house was
true, and that what this lady, Dr. Anna Shaw, also says
about it was anywhere near the mark, I would not stay in

the business another five minutes. I am not alone in this.

To read what these people say about the picture theater
anyone would think that it was purposely made the excuse
for the vile trade in immorality which flourishes in the lower
parts of the city—of every city—and, let it also be said, in

parts of the great White Way and also, let it be said, in

the immediate vicinity of 287 Fourth avenue. Anybody might
think that there was absolutely no good in picturedom, and
that the ten or twelve thousand picture houses throughout the
United States were simply so many dens of iniquity for
ruining women and children!

* * *

It is a lie! It is worse than a lie; it is what Tennyson
calls "half a lie," because there is just enough truth in the
lie to give plausibility. I wonder what Dr. Anna Shaw would
say if a picture man turned round and stigmatized every
chapel and church in the country as a recruiting station for
vice, because some girl or woman who attended the chapel
had gone to the devil indirectly on account of her attendance
thereat! Yet the picture man would be just as much justi-

fied in making this sweeping charge as Dr. Anna Shaw is

in condemning the moving picture house. But it was not
of Dr. Anna Shaw that I wanted to speak in this column.
She has been deposed from her pride of place as the chief

temporary persecutor of the moving picture by Judge O'Sul-
livan, to whom the newspaper man this last week has un-
consciously assigned the primacy in the campaign of per-
secution that has recently broken out.

* * *

It seems that some girl was attacked by a youth after
a picture show performance and was sentenced by the judge
to a term of imprisonment. And the judge is reported to
have made a speech adverse to the moving picture show.
Winn justice opens its mouth, dear reader, you and I in-

variably listen with respect, because the man who makes
his way to the judicial bench is not an irresponsible com-
mentator. He has been trained in the study and administra-
tion of the law, he is accustomed to deal with matters of
fact and while administering the law or dispensing justice
and mercy he represents or rather typifies the principles of
g I government. In other words, a judge is the deputy of
the ruler of the country.

* * *

I Knee it is, that your newspaper man, whenever a judge
commits himself to a matter of opinion on manners or
morals, takes particular notice of what his honor says.
Judicial utterances, you see, make good copy. They carry
great infli ence, and people believe in them as they believe

in the utterances of a legislative Representative like Mellen
or a theological pastor like Dr. Anna Shaw. For these
people arc educated people and presumably truth tellers.

* * *

Listen to what the judge says: "There are no snares
for the catching and bringing of young girls down to the
level of infamy and shame like the moving picture shows.
It is time that the mothers and fathers in this city learned
that these shows are dens of iniquity where their children
may be ruined. The law cannot protect young girls from
the human dogs and scoundrels who infest these moving
picture shows"! ! ! It is necessary to tell Judge O'Sullivan
what was told Representative Mellen and what is being told
Dr. Anna Shaw; that he is libeling an honorable industry
a cheap and agreeable form of entertainment, and that he
is branding with disgrace thousands and thousands of hon-
orable people engaged in the manufacture, selling and the
exhibition of moving pictures.

* * *

Here we have the case of a man, presumably well trained
in the law, presumably with a level mind and competent to
adjudicate upon matters of fact that are presented to him

—

here we have a man, who, because a boy and a girl mis-
conducted themselves after a moving picture show, brands
all these places (which, by the way, are attended each
day of the year by from six to eight millions of people in
this country), he brands them as dens of iniquity! ! In other
words, according to Judge O'Sullivan, one-tenth of the popu-
lation of the United States passes part of its time every
day in "dens of iniquity"! Presumably built, if I understand
the judge aright, simply for iniquitous purposes!

* * *

Now, Judge, just withdraw what you said. When you
come up town again, make your way to Mr. Ganes' Mov-
ing Picture Theater, at Thirty-first street and Broadway,
or to Keith & Proctor's, on Twenty-third street, or to the
Auduborn Theater, at 181st street, or to the little Fair, on
Fourtenth street, or to the moving picture theater on Park
low. Just walk right in like a man; pay your monev, and
in the interests of truth and justice satisfy yourself that you
have made a mistake; that these places are not dens" of
iniquity; that they are cleanly and well-conducted houses of
rational, healthy, stimulating amusement. Because one vicious
boy and one stupid girl go wrong after visiting a mov-
ing picture show it is no more right for you to stigmatize
moving picture shows as dens of iniquity than it would be
for you to say that every chapel in this city is a den of
iniquity, because Colonel and Mrs. Astor who were secretly
divorced the other day and are therefore violating the divine
law of the indissolubility of marriage were married in a
chapel. One might as well turn round and stigmatize every
court in the country as dens of iniquity because injustice
was occasionally dispensed there and stupid nonsense talked
from the judicial bench.

* * *

When I read the utterances of people like Judge O'Sullivan.
Dr. Anna Shaw and Mr. Mellen, I regret that we have not
in the moving picture field some representative body for
putting these fanatics right; for neutralizing in the press the
harm which their utterances do. It will be remembered
that a year ago the Motion Picture Patents Company started
out to protect the interests of the moving picture in the
press. This policy was dropped. It seems to me that if

the company, as it is at present conducted, cannot do this
work, its associated manufacturers should get together and
appoint somebody to watch over the interests of the movine
picture in the press and to obviate if not prevent the ef-
fects of the poisonous utterances of Representative Mellen.
Dr. Anna Shaw and Judge O'Sullivan. It is onlv two weeks
ago since T devoted this page to a little note of congratu-
lation that the press of the United States was more favor-
ably disposed towards the moving picture than it used to be.
and that the fanatical clergy had stopped their stupid ful-
minations and ignorant criticisms. But, here we are in the
thick of a revived persecution! Is it because of the Lenten
season, or the bad weather, that these volcanoes of puritan-
lsm have again become active' Will Mr. Mellen, Dr. Shaw
or Judge O'Sullivan favor us with a replv?
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CHICAGO NOTES.
1
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greatly gratified to see that The Moving Picture
World is not only read but that its advice is acted upon.

several theaters, objects of some previous letters, have
taken warning, and fully realizing the good work done by
the Orpheum, are fast modifying their music, and some are
adopting proper sound effects. In other words, the manager,
the first one interested in the receipts of the place, is not
allowing his pianist and other musicians to amuse themselves
with noisy old ragtime tunes to the detriment of pictures.
No. Mr. Manager stepped in and seems to have given some
strict orders.
At the Pastime they had a Vitagraph picture of a Mexican

type. The musicians gave us a good Spanish selection, very
appropriate to the production, and several sound effects were
rendered. There is still room for improvement, as it is not
correct to sound the gallop of horses running on soft ground
as loud as if on stone pavement, but as long as the managers
show the real spirit of reform, we must be a little lenient,
give them time to perfect the music and the sound effects, and
encourage them.
The show managers should have the same faith in the

future of moving pictures as we find on the part of the man-
ufacturers, and not act on the supposition that pictures are
merely a sideshow or a curtain-raiser.
Cinematography is still in its infancy and will last for

many generations to come. Capital is invested every day in
the erection of new theaters and in the promotion of new
branches of the industry.
An example is the great prosperity of Bell & Howell, of

90 Illinois street. These enterprising young men have so
many orders booked ahead for their different machines that
they are compelled to increase their plant by taking another
floor of the same building.
The Old Reliable Film Renovating Company have also

been forced out of their old quarters to seek increased facil-

ities at 22 Randolph street.

The exchanges are settling down for business after what
has been a sort of general moving.
The American Film Service occupies the bank floor of the

building, yy South Clark street, and looks like a bank with
its large, spacious anteroom and its fine hardwood and glass
partitions. Six windows with brass ornamented gratings
complete the appearance. The windows are marked: "Cash-
ier," "Information," "Booking," "Song Slides," "Films Out,"
"Films In." Everything looks cheerful and prosperous.
The Standard Film Exchange occupies the whole second

floor of the two buildings, 159-161 Washington street, and
as the carpenters and painters have completed their work,
everything looks as bright as a new penny. A spacious ante-
room, furnished with opera chairs, is provided for the opera-
tors waiting for and returning with the reels. One side of

the front part of the building is occupied by a very tasty

private office for Mr. Hopp, in the rear of which is still an-
other smaller private office, a real cozy-corner. The remain-
ing part of the front is devoted to the general offices and a

large exhibition room for machines, etc. In the rear is a

very large room for the examination and rewinding of the
films, with two large vaults in which are kept the reels, each
reel jn a galvanized iron box. Also in the rear is a well-

equipped and well-lighted repair shop and a storeroom for

the posters, etc. The center of the floor, back of the par-

tition and windows, is given to the booking office, the song
slide department, the film service, etc. With all these in-

creased facilities, the Standard Film Exchange should be well

able to take good care of their patrons and maintain their

reputation for a prompt and reliable service.

The Unique Film and Construction Company, with the

Geo. M. Hoke Supply Company, have just moved to fine quar-

ters at 81 South Clark street, but are not yet through with

the carpenters and painters. Although everything is yet in

a sort of topsyturvy state, we see evidence of another well-

equipped film exchange.
The United States Film Exchange have also secured fine

quarters at 81 South Clark street, but, like their neighbors,

the Unique Film and Construction Company, they are still

in the hands of carpenters, although business goes on as

usual.

The licensed exchanges have a "local" and meet every
Thursday afternoon. As I have not attended their meetings,

T cannot say what is the nature of the business transacted;

but it seems to me that if they meet for the general welfare

of the moving pictures, they should plan to not conflict with
each other and make such arrangements as would insure a

full release of all the licensed films. The other day, "The
President's Special" was shown on the release day at four

theaters in a district of five—at the Boston, at the Pastime,

at the Alcazar, at the Orpheum. The Casino was the only

place not showing the film. On the same day Vitagraph and
Gaumont made releases. The Vitagraph release was shown
in three of the places, while 1 did not see in the district the
two pictures of Gaumont. I know for a fact that a lady who
had heard of the release of the Vitagraph, "The Wayside
Shrine," went the next day on Madison street to see it, but
could not find it on the boards. I would like to see the ex-
changes take advantage of their "local" to arrange the pro-
grams so as to give the complete list of the releases and give
the public a chance to see a good release <>n the second day.
The exhibitors would gain much, as, if the programs were
varied, the lovers of mOving pictures would visit all the shows
of the street the same day, while to-day they pass the Casino
if they see on the board the same picture just witnessed at

the Boston or at the Alcazar. J. M. B.

'SHUT UP!'

Enforcing the law.

(From the Newark "News.")

SITUATION IN NEWARK, N. J.

Sheriff Harrigan took a hand last Saturday and notified the
police that if they did not act and close the motion picture
shows on Sunday, he should. The police, pursuant to their
expressed intentions, did not act, and thirty-two places were
open all day Sunday, showing pictures to good audiences.
The Sheriff did not like the indifference of the police and

says that next Sunday he shall act and close every place he
finds open. The question very naturally arises as to whether
he can do it or not after the decision of the Supreme Court.
In other words, there may be a question to be determined as
to how much right the State has to interfere in the home
arrangements of the city.

Worse things go on in Newark every Sunday than motion
picture shows, and the Sheriff does not interfere. It is hard
to understand why he is making a scapegoat of the motion
picture man when others even more culpable are permitted
to carry on their enterprises, whatever they may be, in de-
fiance of the law. Unquestionably the time is coming when
motion picture shows on Sunday will be legalized, as, indeed,
they should be, the same as museums, lectures and other
educational features and interests. It doesn't seem right that
the greatest educational force of this or any other age should
be subjected to the same legal restrictions that are applied to
a saloon or other injurious agency.

H. W. Friedman and Jack Levy, formerly of the Royal
Sign Company and the Greater New York Film Company,
respectively, have started in business for themselves under
the firm name of the Modern Sign Company, with offices at

124 East Fourteenth Street, New York City, Exhibitors de-

siring to obtain signs, banners, posters, etc., should corre-
spond with this company, and those w-ho are in a position
to visit them, should do so.
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OPERATORS* COLUMN.
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.
Conducted by F. H. Richardson.

1 find that some operators in small towns hesitate to use
this column from the fact that their's being the only house,
the name of the town preceding the reply would tell their

employer that they had been "stuck" on something. Let me
say that the name of town will be suppressed when n

at no one will know who it is that is asking the question,

nswered this week-, is a case in point.

The Light.— Petolia, Ontario, Can., writes asking what
causes the light to show greenish colored and have a dividing

in it- middle. This condition, he says, only obtains when
the moving picture is on. the Stereo picture being clear and
all right, 'ion h;

I

-aid whether you were using direct

ilternating current, hut I think you must he using alter-

nating and a rheostat. Just why the light shows greenish

in tin: I cannot say without further information; hut the

dividing line is caused by your carbons being set wrong.
I'm- full directions concerning Jthe setting of carbons I

would refer you to pages 1X7 iSK. August, 1909, issue. Moving
ire World, v

.

whole matter is explained and il-

rated. I am of the ..pinion that with your carbons set

right the greenish tint you complain of will also disapi

If you have not the issue of The World to which I refer

von, it may he had by sending ten cents to the editor. You
ought to have it. The matter occupies almost two whole

and could not well be reproduced in this column.

Relation of Lens and Picture.—Ohio (name of town sup-

• d by request), asks what size lens he needs to project

picture 10x13 at 68 feet, also should 9-16 carbons be used

on no-volt alternating current.

find required lens to project any size picture at any

given distance you multiply the throw in feet by width of

aperture (picture opening) in fractions of an inch and

divide result by width of desired picture in feet. Ordinarily

the width of aperture is taken as 1 inch, but for exact results

measure the opening with an inside caliper and multiply by

the exact width. This will be as exact as you can figure.

AToviii^ picture lenses vary considerably. The stereo lens

size is had the same way, taking width of aperture (mat in

slide) at 3 inches. The result obtained is the equivalent focus

of the desired lens and this fact must be stated in ordering.

Five-eighths soft cored carbons, top and bottom, are right

for any voltage alternating current. A larger size would

onlv be required for very high amperage or a less size for

vcrv light amperage. It is the number of amperes, not

the voltage, which determines the size of carbon necessary.
# * X-

Lantern Slides.—Fort Recovery, Ohio, asks what is neces-

sary to do to ordinarv photographic negatives in order to be

able to project them." Nothing at all. except to make posi-

reduccd or enlarged, as the case may be, to slide size

viz V i
x 4 inches. Bind them up with a cover glass and

mat just like a regular slide, which in fact they will be

Of ,.. u may color them if you wish, but it is doubtful

ou will be successful at that without considerable ex-

perience.
* * *

Bulging Film.—Fresno, Cal., writes that they are having

trouble with their film "bulging" in the center. Say they

have put on a new aperture plate, tension springs, new gate

new idlers and intermittent sprocket without eliminating the

*"

You have a hard case, but 1 think you will find the trouble

to be either in the projection lens itself or else due to th«

fact that your tension springs set in too far on one or both

sides That is to saw one or both of them set over so far

towards the picture opening that they are partly off the track

of the aperture plate and are causing the film to buckle

slightly a- it passes under them. By buckling 1 mean bend

in slightly towards the lens as it passes under the springs

irided your lens is O. K. and your aperture plate not

worn at all 1 can see no other explanation for the troubli

Won't you kindly advise me if you find this to be a correct

solution? First try a different lens on the machine to make

sure it is not in the lens itself. It is possible that the springs

too far in the opposite direction, thus causing the film

to bulge out instead of in. If you find the above does not

answer then try the aperture plate (picture gauge) tracks

with a machinist's steel square. Tt is possible the surface

to which the plate is screwed is not true, thus pulling the

plate itself out of true—buckling it somewhat.

Picture Out of Focus.—Roxbury. Mass., writes that his
picture is out of focus at extreme top, left corner, or ex-

treme bottom, right corner. Before answering must know
make of machine and whether or no position of frame-up
makes any difference as to which corner appears out of focus.

Alsd do you mean top left corner of screen or aperture it

Remember the top left corner of picture would be the
r right corner of aperture plate. I await further in

formation.
* * *

Size of Condenser Lenses.—Tower City, Pa., asks what size

r lenses to use for 14x16 picture at 50 feet. Says
licture is not brilliant and thinks condensers are of wrong
length.

You are using about a 3^2-inch equivalent focus projection

lens and for such a lens should have condensers of equal
equivalent focal length.

It is unlikely that lack of brilliancy is caused by wrong
condensers, unless they are very wrong, in which case you
would have a pronounced "ghost." It is likely your light is

not strong enough, i. e., you are not using sufficient current
the wrong kind of carbons or carbons not set right. Bear in

mind that much, very much depends on the setting of youi
ins exactly right.

H. F. HOFFMAN GETS A WALLOP
From a Critic and Replies Herewith.

1 received the following by mail, criticising my "article

in the issue of February 5. I dare say that after this I am
supposed to be properly "squelched" and should never dare
to burst int.. print again. According to its writer, the moving
picture industry seems to be rotting away from its own pure
rot, for he uses the word rotten very often without leaving
us a definite idea as to just what a rotten picture is. His
incoherence is no doubt due to the fire of righteousness
within as is usual with most film critics, and not from any
lack of scholarly attainments. The letter:

"H. F. Hoffman".
"Care Moving Picture World.

"Dear Sir— I have read your article (?) in The Moving
Picture World and would say to you that for one who has
seen many good pictures in those 'parlors' as you call them
& have seen some of the most 'depraved' pictures that one
can lay eyes upon. Certainly you are as much justified as any
one in business just as the saloon keeper or dive keeper is. A
clean picture has a good lesson to it: but the others such as
the murder & black-mail is nothing but passion to ones mind
no other way to put it. Hope you can get some of those good
pictures & instead of the poor excuses of the ones you call

pictures. Just because you have seen rotten melo-drama, &
read Nick Carter & other rotten literature, and it has not
hurt you as you claim, How many boys and girls have such
rot spoiled? You c'an count them. Just so the effects of your
rotten pictures only the first impression is more effective than
print as what one sees always stays with him. Since there
are so many good subjects you can choose from. I cant see
why you do choose the morbid, rotten subjects you do. The
creator of these films simply wants to work on ones baser
passions instead of up lifting one. Very truly,

"W. A. POE,
"Cleveland O."

The name of Poe in connection with morbid subjects nat-
urally turns our thoughts to our critic's namesake, Edgar
Allan Poe. Here we have two Pocs: one of them denouncing
the morbid in labored language, while the other has left a

name and a school of morbid classics, written in language
incomparable. Xow which of these two will live the longer
in the thoughts of men? Perhaps "Bernice" and "The Tell
Tale Heart" were literary mistakes. Then, too, "The Mur-
ders in the Rue Morgue -

' should perhaps be classed as
"rotten." Tt may be that our critic can prove to us that his

cousin. Edgar A., was working on "one's baser passions
instead of uplifting one," and also that he was "as much
justified as anyone in business just as the saloonkeeper or
divekeeper is."

The greatest fault of the film critics is the unsatisfactorv
way in which they generalize. The subjects they do not like
are described vaguely as "depraved." "immoral," "unwhole-
some," or "rotten," as the case may be. It is very seldom they
come out flatfooted and mention the name of any one par-
ticular subject that is unfit for exhibition. I have no recollec-
tion of ever reading a list of film subjects that were recom-
mended for suppression. The film critics rant in a general
way about rotten pictures, condemning exhibitor and manu-
facturer alike, but they refuse to give him any specific in-

stance from which he could take a lesson and mend his ways.
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"A clean picture has a good lesson to it," says Mr. Poe II.
There we have the vague generality again. What does he
mean by a clean picture? Let us suppose that by a clean
picture he means a picture with a clean motive, or a motive
that is free from all indication of human passion, temptation,
sin, deceit, selfishness, death, sorrow, etc. That is the kind
of picture, he says, that teaches a good lesson. The only kind
of a picture that could be made without those human traits
would be limited comedy, a colored fairy picture, or an edu-
cational subject. Very few comedies teach any lesson at
all; all fairy pictures that teach any lesson are based upon
human frailty, otherwise they become mere transformation
tableaux. Educational pictures are clean and teach good
lessons in their way, but where is there an audience that
wants educational pictures only? In other words, to teach a
lesson there must be an example, and the only examples are
to be found in the depiction of human weakness.
Now our critic asks us, "How many girls & boys have

such rot spoiled?" How do we know? That's just what we
would like to find out. So far we haven't heard of any, except
in the same vague, general way that picture critics have.
Much has been written about the children moving pictures
have spoiled, but so far no one has come forward upon a
public platform, leading a depraved, perverted child, and
cried aloud, "Behold, brethren and sistern, lrere is little

Johnnie Jones, who was ruined and debased by looking at
moving pictures!" Our critics are artful dodgers when it

comes to specifying names.
Mr. Poe II. says of these ruined children. "You can count

them." and our answer is, We can't, we can't. Let him count
them: and after they are all counted, Mr. Poe, send us your
list and we will publish it along with the list of "rotten" pic-

tures that you have in mind. HUGH F. HOFFMAN.

SELF-APPOINTED GUARDIANS.

By F. H. Richardson.

It would seem to the average man that. >o Ions as nothing
vicious be involved, it is absolutely no one's business where
or how I amuse myself! This is supposed to be a land of

freedom. It is supposed that so long as one does no act

which is in itself injurious to the community, as such, he or

she is at entire liberty to do as individual taste and inclination

may direct. Theoretically, at least, no man has the right to

dictate to me in anything concerning religion, including form
of worship or failure to worship at all. Theoretically, at

least, it is my right to do any old thing I may wish to on
Sunday, or any other day, always provided the act be not

one calculated to work injury in any way to the community
as a whole. In past days, while men still firmly believed in

witchcraft, it was considered perfectly within the rights of

society, represented by the law, to force men, women and
children to go to church and do other things of like nature.

But with progressing years it has come to be generally rec-

ognized (or we thought it had) that church and state should
and must be divorced. It has come to be an accepted fact

that the matter of a man's, soul is one strictly between him
and his Creator and one in which the state may not in any
way or manner interfere. The great cities are literally bee-

hives of industry wherein life is lived at high tension for at

least six; days in the week. Six days the toiler spins, and
spins so fast and so hard that there is small desire for

recreation when the day's work is over. But on the seventh

day, Sunday, he. or she, is released from the great industrial

treadmill and may have one whole day for enjoyment. And
aside from rare holidays this is pretty nearly the only play-

time the city toiler has, except when too weary from a day's

work to enjoy anything except a bed or an easy chair. But
now come certain self-constituted guardians of the public

morals (at least they ascribe their actions to a desire to im-

prove "morals," largely) who propose to say to the great

mass of toilers, that, in so far as they (the aforesaid guard-
ians) are able to accomplish it, their amusements shall be
limited on the seventh day, the day of rest, to church-going
and sedate strolls in the parks—at least I haven't heard, as

yet, of their attempting to close the public parks. The thea-

ters are all to be closed hard and tight, lest the dear people
be contaminated by looking at the same play that they are

at liberty to look at on Monday, without the least danger of

harm. How consistent! How charmingly delightful it is to

be certain our "morals' are veing well looked after by certain

dear individuals who are willing to do it without money and
without price (?) How beautiful and satisfying to not only
be able to, but obliged, to sit in the house in deep contem-
plation of—of—well, any old thing we may happen to have
to contemplate, all day Sunday, and spend the other six days
making a living, or part of one, anyhow, at hard labor. By

HJMoffma^

THE AGENT

all means shut up the theaters, especially the pernicious mov-
ing picture theaters, which put on such plays as "The Life
of Moses," "The Passion Play," "Where Is My Wandering
Boy To-night?" to the everlasting damnation of young and
old! Shut 'em up! By all means shut 'em up! What will

the people do on Sunday? Oh, let 'em stay in the house or
go to church. Yes, let 'em go to church, for we, the self-

appointed guardians of them, say they must—or stay at home;
and verily are not we the law and the prophets? Yea, verily.

Selah!

DENS OF INIQUITY (?)

By F. H. Richardson.

Judge O'Sullivan, of the Court of General Sessions, has
just declared the moving picture theaters to be "dens of
iniquity," and made the declaration from the bench. How
does the worthy Judge know? Has he been a frequenter of

moving picture shows? Has he any first-hand knowledge
at all? Has he been in a dozen moving picture theaters in

all his life? In just wdiat does the terrible iniquity consist?
The writer has been employed in moving picture theaters for

several years. He believes he is a moral man. He has four
children of his own. He is free to say that he has absolutely
no knowledge at all of anything iniquitous in or about moving
picture theaters except that there is an occasional picture

shown which portrays scenes which might well be left out.

But these objectionable scenes are few and very far between
nowadays and very seldom are they anything but very mildly
bad. That many young girls who are habitual attendants at

moving picture theaters in company with young men are led

astray, may readily be granted, but if it were not the moving
picture theater it would be something else, probably far

worse It is not the moving picture theater that is respon-
sible for their downfall in any way, shape or manner, but
the fact that their parents allow them to go out nights in

company with callow youths; and, as I say, were they not
thus attending theaters they would be somewhere else, and
that somewhere else would probably be far worse and their

ruin merely be accelerated. The Judge may be a very wise
lawyer, but it does not follow that he is in any degree qual-

ified to conserve the morals of the young or that he is in any
degree qualified to pass upon the moral influence of the
moving picture show.

Mr. James B. Smith, manager of the Majestic Theater,
Talladega, Ala., writes under date of November 4, 1909. that

he installed a "Hallberg" Economizer in October, which has-

reduced his weekly bill for electric current from $11.26 to

only $4.62. He is, of course, much pleased with the "Hall-
berg" and says that he is advising all his friends to install

the "Hallberg" Economizer, as it is a great current saver
and gives a beautiful light on the sheet.
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COMMENTS mm FILMS
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"The Lesson by the Sea" (Vitagraph).—An interesting pic
ture, conveying, possibly, a lesson which might or might not
have been intended. Anyhow it represents how a woman was
unwittingly compromised through the scheming wickedness
of two young men who took advantage of her. The litis

band, fortunately, is not unreasonable and the traducers gel
a sound trouncing. The film is well acted, the photograph)
is good, there is plenty of action and the story itself is in it

without interest. It may suggest to those who are prone
to such indulgences the dangers that exist and in addition to
interesting may also exert a wholesome influence.

"The Indian Scout's Vengeance" (Kalem).—This is the
second of the films released by this house in which their In-

dian actors arc employed. It is melodramatic and the action
is lively, and it tells the story of the scout's vengeance in

a wax that cannot be mistaken. There are the usual char
nctcrs of an ungrateful Mexican, a band of cowboys who gc
to thi' rescue of a stolen girl, with a long list of exciting
incidents in connection therewith. The film has many thrills

and holds the interest of the audience without wavering
throughout its entire length. The background is picturesque
and adds much to the beauty and attractiveness of the picture
As masters of melodramatic work of a highly interesting
character the Kalem company of players are to be heartily
commended, and this film on the evening that we saw it in

Proctor's Twenty-third street house, received the loudest kinci

of applause.

"Lost and Regained" (Edison).—A dramatic story based
upon the loss of memory occasioned by a blow on the head
A sailor thus loses consciousness, the ship upon which he is

supposed to have sailed is lost with all on board and he
wanders around unknowing and unknown until a falling beam
in a burning house, from which he rescues a child, hits him
on the head and restores his memory. Then he is reunited
with his family again. The story is simple, but its sug-
gestions are sufficient to cause one to pause and wondei
what might occur under certain circumstances. The Edison
playrers did their oarts well, but there is something about
the story or the way it was interpreted that fails to make it

convincing.

"That Girl of Dixon's" (Edison).—A melodrama which
contains most of the qualities that go to make such dramas
popular. The operation of the huge cotton compress is

cleverly reproduced and introduces a new feature into a mo-
tion picture. It adds a picturesque and somewhat novel
phase of scenic interest and gives a new viewpoint to those
fortunate enough to see it. The acting is quite up to the
standard of such dramas and the photographer has performed
his part of the work well. The love story which runs through
gives the necessary touch of heart interest and adds the
essential human touch. It is a good story, well told in

an attractive picture.

"Mexican's Faith" (Essanay).—A Western love story, with
thrills enough to hold the interest of the audience and keep
them wondering what is coming next. It is illustrative of a
trait in the character of a Mexican which may or may not
be true, but which, nevertheless, adds interest to the picture
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One objection to the film is the carrying off of a girl. It is

not pleasanl to sec even pictured insults, and it would be
quite as well for the motion picture industry, and the influ-
ence of the motion picture, if such scenes were relegated to

the background along with the murders and suicides which
d across the screens some months ago. They add no

touch that is beneficial and they arc distinctly objectionable
gnat many people. Otherwise this film has much to

commend it, in dramatic quality, acting and photography.
The Essanay players have grasped the true Western spirit

and have satisfactorily interpreted certain phases of plains life.

"Blue Fishing Nets" (Gaumont).—An industrial subject,
illustrating certain branches of the fishing industry, which
adds a good film to the industrial and educational list. The
viewpoints are well chosen, yielding a picturesque repro-
duction, and the photography is remarkably clear and has
exceptional tonal values.

"Legend of King Midas" (Gaumont).—A dramatic repro-
duction of the well-remembered legend which represents
King Midas so unfortunate that everything he touches turns
to gold. The picture is adequately reproduced and is ex-
cellent in all its details. It would be difficult indeed to im-
prove upon the photographic quality, and the dramatic feat-

ures are carefully worked out. The film should really be
included tinder the head of educational, since it illustrates a

story which is learned in the schools.

"Soul of Venice" (Vitagraph).—A dramatic picture which
reproduces a love story and at the same time gives many
interesting views of Venice. The last part of the picture,

reproducing the vision of the young poet, is admirably staged
and lias little of the appearance of being plastered against
the wall. Dramatically the picture is satisfactory, the players
in most instances taking full advantage of the opportunities
afforded by the piece and developing &em admirably. Alto-
gether this picture will rank among the best efforts of the
Vitagraph house.

"Granny's Birthday" (Pathe).—A little comedy from this

house which offers numerous opportunities for a laugh and
succeeds admirably in performing its mission.

"In the Gulf of Salerno" (Pathe).—An admirable scenic
picture, representing the beauties of this attractive locality.

The selection of the viewpoints has been admirable and the
resulting scenes are picturesque and attractive. Such work
is to be commended because it affords opportunity for thou-
sands of people in distant parts of the world to acquire a

reasonably accurate impression of beauty spots like this, who
would otherwise never know about them.

"The Final Settlement" (Biograph).—A temperance story,

told with all the ability and close attention to details which
mark the work of the Biograph Company. Highly dramatic
in its action, the story is told in a way which makes a strong
impression upon everyone who sees it. That the sight of

Ruth should arouse the dormant better impulses in her former
lover scarcely seems strange, yet it must be admitted that it

is unusual. Nevertheless this has an element of novelty
about it as shown here which adds to its interest.

"The Ranger and the Girl" (Lubin).—A picturesque, though
somewhat melodramatic picture, representing the Texas
Rangers, formerly as well known along the Southern border
of the country as the Mounted Police are in Canada. It in-

volves a love story, in which Capt. Carver, chief of the
Rangers, and the daughter of the head smuggler are inter-

ested. There is a succession of strange mixups, but the
smugglers escape and the girl offers herself as hostage to

Carver, which is eagerly accepted. The acting is vigorous
and there is no question about its meaning. There is, how-
ever, plenty of dramatic opportunity, which is fully devel-
oped. The Lubin players have maintained their reputation
in this picture, and the operator has done his work well.

"Joseph Sold by His Brethren" (Pathe).—A satisfactory
and clear interpretation of this old story. Every child knows
it. and it is here presented in the beauty of Oriental color.

One need not repeat it, but one may commend it as an
adequate representation of a subject which appeals to all

who read the Bible. The story is closely followed, since it

is sufficiently dramatic in itself to hold interest without the
necessity of resorting to rearrangement or additions. The
whole narrative is reproduced, and so graphically is it done
that a stronger impression than the mere reading was capable
of producing is made upon the audience. It is an excellent
Lenten subject, and churches and Sunday schools could use
it with profit to themselves and benefit to their congregations.

"A Mica Mine" (Pathe).—Here is an industrial film, show-
ing the methods of mica mining in the Ullugura mountains.
It is an adequate addition to the excellent industrial series

which has been brought out by the Pathcs heretofore. It

furnishes accurate information of a little known industry and
should prove of interest to those who care for industrial or

educational films. Added to this are the scenic attractions,

which are wild and picturesque.
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Industries of Southern California" (Selig).—-An attractive
representation of the principal industries which have gone
far to make Southern California famous. Not alone are the
industries represented, but the picturesque scenery of that
charming region is satisfactorily reproduced. It will give a
new view of California and a'fford opportunity for many
thousands of people to become acquainted with its scenery
who previously comprehended but little about it.

"Nick Carter as an Acrobat" (Eclair).—Another interesting
film in the Xick Carter series. This represents the original
methods adopted by the famous detective in hunting down
criminals. It is interesting and sufficiently melodramatic to
be thrilling. The acting is in harmony with the subject.

"Castles on the Rhine" (Eclair).—Views of the castles on
the famous river from Bingen to Coblenz. Not only is this
picture entertaining. It possesses an important educational
value. One journeys along the beautiful stream, viewing
these marvelous old structures and enjoying the picturesque
scenery. It is, perhaps, one of the most entertaining pictures
this firm has put out. It is adequate in its representation of

the subject. The operator has performed his part well, select-

ing the most picturesque viewpoints and illustrating the
buildings to the best advantage.

"The Governor's Pardon" (Imp).—A novel subject, worked
out in an intensely dramatic way. A good man takes a

condemned convict's place in prison so the latter can go
to see his dying wife. On his way back he is killed by an
automobile. If the guard had not recognized the good man
he would have been executed in the convict's place. For-
tunately it all comes out right and the difficulties are swept
away. The picture is strongly dramatic and the players have
worked out the situations with a full appreciation of the

possibilities. The acting is alive, with a comprehension of

the possibilities in such a complication. The photography
shows improvement over some previous films put out by this

house and marks steadv improvement in technical excellence.

"In the Shadow of Mt. Shasta" (Selig).—A picture which
carries with it the unmistakable flavor of the West. It is a

story of virile and loyal manhood and womanhood, and car

ries with it a conviction that one is looking at real people

and learning their inmost secrets, instead of at a picture. It

is acted with all the enthusiasm and fidelity to the life depicted

which characterizes the work of the Selig players. The pic-

ture has the snap and dash of the spirit and the occasion

which it represents.

"Ranson's Folly" (Edison).—It may appear funny under

some circumstances to hold up a stage coach. In the picture

here shown it would not have been so funny for Ranson if

the real robber's daughter had not been in love with him
The love story is the saving episode in this tragedy and sup

plies the necessary dramatic interest. The picture is ex-

cellent in its reproduction of frontier life, illustrating numer
ous features which are interesting from the scenic standpoint,

apart from supplying a background for a story. The acting

is admirable, and the clear tones of the photography help ma
terially in making the picture attractive. Altogether it is a

thrilling picture, representing certain phases of plains life not

fully understood in many localities.

"The Vale of Aude" (Gaumont).—A beautiful and satisfac

tory reproduction of one of the beauty spots of the world

illustrative of the grandeur as well as delicate beauty of the

scenery. Pictures like this are to be commended, since they

bring to many thousands such an excellent means of seeing

some of the otherwise inaccessible portions of the earth s

surface, furnishing an adequate representation of scenic at

tractiveness. In this film the operator performed his part tc

perfection, selecting viewpoints which added materially to the

picturesque quality of the pictures, and thereby enhancing the

qualities which appeal so strongly to practically everyone

who sees a truthfully rendered landscape.

"An Eye for an Eye" (Vitagraph).—A thrilling dramatic

film powerful and absorbing, holding the attention of the

audience from beginning to end and presenting an illustra-

tion of the title which offers new features of absorbing inter-

est The dramatic qualities of the picture are well main

tained, and, as the story develops, this interest increases.

The tragic ending, the climax of the play, is required to com

plete the artistic sense of the narrative, yet sometimes one

might almost wish it could be different. There is sufficient

tragedy in the everyday life to make one wish it might be

left out of the amusements. The acting is upon a high plane,

and the photography is up to an equally high standard.

Ouchard, the Merchant (Pathe).—Condemned by sordid

and ignorant persons in certain localities, this magnificent

picture of Russian life is in a fair way of being missed by

many devotees of moving picture art. The story in itself is

sad, as any revelation of degradation and drunkenness, can
not fail to be; but it is no more so than is to be found in

books in the library of any household. It pictures Russian
conditions, such as we have every reason to believe exist in

that misruled country. What, then, it may be asked, is the
excuse for exhibiting this picture of the under world to the
gaze of the American public? Our answer is that it is a moral
lesson of the most powerful kind. Adverse critics, who are
actuated by piety or hypocrisy, may be reminded that the
Meekest of Men made use of just such parables and stories

in His teachings. So, in the face of all cant and prejudice,

we claim for this Pathe masterpiece the highest praise for
the work of the producer who managed the flawless details,

the actors who so naturally filled their parts, and the pho-
tography commensurate in quality. The story, burned on
the mind by the masterful presentation on the screen, cannot
fail to have other than a lasting and beneficial effect upon the
normal being. To those whose consceiences are scared with
a conviction or knowledge of the vices depicted it will appear
different—and it is only from such that we will hear objec-
tions to its exhibition.

"The District Attorney" (Lubin).—A dramatic production
of unusual merit. The producers themselves say it is one of
the most powerful dramatically they ever put out. The cast
of characters is strong, and their interpretation of the story
is so thorough that one is carried along with it irresistibly

and when the climax is reached it seems almost as though
one had been watching real flesh-and-blood persons. The
dramatic and photographic standards are both high, while
the scenic quality is quite in keeping with the character of
the work. Lubin's dramas have always been good, but of
late they seem to have improved and have even more of
the true dramatic quality than ever before. At the same
time the photography has advanced, making a combination
of unusual power and one which is bringing the firm rap-
idly to the front as a producer of attractive films.

"Back Among the Old Folks" (Selig).—A story which will

appeal with much force to those who may have had similar
experiences. It seems sometimes as though much of the

popularity and strength of motion pictures are due to their
reproduction of scenes with which almost every individual
in any audience will be more or less familiar. It was said
by a competent critic that the power of the late E. P. Roe's
writings was due to the fact that he made each reader think
he or she was the hero or the heroine. Motion pictures are
much the same. They present homely dramas in a homely
way, and please an audience by their appeal to people or
events whose appearance, at least, is familiar. The closer
one may get to such an interpretation the stronger will be
the appeal to the masses of the people. Selig seems to have
reproduced this phase in a degree which shows in rriost of
the pictures put out by the house, and this may account for
a good deal of the increasing popularity of his pictures.

"Taming a Husband" (Biograph).—A story which may
carry with its telling a moral of considerable force. To win
back a husband's attentions by resorting to the ruse of a girl
friend dressed in men's attire is a novelty that might possess
some degree of usefulness in other instances of the same
sort. The preparations for the duel are interesting, but when
the husband breaks in and is confronted with such concrete
evidence of his own negligence, the denouement is unex-
pected and materially adds to the dramatic qualities of the
piece. Staging and acting are alike satisfactory, while the
photographic quality is unquestioned.
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"Violin Maker of Cremona" (Pathe).—This picture is taken

from one of the most beautiful and pleasing short stories in

literature, a story of love, music, skill and finally renuncia-

tion on the part of the poor hunchback. Francois Coppee
i did better work than in this story, and the Pathes have

reproduced it with marvelous fidelity to the strength and
i the original. The acting is sympathetically done,

and the staging and mechanical work on the film has never

,1 by this house. Altogether it makes a picture

which will appeal directly to a large number of patrons. Il

es a long run, and undoubtedly it will receive close

attention from any audience.

"The Wrestling Match" (Pathe).—A sporting picture which

will please a large number who are interested in various

sport- and especially to those who delight in a rugged

i liny- match. The struggle of these active contestants.

the play of their muscles and their generalship in securing

advantage, arc all admirably reproduced and increase the

interest of the picture. Considering the character of the

subject the pictorial work is remarkably well done.

"From Beyond Seas" (Urban).—A drama, well acted and

beautifully photographed, which will interest a large number

of people and add to the already enviable reputation of the

producers for excellent work.

"Baby Bet" (Urban)-—For those who delight in a good,

active comedy, with plenty of action and a laugh in every

line this offering will satisfy. There is plenty of life, and

this coupled with good photography is certain to plase a

large proportion of theatergoers.

"The Newly Weds" (Biograph).—Here is one of those

funny pictures which are based upon the perversity of fate

and the propensity of human nature to do unintended things.

To bring a man-hater and a woman-hater together and set

Cupid to work in devious and wholly unexpected ways, is

worthy the srenius of the highest type. In this instance it

has been admirably done; and wdien the friends of the couple

begin sending congratulations and presents they seek the

wisest way out of the difficulty and determine to let it go

at that The fun lies chiefly in the absurdity of the situations

and the fidelity with which they are worked out. The inci-

dental features, like the Anti-Marriage Club, add to the

whimsical character of the picture and increase its picturesque

and dramatic qualities. It is altogether an unusually pleasing

picture.

"Rags, Old Iron!" (Essanay).—The adventures of two

boys who are determined to see a certain motion picture

show The money is obtained by one selling the other for

ra«s Perhaps the most taking feature is the showing of a

motion picture in a motion picture. It is a comedy within a

comedy, and the enjoyment of the youngsters is contagious.

The throwing-out process, when they inaugurate a rough-

house, is very realistic. It is, perhaps, one of the most unique

pictures this'house has ever put out.

"The Egg Trust" (Essanay).—A comedy based upon the

skvrocket price of eggs, which presents numerous novel and

delightfullv humorous scenes. The conception of the scenes

and their "working out form very humorous travesties upon

the present egg situation, and represent what is perhaps one

of the most astute commentaries upon the situation yet seen.

"Court Jester" (Kalem).—In this film the dwarf who made

such a favorable impression in the fairy story, "The T-ittle

Old Men of the Woods." plays a prominent part, and he does

it if anything, better than he performed his earlier task.

He is now playing in a well known and important theater.

This is mentioned, not because that makes him any better,

but because it shows in what esteem he is held in the dra-

matic world and is indicative of what he has accomplished.

It is a strong film dramatically and represents much progress

in film production on the part of this house. Their photo-

graphic department has kept pace with the dramatic end. and

in this film have combined to produce a very satisfactory

picture.

"The Treachery of the Pequots" (Kalem).—How well the

company of Indian players employed by the Kalem people

are performing their work is shown in this film. The picture

is thrilling since it represents certain phases of Indian lite

very graphically. Further, it is of historic value, since it

illustrates an episode in American history which is not thor-

oughly understood by all. Along with these go a novel and

amusing comedy which adds to the attractiveness of the

entire composition. It is a successful Indian picture and

one that will have a strong appeal for a large number of

theater patrons. The producers deserve congratulations for

their excellent work.

"Death of Minnehaha" (Imp).—The liood work of the
Imp players in their former scene from "Hiawatha" has been
improved upon in this film, not only dramatically, but scenic-
ally and photographically. Sometimes not all the apparent
errors are due to the producers. A careless operator, poor
projection or a dozen other influences may combine to injure
the appearance of a film on the screen, even after the pro-
ducer has done his best. The dramatic possibilities of all

of "Hiawatha" arc great, and perhaps with the exception of
"The Famine," this one is the strongest in the poem. The
players have performed their parts well. There may be
touches lure and there which could be strengthened, but as
a whole a reasonably satisfactory production has been given.
The suggestion is offered that further scenes from this same
story be dramatized, making them into a connected series

which will place the poem in graphic form and will make it

useful for educational as well as for entertainment purposes.

"The Cowboy and the Schoolmarm" (Bison).—A thrilling

Western melodrama, sympathetically acted by the Bison stock
company now in the West. It has all the accompaniments to
give if the requisite atmosphere and the action leaves nothing
to be desired in the way of movement and thrills. It is the
old story of jealousy, the capture of a girl by a band of ruf-

fians, the warning to her lover by friendly Indians, with a

long chase and the discomfiture of the gang. It is all inter-

esting except the carrying away of the girl, or the forcing of
the girl to ride ahead of the ruffians. It seems as though the
bald representation of these rough, and indirectly suggestive
scenes could be omitted without detriment to the picture
They could be suggested in some way. which would be better
and would not detract from the interest. This criticism is

not offered to detract from the merit of the work this com-
pany is doing; and its steady improvement, both dramatically
and photographically, is fully recognized. But to depend
upon the minute rendering of melodramatic details to sustain
the picture is the lowest form of art and not the kind which
appeals to a very large and growing proportion of theater-
goers.

"Dooley Referees the Big Fight" (Bison).—Another laugh-
able picture in the Dooley series. It may be that his meth-
ods as referee would scarcely stand the test of the rules
which usually govern in such instances, but, anyhow, there
is a laugh in every motion, and that, after, all, is the essential

part of the picture. The bigger the travesty on tHe rules

the more fun it makes, hence the picture is successful.

"Iron Arm's Remorse" (Pantograph)—A Western story
of strong action based upon the love of an Indian for a
white girl. There is a dishonest character in the play who
takes all the income of a mine and allows the rightful owner
to be dispossessed when the mine is producing thousands.
There is a thrilling chase after a fight in a barroom in which
the Indian gets a part of the gold and flees. He is cap-
tured, but escapes and succeeds in getting the gold to its

rightful owners, and then he plunges into the forest and dis-

appears. The writer does not remember seeing any of this

firm's work before, and finds much to commend in this film.

The action is good, and the photography in the main is quite
satisfactory, though here and there weak places appear in

the film. These could be easily remedied, however, and the
remainder of the picture is sufficiently good to warrant it.

If such pictures as this are released there will be no question
about the value and interest of the service

"Count of Monte Christo" (Challenge).—The writer does
not remember seeing any previous film under this trademark,
excepting possibly some short skits of the humorous order.
Here, however, is an ambitious work, an attempt to condense
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Dumas' great novel into 1,000 feet, or less, of motion picture
film. In most particulars the work has been well done.
Perhaps the principal criticism is with the principal character,
Edmond Dantes. He does not seem to rise to the opportuni
ties of his part, especially in the dungen, where the dra-
matic possibilities are great. Obviously in one film it is pos-
sible to touch only upon the main points of the story, but
in the main these are well chosen. One can acquire a rea-
sonably accurate impression of the story by seeing the pic-

ture, or, at least, the main features of it. The photographic
qualities are good, and the viewpoints are chosen with dis-

cretion. Where the body is thrown into the sea the view is

a strong picture. The producer should be more careful with
the spelling on his sub-titles. It makes a bad impression
to see poor spelling and in some instances worse English on
.the sub-titles. The defects in this film could be easily rem-
edied and it would then appeal to an even larger clientele

with more certainty of success.

"The Golf Mania" (Lux).—All sorts of crazes beset un-
fortunate men; but in the instance here illustrated the mania
for golf besets both father and mother and the results are

disastrous, but extremely funny. While this type of comedy
is a bit rough and coarse, it is sufficient to make patrons
laugh, and this is the main point in the matter. It is well

acted, and in the main adequately photographed.

"The Sailor's Dog" (Lux).—A pretty story of- the sagacity
of a dog. He assists in the capture of some thieves and
recovers the stolen property, a bag of valuable letters, of

which his master was robbed. Films which represent the

sagacity of any animal are always interesting and always
hold the attention of the audience. Something about such
exhibitions appeals with especial strength and in nearly all

instances bring hearty applause. The photography is clear

and good.

"Two Mothers" (Ambrosio).—A strongly dramatic sub-
ject, sympathetically acted, representing the patriotism of

two mothers, which leads them even unto death. The subject

is decidedly heavy, yet it is admirably acted and clearly pho-
tographed. Occasionally only is a weak spot discoverable
in the acting, and then it passes almost before it is realized,

while the tendency is toward a higher plane in both acting
and pictorial quality.

"Foolshead at the Ball" (Itala),—Another picture in this

popular series. Foolshead's adventures are laughable enough
to create a roar everywhere, and his experiences at this ball

are no exception to the rule. The acting shows improvement
and the photography is clearer than some which has gone
before. The steady improvement in this firm's work is a

feature well worth noting.

"The Dog of the Cheese Monger" (Itala).—A comedy with
a rather novel subject, well acted and carefully staged. The
picture will attract because it represents certain humorous
phases which have not heretofore been overdone. The pho-
tography is clear, too, a consideration of importance.

"The Mysterious Track" (Ambrosio).—A humorous illus

tration of the devious way a detective was led in his attempt?
to run down a criminal. He was an amateur, and his efforts

to make a capture, with his numerous blunders, constitute

a very funny series of pictures, a fitting relief from some of

the heavier work which has gone before in the program.

"A Vindictive Foreman" (Xestor).—Here is a picture which
calls for dramatic skill, and the principal character in the
piece performs his part admirably. The story ends right, a

feature which undoubtedly strengthens its appeal A con
siderable proportion of the patrons of a theater like to see

an ending in which the difficulties are all adjusted and the

unfortunate are made happy. The Nestor people have gauged
their public rightly in the ending of their thrilling pictures

"Mother Love" (Imp).—If the "Imp" continues to give u.-

pictures of the kind and quality of "Mother Love" the inde-

pendent exhibitors will not lack hcadliners for their pro
grams. While the theme is not new. it is one which present?
the opportunity for powerful dramatic effect and calls for

the best efforts of the actors. And in all fairness to the "Imp''
performers it must be said that they have made the most of
their opportunity. "Mother Love" is a film that brings honor
ro the producer and it will bring dollars to the exhibitor
Seldom, if ever, have we seen a similar subject better handled.
A young mother loses her reason through the death of her
child and regains it when her husband replaces it with an
adopted baby of strong resemblance. The attending circum
stances are skillfully worked out and the film received the
breathless attention and applause of the house in which we
saw it.

GOERZ LENSES FOR MOVING PICTURE CAMERAS.

Goerz lenses for stationary photography have enjoyed
many years of well deserved reputation. We, who write this

article, used one of the earliest double anastigmat lenses made
by the firm in Berlin some fifteen or sixteen years ago. That
wa> about the time when lens makers began to introduce

lenses for the purpose of giving the photograph even and
uniform definition throughout; while at the same time the

lens had a large aperture, thus admitting of greater rapidity

of working. Before then, it was necessary—and here we
are writing rather broadly—in order to get perfect definition

over the surface of a photograph with the lens then made
to use a small aperture. Simply because the lens suffered

from two defects, namely, curvature of field and astigmatism.
The practical outcome of these optical defects was this:

that when you used a large aperture in taking the photograph,
the sides of the picture were slightly out of focus or blurred.

Those of our readers who are conversant with the econom
ics of stationary photography will bear us out in this com-
parison between the older form of lens and the new. Goerz
was one of those who by the aid of specially prepared glass

first made what are known as anastigmat lenses. For ordi-

nary photography those lenses enjoyed a very great reputa-
tion on account of these fine optical qualities. What applies

to stationary photography has applied and is applying to

moving picture photography. In many cases the lens for

taking the moving picture is not of the best optical quality

The result is seen by eyes like our own, which are trained
by experience to look at moving pictures from the technical
standpoint. The photographs are not so well defined as they
might be or could be. There is not sufficient depth of defi-

nition and occasionally the definition at the sides of the pic-

ture is not so good as the definition at the center. It all

comes to this: that the picture on the screen under its very
high degree of magnification does not present that sharp-
ness of definition it might.
The reader will see from this that there is a great deal

dependent upon the quality of the lens for taking the moving
picture. The pictures made by some of the leading manu-
facturers prove this. They vary perceptibly, although not
fatally, in photographic qualities. And it is easy for those
conversant with the matter to pick out those pictures which
are made with the highest class of lens. Only the other day
we were speaking to the technical manager of a film pro
ducing firm and we were complimenting him upon the fine

photographic qualities of his pictures. His reply was: "1

have a very good lens." We may also quote an expe-
rience anterior to this. Something like eighteen months
ago we were personally asked by a responsible employee of

a noted film manufacturing house for information as to the
lens used by a rival film maker. He had used all the
lenses commercially available in this country, and yet had
to confess that he was unable to get the results of the
rival house. We gave him the necessary information and
the result was that lenses of very high grade were intro-

duced for the work and the work at once began to show
improvement. Indeed, if we were to mention the name of
the pictures our readers, like ourselves, would be wise as to
cause and effect.

This brings us to an announcement that we are pleased to
make, namely, that the C. P. Goerz American Optical Com-
pany, of 79 East 130th street, New York City, are introduc-
ing lenses especially designed for the taking of moving pic-

tures. Comparatively few of the world's opticians make
lenses especially for the moving picture. The reason for this
is obvious. The demand is not overwhelmingly great, and
also the lenses have to be specially computed and constructed.
Possibly hitherto, to put it in plain English, it has not been
worth the while of the manufacturing optician to turn his
attention to this branch of work. But we now perceive a
change. The growth of the moving picture industry is such
that not only in this country but in others there is a demand
for lenses especially made—that is, especially computed and
constructed for moving picture work. Into the scientific

aspects of the matter it is not necessary for us to enter;
suffice it to say that each type of lens for photographic pur-
poses that is put on the market is the result of special math-
ematical calculations and constructional details. A lens mak-
ing factory is one of the most interesting branches of indus-
trv one could desire to see, as the work has to be carried out
with great delicacy, accuracy and thoroughness.
With regard to the Goerz lens for moving pictures the

technical data supplied are as follows: The len^ i<; what
i^ known as of the uncemented type, consisting of four single
lenses, two in the front of the tube, two in the rear, with the
diaphragm in the center. It is of 2^ inches equivalent focus
working at the very high maximum speed of F 3.5. Yet,
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notwithstanding this great rapidity, the standard size of film,

that is i
;

i
inches by •;.( of an inch, is covered with the most

eritical definition. The price of the lens is $36. This lens

has been supplied to leading manufacturers, such as the

Edison Manufacturing Company, Lubin, Selig and others. It

is sent out in regular standard barrels with Ins diaphragms,

but C. P. Goer/. American Optical Company are prepared to

make focusing jackets to the special order of the customer.

VITAGRAPH NOTES.

On March 12 "Taming a Grandfather" will be placed at

the disposal of those who know a good thing when they sec

it, a comedy of charming scintillations of pathos and humor

It is a delight and a joy, keeping everybody good natured and

happy throughout the entire performance.

"Uncle Tom's Cabin" will be the real thing in every re-

spect, real ice, real bloodhounds, real negroes, real actors

and real scenes from real life as it really was in the ante-

bellum days. Reproducing things in realistic reality with

all the beauty and sentiments of the early nineteenth century.

a wonderful'and magnificent endorsement of the Vitagraph s

claims of "life portrayals."
_

"The Broken Spell," a Vitagraphic gem which will appeal

the latter part of March, is a modern society drama with a

Shakespearian embellishment delineated in a dream, inde-

scribably ingenuous in its motive and construction. An espe-

cial feature of extraordinary beauty and fascination. A storj

with an impetus of thought of priceless value, a woman
saved from her own frailty through a vision of its conse-

quences.
This acknowledgment from Keewanee, 111., speaks vol-

umes for the Vitagraph Company's great achievement, The

Life of Moses": .,,„,,,.., , „
"I have just completed the last reel of 'The Life of Moses

and the only fault I find is that the capacity of my small

theater seats 200, but with the music of the piano, the sing-

ing of sacred songs, this picture and the excellent lecture,

my business was great. I only wish I had the financial back-

ing to have the entire five reels on the road with my able

assistants. CHRIS TAYLOR."

Through the courtesy of H. A. Daniels, the popular man-
ager, a demonstration of the new Model "B" Kinetoscope

given at Keith's Hippodrome, Cleveland, Ohio, on Feb-
ruary 22. Over two hundred invitations were sent out to
exhibitors in and about Cleveland and the attendance was
most gratifying. Arrangements for the demonstration were
made by E. Mandelbaum. of the Lake Shore Film and Sup-
ply Company, which exchange, as well as the United Film
Exchange, was represented. F. B. Bail}-, of the Montana
Film Exchange, was also among those present. As a result

of the demonstration the Edison Company, through its rep-
resentative, received a number of good orders.

The Keith Hippodrome is one of the finest and largest
places of amusement in the country, its seating capacity of

^,500 being second only to that of the New lork Hippo-
drome. It was recently secured by George Kleine for an
exhibition of educational films to which the prominent edu-
cators, ministers, professional men and city officials of Cleve-
land are to be invited.

Trent & Wilson, who recently took the agency for Edison
products in Salt Lake City, have installed two new Model
"1!" machines in the Luna Theater and one in the Casino
Theater of that city. The Luna and Casino are considered
two of the largest and best equipped places of amusement in

the West. The latter is a combination motion picture and
vaudeville house, recently erected and conducted along
strictly up-to-date lines.

EDISON NOTES.

In "Fruit Growing, Grand Valley, Col.," the Edison Com-
pany has produced a film which, in addition to serving as

a pleasing relief to any audience from the conventional run

of subjects, will undoubtedly win the admiration of the

many educators throughout the country who are just now
agitating the movement for the introduction of educationa.

films in the public schools. The film is splendidly conceived

and assembled.
. .

As if in a train the audience is carried through huge

stretches of dry, arid plains and mountainous country when,

just as the eye is about to become wearied from gazing upon

so much desolation and barrenness, there burst into view

magnificent orchards of trees fairly groaning under their

plenteous burden of luscious fruit—apple and pear orchards

through which course at regular intervals small streams or

ducts, by which the country has been reclaimed from

its barrenness. The ingenuity of man and the result of the

application of scientific methods to the cultivation of fruit

are graphically shown in the pictures. The entire .process

of irrigation—the great wheel by which the water is lilted

above its level and distributed to the division boxes, from

which it is conveyed to the irrigating ducts—the operation

of spraying the trees to rid them of injurious insects, the

precaution taken to protect the fruit from sudden frost, by

the lighting of alcohol fires in the "streets"—one scene show-

ing the fruit farmers aroused at night and hurriedly dis-

tributing themselves to the orchards for that purpose—and

finally the care used in picking and packing the fruit for

shipment arc clearly conveyed to the audience through the

medium of splendid photography.

The humorous incidents with which "A Mountain Bliz-

zard"—released March 15—begins are forgotten as the three

tenderfeet, benighted in the raging storm, cold and despair-

ing of succor, lie down to die after a pathetic farewell and

a renunciation of their favorite vices. The dramatic effect

is swiftly changed to comedy, however, when restored to

consciousness by rescuers from the nearby hotel, which was

obscured from their vision in the storm, and stimulated by

the warmth and good cheer found within, each one promptly

forgets his peril of a few hours before and, regretting the

renunciation made in the prospects of a safe ticket to enter-

nity stealthily seeks and recovers the symbol of his favorite

vice! The big laugh of the film is when the three simultane-

ously discover one another giving free rein to his ruling

passion.

ESSANAY NOTES.

G. M. Anderson, the Essanay's Western producer, who is

now making pictures in Santa Barbara, Cal., tells a funny
incident in the making of the Essanay's recent educational
and novelty picture, "The Ostrich and the Lady.'' The cam-
era man was invited to stand his tripod in the center of the

field, right among the birds. He had been told that they were
harmless as doves. The keeper was seeking to put the
black bag over one of the ostrichs' heads when it backed
into the camera and with a vicious movement of one of its

feet, sent the camera and operator sprawling. The frightened
camera man, seizing his instruments, hurried out of the en-

closure and finished taking the picture from without. He
was later invited to take a close-up view of other features,

only obtainable by entering the enclosure, but he turned
away with the remark, "Not for muh!"
The Essanay's London office has now removed from 5

New Compton street, W. C, to 4 Rupert street, in more
capacious quarters. Mr. Spoor writes that the American
manufacturers are all enjoying huge prosperity in the for-

eign fields.

The Essanay's latest Western picture, "The Fence on Bar
Z Ranch," is a feature for Saturday, March 12. The story
tells of a controversy over a boundary line dividing the
properties of Phillip Graham, a wealthy ranchman, and a

widow. In the end the disputed fence is done away with
entirely, and the two properties with the two hearts are

made into one. The picture contains some splendid dramatic
situations which are cleverly acted.

LUBIN NOTES.
Judging from the advance orders for extra prints, the

Lubin release for St. Patrick's Day is going to be the most
popular production made in some time. The story is one
that is available long after the day of release, since it does
not hinge upon St. Patrick's Day, but wide-awake exhibitors

realize that the title in front of their house on March 17

will augment business and make new friends and patrons

The best part of it is that the release is not only timely but

a particularly good bit of work both as regards acting and
scenic presentation.

Experiments were made the other day and it was found
that in the new Lubin studio twelve of fourteen regulation

sets can be made at once, enough to permit the players in

a production to complete the interior action of any picture

in a single day, keeping in the atmosphere of the story as

is not possible in the delays while scenes are being struck

and others set.

Some authors who write motion pictures seem to believe

that all things are possible to the trick photographer. The
other day a manuscript was submitted calling for two areo-

planes, a dirigible balloon and a couple of submarine boats,

one of which was to be rammed by the other under water.

It could have been done, at that, but having planned a lot

of big effects, the author carelessly forgot to write a story

about it.
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NESTOR FILM NOTES.
Something novel in the way of a plot is coming in the next

release announced "The Silver Lining," a story of excep-
tionally strong heart interest, in which an intercepted letter
figures; it is cut in half and the portion forwarded, while
apparently complete in itself, conveys an entirely different
meaning to that intended by the writer.
The great demand for Western subjects has induced this

company to engage Nebraska Bill's troupe of cowboys for
the production of their subjects on a contract for six months,
and the ^comments heard about their wonderful riding in "In
Arizona ' is very flattering to the producers.

1 BISON NOTES.
The leading members of the Bison stock company are now

in the Southwest, producing new subjects for the New York
Motion Picture Company. In the past four months the com-
pany has produced more subjects of "life on the plains" than
any other company in the country, and attained phenomenal

success by producing such pictures as the "Ten of Spades,"
"Young Deer's Gratitude," and in the near future "The Man
from Texas" will be released, which is calculated to be the
triumph of all Western subjects.

CINCINNATI FILM EXCHANGE MOVES.
Cincinnati, Ohio, March 1, 1910.

Moving Picture World,
Gentlemen—We wish to inform you that we have moved

our exchange to 315-317 West Fourth street, Cincinnati, Ohio,
owing to the fact that our business has grown to such pro-
portions that we could not possibly take care of it at our
old location, and were compelled to get more commodious
quarters.
Our display rooms and supply department will be complete

in every detail, and we will have experienced attendants to
take care of the wants of our many customers.
We wish that you would insert the above in the next issue

of your publication, which will greatly oblige.
With best wishes, we remain,

CINCINNATI FILM EXCHANGE.

I am Agent for the Mirror Screen in

Tenn., Louisiana, Ark. and Miss.

I paid a visit to Shelbyville, Ind., and there saw a

practical demonstration of the Mirror Screen, and I

thought so well of it that I immediately secured it

for my Memphis houses, and contracted for the
agency in the states above mentioned, and let me
tell you— If you have Opposition

You Had Better Get a Mirror Screen
If you are located in either of the four states named
it will pay you to get in touch with me quick. Address

Montgomery, the Moving Picture Man of Memphis
Majestic Theatres, Memphis, Tenn.

Announcement Slides Song Slide Service

Novelty Puzzlettes

WRITE FOR CATALOGUES AND PRICES

NOVELTY SLIDE COMPANY
NEW YORK CITY

CENRE TRANSPARENCY CO.
507 NORTH CLARK STREET CMICAOO

LATEST SONG SLIDES
I Wonder How the Old Folks are at Home Flowers of Love
When the Bogey Man says Boo. Sweet Angel Eyts
There's Something about You that's Some- What's the Matter With

thing to Me. Reilly.

ADVERTISING AND ANNOUNCEflENT SLIDES

Paramount Film Company
INDEPENDENT
FILM RENTERS
OF QUALITY

Moving Picture Machines and Everything Pertaining
to the Business

OFFICES
New York

61 WEST 14th STREET
Near 6th Ave.-Phone, 2442 Chelsea

Bridgeport, Conn.

1188 MAIN STREET
Near Depot— Phone, 1663, Ring M.

w

Stop! Look! Listen!

Every Release a Feature

Every Feature an Eclair

If your exchange won't supply you with

Eclair features, notify us and we will put

you next to one who will.

Our programme offers you two feature

releases every week.

Call, 'Write or Phone

ECLAIR FILM COMPANY
31 Cast 27tH Street - - New YorK City
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^UfTOPERA CHAIRS [ J

Over 75 per cent, of the finest tlieaters In the United States and
11 are furnished with them. They are used in 318 of tbe

405 ring picture cheaters In Chi
To meet the growing demands fur

LOW PRICED OPERA CHAIRS
we have originated a number of styles, though inexpensive,

are characteristic of
ANDREWS QUALITY

Write to Department K for our large Catalogue No. 31, illus-

trated in colors, which will guide you when contemplating the pur-

ipera chairrs.

CHICAGO ESTABLISHED 1865

NEW YORK SAN FRANCISCO
ST LOUIS TACOMA

174-176 Wabash Avenue, Chicago

GOOD SONGS AND SONG SLIDES
are a drawing card in any Theatre. We have all the
good slides to rent at 50 cents a Set per week. Get
them while they are new. Will a film exchange
furnish you a good slide service—NO.

Send for our latest Song Slide List and look it over.

LINCOLN TRANSPARENCY EXCHANGE
lOth Floor, Masonic Temple Chicago, 111.

Latest Slides
Loving Two-Step Man.
Ain't You Coming Out To-night 1

The Moonlight, tbe Rose and You.
Shoes and Socks, Shock Susan.
Yiddisha Rag.
I'll Make a Ring Around Rosie.
'Tis Tough When Issy Rosenstein Loves

Genevieve Malone.
The Little Cottage on the Hillside.
I'm Afraid of You.
What's the Matter with Father?
Old Doctor Brown.
Good-bye, Peter; Good-bye, Paul.
Santa Fe.
Won't You Be Mine?
I'm On My Way to Reno.

AT $4.00 PER SET.

EXCELSIOR SLIDE CO.
138 East 1 4th Street

NEW YORK

Mention the Moving Picture World.

The Automatic Theatre Chair
It is a space saver, life saver and

money saver. Shipped built up. It

is the only sanitary theatre chair.

Used by Keith. Proctor and Poli.

It folds up automatically and is re-

volving, making the theatre all

aisles. It is a friend to the public.

Send for oar circular A. Write today.

THE HARDESTY MFC. CO.
CANAL DOVER, OHIO

SPECIAL ROLL TICKETS TheB* T££>

c„foTs .

Pri,',,"g

5,000
10,000

$1.25
2.50

20,000
25,000

$4.60
5.50

50,000
100,000

$7 50
10.00

Get the i'ampl«s

NATIONAL TICKET COMPANY
-Stock Tickets, 6 Cents

iShamokin, Pa.

Curtainyline
For three years has given satisfaction to

the most exacting Exhibitors—they will

use nothing else on their curtain

Brings Out the True Photographic Outlines. Fireproofs Your Curtain

Try a $3.00 Carton and Note the Wonderful Improvement in Your Pictures

A $3.00 carton is sufficient for any ordinary cnrtain. All exchanges carry it in stock.

Curtainyline Curtain & Producing Co. 22 Fifth Avenue,
CHICAGO, ILL.

KEEP YOUR ON US
AMERICAN FILM BROKERS

German Savings Bank Building

147-157 4th Avenue - New York City

Independent Feature Film like new very

cheap—Bison, Imp and others. One brand

new Edison Machine— i pin movement,
$150.00. Song Slides $1.50 up per set. An-
nouncement Slides, 20c. each. Accessories

cheaper than anyone else.

That's what they all say !

After using our Song Slide Service

at the new rate of 25c. a set per
week. Complete sets guaranteed
and your week's supply in one ship-

ment, which saves express charges.

Chicago Song Slide Exchange
Dept. I , Ninth Floor

MASONIC TEMPLE CHICAGO, ILL.
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Uniforms for Theatre Employees

UNIFORMS
AND

CA PS
FOR

Moving Picture

Theatres

Catalogues, Samples

and Prices for the

Asking

James H. Hirsch & Go.
Jackson Boulevard
chicaqo, in. mr

UNIFORMS

Keep your The-
atre Up-To-Date.

Uniform your
attendants it

pays.

Write us.

T. G. Gleason
& CO.

Manufacturers

170 E. Madison Street

CHICAGO, ILL.

UNIFORMS
FOR

Theatre Employees

Finest Styles

Reliable Cloths

Perfect Workman-
ship

Largest Scenic Loft
in the West

Complete Stage Out-
fits

Catalogs Free on Request

THE

Henderson-Ames Co.

Kalamazoo, Mich.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING.
Classified advertising, no display, three cents per

word, cash with order. Postage stamps accepted for
small amounts.

REWARD FOR STOLEN PROPERTY.
A suitable reward will be given to party giving

any information leading to tbe recovery of: One
Power's machine, No. 5 (Serial No. 2523); 1 moving
picture lens; 1 stereo, lens; 4 reels, "Voice of tbe
Violin" (Biograph), "Paris Flood" (Vitagraph).
"Twin Brothers" (Biograph). "The Little Beggar"
(Patlic). "Tbe Panicky Picnic" (Pathe), "A
Woman's Stratagem" (Edison).

Stolen from Charles Steiner, Essex Theater, 133
Essex St.

AT LIBERTY—Our boss has quit on account of
sickness. We want work. Expert Operator and
Manager, also Electrician: Trap Drummer and Wife
Pianist and Singer. Write quick to "ILLINOIS,"
care of XI. P. World.

FOR SALE CHEAP—Moving picture theater,
whole or half interest. City, SO, 000; New York
State. Reason for selling, disagreement of part-
nership. EXCELLENT, Care Moving Picture World.

A CARBON SHARPENER—One dollar, prepaid,
any part of United States. Time saver for oper-
ator; all well equipped booths have one; positive

quick point; less trouble than knife or file. Asients

wanted. CLARKE CARBON SHARPENER, 100 W.
State, Rockford, 111.

FOR SALE—1,000 ft. reels film, $5, $10 and $15
per reel; Selig machine, $30; Optigraph, $30; Edi-
son, Power's, Lubin, $40 to $60; new, $100; new
Dissolving Stereopticon, $40; Model B gas outfit,

$25; paying moving picture theaters cheap. For
Rent—6.000 ft. film, 3 sets slides, $10; 9,000 ft.,

$12 weekly, one shipment. Will Buy—Passion Play,
machines, film. H. DAVIS, Watertown, Wis.

WANTED—Combination piano player and singer.

MGR. EMPERBA THEATER, Knightstown, Ind.

AT LIBERTY—Licensed operator and wife A-l
pianist. Both experienced and best references.

G. L. PALMER, Box 307, Sidney, N. Y.

WELL-KNOWN PRIMA DONNA, successful in

popular songs, will accept position to sing illus-

trated songs in moving picture theater. S. TOWER,
240 W. 44th St., New York City.

GREAT OPPORTUNITY.
ESTABLISHED, POPULAR AND PAYING THE-

ATER IN MANUFACTURING OHIO CITY. Seat-
ing capacity 413. Two . Edison machines, exhaust
fan and six other fans. New scenery, everything in

first-class shape. Electric light signs and a pretty
front. 15,000 inhabitants and only one other vaude-
ville show in the city. Will sacrifice for $2,500 cash
if sold within three weeks, as other business in the
State of Washington compels me to leave for the

West. Address for further particulars, O. MASON,
care of Moving Picture World.

Lang's Rewinder No. 2
Price, $5.00 Net

Lang Manufacturing Co.
OLEAN, NEW YORK

Moving Picture Theatres

Increase your box office receipts on

St. Patrick's Day
by giving away this

Souvenir, No. 200

Shamrock
Hod and Pipe

Gross $2.75

WESTERN BARGAIN HOUSE
242 E. Madison Street . Chicago. Ills.

UNIFORM
your ATTENDANTS with

Singer Uniforms

They make your Theatre
more attractive — Costs
less than you think and
Pays big

—

Chicago's Leading Thea-
tres use our Uniforms ex-

clusively

—

MADE TO ORDER ONLY
Write for Samples and Fashions
of Latest Style of Uniforms
and Caps for Moving Picture
Theatres.

I

A. L. SINGER (Si CO.
171 E. Adams Street, Chicago, U. S. A.

STYLISH

!

NOBBY!
CHEAP!

Coat and
Pants

S—llj^ as low as

$7.00 Net
Mr. Manager:
We offer you st vie,

correct fit and splen-
did quality at prices
that defy competi-

c \-i\y tion. Send for our
3 u™ catalogue of Uni-

forms and Caps, samples of cloth and prices be-
fore ordering elsewhere.

R. W. STOCKLEY & CO.
810 W.Walnut St., Phila., Pa.

Mfiis. of Uniforms and Equipments

If you want to be up-to-
date, you should

UNIFORM
your Ushers and Attendants.

We are makers of fine uni-
forms forTheatreEmployees,
Bands, Orchestras, etc. It's

not a matter of chance or ex-
periment when you order
from us. We guarantee
satisfaction.

You can't afford to pass up
this opportunity to improve
your business and make good
with your patrons. WRITE
NOW FOR OUR FINE
UNIFORM CATALOG
AND BIG LINE OF SAM-
PLES, MAILED FREE ON REQUEST.
DE MOULIN BROS. & CO.

1 104 South 4th St. :: Greenville, III.
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Trade Mare Tradb Marx
BIOGRAPH
FILMS
RELEASED MARCH 7, 1910

The Thread of Destiny
A STORY OF THE OLD SOUTHWEST

There is always a fascination in scenes of a Latin- American type, and in

this Biograph subject are shown a succession of Southern Californian views
that are decidedly picturesque, at the same time unfolding a most interesting

story of the lands of the old Missions. The orphan girl of San. Gabriel meets
and is attracted by a Spanish stranger. The Spaniard later is falsely accused
of cheating at cards, and would have suffered lynching had it not been for the
girl's ruse, who not only saves his life but yields to his pleading and becomes
his bride. The last scene shows them leaving the old mission at twilight after
the old priest has made them one.

APPROXIMATE LENGTH, 977 FEET

RELEASED MARCH io, 1910

In Old California
A ROMANCE OF THE SPANISH DOMINION

The story told in this Biograph subject is of the early days of Southern
California before and after Mexican independence was proclaimed. A young
Mexican girl rejects her Spanish suitor in favor of a handsome young Mexican
troubadour, only to rue it, for her husband proves to be a disreputable wretch.
Twenty years later we find her in profound distress as to the future of her
young son. The father's conduct being anything but exemplary, she intercedes
with her former sweetheart, who is now Governor, and he takes him into his

army. Here the blood of the father is evident in the son, for he is a born
profligate. Still, the Governor keeps this from the mother, who dies believing
her son a hero.

APPROXIMATE LENGTH, 991 FEET
A Fall Description of these Subjects will be Found on Another Page

Release days of Biograph Subjects— MONDAY and THURSDAY

Qet on Our Mail List and Keep Posted, Write for Our Descriptive Circulars

BIOGRAPH COMPANY
Licensee of the Motion Picture Patents Co.

11 EAST 14tK STREET NEW YORK
GEORGE KLEINE. Selling Agent for Chicago (52 State St., Chicago, 111.).

FILMS HOWARD MOVING PICTURE GO. f\[M$hi 1 \ar Repair Work a Specialty. Agents for Motiograph, Power's 1 Istafl IV
and Edison Machines. Supplies and Sundries.

564 Washington Street, - • Boston Mass.
Established 1894. (Opposite Adams House). Incorporated 1908.

500 Sets of Song Slides For Sale

$1.75 per Set
SEND FOR LIST

J. FRISH, 138 E. uthst., New York

Song Slides 5c. Per Day Per Set

All Songs—All Publishers. You select

—

We ship.

For full particulars call or write

LEN SPENCER'S LYCEUM, 44 W. 28th St., N.Y.

li 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 • 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 i e 1 1 1 1 1 1_

jSLIDESJ
E of Highest Quality Z

LATEST SONG SETS
It's You Pal.
Kerryanna
I've Got the Time, I've (i n the Place,

But It's Hard to Find the Gin.
All the World's In Love.
'Iwaj Your Pleasing; Smile.
That Mesmerizing Mendelssohn Tune.

1 Love fly Wife. But O Her Family.
My Love Is Greater Than the World.
I Didn't Mean ta .Take You Cry.
Every Girl I Get the Other Fellow Steals.
Betsy Ross.
Kitty Gray.
The Flower of Singapore.
The Spot that My Heart Calls Home.
The Wreck of the Good Ship Love.
In The City Where Nobody Cares.

High class slides made and colored ta
•rdar from prints and negativei

Scott (EL Van Altena
- 59 Pearl St., New York City ;

niiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiini?

NEW SLIDES
For the Following Songs—JUST OUT
Love Will Light the Way.
When You Think There's No One
Looking.

Roses Remind Me of You.
Dreamy Town.
I'll Make a Ring Around Rosie.

Fiippitty Flop.
Sunbeam.
Tie Your Little Bull Outside.
The Girl Behind the Counter is the Girl
For Me.

The Moonlight, the Rose and You.
Her Name is Mary Donohue.
Busy Little Cupid.
When the Daisies Bloom.
Shaky Eyes.
Mandy How Do You Do.
Margarita.
Love Me Dreamy Eye*.
Nora Malone.
By the Light of the Silvery Moon.
There's Nothing Else in Life Like

Love, Love, Love.

DeWITT C. WHEELER
120 W. 31st St., N. Y. City

Canadian Exhibitors

Looking for a first-class film

service, write the Crystal
Palace Film Exchange for

particulars. We handle both
Licensed and Independent
films and can give you a
right up-to-date service. We
own and operate the most
successful Moving Picture
Theaters in Canada.

Located at

141 Yonge Street, Toronto.
331 St. Lawrence Blvd., Mont.
27 King Street East, Hamilton.

Agents far Power's and Edisea
Machines.

Crystal Palace Film Exchange
141 Yonge Street. Toronto, Can.

269 St. Catherine St .West, Hon treal, Can.
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EDISON MFG. CO.

THE EIGHT DECISION-The story begins with
a prologue showing the battlefield of Waterloo inthe cold gray of the morning after. We see awounded Captain of the French Army recovering
consciousness while his pockets are being rifledHe unsuspiciously takes the thief for a rescuer
and when he finds his money gone, makes good
his determination to reward his saviour by writing
an acknowledgment of the debt on his cuff which
he presents to the scoundrel.
The story proceeds with a scene a few years

later where, on the deathbed of this same Captain
he charges his son to search for and reward the
possessor of this cuff. By a trick of fate the
son. reduced to poverty, occupies a garret adjoin-
ing that of the thief, now a beggar as well, who
still retains the cuff. The Captain's son has
fallen in love with a beautiful girl whom he does
not know but whom he has watched in the park
and at church with her aged father. Solicited for
alms, this girl and her father come to the house,
and the father ascends to the adjoining garret to
carry food to the unworthy beggar before mentioned.
This villain, knowing in advance of the contem-
plated visit, has conspired with several of his pals
to seize the old man. rob him, and hold him for
ransom. The Captain's son has overheard the plot
without knowing who was to be the victim, and
has arranged to give the chief of police a sig-
nal when the time is ripe for capturing the entire
gang.
Looking through a chink in the wall, preparatory

to giving this signal, he sees the thief, in a
moment of boastfulness, produce the cuff and de-
clare himself its rightful possessor. The young
man is torn between the thought of his father's
command and the danger of the beautiful girl
and her father. Instead of giving the signal to
the police, he dashes into the room and attempts
to rescue the girl and her father single-handed. Of
course he is overpowered, but the valiant inspector,
who lias not waited for the signal, arrives in the
nick of time to save the lovers and the old man
and to arrest the villains.

MY MILLINER'S BILL A young wife, whose
husband took her from the life of the theater,
has a weakness for hats which she simply cannot
overcome, and her milliner's bills, in consequence,
climb steadily to dizzy altitudes far beyond the
reach of her husband's pocketbook. lie is a good-
humored chap, very much in love with his pretty
wife and apparently unsuspicious of her extrav-
agance, but with one weakness—he believes himself
an exceptional amateur actor. When the milliner,
weary of making many requests for payment of
her bills without satisfactory response, finally
threatens the young wife with a lawsuit and she
writes to a friend for a loan sufficient to cover
the bill, she incautiously makes the statement
that her husband does not suspect her predicament,
for "be is no actor and would show it if he did."
When the note accidentally falls into his hands
his pride is piqued, and we see him later, seated
before his mirror, making himself up into an
elderly process server and appear before the young
wife with a demand for settlement of the lengthy
bill. As she cannot settle he proceeds to at-

tach the furniture, with the result that about
everything of value in the room is tagged, to the
dismay of the wife, who is almost on the verge
of hysterics.

Now she had refused to dance for him the
night before because she was cross and fright-

ened by the milliner's threats, and when she now
asks him how she can evade the law's demands
he remembers and offers to forego his business if

she will dance for him. Refusing at first, she at

last reluctantly consents. The dance is prettily

performed, and when he has won this point he
removes the false beard and makes himself known
to her. Of course she is furious, but her anger
Is mollified when he flashes in her face the lengthy
milliner's bill. This time, however, it is receipted,

and the scene ends with the two in each other's

arms wrapped round and round with the lengths

of the milliner's bill.

HIS FIRST VALENTINE.—"Easy" Miller, a

brawny young prospector in the mountains of Placer
County, California, falls in love with the new
school teacher, Miss Dorothy Clark. His first meet-
ing with her is on a winter's day when she is

among the children in the school yard near the

roadside. He attempts to address her, but is

politely repulsed. Nothing daunted, he dresses

in his best and on a later day visits the school.

He has the courage to enter, but after meeting
Miss Clark he loses his volubility and makes a

bashful exit without any satisfactory results. His
good fortune dawns when, passing the school one
day, he is able to assist the young lady in

adjusting the stirrup on her horse's saddle. From
this time forth he becomes one of her many
suitors. He is so bashful that he despairs of

being able to declare himself, but one evening

While visiting the Clark home he accidentally

knocks over an album In which Mrs. Clark, the

mother of the heroine, has kept for years a valen-

tine sent to her by her husband, now dead. Mrs.
Clark explains to "Easy" the meaning of a valen-
tine—something he had never before heard of. A
great idea now enters bis mind and a great light
tills his soul. lie resolves then and there to send
a valentine to Dorothy.
He writes to a machinery concern in San Fran-

cisco, with which he had done business, and re-

quests them to send the precious token addressed
to Miss Dorothy Clark, George's Flat, Placer
County, Cal. His wish is carried out, but on
the morning of Valentine's Day, when the mail
is due, the stage driver dashes up to the post
office on one of the leaders and informs those
grouped about, including "Easy," that he stage
has been held up. "Easy" is possessed of but
one thought—that of getting the valentine and
delivering it to Miss Clark's home before the day
has passed. He joins the sheriff's posse, disagrees
with the sheriff as to the route the robbers have
taken and follows his own ideas, which act brings
him upon the outlaws. A desperate fight ensues
in which he is severely wounded. Notwithstanding
his condition, he struggles back with the precious
valentine in his arm and, though urged by his com-
rades to go directly to his cabin, insists on per-
sonally delivering it to the home of Miss Clark.
How "Easy" is rewarded for his chivalrous dar-
ing is shown in the happy ending.

LOVE DROPS.—A young man calls on his sweet-
heart, whose stern and grouchy father has for-

bidden her to receive the attentions of this particu-
lar lover. Because she is told to do so and is

aware that she is watched by papa, she rejects
the ardent suitor. The latter, realizing "that
faint heart ne'er won fair lady." consults a fortune
teller, who prescribes love drops. He purchases
some from her and sends them to the object of his
affections. Papa is in a grouchy mood at the
dinner table when the love drops, in the shape of
a box of candy, arrive. He snatches them from
his daughter's hands and eats some with marvel-
ous results. The young man calls to find that
while his package has missed the mark it has
nevertheless accomplished the desired result, for
papa is gradually transformed from a pessimistic
"grouch" to an optimistic lover of the universe. His
actions at this point produce the happy ending and
the big laugh of the picture.

ESSANAY FILM MFG. CO.
THE OSTRICH AND THE LADY.—The film pic-

tures scenes on a big ostrich farm in Southern
California, near Los Angeles. A large flock of
several hundred of the big birds are seen feeding.
They are coaxed up close to the camera by the
keeper and we are offered a close-up view of the
long necked fellows.
The films show how the birds are caught for

preening. A bag, resembling an ordinary stocking,
is put over their heads, after which they can be
easily managed. Everyone is familiar with that
absurd ostrich trait of hiding its head in the sand
to elude capture. The bird seems to imagine that
if it's head is hidden the hunters will be unable
to find it. Ostrich hunting, on account of this

foolishness, is tame sport.

Not altogether tame, however, because the ostrich

is as handy with its feet as a mule. Its kick has
often dealt death to the hunter.
The film also shows the keeper picking the

valuable ostrich feathers. The ostrrich plume is the
most expensive of all bird feathers and there is

a great profit in raising ostriches. There are sev-
eral large ostrich farms in Southern California.

The picture closes with a little novelty. First is

shown a large hat entirely hidden beneath ostrich
plumes. The hat slowly rises, disclosing a pretty
face and laughing eyes.

"Just send the bill to my husband," she seems
to say.

THE RANCHGIRL'S LEGACY.—Jack Tyler, a
handsome young Boston youth, receives a letter
from his attorneys, Post & Post, that his uncle,
a Western ranchman, has died and that he is one
of the heirs of the $1,000,000, left by his uncle.
This part of it is very good but the condition
prescribed in the will is not so agreeable, because
the whimsical old uncle has stipulated that he is

to receive his portion of the inheritance, providing
he marry his uncle's niece. Miss Carrie Perkins,
of Chimney Gulch, Ariz. The uncle further sets

forth the statement that if he refuses to marry
Miss Perkins the entire inheritance will go to her.

A similar letter is later delivered to Miss Carrie.

The uncle makes a similar statement, that if she
refuses to marry Jack Taylor she will lose her share
of the inheritance. It is a case of whoever refuses,
loses.

Jack is not at all happy over the matrimonial
clause in the will, nor is Miss Perkins. However.
Jack decides to visit Chimney Gulch and find out
what sort of a girl Miss Carrie is.

When he lands in the Western town lie takes
a room at the hotel and endeavors to find some
scheme to get him out of the difficulty. Finally.
a good idea comes to him. If he can disgust the
girl in some way, perhaps she will refuse to marry
him. Thus he will receive the entire fortune.
The same thought has come to Carrie and when

Jack, dressed as the silliest sort of a fop of the
rane and eyeglass variety, raps at the door, Carrie,
togged out in exaggerated Western clothes and
garnished with revolvers and horse pistols, opens
the door and falls into his arms.

Jack is given a taste of Western life when
Carrie and a number of cowboys make him do a
jig to the crack of their Colts while the dust flieB

about his feet.

After this little excitement Carrie slaps him on
the back and takes him off to a deserted spot
where they can spoon without being seen. She
tries all sorts of nonsense to make Jack disgusted
while he acts his silliest and seems very much upset
by the girl's strenuous love making.

In the end Jack is forced to sign a note in
which he states that he refuses to marry Carrie
Perkins and thus forfeits his claim on the fortune.
The girl goes away satisfied.

A few days later something happens to bring them
together. Carrie has abandoned her outlandish cos-
tume and Jack has removed his toupee and eye-
glass. Carrie has a cowboy admirer, Jack Gleason,
who, since he has learned of Carrie's inheritance,
has made love to the girl. She does not care for
him and when he meets her accidentally in a
secluded spot on the ranch she tells him flatly that
she will not marry him. Gleason insults the girl
and endeavors to take her in his arms.
Jack Tyler wanders on the scene, sees the girl

struggling in the arms of the cowboy and runs
to her rescue. Gleason is knocked down and sneaks
away. The two heirs recognize each other.
A little love scene follows and Carrie tears up

the note of forfeit given her by Jack and stretches
out her band. Jack takes her in his arms and
presses a kiss to her lips as the picture closes.

LUBIN MFG. CO.
MARRIAGE IN HASTE.—The course of true love

never did run smooth, but the chart of the love
affairs of Arthur and Jean suggested a corkscrew
with the cramps, for not only did father object
but he objected with an emphasis that resulted in

Jean being locked in her room while Arthur was
forbidden the house. But Jean was a chip of the
old block and she had all of her father's temper
and determination and her woman's wit besides.

There were two keys to the door of her boudoir
and as soon as father went away she opened the
door with the second and dispatched the maid with
a note to Arthur, promising to elope with him
the following morning.
She kept the appointment and sent a note to her

father by a little girl who chanced by. The child

delivered the note and father excelled all previous
exhibitions of rage when he read the brief lines.

Warning the Chief of Police of the elopement and
asking that the rural constables be requested to

hold the elopers, father took the little girl as

guide and set out in his own car in pursuit. That
warning was a boomerang for father, for the Mayor
of Cragg Crossing got one of the messages and
proceeded to hold up all cars from the city on

general principles. Father, with the little girl

still bis companion, was one of the catches and the

extreme youth of the child convinced the rural

populace that hanging was about seven degrees
too good for father. They got a rope around
father's neck and prepared to launch him into

eternity. Jean and Arthur arrived in time to

explain matters, but father was so angry with the

inhabitants of Cragg Crossing that he had no
time to be angry with Jean and his new son-

in-law.

HEARTS ARE TRUMP.—Hearts are always trump
in the game of life, though sometimes it seems
that diamonds stand the better suit. Robert Ced-

des has a pretty daughter, Ruth, who is loved by

George Drake, his paymaster, and Joe Brooks, a

young civil engineer, employed on the big railroad

contract that is the immediate interest of Geddes
& Co. Geddes rather favors Drake because the

latter is a business man. but Ruth's preference is

for Brooks, for she has taken an instinctive dislike

to Drake, though she herself is scarcely conscious

of this fact. Drake rides out to the con-

struction camp to pay off the men and Ruth and

her father go along. Drake takes a dislike to

Brooks because of Ruth's preference for the young

engineer, and this is fanned into hatred by later

slights. There is an altercation that marks the

climax of the hatred and Ruth's mistrust of Drake
turns to disgust. Drake sees that he has lost

and plans to steal the payroll and leave the

country. But the thief is himself robbed by the

mulatto foreman of the gang of negro track lay-

ers and is left insensible on the road. He charges

Brooks with being the man who planned the rob-

bery and the Sheriff takes him into custody. Then
a search is instituted for the others and the fore-

man Is run down and apprehended. Broaks is

freed from the suspicion and Drake shares prison

quarters with the negro.

BIOGAPH COMPANY.
THE THREAD OF DESTINY,—Little Myrtle, the

orphan girl of San Gabriel, stands at the window
of her cabin contemplating the beautiful sun be-

fore her; the valley out between the hills be-

decked by the hand of Flora, iridescent in the

morning light, a veritable Iris. Her pure soul goes
out in love to the trees, the flowers and the sun,

which is responded in the exhilaration of their

perfume. Yet she is obsessed with an insatiable

yearning. An orphan, she does not know paternal
love; her pure, tender heart does not concur with
those around her, for the village is made up of

a people abjectly material. There is but one to
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You can always get a good pric on a long shot—how often does a long shot come through 1

Better play the favorite

—

THE EDISON KINETOSCOPE
You can get motion picture machines that cost less than the Edison at first. But they'll spoil

your patronage. You'll have to buy a good machine sooner or later, if you want to stay in business
—and you'll have twice as hard a time building up your patronage again. Besides, you're out the

price of the cheap machine and the big proportion of your profits you've thrown away on repairs.

Get the best machine first—the Edison. It will outlast any other machine made, requires no
outlay for repairs and gives the clear, steady pictures that build up a good patronage and hold it.

Write to-day for full particulars, booklet and copy of the Edison Kinetogram.

EDISON FILMS
RELEASES OF MARCH 8

THE RIGHT DECISION
A Btirrlng dramatic film, which, after o prologue showing the battlefield of Waterloo and "

ghoul rilling the pockets of a wounded French Captain who mistakes liim for a friend, unfolds a

remarkable chain of events in which the thief meets his deserts and the Captain's s"ii his future
wife. Splendidly acted and photographed.

No. 6598 Code, VESTIFLUAM App. Length, 600 feet

MY MILLINER'S BILL
A bright little comedy, made famous by Rosina Volkes about twenty years ago. It is built

upon a wife's extravagant fondness tor hats and her husband's skill as an amateur actor, by which
be eventually cures her fault. Replete with humorous situations well brought out.

No. 6599 Code, VESTIGABAS App. Length. 400 feet

RELEASES OF MARCH 11

HIS FIRST VALENTINE
Especially arranged by the author, Roy Norton. "Easy" Miller, a brawny young Western pros-

pector, tails in love with the pretty schoolmistress and has a valentine sent her from the city. When
it is lost through the robbery of the mail lie pursues the robbers and after a thrilling fight secures
the valentine, which he delivers, though wounded, and receives his reward. Quaint comedy and
intensely dramatic actions mark the film, which in every respect is one of the best we have ever seen.

No. 6600 Code, VESTIGABIT App. Length, 770 feet

LOVE DROPS
A short but very laughable film, which shows (he startling effort a bos of candy ("Love Drops")

purchased from a fortune teller had upon a "grouchy" father. This film will get the big "laughs"
wherever it is shown.

No. 6601 Code, VESTIGATOR

RELEASES OF MARCH 15

App. Length. 230 feet

No. 6603

No. 6604

FRUIT GROWING, GRAND VALLEY, COLORADO Industrial
No. 6602 Code, VESTIGING App. Length. 570 feet

A MOUNTAIN BLIZZARD (Comedy)
Code, VESTIGIOS App. Length, 425 feet

RELEASE OF MARCH 18

FRANKENSTEIN (Dramatic)
Code, VESTIGLO App. Length, 975 feet

Edison Manufacturing Co.
MAIN OFFICE and FACTORY: 72 LAKESIDE AVE., ORANOE, N. J.

New York Office: 10 Fifth Avenue. Chicago Office: 90 Wabash Are.

KINETOSCOPE JOBBERS
Geo. Breck, 70 Turk St., San Francisco. P. L. Waters, 41 E. 21st St., New York City.
Howard Moving Picture Co., 564 Washington St., Lake Shore Film & Supply Co., 314 Superior Ave.,

Boston. N. E.. Cleveland.
Yale Film Exch. Co., 622 Main St., Kansas City. Chas. A. Calehuff, 4th & Green Sts., Philadelphia.

Office for United Kingdom: Edison Works, Victoria Road, Willesden, N. W., England.

Dealers in All Principal Cities
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Stereopticous. ?9.00. including electric, calcium,
acetylene or house gas burner. Optigraph moving
picture machine, complete, like new, $30.00. Ad-
mission tickets. 50.000 for $3.25. We rent films at
remarkably low terms. Films for sale as low as
lc. per foot. Special prices to the trade.

*"" ill:' 1 *'» New York

Films For Sale
50 new reels of perfect
film. extra good condition,
to close out, at $18-50.

Second hand Edison machines for sale at a bargain.
Parts to fit all machines in stock

MAYER SILVERMAN, 322 Fulton Bids-, PltUburj; Pa.

OF PICTUREDDM

Told |in the Golden ACROSS THE
West ^^^ PLAINS

Another big Western Subject TRADE MARK ^ Mammoth and Colossal Pic-

ture of the Plains—on the Plains
Handled in the SELIG way

Release Date, March 7 -^ ^r- Release Date, March 10
Length I OOO Feet. Code Word: "West" ^^ Length I OOO Feet. Code Word: "Ross'

Are You Using Our Posters—Try Them for a Month

m
SELIG POLYSCOPE COMPANY, Inc.

THE MA5TERMARK
45=47=49 Randolph St., Chicago, U. S. A.

QF PICTUREDDM
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MR. EXHIBITOR! THERE IS ONLY
ONE-

American Film Service
46

Don't be mislead by imitators who endeavor to trade on our reputation of
purveyors of what is acknowledged to be the

BEST SERVICE IN AMERICA"
BANK FLOOR, 77 S. CLARK ST., CHICAGO, ILL.

Long Distance Telephone, Randolph 3216 and 3217

whom she can evince her generous, affectionate
nature, the wife of the innkeeper, who is ill. Each
morning she gathers flowers and brings them to her.
On this morning we see her flower-laden, making
her way to the inn. On the road she meets a
Mexican stranger, Estrada. Their hands touch
while he assists her in recovering some of the
flowers she has dropped. She experiences a thrill,
such as she had never felt before, and yet she
doesn't know why. However, her heart seems
lighter, the world brighter, as she continues on
to the inn to cheer and comfort the suffering woman.
As she is about to leave, she is insulted with the
advances of Gus Walters, a drunken tough. He
is about to seize her when Estrada enters and res-

B her from the peril, seeing her safely out of
the place. Later, Estrada is induced to take a
hand in a poker game, which is reallv a sub-
terfuge to start a quarrel. He is accused of
cheating, and they determine to lynch him. See-
ing the chances extremely against him. he picks
up a chair, and whirling it around him, makes his
way to the door. He dashes down the road, and
by climbing a tree, manages to throw his pur-
sures off his trail. In detour he finally comes to
a cabin, which he enters as refuge, to find it the
borne of .Myrtle. Her wit saves him. She makes
him bind her hands and feet, disarrange the place,
and then hide under a pile of stuff. The appear-
ances are convincing to the story she tells the posse
of being robbed by Estrada, who bad proceeded on
out of reach. They are satisfied that the Mexican
has eluded them and so search no further, going
back to the inn. Gus hangs back and returns to
Myrtle's cabin tn wreak revenge, thinking she is

unprotected, but he is mistaken, of course, and
being oft* guard, he is easily overpowered and
bound. He is afforded the felicity of witnessing
Myrtle and Estrada plight their troth, and leave
for the mission chapel to be married. Still they
are charitable, tOI before they leave they place in
Gus' month a cigarette and light it for him that
his hours of 1 dage might not hang heavy. Off
they go to the mission where they arc bound f'c r

life in holy marriage. Gus, meanwhile, has freed
himself and rushing hack to the inn tells of the
girl's ruse. As they look from the window it'.ey

see Myrtle and Estrada leaving the priest and
strolling down the road as the twilight bells o
the Angelus toll. This awakens the boys to their
better selves and they exclaim. "Let 'em go.
(Jus. the drinks arc <'ii you,"

IN OLD CALIFORNIA.—Th is story starts some
time before Mexican independence was proclaimed
in California, which occurred in 1822. Perdita
Lrgnello, the pretty Spanish senorita, is beloved
by Jr.sc Manuella, a wealthy young Spaniard, who
has migrated to the new world in search of ad-
venture. \ man of One qualities, he surrenders
claim upon the girl when be finds her heart given
to Pedro C'ortis. a handsome troubadour of the
village Cortes Is .hist the sort of fellow to
Impress a thoughtless unsophisticated girl with his
gentle persuasive manner, together with his talents

musician. Of a poetic temperament, she yields
to his plea tnii marries him. But what a calamity!
Twenty years later we see the result of her folly.

Cortes has proved to be a worthless dipsomaniac
and reprobate, spending his time and the money

at the tavern. The most unfortunate
feature is that thej have a son, now nearly
nineteen years old. Perdita realizes that the
environs and example of the father are not favor-

1] being, hence she resolves to
save him. It is at a time when Baja and Alta
California are in conflict, and Manuella, Perdlta's

ner lover, is new Governor, so she appeals to

him to provide a future for her son. The Governor
takes the boy Into his own company. But is there
any wonder that the son of such a dog as Cortes
should prove himself to be a despicable whelp? He
Is not long in the service when the blood of his

father asserts itself. Drunkenness is one of the
first offenses. Next theft Of the meanest order.
that of robbing his sleeping comrades-in-arms. Per-
dita has despatched a letter of thanks to the Gov-

ernor, which he is reading as the drunken boy is

brought before him. The tone of the letter in-

duces Manuella to be easy .with the boy that she
might live in ignorance of his real nature. How-
ever, later she writes that she is dying and be-
lieving her son has made a name for himself, she
asks to be allowed to see him before she dies.

As the Governor reads this letter the boy is

brought before him. having been caught thieving.
Manuella is thoroughly disgusted with the boy, but
in order to have his mother die happy, he decorates
him, making him appear before her as a hero. When
she breathes her last the medals are torn from
his breast and he is sent to prison where the pun-
ishment he justly deserves is inflicted.

VITAGRAPH COMPANY.
AN EYE FOR AN EYE.—The plot of the story is

laid in two countries. Italy and America. An
Italian carpenter has a wife very much younger
than himself. They are very happy until a young
mechanic attracts the attention of the wife and
makes love to her. She becomes dissatisfied with
her husband and longs for the society of the young
man. The young fellow receives a letter calling
him to New York City and he induces the young
wife to run away with him to America.
The husband returns to their little cottage as

usual after his hard day's work, expecting to meet
his wife and instead finds a note explaining that
she has fled with the young mechanic. He imme-
diately decides to arrange his affairs and follow
the pair.

Tn New York, the young mechanic has grown
tired of the carpenter's wife and neglects her
for a young waitress in an Italian restaurant. The
old carpenter who has arrived in New York goes
to this restaurant and while there the young me-
chanic has called to see the waitress and follows
her into the kitchen, embraces her and is caught
by die discarded woman who pounces upon thi

waitress.
The young Italian seizes his forsaken victim

and strangles her. The patrons of the restaurant
aino,,;; whom is tile carpenter, hear the call for
help and rush into the kitchen. The old man
recognizes his erring wife and carries her tenderly
to hi i- lodgings. He forgives all and she
away quietly.

Scarcely has she died when the wrecker of bet
life comes into the room. The two men glare at

each other, at the instant of recognition, they are
engaged in deadly struggle. The old man strangles
his wife's tradneer t-i death.

Returning to his native land the old man buries
Ms wife among the scenes of her childhood in
Sunny Italy. *

ON THE BORDER LINE.—Here we have a pie
lei- of a happy home, a loving husband, a devoted
wile and little daughter. The husband leaves the
house: he is no sooner ;mhp when the wit. re
ceives a letter from her brother whom si

not seen for years, saying that he is coming to
see her and the family and will probably arrive
as soon as the letter. The husband is well on his
way to the office when rain begins to fall and hi

is reminded that he has forgotten his umbrella and
returns home to ^et it.

When tie reaches the house he glances in the
window and sees his wife in the embrace of hei
brother, whom he does not recognize, and becomina

and suspicions, he does not wait fot i

explanation. In desperation and in the grip ol
the "Green-eyed Monster." he stops at a drug
store and hoys noison, contemplating suicide. Ar-
riving at his nttice. he finds a cake sent to his
wile by her aunt, in his care; like a Hash, a thi

of revenge comes into his mind he will poison
the cake. Pouring the noison n ii. he sends
the oako tn his wife at once, thinking she and 1 lie

brother will eat it.

Receiving the cake, thi- wife gives the bearer
of the cake a note to take back to her husband,
telling him of the arrival of her brother. When
the husband gets this inter lion he is struck
with remorse and hasten, home to warn his family

not to eat the cake. He arrives with a doctor,
too late, they have eateu the cake. The husband -

is crazed with grief and fear, but the doctor finds
that the druggist, probably noticing the husband's
agitation, gave him a harmless fluid.

The wife is dumbfounded at her husband's lack
of confidence in her. He humbly craves her par-
don, but she has decided to leave him. Through
the pleadings of their child and love for her, the
wife forgives all and a reconciliation is brought'
about.

THE BEAUTIFUL SNOW.— It is morning, the
snow has overspread the ground duriug the uight.
Top," the principal of these happenings, looks

out of the window to behold a sight pleasing to
look upon. He is delighted with the aspect and-
quotes with inspired enthusiasm, "The Beautiful-
Snow," etc., and aroused with the keen anticipa-
tion of its charms, he buoyantly sallies forth.
Taking his first step from the front porch into

the "beautiful" he lands on his back at the bot-
tom of the stoop. With his anticipation somewhat
disturbed, he picks himself up and continues od
his way, only to encounter some boys in a snow
fight just in time to receive a volley of the "beau-
tiful" when he least expects it.

Meditatively remarking to himself that "Boys
will be boys," our old friend is seen plodding on-
ward unconscious of still greater surprise—"Look
out! Here they come!" He is completely upset by
some young coasters sliding down hill on their
sleds, putting him down for a "turn" that was
not expected or announced.

Further in his journeyings, while passing under
a window, he is an "easy mark" for a couple of
scamps who deluge him with another reminder of
the poetic germ. Worse and more of it. Brushing
the snow from his clothes, removing it from his

collar, chilled and indignant, lie escapes into a
friendly doorway of a nearby store. While there,
he sees some passcrshy get hit with snowballs and
ventures out to tell them that the snowballs are
being thrown from above. While they are look-
ing towards the roof, the storekeeper comes out
and lets down the awning from which an avalanche
of snow completely covers "Pop" and causes him
to saj some tilings which would not look well in

print.

WHYNOTLEIVRNO
MOVING RlGTURE f
OPERftTIN

Taylor's Method
(Licensed School)

5I.W.28T-sST#»<
T£Lf/?/4O5.MAi>S0

Class meets every morning and afternoon
with F. H. Richardson of Chicago, as
chief instructor. Evening classes meet
every Monday, Wednesday and Friday.
Complete course $15. We positively guar-
antee you a $15 positionn We are selling

agents for the American Moving Picture
machine, and have a second hand Edison
machine in A No. 1 condition, at one half

of the original cost.

F. C. TAYLOR
51 West 28th Street, New York, N. Y.
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Don't Miss this Film!
THE SENSATION OF MEXICO

The wild riotous grapple with death experienced
by " Bill " Pickett, the Oklahoma cowboy of 101 ranch,

when he fought Bonita, the fiercest Spanish fighting

bull in all Mexico, with no weapon but his bare hands
— all pictured in

A BULL FIGHT IN
MEXICO

All the excitement of bull fighting without the

horrible carnage. An exhibition of unprecedented

nerve, fearlessness and strength. This film will be

the biggest winner you ever had, so insist upon it at

your exchange.

Released Wednesday, March 16th

PATHE FRERES
NEW YORK

41 West 25th Street

CHICAGO
35 Randolph Street

NEW ORLEANS
813 Union Street

Pacific Coast Agency-Turner &, Dahnken, 136 Eddy Street,

San Francisco, Cat.

Get Your Posters from the A. B. C. Co., of Clevland, Ohio

Watch for "The Arrest of the Duchess de Berry"

CHEAP
Steel Trams

Theatre Chairs

ABSOLUTELY

Non BREAKABLE
Suitable for small

theatres and Moving
Picture shows W«
carry these chairs in
stock and can this
immediately.

Second Hand Chair*
Also Seating for Oui

of-Door Use.

•» Address Dept. W.
STEEL FURNITURE CO., Grand Rapids, Mick.

New York Office: 150 Fifth Avenue

Boston Office: 224 Congress St., Boston, Mass.

FOLDING

CHAIRS
Per Msvlog Picture Shows
Qriod Stands. Assembly
Halls, etc. la sections li

winted.

Write for Catalog No. 2.

The Kauffman Manufacturing Co.
ASHLAND, OHIO

Renew Your Films

EVERY
Inquiry we receive we are asked
whether we can renovate Tinted or

hand colored film.

WE CAN
And not only renovate but make the

hand colored film much clearer than
when new and after receiving one
process the film appears so clear

that it resembles raised work.

This should also appeal to traveling

show men who have mostly hand
colored films.

OLD RELIABLE
FILM RENOVATING CO.

22 Randolph St., Chicago, III.

J. S. SPEER, Manager.

Write for References from 77 Exchanges

EBERHARD SCHNEIDER
Hiror Vitae Products," Projectors, Cameras,

Film-Making Machinery, Films, Sl'des, Mere-
opticons. Specialties, Lens Grinding, etc. Special
condensors, carbons and lugs.

109 Esst 12th Street, New TorK

The Buckeye Film &
Projecting Co. (inc.)

Members of the N, I. M. P. A.

309-311 Arcade Bldg, Dayton, Ohio

MR. EXHIBITOR, we abso-
lutely guarantee to furnish you the
best "strictly INDEPENDENT film

service in this country. We guar-
antee NO JUNK, NO RAIN-
STORMS, NO REPEATERS.
All we ask is that you give us a
trial and be convinced. We can
give you an IDEAL EXCLUSIVE
SERVICE because we have stand-
in^ releases with all leading
AMERICAN and FOREIGN
FILM MANUFACTURERS.
Write to-day for full particulars,

or call and see us at our offices and
see for yourself.

Write, Phone, or Wire us to-day.

THE BUCKEYE FILM &
PROJECTING CO. (Inc.)

309-311 Arcade Building. Dayton, Ohio

SITUATIONS WANTED.
EXPERIENCED moving picture writer; American

subjects only; comedy a specialty. N. 0. T., care
M. P. W.

FOR SALE—Ferlinglietti. Auctioneer, will sell

Monday, March 7. 11 o'clock, nt 1S4 Sullivan street.

New York: rain or shim-: 850 penny slot machines
of every description; 500 chairs; Frati Orchestrium;
self-playing pianos; combination safe, in fact en-

tire contents of large Penny Arcade retiring from
business. Catalogue at FERLINGHETTI, Auc-
tioneer. 31 Wllloughby street, Brooklyn. Packing
facilities free to large buyers.
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At Lome once more, thoroughly disgusted and
perturbed, "Pop" vigorously pulls down the shades
shutting nut all sight and remembrance of "The
Beautiful Snow.'' He envelops himself In a blanket
and throws himself into an easy chair iu desperation
and despair.

THE HISTORY OF A SARDINE SANDWICH—A sardine sandwich from start to finish entails a
great real more interest than most persons imagine
"beeiug is believing" and it is the purpose of
this pictorial history to show just what it means
to manufacture one of these delicious little "palate
ticklers."

In the northeastern part of .Maine is where they
catch large numbers of sardines at every haul
of the net. After the sardine has been corralled
in the weir set in the St. Croix River, which
empties into the Atlantic Ocean, the nets are then
emptied of their lively little occupants into the
fishing boats which spread sail, homeward bound.

Arriving at the docks, they are unloaded into
chutes which carry them to the factory, where
they are trimmed, cooked, packed, steamed, boxed,
or canned, and sealed ready to be shipped to the
consumer, who eats them with a relish, which is
well attested by the myriads of these little fel-
lows being devoured every year.

PATHE FRERES.
PIERROT.— In their pretty home, Pierrot, his

wife and little Pierrot are wondering where theit
next meal is to come from. The father is a painter
by profession, though unsuccessful, and is a musi-
cian by choice; he finally takes up his mandolin
and goes out to tempt the fates. Beneath the win-
dow of a big mansion he plays and sings to amuse
the folks within. One of the ladies, delighted bj
his music, coaxes him to exchange his costume for
an embroidered coat and join in the festivities. A
young aristocrat, however, is annoyed by this un-
usual procedure, and challenges him to a duel iu
which Pierrot is seriously wounded. During his
convalescence, Pierrot amuses himself with his man-
dolin. The familiar tones attract the attention of
little Pierrot, w-ho had been searching everywhere,
and the child, stealing into the house, guided by
the music, throws himself into his father's arms.
I'ierrot, thereby recalled to his seuses. forgets the
grandeur surrounding him and donning his old cos-
tume, returns to the house he so thoughtlessly for-

sook.

A HAPPY TURN.—The home of a humble work-
The wile, a pale, delicate-looking woman, is

sitting in a chair, ami a racking cough is bringing
a look of anguish to the face of her devoted hus-
band because he is out of work and the poor girl
needs medical attention. Finally, in desperation, he

B to have the doctor, whether or no, and goes
cut to get one kind-hearted enough to make the
visit without pay. The first one he calls on con-
sents to go, and the man, overjoyed at this good
fortune, leads him to the poor room where his ail-

ing wife sils. The good doctor diagnoses the case,
writes a prescription and is gone. Now another
problem confronts the poor fellow—how to get the
prescription filled. He goes out to find work, but
trying place after place with no result, he wanders
off toward the country, and while sitting beside

d Is passed by an automobile. He starts up!
Why should those people bo rich and care free
while he is so miserably poor? He follows the car
and comes upon it broken down and the occupants
are oil* tor a si foil while the chauffeur is repairing
the break. Seeing the owners at a little distance,
and stealing up behind them, he snatches at the

s purse ami misses it. and is forced to flee.

In his Bight li(' diops the prescription, and his

pursuers pick it up and surmise the reason for his

attempt. They go at once to the office of the doc-

tor whose name is on the prescription, and finding

the address of the unfortunate, they seek him out
anil press into his wife's hands enough money to

help them over their present trouble and to last

them for som" time to come. It is indeed a happy
ending for all concerned.

TRAGIC IDYL.—Bathed in brilliant sunshine, the
ni which the events of tins story of iove

and passion have their beginning and end are a
marvel of color, light and shade to which words
can hardly do justice. The story is simple, that of

plighted love, broken promises, and the madness of
a loving lather ending in tragedy: but it is the
scenery and coloring which will make this film and
cause it to be long remembered.
STRENUOUS MASSAGE.— A miserable specimen

of humanity finds ids joints stiff with rheumatism.
and searching out a doctor who gives free consul-
tation, he is advised to resort to a water friction

and dry massage. Unfortunately he has no money
and. as is well known, the Devil seems to take
care of his own and all the elements come to his

aid. In a shower of rain he commences. An over-
flowing water spout provides a fine shower bath,
while a bucket of water left outside by the busy

He cnics in well. While handing a few
Choice remarks to a couple of policemen, he man-
Bges to accumulate quite a bit of massage. See-

ing a rroad sweeper, he casts himself in front of

mi tlie obliging drives guides his team over
hi, prostrate form. Our hero arises from his trent-

ni feeling much benefited and goes on his way
rejol( Ing.

A CURE FOR TIMIDITY. -Mr. Henpeek has led

tie life of tin. under dog for many a long daj

.

lie, who used to be so bright and debonair, is

afraid. His wife and mother-in-law have lorded
it over him until he dare not call his soul his own.
One day, however, while glancing over the paper,
he happens to see an advertisement, the wording
of which gladdens his poor heart. A wonderful
discovery has been made! An instantaneous and
positive cure for timidity! Heupcek drops the pa-
1 err and hurries to interview the advertiser. Find-
ing that the cure consists only in having a little

serum injected through the nose, he decides to take
it immediately. Wonder of wonders! Hardly has
he sniffed up the fluid before he feels like a war-
rior of old, brave and dauntless! Let his wife or
his mother-in-law dare dictate to him now! He'll
soon teach them their place. And so it is; he en-
ters his home as he never entered it before, like
the master of the place. His wife and mother-in-
law stand back in amazement; they can't believe
their eyes or their ears as he orders them around.
But being subdued by his air of authority and
determination they fly at his beck and call, and
the last view we get of the poor-spirited, ill-treated
husband of the beginning of the story, he is seated
at a fine hot meal, although it is not meal time,
his two former bosses waiting on him with the
greatest solicitude.

TALE OF A TENEMENT.—This is a pretty and
sentimental little comedy, played with a fine con-
ception of its possibilities, which lifts it above the
usual mediocre level of the generality of sentimen-
tal sketches.

Bella, a working girl, hesitates between her two
suitors, Maurice and Ralph, both of whom live on
the same floor as herself, and watch her comings
and goings. Maurice is of a rather quiet and timid
nature, whilst Ralph is more debonair, more hail-

fellow-well-met.
One day Bella invites the two young men into

her room, and Ralph quizzing at the ornaments,
remarks how fond she must be of roses, since she
has pictures of them and buuehes of them in her
vases. Bella answeys yes, and laughingly observes
that she even wears them on her hat. At the. same
moment she sees a flower-seller from the window
busily selling masses of her favorite flower. The
two young men anticipating her desire, rush out
to buy some of the roses, and Ralph returns al-

most immediately with a line bunch. Maurice has
also been hastening hack, but at the door of the
house he stops abruptly at the sight of a child's

coffin standing in the hall, with the stricken father
near by. No flower adorns the humble bier, and
the young man, moved by compassion, lays the
roses on the coffin.

Bella, puzzled by his long absence, has descended
the stairs to look for him, and sees the little

scene. With a quick movement, she extends her
hand to him, and promises to be his wife. The
two mount the stairs together and break the news
to Ralph, who, although bitterly disappointed in

his hopes, is generous-hearted enough to grasp his

rival warmly by the hand and offer his congratu
lations.

SPORTY DAD.—"Unbeknownst to each other,"
as the charwoman said. Dad and his two sons, Bert
and Hal, have been smitten by the charms of the
same girl, and make her birthday the excuse for
calling upon her, each and separately, with an
enormous bunch of pink roses.

Hal is first, and when there is a ring at the
door, be is pushed into a stiUing cupboard, whilst
Kitty makes ready to welcome Bert. Another ring
announces the arrival of a third admirer. Dad this

time, and Bert goes into the piano. Yet another
ring at the door, and Dad has to find refuge under
a big chair cover. This time, however, it is only
a lady friend, who laughs heartily at her little

joke. The two girls play a jolly good rousing duet
on tie piano, and the sectional view of the inside

of the piano with the notes hammering Bert's nose
out of shape is unspeakably funny. Dad comes In

for a good deal of hustling, whilst Hal wishes he
were well out of it—out of the cupboard, that is

to say.
The girls tire themselves out at last and then

run away and slowly, very slowly, three heads
emerge from their hiding places. Mutual recogni-
tion and astonishment, and then the jeweled pendant
to this glittering golden chain of superlatively funny
scenes is the last, iu which Dad is seen enjoining
the necessity of silence upon his two sons. Cay
old dog

!

THE ARREST OF THE DUCHESS DE BERRY.—
Up to 1780 France had been ruled by kings. The
famous Bourbon family had maintained a court of
signal magnificence and during the reign of Louis
XVI. the extravagances of the court reached such
a point that the people, who bore the burden of

the expense, revolted. The historic revolution fol-

lowed. Louis XVI. was arrested with his wife and
little son and thrown into a dungeon from wdiicb

he emerged only to march to the guillotine—a jour-

ney on which, his devoted wife, Marie Antoinette,
soon followed. The little son's history ends with
his incarceration, and to this day no one actually
knows whether he escaped or died, and the story
of the Lost Dauphin has become almost a classic

in France. These regicides were followed by a

wild, riotous, disordered, farcical government which
guillotined everyone who opposed its will. On the
scene of this stormy period the shadow of the

Immortal Napoleon appeared. Genius sat enthroned
upon his brow. He brought a semblance of order

out of chaos and finally proclaimed himself First

THIS WEEK'S PROGRAMME OF LICENSED
FILMS.

Monday, March 7.

Blograph—The Thread of Destiny (Dramatic) .. .977

I.ubin—Marriage in Haste (Comedy) 825

Pathe—Tragic Idyl (Dramatic) <J07

Pathe—Strenuous Massage (Comedy) 417

Selig—Told iu the Golden West (Dramatic) 1000

Tuesday, March 8.

Edison—The Right Decision (Dramatic) 600
Edison—My Milliner's Bill (Dramatic) 400
Gaumont—The Legend of Daphne (Dramatic) .. .341

Gaumont—The Great Scoop (Dramatic) 062

Vitagraph—A Brother's Devotion (Dramatic) ... .950

Wednesday, March 9.

Essanay—An Interrupted Honeymoon (Comedy) .950

Kalem—Her Soldier Sweetheart (Dramatic) 985
Pathe—A Tragic Adventure (Dramatic) 285
Urban—At the Bar of Justice (Dramatic) 884

Urban—The Water-Flyer (Scenic) 106

Thursday, March 10.

Biograph—In Old California (Dramatic) 991
Lubin—Hearts Are Trumps (Dramatic) 900
Selig—Across the Plains (Dramatic) 1000

Friday, March 11.

Edison—His First Valentine (Dramatic) 770
Edison—Love Drops (Comedy) 230
Kalem—The Robber Baron (Dramatic) 970
Pathe—A Seaside Flirtation (Comedy) 515
Pathe—A Cure for Timidity (Comedy) 564
Vitagraph—Conscience (Dramatic) 941

Saturday, March 12.

Essanay—The Fence on "Bar Z" Ranch (Dr.)... 950
Gaumont—Rabelais' Joke (Comedy) 617
Gaumont—The Pirate Airship (Comedy) 361
Pathe—A Tale of a Tenement (Dramatic) 535
Pathe—Sporty Dad (Comedy) 449

Consul of France, exercising almost kingly prerog-
atives. As the commander of the French Army,
Vitagraph—Taming a Grandfather (Comedy) ... .950
to which rank he had risen from that of corporal,

he won such distinction and gained such mastery
of his men that when he proclaimed himself Em-
peror, he was able to not only seat himself upon
i lie throne, but to maintain his position and create
his brothers Princes. Beyond doubt Napoleon did
for France that which almost no other has been
able to do for any nation. His conquets were
enormous, his army seemed well-uigh invulnerable,
but there was a rift in the lute. The constant
state of war which Napoleon maintained drained
the manhood of France. Nearly every Frenchman
was a soldier of the Empire and for every victory
won abroad a battle for popularity was lost in

the Fatherland iu the thousands of humble homes
where the footsteps of father, brother, son or
sweetheart would never more be heard. Bonapart
had many enemies in France and when Wellington
conquered and captured the illustrious warrior there
was no small part of the nation which welcomed
the return of a monarchy. On the abdication of
Charles X., Louis Philippe of Orleans, popularly
known as the "Citizen King," was coronated. A
spirit of unrest was abroad in France, however,
and many old royalists and malcontents stirred up
constant trouble by endeavoring to enthrone a
member of the Bourbon family. It was just such
a situation which brought about the dramatic in-

cident pictured in our latest film d'art—-"The Ar-
rest of the Duchess de Berry." The episode oc-
curred in 1S32. The Duke de Berry, who was the
son of Charles X., had been assassinated during
the reign of Louis XVIII. and the old royalist
party, counting on the fact that the peasantry of
La Vendee still retained their adherence to the
old reigning house, planned to attempt an insur-
rection to regain the crown for the son of the
Duke de Berry, the Duke of Bordeaux. "Surely,"
thought they, "if a Bourbon is put forward the
peasants of La Vendee will rise as one man."
The Duchess de Berry was not unnaturally chosen

to head the insurrection which was to win a throne
for her son. However, the uprising was crushed
in the very beginning and the Duchess was obliged
to flee disguised to Nantes, where she took refuge
in the house of her friends, two sisters known as

de Guigny.
For five months she remained hidden, but the

offer of a large reward by the goverrnment induced
one of her party, a man named Deutz, to betray
her whereabouts. Nevertheless, when the house of

the two sisters was searched, the Duchess was not
to be found; she bad been hidden away in a secret

closet behind the flreplac and no trace of her re-

mained. Deutz, though nonplussedfi stuck to his

statement, and stayed behind in the house with
some of the soldiers sent to make the arrest. Still

puzzled and discountenanced, his mind reverted to

the possibility of a hiding place and he commenced
to tap the walls. He soon perceived that the one
above the fireplace gave forth a hollow sound and
immediately gave orders for a fire to be built there.

The prisoner behind the wall, forced to cry aloud
on account of the ever increasing heat, was discov-

ered, arrested and conveyed to the fortress at Blaye.
Deutz repaired to the government offices in Paris

to oolleol his reward. After counting the notes,

the official, rather than touch again the blood-

money, picks them up with the fire tongs and with
n look of absolute disgust presents them thus at

arm's length.
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KALEM FILMS
ISSUE OF MARCH 9

Her ^Soldier Sweetheart
Length 985 Feet

What a great title, and what a great film! We have fairly outdone ourselves in

this production. We freely acknowledge it. Here is a headliner which will be talked
about as lon^ as the business exists. For dramatic power, intense heart interest,

thrilling situations and magnificent photography it stands unsurpassed. We wish
we could always turn them out as good.

ISSUE OF MARCH II

The Robber Baron
Length 970 Feet

This is the first product of our new New York studio, a film entirely different from
any you have ever seen run under the KALEM trade-mark. It is a story of the
romantic, swash buckling days of Old England, and while most of the situations are

intensely dramatic, there is such a strong vien of comedy throughout the story, that a

big laugh can be expected in every scene. Don't overlook "THE ROBBER BARON."
It is a new and attractive idea.

Great posters for both these features

made by the

A. B. C. Co., of Cleveland, Ohio

KALEM CO., Inc.
Eastman Kodak Building

235-237-239 WEST 23rd STREET
NEW YORK CITY

LUBIN FILMS
FOR RELEASE MONDAY. MARCH 7

Marriage in Haste
A fast and Curious comedy picture with :i novel plot developed into -\ succession of side-splitting

incidents. When tin- young people elope the girl's father asks the police i" arrest them. lie pursues
them in his motor car and is himself mistaken for the eloper. There is a little girl in the car with
him .-is guide\ and her tender years move Hi'-- mob to fury. A rope is around papa's neck when the
new sun m law comes along and saves him. A laugh with every turn of the crank.

APPROXIMATE LENGTH. 825 FEET

FOR RELEASE THURSDAY, MARCH 10

Hearts are Trump
Another stirring story from the Southern division of tin- Stock Company, an unusually sti

plot unraveled amid scenes of tropical luxuriance. Splendid horses and spirited riding form one of
tin- chief attractions of the subjeel apart from a storv which holds the interest in suspense until the
last i of film. APPROXIMATE LENGTH. 900 FEET.

WATCH FOR THE ST. PATRICKS DAY RELEASE. THURSDAY. MARCH 17

The Irish Boy
\<<n will w;int ihis first run.

Send for catalogue of our 1910 machine

LUBIN MANUFACTURING COMPANY 926
;„

2
,?A^Ta^a"1

Have you investigated the

Wiirlitzer PianOrchestra ?

The leading Nickelodeons are
putting in this marvelous Automatic
Orchestra. It furnishes better music
than a regular orchestra of 5 to 25
pieces, is always "on the job," and
cuts out the enormous expense of mu-
sicians. The money saved pays rent.

Easy terms, less than paid to musicians.
We supply the V. S. Gov't, with musical
instruments. Write for big 96-page catalog
& Testimonial booklet snowing Wurlitzer
PianOrchestras in leading Nickelodeons.

5tfe RyDOlPH Wurlitzer Q)
World's Largest Mfrs. Automatic Mqb. Insta.

NEW YORK CINCINNATI CHICAGO
25-27 W, 32d 117-121 E. 4 th 266-26SWabash

PHILADELPHIA. PA.

OPERA CHAIRS
That Stand the TEST

HIGHEST QUALITY

The hard usage accord-

ed opera chairs makes
the selection of a chair

of PROVEN QUALITIES
essential.

Our Opera Chairs are

conceded to be the
IDEAL seating, as

they are comfortable,

permanently noiseless

and combined with a

distinctive style and
excellence that is un-
equalled.

LOWEST PRICES
Write tor Catalogs

AMERICA* SEATING COMPANY
Dept. V.

2l5WabashAve.

CHICAGO

NEW YORK

BOSTON

PHILADELPHIA

GALEHUFF
A "Umber of the

FILM SERVICE ASSOCIATION

Headquarters for only the belt of latest

FILMS and SONG SLIDES. No junk.

MACHINES, SUPPLIES, Etc.

LATEST SONG 5LIDES
$5.00 per set

N. E. Cor. 4th & Green Streets,

PHILADELPHIA. PA.
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Pacific Coast Exhibitors

Independent Service of the Best Quality Furnished by

THE THEATRE FILM SERVICE COMPANY
76-78 Second Street,

Member N. I. M. P. A.

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

Quality of Service and Pictures UNSURPASSED

COMPENSARC
That's the device that saves Moving Pic-
ture men two-thirds on their electric light
bills, and yet gives better light. Did yon
see our ad last week? Well, don't look it

up. Just write for our

Booklet 15018

FORT WAYNE ELECTRIC WORKS
1402 Broadway

FORT WAYNE, INDIANA. 733

Independent Films For Sale

100 Reels Fine Condition

$8.00 to $20.00 Per Reel

60 Sets Song Slides $1.75 Per Set

Piedmont Film Exchange, Goldsboro, N. C.

INTERIOR DECORATOR. SCENIC and GENERAL CON-

TRACTOR, Asbestos Curtains. Metal and Fire-Proofing

Scenery J. HILLBIMJ, 581 Union Ave., New York

MONEY MAKER—FOR SALE

Picture Theatre with stage and
roll curtain, furnace heat, piano,

Powers' 5 Machine and seating ca-

pacity of 241. Only house in West-
ern New York town of 6,000 popu-
lation. Now making good money
with pictures only at 10c. admission

Price, $1500.22.

Address Western, care of M. P. World

A Fresh Attractive

"TITLE POSTER"
for each picture you show each day beats
an occasional mussed-up second hand
lithograph and costs only $7.50 a month.
It isn't a question of being able to afford

them— you simply can't afford to be
without them.
Free Sample for the Asking

TITLE POSTER CO.
231-233 Bowery, New YorK

Publishers of Posters for
EVERY Licensed Film Subject

THE LARGEST

Independent Film Exchange

in New England

BUYING

21 New Reels Per Week

Write for Lists and Terras

NEW ENGLAND FILM EXCHANGE
Members N. I. M. P. A.

611 Washington Street

BOSTON, MASS.

HARRY W. PRIE0MAN JACK LEVY

MODERN SIGN CO.
124 East 14th Street

New York
Next to Dewey Theatre, near 3rd Avenue

(Formerly of Royal Sign Co.)

Our "SIGN SERVICE"
Brings You the Business

The "Kind That Makes Good"

Telephone : 2023 Stuyvesant

LIFE OF ST. PATRICK
SPECIAL LECTURETTE

1Z Slides, colored, with

LECTURE

$5.22
SHAMROCK or IRISH FLAG
single slides, col red, 50c.

Stock or special ''ad" slides,

announcements, tinters, etc.

BRAYTON MFG. CO.

122

Randolph St.

CHICAGO

INDEPENDENT
We rent new Filma. Handle all the leading Makes, both AMERICAN AND

FOREIGN; beautiful Posters; exclusive Feature Service. Write for prices.

CINCINNATI FILM EXCHANGE, 315-317 West 4th Street, CINCINNATI, 0.
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The Pioneer Film Exchange
of Philadelphia

and

Largest Dealer in Machines
and Supplies

Agent for

Power's Cameragraph
Lang's Rewinder

and
Cary Coated Carbons

The Trade Supplied. Licensed

Films Only

LEWIS M. SWAAB
338 Spruce St., Philadelphia, Pa.

IF YOU WANT

ON SHORT NOTICE
call on the

Good Singers
Piano Players

AND

Trap Drummers

CENTRAL BOOKING AGENCY
138 E. 14th Street, New York, N.Y.

Phone—Stuyvesant 789

P.S.— Superior Song Slide Service

Immediate Shipment
WE CARRY

OPERA CHAIRS
IN STOCK

If you want a GOOD
CHAIR, at a LOW
PRICE, we have It. In-

quiries amwered same

day as received.

Aik lor Catalei No. 305

E. H. STAFFORD MFC. CO.
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

LICENSED FILMS.
BIOGRAPH COMPANY.

Jan. 24—The Honor of His Family (Dr.) 988
Jan. 27—The Last Deal (Dr.) 991
Jan. 31—The Cloister's Touch (Dr.)
Feb. 8—The Woman from Mellon's (Dr.) 988
Feb. 7—The Course of True Love (Dr.) 987
Feb. 10—The Duke's Plan (Dr.

)

985
Feb. 14—One Night, and Then (Dramatic) 992
Feb. 17—The Englishman and the Girl (Dr.)... 975
Feb. 21—His Last Burglary (Dr.) 995
Feb. 24—Taming a Husband (Dr.) 986
Feb. 28—The Final Settlement (Dr.) 981
Mar. 2—The Newlyweds (Dr.) 981
Mar. 7—The Thread of Destiny (Dramatic) 971
Mar. 10—In Old California (Dramatic) 991

EDISON MEG. .CO.

Feb. 11—An Equine Hero (Edir.) 725
Feb. 11—A Queen of the Burlesque (Com.) 260
Feb. 15—The President's Special (Dr.) 950
Feb. 18—The Miniature 725
Feb. 18—A Trip to Mars (Scenic) 265
Feb. 22—A Victim of Bridge (Dramatic 990
Feb. 25—Lost and Regained (Dramatic) 445
Feb. 25—That Girl of Dixon's (Dramatic) 475
Mar. 1—Hanson's Folly (Dr.) 1000
Mar. 4—At the Eleventh Hour (Dr.) 800
Mar. 4—The Man Under the Bed 200
Mar. 8—The Right Decision (Dr.) 600
Mar. 8—My Milliner's Bill (Com.) 400
Mar. 11—His First Valentine (Dr.) 770
Mar. 11—Love Drops (Com.) 230
Mar. 15—Fruit Growing, Grand Valley. Colo.

i Scenic) r»7(;

Mar. 15—A Mountain Blizzard (Comedy) 125

ESSANAY FILM MEG. CO.

Jan. 26—The Modern Messenger Boy (Com.) . . . .945
Jan. 29—An Outlaw's Sacrifice i Dramatic) '.)'M

Feb. 2—The Wrong Man (Comedy) 554
Feb. 2—A Voice from the Fireplace (Dr.)....486
Feb. 5—Sensational Logging (Scenic) 1000
Feb. 9—The Price of Fame (Dramatic) 100C
Feb. 12—Bitter Sweet (Comedy) 45C

Feb. 12—Western Chivalry (Comedy) 568
Feb. 16—Aviation at Los Angeles, Cal. (Edm • BOO
Feb. 10—Baby's First Tooth (Comedy) 3S5
Feb. lit—The Cowboy and the Squaw (Dr.) 935
Feb. 2:!—The Winning of Father (Comedy) 508
Feb. 23—Oh, So Sick (Comedy) 47!;

Feb. 26—The Mexican's Faith (Dr.) 925
Mar. 2—The Egg Trust (Comedy) 402
Mar. 2—Rags, Old Iron (Comedy) 59;>

Mar. 5—The Ostrict and the Lady (Educ.) 175
Mar. 5—The Ranch Girl's Legacy (Comedy)... 825
Mar. 9—The Interrupted Honeymoon (Com.)... 956
Mar. 12—The Fence on "Bar Z" Ranch (Dr.).. 950

KALEM.
Feb. 2—The Stepmother (Dramatic) 980
Feb. 4—The Little Old Men of the Woods

(Mystery) 345
Feb. 9—The Confederate Spy (War) you
Feb. 11—The Feud (Dramatic) 9-5
Feb. 16—The Fisherman's Grranddaughter (D.J.950
Feb. 18—The Trapper and the Redskins (Dr.)... 705
Feb. IS—That's What They All Say (Com.) 222
Feb. 23—The Miser's Child (Dramatic) 940
Feb. 25—The Indian Scout's Vengeance (Dr.).. 940
Mar. 2—The Treachery of the Pequots (Dr.)... 610
Mar. 2—The Court Jester (Comedy) 295
Mar. 4—The Girl Thief (Dramatic) 950
Mar. 9—Her Soldier Sweetheart (Dr.) 'JS5

Mar. 11—The Robber Baron (Dramatic) 970

LTTBIN.

Feb. 3—It Might Have Been (Comedy) 590
Feb. 3—Sentimental Sam (Comedy) 300
Feb. 7—The Samaritan's Courtship (Com.) 865
Feb. 10—Celestial Vengeance (Dr.) 841/

Feb. 14—The Hand of the Heiress (Dr.) 490
Feb. 14— Loving Hearts (Comedy) 460
Feb. 17—A Honeymoon Through Snow to Sun-

shine (Dr.) 950
Feb. 21—The New Marshall at Gila Creek (D.).815
Feb. 24—The District Attorney (Oramatic) S7t

Feb. 28—The Ranger and the Girl (Dr.) S03
Mar. 3—The Millionaire's Adventure (Dr.).... 915
Mar. 7—Marriage in Haste (Comedy) 825
Mar. 10—Hearts Are Trumps (Dramatic) 900

GAUMONT.
G. Eleine.

Feb. 12—The Gambler's Dream (Dramatic) 1003
Feb. 15—The Ghost (Dramatic) 9SS
Feb. 19—Better Than Gold (Dramatic) 571

Feb. 19—The Comedygraph (Comedy) 33s
Feb. 22—Duped (Dramatic) 491

Feb. 22 -Bis Fears Confirmed (Dramatic) 186
Feb. 26—Legend of King Midas (Dramatic) ... .751

Feb. 26—Blue Fishing Noi> (Indus.)
Mar. 1 The Plucky Suitor (Dramatic) 555
Mar. I—The Value of Aude (Scenic) 391
Mar. 5—The Poel ol the Revolution (Dr.).
Mar. 8—The Legend of Daphne (Dramatic) 341
Mar. B—The Great Scoop (Dramatic) 662
Mar. 12—Rabelais' Joke (Comedy) oi;
Mar. 12—The Pirate Airship (Comedy)

URBAN ECLIPSE.

G. Kleine.

Feb. Ifl The Blue Bwan Inn (Dramatic) u:<i

Feb. 23—A Family Outing (Comedy)
Feb. 23—The Buried Secret (Dramatic) it*;

Mar. 2—From Beyond the Seas (Dramatic)..
Mar. 2—Baby Bet (Comedy) 433
Mar. 9—At the Bar of Justice (Dramatic).
Mar. 9—The Waterr-FIyi r (Scenic) 106

PATHE FRERES.
Feb. 25 Ouchard the Merchant (Dramatic) 756

-The Harris Bros. (Acrobatic) 226
Feb. 26—Granny's Birthday (Comedy) 653

-In the Gulf Of Salerno (Scenic) 377
Feb. 28—Joseph Sold by His Brethren (Bib.) 754
Feb. 28—A Mica Mine. The L'lluguara Mts. (In-

dustrial i -JT'l

Mar. 2—The Violin Maker of Cremona (Dr.) 676
Mar. 2—The Wrestling Match (Sports) 250
Mar. 4—The Door (Com.) 479
Mar. 4—Brittany Lassies (Com.) 5('S

Mar. 5—Pierrot (Dr.) 571
Mar. 5—A Happy Turn (Dr.) 446
Mar. 7—Tragic Idyl (Dramatic)
Mar. 7—Strenuous Massage (Comedy) 417
Mar. 9—A Tragic Adventure

I
Dramatic) 285

Mar. 11—A Seaside Flirtation (Comedy) 515
Mar. ll—A Cure for Timidity (Comedy) 504
Mar. 12—A Tale of a Tenement (Dramatic) ... .535
Mar. 12—Sporty Dad (Comedy) 449

SELIG POLYSCOPE COMPANY.
Feb. 3—Politics i Dramatic) 1000
Feb. 7— In the Serpent's Power (Dramatic) .. .1000
Feb. 10—In the Shadow of Old Mt. Shasta (Dr.) 1000
Feb. 11—Ilobart Bosworth in the Roman (Dr.).l
Feb. 17—The Girl of the Range (Dramatic) ... 1000
Feb. 21—Saved from the Tide (Dramatic) 1000
Feb. 24—Back Among the Old Folks (Dramatic).

1

Feb. 28—Industries of Southern California (Ind.)lOOO
Mar. :;—Samuel of Posen (Dramatic)) l

Mar. 7—Told in the Golden West (Dramatic).]
Mar. 10—Across the Plains (Dramatic) 1000

VITAGRAPH COMPANY.
Feb. S—The Passing Shadow (Dramatic) 996
Feb. 12—Life of Moses. Part IV. (Biblical) 955
Feb. 15—The Wayside Shrine (Dramatic) 930
Feb. IS—Muriel's Stratagem (Dramatic) 655
Feb. IS—Trip Through No. of Eng. (Scenic)
Feb. 19—The Promised Land (Life of Moses)

(Biblical) 990
Feb. 22—Paid in Full (Dramatic) 986
Feb. 25—A Lesson by the Sea (Dramatic) 963
Feb. 26—The Soul of Venice (Dramatic) 950
Mar. 1—An Bye for an Bye ( Dramatic) 980
Mar. 4—On the Bonier Line (Dramatic) 918
Mar. 5—Beautiful Snow (Comedy) 480
Mar. 5—History of a Sardine Sandwich (C.)...47S
Mar. s—A Brother's Devotion (Dramatic) 950
Mar. 11—Conscience (Dramatic) .

'. 941
Mar. 12—Taming a Grandfather (Comedy) 950

INCREASE YOUR
BOX OFFICE
RECEIPTS
BY GIVI NG AWAY
SOMETHING
THAT COSTS ALMOST

NOTHING
WRITE TO DAY FOR
CATALOG

THOUSANDS OF SUITABLE ITEMS
WHITESON CO.

Importers and Jobbers
240 East Madison Street, Chicago

Open Twentj-Kour Hours Every Day—Write, Call, Wire or PHoi.e Ar»> Hour, Day or Night

ELECTRIC THEATRE SUPPLY CO., Inc. ZZzZZT^lZVSoJ^XZilZ
o^^o^I^r^^MoTfo^ 44 N. Tenth Street, Philadelphia, Pa

We have every subject Issued by the Licensed Manufacturers
MOTIO jRAPH, PATHE FRERES, POWER'S, EDISON and LUBIN MACHINES, HALLBERO ECONOMIZERS and PARTS ALWAYS ON HAND
Write for our new proposition : -Supplying two customers in the same town each with twelve reels a week, keeping each one's supply away from the other, and

no repeaters to either
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Essanay Films

i

i

i

i

i

COMEDY FEATURE
RELEASE OF

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 9

"An Interrupted

Honeymoon"
Positively, our greatest recent

full reel comedy—one prolonged
roar of laughter! A delightful
story, splendidly acted, perfect
in every detail. Released this
Wednesday. Get it quick!
Length, approximately 950 feet.

COMING SOON!
"The Hand of Uncle Sam"

A great Patriotic picture.

Watch for it!

Scene from

THE FENCE ON 'BAR RANCH

WESTERN FEATURE
RELEASE OF

SATURDAY, MARCH 12

The Fence On

"Bar Z" Ranch
Nothing so good ever put out

before. One of our greatest

Western dramas. Read the de-

scription in other columns. Re-
leased this Saturday. Order it

immediately. Length, approxi-
mately 950 feet.

READ
"The Tomahawk"

With the " Essanay Guide."

Send your name and address.
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Essanay Film AVfcj., Go.
FACTORY and STUDIOS 1333 ARGYLE ST. - OFFICE 435 NORTH CLARK ST.

CHICAGO and LONDON, 5 NEW COMPTON ST. W.C.
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Great Northern Films
Next Release, Saturday, March 5th

A Pleasant Walk
A Laugh Producing Comedy

Length, approximate, 415 Feet

The Mad Drainpipe
Comedy—A laugh from start to finish

Length, approximately, 342 feet

Release for March 12th

A Wedding During* the French Revolution
A Full Reel Feature

(This production by Sophus Michaelis, the Danish author and playwright, will be produced

at the New Theatre, New York City, under the title of "A Son of the People," with John Mason
in the cast. The American rights for the play have been purchased by the Shuberts.)

N. B.—The release of this feature subject was advertised for March 5th, but has been

postponed until March 12th.

Mr. Exhibitor: Insist on being supplied with Great Northern films. Every first-class

exchange handles them. Ask for lithographs and descriptive large size posters.

GREAT NORTHERN FILM COMPANY
NORDISK FILM COMPANY, COPENHAGEN

7 EAST FOURTEENTH STREET, NEW YORK CITY
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and Ad slide*

The Neosho Slide Company
100 S. Wood St., Neosho, Mo.

INDEPENDENT FILMS.

ARE YOU SATISFIED WITH
YOUR FILM SERVICE?

We can supply you.
Call and see us and let us quote you our prices.
We are the largest independent film exchange in

Greater New York.
We serve the best.

Our Supply Department is also
the Best in Town

Carbons
Film Cement
Condensers
Terminals, (lugs)

Asbestos Wire
Admission Tickets

$2.00 per hundred
.10 " bottle
.40 each
.04 »
.07 per foot
.08 per 1000

The best equipped machine shop in New York
for repairs.

HUDSON FILM COMPANY
Members of N. I. M. P. A.

134 Bast 14th Street. NEW YORK CITY
Telephone 3812 Stuyvesant.

Cement La GRIPPE Cement

F Renters We will send W Buy a

O Exhibitors you for H Spoonful

R All Films ONE DOLLAR Y at a Time ?
A BIG, HONEST CAN OF CEMENT

POSTAGE PREPAID

Equal to 10 of those small bottles you hare been
buying. Satisfaction guaranteed or money returned.

Large Sample Can. 50 Cents
La GRIPPE FILM CEMENT CO.

218 TREMONT STRBET. BOSTON. MASS.

B
Ext
Pa.

Feb.
Feb.
Fell.

Feb.
Peb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Fi b

Peb.
Fob.
Peb
Peb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Mar.
.Mar.

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Feb.

(lease dins of films supplied by the Eagle Film
bange, 143 North Eighth street, Philadelphia,

Oath.
15—Government Rations (N. y. m. p. Co.).
IS—Dolly's Revenge (Lux).

I in Who Could Not Sit Down (Lux).
IS—Silent Piano (Ambroslo).
IS -I've Lost My Latch Key (Ambroslo).
17—A Daughter's Devotion (Centaur).
17—Dooley's Holiday (N. Y. M. P. Co.).
19—Louise Strozzl (Ambroslo).
17—Camargo (Roino).
19—Jane and the Stranger (Imp).
17—Hobo's Dream of Wealth (Pantograph).
19—Face to Face (Eclair).
19—Duty and Conscience (Eclair).
23 Foolbead at the Ball (Actophone).
23 Dog "i ii, c Cheese Monger (Actophone).
23—For Her Father's Honor i \. v. Motion;.

Isherman's Honor i Lux).
23—Runaway Stove (Lux).
23 Third Degree (Actophone)
25—Iron Man's Remorse (Pantograph),
25—Dooley's Referee (N. Y. Motion).
25—Arizona (Nestor).
25—Minnehaha (Imp).
28—Nick Carter as an Acrobat (Eclair).
28—Seine (Eclair).
2S—Doctor's Sacrifice (Great North.).
2S—Governor's Pardon (Imp).
28 -Witch's Ballad (Actophone).

I—Cowboy and the Schoolmarm (X. V. ii.).
1—Two Mothers (Ambroslo).
1—Mysterious Track (Ambrosio).
1—Jack's Return (Actophone).
1—Golf Mania (Lux).
1—Sailor's Dog (Lux).

28—Paris Flood.

The following films have been released by the
Empire Film Company, 150 East Fourteenth street,
corner Third avenue, New York:

Feet.
Feb. 12—Worried to Death (Great Northern) 280
Feb. 21—Jane and the Stranger (Imp) 1000
Feb. 22—For Her Father's Honor (Bison) 1000
Feb. 23—Foolshead at the Ball (Itala) 625
Feb. 23—The Dog of the Cheese Monger (Itala). 375
Feb. 23—The Third Degree (Actophone) 1000
Feb. 23—In Arizona (Nestor) 990
Feb. 24—The Fisherman's Honor (Lux) 639
Feb. 24—The Runaway Stove (Lux) 344
Feb. 24—Death of Minnehaha (Imp) 950
Feb. 25—Dooley Referees the Big Fight (Bison). 1000
Feb. 25—Iron Arm's Remorse (Pantograph) 980
Feb. 2G—Doctor's Sacrifice (Great Northern) 810
Feb. 26—The Witches' Ballad (Ambrosio) 500
Feb. 26—Why Tricot Was Sent to College

(Ambrosio) 500
Feb. 28—Governor's Pardon (Imp) 942
Feb. 28—Nick Carter as an Acrobat (Eclair) .. .721
Feb. 2S—Castles on the Rhine (Eclair) 183
Mar. 1—Cowboy and Schoolmarm (Bison) 975
Mar. 1—Scenes of the Australian Gold Fields. 450
Mar. 1—Foolshead King of Police (Itala) 500
Mar. 2—Electrical Safe (Meister) 202
Mar. 2—Two Mothers (Ambrosio) (ill

Mar. 2—Mysterious Track (Ambrosio) 425
Mar. 2—Lines of the Hand (Hepworth) 336
Mar. 2—Jack's Return (Actophone) 79(1

Mar. 3—Vindicated Forreman (Nestor) 985
Mar. 3—Golf Mania (Lux) 400
Mar. 3—Sailor's Dodg (Lux) 500
Mar. .•?—The New Minister (Tmp) 973
Mar. 4—The Two Partners (Bison) 1000
Mar. 4—Electric Bath Tub (Pantograph) 900
Mar. 5—A Pleasant Walk (Great Norrth.) 500
Mar. 5—Mad Drainpipe (Great North.) 450
Mar. 5—Supreme Recognition (Itala) 975

NOAH WEBSTER
wrote our first advertisement when he defined the word
QUALITY for we make

THE QUALITY LINE OF

OPERA CHAIRS
superb in design, supreme in workmanship and finish. Known
from Maine to California as the Quality Line.

We make over 50 styles ranging from the most inexpensive
Veneer chairs to the most elaborate upholstered ones.

For Moving Pictures and Vaudeville Theaters we have con-
stantly on hand upwards of

2000 Veneer Chairs
for 24 hour shipment. We have sold in the last year more chairs

for Moving Picture Theaters than all of our competitors combined
without a single serious complaint. It is better to be sure than to

be sorry and in buying Imperial Chairs you are SURE QUALITY
COUNTS and our prices ace never higher than our quality. Send
for catalogue and prices and be convinced. Buy our chairs and be
satisfied.

IMPERIAL SEATING CO., 1345 State Street, CHICAGO

INDEPENDENT FILMS

ACTOPHONE COMPANY.
I'eh. 2.i—The Third Degree (Dr.) 950
M.ir. 2—Jack's Return (Dramatic) 900

ECLAIR FILM COMPANY.
lib. 21—Duty and Conscience (Dramatic) 498
Feb. 2S—Nick Carter as Acrobat 721
Feb. 28—The Castles on the Rhine from Blngen

to Coblenz (Scenic) 183
Mar. 7—The Cage

1

(Dr.) 600
Mar. 7—Aspirants to the Hand of Helen (C.)..4G5
Mar. 11 -The Revenge at Dopont I'Angnllle 438
Mar. 14—Aspirants to the Hand of Helen 169

GREAT NORTHERN FILM COMPANY.
Feb. 12—Worried to Death (Com. ) 280
Feb. 12—Never Despair (Dramatic) 715
Feb. 1:1— Ruined by His Son (Dramatic)
Feb. 26—The Doctor's Sacrifice (Dr.)
Mar. 5—A Pleasant Walk (Comedy) 415
Mar. 5—The Mad Drainpipe (Comedy)....
March, 12 -A Wedding During the French Rev-

olution 1 Dramatic)

"IMP."
Jan. 31—Sports in Snow (Com.) 300
Feb. 7—Justice in Far North (Dr.) 940
Feb. 14—Blind Man's Tact (Dr.) 050
Feb. 14—Brown's Gouty Foot (Com.) 300
Feb. 21—Jane and Stranger (Dr.) 9C0
Feb. 24—Death of Minnehaha (Dr.) 940
Feb. 28—Governor's Pardon (Dr.) 980
Mar. 3—New Minister (Com.) 960
Mar. 14—The Broken Oath (Dramatic) 'J5u

Mar. 14—The Time Lock Safe (Dramatic).

LUX FILMS.
Feb. 16—Her Dolly's Revenge 324
Feb. 23—The Fisherman's Honor (Dr.) 639
Feb. 23—The Runaway Stove (Com.) 344
Mar. 2—Sailor's Dog (Dr.) 590
Mar. 2—The Golf Mania (Com.) 400
Mar. 9—A Father's Patriotism (Dr.) 534
Mar. 9—He Knew Best (Com.) 459
Mar. 16—The Two Brothers (Dramatic) 653
Mar. 16—Life in the Next Century (Com.) J'.'."

NESTOR FILMS.
Feb. 3—Justice 965
Feb. 9—The Mountaineer 9C5
Feb. 16—A Daughter's Devotion 520
Feb. 16—Old Maid and Bonehead 475
Feb. 2::— In Arizona 965
Mar. 2—The Vindictive Foreman 925
Mar. !»—On the Little Big Horn 995
Mar. 16—The Sliver Lining 980

NEW YORK MOTION PICTURE CO.

Feb. 11—Young Deer's Gratitude 1000
Feb. 15—Government Rations 1000
Feb. 18—Dooley's Holiday 600
Feb. 18—The Impostor 400
Feb. 22—For Her Father's Honor (Dr.)
Feb. 25—Dooley Referees the Bie Fleht (Cora.»
Mar. 1—The Cowboy and the School-Marm (Dr.)
Mar. 4—The New Partner (Dr. )

Mar. S—The Indian and the Cowgirl (Dramatic)
Mar. 11—The Rose of the Ranch (Dramatic)...

ITALA.
(By N. Y. M. P. Co.)

Feb. 12—Foolshead Preaches Temperance 365
Feb. 19—Louise Strozzl 900
Feb. 26—Foolshead at the Ball (Com.)
Feb. 26—The Dog of the Cheese Monger (Com.)
Mar. 5—Supreme Recognition (Dr. )

Mar. 9—Foolshead Chief of the Reporters (C.)
Mar. 9—The Town Travellers' Revenge (Dr.).

AMBROSIO.
(By N. Y. M. P. Co.)

Feb. 10—The Silent Piano 600
Feb. 16—I Have Lost My Latch Key 400
Feb. 23—The Witch's Ballad (Fairy Story)
Feb. 23—Why Fricot Was Sent to College (Com.)
Mar. 2—The Two Mothers (Dr.)
Mar. 2—The Mysterious Track (Dr.)
Mar. 12—Fatal Imprudence (Dramatic)
Mar. 12 -They Have Vanished My Wife (Dr.).

PANTOGRAPH CORPORATION.
Feb. 12—His Untimely Visit 804
Feb. 18—The Hobo's Dream of Wealth (Com.). 820
Feb. 25— Iron Arm's Remorse (Dr.l 98ft

Mar. 4—The Electric Bath Tub (Com.) 900
Mar. 11—The Mysterious Armor (Com.) 940

POWERS PICTURE PLAYS.
Jan. IS—A Little Heroine (Dr.) 920
Feb. 12—Paris Flood (Scenic) 020
Mar. 8—Her Cowboy Lover (Dr.) 930
Mar. 15—Wartime Pals (Dr.) 940
Mar. 22 John Bady's Invention (Dramatic)....
Mar. 2!> -The Man Who Wailed (Dramatic)...

THANHOUSER COMPANY.
Mnr. 15—The Actor's Children (Dramatic)
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Independent Films.

"IMP."
THE DEVOTION OF WOMEN.-Although hehas a very pretty wife at home, there is that inthe makeup of the adventurer which prompts him

to so conduct himself that a little Indian maiden
of the Northlands falls in love with liim Of
course, he promises her everything—happiness in
the luture, just as would a swain a-wooing. She
poor, misled little girl, follows the star, as it
were, and innocently trusts in him.
But cne day he receives a letter from his wife.He must go to her at onee; he does not tell the

squaw, but prepares to leave. She begs him
entreats, pleads, but he tears himself from her
and goes out.
We now see him at home, where he is enjoying

the comforts afforded by an indulgent, loving wife.
Both are laughing, joking, when there enters an
Indian, his Nemesis, from the other settlement,
who knows all about the Indian girl, and asks
what he proposes to do about her. Hot words
follow while the wife looks on and, before she
can interfere, there is a flash from a keen blade,
and her husband falls. The Indian stalks out.

After making him comfortable, she dashes out
in search of aid. She runs a long distance, until
she finally collapses from fatigue. The Indian girl
whom her husband bas deceived finds her here,
and while placing her in a wigwam, learns the
particulars of the encounter: her first thought
is for the wounded deceiver, whom she still loves,
and she dashes off to the nearest settlement for
a doctor. Finding him, she directs him to the
cabin, then going hack to the wigwam, begins to
drag the weak woman there. They arrive there
while the doctor is administering to the wounded
man, and announces that lie is out of danger.
The exhausted wife falls into his arms. The
squaw looks about her—realizes that there is no
further need for her. also that she is a deceived,
beguiled, misled little girl; she slowly readies Col

a vial, then quickly drinks its contents.
Her sacrifice is complete!

MOTHER LOVE. —A happy young couple are en-
tertaining a houseful of visitors— it is the christen
ing of their first baby. -. The child falls ill.

and the parents become anxious when the heroic
measures of the physician show 110 results. The
child sinks, sinks, sinks, until at last, with the
couple standing over the little bed, the babe steps
softly into the domain of angels, (dosing its eyes
in the slumber that knows no awakening.
The mother is stupefied when the doctor drops

his hand significantly, and does not seem to realize
her bereavement. Her hands grip the air tensely.
spasmodically—her eyes bulge in their sockets—she
swoons; and when she is revived the horrible
truth Is only too evident—her mentality lias col-

lapsed. She shrinks in terror from her husband,
whom she falls utterly to recognize. He pleads
with her, but the mystic forces, shattered, will

not respond. He has suddenly become a stranger
to her!
She is not a violent maniac; she seems entirely

rational only in that she fails to remember that
the man who is trying to thrust himself upon her
is her husband, and that she resents his advances
in disdain; he, heartbroken, realizes that he Is

wcoing his wife a second time as ardently as he
did before their marriage. She has entirely for-

gotten her husband, and shows a decided preference
for a mutual friend. But the friend tries in every
way, on behalf of the husband, to bring her to

a realization; it is useless, for as soon as she
sees her husband her manner becomes cold, formal,
imperious.
The physician who is attending her happens to

have a patient, a pauper woman, who dies leaving

a babe that strongly resembles the child whose
death wrecked the mother's mind. lie brings

the husband to the squalid home; lie takes the

wee survivor in his arms—true, there is a strik-

ing resemblance! The physician unfolds a plan.

We next see the home of the couple being dec-

orated exactly as it was when their baby was
christened. The other baby is placed in a crib where
the bereaved mother sees it and her disordered

mentality conforms Itself to the deception. She
is asked to prepare for the christening and she

gaily dresses the child accordingly. Then the cere-

mony Is again enacted, exact in every detail and
incident as in the original ceremony.

All wntoh her intently. The change comes gradu-

ally—slowly—steadily—surely. She looks about her

—seems dazed—seems to understand—her mind lie-

gins to remember; she looks about her, gazes on her

sorrowing husband; he holds out his arms and
whispers, "My wife!" It is complete. Her mental
faculties reorganize themselves—she controls them;
her brain clears, and as she falls into her husband's

arms, the pseudo christening marks the restoration.

ishing his whangee about and displaying his master's
suit. At dinner he is most courteous and debonair,
but unfortunately his manners are not those of the
smart set. This gives the noble but disguised Cap
tain an opportunity of ascertaining whether his
suspicions are well founded. Upon discovering that
they are he makes loves to a sweet little servant
employed at the house of his lady love. During his
declarations he and she arc discovered. Shortly
after master and man return to their home and
resume their true roles again. Then comes tin

little servant who has been dismissed, followed 111

turn by the family of fortune hunters. They are
naturally surprised on perceiving the true state ot
affairs; and are alarmed when the young and hand
some Captain declares his intention of marrying not
the mistress, but her servant.

FATHER'S PATRIOTISM.—A number of men ore
sitting around a table, in the tavern, drinking and
talking together, when suddenly a messenger ar-

rives announcing the proclamation of war, and
causing great excitement among the guests at the
tavern, after which they all run out to enlist in
the army at the Town Hall. The various citizens
are all sworn in to become protectors of theii
country.
But in all this crowd there is one who docs not

want to enlist, but his father is very persistent and
forces him. much against the son's will. The sun
finally decides to please the father, and departs
from his mother, wdio does not wsni him to go.

and who feels very badly at his leaving, but tie.

father tries to comfort her by telling her that his

country calls her son to duty.
The son. however, is a coward, and becoming

frightened, deserts the army, during a fierce battle,
and returns home. The father becomes angry and
demands to know why he returned; hut when tin

son tries to explain, the father becomes enraged
and calls him a coward and tells him to return
to his army. The disappearance of the son is soon
discovered by the officers of the army, who make
inquiry for his whereabouts at his home. This is

too much for the father, but in order to protect
his son he denies all knowledge of his desertion
and decides to take his son's place, which he brave-
ly does.

During the nierht. while he is on watch, he dreams
of his son leading the army to victory, which shows
his vision of a glorious battle, which was won
through his son's braveness.

ECLAIR.
TAMING WILD HORSES AT BUENOS AIRES.

-

Here we have a wonderfully interesting film dis
playing the equestrian exploits of the gauchos, or

cowboys, in the taming of wild beasts in Buenos
Aires. Most realistically have we pictured before
us the daring feats accomplished by these hardy
men of the prairies. This film is really an educa-
tional feature, quite apart from the wonderful scenic

effect. It affords an accurate appreciation of the

cool -nerve, calm judgment, and withal the quick
and careful motion which it is necessary to bring
to play in breaking in the wild and roaming beasts,

and carefully and surely molding them into quiet,
reliable domestic animals.

THE REVENGE OF DUPONT L'ANGUILLE
(From Oscar Metenier's Celebrated Novel).—The
young wife of old Dupont. the wrestler, has become
estranged from her rhusband. ner affections have
been won by the athletic prowess of young Leon
le Lyonnais. also wrestler, and friend of Nana's
husband. Ultimately, Nana leaves Dunont for Leon,
the man she loves. The two lovers lose no oppor •

tnnlty to taunt the old man on his great age and
approaching weakness, and his inability to retain
the affections of his wife. The old man, insane
with rage, vows to have vengeance.

It Is the time of the afternoon perforrmnoe of
the wrestlers and acrobats at Bertrand's Circus; the
performers enter the ring—old Dupont, burning with
personal indignation, challenges the lover of his

wife, the brave Leon. Leon shrugs his shoulders
and secretly laughs as he thinks how frail will bf

the enfeebled efforts of the old man. as compared
with his own young vigor. The signal is given,
and the opponents rush at each other. Dunont
wild with passionate anger, takes advantage of tlir

moment—his rage gives him tenfold strength, and
he quickly vanquishes the young and daring Leon
who leaves the ring followed by the hissing of the

wondering public.
Nana watches the proeeedingl.v closely, and in

her face are depicted in turn, scorn, surprise, ad
miration, fear! She cannot but recognize the signal

victory her husband has attained—she dare no
longer oppose or resist a man such as this—she

submissively yields to him and in triumph he licare

her home.

LUX FILMS.
HE KNEW BEST. —The story of borrowed plumes

Is depicted in this film in a most laughable manner
Captain Slasher is going to pay his respects to a

girl he does not want to marry. He suspects tiiat

It Is going to be a case of his money being I lie

attraction. He therefore arranges that Buttons
his valet, shall take his part in the coming Inter-

vlew. Buttons proceeds to make himself agreeable

to the lady. With a gentlemanly air be is flour

THANHOUSER.
THE ACTOR'S CHILDREN.—Eugenie Freeman

and Paul Temple join .in matrimony and up to

the time this picture opens arc amply able, by
tiieir professional labors, to provide for themselves
and the two children who have blessed their union.

Then to the breadwinners comes a prolonged lay

off and its consequent hardships: how to meet
1 he rent becomes t lie problem of the hour.

So argues Mrs. O'Brien when Paul confronts her

with empty pockets on that momentous occasion

"when the rent comes 'round," and even the sight

Of the Temple children at their innocent play

fails to affect the landlady's frame o£ mind.
and a tenant nes along. He is a flashy youth
with a "roll," and in the absence of the Job-

hunting father and mother, Mrs. O'Brien shows
nil the rooms. He is pleased with them, but

wants to know what to do witli the children—he
certainly doesn't want to be afflicted witli tl 1.

.Mrs. (j'Brien tells him not to worry about the

tots and casts them out of the house.
Alone and friendless in the streets of a great

city it is little wonder that the children fall

captive to the wiles of an Italian organ grinder,

who takes them to his hovel and Instructs them
in the art of dancing to a hurdygurdy much as
a dog trainer teaches a mongrel stage tricks—with
an oatli and a whipping. Luckily, the children
are rescued from the foreigner by a kindly theater
manager, who recognizes dancing ability in the

youngsters and finds a place for them on his
program.
The parents have meanwhile searched long and

fruitlessly for the children. To add to their grief
is the lac! that they have fallen heir to a rela-

tive's fortune. In hope of finding the little ones.

the parents attend all large gatherings and make
I he rounds of all the places of amusement. So
when 1 hey enter the theater where the children
do their dancing act it is as pretty a picture as
"child actors" ever helped create.

NEW YORK MOTION PICTURE CO.
THE INDIAN AND THE COWGIRL (Bison).—

While on a peaceful limiting trip, Red Cloud, an
Indian, is held up and an attempt to rob him is

made by a band of cattle rustlers. Just at tins
moment a cowgirl conies riding upon the scene,
Pulling her gun she demands of the rustlers to
sel the Indian free. Upon their doing so Red
Cloud mounts 11 is horse and rides away, vowing
that some day he will repay the cowgirl for her
brave act. The cattle rustlers, angry at being
frustrated in their attempt to rob Red Cloud,
swear to get revenge upon the cowgirl. Stealing
her little daughter, tiny tie the child on the back
of a horse and drive it :: t breakneck speed across
the plains. One of the rustlers writes a note.
tacking it to the side of the house: "Mist
Smarty, get your Indian friend to hunt for youi
brat, you will find her tied to the back of one
of your bronchos, Cod knows where—next time
mind your own business." Upon finding the note
the cowgirl gives the alarm and one of the first

to respond to her call for help is Red Cloud, who
by the wonderful scent of the Indian, soon picks up
the trail of the horses and tells the cowboys who
have gathered in wdiat direction the rustlers have
gone. Red Cloud and the cowgirl, who follow
the horse and child, have an exciting and thrilling
chase, finally coming upon them, and by clever
manipulating of her lariat, the cowgirl lassoes the
horse, rescuing her child unharmed, and Red Cloud's
reward is paid.

THE ROSE OF THE RANCH (Bison).—Le Anita.
the beaut i t'ul daughter of Don Giovannio, receives
a note from the man she loves, Jose A'Comelesta.
requesting her to meet him at twilight in the
"Garden of Roses." While Le Anita and Jose
are strolling through the garden, Pedro Venneto.
who holds a mortgage on Giovannio' s home, comes
to ask him for the hand of his daughter. Giovannio,
indignant, orders him to depart, Venneto answering.
"Ah, my kind sir, you forget I hold a mortgage
on your home; my request must be fulfilled or 1

will foreclose the mortgage." Giovannio, realizing
that he will be ruined, reluctantly consents to

Venneto's villainous proposition. Upon the return
of Le Anita, Giovannio tells her that she is to
marry Venneto. Le Anita tells her father that she
loves Jose and will not marry any other man.
Venneto. growing anxious to marry Le Anita, sends
for the Padre to come and perform the ceremony
at once. Le Anita sends a note to Jose telling him
to come as she is in trouble. Jose reaches the
house just before the Padre does and flees with
Le Anita, pursued by Giovannio and Venneto, who,
upon overtaking them, attack Jose, leaving him
lying senseless on the ground, taking Le Anita
back to the house, where the ceremony is just

about to be performed, when Jose, who bas re-

vived, rushes in and attacks Venneto, killing him.
Giovannio, begging forgiveness, consents to the
marriage of Le Anita and Jose.

FATAL IMPRUDENCE (Ambrosio).—Jacques
Courtier is just starting out on a hunting trip

when his lilt lo son begs to go with him. While
wandering through the woods they come to a

brook. Jacques nimbly jumps it. but bis little son
is not able to do so. While using bis rifle to

guide the HI tie fellow across on some rocks, it is

accidently discharged, killing Jacques. The little

son is frightened and runs away, leaving his

falher lying (lend on the ground. A tramp, wan
Spring in the woods, finds Jacques and tries to help

him. not knowing that lie is dead. The police

appear just at this moment and arrest the tramp
as I he murderer of Jacques. When taken before

the court the tramp swears that be is innocent,

but the police do not believe him and are just

about to sentence htin to a long term in prison

when liie little son of Jacques rushes into the court

room and tells how his father died.
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MOTION PICTURE PIANO MUSIC
This is a book of descriptive music, regular sheet music size, and

arranged for both hands. Specialty selected, arranged and composed by
one of the best descriptive Pianists in the U. S., who for the past twenty
years has been Musical Director in all lines of Theatrical Productions.
This work is the result of actual experience, and is now being used in

hundreds of M. P. Theatres. Contains music, for all probable scenes,
actions, characters, etc , and its suggestions are entirely practical.
Increases the value of YOUR SHOW 100%. Descriptive circular sent
free to anyone upon request. This book sent promptly upon receipt of

price. $1.00 Remit either by P. O. or Express Order, Draft or Check to

GREGd
1009 Ferry Street

A. FRELINGER
Lafayette, Ind.

E. BENJAMIN. Pres. E. MITCHELL. Mdr.

Keystone Mfg. & Supply Co.
DEALERS IN

Motion Picture Outfits and Supplies
We guarantee all repairs on all makes of Machines

Typewriters, etc.

Rooms 12-13-14 81 South Clark Street
CHICAGO, ILL.

ELECTRA

Pink Label

TRADE MARK-

CARBONS
Superior to all other Carbons

on the market

WHY experiment -with other
Carbons, when the HIGHEST
GRADE ELECTRA CARBONS
can be had at reasonable prices
from the

SOLE IMPORTER.

HUGO RELSINGER
11 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

"AGFA" ANILINE COLORS
Prepared for

Coloring Slides or Photographs

LIST OF COLORS

ROSE VERMILION
ORANGE LEAF GREEN
BLUE PINK
GREEN TURQUOISE
BROWN PURPLE
VIOLET DARK YELLOW
MAROON LIGHT YELLOW

PRICE, FIFTY CENTS
3 Ounce Bottle Concentrated

Berlin Aniline Works
213=215 WATER ST. NEW YORK

THE LAKE SHORE FILM & SUPPLY
COMPANY

CLEVELAND, OHIO

Leading Film Renters of the Middle West
Jobbers of Edison Kinetoscopes and parts

Prompt shipments to Exchanges and Exhibitors guaranteed. All

the latest models always in stock. Obtain the best results on your screen

and buy one now. Write to-day for full particulars. Machine repair

department in connection. Perfect work and prompt delivery.

We buy all feature and special films, such as, ''The Life of Moses,"
etc. We are now booking "The Paris Flood Pictures," both Vitagraph
and Pathe make, also "Roosevelt in Africa," soon to be issued
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The Reason
we have acquired the distinction of being the

largest Film House in the country may be credited

entirely to—Honest, Straightforward business

methods, combined with strictly high grade films.

Several years ago we laid down a policy that

was different from any then prevailing—and our
phenomenal growth has proven its wisdom.

We have always been originators and fighters

for quality—delivered "the goods" and always
expect to deliver them.

It follows that a connection with us will give

you an excellent grip on the Motion Picture going

public of your town, so why not get acquainted

and let us quote prices on your requirements.

The Pittsburg Calcium
Light & Film Company
Pittsburg, Pa. Dei Moines, I*. Rochester, N. Y.

Wllke* Barre. Pa. Clnclnaatl, Ohio.

Omaha. Neb.

Waterproof Film

(properly cared for)

WILL OUTLAST ALL OTHERS

Run smoother, keep soft and

flexible longer and make a clearer

picture on the screen.

National VTaterproof

Film Co.
4200-4202 W. Adams Street

CHICAGO, ILL.

PUZZLE

PICTURE

SLIDES

PUZZLE

PICTURE

SLIDES
Show Puzzle Pictures in your theater by using our

new Combination Song Slide and Puzzle Picture Carrier
which can be attached to any moving picture machine.

The slides are handsomely colored and your audi-

ences will like them, as the carrier revolves the Puzzle
Pictures on the curtain.

New sets of Puzzle Picture Slides issued each week.

Price of Carrier $1.00

Price of Set, Seven Slides 5.00

Delivered Express Prepaid

EXCHANGE OF SLIDES
We will exchange any set of Puzzle Picture Slides

for a new set at $1.00 per set per week. You mail
slides to us and we will mail you a new set in exchange.

Write for circular giving full description, or start

right away by sending $6.00 for set of slides and carrier.

Remember we prepay express charges.

National Slide Company
218 TREMONT STREET BOSTON, MASS.

FILMS
FOR
RENT

NEW FILMS HIGH GLASS SERVICE

The Pioneer House, With 8 Years Experience

And $250,000.00 Back Of It

Write To-day for Terms

EUGENE CLINE
57 and 59 Dearborn St., Chicago
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THE LONGWOOD THEATRE
Owned by Mr. Chas. Knickrihm and Mr. Matthew Hansen, No. 866 Longwood Ave.,
New York City, opened for business during the first week in January. Mr. Hansen,
the manager, made a careful investigation of the various makes of current savers and
moving picture machines, and after spending a couple of weeks and having his

operator look into the merits of the

HALLBERG
Automatic Electric Economize and the

MOTIOGRAPH MOVING PICTUKf. MACHINE:
Mr. Hansen gave me his order for the complete equipment.
When he opened the doors of his theatre he had a full house at once, and the best

thing of all is that, notwithstanding the fact that he has aln ,st a dozen competitors
within short walking distance, he is holding his crowd, and all "

is house at every
show. THERE IS A REASON:—And that is the superb »m the • HALL-

BERG " Economizer and the beautiful steady picture without flicker produceu "OTIOGRAPH
Moving Picture Machine.

If you are in the moving picture business, you can well afford to take the tirr vestigate my
goods at my show room, which is only two minute's walk from 8th Street and 6th A "L" Station,

or write for my free Catalogue No. W-20.

I have selected the best goods on the market for you, and can fit you cue with complete
electric, machine and ventilating equipment, and results are positively guaranteed.

Get my prices on the '* HALLBERG" Economizer, Moving Picture Machines, Incandescent
lighting system to save 7n% on your current bill, ELECTRA Pink Label Carbons, French Condensers,
Announcement Slides, Ventilating Fans. I make an allowance for your old current saver
or rheostat in trade for the '* HALLBERG" Economizer.

J. H. HALLBERG, 28 Greenwich Ave., New York

J. H. HALLBERC

-

THE MIRROR SCREEN
Is being installed in many of the up-to-date houses. Montgomery, the

Moving Picture Man of Memphis, Tenn., visited Shelbyville to see a demon-
stration of the Mirror Screen and as a result ordered one for each of his houses

and secured the agency for Tennessee, Louisiana, Arkansas and Mississippi.

Motion Picture Screen Co.
SHELBYVILLE ----- INDIANA

Eastern Exhibitors can see the Screen in use at

The Consolidated Amusement Company
44 WEST LEXINGTON STREET BALTIMORE, MD.

q ^specimen ^T^ens at the Offices of

MILES BROS., (Inc.) J. H. HALLBERG
OR259 Sixth Avenue, New YorK SO Greenwich Ave., New YorK
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1^ Motiograph %£ET. A Wonder
AND WILL INCREASE TOUR. BUSINESS

It projects Fllckerleas, Steady and Wonderfully Brilliant pictures, has Pateated 1}
minute Rewind from main crank, revolving Magazines, Automatic Fireproof shutter,

etc., not found in other Machines.—WILL WEAR TWICE AS LONG.
C. H. D. of Keokuk, Iowa, writes: Motiograph Making a Big Hit and Buslnaea Increased weu

derfully.

P. L. F. of Chicago, III., writes: "Used erery day for seren months, and not one penny for repairs.

"

P. J. K. of Kansas City, writes: "Operating Monograph nearly two years. Hare operated all makes,
but noae to campare with Monograph.— PRICES. $ I 00.00 AND UP
The Enterprise Calcium Oas Outfit Is the only satisfactory Western ( c I I 'DIM CUM
substitute for electric light Write for Catalog to-day Representatives | 5. LUBIPI, rILIVl

Enterprise Optical Mfg. Co., 564-572 West Randolph Street, Chicago

UJ
UJ©

5,EgX

143 NortK otH Street, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

u
Best and Newest Independent American and Foreign Films

SUPPLIES IS REELS PER WEEK SUPPLIES
PROMPT AND RELIABLE SERVICE Members N. I. M. P. Alliance

rn

m

Power's

Inductor

for alternating current

Power's

"Bill Splitter"

for direct current

Power's

Tool Kit

Send for Catalog G

NICHOLAS POWER COMPANY, .115-117 Nassau St., New YorK

Power's

Cameragraph

No. 5

Power's

Cameragraph

No. 6

Guaranteed fori Year
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BISON m FILMS
Regular Release Days—Tuesday, Wednesday, Friday, Saturday

FOUR REELS A WEEK—Tuesday, a "Bison"—Wednesday, Ambrosio—Friday, a "Bison"—Saturday, Itala

WE'VE COT EM A'GOIN' NOW
Just Look at This Combination

Two Big' "Bison" Western Features and Two Beautiful Soul
Stirring Dramatic Subjects from "Ambrosio" and "Itala"

Tuesday. Mar. I5th-A " BISON "

"FOR HIS SISTER'S HONOR"
Code-" Won"

A western story of a brother's love and devotion, intensifying
and sympathetic heart throbs, culminating with a pretty romance.

Wednesday Mar. 16th—"AMBROSIO"

"THE SHEPHERDESS"
"INSIDIOUS WEAPONS"

Code—" Weep"

A beautiful story of a girl who would sacrifice her life for the
man she loves, followed by the side-spliltng laugh producer "Insi-
dious Weapons."

Friday, Mar. I8th-A "BISON"

"MEXICAN'S WARD"
Code-" Ward"

ptet<<
"'

-mm
_^_—___

—

—
A colossal and soul stirring drama, depicting the treachery of a

faithless guardian, magnificently produced and photographically
supreme.

if

Saturday, Mar. 19th-" ITALA"

THE BETRAYING MIRROR
Code-" Wrong"

»»

A great story, with marvelous dramatic situations, showing the

ingratitude of a faithless nephew.

LITHOGRAPHS AND POSTERS FREE
Exhibitors:—We furnish as usual all exchanges handling these productions with one sheet four colored lithographs, also posters containing synopsis

absolutely free with each reel. Demand same from your excnange as they will positively increase your box office receipts.

Brief description of all subjects wili be found on another page.

NEW YORK MOTION PICTURE CO.
Manufacturers of "Bison" Life Motion Picture*

429 SIXTH AVENUE, Cor. 26th Street - NEW YORK CITY
Phone 6690.1 Madison Sq. Cable Addrtss: Nosib
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Next Release, March 12th

A Wedding Tr French Revolution
A MAGNIFICENT FILM D'ART SUBJECT

Full Reel Length

(This production is being produced at the New Theatre, New York City, under the title of

"A Son of the People," with John Mason in the cast. The American rights for the play have
been purchased by the Shuberts.)

Elaborate and artistic lithographs and descriptive posters with this picture. Be sure and get them

Release, Saturday, March 19th

TheTheft of the Diamonds
Stirring Feature Production

Length, approximate, 564 Feet

A Quiet Honeymoon
A Very Comical Comedy

Length, approximately, 269 feet

Mr. Exhibitor : Write us and we will put you in touch with exchanges who are handling

our films. Insist on being supplied with " GREAT NORTHERN FILMS."

GREAT NORTHERN FILM COMPANY
NORDISK FILM COMPANY, COPENHAGEN

7 EAST FOURTEENTH STREET. NEW YORK CITY
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NESTORFILMS
THE SILVER LINING

Released Wednesday, March 16, I9IO Length, 998 Feet

A beautiful story magnificently acted by our own stock company in their own inimitable style, and the photography is

fully up to our own high standards which is the envy and despair of our competitors.

Did You Gel

"On the Little

Big Horn?"
It was the best and most taik=

ed of release in months

Insist on it from your exchange, it's

a feature-feature. Did you

get that?—

Four Color Lithographs Free "With All NESTOR FILMS

NESTOR FILM CO., BAYONNE, N. J.

Our Next Release THe TeilderfOOt Wednesday, Mar. 23, 1 9 1

This picture will undoubtedly make a big hit and appeals to us as our best yet, and one more step towards our ideal of

what a picture should be.

The following exchanges can furnish all our past releases

Globe Film Service, Chicago, 111.

Great Western Film Service, 59 Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.

Laemmle Film Service, 196 Lake St., Chicago, 111.

Eugene Cline, 59 Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.

Royal Film Service, 225 Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.

Ind. Western Film Ser., Swetland Bldg., Portland, Ore.

Buckeye Film and Proj. Co., Arcade Bid?., Dayton, Ohio.

Wm. H. Swanson, 200 N. Seventh St., St. Louis, Mo.
Michigan Film and Supply Co., Detroit, Mich.
Phila. Proj. Co.. 44 N. Ninth St.. Philadelphia, Pa.
Philadelphia Film Exchange. 13 North Ninth St., Philadelphia, Pa.

American Film Exchange, Pittsburg, Pa.

Ind. Film Exc, 415 Ferry St., Pittsburg, Pa.
Theatre Film Service, San Francisco, Cal.

Consolidated Ams. Co., 28 W. Lexington St., Baltimore, Md.
W. E. Greene, 228 Tremont St., Boston, Mass.

Victor Film Service, Chamber of Commerce Bldg., Buffalo, N. Y.

Exhibitors' Film Exchange, 138 Third Ave., New York City.

Paramount Film Exchange, 61 W. Fourteenth St., New York City.

Empire Film Exchange, 150 E. Fourteenth St., New York City.

Crystal Palace Film, Toronto, Canada.
Gaumont & Co., Toronto, Can.
Texas Film Exchange, i>:iiki*. Texas.

SOLE AGENT:
91 Dearborn Street

CHICACO A. G. WHYTE I Madison Avenue
NEW YORK
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The Buckeye Film &
Projecting Co. (inc.)

Members of the N, I. M. P, A.

309-311 Arcade Bldg., Dayton, Ohio

MR. EXHIBITOR, we abso-
lutely guarantee to furnish you the
best strictly INDEPENDENT film
service in this country. We guar-
antee NO JUNK, NO RAIN-
STORMS, NO REPEATERS.
All we ask is that you give us a
trial and be convinced. We can
give you an IDEAL EXCLUSIVE
SERVICE because we have stand-
ing releases with all leadingAMERICAN and FOREIGN
FILM MANUFACTURERS.
Write to-day for full particulars,

or call and see us at our offices and
see for yourself.

Write, Phone, or Wire us to-day.

THE BUCKEYE FILM &
PROJECTING CO. (Inc.)

309-311 Arcade Building, Dayton, Ohio

Cement La GRIPPE Cement

F Renters We will send W Buy a

O Exhibitors you for H Spoonful
RAH Films ONE DOLLAR Y at a Time?
A BIQ, HONEST CAN OF CEMENT

POSTAGE PREPAID

Equal to 10 of those small bottles you hare been
buying. Satisfaction guaranteed or money returned.

Large Sample Can. 50 Cents

La GRIPPE FILM CEMENT CO.
218 TREMONT STREET. BOSTON. MASS.

We have the Original Sept. 9th

NELSON
AND

GANS
Fight Pictures

21 Rounds

Four Thousand Feet

Complete from

training quarters

to knockout.

Write Now for Low Rental Prices

CHICAGO FILM EXCHANGE
46 Jackson Boulevard, Chicago

BRANCHES

Omibi. Neb. Silt Lake City, UUh Denver, Colo.

II]
m
h \aSai \o\lM-i lull*.!

FOUR "Imps" on
theseTWO reels

Always tickled to death to do as the exhibitors and exchanges
ask us, we have rigged up a rattling good bunch of short and
medium length stories for the week beginning Monday, March 21st.

Instead of standing on our dignity and ignoring the requests that

pour in on us, we take the attitude that the best way to gain pop-
ularity is to go after it tooth and nail, hide and horns. That's one
of the reasons why the success of "IMP" films is the wonder of
the world. Only four months in business, and selling twice as many
films as our friends, the enemy, predicted we would—that's our
record, and it's no wonder we're proud of it!

A DOUBLE-HEADER RELEASE MONDAY, MARCH 21st

"HIS SICK FRIEND"
(Length 700 feet)

Pure comedy in which a wife teaches her husband a lesson only
to find that the tables are turned on her at the last minute. It's a
scream!

"STUNG"
(Length 300 feet)

More comedy in which a lover by means of a mar-r-rvelous feat

of legerdemain emerges triumphant in a battle of wits with his rival.

A DOUBLE-HEADER RELEASE THURSDAY, MARCH 24th

"THE STAGE NOTE"
(Length 700 feet)

In which some amateur theatricals turn into a really and truly
"drammar" only to wind up in comedy. Keep your eye on that
messenger kid!

"STUNTS ON SKATES"
(Length 250 feet)

In which Edmund Lamy, amateur champion skater of the world,
does some of the most wonderful trick skating you ever saw. Count
the barrels!

Have you had "Mother Love," our release of March 7th? Hon-
estly, what did you think of it? Did you ever see a better "film
d'art"? Have you seen very many as good? Did you notice that
even the cold-blooded critics in whose publications we do not
advertise were compelled to admit that it is a film d'eorkerinp? Tell
us your candid opinion of "Mother Love."

Independent Moving Pictures Co, of America.
Ill East 14IU St., New York. Car) Lnemmle, Pies.

LISTEN TO MANAGER LOOS
of San Diego:

"Dear Imp—As manager of dramatic companies for over 26
years, I wish to express my appreciation of the splendid stagecraft
in evidence in all IMP productions. You not only have a superb
acting company, but at long distance I take my hat off to your
stage director. My audience cry for IMPS and go into esctacies
over the artistic work of Miss Lawrence and your handsome and
talented leading man. I can assure you your enterprise and liberal-

ity are appreciated all over the Pacific Coast, for you do things well.

Wishing you continued success, I remain, "Yours sincerely,

"R. BEERS LOOS,
"Grand Theater, San Diego, Cal."
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Powers Picture Plays
RELEASED MARCH 22nd

John Hardy's Invention
A remarkable drama, full of interesting action, and

unlike any other picture play that has ever been
shown.
A man invents a flying machine which is tried

and which fails. His devoted wife tries something
simpler and her ingenuity and common sense win a

fortune for both.

The kind of a picture that audiences enjoy from
start to finish and then go out and tell their neigh-

bors to see it.

RELEASED MARCH 29th

The Man Who Waited
A Romantic Western Drama

An Eastener, believing that his wife has divorced

him, marries a young western girl. The girl wife

is deserted by the man, who dies of consumption

just as the girl's jilted Western lover comes to

punish him.

After seven years the girl is united to her just

lover in a unique scene.

EXHIBITORS!
Show POWERS PICTURE PLAYS, the FILMS that fill the HOUSE

Posters Mailed Free on Request

THE POWERS COMPANY
241st Street and Richardson Avenue New York City

LUX
RELEASED WEDNESDAY

THE TWO BROTHERS
Drama Length, 659 Feet

An intensely dramatic and exceeeingly well acted pre-

sentation of the ingratitude of one son and the mag-

nanimity of his brother in dealing with their father.

COMING—WEDNESDAY

A Family Feud
Dramatic-Approx. Length, 655 Feet

FILMS
MARCH 16th

fc LIFE IN THE NEXT CENTURY
Comedy-Length, 259 Feet

A most amusing representation of the inventions

which will make life a delight for those who live 100

years hence.

MARCH 23rd—COMING

How a Bad Tempered Man Was
Cured

Comedy—Approx. Length. 353 Feet

THIS IS ONE OF THE BEST MELODRAMATIC REELS EVER RELEASED

A full description of these subjects will be found on another page

THE WORLD'S BEST—BAR NONE
Write for Weekly List of Descriptions of our Films

R. PRIEUR
lO E. 15th Street Telephone Call:

STUYVEJANT 8124 NEW YORK
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NELSON-WOLGAST
PICTURES

A Complete Story of the Making of a New CHAMPION. With full Lecture ard Description

DON'T WAIT. SCOOP YOUR COMPETITOR.

Order Immediately. P. O. or Express Money Order In Advance. Payable to

TOPICAL SLIDES 507 N. Clark St. CHICAGO, ILL.

44 Hep! Hep!—Hephephep!!!"

OLD MAMMA'S LAST JOY RIDE!
She's off! Old Mamma Ten Percent is about to be converted into predigested worm-food. The exhibitors fir ally gave her the

hook. They stood for her one awful long time, paid over their little ten percent penalty every time they switched their business from
one exchange to another—but the worm finally turned, and it turned her to the worms. Alas! Likewise gadzooks and ods bodkins!
No more will Old Mamma spank the lowly exhibitor on his cash boy! No more will she do the Cancan quickstep on his battered
frame! She was a power once. And now she's on her way to the bugs. Doesn't this teach you a lesson? Doesn't it prove to you
that the instant you exhibitors rear up on your hind legs and assert your independence you can bring about any reform you want?
Doesn't it tear the fear out of your hearts and stiffen your spine? Don't you see that the next move of the trust is to control you
absolutely by means of their new 2 million dollar corporation? And can't you see that the way to make that proposition look silly is

to sweep rhe country with such a gigantic wave of independence that the Trust rabbits will scoot into their holes and pull the holes
in after them? If you think the films now being turned out by the Independent manufacturers are not good enough for you it's

because you are only guessing. For the love of Mike, find out what's doing ! Tell me to show you what kind of Independent service

I can give you

!

CARL LAEMMLE, President

The Laemmle Film Service
HEAQUARTERS: 196-198 Lake St., CHICAGO

MINNEAPOLIS PORTLAND OMAHA
SALT lake: city evansville

The Biggest and Best Film Renter in the World
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Seldom Equalled
but

Never Excelled

ECLAIR Films need

no sound effects, they

talk for themselves*

Every first-class ex-

change handles our

products*

Phone, write or wire

EclairFilm Company
31 East 27tK Street - - New York City

"Pittsburg Service"

LARGE OAKS

FROM

LITTLE ACORNS

GROW

The most glowing tribute that can be given

to a Film Exchange is "RECOGNITION."
The best exhibitors in the country have en-

dorsed our kind of Service— it's great when
your customers are pleased . Th it*s our stock

in trade. Our service " d les" please. We've

been growing "just like a little acorn."
Simply on the merits of our Film Service.

We've mistered every detail of a PERFECT

FILM SERVICE by long experience and know-
ledge of the Motion Picture Industry. We
don't depend upon "checklists of subjects

shown before ' to help make our service suc-

cessful. Every account we add is taken in

accordance with their requirements—studied

and then properly filed—therefore we
know how.

WE KNOW HOW

TO BALANCE

PROGRAMS

THAT BRING

RESULTS

How About Giving Us A Trial?

The Pittsburg Calcium
Light & Film Company
Pittsburg, Pa. Des Moines, la. Rochester, N. Y.

Wilkes Barre, Pa. Cincinnati, Ohio.

Omaha. Neb.

VITAGRAPH FILMS
"THE FILMS OF QUALITY"

THREE REELS PER WEEK-Every Tuesday, Friday, Saturday
TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 15

THE WAYSIDE SHRINE
A SCENIC AND DRAMATIC TRIUMPH. This love story of strong heart interest is depicted amidst American

scenes that challenge the finest in Europe. Approximate length 930 feet.

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 18

MURIEL'S STRATAGEM
RICH IN COMEDY, STRONG IN LOVE. A picture that wins by its charming qualities. Laughter tempered by

dramatic interest. Approximate length 655 feet.

TRIP THROUGH NORTH of ENGLAND
SCENIC FILM OF MARVELOUS INTEREST. This is the first of a series of travel films now in preparation by

the Vitagraph Company. Approximate length 320 feet.

SATURDAY. FEBRUARY 19

?"".«do""m£.XE the promised land
LAST AND GREATEST OF ALL in this magnificent series of Biblical Pictures, beyond question the peer of -'The

Passion Play" in drawing power. Approximate length 990 feet.

Special arrangements may be made for the entire "MOSES" series for traveling or regular exhibitions. Aak your exchange or write us

USE VITAGRAPH POSTERS ORDER. FROM YOUR. EXCHANGE
1 NEW YORK, (16 Nassau St.

THE VITAGRAPH COMPANY OF AMERICA NSSSSSL.
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Injunctions and the Enjoined.

It will be foolish for anybody on the independent side

of the moving picture industry to ignore the meaning

and the importance of the injunctions granted by Justice

Noyes this week in the suits brought by the Motion Pic-

ture Patents Company against two independent film man-
ufacturers. For the first time in the history of the

Patents Company we have their case from a legal aspect

clearly stated by a Supreme Court Judge. This Judge
practically upholds the attitude which the Patents Com-
pany has maintained since its establishment over fifteen

months ago and in the face of the issuance of the injunc-

tions asked for we repeat that it would be foolish for any

independent manufacturer to continue infringing the

Motion Picture Patents Company's rights.

Irrespective of the legal side of this case there is one

aspect of the matter which we think should receive

manufacturers, either individually or collectively, any

primary attention in this article. It is this : that the in-

sincere, misleading, one might say the dishonest agitator

receives his quietus by the decision of Justice Noyes.

This individual has all along done his best to obscure the

issue by introducing all sorts of extraneous matter into

it, which was, and is, whether certain independent manu-
facturers have or have not infringed certain patent rights

owned by the Motion Picture Patents Company. The
name of Mr. Friese Greene, an English inventor, has been

dragged into the matter. Mr. Friese Greene's patent

rights in this country and in every other country are very

shadowy indeed. They do not affect the present issue

at all. Then there is mentioned the name of a Mr. Levi-

son as having done something some time ago. We also

have the names of other inventors, real or imaginary,

given as having done something depriving Mr. Edison

of his patent rights. All these people have nothing to

do with the case. The evidence, to quote Justice Noyes,

is "insufficient to convince him that had it been intro-

duced into former cases a different conclusion would
probably have been reached." We hope, therefore, that

the independents will no longer be deceived by the fa-

tuity and the futility of the red herring in the shape

of pseudo inventions or alleged inventions which weaken
the Patents Company's case.

Then there is the anti-Sherman law bogey. Ever since

the Patents Company started, this bogey has been bran-

dished by the dishonest agitator and the parrot cry has

been repeated by his followers amongst the independents.

Justice Noyes gives this agitating charlatan his quietus.

Says he with cold, clear matter-of-factness : "Viola-

tion of the Federal anti-trust statute is not a defense in

an action for the infringement of a patent and fails to

show a defect in the complainant's title." Remorseless,

but common sense.

So the injunctions will stand unless defendants would
like to appeal, which they have signified their intention

of doing.

On the other hand, we think that they and their fellow-

manufacturers will take good care not to infringe, in

future, patent rights which have been validated, one might

saw over and over again. There is another aspect of

this matter which we present to the reader on broad pub-

lic grounds. Let it be clearly understood that we hold

no brief for the Patents Company or indeed for anybody
else in this matter ; they have certain rights and 3fc»6ar-

ently are upholding them. These right, however, neither

give the' Patents Company as such, nor the associated
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nopoly in the making of moving pictures. There are

more ways of making moving pictures than one ; that is

to say, there is more than one way of controlling the

movements of a flexible film behind the taking lens. In

other words, the would-be maker of moving pictures for

commercial purposes is not limited in the particular kind

of camera he can use in making those pictures. That is

why we think the independent manufacturers have shown
such a singular lack of resource. They seemed to have
allowed themselves to be goaded into infringing clear

patent rights instead of, as we should have thought they

would have done like men of brains and intelligence,

casting about for other forms of cameras which are cer-

tainly available. But now they have learned a lesson, at

some expense and trouble, and it is to be hoped it will

not be lost upon them.

There is an old proverb which says that there is no
use kicking against the pricks. The "pricks" in this case

were certain clearly defined patent rights, the validity of

which has been sustained. There can only be one result

of any infringement of those rights. We hope the inde-

pendent manufacturers will recognize the logic of events;

leave established rights alone; use their own cameras, or
their own special way of making moving pictures; shut

their ears to the advice of the misleading and dishonest

agitator who fattens upon their ignorance, and go and
make good pictures and sell them. For, as is said in our
hearing over and over again, the independent side is weak
in respect of many things, but chiefly in respect of the

poor quality of the pictures they are making.

What of the Future?
The duplication, overlapping and lack of originality in

some modern moving picture plays leads us to ask the

question, "Where are all the plots for moving picture

plays to come from in the future?" At the present rate

of consumption it would seem that it will soon be ex-
tremely difficult to produce anything that does not closely

resemble something that has been done before. Film
subjects are being produced at the rate of thirty or more
a week in this country alone, or something like 1,500 a
year. To keep this up and at the same time preserve

originality seems wellnigh impossible. A play will run
for weeks, months or years, yet theater managers are

ever up against the proposition of obtaining material

sufficiently original and attractive to be accepted by the

public. A film plot is practically dead in three months,
and where one new play is introduced to the living stage,

scores, yes, hundreds of film plots are placed on the

market. Already the leading film manufacturers are en-

gaging the services of the best literary talent available,

and this is the logical resource of those who would keep
the quality of their productions in the lead. Even then
it seems that the changes have been rung ad naiiseum on
•every dramatic theme—love, jealousy, heroism, cowardice,
infidelity, mistaken identity, violence, vice and virtue,

and the brains of the world has been ransacked for com-
edy situations.

How long will the manufacturers be able to hold the

public interest, which cannot be done with duplication?

It seems to us that the only avenue of escape is that

which has already been taken by a few leading producers,
and that is to select a single dramatic moment and lead

up to it and enrich it with a fineness of detail, a searching
character analysis and touches of real life. This requires

a creative talent, a superior intelligence which is wofully
lacking in the producing field. But it can be found, and
our answer to the question, "What of the future?" is that

given by a great painter when an amateur asked what
lie mixed his colors with—BRAINS.

The Picture On Its Defense.
History repeats itself. This is an observation that we

have made before, but necessity calls for its repetition.

Seventy years ago when the daguerreotype was intro-

duced, painters were up in arms—by painters we mean
portrait and landscape artists in colors. These people

feared that the new process of making portraits on sil-

vered copper would interfere with their work. Any
student of literature of the period will bear us out that

the opposition to the daguerreotype was a virulent one.

In later times when photographs on paper became preva-

lent something of the same sort of abjection to them
existed. Even at the present time there are many paint-

ers and illustrators who view photography with disfavor,

because they think that it interferes with their work.

The consequence is that there still exists antipathy to

the recognition of photography as one of the graphic

arts.

The moving picture has apparently to encounter the

same kind of jealous opposition. Theatrical men do not

like it because it is said to interfere with the theatrical

business. To the credit of their intelligence, however,

many theatrical men are adopting the picture for the

purpose of preventing their houses from going dark.

Indeed, the signs are clear to us that in the more inteh

ligent amongst the theatrical managers of the country, the

moving picture will ultimately find its best friends.

Within the last year or so, however, possibly the most

insidious opposition which the picture has had has arisen

in the vaudeville ranks. From time to time we thought we
discerned in the variety press an attitude towards the

picture which could hardly be regarded as favorable.

But now we have no longer any doubt on the point. The

press organs of the variety business at the present time

seem to exert all their ingenuity in attacking the picture

from all sides. They have apparently joined forces with

the clerical opponents of the picture and those types oi

mind which can see no good in a photograph made in

a moving picture camera. Only a few months ago we

were consulted by one of the leading film manufacturers in

the United States as to the irrational and antagonistic at-

titude which some of these people were taking up towards

pictures which were earning nothing but judicious com-

mendation from lovers of the moving picure as a healthy

form of entertainment. We were at a loss to account foi

this attitude, but now, after a careful study of the sit-

uation the whole plot is apparent. It is nothing more nor

less than an organized, one might say subsidized, at-

tempt on the part of vaudeville and variety interests to

discredit the moving picture at all costs, to drive it from

the vaudeville houses and to render its further existence

in the ordinary picture theater an impossibility.

It is tolerably clear to us that there is a new press

and pulpit campaign in operation. The authorities oi

the various cities are being prejudiced against the pic-

ture. They are persuadedto see evil in pictures where

non exists; vaudville is being thrust before the public

to the exclusion of the picture. In short at this moment
there is an open war between vaudeville interests and the

picture interests.

It is unfortunate that the film manufacturers, renters

and others interested in the business in this country do

not seem to realize the gravity of the situation. It is

time, we think, that their attention was directed to the

matter. Either the Motion Picture Patents Company 01

the manufacturers in the Association, the Film Service As-

sociation, the Alliance and all those having the progress

of the moving picture at heart should, we think, get to-

gether and take steps to neutralize this vicious opposition.

It seems onlv yesterday that the oicture was fighting foi
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its hfe in almost every center in the United States and
now, just as we are congratulating- ourselves that its

future seemed assured, civic, religious, philanthropic and
press opposition is breaking out more energetically than
ever. It is true that the papers in which this opposition
is manifesting itself are not of the highest class, but it

would be idle to ignore the fact that they are not wholly
without influence in their own particular field. They
have all the capacity for poisoning the public mind against
the picture. More the pity. We shall consider it our duty
week by week to neutralize this venomous and vicious
attack on the picture by nailing down the truth of rhat-

ters as far as lies in our power.
We call upon all our readers to sit upon and squelch

the numerous ignorant blatherskites who blame the mov-
ing picture for every young criminal or victim of sensu-
ality. Our readers should also write to or call upon the
editors of their local papers and point out the absurdity
and injustice of printing baseless innuendos. Our Buf-
falo correspondent sends us a clipping from the "Courier"
of that city, recounting the experience of several young
girls in a Chinese laundry, and ends by quoting the pro-
bation ofncer as blaming moving picture shows and penny
arcades as the cause of the downfall of these girls ! Could
anything be more absurd or farther from the truth ? One
would be led to believe, from the arguments of these pet-

tifoggers, that virtue reigned supreme in the world until

a few years ago when the picture shows came into vogue

!

If so, the credit of this invention would belong to the
devil, and eminent men would not be so earnest in estab-

lishing their rights to that honor.

Objectionable Vaudeville.

On another page we reprint an editorial from the
Christian Science Monitor, Boston, Mass., which reflects

the sentiments of all who are deeply interested in the

regulation and permanence of the poor man's theater.

The article also corroborates the repeated contention of
The Moving Picture World that vaudeville is super-
fluous and entirely out of place in the five and ten-cent
show house of limited seating capacity. As the Monitor
puts it, "The acts are usually objectionable, also of poor
quality, ' owing to the small remuneration. They are
either old performers (whose talents are not up to the

requirements of the larger houses) or else they are
wholly untrained beginners of small talent who are thus
entering the amusement world."

It is very obvious that the small store show cannot
afford to pay what a good act is worth and the fact that

they have padded their programs with atrocities in the

name of vaudeville is the chief reason why they are

rapidjy being superseded by larger theaters who can
stand the expense. It is not that a successful business

cannot be done without the aid of vaudeville, as we
can point to hundreds of managers who do a thriving

business with just the pictures and songs.

We also desire to point out the injustice of placing

upon the exhibitor the blame of "showing any pictures

depicting criminality and violence,"—at least while the

present system of film distribution prevails. He has

to take what his exchange sends him and the exchange,
in turn, is equally at the mercy of the manufacturer.
If the exhibitor had the privilege of selecting his pro-

gram he would indeed be subject to censure if he did

not cater to the tastes of his patrons and show only those

films which would be most popular in his community. Ii

is a known fact that their inability to select their film

program, or to obtain service that did not clash with theit

nearest competitors, has driven many exhibitors to add

vaudeville to the program, who would not otherwise

have done so. This and also the overcrowding of thea-

ters, for which, of course, the exhibitors are alone re-

sponsible.

Now, while we claim that the rightly conducted pic-

ture show is sufficient attraction in itself, and we deprecate

its being used as a filler or chaser to vaudeville, it is

equally fair to the vaudeville interests that vaudeville

quality be maintained when both are used in conjunc-

tion. In this city, during the past week, we visited a

theater that for some time ran pictures exclusively, but

now features vaudeville. One item on the program was
the film, "Ouchard, the Merchant," which has been the

subject of much adverse criticism, but it was a Sunday
school sermon in comparison to a vaudeville act on the

same program. The act, the name of which we charitably

withhold, besides being rawly presented, contained sug-

gestive allusions and compromising situations such as

no film maker would think of recording.

So the point raised by the Monitor that the "low grade

variety'- act is one objection to picture shows" is very

well taken and in view of the present activity of the

(pious?) crusader it is something on which the theater

manager ought to act immediately. The remedy is

obvious. The organized attack on the moving picture

by publications that represent the vaudeville interests

may be consistent with their policy, but the strictures

they bring to bear are inconsistent to a degree that ren-

ders them harmless, if, indeed, they are noticed by anyone

Wonder what our readers would think if we were to fill

our pages with a list of vaudeville acts and stage dramas
and plays that have been or ought to be censored?

Essanay Enterprise Once More.

It is pleasant to turn from the vitiated rubbish about

the moving picture which is at present appearing in

certain variety and other publications to some of the

references to the subject in our trade contemporaries

For example : we have been very much interested to read

a helpful appreciation of the advertising value of the

moving picture which is printed in a recent number of

Printer's Ink. We reproduce that article in another part

of this week's World as showing what an outside com-
mentator thinks of the moving picture as a business

bringer.

Of special interest to us is a reference to the enterprise

of the Essanay Company in devoting a branch of their

business to the production of industrial pictures. The
company has found by this, of course, that they have an
almost illimitable field to work in. Time after time it

has been suggested to us by those interested in the mov-
ing picture that its industrial possibilities were great-

in other words, that it would nav one or two large

firms specially to devote themselves to the making of

moving pictures for advertising nurposes. Moreover
we are frequently asked here in New Yoik City for

the address of a firm who would send out an operator for

the purpose of taking moving pictures for industrial pur-

poses. It is to the credit of the Essanay Company, and
is one more evidence of their enterprise, that they are

taking up this kind of business. And from what we see

of the possibilities it would pay them, we think, to open
up a New York office especially for this department.

The industrial possibilities of the moving oicrure have
never yet been fullv exploited on the one hand or availed

of on the other. Some of the great railroad concerns in

this country advertise their roads in foreign lands by
means of the moving picture. Similarly the Canadian
government advertise their sparsely populated country
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in Great Britain by means of especially made moving
pictures. Here and there, too, a steamship company tries

something of the kind. Of course these subjects are of

a spectacular nature and, aside from their advertising

mission, really interest the general public. What we war.;

to see, and what clearly the Essanay Company are pre-

pared to do, are the minor industries illustrated by means
of the moving picture camera so that greater public

knowledge of the world's work should diffuse itself. Foi

example, amongst our cuttings we have one referring re

the recent production of a film in St. Louis illustrating

boot and shoe manufacture. This is one of the manv
obvious applications of the moving picture camera.
Of course, in many respects the licensed manufacturer:

are catering to a love of technical knowledge on the part

of the public by occasionally releasing an industrial sub-

ject. This fact should not pass without acknowledge-
ment in this article, the object of which is to show that

the moving picture is of vast commercial and industrial

importance to the community, particularly at this time

when so much vicious nonsense is being printed about its

demoralizing tendencies.

HERBERT MILES—A PICTURE PIONEER.

In a business which is hardly more than a decade old

it seems somewhat premature to talk of pioneers. Some-
what too soon, in fact, to begin to descant upon the be-

ginning of things with which one is associated. Rem-
iniscences are the privileges of age, and age, of course,

makes the pioneers. The man who was there first and
who has lived long enough to outdistance his competitors

or contemporaries. Such a man was D. O. Mills, who
died the other day. He was the last of the men of 1849,
—those who made California famous, at the time of the

gold rush.

Xow it will be many a long day before Herbert Miles

is old or even middle aged, and yet, for all that he is a

pioneer in the moving picture field. And we want him
to enjoy the glory and distinction of being a pioneer

in his young manhood. Wending our way the other day
to the Miles Building, on Sixth avenue, we were just in

time to see the black cloud of operators which gathered
there at 1 1 o'clock every day for the purpose of exchang-
ing their films. We were just in time to see this black-

cloud dispersing. Such a gathering gives one a view of

an interesting phase of the film business as it is at present

conducted, namely the work of replacing one day's film-

by those of the morrow, which is done by the operators.

And here, incidentally, we must say that the crowd of

men whom we saw in the great Sixth avenue exchange
hardly fell within Mr. Hoffman's description of the op-

erator, which we printed the other week. They were just

a decent, orderlv, hard working crowd of men. That's

all.

The more often we probe the past history of those in-

terested in the moving picture field to-day, the more often

do we discover that between them and ourselves who
write this there is a bond of sympathy. The author of

this article graduted from, or rather translated himself

from, the stationary photographic field into the moving-
picture field. So it seems with many of the others

—

manufacturers, renters and exhibitors. It looks as if a

few years ago there was a common feeling that stationary

photography no longer offered inducements of interest

and money making schemes to the adventurous and so

great numbers of people deserted it for the moving pic-

ture end of things. This is a matter of fact.

Herbert Miles, like ourselves, was interested in the

stationary photographic end of matters before the glamor
of the moving picture photograph attracted him. We
started our little talk looking over a great number of

Cuban photographs done in the year 1897. for which he

and his late brother were responsible Then came the

incident of his first entrance into the moving picture field,

namely the production 1

1' some Alaskan moving pictures

and their public exhibition some twelve years ago. Then.
later on. came the opening of the first especially adapted

moving picture theater in New York City. Then were
various enterprises in the moving picture theater line.

both here and in the West, as far off in the Northwest as

Seattle. Then commenced the first shipment by the Miles'

to Scafe, of Lynn, Mass., thus forging the first link of

the business chain that has stretched out ever since to the

present time.

This would be about twelve years ago, which practically

fixed the foundation of the rental business of the United
States, if not the world, by the Miles'. So here we have
Herbert Miles in three pioneer capacities—as an early

one to use the moving picture camera for exhibition pur-

poses, as in his Alaskan exploits, as an early man at the

exhibiting game and one of the earliest, if not the earliest,

in the renting business. Rather a striking pioneer record

for the alert, youthful looking secretary of the Film

Service Association, and certainly a very varied and

crowded career to look back on.
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As a pioneer in the business, of course, Miles Brothers
reaped their reward. Like other businesses, recent
changes have not been without effect upon them. The
renter to-day in fact is confronted by the necessity of
having to work on a smaller margin of profit that he was
a few years ago. Of course the business is greater and
there are more renters. But the exhibitor is wise to his
opportunities and so he forces prices down. Mr. Milea
like others, would like to see the business so constituted
that the exchanges could work to a uniform schedule.
Whether that state of things will eventuate, however,
looks doubtful at present.
We naturally touched upon the Film Service Associa-

tion, its history and present standing. Mr. Miles em-
phasizes its purely social character, although, like our-
selves, he looks back to the recent convention at the Im-
perial Hotel, New York City, as having produced some
good progressive work. The meeting at Detroit, in July,
promises to be a great success.
The moving picture industry, young as it is, of course

has its pioneers, as we have already pointed out, who, like

the industry, are mostly young. They are so near to the
beginning of things that their recollections are likely to
be fresh, whereas in the case of age distance somewhat
hallows old associations. Time "softens outlines, and
so one gets a more or less impressionistic effect of what
happened in the beginning of things. You get nothing
of this kind from Herbert Miles. It is all clear-cut, con-
cise, matter of fact—something like himself. The figures
of the business done by Miles Brothers as renters made
our teeth water. No ! We shall not print them ; lest we
excite cupidity and covetousness. Miles Brothers is a

big business exchange with a hard working staff, as all

the world can see for itself when it goes there.

Miles's nearly boxed the compass of the moving picture
field by becoming film manufacturers. But it was not to

be. "There is a divinity that does shape our ends, rough
hew them how we will." Perhaps it is well they did not
become manufacturers, otherwise we should not have this

interesting yarn with Mr. Miles—a yarn, by the way.
which comprehended the state of the moving picture
business across the Atlantic three years ago. It looks to

us as if Mr. Miles were born to be the secretary of the
Film Service Association. Secretaries are born, not made.
In our time we have had to call on many of the class

and watch them at their work. It does not matter whom
you have as president or what sort of committee you have,
it is the secretary that makes or mars the association foi

which he works. We threw out the suegestion to Mr.
Miles that the Film Service Association and what we
have seen of it has the capacity of becoming the most
important organization in the moving picture field, and
we discussed the possibilities of the outlook without, how-
ever, coming to any definite conclusion on the point.

After all, the F. S. A. is but a young body and time is

needful to solidify it and make it vitally effective in the

scheme of things. We rather think we detected a rebel-

lious gleam in Mr. Miles' eye when we hinted at the

possibilities before the F. S. A. All secretaries are the

same—they are apt to protest against any addition to

their work. For, however much you thank a secretary, it

is never adequate to what he does. He is a long suf-

fering man. As to Mr. Miles' outlook, if we can interpret

it for him, it is that of cheerful confidence in the future

of the business. You have only to look at the activity

that goes on in the great Sixth avenue exchange to real-

ize that though present conditions may not be all that one
could desire, yet the exchanges are an essential factor in

the business, especially those which handle the business
in a prompt, businesslike and efficient manner. Every
now and again we hear talk about the suppression 01

abolition of the exchanges. But this, so far as we can
judge, is out of the question. They may be diminished
in number, but they will always remain as a cardinal
factor. We emphasized this point in these pages some
months ago, but were contradicted by a brother scribe

whom more experience and observation have probably
taught the error of his ways.
One of the crucial questions at present before the ex-

change is that of the handling of pictures on non-intlam-
mable film. We gathered that perfect satisfaction on
this point does not yet exist either with the manufactur-
ers, the exchanges or the exhibitors. The perfected
product does not yet seem to be in general use, but still

there are signs that all-round satisfaction will soon be
reached.

In our long talk with Mr. Miles there were many other
little points touched upon on which we were glad to have
our memory refreshed, and above all things to obtain
many valuable historical notes. Some of these we shall

touch upon in future articles. Meanwhile, we would like

to say this in all sincerity, that we were glad to meet a

man of the type of Herbert Miles in a commanding po-

sition in the industry. That is to say, without undue adu-
lation, a man of experience, resource, enterprise, intelli-

gence and with such comparative youth on his side which
surely entitles him to look forward to a long and pros-

perous career in the film renting business.

UNIFORMED ATTENDANTS.

We all respect the uniform because it is a mark of au-
thority and order, Whether the wearer be a policeman, soldier,

sailor, clergyman or the like. We all need keeping in order,
we all respect order, therefore we like order—or those of
us who have properly regulated minds.

Order, it is said, is heaven's first law. We are glad to see
that the moving picture theaters throughout the country are
recognizing the importance of order in the scheme of things.
In recognizing the value of order they are taking the very
proper and very obvious step of placing their attendants in

uniform. This they are doing as good business men for the
best of all possible reasons, that is, because it pays. It pays
because the public at large, as we have pointed out, recognize
the value of order as symbolized by the uniform. When we
ourselves go to a moving picture show we are always glad
to recognize the presence or the imminence of the man in

uniform because we know that if we approach him we shail

get the necessary information with regard to seating and
other things. We know that if we want direction to any
particular point he is the man to go to. More than that,

the presence of a uniformed attendant at a moving picture
house, whether outside or inside, symbolizes order, in that

the public at large recognizes that he is the representative
of the proprietor of the house and is there to keep order.
Above all things we like to see uniformed attendants out-

side of the house as well as in the inside. They add to

the dignity of the business, they impress the public, they at-

tract the public. If the uniforms are in good taste they
attract the eye and probably lead many people to patronize
the moving picture theater who would otherwise not do so.

As a last word on this subject, we are glad to see the growth
of uniformed attendants at moving picture theaters because
it evinces a desire on the part of moving picture exhibitors
to respect the public by insisting that their ushers and at-

tendants shall be in the fit and proper external state to greet
and receive the public. This being so, we think the public
will respond to this wise movement on the part of moving
picture exhibitors.

# * *

In the pages of the Moving picture World, both this and
last week, were many advertisements of firms who make
a specialty of preparing uniforms for attendants at these
theaters, and we strongly urge our exhibiting readers who
have not so far placed their attendants in uniforms to get in

touch with these advertisers whom we have specially invited
to advertise their specialties in the pages of The Moving
Picture World. We hope in the immediate future never to
visit a moving picture theater unless the attendants are
properly and neatly uniformed. For that way success in at-

tracting the public unquestionably lies.
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The Optics of the Moving Picture.

Ch \i'ii.K J.— Introductory.

"Let there be light." This, if we may quote therefrom,
is a sentence that occurs in the first chapter of Genesis.

Light, therefore, is essential to life. If there were no
light, why then we should not be dictating this article

If there were no light, no moving picture would be taken
and certainly no moving picture would ever be shown
The optics of the moving picture, then, simply means tin

relationship of light to the taking and the production of

the picture. What wc want to do then in this series of

short articles, is to have a little elementary talk on the

nature of light and how it is to be controlled in the propei
exhibition of the picture. We do not wish to deal with
the actual making of the negative. That is a manu-
facturer's matter ; we want to treat of light from the point

of view of the operator who has to show the picture

We want the operator to know something of the nature

of light, generally, and to understand more clearly the

lenticular agency that has to be employed for utilizing

his light in projecting his picture on the screen. And
by lenticular agency we mean, in simple phraseology, the

lenses : the condensers and the objective.

First of all as to the nature of light. Let it be clearl}

understood that between sunlight, gaslight, lamplight

or electric light there is a number of points of resem-

blance which outnumber the points of difference. In fact

it may be roughly said that all light, no matter how it i;

produced, has pretty well much the same origin, that of

incandescence.

To take the case of the light on which we are look-

ing this minute, namely the sunlight, we shall get roughh
as good an idea of what light is as if we studied the

electric arc, incandescent electricity, acetylene, illuminat-

ing gas or any other illuminant. Situated roughly 90,-

000,000 of miles from the earth, the sun may be looked
upon as a vast mass of heat or incandescence which com-
ing from that great distance looks to the human eye a

comparatively small ball or point of light. It sends out in

all directions, lines of pencils of brightness which we call

light rays. These are variously called radiations, light

waves or sensations. They strike on the eye and produce
the effect of sight just as sound waves or sensations

strike on the ear or aural nerves and produce the effect of

sound. For our present purpose it will be useful to re-

gard light simply as a liquid perfectly within our own
control. Wc can admit it to our houses in greater or

lesser degree by increasing or diminishing the number
of windows. If we want to concentrate light rays and
bring them to a very sharp point on the hand or the coat

sleeve we can do so by what is commonly called a burn-

ing-glass. In other words, a double convex lens. Then
we might bring the rays or pencils of light so close to-

gether in a bundle, as it were, -which would so compress
them that the pressure of these compressed light waves
on the coat would burn it or would pain our hand. This
would show what power a little optical instrument like

a burning-glass or double convex lens gives over the

rays of the sun. It brings those scattered rays to the

sharpest of sharp points. Similarly if underneath that

burning-glass we should hold a glass of an opposite

character, that is double concave or hollow on each side,

we would throw the light outwards. It would cease to be

a point, the rays would scatter and there would be no
burning of our coat or hand.

This, then, should show the operator that all light is

easily controlled. Pursuing the analogy of a liquid, we can

imagine light to be water coming out of a narrow tube,

falling upon a perforated metal surface, scattering instead

of cohering, then being got into another tube and then
being condensed or restricted in volume. To enter deeply

into the nature and property of light would be foreign to

our present purpose, which is, as we have said, by a
series of simple similes, to instill into the minds of tho^e

who have not had an education in physics that after ail

for the purpose of moving picture projection the essential

facts about light which it is necessary for the operator to

thoroughly understand are few. These essential facts

are that light is a very controllable phenomenon compara-
ble in some respects, as we have said, to liquid such as

water. You can condense, increase or diminish it at will.

And the agencies by which these changes are effected are
very simple, indeed.

What we desire, then, in this introductory chapter to

emphasize is that all light, no matter how it is produced,
is of a common nature and has the properties of adapt-
ability to almost all requirements of illumination, espe-

cially in projecting pictures on the screen.

{To be continued.}

MOTION PICTURE PATENTS COMPANY VS. INDE-
PENDENT MOVING PICTURES COMPANY AND

PANTOGRAPH CORPORATION.
The following opinion was handed down, on March 8, by

Judge Noyes, of the Supreme Court. Shorn of its legal
phraseology, the learned judge's opinion is that the injunc-

tion should be granted, but he would not take the responsi-
bility of so ordering until the case had been finally argued
before the Circuit Court of Appeals, which, in a previous
case, had sustained the validity of the patents controlled by
the complainants. Assuming the appeal, he advised that
counsel come together and agree upon the amount of bond
to be deposited by each litigant to protect the respective
interests.

The text of Judge Noyes' opinion follows:

The validity of the patent in suit has been adjudicated by
the Circuit Court of Appeals for this circuit (151 Fed. 767)
and infringement on the part of the defendant corporations
is conceded, consequently a preliminary injunction should
issue, unless this court is convinced

First: Of the probability that had the evidence of new
disclosures and uses been brought before the Circuit Court
of Appeals its conclusion would have been different; or,

Second, That the complainant is without title to the patent.

The evidence concerning the Levison disclosure and the
Greene patent, or invention, is however insufficient to con-
vince me that had it been introduced in the former case a
different conclusion would probably have been reached. I

am also of the opinion that the charge, if established, that the
complainant is, itself, or is a member of a combination in

violation of the Federal anti-trust statute is not a defense
available in an action for the infringement of a patent and
fails to show a defect in the complainant's title.

An injunction against the corporation defendants may,
therefore, issue.

The proof of personal infringement by the defendant
Faenimle is, however, deemed insufficient to warrant the

issuance of an injunction against him,- and it is denied; but
this action is without prejudice to the' right of the complan-
ants to renew its application in case future acts of personal
infringement are disclosed.
This case seems to be fully presented upon affidavits and

it is assumed that the defendants will desire to appeal from
this order of the court, which, in view of its previous decision,

can best pass upon the matter. Such apneal being privileged

a speedy hearing can be obtained. I am inclined to suspend
the issuance of an injunction until after a determination of

the appeal, provided,
First: The appeal is brought on for a hearing at the May

session of the Circuit Court of Anneals; and,

Second, That the corporation defendants furnish an ade-
quate bond to pay damages and account for profits during the

pendency of the appeal if it is unsuccessful. If the issuance

of the injunction is not suspended pending the appeal a bond
by the complainants to answer all damages occasioned by
the issuance of the injunction would seem proper. Counsel
may present memoranda and affidavits upon these suggestions

and the amount of bond necessary for the nrotection of the

respective interests.
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OBSERVATION!?!!
>BY OUR MAN
ABOUT TOWN,

One of the interesting tid-bits of comment in the moving
picture field the past week was the partial transformation ol
a Chinese theater in New York City into a moving picture
house and the accomplishment of this by one who is not only
not a Chinese, but is a star in the White Way string of thea-

ters. This particular person is Raymond Hitchcock, and he
has made a hit of it. He does not personally conduct the
place, but is its promoter and backer. It is said that Hitch-
cock has a peculiar hankering for anything in the Chinese
line. It is a hobby with him. He heard the Chinese theater

on Doyers street had remained closed for several months
and decided to invest some of his spare funds in it. It was
the last place any investor would hit upon for the picture

business and for this reason Hitchcock is given credit foi

rare foresight and keen business tact that few of his friends

thought he possessed. The program at the place the past

week, its first, consisted of moving pictures, song and dance
act and a Chinese opera rendered by a troupe of Chinese
people in their native tongue. Business has been good and
promises to continue so. The patrons are almost wholly
Chinese. Sightseers help to swell the audiences and, as the

admission price is fifteen cents, their patronage is worthy of

attention by the management, William Cavanaugh is the

manager. All the others on the payroll, with the exception

of the operator of the picture machine, are Chinese, which in-

clude the ticket seller, ticket taker, scene shifters and the

orchestra. The pictures are supplied by the American Vita-

graph Company. The Chinese call it "Vlitaglaph."
* * *

Well, the first round of the fight between the Motion Pic-

ture Patents Company on the one side and the Laemmle and
Pantograph Companies on the other has been fought and the

Patents Company get the decision, as will be seen by the

report of the cases appearing in another column of this paper.

The Independents scored but one point, the court refused to

grant an injunction against Carl Laemmle personally, but this

advantage is tempered to an extent by the deciding Judge
declaring that the injunction is denied with the proviso that

the Patents Company may ask for an injunction against

Laemmle personally at any time it can show personal in-

fringement of the patents. The case was heard in the United

States Circuit Court for the Southern District of New York,

the decision being given by Judge Noyes. Before the case

was heard and while the decision was awaited the Independent

companies seemed to pin a great deal of faith on the defense

they made to the effect that the Patents Company had no

standing in court becuse it was illegal in itself, inasmuch as

it is a combination in violation of the ant-trust laws. Judge

Noyes dismissed this contention with an opinion that, even

if true, it did not constitute a defense in an action for in-

fringement of a patent, nor did it show a defect in the title

claimed to the patents by the Patents Company.
* * *

Another interesting view taken of the cases by Judge

Xoves is that referring to the Levison and Greene inventions,

both of which have been very much relied upon by the com-

panies interested in opposing the claims of the Patents Com-
pany. The defendant companies, in the case just decided,

presented papers to show that in 1888, before Edison made
his invention, Wallace G. Levison, of Brooklyn, invented and

built a motion picture camera in which pictures were taken

on seoarate dry plates, which were carried on a wheel and

exposed intermittently; and that in the same year he made
known in a lecture in Brooklyn a film camera much like the

camera now in use. It was also argued before the court

that William Friese-Greene, of England, invented in that

country a motion picture camera long before Edison built

his first film camera, and before Edison built that camera he

the idea from Greene. The attorneys for the defendants

strongly contended that had these matters been presented to

and considered by the court that rendered the decision upon

which the Patents Company relies, the decision would have

been different. Judge Noyes decided against the defendants

on this point, saving there was not sufficient evidence to

convince him that had these matters been introduced in the

former case there would have been a different decision.

The month of May will be an important one to the film

manufacturers on both sides of the fence. It will be the

sequel, and an important one, to the decision just rendered
by Judge Noyes, who has practically declared that if his

decision is to be appealed from it must be brought up for a
hearing in that month. All eyes will be turned upon the
appeal, for it cannot be disputed that its result will be looked
upon by both sides as a pretty safe bet for the future.

The Laemmle interests have turned to advertising use the
canard that was foisted upon a St. Louis paper to the effect

that Miss Florence Lawrence, an actress who has posed
for some time in moving pictures, was killed by an auto-
mobile in New York. The result is Miss Lawrence finds
herself receiving more press notices than any other actress
in the moving picture business. Well, to the credit of Miss
Lawrence, be it said, that she did not require a hoax to
draw attention to her. She is a mighty clever woman in

pictures and her work had excited much flattering comment
before she left the Biograph forces. I take this opportunity
to express my sincerest gratification that the automobile did
not get her.

* * *

That was an awful scare (?) some of the moving picture
news writers gave the film renters. I refer to that $2,500,000
New Jersey corporation article. It was really funny to see
how some of the film renters took it. "Lead me to it," said
one of them when I asked him how he would like to have
a part of the vast sum. Another said, "I am glad that the
capital is a good-sized one. It shows that if the incorporators
intend to gobble us up they realize that what we hold is

worth something. If the capital amounted to only a few
thousand I, for one, would have felt hurt at being held cheap."

* * #

I overheard a discussion over this gigantic scheme in a

hotel lobby the other night. One of the parties was arguing
that the reports in circulation were all bosh, the quoting of
Lubin, the Philadelphia licensed manufacturer, as authority
notwithstanding. "Why," said the speaker, "I'll bet Lubin
is getting a heap of fun out of it. There isn't a more shrewd
man in the country and I will not believe that when he gave
the quoted interview he did not know what he was doing,
and this being the case he would not do anything that might
bring the wrath of the Patents Company upon his head. I

have always contended, and I still contend, that reports cir-

culated as to what the Motion Picture Patents Company is

doing, or contemplates, must be accepted cautiously until
they have some color of official sanction. The Patents Com-
pany is neither a bureau of information nor a news distribut-
ing agency. It is an incorporated company for the conduct-
ing of a certain line of business. Its affairs are private prop-
erty and they are jealously guarded as such as in the cases
of all other concerns, and nearly all the mad dog stories set
afloat are originated for the purpose of drawing from the
company some statement as to what it intends or does not
intend to do in connection with some particular matter.
Thowing aside all feeling and prejudice, the Patents Company
must be given credit for being the most adept concern in the
country in keeping the people guessing.- I don't pretend to
know the object of the New Jersey corporation, or its bear-
ing upon, or connection with, the Patents Company, but
common sense tells me that, even if the buying up of the
film exchanges and dealing with the exhibitors is one of its

objects, there is no danger of the plan being put in operation
for some time to come. If it comes it will be a gigantic un-
dertaking and the most difficult part of it will be the ar-

rangement of the details. I know the matter has been talked
of for some time, but take this tip from me—most of the
talking is done outside the Patents Company by people who
are only speculating."

* * *

"If they don't intend to gather in the exchange business,
why is it they are so careful not to disclose anything about
the intentions of that New Jersey concern?" asked one of
the listeners.

"Search me, I can only answer that by asking a question:
Whv did the licensed and the Independent film exchanges
hold their last conventions at the same hotel in New York
and at the same time?"
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ON THE

SCREEN

By
Jbvxx
raphLciLS.

When lovely woman makes up her mind to do a certain

thing my experience of the charming sex has taught me that
if you do not wanl her to do it, try and persuade her out
of it. And then she will '40 and do it. Encourage the dear
creature in the particular course upon which she has set her
mind encourage her by all your arts of oratory and per-
SUasion, and it is ten to one that she won't do it.

* * *

About the most determined specimen of femininity mere
man, especially mere journalistic man. meets ill his experiences,
is the stagestruck young lady. The stagestruck young lady,

clear brother and sister, has entered the moving picture field.

A stagestruck young lady called upon me the other day
with a letter of introduction from a friend. Mere cold
printer's ink is inadequate to describe the personal charm
of my fair visitor. She came, she saw, and she meant getting
a letter of introduction to a producing friend. She got that
letter of introduction, and off she sailed, proud of having
secured her end.

* * *

Mere man being quite a clumsy tactician where lovely
woman is concerned, f tried to dissuade my fair visitor from
going on the stage. Whereupon she became more than ever
determined to go on and f had to confess myself beaten. I

see the error of my way now. What I should have done was
to have taken the opposite course. Then there would have
been some chance—and only some chance—of the honor of

victory resting with me. On the other hand, it is probable
that the man is not born who can successfully persuade a

charming girl from going on the stage if she has made up
her mind to do so. T.ike the officer who delivered the message
to Garcia, she will "get there" at any cost. For sheer deter-
mination in having her own way when she has made up her
mind to it, lovely woman easily outdistances mere man.

* "¥ *

I was much interested in reading the other day the experi-
ence of the Vitagraph Company in regard to stagestruck
aspirants. I can confirm the company's experience in a small
way. The man who is connected with a newspaper which
concerns itself with public amusement, is beset by many
requests from youths and ladies, and even older people, for
assistance in getting on the stage. Stage life looks so beau-
tiful from the front of the house. Paint the discomfort of
behind-the-scene work; rehearsing, traveling, dress changing,
disappointment, failure, drudgery; paint it ever so grimly
and luridly, it seldom has the desired effect of deterring the
"stagestruck" from getting on the boards, or at any rate
from making the attempt to get there. Even such a powerful
man as Mr. Relasco may publish, as he has done many a
time, deprecatory advice; even such famous players as Mary
Anderson and Clara Morris, who have tasted the sweetest
sweets of success, mav issue warnings to their sisters not
to think of going on the stage. They do not seem to have
much effect. The string of aspirants shows no diminution.
Applause and the glare of the footlights seem irresistible in

their attractions to certain minds.
* * *

So I think T will reform my ways, and if any further
applicants come to me, T will not venture to take up an
attitude of opposition. What is the good? Rut can one
legitimately hand out encouragement to the inexperienced

—

the merely physically qualified? Good looks and physique
are. of course, useful equipments in stag" work but T fear
that actors and actresses after all, like the poet, are born,
not made. The records of all successful public performers
seem to show that they had a natural bent for the work.
This manifested itself in a natural way, and so success came.
Which leads up to the reflection that the thousands and
thousands of minor performers are merely intellisrent me-
chanics, nothing more nor less, who respond to the exigencies
of rigorous training and rehearsing.

* * *

Moving nicture acting, so far as f have seen it. is very
hard work. Just as hard as acting on the regular stage.
without the added encouragement of applause and public
recognition. Point this out to the stagestruck aspirant, and
it docs not seem to have anv effect. T suppose it is that the
love of playing is. in itself, of sufficient reward to these

would-be stars of the silent stage. And certainly there is

- ething attractive in the idea of a man or a woman playing
a congenial part. But not all part- art- or can be congenial.
li everybody only played that which was congenial to him
or her, some parts would never be played.

* * *

As there are about twenty film producing companies in the
I nited States just now, it will be seen that the number of

actors and actresses employed on the moving picture stage
amount to quite a respectable total, constituting a consider-
able section of those who make entertainment work the busi-
ness of their lives. That number is steadily on the increase,
and it is tolerably sure that while these pictures attract the
public they will also attract the stagestruck aspirant. There
are probably many would-be imitators of Miss Lawrence,
who has recently been so adroitly advertised in the news-
papers.

* * *

Nothing appeals to the feminine heart so much as the wear-
ing of nice dresses, and the opportunity of displaying them
on the stage or elsewhere. Where there is the possibility of
a girl being photographed in a moving picture and her por-
trait shown to millions of moving picture patrons, what
wonder that the feminine heart aspires to have the oppor-
tunity? Here we are striking at the very root of feminine
human nature: the love of finery, the love of display, the
love of admiration. So it goes. So it will always go.

* * *

There is no doubt that the training which some of the
young members of moving picture film companies are re-

ceiving will be valuable to them in after life if they decide
to go on the regular stage. At present, however, we are

without any direct evidence that such a result has been
brought about. The game is too new. But I can quite im-
agine that as time progresses and the personalities of moving
picture actors and actresses become fixed in the public mind,
the excellence of their work will attract the attention of the

great Broadway managers and others whom we are told are

constantly on the lookout for exceptional talent. Perhaps
this is another inducement to the stagestruck aspirant to seek
a chance of appearing on the moving picture stage.

* * *

Consider for a moment what varied work the companies
that were acting this Winter in the West and South—consider

what very valuable and varied work these actors and ac-

tresses were doing. Here they were acting amidst natural

surroundings—an opportunity which seldom falls to per-

formers on the regular stage. If this policy of the film

makers is to continue Winter by Winter and much outdoor
acting to be done. I would not be a bit surprised if the

moving picture stage did not. in the course of a few years,

send some very valuable recruits to the ordinary stage.

* * *

After all. if there were no stagestruck boys and girls there

would be very few actors and actresses. Successful stars

now before the public had to go through the drudgery of

hard work and disappointment before reaching a high rank.

Reaching it. the sweets of success are very sweet, and as

they are fond of talking about their successes, the news-
papers give them publicity, and big bank balances and auto-

mobiles are amongst the rewards of their efforts. Perhaps.
on the whole, it is not to be wondered that there is an

unfailing stream of bovs and girls who want to go and do
likewise. T was successful once in my career in persuading
some young people from going on the stage, bv introducing

them to a crowd of performers after a show. All the bright

dresses, elegant costumes, wigs and the like had gone, and
tin- performers were just plain, matter-of-fact men and women
wrapped up for their homeward journey at night. They
looked verv unromantic as compared with what tliev Hid on

the stage And the lesson was not lost upon whom it was
offered. They were not stagestruck. but T believe I am
correct in saying that this little sight of the seamy side

of stage life prevented their minds from ever becoming
fatally influenced by the glare of the footlights. So you see

there are some deterring influence? at work. If it were not

so, half the population would be stagestruck.
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LOW GRADE VARIETY ACT ONE OBJECTION TO

PICTURE SHOWS.

New or Unskilled Performers Furnish Interludes, Which Are
Usually of a Cheap or Vulgar Character

—Singing Pleasant.

[From the "Christian Science Monitor," Boston, Mass.]

One of the most objectionable features of the large majority
of moving picture shows is the extremely low grade of variety
acts that are given under the name of vaudeville between the

pictures.

Under the present law no series of films can be shown un
interruptedly for a period longer than twenty minutes, and
between each such period there must intervene a period oi

not less than five minutes, during which period some othei
form of entertainment must be provided.

In a few of the better class of moving picture houses
especially those built and conducted under conditions that
conform to the building laws governing theaters, the receipts
are large enongh to permit the management to provide series

of lectures illustrated with stereopticon slides, showing his

torical subjects and incidents of travel in foreign lands. In
many such cases one-act sketches of good quality are also
shown, as well as singers, whistlers and players of musical
instruments. Such acts have a refinement that is most com-
mendable for this class of entertainment.
Unhappily the very large majority of the shows in the

cheaper theaters do not come up to this standard. Stereop-
ticon lectures are regarded as a dull bore, so cheap variety
acts are used in the intervals between the films.

These acts are performed by two classes of performers,
generally speaking. They are either old performers whose
talents have gradually fallen behind, or else they are wholly
untrained beginners of small talent who are thus entering
the amusement world.
The quality of the entertainment provided by these per-

formers is of decidedly low grade. Many of the patrons of

the picture shows are children who are having their first

taste of theatrical entertainment, and never having seen tal-

ented people perform, they may get an idea that the rough,
knockabout acts are as good as the stage affords.

Tt is impossible here to give any adequate idea of the

vulgarity of some of the acts offered. It is an old theatrical

trick to get a laugh with vulgarity when all else fails. Most
of these performers being lacking in originality resort either

to time-worn stories and minstrel jokes, or else fall back on
"gags" and stories of a nature so objectionable that it is

impossible even to hint at their nature in this paper.
Moreover, these questionable doings are not confined to

the masculine performers. After one of the periodical empty-
ings of the hall or store that serves as a theater, the scores
of children can be heard repeating the wretched jokes among
themselves. Little girls talk glibly of subjects of which they

would not dare speak at home.
The effect of such exhibitions on voung people, children

especially, is to harden them and familiarize them with crim-

inal and vicious ideas that cannot but have a degrading effect

upon their characters, when one realizes that the patron of

the moving picture shows usually has the "habit," that is,

goes at least once a week, and often two or three times.

The gregarious tendency in human nature is well under-
stood and well worked upon by the providers of the moving
picture shows. Sentimental illustrated songs are a popular
feature. In these the performer sings the several verses to

the accompaniment of stereopticon slides that visualize the

scenes dwelt upon in the song. At the close the words of

the chorus are thrown on the screen in letters large enough
to be read in all parts of the hall, and the people in the audi-

ence all sing together.
Every provider of entertainment knows that this is one of

the surest ways of making the audience enjoy itself, and it

is probable that many visit the shows especially for the
pleasure of the singing. The opportunities offered in the
country, let us say, for neighbors to gather together for

an evening of singing, or at the old-fashioned singing school,

have no counterparts in the city, where there is little of the
spirit of neighborliness in the country sense.

So it is that many seek the moving picture theaters for the

sake of being where others are, to overcome the sense ol

loneliness that is the cause of so much unhappiness in the

teeming city. This feature of the entertainment is usually un-
objectionable, although the songs are often maudlin and false

in sentiment, as well as being wholly uninspired as to melody
and versification.

The acts in which musical instrument selections are played
and the performances of prestidigitators, trained animals
etc., are usually unobjectionable also, though of poor quality

owing to the small remuneration.
It is the so-called monologue artist, the knockabout come-

dians, and flashy "sister acts" that provide chief cause for

objection.
just as it is almost inevitable that among the series of

moving pictures shown there will be one or more depicting
scenes of criminality and violence, so it is practically certain
that every moving picture show, of the converted store vari-

ety at least, will contain one or more variety turns of a

nature tending to have a degrading effect on those who wit-

ness them.
License Clerk Casey, who has charge of the issuing oi

licenses to moving picture shows in Boston, tells "The
Monitor" that he prosecutes most rigid investigation into

the character of every applicant for a moving picture license

and the nature of the surroundings under which the exhibi-
tions are to be given. Mr. Casey and others who have this

work of supervision in charge are doing all they can within
the present laws to make the conditions surrounding these
exhibitions as good as possible.

THE AGFA SPECIAL DEVELOPER.
Continuing their, policy of catering for the developing end

of moving picture making, the Berlin Aniline Works, of
215 Water street, are putting out a special developer for
moving picture films which we have no doubt will be popular
with those having charge of darkroom work in moving pic-

ture factories. The developer is sent out in the form of
powder, packed in airtight tins, ready for dissolving. One
dollar sample set of this developer will make 400 ounces of
solution if required. We would advise those of our readers
employed in developing moving picture films, either positives
or negatives, to send $1.00 to the Berlin Aniline Works for
a sample of this Agfa special developer. Having regard to
the excellent quality of all Agfa productions, we have no
doubt that this developer will be found of great convenience
and good quality by those who use it.

C. S. Abell, of Keokuk, Iowa, has just placed an order with

J. H. Hallberg for one 500-volt direct current Economizer for

the control of one moving picture lamp at 35 amperes in

combination with double dissolving stereopticon. This Econ-
omizer will save over 85 per cent, on the current bill and will

do away with the large rheostats usually required for 500
volts.

The unsteadiness of the pictures sent out by an American
independent manufacturer who makes a specialty of depict-
ing Western scenes in the wild woods of New Jersey,
prompted us to ask him what camera he was using. He re-

plied that it was a "Billiken." American independent manu-
facturers are no doubt handicapped in choice of apparatus,
but we certainly can recommend the "Billiken" for producing
unsteady pictures.

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN THE MOVING PICTURE BUSINESS, YOU
SHOULD SUBSCRIBE FOR THE MOVING PICTURE WORLD. $2.00. .
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ADVERTISING VIA THE MOVING PICTURE.

By James H. Collins, in "Printers' Ink."

A new kind of advertising solicitor has lately appeared.
If you arc in charge of an important general advertising

expenditure', you will probably hear from his soon, with a

pretty definite proposition.

Instead of the usual advertising plan, however, he will

come to you with the plot of a play which he hopes to weave
around your particular business or product. For he repre-

sents tlie moving picture interests, who have, within the

past year, been developing the advertising possibilities of a

remarkable new medium.
At the St. Louis Exposition, in 1904, several business houses

maintained small theaters at their exhibits, showing moving
pictures of a somewhat general character. Perhaps the near-

est approach to anything of direct advertising value was_ a

series of views inside the factory of the National Cash Regis-

ter Company, with a lecture on its welfare work. A definite

link with the product had not yet been established. It ha;

remained for the man who is going to call on you to bring

that about.
Every advertiser knows that, during the oast two or three

years, moving picture theaters have been established all ovei

the United States. These five-cent entertainment places arc

springing up in the residence districts of great cities, and
finding profitable patronage in the smallest country towns
Numerous reasons are given for their popularity, the average
man being satisfied with the explanation that they are cheap
Price of admission doesn't tell the whole story, however.
One highly important consideration to the advertiser is that

these shows go into localities where there has been no
entertainment before—city neighborhoods away from_ the

regular theaters, and country towns where only the circus

was to be seen, once a year. Another important consideration

is, that the moving picture has a strong, basic human appeal

During the season of 1897, when Edison's kinetoscope was
new, two promoters bought the right to travel with Ring-

ling's Circus, exhibiting the crude moving pictures of that

day in a black tent which excluded the light. Their success

was instant and remarkable. No advertising was done foi

this side-show, yet word seemed to travel on ahead, and
through the West ranchmen, miners, soldiers, Chinamen and
Indians nocked to see the novelty, paying their way into

the black tent repeatedly.
Moving picture men are now bringing out the advertising

possibilities of this medium and seem to have something
of genuine merit, with wide future possibilities. One com-
pany in the East is adapting the pictures to advertising pur-

poses, and another in the West is operating along- the same
lines. The writer talked recently with E. B. Miller, of the

Essanay Film Manufacturing Company, who is in charge of

the work for that company, and talked entertainingly about it.

Both of these concerns make regular entertainment films

for the moving picture theaters. That is their main busi-

ness. Advertising films are still a side issue.

It is said that there are to-day in the United States be-

tween 10,000 and 12,000 moving picture theaters, large and
small. Figures revealing the number of persons who attend

them daily are a little surprising, but the moving picture

men prove "circulation" by laying bare the expenses of a

small theater. Its manager rents films from concerns that

supply him in competition. From one film renter he gets so

manv thousand feet of a certain kind of pictures, and from
another so many thousand feet of something else. The serv-

ice is not unlike that of a newspaper syndicate. His show is

chanced weekly, and sometimes daily, and he pays for live

new films in many cases. Such a theater will take a service

of 2_i.ooo feet of film weekly, costing between $30 and $50 a

week. Rent, light, advertising, singers, piano player, attend-

ants, etc., run its expenses up to about $2=; a day. Even a

small theater, therefore, must entertain at least 500 people

daily at five-cent admissions to meet net expenses, and if

10.000 theaters throughout the country entertained that many
would be an attendance of 5.000,000 each day. Some

of the large houses entertain Severn' thousand people daily.

Into this vast "circulation" the film concern can introduce

pictures with semi-advertising themes, reaching between
600,000 and 1,000,000 people a week for a period of seven

months. The latter period represents the life of a film on

the circuits, after which it is called in. being scratched and

worn. Only a portion of the whole moving picture audience

is reached, because no single concern supplies its films to all

the theaters. In fact, a company making the films does not

deal with the theaters at all. their products beino- turned

over to film renters who carry on that service. The theater

exhibiting twenty-four subjects each week may use only one

or two from a given film house, and so the "circulation"'
reached is smaller than the whole extent of the moving pic-
ture theater industry would indicate.

People pay to see these shows, and so advertising must
be more or iess secondary. The moving picture men frankly
state that they are unable to give a glaring advertisement.
V<t at the same time they can convey a general impression
which is very lasting, and an admirable supplement to other
advertising.
Take harvesters, for example.
The International Harvester Company has agents all over

the world, and its goods are well known. The film manu-
facturers submit an outline of pictures to be taken, illustrat-

ing the building of a harvester, its journey to the fields, and
its use in some locality where several dozen machines foi

low one another around wheat fields many miles square.
Some of these views are taken in the factory, and perhaps
the film men travel into foreign countries for other pictures
that will be novel. The name of the company appears on
its machines in the pictures, and is also shown in the "title'

which precedes each picture. Such a film, sent out over the
theater circuits, is exhibited for its human interest qualities
alone. People pay to see it, and the theaters pay to use it.

For a golf ball manufacturer the Chicago house lately made
a film showing the interior of the factory, with its five thou-
sand employees, and these views were supplemented with
pictures of Anderson playing crack golf out on the links
Those pictures do not go into the theaters, however, but are
shown privately at golf clubs throughout the country.
This brings in another use of moving pictures for adver-

tising.

If the harvester interests prefer they can have a string of
film made, showing their factory and products, and use it

in connection with sales work. Picture machines^and lectur
ers are sent out over the country, exhibiting in'nlills hired
for the purpose, local selling agents for the macHpery gath-
ering audiences of farmers. This method gives a manufac-
turer the center of the stage, as it were, and instead of a
general impression upon miscellaneous audiences, as in the
theaters, he makes a selling impression on picked prospects
Manufacturers like the great food advertisers, who carry on
costly sampling and demonstrating work with traveling crews,
can use moving pictures in the same way. working the local

retail trade and dressing the windows at the same time, mix-
ing moving pictures with samples.

Still another interesting use has been found for the pictures
in cases where costly, elaborate machinery is to be shown
to one or two prospective purchasers.
About a year ago a Western company making heavy ex-

cavating and hoisting apparatus, had films taken for use by
its salesmen. A contract for excavating machinery is about
to be let by a railroad that is leveling and straightening its

roadbed. Obviously, it would help the sale if the manufac-
turer's salesman could take that road's purchasing agent out
to see his machinery at work. But perhaps the nearest plant
actually in operation is 500 miles off. The purchasing agent
is a busy man. A salesman could get him out for a tour of
inspection hardly once in a dozen times. But he has a thou
sand feet of moving picture film in his grip, showing a typical
excavating plant at work. Before calling on his prospect he
leaves this film at some small theater in the neighborhood,
giving the manager a couple of dollars to run it off as a

part of the regular show when he is asked to do so. These
theaters are so widely scattered nowadays that it is seldom
hard to make such an arrangement. Then, after talking with
the purchasing agent, the salesman invites him out for an
hour to see his machinery at work, taking him 'to this thea-
ter. Results that have followed the use of one film taken foi

this company a year ago, employed in this way. have been
so good that films are now being made for all its large
machinery.
The moving picture men are also working on a small

apparatus which will enable selling agents or manufacturers
to exhibit moving pictures of heavy machinery in their own
offices. Some difficulty has been found owing to the fire

risk from films, as insurance companies hesitate to give per-

mission for their use in office buildings where such a small
moving picture machine would be cmploved for sales pur-

poses. This difficulty is being solved by the development of

unburnable film—film made of a composition which will

crumple when a flame is applied, but will not flame itself.

Some estimates of cost for moving" picture service were
prepared by Mr. Miller. When suitable subjects have been
agreed upon, the film company charges a dollar per foot for
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the original negative and the first positive, and fifteen cents
a foot for additional positives. The positives, of course,
correspond to photographic prints, and are necessary foi

exhibition in moving picture machines. The film company
keeps the negatives, under contract not to use. Films aver-
age about 1,000 feet—that will tell a very complete story. In
addition, there are expenses of operators when it is necessary
to travel to different places, assembling various parts of the
film story. This price applies only to outdoor views. Where
indoor pictures are taken it is necessary to install portable
mercury vapor lights for illumination, and the cost in such
work is so much greater than no contract for less thai)

$2,500 worth of film is taken. For $5,000, roughly, it is pos-
sible to arrange a complete business story, photograph it,

make sufficient positive copies, and put it out among the
moving picture theaters all over the United States for seven
months, reaching an audience estimated at between 15,000,00c

and 25,000,000 persons.

HARRY SCHWALBE.

CONDITIONS IN THE SOUTH.

Mr. Harry Schwalbe, of the
Electric Theater Supply Com-
pany, of Philadelphia, one of the

best known film exchange men
in the East, has just returned
from an extended tour through
the South. Mr. Schwalbe, who is

a keen observer, speaking of con-
ditions in the South, expressed
himself freely to a representative
of The Moving Picture World.
"The attempt to mix cheap

vaudeville with moving pictures,"

said Mr. Schwalbe, "has proved
disastrous to the moving picture

industry in the South. I doubt
whether any one of the houses
which still maintain vaudeville is

at present a paying venture. The
only really prosperous places are

the "'straight' moving picture thea-

ters. Take, for an example, the city of Augusta, Ga. About
two years ago, before the vaudeville craze had struck the town,

there were six prosperous moving picture houses, to-day

there are only three left. Savannah, in the same State, a

prosperous town, is to-day without any moving picture en-

tertainment, while but a couple of years ago it supported

several such places. The vaudeville craze has run the busi-

ness there completely into the ground. Similar conditions

prevail in Macon, Ga., Charlotte, N. C, Spartansburg, S. C,
Atlanta, Ga. In Columbia, S. C, where not less than two
years ago they had five or six prosperous moving picture

houses, there is to-day but one left, the Lyric, and that from
appearance may die over night. The same story—it was the

blight of cheap vaudeville. This theater, with a seating ca-

pacity of over 1,000, was running the junkiest kind of punk.

In Durham, N. C, vaudeville has resulted in loss of popular

favor and patronage and the closing down of two places

within recent time. In Wilmington, N. C, and Richmond,
Va., conditions are slight!" better, but vaudeville of the frank-

furter variety is losing its hold there. In Florida there is

likewise a favorable reaction from hook-worm vaudeville,

which there has almost run its course. In Jacksonville almost

all houses charge 10 cents and one, 'The Majestic,' charges

10 and 20 cents. St. Augustine, which at this time of the

vears is crowded beyond the capacity even of its numerous
hotels, has the 'Jefferson' for its principal theater and con-

ditions there are good.
"Most places change at least one reel daily and some

change daily with a two and three-reel program. The pic-

tures are what we in the North would consider old for large

cities. There is but little of a date newer than two weeks
and by far the greatest part is older than one month."

In his travels through Virginia, Mr. Schwalbe, at Norfolk,

Va., met Mr. Horace S. Peed, formerly of Philadelphia, and
now active in the moving picture houses South of the Mason
and Dixon line. Mr. Peed agrees with Mr. Schwalbe in re-

gard to the pernicious effect of tramp vaudeville on the mov-
ing picture entertainment. W. S. B.

The Great Western Film Company, of San Francisco, have
made the pictures of the Nelson-Wolgast lightweight cham-
pionship, of forty rounds, some of the pictures being taken

as late as 6 p. m. and all perfect. We believe this is the first

prize fight that has been made by an independent manufac-
turer. The film will be handled by the promoters of the fight.

CHICAGO NOTES.

Mr. Harry F. Bryan, of the Motion Picture Screen Com-
pany, of Shelbyville, Ind., is in town and sold a Mirror
Screen to the Garfield Theater, Fifty-fifth and Halstead.
streets, also one to the Elite Theater, Forty-seventh street

and Indiana avenue. Both screens will be in place within a

few days and will be the means of many more sales, as a

number of exhibitors are waiting to see a practical demon-
stration, before placing their orders.

The Mirror Screen, associated with appropriate music and.

good sound effects, will form a strong combination against

cheap vaudeville and, unless the young stagestruck folks find

employement with regular vaudeville houses, they will have
to return home, to make a living at farming, as the motion
picture theaters will be closed to them.

The following fine program is an example of how a carefuh
film exchange, like the American Film Service, can take care
of their patrons in making up a show to please the different

tastes and fancies. The program included the dramatic, the
comic, the educational, one counterbalancing the other.

The masterpiece was the Pathe Freres film, "The Violin
Maker of Cremona." To say the truth, I was not much in-

clined to see the film, as a friend, who had seen it in the early
afternoon, had made a rather queer report, something as
follows: "It is the good photography and the clever acting
of Pathe Freres, but the whole thing is not clear and too
noisy." After questioning him, he told me that by "noisy"
he referred to the music, which was entirely out of place
and spoiled the picture.

If my friend had gone to the Orpheum his report would
have been a different story, as there the music was soft
and appropriate. When Philippo, the poor wounded fiddler,

plays a few notes to show that the violin is perfect, the
orchestra stops, the violinist only plays a few sweet notes
and stops as soon as the bow on the screen stops touching
the violin strings. The illusion is complete, the music seems
to come from the violin shown on tne screen, and the notes
are such that the audience joins in praises to the ones shown
on the screen.
The orchestra stops again and the violinist is the only one

playing, when Sandro is shown trying his violin -to the de-
light of his sweetheart and of her father. The notes are
eloquent, they fully justify the pride of the maker and of
his friends, but they are still more eloquent when they rep-
resent Philippo in the gardens, playing on his hand-made
violin. The notes fully illustrate the verdict of Sandro, of
his master and of his sweetheart, when they all realize that
Philippo's violin is the best in tone.
The music made the difference. It seems that the members

of the orchestra at the Orpheum put their soul in the pictures.
Essanay came next with "The Egg Trust" and "Rags, Old

Iron." Well, if while "The Violin Maker" was on the screen
the audience was so attentive and captivated as to hear a
pin drop, they woke up at the comical features of the Essanay
films. The Essanays have certainly the talent to make
you laugh against your own will. The antics of the two
boys, cheating the rag dealer out of his bargain, made
it a very hard thing for many of the spectators to keep
on their seats and the general hilarity was of the most
sanguine nature and just the thing to chase away the blues.
To cool down the audience we were shown the "Leather

Industry," a very interesting educational film.

The educational films are coming to the front, they are no-

more objected to, but they rather seem to be in demand and
they please. "The Industries of Southern California," of
Selig, shown the other day, made a great hit and the 1,000
feet did not seem to tire but called for much appreciation on
the part of the spectators. The ladies were greatly interested
in the ostriches and feathers.
As everything is good in small quantity, we do not want

an abuse of the industrial films, as the programs would then
be too monotonous.
The same can be said of the dramatic and of the comic.

In the above program I greatly enjoyed "The Violin Maker
of Cremona," yet, if instead of having been treated to an
industrial film, we had been given two dramatic productions
the chances are that the second one would have destroyed
the good impression of the first one.
The above named program is a good composition to please

everyone and at the same time not tire on one theme. The
exchanges should try to follow the same line of service and
by so doing they would certainly improve the business.

J. B. Clinton, of the Unique Film Service, 81 Clark street,
Chicago, 111., has purchased the stock of the Superior Film
Supply Company, of Toledo, Ohio, and will continue to oper-
ate it in the present offices in the Colonnade Building, Toledo,
Ohio, with E. Boardman in charge as manager.
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OPERATORS' COLUMN.
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.

Conducted by F. H. Richardson.

Current and Rheostat.—Kansas City, Mo., wants to know
how much current he will get through two 18-ampere
rheostats in multiple, with two in series on a loop, pressure
[io volts, Presumably he means that d of the loop
i- connected ahead of the multiple and the Other behind

—

thai i- tu say, one end is connected to the wire between the
two in multiple and the main switchboard and the other
between the two in multiple and the lamp, so that he will

the full current of the multiple, also the full amount sup-
plied by the series. Through each rheostat in multiple he
will, of course, gel the capacity of the coils, viz.. 18 amperes,
or 36 for the two. Through the series he will get about io}4
amperes. Tt is figured as follows: Seventy volts pressure
divided by 10 amperes gives 3 1-3 ohms resistance to the
rh -

1 at . or 6.66 ohms for both. Seventy volts divided by
6.66 gives approximately ioy2 amperes, the current How
through the two rheostats in series. The total current then
would lie 36 plus ioy2 , or 46J/2 in all. The reason for using
70 for the voltage is that the arc itself gives about 40 to 45
volts drop, leaving 70 to 75 to be taken care of by the
rhei 'Stat.

Projection Troubles.—Pittsburg, Pa., writes, in part, as
follows: "I take the liberty of addressing you to sec if you
can locate my trouble. You are helping others, and 1 thought
I would cast my lot with theirs. Am using Power's No. 5
machine, purchased last September, and from eighteen inches
to two feet of the left side of the picture appears very rainy."

Frankly, your case has puzzled me more than anything
which has come up in a long time, but I have finally con-
cluded you are probably mistaken in calling what you see
on the screen "rain-marks." I am inclined to believe it is

your shutter which is at fault and that you have what we
call a travel ghost on a small portion of the picture. This
is white streaks flashing up, down, or both, especially notice-
able on titles. It is the result of the shutter being set wrong
or else too narrow. Now, I want you to make the following
experiments, carefully noting results, and report to me:

First, throw the clear, white light on screen with machine
standing still. If you notice the streaks, then the trouble
is either in the screen (curtain) itself or in the projection
lens. Next put in a film, frame clear down, and run a few
feet, carefully noting the result. Next, frame clear up, run a

few more feet of film and carefully note results. Next, frame
midway and do the same. Examine shutter carefully and see
if there are, by chance, any holes in it or if it appears that

any of the shutter has been cut off. Rain-marks are produced
by scratches in the film and I know of nothing else that will

produce them. Holes in the shutter might possibly make a

sort of imitation. I shall await your report with decided
interest.

Getting a White Screen.—Clay City, 111., asks what is the
matter when there is a dark spot (ghost) in center of curtain,

which may be removed by pulling lamp back from con-
densers, but when this is done there is a dark circle around
the outer edge of picture. He asks if the picture (12 x 14 at

56 feet) is too large for the throw.
No, the picture is not too large for the throw. You have

a 3/'2-inch projection lens and should have two 6 l/i condenser
lenses. Measure your condenser lenses and, see what they
really are. Pin a white sheet of paper to a wall opposite a

window. Hold lens with flat side to wall and move back
and forth until a clear, sharply defined picture of the window
is propected on the paper. Then measure from flat surface
of lens to the wall. This will be the focal length of the
lens, which should be about 6 l/2 inches in your case for both
lenses. Before getting other lenses, however, try sliding

your lamp-house forward and back. A ghost may sometimes
be removed thus. It is also barely possible the trouble is in

your projection lens itself, but I do not think so.

Condenser Breakage.—Santa Paula, Cal., asks what to do
to stop his condensers breaking. Says he has tried 6^2 and
7Y2 lenses, but does not tell me his picture size and throw,
therefore I cannot say what focal length condenser he
should have. Says room has no draughts and he has tried

covering lamp-house with asbestos box, but lenses break as

fast as he can put them in. Says lenses are loose in ring
It is wellnigh impossible to tell, sometimes, just what is

causing condenser lenses to break, even when one is right

there. It is likely, however, that there is excessive heat in

your lamp-house, and this excess may be caused by failure

to clean out the screen in top of lamp-house. Evidently you
have tried to avoid practically all ventilation of lamp-house

Try ample ventilation once. More condenser lenses are
broken by lack of lamp-house ventilation than by too much.

m out the screen in top of lamp-house, and, if not for-
bidden by local law, open up the back of the lamp-house as
well—wide open, if you can. There is no more danger of
netting anything on fire by the back of the lamp-house being
open than there is of setting fire to the Atlantic Ocean
lint with ample ventilation have the vent holes in condenser
mount open, also.

You ask directions for making temporary announcement
slides. You will find directions on page 337, March 5th
I6sue, for making very satisfactory slides with a typewriter
1 hey may also be written or printed on glass with a fine pen
and India ink, first thoroughly cleaning the glass. Also they
may be punched out of cardboard with one of the letter-

perioral ing machines.

Machine Adjustments.—Xew York City, X. Y.. propounds
the following, all on one lonesome postal card. I will answei
by number: (1) Is it advisable to set the flywheel in tight

against the bushing or leave some slack? (2) Should the
intermittent sprocket be set in tight against the apron, 01

a little loose? (3) How often do the eccentric bushings
wear out?' 141 Is 3 in 1 oil suitable for safety shutter?

(5) I low often should the entire machine be oiled?

(1) Set it in tight, but not so as to bind. (2) Don't know
what you mean. (3) Depends on hours you run the machine
per da}' and grade of oil. etc. Renew them whenever the
>haft gets loose in the bearing. (4) I never oil the fire shut-
ter itself: it is not necessary. The actuating mechanism
should be oiled and the oil you name is all right for that
purpose. (5) Depends on circumstances. Aside from the
intermittent, which should have a drop of oil every 2,00c
feet of film, any moving picture machine bearing ought to
run ten reels of film, at least, without oil, assuming that
good oil is used. This does not apply to some makes of fire-

shutter governors, however. Use judgment and common
sense in the matter of lubrication. No hard and fast rule can
be laid down.

F. H. RICHARDSON.
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"The Millionaire's Adventure" (Lubin).—A lively and inter-
esting little skit, representing a girl driven from home by
brutality, falling in with a supposed tramp, who turns out to
be a millionaire in disguise. The girl, disguised as a boy,
travels with the supposed tramp for a month. Then he goes
back home, taking his companion with him. where her sex is

disclosed. The usual result follows and everybody probablv
lives happily ever after. The picture is alive and touches
upon a theme which is common enough and which might
readily prove to be a basis for an extraordinary interest.
With the life that the Lubin players put into it the picture
is satisfactory and not infrequently is heartily applauded.
"Samuel of Posen" (Selig).—This picture is certain to be

exceptionally popular. Probably a considerable proportion
of comedy patrons have seen or have heard of M. B. Curtiss
in his original role as "Sammy." It was a master stroke
when Selig secured, not alone the rights to the play, but Mr.
Curtiss as well. The picture starts in Posen, Germany, and
after numerous and exciting adventures in different parts of

the world, including a pre-arranged fire sale in Baxter street,

New York, the picture goes back again to old Posen. There
are both humor and pathos, each contributing a portion to
the interest of the picture. The acting is sympathetic, offer-

ing many touches which increase the strength of the film and
add to its popularity. The photography is adequate, and
assists in the wholesome interpretation of the story.

"The Girl Thief" (Kaiem).—This is a strong melodramatic
picture, with plenty of romance, sympathetically acted by the
firm's Southern stock company. It is a story of a thief's

reformation through a clergyman's love, and presents in the
telling a good many dramatic and interesting situations. Like
all these plays from the Kalem studio, the development of the
plot is strongly dramatic, holding the interest of the audi-

ence by causing them to wonder what is going to occur next.

The scene is laid in the South and carries with it the pic-

turesque features common to that locality, but which seem,
when properly introduced, to add a stronger touch of ro-

mance than is possible under most other conditions. The
Kalem people have always used these backgrounds to good
advantage, adding materially to the attractiveness and inter-

est of their pictures.

"History of a Sardine Sandwich" (Vitagraph).

—

An inter-

esting industrial picture, showing the life history of a sardine
sandwich from the beginning to the end. The increase in

the number of industrial films released recently indicates the
larger number of people who like these pictures. And indus-
trial subjects are endless, each one of which possesses its own
share of interest and conveys its own topic of information
It is evidence of the improving taste of motion picture audi-
ences, and it is to be commended upon the score of assisting
in the education of the people.

"Brittany Lassies" (Pathe).—A comedy which introduces
some picturesque and attractive features of Brittany life and
is sufficiently amusing to keep the audience in good humor
The acting and photography are alike good.

"The Eleventh Hour" (Edison).—An intensely dramatic
and highly emotional picture, representing the struggle of a
governor against the desire to pardon a condemned murderer
who has been reported as the governor's son. The struggle
between the father and the governor is one of the best bits

of acting seen in a motion picture in weeks. And then the

climax, when the son suddenly appears, leading an upright

life. There is a power in plays of this character, which

appeal irresistibly by their intense humanity. It is impossible

to describe them, or "to convey any conception of their

strength, but the spectators closely followed the keen struggle

between love and duty and did not fail to show their appre-

ciation at the end.

"The Man Under the Bed" (Edison).—A comedy of the

boisterous order, capable of keeping an audience roaring

throughout its length. It is built upon the timeworn asser-

tion that old maids always look under the bed to see if there

is a man in hiding, and this one, when she discovers a pair

of shoes, rouses the entire house to assist her in dragging the

intruder out. The ending is quite romantic, since when the

owner of the shoes appears she seems quite satisfied with

him and there is shortly an ending which did not seem
possible at the beginning.
"Poet of the Revolution" (Gaumont).—An interesting bit

of drama, acted with all the intelligence and skill usually

displayed in the work of this firm's players and photograph-
ers. The play is interesting, the actors are sympathetic, and
the film will appeal to a large number in different ways.

"The Ostrich and the Lady" (Essanay).—An important
addition to the long and growing list of educational films.

This one gives characteristic scenes on a Los Angeles ostrich

farm and illustrates, in an interesting and definite way, the

development of ostrich farming. Many of the scenes are pic-

turesque, and all are novel, adding to the interest of the

picture. The photography is clear, -even in those scenes in

which rapid movement might lead to blurring. Altogether
il is an interesting picture, giving information about ostrich

farming in an entertaining way.

"The Ranch Girl's Legacy" (Essanay).—A Western com-
edy, acted with all the snap and dash for which the Essanay
players are known. It is a picture which will interest, not
only for the interesting story it tells, but for the representa-

tion of certain phases of Western life which form a consider-
able portion of the picture. The love story connected with
it adds to the interest.

"Pierrot" (Pathe).—An interesting picture. The excellent
work of the already famous house of Pathe is becoming
better known each day. Their character studies, and their

depiction of bits of life, are always interesting; nor does this

picture detract from the reputation of those who made it.

"Beautiful Snow" 'Vitagraph).—A laughing comedy which
is not only rich in humor, but develops some sparkling and
funny situations. It is acted with the Vitagraph's careful

attention to details, and this has its effect in increasing the
interest which attaches to the film.

"The Thread of Destiny" (Biograph).—A pretty story,

containing much of suggestion and much of real life. Prob-
ably many have had dreams, have longed for something they
couldn't explain, something that would take them out of this

life and into some other, or so change this life that it would
be like another. It isn't always possible to explain these
longings, common to all mankind. The Biograph Company
has expressed them strongly in this picture, pointing out in

an unusually graphic manner the human tendency in the
young orphan girl's heart. Next follows the love story,

beautiful and romantic, and the interposition of the pic-

turesque Western touch. The villain is satisfactorily foiled,

however, and the lonely girl strolls away with her new
husband, the previous unexplained longings satisfied. The
scenery, representing the San Gabriel valley, is beautiful,

while acting and photography are both of a high standard.
A very satisfactory number, which shows that the Biograph
Company have got down to business in their new sphere.
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"Marriage in Haste" (Lubin).—Numerous stories of elope-

ments have been told, but here is a novelty in the fact that

the girl's lather, pursuing the eloping couple, is mistaken foi

the eloper because he lias a little girl with him, and only

timely return of his new son-in-law he would have

been lynched by the mob. There is a long list of incidents,

each funnier than the last, and each one good for a laugh.

m harmony with the mixed-up story, and the

phot. is clear and good. This is one of the best com-
edies Lubin has releasee! recently.

"Tragic Idyl" (Pathe).—A simple love story, involving a

broken promise, a maddened father and a tragedy, but the

film is a marvel of beauty, color, light and shade. Perhaps
the si' ry it tells may Mem hackneyed, but the beauty of the

pictures presented more than compensates for any lack of

strength in the story. It will long be remembered for this

when possibly the somewhat commonplace story will be for-

gotten.

"Strenuous Massage" (Pathe).—Maybe few would care to

take such vigorous treatment for rheumatism as this un-

fortunate individual received, even though the twinges were
severe. A shower bath from an overflowing gutter, a plunge

bath in a bucket, massage from two policemen and a road-

roller. These all combined make what might be termed
very vigorous treatment; yet the patient testified that he felt

better after it.

"Told in the Golden West" (Sclig).—The Western pictures

coming from this house are remarkably good interpretations

of the life they are supposed to depict; in fact, one can

obtain an accurate impression of some interesting phases of

Western life by looking at a Selig picture; and the series

of recent releases makes a wonderfully good record. This
one is no exception to the rule., and, in the opinion of ex-

perts, will undoubtedly add to the already high reputation of

the house. ,

"The Right Decision" (Edison).—The story opens with a

scene on the battlefield of Waterloo, very graphically pre-

sented, giving a clear view of the horrors of war. There is

a complication of difficulties arising from the attempt of the

son of a captain who was assisted on that field to find the

one who aided him. A love story is interwoven, showing
how the captain's son finds a beautiful girl while engaged in

the search for the benefactor, who, to make the story still

more complicated, turns out to be a thief. The picture is

well acted and beautifully staged, with photography quite in

keeping with the subject and the careful manner in which it

is worked out.

"My Milliner's Bill" (Edison).—A comedy in which the

extravagance of a young wife for elaborate hats is effectively

i ured by the husband, who is a good amateur actor. The
fun is of the subtle type that amuses without offending and
the attractive complications which arise are all satisfactory

add.itions to the play, making it as delicious as possible. The
acting is clever, the photography is excellent, and the entire

picture is satisfactory.

"A Brother's Devotion" (Vitagraph).—A story which illus-

trates in a very dramatic way how one brother made a heroic
sacrifice to help another. It is a well-told tale of brotherly
love, which perhaps would have more strength if it were more
common in everyday experience. It is well acted, with much
attention to details, and the story is worked out with care.

Photographically, little improvement could be desired. A few
weak places appear, but they are insufficient to mar the pic-

ture. It is, on the whole, satisfactory and is strong enough
to play on the emotions more than some of them do.

"Interrupted Honeymoon" (Essanay).—Here is one of

those snappy comedies, played in the liveliest way by the
company'^ capable actors, certain to amuse any audience.
The numerous startling situations and complications into
which the honeymooners plunged, one after another, never
fails to keep the people who see the picture thoroughly in-

terested.

"Her Soldier Sweetheart" (Kalem).—After seeing this pic-

ture twice one feels constrained to say that it will probably
rank as one of the best among the many good ones the Kalem
people have turned out recently. The dramatic possibilities

are many, and are carefully and consistently worked out, with
no forcing of scenes to secure an adequate climax. The
photographer rose to the requirements of the subject and
did his work even better than he has been doing lately.

There are passages where the dramatic strength of the pic-
ture is unusual and the actors have imbibed the spirit of the
scenes and do some remarkable work in interpretation. With
all the elements in its favor the prediction is made that

this film will prove exceptionally popular; and it is certain to

enhance the reputation of the producing company.
"At the Bar of Justice" (Urban).—A strongly dramatic

picture, acted with sympathy and with the attention to details

which characterizes the work of the Urban players. The
photographic department satisfactorily performed its part

of the work, and the result is a picture which will appeal by
its development of human sympathies and it- -Hong telling

of a dramatic story.

"The Water Flyer" (Urban).—A scenic record film, pre-

pared with the care which characterizes the work of this

company. The operators understand how to select the most
picturesque viewpoint, adding much to the attraction of the

films in so doing. So much depends upon the proper selec-

tion of a viewpoint for scenic pictures, particularly when
rapidly moving objects arc included, that a firm is to be
congratulated who has as good an operator as Urban.

"A Victim of Bridge" (Edison).—The consequences of over-
indulgence in this fashionable diversion are clearly portrayed
m this picture from the Edison studio. The acting is good
and convincing and the photography is clear, and the picture

keeps the audience interested throughout its length.

"His Fears Confirmed" (Gaumont).—A bit of good dramatic-

work, supplemented by good photography. Some of the

scenic effects are very beautiful, showing a mass of pictur-

esque features which add materially to the picture and what
it represents.

"The New Partner" (Bison).—The interest in this picture

will center chiefly in the strike scene, which is probably one
of the greatest strike pictures ever put upon the screen.

The stirring scene is adequately staged and admirably acted

and the surroundings seem interpretative of what the subject

suggests. To be able to reproduce a scene of this character
is an achievement worth noting and emphasizes the fact

that the Bison Company is doing some excellent work. The
company which acted this film had special training for the

work and the results are quite in keeping with the care which
is apparent in the firm's recent output.

"The Electric Bathtub" (Pantograph).—This farce from
a comparatively new company is boisterous, but contains
some novel features certain to please. The experiences of

the unfortunates who undertake to use the tub are amusing
enough to keep the audience laughing throughout the entire

length of the film. The photography is quite satisfactory,

showing only occasional weak places. But it is the kind of

comedy which older concerns have mostly discarded. It has
had its day, and that day is past. There is enough of such
stuff on the market now. and a new producer, to claim
attention and patronage, must of necessity work on more
original and progressive lines.

"A Wedding During the French Revolution" (Great North-
ern).—Here is a drama by Sophus Michaelis, the famous
Danish playwright. It is being produced at a well-known
New York theater under another title, with a favorite actor
in the title role. It is a strongly dramatic production, and
as acted by the Great Northern company it is certain to

attract much favorable attention. The photographer has per-

formed his part of the work to perfection, and the finished

film leaves nothing to be desired. The adequate presentation
of films of this character does much to overcome the adverse
criticism aimed at the motion picture theater by ignorant
and misguided critics. The Great Northern people deserve
commendation for their good service in producing this film.

The author of the book, at present in this city, warmly com-
nlimented the Great Northern representative on the ex-
cellence of the production.

"Supreme Recognition" (Itala).—A picture possessing
marked dramatic qualities, sympathetically acted, and telling

a beautiful and touching story of a mother's love for her
children..

"The Cage" (Eclair).—A story of a buccaneer's love for a

young woman whose guardian has other plans for his ward.
However, the elopement would have got on famously, only
the guardian discovered the plot and imprisoned the chief.

He is released by his fellows, the marriage is consummated.
and all goes well ever after. The acting is sympathetic
there is plenty of lively work, and the photography is quite
satisfactory. Withal it is an interesting film.

"The Indian and the Cowgirl" (Bison).—A Western pic-
ture, breathing the rough life of the plains and developing a
story of interest and power. The most thrilling scene is

where the cattle rustlers fasten the child on the horse's back
and send the beast careering over the plains. But the mother
has befriended an Indian, rescuing him from this same gang
of rustlers, and when she gives the alarm he is first to
respond. Then come some wild riding, ending by the dis-
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covery of the horse bearing the child and his capture by the
dextrous use of the lasso. It is thrilling and redolent with
the true plains spirit. Photographically it is an improvement
over some previous Bison work.

"The New Minister" (Imp).—The subject offers a clue to
the picture, but, of course, it does not disclose the many
interesting details. Very much of human nature is depicted
in this film, and it is so well done that practically everyone
who sees it is ready to applaud vigorously. Like all Imp
films, it has an element which appeals strongly to the alert

mind, representing the peculiarities of humanity in a very
graphic way. The acting is lively; perhaps, in some scenes,
too lively. The photography is clear, and good tonal quali-

ties ar.e reproduced in the film. The pictures sent out by
this house are improving steadily. That they are popular
admits of no doubt. The intensely human, and therefore
satisfying subjects, appeal to a large number of theatergoers
and insure interested audiences wherever they are shown.
The firm is to be congratulated upon the increasing popularity
of its output.

"On the Little Big Horn" (Nestor) was the title on a
lavish poster display that attracted us into a theater on
Sixth avenue. The picture on the screen when we entered
was an Eclair. This was followed by another European film

with no imprint, and then by an old Pathe. A good .project-

ing machine did justice to the good photography and steadi-
ness of all these pictures, so we patiently awaited the head-
liner of the day. "On the Little Big Horn" at last had its

inning. The story, if there was a story, seemed to seize upon
every available plot on which a drama could be based. There
was love, jealousy, heroism, infidelity, revenge, mistaken
identity or false accusation, and the inevitable happy ending.
This was put on with an attempt at a fire scene, a rescue
and some fast riding' and display of cowboy attire to give
it a Western flavor. Much of the acting was good, but some-
how it failed to convince, as the jumbled situations had
little in common and the producer failed to carry his story
over the footlights by endeavoring to crowd in too much.
The film will no doubt please many theatergoers. The brav-
ado and the skillful riding of the cowboys, the chivalrous
sentiment that prevails, will satisfy the average audience.
But the story, as a specimen of the straining after effect in

the modern picture drama, leads us to ask elsewhere, "What
of the future?"

"A Father's Patriotism" (Lux).—War pictures are appar-
ently increasing in popularity. At least they are increasing
in number. Here is one of those touching pictures that some-
how go straight to the heart and arouse the same impulses
they depict so graphically. The dramatic qualities of this

film are excellent, heightened, perhaps, in some degree, by
their appeal to the imagination, which helps one to see be-

yond the pictures and observe something which stirs emo-
tions otherwise dormant. All these things help, and the

effect is to create a favorable impression of the picture.

"He Knew Best" (Lux).—A picture calculated to chase care
away and develop the risibles in almost anyone. It is a story
of what may be termed borrowed plumes and is strongly
amusing as it runs.

"The Actor's Children" (Thanhouser).—A most excellent
beginning for a new concern. The story is clear and clean

and the acting very good indeed in some scenes. There is,

however, too much evidence of the production having been
put on by a man whose experience has been gained on the

living stage. Cutting out one or two scenes and substituting

printed titles would improve the film and less time should be
given to the supposedly speaking parts. No doubt this is

also evident to the producer after seeing the story on the

screen, where action speaks louder than words, and the fault

will be remedied in the future. In fact it has already been
much corrected in "St. Elmo," the second picture of the new
company, to be issued this week. In photography the work
ranks well with that of older concerns and is far superior to

some. "The Actor's Children" is a film that will please.

"Governor's Pardon" (Imp).—A rather incongruous story

but carried by good acting and good photography. If there

is one thing in particular on which the Imp Company is to

be complimented, it is that their stories are clean, and while
the dramatic element, is not lacking, there is not the strain-

ing after lurid scenes and exciting situations favored by
others. Another excellent Imp film is "Mother Love," which
deserves all the praise it has received. We have sat beside
a censorship committee inspecting the Imp productions and
heard the remark that no films required less pruning. One
of the Imp dramas of early release will have on the same
reel a short but wonderfully good exhibition of ice skating

and obstacle jumping by one of the champion ice skaters of

the world.

"Foolshead, Chief of Reporters" (Itala).—Foolshead ap-

pears again in a film certain to cause everyone who sees it

to laugh. Foolshead is a character that appeals to the aver-

age person as irristibly funny and creates a long laugh, last-

ing from the time the film starts until it closes.

"Town Traveler's Revenge" (Itala).—A film of rather broad
humor and somewhat addicted to the rough house order, yet

quite likely to be popular with most audiences. It is rec-

ommended as a welcome addition to the list of live humorous
productions.

OF INTEREST TO THE TRADE.

From G. Gennert, 26 East Thir-
teenth street, New York, we have
received samples of the Temporary
Film Fastener, a useful and much
needed little device which we do not
hesitate to commend to our readers.
It is a fiat strip of aluminum or brass
the width of the film, with four
prongs which are inserted into two
sprocket holes on each side and then
turned down. In the event of a

break or in the assembling of a film

'we can conceive of no more useful aid, or more economical,
as it does away with the waste by the clumsy method of pin-

ning the ends together and also the danger of blood poison-
ing from pin pricks. When ready to cement the joints the
prongs are easily bent backwards and the picture is not
damaged. It is a contrivance that will save time, temper
and money and received the instant endorsement of a film

exchange proprietor to whom we showed it. Manufacturers
will also find it very useful in the joinin~ room. We under-
stand that the film fasteners are furnished in aluminum at

$3.50 per 1,000, or brass at $4 per 1,000.

One of the latest improvements for the moving picture
theater is an invention by V. C. Seaver, proprietor of the
Alcazar Theater, 108 East Madison street, Chicago. This
is a compound combined with a specially prepared cloth for
a screen which tends to heighten the luminosity value of
the picture. Even at a throw of 120 feet the picture stands
out with wonderful brightness. The inventor has been ex-
perimenting upon this for the past six months, which has
entailed upon him a large amount of money to get it to
this state of perfection. He has applied for a patent both
in this country and Europe and, if successful in securing it,

he will be in a position to give the exhibitor a screen that
will exceed some of those at present in vogue, at the low
price of 50 cents per square foot.

Oshkosh, Wis.—The Colonial is the name of a new moving
picture theater, at 153 Main street. Jesse V. Hogan is the
manager. The films are supplied by the Laemmle Film
Service, which disproves the old saying that a prophet is

not without honor, save in his own country, for Mr. Laemmle
hails from Oshkosh. The new theater has a seating capacity
of 365 and is of substantial construction and beautiful design.
The system of ventilation is specially good. »

The Arcanum Theater, at Jackson and Clinton avenues, Jer-
sey City, was sold under the hammer recently to satisfy a judg-
ment for non-payment of rent. There can be no sympathy
in this case as it is a repetition of the old story. The parties
interested had no knowledge whatever of the business and
squatted into a neighborhood that was already overloaded
with picture shows. They were going to set the world on
fire and commenced under overwhelming expense in the
matter of vaudeville, reels, help and rent. As is always the
way in cases like this, they did themselves no good and hurt
the. old exhibitors, consequently there is no one to mourn
the loss. Moral—Don't butt in.

LECTURES
on Suitable Subjects in Moving Pictures are a
pleasing and attractive feature and always
appreciated by your patrons. The peer and
pioneer of lectures or "picture readings" with

moving pictures is acknowledged to be

W. STEPHEN BUSH
Pleated to correspond with exhibitors

44 North I Oth Street - - - Philadelphia, Pa.
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VITAGRAPH NOTES.

\ memoranda ol the good things to be served by the \

graph expi "< apital vs. Labor," ;i great drama oi

national interest and aptness, on March 22; 'The Hand ol

," another drama mi one of life's greatest truths in which
enery portraj the rugged beauty of life

am fastr oi the Carolinas, on March
25; "The Broken Spell," a drama of surpassing charm
and bewitching attractiveness, on March 29; "The Tongue of

dal," to b d on April 1, characterizes a peculiar

human nature and a type of mentality common to

mmunities where j^wssip forms the chief budget and
very often leads i" near tragedies of social ruin and destruc-

tion of character. "The Fruits of Vengeance," the evidence

of how great a matter a little lire kindleth. An everyday oc-

currence with a practical moral, a family feud and a division

neighborhood by a children'.-, quarrel, the growth of a

mountain from a mole hill. These last two subjects are par-

ticularly far reaching in their influence, immensely truthful

and will always arouse a welcome enthusiasm in their recep-

tion by the public.

In the lire scene for the great production, "The Feud," to

be issued in the near future by the Vitagraph Company, so

much realism was given by the burning of a barn purchased

for the purpose that it brought hundreds of persons from
far and near intent upon witnessing the burning or lending a

hand in extinguishing the flames. Their services were not

needed, however, for the Vitagraph's fire brigade was on
hand with tire extinguishers. When the flames were at their

height and the picture had been taken, they easily put out

the lire amid cheers and shouts of the assembled crowd, who
could hardly believe that it was not an accident instead of a

feature in a moving picture play.

ESSANAY NOTES.
The Essanay Company have announced for early release

a great dramatic picture, entitled "The Hand of Uncle Sam,"
a production of marvelous scenic effects and thrilling epi-

sodes. Slight defects in certain parts of the first negative

made it necessary to delay the release of the picture until

these portions of the picture could be remedied. It is worthy
of note that the scenes of the picture have been obtained

from various parts 'of the continent, the West, the Isthmus
of Panama and in Mexico, while the indoor scenes were all

made at the Chicago studio. A United States torpedo boat

destroyer was put to the Essanay's disposal and is shown
in the picture. Great care has been taken to present cor-

rect traditions in the way of costumes and settings, while

the picture, on the whole, is both dramatically and photo-

graphically perfect. The story is founded on the recent

American-Xicaraguan controversy and tells of a young Amer-
ican mining engineer, who has established himself in one
of the Isthmian republics, is arrested and accused of con-

spiracy against the government. He is court-martialed and
sentenced to be shot, but at the dramatic moment, when he

is dragged into the prison yard, United States marines ar-

rive and prevent the execution. In the meantime the real

offender, the American's native clerk, is arrested and evi-

dence clearing the American is found. The film is a feature

and will be released March 23.

The Essanay's "The Fence on 'Bar Z' Ranch," a Western
drama lately released, has been pronounced by many ex-

hibitors and exchange men one of the most perfect and de-

interesting and pleasing subject. "The Airship Gaze" is an
oddity and a novelty and reads like another Essanay hit. It

is prophetic of what may happen when the airship is as popu-
lar as the automobile. An actual and practical aeroplane,
in flight, is shown in the film. "His Hunting Trip" is an-
other full reel comedy subject, which appears to be something
as substantial as "An Interrupted Honeymoon," released last

week. Sportsmen who view this film should be interested as
it includes a number of exciting chase scenes with dogs and
rabbits, with all the funny incidents which occur to Ximrod's
followers. The principal and important parts of the story,

\er, are with little wifey at home. The idea is original
and interesting, and, produced with the liveliness which fig-

ures in all Essanay comedies, should prove a winner with the
exhibitor and his audien<'<

EDISON NOTES.
"Frankenstein," which will be released March 18, is a lib-

eral adaptation of Mrs. Shelly's famous story under that title.

As told in the film, the story shows Frankenstein, a young
student of the sciences, leaving his father and sweetheart to
pursue his studies at college. In the course of his researches
he discovers the awful mystery of life and death and im-
mediately determines to realize his one consuming ambition
—to create the most perfect human being that the world has
ever seen. The actually repulsive situations in the original
version have been carefully eliminated in its visualized form,
so that there is no possibility of its shocking any portion of
an audience; but the dramatic strength of this gruesome story
clings to its dramatization, and it is safe to say that no film
has ever been released that can surpass it in power to
fascinate an audience. The scene in the laboratory in which
the monster seemed to gradually assume human semblance,
is probably the most remarkable ever committed to a film.

"Frankenstein" is a production that will hold an audience
spellbound and is certain to excite a very great deal of
attention and comment.

E. W. Townsend's latest contribution to Edison films will
be released March 25. It is a dramatic subject entitled "The
Suit Case Mystery."

Don Fulano, the world's greatest living educated horse,
which recently won favor in "An Equine Hero," will make
his next appearance at an early date in a film entitled "Brad-
lord's Claim," in which it is said his work is even more
remarkable than in the first subject.

Among the subjects slated by the Edison Company for an
an early release are "Michael Strogoff," Jules Verne's great
story of the exciting adventures of a faithful courier of the
Czar, and "Her First Appearance," especially prepared by
Richard Harding Davis.

"A Western Romance," released March 22, tells an absorb-
ing story which has its foundation in the betrothal of a little

boy and girl, brought about by their parents in order to
conform to a clause in a will, by the provisions of which a
fortune is left to the girl providing she marries the boy before
her twenty-fifth birthday. The two families separate, the
young girl growing up in the West, where she not only learns
to forget the sweetheart of her childhood days, but also to
cherish a resentment of the contemplated alliance as she
grows older. Under an assumed name the young man, who
has since fallen in love with the girl through the medium of
a photograph which her mother has sent East, starts for the
West, determined to overcome her objections and win her
heart. This he succeeds in doing, after their successful escape
from the plottings of a rival, who has brought to his assist-

ance a band of Indians and desperadoes of the plains. The
attempt of the hirelings of the rival suitor to waylay and
murder the young fellow is thwarted by his sweetheart, who
has overheard the plot and wdio effects his rescue in a daring
and thrilling manner. The pictures were taken at a consid-
erable expense in the West, and outside of the two principals
the actors are natives of that section, real Indians and real

cowboys being employed. A story that teems with realism,
splendidly photographed and superbly acted.

lightful Western subjects ever released by the Essanay Com-
pany. The photography, it is said, is simply wonderful. The
story is something out of the ordinary and splendidly acted.

"The Essanay Guide," for the last two weeks in March,
describes several more bully comedies, one a Western, and
another full reel subject, "A Ranchman's Wooing," is an

PATHE NOTES.
Pathe Freres are outfitting the Nelson-Wolgast fight pic-

tures. Five Pathe machines are to be used for these pic-

tures on their tour through the country. They are to be
seen first at the Casino Theater. Brooklyn; Columbia Thea-
ter. Boston; the Lyric Theater, Chicago, and the Star Theater,
Milwaukee, where they will appear simultaneously. This or-
der was placed through the Pathe representatives, Turner
& Dahnken. in San Francisco, and the selection of the Pathe
machine for these pictures was made after careful tests of
various other makes. The "Pathe Professional" is consid-
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ered by all who know it, as exceptionally fine for pictures
of this sort, as the flicker which interferes so materially with
the proper viewing of a rapid pugilistic encounter, is entirely
eliminated. The pictures are to be shown only on Pathe
machines, which will travel with the pictures wherever
they go.

Pathe Freres will release, in the near future, a film of ex-
ceptional strength and merit—Shakespeare's "Othello." The
story ef the famous Moor of Venice will be released as a

film d'art. The pictures were taken in the famous Queen
of the Adriatic, and the beautiful Venetian buildings, the
charm of the Grand Canal, and all the exquisite beauty of

/ the famous palaces of Venice are all shown in the picture,

\
in addition to the marvelous pantomimes executed by the
leading actors of Italy. Many have seen '"Othello," but never
in such setting. The stage has been noted for wonders of
scenic fidelity, but to enact this marvelous tragedy along
the very waters and in the very gardens and palaces as the
immortal Shakespeare pictured them with his versatile pen,
is to add an interest which could not be obtained in any
other way. We are shown Othello and Desdemona in the
palace. We see Iago going to the palace of the Doge, along
the Grand Canal, and we seem to be in the gondola with
him as it sweeps steadily along, propelled by the muscular
gondolier who so ably handles his oar. Imposing facades,
beautiful colonnades, magnificent porticos and marvelously
wrought gateways, all come under our view as we pass from
one scene to another of this great play. The film is colored
with the usual Pathe excellence, and it is well to note that
the costuming and the interior decorations are absolutely
correct to the period.

R. W. Teed, the Pathe travelling representative, after a

most successful and gratifying month in Boston, during
which time he demonstrated and sold a large number of
the "Pathe Professionals," has made a victorious march
through New Hampshire and Vermont, inspecting the various
Pathe machines now in use and in many instances installing
new ones. A demonstration of the Pathe projecting machine
seems to be absolute proof of its great superiority, and Mr.
Teed is experiencing no difficulty in placing them wherever
a new machine is needed.

LUBIN NOTES.
It does not always happen that accidents in picture mak-

ing improve the film. The other afternoon one of the Lubin
directors was working on a comedy picture, soon to figure
in the releases. In the middle of one of the scenes, in which
a man was being dragged into a house, two huge dogs came
bounding across the lawn from opposite sides and attacked
the heels of the victim. Had they been rehearsed their en-
trance could not have been more opportune nor their comedy
better and the result is an added comedy value to an already
funny picture.

The Lubin automobile has proven such a convenience to
the production department that the charter of a power boat
is contemplated for the Summer season. The shores of the
Delaware are most picturesque and it is planned to make
these trips a relaxation for the players during the hot spell,

while the storks planned will be the better for their hand-
some settings.

The other day the scenario department received a letter

accompanying a picture suggestion which ran in part,
"Please telegraph me when you get this how much you will

pay me for it. Send it collect, the enclosed is to pay you
for the trouble." The enclosure was a five-cent stamp, which
was returned with the story. In the past week the scenario
department received eighteen St. Patrick Dav stories, but
meanwhile the printing and joining rooms had the "Irish
Boy" in plenty of time to make the extra prints called for
by alert exhibitors who appreciated the value of the first

run of this film on St. Patrick's Day.

IMP NOTES.
As a rule Mr. Storey, of the New York Board of Film

Censors, is a very quiet, august individual and, outside of
the morality comb he wields, he's a pretty reliable barometer
for picture plays—or rather, his face is. Besides his official

capacity, he is a profound student of moving pictures, in both
execution and effect. He was at the Imo headquarters the
other day (official call), and he saw "The Stage Note," which
will be released Thursday, March 24. The first part of this
farce represents a rehearsal of a drama by some amateurs.
The ordinary observer would immediately recognize the work
as a clever burlesque on amateur acting, and Mr. Storey
laughed loud and long. When the picture was finished an-
other of the spectators remarked that it was a pretty good

"take-off." "Take-off, nothing!" said Mr. Storey. "I have

seen amateurs rehearse, and I tell you that that scene is

true to life!" One is moved to remark that if that is his

experience, it is no wonder he is such an ardent advocate

of "the uplift of the drama."

As usual, there were numerous visitors at the office, on

Fourteenth street, on Monday, to express their opinion of

the day's release. It was "Mother Love" last Monday and

the compliments were many. One visitor was a picturesque

old gentleman, and it was his fourth call. He had something

to say: "Do you know, since the Imp came to Mr. Robcn-

quest's house I have gotten the habit, as they say, and 1

have fallen in love with them. And," he added, "I have be-

come a regular Imp "first runner.' " That's going the "first

nighter" one better!

NESTOR FILi T NOTES.
The Nestor Stock Company, that has been operating in the

vicinity of New York, leaves for the West this week to make
a series of cowboy and mining pictures, and great care is

to be exercised in the selecting of picturesque backgrounds.

Those who are best familiar with the country to be visited

declare it to be the best in the United States for the purpose.

Nebraska Bill's cowboys will be seen in Nestor films ex-

clusively, and negotiations are in progress with an Indian

troupe, said to be the best in the show business, to appear
in Nestor films, in a series of Indian pictures in preparation

by a writer on Indian subjects of national reputation.

The demand for the cowboy subjects of the Nestor make
has become so great that it has been decided to release one
of these every week until further notice. The dramas and
comedies that are on hand and in preparation will be put

out as a separate release to be announced as soon as a

constant supply can be guaranteed to the trade.

With the opening of the office of Mr. A. G. Whyte, in Chi-

cago, a step in advance was made by the Independent inter-

ests. In the few weeks that he has been in the West, Mr.
Whyte has brought "order out of chaos" and the exchanges
are now in a position where they can depend on knowing ex-

actly what film they will release on any given day.

NEW YORK MOTION PICTURE COMPANY'S NOTES.
Mr. Chas. Baumann, general manager of the New York

Motion Picture Company, some months ago, realizing the
values and possibilites of California as a natural studio foi

producing motion pictures, secured a large ranch in the south-
ern part of the State, on which he has installed the famous
Bison Stock Company. The ranch covers more than a thou-
sand acres of land. There are orange and banana groves
grape vineyards, and in fact almost any kind of a tropical
scene can be found upon the ranch. Mt. Lowe, with its snow

capped peaks, is within a short distance and affords an ex-

cellent spot for producing Winter scenes from one end oi

the year to the other. The ranch, which borders on the

Pacific Ocean, has a fine beach front, a mile in length, where
pictures depicting tales of the deep blue sea can be verv

readily produced. Of the one thousand acres there are about
three hundred acres of prairie land, where a number of ver\

fine subjects of "life on the plains" have been produced
Among the buildings on the estate, of which there are quite

a number, is an old colonial mansion in which the members
of the Bison Stock Company live, enjoying the vast pleasures

of this modern "Garden of Eden."
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CORRESPONDENCE.
THE CLERGY AND THE PICTURE.

February 23, 1910.

Editor, Moving Picture World:
Referring to the article in a recent issue of The World,

by Lux Graphicus, in which he calls attention to the marked
change in the attitude of the press and the pulpit toward tin

motion picture, would say that while in many of his state-

ments he is correct, it occurs to me that his second paragraph
is rather misleading. Anyone not thoroughly informed would
naturally infer that the clergymen as a whole had until re-

cently been up in arms against the motion picture. It cannoi
be denied that a few narrow-minded wearers of the cloth
here and there were strenuous in their denunciation of tin

motion picture. It is also true that at times some very abU
ministers took exceptions to certain classes of pictures upur
very excellent grounds too well known to need discussion
here. This state of affairs, however, was not current by an>
means, for motion picture exhibitions were given in churches
many years before motion picture theaters and exchanges
were in existence.

During my experience of thirteen years before church au-

diences, I have never heard any serious objection voiced by
the pastor of any church where it has been my privilege tc

exhibit, and I can name fifty right here in Philadelphia. Il

is not necessary to put on religious, strictly educational 01

other "tame" subjects in order to cater to ministers or church
people, for they demand as much entertainment along this

line as anyone else. The youngsters demand "cowboys and
Indians" and the grown-ups want "something to laugh at,''

and all that is necessary is to use a little judgment in select-

ing subjects. Perhaps if the managers had paid a little more
attention to the class of pictures they were exhibiting there

would have been no kick even from the narrow-minded.

I remember to have read an article in The World which
asserted that the churches of Philadelphia were actually in

opposition to the motion picture theater, because at that time
there were so many exhibitions being given. Many churches
have their own machines and conduct their own picture en-

tertainments. There are scores of large Catholic churches
in New York and some in Boston where I have exhibited
whose pastors are warm admirers of good pictures, and the

same may be said of Brooklyn, Jersey City, Albany, Chester
Wilmington, Baltimore, Washington and dozens of cities and
towns visited by me.

Most emphatically, therefore, I would say that the pulpit

as a whole has not been unjustly censorious.

Not so much can be said of the newspapers. One instance
is still fresh in my mind. It was during the "frenzied legis-

lation" that the editor of a certain resort paper and myseli
undertook to pave the way for increased business along the

Jersey coast from Atlantic to Cape May by running a mo-
tion picture section each week. I contradicted erroneous
statements appearing in the press of Philadelphia and based
observations upon condition of the business here. A cop-\

of the paper reached The Moving Picture World and evi-

dently was of interest, for it printed a whole column from my
section verbatim. We were soliciting advertisements and get-

ting them slowly but surely each week, when the owner of

the paper orelcred the section out, preferring to fill up with
"boiler plate." On the other hand, during the seven con-
secutive Summers of my connection with Cloward's Motior
Picture Theater, at Brandywine Springs Park, the press of

Wilmington was especially friendly. "The Life of the Amer-
ican Fireman" got us half a column of favorable comment,
and "Uncle Tom's Cabin," put on with quartette and lecture,

received another. That was the first motion picture house
to open in the State of Delaware, and the admission was ten
cents until Cloward sold it last Summer. I cannot remember
the number of times we have entertained the children from
the orphanages accompanied by fifteen or twenty reverend
sisters whose outing was sanctioned by no less an authority
than the Rt. Rev. Bishop Monagahan.

Yours very truly,

WILLIS ELLIOTT REYNOLDS.

[Clergymen as a whole are of course not antagonistic to

the moving picture, but it cannot be denied that an ap-
preciable minority made themclvcs, some time ago, painfully
conspicuous by their pcrfervid denunciations of all moving
pictures and all moving picture theaters and entertainments
It is this bigoted and sweeping generalization on the part of

some clergymen to which The Moving Picture World will

always object.— Ed. M. P. W.]

Pacific Coast Exhibitors
INDEPENDENT SERVICE OF THE
BEST QUALITY FURNISHED BY

The Theatre Film Service Company
Member N, I. M. P. A.

76-78 SECOND STREET SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

Quality of Service and Pictures

UNSURPASSED

PUZZLE

You Find This One
Then Let Your Patrons Solve & Set

Show Puzzle Pictures in your theater by using our
new Combination Song Slide and Puzzle Picture Carrier
which can be attached to any moving picture machine.

The slides are handsomely colored and your audi-

ences will like them, as the carrier revolves the Puzzle
Pictures on the curtain.

New sets of Puzzle Picture Slides issued each week.

Price of Carrier $1.00

Price of Set, Seven Slides 5.00

Delivered Express Prepaid

EXCHANGE OF SLIDES
We will exchange any set of Puzzle Picture Slides

for a new set at $1.00 per set per week. You mail
slides to us and we will mail you a new set in exchange.

Write for circular giving full description, or start

right away by sending $6.00 for set of slides and carrier.

Remember we prepay express charges.

National Slide Company
218 TREMONT STREET BOSTON, MASS.

Hub Song Slide Co.
228 TREMONT STREET BOSTON, MASS.
ONLY SONG SLIDE RENTAL EXCHANGE

OUR SERVICE THE LATEST AND BEST
Slides Bought and Sold

FOR SALE—500 SETS AT BARGAIN PRICES.
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MOTION PICTURE PIANO MUSIC
This is a book of "descriptive music, regular sheet music size, and

arranged for both hands. Specially selected, arranged and composed by
one of the best descriptive Pianists in the U. S., who for the past twenty
years has been Musical Director in all lines of Theatrical Productions.
This work is the result of actual experience, and is now being used in
hundreds of M. P. Theatres. Contains music, for all probable scenes,
actions, characters, etc, and its suggestions are entirely .practical.
Increases the value of YOUR SHOW 100%. Descriptive circular sent
free to anyone upon request. This book sent promptly upon receipt of
price. $1.00 Remit either by P. O. or Express Order, Draft or Check to

QREQQ A.
1009 Ferry Street

FRELINQER
Lafayette, Ind.

E. BENJAMIN, Pres. E. MITCHELL, Mrfr.

Keystone Mfg. & Supply Co.
DEALERS IN

Motion Picture Outfits and Supplies
We guarantee all repairs on all makes of Machines

Typewriters, etc.

Rooms 12-13.14 81 South Clark Street

CHICAGO, ILL.

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN THE MOVING PICTURE BUSINESS, YOU
SHOULD SUBSCRIBE FOR THE MOVING PICTURE WORLD. $2.00.
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Announcement Slides Song Slide Service

Novelty Puzzlettes
WRITE FOR CATALOGUES AND PRICES

NOVELTY SLIDE COMPANY
NEW YORK CITY

CENRE TRANSPARENCY CO.
507 NORTH CLARK STREET CHICAGO

LATEST SONG SLIDES

"OH! YOU JEFFRIES"
Best Popular Fight Song With Fight Illustrations

ADVERTISING AND ANNOUNCEMENT SLIDES

IT'S A LONG WAY
for me to send for my slides, but I

just can't overlook that 25c. a
set per weeK rate.

That's what a majority of our patrons are saying. We're
getting orders from all parts of the United States. Distance
cuts no figure. Your week's supply in one shipment
every week, saves you express charges.

Chicago Song Slide Exchange
Dept. I, Ninth Floor

MASONIC TEMPLE CHICAGO, ILL.

J. H. HALLBERC

BIJOU
(Formerly Scenic Theatre, Wallingford, Conn.)

now owned by Mr. J. J. Lucey, was equipped with a
Arc current saver, supposed to give a perfect light and

save 8o% on the current bill for M. P. lamp. Yesterday Mr. Lucey
came to this office, and said that he had been stung with the above
current saver, and asked me what I could do for him. It didn't

take ten minutes for him to make up his mind and as a result he
gave me cash for one

HALLBERG
A. C

HALLBERC
. ECONOMIZER

Automatic Electric Economizer, and he incidentally made a statement over his signature to the effect

that the current saver (which by the way had been in operation for only a few weeks) was unsatis-
factory, because it did not give sufficient light; it did not save as represented, and it

got so hot that he could not run more than two shows in succession, without danger of
burning it out.

Today I replaced another make of current saver, which I will tell you about next week.
Don't you realize that you are losing time and money by not having the "HALLBERG"? Other

managers are waking up to that fact—Why don't you? Write for Free Booklet, No. W21.
I have selected the best goods on the market for you, and can fit you out with complete

electric machine and ventilating equipment, and results are positively guaranteed.
Get my prices on the '* HALLBERG " Economizer, Moving Picture Machines, Incandescent

lighting system to save 70% on your current bill, ELECTRA Pink Label Carbons, French Condensers,
Announcement Slides, Ventilating Fans. I make an allowance for your old current saver
or rheostat in trade for the '* HALLBERG " Economizer.

J. H. HALLBERG, 28 Greenwich Ave., New York
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The Excela

Soundograph
The only complete and up-to-date
effect-producing machine ever in-

vented is now complete and ready
for the exhibitors. Everybody pro-
nounces it a wonder. Almost any
sound or effect imaginable is easily
and realistically produced by simply
turning a crank, pulling a handle or
pushing a button. The effects are
all mounted in a handsome cabinet
structure, 25 x 40 inches square and
42 inches high, with means exterior
for the operation of each effect

separately, or they can be operated
in combinations. The Soundograph
can be located either in the orchestra,
pit orback ofthe screen as the exhibi-
tor prefers. No expert operator is re-

quired, any one person is all that is

needed to operate the Soundograph
and produce perfect sound effects. A
boy or some other employee of the
theatre learns quickly to work the
effects, thus relieving the exhibitor
of the services of an expensive oper-
ator. It will put life and realism in

your pictures and delight your audi-
ences. It #holds their interest and
attention to the end of the reel and
assures you of big box office receipts
every day.

Let us ship you a Soundograph now

PRICE, $150.00

EXCELA SOUNDOGRAPH CO.

PITTSBURG, PA.
Office I IOI Empire Building

EASTERN AGENT:

IMPERIAL FILM EXCHANGE
44 W. 28th Street, New York City

Paramount Film Company
INDEPENDENT
FILM RENTERS
OF QUALITY

Moving Picture Machines and Ever>ihiDg PertaiDing
to ihe Business

OFFICE;*
New York

61 WEST 14th STREET
Near 6th Ave.-Phone, 2442 Chelsea

Bridgeport, Conn.

1188 MAIN STREET
Near Depot— Phone, 1663, Ring 14

SONG SLIDES

I

D
E

JUST ILLUSTRATED
Red Cloud

Don't You think You Like to Love Me
Oh ! You Biondy

I Am Longing for Tomorrow When I

Think of Yesterday

I Would Like to Make a Date With You
We make Lantern Slides of anything and everything for

any and every purpose. Send for our special
prices on Announcement Slides

NORTH AMERICAN SLIDE CO., ptfIL̂ Yp%i! r

p
e

A:
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I

D
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SONG SLIDES

Curtainyline

For three years has given
satisfaction to the most
exacting Exhibitors— they
will use nothing else on
their curtain.

Fire-Brings Out the True Photographic Outlines,

proofs Your Curtain.

Try a $3 00 Carton and Note the Wonderful

Improvement in Your Pictures.

A $3.00 carton is sufficient for any ordinary curtain. All exchanges carry it in stock.

Curtainyline Curtain & Producing Co. "£2£sr

We make the best lenses in

the world for projecting motion
pictures and lantern slides. Can
you spend a little money more
wisely and profitable than by
ordering a set of lenses which will

IT5
IN THE

lens/

IMPROVE YOUR
PICTURES?

NEW PRICES
M. P. Projection Lenses any size with our improved jacket

with spiral adjustment $ 1 9.00

No. 1 Stereopticon Lenses 18 00

No. 3 Stereopticon Lenses 20.00

All dealers sell them on approval.

WRITE FOR OUR NEW CIRCULAR
When ordering state the size of your screen and the length of the

picture wanted. Give the distance from the lens to the screen. Remit
the price of the lens or furnish references.

CUNDLACH-MANHATTAN OPTICAL COMPANY 4

808 Clinton Ave., So. Rochester, N. Y.
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THE UNIFORM
SHOWS

Deference—Courtesy

Attention—Respect

TO THE PUBLIC

" 7* £

--'

!
UNIFORMS

H Keep your The-

f| atre Up-To-Date.

H Uniform your
II | attendants it

9gg' pays.

Write us.

T. Q. Gleason
& CO.

Manufacturers

170 E. Madison Street

& CHICAGO, ILL.

STYLISH

!

NOBBY!
CHEAP!

Coat and
Pants

S-llJ^3 as low as

$7.00 Net
Mr. Manager:
We offer you st v le,

correci fit and splen-
did quality at prices
that defy competi-
tion. Send tor our

-> "79 catalogue of Uni-
forms and Caps, samples of tJoth and prices be-
fore ordering elsewhere.

R. W. STOCKLEY & CO.
810 YV.Walnut St., Phila., Pa.

Mflis. of Uniforms and Equipments

THE UNIFORM
Is Attractive and

Pleasing

UNIFORMS
AND f*^

CAPS ,f : ;

FOR '

.' *

Moving Picture h
Theatres y

J

Catalogues, Samples

and Prices for the

Asking
\

:

/US

n
i

James H. Hirsch & Co. In
Jackson Boulevard j_ fl

CHICAGO, III. 4^%

THE UNIFORM.
Smart-looking uniformed attendants are

the best walking advertisements the ex-

hibitor can get. They are not expensive and
they give an air of respectability and dig-

nity to the show. It inspires the confidence

of your patrons—especially the gentle sex

—and the envy of your competitor. The
wearing of a uniform also places your em-
ployee on his dignity and prompts him to

be otherwise careful as to his personal ap-

pearance. All this will tend to win the

favor of the public and induce them to

patronize the show that leaves the best

impression on their minds. We give the

addresses of several reliable uniform manu-
facturers and bespeak for them your pat-

ronage.

UNIFORMS
FOR

Theatre Employees

Finest Styles

Reliable Cloths

Perfect Workman-
ship

Largest Scenic Loft

in the West

Complete Stage Out-
fits

i
•s I Catalogs Free on Request

THE

Henderson-Ames Co.

Kalamazoo, Mich.

THE UNIFORM
MEANS

Cleanliness—Neatness

Punctuality—Obedience

OF THE ATTENDANT

If you want to be up-to-

date, you should

UNIFORM
your Ushers and Attendants.

We are makers of fine uni-

forms forTheatreEmployees,
Bands, Orchestras, etc. It's

not a matter of chance or ex-

periment when you order

from us. We guarantee

satisfaction.

You can't afford to pass up
this opportunity to improve
your business and make good
with your patrons. WRITE
NOW FOR OUR FINE
UNIFORM CATALOG
AND BIG LINE OF SAM-
PLES, MAILED FREE ON REQUEST.

DE MOULIN BROS. & CO.
104 South lih St. Greenville, III

UNIFORM
your ATTENDANTS with

Singer Uniforms

They make your Theatre
more attractive — Costs
less than you think and
Pays big

—

Chicago's Leading Thea-
tres use our Uniforms ex-

clusively

—

MADE TO ORDER ONLY
Writefor Samplesand Fashions
of Latest Style of Uniforms
and Caps for Moving Picture
Theatres.

A. L. SINGER ®. CO.
171 E. Adams Street, Chicago, U. S. A.

THE UNIFORM
Insures a Good

Service

MR. EXHIBITOR! THERE IS ONLY ONE
AMERICAN FILM SERVICE

Don't be misled by imitators who endeavor to trade on our reputation of purveyors of what is acknowledged to be the

"BEST SERVICE !N AMERICA"
BANK FLOOR, 77 S. CLARK STREET, CHICAGO. ILL. Long Distance telephone , Randolph 3216 and 3217
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Trade Mark Tradb Mark
BIOGRAPH
FILMS
RELEASED MARCH 14, 1910

The Converts
A Story of the Strange Transformation of Two Souls

This Biograph production illustrates the powerful influence of the Word
of God, no matter by what lips it is uttered. In a Western town there lives

a party of young fellows, who have little to do with their time. Novel, indeed,

are the many schemes in which they indulge to dissipate the ennui they are

victims of, but the latest, while seemingly blasphemous, was fruitful of good
results. One of them conceives the idea of posing as an evangelist, and during
the masquerade converts one of the women of the dance hall, who believes

him sincere. She becomes a settlement house worker, devoting her energies to

charity and prayer. Later she meets the young man and larns of his baseness,
lie is conscience-stricken and in time is converted himself. The story is

indeed a most powerful sermon.

APPROXIMATE LENGTH, 986 FEET

RELEASED MARCH 17, 1910

The Love of Lady Irma
An Impetuous Woman's Extreme Measure to Hold Her Husband's Love

Here is shown the extreme to which a woman's devotion may lead her.

The Lady Irma is the devoted wife of a very handsome man, who because of

his appearance and affable nature is a favorite with all the women. Although
sure her husband loves her deeply, she is fearful of their excessive adulation
turning his head. If he were not so handsome she would feel easy. As this

thought occurs to her a subtle but fearful plan impresses her. On the spur
of the moment she engages the services of two thugs to disfigure his face.

This done, she is filled with remorse, and more unhappy than ever. Later
she finds she must confess, and while the husband is at first amazed, he recog-
nizes her impulsiveness of intent and forgives her; he happy in her love alone.

APPROXIMATE LENGTH, 988 FEET
A Full Description of those Subjects will be Found on Another Page

Release days of Biograph Subjects—MONDAY and THURSDAY

Get on Our Mall List and Keep Posted. Write for Our Descriptive Circulars

BIOGRAPH COMPANY
Licensee of the Motion Picture Patents Co.

11 EAST 14tH STREET NEW YORK
QEOROE KLEINE. Selling Agent for Chicago (52 State St., Chicago, 111.).

FILMS
HOWARD MOVING PICTURE GO.

Repair Work a Specialty. Agents for Monograph, Power's
and Edison Machines. Supplies and Sundries.

FILMS
564 Washington

Established 1894.

Street, - -

(Opposite Adams House).

Boston Mass.
Incorporated 1908.

500 Sets of Song Slides For Sale

$1.75 per Set
SEND FOR LIST

J. FRISH, 138 E. uth St., New York

Song Slides 5c. Per Day Per Set

All Songs—All Publishers. You select

—

We ship.

For full particulars call or write

LEN SPENCER'S LYCEUM. 44 W. 28th St., N.Y.

i

^ 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 • 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 IJ

ISLIDESl
= of Highest Quality \

LATEST SONG SETS
™ Follow the Car Track.

Take a Chance with Me.
JJ Keep Your Feot on the Soft Petal.

When Love Comes Steal lug Into Your Heart ~
It's You Pal.
Kerryanna
I've Got the Time, I've (jot the Place, —

But It's Hard to Find the din. ~
All the World's In Love.
Twa» Your Pleasing Smile.

That Mesmerizing Mendelsfohn Tune.
1 Love fly Wife, But O Her Family. JJMy Love Is Greater Than the World.
Every Olrl I Get the Other Fellow Steals. 5
Betsy Ross. —
Kitty Orav. Z
The Wreck of the Good Ship Love.

High class slides made and colore* to
order from prints and negatives

=
Scott (EL Van Altena

; 59 Pearl St., New York City Z
TV 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 . 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 ! 1 1 1 1 1 iT

NEW SLIDES
For the Following Songs—JUST OUT
Back to My Old Home Town.
Santa Fe.
Love Will Light the Way.
When You Think There's No One
Looking.

Roses Remind Me of You.
Dreamy Town.
I'll Make a Ring Around Rosie.

Flippitty Flop.
Sunbeam.
Tie Your Little Bull Outside.
The Girl Behind the Counter is the Girl

For Me.
The Moonlight, the Rose and You.
Her Name is Mary Donohue.
Busy Little Cupid.
When the Daisies Bloom.
Shaky Eyes.
Mandy How Do You Do.
Margarita.
Love Me Dreamy Eyes.
Nora Malone.
By the Light of the Silvery Moon.

DeWITT C. WHEELER
120 W. 31st St., N. Y. City

No. l lO A

35c Postage Paid
Send for Catalog of Announcement

and Ad slides

The Neosho Slide Company
100 S. Wood St., Neosho, Mo.
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Motion Pictures
JAMES J. JEFFRIES
Stanley Ketchel
Tom Sharkey
Kid Herman
Gunner Moir
Young: Corbett
Kid Sharkey

Of
JACK JOHNSON
Billy Papke
Tommy Burns
Joe Gans
Joe Palmer
Terry McGovern
Young- Dority

FRANK GOTCH GEO. HACKENSCHMIDT
IN THEIR CHAMPIONSHIP CONTESTS

Write for low rental terms

The CHICAGO FIGHT PICTURE CO.
81 CLARK STREET CHICAGO, ILL.

BIOGRAPH COMPANY.
THE CONVERTS.—We see bere a young man liv-

ing a lite of self-indulgence and idleness, and we
know that the Idle shall be food for evil, and in
this ease even to the mockery of God's word.
Bored, he seeks s ething novel, and his reckless
companions suggest he masquerade as an evangelist
and preach outside the dance hall of this Western
town. This appeals to him as a most unique di-

version, so oil they go, be dressed as a minister,
lo start their little gospel meeting. Arriving out-
side the hall, he begins liis discourse. Inside we
find those poor creatures who walk in the Darkness,
hut we must forgive them, for they know not what
they do. The yonng fellow, being of an emotional
nature, and an eloquent speaker, the Word rings
truth, though uttered by false lips. So impressive
is it that one of the poor wretches of the place is
irresistibly drawn to liis side while her very soui
drinks in the Word which seems to soothe. The
young man regards this a huge joke, though he
dissembles before the girl. The gill leaves the
hall and goes to her room, where, weeping, she
kneels and prays. Her soul breathes forth that
penitential idea "Create in me a (lean heart,
God; and renew a right spirit within me." As
the words fall from her lips there comes a feeling
of peace site has never before experienced. There-

1

1

1" H i she resolves to give her life in repentance.
Leaving her room, she cries: "Unto the fallen will

1 carry the Word that restored me. I will teach
the unjust thy ways: and the wicked shall be con
verted unto thee." She now becomes a settlement
house worker, and one day during her mission work
she comes face to face with the young profligate,

now intoxicated, whom she had thought a priest.

At first she is shocked at the discovery of this

man's baseness, and turns away from him. "Still,"

she reasons, "was it not through him I saw the

Light and heard the Word?" Her plain duty is tc

save him, but the bitter hurt of a guilty conscience
Causes him to slink from the spot. Hushing to his

miii ho now fully realizes what a contemptible
dog be lias been, for in the girl he saw what good
a man can do, and yet how he will fall all through
bis own choice. His heart aches with the misery
of his own degradation, and his hope for peace

vain. Finally, lie rushes out, determined to

find the girl and throw himself at her feet for for-

giveness, but he is shown a better way, for meet-
ing her as she is assisting a poor old man who

(alien on the road, their souls meet In one
i esolve.

THE LOVE OF LADY IRMA.—Lady Irma is the
wife of a handsome man who is the object of ad-

miration of all the women, and wherever he up
pears they flock about him to such an extent that
the wife, though assuming that she is not jealous.

Is afraid that their excessive adulation may turn
his head and she will he forgotten. She asks her
self if she can hold his love. She, with candor,
realizes that she is not more beautiful than most
of them, and maybe not as attractive as some.
Here she is tortured by fears, although he is de-

voted to her. Protestations on bis part serve but
little to ease her mind when she sees him in the
midst of a throng of admiring women, and her
perturbation is ill -concealed. To ber best friend

she is about to write her fears, and ask advice,
when nn idea occurs to her. If he was not so

handsome they would possibly not so thoroughly
monopolize his attentions. If he could only meet
with some disfiguring accident—at this point of bet
soliloquy a horrible plan presents Itself to her mind
and she Impetuously puts It Into effect, engaging
the services of a couple of thugs to waylay hei

husband and sear his face in a manner to disfigure

his beauty. For this she pays them a considerable

sum. The deed is perpetrated and the affair is

enveloped In mystery, as there appeared to he no
plain reason for the assault. However, the Wounds
heal, but he Is brutally disfigured for life. It is

now that Lady Irma feels the awful weight of
remorse, which is not even lightened by the con-
temptuous attitude of the women at his appearance.
This is not the worst torment, for the thugs, ap-
preciating the hold they have on her, use a threat
to expose her as a means to extort more money.
During one of their visits they are surprised by the
husband, who throws them bodily out of the house.
Reasoning that he will sooner or later learu the
truth, she confesses. He is at first amazed, hut
upon learning what had induced her step, he for-
gives her.

EDISON MFG. CO.
FRUIT GROWING, GRAND VALLEY, COLORA-

DO.—This film shows the wonderful results acconi-
puished by irrigation, of which we of the East
know practically nothing. The whole growth of
the orchard is shown, even the arid lands before
the irrigation process has begun. The great wheel,
by which the water is lifted above its level and
division boxes filled and distributed to the various
irrigating ducts, the operation of spraying by which
injurious insects are destroyed, and, perhaps most
interesting of all, the way the fruit is protected
against frost, are all graphically shown and through
the medium of excellent photography. The sight
of the many fires burning in the orchard, by means
of which the temperature is raised from 12 to 13
degrees, is most picturesque and not to be forgotten.
The operator made a special trip to Grand Valley,

Colorado, for the purpose of getting this picture,
and through the courtesy of the fruit company was
enabled to achieve a most satisfactory result.

A MOUNTAIN BLIZZARD.—Three tenderfeet are
on a prospecting tour in the Sierra Nevada Moun-
tains. They meet with several adventures, trying
to them • but intensely amusing to the spectator.
After having purchased a necessary third horse
they meet witli an Indian, who warns them of an
approaching snowstorm. Disregarding the warning,
they proceed and are caught in a mountain blizzard.

They lose their way, and in trying to recover the
trail circle about for hours. Night overtakes thein
in a pitiable condition. They make several efforts
to get a fire after having exhausted their store of
matches. They resort to rubbing twigs and even
try to light a .fire by discharging a pistol at the
inflammable twigs. They merely succeed in scat-
tering the twigs as well as all hope of artificial

heat. In their despair they conclude to lie down
and die. Ridding each other a pathetic farewell
and asking mutual forgiveness, they renounce their
favorite vices—cards, tobacco and whiskey—and
settle down in the drifting snow. The next morning
they are awakened by the attendants of a mountain
hotel which stood within a few feet of the spot
where they slept, but was obscured from view by
the storm. After a warm breakfast, each man
returns to his worldly ways. The humor of this

situation is shown in the final tableau of the
picture.

ESSANAY FILM MFG. CO.
AN INTERRUPTED HONEYMOON.—The film

starts where many just leave off. The minister
at the wedding of Jack and Jennie is just pro-

nouncing the solemn words, "I pronounce you man
and wife."
The scene changes to the doorway of a university.

A Freshman is undergoing the initial step of en-
tering college—hazing. We see him dart out of

the door, followed by a dozen college boys.
They are near the railway station and the Fresh-

man darts into the station and out on the platform
It is then that we note the strong resemblance of
the two fellows.
The train has pulled up and Jennie is anxiously

waiting, when the Freshman backs into her. She
seizes him by the wrist and drags him aboard the
train. The flabbergasted youth does not know nor
care where the woman is dragging him. he only
hopes to escape the clutches of the rowdy Sophs.
The train pulls out and Jennie discovers her

mistake when they are seated in the Pullman.
"You are not my husband." she says, looking at

him aghast.
And Jack, who has returned just in time to see

the tail end of the train disappearing around a

curve, looks around for his wife. Then the dozen
Sophomores grab him and hustle him away, be-

lieving him to be the Freshman.
They give him a rough hazing before the dis-

covery that he is the wrong man is made. They
are all sympathy immediately and offer to do all

in their power to get him out of the scrape.
After other complications Jack and Jennie locate

each other and continue on their wedding trip and
the elusive Freshman is hauled off by the college

boys, who give him a double dose of the medicine
he refused to take.

THE FENCE ON BAR Z RANCH.—Robert
Graham, a rich land owner, buys a farm adjoin-
ing that of a widow, Mrs. Sarah Rrown. In sur
veying the property, the report of the surveyors'
makes the claim that the Widow Rrown's fence,
dividing the two properties, encroaches five feet

on Graham's property.
Graham Is a thorough business man. so he sends

a note to the Widow Rrown commanding that the
fence be set back where It belongs.

Tlie widow receives the note and says: "The
fence will remain where It Is."

The next day three workmen drive up to the
Widow Brown's gate and tell her that they have
received orders to set the feucy back five feet.

Mrs. Brown turns back into the house and emerges
a moment later with a loaded shotgun and a threat
that the first man who touches her fence will be
shot. They retreat and are finally forced off the
widow's premises.
The next day Graham, raging with indignation,

comes on the scene. A sign is posted at the fence,
which says, in effect, that the first man who touches

"her fence will be shot.

The widow's little girl is playing in the yard.
Graham takes no notice of her and sets to work.
A moment later the widow hears the sound of split-

ting wood and comes to the door with a shotgun.
A moment later a shot is fired, there is a scream
of a child, and the UDiujured man, who has been
fired upon, dashes across the yard and seizes the
wounded baby.
The horror stricken widow drops the gun and

runs out! She had shot at Graham and had wounded
her baby girl.

Jumping on his horse with the girl in his arms
Graham rides with all the speed he can obtain
from the tirerd pony and an hour later draws up
at the home of the local doctor. The baby, al-

most dead from loss of blood, is restored by the
doctor and a few days later taken home.
But the disputed fence? Both Graham and the

widow had forgotten it completely. Mrs. Brown,
repentent and deeply grateful to Graham, acknowl-
edges that she may have done wrong. Graham,
however, has learned to love the little woman and

—

The finish is a pretty one. The old, troublesome
fence is removed entirely and the two properties,
with the two hearts, made into one.

METHOD IN HIS MADNESS.—A doddering old
gentleman, out for his morning's constitutional,
suffers an attack of epilepsy in front of a saloon
; n the country town. Pedestrians ruii to his rescue
and the barkeeper of the saloon brings out a good
jolt of whiskey to revive the stricken one. A
tramp who has noted the accident, has also men-
tally noted the glass of whiskey, and being thirsty
for a drink himself, he turns away, a brilliant
scheme revolving in his mind.
A few minutes later the tramp in passing another

saloon is seen to fall and go into violent contor-
tions. A crowd gathers and the saloonkeeper comes
out with the dose of whiskey.
"Weary" is delighted, and meeting an old tramp

friend of his, puts him wise to the little game.
They return to the first saloon and the second tramp
has a fit. The unsuspecting bartender comes out
with the usual glass of whiskey, and the tramp
is revived. The bartender, however, sees into their
scheme and watches them heading for the saloon
further down the street.
"Weary" and bis pal. under the influence of

the first drinks, have grown reckless and resolve
to work the trick on every saloon in the community.
They return to saloon number two, but the bar-

tender of saloon number one lias beat them there
and put his competitor next to the tramps' scheme.
Both tramps go into violent fits and the saloon-

keepers rush out. Each carries a seltzer bottle and
it is not boose, but a cold spray of seltzer, that
restores the two tramps to their senses.

THE INVENTOR'S MODEL.—Thomas Hunter, an
aged inventor, who has been laboring many years
on an automatic elevator for the quick and labor-
saving manipulation of coal, is seen in his work-
shop just putting the finishing touches to his model.
To his great delight lie finds that the invention
is a success and that at last he has realized his
life's ambition. Smiling Fortune has come to him
at last.

Hunter is enthusiastic about an early disposition
of his patent and calls upon n. B. Clifford & Co..
promoters of inventions. Clifford is a scoundrel,
one of the many wily vampires who prey on the
brains and labor of the absorbed man of genius.
Hunter is not informed on the technicalities of
copyright and patent protection, and after the
shrewd eye of the promoter lias mentally noted the
great possibilities of Hunter's invention, he ac-
cepts a cheek from Clifford for "$10,000 on account"
and is advised to leave the model with the pro-

moter, who will endeavor to give it more careful
consideration.
Some few days later Hunter receives a letter

from Clifford stating t lint while the model has no
great value as an invention, he will endeavor to

place it.

An hour later two or three wealthy capitalists

call to inspect the model and write Clifford a big
check for the invention.

The days go by and Hunter receives no further
word from the promoter. His frequent culls at the
promoter's office always receive the same answer:
"Mr. Clifford is not in."

In the meantime. Nell Winfield. Clifford's stenog-
rapher, lias learned of her employer's stealing the

elevator model. Clifford has made love to the girl

and has promised to marry her, but his sudden
chance of fortune in the earnings of the elevator
model has caused him to change his mind regarding
his matrimonial inclinations toward Miss Winfield.

Tills offers her the incentive of wreaking her re-

venge upon Clifford by Informing Hunter, the In-

ventor, that he has been mercilessly cheated by

the promoter.
In a rage, the old Inventor again goes to Clifford's

Office. Rut he is bodily ejected and threatened
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When you start in the motion picture business, you want to get a "Standing Room Only" sign
before you open your show, If vou start with

THE EDISON KINETOSCOPE
The Edison Kinetoseope is the one machine you can depend upon to pack the house to the doors,

night after night, to bring back the same crowd constantly and build up the steady, dependable
The Edison Kinetoseope costs less to operate, demands fewest repairs and is the most

durable motion picture machine made.
Write to-day for booklet giving full particulars and copy of the Edison Kinetogram.

EDISON FILMS
RELEASE OF MARCH 15

FRUIT GROWING. GRAND VALLEY, COLORADO
An Industrial subject ahowlng the results accomplished In an arid country by Irrigation. The

- of Irrigation itself n< well as the scientific methods of cultivating and protecting the fruit
arc graphically shown through the medium ol excellent photography. Will interest any audience.

No. 6602 Code, VESTIGING App. Length, 570 feet

A MOUNTAIN BLIZZARD
Comedy. Three tenderfeet, prospecting in the Siena Nevada Mountains, after a series of

amusing adventures, are benighted In the thick of a terrible blizzard. In despair they lie down to
dir a dozen yards from a hotel obscured by tin- storm! Discovered, their resumption of their
favorite vices is as laughable as the renunciation was pathetic, a clever film.

No. 6603 Code, VESTIGIOS App. Length, 425 feet

RELEASE OF MARCH 18

FRANKENSTEIN
The most absorbing "silent drama" ever produced. Mis. Shelley's harrowing tale of the

monster created by the young student who discovered the mystery of life, of the persistency and
Jealousy with which it dogged the footsteps of its creator, and finally of its dissolution through
tlie force of true love is most vividly presented with the repulsive situations eliminated. The
formation of the monster in a caldron of blazing chemicals is a photographc marvel.

No. 6604. Code, VESTIGLO App. Length, 975 feet

RELEASE OF MARCH 22

A WESTERN ROMANCE (Dramatic)
No. 6605

*
Code, VESTILIUS.. App. Length, 690 feet

THE MAN WITH THE WEAK HEART (Comedy)
No. 6606 Code, VIOLON App. Length, 305 feet

RELEASE OF MARCH 25

THE SUIT CASE MYSTERY (Dramatic)
Especially written by E. W. Townsend

No. 6607 Code, VIOLONCELO App. Length, 935 feet

RELEASE OF APRIL I

MICHAEL STROGOFF
Jules Verne's Dramatic Story of the Czar's Faithful Courier.

A FILM EXTRAORDINARY

Edison Manufacturing Co.
MAIN OFPICE and FACTORY: 72 LAKESIDE AVE., ORANOB, N. J.

New York Office: 10 Fifth Avenue. Chicago Office: 90 Wabash Ave.

KINETOSCOPE JOBBERS
Geo. Breck, 70 Turk St., San Francisco. P. L. Waters. 41 E. 21st St., New York City.
Howard Moving Picture Co., 564 Washington St., Lake Shore Film & Supply Co., 314 Superior Ave.,

Boston. N. E., Cleveland.
Yale Film Excb. Co., 622 Main St., Kansas City. Chas. A. Calebuff, 4th & Green Sts., Philadelphia.

Office for United Kingdom: Edison Works, Victoria Road, Willesden, N. W., England.

Dealers in All Principal Cities

TERMARK
Release Date March 14

"THE DAWN OF FREEDOM"
Length 630 Feet. Code Word: "Freedom *

Gen. Shurman once said, "War is Hell"—so it is—
says "Seli!*.** Hut nothing compared to the detail with which our
great War Subjects are prepared and executed. See "THE.DAWN OF FREEDOM." Its so good we can hardly wait
for its release.

On this Reel. 330 feet of Blue eradicator and spasm
adjustor entitled

"A CROWDED HOTEL"
Code Word: "Hotel"
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ARE YOU SATISFIED WITH
YOUR FILM SERVICE?
We can supply you.
Call and see us and let us quote you our prices.
We are the largest independent film exchange in

Greater New York.
We serve the best.

Our Supply Department is also
the Best in Town

Carbons $2.00 per hundred
Film Cement .10 " bottle
Condensers .40 each
Terminals, (lugs) .04 "
Asbestos Wire .07 per foot
Admission Tickets .08 per 1000
The best equipped machine shop in New York

for repairs.

HUDSON FILM COMPANY
Members of N. I. M. P. A.

134 East 14th Street, NEW YORK CITY
Telephone S812 Stuvvesant.

-OF PICTUREDOM

SELIG First in War
First in Peace
First in the Hearts of the Picture Fan

Length 370 Feet.

A regular button-buster—so bring your pocket full of strings.

HE ORIGINATED
The great pictures of the Plains, the great Indian subjects, the great
War films and now comes another field.

"IN THE FROZEN NORTH"
Release Date March I 7

Length I OOO Feet. Code Word: "North'

Produced on the same mammoth magnificent style that characterize

all the f£LIG pictures.

SELIG POLYSCOPE COMPANY, Inc.

"THE MASTERMARK
45=47=49 Randolph St., Chicago, U. S. A

F PICTUREDOM
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with arrest if he again enters the office. Hunter
patiently waits and later follows Clifford into a
cafe, where the latter is entertaining a number of
ladv friends. Hunter slips quietly upon Clifford
and seizing him by the throat throws him to the
floor. In the melee the table is upset and the din-
ers thrown into a panic. The police are called
and Hunter is arrested. He is taken to the police
stati. in, where he is formally accused of attempted
murder by Clifford and Clifford's companion, but
Miss Winfield's new fiancee, who, with his sweet-
heart, has heard of Hunter's arrest, calls at the
station and gives bond for the release of the old
man. Then Miss Winfield turns to Clifford and ac-
cuses him before the desk sergeant of having robbed
the old gentleman of his invention.
The case is settled in court a few weeks later.

Evidence is given and Clifford is clearly defeated
There is a pathetic scene of the old man and his
aged wife on the witness stand. But Nell Win-
field's story has won the case for them and the
model and the accrued sums, wrongfullv taken by
Clifford, are restored to the old inventor.

KALEM MFG. CO.
HER
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SOLDIER SWEETHEART.—Scene I.—Aunt
Story.
H.—Kate's Sweetheart Declares for the

nd Stripes.
III.—The Parting Interview.
IV.—Off to the Front.
V.—Captured as a Spy.
VI.—The Fate of War.
VII.—The Soldier's Return.
VIII.—Her Lost Love.

ROBBER BARON.—Scene I.—The Baronial

II.—The Plot to Capture Fair Ermentrude.
III.—Ermentrude's Home.
IV.—In the Hands of Villains.
V.—The Maiden's Plight.
VI.—The Baron's Raid.
VII.—Brother and Sister in the Toils.
VIII—The Escape of Ermentrude and Basil.
IX.—Home Again in Safety.

PATHE FRERES.
A TRAGIC ADVENTURE It Is the Winter sea-

son on the Riviera, and Baron Harington finds tn»t
an old friend of his, Lady Brookes, is staying with
her husband at the villa. He calls upon her unan-
nounced, first sending a note to her husband to
lure him to keep a fictitious appointment at the
club. Towards midnight the Baron, leaving the
villa by climbing down from the balcony. Is seen
and apprehended by the police. Almost at the same
moment a tragic scene is taking place within the
villa. A thief has entered, and encountering Lndy
Brookes, kills her in his fear. Her cries are heard
by the little group outside and by the returning
husband. All rush in and find the body of the dead
woman.
The Baron is overwhelmed by the tragedy and

confesses to being the writer of the letter. Sir
Brookes, half mad with fear and raee, fires his
revolver at him. but the bullet falls wild, and al-
though the discovery of the thief establishes the
Innocence of the Baron In the matter of the crime,
he turns to leave with the weight of the crime
and the knowledge of his own wrongdoing heavy
upon him.

A SEASIDE FLIRTATION This is a bright little
comedy, very amusing and not too long. In it are
narrated the troubles and worries of a Mr. Hothed,
the father of a pretty and fascinating daughter,
who endeavors to beeuile the tediousness of a sea-
side holiday, spent in his company, by a flirtation
with a chance acquaintance, named Archie Tinkle.
Herr father, however, strongly objects, deeming the
young man !n no way eligible for his daughter on
account of his impecniositj . The couple are there-
fore obliged to resort to various ruses to obtain
a few minutes of liberty away from the sharp eyes
of the old gentleman. On one occasion, in the door
of his bathing machinp as a precautionary measure
the latter insists upon Molly clinging tight to a
towel held fast to ensure her presence close at hand.
Archie finds a way out of the difficulty thus cre-
ated, by tying a camp stool to a towei. Further-
more, he bribes a small boy to purloin Mr. Hothed's
clothes whilst that gentleman is bathing, and so
secures altogether ten minutes uninterrupted con-
versation with Molly. Molly, however, finds the
flirting under such circumstances much too strenu-
ous, and dismisses her admirer. As a set-off to
the joys she thus voluntarily sacrifices, she con-
cocts a little plan for the mystification and snb-
jngatlon of her father by pretending to be In lov-
ing conversation with a dummy figure, much to the
old gentleman's exasperation.

VITAGRAPH COMPANY.
A BROTHER'S DEVOTION.—The older of two

brothers living with their widowed mother in the
South, leaves the old home to engage in business
In New York City. While be is there his mother
dleR and he sends for his younger brother, who
Is a struggling young artist, to join him and to-
gether they can share his earnings and at the
same time the younger can pursue his art study
In the Metropolis. The artist accepts the gener-
ous offer of his brother.
The older brother Is In love with a young girl

and he introduces her to his brother. While the
girl admires the older brother, she is attracted
by the younger, between whom there is a com-
mon interest in things artistic. Noticing this, the
older brother quietly withdraws in favor of the
young artist and arranges to go to Panama, pre-
sumably on a business trip. Before going away
he makes his brother swear that he will ever be
true to the girl and never neglect ber for another.
No sooner has the older brorther gone away

than his brother is fascinated by an adventuress
who comes to his studio to pose for her picture.

Gradually she completely dominates him and he
is fouud in her company at all times.
Unexpectedly, the older brother returns from

Panama, broken in health and a mere shadow
of his former self. He meets his old sweetheart
and asks after his brrother. She tells him that

she has not seen his brother in weeks. He goes
in search of his brother, finds the studio deserted
and learns that he is living with the adventuress.
Weak and ill, he calls at the woman's home.

He denounces her as a a sorceress and a schemer.
At this moment the young artist enters the room
and seeing his generous brother's condition and
realizing his ingratitude to him, humbly begs his

pardon, and clasping him in his embrace, weeps
in sorrow and shame. He rejects all advances
made by his paramour with scorn, and with his

brother leaves the place forever.

The brothers are now located in the old room
where they lived when the young artist came to

New York. After making the sick man com
fortable, the young man goes out for a doctor.

During his absence the sick brother sends a note

to the father of the young girl whom he gave up
in favor of the brother to come with his daughter
at once that he might make a request before his

death.
They come, and at the same time the brother

returns with the doctor, who says that the sick

man is dying. The older brother rekuests a recon-

ciliation between his brother and the girl. His
request granted, he passes away in peaceful con-

sciousness of having made love's supreme sacrifice.

CONSCIENCE; OR THE BAKER BOY.—The love
of a wife for another, the jealousy of the husband
when he discovers his wife's duplicity and the kill-

ing of the lover by the infuriated husband, brings
about the development of "Conscience." The hus-
band lying in wait for his wife's lover stabs him
to death. While he and his associate are thr -v-

ing the body into the canal, the murderer unkm. .."-

ingly drops his dagger, which is picked up by a

little baker boy who is making an early morning
delivery.

Pleased with his find and the elegancy of its

design, he hides it inside his shirt and hurries
home to show it to his people. While they are
admiring it, there s a disturbance out in the
street and they all hurry outside to see what it

is all about. They learn that the excitement Is

caused by the finding of the body of the lover
in the canal.
The baker boy, who still has the dagger In his

band, is asked by the police where he got it and
If he tnows anything about the murder. He m-
plains the matter, but not to the satisfaction of
the officers. He is arrested and under torture Is

forced to make a confession of his guilt, is tried
before the Tribunal of Judges, one of whom Is the
assassin, and the Doge sentences the boy to exe-
cution.
The murderer, who is now seen among the Judges,

when he hears the death sentence of the boy. Is

conscience stricken and confesses his sruilt. The
baker boy has been led to the scaffold, and as
the executioner is raising the ax over his head,
an officer excitedly makes his appearance with a
pardon and the boy is saved.

TAMING A GRANDFATHER.—John Channing. a
wealthy retired old fellow, who has humored him-
self in all his whims, is estranged from his widowed
dauehter because she had married a man distateful
to him : be will have nothing to do with her and
her child, Peggy, a bright and attractive girl, in
whom the mother's interest is entirely centered.
Being left in cramped circumstances, the daughter

writes to ber father for assistance without avail. A
young physician of the neighborhood, attending
both the mother, who Is more or less of an in-
valid, and the grandfather, who is afflicted with
gout, calls to see Peggy's mother just as she re-
ceives the old man's note of denial. The doctor
loves Peggy and comes to the rescue.
He recommends Peggy to her grandfather as a

trained nurse, with instructions that the old gen-
tleman must accept her services and treatment
implicitly, or he will refuse to attend him further.
Peggy, whom the grandfather has never seen, is

introduced by the doctor, and at once begins to
take charge of the irritable and obstinate old
patient.
She proves herself master of the situation, and

through her skillful and tactful handling of her
crandfnther he becomes tractable and amiable,
as well as entirely cured of his ailments, and very
much attached to his pretty young nurse. When
she makes herself known as his granddaughter, at
first he Is ashamed of himself for his conduct
toward her and her mother; then he kisses her just
as the young doctor enters with Peggy's mother.
whom the old gentleman takes in his arms and
fondly embraces, while Peggy and the doctor are
nlppsed with the results of their happy scheme
nnd themselves.

Among the Exhibitors.
Cincinnati, Ohio.—A new moving picture theater

is being erected on the east side of Carthage Pike,
north of Canal Bridge. It will be able to seat-
about 400 patrons and will be under the proprietor-
ship of McMann & Jackson.

Waterloo, Iowa.—McClinton & Marcelles are hav-
ing a high-class vaudeville and moving picture house
erected on Bridge street, which will iiave a seating
capacity of 500.

St. Louis, Mo.—On the corner of Etzel and Clara
avenues a beautiful moving picture and vaudeville
theater is being erected. This construction will
cost the proprietor $25,000 for the building of if
and will be under the management of the Plaza
Reany and Amusement Company.

Portage, Wis.—The Electric Theater, on De Witt-
street, has been sold to Edward Westburg. This
house was formerly under the management of
David Koppel.
Holyoke, Mass.—The Three Star Theater, the

latest moving picture house erected here, has opened'
Its doors at last. It is located at 108 Lyman street,

with Thomas Marion the proprietor.
Brockton, Mass,—The moving picture theater in'

the Standish Hall has been forced to discontinue,
due to the lack of patronage.

Torrington, Conn.—The Star Moving Picture The-
ater, on Main street, has closed its doors, but will'

reopen in a short time.
Pittstown, Pa.—The Family Theater, which has-

been closed since it was vacated by the proprietor,
will be reopened by the proprietor of the Happy
Hour Theater here.
Newton, Mass.—-A new picture palace is being

erected in the Nonantum Hall.
Oshawa, Ont., Can.—Jackson & McCutheon have

opened a new picture theater here which will be
able to seat about 1,500 people and will cost $2,500:
Harry Fomeroy is the manager.

Allentown, Pa.—George W. Bennethnni is baying
a moving picture theater erected at O.'lt Hamilton
street.

Atlanta, Ga.—Wm. Oldknow has purchased the
Tosey Theater, on Peachtree, from Walter A. Sims.

Lisbon, Ohio.—The Gayety Theater here has been
leased by William Jones, who intends to convert it

into a moving picture palace.
Kansas City, Mo.—The Illiad Theater is the new

picture house which has been erected at 3209 Troost
avenue.

Charlotte. N. C.—Another moving picture and
vaudeville house has been fitted up on Main street
and will be known as the Palace Theater.
Malone. N. Y.—Huntington & Levy have leased'

the Empire Theater here and will run only first-

class moving pictures.
Milwaukee. Wis.—The Forst Keller Theater here

Is now running moving pictures and vaudeville.
San Francisco, Cal.—The nickelodeon at the cor-

ner of Vallejo street and Montgomery avenue has
been reopened under the name of the Standard
Theater.
Cedar Rapids, Iowa.—Rogers & Wnnlwine have

leased the New Orpheiim Theater in Webster City
for a moving picture house.

Sterling, Net.—Frank Khadley has opened a new
movins picture show here.
Bellingham, Wash.—W. S. Quimby has purchased

the Bell Theater, on Holly street, from Edward'
Glatz.
Oswego, N. Y.—Charles P. Gilmore has decided'

to erect a new vaudeville and moving picture thea-
ter here.

Sheridan, Wyo.—C. S. Blookem and W. V. New-
Hn have sold the Pastime Moving Picture Theater
here to Harry H. Brown.

Syracuse, N. Y.—J. Koellen Is preparing to nnen
a new moving picture theater at G20 North Snlina
street.

Troy, N. Y.—F. F. Proctor Is planning to erect
a new vaudeville and mnvins picture theater here.
Waco, Tex.—Box Brothers have purchased the

Majestic Theater here from the Weis Amusement
Company.

Covington, Ky.—John J. Ryan and John W. Cor-
nelius have purchased the Colonial Tlieatcr here
from John R. Coppin.
Cass Lake, Minn.—Nedry & Gallant are preparing

to open a new moving picture show here.
South Bend. Ind.—The Bijou Theatrical Enter-

prise Company is prepirlng to erect a new theater
here.

Buffalo, N. Y.—Charles Farrell has decided to
erect a new moving picture theater here.
Sycamore, 111.—Fred Schnldts and L. A. Opper-

man are preparing to open a moving picture show
here.

Little Rock, Ark.—Abe Stlewell will erect a large
movinc picture theater at Third and Main streets.

Pontiac, Mich.—D. H. Calvert is making arrange-
ments to oncn a new moving picture theater here.

Ottawa. 111.—Frank Thlelen is planning to erect a
new moving picture theater here.

Buffalo, N. Y.—The United Amusement Company
Is planning to open a moving picture show at the
corner of Washington street and Broadway.
Allentown, Pa.—George W. Miller has purchased"

the Nickelet here from Chester A. Gwynne.
Stillwater, Okla.—Boles & Hahne have sold the

Alamo Theater here to W. H. Cox.
Mattoon, 111.—Charles E. Wheeler has purchased"

the Star Theater, on East Broadway.
Helena. Mont.—W. J. Smith and W. Honle have

purchased the Lyric moving picture show here.

Rockville, Ind.—M. W. Jessup has purchased the-

Olymple Theater here.
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PATHE FRERES
FILM D'ART

NO TRIFLING
WITH LOVE

By ALFRED DE MUSSET

A magnificent film, full of life, love and pathos. Exquisitely

colored and photographed with the usual excellence of Pathe.

Every exhibitor should see that he secures

NO TRIFLING
WITH LOVE

Length about 558 Feet

RELEASED, MARCH 25th

PATHE FRERES
NEW YORK

41 West 25th Street

CHICACO
35 Randolph Street

NEW ORLEANS
813 Union Street

Pacific Coast Agency—Turner & Dahnken, 136 Eddy Street,

San Francisco, Cal.

Get Your Posters from the A. B. C. Co., of Cleviand, Ohio

Watch for "The Arrest of the Duchess de Berry"

CHEAP
Steel Frame

Theatre Chairs

ABSOLUTELY

Non-BREAKABLE
Suitable for small

theatres and Moving
Picture shows Wc
carry these chairs in
stock and can ship)
immediately.

Second Hand Chair*

i

Also Seating for Out
of-Door Use.

Address Dtpt. W,
STEEL FURNITURE CO., Grind Rapids, Mich.

New Yark Office: ISO Fifth Avenue

Boston Office: 224 Congress St., Boston, Mais.

THE LARGEST

Independent Film Exchange

in New England

BUYING

21 New Reels Per Week

Write for Lists and Terms

NEW ENGLAND FILM EXCHANGE
Members N. I. M. P. A.

611 Washington Street

BOSTON, MASS.

LATEST SLIDES
Loving Two-Step Man.
Ain't You Coming Out To-night?
The Moonlight, the Rose and You.
Shoes and Socks, Shock Susan.
Yiddisha Sag.
I'll Make a King Around Rosie.
'Tis Tough When Issy Rosenstein Loves

Genevieve Malone.
The Little Cottage on the Hillside.
I'm Afraid of You.
What's the Matter with Father?
Old Doctor Brown.
Good-bye, Peter; Good-bye, Paul.
Santa Fe.
Won't You Be Mine?
I'm On My Way to Reno.
A Little Flat in a Great Big Town.
If You Ain't Got It Go and Get It.

I'll Love You All My Live-Long Life.

I Wonder.
Hip-Hip-Hip-Hipnotize Me.
Somebody's Awfully Lonesome.

AND TWO OTHER BIG HITS

St. Patrick Day Hits
The Hat My Father Wore

On St. Patrick's Day.

Has Anybody Here Seen Kelly?

At S4.00 Per Set

Excelsior Slide Co.
138 E. 14th Street, New York City

FOR SALE—1.000 ft. reels film, $5, $10 and $15

per reel; Edison, Power's, Lubin machines, $40 to

$G0; new $100; double dissolving stereoptieon, $40;

Paving Moving Picture Theater cheap; Model B gas
outfit, $25; song sets, $1. FOR RENT—G,000 ft.

film, ?, sets slides. $10; 9.000 ft. $12 weekly, one

shipment. WILL BUY—Machines, film, gas outfits.

H. DAVIS, Watertown, Wis.

FOLDING

CHAIRS
Par Mevlag Picture Shews
Grind Stands. Assembly
Halls, etc. la sectlaos II

wanted.

Write for Catalog No. 2.

The Kauffman Manufacturing Co.
ASHLAND, OHIO

Souvenirs for 3/ CENTS
4 EACH

Papier mache, pin tray,
brown or black finish, gold
decorated center.

Per 100
3*4 inches diameter, $0.75
4 • " 1.00

Our catalog T lists hun-
dreds of items suitable for
souvenir purposes, at from
$0.45 per gross up.

Every Somen ir giver should have a copy. It's FREE

Something for the Children

Blow extension toy. Red acd
white striped Daper. Length
extended, 15J^ inches.

Per gross, $1.35.

TAKITO, OQAWA & CO.

Manufacturers and Direct Importers of Japanese Goods

164 E. Lake Street, Chicago, III.
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INDEPENDENT FILMS.

Release days of films supplied by the Eagle Film
exchange, 143 North Eighth street, Philadelphia,
Pa
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Feb.

P. Co.).

12—False Oath.
15—Government Rations (N. Y. M.
13—Dolly's Revenge (Lux).
15—Man Who Could Not Sit Down (Lux).
lo—Silent Piano (Ambrosio).
15—I've Lost My Latch Key (Ambrosio).
17—A Daughter's Devotion (Centaur).
17—Dooley's Holiday (X. Y. M. P. Co.).
19—Louise Strozzl (Ambrosio).
17—Camargo (Romo).
19—Jane and the Stranger (Imp).
17—Hobo's Dream of Wealth (Pantograph).
19—Face to Face (Eclair).
19—Duty and Conscience (Eclair).
23—Foolhead at the Ball (Actophone).
23—Dog of the Cheese Monger (Actophone).
23—For Her Father's Honor (X. Y. Motion).
20—Fisherman's Honor (Lux).
23—Runaway Stove (Lux).
23—Third Degree (Actophone).
25—Iron Man's Remorse (Pantograph).
25—Dooley's Referee (N. Y. Motion).
25—Arizona (Nestor).
25—Minnehaha (Imp).
28—Nick Carter as an Acrobat (Eclair).
28—Seine (Eclairj.
28—Doctor's Sacrifice (Great North.).
28—Governor's Pardon (Imp).
28—Witch's Ballad (Actophone).
1—Cowboy and the Schoolmarm (N. Y. M.).
1—Two Mothers (Ambrosio).
1—Mysterious Track (Ambrosio).
1—Jack's Return (Actophone).
1—Golf Mania (Lux).
1—Sailor's Dog (Lux).

28—Paris Flood.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING.
Classified advertising, no display, three cents per

word, cash with order. Postage itamps accepted for
small amounts.

The following films have been released by the
Empire Film Company. 150 East Fourteenth street,
corner Third avenue, New York

:

Feet.
Mar. 1—Cowboy and Schoolmarm (Bison) 975
Mar. 1—Scenes of the Australian Gold Fields. 450
Mar. 1—Foolshead King of Police (Itala) 500
Mar. 2—Electrical Safe (Meister) 202
Mar. 2—Two Mothers (Ambrosio) 641
Mar. 2—Mysterious Track (Ambrosio) 425
Mar. 2—Lines of the Hand (Hepworth) 3S6
Mar. 2—Jack's Return (Actophone) 790
Mar. 3—Vindicated Forreman (Nestor) 985
Mar. 3—Golf Mania (Lux) 400
Mar. 3

—

Sailor's Dodg (Lux) 500
Mar. 3—The New Minister (Imp) 973
Mar. 4—The Two Partners (Bison) 1000
Mar. 4—Electric Bath Tub (Pantograph) 900
Mar. 55—A Pleasant Walk (Great Norrth.) 500
Mar. 5—Mad Drainpipe (Great North.) 4"0

Mar. !S—Supreme Recognition (Itala) 975
Mar. 7—Mother's Love (Imp) 989
Mar. 7—The Cage (Eclair) 650
Mar. 7—The Tamins of Wild Horses (Eclair) .. .3/tO

Mar. 9—The Indian and Cowboy (Bison) 975
Mar. 8—Her Cowboy Lover (Powers) 940
Mar. 9—The Town Traveler's Revenge (Itala). 269
Mar. 9—Foolshead Chief of Reporters (Itala).. 600
Mar. 9—He Knew Best (Lnx) 534
Mar. 9—Father's Patriotism (Lux) 459
Mar. 9—On the Little Big Horn (Nestor) 993
Mar. 10—Wolf in Sheep's Clothing (Actophone) .1000
Mar. 10—Devotion of Women (Imp) 950
Mar. 11—The Mysterious Armor (Pantograph) .. .940
Mar. 11—Rose of the Ranch (Bison) 1000
Mir. 12—A Wciiding During the French Revo-

lution (Great Northern) 1000
Mar. 12—Fatal Imprudence (Ambrosio) 500
Mar. 12—They Have Vanished My Wife (Am-

brosio) 500

How to Put on the Passion Play

By W. Stephen Bush.

With the great revival of the
Passion Play, again to be enacted
in Germany this coming Spring,
exhibitors will consult their own
best interests by ordering the well-
known book above named. The
first edition has been exhausted,
and the second, now on sale, con-
tains many valuable additions. The
book has the unqualified endorse-
ment of the Moving Picture World
and contains:
A complete lecture, running with

the pictures on the screen.
A complete musical program.
Valuable suggestions of a general

nature.
Sent postpaid for One Dollar to

any address in United States, Can-
ada or Mexico.

W. STEPHEN BUSH,
44 North ioth Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

CITY OPERATOR with own machine looking foi

engagements. Will go anywhere. R. CURRY, 1670
Third avenue, New York City.

WANTED—Position by licensed operator: four
stands the various standard makes of moving picture
"SUMNER," care of Moving Picture World.

FIRST CLASS MANAGER and lecturer desires to

hear from owners of large refined picture houses
requiring services of reliable, competent man. Good
salary and permanent position only considered. Ad-
dress COMPETENT, care Moving Picture World.

AT LIBERTY—Moving picture manager; experi-
enced; present contract expires March 26. Satis-
factory reasons for not renewing same. Independent
house preferred. WILLIAM D. EMERSON, Man-
ager "The Lexington," 314 West Lexington St.,

Baltimore. Md.

HELP WANTED—MALE.
A SALESMAN who thoroughly understands the

various standard makes of Moving Picture ma-
chines to travel in the United States. Must under-
stand operation. Give age, experience, salary and
full particulars. Address MANUFACTURER, care
Moving Picture World.

PIANIST—Wanted at once, young man piano
player for moving picture theater; must play pic-

tures and overture; state salary and full particulars
first letters. FRANK SANSONE, Mgr. Colonial
Theater, Keokuk, Iowa.

SINGER—Wanted at once, young man singer
with strong tenor voice or high baritone, to sing
Illustrated songs for moving picture theater; good
chance for good singer to make big hit. Send photo:
state salary and full particulars first letter. FRANK
SANSONE, Mgr. Colonial Theater, Keokuk, Iowa.

WANTED—Good male singer. Apply with refer-

ences, stating lowest salary, to Empire Theater.
Glens Falls. N. Y. Can give the right man or
men steady employment.

THIS WEEK'S PROGRAMME OF LICENSED
FILMS.

Monday, March 14.

.

Biograpb—The Converts (Dramatic) 986
Lubin—Mamma's Angel Child (Comedy) 505
I.ubin—The Blunderer (Comedy) 455

Selig—The Dawn of Freedom (Dramatic) 630
Selig—A Crowded Hotel (Comedy) 370
Pathe—Uncle's Money (Comedy) 499

Pathe—Tobacco Culture (Ind.) 469

Tuesday, March 15.

Gaumont—In the Shadow of the Cliffs (Dr. ) 685

Gaumont—The Saraband Dance (Mystical) 295

Edison—Fruit Growing. Grand Valley, Colo. (Sc.).570

Edison—A Mountain Blizzard (Comedy) 425

Vitagraph—Victims of Fate (Dramatic) 963

Wednesday, March 16.

Essanay—The Inventor's Model (Dramatic) 6S6

Essanay—Method in His Madness (Comedy) 302

Kalem—The Seminole's Trust (Dramatic) 960

Urban (The Country Schoolmaster (Dramatic) . .CSS

Urban—A Trip Along the Rhine (Travel) 240

Pathe—The Captice (Dramatic) 640
Pathe—Bull Fight in Mexico (Scenic)

Thursday, March 17

Lubin—The Irish Boy (Dramatic) 930
Selig—In the Frozen North (Dramatic) 1000
Biograph—The Love of Lady Irma 9S8

Friday, March 18.

Kalem—The Enchanted Castle (Dramatic) 955
Edison—Frankenstein (Dramatic* 975
Vitagraph—Mystery of Temple Court (Dr.)
Pntlit—The Troubadour (Fairy Tale) 501

Pathe—The Exile (Dramatic) 410

Saturday, March 19.

Essanay—The Girl and the Fugitive (Dr.) 950
Gaumont—Little Jack's Letter (Dramatic) 74]

Gaumont—In the Foothills of Savoy (Scenic) 246

Pathe—A Wilful Dame (Comedy) 544

Pathe—Wild Bird's Hunt (Educational) 459
Vitagraph (Courting the Widow (Comedy) 833

FOR SALE—One pin movement Edison machine
with rheostat, complete. 985.00. Also brand new
$50.00 Power's Inductor, .$25.00. H. A. S., 10
East Fifteenth street, N. Y. City.

FOR SALE—One pin movemeut Edison machine
with rheostat, complete, SS5.00. Also brand new
$50.00 Power's Inductor, $25.00. H. A. S., 10 East
15th St.,, New York.

FOR SALE.—Complete moving picture outfit, 500
chairs. Will sell cheap. STATE AMUSEMENT
CO.. 614 New York Life Bldg., Omaha, Neb.

FOR SALE—Power's No. 5 Cameragraph, one
year's use; 144 folding chairs, mahogany finish, fine
condition. No reasonable offer refused. HOPKIN-
SON, 78 East Ave., Rochester, N. Y.

P
ATENTS

MOVING PICTURE DEVICES
A SPECIALTY

Charles Lowell Howard
PATENT ATTORNEY

706-707.708 McQill Building, Washington, D. C.

The Cost of Living' is Getting
Higher Every Day

YET the PRICE of OUR SONG SLIDE SERVICE REMAINS THE SAME
50c a Set Per WeeK, Slides All New and in Perfect Condition

SEND35C. IN STAMPS FOR THE BEAUTIFUL "GOOD NIGHT" SLIDE

LINCOLN TRANSPARENCY EXCHANGE
16th Floor, Masonic Temple Chicago, 111.

I,

NOAH WEBSTER
wrote our first advertisement when he defined the word

M QUALITY for we make

THE QUALITY LINE OF

OPERA CHAIRS
superb in design, supreme in workmanship and finish. Known
from Maine to California as the Quality Line.

We make over 50 styles ranging from the most inexpensive
Veneer chairs to the most elaoorate upholstered ones.

For Moving Pictures and Vaudeville Theaters we have con-
stantly on hand upwards of

2000 Veneer Chairs
for 34 hour shipment. We have sold in the last year more chairs
for Moving Picture Theaters than all of our competitors combined
without a single serious complaint. It is better to be sure than to

be sorry and in buying Imperial Chairs you are SURE QUALITY
COUNTS and our prices ace never higher than our quality. Send
for catalogue and prices and be convinced. Buy our chairs and be
satisfied.

IMPERIAL SEATING CO., 1345 State Street, CHICAGO
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KALEM FILMS
THE SEMINOLE'S TRUST

Issue of March 16 Length 960 feet

Here is a great Indian picture of a different sort—the story of a faithful

Seminole. But of all the thrillers we have turned out since we started special-

izing on Indian subjects, this is the limit. We doubt if anything more stirring

than the pursuit of the Cuban desperado through the Florida everglades—with
its terrifically tragic ending—has ever been done in motion pictures. The title

of this scene, "The Haunting of Fear," will give you some idea of its intensity.

EVERYWHERE, Moving Picture houses are being packed by KALEM
INDIAN PICTURES. You need them. You should insist on having them.

THE ENCHANTED CASTLE
Issue of March 18 Length 955 feet

A very prominent newspaper critic, on seeing "THE ENCHANTED
CASTLE" run in our studio, remarked: "Why that is the 'CHANTECLER'
of moving pictures. It will make all kinds of a hit." And so it will. All
the leading characters represent animals, the Bear, the Frog, the Rabbit, the
Cat, the Dog, the Monkey, etc.

"The Enchanted Castle" is a wonderful Romantic Comedy-Drama with many a laugh and many
a thrill, and above all a novelty which will interest and amuse young and old alike. Don't overlook
it. It is the big feature Of t lie Spring:

Great posters for both these features

made by the

A. B. C. Co., of Cleveland, Ohio

KALEM CO., Inc.
Eastman Kodak Building

235-237-239 WEST 23rd STREET
NEW YORK CITY

LUBIN FILMS
THIS IS ONE YOU CANNOT AFFORD TO MISS

it

RELEASED THURSDAY, MARCH 17

The Irish Boy 99

A splendidly told story of a young Emigrant who finds fortune through hard work ami wins
a home lor the girl he loves and the dear old folks from over the seas. No cheap appeal to false

sentiment hut a heart interest story that mingles tears and laughter. In acting, settings and
photographic excellence this subject is notably good. A business bringer for St. Patrick's Day
and afterwards. APPROXIMATE LENGTH, 930 FEET.

A DOUBLE COMEDY BILL
RELEASED MONDAY, MARCH 14

"Mamma's Angel Child"
Children stories always interest. Here one of the Luhin Juvenile stars is shown cutting some

new capers that are laughable and out of the ordinary. Just a succession of laughs with a thread
of story and a novelty climax. APPROXIMATE LENGTH, 505 FEET.

"The Blunderer"
Another comedy subject and fully ns funny. The Blunderer is a country lad who is sent to

the city Uncle to acquire polish. The period of his education is brief but very eventful and pres-

ently we see him back on the farm contentedly playing with the small pig thai is his pet.

APPROXIMATE LENGTH, 455 FEET.

Send for catalogue of our 1910 machine

LUBIN MANUFACTURING COMPANY 926-928 MARKET STREET
PHILADELPHIA. PA.

(f

1 iflLHsH 5T \

Have you investigated the

Wurlitzer PianOrchestra ?

The leading Nickelodeons are
putting in this marvelous Automatic
Orchestra. It furnishes better music
than a regular orchestra of 5 to 25
pieces, is always "on the job," and
cuts out the enormous expense of mu-
sicians. The money saved pays rent.

Easy terms, lesp than paid to musicians.
We supply the I". S. Gov't, with minlcal
instruments. Write for big 9G-pago catalog
& Testimonial booklet showing Wurltzer
PlanOrchestras in leading Nickel...

55?e RyDOiPH WijRLnzER (b
World's Largest Mfrs. Automatic Mus. Irxsts.

NEW YORK CINCINNATI CHICAGO
25-27 W. 32d 117-121 E. 4th 266-268 Wabash

WHY NOT LEARN
MOVING PICTURE
QPERftTIN

Taylors Method
(Ueensed School)

5!.W.28^STX
T£LN?14C5.M„S(>

Class meets every morning and afternoon
with F. H. Richardson of Chicago, as
chief instructor. Evening classes meet
every Monday, Wednesday and Friday.

Complete course $15. We positively guar-

antee you a S15 positionn We are selling

agents for the American Moving Picture

machine, and have a second hand Edison
machine in A No. 1 condition, at one half

of the original cost.

F. C. TAYLOR
49 West 28th Street, New York, N. Y.

CALEHUFF
A rieinber ol the

FILM SERVICE ASSOCIATION

Headquarters for only the belt of latest

FILMS and SONQ SLIDES. No junk.

MACHINES, SUPPLIES, Etc.

LATEST SONQ SLIDES
$5.00 per set

N. E. Cor. 4th & Green Streets,

PHILADELPHIA. PA.
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PERA CHAIRS tf

Over 75 per cent, of tbe finest theaters In the United States and
Canada are furnished with them. They are used in 318 of the
405 moving picture theaters in Chicago.

To meet the growing demands for

LOW PRICED OPERA CHAIRS
we have originated a number of styles, though inexpensive,
are characteristic of

ANDREWS QUALITY
Write to Department Is for our large Catalogue No. 31. illus-

trated in colors, which will guide you when contemplating the pur-

chase of opera chairrs.

CHICAGO ESTABLISHED 186

NEW YORK SAN FRANCISCO
ST LOUI

S

TACOMA

174-176 Wabash Avenue, Chicago

i\s the Operator
LiDoKs at it

As the Operator
Looks at It

Just notice how easy this operator takes it. He doesn't have to

I work over a dangerous juice consuming rheostat at furnace heat any*

Fort Wayne Compensarc
He can control the machine perfectly now with one hand--gets a clearer, whiter, steadier

[light and can adjust it to any of the three intensities without even the faintest flicker.

When we sold this machine we guaranteed it would absolutely

Cut 2-3 from the Monthly Lighting Bill]

That sounded almost too good to be true, but they put one in

on our 30 day free trial plan.

Did the machine "make good?" Well, the first month it re-

duced the bill from $22.70 to $9.24 and they operated more hours]

and got better light than ever before.

We can do just as well for you regardless of what voltage you are using and I

if you will send for our little free booklet, we'll explain how we do it.
j

Remember you are paying the Lighli'ng Company 66 2-3 per cent more than
|

you need to every day you wait.

Fort Wayne Electric Works
1402 Broadway

Fort Wayne, Indiana

INTERIOR DECORATOR. SCENIC and GENERAL CON-

TRACTOR, Asbestos Curtains, Metal and Fire-Proofing

Scenery J. HILLBINQ, 581 Union Ave., New York

Independent Films For Sale

100 Reels Fine Condition

$8.00 to $20.00 Per Reel

60 Sets Song Slides $1.75 Per Set

Piedmont Film Exchange, Goldsboro, N. C.

Wanted to Buy
500 INDEPENDENT REELS

I. GOETZ
61 W. 14tK Street, N. Y. City

INCREASE YOUR
BOX OFFICE
RECEIPTS
BY GIVING AWAY
SOMETHING
THAT COSTS ALMOST

NOTHING
WRITE TO DAY FOR

CATALOG
THOUSANDS OF SUITABLE ITEMS

WHITESON CO.
Importers and Jobbers

240 East Madison Street, Chicago

"TITLE POSTERS"
Are THE Thing for Advertising

MOVING PICTURES
They cost 5c. each or by mail 6c. The

full service of one poster for every licensed

subject released for a month costs only
$7.50 including prepaid delivery charges.

Free Sample for the Asking

TITLE POSTER CO.
231-233 Bowery. New YorK
A Poster for Every Picture

SPECIAL ROLL TICKETS Th* Bi« Tr„
R
/i„f„^.

Pri",in,s

5,000
10,000

$1.25
2.50

20,000
25,000

$4.60
5.50

50,000
100,000

$7 50
10.00

Get the Samples

NATIONAL TICKET
Stock Tickets, 6 Cents

COMPANY tShamokin, Pa.

INDEPENDENT
We rent new Films. Handle all the leading MaKes, both AMERICAN AND

FOREIGN; beautiful Posters; exclusive Feature Service. Write for prices.

CINCINNATI FILM EXCHANGE, 315-317 West 4th Street, CINCINNATI, 0.
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SWAAB
The Pioneer Film Exchange

of Philadelphia
and

Largest Dealer in Machines
and Supplies

Agent for

Power's Cameragraph
Lang's Rewinder

and
Cary Coated Carbons

The Trade Supplied. Licensed

Films Only

LEWIS M. SWAAB
338 Spruce St., Philadelphia, Pa.

LICENSED FILMS.

IF YOU WANT

Good Singers
Piano Players

AND

Trap Drummers
ON SHORT NOTICE

call on the

CENTRAL BOOKING AGENCY
1 38 E. 1 4th Street, New York, N.Y.

Phone—Stuyvesant 789

P.S Superior Song Slide Service

Moving Picture Theatres

Increase your box office receipts on

St. Patrick's Day
by giving away this

Souvenir, No. 200

Shamrock
Hod and Pipe

Gross $2.75

WESTERN BARGAIN HOUSE
242 E. Madison Street . Chicago. Ills.

BIOGRAPH COMPANY.
Jan. 27—The Last Deal (Dr.) 991
Jan. 31—The Cloister's Touch (Dr.) 993
Feb. 3—The Woman from Mellon's (Dr.) 988
Feb. 7—The Course of True Loye (Dr.) 987
Feb. 10—The Duke's Plan (Dr.) 985
Feb. 14—One Night, and Then (Dramatic) 992
Feb. 17—The Englishman and the Girl (Dr.)... 975
Feb. 21—Ills Last Burglary (Dr.) 995
Feb. 24—Taming a Husband (Dr.) 986
Feb. 28—The Final Settlement (Dr.) 981
Mar. 2—The Newlyweds (Dr.) 981
Mar. 7—The Thread of Destiny (Dramatic) 977
Mar. 10—In Old California (Dramatic) 091
.Mar. 11—The Converts (Dramatic) 98C
Mar. 17—The Love of Lady Irma (Dramatic). ..OSS

EDISON MFG. CO.

Feb. 18—A Trip to Mars (Scenic) 2G5
Feb. 22—A Victim of Bridge (Dramatic 990
Feb. 25—Lost and Regained (Dramatic) 445
Feb. 25—That Girl of Dixon's (Dramatic) 475
Mar. 1— Ranson's Folly (Dr.) 1000
Mar. 4—At the Eleventh Hour (Dr.) 800
Mar. 4—The Man Under the Bed 200
Mar. 8—The Right Decision (Dr.) 600
Mar. 8—My Milliner's Bill (Com.) 400
Mar. 11—His First Valentine (Dr.) 770
Mar. 11—Love Drops (Com.) 230
Mar. 15—Fruit Growing, Grand Valley, Colo.

(Scenic) 570
Mar. 13—A Mountain Blizzard (Comedy) 423
Mar. 18—Frankenstein (Dramatic) 975
Mar. 22—A Western Romance (Dramatic) 690
Mar. 22—The Man with the Weak Heart (O..305
Mar. 25—The Suit Case Mystery (Dramatic) . .935

ESSANAY FILM MFG. CO.

Feb. 2—A Voice from the Fireplace (Dr.) 486
Feb. 5—Sensational Logging (Scenic) 1000
Feb. 9—The Price of Fame (Dramatic) 1000
Feb. 12—Bitter Sweet (Comedy) 45C

Feb. 12—Western Chivalry (Comedy) 5G8
Feb. 16—Aviation at Los Angeles, Cal. (Educ.).600
Feb. 16—Baby's First Tooth (Comedy) 3S5
Feb. 19—The Cowboy and the Squaw (Dr.) 935
Feb. 23—The Winning of Father (Comedy) 508
Feb. 23—Oh, So Sick (Comedy) 479
Feb. 26—The Mexican's Faith (Dr.) 925
Mar. 2—The Egg Trust (Comedy) 402
Mar. 2—Rags, Old Iron (Comedy) 59S
Mar. 5—The Ostrict and the Lady (Educ.) 175
Mar. 5—The Ranch Girl's Legacy (Comedy) .. .S25

Mar. 9—The Interrupted Honeymoon (Com.)... 950
Mar. 12—The Fence on "Bar Z" Ranch (Dr.).. 950
Max. 10—The Inventor's Model (Dramatic
Mar. 16—Method in His Madness (Comedy)....
Mar. 19—The Girl and the Fugitive (Dramatic).

KALEM CO.

Feb. 9—The Confederate Spy (War) 9G0
Feb. 11—The Feud (Dramatic) 9:15

Feb. 16—The Fisherman's Grranddaughter (D.).950
Feb. 18—The Trapper and the Redskins (Dr.)... 705
Feb. 18—That's What They All Say (Com.) 222
Feb. 23—The Miser's Child (Dramatic) 940
Feb. 25—The Indian Scout's Vengeance (Dr.).. 940
Mar. 2—The Treachery of the Pequots (Dr.)... 610
Mar. 2—The Court Jester (Comedy) 295
Mar. 4—The Girl Thief (Dramatic) 950
Mar. 9—Her Soldier Sweetheart (Dr.) 985
Mar. 11—The Robber Baron (Dramatic) 970
Mar. 16—The Seminole's Trust (Dramatic) 960
Mar. 18—The Enchanted Castle (Dramatic) 955

LUBIN MFG. CO.

Feb. 10—Celestial Vengeance (Dr.) 840
Feb. 14—The Hand of the Heiress (Dr.) 490
Feb. 14—Loving Hearts (Comedy) 460
Feb. 17—A Honeymoon Through Snow to Sun-

shine (Dr.) 950
Feb. 21—The New Marshall at Gila Creek (D.).Slo
Feb. 24—The District Attorney (Oramatic) . . . . .870

Feb. 28—The Ranger and the Girl (Dr.) 805
Mar. 3—The Millionaire's Adventure (Dr.).... 913
Mar. 7—Marriage in Haste (Comedy) S25
Mar. 10—Hearts Are Trumps (Dramatic) 900
Mar. 14—Mamma's Angel Child (Comedy) 505
Mar. 14—The Blunderer (Comedy) 455
Mar. 17—The Irish Boy (Dramatic) 930

GAUMONT.
G. Kleine.

Feb. 22—Duped (Dramatic) 491

Feb. 22—His Fears Confirmed (Dramatic) 4S6
Feb. 26—Legend of King Midas (Dramatic) ... .754

Feb. 2G—Blue Fishing Nets (Indus.) 2:W
Mar. 1—The Plucky Suitor (Dramatic) 533
Mar. 1—The Value of Aude (Scenic) 391

Mar. 5—The Poet of the Revolution (Dr.) 960

Mar. 8—The Legend of Daphne (Dramatic) i 4

1

Mar. 8—The Great Scoop (Dramatic)
Mar. 12—Rabelais' Joke (Comedy) OH
Mar. 12—The Pirate Airship (Comedy i 561

Mar. 13—in the Shadow of the Cliffs (Dramatic* -685
Mar. 15—The Saraband Dance (Mystical; 295
Mar. 19—Little Jack's Letter (Dramatic) 741

Mar. 19— In the Foothills of Savoy (Scenic) 246

URBAN ECLIPSE.

d. Kleine.

Feb. 23—The Burled Secret (Dramatic) 476

Mar. 2—From Beyond the Seas (Dramatic) 504

Mar. 2—Baby Bet (Comedy) 433

Mar. 9—At the Bar of Justice (Dramatic) 884

Mar. 9—The Waterr-Flyer (Scenic) 106

Mar. 16—The Country' Schoolmaster (Dramatic) .688

Mar. 10—A Trip Along the Rhine (Travel1
) 240

PATHE FRERES.
Feb. 25—Ouchard the Merchant (Dramatic) 750

Feb. 26—The Harris Bros. (Acrobatic) 220

Feb. 26—Granny's Birthday (Comedy) 653

Feb. 26—In the Golf of Salerno (Scenic) 377

Feb. 28—Joseph Sold by His Brethren (Bib.) 754

Feb. 28—A Mica Mine, The Ulluguara Mts. (In-

dustrial) 279

Mar. 2—The Violin Maker of Cremona (Dr.) 676

Mar. 2—The Wrestling Match (Sports) 250
Mar. 4—The Door (Com.) 479

Mar. 4—Brittany Lassies (Com.) 508

Mar. 5—Pierrot (Dr.) 571

Mar. 5—A Happy Turn (Dr.) 446

Mar. 7—Tragic Idyl (Dramatic) 607

Mar. 7—Strenuous Massage (Comedy) 417

Mar. 9—A Tragic Adventure (Dramatic) 285

Mar. 11—A Seaside Flirtation (Comedy) 515

Mar. 11—A Cure for Timidity (Comedy) 564

Mar. 12—A Tale of a Tenement (Dranfatic) 535

Mar. 12—Sporty Dad (Comedy) 449

SELIG POLYSCOPE CO.

Feb. 14—Hobart Bosworth in the Roman (Dr.). 1000
Feb. 17—The Girl of the Range (Dramatic) .. .1000

Feb. 21—Saved from the Tide (Dramatic) 1000
Feb. 24—Back Among the Old Folks (Dramatic). 1000
Feb. 28—Industries of Southern California (Ind.)1000
Mar. 3—Samuel of Posen (Dramatic)) 1000
Mar. 7—Told in the Golden West (Dramatic). 1000

Mar. 10—Across the Plains (Dramatic) 1000

Mar. 14—The Dawn of Freedom (Dramatic) 630
Mar. 14—A Crowded Hotel (Comedy) 370

Mar. 17—In the Frozen North (Dramatic) 1000

VITAGRAPH COMPANY.
Feb. 8—The Passing Shadow (Dramatic) ...... .996

Feb. 12—Life of Moses, Part IV. (Biblical) 955
Feb. 15—The Wayside Shrine (Dramatic) 930

Feb. IS—Muriel's Stratagem (Dramatic) 635

Feb. 18—Trip Through No. of Eng. (Scenic) 320

Feb. 19—The Promised Land (Life of Moses)
(Biblical) 990

Feb. 22—Paid in Full (Dramatic) 930

Feb. 25—A Lesson by the Sea (Dramatic) 963

Feb. 26—The Soul of Venice (Dramatic) 950
Mar. 1—An Eye for an Eye (Dramatic) 930
Mar. 4—On the Border Line (Dramatic) 918
Mar. 5—Beautiful Snow (Comedy) 420
Mar. 5—History of a Sardine Sandwich (C.)...478
Mar. SI—A Brother's Devotion (Dramatic) 950
Mar. 11—Conscience (Drai.-atic) 941

Mar. 12—Taming a Grandfather (Comedy) .

.

EBERHARD SCHNEIDER
Hiror Vitae Products," Projectors, Cameras,

Film-Making Machinery, Films, Slides, Stere-
opticons, Specialties, Lens Grinding, etc. Special
condensors, carbons and lugs.

109 East 12th Street, New TorH

The Automatic Theatre Chair
It is a space saver, life saver and

money saver. Shipped built up. It

is the only sanitary theatre chair.

Used by Keith. Proctor and Poli.

It folds up automatically and is re-

volving, making the theatre alt

aisles. It is a friend to the public.

Send for our circular A. Write todty.

THE HARDESTY MFQ. CO.

CANAL DOVER, OHIO

Open Twenty-Four Hours Every" Day—Write, Call, Wire or Phone Any Hour, Day or Night

ELECTRIC THEATRE SUPPLY CO., Inc. ZtZ&VKJiZV&JtiZttilZ
^•So^l^r^^Kl^b^rl 44 N. Tenth Street, Philadelphia, Pa

We have every subject Issued by the Licensed Manufacturer*
MOTIOdRAPH. PATHE FRERES, POWER'S, EDISON and LUBIN MACHINES, HALLBERO ECONOMIZERS and PARTS ALWAYS ON HAND
Write for our new proposition :—Supplying two customers in the same town each with twelve reels a week, keeping each one's supply away from the other, and

no repeaters to either
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A Dramatic Feature!

RELEASE OF
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 16

"The Inventor's

Model"
An absorbing story, tell-

ing how a poor inventor is

robbed of a valuable model
by a thieving patent pro-

moter. (Length approx. 686
feet.)

Write for

•'THE ESSANAY GLIDE"

An Uproarious Comedy!

RELEASE OF
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 16

"Method in His

Madness"
Released with "The In-

ventor's Model," showing
how "Weary Willie" got a
drink and met his finish

—

a fast and furious one, too.

(Length, approx. 302 feet.)

Order now

OUR PICTORIAL POSTERS

ANOTHER WESTERN FEATURE.
Release of Saturday, March 19

"THE GIRL AND THE FUGITIVE"
One of the most thrilling and daring of any recent West-

ern releases. A powerful, convincing, drama. Incomparable
photography. (Length, approx. 950 feet.)

COMING, NEXT WEEK
The great, spectacular scenic

marvel!

"The Hand of Uncle Sam"
Released Wednesday, March 23

A Headliner

!

Don't Miss It

!

Essanay Film AVfg.,
FACTORY and STUDIOS 1333 ARGYLE ST. - OFFICE 43

CHICAGO and LONDON, 5 NEW COMPTON

Go.
5 NORTH CLARK ST.

ST. W. C.

THE PICTURE SENSATION

HANDS UP!
In the World of Crime. Illustrating the Thrilling and Exciting

Adventures of

CHICAGO'S SHERLOCK HOLMES
America's Foremost Detective

CLIFTON R. WOOLDRIDGE
20 years a Detective

40 HAND COLORED SLIDES
Send for Pamphlet and Full Particulars 40

340 state st. American Vending Machine Co. Chicago, hi.
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INDEPENDENT FILMS Independent Films.

ACTOPHONE COMPANY.
I VI.. J.: The Third Degree (Dr.) 050
Mar. 2 Jack'! Return (Dramatic) 900
Mar. :> The Wolf iii Sheep's Clothing (Dr.

ECLAIR FILM COMPANY.
Feb. 28 -The Castles on the Rhine from Blngen

to Coblens (Scenic) 183

Mar. 7—The Cape (Dr.) 600
Mar. 7—Aspirant! to the Hand of Helen (C.)..405
Mar. it The Revenue of Dupont l'Angullle 138

Mar. 11 Aspirants to the Hand Of Helen 405
Mar, '.'i Che Lover's Embarrassment (Com.). .420

i Uonest; . lis own Reward i Dr. I 510

GREAT NORTHERN FILM COMPANY.
Pen. 19—Ruined by I lis Sun (Dramatic)
Feb. 26—The Doctor's Sacrifice (Dr.)

Mar. .">— A Pleasant Walk (Comedy) 413

Mar. 5 The Mad Drainpipe (Comedy) 312

March. L2 A Wedding During the French Rev-

olution (Dramatic)
Mar. in The Thefl of the Diamonds (Dr.) 564

Mar. 19 A Quiet Honeymoon (Comedy) 269

Feb.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.

"IMP."
28—Governor's Pardon (Dr.) 980

3_Ncw Minister (Com.) 960

7 Mother Love I Drama! Ic) 989
in Devot Ion of Women i Dramatic) 950
14—The Broken Oath (Dramatic) 950

14—The Time Lock Safe (Dramatic) 960

21 His Sick Friend (Dramatic) TOO

21 Stungl (C ii.v) 300
24—The Stage Note (Dramatic) 700
24—Stunts on Skates by Edmund Lamy....250

LUX FILMS.

Mar. 2—Sailor's Dog (Dr.) 590
Mar. 2—The Golf Matiia (Com.) 400
Mar. 9—A Father's Patriotism (Dr.) 534

Mar. 9—He Knew Best (Com.) 459

Mar. Hi The Two Brothers (Dramatic) 659

.Mar. 16 Life in the Next Century (Coin.) 295

Mar. 23 A Family Feud (Dramatic) 655

Mar. 23 How a Bad Tempered Man Was Cured
(Comedy) 353

NESTOR FILMS.

Feb. 3—Justice 905

Feb. 9—The Mountaineer 905

Feb. 10—A Daughter's Devotion 520

Feb. 16—Old Maid and Bonehead 475

Feb. 23—In Arizona 905

Mar. 2—The Vindictive Foreman 925

Mar. 9—On the Little Big Horn 005

Mar. 10—The Silver Lining 9S0

NEW YORK MOTION PICTURE CO.

Feb. 18—Dooley's Holiday 600

Feb. 18—The Impostor 400

Feb. 22—For Her Father's Honor (Dr.)

Feb. 25—Dooley Referees the Big Fight (Com.)

Mar. 1—The Cowboy and the Scbool-Marm (Dr.)

Mar. 4—The New Partner (Dr.)

Mar. 8—The Indian and the Cowgirl (Dramatic)
Mar. 11—The Rose of the Ranch (Dramatic)...
Mar. 15—For His Sister's Honor (Dramatic)

Mar. 18

—

A Mexican's Ward (Dramatic)

ITALA.
(By N. Y. M. P. Co.)

Feb. 19—Louise Strozzl 900

Feb. 26—Foolshead at the Ball (Cum.)

Feb. 26—The Dog of the Cheese Monger (Com.)

Mar. 5—Supreme Recognition (Dr.)

Mar. 9—Foolsbead Chief of the Reporters (C.)

Mar. 9 The Town Travellers' Revenge (Dr.).

Mar. in The Betraying Mirror (Dramatic)

AMBROSIO.
(By N. Y. M. P. Co.)

Feb. -', -The Witch's Ballad (Fairy Story).. •
Feb. 2:'. -Why Fricot Was Sent to College (Com.)
Mar. 2—The Two Mothers (Dr.)

Mar. 2—The Mysterious Track (Dr.)

Mar. r_' Fatal imprudence (Dramatic)

Mar. 12 They Have Vanished My Wife (Dr.).

I,, tr, The Shepherdess (Dramatic)
Mar. 16—Insidious Weapon (Comedy)

PANTOGRAPH CORPORATION.
Feh. 12— Ilia Untimely Visit 804

Feb. 18 -The Iloh'.'s Dream of Wealth (Com.) .820

Feb 25 -Iron Arm's Remorse (Dr.) nsn

Mar. I -The Electric Bath Tub (Com.) 900

Mar. 11—The Mysterious Armor (Com.) 940

POWERS PICTURE PLAYS.

Mar. R—Her Cowboy Lover (Dr.) 930

Mar. 1". -Wartime Pals (Dr.) 940

Mar. 22—John Hady's Invention (Dramatic)....
Mar. 29—The Man Who Wailed (Dramatic)...
Mar. 15 -War Time Pah (Dramatic)
\iar. 22 John Hardy's invention (Dramatic) ... .985

THANHOUSER COMPANY.
Mar. 15—The Actor's Children (lira ma tie)

Mar. 22—St. Elmo (Dr.)

GREAT NORTHERN.
A PLEASANT WALK. -An old gentleman starts

out for his afternoon stroll, and while passing along
the river front R high gust of wind carries off

his hat. In order to avoid the curiosity of pass-
ersby, be purchases a cap from a porter whom
he chances to meet. This new headgear leads
everybody to believe be Is a porter, and be Is pest-
ered with requests from everyone lie meets. The
Climax is reached when two nervous young ladies
ask him to scort them home. One the way he
encounters his better half, who suspects htm of
gallantry, and when reaching home takes vigorous
measures to convince him of her displeasure.

THE MAD DRAIN PIPE. -This picture Illustrates
the unfortunate dilemma of two policemen who, in
pursuit of a couple of burglars, follow the latter
on all fours into a large drainpipe. The thieves,
emerging at the other end, quickly set the pipe
in motion down hill. It spreads destruction on
every hand, but at last crashes into a cafe Into
which the two thieves have gone, and are gloating
over l he success of their stratagem, whereupon the
olflcers emerging, at last effect a capture.

WEDDING DURING THE FRENCH REVOLU-
TION.—During the French Revolution, the Lady of

Trionville, -Maine, was left sole mistress of the
castle; she marries Marquis F.rneste de Trcssallles,
who has taken leave from the RoyallBt army for a
tew days. When the latter arrives at the castle
with some of his brother officers, the republican
servant Prosper, in a lit of temper, pulls the royal-
istic cockade from the hat of the new master. A
few moments after, the soldiers of the revolution-
ary army having advanced, take possession of the
castle, and the young Marquis has to flee. The
servant is so touched by this untimely interruption,

thai out of pity for the Marquis, he takes the roy-

alistic cockade and tries to hide it, but it is found
and he is considered a royalist and sentenced to

die. The Marquis' flight is very short, as he is

overtaken and made a prisoner. He is not even
allowed to see his wife, who had been married to

him only a few hours previously. Alaine, his young
wife, is greatly distressed that her husband should
have to die, and she sends for the Colonel Marc-
Arron, who was a great admirer of hers. She asks
him to let her husband escape, but Marc-Arron
sees only his duty, and her pleadings are of no
avail. As she sees that money will not induce the
colonel to help her she takes his hands and reminds
him of their old friendship, when he was still an
officer in the royal army. Marc-Arron, who still

admires her, cannot resist her and promises her he
will do his best. He qcickly exchanges his coat for

that of the Marquis, and the latter escapes with-
out taking any notice of his wife, leaving her in

the hands of the revolutionists. Marc-Arron is now
condemned to die, and when Alaine sees that be
has really sacrificed his life for her, she sees how
deep his love was for her, and she cannot but ad-
mire the man. Next morning when the time ar-

rives for carrying out the sentence, Marc-Arron is

very restless and afraid to face death, but when
the sergeant reminds him that he must bear it like

a man, he soon recovers, and proudly faces the sol-

diers. Alaine. who has now found out that she

really loves him, begs him to escape, but he re-

fuses to do so. In the meantime the Marquis has
been taken prisoner again, at the moment when he
tried to cross t he frontier, and he is brought back
to Trlonvllle. MontelOUp demands now that the

Marquis should be shot instead Of Marc-Arron. as

the hitter's life is of more value to the Republic,

but Marc Arron, thinking of his honor, does not wait

for any decision, and calling out to the soldiers to

lire, he dies, a hero anil brave soldier.

POWERS CO.
HER COWBOY LOVER. Jim Carson is foreman

of the "Lone Star" Ranch, and he loves and Is

loved bj Kale, the only daughter Of old man
i. the owner of the ranch. Our first scene

shows the cowboys outside of their bunk-house. It

is pay day and Slim Harvey and Jack Ross, two
bad men. are gambling. Jack accuses Slim of ehcat-

Ing, and (he two men have a list Eight. Jim Carson,
ci.nics Into action at this point, lie discharges both
men and orders them off the ranch. Jack swears
he will get even with Carson, and follows him to

the ranch-house. Kale gives Jim a letter from his

Old pal. Sam Lewis, in which Sam tells Jim that

if he will invest a thousand dollars and his services

in a gold mine he will make a millionaire of Jim.

Kate asks Jim If he is going. For answer he
throws the letter down, and taking her in his arms
be kisses her. old Man Granger hobbles in on one

ithei one gouty, wrapped up in flannel.

Granger gives Jim a letter to Dale, a real estate

agent In town, with $2,700 to pay off a mortgage
.la.-k Ross looks through the window and sees Jim
place the wallet containing the money in l

on the table. The Old man gels a sudden attack

of pain in his gouty foot, and Jim and Kate help

him to his couch in the next room. Jack Rosa
sneaks in. lakes the money and replaces the wallet

In Jim's coat pocket. Jim bids Kale good-bye and
goes awaj on his mission, believing that the money
is in his wallet. Jack takes to the woods and Is

conn ling the stolen money when Slim Harvey comes

up. and the two have a terrific fight. They roll

of the cliff, each struggling to keep
the other from pushing him over. Here follows a

that will thrill the spectator. Harvey rolls

over the edge of the rock, but he holds on to Jack's
hands, Jack pulls with might and main to save
himself, but at last goes over the edge of the
preclpi.c. Harvey is killed, but Jack's body has
fallen upon a projecting ledge of rock, and there
he hangs, son-elcss, but alive. Jim reaches town.
and discovering his loss at the real estate agent's
Office, "I telegraphs to the ranch: "Have been

Will be home noon to-morrow." Then we
see Jim riding at breakneck speed for the ranch,
his mind full of horror of the suspicion that will
fall upon him when he falls to give any explana-
tion of bis loss. Arriving at the ranch, Jim is

confronted by the furious father of his sweetheart
and the sheriff. Jim protests bis Innocence, but
when old man Granger shows the letter from Jims
pal offering him a share In a gold mine for $1,000,

. i i IT arrests Jim. Kate clings to her lover
Jim and proclaims her faith In his honesty. The
angry father tears the girl from her lover's arms
and Jim is taken away by the sheriff. Meanwhile,
the body of Jack, the real culprit. Is found by a
hunter, and a thrilling rescue is made by a cow-
boy, who descends the side of the precipice and
brings Jack, still alive, to safety. The dying man
Is taken to the ranch-house, where be confesses bis
crime, gives up the stolen money, and then dies.
Kate jumps upon a horse and gallops away to tell

her lover that his innocence has been proven. An-
other thrilling ride brings the girl up to the sheriff
and Jim. The old man begs Jim's pardon and makes
full amends by agreeing to accept him as his son-
in-law.

WAR-TIME PALS.—Frank Brown and Al Siuilh.
two J g men. answer President Lincoln's call for

volunteers, and they enlist for the war. Brown
is seen bidding farewell to bis sweetheart and
marching olT with his chum Smith.
Our next scene shows the two friends patrolling

an output Of the Union Army. The Confederates
make an attack. Smith is wounded. Brown is

seen rescuing Sinilh and is shot, but he gets Smith
to the surge hi in time to save his life.

Twelve years pass and Brown is facing a more
terrible situation. His dear wife dies in his arms
and leaves him with their little son to mourn her
loss. Then Brown is up against it. lie has lost
his Job, ho is penniless. His child cries: "Papa!
I am hungry!" Brown wraps his coat about the
shivering child, and he goes out determined t" get
food at any sacrifice. He Is seen on the street,
where, after a struggle with pride, he begs from
passersby. But he looks like a bum and his plead-
ings for help are met with stony refusals. He
passes a bank just as a prosperous looking old
citizen comes out with a handful of money, some
of which he counts out and gives to the man ac-
companying him. The sign of the money maddens
the poor fellow. The temptation overcomes all his

ideas of right, and he snatches the money and
runs off followed by the owner. Brown gets away,
and buys food for his starving child. The man
whom be robbed meets a policeman, who proves to

be Smith. The man explains and the two go on a

hunt for Brown.
Onr next scene shows Brown giving food to his

little son. He believes himself safe, but a boy
who has seen him run into the wretched tenement
in which he lives has told the policeman and the

man who was robbed. Brown hears their footsteps
on the stairs. He hides the money. The man and
policeman enter, and Brown begs the rich man to

let him go, at the same lime returning the money.
The man counts it and demands the missing dollar.

Smith, the policeman, touched by the distress Of
Brown (whom he has not recognised) and the child

who begs them nol to take his papa away, gives
the man. from his own pocket, the amount mi-sing.
When the hard-hearted old fellow slill demands th«

arrest of the poor rather, Smitb threatens to fan

Mm with his club if the fellow doesn't "beat it"
Brown now rises to thank the kind-hearted police-

man. They face and recognise each other. " M ,-

old pal!" ami the iw nrades are reunited'

The last scon,, shows Brown snd his boy in Smith'-
Iconic, which is now- Iheirs. Smith enters with a

letter for Brown, which informs him that he has

been appointed to a good position in the police de

partment. Tin' little fellow grabs a (lag and the

I wo old soldiers stand in silent solute.

"IMP."
THE TIME-LOCK SAFE.—A mother arranges to

go to a matinee with a friend; and the plan Is

that she Is to leave her little daughter at her hus-
band's office. She takes the little one down, but
her husband Is not In. With a feeling of safety
(why not?) she entrusts the child to the care of

the office boy. who promises to turn the child over
to the father as soon as the latter returns.

The boy plays with the child, and we inciden-

tally witness the routine of the office, one feature

of which is the appearance of the man who changes
the supply of towels at the employees' washstand.
Soon after this the boy Is sent out on an errand,

and he is cone a long time. Before his return the

mother and her friend return from the theater, and
vry soon thereafter the father comes In from his

business errand.
He greets his wife affectionately, and she asks

him about their little girl. He pleads Ignorance
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and she thinks he Is joshing; but soon both realize
that something is amiss, and they begin to search
the olbce. They fail to find the child, when the
father thinks of the safe. The clerks are prepar-
ing to leave, and the safe is lockd—it is a time
lock safe, that cannot be opened until the morning!
He finds the little girl's hat near it! The parents
are frantic, horror-stricken! A policeman is sum
moned, but he can do nothing. Finally he gets an
idea.

He takes the father to the abode of a famous
burglar, and the cracksman is entreated and paid
an enormous sum to come to the office and exer-
cise his art for the sake of the parents. He goes,
but insists on being alone in the private office
while he does the job. The parents and policeman
step outside. He sits down to sharpen a tool,
when he sees something. Those waiting outside
are horrified to hear thunderous laughter from the
burglar inside; in a little while he steps out and
they all rush in anxiously, while the burglar exits.

There, in the little basket that the towel man
left, lies the child, fast asleep, covered by two
towels!

THE BROKEN OATH.—A young Neapolitan, full
of the romance and adventuresome blood of hit
native heath, joins a secret society, and we witness
his initiation. Later the leading lights of the or-
ganization undertake to blackmail a merchant, but
they fail and resolve to bring about his demise
Tlu- band rerturns to headquarters, and the drawing
of lulls from a black bag decides who shall commit
the deed. They all pull forth black balls until the
..'inn.' man's turn comes, and his fingers are holding
a white ball! It is the fateful one. lie is the
chosen assassin, and the members of the band
withdraw from the room.
He hastens to the home of his sweetheart and

tells her what has occurred—he must keep bis
pledge by turning murderer. She pleads, entreats,
and her parents join her. and they finally induce
liim to break his oath. lie promises them' that he
"ill. But this scene has been witnessed by two
members of the society, and they take the news
back ti> their chief. From that moment on the so-
ciety plots to put him out of the way.

In their first effort they entice him away on
I he pretext of treating him, and get him into a
deserted house. As soon as he is in he realizes his
peril, but too late. He is bound ami suspended
before a clock-like contrivance that is rigged with
ii pistol, and be must gaze at the hands go round
to the fateful hour, eight, when the pistol, aimed
at him. will shoot. Luckily, his sweetheart learns
of the trick, and following various clues, reaches
the house—and none too soon: for as she pushes
I he elock over, the pistol explodes. She was just
in lime.
By this time the plotters are more anxious to

be rid of him, and they try again. They pounce
on him as he walks on the street, and throw him
into a closed carriage. They take him to a hut.
and all preparations are made to blow it up with
I im. A small boy who knows him has seen this.
however, and has ridden with them, concealed on
the rear axle of the vehicle. He runs back borne,
tells the girl of it, and after a daring and perilous
adventure she manages again to rescue her lover,
the house being blown to bits together witli the
chief of the band.

HIS SICK FRIEND. -A young husband gets a
note from some of his friends saying that a little

game of poker is on. and his presence will add j">
lo I he occasion. lie springs the story of the poor
siilc friend on his wife, and gets away in good
order, telephoning down that a seat at the seance
l„. reserved for him. It is. But he forgot the
note "" the table when he used the 'phone, and
his little wife discovers the missive. So! Now,
what? She'll fix him. The first stage of the fixing
process consists in telling her best friend all about
it. and the friend advises her. She loans her a
man's bai and coat, which the wife places on a
chair by her dining-room table, and then proceeds
to imike the table look as if she and a good friend
had been having a fine old time in the house while
hubby is gone. She strews wine bottles around,
upset, lights a few cigarettes to make butts, and
tumbles things around in great shape. Her hus-
hand has been playing pretty long, and decides to

go home, taking with him one of bis companions
at the game, who is unable to make his way alone
— Ion many highballs. When they come into the
house the husband begins to look for his wife, while
the friend crawls under Hie table. She comes on
the scene defiant, but the storm of accusation that
greets her is too much, and she turns timid. He
points In tin cigarettes, the wine, the hat. the
coat, and then, to her surprise, lifts the tabic
I'i'vrr and reveals his chum, whom she does not
know. It is now up to her to clear herself, and
she tells him how she fixed that table up on purpose.
Sure he forgives her for the presence of the man!

rienced by a great number of the villagers through

the nightly pillaging of the poultry yards.

One day the parents of sweet Lucy are obliged

to make a long journey to a neighboring town, and
the young people think it an excellent opportunity

to enjoy a few quiet, undisturbed hours together.

While our two affectionate friends are happily
engaged in love-making the plunderers arrive.

Lucas and Lucy are too much engrossed to know
of the danger which approaches the poultry of

Lucy's thrifty father, and the thieves make a clean

sweep. Still Lucas lingers on—perfectly oblivious

to time—and papa and mamma arrive, and imme-
diately the awful theft is discovered. "Lucy,
Lucy," is called several times, and the frightened

young lady, hearing her parents' voices bids her

"lover flee. It is too late, however, and he is cap-

tured while leaving the premises. He is greatly

disconcerted; he cannot think of any way to ex-

plain his presence, as he could not think ot

jeopardizing the young lady in any way. .A way
is opened before him—he is accused of the poultry

robbery, and for the sake of his dear Lucy, admits
the theft. In the meantime, the real criminals have
been captured by two constables as they were leav-

ing the village and at that moment are brought

up. Lucas' Innocence is quickly proven, and all

is mystery as to why he should so readily have
acknowledged a crime which he had not committed.
However, Lucy's mother, who is gifted with a

very quick intuition, soon perceived the actual

state of affairs and, remembering that she herself

was once a girl, takes our young friends by the

hands and consents to their union.

HONESTY, ITS OWN REWARD.—Near the en-

trance to a large and fahionable church we see
a ragged, deplorable looking old man loitering,

drawn thither, it seems, by the strains of beauti-

ful, all-inspiring music thai issue from that sailed
edifice. The old man seems wrapped in contempla-
tion and tlie expression on his withered old face
tells us that he is calling to mind the time when
he enjoyed the privileges of that happy communion
now worshipping; it brings up vividly before him
the contrast between himself and them, and he
sighs wearily as he thinks of the long train of

misadventures and struggles and grief that have
led him to his present condition. At last, ap-
parently, the music stops—the service is over, and
the congregation begins to pour out of church.
While descending the steps one of the ladies drops
her purse, and as it strikes the ground two dollar-

pieces roll out. Presently the old beggar's eye
rests upon the purse and he hastily picks it up,

but being near-sighted through age, does not notice

the two coins which have fallen out of the purse.
The poor old man, hungry and cold, and full of
many sorrows, is seized with a great temptation;
be thinks with glistening eyes of the comforts he
could purchase for himself with his treasure—he
reckons how many nights lie may sleep in a warm
bed instead of in the streets. Ah! it will be so
good—it all looks so dear to him. But, no! In ail

his misery he has never stooped to dishonesty-
he will not sully his old age by such a discreditable
act. He therefore makes his weary way to the
police station to deliver up his find. However,
the owner of the purse has preceded him, in the
hope of regaining her belongings. When she is

handed her purse she immediately misses the two
coins we saw fall upon the street, and the old beg-
gar, about to depart, is brought back and accused
of the theft. Although the old fellow positively
denies his guilt, his appearance is against him
and he is about to be placed under arrest. Just
then two nuns appear and hand in two dollar-

pieces, with the statement that the same were
found on the steps of the church nearby. The old

man then is released and goes his way, almost
exhausted from want of food, etc. He is soon
overtaken by the good nuns, who having noticed
the poor man's condition, follow him, and offer

assistance. They kindly direct him to a House
of Refuge, and we leave our poor friend enjoy-
ing his new comforts—the reward of his own hon-
esty!

ECLAIR FILMS.
THE LOVER'S EMBARRASSMENT.—Lucas and

Lucy have fallen deeply in love Willi each other,
l.ul "true love seldom runs smoothly," and owing
to the fail that the parents of tie- young people
Strenuously Object, the lovers are obliged to meet
in secret.

II happens that the village In which our two young
friends live has recently been thrown into a state

i excitement owing to considerable loss expe-

LUX FILMS.
THE TWO BROTHERS.—An old fanner possesses

two sons. He introduces into his household a
pretty domestic with the inevitable result that the
elder son falls desperately in love with her, much
to his father's disgust. Thereupon the old man
disinherits him, turns him out of house and home,
and bestows his fortune on his second son. The
father's hasty temper brings about his own pun-
ishment. The poor old man becomes blind and de-
pendant on the son to whom he left his fortune;
by him he is buffeted about, denied almost the very
means of subsistence and made the laughing stock
of the farm hands, who tease and tantalize him.
The son returning after the old mans temper has
been sorely tried, the father attempts lo strike him:
the ungrateful son gives him his hat and stick and
turns him adrift in the streets, telling him he shall
beg bis bread from door to door. It is here that
Ihe actor who took the part of the blind man is

seen to advantage. The manner in which he stag-
gers across the roads, narrowly escaping' the traffic

and thence on to the railway line, which he just
succeeds in clearing as the express dashes by, proves
li i in to be an actor of no mean ability and rivets
the attention of those who witness the portrayal.
Down a country lane the poor old man goes, when
In- stumbles and loses bis slick. Without his only

friend he gropes his way along and talis exhausted
by Hie roadside. But helps is near at hand. The
little daughter of his disinnhcritcd sou is on her
way to school, and finding the old man, assists him
to her home. She persuades her father to let her

bring the old man in and recognition follows, and
we see the son touched by the pitiable sight of
bis father, forgiving him for the wrong done to

him aud the old man comfortably becomes one of

the family.

LIFE IN THE NEXT CENTURY.—According to

the most amusing film, our descendants arc to have
an extremely lively time in the year 2001 A.D.
When they awake upon St. Valentine's day, that is,

if it has not gone out of date, they will have sim-
ply to press a button and, in the kitchen the bread
will walk to the tire, return all nice aud crisp to

the butter-dish, there to gaily bespread itself aud
then to escort the tea to the bedside of our beloved
descendants. They, after having beguiled them-
selves with tea and toast, will then bethink them
of their letters. By pressing another button, these
obedient missives will instantly betake themselves
to their readers. Another button will clothe the
modern man, who will no doubt sally forth to take
the air. He has by this time set aside all such
fatiguing methods of motion as walking and will
be propelled short distances by motor-feet and, when
going for a long outing will simply sit upon a chair
and proceed upon his way. One can easily see some
justification fir tfca seemingly stupid a.ti n of the
hero in this film when he casts at last all his elec-
trical appliances to the winds with an air of bore-
dom and disgust.

NEW YORK MOTION PICTURE CO.
THEY HAVE VANISHED MY WIFE (Ambrosio).—Billy Bones, upon arriving home from business,

finds a note written by bis wife saying: "1 can
not endure your brutality any longer, so I have
eloped with your friend Albert. Xour wife, Clara."
Billy at once vows to kill his friend Albert. But
remembering that be has three friends named
Albert, he is at a loss to know which one to
accuse, finally deciding to visit each one and find
the guilty Albert. Calling upon Albert No. 1 he
accuses him and receives a good thrashing in re-
turn. Going to see No. 2 he again is met with
a warm reception. Feeling positive that Albert
No. .'! is guilty, be hurries to see him and get
revenge. But Albert the 3d is the stronger ol
the two and proceeds to spank Billy. His wife,
appearing at this moment upon the scene, explains
lo Billy that she wrote the note just to try him
Billy, thankful to get her back, forgives her and
forgets the thrashings that he received.

THE TOWN TRAVELER'S REVENGE (Itala).—
The Town Traveler calls upon the shopkeeper and
finding him busy with u customer decides to have
some fun while waiting. Going into the street
be finds the customer's bicycle. Rolling up his
trousers like a cyclist, he awakens a porter, who
is sleeping nearby, and pays him to watch the
bicycle aud tells him not to let anyone take it.
The customer, coming from the store, starts to
mount the bicycle, when the porter grabs him and
refuses to let him take it. The customer finally
succeeds in getting away aud an exciting chase
follows, ending only when the poor customer falls
exhausted and the bicycle is smashed in the mixup.
FOR HIS SISTER'S HONOR.—Bert Mathews and

his sister Jeunie are employed in the otfice of Ham-
ilton Anderson. Jennie, seeing Anderson put a large
sum of money in a drawer, cannot resist the temp-
tation aud takes part of it. The next day Ander
son discovers the theft and at once summons a
detective. The detective accuses Bert of stealing
the money. Protesting his innocence, he is forced
lo accompany the detective to his home. Jennie,
seeing Bert aud the detective entering the house.
hides tlie money under a rug. In enrolling the house
the money is found. Bert realizes what his sister
has done and to shield her swears that he stole
the money. Anderson, satisfied in having his money
restored, does not prosecute him. Now that Bert's
good name and reputation are gone, be goes West
to start life anew, securing work as a cowboy on
the ranch of John Loomis, who has a very pretty
daughter named Dot. After Bert has been on the
ranch for some time, Loomis notices that Bert and
Dot are together quite frequently. As he wants
another young man, Jack Wilson, to marry her,
he forbids Dot to speak to Bert again. Dot then
tells her father that she is going to marry the
man she loves, and that man is Bert Mathews.
Loomis orders her to leave his home forever. Two
years roll by, Bert and Dot are happy in their own
little home, and a little one has come to bless
their happiness. Just when times seem brighter
than ever before, a man from Bert's old home
conies West, and seeing him upon the street, tells

tin- secret of his past to Jack Wilson, the man
whom Dot refused to marry. Wilson goes to Dot
and tells her that she has married a thief. Heart-
broken, she writes a note, pinning it on the door
of the house, telling Bert that she never wants to

sec him again, as be is a thief. Bert, finding the
note, goes in search of Dot, and finds her just
as she is about to throw herself and baby over a

high cliff. He tells her that he did not steal the

money and that if she will go back East with him
he can prove his Innocence. Reaching home one"
again. Jennie confesses to Dot and Ihe past is for

•..nl tell
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THE SHEPHERDESS. Molly, a pretty Bbi

in love with Tony, a corporal in the King's
army, hut her parents waul her to ma

it young man "i great wealth. Molly, not
wishing to hurt her parents' feelings, consents to

marry Capelo and then goes i<> saj good bye to

Tuny, who is iii camp wiili the d Molly,
arriving at tin.- camp late al nlgbt, is heard ap
proachlng by Tony, whi ruard. Ton;
out, "Wlio goes there?" Mollj bearing his voice
is just about I" answer, when Tony, thinkini
an enemy is approaching, Ores his (.'tin, bitting
Molly, who screams and Calls i" the ground, Toi

zes her voice and rusl er assistance.
in Molly's i"i>g convalescent days that follow, Tony
proves liis love and devotion and gains tbe consent
of her parents to marry her.

INSIDIOUS WEAPONS. -•Insidious Weapons" arc
those long and pointed shining pieces <>i steel which
'Madam" uses to hold on ber latest "Chantecler"

hat. .Madam starts upon a shopping tour, but is

unfortunate enough to board a car filled with men,
One of her hatpins, the "Insidious Weapon," pro-

trudes Hum her beautiful bonnet and at every
lurch of the car some poor fellow receives tbe point
<d' tbe weapon In the eye. At last the men, aroused
in Indignation and anger, cause .Madam's arrest.

When taken to court, tbe Judge, learning of Mad-
am's extreme carelessness, sentences her to a long
term In prison.

A MEXICANS WARD.- La Bile Carman, a young
and beautiful Mexican girl, the ward of Jose Es-
panno, is about to inherit the fortune left to her
by her father. Jose Espanno, knowing this, is

anxious t<> have his son Pedro marry her. Pedro,
urged on by bis father, proposes to J. a lielle and
is refused. Espanno, upon learning of her refusal
to marry his son, tells her that she must either
marry Pedro or enter the convent. I.a Belle an-
swers thai she will do neither. Espanno and Pedro,
growing angry, force her into a carriage and start
on their way lo tin* convent. Jim Blake, an Ameri-
can cowboy, passes them mi the road and noticts
licit the girl is being held in the carriage against
her will. Buspects that the two Mexicans arc up to

Some trick, and decides to follow them. i
i

reaching the convent, I. a Belle is carried in by the
two men. Jim. waiting until they have gone,
knocks upon the door of the convent; a nun answer
ing, Jim asks lo see the young lady who was just

i in. The nun refusing to let Jim see her.

be now feels positive that she is being held against
her will. Learning from a [icon working about the
mounds the location of the room in which La
Belle is looked, be wails until the night has fallen
and then goes bad; to the convent. Throwing a

pebble against the window of La Belle's room, be
attracts her attention and tells her that he has
come to rescue ber. Throwing his lariat ii|> to the
window, she catches it, ties it to the bed-post in
her room, and slides down the rope into Jim's arms.
Taking her upon bis horse, they ride back to La
Belle's home, where I hey arrive just ill time to find

Espanno and Pedro robbing the sale of all the val-

uable papera belonging to La Belle. Jim forces
them al the point of a revolver to leave tbe house,
saving La Belle's fortune and winning her as bis
wife.

THE BETRAYING MIRROR.— Iloiicnsi.i. the
sweet and fascinating daughter Of Col. De Arvile,

aged to marry Alfredo Le Punas, a young
and handsome navy lieutenant. Shortly after an-
nouncing their engagement Alfredo is ordered on a
cruise with his ship. A few days later, Jacques
l.a Tor;,, who holds a mortgage on tbe Colonel's
home, oilers to compromise with the Colonel for
I be band of his daughter Ilorlcnsia. Wben tbe
Colonel tells Ilortcnsia of bis circumstance, she
realizes that he will be ruined and reluctantly con-
sents to sacrifice herself and marry La Tora. After
the marriage La Tora takes her to his beautiful
home, where bis nephew lias always ruled the house.
The nephew becomes angry and vindictive at being
displaced by Hortnsia, and be vows to get ven-
geance upon her. A short time later Alfredo re-
turns and learns to bis sorrow of Ilortcnsia's mar-
riage. doing to see her, be cannot resist the

lion and embraces ber. The nephew sees
Hortnsia and Alfredo and at once goes to La Tora
and tells him that she is untrue. While waiting
for Ilortcnsia to return. La Tora sees t lie nephew's
reflection in a mirror, as be is putting some poison
in a L-hiss of water for him to drink. Realizing

Is nephew is a scoundrel and blackguard, he
drives him from the bouse, just as Ilortcnsia returns.

NESTOR FILMS.
THE SILVER LINING.—That Mrs. Stewart felt

worried and ill at case 1 lure could be no doubt.
Her only son bad married against his father's
wishes. The father was inexorable and had abso
lately refused to forgive his son for disregarding
his wishes in the matter. William Stewart had

It an understood fact that his son was
lo marry his partner's daughter, and now just from

fancy for a pretty face to have his plane
so completely blown to pieces was anything but
agreeable.
The bride's father had also objected, but for a

different reason, he feared that bis gentle little
daughter would not t„» happy with such swell
city folks, till she assured him that her visits to
her cousin in the <iiy had prepared her for Just

as she was going to. Besides
she fell assured that Mrs. Stewart would welcome
ber wilb open arms.

Mrs. Stewart did receive ber and with many
kind and tactful suggestions regarding dress and
manner enabled tier lo become very popular in
their

This, together with her youth and beauty, bad
Bomewbal mollified the elder Stewart's resentment

lis son's wile, so Wesley Stewart smiled
triumphantly as with proud and happy eyes bt
beheld her many little victories.

It was, therefore, doubly humiliating to havt
ber brother Silas spoil everything by bis untimely
Visit.

Silas could stand tbe separation no longer—be
must find out lor himself whether his sister was
really as happy as her letters declared.

.Mis. Stewart was giving an elaborate dinner iu
honor of ber daughter-in-law when Silas was an
| no. d, but Kose in ber joy ut tbe unexpected

i ii ii her brother, forgui ail save bis presence,
and danced and frolicked in great joy, to tbe con-
sternation of the guests.

All ol' which, however, would uo doubt have been
overlooked bad not Silas forgotten the little re-

straint placed on him al home and behaved at tbe
table as only u very hungry lad can.
The guests, led by the haughty and vindictive

Mrs. Gilbert, swept from the room, leaving Kose
and her untutored brother lo finish their repast
undist urbed.

Silas' hunger being somewhat appeased, be dis
covered that they were alone, and calling tbe more
engrossed Hose's attention to this apparent slight,

her first Impulse was to return home with bei
brother, and after her husband entered and ae.

cused Silas of humiliating them, her impulse was
hardened into decision.

Thoroughly frightened at bis hasty words, and
their effect on bis wife's feelings, Wesley diil all

in bis power to pacify ber, but without avail. He
would, however, have soon overtaken her and
brought ber back had he not been thrown from his
horse and laid up.
She had nol even answered his letter written as

6 i after the accident as he was able, imploring
her forgiveness and return.
The reason he had received no reply he was 1111

able to guess, for he did not know that bis fathel
upon receiving it to post bud carefully opened il

and believing he was acting for the best, had cut
Hie letter in two and had sent only that portion
I hat told Kose that her husband intended leaving
the country.

Finally recovering sufficient Strength to travel,
he determined to see his wife and prevailed upon
his father to accompany him, though much against
his will, where they found Kose slowly recovering
from a severe sickness.

I'pon learning of the deception practiced upon
ber, she not only forgave ber father-in-law, but
insisted upon ber husband being equally magnan-
imous.
Her generosity so touched tbe old man that be

insisted on taking Silas back with him, declaring
that be should be put through college at his ex-
pense.

THANHOUSER.
ST. ELMO.—St. Elmo, a wealthy young man, is

betrothed to bis cousin Agnes. Dick Hammond,
St. Elmo's chum, is studying for tbe ministry.
Ls soon as be is ordained be is to take charge
of a church built for him by St. Elmo. Hammond.
however, takes St. Elmo's frienusntp lightly and
makes love to Agnes in secret. The affair is dis-
covered by St. Elmo, who, in a rage at Hammond's
perfidy, challenge him to a duel.
The false friend loses bis life in the ensuing

combat. Edna, the granddaughter of the village
blacksmith, strays upon the scene of the duel, an
uninvited witness. St. Elmo is forced to flee the
country. He is pursued by Agnes and tbe sheriff.
Edna tells her first lie when she deceives St.

Elmo's pursuers as to his direction and leads them
completely off the trail. St. Elmo makes good
his escape.
On the day that Edna witnesses the duel her

grandfather dies, leaving her alone in the world.
She is adopted by St. Elmo's mother.

Five years later the fugutive returns. Edna
os him as tbe victor of tbe duel but he

does not remember having met her. He discovers
that be loves the girl.

Edna rejects his suit, declaring that she never
would marry a man who had taken a human life.
In desperation. St. Elmo attempts suicide, ch
as the spot the grave of Dick Hammond, but is
swerved from this purpose by Edna, who relents
and promises him ber love and Bympathy. St.
Elmo decides that life is worth living if but for
her sake.

THE ACTOPHONE COMPANY.
JACK'S RETURN—"Jack's Return" Is a story

of life among tl oast folks. Tbe principal char-
acters are. a jolly jack tar who returns home after
a three years' cruise, Just in time to prevent his
old mother and his only child. Bessie, from being
evicted by a cruel and heartless landlord.

THE WORF IN SHEEP'S CLOTHING.— A story
taken from real life, copied from the records of
the police department. Of course, the nan
somewhat disguised, but they are none the less
line. The story discusses the pit fails into which
many an innocent young man has fallen unawares.

MANAGERS
We can book for you exactly

what you want for the money
you can afford to pay.

Phone, Write or Wire 4468 Bryant

Great Eastern Vaudeville Co.

250 WEST 42(1 STREET

Lang's Rewinder No. 2

Price, $5.00 Net

Lang Manufacturing Co.
OLEAN, NEW YORK

Sound Effects
FOR

Moving Pictures
No Picture House is complete with-

out our Sound Effects. They make
your show realistic, increase your box
office receipts 100%, satisfy your
patrons.

W'rite for our catalogue A.

21% lower than any house in

America.

M. P. SOUND EFFECT GO.
19th Ward Banh Building

57th St. cor. 3d Ave., New York City

Folding and Assembly Chairs

JN
fit

Most popular pi iced chairs on the market for

picture show use

Prompt Shipments. Write for Catalogue

PEABODY SCHOOL FURNITURE CO.

NORTH MANCHESTER, . - - INDIANA

FOR SALE -Complete moving picture theater out-

fit; 500 chairs. Will sell cheap. STATE AMUSE-
MENT CO., C14 New York" Life Bldg., Omaha, Neb.

FOR SALE—Moving picture theater in Richmond.
Va. Pest market and business location. ISO opera
chairs, room for another hundred seats. Elevated
floor. Owner wants to leave the city. Unusual
opportunity. 7BEAN & CO., 1720 K. Main street.

Richmond, Va.

FOR SALE—Film released to Feb. 1. $5, $10, $15
per reel: :i.000 ft. Edison Passion Tlay. $50; Dis-
solving Stcrreoptieon, new. $40; song Bi

Model B gas outfit, $2."i; Optlgrapli. (30; Lull

Edison, Power's, $00: new $100. FOR RENT—
G.000 ft. film. $10: 0,000 ft.. .$12 weekly, one ship-
ment. Will buy Passion Plav, machines, film. H.
DAVIS, Watertown, Wis.
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Philadelphia

Strike and Riot

Pictures
First Illustrations showing the actual

happenings of the Great Strike.

Photographs especially made by our

representative, covering the principal

happenings of the Riots.

15 Colored Slides, Title and Lecture

Reading, $7.50
Remit with order—we ship same day
money is received—make your adver-

tising banner as soon as you order.

GET BUSY

Cosmopolitan Slide Makers
176 E. MADISON STREET, CHICAGO

Waterproof Film

(properly cared for)

WILL OUTLAST ALL OTHERS

Run smoother, keep soft and

flexible longer and make a clearer

picture on the screen.

National Waterproof
Film Co.

4200-4202 W. Adams Street

CHICAGO, ILL.

KEEP YOUR f^ ON US

American Film Brokers
German Savings Bank Building

147-157 4th Avenue New York City

Europe's Representative Importers

of new and second hand Film, both

Association and Independent. Our

own special experienced European

Buyer acquainted with the American

market, who will procure any subject

desired. Standing orders given special

attention.

Write for particulars

FILMS
FOR
RENT

NEW FILMS HI6H CLASS SERVICE

The Pioneer House, With 8 Years Experience

And $250,000.00 Back Of It

Write To-day for Terms

EUGENE CLINE
57 and 59 Dearborn St., Chicago
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E
XHIBITORS: Get on Our Mailing List
XCHANGESi WIRE YOUR. ORDERS
VERYBODY t ThBnnoufor Release Day- is TUESDAY

THE FIRST THANHOUSER RELEASE MADE OUR
FELLOW INDEPENDENTS RISE UP AND CHEER! Thanks!
We appreciate it! Our second release shows it! It's a wonder-
ful example of American progress in film-making; it means a

tremendous lot to tis AND AS
MUCH TO YOU!

RELEASED TUESDAY, MARCH 22

ST. ELMO
The Motion Picture Dramatization of the Most Widely Read

Book of the Age.—A.Feature Film in Every Sense of the Word.

;thanhouser4 jl
on'a film means perfection in'plot, production and photography—and
St. Elmo proves it, JUST AS DOZENS OF CONGRATULATORY
LETTERS SHOWEDTHAT
OUR FIRST RELEASE
PROVED IT.

L«n((th 86O Fe.l No. 2 Code Word, Elmo POSTERS, TOO

THANHOUSER COMPANY
NEW ROCHELLE, N. Y.

Watch for THE LIAR AND THE THIEF
The Big Feature Release ofTuesday, March 29 The Guarantee of Artistic Film

THE MIRROR SCREEN
Is being installed in many of the up-to-date houses. Montgomery, the

Moving Picture Man of Memphis, Tenn., visited Shelbyville to see a demon-
stration of the Mirror Screen and as a result ordered one for each of his houses

and secured the agency for Tennessee, Louisiana, Arkansas and Mississippi.

Beware of infringements of patents or trade-mark. Mirror Screens are only made by us at Shelbyville, under U. S.

patent No. 937,550 (Oct. iq, 1909), Canadian patent No. 123,319 (Jan. 18. 1910). Exhibitors who buy or manufacture
any infringement of these patents will be prosecuted to the full extent of the law.

Motion Picture Screen Co.
SHELBYVILLE INDIANA

Eastern Exhibitors can see the Screen in use at

The Consolidated Amusement Company
44 WEST LEXINGTON STREET BALTIMORE, MD.

Or Specimen Screens at the Office of

MILES BROS., (Inc.) 259 Sixth Avenue, New YorK
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SPECIAL ROLL TICKETS n9 * i* TA
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6o?»V..*
rintin*

5,00*
10,000

$1.25
2.50

20,000
25,000

$4.60
5.50
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100,000
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10.00

G«t the Samplat

NATIONAL TICKET COMPANY
Stock Tickets, 6 Cants

SHamoKin, Pa.

INDEPENDENT
rent new Films. Handle all the leading MaKes, both AMERICAN AND
FOREIGN; beautiful Posters; exclusive Feature Service. "Write for prices.

CINCINNATI FILM EXCHANGE, 315-317 West 4th Street, CINCINNATI, 0.

tu

UJ X

143 NortH 8tH Street, PHILADELPHIA, PA.
Best and Newest Independent American and Foreign Films

SUPPLIES IS REELS PER WEEK SUPPLIES
PROMPT AND RELIABLE SERVICE Members N. I. M. P. Alliance
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a-23>
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•rn

STRAIGHT TALKS ON

Power's Cameragraph No. 6
Yes, we did have considerable trouble with the first few machines we shipped out, but trouble

shows what's in a man and in this case it has shown that we are still able to make the best

motion picture machine running. There's no use going into details about what those troubles

were; we've overcome them all (so the users of the machine say) and anyway we don't like to

talk about unpleasant things. But don't take our word for anything about the perfected No. 6.
Find out for yourself. If your film exchange can't show you one, write us, mentioning the

name of your exchange.

Don't forget about our electric current savers for A. C. or D. Q. They will make money for you.

Send for Catalog G
NICHOLAS POWER COMPANY

I 15 NASSAU STREET NEW YORK
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J. H. HALLBERC

If a Man Came to You
at this time, when the cost of living is so high and said—" I will

save you $300.00 per year on your living expenses, if you will

invest $75,00," you would sit up and take notice,
especially if that same man told you that your brother and
hundreds of your friends were saving this amount
of money, and the chances are you would invest the $75.00.

Why should you not put in the

HALLBERG
HALLBERC

A. C. ECONOMIZER

Automatic Electric Economizer, which will save you much more than this amount, and besides will
improve your light on the screen. I guarantee to save more than two-thirds on your electric current
bill as compared with rheostat control for your moving picture lamp.

If you already have one of those so-called current savers, I can save you more
money, and ^ive you a 50% better light, and I make an allowance for your old
current saver or rheostat in trade for the *' HALLBERG." You will have one sooner or
later, why not buy it now ?

My MOTIOGRAPH M. P. machine is known the country over as the FLICKERLESS PRO-
JECTOR

—

It makes a rock steady picture and the brilliancy on the screen is
unequalled. Better look into this, because if you have competition, I can help you get the crowds,
and the show with my apparatus once seen means continued patronage.

I have a full line of Economizers for Incandescent lighting, guaranteed to save 70% on your bill.

ELECTRA Pink Label Carbons, French Condensers, Announcement Slides, Ventilating Fans,
and moving picture supplies. Get my prices.

J. H. HALLBERG, 28 Greenwich Ave., New York

Great Northern Films
Next Release, March 19th

TheTheft of the Diamonds
A Stirring Detective Story

Length, approximate, 564 Feet

A Quiet Honeymoon
Comedy

Length, approximately, 269 feet

Release, Saturday, March 26th

TSINQ FU, THE YELLOW DEVIL
A Dramatic Feature Production

Length, approximate, 827 Feet

WATCH FOR OUR COMING HEADLIINERS

Mr. Exhibitor: Write us and we will put you in touch with exchanges who are handling

our films. Insist on being supplied with " GREAT NORTHERN QUALITY FILMS."

GREAT NORTHERN FILM COMPANY
NORDISK FILM COMPANY, COPENHAGEN

7 EAST FOURTEENTH STREET. NEW YORK CITY
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BISON m FILMS
FOUR REELS A WEEK—Tuesday, a "Bison"—Wednesday, Amhrosio—Friday, a "Bison"—Saturday, Itala

Just A Word Concerning Our Releases for the Coming Week
Tuesday's "Bison" release, "The Man From Texas," is an exceptionally good Western picture, full of action throughout, and is sure to please

the most fastidious.

Friday's "Bison" release, "Company "D" to the Rescue," we fully believe, as do others who have seen this picture projected, far surpasses any
former subject produced by this company, and you will remember that we have produced a number of remarkable pictures, such as: Young Deer's
Gratitude, Young Deer's Bravery, and the Squaw's Sacrifice. Such subjects as those mentioned will force our competitors to "travel some" to pro-
duce their equal. We might say further that with the aid of a detachment of the California State Troops, and using tnirity-five talented horses, we
have achieved in the subject "Company "D" to the Rescue," what we believe to be the cream of perfection in the motion picture art,

It is needless to go into detail concerning Ambrosio and Itala releases, other than to say that we are receiving subjects from these concerns and
releasing same simultaneously to their releases abroad. We not only release them on corresponding dates, but receive the best of subjects produced
by these companies.

Have we your order for Friday's release: "Company "D" to the Rescue"? If not you are a loser.

" BISON "-Release, Tuesday. Mar. 22nd
Code-" Steer"

£1JXIbJ gfaTi
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aTHE MAN FROM TEXAS M

'AMBROSIO"- Release. Wednesday, Mar. 23rd
Code-" Excel"

"THE SEA'S VENGEANCE"
"MILITAR DIRICIABLE"

'BISON"-Release, Friday, Mar. 25th
Code—" Steady"

<<iCOMPANY "D" TO THE RESCUE'
" ITALA"-Release, Saturday, Mar. 26th

Code-" Exceed"

"THE RIVALRY OF THE TWO GUIDES"

"FOOLHEAD WISHES TO MARRY
GOVERNOR'S DAUGHTER"

LITHOGRAPHS AND POSTERS FREE
absol s containing synopsis

Exhibitors:—We furnish as usual all exchanges handling these productions with one sheet four colored lithographs, also poster
u viee w e

< „ "

u?emaad same from your exchange as they will positively increase your box office receipts.
Brief description of all subjects wil. be found on another page.

NEW YORK MOTION PICTURE. CO.
Manufacturers of "Bison" Life Motion Pictures

429 SIXTH AVENUE, Cor. 26th Street - NEW YORK CITY
Phone 669C1 Madison Sq. Cable Address: Nosib
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NESTORFILMS
THE TENDERFOOT

Released, Wednesday, March 23, 1910
LENGTH, 950 FEET

A thrilling story of the West, and bound to make a hit with every audience.

Our Next Release, Wednesday, March 30tn

The Cowboy Preacher
A comedy drama that will appeal to all lovers of Western pictures*

Our release of April 6th is the biggest Indian and Cowboy subject

ever attempted, and will be the star feature of all films issued during

ApriL It is a grand picture in every way, and you must get it or

regret that the other fellow beat you to it*

Watch next weeK's paper for details

NESTOR FILM COMPANY
BAYONNE, N. J.

The following exchanges can furnish all our past releases
Globe Film Service, Chicago, 111.

Great Western Film Service, 69 Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.

Laemmle Film Service, 196 Lake St., Chicago, 111.

Eugene Cline, 69 Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.

Royal Film Service, 225 Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.

Ind. Western Film Ser., Swetland Bldg:., Portland, Ore.
Buckeye Film and Proj. Co., Arcade Bldg., Dayton, Ohio.
Wm. H. Swanson, 200 N. Seventh St., St. Louis, Mo.
Michigan Film and Supply Co., Detroit, Mich.
Phila. Proj. Co.. 44 N. Ninth St.. Philadelphia. Pa.
Philadelphia Film Exchange. 13 North Ninth St., Philadelphia, Pa.
American Film Exchange, Pittsburg, Pa.

Ind. Film Exc. 415 Ferry St.. Pittsburg, Pa.
Theatre Film Service, San Franciico, Cal.

Consolidated Ams. Co., 28 W. Lexington St., Baltimore, Md.
W. E. Greene, 228 Tremont St., Boston, Mass.
Victor Film Service, Chamber of Commerce Bldg., Buffalo, N. Y.
Exhibitors' Film Exchange, 138 Third Ave., New York City.

Paramount Film Exchange, 61 W. Fourteenth St., New York City.

Empire Film Exchange, 150 E. Fourteenth St., New York City.

Crystal Palace Film, Toronto, Canada.
Gaumont & Co., Toronto, Can.
Texas Film Rxchanee. Dallns. Texas.
Anti-Trust Film Exchange, Chicago, 111.

91 Dearborn Street

CHICAGO . A. G. WHYTE I Madison Avenue
NEW YORK

Four color litKos
AGENT

with all Nestor Films FREE

FOLDING

CHAIRS
F«f AWvIng Picture Shows
lirand Standi. Assembly
Halls, etc. lo sections II

WasM.

Write for Catalog No. 2.

The Kauffman Manufacturing Co.
ASHLAND, OHIO

"TITLE POSTERS"
Are THE Thing for Advertising

MOVING PICTURES
They cost 5c. each or by mail 6c. The

full service of one poster for every licensed

subject released for a month costs only
$7.50 including prepaid delivery charges.

Free .Sample for the AsKing

TITLE POSTER CO.
231-233 Bowery, New YorK
A Poster for Every Picture

CALEHUFF
A rlember ol the

FILM SERVICE ASSOCIATION

Headquarters for only the best of latest

FILMS and SONQ SLIDES. No junk.

MACHINES, SUPPLIES, Etc.

LATEST SONd SLIDES
$5.00 per set

N. E. Cor. 4th & Green Streets,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.
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The Buckeye Film &
Projecting Co. (inc.)

Members of the N. I. M. P. A.

309-311 Arcade BIdg., Dayton, Ohio

MR. EXHIBITOR, we abso-
lutely guarantee to furnish you the
best strictly INDEPENDENT film
service in this country. We guar-
antee NO JUNK, NO RAIN-
STORMS, NO REPEATERS.
All we ask is that you give us a
trial and be convinced. We can
give you an IDEAL EXCLUSIVE
SERVICE because we have stand-
in°- releases with all leading
AMERICAN and FOREIGN
FILM MANUFACTURERS.
Write to-day for full particulars,

or call and see us at our offices and
see for yourself.

Write, Phone, or Wire us to-day.

THE BUCKEYE FILM &
PROJECTING CO. (Inc.)

309-311 Arcade Building, Dayton, Ohio

Cement La GRIPPE Cement

F Renters We will send W Buy a

O Exhibitors you for H Spoonful

R All Films ONE DOLLAR Y at a Time ?
A Bid, HONEST CAN OF CEMENT

POSTAGE PREPAID

Equal to 10 of those small bottles you hare been
buying. Satisfaction guaranteed or money returned.

Large Sample Can. 50 Cents

La GRIPPE FILM CEMENT CO.
218 TREIWONT STREET. BOSTON, MASS.

We have the Original Sept. 9th

NELSON
AND

GANS
Fight Pictures

21 Rounds

Four Thousand Feet

Complete from

training quarters

to knockout.

Write Now for Low Rental Prices

CHICAGO FILM EXCHANGE
47-49 Jackson Boulevard, Chicago

BRANCHES
Omaha. Neb. Salt Lake City, Utah Denver, Colo.

&
3s§32c

,4-

I
if. JC r*vi

Get This "Imp" Film
IF YOU HAVE TO BEG, BORROW OR SWIPE IT!

RELEASED MONDAY, MARCH 28th

"TRANSFUSION"
Length Q60 Feat

This is what I call a film classic! For it not only tells a beautiful

love story, but is educational. It shows the process by which blood
is transfused from a healthy person to an ailing one. All this is

worked in as part of the love story. The whole plot is intensely
absorbing, the acting is pluperfect, the photography clear and dis-

tinct, the staging masterly! Every film like this, used in your thea-
ter, adds just that much to your prestige and your box office re-

ceipts; and takes away just that much from your competitor. Beg
for it. Borrow it. Or, if necessary, swipe it!

RELEASED THURSDAY, MARCH 31st

"HARD CASE"
Length 970 Feet

This is another you will appreciate. It depicts one chapter from the world-wide
struggle for hard cash and is full of suspense and surprises, the two factors so
necessary in a good play, whether pictured or otherwise. If you have not had
"Mother Love" (released March 7) and "The Time Lock Safe" (released March
17) sit down this minute and write a strong letter to your exchange. Keen
ding-donging at 'em till they give you Imp films regularly. We honestly think
Imp films are now the best in the world. And hundreds of exhibitors say that
very same thing.

LISTEN TO THE CINCINNATI FILM EXCHANGE:—
"We think that the IMP Company are the best American Manu-

facturers in the business to-day. We think you are the coming
people and will make them all straighten up and take notice. As-
suring you of our co-operation and with best wishes, we remain
yours very truly, CINCINNATI FILM EXCHANGE."

WE ANSWER THREE QUESTIONS RIGHT HERE:—
(ist) —We pledge you our word that the story circulated through

the newspapers to the effect that Judge Noyes' decision
gives the trust "exclusive rights to manufacture moving
pictures" is, to say the least, untruthful and grossly mis-
leading.

(2nd)—There is not the remotest danger that we will be compelled
to close our Imp factory for even the fraction of a minute.

(3rd) —Imp films will be released regularly forever. Nothing short
of the sudden death of our whole factory can prevent it.

We are violating no laws, nor do we ever expect to.

Independent Moving Pictures Co. of America.
ill East 14th St., New York. Carl Laemmle, Pres.
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Power's Picture Plays
SHOULD HEAD YOUR BILL

The All American Feature Films

RELEASED MARCH 29th

THE MAN WHO WAITED
A Romantic Western Drama

This story will hold your audience to the end, full of dramatic incidents, well played, well staged,

perfect photography.

RELEASED APRIL 5th

THE ACTRESS
A dramatic love story with a number of comedy situations.

We want all the EXHIBITORS to write for our POSTERS sent FREE

THE POWERS COMPANY
241st Street and Richardson Avenue New York City

LUX
RELEASED WEDNESDAY

A FAMILY FEUD
Dramatic Length, 653 Feet

A dramatic story based on the incidents of a court-
ship between the son and daughter of two men who
kept up a bitter family feud.

EXHIBITORS—
Insist on Getting

COMING MARCH 30th

A Drama on the Reef /
Length, C55 Feet I**

FILMS
MARCH 23rd

How a Bad Tempered Man Was Cured

Comedy-Length, 327 Feet

The title gives the cue to what is a lively comedy,
showing an effective if rough method of taming a bad
tempered man.

EXCHANGES
Lux Films
ONE CORKING FULL REEL

Cured by a Tip
Comed> Length, 327 Feet

Posters free with every Release—A full description of these subjects will be found on another page

THE WORLD'S BEST—BAR NONE
Write for Weekly List of Descriptions of our Films

R. PRIEUR
lOE. 15th Street Telephone Call:

STUYVESANT 3124 NEW YORK
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Nelson-Wolgast Pictures
A Complete Story of the Making of a New CHAMPION. With full Lecture and Description

$0.00 PER SET
DON'T "WAIT. SCOOP YOUR COMPETITOR.

Order Immediately. P. O. or Express Money Order In Advance. Payable to

TOPICAL SLIDES 507 N. Clark St. CHICAGO, ILL.

Head first to the worms, with Old Mamma
Ten Percent 1 1 1 Since you and I killed her off, Mr. Exhibitor, you've no
idea what bitterness it has caused among the exchanges who were using old Maw as a good thing.
'Twas ever thus ! A burglar hates to be caught burgling. A murderer is somewhat squeamish about being caught
murdering. 1 don't expect to raise the standard of the renting business without causing bitterness. But I'm not afraid of the bitterness

of men who use such methods as the ten percent penalty game. Meanwhile I will pay $100 reward fot the first authentic information showing
what certain licensed exchanges are cooking up to take the place of Mamm Ten. I've been trying to ffnd this out myself, but so far have
not got the goods on my friend, the enemy. Now listen to this :

I BUY ALL THESE INDEPENDENT FILMS!
Thanhouser
Actophone
Eclair

Bison
Nestor
Ambrosio

Imp
Lux
Itala

Great Northern
Pantograph
Powers

I AM THE BIGGEST AND BEST RENTER IN THE WORLD!
With the films named above, I can give you a service that will be a continuous string of surprises, delights and amazements. If you

want such a service, pay my price like a thoroughbred and your receipts will soar skyward. If you want a cheaper service, I can give

you rafts and gobs of Trust films which have been renovated and put in good condition.

In my opinion they are much better than the class of films the tr.ust is producing at present.

Slip me a line and slip it while the slipping is good

!

CARL LAEMMLE, President

The Laemmle Film Service
HEAQUARTERS: 196-198 LaKe St., CHICAGO
MINNEAPOLIS PORTLAND OMAHA
SALT LAKE CITY EVANSVILLE

The Biggest and Best Film Renter in the World
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IMP FILMS

Will be released regularly

as usual in spite of all

rumors to the contrary.

Independent Moving Pictures Co. of America

111 Rast 14th St., New York. Carl Laemmle, Pres.

THE MIRROR SCREEN
Is being installed in many of the up-to-date houses. Montgomery, the

Moving Picture Man of Memphis, Tenn., visited Shelbyville to see a demon-
stration of the Mirror Screen and as a result ordered one for each of his houses

and secured the agency for Tennessee, Louisiana, Arkansas and Mississippi.

Beware of infringements of patents or trade-mark. Mirror Screens are only made by us at Shelbyville, under U. S.

patent No. 937,550 (Uct. 19, 1909), Canadian patent No. 123,319 (Jan. 18. 1910). Exhibitors who buy or manufacture
any infringement of these patents will be prosecuted to the full extent of the law.

Motion Picture Screen Co.
SHELBYVILLE INDIANA

Eastern Exhibitors can see the Screen in use at

The Consolidated Amusement Company
44 WEST LEXINGTON STREET BALTIMORE, MD.

Or Specimen Screens at the Office of

MILES BROS., (Inc.) 259 Sixth Avenue, New YorK
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The Eye and the Picture.

Where to Sit in the Theater.

The human eye was defined by Helmholtz, the German

physicist, as being an imperfect optical instrument. Nev-

ertheless the most superficial study of what the eye does

and can do, shows that it has properties not possessed by

the most perfect microscope or telescope ever made. It

has one property in particular which is a very wonderful

one. This is called "accommodation," which is controlled

indirectly from the brain and directly by the set of mus-

cles or nerves by which the eye is actuated.

This faculty of accommodation means simply that the

normal eye can "accommodate" itself to seeing clearly an

object near to it or distant from it. This distinguishes

the eye from optical instruments such as the microscope,

telescope and the photographic lens, which have to be

focused in order that images of near or distant objects.

as the case may be, may be received on the ground glass

or sensitized surface.

Now what has this to do with moving pictures? We
will endeavor briefly to tell the reader. In a recent num-

ber of The Moving Picture World, a correspondent

complained of certain imperfections, or alleged imperfec-

tions, in a noted film. We replied to him that probably

he sat too near the picture and therefore saw too much.
Everybody knows that if you go to a theater or any
public entertainment and you sit near the stage the illu-

sion that you go to see is robbed of much of its effect.

We, ourselves, recently have had to suffer this loss,

because it is our business to get as near to the picture

as possible in order to closelv scrutinize its technical

and other qualities. But in doing so we make allow-

ances ; we realize that we are seeing the picture under
more or less abnormal circumstances. In other words,

for the completeness of the illusion we are sitting too

near the pictures.

Distance lends enchantment to the view, and our cor-

respondent lost that enchantment by sitting too near the

picture. Hence his hypercritical expression of opinion.

Where, then, is the proper, or rather the best place to

sit in a moving picture theater for the purpose of getting

the best view of the picture? That depends upon the

quality of the sight of the individual. Some of us are

long-sighted, some of us are short-sighted, but most of

us are of normal vision ; that is to say, we see an object

placed ten inches from the eye with proper clearness,

one of the tests of vision.

Much, then, depends upon the condition of the eye of

the individual when going to see moving pictures. A
short-sighted man, for example, might get into the front

row of a moving picture theater and yet not see too much
of the picture on the screen, as did our correspondent,

because, unless he wore correcting glasses, nature is more
or less of a blur to him, so that the very defect of his

eyes would produce the necessary effect of softness and
illusion. On the other hand, a long-sighted man would
probably find himself in the predicament of our corre-

spondent and would see too much. With advancing years,

as is well known,- the sight has probably lengthened, that

is to say, the crystalline lens of the eye flattens and the

eye becomes telescopic ; and so it sees distant objects

sharply and near objects less distinctly.

What we are driving at in this article is this : that as

the focal properties of the eyes of individuals vary, it

clearly follows that in going into a moving picture theatei

or into a church or any other public building, the sight

of the individual must be accommodated to what he is

looking at. There is, then, for each one of us a propel

place in a moving picture theater to sit for getting the

proper effect of illusion of the picture. It is not neces-

sary for us to see the details of the actors' make-up, nor

the very finest lines of facial expressions, nor is it neces-
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sary for us to have the impression, as our correspondent

appears to have had, that we are looking at a series of

giants on the screen, provided that our eyes are in propei

onKr or properly corrected by spectacles. One can ob-

viate all this by sitting at a suitable distance from the

screen. There is certainly no pleasure in seeing the brush
marks on scenery or the paint on the actresses' faces.

All of us go to a theater for the purpose of participating

in an illusion and not for destroying it. We can see too

much, just as, if we get too far off, we can see too little.

The happy mean must be chosen.

We who write this happen to be short-sighted, so we
always get fairly near the screen. It happened that we
saw the very picture referred to by our correspondent

from a position near the stage, and yet, though the pic-

ture might have been open to criticism in parts, as all

pictures are, we were not conscious of the defects and
the drawbacks to which he made reference. In fact, we
saw the picture several times, and on no single occasion

did we find ourselves thinking as he did. On the other

hand, on the same occasion, when we saw this Moses
picture, even despite our short-sightedness, we found our-

selves too near the screen in regard to one subject. That
was the Pathe picture of "The jockey." Here the horses
assumed almost mammoth proportions, striking us as

somewhat unnatural. But we made allowance and were
conscious that had we sat about midway in this particular

theater, the horses would have looked natural in size to

us. We write this article for the purpose of drawing
attention to the fact that the eye in its variation is an
important factor. There is, in short, a proper place for

each one of us to sit in a moving picture theater for the

purpose of getting the effect aimed at by the manu-
facturers.

The Picture on its Trial.

Last week and on many other previous occasions we
defended the picture from the attacks of its vicious ene-

mies—those enemies who can see no good in it and who
are bribed and subsidized by vaudeville and theatrical in-

terests (for that is the plain English of it) to "down"
the moving picture on every possible opportunity. We
shall not relax our efforts to secure for the picture a fair

showing in the entertainment field of the United States,

a showing which we demand simply on the technical,

artistic and histrionic merits of the pictures. We shall

certainly not relax those efforts, although for this week
we desire to suspend them, merely for the purpose of

briefly considering in this article another danger, and
that a somewhat insidious one, to which the picture i?

being subject.

Last week we defended the picture against the charges
of unsuitability, obscenity and the like, that were brought
against it. Now we want to put it on its trial ourselves

We ask our exhibiting readers whether it is or is not

their experience that its holding power, its drawing
power, on the public, is in possible danger of speedy
slackening and loosening. Within the last week or twe
we have been asked by many intelligent people in this

city who have watched the inroads of the vaudeville ele-

ment into the moving picture field whether the picture

will last. "Do you think it will last?" That has been the

question put to us many times. Moreover, it has been
contended by many of those who are admirers of the

picture and steady patrons of the moving picture theater

that it is hardly strong enough by itself to sustain an
hour or an hour and a half's entertainment. "Not
enough in it!" has been the comment of many intelligent

people who admire the picture, per se, and appreciate its

d qualities.

We think these points worth taking notice of and seri-

ously considering ; and we ask our exhibiting readers to

also seriously consider them. One well-known moving
picture expert who has traveled this country and foreign

countries in connection with moving pictures gave it as

his general opinion that the picture needed strengthen-

ing in the direction of the lecture end of matters, a state

of things that we have discussed before. Said this gen-

tleman : "When I go to a moving picture theater I ob-

serve there are many people who do not seem to under-

stand the stories, and whom I believe would appreciate

hearing good educated lecturers who understand the

stories shown on the screen." "But, probably to carry

out this scheme," continued our friend, "I think that the

film makers should so produce pictures that they would
be suitable for monological treatment." In other words,
films especially prepared for lecture purposes. This
struck us as an exceedingly good idea and one which we
commend to the manufacturers.
Now, as we have said, over and over again, we are not

alarmists and agitators.. This is a function we leave to

individuals of not too excessive intellectuality, whose
brains are unequal to the task of anything of a con-

structive nature. But we make it our business from day
to day and from week to week to study all possible phases
of the moving picture, with a view to watching, and
keeping in touch with its trend. We think, as we have
said before, that "the picture will go on" ; that its future

is assured.

At the same time it behooves all those having its

interests at heart, to do all that lies in their power to

keep the picture popular with the public, both in respect

of its photographic and dramatic qualities and the like

;

and in the manner of its presentation by all complemen-
tary agencies. By complementary agencies we mean
good music, sound effects ; and as we have pointed out

in another article this week; the union of the phonograph
with the photograph.. Take the sound effect aspect:

There are few men with the genius of Mr. Lyman H.
Howe, whose sound effects are marvels of ingenuity
efficiency and verismilitude. Howe's work in popular-
izing the moving picture is of an enormous value simply
from the point of view of his sound effects.

We have put the picture on its trial. We constitute

ourselves its advocate, both for and against, as well as

its judge : and this is our verdict. The picture itself is

all right but it has not been given as good a showing as

it deserves, before the public. That is why even- now
and again we hear these questions: "Will it last?"

"Is it strong enough to hold an audience for an hour
and a half?" "Is there enough in it?" and the like. To
all these question of course there is only one possible

answer from our standpoint, and that is in the affirmative.

At the same time we consider it our duty to bring home
to manufacturers, renters and exhibitors, the urgent ne-

cessity of doing their best for the picture in the eye of

a public notoriously fickle, and likely to desert the picture

as it has deserted melodrama and other forms of enter-

taiment which did not please them.

Max Florence, president and general manager of the Trent
& 'Wilson Film Exchange, and four of the largest and best
equipped motion picture theaters in the country, the "Luna,"

-." "Shubert" and "Elite," all located in Salt Lake City,

Utah, is just recovering from a severe attack of typhoid-
pneumonia from which he has been confined to his bed for
the past few weeks. He is still in a very weakened condi-
tion, but is convalescing rapidly, and his physicians say
that he will soon be restored to health. The contemplated
improvements in his various theaters, requiring an expen-
diture of several thousand dollars, have consequently been
delayed, but work will be resumed as soon as he has recov-
ered sufficiently to persosally sueprintend it.
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THE OPTICS OF THE MOVING PICTURE
By Thomas Bedding.

CHAPTER II. The position of the light point in relation to the con-

Functions of the Condenser.
dens^s is ^ty f°u"d by a
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s
!

mPle experiment. It is,

roughlv, at the back focus of the condensers. It comes

Let us endeavor to tell the reader in as simple language *? *is
i

t
,
he P°in} of liSh} should be approximately in

as possible what are the precise functions of the condens-
the back focus of

*;

he condensers in order that a perfect

ers in a moving picture projection machine. To begin
™ne of ra >' s "^ be

,

transmitted through the picture and

with, last week we saw that light is of necessity a point,
™en converged on the projection lens If light and con-

that is to say, the theoretical condition to strive for in
denser ar

,

e to
,°

"ear each other, dark shadows will be

the projection is an electric arc, infinitely small but in-
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°n tbe sht*\ If th^ are
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to° far back the margin

finitely luminous. That is obvious. If we were working ?• ,
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,

ure wlU
,

have colored fringes.
_

The correct posi-

with a large sheet of flame, as in the old days when -
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1

condensers isat a pon* in the axis of the

oil lamps were used for projection purposes, then most
llght whe^ the ra

-
vs lllu™nate the picture aperture and

of the light would of necessity be lost; moreover it is
converSe the rays into the projection lens That point

not easily controlled bv the lens end of matters. [

s approximately, as we _ have said, at a distance equal

Even though our light be the theoretical point it is equai-
toihe back f°cus °" a Pair of condensers,

ly susceptible of loss, that is to say, it has to be brought
T
{

he foa of single Plano convex condensers are usually

under control in order to be effective in forming, or
as ollows -

helping to form, the picture on the screen. Suppose we Diameter.
y Focus.

followed the path of the rays as they leave the luminous 4 inches 5V2 or 6V2 inches
point. Most of them go straight on to the picture and 43^ inches k j/2 or 6 J/2 inches
pass through it. But others diverge, pass outside the ^y2 inches <y2 or 6V2 inches
picture, and are lost or scattered, taking no part in form- 5 inches 6 inches
ing or projecting the picture on the screen. Then in ^/2 inches 8 inches
order to prevent the escape of these rays we use lenses 6 inches 10 inches
to condense (or compress) them

; hence the name "con- &/, inches 10 inches
denser." These lenses or condensers gather up the rays y inches 12 inches
as they lea^e the point of light in the crater of the elec- 8 inches 12 inches
trie arc, pass those rays through the picture and then q inches 14 inches
carry them on to the projection lens, which in its turn 10 inches 15 inches
casts the enlarged picture on the sheet. 12 inches 18 inches
The condensers in general use are usually two in 14 inches 21 inches

number, each consisting of a piano convex glass, placed

in a round metal cell so that the flat sides of the glasses When two single condensers are combined, the focus

are turned outward. The condensers should be of col- of the combination is half that of the single elements:

orless glass, free from surface markings or internal flaws, thus the focus of a pair of 6-inch piano convex con-

air bubbles, striae or other defects. These defects, of densers would be 3 inches, measured from the center

course, interfere with the passage of the light rays of the combination. A sheet of around glass between
through them, and so there is a loss of light or the image the condensers or between the latter and the light aids

is degraded. the better diffusion of the light.

What decides the size of these condensers? Roughly
it is this. Their diameter should exceed the diagonal Mounting Condensers.

of the picture to be projected The diagonal of a single pairs of condensers , mounted or unmounted, can be
moving picture is roughly 1% inches, so that the diam-

b ht at the followi ices .

eter of the condensers should exceed that measurement
in order that the whole of the image is included within Pair Per
the circumference of the cone of light which the con- of Lenses Single Lens
densers have to form. Diameter in inches. Focus in inches, mounted, unmounted.
What would happen, supposing condensers were not 4 5^01-6^ $4.00 $1.25

used? Merely that the picture on the screen would only 41^ ri/
2 or 6 1/2 6.00 1.50

show that part of it which was actually in front of the c 51^ 7 r : 7c
light. The intensity of this light is governed by the 3 8 12.00 3.00
amount of it which the condensers collect and converge 8 12 32.00 7.50
into the projecting lens. Substitute for the condensers o 14 40.00 10.00
in a projection machine a sheet of ground glass, the pic-

ture would be fairly well illuminated but the glass could The condensers should be set loosely in the cell with

not collect sufficient light from the luminous point, so the convex or round sides facing each other, but not

that practically none of it would be converged into the touching. Very often a sheet of finely ground glass if

projection lens. placed between the lenses will overcome any slight flaws

The condensers in a projection system serve, it will be which might be in them. This also tends to equalize the

seen, a double function. They collect the light rays by illumination. Of course, in theory, the condensers should
preventing them, from scattering and then they condense be of "optical glass" in order that the utmost purity

of focalize them on to the projection lens. Indeed, con- should be obtained, but then the cost is so prohibitive that

densers are actually lenses of definite foci and practically it is not to be thought of. Still the purer, clearer and
form the images. We do not say that you could take more brilliant are the condensers the more efficiently will

photographs with them, because they are not corrected they perform the double office which we have described,

for the purpose, but they have a capacity of bringing namely, that of collecting the light rays and then of

light rays to a sharp focus. condensing or focusing them upon the picture aperture.
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The censorship bug a boo is on wing again. This is about
the tnm for its annua] development. Every March or April

the moral sensibilities of certain people seem peculiarly sen-

sitive. It really looks suspicious that people who will stand

for the Fall and Winter season make such a bold attack when
the time approaches for the discarding of the Winter gar-

ment-- for the Spring -t\ les.

* * :-

I think if all the manufacturers of films would tack on to

the tail end of their subjects a fac-simile of a certificate that

the film has been examined and passed by the National Board
Censors the film exchanges and exhibitors would be re-

in \ed of considerable uneasiness. To give this more con-

vincing effect I would favor the enactment of a law that any
manufacturer who attaches such a certificate to his film when
same has not been passed upon and approved by the Censors
shall be subject to a substantial penalty. I do not think any
reputable manufacturer would resort to this. I make this

festion merely as a step towards meeting the spasmodic
movements of fanatics who imagine that the purification of

the moral standard of the country is dependent solely upon
their efforts.

I have before me now a number of letters from film ex-

changes in various parts of the country complaining that

the local administrations are becoming exceedingly active

mi the censorship cjucstion and asking me if it is not a fact

that films are censored. The letters also state that in many
places people holding views avowedly inimical to amusements
have been selected to visit picture houses and censor the

productions. One writer says the authorities of his hamlet
insist that no pictures shall be shown until a certificate is

deposited with them showing that they have been passed
upon by the National Board of Censorship. The last writer

upholds my idea that every manufacturer should attach a

fac-simile certificate to their productions.

* * #

There is something in the whole business that is very much
off-color, and a part of this something is that there is a

concerted movement against moving pictures without regard

to fairness. The present season has clearly demonstrated
that the picture places have been stronger in competition
with the regular theaters than at any other time since the

existence of nickelodeons. In a great number of places own-
ers of theaters have transformed them into picture houses
and by judicial management made them pay. No complaints
are heard from these sources. Quite to the contrary, the

managers are so well pleased with the results, they have
decided to continue the policy. Whence comes the trouble?
Why, from Mr. Crusty, who owns the only "opree house"
in Sound Slumber. Never a season passed that he could
not rent his house at least three nights a week and get fif-

1 - .11 dollars for every gol darn night. "Now those pesky
picture men have come in and hired Sol Perkins' empty store

room and arc making money. I plucked up courage and went
in to fight them, but the film exchanges tried to get a firs"

mortgagi on my house by asking me to pay them $18 a week
for three reels of film changed six times a week. I only
wanted the films changed six times a week because I wouldn't
think of keeping my house open on Sundays. So, sez I, I'll

fix 'em; and at the next meeting of the Ladies' Aid Society
connected with our church I got my wife to take up the
morality question. Gol dern it. no picture men are goin' to

come in this place and keep my house closed! 'I'm from
Missouri,' as 1 heard a play actor say one night, 'and you've
got to show me.'

"

* * *

That is the material the picture people have to contend
with and they are encouraged by the one-night companies
who occasionally stop over to try and recuperate railroad

fares to the next town. Old Crust}- then uses these people
cperts ami between the two they impress upon the Com-

mon Council of the settlement the avalanche of immorality
the moving pictures are responsible for. Then the Council-
men pass their hands over their ROateeS in a thoughtful mood
between draughts of home-made cider and decide to revolu-
tionize the situation.

Have these people ever taken the trouble to figure how
many young people the moving picture shows have taken
from the streets and street corners? Have they figured on
the decrease in the number of dance halls, pool-playing and
like places since the establishment of the picture houses?
Thousands upon thousands of men and youths will tell you
that the nickelodeons are a blessing. Before they came into
existence it was a case of wandering aimlessly about the
streets, or go to the saloons. If there was more fairness
and less prejudice shown in these so-called reform or anti-
vice movements they would not be looked upon, as they so-

frequently are, as subterfuges.
* * *

I found the following letter upon my desk yesterday:
"Man About Town.

"Moving Picture World, N. Y. City:
"I want to ask a question and will thank you very

much for a fair and square answer. I exhibit moving
pictures. I was formerly in the grocery business, but
saw what I thought was a good thing and became
an exhibitor. In doing this I did not count myself
a theatrical man. I went into it as a business man
with the idea of conducting it on the same principle
as I did the grocery. I started taking licensed films,

but at various times I heard of such good Indepen-
dent films and changed my service on the same prin-
ciple that I changed from one house to another
when I did not like certain goods. It made no dif-

ference to me whether the goods were made by a

trust or independents. I was notified by my ex-
change one day that on account of my disposition
to flop from licensed exchanges to independents so
often I .would have to put up a guarantee to stay as
a licensed exhibitor or drop the sen-ice. Now what
I want to know is, has any exchange the right to dic-

tate the class of goods I shall get for my place, and
where I shall get them?"

* * *

I will be frank in this matter and say that, generally speak-
ing, the right of dictation does not exist in this respect. At
the same time, what are you going to do about it? It would
seem that an announcement of such a nature by an exchange
must be prompted by some ruling of the Motion Picture
Patents Company. If such is the case, then the exchange
must abide by it or take chances of being subjected to a
heavy fine; therefore, the exchange can hardly be blamed
in the matter. There is one thing in which the exhibitor
is mistaken. The picture business and the grocery business
are not similar, particularly that part of the picture business
operating under the licensed system. The grocer boys and
sells his stock. The picture man is only a renter and under
certain conditions. Not being a lawyer, and never having
heard of a test case on the point. 1 am not prepared to give

the answer the correspondent evidently expects. In other
words, I am not prepared to fix a limit to an agreement or
guarantee a film exchange may exact before renting films

to an exhibitor. I am inclined to the opinion that the film

exchange is very much in the position of the landlord

—

the sky is the limit.
* * *

Having legal matters in view reminds me that last week
Jack Binns, the wireless telegraph operator who gained so
much fame by sticking to his post on the steamer Republic
until she was about K> take her dive into the depths of the

sea after being rammed by the Florida, appeared in the

Supreme Court of New York as complainant against the

Vitagraph Company. The Yitagraph got on the job right

after the collision and issued a film it called "Saved by Wire-
less." Although it was not a comedy subject, Binns de-

clared that it held him up to ridicule before the public. On
cross-examination he admitted he had never seen the film

and was depending upon what friends had told him. He
said the film gave him notoriety lie did not wish; that if

he wanted notoriety he had ample theatrical offers imme-
diately after the collision at big weekly salary. He de-
manded several thousand dollars damages. The court an-
nounced that decision would be rendered at a later date.
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"I Would Rather Have a Girlie Than
an Automobile," is the title of a little

song which I heard sung one after-

noon, not so long ago, at the Ameri-
can .Music Hall on Forty-second street.

The singer sang the song as if he meant
it. The audience, too, seemed to be
somewhat of his way of thinking. My-
self, I was in a neutral frame of mind.
So I am now. Girlies are very nice

things in their way, but, as they say in

the North of England, "Women are

kittle cattle"; you never know what
they are going to do next. But, gentle reader, I will not
pursue this platitudinous vein. The first and last word about
woman was really said, according to Holy Writ, some few
thousand years ago, in the Euphrates Valley at the time of

Adam and Eve. So, "'enough said."

Of course, there are many who subscribe to the con-
verse of the sentiment of the lilting song, named in line one.

paragrah one, of this week's sermon. Many people appar-
ently prefer automobiles to girlies. Most people, however,
like both. Amongst the latter I venture to include Mr.
William ("Bill") Steiner, who was my host recently in an
automobile trip to a far country. "Bill" is an elusive man
when you want to set him to talk, and the trap I laid for

him was an automobile trip. So off we started on a bright
March day; and as we whizzed through the air, Steiner be-

came my unconscious victim and gave an interview accord-
ing to my favorite formula, that is, of keeping the victim
oblivious of the fact that he is talking for publication. For
when he is oblivious of that fact, he, as I have pointed out
over and over again, talks naturally and earnestly, and is

himself, which is what we all ought to be, first, last, and all

the time—namely, true to ourselves. We seldom are in the

set interview previously arranged for, and handed out, cut
and dry.

Steiner is a power in the moving picture field. First of

all on account of his personality, which is an enviable one.

Steiner is popular with all the patrons of his several ex-
changes simply by virtue of his business ability, and the
fact that he conducts his business on broad, humane prin-

ciples. This much I saw for myself in the busv little Twenty-
eighth street office, which every morning is beset by a

crowd of "bees," or operators, who come in from their

hives of industry, the moving picture theaters, for fresh honey
in the shape of films. Steiner is there to see that the

straight game is played and to meet his customers in a

Droad and intelligent fashion. This, after all, is the secret of
success. The figures of the business which Mr. Steiner gave
me were the best evidence of the wisdom of his policy. They
made me envious, so much so, that as I read them I felt

inclined to test the obvious good nature of my host by in-

viting him to change places.

I do not know how Mr. Steiner would "pan" out in the
chair of "Lux Graphicus." Whether he would write as I

write, and think as I think. But I think he would make a
success of it. And I also think I would make a success, on
"his lines, of running the Imperial Film Exchange. I hereby
invite you, dear William Steiner, to change places. You, to
take the profits of "Lux Graphicus," and I to take the profits
of the Imperial Film Exchange. This offer holds good for
twenty-four hours after date of publication of this issue.

"Been in the business long?" says I, as we bowled along
in that Steiner automobile at certainly considerably more
than twenty miles an hour. Before answering mv question,
Mr. Steiner turned to wave a greeting to a moving: picture
man standing outside his theater, which we passed in our
automobile. In fact, in getting out of the city, Steiner seemed
to have quite a triumphal procession in receiving the
greetings of the moving picture people whom he knew and
who knew him at the various theaters which we passed.
""Fourteen years," was the reply. Then I learned again that
Steiner was a practical maker of moving pictures; took the

pictures: sold them successfully; and had a good business

before taking up the renting end of things.

It was also quite a surprise for me to learn that Steiner.

like many of his competitors in the renting field, knew all

the ins and outs of the game, and takes an intelligent inter-

est in it, both from the technical and the economical ends.

The moving picture film to him is not merely a trade integer

to be handled without reference to its intrinsic quality. No;
underneath all his hustling, bustling, and strong business

qualities, Steiner conceals a very considerable knowledge of

the taking and making of moving pictures. I am always
glad to meet this feature in the mind of anybody connected
with the moving picture industry. I like to meet big people
who are competent to discuss the technical end of moving
picture making. And there are not very many in the game.

"Like the business outlook?" said I. Then I got from my
host a very clear concept of the entire moving picture busi-

ness at all ends of the game. So much so, that I am bound
to say, it was an agreeable surprise that the busy head of

this great and popular exchange could keep himself closely

in touch with the direction of things. I was congratulating
myself inwardly that Steiner was giving me some really use-

ful information, when—"I Would Rather Have a Girlie Than
an Automobile"!! There was a loud report. The inner tube
of one of the wheels burst; and our little party surveyed the

landscape for about twenty minutes while the necessary
repairs were being made.

During this wait the half-dozen of us studied nature and
did our best to keep ourselves warm. I learned one little

peculiarity of a New York film exchange business. This car

leaves the Imperial Film Exchange, on Twenty-eighth street.

New York City, each night at ten o*clock; makes a round of

the theaters in Brooklyn, Manhattan and the Bronx, and
returns to the exchange about four o'clock in the morning,
laden with reels that have been shown 'during the previous
day and evening—a very curious little feature of the moving
picture business. Verily, one-half the world does not know-
how the other half lives. Indeed, it was the use of the auto-
mobile for rapid communication amongst the theater cus-

tomers of the Imperial Exchange that led to my having this

little ride and getting William Steiner to talk.

So, you see that the automobile is sometimes as unreliable
as the eternal feminine. Both are good in their way, but
neither can alway be relied upon to be on their best be-
havior; otherwise life would, indeed, be a heavenly experience.
Well, on we went again, only to discover at the end of a

few more miles that Imperial high speeding was the cause
of running fhort of gasoline. But this little difficulty was
got over with characteristic Steiner-like ingenuity, and wc
eventually reached our destination, where I had other ad-
ventures that are not for this column. "And so home," as

the diarist, Samuel Pepys, put it in his famous book, at the
end of a delightful day, in which I had learned something
about the moving picture game in the country, and added a
notable figure to my private gallery of picture personalities.

Mr. Steiner is young, vigorous, progressive, alert, and has
the habit of success—a very nice habit to have. It swells
your bank account; keeps you feeling good; and gives you
an optimistic outlook. I like people with optimistic outlooks.
I do not look a very optimistic person myself, but my looks
belie me. There is a character in one of Nathaniel Haw-
thorne's books, who is somewhat of a favorite of mine. She
is an old woman whose facial expression belies her real

feelings. Although she may seem to be frowning, yet she
feels really good and kind. That is me, at times. But there
is no occasion to be in any dubiety as regards Mr. Steiner.
There is no ambiguity in his face. His outlook is manifestly
optimistic. He not only looks on the bright side of things,
but is there himself, which is a good thing. That is why
the Imperial Film Exchange is so popular, and why Steiner
himself is popular with his help and his film men, and why
some of his men have been working for him twelve years.
William, my boy, I enjoyed my ride very much. So here's
to you and your exchange.
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A WORD OF GOOD CHEER TO ALL FRIENDS OF
THE MOVING PICTURE.

By W. Stephen Bush.

Let us not forget our good nature or suffer loss of temper
just because they are once more hurling stones and sticks

in our direction. Let us rather rejoice and be well satisfied

with the place wc hold, well up in the van of God's great
parade of civilizing forces. Looking at and talking to those
who would malign us, let us not call back names at them
and let us cheerfully give to those who seek it, the copyright
of such expressions as "recruiting stations of vice" and "dens
of iniquity." Calling names has never in the history of our
race affected our destinies in any way, and to-day billingsgate
is less of an argument than it ever was before.
Nor let us be alarmed because the sticks and stones fly at

us from the editorial sanctum or from the bench of what, for
want of a better name, is generally known as justice. From
our friends the newspapers we may then hope for better
treatment, when we help to fill up the advertising space de-
voted to the public amusements, and not till then. In the
days of Horace Greeley and Raymond Jones and Charles A.
Dana the editorial ethics was not formulated in the counting
room, but these are not the days of Greeley and Dana, but

—

well, never mind, we all know the names, anyway. In the
meantime, let our journalistic crusaders point to the name
of any objectionable picture that has been made by the lead-

ing makers of films. I have in the last six months looked at

more than ninety per cent, of all films made, and while I

have seen much that was imperfect, in bad taste, foolish,

inaccurate, cheap, or stupid, I dare anybody to show me a
film that was objectionable because of its immorality or
viciousness. We are told that some boys, who recently
planned to derail a train and then rob the victims, were
induced to go into this enterprise by looking at moving
pictures. For the sake of truth and justice, name the pic-

tures. I look through the list of Edison and Pathe and
Biograph and Vitagraph and Essanay and Selig and Gaumont
and Urban-Eclipse and Kalem and even Lubin releases, and
there is not one that would suggest even to the most im-
pressionable mind the idea of wrecking a train or engaging
in any sort of crime or mischief. The quality among the
independents may not be so high, but there is nothing degrad-
ing or demoralizing in any of them. There is, it is true, a
tendency to cater to the craze for Indians and cowboys, and
the judicious are grieved by having a lot of virtuous cowboys,
wicked Mexicans and depraved half-breeds and fighting In-
dians parade on the moving picture screen in endless and
monotonous succession, but most people, who are above the
age of messenger boys, newsboys and bellboys, see these
things without any desire to cross the ferry to Hoboken and
strike the Western trail. When the moving picture is ar-
raigned as a criminal it ought in common fairness to be
informed of the nature of the charge. Let our criticising

friends study the lists of the releases of the past six months
and realize that the percentage of educational, scenic, classic,

religious, industrial, historic and generally instructive pic-

tures has increased more than a hundredfold. There is not
a comedy that is not clean, though some of them, it must
be confessed, are dreadfully stupid. Our leading film makers
draw for their subjects upon the Bible, upon the best crea-
tions of literature, upon the classic and legitimate drama.
Do you, friends and critics, realize that the moving picture
has taken its inspiration from Shakespeare, from Tennyson,
from Robert Browning, from Longfellow, from Balzac, from
Hawthorne, from Victor Hugo, from Goethe, from Cervantes,
from Zola, from the two Dumas, from Mark Twain and .1

galaxy of other names, illustrious in the annals of mankind?
It has taken from the pages of secular history such splendid
epochs as the glories of mythology, the glories of Rome,
the brilliant days of the Republic of Venice, and the days
when the Bourbon Kings were first in their glory and then
in their fall and sorrow. It has shown us episodes from such
instructive periods of human history as the French revolution,
the Napoleonic wars, the events in our own country from
its colonization to the Civil War. I could fill this column
with fine religious subjects, such as "Saul and David." "Solo-
mon's Judgment," "Jcphtha's Daughter." "The Daughter of
the Sun," "Pagan and Christian," "The Birth of Christ,"
"The Blind Man of Jerusalem," "The Monk's Mother." "The
Golden Lily," "Joan of Arc," "The Prodigal Son," "Christian
Martyrs," "The Way of the Cross," "The Holy City," "The
Cloister's Touch." "The Baby's Shoe." "The Salvation Army
Lass," "Joseph Sold by His Brethren." "Samson and Delilah,"
"The Last Days of Pompeii," "The Life of Moses' and dozens
of others. The spirit that produces pictures of this kind need
fear nothing from abuse, and it is not the spirit that would
promote what the writers on the daily press and the learned

judges are pleased to describe as "juvenile depravity.' Our
friends of the quill and the ermine will yet realize that the
moving picture of to-day is one of the most potent forces
for the progress of the race, for the dissemination of useful
knowledge and for the promotion of all those things at
which the good theater aims. The moving picture reaches
thousands where the theater reaches not even hundreds. In
every drama that I have lately seen in moving pictures
there was not even a vestige of anything prurient, suggestive
or demoralizing; on the contrary, each pointed a strong
moral and pointed the moral in a forceful way.
The newspaper, the pulpit and the bench are, and of right

ought to be, not enemies but friends of the moving picture,
and let us, fellow-exhibitors, do our share to bring about
this co-operation. We can do this by deluging our friends
with tickets and prayers to come and see our show, and
when it is over we will all be shaking hands and wondering
why we did not get together long ago.

WHY NOT DO THINGS RIGHT?
F. H. Richardson.

Sunday evening, March 6. I paid my fifteen cents and en-
tered the Bijou Dream Theater, on Twenty-third street.

Sauntering down the aisle as though I owned the whole
works, I pre-empted a seat and settled myself to enjoy the
show, observe its excellence or silently roast anything not
up to the mark. The Bijou is a nice house and, in the main,
the show was creditable, but while the films were excellent
and the operator doing pretty well, considering the difficulties

under which he worked, the management of the house had
made it utterly impossible to project a really first class

picture. The light was good and quite well handled, but the
machine is set so very close to the curtain that a wide-
angle lens is necessary, and, as we all know, the results,

where they are used, are not the best. Possiblv it is not prac-
tical to set the machine further back, but if it is, a far better
projection would be had. But the thing utterly without ex-
cuse was this: at the rear of the main floor was a cluster of
white lights in ground glass globes. The light from this

cluster struck the lower half of the curtain, illuminating it

sufficiently to kill the picture's brilliancy. Shading the lights

would be a very simple matter, and that such an important
item be not attended to is inexplicible. The public is en-
titled to the best possible show and the manager who de-
liberately neglects to perform so simple an operation as
shading a cluster of lights, which greatly detract from the
effect of his picture, is not doing justice to his patrons. It

is just such things as this that cause the public to tire of
motion pictures. They are unsatisfactory. The public does
not know what is wrong, but they do know the picture is

"nothing extra" in the way of excellence, and they say, "Oh,
yes, moving pictures are all right in a way, but !" and the
"but" represents poor projection, caused, too often, by just
such things as I have spoken of. With modern projection
mechanism, under proper conditions and with modern films,

it is possible to put on a really magnificent show. A show
far ahead of the ordinary cheap vaudeville stunts one sees in

moving picture theaters. To accomplish this, however, great
care and intelligence must, absolutely must, be used at every
stage of the game. A first class operator who not only knows
how, but applies his knowledge, is a prime essential, of
course. Then neither ignorance nor carelessness must be
met with anywhere or the result will be spoiled, just as it is

spoiled in the case I have cited. In naming this instance
I do it not only for the good of the individual house, but
for the good of the business as a whole. It is quite possible
the manager of the Bijou does not know the light is

spoiling the effect of his picture, but if so it was the duty
of the operator to inform him of the fact.

ABSURDITIES IN THE PRODUCING FIELD.

By A. Klawhammer.

Motion pictures are popular because the -ublic believe, to
a large extent, that all seen on the screen is taken from real

life and is free from the exaggerated and unnatural situations

represented on the stage.

If we wish to maintain this popularity for the moving pic-

tures our manufacturers must endeavor to increase the qual-

ity of the productions, before increasing the quantity and
pay more attention to the details.

"On a Racket" is a production which should have never
passed the Board of Censorship, as it is demoralizing, to say
the least. If the censors believe that they can cure drunk-
enness by showing vile scenes of men under the influence
of liquor, they are sadly mistaken. Such a film could find
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a place in a smoker, but not in a theater. It is a very
bad example to our young men and not the proper thing
to show to ladies and children.
"The Girl and the Judge" offers us a very bad specimen of

a jurist, a disgrace to the bar. We do not believe that in
any civilized country a judge would be allowed to preside
over a murder trial when he was an intimate friend of the
afflicted family, an eyewitness to the tragedy and not only a
friend of the accused man but a rival for the hand of the
girl. No, such a judge could not be impartial in his rulings.

In the same production we have another absurdity. If the
microscopic lens was arranged so that the rays of the sun
could ignite the powder, burn the hand of the judge, burn
a hole in a card, the same rays would have burned a hole in

the table, and this fact would have been a more conclusive
proof.

"Politics" would have been a very good picture if the
producers had not made a vulgar display of night shirts in

the last scene. The story is well worked and very amusing,
but the appearance of a minister barefooted and garbed in a

long night shirt shocked many persons, as no minister of the
gospel would dare perform a marriage in such out-of-place
disguise. The audience was further shocked when the parents
arrived also garbed in long night shirts.

"The Passing Shadow" is an old theme. The production
is anti-American, when the producers show us the old feudal
style of parents selecting the bride and forcing her on the
son. The father could have invited the girl and presented
her to his son, but to force the son to declare himself at

once produces a very painful scene.
As long as the son marries his own choice the father has

a right to disinherit his son, but in this case the son should
not be left a pauper as the producers take good care to
show us that father and son are partners, the name on the
door, reading "Carlton & Son." The father^ and partner can-
not rob his son and partner of his share* in the business,
although they can dissolve partnership. The poverty of the
young couple has no reason.
The son has good intentions in presenting a Christmas

gift to his father, it is a sentiment worthy to be noted, show-
ing a good filial disposition, but the producers should have
remembered that, at the' present time, the son was practically
penniless, had to pawn the locket of his wife to buy coal, and
that even if he had received some money from his sister, he
was in no position to go to a jewelry store to purchase a
Christmas gift for his father. The producers should have
also remembered that a gift should not be considered at

its intrinsic value but by the sentiment governing the giver.

A single flower, a mere Christmas card would have answered
the purpose and appeared more real, showing that although
poor and starving they could remember the father.

It is very sad that in this picture the producers could not
manage to have the sister in the last scene. As she had
shown her love for her brother and had deprived herself of
her pin money to support him, it would have been a good
reward for her to be there at the reunion of father and son.
The sister, presenting the baby to the old father, would have
made a good finish.

"The Livingston Case."—The strongest clue against the
boy is the blood on the curtain. If we examine the picture
closely, we see that the boy had no chance whatever to col-

lect any blood on his hand. After the murder by the father,

the boy appears, he is stunned at the sight of the girl on
the floor and at his father kneeling near her, and in horror
he steps back steadying himself by taking hold of the curtain.
He never touched the body of the girl, nor the hand of his
father. How could he have gathered any blood to carry to
the curtain?
The audience is very keen and at the experiment of the

hand mark prints, a lady said: "The prints should not match
as the boy had no blood on his hands."
When the girl is murdered it is in bright daylight; she is

returning from a promenade, as her riding whip shows. Yet
the girl is not discovered before the next morning, when
the butler goes to pull the curtains and open the window.
This sounds impossible that a rich girl, surrounded by so
many relatives and servants, should not have been missed
before the next morning and it looks very improbable that
no one went to close the curtains and close the room for
the night, without discovering the body of the girl.

Although we cannot control the passions of mankind, we
should not show what is most improbable. An old gardener
with such a good face would rather show the disposition of
;: faithful servant and not of a villain with an uncontrollable
temper. In this case the producers should have selected a
man with a less sympathetic face, not a devoted old servant,
but a man better fitted for the role of the bad employee,
ready to strike the daughter of his master to satisfy the love

of his own boy. A devoted servant and good father would
have reasoned with his son and not encouraged him in his
folly.

THE "FREE USHER" EVIL.

By Bertram Adler, of the Thanhouser Comnany.

In waging our war on evils—real and mythical—in the
motion picture business, let us not overlook a very actual
and sure-enough evil—that of the "free usher." Here is

an evil that can be brought straight home to show managers
by our critics, one that is a part and parcel of the picture
show management system as it exists to-day.
The free usher! How easy is he to secure! And how re-

luctant to jump the job the way the other employees do!
And so cheap—all he wants is the honor of gracing your
main aisle! Of course, he often wants some other things,
including the chance to pick up acquaintanceship with young
women through bestowal of the favors one in his exalted po-
sition has at his touch.
Sometimes his intentions are innocent, and sometimes they

aren't. When they are, they can't harm his employer, except
that they interfere with his order of arrangements in a slight
measure. When they aren't, he is likelv to bring the em-
ployer into unfavorable court notice—together with the mo-
tion picture business as a whole.
Therefore the exhibitor ought to take no chances. The

irresponsible young man who offers his services free nights
is not the ideal usher. The cheap usher, he may be, but bet-
ter a more expensive usher—one who for a few dollars can
be held to strict account by the exhibitor. Right here is

the trouble. He cannot criticise the actions of one over
whom he has no control.
This little talk is inspired by a story that has reached

me regarding the doings of an usher in a New York nickel-
odeon—a "free usher." The story isn't a pleasant one

—

what's the use of repeating it? Necessarily it gained wide
reputation in the region of the show where the scamp ushered,
and careful parents are keeping their children from the place.
Luckily, it hasn't got into the* papers—this time a lone ex-
hibitor, and not the moving picture business as a whole, suf-
fered. No learned judge got a chance to condemn our great
institution and no clergyman made the incident serve as a
topic.

If some such calamity as this had happened, we would have
had a hard time showing that the certain usher was not one
of Judge O'Sullivan's "hounds of vice that infest these
places," since the offender was directly and officially con-
nected with a picture -show. Eventually we would have
worsted our critics, but not until their attacks had gained
publicity in the great million-copies-a-day dailies—and our
answers in The Moving Picture World with its necessarily
exclusive circulation.

Of course, there are those who usher in nicture shows
simply for the sake of the fun the neophyte finds in it, and
others—friends of the exhibitor—who obligingly help him out
on rush nights. These will exist while picture shows exist.

Encourage them while they observe the rules of propriety

—

and when they don't replace them with paid emnloyees who
are strictly accountable to you for their every action every
minute in every hour of their working day.

High class Independent exchanges are comparatively rare.

Within the past twelve months several of these businesses
have started and have only flattered to deceive. Indeed,
one of the most commonly expressed complaints that we
hear amongst the Independent exhibitors is that there is a
singular paucity of exchanges giving good service and con-
ducted on proper business lines. No such objection as this

attaches to the Paramount Film Exchange, at 61 West Four-
teenth street. New York City, of which Mr. I. Goetz is vice-
president and general manager. Mr. Goetz obtained his ex-
perience of the business by handling licensed films. He is

well known in the film business, having started in at a
comparatively early stage, therefore he is extremely well
equipped with a knowledge of both sides of the film busi-
ness, Licensed and Independent. He is with the Paramount
Film Company to make it of real use and convenience to
the Independent exhibitor in everv nossible way. We, there-
fore, recommend the Independent exhibitor to get into
touch with this up-to-date and progressive film exchange.

The Essanay Company's Chicago producers are still de-
voting their efforts to comedy productions. There are a num-
ber of extraordinarily good subjects now made, including
one or two big, full-reel comedies, which will probably be
booked for early release.
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OPERATORS' COLUMN.
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.

Conducted by F. H. Richardson.

Best Projection Surface.—Grove City, Pa., want- to know
if white plaster is suitable for a curtain and what preparation
lie should put on it.

an, white plaster is, in the writer's humble opinion, the

best curtain possible on which to project pictures. No
preparation is necessary, but the plaster must be clean and
white. Any spots may be easily removed by lightly sand-
papering with No. OO sandpaper wrapped cm a block of wood.

* * *

Calcium Light. "Countryman" asks how to use calcium
light to get the best results. My friend, you are putting me
up against a task that would take at least one, if not two,
pages of this paper to answer. 1 would suggest you write

to some of the manufacturers of calcium light projection appa-
ratus, asking for the instruction pamphlets they semi out with
their outfits, enclosing stamps, of course. One or two things,

however, 1 will mention, as they are of vital importance, bo
regulate your two gases that the light burns without hissing.

It has been some time since I have handled calcium, but

if 1 remember rightly, the hissing indicates too much hydro-
gen. The flame should show a reddish fringe at its top.

Don't let your lime get pitted too deeply before turning it

to a fresh spot. Sorry 1 cannot give yon detailed information
covering the whole matter, but it is out of the question.

* * *

Focal Length of Condensers.—Owosso, Mich., writes, in

part, as follows: Regarding the focal length of condensers
as related to projection lens, I am showing a picture 9x4

—

12x8, at 70 feet. What focal length condensers should be

used? Get Rood picture, but don't know what focal length
lens we have, as we seldom break one. •

Presumably you mean your picture is 9 feet 4 inches by
12 feet 8 inches and this would, at 70 feet, indicate about a

5J/2-inch projector (equivalent focus). For this you should
have, 1 think, two 7J2 lenses. As soon as possible I shall

compile and publish a table of focal length condensers to

tit any focal length projection lens. You may measure your
present lenses as directed on page 424, March 19 issue, under
heading "Getting a White Screen." Your remarks concern-
ing Judge O'Sullivan and other matters are well put. Many
thanks for your kind words.

* * *

Power's No. 5 Shutter Adjustment.^—Hagerstown. Md., asks
how to measure focal length of condensing lenses, also how to

properly adjust shutter of Power's No. 5 mechanism.
You will find directions for measuring condensing lenses on

page 424, March 19 issue, under heading "Getting a White
Screen." To adjust the Power's No. 5 shutter, loosen the

shutter on its spindle and turn the flywheel in the direction

it runs until the intermittent sprocket has completed its

movement and the cam pin is just half way out of the star

slot. Now turn the shutter in the direction it runs until the

lower, left hand corner of the aperture is open about a

quarter of an inch, or until the ed<re of the shutter strikes

a trifle less than half way up the side of the aperture open-
ing and about half way across the lower edge. The frameup
lever must be set in central position before you do this, how-
ever. As the star stops traveling a little bit before the pin

leave the star, this adjustment mean that the shutter just

begins to open as the intermittent stops movin- and that

is as it should be. As there is some lost motion in the

shutter you may not strike it precisely right the first time.

You may also set the shutter at the beginning of the star

movement, which is the way I do it, but this requires some
experience. The aperture must be about two-thirds closed

when the star begins to move. I have given two methods
in these pages in the past for setting shutters absolutely cor-

rect, but they are too lengthy to repeat very often. The
method I give will answer your purposes, 1 believe, for the

Power's No. 5, but is applicable to no other machine.

Pittsburg, Pa., who asked for help last week, writes that he
has made the experiments as I directed without result. Says
paint is off a part of the shutter which is shiny and asks if

that would affect the picture. It would not. Have sent by
mail directions for setting the shutter and advised that, if

the trouble is not eliminated after setting, the mechanism
must be sent to factory for examination.

The Great Eastern Vaudeville Exchange, who, on January
1. 1910, entered the field for supplying moving picture thea-
ters with first class vaudeville acts, have located at 250 West
Forty-second street, and under the guidance of Mr. K. K.
Saenger as president and general manager and Mr. L. Floun-
lacker as vice-president, feel as though they are in a posi-
tion to more than take care of the wants of their numerous
patrons.

Assemblyman Orson J. Weinert, of Erie, introduced a bill,

on March 15, in the Senate, at Albany, to amend the penal
law by the inclusion of vaudeville and moving picture -

in the list of amusements forbidden on Sunday. The bill
would make guilty of a misdemeanor every person or cor-
poration supplying electricity or gas for the prohibited per-
formances, and broaden the law so as to make the operator
of a picture machine or the performer in a forbidden ex-
hibition guilty with the producer.

A very excellent idea in announcement slides is being
brought to the notice of motion picture theater exhibitors
by the Plampin Slide Company, of 64 East Fourteenth street,
New York City. This company makes feature announcement
slides of the associated manufacturers' pictures. And it does
it in this way. It takes the litho of the subject, photographs
it and makes a slide of it. including the title and the an-
nouncement that it is to be seen at the theater the fol-
lowing day. In other words, these slides, specimens of which
we have -ecu and of which we think highly, are used by
motion picture exhibitors in their theaters to tell their au-
dience s what is to be seen on the morrow. This is. as we
have said, a very excellent idea. The slides made by the
Plampin Slide Company are of good quality and we rec-
ommend moving picture exhibitors throughout the country
running associated film to get in touch with the Plampin
Slide Company.

PATENTS COMPANY GET TEMPORARY INJUNC-
TION.

Judge Noyes, on Thursday, March 17, granted a temporary
injunction against the Independent Moving Pictures Com-
pany and the Pantograph Corporation from using cameras
that infringe on the patents owned by the Motion Picture
Patents Company. He denied contempt proceedings under
the order until the case is finally settled by the Court of
Appeals. The manager of the Independent Moving Pictures
Company assured us over the 'phone that appeal would imme-
diately be taken: meanwhile. Imp films, lie said, would be
regularly released as usual.

"HALLBERG" EQUIPMENT IN WASHINGTON, D. C.

Mr. E. B. Thompson, of Washington, has installed, for the
Circle Amusement Company, the newest and most up-to-date
moving picture theater in Washington, including a special

"Hallberg" Automatic Electric Economizer, together with the
Motiograph No. 1 dissolving flickerless moving picture ma-
chine and stereopticon.
This installation is also interesting because it is equipped

with the new Mirror Screen, which increases the brillancy
and clearness of the picture at least 100 per cent.

The combination of the "Hallberg"' Economizer, the Motio-
graph flickerless machine and the Mirror Screen, together
with Electra carbons, makes this exhibit the most up-to-date
and the most efficient which could possibly be secured.

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN THE MOVING PICTURE BUSINESS, YOU
SHOULD SUBSCRIBE FOR THE MOVING PICTURE WORLD. $2.00.

LONG LIFE FOR THE GENERAL ELECTRIC
RECTIFIER.

A recent advertisement in The Moving Picture World. 111

which Howard Graham, a prominent moving picture man of

Chattanooga. Tenn.. claims that the life of 2.600 hours for

his General Electric Mercury Arc Rectifier was unusual, has
stirred up the jealousy of a Pacific Coast man. D. II. Rock-
well, manager of the Coast Theater. Tacoma. Wash., in a

letter dated March 5. says: "Mr. Graham isn't in it. W'e
have a tube in commission that to-day we credit with 3,315
hours, and the Lord only knows how much longer it will

stick."

As the General Electric Rectifier is being adonted by moving
picture men all oxer the country. Mr. Rockwell's comment is

of :_reat interest. Tn every instance where this device has
been installed, a saving in cost of curreut has been effected, as
well as a betterment in picture quality; the proof of very
long life for the only "wcaroutable" part of the Rectifier is a

jurance to present and prospective users of complete
utility.
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CHICAGO NOTES.
Mr. I. Van Ronkel, of the American Film Service, informs

ms that they have obtained a permanent injunction against
Messrs. James L. Reilly and Chas. F. Pugh, of the Americna
Film Exchange (with headquarters in Pittsburg, Pa.,) re-

straining them from using the name "American." Mr. Charles
'Lederer, of the law firm of Adler. Lederer & Schoenbrun,
-argued the case and claimed that the public, not making the
proper difference between the words "film service" and "film
exchange," were confused by the name "American" and con-
sequently his clients, the American Film Service, a duly in-

corporated firm in the State of Illinois, sustained heavy dam-
ages. The permanent injunction was granted on Saturday,
March 12, 1910.

By the way, I went to Roseland to visit the Roseland
Theater, Michigan avenue and 113th street, and was surprised
at the crowd in front of the place waiting for a chance to
enter. The Roseland shows only straight (but good) pic-
tures, and such crowds of anxious patrons were not noticed
in front of the other places. Mr. Berkson, the owner of
the theater, does not believe in vaudeville and he sticks to

his opinion that good pictures are strong enough to crowd
his house. Mr. Berkson can give vaudeville acts if he wishes
to do so, as the Roseland Theater was built for a vaudeville
house, has a large, well equipped stage, dressing rooms, etc.,

but he is too much a believer in motion pictures to ruin them
by giving vaudeville. Mr. Berkson has been approached by
some of his patrons who advised him to put on a vaude-
ville act. To thee persons Mr. Berkson advised a visit to
nis neighbors, where they could see all the cheap vaudeville
they cared to. Have they gone there? It is doubtful, as
they are still seen in the crowds waiting in front of the
Roseland Theater for a chance to see good pictures and hear
some good and appropraite music.

Mr. Berkson is very particular in the selection of his

pictures; he wants the best and he shows them to the best
advantage. He has a very good orchestra of five pieces
following the pictures to the best of their ability, and every-
thing is as clean and orderly as can be.

I have found that in general the ladies of Chicago are not

so selfish as their Eastern sisters, yet I had to go to the
Roseland Theater to find a large audience of ladies and not
a single hat in sight.

The Roseland Theater is a well conducted house, which
should be a model to many other houses; no noise, no such
Temarks so common in other moving picture theaters; in

fact, the Roseland should be called "The Family Theater."
It is a family theater. Mr. Faxon, the popular singer, has
been over two years with the present management; the op-
erator himself claims the same long service, while the cash-
ier and ushers have just as good records.
The Roseland Theater can seat 500 persons, has a well

inclined floor and, although simple in decoration, is very
tasteful, well lighted and ventilated, a specimen of cleanli-

ness and good order.
* * *

A Chicago paper publishes an item to the effect that the
Mayor of Wilkesbarre, Pa., refuses to allow the moving pic-

ture shows to open on Sunday.
This Sunday question is a bone of contention with no

final solution in sight. We cannot blame the Mayor of
Wilkesbarre, as his views are endorsed by manufacturers,
even exhibitors of more sober judgment. Moving picture
shows should be allowed to run on Sunday and they would
be allowed to do so if we had less greedy exhibitors in our
ranks. On the plea of "sacred concerts," the Mayor answered:
"The first thing we know, you would have your pianos going
and maybe you might put on a vaudeville stunt." He is right.

If the exhibitors wanted to show only good clean pictures
on Sundays, with decent appropriate music, the shows would
be allowed to run, but then Jones, jealous of Smith, would
introduce a leg show to draw the crowd or he would order
his pianist to play any old ragtime or erratic music for the
sake of making some noise.
The greedy exhibitors have done much harm to the busi-

ness, have ruined many showmen, have cut their own throats
and are really the cause of all the drastic measures taken by
the different municipalities and the fight of the clergy against
motion pictures.

* * *

The Mirror Screen.

The Mirror Screen was demonstrated last Friday at Mr.
Ceo. Kleine's offices, where the full merits of the new inven-
tion were appreciated by an audience of persons connected
with the moving pictures for a number of years. The first

MR. FRED BARTHOLMOE.

Mirror Screen in Chicago was placed last Saturday in the

handsome Garfield Theater, Fifty-fifth and Halstead streets,

and Saturday evening Mr. Fred. Bartholmoe, the owner of

the theater, was constantly congratulated by his numerous
patrons, who were more than delighted with the effects of

the pictures on the Mirror Screen. The congratulations were
so numerous and genuine that the good news traveled quickly
and on Sunday, when I called to see the new screen, Mr.
Bartholmoe had more than he could do to handle a great

crowd of visitors, anxious to see good pictures as they should
be shown.,

Mr. Bartholmoe is more than satisfied with his investment
and declares in the most emphatic manner that he would not
part with his new Mirror Screen. It was amusing to be
seated in the audience and to listen to the very favorable
comments made by the patrons of the theater, all praising

the management for the constant improvements and showing
plainly that our public of to-day is not running after highly
sensational pictures, but can appreciate and enjoy good work.
The Selig Polyscope Company in ordering a Mirror Screen

for their exhibition room, show that they are awake to all

new improvements and recognize that the new Mirror Screen
can enhance the beauty of their well known productions.
The second Mirror Screen placed in a Chicago theater was

exhibited for the first time on Sunday evening at the Elite

Theater, Forty-seventh street and Indiana avenue, a fine

house, simple but extremely tasteful in decoration.
There also the Mirror Screen was a great revelation and

at the genuine satisfaction expressed by his patrons, Mr. N.
Nasser, the owner of the theater, was delighted with his

purchase. A set of slides by Simpson, of Xew York, showed
what the Mirror Screen could do to bring out the colors and
details. As soon as the Mirror Screen is known in this

neighborhood, we can predict crowded houses for this enter-
prising voung exhibitor.

Mr. Harry F. Bryan, representing the Mirror Screen, is

negotiating a number of other deals and hopes to soon have
more screens in Chicago.

At the closing of this letter, a gentleman who visited the
Pastime Theater, on Madison street, on Monday evening, re-

ports that the pianist ruined the Biograph production, "The
Converts," by playing noisy ragtime music, even in the scenes
where the young man and the converted girl are seen preach-
ing on the street corners. This gentleman asked me if the
attention of the managers should not be called to the ques-
tion of appropriate music. My answer is that we have done
much on this line, but we cannot force the managers to

run the shows to please a decent class of spectators when
they want to cater to a certain element who go to moving
picture shows to have a gay time and applaud vulgarities.

The managers should know, and many of them do know, that

the great majority of their patrons have better taste. J.M.B.
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COMMENTS onwFILMS

"In Old California" (Biograph).—A strongly dramatic story
with the picturesque background of California in iXjj as a

setting. It i- well acted and the dramatic situations arc
developed with intelligence and ability, while the photo-
graphic quality is beyond criticism. The story is based upon
a romantic marriage, with a deplorable state of affair^ in

later years as a result of the husband's drunkenness. The son
proves quite as much of an ingrate as his father, but to
Spare the mother the governor decorates the boy and sends
him to his mother as she is dying. It is a dramatic scene,
worked out with close attention to details, and character-
istic of the excellent work always done by this company.

I li> u comes the climax, when the decorations are torn from
the young man's breast and he is thrown into prison to

receive just punishment for his crimes. The picturesque set-

ting adds to the beauty of the picture and is therefore a
welcome addition to the film.

"Across the Plains" (Sclig).—A picture of the plains, made
'in the plains and full of the life of that interesting' region.
It is difficult, perhaps, to offer any helpful criticism of a

picture like this. A considerable proportion of its interest

will naturally depend upon the point of view selected by the
operator of the camera. In this instance the operator did
his work well and there is little to be said against his
choice. The picture breathes the spirit of the plains and
illustrates graphically the life which is fast passing away.
Such films not only interest those who see them, but they
preserve in intelligible form scenes which ultimately will

be only memories.

"Hearts Are Trumps" (Lubin).—A story told amid scenes
of tropical luxuriance. There is some great riding on spirited
horses, and the story contains so much romance that it

never loses its human interest. The selection of the setting

was particularly happy and the acting is done with a fidelity

to details which makes it one of the best the firm has ever
sent out. It pictures a locality unfamiliar to a majority of

those who see it and this will add greatly to its interest

and value.

"His First Valentine" (Edison).—While this picture is a

comedy to those who see it one can scarcely refrain from
sympathizing with the young man whose affections are cen-
tered upon the pretty school teacher and who undertakes to

express his feelings by procuring a valentine and sending it

to her. The scene is laid in California in the old stage coach-
ing days when holdups were not an uncommon experience
of travelers. Then comes a rattling good fight with the
outlaws, which represents the ardent lover possessed of but
one thought, getting the valentine to the teacher upon the

right day. This he dramatically accomplishes, though
severely wounded. The ending is happy enough to compen-
sate for any difficulties which may have preceded. The
scenery is picturesque, the acting is sympathetic and there is

the usual clear photography to help out. The picture should
prove interesting.

"Love Drops" (Edison).—A comedy representing the ef-

fect upon a grouchy father, who persistently said no, when
when a box of love drops intended for the daughter fails

into his hands and he partakes of them more or less copiously.

The ending shows the satisfactory result after the sullen

grouch has been transformed into a laughing, happy opti-

mist. These love drops were indeed powerful factors. The
picture works it out in a very amusing and sympathetic way,
and the photographic quality is clear and good.

"The Robber Baron" (Kalem.)—The first picture from this

firm's newly established New York studio, and if this is an
indication of those to follow there will be no question of

popularity. While there may be places where the machinery
did not work smoothly, in the main it is a satisfactory
product and will rank with other studio products. It is

a melodramatic story of swashbuckling days in old England,
with reproductions of costumes and scenery graphically ac-
complished. While there is a good deal of ferocity exhibited,
which is inseparable from the subject, a vein of comedy
runs through it which adds greatly to its attractions. The
ending is happy, and this has an influence in making the
film interesting. The company has no reason to feel ashamed
of its first studio attempt and further issues will be awaited
with interest.

"Cure for Timidity" (Pathe).—A comedy which might af-

ford a hint of surcease from persecution of other henpecked
husbands. The magic transformation, after taking one dose

of the courage inspiring compound, is graphically illustrated
by the change in affairs at home.

"Seaside Flirtation" (Pathe).—A picture detailing the ad-
ventures of a seaside flirt, introducing humorous and lively
scenes. It has all the qualities with which a picture of this

character is endowed.
"Conscience" (Vitagraph).—A powerful dramatic picture,

representing what conscience sometimes does. The scene is

laid in old Venice, and all the picturesque and artistic sur-
roundings of that city are graphically reproduced. A poor
baker boy is tortured until he confesses to a murder he never
committed. When he comes up for trial, one of his judges
is the real murderer and his conscience compels him to con-
fess the crime. It is a powerful dramatic film, filled with
situations which depict the struggle which may go on in the
human heart and mind. The players have imbibed the spirit

so thoroughly that they make it seem real. The scenes are
fascinating, even the gruesome suggestiveness of the torture
chamber holding the attention closely. The picture will be
popular because of its dramatic situations and the excellent
acting.

"The Fence on the Bar Z Ranch" (Essanay).—With a thrill-

ing exhibition of Western life and character the Essanay peo-
ple offer what is probably one of the best Western films they
have ever put out. There is the spirit of daring, exhibitions
of bravery and sufficient pathos to balance the dramatic
features and keep the onlooker interested from beginning to
end. Xot a weak point appears in the acting, and the develop-
ment of the story is worked out so cleverly that the interest
grows. Always the love story which runs through these
films adds to their interest, and always the Essanay people
make it a prominent feature of their pictures. There is

plenty of life and excitement and pathos to maintain the
interest at a high level.

"Rabelias' Joke" (Gaumont).—A humorous skit worked out
with all the careful attention to details which characterizes
the work of this house.

"Pirate Airship" (Gaumont).—Here is a comedy which rep-
resents what might be the result of an airship that ran
amuck as a pirate. The situations are comical and are well
worked out. Some excellent effects are noted through the
picture and the end is quite as funny as the scenes presented
while the film runs.

"Tale of a Tenement" (Pathe).—A pretty little story, played
with sufficient sympathy to develop all its possibilities. It

carries with it a tender love story, more so than the aver-
age, and many sentimental thoughts will gather as one .sees

the picture run. When the young man lays his flowers on
the child's bier and thereby wins a wife, one unconsciously
heartily commends the girl's choice. It is an especially at-

tractive film, filled with sentiment and appreciation of the
dramatic possibilities of the theme.

"Sporty Dad" (Pathe).—When a father and two sons are
represented as amirers of the same girl the possibilities for

humorous complications can, perhaps, be imagined. Yet here
is seen just such a situation worked out with all the care
and attention to details which characterize most of the
Pathe products. The climax, when three heads emerge from
as many hiding places and mutual recognition occurs, is ex-
tremely funny and emphasizes the innumerable complications
which may arise.

"The Converts" (Biograph).—A deeply religious picture,
depicting in a very dramatic way the power an uttered word
may exert, even though spoken by false lips. There is a
species of horror induced by this picture because it blas-
phemes sacred things, more, perhaps, by suggestion than
by direct word or act, yet none the less real and none the
less repulsive. That one was saved and in turn was the
means of extending grace to the blasphemer is the dra-
matic working out of the story. One feels that it is right
for these two souls to come together, as they do eventually,
and can but rejoice in the consummation of a story destined
to exert a powerful influence upon those who see the film.

The story, with its masterful presentation, is a strong ser-

mon and vividly reveals the power of religion to reclaim
even the most profligate.

"Mamma's Angel Child" (Lubin).—The mischievous chil-

dren who appear in the Lubin films never fail to make a

hit. Here is one of them in a new series of capers which
raise many laughs and show a good many novelties in the

course of the picture. The climax is novel, too, making
it a very satisfactory film in every way.

"The Dawn of Freedom" (SeligV—This house has made p

reputation for its war pictures. They are all worked out with
care, skill and patience. In this instance a remarkably in-

teresting story is told in such a straightforward way that it
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interests everyone, while the dramatic incidents follow each
other in rapid succession. And when it is finished he who
has seen it will agree that he has acquired a stronger appre-
ciation of this important thing called freedom.
"The Blunderer" (Lubin).—The story of a country lad sent

to a city uncle to acquire polish. His city residence is brief,

, but eventful, and shortly he is discovered back home per-
forming the menial farm duties from which he had been
temporarily released.

"Crowded Hotel" (Selig).—A comedy which will keep any
audience in extremely good humor from beginning to end.
It is as laughable as anything this firm has put out lately
and is worked out with such close attention to the details
necessary that the interest is maintained throughout.
"Uncle's Money" (Pathe).—A comedy based upon a com-

plication suggested in the title and creating no end of amuse-
ment while the picture is running. These pictures which
depict the eagerness with which heirs go looking for a rela-
tive's money never fail to amuse.

"Tobacco Culture" (Pathe).—An, industrial picture illus-

trating a most important subject, and one which deserves
adequate illustration. In this fHm, as in many other indus-
trial subjects from the same house, the subject is made so
plain that it is easily understood. In short, it performs an
important office, it instructs even while it amuses.
"The Saraband Dance" (Gaumont).—A mystical picture

which keeps the audience interest in not only enjoying the
scenes as they flow, but in wondering what is coming next.
The mystical features are well worked out and the entire
film is well worth placing on any program.

"In the Shadow of the Cliffs" (Gaumont).—A strongly
dramatic film, carrying with it much eautiful and pictur-

esque scenery. Some of its scenic features add materially
to the film and largely increase its attractiveness. The dra-
matic possibilities are strongly developed and each actor
gets the most out of his or her part. The photography
is clear, even where difficult subjects are included.

"Fruit Growing in the Grand Valley, Colorado" (Edison).

—

An industrial film, illustrating the marvelous results of irriga-

tion. This picture will be an educator of an unusually valu-
able type. The East knows practically nothing of irrigation,

but after the many thousands who will see this picture are

made acquainted with its accomplishments, it is safe to say
that they will favor any project of that character. In addi-

tion to this all the operations of fruit growing on a large

scale are illustrated. A special trip was made by the oper-
ator to Grand Valley to secure this picture, and the results

from every standpoint justified the effort. The film is com-
mended to those who are endeavoring to spread the irri-

gation propaganda for the assistance it will be to them.

"A Mountain Blizzard" (Edison).—A picture evidently

based upon one of Mark Twain's famous scenes in "Roughing
It," where the three travelers, lost in the snow, renounce their

controlling vices, cards, tobacco and whiskey. The snow
seems real enough, and the efforts to start a fire follow
closely the description in the book. And then, when they
awake and find themselves once more alive, each returns to

his pet vice, and it is thus they meet. The picture is well
worked out, and those who enjoyed the story when it was
first printed will enjoy this the more.

"The Inventor's Model" (Essanay).—A dramatic picture

based upon the supposition that an unprincipled scoundrel
steals an old man's invention and is making a fortune out .

of it when he is detected and punished through his stenog-
rapher, whose testimony determines the case in court. There
are a number of dramatic scenes. One of the best is where
the old couple are seen on the witness stand. Like all good
stories, its ending is happy, leaving the audience satisfied

with the punishment of the scoundrel and the return of

the ill-gotten gains to the inventor.

"Method in His Madness" (Essanay).—A bit of comedy,
representing two tramps working a trick of having a fit be-
fore a saloon for the purpose of securing whiskey. Their
little scheme works for a time, but is discovered and they
get seltzer in place of whiskey as a cure for their last fit.

"The Seminole's Trust" (Kalem).—An Indian picture that
will appeal strongly to the large number who believe that
Indians have honor and can be faithful to their trust. It

is a thrilling picture and the chase of the desperado is a
stirring series of scenes. The title of a particular scene, "The
Haunting of Fear," is perhaps sufficient explanation of its

character. The acting is so good that it carries an intensity
of feeling with it which convinces one that it is almost real.

The firm is to be congratulated upon producing such an ex-
cellent film and surely the many thousands who see it

and enjoy it will welcome it as an addition to their pleasure.

"A Trip Along the Rhine" (Urban).—No better outdoor
picture has ever been made by this firm than this one, de-
picting some of the most picturesque scenery along Europe's
most famous river. The Urban operators understand the
selection of viewpoints and the reproduction of nature's beau-
ties which conveys the impression that the pictures approach
reality. One can obtain an accurate impression of the beauty
of the Rhine by seeing this picture, hence it not only amuses,
but instructs by bringing the scenery of that marvelous re-
gion here where the veriest stay-at-home can see it.

"Bull Fight in Mexico" (Pathe).—A reproduction of a bull
fight in which an American cowboy fights Mexico's most fa-
mous bull barehanded and»escapes with his life. The picture
has thrilling moments and there is a certain degree of fasci-
nation about it which cannot be resisted, even though one
may not exactly like the picture as a whole. For instance,
one does feel something of pride to discover a man powerful
enough and courageous enough to conquer a bull barehanded.
The photography is satisfactorily done and the psychological
moments were well selected.

INDEPENDENT FILMS
"Life in the Next Century" (Lux).—An amusing but im-

aginative picture, representing what may occur in the bliss-
ful future, after invention and science have removed all neces-
sity of individuals doing anything for themselves. It is amus-
ing and it arouses a more or less interesting series of sug-
gestions, but one must admit that it eventually gives way
to a sense of boredom. It shows that, after all, healthy in-
dividuals prefer to perform some of the necessary operations
of living themselves.

"The Two Brothers" (Lux).—A repetition of the old story
of an old man giving his money to an ungrateful son and
turning the other out of doors. Compensation comes, how-
ever, and the old man, blind and alone, is turned out in the
street. One of the most effective scenes in the play is where
the blind man staggers across the street, amid the mixture of
traffic, and across the railroad track just ahead of an express.
There is a touching scene when the little girl takes the old
man home and the recognition of the old man follows. The
happy ending in some degree compensates for the bitterness
which appears in the first part of the picture.

"A Daughter's Devotion" (Nestor).—A dramatic story de-
tailing the devotion of a daughter in helping her father. The
acting is fair and there is a considerable degree of interest
attaching to this development of a somewhat old theme.
Nevertheless, a daughter's devotion is always a subject well
worth depicting and the public is never tired of seeing it.

"Old Maid and Bonehead" (Nestor).—Bonehead, who has
made a number of hits, reappears in this picture, and his ex-
periences with the old maid are funny enough to please the
most exacting demands.
"The Shepherdess" (Ambrosio).—A beautifully told story

of a girl who would give her life for the man she loves.
There are heights of dramatic power in it which will appeal
to almost everyone. The scenery is remarkably picturesque
and beautiful and the acting is sympathetic and powerful.
Photographically the picture is exceedingly well done. It

is a satisfactory film and represents the best elements of
motion picture production.

"Rose of the Ranch" (Bison).—A dramatic portrayal of
scenes in Old Mexico, graphically reproduced, ending with
a pretty romance sympathetically acted. The Bison Com-
pany's success in pictures of this character is already well
known, and this picture, in entirely new surroundings, will

add to their reputation.

"Fatal Imprudence" (Ambrosio).—A film with much dra-
matic interest, centering about the fact that when one does
something which isn't quite right the innocent often suffer
with the guilty, or instead of them. This point, which, by
the way, is dramatic, is emphasized and may be considered
as conveying a moral well worth while. The players have
taken good care of the dramatic elements of the picture and
the photographer has risen to the occasion.

"They Have Vanished My Wife" (Ambrosio).—A comedy
which is a veritable laugh producer. The comical situations
resulting from the antics of a gentleman whose wife has
apparently vanished are sufficient to keep everyone in good
humor and leave them wishing for more.

"The Broken Oath" (Imp).—A powerful melodrama which
deals in a graphic way with a young man, his sweetheart and
a secret society in which he held membership. The action is

so strong that it keeps one interested and guessing as long
as the film runs. To break a secret society oath requires a

good deal of nerve, and there are certain situations connected
with a sweetheart which also require nerve. Where these
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two come together it is quite likely to be doubly interesting.

Then, too, there arc the Imp actors to perform their pari

tically thai one takes pleasure in watching them in-

follow all tin- little- details. This picture is certain

popular, i
will appreciate its merits after

the picture has been seen. The photography
^
is an im-

provemenl on some previous Imp releases, but it could be

mad( better in some places now.

"The Time Lock Safe" | Imp).—One hardly knows whal
say about tins picture. Here i

• running around
ting safe blowers to open a safe for the recovery of a child.

and the latter is discovered in a basket. Probably the

who is supposed to hav< performed this felt quite as angry
as he looked. And cue can sympathize with him. The play

II acted and the sudden turn of events adds a piquancy
which makes it all the more catchy. In reality it is what it

promises to be, a highly emotional drama turned into a

screaming farce.

"Aspirants to the Hand of Helen" (Eclair).—A novel test

worthiness of a young man as a husband. Out of three

the maiden chooses one who eems most familiar with ho
duties. Some of the scenes are distinctly humorous,

and there is a thread of fun running through it all which adds

much to the interest and keeps the audience in good humor.

"For His Sister's Honor" (Bison).—A dramatic picture

which represents a brother confessing to a theft committed
by his sister, then being confronted with the accusation years

niter. Fortunately he is able to prove his innocence to his

wife and thus save a tragedy. The acting is satisfactory and
in most instances the photography is clear.

"War Time Pals" (Powers Picture Play).—A war story

which will stir the emotions, since it denicts the kindness

and helpfulness which are inseparable from true friend-

ship. There are dramatic moments which will remain in

one's memory, and there are incidents which will stand

out clear and distinctly even after the main portion of the

picture is forgotten. The recognition of the pals and the

warmhearted "way the successful one takes to testify to his

lion are reassuring to those who may have been in-

fluenced to believe that friendship is a matter of dollars.

Acting and photography are both worthy of the theme.

"The Actor's Children" (Thanhouscr).—Here is a picture

which will interest by its fidelity to life and thrill with its

appeal to the emotions. There is pathos, there is humor.

Love and hate, the two most powerful passions of the human
-.ill. are clearly depicted. In some respects this picture

appeals even more strongly than the average which under-

takes to illustrate those emotions which the principal con-

trolling agencies in human life. The acting seems con-

vincing and there is an evident comprehension on the part

of the actors which adds to the film's attractiveness. The
firm is to be congratulated upon thus developing a subject

and then reproducing it with adequate photographic work.

COMING HEADLINE!?.

facturers as void of any special feature. Vet Mr. Gaumont
makes you feel that, after all, the world is not so bad and that

if boys will be boys they are not devoid of filial sentiments.

It is indeed a very impressive picture.

"In the Shadow of the Cliffs" is another very simple story,

a story in which the producers show the intelligence and
faithfulness of a dumb animal—the dog—instead of putting
forth their effects to show the brutality of the smugglers,
etc. Mr. Gaumont makes a success of the simplest scenario
because he knows how to produce, he knows how far he can
go, he knows how to sustain the interest, he knows and
Studies the details, while some producers make a failure of
the very best scenarios.

I was surprised to see two scenic films in the coming re-

leases, "In the Foothills of Savoy" and "A Trip Along the

Rhine," but some exhibitors who were present at this ad-
vance exhibition told me that the public wanted some scenic
and educational pictures. This also was confirmed to me
the very same evening, while in the company of a prominent
Independent renter. He told me that many of his patrons
wanted one scenic and one educational in every film shipment.
This is certainly a good sign and another bad blow at the

exhibitors who claim that they cannot run a show without
vaudeville. J. M. B.

At Mr. Geo. Kleinc's offices I was shown an advance copy

of "The Fall of Babylon" and the releases of the coming

To the best of my knowledge, "The Fall of Babylon" is

the grandest biblical subject ever produced in moving pic-

tures. Tn this remarkable film wc can see the master hand of

Mr. Gaumont for details and accuracy.

All the characters are well studied and this film is perhaps

the first production in which the principal character does not

assume these languishing expressions shown in other films.

Daniel is a man of God. he is pious and appears manly, he

does not cry all the time, does not give the sad impression

that the work of God is a hard and sad task to perform, he

is firm, dignified and does not appear like a discouraged ser-

vant. Belshazzar, Cyrus, in fact all the other characters, arc

as good; the costumes and details are correct to the times.

The acting is as perfect as can be wished for, while the

photography is of the highest quality and the tinting offers

some of the best and softest shades ever shown on a screen.

A few more films of this character and we will have the

churches adopting motion pictures, as the pastors will have

no more reason to say: "Xot correct to the Bible or the

times."
We must have the churches, schools and other educational

bodies to help us and to make such productions profitable to

the manufacturers, as we cannot depend on the exhibitors,

who refuse to show the same film two or more days in

succession.
Mr. Gaumont knows how to make the most of a very simple

storv. "Little Jack's Letter" is a very simple scenario, a

scenario that would have been rejected by most of the manu-

VITAGRAPH NOTES.
"The Merry Widow" of current release will certainly prove

that she is not only a taking widow but a sure enough
winner of laughs and merriment, an excellent tonic for a
disordered liver and a chaser for the "blues." On April i6th
"The Merry Widow Takes Another Partner" and we will

p on smiling just the same. Get in on the smiles.

"The Man Hunter" appears in the latter part of April. A
dramatic innovation and yet withal a realism of actual life

in the unfrequented forests and fastnesses of upper Canada,
palpitating with the red blood of humanity and the romance
of adventure. A story that holds the attention with spell-

bound expectancy. If you want to do the right thing by
your people, "do it now.'' Make a note of "this marvel of
life in the untrammeled realms of nature."

Just a word to refresh your memory: "Elektra," the great
Grecian tragedy. April 8; "The Conqueror," a homespun
drama of a wayward son's redemption of himself and the
influences of home, sweet home, on April q; and another
beautiful emotional drama with a Dickensonian tinge, "The
Call of the Heart," on April 15.

The dramatic production, "St. Elmo," to be released April
2p,. is a sparkling gem in a surrounding of the most brilliant

settings. A storyr of true love blasted by insincerity and
deception and redeemed by the purity and sterling worth
of a noble woman, who proves that the frailty and weakness
of woman is individual and not general. A word to the
wise is sufficient. Get wise. Be wise. Take advantage of
this timely announcement and secure "St. Elmo" for the
benefit of vottr trade.

"MOVING PICTURE GODS AND GODDESSES."
"Matinee" and "Johnnie" idols are very common stage

attractions to a certain species of the genus homo who fre-

quent the theater; the moving picture gods and goddesses
are of recent discovery. We can understand how a person
can "fall in love" with the living and attractive presence of
an actor or actress, but it is incomprehensible how men and
women will "fall in love" with moving picture actors as
seen on the screen, yet it is a fact attested and established
by the number of requests and letters we receive from per-
son- inquiring the names of and soliciting introductions to

Vitagraph leading men and women.
It also proves that the acting as well as their personalities

must be pretty much the real thing. There is no doubt that
frequenters of moving picture exhibitions recognize our stars

and become interested, if not infatuated, with their work, and
look for their appearance in the Vitagraph pictures. These
facts, as well as other reasons, make us very careful in the
engagement of only the highest order of talent in the pro-
duction of our pictures.

G. M. Anderson, the Essanay's Western producer, writes

that he is preparing for a big Western drama, one of the

most sensational films ever released. We have read the

manuscript, and if the film is as good as the story, this picture

should prove one cf the greatest Western pictures ever

released.
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PATHE NOTES.

Xot the least interesting of the recent flood

in Paris are the pictures shown on this page
of Pathe Freres factory at Joinville le Pont,
France. This is one of the largest of the Pathe
factories, and is situated on the banks of the
Marne River, a tributary to the Seine. The
waters of the Marne under ordinary -circum-

stances are some ten feet below the river bank
on which the factory is built, and the water in

the picture is in most places some four feet

deep, making the total rise of about fourteen
feet at sthis point.

The factory at Joinville employes about 1,-

000 workmen, and consists of large machine
shops where the "Pathe Professionals" are

made, a big carpentry department, developing,
printing, coloring, verifying, inspection and
shipping departments. The fact that the 23
buildings in this plant were all made of stone

or concrete, saved the company many thou-

sands of dollars during the inundation. Join-
ville is near Paris and suffered about as

greatly from the flood, the workmen who live

in the vicinity being forced either to live in

the second story of their houses or abandon
them altogether and take to the higher ground,
as many were compelled to do. Work in the factory at Join-

ville was suspended for several 'lays, but fortunately the fac-

tories at Vincennes and Montreuil sous Bois and at Paris were
all able to keep running to their full capacity, although many
of the operators were compelled to make part of their jour-

ney to the factories in boats.
"Many amusing incidents occurred at the Joinville plant

during the flood. Among others there is the story of the

watch dog, a pet of • the engineer's, which spent most of its

time in the engine room. Of course as the waters rose day
by day, the employees were compelled to abandon their

work and all the tires in the boiler room were put out. When
the engineer left his post in a boat he endeavored to coax
the dog to accompany him. Nothing doing, "Francois" re-

fused to leave his post, seeming to realize that with all the

men away it was beneath his royal dignity to quit his im-

portant function as watchman. Several days later, when
some of the men had secured boats and rowed and paddled
around the plant, they heard mournful howls from the boiler

room, and arriving there, they found the water to the top of

the boilers, and on top, with his foot on the safety valve,

sat Francois cold and hungry, and with his French tail wag-
ging an excited welcome, while beside him, evidently under
his kindly protection, sat his old enemy, the office cat. How
the cat got from the office to the boiler room nobody knows,
but there she sat and since the flood Francois and Nation
have been the best of friends, indeed almost inseparable.
Francois is well known from the Pathe film, "Oh! You
Doggie."
Max Linder, the famous comedian who has won such favor

in the eyes of the American moving picture goers, and who
spends most of his leisure time at the Joinville factory, was
one of the last to leave the plant and waded three-quarters
of a mile through water up to his waist when he left the
factory. Could the American audiences have seen Max in

this predicament it would have probably convulsed them with
laughter, and as Max himself remarked, "Si cela continue,
nous serons obliges de jouer en coustume de bain!" ("If this

keeps on, we will have to play our parts in bathing suits!")

A rather remarkable picture was taken by Pathe Freres
on February 26 at Lake Ronkonkoma, when a picture was
made of Mr. Nat Roe's 120-horsepower motor iceboat, and
Mr. Van Anden's aero iceboat. These two boats are widely
different in design, though both afford fine Winter sport.
Roe's motor boat is the fastest boat in the world, making
as high as 120 miles an hour. Its great advantage over
ordinary iceboats is that it does not need to wait for wind,
and when it comes upon a break in the ice of two or three
hundred feet, it can cross it with scarcely any diminution
of speed. Riding with Mr. Roe is wild sport, as the writer
knows, and jumping airholes has the Coney Island shoot the
chutes beaten to a frazzle. Good pictures were obtained of
both Roe and Van Anden. jumping airholes in the ice, the
former traveling at the rate of 90 miles an hour. This pic-
ture will be released in the near future and should make a
strong appeal to every lover of good sport.

Another film d'art which will be enthusiastically received
by every audience, is to be released soon, under the title,

"The Duchess de. Langeais." This is a story of a beautiful
but coquettish woman, who held her little court of lovers at

the time when Ferdinand VII. was
King of Spain. The Duchess was a
French woman whose pride was piqued
by the fact that the famous General
de Meyran failed to be captivated by
her charms. She invites him to her
home for a little tete-a-tete. This in-

vitation the General accepts and there
falls deeply in love with the fickle young
lady. As he is declaring his affection,

the Duchess's friends, who have been
without, fling wide the door and catch
the General on his knees. Deeply
wounded and angered, he withdraws,
but the Duchess de Langeais. after

playing so wantonly with edged tools,

finds that she herself has fallen deeply
in love with the General. She asks
his pardon, but is sternly refused by
the obdurate soldier, and thereafter

she disappears from Paris life. Five
years later, General de Meyran re-

ceives a commission from Ferdinand
VII. of Spain, and while establishing

order in Formentera he visits the Con-
vent of the Order of the Carmelite
Nuns. While passing through the

chapel, he recognizes in the garb of

a nun his former love, the Duchess
de Langeais. The recognition is mu-
tual, and the Duchess flees to her cell.
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A Drawing Card for Moving Picture Theatres

,ouise M. Manon
IN

Illustrated poems, now booking in Moving:
Picture Houses in and out of town, also for
professional entertainment.

Miss Marion is presenting several beauti-
ful poems written by Fred Emmerson Brooks,
which she has illustrated with special per-
mission from the author. This work never
fails to make a hit on every occasion.

Operator, Vaudeville Sketch and music furnished when desired.
Highest testimonials. Terms reasonable.

LOUISE M. MARION
321 West 23rd Street New York City

Will Sell at a Sacrifice
Stock and Fixtures of Film Exchange
that has been in storage for over a

year in upper New York State. Stock

consists of about 300 reels, several

machines, machine parts, carbons, etc.

Full inventory and particulars will be given to

any one who means business by

MERCHANDISE
P. O. Box 226, Madison Square, New York

ITS EASY TO SAY
that a certain motion picture machine is The Best, but there's Only one
machine of which such may be said and valid reasons given.

The Motiograph projects the

BEST PICTURES
Because with the double cone shutter the period of illumination is

much longer, thus a brighter picture without flicker than is possible with
other forms of shutter. The Best workmanship, Best material, and correct
design insures steady pictures. The Motiograph is the

MOST DURABLE
Because it is made heavy and strong, it has % inch solid Steel Gears

with Spiral Teeth, Steel Sprocket Wheels, heavy Tool Steel Shafts, Phosphor
Bronge Bushings, short heavy intermittent Sprocket Shaft and heavy Star
and Cam immersed in oil.

The Proof of our claims of Durability and Quality is at hand in the many complimentory letters from
enthusiastic users, the very SMALL DEMAND FOR REPAIR PARTS and the fact that our

SALES NEARLY DOUBLED
for 1909 as compared with 1908. Our Catalog and our Booklet 'What Others Say" about the Motio-
graph will tell your The Facts in the Case. Send for them today.

ENTERPRISE OPTICAL MFG. CO.
564 and 572 W. Randolph Street - CHICAGO, ILL.

J. H. HALLBERG, New York Agent

NO All copy must be in hand on Wednesday to appear in

• EK that week's issue. Advertisers please bear this in mind.
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That night the General, with two friends, resolves to take her
by force from the convent, and having forced an entrance they
wander along the quiet passage until they find the door
marked with the name which the Duchess has adopted at the
time of her taking the veil. They enter, alas, too late, the ex-
citement of seeing her lover in such a place, after five years of
separation, has proved too much for the Duchess and she has
died, and here in the lonely cell they find her body laid upon a

rude bier, with the dim light of candles flickering on her pallid

face. The Mother Superior now enters and sternly orders
them to retire, which they do, after the General has imprinted
his first and last kiss on the cold lips of his dead love. This
play is adapted from the widely read story by Honore de
Balzac.

The approaching release of "Cleopatra" is a stupendous
production, staged by M. Zecca in the Pathe studios, France.
The cost of the stage setting, costumes and scenery was
enormous, and the production bids fair to be one of the
most pronounced successes which Pathe Freres have released.
The beauty of the scenery, which includes some water views
is striking, and the characters in this great tragedy have been
played with consumate skill by some of the leading players
in France. A notable incident in the production is the scene
of the death of the messenger who bears to Cleopatra the

ill news of Antony's defeat and who, as you all know, was
poisoned by Cleopatra for being the bearer of such bad
news. The part of the messenger is played by Mile. Napier-
kowska, of the Opera, and her work is extremely clever.

Cleopatra and Antony are both parts which provide an op-
portunity for the greatest play of feeling, and this opportunity
is realized and properly grasped by M" '.aline Roche, who
proves herself a great tragedienne in ''..e part of the power-
ful and cruel queen.

"The Polar Bear Hunt in the Arctic Seas," to be released
on Monday, March 28, by Pathe Freres, is a marvelous pic-

ture in many respects. This picture is not a posed affair

but is an actual scene of an actual hunt. The view in which
the long boat is seen leaving the steamer shows two polar
bears, at a great distance from the camera, playing around
on an iceberg. The exciting chase which follows, in which
the hunters are compelled to drag their boat across the ice

and row it through the open water, pursuing the bears who
have taken fright and are doing their best to get away, is

most interesting. These clumsy animals are evidently very
agile and are perfectly wonderful swimmers; crossing one
ice-floe after another, they take to the water with tremendous
speed and a great splash. The final scene, in which one of

the hunters is within a few feet of what is supposed to be a

dead bear, is very exciting, as Mr. Bear stands up on his

hind legs and shows fight. The shot at short range and the

effect is startling in the extreme.

On March 28, Pathe will release a delightful comedy, full

of vital humor and played with great gusto by Max Linder,

the famous comedian who for years has made such a hit all

over America in the Red Rooster films. This comedy is

really funny, and shows the trials of poor Max, learning to

juggle three balls in order that he may win his lady-love,

who has told him that she never would marry any man who
cold not accomplish this delicate feat. This film is sure to

be very well received.

EDISON NOTES.

"Bradford's Claim," the release of March 29, is an in-

tensely dramatic story in which Don Fulano, the world's
greatest living educated horse, performs feats of almost
Human intelligence. A thrilling climax is reached in this

story when the heroine, surrounded on all sides by pursuing
desperadoes, finds herself near the edge of a cliff twenty feet

above the river. Hesitating but a moment she urges her
horse to the leap, which he takes in magnificent style, horse
and rider plunging into the stream and gaining the opposite
shore to the chagrin of their pursuers. The leap of the
horse in this scene was a most daring piece of work, both
narrowly escaping injury through a portion of the bank giv-
ing way beneath the horse's hoofs as he was about to spring
from the cliff. "Bradford's Claim" will hold the attention
of an audience from the beginning to end of the film.

"Michael Strogoff," Jules Verne's absorbing story of the
thrilling adventures of the Czar's courier on his secret mis-
sion, will be released April 1. Those who have read the
book will realize the many opportunities it affords for un-
usually strong dramatic situations. No effort has been spared
to make this production worthy in every respect of the story,
?nd it is promised that in respect to photography, stage set-
tings and acting the film will measure fully up to the F.dison
standard.

"Sandy the Substitute," especially arranged for Edison pro-
duction by Roy Norton, the author of- the well known
"Whistling Sandy" stories, is slated for release on April the
8th. The character of "Whistling Sandy" has appeared fore
extensively during the last five years in such magazines as
Harper's, Century, Everybody's and the Cosmopolitan than
probably any other in faction or history. The heroic conduct
of the quaint hero under a crucial test is the subject of the
first film of the series, and it is said that the possibilities of
the story have been fully grasped in its visualization, the
characters of "Sandy" Smith and the outlaw being interpreted
with fine dramatic appreciation of the roles.

Richard Harding Davis' "Her First Appearance," a special
adaptation of his famous story by the author, is to be released
February 15. For the interpretation of this play a special
cast was engaged, and the utmost care taken in the costum-
ing and stage settings. It is said to' be played with a

simplicity and fidelity which makes the story tremendously
convincing and will place it among the film classics of the
year.

A drama entitled "The Suitcase Mystery," by Edward W.
Townsend, is the release of the 25th. In a novel and lucid

manner Mr. Townsend has built up a story upon the similar-

ity of two suitcases, one belonging to the paymaster of a

large contracting concern, and the other to a young drafts-

man, who, having lost his position because of a strike in the

factory in which he is employed, is returning home. Crossing
the street, he is run down by the paymaster's automobile,

and in the confusion attendant upon the accident the two
suitcases are exchanged, to the subsequent amazement of the

one and the discomfiture of the other. The temptation to

retain the money is strong upon the young draftsman, but

his mother's counsel prevailing, he returns the suitcase to

the police station, to which the draftsman has also repaired

under the custody of police, doubt having been cast upon
his story by his employer. Here the draftsman meets the

paymaster's sister, who, as luck would have it, had met him
after the automobile accident and bound his wounded hand
with her handkerchief. The situation is cleared, and the

young fellow is given employment by the contractor himself,

who recognizes in the mother of the youth the widow of a

friend of his younger days. The logical ending ofthe story
is unfolded in subsequent scenes, which are enlivened by
bright comedy touches.

ESSANAY NOTES.
The most portentious woodland setting ever constructed

within a moving picture studio was erected in the Essanay
Company's studio last week. The enormity of the scene can
be imagined when it is understood that it occupied nearly half
the entire studio floor, that numbers of extra workmen had
worked for several weeks on the scene and that it required
practically a week to set it. Picture taking at the Essanay
plant during the week was interrupted during the construction
of the set, while the scenic artists and carpenter's crews and
extra workmen labored tirelessly in order to finish within the
week.
The scene represents a section of a South American rubber

plantation, twenty-five or more immense tree trunks, some
measuring 3 feet in diameter and towering upward 18 or 20
feet, were first stood on ends and made fast to the floor.

Sand, earth and sod were then packed about the bases of
the tree logs. At the cost of several hundred dollars, num-
erous rare tropical plants, palms, ferns and small shrubbery
were procured and made a neat and realistic underbrush for
the setting. Vines and tree moss, with the foliage of the
rubber tree, partially hid the tree trunks. A hut, constructed
of saplings and corn stalks, was placed in the foreground,
with the utensils for the smoking of the para rubber milk.
The entire setting represents three scenes, showing the

tapping of the rubber trees for the milk, another of the
native workmen carrying the milk to the hut where it is

smoked and the third and last scene of the process of smoking
the rubber milk to preserve and make hard for shipping.
The most noteworthy fact about the big set is that it

was entirely natural, barring one item. Only the foliage of
the rubber trees was artificial.

Exhibitors have made many inquiries lately if the Essanay
Company furnish exhibitors lobby photos of their principal
actors. The Essanay Company desire to state that while at

present they have no organized stock company, contracts are
now being signed by a number of actors who are well known
in theatrical circles, with a view to organizing a very strong
and capable stock company. These people have been chosen
from the very best acting talent obtainable and will be in the

Essanay employ immediately their present season's contracts
expire.
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and brushed into the midst of the frantic cattle, when hei

screams attracted the attention of some of the' picture actors
close at hand. The first man to the gate of the corral

rice and ran in among the cattle. He SUCCl

in Kitting the little girl to safety oil the other side of the

fence, but when he was gently lifted over he was found to

be severely bruised and cut and almost unconscious. If you
think it is not heroic to go strolling among fifty or sixty

frantic Texas steers, try it. You will soon change your
opinion.

MELIES NOTES.
The Melies Manufacturing Company with their new equip-

ment are producing a scries of Western pictures unsur-
passed in detail and scenery. There is a reason: In the

southern part of Texas and on the Mexican border then
stock company of actors, especially selected for these plays,

arc doing the work right in the open with all the natural

settings and local characters at their command. The re-

- of the .Melies films will be resumed on Thursday,
March 31, and every Thursday thereafter.

People may have seen moving pictures of the 'Wild West"
taken in "Hohokus" or some other irrelevant place and the>

i't seen the wild West at all. If you want to show
them the real, genuine article of the wild and woolly; the

native cowboy and rancheros, with chaperajos, sombreros
and lariat; wild Indians in war paint and feathers, wait for

two "record busters" from Texas:
On Thursday March 31

—"Cyclone Pete in Matrimony.'
a Western coined}.' of a cowboy with the marrying fever and
wild Western bravado, who is completely "tamed by his

schoolmarm wife, whom he attempts to bullyrag. The matri-
monial experiences of "Cyclone Pete" are framed in pic-

turesque settings of wild Texas scenery and characters.

On Thursday, April _>
—"Branding the Thief," a drama of

startling situations and surprises in a story of Wetern life

upon the plains, introducing Western horsemanship and skill

and a touch fit wild Western "snap" justice as administered
to the cattle thief.

THANHOUSER NOTES.

A number of queries have reached the Thanhouser offices

regarding the identity of the tots who played the lost young-
sters in "The Actor's Children," and this paper is asked to

help in the task o'f answering them. The little girl is Miss
Orrilla Smith, of New York City, and the lad, Master Yale
Bi ss, of the same place. Both have had a bit of stage

training and considerable moving picture experience.

Who are the Thanhouser producers? We're glad to tell

you. Barry O'Neil, late a Klaw & Erlanger producer, is

and Lloyd B. Carlton, formerly with the Frohman forces,

the other. They like the "picture game," but neither can

get reconciled to the idea that every cop on the beat must
receive his five-spot every time a street scene is "taken."

Lloyd F. Lonergan, who wrote "The Actor's Children,"

is
' doing" most of the Thanhouser scenarios. The producers

have found in him a writer who has grasped the "all-action"

idea as applied to picture scenario writing, and possesses an

ability to make the commonplace plot moving-picturesque.
Mr. Lonergan is an editor on the "New York World."

The "old mansion" where resides St. Elmo in the Than-
houser subject of the same name, is old—really and truly.

It .late- from 1750. So let no keen critic condemn us for

carelessness as to detail in this respect! Frank Crane por-

trays "St. F.lmo" and Anna Rosemond "Agnes" in this effec-

tive picture.

IMP NOTES.

In the making of a scientific or industrial moving picture it

i- a foregone conclusion that no "faking" is indulged in. The
cular value which educators and the public have attached

to moving pictures- of scientific subjects is the fact that the

camera does not lie. and for this reason the moving pictures

of medical subjects are looked forward to with great promise.
How much more complimentary to the art of film making is

it then, to learn that even in a "story picture'] it has been

found advisable to strive for scientific fidelity in portraying

a surgical operation? In "Transfusion," the Imp release for

March 28. such a scene is included. The director called in

two physicians, who, besides supplying the appropriate surg-

ical instruments, were given carte blanche in superintending
the setting of the scene. The result is as perfect a bit of

faithful detail as if the picture were taken in the operating

theater of a modern hospital. First the arm of the black-
smith, whose blood 1- to be transfused into that of his in-
jured sweetheart, is given an antiseptic wash, and bound in
true surgical fashion, leaving the artery exposed through the
bandage. Then a local anesthetic, probably cocaine, after
which the artery is punctured and a silver tube inserted to
receive the blood. The other end of the tube extends into
the arm of the injured patient, and thus is the result obtained.
Surgeons who have seen the picture pronounce this scene
scientifically correct.

MR. EXHIBITOR
Do you want to save Money? Write us for beauti-

fully Colored Catalogue and parts of Edison
and Power's Machines

167
MOTION PICTURE COMPANY

Sumner Avenue Brooklyn . N. Y.

I am Agent for the Mirror Screen in

Tenn., Louisiana, Ark. and Miss.

I paid a visit to Shelbyville, Ind.. and there saw a
practical demonstration of the Mirror Screen, and I

thought so well of it that I immediately secured it

for my Memphis houses, and contracted for the
agency in the states above mentioned, and let me
tell you— If you hive Opposition.

You Had Better Get a Mirror Screen
if you are located in either of the four states named
It will pay you to get in touch with me quick. Address

Montgomery, the Moving Picture Man of Memphis
Majestic Theatres. Memphis, Tenn.

The most efficient lens for

moving picture cameras is the

Special GoerzCelor, F.-3. No. 5.

focal length 2% inches

At full opening it covers the field sharply,

has perfect definition and illumination.

It is regularly furnished in barrel and

fitted with iris diaphragm, but we are pre-

pared to furnish any special mounts to

meet the various ideas on the subject.

The best proof of the value of this lens is

that it is used by the leading moving

picture studios of the country :: ::

The price of the lens with barrel and iris

diaphram is $36.00 :: :: :: ::

Address all correspondence and orders

direct to us :: :: :: :: ::

C. P. GOERZ AMERICAN OPTICAL COMPANY
Office and Factory: 79 East 130th Street, New York
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NEW PLANT OF THE LUBIN MANUFACTURING COMPANY.

"Perfect" is the most appropriate adjective to apply to the
new plant of the Lubin Manufacturing Company, in Phila-
•delphia, a cut of which is here shown, for it embodies the
result of ripe experience that dates back to the inception of
the motion picture.

Not alone has Mr. S. Lubin, one of the pioneers of motion
pictures, advanced his own ideas, but a famous firm of archi-
tects, aided by a staff of photography experts and motion
picture makers, developed and amplified those plans. No ex-
pense has been spared where the expenditure would add, how-
-ever slightly, to the resulting perfection, and it would appear
to be impossible to improve the plant.
The studio is a huge structure of brick, steel and glass,

only the rear wall and 10 feet on each side being brick
work. In this space are the tiers of dressing rooms, the
offices of the directors and editorial staff. There will be a

Tuige costume room, under the constant direction of an ex-
perienced theatrical costumer, and a property room that is

far more elaborate than that of any theater.
In front of the dressing room tier stretches the studio

proper, a clear floor space of 158x60 feet, with roof and

seemingly ample provision has been made for the growth of

the business. The precautions against dust and dirt seem to

the uninitiated almost finical in their elaborateness.

All told, the new Lubin plant is easily entitled to be styled

perfect from every point of view.
* * *

One of the pending Lubin releases is a buried treasure

story made by the Southern contingent of the stock company
on the very spot where the famous Blackbeard used to land

his pirate crew fresh from an excursion on the Spanish
Main. The companj' was working in Nassau, and the pic-

ture was made on Hog Island, across the harbor, Black-
beard's old lair.

# #

The Southern section of the Lubin stock company re-

turned from Nassau this week, brown as berries and en-

thusiastic over the trip. The field director, A. D. Hotaling,
will presently take the company out again, this time a West-
ern point being the objective, but before his departure the

entire company will be utilized in some heavy productions.

three sides of glass. No beams or pillars interrupt the light
or break the working space, and the entire building may be
used for making one huge picture or cut up for small scenes.
At either end is a huge door, through which may be taken
a railroad train if desired and, in addition, two panels of the
front are hinged to form the largest glass doors in the
world, each being 22j4 x 32 feet, giving an opening 45 feet
in width. These doors weigh several tons apiece, but may be
opened and closed by a lever operating the pneumatic mech-
anism. An interesting and unique system of heating will
provide warmth in Winter, while the fierce heat of the sun's
rays beating upon the huge area of glass will be tempered
by a water curtain, a thin film of water flowing constantly
over roof and sides.

A large tank is built into the floor of the studio, the water
being heated in Winter by means of steam coil, and an orig-
inal installation of lights renders the director independent of
atmospheric conditions.

Between the studio and factory buildings the grounds are
parted and contain a central heating and power plant and a
garage for the big motor 'bus and the auxiliary motor equip-
ment of touring cars. The power building will supply current
and steam to all of the structures.
The taller of the factory buildings, a five-story structure,

will house the executive and accounting staffs, the mechani-
cal force and repair department, while the two-story build-
ing in the foreground will be devoted to the film product.
This is 260 feet long and 60 feet wide and is so arranged
that the film moves from the receiving to the shipping de-
partment through all the various processes in a direct line
of progress, obviating unnecessary delay in handling. The
building is unusually well lighted where light is wanted and

MOTION PICTURE PIANO MUSIC
This is a book of descriptive music, regular sheet music size, and

arranged for both hands. Specially selected, arranged and composed by
one of the best descriptive Pianists in the U. S., who for the past twenty
years has been Musical Director in all lines of Theatrical Productions.
This work is the result of actual experience, and is now being used in

hundreds of M. P. Theatres. Contains music, for all probable scenes,
actions, characters, etc , and its suggestions are entirely practical.
Increases the value of YOUR SHOW 100%. Descriptive circular sent
free to anyone upon request. This book sent promptly upon receipt of
price. $1.00 Remit either by P. O. or Express Order, Draft or Check to

GREGG A.
1009 Ferry Street

FRELINGER
Lafayette, !rtd.

CENRE TRANSPARENCY CO.
507 NORTH CLARK STREET CHICAGO

LATEST SONC SLIDES

'OH! YOU JEFFRIES"
Best Popular Fight Song With Fight Illustrations

ADVERTISINQ AND ANNOUNCEMENT SLIDES

MR. EXHIBITOR
Do you want an Independent Film Service of Quality? If

so, Phone, Write or Wire

CHAS. H. STMIMER
Ol West 14th Street New York City
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FOR SALE
Independent Film Exchange

In New York State

Large and exclusive territory, large list

of customers, stock and goodwill and lease

will be sold at a great' sacrifice, or will sell

controlling interest to a respectable party

who will be active.

Stock consists of 300 strictly up-to-
date Independents Reels, about $1,800
worth of machine parts and office fixtures.

Exchange is now paying handsome
profit over all expenses, which can be
increased.

This is a rare opportunity for some one
to step into an established business. Best
of reasons for selling.

If you want it address for further

particulars

Exchange Manager, care of M. P. World

u

AGFA" ANILINE COLORS
Prepared for

Coloring SKdes or Photographs

LIST OF COLORS

ROSE VERMILION
ORANGE LEAF GREEN
BLUE PINK
GREEN TURQUOISE
BROWN PURPLE
VIOLET DARK YELLOW
MAROON LIGHT YELLOW

PRICE, FIFTY CENTS
3 Ounce Bottle Concentrated

Berlin Aniline Works
213-215 WATER ST. NEW YORK

Pacific Coast Exhibitors
INDEPENDENT SERVICE OF THE
BEST QUALITY FURNISHED BY

The Theatre Film Service Company
Member N. I. M. P. A.

76-78 SECOND STREET SAN ERANCISCO, CAL.

Quality of Service and Pictures

UNSURPASSED

PUZZLE

You Find This One
Then Let Your Patrons Solve a Set_
Show Puzzle Pictures in your theater by using our

new Combination Song Slide and Puzzle Picture Carrier
which can be attached to any moving picture machine.

The slides are handsomely colored and your audi-
ences will like them, as the carrier revolves the Puzzle
Pictures on the curtain.

New sets of Puzzle Picture Slides issued each week.

Price of Carrier $1.00

Price of Set, Seven Slides 5.00

Delivered Express Prepaid

EXCHANGE OF SLIDES
We will exchange any set of Puzzle Picture Slides

for a new set at $1.00 per set per week. You mail
slides to us and we will mail you a new set in exchange.

Write for circular giving full description, or start

right away by sending $6.00 for set of slides and carrier.

Remember we prepay express charges.

National Slide Company
218 TREMONT STREET BOSTON, MASS.

Hub Song Slide Co.
228 TREMONT STREET - BOSTON, MASS.
ONLY SONG SLIDE RENTAL EXCHANGE

OUR SERVICE THE LATEST AND BEST
Slidss Bought and Sold

FOR SALE—500 SETS AT BARGAIN PRICES.
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Opportunity
knocks at a man's door but

once* It is knocking at yours
today* If you would take

advantage of a golden op-

portunity to increase your

box office receipts 50 to 75
per cent*, you should get on
our mailing list and we
will keep you posted in the

latest releases*

Posters Free

Eclair Film Company
31 East 27th Street - - New YorK City

W. E. GREENE
Film Exchange

The Oldest and Largest Independent

Film Exchange in New England

BUYING THE PRODUCT OF
ALL THE INDEPENDENT

MANUFACTURERS .

If You are in the Market for a First-

Class Independent Service, Write or

Call and See Us

W. E. Greene Film Exchange
228 Tremont Street Boston, Mass.

Opposite Majestic Theatre

Members of the National Independent M. P. A.

•TRADE MARK-

,--_, The reason why

Pink La ho '

Can

"ELECTRA"
CARBONS

are the best is that they are scientific-

ally made to stand the powerful current

at the arc. They produce the best

light under any conditions.

Don't experiment with cheap car-

bons, but use "Electra" High Grade
Carbons and get results.

Sole Importer

HUGO REISINGER
I I Broadway New York City

Co-Operation
The Germans are slow, but exact and just. There

philosophy hold this: ''Eine hand wascht die andere"

—

One hand washes the other.

Nothing is INDEPENDENT—everything is inter-

DEPENDENT—everything depends on something else

for its strength.

That is the philosophy which guides and governs our
business.

Granted that our Film Service is of the highest
grade ; granted that our prices are just as equitable

;
granted

that we honor every obligation which we assure, granted
all these things, and then what would they mean to us with-
out your Co-operation.

To earn your Co-Operation, to compel your re-
cognition of the asset which is yours when you install

"PITTSBURG CALICUM LIGHT & FILM SERVICE"
—for that we will go a long way in Co-Operation with you.

So you may know how far we can go, keep in mind
this:—Our executives are men of the highest standing; our
employees have ever been identified with the knowledge of
knowing how, and our capital is unlimited.

NOW THEN WRITE TO

The Pittsburg Calcium
Light & Film Company
Pittsburg, Pa. Des Moines, la. Rochester, N. Y.

Wilkes Barre, Pa. Cincinnati, Ohio.

Omaha, Neb.
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The Excela

doundograph
The only complete and up-to-date
effect-producing machine ever in-

vented is now complete and ready
for the exhibitors. Everybody pro-
nounces it a wonder. Almost any
sound or effect imaginable is easily
and realistically produced by simply
turning a crank, pulling a handle or
pushing a button. The effects are
all mounted in a handsome cabinet
structure, 25x40 inches square and
42 inches high, with means exterior
for the operation of each effect

separately, or they can be operated
in combinations. The Soundograph
can be located either in the orchestra,
pit orback of the screen as the exhibi-
tor prefers. No expert operator is re-

quired, any one person is all that is

needed to operate the Soundograph
and produce perfect sound effects. A
boy or some other employee of the
theatre learns quickly to work the
effects, thus relieving the exhibitor
of the services of an expensive oper-
ator. It will put life and realism in

your pictures and delight your audi-
ences. It holds their interest and
attention to the end of the reel and
assures you of big box office receipts
every day.

Let us ship you a Soundograph now

PRICE, $150.00

EXCELA SOUNDOGRAPH CO.

PITTSBURG, PA.
Office I IOI Empire Building

On exhibition at office of

IMPERIAL FILM EXCHANGE
44 W. 28th Street, New York City

Announcement Slides
Song Slide Service

Novelty Puzzlettes

Lecturettes
Write for Our Free Catalogues and Prices

NOVELTY SLIDE COMPANY
221 East 53d Street 10 East Uth Street

NEW YORK CITY
Branch: Scraaton, Pa. (Real Estate Exchange Building)

Paramount Film Company
INDEPENDENT
FILM RENTERS
OF QUALITY

Moving Picture Machines and Everything Pertaining
to the Business

OFFICES
New TorK

61 WEST 14th STREET
Near 6th Ave —Phone, 2442 Chelsea

Bridgeport, Conn.

1188 MAIN STREET
Near Depot— Phone, 1663, Ring H

Curtainyline

For three years has given
satisfaction to the most
exacting Exhibitors—they
will use nothing else on
their curtain.

Fire-Brings Out the True Photographic Outlines,

proofs Your Curtain.

Try a S3 00 Carton and Note the Wonderful

Improvement in Your Pictures.

A $3.00 carton is sufficient for any ordinary curtain. All exchanges carry it in stock.

Curtainyline Curtain & Producing Co. "SSS£Sr

YOUR PROGRAMME
is not complete, until you use our gilt edged

Song Slide Service
At 25 Cents a Set Per WeeK

All sets guaranteed complete, and your week's supply in

one consignment which saves vou express charges. The
largest Slide Exchange in the United States.

Chicago Song Slide Exchange

MASONIC TEMPLE
Ninth Floor

CHICAGO, ILL.
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THE UNIFORM
SHOWS

Deference—Courtesy

Attention—Respect

TO THE PUBLIC

UNIFORMS

Keep your The-

atre Up-To-Date.

Uniform your

attendants it

pays.

Write us.

T. Q. Gleason
& CO.

Manufacturers

170 E. Madison Street

CHICAGO, ILL.

UNIFORMS
AND f%CA PS .

FOR

Moving Picture

Theatres

Catalogues, Samples

and Prices for the

Asking

James H. Hirsch & Co.

Jackson Boulevard
CHICAGO, III. M

THE UNIFORM
Is Attractive and

Pleasing

Have you investigated the
Wurlitzer PianOrchestra ?

The leading Nickelodeons are
putting in this marvelous Automatic
Orchestra. It furnishes better music
than a regular orchestra of 5 to 25
pieces, is always "on the job," and
cuts out the enormous expense o f mu-
sicians. The money saved pays rent.

Easy terms, lesp than paid to musicians.
We supply the V. S. Gov't, with musical
Instruments. Write for big 96-page catalog
& Testimonial booklet showing Wurlitzer
PianOrchestras in leading Nickelodeons.

55?e RyDOLPH Wurlitzer (b
World's Largest Mfrs. Automatic Mus. Insts.

NEW YORK CINCINNATI CHICAGO
25-27 W. 32d 117-121 E. 4th 266-268Wabash

The Automatic Theatre Chair
It is a space saver, life saver and

money saver. Shipped built up. It

is the only sanitary theatre chair.
Used by Keith, Proctor and Poll.

It folds up automatically and is re-
volving, making the theatre all

aisles. It is a friend to the public.

Send for oar circular A . Write today.

THE HARDESTY MFC. CO.
CANAL DOVER, OHIO

UNIFORMS
FOR

Theatre Employees

Finest Styles

Reliable Cloths

Perfect Workman-
ship

Largest Scenic Loft
in the West

Complete Stage Out-
fits

I
Catalogs Free on Request

THE

Henderson-Ames Co.

Kalamazoo, Mich.

THE UNIFORM
MEANS

Cleanliness—Neatness

Punctuality—Obedience

OF THE ATTENDANT

If you want to be up-to-

date, you should

UNIFORM
your Ushers and Attendants.

We are makers of fine uni-

forms forTheatreEmployees,
Bands, Orchestras, etc. It's

not a matter of chance or ex-

periment when you order

from us. We guarantee
satisfaction.

You can't afford to pass up
this opportunity to improve
your business and make good
with your patrons. WRITE
NOW FOR OUR FINE
UNIFORM CATALOG
AND BIG LINE OF SAM-
PLES, MAILED FREE ON REQUEST.

DE MOULIN BROS. & CO.
1104 South 4th St. :: Greenville, III.

UNIFURM
your ATTENDANTS with

Singer Uniforms

They make your Theatre
more attractive — Costs
less than you think and
Pays big

—

Chicago's Leading Thea-
tres use our Uniforms ex-

clusively

—

MADE TO ORDER ONLY
Writefor Samplesand Fashions
of Latest Style of Uniforms
and Laps for Moving Picture
Theatres.

A. L. SINGER (SL CO.
171 E. Adams Street, Chicago, U. S. A.

THE UNIFORM
Insures a Good

Service

AMERICAN FILM SERVICE
BEST SERVICE !N AMERICA

We have from i to 10 day Service open. Write, wire, walk or phone for prices and particulars

BANK FLOOR 77 S. CLARK STREET ..The House of Specials"

.
Long Distance Telephone, Randolph 3216 and 3217

CHICAGO, ILL.
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Trade Mask Tradb Makx
BIOGRAPH
FILMS
RELEASED MARCH 21, 1910.

Faithful
A Commendable Virtue Overdone.

Faithfulness is without doubt the most laudable quality of the human
being, but like all good things can be excessive. John Dobbs accidentally

bumps into Zeke, tin- village roustabout. Zeke is not hurt, but John is eager
to make reparation for his tumble and so takes him into a store, buys
him a new suit, besides putting some money in his pocket. Zeke is quite

overcome by this kindness and swears never to leave the side of John. This
causes not only embarrassment, but causes him to lose his sweetheart. Zeke.

however, has a chance to make good by playing the hero at the burning
building in which the girl is imperiled, saving her life. The subject, besides
being a laughable comedy, possesses rare scenic splendor.

APPROXIMATE LENGTH, 994 FEET.

RELEASED MARCH 24, 1910

The Twisted Trail
A Story of Fate in the Mountain Wilds.

It is always that the unexpected happens, and little did Bob Gorman
and little Molly Hendricks dream what Fate had planned for them. When
she started for the East to school Bob, the foreman of her father's ranch, could not
resist revealing his love for her. This might have occasioned his discharge,

but he being a reliable man, and she to be gone for so long, the father is

tolerant. A year later, however, word is received of her intended return.

Bob shows that he has not changed in his feelings and a quarrel ensues,
during which the father dies of heart trouble. There being no witnesses, Bob
is, of course, accused of killing him, and is forced to flee to the mountains
for safety. Here Fate contrives, for Molly on her way through the moun-
tains, is beset by a couple of Indians and is in dire peril until rescued by
Bob. He takes her home, feeling that it meant his death, which would have
occurred had not the coroner's arrival saved his neck from the rope of the
pursuing ranch hands.

APPROXIMATE LENGTH, 988 FEET.

A Fall Description of those Subjects will be Found on Another Page

Release days of Biograph Subjects— MONDAY and THURSDAY

Qet on Our Mall List and Keep Posted, Write for Our Descriptive Circulars

BIOGRAPH COMPANY
Licensee of the Motion Picture Patents Co.

11 EAST 14tH STREET NEW YORK
O.EORQE KLEIME. Selling Agent for Chicago (52 State St., Chicago, 111.).

I

FILMS
HOWARD MOVING PICTURE GO. FILMSRepair Work a Specialty. Agents for Monograph, Power's

and Edison Machines. Supplies and Sundries.

Boston Mast).
Incorporated 1908.

564 Washington Street,
Established 1894. (Opposite Adams House)

Song Slides 5c. Per Day Per Set

All Songs—All Publishers. You select

—

We ship.

For full particulars call or write

LEN SPENCER'S LYCEUM. 44 W. 28th St., N.Y.

FILMS FOR SALE
200 Reels, perfect condition, will

ship subject to examination, Ten
dollars ($10.00) reel.

PITTSBURG FILM. EXCHANGE
3rd Ave. PITTSBURQ, PA.

Vaudeville and
Picture Theatre

FOR SALE
Playing to good business.

Everything almost new and

the best reason for selling.

Partners can't agree. This is

a good chance for some one

who wants to make $50.00

or more a week. Address

P. De A - Moving Picture World

NEW SLIDES
For the Following Songs—JUST OUT
I'm Afraid of You.
Dinah from Carolina.

Back to My Old Home Town.
Santa Fe.
Love Will Light the Way.
When You Think There's No One
Looking.

Roses Remind Me of You.
Dreamy Town.
I'll Make a Ring Around Rosie.

Flippirty Flop.
Sunbeam.
Tie Your Little Bull Outside.
The Girl Behind the Counter is the Girl

For Me.
The Moonlight, the Rose and You.
Her Name is Mary Donohue.
Busy Little Cupid.
When the Daisies Bloom.
Shaky Eyes.
Mandy How Do You Do.
Margarita.
Love Me Dreamy Eyes.

DeWITT C. WHEELER
120 W. 31st St., N. Y. City

No. 110 A

35c Postage Paid
Send for Catalog of Announcement

and Ad slirl-i

The Neosho Slide Company
100 S. Wood St., Neosho, Mo.
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by he ascends to the window of the girl's room and
carries her down to safety. John has heard of the
conflagration and thinking only of the girl's evi-
dent peril, rushes up to find her safely in the arms
of faithful Zeke. Things are squared and the value
of Zeke's devotion recognized and appreciated.

BIOGRAPH COMPANY.
THE TWISTED TRAIL.—Little Molly Hendricks

Is leaving her papa's California ranch for the East
to attend school. Bob Gorman, the foreman of the
ranch, a bright young chap, has long had a tender
feeling for the girl, but has never bad the courage
to declare his love. However, now that she is go-
lug so far and possibly for so long, he cannot re-
strain himself, aud reveals this feeling. His
action displeases his employer, Mr. Hendricks, who
Is of an irascible nature, and bis first inclination
is to discharge him. but reasoning that the girl is

leaving at once and there can be nothing .further
come of the affair, he curbs his temper on advice
of his doctor, who warns him of the result, he
being a victim of heart trouble. All goes well
until a year later, when Molly writes of her in-

tended return, stating she will not tell the day
of her arrival, as she wants to surprise them. Bob.
learning the news, is beside himself with joy, but
the owner quarrels with him. and during the con-
vulsion of his passion succumbs to his affliction.
There are no witnesses to the quarrel, and of
course the foreman is accused of killing him. On
learning of the ranch owner's death, the hands
band together and search for the foreman, who,
realizing the danger of his helpless position, has
fled to the mountains, for hanging he knows is

the punishment to be meted. He has succeeded in
eluding lis pursuers and makes his way high into
one of the rocky peaks, where be falls exhausted.
From this point he can see almost the entire trail
as it winds through the hills. He is not here long
when he hears the cry of a woman, and climbing
to a point of vantage, is horrified to see Molly.
who has been making her way homeward over the
trail on a burro and is waylaid by several Indians.
From where he stands he fires and wounds one of
the red devils, and In a panic they flee. When he
arrives at the girl's side, he finds her burro gone,
and she suffering a sprained ankle. To take the
girl to safety would mean his own death, but his
love for the girl Induces him to make the sacrifice.

They haven't proceeded far when, confronted by
the searching party, one of whom takes the girl in

charge while the rest take the poor fellow off to
the woods to hang him. despite the girl's entreaties.
This. Boh would have suffered, had not the timely
arrival of the doctor, who discovered the real
cause of Hendrlck's death, prevented it. Hence, it

Is by this perilous, circuitous trail that Bob reaches
the heart of the ranchman's pretty daughter.

FAITHFUL,—John Dobbs. a young man in good
circumstances, goes a-courting. and returning from
the home of his lady fair, his auto runs down Zeke,
the vaenum-pated roustabout of the town. Al-
though Zeke was not hurt, he was the recipient of
a severe jolt which gave him a temporary case of
nerves, which scared John into a fit of earnest
solicitude. Imagining the tattered condition of
Zeke's clothing was due to the accident, he not
only soothes his imaginary hurts with a balm of
silver dollars, but takes him to the store and buys
him a suit of "hand-me-downs." Zeke is quite un-
accustomed to such a bestowal of munificence, and
his gratitude is accordingly excessive. So much so
that he then and there swears eternal friendship:
that he will never desert him; that he will stick
to John through thick and thin. John cries. "Holy
smoke! what am I up against?" and jumping into

his auto dashes off under the impression that he
has left the poor simple-minded Zeke on the side-

walk. But not so, for when he alights at his
home, Zeke is there beside him. having hooked on
behind the machine as it darted off. Well, John's
troubles have only begun. He can't move but what
Zeke is at his side, li is face wreathed in a smile
that is childlike and bland, exclaiminsr—"I can't bp
happy away from you." Thinking he has eluded
his zealous friend. John visits his sweetheart, and
during an interesting moment of their tete-a-tete.

Zeke's head appears between, earnestly pleading his
friend's cause. This sends the girl away in a huff
and John receives a letter later that it is all off

between them, as she did not know when she be-

came engaged tbat she would have to tolerate his
idiotic friend. This throws John into such a race
that he feels like murdering faithful Zeke. He
does, however, club him. but Zeke receives the
blows with angelic smiles. It is no use. Flight
seems the only course, and John beats it. ITc lias

covered miles and sinks down from sheer exhaustion.
There he sits, panting, but happy in the thought
of at last evading his tormentor, only to glance
up and see Zeke's beatific countenance gazing
fondly down at him. "Well, I suppose I must
make the best of it." So he takes Zeke by the
hand and resolves to accept his well-meant devo-
tion. Henceforth the two are inseparable. Zeke.
however, has his good qualities and is always
solicitous of John's welfare. Later, Zeke has an
opportunity of showing his true value. The house
in which John's former sweetheart resides is afire.

and the girl Is In great danger of perishing in the
flames, when Zeke passes. The whole town is in

a panic, and the first thought was the fire com-
pany, whose aid is instantly summoned. While the
firemen are dashing furiously to the scenp. Zeke is

playing the brave hero, for seizing a ladder close

EDISON MFG. CO.
A WESTERN ROMANCE The story tells of two

children who are betrothed, while both are living
in the East, in conformity to a clause in a will
by the provisions of which a fortune is left to the
little girl providing she marries the boy before her
twenty-fifth birthday. Shortly after the betrothal
the parents of the little girl move to the West,
where she grows up, forgetting entirely the sweet-
heart of her childhood days.
When she learns that her hand was promised in

marriage while still a child she refuses to abide
by it, protesting that she will never marry any
man unless she loves him. Of course her mother
writes this to her old friend, the mother of the
boy, and also sends a photograph of the girl. When
the young man sees the picture he falls in love
with the original at once and starts for the West,
under an assumed name, to win her love and affec-
tion, the young lady, of course, being unaware of
his intended visit.

Arriving at the little town in the West he finds
he has a rival, but has little difficulty in taking
the lead in this race for love. In fact he makes
so deep an impression on the start and progresses
so rapidly in his love-making that he has the field

entirely to himself so far as the young lady is
concerned. His rival, recognizing the necessity of
prompt action if he is not to lose out in his suit,

hires some of the Indians of his neighborhood to
do away with our hero, and they are only pre-
vented from doing so by his sweetheart, who bad
overheard the plot and who rescues him in a thrill-

ing manner. Shortly after this the young lady and
her mother visit the East, and there the young
lady is again urged to marry her childhood sweet-
heart. She refuses emphatically, protesting that
her heart has been given to another, unaware of
the fact that this other is her boy lover under an
assumed name.

THE MAN WITH THE WEAK HEART.—It be-
gins in the doctor's office, where our hero is told
that his heart is very weak and that he must han-
dle himself with great care, avoiding any physical
exertion or violent exercise. He goes mournfully
away, shaking his head at the thought of the
uneventful life he must henceforth lead. But on
his way home he passes a group of men who have
been trying to get a big cake of ice into a build-
ing. It has been too much for four of them, and
he becomes impatient as he watches their efforts.

Pushing them aside he seizes the tongs in his left

hand, raises the two hundred pounds with appar-
ent ease and slowly carries the ice to the door.

He has hardly left this locality when he runs into
a "tough bunch" from the lower part of town, and
for having accidentally jostled one of them is of-

fered a thrashing by the crowd. Quite forgetting
the doctor's orders, he sails in, and in short time
knocks them all three out, and walks triumphantly
over their prostrate bodies. By this time he is

quite convinced that his heart Is really very weak
and that any heavy work would probably be fatal.

Consequently, when he finds a street car off the
track and about twenty people unable to lift it

back he becomes very impatient and. picking up
the end of the car by himself, swings it easily

into place. On his way home he passes a building
in the course of construction. A huge stone which
has gotten beyond the control of the workmen drops
upon him and crushes him flat to the ground, but.

mindful of the doctor's orders not to exert him-
self, he easily lifts the five hundred pounds and
holds it out at arm's length above his head, while
the workmen bow In awe-stricken admiration of
his prodigious strength. Then he goes home. •

Mindful of the dangers of exertion, he dare not
take the baby when his wife holds her up, and
the picture closes with a scene showing the whole
family attendant upon his every wish and caring
for him with all the solicitude which his precarious
condition certainly demands.

THE SUIT CASE MYSTERY.—A young drafts
man loses his position by reason of the fact that a

prolonged strike has closed down the works in

which he had been employed. He is on his return
home when, in crossing a busy street, he is struck
by an automobile in which is the assistant pay-
master of a large contracting concern, who is carry-
ing a suit case full of money with which to pay
off the men employed in the construction of a large
building. The sudden stoppage of the automobile
throws the suit case containing the money into

close proximity with that of the young draftsman
Strangely enough, the two cases are of exactly the
same pattern, and in the confusion attendant on

the accident one is mistaken for the other, the
young paymaster picking up the draftsman's suit

case and vice versa. When each reaches his des-

tination the mistake is discovered, to the amaze
ment of one and the dismay of the other.

We see in the picture the result of this com
plication.—in the suspicion cast upon the young
paymaster and also In the struggle which goes on
in the mind of the man who has become the pos-

sessor of the money. The latter, whose widowed
mother is living in such extreme poverty that she
is on the point of pawning her wedding ring and
some other pieces of jewelry to purchase the neces-

sarles of life, is strongly tempted to keep what

has fallen into his hands, but his mother's counsel
prevails and he seeks out the owner of the money.
By a peculiar coincidence the pretty sister of the
assistant paymaster had met the draftsman just
after the accident and helped bind his wounded
hand. When he returns the bag to the police sta-
tion they meet again and finally, when the con-
tractor to whom the money belonged, and who
had recognized in the young man's mother the
widow of a friend of his younger days, rewards our
young friend by giving him a good position, he
meets her frequently, the result being the usual
happy ending.

ESSANAY FILM MFG. CO.
THE GIRL AND THE FUGITIVE.—Minnie Hard-

ing, a Western maiden, is preparing for a hard
washing day. Sam, the nigger helper, is assisting
her with the wash, carrying water and filling the
tub. While he is making his third trip to the
well, a cowboy rides up to the cottage and asks
Minnie for a drink. She goes to get it and the
cowboy, taking advantage of her hospitality, makes
love to her. Minnie repulses him and the cowboy
becomes insulting. When Sam returns he finds Min-
nie struggling in the arms of the cowboy, but being
a coward himself, he runs out to the road to see
if other help cannot be secured.
Ross White, another cowboy, is cantering by who*.

Sam sees him and tells bim that Minnie has been
insulted by a strange cowboy. White is a gooc".

friend of Minnie's and, hurriedly dismounting, runs
to the house. White orders the cowboy away and
the latter, menacing White with future revenge,
sneaks away. <

The scene changes to the front of a little West-
ern saloon and gambling house. White rides up.

dismounts and enters. Seating himself at a table,

he takes a hand in a game of poker, but soon de-

tects that the other cowboys are cheating. White
accuses one of the 'fellows, a quarrel is started.

there is a flash of revolvers, a shot is fired, and
White breaks through the crowd and runs outside.

White hurries to Minnie Harding's cottage and
begs that she conceal him from his pursuers. The
girl, thankful to White for his defending her ear-

lier in the day, hides him in a closet just as the

leader of the cowboys raps at the door.

She admits him. The cowboy inquires If White
has been near, informing her that they had seen
him near the cottage. She shakes her head. The
cowboy, finding the girl alone, makes love to her

and White is again forced to defend her.

But the cowboy is too quick for White this time,

and with his gun levelled against White's breast

he disarms the latter and ties his hands securely

behind him. Then he turns to the door, goes out

and fires his revolver twice, the signal to the rest

of the men that the fugitive has been caught.

But in the meantime Minnie has cut White's bonds
and when the cowboy re-enters White lunges at him
and disarms him.
When the cowboys dash up to the cottage the

leader is permitted to step out and state that White
has made his getaway again. To make sure that

the cowboys will not misconstrue their leader's

words. White has pressed the end of the cowboy's
revolver against its owner's ribs and threatened to

shoot him if the scheme does not work.
The scheme does work, as the leader clearly in-

dicates that White has gone off through the woods
and that they had better hurry right after him.
The cowboys ride away and White drags his captive

into the cottage again. After he has made sure

that the other cowboys are well out of the way
White liberates the leader.

Then he turns to Minnie and stretches out his

hand. She hesitates and he opens his arms to her.

She runs to him and gathering her in his arms he
kioaes he tenderly,

makes a feeble excuse and hurries out of the room.

THE HAND OF UNCLE SAM.—Frank Smith, an

American mining engineer, has in his employ a

native clerk, who Is the leader of a gang of con-

spirators, working to unseat the present Dictator

Early one morning the clerk calls a meeting of

the conspirators in Smith's office. In the midst of

their discussion they are interrupted by the sound

of footsteps outside, and. hurriedly concealing their

papers and weapons in Smith's various desk

drawers and pigeonholes, all bolt out. Smith en-

ters, seats himself at his desk to begin his day's

work, when the door opens and a captain of the

native troops followed by a few soldiers enter and
with explanation begin their search. The govern-

ment has got wind of the meetings of the con-

spirators being held in Smith's office and have or-

dered that the place be carefully searched for evi-

dence. Evidence is obtained as the soldiers turn

out drawers and bring forth incriminating docu-

ments. The American is supposed to be the ring-

leader of the gang and is consequently arrested and
dragged before the commanding officer of the Army
of the Republic. A hasty interview follows and
Smith is unceremoniously dragged off to prison to

await trial.

A short time later. Mrs. Smith and her sister

have received word from headquarters of the ar-

rest of Smith. Realizing the peril of her husband.

Mrs. Smith immediately sets about to obtain his

freedom or the stay of a too hasty judgment on

her husband. She and her sister go first to Smith's
nffice and find the native clerk, acting suspiciously..

In truth ,the clerk had returned to obtain a

certain document, 'which, if found, would in-

criminate him and the rest of his companions. He
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WATCH FOR THIS

EDISON FILM!

MICHAEL STROGOFF
A Superb Motion Picture of Jules Verne's Famous Story

To be Released April 1st, 1910

ORDER IT NOW so THAT YOUR EXCHANCE MAY
HAVE IT WHEN YOU WANT IT...

OTHER EDISON FILMS
RELEASES OF MARCH 22

A WESTERN ROMANCE
A dramatic story of childhood betrothal and Its seqnel on Hie Western

plains, where treachery, danger and heroism serve to work out the logical
ending oi the reunion of the two lovers. A thrilling drama on which real
Indiana, real cowboys and real Western scenerj arc employed.

No. 6605 Code, VESTILIUS App. length, 690 ft.

THE MAN "WITH THE WEAK HEART
A comedy replete with laughs anil through which a vein of satire inns.

A man of prodigious strength, told that he has a weak heart, follows the
doctor's advice by performing some herculean feats under humorous cir-

umstances, but when he reaches home demands and receives the attention
which his precarious (?) condition warrants. A good laugh in every scene.

No. 6606 Code, VIOLON App. length, 305 ft.

RELEASES OF MARCH 25

THE SUIT CASE MYSTERY
A novel and dramatic story, enlivened by bright comedy flashes, con-

structed by Mr. Townsend upon the similarity of two suit cases, one

-r i" a rich contractor and the other to a poor young draftsman,
which cases are exchanged in the confusion that results when the latter
is run down by the former's automobile. A film of extraordinary merit.

No. 6607 Code, VIOLONCOLO App. length, 935 ft.

RELEASES OF MARCH 29

BRADFORD'S CLAIM
(Dramatic, introducing Don Fulano, the educated horse.)

No. 6608 Code, VIOLINISTE App. length, 730 ft.

THE CAPTURE OF THE BURGLAR
(Comedy)

No. 6609 Code, VIOLURUQUE App. length, 270 ft.

RELEASES OF APRIL 1

MICHAEL STROGOFF
(Jules Verne's Famous Story.)

No. 6610 Code, VIOOLOLOK App. length, 995 ft.

Order Display Posters Of these Films from your Exchange or the A. B. C. Co., Cleveland, Ohio

EDISON MANUFACTURING CO.,
MAIN OFFICE AND FACTORY

73 LAKESIDE AVENIE, ORANGE, N. J.

New York Office: 10 Fifth Avenue. KINETOSCOPE JOBBERS Chicago Office: 90 Wabash Avenue.

Geo. Breck, 70 Turk St., San Francisco.
Howard Moving Picture Co.. 564 Washington St., Boston.
Yale Film Exch. Co., 622 Main St., Kansas City.

P. L. Waters. 41 E. 21st St., New York City.
Lake Shore Film & Supply Co., 314 Superior Ave., N. E., Cleveland.
Chas. A. Calehuff, 4th & Green Sts., Philadelphia.

Office for United Kingdom: Edison Works, Victoria Road, Willesden, N. W., England. DEALERS IN ALL PRINCIPAL CITIES

TERMARK DF PI CTUREDOM
THE VILLAGE INVENTOR

J A COMEDY DRAMA AS BRIGHT AND REFRESH
ING AS THE FLOWERS IN MAY

Release Date March 21

Length, 1,000 Feet

.TRADE

GET OUR POSTERS
Surprised You Haven't Done So Before

Code Word, Invent

MARK
NO USE SAYING MUCH ^^S^^ZJ^^ V(U all KNOW ABOl 1 II

Length, 1,000 Feet ^^^^S^^^^^ Code '*'ord
.
0z -

THE WONDERFUL Re.e.se^!Lco 24 WIZARD OF OZ WitK
Dorothy—Scare Crow -Tin Man—The Wizard—Myriads of Dangers.—The Lion— In Fact a Jungle of Animals

ONK Or A SERIFS OF FAIRY STORIES THAT HAS TAKEN A FORTUNE TO PRODUCE

imju. ii in— ^s^^Enmsssjnn3n=nammm
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An interview with the commanding officer secures
them no satisfaction, as this stern individual de-
clares that Smith will have an opportunitv to clear
himself at the court martial to be held that after-
noon. Almost overcome with grief and anxietv.
Mrs. Smith and her sister hurry to the office of
the President of the Republic. He grants them
a short interview, is suave, cool and polite, but
offers them no assurance of the liberation of the
American.
As a last and final hope Mrs Smith appeals to

Robert Evans, the United States consul. Evans
is sympathetic and assures them that they need
have no fear, that he will adjust matters imme
diately. After the ladies have gone, Evans calls
on the President, demanding the immediate release
of the American. The President shakes his head
"If Mr. Smith is found guilty of conspiracy against
the government," he says candidly, "he will have
to pay the penalty."
Court martial follows later in the afternoon and

Smith is found guilty of conspiracy and sentenced
to be shot at sunrise the following morning. As
the sentence is delivered Evans runs on the scene
flourishing a cablegram. It is an answer from
the Secretary of War of the United States, and
reads to the effect that the 'execution of Smith
must be prevented; that a Unltd States torpedo
boat destroyer has left the port of San Salvador
to enforce this order and to liberate the Amer
Jean citizen, and that the United States govern
ment will accept no explanation from the Re-
public of if the sentence is carried out
Evans then orders the release of Smith. This is

refused and Smith is dragged to his cell again
to await the coming of morning.
Next is shown the United States torpedo boat

destroyer, under full steam, coming down on the
camera.
Morning dawns, rosy and clear: there is a tramp

of feet in the prison yard and the American is
led forth and placed at twenty paces from the
little squad of soldiers.
The scene changes to the destroyer at anchor. A

boat containing a dozen sailors pushes off from
her side and heads for shore.
A slight interruption in the prison yard saves

the American's life. A moment later the com
mandlng officer, followed by a- squad of Yankee
sailors, enters and orders the prisoner released.
His Innocence is established when the native

clerk Is dragged In and the incriminating docn
ments taken from his person. The picture closes
with Smith in the arms of his wife and Old
Glory waving above them.

THE AIRSHIP GAZE.—An aviator, is seen start
lng his machine for a flight through the heavens
A twist or two at the propeller and the buoyant
bird-machine goes speeding off into the sky. Higher
and higher he flies until he becomes n mere speck
against the azure sky. Then, gracefully, he fl <
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down and performs a few gyroscopic stunts to
interest the observers.
We return now to the crowd who are gazing

up at the airship.
A man carrying a ladder upsets another ladder.

with its burden of painter, paint can, el al.
A farmer witli a pitchfork, watching the heav-

enly visitor, runs into an open-mouthed Chinaman,
who is also consumed with curiosity.
A chap with a high hat bumps accidentally

Into a lady. The hat is smashed and compiles-
tlons follow.
A negro scrub woman Is upset by a "gawr,"

who overturns her tub. He gets not nnly a
soaking but a vigorous drubbing from the ex-
asperated colored lady.
A policeman, who is watching to see if the

aviator Is breaking the speed limit, is the prey
of a clever pickpocket.
A milkman becomes so absorbed in watching

the aeroplane that a tramp steals his milk can.
A chimney sweep bumps into a miller and tin

result is a fight in which considerable soot and
breadstuff is scattered over the pavement.
And the aviator continues to cut didos in the

air, utterly unaware of the terrible accidents which
lie is causing on earth below. But finally be tires
of his sport and gently soars toward the ground
When he alights an enthusiastic crowd gather

about him. hoist him on their shoulders and carry
him out of view.

A RANCHMAN'S WOOING.—Jed Perkins, an old
ranchman, has four handsome daughters, of whom
he is very proud, but whom lie guards with jealous
care. The opening scene shows a Western barn
dance with the four daughters and Ibeir four
admirers dancing before the camera to the tune
of "The Arkansas Traveler." or some other old
time jig tune, played on the squeaky violin of
Pete Patterson. The scene closes with .Ted and
Widow Wiggs dancing the old Virginia Reel. Thi«
is the beginning of the ranchman's love affair.

After the festivities Perkins ratlins mi his
offspring, the handsome four daughters, and cor
rals them into the backboard. Then cracking his

whin he starts on the long ride home.
Old Perkins has taken a sudden fancy to tlif

Widow Wiggs and decides to propose marriare.
A few days later he calls on the widow and find«
her chopping wood. The old lady is having a hard
time of it since Wiggs died and when I *
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proposes she agrees to marry him on one condl-
toln. that he get rid of Ids four daughters. The
old gentleman is very deaf and the widow writes
n note explaining the conditions to him. "I will
never marry you while you have four single

daughters. When they are all married I am
yers."

Old Jed nods his head and asks the widow how
he can get them married off quick. The widow
writes again: "You say they have suitors and
the dern fools won't propose. Well you just
kick the fellers off the place and then they'll
elope."
The old woman's philosophy listens well and

Jed promises that he will do all in his power
to bring a quick finish to his four daughters' ro-
mances.
His opportunity soon comes, because no sooner

does he reach the house when he finds Daisy and
Will under the old oak tree making violent love.

Perkins kicks Will off the premises and threatens
him with violent death if he ever again tries to
make love to his daughter. Rose, Hyacinth and
Violet, the other three daughters, are found with
their beaux and old Perkins tries the same tactics
with them.
The next day, while the old gentleman is tak-

ing his after dinner snooze out on the lawn the
boys call and the girls, all ready for the trip, come
out to meet them. They steal past the old man
and hurry away after leaving the following note
in the old man's lap: "Dear Dad—As you won't
allow our beaux on the place we've all eloped.
Daisy, Rose, Hyacinth, Violet."
When they are gone the wily old man jumps

from his chair and makes haste to communcate
to the widow. "Well, Widdy. I've done it," lie

says, when he jumps out of the buckboard.
And true to her promise the Widdy allows him

to press a kiss to her lips, vowing to be his until
"death do them part.

KALEM MFG. CO.
RED HAWK'S EAST RAID.—Scene I.—The

Forray of the Braves.
Scene II.—The Brother and Sister Go for Won.].
Scene III.—A Cowardly Attack. The Sister Ones

for Aid. The Brother to Protect His Mother.
Scene IV.—The Attack on the Cabin. A Boy's

Brave Defense.
Scene V.—Red Hawk Decides to Enter by Way

of the Chimney.
Scene VI.—The Death of Red Hawk.
Scene VII.—The Girl Brings Aid and the Indians

are Driven Off.

LO! THE POOR INDIAN.—Scene I.—The Woo-
ing.

Scene II.—The Race.
Scene III.—The Cruel Winter (Five Years Later).
Scene IV.—The Stolen Horse.

FURTHER ADVENTURES OF THE GIRL SPY.—
Scene I.—The "Peddler" Brings a Call for Nan,
the Girl Spy.
Scene II.—Nan Receives Her Orders. "I'll Get

It, General, or Never Return."
Scene III.—Nan Arrives at the Enemy's Secret

Meeting Place.
Scene IV.—Nan Learns the Enemy's Plans.

Scene V.—The Pursuit. A Daring Ruse.
Scene VI.—Nan. Disguised as a Boy, is Carried

Through the Lines.
Scene VII.—Nan's Audacious Trick.

Scene VIII.—"General, I Have Succeeded."

LUBIN MFG. CO.
A MOTHER'S HEART.—A jealous wife visits the

husband in his office and finds him consulting with
the typewriter. Her display of temper amuses the
gild, who writes a loving note and slips it in

the husband's pocket. The wife finds the note

and determines to leave home, though the leaving
involves the desertion of her two children. But
the sense of wrongdoing deadens for the moment
the mother love and pride later prevents her from
making an appeal to her husband. She has oh
tained employment as a nursery rovernoss in the

home of a sympathetic woman who guesses the
cause of her suffering and when a photograph of

the children gives her a clue to the address, her

own little boy writes to the son of the governess.
The lad's reply makes plain the misunderstanding
and the repentant and heart-hungry mother hurries
to the children site loves and husband whose big

heart finds it easy to forgive and forget as well

TWO GENTLEMEN OF THE ROAD.—Two small
hoys lay in a stock of half-dime novels and pro

ceed to an old mill to read them. They amuse
themselves by writing a note In imitation of one
in the book and this they place in a niche in

the wall to be later discovered when their play
reproduces the scenes of their reading. Two
tramps discover the hiding place and take the

letter to be the note of some thief to his pals

and then start out to locate the hidden loot to

which the note makes reference. The directions

are vague but the tramps are persistent and they
ar not disheartened by a few disappointments.
They continue their search for the cellar to which
the note refers and tumble into the basement nf

a building which houses a physical culture school.

The janitor sees them enter through the window
and with a policeman gives chase, but the tranins

hear them coming and hide themselves in barrels
whence they emerge when the pursuit lias passed
to th far end of the cellar. They are stenlinr

up the stairs when they are rediscovered and a

chase ensues in which the tramps penetrate the
class room of the physical cnltnrist where a num-
ber of young women are enhancing their graces

with Delsarte movements. Here their pursuers
find them and they are taken off to jail still in

darkness as to the whereabouts of the treasure
and still convinced that they could have found
the hidden loot had they been left alone.
HIS SPANISH WIFE,—Robert Harrison is part-

ner with Ted Mason in a plantation in one of
those South American republics where they have
a revolution every three weeks or feel lonesome.
Harrison has the plantation end and Mason does
the selling, but Harrison is needed in New York
to put a deal through and Mason comes to look

after the plantation in his absence. Mason falls

in love with Harrison's sister-in-law but he has
earned the enmity of Mrs. Harrison because she
feels that he is responsible for Harrison's trip

away. She frustrates Mason's love making while
indulging in a lively flirtation of her own with
an old admirer. Ted tries an elopement but it

only lands the lady of his love in a convent.
Then Mrs. Harrison, bored by ennui and piqued
because she was not taken on the New York trip,

decides to elope with Signor Estrada. Mason
blanks this plan and in so doing wins his wife,
for Mrs. Harrison realizes the gratitude she owes
him.

THE DAUGHTER'S CHOICE.—A young wife.

hurt by her husband's absorption in his business
interests, fights in vain against the insidious ad-
vances of his supposed friend, a broker. Neglect
at last induces her to elope with the broker in the
hope that she will find in his tender love forget-

fulness of the past. But the price must be paid

by those who play. The broker loses his fortune
and they are reduced to dire poverty. The broker
pawns his small belongings for the money to buy
food and medicine, but the sacrifice is in vain,

privation and grief have done their work and
the woman dies. In his despair the broker seeks
to follow her out into the unknown, but the touch
of tiny hands rouses him to a sense of new re-

sponsibility. He throws down the pistol and
decides to live for the little daughter who shared
her mother's flight. Fortune smiles again, the

girl grows to a beautiful woman, believing the

man to be her father, but the heart speaks strongly
and when by chance the real father encounters her
In her step-father's office, she elects to go with
him. abandoning wealth for her father's love. The
broker commits suicide, leaving his wealth to the
girl, and she marries the man of her choice.

PATHE FRERES.
UNCLE'S MONEY.—Poor old Uncle is about to

shuttle off this mortal coil. His niece is heart-

broken—the more so as the old chap has not
yet made his will and he is well heeled with
worldly roods. She. poor thing, is alone in the

house with the dying relative (except for the

man servant) and something must be done to turn

(lie antique's money into its proper channel—to wit.

the pockets of her brother and herself. In dire

need she sends for her brother, and that gentleman
in wild and exuberant haste hies him hence from
the wiles of the city to attend like a dutiful

nephew the anguished couch of his avuncular rela-

tive. Fate is against this paragon of virtue, how-
ever, and he arrives at the house without his

breath or his uncle, because the inconsiderate old

man had, almost at the moment of his nephew's
arrival, curled up his toes and departed this life.

Much anguish, gnashing of teeth, and copious tears!

"Uncle" failed to leave his wealth to anyone and
where will it go? There is a hurried consultation

nad a final suggestion which is adopted unani-

mously by the self-appointed committee of two
The nephew decides to impersonate "dear Uncle"

and in a most foxy manner loosen up the dead
man's clutch. He assumes a fatal-illness ex-

pression—a thing of small effort, as the poor

boy is sick enough over his ill luck; he crawls into

the bed and sends word to the local law shark to

come and take his last will and testament. Enter

the law shark. The sick man makes his will,

leaving all to his nephew and niece. Clever work!

All is now well, the will signed and the repre-

sentative of the law is about to take his fee and
Ills departure, when lo! and behold, like Lazarus,

the old fossil—the inconsiderate Uncle—arises front

the dead, so to speak, and after assuring himself

that be lias only been unconscious for a little

while, routes the loving relatives out of the house

and taking the astonished lawyer by the arm leads

him to a desk, where lie dictates a will leaving

his entire fortune to "The Society for the Propa-

gation of Wild Turkeys."

TOBACCO CULTURE.—The island of Sumatra is

famous fur its tobacco, as all lovers of the weed
know. Its preparation, its growth and the vari-

ous stages through which the fragrant leaves must
pass, before they are ready for the smoker, form

the interesting theme of this beautiful colored pic-

ture. The first scene slums the young plants grow-

ing close together, and the transplanting as they

increase in size. The soil is poor for anything but

tobacco, and one wonders how a rood crop may
l,e obtained in snob poor land. We are shown,

successively, the natives picking the largest leaves

the inspection of the picking, and the natives car-

rying bundles of green tobacco to the tallying room.

Here the leaves are again inspected and sorted,

and put in great piles to be cured. The tem-

perature in these piles runs up very high, and Is

watched with great care by inspectors, who record

the degree of bent taken witli thermometers
fastened on long bamboo polos. After the curing
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Crowded Houses are always
found wherever the

Red Rooster Film is Shown

Be Sure You Get Your Share
The next Feature Film to be

Released by Pathe Freres is

"OUT OF SIGHT
OUT OF MIND"
A clever little comedy showing a young girl's fickleness of heart

when her fine sweetheart leaves to take service with the king.

Wholesome, clean and amusing. Every theatre should show it.

Beautifully Colored

RELEASED, WEDNESDAY, MARCH 30

Get "A Polar Bear Hunt in the Arctic" if you want the finest

outdoor sports picture ever produced. Released, March 28th.

PATHE FRERES
NEW YORK

41 West 25th Street

CHICAGO
35 Randolph Street

NEW ORLEANS
813 Union Street

Pacific Coast Agency—Turner & Dahnken, 136 Eddy Street,

San Francisco, Cal.

Get Your Posters from the A. B. C. Co., of Clevland, Ohio

Watch for "The Arrest of the Duchess de Berry"

CHEAP
Steel Frame

Theatre Chairs

ABSOLUTELY

Non BREAKABLE
Suitable for small

theatres and Movidj
Picture shows. We
carry these chairs io
stock and can shit
immediately.

Second Hand Chair*
Also Seating for Out

of-Door Use.

Address Dept. W,
STEEL PURNITURE CO.,Or«nd Rapids, Mich.

New York Office: 150 Fifth Avenue

Boston Office: 224 Congress St., Boston, Mats.

Want Chairs Quick?
Stafford cbalrs excell

all others. We use no

three-ply veneers.Why?

Not good enough! Five-

ply is best, and that Is

why we use them.

Chairs like cut

IN STOCK and

QUARANTEED

Ask for Catalog No. 305

E. H. STAFFORD MFC. CO.
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

OPERA CHAIRS
That Stand the TEST

HIGHEST QUALITY

The hard usage accord-
ed opera chairs makes
the selection of a chair

of PROVEN QUALITIES
essential.

Our Opera Chairs are
conceded to be the
IDEAL seating, as
they are comfortable,
permanently noiseless

and combined with a

distinctive style and
excellence that is un-
equalled.

LOWEST PRICES
Write tor Catalogs

AMERICAN SEATING COMPANY
Dept. V.

ZISWabashAve.

CHICAGO

NEW YORK

BOSTON

PHILADELPHIA

EBERHARO SCHNEIDER
Hiror Vitae Products," Projectors, Cameras,

Film-Making Machinery, Films, Slides, btere-
opticons, Specialties, Lens Grinding, etc. Special
condensors, carbons and lugs.

109 East 12th Street, New TerK

INCREASE YOUR
BOX OFFICE
RECEIPTS
BY GIVING AWAY
SOMETHING
THAT COSTS ALMOST

NOTHING
WRITE TO DAY FOR

C ATALOG
THOUSANDS OF SUITABLE ITEMS

WHITESON CO.
Importers and Jobbers

240 East Madison Street, Chicago

WHY NOT LEARN
MOVING
QPERRT1N
Taylor's Method

(Licensed .School >

51.W.28
T-*ST$"K

TELM?/40S.MiiS(l

Class meets every morning and afternoon

with F. H. Richardson of Chicago, as

chief instructor. Evening classes meet
every Monday, Wednesday and Friday.

Complete course SI 5. We positively guar-

antee you a 515 positionn We are selling

agents for the Motiograph and American
Moving Picture machine, and have a second

hand Edison machine in A No. 1 condition,

at one half of the original cost. We carry

a large line of Electrical Supplies, and fur-

nish everything for the Theatre.

F. C. TAYLOR
49 West 28th Street, New York, N. Y.
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iprocess, the leaves are given to other operators,
who take these weighed quantities and after wash-
ing them proceed to roll them into cigars. The
various stages of the cigar making are shown: how
the filler is shaped and how the wrapper is put
on. The final scene shows the operators leaving
the factory, and judging from the number of
them who are smoking, the cigars they make are
good.

THE CAPTIVE—The scene of this film is laid
in Morocco. The wife of a planter is kidnapped
during the absence of her husband and her cap
tors take her to the Sultan, who has her placed
in his harem. The European repulses the art

vances of the Chief with horror, who, however, is

not discouraged by her unwillingness to accept
his attentions. In the meantime the woman's hus
band has returned home, and when he finds that
his wife has disappeared he jumps on his horse
and starts out to hunt for her. He has" not gone
far before he sees two women standing by a well
talking—he soon finds out that they are the wives
of two of the Chief's men, and after they have
told him the truth about his wife, he offers them
gold If they will deliver a letter to the latter.
which they consent to do. To go back to the
Chief: he has finally become exasperated at the
woman's obstinacy and thinking to tame her has
her beaten unmercifully by his slaves. She finally
escapes and the barbarous chief is properly pun-
ished by the victim's husband.
A BULL FIGHT IN MEXICO.—The fight for life

in El Toreo, the famous bull-ring of Mexico City,
between William Pickett, an Oklahoma half-breed
cowboy, commonly known as "the man without
fear," and Bonito. the fiercest and most dreaded
Spanish bull of all the Mexican republic. The
unprecedented encounter took place a few weeks
ago before 25.000 persons, the largest crowd ever
assembled in the great ampitheatre.

THE TROUBADOUR Three suitors aspire to
the hand of Muriel, the miller's daughter, one a
big, handsome captain, with a fierce mustache:
another the scrivener, who thinks his money bags
will gain him the desire of his heart, and third
Harold, the minstrel, debonnair and gay. whose
music has charmed the maid into confiding her
affections to him.

Unfortunately, the daughter's choice does not
coincide- with that of her parents and the minstrel
is banished. By the magic of his music, however,
he calls up a supernatural being and the gift of
a talisman suddenly endows him with fortune
which he forthwith places at the disposal of his
lady love. Muriel still refuses to marry, however,
without her parents' consent, and Harold speeds
away to ask it once more. Meeting with a per
emptory refusal, Harold uses the magic power of
his talisman to force the obdurate pair to give
way. Uncanny apparitions dance in the kitchen,
and the hanging bags of flour become most grue-
some objects, causing an inquiry to be made by
the guard Into the doings of the miller and his
wife. Now is Harold's chance; with a wave of
the talisman the fearful apparitions disappear nnrt

the thankful parents give the desired consent. The
marriage is thereupon celebrated with rejoicing
in a scene of brilliant splendor, and the miller
finds that after all his daughter's choice was best.
THE EXILE.—This is the touching story of n

husband who Is obliged to flee from his country
because in a moment of passion he was rash enough
to kill an enemy, and who after many years have
elapsed returns to his own fireside only to find
Ills place taken by another, and his memory oblit-

erated by those cruel years of enforced absence.
He stands for a moment looking in at the floor he
knows and loves so well at his much loved wife
and daughter, who has now grown to womanhood,
as both these women who hold such a warm place
in his heart sit smilingly entertaining a handsome
youth who is soon to wed the girl. When tbey
perceive the aged stranger the girl hurries to
give him something to eat, but the food sticks In
his throat as he realizes that neither recognizes
him. lint look upon him as a poor beggar whom
they must feed as they would any other forlorn
Individual t'.iat presented himself for food at their
door. With the tears running down his cheeks the
old man turns out into the cold and unsympathetic
world again, preferring to be a wanderer for the
rest of his flays rather than to interfere with the
happiness of the loved ones. who. he has proven
to himself, have forgotten him and who no doubt
would only he subjected to humiliation were he to
make himself known and wish to take up his life
again in that home ns husband and father.
WILD BIRDS IN THEIR HAUNTS.—The pic-

ture shows various kinds of birds in their natural
environments, nnfl in their natural colors, and at
such close ranee that the verv eyes of the little
fledglings in the nest are easily discerned. Every
feather seems distinct and the birds seem to be
in gneh relief that it appears as though one could
almost reach out and catch them.

A WILLFUL DAME.—Suzanne's father Insists

upon her marrying a man she doesn't like, and
because she refuses. locks her up in her room to

come to her senses. Suzanne thereupon climbs
down Into a little room built out from the main
building of a big Parisian hotel and restaurant
Observing n messenger hoy's clothes scattered
about, she makes up her mind to disguise herself.

In another room of the same hotel. T.orrt Edward
Torn 1'lastor. Atlache to the British Embassy and
a spoilt child of fortune, is fuming and fretting
because the lady who was to dine with him. lias

trumped np some trivial excuse for disappointing

him. He writes her a cute note and demands a
messenger. Enters Suzanne, but before she is well
out of the room again, Lord Corn Plaster has
changed his mind and requests her to keep him
company at dinner. All goes well until coffee and
cigarettes are served, and then poor Suzanne suf-
fers. Her hair falls down, and Lord Edward,
midly astonished, as becomes a phlegmatic Brit-
isher, hastens to her assistance.
At the same moment, the father and suitor ap-

pear on the scene, and angry expostulations are
withered by the prompt action of the Englishman,
who having suddenly made up his mind that Su-
zanne is the girl for him, asks for her hand then
and there.

A WOMAN'S REPENTANCE,—The hero of this
story is a country lad in love with a pretty,
though frivolous girl, the daughter of a nearby
farmer. In the first scene, the girl is shown find-

ing out in the good old-fashioned way. by means
of a daisy, whether "he loves me or he loves me
not." After a bit, the farmer is seen coming
down the road to the old homestead, and he pre-

sents to his sweetheart the token of his love—the
only thing of value he possesses—a silk scarf.
They seem to be very happy together and the long
Summer days are a joy to both of them. One fatal
Summer afternoon, a wealthy young man from
the city rides by on his horse, and begs a glass
of water from the dainty girl he sees opposite the
well. Struck by her beauty, he determines to win
her affection, and with the help of his polished
manner and the grace which he has learned in the
drawing rooms in the city, he soon persuades the
girl to accompany him to town. Shortly after-

wards the farmer goes to call upon his lady love
and finds only the scarf which he gave her lying
on the coping of the well, where she has left it in

her hasty flight. Gradually the truth dawns upon
the poor young fellow, and in an agony of grief he
sobs out his very soul in the silken folds of his

gift. His anguish of mind finally leads to a spell

of sickness, and he rises from his bed insane. Now
the poor fool is the butt of all the jokes and
pranks of the youngsters in the neighborhood as he
wanders aimlessly about, fondling the scarf in his
arms. One day, to escape from his tormentors, he
enters a park and near one of the benches, slips

and falls, striking his head against a stone coping
on the wall. At a nearby table, with her new-
found lover, sits the little country girl. We can
scarcely recognize her in her fine clothes, with
her altered appearance. Beneath her haughty ex-

terior, however, is a warm heart, and when she
sees the fool fall and injure himself, she rushes
to his assistance, scarcely heeding the protests of

her companion. When she recognizes the poor
fellow, she starts back in dismay at the havoc she
has wronght, and fears lest he recognize her and
be revengeful. However, no flickering beam of

intelligence is seen in his face, and moved to in-

finite pity, the young girl leads him gently along
the flower-bordered paths to a pool, where she
bathes his wounded head and feverish cheeks with
the cool waters. After having refreshed him thus,

she gently leads him hack to the old farm, and
bit by bit, by showing him first one familiar object
and then another, she recalls the incidents of the
past to his mind, until before long reason is again
enthroned. With his awakening intelligence, all

the old love wells in his heart and he plends witli

the girl to return to the simple life of the country.

This she does. The last scene shows the two hap-
pily embraced, with a long vista of happiness
stretched out before them.

THE HORSESHOE.—In a lonely castle, the

Princess Alice passes her days in weariness. She

dreams of a handsome suitor who will come to

release her from her boredom, but her life is a

solitary one and the fulfilment of her dream seems
improbable. From another chateau, a hunting
party sets out. Prince Cbarming's horse casts a

shoe. Returning with his mount, alone and on

foot, the Prince is surrounded by brigands and
taken to a cavern to be held prisoner until ransom
is exacted. Meanwhile, the Princess has received

the gift of a horseshoe from the God of Love, who
promises her that it will bring the fulfilment of

her desire. Cupid then speeds away to the rob-

bers' cave, pours a sleeping potion into the drink-

ing cups of the brigands, and Prince Charming
escapes. Princess Alice, during all this time, has
grown weary of waiting for the promised appear-

ance of a liberator, and in the moment of anger
throws the horseshoe out of the window. A cry

of pain arrests her attention. She runs to the

window and sees, extended on the grass, a man
with his forehead covered with blood. Frightened,

she descends, and hastens towards the man, who
is none other than Prince Charming. She offers

him the hospitality of her chateau, herself nurses

the victim of her precipitate action, and in so

doing, has the happiness of realizing Cupid's prog-

nostication.

FOXY ERNEST.—A domestic altercation is the
outcome of Mrs. Ernest Spendquick's extravagance
in the purchase of a new hat. which is not less-

ened by Mr. Spendquick's sudden desire to acquire

a grandfather clock. His wife sharply reproaches

him in her turn, and in a whirlwind of feminine

anger, leaves him to complete the bargain, which
is destined never to be made by Mr. Spendquiek,

for the clock is bought by a gentleman passing

with his wife. Mr. Spendquiek, divided between
admiration for the timepiece and the charms of the

lady now owning it, finds out her address, gains

admittance to her, and is subsequently hidden in

the clock to avoid meeting with the husband. The
result is that the clock gets out of order, the

hands flying round at lightning speed, and it is

sent back to the shopkeeper by its recent purchaser.
Meanwhile, Mrs. Spendquiek has been joined in

her walk by a gentleman acquaintance, who gal-

lantly buys everything for which she expresses a

fancy, and amongst other things is the grandfather
clock, which she proposes in a spirit of forgive-

ness to give to her husband. Mr. Ernest Spend-
quick, therefore, again finds himself beneath his

own roof, with comparatively little trouble on his

part, and upon his reappearance astutely observes

that he had chosen the clock as a hiding place to

watch the proceedings of his wife.

A CONQUEST.—George, passing a pretty woman
in the street, has recourse to that old-time trick

of dropping his own handkerchief and hurrying after

her, making believe that he thinks it is hers. On
examining the handkerchief, the beauty returns it.

telling George that it does not belong to her. He
then confesses that he knows very well that it is

not her property, as it happens to be his own, and
his offering it to her was only an excuse to make
her acquaintance, so struck was he by her beauty.

Upon this frank declaration the young woman
draws herself up haughtily, but George is not to

be discouraged, but follows closely behind her.

ready to be of any assistance on- the slightest

pretext. We therefore see him arriving at the

lady's house laden down with such articles as a

lampshade, a statuette, a bunch of roses, a bundle
of dress goods, and. in addition, leading an enor-

mous dog on a leash, against whose attacks he is

endeavoring to protect himself.
Thinking, however, that the tet-a-tete which he

expects to have with the beauty now that they
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Over 75 per cent, of the finest theaters In the United States and
Canada are furnished with them. They are used in 318 of the
405 moving picture theaters in Chicago.

To meet the growing demands for

LOW PRICED OPERA CHATRS
we have originated a number of styles, though inexpensive,

are characteristic of
ANDREWS QUALITY

Write to Department K for our large Catalogue No. 31, illus-

trated in colors, which will guide you when contemplating the pur-

chase of opera chairrs.

CHICAGO ESTABLISHED IS6S

NEW YORK SAN FRANCISCO
ST LOUIS TACOMA

174-176 Wabash Avenue, Chicago

Independent Film Service ^t^S"
We guarantee to furnish Exclusive Service

NO OLD TRUST—NO JUNK
Write or phone and our representative will call on you

CALIFORNIA FILM EXCHANGE, Inc., lYl^&¥l tt*:L*
r

Z£SZ.%!i.
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KALEM FILMS
ISSUE OF MARCH 23

THE GIRL AND THE BANDIT
Length, 900 Feet

Here is a Big Sensation—"THE GIRL AND THE BANDIT," a great drawing
title, and a subject that will make good from start to finish. It tells the story of how a
young girl, single handed captured a notorious desperado for whom a big reward had been
offered. Taken amid the beautiful scenery of Florida, and magnitkent in photography.

ISSUE OF MARCH 25

THE RAILWAY HAIL CLERK
Length, 945 Feet

This great feature film will draw immense crowds because it is a railroad picture,
and, because it reproduces that greatest of all stunts of Oliver Curtis Pern-, who lowered
himself with a rope from the top of a moving train, and, entering through a window,
robbed the mail car. The film shows how the mail clerk was accused of the robbery and
how his faithful wife ran down the real criminals' and secured their arrest. A thriller
of the most popular order.

Great posters for both these features

made by the
A. B. C. Co., of Cleveland, Ohio

KALEM CO., Inc.
Eastman Kodak Buiiaing

235-237-239 WEST 23rd STREET
NEW YORK CITY

The Cost of Living' is Getting
Higher Every Day

YET the PRICE of OUR SONG SLIDE SERVICE REMAINS THE SAME
50c a Set Per Week, Slides All New and in Perfect Condition

SEND 35c IN STAMPS FOR THE BEAUTIFUL "GOOD NIGHT" SLIDE

LINCOLN TRANSPARENCY EXCHANGE
IOtK Floor, Masonic Temple Chicago, 111.

have reached her home Is well worth all the hu-
miliation and inconvenience that he has suffered,

enten the house smiling like a basket of
chips, only to be met by the woman's busbanl.
who promptly kicks the officious stranger down the
Btepg.

NO TRIFLING WITH LOVE.—The Baron, a
wealthy nobleman Urlng In Ms vast cattle, sur-
rounded by all the luxuries of the period, has an
only son. Perdlcan. This Hon is his sole heir and

(tie Of his eye. lie is anxious thai IVrdlean
should marry his nice,., Camllle. The latter is a
tall, beautiful girl who moves with stately grace
In tbe richly furnished rooms of the castle. She
lias just finished her studies at the convent, and
Perdlcan Is well pleased at the suggestion of his
uncle. He, too, has just left his studies, and every-
one thinks that the match will be a happy one.
The days that now pass seem to he of attending

ess, but finally Catnille decides to renounce
her affection for Perdlcan and take the veil. Per-

in despair; nothing can seem to shake her
resolution. Tears and pleading have no effect. Even
the Al.be suggests that she reconsider her decision,
•but all to no avail. She thinks ber purpose 1»
steadfast, and that her life should he devoted to
1 lie service of the church. Piqued by her decision,
Perdlcan decides upon a scheme—lie will make
love to little Rosette, Camille's foster-sister, and
thus make his real love jealous and in this way,
perhaps, cause her to change her 'mind about enter-
ing the convent. He therefore writes Itosette a
note calling her his "Sweet Rosette" and begging
her to meet him by the lake. He also sends a
letter to Catnille at the same time, making a ren-
dezvous with her at the same place and hour, in
order to make sure that she will witness his love-
making to Rosette. But Camllle was too cute for
him. To he sure, woman-like, she did not relish*

seem?/ him paying court to her little sister, al-

though she knew it was only a ruse on his part
to aronse her jealousy. She therefore decides to
open Rosette's eyes to the man's duplicity and
therefore hides the girl behind a screen on the
occasion of Perdlcan's next visit to herself. Poor
little Rosette suffers agony as she bears from ber
place of concealment the false man whispering
terms of endearment to her sister Camille. for this
Is Rosette's first affair of the heart and Is taken
"au grand serleux" by the girl. Finally, unable
to hear the agony and humiliation of her position
another moment, with a moan of despair she rushes
from the house out to the beautiful bordered walks
and the magnificent shady trees where she bad
spent so many happy hours as a child, scarcely
recognizing, in her present miserable and heart-
broken self, the happy, care-free girl of a week
ago. The many happv hours snent beneath these
same fine old trees, when her heart was hounding
for very joy at being alive, seem to the girl now
but a happy dream. Wringing her little hands as
she turns from side to side like a frizhtened child
endeavoring to get away from some terrible bogey
that pursues her. she darts first this way then that
until in the distance the gleam of the smooth wa-
ters of the lake seem to call her and promise peace
and rest from this terrible tumult raging in her
breast. She hurries on. therefore, and. as she
reaches the cool waters, she stops and lazes at
her reflection, thinking that she is much too young
and fair to be so very. very unhappy. But what
else can she be when the one that she loves best
in the world and whose rinc she has worn so
proudly for the past week, and the very sight of
which even now makes her poor foolish little heart
beat, has so cruelly deceived her and changed for
her the entire world from a place of happiness and
love into a cold prison destitute of any promise of
hope, and from which she must escape, no matter

STOCK ADVERTISING SLIDES For All Trades

U New Spring

f Up (0 llw

Gentlemen-

JM

New Up-to-Date Designs
Worded Catchey

Appropriately Illustrated

50c Each Postpaid
Every Slide Perfect or Money

Back

THE BEST SLIDES
For All Purposes

OUR BABY CON-
TEST

Will Pack Your
Theatre

Good
Night.

SPECIALS TO ORDER 75c to $1.50

BRAYTON MANUFACTURING CO., 122 RANDOLPH ST., CHICAGO
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by what means? As her trouble looms up before
lier black and overpowering, the usually timid girl,

seized by an insane impulse, plunges into the waters
which soon envelop her and seem to shield her
from her trouble, and she lies there as peaceful as
a child. In the meantime someone on the estate
has noticed the girl's wild actions and hurried to
the house to acquaint the family of the fact. Ca-
mille and Perdiean, interrupted in their love-making,
hasten out of the house, accompanied by Camille's
aged father, and the three rush wildly around the
flower-bordered paths and through the fine old shade
trees, hoping to get a glimpse of the girl. Camille
knowing more about the true situation of affairs
than do the others, is the first to think of the
lake, and dashes ahead. But. alas! too late, for
scarcely have her wild eyes scanned the surface
when she perceives the dainty little fiegnre of her
dear Rosette floating like a tender flower on the
water, looking as peaceful as if she only slept.
Camille becomes like a mad woman for a moment,
but still has hope that her sister might be rescusci-
tated if they could manage to get her to shore.
Calling loudly to Perdiean. the latter takes off his

coat and soon reaches the little cold body, which
he reverently and gently bears in Ills arms to the
agonized sister and father on the beach. Little
Rosette's sufferings are at an end. however, though
they can hardly believe it, so lifelike does she look
as they vainly endeavor in every way to set the
little heart to beating and the soft eyes to open
once more.

SELIG POLYSCOPE CO.
DAWN OF FREEDOM.—Cuba was fighting for

the liberty and love, for the life unburdened by
the yokes of bondage—she was striving to free
the poor and oppressed and Col. Maceo was lead
ing his people ugainst the enemy. Mendoza—an
unwelcome suitor for the beautiful daughter of
Maceo—desperate over his rebuffs, leads the enemy
against the struggling Cubans, fearing the appeal
to Old Glory. The wires are cut: a duel is fought to

the death In which the brave old General is wounded.
His last and immortal words to his brave sub
jeets were: "My passing sees for Cuba the dawn
of freedom."

CROWDED OUT.—Every train brought the sight-
seers, the city hotel had out the S. R. O.. lint

the delegates with the long ribbons had to be
served. The last arrival at the tavern was Ren
Smith and the delegates from Peach Run District.
They were assigned a room next to a bridal connle.
cautioned to be very quiet. Ben did not consider
the room worthy of a Peach Run delegation: the
landlord was sure Ben was mistaken and the dif-
ference of opinion leads to a riot. The result
was that various noises emanated from the seat
of war. to the disgust of the bride and groom
next door, who, after braving the storm for some
time, report to the office.

The committee from Peacii Run was hauled upon
the carpet—condemnation proceedings are in ses-

sion. Out of resnect for Hoonmvlllo's pride, the
hotel, the foundation was left standing and nothing
done toward removing the well. Otherwise the
Milkmen's Convention was a dignified success.

IK THE FROZEN NORTH.—A brutal husband
leaves his wife and causes n letter to he sent
reporting his death at sea. The wife, fainting at

the news, overturns the lamp and sets fire to the
house. Saved by an old sweetheart, she marries
him later.

The call of the North hrlngs this good hnshand
to the gold fields; he prospers and is Joined by
his bride.

At a merry making In honor of her arrival the
brutal husband appears and bv threats nf ex-
posure 1s about to take her away, when a friend
— for there are such hearts of cold in that frozen
North—Interferes for the hnnnincss of the food
and worthy and ends the existence of the brvtp
And over this tale of our far-flung North. Cod

mantles the earth with nis white snow of nence
and purity as an emblem of good will to Alaskan
hearts.

THE VILL*GE INVENTOR.—The son of • Soth
Dean, the village blacksmith, was the possessor
of a genius' mind. He works for weeks nnon a

mechanical device, his efforts being jeered at by
the town gossips. Mildred Van Dyke, the flantrhter
of a rich manufacturer, drives her machine In

front of the shop one day for repairs. The son
looks after her as she snoods away—her hand
kerchief Is seen to fall. John picks it up. Ti.nl

evening he Incldentallv meets the Van Dvl.-es
stops the machine and returns the handkerchief
Mr. Van Dvke becomes interested In tho invention
and asks John to visit him. A bargain Is stniok

—

a new firm organized. The prospects of fortune
win the daughter—the naners announce t he it- wed
ding—the country sweetheart is forgotten. Vears
later John finds his mistake—the wife tires of

him. He Is divorced and returns to the home of

his childhood and the little country girl he left

behind.

WIZARD OF OZ.—Folk lore, legends, mvths and
fairy tales have followed childhood throuHi the
ages, for every healthy youngster has n wholesome
and Instinctive love for stories fantastic, tnarveloii"

and manifestly unreal. The winged fnirios of

Grimm and Andersen have brought more h"nniness
to childish hearts than all other human creations

Vet the old-time fairv tale, having served for

generations, mav now be classed as "historical"
in the children's library, for the time has come

for a series of newer "wonder talcs" in which the
stereotyped genie, dwarf and fairy are eliminated,
together with all the horrible and blood-curdling
incidents devised by their authors to point a tear
some moral to each tale. Modern education in-

cludes morality; therefore the modern child seeks
only entertainment in its wonder tales and gladb
dispenses with all disagreeable incident.

THE TREASURE HUNTERS.—The old sea cap
tain, who for forty years has steered his craft
through many a storm, is now on the eve of his
last sailing—that to the Great Beyond. The fain
ily doctor and the two nephews, Horace and Dar-
rell, are at his side. His will is passed to Horace
and read, and before the last word has left his

lips, the seafarer is no more.
The will tells of the hidden treasure on some

distant South Sea island. Weeks later finds the
nephews sailing in search of the unknown land.
the finding of the treasure, encountering danger,
sensational escape, return home, completing a

story of intense interest, enhanced by beautiful
photography.

VITAGRAPH COMPANY.
VICTIMS OF FATE.—The body of the victim is

carried to his cabin, where his daughter and son
mourn their loss. Surrounded by his friends, the
son plans an attack on "The Dawsons." Tho daugh-
ter of Bill Briggs is the sweetheart of Jim Dawson.
and when she hears her brother conspiring to kill

her lover, she determines to warn him. Her brother
suspects her purpose and tries to prevent her. She
escapes from the house, however, goes to the Daw-
son "shack" and tells young Dawson of his danger.
She begs Jim to flee for his life; for her sake he
is finally persuaded and with his mother persuades
his father to go with him.
The two women are left alone, and soon the girl's

brother, with his followers, besiege the cabin. Mrs.
Dawson, a woman of nerve and passion, seizes a
rifle and through a "peep hole" returns the volley

of shots which suddenly penetrate the door and
windows, killing the mother of young Dawson and
wounding young Briggs's sister.

The brother and his companions hearing no more
shots, batter in the door and discover the women
on the floor. Bending over the bodies, young Briggs
rooogizes his sister. Waving his companions from
the room, he bids them return to their homes.
Alone with the dead. Briggs gives way to throes
of extreme grief. Young Dawson now returns home
and covers young Briggs with his gun, who shows
that he is unarmed and points to Dawson's mother
and his own sister. Dawson is horror-stricken and
sorrowfully clasps the girl to his bosom, then rising
to his feet, hands his gun to Briggs, hires his

lireast and tells him to shoot, that he is willing to

suffer for the sins of their fathers.
Filled with shame and sadness, he offers his hand

to young Dawson and points to the women: "You
have lost a mother, we have both lost my sister."
The men clasp hands and forgive. Suddenly they
notice that the sister shows signs nf life and rush
towards her. lifting her in their arms. She slowly
opens her eyes and looks into the eyes of her
In-other, and then her sweetheart's, and smiles, tells

them to forget the past and to love each other
as she has loved them both. While they tenderly
support her in their arms, she is happy and satis-

fied that she has not lived in vain.

THE MYSTERY OF TEMPLE COURT.—A young
girl who loves an unworthy young fellow, of little

character and less conscience, consents to a secret
marriage. After a spell he tires of her and deserts
her. Through a letter he has left, she follows him
to England, where she eventually traces him to an
apartment, where he has been living in style and
comfort. He has Just received a letter from his

father, who suggests that he would have him re
turn home, where he can arrange a marriage for
him with an heiress.
He Is just preparing to go when his wife con

fronts him and pleads with him to recognize and
protect her. and when she throws her arms about
his neck In pleading embrace, he seizes her with
the fury of a demon, strangles her and throws her
to the floor. Bending over the body, he discovers

' • s'>" ' ('end For a moment, he is overwhelmed
with remorse, lifts the body and locks It in a

closet. Placing the key In his pocket, he hurriedly
scribbles a note to his landlady and leaves the
house.
The young man returns to his father's home and

we see him in the midst of a gay and brilliant
reception, at which he is introduced to the heiress,
who receives him passively, as she seems to favor
another suitor, who figures largely In the plot of
the story, for It Is shortly after this scene at the
reception that this young suitor visits London and
takes lodging In the same apartment In which the
young wife was killed.

Dozing before the fire, he has a dream In which
the murdered woman appears nnd points to the
closet. He cannot dismiss this dream from his

mind and decides to look in the closet. The door Is

locked. He forces It open and finds the body of
the girl. He notifies the landlady and she notifies

the police, who follow clue after clue until they
decide that the previous occupant of the room, who
left it so suddenly, is the murderer.
While these denouements are taking nlace. the

young murderer has gained consent from the heiress
to become his wife, and .-fust as they are about to

be married at the church rail, the young suitor ap
pears with the police, stops the marriage, nnd the
young murderer Is arrested. The heiress turns In

gratitude to the man who lias saved her from
marriage to a murderer and villain, acknowledges
her love for him, and he is not slow in declaring
his love for her; both plight their troth with pa-

rental benediction.

THE COURTING OF THE MERRY WIDOW.—
Two jolly old souls, fat, foolish and forty, fall

ardently in love with a fair and figureless widow
of forty summers and all the other seasons besides.

They are rivals for her hand and fortune and im-
mediately lay siege to her susceptible and romantic
heart, sure that the best man will win.
They groom themselves carefully for the con-

quest and start out for the fair one's domicile, one
fortified with a bouquet and t lie other with a box
of "sweets." While one of them with his "bon-
bons" is making love and pressing his suit, the
other one with his bouquet inopportunely appears
upon the scene, interrupting his rival, who glares
fiercely at him as he sheepishly slips out of the
room, leaving the bouquet holder alone with the
object of his affection.
Only for a moment however; the engaging widow

is too absorbed in her book and candies to give
heed to her fat beau, who retires from the room
in confusion and despair. Each one of the lovers
feels that the other lias defeated him in Cupid's
fray and one sends a challenge to the other. The
challenge is accepted and the duel is arranged.

Just as they are about to start the bloody conflict.
a messenger is seen rapidly approaching the field

of battle. He comes forward and hands the con-
testants each a letter which reads: "If you love
me. come to me at once.—The Widow." They drop
their swords and make haste in hot chase to the
adored one. The race is a close one and both reach
the house of their beloved one at the same time,
only to leani that she has been married to another.
They are downcast and inconsolable, a pair of

fallen, battle-scarred heroes defeated by an un-
known warrior, who carries off the prize package.
"Stung!" they ejaculate simultaneously. Then they
shake hands and smile. They go out and smile
again, then everybody smiles. You just can't
help it.

CAPITAL VS. LABOR.—The daughter of a cap-
italist and manufacturer is courted by a young
officer of the militia, and, at the same time, a
yonng clergyman is deeply in love with her. She
seems to favor the military man. because, as she
says: "She prefers a man who does things, to one
who simply preaches them."

Dissatisfaction arises among the employees of the
big manufacturing plant of the town. A committee
calls upon the manager and proprietor, whom we
must identify as the father of the young lady who
is in love with the young soldier. The committee
requests a recognition of their rights: the manager
refuses.

Trouble seems imminent and the young clergy-
man appeals to the proprietor in behalf of the men.
ITis intercession is also denied. The strike is on.
crowds assemble in mass meetings, agitators in-
cense them with hatred and inflame them with
vengeance, and violence runs riot. The mob marches
towards the home of the manufacturer, whose house-
hold has been warned of the approaching danger.
The young officer is visiting the daughter. She

appeals to him for protection and asks him to in-

tercede with the mob. He dares not face them
single-handed and promises to return with his regi-
ment and protect her and her home. Then he leaves
her.
The mob attacks the home, breaks the doors ami

windows and forces an entrance into the house,
demolishes the furnishings and threatens her father.
in whose arms she Is clasned. While the fury of
the mob is at its height, the young minister rushes
into the room, checks and silences the strikers and
trains from their employer all their claims and priv-
ileges.

After this has been done, the young officer re-

turns with his regiment, but there is no need for
his services. The young clergyman has won the
respect of the capitalist, the cause of labor and
1 tie heart of the young girl, who now knows that
he is not only a man of words but also a man of
deeds.

THE HAND OF FATE.—Striking it rich, the hero
of this Western drama cashes in his gold dust and
cleans up a large sum of money. He decides to go
back to the city. Bidding his friends and com-
panions good-by, he starts on horse through the
wild country for the railroad station.
One of his compaions who saw him display his

"roll," lies In wait at a lonely point, shoots and
rotis him. While he is taking the money, he un-
consciously drops his watch. The horse of the
wounded man returns to town riderless. His friends
become suspicious and start out at once In search
of its rider and find him lying wounded and un-
conscious.

Beside him they find the villain's watch, which
they think helongs to their wounded friend: they
place it In his pocket and send him to a hospital
In a nearby city. While in the hospital he falls

in love with his nurse.
When he recovers from the wound, his possessions

are returned to him. among which Is the watch that
was dropned by the robber when our hero was
robbed. At once he recognizes the name of the
thief inscribed in the cover. He leaves the hos-
pital and goes back to the mining camp to make
a fresh start and make another fortune. Success
Is with him once more. He marries the pretty
nurse, who afterwards dies and leaves him with
their daughter, who grows Into womanhood and be-
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I Dgaged to n very worthy young fellow, who

brings his dither to meet his sweetheart and her
father, When the two older men meet, the young
woman'! tether recoKni7.es the father ,.f the yonng
man as the tie:, .herons friend wb<

I cobbed
him years before. lie makes himself known to
his false friend.
Tbey agree to keep secret his villainy for the

t their children, but with the distinct under-
Standing that he will leave them t..rove-
young folks are married and the false friend
for parts unknown, Lonely and friendless, we see
him riding over a desolate plain out of eight and
into obscurity.

A BROKEN SPELL.— Proud of the b< r and dls-
on of entertaining a eelebrltj

l brings
the famous musical composer to his residence, In

I him to bis wife and extends to him the
nty of bis home. While the musician is

enjoying the Count's generosity, lie incident.,!!.
calls attention to the r which two
portraits on the walls bear to his bos! I

complimenting and showing admiration for other fur-
nishings of artistic taste.
The wife, who Is of artistic and impressionable

temperament, is fascinated by the composer. A
reception is held In honor of the distinguished plan
1st, and. after the guests have departed, I

by the husband, the musician and the wife arc left
alone. He plays an emotional waltz. She is Irre-
sistibly moved by the soulful music and glides Into
a dance of graceful litheness and charming poses,
scattering roses as she sways about the r

As she Is passing the artist, he catches her In
his arms and passionately kisses her: be pleadingly
declares his love, but, ns if continuing the dance,
she leaves the room, throwing him a rose which
she takes from her bosom, she disappears through
the door.

At this moment the Count enters and kisses his
wife, who wakes startled and stares in wonder at
him. With the vividness of her dream Impressed
upon her mind, she can hardly realize she herself
has not been killed for her actions with the com-
poser, and now. fully conscious of her own weakness
and Its possible results, throws her arms lovinglv
about her husband's neck, thankful that the spell
is broken and she is saved from its consequences.
The next morning, while the composer and the

Count are seated at breakfast, the composer re-
ceives a telegram calling him to Paris. The Count
urges him to stay. The composer says that be can-
not and asks the Count if he has a time-table. The
Count leaves to get It, and while he is gone his
wife enters and is approached . by the musician
She repulses him. He is disappointed and disgusted
with her coldness.
The husband returns with the time-table, is

greeted affectionately by his wife. The musician
takes the rose given him by the wife and throws
It on the table: accompanied by the Count, he takes
his departure for Paris without so much as a nod
from the wife, who can only contemplate her for-
tunate escape from her own frailty.

LICENSED RELEASES.

THIS WEEK'S PROGRAM OF LICENSED FILMS.
Monday, March 21.

Blograph—Faithful (Dr.) 994
Lubin—A Mother's Heart (Dr.) 905
Pathe—A Woman's Repentance (Dr.) 850
Selig—The Village Inventor (Dr.) 1000

Tuesday, March 22.

Edison—A Western Romance (Dr.) (590
Edison—The Man With the Weak Heart (Com.). "05
Gaumont—The Queen and the Mirror (Dr.).... 731
Gaumont—The Wild Coast of Belle Isle (Scenic) .23.1
Vitagraph—Capital vs. Labor (Dr.) 94D

Wednesday, March 23.

Essanay—The Hand of Uncle Sam (Dr.) 1000
Kalem—The Girl and the Bandit (Dr.) Ono
Pathe—The Horseshoe (Dr.) 574
Pathe—For the King (Dr.) 380
Urban—A Maid of the Mountains (Dr.) 500
Urban—Over the Appennines of Italy (Scenic) . .351

Thursday, March 24.

Blograph—The Twisted Trail (Dr.) 9R<?

Lubin—Two Gentlemen of the Road (Com.) 925
Sellg—Wizard of Oz (Com.) 1000

Friday, March 25.
Edison—The Suit Case Mystery (Dr.) 935
Kalem—The Railway Mail Clerk (Dr.) 945
Pathe—No Trifling With Love (Dr. i 56R
Pathe—The Banks of the Causes (Scenic) 120
Vitagraph—The Hand of Fate (Dr.) 971

Saturday, March 26.
Essanay—The Ranchman's Wooing (Com.) 051
Essanay—The Airship Gaze (Com.) 339
Gaumont—The Fall of Babylon (Biblical) 1020
Pathe—Foxy Ernest (Com.) 000
Pathe—A Conquest (Com.) 384
Vitagraph—A Broken Spell (Dr.) 975

Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Teh.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Mar.
Mar.
Mur.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Mar
Mar.
Mar,
Mar,
Mar
Mar.
Mar,
Mar

Mar
Mar.
Mar,
Mar.
Mar

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
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Mai-

Mar

Feb.
BIOGRAPH COMPANY. Feb.

31—The Cloister's Touch (Dr.) 903 Feb.

3—The Woman from Mellon's (Dr.) 988 M*r.
7—The Course of True Love (Dr.) 987 -Mar.

10—The Duke's Plan (Dr.) 985 Mar.
14—One Night, and Then (Dramatic) 992 Mar.
17—The Englishman and the Girl (Dr.)... 975 M"<".

21— Ills Last Burglary (Dr.) 995 Mar.
24—Taming a Husband (Dr.) 986 Mar.
28—The Final Settlement (Dr.) 981 Mar.
2—The Newlyweds (Dr.) 981 Mar.
7—The Thread of Destiny (Dramatic) 977 -Mar.

10—In Old California (Dramatic) 99] Mar.
1-1—The Converts 1 Dramatic) 986 Mar.
17—The Love of Lady Irma (Dramatic) .. .OS.-s Mar.
•Jl Faithful (Dr.) 994 Mar.
24—The Twisted Trail (Dr.) 988

EDISON MFG. CO.

22—A Victim of Bridge (Dramatic 990 M ;,r.

25—Lost and Regained (Dramatic) 445 Mar
25—That Girl of Dixon's (Dramatic) 475 M ;ir

'.

1— Hanson's Folly (Dr.) 1000 Mar
4—At the Eleventh Hour (Dr.) 800 '\[a r
4—The Man Under the Bed 200 Mar
8—The Right Decision (Dr.) 600 Mar
8—My Milliner's Bill (Com.) 400 Mar
11—His First Valentine (Dr.) 770
11—Love Drops (Com.) 230
15—Fruit Growing, Grand Valley, Colo. Feb

(Scenic) 570 Feb
-

15—A Mountain Blizzard (Comedy) 425 Feb
"

IS—Frankenstein (Dramatic) 975 Feh [

22—A Western Romance (Dramatic) COO
22—The Man with the Weak Heart (O..305 Mar
25—The Suit Case Mystery (Dramatic) . .935 Mar ]

ESSANAY FILM MFG. CO. Mar -

5—Sensational Logging (Scenic) 1000 M„"
9—The Price of Fame (Dramatic) 1000

"

M ' '

12—Bitter Sweet (Comedy) 45C \, '

12—Western Chivalry (Comedy) 568 Mar
'

16—Aviation at Los Angeles, Cal. (Educ.).60G M„"
16—Baby's First Tooth (Comedy) 385 Jj~
19—The Cowboy and the Squaw (Dr.) 935 i,.' '

23—The Winning of Father (Comedy) SOS ?}"'
23—Oh, So Sick (Comedy) 479 \.'

'

26—The Mexican's Faith (Dr.) 925 ;, '

2—The Egg Trust (Comedy) 402 w '

2—Rags, Old Iron (Comedy) 598 M '

5—The Ostrict and the Lady (Educ.) 175 Sri"
5—The Ranch Girl's Legacy (Comedy) .. .825 Mar ]

9—The Interrupted Honeymoon (Com.)... 950 Mar'
12—The Fence on "Bar Z" Ranch (Dr.).. 950 Mar

'

16—The Inventor's Model (Dramatic
16—Method in His Madness (Comedy) Mnr
19—The Girl and the Fugitive (Dramatic). v„ r

'

23—The Hand of Uncle Sam (Dr.) 1000 „*'
26—The Airship Gaze (Com.) 339 M '

26—The Ranchman's Wooing (Com.) 651 Mar
"

30—His Hunting Trip (Com.) 975 Mar
'

KALEM CO. Miir -

11—The Feud (Dramatic) 915
Mar '

16—The Fisherman's Grranddaughter (D.).950
18—The Trapper and the Redskins (Dr.)... 705 Feb
18—That's What They All Say (Com.) 222 Feb

"

23—The Miser's Child (Dramatic) 940 Feb
'

25—The Indian Scout's Vengeance (Dr.).. 940 Feb
'

2—The Treachery of the Pequots (Dr.)... 610 Mar2—The Court Jester (Comedy) 205 Mar
'

4—The Girl Tbief (Dramatic) 950 M
'

r

'

9—Her Soldier Sweetheart (Dr.) 985 Mar
"

11—The Robber Baron (Dramatic) 970 uar
16—The Seminole's Trust (Dramatic) 960 Ma

_"

IS—The Enchanted Castle (Dramatic) 955
23—The Girl and the Bandit (Dr.) 906
25—The Railway Mail Clerk (Dr.) 945 Feb ,

LUBIN MFG. CO. F^b ;

14—The Hand of the Heiress (Dr.) 490 Feb.
14—Loving Hearts (Comedy) 460
17—A Honeymoon Through Snow to Sun- Feb.

shine (Dr.) 950 Feb.
21—The New Marshall at Gila Creek (D.).Slo Feb.
24—The District Attorney (Oramatic) S70 Mar.
2S—The Ranger and tbe Girl (Dr.) 805 Mar.
3—Tbe Millionaire's Adventure (Dr.) 915 Mar.
7—Marriage in Haste (Comedy) S25 Mar.

. 10—Hearts Are Trumps (Dramatic) 900 Mar.
14—Mamma's Angel Child (Comedy) 505 Mar.
14—The Blunderer (Comedy) 455 Mar.
17—Tbe Irish Boy (Dramatic) 930 Mar.
21—A Mother's Heart (Dr.) 905
24—Two Gentlemen of tbe Road (Com.). 925 Mar.

. 28—His Spanish Wife (Dr.) 966 Mar.
::i—The Daughter's Choice (Dr.) 930 Mar.
1G— Mar.
21—The Village Inventor (Dr.) 1000 Mar.

. 24—Wizard of Oz (Com.) 1000 Mar.

GAUMONT.
G. Kleine.

22— Ills Fears Confirmed (Dramatic) 4>-0

26—Legend of King Midas (Dramatic) 754
26—Blue Fishing Nets (Indus.) I I

1—Tbe Plucky Suitor (Dramatic) 505
1—Tbe Value of Aude (Scenic) 881
5—Tbe Poet of the Revolution (Dr.) 960
8— The Legend of Daphne (Dramatic) ... .34)
S—Tbe Great Scoop (Dramatic)
12—Rabelais' Joke (Comedy) 017
12—The Pirate Airship (Comedy) 361
15—In the Shadow of the Cliffs (Dramat.
15—The .Saraband Dance (Mystical) 286
19—Little Jack's Letter (Dramatic) 741
19— In the Foothills 01 , tile) 240
22 1 Queen and tbe Mirror (Dr.) 734
22—The Wild Cast ,,1 Belle Isle

26—The Fall of Babylon 1 Biblical) 1020

URBAN ECLIPSE.
G. Kleine.

2—From Beyond tbe Seas (Dramatic) 504
2—Baby Bet (Comedy) 4^3
9—At the Bar of Justice (Dramatic) 884
9—The Waterr-i'lyer (Scenic) 106
16—The Country Schoolmaster (Dramatic) .688
16—A Trip Along the Rhine (Travel) 240
23—A Maid of the Mountains (Dr.) 590
23—Over the Appennines of Italy (Scenic). 351

PATHE FRERES.
26—Granny's Birthday (Comedy) 653
26—In the Gulf of Salerno (Scenic) 377
28—Joseph Sold by His Brethren (Bib.) 754
28—A Mica Mine, Tbe Ulluguara Mts. (In-

dustrial) 279
2—The Violin Maker of Cremona (Dr.) 676
2—The Wrestling Match (Sports) 250
4—The Door (Com.) 479
4—Brittany Lassies (Com.) 508
5—Pierrot (Dr.) 571
5—A Happy Turn (Dr.) 446
7—Tragic Idyl (Dramatic) 607
7—Strenuous Massage (Comedy) 417
9—A Tragic Adventure (Dramatic) 285
11—A Seaside Flirtation (Comedy) 515
11—A Cure for Timidity (Comedy) 564
12—A Tale of a Tenement (Dramatic) 535
12—Sportv Dad (Comedy) 4)9
14—Uncle's Money (Com.) 499
14—Tobacco Culture (Industrial) 469
16—The Captive (Dr.) 640
10—A Bull Fight in Mexico (Scenic) 295
18—The Troubadour (Com.) 561

18—The Bxlle (Dr.) 410
19—Wild Birds in Their Hauuts (Indus-

trial! 459
19—A Willful Dame (Com.) 544
21—A Woman's Repentance (Dr.) 850
23—The Horseshoe (Dr.) 574
23—For the King (Dr. ) 380
25—No Trifling With Love (Dr.) 55S
25—The Banks of the Ganges (Scenic) .. .426
26—Foxy Ernest (Com.) 600
20—A Conquest (Com.) 384

SELIG POLYSCOPE CO.

17—The Girl of the Range (Dramatic) .. .1000
21—Saved from tbe Tide (Dramatic) 1000
24—Back Among the Old Folks (Dramatic). 1000
2S—Industries of Southern California (Ind.)lOOO
3—Samuel of Posen (Dramatic)) 100O
7—Told in the Golden West (Dramatic). 1000

10—Across the Plains (Dramatic) 1000
14—The Dawn of Freedom (Dramatic) 630
14—A Crowded Hotel (Comedy) 370
17—In the Frozen North (Dramatic) 1000-

VITAGRAPH COMPANY.
15—The Wayside Shrine (Dramatic) 930
IS—Muriel's Stratagem (Dramatic) 655
IS—Trip Through No. of Eng. (Scenic) 320
19—The Promised Land (Life of Moses)

(Biblical) 990
22—Paid in Full (Dramatic! 930
25—A Lesson by the Sea (Dramatic) 963
26—The Soul of Venice (Dramatic) 950
1—An Eye for an Eye (Dramatic) 930
4—On the Border Line (Dramatic) 918
5—Beautiful Snow (Comedy) 420
5—History of a Sardine Sandwich CO.)...478
8—A Brother's Devotion (Dramatic) 950

11—Conscience (Dramatic) 941
12—Taming a Grandfather (Comedy) 950
10—The Courting of the Merry Widow

1 Com. 1

15—Victims of Fate (Dr.) 963
is—The Mystery of Temple Court (Dr.)... 969
22—Capital vs. Labor (Dr.) 949
25—Tbe Hand of Fate (Dr.) !)71

26—A Broken Spell (Dr.) 975
29—The Indiscretions of Betty (Dr.) 94S

Open Twenty-Four Hours Every Day—Write, Call, Wire orPhone Any Hour, Day or Night

ELECTRIC THEATRE SUPPLY CO., Inc. Jferfi^Vfc^^KSAYJ--:
7SSZ?&:ttZ£ t&&V&£ 44 N. TentH Street, Philadelphia, Pa

We have every subject Issued by the Licensed Manufacturers
MOTIOURAPH, PATHE FRERES, POWER'S, EDISON and LUBIN MACHINES, HALLBERU ECONOMIZERS and PARTS ALWAYS ON HAND
Write for our new proposition :—Supplying two customers in the same town each with twelve reels a week, keeping each one's supply away from the other, and

no repeaters to either
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sanay Films
Dramatic Feature! THE HAND OF UNCLE SAM Sensational Picture!

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

Release of Wednesday,
March 23

To say the least it is a tre-

mendous picture, showing
how Uncle Sam protects his

American citizens when in

danager in foreign lands.

Several scenes ir this pic

ture were made in Mexico,
the Isthmus of Panama and
in the West. A United
States torpedo-boat des-

troyer was especially pro-

cured for this Essanay
production.

Perfect in every detail, an

interesting film, a scenic

marvel, big cast, the best

acting talent obtainable; a

rapid fire picture of patriot-

ism. Write for our big 16

page circular describing this

big feature. Special posters

may be obtained from your

film exchange. Advertise

it now! The length is

approximately 1000 feet.

I

I

'A RANCHMAN'S WOOING!''
(Western Comedy!)

(Length, approx. 339 feet)

RELEASED SATURDAY, MARCH 26
"THE AIRSHIP GAZE''

(Comedy)
(Length, approx. 339 feet)

Essanay Film A\'fg., Go.
FACTORY and STUDIOS 1333 ARGYLE ST. - OFFICE 435 NORTH CLARK ST.

CHICAGO and LONDON, 5 NEW COMPTON ST. W. C.

LUBIN FILMS
A\M /"^ npU w> "n » «* u wt* A ^n *¥* Released Monday, March 21st

Fl VJ 1 n Ml, IV. O O ML, f\. *V 1 Approximate Length, 905 Feet

A Gripping Heart-Interest Story—One of the Best

Released Thursday, March 24 Approx. Length, 925 Feet Released Monday, March 3 8 Approx. 965 Feet

TWO GENTLEMEN OF THE ROAD HIS SPANISH WIFE
A Screaming Comedy A Pictorial Romance

SEND FOR CATALOGUE OF OUR 1910 "MARVEL" PROJECTING MACHINE

LUBIN MANUFACTURING COMPANY •ttSLHSSETKE™
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INDEPENDENT RELEASE DATES. Independent Film Stories.

actophone company. THE ACTOPHONE COMPANY.
Mar. Wttk'l tetMD (DBBitlCj . .. ......... .1 THE PARSON'S POSTER. - Ti„. Parson's Poster"

",' "'
T."

f
''

B
p
e
"?l'

' ',',"'"-' ""'•
,",'" « "'" «""y of ... ex-vaudeville actor who became

Nl " " ""' ''»"""> ''""•• U*.J «>00 u minister. Dissatisfied with his success In the
... ... r-TTM mlII11„v uilnliterlal Held, be divides to resign lils pastorateECLAIR FILM COMPANY. .,,„, |

,,..-.,
r ,,. . .,,, .,,.,,„, A chance meeting With an

.Mar. 7 Taming Wild Horses al Bnenoa Aires old name of bis who is on the vaudeville stage.
ISceuicJ 850 somewhat changes liis plans, especially after she

Mar. ii The ttevenge of Dupont I'Angullle <3o baa proffered her services to Increase tbe attendance
Mar. 14—Aspirants to tbe Hand of Helen 465 at bis cborcb.
Mar. 21 The Lover's Embarrussmenl (Com.).. 420 —

—

Mar 21 Honesty. Us own Keward (Dr.) 510
Mar. 2>> Tin. Treasure of i is < 1 n

i 090 POWERS CO.
Mar. 28 A Tripe to Berne (8cenlc) 300 J0HN HARDY'S INVENTION. John Hardy bas

rwT-AT vnHTHFSii rTTM mHP1„v invented a flying machine. It works perfectly in
OKtAl MOKlHtKM JrlLM COMPANY.

|,| s OWI1 ,,,„„, wl ,|, ,„,| v !i1k devoted wife and lllln

Feb. IS—-Ruined by His Son (Dramatic) self as spectators.
Feb. 2tl—The Doctor's Sacrifice (Dr.) _ a party of capitalists assemble in the office of
Mar. B—A Pleasant Walk (Comedy j 41." Mr. Mailed;, who buys and sells Inventions. The]
Mar. 5—The Mad Drainpipe (Comedy) 843! witness a trial of Hardy's flying machine model.
March, l- -A Wedding During tbe French itev- The machine tails to By, and the capitalists refuse

olution (Dramatic) to back tbe Invention. Poor Hardy returns heart
Mar. in The Theft of the Diamonds (Dr.) 564 broken to lib) humble home. His wife tries to

\i.n-. 18 a Quiet Honeymoon (Comedy) 209 cbeer bim up. As she embraces blm s hairpin falls

from her hair. Hardy picks it up and looks at It.

"IMP." Willi a pliers he makes a couple of bends In the

Mar 7—Mother Love (Dramatic) 089 hairpin, and his wife, alter trying it. is delighted

Mar. 10—Devotion ol Women (Dramatic) 930 "There Is an Invention thai will till a long felt

Mar. 14—The Broken Oath (Dramatic) 050 want. Let's patenl It." Hardy makes fun of his

Mar 14—The Time Lock Sate (Dramatic) 960 u, "' s enthusiasm and sets to work on his flying

Mar. 21—His Sick Friend (Dramatic) 700 machine .....
Mar. 21-Stungl (Comedy) 800 But Mrs Hardy feels sure that she has a good

Mar. 24-The Stage Note (Dramatic) TOO thing, and she goes to the office of Malleck to

Mar. 24—Stunts on Skates by Edmund Laroy....250 ntewat him in the ha i;i>m. A crowd of hungry

Mar 28—Transfusion (Dr.) 900 inventors are also waiting for Malleck, so Mrs.

Mar! 31-Hard Cash (Dr.) 900 Hardy writes a note to him asking if he will see
her at his home and look at a great invention.

LUX FILMS. Malleck replies by mail, telling her to call at his

. , /rv . ,„, hotel after five. Mrs. Hardy puts the note into
Mar. 9—A Fathers Patriotism (Dr.) 534 a drawer of her sewing machine. She visits Malleck
Mar. 9—He Knew Best (Com.) 459 and he agrees to consider the Invention.
Mar. 16—The Two Brothers (Dramatic) o^j Three weeks pass. Mrs. Hardv goes out to Mai
Mar. 10—Life in the Next Century (Coin.) 29o

] eck's office to sign papers. Hardv works at his
Mar. 23—A Family Feud (Dramatic) Uoo invention. He needs a piece of heavy thread, and
Mar. 23—How a Bad Tempered Man Was Cured

|ie opens the maehine drawer in search of it. He
(Comedy) 3.>3 finus jialleck's letter to Mrs. Hardy. Hardy is

Mar. 30—A Drama on the Reef (Dr.) 6oi5 erased with jealous rage. Seizing a pistol, he
Mar. 30—Cured By a Tip (Com.) S2i rushes out. At the apartments of Malleck be is

told by the valet that Malleck is out. "It Is a

NESTOR FILMS. lie!" On a table Hardy sees the model of the

Feb. 1G-A Daughter's Devotion 520 Pairpin. That proves to him that his wife was
... ;,. ;,/ ij i u, i . s-:\ there. He searches the rooms, and then rushes
£e

,

b ' ^rf'V1 " Bonebead 4,o
franHc.a„ v f ,.om the ,10te, As ITardy crosses the

.. o .!?, If"T .'• " "i- >iA street he is struck by an automobile. He is taken

t
ar - £~2 \ h .

,

C
,7

V<
R.i°u ,' nils "ome unconscious. The next day he Is able to sit

J"- ,2~2S % Utl(
l

BiS HOr"
u up. His noble wife is at his side. He raises his

J}"
r -

o^-r,
e ? ,L, i? mV i ,, band to push her away. The good woman places

Mar. 23-The Tenderfoot (Dr.) B90
jn Hardy

,*
hand MaIleok .

s agreement to pay Hardy™m vnmr MnTTrtv PTfTltHF C.n $10,000 for his invention of the "Hardy Hold-Fast

» u <£ ¥ ,, r-

M
,

0T
.

10*
,

PICT
Y,
K
^

C0
-

qqq Hairpin." and enclosing a cheek for that amount.

£
6b

/ ^
_
^
0r

,

HCr
R ££?! F°,

n
,° ,.' ;'„'•;,;,•; 'soo Now Hardy understands. He begs forgiveness of

Feb. ao-Dooley Referees the Big Fight (Com. ) .800
]iim kjss _

Mar. 1—Cowboy and the Schoolmarm (Dr.)....»7S

Mar. 4—The New Partner (Dr.) 775

Mar. 8—Indian and the Cowgirl (Dr. i 950 THANHDIISPR
Mar. 11—The Rose of the Ranch (Dim 970

inftnnuuoLK.
Mar. 15—For His Sister's Honor (West.) 978 THE LIAR AND THE THIEF.—Sikes. a gentle-

Mar 18—A Mexican's Ward (Dr.) 985 man of the Raffles order, reads In the paper that

Mar' 22—The Man From Texas (Dr.) 975 Mrs. Eldridge, a young society woman, who alleged

Mar. 25—Company "D" to the Rescue (West.) that she had been robbed of her jewels, confessed

app 1000 that she had in reality pawned them—admitting

tt at.a . that the robbery was a prearranged affair in which
„ „ '_ _ . she played the leading role and her maid the sup-

, /By,

M " *.! " ,', ,V . r . . porting one. Skies decides to have it appear that
Feb. 26—Foolshead at the Ball (Com.)... 614 -

robbpd herself a s(>con(1 tilne . Disguised
Feb. 20—The Dog of the Cheese Monger (Com.). 303

as ft P ier„vman he obtains the Jewels. Naturally.
Mar. 5 -Supreme Recognition (Dr.) ... ..9oo

everybodv believes Mrs. Eldridge again guilty! And
Mar. 9 Foolshead Chlel of Reporters Coin. .000

tl _a clever aetectlve turns up and shows public
Mar. 9 The Town Travelers Revenge (Com.) .209 .

, mtataken 1>v faBtening the offence on the
Mar. 19—The Betraying Mirror (Dr.) 9.,>

rLi offender
Mar. 26—The Rivalry of the Two Guides (Dr.). 500

roal OIIe,luer -

Mar. 20—Foolshead Wishes to Marry the Gov-
ernor's Daughter 500 NEw YORK MOTION PICTURE CO.

AMBROSIO. BISON—
(By N. Y. M. P. Co.) THE MAN from TEXAS. -Boh Foster and Sam

Mar. 2 The Two Mothers (Dr.) G41 Loomis arrive in El Paso, Texas, after a hard day's

Mar. 2 The Mysterious Track (C .) 42o rifle, just at dusk. Bill Desmond, a big and burly

Mar. 12 -Fatal Imprudence (Dr.) 538 fellow with a bad reputation, comes staggering

Mar. 12 They Have Vanished My Wife (Com.).412 down the street and bumps into Sam. Getting

\lar. 16 The Shepherdess (Dr.) 007 angry, Bill hits him. and is just about to hit him
Mar. 16 Insidious Weapons (Com.) 402 again, when Bob grabs his arm. saying. "Whj
Mar. 23 The Sea's Vengeance I Dr. I 572 don't you hit your own size, you coward!" Bill

.Mar. 2.; Military Dirigible 350 pulps his gun. but Bob h:'s the "drop" on him first.

telling blm to sneak or there will be trouble. Bill

sneaks oh", vowing; vengeance on Bob. The next

day they meet on the street. Bill pulls his gun
anil fires at Bob. but Rob is too quick for liini and
Bill falls dead, shot through the heart. Bob. know-
ing that he will have to stand trial for Bill's death.

tnonnts his horse and dashes away. A few weeks
later Bob appears nt the ranch of William Barlow,
in California. Barlow, needing a cowboy, employs
him. A few days pass by and Bob is beginning to

feel at home. One day. while out rounding up the

cattle. Barlow discovers that he has forgotten his

pipe and tobacco. He sends Bob back to the house
for It. Bob reaches tbe bouse just In time to hear

Hank Benson insult Sue. the pretty daughter of

Barlow. Benson, not knowing that Bob is near.

Dies to kiss Sue lirainst her will. Bob rushes up
and knocks him flown. When he Rets op. Bob or-

ders him off the ranch. From that moment on.

"Cupid" starts to get busy. Three months pass

by, and everything appears to be "sunshine and

PANTOGRAPH CORPORATION.
Feb. 12—Ills Untimely Visit 804

peb. IS—The Hobo's Dream of Wealth (Com.). 820

Feb. 25—Iron Arm's Remorse (Dr.) 980

Mar. 4—The Electric Bath Tub (Com.) 900

Mar. 11—The Mysterious Armor (Com.) 940

POWERS PICTURE PLAYS.

Mar. 8—Her Cowboy Lover (Dr.) 930

Mar. 15—War-Time Pals (Dramatic) 905
M„ r oo

—

To iln Hardv's Invention (Dramatic) ... .985

Mar. 28—The Man Who Waited (Dr.) I" 1 " 1

Apr. 5—The Artless (Dr.) 1000

THANHOUSER COMPANY.
Mar. 15—The Actor's Children (Dramatic)
Mnr. 22—St. F.lmo (Dr.)

Mar. 29-She's Done It Again (Dr.) 1000

roses," until one day the Sheriff posts s notice
leading: "$1,000 reward for Bob Foster, dead or
alive; wanted for the murder of Bill Desmond, Kl

Paso, Texas." Benson, seeing the notice, tells the
Sheriff where Bob can be found. Going to the
ranch, they liml Bob and tell him that they have
come to arrest him. Bob pulls his gun and a fight

takes place, in which all three are wounded. Bar-
low comes from the house to learn the couBe of
the Shooting and Is shown the Sheriff's notice. He
says that be does not believe the charge against
Bob. Telegraphing to Bl Paso, he receives an
answer telling blm thai Bob shot Desmond in self-

defence and is not considered guilty by the court.

Barlow then tells Boh that be knew be was
square fellow and would like to have him for t
son-in-law. Sue. hearing this, says, "He is; we
were married last week."

COMPANY "D" TO THE RESCUE.—Colonel Cor-
<Dii ..mi ins pretty daughter Belle are waiting for

tbe -'age coach to arrive to lake them across the
plains. Just as tbej are about (o start off they are
warned that the Indians are hostile and thai
should have an escort of cowboys. Two or three
volunteer to accompany them. The Indians watch
with triumph the approach Of tbe stage coach, and
as it comes through the mountains follow after.

There is an exchange of shots, but when the open
prairie is reached tbe Indians attack the coach and
make S prlsoni r Of Belle, the Colonel's daughter.
The two surviving cowboys, Jack and Jim, after
Overcoming other of tbe Indians, decide that Jim
should go for the mounted troops and Jack in pur-
suit of Belle. When Jim reaches the army head-
quarters and tells of the happenings, the Captain
and his company mount their horses and leave for

the scene of action. In the meantime, Jack has
reached the Indian village, has overcome the guard,
released the girl, mounted l.er on a horse and
dashed for freedom, as tbe Indians awake and
pursue them. Shown tbe evidence of tbe Indian
outbreak, the soldiers need no further encourage-
ment to do away with the Indians. By the aid
of his field glass tbe Captain locates Jack and the
girl, closely followed by the Indians. Jack, wounded,
falls from his horse, and Belle dismounts to aid
him. At this crucial moment, when the Indians'
victory seems almost complete, Company "D" dashes
to the rescue. While the soldiers give chase to

the Indians, Belle is tenderly caring for Jack's
wounds.

AMBROSIO—
THE SEA'S VENGEANCE.—Lola, a beautiful

Italian girl, hears that her chum. Santa, Is going
to marry Cici, a young fisherman. Enraged with
jealousy, she vows that she will win his heart. One
day as Clci passes Lola's home she bestows upon
him s captivating smile. He is enraptured by her
beauty and soon forsakes his old sweetheart. A
short time later Santa meets Lola and Cici on the
beach and tearfully begs her lover to return to

her. Cici. annoyed by her pleadings, strikes her
to the ground. He then bids farewell to Lola and
departs on his fishing boat. Santa arises, this time
not with tears in her eyes, but with a logk of
hatred upon her face. She raises her hands and
puts a curse upon Cici. That night, as if in answer
to her call of vengeance, a hurricane arises and
the waves, rolling and pitching, dash Clci's boat
against the rocks and all on board are lost. The
next morning. Lola, waiting and watching for

Cici's return, finds his body ss It is washed ashore:
and thus she learns that the sea has brought about
the punishment for Cici's desertion of his first love.

ITALA—
FOOLSHEAD WISHES TO MARRY THE GOV-

ERNOR'S DAUGHTER.—Foolshead Is employed in

a shop. He thinks more of making eyes at the
master's daughter than of serving the customers,
and between serving one and another he finds time
to kiss her more or less secretly. The neglected
customers complain, and so the gigantic master takes
the diminutive Foolshead and throws him out of
the shop. Rolling between the legs of a passerbv.
he passes through the window of the underground
goods deposit and falls plump in the midst of boxes
and parcels. After much difficulty, he succeeds in

returing to the shop and wishes to recommence his

love adventure. He is discovered and again begins
tbe usual flight, full of accidents, which ends in

a grand master stroke by Foolshead. Followed by
n crowd of people, he places a large wardrobe in

their way. and when they fall inside he quickly
locks them in. lie then sits triumphantly on the
top with his sweetheart. The father, who Is locked
in the wardrobe. Is obliged to consent to the wed-
ding if he wishes to be set free from his incon-
venient prison.

THE RIVALRY OF THE TWO GUIDES.—The old
guide had for a long time held sway in his little

village, and all the tourists who passed through
It vied with each other to be conducted by him.
But now all is changed, for he is no longer so
surefooted and has a competitor in a villager who
is young and who is preferred by all. The old
guide hates his rival. The latter, however, doo*
not reciprocate this feeling, and on the contrary
wishes to be friendly, because he is in love with
the daughter of the old man: but it Is all In vain.
The hatred of the old guide is rekindled by recent
preferences and he decides to take revenge. He
cuts a little footbridge., over which the young
guide must pass, and waits. Here a terrible co
incidence; instead of the young man, the old guide

-

!

wife passes over the bridge first and falls heavily
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into the abyss. Fortunately a rock breaks her fall

and holds her. The young guide arrives at this
moment. He understands the danger which he has
escaped, but generously swings himself into the
abyss and saves the woman. The old man's feel-
ings are changed by this great self-sacrifice, and
embracing each other they remain good friends from
this Lime on.

LUX FILMS.
A DRAMA ON THE REEF.—This episode em-

braces the mercantile profession in many of its

various phases. The splitting of a happy family
when the father goes to his ship, the departure
from port, the wreck of the vessel, the shipping
offices and the attempt to recover the cargo stowed
aboard, mo dishonest shipping agents attempt to

smuggle gold dust, and use for this purpose the
vessel of a certain Captain Roberts, who, unbe-
known to himself, ships the same. Shortly after,

the vessel is wrecked on the celebrated Silver Reef,
a much-dreaded group of rocks close to the coast,

and goes to pieces. The next day the Captain's
children determine to go and find "their Daddy."
At last they do discover him, with several of his

crew, washed ashore and apparently dead. The
Captain recovers, however, and helped by his two
brave little ones struggles towards home. Previous
to this the two shippers have endeavored to recover
the bullion they have lost, and after a perilous
journey succeed in recovering it. Bearing the heavy
case between them, they succeed in raching the
rocky eminence that overlooks the reef and there

fall asleep. Creed is rapidly engendered in the
breast of the first riser the next morning and he
endeavors to carry the heavy burden away. His
efforts, however, arouse his companion. Then there
follows a most exciting struggle for life, which
finally ends by greed claiming two victims instead
of one. Shortly after, the Captain and his children
discover the treasure and it passes into his hands,
and the dismal thoughts and trials of the past are
eclipsed by the visions of happy days to come. ,

CURED BY A TIP.—Boots feels tired; he wants
to go to bed. Bother the work! He must do it.

yet at the same time it is becoming almost Im-
perative that he go to sleep. His brains, therefore,

are soon at work, and shortly after, he adjourns
to the hall, where lie proceeds to enjoy forty winks
mi the settee. Very soon some visitors arrive and
Boots' services are in demand. In order to awake
him, they proceed to dig him in the ribs, punch
him, and to generally badger him, but without
effect. Then a German band is called into try

their hand, but in spite of the exquisite mis-
rendering of the "Merry Widow" waltz, Boots is

still unaffected. The doctor then is summoned
and he prescribes electric treatment; this does
have some physical effect, but it quite fails to

awake him. At last a gentleman who knows
something about Hunts in general brings out a coin

and drops it upon the ground. Boots awakes.
grabs the coin, then takes the full measure of sad-

ness and bitter pain from the hands of those whose
displeasure he has Incurred.

ECLAIR FILMS.
THE TREASURE OF LOUIS.— Louis is n poor

fisherman of Brittany who is in love with the

daughter of a well-to-do innkeeper, but who cannot

narry the woman of his choice on account of bis

dire poverty.
One lucky day, as Louis and his fellow-fishermen

are hauling in the net, Louis, to his great con-

Bternation, discovers b small casket entangled In

Ms net. Upon opening the casket, a number of

(rold pieces gush out. and in the bottom lies a

folded parchment containing some undecipherable
Inscription. Something prompts Louis to the be-

lief tli.it the document is worth more than the

old, and so that there will be no wrangle, offers

bis companion the gold, while he himself retains

the ancient parchment. For some time Louis is

unable to make anything of the inscription, but
one day while he is standing before a mirror, en-

deavorlng for the hundredth time to gain some
intelligence from the carious writing, he glances

in a mirror, and all is made plain—the inscription

has bnen written backwards, and the precious mir-

ror reflects, to the eye of the astonished Louis, the

following words: "Let him who knows not fear

search the depths of Gael's Gulf, where lieth the

Measure of Morgan the Great."
Ixiuis confides his secret to his fiancee, who cour-

ageously volunteers to be his companion in his ad-

venture to the dread Gulf of Gael. So they set

Ball, and after many hardships and dangers, the

ire is located and brought to the surface, and
the lovers return home triumphant.

Louis is now enriched, and the innkeeper no
longer refuses him the hand of the daughter. Herr
Innkeeper, therefore, announces the engagement,
and a great celebration is made in honor of the

event. During this great festival. Louis is made
to take too much wine, and In consequence he be-

ccmis Incautious, and informs some of the men
present "f the existence of his treasure, and they.

becoming Interested, force him to mention the

plane where I lie preclons jewels ale hid. These

unscrupulous men at once plot to rob our hem.
but .Tenny, having overheard the conversation, conn-
ten.ii.is. and 's ai.in in have the treasure saved

Just in the niek Of time. So they are happily mar-

ried, and—all's well that ends well.

A TRIP TO BERNE.—One of the Eclair educa-
tional gems which affords us a most comprehensive
appreciation of that beautiful Swiss capital, cra-
dled in the world-renowned and mighty Alps. We
have here an excellent opportunity of learning a
great deal of Swiss architecture in the study of
the Federal and other interesting buildings and
institutions, and learn much of the quaint customs
of these dwellers among the crags. One of the
chief features of the film is a visit to the famous
bear-pit, in which is nurtured most carefully a
great family of Swiss bear—the beloved emblem
o- the Swiss nation.

NESTOR FILMS.
THE TENDERFOOT.—Everyone on the ranch was

in a flutter of expectation: even Long Bill grew
excited as the hour for the arrival of Jack Bigelow,
the new ranch owner, grew near. Ann Weston, the
foreman's daughter, had been unanimously selected
to meet the tenderfoot—his first impression of them
must be favorable. By some miscalculation Jack
arrived earlier than expected, but remembering his
old comrade, Sheriff Warner, stopped in to renew
their friendship. The delighted Sheriff would have
been glad to accompany Jack to his ranch had duty
not called him in the opposite direction, to search
for "Gentleman Jim," the outlaw, so lending Jack
a horse, he carefully pointed out the way. To bet-
ter observe his surroundings. Jack had been allow-
ing his horse to walk, when suddenly the bridle was
gripped by an iron hand and the tenderfoot looked
into 'the muzzle of "Gentleman Jim's" gun. The out-
law found very little money on his victim, but dis-

covered the deeds to the ranch and a receipt for
the money just sent by Weston, and if it was still

in Weston's safe he might easily obtain it by im-
personating the tenderfoot for a few hours and rob-
bing the safe. So by exchanging clothes with the
unwilling tenderfoot and mounted on the Sheriff's
horse the outlaw had no difficulty in obtaining recog
nition at the ranch as the new owner. Bigelow was
a sorry looking figure in the outlaw's rough clothes
and was about to return to the home of his friend,
the Sheriff, when he was overtaken by Ann Weston,
who was driving to the depot to meet the new
owner. She kindly offered to give him a lift, and
her frank, impersonal manner led him to relate
his experience and reveal his identity. Outwardly
sympathizing with him. lint secretly amused, she
drove him back home, to have her amusement turned
to indignation when she found that her father and
the cowboys disbelieved Jack's story, and when he
was unable to produce the deeds declared him to be
an impostor; but flocked around the outlaw upon
his arrival anil gave him a hearty welcome, and
locked up the "dangerous impostor." Being thor-
oughly convinced of the truth of .Tank's statements
Ann steals out in the darkness ami frets Long Bill

to go for the Sheriff. In coming back into the
house, her suspicions are confirmed as she finds
the new "owner" in the ant of opening the safe.
Fortunately his back was turned, and slipping up
the slab's she returned as though coming from her
room, after making a noise to apprise him of her
approach. If she could only keep him until Long
Bill returned with aid—a task she found easier than
she anticipated, for he was not averse to being
entertained by a pretty girl: so the time passed
without arousing his suspicions until he started for
the door to ascertain the cause of approaching horse-
men, to find himself confronted by his own guns,
which Ann had contrived to steal from him. The
Sheriff's arrival put an end to the masqnerade, and
with shamed and foolish faces the boys released
the new ranch owner.

"IMP."
STUNG! —Two rivals for Hie hand of a girl are

having a fine time stealing marches on each other,
and on this occasion they are invited to a whist
party at the damoiselle's home. In the course of
The evening one of them is very much tortured by
a shoe that was never intended for his foot, and
when he is seated at a table he takes advantage
of the opportunity to remove the tight shoe. Soon
the company is called to supper, and the shoeless
man is in a fine fix. He pTopes frantically for the

footwear, and tbe guests discover his predicament.
He is flustered, but not for long. Remembering
that his rival was near the table, he gets an Idea.

Telling the guests that he will find the shoe through
a trick in clairvoyance, he furrows his brow and
apparently thinks profoundly, makes a few mvsteri-

ous passes, and suddenly counts four on his fingers.

Then he quickly counts off four people to the right

—it is his rival! The company looks on in amaze-
ment as he turns him round and extracts the shoe

from his back pocket!

THE STAGE NOTE.—A young lady Is Interested

in amateur theatricals, and she is preparing to re-

ceive the members of her society, who are going

to conduct their rehearsal at her home. The dra-

matic professor arrives, the actors soon follow, and
we see them going through a tur-r-ible "drnmmer,''
In which an effeminate chap plays a wicked but

glar: ties a girl with a cord, and Is about to chas-

tise her when her lover, real hero that he is. en-

ters: he picks up the note the victim has dropped.

reading: "There arc burglars in the house," and

then deliberately walks over to the burglar an,1

L'ives him an awful slap right on the wrist. Oh,

It's an awful slap, ami I lie burglar falls down on
the floor ami the hero embraces the gir-r-ri. The
rehearsal Is soon all over, and the actors go home.

That night the young lady of the house is in her
bedroom, when she hears the sound of footsteps,

in the dining-room. She timidly goes there, when
two masked men spring on her before she can
make an outcry, gag her, and bind her in a chair;
she is helpless, but when they leave her there to
ransack the rest of the house, she gets an idea.

Throwing herself from the chair, she wriggles across
the floor where is lying the same note that had
been used during the rehearsal in the afternoon,
reading "There are burglars in the house!" Wltu
a painful effort she drops it out of the window and
then, with her teeth, pulls down the lever of the
telegraph call box. This done, she struggles bravely
back to tbe chair. The burglars have by this time
overpowered the servants, and when a messengtr
boy answers the call one of the thieves, in the
butler's coat, tells bim that it is a mistake. On
his way back the boy stoops to pick up a cigarette
butt that he had bunked, and finds the note. He
rushes away a little faster than messenger boys
usually do, and returns with two policemen, who
capture the burglars and march them away. Then
the bashful kid is subjected to a kissing at the
hands (lips, rather) of the rescued young miss that
makes up for the biggest money reward he could
h ave won.

TRANSFUSION.—A girl who takes her fine little

mare to the blacksmith's for new footwear, does
not know that the strapping, sinewy smithy has a
warm spot in his heart for her; nor does she find

out until long after he has learned to just bear the
heart-pang as though it were part of his daily life.

The girl has a lover, a fine, elegant young chap
of her own station in life, who takes his horse
to the same smith for attention. This fine morn-
ing the young couple are seen meeting at the
blacksmith's shop, and later they canter out on
the boulevard together. A little love-making .adds
to the pleasure of the ride, and sdon we see the
lovers part; the girl rides up a beautiful boulevard
and suddenly her mount rears, runs away and
finally throws her onto the ground at the side

of the road. The riderless horse then turns about
and runs straight to the blacksmith shop; the
smith knows the mare and looks out expectantly
for the owner, but he is greatly surprised when
she does not appear and becomes alarmed. He
mounts the horse and. riding back to the drive-

way, discovers her lying on the ground painfully
hurt. In his strong arms she is carefully borne
home, and the smithy runs for the doctor. The
girl's lover also comes on the scene and. with an
important air, puts aside the blacksmith's atten-
tions, not even allowing him to go into the sick

room. The physician in attendance announces
that the girl is seriously hurt and requests that
another doctor be called in consultation. The girl's

parents and her sweetheart are gathered round
the bed when the second doctor, a specialist, tells

them that the girl, having been greatly weakened
by the loss of blood, her system must be rein-

forced by the transfusion of the blood of another.
Naturally, he turns to her lover as the most
likely cendidate for the sacrifice, hut the latter

shows his displeasure at the idea plainly; think-
ing to redeem himself, however, he suggests that
he will procure a substitute. Going out of the
house, he soon returns with the blacksmith. The
latter is only too glad to make the sacrifice, and
in a little while we see the operation being per-

formed. After the antiseptic cleaning and the
application of the local anesthetic, the forearms
<>f both the girl and the blacksmith are cut at
the arteries and a tube inserted between the two
incisions, and the strong, healthy blood of the
blacksmith flows in a steady stream into the system
of the suffering girl.

The operation is successful, and we now see
the young ladv convalescing, with her sweetheart
beside her. It is the first time he has seen her
since the operation and she thanks him for the

sacrifice that she thinks he has made. Knowing
that she will eventually learn the truth, he tells

her that it was the blacksmith who gave his blood

as a contribution to her health. She is amazed,
astounded, bewildered. Leaving her lover abruptlv.
she hurries straight to the shop, and what tran-

spires there shows very plainly that the black-
smith has not made his sacrifice in vain.

HARD CASH.—The banker's confidential man is

a heavy, unsuccessful gambler, and it means some-
thing to him when Ihe newspapers announce that

a certain firm has failed, for it will also affect:

his hank. While he and his employer stand aghast
at the news an old sea cantain enters with a de-
posit of $50,000, which is accepted and which
practically rescues the concern from failure. The
sea cantain later reads of the failure and, know-
ing what that moans to the concern with which
he has deposited his life's savings, goes back
there and tries to get it. But he is too late

and thi' shiink kills him. He drops dead in the

Office unil the clerk takes the receipt for the money
from the body.
Some years elapse in our story. The money has

been the means of the concern's staying in busi-

ness and the hanker has waxed rich again. He
has also fallen out with his gambling clerk and
the latter, discharged, has gone West, gambled
more and then, a human wreck, now returns to

the banker for aid. lie is refused, but the clerk

shews him dial he si ill holds the reeelnt for $50,-

000 and this changes the attitude of ihe other.

Now follow a series of attempts mi the part of

the hanker to get the receipt. He goes In the

squalid abode of the human derelict, who Is now
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:iini"st Insane from poverty, and trie* to outwit
htm, inii be ia unancceaaftd. Driven to di

m, be reiorti i" mm play, bul tbe other la

quicker, and ha departa baffled. still Intenl on
mining in* end, ha reaolvea i" burn the bovet,

receipt, poaaesaor and all. Ha tries the deed, but
I ed The house la In Barnes, tbe Are

department la called out. and one young hero,

daahlng Into the burning hotel, carries tbe clerk

We next see blm at tbe house "f the fireman,
pitying blm, ims taken bira there for atten-

tion, He is now quite well and, arising from ills

bed, looks al I him at the home of Ms bene-
factor. Suddenly ble eye falls on a portrait <>«

i in' wall. it is that "f Hi"' old sea captain!
II,' looks :it the fireman questlonlnely, and the fire-

man telle 1 1 1 in Unit it is his father.
Tin- ex clerk is overjoyed and, with added In-

eentlve, plays well iiis game <if vengeance with
I he banker.
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INDEPENDENT FILMS.

Ims released by the F.aelo Film Exchange, 1 Id

ii Eighth Btreet, Philadelphia, Pa.:

•j Vindictive Foreman (Nestor).
4 The New Partner (Bison).
4—Electric Bathtub (Pantograph),
t Miner.
4—Retaliation.
4—Supreme Keoopnltinn (Itala).

7 Mother I.ove (Imp).
7—New Athlete.
7—Rebel's Fate.
8—Wolf in Sheep's Clothing (Actoptaone).
n—Father's Patriotism (Lux).
B—Salome.
7—The Cace (Eelair).

B—A Pleasant Walk (Great Northern).
K—The Mad Drainplne (Great Northern

V

7—Aspirants to the Hand of Helen (Eclair).
11—The Rose of the Raneh (Bisonl.
11—Mysterious Armor (Pantograph).
11—Mr. Short Sighted.
11—Brave Little Heart.
9—Foolshead Chief of Reporters (Itala).

—The Town Traveler's Revenge (Itala).

8—The Indian and the Cowflrl (Bison).
8—The Song that Reaehed Her Heart.
.8—Drama on the Britain Coast.
12—Wedding During the French Revolution

(Great Northern).
14—Revenge of Du Pont L'Anguille (Eclair).

12—Fatal Improvements (Ambrosio).
12—The nave Vanished My Wife (Ambrosio).
12—Fleetrie Safe.
1(1—Devotion of Women (Imp).
1(1—Snored Fire.
10—We Will Die Together. I/ive.

9—On Little Big Horn (Nestor).
14—Broken Oath (Imp).

The following reels have been released, week of
Mareh 14. by the Empire Film Company. 1">0 East
Fourteenth street, corner Third avenue. New York:

Mar. 14—Broken Oath (Imp) 0:52

Mar. 14—Revenge of Dupont Mnnquille (Eclair).433
Mar. 11—Aspirants to the nand of Helen

(Eclairl 4RB
Mar. IB—For His Sister's Honor (Bison 1 f>70

Mar. IB—Actor's Children ITbanhouser) 1000
Mar. ir,—War Time Pals (Powers) 925
Mar. 1C—The Shepherdess (Ambrosio) 00.1

Mar. Id—Insidious Weapons (Ambrosio) 30fi

Mar. 10—The Parson's Poster (Aerophone) . . . .950
Mar. in—The Silver Lining (Neslor) 1007
Mar. 17—Tbe Two Brothers (Lux) r,44

Mar. 17—Life In the Next Century (Lux) 287
Mar. 18—A Mexican's Ward (Bison) 1000
Mar. 19—The Theft of the Diamonds (Great

Northern) Bfl4

Mnr. m—A Quiet Honeymoon (deat Northern) .2B9
Mar. 10—The Betraying Mirror (Itala) O.'O

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING.
Classified advertising, no display, three cents pet

word, cash with order. Postage stamps accepted for
small amounts.

FOR SALE Paths professional machine, new and
never used, all ci lal as they come from
the factorj al $225, my price (175, Including s reel

i films. Edison one-pin machine, perfect shape
and tilted with special long range lenses, $110.
Address, FRED STELZER, MeCook, Neb.

FOR BALE—Complete moving picture theater out-
lit: rani chairs. Will sell cheap. SPATE AMUSE-
MENT CO., 614 New York Lite Bldg., Omaha, Neb.

FOR SALE Moving picture theater in Richmond,
\ a Best market and buainess location; 180 opera
chairs, room for another hundred Beats Elevated
Boor. Owner wants to leave the city. Unusual
opportunity. VERAN ,^ CO., 1720 E. Main Btreet,

Richmond, Va,

I WILL BUY an Independent film exchange, city.
Stale what it consists Of and rash price. Address,
Ii. It.. Moving Picture World.

I WILL BUY old reels, any subjects: Independent
preferred. Address. I'.. |\. Moving Picture World.

EDISON MACHINE FOR SALE, or in exchange
for motorcycle. CHAS. W. BENNINGER, Walnut-
port, Ta.

A CARBON SHARPENER—One dollar, prepaid,
any part of United States. Time saver for oper-
ator; all well equipped booths have one; positive
quick point: less trouble than knife or file. Agents
"anted. CLARKE CARBON SHARPENER, 10G W.
State, Rockford. 111.

HELP WANTED—MALE.
A SALESMAN who thoroughly understands the

various standard makes of Moving Picture ma-
chines to travel in the United States. Must under-
stand operation. Give age, experience, salary and
full particulars. Address MANUFACTURER, care
Moving Picture World,

WANTED—Male pianist that can sing. Good
reader, able to play with orchestra. No booze,
cigarettes or girls, tend strictly to business: long
engagement to right party. Tell all in first letter.

Box 152, Grand Rapids, Minn.

SITUATION WANTED.
FILM MAUFACTURERS, ATTENTION—First-

class photographer, with Urban camera outfit and
printers, wants employment with responsible film

manufacturer. New York preferred. Highest ref-

erences as to character and ability. State salary
A. S., care of Moving Picture World.

AT LIBERTY—Moving picture manager; experi-
enced; present contract expires • March 2G. Satis-

factory reasons for not renewing same. Independent
house preferred. WILLIAM D. EMERSON. Man-
ager "The Lexington," 314 West Lexington St.,

Baltimore, Md.

CITY OPERATOR with own machine looking for

engagements. Will go anywhere. R. CURRY, 1070

Third avenue. New York City.

WANTED—Position by licensed operator: four
stands the various standard makes of moving picture
"SUMNER," care of Moving Picture World.

FIRST CLASS MANAGER and lecturer desires to

hear from owners of large refined picture houses
requiring services of reliahle, competent man. Good
salary and permanent position only considered. Ad-
dress COMPETENT, care Moving Picture World.

AT LIBERTY—Moving picture manager; experi-
enced; present contract expires March 26. Satis-
factory reasons for not renewing same. Independent
house preferred. WILLIAM D. EMERSON, Man-
ager "The Lexington," 314 West Lexington St.,

Baltimore, Md.

NOAH WEBSTER
wrote our first advertisement when he defined the word
QUALITY for we make

THE QUALITY LINE OF

OPERA CHAIRS
superb in design, supreme in workmanship and finish. Known
from Maine to California as the Quality Line.

We make over 50 styles ranging from tbe most inexpensive
Veneer chairs to the most elaborate upholstered ones.

For Movine Pictures and Vaudeville Theaters we have con-
stantly on hand upwards of

2000 Veneer Chairs
for 21 hour shipment. We have sold in the last year more chairs
for Movine Picture Theaters than all of our competitors combined
without a single serious complaint. It is better to be sure than to

be sorry and in buying Imperial Chairs you are SURB QUALITY
COUN TS and our prices ace never higher than our quality. Send
for catalogue and prices and be convinced. Buy our chairs and be
satisfied.

IMPERIAL SEATING CO., 1345 State Street, CHICAGO

C0MPENSARC
That's the device that saves Moving Pic-
ture men two-thirds on their electric light
bills, and yet gives better light. Did yon
see our ad last week? Well, don't look it

up. Just write for our

Booklet 15018

FORT WAYNE ELECTRIC WORKS
1402 Broadway

FORT WAYNE, INDIANA. T38

SWAAB
The Pioneer Film Exchange

of Philadelphia
and

Largest Dealer in Machines
and Supplies

Agent for

Power's Cameragraph
Lang's Rewinder

and
Cary Coated Carbons

The Trade Supplied. Licensed

Films Only

LEWIS M. SWAAB
338 Spruce St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Lang's Rewinder No. 2
Price, $5.00 Net

Lang Manufacturing Co.
OLEAN, NEW YORK

Folding and Assembly Chairs

Most popular pi iced chairs on the market for

picture show use

Prompt Shipments. Write for Catalogue

PEAB0DY SCHOOL FURNITURE CO.

NORTH MANCHESTER, - - - INDIANA

Independent Films For Sale

100 Reels Fine Condition

$8.00 to $20.00 Per Reel

60 Sets Song Slides $1.75 Per Set

Piedmont Film Exchange, Goldsboro, N. C.
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Philadelphia

Strike and Riot

Pictures
Nothing its equal—A strike that's known all

over the country. Pictures showing the

Madness of the Rioters

We ship same day money is teceived

15 Colored Slides, Title and
Lecture, $7.50

Cosmopolitan Slide Makers
176 E. MADISON ST., CHICAGO, ILL.

Waterproof Film

(properly cared for)

WILL OUTLAST ALL OTHERS

Run smoother, keep soft and

flexible longer and make a clearer

picture on the screen.

National Waterproof
Film Co.

4200-4202 W. Adams Street

CHICAGO, ILL.

KEEP YOUR ON US

American Film Brokers

German Savings Bank Building

147-157 4th Avenue - New York City

Europe's Representative Importers

of new and second hand Film, both

Association and Independent. Our

own special experienced European

Buyer acquainted with the American

market, who will procure any subject

desired. Standing orders given special

attention.

Write for particulars

FILMS
FOR
RENT

NEW FILMS HI6H GLASS SERVICE

The Pioneer House, With 8 Years Experience

And $250,000.00 Back Of It

Write To-day for Terms

EUGENE CLINE
57 and 59 Dearborn St., Chicago
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THANHOUSER FILMS
" Famous in a Day !

"

RELEASE OF TUESDAY, MARCH 29

"SHE'S DONE IT AGAIN!"
A COMEDY DRAMA

Sikes, a gentleman of the Raffles order, reads in the paper that Mrs. Eldridge, a young society

woman, who alleged that she had been robbed of her jewels, confessed that she had in reality pawned
them—admitting that the robbery was a prearranged affair in which she played the leading role and her

maid the supporting one. Sikes decides to have it

appear that the lady robbed herself a second time.

Disguised as a clergyman, he obtains the jewels. Natur-
ally, everybody believes Mrs. Eldridge again guilty!

And then—a clever detective turns up and shows public

opinion mistaken by fastening the offence on the real

offender. Here is a REAL plot, and a REAL picture!

Length, lOOO Feet
No. 3. Code Word, Rail

POSTERS, TOO

THANHOUSER FILM IS SWEEP-
ING THE COUNTRY ! The success of our

first release is now moving picture history. The
veteran picture man will tell you that the average

second release falls behind the first in all-round

strength — but not so with " ST. ELMO," the

THANHOUSER second release. That isn't the

Thanhouser way, AND " ST. ELMO " PROVED
IT—by showing an advance on its predecessor.

"SHE'S DONE IT AGAIN" is the big third

release, and on and after TUESDAY, MARCH
29, you'll get your chance at it if your exchange is

looking after you properly. If you haven't been

getting your share of Thanhouser film, send us the

name of your exchange and we'll be glad to jog

it up. THE QUARANTEE OF ARTISTIC FILM

THANHOUSER
COMPANY NEW ROCHELLE, N. Y.

Watch for "DADDY'S DOUBLE," the Feature Release of Tuesday, April 5
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SPECIAL ROLL TICKETS ThcBigT^nofo^
Printing

a.ono
10,000

St. 25
2.50

20.000
25,000
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NATIONAL TICKET COMPANY

iloch Ticket*, Ct Cants

Shamokin, Pa.

INDEPENDENT
We rant new Films. Handle ell the leading MaKea, both AMERICAN AND

FOREIGN; beautiful Posters; exclusive Feature Service. "Write for prices.

CINCINNATI FILM EXCHANGE, 315-317 West 4th Street, CINCINNATI, 0.

EU

143 NortK 8tK Street, PHILADELPHIA, PA.
Best and Newest Independent American and Foreign Films

SUPPLIES IS REELS PER WEEK SUPPLIES
PROMPT AND RELIABLE SERVICE Members N. I. M. P. Alliance

m

Z >» mO
ra

m

STRAIGHT TALKS NO. 2.

What Is a Good Moving Picture Machine?
FIRST: The picture—It must be rock-steady, absolutely flickerless, well lighted, sharp

in every detail.

SECOND: The machine must "stand up " under the daily "grind " as many hours as you
want to run.

THIRD: It must run easily and quietly. Here's where the operator is concerned.
FOURTH: It must be simple, eo anyone can understand it.

If You Want Such a Machine, Get " POWER'S NUMBER SIX." It is Absolutely Guaranteed

If your dealer can't supply you, 'write us for catalogue G

NICHOLAS POWER COMPANY
I 15 NASSAU STREET NEW YORK

>:
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For Sale—SK£ Camera
Printing machine and other paraphernalia. One
of the best outfits in the country at a big bargain

Jerome M. Jackson, tl<S8U&£&&

Paramount Film Company
INDEPENDENT
FILM RENTERS
OF QUALITY

Moving Picture Machines aod Everything Pertaining to the Business

OFFICES
Springfield, Mass.

389 MAIN STREET
New York Bridgeport, Conn.

61 WEST 14th STREET 1188 MAIN STREET
Near 6th Ave.—Phone, 2442 Chelsea Near Depot— Phone, 1663, Ring^

PUZZLE

You Find This One
Then Let Your Patrons Solve a Set
Show Puzzle Pictures in your theater by using our

new Combination Song Slide and Puzzle Picture Carrier
which can be attached to any moving picture machine.

The slides are handsomely colored and your audi-
ences will like them, as the carrier revolves the Puzzle
Pictures on the curtain.

New sets of Puzzle Picture Slides issued each week.

Price of Carrier $i.oo

Price of Set, Seven Slides 5.00

Delivered Express Prepaid

EXCHANGE OF SLIDES
We will exchange any set of Puzzle Picture Slides

for a new set at $1.00 per set per week. You mail
slides to us and we will mail you a new set in exchange.

Write for circular giving full description, or start

right away by sending $6.00 for set of slides and carrier.

Remember we prepay express charges.

National Slide Company
218 TREMONT STREET - BOSTON, MASS.

.

ECLAIR FILM5

Known the world over for

their Superior Subjects, and

the Staging, Acting and

Photography of same, are

placed in a class by them-

selves. No show complete

without an

ECLAIR
Posters FREE

Eclair Film Company
31 Cast 27th Street - - New YorK City

W. E. GREENE
Film Exchange

The Oldest and Largest Independent

Film Exchange in New England

BUYING THE PRODUCT OF
ALL THE INDEPENDENT

MANUFACTURERS

If You are in the Market for a First-

Class Independent Service, Write or

Call and See Us

W. E. Greene Film Exchange
228 Tremont Street Boston, Mass.

Opposite Majestic Theatre

Members of the National Independent M. P. A.
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BISON m FILMS
FOUR REELS A WEEK—Tuesday, a "Bison"—Wednesday, Ambrosio— Friday, a "Bison"—Saturday, Itala

YOU CANNOT AFFORD TO MISS ANY OF OUR
RELEASES FOR THE COMING WEEK

"Nannina," Tuesday's Bison release, is a powerful dramatic story, embodyinp several new and entirely different features in moving pictures.

"A Shot in Time," Friday's "Bison" release, is a Western picture which tells of an Indian servant, who, by quick thought, saves the life of
his mistress's sweetheart by firing a shot, breaking a glass containing deadly poison extracted from rattlesnakes.

These two subjects have been acted by the original "Bison Stock Company" and are phctographically superb.

As for Ambrosio and Itala releases, we can only say their productions speak for themselves. The two subjects about to be released are surely
masterpieces and rank second to none with imported films.

BISON "—Release, Tuesday, March 29th
Code-" Hand"

PS
^fi^j^^P

SAiilJ.*. S

(( NANNINA"
'AMBROSIO"- Release, Wednesday, Mar. 30th

Code-" Call"

"AN UNWORTHY FIANCE"
"A SUDDEN TELEPHONE CALL"

'BISON'-Release, Friday, April 1st

Code—"Time"

a A SHOT IN TIME"
"ITALA"-Release, Saturday, April 2nd

Code-"Tutor"

THE SERVANT AND THE
TUTOR"

LITHOGRAPHS AND POSTERS FREE
Exhibitors:—We furnish as usual all exchanges handling these productions with one sheet four colored lithographs, also posters containing synopsis

absolutely tree with each reel. Demand same from your exchange as they will positively increase your box office receipts.

Brief description of all subjects wil. be found on another page.

NEW YORK MOTION PICTURE CO.
Manufacturers of "Bison" Life Motion Pictures

429 SIXTH AVENUE, Cor. 26th Street - NEW YORK CITY
Phone 6690-1-2 Madison Square Cable Address : Nosib
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NESTORFILMS
The Cowboy Preacher

RELEASED, WEDNESDAY, MARCH 30th, 1910 LENGTH, 990 FEET
A thrilling comedy-drama that for action, heart

interest and photography has never been excelled.

Its a corker, and the comedy situations are simply
great. Don't miss this one.

OUR NEXT RELEASE

Wednesday April 6th, 1910. Length, 975 Ft.

FRONTIER DAY
in the WEST
A story of ' Pioneer Day " day in the West.

A stolen race horse found in the nick of time, and
ridden to victory by the owner's daughter. The
horse race in this picture is the greatest thing

ever shown on a screen. Arizona Bill's cowboys
appear exclusively in our films.

NESTOR FILM CO.

Bayonne N.J.
List of Exchanges that Furnish Our Films

Globe Film Service, Chicago, 111.

Great Western Film Service, 59 Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.

Laemmle Film Service, 196 Lake St., Chicago, 111.

Eugene Cline, 59 Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.

Royal Film Service, 225 Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.

Ind. Western Film Ser., Swetland Bldg., Portland, Ore.
Buckeye Film and Froj. Co., Arcade Bldg., Dayton, Ohio.
Wm. H. Swanson, 200 N. Seventh St., St. Louis, Mo.
Michigan Film and Supply Co., Detroit, Mich.
Phila. Proj. Co., 44 N. Ninth St.. Philadelphia. Pa.
Philadelphia Film Exchange. 13 North Ninth St., Philadelphia, Pa.
American Film Exchange, Pittsburg, Pa.

Ind. Film Exc, 415 Ferry St., Pittsburg, Pa.

Theatre Film Service, San Francisco, Cal.

Consolidated Ams. Co., 28 W. Lexington St., Baltimore, Md.
W. E. Greene, 228 Tremont St., Boston, Mass.

Victor Film Service, Chamber of Commerce Bldg., Buffalo, N. T.

Exhibitors' Film Exchange, 139 Third Ave., New York City.

Paramount Film Exchange, 61 W. Fourteenth St., New York City.

Empire Film Exchange, 150 E. Fourteenth St., New York City.

Crystal Palace Film, Toronto, Canada.
Gaumont & Co., Toronto, Can.
Texas Film Exchange. Dallas. Texas.
Anti-Trust Film Exchange, Chicago, 111.

91 Dearborn Street

CHICACO
I

A. G. WHYTE
AGENT

Four color litKos with all Nestor Films FREE

Madison Avenue
NEW YORK

FOLDING

CHAIRS
Fer M»vlne Picture Shows
(innd Standi. Assembly
Halls, etc. la sections If

nMi
Write for Catalog No. 2.«

The Kauffman Manufacturing Co.
ASHLAND, OHIO

"TITLE POSTERS"
Are THE Thing for Advertising

MOVING PICTURES
They cost 5c. each or by mail 6c. The

full service of one poster for every licensed

subject released for a month costs only
$7.50 including prepaid delivery charges.

Freeiample for the Asking

TITLE POSTER CO.
231-233 Bowery, New YorK
A Poster for Every Picture

CALEHUFF
A rtember of the

FILM SERVICE ASSOCIATION

Headquarters for only the best of latest

PILMS and S0NQ SLIDES. No junk.

MACHINES, SUPPLIES, Etc.

LATEST SONQ SLIDES
$5.00 per set

N. E. Cor. 4th & Green Streets,

PHILADELPHIA. PA.
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Team Tilms

Two flore "Imp" Hasterpieces

!

Get 'em while they're hot

!

"THE MISER'S DAUGHTER"
(Monday, April 4. About 980 feet)

Tears of laughter rained down my velvety cheek
when 1 saw this picture. It's one of the biggest screams
ever .thrown onto a moving picture screen. Clean,
wholesome comedy. Miss Lawrence and King Baggott
at their very best. Get it if you have to telegraph

your exchange every day. Get it! Don't read the

synopsis till you've seen the pic-

ture or it will take away half the

fun.

Independent Moving Pic

111 10. 14th St., New York

"HIS SECOND WIFE"
(Thursday, April 7. About 970 feet)

Another film d'knockout! It presents the eternal
triangle, two girls and one man! It's the kind that
brings a lump to your throat and twists the cider out
of your Adam's apple. It's the kind that boosts your
business and pleases clean, decent people. It's the kind
that has made "Imp" films the marvelous and sensa-
tional success of the film world!
They are the very cream of films.

1 nsist!

tares Co. of America

Carl r.aemmle, Pres.

LECTURES
on Suitable Subjects in Moving Pictures are a
pleasing and attractive feature and always
appreciated by your patrons. The peer and
pioneer of lectures or "picture readings" with

moving pictuies is acknowledged to be

W. STEPHEN BUSH
Pl«a»ed to correspond with exhibitors

Oth Street ... Philadelphia, Pa.44 North

CENRE TRANSPARENCY CO.
507 NORTH CLARK STREET CHICAGO

LATEST SONC SLIDES

'OH! YOU JEFFRIES"
Best Popular Fight Song With Fight Illustrations

ADVERTISING AND ANNOUNCEMENT SLIDES

MR. EXHIBITOR
Have you seen my new catalogue, illustrating parts for

Edison and Power's Machines? If not, write for one now. 1

can save you money on your supply bills.

MOTION PICTURE SUPPLY COMPANY
167 iumner Avenue Brooklyn, N. Y.

EXHIBITORS!!
Your success depends on a good show. My success de-

pends on supplying it. For particulars, walk, write or wire-

CHAS. H. STREIMER
Gl Went 14tK Street New York City

Phone 24-12 Chelsea
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POWERS'
PICTURE PLAYS

RELEASED APRIL 5th

THE ACTRESS
A dramatic love story with unique comedy situations. The central figures are a charming youn^

actress and a western mining engineer. One of the scenes in this film is a correct representation of " behind
the scenes" in a large New York Theatre before the curtain rises.

IF YOUR EXCHANGE CANNOT GIVE YOU
THIS FILM, LET US KNOW

Powers' Picture Plays are clean American stories, perfect acting, flawless photography, with the most

beautiful tinting and toning appropriately done.

SEND FOR FREE POSTERS

THE POWERS COMPANY
241st Street and Richardson Avenue New York City

LUX
RELEASED

A DRAMA ON THE REEF
Length, G55 Feet

A tragedy of the sea, with a happy ending.
Photography perfect.

DON'T MISS
RELEASED WEDNESDAY,

RICO THE JESTER
Approximate Length, 630 Feet

FILMS
MARCH 30th

CURED BY A TIP

ideas.

Comedy-Ltn^th, 327 Feet

A lively comedy, which introduces some new

NEXT WEEK
APRIL 6th, 1910

THE SNAKE MAN
Approximate Length, 340 Feet

Posters free with every Release—A full description of thf.se subjects will be found on another page

THE WORLD'S BEST—BAR NONE
Write for Weekly List of Descriptions of our Films

R. PRIEUR
lO E. 15th Street Telephone Call:

STUYVEJANT 3124 NEW YORK
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& The Buckeye Film &
Projecting Co. (inc.)

Members of the N, I. M. P. A.

309-311 Arcade Bldg., Dayton, Ohio

MR. EXHIBITOR, we abso-
lutely guarantee to furnish you the
best strictly INDEPENDENT film
service in this country. We guar-
antee NO JUNK, NO RAIN-
STORMS, NO REPEATERS.
All we ask is that you give us a
trial and be convinced. We can
grive you an IDEAL EXCLUSIVE
SERVICE because we have stand-
in^ releases with all leading
AMERICAN and FOREIGN
FILM MANUFACTURERS.
Write to-day for full particulars,

or call and see us at our offices and
see for yourself.

Write, Phone, or Wire us to-day.HisaHHBanBs
THE BUCKEYE FILM &
PROJECTING CO. (Inc.)

309-311 Arcade Building, Dayton, Obio

HI

The Automatic Theatre Chair
It is a space saver, life saver and

raonty saver. Shipped built up. It

is the only sanitary theatre chair.

Used by Keith. Proctor and Poll.

It folds up automatically and is re-

volving, making the theatre all

aisles. It is a friend to the public,

Send for oar circular A . Write today.

THE HARDESTY MFG. CO.
CANAL DOVER, OHIO

FOR SALE—Film, $5, $10, $15 per reel; Ellison.

Power's, Lubin machines, $40 to $60; now. $100;
black top tent, $75; baby piano, $65; $000 over-
land living wagon. $100; Boriel B gas outfit, $25.

For Rent—G, 000 ft. film, 3 sets slides. $10; 9,000
ft., $12 weekly, one shipment. Will Buy—Ma-
chines, film, gas outfits, tents, show property. II.

DAVIS, Watertown, Wis.

We have the Original Sept, 9th

NELSON
AND

GANS
Fight Pictures

21 Rounds

Four Thousand Feet

Complete from

training quarters

to knockout.

Write Now for Low Rental Prices

CHICAGO FILM EXCHANGE
47-49 Jackson Boulevard, Chicago

BRANCHES
Omjhi. Neb. Salt Lake City, Ut«h Denver, Colo.

A young chap falsely

claiming to be my
brother-in-law is so-

liciting business fromCAUTION
moving picture ex-

hibitors in the name of a renting exchange which he claims I

have bought. Turn him down. He is a rank impostor. I own
no exchange other than the Laemmle Film Service with offices

in the cities named at the bottom of this advertisement. To be

on the safe side, address your letters directly to me, in care of the

Laemmle Film Service, Chicago Office, Carl Laemmle, President.

YOU CANT
GET AWAY

FROM THIS

The good old days when you
could open a moving picture theater in a soap box and charge

admission to see a few hundred feet of flickering junk are

dead and gone. And, Mr. Exhibitor, the sooner you get

that firmly dipped into your cerebellum, the better for you.

The nickelodeon game is a fine science now. The man with

a quick, alert mind, the man with gumption, the man who
sticks to Quality is the one who rakes in the scads these

days. It was Quality that made me the biggest and best

film renter in the world and I would as soon think of parting

with Quality as I would with my right gizzard. If you'll let me
make up your programs with the Independent films that are now
being produced every week, you'll make your theater a howling

success no matter how much it may be run down now. When
you get my films, you also get the benefit of every business-

building scheme I can dope out for you—and I've doped out a

few billion or more in my time. If your theater is afflicted with

dropsy, rheumatism, inflammation of the trouble department,

sclerosis of the arteries, bumness of business, putridity of service,

astigmatism of the film or just plain pip, slip a note to Doctor

Laemmle, B. B. F. R. W., which stands for "Biggest and Best

Film Renter in the World." And do it right now!

CARL LAEMMLE, President

The Laemmle Film Service
HEADQUARTERS

196=198 Lake Street Chicago, III.

Minneapolis, Portland, Omaha, Salt Lake City, Evansvllle

The BIGGEST and BEST FILM RENTER In the WORLD

MANAGERS! We can book for you exactly what you

want for the money you can afford to pay

We are New York
Representatives for

Rochester Theatrical Exchange, Inc.. Rochester. N. Y.
Bay State Amusement Co., Boston. Mass.

GREAT EASTERN VAUDEVILLE EXCHANGE
250 West 42d Street Phone 4468 Bryant New York City
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THE LICENSED MANUFACTURERS CO-OPERATING
Will Release Monday, April 18th

ROOSEVELT IN AFRICA
Native Wild Beasts.

Herds of Gnu and Ze-

bra. Droves of Gi-

raffe. Man-eating

Lions. Hippopotami.

Rhinoceri and many

other wild animals.

The Far Famed Ameri-

can Hunter, Colonel

Roosevelt, amid the

man-eating monsters

of the Wild African

Jungle. -

This great feature

y k picture was secur-

ed at enormous ex-

pense by the co-

operation of all the

manufacturers li-

-* ^**T?'i ^n censed by the Mo-

tionPicturePatents

Company and will

be issued in two

reels of 1000 feet

each.

m *!*\M^BKEwR

A Picture that Every Man. Woman and Child will want to see

BOOK THIS HEADLINER AT ONCE AND CROWD YOUR THEATRE

Is being installed in many of the up-to-date houses. Montgomery, the

Moving Picture Man of Memphis, Tenn., visited Shelbyville to see a demon-
stration of the Mirror Screen and as a result ordered one for each of his houses

and secured the agency for Tennessee, Louisiana, Arkansas and Mississippi.

Beware of infringements of patents or trade-mark. Mirror Screens are only made by us at Shelbyville, under U. S.

patent No. 937,550 (Oct. 19, 1909), Canadian patent No. 123,319 (Jan. 18. 1910). Exhibitors who buy or manufacture
any infringement of these patents will be prosecuted to the full extent of the law.

Motion Picture Screen Co.
SHELBYVILLE INDIANA

Eastern Exhibitors can see the Screen in use at

The Consolidated Amusement Company
44 WEST LEXINGTON STREET BALTIMORE. MD.

Or Specimen Screens at the Office of

MILES BROS., (Inc.) 259 Sixth Avenue,

J. H. HALLBERG, 30 Greenwich Ave., New York.
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Physiological Effect of the Moving
Picture.

Last week we devoted an article to the subject of the

eye and the picture, telling- the reader in simple parlance

how he should co-relate the particular properties of his

eye to his position in a moving picture house, in order

to see the picture properly. Since that article was writ-

ten we have had. curiously enough, several talks with

people engaged in various phases of the moving picture

business, by which it appears there is still a widespread

impression "that looking at the picture per se, and in the

best circumstances, is dangerous to human sight. Speak-

ing generally, the evidence that this is so, is not clear,

and we would like to write a few reassuring words on

the subject from the point of view of laymen having some

knowledge of the structure and functions of the eye. and

some experience in looking at pictures—an experience,

as we have before remarked, dating back some thirteen

or fourteen vears.

We well 'remember how. in London, from 1896 on,

much was said and written about the dangers to the eye.

or rather the ill-effects on the eye, by looking on moving

pictures. People complained of headaches and of many
indefinable nondescript eye troubles. Many were the

devices recommended for overcoming the effect on the

eye of the jumpiness, or unsteadiness, or flickering of

the pictures on the screen. A very simple plan recom-

mended was to hold the hand some ten or twelve inches

in front of the eye, with the fingers apart, and then, while

looking at the picture, gently move the hand from side

to side. This, roughly, provided something in the nature

of a counter-irritant. In other words, it neutralized the

jumpiness of the picture on the screen upon the eye.

Then we remember Gaumont, of Paris, putting out a

little fan consisting of a circular piece of paper mounted
on a stick, the paper being folded and perforated in such

a manner that when held before the eye something, again,

in the nature of a counter-irritant was provided.

Not to go too deeply into the scientific end of matters,

we can easily understand how these devices would pre-

vent eccentrically excited light rays—that is what we will,

for convenience sake, call the jumpy effect on the screen

—injuring or, rather, paining the eyes. Provided that

pictures are reasonably steady and that they are not

looked at too long, there is really no reason at all why
people should imagine that their eyes are affected in a

particularly adverse manner by looking at them. Why
should there be? What is motion on the screen but a

graphic representation of what we see in nature, in life

itself ? You never hear people say that looking at crowds

on the street, or horse-racing, or action on the stage, or

any bodv of movement in life generally, injures the eyes.

Why, then, should not the same be said with regard to

the moving picture—provided the latter is steadily shown

and is of good photographic and colorific quality? There

is really no reason at all, speaking generally, why the

picture should have an adverse physiological, or, rather,

physical mal-influence on the eye.

Of course, there is the question of monochrome to be

considered: this we shall discuss in a subsequent article.

There is also the question of color. This, again, we

shall be treating of by and bye. And, again, we are not

referring to imperfect films—to those that have rain-

storms or defects of any other kind. We are referring

to the normal film of" good average quality, steadily

shown and with plenty of light behind it. Anybody with

normal vision looking' at these pictures for three-quarters

of an hour or an hour, probably never complains of

headaches, dizziness, or any other ill-effects ascribed

to the moving picture. We say. normal vision, advisedly.

We mean people of good eyesight. Not those whose eyes

may be seriously astigmatic, for instance. Clearly, these

people have no right to complain.
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From time to time articles from physicians and sur-

geons are published, describing the disagreeable effects

to the eye by moving pictures; but we think we are right

in saying thai no positive evidence upon this point exists.

We heard the other day that vaudeville actors, pianists

and others arc refusing employment at moving picture

theaters, because the moving picture hurts their sight,

prevents them reading music properly, and the like.

Probably, then, they arc not yet habituated to the mov-
ing picture, or they have seen it where it is not properly

\n. It is not the fault of the picture, as such, if, to

repeat ourselves, as is probable, these people have a

prejudice against it. It is ignorance. If they only fa-

milarized themselves with the picture in its best aspects,

they would take up the co-operative rather than an an-

tipathetic attitude towards it.

Exhibitors throughout the country would do well,

where possible, to dispel any illusion they may hear ex-

pressed as to the harmful effect of moving pictures on

the eyes. If they arm themselves with such of the argu-

ments that we have briefly outlined in this article, then

they may do a great deal of good by killing some of the

many misconceptions which prevail with regard to the

picture. Poor picture, it has a lot to bear! It seems
to be considered in some quarters to be an obstacle to

mental and moral progress ; and now it is charged with
being an opponent of our physical well-being ! What
next, we wonder?

The Stories of the Films.

The Moving Picture World has a very varied circle

of readers indeed. Not only is it read by all sections of

the trade, including the largest body of all—the exhibitor

—but it goes into the hands of professional men, travel-

ers, lecturers, literary men and others whose interest in

the picture is of a slight or possibly only of a momentary
nature.

Then, we have amongst our readers a very consider-

able number of the general public. By the general public

we mean those who simply go to the moving picture

theater for amusement. This section of our readers turns

infallibly, week by week, to the stories of the films that

we print. In fact, over and over again we hear some
such remarks as these: "Those little stories that you
print are just like condensed novels. We enjoy reading
them, and if there is a story that we like very much, we
go and see the picture." On other occasions we have
been told that a visitor to the theater has actually taken
a copy of the Moving Picture World with him or her
and endeavored to follow the film by the story.

Why do we mention this? Simply, first of all, to

show the wide and growing influence which the moving
picture has, and is exerting. Also, to show that we are
doing our part in familiarizing the public with the good
work that is being done by the moving picture makers
It will be seen that our stories of the films take up a

very large part of our space. They are printed in small,

solid type and are costly from the printer's point of view
If we were intensely mercenary it would be compara-
tively easy to omit those stories and utilize the space in

other directions. But we prefer to continue them because
we find that all sections of our readers appreciate them.
and that appreciation is not confined to the purely trade
sections of the public. No. those stories, as we have
alreadv said, are widelv read outside the moving picture

field.
'

Now, we think this is good work in the interests of
the moving picture and we are very glad to find that

there is widespread appreciation of our policy. We have
another reason for specially referring to this matter.

We want the exhibitor to take notice of what we say

in this respect. We want the exhibitor always to keep a

copy of the Moving Picture World by him and when
he hears of the moving picture theater being attacked,

cither in public or private, to produce his copy of the

Moving Picture World and show those stories of the

films to the offender. In 98 cases out of 100 those stories

are just as fit for home reading, for both young and old

of both sexes, as the literature published by Dr. Anna
Shaw and her fellow-zealots. On the other hand, to

read some of the attacks on the films recently published

in vaudeville and other newspapers one would think that

the works of the most sensational novelists have been
ransacked for plots. Not so. These stories, as anybody
can read for himself, are usually quite innocuous, and,

as we have heard many a time, they are making them-
selves good reading whether you go and see the pictures

or not.

The Bianchi Camera.
Progress is the watchword of the world, or, rather, of

the people who inhabit the world. Each day that comes
and goes sees some step forward in human achievement.
This is in the very nature of things. Were it not so, the

human race would not be fulfilling its destiny. It readily

follows, therefore, that there is no such thing as finality

in invention. To come closer to our point, the moving
picture is in a state of progressive evolution. It is a

different and a very much better thing to-day than it

was two years ago, speaking generally. A year hence
it will be a different and a very much better thing, we
hope and believe, than what it is to-day. Similar im-

provement goes on and is manifesting itself in the meth-
ods of making the picture—whether it be in the actual

taking of the photograph, its development and after-

treatment, and the methods of its projection and presen-

tation to the public. Improvement is being made all the

time and is the outcome of the application of many
inventive minds to the work.
For the last year or two, much has been said, much

has been heard of the Bianchi camera for taking moving
pictures. Very little, however, has been really known of

what this instrument is capable of doing, until recently.

Practically nothing has been seen of what the camera can
produce in the way of taking moving picture photographs.
It has been the object of rumors and counter-rumors, and
some have alleged that it is impracticable in use ; others,

on the contrary, have openly said that it was an im-

possibility to use it. However, it was inevitable that

sooner or later we. who have always manifested close

interest in the practical end of moving picture making,
should have an opportunity of judging for ourselves

whether the claims on behalf of the Bianchi camera
were justified. That opportunity came to us the other

day at the works of the Thanhouser Company at New
Rochelle.

It will be remembered that in the issue of the Moving
Picture World for March 12th. we gave a brief account
of those works and also the aims of Mr. Thanhouser,
who has brought his theatrical experience to bear in

the production of the moving picture. Our impressions,

as the reader will remember, were distinctly favorable to

the Thanhouser factory and the aims of its president.

And the second visit that we paid to those w^orks con-

firms us in those impressions. For the Thanhouser fac-

tory is a well-equipped installation for the making of

moving pictures. The stage has been well designed and
is in competent hands ; the development facilities are up-
to-date and calculated to make good prints, and the

tout ensemble of the factory is such as to impress us that
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Mr. Thanhouser's earnestness and ability will make good
in the production of moving pictures.

Now, to the Bianchi camera. The reader hardly needs
telling that the salient feature of the moving picture cam-
era in general use is, that the film in its passage behind
the lens has an intermittent movement, produced by the
operation of sprocket and perforations. As the film is

led down on the focal plane it has a brief moment of rest,

and is given a brief moment of obscuration by the re-

volving shutter. This means, in practical language, that

it is kept still for an appreciable length of time in order
that the image may be rapidly impressed upon it. It is at

the moment of rest for roughly, let us say, one-twentieth
of a second. This, we repeat, is the fundamental prin-

ciple of the camera mostly in use in the United States,

if not the world, to-day.

The Bianchi camera entirely ignores this fundamental
principle. The film in its passage along the focal plane
behind the lens has a continuous movement. It is never
at rest. It is always in motion. The reader will there-

fore perceive that in this respect the vital principle of
the Bianchi camera differs entirely and radically from
the principle of other cameras. In the latter we have
practically what is very rapid stationary photography, and
in the Bianchi camera it is very rapid movement photog-
raphy. That is to say, while the subject moves so does
the film upon which the image is projected.

In theory, then, according to the laws of persistence of
vision the film in the Bianchi camera must, while not
remaining still, -have the effect of doing so, in order that

a sharp image may be impressed upon it. If means were
not adopted for keeping the film still for an appreciable
length of time in the Bianchi camera, then you would not
get a sharp image. You would have simply a blur and
so your picture would be all fuzzy and out of focus. It

would lack sharp definition the essential feature of the

little pictures which go to make up the reel of moving
photographs.
How, then, has the inventor overcome this difficulty,

and, as it were, "squared the circle," in his camera? How
has he reconciled theory with partial neglect of it ? Sim-
ply, we may explain, by compensatory means in the

optical part of the camera. Mr. Bianchi, with remark-
able ingenuity, has worked out a beautiful optical prob-

lem in keeping his image still at the focal plane for the

necessary length of time. To explain : Immediately in

the axis of the taking lens, that is, in simpler language,

at the back of it, he places another lens. Then, in the

revolving shutter which is interposed between the lens

and the focal plane, there is placed another specially

designed lens, which, as the shutter revolves, is always
erect and which, area for area, roughly synchronizes in

movement with the particular part of the film upon which
an image is imprinted. In other words, supplementary
lens and film move together, so that the image which
that supplementary lens receives is sharply impressed
upon the sensitized celluloid. Now, nearly in contact

with the latter, is a little frame which also moves per-

pendicularly to the axis of the image, so that the effect

of this frame on the pictures is to keep each picture sep-

arate one from the other and prevent overlapping.

We have stated the principle of the Bianchi camera,
we think, in as simple language as possible, in order that

even the reader of limited knowledge may understand
the exceedingly novel principle availed of in keeping the

picture stationary on the film without the necessity of

the film having to be at rest. To quote the familiar

advertisement of one of the optical houses : "It is all in

the lens." In other words, it is an optical principle rather

than a mechanical one ; whereas in the other form of cam-
eras it is a mechanical principle rather than an optical.

And therein lies the difference between the Bianchi and
the other cameras, namely, that Mr. Bianchi achieves his

result mainly by ingenious optical means instead of

mechanical.

There are some other points with regard to this in-

genious camera that deserve mention. First of all, we
were naturally of the opinion that the loss of light by
adding two extra lenses to the system would be appre-

ciable. In practice, however, this loss of light is not very
serious. Seemingly, for studio work, it does not slow
the exposure to any extent. Then, again, we were also

curious to ascertain whether this compensatory lens sys-

tem gave a perfectly non-distorted picture. Apparently
it does. In other words, the Bianchi lens system acts,

roughly, pretty much as a telephotographic lens system
in ordinary photography. A telephotographic lens, as

the reader is aware, is a combination of lenses for giving

enlarged images of distant objects with very short ex-

tension of camera". In the Bianchi camera the image is

apparently not magnified, because the lens, as we have
pointed out, is of a compensatory character as regards

its focal length. Seemingly they do not distort the pic-

ture, nor do they slow the exposure very much, and, to

sum up the whole matter, the Bianchi camera gives just

as good a photograph for moving picture work as other

cameras in use.

We specially witnessed the first release of the Than-
houser Company, which was photographed with a Bianchi

camera. This was "The Actor's Children," to which
reference has already been made and which lias been
shown in moving picture theaters these last few days.

The critical examination of the photography from the

technical standpoint shows that it was of a high order of

merit. Just as good, in respect of definition, lack of dis-

tortion and general clearness of images, as the best pho-
tographs being made elsewhere. But more than that we

Mil. J. BIANCHI, INVENTOR OP THE BIANCHI CAMERA.
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ourselves, although the time at our disposal on the occa-
sion tii" our visit was somewhat limited, put the Bianchi
camera to a practical test. One of us turned the crank
while the other sat on the stage and did a little acting
with a charming young actress who figures in "The
.\ct<ir> Children/' much to the edification of Mr. Than-
houser, Mr. Bianchi, the staff and other guests. Then
the few hundred feet that were exposed, were developed
and brought to us for our inspection, and the negative,

considering tin- nature of the exposure, turned out to

be of very gcx d quality.

So that, all in all. the Bianchi camera came out of the

test and experiments with flying colors. It seems, so far

a^ we ran judge, to he a perfectly practicable instrument,

demanding, perhaps, a little extra care and thought on
the part of the camera man who uses it; perhaps a little

extra care in keeping the simple extra devices in order;

but, on the whole, an unquestionably practicable success.

I 'erhaps it is right to say here that the Bianchi camera
is being manufactured and rented under the auspices of

the Columbia Phonograph Company, of Bridgeport,

Conn.; that .Mr. Bianchi himself is personally supervising
it-, manufacture and that its use is open to the world on
suitable terms of buying and renting.

We congratulate Mr. Bianchi on the -ucce-- of his

highly ingenious camera. YVc have further to say that

we were very much pleased with what we saw and what
was done with it at the Thanhouser works the other day.

LET THE GOSPEL IN.

By H. F. Hoffman.

A little experience with a store gospel congregation some
time ago has given ri>e to a philanthropic idea within my fer-

tile brain. No doubt 1 will get the "Ha I la" from some of the
wise ones, but "I don't care— I don't care."

Last Summer ] signed a contract to close my theater and
transfer my movable property to a larpe airdome that was
to open nearby. Although my Summer's rent was taken care
of by the contract, I was still mercenary enough to cast
around for a Summer tenant for my building.
As the scats remained in the place, the tenant would neces-

sarily have to be someone who wanted an auditorium. I

could not imagine for the time being where I could pick up
such a tenant until one Sunday night I happened to pass
one of those store missions on a side street. The place
was packed to the doors. The brethren and sisters were
singing hymns to their hearts' content while sweltering in

the early Summer heat.

"Here's my chance," thought I, and I managed to get the
car of a white-bearded old fellow, who looked as though he
might have some authority. I suggested to him that the
mission people were evidently in need of larger quarters and
he admitted that such was the case. He told me also that
a committee had been appointed to look for a bigger place,
and then, seizing my opportunity, I described my theater to
him in glowing terms. I told of the prominent location and
the cool electric fans, the comfortable individual seats that
were so much better than their hard benches. I told of my
stage that could be used as a rostrum, as well as for special
entertainments, and even went so far as to hint that once
in a while they could give illustrated lectures or even biblical
subjects in moving pictures to attract attendance, with a
silver collection to swell the treasury. The old man listened
until 1 sot to the silver collection and then he murmured
half to himself, "The Lord has answered our prayer."
The old fellow insisted that 1 should come around after

the service and meet the superintendent, which I did. The
congregation were as poor as church mice, but very lively
and sociable; so much so that it took a half hour for any
one of them to say good-night to the rest. When the mem-
bers had departed I had my business meeting with the super-
intends nt and committee. The idea looked good to them
from the start. They went with me to inspect my place and
wne highly pleased with it T know, for they began to exclaim,
"Praise God!" "Hallelujah!" "Amen!'' etc., etc.

Finally the question of rent came up. They had been pay-
ing $20 per month and had found it always a struggle to raise
tin amount, so they had been hoping to reduce it to $iS.
When 1 told them the rent T expected they all threw up their
hands and the deal was off. They filed out the door, and
right there was where I made my mistake in not calling them
back and letting them have the place for the mere cost of
lighting.
As I said before, T was mercenary, and it was not until

I had afterwards disposed of my theater that this generous
idea came into my head, and 1 now give it out for what
t is worth. It is not worth anything to picture houses that
are already giving Sunday exhibitions, but to those that arc
not and arc not likely to. it may be the means, if adopted,
of gaining some popularity and respect, and perhaps some
additional patr< mage,

Most managers are aware of the hostility of the religious
element toward moving pictures and. therefore, if the church
will not meet the exhibitor half way. perhaps it would help

some if the exhibitor went all the way to meet them. In
most every city there is some struggling gospel band. There
could be no great loss if some charitable exhibitor were to

approach them and offer the use of his auditorium free of

charge on Sundays. He could thus offer them a prominent
location, plenty of room for increasing membership which
the arc lights would surely draw, a stage for the speakers,

heat in Winter and fresh air in Summer, etc.

Yet by far the main item would be that the arrangement
would give those people a chance to give good entertain-

ments and make some money. They could hold their chil-

drens' and Lenten and Christmas exercises in better style;

they could, now and then, have their stereopticon lectures on
China and what not; but, most important of all, they could
give religious moving pictures and get a bunch of money
out of a silver collection.

The point I wish to emphasize is: that in allowing them
to give moving pictures under your own roof it would go
a long way toward disarming criticism from the pulpit. Much
ado could be made in the newspapers about this Utopian al-

liance which would be bound to reflect some credit upon the

good intentions of the exhibitor. There would no doubt be
some increase in patronage. It would soon accustom the

people to a Sunday show and probably start some men to

thinking.
I understand well that many of the gospel stores are

holding services several nights a week, but that is no matter.

Let them still use the small store during the week and on
Sundays hold the big meeting at your auditorium. One
entertainment a month would pay the rent of the small store

and any more would swell the treasury. Charge them for

the light and heat if you must, but if you can afford it give

it to them free. Taste the joy that springs from well-doing
and they will rise and call you blessed.

A TIP TO FILM MAKERS.
In August, ioio, the Supreme Lodge of K. of P. and the

Supreme Assembly and encampment of the Uniform Rank
of K. of P. will meet in Milwaukee. There will be drills

by the crack drill companies of the United States Knights of

the Uniform Rank; 826 companies of Uniform Rank in the

United States. The encampment of the Uniform Rank, at

Milwaukee, will bring them from all parts of the country.

Camp life, camp conditions, drills, parades, etc., will be the

feature for several days.
The members of the Knights are prominent men. they will

scatter to all parts of the country ;:fter the meeting—the films

will be in demand.
Every Pythian Lodge in the world has a stereopticon and

slides illustrating the play of "Damon and Pythias." On the

friendship of these two Knights the order was founded.
Many lodges have already discarded the slides and use the

motion picture machines, and all the lodges are gradually dis-

carding the obsolete for the up-to-date moving pictures.

This will mean that not only will the theaters get the first

call on pictures taken in Milwaukee and have a very popu-
lar run, but after the theaters have used them hundreds of

films could be sold outright to Pythian Lodges and for years

after the theaters have finished with them they will be
rented by Pythian Lodges for benefits and entertainments.
It will never be a "dead subject."

A K. OF P.
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The Chinese Theater afforded me a subject last week, be-
cause it showed an opening for the moving pictures. It is

possible that had not Raymond Hitchcock been the backer,
nothing would have been heard of the resort. It now appears
that Hitchcock is not the main attraction. He is, as stated
last week, the backer, but he appears to be the soft backer
-—not the real manager. The story will be continued in our
next.

* * *

The manager of the Chinese Theater is William Kavanaugh.
At least, he was the manager. He is now in a hospital.

He lies there, cut and slashed as a genuine hamburger steak
would look. In other words, he is badly "cut up." He looks
so bad that he could not make a good fifty-foot length of
picture film.

* # *

Now for the story. Mr. Kavanaugh was missing for a
week. The Chinese Theater wondered what became of the
manager. When a Chinese wonders there is something doing.
Nevertheless Mr. Kavanaugh was missing, and it was not
until almost a week later that he was found in a hospital
unconscious. How he received his wounds may never be
known. Some say that he was chief interpreter for District

Attorney Jerome during the inquiry to fix the responsibility
of the respective Tongs. I believe the true story is this:

About one year ago a favorite comedian at the Chinese
Theater was killed. I will not say murdered. And at that
time Kavanaugh swore he would be avenged! If the latter

story is ; correct, then there is nothing more to be said.

exchanges only such exhibitors that secure licenses from that
company.
The aggregate number of exchanges, as specified by the

last number issued by the Patents Company, does not show
the number of exhibitors in the country. There are many
cancellations, and, as I understand it, the numerical system
is progressive. You may see, from whatever source your
information may be, that the Patents Company has issued
14,897 licenses, but it does not follow that licenses to that
number are in existence. To go on, it may be stated that
the circulars of the Motion Picture Patents Company do not
show the number of exhibitors in the United States. These
circulars refer only to licensed exhibitors. It in no way refers

to the independent exhibitors. I am not prepared at this

lime to state how many picture places there are in the United
States, but, to make a rough guess, I would say about 12,000,

and of these I feel prepared to say there are 7»ooo licensed.

I do not give this as official, for the reason that I am not
qunting from official records.

I wish to advance an impartial opinion: So long as. a ques-
tion of oatents is involved there will always be controversy;
and so long as quick money is to be made there will be
manufacturing. Always keep your eye on the oleomargarine
cases. The united efforts of the dairymen failed to beat it.

It is still on sale and labeled as the stuff. I have been think-
ing over this matter and believe I am right. The haymakers
have their day, but reapers must be heard from.

I only refer to the case of Kavanaugh to bring to mind
that the Chinese have an extraordinary liking for moving
pictures. They do like the pictures—but they evidently do
not like the manager. Applications for the position of man-
ager of picture shows in any Chinese settlements will be
most cheerfully received, but it must be understood that if

we locate any party it does not carry a life insurance policy.

* * *

It has often been said that you cannot beat the makers of
the moving pictures. And the exhibitors have time and
again said you cannot beat the exchanges. There is give
and take in all this, but. as a man going around, I will say
that if you can beat the exhibitor in the present play of
the game you are a good one. The exhibitor watches every
issue of every paper that is issued in the interest of the film
business. There is not an exchange that fails to find a cus-
tomer at its counter with a copy of a paper—almost invari-
ably the Moving Picture World. They know to a dot when
this or that subject is issued, and you can't fool 'em.

*

I used to be connected with a film exchange and I know
how we dealt the dope. But you can't do it these days.
You must make good. I know of some backwoods towns
that would stand for anything, but now they want first run!
Imagine a manager of a thirty-second rate opera house de-
manding first run! Why? Because the nickelodeon is there.
I touched upon this in my last article. A painter once made
quite a reputation on his "Westward Ho!" The painter never
lived that can foreshadow the motion picture field! Its scope
is unsurmountable. and I offer here the prophecy that none
in the business knows its scope. Certain parts of it may
be covered by certain patents, certain people now engaged
in the business may become wealthy, but the man who stands
true and steadfast to the welfare of the truth—the true test—will not die a pauper. In all times of life there is some-
thing to consider. The one great thing is profit. We all

recognize that it does not behoove any many to profit by
illegal or unfair methods.

* * *

I have before me the following communication, and I hope
that when I answer it I will not be compelled to refer to
the matter again. It is a topic on which all people conversant
with the film business should be acquainted. Nevertheless,
I answer once, and for all time:
The Motion Picture Patents Company report to their'

PATHE NOT A TRUST.

An important case has just been decided in the Court of

Common Pleas of Wood County, Ohio, in a matter in which
Pathe Freres and other film manufacturers were alleged to

be in an unlawful conspiracy in restraint of trade, in viola-

lion of the Sherman Act and the Valentine Act of the State
of Ohio.
About two years ago Pathe Freres entered suit in this

Court against the Co-operative Film Syndicate, of North
Baltimore, Ohio, for the recovery of the purchase price of
films sold to the defendants. The defendants retained George
H. Phelps, of Findlay, Ohio, who is well known in that State

as the "Trust Buster" Phelps who drove the Standard Oil
Company from the State, to file a petition setting forth that

Pathe Freres were part of a "trust." and, as such, asking
damages against them in the sum of $20,000.

Pathe Freres were represented by Thomas F. Howe, of

Howe & Fordham, Chicago, and Frederick J. Flagg, of

Toledo, Ohio, in addition to local counsel in Bowling Green.
Testimony was taken in Chicago a number of months ago,
and the case was called for trial at Bowling Green a few
days ago.

After a lengthy trial, in which the defense introduced con-
siderable evidence to show that the plaintiffs were a part
of an alleged "trust," the Court, on motion of Pathe Freres'
attorneys, instructed the jury to disregard this claim in the
defendants' petition and render a judgment on the merits of

the original action. The jury returned a judgment in Pathe
Freres' favor for the goods sold and delivered.
The people of Ohio have been "trust" mad for some time,

and that part of the statutes of that State known as the
Valentine Act is considered the most drastic and far-reaching
in existence. Tt has already been upheld by the Supreme
Court of the State and there have been many convictions
thereunder, resulting in the fine of corporations and imprison-
ment of their officers and managers. Notable among these
cases have been those of the ice dealers and the lumber deal-
ers in Toledo.
This is the first case of this nature involving the film

manufacturers in which a decision has been rendered, and
coming from a Court of this State the decision would seem
to effectually dispose of all chance that disgruntled exchanges
or exhibitors may hereafter evade payment of their legitimate
bills on the ground that the licensed manufacturers or licensed
exchanges are an unlawful monopoly.
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"Corbies should not pick out corbies' een." This is a
Scotcli proverb, which, when translated into the vernacular,
means, roughly, that people of a class or kind should not
quarrel about their business in public. Expressed more bru-
tally, that there should be honor even amongst thieves. Bet-
ter still, that esprit de corps should always prevail amongst
the members of a ela^s, and. indeed, amongst all classes.

* * *

I
< come to the point: Several writers in these pages,
\, whose business it is, or should be, to exalt the moving

picture on every possible occasion, appear to be purposely
playing into the hands of the enemy and giving the latter
opportunity for saying unkind things about the moving pic-
ture with some justification. Readers of this page and of the
editorials for some months past well know that judges, doc-
tors, legislators and others who have unfairly attacked the
picture and the picture house have been soundly trounced.
Apparently these people do not think it safe to get back at
The Moving Picture World, and yet, if they choose to do so,
they could refute or rather confute the arguments of those
who are defending and upholding the picture by the writings
that are published in The Moving Picture World itself.

* * *

To wit, brother Hoffman's article on "A Race of Degen-
erates," t<> which brother Richardson very properly objected.
Then 1 come to brother Bush. Bush's articles are generally

ible and level-headed. But I venture to think that the
openin:-; paragraph of his last week's article on "A Word
of Good Cheer" is too much in the nature of a counsel of
despair to have the smallest beneficial effect on the progress
of the moving picture in public esteem. What Bush says,
means, in effect, that no matter how much the moving picture
is reviled in the newspapers, from the pulpit, or the bench,
no notice should be taken. Turning the other cheek to the
smiter is a beautiful piece of beautitudinous religion; but in

actual practice it docs not work out well.

* * *

As a matter of fact, as I and others have pointed out over
and over again, the moving picture is on its trial before the
public. It has to be defended, and vigorously defended, from
the attacks of its many enemies. Tf you do not enter into a
defense, then you allow judgment to go by default. Silence
gives consent, consequently the Bush policy of talcing no
notice and not hitting back would result in permanently de-
grading the picture in public esteem.

* * *

Take the analogous case of the ordinary stape. We know
that attacks on actresses and actors in the theatrical pro-
fession generally are fairly common; yet they are never al-

lowed to pass unchallenged or unrebuked. I often read in

the pages of the "Dramatic Mirror" articles of a defensive
nature, rebuking intemperate utterances in the pulpit. If the
Bush -theory were carried out in the theatrical world, these
libels and uncharitable attacks would remain as permanent
stains on the characters of a hard-working body of men and
women unable to defend themselves.

* * *

T hope brother Bush and brother Hoffman and the rest of
the band of writers for this journal see my point, namely,
that it is necessary, in defense .if the picture, to take up a

militant attitude towards its maligners, and that manufac-
turers, exhibitors and we who are interested in every aspect
of the moving picture business, should do nothing, and cer-
tainly should not write anything, which would tend to give
the enemies of the picture and the picture house the smallest
excuse for justifying their uncharitable attacks.

* * *

1 hope these gentlemen whose writings T am criticising
will not misunderstand my motive in choosing their three
articles as the text of my sermon for this week. I have had
verj considerable experience in trade journalism and T know
by proved experience that the militant attitude is the one
that pays in the long run. That the members of the trade
appreciate a disinterested publication which looks after the
mutual welfare of its readers and supporters, which defends
their business from unjust attacks and does everything in

its power to promote the success of that business. That is

what The Moving Picture World always does when persons
lublic prominence like doctors, judges and others, unfairly

attack the picture.
* * *

We are all in the business for the purpose of exalting it.

Let tts, then, take every possible step to do so. Why, it is

only yesterday since very considerable odium indeed attached
to the moving picture and its association. That odium many
of us are doint? our level best to remove. Evil possibly still

exists in various respects and places—evil exists everywhere.
But 1 very much question whether we are likely to diminish
what little evil may possibly yet exist by drawing attention
to isolated cases.

LIVE WIRE IN COATESVILLE, PA.

The proprietor of the "World-in-Motion," a showhouse in

Coatesville, Pa., writes us, taking exception to the remarks
about his place by a World reporter. Our representative
said that the "World-in-Motion" was housed in a frame
building; that the name was not appropriate to a place
devoted to cheap vaudeville and only a few pictures, and
that the Coatesville folks did not seem to care for vaudeville,

as they had to be coaxed in by offering live turkeys."
In reply to this, Mr. W. L. W. Jones, the owner and man-

ager, writes:

"My World-in-Motion is constructed of steel and brick, the
only thing about the house made of wood being the floor.

World-in-Motion has a seating capacity of 639. It is the
only house in Coatesville that has conformed with the State
law regarding aisles, exits and booth. I have five aisles run-
ning the entire length of the house, of 4 feet each, and the
center one is 5 feet wide. In front of the house is a 5-foot

aisle and in the rear another the same width. I have three

fire exits, one 14 feet wide, another 7 feet, and another 12

feet wide. The roof of the World-in-Motion is dome shaped
and at the highest point is 35 feet from the floor. The place

is ventilated by two 6-foot exhaust fans. There are no posts
in the entire building to obstruct the view. Performers have
frequently stated that they have never worked in a house that

they liked better, as the roof is so arranged as to act like a

sounding-board and make it an easy house to work in. The
building is not an old one, having been built less than three

years ago. The name World-in-Motion was given it when I

used three reels of pictures and a song. I now run more
pictures than any other place in town, as well as three acts

of vaudeville—and it is not so cheap at that. I don't find any
real reason why I should change the name. As to giving

away turkeys as an inducement for people to come to see the

cheap vaudeville,' it works out pretty good, as I always have
a crowded house when I give away a big, fat, live turkey;
and as for coaxing them in, I am being very successful and
am glad that I am such a good coaxer. Last week I showed
to more than 5,000 people in my house."

So there you Have it. The Moving Picture World is sorry

that its representative overlooked certain facts, chief of which
is that the proprietor of the World-in-Motion is filling his

house and consequently making money. We like to hear
from successful theater managers. We like to hear that they
are filling their houses, and in this case, whether it is the
vaudeville, the pictures or the fat turkeys that is the attrac-

tion, at least one of them must be good to separate 5.000

people from their money. Managers, you who cannot fill

your seats with vaudeville or pictures, or both, "talk turkey."

At least it will predispose the farmer, in favor of your show.
But don't talk too much about the money there is in the

scheme, else a turkey trust may be added to your present

burdens.

It is now definitely settled that Pathe Freres will erect

a producing studio in this country and add American sub-

jects to their already fine program. As to the whereabouts
of the studio or the extent of the project no facts have yet
been given out for publication.
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CHICAGO NOTES.

HELPFUL HINTS TO EXHIBITORS.
By a Picture Lover.

Being a lover of moving pictures, and having been for some
time past a reader of your valuable and interesting publica-
tion, I wish to give expression to some thoughts that have
occurred to me during the last few months, when I have been
studying the pictures on the screen. I greatly admire the
Moving Picture World for its open policy and its earnest
endeavor to improve the moving picture in every possible
way. Its pages contain many items that well repay its read-
ers, and many single issues are worth the subscription for a
year.
Your representative, "J. M. B." (Mr. Bradlet), certainly

made it warm for our Chicago theaters, and they show a
good deal of improvement, but he did not make it hot enough
for them in some respects. Judged solely from the view-
point of perfect presentation of the picture itself, there is not
one house downtown that does present its pictures as they
should be, in every way. I have been in a few of the outlying
theaters, some of which run vaudeville, and have found better
conditions than in any of the downtown show places. There
are several factors in this poor presentation of the pictures
which I shall try to set down as they occurred to me. I do
not intend to touch on the subject of the music—Mr. Bradlet
has thoroughly covered that—but shall confine my remarks
to the appearance of the pictures on the screen.

1. Screens.—The screen seems to receive a little less atten-
tion than any other part of the equipment for the exhibition
of the pictures. It is often found taking the place of a drop
curtain where vaudeville is shown, and rolled up and down
at least twice at every performance. This alone would not
necessarily injure it, but it is often entrusted to careless
stagehands, with the result that it becomes wrinkled, wavy,
dirty, torn and patched, and altogether unfit to project a good
moving picture upon. The way in which so many screens
present a wavy surface for the picture to fall upon causes a
good deal of distortion, especially apparent to those who
are close to it, and often painfully evident when an object in

the picture with straight lines, such as a boat or a train,

moves across it. And, too, it is often coated with a paint
of very coarse grain, which makes the texture of the film

seem coarse also, and does much to destroy the sharpness
of eveji the sharpest pictures.

These are all faults which are evident the moment the
picture is thrown on a screen which has them, and yet the
cost of getting a good screen and keeping it in good condi-
tion is not prohibitive.

2. Lighting of the House.—All of the Chicago theaters
are lighted houses, being required by city ordinance. But in

almost every case the fundamental principles of picture house
lighting which have been repeatedly expressed in The World
as "the thing to be guarded against, are light striking directly

on the screen and light shining directly into the eyes of the
audience" seem to be very thoroughly ignored. Some of

the theaters here are remarkably light, even to the detri-

ment of the pictures, as the lights are allowed to shine di-

rectly on the screen. The result of this brilliant lighting is

that all detail is lost in the shadows of the picture, halftones
lose their value and the picture has a tendency to become
merely a white silhouette. The delicate shadings of a Bio-

graph or Pathe become flat, and the rich soft darks of a

sepia-toned Vitagraph become dull, uninteresting patches of a

nondescript yellowish-brown.
Very few pictures have the lights and shadows so ar-

ranged in them that they can be thrown on a light screen

and look at all well. The distinction between white and
black on the screen is at best but a relative one, and the

more light that shines on the shadows, the less effective

the picture becomes.
It seems to me that the theaters could be lighted with

some system of indirect lighting, such as has been installed

in the Crerar Library and a few other buildings here, and
it might pay their managers to study these systems.

3. Operating.—The operators here are mostly good, but
a few of them deserve to lose their city licenses. Some of

them cannot run their films at anything like the proper
rate of speed. Some time ago, in a small theater on Adams
street, I saw the beautiful Pathe picture, "In Ancient Greece,"
actually murdered—there is no other name for it. The film

was run through at 30 or 40 per cent, excess speed, and
the motions of the dancers could be made out only with
difficulty. Being run so fast is not only very hard on the

film itself, and the machine as well, but it is very, very hard
on the eyes of the people who see it, as a film run so much

too fast is never steady. I believe that an unsteady, jerky
picture is responsible for more eye strain than any other
fault in a picture, due to the constant effort of the eye
to follow motion too rapid for it, in the same way that
reading on a car causes eye troubles. I believe that the
steadiness of a picture has more to do with its effective-
ness than anything else, for if it is not steady it can not
be clear, though if the picture merely sways in its frame
slowly, without any jerks, it does not seem to hurt the
eyes; only the picture loses the appearance of stability it

has if steady. It seems to me, too, that the size of a picture
has little to do with its steadiness; unsteadiness is just as
noticeable in an 8-foot picture as it is in one three times
as large.

I wish to say a few words about the downtown theaters
here. Even the very best of them, the Orpheum, does not
put on the picture to the very best advantage. First of
all, it is not properly lighted for a picture house; the lights
are of high candle power, simply enclosed in ground glass
globes, and no attempt is made to shade the screen from
their light. It is here that I think a system of- indirect light-
ing referred to above could be used to advantage.

Also, here the relation between the screen and the pro-
jector is not what it should be, and the picture on the screen
shows a marked degree of distortion. The screen is nearly
vertical, while the operating room is far above it, and the
picture is thrown downward, the rays striking the screen
at a sharp angle. It seems to me that since the Orpheum
has adopted the policy of exclusive pictures, and has found
it to pay, they could with advantage erect a permanent
screen of rigid construction, such as an inclined wall of
lath and plaster, coated with a good screen paint, at the
proper angle for projecting the picture upon it without
distortion. The Orpheum is so well managed, and treats its
pictures with so much respect, that I hardly think its man-
ager would hesitate to do everything he could to improve
their presentation.
On Madison street the pictures are generally put on badly.

Only one of the houses there, the Pastime, puts on the
picture in a way similar to the Orpheum as regards size
of picture and steadiness; but there are some faults here.
The bulbs in the house lights in the front of the house are
so low that they shine directly into the eyes of anyone
seated in the front of the house and cause eye discomfort.
The exit lamps at the sides of the stage cast their red
light on the center of the picture, destroying the quality
of the dark portions there. There are also some wires strung
across the house, in the path of the rays of the lens, which
cast a sharp shadow across, the upper part of the picture,
which generally crosses the faces of the people in the picture
and injures the effect of the fine facial expression of the
actors in some pictures.
The Alcazar nearly ruins its pictures by allowing all the

light from the house lights to shine on the screen, without
any attempt to keep the screen in shadow. It seems all the
worse because the remedy is so simple: If they would just
hang a little piece of metal in front of each light, large enough
to cast a shadow covering the screen, their pictures would
be improved 50 per cent. They have very fine pictures here,
and they are well lighted—if they were not well lighted they
would not show at all on the light screen.
The operating room of the Casino is not in the proper

relation to the screen for good projection—not all the pic-
ture is in clear, sharp focus, the picture is too large for the
throw and the screen is in wretched condition.
The Boston runs its pictures so very unsteadily that they

are extremely trying to the eyes. Last Saturday I saw the
Gaumont picture, "Rabelais' Joke," here on its first run, and it

jumped about the screen. Now I know from experience that this

could not be blamed on the film. They have good pictures here,

too; they do not always have first run, but have films that have
shown themselves to be worth seeing the second time, though
they ruin their effect by their unsteady projection.

There is no excuse whatever for an unsteady picture; the
films and machines now are mechanically perfect enough to

show a whole reel of film without more than momentary
periods of unsteadiness. But some managers will pay a figure

like $100 per week for film service, and then run the films

through an old machine that ought to be on the scrap pile,

with an operator (?) who seems to have first learned to

turn a crank in the sausage making department of a country
butcher shop and applied the knowledge gained there to the

crank of a moving picture machine—some of them certainly

do butcher the films.

And this poor work is made all the more noticeable by
contrast to the really good houses which respect their pic-

tures and give the films a chance to show what is in them.
C. Y.
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El FILMS

"The Irish Boy" (Lubill).— Here is a realistic picture that

tells a real heart story and brings \ividly before the audience
the possibilities which open before any young man who
chooses to take advantage of them. Mere is told very
graphically, with a wealth of adequate stage settings and
sympathetic acting, the interesting story of a poor Irish

emigrant who comes to this country and fights his way to
independence and power, making a home for himself, the
girl he loves, and his parents. It is neither mawkish nor
silly. It is sentimental, but the sentiment is the real heart
sort that adds to the interest and holds the attention un-
broken from first to last. While it is not a great drama, it

holds the interest as thoroughly as anything that has evei

come from the l.uliin studio.

"In the Frozen North" (Selig).—A master of Western
scenes .and faithfully depicting Indian character and life;

Selig has added another feature to his product which will

be certain to please. The frozen North is a region of much
romance, the goal of lovers of adventure and the hope of

scientific travelers. The drama in the picture is alive with

those characteristics which make a picture interesting and
is instinct with a heart interest which will appeal strongly

to most persons. The scenic features are admirably managed,
conveying adequate impressions of the locality and the region

depicted. These good points have been emphasized by good
photography, the combination making a picture which will

linger long in the memory.
"The Love of Lady Irma" (Riograph).—A picture based

upon a novel feature. A beautiful woman impulsively engages
two thugs to mar her husband's beauty so that she may the

more rcadilv retain his love, as he possesses such attractive

personal charms that he is a favorite with all women. Then
she confesses her fault, but his love stands the test and all

trouble is removed. Like all Riograph films, this one has

many elements of strength, and the acting is sympathetic
and strong, vet aside from this one novel point the drama
contains no particular interest. The happy ending is an

added feature which helps it.

"The Enchanted Castle" (Kalcm).—Here is what might
pass i'mi- Rostand's famous "Chanteclcr" transferred to a

motion picture film. All the characters in it are animals,

and while it is what might be termed a romantic comedy-
drama, it will amuse tin children as well as the older people.

i
i contains an abundance of humor, not a few thrilling situa-

tions, and plenty of life and action, enough, at least, to hold

interest at a high level. It is well acted, the staging is ade-

quate, and the photography is clear and even. The com-
pany's reputation for excellence will be appreciably enhanced

by this picture.

"Frankenstein" (Edison).—Mrs. Shelley's disturbing st

which holds one fascinated even though it lias many re-

pulsive situations, is here reproduced in a motion picture in

a way that will appeal to those who have never read the

story as well as to those who have. Tt tells of the creation

of a monster by one who discovered the mystery .if life, and
its persistency in dogging its creator's footsteps until dis-

about through the force of true love. AH the

repulsive and disagreeable situations are eliminated, and only

the dramatic portions are left. These arc vividly and sym-
pathetically acted, holding the interest throughout the film.

'flu- formation of tin- monster in that cauldron of blazing
chemicals is a piece of photographic work which will rank
with tin best of its kind. The entire film is one that will

create a new impression of the possibilities of the motion
picture as a means of expressing dramatic scenes. Some-
times the value of the motion picture in reproducing these
stories is scarcely realized, yet they will do much for litera-

ture in this direction. Very many, for example, will see this

picture who have never read the storj', and will acquire a
lasting impression of its power.

"Mystery of Temple Court" (Vitagraph).—A drama of
power, sympathetically acted, and admirably staged. The
Vitagraph players succeed in interpreting these complicated
dramatic productions in a way to satisfy the most exacting
critic. There i- a spirit to their work which can hardly be
expressed, yet is plainly apparent when one sees it on the
screen.

"The Troubadour" (Pathe).—A fairy story which will please
young and old alike. A chief attraction of the Pathe fairy

stories is the daintiness with which the details are worked
out and the artistic beauty of the settings. This story is ad-
mirably told and the fairy scenes interwoven are sufficiently

novel to please any audience.

"The Girl and the Fugitive" (Essanay).—As strong and
powerful a Western drama as ever released by this firm.

There are strong dramatic crises which are developed to
the utmost and are made as much of by the capable actors
as possible. And there is a dash and go to the entire picture
which makes it stirring at times. There is a love story con-
nected with it which gives it a heart interest and serves to
develop and maintain a human, not a wholly curious interest.

Details are worked out with careful attention. The acting
is sympathetic and the photography helps to make it a com-
plete and satisfactory film.

"In the Foothills of Savoy" (Gaumont).—A scenic pro-
duction which reproduces some of the most picturesque of
the famous Savoy hill country, and enables dwellers in dis-

tant parts of the world to become familiar with the beauties
of that section of France. The operator made his selection
with taste and intelligence, and the results of his work are
eminently satisfactory.

"A Wilful Dame" (Pathe).—A comedy which develops
many amusing and interesting points, offering opportunities
for fun and laughter. Some of the situations are extremely
amusing.

"Wild Birds' Haunts" (Pathe).—A film of the educational
order, admirably photographed and faithfully reproducing
scenes of interest. The work of this sort done by Pathe can
scarcely be overestimated. Travel is eliminated and the
scenes which are depicted are made plain enough to make
them clearly understood. Tt is well worth while for motion pic-
ture producers to bring to the unfortunate portion of the
world unable to view these scenes themselves the interesting
scenery from all over the world. Such bits of graphic infor-
mation as are contained in films of this type are valuable
contributions to the general stock of knowdedge.
"Courting the Widow" (Vitagraph).—A picture perhaps

sufficiently well described in its title. As may be imagined,
it affords opportunity for endless combinations and difficul-

ties, all of an amusing character. And the Vitasrraph actors
make the most of these chances, developing much fun as the
story proceeds. The acting is excellent, and the photography
is clear and good.

"A Mother's Heart" (Lubin).—A graphic representation of
a little domestic tragedy which arose through a misunder-
standing. Jealousy overpowered the good sense of a wife
who left home and obtained a position as a governess.
Through the little boy of whom she has charge her own
son is invited to visit there and a reunion of the family
follows. This film is interesting because of what it SUggi
that frequently supposed causes for jealousy are baseless and
arise through misapprehensions. Possibly others could be
adjusted quite as easily as this one if the proper means were
provided.

"A Woman's Repentance" (Pathe).—A beautifully wrought
out version of the tale of the country maiden who leaves
her honest lover because of the wiles of some other
polished fellow from the citv. There is a difference in de-
tails, however, because in this instance the deserted lover
falls and hurts his head, so he becomes insane. In this

plight, through a fall, he is discovered by the young woman.
who leaves her city friend and carefully nurses the unfortu-
nate young man back to life. Tt is made extremely interest-
ing by the acting and the mechanical perfection of the film.

Tt is. perhaps, an almost new picture because of this fact
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and there is more than one who will feel a thrill of pity

for the unfortunate country boy and will rejoice with him
when at last the tangled paths are all made straight. These
simple heart stories are strongly told and appeal to the
emotions more than some of the more elaborate stories do.

"The Village Inventor" (Selig).—A romance of the old-

fashioned type with the country boy suddenly lifted into

fame and fortune by an invention which wins him the favor
of a rich man whose daughter he marries. It is a fateful

day for the country boy, however, and eventually he is de-
serted and makes his way back to his country home and the

simple hearted little girl he left behind. Down the vista

of the years one's imagination wanders and sees many such
instances, or similar ones, eventually, perhaps, recognizing
the futility- of such weddings. The story is well told, the act-

ing being sympathetic and intelligent. The mechanical qual-

ities of the film would be hard to improve.

"A Western Romance" (Edison).—A romance full of the

snap and go of the plains, yet made even more interesting

by the love story which is interwoven, supplying a deep heart
interest. Not always are clauses in wills imposing matri-
monial alliances so literally consummated as this one, but it

was not the girl's fault. She resisted as long as she could,

but when her betrothed won her affections under an assumed
name, what was she to do? Real cowboys and real Indians
were employed in the production of this film, contributing
materially to the interest which it excites. The rescue by
the young woman is a thrilling bit of acting, and adds much
to the interest of the picture. One's interest is maintained
throughout, and there are many little touches which do much
to heighten the effect and increase the general attractiveness

of the film. Western dramas, or those depicting with ac-

curacy life and conditions on the plains, are popular favor-

ites and this house is to be congratulated for adding another
of such excellence to the list.

"The Man with the Weak Heart" (Edison).—A choice bit

of irony is apparent in this picture. A doctor informs a

gentleman that he has a weak heart, and must not exert him-
self. But as he walks slowly along meditating upon his

probable uneventful life he is suddenly confronted with nu-

merous conditions which lead to the exertion of prodigious
strength. When he arrives home, however, he is too weak
to take the baby and the family rush hither and thither min-
istering to his wants. Perhaps the producer intended no
irony, but it is evident just the same, and adds much to the

interest of the film.

"The Girl and the Bandit" (Kalem).—A melodramatic
story of how a girl single-handed captured a noted desperado
for whom a large reward had been offered. It has a swing
and dash to it which makes it interesting, and this is en-

hanced by the setting, which is in the beautiful outdoor
scenery of Florida.

"The Hand of Uncle Sam" (Essanay).—A lively story,

with much of the melodrama about it, based upon the sup-

posed interest of an American in one of the vest-pocket
republics of South America. It is chiefly interesting because
of the opportunity it affords of learning how the hand of

Uncle Sam can reach forth and snatch a man from before

"The Wild Coast of Belle Isle" (Gaumont).—A beautifully
photographed picture of a wild coast, representing very
graphically the rocky headlands and the waves dashed into
foam as they beat ceaselessly against the rocks. The oper-
ator made selections of viewpoints which convey the impres-
sion of grandeur and power. These scenic films, particularly
those containing reproductions of breaking waves, are al-

ways popular, and where the technical work is as well done
as it was in this instance the attractiveness of the picture is

greatly enhanced.

"Capital vs. Labor" (Vitagraph).—The chief interest in this

picture will center in the scenes depicting a strike and the
riotous work of a mob. It is much too realistic to be com-
fortable. It gives a graphic representation of mob violence
when unrestrained. It is a good bit of acting when the
young minister rushes in, calms the mob, obtains conces-
sions from the capitalist and in reality saves the day for
everybody. The soldier with his regiment arrives too late

to be of service. Perhaps the picture will have a salutary
influence during this season when strikes pervade the air

and from almost every section of the country comes talk
of industrial complaint.

"The Horseshoe" (Pathe).—A pretty fairy story, telling
how a horseshoe, presented by Cupid, rescues a beautiful
princess from the boredom of loneliness and secures a prince
a beautiful wife. It is all worked out with careful attention
to details and with the mechanical perfection of the Pathe
films.

"A Maid of the Mountains" (Urban).—A drama of interest,
with a setting of romantic scenery, well acted and beautifully
photographed. Like all the pictures that come from this
house it has numerous excellencies, and these will be found
quite up to the Urban standard.

"Over the Appennines in Italy" (Urban).—One of those
delightful scenic films, photographed with an appreciation
of the possibilities of the subject which brings out the best
there is in it. Mountain scenery is difficult to render, since
it is often impossible to reproduce the impression of the
grandeur of the cliffs and mountain-sides. But in this in-

stance the operator has accurately interpreted the impressions
exerted by mountains and has succeeded in producing an un-
usually interesting picture. The technical work on the film
was well done and the entire picture will be certain to please.

"Faithful" (Biograph).—Few, indeed, are they who have too
faithful and zealous friends, but the hero of this picture
seems to be one of the sort that is unfortunate in this re-

spect. True, his faithful adherent is only half witted, which
in the nature of things makes his attentions somewhat un-
welcome. After resorting to all sorts of schemes to rid him-
self .of his follower, he finally decides to make the best of it

and permit the devotion to continue unmolested. At last

the psychological moment arrives. The friend that is de-
termined to stand by is there and carries John's erstwhile
sweetheart from the burning house. Then his worth is rec-

ognized. The lovers settle their differences and everybody
lives happily ever after. The acting is quite in harmony with
the subject and the photography is clear and of good tonal
quality.

the rifles of the firing squad. The picture of the torpedo-boat
destroyer coming down on the camera under full head of

steam is thrilling. The closing scene, where the condemned
man is restored to his wife's arms, with the American flag

waving above them, arouses strong emotions. Altogether
it is a satisfactory picture and will be seen with interest

anywhere.

INDEPENDENT FILMS
"A Family Feud" (Lux).—A story of a courtship between

a son and daughter of two men sworn to maintain a family

feud. It has some dramatic scenes and the acting is quite in

sympathy with the subject. The photography has a few
weak places, but they are of minor importance and could be
easily corrected.

"The Tenderfoot" (Nestor).—A Western story, based upon
a complication brought about by an outlaw holding up a

tenderfoot ranch owner, stealing his money and deeds and
impersonating him at the ranch, where he was unknown. It

worked well until a girl discovered the situation and set

about straightening it out, which she succeeded in doing to

the satisfaction of everyone. There is an abundance of

drama in the story, and the interest is well sustained. It is

worthy of note that the story is told without the taking of

a life, though guns are often in evidence.

"The Sea's Vengeance" (Ambrosio).—A story based upon
a lover's desertion and his death by drowning in answer to

a supposed curse. The scene where the sea is dashing
against the rocks is wild and convincing. A feeling of

sorrow is given to the picture by the desertion of one girl,

the grief of another and the death of the faithless lover.

"The Lover's Embarrassment" (Eclair).—Not every lover

admits to stealing a large number of chickens because he

wants to shield the girl he was visiting, but here is one that
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accepts that as an alternative to the true explanation of his

presence. Fortunately for him the real thieves are captured
and brought back with the evidence of their crime with them,
while the young woman's mother speedily discovered the
true explanation of the young man's presence. Thus are
matters made straight and the young hearts made happy.
The film turns upon this novel proposition which adds 111-

terest t<> it and keeps the audience wondering what will

be the result. It is sympathetically acted and adequately
staged.

"Honesty, Its Own Reward" (Eclair).—A pathetic story of
an old man who finds a purse, from which two dollars have
fallen, which he is accused of stealing-. Happily, however,
he is released from his unpleasant predicament by the timely
arrival of two nuns, who have found the missing money.
The unfeeling owner of the purse goes her way without as
much as thanking the poor old man for returning it. The
nuns take pity upon him, however, and see that he is sup-
plied with the necessities, which to him are comforts and
luxuries. The only criticism one might offer upon this film
is that it is too true to life. Far too many people are quite
as thoughtless and apparently hardhearted as this woman.
Perhaps films like this will perform a real service by point-
ing out what it may mean to another to be so unthinking.

"His Sick Friend" (Imp).—All sorts of pictures and stories
have been worked out of this subject, leaving the young wife
a! home while the husband goes to a poker game. Perhaps
some young wives have also fixed up the room to make the
husband believe that she. too. had been enjoying herself, but
it is safe to say that probably few. if, indeed, any wife ever
had her husband lift the table cloth and pull from under
the table a man whom she did not know was there. This
turns the tables and she is forced to admit what sort of a

trick she had played. Of course the husband forgives her for
the presence of the man. This denouement makes the picture
a distinctive piece of comedy work. It is admirably acted
and clearly photographed.

"Stung" (Imp).—Tt may, perhaps, be imagined what a

predicament a man could be put in if he was suddenly called

to supper in a company and had his shoe off. And it would
be worse if his rival in the young woman's affections had
purloined the shoe. Here is the whole comical complication
admirably worked out. Perhaps the best part of it is the
pretended clairvoyance by which the missing shoe is dis-

covered in the rival's pocket. The acting is alive and there
is a series of amusing complications which keeps the audi-

ence laughing most of the time. The photography is clear,

even in some of the more difficult scenes. Altogether it is

a satisfactory picture.

"The Man from Texas" (Bison).—Many times the well

acted Western pictures put out by this company have been
commended, but one feels like making an exception in this

case. There is entirely too much gun play, and while it may
be justifiable when considered in one way, it doesn't seem
necessary to reproduce all the gruesome details of murder.
Self defense may be a good reason, but the representation
of the taking of a life is not elevating nor is it needed to

make the pictures interesting. All this can be suggested.
Tt has been suggested in other pictures and the interest did

not suffer. This company has done so well heretofore that it

seems too bad to have its work marred by objectionable

scenes of this character.

"A Mexican's Ward" (Bison).—A stirring drama, or melo-
drama, which is based upon the treachery of a faithless

guardian. The action is all life and the scenes are produced
with an accurate attention to detail and a careful working out
of the plot which adds much to the interest. The photog
raphy is an advance on some of the work previously done
by this company and represents a gratifying degree of

progress.

"The Theft of Diamonds" (Great Northern).—This firm
has made an attractive feature of films of this type in the
past, its Sherlock Holmes series being graphic representatives
of this fact. In this film some very dramatic situations are
reproduced and the acting is so sympathetic and the actors
develop so much capability in developing their parts that the
audience becomes absorbed in the picture and regrets when
it closes. There is always a more than ordinary degree of
interest attaching to a story of this sort, and in this instance
the audience is not disappointed in the way it -is worked out.

"A Quiet Honeymoon" (Great Northern).—An uproariously
funny film, which depicts in a very graphic way the difficulties

of an unfortunate couple in trying to enjoy their honeymoon.
It is worked out with all the firm's careful attention to de-
tails, while the actors perform their parts in a way that en-
titles them to praise for their work. It is a comedy well
worth including in a program.

"The Betraying Mirror" (Itala).—A dramatic story of more
than ordinary interest, showing the ingratitude of a faithless
nephew. The scene where the discovery is made in the mirror
is one of unusual strength and creates much interest. Actors
and photographer have performed their parts well, and the
result is a picture which will please any audience.

"John Hardy's Invention" (Powers).—A romance woven
around the work of an inventor. A flying machine fails to
fly, but a hair pin invented by a woman brings a substantial
check. There is an exhibition of jealousy on the part of
a husband, who persists in misconstruing things and will
not listen to explanations. The story is well told, the acting
is lively and sympathetic and there is the accompaniment of
good photography to assist in maintaining interest. Tin
Powers pictures are improving steadily, each one showing
an advance over the previous one.

"St. Elmo" (Thanhouser).—The second release of a new
house, and, unlike some producers', the second was better
than the first. It was not what might be termed an en
gaging story which this firm undertook to present. The
play is based upon Augusta Evans Wilson's novel of the
same name. It is a religious novel and the dramatic com-
pany which has tried to play it has failed to satisfy in al!

places with one exception. Of course the film is an im
provement over the spoken drama, since it is shortened and
only the interesting scenes are retained. While the writer
has no particular liking for either the story or the drama, he
has no fault to find with the reproduction here. It is better
than the drama because it eliminates much that is dreary
and practically unnecessary to make the story compre-
hensible and leaves only the better and stronger scenes. The
acting is sympathetic and the photographer has performed
his part satisfactorily.

ROOSEVELT IN AFRICA.
We have been favored with a private exhibition of this

special two-reel subject which is being issued under the co-
operation of the licensed manufacturers. The photography
is wonderfully good considering the disadvantages and the
several thousand feet of negative has been pruned and
trimmed by Pathe Freres until there is not an uninteresting
foot in the two reels. Without a doubt it is the most ex-
pensive negative ever printed from and the American public
are indebted to the licensed manufacturers who made it

possible for the film to be issued and to the brave and enter-
prising photographer, Cherry Kearton, who secured the nega-
tives at great bodily risk and inconvenience. On another
page we give a synopsis of the scenes and a few reproduc-
tions taken from sections of the film. This subject is open
to all licensed theaters and will prove a big drawing card.
Exchanges, in ordering, should specify sets and not films, as
the subject consists of two reels. One order came to Pathe
Freres for two films. This is vague and may be taken for one
each of the two reels comprising the subject or two complete
copies. The date of release is April 18.

FRANK WINCH CLIMBS THE LADDER.
The genial New York representative of the "Billboard"

has resigned that position to act as press representative of

the Buffalo Bill Wild West and Pawnee Bill's Far East shows.
Our contemporary loses a good man and his new employers
made a wise selection. Not yet thirty years old, Frank
Winch has seen more of life and held more important posi-

tions than few men live to do. He was born in San Fran-
cisco in 1881, received a college education and started work-

as a bellboy. His cleverness with the pen drew him into

newspaper work and as a reporter he had varied experiences
that brought fame if not fortune. He next essayed the work
of the theatrical press agent, and not only wrote plays but

had them produced. He managed several stock companies,
and in 1008 came to New York as manager of the Eastern
office of the "Billboard." Here he has made many friends,

not a few of them among the moving picture people, who will

miss him at their confabs, but who will all wish him success
in his new sphere, as is the wish of The Moving Picture
World.

J. C. Doyle, proprietor of the Johnson Opera House, Seneca
Falls, N. Y., has operated his moving picture lamp with an

Economy Coil for several months. He ordered a "Hallbcrg"

F.conomizer about three weeks ago in trade for the Economy
Coil, and in a letter under date of March 15 he writes :

"I

thought I had a good light before, but know now I was mistaken."

The above speaks well for the good light obtained from the

"Hallberg" Economizer.
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EDISON IMPROVED UNDERWRITER'S MODEL "B"

The Latest Evolution in Projecting Machines,

For the past three months the Edison Manufacturing Com-
pany has had a representative on the road, Mr. F. H. Stew-
art, demonstrating their latest creation in the projecting
line—the New Underwriter's Model "B" Kinetoscope. The
tour so far has been emphatically successful, the strong, ap-
pealing points of the new machine winninsr for it friends
wherever it has been demonstrated. The plan followed by
Mr. Stewart has been to secure a theater centrally located
in each of the larger cities and to issue invitations to pro-
prietors and managers in and around the city to attend the
demonstration, given always in the morning. As a result of
the demonstrations the dealers are clinching several good
sales on the spot and are assured by many exhibitors present
of their intention to install the Model "B" as soon as prac-
ticable. A demonstration was given on February 3 at the
Majestic Theater, 52 South Pearl street, Albany, N. Y.,
through the kindness of Mr. Emil Deches, manager, which
was attended by exhibitors from Albany, Schenectady, Troy,
Cohoes and neighboring cities. After the demonstration the
Actograph Company, of Albany, ordered two machines from
the factory by long distance telephone for two of the ex-
hibitors present.

Feeling that the trade
generally will be inter-
ested to learn some-
thing about the new
product of the inventor
of the kinetoscope and
his experts, we present
a cut of the machine
and a brief summary of
some of its talking
points. On this new
machine the Edison ex-
perts have been work-
ing for over a year,
during which period
one, who is at all ac-
quainted with the class
of mechanics and artis-

ans with whom the
"Wizard of M e n 1 o
Park" surrounds him-
self, can well imagine
that they have discov-
ered many features in'

which it was possible to

improve their previous
model.
The latest improvements in the Edison Model "P." have

increased its attractiveness as well as its efficiency and dur-

ability. The metal mechanism support is now nickel-plated

instead of being finished in black Japan, as are also the

cranks, adjusting lever, stcreopticon slide and rod, mechanism
thumb screws and all gears and pinions on the right frame
side. In short, nickel has been substituted for Japan finish

wherever it was possible to do so. This ornamentation is

a most decided improvement in the appearance of the new
model.
The Edison Kinetoscope has always been noted for the

remarkable steadiness of its projection, and it is claimed that

the new model is an improvement even in this respect. The
durability and efficiency of the machine have been increased
by the use of hardened and tempered tool steel for the star

wheel, one pin cam, picture gauge, all bearings and end of

star wheel shaft and cam shaft. The cam is accurately ground
and massive in construction. The only part that is suscep-
tible to wear is the pin, which can be readily removed and
replaced at an insignificant cost. The three sprockets are
now made of polished steel, the upper and take-up ones being
flanged, thus preventing the film from running off. These
sprockets are guaranteed to be absolutely accurate and me-
chanically perfect. The old-style rubber rollers have been
replaced by polished steel tension rollers for all sprockets.
The new rollers are made of case hardened steel, in three
parts, the flanges of which revolve independently of each
other as well as of the roller between, thereby preventing
all drag on the film. With all these improvements, the
mechanism cannot cause scratches or "rain storms," the
only part of the film in actual contact with the mechanism
being the margin outside of the picture.

The Edison Kinetoscope automatic shutter is a great im-
provement over every other similar device. Under no pos-
sible conditions can the light be thrown upon the film ex-

cept when the film is in motion. When the shutter is wide
open it automatically locks so that no power is required
to keep it open, thus eliminating any undue wear on the
gearing and causing easier operation of mechanism. When
the speed of the machine falls below a certain point, however,
it automatically unlocks and closes, so that the film is at no
time endangered.
The take-up attachment is a distinguishing feature of the

Edison machine ,it being so constructed as to admit of its-

being placed either below the base board or in front of
the mechanism, to meet the varying conditions or the whim
of the operator. This is an entirely new idea in take-up
attachments. An automatic belt tightener is provided which
insures an equal tension on the belt under all conditions.
It prevents the loss of the lower loop between intermittent
and take-up sprockets. For rewinding film an improved
rewinder is supplied to accommodate reels up to 12 inches.
This device is provided with a clamp and thumb screw for
instant adjustment to any base board, shelf or table.

The lamp house, with its sliding device for stereopticon
purposes, is simple, durable and efficient. It is of ample
proportions to give sufficient ventilation and heat radiation.
The lamp has all hand wheel adjustments and is substantially
built. It has the approval of all Boards of Fire Underwriters.
The condensing lenses are the best obtainable, being made

of an imported French optical glass. The magazine is made
to take reels up to 12 inches in diameter, a larger reel than
can be used with any other type of projecting machines.
A big, appealing feature of the Edison Kinetoscope is its

accessibility, which permits the repair or replacement of
any of its parts at a minimum of labor and expense. Its
parts are made to gauge and are consequently interchange-
able. Any number of Edison machines, it is claimed, can
be dismantled, their parts scattered in a confused heap and
reassembled into machines of absolute mechanical precision.
The question of accessibility and interchangeability of parts
is a point worthy of serious consideration by every exhibitor
when purchasing a machine.

LUBIN NOTES.
One contributor to the Lubin Manufacturing Company

developed a new idea recently when he sent in a story with
the announcement that it had been sent to several concerns.
"The story will go to the firm making the highest bid on or
before March 10," was the announcement, and added infor-

mation was to the effect that already one $100 offer had
been received. That ante was not raised: the story being of
*he boldest sort.

Exhibitors have been unusually appreciative of "The District
' ttorney," and letters of congratulation have been received
in quantities. That the appreciation is sincere is attested by
the number of orders for extra prints, the standing orders
not sufficing to fill the demand from exhibitors for the
subject.

The Lubin release for April 11 is notable in that it carries

three strong comedy subjects on the same reel and yet runs
only 990 feet. The three topics are so entirely different

that there is no confliction and the reel is one of the best
comedy offerings put out in a long time.

Talking of pending releases, the Lubin directors are priding
themselves upon the fact that they have brought out a story

in which two sisters from the country come to the city and
neither goes wrong. From time immemorial it has seemed
fatal to the morals of one of the two to come to the city

since dramatic contrast must be provided. Here the di-

rectors find the dramatic contrast and yet contrive a rea-

sonable and happy ending. The story is "First Love Is Best,"

which is released April 7.

St. Patrick's Day was one of the Lubin release days and
their "The Irish Boy" seemed to be just what was wanted.
One exchange wrote for three extra prints and later tele-

graphed for four more, and most of the exchanges came in

for at least one extra print. Memorial Day is another regu-

lar Lubin release day for which special preparation is being
made.

The ending of the Philadelphia car strike and the gen-
eral sympathetic strike will enable work to be rushed on
the new plant of the Lubin Manufacturing Company, work
on which was interrupted for two weeks, and early occu-
pancy is anticipated. The photogranhic reproductions of

the new plant recently published have attracted widespread
attention.

THE BEST MOVING PICTURE PAPER IS THE MOVING PICTURE WORLD.
Send in your subscription now. $2.00.
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OPERATORS' COLUMN.
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.
Conducted by F. H. Richardson.

Let me impress upon writers that they must be very
careful to send complete data when asking questions. Better
tell too much than not enough. Give make and model of
machine, size of picture, kind of screen. Length of throw, size

of connecting wires, etc., etc. To illustrate: A few days
since the question was asked. "What can I do to prevent my
condensers breaking?" Not a word as to kind of condenser
mount or lamp-house, fans in operating room, open window
behind machine, etc., etc. I could make no intelligent answer.
Make your data complete and 1 will try to help you.

* * *

A Hard One.—Manager, in Iowa, writes as follows: Am
using, in one of our theaters, a machine, and every
picture thrown on the screen is blurred. That is to say, the
blur occur- when objects are in motion. For example, in

the film. "The Last Deal," a Biograph, when the card game
is on. the picture is clear and sharp—in fact, all that could
be asked in a first-class projected picture. But as soon as
anyone, or any object, moves about, or moves in any way,
that especial object immediately becomes blurred. This does
not occur at the sides or center, as would be the case were
the film bulging over the aperture, but all over the entire
screen. Still I do think the film does bulge and have done
everything under the sun to remedy the defect, but can't

seem to overcome it. My pictures are so clear otherwise
that very few have commented on it, probably thinking it

should be so. But I know it should not, and it has worried
me nearly sick. Hoping you will be able to give me infor-

mation enabling me to overcome the fault, I am, sin-

cerely. .

This letter is so interesting that I print it in full, inviting
any of my readers who may have had similar experience, if

any there be, to send in a solution. Frankly, it has made me
take to the tall timber. I cannot even imagine anything that
would produce any such weird effect as this. If the figures
are perfectly clear while still, they should also be while
moving. There might be some figures blurred by reason
of too rapid motion, but, as I understand it, all moving
objects are blurred in this case, and it occurs, not in some
films, but all the time. T present it to our readers as a case
so queer as to be wellnigh a curiosity. Sorry to say I

cannot even make an intelligent guess as to its cause, there-
fore know no remedy.

* * *

Film Jumps. Shadows.—Charles Town, W. Va., says his

film jumps once in a while and there are occasional dark
shadows just the same as when the shutter is out of time.
Asks reason.
From your description I would say that the film jumps

when a bad patch goes through, or there is some other fault

in the film itself. The trouble is, I am quite sure, in the
film itself and not in the machine. As to the shadows: The
shutter being out of time does not cause dark shadows, but
does cause a "travel ghost," the same being flashes of white
up or down from any white object, particularly from letters

in a title. The same effect is had, much exaggerated, when
the shutter is removed entirely. No, the trouble is not
in the condenser lenses. I shall have to have a more minute
description of the "dark shadow" effect to answer you defi-

nitely. For one thing, note if these shadows appear only
when you run at low speed. I await further information.

* * #

A Bunch of Questions.—Roxbury. Mass.. writes: (i) Would
like to know cause of picture being out of focus on each
change of scene. (2) Why do carbons get red-hot when all

connections are tight? (3) What size condenser lenses
should T have for a t6 x iq picture at 78 feet, alternating
current?1 Xow using one 6 lA and one "j l/i, but they crack
frequently, (4) Have Power's rheostat, and after checking
three coils connected in multiple with a non-adjustable it

shows no increase in light. The fourth coil increases the
light, but can't hold it there as it heats up. (5) Have a

Mullen coil which was used on uo-volt, 60-cycle current.

Current has been changed to 60-cyclc and now coil heats up.

"What is cause and is any change in coil necessary ? (6) What
causes top of picture to cut off on a slant while bottom is

level? (7) Am drawing only 40 amperes, yet blow 60-ampere
fuses almost every day. What is cause? (8) What causes
light to Form similar to a figure eight at times? (()) Would
like to know how to make the thing which takes the place

of the hand in front of hood in changing slides. It is made

of film cut in a certain way and thickness and placed in a
brass piece.

( 1 ) From what you say in another portion of your letter

jour screen is placed in a different position in setting the
stage. Tins might affect your picture focus if the move-
ment be very much. Sometimes different scenes in a film
will require different focusing owing to some technical pe-
culiarity in photographing, but an unsharp positive cannot
be corrected in the projecting machine. (2) I take it you
mean that the carbons get red-hot at contact with carbon
arms. This is because the carbon is not making good con-
tact with the metal. Clean out inside of arms with a file,

dressing them up, if necessary, until good contact is had
with carbon entire width of the arm. (3) You are using a
4-inch projection lens, and two 7l/t-inch condenser lenses will

just suit that length of projection lens. (4) Don't understand!
Send in sketch of your connections. (5) Xo change should
be necessary unless the voltage has been increased. If so,

the coil would be too small. Perhaps it has deteriorated
through age. (6) May be that light is striking top of lens

hole in wall of operating room. That is most likely ex-
planation. (7) If you really are drawing but 40 amperes,
it is likely you have a ground, and a heavy one at that, some-
where. (8) I think you must mean the light at the spot.

It is caused by arc being too long. (9) You are too many
for me, old man. Never saw the device you name. Think
you must have seen something made from colored gelatine

paper. A sort of colored shutter. You are at liberty to send
in all the questions you may wish—that is what the depart-
ment is for

—

but be very careful to make them perfectly plain

so that I may understand what you are driving at. It puz-
zled me considerably to make out what you had in mind in

some of those submitted this time, and one (No. 4) I could
make nothing of at all.

* * *

Stereopticon.—Indianapolis, Ind., asks how much current
should be used on a dissolver lamp. Also whether or no
the lamp-houses could not just as well be set side by side as

one on top of the other.

The amount of current you should use will depend on cir-

cumstances. With alternating, more should be used than
with direct current. The more current you use, the brighter

will be your picture, of course; but, on the other hand, there

is greater liability of slide breakage with strong light. With
direct current. 18 amperes is enough for the stereo, unless

the picture be a very large one, when it may be increased

to 25. Eighteen amperes D. C. gives a soft, beautiful pro-

jection and a picture which is by many preferred to the

brighter one. When running travelogue slides, which must
remain in the light for some length of time, never use more
than 18 amperes. Stereopticons should have an adjustable

rheostat with a range from 15 to 25 amperes. Then by
cutting down the current when the chorus slide of a song
comes on, it will not be broken; also you may reduce current

whenever you have a very slow song or travelogue slides.

The lamp-houses may be set side by side, but it would be

a very unhandy and impracticable arrangement for the op-

erator, since he would then be obliged to reach clear over

the nearer lamp-house to change the slides in the other, or

to trim his lamp. There would be no difference at all in

the result on the screen.
* * *

Lens, Screen, Lights.—Mt. Clemens. Mich., asks: (1) If

Darlot lens is the best make? (2) If machine being 15 feet

above center of screen. 65-foot throw, will affect picture to

an>' extent as regards its uniformity of size, and, if so, what
is remedy" What size picture gives best results at 65 feet?

What color lights to use in auditorium when picture is on,

and whether or no there is any law to prevent a manager
enforcing a house rule requiring ladies to remove their head-

gear?
The Darlot lens is a most excellent article, but for obvious

reasons it is not the office of this department to compare
rent makes of lenses, machines or other goods. Darlot

lenses are imported from France and kept in stock by all

leading supplv houses. The Gundlach-Manhattan Company,
of Rochester. N. Y.. make an excellent projection lens.

(2) The machine being 15 feet above screen will, of course,

have a tendencv to make the picture a trifle wider at the

base. At 63 feet I think there would be very little dis-

tortion—not enough to be easily discernible. The remedy is

to tilt the screen to face the lens sauarely. If your picture

is in focus all over the screen. I think, in your case, this

need not be done. Fairly good pictures are often projected

at an angle oi as much as 25 degrees: in a few cases even

more. Speciallv ground lenses may be had for this purpose,

but they are expensive and not desirable except in extreme

cases. 'Size of picture, at 65 feet or any other distance,
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will depend on the size of the house, etc. In general, a
picture 18 feet wide is large enough for any theater, and one
12 feet wide is small enough for any but very small houses.
Any range between is excellent. The larger your picture
the less brilliant it will be with a given amount of light.

Use green lights near the curtain and yellow or white
(shaded, of course, from the screen and the eyes of the
spectators) in the auditorium. No, there is no law to pre-
vent the enforcement of a "ladies remove their hats" house
rule! Were such a law passed, the courts could not and
would not uphold it.

* * *

Here Is a Corker.—Middleport, Ohio, writes: What makes
certain makes of films jump all the way through: Certain
makes jump very bad, while the rest run perfectly steady.
Pictures are from one to four weeks old. What causes
dimness on each side of screen, about one foot on each side;

picture 8 x 10?
As regards the films jumping, you can search me, my dear

sir! The way you put it is a poser, for all the manufac-
turers claim they are the producers of the steadiest running
film on the market. In general the jumping of film is caused
(a) by uneven perforation, (b) by loose intermittent move-
ment, (c) by worn sprocket teeth, (d) by old, shrunken film.

But as you have named some of the best running film as

jumping badly and some that jumps badly as running smooth,
I am totally at loss to reply intelligently. Dimness may be
caused by light striking sides of lens holes in operating room
wall; by too narrow a spot; by fault in lens; by fault in

screen itself. Would have to have very accurate description
of the trouble to reply further. It may be your projection
lens is dirty inside—the glasses, I mean. The projection lens

must be kept perfectly clean.

OPERATING ROOM VENTILATION.
By F. H. Richardson.

Summer time approaches, and with it comes stifling heat
in poorly ventilated operating rooms, especially those of the
"cracker-box" variety. Now, Mr. Manager, you wouldn't
like to be cooped up with a hot lamp-house by your side

when the thermometer is a hundred in the shade, would
you. with little or no ventilation except that furnished by a

more or less efficient electric fan, useful only to blow the
superheated air around the room? Of course you would not.

Therefore, remember the Golden Rule and proceed to get
busy. If your house is but one story you can easily install

a 12 to 24-inch vent pipe running from center of operating
room ceiling to above the roof. This will not only carry
off the hot air, but will carry off the smoke in case of fire.

If the installation of such a pipe is impossible by reason of

stories above your theater, you may easily, if there be stove

flues, connect them to the operating room, near the ceiling.

with ordinary stovepipe with riveted joints. This will help
amazingly. You should remember that your operator is

human and stands the same chance we all do of plenty of

roasting when he has departed from this world. It is scarcely

the thing to toast him here and in the future, too. It isn't

a square deal! At best an operating room isn't desirable as

a Summer resort during the hot season, but it may be made
fairly comfortable, nevertheless, providing there is the will

to do it.

We make the best lenses in Ifff/Tni
the world for projecting motion I

|N jJlEi
pictures and lantern slides. Can VlpNC/
you spend a little money more \M^^f
wisely and profitable than by ^r
ordering a set of lenses which will

IMPROVE YOUR
PICTURES?

NEW PRICES
M. P. Projection Lenses any size with our improved jacket

with spiral adjustment $ 1 5.0©

No. 1 Stereopticon Lenses 15 00

No. 2 Stereopticon Lenses 20.00

All dealers sell them on approval.

WRITE FOR OUR NEW CIRCULAR
When ordering state the size of your screen and the length of the

picture wanted. Give the distance from the lens to the screen. Remit
the price of the lens or fnrnish references.

GUNDLACH-MANHATTAN OPTICAL COMPANY ®

8O8 Clinton Ave., So. Rochester, N. Y.

GREAT DEMONSTRATION IN CLEVELAND.
Just as we go to press we receive notice of a great educa-

tional, free exhibition of motion pictures, given in Cleve-
land, by the Lake Shore Film Exchange. The proprietor of
the Hippodrome placed that magnificent auditorium at their
disposal, and among the 2,000 people who attended by spe-
cial invitation were teachers, students, doctors and, in fact,
all the gentry of Cleveland. A selection of educational pic-
tures were shown, consisting of 15 Urban-Eclipse subjects,

3 Pathe, 1 Biograph, 1 Edison, 1 Essanay and 1 Selig. Uni-
versal praise was bestowed on the subjects and the demon-
stration will be followed by others. This is certainly good
missionary work and we commend the example set by the
Lake Shore Film and Supply Company to exchanges in
other territories.

KINEMACOLOR IN GERMANY.
A display of Kinemacolor was given on March 4, in Dus-

seldorf, before several hundred scientists, artists, photographic
experts and theater owners. Among those present was Mr.
Paul Leisegang, the art and color expert and author, and his
opinion may be taken as a concensus of the others. Mr.
Leisegang, whose name is well known to scientific workers
the world over, expressed himself as being deeply impressed
by the richness, deepness and brightness of the colors, the
natural aspect of faces, flesh tints, animal, flower and other
subjects.

From a practical point it is worthy of mention that Kine-
macolor is the daily leading attraction in the Theater-Betriebs-
Gesellschaft, in Dusseldorf, and the director, Carl Lobse, is

enthusiastic in its praise and says that it attracts many peo-
ple who would not attend an ordinary performance. A
company has been formed to present Kinemacolor in the
principal theaters of the leading German cities.

OHIO NOTES.
Cleveland, Ohio.—The Grand Central Theater, located on

Central avenue, this city, has been purchased by W. H.
Bunning. a well-known amusement promoter. Business at

the Grand Central is on the increase since Mr. Bunning has
taken charge of this popular playhouse. The theater runs
three reels of licensed films, and illustrated songs, and under
his able management this house is likely to have a long and
prosperous career. W. H. Arndt, a member of Local No. 160,

Operators' Union, of Cleveland, is chief electrician at this

theater.

The Elite Theater, which has been one of Cleveland's
popular picture houses, has been closed during the past week
to vacate room for other purposes.
The American Theater, one of Cleveland's most up-to-date,

exclusive picture houses, on Superior avenue, which has
formerly been under the management of William Bullock,
the well-known film producer, is now under the able and
successful management of Mrs. Esther R. .Baird. Mrs. Baird
has devoted the past five years to the theatrical business, and
has successfully managed several of Ohio's most up-to-date
theaters. Mrs. Baird is to be congratulated for the success
of the American in the past two years, as she makes it her
policy to give the patrons of this theater the latest and most
interesting licensed film subjects. This theater has a seating
capacity of 600. A new Power's No. 6 machine has been
installed in the past week, with a throw of 120 feet, giving
a 10 x 14 picture.

W. C. Kunzmann, the Moving Picture World correspondent
and representative of Jeffries-Johnson fight slide views, Cleve-
land, Ohio, with headquarters at 1830 East 19th street, re-

ports big rush for these slides. Enterprising picture theater

managers in Cleveland and vicinity are taking advantage of

this big feature, as the slides have packed these houses
whenever they have been exhibited. Be one of the first to

show them to your patrons in your city.

W. O. Sommers, manager of the Park Theater, Stark-

weather avenue. Cleveland, Ohio, has closed a contract with

the Western Vaudeville Exchange, this city, to furnish him
with four up-to-date vaudeville acts for remainder of season.

Managers V. O. Woodward, of the Sandusky Theater, and
Chas. Reack, Theatorium, Sandusky, Ohio, report tremendous
business. Both these theaters show all late subject licensed

films, and are packing them in nightly. Feature novelties

twice a week at these theaters seem to take with their patrons.

The Paramount Film Exchange, 6r West 14th street. New
York, have an opening for a good solicitor who is experienced

in the film business.
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A Drawing Card for Moving Picture Theatres

,ouise M. Manon
IN

Illustrated poems, now booking in Moving
Picture Houses in and out of town, also for
professional entertainment.

Miss Marion is presenting several beauti-
ful poems written by Fred Emmerson Brooks,
which she has illustrated with special per-
mission from the author. This work never
fails to make a hit on every occasion.

Operator, Vaudeville Sketch and music furnished when desired.
Highest testimonials. Terms reasonable.

LOUISE M. MARION
321 West 23rd Street New York City

^

Will Sell at a Sacrifice
Stock and Fixtures of Film Exchange
that has been in storage for over a

year in upper New York State. Stock

consists of about 300 reels, several

machines, machine parts, carbons, etc.

Full inventory and particulars will be given to

any one who means business by

MERCHANDISE
P. O. Box 226, Madison Square, New York

THE REASON WHY
IN 1909 THE MOTIOGRAPH SALES NEARLY DOUBLED
is because it not only SHOWS THE BEST PICTURES but is also most convenient for the operator

and it

STANDS THE HEAVY CONSTANT GRIND
of the busy Electric Theatre, in fact, It Delivers the Goods in Motiograph Style

TH AT IC \VHY Managerw - H - Johnson of the Colonial Theatre,
''™ ' **~

J" of Kalamazoo, Mich., an old time amusement and
Motion Pictuie Man, who in 1907, bought the First flotiograph manufac-
tured and later bought one for his other theatre, "likes the flotiograph

better than any other machine," and writes Feb. 17, 1910: "You surely

have a wonderful machine." Manager Johnson has run on this first

machine about 75 shows per week for nearly three years.

TUiTlC WHY ManaSer E - s - Schultz, of the Baker and Moore
1
1
f\ I O T

Y

_Circuit of six magnificent Theatres in Illinois, with

headquarters at Springfield, writes unsolicited, Feb. 12, 1910, "The first

Motiograph -we installed two yeas ago is as good as new. We have now
in use six Motiographs and can say for your machine that it is second to

none.

TUAT'C WHY ^e manag'er of the Virginia Theatre of Chicago,
^ ' *J " II

!_ writes, Sept. 14, 1909: " Have given Motiograph a

thorough try-out to date, eight months, and have found it will stand up to

anything required of it, and is as near devoid of flicker as is possible.

THE SOUTHERN PACIFIC RAILROAD CO. and THE UNITED
STATES GOVERNMENT, for one of its departments, after most careful

investigations decided that the riotiograph is

THE BEST MOTION PICTURE MACHINE
We have a Whole Book full of the good things that are said by enthusistic users of the Motiograph.

Write us and we'll send you the book, our catalogue, and tell you who in your locality is selling the

Motiograph.

ENTERPRISE OPTICAL MFG. CO.
564 and 572 W. Randolph Street CHICAGO, ILL.

J. H. HALLBERC, New York Agent

ND All copy must be in hand on Wednesday to appear in

• D« that week's issue. Advertisers please bear this in mind.
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A VALUABLE IMPROVEMENT IN MOTION PICTURE
MACHINES FOR WHICH A PATENT HAS

BEEN GRANTED.
An improvement called the Motiograph Quick Rewind is

an original, new and novel arrangement for which a United
States letters patent has been granted to Mr. Roebuck, presi-
dent and manager of the Enterprise Optical Manufacturing
Company, of Chicago. We are advised that nothing that
approaches this improvement is to be found in any other
machine.
Figure No. 1 represents the magazines in position for run-

ning the film through the machine. The dotted lines in the
same figure represent the position of the magazine and film
when being rewound.

Figure No. 2 represents a front view showing the gearing
and connections of the rewinding attachment.

Figures No. 3 and No. 4 represent the crank connection.
Figure No. 5 represents a side view of the rewind gearing

and connections; also showing the arrangement for revolving
the magazines.
Figure No. 6 shows the arrangement of the fire trap.

_
Figure No. 7 shows the position of the hand, the maga-

zines, etc., when rewinding the film.

It is a very great improvement over any other film-winding
mechanism, in that the film is wound direct from the maiiv
crank handle, which is in the most convenient and comfort-

on a line with the operator's face. It is claimed by the En-
terprise Optical Manufacturing Company that the winding
01 the films with the original form or rewind is exceedingly
tiresome, and many of the motion picture machines are not
arranged so it is convenient to rewind the films without
removing the reels from the magazines and winding them
on a rewind mechanism separate and apart from the ma-
chine. It is claimed that it is a pleasure to rewind with the
Motiograph rewind. To shift the connection between the
crank and the reel arbor, all that is necessary is to press a
spring plunger at the right of the crank boss of the main
frame, turn the crank slightly, pull it towards you about one-
quarter of an inch and the spring bolt will automatically
drop into the other groove and hold the crank in place for
rewinding the film. When the film has been wound back on
the upper reel, press the spring plunger and return the crank
to its normal position. When using this form of reeling
mechanism in combination with fireproof film magazines, it

is unnecessary to remove either the magazine or the reel
for the purpose of rewinding; in fact, with reasonable care
and by the use of a few feet of white leader on the film,

it is not even necessary to disconnect the film from either
reel until the film is to be changed for a different subject.
One and one-quarter minutes is sufficient time to rewind a
film and re-thread for the next show, when using a Motio-
graph Patented Rewind.

AffSy-

Fig. '

able location for the operator, besides which the greater
sweep of the handle makes it possible to rewind without
fatigue, and by the power being communicated to the oppo-
site side of the machine in order to reach the reel arbor, the
magazine may be located with door toward the operator, an
advantage that is highly prized by every operator of expe-
rience. One of the great advantages claimed for this rewind
as compared with others is fhat the location of the crank
handle is on a line with the elbow of the operator, which is

the easiest position for the arm, besides which the sweep of
the crank is double that used on other forms of rewind, a
further disadvantage of which is that other rewinds are placed

ESSANAY NOTES.

Featured for release April 2, the Essanay's Western drama,
"The Flower of the Ranch," contains numerous episodes
taken from actual happenings. Another notable fact is that
some of the actors in the picture are the originals of the real

episodes. The Essanay's story concerns a little girl, whose
mother ran away with an Eastern visitor at the ranch and
whose father was shot in endeavoring to arrest two drunken
cowboys, who were causing a disturbance in the village. The
little girl is taken care of by her father's faithful cowboys,
and ten years later, is lured from her home by the same
Easterner who had run off with her mother. The Easterner,
however, is apprehended before the girl is harmed, and
arrested on a charge of wife abandonment. Two or three of

the cowboys who appear in the picture were witnesses of

the real happenings and declare that the Essanay story is very
nearly correct.

VITAGRAPH NOTES.

On Friday, April 15, "The Call of the Heart" will be pre-
sented. To mention this picture as a drama does not give
full explanation or convey an adequate idea of the richness
of emotion and the depth of sentiment expressed. It is a

story replete with sweet human sympathy, arousing the too
often dormant feelings of charity, unselfishness and love
for others less fortunate than ourselves. It demonstrates the
influence of the child upon older hearts and minds and the
betterment of the world at large.

A jolly good hearty laugh is contagious. If you enjoy a

good story with a laugh at every turn of the crank, paste

"A Funny Story" inside your hat and don't forget it. The
vitagraph comedians are paid to make laugh-producers; it

was no trouble to get the whole studio on the job when they
told "A Funny Story"; even the directors and the heads of

the establishment joined in.

For some time past exhibitors of Vitagraph pictures have
deluged us with requests for photographs of the favorite

Vitagraph actors and actresses. To show our appreciation

of this widespread public interest the company has prepared
a beautifully designed and lithographed group of Vitagraph
portraits in color, for lobby display. Exhibitors who wish
this ornamental and attractive feature of advertising, can
secure it at a nominal cost by writing us without delay.

"Love's' Awakening." "Here we are again," as the clown
says, on April 19. A real circus drama with a pathetic love

story so deftly interwoven that we are intermittently in

laughter and tears throughout its recital, and O! so happy
with the gradual awakening and triumph of love at the end.

It has a true ring in it.

"Her Sweet Revenge," a comedy sunbeam; a natural, bub-
bling bit of life, to be released on April 22. The influence

of a happy-hearted, sweet-tempered young life over the

warped dispositions of a soured household. A burst of sun-

shine into the shadows of a gloom-infested home. This is

a picture of the bright side of life, to brighten up and re-

iuvenate the moody and morose and make everybody brighter

"and better for having seen it.
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Great Northern Films
Next Release, Saturday, March 26th

TSING FU, THE YELLOW DEVIL
A Thrilling and Interesting Detective Story

Length, approximate, 827 Feet

Release, Saturday, April 2nd
SPECIAL FEATURE

MADAM SANS GENE
OR THE DUCHESS OF DANZIG

A Superb Film d'Art Subject

Length, 1000 Feet

Acting and staging of the very highest standing. No exhibitor should miss this classical subject.

To Exhibitor: The BEST Film Exchanges will always supply you with OUR films. Insist on having
GREAT NORTHERN films. We supply exchanges with posters and synopsis with each reel.

Ask your exchange for them.

GREAT NORTHERN FILM COMPANY
NORDISK FILM COMPANY, COPENHAGEN

7 EAST FOURTEENTH STREET, NEW YORK CITY

You with the Moving Picture J^ *J

Theatre
are the fellow I am after—YOU, spending over half your life

trying to make money, and then hand it over to the electric light-

ing company. Don't you know that a one cent post card to me
will save you all worry over poor light on your screen and that

big electric light bill. I have helped more than 1,200 moving
i • 1. i -I, i i

HALLBERC
picture proprietors to improve their light, and have saved nearly A c economizer
$300,000 on electric current bills within the past two years.

I have the

HALLBERG
Economizer installed in every state in the Union; in fact they are operating moving picture lamps all

over the World, and every user of the "HALLBERG" is pleased and satisfied. The "HALLBERG"
is made for Direct, as well as alternating current, and for any voltage.

Write for Free Booklet No. W-23

I have selected the best goods on the market for you, and can fit you out with complete
electric machine and ventilating equipment, and results are positively guaranteed.

Get my prices on the ** HALLBERG " Economizer, Moving Picture Machines, Incandescent

lighting system to save 70% on your current bill, ELECTRA Pink Label Carbons, French Condensers,

Announcement Slides, Ventilating Fans. I make an allowance for your old current saver
or rheostat in trade for the "HALLBERG" Economizer.

J. H. HALLBERG, 28 Greenwich Ave., New York

J. H. HALLBERC
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"MADAME SANS GENE."
This film, which has just been issued by the 'Great North-

ern Film Company, sets the standard of perfection for class-

ical subjects by Independent manufacturers. An incident in

the life of the great Napoleon is presented by competent
actors and with a stage setting that is most elaborate and

befitting the character of the picture. No Independent ex-
hibitor should fail to present this notable film or to demand
from his exchange one of the most unique and elaborate

posters that we have ever seen. This poster will draw the
crowd and they will be satisfied when they see the film.

THE IMP LEADING LADY.
The newspaper report of the death of Miss Lawrence, the

leading character in most of the Imp films, so upset her many
admirers in St. Louis that nothing short of seeing her in the
flesh would satisfy them. Mr. Talbot, manager of the Gem
Theater, in St. Louis, has arranged for a public reception

for Miss Lawrence in three theaters and she left for St.

Louis on Friday, accompanied by Mr. King Baggott, leading
man, and Mr. H. L. Sorter, director. Mr. Cochrane, the

manager of the company, went along to see that no one at-

tempted to kidnap his valuable trio.

The Imp actors will give a stage demonstration of moving
pictures in the making and their St. Louis friends have ar-

ranged for a grand reception. Mr. Cochrane takes with him
a film showing how the reading of Miss Lawrence's obituary
notice affected the other members of the Imp Company. If

anyone can see the hand of the press agent in this, that per-

son must at least be credited with a clever and original idea.

And Miss Lawrence is a clever girl and is worthy of the

attention she has attracted.

THANHOUSER NOTES.
There are many incidents in a day's work at a moving pic-

ture studio. To the Thanhouser studio one day came a

darkey to see "one uv de pro-doocers." Producer Carleton
saw the "gen'man."
"Ah was kicked squar in dc head by a mule Friday, on

Hugenot street." stated the visitor, "and de doctors at de
New Rochelle Hospital said dcre .was nary a scratch on me.
Furdermore. you kin call up de hospital and ask if what I

say ain't de Gospel truth. Now—now—fer five dollars I'd

let enudder mule give me enudd-r kick in de same place

—

and say, boss, it would make a bully picture!"

The man was told there were no plays on hand calling

for that kind of scene and he left quite downcast. Then
Carleton called him back and asked him if he would mind
posing at something milder. The darkey said, "not at all."

"Would you do something so simple and harmless as

—

bowing?'' asked the producer.
"Sure. An' Ah kin bow to puhfection, suh," said the darkey.

"Ah'm famous for mah po-liteness."

So Carleton cast him for the part of the bowing colored

comedian in the theater scene of "The Actor's Children," and
competent critics who saw the picture think he has really

made good.

"She's Done It Again!" the third Thanhouser release, is

said by those who should know to be just what a moving pic-

ture comedy ought to be. Roy Norton, the noted author,

read the comedy in the script and writes: "It is ideal. It centers

on a big idea and the writer keeps his incidents thoroughly
subordinate to the main theme." Lloyd F. Lonergan, of
the New York World, wrote the scenario and Anna Rosemond
and Frank Crane play the leading roles.

CORRESPONDENCE.

March 23, 1910.
Editor Moving Picture World

:

Dear Sir—In an article appearing in the "Show World"
of March 19, the following statement was made:
"Mr. Storey stated that only 10 to 15 per cent, of the total

output of films inspected by the Board went through entirely
as the manufacturers produced them. Another official of the
Board said that almost 75 per cent, of the Pathe Freres pro-
ductions had to be censored or changed."
We desire to state that this is an unqualified mis-statement.

Neither Mr. Storey nor the other official referred to ever
made this statement, nor is it true in any degree.

NATIONAL BOARD OF CENSORSHIP.
W'alter Storey, General Secretary.

A TIP TO EXHIBITORS FROM A K. OF P.

To The Moving Picture World:
As your magazine goes everywhere that there is a mov-

ing picture theatei1 (and that's everywhere), I thought I

would make a suggestion that might help many of your
leaders.
There are some excellent reels going the rounds of "Damon

and Pythias" and every town big enough to support a mov-
ing picture show is full of Knights of Pythias, and the man-
agers of theaters could fill their houses with Pythians when
they get those reels if they would look up the leading Pythians
and many Pythian Lodges would like to have them for ben-
fits and private entertainments if they were but informed of
the existence of these films. There are 800,000 Pythians in

the United States in 8,000 subordinate lodges. These Pyth-
ians and their families and friends would be interested in

these pictures.

ARMY CHAPLAIN USES MOVING PICTURES.
Editor Moving Picture World:

I wish to state that I have been using a kinetoscope and
moving picture films in my work with the soldiers at Fort
McHenry, Baltimore, Md., for about a year, with pronounced
satisfaction. At present I am using films of Biblical subjects
in connection with my vespers service and have an attend-
ance as large as can be seated in the chapel, with occasion-
ally a number standing. Enclo3~d herewith the program of
mv service for last Sunday. Very respectfully,

J. E. YATES,
Chaplain, Coast Artillery Corps. Fort McHenry, Md.

FROM AN EXHIBITOR TO THE MAUFACTURERS.
Pittsfield, Mass., March 10, 1910.

Editors Moving Picture World:
Gentlemen—Your valuable paper this week, March 12, is

so full of "meat" that I am moved to say a few words, as
there are so many articles in The World that echo my
sentiments.

I have had a number of years' experience in the theatrical
business, both as an actor and producer, having produced
everything from "tabloid dramas" for vaudeville to operas
and plays on a large scale.

In the article on the "Dramatic Moment," I think the
author has hit the nail on the head when he says the im-
portant feature is the climax or dramatic moment. I am
speaking from the standpoint of a manager who has oper-
ated several houses at one time, all showing moving pictures
exclusively. I have watched and studied my audiences in

all kinds of moods and under all kinds of conditions. Of the
hundreds yes, thousands, of moving picture plays that I have
exhibited, the number of subjects that have had the climax
or dramatic moment is so small as to be almost forgotten.
How many pictures I have seen that as they approached the
ending I have felt "now is the time for a grand moment,
the dramatic climax," but alas and alack, the same old

story, the play ended with an anti-climax then a lot of silly

posing or long dragged out unnecessary work. It is the same
in comedies, some fine comedy working to a grand comedy
finish, and then the same old drop, killing the effect of the

good moments gone before. Come, Mr. Manufacturer, end
your picture when the story is told and if you must pad it

out to make a full reel, put the padding in the middle of

the storv and not at the end.
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LUBIN
RELEASED THURSDAY, MARCH 31st

Approximate Length, 930 Feet

The Daughter's Choice
A thrilling heart-interest story told in splendid acting with the best of

scenic environment- A simple tale well planned to hold the spectator to
the end. The sort of subject you want.

RELEASED MONDAY, APRIL 4th
Approximate Length, 625 Feet

2
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Back to Boarding
They moved to the country—and went back to boarding when all

their relatives came to spend a week. It is better to board than to board
others. A screaming comedy from real life. A record maker and record
breaker.

The Right House But

—

The right house but the wrong card, and the card made all the trouble,
for the maid gave the card of her mistress, the recipient wrote a note and
the mistress had a jealous husband. 362 feet of the funniest sort of
comedy.

Send for Catalogue of our 1910 Machine

LIBIN M'F'G CO., S&fiffiSUsTSS

Another article that appeals to me is the one regarding
the publishing of the names of the authors and players. It
has been demonstrated very thoroughly to me by my audi-
ences that each time the name of a featured artist or author
is given the interest is much greater, besides giving the ex-
hibitor a chance to advertise something besides "just moving
pictures." I am using Independent pictures, as I wrote you
some time ago, and 1 notice that the leaders of the foreign
manufacturers are publishing the names of the players. Of
course these foreign names are not well known to American
audiences, but the idea is there and I know personally that
I could create a large amount of interest if I had the names
of players or authors to advertise. I can soon make the
individual players popular, as could any exhibitor.
Trusting you may find room for these remarks in one of

your future issues in the hope that it may bring to the manu-
facturer a realization that we exhibitors are alive and ob-
serving, I am, thanking you for your many courtesies,

Yours very truly,

A. H. SAWYER.
[It is certainly a healthy sign of the times when an ex-

hibitor is so observant of the requirements of his audiences.

The more of this element there is in the business, the better

it is bound to be for it, because then the manufacturers will

be stimulated to more closely study the requirements of the

public—Eds. M. P. W.]

SONG SLIDES
L
I

D
E

JUST ILLUSTRATED
Red Cloud

Don't You think You Like to Love Me
Oh ! You Blondy m -

I Am Longing for Tomorrow When I

Think of Yesterday

I Would Like to Make a Date With You
We make Lantern Slides of anything and everything for

any and every purpose. Send tor our special
prices on Announcement Slides

NORTH AMERICAN SLIDE CO., Mf.ftBVp'mTO.

I

D
E

SONG SLIDES

Curtainyline

For three years has given
satisfaction to the most
exacting Exhibitors—they
will use nothing else on
their curtain.

Brings Out the True Photographic Outlines. Fire-

proofs Your Curtain.

Try a $3.00 Carton and Note the Wonderful

Improvement in Your Pictures.

A $3.00 carton is sufficient for any ordinary curtain. All exchanges carry it in stock.

Curtainyline Curtain & Producing Co. "cK^r

DROLLINGER FILM SERVICE CO.
(Agents for Philadelphia Projecting Co.)

Receiving TWELVE REELS of the

BEST INDEPENDENT FILMS WEEKLY
Don't you think th»t will handle you?

WRITE US A LETTER Phone 3286
106 Upper Second Street EVANSVILLE. IND.

AGENTS WANTED
Do vou want to make big money? Send 15c. for

formula and plans, or write for particulars.

S. H. C. Care of Moving Picture World
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Another Branch Office
OF THE

Novelty Slide Company
At ALBANY, NEW YORK

(Empire Theatre Building)

Everything in Lantern Slides

All the Latest Song Slides to Rent

OTHER OFPICE8:

221 East 53d Street 10 East 14th Street

NEW YORK CITY
(Real Estate Exchange Building), Scranton, Pa.

KEEP YOUR ON US

American Film Brokers
147-157 4th Avenue

German Savings Bank BIdg. New York

Importers and Exporters of New and Second

Hand Independent and Association Films. Song
Slides very cheap. Write for Lists.

SPRING
is here. So is the time when you should use our exclusive

Song Slide Service
and not depend on your film man for slides. Our rate is

25 Cents a Set Per Week
Your week's supply in one consignment every week

Chicago Song Slide Exchange
Dept. I, Ninth Floor

MASONIC TEMPLE CHICAGO, ILL.

The Kinematograph
and Lantern Weekly
THE 0RI0INAL JOURNAL DEVOTED TO MOTION PICTURES

Recognized in Great Britain and the Continent as
the leading organ of the trade

YEARLY SUBSCRIPTION, 10/10, POST FREE

Americans visiting London are invited to call at our offices

9-11 Tottenham St., Tottenham Court Road, W.

The Excela

Soundograph
The only complete and up-to-date
effect-producing machine ever in-

vented is now complete and ready
for the exhibitors. Everybody pro-
nounces it a wonder. Almost any
sound or effect imaginable is easily

and realistically produced by simply
turning a crank, pulling a handle or
pushing a button. The effects are
all mounted in a handsome cabinet
structure, 25 x 40 inches square and
42 inches high, with means exterior
for the operation of each effect

separately, or they can be operated
in combinations. The Soundograph
can be located either in the orchestra,
pit orback of the screen as the exhibi-

tor prefers. No expert operator is re-

quired, any one person is all that is

needed to operate the Soundograph
and produce perfect sound effects. A
boy or some other employee of the
theatre learns quickly to work the
effects, thus relieving the exhibitor

of the services of an expensive oper-
ator. It will put life and realism in

your pictures and delight your audi-

ences. It holds their interest and
attention to the end of the reel and
assures you of big box office receipts

every day.

Let us ship you a Soundograph now

PRICE, $150.00

EXCELA SOUNDOGRAPH CO.

PITTSBURG, PA.
Office I IOI Empire Building

On exhibition at office of

IMPERIAL FILM EXCHANGE
44 W. 28th Street, New York City
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AMONG THE EXHIBITORS.

Ottawa, 111.—Sidney Allis.m Is preparing to open
a licit moving picture show bete.

Louisiana, Mo.—John Yager Uns sold the Lyric
Theater here to S. Q, Oampbell and S. L. Sellers.

Bloomfleld, N J.—A new moving picture theater
ig in cted here.

Virginia, Minn.—William Bwendly baa leased the
Orpbeum Theater bare from r. c. Whiting and
will convert it Into a high-class vaudeville and
moving picture house.
Duluth. Minn.—Murphy & Locker have decided

to close the star Theater, recently purchased from
F. W. Ililler, and will hereafter operate the Gem
Theater as a moving picture palace.
Meridan, Ida.—Anderson Brothers have opened a

moving picture house here.
Chicago, 111.—F. Rosenheim has sold his picture

theater here to L. M. Greene.
Youngstown, Ohio.—A new moving picture theater

is being erected at 278 East Federal street.
Bloomington, 111.—Arrangements have been made

for the erection of a llrst-class moving picture
theater here for colored patrons.
Monson, Mass.—A new moving picture theater Is

being erected here.
Cincinnati, Ohio.—An application has been filed

by the Empire Theater Company for the building
of a one-story concrete structure, at 39-10 Spring
Grove avenue, for a moving picture theater, which
will cost $10,000.
Medidan, Conn.—A new picture palace is being

erected here for Charles M. Nellis.
Penn Yan, N. Y.—The Casino Theater here has

been converted into a moving picture theater for
Nat. Sackett.

Riverton. N. J.—The moving picture theater here
bas changed hands again and is now under the
management of Hach & Muller.

Lancaster, Pa.—Howard E. Doan is having a
moving picture show erected at 152 North Queen
street.

New York City.—The People's Vaudeville Com-
pany are having a new theater built at 2671 Third
avenue..

Buffalo, N. Y.—Charles Fareeli is the proprietor
of the new moving picture theater erected at Fill-

more and Roeder avenues. This house has a seat-
ing capacity of 350.

St. Bernard, Ohio.—Architect C. M. Foster has
completed The plans and specifications for the erec-
tion of a moving picture theater here for McMaun
& Jackson.

Cass Lake, Minn.—Nedry & Gallant will open a
new moving picture show here.

Springfield, Mo.—L. H. Fllckinger and F. I.

Spellman are preparing to open a new moving pic-

ture show here.
South Chicago, 111.—Peter Pernod and Thomas

Leahy are making arrangements to open a new
moving picture show at 9120 Commercial avenue.

Sterling, 111.—W. D. McGirr has purchased the
interest of Mr. Peters in the Gem Theater.
Omaha, Neb.—A. B. Hanson is making arrange-

ments to open a new moving picture show here.

Colorado Springs, Col.—A. Jas. Ward is planning
to start a new moving picture show here.

Allentown, Pa.—Herbert Arner has sold his mov-
ing picture theater, at Palmerton, to William
Chamberlain.

Ottawa, 111.—Sidney Allison will open a new
moving picture theater in the Bruudage Building.

Los Angeles, Cal.—W. II. Swan and R. E. Swing
will erect a moving picture theater here.

Slatington, Pa.—Morris Handwerk has purchased
the Bijou Moving Picture Palace here, from R. J.

Snyder.
Chillieothe. Ohio.—W. A. Eylenburg is preparing

to ooen a new moving picture show here.

Spokane, Wash.—J. S. Litchy has purchased the

Dreamland Theater here.

Altoona. Pa.—B. M. Boyd has purchased the

movinc picture theater in the Fay Building from
Bollinger & Hoover.
Chattanooga, Tenn.—The Picture Plays Theater

Company has been incorporated with a capital stock

of $10,000. The incorporators arc II. R. Beane,
W. T. Koch, Thornton and others.

Louisiana. Mo.—John Yager lias sold the Lyric

Theater here to S. G. Campbell nnd'C. L. Sellers.

Baraboo. Wis.—Al Malloy lias purchased the

Gem Theater bore of C. A. Booth.
Baltimore. Md.—The Paradise Amusement Com-

pany \v i i 1 erect a new theater on North avenue.
Havana, 111.— Bar] Decker has purchased the mov-

ing picture show of O. C. Lux.
St. Louis. Mo.—The Grand Amusement Company

has In-, ii Incorporated with a capital stock of $30.

000. Tin incorporators are: Margaret M. La-

morerr. J. B. Lamorerr and others.

Wheaton. 111.—\Y. II. Sage is making arrange-

ments !,. open a new moving picture show iiere.

Missoula. Mont.— I.. W. Norman lias sold the Isis

Moving Picture Theater here to Lawrence Weaver-
ling and Fred Qulmby.
Wahoo. Neb.—.tames Avery has sold the BIJou

Moving Picture Theater here to J. H. Till.

Slater. Mo.— 1". W. Grill is making arrangements

to open a new moving picture show here.

Ontario. Cal.—George McKibben is making ar=

rangementa to erect a new moving picture show
here.

Baltimore. Md.—Frances E. Tormey. architect. Is

preparing plans for a new moving picture theater

to be located in North avenue.

Abilene, Kan.—Landes Brothers will open a new
moving picture show here.

Buffalo, N. Y. J. A. I'ti-rd has secured a permit
for the erection of a new moving picture theater
at 40] Grant street.

Detroit, Mich.— Win. Levy Lester Is preparing to
open a new moving picture theater Inn.

York, Pa.—A new moving picture theater is
erected on the corner of South George street

and Mason ally for John Sehrantz.
New York City.—The Grand Theater, situated

on the Baal Side, will give up running moving
pictures and will again have Yiddish productions.

Denver, Col. -The old Palisades Hotel, located
on .Main Street, is being torn down and a new
picture palace, worth $8,000, is being erected. The
proprietor, J. C. Butts, states that his house will
he able to seat about 7UU patrons.
Racine, Wis.—The Secor Building, at 239-241

Main Street, bas been leased by some Milwaukee
theatrical party, who intends to convert it into
a high class moving picture and vaudeville theater.

St. Paul, Minn.—The Majestic Theater here, for-
merly under tin- management of D. J. Bondy, has
been purchased by J. N. Cook.

Springfield, Mass.—W. U. Howltt, lias leased the
Mahanie Theater here and will operate It as a
moving picture show of standard attractions.

Colorado Springs, Col.—A new moving picture
theater is being built in the building near the
Chamber of Commerce Building.

Athens, Ohio.—Harry Hill is now the proprietor
of a picture theater here.

Allentown, Pa.—George W. Miller, proprietor of
the Lyric moving picture house In Seigfried, has
purchased an interest in the Nickelet of this
city from Chester A. Gwynne.

Buffalo, N. Y.—A new vaudeville and picture
theater is being erected at 12G2-1264 Fillmore street,
for the Fillmore Palace Theater Company.

Buffalo, N. Y.—J. A. Pferd is having a new
moving picture theater erected here.
Ridgway, Pa.—R. I. Spangler Is the latest mov-

ing picture man to open a nickelodeon here.
Arctic, R. I.—A new picture house is being built

in this section and will be known as the New
Nickel Theater.
North Adams, Mass.—A license bas been granted

to Robert Hiller to run the Enterprise Moving Pic-
ture Theater.

Phoenix, Ariz.—The Wigwam Theater Is the
latest moving picture theater erected here and is

under the proprietorship of the Phoenix Amusement
Company.

Haverhill, Mass.—A new moving picture theater
is being planned for this city. The old skating
rink, off Oak street, is to be converted.
New Haven, Conn.—The Unique Theater, which

has been run for the past year as a popular moving
picture house, has closed its doors and will remain
closed during Lent.
Columbus, Ohio.—The Grand Theater he#e has

opened again.
Marseillus, 111.—Sidney Allison has leased a

building, on North Main street, which he will use as
a moving picture theater.

Bridgeport, W. Va.—The Nickelodeon, situated
In the Junkins Block, has been purchased by J.

Clark Biswell.
Lynn, Mass.—Anthony St. Leger has purchased the

Park Street Theater here.
Garden, Mass.—A new moving picture theater will

open here for Anthony Lahoud.
Holyoke. Mass.—Lynch Bros., contractors, filed

plans with Building Inspector McCarthy for re-

modeling the store at 319 High street for a motion
picture playhouse.
Omaha, Neb.—The Parlor Theater, at 1408 Doug-

las street, opened again after being closed two days
because the proprietor refused to comply with the

order of Building Inspector Withnell to discontinue
vaudeville in connection with the moving picture

show. Vaudeville will be stopped.

Springfield, Mass.—The Mahniwe Theater, which
for five years has been under the management of

J. II. C. Church and Arthur R. Ryan, has been
leased by \Y. C. Howitt. who for a year has con-

duct, d a moving picture show in Great Barring-
ton, and will also operate the Mnhaiwe as a first-

class picture house.
Chicago, 111.—E. E. Peto has sold bis theater to

Rudolph Siefert.

Enderlin, N. D.—Ephrnlm Thompson will open a

moving picture theater here.

Park Falls, Wis.—Walter Blume sold his Interest

In the Savoy Picture Theater to A. A. Conrad.

Little Falls. N. Y.—Renrdon & Schults are hav-

ing plans prepared for the erection of a new vaude-

ville and moving picture theater.

Huntington, Ind.—A. Shure nnd C. C. Cross have
opened a new moving picture theater here.

Baltimore. Md.—Moses Millhouser will open a

new moving picture theater at 1041 North Gay
street.

East Stroudsburg. Pa.—O. F. Koch has leased the

Opera House here for his moving picture business.

Lowell, Mass.—Plans are under way, It is claimed,

for the transforming of the building now occupied

_oire's millinery store Into a moving picture

theater.
Wapakoneta. Ohio.—The Princess Theater has

chanL-eii bands again. Neear & Hangestetleear sold

it to star & Whipple, of North Baltimore, Ohio.

Good business at both houses.

Seattle, Wash.—Luhelski Theater Company in-

corporated: capital, $10,000.

Baraboo, Wis.—C. A. Booth has sold the Gem
Moving Picture Theater here to Al Maloy.
Manhattan, Kan.—Charles Schlax and Louis Ce-

pedu arc making arrangements to open a new
moving picture theater at 206 Poyntz avenue.

Pratt, Kan.—Rive & Bays are preparing to erect
a new airdome here.
Appleton, Wis.—Neil Duffy, of the Elite Theater,

while in Chicago paid a visit to our Western rep-
resentative to tell him that everything was going
smoothly and that The Moviug Picture World is
gaining every week.
West Point, la.—Henry Taylor is making ar-

rangements to open a new moving picture show In
tbe HaUlwill Building.

El Paso, Tex.—Howard Fogg Is planning to erect
a new vaudeville and moving picture theater here.

Henderson, Ky.—The Henderson National Bank
bas purchased the Park Theater here.
Georgetown, Ky.—Tbe Unique Theater Company

has been Incorporated with a capital stock of $2,500.
The incorporators are: Richmond Deverlng, A. H.
Reynolds and R. C. Smith.

Elizabeth, N. J.—A new moving picture theater
Is being erected here for the WTalton Amusement
Company, which will have a good seating capacity.

Spring Valley, N. Y.—Thomas Hopklnson has
taken a lease on the Amity Opera House and will
convert it into a first-class moving picture theater.
New York City.—Walter Rosenberg has taken a

lease on the Savoy Theater during the Summer
months and will run moving pictures and vaude-
ville.

Akron, N. Y.—The Park Theater here Is running
excellent moving pictures of the highest grade.

Dayton, Ohio.—Bijou Dream Theater here, for-
merly conducted by J. Ed. Mann, has been sold to
Potts & Filbert.

Lincoln, 111.—Tbe Broadway Theater Is the latest
moving picture house erected here, and Is under
the management of John Chase.

South Bend, Ind.—Robert Snoke and F. L. Heyer
have purchased tbe Star Theater, on North Michi-
gan street. O. W. Reese will take a position aa
manager.
Oconomowoc. Wis.—J. F. Bartlett, manager of the

Grand Theater, will open a new moving picture show
on Main street.

Los Angeles, Cal.—A new moving picture theater
Is being erected at 2211 North Broadway.

Chicago, 111.—Louis Geleng, who Las been con-
nected with several large film manufacturers in the
East, where he Is well known, is now connected
with the Victor Film Mfg. Co. of Chicago. Mr.
Geleng bns a thorough knowledge of moving pic-

ture work, especially developing and coloring, and
no doubt will turn out work which will take its

place as tbe finest on tbe independent side.

Hammond, Ind.—The Princess Theater, here,
which is considered as one of the finest and best
managed picture houses in this State, Is enjoying
good prosperity. This theater has a seating capacity
of 295 and runs all licensed pictures, with illus-

trated songs. The admission is 5 cents.
Antigo, Wis.—The Palace Theater, here, reports

good business.
Providence, K. I.—The new theater, owned by

the Casino Amusement Co., will be ready for busi-

ness the last week in March. It will have a seat-
ing capacity of 000.

Marion. Ind.—H. C. Meeks Is preparing to open
a moving picture show In the room formerly occu-
pied by the Theatorium.

Baltimore, Md.—The new Moving Picture Hall for

M. Mlllhauser, on Gay street, near Broadway. Is

In course of construction, and will probably be com-
pleted within a month. This building will be one
of the most attractive and richly decorated of its

kind in the city, and will be equipped not only
for the purpose of showing moving pictures to tbe
best advantage, but will also have tbe proper
accommodation for vaudeville performances. This
theater will have a seating capacity of 250.
Allentown, Pa.—George Bennethum will open a

moving picture theater at No. G34 Hamilton street.

Baltimore, Md.—Architect Francis E. Tormey has
completed plans for a moving picture theater to be
erected on the south side of North avenue, near
Charles street, by the Paradise Amusement Co.

Philadelphia, Pa.—Herman L. Gercke is taking
estimates for a moving picture and vaudeville thea-
ter, to be built for the Tacony Amusement Co.

NEW CORPORATIONS.
New York City.—Bernstein Amusement Co. Cap-

ital. $5,000. Directors: Rose Bernstein, Herman
Bernstein and Bernard Bernstein.

Cincinnati, Ohio.—The Syndicate Theaters Com-
pany. Capital. $500,000. Directors: John R. Ryan,
John W. Cornelius, Edward P. Ryan and C. B.
Ricketts.
Rochester, N. Y.—Rochester Theatrical Exchange.

St. Louis. Mo.—Bremen Theater Company; capital,

$3(1.000. Directors: Edward Sclioll. P. F. Jolly.

Springfield. 111.—Fred Walkau Company: capital.

$2,500. Directors,: Sigmund Livingston and James
C. Riley.

Cincinnati. Ohio.—Plaza Amusement Company:
capital. $10,000. Directors: J. A. Curtis, J. C.

Bloeh and E. Kohl.

Brooklyn. N. Y.—Motion Picture Distributing and

Sales Company: capital. $5,000. Directors: Ber-

trand Ettinger nnd Taul Hans
Attica. Ind.—B. F. Hittle has purchased from

Pam Boord the Theatorium.
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UNIFORMS
AND

CA PS
FOR

Moving Picture

Theatres

Catalogues, Samples

and Prices for the

Asking

James H. Hirsch & Co

Jackson Boulevard
CHICAGO, 111.

UNIFORMS

Keep your The-

atre Up-To-Date.

Uniform your

attendants it

pays.

Write us.

T. Q. Qleason
& CO.

Manufacturers

170 E. Madison Street

CHICAGO, ILL.

UNIFORMS
FOR

Theatre Employees

Finest Styles

Reliable Cloths

Perfect Workman-
ship

Largest Scenic Loft

in the West

Complete Stage Out-
fits

Catalogs Free on Request

THE

Henderson-Ames Co.

Kalamazoo, Mich.

Have you investigated the

Wurlitzer PianOrchestra ?

The leading Nickelodeons are
putting in this marvelous Automatic
Orchestra. It furnishes better music
than a regular orchestra of 5 to 25
pieces, is always "on the job," and
cuts out the enormous expense of mu-
sicians. The money saved pays rent.

Easy terms, les? than paid to musicians.
We supply the P. S. Gov't, with musical
instruments. Write for big 9fi-page catalog
& testimonial booklet showing Wurlitzer
PianOrehestras in leading Nickelodeons.

5Ee Rudolph Wurlitzer Cb
World'B Largest Mfrs. Automatic Mus. Insts.

NEW TOBK CINCINNATI OHIOAOO
25-27 W. 32d 117-121 E. 4th 266-268Wabaeh

A Complete Line
of Sound Effects

Bird whistles
Steamboat whistles
Police rattles

Rooster crows
Hen cackles
Pop guns
Sleigh bells

Fog horns
Dog barks
Castagnets
Tom-toms
Horse hoof imitations
Chinese crash cymbals
Chinese musettes
Railroad imitations
Pond frogs
Midway musettes
Sand jig imitators
Clog mallets

Send for Catalogue.

DUPLEX MFC. CO.
2815 Henrietta St.,

ST. LOUIS, MO.

WB MANUFACTURE

SOUVENIRS
for Moving Picture Theatres

FREE
Our Illustrated List

A. MOTT CO., 415 Dearborn St., Chicago

If you want to be up-to-

date, you should

UNIFORM
your Ushers and Attendants.

Ve are makers of fine uni-

forms forTheatreEmployees,
Bands, Orchestras, etc. It's

not a matter of chance or ex-

periment when you order

from us. We guarantee
satisfaction.

You can't afford to pass up
this opportunity to improve
your business and make good
with your patrons. WRITE
NOW FOR OUR FINE
UNIFORM CATALOG
AND BIG LINE OF SAM-
PLES, MAILED FREE ON REQUEST

DE MOULIN BROS. & CO.
1 104 South 4th St. Greenville, 111.

UNIFORM
your ATTENDANTS with

Singer Uniforms

They make your Theatre
more attractive — Costs
less than you think and
Pays big

—

Chicago's Leading Thea-
tres use our Uniforms ex-

clusively

—

MADE TO ORDER ONLY
Write (or Samples and Fashions
of Latest Style of Uniforms
and t_aps for Moving Picture
Theatres.

A. L. SINGER (SL CO.
171 E. Adams Street, Chicago, U. S. A.

How to Put on the Passion Play

By W. Stephen Bush.

With the great revival of the
Passion Play, again to be enacted
in Germany this coming Spring,
exhibitors will consult their own
best interests by ordering the well-
known book above named. The
first edition has been exhausted,
and the second, now on sale, con-
tains many valuable additions. The
book has the unqualified endorse-
ment of the Moving Picture World
and contains:
A complete lecture, running with

the pictures on the screen.
A complete musical program.
Valuable suggestions of a general

nature.
Sent postpaid for One Dollar to

any address in United States, Can-
ada or Mexico.

W. STEPHEN BUSH,
44 North 10th Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

AMERICAN FILM SERVICE
"BEST SERVICE iN AMERICA"

We have from i to 10 day Service open. Write, wire, walk or phone for prices and particulars

BANK FLOOR 77 S. CLARK STREET "The Mouse of Spec'als "

Long Distance Telephone, Randolph 3216 and 3217

CHICAGO. ILL.
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Tradb Mark Tradb Mark
BIOGRAPH
FILMS
RELEASED MARCH 28th, 1910

GOLD IS NOT ALL
A LESSON TO BLIGHT THE SEED OF DISCONTENT

No truer maxim was ever coined than that "Gold is not all." Wliile gold has egregious power,
yet it will not purchase health, happiness, immortality, nor eternal paradise. The psychological
import of this Blograpb subject shows the chimerical result or our straggle to possess wealth. Here
we find a finely drawn parallel Of the rich and the poor. The poor envying the rich, while the con-
dition of the rich is anything but enviable. The wealthy start on the journey through life only to

find the path strewn with thp thorns of woe and disappointment, with an existence that is selfish

and loveless; while the poor have at least that greatest of God's gifts, filial and parental love.
Clouds hegloom the rich household. Sunshine bathes the home of the lowly. The photography of
the film Is undoubtedly the most beautiful over shown.

APPROXIMATE LENGTH, 988 FEET

RELEASED MARCH 31st, 1910

THE SMOKER
A newly married young man finds his wife objects to his smoking, and not being able to break

himself of the habit, hires a room at a farmhouse in which to enjoy the weed. His wife's suspicions
are aroused by bis absence at regular periods, fancying an intrigue, but upon learning the real
cause, decides if he must smoke, so insatiable seems the craving, it better be at home.

APPROXIMATE LENGTH, 595 FEET

HIS LAST DOLLAR
This is a very laughable comedy of a young man's adventure when he takes a young girl into

n swell restaurant with his capital consisting of one dollar, and not only that, to have two of her
friends join them. Well, the dollar only serves as a tip for the waiter, and he is forced to leave
his watch and diamond pin as security for the bill. This is bad enough, but the worst comes when
upon leaving the cafe the girl goes off with another fellow.

APPOXIMATE LENGTH, 397 FEET

A Fall Description of those Subjects will be Found on Another Page

Release days of Biograph Subjects—MONDAY and THURSDAY

Get on Our Mall List and Keep Posted, Write for Our Descriptive Circulars

BIOGRAPH COMPANY
Licensee of the Motion Picture Patents Co.

11 EAST 14tK STREET NEW YORK
GEORGE KLEINB. Selling Agent for Chicago (52 State St., Chicago, 111.).

N MOM. nil: EXHIBITORS Continued.

I

Fll MS H0WARD M0VING PICTURE G0
- FILMS

llaal l\gf Repair Work a Specialty. Agents for Monograph, Power's 1 IbbbbI 1 \kW
and Edison Machines. Supplies and Sundries.

564 Washington Street, - - Boston Mass.
Established 1894. (Opposite Adamt House). Incorporated 1908.

Song Slides 5c. Per Day Per Set

All Songs—All Publishers. You select

—

We ship.

For full particulars call or write

LEN SPENCER'S LYCEUM, H W. 28th St., N.Y.

FILMS FOR SALE
200 Reels, perfect condition, will

ship subject to examination, Ten
dollars ($10.00) reel.

PITTSBUR0 FILM EXCHANGE
3rd Ave. PITTSBURG PA.

New York City. Plana hare been Died with
the Building Superintendent for theater for mov-
ing picture*, to in- bull! for George \v. W. Sturges,
at 229 West Forty-second street, just west of the
Lyric.
Red Bank, N. J. Howard Chamberlain hag bought

the Happy Hour Moving Picture Theater here.
Lebanon, Pa.—Franklin Kmlg baa told the Gem

moving picture business to Joseph Crowl.
Menominee, Wis.—Gujidach A.- Kiedaiseb have

opened a moving picture show called the liijou in
the National Hotel I'.loik.

Lyndonville, Vt.—The Star Theater, owned by
F. S. Story, Is baring a small Mage erected for
vaudeville acts.

Vvhirton. Tex.—Mrs \. M. Hudspeth has pur-
chaaed the Electric Theater from Kemper, Roddy
,v Bodln, who formerl) operated tie house.
He Bern, N. C. Captan .V Block have opened

the Victoria Tht new picture house, which
nil on I'ollock street.

Elizabeth, N. J.—The new moving picture and
vaudeville theater at Baal Jersey and Third streets
bas opened.

Indianapolis, Ind.—A permit tor the proposed
Columbia Theater to he erected at 15-17 West Ohio
street by Lewis A. Coleman and Henry Dollman
has been refused by the Buildine Inspector because
the place does not comply with the requirements
of the city building ordinance governing theaters.
New Britain, Conn.—George Hallaby is negotiat-

ing for the lease of a store and will open up a
new motion picture theater.
Oxford, Pa.—Franklin Emig has sold bis moving

picture outfit on South Third street, to Joseph
Crowl.
Newark, N. J.—Excavations for the new vaude-

ville and moving picture theater to be erected for
Antonio Esposlto, on Speedwell avenue, near High
street, are progressing rapidly.

Reading, Pa.—The Palace Theater, one of the
newest and most beautiful theaters erected here,
has thrown open Its doors to the public and is doing
considerable business.

Leominster, Mass.—Applications have been filed
for the erection of a first-class moving picture
theater on Main street for C. Hillary.
Freeport, 111.—R. S. Hopper, the progressive owner

of the Lyric Theater, is opening a new theater
in Mt. Carroll and within a few weeks will open
another bouse in a neighboring town.
Manhattan, Kan.—Ralph Hitter has sold his In-

terest in the Manhattan Airdonie here to R. J.
Brock and Harry Otto.

Louisiana, Mo.—Parks & Emerson have com-
menced the erection of a new airdonie theater here.
Pine Bluff, Ark.—S. E. Wilholt is making ar-

rangements to open a new moving picture theater
here.

Waverly, N. Y.—F. L. Tilden is making ar-
rangements to erect a new moving picture show on
South Elmer avenue.

Taylor, Tex.—M. E. Atchison has purchased the
moving picture show here of James A. Athas.

Boonville, Mo.—F. L. Hoxie has purchased the
Princess Moving Picture Theater here.
Tower, Minn.—Fred Hiller bas sold his moving

picture business here to Bert Burgess and E. J.
Atkins.

Beatrice, Net.—C. C. Farlow and H. A. Miller
are preparing to open a moving picture show here;
it will be known as the Star.
Calumet, Mich.—Ben Gettelman has decided to

make extensive improvements to the Savoy Moving
Picture Theater here.

i'r—»n- D oi ,;, rr-,. Bennetbnm is making ar-
rangements to open a new moving picture theater
at G"l Hamilton street.

Rantoul. 111. -Thomas Wilson has purchased the
interest of Jack Funkhouser in the moving picture
theater here.
Marshalltown. la.—T. A. Bryan and H. C. Wln-

throp are making arrangements to open a new mov-
ing picture theater here.

Clinton. la.—Harry Sodlnl has purchased the Clio-
ton Family Theater.

Hastings, Neb.—Lyons & Walden have purchased
the Gay Moving Picture Theater here.
Newport, Ky.—D. W. Kershaw has purchased the

property at the corner of Seventh and Putnam
streets, as a site for a new moving picture theater.

Sullivan, Ind.—M. C. Stewart will open a new
moving picture theater here in the Patton building.

Russellville, Ark.—Butler & Howell are planning
the erection of an alrdome at the corner of Main
street, near Sblnn.

Milwaukee. Wis.—J. P. Oblnger Is preparing to
open a new moving picture theater here, to be
known as the American Theater Beautiful.
Milwaukee, Wis.—Herman Fehr and Frank Trott-

man are planning to erect several vaudeville and
moving picture theaters here.
New York City.—George W. Sturges Is planning to

erect a new moving picture theater at 223 West
Forty-second street.

Youngstown, Ohio.—Paul Fitch and W. J. Hanitch
have purchased the Princess Theater, on South
Champion street, and have taken possession.
McComb City, Miss.—W. L. Caston has sold the

Theatorlum here to Lohman & Molliere.
St. Anne. 111.—Messrs. H. Uoss and E. Hatch, of

\tnn''""o. r"-o preparing to open a new moving pict-
ure show here.

B-itterfie'd. Minn.—M. G. Sennits has sold his in-

terest in the moving picture business to his partner,
L. K. Stoutenburg.
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BIOGRAPH COMPANY.
GOLD IS NOT ALL.—A lesson to blight the seed

of discontent. Paradoxical as this expression may
seem, there never was a truer maxim framed.
"Gold is not all." What a moral those four words
teach. Can it purchase happiness? Rarely. Can
it assure health? No. Can it procure immortality?
Never. Can it promise us eternal paradise? Of
course not. And yet, we madly struggle to gain
it, vainly believing it omnipotent, and capable of
inducing conditions Utopian. Alas, this is the
most chimerical hallucination of humankind. No
clearer illustration has ever been shown than in
this Biograph production. First is shown the
poor looking with wonder and envy on the rich,
assuming their lives to be nothing but sunshine.
Sunshine, maybe, but such sunshine does not reach
the heart. From here begins the parallel most
clearly and finely drawn. The young heiress is
walking with her sweetheart in the grounds of
her mansion, seemingly happy, w-nile on the road-
way, with but a wall dividing, stroll the poor
young couple. What a contrast. Here are four
young souls starting on their paths of life so
divergent. What may we assume? The one couple,
with wealth and position, hence ease and happiness
seems the outlook: the other couple, poor and un-
cultured, their future would seem sorrow, labor
and privation. But how fallible is the prophesy.
Ten years later we meet them again. Main],
the heiress, has been the wife of Tom Darrell
all this while, as has been Ruth the wife of Steve.
It is the occasion of a house party at the Darrell
mansion and Ruth's heart grows sad and en-
vious at the sight of the lavishness of the affair
as she views it from a distance. At her humble
home she is made to forget it in the true love
of Steve. How different with Mabel. Tom lias

now cruelly deserted her, writing that she has
wealth sufficient to make her and the child happy.
This seems logical, but is it? Here we find a
house of trouble. On the other hand, we find Ruth
in her little cottage where love abides. How-
ever, she is irresistibly drawn to the gateway of
t lie mansion just as Mabel drives through up to

the house. Envy again grips her. but little does
she know that this pleasant way leads to a room
of tears, for Mabel's child is taken seriously ill,

with no hope of recovery. What is the value of
her gold now? "It cannot rescue from the grave,
which claims alike the monarch and slave." Vivid,
indeed, is the contrast now—Ruth and her honest
devoted husband, with their children playing about
them, all happy, healthy and contented: but we
see Mabel crouching beside the deathbed of her
little one. alone and forsaken. To her aching
heart her gold is indeed poor balm.

THE SMOKER.—"It's a habit." When that ex-
pression is applied to any of the little weaknesses
of the flesh, the implication spells. "It's a disease."
and an incurable one at that. Goorsre is addicted
to the smoking habit, in fact he might be termed
a "Tobacco Fiend." To Alice, his wife, the fumes
of tobacco smoke are extremely odious, and after
a deal of persuasion he yields to her plea, swear-
ing never to smoke the weed again. At first it

seems possible, but later there comes such an
insatiable craving he can stand it no longer, so

he rents a quiet place where he goes and smokes
in peace. All goes well, until his better half
notices the regularity of his little walks, ostensibly
for exercise, and she grows suspicious of she
knows not what. However, she is determined to

satisfy herself as to whether or not her hubby
tells the truth, hence she lias a small boy follow
him. Well, there Is apparently a storm ahead for

George, after the boy reports the result of his
investigations to Alice. lie saw George go down
the road, turn to the left, pass through a farm-
yard, speak to a woman—yes, a woman—and enter
the house, where he is still. "Oh. the perfidious

wretch!" cries Alice, and out she goes piloted' by
'

the hoy, only to surprise George in eomnany with
his pipe enjnyinc a clandestine smoke. The chagrin
at the groundlessness of her jealousy, and the
realization of the strength of the craving in her
hubby, softens her heart, and slie not only waives
her objections to his tobacco habit, lint becomes
an accomnlice in his weakness by procuring for

him all the tobacco and cigars he will need for

months. Now he never wanders from his own
steam radiator—as they reside in a flat and have
no fireside.

HIS LAST DOLLAR.—Did you ever take a ynuncr

lady friend into a swell restaurant and find that
she Is possessed with a champagne thirst, while you
are possessed with a beer capital—no? Well, you
don't know the sensation. To illustrate—your
foot Is caught In the frog of the railroad track
and yon are gazing with horrlhle anticipation Into

the grinning countenance of the oncoming loco-

motive—you feel sure of a bump, but you are
not snre you'll feel the bump. This was the
sensation experienced by Hank when he took

Miss Bird into the cafe, with one silver dollar

In his pocket. There were some nice large glasses
of beer to be obtained for five cents, but this she
spurned, for the menu of that day was very al-

luring. It was aristocratic food, not plebeian drink.

she desired, and so she starts to order. Surprised
groans from Hank. But the worst is yet to come.
Several friends of Miss Bird appear. "Why, boys!
You're just in time to join us." Hank (sotto-
voce), "And I only have a dollar." The meal Is
over; the boys have departed regaled and poor
Hank is longer and leaner than ever, but the bill
presented him, while long, is by no means lean.
"And I only have a dollar." The dollar the waiter
takes as a tip, and Hank's watch and pin are left
behind to liquidate the bill. Not only that. On
leaving the cafe. Miss Bird meets a gentleman
friend and shakes Hank unceremoniously. As Hank
views their forms fading in the distance, he mur-
murs, "I shall hie me to the lemon grove where
I belong." He does.

EDISON MFG. CO.
MICHAEL STROGOFF: A Courier of the Czar.—At a diplomatic function given at the Czar's pal-

ace in Moscow about 1S70 word is received by the
Chief of the Secret Police that all telegraphic com-
munication between the town of Tomsk and Irkutsk
has been cut off and that Ivan Ogareff, a Russian
traitor who has allied himself with the Tartars, is
advancing on the last named city. Ogareff has
sworn to take the life of the Grand Duke, the Czar's
brother, who is Governor of the Provinces about
Irkutsk. There is only one way to send word warn-
ing the Grand Duke of his danger, and that is by
a courier. This courier must be a man of irou
nerve and endless resources. The Chief of the
Russian Secret Police selects for this arduous task
Michael Strogoff, a soldier of the Imperial Guard
who has won distinction for feats of valor. Stro-
goff is brought before the Czar and entrusted with
the message. He starts on his perilous journey in
disguise.

While traveling toward the Siberian frontier in a
railway coach he resents an insult to a young and
beautiful Russian girl, Nadia Feador, who is likewise
traveling to Irkutsk. Michael is attracted by the
gentleness of the girl, but docs not yield to the im
iml.se of offering to accompany her on her journey
Fate, however, brings these two people together
later. While eating at a post restaurant on tin-

Siberian frontier. Strogoff's mother sees liim and
attempts to embrace him. Knowing that he is

watched by the Tartar spies and that his acknowl
dgment of his mother will disclose him to his

enemies, he pretends that he does not know the
woman. Ogareff and Sangarfe, his gypsy accom-
plice, witness this incident and suspect Strogoff
Ogareff despatches soldiers in pursuit of Michael
and orders his mother to be taken prisoner. Strogoff
escapes, only to be captured at a telegraph station,
where he later goes in an effort to secure a fresh
horse. Ogareff has the Russian prisoners assembled
before the Tartar chief in order to identify Michael.
lie questions Marfa Strogoff. Michael's mother
who stoutly denies that Michael is her son. Tc
test the truth of her statement Ogareff orders that

Marfa be lashed with a knout. As the executioner
Out to strike his mother Michael springs at

him. wrests the weapon from his hand and strikes
Ogareff across the face. He is immediately seized

Ogareff searches him. takes the Czar's message from
his bosom and denounces him before the Tartars
as a spy. The punishment meted out to Michael
is that he shall be blinded. This is done by plae

ing a heated sword blade before his eyes. After
blinding him. as they believe, the Tartars set him
free, considering him now harmless. Nadia. who
lias been an unwilling spectator of this awful scene.

comes to Michael's assistance, takes him by the

hand and leads him nn his journey. On the road
they meet a friend of Michael's, who takes them
into his cart and on toward Irkutsk.

Tlie final accomplishment of Michael's mission
is splendidly portrayed in scenes that can not he

surpassed for intensity of dramatic interest, nalted
by the Tartar sentries before Irkutsk, his blindness

Is tested by forcing him to walk forward toward
a sword pointed at his breast. Here follows the

strong scene of the story. Ogareff laughs at

Michael and. flourishing his sword, is about to run
him through. lip is astonished, however, when
Michael draws his Siberian knife and quickly par-

ries the blow. Thinking that the parry is a mere
chance, Ogareff quickly aims his saber at Michael's
head. Acrain the blow is deftly parried. Ogareff
new realizes that Michael is not blind, and that

to save his own life he will have to smother Michael
by the very fury of his attack before the palace

is alarmed. Swinging his saber he rushes again
at Michael, and a thrilling fight results, in which
Otrareff meets the fate he so justly deserves. The
officers of the Grand Duke and the Grand Dnkt
himself enter the room at this point and Michael
1- made a prisoner, but when his explanation is

heard and understood he is immediately released,

and the Grand Duke's gratitude is shown in the

final tableau of the picture.

THE HEART OF A ROSE.—An old professor of

chemistry, a widower, who has eared for his young
ward, Alice, since childhood and has watched hoi

blossom into beautiful womanhood until his old

heart beats quicker at her glance finally, as time
passes on. finds himself in love with his young
ward. ITc has won her respect and affection, and
out of duty to him she accepts his offer of mar
fiage. fully believing af 1he time that he will

make her happy and with nn thought thai anything
will ever arise to make her regret her course. It

is at this period that our story actually opens

In the professor's rose garden, among his books
and flowers, his promised bride interrupts him
in his studies and he dissects for her a rose. A
letter is received from his son, congratulating him
upon his coming marriage and informing him that
he will return home before the wedding takes
place. The professor expresses great joy and pride
in his son's return, while Alice exhibits only mild
pleasure. She hardly remembers him, as it has
been years since she last saw him. During the
next scene in the professor's laboratory a chemical
explosion occurs in which the professor loses bis
sight. The son hastens home at the news ot
his father's affliction. It is then that Alice and
the son meet again. This meeting makes a great
change in each of their lives, and when next we
see them, a few weeks later, they have fallen
deeply in love with each other; but they try to
hide their feelings till in the rose garden, over
the old sun-dial, the truth is revealed in a look—a touch of the hand. When the old professor
finds them together the first lie of guilt is told.
Then follows a series of terrifically strong dramatic
scenes, in which the son and father's ward, their
hearts aflame with love, try to crush out the fire
that they may not mar the life of one whom they
both love and respect.
One day the professor suddenly regains his

sight. With great joy he hastens to acquaint his
ward and son of the glad news, when all at once
he realizes that a new love has sprung up in
the heart of his rose. His is too nohle a nature
to sacrifice youth for old age. and after a beau-
tiful, pathetic scene in which his heart is torn
with conflicting emotions he leads his ward into
the arms of his son. Their hearts united, the old
professor turns sadly back to his books and
crucibles.

IT PAYS TO ADVERTISE.—The course of true
love never does run smooth, and when the young
man has steered that course up to the proposal
moment he has generally nerved himself, like one
going into battle, determined to do or die. How
disheartening it must be then to the hero to
have the words so carefully rehearsed interrupted
anil laughed at by the one girl in the whole
world, and. worse of all. to have her affect utter
ignorance of what he really means. That is the
way this picture starts, but fortunately for its

happy ending our hero is nut a man to be easily

defeated. When the girl and her mother teasingly
laugh him out of his proposal he goes away, dis-

consolate but far from discouraged, and thinks it

over—and the next morning he has an idea. He
serves notice on the girl that she shall receive
a proposal from him every day in the week, which,
of course, only excites her to further merriment at
her lover's expense, although she is somewhat curious
to learn what form the proposals shall take, and
more than inclined to admire her lover's persistence.
Now the young man is in the "publicity" business
and. being used to putting advertising matter on
every available part of the landscape, he quite
naturally adopts such methods to carry out his
plans in this instance.

Beginning with the box of candy, in which
she finds the words upon a candy heart, his adver-
tised proposal haunts her wherever she goes—in

street cars, on fenees and banners, on moving
vans, trolley cars and telegraph poles, until in

sheer desperation she stays at home on Saturday
night to receive the young man and give him hi?

answer. How she does this it would not be fair

to tell. Suffice It to say that the denouement pro-

vides not only a deft comedy touch and a pretly

finish to a love story, but a unique photocraphic
effect which approaches real art pretty closely.

ESSANAY FILM MFG. CO.
THE FLOWER OF THE RANCH.—Frank Wen-

dell, a ranchman, also the sheriff of his county,

is about tn leave home on the rounds of duty one
morning when a buckbeard drives up to the house,

and a gentleman, whose careful grooming and style

of dress signifies a man from back East, alights

and presents Wendell with a note from a former
friend of the ranchman, introducing Mr. Frederick
Church, who desires to spend a few weeks on
Wendell's ranch for the purpose of bettering his

health. Unsuspecting the true character of the

stalwart Easterner. Wendell welcomes him and.

with the big hospitality of the Western house-

bidder, tells him to make himself at home.
A month goes by and with its passing a tragedy.

Wendell returns home one evening to find the

Easterner and his wife and child gone.' A note

left on the center table explains it all. Mary has

tired of ranch life and accepted Church's invita-

tion to enjoy with him life in some Eastern me-
tropolis. The little girl they have taken with them.

Tie- broken-hearted husband winces as he reads

the note and looks about the lonesome room. He
does not now care for the faithless woman but he

must regain the little girl, his little girl, whom
he could never (rust in the bands of so vile and
flagrant a deceiver as Frederick Church.
Quickly saddlng his swiftest horse, Wendell

mounts and starts in pursuit of the runaways. After

an hour or so he overtakes them and forces Mrs.

Wendell to return Dorothy, their child. When
the little one is at her father's side he commands
Church to drive on.

Two days later, in endeavoring to arrest two

drunken cowboys, who are causing a disturbance in

the village. Wendell is shot. Carried tenderly to
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tbe porch of bis cottage the sheriff dies, after ex-
acting the promise of his cowboy friends to care
for Dorothy, his little girl.

True to their promise "the boys" make a home
for the little girl, whom they call, lovingly, "the
flower of the ranch."
Ten years go by and we find Dorothy, a pretty

maiden of seventeen, the flower just bursting into
the full bloom of womanly perfection. The tragedy
pf her earlier life has almost been forgotten ana
she has come to love her cowboy friends, each as
an individual father or a brother, and the trust
is well met. If she is partial to any, it may be
with Dick Clayton, a stalwart and manly young
fellow, who all but worships her.
One day a touring automobile, a big car of a

variety seldom seen in the mountains, drives up
the main street and stops at the post office and
general store. Its arrival causes a sensation and
the cowboys gather about discussing it wonderingly.
The over inquisitive Dorothy is with them and ber
curiosity and desire to take a short spin is granted
by the owner, a tall, handsome middle aged man.
The Easterner finds the village and its locality
especially attractive and spends much of a portion
of two weeks in the company of Dorothy, to whom
he has become suddenly affectionate. The affair
ends in Dorothy's promising to be his bride and
a day or two later she bids her cowboy friends good-
bye and the big touring car with the prospective
bride and groom sweeps out of town.
Hardly have they been gone ten minutes before

Willis White, the young sheriff, rides up and shows
them a paper containing a picture of Dprothy'B
fiance. "Frederick Church wasted for wife abandon-
ment:"
The news electrifies the little crowd of cowboys,

who now realize by what peril little Dorothy is

menaced, and mounting their ponies they start in

pursuit of the flying touring car.

A thrilling chase, one of the best ever shown,
ends when the auto breaks down and the pursuers
haul the frightened Easterner from his car and show
him the paper. A lynching is averted when White
rides on the scene and appeals to them to let the
law take its course.
The story ends with little Dorothy in her Western

lover's arms when she promises to be the hitter's

wife, with the consent, of course, of the "boys,"
who are at first reluctant to give her up.

IMAGINATION.—Tom Perkins, so our story goes,

is a physical culturist and the results of his care-
ful training in abstinence from coffee, liquor and
tobacco, with the daily cold bath and vigorous rub.

has made him egotistical about it.

His robust health and how he obtained it is

usually the substance of his conversations witli his

friends until they tire of being constantly shamed
for the flabbiness of their muscles and shortness
of breath and the other ills that flesh Is heir to.

Tom. in taking his morning constitutional, meets
an old friend who is slightly under the weather
and for whom he prescribes a daily four mile w:ilk.

a cold bath and a rundown .is a positive cure-
all. They are standing in front of a cafe and
Tom invites his friend in to have a little drink
of something soft.

Thoy enter the cafe and meet other friends. "Why.
brace up there." says Tom to one of the boys,
slapping the latter vigorously on the hack, "you're
getting round shouldered. Look at me. Physical
culture did it!"

Three fellows at the other end of the bar nudge
each other and quietly steal out of the cafe, re-

solved to get even with Tom in some way or
another.

"It's an easy thing." says one. "Let one of
us tell him he's looking bad: another fellow can
meet him down the street and tell him lie's look-

ing worse, while the third fellow can tell him he
ought to be in bed. If that don't fix him nothing
will!"
They agree to the scheme and one fellow is left

at the saloon entrance while the other two select

positions further down the slrcct. Also, they en-

list the aid of a friendly "cop" and two ladies
who are acquainted with the victim, with the

result that he is really feeling ill when the two
ladles, last named, stop him and comment upon
his wan face nod general physical decrepidness.
Tom turns away unsteadily and looks at his tongue

in a small hand-glass, wiping the perspiration from
his brow. A climax is reached when he sees his

Wife and daughter Just leaving a florist's with n

greal armful of Bowers. Poor Tom is convinced
'that the flowers are for his funeral.

He is sent home in a cab and put to lied. A
doctor is summoned and accompanies the three
jokers into the house. The doctor finds Hint Tom
i- very ill Indeed, ahem, and doses him with some
very bitter but harmless medicine. Rut the boys'

laughter and finally the doctor's confession cures
the patient Instanter.
With a howl of rage nt being fooled he springs

from the bed and in his pajamas chases the jokers
through the snow. The picture ends with the sick

one (?) whipping them all and stalking proudly
away, tin mplete victor.

HENRY'S NEW HAT.—Henry four old friend
again) is the chief clerk in a big real estate and
insurance office, lie is a dapper little fellow with
great pride in his personal appearance, and Henry's
Clothes, his hat. his gloves and cane are both the

pride and fun of the rest of the office boys.

But, to go on with the story. Henry resolves
to buy another hat. "something really swell, yon
know." So he hies him to the hatter and looks

over the hatter's supply. Various styles and shapes
and sizes, soft crushers and dinky dicers, are laid

out for his inspection until "the" hat, a shiny
silk opera affair, the very latest Parisian creation,

is placed in his hands. Henry surveys himself
in the glass approvingly. "Ah, my dear hatter,"
he comments, "this is some hat. I'll take. Send
it to my office."

The hatter's boy, an ambitious youth, arrives at

the office ahead of him and deposits the hat on
Henry's desk. After the boy leaves Henry's pals
gather around, remove the box lid and peer cur-

iously in at the hat. All agree that the hat is

a "pippin" and, always mindful of some deviltry

or other, they decide to have some sport with their

immaculate chief. One of them substitutes an
old battered "dicer" for the new hat and when
Henry arrives all immediately ask him to let them
see his new hat.

"Ah, boys." he says, "allow me to show you,
really, the swellest thing in town!"
He opens the hat box smiling happily and lifts

the battered skypieee from its receptacle. With
mingled surprise and rage he looks at the hat
gingerly while the boys look wonderlngiy on. Still

raging. Henry turns to the 'phone and, as mad
as the proverbial hatter, denounces the merchant
as a cheat and a liar. While he is hurling his

invectives into the surprised ears of the hatter

the boys remove the old hat and replace the new
one and when Henry turns from the 'phone they

thrust the box into his hands and advise that he
annihilate the hatter who could play such a witless

and malicious joke.
Henry rushes back to the hatter and hurls tbe

liox in his face. The merchant opens the hat box
ami there is another surprise, of course! For, be-

hold the bright shiny tile which he originally pur-

chased!
The hatter puts him out and the conclusion, a

crushing one. comes when the hat is trampled under
the feet of a crowd pursuing a street thief!

KALEM MFG. CO.
THE GYPSY GIRL'S LOVE.—Scene I.—Nita, the

Gypsy Girl. Meets Young Carlton.

Scene II.—The Tryst Made.
Scene III.—The Trysting Place.

Scene IV.—Nita Discovers Her Lover's Perfidy.

Scene V.—Nita Decides to Demand an Explanation.

Scene VI.—Carlton Falls on the Knife and is

Thought to Be Dead. Though Only Wounded.
Scene VII.—The Alarm.
Scene VIII.—The Arrest.

Scene IX.— In the Hands of the Mob.
Scene X.—The Little Colored Boy Explains the

Accident and the Gypsies are Freed.

THE UPRISING OF THE UTES.—Scene I.—The
Council of War.
Scene II.—On the Warpath.
Scene III.—The Settlers Warned.
Scene IV.—The Girl floes for the Soldiers.

Scene V.—The Race for Life.

Scene VI.—At the Block House—The Attack.

Scene VII.—The Belief of the Block House.
Scene VIII,—The Indians Wined Out.

Scene IX.—The Heroine.

PATHE FRERES.
THE LITTLE VIXEN.—Angeline was the daugh-

ter of wealthy parents, and a coquette. Max is

deeply in love with her, but the young lady is so

fickle, that although Max has proposed many times,

she has never given him a decided answer. Time
and time again, the poor fellow has offered his

heart and hand, but to no avail. Angeline thinks

that Max is too much of a dilettante, and finally

in a spirit of mischief, she replies to one of his

numerous proposals by telling him that she will

never marry until he has learned to juggle three

balls. Even the remonstrances of her father fail

to move her from her declaration. Poor Max! he

knows very well that this is practically out of the

question. Nevertheless, he decides to make an at-

tempt, and after visiting a stoic wherein he buys
the requisite number of balls, he hies him home
and spends hours and hours in (lie vain attempt
to master the mysteries of the juggler. After suc-

ceeding in smashing up till the furniture in the

house, overturning chairs, and breaking up house-

keeping generally, a happy thought strikes him, and
be writes to Angeline that he has accomplished her

test, and that if she and her father would call, will

gladly demonstrate his skill in the stunt. Angeline
and papa call. Max repairs behind a screen and
with only his head and arms showing, juggles most
dexterously. His visitors are amazed, but unfortu-

nately in the wild endeavor to surpass himself in

his juggling act. Max overturns the screen, and lo

and behold! it's another man's arms doing the Jug-

gling act, while Max loaning over him shows only

his head above the screen. We hope that Angeline

through the trick sufficiently clever to take him
anyhow.

THE POLAR BEAR HUNT.—This picture opens
with the hunting party about to disembark from the

steamer anchored in a sheltered spot In the Arctic.

Ice Hoes are to be seen on every hand, and in the

distance a berg may be noted on which two polar

bears are gamboling. The hunting parly having de-

scended Into a rowboat, pull for the nearest ice floe.

Here they haul up their boat, and drag it across

(he Ice to the next open lead. Then Into the water

and on again. After this difficult trip is nearly

Accomplished, one of the hunters take a long shot

at the polar bears, who in the meantime having
seen the hunters approach, have made a wild break
for liberty, running across the ice, and swimming
the open water. As tbe hunter fires one bear drops.

The party now advance to within a few paces of
the big white beast, but as they approach they grow
cautious for fear Sir Bruin is not dead. Sure
enough, when they are quite close, the hear stands
up on bis hind legs and shows light, but the fore-

most huntsman dropping on one knee, fires another
bullet and Mr. Bear spins around, turns a somer-
sault and drops in a lump on his head. Loading
the carcass into the boat, returning to the ship
and hauling the game aboard, are successively
shown, and the picture ends with a view on board
showing two polar bear cubs which have been cap-
tured. From the savage way these cubs attack their

chains, one would scarcely be led to believe they
would make good house pets. The film is not only
interesting, in its vivid depiction of a hunting
scene, but also in the fact that it is taken in the
very region in which Commander Peary so recently
made his world-startling discovery.

OUT OF SIGHT, OUT OF MIND.—The son of the
Count is deeply in love with a pretty little peasant
girl. Together they roam the fields, along the roads
and over the hills, much to the displeasure of the
Count. One morning, after a long series of lessons
with his tutor, the lad goes out for a walk with
his mother, and coming upon a crowd of boys and
girls dancing in the fields, he dances the minuet
with his little sweetheart, while his mother and
tutor look on with tolerant eyes. When they pro-

ceed, the young girl follows the party, and after
a while the youth unable to stand the separation
longer, slips away from the party and runs back
to his inamorata. Together they go to the well to

fill the jug which the girl carries. They are
watched by a farmer lad, who is also deeply in'

love with the girl, but whose attentions are scorned
by this young lady, because of his humble birth.

When the boy's absence from the party is discov-

ered, the tutor rushes back to find him, and seeing
him in company with the little peasant, reports
the occurrence to his mother, who immediately upon
reaching home decides to send her son to the city

to find employment in the service of the King. The
separation between the boy and girl is very tearful,

never will he be able to forget her, and she weep-
ing tells him that he will always hold the affection
of her heart. A few minutes after he has ridden
away, however, she comes upon her other lover, tbe
farmer lad, and thinking that a bird in the hand'

is worth two in a bush, after a moment of protest,

walks off happily arm in arm with the sweetheart
who remains behind. The coloring of this picture

is of rare beauty, and the scenes, many of which
are taken outdoors, are charming to the highest

degree.

DRIVEN TO STEAL.—The story is of a poor
family, where the husband is out of work and un-
able to supply the wants of his sick wife and
children. The picture shows the room where the

sick woman and her little baby are lying on a rude
bed, and three other children are asking for some-
thing to eat. Unable to bear the sight of his wife
suffering from want of nourishment, and his chil-

dren's pleading, he at last becomes desperate and
decides to steal. As he is walking along the street,

he passes two or three men, hut has not the courage
to attack them. At last, becoming desperate, he

decides to attack a rich man coming down the

street. He jumps on him as he is turning the cor-

ner and steals his wallet, but after taking out one

gold piece he returns the pocketbook to him. The
stranger is astonished, and decides to follow the

thief. He sees him going into a bakery, and after-

wards appear with several loaves of bread which
he has bought with the money he has taken. The
victim following, sees him enter a house and he too

enters. The poor man. when he enters his home
with the bread, is joyfully received by the little

ones, who bite from the whole loaves as if fam-

ished. As they are eating, the man from whom he

has stolen the money enters, and understanding

what has driven the man to steal, he gives him
a place in his sawmill. The next picture shows
the family all well and happy.

A WOMAN'S CAPRICE.—Pierrot is a blithesome

lad who mends all the shoes in his little village.

One day while at work in the bright Spring sun-

shine, a lady of high degree and her companion

pass by. Unfortunately the lady lias a nail in.

ber slipper, and seeing the cobbler decides to let

him fix it. Now it so happens that this lady is

somewhat of a coquette, and seeing in Pierrot a

chance for some amusement, flirts with the poor

fellow until his head is completely turned, and his

little sweetheart in his own station of life no longer

appeals to him. Upon her departure, the lady drops

a rose which Pierrot treasures. The next day one

of milady's servants meets Pierrot at the tavern

and following instructions from his mistress, drugs

the cobbler's wine. When the poor chap is stupe-

tic, 1 be is carried away 1,1 the big castle, and there

before he awakes has all his clothes changed.

When he opens his eyes he finds himself in a mag-

nificent chamber, resplendent anil luxurious. In a

nt or two the author of this mischief comes

in and for a little while Pierrot is in the seventh

heaven of delight. After she has amuse. I
herself

sufficiently, the poor fellow is persuaded to drink

more drugged w'ine and is carried hack towards

borne and thrown in a ditch. When he returns to

consciousness he is amazed to find himself in this

position and goes slowly homeward. The following
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KALEM FILMS—"—^^— ¥»»»» «M^_—
ISSUE OF MARCH 30

RED HAWK'S LAST RAID
Red H&wK's Last Raid
Lo, the Poor Indian

580 Feet
375 Feet

Two Indian Subjects on One Reel -Tun short thrillers presenting two contrasting phases of
Indian lite.

In "Red Hawk's Last Raid" we Show how a .voting lirave makes a foray against the Whltei
In order to gain tin i> which will win liitn (ami daughter of the chief for his squaw,
and how he came i i Ignominious death at the hands of his Intended white victims.

IN "Lo, the Poor Indian" w show : 1 11 entirely different type of Red Man. This Is a young
Buck who turns horse thlet In order to Bave bis squaw and papoose from starvation, but lie is

caught, convicted and jailed, a victim of laws be cannot understand.

ISSUE OF APRIL 1st.

FURTHER ADVENTURES OF THE GIRL SPY
Length, 920 Feet

Great posters for both these features
made by the

A. B. C. Co., of Cleveland, Ohio

KALEM CO., Inc.
Eastman Kodak Building

235-237-239 WEST 23rd STREET
NEW YORK CITY

AstheMara£er
**—i $ees

It
This Manager looks

prosperous and happy. You
will feel the same way when you dis-

card that old juice consuming rheostat and

put in a

Fort Wayne Compensarc
It will increase your box office receipts

because your patrons will notice at once how
much brighter and clearer your pictures are. And what's more, it will

Cut 2-3 from Your Monthly Lighting Bill

That sounds as if we were stretching it, doesn't it> But we are not and just to

show you. we will ship you one on 30 days free trial and let you prove it.

If it does not do all we claim for it, ship it back at our expense and it won't cost

you one cent.

If this sounds "good" to you, send for our

ittle booklet "Compensarc vs. Rheostat" and find

out the particulars.

You are paying the Lighting Company half

your profits every day you wail.

Fort Wayne Electric

Works
1402 Broadway

Fort Wayne,
Indiana *

HALF TONES
Of Every Description

POSTER PHOTOS and SOUVENIRS
of tne Latest Designs

THE POSTER ENQRAVINO CO.
1 LOOAN STREET CINCINNATI, OHIO

PATHE PASSION PLAY
4 reels, colored, nearly new, with

Holy City Song Slides, $10 for

2 days,

C. E. LINDALL • Bar Harbor, Maine

Admission Tickets
Printed to Your Own Copy

Ouaranti-Lil correctly numbered, beet printed,

In the market. 100 M. Vi'4c. 2f>0 M. 10c. 500 M. 'Jo. 1 million

Stock Tlelteta, all colom, Admit One, CM. »1.00,

12H.ai.50, Z4H.IS.S6, 50 M. (3.50. 100 M. (0.00.

f u»li with order. Send for trial order.

Oppenheimer Printing Co. Cincinnati, 0.

EBERHARD SCHNEIDER
Hiror Vitae Products," Projectors, Cameras,

Film Making Machinery, Films, Slides, Mere-
opticons, Specialties, Lens Grinding, etc. Special
condensers, carbons and lugs.

109 East 12th Street, New TerK

FOR SALE
i Edison Machine all attach-
ments only $8o 00.

I Power's No. 5 only $125.00.

1 Power's No. 4 only $90.00.
and several others

Films $5.00 per reel and up.

Song Slides $1.00 per set and
up.

WRITE FOR LIST8

J. FRISH
138 East 14th St. New YorK, N. T.

[WHY NOT LEARN
MOVING
QPERATIN
Taylor's Method

(LieensrJ . vsW 1

5I.W.28*ST#wK
TEL/*ei4CS.Mt»S*

Class meets every morning and afternoon
with F. H. Richardson of Chicago, as
chief instructor. Evening classes meet
every Monday, Wednesday and Friday.

Complete course $15. We positively guar-

antee you a 515 positionn We are selling

agents for the Motiograph and American
Moving Picture machine, and have a second
hand Edison machine in A No. 1 condition,

at one half of the original cost. We carry

a large line of Electrical Supplies, and fur-

nish everything for the Theatre.

F. C. TAYLOR
49 West 28th Street. New York, N. Y.
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•day the capricious lady i>;i<sfs again, and when he
seeks to claim a friendship she denies having ever
-seen him before. So forcibly indeed does she make
this denial that Pierrot is persuaded it is all a
dream, and much to his own and his little fiance's
satisfaction returns to his work and to her with
only the memory of his wonderful adventure.

THE RHINEFALLS AT SCHAFFHAUSEN.—This
picture is a marvelous view of the beautiful cata-
ract at Schaffhausen on the Rhine. The waters
tumble over the rocks which seem to comb them
into long white tresses of exquisite beauty. So
realistic is the picture, that one can almost hear
the roaring of the water as it rushes in its mad
course over the rocks. Several views are given and
the coloring has been done with an eye for the
beautiful, making a film of such surpassing interest
that every theater should make a point of getting it.

LORENZO THE WOLF.—Luis is in love with
Genevieve, but the match is not satisfactory to
Genevieve's father, who wants a man of more
strength and action than Luis, who is an artist.
The fathers of the two young people, however, are
good friends and often go off on hunting trips to-

gether through the estate. On one of these trips,

Genevieve's father, in company with the father of
Luis, comes across Lorenzo—"The Wolf," as he is

popularly called—who is a poacher, and as he is

in the act of setting snares, they capture him and
turn him over to the police. Lorenzo begs for
mercy, but is refused and so vows vengeance on
the two men. Upon his release from prison, Lo-
renzo returns to his old haunts and one day, seeing
Genevieve about to leave her house, he gags her
and carries her off to his retreat in the mountains.
where he lives in a cave. From here he sends a

note to Genevieve's father telling him that he will
never see her again. In the meantime, the father
has missed his daughter and starts off in lint pursuit
after Luis who 'he thinks is responsible for ber
disappearance. While he is accusing Luis the boy
Lorenzo sent delivers the note, and Luis volunteers
to lead them in the rescue party. By the aid of
a good hunting dog he picks up Lorenzo's scent,
and finally traces him to his lair, but before he
can be captured, he empties his shotgun into Luis'
shoulder. The wound proves slight, however, and
Lorenzo is killed, and the two young people are
at last united with the parents' consent.

SELIG POLYSCOPE CO.
THE WIFE OF MARCIUS.—In this production

we at first see the old Roman column of a home
of nobility, in the Atrium of the house of Mareius.
a Roman warrior. It is his wife's birthday and
he introduces his friend. Applus Ennius, who be-
comes enamoured of the wile. We then see Mar-
eius. his wife. Mania, and the former's quondam
friend.

Upon the departure of the husband and wife from
the banquet room. Applus forces Ostia, a slave, to

assist him in winning the love of Marcia.
Favored by the emperor and at liis own wish, he

and Mareius are sent to the wars. We see them
depart. The conniving Appins is recalled to court,
and resumes his attentions to his friend's wife.
But she. true to her lord and master, rejects him
and repudiates Ills avowal of hive. Then by stealth
he secures a bracelet, the birthday i:ift of Mareius
to his wife. This he does through the assistance
of the slave. Ostia. and by this means endeavors to

arouse doubt and jealousy in the heart of Mareius,
In this he fails and in his failure receives his just
deserts.

VITAGRAPH COMPANY.
THE INDISCRETIONS OF BETTY.—The familiar

story of a woman living beyond her means is beau-
tifully and Impressively told in this picture. Her
husband's income Is not sufficient to keep up the
style and pretentions of the society in which they
move. A glimpse of the social set witli which
they affiliate is shown in the first scene, where the

wife is introduced to an Austrian Count of sinister

purpose, who makes advances to the young woman,
which are flattering to her, to say the least.

To keep in the social swim, she contracts all

kinds of debts, and creditors press the husband for

payment. He admonishes her, but. as usual, con-

dones the offense. The afternoon of the same day
a lady friend calls to see the .voting wife ami give;
her an , invitation to a society event. She is dis-

tressed and declines, giving the customary reason,
"Nothing to wear."
Her friend tells her that she will introduce her

to a dressmaker with whom she can have a charge
account. She acts upon the suggestion, falls to
the temptation and orders a new gown for the 1

coming events, where she Is the cynosure of all

eyes, particularly the Count's.
Again the inevitable creditor begins to urge her

for payment. She Is disturbed. A caller is an-
nounced—"the Count." He is ushered in. and. no-
ticing her agitation, asks the cause. She tells him
and he offers his check for the amount demanded
by the creditor.. She accepts it. to the great sat-

isfaction of his Lordship, who feels that he has

placed her in his power. He presumes upon this.

calls upon her while she is alone, and forces his
attentions. She repulses him and screams for help
Her husband, just arrived at home, hears her and
rushes to her aid, felling the rascal and driving him
from the house. The wife repentantly confesses her
indiscretions, her husband forgives her and repays
the Count in full.

LANTERN
SLIDE Catalogue, new 1910, 54-page
now ready, 2c stamp. Slides, SI 0.00 per
100 and up. Capacity 1,000 slides per day

THE LANTERN SLIDE CO.
216=218 W. Liberty St. Cincinnati, O

A'ong Slides
FOR RENT

All the Latest Hits with Music

Write for Special Rates

CENTRAL BOOKING AGENCY
138 East 14th St. New York, N. Y.

No. 110 A

35c Postage Paid
Send for Catalog of Announcement

and Ad slide*

The Neosho Slide Company
100 S. Wood St., Neosho, Mo.

Lang's Rewinder No. 2
Price, $5.00 Net

Lang Manufacturing Co.
OLEAN, NEW YORK

RUNEY PRINT
Poster Makers

Block and Type Stands of Every Description

250 page catalog—postage 10 tents

Stat'on V Cincinnati, Ohio

*s#
'sns*. s^J L* >Q^»*
PERA CHAIRS9SWWWV

Over 75 per cent, of the finest theaters In the United States and
Canada are furnished with them. They are used In 318 of the
405 moving picture theaters In Chicago.

To meet the growing demands for

LOW PRICED OPEEA CHAIRS
we have originated a number of styles, though Inexpensive,

are characteristic of
ANDREWS QUALITY

Write to Department K for our large Catalogue No. 31, illus-

trated In colors, which will guide you when contemplating the pur-

chase of opera chairrs.

CHICAGO ESTABLISHED ISbS

NEW YORK SAN FRANCISCO
ST LOUIS TACOMA

174-176 Wabash Avenue, Chicago

Independent Film Service 1^.?^"
We guarantee to furnish Exclusive Service

NO OLD TRUST—NO JUNK
Write or phone and our representative will call on you

CALIFORNIA FILM EXCHANGE, Inc., TlT^rl Ki-^f a-5S?.'. SI:

50c. A SET is not too much to pay for a good song slide

service. lOc. A SET is too much to pay for junk
Drop us a line if you want all the late slides,

but don't waste your time if you want junk.

We have the Goods, They are Yours for 50 cents a set a week

WE HAVE MANY SONGS WITH PHONOGRAPH RECORDS

LINCOLN TRANSPARENCY EXCHANGE
lOth Floor, Masonic Temple Chicago. 111.

INCREASE your receipts 33 % by using our exclusive Film Service.
* Exhibitors Film Exchange, 138 Third Ave., bet. uth and isth sis., New York City, Phone 277s st„y .
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ROOSEVELT IN AFRICA—Special Two-Reel Licensed Subject Released April 18

Roosevelt Returning from Hunting Trip.

Roosevelt Breaking Camp at Bondoni.

Native War Dance in Honor of Roosevelt.

The Licensed Manufacturer! co-operating issue,
Mondaj . April 18th:

ROOSEVELT IN AFRICA.
Tbia great feature picture was secured at an

enormous expense by the co-operation of all the
manufacturers licensed by tin- Motion Picture
Patents Company, the negative* d made
bj Cherry Kearton, of London, who followed Col
Roosevelt to Africa and secured bis co-operation
after weeks of strenuous effort.

• in April 21, 1900, the Roosevelt party landed at
Mombaaa, win-re arrangements bad been made tfl

outfll his bnntlng party. From Mombaaa the ex-
pedition proceeded to the iuterlor of the country
for the purpose of making a complete collection of
the beasts anil birds of Africa for our great Smitb-
Bonian Institute In Washington, D. < Sow that it

la complete and Col. Roosevelt is on bis way bornew the expedition to nave been the most suc-
cessful the world has ever known.

Scene 1.

I Hear Roosevelt Is Coming.

This is a rare Bpecimen of the Red Colqbns and
was in captivity when photographed. It is the
Only tame animal shown ill the entire picture. Be-
ing presented with an American Sunday newspaper,
lie seems much interested, but does not indicate
whether he feels tear or Joy at the advent of tbe
mighty American boater.

Scene 2.

Government Buildings in Mombasa.
The first picture represents Mombasa with tbe

new court house and the old Portugese prison, with
a gang of chained prisoners filing past.
Mombasa has a beautiful and picturesque harbor.

Centuries before the Christian era boats from Arabia
rounded the lion's head. Guardaful, and worked
their way slowly along the unhospitable African
coast. Such boats as were used by the original
voyagers exist to-day practically unchanged, and
courageous indeed were the men who first navigated
them across the boundless oceans. They were men
of strong hearts and elastic conscience who braved
inconceivable danger and hardship: they created
trading stations for slaves, ivory and gold; these
trading stations were converted into little cities,

part negro, part Arab.
Mombasa was one of them. It lies just South of

the Equator and is held by Kngland.

Scene 3.

Col. Roosevelt Planting a Tree in Front of the
Bomba Trading Company's Office.

This is the fn-st appearance In our picture of

"Teddy" as be appeared in front of the office of

the Bomba Trading Company, where he planted a
tree and was presented with B handsome and ser-

viceable hnntlng knife.

Scene 4.

Native Amusements in Mombasa.
This is the Luna Park of Mombasa, located in

the native quarters. We find the natives enjoying
themselves the sa as our people at our own
C \ Island. Vim "ill notice the miniature Ferris

wheel. Evidently tbe proprietor of this com
is enjoying a lucrative business the day this pic-

ture was made.
Scene 5.

Railway Trip From Kiu to Naquro. Made by
Col. Roosevelt.

This trip was made across vast plains where
thousands Of African wild animals cross and recross

the nark at «iii an.l frequently mishaps occur on
account of the engine running into these animals.

There are mishaps frequently such a< could only
happen to this railroad. At the lime Mr. Roosevelt
went over this road there was an Interruption in

the telegraph service, clue to giraffes having knocked
down some of the wires and poles in tossing tbe
track. Several times at night giraffes have been
run into and killed.

On one occasion a rhinoceros was killed, the

engine being damaged in the encounter. As the

ride goes on we rise to some 7,000 feei above the

sea level.

Scene 6.

Zulu Women at Spring.
,

This picture shows native Zulu raining

water at a spring. In this country the strong

healthy, rugged women are able to bear burdens
like a man and endure the hardest kind of labor.

They spend the major portion Of their life out of

doors and are physically almost as powerful as the

men.
Scene 7.

Dance of the Rain Maker.
The dance of the Rain Maker, with drummers in

:! tendance, is quite a ceremonious affair. The
Rain Maker is considered a very important official

by tlie natives and is looked up to with .•teat re-

Scene 8.

Natives Drawing Water From a Well.
This sort of well antedates the Christian era and

is found all over British East Africa. It is indeed
primitive and one of the picturesque sights seer.

by visiters to this land of wonders.

Scene 9.

In the Kraal.
This a native kraal, or. as we would term it.

corral, an enclosure for domestic animals. located
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near Kiliroa Kin. This is near the spot where the
lions and rhinoceroses come down to drink.

Scene 10.

"Mister, Take My Picture."
Vanity knows no nationality. Here we find a

number of native boys rushing up in front of the
camera and asking the operator to take their picture.

Scene 11.

African Birds. Specimens Secured by Col. Roosevelt
for the Smithsonian Institute. Kingfisher

Feeding Young.
This picture shows the smallest kingfisher in the

world, photographed on the edge of Lake Naivasha,
carrying a small frog to its young.

It is a curious fact that this lake has no fish in

It. probably on account of the soda deposit, yet
cormorants and small sea gulls live on it, together
with pelicans, herons, etc., all seeming to live on
fro;:!..

Scene 12.

Jackson's Dancing Bird.
This photograph was made S.500 feet above sea

level. Jackson's dancing bird is most interesting.
The male dances while the hen is setting.

This photograph took seven days to get from a
blind or screen or hideup.

Scene 13.

Vultures and Storks Feeding,
This photograph took many days of weary pa-

tience. Waiting hidden under a screen with the
tropical sun beating down upon the camera operator
and whilst it was being taken a big rhinoceros
started coming right for the camera, when the
operator's guard, Mr. James Clark, of New York,
shot him. Clark used to watch over the operator
when in hiding, and a faithful guard he proved
to be.
Marabon storks and vultures will pick a dead

animal clean in a few hours find are very keen
sighted. You will have a perfectly clear sky
and when an animal is shot they seem to drop from
the sky. but as to letting one get a cinematrograph
photo they are- at once extremely wary, sitting for

hours watching anything abnormal.
Scene 14.

Woodpecker Feeding Its Young.
Woodpecker? in East Africa are a decided

nuisance. Through their nations it is almost im-
possible to maintain a wooden bridge in this coun-
try. Their vocation, drilling holes, becomes a great
evil.

This picture shows a woodpecker feeding its young
in the nest which has been drilled out of one of

the uprights of an old bridge. So many holes hav-
ing been drilled in the various posts and uprights,

the bridge is at the present time toppling for a

fall, and it is only a question of a very short time
when the bridge will collapse through the weaken-
ing of its supports.

Scene 15.

Camp Roosevelt. Making and Breaking Camp at
Bondoni.

We first find Roosevelt's party making camp at

Rondoni. The next morning we find them prepar-
ing breakfast. After breakfast camp is quickly

• broken, the luggage is packed Into bundles for the
native porters.

The photograph of breaking camp was taken just

after daylight and the men were marching by
seven o'clock. In this section of British E;ist Africa

the sun rises all the year around at six o'clock

and sets at six o'clock, with the exception of a ten

minutes' difference.

Bach native porter knows his work and the start

is begun so that the day's march may not look too

long. Besides heat has to bo taken into considera-

tion. Each man is given a load weighing about
sixty pounds, which is the Government regulation.

and is paid ten rupees per month, equal to about
33 cents per day. or $.1.3.3 per month, with food.

The loads are carried, as you will see. on the top
of the head, and a march often consists of twenty-
five miles a day. They are a jolly lot of fellows

and If treated properly make (he march enjoyable.

They sing most of the way and many of them have
a keen sense of humor and much appreciate any
joke.

Scene 16.

Zulu War Dance and Ceremonies in Honor of Col.

Roosevelt's Visit to Africa.
Again we find "Teddy" at a native ceremonial

war dance given in his honor. He is accompanied
by Governor Jackson, of British East Africa. The
blacks are shown In full war regalia, with shield

ond spear, weird headgear and hideous facial adorn-
ment. This was a great sisrht and interested Col.

Roosevelt very much indeed. The Zulu warriors
danced for some hours, slnerlng and giving forth

queer guttural sounds, and toward the end became
most excited.
You will notice when they charge n chief rushes

tip. putting his spear across their front to prevent

their charging into the spectators. Some become
hysterical and throw themselves across the ring

formed and are quickly thrown to the ground, their

weapons taken away by their comrades, who seem
to kneel on them, circle around and disappear.
We are not aware of the method of bringing them

around, but the dance went on just the same.

Scene 17.

Col. Roosevelt and His Party Reviewing Maneuvers.
This is a most interesting ceremony and shows

the Zulus marching and counter marching In coin

mand of their native Zulu chiefs. Von will note

their war shields covered with skins of wild animals
and their native spears.

We also call your attention to the wonderful

physique and natural physical development of these
remarkable warriors.

Scene 18.

Zulu Belles.
We herewith present a picture of a number of

native Zulu belles. This party is supposed to rep
resent British East Africa's native 400. To thf
minds of the male portion of the dark continent
they are considered the personification of female
beauty.

Scene 19.

Col. Roosevelt Examining Gun Before Being Pre
sented to Chief Okawahki.

We here have a close view of the great American
hunter examining a gun that is to be presented tc

Okawahki. one of the principal Zulu chiefs.
Scene 20.

Col. Roosevelt Taking the Trail.
Our next picture presents Col. Roosevelt mounted

on horseback starting out on his day's hunting expe
dition. His porters bring up the rear in a long tilt

carrying the camp paraphernalia on their heads
Most of these native porters are pagans. They verj
much enjoy this sort of life which is indeed pietur
esque. They are strong, patient and good humored
savages, with something childlike about them that
really makes one fond of them. Like some children
and most savages they have their limitations and
firmness is found more necessary than kindness when
dealing with them.

Scene 21.

The Home of the Lizard.
These lizards were photographed on the bank?

of an old road side. They are very remarkable
animals, changing in color just like the chameleon

Scene 22.

Young Serval Cat.
This picture was made on the Aberdare Mountains

It was made after long waiting and under great
difficulties. The operator lay in hiding eight hours
waiting for this handsome animal to appear in the

opening before a good picture could lie taken.
Scene 23.

Giraffes on Their Native Heath.
One of this herd fell a victim to Kerniit Roose

velt's gun.
Giraffes are very difficult animals to stalk, one

reason is that they can look over a tr t hill 01

rough ground and yon cannot ^pot your quarry
This photograph was taken about 150 yards away
The picture gives you a good idea of the ungainlj

shamble which quickly puts a good distance between
you and the animals. The picture was taken neal

Sultan Ilamud.
Scene 24.

The Deadly African Spider.

This large African ground spicier is nearly twe

inches long. It wails in a little hole until its pre;

walks unsuspectingly along then it dashes out and
secures a meal

Scene 25.

Giant Land Turtle.
This is the largest land turtle known. It frequent

ly lives to an age approximating 900 to 1000 years
There are two specimens in the zoo in Bronx park
New York, each over S00 years old.

Scene 26.

Flash Light of a Man Eating Lion in the Jungle
This picture shows a flash light photo of a lion

coming to drink about midnight. The photographei
who made this picture spent many days Irving tC

photograph lions by day and only got a chance at

three ISO yards away, tint the picture shows this king
of the jungle so small the photograph was discarded
hut however he got his revenge. He left the earner;,

in a leather case near the lion's drinking pool

Above it in a tree he arranged a flash light appa
ratus. From this a thread was passed across the

path the lion was known to tread, iii the middle ol

the night down came the lion to drink, he broke the
thread, ignited the magnesium and took an instan
taneous photograph of himself before the brilliant
flash sent him crashing away in alarm through thi

foresl

.

Scene 27.

The Roosevelt Party Crossing Stream.
The next picture shows a portion of the Roosevelt

party crossing a stream or ford.- In this scene we
have ;» v^vy fine close view photograph of the party
You will note the manner in which the natives
make a crossing. The white members of the part]
are carried on the shoulders of the sturdy porters

On either side of the men carrying the heavy load

we find a porter, each with a stout rod or pole

carefully feeling his way through the water, all

the time sharply watching out for holes where he
might drop in over his head.

Scene 28.

Chameleon at Play—Specimen Secured by Colonel
Roosevelt's Party for the Smithsonian Institution.
This is a very fine picture of the horned chame-

leon. These curious anil rare animals are found in

great forests near Ml. Kenia and are extremely dif-

ficult to find, as thej change their color to the
surrounding foliage and they can change rapidly

After watching them for some time they suddenly
loom out like a picture puzzle.

Scene 29.

Rhinoceros Mother and Baby.
Rhinoceroses are admitted by most people to be

the most dangerous animals in British East Africa.

You never know when they will pop out from be-

hind some bush (perhaps a pair of theini and charge
about twenty miles an hour pulling like a steam
engine. The photographer who made this picture

had many narrow escapes from these animals: while

the photograph was being taken with his bodyguard
Clark by his side, rifle all ready, they were anxious
moments. A whisper from Clark (.now they are
going to charge, each look out for himself ). but
thanks to the favorable wind they never got our
bearings and after debating suddenly gave out that
terrible, terrifying puffing and suddenly bolted as
you see in the picture.

Scene 30.

Rhinoceros Killed by Col. Roosevelt.
This large rhinoceros was killed by Roosevelt at

Kilimakin. The skin was removed and takeu to

camp, where it was prepared for shipment to the
Smithsonian Institute.

Scene 31.

Harte Beasts Roaming Over Veldt.
These animals roam in great herds over the wild

East African veldt and are hard to stalk so that
one may have a good shot at them.

Our photographer was unable to get a close view
and was compelled to make his photographs at some
little distance from the herd.

Scene 32.

Visiting Delegation of Gnus and Zebras.
This picture shows a large herd of gnu and zebra.

These animals present a wonderful sight, as the

picture shows, and any visitor to this land of ani-

mals would have a treat of a lifetime. Gnu and
zebra seem to have a very friendly feeling for each
other and travel in herds together.

Scene 33.

Hippopotami at Play in the Tana River.

As many as forty hippopotami within the space

ol on,, mile can be seen on some occasions on the

Tana River and to watch them bathing in the sun
with the tick birds running over them is a sight

long to be remembered. These animals are very

sensitive to smell and can detect you long before

you come near the river bank if the wind is not

right; on the other hand, if in your favor, you can

stand openly on the hank and watch them witli

their young on their backs. Sometimes a slight

puff will cany scent and down they will all plunge

at once, afterwards only peeping up and blowing
for a few seconds.

Scene 34.

Crocodile Taking His Morning Plunge.
This picture shows a large crocodile taken on a

rock in the Tana River. These crocodiles grow to

great size and are known to have pulled a rhino

into the water weighing two tons.

Scene 35.

Picture of Young Deer.

This animal looks very fine and is very difficult

to photograph. Our photographer in order to make
this picture stalked five or six miles. Y'ou will

agree with me, however, he eventually secured a

very interesting photograph.

Scene 36.

Col. Roosevelt Returning from a Hunting Expedition.

This picture shows Col. Roosevelt crossing a drift

or ford. The photograph was taken under Mount
Kenia and represents one of the many little streams
lo be crossed under the gigantic mountain of some
18.000 feet with its snow-clad top and on the equa-

tor.

Here we find Roosevelt stopping to give his weary
horse a drink. Trailing behind in single file is an

innumerable band of porters. On \he march the

American Hag is always carried by one man who
sees to its safety. When the camp is pitched it is

put up in front of Roosevelt's tent.

THIS WEEK'S PROGRAM OF LICENSED FILMS.

Monday, March 28.

Hiograph—Gold Is Not All (Dr.) OSS

I.uhin—His Spanish Wife (Dramatic) 903

I'athe—The Little Vixen (Comedy) 32<

I'athe— Polar Bear Hunt (Scenic) 479

Sellg—The Treasure Hunters (Dramatic) 1000

Tuesday, March 29.

Edison—Bradford's Claim (Dramatic) 730

Edison—The Capture of the Burglar (Comedy) . .270

Gaumont—The Diary of a Nurse (Dramatic) 992

Vitagraph—The Indiscretions of Betty (Dr.) 943

Wednesday, March 30.

Essanay—His Hunting Trip (Comedy) 9TS

Kalem—Red Hawk's Lost Raid (Dramatic) 580
Kalem—Lo, the Poor Indian (Dramatic) 375

Pa the—Out of Sight, Out of Mind (Melodr.) 05(5

I'athe—Driven to Steal (Dramatic) 318

Urban—The Midnight Escape (Dramatic) 574

Urban—Making Cherry Wine at Xeres (Indus.) . .371

Thursday, March 31.

Blograph—The Smoker (Dramatic) 595

Biograph—His Last Dollar (Comedy) 397
I.uhin—The Daughter's Choice (Dramatic) 930
Selig—The Wife of Marcius (Dramatic) 1000

Friday, April 1

Edison—Michael StrogofT (Dramatic) 995

Kalem—Further Adventures of the Girl Spy
(Dramatic) 920

Pathe—A Woman's Caprice (Comedy) 748

Pathe—The Rhine Falls at Schaffhausen (So.)... 250

Vitagraph—The Tongue of Scandal (Dramatic) . .S94

Saturday, April 2.

Essanay—The Flower of the Ranch (Dramatic) . .1000

Caumoiit—The Dreamer (Comedy I 413

Gaumont—Amateur Billiards (Comedy) 378

Ganmont—O'er Crag and Torrent (Scenic) 200
Pathe—Lorenzo, the Wolf (Dramatic 1 754

Pathe VthletiC Sports In India (Scenicl 184

Vitagraph—The Fruits of Vengeance (Com. 1—930
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NEW SLIDES
For the Following Songs—JUST OUT
When the Ivy Climbs Over the Wall.
What's the Matter with Father?
I'm Afraid of You.
Dinah from Carolina.
Back to My Old Home Town.
Santa Fe.
Love Will Light the Way.
When You Think There's No One
Looking.

Roses Remind Me of You.
Dreamy Town.
I'll Make a Ring Around Rosie.
Flippitty Flop.
Sunbeam.
Tie Your Little Bull Outside.
The Girl Behind the Counter is the Girl
For Me.

The Moonlight, the Rose and You.
Her Name is Mary Donohue.
Busy Little Cupid.
When the Daisies Bloom.
Shaky Eyes.
Mandy How Do You Do.

DeWITT C. WHEELER
120 W. 31st St., N. Y. City

LICENSED RELEASES.

Moving Picture

Manufacturing

Machinery

Cameras
Printers

Perforators
Brushers

The best manufactured and in use

in the best European factories

J. DEBRIE, Paris

BRARO MACHINE WORKS
TURIN

Frieda Rlug
Sole American Representative

121 Cast 23rd Street

New YorK

Feb.
Feb.

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Mar.
Mar.
Mur.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mai-

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.

Feb.
Feb.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Apr.

Feb.
Feb.

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Apr.

BIOGRAPH COMPANY.
10—The Duke's Plan (Dr.) 985

14—One Night, and Then (Dramatic) 992
17—The Englishman and the Girl (Dr.)... 975
21—His Last Burglary (Dr.) 995
24—Taming a Husband (Dr.) 988
28—The Final Settlement (Dr.) 981
2—The Newlyweds (Dr.) 981
7—The Thread of Destiny (Dramatic) 077
10— In Old California (Dramatic) 991
14—The Converts (Dramatic) 986
17—The Love of Lady Irma (Dramatic) .. .968
21—Faithful (Dr.) 994
24—The Twisted Trail (Dr. ) 988

Id is Not ah (Dramatic) 968
31—The Smoker (Dramatic) 698
31—His Last Dollar (Comedy) ',:>!

EDISON MFG. CO.

8—The Right Decision (Dr.) 600
8—My Milliner's Bill (Com.) 400
11—His First Valentine (Dr.) 770
11—Love Drops (Com.) 230
15—Fruit Growing, Grand Valley, Colo.

(Scenic) 570
15—A Mountain Blizzard (Comedy) 42")

IS—Frankenstein (Dramatic) 075
22—A Western Romance (Dramatic) 000
22—The Man with the Weak Heart (O..305
25—The Suit Case Mystery (Dramatic) . .935
29—Bradford's Claim (Dramatic) 7:;<i

29—The Capture of the Burglar (Com.) .. .271.

I—Michael Strogoff (Dramatic) 995
5—The Heart of a Rose (Dramatic) C70
5—It Pays to Advertise (Comedy) 330
8—Sandy, the Substitute (Dramatic) 990

12—Kiusr Cotton (Industrial) 47.".

12—For Her Sister's Sake (Comedy) 520
15—Her First Appearance (Dramatic) 990

ESSANAY FILM MFG. CO.

12—Western Chivalry (Comedy) 568
16—Aviation at Los Angeles, Cal. (Educ.).600
16—Baby's First Tooth (Comedy) 3S5
19—The Cowboy and the Squaw (Dr.) 935
23—The Winning of Father (Comedy) SOS
23—Oh, So Sick (Comedy) 479
26—The Mexican's Faith (Dr.) 928
2—The Egg Trust (Comedy) 402
2—Rags, Old Iron (Comedy) 598
5—The Ostrict and the Lady (Educ.) 175
5—The Ranch Girl's Legacy (Comedy) .. .825
9—The Interrupted Honeymoon (Com.)... 950
12—The Fence on "Bar Z" Ranch (Dr.).. 950
16—The Inventor's Model (Dramatic
10—Method in His Madness (Comedy) ....
10—The Girl and the Fugitive (Dramatic).
23—The Hand of Uncle Sam (Dr.) 1000
20—The Airship Gaze (Com.) 339
2G—The Ranchman's Wooing (Com.) 051
30—His Hunting Trip (Com.) 975
2—The Flower of the Ranch (Dramatic i . 1

i;— imagination (Comedy) c.42

G—Henry's New Hat (Comedy) 35S

KALEM CO.

23—The Miser's Child (Dramatic) 940
25—The Indian Scout's Vengeance (Dr.).. 940
2—The Treachery of the Pequots (Dr.)... 610
2—The Court Jester (Comedy) 205
4—The Girl Thief (Dramatic) 950
9—Her Soldier Sweetheart (Dr. ) 985

11—The Robber Baron (Dramatic) 970
16—The Seminole's Trust (Dramatic) 960
IS—The Enchanted Castle (Dramatic) 955
23—The Girl and the Bandit (Dr.) 906
25—The Railway Mail Clerk (Dr.) 945
30—Red Hawk's Lost Raid (Dramatic) ... .880
30—Lo, the Poor Indian (Dramatic) 375
1—Further Adventures of the Girl Spy

(Dramatic) 920

LTJBIN MFG. CO.

14—Loving Hearts (Comedy) 460
17—A Honeymoon Through Snow to Sun-

shine (Dr.) 950
21—The New Marshall at Gila Creek (D.).81a
24—The District Attorney (Oramatic) 870
28—The Ranger and the Girl (Dr.) S05
8—The Millionaire's Adventure (Dr.) 915
7—Marriage in Haste (Comedy) S25
10—Hearts Are Trumps (Dramatic) 900
14—Mamma's Angel Child (Comedy) 505
14—The Blunderer (Comedy) 455
17—The Irish Boy (Dramatic) 930
21—A Mother's Heart (Dr.) 905
24—Two Gentlemen of the Road (Com.). 925
28—His Spanish Wife (Dr.) 968
31—The Daughter's Choice (Dr.) 930
4—Back to Boarding (Comedy) 628

GAUMONT.
G. Kleine.

Mar. 1—The Value of Aude (Scenic) 39]
Mar. 5—The Poet of the Revolution (Dr.) 960
Mar. 8—The Legend of Daphne (Dramatic) 341
Mar. 8—The Great Scoop (Dramatic) C62
Mar. 12— Rabelais' Joke (Comedy) 617
Mar. 12—The Pirate Airship (Comedy) S61
Mar. 15—In the Shadow of the Cliffs (Dramatic) .685
Mar. 15—The Saraband Dance (Mystical) 295
Mar. 19

—

Little Jack's Letter (Dramatic) 741
Mar. lo— in the Foothills of Savoy (Scenic) 246
Mar. 22—The Queen and the Mirror (Dr.) 734
Mar. 22—The Wild Coast of Belle Isle (Scenic) .233
Mar. 26—The Fall of Babylon (Biblical) 1020
Mar. 29—The Diary of a Nnrse (Dramatic) 992
Apr. 2 The Dreamer (Comedy) 413
Apr; 2—Amateur Billiards (Comedy) 378
Apr. 2—O'er Crag and Torrent (Scenic) 200

URBAN ECLIPSE.

G. Kleine.

Mar. 9—At the Bar of Justice (Dramatic) SS4
Mar. 9—The Waterr-Flyer (Scenic) It*
Mar. 10—The Country Schoolmaster (Dramatic) .688
Mar. 16—A Trip Along the Rhine (Travel) 240
Mar. 23—A Maid of the Mountains (Dr.) 590
Mar. 23—Over the Appennines of Italy (Scenie).351
Mar. .'{o—The Midnight Bscape (Dramatic).
Mar. 30—Making Sherry Wine at Xeres (Ind

GEORGE MELIES.
Apr. 7 I rclone Pete's Matrimony (Com.)
Apr. 14- Branding a Thief (Dr.)

PATHE FRERES.
Mar. 11—A Seaside Flirtation (Comedy) 515
Mar. 11—A Cure for Timidity (Comedy) 504
Mar. 12—A Tale of a Tenement (Dramatic) 535
Mar. 12—Sporty Dad (Comedy) 410
Mar. 14—Uncle's Money (Com.) 499
Mar. 14—Tobacco Culture (Industrial) 469
Mar. 16—The Captive (Dr.; 640
Mar. 16—A Bull Fight in Mexico (Scenic) 295
Mar. IS—The Troubadour (Com.) 561
Mar. 18—The Exile (Dr.) 410
Mar. 19—Wild Birds in Their Haunts (Indus-

trial. i 439
Mar. 10—A Willful Dame (Com.) 544
Mar. 21—A Woman's Repentance (Dr.) 850
Mar. 23—The Horseshoe (Dr.) 574
Mar. 23—For the King (Dr.) 380
Mar. 25—No Trifling With Love (Dr.) 558
Mar. 25—The Banks of the Ganges (Scenic) . . .426
Mar. 26—Foxy Ernest (Com. ) 600
Mar. 26—A Conquest (Com.) 384
Mar. 28—Polar Bear Hunt (Scenic) 479
Mar. 28—The Little Vixen (Comedy) 528
Mar. 30—Out of Sight, Our of Mind (Melodr.) . .650
Mar. 30—Driven to Steal (Dramatic) 318
Apr. l

—

A Woman's Caprice (Comedy) 7l«

Apr. 1—The Rhine Falls at Schaffhausen (S

Apr. 2— I>irenzo. ihc Wolf (Dramatic)....
Apr. 2—Athletic Sports in India (Scenic) ...184

SELIG POLYSCOPE CO.

Feb. 24—Back Among the Old Folks (Dramatic). 1000
Feb. 28—Industries of Southern California (Ind.)lOOO
Mar. 3—Samuel of Posen (Dramatic)) 1000
Mar. 7—Told in the Golden West ( Dramatic). 1000
Mar. 10—Across the Plains (Dramatic) 1000
Mar. 14—The Dawn of Freedom (Dramatic) 630
Mar. 14—A Crowded Hotel (Comedy) 370
Mar. 17—In the Frozen North (Dramatic) loon
Mar. 21—The Village Iuventor (Dr.) 1000
Mar. 24—Wizard of Oz (Com.) 1000
Mar. 28—The Treasure Hunters (Dramatic).. 11

Mar. 31—The Wife of Mareius (Dramatic)

VITAGRAPH COMPANY.

Feb. IS—Trip Through No. of Eng. (Scenic) 320
Feb. 19—The Trumised Land (Life of Moses)

(Biblical) 990
Feb. 22—Paid in Full (Dramatic) 930
Feb. 25—A Lesson by the Sea (Dramatic) 963
Feb. 26—The Soul of Venice (Dramatic) 050
Mar. 1—An Eye for an Eye (Dramatic) 930
Mar. 4—On the Border Line (Dramatic) 918
Mar. 5—Beautiful Snow (Comedy) 42G
Mar. 5—History of a Sardine Sandwich (C.)...478
Mar. 8—A Brother's Devotion (Dramatic) 950
Mar. 11—Conscience (Dramatic) 941

Mar. 12—Taminsr a Grandfather (Comedy) 950
Mar. 10—The Courting of the Merry Widow

(Com. ) S33
Mar. 15—Victims of Fate (Dr.) 963
Mar. IS—The Mystery of Temple Court (Dr.)... 969
Mar. 22—Capital vs. Labor (Dr.) 949
Mar. 25—The Hand of Fate (Dr.) 971

Mar. 26—A Broken Spell (Dr.) 975
Mar. 29—The Indiscretions of Betty iDr.) 94S
A pr. l—The Tongue of Scandal (Dramatic) ... .894
Apr. 2—The Fruits of Vengeance (Comedy) 930

Open Twsnty-Four Hour* Every Day -Write, Call, Wire or Phoi.e .Any Hour, Day or Night

ELECTRIC THEATRE SUPPLY CO., Inc. ZZZgZ?fvlLZV>
t*oJ&Z>?i

m
{2ll

m
.

rSSX&YtZZX'&AVltgl 44 N. Tenth Street, Philadelphia, Pa
We have every subject Issued by the Licensed Manufacturers

MOTIOJRAPH. PATHE FRERES, POWER'S, EDISON and LLBIN MACHINES. HALLBERO ECONOMIZERS and PARTS ALWAYS ON HAND
Write for our new proposition :—Supplying two customers in the same town each with twelve reels a week, keeping each one's supply away from the other, and

no repeaters to either
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i •Essanay Films

Trade Mark

<

I

I

1

Release of Wednesday,
March 30

ANOTHER FEATURE
COMEDY

!

"HIS HUNTING TRIP"
(Length, Approx. 975 Feet)

This is another HIT! A bully
good story, tremendously funny,
splendidly acted. You can't
afford to miss it. Get it quick !

GOING SOME
We've simply got them daffy

about Essanay comedies. Every
live showman wants them. Are
you alive. Scene from "The Flower of the Ranch"

Then come out of the tomb
RANCH!""*'

^^ ^'^
^Book up a week of all Essanay comedy and watch your It's simply immense!
business grow. We've got 'em all going now! perfect. All exchanges rent

Write for the "Essanay Guide'

Release of Saturday, April 2

ANOTHER FEATURE
WESTERN

!

"THE FLOWER OF THE

RANCH"
(Length, Approx. lOCOFeet)

Here is another box office tonic.
Thrilling—every foot of it. A
splendid dramatic story, pictori-

ally perfect. Order quick!

0, YOl ESSANAY WESTERN !

If you want a corking good
Western picture, a live picture,
a picture that will sweep them
"THE FLOWER OF THE

Dramatically, photographically
our Western films.

Order Essanay Posters

Essanay Film Mfg.,
FACTORY and STUDIOS 1333 ARGYLE ST. - OFFICE 43

_ CHICAGO and LONDON, 5 NEW COMPTON

Go.
5 NORTH CLARK ST.

ST. W. C.

-K

^ Not even an expert might be able to detect the difference between
two projection lenses from outward appearance, but anyone can detect

the difference in the brilliance and clearness of the pictures, immediately
they are thrown upon the screen.

BAUSCH & LOMB
PROJECTION LENSES

are superior to all others upon the market and any high class dealer will

tell you so. You cannot afford to have thi-, most vital part of your
whole outfit anything but the best.

•JBausch & Lomb lenses are supplied by leading dealers.

<ISend for Projection Lens Booklet.

•I We offer our assistance in selecting lenses for special requirements.

?§\ Our Name on a Photographic Lens, Microscope, Field

Glass, Laboratory Apparatus, Engineering or any other

Scientific Instrument is our Guarantee.

Bausch & Ipmb Optical (o.
NtW YORK WASHINGTON CHICACO SAN FRANCISCO

london ROCHESTER,. NY rRANKroRT

We don't pretend that
==OUR==

Premier Film Service
Will please every exhibitor,

but we do insist that our

PREMIER FILM SERVICE
will please more exhibitors in

more ways than any other

FILM SERVICE in America

Many years of Knowing how-
is the answer

The Pittsburg Calcium
Light & Film Company
Pittsburg, Pa. Des Moines, la. Rochester, IN. Y.

Wilkes Barre, Pa. Cincinnati, Ohio.

Omaha, Neb.
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INDEPENDENT RELEASE DATES.

\i.m

Mar.
Mar.
Mur.
Apr.
Apr.

ECLAIH FILM COMPANY.
ji The Lover's Kriiiiiiii iisNiHini (Com.)..420
21 Honesty, lis Own Reward (Dr.) r>m
iis The Treasure of Louis (Dr.) 690
28 a Tripe to Berne (Scenic) .'sou

i Mi.'i the Fall of tbe '.'Hagle" (Dr.) ,603
i Theater of Phi meuona (C :dy)....S43

GREAT NORTHERN FILM COMPANY.
Feb. 19—Ruined by His Son (Dramatic)
Feb. 2U—The Doctor's Sacrifice (Dr.)

Mur. a—A Pleasant Walk (Comedy) 415
Mar. —The Mud Drulnplpe (Comedy) 312
March. 12—A Wedding During the French ltev-

olutlon (Dramatic)
Mur. id -The Theft of the Dlan is (Dr.) 564
Mar. 19—A Quiet Honeymoon (Comedy) 269
Mar 20 Tsing in. tbe Yellow Devil (Dr.) ....821

Apr. 2 Madam Sans Gene (Dramatic) 1000

"IMP."
Mar. 14—The Broken Oath (Dramatic) OoU
Mar. 14—The Time Ixiek Safe (Dramatic) 9UU
Mar. 21—Ills Sick Friend (Dramatic) 700
Mar. 21—Stung! (Comedy) oOO
Mur. 24—The Stage Note (Dramatic) TOO
Mar. 24—Stunts on Skates by Edmund Lamy....250
Mar. 28—Transfusion (Dr. ) 'JUU

Mur. Ul—Hard Cash (Dr.) WO
Apr. 4 The .Miser's Daughter (Com.) 980
Apr. 7 His St-r I Wife |l>r. I 9711

LUX FILMS.
Mar. 9—A Father's Patriotism (Dr.) 634
Mar. 9—He Knew Best (Com.) 459
Mar. 16—The Two Brothers (Dramatic) 059
Mar. 10—Life in the Next Century (Com.) 295
Mar. 23—A Family Feud (Dramatic) C55
Mar. 23—How a Bad Tempered Man Was Cured

(Comedy) 353
Mar. 30—A Drama on the Reef (Dr.) u35
Mur. 30—Cured By a Tip (Com.) 327
Apr. Tbe Snake .Man (Comedy) 350
Apr. Rice tbe Jester (Dramatic) 'J.'iu

NESTOR FILMS.

Feb. 1G—A Daughter's Devotion 520
Feb. 10—Old Maid and Bonehead 475
Feb. 23—In Arizona 965
Mar. 2—The Vindictive Foreman 923
Mur. 9—On the Little Big Horn 993
Mur. 16—The Silver Lining 980
Mar. 23—The Tenderfoot (Dr.) 990
Mar. 30 The Cowboy Preacher (Dramatic) 980

NEW YORK MOTION PICTURE CO.
Mar. 1—Cowboy and the Schoolmarm (Dr.) . . . .975

Mar. 4—The New Partner ( Dr. I 775

Mar. 8—Indian and the Cowgirl (Dr.) 950
Mar. 11—The Rose of the Ranch (Dr.) 970
Mar. 15—For His Sister's Honor (West.) 978
Mar. 18—A Mexican's Ward (Dr.) 985
Mar. 22—The Man From Texas (Dr. ) 975
Mar. 25—Company "D" to the Rescue (West.)

app 1000

Mur. 29 -Nannina (Dramatic) 912

Apr. 1—A Shot in Time (West.) upp 1000
ITALA.

(By N. Y. M. P. Co.)

Feb. 20—The Dog of the Cheese Monger (Com.). 363
Mar. 5—Supreme Recognition (Dr.) 955
Mar. 9 FoolBhead Chief of Reporters (Com.).6uO
Mar. 9—The Town Traveler's Revenge (Com.). 209
Mar. 19—The Betraying Mirror (Dr.) 975
Mur. 26—The Rivalry of the Two Guides (Dr.). 500
Mar. 26—Foolshead Wishes to Marry the Gov-

ernor's Daughter 500
Apr. 2 The Servanl and the Tutor (Dr.) app..950

AMBROSIO.
(By N. Y. M. P. Co.)

Mar. 12—Fatal Imprudence (Dr.) 538
Mar. 12 -They Have Vanished My Wile (Com:).412
Mar. 16—The Shepherdess (Dr.) 607

Mur. 16— Insidious Weapons (Com.) 402

Mar. 28—Tbe Sea's Vengeance (Dr.) 572

Mar. 28—Military Dirigible 350
Mar. 30 An Unworthy Fiance (Dramatic) 505

Mar, 30 a Sudden Telephone Call (Comedy). •". 410

PANTOGRAPH CORPORATION.
Feb. 12—His Untimely Visit 104

FeD . is—The Hobo's Dream of Wealth (Com.). 820

Feb. 25—Iron Arm's Remorse (Dr.) 980
Mar. 4—The Electric Bath Tub (Com.) 900

Mar. 11—The Mysterious Armor (Com.) 940

POWERS PICTURE PLAYS.

Mar. 8—Her Cowboy Lover (Dr.) 930

Mar. 16—War-Time Pals (Dramatic) 966

Mar 23 -John Hardy'a Invention (Dramatic).. B83

Mar. 28—The Man Who Walled (Dr.) 1000

Apr. B The Actress (Dr.) 1000

THANHOUSER COMPANY.
Mar. 15—The Actor's Children (Dramatic)
Mar 22— St. Elmo (Dr.)

Mur. 29 She's Done It Agalu (Dr.) 1000

Apr. 5 Daddy's Double (Dramatic) 1000

Motion Pictures
of

JAMES J. JEFFRIES
Stanley Ketchel
Tom Sharkey
Kid Herman
Gunner Moir
Young- Corbett
Kid Sharkey

JACK JOHNSON
Billy Papke
Tommy Burns
Joe Gans
Joe Palmer
Terry McGovern
Young Dority

FRANK GOTCH GEO. HACKENSCHMIDT
IN THEIR CHAMPIONSHIP CONTESTS

Write for low rental terms

The CHICAGO FIGHT PICTURE CO.
81 CLARK STREET CHICAGO. ILL.

Independent Film Stories.

THANHOUSER.
DADDY'S DOUBLE. Hal Dunton is very i.ni.-li in

love with Sue Poel in fact, t ucb so to suit
sues lather. To drive the matrimony Idea out of
Sim's head, pnp.l places her ill a boarding BChOOl
and Instructs the boarding mistress to keep a sharp
eye out [or Hal. This the lady dues, anil succeeds
iii defeating a plan on tbe young people's part to
elope. Hal and Sue are in black despair. Eventu-
ally Hal tlnils a way out. lie hires a photographer
to snap-shut Sue's lather mi the street ami then,
using the resulting photo as a guide, makes up to
resemble papa. As papa, he fools ihut gentleman's
coachman Into driving him in the family coach to

the boarding school, where Sue joins him. They
journey lo the parson's anil are wed -and outwitted
papa "comes around" all right.

GREAT NORTHERN.
THE THEFT OF THE DIAMONDS. -The first

scene portrays a room in Mr. Allan's house. lie

is admiring a necklace of diamonds, when his

nephew, Alfred Farley, a disreputable young man.
haying reached the end of his resources, applies
to his uncle for the loan Of some money, but
lie is refused. Spying the necklace. Farley tries

to persuade his uncle to give it to him and, being
refused again, he becomes angry and springs al

his uncle in an endeavor to strangle him to gain
possession Of tlu> coveted necklace. The effort is

In vain, as Allan eludes him and angrily orders
his from the house. We next see Mr. Allan
nl the theater dressing room of Margaret Hayes, a

prima donna Blnger, where be presents her with
i lie necklace Jus! as she is leaving for the stage.

Not wishing to leave it in the r i. she Iwisls
It around her arm. and is followed out by Mr.
Allan and her maid. In her absence Farley enters
her dressing room and. after searching around tin

ally discovers the empty box that had contained
the necklace. Realizing that further search would
be futile, lie leaves and decides to go to her
apartments and arriving there he lets himself down
from the roof on a rope. Masked, he searches
around the room and, being unsuccessful, hides

behind a heavy curtain at the balcony door and
awaits Miss Hayes' arrival from the theater. As
she enters the 1 in she notices the confusion, and
delecting him She grasps the telephone and calls

for Sherlock Holmes, the great detective, but before
she can say anything he rushes from his hiding
place and forces the telephone away from her.

Sherlock Holmes, on the other end of the wire.

hears only a scream, and immediately locating the

number, rushes to her home. Farley in the

meantime has escaped to the roof and when
Holmes arrives and sees Miss Hayes unconscious.

he noiiccs the rope and quickly clambers up after

tbe scoundrel. Farley from above notices this and
loosens the rope, hut Holmes luckily saves himself

by clinging to the balcony which leads to the

apartment Of a gentleman and his servant. He
explains his presence there and, with the aid of

the men rushes to the roof in pursuit of the fugi-

tive. Farley, from behind a chimney, shoots at

the approaching men and after his revolver Is

emptied runs, hut in Jumping from on,- roof to

another he falls and is captured and bound. He
Is then taken to the apartment of the Blnger, who
has no difficulty in recognizing him as the thief

and Farley is forced to give up the necklace and
is turned over into the hands of the detective's

assistants.

TSING FU. THE YELLOW DEVIL. -The Brsl

scene in Mils production opens in the office of a

large music hall where several artisis are waiting
In gee the manager. Among them is a celebrated

acrobat, Joe Belling, and his sweetheart, the pretty

singer. Ilaisy. Just then the door opens, and Tsing
I'll, a Chinese magician, enters. Tsing Fu has

. known Daisy for some lime, and lias forced his at-

tentions upon her. but has always been repulsed

Helling is asked io the manager's office, and Tsing

Fu and Haisy are lefl alone. The former repeats

his old games. When Belling pomes back, he real

izes the situation, and punishes Hi.' Chinaman by

knocklng him down, after which he leaves the of-

fice with Daisy. Very furious at the rough Ileal

luelil. Tsing I'll swears revenge, and we see him

next in one ot i he opium dens in the Chinese quar
ten, figuring out a plan. The same evening while
Belling i- doing his turn on the stage, the China
man noiselessly enters Daisy's dressing room ami
with the assistance ot iw. other Chinamen, make
off With her. A- gooil as Belling finds out what
lias happe I. he ipieslions Tsing Kil, but Tsing Fu
pretends to know nothing. However. Helling docs
not believe him. and follows him secretly on his
way borne, little thinking that a trap is laid lor
him. Tsing I'll eiilers a house and Helling follows,
but before doing so he sends a bOJ with a note
to a well -known detective Informing him where
he has gone. As Helling appears in the floor of
the house be la overpowered, taken Into
and dropped through a trap floor. The deb
having received the Hole, appears di-.

Chinaman and gains admission, He limis an old
Chinaman all alone, and after overpowering him.
lie succeeds In limling lielling. They both now re
lea-e the Chinaman and pretend to leave the house,
but wait outside to watch the Chinaman who leaves
and quickly runs lo Tsing l'u lo wain him. The
detective and Belling follow and with the help
of a pollcei I the bouse Is entered, and DalBJ
released, ami Tsing Fu taken prisoner.

ECLAIR.
THE THEATER OF PHENOMENONS.—A film

brimful of amusement for old and young. The phe
liomeliul always attracts -in Ibis instance more
than usually. The- feats accomplished by the freaks
employed at this unique playhouse would scarcely
ho credited as humanly possible unless actually
witnessed. To see is to laugh, ami to laugh un-
controllably throughout tbe performance. A source
Of great fun to the children, and a well of pure
enjoyment lor all lovers of satire.

AFTER THE FALL OF THE EAGLE. -All France
is in a tumuli tin' fail of the great Empire is

accomplished, and the reaction ensiles -parties ol

rebels lay waste the whole nation, committing all
manner of vlolenc their way.

It is at this period that our story opens. A body
of rebels are seeking the life of General Dajign
an officer of the fallen Emperor. The officer being
pursued, takes refuge in a castle, a side door ot

which lie finds open. lie hurriedly explains the
situation to the owner "f tin- Castle, the Marquis
l.a Roche, who Immediately offers bim his hospl
lality and protection. The rebels make their way
to the castle and d and that Hie Marquis deliver
up to them the General, tor whose lite they are
thirsting. Their clamorlngs are in vain: the Mar-

,
quis dismisses them with scorn. The mob retires,

baffled, but Immediately they begin to plot to nil-

house their victim.
A short time later, therefore, the rebel leadei

hides himself in a wood near the castle and inter

cepts one of the maid-servants of the castle, whom
he bribes to place a letter on a private desk ot

her mistress a letter purporting to have been writ-
ten by the young officer whom Hie Marquis is pro-

tecting. Tbe maid is instructed to say, if ques-
li d. Unit the General gave her the letter to be
delivered to the lady of the castle. This letter,

when discovered, bears the forged signature Of the
officer, and makes him appear a traitor to the good
Marquis who has so graciously entertained him.
The lady fervently acclaims her utter innocence,
and that of the young officer, but the enraged Mar-
quis will not be convinced. He sends word to the
leader of the rebels that he has discovered that
his guest is a traitor, and that lie will be deliv-
ered to I ln-ui at once. Then the Marquis seeks out
the young otlicer and violently accuses him of that
of which, of course, lie knows nothing, ordering him
at once from his premises. The young General ini

mediately perceives the net ill which he is entan
gled. and bravely ta.es his host: "Sir." says he.

"I am Innocent, as you will learn too lute, of that
with which you charge me: I am no craven. II

is to dealh thai vnii send me forth, and you shall
sec how- a French otlicer call die!" The Marchion-
ess weepingly pleads that the young otlicer shall

ml Ic sacrificed, but regardless of her entreaties,
the brave man goes out to his death.

At that moment the maid rushes into thje room,
and hastily confesses the deception she has perpe-
trated. Upon hearing this, the Marquis flees with
the wild hope of still saving the general—but, alas!
he is too late. Even as lie comes upon the scene.
I he former otlicer of the French Emperor's great
army is borne down by a volley of shots from the
rebel mob. The old Marquis rushes to raise the

fallen body—but the life has fled—and as the truth
ol' the great tragedy Hashes upon him. the old

Marquis is broken down with grief, and we leave

him yearning tenderly, remorsefully over the pros-

trate remains of the man lie might have saved!

THE POWERS COMPANY.
THE MAN WHO WAITED. -Hob Stevens, a young

farmer, is in love with Kate .loins, the daughter
of his neighbor. Kate thinks a great deal of Boh
until l.aiiL'don. a rich young New Yorker, comes to

the farm of the J< BeS by the advice of his phy-
sician for the Ivencfit of his health. Langdon's
gallant manners fascinate the girl, who falls in

love with him. Kate's parents leave their home to

visit friends at a distance. I.angilon is Blnglng

a love song io Kale, who accompanies him on her

guitar. The girl's charm makes I.angdon forget

that lie has a Wife who is suing him for a di

voice. lie embraces and kisses Kate. Bob enters
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aud sees this and, thinking that the Easterner is

trifling with the girl's affections, iie sends for a
minister and insists that as long as Langdon and
the girl love each other the sooner they marry the
.better. Langdon permits the minister to marry
him and the girl, whom he really loves, believing
that his divorce from bis wife has by this time
been granted and that no trouble will ensue.
A week later Langdon receives a letter from

his lawyer, telling him that the divorce lias not
been granted. Feeling sure that if Bob knows of
his cowardly action it means death, lie leaves Kate
without a word. A few days later she receives a

letter from Langdon telling her the facts and
promising that if he is ever free from his wife
lie will come back to her. Old man Jones vows
vengeance on Langdon, but Bob insists that the
matter be left to him. Bob goes to New York.
His only chnce to locate Langdon is through Dr.
Francis who introduced Langdon to the Jones
family.

In a unique comedy scene Bob gets hold of a tele-

gram from Langdon to the doctor asking the doctor
to come to him at once. In several thrilling

scenes Bob is seen following the doctor until he
arrives at a small hotel in the mountains in which
Langdon is lying ill. At last Bob is given an
opportunity to deal out justice, in the crude West-
ern manner, to the man who" stole his sweetheart
and mack' her an unhappy woman. lie enters the
house. lie is seen at the door of Langdon' s room,
lie draws his pistol and enters. Langdon la lying
on tlie bed. Boh calls to him but. receives no answer.
A mightier hand than Bob's has taken Langdon's
life. The doctors enter and Bob hears them declare
that Langdon is dead.
Seven years pass. We see Kate playing Willi her

little daughter. Bob enters and the child hugs and
kisses him. In a unique manner the child brings
together her mother and the man who yvaited.

LUX FILMS.
THE SNAKE MAN.—A promising young gentle-

man, upon learning that a human snake is in de-
mand at the local circus, proceeds to the Zoologi-
cal Gardens, there to take lessons in the art of
being a snake. He makes speedy progress and
gradually finds himself getting deeper and deeper
in the sea of trouble. After several exciting crawls
down chimneys into houses and out again, the young
snake proceeds to partake of a hearty lunch. After
dining upon two lovers, several policemen and a

number of passersby the snake goes to sleep. Then
upon the horizon of 1'. f!. Dinky Doo, 22. promotion
looms sure and large. His marvelous brain evolves
a scheme whereby to trap this destroyer of man-
kind. By charming the snake with the aid of

a high pitched barrel organ he succeeds in cap-
turing it. Shortly after the poor snake is seized

witii indigestion and one by one the lost lovers,

policemen and passersby reveal themselves quite
well ami hearty.

RICO, THE JESTER.— Rico, the jester, is the
laughing slock of all. He is seen first amusing the
coin-ties, by whom be is subjected to some rough
horseplay. Throwing down his wand of office he
goes off through the grounds, where lie finds a

handsome young Lady weeping on a seat. He is

touched with pity, and inquiring her trouble finds

that she is blind. He makes up Ids mind to be-
come her protector and escorts her to his dwelling.
Here pity blossoms into love and both develop an
affection for each other. It is indeed a strange
attachment between the jester with his ungainly
form and visage and the beautiful blind girl. He
takes her for daily walks in the gardens, and on
one occasion is observed by a party of gay sparks,
who determine to get the girl away from him,
With tiiis end in view they pounce upon him anil

seize the girl. Bui luckily help Is at hand, anil

an unexpected defender comes up In the person
of a doctor, who is out walking. He, too. be
conies enamored of the blind girl and sets himself
to restore her sight, if possible. In this he suc-
ceeds, much to the terror of the Jester, who fear?
that bis ugliness will frlglen her. In this surmise
he proves correct. But love conquers all. and
eventually the girl chooses him tor her protector
for life

NEW YORK MOTION PICTURE CO.
BISON—
NANNINA.— A Black Hand gang have just picked

another name from their long list of "marked men.''
Dr. Larcotti, a wealthy physician, being the man
this time. Writing a idler demanding five thou-
sand dollar's, a young Italian named Tony is chosen
to deliver it. Dr. Larcotti is just leaving his home
when Tony hands him the letter; frightened, he
hurries on his way. A few hours later, as the
doctor Is walking along the street, be sees a

policeman arresting an Italian girl di d Nannlna
for peddling without a license. The doctor Inter-
cedes for her, securing her release, and gives her
bis card. Nannlna hurries home to tell her parents
of the doctor's kind act. When her father, who
Is a member of the Black Hand gang, learns it

was Dr. Larcotti who saved liis daughter, he rushes
to tin- gang telling them what has happened. The
gang then orders the father to bring Nannlna bo
fore them. When she appears they force her at

the point of a revolver to write the doctor a note,
telling him thai she is sick and lo come to her
at once, .lust a S the gang Is starting to lake

the note Nannlna knocks over the lamp, plunging
the den into darkness. Rushing out, she hurries
to the doctor's home to warn him of his danger.
One of the gang goes after her, bringing her back
to the den. She and the doctor are then con-
demned to die within the next forty-eight hours.
Bound hand and foot she is left upon the floor

of the den. Tony, who has been picked to kill

the doctor, forces an entrance to his home, where
be arranges a bomb over a door which will ex-
plode when the doctor enters the room. Return-
ing to the den, the taunts Nannlna, telling her what
he has done at the home of the doctor. Tony,
who has been drinking, soon falls asleep. Nannlna
after a hard struggle, frees herself and again rushes
to the home of Dr. Larcotti, reaching there just
as he is about to enter the room where the bomb
has been placed. As a reward for saving his life,

the doctor adopts ber as his daughter, giving her
a liome for the rest of her life.

A SHOT IN TIME.—Jealousy, which brings about
so much trouble, is the basis of this story. Lillian,

the pretty daughter of a snake hunter, is in con-
versation with her Mexican sweetheart, when a
tally-ho, which holds a party of folks, stops at
their door. One of the new arrivals, a fine look-

ing chap, pays, according to the Mexican, over
much attention to Lillian, and naturally attalrjs

for himself the ill will of Max. After the snake
hunt the tally-ho departs, taking away all of the
party. Frank leaves behind with Lillian a flower
and many fond thoughts. The flower is rudely taken
from her by Max aud, wdien she resents the action,
is saved from him by the Indian servant. Max
goes among the rocks in search of rattlers, deter-
mining to end Frank's life witli their deadly poison.
His dastardly act is watched by the Indian, who
follows him back to the hunter's house. Frank
comes, bringing with liim flowers for Lillian. She
serves him with a drink and while lie is watching
her the Mexican empties into Frank's glass the
poison which lie iiad extracted and put into a vial,

lie then proposes a toast and Frank is about to re-

spond to it when bis glass is broken by a shot
tired by the Indian who has been watching and has
taken (his means of preventing the crime. The
Mexican tries to escape, but after an explanation
is made by the Indian Max is bound and taken
away. Frank and Lillian receive her father's bless-

ing—so "all's well that ends well."

AMBROSIO—
AN UNWORTHY FIANCE.—The father of a

young girl is seated by Hie fireside smoking his
pipe and pondering over the happy future of his
daughter, while she and her mother are busy pre-

paring the wedding dress to be worn by herself
on the forthcoming Easter. Everything seems
serene until a wealthy traveler, wb,o has fallen
into a ravine, is brought into their hut to be
cared for. Much excitement follows and with
great difficulty the traveler is restored to eon
scionsness again. A purse containing much money
belonging io the stranger conies within reach of

the girl's fiance, who cannot resist the temptation
of becoming possessor of it. The theft is soon
discovered and despite the fact that poverty reigns
in the girl's homo, the father refuses to give the
hand of his daughter to such an unworthy man, and
all happiness is turned into grief.

A SUDDEN TELEPHONE CALL.—A sudden tele-

phone call is received at the police station, an-
nouncing that two burglars are pillaging in a
rich mansion. The alarm gives cause to a series
of laughable adventures. Two choice policemen,
entrusted with the task of arresting the rogues,
are finally made the victims of the burglars, who,
after having knocked them about mercilessly, com-
plete their work by forcing them into barrels, nail-

ing the same securely. In an instant the two bar-
rels liven up anil start shaking to and fro and
finally begin a furious race through the streets
mounting stairs and walls until they by chance
reach the very police station from which the po-

licemen wore detailed. The thieves, having fol-

lowed I lie course of the barrels, advise the police
authorities by telephone that the scoundrels so much
sought for are contained therein. The following
scone shows (he officers opening the barrels and
the discovery of their companions, which, naturally,
brings about many ludicrous situations.

and finds the documents still Intact. A passerby,

who saw the servant's entrance into the house, gives

alarm. He is discovered by the police and tin

tutor, but when the telltale papers are displayed
instead of the servant's arrest the tutor is taken
prisoner.

l'I'ALA -

THE SERVANT AND THE TUTOR. -Worried by
the thought id' bis young daughter being left alone
in (lie world, an old man decides to commend her
lo a man whom he thinks to be a sincere friend.
This be does, and banding him the key of his

desks asks that be execute bis will and become
the girl's tutor. Not long alter Ihe old man
posses away, at which lime the tutor looks through
Hie papers left and discovers that by withholding
tlleln he can easily possess himself of the fortune.
The daughter is greatly distressed lo learn from
her tutor that her father died in debt. An old
servant, who is not so easily hoodwinked, prevails,
upon his mistress to pry open the desk, in which
he feels they will find sonic papers. They are dis-

turbed in doing this by the entrance of Ihe tutor
The servant has. however, succeeded in extracting
the documents and thrusts them behind Hie desk.
leaving the envelope iii sight. The tutor has him
arrested, but upon his release some rears later, be
returns lo Ihe bouse and when niglil falls enters
through a window. He makes his nay to the desk

NESTOR FILMS.
THE COWBOY-PREACHER.—Although a some-

what stern father, John Dentworth aimed to be a

just one, but now he felt at a loss just how to

proceed. The mortgage which Jake Schroder held
would be foreclosed to-day uuless Jane consented
to marry the young man, and that she would take
Schroder in preference to the Easterner, Bob Hen-
derson, Dentworth doubted most seriously. Then
if she refused—what?
Besides lifting the mortgage, would he not be

securing his daughter's future happiness if he
forced her to accept Schroder? An honest, whole-
some, good-hearted young man whom everybody
liked, and who, Dentworth argued, would surely
make a better husband than the Easterner.
At this juncture his daughter appeared and he

braced himself for the ordeal, and an ordeal it

proved, for Jane, as he had feared, absolutely re-

fused to obey even his commands and he found
that instead of going to her room, as he had or-

dered, she had evaded him with the aid of her
brother's hat and coat and hurried out to meet Bob
Henderson.

Fortunately he and Schroder discovered the lovers
before they had an opportunity to get away. So,
sending Jane to the house, he struck Bob a stunning
blow witli the butt of bis whip and would have
repeated his attack had not Schroder interfered.
The Easterner, however, bore him no grudge, but

hastened to his hotel to await Tim's arrival, as
Jane had promised to send her brother to him
should she need his aid.

And need it she did—sooner than she had ex-
pected. For both her father's anger and Schroder's
jealousy bad been aroused in finding her with Bob,
so that her final appeal to them bad fallen upon
deaf ears, and she found herself locked in her room
to await their cowboy -preacher.
Bob had, therefore, scarcely arrived at his hotel

and gotten horses in readiness for immediate flight

when Tim came panting up with the note from
Jane which she bad succeeded in throwing out of
Ihe window to him. And though he and Tim made
all possible speed, they would scarcely have ar-

rived on time, bad not the cowboy-preacher in-

sisted on removing his "preacher outfit" and
solemnly biding his Bible before he would accept
a drink, and then quite solemnly turning back into
the "preacher" before be would allow the prospect-

ive bride to be admitted.
As it was Jane had hardly gotten to the bottom

of the ladder placed at her window when her
father appeared above. But although she and Boh
bad had but a few moment's start, they succeeded
in gelling out of sight, dismounting and sending
their horses adrift to throw her enraged father
and Schroder off the scent, and stealing back to

the house, where, as they expected, they found
the cowboy-preacher. For the moment Dentworth
and Schroder galloped away in pursuit the cow-
boy-preacher all at once became all cowboy. How-
ever, having finished the bottle, he again donned his

clerical robes and. feeling in a jovial mood with
the world in general. Bob and Jane, aided by Tim
and another cowboy, bad little difficulty in persuad-
ing him to perform the marriage ceremony. Only
the mortgage remained now to worry the young
bride. But Schroder, upon finding he had lost.

lived nji to his reputation of big-heartedness and
actually insisted upon Dentworth accepting the

mortgage as Jane's wedding gift.

Sound Effects
FOR

Moving Pictures
No Picture House is complete with-

out our Sound Effects. They make
your show realistic, increase your box
office receipts 100%, satisfy your
patrons.

Write /or our catatogue A,

25% lower than any house in

America.

M. P. SOUND EFFECT GO.
19th Ward Bank Building

57th St. cor. 3d Ave., New York City
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THIS WEEKS PROGRAM OF INDEPENDENT CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING.
Monday. March 28. Classified advertising, no display, three cents per

1 eel word, cash with order. Postage stamps accepted for

Eclair Thi ol Louis (Dr.) 080 small amounts.
Eclair \ iu|i to Berne (Scenic)
imp Transfusion I

i>i > B

Powers The sfan Who Waited (Dr.) l(K FOR SALE S40.00 current sarer, brand new, built

Tuesday. March 29. for 1 1 • > rolts, 125 .vie-. Positively Bares % "ii

Thanbouser Bbe'a Done M Again 1 1 »r. > 1000 .\. C. will sacrifice for $25.00. Reason for Bell-

Bison Nannlna (Dr.) 912 Ing, change "i city and cycle. Address A, \v.

Wednesday. March 30. PENDLETON, Theater C lq.oe, Someraworlb, N. II.

»nibroalo In (Jnworthj Fiance (Dr.) 568 F0R SALe Film, |5, 110, 116 pel reel; Lubln,
Ambroslo A Budden Telephoni Call (Di i 110 power'*, Edison machines, S40 t<> (60; new $1

Lui A Dram i the Reel (Dr.) 655 Model B gas outfit $25; aong eeta $1. FOR RENT
i.„\ Oured by a Tip (Com.) -s-t

Paj lng heater cheap, 6 ft. film, 3 sets of slides,
Nestor The Cowboy-Preacher (Dr.) »S ?10 . 9000 n sl -. shipment. Will buy ma-

Thursday, March 31. chlneB, film, gas outfits. 11. D.wis. Watertown,
Imp Bard Cub (Dr.) 860 wjs

Blaon A Bbol In Olm^'tDro". .

1
.' 1000 TOR SALE A nice moving picture theater Pol

Saturday, April 2. » !'"'. < '• ^ """ ";"/• -'
'
""" "«••. Milk '"«

Itals The Servant and be Tutor (Dr.) 950 "' > "•/.»'
,

U
, m'\,

s
,'.,' "

.

rlaBSl
aM

f '"",T\ '

""

Great Mori n Telng r». the Yellow Devil PU "> " '• GC1LMBT, Park Theater, Putnam,

(Dr.) 627 Conn.

FOR SALE -S00 opera chairs, A l dltlon. Ap-
INDEPENDENT FILMS. ply FRANK OOBDTS FURNITURE CO., Boboken,

Films relcnscil by the Eagle Film Exchange, 14G N. J.

North Eiglilli street. Philadelphia, Pa.: FOR SALE The only two motion picture bouses

Mar. 9-Salome. i"„ sl
!

al™\ r'\ "' ,l,

.

lf-'

,

: le*an
S

bualness. Must

Mar 7 T)l0 p n(:0 (Fdalr) s<'" immediately. «.<>"il reason for selling.

Mar! 5—A Pleasant Walk '(Croat Northern). house has 290 seals, the other 200 seats. Two
Mar 5—The Mad Drainpipe (Orent Northern). N " 5 Power's machines In perfect order in each

Mar. 7—Aspirants to the Hand Of Helen (Eclair). house. Houses fully equipped and up-to-date In

Mar 11—The Rose of the Ranch (Rlsonl. every respect. Price 84.5 ',h. Address WES-
Mar. 11—Mysterious Armor (Pantograph). LEI EDWARDS, care Hippodrome, Sharon, Pa.

Mar. 11—Mr. Short Sighted. FOR SALE—Complete moving picture theater out-

Mar. 11—Rrave Little Heart. fit; 500 chairs. Will sell cheap. STATE AMTJSE-
Mar. ft—Foolshead Chief of Reporters (Ilalal. MENT CO., 014 New York Life Bldg., Omaha. Nob.
Mar. 0—The Town Traveler's Revenge (Bala). FOR SALE—M.>ving picture theater in Richmond.
Mar. 8—The Indian and the Cowgirl (Rison). Va Best markct and business location. 180 opera
Mar. R—The Song that Reached Her Heart.

chairs, room for another hundred seats. Elei
Mar. r—nrania on the Rritaln Coast noor wner wants to leave thi eltj Unusual
Mar. 12-Weddlng During the French Revolution

opportllnitv . yiORAN & CO., 1720 E. Main street.
(Great Northern). Richmond Va

Mar. 14—Revenge of Dti Pont L'AuguUle (Eclair).
l™"„""' ;_:___, „„„ _.,_

Mar 12—Fatal Improvements (Ambroslo). EDISON MACHINE FOR SALE, or in exchange

Mar. 12—The nave Vanished My Wife (Ambroslo). for motorcycle. CIIAS. W. BENNINGER, Walnut-

Mar. 12—Electric Safe. I'"rL r«-
Mar. in—Devotion of Women (Imp). A CARBON SHARPENER—One dollar, prepaid,
Mar. in—Sacred Fire. any part of United States. Time saver for oper-
Mar. in—We Will Die Together, T/ive. ator; all well equipped booths have one; positive
Mar. 0—On Little Rig norn (Nestor). quick point; less trouble than knife or file. Agents
Mar. 14—Rrokon Oath (Imp). wanted. CLARKE CARBON SHARPENER, 106 \V.

State, Rockford, 111.

The following Alms have been released, week of T0 EXCHANGE Tw0 cylinder Mitchel Runaboul
March 21. by the Empire Flint Company^ 150 East

f(ll
.

ln()V , irtm .

(
, s|[nw jn d , ive 1<m]| (;AY

Fourteenth street, corner Third avenue, Now \ork:
L TII()MAS ui ,.| ll: center, Wis.

Mar. 21—Stung (Imp) 595

Mar. 21—Sick Friend (Imp) 405 SITUATION WANTED.
Mar. 21—Honesty its own Reward (Eclair) ... .510

Mar 21—The Lover's Embarrassment (Eclair). .420 CARL ANDERSEN, high-class Singer and actor.

Mar. 22—Man From Texas (Bison) 07.". wants permanent position. Was tor years featured

Mar. 22—John Hardy's Invention (Powers) (>7<) with Cracker Jacks and Kcnlz Santley Co.

Mar. 22—St. Elmo (Thanhoneer) 1000 P. S.—The part of "Cyclone Pete." Melles' latest

Mar. 23—A Winter Romance at Niagara Falls release, was played by Carl Andersen. Address

(Actophone) lOOO 1151 44th St.. Brooklyn.

Mar. 23—The Tenderfoot (Nestor) 950 RUSSIAN, middle-aged, desires situation with film

Mar. 23—Sea's Vengeance (Ambroslo) 507 manufacturer or exchange to learn trade. Very
Mar. 23—Military Dlriglable (Ambroslo) 343 small salary. Will introduce business with Russia
Mar. 24—A Family Feud (Lnx) R31 if possible. RUSSIAN, care Moving Picture World.
Mar. 24—How a Had Tempered Man Was Cured AT tjbERTY—Licensed operator and electrician'''•'•'';

'fAn and wife, experienced moving picture and vaudeville
Mar. 2 -Stage Note (Imp) 040

ianist ,, (
. s , reference8i Address G. L. PALMER,

Mar. 24—Skaling (Imp) 100 r„ )X ; llT Sidney N V
Mar. 25—Company D to the Rescue (Bison) 1000 _!__ „'

Mar 25—Double Six (Clues) 575 AT LIBERTY—Pianist, sight reading and trans-

Mar'. 26 Dwarf Detective (LUX) 425 posing at sight. MISS l.M'Y GAGNON, Morrison-

Mar. 26 -The Rivalry of the Two Guides (ltalal.500 Tllle
.
N - *"

Mar. -_>i; Foolshead Wishes to Marry the Gov- EXPERIENCED TENOR would like position. 11-

ernor's Daughter (Itnla) 450 lustrated soul's. Also \ | experienced union ladv
Mar. 20—Tsing Fn, the Yellow Devil (Great pianist. JOHN BTJBNELL, 21 Rosedale street,

Northern) 827 Providence, R. I.

NOAH WEBSTER
wrote our first advertisement when he defined the word
QUALITY for we make

THE QUALITY LINE OF

OPERA CHAIRS
superb in design, supreme in workmanship and 6nish. Known
from Maine to California as the Quality Line.

We make over 50 styles ranging from the most inexpensive
Veneer chairs to the most elaborate upholstered ones.

For Moving Pictures and Vaudeville Theaters we have con-
stantly on hand upwards of

,

2000 Veneer Chairs
for 24 hour shipment. We have'sold in the last year more chairs
for Moving Picture Theaters than all of our competitors combined
without a single serious complaint. It is better to be sure than to
be sorry and in buying Imperial Chairs you are 5URB QUALITY
COUNTS and our prices ace never higher than our quality. Send
for catalogue and prices and be convinced. Buy our chairs and be
satisfied.

IMPERIAL SEATING CO., 1345 State Street, CHICAGO

CHEAP
Steel Frame

Theatre Chairs

ABSOLUTELY

Non BREAKABLE
Suitable for small

theatres and Mov-
ing Picture shows
We carry these
chairs in stock and
can ship immedi-
ately.

Second Hans' Chairs

AUo seat ing for Out-
of-Door Use.

Address Dtp). W.

STEEL FURNITURE CO., Grand Rapids.Mich.

New York Office: 150 Fifth Avenue

Boston Office: 224 Congress St., Boston, Mass.

The Pioneer Film Exchange
of Philadelphia

and

Largest Dealer in Machines
and Supplies

Agent for

Power's Cameragraph
Lang's Rewinder

and
Cary Coated Carbons

The Trade Supplied. Licensed

Films Only

LEWIS M. SWAAB
338 Spruce St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Folding and Assembly Chairs

Most popular pi iced chairs on the market for

picture show use

Prompt Shipments. Write for Catalogue

PEAB0DY SCHOOL FURNITURE CO.

NORTH MANCHESTER, - - - INDIANA

Independent Films For Sale

100 Reels Fine Condition

$8.00 to $20.00 Per Reel

60 Sets Song Slides $1.75 Per Set

Piedmont Film Exchange, Goldsboro, N. C.
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"AiK the Exhibitor!"

RELEASE OF TUESDAY, APRIL 5th

Daddy's Double
Length, 1,000 Feet No. 4 Code Word, Dad

For a good, short description, turn to the

World's Synopsis Page,THIS MINUTE,
and then write your exchange that YOU
MUST HAVE THIS CORKING
COMEDY.
FOUND!! A Film that will Get a " Hand "

at a HORNING Show!! READ!!

Old South Theatre
Washington Theatre

March 17, toio.

Old South Theatre Co's Enterprises,
Nat. Burgos, Manager, Boston Mass.

Thanhousp.r Co .

New Rochelle, N. Y.

Gentlemen :—The subject "The Ac'.or's Children," is a GIGANTIC success.

It is the ONLY moving picture that has ever received a " hand " in my experierce

at a First or MORNING show. Yours truly,
NAT. BURGESS, Manager.

(The capitals are Mr. Burgess.)

And One of the Biggest Independent
Exhibitor's Writes One of the Best

Independent Manufacturers:
THE 14th STREET THEATRE, NEW YORK

Thanhouser Co.,
New Rochelle, N. Y.

Gentlemen :—I was much pleased with the Thanhouser release of yesterday,
"The Actor's Children,"' and am glad there is one more good producer in the
Independent field. I shall look forward with much pleasure to your future work.

Truly yours,
J. WESLEY ROSENQUEST, Manager.

Send us YOUR opinion of our Film!

Thanhouser Company
NEW ROCHELLE: - NEW YORK

COMING! TWO RELEASES A WEKK!

Waterproof Film

(properly cared for)

WILL OUTLAST ALL OTHERS

Run smoother, keep soft and

flexible longer and make a clearer

picture on the screen.

National Waterproof
Film Co.

4200-4202 W. Adams Street

CHICAGO, ILL.

J

FILMS
FOR
RENT

NEW FILMS HIGH GLASS SERVIGI

The Pioneer House, With 8 Years Experience

And $250,000.00 Back Of It

Write To-day for Terms

EUGENE CLINE
57 and 59 Dearborn St., Chicago

i

r
'

-
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Better Qualtiy of Light

30% Saving in Expense

EAP
Frame

• Chairs

UTELY

:akable

Mr. Howell Graham, a prominent

moving picture man of Chattanooga,

Tenn., got these results in his theatre

by using the

—

Q. E. Mercury
Arc Rectifier
Read the letter in which he heart-

ily endorses this device.

Many Similar Recommendations
Moving picture men all over the country are writing

us their satisfaction with the Rectifier—justifying our claims

for economy and better service afforded by its use by those

limited to an alternating current supply.

It will pay you to investigate

Ask our nearest sales office to send a representative to

see you. He will explain the operation of the G. E. Rect-

ifier and just what it will do for you in improving pictures

and saving money.

General Electric Company
Largest Electrical Manufacturer in the World

Principal Office: SCHENECTADY, NEW YORK
Sales Offices In the following Cities

Atlanta, Ga. Cleveland, 0. Nashville, Tenn. Richmond. Ya.

Baltimore. Md. Columbus, 0. New Orleans, La. Salt Lake City, Utah
Boston, Mass. Denver, Colo. New Haven. Conn. San Francisco, Cal.

Buffalo. N. Y. Duluth, Minn. New York. N. Y. St. Louis. Mo.

Butte, Mont. Indianapolis, Ind. Philadelphia, Pa. Seattle. Wash.
Charleston. W. Va. Kansas City, Mo. Pittsburg-. Pa. Spokane. Wash.
Charlotte. N. C. Los Angeles, Cat. Portland, Ore. Syracuse. N. Y.

Cincinnati, 0. Minneapolis, Minn.

2848

M\
\



April 9, 1910 Price, lO Cents

Published Weekly by THE WORLD PHOTOGRAPHIC PUBLISHING CO.. 125 E. 23d ST., NEW TORI

A M E R 1 CAN FILM B R O K E R sl
147-157 FOURTH AVENUE, NEW YORK 1

Importers and exporters oi new and second-hand film. Exchanges can secure exclusive programmes,
particulars. We are not renters.

Write

:~i
INDEPENDENT

We rant new Films. Handle all the leading MaKei, both AMERICAN AND
FOREIGN ; beautiful Posters ; exclusive Feature Service. Write for prices.

CINCINNATI FILM EXCHANGE, 315-317 West 4th Street, CINCINNATI, 0.

UJ

143 North 8tH Street, PHILADELPHIA, PA.
Best and Newest Independent American and Foreign Films

SUPPLIES IS RKELS PER WEEK SUPPLIES
PROMPT AND RELIABLE SERVICE Members N. I. M. P. Alliance

m

m

STRAIGHT TALKS No. 3

How To Please Your Patrons
It pays to show your patrons absolutely flickerless, rock-steady motion pictures which

do not tire the eyes and accomplish it with a carefully made machine unconditionally

guaranteed for one year, which your operator will be delighted to run. You can only

do it with POWER'S CAMERAGRAPH No. 6.

Are you from Missouri? Then send us the name of your film exchange and we
will show you.

We manufacture electric current saving devices for direct as well as alternating current.

"Write for catalogue G

NICHOLAS POWER COMPANY
I 15 NASSAU STREET NEW YORK
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None But

INDEPENDENT

EXHIBITORS
Can Show
These Oreat
IMP Films

Imp films are enlightening the whole film world. Imp films are doing more
to cause exhibitors and exchanges to assert their independence and liberty than any
other cause or factor in the business. Imp films are of such unvarying high quality,

of such supreme excellence that the mere announcement "IMP NIGHT" in front of

a theater suffices to pack the house to the limit of its capacity. Imp films are the
most sensational success on record. Do you know of any other that leaped to the top
in such a marvelously short time? Read a few of the bushels of congratulatory letters

and telegrams received from those who use the Incomparable Imps:

—

W. F. Neil, Crescent Theater, Chattanooga, says:

—

"Congratulate you on splendid IMP pictures. Satisfied
my receipts increased ten to fifteen per cent, on days I

exhibit IMP films."

P. P. Craft, Motion Picture Outfitter, Washington,
D. C, says:

—
"Congratulations on the superior quality

of IMP films. Quality, like murder, will out!"

King & Gaynor, Superba Theater, Delaware, Ohio:—
"IMP films are certainly it. Mother Love is conceded
by all to have been the best picture play ever shown in
Delaware. More power to you."

Letter to Allen Amusement Co., Calgary, Alta, from
The Orpheum, Edmonton, Alberta:

—"More than

pleased with your service, the IMP film being equal to

the best. The staging of Coquette's Suitors (IMP) was
excellent."

says:
—"Have set

Yesterday was the
W. G. Spurrier, Seattle, Wash

aside Monday night as IMP night,

biggest Monday I have had since I opened."

Harry Weiss, Menominee, Mich., says:
—"Every time

we get an IMP we whitewash the town. Strange, but

true, everv IMP is better than the other."

Next Comes "The Rosary"
(Released Monday, April n. Length, 950 Feet.

We release this just to prove that our film d'art
department didn't drop dead after producing "Mother
Love." It is a strictly high class story, beautifully
staged, cleverly conceived and daringly executed. Look
for the synopsis elsewhere in this issue. Begin right
now to tell your exchange that you want "The Rosary."
Beg. Entreat. Insist!

»»

And "The Ace of Hearts
(Released Thursday, April 14. Length, 980 Feet.)

Three men, down and out, draw cards. The holder of

the ace of hearts is to insure his life in favor of the

other two and then shuffle off this mortal coil. And
right there is where we fool everybody. The story

takes a new twist because a girl enters into it. \our
patrons will go home with a soft spot in their hearts

for you and your theater! Demand!

lal

Independent Moving Pictures Co. of America

111 E. 14th St., New York. Carl Lnetumle. Tres.

Play the "Imp March" in your theatre, not only because it is appro-

priate with IMP FILMS, but because it is a corking: good melody
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BISON m FILMS
FOUR REELS A WEEK—Tuesday, a "Bison"—Wednesday, Amhrosio— Friday, a "Bison"—Saturday, Itala

Two weeks after release and still receiving congratulations upon our subject entitled :
** COM-

PANY D TO THE RESCUE." That's going some. We doubtless could fill this publication were we

to insert a copy of every letter received. It is our aim to give our patrons the highest degree of excel-

lence, as will be demonstrated by the coming offerings, especially Friday's " Bison " release, ** Red
Wind's Loyalty." We predict for this release long lived memory, because of its superiority, having

all previous films manufactured by this company beaten to a stand still. This goes for "Company D
to the Rescue" as well. Don't be "fleeced;" there is a "bear" chance that you will be unless you

get the "Bison." This looks like a "bull" but it isn't.

11 BISON"—Release, Friday, April 8th" BISON"—Release, Tuesday. April Sth
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ROMANCE OF A SNAKE CHARMEP
"AMBROSIO"-Release, Wednesday, April 6th

i
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"AN UNPLEASANT DREAM"
'MY LIFE REMEMBRANCES OF A DOG"

"RED WING'S LOYALTY"

ITALA" -Release, Saturday, April 9th

"AT THE FARM"
THE VALUABLE HAT"

LITHOGRAPHS AND POSTERS FREE
Exhibitors:—We furnish as usual all exchanges handling these productions with one sheet four colored lithographs, also posters containing synopsis

absolutely tree with each reel. Demand same from your excnange as they will positively increase your box office receipts.

Brief description of all subjects wil. be found on another page.

NEW YORK MOTION PICTURE CO.
Manufacturers of "Bison" Life Motion Pictures

429 SIXTH AVENUE, Cor. 26th Street - NEW YORK CITY
Phone'6690- 1 -2riMadison Square Cable Address : Nosib
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HE IS WRONG!
And so are all the other

blear-eyed lunatics»who, out

of sheer insane jealousy, are

circulating a report that we
are affiliated with another

New York film exchange.

It's Funnier than a Cage

of Bewhiskered Apes

WHY—LOOK HERE! We're

buying so much more film

every week than our com-
petitors that we've forgotten

they're in business. Until

we opened shop there was
a justified yell that New York

needed a first-class Indepen-

dent film exchange.

And we just Butt into the field.

RESULTS? Count 'em:

No. I. 61 W. 14th St., NEW YORK CITY
The healthy, happy MAMMA otflce

No. 2. 389 Main St., SPRINGFIELD, MASS.
No 3. 1188 Main St., BRIDGEPORT, CONN.

Two lusty Babies that are growing every day

THIS MEANS that we can
take care of your business,

Mr. Exhibitor, and you're just

wasting your money every

minute that you delay your
visit to us. If you can't come
in, we recommend Uncle Sam's
mail service— it's a peach.

Paramount Film Co.
"EVERYTHING MOVING PICTURESQUE"

61 West 14th Street New York City
•PHONE 244^ CHELSEA

EXHIBITORS
Don't hesitate to take ad-

vantage of the greatest

money maker on the mar-

ket. Keep the interest of

your patrons centered on

the screen. There is but

one way to do it and

that is to project an

ECLAIR
EclairFilm Company
31 East 27th Street - - New YorR City

INDEPENDENTS TAKE NOTICE

a
Levy-Film

To be released regularly

in a short time. Watch

for future announcements

J9

a

Real Films d'Art
5!

Feature Film Co. of America
29 Liberty Street New York City
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THE REASON WHY IN 1 909 THE

SALES OF MOTIOGRAPHS NEARLY DOUBLED
is because the Patented Double Core Shutter does what no other form of shutter will do, viz:—the pic-

tures are very much more brilliant, without the annoying flicker and with a good film are Rock Steady.

IT STANDS THE HEAVY CONSTANT GRIND
far better than other machines. It's built heavy and strong and It Delivers the Goods in Motiograph style.

THAT IS WHY Manager W - H - Johnson of the Colonial Theatre,
of Kalamazoo, Mich , an old time amusement and

THATN WHY Manager E. S Schultz, i

1 "^' ° TT " ' Circuit of six magnificent

Motion Picture Man, who in 1907, bought the First Hotiograph manufac-
tured and later bought one for his other theatre, "likes, the Hotiograph
better than any other machine," and writes Feb. 17, 1910: "You surely
have a wonderful machine." Manager Johnson has run on this first

machine about 75 shows per week for nearly three years.

of the Baker and Moore
ignificent Theatres in Illinois, with

headquarters at Springfield, writes unsolicited, Feb. 12, 1910, "The first

Motiograph - we installed two yeas ago is as good as new. We have now
in use six Motiographs and can say for your machine that it is second to

none.

THAT'S WHY the manager of the Virginia Theatre of Chicago,
1 M^ I «J tTIII wrjtes, Sept. 14, 1909: " Have given Motiograph a
thorough try out to date, eight months, and have found it will stand up to

anything required of it, and is as near devoid of flicker as is possible.

THE SOUTHERN PACIFIC RAILROAD CO. and THE UNITED
STATES GOVERNMENT, for one of its departments, after most careful

investigations decided that the JTotiograph is

THE BEST MOTION PICTURE MACHINE
We have a Whole Book full of the good things that are said by enthusiastic users of the Motiograph.

Write us and we'll send you the book, our catalogue, and tell you who in your locality is selling the

Motiograph.

ENTERPRISE OPTICAL MFG. CO.
564 and 572 W. Randolph Street CHICAGO, ILL.

J. H. HALLBERG, New York Agent

.SPECIAL ROLL TICKETS The Big TicKet. Any Printing
Any Colors.

5,000
10,000

$1.25
2.50

20.000
25,000

$4.60
5.50

50,000
100,000

$7 50
10.00

Got tKe SamplM
NATIONAL TICKET COMPANY

Vtock Tickets, 6 Cents

Shamohin, Pa.

LECTURES
on Suitable Subjects in Moving Pictures are a
pleasing and attractive feature and always
appreciated by your patrons. The peer and
pioneer of lectures or "picture readings" with

moving pictures is acknowledged to be

W. STEPHEN BUSH
Pleased to correspond with exhibitors

44 North I Oth Street ... Philadelphia, Pa.

CENRE TRANSPARENCY CO.
507 NORTH CLARK STREET CHICAGO

LATEST SONC SLIDES
I'll Be with you Honey, in Honeysuckle Time

Wild Arrow OH! you Jeffries
In Dear Old TENNESSEE Still Selling

Best Popular Fight Song With Fight Illustrations
ADVERTISING AND ANNOUNCEMENT SLIDES

MR. EXHIBITOR
Have you seen my new catalogue, illustrating parts for

Edison and Power's Machines? If not, write for one now. I

can save you money on your supply bills.

MOTION PICTURE SUPPLY COMPANY
1G7 Sumner Avenue [Brooklyn, N. Y

EXHIBITORS!!
Your success depends on a good show. My success de-

pends on supplying it. For particulars, walk, write or wire.

CHA5. H. STREIMER
61 West 14th Street New York City

Phone 2442 Chelsea
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Mr. Independent Exhibitor
Are you being furnished -with

Powers Picture Plays
Original scenarios. High-class artists

Attracts the crowds and fills your house

Next Release Tuesday, April 5th

THE ACTRESS
A high-class production

Released April 12th

HIS MOTHERS LETTER
The Picture tells the story

Send us your name for our mailing list and we will send you advertising
for your lobby

THE POWERS COMPANY
241st Street and Richardson Avenue - New York City

LUX
RELEASED

RICO THE JESTER
Dramatic—Approximate Length, 630 Feet

DON'T MISS
RELEASED WEDNESDAY,

WASHED ASHORE
Dramatic Approximate Length, 609 Feet

FILMS
APRIL 6th, 1910

THE SNAKE MAN
Comedy—Approximate Length, 350 Feet

NEXT WEEK
APRIL 13th, 1910

IM ATTACK UPON THE TRAIN
Approximate Length, 3S7 Feet

Posters free with every Release—A full description of these subjects will be found on another page

THE WORLD'S BEST—BAR NONE
Write for Weekly List of Descriptions of our Films

R. PRIEUR
lO E. 15th. Street Telephone Call:

STUYVESANT 8124 NEW YORK
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The Buckeye Film &
Projecting Co. (inc.)

Members of the N, I. M. P. A.

309-311 Arcade BIdg., Dayton, Ohio

MR. EXHIBITOR, we abso-
lutely guarantee to furnish you the
best strictly INDEPENDENT film
service in this country. We guar-
antee NO JUNK. NO RAIN-
STORMS, NO REPEATERS.
All we ask is that you give us a

trial and be convinced. We can
give you an IDEAL EXCLUSIVE
SERVICE because we have stand-
ing releases with all leading
AMERICAN and FOREIGN
FILM MANUFACTURERS.
Write to-day for full particulars,

or call and see us at our offices and
see for yourself.

Write, Phone, or Wire us to-day.

THE BUCKEYE FILM &
PROJECTING CO. (Inc.)

309-311 Arcade Building, Dayton, Obio

The Automatic Theatre Chair
It is a space saver, life saver and

money saver. Shipped built up. It

is the only sanitary theatre chair.

Used by Keith, Proctor and Poli.

It folds up automatically and is re-

volving, making the theatre all

aisles. It is a friend to the public

Send for oar circular A. Write today.

THE HARDESTY MFd. CO.

CANAL DOVER, OHIO

FOR SALE—Film, $5, $10, $15 per rod; Edison,

Power's, Liibin machines, $40 to $00; new. $100;

black top tent, $75; baby piano, $05; $000 ovrr-

land living wagon. $100; P.oilel P. gas outfit, $25.

For Rent—6,000 ft. film. 3 sets slides, $10; 0,000

ft., $12 weekly, one shipment. Will Buy—Ma-
chines, film, gas outfits, tents, show property. II.

DAVIS, Watertown, Wis.

We have the Original Sept 91h

NELSON
AND

7*»w<**

GANS
Fight Pictures

21 Rounds

Four Thousand Feet

Complete from

training quarters

to knockout.

Write Now for Low Rental Prices

CHICAGO FILM EXCHANGE
47-49 Jackson Boulevard, Chicago'

BRANCHES
Omaha. Neb. Silt Lake City, Utah Denver, Colo.

WHEN IN
DOUBT PLAY

A TRUMP!!!
Right this very . minute there
are several thousand moving picture exhibitors who are wondering
why in blazes their business isn't so good as it was. They try and

scheme and plan all sorts of things to boost their receipts but there's

nothing doing in the boost line. They overlook the heart and soul

and liver of their business GOOD FILMS. They think they

can fool the people into coughing up five-cent pieces for junk. Now
then, let me tell you something you've got to believe. The
people are watching this film fight like hawks. They want to see

the Independents win out. Nothing will tickle them more than to

find a theatre that is showing good, smart, classy Independent

pictures. Exhibitors who are using my film service have sent me
bushels of letters which they received from their patrons, lauding

their shows and encouraging the use of Independent pictures. It

is a straw showing the direction of the wind. Heed it. Find out

what your people want not what you think you can make them
like. Follow the line of least resistance. Slip me a note.

CARL LAEMMLE, President

The Laemmle Film Service
HEADQUARTERS

196-198 Lake Street Chicago, III

MINNEAPOLIS PORTLAND OMAHA
SALT LAKE CITY EVANSVILLE

The Biggest and Best Film Renter in the World

LET US TELL YOU
Why Braxton Slides are far superior in

every particular to slides of any other make
1st. We make ONLY slides for SPECIAL PURPOSES—advertising, announcements, contests, etc.

2d. Making of slides with us is NOT A SIDE LINE.
3d We employ SKILLED ARTISTS and use the BEST MATERIALS oblainable.
4th. Our slides are PERFECTLY DESIGNED and ILLUSTRATED. Are clear cut and rich in

color.

5th. We ship only slides which are ABSOLUTELY PERFECT.

ARE THE RECOGNIZED
STANDARDBrayton Slides

YOU SHOULD BUY NO OTHERS
Let us send you "Theatre Advertising Pays Expenses"
and "Our Baby Show Scheme." Write to-day.

BRAYTON MFG. CO., 122 E. Randolph St., Chicago

50c A SET is not too much to pay for a good song slide

service. lOc. A SET is too much to pay for junK
Drop us a line if you want all the late slides,

but don't waste your time if you want junk.

We have the Goods, They are Yours for 50 cents a set a week

WE HAVE MANY SONGS WITH PHONOGRAPH RECORDS

LINCOLN TRANSPARENCY EXCHANGE
16th Floor, Masonic Temple Chicago, 111.
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Is being installed in many of the up-to date houses. Montgomery, the Moving
Picture Man of Memphis, Tenn., visited Shelbyville to see a demonstration of the
Mirror Screen and as a result ordered one for each of his houses and secured the
agency for Tennessee, Louisiana, Arkansas and Mississippi.

Eastern Exhibitors can see the Screen in use at

CIRCLE THEATRE and EMPRESS THEATRE, Washington, D. C.

BLUE MOUSE THEATRE, Baltimore, Md.

Or Specimen Screens at the Office of

P. P. CRAFT, 416 Ninth Street, Washington, D. C.

MILES BROS., (Inc.) 259 Sixth Ave., New YorK

J. H. HALLBERG, 30 Greenwich Ave., New Yortt

Beware of infringements of patents or trade-mark. Mirror Screens are only made by us at Shelbyville, under U. S.

patent No. 937,550 (Oct. 19, 1909), Canadian patent No. 123,319 (Jan. 18. igio). Exhibitors who buy or manufacture
any infringement of these patents will be prosecuted to the full extent of the law.

Motion Picture Screen Co.
SHELBYVILLE ----- INDIANA

Great Northern Films
Release, Saturday, April 2d-SPEClAL FEATURE

MADAME SANS GENE
OR THE DUCHESS OF DANZIG

A Superb Film d'Art Subject Length, 1000 Feet

Acting and staging of the very highest standard. No exhibitor should miss this classical subject.

Release, •Saturday April 9th

A NEW BURGLAR ALARH
A Well Acted and Decidedly Amusing Comedy Length approximate, 492 Feet

HUSTLING HR. BROWN
An Unusually Clever Trick-comedy Subject Length approximate, 367 Feet

To Exhibitor: The BEST Film Exchanges will always supply you with OUR films. Insist on having
GREAT NORTHERN films. We supply exchanges with posters and synopsis with each reel.

Ask your exchange for them.

GREAT NORTHERN FILM COMPANY
NORDISK FILM COMPANY, COPENHAGEN

7 EAST FOURTEENTH STREET. NEW YORK CITY
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The Educated Classes and the Moving

Picture.

It cannot be pretended that as yet the moving pic-

ture in any of its phases has attracted the sympathetic

notice and patronage of the educated classes. Not that

educated people do not go to moving picture shows;

they do, as we know by actual observation. We are

speaking generally. But it is rare that one hears the

subject of the moving picture discussed by educated peo-

ple with the same amount of intelligence and knowledge

as they discuss aeroplanes, motor boats, automobiles, and

some of the other scientific wonders of the present day.

This reflection was suggested to us only last week

by a conversation we had with a well-known medical

practitioner in New York City. We discovered that in

his hospital work he used ordinary or stationary photog-

raphy. The conversation then naturally drifted towards

the moving picture with which it appeared our friend

had only a nodding acquaintance. Before we parted,

however, we had succeeded in arousing his interest to

such an extent that he is never likely to relinquish it.

We pointed out to him, to his surprise, that the moving
picture was used for scientific purposes, including surgery,

and also for industrial purposes, quoting many instances.

We shall not forget his astonishment when we informed

him that right here in New York City, and not long ago,

one could see a moving picture of the works in progress

on the Isthmus of Panama. His regret at not having

seen that picture was extremely great.

As we are always on the alert for signs indicative of

the attitude of the public towards the moving picture,

we derived great pleasure from this conversation with a

well educated and intelligent man. Once the educated

classes grasp the idea that the moving picture offers day

by day other pabulum than the merely comic or dramatic,

a large body of influential support will be switched over

to the cause of moving picture progress. For it is un-

questioned that in these days of thirst for knowledge,

enormous sections of the community are only too ready

to be instructed and educated by means of motion pho-

tographs. Take this case of the Panama Canal. Hun-
dreds of thousands of people in the United States were

able to see the actual condition of the work and_ thus

could judge how far the government is justified in its

policy. We could multiply these cases indefinitely.

We have a distinct object in writing this article, and

that is to urge the exhibitor never to lose an opportunity

of enlisting the support of the educated classes injns

immediate neighborhood. This can be done in various

ways, bv advertising, by circularizing, and, above all

things, by personal advocacy. There is no doubt that if

the better classes of the community are taught to see

that the picture is something more than a mere trick

for entertaining young people, much good will be done

towards solidifying the position of the picture in public

favor.

"Catalogue of Educational Motion Pictures."—Such is the

modest title on the cover of a 336-page catalogue just issued

by George Kleine, of Chicago and New York. It has been

skillfully and carefully compiled and embraces the widest

range of subjects, covering all the educational films that have

yet been published. Supplements will be issued from time

to time to keep the record up to date. It is a trite remark

to say that this catalogue fills a long felt want. It represents

months of labor and has been a costly undertaking, but it

reflects credit on the compilers and is a monument of glory

not only to its publisher but to the moving picture business

as a whole.
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The Eternal Feminine and Her Hat.

I'.\ Thow vs Bedding, F.R.P.S.

Last Sunday, being Easter Sunday, I. being a mere
man, passed some little time in studying and admiring
the hats of the ladies. Not for me to criticise these
marvelous confections; nol for me to inquire whether the

fair wearers are comfortable under them; nut for me to

inquire what they cost, and still less, thank God ! my duty
to pay for them! That way bankruptcy lies. And as I

looked, a little incident concerning these eternal hats
came in my mind.

It was on an occasion when .Mr. Lyman II. 1 lowe
showed his moving pictures in the New York Hippo-
drome last year, I had a scat in the company of a

number of ladies, and T was the silent witness of one of
the most heartrending pieces of feminine drama it

i^ possible for mere man to contemplate. On my right

sal a lady well prepared for the occasion. She was ex-
pensively gowned: she was a majestic figure; and hand-
some, I suppose, if T am any judge of beauty. She looked
as tit as a fiddle—and, by heavens, she wore a stunning
hat! I won't attempt to describe it; suffice it to say

that if 1 were that handsome woman of commanding fig-

ure, it is just the kind of hat / should like to wear.
Well, she and her friends were just settling themselves

down for the coming pictures, when, from two rows be-

hind us, that is, right at the back of the theater, came a

sweet, small feminine voice—cold, clear, precise in its

tones of womanly envy : ''Madam, I must trouble you
to remove your hat." The wearer of the hat affected

not to hear. "Madam/' continued the other lady in the

same remorseless tone, "will you please remove that hat?"
There was an awful pause. I ventured to turn my

eyes to my right and I saw in the offending woman's
face an expression of pure, suppressed, tigress-like pas-

sion. "Must I?" she half whispered to herself without
turning. "Must I?" she repeated. "You must," sweetly
said the jealous tormentor at the back. So the victim did.

Slowly, but in a very dignified manner, the beautiful hat

was removed, disclosing what appeared to me, though I

am no judge of these matters, a very beautiful head of

hair, very beautifully dressed. I glanced round at the

objecting lady. There was no glare of triumph in her
face at all. And here's the reason. She was a small

woman. The lady in front of her was a tall woman,
and even with the removal of her hat her rival got little

or no better view of the stage. It was all pure feminine
jealousy and feline spite. No more; no less.

The lady's hat plays a large part in moving picture

life. Exhibitors throw slides on the screen adjuring the

women to remove their hats in order that the "poor
fellow behind" may get a better view of the pictures.

As a rule the poor fellow does not care very much. I

mean the poor fellow of the male variety. It is the poor
fellow of the feminine kind who wants that bat off,

ecially if it is a nice one. No triumph so keen and
exciting as that of the woman who contemptuously downs
the glory of another woman's headgear. Is this not so,

ladies? Are you not all envious of one another in what
you wear? Isn't it so when, at a moving picture thea-

ter, you see a friend with a handsomer hat than yours?
Isn't it pleasing to you to have her remove that hat?
As a matter of fact the hat question need not he a

serious one, or at any rate of vital importance, if all

moving picture theaters had their floors constructed on
a slant, so that it would be easy to sec over the heads of

those in front of you. On the other hand, there is the

men's point of view to he considered. I am hound to

say that 1 never cursed so heartily in all my life as on
a recent occasion when I sat in a church, The ladies'

hats in front of me absolutely precluded my view oi

altar and preacher and thereby imoerilled my immortal
soul.

Still, for -all that, women must he considered, and the

more you consider them in the moving picture theater

the more persistent they will he in their patronage. 1

do not know whether it is so «n this country, but across

the Atlantic some parts of theaters are reserved where
women may wear their hats, especially at matinees. Then,
if mere man gees to these places, he takes the goods as

he finds them, and has no right to object. Speaking gen-
erally, T rather like to see a nice hat on a woman
long as it does not interfere with my view of things. In

America the hat, of course, is a work of art, a thing of

beauty and a joy forever; therefore, we all like to

iook on the thing. Though we do not like to have to pay
for it. Do we, brothers?

' >f course, I assume it is impossible to do otherwise in

the ordinary moving picture theater but insist upon the

removal of ladies' hats, hut if it can be so devised that

women can wear their hats during the performance, it

will he all the better. For, once a woman has got her

hat on for a particular occasion she does not like to have
to take it off.

Before I wrote this article I put this question to sev-

eral ladies of my acquaintance who bought Easter hats.

I said, "My dear Mrs. (all my lady acquaintances
are married, of course) when I next have the pleasure

of escorting you to the moving picture theater, and you
dress yourself especially for the occasion, will you care

to take your hat off?" With wonderful unanimity they

replied much in these terms : "Oh, dear no. Mr. Bedding,
certainly not. We go out in our hats to wear them ; not

for the purpose of taking them off. We think you mov-
ing picture men should study us a little more."
And that is the point of this article, gentlemen of the

exhibiting business. Study the ladies. Not merely in

respect of their hats, but in every other possible detail

that you can. Study the ladies and their children. Have
ladies' matinees if you like, and ladies' sections of the

auditorium, but study the ladies. Do not let it be said, as

it has been said many times in my hearing, by the ladies.

"Oh, I would often run into a picture show, but really

I do not care to remove my hat." Dear friend exhibitor,

let the lady keep her hat on as much as possible and you
will make a permanent friend of her. Never -mind mere
man, who counts for comparatively little in the game.
Where woman goes lie will go. you may be sure ; so by

pandering to the lady you will assure the support of both.

Here endeth the lesson.

Our Vancouver (TV C.) correspondent writes: "It may in-

terest you to know that there have been several really swell

moving picture theaters erected in Vancouver since 1 v

you last. It was only last night that T dropped into one I

had not been to before, and T was surprised at the way these

pictures have improved. The theater was a very big one,

but was simply packed, and the scheme of ventilation was
such that there was not a suggestion of foul air at all.''

In the columns of the "Bioscope," an English publication,

we note that moving pictures arc being used in new and
novel fields. The Woman's National Health Association,

Chambers street. London, are illustrating their health lectures

by means of moving pictures. The young mother is being
taught how to wash and dress her baby, also how to prepare

its food, as well as how best to keep baby's food uncontam-
inated. The same medium, moving pictures, is being used by
a famous prize-fighter to study the various blows and ring

tactics of his opponent in a coming battle. Truly the ani-

mated picture's field of usefulness is broadening.

IF YOTT ARE INTERESTED IN THE MOVING PICTURE BUSINESS, YOU
SHOULD SUBSCRIBE FOR THE MOVING PICTURE WORLD. ?2.00.
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The Workin^man's Theater.

By Jane Elliott Snow.

The reason why the motion picture show is the work-
ingman's theater is because it comes within the limits

of both his time and means. The theater proper is held

at late hours, unless it be the matinee, which comes when
all working people are engaged in their legitimate occu-
pations. It is rarely that a person who works from eight

to ten hours a day feels like spending the evenings up to

10 or 12 o'clock at a place of amusement. But at a pic-

ture show one can step in and spend an hour very delight-

fully, and in many cases very profitably. Then the cost

of the thing appeals to people with limited incomes. Few
men with such incomes would think they could afford to

take their wives and children to a place of amusement,
where the least expense would be from twenty-five to

fifty cents each ; but they could take them where they

only had to pay five or ten cents each.

Think what it means to take a trip through the Alps,

through Northern Africa, or into the tropics where ba-

nanas and oranges grow ! Think what it means to visit

Montreal, when its ice palace is in all its glory and Win-
ter sports are at their height ! Think what it means to

' go to British Columbia and see them cutting down those

mammoth trees of centuries' growth ; to visit Yosemite
Valley, with its wealth of groves, of cascades and water-

falls, all of which can frequently be seen at a motion
picture show. This is an age of travel. People in this

country think nothing of making a tour of Europe ; they

take the Mediterranean trip and visit Spain, Italy, Greece,

Egypt and the Holy Land ; scores go around the world
each year. But while these few score, and few hundreds
are traveling abroad, the thousand remain at home, some
perforce, others from choice. To these latter the motion
picture show opens up an opportunity to see, for a few
pennies, and in a short time, all that their (so-called)

more favored citizens have seen at the cost of much
money and great fatigue.

This year of grace, 1910, will witness the great "Pas-

sion Play," at Oberammergau. Hundreds of people will

go to see it. But, while the hundreds will go, the thou-

sands will stay at home. But the stay-at-homes will have
the privilege of seeing the play reproduced in motion pic-

tures, for the sacrifice of an hour's time and five or ten

cents in money. The same may be said of other great

plays, great operas which are always expensive, and peo-

ple pay prices to attend them equal, if not greater, than

the sum paid to hear Dr. Cook or Com. Peary tell how
they didn't find the North Pole.

Not everyone reads our great masterpieces of litera-

ture ; they have not the time, nor the eyes ; in some in-

stances they can get many glimpses into such literature

by attending the motion picture plays.

"Launcelot and Elaine," "Jean Valjean," scenes from
Shakespeare, and other great literary works are making
their rounds of the world to-day. Yes, the motion pic-

ture show is here and it is here to stay. It is a great,

a wonderful thing, and should one of our forefathers, who
left the earth in the early days of the horse cars, come
back to us, what would surprise him the most? Would it

be the electric motors, the automobiles or the airships?

Would it be the telephones or the phonographs? No,
none -of these things. It would be that little picture, a

few feet square, thrown upon the canvas, where men,
women and children are seen moving about, running,

falling, climbing; where horses are galloping and entire

trains of cars are rushing along.

The presentation of these pictures involves a vast amount
of labor and expense. They require great talent, great

ability. Many of the firms that do this work keep in

constant employ many people, many actors and stage

managers. They have a great variety of scenery, for

many of their scenes are little plays in pantomime. Then
these little plays must be first written, and as the play

houses are so numerous and the changes of plays so fre-

quent, there must of necessity spring up a demand for

many original scenes and situations. What part the gen-
eral public will take in this work remains to be seen.

Some of the film producing firms ask for contributions
and promise good pay for those accepted. But when we
think of the staff of actors, artists and doubtless geniuses
and wits that the larger firms keep constantly employed,
it looks as if the chances for outsiders "are very meager.

It is no small matter to write a play that must be pro-

duced in pantomime. Some of the leading writers are

engaged in the work. One firm announces that they have
arranged with Richard Harding Davis to produce plays
exclusively for them. And readers who know Richard
Harding Davis only by his description of a "London Fog"
know what he can do with his pen. Carolyn Wells is

another writer mentioned as one of those who has writ-

ten pantomime plays.

Yes, the motion picture show is here. It is to a great
extent educational, as well as enjoyable. So let us hope
that it will establish and maintain a high standard of
excellence in every way, and that it will eventually have
a place in our schools, and in all our penal, reformatory
and philanthropic institutions, where both amusement and
instruction are so much needed, and where in no way can
they be so happily combined as in the motion picture.

Speed the March of Improvement.
By Dorothy Appleton.

The chief cause of so many attacks upon moving pic-

ture houses is the fact that managers show so many pic-

tures of a wildly sensational character, which undoubtedly
please a certain doubtful class—those who revel in such
stories as "Lantern-jawed Bob," "Gunpowder Jim," etc.

Why do managers play dozen to such people? These
degenerates are in the minority of substantial audiences.

The majority do not enjoy stories of crime and immor-
ality. To look at insanity is most distressing. It is a

living death. Nothing is sadder than reason dethroned.

Murder is horrible, revolting, yet people are killed be-

fore our eyes every day in these theaters. Life is full

of stories of intense, dramatic interest, stories of real

people. Then why can we not have such gripping scenes

oftener on the screen? Those people who can be relied

upon as regular patrons do not relish rank, worn out

melodrama of crime and cowboys. It is a trite excuse

for such films that "villainy is punished and virtue re-

warded." Film producers should give us more pic-

tures of human interest—the world is full of real com-
edies, dramas and tragedies, and so few are written for

the screen. In order to see one storv of the sort of

people who exist outside of a film, we are compelled to

sit through miles of scenes which are the same old agoniz-

ing situations turned about.

Film makers can help in this much needed improvement

by releasing more stories of the right sort. This indus-

try is young yet, and it will only be profitable when it

does not arouse criticism, which is in a measure deserved.

The Moving Picture World would like to hear from ex

liibitors as to what were the most popular films they have

shown during the past three months. Which have received

the most applause or have been most favorably commented
upon by the public? Which have they expressed a wish to

see the second time?
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Management of the Theater.

By S. L. Roi ii vpfel.

{Continued from March 12.)

A very important item to be considered in careful man-
agement is the arrangement of programs. By this 1

mean the order in which the respective reels and songs
are run. The first thing to he considered is that the per-

formance shall have a heginning and an ending. It

should he arranged, as far as possihle, to offer a complete
and consecutive presentation, just as though the patrons
were watching

#
a dramatic or any other performance.

The present day helter-skelter methods of many exhibi-

tors sends their audiences away in a bewildered and dis-

satisfied frame of mind, without any very clear idea of just

what they have seen. If the programs are arranged with
care and worked up to the psychological point, the au-

diences will go away contented and carry with them a

definite recollection of the entertainment. They would
come again and again, and that is what every success-

ful manager desires to create, a steady patronage that

will allow him to build up an average that will hold day
in and day out regardless of conditions. Of course, this

will be found difficult and in some cases will require

ingenuity on the part of the manager to accomplish this

end. In most cases, however, the careful exchange will

assort the program in such a way that it will require

only a little extra work to achieve success.

Take the following subjects for illustration:

"Industries of Southern California"—Sclig.

"Ranson's Folly"—Edison.

"The Newlyweds"—Biograph.

This I consider an ideal program and could be very

easily arranged to make a complete performance. The
first reel, we will say, is the Selig. This picture, on ac-

count of being an industrial and somewdiat of a novelty,

will hold your audience in nice shape until the finish.

We will then suppose you have a song that will fit nicely.

We are then ready for the Edison, which is a splendid

dramatic reel and could be made much of. It will ap-

peal especially to those who have read Mr. Davis' delight-

ful story, and even those who have not read it will un-

derstand it perfectly as the details are wrorked out very

cleverly. A glance at the faces of your audience will

show you now that they are in a pleasant mood and you

can imagine what the result will be when you next show
them "The Newdyweds." Your audience will leave their

scats all smiles and satisfaction. Suppose, on the other

hand, you had run the Edison after the Biograph ; the

hilarity caused by "The Newlyweds" would rob the Edi-

son of some of its most dramatic incidents and before

the picture could command undivided attention the best

part of it would already be on your take-up. Or, sup-

pose that you had run the industrial picture anywhere

else but first, either of the other two pictures would de-

tract from its true value and the chances are that your

audience would be rather fidgety waiting for the next

reel.

To accomplish results read carefully the snyopsis in

your Moving Picture World and derive therefrom the

exact story, and then use your own common sense. No
set rule can be laid clown for arranging your programs

in motion pictures. You must use judgment.

* * *

Another thing I want to call attention to is the fact

that not one minute during the entire performance should

your music cease. Open with a waltz in a lively tempo

and use same during small intermissions, swinging into

score arranged for pictures on signal from operator, oth-

erwise you will have a break in your performance that

will glare right out and make a complete fizzle of a care-

fully arranged program. The music should be so ar-

ranged that not a moment is lost in changing from one
theme to another. Then again always have your audience
exit with a good march in the liveliest kind of tempo,
or the chorus of a song that has made a hit, repeating
until the last person has passed out of the theater. After
a small intermission, of say, five minutes, you can start

your show right over again.

THE SERIOUSNESS OF COMEDY.
Natural fun is a spontaneous effervescence of good humor,

unexpected or unintentional in its outcome and effect. This
is an entirely different proposition to acting funny to order.
Try it. It is not as easy as you think. Just as soon as peo-
ple know you are trying to be funny, they become hyper-
critical and take you seriously. The trouble is to make
them forget that you are trying to be funny. To act funny
to order and make it appear natural or spontaneous is indeed
a serious matter.
This was the beginning of the subject of discussion with

one of the Vitagraph directors, who has met with remark-
able success in the directing of comedies. In the direction
of a drama the actors can inspire themselves with its serious-
ness, it is evident and unmistakable and the sense of serious-
ness is more general in the public disposition, therefore more
generally understood; the sense of the humorous is more
obscure and less developed; to get it across to the audience
it must appear natural and strike them as the real thing.

The director of a comedy must work very hard to get the
actors into the spirit of the comedy and then drill them
up and into a funny situation. They have got to exaggerate
without caricaturing; to emphasize without burlesquing. It

is a continual anxiety on the part of the director to go the
limit without overstepping it, a constant watchfulness to go
so far and no farther.

Every character in characteristics and makeup is a study;
to avoid offensiveness, the Frenchman must not be a freak,

the German not a ridicule, the Irishman not distasteful, just
pronounced enough to make them naturally funny. Con-
trasts or opposites must be introduced with care and judg-
ment. The thin woman and the fat man, the tall man and the
short woman, all must be weighed and measured within the
scale of possibility and effect. Climaxes and consequences
must be logical and feasible as well as sensibly funny.
The source of all humor is gravity and here again the

contrasted seriousness of purpose in the characters plays
an important part to intensify the fun; if the intention of
the actors to be funny were evident, the result would be lost.

The fun must appear unexpectedly and accidental. This de-
duction brings us back to our original proposition, that it

is a serious matter to be funny and the seriousness of comedy
acting and directing is a matter of deeper thought and con-
sideration than it appears..

Mr. R. Schultz, manager of the Thompson Company, who
are about to open the Washington Theater, 501 East 171st

street, this city, after spending several weeks in making ex-

amination of moving picture machines, current savers, etc.,

has placed an order with J. H. Hallberg, 30 Greenwich ave-

nue, New York, for the following:
No. 1 Motiograph moving picture machine, combined with

double dissolving stercopticon. The lamps for this machine
will be controlled by the "Hallberg" Automatic Electric

Economizer for double lamp outfit, so arranged that when
the lamps are used for dissolving stereopticon each lamp gets

30 to 35 amperes, and when the lower lamp is used for mov-
ing picture projection, it will operate with about 60 amperes
at the arc, especially designed for projection at a distance of

100 feet.

The Economizer will operate on 208 volt 60 cycles alternat-

ing current and the saving guaranteed is over 80 per cent.

on the current bill. There will also be a complete electric

ventilating equipment, 4,000 candle power flaming arc lamps
for this theater, which is scheduled to open within two weeks'
time.
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ALLIANCE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE IN SESSION.

Projected Sales Company Seeks to Regulate the Business of the Independents.
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A meeting of the Executive Committee of the National In-
dependent Moving Picture Alliance was held in the Hotel
Imperial, in this city, during the week and is still in session.

The only business transacted, as given out by Secretary
Swanson up to the hour of our going to press, was the elec-

tion of Mr. J. E. Brulatour as president, the admission of two
manufacturers—the Victor Film Manufacturing Company and
the United Film Manufacturing Company, both of Chicago.
That city was also selected as the next place of meeting, on
May 6 and 7.

There was the usual amount of hot air talk in, the meet-
ing room and in the lobbies and also much scheming and
plotting. But it all simmered down to a discussion of a new
combination in the field which had been quietly working for

some time to perfect an organization.
This new factor (which someone likened to the Patents

Company without the patents) is a duly incorporated com-
pany bearing the title of The Motion Picture Distributing and
Sales Company. The officers are: Carl Laemmle, president;

Adam Kessell, Jr., vice-president; Charles O. Baumann, treas-

urer; Thomas D. Cochrane, secretary. The active manage-
ment of the Sales Company will be in the hands of Thos. D.
Cochrane and C. O. Baumann. We have been unable to see

a copy of the articles of incorporation or to get a connected
statement as to the methods and projects of this Sales Com-
pany, but we have been asured by each of its officers indi-

vidually that its object is not personal graft but the better-

ing and solidifying of the film business as a whole and the

elimination of evils that the Alliance has been unable to

cope with.

For example, the comprehensive and succinct by-laws of

the Alliance provided for tines upon members who sold to

non-members, but this was openly winked at and manufactur-
ers, and even Alliance officials, were quite willing to pay
such fines and pocket a profit. A heavier penalty was needed
to hold in check people who boasted of being law breakers.

This the Sales Company proposes to do by controlling the

source of supply. No attempt will be made to eliminate any
manufacturer or exchange or coerce them into the ranks of

the Sales Company. A form of regulations will be submitted
to each Independent manufacturer and exchange at present

doing business. If a manufacturer signs and does not live

up to his agreement the Sales Company will not handle his

product. In the case of a refractory exchange the supply
of films will be cut off. True, the Alliance provided for such
casrs, but the secretary had no control over the marketable
commodity.
The plan, in short, as outlined to us, is that all Independent

films, both home and foreign make, should be marketed
through this Sales Company, who would exact a commission
for their services sufficient to cover the operating expenses.

This would give the exchange man only one account to deal

with and also the manufacturer, who, relieved of the worries

of distribution, could give more attention to perfecting his

product.
Another feature which commends the Sales Company idea

is that the manufacturer must submit his film to them one
or two weeks prior to release. It is to be inspected on regu-

lar days by the manufacturers or their representatives, and
no film that is not up to a certain standard and receives

the majority vote of approval will be accepted. We are

heartily in favor of any move towards the improvement of

quality and we believe that the competitive aspect of this

proposition will have a good effect upon the manufacturers.

Some such holding company was inevitable if the business

was to be safeguarded for those who have large interests at

stake. Thus the manufacturer can feel more secure, the ex-

changes will be certain of regular shipments, the exhibitor

will know that quality will be maintained and improved and
we believe that the general effect, if it is carried out, will

be beneficial.

The articles of agreement will be submitted to each In-

dependent manufacturer and exchange on April 4 and it is

proposed that they go into effect on April 18.

One element of success is still lacking—unanimity. Those
manufacturers who have not been consulted in the matter
naturally feel slighted and cannot get over the feeling that

their product will not stand a fair show. The Sales Com-
pany say this is absurd. But we have still to be shown.
A counter proposition that all manufacturers and exchanges

be given the opportunity of subscribing to the stock of a

holding company was offered. This, the promoters of the
Sales Company pointed out, would only lead to dissension
and delays as had been proven over and over again in former
Independent protective associations and Alliances that would
not ally and could not protect.

Reports were current that other manufacturers had signed
up with the Imp and Bison Companies, but personal investi-
gation proved this to be false; although several said they were
open to Conviction, but had not yet seen the articles of
agreement. If it can be shown that these will not give any
unfair advantage or power to the two promoters of the Sales
Company, we believe most if not all of the manufacturers
will be with them. To touch on one point, the voting on.

the acceptance or quality of any manufacturer's product:
If each release means a vote this would give the two pro-
moting concerns a majority vote at once. If votes are lim-
ited to one for each company no objection could be raised.
It may require some drastic measures to establish a standard
of quality, but if absolute fairness prevails, the results can
only work for the greatest good to the greatest number,
which is what The Moving Picture World stands for and will

support.

THANHOUSER RELEASES FRIDAY.
At the request of a majority of the exchanges, the Than-

houser Company have changed their release day to Friday,
as there was only one other release on that day. This shows
a disposition on their part to work in harmony with their
customers and competitors for the general welfare.

THOSE HATS.
By F. H. Richardson.

In Atlanta, Ga., the city authorities have passed an ordi-
nance compelling women to remove their headgear in thea-
ters, and what is more, they are enforcing it to the letter.

And now come certain managers of moving picture theaters
demanding the annullment of the law, else they threaten
to attempt its defeat in the courts on constitutional grounds
Their reason for this remarkable position is that women are
staying away from their houses rather than remove their

hats. Now, the writer cannot possibly agree with the Atlanta
managers in their unique position. He holds that both men
and women should be obliged to remove their hats or else

leave the theater. When a manager sells me a ticket, it is

supposedly a guarantee that I will see a show, not someone's
hat. If from any cause the show was not put on, the man-
ager would promptly refund the price of admission; but he
sells you a ticket and by allowing ladies (?) to retain their

hats to all intents and purposes does not put on a show,
so far as you are concerned. I place the question mark
after the word "ladies'" advisedly. The word "lady" pre-

supposes a woman of some degree of refinement who will

have at least some regard for the rights of others and who
is not so unutterably selfish as to be willing to spoil the
pleasure of others simply because she is too lazy to take off

her hat. That is plain talk, but it expresses the facts. The
manager who sells me a ticket and then allows some other
patron to completely hide the stage, or curtain, from my
view during the entire show, has operated a swindle. He
has accepted ray money, but has (so far as I am concerned)
given no show in return. In Atlanta the women might, for

a time, cease to attend the theaters as often as they did

before (that is to say, some of them might), but it won't
last very long, believe me, especially if convenient mirrors
be installed.

Carl Laemmle is in town and advises us that he has dis-

patched an agent to establish depots for Imp films in the
leading European cities.

Block & Schumacher have opened a thoroughly fireproof

theater, the "Central," 63d street and First avenue. Licensed
films, refined vaudeville and illustrated songs.

Miss Lawrence, the Imp leading lady, received a great ova-
tion at St. Louis last week. The St. Louis papers gave col-

umns to the event and next week we hope to find space for

a record of this unique and clever stunt of the press agent.
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Graphicus.

"He died learning." This is the inscription on the tomb-
stone of a great historian, who lies buried at Mentone, by the
Mediterranean Sua. The tomb and the inscription are due
to the devotion of the historian's wife. I often think of
this lady with gratitude because she has perpetuated a senti-
ment that is rather a favorite of mine—the sentiment being,
that while we live and learn, we live to learn, as the his-
torian of whom I am writing and thinking, John Richard
Green, did throughout his useful life.

* * *

Not a day passes but what I learn something about the
moving picture. 1 do not know it all. As the result of four-
teen years' association with moving picturedom, I have
learned a little about the picture and its business and I

want to learn more. What 1 know has been the result of
work - that is. study and observation. The consequence is

that, having a perfectly open mind, and a receptive one, I

am constantly adding to my knowledge of a subject which
is a fascinating one from every aspect, except, perhaps, the
purely commercial one.

I learned something this week that interested me very
much and 1 want to interest my readers in it, namely, that
it is possible for a book of 336 pages to deal exclusively with
the moving picture in only one of its aspects, and that the
educational! The educational side of the moving picture
has always appealed to me. It appealed to me ten or eleven
years ago when I wrote the history of animated photography
in another publication. It appeals to me even more so to-

day when I realize the enormous strides which are being,
and have been, made in using the moving picture in the
dissemination of knowledge.

* * *

The great book about educational moving pictures of
which 1 write is issued by Mr. George Kleine,' of 52 State
street, Chicago, and 19 Kast Twenty-first street. New York
City. It has a pretty cover, a graceful dedication to Mr.
Edison and some introductory notes on education by moving
pictures. Moreover, the little paper by Professor F, K. Starr,

entitled "The World Before Your Eyes," which was repro-
duced in these pages last year, is also printed. Mr. Edison
himself also sends Mr. Kleine a letter appreciative of this

very fine catalogue.
* * *

I have called it a catalogue and it calls itself a catalogue.
I have handled and written hundreds of trade catalogues
in my time, but I have never handled one with such pleasure
as I am doing this one. I decline to regard it as a catalogue,
It is a book full of fascination, and its reading matter, to

anybody who takes the smallest interest in the subject, must
be, I am quite sure, as absorbing as any book of fiction,

travel or science that could be chosen and read at random.
* * *

Think of it now!—336 pages all devoted to synopses of
educational picture stories! The classified index runs some-
what as follows: Agricultural subjects, i

l/2 pages; applied
sciences, \Y\ pages; aviation, aeronautics and ballooning, l/-

page; tine arts, classical music, dances, literary, V/2 pages;
history, 2V2 pages; religion, Y> page; military and naval, 2jX

pages; natural science, 2 pages; sports, 2*/> pages. But I

must stop. I am just referring to the index of the subjects
and I have not given the reader half an idea of what this

index consists of. Perhaps he will learn best the extent of

the book if 1 say that the index actually occupies 50 pages.
Think of il now! fifty pages of an index of moving pictures

solely devoted to what are conveniently called educational
subjects. These include travel, history, surgery, zoology,
botany, railways, areonautics, ethnology, naval, geography,
geology, microscopy, agriculture, military, mining, etc.!

Think <>f it! !

* * *

1 hope the reader who profits every week by this little

sermon on the screen will be as much impressed by the

magnificence" of this interesting moving picture book as I

am. I do not think there could be any finer monument to

Kleine's business enterprise ami acumen than this book, of

which I would like to see a copy in every educational insti-

tution in the United Stales: Every university, every college,

every school, every church, every chapel. Because I think
that if it were brought to the notice of those responsible for
the education and religious life of the people of this country
it would give the moving picture such an uplift that it is

hard to conceive how valuable its uses in educational work
would be. 1 think Mr. Kleine deserves the thanks of the
entire moving picture public for issuing this book.

* * *

The book to me has other uses. I would like, if I bad the
time, money and opportunity, to keep a parcel of this valu-
ator book by me so that when people of the Dr. Anna
Shaw, Judge O'Sullivan, Representative Mellen type, and
other stupid fanatics who attack the moving picture,— I say-

that when people of this foolish type air their venomous
ignorance about the picture, either in public or private, they
could be presented with a copy of Kleine's book, in order
that they might learn what the moving picture is in one of
Us best aspects. The book, besides dealing with educational
moving pictures, is an education in itself. 1 have learned a

huge lot from it and hope to learn a huge lot more. It tells

me that subjects have been made by the moving picture

that 1 did not think or dream of had been been treated

that way. So that, aside of the new -paper view of merely
writing about this book, 1 feel personally obliged to Mr.
Kleine for letting me make SO valuable an addition to my
knowledge about the picture. "G. K." 1 take off my hat to

you!
* * *

The value of the book will be increased as time goes on,

for I gather from one of the prefatory articles, that forth-

coming supplements will be issued, and that no purely edu-
cational films exist outside of those listed in the book.
Moreover, that ten years have been devoted to collecting

the pictures. This shows what a great amount of work has

been done and it also shows what a vast scope there is be-

fore the book, now, and in the future, as the standard refer-

ence library of moving pictures. I can easily see how this

catalogue—I beg pardon, book—bids fair to become the

standard world's reference of the subject. I can fancy; a

man, say, in Lower California, wanting to know something
about industrial India. Kleine tells him by means of bis

moving pictures. Or another man wanting to know some-
thing about cutting oak and removing tan bark; or another

man wanting to know something about Sicilian industries;

and yet a fourth desiring to learn something about the

wicker chair industry of Maderia. I opened the Kleine book

at random, at pages" 168 and 169, and-therc are the subjects

treated on those "pages. 1 have no hesitation in calling this

book the most valuable publication ever issued in connection

with moving picture photography.

A catalogue that will interest moving picture exhibitors and

one that will prove a valuable source of information to them,

has just been issued by the progressive Novelty Slide (>n,-

panv. This booklet is devoted to the latest illustrated s

old home songs, modern lecturettes and Novelty Puzzlettes.

It is probablv the largest and most complete list ever is

of its kind, and contains the names of songs and publishers

in alphabetical order. Over 1,000 sets are listed, and exhib-

itors will find this a handy reference book when arranging

their illustrated song or lecture program. Every set listed

is carried in stock and can be rented. A special feature of

the catalogue that will appeal to many managers is the list

of popular old home songs. The old standard melodies are

being constantly requested by moving picture patrons and

quite a number" of picture houses are using the same with

actory results. Lecturettes are now in use in many of

the largest houses, and a large selection is available covering

travels in every country of the world, as well as on other

subjects. Novelty Puzzlettes are gaining favor every day.

and reports from all over the United States and Canada in-

dicate that this novel attraction is pleasing, puzzling ami

attracting patrons and incidentally increasing receipts. Tin-

complete catalogue is mailed free of charge to all inquiring

for same to the Novelty Slide Company, 221 East Fifty-third

Street, New York City.
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THE LOBBY READING ROOM.
By H. F. Hoffman.

It is easy to sit down and write suggestions to managers,
but the principal drawback to most suggestions is that it

usually costs a lot of money to carry them out. As a man-
ager 1 have been tipped off to a lot of good ways to please
my patrons, but when it came right down to doing them I

always found that any one of them would put a crimp in

my bank roll and I generally passed them up when I had
figured the cost.

I like to make suggestions that don't cost money, and I

want to tell you of a little idea that helped to make my
place quite popular for very little money. I turned my
lobby into a library. A library ot fun and a library without
books. Before doing so, my entrance was often crowded
with people waiting for the next show. They were obliged
to stand like sheep in a pen with nothing to interest them.
I had discarded the noisy phonograph early in the game, be-

cause I believed it cheapens a house and many managers
will agree with me in this, I know.
Having no phonograph, there was nothing to break the

monotony of standing and waiting, and I often wondered
how people could be show-hungry enough to do it night
after night. For my part, I would have turned back home
and I dare say there were many who did.

At any rate, I had occasion, one night, to post a special

notice and the way the patrons nocked around it was enough
to convince me that they wanted something to amuse them
while waiting for the big show. The next day I posted some
clippings from a funny paper and they were read with the

same interest, but there were not enough of them; the jokes
were read in a few minutes and for the lack of any more
they were read again, so I began at once to fill my lobby
full of them.
At first I thought I had to have a special frame for each

story or picture and my bill at the picture framer's was
considerable, but I soon found a better way in making enough
large frames to go around the foyer. These frames were
regular cardboard size, or 22 x 28, and on one sheet of col-

ored cardboard I would group as many short stories and
illustrated jokes as was possible without crowding. After
they were pasted on I would take a brush and some white
varnish and outline them, putting in a scroll here and there,

which set them off nicely, as the varnish simply darkens
the color of the cardboard to a deeper shade and dries

instantly.

These frames were hung about 4^2 feet from the floor

to the bottom of the frame, or the proper height for reading
while standing. Above these frames I hung the larger

portraits and prints that could be seen from a greater dis-

tance. These I did not frame, but mounted them on suitable

cardboard which served the purpose just as well.

I never saw many people turn away after that. They were
anxious to get in and see what new stuff I had put up for

them. Some called it the "curiosity shop" and others dubbed
it their "reading room," but whatever they chose to call it,

they knew they could enjoy every minute of the time they
were at my place, whether they had to wait or not.

I kept these cardboards working in relays. That is to

say: I always had a change in preparation and as soon as

it was ready T would remove from its frame the one that

had been on view the longest and put in the new one, using

the back side of the old one for more jokes.

My collection was at first confined to illustrated jokes and
very short stories, but the field began to widen so as to

include all manner of items that could' possibly be of inter-

est to anybody. I even went so far as to try drawing some
cartoons, but T soon found that the moving picture busi-

ness leaves a man time for little else. Now that I am doing
them for The World, however, T hope you will occasionally

find one of them that could be displayed in public for the

benefit of the good cause.

Good articles concerning moving pictures always got a

place of honor in my library. Besides these were editorials

from the daily papers, fashion plates for the ladies, anything
about the care of babies or children, household hints, etc.

Sporting news for the men. boxing, baseball, politics, car-

toons, f*tc. Frivolous items for frivolous people, serious clip-

pings for serious folks, all culled from the daily or Sunday
papers. Sometimes a whole page or two from Collier's,

Leslie's or other weeklies, begged from the barber, showing
wrecks, mine disasters, nun of the hour, etc., and all these
mixed in with a good supply of jokes, clever post cards, mot-
toes, popular actors and actresses, etc., etc.

I had so much of it that it would take a week to read
it in the patron's way. a few minutes at each time, and,
therefore, any cardboard was good for a week or more. My

collection came from many sources, once I had it started

Friends and patrons would hand clippings to me as they
passed in and many came in the mail. I rifled cafes and
barber shops, where I was known, of their weeklies when
a new one was due. On the cars I tore out matter and kept
it in my hat with a whalebone spring. One time, in a

second-hand book store, I picked up a coupel of years' is-

sue of "Life," about five years old, for fifty cents. The
jokes in them were so old they were new again, and after

that I spent more time around book stalls buying old comic
weeklies, prints, etc.

On Sundays, in a couple of hours, I could clip material
enough to last a week. I educated my cashier to arrange
them on the cardboards during the dull hours of the day, so
there wasn't much time lost. The most provoking part of
it all was when something" I liked was printed on both sides

of the same paper. In that case, if the article was strong
enough, I would try and get another copy, otherwise I

would let it go and use something else. You can go to a
lot of expense if you get the craze, but it doesn't nay to go
to extremes, because the life of a clipping is short, no
matter how good, so take what fits and let the rest go.

With regard to moving picture articles, however, they
should be used freely—very freely. I am sure the editor of
The World would have no objections to sending you all

an extra copy each week where an article backs up on the
same sheet, provided you send him an extra $2 Tor the year's
supply. If you do that (it just came into my head this

minute) what an awful rake-off there would be coming to
me. I'll have to get some advice from my lawyer about how
much is due a man in commissions for doubling the circula-

tion of a paper.

QUALITY VS. QUANTITY.
As Viewed by an Exchange Proprietor.

Will the Quality win?
Will the Quantity win?
Not long ago, the cry for good pictures was universal. The

average productions were so inferior, that the moving pic-

tures remained the cheap amusement of the common people
and no cinematographic theater could find a foothold in the

better districts.

When the manufacturers found that there was no money
in bad productions, that cultured classes shunned the moving
picture shows, that the ministers were fighting them to the

bitter end, that the municipal authorities all over the land

were raising the licenses, were enacting prohibitive ordi-

nances, etc., the manufacturers came to their senses and
started to produce better work, to prove that motion pic-

lures were moral, amusing and instructive.

We had a right to hope for a complete reform, but over-

production steps in and still handicaps Quality. If we could

spare the time, we would go over the most recent releases,

to mention some of the absurdities being exhibited. What
are producers thinking of when they show you a merry
widow in the make-up of an old maid? A tall, slender woman,
with a sharp nose, hard features, long side curls and manners
of the typical old maid, is certainly not the proper person

to act the part of a merry widow.
"Capital vs. Labor" is a film that shows a drop on the part

of a licensed manufacturer, as it is not the story of an Ameri-
can strike, but an anarchistic revolution, with no moral lesson

to it. A minister of the Gospel should and would not have
approved such scenes of vandalism by forcing the manufac-
turer to consent to the terms of the mob. We do not deny
the rights of the working classes, but when they destroy

homes and are ready to kill they are no more law-abiding

citizens, but brigands deserving no sympathy and no moral
support from a minister of the Gospel. The minister should

have used his influence to pacify the men, reprimand them
for their acts, and should have tried to bring a settlement

between the strikers and the manufacturer.
But we have some conscientious manufacturers, who are

doing their utmost to elevate motion pictures to a better

standard, to make them the great educator of the future. Mr.

Gaumont has made a name for quality. If he offers us sim-

ple stories, he knows how to make master productions out

of them; with him it is not a question of quantity, it is a

question of quality.

Gaumont's "Fall of Babylon" has already been described

and will be a revelation, as we feel confident that the ex-

hibitors who respect their patrons will not show scenes of

violence when they know that other master productions are

at their disposal.
"The Penitent of Florence" will add more laurels to Gau T

mont, and "Judith" will surely crown his success.

"Judith" is a film of quality, not of quantity. It is the
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finest production ever shown on a screen, and I can safely
say that no one can recall a picture so true and correct in

details, so rich in settings and costumes, so beautiful in

colors, so fine in photography and so cleverly produced and
acted. "Judith" is certainly a revelation of what cinematog-
raphy has in store for us. It is impossible to give a de-
scription of this coming film, as the pen cannot convey to
the mind the impressions left after viewing the picture on
the screen. The very few persons present at the advance
exhibition were spellbound with admiration and all that they
could say would be an exclamation of "Admirable!"

"Judith"' can conciliate motion pictures with the better cul-
tured classes, with the ministers and the different authorities,
provided that the men who arc looking at the dollars they
can make to-day, without any consideration for the future
of cinematography, do not kill motion pictures by making
films by the mile. When they want to turn out so many
miles per week, they have no time to select the scenarios,
to study them, to prepare the details; no time to do the right
thing.
When we will call the attention of the public to "Judith,"

the ministers and authorities will say: "Yes, 'Judith' is a
beautiful and instructive picture, but we cannot whitewash
the motion pictures by showing a few isolated examples that
stand for quality. T. RUTH.

COMMENTS OF THE FLEETING HOUR.
By W. Stephen Bush.

It is with the utmost diffidence, but in an eager spirit of
helpfulness, that T venture the suggestion to certain film
makers not to revel too much in the gruesome and the
srhastly. 1 have the sincerest admiration for the Edison and

raph studios, but it must be said, with all due deference
to these distinguished producers, that such films as "Frank-
enstein" and "The Mystery of Temple Court." while delight-
ful literature to coroners, undertakers, grave-diggers and
morgue-keepers, fail to please the general public. "Fail to
please" is putting it mildly. Anyone who has read Mrs.
Shelley's preface will realize at once that she would have re-

coiled with disgust from the thought of putting the thing
into moving pictures, had moving pictures been known in

her day. "The Mystery of Temple Court." a genuine Laura
Jean I.ibby title, brings us into a hidden chamber, where the
body of a dead woman has been undergoing the process of
decomposition. The realism, which attempts to portray the
sense of smell in a drama, is almost always misplaced and
bound to result in something unpleasing, to say the least.

1 find nothing loathsome or ghastly, like the rotting of a
dead body or the going about of an ill-shaped, silly night-
mare, in either the Greek, the English, the French, or the
German drama. "Caliban" is a monster of a very different
cast, and he is Shakespeare's only monster. Death scenes and
executions are interesting historical reading, when well de-
scribed, but a portrayal of these things on a living screen
may well be dispensed with.

* * *

In refreshing contrast to the yellow tints of journalism, one
of the loading dailies of Philadelphia. "The Evening Tele-
graph," finds the moving picture not only a wholesome and
legitimate form of entertainment, but has enlisted it as a
valuable ally in extending its circulation and its sphere of
public usefulness. The paper gives a high-class moving pic-
ture program free for the benefit of any public institution,
such as fire companies, libraries, literary associations,
churches, etc. The news of this enterprise has spread and
the paper is now besieged with applications for its entertain-
ment from every part of the territory generally reached by
the Philadelphia press. The managers of the circulation
department, who hit upon this scheme, report splendid re-

sult- in increasing both the circulation and the prestige of

the paper. What constitutes the special significance of this

fact for the lovers of the moving picture lies in the circum-
stance that the paper occupies a very high status in the
community and is inclined to be conservative. Through the
enterprise of the paper, thousands who were cither indifferent
or hostile to the moving picture and who would never have
gone to an ordinary moving picture show, have forgotten
their indifference or prejudice and have been converted into
admirers of the moving picture and have become believers in

its vast possibilities. For this reason the enterprise seems
to d.serve a word of praise in these columns.

* * *

Tf the future historian, whose duty it shall be to describe
the manners, customs and ways of living of the plain Amer-
ican people, has about six well-selected Selig films, his tasl-

will be an easy one. No need of excavating the suburbs of

Chicago or digging into the ruins of Indianapolis or Omaha
or Ues Moines. The Selig films do far more than merely
tell a story. They portray with a thousand subtle touches
of a master hand the manner of life of the great yeomanry
of our country, the plain people, especially of the Middle
West. What would be the value of a reel of film showing
a story of the time of Pericles or Augustus, faithfully por-
traying the life in ancient Athens or Rome? The value of
the moving picture in this regard, well known to us of the
moving picture field, is as yet hidden from the "high brows"
of daily journalism.

* * *

I believe I could tell, in nine cases out of ten, whether a
Selig film is being shown, with my eyes shut, if I could be

nt among the audience. Audiences always take these
films seriously. Their interest is aroused in an unusual degree.
The film compels such strict attention that it is impossible
for tke audience to waste any time in whispered comments.
The result is an unusually profound silence.

PLETHORA OF PICTURE DRAMAS FROM PUERILE
DRAMATISTS.

"It is in the dramatic productions that we find the lowest
ebb of both mind and matter. The situation in this depart-
ment may be described as exuberantly idiotic. Were it not
for an occasionally intelligent dog, some automobiles, and
pictures of scenery and places, there would be absolutely
'nothing doing' within the whole compass of the big bull's

eye of illumination. Some of these 'little dramas' are so bad
that even the machine refuses to go on with the theme and
runs off the track. The necessity of watching their subjects
closely has driven some of the superior-minded operators
crazy. These dramatic productions leave nothing whatever
to suggestion or to the imagination. There is no specula-
tion in the treatment, all is of a pat and palpable obviousness
that defies the power of penetration b>r paralyzing it. Think-
ing, on the part of the audience, is not necessary, in fact it

is prohibited. If not your normal condition you must assume
a vacuous condition of mind and let your eyes fall lightly

upon the cheese cloth. Then they turn on the light and
start the reel unwinding, when suddenly we are transported
through airy regions of high romance to a Bowery stage.
The scenery is grand. The villain rushes down the mountain
side and shoots a revolver three times at some one in the
east who most probably deserves the sudden death that has
come to him. Exit the villain. Several men. including some
honest cowboys, now rush on the scene flourishing vengeance
and revolvers. They leave and the heroine appears wringing
her hands. She takes a picture from her bosom and kisses
it, once, twice, and yet once again. The audience is now
seen to weep. Scene 2d, opens up the interior of a humble
home of honest poverty; poverty, poverty all around and
not a thing to cat! On a cot in the corner' a lusty child
is dying of starvation. The heroine goes to the cupboard

—

there is nothing there! She shows the empty- bread box
whereby the audience knows that she is not telling a lie.

The child on the cot seems to murmur 'ain't it hell to be poor.'

The hard-hearted old landlord now enters for his rent, there
is no rent in that house and the he.-oine falls on her knees
and implores him to let her starve in peace with her sick

child. This the old wretch refuses to do and right then, on
the instant, forces the distressed woman out into the bitter

cold of a Labrador Winter. She gathers her dying child in

her arms and goes forth—God knows where! The next scene
discovers a fifteen dollar a week elderly millionaire seated in

the luxurious parlors of his Fifth avenue mansion. He is

gazing steadily on vacant space, thinking deeply. Suddenly
there comes a tapping as of some one gently rapping on
his chamber door. lie rises and opens the door. The
heroine and her child fall prostrate at his feet. He raises

them up, looks into the face of the strange woman and
discovers in her his long lost daughter, who married the

villain, who shot the man. up in the mountains. He then
produces a newspaper which tells her that her husband was
lynched, which makes her a widow. At this instant her re-

jected lover of former days enters and holds out his arms to

her. She drops into her former lover's arms. The old

father is now touched beyond expression and amidst the

of the audience is led by the starving child to where
the happy couple stand expectant. He gives them his bless-

ing with eyes upturned to heaven, when, presto! we're off

without a moment's intermission to another subject of equal

pathos and sublimity.

"No gentle reader, this is not a sight draft unon your
crcdulitv. it is an accurate description of a recent film which
we done seen with our own eyes!"—The "Galaxy."
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COMMENTS <™ FILMS

"The Twisted Trail" (Biograph).—A romantic drama, de-
picting the love difficulties of the foreman of a California
ranch who falls in love with the owner's daughter. In a
fit of passion the ranchman dies and the foreman is accused
of his murder. During his attempt to escape he rescues the
girl he loves from a band of Indians and, in conducting her
to safety, is captured and narrowly escapes hanging. But,
eventually the difficulties are all overcome and the young
couple are made happy. Acted with the vigor and the sym-
pathetic understanding which characterizes the work of this
company, the picture makes a big hit with the audience.

"Two Gentlemen of the Road" (Lubin).—A funny skit
representing two tramps misled by a fake note of some boys
who are playing at dime novel stories, and set cut to dis-
cover the hiding place of the loot described. They get into
a physical culture school, where, amid, the D'elsarte move-
ments of the girl devotees, all sorts of troubles beset them
and they are finally carried away to prison. There is a vein
of delicate humor running through the story which adds to
its interest and keeps the audience wondering what the next
scene will bring forth.

"Wonderful Wizard of Oz" (Selig).—The reproduction of
a story of this character in motion pictures is an achieve-
ment of sufficient importance to attract more than the usual
degree of interest. That it has been successfully accom-
plished needs scarcely to be said. The reputation of this
house for producing striking and unusual films is too well
established to require further description. It is an excel-
lent film, well acted and clearly photographed.

"The Suit Case Mystery" (Edison).—A romance which be-
gins with an accident and ends with a wedding, though at

first no indication of a wedding appears. The transference
of two suit cases alike, one filled with money and the other
containing an unfortunate draughtsman's tools, is made the
basis of an interesting sequence of events, ending in a wed-
ding. Perhaps the most dramatic scene is where the draughts-
man is deciding whether he will keep the money or return
it. When he does return it all the other interesting and
quite natural results follow in quick succession. Such stories,
well worked out, make good pictures and never fail to ex-
cite interest and maintain it throughout.

"The Railway Mail Clerk" (Kalem).—A melodrama which
will catch the public fancy wherever it is shown. Here is

reproduced the thrilling scene of entering a mail car by
means of a window and a rope while the train is in motion.
To it is added some clever detective work on the part of
the wife of the mail clerk who was accused of the robbery.
It is a thriller of the most pronounced type, emphasized by
the fact that it is a railroad picture and, therefore, makes
an even stronger appeal that it otherwise would. The Kalem
Company reproduce these pictures in a masterly way and
their work never fails to please. Steady advance in the
character and literary quality of the pictures and the work
of the photographer have combined to make a picture that
will hold the attention of any audience as long as it runs.
Our one regret is that dramas of this class necessitate show-
ing burglary or villainy as an anti-climax to the moral. But
such stories appeal to a large number.

"No Trifling with Love" (Pathe).—A strongly dramatic
representation of the results of a man's duplicity when he
makes love to one girl for the purpose of arousing jealousy
in another and thereby shaking her purpose to enter a con-
vent. The acting is sympathetic, and one's nerves become
tense under the strains of the acting of Rosette as she
lushes toward the lake and throws herself in. And there
is another dramatic scene when her body is discovered and
vain attempts are made to resuscitate her. The picture is a
tragedy, depicting clearly the terrible results of trifling with
such a serious matter as an affair of the heart.

"The Banks of the Ganges" (Pathe).—A clearly photo-
graphed picture of the attractive and, to Western eyes, novel
sights along the banks of the sacred river of India. Detailed
description is unnecessary; suffice it to say that the Pathe
reputation for excellence in travel pictures in no wise suf-

fers in this one. It brings to the doors of thousands who
could never see it a realistic reproduction of the banks of
this interesting river, interesting because of its religious
significance to millions of people.

"The Hand of Fate" (Vitagraph).—A strongly dramatic
picture reproducing a series of events from the shooting
and robbing of a miner, almost to the wedding of the chil-

dren of the two principal actors in the first scene of the
drama, years before. The novelty lies in the two men talk-

ing it over and agreeing to remain silent. The closing scene,
where the erstwhile highwayman, banished by the conse-
quence of his own act years before, is seen riding away alone
over a desolate plain, is pathetic, yet its stern justice must
be admitted. Some of the best work of the Vitagraph actors
has been lavished upon this picture and the result is a satis-

factory and altogether pleasing film. The hand of fate in

working out the problems of human destiny is clearly

depicted.

"Gold Is Not All" (Biograph).—Such pictures should assist

in creating a sentiment that will place a true value upon
wealth in its relation to human happiness and its influence
upon life. The story is told in the strong contrast of the
lives of two girls, one married to a man of wealth, the
other to a poor young man. The world will say instantly

that the one with the money is happy. Ten years later the
scene changes and the wealthy girl, deserted by her hus-
band, weeps alone over the deathbed of her child. The poor
girl, surrounded by her children and loving husband, shows
every indication of happiness. No further explanation is

necessary. It is enough, perhaps, to say this much. One's
imagination can supply the rest. Sympathetically acted and
admirably photographed, this picture deserves the higest
commendation.

"Spanish Wife" (Lubin).—A strongly dramatic picture,

which is acted with all the sympathy and energy usually

displayed by those players. The Lubin dramas of this type
have always been successful because of the satisfactory treat-

ment of the subjects. The strength and unity of the pieces
selected for illustration, and the sympathetic interpretation

of the players have combined to produce pictures which have
pleased and satisfied the thousands who have seen them. In
this instance the best traditions of the house have been lived

up to and the result is in every way satisfactory.

"The Little Vixen" (Pathe).—A little skit which centers
around the childish attempt of a vixen of a girl constantly
eluding a lover who wants to marry her. At last he plays

a trick on her sufficiently original to suit the most exacting
flirt. Perhaps he won her and was well satisfied with his

bargain. Perhaps she really cared for him after all.

"Polar Bear Hunt" (Pathe).—Making motion pictures in

a region of perpetual ice must be beset with numerous dif-

ficulties. Yet this one brings to audiences far removed from
the ice-locked scene all the grandeur and isolation of the

Polar world. The hunt adds a zest to the scene, but prob-
ably the main interest will center in the reproduction of

characteristic scenery and the interpretation of the mystery
of silence which will be the result of seeing the picture. It

is scenic and unquestionably educational in its influence.

"The Treasure Hunters" (Selig).—A thrilling story of ad-

venture in the South Sea islands, reproduced with the care

and attention to detail which have made this sort of pic-

tures from Selig popular. There are many details which
clearly represent life in that far away region, and the de-

velopment of the story is made so natural that interest never
flags. Well acted and clearly photographed, the picture will

not fail to interest an audience anywhere.

"His Hunting Trip" (Essanay).—Here is a comedy with
all the life and snap and go that characterize the comedies
issued by this house. It portrays the uproariously funny
adventures of a gentleman upon a hunting trip, and like all

the comedies from this studio it has made a big hit. It is

unnecessary to tell the story. Better see it and learn for one's

self. It is unnecessary, too, to undertake detailed criticism.

The film was intended to be funny and it succeeds admirably
in its purpose. What more could the most exacting and de-

structive critic desire?

"Red Hawk's Last Raid" (Kalem).—A certain type of In-

dian character is graphically depicted in this picture, which
purports to show how a young brave makes a foray against

the whites to win fame and the hand of the chief's daughter.

But his hopes are doomed to disappointment and he succeeds
only in winning an ignominious death at the hands of his

white enemies. The delineation of Indian character and
accessories seems to be accurate. It should be, since real

Indians act the play. It is well done. Anyone will agree to

that, and the photography is quite up to the standard.

"Lo, the Poor Indian" (Kalem).—An entirely different type

of Indian story. A young brave steals a horse to save his

squaw and pappoose from starving. But he is caught and
put in jail, a victim of laws which he does not comprehend.
This picture should set one thinking. It should arouse a

sense of the injustice which has been meted out to unfor-

tunate Indians on the supposed intention of following the
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white man's ideas of justice. The two will always conflict,

no matter how earnest the effort to reconcile them, and be-
cause they do conflict they will always work injustice to the
weaker party. Perhaps the comprehension of this fact will

be forced by a wide exhibition of such pictures as this.

"Out of Sight, Out of Mind" (Pathe).—A bit of a love
story, showing how soon one may forget a lover, holding
some interest, though of no particular importance as a story.

But the scenic qualities arc- out of the ordinary. Most of the
scenes were made outdoors, and the coloring of this portion
of the film is of rare beauty, adding materially to the attrac-

tiveness of the entire picture. The story does not help it

particularly, but the heart interest which it contains does not
detract from the beauty of the film.

"Driven to Steal" (Pathe).—A rather gloomy subject, yet
perhaps containing some elements of usefulness in that it

may arouse here and there a person to a comprehension of
the misery which surrounds them. Few ever stop to think
that sometimes men arc driven to crime by the suffering of
their families. This picture graphically describes such an
instance and develops the story in a quite natural way, end-
ing with the man at work and his family well and happy.

"The Midnight Escape" (Urban).—A drama excellently
acted and clearly photographed, developing the story easily.

In places the acting rises to the more than ordinary heights
of histrionic effort. The finished work of the Urban com-
pany would make a commonplace drama interesting.

"Making Sherry Wine at Xeres" (Urban).—An industrial
picture representing the making of sherry wine in the district

of Xeres, Spain, noted for its sherries. All the details of the
industry are shown, from the preparation of the fruit to the
sale of the wine. The photography is admirable, as might
be expected from this house, and one can acquire an accurate
knowledge of the making of this favorite wine. It is a good
addition to the series of excellent industrial films.

"The Indiscretions of Betty" (Vitagraph).—A graphically

told story of the indiscretions of a young woman who has
social aspirations beyond her means. It is a common story,

too common for comfort, perhaps, and it is told in such a

dramatic way that it becomes more than ordinarily impres-
sive. The dramatic climax, where the Count forces his at-

tentions upon her and is soundly chastised by the husband,
makes a fitting close to the film. There are numerous les-

sons in this picture, nor is there any attempt to conceal them.
Perhaps they will exert a beneficial influence upon other
women who may be falling into the same kind of temptation.

"Diary of a Nurse" (Gaumont).—A dramatic film of inter-

est, acted with sympathy and photographed with intelligence.

There is a good story in it, one that will be seen with inter-

est by the large numbers in the motion picture audiences
throughout the country.

"Bradford's Claim" (Edison).—Perhaps the most interest-

ing portion of this film is the work of Don Fulano, the edu-
cated horse. While the drama in the story is good and well
acted, the interest which centers around this horse will

probably surpass that of the rest of the picture. It is pho-
tographed with the skill which usually goes with the Edison
pictures, and in a film of this type that helps greatly.

"The Capture of the Burglar" (Edison).—A bit of comedy,
the fun in which is based upon some absurd situations and
combinations. There is a snap and dash to the acting which
makes the picture realistic and contributes to the picture's

success.

INDEPENDENT FILMS
"An Unworthy Fiance" (Ambrosio).—Why this film was

made might be difficult to understand. One might expect
sensations and gloom in a yellow newspaper, but why an
audience should be asked to sec an approaching wedding
turned to grief by depicting the thievery of the prospective
groom does not appear. No good is served and no informa-
tion is conveyed, hence, why waste film in reproducing such
pictures?

"A Sudden Telephone Call" (Ambrosio).—A curiosity not
without interest, in that it represents two barrels in which
policemen have been securely nailed careering madly through
the streets, until they arrive at the police station, where the
prisoners are released by their comrades.

"The Cowbov Preacher" (Nestor).—A lively story, which
contains something of the characteristic features of the West,
and at the same time develops an interesting, though some-
what complicated plot. A gir! and a mortage, with a wedding
to raise it; a curious elopement, which ends in an almost
immediate return to the house, and this time a wedding, by

an original individual of a cowboy preacher, with everybody
forgiven and the mortgage lifted as a finale. Here is lifr

enough and variety enough and movement enough to keep
any audience interested. In some instances the comedy is

extremely funny; for example, where the preacher puts off
his clerical garb and hides his Bible before he will take a
drink, and puts it on again to perform the ceremony. The
acting is quite in harmony with the subject.

"A Drama on the Reef" (Lux).—A tragedy of the sea,
which ends happily. An attraction of this picture is the re-
production of the sea. Some of the scenes are beautiful and
some seem to convey an impression of the sea which is ac-
curate and convincing. The picture will please because of
this, and the story which adds heart interest will scarcely be
overlooked.

"Cured by a Tip" (Lux).—A lively comedy, which intro-
duces some new ideas and is worked out with care and atten-
tion to details. The life exhibited is sufficiently interesting to
hold the attention continuously.

"She's Done It Again" ( Thanhouser).—A comedy from this

house which introduces some novel elements. A jewel rob-
bery was proved upon the confession of the principal to be a
fake. Then a burglar gets to work .and decides t<> have the next
one real, anil upon his success in this is based the story. Of
course the public assumes that the second story is quite as
fishy as the first, and not until a clever detective turns up
and proves that a real robbery occurred will they believe it.

I lie acting is sympathetic—one almost wants to say vigor-
ous, and the photographer has performed his part satisfac-

torily. The combination of these elements has contributed
to the success of the picture. Perhaps this film is no better
than previous releases by the same house, but it is a bet-
ter subject than one, at least, of its previous issues and it

is handled to excellent advantage.

"The Stage Note" (Imp).—An amusing picture based upon
the acting of an awful amateur drama, and afterward the
reproduction of one of its scenes in real life. At times one
scarcely knows whether to take it as an amusing film, or
whether it is intended to be serious. When the messenger
boy is liberally rewarded with kisses by the rescued girl

one is disposed to call it funny. It is well acted and the
photography is clear and quite in keeping with the subject.

"Stunts on Skates by Edward Lamy" (Imp).—An excel-

lent exhibition of fancy skating by a master of the grace-
ful and attractive art. The photography is remarkably good
considering the rapid movement in some instances.

"Trip to Berne" (Eclair).—A picture which will long
haunt the memory because it gives an accurate view of a
trip to this picturesque and popular Swiss resort and at the
same time conveys the impression of strength and grandeur
which should characterize a picture of this sort. The pho-
tography is excellent and in most instances the points of
view were chosen with due regard to making a favorable
impression upon those who see the picture. More and more
travel and scenic pictures are improving. The attention to

the selection of point of view, the tonal qualities of the re-

sulting print and the manifest endeavor to reproduce the

tonal gradations as well as the pictorial elements of the
original scene all combine to make scenes which not only
give an accurate impression of the scene itself, but con-
form to accepted principles -of art. Such pictures are satis-

factory, and this Eclair film is worthy to be included in the

list of travel pictures which have been successfully, produced
recently.

"The Man Who Waited" (Towers Company).—A rendition

of the old story of the country girl attracted from her lover

by the superior attractions of a city man. A wedding, which
is void because a divorce had not been granted, adds zest

to the picture. Then there is the long wait by the original

lover, and somewhat startling denouement when the de-

ceived girl's daughter brings her mother and her original lover

together. One hargly knows how to class this subject. It

leils a common story in an interesting way. but one has a

feeling that the details of the story are scarcely worked out
in a pleasing way. The suggestion offered at the closing is

not wholly pleasant. Sometimes a series of mixed im-

pressions follow a picture of this kind and it is not easy
t.> say just which is the stronger, the pleasant or the un-

pleasant. The picture has a genuine heart interest, however,
and that saves it.

"Company D to the Rescue" (Bison).—A thrilling West-
ern melodrama, with Indians, cowboys, a company of United
States soldiers, a held vy> stage coach, a stolen girl, several

deaths and wounds, a dashing rescue and a band of Indians
into eternity, all in 1.000 feet of film, and all acted

with a whirlwind dash that almost stops one's breath. What
more could be asked in one film by any exhibitor?
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"Transfusion" (Imp).—A love story based upon an oper-
ation now becoming common in surgery, but never before
utilized in motion pictures. A young blacksmith gives of
his blood to save a young girl's life and she, in turn, gives
him her love. It is a simple story, yet it is so sympathetically
acted by the Imp players that one feels the impulses which
actuated both the men, and applause for the blacksmith and
the equally sensible and honest girl seems only natural. It

is' a good picture and can hardly fail to stir the emotions.

ESSANAY IN COLORADO.
With the advent of Spring and balmy weather, G. M. An-

derson and his stock company, who have been Wintering in
sunny Santa Barbara, Cal., have packed their tents and have
slipped quietly back to Colorado. They arrived in Denver
last Monday and are located on a ranch some distance out
of the city.

Mr. Anderson, in an interview on his arrival in Denver,
declared that he had some big stuff in mind and needed a

little Colorado local color.

"Santa Barbara has proven the ideal Winter resort of the
moving picture man," Mr. Anderson said, "as I believe our
\Vestern pictures have proven. Although the last two weeks
of our stay in the coast town have been hampered by rather
unpleasant weather, something unusual for Santa Barbara,
the best part of the season has been ideal, with little rain
and a great amount of sunshine. However, I am glad to get
back to Colorado and expect to put over some big stuff while
I am here."
Mr. Anderson carries with him an excellent stock company

with scenic artists, property and camera men. The movable
studio has proven itself indispensable and a great aid to them
in their work. Mr. Anderson stated that his stay in Colorado
would be indefinite.

The Essanay's big patriotic picture, "The Hand of Uncle
Sam," has -received much well deserved applause from exhib-
itors and exchanges all over the country. At the Orpheum
Theater, Chicago, where the writer viewed it, it was received
with hand clapping- almost uninterruptedly all through the
picture. Manager W. J. West, of the Majestic Theater, Ke-
wanee, 111., wrote to his exchange: "It is the first film I

have shown in six months which received constant applause.
It certainly made an impression with my audiences."

LUBIN ACTIVITIES.
One of the Easter attractions at Atlantic City was the

making of a motion picture on the board walk and beach.
This was not an "Easter Parade at Atlantic City," but a rip-

ping little comedy that will soon be found among the an-
nounced releases and form a fit successor to "A Hot Time
at Atlantic City." And, by the way, orders for new prints
of the "Hot Time" are still coming in, though the release
date is more than six months away.
Trick pictures are rare indeed in these days of the Indian

tale and Western stories, but one of the Lubin experts is at

work on a subject that will gladden the hearts of the children
and their elders as well.

The Lubin scenario department is still laughing over a
letter received the other day, in which the writer gave the
briefest outline of an Indian play and wound up by offering
to come over and play the leading role, adding the informa-
tion that he was fourteen years of age, but tall. Up to date
he has not been sent for.

Three strong comedies on a single reel is the Lubin an-
nouncement for April n. The double comedy reel is a nov-
elty, but three good humorous subjects that combined meas-
ure a flat 900 feet means a lot of concentration. April 4
marks the release day of a double reel including "Back to

Boarding," an unusually funny comedy.
Two stories in which children are effectively, employed

figure in Lubin releases in the immediate future. Most chil-

dren are either stupid or self-conscious before the camera,
and the Lubin directors are fortunate in having at command
a dozen children of varying ages, all of whom are unusually
clever. One ten-year-old is an artist in make-up and spends
his leisure time in the studio sketching makes-up of various
types, which later he reproduces in pigments on his own
small countenance. The older players humor him in the

matter of grease paint, letting him raid their make-up boxes
and helping him with suggestions, and he is developing re-

markable skill.
It! * *

In Lubin's new projecting machine we notice some meri-
torious improvements which will interest prospective pur-
chasers. The first improvement is the rewinder which is a

new departure. The old rewinding belt is replaced by a rod

and spiral gears, which by a positive movement winds the
film absolutely perfect. The rewinder does not pull the film
from the mechanism nor does it allow the film to slack in the
fire box.
By placing the shutter before the lens, Mr. Lubin claims

that the flicker is greatly reduced, which is generally caused
by a shutter inside the mechanism. Aside from this, an inside
shutter cannot be regulated, while an outside shutter can be
adjusted to any focus lens and to any distance of the ma-
chine from the screen.
As much depends on the exactness of a sprocket wheel, the

Lubin sprockets are cut on the shaft. The star and sprocket
are both cut on the shaft, thus making an uneven movement
absolutely impossible, which is generally caused when the
star and sprocket are cut separately and assembled later on.

THE AGFA FLASH LAMP.
Many of our readers, we know, are interested in flashlight

photography of the stationary kind, and would be glad to
have our reference to this ingenious little piece of apparatus.
We have had considerable experience in flashlight photog-
raphy ourselves, and know the convenience of having at hand
a lamp, portable and inexpensive, for the purpose of taking
family groups or interiors. It is for these purposes that the
Agfa flash lamp is especially suited. The magnesium is

ignited by a series of sparks produced by the revolution of
a toothed wheel against a metallic surface, so that the igni-
tion is perfect, rapid and complete. The Agfa flash lamp is

portable and can be used either in the hand or on the stand,
and sells for the moderate sum of $1.75. We would advise
our readers to send to the Berlin Aniline Works, of 215
Water street, New York City, for one of these ingenious and
handy little photographic instruments.

CHARLES L. FULLER RETURNS TO NEW YORK.
Charles L. Fuller has just returned from a four months'

trip through the Middle Western, Southern and far Western
States of the country on behalf of a New York film import-
ing company, meeting with very great success, both person-
ally and commercially, doing a large amount of business and
making a large number of friends. "Charles," if we may so
call him, has only been in the business a few months, but
being a man of intelligence and application has mastered
its intricacies. There are probably few men in the country
who know the business as well as he does, by the light of

the valuable experience he has gained. We hope to hear of
Mr. Fuller in another and even more important capacity
than that which he filled during the past Autumn and Winter
and which circumstances over which he had no control have
compelled him to vacate. We want more men of the type of
Fuller in the business: strenuous, hard-working and with a

fixed belief in its successful future.

The California Film Exchange, 1065 Mission street, San
Francisco, is a live wire in the Independent field, carrying
a full line of supplies for moving picture theaters, and really

are buyers of the full line of Independent releases. They
are doing a very good business on the Pacific coast and op-
erate a branch office at Los Angeles, in the Alhambra
Building.

Mr. E. E. Fulton, of Chicago, 111., has been anoointed the

Western representative for the films of the Lubin Manu-
facturing Company, controlling the territory west and south
of Pittsburg. Mr. Fulton is looking for a suitable location in

the district of the loop and, when located, he will have more
to say on his plans for the future.

Calling upon the Paramount Film Company, of 61 West
Fourteenth street, the other day, we were informed that the

company had been reorganized. They are now in a position

whereby they can furnish the best' Independent service. They
are buying all of the subjects released by the different In-

dependent manufacturers on their release days.

Their film is in first class condition, and film that the
exhibitor will be pleased with, as it will increase his patron-

age, increase his box office receipts and will also allow him
to compete with any other exhibitor in his neighborhood.
The Paramount Company have also installed a system which
prevents repeaters—a valuable asset for any up-to-date film

exchange.
A beautifully hand-painted banner and lithographed poster

will be given away free of charge, for a limited period, to any
of their customers. These posters are not only attractive,

but portray graphically the film they represent.
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OPERATORS' COLUMN.
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.
Conducted by F. H. Richardson.

Shutter Adjustment.—Walton, N. Y., writes as follows:
"Pin which holds cog wheel on main shaft of my Power's
No. 5 dropped out, consequently the shutter got out of place
Fixed the pin and, alter a hard tussle, the shutter. The pic-

ture is steady but there is a flash of light on upper right hand
corner of picture and sometimes in center as well. Also
there is a cluster of light just below bottom of picture, on
curtain. It is impossible to send machine to factory jusl

now. Can you suggest a remedy?"
I think there is no doubt but that you are getting what

we call a "travel ghost," caused by shutter being not set jusl

right. The "cluster of light" puzzles me considerably. Pro-
vided it be not a reflection from some house light, I should
say the most likely cause would be oil on your projection
lens. This will sometimes cause refraction of light, produc-
ing such a condition as you describe, though not often. As
I understand you, the "cluster of light" is not in the picture
itself, but just below it. As to the shutter: First set youi
frame-up lever in central position. Next remove shuttei
guard (the semi-circular wing on operating side of machine)
and loosen shutter on its spindle by backing off on the two
screws in shutter hub. Now turn the flywheel in the direc-

tion it runs until intermittent sprocket has just completed
its movement and cam-pin is just half way out of start slot

Now revolve shutter on its spindle in the direction it runs
until it just begins to open the aperture and sets in posi-

tion as shown in sketch. Tighten the spindle, release guard
and your shutter is right. Remember, however, to have
frame-up lever in center of its travel and to revolve both
flywheel and shutter in the direction they normally run when
machine is in motion.

Picture Out of Focus.—Beardstown, 111., writes: "Have 15-

foot picture at 54 feet 6 inches. Using Gundlach lens spe-

cially made for us. Edison Exhibition Model machine, two
6^2-inch condenser; distance from front condensing lens to

projector, IQJ^ inches; 220-volt alternating through Compens-
arc. Using Electra Pink Label carbons top and bottom
Pulling about 40 amperes. My picture is not sharp all over.

In the center it is sharp as anyone could wish, but at both
sides it is hazy. Have tried changing combination in pro-

jector, but it don't seem to help." In other portions of this

exceedingly well written letter (well written in sense oi

giving full data) Beardstown seems to suspect trouble is

due to alternating current, with which he is not very
familiar.

Your condensers, carbons, etc., are all right. Distance
from lamphouse to film is excessive, but should not pro-

duce result described. Trouble may possibly be in lens, but
I think not. It appears to me practically certain that trouble

lies in your aperture plate or tension springs. Your film

"cupping" inward or outward as it passes the aperture. If

aperture plate tracks are at all worn put on new ones. Ex-
amine carefully and see if tension sorings are bearing squarely

on aperture plate tracks, either one or both of them setting

too far in or out might cup the film and produce results as

set forth. If not found thus, take off aperture plate and see

if it has not some dirt behind it which has sprung it when
the screws were tightened down. Not likely, but possible.

Also barely possible that the surface upon which aperture
plate rests was not milled true, causing plate to belly out
or inward. Your trouble, as I said, is in the aperture plate

or tension springs, I am pretty sure.

* * *

Worn Gears.—Rivington, N. Y., writes asking questions
and requesting immediate answer, presumably by mail. No
postage is enclosed. I am glad to help managers and op-
erators, but when they ask me to take time and trouble

to answer communications at once, it would seem the least

they could do would be to enclose postage for reply. Asking
a man to give time and pay even two cents for the privilege

of doing it seems to me a trifle unreasonable. Those wanting
mail replies must, in future, enclose the sum of one dollar.

Answers through The World are free and you are entirely

welcome to use this page as much as you like. He writes
as follows: "Have Power's No. 5 machine. When I frame
down it runs easy, but when I frame up it grinds, makes a

lot of noise, and there is a flicker. When I drop some oil

in the shutter governor the machine runs easy, but soon
runs hard again. Do worn bushings and worn cam-pin have
anything t<> do with flickering? I am sure the shutter is set

right."

I think you are running a machine with badly worn gears.

Also the toggle joint which holds the left side of frame-up
carriage is worn. This causes the grind when you frame
up. When you are framed down it holds tight, but is loose
when framed up. Machine should be sent to factory for
repairs. It is more than likely your fire shutter governor
is badly worn also. From what you say I believe the springs
inside are weak, producing excessive friction. The weights
of the governor are held in by two small, spiral springs
Probably they need renewing. No, worn bushings and cam-
pin would not make a flicker. They should be renewed,
however, as they produce bad results.

* * *

Aperture Plate Out of True.— St. Paul, Minn., says the
dividing line of his picture does not set square with aper-
ture. He has tried to remedy it by raising one end of star
shaft, but pin jams in star when he does that.
You could not remedy such a trouble that way, but would

only succeed in ruining your intermittent movement. I

think you will find that the screw holes for the screws hold-
ing aperture plate have been wrongly drilled and the aper-
ture plate is out of line. You can test this by using a ma-
chinist's steel rule. Lay your machine down flat and lay
rule on plate so that one edge rests against one side of up-
per sprocket and other lower sprocket and see if side of
aperture lines with them. Also you may remove all screws
but one upper one from aperture plate and see if you cannot
line it with picture. I think you will find this is what is

wrong. You don't say what make of machine it is, but if

I am right it is up to them to send you another mechanism
to use while you send in that one to be corrected. Cases
of this kind (this kind of fault, I mean) have been known
to occur.

* * *

Cracked Condensor, Etc.—Chicopee Falls, Mass., writes:
"Does it make any difference if the back condenser has a
straight crack? Which condenser should be placed nearest
lamp? What focal length, or back focus condenser lenses,
should be used for 11x13 picture at 67 feet? Is it better
to have a cotton curtain or a heavy duck? We work all ef-
fects and have to see picture from back of curtain."
Provided the crack be straight through the glass there

will be no appreciable effect on motion picture, but it will
show in stereo picture. If you are using condensing lenses
of two focal lengths it is best to place the thinner lens
next to light, as it does not break quite so readily. The
effect is the same whichever way they are used, so far as
the projection is concerned. You are using about a 5-inch
projection lens and should have two condensing lenses not
less than 7^ each, back focus. Eight and a half would
be still better. The best cloth curtain I know of is the
bleached sheeting of good quality, such as is used for bed
sheets. It may be had, I believe, 8 feet in width and should
be washed occasionally. Stretch tight on frame. It is very
white and you can see picture from back. It is plenty
heavy enough. Nothing is gained by using heavy duck and
it would be hard to get it white enough. Sheeting of good
quality (bleached) makes a splendid curtain.

* * *

Renewing Dry Batteries.—Milwaukee, Wis., (Mr. Fred C.
Lowe) writes as follows and the thanks of the editor of
this column are his for the information sent: "Exhausted
dry batteries may be renewed as follows and work very
nicely: If the batteries have no soft spots in the zincs
punch them full of holes all around within an inch of the
top. Be very careful not to punch into the carbon stick and
break it. Also be careful not to break the sealing wax around
the top. Next, make a solution of one-fourth pound of sal

ammoniac to one quart of water and immerse the batteries
in it for about one-half hour each. Next take them out and
stand upside down for an hour or so, wipe dry and replace
in cardboard cases. They will then be ready for use. In
standing rthem upside down care should be taken that none
of the solution gets across the elements (connecting the zinc
and carbon, I take it Brother Lowe means) for that would
act as a short circuit and run the batteries down again right
away. Five or six batteries may be renewed this way for
a total cost of about five cents.

* * *

Auditorium Lights.—Mt. Clemens, Mich., asked last week
what color lights might be used in the auditorium while the
picture is on, among other questions. I did not answer this

query as fully as I should have done. A surprising amount
of light may be permitted in the auditorium without mate-
rial injury to the picture if it is done right. Light green
globes do not seem to affect the picture if not placed too
close to the screen. Say 20 feet away. White lights may be
quite freely used, particularly if they be ground glass globes,
or clear ones enclosed in ground glass globes, provided the
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rays are shaded so as not to strike the curtain. That is the
secret of it all. Don't allow the rays from a white light to
strike the curtain directly. Care must also be had that white
lights be not so placed as to strike directly the eyes of
the audience. If the globes be of ground glass the whole
problem is considerably simplified, but even then the rays
must be shaded from the curtain.

PATHE PROGRESS.
That indefatigable cinematographer, M. Charles Pathe, is

increasing his facilities on broad and sensible lines. He
trains men under his own eye until they come up to his

standard of Pathe quality and then he sends them out into
other countries to make good. This places his operatives
on their mettle and also ensures local color in the productions.
Besides the several studios in France to which we recently
alluded, Pathe has studios and stock companies operating in

Italy, Spain and Russia. Now we learn that the greatest of

them all is to be erected in the United States and building
operations will very soon be started.
The new studio will be in charge of Louis J. Gasnier, who

has just arrived from Paris, where he assisted Mr. Zecca, the
eminent producer, known all over France as one of the high-
est authorities on proper staging. Mr. Gasnier's ability both
as a stage director and photographer, has been very broad,
and he is thoroughly equipped to take entire charge of this

American picture-producing plant. Mr. Berst, however, will

exercise his right of general supervision, and the excellence
of the American productions is thus assured. The details

of the building of the studio, its location and the cost will

be announced later. It is well to note that the actors and
actresses engaged for the American stock company will num-
ber among their members some of the most well-known and
popular actors on the American stage. One-half of the Pathe
releases, after the studio opens, will be American subjects and
the other half imported.
Mr. Gasnier is a man of great resource, and has had many

thrilling adventures in the production of films. One notable
instance of this was during the photographing of the almost
classic film produced by Pathe Freres some time ago, and
known as "The Runaway Horse." This will be remembered
as one of the most excellent films ever produced, and much
comment was heard as to how it was possible to secure a
horse with such intelligence as this one seemed to have.
The secret of the matter lay in the fact that underneath the
body of the wagon, which was a two-wheeled vehicle, there
was attached a coffin with the end knocked out. This was
chosen because of its interior padding. In this, Mr. Gasnier
took his position, face downward, and dressed entirely in

black, with black gloves, and a mask similar to those used
in the days of the Inquisition, over his face, and from here
he drove the spirited cavalry horse by means of two steel

wires on the ends of which were fastened sticks for him to
hold in his hands. The shafts of the wagon were fastened
to the body by steel bands, but in spite of this arrangement
Mr. Gasnier was nearly killed. Just after the scene which
shows the wagon knocking down the scaffold, the steel

bands broke, and Mr. Gasnier, as the wagon pitched forward
and turned a complete somersault, was so badly injured that
he was unconscious for more than half an hour and spent
fifteen days in the hospital. The horse, at the time of this

accident, was really running away, and having rid him-
self of the cart, dashed ahead, and finally ran into the river.

Mr. Gasnier's nerve is shown by the fact that after his

release from the hospital he got back into the repaired vehicle
and finished the picture. Mr. Pathe subsequently offered a
prize of $500 to any man who would duplicate the feat.

Needless to say, the offer was never taken up.

THE PARKWAY THEATER.
New York's newest moving picture theater is situated in

a district where we are very glad indeed to see such a build-
ing. It is round about Iioth street and Central Park West,
one of the best parts of the city, inhabited by people of
wealth and social position—a class very desirable to attract
to the picture on every possible occasion. We paid a visit

to this new theater the other evening and were agreeably
surprised at the high-class character of the patrons. The
house is well managed, the attendants courteous, while struc-
turally and in detail the little theater reflects very great
credit on those responsible for its erection. We would like

Dr. Anna Shaw, Judge O'Sullivan and Representative Mellen
to do as we did, and that is, to pay a surprise visit to the
Parkway Theater. Then they would see for themselves that
a well-conducted moving picture house is as orderly and as

decorous as even a church or a chapel, or a suffragette meet-
ing. We would like to see more houses of the Parkway
Theater type, especially in the more cultured parts of the
city, because it is getting a class of people in touch with the
picture whose patronage it is always desirable to have. For
example, on the" occasion of our visit we saw a number of
ladies from the immediate neighborhood, who came in, let

it be said, without their hats, after dinner. In fact, the audi-
ence of the Parkway had quite a family aspect, which we
always like to see in a moving picture theater. We like to
hear from exhibitors' own lips that their houses are con-
stantly and regularly patronized by the better class inhabi-
tants of the district.

Carl Theodore Goldenberg, for five and a half years man-
ager of Pathe Freres' New York office, has tendered his
resignation. He leaves with the best wishes of both Mr.
Pathe and Mr. Berst for his future success. A change also
takes place in Pathe's Chicago office. E. H. Montagu ten-
dered his resignation last week and is succeeded by K. W.
Linn, from the office at New Orleans. Both of these gentle-
men will be greatly missed from their respective offices and
we believe we express the hope of all film men that they will
not sever their connection with the business.

An advertising novelty that
promises to become a fad has
been discovered by our Chi-
cago representative. It is a
celluloid button bearing a dial

and movable hand. The name
of the theater will be printed
in the center in any desired
color. The idea is to present
these buttons to the theater
patrons and each one will be-
come a walking advertisement.
The American Badge Company
will supply only one theater in
small towns and will not sup-

ply two or more theaters in the same neighborhood in the
large cities.

The Peerless Motion Picture Company, Kansas City, have
secured the contract to serve the new Globe Theater with
independent service. The Globe seats 1,200 and is located on
Walnut street, in the heart of Kansas City.

The Manhattan Slide Company, Inc., of 136 West 37th
street, New York City, under the direction of Frank A.
Tichenor as vice-president and manager, wish to announce
through the columns of the Moving Picture World that they
have entered the field of slide manufacturers to supply the
trade with a line of first-class song and announcement slides
at popular prices.

The Manhattan Company have secured the entire third
floor of the Gotham Attucks Building, and would like to get
into communication with all interested exchanges.

Westfield, N. J.—Charles H. Williams, formerly manager
of the Standard Theater, 165th street and Amsterdam avenue,
Manhattan, and also the Gem Theater, on 154th street, Man-
hattan, has leased the Casino Theater, at Westfield, N. J., and
is giving the town the cleanest form of amusement it has ever
had. The Casino is more than a theater, for in the large
building there are pool and billiard parlors, bowling alleys,
club rooms, lodge rooms, etc. The building stands on a fine
residential street, setting well back upon a spacious lawn.
It is very beautifully situated and handsome in appearance,
more resembling a large country club than a regular theater.
Being in a high-toned neighborhood, Mr. Williams' patrons
are very select, which encourages him greatly in presenting
the cleanest form of entertainment. Mr. Williams has very
wisely omitted vaudeville from his bill, knowing full well
the shortcomings of what to-day passes current as "vaude-
ville." Instead of that, four reels are given and two machines
are used. There is also a first-class dissolving stereopticon
for the illustrated songs.

_
Mr. Williams has discovered a

preparation for treating his moving picture canvas that is

known only to himself, which is responsible for the extraor-
dinary clearness of the pictures shown at this place. The
seating capacity is 500, appointments first-class, and business
is remarkably good for Westfield, which has never been rated
high as a moving picture town.
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===== Imitators will always trade on the reputation of the best=====

"AGFA METOL"
has many imitations, but none near enough to warrant your discarding "AGFA." Quality uniform and

of a guaranteed chemical purity.

•ASK-

BERLIN ANILINE WORKS, 2,3- i"
N
5
.rV"K

,"0,

FOIDIIT

CHAIRS
For Mivlog Picture Shewi
Orind Standi. Aisembly
Hills, etc. la section! If

wioted.

Write for Catalog No. 2.

The Kauffman Manufacturing Co.
ASHLAND, OHIO

"TITLE POSTERS"
Are THE Thing for Advertising

MOVING PICTURES
They cost 5c. each or by mail 6c. The

full service of one poster for every licensed
subject released for a month costs only
$7.50 including prepaid delivery charges.

Free .Sample for the Asking

TITLE POSTER CO.
231-233 Bowery, New YorK
A Poster for Every Picture

CALEHUFF
A rtember of the

FILM SERVICE ASSOCIATION

Headquarters for only the best of latest

FILMS and SONG SLIDES. No junk.

MACHINES, SUPPLIES, Etc.

LATEST SONO 5LIDES
$5.00 per set

N. E. Cor. 4th & Green Streets,

PHILADELPHIA. PA.

J. C. DOYLE, Proprietor of the

Johnson Opera House, Seneca Falls. N. Y.

is another one of those wise men who provide their patrons with a brilliant picture on the screen. Mr.

Doyle bought an Economy Coil which saved him some money, but did not give the required illumination.

He had heard about theHALLBERG
and felt satisfied that he could improve his picture. It did not take him six months to dicker with me

—

inside of four days after I gave him the information and guarantee, he sent me his money which I asked

in exchange with his old Economy Coil, and within two days after that time he had the "HALLBERG"
in service, and I had his old Economy Coil. On March 15, 19 10, he writes as follows : "I thought I had

a good light before, but know now I was mistaken."

WHY DO YOU WAIT? THE "HALLBERG"
is absolutely essential to your business, and I don't care what make current saver or rheostat you are

using, I will give you a better light and save you more money, and I can prove it every time.

Write for Free Booklet W-24

I have selected the best goods on the market for you, and can fit you out with complete

electric, machine and ventilating equipment, and results are positively guaranteed.

Get my prices on the " HALLBERG " Economizer, Motiograph Moving Picture Machines,

Incandescent lighting system to save 70% on your current bill, ELECTRA Pink Label Carbons, French

Condensers, Announcement Slides, Ventilating Fans. I make an allowance for your old

current saver or rheostat in trade for the "HALLBERG" Economizer.

J. H. HALLBERG, 28 Greenwich Ave., New York
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^BY OUR MAN
ABOUT TOWN

There is a renewal of complaint on the part of film ex-

changes against the lengths of subjects. Last Fall the com-
plaint in this connection was quite general, and by placing

it before the various manufacturers direct a change was
secured, but it seems that the makers are again drifting into

the old habit—taking too long to tell a story. One exchange
puts the situation this way: In our opinion, about 850 to

900 feet is ample for a reel. There may be exceptions occa-

sionally, but over that length should not be the rule. In
many instances subjects seem to be designedly drawn to

reach the 1,000-foot, price. We have noticed this quite fre-

quently of late and at times we have been tempted to writs

the manufacturers and point out the parts of subjects that

appeared to us to look much like a clear case of padding;
but as a complaint of this nature would in all probability be
construed as insolence, if not a direct reflection upon integ-

rity, we have refrained from taking this step, not wishing
to incur the enmity of the powers that be. At first thought
it would seem that it is to the interest of the manufacturers
to make subjects as lengthy as circumstances will permit,

but careful reflection has shown us that such is not the case.

Our humble opinion is that shorter subjects would enable
the manufacturers to dispose of more of their goods. The
exhibitors would not object. They are not seeking lengths,

but quality. If that feature is looked after, we firmly believe

that few of them would object if the subjects did not run
over 800 feet, which would enable them to get a short scenic

film on the same reel. The bill for a 950 to 1,000 foot film

runs into money and it takes expert figuring for an exchange
to fix a schedule by which the cost of a film can be secured
in the course of fourteen or sixteen days. We know of sev-

eral exchanges on the licensed side of the field that are un-
able to maintain a continuous order with the manufacturers
for this very reason. A representative of one of them stated
recently that if subjects would be made shorter so as to
1 educe the cost to him he would take every subject a certain

concern made, because there was a demand for them in his

territory; but he could not stand the strain and he has been
obliged to place orders periodically, taking a pick of subjects

that appealed to him as winners, and stopping the order for

a while to give him a chance to recuperate. He stated posi-
tively that where he placed such an order and the subjects
were in the neighborhood of 1,000 feet in length, his exchange
lost money, but he was obliged to shoulder the loss in order
to satisfy the exhibitors and the public demand, and thereby
hold his trade. He declared that the beating of the film

exchange around the 1,000-foot stump is an evil in the busi-

ness that should be stopped.
* * *

The same old cry is being received regarding the moving
pictures losing their grip on the public. This is heard every
Spring. As that season ripens, a falling off in attendance
becomes apparent, especially on days when the weather is

nice for outdoor strolls and amusements. The pictures are

stronger with the public to-day than ever they were, and
no matter where or how great the falling off may be, the
reopening of the indoor amusement season will find their

drawing power as great, if not greater than ever. Don't be
a week-kneed exhibitor.

An exhibitor writes for information as to the best program
for a nickelodeon—dramatic, comic or scenic subjects. That
is a hard question to answer with any degree of accuracy, for

the reason that the managers, and not this paper, are the
qualified judges in such matters. They are in direct touch
with the pulse of their patrons and they vary considerably in

tastes. No manager can satisfy an entire audience, but alert-

ness on his part and by his employees will soon determine
what a majority of his patrons want; and to complete the
job a canvass of one night will not suffice. It is an estab-
lished fact that what may go well with a Monday audience
will very likely fall flat the next day. There are a great
many people who attend picture shows once, or twice, and
possibly three times a week, and they become recognized by
managements as steady patrons. Almost invariably these
people fix upon the same nights of each week for this form
of amusement. It is the opinions and the tastes of these

people that the manager must reach if he enters upon the
pulse-testing task. The transient patron is not a good cri-

terion. This subject is an old one, but it has been mastered
by few. Those who have accomplished this are mostly men
who have had some experience in the old line of theatricals.
'To master the matter does not necessarily require this ex-
perience, nor exceptional ability. Patience and diligent effort
reach the public. The manager who is really only a ticket
chopper or counter will always fall short of the mark.

There is an extraordinary demand throughout the country
by exhibitors for photographs of the actors and actresses
who play parts in the pictures produced by the several manu-
facturers. Reports reach us that if these photographs were
supplied they would increase the receipts of every theater dis-
playing them to a great extent. Managers say they are asked
daily by regular patrons to secure photographs and display
them in the lobbies of the theaters. When told that the
pictures themselves are photographs the patrons say they
want to get a closer view of the people—they want to see
how they look outside or apart from the mimicry.

* * *

One of the latest schemes to excite the interest of the
public in the pictures is a voting contest on the popularity of
the productions of certain makers. It originated in a Western
town through a discussion as to which firm was making the
best pictures. We have received no definite returns from
any of the contests and attribute this to the indefinite form
in which the contests were framed. Late reports state that
after starting the contests managers were confronted with
the statement that to get an intelligent vote the issue should
be clearly defined and the audience should know whether the
decision should be upon the photography, the character of
the subjects, the acting, scenic and stage arrangements and
effects, costuming, etc., etc. It can be seen without the use
of a magnifying glass that the manager who frames up and
conducts a contest on this basis has a task on his hands that
keeps him busy most of the time that the pictures are not on
the sheet. When he gets through with it he should be quali-
fied to hold himself before the public as a professional framer
of platforms for political campaigns. The next scheme we
expect to hear of is a voting contest to decide upon the most
popular actor and actress in the various pictures. And, by
the way, I think the scheme a good one. It is more simple
than the other and more effective. It cannot be disputed
that audiences have their picture-player favorites as the
patrons of the regular theaters have. There is one big draw-
back to the scheme at present. The audiences must first

know the names of the players. They will doubtless learn
these in the near future when the manufacturers will see the
advisability of acceding to the demand for display of the
players' photographs in the lobbies.

h= * *

A word to the manager who wishes to guard the reputation
of his place and retain his patronage. Under no circum-
stances retain in your employ a piano player, singer or
operator who is a masher. They do more harm to a place
than a week's run of bad films. They are a pest to the public
as well, and respectable people soon stop patronizing a house
that employs them. I was in a house one night last week
and the actions of the piano player were disgusting. He had
secured enough money to purchase an Easter suit of the
O, you Charlie! brand. He wore new, shining, tan shoes and
socks of the most rapturous colors. These he persistently
displayed during the intermission for the benefit of two
respectable ladies who occupied seats in a location that en-
abled their eyes to feast upon the aforesaid socks of colors
if they so desired, but they just as persistently refused to look.
From remarks I overheard passing between them I am con-
vinced that they will not visit the house again while that
Adonis presides at the box of strings.

A GOOD INVESTMENT FOR 1910.

A subscription to the

MOVING PICTURE WORLD, $2.00.
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LUBIN
RELEASED THURSDAY. APRIL 7th

Approximate length 925 feet
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First Love is Best
Two sisters love the same man, a scoundrel who has robbed the elder

of her scanty savings. She rescues the younger from his influence and
they return to their rural home where their early sweethearts convince
them that first love is best. An exceptionally good story told in unusual
photography and acting.

A Big Triple Bill of Comedy
RELEASED MONDAY, APRIL Nth

Jones' Watch
Approximate length 279 feet

Jones thought he had been robbed so he held up the suspect and took
his watch. The victim gives chase and Jones arrives home to find his
watch where he left it. Things look serious for there is a policeman
coming, but Jones' ready wit finds a way out of the difficulty.

Hemlock Hoax, the

Detective
Approximate length 232 feet

Hoax thought he was a detective but all the others knew he was a
joke. He seeks to solve a murder mystery and after a lively chase cap-
tures the suspect. He confronts the murderer with his victim when the
discovery is made that the supposed dead man is a creation of clothes and
leaves. Jones was too eager about clues and deductions to find out that
all-important fact. A roaring comedy that cannot but be funny.

The Fisherman's Luck
Approximate length 389 feet

The fisherman shouldered his pole and went out to see what he could
catch. He collided with half a dozen persons, doing deadly work with the
pole and to cap the climax his first fish landed directly in front of two
lovers, and interrupted their kiss Then they all told him what they
thought of him and threw him into the ocean. Full of real laughs.

Send for Free Catalogue of our 1910 Machine

IIIDIIU MTT Cf\ 926 MARKET STREET
Ll'DlN IVI I b LU., PHILADELPHIA, PA.

The Excela

Soundograph
The only complete and up-to-date
effect-producing machine ever in-

vented is now complete and ready
for the exhibitors. Everybody pro-
nounces it a wonder. Almost any
sound or effect imaginable is easily
and realistically produced by simply
turning a crank, pulling a handle or
pushing a button. The effects are
all mounted in a handsome cabinet
structure, 25 x 40 inches square and
42 inches high, with means exterior
for the operation of each effect

separately, or they can be operated
in combinations. The Soundograph
can be located either in the orchestra,
pit orback ofthe screen as the exhibi-
tor prefers. No expert operator is re-

quired, any one person is all that is

needed to operate the Soundograph
and produce perfect sound effects. A
boy or some other employee of the
theatre learns quickly to work the
effects, thus relieving the exhibitor
of the services of an expensive oper-
ator. It will put life and realism in

your pictures and delight your audi-
ences. It holds their interest and
attention to the end of the reel and
assures you of big box office receipts

every day.

Let us ship you a Soundograph now

PRICE, $150.00

EXCELA SOUNDOGRAPH CO.

PITTSBURG, PA.
Office I IOI Empire Building

On exhibition at office of

IMPERIAL FILM EXCHANGE
44 W. 28th Street, New York City
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LOCAL SHOW ADVERTISING.

As space permits we will reproduce specimen advertise-

ments of local advertising done by exhibitors. This week we
show the advertisement of the Casino Theater, of Easton, Pa.,

and a reproduction of the reading notice that they get in that

paper. We also show a reduced fac simile of the large half-

page advertisement of Montgomery, the moving picture man,
of Memphis. Mr. Montgomery was the first exhibitor to in-

stall a Mirror Screen in the South and he was so well pleased

with the improved effect that he immediately telegraphed to

The Home of Biographs.

Over in the nortli-eac coiner of Cen-

tre Square is the home of biographs,

the Cashier,, Easton's theatre de luxe,

Here you can see all the latest and best

motion pictures, not those yon have
seen before.v If you see it at the Ca-

sino you see it first, and the best of all

a hiogiaph picture every day.. The Ca-

sino does
,
not sho\v« cheap five cent

vaudeville but the latest mid best mo-
tion pictures produced. Tictures that

are clean and amusing, instructive and
dramatic, Western and war picture*.

Special attention is given to ladies and
children. One visit to the Casino and
you will be convinced that it is the

most popular theatre in Easton.

Shelbyville for another—for Mr. Montgomery runs more than

one theater. We do not write this as a boost for the Mir-

ror Screen, for it needs no boosting. It is simply a question

of whether the exhibitor can stand the expense, as they do
come high. It is worth this as a drawing card where there

is keen competition, but then Mr. Montgomery was his own
competitor, so he deserves all the more credit for wanting
to give his patrons the best picture show obtainable—which
he does.

Do You Know The Man
Who Has Already Brought
Much of theWorld toMemphis?
DO YOU ENOW wbo hu msdo it possible for the people

of Memphis to know the world? Do you know who it

:=: la wbo actually brings the world to us day aftor day so
*" "' you and I can see it? It is Montgomery, the Moving
Picture man of Memphis?

Mohammed commanded the mountain to come to him. It

didnt come. Montgomery commands the world to come and
it comes. Montgomery doesn't wait. He came to Memphis
two years ago, and since that time has made many trips out
into the world, traveling more than 10.000 miles in his endeavor
to give his patrons mare and bettor things. He has visited all

the motion picture theaters in the larger cities, searching every
where for Improvements. But there are none, because other
tbeators are busy trying to keep up with him and have no im-
provements to offer.

There are thousands and thousands of motion picture bouses
in the United States. Every dty has its many, every village, no
matter how small, baa at least one, but no other city has a
Montgomery

It is not the man

who waits—it

the man who does ^

things who succeeds.

Montgomery was the first

man in the South and

one of the first in the world to see the possibilities of the new
Mirror Screen and ho didn't wait to see what others would

do witb it. Nor did he allow great expense to deter his making

this improvement. Yesterday his patrons at Ho 2 Majestic

saw the results of this move, saw pictures u distinctly as

though tbey were looking through a window This morning

one of those wonderful screens was ordered for No. 3.

It is Montgomery who is bringing the world to Memphis.
He brings us not only the scenes, but the customs of Its people
as well. He brings us not only the humorous sido of life, but
also the tragic and pathetic. He brings us not only the or-

dinary happenings, but the unsu.il things, too. We see in his
three Majestic Theaters all the different phases of human life

in all the different parts of the world.

WIIKESBARRE, AND SOMETHING UNIQUE.
F. H. Richardson.

Last week the writer went to Wilkesbarre, Pa., to strighten
out some machine troubles and ran into something absolutely
unique in projection, so far as his experience goes. I believe
it will prove of interest to my friends and test their ingenuity
to let them do some figuring and guessing, and I therefore
invite them to send in their solution of the following. When
the answers have all been received I will tell you the correct
one. I might add that the thing had me up a tree for a
couple of hours and I only solved it after having left the
machine for the dinner table. You have all the data I had
myself, now let's hear from you! The proposition was as
follows: At normal speed, 60 a minute, the picture was per-
fect and it remained so until the speed reached very nearly 80
a minute (80 turns of the crank, I mean). At one particular
speed, just about 80, the light would die down and flash up
again with a wavering effect. The effect was not rhythmic
and even but intermittent and uneven as to time. As soon
as the speed dropped a trifle, or the machine was run just

a little faster, either one, the effect disappeared. The cur
rent was 60-cycle alternating and the light (arc) itself a?

steady as a rock. The machine was one with a three-blade
shutter in front of the projection lens. This was absolutely
all the data I had to go on and I succeeded in figuring it out
Can you? Send in your solutions.

* * *

Wilkesbarre has seven motion picture houses at present,
with another to open this week, and they all seemed to be
doing a fine business. I had very pleasant chats with some
of the managers. One and all expressed themselves as well
satisfied with the outlook. The picture projection was ex-

cellent in all the houses I visited. This speaks well for
Wilkesbarre operators. Power's machines were in use in

all the houses I visited but one. That one had a very old
Edison Exhibition model. Quite a few were using motor-
generator sets, taking direct current at 220 volts and deliv-

ering it at 54. Others used economy coils. There was both
220 direct and no alternating available. In a splendid lo-

cation on the public square the Treon Comnany is just com-
pleting a beautiful 1,100-seat house to be devoted to moving
pictures and vaudeville. The house will be managed by
Mr. Dave Cohen, of New York City. It is beautifully finished
in delicate green and gold, has two balconies, with elevator
to carry passengers thereto, also a wide marble stair. The
Savoy, for it will be known by that name, will compare
favorably with any New York house of like class. Mr. M.
D. Blewitt, of the Treon Company, showed me through the

auditorium, which was then nearing comnletion, and evinced
a very pardonable pride therein. The projection equipment
will consist of Power's No. 6 machines, dissolver, spotlight,

etc. The current will be direct, reduced to 54 volts by a

motor-generator. Let me add, before closing, that I was
exceedingly well pleased with what little I saw, in the limited
time, of Wilkesbarre. It is a lively, hustling, little city of

75,000 souls, and "looked good to me."

It Is Montgomery, The Moving Picture Man of Memphis

Nothing reminds a person so much of a moving picture
as the Vitagraph studio in its every detail. It is a constant
scene of activity, from its perfected studios of directors,
actors, musicians, scene painters, scene setters, property men,
photographers and stage carpenters to and through its ex-

tensive engineering and electrical corps of experts and
workers.
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SUNDAY WORK.

A correspondent signing himself "A Brooklyn Moving
Picture Employee" writes: "Permit mc to say a few words
in answer to your article published in The World, March
12th issue. In that article you say that the average working
man or woman who must labor six days a week should be
able to spend Sunday as he, or she, sees fit, without inter-

ference, so long as law, order and decency be duly observed.
Now, Mr. Richardson, is not the moving picture theater em-
ployee a working man? Does he not labor six working
days in the week? Is he to be considered as a thing apart
from his fellow man; as a monstrosity who cannot enjoy
one day of rest in seven, just the same as any other laborer?

You say in the article in question that the theater should be
kept open on Sunday for the amusement of the working
men and women " and thus the writer continues at some
length, winding up with: "May I without imprudence ask:

'Where does the moving picture employee's day off come in?

Sunday is the boss's best day and the one on which he
figures to swell his receipts. Why may not the theater em-
ployee have one weekday off, therefore, on which to get away
from the everlasting grind and enjoy himself?'"

I am very glad, friend Moving Picture Employee, that you
have dragged this matter out into the light of day, and will

say that your position, as set forth in the last sentence of

your letter, is well taken. The theatrical business, legitimate

or otherwise, is a peculiar one, and one wherein the largest

business is done when almost every other class of labor is

at rest. Moreover, the time when every other labor is rest-

ing is the very time it is most important, from their point
of view, that the theaters be running. Of course, I take it

that everyone entering the theatrical business is aware of

the fact that it has its drawbacks, one of which is the fact

that Sundays and holidays are its harvest time, and the days
ordinarily known as days of rest are, as a matter of fact,

the theater man's days of hardest toil. This the man well
knows, surely, when he enters the business! Having entered
the field with this knowledge, he must be prepared to "take
his medicine" like a good little boy, or girl, and not cry
over it. But it does not follow from this that the theatrical

employee, moving picture or otherwise, should be compelled
to work seven days a week. He should have one day off,

yet except in the case of companies owning several theaters
in one city, in which case a relief is easily arranged, the
matter of a substitute for the operator is indeed a hard one.
The manager naturally does not enthuse over the placing of

a new man in the operating room for one night each week,
even could one be had who is known to be thoroughly com-
petent. You cannot blame him for this, remembering that
his entire show, or the better portion of it, at least, depends
on the Man-in-the-Booth; remembering, also, that in this

cverv-hog-for-himself-and-the-devil-take-the- hindmost world
of ours, the average manager is not doing any extra worrying
over the fact that his employees have no day of rest. He
will give you a day off if he is compelled to, not otherwise.
That, my boy, is the way of the world. It is the actual con-
dition labor confronts, except in comparatively rare cases.

Here and there is found an employer who voluntarily looks
out for the interest of the man who works for him. But that
kind of a boss is rare enough to almost command a salary as
star freak in a museum. And too often, when one is found,
labor proceeds to take undue advantage of his kindness.
No, my friend, the moving picture employee should have

a day off. but, under the present system of running things,
labor will get precisely what it fights for and secures by its

own strong right arm, and no more. The theaters should
be open Sundays and holidays. You know that as well as
T do. To close them would deprive all the people of much
enjoyment to them that just a few might rest. The only
right policy by which to govern our affairs is "the greatest

to the greatest number." Personally, the writer is

opposed to even the stores being closed evenings. It is

wrong from every point of view. Neither should the clerks
have to work day and night. Double shift is the answer.
And now let me say right here that every house running to
exceed six hours should have a double shift of operators,
unless half the program be something besides pictures. No
man on earth is going to run pictures, one after the other,
for even eight hours and do the best work. Tt isn't common-
sense to expect it, either. But saving these things is largely
unprofitable and a waste of good ink. As I have said, the
moving picture employee, in common with other labor, will
get days off, reduction of hours of labor and other things
to be desired, when he, and she, cornpels the manager to
grant them, and not one moment sooner. What "ought" to
be is beside the question. It is what one fights for and gets
that counts. F. H. Richardson.

MOTION PICTURE PIANO MUSIC
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hundreds of M. P. Theatres. Contains music, for all probable scenes,
actions, characters, etc., and its suggestions are entirely practical.
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price. 91.00 Remit either by P. O. or Express Order, Draft or Check to
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CORRESPONDENCE.

VOLTAGE AGAIN DISCUSSED.
Washington, March 30, 1910.

Publishers Moving Picture World:
Gentlemen—I cannot resist the temptation of butting in

upon the controversy between Mr. Richardson and H. M. C.
regarding "A Question of Voltage," as I consider H. M. C.
correct, his only error consisting in using the expression
"absorb." He did this, I imagine, with the idea of making
it easier to follow by those not thoroughly familiar with
electrical phenomenon.
The voltage is not absorbed, inasmuch as you could put

two, three, or in fact any number of rheostats such as are
used with moving picture arcs on no-volt line in series

across the no-volt line, and still the volt drop through the
entire series would be no volts, the current, of course, vary-
ing inversely as the net resistance.

Mr. Richardson, in his last letter (February 5), states that
the resistance of the rheostat used upon the no volt line was
slightly less than 4 ohms, or, to be exact, 3 2-3 ohms. This
is an error, as the resistance of the rheostat plus that across
the arc while burning, is equal to the amount mentioned.

65
That means that the resistance of rheostat is of

no
3 2-3 = 2 1-6 ohms, the other 1^2 ohms being the resistance
across arc (including the slight resistance of the carbons).
This is assuming the arc to require 30 amperes at 45 volts,

which is approximately correct for the average moving pic-

ture arc on direct current. Personally I have found the best
results to be obtained by working at nearer 50 volts, and
have worked satisfactorily for a few minutes at a time with
an arc drawing 70 to 75 volts, this with a motor-generator
set which we have at one of the theaters of which I am
superintendent. This machine allows a great deal of latitude
in that respect.

To come back to the matter in hand, on the 220-volt line

we desire the same amperes to get the correct light at the
volts

arc as on the no-volt. Therefore, as ohms = we
amperes

have X (required resistance of rheostat), plus 1^ ohms
220

(resistance across arc while burning) = . That is X =
220 30

3-2 = 5 5-6 ohms, the required resistance of rheostat

on 220-volt line used with moving picture arc, this being
nearly three times that necessary across no-volt circuit.

As to the fifty series arcs mentioned by Mr. Richardson
across the 2,500-volt line, he can easily figure them out by
getting the idea impressed that the volt drop (as mentioned
above) is not dependent only on the resistance but upon the
resistance and the current. By inquiry he will find that the
resistance of these series arcs while burning is (each) about
six times that of the moving picture arc and that (or there-
fore) these arcs use only about five amperes each.

In spite of this, the voltage across each arc is the same
about 50 volts, a very small part of which voltage is used
to control the carbon feed mechanism.
The voltage drop through each part of a series circuit if

exactly to the whole voltage across the main lines as the
resistance of that part is to the resistance of the whole, no
matter what the total voltage or resistance may be. The

volts
amperage, of course, varies as the old formulas

resistance.

Of course, if you reduce your resistance or increase the
voltage so that the amperage becomes higher than the line

will carry, your line, or the weakest part of same, will burn
out. When the arc is started the resistance for the moment
that the carbons touch is lower, and consequently the am-
perage is higher, but this is for such a short interval of time
that it does no harm. If the above is thoroughly digested
I think it will also answer Mr. Richardson's question rela-

tive to the negative wire, etc.

As he states, we can have voltage without current, but
voltage without current does no work and is of no practical
use. We know it is there, but to use it, it must flow, and
when it flows it is in the form of current.

Voltage and current are not separate entities, but merely
the measurements of electricity, indicating how strong (the
pressure) and how much (quantity). I may not have made

clear what is desired, and if such is the case you can easily

consign this lengthy epistle to the waste basket.

I thoroughly enjoy and appreciate most of Mr. Richard-
son's articles and feel sure I have learned a great deal from
him since my advent into the motion picture business from
my old one—photographer. Yours very truly,

Alan j. bachrach,
Superintendent, Pastime and Metropolitan Theaters.

OPERATORS HIT BACK.

Cleveland, Ohio, March 29, 1910.

Editor Moving Picture World:

Dear Sir—In looking over The Moving Picture World I

happened to notice a subject entitled "A New Race of De-
generates," by Mr. F. H. Hoffman.

I do not know who he is, but I do know that he is not an
operator, and would not be a bit surprised if he is not con-
nected with any show or film exchange, but an outsider alto-

gether, from the way he talks about the operators. Anyone
who did not know them would think they were not human
and die! not wear any clothes, or that they were insane. I

do not know that you could blame an operator if he did go
crazy, as managers seem to think an operator is just the
same as a machine and can work eight, ten or twelve hours
at a time without getting out of his chicken coop, which is

worse than a cell, for you can look through a cell most any
place, but in an operating room you have about three or four
holes to look through, and then all you can see is a silent

drama, comedy, or maybe an illustrated song. He also
speaks about nicknaming among the operators. Well, I will

concede that much to him, but I think there is an excuse for

that, as I know that I can get an introduction to a person
one day and meet him again and cannot recall his name, and
I do not think I am the only one in the world that is that

way, either. I would like to say that all operators, with a
very few exceptions, are gentlemen in every sense of the
word and that they respect ladies more than most managers
of picture shows or employees of the film exchange. I have
seen a lot of managers stand at the door and take tickets
and make remarks about every woman that came in, or even
those who walked along the streets. As for the film ex-
change employees, they will tell a lady who comes after the
films for the show, to go to h—1 just as soon as they will a
man. In most of the city film exchanges, if an operator goes
after the films (which is not his work, but is done as a

favor to the managers), he has to ask as many as five or six
times, and maybe then be told that it is not in yet, and then
he is late anywhere from thirty minutes to an hour, for

which he gets ripped up the back when he reports at the

show. Yours truly,

BYRON CARRIER,
Operator, Crescent Theater.

A Drawing Card for Moving Picture Theatres

,owse M. Manon
IN

Illustrated poems, now booking in Moving
Picture Houses in and out of town, also for
professional entertainment.

Miss Marion is presenting several beauti-
ful poems written by Fred Emmerson Brooks,
which she has illustrated with special per-
mission from the author. This work never
fails to make a hit on every occasion.

Operator, Vaudeville Sketch and music furnished when desired.
Highest testimonials Terms reasonable.

LOUISE M.j MARION
321 West 23rd Street New York City

DO YOU MAKE SLIDES?
I MAKE MATS

Samples and Prices upon Request

JESUS A. SIERRA
190 W. 4th Street - New York City
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AMONG THE EXHIBITORS.

Buiiiilo. N. Y. Irrangementi bave been made
fur tin erection of a high claaa moving picture
.mil vaudei Hie ttai t, hi ai For-
est avenue, for John A. Pferd. This tbeatcr will
be read] al 1 May 1.

Neu York City. Plana bave been Bled toi a

new one lui.i theater for moving picture shows, to

be bulll of brick and staff composition, al tbe
southeast corner of Lenox avenue and i USd street,
which will

1

si:,, nun. for tbe Sp
Blake Realty Company. This now bouse will be
known as tbe Lenox Theater.

St. Louis, Mo. a tent nickelodeon has been
erected al 4518 Manchester avenue, tor Louis Ruben.
Heading, Pa.—Thi Pa 111 be placed

under the new management of Lot
I

This
theater has been recently erected for the Moving

Compnnj ol America and is situated on
tbe former site of the Bijou, on Penn street about
Sc\ entb.

Houston. Tex.—A new moving picture theater is

being erected here which will cost the proprietor,
M. E. Atchison, >

Dodgeville, Wis.—A new moving picture theater
is being erected here, In the suns Building.

Cincinnati. Ohio.—Building permits were issued
to fn Moving Picture Theater Company for the
erection Oi B story moving picture theater, to

be situated al the northwest corner of Warsaw
and Wlnterlltz avenues, to cost $6,000
Ciminnati, Ohio.—A new five-cent moving picture

theater is to be located on Harrison avenue, between
Beekman and Wostwood avenues, for Theodore V.
Ble.v. which Is 1 it $3,000.

Springfield. 111.—The Varsity Theater has been
sold to the Ilavanna Volunteer Fire Department by
B. E. Newbury.
Houston, Tex,—C. A. Bllgers, who conducts a

moving picture theater here, has begun the erec-
tion of a Summer theater.
Milwaukee, Wis.—Tbe American Theater, located

on Third street, just north of Grand avenue, lias

at last opened its doors and reports doing good
business.

Vale. Ida.—Tbe Bungalow, an electric tbeatcr.
has been reopened under new management, after
being closed for some months.
Ononomionac, Wis.—The Crystal Theater, which

has been operate.] with great sueeess by the West-
ern Film Exchange Company, has been sold to
Huebner Brothers, who will manage the house.

Albion. Ind.—M. E. Groscup and Carl Ilarrien-

brook have leased the Martin room, on North
Orange street, and intend putting in an up-to-date
moving picture show.

Tower, Minn.— Fred Holler has sold bis moving
picture tbeatcr here to Bert Burgess and E. J.
Atkins, who will operate it the same as tbe former
proprieti

St. Louis. Mo.—A $10,000 moving picture theater
will lie erected at 4100 South Broadway by the
Riverside Amusement Company.

Gloversville. N. Y.—F. B. Puhler has leased the
store now occupied by Samuel Lewis, at 46 South
Main street, and will open a moving picture theater.

Buffalo, N. Y.— Vnother moving picture and vaude-
ville theater is about to be established at 433-437
Washington street by E. G. S. Miller.

Boonton. N. J. —Bertram M. Plerson and Millard
Fairehild will open a moving picture theater here.

Athens, Pa.—P. J. Tillman, proprietor of the
Plctorium. has completed arrangements to erect
a new theater and picture house on Elmer avenue.
Dunkirk. N. Y.—A deal was closed for the erec-

tion of a first class moving picture tbeatcr on the
property at the corner of Washington avenue and
East Third street, for M. .Tames.
New Orleans, La.—Lohman & Mollers. of this

have made arrangements for the erection
of a moving picture theater in McComb, Miss.

Columbus. Ohio.—Proctor C. Seese has leased the
old Chamber of Commerce and will convert It Into

a Brs1 class picture palace,
Middletown, Conn. -Jack Heath has resigned bis

position as manager of tin- Nickel Theater here.
Skowlicran, Me. Dexter Vaughan has purchased

the moving picture theater located in Fire Engine
Hall from Charles Smith.
Ellwood City, Pa.—Walter Fterbold has sold bis

Interest in the Lyric Theater here to his partner.
Arthur Cohen.
New Philadelphia, Ohio.—A new $80,000 theater

Is being established here for Samuel Relnnser and
C. K Sunshine. This theater will have high class

pictures.
Lynn. Mass. -The Pari; Theater here has been

purchased by Mr. St. Ledger from Charles B.
Slroohs.

Vand"rbilt. Pa.—Tbe Nickel Theater is being re-

modeled by F. P. New-mover, who manages the
honse
Leominster. Mass.—A new moving picture theater

Is i„ |ng everted here, on Main street, for Martin
C. Rlllery.

Providence. R. I.—The Casino Amusement Com-
panv Is erecting a moving picture' honse called the
Casino, at 128 M a I hew-on slreet. for U. 1. P.i.veo.

who will manage the house.

Boise, Ida. The Anderson Moving Picture Thea-
ter here has changed hands again. F. E. Nusbaum
is to i,e the new proprietor
New York City.- Plans have been filed for the

erection of a moving picture theater nt 1S2 and
1S| YV, ni 102d street for Eugene Tliggins.

Bed Bank, N. J.—A new picture theater is being
• 'I mi Miller street

.

Providence, R. I. Spitz & Nathaiison have pur-
chaaed the property 0l the Pastime Theater and
will ereel a new picture palace.

New York City. A. 11. Lions will open a moving
theater al 77c; Seventh avenue.

Wilkesburre, Pa. A new moving picture theater
is being erected here for J, Corcoran and will be
situated on tbe corner of Main and Water streets.

Cambridge, Mass.—Tbe property on tbe corner of
niinic, opposite Franklin square, has been

•nl will be converted Into a moving
picture theater.

Opelousas, La.—Durn & Dejean, proprietors of the
Elk Theater, write us and state that their moving
picture theater here is certainly a paying proposi-
tion, as the house Is crowded from the time they
open until tbey close. They will open another mov-
ing picture theater soon, which will catch tbe
patrons that can't get In on crowded nights. This
1 se will have a seating capacity of 400 and will
be as well conducted as the Elk. Vaudeville and
moling pictures will be the features.
Dewey, Okla,— Earl Iteadle has purchased the

moving picture theater here from Norman Jarskow.
Hutchinson, Kan.—Max Kimer and Bob Kerr have

purchased the Elite Moving Picture Theater on
South Main street.

Buffalo, Wyo.—Robert E. Taylor is making ar-
rangements to open a new moving picture theater
here.
Hudson. Mich.—Frank Bonflgllo has leased the
Opera Honse here and will convert it Into a mov-
ing picture theater.
San Francisco. Cal.—Mrs. Augusta F. Tuttle has

leased her building to P. D. Pike, who will open
a new moving picture theater.
Red Wing, Minn.—Mahnke & Zeno have purchased

the Gem Electric Theater here.

Cincinnati, Ohio.—The Moving Picture Theater
Company have secured a permit for the erection
of a new theater.

Brainard. Minn.—.Tudd Wright and Fred Low have
decided to open a new vaudeville and moving pic-

ture show here.
Albion, Ind.—Hardenbrook & Grascap arc making

arrangements to open a new moving picture theater
here.

La Grange, 111.—R. J. Churchill has opened a
new moving picture theater here.
Pana, 111.—D. J. Dudley has purchased tbe White

Palace Moving Picture Theater here from L. M.
Stinnett.

Cincinnati, Ohio.—The Empire Airdome Companv
is preparing to erect a new airdome here.

Gloversville, N. Y.—F. B. Pichler Is planning to

open a new moving picture show at 4G South Main
street.

Chicago, 111.—George Wilson lias purchased tbe
Oakland Moving Picture Theater on Firty-tbird
street from F. W. Atwater.

Cincinnati, Ohio.—J. I. Frankel is planning the
erection of a new moving picture theater on Colonial
street.

Douglas. Ariz.—Queen Brothers, of this place, are
planning to open several new moving picture thea-
ters.

Buffalo, N. Y.—Christ Forbach will erect a new
mcvlng picture theater at 2110 Seneca street.

Buffalo, N. Y.—J. A. Pferd is planning the
erection of a new moving picture show at 491 Grant
street.

Warsaw, 111.—E. H. Harris will open a new mov-
ing picture show here.

Buffalo, N. Y.—Carl Allison and James Warren
are preparing to open a new moving picture show
here.

Cincinnati, Ohio.—Theodore V. Ble.v has secured
a permit for the opening of a new moving picture
theater on Harrison avenue.
Owenshoro, Ky.—Tbe Park Theater Company has

been Incorporated with a capital stock, of $24,000.
The incorporators are: T. A. Pedley, J. G. Burch
and Joseph Weill.

Bellingham. Wash.—F. n. Bnindage has pur-
chased the Casino Theater, on Harris avenue.

Buffalo, N. Y.—E. Schwartzmeier will open a new
moving picture theater at G70 Jefferson avenue.

Buffalo. N. Y.—E. G. S. Miller will open a new
moving picture show at 437 Washington.
Grand Island, Nob.—J. H. Jarvis and G. C. Dewey

will erect a new airdome here.
Brainard, Minn.—F. E. Low and .Tudd Wright are

preparing to open a new moving picture show here.
Valley City, N. D.—Manager Stark has sold the

Bijou Moving Picture Theater here to A. B. Fill-

more and G. n. Ferguson.
Rockford, 111.—E. A. Sehnltz Is preparing to open

a new picture theater here to be known as the
i lonial.

Buffalo. N. Y.—Charles Wallack & Co. will erect
a new vaudeville and moving picture theater at
7o2 Seneca street.

Buffalo. N. Y.— Allison & Warren will open a
new moving picture theater here.

Crompton. R. I.—A new moving picture theater
is being erected here for Edward Rodalvlez.

Baltimore. Md.—Francis E. Torey. architect. Is

preparing plans for another moving picture theater
ami amusement house on the south side of North
avenue, near Charles street, to be erected by the
Paradise Amusement Company, at a cost of about
$15,000.

Orange. Tex.—A. D. Sherman has purchased tbe
Alamo Theater here.

Davenport, la—The Elite Theater, in Rock
which for several years has been owned

ami managed by Norman Friedenwald, has been
sold to Joseph Hopp, of tbe Standard Film Ex-
change, ,,r Chicago.

Franklin, Neb.—C. H. Niedermeler and George
Green are planning for the erection of a first-class
moving picture theater here.
Jamaica, L. I., N. Y.—A new moving picture

theater has been opened at the Junction of South
and Washington streets, und will add to its pic-
tures vaudeville, after Lent.

Norfolk, Kan.—At the State Hospital for the
Insane moving pictures have been introduced.
Washington, D. C.—Plans are being prepared to

tbe three-story brick building at 2105
Pennsylvania avenue into a 5-cent theater for the
Circle Amusement Company, which will cost about
$24,
New York City.—A new amusement house has

been opened on Doyers street, Tbe Chinese Theater,
which will be devoted to Chinese plays and moving
pictures. This theater will be under the manage-
ment of Raymond Hitchcock.

Springfield, Mass.—Plans have been practically
completed for the erection of a new theater here
for the Goldstein Bros. Amusement Company, which
will be devoted to moving pictures and vaudeville.
The amusement house Is situated at 12 and 14
Taylor street and will cost, when the construction
is finished, about $23,000. The interior will be
fixed so as to accommodate 900 patrons on the main
floor and balcony.

Hartford, Conn.—M. Schupack has leased the
Bijou Theater, in the Railroad Block, Main street,
in Llisha Caprllllan and Kaprel Tarzlan.
Mahanoy City, Pa.—A new moving picture theatet

is being erected here for M. Moleskio, at the cor-

ner of Main and Pine streets, and will be completed
before Lent is over.

Palmerton, Pa.—Herbert Arner has sold his mov-
ing picture theater here to William Chamberlain

'..000.

Philadelphia, Pa.—Plans for a vaudeville and
moving picture theater, to be located at the north-
east corner of Fifty-seond and Sansom streets, are
in preparation by F. Nelson Wilcox.

Marseilles, 111.—Sidney Allison has taken a lease
on the building, on North Main street, and will
convert it into a high-class moving picture palace.

Ansonia, Conn.—The Gem Theater, on Bank street.
which is under the management of Mathew H. Me-
Mabon, has been forced to close by the building
inspector. Tbe Enterprise Moving Picture Com
pany will again commence giving exhibitions of mov-
ing pictures at the Opera House here.

Philadelphia, Pa.—A new moving picture theater
is being constructed on the north side of East Chei-
ton avenue by John A. Costello.

Middletown, Conn.—The Gaiety Theater, which Is

under the proprietorship of G. Nellie, has been
closed down by the building inspector for falling

to comply with tbe law.
Haverhill, Mass.—Tbe Mechanics' Hall here have

given up running moving pictures.

Youngstown, Ohio.—A new picture theater Is be-
ing erected a 208 West Federal street for Renner
& Dcibel.

Montreal, Can.—Demers & Montezano have pur-

chased the Nationscope Theater from George
Gauvreau for $is,500.

Raleigh, N. C—The Metropolitan is a new mov-
ing picture theater which is being erected here
for J. Sherwood Uppchurch.

Bridgeport, Conn.—The Dixie Theater, formerly
under the proprietorship of Thomas Holden, has

i sold to M. Bethel.
Cleveland, Ohio.— S. S. Wilson will erect a new

moving picture theater at 7952 Broadway.
Elizabeth, N. J.—The property at East Jersey

and Third streets is being converted Into a mov-
ing picture theater for the Walton Amusement
Company.

Mt. Carmel. Pa.—A new moving picture theater
is being erected at the corner of Main and Pine

San Diego. Cal.—The Bijou Theater, on Main
street, has been sold to Mr. and Mrs. Martin.

Bradford, Pa.—The Star Show, has again opened
here and will give exhibitions of first-class moving
pictures.

Brooklyn, N. Y.—A new theater, known as tbe
Park, has opened at Sixty-ninth street and New
Utrecht avenue, under the proprietorship of Wil-
liam II. Smith, with a seating capacity of 240.

The attractions at this new theater will be first-

class licensed moving pictures and illustrated songs.

for which an adm cents will be charged.
Fort Smith. Ark.—The Majestic Theater, located

nn North Seventh street. Is tbe latest moving pic-

ture theater erected here.

Clarion, Pa.—The two nickelodeon theaters In this

town are again doing good business and both ap-
pear to be well patronized.

Scranton, Pa.—T. V. Graves lias sold his moving
picture theater here to John Morrow and John
Brennan.
Wilkes-Barre. Pa.—Mr. Markes. proprietor of the

Run Theater here, has sold It to Aaron Hurwltz.
Harrisburg. Pa.—A new moving picture theater Is

being erected In the band hall.

Cold Springs. N. Y.—The Royal Theater here has
again opened under the new management of J. H.
Silver.

Franklin, Neb.—E. C. Taylor Is preparing to open
a new moving picture show here.
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SPECIAL

8 Nelson-Wolgast
Tight Slides, of Vital Points

Colored $3.25 Postpaid

Send (or Catalog of Announce-
ments, Stock and "Ad" Slides

DUHEM & HARTER SLIDE CO.
1180 O'Farrell St. San Francisco, Cal.

The Largest Independent Film

Renters in the East

Buying 21 New Reels Weekly
Drop us a postal today for par-

ticulars and terms

HUDSON FILM CO.
138 E. 14tH Vtr.et New York

Phone Stuyvesant 3812

Want Chairs Quick?
Stafford chairs excell

all others. We use no

hree-ply veneers. Why?

Not good enough! Five-

ply is best, and that Is

why we use them.

Chairs like cut

IN STOCK and

GUARANTEED

Ask for Catalog No. 305

E. H. STAFFORD MFC. CO.
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

SONG SLIDES
FOR RENT

CENTRAL BOOKING EXCHANGE
138 E. 14th Street New York, N. Y.

Phone Stuyvesant 189

A Complete Line
of Sound Cffects

Bird whistles
'""

liii
Steamboat whistles
Police rattles

JT •"! rtil'
R°os tei ciows

Mr! Ml Hen cackles
Pop guns
Sleigh bells

1 Fog horns
1 Dog barks

It!"
| Castagnets

§" "n ffip* Tom-toms
>,, Horse hoof imitations

Chinese crash cvmbals
WP6* Chinese musettes

l

.

Railroad imitations
Pond frogs
Midway musettes

JIP Sand jig imitators
Clog mallets

Send for Catalogue.

DUPLEX MFC. CO.
2815 Henrietta St.,

ST. LOUIS, MO.

FOR THE EXHIBITOR
"Paowync" Steel film cabinets of 5 or 10 reel capa-

city, complete booth equipment. Strong and durable.
Provided with humidor.

For the Film Exchange
50 or 100 rtel film cabinet at exceptional price?.

Immediate deliveries.

The O. M. Edwards Co. - Syracuse, IS. Y.

COMPENSARC
That's the device that saves Moving Pic-

ture men two-thirds on their electric light

bills, and yet gives better light.
^
Did yon

see our ad last week? Well, don't look it

up. Just write for our

Booklet 15018

FORT WAYNE ELECTRIC WORKS
1402 Broadway

FORT WATNE, INDIANA. 73s

Drums, Traps and all

Moving Picture

Show Effects
Our New Beautifully Illustrated Cata-

logue now ready and will be sent fiee to

any address upon request.

LOUIS B. MALECKI & CO.
272 Wabash Avenue Chicago

Advertise Your Theatre
WITH OUR

Celluloid Dial Button

Give 1 hem away as a souvenir at some perform-
arce. You will have every boy and girl wearing
one, with the hand set at some hour of meeting.
Any lettering you want in two colors.

Sample for a Dime or Postage

AMERICAN BADGE CO.
Manufacturers of Badges and Buttons

ClarK and Madisoa Sts. CHICAGO. ILL.

Films, Machines and Song Slides

FOR SALE CHEAP
I Edison Machine only $80.00

J. FRISH
138E.14thSt. New YorK, N. Y.

Lang's Rewinder No. 2
Price, $5.00 Net

Lang Manufacturing Co.
OLEAN, NEW YORK

4,000 feet Moving Picture

Film, taken from real life

in Norway. 3c per foot.

Address, P. U. Box 315, New York

OPERA CHAIRS
That Stands
the TEST

The hard usage ac-
corded opera chairs
makes the selection
ot a chairot PROVEN
QUALITIES essential.

Our Opera Chairs
are cooceded to be
thelDEALseating,
as they are comfort-
able, permanently
noiseless and com-
bined with a dis-

tinctive style and
excellerce that is

unequalled.

HIGHEST QUALITY

LOWEST PRICES

Write lor Catalog*

AMERICAN SEATING COMPANY
Dept - v

- /C^S^\
NEW Y0RK

2l5WabashAve. (£8*To) BOSTON

CHICAGO \SSZy PHILADELPHIA
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Tradk Mauk Trad* Maii
BIOGRAPH
FILMS
RELEASED APRIL 4th, 1910

AS IT IS IN LIFE
The Story of a Father's Selfish Love

We arc all prone to forget, and forgetfulness makes us unwittingly selfish.

We deny in our children the very things we did ourselves. Here is a man,
left, through the death of his wife, the care of his only child, a girl of twelve
years, lie. it is true, makes many sacrifices for her sake, declining to marry
again that he may the better provide for her. It is the usual story. She grows
t<> womanhood and falls in love. She is made to choose between her lover
and her father. She makes the reasonable choice and is married. It is only
after several years that the father is made to admit how selfish and narrow-
minded he had been.

APPROXIMATE LENGTH, 981 FEET.

RELEASED APRIL 7th, 1910

A RICH REVENGE
A Comedy of the California Oil Fields

Here is a warning to all who are of a revengeful nature, as the plans may
sometimes revert to our chagrin if not disaster. The two young fellows are
rivals for the hand of a pretty girl of the village, and after her marriage
with the one of her choice, the other swears to be revenged. To effect this

he pours chemically treated oil into the irrigation ditches of the husband's
farm. This, of course, ruins the land for vegetation, but it brings the hus-
band a fabulous sum from a speculator in oil lands, who thinks he has struck
a highly productive oil field.

APPROXIMATE LENGTH, 980 FEET.

A Fall Description of those Subjects will be Found on Another Page

Release days of Biograph Subjects— MONDAY and THURSDAY

Qet on Our Mall List and Keep Posted. Write for Our Descriptive Circulars

BIOGRAPH COMPANY
Licensee of the Motion Picture Patents Co.

11 EAST 14tK STREET NEW YORK
GEORGE KLEINB. Selling Agent for Chicago (52 State St.. Chicago, 111.).

I

CIIMC HOWARD MOVING PICTURE CO. fllMS
1 mm I I \# Repair Work a Specialty. Agents for Monograph, Power's I saal \0

and Edison Machines. Supplies and Sundries. 1

564 Washington Street, - - Boston Mass.
Established 1894. (Opposite Adams House). Incorporated 1908.

Song Slides 5c. Per Day Per Set

All Songs—All Publishers. You select

—

We ship.

For full particulars call or write

LEN SPENCER'S LYCEUM, 44 W. 28th St.. N.Y.

FILMS FOR SALE
200 Reels, perfect condition, will

shin subject to examination, Ten
dollars ($10.00) reel.

PITTSBURG FILM EXCHANGE
3rd Ave. PITTSBURQ, PA.

AMONG THE EXHIB1T0KS—Continued.

Putman, Conn.—The Pastime Moving Picture
i
situated ou Canal street, Las again opened.

Kochester, N. Y.—A moving picture theater has
' •«-*•!

• erected in the Banquet Hall.
Washington, D. C.—The Circle Amusement Com-

pany mis purchased tin- property at ^1U5 Pennsylva-
nia avenue, as a site tor a iit-\v vaudeville and
moving picture theater.

Wabnviile, Tenn.—Capt. W. D. Anient lias pur-
chase i

i nt moving picture theater liere.

Washington, D. C.—The National Amusement
Company will elect a new vauduville theater, at
ii»- comet oi Florida and I mi..

Franklin, Neb. c. 11. Nledermeyei and George
Green an- making arrangements to open a new uiov-
iiil-' picture show here.

Elsberry, Mo. E. S. Clemlsou will open a new
moving picture theater in the Ellis building.

£aslon, Pa.—The Tuxedo Amusement Company
.I ils new theater at Jersey and Main
to Lewis 12. Kiaus. The Tuxedo Company

have been successfully managed by the l'ursei
liros., who own the building. The manager stated
that a Drat class vaudeville performance will be
given three (la) s each week iii connection with the
moving picture exhibit, which will be high class.

Archbald, Pa.—The Unity Nickelet, on Church
Street, which was opened by Messrs. Kobinsoli and
Benson, has Ik. a s .

I <J to John Morrow.
Denver, Colo.—The Famous restaurant, at Curtis

and Fifteenth streets, is to be converted into a
moving picture theater. The change will be made
within the next thirty days.
South Bend, Ind.—Hubert Snoke and F. L. Heyer

have purchased the .Star Theater here.
Fredonia, Kan.— William Cunningham, proprietor

ot the Lyric Theater, will open an airdoine with a
seating capacity of 800, this Summer. Vaudeville
and moving pictures will constitute the entertain-
ment.
York, Pa.—Contractors are busily engaged remod-

eling the store room in the Geesey building, South
George street, which is to be used by John Schrantz
ior his new moving picture theater. A metallic
ceiling will be placed ill the room and everything
possible will be made Breproof. A handsome front
is being modeled on Which hundreds ot electric ligbts
will be used.

Easton, Pa.—A new moving picture theater is

being built in Bangor and will be located on Broad-
way.

Sheldon, la.— Fred Benneman lias purchased the
Wonderland moving picture show from Mr. Good-
win.
Grandview, Wash.—James & McClellan have

leased the Mains building here and will convert it

Into a moving picture theater.

Brooklyn, N. Y.—The Abels-Gold Realty Company
will erect a moving picture theater at the corner
of DeKalb avenue and Skllman street.

Kendallville, Ind.—A. L. Helton Is making ar-

tnents to erect a new airdoine here.
Siuth Norwalk, Conn.—An auditorium will be built

in St. Mary's School, with the object of giving a
one-hour picture show every day. Some •'! the

views will be amusing, while others will be "t for-

eign countries and of animal life.

Washington, D. C.—The Circle Amusement Com-
pany are erecting a high-class moving picture the-

ater at No. 210."> Pennsylvania avenue. The admis-
sion for the patrons will be Ave cents and the place
will be well conducted.
Tamaqua. Pa.—Frank Shad has taken a lease

on the Grand Theater, on Market street, and will

operate it as a Brst-claSE moving picture and vaude-
ville house.

Cincinnati, Ohio.—The Buckeye Film and Project-

ing Company: capital. $10,000.
Oconomowoc, Wis.— J. T. Bartlett is making ar-

rangements t'i open a new vaudeville and moving
picture theater here.

Company lias been incorporated with a capital stock

of s::. i. The incorporators are Win. J. Burton,

Emll Zinsmeyer and T. E. Hennesy.
Lincoln. 111.—Steve Iiennis has sold the Lyric

picture theater here to C. o. Lower.
Baltimore. Md.- -Plans are being prepared by A.

I.owther Forrest Cor a moving picture theater to be
erected "ii the lots at 206 t" 208 1'. rk avenue and
210 West Lexington Btreel for C. BJ. Whitehurst.
Tin- new theater will have a seating capacity of

1,400. The main entrance will be on Lexington
street, with another entrance on Park avenue and
an exit on Clay street. . The improvement will cost

about sin.

Baltimore, Md.—A permit lias been srnnted to

Eugene Cook t" build a moving picture theater and
amusement place on the south side of North avenue,

Charles street, which will cost about $12,000.

Lawrence, Mass.—The managers of the Nickel and
- of tliis city have drafted plans

for the remodeling and enlarging of the Nickel

Theater on Lawrence street. When the changes are

completed it will make the Nickel one of the hand-
somest and most up-to-date moving picture theaters

in that section, will; a seating capacity of 2

Philadelphia.- Herman I.. Gercke Is taking esti-

mates for a vaudeville and moving picture theater
here.

West Chicago. 111.— Mr. Kelly is making arrange-
in, nis in open a new moving picture theater here.

Anamosa. la. II. W. Lobrman is making arrange-
ments to open a new moving picture theater here.

Lcmmon. S. Dak. -Ant" Lang is making arrange-

ments to open a new moving picture theater here.
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BIOGRAPH COMPANY.
A RICH REVENGE.—A comedy of the California

oil fields. Vengeance is ethical, as It is directed

by fate, and is invariably just in resultance; but
revenge is generally the designing of a fevered
brain, and is nearly always resilient, indicting

chagrin, if not disaster, upon the perpetrator.

While the instance in this Biograph comedy meted
not disaster, still it produced chagrin a-plenty.

Harry and Bill, two young ranch-owners, are deeply
smitten with the charms of pretty little Jennie, the

belle of the neighborhood. Jennie is as lively as

a cricket, never serious a moment, hence the solemn
tones in which Bill declares his love frightens her;

but Harry, jolly and light-hearted, seeming to con-

sider life a huge joke, appeals to her, and she
accepts his proposal. They are married and start

on their new life's journey more like a couple of

kids "playing house," than serious, sober married
folks. Bill, of course, is enraged at being thrown
down, and swears to Be revenged. Hence, he bides
his time. First he induces the villagers and store-

keepers to boycott Harry by refusing to buy the

products of his farm. Harry's farm, like many
others in California, is irrigated by means of a

Hume, t he gate of which opened, sends water
through ditches to all parts of his ranch. Into this

Hume Bii! pours several barrels of chemically treated
oil. which ruins the productive quality of the land
so saturated. Harry and Jennie are in sore straits,

and cannot imagine why their land is so bald.

While they are thus bemoaning their helplessness,

an oil speculator is seen to drive along the road.

He suddenly pulls his horse up. for a delightful
odor lias titillated his olfactory nerve. Leaping out
of his carriage, he makes for t lie field. Jabbing his

proboscis into the center of one of the rows, he
sniffs. "Oil, by gosh! and the poor fools don't
know it. Here's a find." Hushing up to the house,

where he finds Harry and Jennie still sitting on the

veranda in drop despair, lie offers them $10,000
for their land. They are so flabbergasted that they
(an but nod their heads. The speculator promises
to call back in an hour with the money. An hour
has elapsed and no speculator; then they feci that
it lias been bul a dr 11. However, after consulting
several clocks they find that they indicate time so

divergently that there may still he hope, and this

thought is prophetic, for in a few minutes the man
arrives with a wad of "long green, !Vn thou-

sand dollars! What'll we do with it?" It doesn'l

take long lo decide, for in a short while they have
togged up and procuring an automobile, they start

1. n the East. As they howl along the r I they
srr the speculator With his laborers just about to

slart digging when Bill comes up. and proves In-

has been done, for instead or an oil field he has a

"lemon patch." Harry and Jennie, by this time,

are out of reach. Bill's move was indeed a rich

revenge slightly twisted.

AS IT IS IN LIFE.—Shakespeare wrote that

"Life is as tedious as a twice- told tale vexing the

dull ear of a drowsy 111:111.'
' which may be true ill

man] Instances, but the philosophical will contend

that life is what we make it. It is in our power
lo generate sunshine sufficient to dissipate the

threatening clouds of sorrow. Man. by nature, is

prone to be unreasonable, selfish and thoughtless:

though these trails be hidden even to our own
discerniug, Still they are there and it is for us

lo curb them. Love, the most commendable virtue,

is itself unreasonable, as this Biograph subject will

illustrate, and li«« parental love may be so ex-

treme as to be selfish. George Forrester has suf-

fered the loss of his beloved wife, the mother of

his little ten-year-old child. Tin- child is forced
to become his little housekeeper, while Forrester

secures work at the pigeon farm. While thus em-
ployed, he meets a former sweetheart and renews
his attentions, feeling that she might prove a sec-

ond mother to his child; but. no. on seriouf

sideratlon he realizes that he could not meet the

Wants of a s nd wife, as he finds that her tastes

are extravagant, and do his duty to his child,

hence he determines to sacrifice his own happiness
for the sake of his child, sending her off to school

I hat she may rise above her present environment.

while he toils to make ends meet. Several years

later we find the girl returning from school, having
grown to young womanhood. She is surprised

and grieved to see such a change in her father.

\s she views his almost decrepit form, she ez-

elaims: "Worn hands, gray hairs, and all for inc.

Father. I shall never leave you." Ah. but what
a rash resolution. Little do we know what fate is

designing. She, of course, meets "the" young man.
They love each other honestly and devotedly, but

in,, father is unreasonably jealous, and tries to

keep them apart, but this is impossible, so in a

lil of rage he bids the girl to choose between him
anil her lover. She chooses the lover. 1,1 ling that

her diar father would relent. He does not, how-
ever, and refuses to ell her sanction her marriage
or visit the couple afterwards, living his life alone

in his little cottage. 4.1 1 two years later, (he

yoiiicj wife is so wrapped up in her baby thai she

considers it a slight on the pall of anyone who
it bj without enthusiastic notice, or course,

11 tell her hor i,ai,.\ is verj cute and pretty,

but they rebel at being obliged to think of nothing
else. She feels that nobody appreciates her baby.
so she decides to brave her fears and pay a visit lo

her father, hoping that the baby may soften his

iron will. Cautiously entering the garden, she finds

her father the picture of despair, seated on a bench
in the arbor. Approaching him noiselessly, she
places her baby on its grandpop's knees. it was
as the young wife hoped, and we leave the scene
with the child and the grandchild folded in the old
man's arms.

EDISON MFG. CO.
SANDY, THE SUBSTITUTE.—While engaged in

a card game with some of the "boys," Sandy Smith,
the hero of the story, received a letter from his
friend, Jim Malone, sheriff of the county, asking
him to trail a notorious train robber who is hid-

ing in the mountains where perpetual snow is al-

most a barrier to intrusion. Malone tells Sandy
that he is suffering with a wounded arm and
cannot go himself. In order to secure Saudy's
services he reminds him that lie once saved his

life. Sandy deliberates, unwilling at first to act
as the hunter of his fellowmau, even though he
be a criminal, but the reminder of the debt of
gratitude lie owes proves a convincing argument
and he finally undertakes the perilous mission. He
calls on the sheriff, gets his final instructions and
starts. lie finds the trail and captures the des-
perado after a dramatic encounter, in which the
devoted wife of the outlaw, Weatherford, is forced
by Sandy to shackle the two men to each other
and destroy t he firearms which were in their strong-
hold.

Bound as described, the two men start on a
desolate journey through the frozen snow. Day
and night, faint from hunger and exhaustion, they
march lock-step, stumbling and falling in the deep
snow only to rise and continue on their journey,
Sandy's gun constantly trained on the man before
him. All the suffering and pathos of this dreary
march, as described in Mr. Norton's story, is vividly
brought out by the wonderful scenic effects and
acting in the picture. The two last scenes show:
First, tlie two men falling headlong into the saloon
where arc assembled a number of men in com-
pany with the sheriff, and where Sandy "turns
over" his man to tlie sheriff; second, Saudy's sur-
prise and indignation at learning that he has earned
live thousand dollars "blood money."
He relieves his mind and disposes of the reward

bj Bending the money to Weatherford's wife with
a characteristic note. The action at this point is

deeply pathetic, though there runs through it

that vein of comedy which is peculiar to Mr.
Norton and which will no doubt produce the smile
and the tear so much sought by the writer and
the actor.

KING COTTON.—The picture starts by showing
the different 'stages of development of the cotton
boll, and then proceeds with tlie plantation scenes
showing tlie real Southern negro, of which "Old
Black Joe" Is a familiar type, at work in the
fields. There are men and women and even pick-
aninnies, and tlie character studies are both amus-
ing and interesting as we watch them gather the
cotton and bring it to the. scales. We follow their
handling of it through the ginning, pressing and
loading for the street markets. This latter scene
on the main street of Home, Ga., shows the
mule loams loaded with the cotton and the buy-
ing and selling preparatory to its going to the
warehouse for sampling, classing, etc., each sepa-
rate process being shown ill a remarkable series
of char and distinct pictures. When it comes to
the manufacturing the old and the new methods
are colli lasted.
We see the old colored woman carding and spin-

ning, and then the scene shifts to the most per-
fect new machinery, with all its wonderful detail
for carrying on the same process to-day. We Bee
the old mill witli its water wheel and then the
gigantic plant where the manufacturing is now
done. In contrast to the weaving by the tbousand-
and-one looms in the great building, one picture
shows an elderly lady seated at her century old
hand loom performing the same operation as it

was managed years and years ago. There is no
skipping in the telling of tlie story, and each
handling of the material follows in regular order
till we see the white fabric woven and packed in

bales and even put into carls addressed to far
away China, South America, etc. The picture
closes wilh a tableau of all the nations paying
tribute to King Cotton.

FOR HER SISTER'S SAKE.—The night was
auspicious for a lover who could both do and dare,
and the tall, handsome, manly youth who had
secreted bimself in the shrubbery felt that his
plans were now to be crowned wilh success. The
Cruel la I her who had forbidden him the house
was Incautiously taking his departure for an even-
ing ai the millionaire's club, and the sweet girl
upon whom our hero lavished his affections bad
given him the signal that the coast was clear.
But, ah! Alas for love's si rategem, the "Angel
Child." whom he had quite forgotten, was wide
awake and on the job!
How si verheard their plans for nn elope-

ment, how she locked her sister in her room and
how she dropped Ihe key down the hero's back,
are heller seen than described. And how love
found a way in spile of the "Angel Child's" pre-
cocious vigilance is a pari of Hie story which
should nol be told in advance. Enough to say this

is one of the few comedies in which tlie child
plays the principal part, and in which, aside from
the fun of the individual scenes, there is an in-

tensely interesting and laughable story moving rap
idly and humorously to a "thrilling" climax.

HER FIRST APPEARANCE.—Van Bibber, a thor
oughly delightful man of the world who has not
been spoiled by society conventionality, and the
child whom he rescues will appeal to every lover
of the best in life. Some of the story of the
"littlest" girl's parentage, which is only hinted
at in Davis' book, is fully given in the film; and
we understand pretty clearly why the wronged
father has wanted to cast the mother and her
child out of his heart, why he has remained in
ignorance of the death of the mother and the
fate of the little one, and also why, when Van
Bibber finds her making "Her First Appearance"
before the footlights, he resolves to take her from
the life of the stage and restore her to her father,
whether the father will or no. The scenes show
the young society man, who has been lounging
behind the scenes, carrying the "littlest" girl to
her dressing room where he learns from her foster
mother that she is really the child of his old
friend and of that friend's unhappy marriage, which
he will be shown in the opening series to have done
everything in his power to prevent. Being a man
of decision as well as of good heart Van Bibber
takes her in the taxicab to the home of her
father and urges him to receive the child into his
house and affections.
Remembering his wrongs, the father refuses to

welcome her, but when Van Bibber announces that
he will adopt the child and she shall become bis
and fill the place in his life which she should fill

in the empty heart of her father, tlie father hesi-
tates and by that hesitation loses his firmness and
gains a daughter—a pleasing climax to a sad story.

ESSANAY FILM MFG. CO.
THE RANGER'S BRIDE.—The story concerns

Bill Dunham, a droll cow-puncher, who finds that
home without a wife may have its advantages,
"but dinned few," and a good woman who can
sew on butlons and make flapjacks is worth more
than much silver and gold anil the liberties of
single blessedness.

Opportunity knocks at Bill's door. Indeed, it
comes in the form, almost, of a veritable slap in
the face, a flagrant dare, an invitation as a guest
of honor at Dame Opportunity's table—and it
comes at the psychological moment when Bill is
struggling wilh a shirt that needs mending and
in the form of an advertisement in the "Mustang
Bugle" lo th,. effect that "a lone spinster, wilh a
large fortune, who can cook and sew, desires a
husband."

So Bill writes a letter to the spinster stating
that he will be her (ootsum henceforth and forever
more, with Instructions how to reach the village of
Mustang.

Bill's secret, however, becomes public propertv
when the boys, his pals, follow him to the mail box
and get the letter. It is a revelation and a Bur-
prise, to think that their Bill would make a
matrimonial venture. No! No! Something must be
done to prevent the marriage.

There is much scheming among them before the
day the spinster is, or was, due to arrive, and in
the meantime the boys have hatched up a good
scheme.

Bill arises early on the day of his wedding,
makes a grand toilet, dons a "Idled" shirt and en-
lists Ihe help of the boys in getting into a white
collar.

In the meantime two of the boys have rigged out.
one as a woman and the other as a clergyman, wilh
female and clerical garb, respectively. At last the
stage is due and the spinster and clergyman ride
down to meet it. The I wo arc loaded into the
stage and the other boys return lo get tlie groom

Bill is reluctant about parting with his gun. but
who ever heard or wearing artillery to a wedding?
However, ii is impossible to persuade him to part
with his chaps, and it is an amazing spectacle he
presents, togged OUl in an outreagOUS costume, half
dress suit and half cowboy costume!

In the end he meets the spinster, an affectionate
creature wilh a face like a hatchet. Bill is par-
alyzed when lie sees her, and when the parson steps
forth to officiate. Bill breaks loose from the boys
and runs down tlie road, wildly shouting for help,
witli the boys, the spinster and the parson in
pursuit.

After a comical chase. Bill, whose short legs and
heavy body will nol permit him to cover much
ground, is overhauled and forced to marry the
spinster. But whci: he is left alone with the damsel
something about the make up of Ihe latter arouses
his suspicions, and jerking off his pal's wig the
revelation Is complete.
At first Inclined to light, he Is soon pacified, and

laughs at the joke, happy to think that it is a joke.
In tlie end Bill is completely cured of "that loviif

feelin' " and resolves thai single blessedness with
its many disadvantages is better than taking a hand
in Ihe game or matrimony.
THE WISE GUY.- At the breakfast table. Mrs

Bluffem reads an item in the morning's paper which
voices a warning to business men: "Be wary of a

blue-eyed maiden who will enter your office, Btale
that slu- is Brown's stenographer across Hie hall.

that Mr. Brown left Ihe office Without cashing the

check for her salary, and would you be so kind as
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Edison Feature Film for
Next Week

Her First Appearance
Adapted by Richard Harding Davis from his famous story of the same title. The infatuation of a society man for an

actress, their marriage, her deception, their estrangement, her death and the subsequent reunion of fatber and child graphically

and convincingly presented Magnificently staged and costumed, and interpreted by a special caste with Mr. Robert Connes in

the role of VAN BIBBER.
No. 6616 Code VIOOLSNAR

To be Released April 15

App. length, 990 feet

OTHER EDISON FILMS
POR HER SISTER'S SAKB.—A mischievous "Kid" sister overhears the

planning of an elopement and almost frustrates it by locking her big
sister in her room, dropping the key down the hero's back and summon-
ing her father by 'phone. The ensuing complications are swift and
the fun furious No 6615. Code VIOOLMAKER. App. length 520 feet.

To be Released April 1

2

KINO COTTON.—An industrial subject of surpassing interest, showing
successively the different stages of development of the cotton ball, the
picking, ginning, pressing, packing and shipping of the cotton and con-
trasting all old with new methods and processes of the industry. The
picture concludes with a tableau of all nations paying tribute to King
Cotton. No. 6614. Code VIOOLKAM. Apo. length 475 feet.

To be Released April 12

A CA5E OF IDENTITY-(Detective Story.) No. 66.8. Code VIOOLTOON.
App. length 1000 feet.

To be Released April 19

THE HINER AND CAMILLE—(Comedy.) No. 6619. CodeVIORNA. App.
length 605 feet.

To be Released April 22

READY IN A MINUTE-(Comedy.) No. 66jo. Code VIORNOS. App.
length 360 feet.

To be Released April 22

THE CIGARETTE MAKER OF SEVILLE- With Mile. Pilar Morin as -Carmen
TO BE RELEASED MAY 3

Order Display Posters Of these Films from your Exchange or the A. B. C. Co., Cleveland. Ohio

EDISON MANUFACTURING CO. 72 Lakeside Avenue, Orange, N. J.

90 Wabash Avenue, Chicago, III.

JOBBERS 0/
EDISON
KINETOSCOPES

BOSTON Howard Moving Picture Co., 564 Washington Street
CHICAGO Kleine Optical Co., 52 State Street
CLEVELAND-Lake Shore Film (Sb Supply Co., 314 Superior Ave., N. E.
KANSAS CITY—Yale Film Exchange Co., 622 Main Street
NEW YORK-P. L. "Waters, 41 East 21st Street
PHILADELPHIA Chas A. Calehuff, 4th and Green Streets
SAN FRANCISCO—Geo. BrecK, 70 Turk Street

TERMARK OF PICTUREDOM

»>

JUST WHAT YOU'RE "WAITING FOR
AW" p"w

'.V'm?a»°"
,nM°-i "The Common Enemy'

A powerful story of human interest—beautifully told. ^^^^^^^ RELEASE DATE APRIL 4

Length, I OOO Feet ^£ f(^| ^W Code Word, "ENEM"

MARKTRADE
STILL KEEPING PACE

We feel justly proud

"Hugo the Hunchback

WITH THE TIMES
of our effort in

99

A Feature Film for a Select Audience. Clear and concise in theme and aided by beautiful photography.

Length, I OOO Feet RELEASE DATE APRIL 7 Code Word, "HUGO'

TME MA5TERMARK OF RICTUREDOM
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to accommodate her* etc., etc." Mrs. Bluffem
calls her husband's attention to the item and asks
him to read it. But, no, no! lie lias no time for

newspaper quibbage, he must catch his downtown
car.

"But you ought to know," persists Mrs. Bluffem.
But Bluffem waves her proudly aside with a su-

perior look of ali-knowing intelligence.

"No one could fool me, my dear," he says.
"They would have to be very slick, indeed."
The scene changes to Bluffem's office, the time,

5.15 p. m. Bluffem's own unattractive type-pounder
lias loft for the day and his nibs, with his feet

cocked on his desk, lights a cigar and sits musing
and ruminating over the big deal he has just closed
Suddenly there is a knock at the door and in

answer to Bluffem's gruff invitation to come in, the

door swings open and a shy maiden, with large
blue eyes, demure demeanor, etc. (you know her)
quietly enters, asking with just the right amount
of slight confusion if Mr. Bluffem would be so

kind as to accommodate her about a check, which
her employer, et cetera.

When Bluffem sees the girl, he swings his feet

hurriedly from the desk and arises bowing. Un-
usually susceptible to a "sweet young thing,"
Bluffem eagerly walks into the trap, and a few
moments later when the door closes behind his

visitor he arises and with that "oh, you kid" ex-
pression begins whistling something about "those
bewitching eyes."
That evening Mrs. Bluffem calls her husband's

attention to the newspaper item and asks if she

shall read it. With a bored ezpression Bluffem
consents.
As she reads, her husband becomes keenly atten-

tive, and in the reading of the description of the

adventuress who has been preying upon downtown
business men Bluffem starts, his mouth opens and
he slowly drags the bogus check from his pocket.

While his wife continues to read he deftly crumples
it and sinks back in his chair.

"Why, John," his wife exclaims, "was not that

a check you destroyed!"
"No, no, my dear," he returns, "it was just a

little notice electing me a member of the goat club

—that's all!" ,

THEIR SEA VOYAGE.—Dick White, so the story

goes, tires of the humdrunmess of married life and
sighs regretfully as he recalls the short days and
long nights of single blessedness. To be free again
for a day, a week, or two weeks, just to ex-

perience once more a little season of midnight
suppers, frolicsome girls and joy rides is what he

longs for. His morose mood finally attracts the

attention of his wife, who inquires if he is not

feeling well. Happy thought! Dick gobbles the

cue and a brilliant idea takes form in his miud.
"111? Of course he is ill; indeed, he feels that his

days are numbered." A doctor is hurriedly sum-
moned and of course is "put next" by Dick before

the examination. As a result the doctor shows sur-

prise and alarm during the examination and in-

forms Mrs. White that what Dickie needs is rest

and quiet and a sea voyage—positively a sea voyage.

When the doctor leaves Dick calls up Johnny
Graham, an old pal, and tells him to come over

immediately. When the latter arrives, much wor-

ried over his friend's apparent illness, Dick gets

him alone and chucks him in the ribs.

"I'm not ill, you idiot!" he laughs. "Can't you

see the joke! It's this way: I have a sort of

sneakin' feeling to shake the bonds of matrimony
for a season and revel once more under the glitter-

ing lights of old Broadway with the merry, merry

girls, the honk-honk wagons and the midnight lob-

sters. Arc you nezt? Eli?"
Then Dick unravels the fable of the sea voyage.

how he fixed it with the M.D., and how easily they

can give their wives the slip. John takes him up
and says he can very easily arrange it with his

own wife.
It is amusing to what a degree the schemers "fiz

tilings." Steamship routes are discussed and eon-

tinental guides digested, until the great day of the

"sailing." The two wives are left together and
the two husbands take the train for New York,

"where they will engage passage on the Montannia,
which sails the next morning."
Two days later, while the wives are discussing

poor Dick's sad slate of health, the maid rushes into

the room with a paper which announces startling

news: "The Montannia has sunk with all on board;

not a person saved!"
Of course, the tragedy is almost unspeakable to

the two poor little wives who will never again see

their darling Jackie and Dickie; and here we will

'draw the curtain and endeavor to locate in Ibe

throng of merrymakers of those Forty-second street

cafes our two revelers and renegades.

Wo find them at a stage floor waiting for two
show girls. Of course, they have been too busy
In have read of the Montannia disaster. We follow

t lieiu and two girls to a swell cafe, and the nezt

morning we Bnd them In their room at the hotel

—

D room littered with poker chips and playing cards—
preparing to return home. As positive proof of their

-1.1 royBge they have purchased a quantity of

"White Star Line" stickers, which they apply to

their suit cases.

Later we si-c them alight from an auto in front

of Dick's home. The hitter is "miieh improved in

health" when the two men enter the parlor. Then
they see the two life sized portraits of themselves,

decked out with crepe and wreaths of mourning 1

"Great Scott! What Is this?" The maid enters.

sees them and believing them ghosts flies out of

the room. The two wives enter and when they are
really satisfied that the two are not apparitions but
real flesh and blood, they begin questioning them as
to how they were saved.
You may imagine the closing scenes when they

learn of the sinking of the Montannia in mid-ocean
and all on board lost! Of course, no excuses are
possible, and the two unfortunate young fellows get
their just deserts.

but the cowardice of her father's choice makes it
possible for the "only man" to win his sweetheart.

GAUMONT.
(George Kleine.)

A DRAMA OF THE MOUNTAIN PASS.—The first

scene shows us a tavern in a mountain village
of the Pyrenees. The innkeeper advises a number
of tourists to make a trip in the hills. One of the
group prefers remaining, but the others, acting upon
the innkeeper's suggestion, start with the guide
for a mountain-climbing expedition. Post-baste the
innkeeper's son is sent to inform a number of hills-

men that wealthy tourists are in the mountains.
The hillsmen attack the tourists later and secure
what valuables they have with them.
Meantime the one who has remained at the tav-

ern becomes suspicious of the keeper and guide
and upon the return of the others agrees to wager
that he can make the trip in safety. By a clever
ruse he does so aud establishes the guilt of the
proper narties.

POETRY OF THE WATERS.—It Is not only
difficult, but almost impossible to tell you the beau-
ties of this production. A series of some ten views
taken off the southern coast of France and showing
early morning, brilliant noontime, and darkening
evening as seen by an artist of undoubted ability.

THE KISS WAS MIGHTIER THAN THE
SWORD.—The first scene is that of the public
square in historic Athens on the day of the de-

parture of the soldiery to battle against the Laee-
donians. From the heights upon which the city
is builded we are afforded an excellent view of the
JEgean Sea, while in the foreground details in the
architecture and costumes of that time have been
perfectly reproduced. Here, in spite of the plead-
ings of the women and children, the men form into

line of march and betake themselves to the boats.
Among the women, one Lysistrata, wife of the

commander, stands out by her obstinacy against
letting the soldiers go. But scarcely have they
left before Lysistrata harangues the women and
advises them not to give their husbands a single

kiss when they return, until peace has been de-

clared. To this they all agree and seal their viows
clared. To this they all agree and seal their vows
by sacred oaths and ceremonies. They then appoint
a regular relay of watchers to warn them of the
army's return. Ere long from the height of the
ramparts the woman who is keeping watch notes
the soldiers' arrival. She runs to warn the women,
who hasten to adorn themselves. At last, the hus-

bands arrive. They break the ranks and rush to-

ward their better-halves in joy; but the wives re-

ceive them frigidly.

The husbands rush forward to kiss them, but they

are coldly repulsed. They then return to their

homes, in several of which we are permitted to

watch the pleadings of the disappointed masters.
Next, the soldiers meet in the public square and
tell their woes to the General, who shrugs his

shoulders unbelievingly and assures them he will

see for himself if the women are rebellious.

In the General's Home.—A well-played scene
whre the General is repulsed by his wife. He at

last decides that he will make peace. The good
news is announced to the women, who fall into

their husbands' arms, and a shower of kisses in

different ways on different faces takes place.

O'ER HILL AND VALE.—Showing superb effects

of wood hills, picturesque houses and cottages, sta-

tions and wayside scenes on the line of the railway.
Through cuttings in the hills, past fantastic and
rugged peaks and hills with the jagged veined rocks
jutting out in bold relief.

URBAN-ECLIPSE.
(George Kleine.)

THE FLY PEST.—The series of pictures, which
is entitled "The Fly Pest," shows flies (as big as

Plymouth Rock hens, as they appear on the

screen) laying eggs in putrid meat; the eggs in

white masses: the maggots in writhing heaps as
they emerge from the eggs, and in different stages
of their growth as maggots, until they burrow in

the dirt to enter the pupa state; the pupa; (or

grubs) themselves, one day later; flies emerging
from (he filth, at first wingless; then the perfect

adult fly. Then follow pictures, stretching across

the screen, of a fly taking a sip of honey from the
point of a needle, showing the action of the pro-

boscis, very like an elephant's trunk In miniature;
of the tongue, and of the foot, also enormously en-

larged, and with every microscopic hair distinct.

The second act of this little life-history is en-

titled: "How Flies Carry Contagion." In it these

scenes follow one another in rapid succession, so

that the most thoughtless spectator cannot fail to

grasp their full significance: Flies swarming on

putrid fish: crawling over lumps of sugar: In a

cuspidor; on the nipple of a baby's feeding bottle;

and. last of all. a pretty baby placidly sucking the

mouthpiece from Which the flies have just departed.

HER FATHER'S CHOICE.—A drama so well

acted and lucid in plot that description is prac-

tically unnecessary. Love scenes are uppermost,

LUBIN MFG. CO.
THE RIGHT HOUSE—BUT The maid, on her

afternoon off, meets a young man who assists her
to pick up the bundles she has dropped. He escorts
her to her home and at the parting begs her card.
She has none, so hands him one of her mistress'
that she is carrying for effect, never supposing that
he will try to anticipate the planned meeting for
her next afternoon off by writing. But the gallant
lover is hard hit, and that night he writes to beg
an appointment for the next day and mentions the
place of meeting. The letter, of course, goes to
the mistress and a jealous husband snatches it from
her hand. He is wild with rage, and heedless of
her protestations of innocence posts off to the meet-
ing place around the corner. Pouncing upon the
unconscious youth, he hustles him back to the house
and confronts his faithless wife with her lover.
The scene loses somewhat of its dramatic effect
through the bewilderment of the wife and man,
neither of whom recognizes the other, aud the situa-
tion is growing embarrassing when the advent of
the maid explains matters and she and her young
man become too busy to notice the abject m'anuer
in which the husband sues for pardon. It is a lively
little story briskly told by the experienced Lubiii
farceurs and there are plenty of hearty laughs scat-
tered through its short length.
FIRST LOVE IS BEST.—Two girls, happy in

their humble but comfortable home, hear the call
of the city. The younger decides to go to town, and
despite the urgings of her sister and the old folks
she carries out her determination, to the great dis-
tress of her sweetheart. Unlike manv others who
are lured by the life of the city, she soon finds
employment in an artificial flower factory and
there she falls in love with the assistant foreman,
an ingratiating young fellow, who wins her affection
only to gain possession of her small earnings on
the pretense that he needs it to help furnish their
little home. He does not come to the factory the
next morning, but sends a note to the foreman tell-
ing him to give the job to someone else, as he does
not need to work. The country girl is prostrated
by the blow to her love and trust and, sick of the
city, turns her steps towards home, where the old
folks welcome her, glad that no worse harm has
befallen her. Some time later the other girl, un-
daunted by her sister's fate, fares forth to accept a
position as waitress. At the restaurant she at-
tracts the attention of one of the patrons, who per-
suades her to consent to a meeting in the park.
He is no laggard in love and quickly wins her
heart. The girl, in her gladness, writes her sister
of this wonderful new love and encloses the man's
photograph, one of the cheap postal card portraits.
Horrified by the discovery that the picture is that
of the man who has wrecked her own life, the girl
hurries to the city, attended by her country sweet-
heart and the young fellow who wants to marry the
other. By chance the trio encounter the loving
couple on the street. The girl denounces her former
sweetheart as a swindler and the sister suffers a
revulsion of feeling. The two rustic swains pummel
the thievish rogue, who slinks away without pro-
test, and the four return to the peaceful country
town, the two girls convinced that, after all, first
love is best.
Great care has been taken in this production to

provide contrast of environment as well as of per-
sonality, and the scenes in city and country are
sharply distinct. In the factory, several hundred
dollars' worth of artificial flowers aid the realism of
the scene.

PATHE FRERES.
THE GOOD BOSS.—This story opens with a pic-

ture of the interior of a carpenter shop. One of the
workmen is being criticised by the foreman, and the
argument finally ends in the workman quitting his
job. Mr. Jones, the proprietor, remonstrates with
the fellow, but It is of no use, and he goes home
to his wife and little daughter, who, anticipating a
hard time with husband and father out of work
plead with him to return. This he decides to do
when he receives a note from his employer asking
him to return, but the messenger unfortunately
laughs at him, and the man being somewhat child-
ish in nature, changes his mind and swears he will
not return. Later on in the day, after his anger
has been rankling in his breast, he seeks the shop
and lying in wait for the foreman tries to stab
him, but in the scuffle the knife is turned upon
himself, and he is sent to the hospital with a deep
wound In his breast. After weeks of illness, during
which time Mr. Jones has taken care of his help-
less family, the workman returns to his house anil
finding the evidence of the kindness of his former
employer, his better nature asserts itself and lie

goes back to the shop, apologizes for his actions and
is received most kindly by the proprietor. In the
last scene the changed man is seen hard at work.

AGRA.—This film presents a series of remarkably
colored, interesting views of native life in one of
the largest cities of the Indian Empire. Interesting
Street views, gaily garbed natives, modes of trans-
portation, and caravans of camels starting on n

journey are successively shown. The training of

the sacred monkeys In their mountain home is pre-

sented, and a number of scenes showing a native
fakir exhibiting his troop of animals, which in-

cludes an intelligent monkey, a marvelously agile
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OPERA CHAIRS V

Over 75 per cent, of tbe finest theaters In the United States and
Canada are furnished with them. Tbey are used In 318 of the

405 moving picture theaters In Chicago.
To meet the growing demands for

LOW PRICED OPEHA CHAIRS
we have originated a number of styles, though Inexpensive,

are characteristic of
ANDREWS QUALITY

Write to Department K for our large Catalogue No. 31, Illus-

trated In colors, which will guide you when contemplating tbe pur-

chase of opera chains.

CHICAGO ESTABLISHED 1865

NEW YORK SAN FRANCISCO
ST LOUIS TACOMA

174-176 Wabash Avenue, Chicag

KALEM FILMS
ISSUE OF APRIL 6

The Uprising of the Utes
Length

The Uprising of the Utes .... 725 Feet
Wandering Wilfred's April Fool's Day 250 Feet
Here is a Lively Reel—a sensational and brilliant Indian production

combined with a timely and really funny comedy.

ISSUE OF APRIL 8

The Gipsy Girl's Love
Length, 890 Feet

"The Gipsy Girl's Love" is the subject featured by the
N. Y. American's new Moving Picture Department as the big head liner of
the week. You will miss a big money-maker if you fail to get it.

Great posters for both these features

made by the

A. B. C. Co., of Cleveland, Ohio

KALEM CO., Inc.
Eastman Kodak Building,

235-237-239 WEST 23rd STREET
NEW YORK CITY

Independent Film Service—Exclusive Service Guaranteed
WRITE for CATALOGUt and PRICES NO OLD TRUST INDEPENDENT FILMS FOR SALE
The only exchange on the Pacific Coast buying everything from the leading Independent Manufacturers

CALIFORNIA FILM EXCHANGE, Inc.
M. K. SMITH. President. M. L. MARKOWIT/., Secretary and Manager

1065 Mission St.. San Francisco 221 W. 5th St., Los Angeles

Independent Film Service J^^.M^
We guarantee to furnish Exclusive Service

NO OLD TRUST—NO JUNK
Write or phone and our representative will call on you

CALIFORNIA FILM EXCHANGE, Inc., JHiKJr. lliV
8".''*:^: S3:

HALF TONES
Of Every Description

POSTER PHOTOS and SOUVENIRS
of the Latest Designs

THE POSTER ENGRAVING CO.
I LOUAN STREET CINCINNATI, OHIO

LANTERN
SLIDE Catalogue, new 1910, 54-page
nowready, 2c stamp. Slides, $10.00 per
1 00 and up. Capacity 1,000 slidts per day

THE LANTERN SLIDE CO.
216-218 W. Liberty St. Cincinnati, O

RUNEY PRINT
Poster Makers

Block and Type Stands of Every Description

250 page catalog—pottage 10 cents

Stat'on V Cincinnati, Ohio

EBERHARD SCHNEIDER
Hiror Vitae Product!," Projectors, Cameras,

Film-Making Machinery, Films, Slides, Stere-
opticons, Specialties, Lens Grinding, etc. Special
condensors, carbons and lugs.

109 East 12th Street, New Tern

FOR SALE
1 Edison Machine all attach-
ments only $80 00.

1 Power's No. 5 only $125.00.

1 Power's No. 4 only $90.00.
and several others

Films $5 00 per reel and up.

Song Slides $1.00 per set and
up.

WRITE FOR LIST8

J. FRISH
138 East 14th St. New York, N. T.

WHY NOT LEARN
MOVING
QPERftTIN

Taylor's Method
(Ueensed SchoolI

5I.W.28™ST," E"

TEL N?1405. MniSe

Class meets every morning and afternoon

with F. H. Richardson of Chicago, as
chief instructor. Evening classes meet
every Monday, Wednesday and Friday.

Complete course $1 5. We positively guar-

antee you a >15 positionn We are selling

agents for the Motiograph and American
Moving Picture machine, and have a second
hand Edison machine in A No. 1 condition,

at one half of the original cost. We carry

a large line of Electrical Supplies, and fur-

nish everything for the Theatre.

F. C. TAYLOR
49 West 28th Street, New York, N. Y.
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goat, a little bear cub, and several other Interesting
beasts. Tbis entire film is colored with groat care.

THE VINTAGE.—Few people who drink wine,
and almost none of those who do not, know how
wine is made except in a general sort of way. This
film shows the vineyards on the sunny slopes of tiie

bills of Southern France. The peasants are gather
log great bunches of purple grapes and putting them
in big wicker baskets, in which they are carried
on long sticks to the pressing room, ilere they ar€
thrown into a big wine press, a circular affair.
made up of sections through which the juice ol
the grapes may run as they are being pressed out.
The blood red juice is shown trickling from the
press into a large vat, in which it is kept until il

begins to ferment, when it is poured into large-

casks and sealed to wait the proper time when it

is sampled by an expert who can tell with a single
taste whether the wine is of proper quality to be
put upon the market. The last scene shows I lie

sampler at work, and it is evident that he enjoys
his job.

PAULA PETERS AND HER TRAINED ANI-
MALS.—Paula Peters, the trainer, shows a scries
of tricks executed by her marvelously well trained
troop of horses and dogs, assisted by two or three
clever monkeys. The horse, a snow white animal,
performs most entertainingly, and a graceful wolf-
hound does some marvelous jumping stunts, while
her little poodle dogs and her monkeys also present
an entertainment which the children will go wild
over.

A HASTY OPERATION.—A peaceable pedestrian
is insulted and roughly handled by an irascible
children's nurse of corpulent proportions. The un-
fortunate man suffers such serious injury thai it

is considered advisable to take him to (he hospital,
where, after examination, it is decided to amputate
his leg. The operation is carried out witb ferocious
joy by the exultant doctors, and proves successful,
but the patient, in an excess of anger and terror,
runs away, using the one leg left him to the best
possible advantage. Pursued by a host of students
and doctors, he mounts upon a bicycle, outstrips his
pursuers, swims across a river, and perceiving that
lie is far ahead of bis torturers, joyously ex
a few acrobatic feats. The hospital members re-
nppear. however, and to avoid capture the one-
legged acrobat jumps on a horse and gallops off.

He is approaching his own residence, when he ob-
serves the primary cause of bis own misfortune,
and quickly dismounting, punishes her with a thor-
oughness that is perhaps excusable in the circum-
stances. The students and doctors, however, having
recovered their lost ground, intervene, and believing
the corpulent female to be transgressed, avenge the
lady's honor by bestowing a second drubbing on
the unfortunate pedestrian.

HONEST PEGGY.—The gentleman who has lost

the pocketbook has fust completed a sale of prop-
erty, and on bis return home is horrified to dis-

cover his loss. lie hastens to the police station and
is overjoyed at recovering the notebook. lie is in-

formed that the tinder was a little girl, and re-

quests that inquiries bo made concerning her. The
report furnished to him Is to the effect that the
child is an orphan, without friends or relations.

and be and his wife, having no children of their
own to brighten their homo, decide to adopt her.
This they do, and a future hitherto undreamt of
opens out before the little orphan.

THE DUCHESS DE LANGEAIS.—The Duchess
do Lnngoais was one of the reigning belles of
Paris, the pet of society, the onrv of the women
and the admiration of all the men. ITcr man;
conquests led her to believe herself to he irresistible,

and when the famous General do Meyrnn failed to

appreciate her charms, her vanity was piqued, and
she determined to not only humble him in her own
eyes, but in the eyes of all her friends. S;

met him at an assembly at a friend's home, whore
he seemed suffering from ennui. Nothing amused
this blase sohlier, the tnnsio wns poor, the chatter-
lag of the Indies was uninteresting, and altogether
lie seemed to be having a very poor time. So dis-

tinguished did he appear that the Duchess desired
that he be presented to her. This was done, but the
General, instead of seeming pleased, inimeilia 1

1

y

makes his adieus and takes his departure. The
character of the General In its calmness and dignity
is a distinet contrast to the nature of the frivolous

Duchess, and his coldness determines the coquettish
young lady to bring him to lier feet. In order to
do this, she grants him a special favor by Inviting
him to a teto-n-tete in her own home. The General
accents the invitation anil beneath the warm hos
pitallty his indifference melts and ho yields to the
charm of his hostess. Finally falling at her feet,

be is about to profess his love and admiration for

her. when the door is opened and the personal
friends of the Duchess, whom she has induced to
wait for this critical moment in the ante
enter, laugnlng slyly at the General's discomfiture.
Deeply wounded and angered, the Genera] takes his

departure. After ho is gone, the Duchess 'I Langeals
realizes that she. too. lets Cinally fallen deeply In

love, but too late. She hastens to the General's
office and seeks admittance. This is n I first refused,
but when she threatens to do herself some Injury if

he doesn't reeoivo her. the austere sohlier consents.

When she is admitted, She throws herself :,t his feet

and asks his forgiveness. This he sternly refuses.

and Immediately thereafter the Duchess disappears
from Parisian society.

Five years later, General do Meyran receives a

commission from Ferdinand VII. of Spain, and while
establishing order in Formentera lie visits the con-
vent of the Order of the Carmelite Nuns. While
passing through the chapel, he recognizes in the
garb of a nun his former love, the Duchess de
Langeals. The recognition is mutual and the
Duchess flees to ber cell. That night the General,
with two friends, resolves to take her by force from
the convent, and having forced an entrance they
wander along the quiet passage until they find the
door marked with the name which the Duchess has
adopted at the time of her taking the veil. They
enter, alas, too late; the excitement of seeing her
love in such a place, after five years of separation,
has proved too much for the Duebess, and she has
died, and here in the lonely cell they find her body
laid upon a rude bier, with a dim light of candles
flickering on her pallid face. The Mother Superior
now enters and sternly orders them to retire. This
they do. after the General has imprinted his first

and last kiss on the cold lips of bis dead love.

SELIG POLYSCOPE CO.
THE COMMON ENEMY.—Let us imagine ourselves

ack to the period of turmoil and strife and fight of
brother against brother, in 1860-1SG4. In the States,

at that time, guerrillas, better known as "unlawful
warfarers." wore the post and fear of both North
and South. We see a Southern family gathering,
interrupted by this fearful band. Their behavior
in the home brings to the rescue of ber mistress
the old negro mammy, the family cook, who is

daunted by nothing. A secret message is dispatched
by the young daughter to Col. Morgan's camp—the
anxious household awaiting with abated breath the
result. The child, determined to reach her father,

is wounded by a picket before ber identity is

known. Message received —Morgan commands, sur-
rounds and annihilates the guerrillas.

HUGO THE HUNCHBACK.—Hugo, the hunchback
sculptor, maltreated by his master, and likewise by
Bertrand, born of nobility, and affianced to Blanca.
After Hugo's wires have been broken by Bertrand,
it is only by the intercession of the priest. Sil-

vcria, that he is protected from a crowd of citizens.

By Koyal command. Bertrand is made to wed
Trincess Olivia, rejecting Blanca, and her child
born of their love. Hugo, at the request of the
priest, trios to induce Bertrand not to desert Bianea
and his child, but to no avail. Upon the reporting

of this result to Blanca, she wends her way to the
sea, bent upon suicide, rather than disgrace. She
plunges into the waters with ber babe. Hugo res-

cues her.
Twenty Years Later.—Hugo, famous and prosper-

ous sculptor; Bertrand, a beggar through dissipation.

In this picture of devotion and desertion we see hap-
piness, contentment and satisfaction.

THE CLAY BAKER.—Peter Denig. an old Ger-
man potter. lived and died in the village of Mont
Alto. Pennsylvania. II is chief ambition in life was
a desire to make china that would be unbreakable.
His life was one of struggle, hardships, starving.
nnl mi unconquerable persistence which ultimately
was rewarded with all the blessings of life.

Through the story of "The Clay Baker" there runs
a pretty love romance and a happy blending of sad-
ness and joy—happy blending which is essential in

making dramatic work effective, and which, to-

gether with the fine acting of William V. Mong,
in the role of the old clay baker, has given the

play a place among the modern classics. Joseph
Hague, writing for the Dramatic Mirror, has said:
" 'The Clay Baker' is a dramatic gem. and whether
developed by literary ability or histrionic powers.
bears a close relationship to those created and made
Immortal by Joseph Jefferson."

DOROTHY AND SCARECROW IN OZ.—Dorothy
and the Scarecrow are now in the Emerald City.
They have become friendly with the Wizard, and
together with the woodman, the cowardly lion and
several new creations equally delightful, they jour-

ney through Oz—the earthquake —and Into the glass
city. The Scarecrow is elated to think he is going
to get his brains at last and be like other men are:

the Tin-Woodman is bent upon getting a heart, and
the cowardly lion pleads with the great Oz for

courage, All these are granted by his Highness.
Dorothy picks the Princess.- -The Dangerous Manga-

Into the hbiok pit and out again.—We then
see .Tim. the cab horse, anil myriads of pleasant
Burprlses that hold and fascinate.

VITAGRAPH COMPANY.
THE TONGUE OF SCANDAL.—Two young per-

sons. Tom Dexter and Bessie Bolton, are very much
in love witb each other: they are almost Inseparable.
The village gossips, for the want of something bet-

ter to do. ventilate their opinions about the matter.
Tom persuades Bessie to become his wife and they
go to another county to gel married, agreeing to

keep their wedding a secret for one year until Tom
becomes of age.

At the end of six months, gossip develops into

scandal. Bessie's position becomes serious and she
writes Tom thai he must acknowledge their mar-
rial.'''. Tom replies thai his father IS sending him
I" Europe for six months and begs her to guard
their secret until his return.

'the poor girl boars up as host she can and finds

a confidant and champion in her pastor, who will

hear no evil against her and defends her in the

face of the most heartless accusations and persecu-

tions. Her own uncle, a deacon of the church,

witb whom she lives, denounces ber with others In

open meeting at the church.
They demand her dismissal from membership and

east all sorts of imputations upon ber. The old

pastor will not see her cast out and destroyed; he

will protect ber. The congregation give him the

Choice of giving up his position of pastor or the
espousal of the girl. He leaves the church and
takes Bessie to his borne. While they are awaiting,

in want and self-denial. Tom's return from
"abroad," Bessie becomes a mother. The minister

who married Tom and Bessie has been called to

fill the pulpit of the good old man who has so

faithfully succored the helpless girl.

The scandal mongers are congratulating them-
selves on their righteousness when Tom returns,

claims his wife and child, takes them before the

church and faces their vilifiers, tells about bis

secret marriage to Bessie, is sustained by the pastor

who performed the ceremony, demands an apology

to Bessie and himself and then another for the dear
old pastor who so nobly shielded the helpless and
fatherless in the hour of need.

With the kindly acceptance of their regrets, the

old pastor calls the attention of the congregation to

the "motto on the wall: "Charity Thinketh No
Evil," then leads them in a prayer of gratitude for

the blessings of charity which come to all who
practice it.

THE FRUITS OF VENGEANCE.—There is an old

saying that children's quarrels are like promises,

easily forgotten. If the parents in this story had
paid no attention to the quarrel which started its

development into a near tragedy many a heart ache

would have been avoided and much suffering pre-

vented.
It was all on account of Phil, a mischievous

young chap, taking an apple from Joe's little sister

and the pummeling Joe gave Phil for his meanness.

Phil runs home in tears to his mother. She awaits

Joe's approach and gives him a good trouncing.

Joe runs home and tells bis mother; then the two
women come to blows and a regular rough-and-

tumble; tbis brings the husbands together in fisti-

cuffs, and finally friends and neighbors are involved.

Shortly after these scenes a fire occurs accident-

ally in the barn of Joe's father, and Phil's father

is arrested, falsely accused and convicted on cir-

cumstantial evidence. He is sentenced to jail as

an incendiary.
After serving time for a year, he Is released;

with hatred in his heart he goes to the home of

his enemy, determined to kill him. Stealthily he

en lets the house, pistol in hand, and is unexpect-

edly confronted by the little daughter of his enemy,

who thinks he has come to pay a visit. She asks

him to be seated, prepares some refreshments for

him and treats him with sucli childish sincerity and

kindness that be is completely unnerved.

She now calls her father, who is taken so un-

awares he can hardly believe bis eyes when be

recognizes his old antagonist, whose presence be

denounces as an insult and bids him begone. The
little girl calls the man back and pleads with ber

father to forgive and forget. The two men, through

the Influence of the little child, are led to a recon-

ciliation and a happy ending of what might have

been a real tragedy.

FROM SHADOW TO SUNSHINE.—Playing small

parts and doing "extra" work at the theater, the

heroine of this sketch struggles to support ber sick

mother and little sister. The mother engrosses her

mind and attention to such an extent that she is

detained at borne, arrives at the theater late for

rehearsal and receives notice of her dismissal from

the company.
The loading man, a generous, whole-souled fellow,

notices her weeping, asks the cause, and. learning

the circumstances, comforts her and succeeds In

gilt iic the manager to reinstate her. After the

performance be accompanies her home, buying nec-

essaries and dainties for her mother on the way.

When he arrives at the poor girl's home, he finds

her mother very sick, brings a physician who ad-

ministers to her and is paid by the actor. Through

1 heir good friend's kindness they are enabled to tide

over the days of want and plaee themselves In more

coin for I able circumstances.
Seven years later tilings are reversed; the benev-

olent ami beneficent actor, through sickness. Is now

in want and incapacitated. He goes in search of a

position and invariably is "turned down" or

switched on the "we'll take your name and address"

siding. He Is discouraged and hopeless when a

messenger enters with a call from a manager to

come to the theater for rehearsal. He is so over-

|oyed, the excitement in his exhausted condition

is' too much for him, his heart is weak and he

falls in a dead faint.

The messenger returns to the manager and re-

ports the old actor's illness. While be is telling

about it. the heroine, who is the leading woman
and celebrated actress. Helen Dale, overbears the

messenger and recognizes the name of her bene-

factor. She at once goes to his assistance. At first

her old friend does not know her. gradually he calls

her to mind, and when she tells him of her success

he forgets for the time his own troubles in the

enjoj inont of her story.

In appreciation and gratitude of his past kind-

nesses to her she now provides for his immediate
needs and then takes him to her delightful home,

where. In ease' and comfort, be lives the remainder
.,1 his days.

ELEKTRA.—Agamemmon returns to Argos from

the Siege of Troy, bringing, as a prisoner and trophy
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of war and victory, Cassandra, the beautiful daugh-
ter of King Priam of Troy.
Clytemenstra, the wife of Agamemnon, has a

lover, ^Egisthus, who fans the flames of jealousy
aroused in Clymnestra by the arrival of Cassandra,
with whom Agamemnon is very much infatuated.
With caresses and expressions of admiration, Aga-
memnon is received by his wife and welcomed by
his daughters—Elektra, Chrysothemis—and Orestes,
his son.

His wife is on the point of following her chil-
dren from the room when she beholds her husband
anxiously looking out of the window and casting
longing glances at the beautiful captive, Cassandra.
The wife is confronted by her lover, who prompts
her to kill her husband with the battleaxe which
the King laid aside as he entered the room.
Spurred on and lashed into a jealous frenzy, the

Queen kills her husband, and when Cassandra, who
has seen the murder of Agamemnon through the
window, rushes upon the scene, she, too, is killed
by the infuriated Clytemnestra. Hearing the com-
motion, the King's children come into the room
and, gazing upon the face of their dead father, are
struck with horror.

Elektra is so shocked at the sight that she stands
spellbound and speechless until her whole nature
seems to change and assert itself in an overwhelm-
ing denunciation of her mother, calling upon her
brother, Orestes, to make a vow to avenge the death
of their father.

Clytemnestra marries her lover, ,33gisthus. Elek-
tra has lost her reason, possessed with vengeance
and a hatred for her mother and her consort. Ores-
tes has become a wanderer and adventurer. He
causes a false report of his death to be carried to
his mother, who rejoices at the news and freedom
from the haunting thoughts of his return to avenge
Agamemnon.

Tears have passed and Orestes, now a young man,
returns to Argos and meets Elektra. who does not
know him. He compassionately caresses his un-
fortunate sister and gradually makes himself known
to her; then she remembers all. and pleads with
him to carry out his vow of retribution upon /Egis-
thus and his mother. Orestes assures her that is

the object of his return. She tears up a stone from
the courtyard and reveals the axe with which their
father was killed.

Orestes seizes it and. rushing into the castle,
kills his mother; then goes in search of her lover,
whom he comes upon and pursues from hall to
turret, through passageway and up winding stair-
case, and slays him just as he is about to leap
from a window, through which Elektra. in the
courtyard, beholds the scene with frenzied ex-
pressions of delight in the decree of the fates.

THE CONQUEROR.—Growing tired of the old
farm, and filled with a desire to win his way In
the world, young Jim leaves home and starts for
the city, with the blessings and well wishes of his
family, to accept a position which he has secured
in a large factory.

After he is comfortably located in his new sur-
roundings, he falls in with bad associates and grad-
ually goes from had to worse, writing lying letters
home to his parents that he is meeting with ad-
vancement in his work and devoting his evenings to
study. He is unfitted for his labors and loses his
position, becomes dissipated and a homeless wreck.
He suddenly awakes to a sense of his own wretch-

edness and decides to return home and seek the
shelter of his father's roof. He makes his way
back to the old home. He creeps up to the open
window and gazes into the familiar room where
he said good-bye to the family only a few months
before.

It is night. A neighbor is visiting them, and
they are telling of their son's success and showing
his letters of encouragement and assurance. The
neighbor takes his leave. His old father and
mother kiss his sister good-night and she retires

while the old folks linger to read the Bible and
pray for their son. Jim. who listens outside and
hoars them pray Hod's protection for his welfare.
Jim is overwhelmed with shame and remorse

when he thinks of the lying and deceiving letters he
has sent them, of his miserable condition and fail-

ure. He resolves, then and there, to go away again
and make another tight to make good. He returns
to the city; and this time, through saving the life

of a little child, he secures employment and works
his way up to a position of trust and responsibility.
He now derides to make a visit to the old folks

at home. This time lie appears a different man
than when he made his first return as a tramp in

the night. Now' he is welcomed on his return with
outstretched arms and loving embrace, and he tells

with pride and joy of his success as a conqueror
among men. conscious In his own mind of the
blessed knowledge that has conquered himself and
the world.
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Great Eastern Vaudeville Co.

250 WEST 42d STREET

THIS WEEK'S PROGRAM OF LICENSED FTI.MS.

Monday, April 4.

Biograph—As It Is In Life {Tit.) 9S1
Lubin—Hack to Boarding (Com.) 625
Fathe—The Good Iioss (Dr.) 679
Tathe—Agra I Scon in 348
Stlig—The Common Enemy (Dr.) 1000

Tuesday, April 5.

Edison—The Heart of a Rose (Dr.) fiin

Edison— It Pays to Advertise (Coin.) 330
Gaumont—A Drama of the Mountain Pass (Dr.). 525
Gaumont—Poetry of the Waters (Scenic) 403
Vitagraph—From Shadow to Sunshine (Dr.) 003

Wednesday, April 6.

Essanay—Imagination (Com.) 042
Essanay—Henry's New Hat (Com.) 358
Kalem—The Uprising of the Utes (Dr.) 725
Kalem—Wandering Wilfred's April Fools' Day

(Com.) 2."i0

Fatlie—The Duchess de Laugeais (Dr.)
Fathe—The Vintage (Industrial 1 344
Urban—The Fly Fest (Educational) 4.TT

Urban—Her Father's Choice (Dr.) 525

Thursday, April 7.

Biograph—A Rich Revenge (Com.) 9S0
Lubin—First Love Is Best (Dr.) 925
Selig—Hugo, the Hunchback (Dr.) 1000

Friday, April 8.

Edison—Sandy, the Substitute (Dr.) nno
Kalem—The Gipsy Girl's Love I Dr.) 890
Fathe—The Hunchback Fiddler (Com.) 75t
Pathe—raula Peters and Her Trained Animals

(Scenic) 24fi

Vitagraph—The Tongue of Scandal (Dr.) S94

Saturday, April 9.

Essanay—The Ranger's Bride (Com.) 750
Essanay—A Family Quarrel (Com.) 250
Gaumont—The Kiss Was Mightier than the

Sword (Com. ) S25

Gaumont—O'er Dill and Vale (Scenic) 130
rathe—A Hasty Operation (Com.) 402
Fathe—Honest Peggy (Dr.) 470
Vitagraph—The Conqueror (Dr.) 92S
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FREE
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NEW SLIDES
For the Following Songs—JUST OUT

Honey When It's Sunny.
That Fascinating Ragtime Glide.

When the Ivy Climbs Over the Wall.
What's the Matter with Father?
I'm Afraid of You.
Dinah from Carolina.

Back to My Old Home Town.
Santa Fe.
Love Will Light the Way.
When You Think There's No One
Looking.

Roses Remind Me of You.
Dreamy Town.
I'll Make a Ring Around Rosie.

Flippitty Flop.

Sunbeam.
Tie Your Little Bull Outside.

The Girl Behind the Counter is the Girl

For Me.
The Moonlight, the Rose and You.
Her Name is Mary Donohue.
Busy Little Cupid.
When the Daisies Bloom.

DeWITT C. WHEELER
120 W. 31st St., N. Y. City

Moving Picture

Manufacturing

Machinery

Cameras
Printers

Perforators

Brushers
The best manufactured and in use

in the best European factories

J* Debrie, Pans

Braro Machine Works
TURIN

Frieda Klug
SOLE AMERICAN
REPRESENTATIVE

121 Cast 23rd Street

New YorR

LICENSED RELEASES

BIOGEAPH COMPANY.
Jl— Ills Last Burglary (Dr.) 995
24—Taming a Husband (Dr.) 986
28—The rinal Settlement (Dr.) 981
2—The Newlyweds (Dr.) 981
7—The Thread of Destiny (Dramatic; BTi
10—In Old California (Dramatic) 991
14—The Converts (Dramatic) 98C
17—The Love of Lady Irnia (Dramatic) .. .988
21—Faithful (Dr.) 994
24—The Twisted Trail (Dr.) 988
2S—Gold Is Not All (Dramatic) 988
31—The Smoker (Dramatic) 593
31—Ills Last Dollar (Comedy) :<!)7

I As n is in Life (Dr.) 981
7 \ Bleb Revenge (Com.) 080

ll A Romi <• ni tbe Western Hills (Dr.).980

EDISON MFG. CO.
11—Love Drops (Com.) 230
15—Fruit Crowing, Grand Valley, Colo.

(Scenic) 570
15—A Mountain Blizzard (Comedy) 42.">

18—Frankenstein (Dramatic) 970
22—A Western Romance (Dramatic) 680
22—The Man with the Weak Heart (O..305
25—The Suit Case Mystery (Dramatic) . .935
29—Bradford's Claim (Dramatic) 730
29—The Capture of the Burglar (Com.)... 270
1—Michael Strogoff (Dramatic) BOS
5—The Heart of a Rose (Dramatic) 610
5—It Pays to Advertise (Comedy) 330
8—Sandy, the Substitute (Dramatic) 800

12—King Cotton (Industrial) IT".

12—For Hor Sister's Sake (Comedy) 520
13—Her First Appearance (Dramatic) 990
in—A Case of Identity (Dr.) inoo
2i> -The Miner and Camllle (Com.) 005
22—Ready In a Minute (Com.) 3G0

ESSANAY FILM MFG. CO.

19—The Cowboy and the Squaw (Dr.) 933
23—The Winning of Father (Comedy) 508
23—Oh, So Sick (Comedy) 479
26—The Mexican's Faith (Dr.) 923
2—The Egg Trust (Comedy) 402
2—Rags, Old Iron (Comedy) 598
5—The Ostrlct and the Lady (Educ.) 175
5—The Ranch Girl's Legacy (Comedy) .. .825
9—The Interrupted Honeymoon (Com.)... 950
12—The Fence on "Bar Z" Ranch (Dr.).. 950
If—Tbe Inventor's Model (Dramatic
10—Method In His Madness (Comedy)....
19—The Girl and the Fugitive (Dramatic)

.

23—The Hand of Uncle Sam (Dr.) 1000
20—The Airship Gaze (Com.) 339
20—The Ranchman's Wooing (Com.) 651
30—His Hunting Trip (Com.) 975
2—The Flower of tbe Ranch (Dramatic) .1000
—Imagination (Comedy) (.42

G—Henry's New Hat (Comedy) 35S
9 The Banger's Bride (Com.) 7."0

A Family Quarrel (Com.) 250
13—Their Sea Voyage (Com.) 1000

KALEM CO.

4—The Girl Thief (Dramatic) 930
9—Her Soldier Sweetheart (Dr.) 985

11—The Robber Baron (Dramatic) 970
If—The Seminole's Trust (Dramatic) 960
IS—The Enchanted Castle (Dramatic) 955
23—The Girl and tbe Bandit (Dr.) 906
23—The Railway Mail Clerk (Dr.) 945
80—Bed Hawk's Lost Raid (Dramatic) 580
30—Lo, tbe Poor Indian (Dramatic) 375
1—Further Adventures of the Girl Spy

(Dramatic) 920
—The Uprising of the Ftps (Dr.) 725

G—Wandering Wilfred's April Fool's Dav
(Comedy) 2-",n

8—The Gypsy Girl's Love (Dr.) S90

LTJBIN MFG. CO.

Mar. 3—The Millionaire's Adventure (Dr.).... 915
Mar. 7—Marriage in Haste (Comedy) 825
Mar. 10—Hearts Are Trumps (Dramatic) 900
Mar. 14—Mamma's Angel Child (Comedy) 505
Mar. II—The Blunderer (Comedy) 433
Mar. 17—Tbe Irish Boy (Dramatic) 930
Mar. 21—A Mother's Heart (Dr.) 905
Mar. 24—Two Gentlemen of the Road (Com.). 925
Mar. 28—His Spanish Wife (Dr.) 965
Mar. 31—The Daughter's Choice (Dr.) 930
Apr. 4—Back to Boarding (Comedy) f.25

Apr. 4 The Bight House. But— (Com.).
Apr. 7 First Love is Bent (Dr.) 925
Apr. ll Jones' Watch (Com.) 279
Apr. 11—Hemlock Hoax, the Detective (Com.). .233
Apr. ll -The Fishermen's Luck (Com.) 889
Apr. ll Western Justice (Dr.) 920

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.

Mar.
Mar.

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Apr.

Apr.
Apr.

Apr.

GAUMONT.
G. Kleine.

Mar. 8—The Legend of Daphne (Dramatic) Ill

Mar. is—in the Shadow of the cniTs (Drama!
Mar. 15 The Saraband Dance (Mystical) 288
Mar. 19—Little Jack's Letter (Dramatic) 711
Mar. 19— In the Foothills of Savoy (Scenic) . . . .240
Mar. 22—The Queen and the Mirror (Dr.) 734
Mar. 22—The Wild Coast of Belle Isle (Scenic) .233
Mar. 20—The Fall of Babylon (Biblical) 1020
Mar. 29—The Diary of a Nut-.- (Dramatic) 992
Apr. 2 The Dreamer (Comedy) ;413
Apr. 2—Amateur Billiards (Comedy) 378
Apr. 2—O'er Crag and Torrent (Scenic) 200
Apr. .". A Drama of the M italn Pass (D
Apr. .". Poetry of tbe Waters (Scenic)....
Apr. 9 -The Ki-s Was Mightier Than tbe

i (Comedy i
-_

Apr. 8—O'er Hill an. i Vale (Scenic)

URBAN ECLIPSE.

G. Kleine.

Mar. 10—The Country Schoolmaster (Dramatic) .688

Mar. 10—A Trip Along the Rhine (Travel) 240

Mar. 23—A Maid of the Mountains (Dr.) 590
Mar. 23—Over the AppennineB of Italy (Scenic). 351

Mar. 3d—The Midnight Escape (Dramatic) 574

Mar. 3d—Making Sherry Wine at Xeres (Indus.) .371

Apr. o The Fly Pesl (Educational) 4::i

Apr. 6—Her Father's Choice (Dr.)

GEORGE MELIES.
Apr. 7 Cyclone Pete's Matrimony (Com.).
Apr. 14—Branding a Thief (Dr.)

PATHE FRERES.
Mar. 18—The F\ile (Dr.) 410
Mar. 19—Wild Birds in Their Hauats (Indus-

trial) 459
Mar. 19—A Willful Dame (Com.) 544

Mar. 21—A Woman's Repentance (Dr.) 850
Mar. 23—The Horseshoe (Dr. ) 574

Mar. 23—For the King (Dr.) 380
Mar. 25—No Trifling With Love (Dr.) 558

Mar. 25—Tbe Banks of the Ganges (Scenic) .. .426

Mar. 2G—Foxy Ernest (Com.) 600

Mar. 26—A Conquest (Com.) 384

Mar. 2R—Polar Bear Hunt (Scenic) 479

Mar. 28—The Little Vixen (Comedy) 528
Mar. so—Out of Sight. Out of Mind (Melodr.) . .050

Mar. 30—Driven to Steal (Dramatic) 31R

Apr. 1—A Woman's Caprice (Comedy) 748

Apr. 1—The Rhine Falls at Schaffhatteen (Sc.) .250

Apr. 2—Lorenzo, tbe Wolf (Dramatic) 7W
Apr. 2—Athletic Sports in India (Scenic) 184

Apr. 4—The Good Boss (Dr.) 079

Apr. 4—AL-ra (Scenic) 34S
Apr. 6—The Duchess .le Langeais (Dr.)

Apr. 6—The Vintage (Industrial) "44

Apr. S—The Hunchbacked Fiddler (Com.)... 7641

Apr. S—Paula Peters and Her Trained Ani-

mals (Scenic) 240

Apr. 8—A Hasty Operation (Com.) 402

Apr. 9—Honest Peggy (Dr.) 178

SELIG POLYSCOPE CO.

Mar. 10—Across the Plains (Dramatic) 10OT

Mar. 14—The Dawn of Freedom (Dramatic) 030

Mar. 14—A Crowded Hotel (Comedy) 370

Mar. 17—In the Frozen North (Dramatic) 10"0

Mar. 21—Tbe Village Inventor (Dr.) 1000

Mar. 24—Wizard of Oz (Com.) 1000

Mar. 28—The Treasure Hunters (Dramatic) .. .1000

Mar. "1—The Wife of Marcius (Dramatic) .. ..1000

Apr. 4 -The Common Enemy (Dr.) 1000

Apr. 7— I inc.. the Hunchback (Dr.)

Apr. 11—Tbe Clay Baker (Dr.) 1000

Apr. 14—Dorothy and Scare Crow In <>z (Com.). 1000

VITAGRAPH COMPANY.

Feb. 23—A Lesson by the Sea (Dramatic) 903

Feb. 2C—The Soul of Venice (Dramatic) 950
Mar. 1—An Eye for an Eye (Dramatic) 930

Mar. 4—On the Border Line (Dramatic) 918

Mar. 5—Beautiful Snow (Comedy) 420

Mar. 5—History of a Sardine Sandwich (C.)...478
Mar. 8—A Brother's Devotion (Dramatic) 950
Mar. 11—Conscience (Dramatic) 941

Mar. 12—Taming a Grandfather (Gomedy) 950
Mar. 10—The Courting of the Merry Widow

(Com.) 833
Mar. 15—Victims of Kate (Dr.) 963
Mar. 18—The Mystery of Temple Court (Dr. )...969
Mar. 22—Capital vs. Labor (Dr.) 949

Mar. 25—The nand of Fate (Dr.) 971

Mar. 26—A Broken Spell (Dr.) 975
Mar. 29r-The Indiscretions of Betty (Dr.) 948
v.ir , i—The Tongue of Scandal ( Dramatic) . . . .894

Apr. 2—The Fruits of Vengeance (Comedy) ... .930

Apr. 5- From Shadow to Sunshine (Dr.) 888
Apr. R—Elektra (Dramatic) 942
Apr. 9 The Conqueror i Dr.) 928
Apr. 12 -The Girl in tbe Barracks (Dr.) 90s

Open Twenty-Four Hours Every Day—'Write, Call, 'Wire or fhone Any Hour, Day or Night

ELECTRIC THEATRE SUPPLY CO., Inc. ZZZ&tt9lLZ%°AJti5>:xwallZ
rSSX&ttE^^iXSltiZ 44 N. Tenth Street, Philadelphia, Pa

We have every subject Issued by the Licensed Manufacturers
MOTIOdRAPrl, PATHE FRERES. POWER'S, EDISON and LUB1N MACHINES, H ALLBERG ECONOMIZERS and PARTS ALWAYS ON HAND
Write (or our new proposition :—Supplying two customers in the same town each with twelve reels a week, keeping each one's supply away from the other, and

no repeaters to either
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Essanay Films
Trade Mark

Four Great Essanay Comedies "A Laugh in Every FootH
Release of Wednesday,

April 6

"IMAGINATION"
(Length, Approx. 642 Feet)

An uproarious, side-splitting

comedy, released with

"HENRY'S NEW HAT"
(Length, Approx. 358 Feet)

Completing a reel of superlat-
ive comedy—done the Essanay
way. Photographically perfect,

hilariously funny. DON'T MISS
THIS BIG RELEASE.

Release of Saturday, April 9

"THE RANGER'S BRIDE"
(Length Approx. 750 Feet)

It's humor is indescribable.

Suffice it to say it is our funniest
Western comedy and is released

with

A FAMILY QUARREL"
(Length, Approx. 250 Feet)

A furiously funny little com-
edy, with not a foot wasted.
Order quick from your film

exchange.

Read full descriptions in another column

i(

'Scene from The Ranger's Bride"

The four pictures described above are all HITS. Take our tip! A box office tonic! Does your business need it?

Book a week of Essanay comedy.

"Write for the "Essanay Guide" Order Essanay Posters

Essanay Film AVfg., Go.
FACTORY and STUDIOS 1333 ARGYLE ST. - OFFICE 435 NORTH CLARK ST.

CHICAGO and LONDON, 5 NEW COMPTON ST. W. C.

Each week, month, year sees our

Premier Film Service
pushing into new territory to supply the growing

demand for Higher Grade of Motion Pictures.

We are especially well qualified to satisfy

this demand—owing to our enormous purchase and

long experience in the distribution of only the best

grade of film.

No patched up or scratched, streaked film in

our service—but the kind that daily—weekly

—

monthly and yearly satisfies the growing desires

for the best that the Licensed market affords.

If you are a progressive M. P. Exhibitor

—

our service will strongly impress you and make the

casual visitor a regular patron of your theatre.

May we have the pleasure of quoting prices?

The Pittsburg Calcium
Light & Film Company
Pittsburg, Pa. Des Moines, la. Rochester, N. Y.

Wilkes Barre, Pa. Cincinnati, Ohio.

Omaha. Neb.

Mirror Screen
EXHIBITORS IN

Georgia, Florida, Alabama
Will find it to their interest to get in

communication with us as we have the

AGENCY forthe MIRROR SCREEN
in the above States and for the next

30 days we are going to make you a

special offer, we are using one of the

MIRROR SCREENS and we know
that no THEATRE that wishes to be
up-to-date can afford to be without one.

WRITE US NOW

Hix- Gravely Cigar Co.
Prop's and Managers

Orpheum Theatre, Montgomery, Ala.
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Independent Film Stories.

"IMP."
THE MISER'S DAUGHTER. Scrumpy uh] dad

wants iiK sweet little daughter u> marry u rotund
•id bachelor ju>i aid "bach" will deliver
some coin to dad for the tavor. The young miss
is telling her sweetheart all about the wish of ber
miserly father, and Borneo Is raising an awful row
about It, when dad ind be beats an Ignomin
inns retreat, while the daughter goes Into the bouse.
Pretty soon she has the pleasure (!) ol meeting the
old skate her father wants her to many, and doesn't
sin- just Jolly the life out of blml And the antique
fool iiiiuks be'a getting a lovely reception, too.

But the girl decides that she might just as well
have sonic inn out of It, and she fastens onto blin
the unlovely domestic, who pesters him with her
attentions until lie is frantic.
This keeps up for awhile, hut papa needs the

money and wants the marriage of ins daughter to
come off soon. So the daughter decides to get off
a prize stunt, she lixes it up that her sweetheart
should masquerade as a clergyman. Aud officiate
at her wedding] Bless you, no! That's all ar-

ranged. She tells the old gent that she's going to

gel dressed for the wedding, and soon he walks out
smiling, u veiled lady on bis arm. Straight toward
tin- city they go, but, strange to say, they meet a
minister as they are crossing a meadow. Sure he
marries them right away; just when he places the
ring on the bride's finger dad appears and receives
his bundle of boodle, as per agreement.
Hun our newly married friend. In order to kiss

the bride, lilts her veil, and to his consternation the
ugly servant girl, dressed in her mistress' suit, is

beaming coqucttishly at him. He Immediately real-
izes i hat he is tricked, and attempts a getaway.
It u t the homely damsel considers her luck too good
to lose, and with arms like flails she seals his fate
for him In no uncertain way.

HIS SECOND WIFE.—He is just the kind of a
young man you would expect a lot of girls to love,

hut at this ball we see him dividing his attentions
hit ween two. They both seem to adore him, but
finally, after a most diplomatic maneuvre, he gets
a cosy corner with one and, to her surprise and
delight, places a ring on her linger. The other girl

sees the ring later, and resignedly congratulates
both. Yes, she even attends the wedding; hut one
easily sees that she would not mind changing places
with the bride.
A few years now pass. We see the erstwhile

hride, now the mother of a pretty little girl, at

1 le. Hut all has not been as happy as the wed-
ding bells, for the mother's frail frame is being
racked by coughs at frequent intervals; aye. it is

that hacking, hollow cough which one Immediately
recognizes as the accompaniment of the great white
plague. The father is distracted, but there is no

recall from its grip, and we soon see the young
mother abed; but before she closes her eyes sin-

places the hand of her husband in that of her rival

"f former days, and admonishes the latter to care
for Iter child. Then she sinks back, gone to her
Maker.
The man has followed the wish with no qualms

Of conscience, for he likes his second wife well and
all would be happy but for the fact that the child
continually asks for her mother, talks of her, wants
her, and is herself her living image. This makes it

hard for the stepmother, who finally, unable to

endure it. gets to hate the little one; and one day
in a fit of passion she chokes the little one sav-
agely. The child is old enough to understand, and
writes a note, telling of the cruelty, and prepares
to leave the shelter of her father's roof. But before
she can do so. a dizziness overpowers her, she feels

ill, and falls in a swoon. It is smallpox. We now
see her in bed. a doctor and nurse in attendance.
The note she lias written, however, has brought the
stepmother to a great realization, and the mother
Instinct in every woman asserts itself to such an
extent that she defies contagion to nurse the child
through her illness. Her sacrific is rewarded, the
little girl recovers, and with the father, the house-
hold is once again bathed in sunshine and happiness.

THE ROSARY.—A pretty model, two rival art
students (tier father's pupils"! in love with her—

n

situation not at all surprising considering how al-

luring she looks in the garb of a nun. posing for

their canvas. One of the young men. Fionard.
is of comfortable circumstances, while Jean is a

Straggler in thr- clutches of want. Rut as Georgette
watches them paint she observes that .lean is not
ih'H casting a clanco at his model, lint the ecstatic

expression on his face shows that pure inspiration

guides his brush.
When tit last the artists have finished their

fnsks. Kdonard is bo aggravated by the superiority
of his rival's canvas that he seizes an opportunity,
when alone, to mutilate the painting with a knife
cutting and rlpplns it beyond restoration. Great
is the Borrow of .lean when he discovers It. and
Georgette is sympathetically embracing him when
her father discovers them. In anger he orders his

pupil from the house.

Joan sorrowfully goes to his attic room and hang-
ing a rosary. Georgette has given him. on one
corner of his easel, he proceeds to paint her with
the headpiece fo J incentive. ilf finishes his task,

and a marvelous ,vork it is. With a hiving caress

of the easel, he saunters out into the fresh air.

Wbile he Is gone the villainous Bdouard enters.

ensibl) to visit .lean. To i, iv astonl
<i painting, lie qnlckl] res

the Significance ot the (act that no model posed
for it; choking Willi rage, hatred, Jealousy—the
emotions render him almost insane -fee draws a
knife, cuts the canvas from lis frame, and takes
It away with him.

Poor lean .soon returns, and imagine bis pain
when he discovers what has occurred. But suddenly
the divine inspiration that has given the world its
Rembrandt, Its Angelo and Its Chopin seizes his soul,
and with the rosary before his enraptured eyes, he
draws his brush over Ins canvas again. It is the
hand of the master, and BOOn we Bee an even n

beautiful likeness of Georgette as a nun. Aud as
he sits there, lost in contemplation, the marvelous
eyes of the figure playing havoc with his aesthetic

the door Slowly opens and In steps—Georgette:
The surprise of both is unspeakable—his at her
presence, hers at the wonderful painting, done with-
out a model. She uuderstaude and asks him to
bring the painting to her home.
A wealthy art collector has been asked by

Georgette's father to inspect Edouard's painting,
and we now see a party In the studio of the home.
The curtain is raised and the connoisseur is ex-
amining it when Georgette steps forward aud un-
folds the story of Edouard's Ignoble deeds. Aye,
from under his own picture on the same easel sbe
takes the mutilated work of Jean, and finally leads
Jean himself from concealment. Modestly he ac-
knowledges bis last painting while Georgette tells

how it was done; the collector buys the painting
and Jean gets—well, be gets Georgette!

THE ACE OF HEARTS.—Down and out, "busted,"
up against il—that amply covers the situation of
three young men wbo are borrowing tobacco leav-
ings from each other. And It Is here that the
three form an agreement that seems to be in-

spired by the glumness of prospects. The man
who draws the ace of hearts Is to insure his life

in favor of the other two. Then if, after two
years, the other two have not prospered, he is to

commit suicide, so that they would benefit thereby.
Destiny parts the trio, and Fred, who has drawn

the ace of hearts, goes West, where be strikes it

rich, and times get pretty good for him. As the
rose must have its thorn, however, be meets with
mishap. In trying to rescue a girl on a runaway
horse he is struck on the head by a hoof. Taken
to the girl's home, it is discovered that his mind
is a total blank. But grateful for his daughter's
rescue, the girl's father is caring for him tenderly.
A long time has elapsed and his condition is still

precarious. But one day he comes into the library
as the girl is playing solitaire. He stands by the
table, blankly looking on, when suddenly she turns
up a card—it is the ace of hearts! For a moment
he staggers—it has gone right to his brain—he
has seen it before. The girl's parents are sum-
moned by her cries, and they understand that his

mental forces have been revived at last.

With the help of the doctor lie is brought back
to normal condition. But now that the world Is

once more bright for liim, he is reminded that this

is the day before the expiration of the two years.

The agreement! His chums! He has not beard
from them! He hastily draws a conclusion—lie

must commit suicide to-morrow. He sadly begins
preparations to leave the roof that has sheltered
him.
Meanwhile his two chums of former days have

been a little fortunate, and have set out to find

him. The trail finally leads them to the girl's

home, and there they learn of his sudden disap-

pearance. They do not give up hope, but heroically
search on. until they hear of his having engaged a

room in a boarding house. To this place they
hurry, and none too soon. The air is stifling from
charcoal fumes, and they batter the door down just

in time to prevent the execution of his part of the
suicide compact.

NEW YORK MOTION PICTURE CO.
BISON-
BED WING'S LOYALTY. -An Indian Chief.

whose luck is against him. loses his money to

several Westerners, and finally leaves the tavern.

He goes to a hiding place and. making certain there
are no watchers, fills a bag with gold nnggets and
returns to try his luck again. When he displays
the gold much amazement is shown and an un-
scrupulous half breed decides to wrest the secret
from the Thief by persuading him to drink. Red
Wing, the Indian's daughter, enters and. seeing
her father's condition, tries to get him away. Tin-

half breed, determined not to be tints foiled, throws
Bed Wing to the flour. A lieutenant has made his

way into the tavern and. seeing the conflict, goes

to Kid Wing's aid. lie protects her until she lias

passed out. following after himself, but first drop-

ping his glove. Later the half breed follows the
Chief and discovers the hiding place of flic gold.

By stratagem he ends the Indian's life and leaves

beside him the lieutenant's glove. When the death
is discovered, the half breed Identifies the glove
and the Indians intend seeking the owner. The
lieutenant and a few followers are making their

way across the prairie and set camp for the night.
They are awakened by an Indian scout sneaking
among them, whom they punish, which brings upon
them the rcsl of the tribe. The half breed fells

the lieutenant, whom they take prisoner. They
then decide to end the lieutenant's life by burn-

ing him at the stake. Red Wing, upon learning
Who the victim is, dashes away to help blin, as be
did her. She goes to the soldiers' camp, apprises
them of the danger and guides the captain and bis
nun to the spot—Just in time, for the brush at
tin- lieutenant's feel has been lighted. The In-
dians are vanquished and lted \V ing repaid for ber
loyally to the lieutenant.

ROMANCE OF A SNAKE CHARMER. A pretty
romance between an honest farm hand and tin
daughter of a snake hunter is disturbed by the
arrival of some city folks. <;.

I .\ s her
wonderful art of snake charming, and when her
sweetheart offers to get a drink for one of the

-. Jerome takes advantage of their solitude
to flatter and make love to Gertrude. Job
Ibis, but says nothing until the strangers depart,
when he cautious the young girl against the wiles
of the city man. A day or so later she receives
a note from Jerome, promising marriage if she
comes to him. John comes to visit ber, and seeing
the note, reads it; he tells her again of bis great
love and not to listen to the message in the note.
Gertrude's father learns of the infatuation of the
stranger and bids his daughter marry John, to which
arrangement she is perfectly agreeable. One day,
however, when Gertrude is some distance from
borne, sbe meets Jerome. He persuades her to go
with hint and 6be cannot resist the temptation.
John and her father are greatly grieved over her
weakness, aud the latter says be will never for-
give her. There is never any happiness for a
country girl templed from ber home by an un-
scrupulous man, and so Gertrude learns. She is

left alone and obliged to care for herself by turn-
ing to ber snake charming. At one performance
John Is a spectator, and when he sees that a snake
which has so tightly encircled ber throat is crush-
ing her, he dashes to her rescue, while the audience
turns away In terror. When she revives John for-
gives and takes her home. The father will not re-

lent until a wee child is brought to him, and then
there is a general happy reunion.

ITALA—
THE VALUABLE HAT.—An elderly gentle-

man draws his money from the bank, which be
deposits in his pocketbook. When it falls to
the ground he decides to find another biding place,
and finally puts it in the lining of his hat.
Seeing another man comfortably seated on a
garden bench, he hastens to follow suit. Before
long be is sleeping soundly and some mischievous
urchins prepare to play a joke. They remove the
hat from our old friend and then wake them both.
Not finding his hat upon his head, the old man
snatches that of the other. This causes a dispute,
and when the mistake is discovered the old man in

desperation goes further in search of bis hat. All
those who come in his path suffer at his hand, until
finally he is shown that his own bat has been
reposing on his back during his rampage.

AMRKOSIO—
AN UNPLEASANT DREAM.—Thinking that he

may be doing bis sons an injustice, an old man sits

in profound meditation. He has been told by a
friend that the wisest course would he for the boys
to go out into the world and seek their fortunes.
It is hard to reconcile himself to this fact, as for

many generations there have been no wanderers
from the hearthstone. These thoughts are so firmly

fixed in the old man's mind that when he falls

asleep be dreams that bis buys have gone home,
each following a different path. Their experiences
are many and perilous, and finally the older boy
seeks refuge in a monastery, while the other lives

on charity. The old man's joy knows no bounds
when he wakes and finds it was hut a dream.

LUX FILMS.
WASHED ASHORE.—rrevious to his departure

on a long sea voyage, an old sea captain, wbo is a
widower, entrusts bis child to the care of some
fisher folk. This trust is. however, misplaced, for

the couple turn their attention to spending the pro-

ceeds of this adoption in riotous living. After many
miserable years of degradation the child manages
to effect her escape, and while wandering in a

weak, exhausted condition she encounters a gallant

young orphan lad. with whom she lives for a short
period. They live very happily together until one
day they observe a strange object floating out at

sea. This proves to be a man supported upon a

life belt. The children rescue him. and, upon his

recovery, the sailor sends for the guardians of bis

child. These people are summoned and tell their

own story of how the child ran away from them.
At this juncture the two children enter to see how
their friend is progressing. The captain recognizes
Ins little daughter and thus the false guardians arc
unmasked.

THE ATTACK UPON THE TRAIN.—The cowboys
of Fenton's Quarry quarrel with a party of Mexi-
cans, and during the scrimmage one of their num-
ber draws his revolver and shoots at the leader of
the Mexican party. lie is pursued by the police and
finally captured. During his transit from the prison
to the train he manages to arrange that his friends
shall come to the rescue. This they determine to

do. and it results in the express being hold up.
The cowboy is rescued, and accompanied by whoops
and shots in tbe air the desperate ranchers ride

back to the quarry to celebrate tbelr victory.
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THE POWERS COMPANY.

THE ACTRESS.—A young actress, Marion Gray,
travelling with a theatrical company, enters a
hotel and is insulted by a drunken loafer. "Dick"
Corey, a young mining engineer, rescues Marion
and punishes the ruthau who had annoyed her.
Dick and .Marion fall In love with each other. Six
months pass. Marion is one of a gayly costumed
group ot actors waiting ••behind the scenes" of a
theater for the rise of the curtain. Davis, a
wealthy "Johnnie," is introduced to Marion by her
friend and room-mate, the Soubrette. Davis be-
comes infatuated with Mariou, who remains faithful
to Dick. Davis bribes the Soubrette to intercept
the letters of the actress and her lover. Marion
believes that Dick no longer cares for her and
she finally consents to marry Davis. He goes out
to get a minister to marry them. Dick enters.
The girl forgets everything but that she loves
Dick, and she agrees to marry him immediately.
Davis returns with his minister. Then Dick is

heard coming upstairs with another minister. Here
is a situation! But the girl is equal to it. She
persuades Davis and his minister to go into the
adjoining room, and she locks the door. Dick en-
ters with his minister, who marries the couple.
Davis hears the minister pronounce the words that
make Marion the wife of Dick, and he knocks on
the door. Dick thinks Davis is a burglar. The
girl makes the situation clear and the newly-
wedded pair are at last left alone to enjoy their

happiness.

THANHOUSER.
A 29-CENT ROBBEHY A marauder visits the

home of little Edna Robinson, and is preparing to

loot the house when he is frightened away by the
en trance of the child. All he managed to take
with him was Edna's toy bank, which contained
the sum of 20 cents. But Edna grieves so bitterly

about the loss of the bank that her parents decide to
notify the police of the theft. "A 29-cent Rob-
bery!"—it is to laugh!—and the police do. In fact,
they laugh the parents out of police headquarters.
When the parents tell the child about it she de-
cides to see what she herself can do and cm 11 in

person at headquarters. The captain is so fas-
cinated by the child that he orders his officers to

get busy on the case. They watch for a man car-
rying a toy bank, and make several arrests. Brought
before Edna for identification, the suspects are
pronounced guiltless by her and set free. Doubting
the ability of the police to round up the right man,
Edna secures a police whistle, and does some de-
tective work on her own account. How good a
sleuth she Is the picture tells; and how good a
picture it is we leave to you.

ECLAIR.
THE STRENGTH OF DUTY.—Vincent and Pcr-

•dito are two brothers; the first an honest laborer
and the second a wild young fellow, a lover of
adventure, and who has become the leader of a
gang which haunts the mountains near their peasant
home. Upon returning from his labors one evening
Vincent finds his mother in a swoon, and after ar-

ranging her comfortably upon the couch, rushes off

to summon the doctor. Unfortunately, the doctor
is not at home, but Vincent leaves a message ask-
ing that the doctor do not delay his visit to the
old woman upon his return. He then hastens home
to do all he can for his dear mother in the mean-
time. A little later the doctor returns from a
fatiguing watch beside a suffering patient, but
notwithstanding the fact that he is faint and weak
witli his day's work himself the good physician
shirts out to administer to Vincent's aged mother.
The path the doctor must take to reach I he peas-
ants' cottage leads through a woods, down the
mountain-side, and as he is hurrying on in the
gathering dusk he is suddenly set upon by a band
of footpads, robbed, and left unconscious. Mean-
while, the son, anxiously watching over, his sick

mother, becomes more and more nervous at the
delay of the physician. He goes time and again
to the door to listen for the wel ne sound ol

footsteps—hut in vain. At last lie decides that he
will calm himself by walking a short distance to

i I lie doctor, and before he lias gone very far
what is his surprise to come upon the prostrate
form of a man! And how much greater li is con-
sternatlon when be recognizes the doctor whom be
has been so eagerly exj ting. Vincent helps the
doctor, who is just recovering consciousness, to rise

and offers to assist him to his home. But t lie good
man will not hear of it; despite his own injuries

and distress he insists on proceeding to the home
of Vincent to do what he can for tin' suffering
woman. JuSt as they are about to set off Vincent
notices a hat upon the ground, and, picking it up,
recognizes It as his own brother's. With a burst
of grief and resentment Vincent informs (he doc-

tor that his assailant is his own brother, and the
son of the woman for whom he lias been willing
to endure so much in order to aid. This news does
not :i(Teet the good man's intentions, and leaning
upon Vincent's arm he proceeds to tin- cottage and
after arduous labor restores hope to the mother
and son by pronouncing that the- danger is over.
At Miis moment the erring son enters, and seeing
in mother lying ill rushes to her bedside, hut the

brother places himself between them and points

toward the good doctor, denouncing his brothel as

B thief and would-be murderer. It is at this point

that Perdito recognizes the doctor as his victim

of the earlier evening, and when the full realiza-
tion Hashes upon him—that he might, through his
criine have caused the death of his mother, be-
loved throughout all his waywardness—he falls at
the feet of the doctor, imploring forgiveness. The
brother would have spurned him, but not so the
good physician. He raises the young man from
his feet, and places his hand within that of his
brother, exhorting them both to love one another,
and the younger one to return from his evil ways.
Thus a soul is saved and love and happiness and
health restored to a family—through the power
of doing one's duty.
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the homestretch. As she dismounted, waving her
hat, a mighty cheer went up from those nearby.
They had heard of Tim being drugged, and they
now recognized the rider as Miss Nell Norton. All
rushed forward to offer their congratulations, and,
although a heavy loser, even Clayton could not be-
grudge the girl the triumph she had so pluckily
won.

GREAT NORTHERN.
MADAME SANS GENE; or, "The Duchess oi

Danzig."—Opening in the lodgings of the Lieut.
Buonaparte, then an impecunious young officer, the
subject soon introduces us to Madame Sans Gene,
Who brings Napoleon his washing and submits to a
kiss. Later, in the lauudry itself, her rescue of
Count Neupport, wliom she assists in a wounded
state to her own bedroom, is shown. The girl's
lover, Sergeant Le Fevre, forces an entrance, but
lets the prisoner go to shield his sweetheart. These
scenes all contain much effective acting, as does
a later one in which the sergeant is instrumental
in saving Napoleon's life. The latter has taken the
place of a sentry who has fallen asleep at his post
and resting on the latter's ride is waiting for him
to wake, when a number of Boyalist soldiers attack
him. Le Fevre, on his rounds, comes to the rescue
and secures a pardon for the sentry an] promotion
tor himself.
Le Fevre's rise is rapid. Made a field-marshal,

he, after the battle of Danzig, is made a duke lot

his gallantry in saving the colors. At this stage
we are given another glimpse of the heroine, win.
follows her husband's fortunes in the camp. This
period introduces some good scenes of camp life,

the council of officers, etc.

Back at Paris, we hud Napoleon in his privat<
cabinet, unaware of an intrigue in progress in which
the Empress is concerned, having for its object the

escape of Count Neupport, who is entrusted with a

Idler to the Emperor of Austria, 'flic Count, how-

ever, is discovered in the Court disguised, by Na
poleon, and captured and condemend to death.
Meanwhile, the Duchess of Danzig lias visited Na-
poleon and laughingly shown dim the unpaid
laundry bill -and the Little Corporal has shown
that lie is not insensible to her charms.
The Duke and Duchess hear of the capture ol

the Count and bring about his escape, the nobleman
being conveyed through the lines in a military clock
and hat. Then they repair together to Napoleon
and confess what they have done, to be magnan-
imously forgiven by the Emperor, utter a natural
outburst of anger, when he remembers that he owes
his life to the man.

NESTOR FILMS.
FRONTIER DAY IN THE WEST.—To-morrow

would he Frontier Day, and Nell Norton's white
horse, the peerless Creto, had been entered as

favorite. Charles Clayton was forced to admit to

himself that if Creto ran, his horse, Gypsy, must
be contented with second plate. However, he had
fully determined that Creto was not to run, and
accordingly bet heavily on Gypsy. Common sense
told him that any attempt to bribe the Norton's
cowboys would only end in exposure, so, with the
half-breed he hit upon the plan of drugging Nell's

rider, Tim, who slept at the barn, and secreting
the favorite until the race had been won. The
haunted house would serve as a safe retreat; then,

too, the road leading to it was so hard that no

track would be seen. That night Clayton put li is

plan into execution, and the next morning dropped
in carelessly to see how Nell was hearing her loss.

She had summoned her father, likewise Lee Mason,
her tinancee, and every cowboy on the ranch, to aid

in the search, but, even so, Clayton went quite
contentedly to the track, feeling absolutely sure that

Creto would remain undiscovered until he chose I"

release him. And such might well have been the

case had not the cowardly half-breed, in his mad
efforts to get out of the haunted house, overlooked
the blanket which the favorite rubbed from his

back as he entered the door, for it was this blanket
which led Nell and Lee, as they hurried down the

toad, to pause and search the premises. What was
Hie girl's surprise and delight when she beheld her
beloved pet. Hastily untying him. they hurried
for the ranch, but, alas! Tim was still too weak to

ride, and it was now only wanting a few minutes
of two, when the race was to start. Creto would
(bey only his mistress or Tim, and in an Instant
Nell had decided to take the boy's place. Donning
Tim's chops, and hiding her hair under his large
hat, she vaulted into the saddle and galloped off for

the track. Nor was she a moment too soon, for,

the Indian race, lariat-throwing and bucking contest
being over, Judge Andrews had just bidden the

boys line up for the race, when he beheld the white
favorite and the supposed Tim dash up. Waving
a light rebuke lor liic delay, lie bade rider and
horse take their place. They were off. and the

while beauty, scenting the excitement in the air,

end ever obedient to his young rider's coaxing, shot

forward like :ni arrow. At the half-mile he was
still in the lead, hill Gypsy and the sorrel were
creeping up alongside. With a cry of dismay. Nell

touched his sides with her quirt, and brought him
under the wire ere the others were half-way down

The following films have been released, week of
March 21, by the Empire Film Company, 150 East
Fourteenth street, corner Third avenue, New York:
Mar. 21—Stung (Imp) 595
Mar. 21—Sick Friend (Imp) 405
Mar. 21—Honesty Its Own Reward (Eclair) 510
Mar. 21—The Lover's Embarrassment (Eclair). .420
Mar. 22—Man From Texas (Bison) 975
Mar. 22—John Hardy's Invention (Powers) .... !o70
Mar. 22—St. Elmo (Thanhouser) luoO
Mar. 23—A Winter Romance at Niagara Falls

„„ (Actophone) 100o
Mar. 23—The Tenderfoot (Nestor) 95c
Mar. 23—Sea's Vengeance (Ambrosio) !s67
Mar. 23—Military Dirigiable (Ambrosio) '343
Mar. 24—A Family Feud (Lux) .63]
Mar. 24—How a Bad Tempered Man Was Cured

(Lux) 33q
Mar. 24—Stage Note (Imp) 64
Mar. 24—Skating (Imp) "!!'lb0
Mar. 25—Company D to the Rescue (Bison) !.. 1000
Mar. 25—Double Six (Cines) 575
Mar. 25—Dwarf Detective (Lux) .'. 425
Mar. 2ti—The Rivalry of the Two Guides '(ItalaV.500
Mar. 26—Foolshead Wishes to Marry the Gov-

ernor's Daughter (Itala) 450
Mar. 2G—Tsing Fu, the Yellow Devil (Great

Northern) §27
The following films have been released week of

-March 2S by the Empire Film Co., 150 East 14th
street, corner Third avenue. New York:
Mar. 28—Loio's Treasure (Eclair) Q90
Mar. 28- -Transfusion (Imp) '

0,90
Mar. 28 Trip to Berne (Eclair) !.i!!!!300Mir ,; :- \ niiii: 1 (Eisou) cy\l

Mar. 29—She's Done it Again (Thanhouser) .... .89a
Mar. 29—The Man Who Waited (Powers) 983
Mar. 30 An Unworthy fiance 1 Ambrosio). sco
Mar. 30 A Sudden Telephone Call , Ambrosio) . .405
M-It •': -It ! wi 1 v I readier (Nestor; y'/i
Mar. :i0—Tlie End of the Trail (Actophone). '.'.'.

!900
M:l .1- \ Ll. :1:1a 01: the l;ef I Lux I ( , \

Mar. 31—Cured by a Tin (Lux) 32O
Mar. 31—Hard Cash (Imp)

! ! !
! "950

Apr. 1—Andrea Ghenier (Roma) '.'.'.'.
.'iu

Apr. 1—A Simt iii Time (Bison) mini
Arp. 2—Tin. Servant and the Tutor ( Itala) ..." .900
Apr. 2—Madame Sans Gene (Gr. Northern) 1000

INDEPENDENT FILMS.
Films released by the Eagle Film Exchange 146

North Eighth street, Philadelphia, Pa.:

Mar. 9—On Little Big Horn (Nestor).
Mar. 10—Devotion of Women (Imp).
Mar. 10—Sacred Fire.
Mar. 10—We Will Die Together, Love.
Mar. 12—Fatal Improvements (Ambrosio).
Mar. 12—The Have Vanished My Wife (Ambrosio)
Mar. 12—Electric Safe.
Mar. 12—Wedding During the French Revolution

(Great Northern).
Mar. 14—Revenge of Du Pont L'Auguille (Eclair)
Mar. 14—Broken Oath (Imp).
Mar. 14—Her First Love.
Mar. IS—Cursed Cage.
Mar. 15—Two Brothers—Life in the Next (Ynturv

(Lux).
Mar. 15—Time Safe Lock (Imp).
Mar. 15—For His Sister's Honor (Bison).
Mar. 10—Loisette—Peter's Patent Paint.
Mar. 10—Mamma's Boy Joins the Army.
Mar. 10—Burglar's Daughter.
Mar. 17—Silver Lining (Nestor).
Mar. 17—The Shepherdess— Insidious Weapon (Am-

brosio).
Mar. 17—Mexican's Ward (Bison).
Mar. 17—After Four Generations (Carson).
Mar. 19—Quiet Honeymoon Theft of the Diamond

(Great Northern 1.

Mar. 19—Honesty Its Own Reward—Lover's Em-
barrassment ( Eclair).

Mar. ID -Betraying Mirror (Itala).
Mar. in—Strike—His Sick Friend (Imp).
Mar. 21—St. Elmo (Thanhouser).
Mar. 21—Family Feud—How a Bad Tempered Man

Was Cured (Lux )

.

Mar. 21—Man From Texas (N. Y. M).
Mar. 21—Sea Vengeance (Ambrosio).
Mar. 22—Child Rambler in Dreamland.
Mar. 22—Honest John, t he Coachman.
Mar. 22—Walkaway's New Boots.
Mar. 23-Yellow Devil (Great Northern).
Mar. 2D—The Treasure of Louis -The Trip to Berne

(Eclair).
Mar. 24—C. Q. D. to the Rescue IN. Y. M.).
Mar. 24—Adventures of Princess Lovelock—Trouble-

some Lad (Carson).
Mar. 24—Stage Note (Imp).
Mar. 24—The Tenderfoot.
Mar. 20—Sleeping Pills.

Mar. 20—Innkeeper's Daughter.
Mar. 26—Bridegroom's Disguise.

Mar. 28—Transfusion (Imp).
Mar. 28—The Rivalry of Two Guides—Foolshead

Wishes to Marry the Governor's
Daughter.
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INDEPENDENT RELEASE DATES.

ECLAIR FILM COMPANY.
Mm-, hi The Lover'i Bmbarrasament (Com i 120
Mar. -\ Honeaty, Ua Own Beward (Dr.) 5iu
Mar. 2S—Tlic Treasure of Louis (Dr.) liliu

Mar. i;s—A Tripe io Berne (Scenic) 800
Apr. -l -After the Full of tbe "Eagle" (Dr. i . .en;,
Apr. 4 Theater <>r Phenomenona (Comedy) ... .845
v i

•
i-

.
i! The Strength oi Duty (Dr.) '

GREAT NORTHERN FILM COMPANY.
Feb. ll>—Uuined by His Sou (Dramatic)
Feb. 26—The Doctor's Sacrifice (Dr.)
Mar. 5—A Pleasant Walk (Comedy) 413
Mar. -The Mud Drainpipe (Coined}) 3J.
March. 12 A Wedding Daring tbe French Rev-

olution (Drauiutic)
Mar. in The Theft of tbe Diamonds (Dr.) 5(H
Mar. 19 A Quiet Honeymoon (Comedy) 2ua
Mar. 26 rslng In. Yellow Devil (Dr.) SU7
Apr. j Madam sans Gene (Oramatic) 10U0
Apr. '> The New Burglar Alarm (Com.) -t'J-

Apr. '.' -Hustling Mr. Drown (L'onu-d.v) .'107

"IMP."
Mar. 14—The Broken Oath (Dramatic) 350
Mar. U—The Time Lock Safe (Dramatic) 960
Mar. 21—His Sick Friend (Dramatic) 70U
Mar. 2\~sum;,'! (Comedy) .'too

Mar. 24—The Stage Note (Dramatic) 700
Mar. 24 -Stunts on Skates by Edmund Lainy....2SO
Mar. 28—Trnusfusion (Dr.) 960
Mar. 31—Hard Cash (Dr.) 960
Apr. 4—The Miser's Daughter (Com.) 980
Apr. 7 His Second Wife (Dr.) ;*To

Apr. li The Rosary (Dramatic) |
"|

|1

Apr. U—The Ac Of Hearts (Dr.) 980

LUX FILMS.
Mar. 9—A Father's Patriotism (Dr.) 534
Mar. 'J— lie Knew Best (Com.) 459
Mar. Ill -Tbe Two Brothers (Dramatic) i,.i.i

Mar. 10—Life In the Next Century (C .) 293
Mar. 'j:i—A Family Feud (Dramatic) liOJ

Mar. 23—How a Had Tempered Man Was Cured
(Comedy I 353

Mar. 30—A Drama on the Reef (Dr.) Coo
Mar. 30—Cured By a Tip (Coin.) ::27

Apr. II The Snake Man (Comedy) Hod
Apr. ii Rice the Jester (Dramatic) 630

Apr. K! Washed Ashore (Dramatic) 001)

Apr. 13- -The Attack Upon the Train (Coin.).. 357

PANTOGRAPH CORPORATION.

Feb. 12 His Untimely Visit soi
Fell. 18 -The Bobo'S Dream of Wealth
Feb. 26 -iron Anns Remorse (Dr.)
Mar. 4—The Electric Bath Tub (Com.) 900
Mar. 11—The Mysterious Armor (Com.) 940

POWERS PICTURE PLAYS.

Mur. 8—Her Cowboy Lover (Dr.) U.lu

Mar. 15 War-Time Pals (Dramatic) 905
Mar. 22 .[oh n Hardy's invention (Dramatic) ... .985
Mar. 28—The Man Who Waited (Dr.) 1000
Apr. 5—The Actress (Dr.)

THANHOUSER COMPANY.
Mar. 15—The Actor's Children (Dramatic) ...

.

Mar. 22—St. Elmo (lir.)

Mar. 29—She's Done It Again (Dr.) 1000
Apr. 5—Daddy's Double (Dramatic) Hino
Apr. 15—A 29-Cen( Robbery (Dr.) 750
Apr. 1". 111. Old Shoe Came Hack ll'om.) 250

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Apr.

Mar.
Mur.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.

Mar.
Apr.
Mur.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.

Feb.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.

Apr.

Apr.
Apr.

Mnr.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mur.
Apr.
Apr.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING.
FOR SALE —The only two motion picture bouses

in Sharon, Pa. Doing an eleganl business. Mas;
sell immediately. Good reason for selling. One
house has 2.",n Beats, the other 21m Beats. Two
No. 5 Power's machines in perfect order in each
house Houses fully equipped and up-to-date in
every respect. Will Bell both for $4,500. Address
WESLEY EDWARDS, care Hippodrome, Sharon. Pa.

FOR SALE—Moving picture film, 21m reels, fine
condition. $5 and $10 per reel. Edison Exhibition
moving picture machine, complete, fireproof, with
1 reels of film, nearly new: $100 takes outfit.

FRED SCHAEFER, 1610 X. 2d St.. Philadelphia. Pa.

FOR SALE—Edison machine, slightly used, excel-
lent condition. Only $70.00. I.. M. STEVENSON,
Cold Spring, N. Y.

FOR SALE- Mini. $5. $10. $15 per feel; Edis 11,

Power's. I.nbin machines. $00; new. $100; new Mo
tiograph, $120; Fort Wayne reducers, $15; Mi
gas outfits, $25; moving picture tent, $75; baby
piano, $65; $600 overland living wagon, $100; dis-

solving slereopl icon. new. $40; paying picture thea-
ters, cheap. Fo- Rent—0,000 ft. film, $6; 12. 1 it

,

$12 weekly, one shipment. Will buy— Machines,
film. II. DAVIS, Watertown, Wis.

FOR SALE—New A. C. Hallberg Ec mlzer, or
will exchange for or buy outside ticket booth.

TONES' THEATER, 970 Fulton sired. Brooklyn,

NESTOR FILMS.
10-A Daughter's Devotion 520 FOR SALE—A nice moving picture theater I'm

U'—Old Maid and Bonehead 475 nam
-
Conn - Coo' location, 36o nice seats. Making

.,-.
)n Arizona 965 money now. Will be sold at reasonable price. Ap

2-The Vindictive' Foreman ".:'.:: '.::'.;; "925 P.1* '" F ' J ' GUII.MF.T. Park Theater. Putnam,

0—On the Little Big Horn DU5 l """•

HI—The Silver Lining DS0 FOR SALE—.">00 opera Chairs, A-l condition. Ap-
23—The Tenderfoot (Dr.) 000

,, lv PRANK COIUiTs FURNITURE CO.. Hoboken,
30—The Cowboy Preacher (Dramatic) osn ^- j
1; Frontier Daj in the West (Dr. 1 1){

FOR SALE—1,000 ft. reels film. $3. $10 and $15
per reel; Edison. Dower's. Lubin machines, $40 to

NEW YORK MOTION PICTURE CO. $60; new $100; double dissolving Btereopticon, $-10;

1—Cowboy and the Scboolmarm (Dr.). ...973 faying Moving Picture Theater cheap: Model B gas

4 xhe New Partner (Dr 1 775 outfit, $2o; song sets. $1. FOR RENT—G.000 ft.

8—Indian and the Cowgirl "(Hi.)'.'.'.'.'.
'.'.'. .950 film

- 3 sets sli(lcs
' * 10; 9 - on" ft

- S 12 weekly, one

11—The Rose of the Ranch (Dr.) 070 shipment. WILL BUY—Machines, film, gas outfits.

15—For His Sister's Honor (West.) 978 " DAVIS, Watertown. Wis.

)SrL Mexican's Ward (Dr.) 985 EDISON MACHINE FOR SALE, or In exchange22—The Man From Texas
1
Dr. ...... .9.0

f,„. motorcycle. CIIAS. w. BENNINGER, Walnut-
2o—Company 'D to t lie Rescue (West.) por (. pa

app 1000
29 Nannina (Dramatic) 012 A CARBON SHARPENER -One dollar, prepaid.
1—A Shot in Time (West.) app 1000 any part of United States. Time silver for oper-

29 Nannina (Dramatic) 912 ator; all well equipped booths have one; positive
1 A Shot In Time (West.) !' s * Quick point; less trouble than knife or file. Agents
5 i: anc a Snake charmer 1 West. 1 .on:. wanted. CLARKE CARBON SHARPENER, 106 W.
s Red Wing's Loyally (West.) 1000 State. Rockford, 111.

ITALA WANTED One hundred to one thousand second
,_ .. — «, — -, hand chairs for outdoor use. A. GOLDSTEIN, Cor-
(By N. Y. M. P. Co.)

, .,,,.„„,.. par Kockaway, N. Y.
26—Tbe Dog of the Cheese Monger (Com.).30:i

:, -Supreme Recognition (Dr.) 955 WANTED to purchase Licensed or Independent

9 Foolshead Chief of Reporters (Com.) .600 film
'

averaging about tour months after release.

9 The Town Traveler's Revenge (Com.).20n ' '"' l|w '' '" Canada. Address, a. a c. care Mov-
19—The Betraying Mirror (Dr.) 07.1 lnS Picture World.

20—The Rivalry of the Two Guides (Dr.). 501

26—Foolshead Wishes to Marry tbe Gov- HELP WANTED
ernor's Daughter 50n

2 The Servant and the Tutor (Dr.) 942 WANTED Cod operator il'ail.e machine); also

1 V | ,|,. i,-,,,-|. : (Dr ; "11 '
'"'"' '"' l:l! '

: ir.nii-n. (cultivated volctj to 1 uble

9 The Valuable Hal (Com.) 500 trBps. Work afternoon and evening. No Sunday.
State lowest salary. No boozer or cigarette Bend.

AMBROSIO. Open all Summer. ERNEST BROWN, Palace The-

(By N. Y. M. P. Co.)
: '""''' Pittsburgh. N. V.

10 !•„. 1 i...„-..^„„„~ rrv- \ -•• WANTED A good Blnger lor moving picture thea-12—Fatal Imprudence (Dr.) ..-
Saturday matinees onlv W I SUTTON12—Tbcv Have Vanished My Wife (Com.). 112 '.

' . ,, ,
'

'";'""
'

IK'.V

ic Shepherdess (Dr.) oo7 casino, nam, n. 1.

16—Insidious Weapons (Com.) 402

o?
-
M,m

SPa
'?„ ^V ,

e,"'Ce tI>rl
"l-o SITUATION WANTED.

23

—

Military Dirigible h>D

30 \n Unwortbj Fiance (Dramatic) 505 AT LIBERTY—Licensed operator and electrician
SO -A Sudden Telephone Call (Comedy )... .410 and wife, experienced moving picture and vaudeville
6—An Unpleasant Dream fi4.""> pianist. Itcst references. Address G. L. PALMER,
6—My Life Remembrances of a Dog 375 Box 307, Sidney, N. Y.

CHEAP
Steel Frame

Theatre Chairs

ABSOLUTELY

Non BREAKABLE
Suitable for small

theatres aod Mov-
ing Picture shows.
We carry these
chairs in stock and
can shi^ immedi-
ately.

Second Hand Chairs

A lso seating for Out-
of-Uoor Use.

Address Ilrpl. W.

STEEL FURNITURE CO., Grand Rapids.Mich.

New York Office: 150 Fifib Avenue

Boston Office: 224 Congress St., Boston, Mass.

The Pioneer Film Exchange
of Philadelphia

and

Largest Dealer in Machines
and Supplies

Agent for

Power's Cameragraph
Lang's Rewinder

and
Cary Coated Carbons

The Trade Supplied. Licensed

Films Only

LEWIS M. SWAAB
338 Spruce St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Folding and Assembly Chairs

Most popular pi iced chairs on the market for

picture show use

Prompt Shipments. Write for Catalogue

PEAB0DY SCHOOL FURNITURE CO.

NORTH MANCHESTER, - - -' INDIANA

Independent Films For Sale

100 Reels Fine Condition

$8.00 to $20.00 Per Reel

60 Sets Song Slides $1.75 Per Set

Piedmont Film Exchange, Goldsboro, V C.
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NestorFilms
Released Wednesday, April 6, 1910

FRONTIER DAY IN

THE WEST
Length 993 Feet

A fascinating story of an old home day in

the west with a revival of all the old sports,

pastimes and games of the cowboys when the

west was really wild and wooly.

The stealing of the favorite horse entered

for the race, its recovery and arrival at the track

in the nick of time for the start, form a thrilling

story that will bring everybody to their feet for

the race which for thrill has never been ap-

proached in a moving picture.

Our next release Wednesday, April 13, 1910

AT DOUBLE CROSS
RANCH
Length 095 Feet

A real live Western comedy-drama that will

make your sides ache from laughing and your
audience bring their friends to see this real live

joy producer.

If your exchange is not supplying you with
our films they are not looking out for your
best interests, nor their own, as we can easily

prove by hundreds of letters from exhibitors

who "switch" their trade from an exchange the

instant that it stops buying NESTOR
FILMS, to an exchange that is buying NES-
TOR FILMS.

MADE BY

DAVID HORSLEY
BAYONNE, N. J.
Sole manufacturer of

CENTAUR, and NESTOR FILMS

91 Dearbors Street
CHICAGO

Sold by

A. G. Whyte, Agent !

"hew yohk
,u#

Four color llthos free with all NESTOR FILMS

About May 15th I will

commence export ship-

ments and am prepared to

place exclusive agencies

for all foreign countries* I

will advertise liberally in

the trade publications of

all countries where I place

agencies*

For Full Particulars and Terms Address

DAVID HORSLEY
BAYONNE, N. J., U. 5. A.

Sole manufacturer CEMAUR and NESTOR FILMS

NOTICE:—Trade publications please send full
particulars as to rates

FILMS
FOR
RENT

NEW FILMS HI6H GLASS SERVICE

The Pioneer House, With 8 Years Experience

And $250,000.00 Back Of It

Write To-day for Terms

EUGENE CLINE
57 and 59 Dearborn St., Chicago
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THANHOUSER FILMS
SPECIAL NOTICE

Release Day Changed ITDITI A Vfrom TUESDAY to ' IVlJL^-Tk I

AT the request of a Majority of the Exchanges Affiliated with the National Independent Moving
** Picture Alliance, We Have Consented To Change Our Release Day from Tuesday to

FRIDAY. The first Friday Release Will Be a "TWENTY-NINE CENT ROBBERY/'
RELEASED FRIDAY, APRIL 15, As Announced Below.

MISS THIS AT YOUR PERIL!

A 29c. ROBBERY
Released FRIDAY, April 15 '•

And on the
same reel:

The Old

Shoe Came

Back

250 feet of
Business-
pulling Fun

KEEP UP THIS GOOD WORK, THE EXCHANGES YELL!
We are in receipt of the 61m "St. Elmo," and desire to congratulate you on

tame; if you KEEP UP THIS GOOD WORK you will be one of the leading

manufacturers of thitcountry. DIXIE FILM CO., per Nat. I. Ehrlich.

March 19, 1910. New Orleans, La.

We want to compliment you on this piece of work. We consider it the beit
piece of work that we have ever seen made by the Independents so far, and we
hope that you will KEEP THIS GOOD WORK UP. E. T. Peter, Mgr.

TEXAS FILM EXCHANGE,
March 21, 1910. Dallas, Texas.

THANHOUSER COHPANY, ^R°cheixe

Releases FRIDAY! Releases FRIDAY! Releases FRIDAY

!
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Published Weekly by THE WORLD PHOTOGRAPHIC PUBLISHING CO.. 125 E. 23d ST., NEW YOU

INDEPENDENT
We rant new Films. Handle ell the leading MaKes, both AMERICAN AND

FOREIGN; beautiful Posters; exclusive Feature Service. Write for prices.

CINCINNATI FILM EXCHANGE, 315-317 West 4th Street, CINCINNATI, 0.

BT

AMERICAN FILM BROKERS
147-157 FOURTH AVENUE, NEW YORK

Importers and exporters of new and second-hand film. Exchanges can secure exclusive programmes. Write for lists and particulars.

WE ARE NOT RENTERS

UJ

BU— S 143 NortK 8tH Street, PHILADELPHIA, PA.
Best and Newest Independent American and Foreign Films

SUPPLIES IS REELS PER WEEK SUPPLIES
PROMPT AND RELIABLE SERVICB Members N. I. M. P. Alliance

m

Z ^ PFIom
ra

Power's Bill Splitter

does away with the rheostat on direct

current and the heat, repairs and fire

risk due to it.

It saves on
\ 110 volts 40%
} 220 volts 80%

The light produced is bright and
steady. State length of throw and size

of picture and ask for proposition G.

POWERS BILL SPLITTER
c OP ECONOMY ON DIRECT <: U ft Fl E f-

Nicholas Power Company
115 Nassau Street - New York
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No Extra Charge

For These Two

IMP Films

d'art!

IN WAR TIME"
Released Monday, April 18. Length 980 feet.

A thrilling story of the Civil War which will pump
the blood through your In-art at a terrific pace. In this

we do the thing nearly all film manufacturers are afraid

to tackle—use not only a plot, but a daring counter-
plot. Only by masterly stage directing and high art

acting is it possible to present such a story as this with-
out words. A film d'art in everything but price! Every
American loves war plays. Every human being loves
love stories. This film is a perfect combination of the
two! Insist!

"THE MAELSTROM"
Released Thursday, April 21. Length 960 feet.

When this film reaches the great stock exchange
scene the people in your theater are going to get right

up on their feet and yell. They are going to tell their

friends to "see the Maelstrom picture, for heaven's
sake," and they are going to pack your theater till a

sardine can will look like a large and roomy dance hall.

The love story that weaves through this picture is ab-

solutely unique. The picture is a masterpiece and yet

it won't cost you an extra penny. Fight for it!

Demand!

PERSONAL NOTICE FROM^^ CARL LAEMMLE ^
During the time I have been in the moving picture business thousands of men have written me declaring

that they have implicit faith in my honesty of purpose. I have those letters on file. I now call upon the writers

to PROVE their confidence in me by accepting without the faintest suspicion the HONEST intentions of the

new Motion Picture Distributing & Sales Company, just formed. This company is intended to be a BENE-
FIT to the whole independent cause—not merely to the manufacturers and exchanges. It will not be a

money-making concern at all. It is intended to cement all the sincere Independent picture men into one pow-
erful, irresistible amalgamation, run on strictly decent, square, honest lines. Don't think I have gone into it

without the most searching investigation. Remember I am heart and soul in the fight for the Independent
cause. Yes—heart, soul and bank account. I have spent money like water to give you the class of films you
demanded and begged for. Don't think T am ass enough to jeopardize my standing in the business by any
fool move. I tell you the new company is a Godsend t<> you and to me. Now is the time for you to show
what stuff you're made of. Now is the time for every faint-hearted sister in the business to assert his man-
hood and make good on his promises of allegiance! The new sales company is going to give YOU the feel-

ing of confidence and safety that the Alliance failed to inspire in some of you. Lies will be circulated about

ii. But never mind that. We have at last overcome the power of silly lies and bluffs. WE ARE
"TRIUMPHANT. And when I say "WE" I mean every exhibitor, every exchange and every manufacturer
who i> sincere in his Independence!

Independent Moving Pictures Co. of America

111 E. 14th St., New York. Carl Laemmle, Pres.

ATTENTION.—On and after Monday, April 18. all "IMP" films will be sold through the Motion Pic-

ture Distributing & Sales Company, New York.
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BISON m FILMSTKAIIK MAHK

FOUR REELS A WEEK—Tuesday, a "Bison"—Wednesday, Amhrosio— Friday, a "Bison"—Saturday, Itala

IS. B. 1*.

BISON BRINGS BUSINESS.
Exhibitors be on the jump and demand the "BISON" releases for the coming week. " Rivalry

in the Oil Fields." Tuesday's release, is a sensational dramatic subject. This picture was taken in the

California oil regions, much time and money having been spent in order to make it a subject of merit.

Friday's "BISON" release, "Red Wing's Constancy," is the second subject of the " Red Wing"
series about to be released by this company. We believe we have demonstrated our ability as pro-

ducers of Western subjects and do not deem it necessary to go into detail concerning this picture, other

than to say that the story is an exceedingly interesting one and the photography excellent.

"BISON "—Release, Tuesday. April 12th

••RIVALRY IN THE OIL FIELDS."

"AMBROSIC'-Release, Wednesday, April 13th

"LEGEND OF THE CROSS."
i
"FRICOT IN COLLEGE."

" BISON'-Release, Friday, April I Oth

'RED "WING'S CONSTANCY"
ITALA" Release, Saturday, April 16th

.J: '- -

u

THE THREE BROTHERS."
••A MISTAKE."

LITHOGRAPHS AND POSTERS FREE
We furnish all exchanges handling these productians with one sheet four colored lithograph posters with each reel. Demand tame from your

exchange as they will positively increase your box office receipts.
Brief desdription of all subjects will be found on another page.

NEW YORK MOTION PICTURE CO.
Manufacturers of "Bison" Life Motion Pictures

429 SIXTH AVENUE, Cor. 26th Street - NEW YORK CITY
Phone 6690- 1 -2 Madison Square Cable Address: Nosib
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NESTOR FILMS
Released Wednesday, April 13, 1910

At Double Cross Ranch
Length 998 Feet

A roaring farce-comedy of the West that puts everything you have
ever seen in cowboy pictures 'way in the background, and is even better

than the COWBOY PREACHER that we issued two weeks ago. It tells

a story of an easterner who makes a trip to the west and his ideas of con-

ditions there are based on what he has read in dime novels and seen in

moving pictures. With that for a start in the hands of our stock com-
pany you can almost guess his finish.

Don't let your exchange "double cross" you on this top notcher, as

some did on the COWBOY PREACHER, which is making us work over-

time to fill belated orders.

Our Next Release Wednesday, April 20, 1910

The Cowboy and The Lieutenant
This is the biggest feature ever attempted by an independent manu-

facturer, and will create a sensation wherever shown. It has more
riders and bronchos than were ever used in any picture made by any
manufacturer.

Book it with your exchange NOW.
This is the kind that is bringing the exhibitors into the Independent

ranks.

Made by

DAVID HORSLEY
BWONNE, IM. J.

91 DEARBORN STREET

CHICAGO A. G. WHYTE, Agent

U. S. A.

I MADISON AVENUE

NEW YORK

Four-color lithos FREE with Nestor Films

A Complete Line
of Sound Effects

Bird whistles
Steamboat whistles
Police rattles

Rooster crows
Hen cackles
Pop guns
Sleigh bells

Fog horns
Dog barks
Castagnets
Tom-toms
Horse hoof imitations
Chinese crash cymbals
Chinese musettes
Railroad imitations
Pond frogs
Midway musettes
Sand jig imitators
Clog mallets

Send for Catalogue.

DUPLEX MFC. CO.
2815 Henrietta St.,

ST. LOUIS, MO.

Drums, Traps and all

Moving Picture

Show Effects
Our New Beautifully Illustrated Cata-

logue now re:idy and will be sent free to

any address upon request.

LOUIS B.MALECKI& CO.
272 Wabash Avenue Chicago

IMC F/NtSHWC To/CMS
{̂ \

SPECIAL

8 Nelson-Wolgast
Fight Slides, oF Vital Points

Colored $3.25 Postpaid

Send (or Catalog of Announce-
ments, Slock and "Ad" Slides

DUHEM & HARTER SLIDE CO.
1180 O'Farrell St. San Francisco, Cat.
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THE BEST IS YET
TO COME!

Eclair a.c.a.d. Films

Are the ACME of Artistic

Perfection, and the MAXI=

MUM of Entertainment!!

Explanation in Next Number

ECLAIR FILM COMPANY
Member N. I. M. P. A.

31 East 27th Street New YorK City

Foreign Buyers

About May J 5th I will

commence export ship-

ments and am prepared to

place exclusive agencies

for all foreign countries* I

will advertise liberally in

the trade publications of

all countries where I place

agencies*

For Full Particulars and Terms Address

DAVID HORSLEY
BAYONNE, N. J., U. S. A.

Sole manufacturer CENTAUR and NESTOR FILMS

NOTICE:—Trade publications please send full

particulars as to rates

ThanhouserFILM
"You need it in your buainess :

RELEASE OF FRIDAY, APRIL 22

Her Battle for Existence
Length, 1000 Feet No. 107 Code Word, Battle

FOUND! A Human Interest Picture that isn't

like something else you've seen. THIS IS IT
and if you miss it you ought to be spanked

—

in the Cash Drawer. Get the Point?

1" ^*-.9
Holy Smohe! A Thanhouser Film Doubled His

Receipts!
I exhibited St. Elmo last night (Monday). MY RECEIPTS

DOUBLED THOSE OF ANY MONDAY IN TWO YEARS.
JUST 100?o INCREASE. How's that for a record breaker? No
other comment is necessary oq your excellent films. "Nuf Ced"

VM. F. NIEL, Proprietor

March 29 (Cresent Theatre,) Chattanooga, Tenn.

A Thanhouser Film Brought Him Nice Business
Just a line to tell you we ran your St. Elmo film last night, and

w<sre surprised and delighted with its excellent quality. WE SHALL
INSIST ON OUR EXCHANGE SENDING ALL OF THE
THANHOUSER FILMS. w*e did a little extra advertising with St.

Elmo, and did a nice little business with the picture.

T. A. ROGERS, Mgr.
March 31 (The Edisonia Theatre, j Jackson, O.

A Thanhouser Film Won His Approval in Every
Respect

We cm truthfully say that "St. Elmo" has met with our approval
IN EVERY RESPECT and that we were very much plea»ed with
it, as were our customers. R. A. GROMBACHER
Mirch 25 (Pacific Film Exchange) Seattle, Wash.

Thanhouser Films Gives Him Satisfaction
Your pictures are giving satisfaction, and are proving SOME OF

THE BEST THE INDEPENDENT FIELD HAS TO OFFER.
C. J. SCHERER, Pres.

(.Bijou Film & Amusement Co., Kansas City, Mo.March 28

Thanhouser Co.
NEW ROCHELLE, N. Y.
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POWERS PICTUREPLAYS
ANOTHER BIG SUCCESS

His Mother's Letter
A strong story full of life and action

RELEASED APRIL 12tH

This picture will appeal strongly to the exhibitor and the public

OUR NEXT RELEASE APRIL IQtH

Re-maKing' of a Man
THE POWERS COMPANY

241st Street and Richardson Avenue - New York City

LUX
RELEASED

Washed Ashore
Dramatic-Approximate Length, 609 Feet

DON'T MISS
RELEASED WEDNESDAY,

ARTISTS CHILD
Dramatic-Length, 619 Feet

FILMS
APRIL 13th, 1910

Outlaws Foiled
Approximate Length, 300 Feet

NEXT WEEK
APRIL 20th, 1910

A Young Aviator's Dream
Comic—Length, 367 Feet

Posters free with every Release—A full description of these subjects will be found on another page

THE WORLD'S BEST—BAR NONE
Write for Weekly List of Descriptions of our Films

fi^

R. PRIEUR
lO E. 15th Street Tel«phon« Calls

STUYVESANT »12* NEW YORK
•10
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The Buckeye Film &
Projecting Co. (inc.)

Members of the N. I. M. P. A.

309-311 Arcade Bldg., Dayton, Ohio

MR. EXHIBITOR, we abso-
lutely guarantee to furnish you the
best strictly INDEPENDENT film
service in this country. We guar-
antee NO JUNK, NO RAIN-
STORMS, NO REPEATERS.
All we ask is that you give us a
trial and be convinced. We can
pive you an IDEAL EXCLUSIVE
SERVICE because we have stand-
ing releases with all leading
AMERICAN and FOREIGN
FILM MANUFACTURERS.
Write to-day for full particulars,

or call and see us at our offices and
see for yourself.

Write, Phone, or Wire us to-day.

THE BUCKEYE FILM &
PROJECTING CO. (Inc.)

309-311 Arcade Building, Dayton, Oblo

The Automatic Theatre Chair
It is a space saver, life saver and

money saver. Shipped built up. It

is the only sanitary theatre chair.

Used by Keith. Proctor and Poli.

It folds up automatically and is re-
volving, making the theatre all

isles. It is a friend to the public.

Send for oar circular A. Write today.

THE HARDESTY MFG. CO.
CANAL DOVER, OHIO

Will buy Two Hundred Second
Hand Chairs. "Wonderland,"
Gouverneur, N. Y,

We have the Original Sept. 9th

NELSON
AND

GANS
Fight Pictures

21 Rounds

Four Thousand Feet

Complete from

training quarters

to knockout.

Write Now for Low Rental Prices

CHICAGO FILM EXCHANGE
47-49 Jackson Boulevard, Chicago

BRANCHES
Omahi. Neb. Silt Lake City, Utah Denver, Colo.

LETTER FROM
A LICENSED

EXHIBITOR
I wish to the deuce I were
at liberty to publish the name of the licensed exhibitor who wrote
this letter. It would carry more conviction that way. Hut I am in

honor bound not to do it. At the same time 1 want you to read these
extracts:— " Dear Mr. Laemmle:— Again we wish to commend and
bestow upon you the credit that is justly due you in your gallant
fight for the Independent cause. You certainly are winning the
respect and good will ol all exh ibitors and you deserve it. Your

Mamma Ten Percent ads are a sledge ham met bvery exhibitor

who is awake and up to snuff knows that they are true. Several
exchanges tried to make a bluff that there was no such thing as the
Ten Percent Penalty, but just the same the Ten Spot was figured in

every time we changed to better our service. We are just in receipt

of a letter from the Patents Co. that we must not run 101 Ranch,

Nelson & Wolgast or Military Tournament films. SAY, IF IT

WbRE NOT FOR THE INDEPENDENTS WOUI.I >VT I HI.

PATEN I S CO. SCALP THINGS'. We are only waiting for the

lNDEPENDbN I MANUPAC I UKERS to turn out two or three

more reels per week and then we'll be with you. Until then we've
got to stick to trust goods. Use this letter if you like, but for vital

reasons cut out our names." There's meat in that letter for you,

Mr. Exhibitor. Read it again! Then slip me a note.

CARL LAEMMLE, President

The Laemmle Film Service

196-198 Lake Street

HEADQUARTERS

Chicago, III.

MINNEAPOLIS PORTLAND OMAHA
.SALT LAKE CITY EVANSVILLE

The Biqqest and Best Film Renter in the World

4,000 feet Moving Picture

Film, taken from real life

in Norway. 3c per foot.

Address, P. 0. Box 315, New York

Independent Films For Sale

100 Reels Tine Condition

$8.00 to $20.00 Per Reel

60 Sets Song Slides $1.75 Per Set

Piedmont Film Exchange, Goldsboro, V C.

MANAGERS! We can book for you exactly what you

want for the money you can afford to pay

We are New York
Representatives for

Rochester Theatrical Exchange, Inc.. Rochester, N. Y.
Bay State Amusement Co.. Boston, M.iss.

GREAT EASTERN VAUDEVILLE EXCHANGE
250 West 42d Street Phone 4468 Bryant New York City

You Can Get a Cheap Song Slide Service Free
from your film exchange, but if you want a high class service that in-

sures you all the big song hits when they are new, just drop us a line.

We have a large number of Song Slides that have a record for same

LINCOLN TRANSPARENCY EXCHANGE
16th Floor, Masonic Temple Chicago, 111.
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EDISON FEATURE FILM FOR NEXT WEEK
A CASE OF IDENTITY

\ detective story In which n baffling mystery is solved by patience and
The chase leads to an ocean liner where the criminal is cap-

tured after a thrilling ti;:lit. Splendid acting and exquisite photography
iinik.' this an exceptionally One film.

No. 6618. Code, Viooltoon. App. length, 1,000 ft. To be released April 19.

Other Edison Films
THE MINER AND CAMILLE

Two mountaineers, on their initial visit to the theater, sympathize

U nh Camille so strongly that they ureak up the performance by throw-

in- \ini:iiul through the scenery and training their "Colts -44's" on audi-

ence and players. A riol of fun from the first act of the play to the

startling interrupt ion.

No. 6619. Code, Viorna. App. length, 605 feet. To be released April 22

READY IN A MINUTE
\ comedy film In which marvelous trick photography effects a com-

plete metamorphosis in a young man who waits tor his best girl to !»•

"Beady In a minute" for the theater. Watch the male portion of your

audiences when this film is run.—and then note the effect on the ladles.

No. 6620. Code, Viornes. App. length, 360 feet. To be released April 22.

GALLAGHER— (Dramatic) by Richard Harding Davis. No. 6621. Code,

Viottolina. App. length, 985 feet. To be released April 26.

DROWSY DICK. OFFICER NO. 73—Comedy). No. 6622. Code, Vioulte.

App. length, 200 feet. To be released April 29.

A YORKSHIRE SCHOOL— (Dramatic adaptation of Charles Dickens'

'Nicholas Nickleby"). No. 6623. Code, Viperatore. App. length, 800

feet. To be released April 29.

Edison Oxygen

Generator and Saturator
(Goodyear Patent)

WITH CALCIUM BURNER
A complete generating outfit de-

signed to take the place of Oxygen

and Hydrogen Gas sold In cylinders,

which arc cumbersome and imprac-

tical for general use. Compact in

size, portable and entirely automatic

in its action.

Produces chemically pure Oxygen

directly and automatically in a safe,

simple and direct manner. Saturator

especially designed to produce an in-

flammable vapor to take the place

of Hydrogen or illuminating gas for

use in calcium light jets for projec-

tion purposes, and for blow-pipe work

generally. Our Dynamic High Power
Calcium Light Burner has the highest

efficiency of any on t he market.

PRICE, $42.00.

-WATCH FOR THESE FILMS-

TME CIGARETTE MAKER OF SEVILLE
(With Mlle-Pilar-Morin as "Carmen")

To be released May 3

THE SENATOR AND THE SUFFRAGETTES
(Bv E. W. Townsend)

To be released May 6

Order Display Posters Of these Films from your Exchange or the A. B. C. Co , Cleveland, Ohio

EDISON MANUFACTURING CO. So*£?£=£=£&*
JOBBERS OF EDISON KINETOSCOPES

BOSTON—Howard Moving Picture Co., £64 Washington Street

CHICAGO—Kleine Optical Co., 62 State Street.

CLEVELAND—Lake Shore Film & Supply Co., 314 Superior Ave., N. E.

SAN FRANCISCO—Geo. Breck.

KANSAS CITY—Yale Film Exchange Co.. 622 Main Street
NEW YORK—P. L. Waters, 41 East 21st Street
PHILADELPHIA—Chas. A. Calehuff. 4th and Green Streets

70 Turk Street

GREATNORTHERN
NEXT RELEASE, SATURDAY, APRIL 9 tK

A New Burglar Alarm
A well acted and decidedly amusing comedy.

Length, approx., 492 Feet.

Standi fir Quality 1

HUSTLING HR. BROWN
An unusually clever trick-comedy subject.

Length, approx., 367 Feet.

To Exhibitor: The BEST Film Exchanges will always supply you with OUR films. Insist on having
GREAT NORTHERN films. We supply exchanges with posters and synopsis with each reel.

Ask your exchange for them.

GREAT NORTHERN FILM COMPANY
NORDISK FILM COMPANY, COPENHAGEN

7 EAST FOURTEENTH STREET, NEW YORK CITY
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ding, F.R.P.S. 592
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Dyer 593
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rator in Greater New York and comments on some
'crusader-' 594

Carl' Laemmle on the Motion Picture Distributing and
Sales Company 595

Independence of the Independents 595

"Lux Graphicus," like Diogenes of old, is searching among
the Independents, not for an honest man, for they arc

all honest men, but a "Moses" to lead them into the

land of milk and honey 596
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Exchange Moves 607

The Motion Picture Distributing and
Sales Company

Combination or co-operation between tbe members of

any industry for mutual benefit is always worthy of
encouragement, provided tbat equity be recognized as

a first and fundamental principle of the organization.

Rather more than a year ago, following the formation
of the Motion Picture Patents Company, a movement
was started by Mr. J. J. Murdock and other gentlemen
for the purpose of giving the Independent exchanges an
adequate supply of film that would enable them to fur-
nish the Independent exhibitor with a regular weekly

,ram. Notwithstanding the fact that the situation

created by the Patents Company presented a clear and
well defined field to the Independents, it is a matter of
hist: ry thai the International Company did not succeed.
More recentlv there was a similar but equaliv abortive
attempt on the part of the Film Import and Trading

Company, wl clared aim was to control the Inde-

pendent field, as between manufacturers, importers and
renters. At one time it appeared as if the Film Import
and Trading Company was within a measurable distance

of success, but the skyrocket rise and fall of thfit com-
pany and it- promoter, ('. M. Freeman, is also a sad page
in the history of the moving picture from the standpoint

of the Independents.

Xow we have in sight a third attempt at consolidation

of interest-, which 50 far seems to have met with much
opposition. The Motion Picture Distributing and Sales

Company is avowedly a combination of two Independent
manufacturers and i- ostensibly designed to facilitate the

sale ci all pictures of Independent manufacture, main-
tain a standard of quality and govern the distribution

—

in other words, a commercial organization such as is

operated successfully in other line- of business. The
National Independent Alliance, which is still a factor

in the field, may be said to have had, this opportunity,

but being a deliberative instead of a commercial organi-

zation, its p< wer was limited, and it may also he said that

its weakness lay in its strength of numbers. The pro-

moters of the Sales Company give this as their reason
for limiting the per- E that organization to mem-
bers of hut two of the many manufacturing concerns in

the Independent field.

There i- one plank in the program of the proposed
Sales Company that meet- with our approval, and that

is their proposal to have a committee of the various

manufacturers act as censors of quality. It is declared
essential that participation in the services of the Sales

Company means the production of good moving pictures.

So far, so gocd. For years we have preached the doc-

trine of good quajitv to both Licensed and [ndependent
manufacturers, and our preaching has not been without
effect. We were the first, we were the only publication

to insist upon the prime importance of good quality

pictures. And this is why we like the prop ' the

Sales Company that the manufacturers censor each other's

pictures and that they he not marketed unless they reach

a certain definite standard "of quality.

With regard to the constitutional detail- of the Sales

Company, we have nothing to say, a- we have not been
permitted to read the article- of agreement. What we
have said and may say in its favor i- based on the verbal

assertions <f its pri moters. We have the personal as-ur-

ance of Mr. Thomas P. Cochrane, its general manag
and for whom we have a vcrv high regard, that the Sales

ipany will he administer the benefit of the

moving picture busii a whole: that there will be
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no aggrandizement of any one particular manufacturer
or importer to the detriment of his competitors ; that the

sales will be regulated by the demand and every manu-
facturer will have a fair show. To quote Mr. Cochrane

:

"The proposition is strictly on the level." If so, and the

other manufacturers can be made to see it in the same
light and pool their interests under one-man or unit

control, they will only be following the example of the

Licensed manufacturers.
There is another aspect in which this combination earns

our praise, and that is because each of its promoters
say that it is designed primarily for the safeguard of the

manufacturer and essentially for the advantage of the

renter and exhibitor. The Independent renters and ex-

hibitors have had a rather rough time of it of late, be-

cause, as they have complained to us over and over
again, they have been unable to get enough good pic-

tures. It is the aim of the Sales Company not only to

guarantee the quality but to guarantee a regular release

of sufficient quantity to maintain a healthy business con-

dition. Heretofore the exchange man has been uncertain

as to whether he would get a shipment from one or other

concern next week and he was afraid to take on customers
and exhibitors were afraid to make investments. But
with the combined product in the control of a strong
•commercial organization, and its distribution in the hands
of a competent manager, the Independents would be well

on the way of obtaining a very big slice of the moving
picture business of the United States.

We have said "a commercial organization" advisedly,

for it seems that there is 'more than one in the air,

although so far there is only one on paper. Another
group of Independent manufacturers are busy drawing
up a plan for a holding company in which all manufac-
turers and exchanges shall share alike, or in proportion

to their investment, after the operating expenses have
been deducted. Their plan is to place the management
of the sales and distribution in the hands of a man who
has no affiliation with any manufacturer represented in

the combination, he to work under the directorship of

a board of three to be elected at open meeting. Every
three months one director is to be retired and another
elected to take his place. Many excellent arguments
could be adduced in favor of a combination working
along these lines, but that is not our sphere. We merely
v.ite the fact to show that at present there is no unanimity
of action, if there be unanimity of purpose. Of course,

complete unanimity would have been better for the Inde-

pendent business as a whole and certainly for the Sales

Company as a unit, but whether it is unanimously sup-

ported or not, it seems destined to go on, for, as one of

the promoters rather irreverently put it, when we asked
if anyone else could buy stock in the Sales Company and
what they would do if the other manufacturers would
not affiliate. He replied : "There is no stock for sale

;

we will go on in spite of opposition, and no power in

heaven above or earth beneath can break up the com-
bination !"

So, accepting as sincere the assurances given us that

there is no personal ambition to foster and no joker in

the sales agreement, no carefully designed attempt on the

part of what is termed by their opponents as "the Four-
teenth street bunch" to freeze out or squeeze out com-
petitors, we think that the Motion Picture Distributing

and Sales Company is a more intelligent attempt

than any of its predecessors. We even go as far as to

say that it is the most adroit attempt that has yet been
made to control the Independent side of the moving pic-

ture business.

There must be, and there always will be, an Indepen-

dent side to this business. No sane person has ever

even dreamed of monopolizing it. Monopoly is out of the
question. Sybaritical utterances about trusts and monop-
olists make us and every sensible onlooker of the game
laugh outright. Vapid references to Standard Oil and
Mr. Rockefeller by illiterate journalists make us think
that the fool-killer is shirking his duties. Anybody who
thinks the matter out closely and intelligently will see
for himself that it is a practical impossibility to form a
monopoly in the moving picture field. Consequently we
say that there always must and always will be an Indepen-
dent side. But there is no business more amenable to regu-
lation—in other words, there is no business that is more
endangered by what is known as the open market. Be-
ware of the Pharisee who, from ignorance or design,

assiduously advocates the open market. A strong com-
mercial organization on the one side has already worked
wonders in safeguarding and elevating the business. So
let the other side come forward with their combination
on equally well defined and equitable lines and work
along a parallel course for mutual benefit and general
advancement.

But

—

let there be harmony. If it is to be the Sales

Company, why not fall in step and give the leaders a
chance to make good their promises? If the majority
vote of the present vested interests in the Independent
manufacturing field is against this combination, then
wherein lies their right to assume the role of dictator?

The Music and the Picture

The other night as we sat in the Parkway Theater,

Central Park West, New York City, watching the pic-

tures and listening to the excellent pianoforte music that

accompanied them, there passed through our minds the

reflections that we are embodying in this article. We
have said the same thing before, but we have no hesita-

tion in repeating ourselves, in asking moving picture ex-

hibitors or pianists or those responsible for the music
to fit the music to the picture. We will develop this point.

Turning over an old number of the Moving Picture
World, we find that about eight or nine months ago we
visited a Brooklyn theater only to hear, "I Dreamt That
I Dwelt in Marble Halls" played, whilst a Biblical subject

was being shown on the screen ! This, we pointed out,

was an anachronism. Anachronisms and absurdities are

shown so much in the moving picture field, that if we
were to enumerate them all. we should take up too much
of our space and run the risk of hearing the accusation

that we have heard before: that we are just knockers.

Of course, this is absurd. We are critical, and perhaps

severely so, but it is in the interests of the moving picture

first of all, and then of ourselves in the second place, be-

cause our prosperity is bound up in the prosperity of the

moving picture.

This question of suitable music for the moving picture

is one that should be handled from the purely scientific

aspect. Just as Wagner fitted his music to the emotions,

expressed by words in his operas, so in course of time, no
doubt, the same thing will be done with regard to the

moving picture. The Edison Company and others have
issued instructions in their bulletins for the kind of music
to accompany their pictures, but from our slight knowl-

edge of the subject we can perceive that this is only one

step, and that a preliminary step, towards the provision

of proper music for the moving picture.

In another article in this week's World we point out

briefly that the moving picture, in one of its aspects, is

merely a series of light sensations. That is true. But
also, in the acting end of the picture, we have repre-

sented, more or less effectively, a series of human emo-
tions. The "Imp" Company just now are profiting by
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the signal success of Miss Lawrence in their pictures.

They have issued photographs of this lady, showing a

rather good command of facial expression in the render-
ing of emotion. The lady seems to think before our
eyes, and to actually feel the emotions she is portraying.

Feature Films for Feature Music
While it would show unpardonable egotism on our

part, nevertheless it would make interesting reading to

the few sceptics who have not yet realized that the

Moving Picture Would is a power for good in its field,

if we were to print the many letters of commendation
and thanks we have received from exhibitors who have
profited by our precepts. Among several received this

week is one from the Orpheum Theater, Chicago, which
we select for comment because it touches upon a subject
which is dealt with in this number—the music to suit the

picture.

The Orpheum, an altogether well conducted and ex-
emplary theater, regales its audiences with music by a
highly efficient orchestra. But, what is more to the

point, the leader of this orchestra, Mr. William E. King,
takes especial pains to suit the nuances of his music to

i lu- scenes and to the character of the picture. Our
Chicago representative, Mr. Bradlet,, has taken a special

interest in the Orpheum, and it is largely through his

encouragement that suitable music has been adopted in

this and other theaters that he has visited. What more
congruous, then, than he should see in a coming release

a theme specially adapted for appropriate music of a high
class? Favored by Mr. George Kleine with an advance
view of the Gaumont film, "A Penitent of Florence," or
Gloria in Excelsis, Mr. Bradlet realized how the master-
ful production could be rendered even still more im-
pressive by a suitable musical accompaniment. So he
immediately interviewed the manager of the Orpheum,
Mr. Levine, and requested him to allow his orchestra
leader to prepare special music for the picture. Mr.
Kleine kindly consented to a second exhibition of the
film and approved the idea of the special music, and as

a result we find "The Penitent of Florence" advertised
in his bulletin for release April 19th with a special musi-
cal program by Mr. William E. King, that, if followed
by the musical conductors of other theaters, will make
the number the headliner of the day, to say the least, and
a treat to be long remembered. The story in itself is

clear, full of dramatic merit, and has a strong climax
and a happy ending. With the excellent Gaumont pho-
tography, what more could an exhibitor want? and we
hope every one will secure the film and make the most
of it by following the excellent musical program which
we will print next week with the story of the film.

While on this subject we also wish to draw attention

to another film, which, if presented with appropriate

music, will also create a great sensation. It is "The Old
Fiddler," an emotional sketch that will be released by the

Kalem Company on April 13th. Briefly, the story treats

of an old man who feels he is in the way, as his daughter-
in-law rudely objects to his fiddling while she attends

to her household duties. So the old man slips out at

night and leaves a note that he has gone to make his

living by his fiddle. On discovering this, the son up-
braids his wife and starts out to seek his father. Follow-
ing several clues, he at last hears the familiar strains

of the violin in the distance and lovingly brings his father

home to the now thoroughly repentant wife. It will be
a hard-hearted person indeed who can look upon this

picture without, shedding a tear, and if it is presented
with the strains of a violin following the movements of

the old fiddler, and, at the end of the search, if a gradual

it'll
» is effected to denote the approach to the fiddler,

the illusion will be complete and will captivate an;,

audience.

This simple touch of real life is so unlike the aver.

Kalem story, the characters are so well suited to their

parts, and the action is so well sustained and so per-

fectly natural that we can only say they have set up for

themselves in this film a very high standard indeed that

will take some effort—and then some— to live up to.

Not a "Fad
We were reading on Sunday last a very able article in

the New York "Times" on the social geography of the

East Side, by Professor W. E. Laegerquest, of Cornell.

Probably no more well judged analysis of the social con-

ditions of New York's poorer section has recently been
published. In the course of the article the learned pro-

fessor analyzes the amusements of the New York Ghetto
and delivers himself of the following: "One of the recent

growths in amusement has been the penny arcade and five-

cent vaudeville. There are seven penny arcades and
twenty-eight moving picture shows in the district (1908).
No doubt this fad, as all other fads of the American, will

soon grow old."

We have nothing to do with the penny arcades
(
but

we certainly have something to do with the moving pic-

ture, and we are rather sorry to see the idea take root in

the mind of a scientific man that the moving picture is a

fad, i. c, that its popularity with the public is likely to

pass away at any moment. If Professor Laegerquest will

kindly. turn to the last number of the Moving Picture
World and see what we have to say about Kleine's cata-

logue of moving pictures we believe that he will come to

the conclusion that the moving picture is no more a fad

than is the illustrated book, the telescope, the microscope,

the photographic camera, but that it has firmly estab-

lished itself as a part of the scheme of life of the great

American people. A fad hardly supports twenty thriving

manufacturers, who are, it seems, without exception, add-

ing to their manufacturing space: a fad hardly supports

some hundreds of renters, some thousands of employees

and some thousands of theaters, not to mention through-

out the world something like twenty different publications

devoted to the moving picture.

What we regard as "fads" are such things as ping-

pong, diabolo, roller skating, and certain phases of sport,

entertainment, personal mannerisms and habits. Anybody
looking back over the last ten years will know what we
mean. The whole community seems seized with some
sudden impulse to a kind of mild frivolity. At one time

society people made a fad of the bicycle. But with them
the bicycle is as dead as a doornail. Then a fad of de-

cadence broke out in the theaters. The light-hearted and
practical American people soon gave that fad its quietus.

It is hard to sav what the amusement future of the mov-
ing picture will be. It is rather in the evolutionary stage,

but as to its educational, scientific, industrial, scenic, geo-

graphic and other uses, why, these are simply necessities

of life. We hope the distinguished professor will pro-

cure a copy cf Mr. Kleine's catalogue, to which we re-

ferred last week, and then we are convinced he will nc
longer regard moving pictures as a "fad."

"Teddy"' Roosevelt's visit tn Rome last week caused enough
talk and newspaper comment to arouse the world. The
moving picture reproductions of the ex-President's visit to

Africa arc to be placed on exhibition Monday, April 18. and
the notoriety attending the traveler's visit to Rome should

serve as a cjood advertisement for them.
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MOVING PICTURES OR MOVING PHOTOGRAPHS.
By Thomas Bedding, F.R.P.S.

The fact that my friend, Mr. Pat Powers, advertises

picture plays, started me in a train of thought which I

will deliver myself of on this page, because I may get

some of my readers to think as I think on the subject, and
therefore absorb a number of progressive ideas. What
do we expect to see when we go to a moving picture

house, a moving picture or a moving photograph? Note
the distinction and the difference that I make, both here

and in the title of the article, a distinction and a differ-

ence between the picture and the photograph. Are we
aiming to produce and exploit pictures or photographs?
For it may be remarked that, while a picture is not, and
need nut necessarily be, a photograph, a photograph can

i picture. Pictures are of many kinds. There are

engravings, lithographs, paintings, etchings; the classifiers

place photography and photographs in a class by it and
themselves. They draw the distinction and the difference.

and practically say that a photograph is not and cannot
be a picture.

But it can be. as anybody who, like myself, has followed
the development of pictorial photography these last twenty
years very well- knows. Are our photographs pictorial?

If so. let us call them pictures. I do not think that they

are pictorial, except in a very few instances. Let me
briefly say what I mean by pictorial. I mean that the

making of the pictures is subjected to certain definite

laws of composition, grouping, lighting and selection, and
that being rendered into monochrome, or, in other words,
as in the case of the photograph, developed, the lights

and shades, the tones, the contrast, the scale of gradation
of a picture are accurate to nature.

Let the reader, who takes as deep an interest in the

picture as T do, commit this formula to memory when
next be is looking at the moving photograph and ask him-
self whether that photograph complies with his ideas of

this formula. He will be surprised how very few photo-
graphs on the screen come anywhere near this definition

of the pictorial. They are just photographs, moving
photographs, just camera snaps, the moving equivalent
of the stationary snapshot, haphazard in every essential

respect.

In stationary photography nobody pretends that a snap-
shot is anything but what it is. Nobody calls it a picture.

For the moment you come to criticise it, in 99 cases out
of 100 it falls down in respect of those qualities which
go to make a picture and which I have enumerated above.
Can the intelligent reader see the distinction which I

am drawing between the moving picture and the moving
photograph? Moving pictures are made, but they are
vastly inferior in point of numbers to the moving photo-
graph. Let me. by way of a purely personal observation,
tell the reader what I think moving pictures are like.

They are like those produced by Messrs. Gaumont, the
Urban-Eclipse, and very occasionally by some of the other
makers. To the ordinary moving picture theater visitor.
( 'aumont or Urban pictures have an indefinable "some-
thing" which they like, appreciate and enjoy, but do not
understand. I have noticed this over and over again.
This simply arises from an unconscious esthetic appre-
ciation of a well composed, accurately lighted, accuratelv
exposed and developed photographs. In other words,
thc c e pictures are pictorial. They are not- haphazard
photographs or snaps of an imperfectly arranged subject.

An artist has arranged, composed or chosen the theme,
a skilful technician has developed them, whilst, in the
latter case, that of the black or white photograph, the

clever photographer, that is to say, a clever workman,
has produced the result.

I want everybody who reads this article to do me the

justice of trying to understand it, and to see the distinc-

tion that I am drawing between pictorial moving picture

making and snapshot moving picture making. There is

a vast difference between the two. Before me as I write

are several of the photographic magazines. In these pub-
lications are some nice technical photographs produced by
clever photographers, which at first sight look like etch-

in--, engravings or reproductions of paintings by well-

known artists. And they are pictorial.

In emphasizing this difference, therefore, between the

pictorial moving picture and the ordinary moving picture,

I trust that I may be instrumental in getting many of my
readers to look for something more pictorial on the mov-
ing picture screen than they see in the majority of cases.

1 have said more than once that many of the manufac-
turers have hardly yet commenced to make pictures. They
are making photographs of a kind. But they are not

making pictures, as any man of art training—-I hold a

certificate, by the way, for art knowledge—very well

knows. In making this distinction between the making
of moving pictures and moving photographs. I have
drawn down upon my head the jeers of the ignorant and
illiterate fool who does not know the difference between
a picture and a photograph or a horoscope and a device

for cheating the public. Be that as it may, I conclude by
saying that exactly this time last year, I was publishing

in the World a series of articles on "The Modern Way
of Moving Picture Making" which might, I think, be read

with profit by those manufacturers and their help who
have come into the field since those articles were written.

For they and others who will read those articles may take

a step nearer the time to which I am looking forward,
namely, when the moving photograph will be a moving
picture.

There is a certain class of moving picture house, per-

haps the most objectionable feature we know of. and that

is the moving picture theater which is part and parcel of

a saloon or is run as an adjunct to the saloon. As long

as we have so many of this class, it would seem to be

more or less a hopeless task to set the public mind at ease

in regard to the moving picture as a safe and wholesome
place of amusement for young and old. And to divorce

the two interests will be no easv task in some of our cities,

but we believe a way will be found to do it. and when it

is done it will be done, we believe, by the right thinking

men among the moving picture exhibitors who desire to

rid the business of everything objectionable and who be-

lieve it is worthy of a permanent place among the amuse-
ment enterprises of our time.

The New York Sunday "American'* recently instituted a

moving picture feature in its City Life Section. The first

article appeared on March 27 and is by Kate Carew, who
visited scenes in the bewildering wonderland of the "silent

drama." The authoress treats her subject in a very informa-
tive manner. "\Ye especially applaud the opening paragraph
of the first article, which shows us that she has the interests

of the children at heart. The second article, which., like the
first, is illustrated with sketches, deals with prominent feat-

ures of the work. It is the intention of the Xew York "Amer-
ican" to treat the subject week by week from the popular
standpoint. A paper with the enormous "circulation of the
Sunday ".American" is bound to have a beneficial influence on
the moving picture business and we welcome its co-operation.
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Music and Motion Pictures.

B) S. I .. Roth vpfbl.

The very first thing for the careful manager to do in

this department is to get a good musician. I agree thai

the cpst is sometimes large, and you may think, too, that

yen cannol afford it. buf just give it a trial and see for

yourself how much better your performance will be, how
much better your average will loom up, and the very

thing that you were afraid would be an extravagance

will turn out to be the best investment you ever made.
It is absolutely impossible to accomplish anything with

a musician who has no ability
;

it is like trying to sweep
w ithout a broom.

\s most places use a pianist, it is not very difficult to

obtain almost anything in music for motion pictures.

First of all, the pianist for a motion picture theater

should he a good "faker" and an excellent reader. If

he or she is not. the manager should insist that they he-

come proficient in these two things, as without them they

can never he successful pianists for motion pictures.

They should have a good repertoire of the classics, semi-

classics, patriotic and popular selections, and should be

careful to learn the national airs of the different C( 1111-

tries ; they should be able to render, instantly, incidental

music, being able to swing from one selection to another
without any pause i r lu^itancy. This may seem very

hard, hut 1 assure \< u it is not, and only requires a little

practice, and will make the work all the more enjoyable.

What to play T cannot tell you here, as it would con-

sume too much space, but almost any of the heavy classics

will do for a good dramatic subject, interspersing now
and then with incidental music as the occasion demands.
For comedies, good lively marches, or popular songs, will

be found adequate. For patriotic pictures, patriotic

music, but be sure you have the right country. I once
heard a pianist playing "Dixie" for a heavy battle scene

which was laid in a foreign country, and the participants

were. \ believe, the French and Germans ; and she played

it right along through everything, and the drum was
right on the job with her, through death and pathos, love

and jealousy. Can you imagine the effect? This may
be rather rare, hut I assure you in a great many theaters

to-day the conditions are the same. Pianists must re-

member that they are merely one of the cogs in the wheel
that makes the picture theater go round, and as a rule the

people pay to see the pictures, not to hear the pianist, so

therefore play softly when occasion demands and always
remember the picture comes first.

Mr. Frelinger, of Indiana, issues a book of incidentals

which will help a great many pianists, and by getting this

book they will lie able to get a very good idea of what is

meant by incidental music, but they must also be careful

not to use the same thing over and over again. Mr.

Frelinger's idea is that it is merely a guide, and any fair

pianist will be able to fake around these little bars and
obtain variety, and yet maintain the effect. The Edison
Company issue with everv copy of their Kinetogram a

carefully arranged score for every one of their pictures,

and by following closely a very good idea can he had of

what is meant by arranging music to suit every scene and
everv action in a motion nicture.

Our tnend Will G. Fiarker writes ns that he lias completed
tin- new offices and works of the Barker Motion Photography,
Ltd. The works are situated in the outskirts of London.
The offices are in Topical House, Soho Square. "Locals."
that is "topical.'' pictures are Barker's specialties, and we
are promised new developments in the combination of the

talking and motion picture. We wish Mr. Darker every
success in his new enterprise.

The Moral Development of the Silent

Drama.

B) Frank I.. Dyer, in the "Kinetogram."

I here liould be no difference "i opinion between h

est and clean-minded nun on the subje< lorality,

either m a general sense <>r in its aplication to special i

diti< us such as the moving pictun art. All of us at l<

ought to know what is right and what is wrong. The
moving picture manufacturers should realize, and 1

believe all of the licensed manufacturers do realize, that

the present interest in the silent drama is not a mere p
ing, ephemeral craze. It contains too man) pi ssibil

for good and enlightenment to be regarded in any other

sense than as a permanent and dignified form of ami
ment. It makes its appeal largely to women and to yi Ung

iple, and it keeps many a man from the saloon.

A film manufacturer who would attempt to appeal to

his audience by putting out a picture in any wa\
tive or seeking to arouse interest by an appeal to the brute

instincts of his audience is as misguided as the man who
would tell a questionable story in a company of ladies and

gentlemen. He makes no appeal to either sex; the la

arc shocked and the men pity him for a fi ol. Certainly

a salacious or brutal or criminal scene depicted by a mov-
ing picture can make no appeal to the innocent-minded,

and, while there may be men who perhaps would view
such pictures with apparent pleasure, 1 doubt very much
if they really do. From a purely material sense, tl

fore, a film manufacturer, in my opinion, would make a

serious mistake in putting out a picture with the deliber-

ate purpose of pandering to a depraved or erotic taste.

I do not believe, however, speaking for the licensed man-
ufacturers, that the material side of the question i

important as is the idea that they have allied themselves

with a great movement that is designed in the future to

have a substantial effect on the views and character of

our people. They feel in a sense as the publishers of

high-class magazines, books and newspapers must feel

—

that their wares, to make a lasting appeal, must find a

response in the finer sense of their audiences and not

otherwise.

One very great handicap under which the licensed man-
ufacturers have labored is the fact that the moving picture

business has developed with tremendous strides and the

character of the audiences has apparently improved to

a corresponding extent. It has been difficult to meet the

demand, and in the rush and pressure, no doubt, there

have been isolated cases of scenes or instances which sober

second thought would probably have omitted ; but these

cases are rare and they are becoming 'rarer. The
ducing men, I think, without exception, appreciate the

character of the appeal which is to be made and they real-'

ize the ultimate development of the art to a position of

dignity and importance. When the works of Dickens an I

Victor Hugo, the poems of Browning, the plays

Shakespeare and'stories from the Bible are used as a

basis for moving pictures, no fair-minded man can deny

that the art is being developed along the right lines. There

pn bably always will be sporadic cases oi films based on

instances that are unduly brutal or sutr^estive. but the

business as a whole should not be condemned for this

reason any more than should the stacre be condemned be-

cause salacious and immoral plavs have been presented,

or that the drama should he condemned because s.-,m e of

the works of Tbsen and Bernard Shaw have beey I

on immoral an.] . . stive the

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN THE MOVING PICTURE BUSINESS. YOU

SHOULD SUBSCRIBE FOR THE MOVING PICTURE WORLD. $2.00.
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Observation?!
BY OUR MAN
ABOUT TOWN

I have heard so much of late regarding the stringency of

the Department of Water, Gas and Electricity of New York
City with regard to the qualifications of moving picture ma-
chine operators that I decided the other day to investigate

and see for myself if the department is as exacting as re-

ported. I am able to report that the Department is on the

job and applicants for licenses are receiving the hardest ex-

amination the board has enforced since the licensing of pict-

ure machine operators was first enforced. In 1909 there were
about 1,400 licensed operators in Greater New York. Of
this number about 900 have been examined for renewals of

cards and up to last Monday 364 renewals had been granted,
while more than 450 applicants were rejected. I asked a

well-known operator yesterday if there was any particular

reason for the slow progress made in examining the appli-

cants and the large percentage of rejections. He replied that

the slow progress was due to the attention given the exami-
nations. Any operator who succeeds in getting the depart-
ment's endorsement now may be relied upon. The exami-
nations are rigid and bona fide. I do not wish to convey
the impression that previous examinations were fakes. What
I do mean is that the present examinations are more tech-
nical, go deeper into details, and are devoid of any traps
or tricks. It is a well-known fact that in former years the
department's examining board resorted to various means to
run the applicant up against trouble purposely created to
make him search and locate the source. It was frequently
claimed that these tactics were carried a little too far at
times and were unfair to a great extent. It was also claimed
that many worthy applicants failed to pass examination on
account of some of these traps. However, conditions are
changed and the applicant now has placed before him an
apparatus that is in no way "fixed," and he is given the same
opportunity to demonstrate his abilitv as he is given when
he enters a place to give a show. I have not taken the ex-
amination, but from the expressions of nervousness and
uncertainty on the part of some operators I know who are
about to take, or have taken the examination, I am convinced
that an operator must know something more than he can
glean from a correspondence course. If the present rule is

kept in force there is no disputing the assertion that the
theoretical operator is a thing of the past and the man who
gets a card is one of experience.

% * ^

I also took the trouble to inquire as to how the operators'
union took the current developments and the information
I gleaned from one who is looked upon as an authority on
such matters shows that the union takes the situation very
philosophically. My informant stated that it is generally
known that, in spite of the enormous increase in the number
of moving picture places the number of operators has far
exceeded the demand. If in this great number there are
operators who are not qualified to be termed such the union
is bound to submit with all clue grace to the decision of any
board that is qualified to determine the question and does
so in a fair and legitimate manner. It is not the province
of the union to espouse the cause of anyone who is not quali-
fied, and furthermore the pruning of unqualified operators
by a competent board of examiners is really to the advantage
of the union and its qualified members in many respects that
are quite obvious.

.

^ * *

Thinking of the operators recalls to my mind an ordinance
that is before the Board of Aldermen of Greater New York.
It provides that no person shall operate a moving picture
projecting machine until he has been examined and licensed
by the electrical board of the Department of Water, Gas and
Electricity. It also provides that the manager of the place
of exhibition will be held to equal accountability for violation
of the ordinance; that is, before emploving an operator the
manager must first satisfy himself that the applicant has been
duly examined and licensed. The penalty for violation of
the proposed ordinance is $100 fine, or three months' im-
prisonment, or both.

* * *

If the bill gets to a vote of the Board of Aldermen it will

get there only after a hard fight. I understand some exhibi-

tors are opposing it because they do not wish to be saddled
with any responsibility as to the licensing of an operator.
Some of them claim that they can be very easily imposed
upon by an operator securing a position on a card borrowed
from a friend. This contention, however, does not carry
weight with it. In the first place, it is not probable that a
manager would be subjected to the penalty if he can show
that he acted in good faith and the operator secured the po-
sition by fraud. In the second place, operators know too
well what will happen to them if they lend a card to another
who has no card and is not entitled to one, and if the pro-
posed ordinance is enacted every case in which an operator
may lend his card to another will surely be detected. None
will know at what hour of day or night an inspector will

drop into a picture place and ask the operator to produce
his card and show he is qualified to operate the machine.

The Summer season at Coney Island is slowly coming to

life—that is, the moving picture end of it. A number of
places are now running on Sundays and some of them also
run on Saturdays. In about five weeks hence all the Island
will be active and the picture shows will be in daily opera-
tion. I visited the Island last Sunday and found the picture
places well patronized considering the time of the season.
It seems to be nip and tuck between the picture men and
the frankfurter vendors as to who gets on the ground first,

but the former wins out because there are a few places on the
Island that run pictures the year round.

Reports from the West state that local authorities in vari-

ous places have started a crusade against moving pictures

that are not censored before being placed on exhibition. In
some places laws have been passed making such exhibitions
misdemeanors and the renting exchanges have become badly
frightened. There is no occasion for alarm. The authorities
referred to have stated that they will recognize the censor-
ship of the National Board of Censors. All they want is

some evidence that this Board has passed on the films, and
this, I understand, is being looked after by the proper par-
ties. Tn one or two instances, reports state, the local au-
thorities insist upon a local censorship as well as the other.

In my opinion, this is going a little too far. Local adminis-
trations of this character are frequently prejudiced, or so
tight-lac^d, as to bar conservative sentiment. The calibre of
the National Board of Censors is such that its approval of
a subject may be accepted with safety by any community.
I will admit that in a few instances recently subjects ap-
proved have occasioned comment, but upon looking into the
matter I have received explanations that satisfied me. One
explanation given is that to eliminate all suggestion of unlaw-
fulness or crime would not only wholly destroy some sub-
jects, but also wipe out the moral sought to be conveyed.
To properly present a moral it is frequently necessary to

depict or subject a crime or act of unlawfulness. Take,
for instance, one of the recently issued series of biblical pict-

ures. One scene shows the intended slaughter of an infant

as a test to determine which of two women claimants was
the mother of the child. The scene is one of the most strik-

ing of the story and the incident could not be told in any
other way.

* * *

The same latitude granted the censorship of biblical sub-

jects should be accorded the others. This could be conceded
with safety. It is a certainty that this latitude would not
be exercised to its full extent. There are some incidents

in biblical stories that would kill a modern story. No manu-
facturer would use them. Pictures that are intended to make
a hero of a villain or convict, or uphold some unlawful act

will never pass the National Board of Censors. To say that

the portrayal of a crime in a picture tends to lead children

and weak-minded people to commit similar acts is all rot

when it is remembered that such portrayals are followed by
a moral showing the inevitable penalty that is paid by people

who commit such acts. Give the pictures a fair show. Don't
dig into their vitals to try and find something suggesting evil.
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THE MOTION PICTURE DISTRIBUTING AND SALES
COMPANY.

Its Object and Aims Outlined by Its President.

Carl Laemmle, the president of the newly organized Mo-
tion Picture Distributing and Sales Company, lias issued the

following statement regarding its platform:
"First and foremost, the object of the new company is to

solidify all the Independents—the exhibitors, the exchanges
and the manufacturers.
"Second. ,t is distinctly not a money-making company, but

a plan which will enable the Independents to act as a unit,

promptly, effectively and backed by every man who has the

good of the Independent movement at heart.

"Third, it will most assuredly not pose as a dictator, but
rather as a clearing house—a central agency which will be
held responsible for and to the Independents.
"This company is the result of weeks and months of serious

discussions. It is a sort of evolution, containing the best ideas
of many which were submitted with a view toward making
the whole Independent movement so powerful that any and
all exhibitors and exchanges desirous of asserting their in-

dependence can do so without that vague and indefinite fear
which has held some of them back in the past.

"The only objection raised by anyone against the new com-
pany has been the assertion that it might be mistaken for an
'Independent Trust.' This argument falls of its own weakness
for the reason that the very men who now constitute the
backbone of the Independent movement—the exhibitors and
the exchanges and the manufacturers—are men who have
shown by their actions that they will not stand for the yoke,
men who have defied oppression at the risk of their fortunes
and welfare.
"The new company will be conducted with absolute candor

and openness. Every man who has a question to ask con-
cerning the Motion Picture Distributing and Sales Company
is herewith advised to present it immediately. We will com-
pile a list of all such queries and answer them publicly.

"The Independent manufacturers will sell their product di-

rectly to the Motion Picture Distributing and Sales Company.
The latter will deal directly with the exchanges. Thus the
exchanges, instead of transacting business with a large num-
ber of different houses, will have the one central company to
deal with. We have figured that this feature alone will elimi-

nate thousands of dollars of waste, not only for the manufac-
turers, but for the exchanges.
"One of the duties of the new company will be to investi-

gate the eligibility of such new exchanges as may apply for

independent films. We have found that the opposition has
set up so-called independent exchanges for the probable ob-
ject of hurting genuine independent exchanges already in ex-
istence. The Motion Picture Distributing and Sales Com-
pany will see that every genuine independent exchange gets
a square deal. It naturally follows that the exhibitor will

likewise be given fair, honest treatment, since he is the prime
source of ail Independent strength.
"The Independents have tried several plans intended to

accomplish the end now sought by the new company. The
first step forward was made by J. J. Murdock when he
formed the international company. His efforts were not ap-
preciated, but in time to come his name will be high on the
list of Independent pioneers. The next step was the forma-
tion of the Alliance, and that has done and is still doing
much good work, but the power that the Alliance possesses
is insufficient to cope with certain new developments of the
business. Profiting by the experiences of all former endeav-
ors to cement the Independents into one powerful and indis-

soluble body, we have created the Motion Picture Distribut-
ing and Sales Company. At the present time we cannot see
how it can be anything but a wonderful benefit to everybody
sincerely interested in the Independent cause. Should the
time come when it proves anything other than a benefit, that
instant will sound its doom. This is the pledge extended by-

men who value their honor in the cause more than they
value dollars and cents."

No doubt our readers have noticed the rather unique ad-
vertisements of the Paramount Film Company of New York.
One of its effects has been that it is to-day one of the most
talked-of exchanges in the East: but another and more im-
portant one is that the concern has been deluged with com-
munications from exhibitors who jumed at the opportunity
of getting in touch with a real live exchange. The situation
in New York City is so confused that this concern has found
it absolutely necessary to come forward very emphatically
with regard to its affiliations. The Paramount Film Company
is a comparative newcomer in the rental field, but from all

present appearances they are due to establish a record for
meteoric development.

INDEPENDENCE OF THE INDEPENDENTS.

ailed a i of Independent
manul ol motion ; at which v.

ompan)
Pantograph ( orporation; Ditt< nd \\ hitman,
Actophone I pany; 1. W. Ullman, of the Columbia Film
Company; Prieur, representing the Lux and L<
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of the Powers Company, and A. <.. Whyte, sail
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discussing a prop* dated by the Motion
Picture Distributing and Sales Company, it was explaii
that the E mpany was a corporation formed by
Xew York Motion Picture Co. and the Independent Mo,
Pictures Co., who held the entire stock of tin- Sah
pany, which proposes in future to market the product
all Ji nt concerns. It appears to be the di
this company to, if possible, Secure tin- -ale of the films
other manufacturers of Independent motion pictures, thereby
constituting themselves the only channel through which an
Independent manufacturer could dispose of his goods to the
exchanges.

The matter was fully discussed at the meeting and it was
agreed that though, on the face of it, it seemed an innocent
proposition, nevertheless, owing to the fact that the con-
trolling parties of the Sales Company were leading factors
in the Independent field, there was a probability of their
securing control of the products of other manufacturers, the
exclusive sale of which would place the Sales Company in
a position to dictate to the other manufacturers and ex-
changes. For example: in the proposed agreement there is

no guarantee to the outside manufacturer that his goods will
have an assured market as to the number of copies, or length
of time in excess of two weeks, in which they are obliged
to sell the product of any manufacturer. An obnoxious
clause in the agreement is felt to be that the manufacturer
shall bind himself for a period of three year-, and be asked
to agree to a two weeks' cancellation on the part of the
Sales Company, if they so desire it. It was pointed out
at the meeting that the Sales Company were borrowing an
idea from the Motion Picture Patents Company, which im-
poses a two weeks' clause on the various exchanges, to
which objection was, and still is, taken.

Another feature of the proposed agreement is that the
Sales Company shall act as a board of censors on other
manufacturers' products. This, owing to the fact that the
Sales Company consists only of the Xew York Motion
Picture Company and the Independent Moving Pictures Com-
pany, places the goods of the outside manufacturer at a
disadvantage as compared with the goods of their com-
petitors in the company, as the balance of voting power
would be in their hands.

The meeting was of opinion that this scheme of the Sales
Company has been formulated simply for the purpose of
protecting the present sales of the two companies interested.
The meeting was also of the opinion that as new manu-
facturers are coming into the Independent field with good
photographs and are gradually, in virtue of the good quali-
ties of those pictures, reducing the sales of the two com-
panies, in order to keep their own market they have estab-
lished the Sales Company to endeavor, with or without
the assistance of the other manufacturers, to force the ex-
change to purchase their products exclusively, and will re-
fuse to sell their goods to any exchange which purchases
films not controlled by the Sales Company.
The meeting was also of opinion that it is the intention

of these two companies to secure the signatures to the sales

agreement by exchanges as quickly as possible, as they are
aware that, in view of the high quality of the other manu-
facturers, unless this is done at once, the object they have
in view will not be accomplished-

After reading the agreement presented to the manufactur-
ers, the meeting was of opinion that it would be "commercial
death" to any concern which decided to select the Sales
Company as the medium for marketing their goods, owing
to the fact that if they succeeded in killing off the outside
manufacturers desirous of making first class photographs
and controlling the exchanges, the manufacturers and ex-
changes who have not signed would be at the mercy of
this company.

It is possibly advisable that a sales distributing company
should be formed to distribute Independent films through
one channel, but it was felt by the meeting that those in-

terested in the business should have a controlling voice in

the conduct of the agency through which their goods are

distributed.
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By

Graphicus.

"The onlooker sees most of the game." And it was a great
game that was played in New York City when the Interna-

il Moving Picture Alliance met last week. A great game
for many people, out of which the possible winners are few.

Myself, at present, I am ignorant of the great game of poker
—the American national game of cards. But I hope one of

these days to he ? neophyte in it, and maybe a proficient,

because I love the beautiful sentiment of it, which is bluff.
* # *

Now, dear boys of the National Independent Moving Pic-
ture Alliance, you were all bluffing one another last week at

the Imperial Hotel, and not one of you has got a little ahead
of the game. The game when it is reduced down to its ulti-

mate simplicity means what it meant last year, that someone
amongst you on the Independent side will get the ascendancy
of things. That is what you were all working for last year
in New York City. Who the victor is to be, time alone wiil

tell.
* * *

Personally I do not care, nor does anybody in the moving
picture field. The feeling is this: that they would like to see
a successor to Mr. Murdock or Mr. Freeman, both extinct
volcanoes. Air. Brulatour was elected president of the Alli-

ance, in his absence, but 1 am informed that he will only bear
that unlooked-for honor until he can tender his resignation,
as his other multifarious duties render it impossible for him
to serve.

* * *

It is a very curious situation; business conflicts with per-
sonal ambition. It is open to question whether my friend
Mr. Adam Kessell wants to be the boss, or whether Charles
Baumann wants to be the boss. You never know. These
are two great minds in the moving picture field. The third
is that of my friend I. C. Oes; the fourth is that of the amia-
ble W. II. Swanson, unquestionably a very clever man, but
one who dries not show his hand. Then comes the irrepress-
ible "Pat" Powers, also playing a hand in the game. Like-
wise the quiet Carl Laemmle; and the presiding genius of
the Pantograph Corporation. Etcetera; etcetera!

* * *

Israel Zangwill, one of the great playwrights of the world
wrote a play a year ago called the "Melting Pot," which was
put upon the Xew York stage. And it meant this: that
America was the place where a variety of races gathered and
were put into a pot, reduced, evaporated and brought forth
as tlu rial American—the American of all our dreams, a

typical man of the future.
* * *

Something like this was on my mind last week when taking
part in and being a guest of the meeting at the Imperia 1

Hotel. Something or somebody has got to come out of it

1 do not know who or what that is; it might be Brulatour
of the Lumiere Company; it might be Tom Cochrane of the
"I ni])''; it might be Mr. Thanhouser or equally so James
Whitman of the Actophone Company; it might be Charles
Baumann of the Xew York Motion Picture Company; it

might be the inscrutable Pat Powers. I do not know.
When Adam and Eve were driven out of Paradise according
to John Milton, "The world was all before them, where to

choose." That is the cool, deliberate impression left upon
my mind by studying this last meeting of the Alliance. The
world is all before them where to choose.

What is needed, of course, is a Moses of the Independent-
situation. Murdock thought he was the Moses, and so did
Chester M. Freeman. But they both failed to cross the Red
Sea and lead the children of Israel out of the wilderness into
which they have floundered. There are many candidates for
the position of Moses, all dear, good, charming men. Which
of you will be the Moses? Settle it amongst yourselves. But
settle it soon.

* * *

The whole "io o'clock in the morning" sentiment is this:

Somebody has got to be the leader. You have not got a

leader. It is rather a hard thing to say. but you are just a

flock of sheep wandering in the wilderness and there is no-
body to lead you. You had better get together and ele :t a

real leader for the good of the business. I repeat: for the
good of the business and for the good of yourselves. So
that you, yourselves, may be the immediate gainers and the
public the penultimate gainers. Then, by the customary cir-

cumlocutory process, the game and the profits will come back
to you; otherwise the Independent side of things.

* * *

I think you have the will but not the inclination to elect
a leader. When you do the latter it will be better for the
business as a whole, because it will strengthen the Indepen-
dent position and incidentally strengthen the trust position
and reflect back upon yourselves. The trust or associated
manufacturers is a strong body to-day, but it is neither in-
vulnerable nor impregnable. "Opposition and competition
do us all good." So do "attrition of mind upon mind." What
is needed to-day from the point of view of the public, who
are the final arbiters in the matter, is a well-organized body
such as the associated manufacturers, and an equally well
organized body of Independents. Then the real fight will be
one of competition. The public will gain by the quality of
the products, and all your pockets will be filled. At present,
however, the associated manufacturers' side is quietly strong,
but the people on the Independent side are noisily weak.
That is the trouble: noisily weak. Are you not? ,

The managers of the Pastime Theater, Madison. Me., H.
W. Smiley & Co., report that the illustrated song "The Cot-
tage on the Hillside Far Away" proved to be one of their
best drawing cards in a long time.

The Xew Palace Theater, St. Paul, -Minn., was showing a
few weeks since "The Converts." The treasurer, W. A. A.
Mustard, speaks in terms of high praise of this film and its

possibilities for great moral teaching. That more such films

would do much to elevate the standard of moving pictures
is unquestioned. The arrangement of the neatly printed pro-
gram of this house reflects up-to-date management.

Two very realistic crack-a-jack pictures will be shortly is-

sued by the Kalem Company. Both are carefully prepared
illustrations of actual historical episodes as recounted in the
school books of to-day. In the way that the Kalem people
have handled these stories there is nothing of the dime novel
nature so very painfully apparent in other so-called Indian
stories, and one looks in vain for the inconsistencies that
characterize the work of the amateur producer.

The Bijou, Fitchburg, Mass., presented the "Life of Moses,"
accompanied by a lecture by W. Stephen Bush, on March
21 to 23, giving an afternoon and evening exhibition each
day. An exhibition of this high-class biblical picture and lec-

ture was most appropriate at this time. It is forethought like

this on the part of managers that will do much in any locality

to popularize the moving picture theater. The manager of
the Bijou, H. F. Jackson, forwards some photographs of bill-

board advertising which have brought them a perceptible in-

crease in the right kind of patronage.

Novel Announcement Slide.—From the Brayton Mfg. Co.,

122 East Randolph street, Chicago, we have received an an-
nouncement sbde bearing the novel inscription: "The man-
agement has provided mirrors in the lobby for the ladies to
adjust their hats. Please remove your hats during the per-

formance." The World representative says that this slide

has made a great hit at the Orpheum Theater in Chicago,
as they have large mirrors in the lobby and also provide
hatpins for their lady patrons. No doubt this slide will have
as great a vogue as the one "Just to remind you" which. was
issued by the Brayton people some time ago. The Brayton
slides are very tastefully colored and worthy the attention of

exhibitors.

The Moving Picture World would like to hear from ex-

hibitors as to what were the most popular films they have
shown during the past three months. Which have received

the most applause or have been most favorably commented
upon by the public? Which have they expressed a wish to

see the second time?
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COMMENTS °™ FILMS

"A Ranchman's Wooing" (Essanay).—Here is offered a

solution of the wedding problem which will perhaps help
other-; in a similar dilemma. The widow won't marry him
until he disposes of his four single daughters, and proposes
kicking the lovers off tne place to make them elope. The

:me \\<>rks to perfection and he gets the widow, while the

girls set the fellows they want. This is all worked out humor-

ously and brings many a laugh before it finishes. This char-

acter of play is admirably produced by the Essanay actors.

They put just the right spirit and dash into it to make it

interesting and attractive. One pretty scene is the repro-

duction of a barn dance and the Virginia reel to the music
of an old fiddler.

"The Airship Gaze" (Essanay).—The amusing stunts per-

formed by a crowd of people who are watching a Hying ma-
chine as it circles in the air. It is a sort of rough-house com-
bination, but is such an accurate reproduction of what peopie
do under such circumstances that it is extremely funny.

"The Fall of Babylon" (Gaumont).—A Biblical picture

which, for setting, sumptuousness of staging and costuming
and close attention to detail, has never been surpassed. All

the important events of the fall of that great city are repro-
duced, following closely the narrative in the Bible. The best
available sources of information were followed in the prepara-
tion of the costumes. The staging is made to reproduce, so
far as is possible now, the appearance of the city, or those
parts of it which are shown. One scarcely feels like attempt-
ing a criticism, since the producer, who must have expended
a great deal of time upon it, had access to information with
which the average person is unfamiliar. Necessarily it is im-
possible to offer anything that would be helpful in a situation

like this. Perhaps when it is said the picture follows cloj

the Bible narrative and emphasizes by graphic illustration

the impression which the story may have produced, that is

sufficient. The firm is to be congratulated upon producing
such an important picture in such a sumptuous and altogether
satisfactory manner.

"Foxy Ernest" (Pathe).—A humorous skit which introduces
a novelty in the hiding of a gentleman in a huge clock, which
eventually finds its way into his own house as a present to

his wife. The gentleman very astutely observes that he se-

lected the hiding place for reasons of his own, which should
satisfy anyone who possessed the smallest modicum of com-
prehension.

"A Conquest" (Pathe).—An amusing picture which depicts
graphically and forcibly the punishment meted out to a mash-
er who annoyed a beautiful woman and was allowed to see
her home, only to be unceremoniously kicked down the steps
by her husband.

"The Wife of Marcius" (Selig).—A story of intrigue in

ancient Rome, in which one attempts to win the love of his

friend's wife, but even though he practices all sorts of mach-
inations to accomplish his purpose, he fails and adequate
deserts are meted out to him. An attractive feature of this

picture is the reproduction of scenes in a Roman house. The
details are worked out with close attention to the details of
the manners and customs of that time so that, apart from its

interest as a story, the film contains much of actual educa-
tional interest. Acting and photography combine to make
a technically satisfactory picture.

"A Broken Spell" (Vitagraph).—A picture which is i:

. in that n d<

tun.'

cian tory,
but,

quern rely enmeshed. Such occurrei
whili o common, and possibly the •:

:ial.

"The Dreamer" nt).— \ b hich con-

ffccl i- inexpressibly funny in places.
"Amateur Billiards" (Gaumont).—An amusing represi

lion of how amateurs play billiard- I

shown which arc not always included in thi

haps the amateurs an- not all SO lively or do not kno
man\ •laying. Billiard players will enjoy this

travesty upon their favorite game.
"O'er Crag and Torrent" (Gaumont).—A gi

of rough crags and mountain torrents. Wholly scenic in

char < picture exhibits the characteristics of boti
stones and the water in a way that will appeal to those
know them as they are. The selection of the various points

iew is to be commended, while the technical work has
been excellently done.

"Lorenzo, the Wolf" (Pathe).—A romantic picture, center-
ing around a love story which includes the abduction of a
girl and shutting her up in a cave. There is a rescue party
in which the lover whom the girl's father did not like pr
himself a hero, the kidnapper is killed and the ople
live happy ever after. It may be that tin- chief interest in this

picture will center around the good reproductions of mountain
scenery and the activities of the hunting party.

"Athletic Sports in India"
letic sports in India, well chosen and cleai -died.

In some instances the photographic work was
has been well done. It will afford very mar;
of sports in that far away Strai try.

"The Fruits of Vengeance" (Vitagraph).—A - dra-
matic picture worked out with all the -kill an I at-

tention to details which characterize the work of this

pany. The appeal will be principally alony the lim

matic work. The story is made iir by tin- clever in-

terpretation and it- development at tin- hai i ;'able

company is made extremely interesting.

"The Smoker" (Biograph). Perhaps
ealed under the clever acting which char.

lent picture. Any smoker will agree that it is difficult

indeed to break away from the habit, but not all rent premises
where they can -moke in comfort and where it will not annoy
their wives. In this instance jealousy intervenes and clearly

trouble is brewing. Fortunately, however, the v. -ible

and the difficulty ends by the removal of her objections and
the privilege of hubby enjoying his smoke at home. Ad-
mirably acted and clearly photographed, the film deserves the
attention it receives.

"His Last Dollar" (Biograph).—A delicioi comedy,
representing a young man attempting to do som< ining
upon his last dollar. He gets his deserts, as might be ex-
pected, and then to cap the whole the girl who got him into
all this trouble leaves him abruptly when another gentleman
appears. He retires to the lemon grove to muse upon the
difficulties that beset one wdio attempts to satisfy a cham-
pagne appetite upon a beer income.
"The Daughter's Choice" (Lubin).—A simple tale, well told.

which thrills and excites heart interest as it runs. It is told

in good acting and with the best of photography. While not
sensational, it contains much that interests and holds the at-

tention of the audience throughout.

"As It is in Life" (Biograph).—Whether this picture is true

to life or not is a question which must be decided by each
individual for himself, but it is not too much to say that it

contains much human nature. Personal jealousies often play
a larger part in the lives of individuals than is realized, and
this picture is based upon this potent fact. Rut there i- some
degree of happiness injected into the old man's life when the

grandchild is taken to him and he agrees with the mother
that it is quite the most beautiful baby ever seen. But the

principal point of interest will center around the representa-
tion of personal jealousies which develop as the story is told.

Acting and photography are both adequate and the picture

will undoubtedly create more than ordinary interest.

"Back to Boarding" (Lubin).—A comedy which will not
fail to get both laughter and applause. The why and where-
fore is so clearly depicted in the film that it requires no
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further explanation here. It develops the degree of humor
which has made so many Lubin comedies popular, and should

add materially to any program of which it is a part.

"The Good Boss" (Pathe).—A picture representing a spirit

on the part of an employer which would go a long way to-

ward settling the difficulties between labor and capital. Not
that every employer could do as this one did, but every
employer, as is here depicted, could show something of sym-
pathy in what his employees are doing. It is one of those

Pathe films in which the actors touch the very springs of

human existence in such a simple and natural way that all

audiences, whether large or small, cannot fail to be interested.

"Agra" (Pathe).—Beautifully colored and interesting views
of one of the large cities of the Indian empire. The scenes

are faithful reproductions of the actual life of the town as it

filed before the camera man. It is another in the series of

travel pictures which have come from the Pathe studio and
which have added much to the information of the world.

"The Common Enemy" (Selig).—A war picture represent-

ing graphically, and in a natural way, the fear which the

guerrillas of the Civil War excited. There is the dispatch of

a messenger, the daughter of the house, and her wounding to

add a heart interest, while the timely arrival of the soldiers

and the wiping out of the band of marauders supplies a

fitting climax to the picture. It is worked out with the care

which characterizes the work of the Selig players and repre-

sents scenes which were too common for comfort and safety

during those trying times.

"A Drama of the Mountain Pass" (Gaumont).—A picture

representing the robbery of a number of tourists among the

Pyrenees. The guilt of the innkeeper who advises the trip

is afterward established. While the story possesses its due
share of interest, probably the most attractive portion will be
the mountain scenery and the representation of mountain
climbing which is given. The mountains are picturesque and
rugged, and the operator performed his part well. In some
ways this is one of the best mountain pictures this firm has
ever turned out. The operator selected his viewpoints with
considerable care and with a full appreciation of the require-

ments of the picture.

"Poetry of the Waters" (Gaumont).—A picture like this is

beyond description. It is a series of ten views taken off the

southern coast of France, representing early morning, brill-

iant noontide and darkening evening. The operator was an
artist of more than ordinary ability and his work was per-

formed with a finish and perfection which could not be ques-
tioned. The picturesque scenery, augmented by the beauties

of the different hours of the day represented, have combined
to form a picture which will linger long in the memory.

"From Shadow to Sunshine" (Vitagraph).— Sometimes
when one sees a picture of this sort one wonders if such
things are possible in every-day life, or if, after all, these
stories are made up for the benefit of those to whom the

world looks dark. Such remembrance as is shown by this

actress is to be commended, and maybe there is something
like it in the world. At any rate, it is refreshing to see it

even in a motion picture; and the Vitagraph actors, who play
it so well, are to be congratulated for their good work. Even
a suggestion of this sort is helpful. The reality would indi-

cate a change in the human animal.

"The Heart of a Rose" (Edison).—A tender love story,

filled with strong passion and the dramatic power of attempt-
ed repression of an affection that cannot be denied. The
dramatic scenes follow each other in such quick succession
that one has scarcely time to realize one before another is

presented. Perhaps the most dramatic of all is the one in

which the old professor realizes the conditions, renounces
his own love and gives the girl to the younger man. It is

one of those films which cannot be described, and is scarcely
susceptible of criticism. The strong emotions of the heart
are so clearly shown that one's interest never flags and one's
sympathies are never given an opportunity to rest. The
acting is above the ordinary standard, convincing in its fidel-

ity to the story, and the photography is clear and satisfactory.

"It Pays to Advertise" (Edison).—A really delicious com-
edy which illustrates what persistence and unique methods
will accomplish in the face of adverse circumstances. Any-
how, the girl who refused the young man on Sunday found
his promised daily proposal staring at her every day in the
week until on Saturday she is desperate and stays at home
to tell him what the thinks of him and his methods. One
need not disclose here the happy ending, since the picture
tells that so graphically that it cannot be misunderstood,
and the touch of real art in the closing scene is an attractive

addition.

"Imagination" (Essanay).—Here is a comendy that will

make your patrons laugh, no matter how morose and gloomy
they may be. It holds the interest from beginning to end
because of the succession of wholly unexpected incidents
which are strung together with a thread of humor that is

one of the funniest yet put out by this house. The fun is

fast and furious most of the way.

"Henry's New Hat" (Essanay).—A companion to the above
and done quite as effectively and satisfactorily. It is quite
as funny, though in a totally different way, and no manager
need fear the result when he puts this picture on the screen.

"Uprising of the Utes" (Kalem).—Another of the Indian
pictures this house is releasing now. While the essential
features of the Indian character are substantially the same
in all the different tribes represented, minor details of dress
and action are worked out with care and in most instances
the actors have succeeded in depicting successfully the char-
acteristics of the nations represented. In this instance an up-
rising is made the basis of a thrilling Indian story and the
action which centers around it is sufficiently graphic to af-

ford a reasonably accurate impression of what actually oc-
curred during these uprisings. The company has done good
work in this, as well as other Indian pictures, and deserves
commendation for its efforts.

"Wandering Willie's April Fool's Day" (Kalem).—A farce
which graphically represents the results of an April Fool day
upon a Wandering Willie. The picture has many laughs con-
cealed about its person and will prove a popular film wher-
ever shown.

"The Duchess de Langeais" (Pathe).—A love story with
a distinct French setting. The duchess, piqued at the cold-
ness of a famous general, decides to make him love her, and
before they know it both are in love. The last scene is in

a convent, where the general discovers the body of his love
in a lonely cell, and there imprints his first and last kiss
upon her brow. As a heart story it holds the attention of
the audience, developing interest as it proceeds and causing
one to wonder if such things can be. The acting and staging
are both excellent, and the photography is without a blemish.

"The Vintage" (Pathe).—Few people in America, where
the manufacture of wine is a comparatively new industry,
know how it is made. This industrial film will be a source
of information to all such and deserves a place in the cate-
gory of educational subjects. The picture is made upon the
sunny slopes of the hillside of Southern France and all the
essential operations of wine making are graphically shown.
Perhaps it was not so intended, but in any case the expres-
sion on the face of the taster adds a touch of humor, since
it is evident that he is fond of his occupation.

"The Fly Pest" (Urban).—Perhaps no more effective rep-
resentation of the dangers from flies could be devised than
this. It represents, in a much enlarged form, all the stages
of a fly's growth, and shows how it carries contagion by
illustrating the steps across a screen where every touch of
the foot results in leaving thousands of microbes developing
all sorts of contagious diseases. The picture is revolting and
very forcibly impresses upon an audience the dangers of the
fly pest. Boards of health could use this with good results
in impressing their lessons upon the public.

"Her Father's Choice" (Urban).—No explanation of this
picture is needed. It is a love story with a simple plot, but
so well told that it is easily understood. The cowardice
of the choice of the girl's father makes it possible for the
young man in the case to win his sweetheart.

"Further Adventures of the Girl Spy" (Kalem).—A war
story that promises to be popular, since it details graphically
what purports to be the adventures of a girl spy. Such stories
usually thrill with adventure and in this instance the story is

made to seem very real. Acting and photography are both
satisfactory and convincing, while the setting assists mate-
rially in making the story plain. This company has a knack
of making such pictures seem real. Often they are so real-

istic that one seems to live over the scenes with the charac-
ters. To some extent that is true in this picture, and un-
doubtedly very many will enjoy the picture and appreciate
the story.

"A Woman's Caprice" (Pathe).—Apparently a dream, but
with a memory which was pleasant for one short while. Per-
haps this picture will be chiefly interesting because it repre-
sents how easily a person's head may be turned. The same
conditions could scarcely exist in America, but the chief feat-

ures might be reproduced in all essential features and possibly
the effect would be the same. At any rate, it may have the
effect of pointing some fluttering moth to the danger which
besets near the glowing flame.
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"The Rhine Falls at Schaffhausen" (Pathe).—A romantic
scene adequately photographed and correctly colored. The
waters tumble dmt the rocks which break them into exquisite
masses of fleecy foam. One fancies i lie roar of the waters
can be distinctly heard as the waters plunge over the rocks.
The photographer did his work well. 11 is point of view was
well chosen and he succeeded in conveying the impression
of a real cataract. The colorist undersl 1 how to represent
the marvelous beauty of the scene, developing them so graph
ically and naturally that a lasting impression will he made
upon each individual who sees the excellent pictures.

"The Tongue of Scandal" (Yitagraph).—One of this firm's

excellently told stories, sympathetically acted and adequately
photographed. Perhaps one might discern a lesson more or
less pronounced in its unfolding. Altogether it is a good
film and worthy exhibition by any manager.

"A Rich Revenge" (Biograph).—A delicious comedy in

which revenge is turned into a gold mine by that mysterious
destiny which shapes all lives, and does it in spite of those
most afTcctcd. If anyone had told the victim- of this villain's

schemes that the very thing which apparently ruined them
would bring them wealth, they would have laughed at it, or
would have deemed it altogether impossible. The only weak
point in the story, or the only point which one might wish
different, is that in which the speculator, in no wise inter-

ested in the lovers' quarrel, loses his money. Possibly, how-
ever, the end may justify this slight deviation from what
seems the correct path. As a whole the picture is a choice
bit of comedy, sure to please any audience fortunate enough
to see it.

"First Love Is Best" (Lubin).—A picture detailing the ex-
perience of two country girls who go to the city, one after

the other, and are both deceived by the same man. The
country sweethearts meet the swindler and proceed to pum-
mel him in most effective fashion. The principal interest in

this picture is in the contrast of scene, showing graphically
the sharp distinction between city and country. The per-
sonalities depicted are also sharply drawn, adding zest and
a life touch to the picture that increases its value materially.
The acting is in the best style of Lubin's players, and the
photography is equally satisfactory. The interest of the
picture is heightened by the fact that the usual thing does
not happen to the two country girls.

"Hugo, the Hunchback" (Selig).—A highly romantic drama,
representing a young sculptor, maltreated and abused. The
wares of the sculptor are broken by Bcrtrand, a noble. The
years pass. The sculptor, rich and honored, Bertrand a beg-
gar through dissipation. The contrasts make the picture
strong and the love story is quite sufficient to supply the
heart interest. A graphic illustration, perhaps, of what might
be considered the peculiarities of fate.

"The Flower of the Ranch" (Essanay).—A melodramatic
story, told about some Western characters, big-hearted and
liberal, contrasted with a despicable gentlemanly appearing
man who apparently makes it his business to go about break-
ing up homes. A winsome little girl grows to womanhood
under the fostering care of the cowboys. There is a romance
that is almost interrupted and there are tragedies that serve
to develop an interest. Th chase of the cowboys after the
flying automobile is thrilling, but it must be confessed that

one permits a sigh of relief to escape when the car breaks
down and Dorothy is rescued from her dangerous position.

One feature to be commended is that the law is represented
as taking its course rather than depicting, or even suggest-
ing, a lynching. The less such things are shown, or sug-
gested, the better'it is.

"Michael Strogoff" (Edison).—A graphic reproduction of
Jules Verne's famous story under the above title. It deals
with a secret mission in Russia and must necessarily be dra-
matic. The scenes follow each other in such quick succes-
sion that they are almost bewildering, yet through them all

the splendidly dramatic character of Strogoff stands out in

sharp relief, so well is it acted. There are the thrilling scenes
along the frontier, the attempted blinding with a hot sword,
and finally the duel in the palace, with the clcfsing tableau
It would be difficult to conceive of a succession of stronger
dramatic scenes. They afford ample opportunity for excel-
lent acting and the story is developed so naturally that one
lives over the scenes with the characters. Along with good
acting has gone good photography, the whole forming a sat-

isfactory film.

INDEPENDENT FILMS
"Rivalry of Two Guides" (Itala).—A little story of jealousy

laid among the mountains, interesting no more for the story
than for the scenery which is used as a background. Cutting

I
of the v tan and the rescue are thrilling

hich will please almost an)

Bion l In- photography hi

and the printer performed hi, part 01

orily.

"Tsing, the Yellow Devil" (Great Northern).—A thrill
and coin men with all i

and attention which characterize the G
The same qualitii i of acting and the
the a mpathetic is shown here that
inept in the success of the Sherlock II

It is a thrilling story, wonderfully well told.

"The Servant and the Tutor" C Itala).—A story of the falsity
of a supposed friend and his robbery of a girl 1

his ear. by a dying father. It tak<
the girl obtains her fortune through the good •

; an
old servant, who serves a term in prison for attemptii
help her. Perhaps the fact that the ending is happy and the
wrongdoer is adequately punished is sufficient to compensate
for the disagreeable features of the early portion of the
picture.

"Foolshead Wishes to Marry the Governor's Daughter"
(Itala).—Another of the Foolshead series which has bee
popular. In this instance Foolshead wins by a combination
of favorable circumstances, including the locking of the giri's
father in a wardrobe, along with others, from which he can-
not escape until he consents to the wedding. Some of Fools-
head's adventures, as he is hurled from the slope are ex-
tremely amusing. It is difficult to understand how he can
hit so many things as be rolls.

"Hard Cash" (Imp).—A story of a swindle which cost the
life of an honest old sea captain and left his family desti-
tute. The picture contains a rather exciting view of a fire

and a rescue, which leads to a discovery that secures for the
wkIow and her children their father's long lost money.
While the story is without special interest beyond its human
features, it is well acted and clearly photographed. One may
not, perhaps, agree wholly with the introduction of occasional
comedy features into a play as serious as this. Here and
there an attempt to be funny may be noted, but possibly it

is considered that these digressions are essential as a means
of emphasis in the presentation of the more serious portion.

"The Miser's Daughter" (Imp).—A lively picture showing
the trick played upon a rich old bachelor, whom a certain
father was forcing his daughter to marry against her will.

She succeeds in foisting a homely domestic upon the afore-
said bachelor in her place, and not until the promised money
in the transaction is delivered to the girl's father does the
duped bachelor realize the deception. It is acted with a
snap and dash that rhake it interesting; the photography is

good and the climax, when the bachelor discovers his pre-
dicament and tries to get away, but is forcibly prevented, is

very laughable.

"Madame Sans Gene" (Great Northern).—An excellent pic-
ture built upon a number of episodes in the life of the great
Xapoleon, beginning when he is an impecunious lieutenant
and continuing up to the escape of Count Neupport. Perhaps
its principal interest will center in the representation of scenes
in camp life. These are made very graphic and are carefully
worked out. The fact that Napoleon pardoned the count
and countess for their part in Neupport's escape, after one of
his characteristic outbursts of anger, adds a pleasing touch
that increases the picture's interest. The acting is sympa-
thetic and the photography is adequate.

"The Theater of Phenomenons" (Eclair).—A film represent-
ing the antics of a collection of freaks at a theater. The film
is filled with satire depicted by these people, who are ap-
parently so ill assorted and unfortunate in form and ex-
expression. To see is to laugh and, while the film will prob-
abl\- amuse the children more than it does grown-ups, older
people will not be adverse to looking at it.

"After the Fall of the Eagle" (Eclair).—A dramatic and, in

some respects, novel picture, the scene of which is laid in

France after the fall of Xapoleon. A young general, an officer

of the former emperor, is sacrificed needlessly, merely to

gratify the passions of the mob. There is a dramatic scene
when the maid rushes into the room and confesses her part
in the tragedy which follows as soon as the officer is given
over to the rebel mob. But it is too late, and the old marquis
is left weeping over the dead body of the man he might have
saved.

"Romance of a Snake Charmer" (Bison).—The principal

interest in this picture centers around the handling of the
snakes by the girl charmer. It is disagreeable, to be sure.
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but few can resist its great attraction; nor will they refuse

to look at it. The romance., which is based upon the infatua-

tion of a country girl for a city man, is much like other ro-

mances of a similar character. It supplies a heart interest,

but the handling of the snakes will be the principal source
of attraction in the film.

"Frontier Day in the West" (Nestor).—A graphic picture

of an old home day in the West with a reproduction of ail

the old sports and pastimes accurately depicted. There is

a touch of hominess which arouses pleasurable emotions and
brings one again among the old familiar scenes. A thrilling

feature is introduced in the stealing of a horse and the cap-
ture of the thief. The whole picture breathes the spirit of

home and old-time pleasures.

"An Unpleasant Dream" (Ambrosio).—Shall or shall not
the boys be pushed into the world? That question weighs
heavily upon the father's mind as he muses before the fire.

He dreams, and the dream seems to prove that it is better
for them not to wander away. Whatever may be one's be-
lief in this respect, this picture will set him thinking, and
because of this the picture will rouse one's interest.

"My Life Remembrances of a Day" (Ambrosio).-—A story
which will arouse interest in the minds of more than one
in the audience. The picture is well photographed and should
prove a good addition to any manager's list.

"The Snake Man" (Lux).—Depicts the adventures of a man
who succeeded in turning himself into a human snake, swal-
lowing numerous and sundry persons. Later he is forced
to disgorge what lie has swallowed with amusing results.

While the picture tells no important story, it is mildly amus-
ing and is not unpleasant. The stunts performed by the
snake in his various crawls are musing and the novelty is

.at least refreshing.

"Rico, the Jester" (Lux).—The heart story of an ill-visaged

jester wdio falls in love with a blind girl and dreads to have
her sight restored. After many vicissitudes the ending is

happy enough to suit anyone.

"A Shot in Time' ( Bison).—A melodramatic picture, the
scene of which is laid in a rattle snake infested region of
the West. It is_ picturesque, but perhaps one may be par
doned for feeling an occasional unpleasant thrill when snake
hunting operations are proceeding. There is a love story,

intensified by jealousy. It is a masterly touch where the

glass containing the deadly rattlesnake poison is brokenly
a shot as the man raises it to drink. Such a novelty can

do no less than excite interest in the picture and cause fa-

vorable comments upon its excellence.

"His Second Wife" (Imp).—A stepmother story which does
not always- find its counterpart in real life. But the dramatic
quality of the picture cannot be questioned, as the step-

mother comes to a realization of what she has done and ex-

erts herself to make amends for her thoughtless cruelty. If

such stories were only true in real life, one thinks, how much
sorrow and misunderstanding and misery wrould be avoided.

The Majestic Theater, Charleroix, Mich., has inaugurated

a new departure in attractive fronts for moving picture thea-

ters. The rustic effect shown by the picture on page 562 is

certainly neat, attractive and decorative, and is the work of

Mr. J. A. Lynn, The Rustic Man, whose advertisement ap-

pears on another page of this issue. Mr. A. F. Young of

the Majestic Theater Company advises us that they are very
well pleased with the appearance of the front. The theater

has a seating capacity of 455, and is managed by Mr. W. C.

Campbell, formerly of the Alnew Theater. Cadillac, Mich.

OPERATORS* COLUMN.
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.
Conducted by F. H. Richardson.

Flicker Trouble.—Vermont asks what to do to remedy
flicker.

The machine you have always has more or less flicker at

normal speed, by reason of excessive shutter width. Insert-
ing a thin washer, as you suggest, would take up lost motion
in gears. This lost motion would not produce flicker, how-
ever. It might, if bad enough, make a travel ghost by allow-
ing the shutter to get just a trifle out of time. I think the
shutter gears would have to be very badly worn, however,
to produce this. But, nevertheless the washer scheme is all

right. Many operators frame up their film on the make of
machine you are using by looking through the projection
lens when threading the film, first setting the frame-up
lever central. This is by reason of the fact that, as the
shutter travels with the frame-up carriage, it is in an entirely
different position as regards the aperture when clear up -or

clear down than when frame-up carriage is central. Often
this machine will show slight travel ghost when frame-up is

up or down, but none when it is central. I am of the
opinion that the fault lies largely in the shape of the shutter.

Other mechanisms whose shutter does not follow the frame-
up carriage in its travel do not develop this fault, nor do some
whose shutter does. Your query is a hard one to answer
positively without personal inspection of the machine, but I

believe it is about as above stated and that you cannot
eliminate the flicker, it being a fault of the machine itself.

Bad Light.—Las Animas, Col., writes: "Can you tell us
what causes slight yellow tinge at sides (not top or bottom)
of pictures? Use 115-volt alternating through compensarc.
Have tried moving lamp and about everything else we could
think of. We are using 60 amperes."
Data is very incomplete for intelligent answer. However,

will suggest a few things and if I don't hit it you must send
size (width) of picture and length of throw and all other data.
Carefully examine your curtain and see if the fault is not in

it. Turn your projection lens one-quarter around and sec
if it changes anything. Clean your projection lenses, inside

and out, also condensing lenses, washing them with wood
alcohol and polishing with soft, clean cloth. Look through
them (the condenser lenses) sidewise and see if the glass
is clear and white. Move your lamp over to one side (the
arc, I mean) and see if that clears up one side of the curtain.

See if light is striking sides of hole in operating room. See
if there is anything on the inside of the machine which is

interfering in the light. Change the set of your carbons.
Move lamp forward until you have a large spot and see what
effect that has. From what you say I take it the fault is per-
manent. That is to say, it is present all the time and does
not change. This would indicate trouble is not in the arc
itself.

* * #

Condenser Breakage.—Lancaster, Ohio, writes that he has
been running a certain make of lamphouse and has not
broken a condenser in six months. He installed a new one
of different make and breaks six in three days. He tried
running with the whole top open and with lamphouse entirely
closed. Wants suggestion as to trouble.
The lamphouse you now have (the new one) is an excellent

article. It has faults, however, and it is quite possible they
are making the mischief. I would advise you to dispense with
the metal clips which _hold the lenses and to punch two small
holes in the condenser casing on either side, near its top, or
in its top, also two holes in its bottom. These holes will

provide ventilation which is lacking in the condenser casing.
There should be some ventilation in the casing, particularly
if you run with the lamphouse open. Condenser breakage
is one of the toughest problems we have to tackle, but 1

think this will, at the least, help some anyhow. You under-
stand that you can put in the lenses without the clips, or metal
frames, and that is what I mean by "dispensing with the
clips."

* * *

Weak Tension Spring.—Mr. F. R. Ritchie, Park Theater,
Dowagiac, Mich., writes as follows, and I thank him for
the information, though I am inclined to think it will not fit,

as "Middleport" named some makes of film which are noted
for their steady running stock as jumpers, and some thin
stock films as steady runners:

"If Middleport. Ohio, will carefully examine his tension
springs he will find them to be weak. Put in a new spring.

Some films seem to be thinner than others, which would
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cause them to jump more. Keep springs tight against the
film and it 'cannot jump. I had the same trouble and i

the remedy by experimenting."
It is true, friend Ritchie, tightening the tension springs

against the film will operate to eliminate jumping, but
not always advisable to take advantage of this tact. Too
tight a tension wears the aperture plate tracks and film cx-

ively, also puts more strain than you may imagine on
the intermittent movement and, for that matter, the whole
mechanism. The office of the tension springs is to stop the
film in front of the aperture when the intermittent completes
its movement and hold it tight against the aperture plate
tracks, without vibration, until the intermittent again begins
to move. There should be no more tension than just enough

tiplish tin- purpose. Anything more is distinctly bad.
Many operators resort to increased tension instead of prop-
erly adjusting their intermittent to take up lost motion.
There is a difference in thickness of film stock. It varies
as much as 2-1,000 of an inch, but this would not be suffi-

cient to change the tension pressure in any appreciable de-
Thin stock vibrates and jumps more than does tin

heavy, however, as it has not the stiffness to withstand the
shock t>i sudden stopping and starting as well as does the.
thicker film. It is, of course, quite possible to have your
tension too slack. I am not asserting that -Mr. Richie has too
much ten-ion, but merely calling his attention to the fact that
he, and other operators as well, should be very careful about
undulv increasing tension.

Some Information Asked.—Wellsville, Ohio, asks the fol-

lowing questions and sends drawing, which is reproduced:
(1) After giving data regarding current, kind of machine, etc.,

he says:: "We sometimes have a dark spot in center of
curtain. (2) Our projection lens is an Edison Xo. 2, what
size is it known as? (3) What focal length condensers should
I have for 8x11 picture at 45 feet? (4) What should disatnees
be as per attached sketch? (5) What do you think of Mat
sided carbons for eliminating dicker with alternating current?
(6) How mayr

1 determine focal length of my present con-
densers?"

(1) Probably dark spot is due to wrong focal length con-
densers. Move lamphouse back to eliminate it. Get proper
condensers. It is quite possible also that spot is caused by
occasionally getting your carbons set wrong. In this case
the- spot would be shadow of lower carbon tip. Remedy
is to set lower tip back so that it will not interfere. That
is to say, that would be the remedy if you set the same
as for direct current. If you use what is known as the "jack-
knife" set you will have this effect occasionally in spite of
all you can do. I take it from your sketch, however, you use
the D. C. set, which, in my judgment, gives best results in

the long run. (2) Your lens figures pretty close to 4 inches,
equivalent focus. The Edison Xo. 2 is supposed to be a 2 1/--

inch back focus or 4-inch equivalent focus lens. (3) Two
nch lenses. (4)

v
1
a

It must be understood that definite measurements cannot be
given to fit all cases. .Measurement Xo. 3 will vary with
focal length of condensers, but is usually stated at about .V 2

inches. Xo. 1 would be Xo. 3 plus distance from face of
inner condenser to center line between the two. This varies
somewhat, but it is considered good practice to set the two
condenser lenses as close together as possible. In measure-

ment \o. .) there 1- a wide leeway. ' make no
real difference within reasonable range. Bay from 12 to 15

'ii 18 inches In general, however, th< shorter I

length "i condenser lens, provided you have a projection
tlSerS, the Closer the lamphouse should be

to tin machim Ii 1- very seldom, however, ti,

es n ally lit each other. M< ..

ment No. 1 should b< from fn 1 front |< from
cent! it that way.
No -' will be No 1 plus whatever the back focu-
projection lens maj b< J '-

I have found no advantage
whatever in using rial sided carbo personal
experience only. 101 I'm a sheet of white papi wall
back n 10 lY, t from a window. Furthl :

better. Hold cond ns with flat side to paper and n

in and out. being sure to hold square with the paper, until
window 1- -harply defined on the- paper. Mea

from fiat side of lens to the paper and that is focal lengtn
(back [01 the lens. You may measure the back focus
of projection lens exactly the same way. Me

r to center line between the two lenses of the
ivalent focus rh< equivalent focus of a condi

is half the back focus of provided b

lenses be thi same focal length. If not, you may
1

as ab forth, fn >m center line between the tv
to the paper. 1 am speaking now of measuring the two
condenser len ther as they stand in their mounting.
Mount them in cardboard tube for measuring if 1;

Equivalent focus mdenser and projection lei

be the same.
* * *

Film Euckles or Bad Lens. -Troj
especially when any printing appears, that tl

picture appears plain, whereas its center is out In
printed matter the central letters appear COnfuS'
Taking into consideration the machine you have. I w

almost swear your trouble lies in the pn
other words, yon have a poor lens. If there is another 1

in your town try to borrow their lens long enough to f
Mir machine and if the trouble disappears with its use

the cas.- is proven. Otherwise have your film exchange send
you a lens to try out. It is also possible the trouble lii

your aperture plate or tension spring-. If tracks are worn
on aperture plate or if one or both ti

far m or out (do not bear squarely on tracks) it will prob-
ably cause the film to cup out or in a tririe as it passes the
aperture and this would produce exactly the con.I

ibe. Remedy is a new aperture plate or rings
right, as the case may be. I. for certain reasons, believe, how-
ever, the fault lies m your lens. Cheap projection I

no1 have a flat field. The Gundlach-Manhattan (

send their lenses on approval.

VOLTAGE.
By F. H. Richardson.

1 note that some of my good friends are writing excellent
article- asserting that I am wrong in the matter of drop in
voltage through rheostatic resistance and setting forth their
reasons for opposing my views. I do not care to enter fur-
ther into this matter, except to say that my position is un-
changed. 1 freely admit that the position of n
can be readily proven by the usual formulas and rules, but
that in no wise convinces me that I am wrong. I take the

'on that there i- something in this connection that is as
yet not understood. I take the position that voltage and
amperage are two separate and distinct qualities, which, act-
ing together, produce electromotive force—

1

er. The
contention that all voltage is dissipated, absorbed or used in
the rheostat and arc does not appeal to common si

a matter of fact, it is my belief that the voltmeter is. in this
rase, a left handed prevaricator. I don't know exactly what

take place, and by that same token I don't think anyone
else does. But. as a plain matter of common sense, it ap-
pears to nae that: (a) there can be no possible way for any-
thing, either voltage or amperage, or both combined, to reach
the negative wire except through the arc and rheostat and the
lamps of the system; (b) if all voltage is all absorbed, dissi-

pated, consumed or used in the resistance and in the arc and
lamps there cannot possibly be anything at all on the nega-
tive. This may be electrical heresy, but it is common sense.
My whole contention is that, as I have said, there is some-
thing here that as yet none of us understand. In closing let

me say that 1 have read the letters criticising me in this con-
nection with much interest and wish to thank my friends for
their kindness even while opposing my views.
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Length I OOP Feet ypApp

With WM. V. MONG as "PETER. DENIG'
EVERYBODY SAYS OUR "POSTERS'
HAS OPPOSITION BEAT TO A PULP-

MARK Code Word "MONC"

2nd edition of wA the great Oz Series

"DOROTHY and tHe "*^^ SCARE CROW IN OZ"
Every Child is interested in knowing more about DOROTHY and her new found friends

LENGTH I OOO FEET RELEASE DATE APRIL I 4th Code Word "DOROTHY"

m THE MA5XERMARK DF PICTUREDDM

FOLDING

CHAIRS
For Mevlng Picture Shows
Grind Standi. Aisembly
Hills, etc. In sectleni It

wanted.

Write for Catalog No. 2.

The Kauffman Manufacturing Co.
ASHLAND, OHIO

"TITLE POSTERS"
Are THE Thing for Advertising

MOVING PICTURES
They cost 5c. each or by mail 6c. The

full service of one poster for every licensed
subject released for a month costs only
87.50 including prepaid delivery charges.

Free •Sample for the Asking

TITLE POSTER CO.
231-233 Bowery, New YorK
A Poster for Every Picture

CALEHUFF
A rtember of the

FILM SERVICE ASSOCIATION

Headquarters for only the best of latest

FILMS and SONG SLIDES. No junk.

MACHINES, SUPPLIES, Etc.

LATEST SONQ SLIDES
$5.00 per set

N. E. Cor. 4th & Green Streets,

PHILADELPHIA. PA.

H. HALLBERC

EVERY MAIL BRINGS
ME ORDERS FOR

HALLBERG GOODS
~" WHY ? bscause moving picture men are beginning to get wise to the
fact that the name of

HALLBERG
HALLBERC

, , .... , ,. A « C. Economizer
stands for quality, as well as prompt delivery and any orders sent receive my
personal attention, which means a great deal to the moving picture man, who
does not always know what is best for his purpose.

My experience as expert mechanical and electrical engineer for more than fifteen years is an asset, which no one can
deny, and you benefit by it without additional charge. I am closing contracts every day for complete moving picture ma-
chine equipment, " HALLBERG" Economizers, Flaming Arc Lamps and supplies, and this has been going on for more
than two years and a half, and YOU evidently did not know it.

Write to-day for Free Booklet No.W-25, It tells you all about the " HALLBERG " Automatic Electric Econo-
mizer, guaranteed to save more than two thirds on your electric current bill—also for free catalogue on the MOTIOGRAPH
the most wonderful and perfect moving picture machine in the world—It produces a brilliant, steady, flickerless picture, and
lasts longer than any other make.

I have selected the best goods on the market for you, and can fit you out with complete electric machine and ven-
tilating equipment, and results are positively guaranteed.

Get my prices on the " HALLBERG " Economizer, MOTIOGRAPH M. P. machines. Incandescent lighting system to

save 70% on your current bill, ELECTRA Pink Label carbons, French Condensers, Announcement Slides. Ventilating
Fans, and don't forget to send 35 cents for a can of " HALLBERG 'S SPEC-OIL," —prepaid mail—It saves 50% on your
oil bill for machine—-Try a Can.

I MAKE AN ALLOWANCE FOR YOUR OLD CURRENT SAVER OR RHEO-
STAT IN TRADE FOR THE "HALLBERG" ECONOMIZER.

J. H. HALLBERG, 28 Greenwich Ave., New York
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CHICAGO NOTES.

As wc go to presr-, IS. \Y. Beadell, of the National Water-
1 Film ( ompany, informs us that Ins concern has secured

a contract from the Pathe Freres Company to waterprooi

the reels of the B I in Africa pictures for the licei

Chicago. This concern is growing in popularity

and the saving involved in the waterproofing process is fast

iming kii^wn to tlie exchanges who are anxious to pre-

serve their films.
* * *

The article which appeared in our issue of April 2 and

ied "C. Y." touched on a subject of vital importance in

the moving picture field. The lighting systems in several

houses are not at all what they should be, but at the same
Mr. "C. V." seems to be either misinformed or has mis-

judged certain conditions which he claims to be existent in

the Orpheum Theater. -Mr. Levin, who is in charge of the

Orpheum, has different views of this matter and wishes a few
points brought out in answer to this recent article. The
lights in the Orpheum Theater are situated at a distance of

eighty feet from the stage, and, according to Air. Levin,

tests have been made with the lights and the result was that

the same clear, sharp lines of the picture were obtainable

with a totally dark house and when the side lights were
thrown on. Air. Levin has the endorsement of a number
of authorities on the equipment of the motion picture the-

ater who are all in favor of the lighting system now in vogue
it the Orpheum. The test of observant distance was made
and the same result was obtainable from the rear of the

house and when seated close to the screen.
Another criticism was made in the article of April 2 on

the screen used in the Orpheum. Air. Levin states that a

screen of lath and plaster, such as Air. "C. Y." suggested,
is not consistent, as an eighteen-foot stage lies back of the

present screen and they do not want this stage closed in for

reasons that they do not care to make public at this time.

Again, the position of this screen was criticised, but it ap-
pears that the angle at which it is hung enables those on the

main floor and in the balcony to obtain a correct view and
their line of sight strike a balance in the throw. At this

tilt of the screen the pictures do not appear distorted from
any part of the house and Air. Levin feels that the criticism

on this point is rather unjust, as he considers the Orpheum
one of the best arranged houses on the circuit.

* * *

The Jones, Linick, Schaeffer trio announce the opening of

a new picture house in a few days. At present the site of

the Unique Theater, at 276 State street, is being remodeled
and within a short time the doors will open on a beautifully

equipped house which will be known as The Lyric, where
they will exhibit three reels of films and offer two illustrated

singers at every performance. This adds another link to

their extensive chain of smaller theaters and before long it

is expected that this corporation will own and control prac-
tically every picture house in the city of Chicago.

* * *

The Alcazar, the Casino and the Pastime have discontinued
vaudeville for the time being and are paying more attention

to appropriate music to the pictures. We presume that this

is only an experiment on their part, as no definite policy has
been announced, but we shall watch the result with interest.

ESSANAY NOTES.

NELSON-WOLGAST PICTURES.
The Great Western Film Company, of San Francisco, re-

cently attained a remarkable achievement in the taking and
reproduction of fight picture films. The fight between Ad.
Wolgast and Battling Nelson lasted until after sundown on
February 22, the finish of which came in the fortieth round,
which closed the fight at 6.20 p.m. None of the other cam-
eras around the ring caught any impression after the thirty-

eighth round, but the motion picture boys managed to catch
the men in action through the finish, which is truly a

phenomenal piece of work in the animated picture field. As
this fight is the first since the taking of moving pictures of

glove contests where the battle lasted until after dark, the
pictures are of exceptional interest for the remarkable clear-

ness of the fighters in motion which is portrayed in them.
When the contest progressed into the night the fighters are
sharply silhouetted on the canvas with every move clearly

and distinctly impressed. The interest in these pictures is

greatly enhanced owing to the fact that this film is considered
the greatest of any fight pictures yet displayed with the ex-
ception of that of the Burns-Johnson fight, which is acclaimed
the monarch. The Great Western Film Company is now
making a specialty of the taking of fight pictures and with
their financial securities they have a competent staff of
hustlers who are ever on the go and are considered factors
in the recent success of this company.

C. M. Anderson, our Western producer, and picture crew
are now located on a ranch near golden Coloradi

shall continue making Western pictun vicinity

peci illy picturesque and we may expect ne scenic
workjn future' Essanay Western productions. While in l

ver, Mr. Anderson recruited a number of new people for his

stock company.
Although every line of business in a moving picture play

is pre-arranged even before the actors rehearse their parts,

ntimes in the taking of picti pecially outside scenes,
additional scenes are taken which greatly add to the fun or
Strength of the picture. In a recent Essanay comedy, one
of our actors in the role of a jovial "drunk,'' with the pro-
ducer and camera man, came niton a street car accident. A
large coal wagon had broken down on the track and a line

of blockaded cars stretched back several blocks. "Henry,"
the Essanay

:

s comedy hero, was told by the producer to lift

the wagon out of the way. He endeavored to do so when
a city policeman dashed up on the scene, and grabbing the
actor by the collar dragged him out of view. This part was
unpremeditated, but it made a good scene and will appear in

a coming Essanay comedy.
The Essanay Company are selling a great many posters,

due mainly to the increased quality of the sheets. The Es-
sanay posters arc especially designed and made especially for
the Essanay Company by the U. S. Litho. Company of Cin-
cinnati. They can be obtained through the film exchanges,
most of whom handle them, or from the Essanay Company
direct, at a nominal cost. Exhibitors who have used them
claim them to be box office boosters and well worth the
money.

LUBIN NOTES.
In the intricate process of editing, motion picture subjects

are run off over and over again until every slight defect is

remedied, and the projection room operator grows very tired
of the subject long after he runs it for the final O. K., but
now and then he smiles when told to run an old subject, and
the approving smile that illuminates the face of the Lubin
operator whenever "When the cat's away" is called for ar-
gues that this farce will more than duplicate some of the
past successes of the Lubin comedies. It is a roaring little

laughing-play with several surprise features and plenty of
spontaneous fun, set for release April 18.

"The Angel of Daw-son's Claim," which forms the Lubin
release for April 21, is a rarely effective child story in which
a particularly clever child sustains the leading role. Alost
children are self-conscious in front of the camera, but this

little toddler of three is as much at ease as the veteran picture
player and her work possesses a charm that cannot be re-

sisted. It is one of the most successful child pictures made
in a long time.

THANHOUSER NOTES.
"Daddy's Double," the fourth Thanhouser release, is from

the scenario by Lloyd F. Lonergan, of the New York World.
Frank Crane, who played the male leads in "The Actor's
Children," "St. Elmo," and "She's Done It Again," is Daddy
in this picture, and Fred Santley the "double." Aliss Daintry
plays the young lady for whom Daddy and the "double" con-
tend.

The Thanhouser version of "St. Elmo" proved a popular
release and numerous "nice" notes reached the producer re-

garding it. One was from the Dixie Film Exchange of New
Orleans and ran as follows:
"We are in receipt of the film 'St. Elmo,' and desire to

congratulate you on same; if you keep up this good work
3'OU will be one of the leading producers of this country."

Until Thanhouser came on the scene the Imp films held
the record for the brevity of the time between their inception
and their popularity. Now that palm goes to the latest as-

pirant for filmy honors. Wonder who will be the next and
if he can beat Thanhouser's three week's record.

Mr. Bertram Adler. of the Thanhouser Company, calls at-

tention to the zest with which the daily papers dig down to

the roots of the most nauseating crime of arson, intrigue

and murder, and spread the repulsive details before the young
and old in every family in the country, also the fact that in

the Sunday papers are to be found columns of seductive ad-
vertisements. Yet some of these lying press association re-

porters add to their mischief by stating without reason or

connection that "moving pictures made him do it" when
anyone goes wrong. The public are no longer fooled by
such innutiidos, as witness the increasing attendance at the

shows.
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LUBIN
RELEASED THURSDAY, APRIL 14th

Approximate length 920 feet

Western Justice
This is another of thos- western subjects wherein the producer, the

DUver and the photngra >her have united to give their best. The story is

unmually interesting and is told in a suCLession of stirrin? scenes well
planned and reta'nin? throughout the western atmosphere. A story
werein sensation is not dependent upon gunplay but upon the absorbing
interest in the story.

RELEASED MONDAY, APRiL 18th

Approximate length 950 feet

When the Cat's Away
One of the best comedies offered in a long time. The Lubin Atlantic

City releases always score successes but this leads the long line of tri-

umphs and will prove even more popular than "A Hot Time at Atlantic

City," which is still a comedy headliner though released six months ago.
You can't afford to let tnis get past you.

Send for Free Catalogue of our 1910 Machine

926 MARKET STREETIIDIkl UT'f Cf\ 926 MARKET STKEhl
LUDlN IVI I U LU., PHILADELPHIA, PA

The Excela

Soundograph
The only complete and up-to-date
effect-producing machine ever in-

vented is now complete and ready
for the exhibitors. Everybody pro-
nounces it a wonder. Almost any
sound or effect imaginable is easily
and realistically produced by simply
turning a crank, pulling a handle or
pushing a button. The effects are
all mounted in a handsome cabinet
structure, 25x40 inches square and
42 inches high, with means exterior
for the operation of each effect

separately, or they can be operated
in combinations. The Soundograph
can be located either in the orchestra,
pit orback ofthe screen as the exhibi-
tor prefers. No expert operator is re-

quired, any one person is all that is

needed to operate the Soundograph
and produce perfect sound effects. A
boy or some other employee of the
theatre learns quickly to work the
effects, thus relieving the exhibitor
of the services of an expensive oper-
ator. It will put life and realism in

your pictures and delight your audi-
ences. It holds their interest and
attention to the end of the reel and
assures you of big box office receipts

every day.

Let us ship you a Soundograph now

PRICE, $150.00

EXCELA SOUNDOGRAPH CO.

PITTSBURG, PA.
Office I IOI Empire Building

On exhibition at office of

IMPERIAL FILM EXCHANGE
44 W. 28th Street, New York City
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KINEMACOLOR IN AMERICA.

We learn that Kinera which was dealt with at length

in The Moving Picture World last December—on the occa-

sion of the visit from Charles Urban and (.. Ubert Smith

—

is to be directly exploited for the benefit of the American
public. There has been formed the Kinemacolor Company
of America with, as president, James K. Bowen, and, as

general main, bert II. Aymar. It is proposed to have
on office for preliminary purposes in New York City and to

erect a factory and general offices at Allentown, Pa. A num-
ber of machines and subjects are already in course of ship-

ment from England and will shortly be available for exhi-

bition purposes in the United States. We understand from
Mr. Bowen and Mr. Aymar that it is the intention of the

Kinemacolor Company of America to run the process much
on the same lines as it is being run in England. That is to

say, it will be independent of existing moving picture busi-

and, we may inform the reader, Kinemacolor
is not seen in the ordinary moving picture theaters, but in

the great variety theaters of the liammerstein Victoria type;

in other words, it appeals to the general public. Latest ad-

vices from Europe indicate that the process is attracting in-

creased public attention under this policy and we have no
doubt that if the same policy is pursued in the United States

a like result will be obtained.

THE ROOSEVELT PICTURES.

The press exhibitions of the Roosevelt pictures given by
William Wright, of the Kalem Company, in several of the
Central and Western States have been pronounced a big suc-
cess. Wherever shown exhibitors and exchange men and
the newspapers generally pronouncd this top notch head-
liner a sure big winner both for the exchanges and the ex-
hibitors. The newspapers all over the country have accorded
it considerable space, many of them devoting full-page arti-

cles to its description. From all over the United States or-

ders are pouring in promising to break the record in number
of films leased.

CHRONOPHONE PROGRESS.

The Moving Picture World has always taken a keen inter-

est in the Gaumont Chronophone—an excellent system of

synchronizing the phonograph with the moving picture that

we have several times described in our pages. We are there-

fore glad to learn that Mr. G. K. Hartung, of the Gaumont
Company, has just returned to Xew York from a successful
four weeks' educational trip in Massachusetts. Mr. Hartung
stayed two weeks in Xew Bedford and one week each in

Taunton and Newburyport. His object was to educate ex-
hibitors in those cities in the possibilities of the Chronophone.
In that respect he was immensely successful. He had no dif-

ficulty in convincing the exhibitors of the great popular de-
mand for singing and talking pictures, and again he was suc-
cessful in training the local operators in the technical end
of the work. The various moving picture houses in which
the Chronophone was demonstrated were crowded with en-
thusiastic audiences and the trip in its educational aspects
quite justified itself.

We congratulate Messrs. Gaumont on this result. Wr
e un-

derstand that they are willing for the expense of the trip to

commission Mr. Hartung to give any moving picture theater
exhibitor a special demonstration of the Chronophone, so

as to allow the public at the various theaters to judge of the
efficiency of this admirable system. The talking and the
singing photograph is bound, sooner or later, to be a promi-
nent factor in moving picture entertainments, and we there-
fore recommend exhibitors all over the country to grasp that
fact. And not only so, but to communicate at once with
Messrs. Gaumont at 126 East Twenty-filth street. Xew York
City, and arrange for a demonstration of the Chronophone.
We ourselves have several times seen the machine in opera-
tion at the firm's New York address and have been delighted
with the excellence of the phonographic end of matters and
the apparent ease with which the talking and singing was
made to synchronize with the picture. Writing on the sub-

ject this time last year we pointed out that the talking and
singing picture was passing from the experimental into the

practical stage. Gaumonts certainly have reached the latter

and we cannot too strongly impress this fact upon the intel-

ligent exhibitor who, if he will install the Chronophone in

a proper and practical manner, is bound to make a success
of it by attracting larger numbers o<" the public.

TALKING MOVING PICTURES?
By The Powers Company.

'1 he Pi

ny the
Mov i

anything of the kind pted in this lii

An, rican Fotoph
marvelously ingenious machine winch run.-, the Talking
chine, so thai

from the I,],- and singers in perfect time The
\lo\ t,, 1,, produced by The- P< 1

( Company for thi .any will be
complete little plays, both comedy and dramatic. The high
standai d ol 1 ccelli nci in storii

raphy already established by The P npany will be
maintained. The photography is the work of Mr. Ludwig
1 '1. B. Erb, which is in itself a guarantee of quality. The
staging of these pictures is being done by Mr. Joseph A.
Golden.

ARTHUR D. JACOBS.
A Progressive Exhibitor.

One of the most intelligent exhibitors in the moving picture
field is A. D. Jacob be Bronx Theater, southeast corner
of Wendover and Park avenues, Xew- York City. We remem-
ber how when last year we visited Mr. Jacobs' crowded the-
ater we found occasion to congratulate him upon the spirited
and enterprising manner in which he conducted that house,
situated in a crowded and cosmopolitan part of this great
city. Mr. Jacobs is universally respected amongst exhibitors
and the trade, and deserves his success. Recently he sent us
a batch of circular literature which still further raises him in

our opinion, and we, desire to commend to his brother ex-
hibitors for the excellent example which he sets them, in
brief, this batch of circulars is just so many bills of the plav
dealing with the program of pictures day by day. As we take
a glance through them we see how ingenious Mr. Jacobs is

in compiling his bill-. We select one at random, and here
reproduce it.

Laugh And The World
Laughs With You
Big Laughing Show
SUNDAY JAN. 23rd

Continuous 1 to II p. m.
Two Xew Essanay Comedies

THE OLD MAID AND THE BURGLAR
ELECTRIC INSOLES (Very Fut

Gounod's Grand Opera
FAUST

As Produced at the Metropolitan Opera House
Xew York.

2 BIOGRAPHS 2

;
Extra Headliner

THE IIUMAXOPHOXE
-Being the onlv Real-
TALKIXG PICTURES

in the Bronx
In Addition to Many Other
NEW MOYIXG PICTURES

5c Admission to all 5c

It will be seen that comedy precedes grand opera and that

Biograph comedy follows the opera. And then comes the
always welcome Humanophone. which is very excellently ren-

dered at the Bronx Theater. All Mr. Jacobs' programs seem
to be compiled in the same careful manner. Now and again
the play bill lists a headliner such as Edison's "Pardners,"
Biograph's "The Dancing Girl of Butte," the Pathe "Camille.

'

"The Life of Moses." etc. Mr. Jacobs could not do his fellow-

exhibitors a better service than by letting them see his liter-

ature.

HALLBERG IN THE HOSPITAL.

J. H. Hallberg. of 30 Greemvich avenue. X'ew York City,

received, through the Greater Xew York Film Rental Co..

an order from the superintendent of the Manhattan State

Hospital. Ward's Island. Xew York City, for a complete
Motiograph and Economizer equipment. On account of the

great steadiness of the machine and the rlickerless picture

produced the Motiograph was selected as the machine best

suited for the purpose. The superintendent of this institution

was formerly connected with the Soldiers' Home, Bath. X. Y..

where he had another make of machine, but ordered a Motio-
graph installed for that institution, which proved so satisfac-

tory that the Motiograph easily won out in the test at the

Manhattan State Hospital.
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MOTION PICTURE PIANO MUSIC
This is a book of descriptive music, regular sheet music size, and

arranged for both hands. Specially selected, arranged an J composed by
one of the best descriptive Pianists in the U. S., who lor the past twenty
years has been Musical Director in all lines of Theatrical Productions.
This work is the result of actual experience, and is now being used in
hundreds of M. P. Theatres. Contains music, for all probable scenes,
actions, characters, etc., and its suggestions are entirely practical.
Increases the value of YOUR SHOW 100%. Descriptive circular sent
free to anyone upon request. This book sent promptly upon receipt of
price. $1.00 Remit either by P. O. or Express Order, Draft or Check to

OREQQ A.
1009 Perry Street

FRELINGER
Lafayette, Ind.

CENRE TRANSPARENCY CO.
507 NORTH CLARK STREET CHICAGO

LATEST SONC SLIDES
I'll be with you Honey, in Honeysuckle Time

Wild Arrow OH! you Jeffries
In Dear Old TENNESSEE -Still Selling

Best Popular Fight Song With Fight Illustrations
ADVERTISING AND ANNOUNCEMENT SLIDES

ATTRACTIVE THEATRE
FRONTS

"The Rustic Man"
Designer and Manufacturer
of exterior and interior

Rustic Work

Write for Particulars

The Rustic Man
CHARLEVOIX, MICH.

Gurtainyline

For three years has given
satisfaction to the most
exacting Exhibitors—they
will use nothing else on
their curtain.

Brings Out the True Photographic Outlines. Fire-

proofs Your Curtain.

Try a $3.00 Carton and Note the Wonderful

Improvement in Your Pictures.

A $3.00 carton is sufficient for any ordinary curtain. All exchanges carry it in stock.

Gurtainyline Curtain & Producing Co. "SSMr

THE JARR FAMILY GOES TO THE MOVING
PICTURE SHOW.

By Roy L. McCardell, in New York "Evening World."

"Can't we go to see the moving picture shows, paw?"
asked the little Jarr boy.
"No, you can't!" said Mr. Jarr emphatically.
"I wanna go! I wanna go!" cried the little girl.

"I do wish 3'our mother would come home!" cried Mr. Jarr
testily. "1 can't have a minute's peace to read my newspaper."
"Mamma said if we were good you'd take us to see the

moving pictures," whined the little boy.
"Boo hoo! Me wanna go!" bawled the little girl, crying

with dry eyes.
All this trouble in the Jarrjtousehold was due to the fact

that the "Peril to the Playhouse," a nickelette moving picture
show, had invaded the Jarr neighborhood.
For months past a building, the lower floor of which had

been occupied by a funeral director and embalmer until the
proprietor had died and buried himself, had been boarded
up in front, and "after extensive alterations," which consisted
of tearing out partitions and putting up much gimcrack stucco
work and applying white paint copiously had, the boardings
removed, burst on the view of the delighted juvenile popula-
tion of the neighborhood as a fairyland-fronted "Bijou Dream"
—which is a euphonism for smelly darkness and flickering

pictures on a screen inside.

Just now from the street below the exultant voice of little

Ikey Slavinsky had floated up: "De picksher show is open!"
and the Jarr children, hanging out the window to catch the

joyous words, had immediately descended upon their father
for the price of admission.

"I don't believe in those moving picture shows," said Mr.
Jarr severely. "In the first place most of them are fire traps;

in the second place they are injurious to the eyes; in the third

place the pictures they show are simply exemplified dime
novels. You two can't go, and that settles it!"

But that didn't settle it. Master Willie Jarr and little

Emma Jarr sniffled and sobbed in acute disappointment until

Mr. Jarr had administered a sounding slap to each, whereat
they stopped sobbing and sniffling and bawled lustily.

They were full at these Home Exercises for the Voice
when the door opened and Mrs. Jarr came in from her shop-
ping.
When her hand was upon the door the children commenced

to bawl:
"Papa says we can't go to see the moving pictures, mamma!

Can't we go? You said we could go!"
"Oh, dear!" said Mrs. Jarr, when she had silenced the chil-

dren by shaking them breathless, "it seems a pity that I can't

go out of the house for a breath of fresh air but what your
father must punish you! How would he like to have to put

up with you all day, I wonder?"
"I'm sure I hardly touched them," said Mr. Jarr. "They

heard some child go through the street shouting that that

new moving picture show around the corner was open and
they immediately demanded to be taken to see it."

"You said we could go, maw; you know you did," piped

up the boy.
"Oo said if I was a dood dirl I should go!" whimpered

the little girl.

"It's no place for them. I don't believe in it!" said Mr. Jarr.

"Can't we go, maw?" whined the boy.

"You SAID we could!" bawled the girl.

"Oh, dear! I believe I did promise them!" said Mrs. Jarr,

looking around helplessly. "And anything to keep them
quiet! Won't you take them, papa?"
Papa stirred uneasily.

"Well, if I must, I must," said he. "Suppose you come
along?"
"Me?" asked Mrs. Jarr. "I hate moving pictures."

"So do I," said Mr. Jarr. "but come along and let us see

what the new place is Hke."

The new place was plaster mermaids and gold paint and

white outside. Inside it was Stygian darkness. The scene

from real life being depicted on the screen was called "Mr.

Henpeck." Every time Mr. Henpeck was thrown out of a

window by his mother-in-law after marriage, or kicked out

of the house by his prospective father-in-law before he car-

ried off his bride, a mechanic playing the piano stamped his

foot upon a pedal that clashed a drum, asd all present laughed.

"What a foolish thing!" said Mrs. Jarr, as they came out

into the light with the satisfied children. "Did you notice

that the man wore the same overcoat in the picture labelled

'Five Years After Marriage' that he did when he courted the

girl?"

"Ah!" said Mr. Jarr. "That is realism for you!"
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CORRESPONDENCE.

WHAT DRAWS THE CROWDS?
Bcllairc, Ohio, March 20, 1910.

Editor Moving Picture World:

Dear Sir— 1 read with interest Mr. W. L. Jones' Inter from

Coatsville, Pa., under the heading "I ive Wire." Mr. Joins
tailed to slate what it was thai was filling his house, and left

the issue in doubt. Let me tell you our circumstances, as we
have been convinced that it is the pictures that the people

want. Our new Olympic has seats for 080, and we would
like to have a thousand. We run lour new reels of pictures

every day, advertising that we use the entire output of the

Licensed companied and that every reel they make will be

seen at the Olympic sooner or later. We cut out the illus-

trated song, as it detracted from the picture; we cut out all

premiums, as the people did not care enough to come and
see them, and we believe we get our crowds by having a

feature picture and advertising it. Urban's "Acrobatic Fly"
packed our house to the doors; Gaumont's "Vale of the Aude"
which 1 consider one of the best scenic pictures ever put on
a curtain, made another big house; any Biograph, advertised,

will draw. A Kalem Indian film, a Selig Western, an Essa-
nay comedy, one of Edison's Richard Harding Davis or some
special writer film, always means a noticeable increase in our
business. We have put close to seven thousand people
through our house, using nothing but new pictures. Ours
was formerly a vaudeville house, but it fell flat. The census
population of Bellaire is 9,987, and there are two other good
houses here besides ours, and if other cities do not support
the pictures it is because they are not put on right.

BEN. L. MORRIS.

INDEPENDENT MANUFACTURERS, DO YOU NEED
A GUARDIAN?

April 7, 1910.

Editor Moving Picture World:
Dear Sir—Allow me to make a brief statement through

your valuable columns. Last year the Independents were in

dire need of American film. At that time an American pic-

ture sold, no matter what the subject was. Whether it was
light-struck, under-exposed or poorly printed, it sold. Since
that time, however, new and promising Independent manu-
facturers, such as Thanhouser, Powers, Actophone, and
Nestor, have come into the business and have spent real

money in building factories. This means legitimate compe-
tition and the ultimate elimination of concerns which have
nothing at stake.
Every Independent exchange in the country will agree with

me that to-day is the brightest day that has dawned since
the business was divided. What, then, is the object of this

new proposed combination? Manufacturers do not need it;

exchanges do not want it. Who does? Only those manufac-
turers who fear honest competition and who desire to hold all

the stock of a company that will control the manufacturers
as to their output, and exchanges as to their purchase.
Why should we admit that we arc incomnetent to manage

our own businesses? A centralized shipping office for all

manufacturers would be beneficial on certain lines, but I

would advise all Independent manufacturers and importers
not to sign any agreement before the Alliance meeting of
May 6, no matter how rosy it looks, else some day the
shingle hanging in front of your door will be taken down and
a new one will replace it.

I am, yours for an open market and honest competition,
A. G. WHYTE,

1 Madison avenue, New York.

LAEMMLE'S MINNEAPOLIS EXCHANGE MOVES.
Minneapolis, Minn., March 31, 1910.

Manager Moving Picture World:
My Dear Sir— I wish to take this means of informing you

that the Laemmle Film Service, of Minneapolis, are moving
their offices from "100 Lumber Exchange" into the fourth
floor of the Sykes Block. We are making this move solely on
account of not having ample office space to conduct our busi-
ness, which I am glad to tell you is rapidly increasing.

If you would care to use this item for a piece of news, I

can assure you same will be appreciated.
Thanking you sincerely for past favors, and with best

wishes, I remain, Sincerelv yours.
JAS.'V. BRYSON,

Manager the Laemmle Film Service.

A CLEVER ADVERTISING SCHEME.
Oklahoma i-- so imbued with the spirit "i" progress and ad-

vancement along every outlet for human ai

surprised i" unearth in the capita] 01 that Southwi
-iii in 01 mo\ ing pi( tui •

Managei B. II. Powell, "i tin Olympii Amusement 1

pany, whii ols a syndicate "i hous< in Oklahoma 1

lias nol onlj taken advantage ol ii"- current and light-

improving qualitie oi thi G 1 .lercury An- Rectifier, but

itilized its advertising possibilities as well.

The illustration is an exterior view of the Gem Theater,
one of the Olympic houses, showing a Rectifier outside
the balconyr

, where the brilliant bluish light can be seen by
passersby for a long distance. The apparatus proved so suc-
cessful in attracting attention, all the theaters in Oklahoma
City are now using the G-E Rectifiers in this manner.

A Drawing Card lor Moving Picture Theatres

,ouise M. Manon
IN

Illustrated poems, now booking in Moving
Picture Houses in and out of town, also (or
professional entertainment.

Miss Marion is presenting several beauti-
ful poems written by Fred Emmerson Brooks,
which she has illustrated with special per-
mission from the author. This work never
fails to make a hit on every occasion.

Operator, Vaudeville Sketch and music furnished when desired-
Highest testimonials. Terms reasonable.

LOUISE M.
321 West 23rd Street

MARION
New York City

SET OF 15 FINE SLIDES TO ILLUSTRATE
"JIM-A-DA-JEFF"

now ready. All poses by Jeffries. Johnson and others connected with
coming big bout. This is the Bip Fellow of all S^ng Hits, published by
Walter Jacobs, Boston. EXCHANGES ORDER QUICK, $4 50 SET.

FEATURE SYNDICATE. Sandusky. Ohio, or KUNZMANN CO.,
1830 East 19th Street, Cleveland, Ohio.
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HUDSON COUNTY, N. J. (
LIST OF HOUSES.

We give below a complete and correct list of every show
house devoted to moving pictures in Hudson County, N. J.

It varies greatly with the list of a year ago. While nearly
all of these houses were in existence a year ago, more than
half of them have changed management. The past year has
produced only three brand new establishments as compared
with three of the old places that discontinued business and
were dismantled.
The Amusement Managers' Association of Hudson County

has given a good account of itself in the past. The loyalty
of these men to each other and their unselfish work for the
benefit of the whole State of New Jersey stamps them as a

set of men who are a credit to their business. To them the
exhibitors of New Jersey owe thanks for their heroic work
in once repealing the obnoxious "Child Law" and once block-
ing its passage, but we have never heard a word of praise

for them from the outside, in fact they have met with indif-

ference, and for that reason they are not so keen this year
to pick chestnuts out of the fire for their brethren down the
State.

It is understood that the Atlantic City forces will this

year marshal their strength and influence at Trenton, where
the salaried busybodies have introduced for the third time
their pet measure, that bill known as the "Child Law," which
must be indeed well thumbmarked by the rough handling it

has had during the last three years. Their determination to

pass it is a sublime and beautiful thing, in fact if the salary
part of it should suddenly stop and they still continued the

work, it might almost be called martyrdom.
The Hudson County managers have not lost heart or in-

terest, but consider that they have done their share of the

active work and are now willing to remain passive and give
other districts a chance to see what they can do. They still

give the case their moral support, and if appealed to will

help it along financially. They are iii favor of any move that
may be made, but it's not their move. Meetings are still held
by the Hudson County managers every Friday, 4 P. M., at

the Summit Hippodrome, 250 Summit avenue, West Hoboken,
for the discussion of local matters, but exhibitors from other
districts are invited to write or happen in at any time, where
they will be received with welcome.

List of Picture Houses—Hudson County, N. J.

Bayonne.

Empire—508 Avenue C. Sam'l Cohn, Mgr. Seats 250;
matinee Saturday; no vaudeville.

Lyric—523 Avenue C. E. H. Mason, Mgr. Seats 250;
matinee Saturday; no vaudeville.

Orpheum—10 West Twenty-third street. De Angelis &
De Ross, Mgrs. Seats 400; matinees Wednesday and Satur-
day; vaudeville.

Hoboken.
Eureka—259 First street. W. H. Peck, Mgr. Seats 400;

daily matinee; no vaudeville.

Gayety—354 First street. F. C. Roesch, Mgr. Seats 200;

daily matinee; no vaudeville.

Hippodrome—420 Washington street. Frank Daley, Mgr.
Seats 175; daily matinee; no vaudeville.

Lyric—Hudson street. Grant S. Riggs, Mgr. Seats 1,000;

daily matinee; vaudeville.

Palace— 116 Washington street. C. Guilloud, Mgr. Seats

200; daily matinee; no vaudeville.

Jersey City.

Academy—342 Central avenue. Ben Richardi, Mgr. Seats

300; daily matinee; no vaudeville.

Academy of Music—10 Gregory street. C. McAdow, Mgr.
Seats 1,000; daily matinee; vaudeville.

Auditorium—299 Central avenue. Haring & Blumenthal,
Mgrs, Seats 300; daily matinee; no vaudeville.

Bay House—558 Ocean avenue. Geo. Barry, Mgr. Seats
500; no matinees; occasional vaudeville.
Belmont—182 Monticello avenue. Nat B. Smith, Mgr.

Seats 200; matinee Saturday; vaudeville.
Bijou Dream—117 Monticello avenue. J. J. Canavan, Mgr.

Seats 250; daily matinee; vaudeville. Tel., Bergen 349 L.

Brunswick Dream—131 Brunswick street. Nat B. Smith,
Mgr. Seats 225; Matinee Saturday; no vaudeville.

Columbia Hall—Ocean and Cator avenues. Jos. McCarthy,
Mgr. Seats 1,000; matinee Saturday; vaudeville.

Eden—369 Central avenue. Emilio Richardi, Mgr. Seats

500; daily matinee; vaudeville.
Gem—J44 Jackson avenue. A. Walters, Mgr. Seats 175;

matinee Saturday; no vaudeville.
Grove—298 Grove street. H. D. Meyer, Mgr. Seats 600;

daily matinee; vaudeville.

Hippodrome—604 Summit avenue. Chas. A. Laub, Mgr.
Seats 200; daily matinee; no vaudeville. Tel., 1217 J. C.
Hippodrome—388 Central avenue. A. A. Leichter, Mgr.

Seats 500; daily matinee; vaudeville. Tel., 4319 J. C.
Imperial—618 Newark avenue. Whyte & Erickson, Mgrs.

Seats 300; daily matinee; vaudeville.
Keith & Proctor— 172 Newark avenue. Seats 1,000; daily

matinee; vaudeville.
Nickel—91 Newark avenue. Henry A. Fischbeck, Mgr.

Seats 250; daily matinee; no vaudeville.
Nicolet—52 Newark avenue. A. E. Coffin, Mgr. Seats 400;

daily matinee; vaudeville.
Odeon— 171 Monticello avenue. Wm. Reeside, Mgr. Seats

250; matinee Saturday; vaudeville.
Opera Comique—61 Harrison avenue. T. L. Smith, Mgr.

Seats 175; no matinees; no vaudeville.
Star—445 Central avenue. W. E. Stradling, Mgr. Seats

250; daily matinee; no vaudeville.
Theatorium—~~ Newark avenue. Seats 200; daily matinee;

no vaudeville.
Tuxedo—548 Newark avenue. I. W. Hendrickson, Mgr.

Seats 200; matinee Saturday; vaudeville.
Union—95 Montgomery street. Frank Maisch, Mgr. Seats

300; daily matinee; vaudeville. Tel., 447 R-J. C.

West Hoboken.
Heflich's Hall—Paterson and Summit avenues. John Hef-

lich, Mgr. Seats 900; Sundays only; vaudeville.
Keystone—Summit avenue and Paterson Plank road. Chas.

H. Rabe, Mgr. Seats 400; matinee Saturday; vaudeville.
Pastime—607 Spring street. J. W. Dicker, Mgr. Seats 225;

daily matinee; no vaudeville.
Picture Palace—485 Spring street. E. G. Ullman, Mgr.

Seats 150; daily matinee; no vaudeville.
Summit Hippodrome—250 Summit avenue. Hensel & Boll-

inger, Mgrs. Daily matinee; vaudeville. Tel., 571 Union.

Union Hill.

Auditorium— 15 Bergenline avenue. Stephen Liptak, Mgr.
Seats 360: daily matinee; no vaudeville.
Bernard—407 Lewis street; seats 300; matinee Saturday; no

vaudeville.

Palace— 143 Bergenline avenue. Jas. Epstein, Mgr. Seats
225; daily matinee; no vaudeville.

» Pikante Herrenabend Programme ^
KONNEN SIE NUR MIT

„Saturn" Film
ZUSAMMENSTELLEN

Wir machen unsere P. T. Kunden hoflich anf-

merksam, dass wir in Zukunft unsere bekannten

,, SATURN " Film mit Kr. 1.50 per m, bei Ab-
nahme von mindest 1,000 m mit Kr. 1.25 per m
inklusive Virage abgeben. Fur Filmneuheiten

stellt sich der Preis die ersten 3 Monate nach Er-

scheinen auf Kr. 2.50 per m, nach dieser Zeit auf

Kr. 1.50 per m. Der Verkauf erfolgt nur gegen
vorherige Kassa oder Anzahlung der Halfte und
Nachnahme. Illustrierte Kataloge nur gegen

60 hi. in Maiken.

Verlreter und Wiederverkaufer gesucht

,, SATURN," erste und alteste Filmfabrik in

Osterreich.

OO1O0 .

Ungarn Wien III

Arenbergring 15 (Ostereich)

Telegramm Addresse:

,,Saturnfllm—Wien"
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Among the Exhibitors.
#

Wichita, Kmis. Oacur Korn, of tbe Texas 1

ment i • 1 1
1

1
• . 1 1 1

\ , u .i
i healer

here.

terloo, la.—A. J. Busbj is completing ai

minis tor the erectiou ol an alrdunie at Syi

io City, Mich, frank Baker baa pun
the Star i beater In the Weal i k iruui
\\ llllani Klrcbner.

Atlanta, Ga. Professor Henrj \\ . Bom is piau-
i a ii.v\ i n. ati r Uere.

M urn. Berl Burgess and E. .1. Atkins
have purchased I ml Walker's Interest m the local
tuovlug picture theater.

Bradford, .fa. The Bradford Amusement Company
i'io.

i
in erect a now vaudeville theater on

Main
Nebraska, City, Neb. Messrs. Morse A Scbnltzcu

are preparm .i now alrdome here.
Stillwater, Okla. John l». Slack baa sold bis in-

teresl In the Pastime Theater bere to II. i:. Itlcler.
Baltimore, Md. Eugene Cook bas Becured a per-

mil hi a now \ ainioi llle and nioi -

theater, at North avenue and Charles

Daman, Okla, W. I.. Bumpaaa is making ar-
rangements to open a now uiuviug picture buow
here.

Milledgeville. Ga. Messrs. John .1. Barrett and
V i: i. His. .ii are making arrangements i" upon a
new moving picture theater bere.
Carmi, 111. Noah Welgaut and Francis M. Wicker

opened u new moving picture show In the Bur-
rell Build

Allentown, Pa. -A now moving picture theater
ii:> - been erected bere rot \v. Bernethum. it will
be situated al t;.;i Hamilton street and will bt
known as the Now Victor Picture Palace.

Rocktord. III. a lease lias been taken on a
store room, Jusl west of Ajshton's, fur the Jollel
Syndicate, who Intend to erecl a now picture
bouse, a handsome front wili be put on ami the
manager will try In make it one of the prettiest
piaoi - iii this seel Ion,

Faribault, Minn. II c. Schilling has purchased
the '.om \ i

• \ i 1
1 ^ Picture Theater from A. K. Wyand

ami will continue to run the bouse the same as the
former proprli

Austin. Minn. The manager of the G
purchased the Red Wing Theater and

will operate it under the same Btyle as the Gem.
Green Bay, Wis. -The Star Theater here lias

again i

Burlington. Wis. Hanson & Colburn, who have a

theater bere, which has been tor the past month
closed, will reopen again alter Lent.
Lake Geneva, Wis.— J. W. Lone has leased the

opera bouse hero to some unknown party.
Oshkosh, Wis. -'I'lie New Colonial Theater here

opened las! week and had a good patronage. The
theater pan seal about :;.">t persons and is situated
at I'.l Main street.

Darby. Pa. -Frank P. Benjamin has closed a deal
with Richard Purdj ' on the store at

602 Main street. Mr. Purdy intends to convert
ry Into a first ol i>s moving picture theater.

which win he known as the Darby Opera ii

Niagara Falls, N. Y. -The Grand Theater, on
North I reopened under new

Newburyport, Pa.— \v. M. Bray is the new man-
pi

Galveston. Tex. .(. 0. Donnell lias taken a lease
:d will convert It into a moving

re show.
Marion, Ind.—A new picture house is being

erected hero fur John fuel.

New York City.—A now moving picture theater
is being erected in 115th street, west of Eighth
avenue, fur If Weissman.

Baltimore. Md.— Negotiations have heen completed
for the purchase of Lubin's theaters, at 410 and
4is East Baltimore street, by Wilson Amusement

tany.

Harrisonburg, Va. -Fred Fleming and K. W.
purchased the Palace moving pic-

ture parlor from D. flint Dcvier and Win. Shep-
l.enl •

Hempstead. N. Y.—The Fulton Theater here lias

ed under now- management and will run all

of the highest class moving pictures.
Rochester. N. Y.—Plans for a new moving pic-

ture theater, to he built on Clinton avenue. South.
at an estimated oost of $00,000. were filed this

week by T.enn II. I.empert A Son. The name of

this new amusement house will he the Auditorium
Theater ami will be operated with all the latest

and host moving pictures and vaudeville. It Is

located at 41 and 43 Clinton avenue, and is under
the proprietorship of Henry Kuhn and his son,

Maurice Kuhn. who will manage it.

Wheeling, W. Va.—Arrangements have heen made
for the erection of a fine, new nickelodeon, on Main
street, for Walter Seal.
Newark. N. J.—A new moving picture theater 19

l-eing erected here.

Olean. N. Y.—James Xapler has purchased the

lot on Charles street and will erect on it a moving

I
iotnre theater.

Springfield. Mass.—The Goldstein Brothers Amuse-
ment Company, proprietors of the Pictorial Sub-
way Treater and other theaters In the leading cities

of New England, are to erect a modern fireproof

.mil up to date theater bulldlni w hleli will
•' -01, ty of ]

I

onto, I ..ii 'I -i.i l,,i lid W ill "|.. D I'

about .inly 1.

Athens. Pa.—A now moving plcl tin

being erecti tl 1 .nan,
Patcrson, N. J. I'. Starnpcl an, I Peter Gel

have Bled plans tor tbe erecti 1

1. on Ins picture tiio.it, 1 to h
Main street, which will .. 1

St. Louis, Mo. fin- Riverside a so m
pauv la making arrangements tor tin- erection of
a new moving picture theater al 1100 South Broad
w .11 .

Los Angeles. Cal. A. C. Martin will 1-1, ot a una
picture 1 In-. .11 r at 319 South Main Mi .

.

Middleton, N. Y. Byron s. 1 h ton is prepar
Ing to open a now moving picture ahow here.
Geneva. Wis. \. \. Radke ami as*

upon a now moving picture anon here.
Oskalcosa, la. Fred .1. Cubberly ami Harry

Mit. hell have pun ba ted tl ei here
11 Herbert Uiggs.
Norfolk. Neb. Edward Scates "

Crystal Moving Picture Theater bere Hum a. Koyen,
Buffalo, N. Y. Samuel Rappaport has bad

prepared fur tin- erection of a nevi rn.01

theater, t" be located at the Niagara ami
Anihi ri -Hoots.
Palmyra, Mo. .1. c. Yager has opened

moving picture theater here.

Brighton, la. Elrod Dayton Is planning to open
a now moving picture theater here.
Bloomington, 111. Jones A Lnlz arc making nr-

rnngenn ien a new moving picture
hole.

Atlantic. la. E. I.. Anderson has sold the Ma-
jestic Moving Picture Theater.

Ligonier, Ind.— Baum & Inks are preparing to
a mw alrdome bere.

Buffalo, N. Y. Charles Wallock A Oo. will erecl
a now moving picture theater at 752
street.

Eau Clair, Wis.—A. A. Soarl is planning to Open
a now moving picture theater bere.

Hartford. Conn. P. R. Brannlck and Joseph Cnsh-
ing are planning In open a now moving
theater bere.

Carrollton. 111. Rollln Roberts bas opened a new
moving picture theater
Nashwauk, Minn. The Nosbwauk Ainu

Company is making arrangements to open a now
i Ing picture theater
Atlantic, la.—Gordon Laughlin has s,,id the

Unique moving picture show here to C. V. Smith
ami L. II. Frost.

Rochester. N. Y. Architects Ion H. Lamport &
the erection of a new

$00.000 vaudeville and moving picture theater, to

be located on South Clinton avenue.
Hannibal, Mo.— F. K. McDonald and C. Carey are

preparing to open a now moving picture 1

North Yakima. Wash.—Oscar Wood is planning
to erecl a now moving picture theater here.

Missoula. Mont.— T. C. Penny has sold the Bijou
Moving picture Theater here to Peter Elckman.

Philadelphia. Pa. A. Ka.\ ml Rail bat

awarded tl mtract for thi >n of a now
moving picture theater, at SO South Fifty
snoot, for the Great Pbiladelphk Realty Company.
New York. N. Y,—Architect Clement B

w ill en re theater for the
I

I|i:i 111

Sio-.ix Falls. S. D. Mrs. Ralph L. Dutiliatnc lias

eater here.
Virden. Ill, Wright has sold a half In-

terest In the Rex Theater fore to Will McNamara.
Temple. Tex.—Capt. James Itudd lias decided to

erect a new alrdome here.

Brocton, 111.—G. I>. Mainard will open a new
moving picture show here.
Raymond. Wash.— Riezner & Calvin are erecting

a new moving picture theater here.
Stroudsb irg. Pa.—A new moving picture theater

is i.oing erected on Washington street for Albert
lie rue and Clarence Dreher and will he known
as the Star Picture Palace.
Rockland. 111.— Plans have been filed here for the

erection of a high class picture bonne, which is to
be known as the Colonial Theater.

Springfield. Mass.—The property on the corner of
Franklin ami Main streets is being converted into
a nickelodeon for M. Muse.

Buffalo. N. Y. Grove Amusement Company; cap-
ital. $.",0,000. Directors: Adam II. Grove. Wil-
liam J, Iliekery and Otto C. Scliorb.

New York City.—Joy Amusement Company: cap-
ital. SM.OOO. Directors: Albert E. Turpin. Edgar
C. Turpin.
Oswego. N. Y.—Oswego Amusement Company:

capital. $.".000. Directors: Joseph A. Wallace.
George Roberts and Charles P. Gilmore.
New York City.—Houston Hippodrome Company:

capital. $3,000. Directors: Henry Steiner. Charles
Steiner and Irving M. Minsky.

Port Richmond. N. Y.—Leo Amusement Company:
capital, $0,000. Directors: Martin Leo. Tobias A.
Kennler and Robert Joplin.

Richmond. Va.—Jefferson Theater Company: cap-
ital. $26,000. Directors: E. P. Harris. J. S.

Galeski and S. Galeskl.
Frankford. Ky.—Colonial Amusement Company:

capital. $2,000. Directors: E. E. Lawrence. Dan
Norton and E. F. Lawrence.
Bellow Falls. Vt.—A new moving picture theater

was opened in tbe I'nion Hall by James Pickett.

Brainerd, Minn. Judd H I Igbl and I

taken

moving picture Hh an 1 .

Mod, no. N. Y. I. ..
1

. |, 1

Washington. D. I

opened the u

New York City. tt.» Welasman will

w.-i of Eighth avi
Laston, Pa. \ m w ,i ., WJJJ

tailed in tbe now building erected on

Providence, R. I. Walter Browni
t a moving picti

theater, and will all
I'.i n 1 ticket

Leominster, Mass.— W. II have
the property adjacent

I

Church
establl
Dos Moines. la. Gordon Laughll

hi- Interest In the 1 n j,.

Louisville. Ky. The Orphenm Moving I

Theater baa 0| 1 al

Will, .1

been spared in making
tractive and comfortable moving plctu
mis section.

St. Loins. Mo. -The Riverside Ann.-
capital, $10,000. Din

Henry Pioiilo, Anthony Hacbdoerfer and
ni.iiiii

Cincinnati, Ohio, 'flu

Ing picture theater on Harrison
li< oktnau and Westn I svei
Cleveland. Ohio. 11. Heavens '.ill opi

mad.
Rochester, N. Y. rians for a nen

' rected linton
.Temple 1 bi a

mated The plant
tor will be 88 in IC5 feet, extending b

and will be able to se it 1,500 1

now bouse will be known as tbe Audit.
d w ill be devoted to a

vllle and 1 ing plcturi 1 Six k

at prioi - ranging from to to 25
Bre Henry Kuhn and M

Kuhn. who will be the managi r. 1
-

11 ami 43 Clinton aver
Olneyville, R. I. Spitz A

Ime Theater. ]

also the proprietors of the Nickel
Cheaters.
Buffalo. N. Y. Samuel n-

moving plct show at 1941
Philadelphia. Pa.—The Jumbo I Com-

pany will erecl s moving plcturi

I

New York City. Plans have I Bled I

1 ol a new moving plcrni
Eighth avenue for Elizabeth Tiffancey.
New York Cily. An made

palace al 17B Park row fa- .Tamos Grunnin;
E. Pepperell. Mass.—George L. Osgood and G. 11.

P.. Turner have sold tbi Ir moi u -

Hub Moving Picture I

Elmira. N. Y. -G. II. Van Demark, man .,

.

the i lappj Hour Theater, here. ;

City Amusement Company.
Musratine. la. The Bijou Electric Theater here

has again opened it s i|,„.rs to the pnblic.
York. Pa. -A new moving picture theater has

opened hire and will be known 1

will be situated on South 1

New York City. A now moving pi ture I

is being orootod here.
St. Johnsville. Vt.—The Gnont's photographic

studio N being converted into a new picture I

Rutland. Vt. \ vaudeville thei loving
picture hall maj

1 n Park this Summer.
Netcong. N. J.—Thomas Cavanaugli lias the new

building enclosed that is being erected In

to give his moving picture exhibitions.

Hooper. Neb.— C. C. Cushman and Harry P.lasak
: a now moving picture theater here.

Joplin, Mo.—E. J. & F. C. Grnbel have purchased
several lots here upon which they will erect a
new vaudeville and moving picture show-.

Marshall. Mo.—W. c. Robertson is making ar-
rangements to open a new moving picture theater
In the Ming Building.

Crookston, Minn.—Charles Treadwell is planning
to start n new moving picture show.
Des Moines. la.—Elbert A Getchell have purchased

the Empire Theater here and will ronm.lel and re-
furnish tbe entire structure.
Garden City. Kan.— Ralph Clark Is making ar-

rangements to erect a new alrdome here.

Chippewa Falls. Wis.—Rod Carroll is making ar-
rangements to open a new vaudeville and moving
picture theater here.

Pine Blnff. Ark.— Dr. S. H. Miller lias completed
arrangements for the erection of a new moving
picture theater, to be located on State street.
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Trade Make: Tradb Maii
BIOGRAPH
FILMS
RELEASED APRIL 11th, 1910

A Romance of the Western Hills
Civilization as it Appealed to the Indian Maiden.

Indian subjects are always attractive inasmuch as they give an opportunity
for outdoor photography, and this Biograph subject, while being a story of
exceptional interest, comprises a series of most wonderfully beautiful views
in the mountains of Southern California. The moral presented shows the
bitter hopelessness of the redman. An Indian maiden is adopted by tourists,

and is being educated by them when she meets the young nephew of her bene-
factor. She is led to believe that the young man loves her, only to find

herself forgotten for one of his own race. Her appeal to her benefactor meets
with repulsion. In fact, it is assumed that she is presuming. She now finds

civilization a gift not yet perfect, and so goes back to her own people.

APPROXIMATE LENGTH, 980 FEET.

RELEASED APRIL 14th, 1910

THE KID
He Unwittingly Plays Cupid.

In this Biograph Comedy is shown how the pranks of a mischievous
youngster may result in good. The Kid is the son of a widower and, while
playing cowboy near his home, he espies a young lady climbing to the top
of a windmill tower, from which to view the surrounding country. An idea
strikes him. He will remove the ladder and so hold the fair maid a prisoner
on the tower. From this position she is rescued by the father, and an acquaint-
ance formed which ripens Oh, well! The Kid's trick has gained for him
a new mamma.

APPROXIMATE LENGTH, 981 FEET.

A Fall Description of these Subjects will be Found on Another Page

Release days of Biograph Subjects— MONDAY and THURSDAY

Get on Our Mall List and Keep Posted. Write for Our Descriptive Circulars

BIOGRAPH COMPANY
Licensee of the Motion Picture Patents Co.

11 EAST 14tH STREET NEW YORK
QBORQB KLEINE. Selling Agent for Chicago (52 State St., Chicago, 111.).

FILMS HOWARD MOVING PICTURE GO.
Repair Work a Specialty. Agents for Motiograph, Power's

and Edison Machines. Supplies and Sundries.
FILMS

564 Washington Street,
Established 1894. (Opposite Adams House).

Boston Mass.
Incorporated 1908.

Milwaukee, Wis.—Architect Hengelj Is drawing
plans for a new moving picture theater for Steve
SuleWBki, at Wright and Fratney streets.

Sterling, 111.—T. F. Wlialen has leased the Gem
Moving Picture Theater here.

Corydon, la.—K. & M. Kuell are arranging to
open a new moving picture theater here.

Cleveland, Ohio.—Michell H. Marks is contemplat-
ing the erection of a new vaudeville theater here.
Macon, Ga.—E. E. Adams is considering the erec-

tion of a new moving picture theater here.
New Castle, Ind.—Harry Wisor, Burt Whiteley,

C. B. Andrews and others are planning the erec-
tion of a uew vaudeville and moving picture theater
here.

Brownsville, Tex.—A. Ditlman will erect a new
theater here in the near future.

Salt Lake City, Utah.—J. J. Snell will erect a
new moving picture theater at 222 South State
street.

Lexington, Ky.—Stanley A. Pratt has leased the
Princess Theater, on Main street, and has taken
possession.
Upper Sandusky, Ohio.—Alex. Merchand Is pre-

paring to open a new moving picture theater in
Ashland.
Hamilton, Ohio.—B. F. Malan, of Cincinnati, has

purchased the Queen Theater, at Front and High
streets.

Colorado City, Col.—J. J. Piatt is preparing to

open a new moving picture show at 507 Colorado
avenue.

York, Pa.—Mr. Schrantz is making arrangements
to open a new moving picture theater in the Geesey
Building, to be known as the Scenic.

Hamilton, Ohio.—William Wiles has sold the
Queen Theater to B. F. Molan.

Buffalo, N. Y.—Charles Farrell will erect a new
moving picture theater at the corner of Clinton and
Pulaski streets.

NEW INCORPORATIONS.

New York City.—Levitt & Mitchel Amusement
Company; capital, $10,000. Incorporators: Victor

D. Levitt and Hans Bienecke.

New York City.—National Moving Picture Com-
pany; capital, $25,000. Incorporators: C. J. Gor-
man and E. W. Helly.

St. Louis, Mo.—Webster Groves Amusement Com-
pany; capital $3,000. Incorporators William J.

Burton, Emil Linsmeyer and T. E. Hennessy.

New York City.—Dramagraph Company of Amer-
ica; capital, $30,000. Directors: Samuel H. Shaw,
Henry L.- Von Steuben and John M. Pendleton.

New York City.—Phoenix Amusment Company;
capital, $5,000. Directors: Lewin Seelig, Joseph
Carr and Lewis Rosenblush.

Bronx, N. Y.—Cowan's, Ltd.; capital, $5,000.
Directors: Walter H. Thacher, C. A. Weldon and
A. J. Greit.

New York City.—Marvel Amusement Company;
capital, $25,000. Directors: Abraham Kauffman,
Sidney W. Leimer and Howard T. Cole.

Sound Effects
FOR

Moving Pictures
No Picture House is complete with-

out our Sound Effects. They make
your show realistic, increase your box
office receipts 100%, satisfy your
patrons.

Write for our catalogue A.

25% lower than any house in

America.

M. P. SOUND EFFECT GO.
19th Ward Bank Building

57th St. cor. 3d Ave., New York City

AMERICAN FILM SERVICE
"BEST SERVICE iN AMERICA"

We have from 1 to 10 day Service open Write, wire, walk or phone for prices and particulars

BANK FLOOR 77 S. CLARK STREET ••The House of Specials" CHICAQ), ILL.
Long Distance Telephone, Randolph 3216 and 3217
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BIOGRAPH COMPANY.
A ROMANCE OF THE WESTERN HILLS.—Clvll-

laatlon as it appealed to the Indian maiden. A
party of tonrisis vi-n an Indian Tillage and nre

charmed bj the pretty little Indian girl, who of"

tvrs f.>r their consideration ornament* and bead*.

a book of civilisation fails Into ber banda and

naturally the girl Is fascinated bj the apparent

-in of It, but her lover, a young brave, tells

White man's I k no good." This, however.

doea not dlaanade her. as her Blight association

with the while people has made iheir sphere appear

to her enthralling, heme when she lias the chance
of living in their world she is elated. She is

adopted by a kindly disposed COnple who treat

her almost as their daughter, educating her and

showering on her every attention. She Is happy,

but the tyranny of fate conspires, and she Is

made to realize the bitterness of her condition.

The young nephew of her benefactors arrives from

college, and Is attracted by the little Indian girl,

and pays her quite some attention. This the little

girl assumes is love for her, and Is happy in that

assumption, for she confides In him; hence what a

blow it Is to her when later she finds the young
man with his fiancee, a young lady of his own
race. She pours out her heart's sorrow to her

benefactors, who, of course, are amazed that she

should have expected It otherwise. Now she finds

civilization a gift not yet perfect. Back to her

own people she goes, and her former lover upon

learning her plight, vows vengeance. The young
brave makes his way to the house of the white

people and npon finding the nephew alone in the

garden, grapples with him. and would have zn-

lshed him had not the Indian maiden, who fol-

lowed him. begged him to spare the white boy.

While they are thus engaged, the hoy's fiancee ap-

proaches, and learning from the Indian how the

fellow had pretended love for the red girl and
won her heart, she realizes what a wretch lie is

and breaks her troth with him, bidding him never

speak to her again.

THE KID.—He unwittingly plays Cupid. From
the title of this film one would naturally assume
that It depicted the impish pranks of a mischievous
youngster, and. in a measure, so It does, but his

innocent mischief has a delectable result. To
Walter Holden since the death of his wife, falls

the responsibility of raising his only child, a boy
about twelve years old. Holden being of domestic
tastes, feels the loneliness of the home without

his wife, despite the presence of ills interesting boy.

The youngster, ebullient in spirits, was. while a

source of anxiety, a great balm to his crushed

heart, and father and son were almost constant

companions Like all hoys of his age. he is a bit

wild and /rankish. and we find him amusing him-
self playing cowboy and soldier, with an old-

fashioned flint-lock pistol and cowboy makeup. His
father enters into the fun for a time as earnestly

as the Kid. Finally the Kid goes out Into the field

to play the Tame. A short distance from the

house is a very tall windmill tower and to the

top of this, by means of a ladder, climbs pretty
Tioris Marshall to enjoy the beautiful view there-

from. The Kid hapnens along, and seeing the
pretty girl on the tower, an idea strikes him.

The fair maid will be a prisoner on the

tower." This he effects by removing the ladder.

and so she remains until the father seeking the

whereabouts of the boy. discovers his deed, and
rescues r>or!s from her lofty position. This Is

their first meeting and they are visibly attracted

by each other; even the Kid takes a fancy to

Doris, and wants her to come along with pop and
him. An energetic Cupid, to say the least. Well,
the girl is again irresistibly drawn to the tower.

By a trick of fr.te. the father also climbs the

tower, not knowing Doris is already there. Here
is fine sport for the Kid. By removing the ladder

he makes prisoners of them both, nere he tantaliz-

ingly keep them until the novelty of the act wanes.
They are. however, together long enough to In-

tensify the feeling Induced bv their first meeting.
I'pon reaching ground, the father makes a faint

nttetnnt to spank the Kid. tmt Doris begs him not

to. This raises her still higher In the esteem of

the Kid. and he renews his pleas for her to come
with them. Well, the boy's trick results In a new
mamma for him.

EDISON MFG. CO.
A CASE OF IDENTITY.—This film shows another

case handled by the wonderful detective Hogarth.
and carries us to an entirely different locale and
set of situations.

The mystery begins when Hogarth receives a call

from a foreigner who. being unable to speak Eng-
lish, starts to write his business and dtops to the
floor dead before finishing. There is no clue npon
the man, save the tailor's mark on his overcoat,

but for a m'nd like Hogarth's that is enough. Find-
ing the tailor, he learns the name of the mysteri-
ous stranger. He is mystified when the next day's
paper announces that the man whom he saw lying

dead on the floor is to sail with his daughter for

Europe at noon. Being a man of decision as well

as Intuition, Hogarth makes a quick dash for the

boat, and finds himself a fellow-passenger of the

man, who is apparently the double of his mysterl-

ous caller, and the girl, who Is lappoaed to be his

(laughter. Be lOOn finds that there la a love story,

for one of the deck hands on the liner e\.

notes and signals with the girl, rind Hogarth s

learns that the man Is lor Dance In dial

He contrives to enter the stateroom of the girl's

Supposed father and there finds evidence that the

man Is In the employ of an DnacrupuloUS Prince
who Intends to force the girl Into marriage, and
also that the man's power over the girl comes from
a forgeil note purporting to be from her father, of

whose death she Is ignorant. How Hogarth con-

vinces the girl of the terrible danger she Is In ami
of his power to save her, ami how he confronts the

pretended Marquis and after a desperate struggle

succeeds in taking him Into custody, makes a thrill-

ing and effective climax to an Intensely faselnatlng
story. The scenes taken on board the ocean liner

are exquisite in atmosphere and photography and
lend a splendid reality to an almost perfect film.

THE MINER AND CAMILLE.—A theatrical reper-

toire company Is playing through Colorado, their

principal bill being "Camllle." During a perform-
ance of this well-known drama a humorous Incident,

the subject of this film, occurs. A big-hearted
Colorado mountaineer and his friend are In the
audience. Induced there by the proprietor of the
theater, who knew them In the mining camp.
Neither of the men has ever witnessed a dramatic
performance, and as the play progresses both be-

come absorbed In It. The older man Is so carried
away that at the vital moment when Armand up-
braids Camllle and refuses to listen to her plead-
ings, he jumps npon the stage and throws the lead-
ing juvenile man of the company bodily through
the scenery "up stage center." The explanation
that the whole thing Is a play brings the miner
and his friend, who has attempted to assuage the
violent protest of the audience by drawing his

"Colt's 44." to a realization of their ridiculous atti-

tude. Peace Is declared, but the miners get stage
fright and refuse to return to the box. After the
play they are seen toastlne the "Queen of Tragedy"
and. incidentally, the leading man of the company,
who good-hnmorodly accepts the apology of the
miner, though his face Is covered with several pieces
of court plaster.

READY IN A MINTfTE There is a pretty girl

before the firelight In a pretty gown. There Is a

young man in opera hat and coat, the hanpy pos-

sessor of two theater tickets, hut the girl's pretty
gown Is not pretty enough and she mnst change it.

She will be "ready in a minute"—and then the fun
begins.
The clock goes round and round, and the honrs

snin away until even the calendar begins to show
the lapse of time and its leaves show the passing
days as they turn over. Then it must be months
after, for this surely is a beard which has grown
on the young's man face and it certainly Is true
that his forehead has crown very high. Still the
time flies, and we see the poor young man now old

and grav. A long white beard decorates his still

immaculate shirt front, bnt there are holes In his

elbows and knees, and he has grown very feeble.

The plaster falls from the walls, huge cobwebs
stretch across the doorways, and even the furni-

ture lias fallen to pieces.

And then She appears and all the Illusion vanishes
and—it really has not been so long! It is not even
too late for the theater. If one doesn't mind missing
the first two or three acts.

GALLEOHER.—The first scenes show how the
story begins with the murder and robbery of an
old millionaire and the escaoe of his secretary. The
detective who Is put on the case comes Into the
newspaper office to see his reporter friend and there
Oallociier hears of the case, when he becomes pos-

sessed of the wild desire, which probably fills

every bov's heart, of playing detective. He Is so

enthralled with the profession and the personality
of the sleuth that in spite of all remonstrances
from his employer, the editor, he follows the man
when he leaves the office. The next scenes show
Oalloghor watching the passers-by on the street

corner and In the riilwav station, searching vainly
for a man who looks like the photograph of the
much sought secretary, who has only three fingers

on his right hand.
The boy's vigilance Is unexpectedly rewarded

when he finds that the criminal has purchased a

ticket for a small suburban station near which.
as the Initiated know, a prize fi>ht is to take olaee

that night. The criminal has disguised himself bv
removing his beard and moustache, hut nnfortn-
natelv for him this makes him look nil the more
like his vouthful picture In the detective's posses-
sion. Oallegher. not knowing that his absence from
the office resulted in his discharge, seeks his friend,

the reporter, and taking the detective with hlra
ther go to the prize fight.

The fistic encounter takes place 1n an old barn
end they are easily able to locate the criminal, but
just as the fi^ht is in full progress, the detective
about to arrest his man and the newsoaner reporter

and Oallegher to get their great "scoop." the police

appear and everybody Is under arrest. The re-

porter's plea to be allowed to send his storv to the

naner Is unavailing. The sergeant Is inflexible, bnt
lallegher. slipping his hsnd Into the renorfer's

pocket, takes the notebook and. crying pitifully,

succeeds by his very size and youth In getting br
the sergeant and away. ne borrows a cab and
though fired after by the other officers lashes the

horse into a run. and the next scenes show him
speeding away toward the newspaper office where

lors and i

• holding the morning
edition for ' '* wii" rtde

. „ <| twice i . horn bis Ktreet gamin
brewdni edi In throwing off the truek. and

ion nil i,ope baa boon abandoned and the

paper l« gOil WltbOUi it he rushes In win.

T-v ami falls In n little heap on the BOOT.

at after thin he doef not lose bla

job.

DROWSY DICK, OFFICER NO. 73.—"Drowsy
Dick," a young Offlcer On the pollc* fOI

atiiictcd with a sleeplni •" able

tr, overcome. He Incurs the enmity of

by fawning Instead of laughing
Story and Is u tough district as a

reward for his demerit. His aoporlflc tendency la

here laughingly displayed.
Cries from Df where n free fight very

evidently l- in progress fail to excite btm, nnd be

stretches lazily e ends. An Instant later

him surrounded by probably the most

villainous erew of desperadoes and thugs eTI

lected in one room. They creep upon him, raise

their weapons to strike the fatal blow—but why tell

how be escapes, or what his reward?

A YORKSHIRE SCHOOL.—We see the Nlekleby

familv discussing their financial condition and Nich-

olas deciding to answer Squeers' advertisement for

an assistant. Then we aee Mr. Squcers gather-

ing together some of his prospective charges, his

meeting with Nicholas, their departure from the

"Saracen's Head." a London hostelry, their arrival

at the school, the Incidents In the school room show-

ing Squcers' brutality and Introducing Smlke In

ills pathetic character. Nicholas expresses to Smlke

bis deep sympathy for him. and while be Is doing

so Squcers enters and takes Smlke by the collar,

striking him a blow with his cane and threatenlne

Nicholas.
That night Smlke steals away from the school.

Only to be brought back by the wily Squeers. The

next day as Nicholas Is teaching his class Squeers

enters, dragging Smlke after him. nnd. after telling

all of the shivering youngsters that he Is going to

give them a practical Illustration of the dnngers

of running awav, proceeds to belabor Smlke. Nich-

olas can stand It no longer—he springs upon Squcers.

s the rod from his hand and administers

to him a beating which brings the bully to his

knees. Nicholas then takes Smlke and leaves the

school.
His prospects for the future look very dark, but

on his arrival at home his mother shows him n

letter which she has received from her brother In

India, to the effect that he Is rich and Is about to

return to England, where he will provide for the

comfort of Mrs. Nickleby and her family. All look

at Smike in his wretchedness and ngrce that he

shall share the joy which has come Into their

household. This Is the happy ending of the story

which cannot fail to win applause of the observer.

ESSANAY FILM MFG. CO.
SHE WANTED A BOW-WOW.—As the title sug-

gests. Tolly wants a "bow-wow." anything In the

line of a four-legged canine. She takes the matter

up with Bob. who argues that a "bow-wow" is a

nuisance in the house and flatly objects to bringing

a dog into the familv.

Pollv cries and tells T'ncle .Toe about wanting s

"bow-wow" and how her horrid Bob will not per-

mit her having one. t'ncle Joe Is all sympathy

nnd tells her she shall have one. and promises to

go right out and make the purchase. She Is highly

elated and begins making preparations for the recep-

tion of her little "DOW-WOW."
Bob and Polly have In their employ a maid and

a butler, who. a voir before, had secretly married.

Some time before James and . Marie bad come to

live with Bob and Polly, they had been blessed

with a little girl baby, which was being kept by n

friend of Marie's. On the day that Polly had taken

her complaint to T"ncle Joe. the servants had re-

ceived a short note from Mrs. Wilson, stating that

the babv was 111 and for them to cnll nnd get it.

It is then that the trouble begins. T'ncle Joe

brings home the pup. and fearful of Bob's wrath

they resolve to hide the dog and write a note to

-tatlng that it belongs to them (Uncle J"*

and Pollv!. for him to forgive them and to take

good care of It. The pup Is hidden behind a screen

In the room, and Polly and Pncle Joe slip out to

await developments.
In the Interval which follows. James and Marie

enter with the baby. Fearful of losing their por-

tions If Mr. Boh learns of their marriage and of

the baby, they are In a quandary ns to what to do

with It. They hear someone coming nnd seeking to

stave off Inquiries until the list moment, they slip

the little one behind the screen at the other side

of the room. Bob finds the letter and. of course.

looks behind the wrong screen, norror is expressed

In his face when he sees the baby, for he presumes
that this is the "it" referred to In Polly's note.

Resolved to annihilate his treacherous uncle and
unfaithful wife. Bob searches the honse for the

two: hut the crime Is averted when the two fright-

ened servants confess to the ownership of the

while Polly nnd T'ncle Joe bring opt the pup.

THE BAD MAN AND THE PREACHER.—
"Snake" Williams, typical bad man. and a little

gronp of cowboys are found loitering lazily about

the Smkeville. Ariz., barroom, when the noon-day

stage cn.qch out of Phoenix rumbles around tl

and deposits one lone passenger. Interest is im-

mediately aroused and ns the stage conch pul

Snake, the constant bully, sidles up to tbe newly
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CUT THIS OUT
As you may not see it again. The following

parts for Edison and Power's machines.

EDISON ONE PIN Regular

Intermittent Steel Sprocket, mounted on Price List Our Price

Intermittent Shaft and Star Wheel.... $7 50 J5.00
Intermittent Steel Sprocket 3 50 2 25

Intermittent Shaft and Star Wheel, made
of one piece of Steel 4 00 2 80

Separate Intermittent Shaft 1.00 .70

Separate Star Wheel 3 00 2nd
Revolving Shutter 1.00 .70

POWER'S CAMERAGRAPH
Star Wheel and Lieht Steel Sprocket
mounted on Intermittent Shaft 7 00 4 90

Star Wheel 2 50 1.70

Intermittent Light Steel Sprocket 3.50 2 25

Intermittent Shaft.. 100 .70

Phosphor Bronze Eccentric Brushing 25 .18

Burners for Power's machines . . 3.50

Cement . Sc. per bottle

"Arco" Carbons soft cored ;sx6 $2.00 per 100

Condensers, pure white .45 each

Reminders 1.35 "

What you don't see here write for tnd get our
Illustrated catalogue.

Motion Picture Supply Co.
167 SUMNER AVENUE BROOKLYN, N. Y.

IPflfi iLJTLZlL-21

Moving Picture Manufacturing Machinery.

CAMERAS
PERFORATORS

PRINTERS
BRUSHERS

The best manufactured and in use in the best
European factories.

J. DEBRIE, Paris,

BRARO HACHlNri WORKS, Turin.

FRIEDA KLUC, Sole American
Representative,

121 EAST 23RD STREET,
NEW YORK.

SONG SLIDES
L, S0NQ SLIDES, $3.00 per set L,

I

D
E

We have an overstock of song
slides which we will let go at $3x0
per set. This offer only holds

good until this btock is depleted.

We make Lantern Slides <f anything ard everything for

any and every put pose. Send lor our special
prices on Anaouncement Slides

143 Morth 8th .Street,
PHILADELPHIA, PA.NORTH AMERICAN SHOE CO .

I

D

SONG SLIDES
DROLLINGER FILM SERVICE CO.

(Agents tor Philadelphia Projecting Co.)

Receiving TWELVE REELS of the

BEST INDEPENDENT FILMS WEEKLY
Don't vou think that will handle you?

WRITE US A LETTER Phone 3286
106 Upper Second Street EVANSVILLE, IND-

DO IT NOW! CET ACQUAINTED WITH

Novelty Song Slide Service
Novelty Announcement Slides

Novelty Puzzlettcs

Scranton. Pa.
[\J

OVELTV SLIDE COMPAN
EW YORK CITY Albany, N.Y.

For Sale—K?«t! Camera
Printing machine and other paraphernalia. One
of the best outfits in the country at a big bargain

Jerome M. Jackson, *!£&&£'&&

We make the best lenses in

the world for projecting motion I
jN jhj I

pictures and lantern slides. Can \|ttJ&/
you spend a little money more »*"*" *

wisely and profitable than by
ordering a set of lenses which will

IMPROVE YOUR
PICTURES?

NEW PRICES
M. P. Projection Lenses any size with our improved jacket

with spiral adjustment $1 S.0C

No. 1 Stereopticon Lenses : 15 00

No. 2 Stereopticon Lenses 20.00

All dealers sell them on approval.

WRITE FOR OUR NEW CIRCULAR
When ordering state the size of your screen and the length of the

picture wanted. Give the distance from the lens to the screen. Remit
the price of the lens or fnrnish references.

CUNDLACH-MANHATTAN OPTICAL COMPANY *

808 Clinton Ave., So. Rochester, N. Y.

FILMS
FOR
RENT

NEW FILMS HIGH CLASS SERVICE

The Pioneer House, With 8 Years Experience

And $250,000.00 Back Of It

Write To-day for Terms

EUGENE CLINE
57 and 59 Dearborn St., Chicago
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arrived stranger to Inquire tbe latter'i business,
explaining at Ibe hoc time tbal altl gh the
town bai no mayor or receptl wmmittei
will be pleased to do tbe 1 ra. Following tbb
statement Snake Invites Ibe stranger Into tbe
"Silver Dollar" for any refreshment! tbe gentleman
mlgbt desire, wltb the recon nidation tbal "Old
Henry" is about tbe best tbe "Silver Dollar"
affords.

I am a minister of tbe Gospel," Answers 1 in-

Rev. James Smytb, "i do not Indulge In liquor >t
any kind."

bloat an* 11 with a shock which
sweeps tbe bullj off bJs feet, while the

other boys gather ahoul to view the r
i pastor's • 1 1 • i • k extermlnal Ion. Bui

Snake has an opportunity to vent bis wrath, Rev.
Smytb tunis on bis heel and disappears around tin

corner.

rwo days later we And the Rev. Smyth In front

of the little Irani,' churcb posting a notice t" the

that "Services will be held here to-daj at
". P. \l.," extending an invitation to all to

Snake Williams, who fears that the affronl

the preacher might question lii- title, calls bis little

of bad men together and announces solemnly
that no 'ill be held In Mustang this day.
With ins rowdies at hi off to the

little frame church and proceeds t" riddle the
notice with bullets from bis 1 olta,

i's are In progress and Bbortlj

ed the prei les out. de-

manding i" 1 v. n for tblt

of the Sabbath. Snal 1 row and forces

reacher In t<> a fistic battle. The two tight

strenuously, Snake som Bometlmes
the preacher. Bnt In the end s straigbt-fi i-the-

shoulder wallop sends Snake rolling In tbe (Hist

and the awed cowboys, seeing their chief defeated,
rally i" the preacher's standard and finally enter
Die church, leaving Snake and Rev. Smyth to fur-

ther discuss matters.
"Preacher," says Snake, condescendingly, "you're

a wonder— an' if you'll forgive B pore sinner "

Rev. Smytb stretches out iiis hand. Snake f

it gratefully and upon tbe pastor's Invitation enters

arch.

THE MISTAKEN BANDIT.— .Tim Thaw run- an
isolated general store in California. He uples

. position as agent for the Great Eastern
Express Company, which in the West Is a dai

Job. One day the Btage drives up and deposits a

money box with Thaw with Instructions from the

general manager of t lie Great Eastern that it is

to be held with blm over night, adding that be
must keep a careful watch as it is reported that

Back Brady, an outlaw, has been seen skulking In

Inlty of Thaw's store.

When the box arrives Thaw's Wife is very ill

and Jim hail just In en preparing to ride for the

country donor. He realizes that duty commands
him to guard the money, while the love for liis

wife, who is dangerously 111, urges him to forsake

his duty and ride for the doctor. The trust is

partially met when his daughter volunteers to

watch the place and di ould Buck Brady
and his hand end, orce nn entr

Jim gone hut an hour or so when n

lonely cowboj rides np and at the Thaw
store. He has come for provisions and his wonder
and curiosity are airoused when his knocklngs at

r arc unanswered. Inside, the pirl. who
believes the innocent cowboy to he Buck Brady
and his band, is making p - to protect

the treasure. However, whi es open the

door the cowboy finds himself looking into the bar-

rel of a pist.,1 and the glint of steel courage in

il's eye informs him that beyond a donbt

II suffer death if he makes the hast gUS-

The girl commands him to enter a

small room "ff the store ami after disarming him
closes the door and locks it securely.

Another dreary hour passes and there is another

knock at the door. The frightened srirl starts

sly, then cautiously steals t" a window and
looks out. Three men. armed and whispering to-

lottering at the door.

The girl slips a heavy bar into the door, looks

at her pistols and makes ready to defend her treas-

Snddenly there is a battering at the door

and the heavy panels burst from the door and
a pistol is thrust" through. The bar is lifted and

the bolt shot back and the three deperadoes slip

into the room. Against the three the girl sees

she can do nothing, when suddenly the door to the

side is thrown open, two shots are fired and the

foremost bandit drops in a heap on the floor. The
others are panic stricken and seek to retreat, tint

this is cut "off by the stalwart form of Thaw, fol-

lowed by the doctor, each with leveled pistols.

The wounded bandit and the two captured
oved by the sheriff, who comes on the scene.

and explanations follow.

The cowboy tells his surprise at being held nn
by Jim's daughter and how he guessed at tlie truth

when the real bandits appeared. The girl thank-
fully stretches out her hands to the cowboy and we
may Imagine that a love affair is well rooted.

LUBIN MFG. CO.
JONES' WATCH.—Jones is fussily nervous and

absent-minded as well. Preparing for a Journey,

he neglects to slip his watch in bis pocket in his

hurry to make a train. Rushing toward the station,

he collides with several per- m is a

polltelj Intoxicated yoong man who clings lovingly
1" - 1 '• nc k. i m .,,,,

I , ,

l,ls 10. ol 1 Ulb, OOl) to llml 11

lie also finds thai ha has not his watcl 1 sui
Immediately attaches to in,, young Inebrluti

.1 revolvi r from bis pocki 1. lie itarts upon
1. ior the supposed thief, and not 1-

detective, bi blm. Springing out i.

place of concealment, he holds up
1

1

and lakes nwa> his w .,1. b. Slow h i

oi tbe robberj pi • befuddled brain and
tio victim starts after .lone, picking up a police-
man ami several others on n,, way. Meantime
Jones i h • ami proudlj n

I

l and l. ,.,,,, v ,,, ,j,, n uteb lo bis
' l u He. si,,- explains Unit si,,, round tbe

watcb Just ,i i, i-
i e and U led to gel II

< i,y the seivani. .lon.s la startled
thai i" mid to bla

ii, e policeman ami the victim
on ii, e scene. Jones manages to get the watcb back
into il, ,. young man's pocket and then loudly denies
his guilt and insists Unit the young man I

When the watch is found the crowd decides that
the accusation was a grave error and apolog
the now triumphant Jones arc profuse and bumble.
HEMLOCK HOAX, THE DETECTIVE. - 1

1

Hoax thinks he cm "put it all over" Sherlock
Holmes, and his sleuthing is gomi

little tropica] town where he ll\e,s. Two
nn at his expense and brl

the news ol a terrible murder. Holmi
the scene of the crime and with measuring
and magnifying glass proceeds to

I 01 clues
and material lor deductions in tbi

I le discOTet - i sb
on a projecting branch and declares tic n.

is good as found, i.ike the human honnd
that he is. he starts hot upon the scent and finds
a tramp wearing the garment from wblcb the cloth
was torn. Tlie surprised tramp develops a burst of
speed that Is astonishing and Hoax n
second. Others aid the pursuit and they arc led a

merry cross-country chase that ends in the capture
of the tramp by Hoax and a policeman they have
idcked up. The trembling tramp is led back to the

Of his atrocious crime and confronted with the
I his victim. Then, for the first time. Hoax

, lis, overs thai the body is merely a dummy stulYcd
with leaves, and the small boys are properly pun-
ished, though not until tlie crowd lias enjoyed a
gOOd laugh ill tbe expense of the crest fallen II". ix.

THE FISHERMAN'S LUCK.—Professor Coblenz
was an enthusiastic fisherman. Pishing is particu-
larly the pastime of the deep thinkers, and the

- r was such a deep thinker that he was apt
to I,., a trifle absent-minded. He shouldered bla
pole and started lor the sea wall where tin fisb

ought to be bit ins. and he was so deeply engi
in trying to figure out why Swiss cheese Inl-

and smearkase none at all. that he failed to blow
his born and slow down at ag, with the

that the pole knocks over the basket of
clean laundry that the washhidy is tot ins to a cus-
tomer. Shi gets what satisfaction she can from
mussing the professor up a bit and he goes upon
his erratic way only to knock down e

young ladies with the far-reaching tishpole. A
cyclist is the next to suffer, and a farmer souses
him with a pail of milk when the professor (lips

the farmer's fiancee in the ritis with the butt of
the pole. Arrived at the sea wall, the professor
baits his hook. Of course he does not expect a

bite: that's not what he does fishing for. and in

the natural order of things he would fish all after-

tig more than furnish some hungry
fish with an abunlant free lnncb, but just behind
the professor a young couple are spooning, and fale
sends a large fisb to impale itself on the hook
Wild with excitement, the professor sivos a mighty
tug and lands the finny trophy squarely betwei
faces of tlie two lovers, whose lips are puckered
for a kiss. They charge on the professor just as
the other victims conic up. It's all right,

The |ci
, swim, and it's a good thing he

be is thrown over the sea wall.

WESTERN JUSTICE.—Two prospectors are part-
ners, sharing their life and their luck until the

inevitable girl crosses their path. She cannot marry
both, and when she makes her choice the other

the situation bravely. He congratulates his

pal. but he knows that the old-time partnership no
longer is possible and there Is a division of the
sold dust and nuggets. This division is ob
through the window by a Mexican half-breed, who
follows the disappointed man along the trail nntli

ce him over the cliff. The action
is observed by an Indian girl who has earlier been
insulted by the Mexican, the insult being resent. ,1

by the prospector. Now the woman hurries to her
home and tells her husband of the murder. He

ic trail of the murderer, while the woman
Dd tides to the camp to warn the

while men. There is a ltftrricd call to saddles and
the an; |

s ride madly toward the base of

the cliff where lies the body of the murdered man.
Meanwhile the Indian has stalked the Mexican and
•he latter seeks to throw him off. There Is a

struggle in which the Mexican Is badly hurt and
eps to a deserted cabin to hide. Ascending
upper story, he draws up the ladder which
in place of a stairway, and when the men

enter in search of him be is not to be seen. They
are about to leave, convinced that he has mac
bis escape, when one of the men rests his hand upon

St which supports the ceiling beam.

..r blood -iiilns b

ii"iu in- biding
,

. n 1 1 .in i

kind.

PATHE FRERES
HER SISTER'S SIN

the besl of ber ability, and
make up to II,, In- .

ther.

tee \ lllagi .
nut i

j p, ,, q dot
ds his W J|,,| t

Genevieve. As i

like a woman
10 ,1" what she can to I"

Following

a little hilt in the Ml
her With her little

returns to her home, and meeting l

with him to witness the extraord
and demand

Gem \ lev,-, w ho is to,, loyal t,, 1,,

io tell the truth about the child
i off by the man she hold- most

is now miserable for tbe poor gll

by the villagers and stoned
streets, until finally she makes up
run away, but at tbe beginning "t ber
-he falls fainting in front

la found by her rival.

to revive ;,i-r the little note which i

levleve In-fore her death is found, i

curse clears up tbe mystery
the right place alter all.

Cyprlen of her and his Injustice to I

The reunion is beautifully touching icrlne,
though in tears over her lost

in the joy of her '-
I

ONE-LEGGED ACROBATS.—A couple of expert
acrobats, With only i pail

highly diverting vi biding
balancing, Jumping onto tables and i

ll executed with agility and precision. The
performance, which winds up wits
and a quick march cnoveme

THE MINIATURE.- . „1 patches.
'ix. term In i

duel
and the regulation happy ending
elements in this film, which
ever published.

Dry is the painter of ti... miniature
ducal rank. His i !

looks as if she had just stepped out of a \\

painting, and the intimacy
i

suits in the Duke falling in

the miniature is finished it

rival, who tells the Duke '

to him by the original of |

gauge. The Duke, in a white
itement to be

his rival to a duel. His
' opted, and. at the appointed time
both men stand face to |

admits
that he purloined it and throws it at thi

of the Duke, who picks it up an : within
oat. In the i r f i

s sword touches the Duke, but the min-
iature prevents the point of the

ut .and almost i mm.
pearance on e of his lady love. i«irne

along post haste in her chair, pott
dllel.

ICE SCOOTERS ON LAKE RONKONKOMA.— In

tins film we are treated :
'

i boat Invented wltl
-

miles an hour uni
of the lei - i kins air

miles an hour are I

Btrncted with a 35 hoi- in the

"f the craft which transi - wer to

a larse flywheel around ti ii pro-

trude spikes which propel the
a tremendous rate of speed. Junr.ii -

of two or three hundred
and has the Coney Island shoot I

to a frazzle. Another inter- -

ture Is Mr. Van Anden's Aero m which
is propelled by means of an aero pr>

up high above the hull and n end-

ain from the motor 1

- tne very interesting stun-
• f traveling at 85 miles an hour A
shown of the famous Long Islat

which often attain a - •

The film closes with tbe finish of an •

I e'S and Mr. Van V
rmcr coming tinder the wire In the !

THE MASK MAKER.-: and
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OPERA CHAIRS u

Over 75 per cent, of the finest theaters In the United States and
Canada are furnished with them. They are used In 318 of th»

405 moving picture theaters In Chicago.
To meet the growing demands for

LOW PRICED OPEHA CHAIRS
we have originated a number of styles which, though Inexpensive,

are characteristic of
AOTDREWS O.TJALITY

Write to Department K for our large Catalogue No. 31, Illus-

trated in colors, which will guide you when contemplating the pur-

chase of opera chairrs.

CHICAGO ESTABLISHED 1865

NEW YORK SAN FRANCISCO
ST LOUIS SEATTLE

174-176 Wabash Avenue, Chicago

$&#t£Kas
ISSUE OF APRIL 13th—Length, 870 Feet

it TJip f\\ W\ pinni FD " which we have just received from our Southern Stock Company,
' "*- VFLlr iUULH\ is such an exceptionally strong production that we have taken the

liberty of substituting it for the reel made up of "The Sheriff's Young Bride" and "A Runaway Fire"
as advertised in last week's issue of the Film Index. We trust that all First Run Managers will make
careful note of this change and thus avoid misunderstandings.

THE FORAGER
ISSUE OF APRIL 15th—Length 980 Feet

One of the most beautiful War Romances ever produced. The Union of the Blue and the Grey.

KALEM CO., Inc.
Eastman Kodak Building

235-237-239 West 23rd New YorK City

Independent Film Service—Exclusive Service Guaranteed
WRITE for CATALOGUE and PRICES NO OLD TRUST INDEPENDENT FILMS FOR SALE
The only exchange on the Pacific Coast buying everything from the leading Independent Manufacturers

CALIFORNIA FILM EXCHANGE, Inc.
M. K. SMITH. President. M. L. MARKOWITZ, Secretary and Manager

1065 Mission St., San Francisco 221 W. 5th St., LosAngeles

HALF TONES
Of Every Description

POSTER PHOTOS and SOUVENIRS
of the Latest Designs

THE POSTER ENGRAVING CO.
1 LOQAN STREET CINCINNATI, OHIO

LANTERN
SLIDE Catalogue, new 1910, 54-page
nowready, 2c stamp. Slides, SI 0.00 per
1 00 and up. Capacity 1,000 slides per day

THE LANTERN SLIDE CO.
216-218 W. Liberty St. Cincinnati, O

RUNEY PRINT
Poster Makers

Block and Type Staids »f Every Description

250 page catalog—pottage i» cents

Stattoa V Cincinnati, Ohio

EBERHARD SCHNEIDER
Hiror Titae Product*," Projectors, Cameras,

Film-Making Machinery, Films, Slides. Stere-
opticons, Specialties, Lens Grinding, etc. Special
condensors, carbons and lugs.

109 East 12th Street, New Tarn

Admission Tickets
Printed to Your Own Copy

Guaranteed correctly numbered, best printed, cheapest
in the market. 100 M. 12Kc. 850 M. 10c, 500 M. »e, 1 million

7%c. Stock Tickets, all colors, Admit One, 6 M. $1.00,

12 M. $1.50, 24 M. $2.25, 50 M. $3.50, 100 M. $6.00.

Cash with order. Send for trial order.

Oppenheimer Printing Co. Cincinnati, 0.

WHY NOT LEARN
MOVING
QPERCTIN
Taylors Method

(Licensed School)

5I.W.28KST^K
Tel fteW5. MaoSc

Class meets every morning and afternoon

with F. H. Richardson of Chicago, as

chief instructor. Evening classes meet
every Monday, Wednesday and Friday.

Complete course $15. We positively guar-

antee you a $15 positionn We are selling

agents for the Motiograph and American
Moving Picture machine, and have a second
hand Edison machine in A No. 1 condition,

at one half of the original cost. We carry

a large line of Electrical Supplies, and fur-

nish everything for the Theatre.

F. C. TAYLOR
49West 28th Street, New York, N. Y.

ATTENTION! State Rights for NELSON-WOLQAST ORIGINAL FIGHT PICTURES
are now being disposed of. THOSE INTERESTED write or wire.

SID HESTER
Saratoga Hotel, Chicago, 111.

WM. McCARNEY
1014 Phelan Bldg., San Francisco, Cal.
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maker of musks, If In his simp making lore to his

assistant, when I.ul.son, Ills wife, conies In ami
surprises Dim. She dismisses the iissistant ami
ilnrltiK' tlir angry discussion which follows, Pascal
gives in r a sadden push. She falls heavily to the
ground ami strikes bet bead violently. Bbe I

bo put to bed, tin' doctor is lanunoned ami also

a neighbor to nurse her. Pascal returne to his

work, init be is obsessed by the thongbt of bis

dying wife, f»r dying she Is, anil every mask he

Carvel lakes on her lea lures; he Is even ilrlven to

compare ami perfect each one by the original.

Carnival day c s, LoulSOD .lies the same da]
anil whil t Paacal is awaj at her bedside « number
of merrj makers enter the shop, flnd the box
where be has bidden the masks and take them
away. Towards nightfall l'aseal Is again In the

shop. lie approaches the window to glance out,

when the liviil t'aee of l.onlson appears ami stares

in upon him. Terrified! clutching wildly at bis

1. least, he staggers hack. Another face appears
and yet another. lie turns to tly, but tie

opens anil seven shrouded figures enter In shik-le

tile. Bach has the t'aee of l.onlson, livid ami
IraWD, with a thin streak of blood en the lips.

They form n cirele around l'aseal. who turning
like a haunted beast, falls dead to the ground

;

then seeing for the lirst time that something is

wrong the figures lift their masks, and perceive
that a tragedy has ended their merry-making.

JOHNNY'S PICTURES OF THE POLAR RE-
GIONS.—A better title for this film might be

a burlesque on Messrs. Cook and Peary's trip to

the North Pole. The film Is a decided novelty
and consists of a series of drawings, In which the

I
.1 figures move. How It Is done is a mys-

tery to all hut those Initiated in the arts of
1'athe Freros triek cinematography, and It Is hilar-

iously funny. The caricatures of the two gentle-
men are laughable In the extreme and they seem
to have made their journey in motor boats which
travel through the Ice-floes at a reasonable speed,
coming through the Metropolitan Subway, passing
all sorts of trained seals and walrus and various
igloos, one of which is labeled post cards, another
telegraph office, t lie third New York Herald, and
dually reaching the pole the two explorers find

it housed In a spacious Igloo with au Esquimau
taking tickets at the door, for which he charges
one franc fifty centimes.

THE PILLAGERS.—An Arab encampment is at-

tacked by a band of pillagers, who put to Ulght
many of the party, and carry off the principal
members, namely a young woman, her husband
and calld, together with the asses laden with
bales. An old man. the grandfather, Is left lying
on the ground tightly bound with cords, and a
little black dog also escapes destruction. Attracted
by the old man's cries, a troop of soldiers comes
to his aid; the dog, set free from its leash, tracks
down the robbers and whilst they sleep releases

the Arab woman from her bonds. It is then the
work of a few seconds for her to snatch up her
child, sever the cords which bind her husband.
and for them all to steal away with the asses,

the dog leading the way. Upon perceiving the
disappearance of their captives, the pillagers give
chase, but the fugitives succeed In reaching their
camp, now guarded by the soldiers, who open a
sharp fire upon the robbers, taking some pris-

oners and putting the others to rout.

THE BULLY Elsa, the little daughter of the
man in charge of the bathing houses at a fash-
ionable watering place, is sent to play, by her
father, on the sands. The little girl takes her
doll, her bucket and spade and trots away happily
to build a castle, but her pleasure is interrupted
by a boy visitor who tries to snatch her doll

away. As the little maiden holds fast to her
plaything, the boy pettishly throws a spadeful of
sand in her face. Her cry of pain brings her father
to the spot, and be loudly expresses his indig-

nation to the parent of the hoy. who strongly
Champions his own child, in spite of the fact that
little Elsa's eyes are seriously hurt. She is car-
ried home by her father and a doctor Is called in.

A few days later the boy and his sister are caught
by the tide whilst scrambling over the rocks.
Their danger is not perceived by their father
until almost too late, and then he frantically runs
to implore the bathing man to go to their assist-
ance. His appeal is met by a curt refusal, but
little Elsa. who has forgotten and forgiven before
even the bandage has Ivoen removed from her
eyes, insists that her father shall make an ef-

fort f» save the Imprudent children. Happily the
danger Is circumvented, and the two fathers agree
to forget and forgive like their children, who cele-

brate the occasion, they and their many other
little friends, by bringing presents of dolls to

Elsa. whose generous little heart first brought about
the reconciliation.

SIMONE.-—The gist of the story of the Tus-
cany maid. Simone. which de Musset so charm-
ingly wove Into verse, may lie given in a few
words, since the tale is one of the simplest.

Simone is beloved by Pascal, a young craftsman
of the town, and hand in hand, the two lovers.

accompanied by another couple. Strambe and T.a-

gine. wander through the green meadows listening
to the birds and whispering the story of their love.

Such recitals need no audience, and so the two
couples separate. Strambe and l.agine to seek
more noisy amusement, and Simone and Pascal to

sit upon the erass. In the course ,,r their talk.

i ,: ae of the beautiful bl

a bush growing near, ami placet II In his month,

still gaily laughing and talking. In a few min-

utes his t'aee grows livid, his eyet glassy and he

tails back dead. The afflrlgbted crlei of Blmone
their erstwhile c panlona and the towns

i. but their foes grow grave iis

nils her tale; she sees suspicion linking

in their eyes, ami presently the utile crowd drifts

away one by one. tearing Only the dOCtOT and a

tew others to examine the Bowers of the bush.

Then simone. already overc by grief, stealthily

approaches the bush, i
of the pol

blossoms, puis it between her pallid lips and In

a few minutes the fatal (lower has done its work

and death has vindicated her.

THE GREENHORNS.—Mr. and Mrs. OoslOW en-

gage a maid and inn n let I a ot , both of w liom have

trongly recommended as being extremely
hardworking. The Goslows, delighted to secure

two 8Ucli treasures, adjourn alter their luneli for

a peaceful siesta on the veranda, having the new-

comers tO their work. Sad however, is the havoe

caused by the energetic and overzealous servants

during the forty winks enjoyed by their master
and mistress. The family oil paintings are vigor-

ously scrubbed with soap and water, and a band-
some clock also receives a bath. The maid polishes

the pots and pans until holes appear, and the

man breaks through the floor whilst scrubbing It

with unnecessary force. Washing the linen results

in Its total unfitness for further use, and cleaning
the floor of the kitchen means nothing less than
Inundating It with water to these raw country
servants, who evidently do not believe in doing
things by halves. Wnen Mrs. Goslow comes to

pass her housewifely eye over the labors of bcr

new acquisitions, her horror gives vent to loud
cries which bring her husband to her side. He,
on his part, Is unpleasantly surprised by falling

through the hole In the flooring. Upon regaining

more stable ground be opens the kitchen door,

receives a bucket of water full In the face, and
speechless with anger, bundles both servants out,

neck and crop.

THE WREATH.—Paul's father is sick and out.

of work. For many weary days he has searched
for employment, and finally gives up and takes to

his bed. The same day Paul comes home from
school with a note from his teacher that his son
had played truant again. To the poor father's
overwrought nerves, his son's mischievous short-

comings are a great burden, and the thought ot

his boy's lack of attention to his studies but adds
fuel to the fever which is rapidly breaking down
his once strong constitution. A few days later

when Paul ruus In from his pleasures, he finds

that his father has finally succumbed, and throw-
ing himself beside the bed, be sobs out his sorrow
for his lack of filial attention, alas, too late.

The sad little funeral party of just the mother
and son go to the cemetery with the body of the

man they loved so well, but the lack of work
bad decreased their little store of money to such

an extent that they could not afford to buy even
one poor wreath for the lonely grave. Heartbroken,
they return to the desolate home. Paul now re-

pentant, spends all his evenings in study, much to

his mother's amazement. Night after night be
burns the midnight oil in his endeavor to regain

his lost ground with his fellow students, and every
day he enters his father's room and offers up a

prayer for his dead father's blessing on bis ef-

forts. Finally composition day arrives and Paul's

essay has won first prize. He receives a big pack-

age of books and a laurel wreath is placed upon
his brow. Overjoyed he rushes home to bis mother
and earnestly pleads her to accompany him to the

lonely mound In the cemetery, and there as an
offering to his beloved father, he places his hard-

earned wreath upon the wooden cross which marks
the spot beneath which lie the ramins of all

that they hold most dear.

DELHI.—This time it is Delhi that is revealed

to us, and as an additional interest at a moment
when a grand Mohammedan festival is in progress.

The streets are thronged with people, many of the

natives wearing fantastic costumes, wliilst at In-

tervals a wild dance will take place to the sound
of strange instruments. Other pictures present

another aspect of the cult of the Mohammedans.
We are present at a religious service at the Great

Mosque and watch the ceremony of the purifying

bath, which Is Immediately followed by a mag-
nifieient view of the outside of the building, before

which prostrate themselves in long rows hundreds

of white robed Mohammedans, forming a truly Im-

pressive and imposing sight. In terminating, we
may say that all the pictures of this film have
evidently been taken with the view to securing

unusually striking effects.

THE STORM.—This picture is in reality a series

of magnificent scenes of the sea lashed Into fury

by a storm on the roek bound coast ot Normandy.
The departure of the fishing smacks, the lonely

wives left on the shore, the anxious watchers dur-

ing the storm, and the finding of a body washed

up by the cruel waves, add interest to the film.

The scenes showing the water dashing over the

rocks, sending its spray many feet into the air

... ». *wy clouds, are of marvelous beauty and make
the film . • of the most attractive ever put out.

VITAGRAPH COMPANY.
THE GIRL IN THE BARRACKS.—A young I'.ns-

oldler has iweetbeart, a young peasant girl,

i ither, a cruel, orerbearln will

allow his family no pririls

Objects to his daughter receiving any atten-

tion from the young soldier.

lie mi, -hes her and tin- young soldier walking to-

and making love, n
ml locks her lii In-r room, taking bei

away from her so she cannot lean Bbe
has another pair of shoes under the bed. mid after

ler father leaves the room I from the

the barracks to tell her lover all

about her father's objections to bis courtship and
the treatment to which she has Jusl been subjected.
The young BuSSlBU and bl bu"y

I'i Office when they hear the

young girl OOmlng. They think It Is the G
ami immediately heroine very nnieh Interested In

their work. When the girl enters they are very

much surprised and appreciate the Joke. The girl

tills her beau her story, and whim In the mldat
of it they look out the window and see the General

cbing. They bide the t-iri in the closet The
General enters, looks over Ills mall and becomes
absorbed in correspondence.

while thus engaged, an anarchist, previously «»-

lected in secret council, stealthily enters the room
through the window and Is Just about to stab the

i when the young peasant girl from her hid-

ing plaee sees him. sneaks from the eloset, seizes a

revolver and checks the assassin In bis purpose.

The Russian General is astonished when he sees

that ids protector Is n young girl. He asks her how
t-.he happened upon the scene, she explains. The
General calls his soldiers, who arrest his would-be

murderer: then be calls the young soldier, pretends

he Is provoked at bis breach of discipline In allow-

ing his sweetheart to enter the barracks, but he Is

too well pleased with Its result to bis own advan-
tage to hide his feelings.

lie commends the girl for her bravery and en-

courages the young fellow In his good fortune In

making so estimable a choice. The girl leaves the

barracks with her lover, and together they go to

her father and plead their case and ask his consent

to their marriage. The father refuses and severely

denounces the lovers. The General has not forgot-

ten his preserver, and on a mission of acknowledg-

ment and appreciation he enters upon the scene an#

tells the girl's father how she saved his life, and

highly commends the young fellow as a faithful

soldier and a trustworthy man whom he has decided

to promote to a sergcancy.

The parents of the girl are pleased with the

General's visit, and the father is taken back and

ashamed of his harshness. He consents to bis

daughter's marriage, and the young folks are at last

happily betrothed.

G. MELIES.
THE SEAL OF THE CHURCH.—A senorita. with

whom two young matadors, Jose and I'epe, are in

love, tries in keep both OB the string. She lends

each to believe that he is the chosen one, creating

a strong jealousy between them.

Pepe calls to see the girl and she receives him

with a show of great affection and preferment.

While they are courting, a caballero, friendly to

the other lover, Jose, tells him of the girl's du-

plicity.

In a rage he goes to his Inamorata and. demand-

ing an explanation, accuses her of harboring his

rival In the house. She cajoles him. and playfully
stealing bis dairirer from him without his knowing

It, endeavors to hold his attention by caresses as

Pope tries to make his escape.

Unfortunately he Is seen and pursued by the

enraged Jose. who. coming up with him as he seeks

the protection of a priest busy pruning trees In

the grounds of the monastery, engages in a terrible

struggle in which the priest Is powerless to Inter-

fere. The rival breaks away, and the lover, dis-

covering the loss of his dagger, seizes the pruning

knife of the priest and again goes off in pursuit,

the priest following as quickly as he can. Unfor-

tunately he Is too late, the rival Is dead, and

bered and full of despair at what he has

done, begs the priest to give him absolution.

The crime Is discovered and the priest arrested.

as his knife was found near the body of the mur-

dered man. r.eing bound hv his office as pri

to reveal the secrets of the confession, be cannot

excuse himself nor give the name of the real mur-

derer.
The guilty man goes to the home of the senorita

ami gloatingly tells her of his revenge. Knowing
that the priest has been accused, the eirl hurries

nut of the house and. hastening to inform the au-

thorities, she reaches the Magistrado's office Just

as the priest is brought In by the soldiers.

nfrnms them of the murderer's whereabouts,

and the soldiers at Ihe command Of the Magistrado
release the priest and start in pursuit of the guilty

man. The soldiers enter the girl's home, and the

hunted matador, jumping from the window, mounts
his horse and flees, pnrsued by the soldiers, who

ni hidden In a wild and nnfrequentrd ravine,

where be shows fight and Is shot dead by the troops.

When the senorita realizes the results of ber
= and duplicity, she Is . -ieken.

She goes to the old village priest and confesses her
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W. E. GREENE
Film Exchange

The Oldest and Largest Independent

Film Exchange in New England

BUYING THE PRODUCT OF
ALL THE INDEPENDENT

MANUFACTURERS

If You are in the Market for a First-

Class Independent Service, Write or

Call and See Us

W. E. Greene Film Exchange
228 Tremont Street Boston, Mass.

Opposite Majestic Theatre

Members of the National Independent M P. A.

WE DEPEND
On our slide business for a living. Your film
man done. That's why we furnish a cracker-
jack service, and he does not, as slides are
only a side issue with him. Our rental rate of
25c a set per weeK, is absolutely the
lowest offered by any firm in the United States.

Chicago Song Slide Exchange
Dept. I , Ninth Floor

MASONIC TEMPLE CHICAGO, ILL.

Watch for Announcement of

Regular Release Dates . .

FRIEDA KLUQ

SOCIETY FILM D'ART OF N.Y.
121 East 23rd Street.

Member N. I. M. P. A.

They're

MADDERNELL!!
THAT BUNCH OF BOOBS whose little game of gossip we spoiled with our ad. last wee

are trying to get around the other way.'

FIRST we were part of some other exchange.

INOW some other exchange is part of us.

BUT we don't own a single junk exchange. There is no secret about our branch

offices—they are all PARAMOUNT,— that's the name, openly and above board-

NOW THEN, Mr. Exhibitor, do you want to do business that'll help you out of the rut you're in now? Hop in or write

quick. When you know us better you'll will be mighty thankful for it. Our business philosophy is a very pretty one; here's

the simple truth : The longer we keep you satisfied, the longer we get your money; therefore it's up to us to keep you satisfied.

Simple enough—What?

PARAMOUNT FILM CO.,
•' Everything Moving Picturesque "

61 WEST FOURTEENTH STREET, NEW YORK CITY.

389 Main St., Springfield, Mass. BlUNCHtS 1188 Main St., Bridgeport, Conn,
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misdeeds. He receives lier wltli tender-
ne8H, admonishes and advlaes her to make amends
by seeking the seclualoD "i the convent. Acting
upon tills soggeation, she li received bj the nune
as ii novice ol the convent and prepare! heraell to

take the vow of the Church and devote the real of
her life to gi

THE FIRST-BORN. "Love love 1 1
1 y dog,"

sithis to i»- tin- motto of the young wit,- and of

other. Newlywed is diaguated when hi

tin- affection dlaalpated on the dou'. They smother
it wiih kisses, glva n the beat seat at the table,
ami make the servants dance attendance •>" it.

The lasi straw is added when Newlywed's wife
ami nuiiiii-i in i:iw object to serving bis breakfaat

i.i. Thej pay no attention to

liini ai bead of the booae, and patience ceasing to

rtrtne, be aelaea the canine and throws it out
of tin- room, to the horror of Mrs. Newlywed and
her mother.
They berate blno tonndly nmi restore the pot of

the bonaehold to their bosoms. Newlywed is frantic.

imt and packing his valise depai
more congenial and natural aurronndlnga. Taking
to the woods, he locates himself on a far-off ranch
with ii family of Texas pioneers whose domestic
relations are brightened and enlivened b

children, with whom Mr. Newlywed becomes a gen-

' vorlte, and an gal them be • n

s r real right next i" nature and natural borne
life.

After be baa been Is his retreat * fevi weeki be

receives letter announcing the birth ol

born, Delighted, be dances about with nncontroll
Bushing Into the

longings, jumps on I mal
for the railroad station, where be Is met by s

"bunch" of his "cowboy" chnma, who give bin a

parting salute as he bo ime I"

clasp his s'Hi and heir In a fa

When be reaches his 1 ie city in- calls a I

and stops at the stores, buying toys and trinkets

regardless of "coat, rhyn r reason." He
-.'"ri| will

Encountering all s,.rts of obstacles ami l i

i. hes his home laden with presents, and
hursts In upon his family, who silence bl

parental pride, pointing

nurse who is bending solicitously

Infant.

Newlywed tiptoes over to bave a look at bl

born. The nurse lifts the cover, and behold! the

med" pel has blessed the household with a

puppy, a son. "Gee whizz!!!" (Worse, and more
Newlywed drops helplessly to the Boor.

f"xs
:

l

^theMarager
* ^ees

This Manager looks ^^^^hw/^^kW
prosperous and happy. You ^^^^^^^ JL m,

will feel the same way when you dis-

card that old juice consuming rheostat and

put in a

—. Fort Wayne Compensarc
It will increase your box office receipts

because your patrons will notice at once how
much brighter and clearer your pictures are. And what's more, it will

Cut 2-3 from Your Monthly Lighting Bill

That sounds as if we were stretching it, doesn't it? But we are not and just to

show you, we will ship you one on 30 days free trial and let you prove it.

If it does not do all we claim for it, ship it back at our expense and it won't cost

you one cent.

If this sounds "good"' to you, send for our

ittle booklet "Compensarc vs. Rheostat" and find

out the particulars.

You are paying the Lighting Company half

your profits every day you wait.

Fort Wayne Electric

Works
1402 Broadway

Fort Wayne,
fc^ Indiana %

*>>,

THIS WEEK'S PROGRAM OF LICENSED FILMS.

Monday. April 11

\\ atcb (Corned

Scllg i • I 1000

Tueiday, April 12

Edison Kin

i. .no i Vintage In i

ont—The Vo i ale) fS8

Wednesday, April 13

Kalem The Old I

edy)
Ice S tei nkoma (8p.)..B28

III.an I I. Lookout ID 678
\ [tumble Through the lale of Sumatra

(Scenlcj 2*1

Thursday, April 14

e Kid (Dramatic)
l. ui, in Western Di

Crow in

Friday, April 15

Plral Aprw
Kalem The Forager 1 1 iramat Ic)

i be Mask Maker I Dramatic) 5M
Johnny's I

Polar Bet Ions

(Trick)
Vitagraph—The Call of the Bear! i

Saturday, April 16

-The Bad Man and r (Dr.) . .422

Essanay -The Mistake] . .578

to at a Maai . . 188
Scenic) . .478

Pathe The Pillagers (D -11"

I'.ulh (Di 544
The Merry Widow i 'her

'"1

Advertise Your Theatre
WITH OL R

Celluloid Dial Button

Give them away as a souvenir at some perform-
arce. You will bave every boy and girl wearing
one, with the hand set at some hour of meeting.
Any lettering you want in two colors.

Sample for a Dime or Postage

AMERICAN BADGE CO.
Manufacturers of Badges and Buttons

Clark and Naditon Sts. CHICAGO. ILL.

A $500 IDEA FOR $5.00
Here's a Red Hot Money Making Scheme for Moving Picture Show s

We will send you the idea, the rights of production, the "Dope"' for press notices, the full details and instructions to your house staff for operating the

ure, and give you every last detail ot information necessary to put on this oig act for five dollars Bat.

i I THE WOMAN IN RED ii

Sets the town wild because of the way it is worked. We show you how to put on a guessing contest that is bound to win you strong press notices and
enormous patronage because of the shec r origina 1

ity of the idea.

Cut Out a Reel the Week You Use it

No stage is required for production, and the material for this act will not cost more than $20. Wherever this act has been presented the week's receif ts

have been quadrupled. You can e-xpeet a month's business in a week. You mav have to run it two we-
Positively but one theatre in eacn town gets this act. First come, first served. It's a live idea for live managers, and ycu'll have to step lively to beat

the other fellow. Omaha rights reserved. Send Today. Express or P. O. Order.

Omaha, NebraskaOMAHA PROMOTING COMPANY
References: Laemmle Film

, 2JLO South 14tK Street,
Service or First National Bark, 1 >maha. Neb
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Lang's Rewinder No. 2
Price, $5.00 Net

Lang Manufacturing Co.
OLEAN, NEW YORK

LICENSED RELEASES.

Song Slides 5c. Per Day Per Set

All Songs—All Publishers. You select

—

We ship.

For full particulars call or write

LEN SPENCER'S LYCEUM, 44 W. 28th St., N.Y.

NEW SLIDES
For the Following Songs—JUST OUT
Under the Orange Blossom Tree.
That Lovin' Two-Step Man.
I'm Afraid of You.
Dinah from Carolina.
Back to My Old Home Town.
Santa Fe.
Love "Will Light the Way.
"When You Think There's No One
Looking.

Roses Remind Me of You.
Dreamy Town.
I'll Make a Ring Around Rosie.

Flippitty Flop.
Sunbeam.
Tie Your Little Bull Outside.
The Girl Behind the Counter is the Girl

For Me.
The Moonlight, the Rose and You.
Her Name is Mary Donohue.
Busy Little Cupid.
When the Daisies Bloom.
Shaky Eyes.
Mandy How Do You Do.

DeWITT C. WHEELER
120 W. 31st St., N. Y. City

Y N(
o f
< The Management

Jgjj^..
(^

-

MirrorsB^Mmt
n
m
o

6 /nine Lobby sL^- l?*jy T3

u. ^^*\1h n
o

z HATS. ^Efl
>
Z
o

t-

> Pleaseremove yourHats bn

<
during theperformance. 5

50c.
MO. 130.

Post Paid.
Brayton Mfg Co.

122 E. Randolph St.,

CHICAGO.

Slides for all Purposes.

Mar.

BIOGRAPH COMPANY. Mar -

24—Taming a Husband (Dr.) 986
M" -

28—The Final Settlement (Dr.) ' 981 *{".'

2—The Newlyweds (Dr.) 981 *{".•

7—The Thread of Destiny (Dramatic) 977 ?[".•

10—In Old California (Dramatic) 9U1
*P

J."

14—The Converts (Dramatic) 986 ?{".•

17—The Love of Lady Irma (Dramatic). . .988
apr -

21—Faithful (Dr.) 994 ,

24—The Twisted Trail (Dr.) 988 *pr'

28—Gold Is Not All (Dramatic) 988 ^' r -

31—The Smoker (Dramatic) 595 ^'
,r

31—His Last Dollar (Comedy) 397 *VT -

4—As It Is In Life (Dr.) 981 *pr'

7—A Rich Revenge (Com.) 980 *pr
11—A Romance of the Western Hills (Dr.).9S0 Apr -

14—The Kid (Dr.) 881
EDISON MFG. CO.

15—A Mountain Blizzard (Comedy) 425 Mar.
18—Frankenstein (Dramatic) 976 Mar.
22—A Western Romance (Dramatic) 690 Mar.
22—The Man with the Weak Heart (O..305 Apr.
25—The Suit Case Mystery (Dramatic) . .935 Apr.
29—Bradford's Claim (Dramatic) 730 Apr.
29—The Capture of the Burglar (Com.)... 270 Apr.
1—Michael Strogotf (Dramatic) 995
5—The Heart of a Rose (Dramatic) 070
5—It Pays to Advertise (Comedy) 330
8—Sandy, the Substitute (Dramatic) 990 Apr.

12—King Cotton (Industrial) 475 Apr.
12—For Her Sister's Sake (Comedy) 520 Apr.
15—Her First Appearance (Dramatic) 990 Apr.

19—A Case of Identity (Dr.) 1000
22—The Miner and Camllle (Com.) 605
22—Ready in a Minute (Com.) 360 Apr.
26—Gallegher (Dr.) 985 Apr.
20—Drowsy Dick, Officer No. 73 (Com.)... 200 Apr.
29—A Yorkshire School (Dr.) 800 Apr.

ESSANAY FILM MFG. CO. A
P
£;

23—Oh, So Sick (Comedy) 479 Apr.
26—The Mexican's Faith (Dr.) 925 Apr.
2—The Egg Trust (Comedy) 402 Apr.
2—Rags, Old Iron (Comedy ) 598
5—The Ostrict and the Lady (Educ.)... . .175 Apr.
5—The Ranch Girl's Legacy (Comedy) .. .825 Apr.
9—The Interrupted Honeymoon (Com.)... 950 Apr.
12—The Fence on "Bar Z" Ranch (Dr.).. 950 Apr.
16—The Inventor's Model (Dramatic Apr.
16—Method in His Madness (Comedy) Apr.
19—The Girl and the Fugitive (Dramatic)

.

Apr.
23—The Hand of Uncle Sam (Dr.) 1000 Apr
26—The Airship Gaze (Com.) 339
26—The Ranchman's Wooing (Com.) 651 Apr.
30—His Hunting Trip (Com.) 975 Apr.
2—The Flower of the Ranch (Dramatic) .1000 Apr.
6—Imagination (Comedy) 642 Apr.
6—Henry's New Hat (Comedy) 358 Apr.
9—The Ranger's Bride (Com.) 750 Apr.
9—A Family Quarrel (Com.) 250 Apr.
13—Their Sea Voyage (Com.) 1000 Apr.
16—The Bad Man and the Preacher (Dr.).. 422 Apr.
10—The Mistaken Bandit (Dr.) 578

KALEM CO. „„.
11—The Robber Baron (Dramatic) 970 Mar.
16—The Seminole's Trust (Dramatic) 960 M a r.

18—The Enchanted Castle (Dramatic) 955 Mar.
23—The Girl and the Bandit (Dr.) 906 Mar.
25—The Railway Mail Clerk (Dr.) 945 Mar.
30—Red Hawk's Lost Raid (Dramatic) 580 Mar.
30—Lo, the Poor Indian (Dramatic) 375 Mar.
1—Further Adventures of the Girl Spy Apr.

(Dramatic) 920 Apr.
6—The Uprising of the Utes (Dr.) 725 Apr.
6—Wandering Wilfred's April Fool's Day Apr.

(Comedy) 250
8—The Gvpsy Girl's Love (Dr. ) 890
13—The Old Fiddler (Dr.) 875 Mar
15—The Forager (Dr.) 980 Mar

'

LUBIN MFG. CO. l\ll'

Mar. 7—Marriage in Haste (Comedy) S25 Mar.
Mar. 10—Hearts Are Trumps (Dramatic) 900 Mar.
Mar. 14—Mamma's Angel Child (Comedy) 505 Mar.
Mar. 14—The Blunderer (Comedy) 453 Mar.
Mar. 17—The Irish Bov (Dramatic) 930
Mar. 21—A Mother's Heart (Dr.) 905 Mar.
Mar. 24—Two Gentlemen of the Road (Com.) .925 Afar.

Mar. 28—His Spanish Wife (Dr.) 965 Mar.
Mar. 31—The Daughter's Choice (Dr.) 930 Mar.
Apr. 4—Back to Boarding (Comedy) 625 Mar.
Apr. 4—The Right House, But— (Com.) 302 Mar.
Apr. 7—First Love is Best (Dr.) 925 Apr.
Apr. 11—Jones' Watch (Com.) 279 Apr.
Apr. 11—Hemlock Hoax, the Detective (Com.).. 232 Apr.
Apr. 11—The Fishermen's Luck (Com.) 3S9 Apr.
Apr. 14—Western Justice (Dr.) 920 Apr.
Apr. IS—When the Cat's Away (Com.) 950 Apr.

Feb.
Feb.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.

Apr.

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.

Feb.
Feb.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Apr.

Apr.
Apr.

Apr.
Apr.
Apr.

GATJMONT.
G. Kleins.

22—The Wild Coast of Belle Isle (Scenic) .233
26—The Fall of Babylon (Biblical) 1020
29—The Diary of a Nurse (Dramatic) 992
2—The Dreamer (Comedy ) 413
2—Amateur Billiards (Comedy) 378
2—O'er Crag and Torrent (Scenic) 200
5—A Drama of the Mountain Pass (Dr.).. 525
5—Poetry of the Waters (Scenic) 403
9—The Kiss Was Mightier Than the

Sword (Comedy) 825
9—O'er Hill and Vale (Scenic) '...130
12—Vintage in Lanqnedoc (Industrial) 374
13—The Volcano of Chinyero (Scenic) 158
12—The Stubborn Lover (Comedy) 452
16—Mephisto at a Masquerade (Com.) 486
16—Touring the Canary Islands (Scenic) ... .478
19—A Penitent of Florence (Dramatic) 1020

URBAN ECLIPSE.
G. Kleine.

23—Over the Appennines of Italy (Scenic). 351
30—The Midnight Escape (Dramatic) 574
30—Making Sherry Wine at Xeres (Indus.) .371

6—The Fly Pest (Educational) 437
—Her Father's Choice (Dr.) 525

13—The Lookout (Dramatic) 678
13—A Ramble Through the Isle of Suma-

tra (Scenic) 241

GEORGE MELIES.
7—Cyclone Pete's Matrimony (Com.)
14—Branding a Thief (Dr.)
21—The First-born (Com.) 928
28—The Seal of the Church (Dr.) 925

PATHE FRERES.
1—The Rhine Falls at Sehaffhausen (Sc.).250
2—Lorenzo, the Wolf (Dramatic) 754
2—Athletic Sports in India (Scenic) 184
4—The Good Boss (Dr.) 679
4—Agra (Scenic) 348
6—The Duchess de Langeais (Dr.)

G—The Vintage (Industrial) 344

S—The Hunchbacked Fiddler (Com.) 754
8—Paula Peters and Her Trained Ani-

mals (Scenic) 246
9—A Hasty Operation (Com.) 462
9—Honest Peggy (Dr.) 476
11—Her Sister's Sin (Dr.) 735
11—One-Legged Acrobats (Com.) 249
13—The Miniature (Com.) 656
13—Ice Scooters on Lake Ronkonkoma (S.).325
15—The Mask Maker (Dr.) 554

15—Johnny's Pictures of the Polar Re-
gions (Trick)

16—The Pillagers (Dr.) 410
16—The Bully (Dr.) 544

IS—Simone (Dr.) , .492

18—The Greenhorns (Dr.) 502
20—Othello (Dr.) •

22—The Wreath (Dr. ) 590
22—Delhi (Scenic) 410
23—The Chivalrous Stranger (Com.) 676
23—The Storm (Scenic) 302

SELIG POLYSCOPE CO.

10—Across the Plains (Dramatic) 1000
14—The Dawn of Freedom (Dramatic) 630
14—A Crowded Hotel (Comedy) 370
17—In the Frozen North (Dramatic) 1000
21—The Village Inventor (Dr.) 1000
24—Wizard of Oz (Com.) 1000
2S—The Treasure Hunters (Dramatic) .. .1000
31—The Wife of Marcius (Dramatic) 1000
4—The Common Enemy (Dr.) 1000
7—Hugo the Hunchback (Dr.) 100O
H_The Clay Baker (Dr.) 1000
14—Dorothy and Scare Crow in Oz (Com.).lOOO

VITAGRAPH COMPANY.
1—An Eye for an Eye (Dramatic) 936
4—On the Border Line (Dramatic) 918
5—Beautiful Snow (Comedy) 42«
5—History of a Sardine Sandwich (C.)...478
8—A Brother's Devotion (Dramatic) 958

11—Conscience (Dramatic) 941
12—Taming a Grandfather (Comedy) 950
10—The Courting of the Merry Widow

(Com.) 833
15—Victims of Fate (Dr.) 963
IS—The Mvstery of Temple Court (Dr.)... 969
22—Capital vs. Labor (Dr.) 949
25—The Hand of Fate (Dr.) 971
26—A Broken Spell (Dr.) 975
29—The Indiscretions of Betty (Dr.) 948
1—The Tongue of Scandal (Dramatic) ... .894
2—The Fruits of Vengeance (Comedy) 930
5—From Shadow to Sunshine (Dr.) 903
S—Elektra (Dramatic.) 942
9—The Conqueror (Dr.) 928
12—The Girl in the Barracks (Dr.) 908

Open Twenty-Four Hours Every Day—Write, Call, Wire orPhobe Any Hour, Day or Night

ELECTRIC THEATRE SUPPLY CO., Inc. KlSSSS£SSlKB^S&
7S5tt£\T^r&2!Z&£ 44 N. Tenth Street, Philadelphia, Pa

We have every subject Issued by the Licensed Manufacturers
MOT103RAPH, PATHE PRERBS, POWER'S, EDISON and LUBIN MACHINES, HALLBERO ECONOMIZERS and PARTS ALWAYS ON HAND
Write for our new proposition :—Supplying two customers in the same town each with twelve reels a week, keeping each one's supply away from the other, and

no repeaters to either
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Essanay Films
Trtdc U»rk

I

I

1

Release of Wednesday, April 13

"Their Sea Voyage"
(Length. Approx. 1,000 Fret)

This tremendously funny film

will make sensation in every
theatre where it is shown. We
are inclined to believe it is a
little better than any big comedy
we have issued heretofore.

We'll stake our reputation on
it as a howling success.

It is'nt safe to show it, how-
ever, if your house is'nt " laugh-
ter proof."

Nuff sed. It's an Essanay !

Book it quick !

Scene from " Their Sea Voyage."

Two more Western HITS.

Release of Saturday April 16

"THE BAD MAN AND
THE PREACHER"

(Length, Approx. 422 Feet)

The fcssanay Indian presents
hen- another film d'scream. It's

immensely interesting, photo-
graphically perfect—a real
money-getter.

Step lively—Book It Now.

RELEASED WITH
"THE MISTAKEN BANDIT"

Completes a reel of high-class

Western comedy drama.
The reel, as a whole, measures

well to the high standard of our
famous Western films. You
can't afford to let it get by.

Don't linger—Book It Now;

The success of Essanay comedies is without parallel in the history of motion pictures I

tion to every detail is responsible for the unprecedented demand for our^productions.

Originality and atten-

FACTORY and STUDIOS
CHICAGO

Essanay Film A\'fcj., Go.
I333ARGYLE ST - OFFICE 435 NORTH CLARK ST.

and LONDON, 5 NEW COMPTON ST. W. C.

His Theatre Shows
Good Pictures

Do you realize how much this simple
reference to you by a patron is worth to

your business?
It is better advertising than you can put

into paid space, yet it costs you absolute-
ly nothing.

The indefinite multiplication of these few
words or their equivalent, is assured to

those exhibitors who handle our PREMIER
FILM SERVICE, as it has the quality which
makes the deepest and most lasting im-
pression.

Write for onr NEW FILM and SONG SLIDE list

The Pittsburg Calcium
Light & Film Company
Pittsburg, Pa. Dei Moines, la. Rochester, N. Y.

Wilkea Barre, Pa. Cincinnati, Ohio.

Omaha. Neb.

Mirror Screen
EXHIBITORS IN

Georgia, Florida, Alabama
Will find it to their interest to get in

communication with us as we have the

AGENCY for the MIRROR SCREEN
in the above States and for the next

30 days we are going to make you a

special offer, we are using one of the

MIRROR SCREENS and we know
that no THEATRE that wishes to be
up-to-date can afford to be without one.

WRITE US NOW

Hix- Gravely Cigar Co.
Prop's and Managers

Orpheum Theatre, Montgomery, Ala.
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Independent Film Stories.

"IMP."
THE MAELSTROM.—A marriage against her will,

to a man she does not love—a late abhorrent to any
free-born girl. True, be is wealthy, but what la

money wben one's beart is unhappy? On her wed-
dlug day, In fact, the man whom she does love is

beseeching ber to turn, but she dare not, aud is

married to the financier.
He Is a peculiar man—a puzzle to her. She sees

that be loves her, but be does not seem the least
perturbed at the fact that his love Is not returned.
He is always smiling. Oh, if be would only talk
to her of ber coldness—plead with her as a lover
should—open bis silent heart to her—do or say
something that may perchance affect her—but be
does not. He Is one of those men who study, cold
and calculating. Has he a beart at all? The
answer comes to her suddenly one day, when be
appears with a travelling bag, saying that he
must

,
go out of town—business calls bim. Before

be leaves the room, however, a message comes
from the stock exchange: there Is a panic! The
market is going against him! He dashes out, drop-
ping his coat and handbag. She picks it up, opens
it, and finds—only a revolver! Like a flash the truth
strikes her—she has misunderstood him all the time
—he really loves, and her Indifference has almost
had a terrible effect!

We now follow him to the exchange floor. There
Is a scene of awful pandemonium. On all sides
frantic men are begging bim to sell, sell, sell, or
it means ruin. With the same enigmatic smile, he
is standing stoically 'mid the scene of ruin and
disaster; he is cornered, but Is bravely trying to

bluff the market and save himself from being wiped
out.

Up in the spectator's balcony a scene of wonder-
ful Import is being enacted. His wife knows of
what was impending. Her love for him is now a
raging flame. Did he not, on the very eve of dis-

aster, calmly present her with a beautiful neck-
lace of jewels? Now it Is her sacrifice. She sends
a messenger out with a bos containing all of her
costly jewels, and soon he brings to her in the
balcony a certified check. The amount is sufficient.

She sends it to her battling lion on the floor, and
in a moment the avalanche of ruin is shattered into
harmlessness.
The victor, his work done, carries that inexplic-

able smile home—to the little wife whose love,
craved by a lion, meant naught to her because she
had never known lions!

IN WAR TIME.—A young husband has gone to
drink, and, as usually follows, it wreaks havoc
with his sense of honor. When the Civil War
breaks out a courier is spending the night at his

home, ' his mission being to transfer valuable pa-
pers he carries to another courier who is to meet
him at the house the next day and take them
through the Union lines. This second courier was
a suitor of the drunkard's wife in her sweetheart
days, and her husband now plans to spoil matters
for him. He therefore robs the sleeping messenger,
substituting an empty envelope for the one bear-
ing the papers; these he sells to the Northern
commander, and buys more drink.
Through a series of stirring incidents, the young

wife learns of her husband's baseness. In endeav-
oring to save the situation she Is captured and
paroled in the custody of an officer. But the
courier, who still loves her, succeeds In an as-

toundingly daring rescue, and brings her ^home.
Yes, she admits she loves him, but even though
her mate in life is such a despicable creature, she
must be true to her vows.
Soon a report is brought to her that her husband

was killed: It Is providential, and we now see her
making preparations to marry her sweetheart of
former days, the courier.

On the wedding day, however, a negro girl

brings word that the supposedly dead man Is In

a certain low dive, heavily under the influence of
liquor. A friend of the groom Intercepts her be-

fore anyone but he has heard it, and he goes to

the dive. He finds the man there, in the throes

of delirium tremens. He Is carried to an upper
room, and the bridegroom's friend sits at the door,

calmly waiting for him to die. Habitues of the
resort call a doctor,

| but the man at the door draws
a pistol and holds them off, while the man Inside

raves and tears at the confining walls until he
succumbs. Then the doctor is let in, but he Is too
late to be of any service.

The friend goes silently back to the house, and
the wedding takes place.

bottle to his wife with pride as a new burglar
alarm.

HUSTLING MR. BROWN.—This unusually clever
and amusing trick subject introduces Mr. Brown,
the great hustler, who in a series of scenes shows
his remarkable magical powers by which he, in

his mysterious way, gets things to move at light-

ning speed, often to the discomfiture of bis victims.

GREAT NORTHERN.
A NEW BURGLAR ALARM.—A portly man of

business is seen in his office, paying close attention

to a bottle of whiskey, which he hastily hides in

the safe as his wife enters. The latter, a for-

midable lady, takes bim home, and forces him to

spend a quiet evening with her In the drawing room.
Meanwhile, at the office, two burglars, who have
entered through the window, are busy at the safe

with a crowbar. They find the bottle of whiskey
and some cigars, and indulge so liberally that they

are soon sleeping peacefully on the floor. There they
He until the morning, when hubby appears and
seeing the state of things, hastily rings up his

wife, who appears shortly afterwards with two
policemen. The men secure, hubby points out the

THE POWERS COMPANY.
THE RE-MAKING OF A MAN.—Harry Allen Is

a victim of the liquor habit. After a jolly spree
with the sports, he enters his father's home very
drunk. His father, a banker, of blgh social stand-
ing, orders his son to leave the house and never
enter it again until be Is a real man.
Two years pass, and the 6on is going a down-

ward path rapidly. We see him, as a bum, thrown
out of a saloon. Harry enters a cafe and begs
a drink of two men, Richard Grant and his friend,

who are seated at tables. The waiter attempts to

eject Harry, but Grant interferes. Something about
Harry awakens Grant's sympathy and he says to

his friend: "This fellow Is not bad, and I am
going to make a man out of him." Grant takes
Harry to his apartment, treats him to a bath, a
shave, good food and good clothes, and then gives

him a position In his on^ce. Lillian Clay, a society

girl, who is engaged to be married to Grant, calls at

his office, meets Harry and becomes infatuated

with him. A short time after, at a ball at

Lillian's home, she tells Harry that she loves him.
Harry, faithful in bis devotion to the man who
saved him from a drunkard's gr%ve, determines
to go away; and he writes a letter to Grant, tell-

ing him that he is compelled to leave town and
cannot explain. A letter is handed to Harry.
It Is from his father's lawyer and tells him that

his letter to his father had come too late, as his

father had died some weeks before, leaving his

entire fortune to Harry.
Two years pass. Grant is in trouble. Large

losses in business have brought him to the verge
of ruin. If he does not take up a note for $32,000
before three o'clock he is a ruined man. Despair
drives him almost insane. He writes a note to his

wife, Lillian, and then seizing a revolver, Is about
to end his life. A rap is heard on the door, and
Harry Allen enters. He compels Grant to tell him
the cause of his trouble. Allen pulls out a pocket
checkbook and says, "I am a millionaire now. All

I have is at your disposal." He takes out a check
and hands It to Grant to fill in the amount, and
then Harry, accompanied by the office boy, dashes
out to the bank to take up that note and save his

friend. When Allen returns to tell Grant that

the matter is settled and that he can hold up his

head proudly as a merchant, be finds Grant's wife,

Lillian, there. The wife sees the two men hug
each other and dance for joy, but she never knew
just why. • .

HIS MOTHER'S LETTER Tom Greene, a New
England boy, Is out of work. His former chum,
Al Thompson, sends him a letter from Nevada, in

which he offers Tom a chance to make big money to

help him work his gold-mihing claim. Tom bids

good-bye to his old mother and goes to Nevada.
He meets his chum, and be also meets Nellie Lane,
a most accomplished flirt, whose father keeps a

hotel in the town nearest Al's mine.
After two months of hard work, Al sends Tom to

town with a bag of golddust, with which Tom is

to buy needed machinery and supplies.

Tom stops at Lane's Hotel, and after some
comedy scenes with Nellie and her various ad-

mirers, he lets himself be persuaded by a traveling
salesman, Baker, to get into a stiff poker game.
Tom loses his head and cashes the gold nuggets,
and loses every dollar of the money that Al and
he had worked so hard for.

Later in the night, Tom, half-crazed by his loss,

determines to enter Baker's room and get back
his money. He forces the lock of the door. Baker
is awakened by the noise. Seizing his revolver, he
points it at the door. Tom Greene, not realizing

that death awaits bim at the other side of that
door, is about to open it, when he hears footsteps.

He goes back Into his own room. A rap is heard,
and Al enters. He hands to Tom a letter from
Tom's mother marked "very urgent." Tom learns
from the letter that his old mother is very sick

and fears she may die without seeing him. In a
beautifully pathetic scene Al forgives Tom and
helps him to get back to his mother.

NESTOR FILMS.
AT DOUBLE CROSS RANCH.—As he read his

uncle's letter, Archibald Willard merely shrugged
bis shoulders and heaved a sigh of bored resigna-
tion. Truly it was the master stroke of what he
termed "Uncle Joe's tedious eccentricities," this

offer of $50,000 if he would wed the daughter of his

uncle's comrade, Col. Redmond. This meant a
tedious trip to the Colonel's ranch, and even then
Miss Moinai might prove entirely Impossible; still.

as his fond mother argued, it was distinctly worth
a trial. Then, too, mingling with hundreds of
swaggering cowboys and riding bucking bronchos
would be rare sport. Accordingly, armed to the

teeth with guns and knives, he- set forth, accom-
panied by the haughty Mrs. Willard.' Major Joe
Buford's kind offer, however, was not received at

the ranch with such complacent resignation. Molnat
indignantly declared that she bad already bestowed
her heart upon her father's junior partner, Lewis

Shelby, at which tbe sly old Colonel pretended to
be greatly surprised; but, in truth, seeing which
way the wind blew, it was this fact which caused
bim to make the young cowboy bis partner. Lewis'
suggestion, therefore, that they give the Wlllards
a reception they would long remember, met with
hearty approval from all sides. He and Moinai
would meet the mother and son at the station, and
escort the stagecoach home on horseback in truly

Western fashion. At a given signal, a band of
Indians, In warpaint and feathers, would surround
the coach. They were to be led by Sour Bill, for

whom the cowboys borrowed Kid Eagle's headdress,
and with the aid of some brown house paint, which
they assured the enraged Bill would surely wear
off Inside of a couple of months, he might well have
been the proud possessor of the title they bestowed
upon bim, "Chief Paln-in-the-Face." The hold-up
was to be followed by a thrilling rescue by the
cowboys stationed in the distance, and the day's
sport wound up by giving young Archibald an op-

portunity to ride tbe bucking broncbo be bad
written he Intended doing. The entire program
worked like a charm. At the first sight of the
savage Indians, Mrs. Willard fainted, while Archi-
bald got to his knees and Implored tbe redskins
with such earnestness to spare his life, that it

was only with the greatest difficulty they kept from
laughing In his face. The cowboys then made
their heroic rescue, and the Indians, selecting a
soft spot, fell In a heap at the first sound of the
rescuer's guns. Mrs. Willard still remained un-
conscious, so Moinai, giving her horse in charge of
one of the "dead" Indians, clambered Into the coach
to revive the poor lady. The girl thought the sport
had gone far enough, but not so Lewis; for the
instant they reached the ranch, while father and
daughter were taking care of Mrs. Willard, he led
Archibald to the barn, and putting him aboard
"Peanuts" started bim down the road at a sharp
clip, amid the shouts of the pursuing cowboys.
"Peanuts" was the gentlest of the bronchos, so, at
the most, the young man would only get a severe
shaking up. This shaking up, however, together
with a slight sprain and several bruises, which he
received in falling, bo cooled the tenderfoot's ardor
for anything Western, that he remained up half
the night in his fear that they might miss the first

Eastern-bound train.

ECLAIR.
LOVE THE CONQUEROR At the border of a

wood a company of gypsies are seen playing dice.

The sister of the chief pleads with him to give up
the despicable game, and as he Is exceedingly fond
of his sister, laughingly promises. Later we see
the same company performing in tbe street, having
reached the town. In the evening the chief, for-

getting his promise to his sister, again plays dice
and drinks heavily. At last, having lost all he
possessed, he accepts the challenge of a young
nobleman to play one last game, his sister to be
the stake! The nobleman wins, and despite the
efforts of the rest of the company, the chief allows
his sister to be carried off. Soon, however, the
chief comes to himself, and with his followers
starts in hot pursuit of the ignoble nobleman. The
young gypsy woman fights valiantly against her
captor, and so retards their progress that they are
overtaken by the chief just as they are about to
cross a stream In an open boat. The nobleman,
seeing escape is impossible, shoots the chief, who
falls overboard. Made desperate by her awful pre-
dicament and her love for her brother, the young
woman flings herself overboard and aids In the
rescue of the chief. Although badly wounded, he
recovers, and Is forgiven by her, for the wrong he
has done her.

NEW YORK MOTION PICTURE CO.
BISON-
RED WING'S CONSTANCY.—The squaw man

leaves his wife at their shack, after an affectionate
farewell. During his absence a half breed comes
to the squaw and endeavors to persuade her to

leave her cowboy husband. She repels bim and
finally they quarrel. When ber husband returns
she tells him of the half breed, and after giving
her their provisions, the cowboy starts to find him.
The half breed is overtaken on the road, and a
knife being his only weapon, tbe cowboy throws
aside his gun to have a fair combat. The half breed
is the successful combatant. After waiting some
time for her husband, the squaw becomes anxious
and goes in search of him. She comes upon his

body and hastens to get the Sheriff on the half

breed's trail. A number of cowboys accompany him,
but after many chases return home, telling the
squaw of their failure. She then determines to

capture the half breed herself and follows his

tracks to a woodland. When he spies her he would
harm her, but by pretending to be friendly he fol-

lows at her bidding. When she leads him to a

grave, he shows suspicion and then fear. He tries

to get away, but Red Wing is set upon ber retri-

bution. She compels him to fight her with a knife,

and after a short duel she is the victor. She re-

turns to the sheriff to tell of her triumph and
guides him and the cowboys to the grave where
lies the half breed. She spurns the reward offered

for his death, feeling repaid by being her hus-

band's avenger.

RIVALRY IN THE OIL FIELDS.—It Is a dif-

ficult proposition to choose between two men, •nd
so Mary found it. There, was Jack Belden and Ned
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King, ntul though tlio former was audacloun enough,
Mary decides upon Ned, \\h.i shows Belden Unit
his presence li undealred In the garden. As Belden

be mecti ills old swetbeert, Annie, whom
he spurn*, leaving hot il Ned cues to ieek

ortune In in oil troll and after much tabor
Is overjoyed to have "si ruck oil." lie Is con-
gratulated by hla associate*. Belden. with an
unacrnpalooa lawyer, Beragga, coneocti • acheme to

Ned's disfavor Annie, however, overhear* their

plotting and bldei iier time. After Ned leave*
the real estate otllee In UfSsMMlOII of hll
Belden gets another paper from Beragga and leemi
well satisfied. Became of his good fortune, Ned
elves Mary an engagement ring and they are elated
over their prosperity. When Ned returns to work
at his well, the sheriff allows him a paper wlileh

shocks him and Mary as well. Belden stands by
and triumphantly laughs at their plight, Ned Is

distracted and all Mary's sympathy avails little.

At this time Annie tells Mary of the duplicity and
el her help. At an Interview between Bel-

den and Beragga, Annie succeeds In being an un-
seen third and becoming possessor of the valuable
document. Taking it to Mary nnd Ned. Bhc Is

delighted at their Joy and is Anally satisfied by
seeing Itelden arrested and Ned again Installed at
the well.

ITALA—
THE THREE BROTHERS.—Cretlnettl and his

two brothers are naturally lazy nnd the servant
experiences great difficulty In waking them. In-
stead of getting up as all good children do. they
simply Ignore the morning call and turn from one
side to the other and continue their slumber tint 1

1

such time as their mother brings water for tbelr
morning toilet. Here's where the fun begins, of
which the eldest brother Is generally the victim.
incitement in general prevails until the father
of the boys takes a hand and marches them off to

school. Not enthused over the Idea of going to

school, the three little vagabonds go along the
way nnd do all the damage they possibly can. One
nfternoon they manage to steal the medal of good
behavior and tnke It home. Their parents, proud
of them, give them many gifts for the attention
nt school.

AMBBOSIO—
THE LEGEND OF THE CROSS. A Lord once

sought n beautiful but humble girl. who. to earn
her living, led a few sheep to pasture. Stelllnn
paid no nttentlon to the Lord's attentions and ho
determined to win out. so one day he borrowed n

monk's coat and went to Stelllnn's door. She. un-
suspectingly, opened it and greeted the monk.
When she saw the deception she ran to the edge of
a bluff and decided that it would be best to end
her troubles. The cross, erected in her memory,
is ever strewn with flowers.

FRICOT IN COLLEGE.—rarents. who decided
their boy needed strict discipline, sent Fricot to

college, riere. however, he has large scope for his

tricks and leads the different board members a

terrible life. Nothing but the very severest thrash-
ing avails, nnd that only for n short time. He
rnlses the pupils to mutiny nnd In desperntlon the
princlpnl puts him In n trunk nnd sends him back
to his parents, freight prepnld, telling them be
could do nothing with their boy.

LUX FILMS.
THE ARTIST'S CHILD.—.Tncques. the son of a

wealthy merchant, is a painter of promise: his
father, however, looks upon his aspirations with
disfavor. Praise by some friends of one of the
yonng man's paintings leads to a quarrel between
him nnd his father, and he goes away to mnke his
own wny In the world. Years pass, but success
does not come to the artist, his wife dies, his
child Is starving, and one day falls exhausted In

the street. A lndy takes the child home nnd finds
the father to be her son. whom she has been try-
ing to trace ever since his hasty departure from
home. A reconciliation Is soon brought about, and
the fnther welcomes his .son and grnndchlld home.
A YOUNG AVIATOR'S DREAM.—A young boy.

having spent the day at an exhibition of flying
machines, comes home very enthusiastic over air-
ships. He sits down at his desk thinking of what
he has seen and finally falls asleep. While slumber-
ing, we see him mnke a flying machine out of
all the pieces of furniture about him. and sail
high In the skies, over housetops nnd church
steeples, seemingly everything going smoothly.
Next we see him crossing above the houses and later
fall to the street. Simultaneously, his head slipping
from his desk, he awakes and sees In reality It Is

but a dream.

THANHOUSER.
HER BATTLE FOR EXISTENCE.—Susan Dale

has been brought up In luxury. She has two suitors.
Will Emory and Jim Brlggs. She chooses Will, and
at the opening of the picture Informs Jim of her
choice. But a change comes to the fortunes of
Susan's father: an unlucky speculation claims his
wealth nnd his life.

When Will discovers thnt his fiancee Is penniless
his love cools: he hrenks the engagement nnd goes
to Europe to avoid the girl. Susan, friendless,
starts out to earn her own living. She applies for

a Job In n lawyer's ulti. c. but leaven when tin- man
In-ults her. She secures 11 place In a department
tore, but is discharged because, tatlgusd after mi

11 day at the counter, she took a scat while
on duty. She applies for work at a factory, but
is rejected, owing to lack or experience, finally,
in deaperatJon, aha taUi-s a placa as maid in tha
1 ol Mi- •'

' 1 here Burg, the offeoalv* law-
yer, meeti her, and in a Hpirit of revenge, fle-

bet as u thief. The mistreat discharge! her
and Siis.iii il.-cl.h s I d her life.

Fortunately foi Jim Brlggs.
the rejected suitor, on tha street »i"i laughingly

tells him bow ho brought about charge.
Jim knocks tha WTetCb down and rushes to Mrs.

Qray'i residence. He arrives in time to dissuade
Susan from her purpose, and all ends happily to

1 of (redding chimes.

INDEPENDENT FILMS.

Motion Pictures
of

JAMES J. JEFFRIES
Stanley Kotchel
Tom Sharkey
Kid Herman
Gunner Moir
Young; Corbett
Kid Sharkey

JACK JOHNSON
Billy Papke
Tommy Burns
Joe Gans
Joe Palmer
Terry McGovern
Young Dority

FRANK GOTCH GEO. HACKENSCHMIDT
IN THEIR CHAMPIONSHIP CONTESTS

Write for low rental terms

The CHICAGO FIGHT PICTURE CO.

81 CLARK STREET CHICAGO, ILL

UNIFORM
your ATTENDANTS with

Singer Uniforms

They make your Theatre
more attractive — Costs
less than you think and
Pays big

—

Chicago's Leading Thea-
tres use our Uniforms ex-

clusively

—

MADE TO ORDER ONLY
Writefor Samplesand Fashions
of Latest Style of Uniforms
and Caps for Moving Picture
Theatres.

A. L. SINGER CO. CO.
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James H. Hirsch & Go.

Jackson Boulevard

CHICAGO, III. •* c B
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Mnr.
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A 1

1

1
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Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.

Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.

Apr,
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
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teCDtD street.
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i

End i.f 1 1 . «- 1 11.11 (Actopb
:u—A in.iinii on the Beef (Lax) ,

,

;:i Cared by • Tip (Lax) 820
.1 Bard Cain 1 Imp)
1 sndre* Chenler (Roma) Tin

-ii.it in Tim* (Blaon) 1

Bervanl Mini the Tutor (Itala)
•j Madam* Bant Sana i'.r. Northern).... 1000

Miser'* Daughter 1 Imp)
' r il..- lull ..r the Bagl* 1 Bclali

4—The Theater of Phenomenon* (Bclali
:. Boaumce of Snake Channel
r>—Daddy's Doable (Thanhoaaer)
r>—The Actress ( Power*) 982
0—The Bnake Han d.ux) 8T2
e Bieo tha Jester (Lux)
8 \n unpleasant Dream (Atnbroalo).
6 My 1. iff Remembrance* of a Dog

(Ambroaio)
8 Frontier Days In the Par "Test (Nesto
<;—The Partner* (Actophone) 1000
7- UN second Wife (Imp) 091

Roosevelt al Messins 1 imbi oslo 1 KM
v B ... 1 Reception (Lester) .">«<i

1 wine's Loyalty (Bison) lOOn
s—Cotno to Supper with Me (Cine*) 802
S—Motherless Waif (Clues) Dls
0—At the iTarm (itaia) t::o—A Valuable Hat (Italai 2r,n

• V New Burglar Alarm (C,t. North.) 492
B Hustling Mr. Brown (Gt. North.)..

Culdes—Foolshoad
the Governor'*

Films released by the Eagle Film Exchange, 140
North Eighth street, Philadelphia, Pa.:

Mar. 24—Stupe Note (Imp).
Mnr. '_>4—The Tenderfoot. •

Mar. 20—Sleeping Pills.

Mar. 2'!—Innkeeper's Daughter.
Mar. 20— Bridegroom's Disguise.
Mar. 2S—Transfusion (Imp).
Mar. 2S—The Rivalry of Two

Wishes to Marry
Daughter.

Mar. 2.1—Winter Romance at Niagara I-\ills (Acto-
phone).

Mar. 20—A Treasure of Mills (Eelalr).
Mar. 26—A Trip to Berne.
Mar. 28—Tningfu (Great Northern Film Co.).
Mar. ?R—End of Trail.

Mar. 28 Dncle's Will.

Mar. 28 Nannla (Ambroslo).
Mar. 28 In (Thanh".
Mar. 30—Inventive Tronser.

IWOrthy Flnnee (Ami..
Mar. 30—Sudden Telephone Call.
Mar. 31—Hard Cash (Imp).
Mar. .".1 -Heir of Clavencoiirt Casth-.
Mar. :;i 'Bobber'* Rose.
Mar. .'II—Rohher's Ruse.

1 —Yellow Devil.
Mnr. 31—Cowboy Preaeher ( Nestor 1.

Apr. 1 \ Race for Inheritance.
Apr. 1— Pa. Mn and Baby.
Apr. 2—Cured by a Tip (Lux).
Apr. 2—Drama on a Reef.
Apr. 2—A Shot In Time (Bison).
Apr. 2—Servant and Tutor.
Apr. "2— linxing Fever.
Apr. 2—The Heroine of Chanre (I

Apr. 2—The Lemon Sisters (Cai-
Apr. 4—Miser's Daughter (Imp).
Apr. 4— Adventures of Princess LovelOi
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35c Postage Paid
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The Neosho Slide Company
100 S. Wood St., Neosho, Mo.
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INDEPENDENT RELEASE DATES.

ECLAIR FILM COMPANY.
Mar. 21—Houesty, Its Own Keward (Dr.) 510
Mar. 28—The Treasure of Louis (Dr. ) 690
Mar. 28—A Tripe to Berne (Scenic) 300
Apr. 4—After the Fall of the "Eagle" (Dr.)..G05
Apr. 4—Theater of I'beuonienons (Comedy) ... .345
Apr. 11—The Strength of Duty (Dr.)

GREAT NORTHERN FILM COMPANY.
Feb. 26—The Doctor's Sacrifice (Dr.)
Mar. 5—A Pleasant Walk (Comedy) 415
Mar. 5—The Mad Drainpipe (Comedy) 342
March. 12—A Wedding During the French Rev-

olution (Dramatic)
Mar. 19—The Theft of the Diamonds (Dr.) 564
Mar. 19—A Quiet Honeymoon (Comedy) 269
Mar. 26—Tslng Fu, the Yellow Devil (Dr.) 827
Apr. 2—Madam Sans Gene (Dramatic) 1000
Apr. 9—The New Burglar Alarm (Com.) 492
Apr. 9—Hustllug Mr. Brown (Comedy) 367

"IMP."
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Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.

Mar.
Mar.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.

Feb.
Feb.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.

Mar.
Apr.
Mar.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.

Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar,
Mar.
Mar.
Mar
Mar,
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.

14—The Time Lock Safe (Dramatic) 960
21—His Sick Friend (Dramatic) 700
21—Stung! (Comedy) 300
24—The Stage Note (Dramatic) 700
24—Stunts on Skates by Edmund Lamy 250
28—Transfusion (Dr.) 960
31—Hard Cash (Dr.) 960
4—The Miser's Daughter (Com.) 980
7—His Second Wife (Dr.) 970

11—The Rosary (Dramatic) 950
14—The Ace of Hearts (Dr.) 980
18—In War Time (Dr.) 970
21—The Maelstrom (Dr. ) 960

LUX FILMS.
9—He Knew Best (Com.) 459
16—The Two Brothers (Dramatic) 65:)

16—Life in the Next Century (Com.) 295
23—A Family Feud (Dramatic) 655
23—How a Bad Tempered Man Was Cured

(Comedy) 353
30—A Drama on the Reef (Dr.) 655
30—Cured By a Tip (Com.) 327
6—The Snake Man (Comedy) 350
6—Rice the Jester (Dramatic) 630
13—Washed Ashore (Dramatic) 60!)

13—The Attack Upon the Train (Com.)... 357
20—Artist's Child (Dr.) 619
20—A Young Aviator's Dream (Comic) ... .307

NESTOR FILMS.
16—Old Maid and Bonehead 475
23—In Arizona 965
2—The Vindictive Foreman 925
9—On the Little Big Horn 995

Ifi—The Silver Lining 9S0
23—The Tenderfoot (Dr.) 990
30—The Cowboy Preacher (Dramatic) 9S0
6—Frontier Day in the West (Dr.) Oi

13—At Double Cross Ranch (Com.) 998
20—The Cowboy and the Lieutenant (Dr.)..

NEW YORK MOTION PICTURE CO.
4—The New Partner (Dr.) 775
8—Indian and the Cowgirl (Dr. ) 950
11—The Rose of the Ranch (Dr.) 970
15—For His Sister's Honor (West. ) 978
18—A Mexican's Ward (Dr.) 985
22—The Man From Texas (Dr.) 975
25—Company "D" to the Rescue (West.)

app 1000
29—Nannina (Dramatic) 912
1—A Shot in Time (West.) app 1000
29—Nannina (Dramatic) 912
1—A Shot In Time (West.) 988
5—Romance of a Snake Charmer (West.) .905
S—Red Wing's Loyalty (West.) 1000
12—Rivalry in the Oil Fields (Dr.l 959
15—Red Wing's Constancy (West.) 1000

ITALA.
(By N. Y. M. P. Co.)

5—Supreme Recognition (Dr.) 955
9—Koolshead Chief of Reporters (Com.). 600
9—The Town Traveler's Revenge (Com.). 269
19—The Betraying Mirror (Dr.) 975
26—The Rivalry of the Two Guides (Dr.). 500
*26—Foolsbead Wishes to Marry the Gov-

ernor's Daughter 500
2—The Servant and the Tutor (Dr.) 942
9—At the Farm (Dr.) 500
9—The Valuable Hat (Com.) 500
16—The Three Brothers (Com.) 500
16—A Mistake (Dr.) 500

AMBROSIO.
(By N. Y. M. P. Co.)

12—Fatal Imprudence (Dr.) 53S
12—They Have Vanished My Wife (Com.). 412
16—The Shepherdess (Dr.) 607
16-yInsidious Weapons (Com.) 402
23—The Sea's Vengeance ( Dr. ) 572
23—Military Dirigible 350
30—An Unworthy Fiance (Dramatic) 565
30—A Sudden Telephone Call (Comedy) 410
(1—An Unpleasant Dream 645
6—Mv Life Remembrances of a Dog 375
13—Legend of the Cross (Dr.) 470
13—Fricot in College (Com.) 510

PANTOGRAPH CORPORATION.
Feb. 12—His Untimely Visit (04
Feb. 18—The Hobo's Dream of Wealth (Com.). 820
Feb. 25—Iron Arm's Remorse (Dr.) 980
Mar. 4—The Electric Bath Tub (Com.) 900
Mar. 11—The Mysterious Armor (Com.) 940

POWERS PICTURE PLAYS.
Mar. 8—Her Cowboy Lover (Dr.) 930
Mar. 15—War-Time Pals (Dramatic) 905
Mar. 22—John Hardy's Invention (Dramatic) ... .985
Mar. 28—The Man Who Waited (Dr.) 1000
Apr. 5—The Actress (Dr. ) 1000
Apr. 12—His Mother's Letter (Dr.) 990
Apr. 19—The Re-making of a Man (Dr.) 985

THANHOUSER COMPANY.
Mar. 15—The Actor's Children (Dramatic)
Mar. 22—St. Elmo (Dr. )

Mar. 29—She's Done It Again (Dr.) 1000
Apr. 5—Daddy's Double (Dramatic) 1000
Apr. 15—A 29-Cent Robbery (Dr.) 750
Apr. 15—The Old Shoe Came Back (Com.) 250
Apr. 22—Her Battle for Existence (Dr.) 1000

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING.
WANTED—Theater in Middle Western States.

Responsible party will buy fixtures if reasonable.
Information wanted. E. F. PALMER, care Moving
Picture World, New York.

A CARBON SHARPENER—One dollar, prepaid,
any part of United States. Time saver for oper-
ator; all well equipped booths have one; positive
quick point; less trouble than knife or file. Agents
wanted. CLARKE CARBON SHARPENER, 106 W.
State, Rockford, 111.

EQUIPMENT WANTED.
WANTED, TO BUY—300 Opera Chairs. Must be

in good condition. nOME THEATER, Blair, Neb.

WANTED—One hundred to one thousand second-
hand chairs for outdoor use. A. GOLDSTEIN, Cor-
naga avenue. Far Roekaway, N. Y.

WANTED to purchase Licensed or Independent
film, averaging about four months after release,
for use in Canada. Address. A. A. C, care Mov-
ing Picture World.

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE.
FOR SALE—Complete Moving Picture Outfit.

Lyric electric sign; 400 chairs. HOME THEATER,
Blair. Neb.

FOR SALE—Seven new Model B Howard Gas
Making (Oxyhydrogen) Outfits for projection pur-
poses; 1.000 feet No. 8 Jute Stage Cable. BAUSCH
& LOMB OPTICAL CO.. Rochester, N. Y.

FOR SALE—At a sacrifice, Pathe's H. C. Passion
Play, used only in lecture work. The Oberammergau
Passion Play this Spring will make this film in
great demand. ,W. E. BOYCE, 25 Seventh street,
Jersey City, N. J.

FOR SALE—Moving picture film, 200 reels, fine
condition, $5 and $10 per reel. Edison Exhibition
moving picture machine, complete, fireproof, with
4 reels of film, nearly new: $100 takes outfit.

FRED SCHAEFER, 1010 N. 2d St., Philadelphia, Pa.

THEATERS FOR SALE.
MOVING PICTURE THEATER FOR SALE In

town of 40,000; no opposition; near Fail River,
Mass. Seating capacity over 600. Will sell whole
or half, hig bargain, as I have not the time to
give to it. Sunday show; long lease. Attend to
it quick if you want a good thing. Address
FRANK KING, 212 Washington street, Providence,
R. I.

FOR SALE—A nice moving picture theater. Put-
nam, Conn. Good location, 365 nice seats. Making
money now. Will be sold at reasonable price. Ap-
ply to F. J. GUILMET, Park Theater, Putnam,
Conn.

FOR SALE—Moving Picture and Vaudeville Busi-
ness. Doing paying business. Population 17.000.
I). S. PENSYL, Nanticoke, Pa.

HELP WANTED—MALE.
WANTED—Operator who understands gasoline

engine and dynamo. No matinee or Sunday. Salary
$10. WESTERLAND & GEDDES. Chelsea, Mich.

'

WB MANUFACTURE

SOUVENIRS
for Moving Picture Theatres

FREE
Our Illustrated List

MOTT CO., 415 Dearborn St., Chicago

Banner and Sign Dep't For Sale
cheap, consisting of 12,000 signs and 5000 banners.

Gas making outfit, Model B, $22.00
Double dissolving Stereoptican, new, $25.00

Purdy'a Film Exchange, 300 E. 23rd St., N. Y. City

CHEAP
Steel Frame

Theatre Chairs

ABSOLUTELY

Non BREAKABLE
Suitable for small

theatres and Mov-
ing Picture shows.
We carry these
chairs in stock and
can ship immedi-
ately.

Second Hand Chairs

AlsoseatingforOut-
of-Door Use.

Address Dept. W.

STEEL FURNITURE CO., Grand Rapids, Mich.

New York Office: 150 Fifth Avenue

Boston Office : 224 Congress St., Boston, Mass.

SWAAB
The Pioneer Film Exchange

of Philadelphia
and

Largest Dealer in Machines
and Supplies

Agent for

Power's Cameragraph
Lang's Rewinder

and
Cary Coated Carbons

The Trade Supplied. Licensed

Films Only

LEWIS M. SWAAB
338 Spruce St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Folding and Assembly Chairs

Most popular pi iced chairs on the market for

picture show use

Prompt Shipments. Write for Catalogue

PEAB0DY SCHOOL FURNITURE CO.

NORTH MANCHESTER, - - - INDIANA

STAY-OVERS
ARE A LOSING PROPOSITION. Think of

the many extra dollars you would have at the
end of the week if it weren't for the Stay-Overs.
Send me $1 00 and I will tell you how 'o use
the "Bailey System" of seat regulation as

used in most of the large Moving Picture and
Vaudeville houses. One man figures he has
made $jSo extra on his Sunday business only
the last 4 months. Write to-day to

R.. J. BAILEY
Shabert Theatre, New Orleans, La.
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SPECIAL ROLL TICKETS The Big Ticket- Anx Printing
Any Colors.

8,00*
10,000

$1.25
2. SO

20.000
25,000

$4.t>0
5.80

50,000
100,000

$7 50
10 00

G«t the iimplti

NATIONAL TICKET COMPANY
itock TIcKeli, 6 Ccnti

ihamoKin, Pa.

ROOSEVELT Hunt in AFRICA
The first and only pictures available of the World's most popular man during his hunt in Africa.

The public want it—We have it.

•a g* Hand colored slides, title and *m E^f~\
M.^ fvill description of each picture i •^KJ

We ship same day as money received.

JEFFRIES-JOHNSON FIGHT
Selected from 500 original photos of the Champions. Every stunt of interest from the Signing of Articles to as they

will appear in the ring.

24 Hand colored slides and full description. A house jammer now and invaluable the week of the fight.

Keep in touch with us; we get the goods every time.

Cosmopolitan! Slide Makers, 17G East Madison Street CHICAGO

WHEN IT'S SO CONSPICUOUS
that other shows have to install a

Motiograph Motion Picture Machine
because their competitors have one it's time to

SIT UP AND TAKE NOTICE
These very things and even more have happened in many instances that we know of.

MOTIOGRAPH 9UALITY IS CONSPICUOUS and is known by the very
Brilliant and Flickerless Pictures it Projects.

Nearly Three Years of service has proven it the only machine that will stand The Heavy Constant
Grind without heavy repair bills and numerous annoyances and shut downs—but not being content with
this Wonderful Record, and having nearly Doubled our Sales, we have made

20 IMPROVEMENTS FOR 1910
The most important of which are

1 A New Patent Film Tent'onthat is novel, unique, originaland charmingly efficient.

2 to 7 An Arrangement of parts for convenience in taking the mechanism apart and
assembling. A child can do It. No other machine approaches it for Accessi-
bility, Simplicity and Interchangabllity.

9 A New Auxllary Intermittent Shutter for short focus work.
14 Enlarged and Improved Film Magazines
16 A New Arc Lamp that is Extra Heavy and dispenses with sticking and breakage.
17 Upper Carbon Adjustment Fixture.
15 Universal Arm and Carbon Clamp, especially adapted for A. C. Current.
20 Improved Extra Large Lamp House with special features for ventilation and

insulation.

It's Truly a Wonderful Hachine, Heavy, Strong and Massive, yet
Artistic, very light running and projects a Rock Steady Picture.

A Motiograph would greatly Improve your Pictures, your Patronage
and your Bank Account.

FOR SALE BY LEADING
Write for Particulars and new Catalog.

DEALERS

ENTERPRISE OPTICAL MFG. CO.
564 and 572 W. Randolph St., CHICAGO, ILL.

J. H. HALLBERC, New York Agent
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THE MIRROR SCREEN
Is being installed in many of the up-to-date houses*

Montgomery, the Moving Picture Man of Memphis,

Tenn., visited Shelbyville to see a demonstration of the

Mirror Screen and as a result ordered one for each of his

houses and secured the agency for Tennessee, Louisiana,

Arkansas and Mississippi.

Here is what exhibitors say regarding Mirror Screen since it has been installed, all

of which are unsolicted testimonials.

Consolidated Amusement Co., Baltimore, Md.— (Great, Frank S. Montgomery, Memphis, Tenn.—(Great and

better than we expected.) wonderful improvement. Send two more at once.)

B. H. Brunton, Springfield, Ohio.—(Mirror Screen is a Hix-Gravely Cigar Co., Montgomery, Ala.—(Mirror
.

success )
Screen installed to-day and proved great success.)

Arcade Theater, Richmond, Ind.—(Mirror Screen makes
Orpheum Theater, Indianapolis, Ind.— (Pictures fine,

the pictures I00 per cent better; receipts have in-
receipts increased 20 per cent.) . creased very noticably.)

Empire Theater, Detroit, Mich.—(Very satisfactory. Garfield Theater, Chicago, 111.— (Delighted with the

Great improvement over ordinary screen.) Mirror Screen.)

Eastern Exhibitors can see the Screen in use at

CIRCLE: THEATRE and EMPRESS THEATRE, Washington, D. C.

BLUE MOUSE THEATRE, Baltimore, Md.

Or Specimen Screens at the Offices of

P. P. CRAFT, 416 Ninth Street, Washington, D. C.

MILES BROS., (Inc.) 259 Sixth Ave., New YorK

J. H. HALLBERG, 30 Greenwich Ave., New York

Beware of infringements of patents or trade-mark. Mirror Screens are only made by us at Shelbyville, under U. S.

patent No. 937,550 (Oct. 19, 1909), Canadian patent No. 123,319 (Jan. 18. igio). Exhibitors who buy or manufacture

any infringement of these patents will be prosecuted to the full extent of the law.

Motion Picture Screen Co.
SHELBYVILLE ..... INDIANA
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INDEPENDENT
rant new Films. Handle all the leading' MaKei, both AMERICAN AND
FOREIGN ; Beautiful Posters; exclusive Feature Service. Write for prices.

CINCINNATI FILM EXCHANGE, 315-317 West 4th Street, CINCINNATI, 0.

AMERICAN FILM BROKERS
147-157 FOURTH AVENUE, NEW YORK

Importers and exporters of new and second-hand film. Exchanges can secure exclusive programmes. Write for lists and particulars.

WE ARE NOT RENTERS

EU

EU

143 North 8tK Street, PHILADELPHIA, PA.
Best and Newest Independent American and Foreign Films

SUPPLIES IS REELS PER WEEK SUPPLIES
PROMPT AND RELIABLE SERVICB Members N. I. M. P. Alliance

rn

am
m

ARE Y01 USING
220 VOLTS

in your moving picture machine ?

If you are we guarantee to save you 40 cents or
more every hour ycu run the machine.

Running five hours per day, six days in the week
and 5 J weeks in the year, you save $624. 00.

Don't lose money by thinking it over a few weeks.
Write today for proposition G. and state whether you
use direct or alternating current (if alternating, the
number of cycles), number of amperes, length of

throw and size of picture.

POWERS BILL SPLITTER
FOR ECONOMY ON DIP.ECT CURRENT

Nicholas Power Company
115 Nassau Street • New York
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EXTRA!!
Greatest Scoop in the History of

Moving' Pictures

ttIN AFRICA
Scenes Made Famous by Roosevelt

Released Saturday, April 16th

TO INDEPENDENTS ONLY
Length is approximately 1,000 feet

ORDER FROM YOUR EX-
CHANGE NOW ! !

Independent Moving Pictures Co. of America

Carl Laemmle, Pres.

Ill East Fourteenth Street

NEW YORK, N. Y.

NOTICE—This is purely an EXTRA REEL, and has no effect whatever upon our regular releases.

We secured these pictures by special arrangement with Mr. W. D. Boyce, Chicago sportsman and advo-

cate of outdoor life, who is interested in showing the American public the real Africa. Mr. Boyce took

about 1 0,000 feet of negative throughout the various regions traversed by the ROOSEVELT party, and

almost at the same time that COL. ROOSEVELT was making his famous journey. We have selected

the best thousand feet from this lot, and will release it on the date mentioned above. The photography

is marvelously good, and the scenes intensely interesting and genuinely educational.

OTHER AFRICAN RELEASES TO FOLLOW

OUR TWO REGULAR RELEASES ARE

"The Power of a Smile" "The New Shawl **

(Relea&ed April 25th. Length 980 Feet)

A cracking good story of a crook, won by the smile of a
woman who sits next to him on a park bench. One of the
best moving picture dramas ever produced. It will be the
talk of the town. Fight for it.

(Released April 28th. Length 990 Feet

Another story that is gripping in its intensity. Right
up to the high standard set by former "Imps." You get

action in every foot and your patrons will pat yon on the

back for a good showman! Demand!
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BISON *£ FILMS
FOUR REELS A WEEK—Tuesday, a "Bison"—Wednesday, Ambrosia— Friday, a "Bison" -Saturday, Itala

SURE ENOUGH, "Red Wing's Loyalty" turned out as we predicted, a tremendous
success. Letters galore from exhibitors and exchange men commending upon our production.

THAT IS NOT ALL. We present for the coming week a classic dramatic production for

Tuesday and another feature Western picture for Friday. Tuesday's " Bison " release, "A Hus-
and's Mistake," is most beautiful ami touching, and is sure to win the sympathetic approval of

the spectator, besides being a work of photographic excellence. Friday's " Hison " release,

"Adventures of a Cowpuncher," will prove a startler to the trade ; it is full of action, very realistic,

embodying excellent horsemanship and good play all through.

BISON"—Release, Tuesday. April 19th

"A HUSBAND'S MISTAKE."

AMBROSIO"—Release, Wednesday, April 20th
"THE HEART OF A VAGABOND."
"PETIT JEAN LOUIS D'OR <SL CO.".

T -J

" BISON" Release, Friday, April 22d
"ADVENTURES OF A COWPUNCHER"

ITALA" Release, Saturday, April 23d
ISABELLA OF ARRAGON."

LITHOGRAPHS AND POSTERS FREE
We furnish all exchanges handling these productians with one sheet four colored lithograph posters with each reel. Demand same from your

exchange as they will positively increase your box office receipts.

Brief desdription of all subjects will be found on another page.

NEW YORK MOTION PICTURE CO.
Manufacturers of "Bison" Life Motion Pictures

429 SIXTH AVENUE, Cor. 26th Street - NEW YORK CITY
Phone 6690-1-2 Madison Square Cable Address: Nosib
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POWERS PICTUREPLAYS
EXHIBITORS-INSIST ON GETTING THIS FILM

A NEWSPAPER ERROR
A powerful drama, full of thrilling situ-

ations. Rich Mexican scenery and
costumes. A Spanish dancing scene;
a mine-blasting scene.
Through a mistake of a reporter, Gray,
a young American miner is led to be-
lieve that his partner has married his

sweetheart. Gray, in jealous rage,

marries a Mexican dancing-girl. All

seems lost for Gray, when the Mexi-
can girl, in a unique way, brings about
a happy ending.

Approximate Length 980 Feet

POSTERS SENT FREE TO EXHIBITORS

Released April 26

THE POWERS COMPANY
241st Street and Richardson Avenue - New York City

LUX
RELEASED

:

A Coming

Aviator's Dream
COMEDY

367 Feet

FILMS
APRIL 20th, 1910

Grandpa's
Darling
DRAMATIC

487 Feet

Posters free with every Release—A full description of these subjects will be found on another page

THE WORLD'S BEST—BAR NONE
Write for Weekly List of Descriptions of our Films

R. PRIEUR
lO E. 15th Street Telephone Call:

STUYVESANT 8124 NEW YORK
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NESTOR FILMS
Released Wednesday, April 20, 1910

The Cowboy and
The Lieutenant

Lentilh 99"> Feet

The biggest Indian and Cowboy picture

ever released. An historic subject based on

an incident of the Indian uprising that reach-

ed it zenith with Custer's last fight. Thrill-

ing from start to finish.

Double quantity of posters with this re-

lease. Book it now.

Our Next Release, Wednesday, April 27, 1910

Days of '49
Length 995 Feet

A touching story of the mad rush to the

gold fields of California in 1849, with its un-

told hardships.

This picture tells of the treachery, deser-

tion and robbery of one successful prospec-

tor by his partner, who finally emerges from

the Alkali desert with his mind a blank but

still in possession of the only map of their

claim.

Being unable to get tidings of her husband

the wife starts out to cross the plains to find

him, only to die in the search and leave her

little child in the care of strangers.

The mills of the Gods, it is said, grind

slowly but they grind exceeding fine, as the

close of our picture shows.

You must order this in advance as the demand
for this will be great

Made by

DAVID HORSLEY
BAYONNE, N. J. :: U. S. A.

Sold by

A. Q. WHYTE, Agent
91 Dearborn Street

CHICAQO
1 Madison Avenue
NEW YORK

Four color lltbos FREE with Nestor Films

JHANHOUSER fjLM

"You Need it in Your Business!"

You Need

HER BATTLE FOR EXISTENCE

In Your Business

We repeat that this Great Release of FRI-

DAY, APRIL 22nd, Unlike Most Human Interest

Subjects, is not like something you've seen
before. If you miss it you ought to be Spank-
ed—in the Cash Drawer. Get the Point?

The American People Prefer

American Pictures
and if the Independent exhibitor can't get enough of

them it's the fault of his exchange. To illustrate: "HER
BATTLE FOR EXISTENCE," the ail-American Thanhouser
Release of Friday, April 22, should be received by yon
on or about that date if you are using first run film, or
it is due SHORTLY AFTERWARD if you use other runs. If

you use first run and don't get this picture on the 2 2d,

write and ask your exchange WHY, or if using later runs
write that you're WATCHING for it. At all events, let

your exchange know IN YOUR NEXT LEFTER that you're
INTERESTED in Thanhouser Film and that you want your
fair share of it BECAISE YOl NEED IT IN Y01R BUSINESS.

The American Exhibitor Prefers

Censorship Pictures
because he has'nt the time to be his own censor and
some day a rank uncensored outrage, going under the
name of film, might slip into his show and frighten his

patrons away. Can you blame the exhibitor for not
wanting to take chances? He can never repair the

damage a film-outrage can do him. AND LIKE MOST MEN,
HE DOES'NT LIKE TO BE HIT TOO HARD IN THE POCKET. It's

poor business.

The exhibitor takes no chances with Thanhouser
Film. It is shown to the Board of Censorship for

approval REEL BY REEL. And reel by reel it IS APPROVED.
There's never been a foot of Thanhouser Film that's

harmed an American picture show; there's never been
a foot released without the O-K of the Censorship
Board. THE EXHIBITOR HAS SAFE FILM AS WELL AS GOOD
FILM IN ANYTHING WITH THE NAME " THANHOUSER " ON IT.

Thanhouser Co.
NEW ROCH£LL£, N. Y.
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BEAT YOUR COMPETITOR
—TO IT—

"With Colonel ROOSEVELT in Africa"

15 vSlides and Lecture

Guaranteed Satisfactory or Money Refunded

$12.00 per set—Cash with Order

TOPICAL SLIDE COMPANY
312 CHICAGO OPERA HOUSE BLDG., CHICAGO, U. S. A.

'Phone, Long Distance, 3094 Main

GREATNORTHERN

*Thep&
Stands for Quality

!

NEXT RELEASE, SATURDAY, APRIL 16tH

The Hidden
Treasure

An interesting story depicting the stirring adventures of a band of

treasure hunters.

FULL REEL LENGTH

3x7 upright and 3x15 lengthwise banners for all GREAT NORTHERN productions to

rent by the Goodenough Company, 627-630 Century Building, St- Louis, Mo.

To Exhibitors : The BEST Film Exchanges will always supply you with OUR films. Insist on having
GREAT NORTHERN films. We supply exchanges with posters and synopsis with each reel.

Ask your exchange for them.

GREAT NORTHERN FILM COMPANY
NORDISK FILM COMPANY, COPENHAGEN

7 EAST FOURTEENTH STREET, NEW YORK CITY
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SPECIAL ROLL TICKETS THBBI-T^Vfe.^. Prlntlng

9.00*
10,000

SI. 25
2.60

20.000
23,000

$4.60
5.50

50,000
100.000

»7 50
1000

Gat the Samples

NATIONAL TICKET COMPANY
Stock Ticlfata, 6 Cants

Ahamohin, Pa.

FOLDING

CHAIRS
P*f Mtrlsg 1'lclure Showi
(irind Standi. Aisembly
Hilli, tie. la MCtlaoi II

ratal.

Write for Catalog No. 2.

The Kauffman Manufacturing Co.
ASHLAND, OHIO

"TITLE POSTERS"
Col. Roosevelt in

Africa
HALF SHEET, 5c Each— (By Mail 6c)

$4.00 a Hundred

THREE SHEET, 18c Each— (By Mail 24c)
$12.00 a Hundred

TITLE POSTER CO.
231 Bowery New YorK

NO PICTURES Juit Bold Lettering
Attractively Designed and Printed

CALEHUFF
A nenber of the

FILM SERVICE ASSOCIATION

Headquarter* for only the belt of latest

FILMS and SONO SLIDES. No junk.

MACHINES, SUPPLIES, Etc.

LATEST SONQ SLIDES
$5.00 per set

N. E. Cor. 4th & Green Streets,

PHILADELPHIA. PA.

Business Increased 50 Per Cent.
SINCE I INSTALLED YOUR MACHINE

Is what Wm. G. Spurrier, Prop. Savoy Theatre of Seattle, Washington, writes us on March 30, 1910.

Another enthusiastic owner and manager of two houses say "I consider my

SUCCESS DUE TO THE MOTIOGRAPH"
Manager E. S. Shultz of the Baker and Moore Circuit of six magnificent Theatres, writes February

12, 1910, from Springfield, 111.

"Motiograph Installed Two Years Ago Good as New'
Manager W. H. Johnson of Colonial Theatre, Kalamazoo, Mich., who nearly three years ago bought

the first Motiograph manufactured, writes, you surely have

A WONDERFUL MACHINE
Brilliant and Flickerless Pictures with Wonderful Wearing Quality

Motiograph Features
Now after a most successful year and having Nearly Doubled Our Sales we have designed

20 IMPROVEMENTS FOR 1910
The most important of which are

1 A New Patent Film Tentlon that is novel, unique, original and charmingly efficient.

2 to 7 An Arrangement of parts for convenience in taking the mechanism apart and assembl-
ing. A child can do It. No other machine approaches it fcr Accessibility, Simplicity
and Interchangability.
A New Auxilary Intermittent Shutter for short focus work.
Enlarged and Improved Film Magazines.
A New Arc Lamp that is Extra rleavyand dispenses with sticking and breakage.
Upper Carbon Adjustment Fixture.
Universal Arm and Carbon Clamp, especially adapted for A. C. Current.
Improved Extra Large Lamp House with special features for ventilation and insulation.

It's Truly a Wonderful Hachine, Heavy, Strong and Massive, yet Artistic,

very light running and projects a Rock Steady Picture.

A Motiograph would greatly Improve your Pictures, your Patronage and
your Bank Account.

FOR SALE BY LEADING DEALERS
Write for Particulars and new Catalog.

ENTERPRISE OPTICAL MFG. CO.
564 and

c
3
h
7
?cTg^.

n
JL
olp

J. H. HALLBERG, New York Agent

are

9

14

16
17

IS

20

H ST.
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Full Size, Extra Heavy Silver-plated. French Gray Finish. Price, 5 cents each.

WE KNOW IT
You can keep your theatre crowded if you will use our Table Silverware Teaspoons as premiums.
We know, because we are supplying houses who are meeting with wonderful success. One house alone has used Hun-

dreds of dollars worth in a short time. The plan will make you money.
Sample Spoon and full information, upon receipt of inquiry.

WRITE TO=DAY

United States Factories Co. 40 Dearborn Street, Chicago, 111.

U/ye "Brero" Perforator
The most certain, reliable and efficient Perforator on the market.
Accurately made; simple in action. Strong; durable; compact.

Capacity: 5600 Feet Per Hour

PRICE: $625
FOR DESCRIPTION AND PARTICULARS ADDRESS:
FRIEDA KLUG, Sole Agent, 121 E. 23d St., N. Y. City

LAST BUT NOT LEAST
MANHATTAN SLIDE CO. (Inc.)

136 West 37th Street New York City

Makers of First Class

Song and Announcement Slides
Price, $4.50 Per Set

Our Slides are the Perfection of Artistic Coloring

Send for Complete List

Our latest releases will appear weekly in the Moving Picture World
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Why Vaudeville is Featured in Moving
Picture Theatres.

A Remarkable Situation.

It is unnecessary to say that the policy of the Moyixg
Picture World is essentially and entirely the promotion

of the best interests of the moving picture. We want
to see it a predominant anil unhampered factor in the

entertainment held ; we want to see it stand or fall on
or by its own merits; we want to see it occupy a distinct

and well-defined place in the scheme of things. We do
not want to see it attached to, or hung onto, any other

kind of entertainment. We do not want to see it forming
an act or a number in a vaudevile entertainment; we
want to see it occupying its own separate position in its

own separate sphere. It is surely good enough, meritori-

ous enough, and important enough to deserve all these.

In pursuance of this policy the reader will notice that

we demur, we have demurred, and we shall demur to the

mixture of vaudeville with the moving picture exhibition.

Song slides, music, illustrated lectures are legitimate ap-

pendages of the moving picture. That is to say, they

have some photographic interest and then-fore arc closely

related to the other branch of photography which they

nicely supplement. But vaudeville has not any dis

erable relationship whatsoever with the moving picture

or with the stationary photograph. It i- an interloper,

it is an invader from its own field. More often than not

it is a vulgar interloper, a degrading one, a debasing otic,

and rarely by any chance an uplifting one. The very

last time we went into a moving picture theater we -aw

a trick vaudeville act which seriously discounted our

pleasure, and we believe the pleasure of the other people

in the house, in a very beautiful moving picture that was
our business to see.

Now, why has vaudeville recently so strongly invaded

the moving picture houses of New York City and pre-

sumably other cities' It has puzzled us; it ha- puzzled

ether-. We have asked managers of these theater- why
this thing ha- been done. We have been told with a

shrug of the shoulders that the moving picture, per se,

is not strong enough to fill their houses. We wondered
at this, and, frankly, we were doubtful of it. Time after

time we have observed that public interest in the :

ing picture not only remains unabated but i- on the

increase. And we have wondered a great deal why it

is that with this increase of public interest in the moving
picture it has been found necessary to supplement the

entertainment in moving picture h< uses with vaudeville,

At last we think we have hit upon a plausible explana-
tion of this disagreeable state 1 f things. Disagreeable.

in our opinion, because the inferior vaudeville 1 and
vaudeville is inferior) is swamping the picture. A -

of things which frankly we do nol like and which we
think is undeserved. Well, here is the explanation, fur-

nished us l)v the manager of one 1 f the largest busii

enterprises in the United States which ha- been running
pictures for the la-t two or three years and recently has

found it necessary to adopt vaudeville in hi- houses. It

is -imply this: that this great enterprise cannot
enough good pictures. When we say enough g
tures we mean pictures made by the associated manu-
facturers. They get a sufficient quantity of picture-, hut

they do not get them of sufficiently high standard of

quality all through. In other word-, in order to till their

houses and dispense with vaudeville they want feature

films all the time. Not one feature film a day, sandwiched
between comedy acts and the like, but the highest quality

dramatic and photographic pictures which can be -up-

plied.

It is curious to reflect that with the present activity

amongst the manufacturer-, with dailv changes.
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enough good pictures can be obtained to keep the busi-

ness at it- proper level. What construction do we put

on this? Simply that the public's appetite for the verj

highest class of motion picture photography is insatiable.

The public dues not want vaudeville in moving- picture

houses. It wants the best possible moving pictures. The

public itself say so, the moving picture exhibitor says so.

Now it is up to the manufacturers to supply the demand

which unquestionably exists.

At last we have a clearly stated authoritative opinion

as to why vaudeville is presented in moving picture

houses. The moral, to our thinking, is obvious. Also,

it should be very agreeable reading to the manufacturers

of these films. It simply means this: that the public is

willing to take all the good high-class pictures that can

be made. Logically, therefore, we expect to see the man-

ufacturers double their plants and in future put out

enoughh headliners and feature films. Not merely one

or two a week, but every day of the week, in order that

the picture may come into its own, and vaudeville be

relegated to its proper place, which is the vaudeville field.

" Elektra " on the Screen

There is no disputing the astonishing enterprise of

the Vitagraph Company of America. The quid nuncs,

"those in the know," give a wise shake of their heads

whenever the Vitagraph Company is mentioned in these

times. And you commonly hear it said that the Vita-

graph Company is making enormous strides commercially

and technically. It is with moving picture manufacturers

as with individuals. Each appears to have its turn of

that kind of quiet reputation which is the best tribute

to its success. Now everybody is talking Vitagraph,

where at one time everybody' was talking—anybody. We
have said that the company is exceedingly enterprising.

The picture we are reviewing is a powerful reminder of

this fact.

Students of the opera season which has just now closed,

well know that one of the feature productions, if not the

most remarkable of all the season's productions, was the

opera by Dr. Richard Straus, the Austrian composer, on

the subject of "Elektra." Elektra, it may be said, was
a young woman of classical times who avenged the mur-
der of her parents ; went mad in the process and gener-

ally behaved in a most uncomfortable, if not tragic, man-
ner. For this weird subject Dr. Richard Straus has

set some "music" which has been described to us, and
referred to by critics, as nothing more nor less than

discord, dissonance and uncanny sounds. Be that as it

may, the lady who enacted the operatic part of "Elektra"

got through a tremendously heavy athletic amount of

work and made a reputation for herself. Whether the

music will last is just as much open to question as was
Wagner's music when it was first rendered in New York
City over twenty years ago.

With that characteristic enterprise of theirs, the Vita-

graph Companv have turned this story into a film which
was released last week. Rather a tragic, not to say

sombre, theme for a film. We certainly had some curios-

ity as to what the company's producers would make of

the subject, and, writing some davs after seeing the pic-

ture, we want just to record our impression of it ; while.

at the same time, we place on record the fact that the

Vitagraph film "Elektra" was cordially received and ap-

plauded by the moving picture public gathered in Keith

& Proctor's Bijou Dream, on Twenty-third street, last

Saturday evening. Indeed, we were surprised at the

warmth of the reception accorded to this picture, because.

as we have pointed out over and over again, moving
picture audiences, especially of the better kind, seldom

indulge in any considerable demonstration of applause.

first of all' as to the photography of this picture: It

pleased us very much in respect to its excellent technique;

then, a purely personal opinion of our own, the blacks

were not black; that is to say, they were not cold black,

but rather had some perceptible warmth in the shadows.

As to the construction of the piece, this was clear even to

those unfamiliar with the story. The tragedy was ex-

tremely well acted, with superb dignity and conviction.

Indeed, we were agreeably surprised at what we would

call the classical atmosphere that seemed to pervade the

picture. Now we come to the impersonation of "Elek-

tra." This is the feature of the film of which we think"

the most, days after having seen the picture. The lady

who impersonated "Elektra" "let herself go" for all she

was worth. She was the mad, revengeful, passionate,

remorseless woman to the life. Indeed, we have never

seen a more effective, a more sombre, a more startling

piece of acting on the moving picture screen than the

Vitagraph "Elektra." Undoubtedly the picture was a

very great success, and we think the company should be

commended for their enterprise, alertness and up-to-date-

ness. It is really remarkable to reflect how rapidly we
are advancing in moving picture making. Who would
have dreamed two or three years ago that the most ex-

tremely exciting opera of recent vears would find its

silent analogue in the same season? But it is so. The
spirit of progress is rife in the moving picture field as

in other branches of the work.

One little incident in connection with this film classic,

"Elektra." made us smile when we heart it. It was this: »

that the music played by the pianist at Keith & Proctor's

could not by any stretch of imagination be said to be quite

suitable for the subject. It certainly was not tragic, it

certainly was not classic and it certainly was not sombre.

First of all the pianist played "Sephanie" Gavotte, a

favorite of our own ; then Franz Von Suppe's "Poet and
Peasant." also a favorite of ours, and finally a selection

from Auber's "Crown Diamonds," also a favorite of our

own. It is unfortunate, or fortunate as the case may be.

that we who write this have a tolerably good memory,
and something more than a nodding acquaintance with

popular music, and, as we have said, we smiled at the

incongruity of a classic picture on a screen being ac-

companied to music written 2,000 years after the inci-

dent depicted was supposed to have taken place, and,

moreover, unsuitable for the subject. We are dealing

elsewhere this week, as last week, with the subject of

music and the picture, and we think this fact is deserving

of special mention here. We have no doubt that in

time such a progressive firm as Keith & Proctor will do
the right thing by the picture in all cases and assure the

fact that such an anachronism will not occur again.

There must have been many amongst the audience like

ourselves who realized that to plav modern dance music
to a classic film was an incongruity. It is a mistake to

suppose that people who attend the moving picture thea-

ters are uneducated. We frequently encounter at these

houses men of the very highest tvpe of mentality and
we are confident that the unsuitability of the music to

this picture was noticed by others as well as ourselves.

But our special object in writing this article was to

applaud the enterprise of the Vitagraph Company for

the singularly fine bit of work that they put around the

tragic film of "Elektra." We shall be curious to know
how this film fares in the wav of popularity amongst
the moving picture theaters. We would be gratified to

am- of our exhibiting readers if they would let us know
what effect it has upon their audiences. Indeed, we are

always glad to hear from them on the subject of the

reception accorded to the various films that are shown
at their theaters.
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The Construction and Conduct of the Theater

"Man L an cvolutionarj being," as our sage and elo

quent friend, Win. II. Swanson, remarked the othei

during an interview in which be discn sed with us the

efforts being made bj the Independent faction to el<

their position. But "thai is another story" the evolution

of which we are still watching with unabated interest.

It is an axiom of life, however, that as man progresses,

mentalh and socially, his ambitions and hi-- handiwork
reach a higher plane. Evolution has transformed the rude

abodes of the aboriginal Americans into artistic pala

of brick, stone and marble; so, in the march of progress

it is reasonable to infer that the stucco and gingerbread

decorations of the pristine moving picture domicile will

make way for something more substantial. After re-

peated requests, which convince us that all persons in-

terested in cinematography look to the Moving Picturi

World as their official guide and as the only recognized

organ entirely devoted to moving picture interests at

large, we have decided to devote some -pace to the con-

struction proper of the moving picture theater.

'The pictures of to-day are good. They arc produced
with much care and the improvements in projecting ap-

paratus have kept pace with the improvements in the pic-

tures. In the beginning, with poor pictures, any old

store room was considered good enough to -how them in :

but with the advance of intellectual and technical quality

in the pictures the cheap places are disappearing, to make
room for more expensive and adequate houses. This is

as it should be, for, "a good picture must have a good
frame."

This transformation has even extended to the chairs.

Exhibitors realize that the comfort of the patron has

much to do with his attendance and comfortable opera

chairs are now in use in almost every moving picture

theater. Appearance is also being considered, although
many tine lobbies are still disfigured by flaring posters.

Not that we object to the poster. They are a necessity,

provided that they are well made and neatly hung or

framed: hut sensational posters, tacked or pasted on the

walls of the lobby, or on the ticket office, give a vulgar
appearance to any place and deter the better classes from
entering.

Lobhies decorated in white or cream plaster have been,

and still are. in great favor, though this kind of decora-

tion soon loses it- attractiveness unless the painter is

called in. Some cities, like Baltimore, for instance, have
this ornamentation painted in dark colors to represent

hardwood or metals, while, in other instance-, the plastei

front is replaced by marble, hardwood or rustic work.
There seems to he a lack of originality on the part of

the exhibitors, and T doubt if a bright and glaring facade

is the best thing for a patron to see just before he passes

into the gloomy interior. "The Rustic Man." of Mich-
igan, advertised in last week'- Moving Picture World
some suggestions for a novel front. We show a photo-

grapl

ntional I

built in ni and tl vith

subj< i our ob

that

a- we a; My in touch with theal

ughout the whole United States, we feel that

n a position to give some advice ami point to certain

improvements.
Tin. Moving I'm njre World ha- done it- -hare in

placing cinematograph) on a more s< lid basis. We have

encouraged the progressive exhibitor, the <

change and the intelligent manufacturer. Now, at a

verj important epoch of the business we deem it ii

to review the progress that has been made and will b<

with

T:n I
i rtj< i ION 01 i 111. Tin

,
ir.K.

From the very -tart, a certain type of construction has

been adopted and ha- hem followed by nearly everyone.

A Ion- dark hall with no light, no ventilation and no

gallery. A waste of -pace for a lobby, open to the wind-,

decorated with a profusion of planter relief-, white and

gold paint.

Tin- absence i f a gallery force- the builder to make

the most of the floor space to accommodate enough 5<

In the majority of the narrow hi uses we find ti' t over [2

chairs in a r<>w and. to seat 300 persons, we must have

25 row-, or a hall not less than 100 feet long. If a

gallery was provided to -eat -^ i r 100 persi 11-. we would

gain a -pace in the hall of about 25 feet. The open lobby

could he reduced and the space gained from the lobb) and

the hall could provide a very comfortable and

wating room. The gallery could he so arranged a

have- the operating booth on the edge and. by thi- ar-

rangement, have a shorter throw and better picturi

A waiting room offers many advantages that have

been overlooked. For instance: In too many of the

theater-, the spectators are treated t. current-

air falling on their shoulders and making them so un-

comfortable a- to discourage them 1 f ever returning.

A waiting room or ante room, if you wish to call it

would break thi- cold wave.

A waiting room ha- another advantage which should

he seriously considered by the exhibitor. With the :

cut system of continuous performance and of allowing

am- one to enter or leave the auditorium while a picture

1- on the screen, we discourage many de

pictures, who. deeply interested in a scene, have either to

move to allow some one to pa-- in front of them or

to have some new coiner masking the view while

ing for a -eat. or a lady removing her hat ly as

sible, and thi- at the most pathetic moment. More

than one spectator ha- expressed hi- disgust when 1

ing a sub-title to have- in front of him

and -hut off the view: and the moment he cannot read

the sub-title on the screen he loses the thread of the

picture and becomes dissatisfied with the show.

A waiting or ante room would he a genuine remedy

to this drawback, as the u-her- would allow no one to

either enter or leave the auditorium while a picture is

on the screen.

Man\- exhibitors have lost money by the lack of a

proper Waiting room. When the auditorium is crowded

some rustic lamp- would he a novelty—and a novelty

will always draw the crowd. The manufac-

tured article known as "Art- hat would b

and more durable than the pla-ter decorati
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We have been repeatedly asked what is the best floor-

ing for a moving picture theater? what is the best wall

decoration ? what is the best color scheme ? the best

method of lighting, etc., etc. ? We will take up these

the ushers keep the crowd waiting in the cold lobby and
prospective visitors, when passing the door, seeing a

number of persons already waiting in the open lobby,

pass away to visit another less crowded place. Now,
with a proper ante room, the passing visitors could not

see the persons waiting on the inside, and would not know
if the theater is crowded or not.

For these reasons and many others too long to enum-
erate in this article, we believe that a waiting room, sit-

uated between the open lobby and the auditorium, would
increase the cash receipts.

Such an ante room does not need to be very high of

ceiling and could be built under the gallery, so every

inch of the floor space would be used to the best ad-

vantage. Such a waiting room could be made remuner-
ative by installing a few vending machines for the bene-

fit of the patrons wishing to chew gum, candy or pea-

nuts during the show and bring easy money to Mr.
Exhibitor,

In this waiting room posters and notices of the com-
ing shows could be neatly framed and displayed on the

walls ; they would certainly tempt many of the visitors

to return the next day or next week.
The ante room would decrease the length of the audi-

torium proper and give us a shorter and better throw for

the pictures. The booth could be sunk below the level

of the gallery and thus give a direct throw and avoid
the bad angle found in some many theaters.

As it is not our intention to give a course on archi-

tecture, we merely make suggestions and will let more
competent men work out the details. Many persons
tell us that the pictures shown in small towns look so
much better than what they see in big cities. In small
towns the ground is not so valuable, while in large cities

the price of the land is at high-water mark, and to save
the expense of a too wide frontage, the houses are built

the full depth of the lot, and narrow. In small towns
the auditoriums are not so deep and not so narrow and
under these conditions they can obtain a shorter and
better throw. John M. Bradley.

{To be continued.)

"PICTURE PLAYS" AND THEIR PRODUCTION
A Visit to the Powers Factory, at Wakefield

Pat Powers lias long been the man of mystery of the

Independent moving picture field. Not merely so, but

one of the most talked about. We heard of "Pat" a long

time before we met him—he will, we hope, forgive us for

using his baptismal patronymical appellation;—first of all

installed in an office in the World Buildirfg, New York
City; secondly in the building formerly used as training

quarters by the New York mounted police, at 241st street

and Richardson avenue (Wakefield), N. Y.

P. A. POWERS, President of the Powers Company.

For months we had not the pleasure of meeting Air.

Powers, personally, but reports of his progress reached

us, and frankly we commiserated him in our hearts, be-

cause we know that, like many other men who enter the

moving picture field, he was buying his experience in the

making of pictures very expensively. He was the victim;

like many other manufacturers whom we know, of men-
dacity and incompetency, which unfortunately is still

present in this industry, "and which we are determined to

root out of it. It is one thing for a business man to make
up his mind to produce moving pictures ; it is another for

him to succeed in that desire, especially if he trusts too

implicitly to the protestations of help, whose ability he
has to take on trust.

When we judged that Mr. Powers, at Wakefield, had
fairly settled down to the production of good photographs,
we made up our minds to pay him a surprise visit. We
gave him six months, there or thereabouts—a very fair

time, even with the best available talent, in which to fit

up a plant and turn out photographs that would be tol-

erated in a high-class moving picture theater. We paid

this surprise visit last week, and Mr. Powers was our
guide down to Wakefield in that little car' which he
knows so well how to drive.

Arriving at the studio, we were soon amongst old and
familiar friends. There was Mr. L. G. B. Erb presiding

over the technical end of matters and Mr. Joseph A.
Golden in his element as stage director and producer.
One glance at the stage convinced us that expert minds
had been at work in fitting up an eighty or hundred
thousand candle-power Cooper Hewitt light installation;

that the stage had every facility for the production of
high-class indoor plays ; that there was no lack of prop-
erties ; that the scenic artist was a master at his game

;

that there was a large separate building for the develop-

ment of the negatives and positives ; that the various other
branches of the factory were all complete and up-to-date

;

that, in short, the Powers factory is, as it stands at this

moment, very well equipped for the production of high-
class moving pictures. Indeed, the building is almost
ideal for the purpose of the work, with plenty of floor

space and every facility for making what Mr. Powers
calls his "picture plavs."
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Kumor having
alleged tli.-n the

Bianchi camera in

i the Powers
works is not satis-

factorj , we asked
Mr. Erb tn ex-
plain his idea of

the working of

the instrument to

us while we care-

fully examined a
l)i» k of specimen
prints made both

inside and outside

by means of this

camera. Mr. Erb
stated to us that

ic fi tund it was a

lerfectly sat

i

tory instrument,
and that he was
enabled t<> make
pictures with it in

the open air at
Mr. Krb at the camera. SO S ill a 1 an

aperture as I'. 11. Then came an actual trial of the
Bianchi camera, with the writer of this article as the
subject, i r, rather, one of the subjects. Mr. Erb filled

the camera and took up his position, whilst this same
present I innocent i writer was deputed by Stage Director
Golden to enact the part of a society villain on account
of his six feet and half an inch of height and alleged
Mephistophelian aspect, though everybody knows he is

the reverse of villainous. This was the story: We were
supposed to be dallying- with another man's spouse. Be-
ing discovered in the act by Pat Powers, he drew the
attention of the outraged husband to the fact, whereupon
there was a struggle between ourselves and the other man
—a struggle to the death, in which we were remorselessly
clubbed to death with an unloaded pistol. However, all

ended well, for we. in company with the lady and the
other three men in the part, subsequently bowed our
ackm wledgment to Mr. Erb as be concluded turning the
handle of the Bianchi camera. Thus ended the little

Powers picture play in which the characters were im-
personated by amateur actors tolerably well known in the
moving picture field.

The negative, when developed, showed that the camera
gives a well-defined, well-exposed picture of very good
quality. Mr. Powers and Mr. Erb claim that they obtain
an even better picture with this camera than with other
camera-. This interesting test over, we gratified our
curiosity by a careful study, in company with several
other visitors, of the Powers picture play release of
April i_\ •'[lis Mother's Letter." First of all we followed
the story without concentrating or focusing all our atten-
tion upon it. With Director Golden responsible, we ex-
pected to find a clearly told story witli strong dramatic
point-. We were more than satisfied with the Story of
*'IIis Mother's better." nay, we were very agreeably sur-
prised and delighted. It tells the story of a boy going to
Nevada, meeting with many adventures there and sub-
sequently returning to his old mother and leaving the
gold behind. This is one of the most powerful stories
ever released by an Independent film manufacturer. (Due
scene in the picture we shall not readilv forget: It is

where the young miner, having lost all his money at
poker, decides to rob the- man who beat him at cards.
They occupy adjoining rooms. The victorious gamester

to bed. carefully placing a pistol on the chair to

guard himself in I hen w >uld-

be thief stealing from his room with a huge, murder
!•" king dagger in hi- hand. 1

1- -urn the

door of the bedroom win rem sleeps the man whom
would rob. Then the latter awakened b) the

sound and stretch out his band fi r In- pistol. The would-
be robber is jusl aboul to enter the room of In- victim
when hi- chum arrives with a letter from In- old mother,
whi. thus unconsciously saves her boy from becoming
criminal, or being -In t dead a- one. This situation

should make die fortune of tbi- film, and, incidentally,

the reputation of tin- Powers Company a- maker
highl) dramatic moving photographs.

Now, what about the photographic quality of tl

"picture plays," a- Mr. Power- prefers to call them? It

i- all that can be desired. The Power- Companj have a

very great command over the tinting, toning and develop-
ing ot their positives, which are clean, strong, vigorous
pictures, whether they be in nioiioehrome or in color.

The particular picture that we examined may be regarded
as the Powers Company's first -cries of high-class re-

leases. The quality of this picture could hardly be im-
proved upon, either photographically or dramatically.

Therefore, we cordially recommend the Power- picture

plays to the notice of our exhibiting and renting rea<

In Mr. Powers we have great pleasure in welcoming
a worth) recruit to the Independent moving picture -ide.

Mis engaging personality, which has already made him
immensely popular in the moving picture field, should be.

and no doubt i-. a valuable asset to the company. M
Over, he ha- a record for business success in the phono-
graphic held, another valuable asset. In Mr. Erb and
Mr. Golden we have two men who have win valuable
experience in the technical and dramatic end of moving
picture making. So that, all through, the Powers Com-
pany, in our opinii n, i- as well equipped as it possibly
could be for the work it has laid it-elf out to do, and
that is. the making and selling of high-class moving pic-

ture plays.

The Music and the Picture.

A Suggestion.

Exhibitors and managers of moving picture theaters

will have an opportunity of suiting the music to the pic-

lure in the case of the Edison release of May 3d next.

-o we take thi- 1 pportunity of drawing their attention to

the fact. This release takes for it< subject that of the

Cigarette Maker if Seville ("Carmen"), the character
of which is to be presented by Mme. Pilar-Morin. Now,
every pianist, every musician of the smallest pretension,
know- the music of "Carmen," which perhaps was the

besl known and most popular otiera produced last cen-

tury. Even the little boy in the -treets whistles the I". rea-

dings -ong and other favorite part- of the opera, which
i- al-o a ballet d'action. What we. therefore, -hl-
to the exhibit r and tin- musicians employed by him. i-

»" assure that when the film of "Carmen" i- shown on
May 3d, or whenever or wherever it is shown, Bizet's

music should be played with it. This is the second of
the Edison fraud opera stories. The hr-t of them was
"Faust," and we were disappointed that when we saw
this picture Gounod music did n- t accompany it. Any-
how, there is the opportunity ready made for those of our
readers win are interested in the adaptation of suitable

music to the picture to do what we have so often asked
them to do. We have no doubt that if and wherever it is

done the pleasure of the public will be heightened.

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IX THE MOVING PICTURE BUSINESS. YOU
SHOULD SUBSCRIBE FOR THE MOVING PICTURE WORLD. $2.00.
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Moving Pictures and Music.

By Paul Evert Denton.

With the innovation of the moving picture show in

the amusement field, demand for musicians has increased

rapidly, until now hundreds of piano players and per-

formers on other instruments are making good wages
in the large cities and towns. Some shows can afford an
orchestra.

It is a peculiar fact that the average spectator doesn't

take much note of the music or realize its importance
when he goes into a show. Yet he would miss it.

What is the moving picture show without music? Did
you ever drop into one when, perhaps, the piano player

had gone to supper, and there was no sound with the

exception of that peculiar to the projecting machine?
You know you were conscious of the fact that there

seemed to be something lacking. You weren't at your
fullest enjoyment. Somehow a moving picture show
isn't half so entertaining unless there is a pianist to put
you in the proper mood for the picture, so that you can
best appreciate it.

I Tow much more you enjoy seeing a big ocean liner

leaving New York Harbor with its crowd of humanity,
to the tune of some light waltz song. It seems entirely

in "keeping with the picture.

And how sad is that deathbed scene, or where some
poor little child is thrown into the street by a cruel,

drunken father, and as the snow begins to fall faster and
faster, she swoons in the cold mass of feathery flakes

—

and how much more intensified is that emotion in you
when you see the picture as the strains of the "Flower
Song" (that composition indispensable to tragedy), or,

perchance, "Hearts and Flowers," is wafted in your ears.

.Moving pictures and music are inseparable. This the
public cannot deny. And yet how little attention and
praise the musician at the piano receives.

The musician or piano player in a moving picture show
must be versatile. He should have accurate knowledge
of the tunes of a catalogue of songs that have caught the
popular fancy. Coupled with this knowledge he must
have the power of application.

For instance : How fitting to play "Please Go 'Way
and Let Me Sleep,"' when a tramp lays himself down in

some quiet nook for a snooze, or perhaps play "Because T

Love You." in a scene of domestic tranquillity punctuated
by the hurling of cups and saucers, or, again, "Teasing,"
when the rest of an old grandfather is broken by the
pranks of a Buster Brown who tickles the paternal nose.
Hundreds of like examples could be noted, which are all

up to the quick wit of the player and the conditions of
the picture. The audience always enjoys this.

How peculiar would be the impression on a spectator
to hear some lively quickstep played as a little girl's sick

mother passes away and leaves her to the mercy of the
"cold, cruel world."

The pianist must be able to quickly change his music
to put the interested spectator in the mood the picture
demands. He must acquire the ability of being able to

play to the correct time in which the figures in the pic-

ture dance, if there is a Terpischorean film. This is no
easy matter, as the figures sometimes change the time
quite frequently in a picture. The pianist must watch
close, because the effect would be rather marred if a

two-step were played while a Colonial minuet was being
executed.

Much has been written on the various devices for

sound and imitation, constructed to lend realism to the
pictures. But music is even a more important adjunct
in the display of moving pictures than these.

Music, while it may escape the attention of the spec-

tator, has the strange and subtle influence of creating

moods, and that is why it is so important in the presenta-

tion of the moving picture.

The Villain of the Piece.

By Thomas Bedding, F.R.P.S.

In former article I have told my readers something
about my experiences in the way of producing and re-

hearsing silent and talking plays ; I also had something
to say about the dramatic movement in the picture, and
the enormous part played by the lady's hat in the mov-
ing picture house. Like all authors, I like to hear nice

things said about my work, and as these little personal

experiences are evidently to the taste of my readers, I

propose to continue the series from time to time. There
is a lot to be said about the lighter and more human side

of the moving picture. I do not think that there is any
subject of conversation on which men and women more
easily get together than the moving picture. Politics,

religion, science, art, all give way, I notice, to the mov-
ing picture when it is mentioned. I found myself, the

other evening, a guest at a great and exclusive New
York club, the members of which are men of eminence
and renown, who discussed learned subjects in a learned

way. Yet so soon as it was known that I was identified

with the moving picture, so soon as the subject itself was
mentioned, hardly anything else was talked about there-

after but moving pictures.

But this is not about the "villain of the piece." Who
is this "villain of the piece?" Ladies and gentlemen,

brethren and sistern. it is I, who write this, moi-meme,
myself, my very own and undoubted self. I never had
the ambition common to many, both men and women, of

"going on the stage."' Many boys have, as we all know.
They either want to go on the stage, go to sea or drive

a locomotive. I never had any of these things. I always
wanted to be what I am—a knight of the pen. But I

have had a sneaking, half formed desire to go on the

stage very occasionally, and in one capacity only—that

of the villain of the piece. I have no use for the hero, the

old man, the adventurous soldier. I do not very much
care for actresses, unless they are nice women, but I do
love a right down, straightforwared, unmitigated villain

on the stage. You know the kind of villain I mean.
Lago ; Richard the Second ; Mephistopheles. Good old

Mephisto ! There's a villain for you; the, very devil him-
self. I shall never forget the villainously villainous way
in" which Irving as Mephistopheles. in "Faust," turned,

towards the close of the play, to Martha, the maladroit

old woman of the piece, and said in that unspeakably
sardonic voice of his :

"/ don't know what will become
of you. / won't have you." Fancy the devil rejecting

anybody ! How very villainous, and how I would like,

were I an actor, to play such a part. Such an opportunity

of letting yourself go ! I would not like talking platitudes,

religion, sentiment, and the very usual things of the usual

drama.
Well, I realized my secret ambition last week. I wanted

to play the part of a villain, and to play the part of a
villain in a moving picture play. I have no doubt that

those of you who know me personally will sav that I

was not half a bad villain. Six feet and half an inch,

205 pounds and one of those saturnine expressions of
countenance which may mean that the possessor of those
attributes is either a detective or bank robber. A
very obvious villain, eh?
The little drama of which I speak was rapidly arranged

by Stage Director Golden, of -the Powers Company. We
were having tests made of a film, when with truly remark-
ably and rapid inspiration Golden wrote, cast and ar-
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ranged the little drama on the stage, while Erb turned

the handle of the camera, as you will see him doing in

a picture elsewhere in this week's issue. So, if you please,

I was cast for the nol uncongenial part of a man mak-

ing love to a lady, who happened to be another man's

wife. I sat down 1>> the lady's side and proceeded to

business. We were getting on very nicel) in cur bill-

ings and cooings and Erb was recording it all down

when the stentorian voice of Mr. Powers himself was

heard!
"Pat" \\a> the dam good natured friend who discovered

the villain of the piece (me) making love to another

man's wife! His voice was heard apprising the out-

raged husband of m) little game. A heav) hand was

laid on my shoulder. I turned, only to see befi re me a

glaring face, and the cold muzzle of a murderously deadly

six-shooter. "Villain," shouted a voice. "Aha. Aha."

shouted 1. 1 rose. We closed; we struggled; we swayed

in the deadly combat! In a few seconds 1 was on the

ground getting it pretty badly in the neck. "Sparc him.

( >h. spare him for his mother's sake," shouted somebody.

I think it was Golden; 1 am not sure. So I was spared!

To rise a resuscitated villain and stand with my friends,

rower-, Golden and the lady and gentleman before the

camera to show that, after all, it was only a play. Golden

said 1 made a mighty fine villain. Were it not that my
ambition had been satisfied I might feel inclined to treat

with him or some other stage producer for a real job

as a villain in a real picture.

Well, it feels pretty good to play the villain when it is

love making, or robbing a safe, or having a good time;

but the other end of matters is not so plea-ant. Even
though it only be playing you are apt to get some hard

knock- when you are discovered doing that which you

ought not to be doing. I have heard that actors are so

n carried away with their, parts that they inflict se-

rious injury on one another. Cases have been known
where in the heat Of much passion people have been killed

on the stage. Still, it is nice, to my way of thinking.

to be the villain of the piece. The whole machinery of

the play hangs upon your villainy and its greater or less

efficacy or efficiency. If there were no villains there

would hardly he any stage plays, for uniform goodness
on the stage is just about as cloying as it is in real life.

In life, villainy which, of course, I do not seriou-ly de-

fend, supplies the shadows of the picture as it does in

the play.

On tiie whole I do not think that I will play any more
villain- on the stage. I mean the kind of villain that is

found out by Powers and Golden. Give me the kind of
villain where it is all love making, champagne, rolls of
notes and a good time, and you are not found out and
brought into uncomfortable propinquity with an un-
pleasant looking pistol.

G. Basil Barham, 347 Kingston road. Wimbledon. S. W.,
London, England, would like to have American manufacturers
of electric specialties for show purposes to send him their cata-
logues and descriptions of their goods.

The "Roosevelt in Africa" picture- seem to have become a fad.

for nearly every manufacturer of slides is supplying' them to
dealers. The latest entree into this field is Mr. Mcintosh, who
lias made up several sets of these slides to sell at a very rea-
sonable sum, and he anticipates a heavy sale, as the slides are
clear and are based on authentic pictui

The Nicholas rower Company have just installed through
the Actograph Company a Xo. 6 enmcragraph and adjustable
inductor complete at the Lyric Theater, Oyster Bay, L. I.

This combination produces such excellent results in econ-
omy of operation, reliable service and perfect pictures upon
tlie screen that it is proving very popular with the ex-
hibitors.

GOOD OPERATORS.

By P. H. Richardson.

. which you will,

inn."
•

! \ idenl did

like 1 1 where is the manager to get these good men?
In tli ire about
wlin. are
all. iut thai 11 picture placi 1 mly bc-

that then t in all
I :.try

iss, high cr.-h By this

I nn an men who are thoroughly posted in all that
to thi ssion ani idy and will

that know all times! In other words t

:

high class man to every t> ;n job ' course
will object to this statement, but that does not alter

the fact! Th<
possess the requisite knowledge and are capable
really first class work, but many of them arc too infernally
lazy to do their work right, so what US

None at all! They might as well not poss<

Column does not design to "make operators." It

couldn't if it wanted to. The column the
on that there i> a need for it and The Moving Picture

World i-. to my mind, truly progressive in filling such a :

The trouble with the average operator i^ that he 1- alto-

gether too easily satisfied. If his picture satisfies the "1

that 1- enough, lie. himself, 1- never dissatisfied with his
own performance, hence he never progresses beyond a cer-
tain point. You seldom find him doing much 1 iiiLi.

though one can study projection for years and still find plenty
to learn. Hi- tool kit too often consists of a screwdi
paid of pliers and film -bear, all of which h<- earn.- in his

pocket li<- 1- therefore always ready for work. Fine! His
library consists of—nothing. Ask him what celluloid is

made of and he would wonder if you were crazy, asking him
so irrelevant a question. Ask him how many pound- pull the
intermittent sprocket exerts on the film in starti:

he would have a lit. Ask him even so simple on as
1- how he would measure a reel of film in his operating room,
and four out of ii\ ( - of him couldn't tell to - neck.
Probably he would suggest a yard-tick. Even ask him how
many time- the intermittent act- to each turn of the ma-
chine crank and I'll bet a surprising number of him couldn't
tell you. But ask him if he is a tir-t class operator and he'll

swell up like a toy balloon and at once tell you In- I

tunning -ix years." That seem- the standard answer—six
years! A- a matter of fact, the time a man has been in the
business has nol half so much to d<> with in- ability, as has
the amount of tune he has put in really studying his pri

That is what counts. I know men who really have
been running machines a number of vcars who are not worth
a d—n as far as ability goes. I know others wdio have only
been running a comparatively short time who are excellent
operator- and some of them first class men. Xow please un-
derstand I'm not roasting the pood men. I'm not even i

ing the ;
-. but I'm simply telling them a few plain,

wholesome truths. There i« a great scarcity of really good
nun and this condition 1- likely to continue until man.,
wake up and demand better service, at the same time recog-
nizing superior ability in the pay envelope. At present.
operators' wages are too low to attract many high class men.
It takes brains to run a moving picture machine—brains and
real knowledge, ii the best results are to be attained,

it takes exceedingly close application on the part of the oper-
ator every second the machine is running. You cannot ex-
pect to buy this kind of service for a sorter. Mr. Ma:
In this old world superiority in anything must be paid for in

dollars and cents! Men of real brains, knowledge and ability

don't have to. and won't, work for $15 a week. On the other
hand, as ins now are, managers can only secure a

small number of high class men. as before stated, and that
condition can only be changed by demanding: ability and
recognizing; it in the pay check. Thus, gradually, better men
may be -

. and thus only.

The Pittsburg Calcium Light and Film Company. Omaha.
Neb., branch has moved to 1212 Farnam street, where they
have taken an entire floor. This sounds like prosperity

—

and it i- - of the exhibitor who clamors
for the '"Frei
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OBSEROTIONfi
>BV OUR MAN
ABOUT TOWN

Everybody appears to be singing "Kelly." "Has anybody
here seen Kelly ?" No matter where you go you hear the

same tune, if not the same words—"Has anybody here seen
Kelly?" But has anybody heard anything new in connec-
tion with the moving picture business? Aye! there's the rub,

as Hamlet would say. I have been over the Broadway and
the Whiteway for a week past and I have failed to dis-

cover anything new. Of course, I have heard that Ham-
merstein is still on the Independent list and all the Wm.
Morris' houses are the same, and that is about all. There
is an excellent opportunity here for a man to express (or

register mail, for that matter) his candid opinion, but I dare
not do so. Why? Because that editor who wields the blue
pencil is on the lookout for me. If I say anything against
the Patents Company I get a knock; and if I say anything
for the Patents Company I get a knock; so I have decided
to knock nobody but myself, so here gtjes.

* * *

Some people arc not able to discriminate between a knock
and a boost, nor are they capable of appreciating a compli-
ment. 1 feel that I am in one or the other of these classes.

A friend of mine told, me the other day that I would make
a good expert witness in a patent suit bearing upon moving
pictures. I protested and begged that my name be kept in

the dark. He reassured me with the assertion that I would
not be kept long upon the stand because the men who knew
the motion picture business from A to Z are always the
greatest help to a jury. Now, what do you think he meant
by that?

* * *

I made a few remarks in my last letter regarding operators.
I wish to add a few more. Look out for the bogey man!
He is not a myth, nor is he a specter, but he gets into your
booth at one time or another. One of the most valuable
assets of the operator is his card. When he loses that he
loses his license. 1 know many worthy boys who depend
upon their card for a livelihood. I know of others who think
the card is good for anything from a joy ride to a trip to
Europe. Be careful of your cards, boys. I may be treading
upon the all-claimed territory of another writer, but I still

give the warning cry. Look out for your cards! If you do
not, the municipal department will. They have men out on
the job. Don't lend your cards to someone else. If you must
eat, see that the man who takes your place has his card.
It is better for you to throw up your job than to have the
department take your card from you. Take a case for in-

stance: An operator with a card goes to supper and leaves
his machine in charge of a friend whom he knows is per-
fectly capable, but the friend has no card. While the man
with the card is enjoying his beef and an inspector
drops in. The substitute is asked to show his card. Of
course he has none, and an apology is made to the effect

that the man with the card is out, getting something to eat.

The inspector leaves a notice for the regular operator to
report to the public department at a certain time. The
operator complies and his card is taken away from him. In

some cases the operator ignores the notice, and then the
department shuts down the show. I have heard of no less

than three cases of this type during the past week. The
moral is that every operator keeps his eye on his card. This
is not a question of unionism, but one of self-protection
independent of all organization. The municipal department
looks to you for your card and you must not only be on. the
job, but you must also have the card. When I refer to the
card 1 mean the card issued by the municipal department.

* * *

By the way, I know of a young man who is an active

union worker and holds a union card, but he failed to pass
examination before the municipal department. I do not say
the party I refer to was incompetent, but what I wish to

convey is that wdien an operator gets his card he should not
treat it as a license for life. All men who hold a job should
always keep themselves posted on all things bearing upon it

and be ready for examination. To get a license for the

privilege of turning the handle of a machine is to get a

license for nothing. The handle is one thing and the ma-

chine another. There was a time when an operator of a
moving picture machine was looked upon as a craftsman,
and he was. He was given an outfit and told to play a house.
At times it happened that the house to be played had no
electric wiring, and I am sure that some who may read these
notes will recall the time when they were obliged to climb
electric light poles and train a line into the hall they were
expected to play in that night. But they were operators

—

not handle turners. They could go out on the road, set up,
give a show, pull down, pack up, and give a show in the
next town the next afternoon. In other words, they were
men who entered and studied the business, and the most of
them are among the foremost of our stage electricians to-day.

* # *

I heard a street rumor the other day that the Patents
Company was on the job and that within a few days some-
thing would leak out that would make some people sit up
and take notice. Take a tip from me. The Patents Company
(which is practically the licensed manufacturers) is not doing
anything radical. I am now speaking from a business stand-
point, and not as the mouthpiece of any concern or combina-
tion. I feel as certain as certainty can be that, at best, all
the floating rumors are the fruits of premature conception.

* * *

In conclusion let me say that the municipal department of
Greater New York is fortifying itself on the non-inflammable
film question. Every show of pictures of any importance is

being watched and a report is made as to the quality of the
film used. This has been drawn down to such a nicety that
the city department has data showing that the Keith &
Proctor houses have been supplied with non-inflammable
film more frequently than others, and yet in the tally of one
month these houses showed non-inflammable film exclusively
but one day.

* * *

The latest I hear is that the electrical department is about
to insist that the regular theaters using moving pictures must
install booths. With flame shields, automatic shutters, non-
inflammable film, etc., etc., as presented to-day in comparison
with the crude, open work of the past, the remonstrances of
the theater managers seem justifiable. Yet, where can you
draw the line?

Pennsylvania Aisle Law.—A decision has been handed
down by Judge Kunkel upholding the State factory inspector in
his efforts to enforce the law requiring three 4-foot aisles in all

moving picture theaters. The exhibitors nodded else this absurd
law would never have been passed. Their thanks are due to the
Pittsburg Calcium Light and Film Company for the fight that
they have made and, although the first decision has been adverse,
we are informed that they are appealing the case to the Supreme
Court.

Coffeyville, Kan.—The Jefferson and another large theater
have closed after a successful season. The Princess, Royal and
Star are running moving pictures and vaudeville to S. R. O.
nightly. We will have three airdomes for this Summer, which
are now under construction. The Star Theater management
are opening an airdome. Mr. Pachen will also open an airdome
about the 20th of this month. Pollock & Catul will open their

airdome immediately. Altogether the business is in a very pros-

perous condition in this part of the country, although most of

the pictures have renewed their youth by reason of their age

before they reach us.—C. F. Hutchinson.

The Casino Theater, on Madison street. Chicago, 111., has

a unique musical auxiliary in a set of electric bells situated at

different points throughout the house, in which numerous selec-

tions are rendered. The bells are of the chime pattern and have

cial muffler for soft passages, which brings out the distance

effect when in accompaniment to films which require such assist-

ance from these melody machines. Many theaters throughout the

city arc adopting these methods of attracting patrons, and not

nlone for this advantage but in order to be able to exhibit their

film subjects with a better and more realistic effect.
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COMMENTS <™ FILMS

"A Romance of the Western Hills" (Biograph). \nv film
which depicts subjects in which Indians are shown is in

teresting, partlj because the photography musl be done
outdoors .nul partly because there is a great interest in

Indian subjects. It can be said, too, without feai of cot
tion, that much good is accomplished l>y these films wl
show how the Indian has been abused and mistreated. In
tins picture the white man who trifles with the Indian girl

should have been severely punished. Indeed, it was the
girl who suffered through his perfidy. Obviously the white
man could not love an Indian girl Sufficiently to marry In r.

I>nt he sh,,uld not trifle with her. Even though the girl

in tins instance goes hack to her own people, one feels
that the man should be punished for deceiving her. The
acting and staging arc both good, and the photography is

clear and accurate in tonal qualities

"Jones' Watch" (Lubin).—A lively comedy, showing
graphically what happened to a man when he forgot his

watch. Calamity followed calamity, but all in humorous
fashion. lie narrowly escaped arrest, but l>y means of a

clever ruse succeeded in restoring the watch taken under a

misapprehension. It is a tunny picture and never fails

t> 1 raise a vocifen 'tis laugh.

"Hemlock Hoax, the Detective" (Lubin).—A travesty upon
so-called detective work that develops into some good cross-
country sprinting. The acting is clever, developing many
amusing features as it proceeds. To see a detective hunting
clews with a magnifying glass is funny indeed.

"The Fisherman's Luck" (Lubin).— All sorts of luck conns
to fishermen, but not all fishermen are so unfortunate as this

one. He catches everything but fish, and creates so much
disturbance with his apparatus that he is thrown over a

wall into the sea by his victims.

"Her Sister's Sin" (Pathe).—A love story worked out over
the so-called sin of a sister and made to turn upon the loyalty
of the living to the dead sister. She loves her lover, is

abused-and stoned and maltreated, but finally the sun breaks
through and the clouds roll away. The acting is so sympa-
thetic that one lives over the pictured scenes. The photog-
raphy is clear, adding strength and beauty to the entire
picture.

"One-Legged Acrobats" (Pathe).—A pair of acrobats at

work with only two legs between them. The\ mi di-

verting and highly amusing stunts. Acting and photography
are alike interesting.

"King Cotton" | Edison).—A picture giving a complete his-

tory ot cotton from the seed to the finished product, one
of those excellent industrial pictures which are such a pleas-

ure to look at and which are so excellent in the way of in-

struction as well as entertainment. It is photographed with
all the skill which the Edison operators show when doing
work of that character, and is another valuable addition to

the growing test of educational subjects.

"Vintage in Lanquedoc" (Gaumont).—A picture of wine
making at Lanquedoc. a companion to the one shown last

week. The artistic qualities of the work are quite as good.
and the film is an addition to the long list of educational
pictures put out of late.

"The Volcano of Chinyero" (Gaumont).—An excellent film

illustrating in a graphic way a volcano in action. The pho-
tographer has done his work well and has succeeded in con-
veying the actual impression of a mountain. Operators make
mistakes in this respect more frequently than they should, and
there is too often reason to criticise a photographer's rep-
resentation of a mountain: but in this instance the work has
been well done and a sufficient proportion of the picturesque
features have been retained to make it interesting.

"The Ranger's Bride" t Essanay).—A delicious bit of humor,
with the acting so natural that it actually seems as though
Hill was really frightened when he sees the spinster which
the boys have rigged up for him and undertake to foist upon
him through the offices of a bogus clergyman. When Bill

runs they all run after him and the ceremony is performed
regardless of his protestations. After they have all left,

however, he discovers the deception and realizes that perhaps
his f ricnds have saved him from a cruel fate. At any rate

he is cured of the loving habit and determines that single

blessedness is quite the proper thing after all.

"A Family Quarrel" (Essanay).—A fast and furious comedy
which is acted with all the dash and go which characterize

such m the Essanay studio. ,\n ends well and the
audience is kept laughing while the short film n
"The Kiss Was Mightier than the Sword" (Ga imot I

rather unique method ol forcing the :

puie which led to war. but perhaps it would
principal interest will be m the repn

m ith building ... stumi 3 and othi
That thi wi e to allow their

to kiss them until thej promise not to pursue thi
ther is interesting, but the photography of thi
eluding a view of the Egean - -..I that it cannot
fail to attract. A g I subject, well v. it and pi
graphed with great skill.

"O'er Hill and Dale" (Gaumont) A picture giving beauti-
ful views ot such scenery as can be found almost
in a wooded hill country. There are glimpses of many D(
tillll sections of the country, showing fields and woods and
streams and buildings such as can be seen in any ordinary
landscape, making an exceedingly attractive picture. Yet it

imposed Of such scenes as are common about 01
where. It is. perhaps, an unusual representation of usual
subjects.

"A Hasty Operation" (Pathe).—A knockabout corned}
the rough house order. The amusing feature, thi

" which a man receives at the hands of the corpulent
nurse, is laughable, and after all his experiences, including
the loss of a leg which the doctors cut off with sheer
he whips the corpulent female soundly and the-
avenged by his getting another drubbing at the hand
the mob who saw his action, but did not see hers. The
danger line between comedy and rough house is here -.. close
that one hesitates to undertake any criticism between thi

"Honest Peggy" (Pathe).—A girl finds a pocketbook and
through that is given a good home, though an orphan and
an outcast. It is a pretty story, well told, and the delight of
the orphan when she realizes her good fortune ar< >

emotion very strongly.

"The Conqueror" (Vitagraph).—A dramatic recital of what
a young man does who goes to the city and fails to accom-
plish his purpose. He is first a wreck and then aroused to
a sense of his own shame, he resolves to begin again and
this time he conquers that worst of all enemies, hin
It is a good picture, tilled with suggestions for th
man beginning life and offering in a somewhat veiled way
numerous suggestions for improvement in

It is a good story and should exert a beneficial influence, be-
sides affording entertainment to those who appreciate tine
acting and photography.

"Sandy, the Substitute" (Edison).—A realistic dramatiza-
of Roy Norton's excellent st,,ry of the Wyoming m

tains, dramatized by the author. It is the story of a man
who substituted for the sheriff in the search for and cap-
ture of an outlaw, depicting with strong realism the pathetic
parting scene between the outlaw and his wife, when Sandy
forces her to shackle them together. Then con,,, the
weary march back to the camp with the pris er moun-
tains and through an unbroken w -now. The $5,000
blood money is indignantly spurned by Sandy, whi
it and sends it to the outlaw's wife. The dramatic quality
of this picture is very strong and this has been strengthened
by the best of acting and all is shown clearly in photography
which cannot be questioned. It is one of the most inti

ing and strongly dramatic films the Edison company has
turned out in a long time.

"The Gypsy Girl's Love" (Kalem).—A dramatic picture
which ends happily, though for a time it looks as though the
cypsies were going to be lynched for a crime of which they
were innocent. The weak feature is that the mob would
listen to a colored boy. A frenzied mob would not be likely

to do that anywhere, much less, perhaps, in the section where
the scene of this story is laid. There is a heart story running
through it and the discovery of the perfidy of a lover is what
leads to the difficulty. The acting is sympathetic and realistic,

particularly in the mob scenes. The photography illustrates

the steady improvement of this firm in that department and
altogether it is a very satisfactory film.

"The Hunchback Fiddler" (Pathe).—A comedy from the

Pathe studio which presents some novel features and keeps

the audience in good humor while it lasts. The film in action

and photographv is up to the Pathe standard and usual style.

"Paula Peters and Her Trained Animals" (Pathe).—

A

scenic film which will please the children and will scarcely

displease the older people. A marvelously well trained 1

a troupe of dogs and one or two monkeys perform remark-
able stunts at their trainer's command. The horse is snow
white, which makes him very conspicuous in the picture.
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The work of all the animals is- wonderful and excites great

interest in any audience.

"The Tongue of Scandal" (Vitagraph).—While this is a

very strongly dramatic picture, one scarcely sees any par-

ticular good arising from its production. Scandal mong<
too numerous in any community and events represented

in this picture might well bring about scandal. It is scarcely

conceivable that a man would force the concealment of

marriage under such circumstances as are here set forth

far too graphically for comfort. Without criticising the act-

chnical quality of the picture, we heard many
object to the story, and' point out besides that it seems far

too improbable' to be accepted as convincing. A motion pic-

tun should either instruct or amuse and this does neither.

all the more regrettable since this firm uniformly

produces such excellent work in every sense. It would seem

as though the producer or the director who had charge of the

production nodded when this was put upon the stage.

"The Girl in the Barracks" (Vitagraph).—A love story,

which is made novel by laying the scene in a Russian barracks.

There is a harsh and forbidding father, a persistent lover and

girl, who saves the life of the general in a dramatic

manner. And at the end happiness for all who are connected

with the affair. Often the shifting of the background makes a

picture seem entirely new, when, as a matter of fact, the story

is substantially as others which have gone before. The Vita-

graph people have worked this out in an interesting way, sup-

plying details true to life and making a film technically perfect:

"Their Sea Voyage" (Essanay).—A funny film, worked out

with all the close attention to the requirements of the situations

which characterizes the Essanay work. The picture is more
than ordinarily funny, and every audience is certain to laugh.

Even a New York day audience laughed at this, and that

should be proof enough of its funny qualities. It takes some-
thing out of the common to excite the risibles of such a

stolid set of people as drift into a New York motion picture

house in the morning, and this film did it.

"The Old Fiddler" (Kalem).—Here is a picture out of the

ordinary in both acting and photography. Produced by the

firm's Southern stock company, it was so good that it was
substituted for a reel previously advertised by the house. The
story is a good one, embodying numerous dramatic situations

which are carefully worked out and made the most of. The
acting is sympathetic, revealing qualities which appeal to the

audience which gathers in most motion picture houses. The
photographer allowed no opportunity for doing good work
"to escape him and the result is a film which is going to be
popular wherever it is shown.

"The Miniature" (Pathe).—A romantic picture telling an
interesting love story, centering around a miniature of a

handsome young woman. Powdered hair and patches, and
costuming in keeping, help in making up a pretty picture, one
that will please by its daintiness and, yes, one can say it truth-

fully, its freshness. The lady involved looks as though she

had" stepped out of a Watteau painting, and all the accessories

are in harmony with the central character. A duel begins,

but it ends when the lady appears. The ending is happy and
the picture is as pretty and attractive as one might wish.

"Ice Scooters on Lake Ronkcnkoma" (Pathe).—A view of

a motor scooter, an ice boat invented during the past year

and capable of making 120 miles an hour under favorable

conditions. Two fast boats of this character, of radically

different types of construction, are shown in an exciting race.

The picture is interesting because of its novelty and its beauty
is enhanced by careful photography.

"A Ramble Through the Island of Sumatra" (Urban).—

A

delightful picture illustrating picturesque points in Sumatra,

affording a view of its scenery, its people and its industries.

The photographer selected his view-points with unusual in-

telligence and the picture affords an accurate impression of

the island. »

INDEPENDENTS.
"The New Burglar Alarm" (Great Northern).—A short

comedy which tells an interesting story and offers a sugges-

tion of" what to do under certain conditions. It is unnecessary

to describe the picture. See it and judge for yourself

whether it is good or not.

"The Hustling Mr. Brown" (Great Northern).—A lively

comedy which represents the hustling Mr. Brown in action.

Here the audiences will discover a laugh concealed in every

line and the scenes only add to the laughable character of

the story as it proceeds.

"The Valuable Hat" (Itala).—A representation of what
befell a gentleman who placed his money in his. hat and then

some boys played a joke on him, making him think he has
lost it. Every hat in sight suffers, but finally he discovers

his own hat on his back with his money intact.

"At the Farm" < Itala).—A strong drama, with a farm scene
as a background and against which the drama is worked out.

It is an interesting and well told story, with actors in sym-
pathy with and understanding their subject, and deserves a

long run because of its excellence.

"Red Wing's Loyalty" (Bison).—An Indian romance in

which an Indian girl is represented as succoring the man
wdio helped her in her hour of need. The picture will, per-

haps, be chiefly interesting for the views of prairie life, in-

cluding a camp at night and numerous Indian and other
seenes which are made as accurate as possible. This firm's

work in this direction is too well known to require com-
ment. The acting and staging are satisfactory and the
technical qualities of the picture are sufficiently accurate to
supply clear interpretation.

"The Actress" (Powers).—A strong love story with com-
edy situations which add to its interest. The story centers
around a well known actress and a Western mining engineer.
One of its unique scenes represents a behind-the-scenes view
of a well known New York theater before the curtain rises.

There is some good acting, including bits of pure comedy,
which brighten up the film and increase its attractiveness.
It is a clean, American play, wrell acted, well staged and
well photographed.

"Daddy's Double" (Thanhouser).—A story of love in a
boarding school, a foiled elopement and a resourceful young
man, who makes up like the girl's father, fools the coachman
so he is driven to the school in the family coach, marries the
girl and is forgiven afterward by the father, when he dis-
covers how resourceful and brilliant his new son-in-law is.

Acting and photography are alike well done. The film is

likely to be popular wherever it is shown.
"Strength of Duty" (Eclair).—A dramatic film, well de-

scribed in its title. The acting is sympathetic, and the pho-
tographer has performed his work carefully. The picture is

pleasing and holds the interest throughout.
"Rivalry in the Oil Fields" (Bison).—A love story center-

ing around an oil well. Perhaps one of its principal points of
interest is the fact that it illustrates to some extent scenes
in the oil regions, necessarily unfamiliar to very many who
will, because of this, see the picture with some degree of
instruction. The story of fraud and deception helps to bind
a number of isolated events into a connected story.

"His Mother's Letter" (Powers).—Laid in a Nevada mining
camp, the scene of this film possesses considerable interest.
The story is familiar enough. A man gambles with another's
gold and loses it, but just as the culprit determines to do
something desperate a letter from his mother, begging him
to go home, changes it all. A few lively comedy scenes add
to the picture. Acting and photography are, sympathetic and
clear.

"At Double Cross Ranch" (Nestor).—A film filled with
action and the overflowing spirits of the exuberant cowboy.
The games played upon an innocent tenderfoot make one
wonder if it is possible the fools are not all dead yet. There
are all sorts of wild stunts, including a hold-up by fake In-
dians, a whirlwind rescue by cowboys, and the riding of a
bucking broncho, all intended for the beginning of the edu-
cation of an Eastern gentleman who was persona non grata.

It all works to a charm and the tenderfoot sits up all night
to be sure not to miss the first eastbound train.

"Legend of the Cross" (Ambrosio).—Into a week of pic-
tures which were otherwise free from the gloom of death
and sorrow this one is injected, which represents a girl hurl-
ing herself from a cliff because of a monk's deception. True,
the cross erected in her memory is always strewn with
flowers, but why are such films necessary? They serve no
purpose, and they spoil the rest of the program in the minds
of a considerable number of people. Give the public some-
thing instructive, or something pleasing.

"Fricot in College" (Ambrosio).—Excepting as a vehicle for

the representation of college pranks the usefulness of this

film is questioned. There are some amusing points, but most
of the sport is too much of the rough house type. Sport is

to be commended, and even pranks can be tolerated, unless
they descend to the boor's methods; and that is wdiat happens
here in places.

"The Rosary" (Imp).—A love story of interest, centering
in a painter's studio where two students are studying art.

There is the heart interest of love and jealousy graphically
depicted and all the features of life pertaining thereunto.
The representation of painting is clever and the idea of using
a rosary as an inspiration is original. The acting is sym-
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SELIG VERSATILITY.
a that his retinue of talented arti-ts can shine in

other than back -. war dramas and
lar plays, Selig with an advai
Angi ry of daily lit

Millet's historical painting of the same name and in a

beautiful scene- the Selig players -lir the emotions and bring
the beautiful sentiment of "P .rth. good will to men,'

that Millet, in his masterpi I by the expression on
the face- of the listeners to the tolling of "The Angelus" bell.

This picture will be released on April 28, and. as we have said,

it shi - g in a new role to which it is to be hoped he will

return again.
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"It is wonderful, much more then
than one has thought

-
. I have rea -remendously

hard to a but then ore in this than
mere pantomime. I cannot fully my eagerness to
study this delightful new art and ai

Miss Spier is slight!;. al in hei.

face an '. ugly

ESSANAY ACQUIRES TALENTED LEADING LADY.
It was recently announced that tl any was

organizing a ver
| capable stock company, but

until now all names have been withheld. It is inter
learn that Miss Martha Spier, a talentei -man
actress, who last season acqui- derable renown at the
Xew German Theater in New York, has contracted with the
Essanay Company for the Summer m nths I play leading
parts in the excellent Essanay productions.
Although : r has been in America but a short

time, she has scored brilliant successes in leading roles, play-
:ng to select German audiences at the Xew German Theater
in Xew York. Here she attracted the attention of certain
Xew "S ork theater managers and received much flattering
comment for her splendid interpretation of Hannek
which Mrs. Fiske will shortly appear), and it was even whis-
pered that when she appears in Englis speaking plays she
may even give the famous Russian, Nazimova, g race.
Miss Spier's work in stock at the Xew German Theater \va=
highly complimented by the German newspaper dramatic
critics. She has won many staunch friends and admirers
during her brief season in Xew York and declares she was
offered another season with the German Theater Companv.
which she refused, preferring to give the silent drama 'a
thorough try-out.

In Germany. Miss Spier is acknowledged a very clever
comedienne, and for several years essayed leading "roles at

tiful and Her personality is charming.
Her individuality and character are in her every ge-'

drama and cor
with more than average results. She is altogether a charming
actr

The Essanay Company is to be congratulated in the ac-
quisition of this taler: nd the film world will

ubtedly await \v:th interest her first appearance under the
Indian Head.

Tlv Meet at Los An-
:'or having reunited two long-

separated brother: - -ated by the Johnstown flood, a
ach thinking the other dead. John Robinson, of

Read red in this Essanay film that his brother
still . ing up the clew, he found his brother in

- - !es. Cal.

KALEM DOINGS.
Wednesday. Apr'! 27. the Kalem Company will releas

very ami ture entitled "The Sacred Turquoise of the
Zuni." This is an Indian picture that nary
and one that no doubt will become a classic among other In-
dian productions. While the purely an imaginary
one. it is based upon true incidents described by Mr. Frank
Cushman. the celebrated anth- -•. who lived for many
years among the Mold and Zuni Indians, being event
adopted by them. H arc the most complete study
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of their customs and history known to science. The story of

"The Sacred Turquoise of the Zuni" was worked up by Mr.
Frank J. Marion from details furnished by Cushman's books
and the Kalem scenic artists and property men made special

studies of the Indian exhibits at the American Museum of

Natural History, where the finest Indian display in the coun-
try is to be found. The picture will no doubt cause consider-

able comment, owing to its unique conception and execution.

Mr. Sidney Olcott, producer in charge of Kalem's Southern
Stuck Company, was brought North especially to produce
"The Sacred Turquoise of the Zuni." Exhibitors and exchange
men will remember his previous Indian productions, such as

"Hannah Dnsten," "The Priest of the Wilderness," and oth-

ers." all Indian pictures of great merit.

VITAGRAPH GIRL FETED.
A very novel treat was afforded the attendances at Saratoga

Park, Brooklyn, moving picture parlor last Saturday evening.

A reception was tendered Miss Florence Turner, known as ''The

Vitagraph Girl," by Manager Robertson and a special exhibition

of Vitagraph pictures was given. The theater was crowded to

its fullest capacity. When the title page of "The Vitagraph Girl"

song was thrown on the screen, the applause was deafening, but

just as soon as Eddy Warden began to sing her charms as the

song slides displayed them, the audience was admiringly and
patiently waiting for the chorus in which they all joined with

a right good will and they demanded an encore so they could

sing it again. Miss Turner was introduced by a Vitagraph rep-

resentative. After the applause subsided, she responded in a

very naive and fetching little speech. The approval was instan-

taneous. Her admirers were not satisfied until she acknowledged
their appreciation by accepting a magnificent bouquet of flowers.

LUBIN NOTES.
There are little laughs in picture making that do not get into

the him. One came to a section of the Lubin players last week
when a comedy picture was being taken with the exceedingly
plump comedienne of the Lubin Company as the star. One trick

scene required her to run up and down hill several times. Twice
she ran to the top of the hill and down again, but the third time
she stopped halfway. "I can't get up," she cried to the director.

"Then come down," was the sane suggestion. "I can't go either

way," came the despairing cry; "I'm all out of breath." "Then
hold," advised the director of strenuosity, and the picture making-
stopped while the plump comedienne recovered her long lost

breath.

"Rastus in Zululand," to form one of the early Lubin releases,

is one of the few pictures to be made under two flags. A part
of the film was made in Philadelphia, where the start of the
picture is supposed to occur, while the scenes in Zululand were
done under the British flag in the West Indies. It is a comedy
subject and about as good as they make them for real laughs.

THANHOUSER NOTES.
Tiny Marie Elinc, who made a hit as the juvenile Sherlock

Holmes in "A 29-cent Robbery," is slated for early use in the
production of a classic by the Thanhouser Company. The classic

is of the "St. Elmo" order, rare and rich in heart interest, and
of a certain age, but of a strength that has held popular favor
decade after decade. Tiny Marie's part will not be a leading
one, for the play calls for no tots in important roles, but readers
can be assured that the part, such as it is, will be shown at its

best by the tiny star of "A 29-cent Robbery."
"A 29-cent Robbery" was the leading picture on the first reel

with two subjects put out by Thanhouser Company, which event
bears date of April 15, 1910. The reel was an experiment: the
Thanhouser people were anxious to know if the much talked of
"split reel" was in demand. They are now convinced it is, if

not overdone, and the releases of this company will be marked
by a variety of "split reel" issues. The next will appear Friday,
April 29, and be of a strong comedy flavor, as the titles will

indicate. They are "She Wanted to Marry a Hero" and "The
Cigars His Wife Bought Him." They are welcome "laugh" ad-
ditions to any program, and the Thanhouser people expect to

hear favorably from them.

"She Wanted to Marry a Hero," the opening subject, is a les-

son and a warning to young women who delve too deeply into

Laura Jean Libby. It's nice enough to read "love stories" occa-
sionally, but don't devour them until they influence and bewilder
you. The heroine in the picture wishes she hadn't. The Libby
yarns made her throw over her commonplace sweetheart and
seek a heroic one, like those Miss Libby writes about. Her
search proved to her that no hero is perfect and book heroes
are fakes, so she concludes that her original sweetheart, in

spite of being unheroic and unromantic, is good enough for her.

Anna Rosemond portrays the hero-seeking girl.

OPERATORS' COLUMN.
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.
Conducted by F. H. Richardson.

Regarding Lens Action.—Toledo, Ohio, asks the following:
"How many times does the light cross itself after leaving
the arc until it reaches the screen? Where does the picture

right itself? At what point does the light cross itself?"

The light rays cross themselves once between the arc
and screen, namely at a point halfway between the two lenses
which go to make up the projection lens. At that point the
rays all meet in a point theoretically no larger than the
point of a needle and it is at that point also that the picture
"rights itself," that is to say, becomes right side up. If you
will write the Bausch & Lomb people I make no doubt they
will mail you catalogues containing cuts showing the action
of the light rays in lenses, so that you may study same at

your leisure.

Toledo also says: "I wish to thank Mr. Byron Carrier for

his reply to Mr. H. F. Hoffman's article concerning operators
and degenerates. There are just as many gentlemen among
the operators as there are in other fields of motion picture
endeavor. In fact where the operator has to work ten to

twelve hours in an iron lined cracker box, besides getting the
film, which takes from one to three hours addition at the
average exchange, he has little time to be much of a de-
generate or do anything else but work and sleep."

About Carbons and Shutters.—Kansas ("name of town sup-
pressed by request) asks the following: "(1) What is the use
of the perforated shutter on the Edison machine? (2) Should
the two carbons be in a perfectly straight line or should the
lower be slightly to one side (alternating current)? (3) What
causes the carbons to sputter and give a violet light? Is it

on account of poor carbons? (4) My carbons seem to always
burn off at one side. Should they not burn evenly?

(1) I do not quite catch your meaning. If you ask why
the wing of the shutter is perforated, it is for the reason that
they decrease the flicker, or make it less noticeable by perfor-
ating the wing so that some light will pass through it, thus
producing a sort of gray instead of black curtain as this wing
passes in front of the light. If you mean why is the wing
present at all, it is by reason of the fact that the more rapid
the flicker the less flicker you see. Without this wing you
would find that, while your picture would be much more
brilliant, there would be such a noticeable flicker that the
picture would be ruined. Take all the spokes out of a wagon
wheel but one and revolve the wheel rapidly and you see that
spoke all the time. Put all the spokes in and at the same
speed you see no spokes at all. That is the principle. (2)
The lower carbon tip should be slightly in advance of the
upper one, just enough to force the upper crater to face
the lens as squarely as possible. (3) I think that the trouble
you are having is caused by using carbons with bad cores.
If the core of a carbon is bad, or if it has none (the hole is

empty, I mean), it will not give good light. Possibly you
are using poor quality of carbon. (4) Evidently your car-
bons are not exactly in line sideways—as you look through
the condenser opening. I mean. If your carbons are not ex-
actly in line sideways the crater will burn to one side, thus
destroying much of your illumination.

# * *

Bad Lens or Film Buckles.—Wilmington, Ohio, writes:
"My film is out of focus in center. Sides are clear. Have put
in new aperture plate and tension springs. What is wrong?"
The trouble may be in your projection lens. See if there is

any oil on its inner end. Get another lens and try it. It may
be your tension springs set too far in or out, not bearing
squarely on the aperture plate tracks, thus causing the film to
buckle or belly in or out as it passes the aperture.
Lens Too Small.— Belfast, Me., says: "Am projecting a

12 x 14 stereo picture at 75 feet. The corners do not come
out clear but have a red shade. Have a i4!4-inch back focus
lens. Am using 4^2-inch condensers. Are condensing lenses
made of different focal length?"

T think you are using what is known as a "quarter size"
stereo lens. You should have a "half size" instead. With
that long a focus quarter size lens you will most likely not
be able to get the shadows entirely out of the corners. You
are also using condensers of remarkably short focal length.
Very few of them are used in this country. You do not say
what size your motion picture is, but it is safe to say that
you should have at least two 6]/2 condensing lenses. Yes,
condensing lenses are made of different focal lengths, as fol-
lows: 4

l/2 , 6 l/2 , 7
l/2 , %y2 and \oV2 . There are other lengths

also, but those are about the only ones used in projection in
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this country, I believe. Verj Few i and i
i and

ire the most commonly in um-.
* * *

Answers to the "Hard One." A couple of weeks ago I

passed a "Hard One" up to our readers and here are two
replies: Woodclifl on Hudson, W. W. Madison, writes: "'1

was <- ;i 1 1 1-
1 1 mi to examine a machine in the South which

showed a trouble similar to the one described and you may
tins solution tn our Iowa brother. I found the shutter
just screwed barely taut to the beveled near shaft. I

found that while it felt ti^ht it really slipped back and forth

on the -haft, l have also found that some telescope lens
lubes will slide in ami out, thus producing a blur on the
screen. 1 have also known the lens to be loose in its holder
.aid teeter from the vibration of the machine. How would
some "i our friends like to hear some of the hair-raising epi
-ode- a crank twirler has bumped into in thirteen and a

half years' ro.ul experience—and still alive?"
It does not -rem to me that any of the above offers ade-

quate explanation of Iowa's trouble. Slipping of the lens
tube throws the whole picture out of focus until it is rem-
edied. Slipping of the shutter would produce travel ghost
and teetering of the lens would produce vibration on the
screen, fowa's trouble was a blurring of any figure when it

moved, it being again clear the instant it was stationary.
Xo doubt the editor of The World would a~">reciate the ex-
periences you mention if properly detailed. That, you realize,

would hardly come in my department.
Rock Springs, Wyo., Mr. Thos. Berta, writes: "I think

Iowa must be in error in his statement of the case, when he
says the figures blur only when in motion. I had a similar
trouble and if he will watch closely he will. I think, find his

picture becomes blurred and clear and blurred and clear in

ession. The film really seems to bulge in and out in

front of the aperture. But there must be some cans' ' Mosl
likely it is getting service from a distance and leaving the
film in a hot room or where the sun shines on it, thus causing
it to dry and shrink abnormally. The best remedy I have
found is to place the film in a ti<_jht box with damp cloths
under it for a time, of course not allowing the film to touch
the wet cloths."

The above explanation is unique anyhow and not so unrea-
sonable at that. But should Iowa try moistening his films
he must be very careful not to overdo it, since should the film
yet too wet the emulsion will stick to the back of the film.

Many thanks to Brothers Madison and Berta for their letters.
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WILKESBARRE PROBLEM SOLVED.
By F. H. Richardson.

A week or two ago I submitted a problem, inviting our
readers to try their hand, or brain, at evolving a solution.

Mr. O. C. Miller. Atchison. Kan.; Mr. A. W. Crowe. Water-
town, S. D.. and Mr. Chas. Young, Chicago, have sent in

correct solutions, one of which is appended in full. As I

stated the problem, the crank speed at which the phenomenon
became apparent was practically 80 oer minute. Mr. Miller
very properly points out that I probably made an error in

measuring the speed. I did not! But it does not follow that
because you are told that current is "60 cycle" it is exactly
that. It may be a little more or a little less, usually more.
The dynamo may be running a trifle over speed or under
speed and this will account for the apparent discrepancy.

The Solution.
"Allow me to present the following solution of the '\\'ilkes-

barre Problem." on page 561. of The Moving Picture World,
of April 0. which, in my estimation, is purely mathematical
and mechanical:

"If a three-blade shutter intercepts the line of light three
times for each intermittent movement of the film, and there
are 16 movements per revolution of the crank, and 7; (not

evolutions per minute, we will have 3 X 16 X75 = 3,6oo
times per minute that the line of light is cut off.

"With 60 cycle a. c. we have 60 reverses of current per
second, or 60X60= 3,600 periods per minute during which
there is no current pressure between the carbon points and.
consequently, no light production.
"Hence, if an exact speed of 75 revolutions per minute

could be maintained, and the position of the shutter be such
that the line of light was unobstructed at the instant the
current was reversing, the screen would be practically dark,
even though a first class arc be burning in the lamphouse.
On the other hand, if the machine should be advanced or
retarded 1-96 of a revolution, and an exact soeed of 75 rev-
olutions per minute could be maintained, a normal flow of
light would result.

"With a machine driven at 7? revolutions per minute by
the same line shaft that propelled the a. c. generator which

OPERATOR GETS INTO TROUBLE FOR TAMPERING
WITH FIRE SHIELD.

The pervertive attitude of thi

spondent towards the motion picture is again evidei
copy of the Cleveland "Plaindealer" to hand.
column records a near panic in a church by a small
"Singer's Hat Burns," and in the next column,
makes capital out of a trivial incident 111 Keith's Hipp
by -ear.- headings: "Fire Panic Averted by I

Film Explodes—Moving Picture Operator Burned V
Fighting Flames." Then follows the usual garble
paper account which contradicts itself.

Our Cleveland representative, who happened to 1" in the
house, has furnished us with an accurate account
would not mention the incident at all if it were not t

the wrong impression created and point to the source of the
trouble as a warning to other operators.
The Hippodrome is probably the largest theater of it- kind

in the United States, with the exception of it- patroi
Xew York, and at the time of the accident to the film I

wen- over j. 500 in the audience. The entire equipment
Hippodrome 1- of the best, so also is the operatii
used in connection with the projecting of motion
It is the finest booth that we have ever had occasion to
and is built entirely of steel, the floor of the same b
covered with rubber mats. It is a very spacious booth, and
will easily accommodate four persons, and is rigged
machine-, and they are always set up when pict
jected. The doors of the booth are drop doors, this in case
of tn-e. and the ventilation system used in the bootl
perfect. In case of a lire, all that would be necessary for an
operator to do would be to drop the -teel slide- in fro
the hides, this where the pictures are projected, leave the
operating room and drop the entrance door, which v.

then confine the fire in the booth and solely to the b
and the audience would see neither flames nor smi
really would have no chance to know that a fire existed in
the operating room. This plainly shows you that Mr. II A.
Daniels, manager of Keith's Hippodrome, took all

|

precaution when he installed the b

Let us now offer a few words in rebuttal of the newspaper
article referred to. In the first place, there was al

no explosion, and why should there be? The film bt

the magazines, and the fire was confined to the maga/
We again state there was no explosion. It is just such v

cat articles written by an ignorant reporter that tend to
blacken the reputation of the house at which the fire

place, but it also hurts the motion picture business in general.
Again, there was absolutely no panic, for some of the p<

really did not know what took place, so quick was the ac-
tion of the operator and the attendants near the booth. We
venture to say that Ks- than one hundred people in the audi-
ence knew what really had happened. This is a con-
figure. In fact the article itself contradicts the headlines
which s'atc there was a "fire panic." In the article thi

porter states "others throughout the house were sea-

aware that anything unusual was happening." The man that
shouted "fire" did not finish the word, for he v
the chance to yell, as the attendant. Mr. Riley, the usher

I

quick action with him. We naturally would expect, and
one else would, that a woman would set un a commotio!
would not expect that from a "man." It could not have
a man that yelled "tire." although he may have looked !;ke a
man.

Mr. Cox who was the operator, i- supposed to ki

business. ?.nd it was only due to his can diat the a

dent occurred.
The film destroyed was a Gaumont issue entitled "The

Golden Lily" and "Ascending the Jura Mountains," a 1

beautiful film. The Hippodrome is served by thi - lore

Film and Supply Company, who take special pair-

that their films are in prime condition. The machin
whicl the film was being projected was a Path.

model, latest type, and in the best working order.

was not due to any imperfections of the machine, it was not

due to weak sprockets, poor patches or any other impc
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TERMARK
RELEASE DATE APRIL 18th

F PICTUREPDM
LENCTH IOOO FEET

Two
On
One
Reel

THE RIVAL COOKS and MR. A. JONAH
Code Word " Cook

Two Regular Button

Bursting Comedies
TRADE

ti A picture that will

DAVY
MARK

Code Word "Jonah"

A Comedy with a Selig

Ring to it

make all America think"

CROCKETT
No film presented In recent years more consistent with the Emotions of Human Nature than the Historical

Davy Crockett. Order at Once.

LENCTH IOOO FEET RELEASE DATE APRIL 2 1 Code Word "Crocket" I

M MASTERMARK OF PICTUREDQM

ROOSEVELT HUNT IN AFRICA
The first and only pictures available of the World's most popular man during his hunt in Africa.

The public want it—We have it.

•a ** Hand colored slides, title and *m E? g~\
M.*^ full description of each picture f *J ^^

We ship same day as money received.

JEFFRIES-JOHNSON FIGHT
Selected from 500 original photos of the Champions. Every stunt of interest from the Signing of Articles to as they

will appear in the ring.

24 Hand colored slides and full description. A house jammer now and invaluable the week of the fight.

Keep in touch with us; we get the goods every time.

Cosmopolitan! Slide MaRers, 176 East Madison Street CHICAGO

LOOK AROUND
and make examination of all makes of current savers and moving picture machines, then come to

HALLBERG'vS
show room, which is only a minute's walk from Sth Street and 6th Avenue, and I will be willing to bet
dollars to dough nuts that you will leave your order with me for the

HALLBERG
Automatic Electric Economizer to save 60 to 90% on your current bill, and for a

MOTIOGRAPH
Flickerless moving picture machine, which projects the most brilliant and steady pictures ever
seen on a screen.

I make the above assertion, because I know that I am right, and this fact

has been proven by numerous important sales of complete outfits within the
past two years—Last week I sold seven complete outfits for moving pic-
ture theatres in Greater New York, notwithstanding the fact that New
York City is the home of several of the largest machine manufacturers,
and that the MOTIOGRAF'H has only recently been introduced in Greater
New York—Seeing is believing—Come and look us over, we invite close inspec-

tion. WRITE FOR^FREE BOOKLET No. VV-26.

I have selected the best goods on the market for you, and can fit you out
with complete electric macline and ventilating equipment, and results are positi-

vely guaranteed.

Get my prices on the " HALLBERG " Economizer, MOTIOGRAPH M. P.
machines. Incandescent lighting system to save 70% on your current bill, ELEC- %i
TRA Pink Label carbons, French Condensers, Announcement Slides, Ventila- Sig!"

ting Fans, and don't forget to send 35 cents for a can of " HALLBERG 'S SPEC- " MOTIOGRAPH
i. C. Econ omizer OIL," —prepaid mail—It saves 50% on your oil bill for machine—Try a Can. Flickerless

I MAKE AN ALLOWANCE FOR YOUR OLD CURRENT SAVER OR RHEO-
STAT IN TRADE FOR THE "HALLBERG" ECONOMIZER.

J. H. HALLBERG, 28 Greenwich Ave., New York

HALLBERG
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tions in the film, but, d, il was due to m
tin- worst kind on the pari of the operator. It

seems that he considered the automatic fire shutter as un-

y, although all leading manufacturers of motion pic

ture machines to daj use an automatic fire shatter. \\

.

sume tli" operator thought he knew more about machines
than experts do, and he therefore took a rubber band and
fastened up the automatic fire shutter with same. 1 te fastened

the fire shutter to the upper tension roll. We do not know
whether he stopped cranking his machine, or if he cranked

slow thai it re, but he, as well as his assistant,

and also others who know, admitted that the rubber band held

up the automatic fire shutter.

We arc stating the facts jusl as they occurred, and i

trary reports which you might read arc erroneous. The
"l'laindcalcr" reporter endeavors to make a hero ou
Mr. Cox, the operator, but he orched, so ef-

ficient were the tire preventive facilities in the Hippodr
booth.

ROOSEVELT DESCRIPTIVE LECTURES.
Exhibitors can obtain descriptive eighl page lectures on

the Roosevelt picture from the Kalcm Company, New York
City, at the following prices: Lot- of 1,000 or more, $5 per

i,oco; 300 to 500. $2.50; less than 300. $j per 100.

Imprint of exhibitoi 1 announcement, etc.

all to he included within five lines, will be printed on the back
page of the lecture in lots of 1,000 or less, $1-50 extra; 2,000

to 5,000, 75 cents per 1.000 extra. Above prices are net. E. 0. b.

New \ ork, cash with order.

THREE OKLAHOMA SHOWS SELL FOR $35,000.

Negotiations were closed last week wherebv 1"-. H. Hulsey,
amusement promoter, of Galveston. Tex., secured control of

the Powell moving picture houses in Oklahoma, and gained
for himself the title of Oklahoma City's Picture King.
deal amounted to $35,000 cash, and was swung by J. E.

Thompson, of the Putnam Company.
Hulsey came to Oklahoma City only recently and closed the

deal after three days' dickering with B. II. Powell for his

three houses, the Gem, 117 North Broadway; Orpheum, 220

I
Main, and, Olympic. 112 West Main street.

"I have also secured option on another location on Main
strett, where I will open on July I one of the finest moving
picture houses in the entire Southwest," said Mr. Hulsey, to

a World correspondent. "This new house will be run in

conjunction with the others and the Texas houses owned by
myself. No pictures will be shown in my houses but tl

censored and inspected by the National Board of Censors
few York City. This board is composed of the leading

educators of the metropolitan schools."
Mr. Hulsey is known as the "Amusement Kin;-;" of Gal-

veston and is the pioneer moving picture operator in that city.

He owns and operates four houses in Galveston and Houston
and is also heavily interested in a tlm exchange. O.
"McLanc. of Houston, will arrive in Oklahoma within a few
days to become general manager of the local houses.
Hulsey states that he is thoroughlv enthused over the

Oklahoma City spirit and intends to snend most of his time
in that city.

NEW THEATERS FOR WEST PHILADELPHIA.
Ground has been broken at Fifty-second and Ludlow streets

by the Greater Philadelphia Realty Company for a new edifice

—the Nixon Theater, which will have a seating capacity of 3.000.

Mr. John D. Allen, the architect, has designed this structure
somewhat on the lines of the new Forrest Theater, which is

noted for its safety and comfort. The building will be absolutely
fireproof, being constructed exclusively of steel and concrete.
Unusual precautions have been taken in the matter of exits and
fire escapes. The owners have insisted upon even more than
what was required by the Building, Department and the Depart-
ment of Public Safety. Mr. John D. Allen is noted throughout
the country as an expert in the science of acoustics, and his the-
ories will be carefully carried out in the building of the Nixon.
The stage of the Nixon, like that of the Forrest, will be de-

signed to accommodate the most massive productions. The con-
tract to build this theater has been awarded to Mr. A. Ray-
mond Raff, one of the city's best known builders, and it is esti-

mated that the cost of construction will >j;o.ooo. This
theater will be personally directed by Mr. F. C. Nixon Nird-
linger. who has been general manager for Nixon & Zimmerman
for a number of years, and Mr. Thomas II. Love, business man-
ager of the Nixon & Zimmerman Theater Company. The-e
gentlemen have promoted the enterprise and will superintend

the

feet, which h

for the n quin mi nl bj Mi

There will I"- in connection with the b

floor devoted to ladii

and gentlem iking room.
will include two verj handson

feet, opening
foyer.

MULLER'S BRONX CASINO PUTS IN MOVING
PICTURES.

Mr. G. W. Muller. proprietor of Mullet
Third avenue, New York City, ha- placed an order with J

Hallberg for the following moving picture equipment: 1 M
graph No. 1, 1010 model, moving picture machine with •

eopticon attached; 1 Motiograph No. j. [910 n

ned with double dissolving
lamp- will operate on a specially const

berg'
1 Economizer, made for 208-volt 60-cycle 2

lit t.> deliver direct current of 20 amp. •

two dissolving lamp- or 30 to 40 amperes to each
re lamp-. There will also he in-tailed ouble-

lamp "Hallberg" A. C. Economizer to deliver alternating current
to the moving picture and dissolving lamp- when
This Economizer equipment i- the most efficient and modern in

existence and the saving of 75 per cent, on the electric current
lull a- well a- giving the most brilliant illumination which -

possibly he produced. There will also be in-tailed twi

berg" 4.000 candle power flaming arc lamp- and
trie ventilating equipment. Mr. Muller ha- made up hi- mind
to produce tlu best moving pictures possible and I

expense in accomplishing there result-.

"IMP" GETS AFRICAN PICTURE.
With characteristic enterprise the Independent Moving

Pictures Company of America have secured an African jungle

picture winch they release April 16. This is a full reel

culled from some 10.000 feet of negative made in the African
wild- by W. I). Boyce, of the Chicago "Ledger." On an-

r page will be found a brief description of the film, which.

we are told, i- the real goods. Independent exhibitors will

no doubt "yell with joy." to quote the presiding genius of

the Imp. over this chance for them to come in on the

\ elt popularity wave.

Mr. E. H. Montagu, formerly sales manager of Pathe
Frerc-' Chicago office, has moved to New York and as-

sumed charge of the advertising of red rooster films. He is

located in the St. James Buildii

BILL STEINER GOES INDEPENDENT.
Just as we go to press we arc handed a dispatch from William

Steincr. president of tin- Imperial Film Exchange, aski

-tate that he will manufacture films and will begin to

four weeks. With tin- was a copy of a letter that he had Si

the Patents Company :

New York. April 15. 1910.

Motion Picture Patent- Company,
80 Fifth avenue.

Gentlemen—The Imperial Film Exchange hereby notifies you
that it has this day withdrawn as a licensee of your company, in

ct to all offices at Trov, Washington, D. C, and New York
City.

This company hereby surrenders each and all licenses which

it has heretofore received from your company.
Respcctfullv vour-.

WM. STFINER, Pres. 'imperial Film Exchange.

This piece of news is so unexpected that we cannot make any

comment further than to say that we wish Mr. Steiner all due

in his manufacturing venture. The Independent- gain a

good recruit—a leader, in fact—and Bill's many friends on the

other side will miss his genial personality.

DROLLINGER FILM SERVICE CO.
Agents (or Philadelphia Projecting Co.)

Receiving TWELVE REELS of the

BEST INDEPENDENT FILMS "WEEKLY
Don't you think that will handle you?

WRI1K I S A LETTER Phone 3286
106 Ipper Second Street FVAVSVILLE. IND-
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LUBIN
RELEASED THIRSDAY. APRIL 21st

Approximate length 9S0 feet

MB 1
"

The Angel of Dawson's Claim
One of the most successful child pictures ever produced, a film that

will be played back time and again in response to popular demand. If
vou have a cranky local censorship board get them to see this picture.
They cannot resist its charm and it will help with other releases.

RELEASED MONDAY, APRIL 25th

Approximate length 632 feet

A Child of the Sea
Made by the southern company, an interesting story is told in a

succession of unusually beautiful natural set' ines along the seacoast. All
the value of a scenic release and a strong romance besides.

On Time for Business
Approximate length 280 feet

A snappy little farce played with the usual Lubin vim and dash. A
comedy startler from start to finish. PKy this reel at the end of the show
and send the audience out in a frame of mind that will bring them back
next day. These two subjects will do it-

Send for Free Catalogue of our 1910 Machine

LIBIN M'F'G CO.,
926 MARKET STREET
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

The Excela

Soundograph
The only complete and up-to-date
effect-producing machine ever in-

vented is now complete and ready
for the exhibitors. Everybody pro-
nounces it a wonder. Almost any
sound or effect imaginable is easily
and realistically produced by simply
turning a crank, pulling a handle or
pushing a button. The effects are
all mounted in a handsome cabinet
structure, 25 x 40 inches square and
42 inches high, with means exterior
for the operation of each effect

separately, or they can be operated
in combinations. The Soundograph
can be located either in the orchestra,
pit orback of the screen as the exhibi-
tor prefers. No expert operator is re-

quired, any one person is all that is

needed to operate the Soundograph
and produce perfect sound effects. A
boy or some other employee of the
theatre learns quickly to work the
effects, thus relieving the exhibitor
of the services of an expensive oper-
ator. It will put life and realism in

your pictures and delight your audi-
ences. It holds their interest and
attention to the end of the reel and
assures you of big box office receipts
every day.

Let us ship you a Soundograph now

PRICE, $100,00

EXCELA SOUNDOGRAPH CO.

PITTSBURG, PA.
Office I IOI Empire Building

WESTERN AGENT

AMERICAN FILM SERVICE
77 South Clark Street, Chicago, III.
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"Oh, my hearl 1- weary waiting, waiting for the May" and
"the flowers thai come in the Spring, tra la." I am anxious
to disport myself in the merry Springtime, tra la Fo
the Spring ;i young man's fancy lighth turn-. to thought!
various things. "I'm to be Queen of the May, Mother." Such
;i lot of things are going to happen in May to all of us. I

presume thai I shall have my share of the happenings, and
shall see what 1- to be seen in the moving picture field.

There will be much doing in May, it is said.
* * *

First of all, there will be the annual meeting of tin- N'a

tional Independent Moving Picture Alliance, at Chicago.
Then we shall not only sec what we shall sit, but we shall

know what wo shall know. We shall kn"\v tin- outcome of

the recent palaver at the Imperial Hotel, and the fate, tem-
porary or otherwise, of the constitutional changes or attempted
changes on the [ndependenl - i< 1c of the moving picture busi-

ness. So, "my heart is weary waiting, waiting for the May."
* * *

"Wait until May the first," people arc saying in the busi-

I have wondered what they have been waiting for.

I think I have found out. Assuming an absolutely impene-
trable disguise I have made a number of inquiries as to tin

intentions of an organization which looms large in the mm
ing picture field; which throws a black and sinister shadow,
across the entire moving picture business of the United
States, if not of the world. I mean the General Film Com-
pany, with that amazing capitalization of $2,500,000. I am
enabled, after all my inquiries, to give my readers some in-

teresting information about this Colossus of the business,
that has quietly taken shape under our very noses, and
which if it emerges in the open, possibly nexl May, must have
a truly terrifying aspect to us all.

* * *

Talk about trusts, monopolies, combines! Why, they are

re than pigmies compared with the potentialities and
possibilities of the General Film Company. It would take
your breath away if I were to tell you the amount of money
that is behind this concern. It would double you up, not to

asphyxiate you, if I were to put down in cold print the

me which is in the minds of the incorporators of the

General Film Company. It would make the Motion Pictur<
nts Company look like thirty cents. Beyond that the

age "i comparison can hardly go.
* * *

Reader, what do you say to a company like the General
Film Company, which might concentrate, in its own 01.

ization, the entire moving picture business of the entire world!
At a very rough calculaton there are probably a hundred
high class film manufacturers in the world, allowing twenty

the United States, twenty for Great Britain and the re-

maining sixty for the other countries. Just imagine the Gen-
eral Film Company controlling all these! Of course it is

hardly necessary to say that, first of all, a working agree-
ment with Lumiere, Eastman and the other raw stock mak-

nus1 be made. This clearly would give the General Film
Company a control of things at the very beginning. They
would be in on the ground floor.

* * *

Then we have the theaters, Twelve thousand in the United
States. 5,000 in Great Britain, probably 40.000 or 50.000 in

the other parts of the world. Manifestly, therefore, with the
film agreement in its pockets, the General Film Company
would find no difficulty in assuming control of all the thea-

n the world. Isn*t it gigantic? Doesn't it take your
breath away" Mr. Rockefeller must appear quite a tiny
person besides the masterful Colossus who could concei\e
the idea of the General Film Company and is slowly and
deliberately maturing his plan. Ain't it orful. Mabel?

* * *

Of course, in this condition of affairs the dividing line be-
tween trust and Independent would disappear. The whole
business would be swept into one net. The General Film
Company would Out-Murdock Murdock. The Sales Com-
pany would be swallowed up in the same mouth. As for the
Alliance, it would disappear in the voracious maw of this

mammoth amongst trusts and combines. Fancy, worldwide

control of th.' moving picture centered 1 in who ....

lie the master of wealth beyond the dream- of avai
*

Then come-, the tenter or film exchange man in the 1.

ness. Would he be required? If so, how much of him and
how man} of him? < (r would, a- seems feasible, one \a- -

tributing agen rected in New York City, with brai
in the other cities of the world? Just in the same ma
a-, the Standard ( )il Company worl ider the enon
control to be exercised by the General Film Company and
then you will realize the mighty power it would pos
Film renter-, would be dispensed with as easily as we ar<

casting off our overcoats. They would be put right out of
the business; there would be no film for them to handl.
nobody to sell them to. I -n't this enough to make the poor
renter unable to sleep at nights?

* * *

When the Patents Company was formed it was perceived
that a big power had entered the film business, but by 1

parison with the General Film Company it must now ap
pear a very -mall thing, indeed. Tin- 1- the age
things. Worldwide combination- are the order of the day.
Consider how Mr. Morgan, with a truly imperial instinct.

Organized concern- like the Steed Trust and wa- 11

mental in bringing the International Marine Companj
existence. The General Film Company would probably be as
big as either of these and have command of the entire 1

ing picture business of the world. A two billion-dollar cor-
poration is well within the bounds of feasibility. I do not
know what will become of me. Still, my friend, who ha- given
me this information, has hinted that Lux Graphicus will be
taken care of. Probably I -hall be given a million or tw<

Stock in the concern in order to keep my vitriolic pen quiet
So. a, 1 have said, "my heart is weary waiting, waiting
the May," when, according to some authorities, all th

likely to happen. To qui rge Bernard Shaw. "

Never Can Tell." Ml I have to say is. !

the General Film Company, as the new-paper. "Variety."
seems to be obtaining some valuable information which manu-
facturers, exhibitors and renters would do well to ponder
over. But I (latter myself that I have e better than
"Variety" and have got nearer the heart of things.

* * *

And— it is aim.. st too good I

Everthing in Lantern Slides"

THE SONG SLIDE SERVICE THAT SATISFIES
Novelty Puzzlettes Announcement Slidei

NOVELTY SLIDE COMPANY
10 East 1 (th Street. 221 East 53rd Street

NEW YORK CITY
BRANCH: Real Eitate Exchange, SCRAN'TON. PA.

s O N G
L I DE
E R V IC E

25 cents a set per week. All sets guaranteed com"
plete from Title to Chorus, Music in nice condition,

and your weekly supply of sets forwarded in one
consignment, which saves you express charges.

Chicago Song Slide Exchange
Dept. I , Ninth Floor

MASONIC TEMPLE CHICAGO, ILL.
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MOTION PICTURE PIANO MUSIC
This is a book of descriptive music, regular sheet music size, and

arranged for both hands. Specially selected, arranged anj composed by
one of the best descriptive Pianists in the U. S., wuo lor the past twenty
years has been Musical Director in all lines of Theatrical Productions,
Tnis work is the result of actual experience, and is now being used in
hundreds of M. P. Theatres. Contains music, for all probable scenes,
actions, characters, etc., and its suggestions are entirely practical.
Increases the value of YOUR SHOW 100%. Descriptive circular sent
free to anyone upon request. This book sent promptly upon receipt of
price. $1.00 Remit either by P. O. or Express Order, Draft or Check to

QREQQ A. FRELINGER
1009 Ferry Street Lafayette, Ind.

CENRE TRANSPARENCY CO.
507 NORTH CLARK STREET, CHICAGO

LATEST SONG SLIDES
ADVERTISING AND ANNOUNCEMENT SLIDES

W. E. GREENE
Film Exchange

The Oldest and Largest Independent

Film Exchange in New England

BUYING THE PRODUCT OF
ALL THE INDEPENDENT

MANUFACTURERS

If You are in the Market for a First-

Class Independent Service, Write or

Call and See Us

W. E. Greene Film Exchange

228 Tremont Street Boston, Mass.

Opposite Majestic Theatre

Members of the National Independent M. P. A.

Curtainyline

For three years has given

satisfaction to the most
exacting Exhibitors—they
will use nothing else on
their curtain.

Brings Out the True Photographic Outlines. Fire-

proofs Your Curtain.

Try a $3.00 Carton and Note the Wonderful

Improvement in Your Pictures.

A $3.00 carton is sufficient for any ordinary curtain. All exchanges carry it in stock.

22 PHth Avenue
Chicago, 111.Curtainyline Curtain & Producing Co.

CHICAGO NOTES.
The question often arises with the exhibitors who favor

a change of subject each day as to whether a continuance of
a good subject for more than one day would be to their ad-
vantage. Mr. Sam Levin, manager of the Orpeum Theater,
has put this matter to a test and has proven to his own sat-
isfaction that a continued run of a good film brings pleasing
results. The Orpheum recently showed the "Fly Pest" Him
of Urban and after a most satisfactory introduction on the
first day it was decided to hold this subject over, with the
result that Mr. Levin was swamped with telephone inquiries
ami managed to pack his house. It is evident that when a
patron is well pleased with any subject it is only natural
that they should spread the publicity among their friends and
"The Great American Tongue'' is considered the best medium
of publicity in the world. .Mr. Levin is well pleased at the
result of his experiment and expresses his approval in a
manner that is convincing.

% ^ #

Mr. Frank H. Prude, operator at the Orpheum Theater,
has recently perfected a novel device by means of which he
is able to project the lines of the choruses of each Song
separately as they are sung. This not only enables the audi-
ence to read the lyrics with greater rapidity, but by using
this simple mechanical device he is able to throw the scenes
depicted with each line by the use of the dissolving projector.

* * *

Mr. A. Powell, who controls the Ideal Theater, of Kokomo,
Ind., recently purchased the Airdome Theater, in that city,
and, after making extensive alterations and effecting many
improvements, it is expected that he will open the house for
the Summer. Mr. Powell attributes his success as an ex-
hibitor to the fact that he always accompanies his films with
appropriate music and sound effects which add very greatly
to the interest displayed by the audience in his animated
pictures. All of the employees about his house have their
certain duties to attend to and each in himself is an auxiliary,
lending his personal aid to the production. His operator
must know when to run a reel more rapidly and when to
slacken up for a pathetic incident in the pictures. . The piano
player must also be alive to the times when the music must
be regulated to suit the occasion and with all these aids Mr.
Powell bids fair to continue his former success and convince
his patrons that it is his policy to offer them every possible
inducement and give them an entertainment that will bring
forth praise from every hand.

* * *

I am greatly gratified to sec that The Moving Picture
World is not only read, but that its advice is taken into serious
ci hi sideration.

Several theaters, objects of some previous letters, have
taken notice and, fully realizing the good work done by the
Orpheum, are fast modifying their music and adopting some
sound effects. In other words, the manager, the first one in-

terested in the receipts of the place, is not allowing his pianist

and other musicians to amuse themselves with any noisy old

rag-time tunes to the detriment of the pictures. Xo, Mr.
Manager stepped in and gave some orders.

At the Pastime, the other day, they had a Vitagraph pic-

ture of a Mexican type, and the musicians gave us a good
Spanish selection, very appropriate to the production, and
excellent sound effects were rendered. There is still room
lor improvement, as it is not very correct to give the gallop
• >f horses running on soft ground; but as long as the man-
agers show the real spirit of reform we must be a little len-

ient and encourage them the best we can.

The managers should have the same faith in the future of

moving pictures as we find on the part of the manufacturers,

and not jump to the conclusion that pictures are merely a side

show or a curtain raiser. Cinematography is still in its in-

fancy and will last for many generations to come. Capital

is invested every day in the erection of new theaters and in

the promotion of new branches of the industry.

An example is the great prosperity of Bell & Howell, of

90 Illinois street. These enterprising young men have so

many orders booked ahead for their different machines that

they are compelled to increase their plant by moving to an-

other floor of the same building, where they will have double

the present space with better facilities.

The Old Reliable Film Renovating Compam- has also been

forced out of their old quarters to seek increased facilities

at 22 Randolph street.

The exchanges report excellent business. The American

Film Service occupies the bank floor of the building 77 South

Clark street, and looks like a bank, with its large, spacious

anteroom and its fine hardwood and glass partitions. Six

windows with brass ornamented gratings complete the ap-
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pearancc. The windows are mark [nforma-
Booking," "Song Slides," "Films Out," "Films In."

j Uiiuk I... iks and prosperous.
II,. rd Film Exchange occupies the whole second

..i the two buildings, i.so 161 Washington street, and is

a model exchange. A spacious anteroom, furnished with
- chairs, is provided for the operators waiting and re-

turning the n de of the front part of the built

cupicd bj a very tasty private office for Mr. Eiopp, in

the rear "i which is still another smaller private orhi

real cozy corner. The remaining pari "i the front is devoted
t,. th and a large exhibition room for ma
i lim. m«1 a very lai i for the

lination and rewinding ol the films, with two large v;

in which are kept the reels, each reel in a galvanized iron box.

Along in tlu- rear is provided a well equipped and well lighted
ii tin fi ir pi istei s, etc. I n the cent< r

ci tlir floor, back of the partition and windows are the b

ing office, the song slide department, the film service,

\\ uli all these increased facilities, the Standard Film
The Unique Film and Construction Company, with 'I In-

.M. Ili'kc Supply Company, have just moved to line

quarters at >
s

i South (.lark street, and is another well equipped
film exchange.
The United Stans Film Exchange lias also secured fine

quarters at 81 South Clark street.

One thing struck that me rather forcibly is the number of

typewriting machines used in the exchanges, the large 1

of pretty, vivacious stenographers and the mountains of bo
of envelopes, circulars, etc Yes, a modern exchange looks
more like a mail order agency than a film house. No
would thmk that a rental office would require such a clerical

force. Is it a sign of good timi

Typewriting machines, well dressed stenographers, can, to

a certain degree, impart an air of prosperity to persons not
familiar with the business. To men knowing that exhibitors
111 general have very little time or do not care to read cir-

culars, but expect good service, as upon the service depend
the cash receipts, all this outlay of an expensive clerical force
l- the sign of something wrong. \\ here is the Haw.''

A QUESTION AND AN ANSWER.
By An Exhibitor.

In a recent issue of The Moving Picture World the query
was propounded: "What do exhibitors generally, in view

ieir own experiences, think of the future of the moving
picture?" In one instance at least the question has been
answered in a spirit of enthusiastic hopefulness, and as it

was answered in deed.-, and not in words alone, it seems well
to take a closer view of the splendid playhouse, devoted to
moving pictures, music and song and lectures, erected but
three week- before The Moving Picture World asked its

most interesting question. It is an entirely new building,
situated in the busy and populous city of Springfield. Mass.,
and is called the Hiiou. There i- not anywhere in these
United State- a playhouse, whether devoted' to moving pic-

tures or to the highest class of theatrical attractions, with
which this house in Springfield cannot sustain a favorable
comparison. It was built at a total cost of $,55,000.

The builders and promoter- are not what are known as
"showmen," but belong to the best and most solid citizen-
ship of Massachusetts, men of weath and inclined to be con-
servative.

It may be well now to take a glance at the theater itself.

It has a -eating capacity of just 1.000 and every one of the
1.000 seats i- a marvel of comfort. The writer is physically
a large man and as a rule undergoes a mild species of martyr-
dom in the seat- of playhouses, but he felt entirely at ease
while seated here. The cushion was soft, the look of the
thing elegant and refined.
The first impression is one of light and cosiness; that i<.

after the inviting lobby, with its retiring rooms Openil _

either side, has been passed. To the left on entering is the
room for men and on the right that for women, heavily car-
peted and supplied with a lounge and comfortable chair-.
These two r. >oms. t.> be sure, are but minor features k<\ the
house, but are furnished with the same lavishness which char-
acterizes the equipment of the house. Perhaps the most
notable feature of the interior, where the walls arc finished
in salmon pink, outlined by the white woodwork, is the
admirable arrangement of the clusters of electric bulbs ,,11

the front <n the boxes and at frequent intervals about the
semi-circles formed by the balcony. The ceiling has been
finished in green, white and gold. The house is lighted up
during the running of the pictures—a great gain with the
best people. There is a corps of operators, a corps of sing-
ers, a lecturer, a lady from Boston, an orchestra, attendant*

in I

b< "tli

ided with running hi I

Now how has Hi' ]

the pei pie th< be statu
-wei question 1

Ii .1 tli

ivded after 8 w will al

no "stand
« 1 1 1 nit" tin- -to el ten and t

..1' the fact that the h d in

-pit' 1 'I iln i.i' 1 that a larger hou
led in the VI I Of tin

moving pictures, interspersed, I am bound t" n with
"\

. 1 1 1 < 1 < \ ill.

What 1- th.

same thing in Philadelphia, where one hi

of first run- and illustrated SOngS and nothing mon
nently successful and 1- conducted on the same high
methods. On tin - sure. With what tin- a:

film maker- now offer in pictures of fine quality, then- ought
t" be and there 1- a -miliar striving for an "up-Iift" an
exhibitor-. The taint of cheap and nasty ha from
the pictures, the vulgar and freakish side of the industry
wellnigh disappeared, and because the moving picture de-
serves a better home, people are building them. I have no
doubt whatever that the present moving picture will attract

the best quality "i public, if properly presented and p
111 a fittii Around the Bijou you see no crow :

dirty urchins ban nit, but there arc plenty of
mobiles. The surroundings invite the confidence of tin

public, and order in such -urrounding- maintains itself. In
the face of such fact-, the -till existing belief that the |

ing picture i- intended mainly for half grown boys and the
unwashed rabble generally 1- bound to disappear, even in

the press and the pulpit, and we are approaching nearer to

tin- "ideal picture house," of which so much has been said
and written.
The management is in the hands of Edward I,. Knight.

The head operator, the youngest in the State, is Henry P..

Schi .eh.

SHE WILL NOT ! ! !

Dame. Opportunity may knock on your

door, but do you expect her to lay in

wait for you and bang you on the coco?

You're doomed to disappointment.

Wake up !

WE'VE got a film service that's got

all the others tied to the mast; just

ask our customers.

We're the biggest buyers in the East,

got more advantages than any others

Roosevelt in Africa
Not $50 a day, but call and get our

prices or slip us a letter.

PARAMOUNT FILM CO.
61 West 14th St., New York

- BRANCHES

PHONE
3181-3383 Chelsea

1188 Main Strtu
Bridgepotr. C»nn.

389 Main Strt«i
Springfield. Man.
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CORRESPONDENCE.

THE MUSIC TO SUIT THE PICTURE.
Maywood, 111., April 5, 1910.

Editors, Moving Picture World:
Gentlemen—In several recent numbers of The Moving Pic-

ture World articles have appeared in which the piano playing
at the Pastime and other moving picture theaters of Chicago
has been subjected to severe criticism, with regard to the

music that is played as accompaniment for moving pictures.

As the critics say, the music generally is inappropriate.
In justice to one theater, where the playing was appropriate,

however, I wish to mention the music formerly produced at

a small theater on Adams street. For some months past
there has been a good pianist there, but who has recently
left. In my opinion, his interpretation of the music appro-
priate to the pictures was excellent, in many ways character-
istic, and closely following every change in the films. The
former manager of this theater evidently realized the value

of proper musical accompaniment for his pictures.

But recently the management of this theater was changed,
and a new pianist and operator installed. I do not have to

speak of the music that is played there now—"J- M. B." has
covered that subject thoroughly in The Moving Picture
World for February 12.

I believe that if the managers of the downtown picture
houses of Chicago were thoroughly impressed with the im-
portance of proper musical accompaniment for the films, they
would insist upon more careful work on the part of the pian-

ists along this line. I am interested in moving pictures, and
have visited nearly all of the larger picture houses through-
out the city of Chicago, and, I am sorry to say, have found
the same general disregard for proper accompaniment for

the films.

I wish to ask as a constant patron of the Chicago moving
picture theaters, if the managers do not believe it worth their

while to look into this matter?
JOHN W. RAYMOND.

801 South Twelfth avenue.

SELECTING A SHOW.

1. Good Scenic or Record Flms, as

a. Urban Eclipse—Over the Appenines of Italy.

b. Pathe Freres—Rhine Falls at Schaffhausen.
c. Gaumont—Poetry of the Waters.
d. Eclair—Trip to Berne.

2. Good Educational or Industrial films, as
a. Edison—King Cotton.
b. Pathe Freres—Tobacco Culture.
c. Urban Eclipse—Fly Pest, and Acrobatic Fly.

d. Selig— Industries of Southern California.

3. Clean Comedies; as

a. Biograph—What's Your Hurry?
b. Imp—Stung.
c. Selig—Wizard of Oz series.

4. Biblical Subiects, as

a. Vitagraph—Life of Moses series.

b. Pathe—Passion Play.

c. Gaumont—Fall of Babylon.
5. Subjects taken from Literature, as

a. Edison—The Prince and the Pauper.
b. Biograph—Leather Stocking.

c. Pathe Freres—Return of Ulysses.

A program composed of two or three reels of any of the above
or a host of other similar films would not only prove of ex-
treme interest to a youthful audience, but would also in itself

be largely educational, a very desirable factor.

Respectfully yours, R. J. W.
[We hope that this letter will have the good effect of causing

some of the managers of family theaters to use a little discrimi-

nation in the selection of proper films, and that it will emphasize
what we have been trying to preach throusrh the columns of
the Moving Picture World.—Eds. M. P. W.]

Washington, D. C, April 12, 1910.

Editors Moving Picture World,

Gentlemen : I wish to say a word about the propriety of show
ing certain films in the "family" or outlying theaters. The
matter was brought to my attention the other night in a most
striking manner, while I was attending the evening performance
at one of the numerous family picture houses in the vicinity of

Fourteenth and U streets.

The film on the screen was the recent Biograph production,

"The Love of Lady Irma." I was seated toward the front of

the theater, the section most popular with the young folks; and
was watching, not so much the film itself (I had seen it several

times before), but the effect which it produced on the children

seated all around me. Their interest in the plot was intense,

and when the scene was reached where the two thugs, hired

by Lady Irma, draw their knives across her husband's face,

several of the boys, whose ages I should guess at being from
twelve to fifteen years, stood up and with clenched fists discussed

"what they would have done if they had been there." Some of

the girls present shuddered when this scene was reached, and
hid their faces, while many took no interest in the rest of the

film. When I passed out after seeing the rest of the show, I

found a group of young boys standing in front of the theater

still talking in excited tones about the film they had just seen.

Now, surely this is no suitable film to be shown in a theater

where fifty per cent, of the evening's audience is composed of

children ranging in age from five to fifteen years. The effect

<m them is anything but desirable and I think that the management
should make it an object to secure films that would interest their

youthful audience, and yet not work them up to such an unde-
sirable state of excitement.

Please do not misunderstand my object in writing this article.

I am not in any way criticising the Biograph Company's work
or their plot in "The Love of Lady Irma," because I believe

that the film is a fine one, and the plot exceptionallv strong and
interesting. The point I wish to bring out is simply this : Keep
films of this class for use in the downtown districts, where the

audiences are generally composed of grown-ups, who are capable

of understanding and appreciating such stories as this without
expressing any particular emotion.

I would suggest, for theaters which are patronized regularly

by the coming generation, a program composed of films on the

following order:

QUANTITY VERSUS QUALITY.
Washington, D. C, April 5, 1910.

Editors, Moving Picture World:
Gentlemen—I have had the pleasure for nearly a year to

receive your valuable paper and I must say it is the first piece

of mail that I look for every Monday morning. I find that

your paper not only contains valuable information for a man
in the moving picture business, but also on photography and
other subjects.

I have in a way watched the improvement of the moving
pictures from the time C. Francis Jenkins first discovered the
principle (?) by which a moving picture could be thrown
on a screen. To me it is a source of regret that we, having
first discovered the moving picture, should let a foreign coun-
try, namely, France, outclass us in the production of moving
pictures, not only in product but also in artistic quality. The
moving picture has advanced so far that the mere making •

of hundreds of feet of film is no longer the only end in view.
Some makers even now must think that is all if we are to

judge by some of the stuff they are turning out. A picture

should be made from the best point of view to produce the

most artistic results. Then the film should have the proper
exposure so as to get the proper values of light and shade
and not have mere black and whites which is so often the

case. Notice the values in a Pathe film and you will easily

see where the majority of our films are deficient in this

valuable quality. There is no reason why- we should not
get results here unless the American habit of making things
in a rush is the fault. By this I mean not taking time to

study the subject at hand and photographing it from the best
point of view; taking into consideration light effects and pro-
ducing the most artistic picture that the subject at hand would

I would like to ask an exhibitor why it is that the film

producers give us so much dramatic stuff. In looking over
a recent list of licensed film releases I find that our best
maker of films has. from February 10 to March 31, given us
sixteen subjects and of this number there is but one comedy.
The cry of the patron is, give us something to laugh at.

Life is serious enough without always being reminded of the

sad things. I admit that if all pictures were comedies there

would be a howl, too, but if you have a goodly number of

clean comedies we exhibitors would not then make the life

of the exchange man miserable by clamoring for something
to amuse our patrons. Film makers please take notice and
help us out, also don't be afraid to let us have good scenic
pictures (artistically taken) and industrial subjects and you
will find that the great thinking public will be pleased, and
the moving picture art will have a good show for a long ex-

istence. Try and eliminate all stabbing, shooting or other
violence as much as possible, and when necessary to intro-

duce it, do it in such a way that the severest critic could
have nothing to say. This can be done in a moving picture

play as well as plays on the legitimate stage. I feel that if

the film makers will look to these things and be ever watchful
to produce clean plays and get the best that can be gotten out
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• I .i subject, both photographically and artistically, then they
will appeal t" the thinking public, which i-> in ;i great ma
jority, .mil the worries "i the film exchange ami the exhibitor
will be greatly reduced. pectfulry,

\\ II II \M P. HERBS!

GIVING THE AUTHOR HIS DUE.

Chicago, III.. March 8, 1910

Editors, Moving Picture World:
Dear Sir Authors should be given credit on the screen re-

gardless "t whether they are noted or unknown ,or whether
the public is interested in knowing who they are, or ii'>t.

Because an anther is noted in 1 1 1 ». magazine field it doesn't

necessarily follow that he will !>< a successful writer >>i

scenarios for motion picture use. A well known film com
pany of tins city, in one of their circulars have t h 1 - to say

on this point: "We receive a majority of our manuscripts,
perhaps, from magazine writer-, some of whom have won
reputation m this department of literature. The reason so

few of the manuscripts are found practicable 1- because ol

the long experience of the authors in writing pretty lines and
phrases to the neglect of interesting situations and pi

1 have seen many films by noted American authors l>ut

have yet to see one that is in any way superior to stories

furnished by unknown writers; and as a matter of fact, the

best films have been those where no credit was given on the

screen; so where does the justice come in?

1 think many people are interested in knowing who write
all the Rood stories and I, for one, have often wondered who
the authors were.
The magazines are filled with stores each month by un-

known writers and credit is given; a theater program gives

credit to the authors, composer, scene painter, dressmaker,
wigmaker and others of a production; and I don't think it

can be said that the public is any more interested in know-
ing who all these people are than they are in knowing who
the writers of scenarios are.

The credit on a screen will not help a well known writer
very much, but it would help an unknown one and give him
a little encouragement to go ahead and do more and better
work and thus make his work more sought after by film

makers. Yours truly.

CHARLES R. WILHELM.

EDUCATIONAL FILMS AI'PRKCI ATKD IN THE
WKST.

- Mo\ 11

VI .

No 14, 3 ou publish an
nd the Moa in which

"It cannot b<

an) of its pi
I mpath< I

that
you speak ad\ ised n the

East, but in the v

such a statement would 1 months
past we have beet mpaign which
has brought to many ol our houses th<

in the community, and we are constantly
phasizing this phase of m ition picturedom I am

the Portland "' n," the li

of the 1

'

im the I I rnal"

and the "Eveninj this city, which
slight indication of what w< are doing in this '1

We would like 1 1 that you use your influence
journal with the mam eavoring to I,

te SO that till' weekly productions will be d

Lich an extent a- will enable US to blend our programs
as they >hould be in order to make Up an attract ram.
building it up to a climax lor many year- I was the general
manager of the Pontages Circuit, and I gained my knowl-
edge of blending programs through a rich and varied vaude-
ville experience, and since my connection with the picture
business I have endeavored to put into play the same t'

of organized and blended entertainment. 1 am frequently
diverted in this plan however, on account of a lack of di-

versity; and a woeful dirth of decent, intelligent comedy.
Trusting you will not consider my in this matter
presumptions. I remain,

Ycrv respectfully your-.

PEOPLES AMUSEMENT COMPANY,
Melvin <;. Urnstock, Gen. Mgr.

[The clippings referred to show that the press j- alive to

the importance of educational films, especially those of the

class of "The Fly Pest." to which we have already referr

Eds. M. P. W]
"

EDISON FEATURE FILM FOR NEXT WEEK
GALLEGHER

Btcbard Harding Davis' treat newspaper story dramatized by the
author. The pantomime portrayed of the cleverness of the new
"kid" who go) on the trail of a murderer, wormed li is way into a prize

tk'ht and out again after the criminal's arrest, stole a eab and won a

"scoop" for liis paper will excite the admiration of young and old. An
exciting and absorbing film.

No. 6621. Code, Viottolina. App. length. 985 ft. To be released April 26.

Other Edison Films
DROWSY DICK, OFFICER No. 73

A abort farce-comedy depicting the complications which the chronic
sleepiness of a new recruit on the police force got him into. Humorous
situations accentuated by some new and clever tricks of photography. An
uproarious short film.

No. 6622. Code. Vioulto. App. length. 200 feet. To be released April 29.

A YORKSHIRE: SCHOOL
An adaptation of a portion of "Nicholas Nlckleby," by Charles Dickens.

The familiar characters of Nicholas Nlckleby, Mr. SQneers, the overbearing
schoolmaster, anil Smike, the drudge, are sharply drawn. S.-enes and cos
mines are historically correct and the Dickens atmi - irefotly pre-

served in ilii- splendid dramatic film, which deals with the main inci-

dent, of ti ii
- ory.

No. 6623. Code. Viporatoro. App. length. 800 feet. To be released April 29.

THE CIGARETTE MAKER OF SEVILLE With Mile. PUar-Hortn in

the role of "Carmen." No. 6624. Code. Viporollo. App. length, 995 feet.

To be released May 3.

THE SENATOR AND THE SUFFRAGETTES—A Comedy written hy
F. W. Townsend. No. 6625. Code, Vipores. App. length. 635 feet. To
be released May 6.

LOVE AND MARRIAGE IN POSTERLAND—Fantastic Comedy. No.
6626. Code, Viporotta. App. length, 365 feet. To be released May 6.

To

Edison Oxygen

Generator and Saturator

(Goodyear Patent)

WITH CALCIUM BURNER

A complete generating outfit de-

signed to take the place of Oxygen

and Hydrogen Gas sold In cylini

which are cumbersome and imprac-

tical for general use. Compact in

size, portable and entirely automatic

In its action.

Produces chemically pure Oxygen

directly and automatically in a safe,

simple and direct manner. Saturator

especially designed to produce an In-

flammable vapor to take the place

of Hydrogen or Illuminating gag

use in calcium light jets for projec-

tion purposes, and for blow-pipe work-

generally. Our Dynamic High Power

Calcium Light Burner has the highest

efficiency of any on the market.

PRICE, $42.00.

Be Released May- 13th
CARMINELLA

A dramatic story of New York's East Side by E. W. Townsend

Order Display Posters Of these Films from your Exchange or the A. B. C. Co., Cleveland. Ohio

EDISON MANUFACTURING CO. so %^£^2£S2?A'-
JOBBERS OF EDISON KINETOSCOPES

BOSTON—Howard Moving Picture Co.. 564 Washington Street
CHICAGO—Kleine Optical Co.. 52 State Street.
CLEVELAND—Lake Shore Film & Supply Co., 314 Superior Ave.. N. E.

SAN FRANCISCO—Geo. Breck,

KANSAS CITY—Yale Film Exchange Co.. 622 Main Street
NEW YORK—P. L. Waters. 41 East 21st Street
PHILADELPHIA—Chas. A. Calehuff, 4th and Green Streets

70 Turk Street
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Trade Mark Tradb Mask
BIOGRAPH
FILMS
RELEASED APRIL 18th, 1910

Thou Shalt Not
A LESSON IN SELF-SACRIFICE FOR OUR CHILDREN'S SAKE

Never in the history of motion pictures has there been depicted as powerful a lesson as in lliis

Rlograpb production. Ii is bound to do .1 world oi g 1 for humanity by portraying in a most con-

vincing manner a subject that has for some time past been brought to public notice by column after

column in the newspapers, to wit: Tuberculosis, or "White Plague," as it is sometimes called.

Edgar Thurston is afflicted with the dread disease and his physician persuades him to break off an
engagement to marry a young girl, but she. Impulsive-hearted, refuses to do so, reasoning that the
doctor may be in error. The doctor, however, resorts to a plan whereby the character of Edgar is

apparently blackened and thus Induces in the girl mural repulsion. It is a subject that is bound to
attract widespread attention from the fact that it is a powerful argument on the principles of the
medical profession, the Health Board of every community and the worthy Tuberculosis Committee.
Aside from this it tells a decidedly Interesting story, with photographic quality and scenic beauty
never before excelled.

APPROXIMATE LENGTH, 987 FEET

RELEASED APRIL 21st, 1910

The Tenderfoot's Triumph
HE BRINGS THE BLUSH OF SHAME TO THE FACES OF THE THOROUGHBREDS.

It was in the surprise that the hero of this Biograph comedy won out. A reward of $500 is

posted by the United States Marshal tor the apprehension of the leader of a gang of horse thieves,

and to make the affair more attractive, the daughter of the Marshal, who is beloved by all the
boys, promises to give her heart ami hand to the captor of the outlaw. A young minister just
arriving from the East, experiences a desire to enter the contest , and as he is a handsome young
chap, his determination meets the girl's approval. Well, the boys fail wofully in their operations,
while the young Easterner, unarmed and alone, takes the outlaws by surprise and leads them into

camp, where be claims and receives the reward.

APPROXIMATE LENGTH, 989 FEET,

A Full Description of these Subjects will be Found on Another Page

Release days of Biograph Subjects— MONDAY and THURSDAY

Qet on Our Mall List and Keep Posted, Write for Our Descriptive Circulars

BIOGRAPH COMPANY
Licensee of the Motion Picture Patents Co.

11 EAST 14th STREET NEW YORK
QEORQE KLBINB. Selling Agent for Chicago (52 State St., Chicago, 111.).

FILMS
HOWARD M0VIN6 PICTURE GO. FILMSRepair Work a Specialty. Agents for Motiograph, Power's

and Edison Machines. Supplies and Sundries.

564 Washington Street, - - Boston Mass.
Established 1894. (Opposite Adams House). Incorporated 1908.

Among the Exhibitors
Rockford, 111. r. Albert Johnson's handsome new

in.- Olympic, has at last opened and will
run ail up-to-date moving pictures.

Medford, Wis.— I'. .1. Long has leased the TS
House here and will convert it into a moving picture
theater.

Racine, Wis.—Charles Kraynik, proprietor of the
Kraynik Bowling Alloys on Main street, is having
it converted Into a now moving picture palace.

Springfield, Mass.- -A now moving picture theater
being erected at .Main and Franklin streets, which

will have a seating capacity of 2,000 and will be
under the proprietorship of P. L. Mors

Rockville, 111.—The Now Olympic Moving Picture
Theater, which for the past months was being built,
lias ai la-i opened iis doors to the public and will
run all first-class films and vandeville.
New York City.—The Baptist Church at 116th

street, west of Fifth avenue, is being converted into
a moving picture theater for Bergoffen & Doran.

Sayre, Pa.—A now picture house is being erected
here tor F. J. Tillman.

Quincy, 111. -The Trapp building, ou State street,
is being converted into a moving picture theater for
Leo O'Donnell.
Oconomowoc, Wis.—The Western Film Exchange,

who operated the Crystal Theater here, have sold
it to the Huebner Brothers.

Lockport, N. Y.—Joseph Eilers and John Proctor
are making arrangements to erect a moving picture
show in Brookins Hall.

Scranton, Pa.—This town is to have another mov-
1 '-

I

li ture thi : er; this one will he erected on the
vacant lot opposite Clark mothers' store at West
Lackawanna and North .Main streets.
International Falls, Minn.—The Parlor Theater is

being remodelled into a moving picture theater.
Milwaukee, Wis.—The Empress Theater has been

converted into a picture show.
Galveston, Tex.—G. Sachs has leased the Peoples'

Theater here aud will open a moving picture the-
ater.

Lawrence, Mass.—D. F. Conlon will open a mov-
ing picture theater which will he able to seat about
1,100 patrons. It will be situated at the corner
Of Broadway and Valley street.

Newark, N. J.—C. D. Sire will erect a picture
theater at 520 Broad street.

New York City.—Alterations are being made on
Bernard P. Golden's moving picture theater at 17G
Park row.

Crookston, Minn.—Charles Treadwell will open a
moving picture show at Bagley and Fosston streets.
Du Bois, Pa.—The Empire is the name of the new

moving picture theater which is being erected here.
Corry, Pa.—A new moving picture theater is be-

ing erected here for Irving Davis.
Hamilton, Ohio.— B. F. Malan has purchased the

Queen Theater at Front and High streets.

St. Johnsville, N. Y.—Elmer Fox is erecting a
now moving picture theater at the corner of East
.Main and Washington streets.

St. Louis, Mo.—The New Delmar Theater, on the
south side of Delmar avenue, just east of Kings
highway, is almost finished and will throw open its

doors about April 15. The O'Reilly Realty and
Investment Company have taken a long lease on the
property. The seating capacity is about 1.000. This
theater will run all of the latest and best moving
pictures and vaudeville. A handsome front has
been put on.

Binghamton, N. Y.—The Hippodrome, a nickel
moving picture theater on Court street, has been
sold to Mr. Overhiser.
Wilkesbarre, Pa.—Simon Miller has purchased

from the Adams Bros, the moving picture business
on Broad street.

Middletown, Conn.—Harry Thomas is the new
manager of the Nickel Theater here.

Hartford. Conn.—George Hallaby, Peter Perukas
and Gabriel Tarzian have purchased the Scenic
Theater on Main street.

Townsend's Inlet, N. J.—The fishing station here
is being converted into a moving picture theater.

Freehold, N. J.—The Old Lounsberry store is

being converted into a picture nickelodeon.
Canandaigua. N. Y.—Charles Persons, proprietor

Of the Bijou Moving Picture Theater. In the Hub-
hell Block, has scoured a ten-year lease on the
adjoining store, soon to be vacated by Ahrens &
Breen. and proposes to incorporate it into his

popular palace of amusement.
New York City.—Arrangements have been filed

for the erection of a now picture theater, to be

situated at 170:! Third avenue, for Harowitz. Reace
& Kapplan, which will cost $5,000 when finished.

New Haven, Conn.—The Auditorium, on Chapel
street, has been converted into a moving picture

theater and will have only first rate pictures and
the best vaudeville they can furnish. Five, ten

and twenty cents will be the admission.

AMERICAN FILM SERVICE
"BEST SERVICE iN AMERICA"

We have from i to 10 day Service open. Write, wire, walk or phone for prices and particulars

BANK FLOOR 77 S. CLARK STREET "The House of Specials " CHICAGO, ILL.

Long Distance Telephone, Randolph 3216 and 3217
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BIOGRAPH COMPANY.
THOU SHALT NOT

I
burstOU Imagines

altering from wl llj ten I a nog-
tin* numer-

bot without effect. i engaged i" Mi-s
II J MS

Tbelr • promising
until i

examination wbli
consumption in an advanced itage. Tbe

nlng of bl

this woman to posslblj

liitel-

in tbe

My physician tells me l bare conanmptlon In mi
thai we n marry.

uiisni ;

w " think It pp things
r ii> others thai in •»«•! could

Immune. Tola maj be
imt Pn warn-

ether we heed it or not. Laura evi

to burl beraelf to death off

ii (ollowlng
what the deema the silly doctor.
The physician rca moral suasion hi In

vain; thai more decided means mnal be adopted.

with polite Indifference! until be
a pitiful Illustration of wbat might follow his

marriage, In the a little child afflicted

with the dread disease. Be la now will

thing i" avert a deed tl i now
i 'iiiiitini. hi loctor plana, n-

nil to

do this be engages an actress i" piny the part of
other woman," dispatching the valet

tbe girl nn Inkling of bis master's double life.

The pi da, ami though it almost broke
their hearts, it surely prevented an a fterm

subject ii. attract
ead attention from the tact that it Is

powerful argument on the principles of the med-
ical profession, the Health com-
munity umi the worthy Tuberculosis Committee.

THE TENDERFOOTS TRIUMPH.— -It's in the
surprise" that great plays are made and battles

ii .nn- tenderfoot friend, appreciating this,

pulls that Is amazing. The Western
eamp folks hail suffered the loss of a number
of horses at the hands of a gang Of horse thieves
led by Black Pete, who up '.I date eluded the

United States Marshal and his deputies. Their
becoming more brasen, a notice is

Offering a reward of $500 tor the apprei
•-. and while tills reward is rather tempting,

former efforts bare proven so fruitless that the

I the eamp are slow to move. The marshal
pretty daughter, on whom every boy lias

set his heart. They vie good naturedly with eacb
other In engaging her attentions, but she treats

11 with the same consideration, liking them
all, but no one in particular. It remains for one
of them to do something extraordinary. Ah!
an Idea. "Say, boys. 1 like yon all Immensely,
hut I will give my band for keeps to the raptor
•r Pete." Willi ,i cheer the boys rush

saddle, all eager for the expedition. At

this moment, a handsome young minister srrives
at the inn, and upon learning the cause of tbe

lent, wishes, after meeting the girl, that
in- was eligible for the contest, The more he
thinks of the matter the more he longs to play

the hero. The cowboys are already on their way
and have taken all the available nd the

only beast of burden at hand is a donkey. HOW-
Marts, alone and unarmed. The

girl, tbongb feeling kindly towards him, considers
joke. Meanwhile, the cowboys

been surprised by the horse thieves, who
them, take their horses and order them b
eamp. Well, never was there such
Shamefaced cowboys as this when they meet
the minister on their return trip. They try to

convince the young tenderfoot that his ei

will prove futile, hut he is determined to take
the chance. He resolves that his movements must

ile and conning, and Tak-
i his prayer ln»»k. he saunters along the

ridge above the thieves' lair, and seemingly tumbles
Over Into their very arms. For a moment his

chances of life are slim, but they accept
planation that he was nading and not looking
where he was going. His manner
throws them off their gnardL and watching his

grabs up two rev.
'

up." Well. "It's In the snrpi re are

four In the gang, s - one bind up the

three while he keens the guns leveled at them.
Lit a ish he brtl -

-

into camp, where he claims and gets tl

reward together with the special Inducement, the

heart of the girl, which she most cheerfully

THE COWBOY'S SWEETHEART. I : • opening
seene nt of the villas

ESSANAY FILM MFG. CO.
In i -i wn. A lad

more elal

ifforda, •

readlni
mid with unkempl clothing,

lbs wal
her. In a ItTlO

attmepl Bbe
repels him. but I

other

and tin- lattl

son lifts Ids bat and \

to bet
. iiniltig of

follow .

i le W • hot Ills i Tini; w 1

1

w bom

goes)

girl. « II ti

iihu ami Jei

ii of bringing this uncouth \

to ii. i permitted him b

to her and has even promised t" i.

ad In nilti. I

ii. waits patiently t: .

.My arrives.

rinding the lady of tl

drop a letter from her hand. \\ i II

ip tin

Mj Darling Wife:
Hope yoo are enjoying yourself on that dull

little Western ranch, and I am
your return home.

affectionate hnsl
HARRY

The "grouser." with the letter, steals off through
tin- w is. mounts Ms horse and rides '-it

Jennie's home. When in- ai

letter and tills lu-r he can offor proof that

mpletely captured by the Eastern lady
and that they -ire planning an elopement,
tlmates, too. that Jesse Is aware of the lady being
married to an Eastern man. as the letter poll
The two

i wooded trystlng pin

ward which the "lady of the Bar Q" was walking
when the k med the letter. When tiny

slip quietly through the woods they come upon tin

The greaser endeavors to win Jennie, but she de
elares that she loves Jesse despite Ills shortcomings
and will endeavor to win him back.
The next morning she mounts her horse and rides

ever to the "Bar Q." The lady receives her coldl}
at first, but when she has heard the little girl's

story, she becomes thoughtful and anally P
to help her in winning baek the deserter.

The next morning when Jesse rails on his new
sweetheart ho surprises her. as he thinks, in a

drunken condition, and pulling a cigarette. Ji

i tit, ally rushes "in ot the room, while
k in her rhair. relieved and happy

in the thought that the trouble she lias i-au-

ted. -

I --•• Is slek at heart when he thinks of his hav-
ing forsaken his little Jennie for this vile woman,

sires to make amends and rides slowly to

Jennie's home. It is Ills in:. offer his ab-
i

.
• 11 to

leave the country for good, but when in- n

this last feature in his plan of redemption, she
turns to him with a little cry and Btretcl i

her hands to him. Jesse understands, then,

a glad cry. takes her In his a:

more to forsake her.

GAUMONT.
(George Kleine.)

VINTAGE IN LANQUEDOC— Fan.:

ronne River and the Uhone with the Pj

and the Mediterranean on
and early Summer no part of Trail

delightful climate than Lanqnedi
province is of i

of the fa.t that it is considered
jort for onsnmpth

Here may still he heard the soft accents
r.anqne d'Oc. a language which has not

its last word try of the
The ruins of the old Roman town, tl e

.- medieval fortresses, the old
Inns, the little known scenery of the I'

n ith the castles and
country one of the most interesting i?

of France.
In this film we are introducing to the public.

- a short trip through this in-.

province, the vineyard!
wealthli
The entire method of producing wli

.ii and many of the Indl

well photographed that

are tin

iilli-t.

mi POLCAVO "i

We i

'

while

ears several

THE STUBBORN LOVER a bis

: the maiden

MEPHISTO AT A MASQUERADE.

I.tains tin

•he at-

finallj

ito be-
-

Word [i

available weapon and start

However, n in which tl

mm.
lall.

. seein-

ingly impassable ban
. upon th.- I/ird's

rty is to be held.

TOURING THE CANARY ISLANDS.—The Canary
-

[

eriffe. with which tl •

familiar tl

• •rra.

The fhtly dark.

very little from them. T •

but' Ft

tig and dn • rs are quite

W. . in or trip, arrive first :.

well built and elen-

•Tto de la Los,

llllar-

i the bat
parks
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\\ .

banana and palm

A PENITENT OF FLORENCE- -In

-
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THE MIRROR SCREEN
Is being installed in many of the up-to-date houses*

Montgomery, the Moving Picture Man of Memphis,

Tenn., visited Shelbyville to see a demonstration of the

Mirror Screen and as a result ordered one for each of his

houses and secured the agency for Tennessee, Louisiana,

Arkansas and Mississippi.

Here is what exhibitors say regarding Mirror Screen since it has been installed, all

of which are unsolicted testimonials.

Consolidated Amusement Co., Baltimore, Md.— (Great, Frank S. Montgomery, Memphis, Tenn.—(Great and

better than we expected.) wonderful improvement. Send two more at once.)

B. H. Brunton, Springfield, Ohio.—(Mirror Screen is a
Hix-Gravely Cigar Co., Montgomery, Ala.-(Mirror

great success )
Screen installed to-day and proved great success.)

Arcade Theater, Richmond, Ind.—(Mirror Screen makes
Orpheum Theater, Indianapolis, Ind.— (Pictures fine,

the pictures I00 per cent better; reCeipts have in-

receipts increased 20 per cent.) creased very noticably.)

Empire Theater, Detroit, Mich.—(Very satisfactory. Garfield Theater, Chicago, 111.—(Delighted with the

Great improvement over ordinary screen.) Mirror Screen.)

Eastern Exhibitors can see the Screen in use at

CIRCLE: THEATRE and EMPRESS THEATRE, Washington, D. C.

BLUE MOUSE THEATRE, Baltimore, Md.

EXHIBITORS IN

Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Maryland, Virginia and West Virginia. Address the sole represen-
tative for this territory

P. P. CRAFT, 416 Ninth Street, Washington, D. C.

Or Specimen Screens at the Offices of

MILES BROS., (Inc.) 259 Sixth Ave., New YorK

J. H. HALLBERG, 30 Greenwich Ave., New YorK

Beware of infringements of patents or trade-mark. Mirror Screens are only made by us at Shelbyville, under U. S.

patent No. 937,550 (Oct. 19, igog), Canadian patent No. i23,3ig (Jan. 18. 1910). Exhibitors who buy or manufacture

any infringement of these patents will be prosecuted to the full extent of the law.

Motion Picture Screen Co.
SHELBYVILLE - INDIANA
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arc hloimed of rcuinikahh pleaalug personalities
•i M. i i in- i ii<- beat of companions until that da]
both bei is «-im mi ir«-i i of Calonlce, » fairer maid
Hum nny of I !•• in.my whom they knew

Calonlce ahovt i preference to Lorenalno, while
QllUo, agalnat nla desire, i •••i- deep lealouay

younger brother The dark n ibti pro

-•-lit i-(t tims to his mind so tormented blm thai

ha becomes melancholy and brooda ovei bl

.>i n<i- fall haired girl.

1:1111. 1 one night, whan the aanaa of lota weighed
moal heavily npon him, betook himself to the ra

glon "f ber home tbal in- might, if the fatea ware
kino\ catch stein of her; then to hi- Impaaaloned

> is presented the picture of hie mora I

brother aerenadlng Calonlce,
.1 by Jealousy, after 1 moment'! quarrel, he
the dear companion <<( bla pleaaanl boyhood

and preenmlng he baa ktiirii iiis brother, in- re

o their b e, eonfeaaei to the mother, and
becomea a fugutlve from Juatice,

\\ .
* in,- permitted to watch him In hi- wan

and to »ee bla dreama «i be mentally re-

.nils the happy dayi of youth.
when he Bnally retnrna to Florence, after yean

of wandering, the reunion of the brothera during
divine service 1- 1 remarkably itrong Dnale. Ha
enters the cathedral while Lorenalno is alnglng tin'

Ulelua alone, 1 another familiar voice blende
wiiii his mill us the two brothera claap banda.

the grand melody rlm:s aweeter to the llatenlng
r:irs than iiirv have r«T beard 11 atrand.

URBAN-ECLIPSE.
(George Kleine.)

THE LOOKOUT; Or, Saved From the Sea. -An
unreaaonable old man ol wealth, in- beautiful

daughter, her sweetheart, a poor innate muter.
iiis sun rejected by the father, the young

musician, despondent, attempts to bnrl himself
from the rocka Into the -

ii,- Is saved by a hillaman, member of a band
of freebooters, who persuade the discouraged youth
to i-nsi his lot «ith them.

Hi- la appointed sentry for the company, and
In this capacity la enabled to assist In

his sweethearl and her father from the bandits.

The old num. Impressed by this action, accept!
tin- \niith us a son,

A RAMBLE THROUGH THE ISLE OF SU-
MATRA. Native market Performing
monkeys and their iliisky audience. Realistic mock
fight by natives armed with dirks. Ruins of •

Hindu temple. Sublime scenery cascades, boulders,

lungle Temple ruins. Carving must ornate,

every detail Btanding ool with remarkable clearness

Sumatra is In a large measure a dependency of

Holland, though a matter <•( thirteen tim
1 Hint country. The Island is well sup

plied with mineral wealth and one expedition

alone collected more Hum 400 kimls of timber

The principal cultivated plants are sugar cane
sago, rice, c :imit palms, yams, sweel

.1 tropica] fruits. The Mm carries the

Interest <>t s drama.

KALEM MFG. CO.
THE SACRED TURQUOIS OF THE ZUNI.—Scene

I, Finding the St. 'in-. A young Znnl 1

.1 turquois mine and prepares to work. He gathers

up varlons good sized fragments "f rock- and pro

to smash them by crushing them with another
k. When he has worked sufficient length

of time he discovers a magnificent turquois,

bo big and beautiful thai it Beems to emll rays

,.i light. Josl iiu-ii an Apache Chief comes Inti

view. a< the Apache notes the find he stealthily

creeps down and tries to attack the Zunl from

the back. Bui the Znnl Is too quick and turns

'pache's knife Is about to fall. They
• in which the 1 Bcalped

and left for dead. The Zunl exits and when be

prone the Apache revives and craws a*
Scene II. V Of tepees

Indians In varlons occupations play

ins a came. As the came is proceeding furiously

., rum > i" to announce the return of the

Indian who was scalped In the Brsl seen.-. lie

crawls In. apparently half dead, Is helped frmr

i.is leas,- and falls exhausted to the ground. A

s,|un\\ bowl Of broth anil when the In

dlan ilrinks this lie revives somewhat ami tell*

rv in graphic pantomime. At Its

.1 falls back as if dead. The ether

Imllims thereupon bold a pow-wow: the Chief makes
h ami they don their war bonnets, gel their

ami start out to avenge their brother ami

capture the wonderful level.

Scene III.—The Turquois Consecrated to the

the interior of a Zunl Temple with a big

Idol on a stone platform in the center. The en

trance is up high on the side. Two Zunl priests

are doing a snake dance before the altar. The

young Zunl of Scene I., then enters ami after a

brief pow-wow in which he describes the finding

of the turquois ami the tight, he eives it to the

priests who place it on the hreast of the Idol where

ts rays of mysterious light. As it -

all three prostrate themselves ami then exit.

Scene IV.—The Theft of the Saercil Turquois. A

clear night in Arizona. The light from the moon
comes only through the high door and falls on the

statue of the Zunl sod. The temple is empty am!

quiet. Then slowly an Apache's head appears peer-

ing III the door then ill-.il p.

again ami alow I] the ipai hi •

lowed bj another, The two examini • half
and panic, hut finally on,- ,.r tbem m

mh to Inspect II cloael] 11

Hi.- turquoise, ami while hi- companion 1-

watchlng tin- door, in- pries 11 oul with bla knife.
it in his pouch, and tin- two -link ool

us they entered 1 bey tail t ti. .

have left their klllfe Ih-IiIiiiI.

Scene V. I h.- 1 . red.

Scene VI. The Pursuit

.

Scene VII. rin- Attaches I

Scene VIII. I b« I "i qn
wounded /mil with difficulty drags himself Into th,

temple, restores th,- turquois to Its place on the
..f tin- idol ami then drops dead ll Its feet.

THE LOVE ROMANCE OF THE GIRL SPY.—
This is the fourtl d list ..] the Kii. in Company'!
celebrated erlea of production! relating th,- fa

inn adventures of Nan, the Girl spy. in this 1-

show 11 how late played 11 trlek on Nan: hi

found Hie in. in to whom she eiiti If nml
her future h.-ipplnes. in the army or the enemy she
hated so bitterly.

Scene I. The End of the Battle Nan Met
Wounded Cnlon Officer.

Scene II. One Mouth Later--Love's First Awak-
enlng,
Sccno II. Captain Wllklns Bid! Nan I if well.

Scene IV. The Girl Spy Is Captured.
Scene V. Th.
Scene VI. Kan Tell! Hen. Lee of Her Failure.

Scene VII. After the War Captain Wllklns
Claim-, lit- Rebel Sweetheart.

VITAGRAPH COMPANY.
THE CALL OF THE HEART. A rich old grOUCfa

How Is bo much embittered against the world
at large ami so self-satisfied in his accumulated
ami Increasing wealth- that in- will have nothing to

do with and absolutely refuses to listen to the ap-

peals of th,- helpless ami needy.
A poor widowed mother is taken 111 and being

near death she Instructs her little daughter to trust

Hod and seek a shelter ami home where lie maj
direct her and Dins a note to the littl, ,•'- dress,

telling of ber mother's death.

The Child leaves ami the mother dies. By -Mine

strange disposition of fate the child is led to the

home of tin- hard listed old "gTOUCh," who is com-
fortably established in his tine home and rich BUT-

roundings, thinking of no one hut himself. The
little girl arrives at his home ami is taken in by

lUSCkeeper, who fearfully and timidly takes

her to the old man.
lie lias in-t awakened from a dream ill which

his conscience has been aroused. He realizes hit

hard hearted meanness ami has i.een brought to nn

appreciation of tin- greater riches ami blessings !
charity ami a practice of Hie golden rule.

When lie sees the little orphan he eatl s.-areely

realize that Bhe ll nol a part of his dream. The
g 1 housekeeper shows him the note the little girl

his brought with her. and the old fellow cannot

the winning ways and Bweetness of the little

- heart and home, and

gradually his heart completely nielrv under t

tie Influence of the child. lie seems to have been
horn again and to have- become as a child himself.

THE MERRY WIDOW TAKES ANOTHER PART-
NER. "The Merry Widow" is a wins
time ago she had cast aside her weeds sort weddeq
an Italian count who has recently departed this

e sphere to join his predeeess..is. !'

nnfetter.-d by matrimonial ties. Bhi ngs for

sympathy and another partner to share her Jo

sorrows.
PiifT and c.runt. the two fat and dlsapp

suitors for the widow's hand, hear of her

nd determine to try it again, and once more
their friendship is disturbed by the riv-1-

which they plunge to se.-ur.- her a- his "only own."
The feeling becomea bo intense they cballengi

,,iher ht, in order to establish a priority

prize. They both seek t -

physical culture, in order to perfect

- In the manly art -

are fit. in their own estimation, to

kingdom, or the championship of the

They meet in the riiiLT. each wit* I

to- mitts." and proceed to

. and determine the rightful claimant

Idow's hand and fortune. While thev

the midst of the "bout" I

in and announces the marriage of the widow at the

little church around the corner.

Off co their Imxinc cloves, pell mell th.

f,,r 11 . ts and the door. Reaching
ii, v Indulge in an nncerem

for the widow's home, then to the church

thev arrive just in time to meet the widow with

pwlj acquired spouse, in the shape "f a dimin-

utive and corpulent dwarf, coming out tbi

door with the bridal procession, and never so much
glance at t'ne vanquished rivals.

Puff and C.runt link arms and dejectedly make
their way to n "thirst parlor." where they Imbibe

it resolution to seal their friendship and

make an avowal of "Never acain!"

LOVE'S AWAKENING.—The circus is in town

and every!- here. "Mile. aforUis

sroat equestrienne bareback rider, is the

liner": the clowns are funny; the acrobats at

t.lle Morse, but
telle has been ad

natur-
al with Ii- ' and

Of the I,. I th- III-

the hoops,
Ilieli the other N

.,- at-

tendant lb from 1 .

' lieu f lolil her 1.-

si,,- 1- iitie.i tenderly ft thi
.

.
1

. 1 clown,
girl, hurrlei to tin- bomi - D

11 !! leal iilim Hie nature ,,r t

11. ..1 ,1.1 - the Injure] girl taken to hi-
I

bave proper at tentlon ami 1 are. 1 he
nd h,r dainties and money, or • I

Inquire after her Well
1 y much Interested 1

patient, lil- Intel. .nth akin to love, slid

when 11 iieus pulls up - town
Eatelle remains at tin' home ami under
l>r. Grey.
Three months or re h

telle fell from her h< • and
young doctor'i bomi

, lelt.-r from tin- elrcui bo
that the -how ha- revlalted I

all to her. They eall ami I

that thev hoi come to take Iter

-he Will be II eripple f..r life ||.

them to see her. with tin- understandli -

will keep absolute quiet, and
her. When they go Into her f-iu win
-he notices their pitiful e\

ended, they bid her a

heartfel soi f them break-
ing down.
The circus again sti

-end Estelle word that they
I., say good by e aga n - •

-in the w Indow
friends going If he

lie

l.-lls her -he eau walk If she w 1

h.-r crutches and limp*
h.r handkerchief to thi

shawl, and tell- He dOCtOt She will 1

ii,- sorrowfully buries his f

and
She -

IW. He thi

want i

SELIG POLYSCOPE *,"•

MR. A. JONAH. We Bud the It

try pi

I rent due

I them with lumpi

enougl

THE RIVAL COOKS
-

-

1

DAVY CROCKETT

r

1

emulating '

Lang's Rewinder No. 2

Price, S5.00 Net

Lang Manufacturing Co.

OLEAN. NEW YORK
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^\jf. OPERA CHAIR S_TjPERACI
Over 75 per rent, cf the finest theaters In the United States and
Canada are furnished with them. They are used in 318 of the
405 moving picture theaters In Chicago.

To meet the growing demands for

LOW PRICED OPERA CHAIRS
we have originated a number of styles which, though inexpensive,
are characteristic of

ANDREWS QUALITY
Write to Department K for our large Catalogue No. 31, Illus-

trated In colors, which will guide you when contemplating the pur-
chase of opera chairrs.

CHICAGO ESTABLISHED 1865

NEW YORK SAN FRANCISCO
ST LOUIS SEATTLE

174-176 Wabash Avenue, Chicago

*%!%.
ISSUE OF APRIL 13th—Length, 870 Feet

it THF (\\ I\ Flfllll FR " which we have just received from our Southern Stock Company,
'"1- "i-l» I lUl/LLIl is such an exceptionally strong production that we have taken the

liberty of substituting it for the reel made up of "The Sheriff's Young Rride"and"A Runaway Fire"
as advertised in last week's issue of the Film Index. We trust that all First Run Managers will make
careful note of this change and thus avoid misunderstandings.

THE FORAGER
ISSUE OF APRIL 15th—Length 980 Feet

One of the most beautiful War Romances ever produced. The Union of the Blue and the Grey.

RALEM CO., Inc.
Eastman Kodak Building'

235-237-239 West 23rd New YorK City

HALF TONES
Of Every Description

POSTER PHOTOS and SOUVENIRS
of the Latest Designs

THE POSTER ENGRAVING CO.
1 LOQaN STREET CINCINNATI, OHIO

LANTERN
SLIDE Catalogue, new 1910, 54-page
nowready, 2c stamp. Slides, $10.00 per
100 and up. Capacity 1,000 slides per day

THE LANTERN SLIDE CO.
216-218 W. Liberty St. Cincinnati, O

RUNEY PRINT
Poster Makers

Block and Type Stand s of Every Description

250 page catalog--po«tage 10 cents

Stat'on V Cincinnati, Ohio

EBERHARD SCHNEIDER
Miror Vitae Product!," Projectors, Cameras,

Film-Making Machinery, Films, Slides, Stere-
opticons, Specialties, Lens Grinding, etc. Special
condensors, carbons and lugs.

109 East 12th Street, New TerH

WHY NOT LEARN
MOVING
QPEROT1N
Taylor's Method

{Licensed School)

51. W.28^51^
TELf/?/405.M»0S«

Class meets every morning and afternoon

with F. H. Richardson of Chicago, as

chief instructor. Evening classes meet
every Monday, Wednesday and Friday.

Complete course $15. We positively guar-

antee you a $15 positionn We are selling

agents for the Motiograph and American
Moving Picture machine, and have a second
hand Edison machine in A No. 1 condition,

at one half of the original cost. We carry

a large line of Electrical Supplies, and fur-

nish everything for the Theatre.

F. C. TAYLOR
49West 28th Street, New York, N. Y.

Imitators will always trade on the reputation of the best=====

"AGFA METOL"
has many imitations, but none near enough to warrant your discarding "AGFA." Quality uniform and

of a guaranteed chemical purity.

•ASK-

BERLIN ANILINE WORKS, 213-215 "Water Street
New YorK
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ECLAIR FILMS
WE WANT TO EXPLAIN

WHAT A. D. C. A. MEANS
An ASSOCIATION (A.) of DRAMATIC (D.) CINEMATOGRAPHIC (C.) AUTHORS I

have combined in France, to produce, with the assistance of the best known and most

popular artists of such Classical Theatres as the Comedie Francaise, Odeon, Gymnase,
etc, etc., such subjects as will lend themselves, and in a manner never before realized by

any other Editors of Moving Picture Films in any country.

Our First Release will be a Production Entitled

BARBERINE
From Alfred de Musset's Immortal Work

THE CHALLENOE

We will begin releasing Two Reels a week from about May I, 1910. GET ON
OUR LISTS.

ECLAIR FILM COMPANY
31 EAST 27th STREET

Member of N. I. M. P. A. NEW YORK CITY
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IF "II" WANT CLASSY. UP-TO-DATE

Advertising, Announcement and Specialty

SLIDES
For All Occasions, Let us hear about It.

Thrae Star Slid* Company
56 Piflh Ave , Chicago.

FIGHT PICTURES
Wanted all kinds of Fight Pictures, must
be in good condition. State full particulars

and lowest price, first letter. Address

OREGON FILM CO. Portland, Ore.

Among the Exhibitors.

Independent Film Service—Exclusive Service Guaranteed
WRITE for CATALOGUE and PRICES NO OLD TRUST INDEPENDENT FILMS FOR SALE
The only exchange on the Pacific Coast buying everything from the leading Independent Manufacturers

CALIFORNIA FILM EXCHANGE, Inc.
M. K. SMITH. President. M. L. MARKOWITZ, Secretary and Manager

1065 Mission St., San Francisco 221 W. 5th St., Los Angeles

We Supply the Very Latest Song Slides
in perfect condition with two copies of music, such as is used
in all the better class picture shows, for 50c a set per week, a

week's supply shipped at one time. Send 35c in stamps for a

beautiful colored slide of Roosevelt and our latest lists. :: ::

LINCOLN TRANSPARENCY EXCHANGE
lGtn Floor, Masonic Temple Chicago, 111.

THE ENTERPRISE MODEL B

Portable Calcium Gas Outfit
Is the only Substitute for Electricity for projecting
Motion Picture or Stereopticon views and is the

Only Satisfactory Portable Outfit
because it operates by WATER PRESSURE, IS CON-
STANT, REGULAR AND RELIABLE and has no com-
plicated spring valves to corrode, choke up and otherwise
get out of order. Is patented.

"OXONE" in SQUARE CAKES is most Satisfactory for

the production of Oxygen Gas. Send for particulars.

For Sale by Dealers

Dniinol Mfrr Pn manufacturers and sales agents
Upilbdl Ifllg. UUi 564 and 572 W. Randolph St. CHICAGO

J. C. DEAGAN
Manufacturer and Inventor of Patented

Musical Bells and Musical Novelties, Etc.

FOR MOVIING PICTURE SHOWS

Send for Illustrated Catalog and Particulars

Arlington, N. J.—Arrangements have been filed!

for the erection of a new moving picture theater,

to in- established on Kearney avenue.
New York, N. Y.—William J. Gane, proprietor

of the Manhattan Theater, on Broadway and Thir-
ty-second street, announced that lie lias taken a
lease on some property in Easton, Pa., where he-

will establish a new moving picture theater which
will have a seating capacity of 1,200.
Wheeling, W. Va.—The moving picture show

formerly owned by W. B. MeMeehen was sold to

Charles K. Wells.
Westchester, N. Y.—A new moving picture thea-

ter has opened in Westchester square, giving a
first class double show, lasting two hours.

Souvenirs are given to the patrons of this theater.

New York City.—Arrangements have been filed

for the erection of a two story moving picture

theater, to be built at the southwest corner of

Second avenue and Sixty-third street.

Bangor, Me.—The new Bijou Theater will open
this week.

Pittston, Pa.—The Dreamland Theater, in the

Babich Building, has at last opened its doors to-

the public.

Columbus, Ohio.—Charles Garner will open the
New Auditorium shortly.

Chicago, 111.—The Hopkinson Amusement Com-
pany will erect a new moving picture theater at
3834 Madison street.

Lancaster, Ohio.—C. P.. Clarke is making ar-

rangements to start a new moving picture theater
here.

Oberlin, Ohio.—Francis V. Brady is making ar-

rangements to start a new moving picture show-
here.

Eaton, Ohio.—J. D. Clear is making arrange-
ments to start a new moving picture theater here.

Marshall, Mo.—W. C. Robertson is making ar-

rangements to open a new moving picture show
here.

Divernon, 111.—Mr. Ryder has purchaser Mr.
Peter Smith's interest in the moving picture show-

here.
Mineral Point, Wis.—The Grand Theater Com-

pany has opened a new moving picture show here.

Lancaster, Ohio.—Charles Smith will erect a

new airdome here.

Columbus, Ohio.—Alex Bravson is preparing to-

open a new moving picture theater here.

Murfreesboro, Tenn.—J. G. Connor is making ar-

rangements to open a new moving picture show
here.

Colorado Springs, Col.— L. E. Cummings has pur-

chased the Fairyland Theater, on North Tejon
street.

Rockville, Conn.—Stevens & Jackson will erect

a new moving picture theater here.

Palmyra, Mo.— .T. C. Yeager. of Louisiana, Mo.,

will open a new moving picture show here.

Milledgeville, Ga.— N. B. Fillson and .T. J. Bar-
rett have completed arrangements for the open-
ing of a new moving picture theater here.

Brocton. 111.—G. D. Mainard will open a new
moving picture show here.

Raymond. Wash.—Riezner & Calvin are erecting-

a new moving picture theater here.

Stroudsburg, Pa.—A new moving picture theater

is being erected on Washington street for Albert

Be Pue and Clarence Dreher and will be known
as the Star Picture Palace.

Rockland, 111.—Plsns have been filed here for the

erection of a high class nicture house, which is to

be known as the Colonial Theater.
Springfield. Mass.—The property on the corner of

Franklin and Main streets is being converted into

a nickelodeon for M. Mose.
Buffalo, N. Y.—Grove Amusement Company: cap-

ital, .$30,000. Directors: Adam H. Grove. Wil-

liam .T. Hickery and Otto C. Schorb.

New York City.—Toy Amusement Company: cap-

ital. $10,000. Directors: Albert E. Turpin. Edgar
C. Turpin.

Oswego. N. Y.—Oswego Amusement Company:
capital, $5,000. Directors: Joseph A. Wallace,

George Roberts and Charles P. Gilmore.

New York City.—Houston Tlippodrome Company:
capital. $3,000. Directors: Henry Steiner. Charles

Steiner and Irving M. Minsky.
Port Richmond, N. Y.—Leo Amusement Company:

capital. $2,000. Directors: Martin Leo, Tobias A.

Kenpler and Robert .Toplin.

Richmond, Va.—Jefferson Theater Company: cap-

ital. S25.000. Directors: E. P. Harris. J. S.

Galeski and S. Galcski.

We make Electric Bells to hang around on

the Wall to play "By the Light of the

Silvery Moon," etc.

2157-2159 NORTH CLARK ST.

CHICAGO, ILL., U.S.A.
OKGAN CHIMBS

NEW INCORPORATIONS.

Memphis, Tenn.—The Majestic Amusement Com-
pany: capital. $25,000. Incorporators: R. E. and
Frank T. Montgomerv. B. B. Reisinger. Augustus

Scheiber and C. D. Wailes.

New York City.—Gotham Varieties Company:
capital. $5,000. Directors: Lewin E. Sellig. Louis

Rosenbluh and Joseph Carr.

New York City.—Manhattan Slide Company: cap-

ital. $5,000. Directors: Maurice Daniels. Frank

A. Tichenor and Mary E. Losee.

New York City.—

T

Tnion Vaudeville Company: cap-

ital, $1,500. Directors: Fritz Brings, Sara Brings

and Samuel Fleisig.

New York City.—Avenue Amusement Company;
capital. £5.000. Directors: Lewin E. Eeelig. Louis

Rosenbluh and Joseph Carr.
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Mirrors
+i» tW Lobby

,

fa theLadies to

Adjusttheir

HATS.
Plmtrtmow yourfats

Faultless Slides
I !, oneol BRAYTON'S 5LIDE5

example o1 the best of the slide makers . i r

t

Each slide perfecl in every detail.

I he rheatre using BRaYTOin SLIDES
is " dead " sure it is pleasing its patrons.

BRayton GLIDES cost no more than

the ordinary unkown makes.

No. UO. Colored. 50 Cents Postpaid.
Musi be seen to be appreciated.

WE MAKE SLIDES FOR ALL PURPOSES.

W - enjoy the reputation for making the

ONLY High tirade order pullii^ Adver-
tising Slides and the most Artistic An-
nouncements.

Every BRAYTON SLIDE is sold under a

guarantee against faulty execution.

Satisfaction or your monev back.

V Price f Tompkihs,

dewelers $ Opticians

of£pectiKl*i

Repairing.

Sixteenth and Broadway. A z

All our product equal to this.

BRAYTON MFG. CO. 122 Randolph Street, CHICAGO

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN THE MOVING PICTURE BUSINESS. YOU
SHOULD SUBSCRIBE FOR THE MOVING PICTURE WORLD. $2.00.

YOUR PULSE
IS BEATING

SPLENDIDLY!
I can keep a perfect record
of the Independent moving picture pulse by watching the

volume of business in the offices of the Laemmle Film

Service. And old Doctor Laemmle is tickled to be able to

say that the pulse is beating gloriously. My business is

now greater than at any time since I jumped into the

maelstrom of moving picturedom and I hear more praise of

m_\- films and my service than I ever thought was possible.

I told you this avalanche of popular favor was coming!
I told you nothing could stop the march of Independence!

I told you that the Independent manufacturers would
produce films that would make you yell a song of victor)'!

All these things have come true. Man, dear, what further

proof do you want before you will be convinced that your
bread is buttered on the Independent side? Get in touch
with the world beating Laemmle service and laugh at the

ice man's bills this summer!

CARL LAEMMLE, President

The Laemmle Film Service

196-198 Lake Street

HEADQUARTERS

Chicago, III.

MINNEAPOLIS PORTLAND OMAHA.
SALT LAKE CITY EVANSVILLE

The Biggest and Best Film Renter in the World

Owing to the steady increase of business, my Minneapolis office has secured
more commodious quarters and now occupy the entire Fourth Floor of the
Sykes Block.

1111 K(J(.HAM -ED tlLMS
A I A (.1 .-.

Monday. April II.

I
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-day. April 20.

1 \

I
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1

Thuraday. April 21.

I

I. Hi. In

Friday, April 22.

Kalem
Tail,.- The Wrei Di I

I

Saturday. April 23.

1

.hi (Title nol n
Pathe
P

WANTED
Pathe's Hand Colored Passion Play also
other Kood Films, ^ive full particulars,
state lowest price. Address

ORLGON FILM CO. Portland, Ore.

Increase Business!!

RENT
Hand Colored

Feature Announcement Slides
(ASSOCIATION

At YOUR Film Exchanges

PLAMPIN SLIDE CO.
64 East Mth Street, N. Y.

A postal will bring sample slide FREE

OPERA CHAIRS
That Stand
the TEST

The hard usage ac-
corded opera chain
makes the selection
oiacrairo; PROVEN
01DUTIES essential.

Our Opera Chairs
are conceded to be
thelDBALseating.
as they are comfort-
able, permanently
roiseless and com-
bined with a dis-
tinctive style and
excellence that is

unequalled.

HIGHEST QUALITY

LOWEST PRICES

Write for Catalog!

AMERICAN SEATING COMPANY
Dept. V.

ZloWabashAve.

CHICAGO

NEW YORK

BOSTON

PHILADELPHIA
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Song Slides 5c. Per Day Per Set

All Songs— All Publishers. You select

—

We ship.

For full particulars call or write

LEN SPENCER'S LYCEUM, 46 E. 14th St., N.Y.

LICENSED RELEASES.

NEW SLIDES
For the Following Songs—JUST OUT
Has Anybody Here Seen Kelly.
Baby Blue.

Under the Orange Blossom Tree.
That Lovin' Two-Step Man.
I'm Afraid of You.
Dinah from Carolina.

Back to My Old Home Town.
Santa Fe.
Love Will Light the Way.
When* You Think There's No One
Looking.

Roses Remind Me of You.
Dreamy Town.
I'll Make a Ring Around Rosie.

Fiippitty Flop.
Sunbeam.
Tie Your Little Bull Outside.
The Girl Behind the Counter is the Girl

For Me.
The Moonlight, the Rose and You.
Her Name is Mary Donohue.
Busy Little Cupid.
When the Daisies Bloom.

DeWITT C. WHEELER
120 W. 31st St., N. Y. City

Want Chairs Quick?
Stafford chairs excell

all others. We use co

hree-ply veneers. Why?

Not good enough! Five-

ply Is best, and that Is

why we use them.

Chairs like cut

IN STOCK and

GUARANTEED

Ask for Catalog No. 305

E. H. STAFFORD MFC. CO.
CHICACO, ILLINOIS

COMPENSARC
That's the device that saves Moving Pic-
ture men two-thirds on their electric light

bills, and yet gives bettrr light. Did yon
see our ad last week? Well, don't look it

up. Just write for our

Booklet 15018

FORT WAYNE ELECTRIC WORKS
1402 Broadway

FORT WATNE, INDIANA. 733

Mar.

BIOGEAPH COMPANY. Mar -

2—The Newlyweds (Dr.) 981
""•

7—The Thread of Destiny (Dramatic) 977 ^J"/
10—In Old California (Dramatic) 991 ^

p '

14—The Converts (Dramatic) 986 V'",
17—The Love of Lady Irma (Dramatic). .. OSS

*p '

21—Faithful (Dr.) 994 -?pr -

24—The Twisted Trail (Dr.) 988
Apr-

2S—Gold Is Not All (Dramatic) 988 .

31—The Smoker (Dramatic) 595 ->p

31—His Last Dollar (Comedy) 397 ;
pr -

4—As It Is In Life (Dr.) 0S1 '*pr -

7—A Rich Revenge (Com.) 0S0 *pr "

11—A Romance of the Western Hills (Dr.).OSO ')'""'

14—The Kid (Dr.) 981 A,ir '

in—tii, ,11 Shalt Not (Dramatic) 987 Apr -

L'l—The Tenderfoot's Triumph (Dramatic) . .989

EDISON MFG. CO.
15—A Mountain Blizzard (Comedy) 425 Mar.
IS—Frankenstein (Dramatic) 075 Mar.
22—A Western Romance (Dramatic) 690 Mar.
22—The Man with the Weak Heart (C.)..305 Apr.
25—The Suit Case Mystery (Dramatic) . .935 Apr.
29—Bradford's Claim (Dramatic) 730 Apr.
20—The Capture of the Burglar (Com.)... 270 Apr.
1—Michael Strogoff (Dramatic) 905
5—The Heart of a Rose (Dramatic) 070
5—It Pays to Advertise (Comedy) 330
S—Sandy, the Substitute (Dramatic) 000 Apr.

12—King Cotton (Industrial) 475 Apr.
12—For Her Sister's Sake (Comedy) 520 Apr.
15—Her First Appearance (Dramatic) 090 Apr.
19—A Case of Identity (Dr.) 1000
22—The Miner and Camille (Com.) 605
22—Ready in a Minute (Com.) 360 Apr.
26—Gallegher (Dr.) 9S5 Apr.
29—Drowsy Dick, Officer No. 73 (Com.)... 200 Apr.
29—A Yorkshire School (Dr.) 800 Apr.

ESSANAY FILM MFG. CO. ^SL'Apr.
9—The Interrupted Honeymoon (Com.)... 950 Apr.
12—The Fence on "Bar Z" Ranch (Dr.).. 950 Apr!
16—The Inventor's Model (Dramatic Apr.
16—Method in His Madness (Comedy)
10—The Girl and the Fugitive (Dramatic)

.

Apr
23—The Hand of Uncle Sam (Dr.) 1000 \P r.
26—The Airship Gaze (Com.) 339 Apr.
26—The Ranchman's Wooing (Com.) 651 \pr
30—His Hunting Trip (Com.) 975 Apr.
2—The Flower of the Ranch (Dramatic) .1000 Apr'.
6—Imagination (Comedy) 642 Apr.
6—Henry's New Hat (Comedy) 358 Apr.
9—The Ranger's Bride (Com.) 750
9—A Family Quarrel (Com.) 250 Apr.
13—Their Sea Voyage (Com.) 1000 Apr.
16—The Bad Man and the Preacher (Dr.).. 422 Apr.
16—The Mistaken Bandit (Dr.) 578 \pr.
20—A Wise Guy (Comedy) Tics Apr,
20—She Wanted a Bow-wow (Comedy) 007 Apr.
23—The Cowboy's Sweetheart (Dr.) 1000 Apr.
27—Flat for Rent (Comedy ) 475 Apr.
27—The Latest in Garters (Comedy) 525 Apr.
30—A Vein of Gold (Dramatic) 1000

KALEM CO.

23—The Girl and the Bandit (Dr.) 906 JJ""
25—The Railway Mail Clerk (Dr.) 945 ?£„
30—Red Hawk's Lost Raid (Dramatic) 5S0 *,, '

30—Lo, the Poor Indian (Dramatic) 375 ,}'
'

'

1—Further Adventures of the Girl Spy *.' '

(Dramatic) ....920 .

p '

6—The Uprising of the Utes (Dr.) 725 £{£'
6—Wandering Wilfred's April Fool's Day ,

p
'

(Comedy) 250 p
,;

8—The Gypsy Girl's Love (Dr.) S90 '.' .'

13—The Old Fiddler (Dr.) 875 '.' .'

15—The Forager (Dr.) 9S0 ' '

20—Fighting the Iroquois in Canada (Dr.). 705
20—Through the Tunnel (Comedy) 140
22—The Bravest Girl in the South (Dr.).S30 Mar.

Mar.

LUBIN MFG. CO.
Mar.

Mar. 14—The Blunderer (Comedy) 455 Mar.
Mar. 17—The Irish Boy (Dramatic) 930 Mar,
Mar. 21—A Mother's Heart (Dr.) 905 Mar.
Mar. 24—Two Gentlemen of the Road (Com.). 925 Mar.
Mar. 28—His Spanish Wife (Dr.) 965 Mar,
Mar. 31—The Daughter's Choice (Dr.) 930 Apr.
Apr. 4—Back to Boarding (Comedy) 625 Apr.
Apr. 4—The Right House, But— (Com.) 362 Apr.
Apr. 7—First Love is Best (Dr.) 925 Apr.
Apr. 11—Jones' Watch (Com.) 270 Apr.
Apr. 11—Hemlock Hoax, the Detective (Com.).. 232 Apr.
Apr. 11—The Fishermen's Luck (Com.) 889 Apr.
Apr. 14—Western Justice (Dr.) 920 Apr.
Apr. IS—When the Cat's Away (Com.) 950
Apr. 21—The Angel of Dawson's Claim (Dr.). ..950 Apr,

Apr. 25—A Child of the Sea (Dramatic) 632 Apr,
Apr. 25—On Time for Business (Comedy) 2S0 Apr,

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Apr.

Apr.
Apr.

Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.

GATJMONT.
G. Eleine.

22—The Wild Coast of Belle Isle (Scenic) .233
26—The Fall of Babylon (Biblical) 1020
29—The Diary of a Nurse (Dramatic) 992
2—The Dreamer (Comedy) 413
2—Amateur Billiards (Comedy) 378.
2—O'er Crag and Torrent (Scenic) 200
5—A Drama of the Mountain Pass (Dr.).. 525
5—Poetry of the Waters (Scenic) 403
9—The Kiss Was Mightier Than the

Sword (Comedy) 825
9—O'er Hill and Vale (Scenic) 130
12—Vintage in Lanquedoc (Industrial) 374
13—The Volcano of Chinyero (Scenic) 158
12—The Stubborn Lover (Comedy) 452
16—Mephisto at a Masquerade (Com.) 486
16—Touring the Canary Islands (Scenic) 478
10—A Penitent of Florence (Dramatic) 1020

URBAN ECLIPSE.
G. Kleine.

23—Over the Appennines of Italy (Scenle).351
30—The Midnight Escape (Dramatic) 574
30—Making Sherry Wine at Xeres (Indus.). 371

—The Flv Pest (Educational) 437
6—Her Father's Choice (Dr.) 525
13—The Lookout (Dramatic) 678
13—A Ramble Through the Isle of Suma-

tra (Scenic) ' 241

GEORGE MELIES.
7—Cyclone Pete's Matrimony (Com.)

14—Branding a Thief (Dr.)

21—The First-born (Com.) 928

28—The Seal of the Church (Dr.) 925

PATHE FRERES.
1—The Rhine Falls at Schaffhausen (Sc.).250
2—Lorenzo, the Wolf (Dramatic) "54

2—Athletic Sports in India (Scenic) 1S4
4—The Good Boss (Dr.) 679
4—Agra (Scenic) 348

6—The Duchess de Langeais (Dr.)

6—The Vintage (Industrial) 344

S—The Hunchbacked Fiddler (Com.) 754

8—Paula Peters and Her Trained Ani-
mals (Scenic) 246

9—A Hasty Operation (Com.) 462

9—Honest Peggy (Dr.) 476

11—Her Sister's Sin (Dr.) 735

11—One-Legged Acrobats (Com.) 249

13—The Miniature (Com.) 656

13—ice Scooters on Lake Ronkonkoma (S.).325

15—The Mask Maker (Dr.) 554

15—Johnny's Pictures of the Polar Re-
gions (Trick)

10—The Pillagers (Dr.) 410

16—The Bully (Dr.) 544

IS—Simone (Dr. ) 492

IS—The Greenhorns (Dr.) 502

20—Othello (Dr.)

22—The Wreath (Dr.) 590

22—Delhi (Scenic) 410
23—The Chivalrous Stranger (Com.) 676

23—The Storm (Scenic) 302

SELIG POLYSCOPE CO.

17—In the Frozen North (Dramatic) 1000

21—The Village Inventor (Dr.) 1000
24—Wizard of Oz (Com.) 1000

2S—The Treasure Hunters (Dramatic) .. .1000

31—The Wife of Marcius (Dramatic) 1000

4—The Common Enemy (Dr.) 1000

7—Hugo the Hunchback (Dr.) 1000

11—The Clay Baker (Dr.) 1000

14—Dorothy and Scare Crow in Oz (Com.). 1000
is—The Rival Cooks (Comedy
is—Mr. A. Jonah (Comedy)
21—Davy Crockett (Dramatic) 1000

VITAGRAPH COMPANY.

12—Taming a Grandfather (Comedy) 950
10—The Courting of the Merry Widow

(Com.) 833

15—Victims of Fate (Dr.) 963
IS—The Mvsterv of Temple Court (Dr. )...969

22—Capital vs. Labor (Dr.) 949

25—The Hand of Fate (Dr.) 971

26—A Broken Spell (Dr.) 975
29—The Indiscretions of Betty tPr.) 948
1—The Tongue of Scandal (Dramatic) ... .S94

2—The Fruits of Vengeance (Comedy) ... .930

g—From Shadow to Sunshine (Dr.) 903

S—Elektra (Dramatic) 942

—The Conqueror (Dr.) 928

12—The Cirl in the Barracks (Dr.) 908

15—The Call of the Heart (Dramatic) 959
16—The Merry Widow Takes Another Part-

ner (Comedy) 981
19—Love's Awakening (Dramatic) 977
22—Her Sweet Revenge (Comedy' 987
23—St. Elmo (Dramatic) 927

Open Twenty-Four Hours Every Day—Write, Coll, Wire or Phor.e Any Hour, Day or Night

ELECTRIC THEATRE SUPPLY CO., Inc. ZZlgZTJXZVioT&^XllZ
ZSSX&tt^'&AV&Z 44 N. TentK Street, PHiladelpHia, Pa

We have every subject issued by the Licensed Manufacturers

MOTIOO.RAPH, PATHB FRERES, POWER'S, EDISON and LUBIN MACHINES. HALLBERQ ECONOMIZERS and PARTS ALWAYS ON HAND
Write for our new proposition -.—Supplying two customers in the same town each with twelve reels a week, keeping each one's supply away from the other, and

no repeaters to either
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Essanay Films
in'.i Mut

fif

THE HOUSE of COMEDY HITS" offers two more features
' Release ol Wednesday, April 20

"A Wise Guy"
(Length. Approx. 368 Feet)

"She Wanted a Bow-Wow"
I tnjith, Approx. 607 Feeti

Knockouts, both of them I Full

of ginger, sn.ip nnJ go. Pictori-

ally perfect.

They'll make everybody
happy ! It isn't safe to let a

good thing like this get by.

A full reel of Essanay comedy
—the best in the land !

Don't linger— hook it now

ONE MILLION PEOPLE
wholesale distributors of tickling, teasing,

in the world. Therefore, Mr. Exhibitor, it

Release of Saturday, April 23

"The Cowboy's
Sweetheart"
Length, Approx. IO0O Peel

The latest 01 our series of big
Western pictures, a rattling good
cowboy story, just bulging with
interest, with real, live hssana\
photography.

This picture is another winner,
a hummer, another record-

breaker.

Get it quick, book it now.

Don't forget the release date

Scene from -A Wise Guy." Saturday, April 23

laugh at Essanay comedies every Wednesday. We are the original Promoters of Joy.

pleasing fun. Everybody likes us. Wearethe most popular producers of comedy films

isn't sale to have less than one full reel of Essanay comedy on your program each week.

I

I

1

Lssa
FACTORY and STUDIOS

CHICAGO an

nay Film AVfg., Go.
I333ARGYLE ST. - OFFICE 435 NORTH CLARK ST.

d LONDON, 5 NEW COMPTON ST. W.C.

Ufye Secret
of Success

is to begin with a good be-

ginning, then you won't

fear the ending.

From FIRST to LAST
the absolutely BEST in

Film Service is that dis-

tributed by

The Pittsburg Calcium
Light & Film Company
Pittsburg, Pa. Dei Moines, la. Rochester, N. Y.

Wilkes Barre, Pa. Cincinnati, Oblo.

Omaha. Neb.

Mirror Screen
EXHIBITORS IN

Georgia, Florida, Alabama
Will find it to their interest to get in

communication with us as we have the

AGENCY for the MIRROR SCREEN
in the above States and for the next

30 days we are going to make you a

special offer, we are using one of the

MIRROR SCREENS and we know
that no THEATRE that wishes to be
up-to-date can afford to be without one.

WRITE US NOW

Hix- Gravely Cigar Co.
Prop's and Managers

Orpheum Theatre, Montgomery, Ala.
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Independent Film Stories.

"IMP."
IN AFRICA.—Tbe entire civilized world (yes, and

a Lig part of the uncivilized) is agog with the
doings of tbe great American fauuul expert, Theo-
dore Roosevelt. Pages upon pages in the press of
the world have shrieked forth not ouly his de-
parture, but have vied witb each other in publishing
every detail of his activities in Darkest Afrca.
It has remained for W. D. Boyce, however, to
train tbe infallible eye of a moving picture camera,
and bring back to us a complete record of the
wonders of life and travel in tbe land of darkness
and wild beasts. Of course, we first see the arrival
of the expedition at Mombasa, together with tbe
Governor of East Africa. And a mighty caravan It

is, indeed, that the adventuresome American takes
With him into the jungle. Not only are tbere four
bullock wagons, but also no less tban four hundred
native porters, afoot, each carrying his burden,
weighing sixty pounds. Among other scenes arc
shown the fording of the G'Uaso Nyiro. Roosevelt
made this spot one of his chief encampments, on
account of its natural advantages, and it was from
here that a great portion of the tidings of his
progress reached the outside world.
But travelling in Africa was not all hunting, for

many diversions both amusing and instructive were
afforded the visitor. We are shown the Chief of
the Masai tribe, a black of tremendous proportions,
making a fire in the primitive way, by friction.

We also see natives making rope with Nature's own
tools, their hands. First they cut some fibrous
bark from young trees, and this they deftly pick
and roll into amazingly adequate rope, using the
bare thigh as a rolling-stone.
Something that will amuse us of the trolley,

subway and Twentieth Century Limited, is a "leg-
power" road in Africa. It is a line of cars that
look like the cars on a Coney Island toboggan slide,

which fleet-footed black boys push along the track.
Great travelling—it is not!

Archeologists have told us that the orang-outang
and gorilla, with their awful physical might, are
good samples of primitive man, and the living
species that proves it is the African savage. We
are now able to see some specimens in wrestling
matches, their favorite pastime. Each one of them
is a giant, of most terrible muscular development.
It Is sad to contemplate what would happen to
Jeffries or Sandow in the grip of one of these
Samsons of the jungle. Their bouts are splendid
exhibitions, their great chunks of muscle making
their ebony skins bulge alarmingly as they strain
anl tug at their rivals' ponderous weight. Their
speed and agility is natural and surprising.
We are also given a treat in tbe way of a balloon

ascension. Mr. Boyce took a big air-craft out with
him for the delectation of the savage, and we see
him taking with him a friend who is dear to the
hearts of the American newspaper-reading public

—

John T. MeCutcheon, the noted cartoonist, now on
the Chicago "Tribune." The American flag is at-
tached to the basket, and it is an inspiring sight
to see the dear old colors soaring above the heads
of a horde of black, half-nude savages, who gaze
on the balloon reverently as if it were a super-
natural mystery.
One could go on for a week telling of the won-

ders that made our Teddy's trip a delight to him,
but the anticipation might rob a view of the picture
of some of the thrills. Suffice to say, Africa out-
did itself In honoring and amusing Mr. Roosevelt.
And just how the dauntless hunter attended to
the serious business of his trip makes a wonderful
chapter in our picture story. 'Way off in the dis-

tance, we see a herd of beautiful, wild zebra.
The graceful, striped beasts are innocent of the
proximity of the keen-eyed hunter, and are grazing
peacefully; suddenly there is a puff of smoke—and
in less than one-tenth or a smaller particle of a
second than was ever computed, that entire herd
goes shooting out of sight like greased lightning.
It's a wonderful sight to witness, and you can just
imagine what it means to follow the tracks of that
bunch fast enough or cleverly enough to get some-
thing in the bag.

Still. Teddy Roosevelt is reputed to be just as
good a hunter as he was a President, so you can
bet he handles African beasts as well as he did the
Washington variety!

THE NEW SHAWL.—Out in the Canadian north-
west a pretty girl is bound to have a goodly supply
of admirers. Marie is one. and she likes Jacques
very much; even now she is writing a note telling
him to meet her at their favorite trysting-plaee.

Jacques gets It, but in walking through the woods
a bear trap suddenly snaps closed, and liis foot is

caught. In pain, lie halloos for help, and who
should crime along but Victor, his rival for the

hand of Marie. Does Victor 'release him? Oh. no!
Instead, he seizes Marie's note which Jacques lias

been fondly reading, and off he goes to meet her.

Marie borrowed a pretty shawl from her friend

Annette, who got it from her husband. When she
arrives at the appointed place and sees Victor in-

stead of Jacques she flees, dropping the shawl. In-

nocent Annette's husband has gone to the aid of

Jacques in tbe bear-trap, and accompanying him
to the scene, has been just in time to see the flee-

ing figure, and the shawl on the ground. Of course,

he jumps at the quickest solution (the wrong one)

and bis wife cannot convince him that It was not

she who met Victor; neither can Victor himself

tide tbe awful storm of the maddened husband,
until finally, when Jacques' fellow-trappers come to
the cabin to make Victor explain the mean advan-
tage of Jacques in the bear-trap.

Nothing makes ;i man feel more sheepish than
to tind that lie had been following the wrong track—especially when he's a big, northwestern trapper.

THE POWER OF A SMILE.—How often have
we contemplated on the very small events in life
that have sometimes changed completely the course
of our ways. Here we have a man, wicked, crimi-
nal, rough; he sits on a park bench and beside
him is a young woman, reading. The story moves
her to smile. It is a magnetic smile; he must
smile, too. The situation changes, she frown; his
face changes with hers through every expression as
she reads, sweetly unconscious of his presence.
Presently she finishes and departs. She has forgot-
ten her purse. The crook picks it up, finds a key
in it. All he needs is her address—he follows ber,
and plans the job.

Later, when he enters the house, she returns and
surprises him. But he's a quick thinker. Thus far
he has only pocketed a photograph of her smiling
face, so be gallantly returns ber purse to her as an
excuse for his visit. She takes a kindly interest
in him, and soon proposes that he take a position
at her husband's office.

He gets a good job, and his pal, a recently liber-

ated ex-convict, notes his reform cynically. And
prospects are rosy, until tbe reforming man suddenly
learns that his pal of other days is blackmailing
his employer. He sees him ushered into the private
office several times, and after one of these visits

be steps into the office. He is just in time! His
employer has come to the end of his tether, and
seeks refuge from unavoidable blackmail in suicide.

The ex-crook just prevents It, and after telling his

employer very plainly what he thinks of a man
who is mixed up in crooked deals and tries suicide
having such a pretty, innocent wife at home, he
walks out.

Going back to his den, he meets the ex-convict,

and over a bottle of whiskey not only draws from
him the reasons for the blackmail, but by a clever

trick of feigning drunkenness gets possession of tbe

papers that are the key to the situation.

We now see him on the old bench in the park;

he puts a burning match to the documents; then he
draws the picture of his smiling benefactress from
one pocket, and a newspaper from another. With
the cheery face smiling on him, he runs his finger

down a column; the heading reads "Help Wanter
—Male."

GREAT NORTHERN.
THE HIDDEN TREASURE.—Three treasure hunt-

ers obtain possession of a document describing the

location of a treasure which is hidden away in an
almost inaccessible part of the mountain country.

While they are discussing their plans at a small
inn, the famous Dr. Nicola comes in and learns

of their intentions. He notices that only one of the

three men Is suited for the business which the

three are about to undertake. He decides, with the
help of this man, to seek the treasure himself. He
leaves, and soon after sends one of his Chinese
servants to the inn, requesting him to come and
see him at once. On his arrival he is persuaded to

seek the treasure with Dr. Nicola, the latter ex-
plaining that he is more experienced tban the other
two men in such matters. The treasure hunter
finally agrees to all that Dr. Nicola suggests. How-
ever, the other two find out that they have been
betrayed, and make up their minds to have revenge.
Secretly they board the steamer on which Dr.
Nipola and their betrayer are passengers and put
an infernal machine in the hold. Dr. Nicola, always
ready for an emergency, appears' suddenly from be-

hind them and forces them to throw the machine
overboard. Later on, when Dr. Nicola has taken
lodgings in a small country inn. the two treasure
hunters send a scoundrel into his room with the
intention of disabling him. Again the doctor awaits
his assailant, and successfuly hypnotizes him as
soon as he enters the room. Fnally, after all these
troubles, Dr. Nicola and his man find the treasure,
arriving on the spot just before tbe other two,
who are very much put out at the result of their
efforts, and as a last resort they try to get hold
of the treasure in Dr. Nicola's home. But the
doctor again gets the upper hand, and to put a
stop to their game altogether, lie hands them over
to the police.

THE POWERS COMPANY.
A NEWSPAPER ERROR.—Will Dean leaves his

sweetheart. Helen, to whom he is engaged to be
married, and goes to Mexico to make a fortune in

the silver mine there.

At the Hotel Diaz he meets the hotelkeeper's
daughter. Arnita. who falls in love with Will and
wooes him in the impulsive Mexican fashion.

Will saves the life of "Bob" from a bad Mexi-
can who is about to stab "Boh." The two Ameri-
cans become fast friends and partners in a mine.
In which they strike rich silver ore. Having made
a neat fortune. Will and "Bob" "choose up" to

see who goes back to the States, and Bob wins,
ne goes away, taking with him a letter to Will's
trirl. Helen, asking her to come out and marry
him in Mexico, and to bring her sister, Grace.
Hob falls in love with Grace and marries her. A
stupid newspaper reporter confounds the names
of the two sisters, and Will reads in a copy of

the paper that his sweetheart Helen is married
to his cluim. A letter from the girl to Will ex-
plaining the mistake is destroyed by the Mexican
girl, Arnita. Crazed with rage Will marries Arnita.
Tbe Mexican girl is a terror, particularly when
she is drunk, and she makes poor Will wish he
were dead.
A powerful dramatic situation comes when Bob

and tbe two girls arrive. Will's fury against Bob
subsides into woe when he learns that the sister,
Grace, is Bob's wife, and that his girl has been
true to him. Tbe Mexican girl comes in maudlin
drunk, and Will has to confess that she is his wife.
Helen is about to go back home. Will kisses

her, and then he goes out to end his wretched
life. Bob snatches the pistol from his band and
makes him promise to be a brave man and endure
his trial. Meanwhile Arnita has skipped away,
leaving a note saying, "You can have your Amer-
ican girl. I've gotb three other husbands anyhow."

Will doesn't know what to say or do now. But
Helen's kid brother does. He puts Helen's arms
about Will and makes tbem kiss and be re-engaged.

NEW YORK MOTION PICTURE CO.
BISON—
A HUSBAND'S MISTAKE.—A happy family pict-

ure—Mr. and Mrs. Jones and their little daughter
—at the table. A friend joins tbem, and remem-
bering some important papers that he desired to

show Stiles, Jones goes to bis office. When alone,
Mrs. Jones and her guest play cards, the wager
being a kiss—tbe terms are laughingly accepted
by Mrs. Jones. The youngster has become tired
and is sent to bed, but just as Mr. Stiles is taking
bis forfeit she stands in the doorway and sees him.
She is again sent to bed and they settle down to

another game, when they are attracted by a noise
in the next room and discover a burglar, at which
Mrs. Jones faints. The father returns, asks the
child where her mother is, and hearing of the scene
the child witnessed, shows anger and refuses to
listen to Stiles. Both Mrs. Jones and he are com-
pelled to leave the house, and they separate, each
to go their own way. The little daughter misses
her motbr, and when she is taken ill her chances
for recovery are slim. The father advertises for a
nurse and Mrs. Jones applies. The doctor receives
her, and learning who she is admits her at once.
He then tells Mr. Jones that the youngster will

probably get better. He joyfully enters ber room,
and in his great gratitude kneels at her bedside.
He feels a baud stealing across the bed, clasping
his, and looking up sees his wife. There is a rec-

onciliation and the doctor says his charge will re-

cover.

ADVENTURES OF A COWPUNCHER.—Pedro, tbe
foreman of the Colonel's ranch, very willingly com-
plies with Daisy's request that he get her horse.
As she is about to ride off Pedro offers ber a rose,

which she accepts graciously. She goes some dis-

tance on her way when her saddle becomes disor-

dered. At this moment Slim, a cowboy, happens
along and helps her. For his kindness he is re-

warded with tbe rose Pedro had bestowed upon
Daisy. Slim starts on his way when he observes
a placard announcing help wanted at the Colonel's

ranch. He applies and is taken before the foreman.
Pedro recognizes his rose, remarks about it, and
is finally angered when Slim refuses to return it.

Daisy enters and as Slim passes the offending flower

back, Pedro snatches it and dashes it in Slim's face.

A quarrel ensues and only Daisy's intervention keeps
the cowboys from joining Pedro. Slim is ordered
from the ranch and Daisy appeals to her father for

tbe discharge of Pedro; with him go all tbe cow-
boys. Daisy leaves a note telling ber father she
has gone in search of Slim. Pedro takes the note
and follows after. Daisy is captured by Pedro and
taken to a shack, where be taunts her. An Indian
girl is an unseen spectator and endeavors to find

help. This she does, in Slim, who gives her his

horse to ride to the ranch, while he makes his

way to the shack. Slim rescues Daisy, but after

a hard ride, during which Slim is wounded, they

are made prisoners. The Indian girl has meantime
reached the ranch and a party have started to help

Daisy. They arrive just in time. Slim's reward
for his bravery is Daisy's hand given him by her

father.

AMBROSIO
THE HEART OF A VAGABOND.—A tramp wan-

derng from house to house in search of food and
shelter is greeted with scorn and turned away as

if he were a shabby dog. Charity to him seems
no longer to exist on earth. He finally plucks up
courage enough to enter a rich miller's house which
looked so homelike, and just at the proper time,

as he thought, as the family were at dinner enjoy-

ing their evening meal. Here he receives the usual

gruff treatment and is obliged to continue his long

and weary journey. Shivering and trying to over-

come his drowsy feelings, he succeeds in reaching

a mountain. Everything seems quiet, when sud-

denly a desperate cry breaks the stillness of his

surroundings. The tramp hastily runs in the di-

rection of the sound and there finds a young boy
moaning as if he were in severe pain. With great

effort he lowers himself down an Ice-covered steep

and at the bottom of it finds a boy half covered
with snow. He tries to assist him and on close

inspection recognizes in the boy the rich miller's

son, who had so cruelly turned hm away from his

door. A sudden thought of revenge makes him hesi-

tate. The tramp is overcome by his human feel-
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Mll.'t ill. 1111 1 II J II

tin- p.w.r Imiv fri'lil Ills painful pCMltlOO nml I

bin to his paranta, tbia h.'ii • rtnge.

NESTOR FILMS.
DAYS OF •49. As BOB Canbj Itruggled onward

otm iiio alkali deaert with parched throat and
Kiiffi'iiini; llmbe, i !"• ini'i n"t i'ii

irtner, Jack WUloby, bon da combat
a •tanning bio* on too in- ml, umi skipped oat with

their combined gold.
Hut lu< hint mi map Of tin - mini's, wlilili turned

.mi i.. ba "Mi' I'f tin' wealthiest in tba country; to

. his itcpa irould i..' us.

m\ montha paaaed and Mrs. Wllloby, recelTlng
i fr.'in bat nuaband, took their mil.- <lan»:ii-

l.r, S..IIH, an. I Started In smr.li Of him. The trip,

prored too muck tor bar strength, and
i'ii' tin' prnirii' Kbooner bad Bnlabed its Journey aha

Tin- child sin' placed in charge ..f sihtIit Johnaon,
anil his >;.».ii wife, baring no children of bei own,
gladly welcomed the mothcrlaaa lit 1 1

«• one.

win.

.

i.j. uniiki' i.is young piirim-r. bad made a

i the mint', lint when In- ri'vlvi'.l his r,'iis..n

l.a.l down, '.. for t >'ii years lie waniliTi'il aim
around, always closely guarding the sketch Of Ins

claim.
It was In his usual aimless fnsMiiu. after a long

tramp, that ho fell exhausted 00 Sheriff J"

ranch, and Nona, riding op, had him carried Into

the BO
Dpon reviving. Noun's marked reaemblance

mother awakened his sleeping memory, and npon
bowing bet a pouch she bad worked for him and
covering up his long beard and scraggly hair, the

girl was able ' him as her father.

Bob Canny, who bad settled near the Jon
hail that <lav proposed i" Nona ami bad heen re-

elite* the Sheriff; of his ill fortune.

Will.. I. J caught sight Of him ami instantly

rnlxed his former partner,

nby; he needed the addtlonal proof of

the map Of their mine, which Nona bad let fall

examined the pouch. However, she returned

In time to prevent Canny from pocketing It. and

With the Sheriff, locked It In the cheat Of drawers.

Cns.. en. Canby had wat. -lied them from the door.

D but YVillot.v had left the house,

he called In Hank Barton to assist him In obtaining

the i"

in had Just lifted It from the drawer when
Nona entered. Canby manaced to evade her. but

. caught sight of as he ran Into

the eloset. Quickly bolting the closet door, she

ealled to her father, and placing a rifle In his

hands, bade him slux't should his partner attempt

ipe; and then mounting her horse, galloped

after the Sheriff.

Luckily she lost no time in Undine her guardian

and his men. for. in Hie meanwhile. Canby had

stealthily re-entered, overpowered her father, and.

releasing Barton, had put the old man In his place

rteil to Bee when Nona and the men rode up

I., quickly release WtUoby, relieve the conspirators

of their stolen property, handcuff them and lead

them away.

LUX FILMS.
GRANDPA'S DARLING. Brown, an Old trusty

servant In the house of Mr. Simpson, is retiring

on his life'- ind recommends to his em-
ployers a young man to take his place. Hut Thomas
returns evil for good. On learning that Brown is

entrusted by his old employer to send off money
by post he stealthily follows him bark to his home
and takes the checks from the letters. Put he is

caught In the net by the little grandson of Rrown.
who happens to eonie in nt the moment. The
cowardly rogue terrifies the poor child with a re.

volver Some time after Mr. Simpson is

that the checks are missing. Suspicions i

p.s.r Brown, lie is confronted by his employer and
is Blled with horror and dismay w lien lie Is ne-

of the theft, lie is arrested
little hoy returns to his grandpa's house. lie is

about to explain when again Thomas is there brand-

ishing the revolver and goes away leering the poor

Child stupefied. He is found by his older

10 whom he relates all. Hand in hand they rush to

Mr. Simpson's house just as their p.*>r old grandpa

rived with the police. The tale is told, the

real COlprll is unmask,.! and Mr and Mrs. Simps.,:,

are happy tO find that their old devoted -

is all they thought him to be. We leave him with

his darling saver in his arms.

ECLAIR.
THE SIX-LEGGED SHEEP. The entire fortune

Of the Old showman. Petrus, slsts in his pet

-_;.'. sheep, but the phenomenon falls to COU1

man.! inneh enthusiasm, and. therefore, Petrua and
oily continue in dire poverty. It happens

sserby noticing the beauty of I.ueie. the

daughter of old Petrus, falls in love with her. and
in order to eseape the misery of her poverty-Stricken

home she consents to an elopement. When the old

father discovers that his daughter has left him to

marry Undolph. lie Is broken hearted, and falls ill

with want and sorrow. As they have no resources.

Petrus' old wife is obliged at length to di-

the beloved pet of the family, the Blx-legged sheep,

in order to supply nourishment to the sick man and
bring him hack to health. When he recovers, he
continually Inquires for the pet which has so long

been the only m. fof hlui and
Ills, an. I at but the *) Ifi i to tell him Hint

she was forced t" sielJtl.e the .1-ar ,-!

his III. ..<• Is I i

,,r the old coupli

Meanwhile. Lucia ami Kii.lolph. happily uiario

..II their way tO visit all. I bring .her to the "hi

pie, and on their way llii-.v lie . I tht -1 Lighter

house eai t, In n hi. i. i

ta "f i.er cblldbi • • d, and
i .p bought back, and the young pt op

mediately perceiving what has happened, hasten to

the loat treasure "i old ' ad hi»

So the Old couple have the ih.ul.le Joy "f

seeing their dear daughter well ami happy, ami
als.. welt ic with tears the return Of the sheep.

THE ACTOPHONE COMPANY.
DOWN IN MEXICO. In sunny ktexlcO dwells

beautiful girl named Paplta. Her father, a grasp-

Id rascal, wrings from her every penny she

.an earn as a flower girl. Tony, her \a.piei<

is one true friend who Cling! I" her with dOg-like

fidelity. Among those fascinated by the ipell of

i.er charms is "Doc" Bradley, an 1:1 Paso dance
ball proprietor, who determines t.. possess her at

any est. Misrepresenting nlmsell ; "r of

Medicine to the father and also muklng n liberal

display of cash insures the help of the old man In

bll liar suit." Paplta despises li III) utterly, nlld

than marry him would sacrifice her life.

There is but one alternative t" al.du.-t her hl-

real Intention being to make her his favorite among
the habitues of his place. Placing h.-r in a ear-

...I driving at a frightful pace, he Is pur-

sued by Tony and his Infuriated Mexican friends.

Arriving across the border si his is haa just

landed her safely Inside when the pursuers arrive

and rescue the half-fainting girl. Tony with su-

preme contempt foregoes his intention of shooting

hlni on light, nnd resolves to show "Doe" up as a

cowardly cur. Acting on n custom well known In

UNIFORM
your ATTENDANTS with

Singer Uniforms

They make your Theatre
more attractive — Costs
less than you think and
Pays big

—

Chicago's Leading Thea-
tres use our Uniforms ex-

clusively

—

MADE TO ORDER ONLY
Write for Samples and Fashions
of Latest Style of Uniforms
and Laps for Moving Picture
Theatres.

A. L. SINGER CSL CO.
171 E. Adams Street, Chicago, U. S. A

UNIFORMS
.AND 1*^

CAPS
FOR

Moving Picture

Theatres

Catalogues. Samples

and Prices for the

Asking;

James H. Hirsch & Co.

Jackson Boulevard

CHICAGO, 111.
4
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Apr. i Robbery (Thanboueer)
Apr. 15 Red Wing
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N.riii i Philadelphia, Pa.:

Apr. 2—Tin- Lemon B
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Apr. 7 Mother Land.
Apr. B Frontier Life m tl •

Apr. R- New Little Mi. t her
Apr. 8 Cap! Plica*
Apr. B Second Wife | In

Apr. 9—Hunting I In Africa.
Macbeth.

Apr. » \- Valuable H
Apr. 8 Red Wine's ly.rnlr I

Apr. !> -Uncle's Will.
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Apr. Ilor.

Apr. t> n.,\v Burglar Alarm (0
Apr. 8 Hustling Mr Northern).
Apr 11—Strength <>f Duty (Eclair).

Oct ThefcTo-daN! The Slides of the Hour

ROOSEVELT IN AFRICA
Complete >et of 26 SI idea »iih Printed Lecture

SIU.OO. CASH WITH OKDBR

Mcintosh
R>om 711 So Filth Ave.. CHICAGO

No. I 111 \

35c Postage Paid
Send far Catalog of Announcement

and Ad tlidti

The Neosho Slide Company
100 S. Wood St., Ntosho, Mo.
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INDEPENDENT RELEASE DATES.

ECLAIR FILM COMPANY.
Apr. 4—After tlie Fall of the "Eagle" (Dr.).. COS
Apr. 4—Theater of Pbenouienons (Comedy) ... .345
Apr. 11—The Strength of Duty (Dr.)
Apr. 18—Love the C lueror (Dr.) 65(1
Apr. 18—Ascending tbe Sea of Ice (Scenic) 290
Apr. 25—Tin- Six-legged Sheep (Com.) 705

GREAT NORTHERN FILM COMPANY.
Mar. 5—A Pleasant Walk (Comedy) 415
Mar. 5—The Mad Drainpipe (Comedy) 312
March. 12—A Wedding During the French Rev-

olution (Dramatic)
Mar. 19—The Theft of the Diamonds (Dr.) 504
Mar. 19—A Quiet Honeymoon (Comedy) 2G9
Mar. 26—Tsiug Fu. the Yellow Devil (Dr.) 827
Apr. 2—Madam Sans Gene (Dramatic) 1000
Apr. 9—The New Burglar Alarm (Com.) 492
Apr. 9—Hustling Mr. Brown (Comedy) 367
Apr. 16—The Hidden Treasure (Dr.) HKJU

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.

Mar.
Mar.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.

Feb.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.

Mar.
Apr.
Mar.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.

Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.

"IMP."
21—Stung! (Comedy) 360
24—The Stage Note (Dramatic) 700
24—Stunts on Skates by Edmund Lamy 250
28—Transfusion (Dr.) 960
81—Hard Cash (Dr.).... 960
4—The Miser's Daughter (Com.) 980
7—His Second Wife (Dr.) 970

11—The Rosary (Dramatic) 950
14—The Ace of Hearts (Dr.) 980
18—In War Time (Dr.) 970
21—The Maelstrom (Dr.) 960
25—The Power of a Smile (Dramatic)....
28—TUe New Shawl (Dramatic)

LUX FILMS.
16—The Two Brothers (Dramatic) 650
16—Life in the Next Century (Com.) 295
23—A Family Feud (Dramatic) 055
23—How a Bad Tempered Man Was Cured

(Comedy) 353
30—A Drama on the Reef (Dr.) 655
30—Cured By a Tip (Com.) 327
6—The Snake Man (Comedy) 350
6—Rice the Jester (Dramatic) 630

13—Washed Ashore (Dramatic) 609
13—The Attack Upon the Train (Com.):.. 357
20—Artist's Child (Dr.) 619
20—A Young Aviator's Dream (Comic) ... .367
20—Grandpa's Darling (Dramatic) 487

NESTOR FILMS.
23—In Arizona 965
2—The Vindictive Foreman 925
9—On the Little Big Horn 995
16—The Silver Lining 980
23—The Tenderfoot (Dr.) 990
30—The Cowboy Preacher (Dramatic) 980
6—Frontier Day in the West (Dr.) fli

13—At Double Cross Ranch (Com.) 998
20—The Cowboy and the Lieutenant (Dr. ) .

.

27—'Days of '40 (Dramatic) 995

NEW YORK MOTION PICTURE CO.

15—For His Sister's Honor (WestJ 978
18—A Mexican's Ward (Dr.) 985
22—The Man From Texas (Dr.) 975
25—Company "D" to the Rescue (West.)

app 1000
29—Nannina (Dramatic) 912
1—A Shot in Time (West.) app 1000

29—Nannina (Dramatic) 912
1—A Shot In Time (West.) 988
5—Romance of a Snake Charmer (West.). 905
8—Red Wing's Loyalty (West.) 1000
12—Rivalry in the Oil Fields (Dr.) 959
15—Red Wing's Constancy (West.) 1000
15—Red Wing's Constancy (West.) 980
Id—A Husband's Mistake (Dramatic) 978
22—Adventures of a Cowpunehel' (West.) . .1000

ITALA.
(By N. Y. M. P. Co.)

9—Foolshead Chief of Reporters (Com.). 600
9—The Town Traveler's Revenge (Com.).2G9
19—The Betraying Mirror (Dr.) 975
26—The Rivalry of the Two Guides (Dr.). 500
26—Foolshead Wishes to Marry the Gov-

ernor's Daughter '. . .500
2—The Servant and the Tutor (Dr.) 042
9—At. the Farm (Dr.) 500
9—The Valuable Hat (Com.) 500
16—The Three Brothers (Com.) 500
16—A Mistake (Dr.) 500
23—Isabella of Arragon 1000

AHBROSIO.
(By N. Y. M. P. Co.)

16—The Shepherdess (Dr.) 607
16—Insidious Weapons (Com.) 402
23—The 8ea*s Vengeance (Dr.) 572
23—Military Dirigible 350
30—An Unworthy Fiance (Dramatic) 505
30—A Sudden Telephone Call (Comedy) 410
6—An Unpleasant Dream 645
6—My Life Rememliranees of a Dog 375
13—Leeend of the Cross (Dr.) 470
13—Frlcot in College (Com.) 51"
20—The Heart of ;> Vagabond 532
20— Petit Jeiui Louis d'Or & Co 423

PANTOGRAPH CORPORATION.
Feb. 18—The Hobo's Dream of Wealth (Com.). 820
Feb. 25—Iron Arm's Remorse (Dr.) 980
Mar. 4—The Electric Bath Tub (Com.) 900
Mar. 11—The Mysterious Armor (Com.) 940

POWERS PICTURE PLAYS.
Mar. 22—John Hardy's Invention (Dramatic) ... .985
Mar. 28—The Man Who Waited (Dr.) 1000
Apr. 5—The Actress (Dr.) 1000
Apr. 12—His Mothers Letter (Dr.) 990
Apr. 19—The Re-making of a Man (Dr.) 985
Apr. 26—A Newspaper Error (Dramatic) 980

THANHOUSER COMPANY.
Mar. 15—The Actor's Children (Dramatic)
Mar. 22—St. Elmo (Dr. )

Mar. 29—She's Done It Again (Dr.) 1000
Apr. 5—Daddy's Doulile (Dramatic) 1000
Apr. 15—A 29-Cent Robbery (Dr.) 750
Apr. 15—The Old Shoe Came Back (Com.) 250
Apr. 22—Her Battle for Existence (Dr.) 1000

ACTOPHONE COMPANY.
Apr. 20—Down in Mexico 950

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING.
WANTED—Theater, any kind, anywhere In Mid-

dle West. Will iniv fixtures if reasonable. Fee Cor
information. E. F. PALMER, care Moving Picture
World.

EQUIPMENT WANTED.
WANTED, TO BUY—300 Opera Chairs. Must be

in good condition. HOME THEATER, Blair, Neb.
WANTED to purchase Licensed or Independent

film, averaging about four months after release,
for use in Canada. Address, A. A. C, care Mov-
ing Picture World.

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE.
FOR SALE—At a sacrifice, Pathe's II. C. Passion

Play, used only in lecture work. The Oberammergau
Passion Play this Spring will make this film in
great demand. W. E. BOYCE, 257 Eighth street,
Jersey City, N. J.

FOR SALE— No. 5 Power's. $115. No. 4 Powers,
$85. Pathe, $150. Slightly used, elegant condition.
Address 1!., care Moving Picture World.

FOR SALE—Complete Moving Picture Outfit.
Lyric electric sign; 400 chairs. HOME THEATER,
Blair, Neb.

FOR SALE—Seven new Model B Howard Gas
Making (Oxyhydrogen) Outfits for projection pur-
poses; 1.000 feet No. 8 Jute Stage Cable. BAUSCH
& LOMB OPTICAL CO., Rochester, N. Y.

THEATERS FOR SALE.
FOR SALE—Profitable picture theater in New

York City at low price for spot cash. Owner re-

tiring from business, leaving for Europe about
May 1st. Be quick. Address W. .M. K., care
Moving Picture World:
FOR SALE—Only theater in town of 7,000, play-

ing road shows to good money, balance of time
vaudeville and pictures. Write for particulars.
('. A. BURR, Mgr„ Milo Theater. Little Falls,
.Minn.

MOVING PICTURE THEATER FOR SALE in
town of 40,000; no opposition; near Fall River,
Mass. Seating capacity over 600. Will sell whole
or half, big bargain, as I have not the time to
give to it. Sunday show; long lease. Attend to
it quick if you want a good thing. Address
FRANK KING, 212 Washington street, Providence,
R. I.

FOR SALE—Moving Picture and Vaudeville Busi-
ness. Doing paying business. Population 17,000.
D. S. PENSYL, Nanticoke, Pa.

HELP WANTED—MALE.
WANTED—A good male singer for picture house.

Good salary to right party. BROWN & DION,
Kane. Pa.

WANTED -Pianist who can work up a picture
and transpose; Btate lowest salary in tirst letter.
II you are not a crackerjaek don'l waste stamps.
it. T. llAl.l.lWKl.l,. star Theater, Meriden, Conn.

SITUATION WANTED.
OPERATOR wants position in Illinois. Iowa 01

Missouri. ALBERT BOWER, Hamilton, ill.

OPERATOR AND ELECTRICIAN Four years' ex-
perience. Do own wiring and repairing. Besl of
references. Married, steady, sober. W. WILSON,
401 Fui street. Canton, O.

WE MANUFACTURE

SOUVENIRS
for Moving Picture Theatres

FREE
Our Illustrated List

A. MOTT CO., 415 Dearborn St., Chicago

CHEAP
Steel Frame

Theatre Chairs

ABSOLUTELY

Nen BREAKABLE
Suitable for small

theatres and Mov-
ing Picture shows.
We carry these
chairs in stock aod
can ship immedi-
ately.

Second Hand Chairs

Also seating for Out-
of-Door Use.

Address Dept. W.

STEEL FURNITURE CO., Grand Rapids, Mich.

New York Office: 150 Fifth Avenue

Boston Office: 224 Congress St., Boston, Mass.

SWAAB
The Pioneer Film Exchange

of Philadelphia
and

Largest Dealer in Machines
and Supplies

Agent for

Power's Cameragraph
Lang's Rewinder

and
Cary Coated Carbons

The Trade Supplied. Licensed
Films Only

LEWIS M. SWAAB
338 Spruce St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Folding and Assembly Chairs

Most popular pi iced chairs on the market for

picture show use

Prompt Shipments. Write for Catalogue

PEAB0DY SCHOOL FURNITURE CO.

NORTH MANCHESTER, . - - INDIANA

VS— For Sale-Film, $5, J10.
*^:TV $15 per reel. Edison, Pow-
S&4ffe er's, Lubin machines, $60;
'

. li new SIM; Ft. Wayne He-

4fl'"j, ducers, $15; Model B. Gas
, »«s ;«». Outfits, $25; new Motio-

S~ — ; ~-' graph. 5120; Moving Pic-

lure Tent, 575; Raby Piano, 5 >5; 5500 Overland Liviop
Wagon, 5:00; Dissolving Stereoplicon, new, 540; pay-
ing Picture Theatres cheap.
For Rent—6.000 feet Film, 5<v 12,000 ft., <12 weekly,

one shipment. Will buy machines, film.

H. DAVIS - - • Watertown. Wis.
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A SURPRISE
To Exhibitors and Our Competitors

IN NEW ENGLAND.

INDEPENDENT
EXCLUSIVE SERVICE

We are importers of all the best Independent Films turned

out in Europe as well as buyers of the American product,

consequently we are able to give you the pick of

ALL THAT IS BEST

The Rhode Island Film Renting Co.

PROVIDENCE, R. I.

76 Dorrance Street Rooms 505, 505A-506

Supplies at New York Prices

REMEMBER
THE NAME, THE PLACE AND TELEPHONE No. 2268]UNION
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MOVING PICTURES of

^=PRIZE FIGHT\S==
EVERYONE SHOULD READ!

All New Ones! No Stale Pictures!

No. 1

Nelson-Wolgast Fight
STATES UNSOLD: Illinois, Pennsylvania, New York. Massa-

chusetts Missouri and Nebraska.
YOUR LAST CALL! All Bids must be in by 12 o'clock on

April J 5th, 1910. Positively the last day for you to buy a STATE
RIGHT. Everyone of you Moving Picture Managers who own a
theatre, or manage one, write me. Give me the name of your house
even though you don't care to run these pictures for some reason you
can't mention. I HAVE SOMETHING TO TELL ALL OF YOU:
LET'S GET ACQUAINTED. I have something good coming off

soon. I AM NOT THE WORST FELLOW IN THE WORLD.

No. 2

Ready for Sale and Delivery on April 15th, 1910

SO GET BUSY AND OWN A FIGHT PICTURE OF YOUR OWN!

Langford-Flynn Pictures
Made and taken on March 17th, 1910, at Jeffries' Arena, Vernon, Cali-

fornia, near Los Angeles. ONE OF THE FINEST PICTURES
EVER TAKEN. FLICKERLESS, clear as crystal. Made in three

reels. Eight rounds ; usual preliminaries that go with a fight. PICTURE
SHOWING FOUR KNOCK DOWNS AND KNOCK-OUT AND BOTH
MEN IN TRAINING.

Get Busy and Let Me Hear from You by Wire, Telephone or Letter

EVERY ONE WHO GETS No. \ AND No. 2 HAS A GOOD CHANCE ON No. 3

SID HESTER or B. E. CLEMENTS
Home Office, 1014 Phelan Bldg., San Francisco, Cal. Chicago Offices, Schiller Bldg.



Vol. 6.. No. 17. April SO, 1910 Price, lO Cents

Published Weekly by THE WORLD PHOTOGRAPHIC PUBLISHING CO.. 125 E. 23d ST., NEW TORI

G. MELIES RELEASES
The Seal of the Church

A Story of Old Mexico
APRIL 28th, 1910

The Debt Repaid

Indian Drama
MAY 5th, J9I0

Speed Versus Death

A Thrilling Race Against Time
MAY 12th, 19J0

Handsome Posters for All Subjects; Ask
Your Exchange or Write Us Direct

G. MELIES, 204 East 38th Street, New York City
Western Representative: JOHN B. ROCK, 109 Randolph St., Chicago. Ill

EU

EU

143 North 8tK Street, PHILADELPHIA, PA.
Best and Newest Independent American and Foreign Films

SUPPLIES IS REELS PER WEEK SUPPLIES
PROMPT AND RELIABLE SBRVICB Members N. I. M. P. Alliance

m

o m
m

OPEN AIR THEATRES
should use

Power's Adjustable Inductor
instead of the rheostat to get the best results, if the electric

service is alternating current. That is the only way you can

be sure of having a strong bright light under such bad
conditions as are frequently encountered in outdoor work.

In addition to the improvement in your pictures you wIM sa .

two-thirds or more of the current used in your moving picture

machine. Our catalog G. tells all about it. Write for it at once.

NICHOLAS POWER COMPANY 115 Nassau StreetNEW YORK
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AN OPEN LETTER TO THE TRADE

WM. STEINER'S FILM EXCHANGE
no FOURTH AVENUE, Near 1 2th Street

NEW YORK
Telephone Connection

New York, APRIL 18th, ]()I0

Dear Sir:

—

I desire "to inform my numerous friends and patrons in -the Moving

Picture Field, that in order to provide facilities for the constantly

increasing business of my Film Rental Exchange, I have secured by leas-

ing, the entire building at 110 Fourth Avenue, near tho Subway Express

Station at 14th St., and the third Ave. "L" Station at 14th St., an

ideal central location in New York City, convenient, as well, to all

surface car lines.

My new Exchange will be run on "strictly Independent" lines, and

it is my intention to purchase the complete output oj the best Inde-

pendent manufacturers

.

Should you be suffering from B0X-0FFICE-ITIS , should you be hard

pressed by too strenuous competition, should you, in fact for any

reason, fail to "get the money" that is justly yours, come and see me;

let us have a heart-to-heart talk, and if at the end of our chat, I

can't succeed in convincing you by facts and figures, good pictures and

plenty of them, that I will not only "save you money" in the cost of

your service, but will also show you "how to get the money" to your

BOX OFFICE, don't give me your business. Can anything be fairer?

If, on the other hand, with a large stock of Independent reels,

augmented by daily purchases of all the releases by the best manufact-

urers, with handsome 4-color lithograph Picture Posters, and large

half—sheet synopses to advertise each picture, free and absolutely

without cost to you, with my personal attention and supervision (from

years of experience as an exhibitor and exchange owner), to the daily

wants of the Exhibitor: if in these circumstances, you believe that I

can make good my promises, then I want your business, and if I can't

assist you to "get the money" I will tell you so.

Hoping to have the pleasure of welcoming you at my new offices,

and shaking you by the hand in the very near future, I am,

Yours for increased business,

WILLIAM STEINER
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BISON m FILMS
I H Al'K M \ IO.

FOUR REELS A WEEK—Tuesday, a "Bison"— Wednesday, Ambrosio- Friday, a "Bison" -Saturday, itala

We present for Tuesday's "Bison" release "HAZEL THE HEART BREAKER" an

American comedy production which is certainly a screamer, together with a short film entitled

"RA I rLESNAKES," which is thoroughly realistic and intensely interesting, showing the catch

ing of rattlesnakes and the process of extracting their poisonous fangs. Friday's "Bison" release,

"THE RESCUE OF I. III-. PIONEER'S DAI GHTER," is another frontier picture taken

in the wilderness of California. It shows the burning of the pioneer's cabin, the captivity of his

daughter by the Indians and her final rescue; the photography of this subject being excellent.

" BISON " Release, Tuesday, April 26th

HAZEL THE HEART BREAHKR"
" RATTLESNAKES "

AMBROSIO"-Release, Wednesday, April 27th

"A DOCTOR'S REVENGE"
"FRICOT IS LEARNING A HANDICRAFT

"

"BISON 1 Release, Friday, April 29th

THE RESCUE OF THE PIONEER'S
DAUGHTER"

'ITALA"- Release, Saturday, April 30th

THE FASHIONABLE SPORT"
"THE FALSE FRIAR"

LITHOGRAPHS AND POSTERS FREE
We furnish all exchanges handling- these productians with one sheet four colored lithograph posters with each reel. Demand same from your

exchange as they will positively increase your box office receipts.
Brief desdription of all subjects will be found on another page.

NEW YORK MOTION PICTURE CO.
Manufacturers of "Bison" Life Motion Pictures

429 SIXTH AVENUE, Cor. 26th Street - NEW YORK CITY
Phone 6690-1-2 Madison Square Cable Address: Nosib
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POWERS PICTUREPLAYS
THE FILMS THAT FILL THE HOUSE

LEGALLY DEAD
The story of a victim of Wall Street who
raised a check given him by a friend and

fearing imprisonment disappears. Seven

years have passed, when the man's wife

believing him dead, marries his chum, the

husband just arriving after the ceremony

is completed. This story is full of heart

interest and thrilling situation.

Approximate Length 980 Feet

EXHIBITORS WRITE FOR. FREE POSTERS

Released May 3, 1910

THE POWERS COMPANY
241st Street and Richardson Avenue - New York City

LUX FILMS
Contrary to what is rumored in the trade, our films are still to be

had without any restriction whatever by applying direct to us, and not

through any selling Company.

Released April 28th, 1910.

ARTIST'S CHILD TOMMY AND THE POWDER
Drama 602 Feet Comic 410 Feet

Offices will be opened shortly in Montreal, as we are Exclusive

Agents in Canada for the " Lux " and " AMBROSIO" Films.

Posters free with every Release—A full description of these subjects will be found on another page

Write for Weekly List of Descriptions of our Films

R. PRIEUR
lO E,. 15th Street

Member N. I. M. P. A.

Telaphont Calls
STUYVMANT 8124 NEW YORK
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naagaasaaca
IT'S COMEDY IT'S GOOD COMEDY

F PICTUREDOrV.
IN FACT IS CRMT COMEDY!

"MR. MIX AT THE MARDI GRAS"
Length IOOO feet
Release Date April 25
Code word "MIX"

TRADE
Thr Greatest Vestal Film

**>

A Kintillating comedy ol Uie Uniqne Sells; type

ORDER A POSTER
MARK
Produced In 1 ears

THE ANGELUS"
taken from Millet's Famous Painting. A story laden with the simplicity ol human nature—ONE OF SELIU'S BEST.

RELEASE DATE APRIL 28LENCTH IOOO FEET
Code Word ANGELUS"

VA THE MASTER MARK
ROOSLVELT in AFRICA POSItRS »&m

i-h^i.jfr-o—i-

THE ENTERPRISE MODEL B

Portable Calcium Gas Outfit
Is the only Substitute for Electricity for projecting
Motion Pic.ure or Stereopticon views and is the

Only Satisfactory Portable Outfit
because it operates by WATER PRESSURE, IS CON-
STANT, REGULAR AND RELIABLE and has no com-
plicated spring valves to corrode, choke up and otherwise
get out of order. Is patented.

••OXONE" in SQUARE CAKES Is most Satisfactory for

the production of Oxygen Gas. Send for particulars.

For Sale by Dealers

Enterprise Optical Mfg. Co. ^SE^l^SSS^

BARGAINS in USED

FILMS
SLIDES

.no MACHINES
We are preparing for May First In
ventory and are offering these articles

at extremely low prices.

Chicago Film Exchange
55 Jtckion Boulavard

AT LIBERTY Operator and electrician; also
lady lllaatiated ana -mavi. I >.-- ir.- to locate in city

from three to ten thousand population. A
T. I.. RISEWICK, Knoxrllle 1-

EDISON FEATURE FILM FOR NEXT WEEK
THE CIGARETTE MAKER OF SEVILLE
A dramatization of "Carmen," tbe second of the nsUson grand opera

series, with tbe Incomparable Mile. Pilar kforin In tbe title role. A
storj o( love, decell and revenge that baa fesj enjnals In dramatic
strength, \ superb portrayal of tbe slvadoua, alluring, heartlessly erne)

and Irreslstlblj charming "Carmen" by tbe eminent French pantomlmiat.
d i ituuied.

No. 6624. Code. Viperelln. App. length. 995 feet. To be released May 3.

Other Edison Films
THE SENATOR AND THE SUFFRAGETTES A timely comedy from

tbe pen "i S. \V Tonfnsend, who bat used the present agitation of

"Votes for women" to butld a series of comical Incidents around the
tt tempi of seine suffragettes to eoeree a senator into rotlng for their

cause. Thej succeed, too, by a subterfuge that carries hearty lausb
with It. No. 6635. Code. Viperes. App. length. 635 feet. To be re-

leased May 6.

LOVE AND MA.RRIAGE IN POSTER LAND A unique and delightful
short comedy, In which tw« posters step from a billboard Into real life

and by tbe iii.iu-I"- creative power of love secure everytbli
to their marital happiness. a banpy combination of fan, beautiful
photography and tbe perfection of mystifying trick work. No. 6626.
Code. Viperetta. App. length. 365 feet. To be released May 6.

HISTORY REPIATS ITSELF -(Comedy by Carolyn Wells). No. 6627.
Code. Viperidae. App. length. 540 feet. To be released May 10.

THE STUFF THAT AMERICANS ARE MADE OF -(Drataatle).
No. 6628. Code. Viperiers. -App. length. 455 feet. To be released May 10.

nARsTTNEXLA—Drams by B. w Townsend. No. 6629. Code, Viperinas.
App. length. 720 feet. To "be released May 13.

ACCIDENTS VILL HAPPEN Comedy) . No. 6630. Code, Viperino.
App. length. 280 feet. To be released May 13.

A BIG FEATURE FILM
THE PRINCESS AND THE PEASANT -A sensational dramatie film

to be released May IT. Something different from ordinary films.

Scenes laid In Cuba. Uasyalflcent scenery and thrilling story.

Edison Oxygen

Generator and Saturator

(Goodyear Patents

WITH CALCIUM BURNER

A complete generating outfit de-

signed to take the place of Oxygen

and Hydrogen Gas sold In cylinders,

which are cumbersome and Imprac-

tical for general use. Compact In

size, portable and entirely automatic

In Its action.

Produces chemically pure Oxygen

directly and automatically In a safe,

simple and direct manner. Saturator

especially designed to produce an In-

flammable vapor to take tbe place

of Hydrogen or Illuminating gas for

use In calcium light Jets for projec-

tion purposes, and for blow-pipe work

generally. Our Dynamic High Power

Calcium Light Burner has tbe highest

efficiency of any on the market.

PRICE, S4200.

Order Display Posters Of these Films from your Exchange or the A. B. C. Co., Cleveland. Ohio

EDISON MANUFACTURING CO. 72 Lakeside Avenue, Orange, V. J.

90 Wabash Avenue. Chicago. III.

JOBBERS OF EDISON KINETOSCOPES
BOSTON—Howard "Sowing Picture Co.. 564 Washington Street
CHICAGO—Kleine Optkjal Co.. 52 State Street.
CLEVELAND—L« km Shore Film 4 Supply Co., 314 Superior Ave.. N. E.

SAN FRANCISCO—Geo. Breck,

KANSAS CITY— Yi'.e Film Exchange Co.. 622 Main Street
NEW YORK—P. L. Waters. 41 East 21it Street
PHILADELPHIA—Chat. A. Calehuff, 4th and Green Streets

70 Turk Street
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VITAGRAPH
•'LIFE PORTRAYALS"

Keeping up the the Pace Every Reel a Feature
Three Issues Per Week
TUESDAY, APRIL 26

THROUGH THE DARKNESS
Another effective Heart story. A beautiful drama of the stage. Approx. length, 981 feet.

Scene from "The Portrait"

FRIDAY, APRIL 29

THEfPORTRAIT
Charming, delightful, refined comedy—A dainty story that arouses sympathy and laughter. You know the

kind. Approx. length, 983 feet.

'2&y
SATURDAY, APRIL 30

THE MINOTAUR
A powerful, classical Greek drama. Appro, length, 983 feet.

TO EXHIBITORS Bo sure you get every- Vitag'rapH release

POSTERS— Protraits of Vitagraph Stock Company for Lobby Display, now ready for distribution through exchanges.
Also SPECIAL POSTERS FOR ALL VITAGRAPH PRODUCTIONS. If your Exchange does not fill your order send to us.

THE VITAGRAPH COMPANY OF AMERICA
NEW YORK, 116 Nassau St.

CHICAGO, 109 Randolph St.

LONDON, 25 Cecil Court

PARIS, 15, Rue Salnte-Ceclle



Moving PictureWorld
THE WORLD PHOTOGRAPHIC PUBLISHING COMPANY - lL»f> I •:. 1. Id Street, NBH i(>RK
(Reach ftulldinfj 1 • la-pli on i- i .ill. Ill I (inuiiirc y

I wtors: J. P. CHALMERS, THOMAS BEDDING, F. R. P. S.

SUBSCRIPTION: $2.00 per year. Post free in the United States, Mexico, Hawaii, Porto Rica and the Philippine Island*.

ADVERTISING KATES I Whole page, $60.00; halt page, $30.00 ;
quarter page, $15.00; eighth page, $7. 50 ; one inch (3^ in.
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Summary of the Week. The Moving Picture Afloat.
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\S our eyes rest upon a handsome sepia enlargement on their hands.
of a scene from Pathe's •'Cleopatra" which adorns our This brings us to the suggestion, which was recently
sanctum through the courtesy of Mr. J. A. Berst, we are made to us, and which we desire to say is not entirely
stirred with thoughts of the importance and possibilities original with ourselves, that the moving picture •
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enhghtenment tishig agency. \\ e that if it he bi their
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attention as a cheap and effective means of entertaining

their millions of passengers they would be sympatheti-

cally inclined towards it. The electric current, of course,

is obtainable on all modern steamships, most of which

have photographic dark rooms. There would be the fur-

ther possibility of the making of lantern slides on the

trip and their exhibition. Moreover, the use of the mov-
ing picture camera on board would afford many oppor-

tunities of illustrating the life of the voyage. The whole

idea, in fact, is full of opportunities.

Silent Drama Music.
By Pilar Morin.

I am glad to see the interest which the lack of silent

drama music has aroused among many lovers of silent

picture plays. I personally have been begging for such

music for many years, ever since I understood the future

of silent picture plays, meaning so much to me in con-

nection with the work and art I have had the honor tc

introduce to America in the wonderful silent play "L'En-

fant Prodigue." I knew it would only be a short time

before these silent drama plays would be understood

and gradually become better in quality. It meant thai

silent drama had found its representation on the screen

These picture plays begin to be more carefully selected

every day. Authors of fame have written the scenarios,

understanding the value of action and art such plays

can be surrounded with, understanding also that theii

work through motion photography will live for future

generations to study.

But the music, generally, speaking, has remained at

a standstill ; it has done nothing to illuminate the emo-
tions of acting. This seems almost a sin, especially when
one knows what music means to action and the inspira-

tion it gives to listeners. The silent picture play is a

pantomime to the eye. Hence, who would ever think

of that art separated from its soul, which is music:

Richard Wagner became the great man he was when he

went to Paris, at the age of seventeen or eighteen, and

heard a famous opera partly consisting of silent action

The music illustrated every thought and painted with

color tones the emotions of the action, giving feeling tc

each character. This opera was partly the means of

Wagner's awakening, to the inspiration he had aimed at

From that day he said: "I'll be that painter, that mu-
sician."

It was silent drama action which helped to give to the

world of music the great Wagner ; why should it not

awaken the desire for some musician to give the public

lovers of silent picture plays, at least some pictures with

music illustrating feeling and action? Surely it would
be the means of forcing the moving picture theater man-
ager to engage a real pianist with ability and knowledge
Such houses would be packed to the doors ; everybody
loves good music, from the smallest child to the oldest

man or woman. Those theaters would then cater to the

ear as well as to the eye. Can anyone who saw "L'En-
faht Prodigue" think of this play put on the screen with-

out its music? This music is in itself an opera, being the

very heart-beats of the silent drama action. How im-

possible it would be to separate them, and what inspira-

tion this music would create on an audience ! The day
will yet come when musicians will write for picture plays

manufacturers will print the music for such films, man-
agers will gladly pay for same, pianists will be engaged
to enchant the public, who are so willing to go and hear

as well as see, that which it craves for, good music in

connection with silent picture plays, music that speaks

for itself—the music of silent drama.

THE PLAY.
By Louis Reeves Harrison.

A New York dramatic critic of wide renown says:

"To write above the heads of the people may be foolish,

but to write below their heads is sinful. I can not help

thinking that the human things called people prefer to

look up, even if they have to crick their necks to do so."

It is a good thing to turn the spot light on the audience

before writing a play, to get at the motives and sensibili-

ties of those who,' from some gregarious tendency of

human nature, crowd the low-priced theaters. A simple

way to do this is to settle down in a chair among the

common, conglomerated mass and center all attention on
the comments and reflections made on what is visible

from the front. The wide diversity of impressions will

furnish no end of entertainment, but when the observer

becomes conscious of a mental assimilation, that some
idea has strongly fixed the attention of the crowd, it is

time to sit up and notice the production ; there is some-
thing eloing which reaches into the sentiments, preferences

or experiences of the crowd, merging their separate en-

tities. One well-grounded conclusion will result; any
play which takes possession of an audience, fixing the

attention of its members or holding them breathless with
expectation is a success, whether or not it is applauded
at the end. It will also be found that popularity, a word
misused when it conveys a suggestion of inferiority, be-

comes attached to a fine motive so presented as to be
within the comprehension of all.

The fact that the plays of Shakespeare have survived
the ages, instead of standing with "The Inferno" and
"Paradise Lost," mile-stones in the slow evolution of
human intelligence, is partially due to superior stage
settings and improved acting, but largely because the
great dramatist knew how to reach the hearts of com-
mon people, while appealing to cultivated minds.
The stage upon which events occur is a great source

of poetic and emotional suggestion, but no scene painter
can produce a perspective which is true from all parts
of the^ house, he often fails to catch the expression of
nature's face, and all the improvements in lighting fail

to portray her varying moods. The motion picture artist

has nature at his beck and call in outdoor scenes. If his
sense of beauty is keen, he can fill our souls with the
enthusiasm of those who travel for no other purpose than
to enjoy the subtle charm of exquisite landscape. Even
the indoor scenes are in true perspective. In many of
them exquisite harmony is attained, not so much bv
iavish outlay of money as by the exercise of artistic

knowledge and feeling. It is asking a good deal of a
hard-working director that he shall demonstrate that he
has the soul of an artist, but there is room for improve-
ment in this branch of his work. Many of those who
attend the motion picture exhibitions know the rigors
of life only too well, they are heart-sick and weary of
the commonplace, tired of back yards and dirty streets,
and down deep in the hearts of the humblest is a love of
beauty. Except in a scene which requires squalid set-
tings, there can be no practical objection to an infusion
of loveliness wherever it is not inappropriate. Fine back-
grounds add greatly to the effectiveness of the plav, they
promote harmony to all the parts ; to give the playwrights
ideals, reality and actors their full opportunity, there
should be no jarring note in the scene.
The actors in picture plays are more versatile and in-

teresting than the mummers who repeat the same per-
formance for weeks at a stretch and talk about it for
hours at a time. Many of the former are artists of high
quality in facial and gestural expression and furnish ex-
amples in heroic and romantic drama superior to those
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seen on the regular stage. When, however, the play ap-

proximates real life, when the characters are n

that we never see, but the ones who appear in our daily

lives, acting in the silent storj becomes a fine art.

give a heightened expression to the actual comedies and
tragedies of dail) existence, in a restricted space, with a

time limit imposed, requires a quick grasp of the situa

tion and alerl attention to the smallest details. Villlainy

unmasks and virtue triumphs before you can say "now
I lay me." ["he mind of the motion picture actor has

no more chance to run stale than that of the playwright
who is obliged to produce fiftj two masterpieces a year

to keep principle of existence in his carcass. It might
be well, in rehearsing intelligent nun and women for

acting in a natural play, especially in genre scenes, to

allow them full liberty of movement ; to attune their indi-

vidualities to the large purpose of the whole effect. An
interesting personality is quite as attractive on the stage

as in real life, and the absence of external incitement leads

to a spontaneity of action which is half the charm of the

play. In this compressed style of play, the actor must
appear wrapt up in what he is doing, notably in moments
of intense emotion, hence it might he well to allow him
complete freedom of action, to succeed or fail in his own
interpretation. The whole production is composite, de-

pending upon the staging, the acting and the material

furnished by the playwright.

Robert Louis Stevenson, who would have made a great

dramatist, says: "It is sometimes supposed that drama
•>t- of incident. It consists of passion, which gives

the actor hi- opportunity." When the sentiments and
ions are those of the spectators, when the action is

modern and present, where there is a sharp conflict of
interest, one character colliding with another, materials
for the drama of action exist. The playwright has only
to u-;e his power-, of observation to find an abundance of
material- in events an.', scenes occurring habitually, but
in order to select those which the audience will accept,
he must not allow his study of technics to fix rigid ideas
in his mind, hut rather adapt himself to conditions as
he finds them. Plays of ingenuity are not so generally

I

than intelb ctual. i

a tragi i involving a situation

iw, containing a lighi touch of humor mingled with
pathos. Anothi i

ing w hich g( grjp on con n. The
sensational episode with a thread ol

at the end, the bright comedy with a surpri
and the farce of ludricous situation are also popular, but
the laugh is sometimes on the producer. A play came
out of the West which portrayed th< and whole-
some American girl a a weak-minded country maiden
who was nearly overcome by the city villain. The "'city

chap" was arrayed in an outing cap and a linen d

like the one pop wore m [876, when he went to the Phila-

delphia Exposition, to indicate that he was an automo-
bitist. When this fascinating creature sal down on the
steps of a back porch which needed scrubbing, hi- pants
drew up and disclosed a pair of white socks, such a- city

men always wear' The climax came when he was billed

as the "Treacherous Easterner," hut the suh-title failed

to indicate whether from Skowhegan, Me., or the cran-
berry bogs of New Jersey. It is difficult for any man,
who knows the West and its people, to understand why
they should he tvpetied by a small fry of cowl They
and the dime-novel Indian are not at all representative
of the prairies of to-day, whereas the robusl and intelli-

gent young farmer, the man who i- becoming one of the
greatest factors in our national strength, stands for the
character of an enormous and virile class in that section
of the country. He is not at all crude, hut broad, manly
and unconventional, a nohle type, who may be used to

picture newer conditions and brought into contact with
an ultra-refined New York society woman with a char-
acter contrast which would he to the detriment of neither
and situations that are really American. It is not ncces-
sary to dig up the bones of the Immortal Hard and turn
poor De Maupassant over in his coffin to find the mate-
rials for a play. They exist around us in our business and
social fabric, and. when they exhibit our fundamental
traits, they can he set forth a- characteristically American.

THE OPTICS OF THE MOVING PICTURE.
By Thomas Bedding, F.R.P.S.

HI AFTER III.

(Continued from page 460, March 26.)

Tin: On.TF.CTiVE.

Since the second chapter on this subject appeared I

have received several communications approving of the

projected series of articles, particularly one from a Van-
couver friend with whom I worked in photographic and
projection matters elsewhere, suggesting the republica-

tion of the articles in book form, as in his opinion they

promise to be extremely valuable. I have no doubt that

by the time I have reached the end of the series I shall

have succeeded in imparting much useful information
on the subject.

We have considered the fundamental offices which the

radiant serves in optical projection. I have not hitherto

used the word "radiant" ; it is nevertheless a common
expression in optical projection. The radiant, in other

words is the light, be it electricity, oil. gas. acetylene.

But it means something more than light : it means a point

whence light radiates in all directions. Light, as we have

seen, may be either a fine point or a mass : it may be the

electric arc, or it may be daylight, whereas a radiant

simply means the point of light whence the rays or

pencils that emanate from it div< I emphasize this

point with regard to the word radiant, because I want

the reader, however elementary, to get hold of some

scientific terms in projection matters. Much of what

is written about the optics of the moving picture is loose,

ill-informed and in many cases misleading. Therefore

it is my object in this series to lead the reader along

gently to an understanding of the proper terms. You
will find after a bit that it is easier and certainly more

useful to be exact than inexact. Scientific men all over

the world speak one common language, so that when

the word "radiant" is used in this connection it is uni-

versally comprehended.
There is another point that I want to make in this

article. It is. that though the series is entitled "The Op-
tics of the Moving Picture," the principles about which

I am writing apply equally to the magic lantern or the

stereopticon. There is only a difference of degree be-

tween a picture projector and a lantern slide projector.

The principles of both systems are the same; neverthe-

less it is well that the moving picture end of matters

should be emphasized in a moving picture publication.

What the radiant or light does in moving picture pro-

jection, and what office the condenser serves jn con-
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trolling- that light or radiant has been explained. We
have seen that unless a proper optical system (or lens)

were placed at the proper distance from the radiant, or

light point, a great deal of the light would be lost or scat-

tered outside the projector, whilst the remainder would
not fulfill its office of properly illuminating the picture

as it passes in front of the cone of rays thrown from
the light.

To recapitulate, what happens when the condensers
are placed in their proper position? Simply that a cone

of light is formed the diameter of which, roughfy speak-

ing, is equal to the diagonal of the picture illuminated.

In other words, if the single moving picture is a circle,

let us say, of 23/2 inches in diameter, it is necessary that

the cone of light projected on it by the condensers

should also be 2)/2 inches in diameter. To sum up, the

condenser which, as I have pointed out, is a lens, must
cover the size of picture, whatever it be, that is to be
projected.

Having got our light going, our condenser in posi-

tion, our picture moving, the uninitiated might imagine
that the system is complete, and that all he has to do
is to drive a strong concentrated light through the pict-

ure to assure that an enlarged image will appear on
the screen. It does not and it won't. Supposing that

only the condensing system were used and the picture

put in motion, what would happen? Simply that on the

screen there would be a kind of formless blur. In other

words, no image would be formed. This is easily ex-

plained. The condenser, while acting the part of a lens,

that is, of bringing rays to a definite point, is not a

lens in the ordinary acceptation of the term. It does

not form a real image like a microscope or a photographic

lens. It is not constructed or corrected for that pur-

pose, hence it is that, by itself, it is incapable of pro-

jecting on the screen a sharp image of the picture

through which it is passing the light. Consequently we
have to seek some supplementary means of comoensat-
ing for the optical deficiencies of the condensing lens.

Let the reader refer back to the radiant and consider the

functions of the condenser with regard to it. Practically

the same state of things exists when the light rays are

passing through the moving picture. Here you have
the light in a cone. If this travelled on without hindrance

it would practically scatter in all directions ; some of it

would reach the screen and some of it would not. The
result of it on the screen would be, as I have pointed

out, a formless blur.

It therefore becomes necessary, as the intelligent

reader will perceive, to use another lens for precisely

the same purpose as the condenser is used at the radiant

end of matters. The object is to gather up diverging
bundles or rays of light and compress them so that they

can be carried on to the screen and give the necessary
clearness, illumination, definition and other qualities.

Unlike the condenser, the secondary lens has to be
of a definite optical property. It has to be constructed

for finely defining purposes. It must, in short, be able

to form either on ground glass, or on a sensitized sur-

face, a sharp image of an object placed in front of it.

In other words it must be a photographic lens. The
condenser, let it be understood, simply controls and con-

denses light—plain light—no matter what its nature. The
lens in front of the moving picture does something more
than this. It practically controls the picture, that is to

say, it gathers up the rays of light : the lights, the shad-

ows, the half tones, the details, that are projected or sent

through the picture by the condenser ; it must gather up
all these details of the picture and project them on the

screen so as to form a perfectly sharp image. The lens

must be specially corrected and constructed for these

purposes.

Supposing for the sake of illustration we were to place

in the position occupied by the projecting lens another

condenser or set of condensers resembling those con-

trolling the radiant. Would they do? Would they form
a picture on the screen? Would they project a sharp,

well defined, non-distorted image? In other words a

perfect picture? Assuredly not. The condenser is not

constructed for projecting sharp images or for taking

sharp images. It is simply a light condensing system,

whereas the second lens in front of the moving picture

is, as I have pointed out, specially made either for the

projection of a picture or the taking of a picture,

This secondary or supplementary lens in a projection

system is known as the "objective." I want the reader

to get hold of that word "objective," because the word
"objective," in a projection system, is another instance

of easy scientific language of world-wide comprehension.

An English, a French or a German worker would under-

stand it, and there is no reason why an American worker

should not. The obiective on a moving picture pro-

jector is, then, the front lens or object point, which the

elements of light, condenser and picture all make for.

It is the object point of the system; hence its name, "ob-

jective." The term "front lens" is clear enough. It

will do, of course, like many other things in the ter-

minology of moving picture making. All the same it is

best, I think, for the reader to be accurate as well as

correct: a distinction and a difference. In the next arti-

cle I will more full- discuss the uses and functions of

the objective in moving picture projection.

The Construction and Conduct of the Theater
II.

—

Flooring.

Pending the preparation of some illustrations of in-

terior arrangement and lighting we will discuss this week
the various substances available for theater flooring. A
plain pine floor offers many disadvantages. The pine is

not always well seasoned, and as it dries out, cracks ap-

pear between the boards. These afford nests for dust

and breeding spots for diseases. Unfortunately, al^pa^

trons of moving picture theaters are not scrupulously

clean in their habits or persons ; certain people cannot be

cured of the expectorating habit ; the trampling of many
feet deposits on the floor the filth of the streets; all of

which point to the duty of the purveyor of public amuse-

ments to adopt the best available preventives of disease

or discomfort. Some places have hardwood floors, but,

like cement or mosaic flooring, they are not only noisy

but very slippery. As to carpets, rugs or runners, they

are most undesirable, being more unsanitary than the

plain pine floor, besides being uneconomical.

After much experimentation and comparison I have

decided that cork tiling is the ideal flooring for mov-

ing picture houses. It is non-absorbent ; it is non-slippery ;

it is sanitary ; it is noiseless ; it is elastic ; it is durable.

What other substance has so many points in its favor?

The price may be high, but it is not prohibitive. It is

said to cost seventy-five cents per square foot laid down,

and if any of our readers desire other particulars we are

at their service.

Now a word as to the manufacture and composition of
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this ideal flooring: I ork of fine quality is pulverized and
compressed into molds bj hydraulic pres ure. It

i then

id t" a high temperature, which liquefies ;i portion

of the substance and binds the particles into a d<

homogeneous mass practically a block of natural cork,

as no cement is used in its composition. The tiles thus

made are one-half inch thick and in natural wood colors

from lij^ht oak to dark walnut. This tiling can he laid

on anj existing Boor: wood, concrete, stone, or metal.

1 'he surface is left in its natural state, or oiled, which
gives it a somewhat richer appearance. The only care it

ever requires is washing.
rk tiling or flooring will outwear any hard material,

having the toughness and elasticity to save it from abra-
sion or the effects Of friction. It will not rot or de-

teriorate like rubber tilings, which lose their elasticity

and become brittle in a few years. Liquids such as oil,

ink, etc., can be washed off the cork without leaving a

stain. It is chiefly on account of its great elasticity that

it is durable. Besides saving it from abrasion, this quality

S^ves it from cracking and breaking in the unsightly and
unsanitary manner of tiling, marble, or any plastic floor-

ing. It yields, but does not break. Its elasticity renders

it soft and silent and comfortable to walk and stand

upon. It does not tire the feet. It is odorless. The
method of laying and finishing the tiling hermetically
seals the entire surface, and, being absolutely non-
absorbent and impervious to liquids, it is impossible for

germs or filth of any kind to obtain an entrance, or for

vermin to find a hiding place.

This flooring, as I said, seems to be the ideal one for

motion picture houses, and I feel encouraged in recom-
mending same, when I am told that numerous railroad

companies have laid cork tiling floors in their passenger
stations, including the new Xew York terminal of the

Pennsylvania Railroad. Churches, banks, hospitals, li-

braries, hotels and other public buildings are users of

cork floors, so we can feel safe that the qualities claimed
for it have been fully tested.

The great amount of disinfectants sold yearly to mov-
ing picture theaters, shows the unsanitary condition of the

present floors, absorbing and retaining all the filth carried

from the street.

For these various reasons, a non-absorbent, non-slip-

pery, but a sanitary, noiseless, durable floor should be

welcomed.

Booths.

I will not attempt to deal with this question, as T do
not wish to conflict with the different State and municipal
ordinances governing the construction of the booths. I

merely want to state that the very best regulations will

not offer much safety if the booth is abandoned to a

young, inexperienced operator. We cannot deny the

danger of the film, yet with good care and first-clas?

operators. the danger is reduced to a minimum.
I well remember that before the erection of the five-

cent theaters, the first films were shown in regular thea
ters. The machines were placed in an open space on the

balcony, as they still are in many cases, and I do not
remember that we can trace any disaster to this method
of showing motion pictures. Personally. I advocate the

open booth, like it is operated at the Keith houses in Xew
York City, and my reasons are the following ones: In at:

open booth, the operator is constantly watched by the

audience: he is a sort of attraction, and. knowing it. Mr
Operator is more attentive and more careful in his work-
in an open booth, the operator does not dare to smoke
in view of the manager or ox the audience, as he some-
times does in a closed booth where no one can see him
A closed booth is poorly ventilated : the heat of the lamp
house turns it into a regular oven, and it is not to wonder

that under luch i ondition . the open
perhaps diz2 the great heat and pei piration,

operati eghgent in I

work, but \se mu t have a little mercy on them when
peep int. d booth and see what they h.

for the sake of a few dollar-. Many radroad a

have been traced to overworked emp
aid of moving picture places: too many of th<

work tOO long hours, and this under
poor conditions.

As 1 said, 1 do not wish to conflict with the diffei

authorities, and for this reason I '•ill rest this question of

booth on my belief that an open booth ;

than a closed booth.

Front of a Moving Picture Theater.
As the film manufacturers are fasl abandoning such

subjects as sensational burglaries, murders, infidelity, and
the foolish chases, to produce pictures of a higher
and to make of cinematography the greatest edu
of the world, it is time that the builders "i live and ten-

cent theaters abandon the flimsy decorations of a pa
fair.

We do not want any more these light plaster build

to last just one season. We want suitable building

bouse the best pictures. We want an exterir r to appeal
to the public; that does not flaunt the sj^ns of a mere
side show but invites the public to enter and enjoy the

greatest library of the world, i Excuse the word "li-

brary," but I cannot find a more fitting one for the cine-

matography of to-day, as we now see on the screen the

motion pictures of the best books preserved in libra':

Numerous of the best known authors have already been
presented in motion pictures, while there is not a manu
facturer to-day who is not working on a production taken
from one of the favorite authors. .-/ library, as there is

not a public library where the story of the "Fly
is s,

, forcibly told as it is shown to-day on th(

The library, as we cannot find in any other library

wonderful scenic records as shown daily in our five-cent

theaters.

If Xew York is spending millions of dollars on a new
Public Library: if ether cities have been as lavish with
the money of the taxpayers, to house in proper style the

books of the period, is it not proper that we should erect

for cinematography theaters that have the appearan,

something srlid and lasting? The cheap plaster decora-
tions, or gingerbread decorations, as I call them, were
all right for temporary buildings: but for a building

last for years, they are, in the long run, more expensive

than carved stone.

In Philadelphia, one of the first moving picture theaters

erected was a small affair entirely made of lath and
orative plaster work. It was erected by Mr. Lubin in the
grounds t^i the Industrial Exhibition in 1898 (if the date

is correct). It was then all right, as the said building
was to last for a few months only. It seems that this

first theater served as a type and the idea of

orately decorated with plaster work is still prevailing.

The plaster decorations have the disadvantag ik-

ing and of becoming dirty in no time. The dirt of the

street, the smoke, etc.. land in these ornaments, and. on
account of the porous quality of the plaster, the first rain

drains all this filth into the ornaments, and in a

months the most elaborate front looks dirty unli

constantly repainted.
J. M. Bl

Riograpli Compai
last Saturday Iron: - The little

in Fourteenth • the pace tor quality ii

Dictures, is again in active operation and will
Quarters until tin > :dio in t!
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Observations!
^BV OUR MAN
ABOUT TOWN.

Isn't it odd how things will develop sometimes? I picked
up the last number of the self-anointed champion of the In-
dependent forces during one of my leisure spells this week
and my vision fell upon a challenge to the Motion Picture
Patents Company attention. I read it and found it contained
a story of a San Francisco film exchange declining to run the
chance of having its license cancelled by the Patents Com-
pany on a charge of selling films. It also made a charge that
the films were eventually sold to the party desiring them by
a Chicago film exchange, that the Patents Company knew all

about the deal, but winked at it because the sale was made
by a favored exchange. Following this is a question as to

whether the Patents Company overlooked the matter because
of the common talk that certain licensed manufacturers are
heavy stockholders in the exchange that made the sale. By
the way, the sale is stated by the publication to have em-
braced one hundred reels, and the purchase is said to have
been made by a person residing at Manila, P. I. Now, in

all fairness, I think the San Francisco exchange is entitled to
great credit for abiding by its contract with the Patents Com-
pany and should be congratulated upon its sagacity in re-

fusing to be lured into complications by a purchase offer of
one hundred reels. This exchange no doubt figured that
honesty was the best policy and there was more money to
be made in the holding on to its exchange license than could
be derived from the sale. As to the exchange that made the
sale, I have nothing to say. If the statements made are true
there is no room for any but a one-sided comment. If the
statements are false the Patents Company should at once
make a rigorous investigation and clean the skirts of every
licensed film exchange in Chicago. This is an era of investi-
gations and the Patents Company can have no better op-
portunity. Now, Mr. Licensed Man, do not jump to the con-
clusion that I am trying to instigate or stir up unpleasant-
ness for the Patents Company; and Mr. Independent do not
take my sentiments as a challenge in behalf of that company
or its licensees. My motive is honest, the design clear. The
dirtiest piece of journalism is that which makes and boosts
a charge by insinuations. If the charges made are true, why
make them in such a manner that the reading public can only
surmise as to their truth or falsity, and because of the man-
ner in which they are made innocent people are besmirched
and must suffer as much as the guilty. No fair-minded man
will sanction under-cover jabs in the back. They all like to
hear the truth, and like to hear it told with some spirit of
honest conviction.

* * *

I hear someone ask, "How do you think the charges
should have been made?" I will frame them as I think they
would be better appreciated and receive more attention from
both independent and licensed people. Give the name of the
man from Manila and show he was a genuine Manila buyer.
Then the name of the exchange that was wronged and the
name of the exchange that did the wrong. Give evidence of
the sale and some evidence that the Patents Company "knows
all about it." Give the names of the licensed manufacturers
that are interested in the exchange that made the sale.

# # #

I realize that many people will say I impose an impossible
task upon the accusing paper. Ordinarily this would be true,
but it is not, in view of the bold declaration by that paper.
"If they desire it we will give them names, prices paid, and
dates when shipped, with signatures all galore." Why was
not all this information given when the charges were made?
Why not be fair to the entire moving picture world and give
the facts? Tt is not the barking cur that bites, neither is he
a good watch dog.

s,c % sie

Now as to the oddity of developments. Here is the as-
sumed champion of the independent interests making charges
in their behalf, but weakening them by waiting for an invi-

tation for facts. Cowardice, or falsity, is shown by the ad-
ditional declaration, "Our columns are open for the truth of
the transaction, or at least the other side of the story. Who'll
reply?" But, if I may be allowed to repeat, now as to the
oddity of developments. In the same column with the maga-
zine-covered charges appeared the statement, "Is it not, as

we have stated in these columns, again and again, that the
strongest film exchanges can put their thumb to their nose
and spread out their fingers to the Patents Company?"

* # *

Yet, at the very time the editor or reporter was writing
the accusing article one of the most prominent licensed ex-
changes in the country was being disciplined for doing the
very thing with which the Chicago exchange is charged, and
the would-be champion of the independent interests never
heard of it. The paper was issued two days after the affair
took place, but not a word of it appeared in the self-appointed
official organ. The exchange that figured in the affair to
which I refer was the Imperial, one of the most prominent
in New York City, and having branches in Troy, N. Y., and
Washington, D. C. Some doubt has been created as to
whether the Patents Company cancelled the Imperial's li-

cense, or the Imperial cancelled its own license by withdraw-
ing as a licensee of the Patents Company. I got a tip late

in the afternoon of Thursday, April 14, that the Patents Com-
pany was holding a meeting and the head of some prominent
exchange would in all probability be chopped off before night.

I hovered about the Patents Company headquarters for sev-
eral hours that day, and before I retired for my night's rest

I had learned the Imperial license had been cancelled. The
notice by the Imperial Exchange that it withdrew as licensee
of the Patents Company was dated April 15. (See copy of
the notice on page 647 of the Moving Picture World, issue of
April 23.) How is it the would-be champion of the indepen-
dent interests did not have even a copy of this notice in its

columns? The Moving Picture World had it because it is

always on the job and on the alert for facts, fearlessly, hon-
estly and impartially.

Let me say a few words for "Billy" Steiner, the president of
the Imperial Film Exchange. I will quote a statement made
to me yesterday by one of his colleagues in the licensed
ranks: "No man in the moving picture business has had more
experience in that line than 'Billy' Steiner, and no one had
a wider circle of friends. He is a genial, whole-souled fellow
and no one regretted the turn of affairs more than I did. He
was one of the original and most prominent of the Film
Service Association members and now holds a very impor-
tant and responsible position in that organization. Of course,
it is quite natural to assume he will withdraw from the or-

ganization, since he is now in the independent ranks, but
from a personal standpoint he will always have the best
wishes of its members. From a business standpoint the
relations between Mr. Steiner and his former associates will

undergo a radical change."

I met Mr. Steiner last night. He carried that customary
good-natured smile and that merry, knowing twinkle in the
eye. "Flow do you feel, Bill?" I asked. "Fine, never felt

better," he replied. "I hear you intend manufacturing films?"
"Sure thing. I have everything going and will have an out-
put ready before the June roses bloom." I told him of the
compliments expressed in regard to him by the licensed ex-
change man I quoted above, and he said most seriously:
"The boys are all right. We parted in a most friendly man-
ner and I wish them all they wish me."

Albert E. Smith, of the Vitagraph Company of America,
sailed for Europe on Wednesday on the Oceanic. Mr. Smith
goes to close a deal which will materially advance Vitagraph
supremacy in the moving picture field and he will be back at

his desk again inside a month.

"A Manufacturer" sends us anonymously a post-office

money order for twenty dollars for us to award to the one
who will send in the best name and trade-mark for film man-
ufacturing purposes. If "Manufacturer" is afraid or ashamed
to reveal his identity to us, the money order will be turned
over to some charitable institution, and he can call his film

"Billiken" and adopt as a trade-mark a camera mechanism
rampant over a burglar-proof safe and underneath the words,
"In hoc signo viirces."
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By

raphiciLS

"Suici are tin- i dvertisement," said the late William
Shakespi somi thing like n He «
Adversitj and advertisement arc prett> much the same thing
at times "Bold advertisement." another Shakespearian and
this time a genuine Shakespearian quotation, is g 1 for
everybody, and v ! rthing at times. Not t nuch
bold advertisement, but just bold advertisement enough.

illy so not t".. much adversity, but just adversitj
can ha\ e too much i nd i"" much

bad thing, whether it be adversity or advertisement
» * *

Like all new industries, the moving picture field revi

certain aspects which arc being grievously overdone, and
which arc bound, in the nature of tiling, to ha\
able reactionary effect. For example: Since this tunc last

tic press agent has appeared on the so
jve months ago, it' the reader will turn back to

Moving Picture World and other publications of th.'t date,
which treat of the moving picture, he will discover that the
pre-- agent (bless his dear ! 1 1

r
' heartl) was then non est

inventus. In other words, he had not yet appeared in the
sky to dazzle us with the scintillating brilliancy of his wit
and invention.

* * *

But. here the press apent is. and the problem is, what t"
Mth him. first of all in his own interest, and then in the

interests of his employers. At present, speaking generally,
he is doing neither his employers nor himself any particular

himself look ridiculous; In- is making
his employers look absurd. The little stories he is inventing
influence nobody. What the press agent says about his
employer^' pictures also influences nobody. He rather handi-

their reception by the exhibitor, because, plainly and
bluntly, the exhibitor is fully alive to the ways and wiles of
the pre— agent

Rumble, the immortal
Twist," -aid with true
'The public is a Hass."

beadle in Charles Dicken's ''Oliver
parochial emphasis and stupidity:
The public is not. Can you look

for any higher authority on this little point than the late
Abraham Lincoln- "You ran fool the public"— it i< unni
sary for a casual alien like myself to complete this re-
nowned sentence. But the moving picture press apent has
started out to fool the exhibitor. I do not say designedly.
but unconsciously, because it seems t<> be the natural bent
or tendency of the press agent to grossly over-exaggerate
every fact or factor with which lie has to deal. In the ordi-
nary newspapers, that is the daily and weekly newspap
the press agent has been found out lonp ago. He has been
sized up. The result is that the two sections of workers,
namely the newspaper man and the press agent, thoroughly
understand each other. Which i~ as it should be.

* * *

The same thin- , happen in the mov-
ing picture field and the p nt has pot to realize that
the public for whom he write- knows just as much about the
panic as, and a little more than, he does. Ninety per cent.
oi the people interested in the moving picture were fully
alive to the panic before the moving picture press apent
appeared on the scene. I would like each moving picture

5S apent to take this little friendly hint from me. Then.
again, the profusion oi press agent's literature is becoming
rather embarrassing to people who conduct theatei
questionable in my mind whether this sort of thing does
the business on whose behalf it is issued the smallest pood.
T know many cases where quite a contrary effect is pro-
duced. Exhibitors have personally complained to me of
the plague of bulletins with which they are perforce suf-
fering. The matter contained in them is of such a high falutin
partisan character that it produces an effect entirely con-
trary to that calculated upon by the press apent. In other
words it renels rather than attracts
These thinps must cost a sireat deal of monev for printing,

mailing and all that kind of thing, and the business returns
must be doubtful. I question whether they dignify the busi-

A house organ, not only :
-» the movinp picture field

but in other- ked upon with a certain amount of

Mind,
an ordin
when- its in

- it unquesl al
'

u In

•

You si e, pi

ated and irrespon
sponsibilit
Their regard put-
ting n .i~ politel)

fellow feeling makes
nature makes the wholi world km. I

the pell, but Oh yi '11
;

• nt "

*

I hope the friendly hint I am giving t 'dor
oi things will be tal

when none is intend, d The , xhibil
our destinies in the n

thepress agent and hi- funny litt verbum sat
sapientiae, dear brothers. Thi -ure,
i ffectn <, in. cpensh e and

|

moving picture industry of the Uniti
jacent parts of the world, and that i- by the
pages try, brotl
trow ii"t. But you may identify it for > en I

inform you strictly in confidence that the
i- $2 per year, that the advertising rat.- wi
the title on the front page, and that whal
it- pages i-. first of all. published in the n I

promote, the prosperity of t:

a whole, ami of the "iily impartial n ':' un-
biased publication in this country, which n
dustry. Pax vobiscum.

WHEN MR.EXHIBITOR RECEIVES
CIRCULARS.
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THE ROOSEVELT PICTURES.

By H. F. Hoffman.

On Monday I made the rounds of several theaters that
were advertising the Roosevelt pictures broadcast. I visited

several of them for two reasons—first, to observe the way
they took with different audiences, and, second, to see the
prints in more than one light, as I had heard that the film

was a dark one.
The first house I visited was in Elizabeth, N. J., where I

found the management in a state of bitter disappointment.
"I can't describe what a frost it is," said one of them; "look
at it yourself and then come into the office and tell me what
you think of it." 1 was prepared for the worst as the picture
began, but as it progressed I found it quite interesting. To
be sure the film seemed to be badly obscured in spots, and
as it annoyed me, I know it annoyed others less forgiving
than myself. But at the same time I could see yellow and
red and blue by turns, and sometimes darkness altogether,

so I decided before long that the light was bad and that the
operator was not paying attention.

When I returned to the office my verdict did not dispel the
gloom. They were indignant when I told them the light was
bad. "We've got the best operator and the best light in the
country," they declared. (They all say that.) Their idea
was that the picture should have been Roosevelt all the way
through. The class of people who came there were expecting
to see Teddy slaughtering lions and tigers and wallowing in

their gore. They wanted to see a hand-to-hand struggle be-
tween him and a white rhinoceros. They wanted to see him
swing an elephant by the tail or wrestle with a lion or ride

an alligator. Elizabeth is a great town for workingmen and
the shopgirl element that loves its melodrama. They want
the golden-haired hero to get the girl after he has saved her
from being sawed in two, and they want to see the villain

get his, and get it good at the finish, consequently Teddy was
a disappointment to them.

It was of no use to explain the difficulties incidental to the
making of such a picture. For my part, I think Mr. Kearton
did well to get what he did. Animals in Africa do not stalk

abroad at noontime for the convenience of any photographer,
not even Kermit himself. It is only when the sun begins to
set that they venture forth, and for that reason the pictures

are naturally a little dark, but not so dark but what all the
animals are plain enough for anyone with normal eyesight, if

the "Best Operator in the Country" is only doing his part.
"Yes, but how can we make the people understand this;

we are not running our business by excuses?" "Well, you
ought to explain it," said I; "a good lecture helps any pic-

ture, and in this Roosevelt picture there are a lot of things
that would stand a word, even if the print were as clear as
crystal." A few remarks on the habits of wild animals would
be entirely in keeping in this case, also a few remarks about
the difficulty of taking such a picture. A smooth talker could
make the audience believe the picture to be more wonderful
than it is. I know if I had been in Mr. Kearton's place, when
that old white rhino was coming head-on toward the camera,
1 should have climbed a tree long before he hiked it himself.
(Besides this, they had only the one reel at that theater; the
second reel, which shows less of Roosevelt than the first one.)
The next theater I visited was on Broadway. There the

management was satisfied. The light was fine and the pic-

tures were considerably clearer. An intelligent class of peo-
ple made up the audience, and I enjoyed the picture more
the second time than the first because I knew what was
coming and was prepared for a better look. The best test

of interest a picture sustains is by counting the number of
spectators who get up and go out when it comes on, and
there were few who did so at this house. From this, then,
it would seem that the Roosevelt pictures are going to take
better at houses that cater to the middle class than at those
who cater to the shopgirl trade, though much depends upon
the advertising. If you lead the public to think that they
are going to see Teddy doing the William Tell act. you must
not blame them or the manufacturer if they expect it.

Scene I., "Roosevelt Is Coming"; a monkey reading a paper
is a clever introduction, but seems to miss the mark. Scene
II., Government Buildings, Mombassa; very proper by way
of introduction. Scene III., Roosevelt Planting a Tree; .i

good close view of T. R. Scene IV., Native Amusements in

Mombassa, showing something we didn't know before, home-
made Ferris wheels in a native village, full of "dark meat"
Scene V., Railway Trip from Kiu to Naquro. made by T. R.
A scene like this is apropos, giving us a touch of local color
and a little preparatory acquaintance with scenes Teddy went
through on his way to the hunting ground. Scene VI., Zulu
Women at Spring; they are the real thing, but I didn't see

1 l' in the Niw Stork \' ni<l.

THE PEOPLE EXPECTED TO SEE TEDDY SLAUGHTERING LIONS AND TIGERS.
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any 1 would care to elope with Scene VI
I , Dance ol the

Rain Maker; nature faker, funnj and interesting. v

VIII., Natives Drawing Watei from .1 Well; typical, but nol

mch interest Scene [X In the Kraal; showing n I

living in mud houses; fairly interesting, but awfully chopped

up, \
, Arabi in boys closi a; on .1 par with

the manj other pictures of thai kind. Scene XL, Kingfisher

young; full frame bird picture of the usual km'!

Here is where a lecturer would come in band} to stall th<

patience of those who do nol care for that kind of a pic-

I have seen much better bird pictures than this one.

XII., Jackson's Dancing Bird; a rattling g 1 pi

ph of this unheard-of creature Th< maker has caught
• inding quietly, and again jumping up and down

md unnecessary way. The bird looks like

lantam rooster.. Altogether the photographer may be

proud of his work in tins instance.

ne XIII., Vultures and Storks Feeding; j I
-tnfT.

CIV., Woodpecker Feeding Young; usual kind of a

bird picture, not overly interesting, l>ut the lecturer could

make a so by using the description of it that comes with

the printed cii S XV., Camp Roosevelt; the first

of a series of camp views, of which the main interest 1

elf, who appears in all of these. Scene XVI.,
Zulu War Dance in Honor of l'.wana Tumbo; a typical and

interesting subject; an American negro would probably nol

relish this, as it depicts too plainly the stock from which he

sprang. It is hard to believe that this sort of thing still

exists Scene XVII., T. I\ and Party Reviewing Maneuvers;
in th of the others, the Colonel is plainly t 1

l»e seen. More Zulu business.

WITT., Zulu Belles; see Scene VI. T love my frau,

but O you Zulu Rail Nothing here to cause the Colonel any
worry about the race suicide question. Scene XIX.. Col.

veil Examining a Gun; according to the Colonel's ex-

pression, it's a bum Run. It is a Rood thinR for the maker
e gun that we are not told what make it is. for by that

wave of Bwana Tumbo's hand he can make or unmake a

maker of Runs. Scene XX.. Col. Roosevelt Taking the Trail:

Roosevelt alone on horseback coming toward the camera.

\fter two false starts the flap is drooped and he Rets by.

XXI., Home of the Lizard; close study of a hip. lazy-

lizard taking the rest cure. Scene XXIT.. .Vouiir Serval Cat;

close smdy of a beautiful Serval cub. a relation of the leopard;

dim.' to Hoyle it is the mildest and most docile of wild

felines. A very Rood and interesting photograph.

Scene XXIIL, Giraffe on Their Native Heath; in this pic-

ture we begin to get a line on Mr. Kearton's ability. Al-

though it is somewhat dark on account of the time of day,

it is probablv the best idea any of us will ever pet of how a

herd of Riraffe look in their native home. None of us ever

saw a giraffe run, and here we have it. so anyone who can

kick on that must indeed be hard to please. Mr. Kcarton has

manaRcd to pet within what appears to be a short city block
of these intercstinR creatures, which is about a nuartcr of a

mile nearer than Kermit Roosevelt ever ROt. For several

moments one can describe the snots on them, which to my
mind is going some in the way of photopraphing giraffe.

XXIV.. The Deadly African Spider; he may be deadly
and all that, but looked so much like our common or garden
variety that no one seemed to have the least fear; this could

have been omitted, as it causes impatience. Scene XXV.
Giant Land Turtle: another chance for the lecturer to pet

busy and follow copy, otherwise tame. Scene XXVI.. Flash-

light of Man-eating Lion in the Jungle: this view should
- have potten into the reel: it casts over the wdiole series

a feelinp of oatchwork. Flashlight of n lion taken from a

still nhoto print Tt looks like a dead lion, or a poor wash
drawing of that animal. Altogether inadequate for the matter
in hand, and flatter than a pancake. If T were exhibitinp
those reels, the first thinp I would do would be to cut that

number out and T would leave it out until it went back to

the exchanpe. The only possible way to make it interesting

would be for the lecturer to rcoeat the printed description,
which is too lonp for the picture, and havinp done so he
would be simplv telling the audience how a flashlight photo
is taken. If a lion's picture was needed so badly, the com-
bined manufacturers might better have taken the living lion

from that old SeliR comedy. "Teddy in .Tnnpleland." Don't
forget that moving pictures are the thing, first, last, and all

the time.
Scer.e XXVII., Roosevel Party Crossing Stream: the

Colonel being carried peross bv natives, and showing the
caravan on the march. Well taken in a stronp. sharp lipht.

Scene XXVIII., Chameleons at Play; anyone who had never
seen a chameleon would pet the idea from this that thev are
about the size of an nHipator. Verv sharp and clear. Scene
XXIX. Rhinoceros Mother and Baby; here we get a line

on Mi He can I

rhim
pning tl

ing t

XXXL, H
idea

of their abundant XXII., N
.

Gnus .md Zebras; in 1

the bovine and thi tog< ther. '1

1

to I"

ciating in hi rds with I

lies well into th<

ground.

XXXIII . Hippopotami at Play; tl

the only daytime anin frica, and for that

on the photographei has taken, in a clear and sharp lipht,

as interesting! and correel a p tami at 1

as ever was or will be taken. A n and none
would have complained at twice th<- length of it. Scene

XXXIV., ' • icodile Taking His Morning Plungi title

would indicant raphy. Scene XXXV., Y
Deer: tin- view is oul 1 place and would have been better

placed among the tamer animals, as it is hardly strong

enough to follow the hippo, picture and not a good leader

tnd last picture, which is the Colonel himself.

Seen.- XXXVI, R— evell Returning; showing him fording
another stream. The little coon whose duty it was to trans-

port the American flag brought a laugh.

The picture closes with a view from a flat photo of Roose-
velt in his Rough Ruhr costume, taken ten years ago. In-

stead of going back ten years for a flat photo, they might as

well have dug up an old film portrait of the Colonel, of which
there are several in existence, and none of them that old.

Nothing is so flat as a still photo m moving pictu

Elaborate R cupanj.
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Among the Moving Picture Theatres.

MILWAUKEE, RACINE AND KENOSHA.
The exhibitors of Milwaukee deserve a good word as they

are certainly following the proper and only course to elevate
motion pictures and to make of them, not a passing fad, but
an everlasting amusement for the people.
Milwaukee exhibitors are not like their brethren of other

cities, building cheap, flimsy theaters to last one season,
hunting for cheap film service, cutting down the expenses
and wages to the lowest limit. Xo, the Milwaukee exhibitor,
in general, seems to be a broad-minded man with high ideals,

a business man who knows how to spend money to make
money and who believes that nothing is too good for his

patrons.
Milwaukee boasts of moving picture theaters that you can-

not duplicate in much larger cities; artistic houses built for
the future and not for the day. I have been so much im-
pressed by the beauty of many of the houses that I have
taken a number of views and collected details for future
reference.
The Milwaukee exhibitor does not believe in cheap vaude-

ville, he does not want it at any price, he claims, and he
is right, that he cannot give a good vaudeville act if he
wants to meet his obligations and if he wishes to give even
a mediocre act he has to reduce the Quality of his pictures.

The motto seems to be: "Good pictures only; no vaudeville."
The Milwaukee exhibitor is a free spender, he knows how

to spend his cash to show good pictures to the best ad-
vantage. He has no use for cheap pianists or erratic and dis-

cordant music. No, he is not satisfied unless he has an
orchestra of several good musicians, a good repertoire of
appropriate tunes, sound effects, and, as in the case of the
Princess Theater, a pipe organ.
A regular lecturer is found in the majority of the Mil-

waukee theaters, lecturing on all the films, giving out the
announcements, etc. The Milwaukee exhibitor is perhaps
the first one to realize that the art, scenic and educational
films of to-day need some comments, and when other ex-
hibitors will come to the conclusion that they must add a
good lecturer to their staff of employees the manufacturers
will not be compelled to give such long sub-stitles, in many
cases too long to read.

I am not through with the Milwaukee exhibitor, as if I

claim that he is a broad-minded business man, I must add

that he is a man of good common sense. He knows that
all Milwaukee cannot run the same day to see the same
picture and he knows that if he shows the picture one day
only he deprives many other patrons from enjoying the
said picture. He also knows that if his patrons do not care
to see again a foolish chase or a murder they have no ob-
jection to see more than once a real good picture. Good
pictures advertise his place, and, he says, in many cases the
receipts of the second day are far ahead of the receipts of

the first day. For these reasons the Milwaukee exhibitor
does not brag of changing his pictures 365 times a year; he
is satisfied with three changes a week.

Exhibitors from other towns will wonder how their col-

leagues of Milwaukee can exist under such expense. My
answer is: "That money spent judiciously to show pictures
as they should be shown means success to the exhibitor."
The Milwaukee exhibitors must be making some money
as they are all the time improving their properties, and it is

reported from good authority that two of the theaters are
to be remodeled during the coming Summer at expenses of
$18,000 and $5,000, respectively.

The Milwaukee exhibitor knows how to advertise his show;
he does not stop at a question of a few dollars when he has
a special feature film. I will give an illustration to show
to what expense the Vaudette went to advertise one of the
war pictures of the Selig Polyscope Company.
Although the Princess Theater is considered the best thea-

ter, I have a preference for the Orpheum, at least on the ex-

terior work. The Orpheum is not so rich in decorations and
not so gorgeously illuminated, but the desien of the front

is more classic; in other words, it is a better specimen of
architecture. As to the interior, the Princess Theater re-

tains the lead, and it is certainly one of the prettiest audi-
toriums in the country.
The night illumination of the Princess Theater is not a

big white glare, but very soft and splendid tinted effects

are obtained from the stained glass windows. The effect is

so pleasing that I secured the accompanying illustration, hop-
ing the same would interest some of our readers.
The American, a new theater, is another fine specimen of

work and at night offers a perfect illusion. The interior is

high of ceiling and, although sombre in decorations, is very
artistic in appearance. One feature to be mentioned is that
the side lamps are shaded in green, giving a very soft glow
in the audtorium, no glare in the eyes of the spectators, yet
enough light to see each other and to find a seat, without
trampling on the corns of their neighbors.

HOW IHE VAUDETTE (MILWAUKEE) ADVERTISED A SELIG FILM.
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Tin- Prime Theater (Milwaukee) at Right.

The Vaudette Theater has an innovation that F cannot
pass. It is a sort of Inn Crow car, not to keep the black
from tin- white, hut to keep the big hats from obstructing
the view of the little man. A number of rear seats are
partitioned off by a neat bras-- railing and arc specially re-

served for the ladies who do not wish to remove their
hats It was a rather hazardous thing to do. but the man-
ager made up hi- mind to enforce his new rules and paid
no attention to the numerous protests. One single evening
he ejected 23 women who insisted on keeping their hats on
in seats not provided for this purpose. The 23 women de-
clared they would boycott the Vaudette, but the great at-

traction of good and well shown pictures decided them to
submit to the inevitable and, to-day ,they have rejoined the
ranks of the patrons and obediently remove their hats or
take the specially reserved -eats. When you can persuade a
woman to discard her hat to see motion pictures it 1- a
sure proof that the pictures are of the best quality and are
shown as they should be.
Milwaukee has another fad that I do not fancy—uniformed

women ushers. It is not the work for a young girl. In
of a tire, of a panic, of a fight, etc., what could a girl

do? Add more confusion. Can a young girl eject a man
for refusing to behave himself"- The tall, handsome doorman
of the American, in his new uniform, is the man to im-
press the public that your place is safe in every respect. He
is a sort of moral guardian that, in case of some trouble, you
have someone able to protect the feeble ones.
Racine was a great disappointment, as I had expected to

find in such a nice town a number of good moving picture
theaters. It seems that the folks of Racine do not care
for motion pictures or that shrewd exhibitors overlooked
this spot on the map. The fine looking stores, the flourishing
mills and factories are enough of a sign of prosperity to
warrant the building of more than one decent moving picture
theater. The Orphettm is housed in an old church. The
Imperial, the Dreamland and the Palace are mere store
shows.
Kenosha.—Although a smaller place than Racine, we count

three theaters, the Grand, the Majestic and the Palace. The
business has greatly improved and. to quote the manager of
the Grand, the better classes are becoming regular patrons
now that our manufacturers have improved their productions
and purified the subjects.

J. M. B.
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MUNCIE'S MOST POPULAR THEATER SOLD.
Leroy Tudor Goes to Marion, Ind.

The Majestic Theater, the most popular theater of its
kind in Muncie, Ind.. was sold by Leroy Tudor to Mr. E. P.
Sumption, of Kalamazoo. Mich., and possession was given
on April 18. Mr. Tudor has managed this house tor the
past tne years and has built up the business to be one of
the best paying houses in the city. In Muncie Mr. Tudor

CITY OPERATORS AND SHOWS NEED IMPROVE-
MENT.

By P. H. Richardson.

Last wi .. of
ening instead ol

habit, to on,- of the big thi

intent on visiting the moving picture houses (tak<
they come) to view the performam
At none of the threi visited do I k- ngle
soul. I don't know who the owner, manager
01 any one of them 1- in't be accused of any personal
bias.

The claim may be- made that the-..- are not high class
representative places. Tin- make- no manner of difference.
'llie theater- visited are patronized for the 1

• by
working people. I believe, and they are justly entitled I

much in exchange tor their m y a- an]
it anything, since their nickels and dimes are earned by
good, hard labor and there are few enough of them to spare
for amusement at b<

My tir>t -top was at the Apollo Theater. 308 Eighth ave-
nue. At this house the light was good, in fact excellent, but
while its handling might have been far worse, it was far
from perfect, there being frequent shadows at top or bottom
of the picture. The picture was fully 8 inches too wide
the curtain and it reached above the screen about 4 inche?
although it was a foot from the bottom. This is

ceedingly bad, and should not and would not be ;
ated 111 any house having proper regard for the excel-
lence of its program. The films were run too fast, but I

took notice that whenever speed was reduced there was a
very unpleasant flicker. This is, of course, out of control
of the operator, the fault being in the machine itself, but
such a condition operates to utterly ruin the performance.
One of the exit lights situate right beside the curtain
so set, and unshaded, that its rays illuminated fully a quarter
of the curtain. There 1- and could be absolutely' no excuse
under the sun for this, since a shade could be rigged in ten
minutes which would entirely eliminate the trouble. One
part of the performance which was particularly- rank, and ex-
isted in each of the three places visited, coi a the op-
erator running his machine until the film was all out and in
the takeup, thus leaving a blank curtain for several se.
before the light was finally cut off. The effect of tl

exceedingly unpleasant to the audience, destrovs all the
illusion and is utterly without excuse. The song slides
fine so far as clearness and brilliancy went and thev were
fairly well handled, too; but there were many of the' omni-
present finger marks which spoiled the effect. The wal
this house were of pressed steel painted a dingv color and ut-
terly without decoration.

I next visited the theater at 352 Eighth avenue. Here I

found something unique in that the curtain is located at the
street end and between the entrance and exit doors. The
films here were junk, pure and simple. Old. rainy stuff which
jumped and vibrated something scandalous. There were fre-
quent shadows due to poor handling of the light and the
film was run altogether too fast. An exit light right beside
the curtain was unshaded and made a red streak on one side
of the screen. Three minutes' work would have fixe
There was a vaudeville turn (that is what thev call 'em > which
was simply awful. The whole "show'' at this house was too
fearfully bad to dwell upon. Please understand that
no pleasant thing to have to speak of a house in these t-

but such a poor show j s an outrage on the public and
the moving picture business as a whole. It is for the I

ness as a whole that I am speaking now. For a hor-
type I care nothing. It should get exceedinglv bus-,
ing things or else go out of busir.
Meandering up the street from this place I paid my dime

and entered the house at 400 Eighth avenue. In the other
two places the patron was left to rustle for lu-
be d—d to him. or her. But here I •

by courteous at? So far so f I reallv hoped I
would find t' stefullv di
ated and very pre";, and the - 1 whole
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ably better than the other two—but it should be, as the
admission fee was just double. I looked at the curtain hope-
fully, but, alas! the figures were jumping around like they
were run by an electric current gone crazy. I looked back
at the operating booth and could see the handle of the ma-
chine. 1 timed it and seventy-six per minute was the count.
There were frequent shadows on the curtain, but for this

the operator was not so much to be blamed, since the peep-
hole through which he must watch his picture is one of those
little 8x6 jokes, which are no joke to the operator. I

thought probably the excessive speed was caused by reason
of the Saturday night rush and consequent orders from the
manager to "rush it through! Hurry it up, Bill!" No so,

however, for at the last end of the show the house was
half empty (it was getting on towards n o'clock) and the
"operator" still stolidly ground out his close-to-eighty-a-
minute. In a ten-cent house I had expected to see some new
film, but, while I did not remain for the entire show, none
was put on while I was there.

Now to sum all this up: In each of the three houses the
work of the operator was exceedingly poor. It showed ab-
solutely no pride in his work. It showed laziness or care-
lessness, or both. In partial justification, however, of the
man at No. 352, let it be said that it would have been utterly
useless for him to have tried to put on a decent show with
the awful junk provided.
As to the manager's end, only in the last house visited was

any regard whatever shown for the comfort or convenience
of the audience. Here there were courteous ushers, a taste-
fully furnished interior and a better show as a whole. Still

the show, for a ten-cent house, was distinctly poor. The
huge mistake, which seems to be universal, consists in the
endeavor to run a long show, regardless of, or at least at
the expense of, quality. In other words, the managers seem
to prefer two junk films run at top sneed (and thus made
wholly farcical) to one good film properlv put on. And let

me say right here that, so far as I have observed, New York
moving picture theaters are all tarred with the same stick.

Of course I've only seen a few of them to date, but some
I have seen are supposed to be of the best and the show put
on by them, without exception, has in greater or less degree
all the faults I have enumerated, viz.: old film, shadows on
curtain, high speed and dirty song slides.

"JANE EYRE" FILMED BY THE THANHOUSER CO.
The Thanhouser Company have completed their production

of "Jane Eyre" and announce it for release on Friday, May 6.

The subject is one of the most ambitious efforts made by an
independent manufacturer to date, and the Thanhouser peo-
ple say that it will surpass their "St. Elmo" film of a month
ago, in that it has been produced under better studio condi-
tions and should show the advantages accruing from im-
proved facilities. Miss Marie Flinn portrays Jane Eyre; Miss
Gloria Gallop, Georginia Reed; Frank Crane, Lord Roches-
ter; Martin Faust, Uncle Reed; Charles Compton, John Reed;
and Amelia Barleon, the insane Mrs. Rochester. The story
of the play, which is from Charlotte Bronte's world-famous
novel, runs as follows:
Jane Eyre is left an orphan and penniless at the age of

fourteen. She is adopted by her uncle, who has ample means
of providing for her, and who also loves her dearly. Her
uncle's kin, however, consider her adoption an intrusion, and
do all in their power to prevent her becoming a member of
the family; but her uncle insists on her remaining, and during
his lifetime she receives some degree of kindness and con-
sideration. Unfortunately, Uncle Reed dies and leaves Jane
without a friend in the world. She is sent to an orphan
asylum by her unfeeling aunt. Five years later she leaves
the asylum to accept the position of governess to Lord
Rochester's little niece. The child is the daughter of Roches-
ter's dead brother. Her mother has become insane and is

living in Lord Rochester's home, under his protection. Jane
is engaged by Lord Rochester's housekeeper, during his ab-
sence from home, and her first meeting with her employer
is both exciting and romantic. She is sitting by the edge of
the road reading when Lord Rochester rides up to his ances-
tral home. The sight of his huge dog, coming upon her sud-
denly, so startles Jane that she jumps to her feet, causing
Lord Rochester's horse to shy and throw its rider. He in-
jures his ankle, and has to be assisted to remount by "the
little witch," as he calls her, who is the cause of his accident.
One evening the maniac escapes from her nurse and sets

fire to the room in which Lord Rochester has fallen asleep.
He is saved from a horrible death by Jane. When next
Jane's haughty aunt and cousins call upon Lord Rochester,
they are just in time to be introduced to his bride, who is

none other than the despised Jane Eyre.

OPERATORS' COLUMN.
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.
Conducted by F. H. Richardson.

Measuring Lenses.—Franklin, La., asks which end of a

projection lens should be next the light and which next the
wall when measuring focal length? Also asks if measurement
should be from point midway of the lens to the wall.

In measuring projection lenses, stereo or moving picture,

I usually hold the lens as it would be in the machine, were
the wall the lamphouse and the window the curtain. In other
words, with the front end of lens next the window or source
of light, and with back end towards the wall. Projection
lenses are made up of two sets of lenses mounted in a tube
at a distance from each other varying with the focal length
of 'the lens. The longer the focal length the greater will be
the distance between the two lenses. The first thing I do
when I measure a lens for equivalent focus is to mark on
the outer surface of the lens tube, or jacket, the point ex-
actly half way between the two lenses. When I have focused
the image of the window, or lamp filament (if I use a lamp
as source of light), I measure from this mark for "equivalent
focus" or from the back side of lens nearest wall to the wail
for "back" focus. Dealers and exchanges usually us» the
"back" focus, while lens manufacturers generally use the
"equivalent" focus. In ordering lenses of a given focal

length always state whether you refer to "back" or "equiva-
lent" focus. The difference between the back and equivalent
focus of any lens will be the back focus plus half the dis-

tance between the front and back lenses. Your sketch Nc.
1 is correct.

Sprung Shaft, or—Dalls, Tex., writes in effect that when
his cam wheel sits in position so that the cam pin is hori-

zontal with the shaft, the pin being back of the shaft, the star

and cam fit against each other snugly. When, however, the
cam wheel is revolved one-half turn so that cam pin is in

front of and horizontal with the cam shaft, then star and
cam fit each other loosely. Wants to know what is wrong.
A very excellent drawing accompanies the query.
I should say that either your cam shaft is sprung a trifle,

your cam wheel is worn out of round or it is not bored
central. Any of these conditions is quite possible and would
explain the trouble. Which it may be I could not, of course,
say without a personal examination of the machine. But
you may easily test it out for yourself. The man who can
make as excellent a drawing as the one you sent can surely
test out for so simple a mechanical defect as this. I am
pretty sure you will find the cam wheel bored a trifle out
of center.

* * *

Insurance.—West Mineral, Kan., writes: "We are in posi-

tion to secure new and advantageous location but question of
insurance seems to bar the way. Kindly inform us as follows:
Can we so arrange our lamphouse and wiring as to not in-

crease rate of insurance of other tenants of building, which
is a two-story brick? Is there a lamphouse made which will

pass insurance company regulations? If so, by whom? We
use 125 volts direct current. Would it make any difference
if we used no alternating?"

I take it that where West Mineral says "lamphouse," he
really means "operating room." The National Board of Fire
Underwriters have adopted rules for the installation of thea-
ters, which same are, I believe, recognized by all insurance
companies, big or little, throughout the country. Moving
picture theaters are in operation in all our large cities. In
many cases these theaters are in buildings containing mer-
chandise valued at hundreds of thousands of dollars and
fully protected by insurance. The great Seigel-Cooper store,

in Chicago, containing merchandise worth into the millions,
to say nothing about the building, twelve stories high, cov-
ering a half city block, runs a moving picture show on one
of its floors and thinks nothing of it. The stock is insured,
of course, and it is entirely safe to say that there is not
one cent advance on account of the motion picture show.
But now as to your questions: I see no reason why your
rate should be raised, or the rate of any tenant, if you have
a fireproof operating room, properly provided with vent pipe
and shutters. Line the interior of your operating room with
sheet asbestos J/& inch thick. Over this put sheet iron, nail-

ing the joints down thoroughly with shingle nails. Cover
top, sides and floor thus. From ceiling of operating room
run, if possible, a 16 to 20-inch metal vent pipe to the open
air, providing same with proper hood at its outer end to
prevent rain blowing in and a damper capable of being
manipulated by the operator. Now arrange metal shutters,
made of about No. 16 sheet iron, to slide up and down in
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r all lens ind peep holei in the front

wall oi operating room. Have these shutters work peri

free and have them held up by fishline strings running
through staples 01 rings and all attaching to a common ring

which 'hps over nail near the rating i

l in idea is that, wh» irs the operator can l»y

simply pulling the one ring from the nail cause iron sin:-

to drop over all peep holes and vent holes m the operating
. wall. The vent pipe will carry off all the smoke, the

iron and asbestos lining confines the fire to the operating
. and tile shutters complete tl i.ird. With such

a room you may burn aw .
or two oi them tor that

matter, and the audience never know of it. 1 know of 110

in whuh would answer your pur-

ermanent plant. Changing from 125 D. C. to

110 A. ('. would make no difference. With a properly con-

structed operating room there is no earthly legitimate reason

my advance of insurance rates on other tenants of the

building. 1 might add that while all city operating rooms
are inn lined, few have the vent pipe as above described
Many cities do not even require the asbestos. That is a

requirement.
* * *

Weak Carbon Arms.—Washington, D. C, says he is trou-

bled with hiv carbon arms burning off where the screw which
clamps the the carbon goes through the arm. I think Wash-
ington is mistaken in saying the arms "burn off." The lamp
whicl •

• itli the machine you are using has very weak
carbon arm- and you are by no means the only one com-
plaining of tlie arms of these lamps breaking. The carbon
arm> and clamps are too thin—not enough metal to stand

the >train. Have a blacksmith make you a set of arms and
clamps of steel and you will have no further trouble.

» » *

Condenser Lenes.— J. 7. . Peoria, 111., writes: "Am pro-

jecting a 10 by 12-foot picture at too feet. What size con-

denser should 1 have, front and back?"
have about an 8-inch equivalent focus projection lens

and fir that you should have very long focal leneth con-

si r lenses. In theory you ought to have two 16-inch con-

ing Ien9es, but these you could not get, I believe. You
I means have at least two 8J4 lenses, or twe

. if you can get them. 1 believe the Kleine Optical Com-
pany. 5J State Street, Chicago, can furnish the 8 XA lenses,

and 1 know the Nicholas Powers Company, 115 Nassau
• New York. can. They can be had from the lattci

company at $1 each. Don't know the Kleine Company's
price.

* * *

Small Projector.—Last week I answered Belfast, Mc
saying I thought his trouble lay in having a "quarter size'

ns. Since then he has written giving diameter of

lens and my suspicion was correct. Belfast will do well tc

get a "half size" stereo lens and when he does this hit

trouble will di-appear. In measuring your condenser foi

equivalent focus you should measure from center line between
the two lenses to the wall, not, as your sketch shows, from
flat side oi lens furthest from wall. I am unable to tell

from your measurement what your condensers are. But tak

ing the thickness of your whole lens casing at 3 inches and
subtracting 1 ' _• inches and multiplying by 2, it would indi-

cate 6-inch lenses front and back. There is no such lens

however, in use, so my guess is wrong somewhere. Prob-
ably you have two 6; 2-inch or one 6^2 and one 7^ lens

With a 14-inch stereo lens you would probably have about a

4-inch projection (motion picture) lens and I think you will

find two 7!.>-inch condensing lenses will be about right. I'm
guessing at this to a considerable extent and assuming that

you are using the same condenser on stereo and motion
pictures, but I am safe in telling you to use 7^-inch con-

denser lenses front and back, instead of two 6}4, as per my
answer last week.

* * *

Another Answer for "Iowa."—V. F. Caler. manager Erie
Amusement Company, Erie, Kan., writes: "Have noted in-

quiry as to what causes light, or white and shadow to follow
an actor in a film. Have just run a film. 'The Engineers
Daughter,' which had this same fault. Am positive it is

caused by what a photographer calls 'high lights.' In this

film whenever the 'villain,' or Lucy or the surgeon came on
a high light would appear. Probably it is caused by ovei
exposure or a warm developer. We have the best show in

these parts. Kansas City not excepted, which is saying quite

a good deal."
* » *

A Bundle.—Roxbury. Mass.. whom I answered a couple of
weeks ago. comes back at me with a bundle of questions toe
r.umerous and complicated to quote in full.

Now, look I.

the Mullen coil, but I Sprung you:
:i at th'

mine, that thl | the
1

:..
I

I
it and burn it 1 it, but I .

tin-, increaw Probably v.

the matter, however. I: :t this I kno..
othei choke ery bad

•veil light" as you say, though g
choke coil is an exception, but
1 may be alii . would i

er, called Ind
by ll.illbe:

by the Genera] Electric, Compensarc by the
trie Works, and other names by other n.

They are all, regardless of name, nothinj? more or
low voltage tl .rs and they arc the most e

form of resistance for alternating current. They will
for themselves in a short time in saving, as against a choke
coil or rheostat. As to the condensers cracking: that is ab-
solutely the hardest problem we have to tackle and some-
times it is difficult to tell just what is causing the trouble

when one is right there on the job. Prom what
I am inclined to think you have exec-

in your lamphouse and little or no ventilation in the
denser casing itself. Clean out the screen in top of lamp
house thoroughly and keep it clean. Allow all the ventila
tion you can while running, but don't allow dr :rike
lamphouse directly when you open it up. That is about all

1 can say to you. No, a thin condenser is less likely to crack
than a thick one. if you can get a better light by setl

carbons straight up and down, or even a-
-etting them the same as for D. C. you can do more than
I can. One-fourth inch, as you have them, is plenty of space
between the condenser lenses. There are no conde:
guaranteed from breakage. Non-breakable condensers have
been advi but I take note) they were not guara:
Try placing your new lenses in cold water and bring.
to a boil, then letting the lenses stay in the water unl
is cold. Personally, I dont think much of it but some good
operators swear by it. Try it, anyhow. If you had
rheostats in multiple, one adjustable and one non-adiustable
when you cut out a coil of the adjustable there should havf
been an increase in current. Probably the c

the rheostat were not made right. That would be the lo(

answer. 1 believe Venetian or moss glass would serve the
same purpose as the instrument you describe as well, if no'
even better. I may be mistaken, however. Many thanks for
the sketch and description anyhow.

AN EXCELLENT LETTER.
The answer to the Wilkesbarre problem was published last

week, but since then there has come a letter of such ex
cellence that we feel it should have space. If Mr. Young
ever does really become an operator it is a foregone con
elusion that he will be a good one.

Chicago, 111., April o, 1910.
Mr. F. H. Richardson:
Dear Sir—On page 521 of today's issue of The Moving

Picture World there is. an article describing an experien
yours which you call unique. On reading it I became much
interested in it and have set to work to solve the problem
Following is the hypothesis I have evolved from your data:

I shall take for my postulates the data you have given in
The World, and add the following: The shutter I presume
to be like that of the Pathe machine, with six equal divisions
of exposure and darkness, and the machine -hes the usual
sixteen changes to one turn of the crank.
The basis of the solution I make is. that when the po!

of the crater is reversed at each cycle of the altern.v
rent and becomes negative, the carbon t mes the
appearance and decreased luminosity of the negative carbon
of a direct current arc. i. c. the intensity of the light g
off by it is diminished, i I do not know whether or not this
is true: if it is. my solution is possibly correct; but if it is

not. my soluti -. and may as well be th:
your waste baske: per second, then, the light

from the crater might be diminished and increased at each
reversal of polarity, but this variation would be so rapid that
the light would seem to be perfectly continuous.

Secondly, with a three-blade shutter, 16 changes per
of crank, and 80 turns per minute, the number of expr
per second would be very nearly 64 per second,
seen by a simple comp-tation.
Now. suppose that the first exposure occurs at the time

of the cycle when the upper carbon is positive, and that the
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center of the period of exposure and the center of the period

of positive polarity coincide. The next exposure would come
a very slight time before that point in the cycle, the next

still earlier, and so on. At the end of about 15 seconds, the

center of the period of exposure would coincide with the

center of the period of negative polarity, and the picture

would seem to be fainter. From this point, it would increase

in brilliancy until the end of another 15 seconds, when the

two periods of exposure and positive polarity would again

coincide, and so on.

This solution does not account for the irregular wavering,

but a slight variation in the timing of the exposures or of

the cycles would account for that. Nor would it necessarily

prove true in a case where the blades of the shutter are of

ial size, like those of the Selig Polyscope. Also, I have

nut considered the effect that the neutral periods of the

cycle, where there is no voltage, might have. It would seem
that these nodes might decrease the luminosity of the arc

more than negative polarity, and most at the node following

the negative half a cycle. If the arc light does vary at each

cycle, and if the number of exposures per second could be

made to agree exactly with the number of cycles, and if the

period of exposure could be made to coincide with the

period of positive polarity of the upper carbon, it seems to

me that the effect would be just that of direct current.

Would it? ...
I am not an operator, and know next to nothing of tne

actual construction of the machines, but I intend to become
an operator some time soon. I have been a picture lover

for a very long time, and a constant reader of The Moving
Picture World nearly as long as I have been watching the

pictures, and have gained a great deal of information from

it, especially the many interesting articles written by yourself.

Eagerly awaiting the publication of your own solution to

this problem, and wishing The Moving Picture World and
yourself all success, I beg to remain

Respectfully yours.
CHARLES YOUNG.

STILL ANOTHER ANSWER TO "THE HARD ONE."

Ligonier, Pa., (H. W. Clark) writes: "In answer to the

question, "A Hard One,' in April 2, will say that I think the

trouble is in the lenses. I had almost the same trouble and
found it was caused by the center lens being cracked in tne

projection lenses. It was not cracked enough to affect the

picture on stationary objects, but blurred on moving objects.

If this isn't the case he may have gotten either the center or

back lens in wrong, when cleaning them."

CHICAGO NOTES.

The Three Star Slide Company, of this city, is making

a number of clever announcement slides for various occasions.

The uniqueness and originality of the subjects make them a very

popular novelty and already several hundred have been placed

in the hands of theater managers and large commercial houses

who use them for window display work.

Earl L. Crabb, of the Unique Film Service, has recently

released a reel of films vividly portraying the life and dangers

of hunters in the wilds of Africa. This film is accompanied
by the slides of the hour, which give different views of Col.

Roosevelt and his party during their expedition through the

dense jungles. The one real feature in this film is due to

the fact that animals are seen at close range in their native

country, and the lion hunt is made intensely interesting and
realistic. The picture actually shows the tracking of these

two beasts and the attack and final killing. In one portion

of the film the huge king of the forest is shown making an
attack on the horse of the hunters, and by force of his

spring downs the animal and kills him. There is not a dull

moment in the entire picture, which shows every minute
detail of the hunt from start to finish, which is the skinning
of the beast.

A recent release of Geo. Kleine is an Urban-Eclipse film

entitled "Trawler Fishing in a Hurricane," which is one of

the most realistic of modern films. The picture is, in a way,
educational, as it vividly portrays the life of the fisherman on
the stormy "White Sea," showing the use of the trawler net

and the enormous amount of fish that are captured by this

method. A feature of the film is the stormy scenes in which
the little vessel is tossed about on mountains of sea, and a

passing vessel is shown rising and falling in the crest of the
mighty ocean, and which at times disappears and to all ap-
pearances seems lost forever, but again it rises and plows on
through the mighty deep.

LANGFORD AND FLYNN PICTURES.

The pictures of the Langford and Flynn contest present a

marvel in photography; the pictures are sharp and clear and
realistically portray this eight-round knockout bout, preceded
by the usual preliminaries in the training quarters. The fight

took place on the. 17th of March at Jeffries' Arena, Vernon,
Cal., and is truly one of the finest lieht pictures ever taken.
The pictures were made by the Great Western Film Com-
pany, under the direction of Sid Hester and B. E. Clements,
who find very little trouble in placing this film, as they did
the Nelson-Wolgast light, before the public eye, as exhi-
bitors who are fortunate enough to secure such an excellent
production will find that it will prove a most successful
venture. A remarkable thing about these pictures is that
they arc nickerless and clear as crystal, even though they
were taken when the atmosphere was inclined to be misty
and offered anything but the right kind of light for such
work. Like the Nelson-Wolgast pictures, the Langford-
Flynn film gives evidence of an expert hand at moving pic-
ture photography and bids fair to be set down in the an-
nals of celluloid history as marking an epoch in the progress
of the film world to-day. Both of these productions are
composed of several reels each and are being sent out on
the road under competent managers, accompanied by suf-

ficient paper to properly announce the event to the ever
eager fight-loving public.

INDUSTRIAL FILMS.

Their Uses and Popularity.

That the industrial film serves a very important purpose is

unquestionably recognized throughout the length and breadth
of the land. In the first place, they set forth the actual ac-
complishment of the industry, showing the securing of the
raw material and its manufacture into the finished article,

opening up a knowledge of things which are mysteries to
nine-tenths of the world and who would not become ac-

quainted with them in any other way because they do not
have time, money or opportunity to see them. Hence they
are educational and inspirational.

They give ideas of a great many possibilities of trade and
commerce which very often shape their minds in the direction
for which they are best suited and adapted. They furnish
subjects of composition and essay for the school. The indus-
trial question is a very popular one in this direction; it

broadens the mind and acquaints people with the knowledge
of how the rest of the world make their living, and displays
the physical geography and conditions of the world at large.

In this country the Vitagraph Company, Edison, Selig, and
Essanay have laid themselves out for industrial subjects,
which are issued as fast as they can be absorbed.
The popularity of these films as a drawing card for ex-

hibitions is not fully appreciated, particularly in the com-
munities where they exist. A local industry is a matter of
great pecuniary and social benefit for the upbuilding of the
local interests, very often unfamiliar in all its details to the
community benefited thereby. Thousands of persons who
have casually heard the matter mentioned and are prohibited
from penetrating its several departments by the "No Ad-
mittance" injunction, will flock to see an industry set forth
on the screen in all its branches. They will take their friends
to see them and tell their acquaintances throughout the coun-
try to see them, and thus other thousands are prompted to
see what their friends and acquaintances are engaged and
interested in.

Invariably these industrial films are entertaining and mar-
vellous, surpassing in their wonderful developments stories
stronger and stranger than fiction, and in many cases they
are revelations of wonderland. We cannot help recognizing
the universal importance of the industrial films, and they
should be encouraged and developed to the broadest possible
scope. While necessarily they may advertise an industry,
this phase is merely incidental and does not in any way lessen
the value as a subject of vast and far-reaching importance,
a necessity, in fact, in selecting a program varied with a
Biograph or Vitagraph drama and an Essanay or Lubin
comedy.

WE KNOW HOW
To build you a Moving Picture Theatre or alter

Your Old One. We know just what you want
We make a specialty of Moving Picture Theatres

NATHAN KLEIN (Si CO.
General Contractors

209 Grand St. Phone Spring 8223 ViwYork
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"Her First Appearance" (Edison).- I ally Richard
Harding Davis' story oi Van Bibber. In it arc given more

ils of llic mother's life than arc given in the story, si

ing why the father cast the in. 'thcr off. Then COmeS tin

appear. nice on tin- Stage ,,f the daughter and Van Bibl

mination t.> her t" her father. Much pathos
and sentiment appear ln-rc. and the acting mpathetic
that one involuntarily sides with Van Bibber in his attempt
t" induce the father to take tin- girl to Ins home and heart.

And what sn ppear mi the face-- of the
audience when Van Bibber finally succeeds. It is a happy
ending to a sad story, and m< >>t patrons of the theater
will rejoice that the kindly friend succeeds in his purpose.
A special cast was made up for this picture, including Robert
Connes in the leading role, a guarantee of successful dra-

matic work.

"The Bad Man and the Preacher" (Essanay).—An interest-

ing picture, representing a scene which might have occurred
alm> --t anywhere in the romantic days of the West. Often
one has read stories like this and has thrilled with exulta-
tion to learn that a typical bad man has heen defeated;
and when a preacher, supposedly the most peaceful of men.
wins an encounter like tln>. one feels almost like hurling

- cap in the air and yelling one's self hoarse. Much
the same impression is made by tins picture and the re-

vival of a sentiment of this character will do much to make
the picture popular. Acting and photography are alike ade-
quate and the picture is sure to he popular.

"The Mistaken Bandit" (Essanay).—Another Western talc

in which a girl plays the heroine and succeeds in guarding
a box of money until her father arrives and rescues her
and the money from three desperadoes, capturing them
part of the program. It is one of those thrilling pictures

which arouse and hold one's interest. The story is simple.

yet the acting is so sympathetic and there is so much lite

and action depicted that one is almost breathless in watching
the girl in her contest with the bandits. The little love
story that hegins with the incarceration of the unfortunate
cowboy adds heart interest.

"Mephisto at a Masquerade" (Gaumontl.—A bit of comedy
as lively and interesting as its title indicates. What Mephisto
might do at a gathering of this sort is shown in a style

that cannot fail to amuse whoever may see it.

"Touring the Canary Islands" (Gaumont).—A beautiful
scenic reproduction of these islands, giving an accurate
impression of the scenery, the people and their industries.

The photographic work was done by an operator who knew
how to get the most out of the scenes before him, and his

work deserves commendation both for its artistic and tech-
nical qualities. It is a welcome addition to the list of
scenic films which have done so much to hring distant parts
of the world to the attention of audiences in motion pictures
everywhere. It is the best method of conveying geographi-
cal information next to actually visiting the scenes photo-
graphed.

"The Pillagers" (Pathe).—A reproduction of scene which
might happen in Arabia. Perhaps many like it have hap-
pened. The most interesting feature is the acting of the
dog who performs intelligent service in tracking the rob-
bers down and then releasing the captive from her bond.
The scenery is interesting, in that it represents a compar-
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"Simone" (Pathe).- A pictorial n
set's well known story. Two lovers wander through the
meadows until, at length, they become tire at them-
selves under a fli shrub I'a-cal plucks one of the
blossoms and shortly falls dead at Simone's feet. The
villagers cast suspicion on her and she places one of the

poisonous blossoms betwen her lip lows her
The acting in this picture is worthy of the story it

tells. And the scenic i xc< llencies, the beauty of forest and
meadow and hillside is clearly depicted, but it is the story

which will appeal to a larger proportion of those wh-
it. It is simple, but so dramatic that it grips one with its

intensity. Once seen, this picture will be regarded as a fit-

ting companion to many other dramatic pieces produced by
this hor
"The Greenhorns" I Pathe).—A rather rough house picture

which represents the results of the united, efforts of

ous greenhorn servants, who evidently believe they
should give evidence of their ability to perform their v

by the application of pure muscle. The unpleasant sun
of the employers is the most laughable feature in the film.

"A Case of Identity" I Edison).—A drama of considerable

strength, well '-ell acted, with photographic qual-

ity quite in keeping with the reputation of the house. The
story is well told and the situati. ently strong
to hold the interest c^i the audience from beginning to end.

Like many of t; dramas, there is a quality to this

one difficult to define, yet plainly apparent to every one
sees it.

"A Penitent of Florence" (Gaumont).—A -

induced by love, well Id and well acted, with photography
lOd that the quality aids materially in helping

the picture. The: 'ramatic force in the
various situations, tl pi bably the one most like'

linger in the me- -cene where the

brothers meet in a church and unit
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Another strong picture is where one son confesses to his

mother that he has stabbed his brother and becomes a

fugitive from justice. The settings, representing the Flor-

ence of old, so far as it can be reproduced, add materially

to the attractiveness of the picture. The story in this way
conveys information of value to those interested in historic

scenes. We advise every exhibitor who can to present this

film with the special music that has been prepared for it. Do
things classy when you get the chance.

"A Wise Guy" (Essanay).—A comedy full of all the snap
and go usually incorporated in the films sent out by this

house. One may imagine, perhaps, the difficulties that befall

a wise guy of the type dipicted here, but even though they
may possess a vivid imagination, they would never conceive
more than a fraction of all the complications which might
arise. This picture tells the story in snappy action and
illustrates it with clear and even photography.

"She Wanted a Bow-wow" (Essanay).—Others have wanted
bow-wows to their discomfiture before dog catchers were
abroad in the land, but perhaps the difficulties which beset

this aspirant for canine possession have never been equalled.

Probably the determination of this phase of the subject had
better be left to the judgment of the audience.

"Fighting the Iroquois in Canada" (Kalem).—An Indian
picture of importance and developed with care. While the
representation of an Indian fight may be interesting as a
fight, these pictures have a greater value in reproducing scenes
in Indian life and illustrating Indian characteristics. Com-
paratively few who see these pictures ever saw an Indian
and the Kalem Company's success in reproducing Indian
characteristics is, in a degree, a work of much educational
importance, deserving recognition. The accurate reproduc-
tion of Indian manners and customs, including dress, arms
and the methods of using them are of more than ordinary
value and importance. The onlooker little knows of the
time and trouble taken by the Kalem producers and scenic
artists to delve into the libraries and art museums to get
the correct data for these pictures and the accurate dress
of the period.

"Othello" (Pathe).—A successful attempt to reproduce one
of Shakespeare's greatest plays in motion pictures. Looking
at a picture of this character one must recognize the limita-
tions of the motion picture and realize that Shakespeare may
suffer more than a drama written especially for the films.

On the other hand, certain great qualities, perhaps one might
say personal qualities, stand out in strong relief in Shakes-
peare's tragedies, and here there is no mistaking the lesson
which the play itself teaches. To successfully present a
drama of this importance argues a company capable of
interpreting the great emotions of the human mind. The
tragedies represent these emotions so clearly that once seen
they can never be forgotten. And here the characteristic
of the Moor of Venice, jealousy, is so plainly represented
that it impresses one in an oppressive way. If the over-
mastering emotion or the personality of the principal char-
acter be sympathetically developed what the accessory char-
acters do is of little importance. In this play Desdemona
and Iago are successively important and it is essential that
the parts be well taken. That a play of this character can
be so satisfactorily placed on the screen is strong evidence
of the progress of the motion picture. More than mere
amusement is involved. It enables thousands to become
acquainted with great dramatic masterpieces who would
never otherwise know about them. One may read them many
times, but not until they are produced by competent actors
does one comprehend their meaning, or appreciate their
marvelous delineations of human passion. To have success-
fully performed that is sufficient honor; and it has been done
in this instance.

"Love's Awakening" (Vitagraph).—A love story built up
around the circus ring. That the young doctor loved his
patient seems perfectly natural, and while it gives a bit of
heart interest to the piece it is not novel. Probably the
glimpses of the circus life will prove the feature that will

add most to the attraction of this film. One may not care
particularly for the love story, but always interest attaches
to anything savoring of, or representing, the circus, and this
clement will go far to make the picture popular.

ELECTRIC FANS:
A Bind* Calling Fan Complete, $18 75
16 in. Wall Bracket Fan Complete, $11.OO
12 in. "Wall Bracket Fan Complete, $8.75

Fxhaust Fans
Electrical Work for Movinrf Picture Theatres Our SpecialtyNATHAN KLEIN <SL CO.
2O0 Grand St. Phone 8223 Spring New York

INDEPENDENTS.
"Ascending the Sea of Ice" (Eclair).—A realistic reproduc-

tion of a struggle up a huge ice sea, photographically up to

the high standard set by the Eclair people. The operator
chose his vantage points well and his film gives evidence of

painstaking care in photographing the scenes. The scenic
qualities of the picture are well worthy the highest com-
mendation.

"A 29-Cent Robbery" (Thanhouser).—The story of the
theft of a toy bank from a child. It is one of those stories

that needs the personality of the child to make it interest-

ing. With that it becomes instinct with life and anima-
tion, a picture which will appeal by the lovableness of the
little girl. Even though the police laugh they decide to get
busy on the case, and when they fail the little girl gets to

work herself, with better success. The acting is sympa-
thetic and the technical quality is satisfactory.

"Red Wing's Constancy" (Bison).—A picture in which
death is rampant, though possibly it is somewhat softened
in its effect by the fact that it comes in each instance in

a fair combat. Red Wing could have shown her constancy
to her cowboy husband quite as well in some other way than
in pursuing and killing his murderer, even though that has
some justification. The story is quite in harmony with the
subject.

"Her Battle for Existence" (Thanhauser).—Perhaps the
chief good this picture will accomplish is to show the dif-

ficulties which beset an inexperienced girl who undertakes
to battle for existence alone. While the picture ends happily
through the intervention of a former lover, the end was too
apparent to make the picture altogether convincing. As a
stimulant to thought, however, along these lines it is a suc-
cess. The acting is sympathetic and the photography clear.

"The Three Brothers" (Itala).—A picture with some humor
representing the pranks of three youngsters who crefte dis-

turbance in all the ways they can, yet they succeed in pur-
loining the medal of good behavior from the schoo' and
upon taking it home are liberally rewarded by their proud
parents for their progress.

"In Africa" (Imp).—This house had an opportunity to
choose from 10,000 feet of negative obtained in Africa by
W. D. Boyce, a Chicago sportsman, who went over the
ground traversed by Mr. Roosevelt. The audience is given
a fair idea of the marvels which abound there. It is worth
while to see the picture, since it shows clearly the wonders
of a little known and marvelous land, marvelous because it

is little known and its primitive inhabitants have not yet
been disturbed. As an outdoor picture it seems reasonably
successful, and in most instances the operator seems to have
chosen his viewpoints wisely. A detailed description of the
various scenes would be tiresome, and after all would mean
nothing. One must see the picture with its wealth of life

and movement and its glimpses of a distant part of the world.

"The Re-Making of a Man" (Powers).—A picture of dra-
matic and pictorial quality, developing a number of interest-

ing situations. The story is well told, the acting is sympa-
thetic and the photography clear. Perhaps not all will care
for the story, but this might be true of other pictures, too,

consequently it need not be used as an argument against this

one. In the main it will be liked.

"The Cowboy and the Lieutenant" (Nestor).—Another of
those Western dramas which this house has been putting
out. This is the reproduction of a historic incident that
reached its height in the uprising in which Custer's command
was swept out of existence. It is one succession of thrills

from beginning to end. It may seem overdone and in a

degree there is an impression that not all the scenes could
be reproductions of genuine occurrences. The day has passed
when exaggeration may be permitted, even when it increases
the picturesque features of a film and thereby tries to add to
the interest of the story. The cowboys and Indians of this

house seem natural and unquestionably they afford a reason-
ably accurate view of their picturesque and vigorous person-
alities. The photography has been generally well done.

"Grandpa's Darling" (Lux).—An emotional picture which
represents a trusted old servant accused of a robbery, saved
by a child. The picture tells a simple story without being
heavy or especially informing. If it amuses it performs all

it is expected to do.

"The Heart of a Vagabond" (Ambrosio).—The story of a

tramp turned away from house after hause, risking his life

in the rescue of the son of a rich miller who but shortly
before had treated him with especial severity. Two ques-
tions will suggest themselves when one sees this film: Was
the boy at the house when the tramp asked for food at the
miller's? If he was, how did he reach the mountain ahead
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of the tramp
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NOTES FROM FILM MANUFACTURERS.
ESSANAY NOTES.

Essanay's "The Stolen Fortune" a Comedy Masterpiece.
The the

fourth or ii sori. which arc vastly Increasing the
itlon of this Bnn for delightful comedy producl

"An Interrupted H ' bai undoubtedly pn of the
popular comedy Blma released tola year, while "Hla Hunting Trip" and

are feature Ulnis which should >

ked by any exhibitor.
"The Btolen Fortune" teUa of a yonng chnp who inherits n largo Cot tmit

'ii ancle w known II'
•

lock ]• realtbj young society girl, treating that the
hulk of the fortune, Which l> irlthbeld from him for -l\ ,11 he

ered to hhn In ilue time. I; ; drat Ion of six months he Is given
from his uncle Informing him that he Is not the rightful heir, that

the uncle bad come by bia money from an Invention he had stolen from a
MM Max Iluskl. and further be asks that his nephew make search for

llnski anil deliver Into his hands the fortune. The shock t one
tor the yonng man. wl ptgvnwnt to lety girl must

"ken. Following this be ad - Max Iluskl an] Immediately a
groat swarm of .lews. Poles, and In fact representatives of nearly every

ility call upon him, each individual claiming to bs the rightful heir
• fortune. The situations which follow are extremely ludicrous. He Is

hounded day and night by the Iluakls, bat is unalde to secure correct proof
from any of them, lie Is about to give up the task as a hopeless Job, when
his ancle's attorney makes an a| I 00 Max Iluskl
exists, that he has been the lout of a Joke. |- centric
uncle, who make sure that his nephew would he found worthy
of the fortune.

This film will tmdoi of the most satisfying comedy films
led in a long time. The Idea Is lug and wholesome. The comedy is

ely good and true to life. The acting will be found all that can
be des

The Essanay Company certainly deserve the title "Finders of Lost Men."
It might he profitable for them to advertise something like this: "Have yon
a brother or sister whom you have We will find them.

: our films:" John I: while in Denver, located his brother
William in wed the Baaanay Aviation
film, made at I. . ears and tt

each other dead. A similar story, w

I Mrs. J. i i of Washington ssanay
iny'a film. "World B between Pittsburg ai

her brother. W'ilford Torlford. whom she had lost track of. The youth had
run away from home seve: id gone West, then returned to

lvanla. locating In Plttsbnrg, where he had married. The sister took
up the search and found her brother.

tha Spier, the I mpany's new leading lady, had her
first experience In moving pictures. In a big dramatic subject made In the

Chicago studios last Wl 3 d herself as delighted with the work.
ineejacnt of the release of this big subject will be made later.

• stern picture crew. In Colorado, are contributing
more splendid Western films, which show they are taking advantage of the
scenic opportunities where they arc working. Soenlcally. these pictures are
masterpieces, while the good tone and dramatic qualities of the pictures,

with the excellent photography, are maintained at their high level.

YITAGRAPH NOTES.

Talking pictures as well as moving pictures are the latest achievement
at the Vitagraph studio: t luteal Invention, but a real bunch of

back-talk who gives the dir> good as they send whenever
they get too funny. This latest addition has become the pet and mascot of

the studio and will make Its first appcirnnce on the screen In June. It's

a bird with a Hebrew cast of features and wears the Irish co'

What is worth having is worth knowing. Po yon know that "One of the
Finest" or "One Good Turn Dea Hay G Is not only one
of the finest hut one of the beet i can have? It Is a dramatic
phase of life in a great metropolis, showing the dsngers encountered by the
members of the police force In the protection of life and property. One good
turn deserves another is shown In the gratitude and bravery of a poor little

waif for the kindness extended to her by a tender-hearted officer.

The best Is none too good, and here If Is "Mario's Swan Song" on May 7.

A glimpse of seraphic soulfnlness through the life and love of a child musi-
cian and the devotion of his old father. If you want to arouse the heart
Interest of your audience and awaken their human sympathies, here Is a

i hance to give them what they want. They like their hearts stirred as

well as their rlslbles.

"Capital vs. Labor" has been heard from. It bss tsken big. Some people
wrote from Philadelphia to the "little minister" in the picture: "Can't you
come to Philadelphia and settle some of our troubles? Ton certainly can
do things as well as preach thm. Vou are a favorite with our bunch."

HEMES NOTES.
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"This Is a true story" is the tag that frequently accompanies I

picture manuscript, for amateur antbot -hat as a rule that Is

enough in itself to damn tl

it the other day with an
of her lif-

It was worth the ide.

One of the I.ubln players had part
through lack of care in nosing with a premat':-
was tied to the ' the fire .

film stopped running and the d

help much either
in your Ufl

Insurance If they have any
it four and .i half mlnut.

-

I.ubln releases early tl taken up with scenes In a

that brief showing t ana and I

nearly a day and a half In running wire ci

the scenes might l>c taken In an actnal factory Instead of against painted
backgrounds.

Already "When
tra prints are coming In

for only one or two reels. Many i sdvance

after the exhibitors crested the demf what
a hit "A Hot Time In Atlantic City" was. and the new Atlantic I

Is even better.
Something different from the usual Bnttlnskr pictures !-

a part of the Labis relet - In this a wm
comedy character with excellent effect and some scr.

are shown. Some trl>-k effects smarten t'

Incidents Is admirably planned to gain the '•

"The Miner's - ten is thl

orlglnallv planned for - release sr

rt It was a Jonah and three tin- - uned
because of static elec-- focus and
happen to a motion • and from
everv point of v . production Is highly successful.
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Stand Pat Old Man

INSIST UPON GETTING

HALLBERG GOODS
If your dealer don't sell The Hallberg-

Economizer, write to me and I will be glad
to give information and prices promptly.

HALLBERG ECONOMIZER
Is the only

Perfect
Current Saver and

bas stood the

Test
of

Time

Is made for any

style of current

SAVES
60 to 90%

on

Your Bills
and improves the

light

OVER 1200 NOW IN USE

I have selected the best goods on the market for

you, and can fit you out with complete electric machine
and ventilating equipment, and results are positively
guaranteed.

Get my prices on the " HALLBERG *' Economizer,
MOTIOGRAPH M. P. machines, Incandescent lighting
system to save 70% on your current bill, ELECTRA Pink
Label carbons, French Condensers, Announcement Slides,

Ventilating Fans, and don't forget to send 35 cents for a
can of " HALLBERG 'S SPEC-OIL," -prepaid mail—It

saves 50% on your oil bill for machine—Try a Can.

I make an allowance for your old Current Saver
or Rehostat in trade for the "HALLBERG"
Economizer.

J. H. HALLBERG
28 Greenwich Avenue New York

LUBIN
RELEASED THURSDAY, APRIL 28th

Approximate length 975 feet

'^Vf* K • VST »' W" fJ 'V^'

^-« ' ••'1? %jL-.

§5? "—' ^1 ^L> h '

1~w~ - -

INDIAN BLOOD
;

An unusual subject done unusually well in every aspect. The story
is novel in plot and development and the scenes are laid amid wonderful
natural settings while the photographer has excelled hiraselt. A squaw
man srikes it rich and goes east, carrying with him his little daughter.
In later years the call of the wild asserts itself and he is terribly punished
for his crime against his Indian wife.

RELEASED MONDAY, MAY 2nd

THE MASTER MECHANIC
Approximate length 594 feet

The young mechanic is saved from disgrace by bis employer • daugh-
ter whose quick wit fastens the guilt upon the real offender. A charming
love story with some wonderfully good factory scenes. Not a labor story.

MRS. NOSEY
Approximate length 382 feet

Mrs. Nosey simply had to rubber and she gets into everyone's affairs.
But she starts to investigate a chemical laboratory and what is left of her
swears off from curiosity in future. A lively farce with a bit of trick
work to make it even funnier.

Send for Free Catalogue of our 1910 Machine

LUBIN M'F'G CO.,
9
&ttS$S£5Fg.
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CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOL FOR OPERATORS.
We congratulate Mr. 1". C. Taylor, of the Taylor School

for Moving Picture Operator^ 411 West 28th street. New
York City, on putting into practice a good idea; one, too,

that is thoroughly valuable and likely to benefit those on
whose behalf the details of the scheme have been thought
out. It is a correspondence school for operators. Mr.
Taylor has shown us a detailed syllabus of the lessons he
proposes giving his correspondents, together with a set of

illustrations of the electrical, optical and mechanical sides of

projection work.
This correspondence course has been thought out with

great judgment. It is easy enough for men of fair intelli-

gence to profit by it. Our work in the production of the
Moving Picture World brings us in touch with large num-
bers of moving picture operators whose knowledge of the
underlying theories and principles of their work is, as a rule,

very small. Time after time we meet apparently good men
who can show a nice picture when everything is working
smoothly—when all is plain sailing with the machine—but the
moment a little difficulty, irregularity or uncertainty occurs
they are hard put to it to get out of their trouble. Xow. a

knowledge of first principles which so many despise would
put them right. We have a very high regard for practical
work, but we have an equally high regard for first princi-
ples and underlying theories, which the average moving pic-
ture operator unfortunately despises.

Let the operator at a distance who is unable to attend Mr.
Tavlor's school personally, join this correspondence class.

If he knows little or nothing about the subject, he can supply
the deficiency by this course. If he is already working and
wants his knowledge brushed up. he can do it by means of
this correspondence class. If he thinks, rightly or wrongly,
that he is thoroughly qualified, thoroughly competent and
has nothing more to learn, let him take this course and see
if. after all. he is right in his own estimate of his knowledge
and abilities. None of us is perfect, not even the youngest
-of us. to paraphrase a well-known remark. The inefficiency
-of the operator is a constant theme in the pages of the
Moving Picture World. Taylor's Correspondence School
should help diminish this state of affairs. We wish Mr.
Taylor every success in his w.>rk and we will bless him if

he will make every operator in the land a good man at his
game. For then we should be happier, writing about more
congenial aspects of the moving picture than the deficiency
of that unspeakable enemy of the picture, the inefficient
operator.

Till. LBN Bl UM—ITS SCOPK AND
FUTURE.

An Interesting By Path In the Moving Picture Field.

the

in mo> ing pic tun On
h.i\ . iu< h notabli Im-
pen. il Film i and others. Hei
>.m^ writers, musii i":i. nd others win. 1

nub]! .mni. -in li.nl their « » 1 1 • « . 1 and b
S" that when tin- movin dustry bi

definite shape il was onl> natural for those wl. d in

ill.- 1. 11-'; • t that v

with the busil

But 11 we read th< ligna "i the- times aright, Twenty-
eighth street will ere long be thorn oi ving
picture glory. \ll the tendency is for th<

centrate itself in <.r about Twenty-third Street and I

tenth street. Ami amongst those lately established on
Twenty eighth street who have recently made the change is

Mr. Len Spec urn fame. Mr. Spencer's b

unique in us way. It is one of the most important businesses
in the Xew York moving picture field and yet, oddly enough,
it does ii"t directly concern itself with moving pictures. Mr.
Spencer deals in practically everything but the film. When
we say "deals," we do not mean in respect of handling goods
—we mean people. Mr. Spencer handles the people who con-
tribute the entertainment part of moving picture
Should a pianist be required, Mr. Spencer supplies him. If

a pianist needs coaching, Mr. Spencer coaches him. F.qually

so, it a singer wants a position, Mr. Spencer will find it for

him; or if an exhibitor is in search of a singer Mr. Spencer
is willing to oblige. Songs, song slides, musicians, singers,
vaudevlle performers— all these have their names on Mr.
Spencer's books.
We took a peep into the biggest book in Mr. Spencer's

office, 46 East 14th street, and there, carefully indexed, were
the careers, as it were, of a whole host of entertainers for the
moving picture public. The Len Spencer Lyceum is, in short,
the greatest intermediary between the performer or the
would-be performer and the theater. Spencer's clients in-

clude hundreds if not thousands of moving picture theater
exhibitors and round about the same number of entertain-
ers. As we have said, it is a unique business, probably the

NCKR
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"Everthing in Lantern Slides"
THE SONG SLIDE SERVICE THAT SATISFIES

Novelty Puzzlettes Announcement Slides

NOVELTY SLIDE COMPANY
10 East l 1th Street. 221 East 53rd Street

NEW YORK CITY
BRANCH: Real Estate exchange, SCRANTON, PA.

s O N G
LI DE
E R V IC E

25 cents a set per week. All sets guaranteed com-
plete from Title to Chorus, Music in nice condition,

and your weekly supply of sets forwarded in one
consignment, which saves you express charges.

Chicago Song Slide Exchange
Dept. I, Ninth Floor

MASONIC TEMPLE CHICAGO, ILL.

CENRE TRANSPARENCY CO.
507 NORTH CLARK STREET, CHICAGO

LATEST SONG SLIDES
ADVERTISING AND ANNOUNCEMENT SLIDES

W. E. GREENE
Film Exchange

The Oldest and Largest Independent

Film Exchange in New England

BUYING THE PRODUCT OF
ALL THE INDEPENDENT

MANUFACTURERS

If You are in the Market for a First-

Class Independent Service, Write or

Call and See Us •

W. E. Greene Film Exchange
228 Tremont Street Boston, Mass.

Opposite Majestic Theatre

Members of the National Independent M. P. A.

MOTION PICTURE PIANO MUSIC
This is a book of descriptive music, regular sheet music size, and

arranged for both hands. Specially selected, arranged and composed by
one of the best descriptive Pianists in the U. S., wbo lor the past twenty
years has been Musical Director in all lines of Theatrical Productions.
Tnis work is the result of actual experience, and is now being used in
hundreds of M. P. Theatres. Contains music, for all probable scenes,
actions, characters, etc., and its suggestions are entirely practical.
Increases the value of YOUR SHOW 100%. Descriptive circular sent
free to anyone upon request. This book sent promptly upon receipt of
price. $1.00 Remit either by P. O. or Express Order, Draft or Check to

GREGG. A. FRELINGER
1009 Perry Street Lafayette, Ind.

SONG SLIDES
L, S0NQ SLIDES, $3.00 per set L,

I

D
E

We have an overstock of song-

slides which we will let go at $3.00
per set. This offer only holds
good until this stock is depleted.

We make Lantern Slides of anything; and everything for
any and every purpose. Send for our special

prices on Announcement Slides

NORTH AMERICAN SLIDE CO,, p^^d^S.a!^:

I

D
E

SONG SLIDES
ROOSEVELT HUNT IN AFRICA

1[T Hand colored slides, title and full ^> ^Tf\
*-^ description of each picture - - Jl %\J\j

We ship same day as money received.

JEFFRIES-JOHNSON FIGHT
^ A Hand colored slides, showing every-
£*\ thing 01 interest in connection with

preparations for the Big Fight.

WRITE FOR LIST OF SUBJECTS. SINGLE SLIDES, 50 CENTS EACH

12.00

COSMOPOLITAN SLIDE MAKERS
,76 East Madison Street CHICAGO

DROLLINGER FILM SERVICE CO.
(Agents for Philadelphia Projecting Co.)

Receiving TWELVE REELS of the

BEST INDEPENDENT FILMS WEEKLY
Don't you think that will handle you?

WRITE US A LETTER Phone 3286
106 Upper Second Street EVAINSVILLE. IND.

We make the best lenses in ISf^/Jiil
the world for projecting motion I )N THE!
pictures and lantern slides. Can VltUC/
you spend a little money more ^'•Njr
wisely and profitable than by ^Sr
ordering a set of lenses which will

IMPROVE Y01R
PICTURES?

NEW PRIGES
M. P. Projection Lenses any size with our improved jacket

with spiral adjustment $15.00
No. 1 Stereopticon Lenses 18.00

No. 2 Stereopticon Lenses 20.00
All dealers sell them on approval.

WRITE FOR OUR NEW CIRCULAR
When ordering state the size of your screen and the length of the

picture wanted. Give the distance from the lens to the screen. Remit
the price of the lens or fnrnish references. ,

CUNDLACH-MANHATTAN OPTICAL COMPANY 9
808 Clinton Ave., So. Rochester, N. Y.
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largi t sgencj ol its kind in existence The result ia that Mr.
.1 by the demandi on Ins time and -it

tention and for lack ol space, to take new premises on Poui

teenth street, right in the center oi what is commonly known
Moving Pictun We have no doubt that his busi-

ness will now He is an indispensable factor in the moving
re field. Experienced, judgmatical, willing and obliging.

an ex* ellent type 1 >1 the agent.

There is one little suggestion that we want to make to

Mr. Spencer and it is this; thai he should enlarge tha scope
of Ins business, which, as we have already pointed out, is

comprehensive kind, dealing with every branch of the

entertainment, except the film, offered in moving picture

theaters. Time after time we have lamented the fact that

moving picture lecturers arc scarce. In fact, at tfa

!

present moment in New York City we do not know of any
lectun i ou the moving picture stage whom we care to

hear twice. Now we put it to Mr. Spencer that here is a

scope for the development of his business, narrtcly, the coach-
ing of lecturers and the obtaining of them for service in i

ing picture theaters We believe, in fact we arc sure, that

hundreds of moving picture exhibitors wotdd be only too
glad to avail themselves of some means of getting hold of

t lecturers for their theaters.

WILLIAM STEINER IN HIS NEW INDEPENDENT
EXCHANGE.

The inevitable has happened, as the inevitable always does,
and always will. It is commonly said that the hour brings
forth the man and a study of history, cither of national or

iess affairs, reveals this to be not merely a fact, but a

truism. All the talk for the last year on the Independent side
of the making and selling of moving pictures has been for a

Moses But Moses has at present not eventuated. We
think that he is a long way off. and is likely to remain there.

Just plain, straightforward, fair dealing business men are
needed on the Independent side to give that branch of the
moving picture industry credit and esteem. And it is singular
to reflect how few there are that answer to this descrip-
tion. There is, first of all, Thomas D. Cochrane; there is

—

there is— , and now there is William Stciner, a prince of
hard workers, a prince of good fellows, and a prince, above
all, of men who have confidence in themselves—the best of all

attributes.

The other evening, before writing this article, we crossed
the Rubicon—meaning Fourteenth street—and two blocks
down on our favorite Fourth avenue we looked towards
heaven, and in looking towards heaven saw the name of
"William Stciner," his very own name, on his own building,
on his new offices, for the renting of moving pictures. We
said to ourselves- "This man is all right, because he has
faith in himself."

Personalities count for much in the moving picture game.
It seems superfluous for us to commend William Stciner to
the suffrages of the Independent field. It is good, it is right,

that the Independent field, which hitherto has been weak in

personalities, should attract such a powerful personality as

that o\ William Steincr. Anybody reading the Moving Pic-

ture World consecutively for several months past knows that

our policy is for the good of the picture. We like strong
men. we like combative men, we like fighting men; frankly.

we do not care a hang whether they are licensed or inde-
pendent, so long as their motive is for the making and selling

of the moving picture.

There must be. as we said in these pages a few weeks
ago. and always will be. a licensed and an independent side.

Hitherto the licensed side has been well organized, the inde-
pendent side has not. Now the independent side receives a

fine accession of strength in the vigorous personality of

William Steiner, who has the pluck and the self-confidence
to put his name on the front of his building. The new Im-
perial Film Fxchange is to be rather more than a center for
distributing moving picture films. Tt is to the credit of Mr.
Steiner that his mind does not run in a groove. For example:
His new business not merely supplies films to the exhibitor,
but gets into direct personal touch with him and tells him
how to run his business. It is not merely an exchange in

the conventional sense of the term; it is rather an exhibitors'
supply house. The exhibitor can get everything that he
needs or wants at no Fourth avenue. What the average
exhibitor of the United States mostly wants is telling how-
to conduct his house: he needs telling how to advertise his

business: what sort of printing he should have: what sort of
painted signs he should put up in front of his house: what
sort of posters. In other words, the William Steiner ex-
change of no Fourth avenue will tell the exhibitor how to
run his business from the printing and advertising standpoint.

WILLIAM STEINER.

Steiner has the talent on the premises who will do this for

them: experienced exhibitors like William Sterner himself,

who has been through tin- game, who has made pictures,

shown pictures, advertised pictures. We are sorry to note

the departure of William Steiner from the licensed side, but

we are glad to sec. and so will every right-thinking business

man be glad to see. that while the licensed side loses a good
man, equally so, the independent side, which is weak in

effective personalities, has got such a fine recruit as William

er. !!<• has already started in to buy the entire inde-

pendent output, and he says that if he cannot get all th;

pictures he needs, he will make them. So pin your faith to

no Fourth avenue and its hustling proprietor.

A PLAY WITHOUT A VILLAIN.

It seems second nature that a playwright, in laying ou:

dramatis personse should mak lents for his

hero and villain; this seems the first order of thine—that

the good should combat against the evil. Fspecially is this

the case among writer- of moving picture scenario!

such little time i- allowed for the development of a

that all oi the story picture (particularly drama- 1 are b*

to have the inevitable her., in dive- ins and :

ncr. ultimately conquer tin- villain, and incidentally win

girl, papers, reward. Ins freedom from pi

It is not written, however, that man has fought man in order

i him a good turn. Mentioning il re incident, it

sounds preposterous that one man should administer a kr.

out blow to the other, only to lift him bodily and carry him
back to the waiting arms of a girl he loves: vet. that is only

one situation in a picture pi iy that has no villain in it
—

"

Men." the "Imp" Monday, May _\ It

deep but graphic chai
; two individi

want to sacrifice one ther, and. strange to say. the

winner lose the girl!

The Peerless Film ! former' Sixth avenue.

New York City, have ren more central and spacious

Fifth avenue, mar Fourteenth street, in the

heart of the moving picture business. Mr. Chas. Pel

manager of the exchai S that they are short'

the N. I. M. F V ami will se all independent relc

which. with their larg< '"" put them in a

good way to command a large portion of the independent

trade.

IE YOU ARE INTERESTED IN THE MOVING PICTURE BUSINESS. YOU
SHOULD SUBSCRIBE EOR THE MOVING PICTURE WORLD. tt 00
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UNIFORM
your ATTENDANTS with

Singer Uniforms

They make your Theatre
more attractive — Costs
less than you think and
Pays big

—

Chicago's Leading Thea-
tres use our Uniforms ex-

clusively

—

MADE TO ORDER ONLY
WriteforSamplesand Fashions
of Latest Style of Uniforms
and Caps for Moving Picture
Theatres.

I A. L. SINGER <& CO.
171 E. Adams Street, Chicago, U. S. A

UNIFORMS
AND iH%

CAPS «

f

FOB /1 II » !

f 1 ' II

Moving Picture »* ° %~
Theatres L'l 8 /

Catalogues, Samples

and Prices for the 1 1

Asking

James H. Hirsch &, Go. M
Jackson Boulevard ^dtJ

CHICAGO, III. ^^9

35c
No. 110 A

Postage Paid
Send for Catalog of Announcement

and Ad tildes

The Neosho Slide Company
100 S. Wood St., Neosho, Ho.

WANTED, PIANO PLAYERS to send for Gordon's

big Dance Folio of popular song successes. Greatest

thing out. A knockout for moving: picture theaters.

20c. a copy, none free. The Gordon Music Pub.

Co., 205 W. 34th St., New York City.

Manhattan Slide Co.
(incorporated)

136 W. 37th St,, New York City

Telephone 6759 Murray Hill

NEW SLIDES
I'm Awfully Glad I Met You

Irene, Sweet Irene

Without You

Show Me the Way to Loveland

Curly Head

Give My Regards to Mabel

ANNOUNCEMENT AND SPECIAL
SLIDES FOR ALL OCCASIONS

The Buckeye Film &
Projecting Co. (inc.)

Members of the N, I. M. P. A.

309-311 Arcade BIdg., Dayton, Ohio

MR. EXHIBITOR, we abso-
lutely guarantee to furnish you the
best strictly INDEPENDENT film
service in this country. We guar-
antee NO JUNK, NO RAIN-
STORMS, NO REPEATERS.
All we ask is that you give us a
trial and be convinced. We can
Rive you an IDEAL EXCLUSIVE
SERVICE because we have stand-
in? releases with all leading
AMERICAN and FOREIGN
FILM MANUFACTURERS.
Write to-day for full particulars,

or call and see us at our offices and
see for yourself.

Write, Phone, or Wire us to-day.

THE BUCKEY FILM &
PROJECTING CO. (Inc.)

3 9-3ll Arcade Building, Dayton, Oblo

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING.
WANTED—Theater, any kind, anywhere in Mid-

dle West. Will buv fixtures if reasonable. Fee for
information. B. F. PALMER, care Moving Picture
World.

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE.
FOR SALE— Seven new Model B Iloward Gas

Making (Oxyliydrogen) Outfits for projection pur-
1,000 feet No. 8 Jute Stage Cable. BACSCH

& LOMB OPTICAL CO., Rochester, N. Y.

FOR SALE— No. r, Power's. $115. No. 4 Powers,
$85. Pathe, $150. Slightly used, elegant condition.
Address I'... earo Moving Picture World.

IF •'"" WANT CLASSY. UP-TO-DATE
Advertising, Announcement and Specialty

SLIDES
For All Occaslaos, Let us hear abtut it.

Thre« Star Slid* Company
56 Fifth Ave., Chicago.

Drums, Traps and all

Moving Picture

Show Effects
Our New Beautifully Illustrated Cata-

logue now ready and will be sent free to

any address upon request.

LOUIS B. MALECKI & CO.
272 Wabash Avenue Chicago

500 sets of Song slides

for sale.

$1.25 per Set

J. FRISH, 138 East 14th St.

NEW YORK

SLIDES OF PRESIDENT TAFT
Opening the American League Game.

No. 1—Showing Presidential Party on arrival

at Park in their box.

No. 2—The President meeting managers of

the teams,
No. 3—The President as he has thrown the

ball to the pitcher, opening the

game.

This is the first time in the history of

baseball that a President opened the game.
Set of three slides, by mail, $2.25.

Single slide, $1.00.

W. P. Herbst, 2500 Pa. Ave., Washington, D.C.

Independent Film Service—Exclusive Service Guaranteed
WRITE for CATALOGUE and PRICES NO OLD TRUST INDEPENDENT FILMS FOR SALE

The only exchange on the Pacific Coast buying everything from the leading Independent Manufacturers

CALIFORNIA FILM EXCHANGE, Inc.
M. K. SMITH. President. M. L. MARKOWITZ, Secretary and Manager

1065 Mission St., San Francisco 221 W. 5th St., Los Angeles

YOU CAN SATISFY YOUR PATRONS
by renting from us the latest song-slides and songs. We charge

50c per set a week. Weekly supply shipped to you at one

time. Send 35c in stamps for a beautifully colored slide of

Roosevelt and our latest song-slide list.

LINCOLN TRANSPARENCY EXCHANGE
16tn Floor, Masonic Temple Chicago, 111.
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CORRKSI'ONDENCK.

THE PLAGUE OF BULLETINS.
To the '

I N\,,i, t neral view taken, by

the matter oi bull

he iilm manul

hi. ill i>.irt oi the •

..nation that can be gained through the ti

i> of the accumulate
i to find tum-

our i i 1 1 1 limited

ay the inconvenience i

which happened at my thi

busy in the house, which was crowded and

my attention, when the City Fire Inspector madi
irdered me to have n

.I up and to have a large bundle of literature disp

how. I npelled to leave the house
nally disp bulletins, which 1

ng for my week'- information. This not only caused

me a time, but gave mj house a suspicion in thi

department's eyes that will he very hard to overcome.
I would appreciate it very much it you could give space to

tin- letter, which is the feeling of the exhibitor in

this matter of literature. I am enclosing a cartoon,

which wil idea, in picture hook form, just how
el about receh ing these circulars.

Hastily,

AN EXHIBITOR.
[Other communications to this effect have been made to us.

—Ed-. M. P. W
I

"ELECTRA" PRAISED BY EXHIBITORS AND PRESS.

lima, Ohio, April 20, IQI0.

Editor Moving* Picture World.
New York City.

Dear Sir—In regard to your editorial upon "F.lektra on the
Screen" and your request for exhibitors' opinions on the

film, I am enclosing you an editorial clipping from one of

our leading daily paper-. "Republican Gazette," of April 14.

19IO, which expresses my opinion of the film without any
geration; and I. too. think the Vitagraph Company have

made very rapid strides in the past few months and consider
their picture- in the front ranks. The only objections I have
to any of their work in any line is their title posters. The
public does not seem to take to them. There is too much
of a sameness and it causes confusion even with the regular
patrons. For if they do not stop to read the title they often

them by, thinking they have seen them, as they all look
alike unless you stop and look them over. I am often obliged
to bring them in from the front. T have been an exhibitor
for several years and have been a very careful reader of your
Moving Picture World, and agree with you as to your idea
of running a strictly moving picture show and no vaudeville;
also in regard to having the music to suit the picture. This,
in my Opinion, is very essential. Another important point:
T am very much in favor of running good films more than
one day. For instance. I ran 'F.lektra'* three days to most
refined and intelligent audiences and good receipts, although
we all change one reel of pictures each day, holding one over
the second day. This. I believe, covers all the points for
the present With all good wished for the success of your
paper and the business in general. I beg to remain.

Yours very truly,

W.'R. GANDY,
"Dreamland Theater.

P. S.—Lima has a population of about 40,000.

(From the Limn. OUlo. Republican-Gazette. Thursday Morning. April 14. lniri.i

ELEKTRA.
The Greatest Motion Picture Ever Shown in Lima.

This Grecian Tragedy Is Superbly Acted and Mounted—Do Not Miss It.

It is no exaggeration to say that In "F.lektra." now being shown In

Dreamland, the people of Lima have an opportunity 10 ace the greatest
motion picture ever exhibited here, and one of the most Impressive yet
produced by any Of the companies which are spending millions In the elabo-
ration of pictnre-drama. This particular film Is a creation of the famous
Vitagraph Company.

"Elektra" swings Imagination back to ancient Greece, to the heroic days
of King Agamemnon and Of the Trojan King Frlam. It deals with the tragi.-

results of jealousy, hatred and awful retribution. It Is the theme used by
Richard Strauss in his greatest opera.

Agamemnon returns In triumph from Troy! .bringing Priam's beantlful
daughter. Cassandra. The Queen. Impelled hv a jealousy craftily Inflamed
by her lover, kills the King. His daughter. Elektra. and son. Or.
vengeance over Agamemnon's bleeding corpse.

1 M>

lift. '

an. I I..

lllumlua'

ANOTHER EXHIBITOR HEARD FROM.
, April [9, 1'jio.

The Moving Pictun V
1 )ear Sir— !

;tra - "> '

k's World. VVe ran this pictur ind mail)

r patroi • n -
ll lia5 cr<

favorable commei ts than any dramal

, wr exhibited; the audience actually applauded a
' rould

in a real play. We also ran the - for

eight da- ird business. We used the entire live reels

in a series and used both piano and organ for m
and had our \

render the "H0I3 .main to

die. and blended th( song int.. the "Rock I the

1. which got a hand every time. We • running

the Roosevelt in Africa picture t" pad We feat-

ure Biograph subject- every Tuesday and W< and

Vitagraph and Pathe subjects on Thurs day and

urday. Some time a( eatured the Edison film,

President's Special.'' using the sound effects which v.

do, and ran it for an entire week, changing the other -ubjects

Tnesdav. Thursday and Sunda: J, to capacity hi

1 don't Ree why the manufacturers do i it more

"effect" subjects such as "The President's Special." as they

are always popular and we always make a feature of our

effects and music. We have a very fine pianist, who studies

every subject, and "the music fits the picture." The Biograph

subjects are verv popular at our theater, although we use all

the different releases, using four reels to a program and

changing three times weekly. I think the greatest mistake

many managers make is in changing their pictures every

day, as the subjects that the different manufacturers are get-

ting out now will nearly all stand at least a two days' run:

some of them don't run a good picture long enough to create

an interest. The class of patrons we have are made 1

the best people in the city, and some of them never go to

any other picture theaters. The Shuhert has a seating ca-

pacity of 1.700 and is considered the finest theater in N'ew

Orleans, devoted exclusively to moving picture- We used

vaudeville with the pictures for a short time last Summer.
but it injured our business and we cut it out, and are now
-how ing only pictures. Industrial subjects are very popular

and we always include them in the making up of our pro-

grams. We read everything in the "World" and think it is

the only paper for the exhibitor. a=; there are always good

suggestions that are very profitable to us all.

Yours verv truly.
"

J. M. DUBBS.
Manager the Shubert Theater.

[This man says a good word for us, but that is not why
we print his letter It is

: ndeed gratifying to know that our

preaching is being intelligently followed in some ca<=e-. We
want to call especial attention to the statement. "The sub-

ject- that the different manufacturers are getting out now
will nearly all stand at least a two days' run." Turn this

over in your minds—manufacturer, exchange manager and
exhibitor—especially ye of the dailv change craze. We
revert to this subject again.—Eds. M. P. W.]
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Trade Mask Tradb Mask
BIOGRAPH
FILMS
RELEASED APRIL 25th, 1910

The Way of The World
A LESSON IN CHRISTIAN CHARITY

" Let he that is without sin cast the first stone. '' This is the moral taught by this Biograph story

The old priest at the mission is grieved at the negligence of the people in refraining from attending

church services. They are either too much taken up with business or seekers of pleasure. His assistant

a young priest, determines to follow the Master's footsteps and go among the people. He then learns

the extreme selfishness and lack of christian charity, particularly when he finds the very ones who have

caused a poor unfortunate young woman's downfall the first ones to crush her deeper into the morass of

woe. His kindness, however, awakens in the girl a true spirit, and she, kneeling at the feet of the priest,

determines to spend the rest of her life in penance. The scenes of this production are laid at the historic

San Gabriel Mission in Southern California.

APPROXIMATE, LENGTH 950 FEET

RELEASED APRIL 28th, 1910

IP A TREE
A BIOGRAPH COMEDY OF INCIDENTS

Jake, a you ig country lout, comes into possession of a ladder, and plans to have same fun. Placing

the ladder against a tall tree, he climbs up and lodges his cap in the branches. Descending, he waits

until an old farmer appears, when he begins to cry that his cap is in the tree, and pretending lameness,

asks the farmer to get it. Well, he takes away the ladder leaving the farmer treed. This trick he re.

peats several times with success. Among his victims are a pair of lovers, who have quarrelled. They
are the only happy victims as they settle their tiff while treed. Still '.he worm will turn, and finally

when the victims get together and catch Jake, they carry him to the top of a tall tree and leave him there

to think it over on this elevated stool of repentance.

APPROXIMATE LENOTH, 981 FEET

A Full Description of those Subjects will be Found on Another Pago

Release days of Biograph Subjects— MONDAY and THURSDAY

Get oo Our Mail List and Keep Posted. Write for Our Descriptive Circulars

BIOGRAPH COMPANY
Licensee of the Motion Picture Patents Co.

11 EAST 14th STREET NEW YORK
QEORQB KLB1NB. Selling Agent for Chicago (52 State St., Chicago, 111.).

FILMS
HOWARD M0VIN6 PICTURE GO.

Repair Work a Specialty. Agents for Motiograph, Power's
and Edison Machines. Supplies and Sundries.

FILMS
564 Washington Street,

Established 1894. (Opposite Adams House).

Boston Mass.
Incorporated 1908.

PEERLESS FILM EXCHANGE
REMOVED TO

94 Fiftn Ave., New YorK City, near 14tn Street
New Films. High class up-to-date Independent Service. We carry a full line of all

Supplies pertaining to the Trade. Call, Write or Phone and obtain our prices.

PUON'E 5163 CHELSEA

Among the Exhibitors

Philadelphia, Pa.—A new moving picture theater
la being erected at the northwest corner of Fifty-
ninth and Market streets for the Globe Amusement
Company. This theater will run all first-class mov-
ing pictures.
Avondale, Ohio.—Another picture palace Is being

estublisbed here which will cost $3,000 for the con-
struction and will be located on the north side of
Itockdale avenue, east of Reading road. This the-
ater Is being erected for the Avondale Amusement
Company, who will conduct it the same way they
do their other string of theaters. All of the latest
and best pictures will be shown and it Is said to
be one of the prettiest of nickelodeons In this sec-
tion.

Meyersdale, Pa.—The Amuse-U Theater has again
reopened here and will show illustrated songs and
moving pictures.

Lockport, N. Y.—The Hippodrome M. P. Theater
on Main street has closed here, and another will
open where the Arcana formerly was located.
Newark, N. J.—Bertram M. Plerson has sold his

Interest in the moving picture theater to his
partner, Millard Fairchild.

St. Paul, Minn.—"The Princess" is the latest of
moving picture theaters to open here, and will cost
the proprietors, Ruben & Finkelstein, $50,000. This
theater is situated on the north side of East Sev-
enth street, between Wabash and Cedar streets,
and has a seating capacity of about eight thousand.
It will throw open its doors about June 15 or July 1.

Dodgeville, Wis.—W. T. Hiekey has retired from
the management of the Crystal Theater, having
disposed of his interest to Prof. D. M. Jones,
who will continue running the show the same way
as the former proprietor has been doing.

Baltimore, Md.—A new moving picture theater,
the Elektra, is being built on North Gay street, near
Broadway.
Long Island City, N. Y.—The property on the cor-

ner of Fourth and Vernon avenues is being con-
verted into a first-class moving picture theater.

Cincinnati, Ohio.—Arrangements have been made
for the commencing of moving pictures in the Lyric
Theater and the erection of a moving picture show-
house at 220-222 West Fifth street for I. Frankel
which has a seating capacity of 300.

Buffalo, N. Y.—The Parkway Theater is the latest
moving picture theater to be erected here. It Is
for Clarence B. Hunter and will be located on
Broadway, near Fillmore avenue.

Athens, Pa.—A new moving picture theater Is

beincr erected here for M. Tillman.
Baltimore, Md.—Plans have been made for the

erection of a new picture theater at Park avenue
and Lexington street for the New Theater Company
of this town.

St. Louis, Mo.—A deal has been promoted that
will mean a new theater, with a seating capacity
of 1.900. for the South Side. The new amusement

• house will be located at the northwest corner of
Chippewa street and Texas avenue, and will be
opened about August 15. The new theater will be
given over to moving pictures and vaudeville, and
possibly a stock company under the management of
Monroe L. Menlitio. This stoek company will
consist of ten actors, which would make the new
house the only one in St. Louis devoted to both
stock work and moving pictures, and will be under
the proprietorship of the Monroe Amusement Com-
pany. It is to reperesent an Investment of $50,000,
and the front will be handsomely decorated.

Council Bluffs, Iowa.—The Diamond Theater here
has released R. E. Bailey as manager.

Chicago, 111.—Samuel F. Fenton has sold his mov-
ing picture theater to Nina J. Renner, while John
W. Kohlhi sold his nickelodeon, which Is located
at 7S35 Halsted street, to Julia Ascher.

Mankato. Kan.—L. L. Lyons will open a new
moving picture theater here.
Oklahoma City, Okla.—E. H. Hnlsey has pur-

chnsed three nickelodeons here for $35,000.
Huntington, N. Y.—Doran's Hall, on Wall street,

will he enlarged and the structure brought out to
the street. It will then have a seating capacltv of
GOO.

NEW INCORPORATIONS.
New York City.—Martime Amusement Company.

Capital. $25,000. Directors: Herman Knause, Mai
Weintrih nnd .Tnpob Ridgewood.
New York City.—Noah's Ark Company. Capital.

$500,000. Directors: Albert Flower, Max E.
Knnkolv and William H. Giegerich.

Corning, N. Y.—Onrnin<r Amusement Company.
Capital. $30,000. Directors: Thomas D. Casale.
Henry Lewis and Joseph Lnngan.

Chicaeo, 111.—Wlllard Amusement Company. Cap-
ital. $30,000. Directors: Jacob Loan, Lazarus
Krensky and Edward G. Felsenthal.

Chicago, 111.—Lyric Amusement Comnany. Cap-
ital. $10,000. Directors: John A. Duflin,

' Ben M.
C.iroux and M. L. Scannell.

St. Louis, Mo.—American Amusement Compnny.
Capital, $2,000. Directors: Louis J. Farnoff, Wm.
Tiii'in nnd Sidney Cook.
Memphis. Tenn.—Majestic Amusement Comnany.

Capital, $25,000. Directors: F. Montgomery, Frank
T. Montgomery. B. B. Reisinger, Augustus Sciebu
and 0. D. Wailes.

Cincinnati, Ohio.—Avon Amusement Company.
Capital. $10,000. Directors: William C. Gill, Oscar
Gasaman, W. C. Hill, William J. Doherty, Victor
Heintz.
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UP A TREE.— Tin' colloqulailasi "up a tree" Is

n metaphor fur "in difficulty; iii tm- -->.
'

" ate.

Hill ll • | were up I tree l»ith

met it j>li< >r li-u 1 1> mill actually, hut Ultra wait

then made ao happy that tola oaa tvenl in a

tnlgbl coudona tt>>r fur lilt mls-
-. u young country lout, cornea Into the
( it ladder mill plana to bare aoma fun.

Placing the laddei tun treat, ba cllmba np
and lodgea his cap In the branchee. Descending;, ba

t tba foot, anil when nn old farmer appeara,
Jake btfloa to blubber, crying that bla cap U lu

.-. where he t, '**,-,! u after a bird, and, nre>

tending lami i tba fanner to get It.

Umba Mini dJalodj ip, but
l iir Bndi Unit Jake

moved the ladder. Da la "treed" and no
i i la trick worked ao well, thai i

encouraged to try it again. Tbla tlma bla rlctlma
u f«- a couple <> r lovers who bare Quarreled. Tim
tiran in ii ii n tr. i

t ang-

el the boy*a eap, ho she to abama him
cllmba np herself. Fine I Tba love* follow*, pay-
nig Juke t" do tba rery thing he Intended— re-

moTe the ladder. Of i
iriri la wild, bnt

orer la In Ma element. I i<r«- they are
• ii tin- limb. Sunn- thing

happens, only Jake drlTea off In the wagon to

llnd another eaay murk, which ba doea In the person
of a Jew carrying two lira chtefcena. Juke has

of a chicken pie, bnl bla dream fadea
for the Jew eaxrlea the btrda np the ladder. Farther
on Jnk. and ladder to a
painter for four dollars. Cheap, of course, bnt it

is velvet to bhn. With the money he goes to

-inner garden restaurant and pnrcbaaea four
• tollars' worth of May wine. Meanwhile, the man
with the wagon baa retraeel the route tuken by
Jake ami cornea npon the treed ones, ah are

but the young lover, who
spurns their e until his sweetheart ac-

cepts him. which she finally does. The victims
then band to wreak vengeance, and fortune soon

them, for along cornea Jake, their perse-
cutor, lame from head to feet. They pounce upon
him, and after administering chastisement, carry

him up into one of the trees, where they leave
hi ni to think It over.

THE WAY OF THE WORLD.—The old priest Is

deeply grieved over the empty church, when his

yoong assistant decides to follow the Master's
s and l-o among the people ns an example.

Donning civilian garb, he toes out Into the world
to work In the fields. Here he learns the extreme
thought] is of humanity. There

two classes—the money seekers and the
• kers. The former are shown In the

fields and st. ire houses, each struggling for him-
self unmindful of the condition of his neighbor,

all driven hy nn unre.isonahle employer. The lat-

ter da spending their time in a dance
standard of morals de-

pendent upon their success In life, while the others
have no standard of morals whatever, for the

simple reason that they know no hotter. The
young priest. Incog, becomea a worker at the

dispensing his earnings In charity, while
ring to plant the seed of righteousness in

the hearts of Ills fellow laborers, but his en-

deavors nre met with derision. lie Is almost
on the point of giving up when the dance resort

led by the police and the women of the

place flee In a panic, with the exception of one.

who turns to the ones who brought her there for

protection. Ah. but how like the world, they
not only turn from her. but even assist In her
ejection from the place and follow her tauntingly

down the road, their crowd augmented by many
curiosity seekers until there Is a howling mob at

her heels. At this moment the young priest ap-

-ind driving off her persecutors, leads the

poor unfortunate Magdalene away to find some
of healthy safety for her. but again the

world slows It unchristian spirit by refusing to

her. Mop, less, the young priest makes
iy back to the mission where he tells the

old pastor that "They receive me not." He has
hardly uttered the words when the clrl appears
and prostrates herself before the two holy men
to ask their prayers for God's grace, determined

si of her life penltentlally. The
old father turns to the young curate and exclaims:
\ n vain if one soul is saved." The scenes

of the production are laid at the historical San
Gabriel Mission. California.

ESSANAY FILM MFG. CO.

FLAT FOR RENT.— As the story goes. Mr V R.

Heaten. a real estate agent, calls on one of his ten-

ants. Mrs. Flat-Dweller, with a newly written lease.

asking her If she will sign up for another season.

Hut Mrs. Flat-Dweller has resolved to make a move,
the flat she Is now occupying is too dark ;mil therp

are other Inconveniences besides the rent bclne too

high. Mr. Beaten argues, hut she Is persistent.

I'll, nlli .
Mr I but States that

After mime argument, is permltl
| luce the card lu the Window mid tlo-ii withdraws.

Smith-
Brown, log to

h>ok ut tin- flat. Mr -i. Smii
i mtempi

Dweller's fumltnn
the latter » ben h'-r i

Mr. and kfn Newlj a
the Hi

Flat-Dweller, who
that If tli,

billing and cooing and attend to tlo-lr bu«lnc»a.
Aft.

. to tear the sign out of the window, but is

Interrupted again by the Clamor ,,f tl e

bell, she opens the floor to Mr. and Mi
with thn r four smaller Levlnskys and al

Levin-;. -In to

perfectly at noma by climbing

over Mrs. Flat-Dweller'a furniture and starting a

r.,w with the dog, - an awful time In sub
lining his children an they are led from the room
by Mrs. Flat Dweller, who is forced to continually

reprimand the playful

finds it nect r,icr the family out

When Mils Is accomplish. , I -he pulls the

,,t" card from the window an-l tears It

lo bits.

Mr. U. It. Deafen appears now and finds the card

has been tnken from the window. II,- enters and

demands furiously that he i,c permitted to place

another card In the window. She re I

quarrel and deavorlng to

himself from the fury of the

Overturning furniture, amaabli
the circle of the room. \ poll

• the erics of the frightened landlord, enters

throngb the window and separates the two. In the

f the law he acre-Is them for disturbing th,

-lol ,>r,|crs them to go with him to ti

Hon. The whipped agent I ,

knee asks for Just one favor, that he be pel

to place his "Flat to Dent" card in the window-

Tills Is granted and the real estate agent with a

smile of triumph on his face Is led off with Mrs

Plat-Dweller to tell the ludge about it.

THE LATEST IN GARTERS.—Trl\lc Sweet, a

pretty society miss, receives a letter and a parcel

from an old-time chum In gay Parte, The parcel

contains a new- style of garter—"the bell garter"—
and the letter states that In Paris, as we have cx-

I above. It Is "all the noise." Trlxi,

On. Then to the tinkling of the many little

bells, she dances about the room.

Unmindful of the consequences. Trlxip resolves to

wear the garters on a little trip down the street

She has not gone far hefi re she has quite a follow-

ing of curious masculines and la finally forced to

seek shelter and biding In a doorway until the mob
has passed by.

A trifle frightened. Trixle berries back homp and

Is joined shortly bv her ehi>«" They have great

fun with the gar- illy the chum suggests

that they give a little partv. and. In Inducing the

lady guests to wear the new garters, thus popular-

ize them.
The day of the party arrives and the lady guests

are Induced to slip on the garters. Finally all flock

to the ballroom, find their partners, and glide Intr

my wait?:. The tinkling of the bells Immedi-

ately arouses the curiosity of the men. who Anally

locate the mysterious tlnkllngs.

The girls arc enjoying the fun Immensely, and

the boys get together and discuss ways and mean«
of getting glimpses of the new garters. One of

them gets an Idea and hurries nut of the room,

after Instructing the rest to keep the girls busv.

The girls are seated In a seml-elrcle playing that

exciting game of "Simnn-Says-Thnmhs.rp." when
the other fellow returns with a mousetrap, contain-

ing two or three live mice, which are slink-

of the trap at the girls' feet. Screams of silence'

ill scramble upon the chairs and pull

skirts up and tight around them, exposing of

course those wonderful "bell garters."

A VEIN OF GOD.—Convict No. nno. lonely In his

•ell. Is landed a letter one morning from

his mother. The letter states that the enfeebled

old ladv Is 111 and without food or money. The

convict's heart saddens as he recalls his life of

crime and that he Is responsible for the poor old

mother's want. ne prays for the opportunity to

redeem himself.
T.ater he calls the guard, who Is monotonously

patrolling the hall outside and begs an Interview

with the warden of the penitentiary, a Just, honest

man. to whom he shows the letter and begs for a

ticket of leave that he may visit his mother and

make some endeavor to relieve her want. The re-

quest Is granted, and promising to return when his

time has expired. No. 009 shakes the warden's hand

and goes out.

Bevond the gray walls of the penitentiary Walt
Roonev makes haste to catch the nevt train for hl«

home In the little Western town. Me arrives and

hurries to his mother's home. The mother embraces

him tenderly while Walt turns his head, hiding n

tear. "I will find help, mother, dear." he finally

assures her: "I will find work: we shall have money

and voti shall have food and a doctor."

Walt realises his mother's grave condition and

'

II

and

np all

In.

|. OOP la r,

-ii his claim tm, I

ml he ami fill

find a larse crowd g«th-

Wall Is

until

sand!" from Walt.
- uid Is offi-r.d by tl.l I

"Who m .

•

I

in ills

"I n

the '

r the
kindness yon showed me once In

—

"

He finishes by producing half of the note be bad

man r- then slowly
hand. and they

GAUMONT.
JUDITH AND HOLOFERNES. -< snd

exhibit ; be in a

-. we
best trans-

iin:

irth day Holofernes made » fesst
to his own servan
officers to the banquet. Then I.- r.isoss.

ill that be
W, and pel

is with thee, that she ,t and
drink with
Then went Itagoas from the fernes

and came to her. and > fair

and drink wine.
merry with us. anil be made this day ,

.

:ghters of
'

unto him. who am I now. 'that

rdl Surely whatsoever pit I will
lily, and it -hall bo my .e day

ith.

id decked herself with her ap-
parel and all her woman's an when
Judith came In and sat down. H-.1-, fernes" heart
was ravished with her.

• • a

Then said

be merry with us. So Ju.:
'

I was
snd ate and drank

him what her maid had prepare,! An I

fernes
-ink at any t.

Now, when the evening ••<

all wesry.
•'i was

left al

a Ith wine.
• • •

l hamtwr.
^reat. Then Judith, standing by bla
her heart.

if all now.
* rks of mine hi

For n-c
Inheritance, and

of the enemies which ar-

Then «he came to the pillar of th» N>d
Holi fernes' head, and

fanchhai from thence, and appro- . m+.\.

!-alr of his hea '

•1 of Israel. lay
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OPERA CH Al RS u

Over 75 per cent, of the finest theaters In the United States and
Canada are furnished with them. They are used in 318 of the

405 morlng picture theaters in Chicago.
To meet the growing demands for

LOW PEICED OPESA CHAIRS
we have originated a number of styles which, though Inexpensive,

are characteristic of
ANDREWS QUALITY

Write to Department K for our large Catalogue No. 31, Illus-

trated in colors, which will guide you when contemplating the pur-

chase of opera chairrs.

CHICAGO ESTABLISHED igbS

NEW YORK SAN FRANCISCO
ST LOUIS SEATTLE

174-176 Wabash Avenue, Chicago

ISSUE OF APRIL 27th

The Sacred Turquois
of the Zuni

Length 960 Feet

The most novel and effective Indian production ever made

ISSUE OF APRIL 29th

The Love Romance of
the Girl

Length 970 Feet

This is the last and best of the Girl Spy series

Spy

A war story picture possessing genuine heart interest and brimfull

of strong action throughout.

Every Motion Picture Theatre needs these two pictures

Advertise Your Theatre
WITH OUR

Celluloid Dial Button
MOVABLE HAND

Give them away as a souvenir at some perform-
ance. You will have every boy and girl wearing
one, with the hand set at some hour of meeting.
Any lettering you want in two colors.

Sample for a Dime or Postage

AMERICAN BADGE CO.
Manufacturers of Badges and Buttons

Clark and Madison St*. CHICAGO. ILL.

RALEM CO.. Inc.

We Have the

Original Sept. 9th

NELSON
AND

GANS
Fight Pictures

21 Rounds

Four Thousand Feet

Complete from
training quarters
to knockout.

Write Now for Low
Rental Prices

Chicago Film Exchange,
ili9^T^""'

Branches: Omaha, Neb. Salt Lake City, Utah. Deaver.Colo.

Eastman Kodak Building

235-237-239 West 23rd New YorK City

BASEBALL
CONTEST

A House Packer

Information BRAYTON MFG. CO.FREE 122 Randolph St., Chicago

Get These To-day! The Slides of the Hour

ROOSEVELT IN AFRICA
Complete bet of 26 Slides with Printed Lecture

$10.00. CASH WITH ORDER

Mcintosh
Room 713 56 Fifth Ave.. CHICGAO

MOVING PICTURE MEN
Stop Using Cracked Slides. But get

next to this quick.

The "No Break" AnnouDcement Slide

Sample and list by mall. Postpaid 15c.

"NO BREAK" SLIDE CO.
429 S. 2nd Street, Hamilton. Ohio

A Complete Line
of Sound Effects

Bird whistles
Steamboat whistles
Police rattles

Rooster crows
Hen cackles
Pop guns
Sleigh bells

Fog horns
Dog barks
Castagnets
Tom-toms
Horse hoof imitations
Chinese crash cymbals
Chinese musettes
Railroad imitations
Pond frogs
Midway musettes
Sand jig imitators
Clog mallets

Send for Catalogue.

DUPLEX MFC. CO.
2815 Henrietta St.,

ST. LOUIS, MO.
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Ami * i. i [ •• > 1 1 hit Dtck «nii nil her
might. Mm.
ami tumbled bis i •• •• i ^ down train tbe bed, and pulled
down mi. ceuop] troa tbe pillars; and anon ibi
went i"i tb, an.

i

id, to

|iik ii in Iht bag "f neat; »o

iraln went together according to tbeli cos-

ton mil" prayer; and arben ihej paaaed tin- camp,
impaaaed tbe ralle'y, and weul op the > in-

tain <>r Bothnlla, and came to tbe gates I

Tben said Judith afar "iT to tbe watchman at

Open, open now tbe gate; Qod, ira
OUT Qod, Ul "llll II*. In shew Ills I'

mi Li- ii.i..-. againal tin- enemj u
in- imiii even «

l- -n*- tbli day. >>•». arben tbe
nun • heard her i hi baste
•.. |o down i" tin' gate of tbeir city, and tbej
• ailed tbe eldera •( the city. Ami tben they ail

ran together, i«.ih .mail mill great, for II ami
mil,' iii, in thai abe they

opened tbe gate, and received tbem, ami d

u light, ami stood round about tbem
.1,1 tn iiii'in wiiii n load ralee

->•. praise i.. ..I. pralae Qod, I say, for

nol taken away his mercy train the house
ael, i. in bath destroyed our enemi

mine hands tbia night."

PAYING ATTENTION. In this lllm nr,- abown
in ih>. following order tbeaa listeners: a yonng
lady liatena to her lover's words. Three ladlea

-.urn. n wiiii great Intereal \ woman
in her husband's, objections to high mil-

linery I. ills. Two gosstpa llateu to one anotber'a
scandals. An audience ami tbeir attitude in llaten-

popular tenor, a damsel listens t • tin'

w,.r,|s ,,r a fortune teller. Thin tbe Una! scene
ks mi men'a rights an- n

by tbe opposite sex.

SOLVING THE PUZZLE, The dim present! I

drawing room meeting of enthusiastic puasle work-
i as a new way of solving

ills pusxle. He puta i handkerchief o»er tbe game
ami Immediately Un- picture la made.
Coder tbe handkerchief, we see how, pi by

II is pot in t<> one ftnlabed picture, n
him an Object Of envy, however, and

Dtleman meets with conalderable trouble be-
fore tbe party is

THE POTTER'S WHEEL.—We see the choice
nml mixture of clsys, followed by the grinding;
urter which comes tbe throwing or moulding'. Bare
is Introduced a very artl-ti,- bit of photography,
showing the potter. In the light from a Bide
window, engaged n producing on the old-fashioned

- wbeel the quaint and gracefully abaped
to miii'li admired and sought by

the artistic all the world over.
This is followed by the first Bring process and

that by glazing, after which comes another firing.

decorating and
methods are made clear to H-.

URBAN-ECLIPSE.
(George Kleine.)

THE LOVERS" ORACLE.— A drama, built around
llage witch, who lodges among

magnlflceat old ruins and obtains great renown
among the people by her ability to foresee events
Of tbeir hearts.

By diplomatically advising her maiden customers
about certain youths, then with equal care giving
the swains corresponding advices she Is able to

carry on a very successful matrimonial agency.
Our story treats particularly of the experiences

of a poet a to her for aid and Is forced
TO prove bis constancy by a long following after

tbe desire of his heart.

TRAWLER FISHING IN A HURRICANE.—
Trawler fishing Is the method of securing tish by
the DBS of a heavy, flattened bag net, usually
about one hundred feet lone although often longer.

Fishing by this methods Is carried on to a

greater extent In the stormy winter months than
during tbe rest of the year when the weather
is more suitable for other kinds of fishing.

Then, as a great deal of wind Is necessary for

towing the trawl-net over the ground this

ls more practical on account of prevailing high
winds

Following the educational portion of the film,

which Is artistically handled In spite of being of

a rather commercial trend, the audience Is shown
n storm at sea which is worthy of superlative
description.
The trawling boat Is tossed about like a mere

skiff by the gigantic waves. At times, as It drop*
Into the deep troughs between the mountains of
water. It Is lost to our view, to reappear rocking
and trembling in the fury of the wind, while again
»« it tinhts its way through walls of water the
decks are swept from bow to stern.

THE RIVAL MINERS.—Fraser. a workman In a
mining settlement. Is deeply in love with Sarah,
the daughter of the man for whom he works.

Austin, a stranger from another community. Is

placed In charge of the men and soon conceives a
love for Sarah. In his position as foreman he also

makes trouble for Fraser.
During working hours on a day he has made

very trying for Fraser—Austin tannts him by talk

of Sarah, then states he is going to see her
himself and leaves the men at work while be
makes tbe unwelcome call,

treated contemptuously, and he Is compelled to

Ailsl In

Alls' . mull,
to (be delight of (he oilier »..u

BlX n..un
hiding waiting ii

Agali
fulls into the bands ol I

his Just ,1

VOLCANIC ERUPTIONS OF MT. .AETNA
pictures win arouse thi

as tbey do the devastation option
of this great rol
showing i in-

i pie Bating befo
criiptlv. k.-n rrom \.

ing pillar "f ashes and " Bowing In
great .

• ii an entire day after
the crater, ibowen of aabea, clouds <<( smoke and

rulslons or the Mils.
Kina. or Etna, is tbe greatest rolcano In i

a m tain
'

in height H rises ebroptlj
from tbe sea, has a ell Of more than 100
miles ami a i Per of towns ami villages are
mi the low.

Tin- erupt Ii .-n numerous and
many ot tbem deatructlvu. it is aald some 15,000

were Purled Py the dlstiirpal Ill 1160,
while iii 1608 the lava Mowed over tbe country for

days, and killed some 10,000, Again
perished In tbe eruptions or

PATHE FRERES.
THE PARISIAN.— Henry Taimatt, a mag wbose

life has lelt him blase and eynleul. with DO llfTc-
iions. i„, ti,s, and haunted with tbe though! of
suicide us a possible means of ending his life,

which is useless to himself ami unprofitable to
others, meets with a llowerseller attached to a
big Parisian restaurant, The young girl is fresh,

charming and graceful, ami Taimatt, hoping to in-

still some Interest Into his life, offers to marry
her and share his fortune with her. The young
girl consents, happy enough lo Pe able to dress
well and have all that she desires. Put she soon
wearies Of her husband, who Is no longer young
enough to be « congenial companion to her; for-

getful of the source of her present good fortune
and all she owes to her husband, she snatches
eagrly at the chances of amusement offered by
an admirer, whose tastes are nearer akin to her
own. Taimatt. however, one day sees them from
the window, walking away together, and bitterly
reflecting that his last Illusion has ;;ono. he takes
up his pistol ami puts an end to his wasted life.

VENICE.—Tlie open colonnades of the 1

Palace and tbe Cathedral of st. Mark, well known
as tWO of the wonder lights of the world, take
precedence, need! in point of interest,

and the memory of their rich ornamentation ami
wealth of priceless carvings is not to be eradi-
cated with the termination of the flm. That cen-
ter of Venetian life, the Square of St. Mark, has
also been most skillfully photographer. The same
may tw> said of the column surmounted with the
lion of St. Mark standing in the Square,
as the (lock Tower, which, when It strlk.

o'clock, assembles tbe large flocks of pigeons red

at the expense of tbe state, a film of this kind
would be Incomplete without the famous Bridge
Of Sighs and the beautiful arch of the Ulalto
Bridge wlii.ii spans the Grand ('anal, and the plct-

nreeque effect of gliding gondola, narrow canal
and intricate street, needs no comment other than
a passing mention,

THE BAGPIPE PLAYER.—Douglas, tbe bagpipe
player, is in love with Flora, the younger daughter
of the chief of an unfriendly clan. Through the
Jealousy Of her sister Janet, who feels

slighted. Flora's secret meetings with her lover
come to the eats of her father, and the Old chief

ly -iezes and In Ids the young man pr

hnt has him marooned on n barren island. One
of tbe clan deputed to convey Douglas by Isiat to

the Island is. however, not unfriendly towards
him. and he consents to carry a message back to
Flora asking her to kindle a beacon fire on tbe
mainland at nightfall. Flora ol>eys her lover's

request and Douglas endeavors to swim across.

but the guiding light is suddenly extinguished.
Janet's jealousy is again responsible for this, and
Douglas, unable to direct his course, becomi

I in his battle with the waves. His strength
if and in the morning his IhmIv Is washed

up by the tide. Flora eagerly on the lookout finds

her way to the spot and. heartbroken, sobs Lit -

terly over the unconscious form of her lover. She
Is Interrupted by her father and Janet, and the

Bound of their voices attracts Nancy, an old wan-
dering gypsy woman commonly looked upon through-
out the countryside as a witch. She owes a debt
of gratitude to Flora and now Is her chance to

pay It. so she restores life and animation to blm.
He rl*es to his feet, ami the old man unable to

withstand his daughter's pleadings any longer, re-

lents and cllsps blm warmly by the hand.

JIM WANTS TO GET PINCHED.—A prof,

beggar throws up his occupation in disgust at the
scanty receipts elicited by his whining appeal to

tbe public. He reads In tbe paper that better

conditions are to prevail in future in the Govern-
ment prisons, so he decides that his lot would be
a better one within the walls of jail. A direct

appeal to the |>olIee to be arrested Is, however.

.
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THE SUBTERFUGE.- Jam- I •

-

learns
a hardworking milliner,

and Independent, be himself
.nl.\ and trust p. Pi

uited. and once baring made
rl'i acqualntanci

indet an assume :

month or two Inter he pr

laratlvely little of biro, write
t,. m- supp. Imself) for
Inform . rnlng him. Before a reply la

I. a slight In. rouse their
suspicions. A ring which Carford to take
off his finger, is remarked upon, nml In the face
of the young mm. I explanation, t:.

do not feel Inclined '

However, a letter arri

on the followlsg day for the Informal
nml on the next day they find, much to their
stupefnctlon, that the workman Is none other than
the employer, wbi request !

son-in-law obtains for him the bappleat of
replies.

THE MERRY MEDRANO CIRCUS CLOWNS.—
Apart from the children,
will find Immense enjoyment In the antics and
gamble- of these Princes Of Mirth, many of more
mature years win be agreeably entertained by their
clever feats. in our opinion, this Blm 1* ahead
of nil other of the "variety" kind we have so far
pnbllsl • -is Is quite

and certainly those di

n the perform:.
tnlts and weir-! «. ad-

mitting of no comparison. Addi '

orlng of the bright costumes of the r],.wns con-
ly enhances the effect and attractive powers

of the film. I'p to the present, we have fonnd
idevllle turn film meet with ready approval,

ami bi -i encouragi - with
it- production, and Hint of similar kinds. In tbe

We have no fenr« as to the re-
ef our film, m

In warmly recommending It to the notice of oor

BUD'S ESCAPADE.— HotstnfT. sprightly and gay.
• bis best girl In antlclpn- '

n joyful time. The young lady greets blm with
a radiant smile, and the two Install themselves
on n double bench sest for a long talk, notstuff

vesting himself of his light Sp-
wblcb be places on tbe seat beside him. A tramp

up. sees the coat and purloins It. leaving
place his own ragged apology for an outer

covering. Shortly afterwards, a gentleman seats
himself on the other side of the bench, and In so

- coat talis, which give way
latter tries to rise, t'pon becoming cognl-

' Pis double loss, the unlucky man storms
and rages, but Is obliged to make t!

bad job. and don the beggar's coat. Ills troubles
are not at an end. 1 i gust

of wind carries off his top hat. which is Immedlate-
ly siczed by another wretched-looking Individual.

Again, when he and his lady friend are passing
through a store yard, a long nail tears his trouser

s umbrella, too. which he while
rs to repair the damn.- n. and
-reputable-looking gamp, full of bolea.

- him to plek up unwittingly. To crown
all. a heavy shower of rain comes on. and the lady.

In a temper at the Insufficient protection

by the umbrella, slezes It and soundly thrashes
her hapless admirer.

DEEP SEA FISHING.—This Is a subject of prac-
tical Interest, and Is moreover a fine pV '

work as far as the artistic effe- -erned:

the most notable picture In this latter connection,
is that of a cloud of gulls swooping down to

snap up some small fish thrown overboard I

i ft. upon which the greater number of the
.imposing this film were taken. Tbe ressel

wn leaving the harbor and every phase
of life on board has been photographed. No part

film, however, has N>en sp-Mlt by long-

drnwn-oiu scenes, and unflagging Interest Is fully
• d until tbe end. when tbe sr

s.-me of tbe twilight effects are very bean-
-. rd are v< =:eclal mention.



702 THE MOVING PICTURE WORLD

THE MIRROR SCREEN
Is being installed in many of the up-to-date houses*

Montgomery, the Moving Picture Man of Memphis,

Tenn., visited Shelbyville to see a demonstration of the

Mirror Screen and as a result ordered one for each of his

houses and secured the agency for Tennessee, Louisiana,

Arkansas and Mississippi,

Here is what exhibitors say regarding Mirror Screen since it has been installed, all

of which are unsolicted testimonials.

Consolidated Amusement Co., Baltimore, Md.— (Great, Frank S. Montgomery, Memphis, Tenn.—(Great and

better than we expected.) wonderful improvement. Send two more at once.)

B. H. Brunton, Springfield, Ohio.-(Mirror Screen is a
Hix-Gravely Cigar Co., Montgomery, Ala.-(Mirror

great success )
Screen installed to-day and proved great success.)

Arcade Theater, Richmond, Ind.—(Mirror Screen makes
Orpheum Theater, Indianapolis, Ind.— (Pictures fine,

the pictures I00 per cent better; receipts have in-

receipts increased 20 per cent.) creased very noticably.)

Empire Theater, Detroit, Mich.—(Very satisfactory. Garfield Theater, Chicago, 1 111.— (Delighted with the

Great improvement over ordinary screen.) Mirror Screen.)

Eastern Exhibitors can see the Screen in use at

CIRCLE THEATRE and EMPRESS THEATRE, Washington, D. C.

BLUE MOUSE THEATRE, Baltimore, Md.

EXHIBITORS IN

Pennsylvania, Now Jersey. Maryland, Virginia and West Virginia. Address tne sole represen-
tative for this territory

P. P. CRAFT, 416 Ninth Street, Washington, D. C.

Or Specimen Screens at the Offices of

MILES BROS., (Inc.) 259 Sixth Ave., New YorK

J. H. HALLBERG, 30 Greenwich Ave., New YorK

Beware of infringements of patents or trade-mark. Mirror Screens are only made by us at Shelbyville, under U. S.

patent No. 937,550 (Oct. 19, 1909), Canadian patent No. 123,319 (Jan. 18. 1910). Exhibitors who buy or manufacture

any infringement of these patents will be prosecuted to the full extent of the law.

Motion Picture Screen Co.
SHELBYVILLE ----- INDIANA

I



THE MOVING PICTURE WORLD

SELIG POLYSCOPE CO.
MR. MIX AT THE MARDI GRA8. Mi. unci Mr*.

Mi\ arrive in Siw Orleans "i"i locals it Gaabioa-
iii.- hotel, mix ii Impreased with tin- tali Blalnt,

Just arriving In n tail. till* reOOgnlaeS In hlni mi
fimy victim. Cafe da lour Is roggaeted mul ac

Bar appetite umi familiarity with the
imenl Hal causes Mix to check up ill* cam

account Ba Anally reeorta to tba offlca clerk, in

Mn .Umi i to 'ii-r mora on bli cbock. Ha doaa *•>.

returns umi limit tif fair Blaine baa enjoyed til.-*

nil ilrl'iil I..1 "ii Hit- ti r in .if ii liiiliils.iiiior mull.

Mia ImihIh mi tba sidewalk, much tba worns trom
mi «imI tinr, repairs i" tba hotel umi u m.-i lo-

ins »iii- si pbralda blm, locka i i -» clotbaa op
umi torna tin- key In tba •!>« >r. Ha iinuiiy escapee
(lir..iigli n window and fall" In tba rain barrel, re-

pair! to tbi atnmrn and amergea In tba crowd
in search of iiN i"-t emorlta, and am titers »

trenuoui evening, full ol ludlerona iltuatlona.
THE ANOELU8. Tin- Angelus" la u simple

home itorj i tm t mik'iii happen al sny tlma in one
doaon homaa The beautiful tbreada of taered

.- are aroven gentlj mid tba reverent tolling
•r "The Angeloa " The theme suggests ItaeU trom
Mlllet'i blatorlcal painting "f tba same mm and

. premier si the borne of n p.*.r parlsbloner
Un Qravee, widow with two suuiii boys, liar

rey and James, aged ten and twelve respectively;
aba la ill and tba prleal is aeol i"r; upon bin
arrival thi-v iimi aba cannol life; tba prleat takes
Un- two boys and il their tnother'i death places

in tba Orphan Home ami James is adopted
bj i wealthy family and educated with their only
daughter. Twelve years plana* Jamei la ool of
college nini Harvey ins already left tbe orphan
Home. Hi- "pins u linik.' tunes joins

Ii

i

in James is in lore with lb ills schoolmate,
Hmi daughter of his r..sti r father, sin- loves llnr-
vi-v and weda blm. Tba brotbera tnd b*>

coma rivals umi enemlea, and are Anally brought
hack to brotherhood and happiness by the toiling of
"Tin- Angel

VITAGRAPH COMPANY.
THE CHIVALROUS STRANGER. The hew la n

former army offlcer, chivalrous gentleman of
tin- ..hi acbool, who hns long sin Itacarded his

sword fur more peaceable equipments, 'i

gentleman, who outwardly ap : gentle nnd
conatttntea himself the champion of young

Imly. peatered by the attentions of a blustering
braggarl In tba itreeta, and escorts her borne, nftcr-

calllng n;M>n the bully ti> challenge blm to

to Bght. The braggarl ir,-uts tbi m con-
temptuoualy, stating thai he does nol cross swords
with children or old men. Thereupon the other,

raising his glove, striki-s him lightly lii the faro.

ami the challenge is a pted. Tbi re Is sly

twinkle in tin' "hi gentleman's eye as be politely
withdraws, which aires s linle emotion
later on, when within the shelter "f bis own four
walls, bo takes "lit his "hi uniform snd unfolds it

with loring care, <>n tho morrow, antagonlata nnd
b nii-i-r mi the chosen spot; an Involuntary

movement of surprise escapes his opponent, us the
• •hi offlcer takes "(T his outer Jlng to

\ low his uniform. Tho duel commences, and the

champion of beauty in distress, Sni - nerve
and skill have nol deserted blm, a well calculated

slightly \\. nun's Ms adversary, nnd the duel

ends at the very same moment thai the lady.

having Inst r Ived word of It. rushes up In :i

state of charming and solicitous perturbation for

tin- safety of bar champion.

THROUGH THE DARKNESS. Leaving bis wife
nmi family well :mi happy, tin- leading actor In n

well-known theatrical company goes to tba tboater
for i. is evening performance and carries tho house

in Elated with his success, nmi flileil with
pride anil good snirlt. be returns to his homo to

tlnit bis little girl very sick with a hnrnlng fever
which augurs something worse, He Is worried anil

anxious. Tho crisis mul 1 before the doc-
tor can decide tho little on* nd give any
encouragement as to the outcome. Tho notor. n man
Of arflatic tomperamont. tender emotlona, ami In-

tense lovo. fools the strain "f suspense very keenly.
The no\t night be must go to the theater ngnln.

While he Is playing his part with apparently the
same rest and vigor as usual, his whole lioing Is

r.-u-kcil with thoughts of his child, Tho apnrel •

Is too treat and while ho is in the midst of bis

performance be suddenly coos Insane. The curtan
Is rune down and he Is taken to a sanitarium. Ills

little girl passes safely through tho crisis of her
atckneaa and finally is restored to health.

Tho notor's wife is In deeps Ir. Trouble seems to
darken her whole life, but with faithful solicitude
she visits the hospital regularly to watch the con-
dition of her husband, who crows worse Instead of
hotter.

While one one of those visits she thinks thst s
visit from his child mleht help his recovery. The
doctor agrees with her. and the child calls at the
hospital with her mother. The actor Is hroncht
Into the reception room and. while ho Is sitting
staring, bis eh'ld cradunlly approaches her father
while s!:e Is slnclncr a little song which she and
the father have often sung together, lie listens,
nnd then unconsciously hums the air until, little by
little, reason dawns in bis expression while he
looks toward the little singer In whom he recognises
his own child.

Ite takes her In his arms as If convincing himself
that he has not been dreaming. Then be clasps

bet to bis bosom Looking up, ba area ami
iilnca bis wlfl 1 whom I- la arm
nmi smbracsa bar; and thus, l.ii mind
tin- actor is himself again,

the portrait. Sketching tin- beauties
inn- In Un- WOOda, tin- young nrtlst in appri

bj in" ladles; tii f middle nm- who
chaperon to bet pretty companion knows tba artist,

•peaks I.. ! i in . mul bs imkM an Introduction
young lady, Th< for a while,
they arc leaving the nrii*t gives his card to them.
Tba following iiny tba young painter's studio la

visited by tba two tadlca nmi they arrangg to have
him paint tin* portrait of tin* young woman, wblch
si-i-ins to i"- very satlafactoi tine people.
The portrait u to i,o pamted at tba noma of tba
Oountees, where tba girl Uvea, Bba ims
slttlnga when tbe young man's father wrltea tin*

Countess, saying timi he will call with several art

critics nmi view tba production of bla
sun's [x.rlriill of hi-r Rl

The portrall is nol Bnlahed and tbe day boa come
for tba arrival of the artist's father ami tba crltlca.
Tho young painter and his "model" are greatly agl-

tated until -in- thinks .-r a scbemei <'ut rat the
ii and sba »in stand behind tbe eaael nnd pot
bar own face Into the apace. without beeltation
the voting ninn carries out tho n.-Iii-iiio, and his

sweetheart puis on tbe Bnlablng touches with her
face in n penlng.

riio artist's father with the critics sre an-
nounced, Tho latter with great dignity and lm-
portance examine the picture and condemn it as

unnatural, overdrawn likeness, absurd nnd wortbleas.
Tho young man's father protiniiii.es it good and
very much to his son's credit, while tba crltlca,
in extreme pomposity, are wise iii their own con-
ceit, the face begins to smile, wink, laugh nnd
grimace. The critics stand aghast, and when the
clrl withdraws her face nnd walks from behind the

easel they are paralyzed with surprise and chagrin.
The nrtlst nnd bis fntber. with tbe CountCSS, nre

convulsed with laughter, particularly al the im-
porsonntlons of the critics which nro given by the

MS' nloee. In disgust snd snger the critics

withdraw, Tba clrl throws herself Into her lover's
arms while bis fntber nnd the pruuOUUCa n

hearty "Bleas you, my children, bless yon."

THE MINOTAUR.—Theseus, the son Of the King
of Athens, hns been brought up by his mother npnrt
from his fnthor with the understanding that when
he enn wield bis father's sword he can present
himself to bis father, who will put blm to a test

of valor. He bids his mother good-bye after she
has given blm his father's sword and coos to meet
(he King, who docs not recognize bis son until the
boy shows him the weapon.

In Crete, so tbe locond runs, lived a Minotaur,
n powerful monster In human form, with a bull's
head, who periodically demanded a provision of
seven maidens nnd seven youths whom be devoured.
The King of Crete hsd aerlfleed the last of his

hie maidens to the Minotaur nnd sent word
to tho King of Athens that be must secure the
minotanr's tribute of fourteen victims from Athens
or he would declare war ngnlnst tbe Athenian.

s hear: the demand and vounteers to co to

Crete as one of the victims. Ills father, the Klnc
• if Alliens, rclnetnntly consents to bnvo blm go. lie
proceeds to froto. whore bo denounces Minns, the
King, and wins the lovo of his daughter. She nlds
Theseus to escnpo nnd he decides to go to tbe
Minotaur a don nnd slny the Mlnotmir. Tho King's
daughter goes with blm and. to nld him In pene-
trating the labyrinth and lair of tbe monster and
Insure his return, she fastens one end of n silken
fhrond nronnd his wrist while she holds tbe other
end. slowly unwinding It ns ho. with his fnther's
sword, goes Into the cave where he encounters the
boast, kills him and cuts off bis head as a trophy
of his conraco.
With the guidance of the thread nnd bis sweot-

bonrt be Issues from tbe cave. Theseus, with the
dauchter of the King of Crete, returns to Athens
whore he nnponrs before his fntber. He tells blm
his storr of tho destruction of the Mlnotnur. re-

ceives his father's blessing nnd presents his sweet-
heart to his fnthor. who marries his son to tho
beautiful daughter of the King of Crete, who Is

delighted when he le-irns that the Minotaur hns
been slain by his son-ln law.

KALEM MFG. CO.
CHIEF BLACKFOOTS VINDICATION.—Tbe onen-

Ing scene of this film shows the arrlvnl of Chief
ninekfoot. who announces that be l-as come to

gamble. Tie Is welcomed nnd subsequently smokes
the pipe of pence. The came starts Chief Rlack-
fo.it loses, first his blanket, then backs bis

against one of the other Indian's and wins. Chief
Itla.kfoot then goes to sell It.

At the selling place Rlackfoot mlves with white
gamblers and soon Is swindled. lie goes outside
with the Intention of stealing bis horses, hnt Is

discovered by n gnmblor who notifies tbe rest.

BInckfoot Is driven away.
At tho marshal's office Rlackfoot vehemently pro-

•ilnst the gamblers to the Indian agent. The
aconf listens nnd Is nbont to send the marshal out
nfter the gnmblers. when they enter with a stranger.
BInckfoot Immediately Identifies them, hnt they
In turn bring forward the stranger, who
blm of horse stoallne. Blackfoot. Infuriated, makes
n move for his knife. Seeing the Indian's r>

tho gamblers draw their guns, but nt this moment
the agent places nn old I'nlted Stntes flag over

with s g< If to

1 egent again aak
ii,- says

rmphsl At this i

•
• i ^.r.

i.t is called away snd during bla
althi'Uk-li sbe

. sway
I., pi. l « ii. I rt"«

of a high i HIT ills ami n
k 'ki oiia.

. - along moodllj II • aplea

the Imprints of tin- child's f<

fully and fullow, them He ;- >-

rnward, pi •

up nmi labortouslj makes hi* wa
in tin- meantin

v and sin-

I, that h.-r child
ii that

out after In BlaCkfOOt arrives at UM
wilb tba child in ills arms He I"

tbe r< of bis horses.

THE EGRET HUNTER.—Scene I I
- Plume

Hunter Bellli
|

Scene II. The Game \Y;u'! • Plume
Hunter.
Scene III. The Girl, Eva, B

Warden
Scene IV. The Plum* Hunter In tb«

Rllllni • Heron for Her Plm
Scene V. Jim P.ris- o. tbe D Ken-

dall and Eva.
Scene VI. What

He Ba
Scene VII. nine.

THIS WEEKS PROGRAM OF LICENSED FILMS.

Monday, April 25.

niogrn[.h ti .- Way "f tbe World
I.ubln—A Child of ti" ...682
I. ill. In—On Time for B ...280

. .. .ones

Venice (S<

Mr. Mix at tin- Hardl Q

Tuesday, April 26.

Bdlaon ....985
Qaumont—Paying Attention I

fisumonl Pairing the Puasli

Oaumont—The Potter's Wheel (Industrial i

i ph—Through tin . . .981

Wednesday, April 27.

il for Rei

Kalen i
•! Turq

Bagpipe Player (Dram itl

Urban Volcanic Eruptions of Ml
The Rival Miners i Dramatic i .

Thursday. April 28.

I'.iograpli— I'p a I 981
I. ui. in—Indian Blood (Drama! ...975

i r. Ii i lira-

s (Dramatic) 1000

Friday, April 29.

Bdlaon
Bdlaon

Tlie Merry Modrano Circu-

Ralem
Vltagrapb—Tbe Portrait (Comedy )

Saturday. April 30.

\ \ .
- Gold .Urania- . .1000

I it U- not n

-

:r (Drama tl . .983

Song Slides for rent, all

new and up-to-date songs.

Write for lists

CENTRAL BOOKING AGENCY
138 East 14th Street, \EY\ iORK

The Automatic Theatre Chair
It is a space saver, life saver snd

money savtt. Shipped built up. It

is the only sanitary theatre shair.

I'sexi by Keith Proctor snd Poll.

It folds up automatically and is re-

volving, making the theatre all

aisles. It is a friend to the public.

Send lor oar circular A. Write today.

THE HARDESTY MFG. CO.

CANAL DOVER, OHIO
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Song Slides 5c. Per Day Per Set

All Songs—All Publishers. You select

—

We ship.

For full particulars call or write

LEN SPENCER'S LYCEUM, 46 E. 14th St., N.Y.

LICENSED RELEASES.

NEW SLIDES
For the Following Songs—JUST OUT
Has Anybody Here Seen Kelly.
Baby Blue.

Under the Orange Blossom Tree.
That Lovin' Two-Step Man.
I'm Afraid of You.
Dinah from Carolina.
Back to My Old Home Town.
Santa Fe.
Love Will Light the Way.
When You Think There's No One
Looking.

Roses Remind Me of You.
Dreamy Town.
I'll Make a Ring Around Rosie.

Flippitty Flop,

Sunbeam.
Tie Your Little Bull Outside.
The Girl Behind the Counter is the Girl

For Me.
The Moonlight, the Rose and You.
Her Name is Mary Donohue.
Busy Little Cupid.
When the Daisies Bloom.

DeWITT C. WHEELER
120 W. 31st St., N. Y. City

Little Giant Carbon Sharpener

$3.50
Will save 25 per
cent, of your carbon
expense.

Newprinciole—two
knives which can be

removed instantly for sharpening.

SPECIAL UNTIL MAY 15th.

% x i2 Blue Label Electra Carbons $4.00 per
100. Moving Picture Machines, Dissolving
Stereopticons $45.00 up. Oxy-hydro. Gas.
Gas Making Outfits; all Supplies and Repairs

ERKCR'S St. Louis, Mo.

Unique Film Service

CHICAGO, ILL.:
81 Clark St,

TOLEDO, OHIO:
325 Huron St.

HOUSTON, TEXAS:
1013 Texas Ave.

EL PASO, TEXAS:
115 San Antonio St.

Write te oar nearest office in regard to
anything pertaining to the Moving Pic-
tare Business.

BIOGRAPH COMPANY.
Mar. 10—In Old California (Dramatic) 991
Mar. 14—The Converts (Dramatic) 986
Mar. 17—The Love of Lady Irma (Dramatic) .. .988
Mar. 21—Faithful (Dr.) 994
Mar. 24—The Twisted Trail (Dr.) 988
Mar. 2S—Gold Is Not All (Dramatic) 988
Mar. 31—The Smoker (Dramatic) 595
Mar. 31—His Last Dollar (Comedy) 807
Apr. 4—As It Is In Life (Dr.) 981
Apr. 7—A Rich Revenge (Com.) 980
Apr. 11—A Romance of the Western Hills (Dr.) .980
Apr. 14—The Kid (Dr.) 981
Apr. IS—Thou Shalt Not (Dramatic) 987
Apr. 21—The Tenderfoot's Triumph (Dramatic) . .9*9
Apr. 23—The Way of the World (Dramatic). . .950
Apr. 28—Up a Tree (Comedy) 981

EDISON MFG. CO.
Mar. 15—A Mountain Blizzard (Comedy) 4DR
Mar. 18—Frankenstein (Dramatic) 975
Mar. 22—A Western Romance (Dramatic) 690
Mar. 22—The Man with the Weak Heart (C.)..305
Mar. 25—The Suit Case Mystery (Dramatic) . .935
Mar. 29—Bradford's Claim (Dramatic) 730
Mar. 29—The Capture of the Burglar (Com.)..- 270
Apr. 1—Michael Strogoff (Dramatic) 995
Apr. 5—The Heart of a Rose (Dramatic) 670
Apr. 5—It Pays to Advertise (Comedy) 330
Apr. 8—Sandy, the Substitute (Dramatic) 990
Apr. 12—King Cotton (Industrial) 475
Apr. 12—For Her Sister's Sake (Comedy) 520
Apr. 15—Her First Appearance (Dramatic) 990
Apr. 19—A Case of Identity (Dr.) 1000
Apr. 22—The Miner and Camille (Com.) 605
Apr. 22—Ready in a Minute (Com.) 360
Apr. 26—Gallegher (Dr.) 985
Apr. 29—Drowsy Dick, Officer No. 73 (Com.)... 200
Apr. 29—A Yorkshire School (Dr.) 800

ESSANAY FILM MFG. CO.

Mar. 9—The Interrupted Honeymoon (Com.)... 950
Mar. 12—The Fence on "Bar Z" Ranch . (Dr.) . .950
Mar. 16—The Inventor's Model (Dramatic
Mar. 16—Method In His Madness (Comedy)
Mar. 19—The Girl and the Fugitive (Dramatic)

.

Mar. 23—The Hand of Uncle Sam (Dr.) 1000
Mar. 26—The Airship Gaze (Com.) 339
Mar. 26—The Ranchman's Wooing (Com.) 651
Mar. 30—Hia Hunting Trip (Com.) 975
Apr. 2—The Flower of the Ranch (Dramatic) .1000
Apr. 6—Imagination (Comedy) 642
Apr. 6—Henry's New Hat (Comedy) 358
Apr. 9—The Ranger's Bride ( Com. ) 750
Apr. 9—A Family Quarrel (Com.) 250
Apr. 13—Their Sea Voyage (Com.) 1000
Apr. 16—The Bad Man and the Preacher (Dr.).. 422
Apr. 16—The Mistaken Bandit (Dr.) 578
Apr. 20—A Wise Guy (Comedy) 368
Apr. 20—She Wanted a Bow-wow (Comedy) 607
Apr. 23—The Cowboy's Sweetheart (Dr.) 1000
Apr. 27—Flat for Rent (Comedy) 475
Apr. 27—The Latest in Garters (Comedy) 525
Apr. 30—A Vein of Gold (Dramatic) 1000

KALEM CO.

Mar. 30—Red Hawk's Lost Raid (Dramatic) 5S0
Mar. 30—Lo, the Poor Indian (Dramatic) 375
Apr. 1—Further Adventures of the Girl Spy

(Dramatic) 920
Apr. 6—The Uprising of the Utes (Dr.) 725
Apr. 6—Wandering Wilfred's April Fool's Day

(Comedy) 250
Apr. 8—The Gypsy Girl's Love (Dr.) 890
Apr. 13—The Old Fiddler (Dr.) 875
Apr. 15—The Forager (Dr.) 980
Apr. 20—Fighting the Iroquois in Canada (Dr.). 795
Apr. 20—Through the Tunnel (Comedy) 140
Apr. 22—The Bravest Girl in the South (Dr.).S30
Apr. 27—The Sacred Turquoise of the Zuni (D.).
Apr. 29—The Love Romance of the Girl Spy (D.)

LUBIN MFG. CO.

Mar. 14—The Blunderer (Comedy) 455
Mar. 17—The Irish Boy (Dramatic) 930
Mar. 21—A Mother's Heart (Dr.) 905
Mar. 24—Two Gentlemen of the Road (Com.). 925
Mar. 28—His Spanish Wife (Dr.) 965
Mar. 31—The Daughter's Choice (Dr.) 930
Apr. 4—Back to Boarding (Comedy) 625
Apr. 4—The Right House, But— (Com.) 362
Apr. 7—First Love is Best (Dr.) 925
Apr. 11—Jones' Watch (Com.) 279
Apr. 11—Hemlock Hoax, the Detective (Com.).. 232
Apr. 11—The Fishermen's Luck (Com.) 389
Apr. 14—Western Justice (Dr.) 920
Apr. 18—When the Cat's Away (Com.) 950
Apr. 21—The Angel of Dawson's Claim (Dr.)... 950
Apr. 25—A Child of the Sea (Dramatic) 632
Apr. 25—On Time for Business (Comedy) 280

GAUMONT.
G. Kleine.

Apr. 2—Amateur Billiards (Comedy) 378
Apr. 2—O'er Crag and Torrent (Scenic) 200
Apr. 5—A Drama of the Mountain Pass (Dr.).. 525
Apr. 5—Poetry of the Waters (Scenic) 403
Apr. 9—The Kiss Was Mightier Than the

Sword (Comedy) 825
Apr. 9—O'er Hill and Vale (Scenic) 130
Apr. 12—Vintage In Lanquedoc (Industrial) 374

Apr. 13—The Volcano of Chinyero (Scenic) 158
Apr. 12—The Stubborn Lover (Comedy) 452
Apr. 16—Mephisto at a Masquerade (Com.) 486
Apr. 16—Touring the Canary Islands (Scenic) 478
Apr. 19—A Penitent of Florence (Dramatic) 1020

Apr. 23—Judith and Holofernes (Dramatic) 1017

Apr. 20—Paying Attention (Comedy) 354

Apr. 26—Solving the Puzzle (Comedy) 305

Apr. 2G—The Potter's Wheel (Industrial) 308

URBAN-ECLIPSE.
G. Kleine.

Apr. 6—The Fly Pest (Educational) 437

Apr. 6—Her Father's Choice (Dr.) 525

Apr. 13—The Lookout (Dramatic) 678

Apr. 13—A Ramble Through the Isle of Suma-
tra (Scenic) 241

GEORGE MELIES.

Mar. 30—Making Sherry Wine at Xeres (Indus.). 371

Apr. 7—Cyclone Pete's Matrimony (Com.)

Apr. 14—Branding a Thief (Dr.)

Apr. 21—The First-born (Com.) 928

Apr. 28—The Seal of the Church (Dr.) 925

Apr. 20—The Lovers' Oracle (Dramatic) 502

Apr. 20—Trawler Fishing in a Hurricane (Sc.).447

Apr. 27—Volcanic Eruptions of Mt. Aetna (Sc.).394

Apr. 27—The Rival Miners (Dramatic) 597

PATHE FRERES.

Apr. 9—A Hasty Operation (Com.) 462

Apr. 9—Honest Peggy (Dr.) 476

Apr. 11—Her Sister's Sin (Dr.) '35

Apr. 11—One-Legged Acrobats (Com.) 249

Apr. 13—The Miniature (Com.) 6o6

Apr. 13—Ice Scooters on Lake Ronkonkoma (S.) .325

Apr. 15—The Mask Maker (Dr.) 554

Apr. 15—Johnny's Pictures of the Polar Re-
gions (Trick)

Apr. 16—The Pillagers (Dr.) 410

Apr. 16—The Bully (Dr.) 544

Apr. 18—Simone (Dr.) 492

Apr. 18—The Greenhorns (Dr.) 502

Apr. 20—Othello (Dr.)
Apr. 22—The Wreath (Dr.) 590

Apr. 22—Delhi (Scenic) 410

Apr. 23—The Chivalrous Stranger (Com.) 676

Aor. 23—The Storm (Scenic) 302

Apr. 25—The Parisian (Dramatic) 666

Apr. 25—Venice (Scenic) 295

Apr. 27—The Bagpipe Player (Dramatic) 577

Apr. 27—Jim Wants to Get Pinched (Comedy). 417

Apr. 29—The Subterfuge ((Dramatic) 646

Apr. 29—The Merry Medrano Circus Clowns (S.)346

Apr. 30—Bud's Episode (Comedy) 371

Apr. 30—Deep Sea Fishing (Scenic) 623

SELIG POLYSCOPE CO.

Mar. 24—Wizard of Oz (Com.) 1000

Mar. 28—The Treasure Hunters (Dramatic) .. .1000

Mar. 31—The Wife of Marcius (Dramatic) 1000

Apr. 4—The Common Enemy (Dr.) 1000

Apr. 7—Hugo the Hunchback (Dr. ) 1000

Apr. 11—The Clay Baker (Dr.) 1000

Apr. 14—Dorothy and Scare Crow in Oz (Com.). 1000

Apr. IS—The Rival Cooks (Comedy
Apr. 18—Mr. A. Jonah (Comedy)
Apr 21—Daw Crockett (Dramatic) 1000

Apr. 25—Mr. Mix at the Mardi Gras (Com.).. 1000

Apr. 2S—The Angelus (Dramatic) 1000

VITAGRAPH COMPANY.
Mar. 15—Victims of Fate (Dr.) 96J

Mar. 18—The Mysterv of Temple Court (Dr.)... 969

Mar. 22—Capital vs. Labor (Dr.) 949

Mar. 25—The Hand of Fate (Dr.) 971

Mar. 26—A Broken Spell (Dr.) 975

Mar. 29—The Indiscretions of Betty tDr.) 948

>pr. 1—The Tongue of Scandal (Dramatic) ... .894

Apr. 2—The Fruits of Vengeance (Comedy) 930

Apr. 5—From Shadow to Sunshine (Dr.) 903

Apr. 8—Elektra (Dramatic) 942

Apr. 9—The Conqueror (Dr.) 928

Apr. 12—The Girl in the Barracks (Dr.) 908

Apr. 15—The Call of the Heart (Dramatic) 959

Apr. 16—The Merry Widow Takes Another Part-

ner (Comedy) 981

Apr. 19—Love's Awakening (Dramatic) 977

Apr. 22—Her Sweet Revenge (Comedy' 987

Apr. 23—St. Elmo (Dramatic) 927

Apr. 26—Through the Darkness (Dramatic) 981

Apr. 29—The Portrait (Dramatic) 983

Apr. 30—The Minotaur (Dramatic) 9S3

Open Twenty-Four Hours Every Day—'Write, Call, Wire orphone Any Hour, Day or Night

ELECTRIC THEATRE SUPPLY CO., Inc. ?£•S3K££S£23£2ft2tt
rSSXEillXZX'&AZ&A 44 N. Tenth Street, Philadelphia, Pa

We have every subject Issued by the Licensed Manufacturers
MOTIOQRAPH. PATHB FRERES, POWER'S, EDISON and LUBIN MACHINES, HALLBERG ECONOMIZERS and PARTS ALWAYS ON HAND
Write for our new proposition :—Supplying two customers in the same town each with twelve reels a week, keeping each one's supply away from the other, and

no repeaters to either
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Essanay Films &*
Reledse of Wednesday, April 27

M
"Flat to Rent

I rn|[»li, Appro*. -473 Feet!

|j ot every daj

life, over-flowing with human
nature. Will prove a HI I

I lon't miss it.

"The Latest in Garters"
(Length. Approx. 323 Feet)

This little farce comedy, clean

in its humor, lull of tunny in-

cidents, is .1 lining reel mate
I I AT TO RENT."
I inn't linger—book it NOW, Scene from "Tlie Latest in darters'

Release of Saturday, April JO

"A Vein of Gold"
I rilKlh. Approx III HI Icrl

Here Is .1 high-class
va

dramatic film, which will win

The StOI great
human interest, convincing and
0\ er-flowing » ith thrilling dram-
atic incidents.

mother photogl iphic
masterpiece and the exh:
who has used any oi <>'' v.

ern films knows what this me
It is .1 film which will add to

the good reputation ol
tie, a film you cannot really

afford to n

I demand it of your exchange.

Are you reading "The Tomahawk'', published with the

"Essanay Guide", our weekly Bulletin? Its funny stories,

jokes'and anecdotes will make you smile. Write for it.

Essanay posters may he obtained from any licensed

exchange. They increase the attractiveness of your I

and invite patronage. Order them.

Essanay Film Mfg., 60.
I FACTORY and STUDIOS 1333ARGYLE ST. - OFFICE 435 NORTH CLARK ST.

CHICAGO and LONDON, 5 NEW COMPTON ST. W. C.

"Big Ones and Little Ones
M

The BIG M. P. Theatre Manager in every
City, Town and Hamlet is usually BIG
because he has sense enough to hitch his

business to a line of film service that leaves

competition in tears.

All the little M. P. Theatre Managers watch
the BIG ONES with slant-eyed envy ; and

sink back into their little 2 x 4 to work
for the landlord.

BE A BIG ONE
Hitch your business to our PREMIER
FILM 'SERVICE, then you will have
•'THE MERCHANDISE" which will

satisfy your patrons and help you to

successfully combat competition.

HOW ABOUT IT?

The Pittsburg Calcium
Light & Film Company
Pittsburg, Pa. Dea Moines, la. Rochester, N. Y.

Wllkea Barre, Pa. Cincinnati, Ohio.

Omaha. Neb.

The reason why

Pink Label
TRADE MARK'

"ELECTRA"
CARBONS

are the best is that they are scientific-

ally made to stand the powerful current

at the arc. They produce the best

light under any conditions.

Don't experiment with cheap car-

bons, but use "Electra" High Grade

Carbons and get results.

Sole Importer

HUGO REISINGER
I I Broadway New York City
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WANTED
Pathe's Hand Colored Passion Play also

other good Films, give full particulars,

state lowest price. Address

OREGON FILM CO. Portland, Ore.

LANTERN
SLIDE Catalogue, new 1910, 54-page
nowready, 2c stamp. Slides, SlO.OO per
100 and up. Capacity 1,000 slides per day

THE LANTERN SLIDE CO.
216-218 W. Liberty St. Cincinnati, O

Lang's Rewinder No. 2
Price, $5.00 Net

Lang Manufacturing Co.
OLEAN, NEW YORK

EBERHARD SCHNEIDER
Hiror Titae Product*," Projectors, Cameras,

Film-Making Machinery, Films, Slides, Mere-
opticons. Specialties, Lens Grinding, etc. Special
condensors, carbons and lugs.

109 East 12th Street, New TorH

RUNEY PRINT
Poster Makers

Block and Type Stands of Every Description

250 page catalog—postage 10 cents

Stat'on V Cincinnati, Ohio

HALF TONES
Of Every Description

POSTER PHOTOS and SOUVENIRS
of tbe Latest Designs

THE POSTER ENGRAVING CO.
1 LOO AN STREET CINCINNATI, OHIO

Full Size, Extra Heavy Silver-plated. French Gray Finish. Price, 5 cents each.

WE KNOW IT
You can keep your theatre crowded if you will use our Table Silverware Teaspoons as premiums.
We know, because we are supplying: houses who are meeting with wonderful success. One house alone has used Hun-

dreds of dollars worth in a short time. The plan will make you money.
Sample Spoon and full information, upon receipt of inquiry.

WRITE TO=DAY

United States Factories CO. 40 Dearborn Street, Chicago, 111.

Mirror Screen
EXHIBITORS IN

Georgia, Florida, Alabama
Will find it to their interest to get in

communication with us as we have the

AGENCY forthe MIRROR SCREEN
in the above States and for the next

30 days we are going to make you a

special offer, we are using one of the

MIRROR SCREENS and we know
that no THEATRE that wishes to be

up-to-date can afford to be without one.

WRITE US NOW

Hix- Gravely Ci^ar Co.
Prop's and Managers

Orpheum Theatre, Montgomery, Ala.

FILMS
FOR
RENT

NEW FILMS HIGH GLASS SERVICE

The Pioneer House, With 8 Years Experience

And $250,000.00 Back Of It

Write To-day for Terms

EUGENE CLINE
57 and 59 Dearborn St., Chicago
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STEINER LEASES AN ENTIRE BUILDING
flVVe w.mt plenty of room .inJ facilities for tin- mini libltors thai will flock to >Uf door when the

wise to the ^i.issy get-the-money independent Service that we .ire handing out I j lot ol tickled custoo
that have {One Independent with uc. Will you DC 'die ot the wise oni

WM. STEINER'S FILM EXCHANGE, HO Fourth Ave., near 12th Street

Motion Pictures
of

JAKES J. JEFFRIES
Stanley Ketchel
Torn Sharker
Kid Herman
Gunner Moir
Young Corbatt
Kid Sharkey

JACK JOHNSON
Billy Papke
Tommy Burns
Joe Gam
Joe Palmer.
Terry McGovern
Young Dority

FRANK OOTCH GEO. HACKENSCHMIDT
IN THEIR CHAMPIONSHIP CONTESTS

Write for low rental terms

The CHICAGO FIGHT PICTURE CO.
81 CLARK STREET CHICAGO. ILL

Independent Film Stories.

GREAT NORTHERN.
THE CONJUROR. \ portly housekeeper I

displaying the premises nnder her control to :i gen
tleman inquirer, in the mldal of h« voluble ex
planatlons the visitor raalahM from her side and
reappears on the other aide ot the r.M.m. followtna
tlil« up by suddenly disappearing through the win

the balcony and thence to tin-
in a most mysterious mai r. a later scene shows
the moving operations, and once again the remark
ablt powers >.f the new tenant arc in evldi
the sofa, in lira, etc., dying to bis hand
from the Boor, where the men have deposited them.
Settled in Ms lodgings, Ills faculty pro!
« terror and n boon to the landlady. Tii.. fonnei
when her worrying, the lodger causes

rapidly round the furniture in t lie

lid down Into t|„. street, and the latti'l
' vim; broken various articles, be causes

the fragments to By together again and form the
complete nrtlcle iu his band.

THANHOUSER COMPANY.
SHE WANTED TO MARRY A HERO. -Elsie

Plush was a dime norel Dend—Laura Jean kind,
you know—and It was her boast that there wasn't
a thriller published thai she hadn't read, in the
present Thanhooser picture she purchases n copy
of Miss l ii.i.ys "A Great Hero" and Instantly
falls In love with the hero in the In>ok. She forth-
with I re up the ahiliti,
Mild, her beau, with those of the Llbby hero.
and finds that George falls sin'

- far forgi
to »c. Then the I.iM.y hero recurs
to her—and It Is nil off with Q e tells
hltu that lie Is a worthy enough young man, but

r a hero. He is nnromantlc and ordinary
and she knew tb I.ln' t live "happily ever af-
ter" with anyone hut a full-Hedged hero— like the
one In I.aura Jean's book.
Then Klsie meets her hero. He Is a hsi

military man. resplendent in cold laee and lofty
sirs. Klsie is pleased to take a stroll with him.
He seems all that a hero should be until Tlsie
falls from a bridge into dangerous depths
the bold soldier—calls for help! So when an
athlete responds and rescues Klsie. she scorns the
unheroic man of war and gives the at hi'

arm.
But the athlete lias his weak points, and one

of them is Inability to manage a horse Hence
when he tries to drive Elsie's horse the animal
promptly runs away! Luckily an expert horseman
happen- -..ps the borne and basks In El-
sie's smiles. HK is i;r\l. hero! Klsie ignores
the athlete. The clever horseman takes tl

the athlete has vacated and guides the horse to
Elsie's borne. Bui while handy with the reins the
horseman is unhandy with his fists, and In an
altercation with the pugilist is pounded and pnm-
meled to a finish—right before Klsle's astonished
eyes. Leaving the horseman nibbing his braises,
the hero-seeker marches off with the victorious
shoulder-hitter.
An escaped lunatic enters on the scene and the

pugilist loses his nerve. Fleeing, he leaves Elsie
at the mercy of the maniac. Snddenly she ob-
serves n frightened look in the maniac's eyes and
turns her head to see hypnotist approaching and
cowing the lunatic. The hypnotist succeeds In

leading the man!

,

tht asylum, ani
who Invites t ii<- professor to

i in- man ol the powerful
fully kCCCpta and Klsie Is mire Hint she has found

fed hero until a footpad sticks a r<

under the prufi-.-s. >r'M nose and snarls,

thing around yer!" In vain dOM the pi

exert hi* bypnOtlC power -the gun continue, lii

dangerous proximity and the mas behind it

business. So tin- hypnotist shells up like all or

• l i ii ii iv mortal and Elale los.-s another ideal—and
her Jewelry! The poll,-, -1111111 who frightens off tin

highwayman is a rort enough hero hut Im
Hon shows a wife and live youngsters at bom,-'
To add to her troubles. Klsle's | kcthonk Is lifted

by a heroic-looking Hamlet who n id tin- monej
Klsie concludes that 110 hero Is perfect and that

book heroes are fakes, so when plain, ordinary

George swings by in his new Sunday suit, she
tells him he's good enough for her, and he slips

a gold bind on her shapely linger, and—well.

what more do yon want ?

THE CIGARS HIS WIFE BOUGHT were had—
awful had. What would y.11 o\| t V A woman
cannot buy cigars. How a suffering hubby tried
to tot rid of the cigars his better half bought
him, anil the si his efforts got him Into, Is

lory the picture tells.

LUX FILMS.

THEY WOULD ROLLER SKATE.—Mr. and Mrs
Jones encounter skaters wherever they go and,
reading that patent skates arc to be bad
wlier. go off to procure some for themselves, but
the fun they cause and the scrapes they get Into

are Immense For beginners we nrc surprised nt
the way they mount steps, but In trying to be
loo tricky they land themselves Into a psim where
Hie occupants handle them none too gently.

TOMMY AND THE POWDER.— Professor Tweedle
has been successful. Starting out with Ills dlsCOV
cry—a wonderful powder—he sits on n bench deep
In thought, laying the precious box of powder by
his side. Mischievous Tommy comes along
before the Professor Is nwnre of bis presence.

Tommy has opened the box. upsetting some of the
powder which places the Professor himself nnder
Its spell. With delight the boy rushes off on mis-
chief bent. Seeing n dining-room window open he
climbs In. and sprinkling the powder, he awaits
events. Plates and dishes collect themselves, ser-

viettes and cloths all slip back Into their places.

and when Jane returns to finish her duties, she
finds the tnble. which she hod left nicely laid, has
all vanished, furniture Included. This Is fine fun
for the boy, who rushes off playing pranks every-

where. An old lady who has taken a sent In the

open Is one of the victims. Not content with
pulling the wing off her bonnet, Tommy applies

a little powder to the bonnet, the old lady Is

dismayed to see the bird from her bonnet take
flight. Put Tommy tires of all this, and throwing
the whole of the contents over himself, it causes
him to rush backward nnd forwards, cutting nil

sorts of capers, until he finally sinks Into oblivion.

THE LITTLE BEGGABD MAID.— Lottie and her
father have wandered about for months together,
but strength is falling the little girl and In ,

her father finds she Is unable to go farther without
Tom Brown comes up at the same moment

and the klndhearted fellow takes them off to his

home, where he persunds his people to help them.
We next see him with n handsome girl of the

gypsy type declaring his love, which she spurns
as he has no money. Poor Tom goes home In do.

spalr. his parents having retired for the night
after bidding good-bye to the poor old man and
his daughter. lone. Tom thinks until the tempta-
tion to steal comes over him. T'nable to resist.

he goes to the chest and takes a purse of notes
and rushes off to the girl, who readily accepts
Mm with the money. The purse which contained
It he casts Into the stream, which little, wander-
ing about, polls out and rashes off to show her
father. At the farm the theft has l>een discov-

ered and the suspected persons nrc the b
Proceeding to their poor home, they find the man
and child. He Is accused, searched, and the nils-

lug purse Is found. In vain the child pleads that
she herself has given It to her father, but be is

taken away. Then the poor Lottie Is tun
of the home and. hungry and forlorn,
to the once kind people to plead with them for

her father, but they will not listen to her until
Tom. unable to conceal his guilt longer, reveals
the truth, begging forgiveness for his folly and
wickedness, which Is finally given and In return
for their snfferine the unhappy Lottie and her
father find a happy home.

ECLAIR.
BARBERIM wife liar-

Itlg to

give his wife nil the luxury DOSS 10 th-
Court of Q
and i! them. Parbs-rir.-

bmd j li 1 111 her poiimlt, and In- swears
to (.reserve it rellglooaly ale.

1 Irh Imaelf In I

tuiiul, I

•n bll w:. travel

rg is happy, while DIrlcfa

ollection ol Barberlm
Conn, the sad ib no iiii-t of I lr|. I. by the
frivolous .out tbr-. who JIIm- and mock him. A»-

1- tin- most cutting of them all, and Da
• 11 tin- temerity t.. hel Hut In- will

In winning llarberliie' s bo.- I 1 r t- I. ICCCpta the
defy and git

m thai In- will In- received at 1 !ar Iii-i i in-' - chateau.
Arriving there. Boacnbcrg tin-!-. Dei -oil.

on her spinning -win-ci. sin- recelvi erg Joy-

fully, ns he pretends to have been sen' by her hu«
band. Without much ado

I Ina his

protestations of love. Tba young woman I- at first

-ii. but imllss with malice >n"i

n through tin- corridors of the chateau. Uosen-
ilnks that he Is alioiit to triumph and win

her love, when she opens the door of i cell and
gracefully to Boat r Into this

room, my lord, and I will follow Hi,

berg, without suspicion, enters, and Imm.
Itarberlne closes tie II d-.ir on him He is a

prisoner Hunger man elf to ito*«-ntierg.

who erli id supplicates Through the

grilling Of the door n servant throws hlui a few
•,]ls him that he will

t anything more until he I ill the
i on the w

In the meantime, Ulrich end 'he Queen reach

the chateau in great pomp Barberlne shows them
I] where Rosenberg is at work with bis flsx.

Nothing Is left f icknowledge

thai bl the best, and that he has made a

is mistake.
Ulrlcfa Is not willing to accept the amount of

the wager, as he had never doubted his wife's lore.

the Queen
and rjlrlcb that he hn- nnd Is very

hungry Everyone then goes 'inlng room.
where a most sumptuous feast Is SCI VI

THE BROKEN FRIENDSHIP.—Jack and Gaspard.
two firm friends, pro looking for work In the harvest

field and are dire. ted by nntry girl.

whom they meet in the meadows, to her father's

farm, where they are Immediately engaged. Tbe
two frlnds soon become favorites at the farm owing
to their willingness, and it is easily discerned as

time goes on that the pretty daughter of the house-

i- made an effect upon both. When Gasjvard

ultimately discovers that Jack Is the favor

I with n Jealous rage, and after Jack

hss obtained the farmer's consent, the former pleks

-el with his friend nnd they part sngrllv.

rrothnl feast soon takes place and tbe sight

of the general happiness increases Oaspnrd's bit-

terness. Meeting his rival apart. Hispnrd strike,

down his old friend Jnck nnd. without a partinr

glance, flees to the neighboring woods Tbe rlrl

finds her lov-or senseless, aid Is «oon summoned
nnd the young tnnn cared for. Meanwhile Os«-

pard. haunted by bis guilty conscience, at

in which he Is seized by two officers: nnstrunr by
;.e« bis way to the road, wt

really meets two officers, who. noting Gs
n. take him In cnsto.lv to the village where

ICCused of assaulting Ills friend. Belnr led

to the sick man's bedside for Identification. Jack.

remomberlne their former strong friendship, refuses

-'atlng he Is not tbe guilty mnn Oa«-

nard Is overcome by his friend's magnanimity and
falls on his knees Imploring forgiveness.

"IMP."
TWO MEN—A female derelict In a little mining

town comes to a realisation of bet -i and.

In a fit of despondency cans- nc her child

after nn orgy, deserts the little one. learlns her
Pill Fenfon. a miner. Wn»n he

f the legacy he objects to the charge, but
s fir. |t np and he becomes a regular daddy
kid.

The little one ha«
eautlful womanhood, and as the ward of

nton has the admiration ai of the

mmunlty. One day a silk-hat'-

( town and Fenton meanders Into the bar-
room Just a? the stranger Is vigorously defending
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himself from the pernicious sport of the miners.
Something about the stranger's makeup and dash
attract Kenton, and it is not long before they are
not only Brm friends, but business partners, and
the new arrival Is the welcome guest of Fenton.
The sweet girl takes to the stranger, Ward Birch,
and in her refreshingly innocent way makes him
perfectly at home. It is not long, however, be-
fore Birch falls deeply in love with her, and seizes
the opportunity, when they are out for a ramble,
to plant on her lips a soulful, heartfelt kiss. To
the childish, carefully bred girl it opens a new
order of things and when she returns to the cabin,
and Bill kisses her as he always did, she tells

him that a guardian must kiss his ward on the
forehead—not on the lips. Bill is stunned, for in

his great heart he loves her madly, but he tried

never to show it. But he must have shown it,

for Birch knows the truth. His nobility of char-
acter, however, tells him what to do, and leaving
a note to Bill that he knows he is an interloper,

be stifles his great passion of love, and with a
heart full of anguish, he departs.

Bill Fenton gets the note, and the shock is

great. He says nothing, but observes the girl

closely. He sees that she is pining—aye, her
young heart is suffering—so he puts on his hat
and goes out. After a long search out by the can-
yon, he comes on Ward. "Ward," says he, "come
back to the cabin." Ward refuses—can't do it

—

It's all right, he's willing to sacrifice. Bill in-

sists, Ward is stubborn, and suddenly Bill strikes

him squarely on the chin, rendering him uncon-
scious. Then with his huge arms, he slings the

form over his shoulder and carries him to the

cabin. Of course, when he comes to, he realizes

the motive of the knockout blow; but neither he
nor the girl of his heart, safe in his arms, know
of how big Bill Fenton, after he made the sacri-

fice, had to go to a lonely spot out among the

hills, so that nobody could see him battling to keep
down that big, funny lump that just kept coming
up in his throat.

AUNT MARIA'S SUBSTITUTE.—Like a good old

pal, a young chap writes his chum to come down
to his seashore cottage for the week-end. He also

writes his best girl to come down. Chaperone?
Why—thats fixed! His elderly aunt will attend
to that. Both respond favorably, and he prepares
to receive them when he gets word from his aunt,
who has gone out, that her mother is ill and she
will be unable to return.

That's a fine situation for the bachelor! How
on earth is he going to get a chaperone for this

girl? While he is wondering what to do, his chum
arrives. In a torrent of brotherly confidence, he
tells him what a predicament he is in. All he
gets in return, however, is sympathy, until he
conceives a bold plan. The girl doesn't know his

aunt, so why not have his portly chum pass for

her? Said chum promptly objects to donning skirts,

but the other implores, and so strongly pleads the
cause of a courtship in jeopardy that his pal
consents.

Getting into the skirts is a fine old job, but
he finally hurdles the waist lines; no sooner has
he dressed and discarded the cigar butt when the
lay visitor enters.

The chum welcomes her like a good aunt; in

fact, too good, for he kisses her again and again;
the . bachelor is furious, but he dare not object

—

any fellow's aunt may kiss his best girl. Well,
all through the visit the bogus aunt works the
situation for many a kiss and hug. when some-
things happens: The real aunt returns! When
she comes into the reception room and sees the
being in skirts that uses a private moment by
putting its feet on the table and smoking a liberal

perfecto, she promptly goes off in a faint.

The couple is only in the next room and when
they hear the commotion they rush in. Can you
imagine how long a man in disguise can stay
without shedding his skirts when he has a fainting
woman on his hands? Just figure the finish of this

picture.

THE POWERS COMPANY.
LEGALLY BEAD.—Howard Moore, a young law-

yer, is engaged to be married to Marion Brooks,
a beautiful girl, who devotes much of her time
to volunteer charity work among the poor.

We see a lot of toughs in front of a pool room.
A poor Jewish peddler tries to sell them some of

his wares. One of the toughs cuts off the Jew's
beard, and when he protests they strike him.
Marion comes upon the scene and compels the
toughs to let the peddler go. The leader of the
toughs hugs and kisses the girl, who is struggling
to free herself from his grasp, when Richard Car-

son comes into action. He rescues the girl, and

the toughs attack him. Here ensues a terrific fist

fight, in which Richard knocks out the toughs in
fine style. Marion returns with a policeman, who
arrests the leader of the toughs. The girl thanks
Richard, who escorts her home. Richard, who
is smitten by the girl's charms, calls on Miss
Brooks and meets his old college chum, Howard
Moore, who is engaged to be married to Miss
Brooks.
Two years pass. Moore has become a victim

of stock speculation and is neglecting his wife
and child. Being hard pushed he asks Carson to
loan him money. Carson makes out a check for
$2,000. Moore goes out to pay his creditor; he is

drawn into a stock broker's office; he sees that
a certain stock is advancing in value and de-
termines to plunge. He goes back to his office and
raises Carson's check to $22,000. The stock goes
down, and Moore is ruined.
A thrilling dramatic scene follows when Carson

threatens to send Moore to jail, and Moore's wife
enters. Carson generously tears up the check, un-
seen by Moore and his wife. Moore believes that
he will be sent to jail, and he goes away, send-
ing his wife a letter which tells her that by the
time she receives it he will be dead.
Seven years pass. Moore is, legally, dead. Car-

son is to marry Moore's lovely widow. While the
ceremony is going on we see the supposedly dead
husband outside of the house. He enters the house
and hears the conclusion of the ceremony. He
will stop it. He is about to enter the room in

which the wedding is taking place when his little

son enters. The father hugs the boy to his breast,

but the child strikes him with his fists and runs
from him. Moore starts to go out, when the
former wife accompanied by her new husband, Car-
son, enter the room. Moore, from the doorway, sees
his wife in the arms of another man; there is

only one thing he can do to make amends for his

past wrongdoing. He closes the drapery and goes
out of their lives forever.

NESTOR FILMS.
A DAUGHTER OF THE MINE.—John Brairly

kept the only hotel and bar in the camp, so the
bovs naturally chose this as a storehouse for their
gold.
Each night Tess weighed it, gave them a slip

with the amount and locked it away in the safe.

She had been secretly pleased to watch the
stranger. Ned Carton's, store grow week by week,
but as she had feared, before many moons the
other newcomer, Jim Kirby, bad won every ounce
of it from him.

Carlton's hopes rose high in anticipation of the
day he would have saved enough to speak to her,

but now all this was swept away at one bound.
In desperation he picked up his gun to make an
end of bis humiliation, but Tess quietly took the
weapon from him.
That she should have seen his weakness doubly

humiliated him, so hatless and wild-eyed he fled

to the mine. After a moment's hesitation, Tess
ran after him and in her excitement dropped the
keys, which Jim Kirby found upon entering.

Instantly be recognized the key of the safe, In

a moment more he had opened the safe, put the
boys' gold in the sleeve of his coat and was hurry-
ing down the path to seek a hiding place for his

treasure.
After vainly calling to Carlton. Tess was about

to return, when she observed Kirby hastening along
and was dumbfounded to see half a dozen bags of

gold fall to the ground. "Could he have won all

of that?" Dashing into the house she found her
worst fears were realized—the safe was open and
empty!

Both her father and Lee, the Chinaman, were
out. hut she could at least follow Kirby and see
whore he went. Retracing her steps with what
speed she could, the girl was fortunate enough to

see him burying the gold under a tree. Waiting
until he had gone, she stole to the spot, snatched
the treasure and ran breathlessly back to the house,
where she secreted It again.

None too soon for poor Ned Carlton, whom Brairly.

the sheriff and a posse of miners had captured—
For Brairly, returning in Tess' absence, seeing the
safe and Carlton's bat, which the crafty Kirby had
placed beside it, together with Carlton's wild exit

from the house, naturally made him suppose the
young miner to be the thief.

To avoid a hanging. Tess very truthfully de-

clared that she had put the gold in another place,
but privately informed the gambler, Kirby. that
the country would no longer be healthy for him.
As for Carlton, this experience had taught him

a lesson and his pledge that he had done with
cards was never broken.

NEW YORK MOTION PICTURE CO.
BISON-
HAZEL, THE HEARTBREAKER.—Turn about is

fair play, as will be demonstrated. The cowboys
who frequent "Cowboy Mag's" inn find great pleas-
ure in playing all kinds of jokes on the Chinese
waiter, but in the end he gets back at them all.

Much interest and excitement is caused by the ar-

rival of word from the educated daughter of Mag
that she has graduated from school and will soon
be among them. When she reaches her home and
is introduced to all the habitues of the tavern,
her popularity is at once established. "Cowboy
Mag" endeavors to ward off all flirtations, but
Miss Hazel is well able to manage her followers.

She organizes a school for the benefit of the boys
but they are more anxious to fool than to learn,

and she dismisses them. She seeks solitude in a
secluded spot, but even here she is discovered and
made love to by all, but she gives no one encour-
agement. She finally hits upon a joke in which
the Chinaman is to play the prominent part. After
tacking up a sign saying whoever reaches the
parson's house first she will marry, she dresses

the Chinaman in her clothes and waits for the

sport. The cowboys adopt every means of fore-

stalling one another and the first who reaches the

parson's house becomes the happy groom of—the

Chinaman. When the joke is discovered there is

much fun, at Jack's expense.

THE RESCUE OF THE PIONEER'S DAUGHTER.
—A party of pioneers decide upon a site for their

new home and unpack their belongings. Some
months later they are visited .by an Indian chief

and two of his companions. The pioneer sits in

friendly confab with the Indian until he learns

his erand. The chief has come to propose for the

hand of the pioneer's daughter. This proposition is

listened to with horror and the Indian's gift re-

fused. The other settlers are called and tbey
all drive the intruders away. The Indians resent

the repulse and a reward is offered for the cap-

ture of the white girl. At a time when the men
folks leave the settlemnt to go for provisions the

Indians steal upon the women, overcome their

guard and, after burning the cabin, make the girl

captive. The settlers reach their home In time

to save the women and learn of the disaster and all

start in pursuit. They are led through hazardous
passes but are successful in fighting down most
of the Indians. The one bearing the girl, however,

reaches the summit of a steep rock and threatens

to end her life if the followers come nearer. He
is captured from the rear and the girl restored

to her father.

ITALA—
THE FASHIONABLE SPORT.—Cretinetti, who

has a weakness for the fair sex, meets a lady on
the street and offers her his company. The lady

is on her way to a skating rink and thinking it

might be a good joke Cretinetti accompanies her

there. At sght of the skaters flying by on their

shining little wheels his enthusiasm cools. How-
ever, he also puts on skates and starts to arise from
his chair and, of course, a ludicrous somersault is

the result of his first attempt. Fortunately the

lady has not seen him and he manages to get on

his feet and take the arm of his acquaintance.

As they proceed he loses his balance and this time

drags the lady down with him. She is somewhat
humiliated and leaves him to go with another

skater. Determined, however, but failing in his

attempt to get about alone, be engages ,the

services of two employees of the rink to take

him about in pursuit of the lady. Disaster here

awaits him and the crowd follows him into the

resting room until finally the skaters indignantly

throw him out of the place. As he cannot manage
to take off his skates he is obliged to go home
in a wicker basket, precisely the same way as

babies learn to walk. There is a laugh to every

foot of this film and it surely is most amusing.

AMBROSIO—
A DOCTOR'S REVENGE.—Great skill opens many

a closed door and so it was with Orloff. the won-
derful doctor. He discovers that two friends have
been arrested and goes before the Governor whom
he tells the arrest was unjust. The Governor, an-

gered at the interference, locks up Orloff. Mean-
time, the daughter of the dignitary becomes very

ill and all called to her bedside say only Orloff's

great skill can save her. He is summoned before

the Governor, who demands his help, and because
of Orloff's wounded spirit, he declines bis assistance.

The Governor pleads with him and finally Orloff

relents and his two friends are released by the

Governor in part appreciation.
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Mar. 28—Transfusion (Dr. )

Mar. 81—Hard Caab (Dr.)

Apr. 4—The Miner's Daughter (Com.)
Apr. T—Hla Second wife u>r.i

Apr. 11—The Hosary (Drauiatlei

Apr. 14—The Ace of Hearts (Dr.)
Apr. IS— In War Time (Dr.)
Apr. 21—The Maelstrom (Dr.)
Apr. 2."> - The Tower of n Smile (Dramatic)....
Apr. 2* -The New Shawl (Dramatic)
\i iv j Pwo Men (Dramatic) MB
May :< Aunt Maria's Bnbstltute (Comedy) .. ..070

LT/X FILMS.

Mar. If—Life In the Next Century (Com.) 20:>

Mar. 33—A Family Feuil (Dramatic)
Mar. 33—How a Bad Tempered Man Wa» Cored

(Comedy)
Mar. SO—A Drama on the Reef (Dr.)

Mar. 30—Cured By a Tip (Com. )

Apr. 8—The Snake Man (Comedy)
Apr. 8—Rica) the Jester (Dramatic)
Apr. 13—Washed Aabore (Dramatic) 608
Apr. 13—TtM Attack I'p.m the Train (I

Apr. 30—Artlat'a Child (Dr. i (.!!>

Apr. 20—A Young Aviator's Dream (Comic)
Apr. 30—Orandpa'i Darling (Dramatic)

Child (Dramatic) 801
Miniv and the P nedy)...420

May 5 -The Little Becgar Maid (Dl
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NESTOR FILMS.
Mar. 2—The Vindictive Foreman 025
Mar. !>—On the Little Big Hem
Mar. DV—The Silver Lining
Mar. 23—The Tenderfoot (Dr.)

M:ir. :tO—The Cowboy Preacher (Dram
Apr. 8—Frontier Day In the West (Dr.) H
Apr. 1"—At Double Cross Ranch (Com.) 90S
Apr. 30—Tba Cowboy and the Lieutenant (Dr.)..
Apr. 27 Days of '48 (Dramatic) 883
May 4 \ !

NEW" YORK MOTION PICTURE CO.
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Mar. IS—A Mexicans Ward (Dr.)
Mar. 22—The Man From Texas (Dr.) 975
XLir. 25—Company "D" to tbe Rescue (West.)

app 1000
Mar. 20—Nannlna (Dramatic) 012
Apr. 1—A Shot In Time (West.) app
Mar. 29—Nannlna (Dramatic) 012
Apr. 1—A Shot In Time (West.) OSS
Apr. 5—Romance of a Snake Charmer (West.) .908
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looo
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—

Rivalry In the Oil Fields (Dr.) 868
Apr. 1.".—Red Wing's Constancy (West.)...
Apr. 1.".—Red Wine's Constancy (West.).
Apr. 19—A Husband's Mistake (Dramatic).
Apr. 22—Adventures of a Oowponcher (West.) . .1000
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Mar. 9—The Town Traveler's Revenge (Com.).2fyt
Mar. 19—The Betraying Mirror (Dr.) 07.'.

Mar. 2(1—The Rivalry of the Two Guides (Dr.).50C
Mar. 26—Foolshead Wishes to Marry the Got-

ernor'a Daughter 500

I -The Servant and the Tntor (Dr ) 042
Apr. —At the Farm (Dr.) 500
Apr. 9—The Vnlnable Hat (Com.) 500
Apr. 16—The Three Brothers (Com.) 500
Apr. 16—A Mistake (Pr.) 500

Apr. 23—Isabella of Arragon
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Apr. 30—The Fashionable Sport
Apr. 30—Tbe False Friar
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(By N. Y. M. P. Co.)

Mar. 1A— Insidious Weapons (C
Mar. 23—The Se»/a Vengeance (Dr.)
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Apr. 1
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Feb. is i ho Hobo'i Dream of Wealth (Com.).826
lei.. 38—Iron Anus Remora* (Dr.)
Mar. 4—The Electric Bath Tub (Com.) 900
Mar. 11—The Mysterious Armor (Com.) 940

POWERS PICTURE PLAYB.
Mar 39 T"hn Hi Hon (Dramatic)
Mar. 28—Tba Man Who Waited (Dr.) lirfHI

Apr. 6—Tbe Actress (Dr.) Iimkp

Apr. 13 His Mother'* Latter (Dr.)

Apr. IB inking of I Man (Dr.)
\ N. u D

THANHOUSER COMPANY.
Mar. 15—The Actor's Children (Dramatic)
Mar. 23—St Elmo (Dr.)
Mar. 29—She's Done It Again (Dr.) 1000
Apr. 5—Daddy'l Double (Dramatic) 1000
Apr. 15—A 20 Cent Robbery (Dr.) TBO
Apr. IB—The Old Shoe Came Back (Com.) 280
Apr. 22—Her Battle for Existence (Dr.) 1000
\pr. 20 Bhe w inted to Marrj a H Dl

Apr. '.".i The I
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What about ECLAIR FILM?
Ask those who know ! THEY SAY Eclair pro-

duction leads. WE AGREE and stick to our

reputation. We have come HERE TO STAY.
Our confidence in your good taste has been
fully justified that is why we present you our

UNIQUE FEATURE under the name A. D. C. A.

Eclair. We want to call your attention to

the fact that A. D. C. A. is not so-called ART
FILM but the real thing.

Convince yourself and send your orders now-

ECLAIR FILM COMPANY
31 East 27th Street, New York City

GREATNORTHERN
Next Release, Saturday, April 23rd

THE CONJURER
A Very Clever Trick Comedy

The Four Seasons A Day Off
Graceful solo dances by Mile. Adelaide A representation of what befell a gentleman

Girard. Beautifully colored who set out to enjoy "A
Length appr. 260 Feet Day Off "

Release for Saturday, April 30th

Saved from the Sultan's Sentence
*^l^y>^^j^y ^n absorbing Oriental feature production of special merit

,..„.. - n _,•*., 3x7 upright and 3x15 lengthwise banners for all GREAT NORTHERN productions toManas ior yuauiyi
rent by the Qoodenough Company, 627-630 Century Building, St Louis, Mo.

To Exhibitors : The BEST Film Exchanges will always supply you with OUR films. Insist on having

GREAT NORTHERN films. We supply exchanges with posters and synopsis with each reel.

Ask your exchange for them.

GREAT NORTHERN FILM COMPANY
NORDISK FILM COMPANY, COPENHAGEN

7 EAST FOURTEENTH STREET. NEW YORK CITY
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SPECIAL ROLL TICKETS TheBigTicKsi Ar»r Printing
Any Colors.

8.00«
IU.0OO

$1.25
2. BO

20.000
2S.000

$4 f,0

5.50
50.000
100.000

»7 SO
10 »0

G«t lh« V>inpl«»

NATIONAL TICKET
.flock Tl. h«li, 6 Cants

COMPANY Ahamohin, Pa.

FOLDING

CHAIRS
Ft Mcrlif Picture Shews
Urioa Slindi. Aiidibl*
Mtlli, etc. Ii uctltoi I!

MkJ,

Write for Catalog No. 2.

The Kauffman Manufacturing Co.

ASHLAND, OHIO

"TITLE POSTERS"
Col. Roosevelt in

Africa
rUlF SHEET, 5c Each— (By Mail 6c)

$4.00 a Hundred

THREE SHEET, 18c Each— (By Mail 24c)
$12.00 a Hundred

TITLE POSTER CO.
231 Bowery- New YorK

NO PICTURES Ju.t Bold LetMrina
Attractively Dttixncd aid Printed

CALEHUFF
A "lrmber of the

FILM SEKVICB ASSOCIATION

Headqaartera lor ooly the beat ol lateal

FILMS and SONO SLIDES. No junk.

MACHINES. SUPPLIES, Etc.

LATEST SONO SLIDES
$5.00 per act

N. E. Cor. 4th & Green Streets,

PHILADELPHIA. PA.

Business Increased 50 Per Cent.
SINCE I INSTALLED YOUR MACHINE

Is what Win. G. Spurrier, Prop. Savoy Theatre of Seattle, Washington, writes us on March 30, 1910.

Another enthusiastic owner and manager of two houses say "I consider my

SUCCESS DUE TO THE MOTIOGRAPH"
Manager E. S. Shultz of the Baker and Moore Circuit of six magnificent Theatres, writes February

12, 1910, from Springfield, 111.

"Motiograph Installed Two Years Ago Good as New'
Manager W. H. Johnson of Colonial Theatre, Kalamazoo, Mich., who nearly three years ago bought

the first Motiograph manufactured, writes, you surely have

A WONDERFUL MACHINE
Brilliant and Flickerless Pictures with Wonderful Wearing Quality are

Motiograph Features

Now after a most successful year and having Nearly Doubled Our Sales we have designed

20 IMPROVEMENTS FOR 1910
The most important of which are

1 A New Patent Film Tentlon tbat is novel, unique, original and charmingly efficient.

J to 7 An Arrangement of parts for convenience in taking the mechanism apart and assembl-
ing. A child can do It. No other machine approaches it for Accessibility, Simplicity
and Interchangabillty.

9 A New Auxilary Intermittent Shutter for short focus work.
14 Enlarged and Improved Film Magazines.
16 A New Arc Lsmp that is Extra tleavy and dispenses with sticking and breakage.
17 Upper Carbon Adjustment Fixture.
18 Universal Arm and Carbon Clamp, especially adapted for A. C. Current.
20 Improved Extra Large Lamp House with special features for ventilation and insulation.

It's Truly a Wonderful Machine, Heavy, Strong and Massive, yet Artistic,

very light running and projects a Rock Steady Picture.

A Motiograph would greatly Improve your Pictures, your Patronage and
your Bank Account.

FOR SALE BY LEADING DEALERS
Write for Particulars and new Catalog.

ENTERPRISE OPTICAL MFG. CO.
564

^afflfflififffiE""
ST

J. H. HALLBERC, New York Agent
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NESTOR FILMS
Released Wednesday, April 27, 1910

Days of '49
Length 995 Feet

A touching story of the mad rush to the

gold fields of California in 1849, with its un-

told hardships.

This picture tells of the treachery, deser-

tion and robbery of one successful prospec-

tor by his partner, but he finally escapes from

the Alkali desert with his mind a blank but

still in possession of the only map of their

claim.

Being unable to get tidings of her husband

the wife starts out to cross the plains to find

him, only to die in the search and leave her

little child in the care of strangers.

The mills of the Gods, it is said, grind

slowly but they grind exceeding fine, as the

close of our picture shows.

You must order this in advance as the demand
for this will be great

Our Next Release, Wednesday, May 4, 1910

A Daughter of
the Mine

Length 997 Feet

This is without question one of our best

western subjects and will make some noise

in the independent ranks, read the story in

this paper and you'll surely place an advance

order with your exchange.

Made by

DAVID HORSLEY
BAYONNE, N. J. :: U. S. A.

Sold by

A. Q. WHYTE, Agent
91 Dearborn Street

CHICAGO
1 Madison Avenue
NEW YORK

WALTIRDAW FILM AGENCY
40 Gerrard Street, London, W., England

THE

Motograff Company

of Philadelphia

Will release their first

film in a few days,

watch trade papers

for release date.

HOME OFFICE:

2556 NORTH 24th STREET

Philadelphia, Pa.

Four color LITHOS are furnished FREE with NESTOR FILMS

Strictly Business

What every exhibitor wants is a
" square deal". Give him what
you promise, and he will feel

thoroughly satisfied.

Our aim is to gain and retain a

reputation for "square dealing:"

and you, Mr. Exhibitor will reap

the harvest. We can handle you
in a way that will add to your
profits, and positively give you
what we promise. No hot air,

but business on a business basis.

We buy everything Independent
worth exhibiting and display the

same interest with our cheap
service, as we do with our high

grade service.

PARAMOUNT FILM CO.
3.«,S°ch

E
.,«, 61 West 14th St., New York

1188 Main Street
Bridgeport, Conn. BRANCHES 389 Main Street

Springfield. Mass.
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BOX-OFFICITIS AND IT'S CURE
Wrlislrr'% DlctlOOtW) tlocsn'l ilcftin- l\ u \ - 4 ) ( f I « 1 1 1 . . 1

1

' «. .1 MTOrd \s r ' \ i- (iiimil uiirs. |us .mil im
(IIm.isi' or ui-iikiliNS III >our bo\ nffh r rt'( rl|ils. \rr mmi 11 siillinr? If so, w •• It.i * • I li • 1 I \ CoDStlll

I elrpli«.ii.

3A30 Slus vrsaill

WM. SUIMKVS FILM EXCHANGE
IK) Fourth \\<*., near IJlli Slrn-I

( Oil l • II ll III

lii I .intl Sli I) vs (i V

COSTS YOl 100 TIMES LESS MONEY FOR A BETTER RESULT
Pictures thrown on a curtain covered with ••Curtainyllne" by absorbing the lij^ht and giving the picture

depth are reproduced as reflected in a mirror, without the detraction of reflected light rays, and you

can get a better focus on the whole scene. Thousands testify to the merits of "Curtainyline. " Try it.

A $.; 00 carton is suflicient to cover any ordinary screen. All Exchanges Carry It In Stock.

Curtainyline Curtain <& Producing Co., 22 Fifth Ave., Chicago, 111.

F. C. Taylor Correspondence School
Offers to Theatre Managers and Moving Picture Operators a complete

course for $5.00. We positively guarantee you a $15.00 position. Our
course is so thorough that our graduates are practical electricians at

the time they receive their cards. WRITE FOR PARTICULARS.

F. C. TAYLOR, 49 West 28th Street, New York
Telephone, 1405 Madison Square

INDEPENDENT
W. rant new Films. Handle all the leading MaKes, both AMERICAN AND

FOREIGN; beautiful Posters; exclusive Feature Service. Write for prices.

CINCINNATI FILM EXCHANGE. 315-317 West 4th Street, CINCINNATI, 0.

1 A M E R 1 C A N F 1 L M B R O K E R S
• 147-167 FOURTH AVENUE, NEW YORK
1 Importers and exporters of iiew and second-hand film. 500 Sets Song Slides like lew, >.!.00 per - et. Write for lists an. 1 partk ulars. 1

WE ARE NOT RENTERS

&/>e "Brero" Perforator
The most certain, reliable and efficient Perforator on the market.
Accurately made; simple in action. Strong; durable; compact.

Capacity: 500 Feet Per Hour

PRICE: $625
FOR DESCRIPTION AND PARTICULARS ADDRESS:

FRIEDA KLUG, Sole Agent, 121 E. 23d St., N. Y. City
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WE BUY and sell 5c. theater supplies, cbahs,
machines, etc. Room 301, 225 Dearborn street,

Chicago.
WANTED—A neat appearing young man that

plays piano and sings. Must be experienced; $20.00

per week to start and splendid chance If you are

good. Moving picture theater; town. 0,000 popula-

tion. O. H. WASHBURN, The Lyric Theater, Co-

lumbus, Neb.

Anniversary
of my

Independence

!

One year ago the twenty-sixth of this

month, I told the film trust it
couldn't play in my back yard any more, withdrew every blessed office of the
Laemmle Film Service from the association, rolled up my sleeves, stuck
out my tongue at the octopus, hitched up my panties, felt of my muscle
to see if it was on the job, drew a long breath of relief and—declared my
absolute independence. As I look back from the high point I have attained
since then, I have to laugh at myself for being such a mutt as to delay be-
coming independent as long as I did. Within the first three weeks of my
independence, the business of the Laemmle Film Service increased ninety per
cent.! For I not only held the vast bulk of the trade I had, but gained new
customers faster than I could properly serve them. I had to tell scores and
scores of them to hold their business away from me for a few weeks till I could
get my bearings. For there never has been one instant since I became a moving
picture man that I would sacrifice the quality of my famous service for the
gain of a few dollars and cents. Since that day, one year ago, I have become
the biggest and best film renter in the world; I have been the bulls-eye for

a most villainous attack of vituperation, lying and abuse, all of which was
done under cover and not in the open as I have conducted my fight; I have
contributed my part toward wiping out the vicious ten per cent, penalty; I

have fought with all my might and main, all my resources and bank account
to help uplift the quality of goods served to independent theaters. Thou-
sands of you have given me your moral and material support, some of you
have gone so far as to try to make a little tin god of me, others to make
a little iron devil of me. But the sum and substance, the pith and point, the
meat and kernel of the whole year's experience is this:—Old Doctor Laemmle
is at the top of the heap, he is happy, he has confounded his enemies and
glorified his friends, he has proved once for all that when you sit in a game
with an opponent who is a notorious bluffer, the thing to do is to hold fast.

sit tight, shove all your chips to the center of the table, stand pat and call

his bluff till his feet crack with the cold. After the most wonderful year of

my career I simply cannot resist tin's little cock-a-doodle-doo!

CARL LAEMMLE, President

THE LAEMMLE FILM SERVICE
HEADQUARTERS

196-198 LAKE STREET CHICAGO
MINNEAPOLIS PORTLAND OMAHA

SALT LAKE CITY EVANSVILLE

The Biggest and Best Film Renter in the World.
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Tim
it\7' ()U saved our lives!" . . "Hooray forjthe Imp:" . . "More

Y power to the Imp!" . . .
" Never had such crowds in our life:"

• • "Biggest money maker we ever had !"
. . . These are a

few of the expressions of gratitude showered upon us by exhibitors and ex-

changes since we scooped the whole world with our special release entited

"IN AFRICA"
"Scenes Made Famous by Roosevelt"

We feel repaid over and over again for the hard work and the frightful rush
necessary to put this glorious scoop on the market. Every person connected
with the "Imp" worked with his whole heart and soul. They are tired, but
happy. Here are two more masterpieces for Independents only:

"TWO MEN"
Released Monday, May 2d. Length 985 feet

A pippin! The kind of heart s'.ory that will bring a lump to your
throat. Read the synopsis elsewhere in this issue and just imagine
what such a picture will do for your theatre. It is the kind of film that

is driving our friend, the enemy, to distraction! Fiyht for it. Write
for it

!

ii ft

Aunt Maria's Substitute
Released Thursday May 5th. Length 970 feet

Your whole audience will fairly rock with laughter when
they see this rollicking farce. Wait till you see "Aunt
Maria" smoking a perfecto and doing a few other as-

tounding stunts and you will wear the smile that

won't come off. If you don't get this comedy,
you lose real money! Beg!

in E. 14th St.
New York

Carl I.aemmle
Prcs

Reasoner A Son, Crete. Neb.:—
"Be sure to lend as many IMP dims
as possible. They are GRBAT!"
Carl JF. Miller. Fremont. Ohio.:— "Everv

time I get an IMP I know it means capacity
business. I wish you released twenty a week!"

Theatre Film Service. San Fran-
cisco. Cal :

—"One of our customer*
says. 'I am astounded at the fine work of the IM P
people and never thought a firm in business only a
lew month* could so thoroughly beat all the old
timer*.' Other customers say. "Hive us all the
I MPS you can. They're the bei:
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Thanhouser Film
"You Need It In Your Business!"

RELEASED FRIDAY, APRIL 29

Two Corking Comedies On One Reel

SYie Wanted to Marry a Hero
AND-

The Cigars His Wife Bought
Approximate Length 1,000 Feet. No. 108. Code Ward Hero. POSTERS, TOO

Scene from SHE WANTED TO MARRY A HERO

"SHE WANTED TO MARRY A HERO," tbe opening subject, is a

lesson and a warning to young women who delve too deeply into Laura

Jean Libby. It's nice enough to read "love stories" occasionally, but

don't devour them until they influence and bewilder you. The heroine in

the picture wishes she had'nt. The Libby yarns made her throw over her

commonplace sweetheart and seek an unusual, heroic one, like those Miss

Libby writes about. What a mess of trouble the search got her into, the

picture shows.

"THE CIGARS HIS WIFE BOUGHT" were bad—awful bad

What would you expect? A woman CANNOT buy cigars. How a suffer!

ing hubby tried to get rid of the cigars his better half bought him, is the

story the picture tells, and its funny enough to make you yell! YOU
NEED IT IN YOUR BUSINESS—BECAUSE YOUR BILL ALWAYS
NEEDS A GOOD "LAUGH" PICTURE.

Thanhouser Film—the Best Advertised in America
It's the best ADVERTISED because it's the best MADE. By " advertised " we don't mean newspaper-advertised but

ADVERTISED BY WORD OF MOUTH BY HUNDREDS OF ENTHUSIASTIC EXHIBITORS. And when exhibitors join in

praising a certain make of film, that film is receiving THE BEST ADVERTISING that could possibly be given it. And that's why

Thanhouser Film is Sweeping the Country

COMING '.—RELEASED FRIDAY MAY 6tH
A Dramatization of the World-Famous Novel

JANE EYRE
GREATER than the GREATEST Thanhouser Film to date ! A Feature that IS a Feature !

THANHOUSER Staging-Acting-Qtiality

Order Extra Prints NOW

THANHOUSER COMPANY
New Rochelle - - New York
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MELIES RELEASES
THE DEBT REPAID SPEED VERSUS DEATH

Indian Drama A Thrilling Race against time

MAY 6th MAY 12th

" A RACE 1 OR A BRIDE " and "A ROUGH NIGHT ON THE BRIDGE
"

MAY 19th, I9IO
Handsome Posters for All Subjects; Ask Your Exchange or Write Us Direct

G. MELIES, 204 East 38th Street, New York City
Western Representative: JOHN li. ROCK, 109 Randolph St., Chicago. III.

POWER'S CAMERAGRAPH No. 6
The Perfect Motion Picture Machine

Projects absolutely steady, flickerless pic-

tures which do not injure or tire the eyes.

Intermittent movement is encased, runs
in oil and will wear indefinitely. Gears,
Spindles and Bearings are 50 per cent,

heavier than those of any other motion
picture machine.

Write for Catalogue G. giving full information

NICHOLAS POWER COMPNY 115 Nassau Street
NEW YORK

O*

FOR LATEST RELEASES AND SYNOPSIS OF

^•^^•^LAIJ^^^LJ

QluLIEsIIUiJjHb - inV%^s^~

luuinIBlKl
fEE_PAGE:7Si: it* f iriTI DH11TR AVAf €? ** SK1i PAGE 751
rOR RELEASE.* Iwlf tj rUIVl KAIAlwlJ FOR. SYNOPSIS
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THANHOUSER FILMS
uSWEEPING THE COUNTRY:"

ANNOUNCEMENT EXTRAORDINARY!

JANE EYRE
A DRAMATIZATION OF THE WORLD-FAMOUS NOVEL

WILL BE RELEASED FRIDAY, MAY 6th
THE GREATEST THANHOUSER PRODUCTION TO DATE

A Feature of Features
Sold at the Price of Ordinary Film! No Extra Charge Whatsoever!

l?'Y HIB1TOR,S! Grab This, Advertise it and IfT V\, TT^W "D IT CV¥ T¥ HT^LACHANGES: Order Extra Prints Now and W /"V 1 L/ll IxILOvL 1 v3

Approximate Length 1,000 Feet No 109 Code Word, Eyre POSTERS TOO

^V - w ^M
f

•
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We are pleased to announce that «e have completed our production of the world-famous "Jane Eyre," that we have slated it for release on Friday,
May 6th, and THAT IT WILL EVEN BE A BIGGER MONEY-MAKER FOR THE EXHIBITOR AND THE EXCHANGE THAN OUR MUCH TALKED-OF
"ST. ELMO" OF A MONTH AGO.

Do you fully realize what this last means? We predict for "Jane Eyre" MORE success than attended our mighty successful "St. Elmo"! And you
certainly know what a hit "St. Elmo" made!

Wm. F. Niel, proprietor of the Crescent Theater, Chattanooga, Tenn., wrote that it doubled his receipts and said: "Just 100 per cent, increase;
how's that for a record breaker?" W, F. Crall, Norfolk, Va., wrote: "We have two theaters side by side and yesterday we showed 'St. Elmo' in one
and the receipts were nearly double those of the other." T. A. Rogers, of the Edisonia Theater. Jackson, Ohio, wrote that he got a corking lot of adver-
tising out of the picture, and big business. And so on! And so on! And so on! Undoubtedly "St. Elmo" was the prize Independent money-maker
of 1910.

SO WHEN WE SAY THAT "JANE EYRE" WILL BEAT "ST. ELMO" AS A MONEY-MAKER, YOU OUGHT TO SIT UP AND TAKE NOTICE!
And you ought to make your preparations for handling a film that will mean much to the Independent cause, much to the exhibitor, much to you. and
much to us. Our superfine production of "Jane Eyre" is by way of appreciation of THE EXHIBITORS' AND EXCHANGES' KINDLY EXPRESSED
APPRECIATION of the merits of "St. Elmo." So please push "Jane Eyre" to the best of your ability—and watch results! Remember, we want this

film judged BY THOSE RESULTS. If you can let us know what they are in your own territory, at the proper time, we would very much appreciate it.

THANHOUSER COMPANY
New Rochelle - - New York
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fl ll is not easy (or person unfanuli.it \sitli lb.. I ihr

miiiri to appreciate lio« mi.iI it i ili ii i' • rjuipment should

br the ti({hl imr. Ewjybutl) l>ut if you
make tht- ifter you havr purchased your apparatus it will

•vail you nothing.

BAUSCH & LOMB
PROJECTION LENSES

arc the standard of thr world and arc .1 by everyone familiar

with the subject. Every dealer will tell you this if he is not actuated by
motives of greater profit.

<J The point is that the clearness and brilliancy of the object upon the

screen is determined by the quality of th.- len vou use.

Projection Lens Booklet on request.

Our Name on a Photographic Lens. Microscope, Field

(>/tm. Laboratory Apparatus. L.ngineering or any other

Scientific Instnimcnl is our {.Guarantee.

Bausch & Ipmb Optical (p.
NCW YOQK WASHINGTON CHICAGO SAN TRANCISCO

london ROCHESTER.. NY. rnANKroftT

The Taylor

Correspondence School

For Theatre Managers and Opera-

tors who desire a further knowl-

edge of Moving Picture operating,

complete course $5. 00. We guar-

antee Students attending our school

class a $15.00 position. Our method

is so thorough that at date of grad-

uation Students are Practical Elec-

tricians. Complete Course $15.00

WRITE FOR PARTICULARS

F. C. TAYLOR, 49 West 28th Street, N. Y,

Telephone, 1405 Madison Square

la I thlhllora ATTENTION IlKiui.rli^^n

Moving Pictures of Prize Fights

, c.iy v> • lut 1 ma
|

No. I THIS IS Till INSWEat A OUNCE PO*ALL No. I

lly Rihibiting the .pyridine! Moving Fig
of Till'. I iGHTWBIGH I < HAMPIONSHIP - *

BATTLING NELSON and Ad. W0L6AST
Fought at Hester's Arena, I'oinl Richmond. ( alif . on Washing

s Birthday. Witnessed by 11,700 people Pronounced by the
1'ress and Public llir :allle Kyrr Fought. V
reel*, including training tiuarteri of both fighters, arena, noted
porting men, etc. Runs on average from 40 to 60 minutes.

Onlv ,1 few States remain unsold. Get busy and act quick.

No. 2 Now Ready. Within the Reach of Kvenone. No. 2

The SAM LANGFORD =JIM FLYNN
n Tar Haby) (The I'uebio Fireman)

FIGHT PICTURES !

Taken on St. Patrick's Day at Jeffrie* Arena. Vernon. Calif. '•'.

nessed by 18.900 people. Absolutely Phckerless. < ear At a
Crystal. Perfect in Kvery Detail. Made in 3 reel*. Showing full

1 -ounds with usual preliminaries 4 knock-downs Pictures both
men in training and shows pictorial views of the Golden State.
Runs on average 1$ to 45 minutes.

A WORD TO THE WISE IS SUFFICIENT
N< >. :t. ? :• V m 1 . ;;.

Write. Wlra. Phone or Call Personally on

SID IIIMKR. H. E. (II Ml MS.
KM Phelao Bldg.. 1212 Scillltr HjIHI-i. Color*

sin Fraaclsca. caill. l/oeia 5. IHO Br BfMJT, Vw Urk

The reason why

Pink Label
•TRADE MARK-

"ELECTRA"
CARBONS

are the best is that they are scientific-

ally made to stand the powerful current

at the arc. They produce the best

light under any conditions.

Don't experiment with cheap car-

bons, but use "Electra"' High Grade

Carbons and get results.

Sole Importer

HUGO REIS1NGER
I I Broadway New York City
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POWERS PICTUREPLAYS
"Salvation" Smith

A Stirring Western Drama

A young minister goes among the Cow-
boys to preach. His presence brings about

a pistol fight. Smith saves two men, and

the Cowboys vote him a thoroughbred. A
story different from all others. Full of

heart interest and some real comedy.

RELEASED MAY io, 1910

EXHIBITORS WRITE FOR FREE POSTERS

THE POWERS COMPANY
241st Street and Richardson Avenue New York City

GREATNORTHERN
Next Release, Saturday, April 30th

»Saved from the
Sultan's Judgment

An absorbing Oriental feature production of special merit

O Release for Saturday, May 7th

$ The Somnambulist
^bresflP
Stands for Quality!

* A well told and thrilling story that will strongly

interest any audience

3x7 upright and 3x15 lengthwise banners for all GREAT NORTHERN productions to

rent]by the Goodenough Company, 627-630 Century Building, St. Louis, Mo.

To Exhibitors: The BEST Film Exchanges will always supply you with OUR films. DEMAND
GREAT NORTHERN films. We supply exchanges with posters and synopsis with each reel.

Ask your exchange for them.

GREAT NORTHERN FILM COMPANY
NORDISK FILM COMPANY, COPENHAGEN

7 EAST FOURTEENTH STREET, NEW YORK CITY
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LENGTH, IOOO FEET RELEASED DATE. MAY 2

SOMETHING ORICI
AT LAST

@
CODE WORD, "CIRLS 1

!"« THE COW-BOY GIRLS
A rollicking ilnjrilnjj comedy of the Western
plains. Don't want to say too much about
it We want to hand >ou a surprise.

TRADE
I)o>vn in Old Mexico

LENGTH, IOOO FEET RELEASE DATE.

"THE POSTER IS A RINC-TAIL
TOOTER"

MARK
rhe Land <>f Sunshine

MAY 5 CODE WORD, "PAPINTA"

PAPINTA
An intense drama of Human interest, beautifuly portrayed and photography unexcelled. Posters? I should say »o)

«:i -air-m -L,i:M.rj IH^l^iJLiCJBET^UL^

A BIG PROGRA M
Released During Week of May 9th

Such as will INCREASE YOUR BOX OFFICE RECEIPTS including

CLEOPATRA
The stupendous sensation of the year And thrte screaming COMEDIES

BOOK THESE FILMS AND JUOCE FOR YOURSELF

NEW YORK I A I HE. I RlRLO CHICACO
41 West 25th Street 35 Randolph Street

Cet your Posers from the A. B. C. Co , Cleveland, Chio

EDISON FEATURE FILM FOH NtXT WttK
Mil Ml II IHAIAMLRICAMSARtMADLOt
A real American boy, cautioned

during their absence, proves hi- mettl
holding them i aptlve for horns al the

thai « 111 capture anj aodlei

No. 6628. Code. Viperiers. App. length. 455 ft.

parents to guard h ir- little

irprlsing two burglars and
in! o( mi unloaded gun. a mm

To be released Hay 10.

OTHER EDISON FILMS
HISTORY REPEATS ITSELF, a lit 1 1.- comedy classic, by Carolyn

Wells, "iiii i touch of bear! Interest fa two young lovers, detected
ni the moment of their Brsl klaa In the en, prove to the mother
thai the Incident is but a repeUtlw of her own lo>.

A dalntj little story, charmingly
No. 6627. Code. Viperidae. App. length. 540 ft. To be released May 10.

CARMINELLA. \v. Townsend'i d Men York's low<

Bide, in which an Italian flower girl who cares Cm a uiilllonalri
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its. \ strong dramatic theme with an effective toucb ••( pathos,
out by familiar types and In familial scenes of the II -i Si.li'.

No. 6629. Code, Viperinas. App. length. 720 ft. To be released May 13.

ACCIDENTS WILL HAPPEN. Here \ abort corned)
In which three Insurance "risks" are flattered beyond r gnltlon on the
scat of b of avordupols. The familiar types In the

ml the climax will "bring down the bi

No. 6630. Code. Viperino. App. length. 280 ft. To be released May 13.

THE PRINCESS AND THE PEASANT. IB No. 6631. Code.
Vipernbiss. App. length. 1.000 ft. To be released May 17.
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ft. To be released May 20.
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'MID THE CANNONS' ROAR. A lodramatlc sti

War. replete with military glamor and the thrill of battle. A tilm thai
will '"ire the
App. length.

patriotism of every American No. 6635.
1.000 ft. To be released May 27

Code. Virginibos.

Edison Oxjgen

Generator and ^aturator

(Goodyear PateMt)

WITH CALCIUM BURNER

A complete generating outfit de-

signed in take the plm-e of Oxygen
nml Hydrogen (iu» sold In cyllndi
which are cumbersome ami Imprao
thai for general use. Ovmpacl In

size, portable and entirely automatic
In Ms action.
Produces chemically pure Oxygen

directly and automatically In a

simple and direct manner. Batmator
especially designed to produce an In-

flammable vapor to take the place

of Hydrogen or Illuminating gas for

iw In calcium light Jets for pr

tlon purposes, and for blow-pipe work
generally. Our Dynamic High 1'

Calcium Light Burner has the highest

efficiency of any on the market.

PRICES:

tbont bur'

i aerator (onlj •

ii Saturator (onlj
I

Ic High l inni

IS un

Sold by all Licensed Exchanges.

Order Display Posters Of these Films from your Exchange or the A. B. C. Co., Cleveland. Ohio

EDISON MANUFACTURING CO. 71 lakeside Avenue. Orange. V J.

90 Wabash A\enue. Chicago. III.
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BOSTON—Howard Moving Picture Co.. 564 Washington Street KANSAS CITY— Tall F;!m Exchange Co.. 622 Ma:n S-.reet

CHICAGO—Kleine Optical Co.. 52 State Street. NEW YORK—P L. Waters 41 East 21st B

CLEVELAND—Lake Shore Film & Supply Co., 314 Superior Ave., N. E. PHILADELPHIA—Chas. A. Calebuff, 4th and Green ?

SAN FRANCISCO—Goo. Breok. 70 Turk Street
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The March of Progress.

A year ago, with one single exception, the moving pic

lure had not invaded the greatest amusement artery of

the United States,—we mean Broadway between Twenty-
third street and Forty-second street. The single excep-
tion was the old and foredoomed Manhattan Theater, in

which Mr. Ganes was showing his pictures. We refer to

the Manhattan Theater as being foredoomed, because that

place had long been decided upon for destruction to

make way for the Gimbel department store and, in a

sense, the Pennsylvania depot, this section of the citj

having been selected years ago for these vast improve-
ments and alterations.

Since then, what a remarkable change has come over
the aspect of things! The new Ganes Theater has be-

come a prominent feature on mid-Broadway at Thirty-
first street: then the Majestic Theater took up the pic-

ture: next the Circle Theater followed suit. More re-

cently the moving picture has become, apparently, a per-

manent factor of the entertainment program on the roof
of the Xew York Theater. So it goes. Within the last

few weeks a more significant indication of the march of

progress has manifested itself on one of Xew York's

most exclusive, fashionable and entertainment thorough-

fares. We allude to Thirty-fourth street. Thirty-fourth
street, as every inhabitant of Xew York and probably of
the United States knows, is pretty well the cent< :

things in respect of fashion. Here are concentrated many
of the best dry goods and costume establishments, h<

and the like. The Manhattan Opera House is

the street.

Hence it is we think that the Savoy Theater on Thirty-
fourth street, Xew York City, having recently adopted the

moving picture as its staple entertainment, is a fa<

such significance that it deserves special mention in our
pages. As we said before, earlier in thi- article, none of

these signs were apparent in Xew York ( "ity a year ago.

What an extraordinary change, or advance, or symptom
of progress, whichever the reader please?, has taken

pla.ee since then! Whichever aspect most commend*
itself to him, the one irrefragable fact is that the moving
picture, to quote the Gladstonian phrase, "is advancing
by leaps and bounds" in public favor. Xo other con-

struction can he put upon the fact that it has invaded,

and successfully invaded, some of Xew York's best the-

aters. We cannot, at the moment, give the exact fig-

but roughly speaking, as compared with two years

when there was not then one good theater in Xew York
City which had the moving picture as its staple enter-

tainment, there must now be at least a dozen. It is fair

to suppose, that before this present Summer i* over, there

will he many additions to this number.
This is a very encouraging state of things, hut one

with which we are not entirely satisfied. Whilst this form
of entertainment has cone ahead in Xew York City, as

we have just pointed out. it is generallv admitted that the

Empire City i^ lagging behind the re^t of the country in

many vital respects. Small country towns can boast o\

moving picture palaces that put to shame any Xew York-

show-, except, it may be. the large combination houses
formerly devoted to the drama or straight vaudeville

such as we have already alluded to. The farther We-t
we go. the more the picture is in evidence as the amuse-
ment of the classes, and the more intelligently it i<= ad-

ministered. From a report on another page it will be

seen that Chicago is the first to demonstrate what can be

done with an exclusive picture «how and proper music.

Tt is said that "A Penitent of Florence" in the Orpheum
with orchestral music, orq-an. choir voices and sound ef-

fects had ail the semblance and artistic conviction of

errand opera. The crowded houses that were attracted

tnd the widespread approval accorded to this productior

are indeed encouraginsr. The other evening at Keith &
Proctor's Twenty-third Street Theater. New York
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;ai through a long program of mixed vaudeville and

picture. < >ne item that brought the loudest applause al!

iver the house was the Biograph picture. "The \Va\ oi

the World.'
-
' This picture also called for special music

uid sound effects, and while these were rather imper

fectly produced, yet it did not prevent this marvelous

picture from being the star feature of the program. We
would like to see the ( hicago example bearing fruit here-

in New York City.

We have headed this short article, "The March oi

Progress." By that we mean to say that the picture, in

ill its manifestatii ns, is progressing in the esteem of tin

great entertainment or pleasure seeking public. This i

i discovery, of course, upon which we, ourselves, cannol

mduly plume ourselves. It is obvious for all men t<

perceive, note, and ponder over. But being a fact oi

vital importance, in connection with an industry whose

uccess we have at heart, we think it should be specificall}

toted and commented upon, for the encouragement oi all

connected with it, particularly of the few stupid persons

who allow themselves to think or be saddled with the

opinion that "cinematography is on the decline" (merely

because they have been weighed in the balance and found

wanting). All the evidence, all the facts, such as we
have just given our readers, point to an entirely opposite

state of things.

The Motion Picture Distributing and
Sales Company.

In the WORLD of January 16 we dealt in detail with

the scheme of this company, briefly called the General

Sales Company, which appeared to he a combination

dominated by two manufacturing firms—the Imp and

the New York Motion Picture Company—to form an

agency for securing control of all the independent made

film of the United States. The scheme seemed to he and

was commonly understood to be a close corporation, In

effect all the manufacturers were asked to distribute their

pictures through a restrictive channel. Moreover, it

seemed to he sought to make a profit out of the com-

bination. The profits, plainly put. were to go into the

pockets of the two companies most concerned.

The scheme within the last ten days has evoked a

storm of criticism and opposition; in fact, we do not

remember in the recent history of the moving picture

industry in the United States, any scheme which was

so openly derided. On the one hand it was called "a

little trust'"; on the other, an impudent "frame-up" on

the part of its promoters. We were loth to accept either

view. While we had assurances of the bona fides of the

scheme, still we were skeptical of its being conceived in

the best interests of the moving picture business.

Events of the last two weeks have shown that our

skepticism is well founded. The insurgent manufactur-

ers and importers declined to fall in line with the Sale-.

Company and frankl) talked "independence of Indepen-

dents." 'They held a meeting, as our columns of April

the Kith show, and uttered some very drastic criticisms,

indeed, of the projected Sales Company, chiefly on the

-rounds that the business would be in the hands of two

in- three firms who sought to control the business o1

their competitors.

Wiser conn-els and much discussion have prevailed

in the meanwhile, and the conflicting elements have got

together with a result that some sort of agreemenl or

combination has been arrived at. Instead of. to put it

bluntly, the New York Motion Picture G mpany and the

I up Company being the sole arbiters in the case, they

seem to have admitted besides themselves, amongsl man-

ufacturers, the Powers Company, and amongst import-

ers the Eclair, the Great Northern, the Cines. Itala and

Ambrosio. The Thanhouser Company, the Nestor Com-
pany have yet to qi ve in their adhesion. A Board of

Directors has been decided upon. This Board consists

of Carl Laemmle, Mr. Baumann, Mr. Steiner, Mr. Pow-
er- and Mr. Brulatour. The scheme is this, as we un-

derstand it at the present: that each of the associated

Independent manufacturers and importers contributes

one hundred dollars per week as a common fund for

the Sales Company. This fund will go for the payment
of office expenses. In return for this, each manufactur-
er and importer will have the right of marketing his

pictures to the Sales Company at a uniform rate of ten

cents per foot. The Sales Company will then distribute

the goods amongst the Independent exchanges, who will

have the right of buying so many reels a week from a

circulated list. These exchanges will be restricted to

this list of manufactured and imported films, and will

not he allowed, it is to he presumed, to trade outside

the productions of the General Sales Company's contri-

butories.

To he just to the organizers of this scheme, there is

one feature in it which commends itself to our approval:

it is this: that it seems designed to work for the general

good of the moving picture business in two aspects.

hirst, the improvement of quality. The manufacturers

themselves will act as censors of their own and each

others' films before they are sent out. A very fine idea

if it can be worked and practiced. Then, again, it is

designed to give the Independent renter a chance. Hith-

erto the Independent renter in this country has been in

this position: that he has rarely been able to obtain In-,

dependent pictures and when he could obtain them he

could not get them in sufficient quantity and of suffi-

ciently good quality.

Tn the latter regard, again, this scheme earns our
praise. Over and over again we have pointed out that

the middle man in the moving picture business is a nec-

essary, essential, and vital factor. There must be a dis-

tributing agency in every manufacturing business. We
perceive that on the licensed side there are indications

of an attempt to dispense with the services of the renter.

Economically, we believe that in the long run this will be

found to be a fallacy, because it violates a fundamental
law of modern trading. By the same process of reason-

ing .we uphold the theory that (Mi the Independent side

the Independent renter must be taken care of.

These, then, are the main outlines of the scheme of

the General Sales Company, so far as they have been

presented to us since our issue of April the 16th. It is

now a co-operative rather than a monopolistic scheme.

It is not a money-making scheme on behalf of its pro-

moters. Tt insures good quality of pictures. It gives

die Independent renter a chance. It assures that the

balance of profit shall be more evenly distributed. What
we mean by this is that during the past seven or eight

months the exhibitor and the manufacturer have got

their fair share of profit out of the business and the

renter has not got his. Now. it seems that the Inde-

pendent renter is to be restored to his proper place.

Strictly from the point of view of economics we are

hound to support such a scheme, which is founded upon
the correct principles of trading. On abstract grounds
no possible objection can be taken to it. So the matter

stands at present. There has been no ratification of

the scheme a- vet. This we are told is to be sought at

the meeting of the N. I. M. P. A. at Chicago on Mav
the 6th next, where all the details of the scheme are to

he threshed out. We reserve our final opinion upon this

'heme until the result of that meeting is known.
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"GENRK" MOTION PICTURES AM) AN EXAMPLE.

.iT.il i Li v -. have now passed sim e we sat in a

ed metropolitan theater and I a long and va

ram "i vaudeville, interspersed with motion picti

lecture and songs. With on< ion, it is difficult

us i" recall at this moment the different numbers of the

ram. We have a pleasant recollection of having

admired some ver] beautiful slides which illustrated a

sentimental song, the title of which we do not remember.
We recoiled chuckling over the ver) uncomplimentary
remarks passed between two ladies in front of us on the

fearful 1) bad acting in a one-act playlet. But the one
number on thai program that clings to our memory and
which dfev* the most marked applause from a large

and critical audience was

—

a moving picture. True,
there win- other moving pictures on the program, but.

dear reader, have you never visited an art gallery and

one single picture that you saw was ever afterwards

uppermost in your mind?
And. if you will recollect, it was a picture that told

a story. You may have admired beautiful landscapes,

charming portraits, or even clever character studies;

but the picture that stirred your emotions, that you carry

away in your mind, that becomes a pari of you, is the

picture tlmt told a story, or, in academical parlance, a

genre picture.

The pseudo artist sits in his garret and turns nut

"pot-boilers" by the score—marines, land-cape- of for-

eign clime-—with no other inspiration save the lour

• wall- and the dollars in view. The rial artist goes to

the scene he essays to paint. He studies it- varying
Is— for there are mood- in Mature. Having de-

cided upon his mode of ex] he follows the out-

line- of the scene before him sufficiently close to give

the necessary touch of realism.

Ponder over thi-. some of ye would-be moving picture

artists, for the day has passed for empiricism in moving
picture making and you have to deal with a public that

has no sympathy with mediocrity. The public will no
er stand for brick houses, telegraph pole- and

mounted police in Greenland scenes, or Wild West thrill-

er- perpetrated in New Jersey. If the picture die- not

tell a strong enough story to h< Id the interest undivided,
the public at lea-t look for realism. Studi 5 of OUt-

subjects, however well done, rarely impre--. In

other word- the moving picture arti-t must go to the

scenes of hi- plot and <,ret the atmosphere and realism.

But, as we have intimated, even the correct transcrip-

tion <<i Nature i< only the lowest form of art.

Shakespeare defined art as the "mirror held up to

Nature." There is another definition by Emerson that

we like better and it more fittingly applies to the picture

we have in mind: "Art is Nature passed througli the

alembic of man." Shakespeare's definition may be very
fittingly applied to the average motion picture, but how
few there are to which Emerson's definition can be
justly applied! How few motion picture plays there are
that give evidence of having been distilled through a

master mind ! Or. what is equally good or even better,

distilled through several intellects.

Last week we drew attention to the pictorial aspect
of art in motion pictures. There are many forms, many
grades and many classes of pictorial art and the-e all

have their parallels in motography. The allegorical and
historical picture- are in a class by themselves. They
call for an outlay of patient research for accuracy of
detail, but the poetic or creative opportunity is negligi-
ble. It is in the ^rnrc picture that the moving picture
artist can best show the working of his own mind

—

"the alembic of man." It is the genre picture that stirs

a pictun World." which
1 to

above and i

mem<
"I In- v the W<

life with a i

trengthened b) tin- reali

of San < labriel Mis
borers in the field. It i 1 by the sharp

trasts between nd sin, tin- former hai

with due reverence and tin- latter delicat a in

its ugli( :. The poetic mind i- evident in the
deft touches that symbolize man'- inhumanity to man and
woman

—

which i- "the way of the world." Hut al-

though thi- great picture may have emanated from one
mind, we do not detract from the arti-t'- -kill or betray

confidences when we say that double distillation in the
alembic of other mind- is responsible for i

4

fairly beyond criticism. Moving picture art is so many
sided and so exacting in it- requirements that critical

discussion is required in the Studio over a picture be

it is signed, sealed and delivered. Thi- i- the rule in

the studio which told the story of "The Way of the

World," and told it so plainly, SO artistically and so con-
vincingly, that the spectator cannot fail to understand
and appreciate it.

Coming so closely on the heel- of another genre mas-
terpiece, "Thou Shalt Not," the highest aver • qual-

ity surely belong- to the Biograph Company and the

world at large is indebted to these able exponent- of this

modern art. r. p. ChA!

Curiosities of Independence
The kaleidoscopic changes that are taking place in the

moving picture field are bringing about some cui

situations. Each day brings forth it- crop of rui

chiefly in respect of movement, and movement-. tow

"independence." Thi- manufacturer or that r

that theater i- going, or has gone, Independent. Thi-
i- the kind of new- that i- reaching US nearly every morn-
ing with almost the -ame regularity as our bottle of milk.

A year ago very few renter- went Independent. They
were made Independent by logical event-. They had no

alternative. There were, however, some voluntary Inde-

lents, who last year fought their own battle- with

little or ii'
i assistance from Independent manufactui

because, as a matter of fact, until about last August there

were practically no Independent American manufactui
to supply Independent renters with film-.

But now the situatii n has changed. There are several

Independent manufacturer-. Also there are renter- either

voluntarily or involuntarily going Independent. A
curious situation ha- developed out oi thi-. The
wart-, who went voluntarily Independent last year, view

with a certain amount oi lack of sympathy, the fact that

some men are goinc Independent now who remained

licensed just as long as they could get licensed films.

Indeed, we have heard talk of po--ible objection of volun-

tary Independent- to involuntary Independent-.

This is a phase of the matter not foreseen by anyb'

Yet. now that it has arisen, it has to be dealt with. We
shall be curious to see the issue of it. We are for freedom
of trade all around. On the other hand, it seem- a bit

hard that those who win a battle should not enjoy all

the fruits of it. That i- the portion of affairs which is

exciting some little attention.
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Vaudeville in Moving Picture Theatres.
By Robert Grau.

No greater injustice can befall the moving picture

industry than a perpetuation of the present policy of pre-

senting vaudeville acts in the theaters which came inlc

being as a result of the tremendous vogue of motion
photography. Temporarily the public created by the

greatest factor in the history of entertaining may wel-

come the intrusion, but the situation is characterized b)

features which may well cause serious thinkers who have

the future of the world's greatest amusement attraction

•close to their hearts, to look on in amazement, if noi

alarm.

It was not vaudeville or any part of that phase of the

general, amusement scheme which revolutionized the the-

atrical map and brought into being 30,000 new places of

amusement within three years. It was the moving pic-

turc, almost despised by the vaudeville manager and used
by him as a "chaser"' more often than not. Half of New
York's best theaters, no longer able to find a source oi

maintenance, were made paying institutions through the

medium of the motion picture.' The writer recalls how.
on the opening night of Lumiere's Cinematopraphe at

Keith's Union Square Theater in July, 1894, he was one

of a group who sat spellbound and enthralled at the ex-

traordinary spectacle then on view. That night, J. Austin

Fynes made the prophecy that within a full decade vaude-
ville would have to reckon with this new factor—or be

obliterated by it.

That Mr. Fynes' view was also held by Messrs. Keith

& Proctor we know now, for they have turned six of

their seven theaters in the Manhattan district into moving
picture theaters, and the Fifth Avenue Theater is main-
tained for vaudeville solely that the booking system of

which Mr. Keith is the head may have a metropolitan

outlet.

I have made observation's carefully since the policy of

adding acts of vaudeville in these theaters has been in-

augurated and have found that while the expenses have

been vastly increased the receipts have not kept pace with

the new condition, and in cities where theaters are yet

conducted on the old policy of strictly picture exhibits

those of this class are in greater vogue than ever. Of
course a new policy in its early stages will arouse large

interest, but on every hand one may hear protests, while

time is certain to develop a state of affairs which will

admit of no remedy. Already the methods which brought
on the original stampede are gradually being shifted.

Every day that this mode of procedure prevails in the

motion picture industry is one day nearer for the wishes
of vaudeville managers to reach realization. Every
vaudeville act added to the program in theaters, resur-

rected from doom by the men who turned them into gold
mines with the aid of the camera man, is a double step

in the retrograde march backward.
Men like Marcus Loew, Wm. C. Gane, William Fox

and others who have seen their names emblazoned to

fame and their fortunes expanded to great proportions,

make the error of their lives if they permit their ambi-
tions to defeat them in their operations. The day will

come when audiences will "flop" from their theaters to

the bigger establishments. The difference in price is

growing smaller. These men have created millions of
new theatergoers, their service has been public spirited

and ennobling, but let them take heed ere it is too late.

The moving picture itself needs no protector, it is here
for all time and its vogue will increase, but there is cer-

tain to come in the wake of all this vaudeville introduc-

tion a new era for the motion picture and with it will

trail along a new set of managers who will build enor-

mous sized theaters, and present only films.

Every manager with the least tendency towards show-
manship in his makeup will realize the situation as it is.

A rising generation of moving picture showmen is look-

ing on ; they will come into the field which their prede-

cessors enriched for them and when a return is made
to first principles the two will be found in competition.

We know that one faction can't lose.

There is a saying, "We do these things better in

France," which is strikingly appropriate in view of these

impressions. The stars of the Paris opera are found
posing for moving pictures, while Bernhardt, Rejane and
Mounet Sully, names that have been used in America to

conjure our public at double prices, are actually seen in-

terpreting the important roles of their illustrious careers

almost within a stone's throw of the theaters they glorify

;

yet they are glad to succumb to the temptations which
it is possible for the big European corporations to offer

for the despised moving picture. Verily, vaudeville is

not needed in Paris to add to the effect.

PICKING A SHOW.
In his article in these columns, in the issue of April 9,

Brother Rothapfel has taken the words out of my mouth
and robbed me of a theme I had been nursing for some
time past, namely, picking a show.
On second thought, his article might be more properly

termed "arranging a show" than selecting it, and I am
grateful to Brother Rothapfel in that he did not exhaust
the subject in one writing, but rather gracefully paved
the way for further discussion of that very important
distinction between a real exhibitor and a "rube," the

ability to pick a show and pick it right.

I attribute no small measure of my local popularity as

an exhibitor to the care I always took in selecting a
well balanced program. One of my strongest guiding
principles was the title of one of Geo. M. Cohan's songs,

slightly altered, "Always Leave Them Laughing When
They Say Good-bye." Send them out laughing and
they'll come back again for more. Senel them out weep-
ing and soon you will find them avoiding your place

without their really knowing why.

Many years' experience in show business before mov-
ing pictures came around taught me by instinct how to

conduct a show when I first found myself an exhibitor of

moving pictures. Selecting a program was a matter of

seconcl nature to me to which I gave little thought until

I came into contact with some of these wise ( ?) opera-

tors and exchange men, a very few of whom had ever

trouped with a show in their lives. Green hands, en-

trusted by managers with all the importance and delicate

task of selecting the evening's entertainment.

Please don't think I'm down on operators on account

of that kidding article of mine a few weeks ago, called

"A New Race of Degenerates." That was a case of "If

the shoe fits, put it on." Quite a number put the shoe
on and I have been soundly whacked by no less personages
than Thomas Bedding, F.R.P.S., F. A. Richardson and
operators by the score.

However, to repeat, much of my popularity was due to

the pains I took in selecting the programs. Patrons
often told me that they never enjoyed pictures at any
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other place a> tin> did at mine, and ventured to remark
that 1 had a u rig better pictures than the

other fellows, when, as am tting

the same thiii verybodj knows. But cue thing my
patrons did no! know ua-. about the daily scraps 1 used

i through at the exchange to get what I wanted.

Invariably the bone-headed sauerkraut, whom 1 I

very much, would hand me my two-subject reels with

the comedies uii first and the drama-- last, and invariably

I would wrangle and argue until 1 got them changed
about. "Nobody vants de corned} last," pleaded im
friend, his name, by the way, is Krousemeyer, I don't

mind telling because this is a truthful article. "Every-
body vants de drahma." he Wi uld say. "All pipples dey
likes de drahma de last and dats vy it is how you git it

vot it i^." Weber and Fields never had anything on
Krousemej
Sometimes an East Side operator would get into the

argument and say: "That's right, the people like the

dramas last," and right there is where I would jump on
the butter-in and make him prove the statement if he
could. "How do you know!-" I would roar, for it al-

ways got my goat to hear these one-season showmen tell-

ing what the people want. The answer was invariably

evasive or non-committal ; they couldn't tell why they

thought so, but they thought so just the same.

"Now look here, old chap: were you ever with a

show in your life?" I would ask.

"Not with a regular show," would be the usual reply.

"Then you admit you don't know anything about show
bu- : -

"Well, not about regular shows, no."

"Can you give me your reasons for saying that the

people want the program to close with the most thrilling

drama you've got ?"

"Well, not specially, only I think it's best to give them
the strongest thing last— it sends them out excited."

"Oh. you think it's best, do you? I'm not asking what
you think: what do they think—the audience? You
haven't given me any reason at all for vour argument

:

now I'll give you reasons for mine. What do you see

in most of the heavy staq-e dramas, when the dramatist
has brought his audience to tears and terror? He rounds
it up with a quick turn of humor by the comedian that

than r

:t of

put \..nr ill

drai.

1

1

true
around I

matinee and hi ar th< h a pal

:iing

let ? 1 ell n to K:
Mr. Rothapfel's little A

• for an a; :;d a
comed\ for the anti-climax. At the beginning of a pro-

gram an audience is in a quieter ve mood
they have not had ti: hose

who do not like scenic pictur - sit through
them for the -.'ike of what is to I while those who
do like them are en; .t. Rememl are

a lot of different t .lease.

But pray tell me, when the sect

The operators come in and declare that the people do not
want scenics and consequently the exchai not buy
them. And lure we have the old trouble again. The
operator or messenger, if you please, claims that the
people do not want them, but it is safe that the

poor public has not been consulted at all and the oper-

ator is once more following his own likes and dislikes

as a criterion of what the people want. Meanwhile his

manager is either too busy or ignorant to notice this

state of affair-.

By the time the heavy drama is over the audienr

more or less excited an nd it becomes neces-

sary to change their n . ing them more
drama, but by swinging in with your rippling comedy.
If the next reel is half drama, then that drama should

be on the reel first in order to finish with the comedy.
orgie Crhan is bowman. His judgment is

good enough for me, and I believe in the wisdom of
his little song, "Always Leave Them Laughing When
You Say Good-eye."

II. F. Hoffman.

THE SINGING AND TALKING PICTURE.
What Is Its Future?

The passing of the Cameraphrne Company closed an
interesting and important chapter in the historv of the

moving picture. Two years ago it seemed, chiefly b\

the agency of this company, as if we were on the eve

of the realization of an old dream of the inventor, thai

is. the combination of the phonograph, with the moving
photograph. In other words, of offering to the public

what is known as the singing and talking picture. But
with the disappearance of the Cameraphone Compam
from the field, we seem to be suffering a setback in the

realization of this dream.
On the other hand, the line of practical work is by nc

means extinct. In the first place, there is the Gaumont
Chronophone. which is popular with audiences in the

United States. We heard and favorably commented upon
this beautiful piece oi apparatus about a year ago. Yet
curious to tell, it does not seem to have made its way into

the moving picture theater oi Xew York City, and we dc
not hear so much of it in the country as we should like

to. Then there is the Cinephone. which has been thf

subject, to say the least of it. oi a somewhat varied, if

not romantic, career in this country since its introduction

here a year ago. Fourthly, there is a solitary moving pic-

ture house in Xew Y >rk City which gives a di

the singing picture known as the Fotophone. We allude

to the Fden Musee, on Twenty-third street.

Matters then stand to-day pretty well where they -tood

twelve montl Perhaps on the whole they are i

encouraging now than then, because of the added expe-

rience which American and other inventors have acquired

It is not our present object to inquire as to why the

Cameraphone failed. It seemed to be an excellent scheme
for combining phonographic effects with those of the

moving picture, yet it is the barest truth to say that i»

was not a public success. We saw and heard the system

under conditions which inclined think that there

was a great future for it. Apparently, however, it was
before its time and has gone the way of many concep-

tions that are too previous.

From what we hear, public interest in the matter i- by-

no means dead, so that the field before Messrs. Gaumont
and the Cinephone and the Fotophone is as large as ever

In our opinion the singing and talking moving picture

is bound sooner or later to become a permanent feature
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of the moving picture theater. The immediate object of

this article is to place on record the fact that public

interest in the matter is not dead, and to advise the reader

to keep himself on the qui vive with regard to probable
early developments of these singing and talking pictures.

Seen and heard under the best possible conditions these

subjects arc so real, so lifelike, and so attractive, that

we never falter in our opinion that the inventive mind
will overcome the practical difficulties that are at present

in the way, and so pave the ground for the commercial
and artistic success of the combined phonograph and
photograph.

Reference to the subject would be incomplete without
mentioning the fact that it is generally understood the

Edison Company are at work in perfecting a synchroniz-

ing system for vocalized moving pictures. We do not
know how far the company have progressed in their ex-

periments, but it may reasonably be assumed that in due
course they will put a satisfactory system on the market.

This adds, then, a fourth possibility in the field. Since
we started to write this little article we have heard further

from Messrs. Gaumont on the subject, and they tell us

that their Chronophone, under their recently inaugurated
system of educating exhibitors and operators, is acquiring
increased popularity. They are booking one-week shows
in one theater in every town of New England, and, judg-
ing from the demand, they may have to send out other
demonstrators. Several exhibitors have written us in

glowing terms of the success of the talking picture and
its drawing power on the week they had it. The New
Bedford (Mass.) "Times" gives the Nickel Theater of

that town a good boost on the excellence of the Harry
Lauder pictures and the clearness of his songs on the

Chronophone.
Answering our own question, then, which forms the

sub-title of this article, we would say that the future of

the singing and talking photograph is at this moment
fuller of promise than ever it was.

Remarkable Demonstration of Moving Pictures.

The splendors of opera would naturally seem to be be-
yond the reach of the moving picture exhibitor. But the
world does move, and progress in moving picture art is one
of the wonders of the age we live in. The film manufactur-
ers have proven that they are capable of doing full justice

to the spectacular features—Edison has given us "Faust"
and others, and the Vitagraph Company scored a recent"

success with "Elektra." The Moving Picture World has
for some time been urging the exhibitor to rise to the oc-
casion and present the work of the film manufacturer in

suitable surroundings and with appropriate musical accom-
paniments. This seemed to be the one thing needed to
place this form of entertainment on the highest plane and
command the patronage of the better and more intelligent

classes.

We do not like to blow our own horn, but we may be
allowed to quote the remark of a leading film manufacturer
that "the Moving Picture World is the one paper that has
led the way by precept and suggestion to better things and
higher ideals."

We have worked for and with the exhibitor and find the
majority of them ready to fall into step in the march of
improvement.
Not even our meanest traducer can deny the fact that

the highest ninnacle of perfection yet reached in moving
picture exhibition was witnessed last week in Chicago, and
due to the efforts of the Moving Picture World. No JTudas
can rob Mr. Bradlet, our Chicago representative, of the

credit and glory of having engineered this brilliant success.
When he found that the Orpheum Theater was making
great effort to show good pictures with appropriate music
and sound effects, he encouraged and helped them. It was
a comparatively easy task, as both Mr. Levine, the man-
ager, and Mr. King, the music director, were only too glad
to do all in their power to improve their work. The Amer-
ican Film Service, who supply the program to the Orpheum,
also entered into the spirit of the thing, and possibly to
their loss, as the system of standing orders does not allow
cither renter or exhibitor to be guided by quality in the selec-

tion of the programme.
The result of Mr. Bradlet's work and suggestions was

that Chicago theatergoers had the pleasure of witnessing
the most unique and impressive moving picture show that
has yet flitted across the screen.

The Film Story.

"The Penitent of Florence" is a film that lends itself to
the use of impressive music and sound effects. The scene c

are laid in the beautiful city of Florence, in the eleventh
century. There are three prominent characters, mother and
two sons of whom she is boastfully proud. A fit of jealousy
rouses the temper of one when he sees the other serenad-
ing the lady of his dreams. He grapples with the serenade!
and fells him to the ground. With the dreadful thought
that he has killed his brother he runs and confesses to his

mother, who rebukes him for his hideous crime and he
slinks away into the world, an outcast. Lorenzino, how-
ever, recovers, but Gillio, not knowing this, keeps in hiding
and broods over his crime. We. find him amongst the

merry-makers of the city who thrust wine upon him and

he falls asleep, only to dream the truth. His dreams are
presented in the picture, which shows him in the days that
are past, in company with his mother and brother in the
holy sanctuary. He wakens and hurries to Florence and
arrives at the cathedral during the holy festivities of Good
Friday; he sees his brother led in by the mother, who both
seem to pray for his return. The penitent hears the famil-
iar voice of his brother in the rendition of the Alleluia
alone; he can hold back no longer, but hurries to his side

and blends his charming voice with Lorenzino's, which
brings us to the strong finale, the forgiveness of the "Peni-
tent of Florence."
This picture in itself is a beautiful subject and its beauty

was greatly enhanced by the rendition of appropriate music
which added greatly to the charm. At the Orpheum every
possible aid to the success of this film was given. The
majestic tones of the organ blending with the deep, melo-
dious harmony of the church-bell chimes, gave rest and
repose to many a weary shopper and toiler along State
street who was reminded of Longfellow's pretty comment
on the restful powers of music:

"And the night shall be filled with music,
And the cares that infest the day
Shall fold their tents like the Arabs,
And as silently steal away."

At the very first scene, the spectators were amazed. In-
stead of hearing ragtime music on a piano, they heard the
organ pealing the melodious notes of Gounod's "Pontifical
March." To complete the church atmosphere, Mr. King
had arranged a set of muffled chimes, giving the perfect
illusion of bells ringing in the belfry. Another great sur-
prise was sprung on the audience as the two young men
appeared in the choir loft; the spectators were spellbound
at hearing the soft voices coming from behind the curtain.

SAMUEL I. LEVIN,
Manager of the Orpheum Theater,

Chicago. The first house to

give a specially arranged musi-
cal program with the pictures.

WILLIAM E. KING,
Orchestra Director, who arranged

the special musical program for

the Gaumont masterpiece, "A
Penitent of Floreuce."
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THE ORPHEUM, THEATER,

Chicago, 111.

It was so realistic that persons unfamiliar with motion pict-

ures were sure that the boys shown on the screen were
the real singers. Mr. King had arranged to make the scene
of the serenade under the window of the lady as true as

possible. The orchestra stopped so as to respect the silence

of the night, and, when the boy shown on the screen started

to serenade, we heard a mandolin in the orchestra.
Talk of all your phonographs, synchronizers, etc.; none

can approach the clever work of the Orpheum Theater!
As it would take pages to describe this remarkable rendi-

tion, let us say that Mr, King had adapted a special selection

for each scene from the best known composers end that
every effect was rendered with the minutest details, making
the rendition realistic. It was no more a moving picture,

it was what one could term an opera; it was a delicious
musical treat which called for numerous favorable comments
from the spectators. To use an expression freely heard as
folks were leaving the theater. "It was sublime."
The fact that the theater was packed at the evening shows

is a proof that the well-satisfied patrons of the Orpheum
Theater had circulated the good ncv

Letters praising the show have been received at the Xew
York and Chicago offices of the World. The Orpheum
people say that it outclassed the Roosevelt picture show
and had it beaten in receipts. Mr. Bradlet has been ap-
proached by other Chicago exhibitors to engineer similar

performances. But this one was only undertaken to dem-
onstrate what can be done—and what will be done when
more intelligent and unselfish men are in control of the
rental and exhibiting end of the business.

Musical Program for Penitent of Florence.

Arranged by William E. King. Music Director of the
Orpheum Theater. Chicago, 111.

At opening—March (March Pontificate, by Ch. Gounod).
To Choir Loft— Hymn. (Chorus— "Hallelujah for the

Cro-
To Street Scene—Waltz.
To Boy Serenades L'nder Window (Mexican Serenade).

5 gue into allegro moderato.
To Boy Exit- ssion of the Attack—allegro moderato.
To Boy Is Leaving Home—Song | Flee as a Bird).
To Boy Ts Brought Into House—Plaintive.
To Boy Enters' Tavern— (Steii

To Boy Plays on Mandolin—(Mexican Serenade).

J.

To I
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ranged by W. E. King, the the Or-
pheum orchi

We found upon inquiry that Mr. the

Chi 'he

originator of thi card and that the World
had mailed like messages to the number of Bi

eral thousand.
Needless to nderfully pleased

to be a representative of the "advanced state of

the Art at the present."

LEROY T. GOBEL.

the genial press agent of the ' who,
nter-

. at the Orpheum Theater and helped
to prove the ' produc:
The sue '

is

optimist, who inti the exhil

that is convincing.
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Observations
BY OUR MAN #>.

ABOUT TOWN
A few nights ago I was stopping in front of a film ex-

change and the following was handed me, evidently by a

person who had identified me with the "Man-About-Town."
I turned it over to the editor and he, in turn, turned it over

to me for reply:
"Man-About-Town: You tell us to look for the bug-a-

boo man. That is all right. Every operator should at all

times be able and ready to qualify whenever called upon.

He should also set a good example for the 'grinders' who will,

in time, apply for a license; but suppose a man who is per-

fectly qualified goes before the board and is turned down

—

what can he do? What I want to know is, can a man who
has the qualifications present himself to any other body after

the electrical board of the city department turns him down?
By answering these few questions you will accommodate
many operators, including Yours truly,

"AN OLD TIMER."

In replying to this I want to say that I firmly believe no
old timer has failed to pass an examination before the local

(New York) board of examiners. I also wish to say that the

majority of the cases that have come under my examination
recently have conclusively shown that a great many operators
are bluffs, working for cheap money, and preventing qualified

men from getting what belongs to them. In this connection
I wish to say that there are a number of operators in the

union who have no more right to be there than some men
have the right to be President of the United States. I am
not violating any oath, or pledge of secrecy, when I say this.

I am telling the unvarnished truth. I believe that the course
of events will eventually prove, that it is better that one
hundred qualified operators should compose a union, than
have two hundred and fifty comprise an aggregatisn. Quality,

not numbers, counts. It is for this reason that I endorse
the policy of the electrical board. Too many exhibitors

have had relatives who have been able "to run a machine."
In other words, "I pay for my films and if I burn them up
I will pay for them; my brother-in-law is a good man, and
I trust him." Yes, he may be the best man on earth, but
you must not put the picture business on a par with the
chestnut roaster. You may turn the handle of the roaster

and put the product in a bag, but the time is past when you
can run the films in a bag. The time is past when you can
get a machine and films into your house and tell your brother-
in-law, or your son, to go to supper and you will run the
machine while he is gone. The boo-ge man is around. And
let me tell you he is not there to hold the job for the union
man. He is there in behalf of the city department as weil

as the Board of Fire Underwriters, who represent the various
insurance companies.

There are many people in this world who think that influ-

ence beats the law. In nine cases out of ten it does—for a

time. But at a critical period a cog slips and then the smart
one finds himself stalled. The safest way is always the best.

I was reading the other day about an elephant connected
with the Barnum & Bailey circus faltering upon crossing the

(new) Manhattan Bridge for the reason that it had been
accustomed for years to crossing the old Brooklyn Bridge.
I am willing to give the elephant all due credit for its

reputed sagacity, but at the same time I look upon the
report as a bit of astute press work, for the reason that an
el< pliant will always test to its own satisfaction the strength
of a bridge before crossing it, and no doubt could enter the
elephantine mind as to the Manhattan Bridge. Now, I am
not boosting the city, nor the builders of the new bridge, but
I use the simile as a tip to operators. The turning of the
handle of a projecting machine can be done by a baby. The
real operator knows his machine and all its connections. He
can overcome a slight mishap when a novice will lose a

show. If his employer decides to discontinue the use of one
machine he has enough intelligence to be able to install

another without the assistance of a specialist or an expert.
In other words, the true operator is a man who knows when
he reaches a bridge; and the honest one is the man who has
sense enough not to cross the bridge when he is in doubt as

to his ability. I believe I voice the sentiments of all union
operators when I say there are many among them who do

not know a bridge from solid ground, and in voicing that
sentiment I am convinced that the city department is actually,

if not consciously, co-operating with the union operators in

cutting out applicants who cannot toe the scratch.
* * *

One point must be considered: A qualified operator is

worth a dozen wdio are not qualified. The qualified man will,

in nine out of ten cases, run an entire season without the
least concern or worriment to his employer. More than
that, being on a union wage scale, he will frequently do, and
suggest, things that will more than repay his employer for

the difference in salary for first-class labor. Many exhib-
itors do not realize this, but it is a fact.

* * *

Labor journals and labor advocates are in abundance. It

is a pity that better judgment is not shown by some of them.
I want to say that the element supervising the moving pic-

ture operators have displayed the keenest judgment. One
great stroke for the benefit of all that they have made is the
co-operation with the municipal authorities in the matter of
operators. And I want to say this (I have it upon good au-
thority): The examination of applicants to the union is more
strict than that applied by the municipal department. This
is no reflection upon the latter. It is simply that the union
operators are naturally, on account of their varied and actual
experience, better qualified to examine applicants. I can
plainly see that this declaration may invoke a challenge from
the municipal department. 1 have but one answer: Let that

department enforce a rule that it will not admit to examina-
tion an application who cannot produce a certificate that he
has passed an examination by the union.

* * *

Of course, I can see an immediate objection to this, namely:
If a man does not wish to join the union he cannot pass an
examination, and this is against public policy, because the
municipal board only recognizes citizens, and not any par-
ticular class. But who are better qualified to test an appli-

cant than the practical men? If there is so much in the
qualification, does it not pay the applicant to join the union?
He is not bound to stay there. It is not the purpose of the
union to kill a qualified man, but, as I understand it, to
keep out of line unqualified men who get licenses to the
detriment of men who are qualified.

* # #

I have before me copies of a paper that assumes to be
the champion of the operators, and in every case find the
main arguments are directed towards getting operators "into
line." Swell the ranks, as it were, and increase the sub-
scription list. That is not an honest, policy. The main
point is to tell the truth. It is better to have one hundred
operators who are qualified and for whom you are willing
to vouch than to have a bloated population of eight hundred.
If I were the managing editor of the Moving Picture World
I would rather have fifty paid-up subscriptions of bona fide

operators than have five hundred borrowing readers who
were in doubt as to whether they could pass an examination.
To my mind that is the spirit that leads to success in all

quarters. It is not quantity—but quality. You may brag
about being the friend of the operator, but he is just as cute
and keen as any in the business. There are many operators
that have more intelligence and know more than the men
who run the shows. Unfortunately, some of them get a

swelled head and make a mistake in showing this. But the
fact still stands that in all points of the game, quality, and
not quantity, should be the guiding rule. I know of some
operators who could manage shows in a manner that would
eclipse fully sixty per cent, of some of the managers. But
you know the way of the world—some are halt, lame or
blind—and in this case it is the want of capital.

* * *

To go back to the original question, as asked by "An Old
Timer.'' I would say I have nothing authoritative on the
question, but I believe that if any applicant feels he has
been unjustly turned down by the Department of Electricity
he has the right to go before the Supreme Court and secure
a mandamus for a re-examination. Of course, in such an
event it is up to the applicant to test the bridge and satisfy

himself that it (the examination) is safe—like the elephant.
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The Roosevelt pictures -the genuine Roosevelt pictun
arc ti ition oi the hour in tin- United States. Im
in them i^ not likely to diminish i tiderable time I

should n
I irprised it they are in vogue at the time

when Mr. R evelt himself returns to tliis country in June.
in the remarkable man him is to be

accumulative, and be will probably have the biggest recep-
tion oi all, when, to quote the popular phrase, he "returns
from Elba." Let us hope, however, that like the other great
man who returned from Elba to France last century be will

not meet with his Waterloo in his native land. Perish the
thought'

* * *

\s I have a remote personal interest in the personality
of the producer of these pictures (I mean Mr. Kearton, who
made the negatives), I have thought that it might heighten
interest in them amongst the thousands OI readers of The

Id it' I say a few words this week about Mr. Kearton.
Ir is many years since the Brothers Kearton, two British
photographers, turned their attention to animal and bird

photography. Amongst naturalists the work of these men
in recording the habits and life of animal creation is justly

renowned, even in the United States. Before Mr. Roosevelt
left the Presidential chair. Richard Kearton paid him a

visit at Washington and it is probable that on that occasion
some arrangement was come to whereby Kearton was to
have the opportunity of making moving pictures of Mr.
Roosevelt's African wanderings.

The rr-nlts of the Keartons i^ embodied in a scries of

beautiful books of British bird and animal life. One brother
took the photographs and the other wrote the books. I

have some of those books with me now, and they form
very delightful reading. Moreover, I have had some expe-
rience in animal photography. I have taken photographs
in Zoological Gardens, photographs of gulls on the wing,
ducks, peacocks, horses and the like. So in a small way
I know something about the practical difficulties of the
work. The Keartons, however, soared higher than the ma-
jority of us who are content with making snap shots on
terra :",rma of the animal kingdom.

What would you say to a man letting himself down by
means of a rope three or four hundred feet on the face of

a cliff, beneath him being the swirling waters of the North
Sea. dashing on the rocks some hundred feet below? Slung
around his neck would be the photographic apparatus, so

that while being suspended in mid-air, he would have to

manipulate the camera, open the lens on some rare wild

fowl m its nest in order to make an exposure! This would
require considerable nerve, would it not? Yet, it would be
quite an ordinary achievement for Mr. Kearton. Or, again,

what exemplary patience would be required for a photog-
rapher to secrete himself in an artificial tree for many
hours, with the lens of the camera pointed through a little

hole, in order that an exposure might be made on some
timid bird or animal, who would be scared right away by
the slightest sound of movement cither of the man in the

tree or the noise of the shutter on the camera. But this is

the kind of work that Kearton cheerfully undertook in order

to get his results.
* * *

The difficulties of making these African negatives were,

of course, great. Then, the exposures being obtained, there

was the carrying of the film through all sorts of climates

likely to damage the sensitized ribbon and mar the effects

to be obtained in development. Everybody who has had
anything to do with photography in tropical and sub-tropical

climates will know that the damp, humidity, and variation of

temperature are factors which have to be reckoned with.

Work of this kind has not the sweet simplicity of crank
turning in the wilds of Xew Jersey for the purpose of

making wild West dramas for presentation on the screen.

Every allowance must be made for the difficulties which
confronted Kearton in his work.

"» ears and animals and the
like with tin- ordinal , natural
process of trai the moving pictui i for
his work, or part ot j( time ago I nad with interest
that Ii'- bad been successful in rendering the mechanism of
the moving picture > in its action that
he was enabled t t the vegetation
of the count! that he Could obtain moving
picture-, of rare birds in their hal they live. It will

in, therefore, that Kearton brought to bear on his
work in Africa a highly trained intelli) ad unequalled
knowledge of the difficulties to be encountered and sur-
mounted.

* *

That the Roosevelt pictures do not show the very highest
kind of photography is therefore explicable on very simple
grounds. Work of the kind is necessarily a compromise.
The conditions are not under the photographer's control;
he cannot pose his objects; he cannot control the light;

he has to battle with circumstances that arise on the instant
and are absolutely unforeseen. Therefore, from every aspect,
the pictures must be considered a triumph of opportunist
moving picture photography.

Another man who has made a name in the photography of

birds and animals is Oliver Pike. Pathe, a little while ago,
released a picture of his, illustrative of bird life, which
highly successful. Pike is another man who has turned
his camera upon the animal creation with good results and,

like Kearton, has translated himself from stationary work to

moving picture work. It is probable that an audience when
looking upon these pictures do not realize the difficulties

of making them. With regard to the Roosevelt pictures,

exhibitors generally do not seem to be aware of those dif-

ficulties. They, in fact, have not advertised them so well

as they might have done. Very probably they have relied

upon the personality of Mr. Roosevelt for attracting the

public. I think they might have made more of the fact

that the photographs were obtained under extraordinary dif-

ficulties. Whether the public cares to know or not is an-

other matter. Possibly not. The public looks for results

and does not concern itself much how they are obtained.

I speak of the public generally; but there are enormous
numbers of visitors to moving picture theaters who appre-

ciate the technical difficulties of the work and are interested

in knowing how those difficulties are surmounted.

* *

While T am on the Mibicct of Mr. Roosevelt and his wan-

derings, it is to be hoped that we may see in this country

some moving pictures of the principal scenes of his Euro-

pean tour. I have not seen in any of the newspapers that

moving pictures of him have been shown in Italy, France,

Austria and the other places he has so far visited. But it is

a tolerablv sure thing that when he goes to London, which

is the center of topical photography, on May the 15th next,

many moving pictures will be made and shown in the music

halls' on that same evening. Here. then, will be the oppor-

tunitv for somebodv in this country to get pictures showing

the kind of reception an ex-President of the United States

receives abroad. It is the first time that an ex-President

has had such a reception. It will be remembered that Grant

went around the world and was made much of. But in those

days photography had not reached its present zenith, and the

moving picture camera was unknown.
* * »

From mv point of view the European pictures of Mr.

Roosevelt should be of just as much interest as the African

rictures. Outside the moving picture theaters in New York

City just now one reads the legendary inscription. "Roose-

velt in Africa." And why not have a few reels devoted to

"Roosevelt in Eui There are quite two months ahead

of us before Mr. Roosevelt lands in Xew York. It is to be

hoped that advantage will be taken of the hint I am here

giving.
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CHICAGO NOTES.

ments, who represents the Sid Hester interests
in Chicago and. in fact, all of the Eastern territory, returned
last week from New York, where he has been spending a

in pushing hjs flghl pictures to the front. He is elated
over his successful visit and gives us news of his success
in a statement that he has opened a New York office in the
Holland Building, where he will direct exhibits throughout
the New England States, Pennsylvania and New York. The
Great Western Film Company, who manufacture the films
for Messrs. Clements and Hester, will, beginning with the
15th of May, issue regular releases in addition to the special
light pictures. The next light picture release will be that
of the McFarland-Welsh bout to be held soon in London,
England.

Extensive preparations are now under way for the ex-
hibition of the Hester fight pictures in Europe. Mr. Clements
seems very enthusiastic over this new venture, which bids
fair to prove a most successful one. It is a known fact that
very few large matches are "pulled off" in Europe, and the
fight fans being just as thick there as here, it looks like a
winning move for the Hester people. As proof of the inter-

est of the Europeans in this sport, we cite the plan of an
Englishman, which was recently published in one of the
daily papers. It appears that some aggressive fan has made
arrangements to charter a liner and carry a load of fans
over for the Jeffries-Johnson fight, to take place in Cali-
fornia on the 4th of July, 1910. This shows the interest dis-

played on the other side of the water in this sport, and Mr.
Clements, realizing this, has made the above arrangements
in order to satisfy the demands of the European public and
give them the fight in his true-to-life pictures, which give
as vivid a portrayal as the actual contest.

After a conversation on the future of his own interests,
Mr. Clements was asked what his views on the general
moving picture field were at present. His answer was rather
short, but nevertheless bore weight. He predicts many rad-
ical changes in the near future and states that, in his opinion,
the Independents' future is assured of success and that new
life added to the Sales Company will place it permanently
on the pinnacle of success.

E. E. Fulton, who is the Western representative for the
Lubin films in Chicago, has recently opened spacious offices

at 22 Fifth avenue, where he promises to surprise us with
a model exhibit room of his own conception. It is his plan
to exhibit the releases of the Lubin Company each week and
establish a name for his model exhibit rooms among the
exhibitors of the Lubin films in this city.

L. Zahler, manager and proprietor of the Liberty Theater,
of Peoria, 111., paid us a visit while in Chicago recently and
told of his success in exhibiting feature pictures, and claims
that these, when enhanced by the proper music and sound
effects, bring forth the best obtainable results.

Homer W. Johnson, proprietor of the Lyric Electric The-
ater in Charles City, Iowa, sent the following letter of ap-
preciation for the Imp films to Mr. Laemmle, of the Laemmle
Film Service:
"Mr. Carl Laemmle, President,

"Laemmle Film Service,
"Dear Sir—I am showing 'His Second Wife,' and I feel

that I want to thank you for producing pictures of this class.

'Imp' films are certainly doing their share in putting moving
pictures in a place of permanency in the entertainment busi-
ness. The serious part of running Independent service is

that there are too few manufacturers that can, or do, furnish
film service that is satisfactory, to the better class of ex-
hibitors. I hope you will keep on improving and meet with
the success you deserve. Very truly.

"HOMER W. JOHNSON."
The Boston Theater, on Madison street, is the last of the

houses along "Celluloid Row" to obliterate from their pro-
gram the names of vaudeville performers, who have been
playing there throughout the Winter. This move completes
the list, so that Madison street is devoid of vaudeville and is

given up entirely to films, to which they have added the ex-
pense saved by the omission of variety to better service and
effects. If all managers of picture houses would realize this
fact and give up their entire efforts to making their films a
feature by the addition of special effects and music, they
would find that their profits would rise.

Wm. G. Spurrier, proprietor of the Savoy Theater, of
Seattle, Wash., dropped off for a visit in Chicago, on his way
to New York City. It is his special and personal mission to
determine for his own satisfaction the relation between the
National Independent Movinsr Picture Alliance and the new

Sales Company. He cordially invited us to visit his house in

Seattle, which he claims to be one of the best equipped on
the Coast.

Mr. Berkson, of the Roseland Theater, Chicago, is con-
structing a beautiful new theater at Indian Harbor, Mich.
The question of a name for this new house was, for a time,
quite a worry to Mr. Berkson, but as our Mr. Bradlet, in

a previous article on the Roseland Theater, mentioned it as
a typical "Family" theater, Mr. Berkson has decided to give
this name to his new house.

The farmers are not the only ones to feel the loss caused
by the December snow enjoyed at this late day, for all Chi-
cago exhibitors are wearing long faces beneath fur collars, on
account of the loss of patronage. We would suggest a cor-

rection in the old adage, "March winds and April showers,"
etc., to "March winds and April snows make it bad for pic-

ture shows." CLARENCE J. PERFITT.

MR. CLINTON FINDS FILM MEN OF SOUTH
OPTIMISTIC.

J. B. Clinton returned to Chicago last week from a tour
of the Southern States, where he reports the film business,
in most instances, in pretty good shape. In St. Louis, Mr.
Clinton found the building laws so construed by the officials

as to make them opposed to vaudeville in connection with
the moving picture shows. The film business in St. Louis
seemed in fairly good shape, there being two licensed and
two independent exchanges. The innovation of the night
inspection by the Western Film Exchange seems to have
eliminated all the old-time morning confusion.
At Memphis, Tenn., Mr. Clinton spent most of the time

with "Montgomery, the Moving Picture Man of Memphis,"
who had, just the previous day, bought out his only com-
petitor. This man's whole life seems to be bound up in mov-
ing pictures, and Mr. Clinton is of the opinion that he will

soon rise to international fame in the film world.
In New Orleans the licensed films are controlled by Pierce,

while Fichenberg controls the independent. The business
of both is prospering and they are in such shape as to enter-
tain their guests in a most elaborate fashion. New Orleans
is unique in one respect, that the downtown picture shows
exhibiting independent films all charge 10 cents admission,
while the licensed store shows charge but 5 cents. At
Crawford's Theater during Holy Week the Vitagraph sub-
ject, "The Life of Moses," was packing the house, day and
night. Many other men who had not thought of this appro-
priate film for Holy Week seemed rather sore to think that

they had not realized the situation and obtained it.

Houston, San Antonio and El Paso, Texas, were revela-

tions. Houston seems to be enjoying a real estate boom both
central and suburban. The influx of the Northerners seems
responsible for the suburban boom, while the moving picture

houses deserve the credit for the boom downtown. Mr.
Clinton relates many instances of Western life along the
road from El Paso to Los Angeles, which touch somewhat
along the lines of "Diamond Dick" and his adventures.

In Los Angeles he found three licensed exchanges and
several independent, each trying its best to down its com-
petitor. On both sides business seemed prospering, for in

all 5-cent theaters, as a general rule, four first-run films are
exhibited. A week was spent in 'Frisco, where reports show
that the rental conditions are worse than anywhere in the
United States. Mr. Clinton was told by one licensed ex-
change man that he hoped the officers of the Patents Com-
pany would soon realize that there was a Far West. One
incident of importance that happened during Mr. Clinton's

stay in 'Frisco was the fight between the soldiers and sailors

and the police of 'Frico, in which the local authorities came
out with colors flying. Mr. Clinton seems extremely sorry to
think that this fight occurred at night, so that it was im-
possible to cinematograph this event.

In Seattle, Wash., and Portland, Ore., the independents are

completely disorganized. Mr. Clinton feels that with the co-

operation of our Eastern film manufacturers the South will

soon become as important and successful in the field as the
Eastern States are to-day.

The Motograff Company, of Philadelphia, a new manu-
facturing concern, promises to begin selling in about a week.
Mr. Graff, the president of the company, was in New York
this week and said that they had a finely equipped plant in

one of the fashionable suburbs of Philadelphia and that
neither effort nor expense would be spared to make their

product first class.
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MOVING PICTURE MACHIN!
By P. H. Kiihardson.

\ alize the difficulty of mal

g U1 . projection machine or the cost ol

gettii Simple aa is the lism,

every part mast be made and fitted with the utmost n

lit "ii the curtain I

iking ol the different parti is automatic; that

e largely done in a semi-automatic

lerture plates, fire shields, shutters, gates and
;

ticallv all the thin metal part- are punched out The
for d this work alone runs up into the thousam

me as it reaches the factory is a rough
which more than a dozen Operations arc ii'

. i" receive the various parts ii

8Upp oi these operations must be done just

exactly s ". l " • " r there will be trouble when it reaches the

fitters. It i> introduced to emery wheels, files, milling ma-
chines, grinding machines, drills and what not, until tmally

bench just exactly like all its prede-

to the thousandth of an inch, in so far as the various
• holes and dressed surfaces are concerned. It is really

derful how such accurate work is possible on a rough
piece iron of awkward shape, but to the machimsi
this is a mere trifle. The many shafts mUSt all be turned up

in inch and the bushings must fit their

holes precisely. Each little screw hole must be made exactly

in the right place and made to receive a certain sized screw
t snugly. The Geneva movement must fit to a

nicety, and when the whole machine is finished it must run

like .i sewing machine, giving precisely the result that it is

made for and expected to give. The changing of the model
of a machine entails the outlay of hundreds and perhaps

thousand- "i dollars for new tools and dies, so that naturally

the manufacturer is exceedingly careful to know that his

proposed "improvement" is indeed such. Even minor changes
in a machine may not he the simple matter one would sup-

pose. It may require the changing of expensive dies or per-

haps the making oi entirely new ones, even though the pro-

posed change be very slight. This explains why manufac-
turers are slow to adopt suggestions for change. The sug-

gestion may be excellent, still it may not be of sufficient

benefit to justify expensive changes in dies, patterns, etc.

It would be an eye-opener to the average operator or ex-

hibitor to go through some large picture machine factory.

They would entertain a higher respect for the manufacturer
and treasure and care for their machine as they would an
expensive watch.

MAKING A SENSATIONAL FILM IN PARIS.

"Stroller," in "The Kinematograph." describes a visit to

the works of the "Editions des Films Xegatifes," Paris, where
he saw the making oi a sensational film. We condense the
essential parts of his interesting account:
Can my readers imagine a structure, he writes, 36 metres

long by 20 metres wide, built of thin ironwork, and entirely

walled and rooted with specially prepared glass? This was
the first portion of the works that I visited with Mr. Harry
Ray, the secretaire-general of the company, who claims to

be a Scotsman, but can only speak a word or two of English.
In this huge structure eight different scenes can be prepared
at one time—and, mind you. not ordinary scenes which would
have a dead appearance when filmed, but wonderfully airy

and complete apartments which have unique stereoscopic
effects when projected.
For instance, take a drawing room scene that I saw in use.

Here we had a full sized room furnished with every detail of

a mansion. At the back the beautiful conservatory opened
on to a real landscape garden, with real trees and plants,

and a fountain, from which stone steps lead to a kitchen
garden. The perspective was for close on 100 yards, when
looking in this direction, and yet a door on the right led to

a real dining room which was being laid for dinner by a
footman, and we could see doors opening from this room to

the hall and to the library. The actors were flitting from
one room to the others, men were at work in the garden,
a lady was gathering flowers in a recess of the conservatory,
and the ensemble gave the impression of reality and life

which could not fail to leave its mark on the production.
Little details such as real flowers, real froth when the cham-
pagne was opened, real canary in the bird cage, showed us
with what determination the management catered for success.
Tt was an important lesson for those makers who wish to
survive competition.

I was indeed fortunate in witnessing the bedroom scene
from a new series called "Doctor Fantoame." which was

&

her

with wild intil he:
.1 thrill

and th.n t.. the whir taken—
only

. which was twi lied in order to

re nothing but the b<

the
toilet mall poii ting
of the powder pufl grit •!

I

when tli- having ngs,
looked at herself in tl her face
when t remorse had left their sted
by the interested -urn, and ea

to Buggest imp
ager. No question of getting through in the quickest time,
but all attempting to obtain the best and mi t result.

I went to the :ng and
building scenes in a novel fashion. Each sci ! be
altered to six variations, being built of inl iblc sec-
tions. Thus, a marble staircase can quickly into
a rickety wooden one leading to a garret, or the style can
be altered from Louis XIV. to a mod A window
in a scene is altered to a do a blank wall can be
hung with picl nverted into a library or kitchen,

mishing ens,-. Scene painters, carpenters, mod-
ellers and mechanics ire cm the spot to manufacture material
not already included.

I next went to the property rooms, thi oms, the
stores, the wig room, the kennels (where I saw poodles,
terriers, and a huge ferocious mastiff), and to many other
necessary adjuncts, but was particularly interested in the
gardens. Perhaps no other ground has been converted to

so many varied purposes. You can have to order a real

terrace garden, an old world garden with its stone well and
arbors; a modern landscape garden, an orchard with real

fruit trees (and I picked some peaches from the loaded trees

and enjoyed their luscious reality myself), a market garden,
or a slovenly back yard or farm with real animals. Char-
acters could walk a distance of half a mile, the effect in the
film afterwards being absolutely natural. I was also struck
by seeing a curious brick wall, in appearance at least 400
years old, built before my eyes of property cork bricks.

One would think the establishment would finish here and
that the mechanical part of the concern would play a small
part in the establishment, and yet I found that the whole of
the mechanical and photographic apparatus is specially manu-
factured at the engineer's shop and laboratories on the estate.

In the former were eight men with the most modern ma-
chinery, such as lathes, drills, planes, etc., all driven by elec-

tricity. I was introduced to the head engineer, who explained
a new camera he had invented, the use of which would be
restricted to this particular firm. By a simple turn of a
screw the size of the shutter could be increased or decreased,
and the lenses could be changed without opening the com-
pact camera. Every picture taken was registered and every
inch of film counted. The photographer could go back to
any particular picture, and all was driven mechanically.
Then. too. the printer was made on the premises. So struck
was I with the many improvements that I offered to pur-
chase the English rights, but they knew the value of their

improved mechanism and they would not allow it t

from the firm. I was fortunate in this machinery hall to

find an English mechanician, who had been resident in Paris
for fifteen years. From him I learned a lot, and I could see

with what fascination he worked with his comrades in trying
to originate apparatus which would prove advantageous to

the firm and raise the standard of their productions.
I next passed on to the photographic department. In the

developing room one could see how useful the engineer's
shop had been by the curious appliances in use. Tanks were
made to open in a special and curious manner; baths of
chemicals, carefully labeled, of various strengths, were emp-
tied at the top by specially constructed syphons; the whole
place was tiled and exceedingly clean and contained special

dark chambers and storage cupboards, whose uses I did not
discover. The lift, which is "light tight." takes the films to

the drying room—an enameled compartment buiit without
corners, with air shafts, fans and electric heating apparatus,
which allowed the 500 metres on each drum to be dried
with air currents at a varying temperature. Here, again,

special appliances were vi

particularly noticeable.
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OPERATOR'S COLUMN.
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.

Conducted by F. H. Richardson.

A Bundle of Queries.—Bluffington, Ind., writes asking the
following questions: (i) Have Edison machine in good con-
dition, serial number 4,956; don't know model. Machine runs
line until a heavy patch goes through, when picture jumps
badly on the screen and there is a clacking noise in the ma-
chine. Can feel the jerking in the handle. The lower loop
also often is lost and sometimes it tears out the sprocket
holes. Sometimes by turning the handle backward a quarter
of a turn the lower loop is regained without stopping. Have
tightened springs on tension rollers so that they exert more
pressure on sprockets. This has stopped some of the annoy-
ance but not all. (2) How do you take out a cam pin and
put in a new one? (3) Would a worn cam pin or the sides of

the star being worn cause extra loud clacking sound between
star and cam? (4) In your articles you mention your hand-
books. Would they teach me anything about operating? If

so, how much is their cost? (5) Can you give me an idea as

to what the examination one has to take to become a

licensed operator consists of? (6) What are the "idlers"

on a machine? (7) Does not the intermittent act sixteen
times to each turn of the crank? (8) How many pounds
pull does the intermittent exert in starting the film? (9)
Is there a correspondence course for operators? (10) Do
you know of any book that would be of assistance to an
operator?

(1) A wide, heavy patch is likely to act just the way you
describe in'any machine, but you make a mistake in attempt-
ing to stop it by increasing pressure on the sprocket idlers

(not "tension rollers," since their office is not to in any way
produce tension). These idlers should be set away from the
sprockets by a trifle more than the thickness of the film.

Never allow them to ride the film, since this has a decided
tendency to cause it, the film, to climb the sprocket teeth.

It is quite possible that your lower loop is crooked. That
is to say, the film does not leave the gate and pass down,
around and up onto the takeup sprocket squarely. This
would also help make it climb, thus loosing the lower loop.
Not knowing the model of machine I cannot direct you how
to overcome this, but the fault lies in the apron back of the
loop. It is quite possible, too, that your takeup tension
is too tight. This would have a decided tendency to cause
your machine to loose its lower loop, especially when a
bad patch goes through. Turning the handle backward to
catch up the lower loop is mighty hard on the film. I

am inclined to think this latter is where considerable of
your trouble lies. The takeup tension should be just enough
to take up the film at the last end of the run and no more.
Anything above this is bad from any and every point of
view. I take it you are running pretty old stuff. The really
best remedy is to look over your films and cut out the bad
patches.. That may not be practical, however. Watch your
takeup tension closely. (2) You had best not attempt to
remove and replace a cam pin. Get a whole new cam wheel
is my advice. There is not one chance in a hundred that
you could or would make a satisfactory job of putting in a
cam pin. (3) Yes, most decidedly so. Get new parts. It

don't pay to run a machine with badly worn parts. (4) The
Moving Picture World will very soon issue a complete op-
erators' and managers' handbook by your humble servant.
The price will be $1.50. Send your money to The Moving
Picture World and the book will be mailed you as soon as
it is off the press. Yes. it will teach you many things. It

ought to, at least. (5) You are examined as to your knowl-
edge of electricity, lenses, wiring, appliances, the mechanism
and your general knowledge of operating. (6) The rollers

which hold film on sprockets and the rollers at top or
bottom of film gate are "idlers." (7) Now look here, old
man, why ask me that? Couldn't you turn the handle and
count? Yes, in all standard machines the intermittent acts
sixteen times to one turn of the crank. (8) It varies with
the speed of the movement. With a six to one movement,
the tension springs being just about right, the intermittent
exerts about seventy-five (75) pounds pull in starting the film.

This decreases as the speed decreases, of course. With the
old two-pin movement, which was comparatively very slow,
the pull was much less. (9) Yes, the Taylor School for Op-
erators puts out an excellent correspondence course. Their
address is 51 West Twenty-eighth street, New York City.

(10) Answered in No. 4. This writer encloses four cents
in stamps and requests reply bv mail. Really, I have to
laugh. A stenographer would charge him something like a

quarter merely to copy off the reply as above.

Carbons Needle.—Sapulpa, Okla., writes setting forth his-

troubles as follows: "My carbons burn back from the point,
sometimes as much as an inch or two. There are two other
houses here and we all use current from the same gener-
ator. One of these houses and myself are using compens-
arcs and the other fellow has a rheostat for resistance. They
both seem to be using more current than I do yet their
carbons burn fine. The same trouble has existed in this
house for a long time—long before I became its operator.
Can you suggest a remedy or tell me what is wrong?"

I have not quoted all this letter, but sufficient to show
what Sapulpa is up against. By "burning his carbons back,"
Sapulpa undoubtedly means what is called "needling." That
is to say, his carbons burn to a long, slim point. This is

caused by undue heating in the carbon, the effect of which
is to burn out the binder and allow the carbon to drop away
(disintegrate) without being consumed (volatilized) in the
arc. Sapulpa will find a heap of fine, black carbon in the
bottom of his lamphouse just under the carbons. Needling
may indicate several things, or any one of several, rather.
You may be using carbons which are too soft. You may be
using carbons of poor quality. It may be that your trans-
former (Compensarc) is giving an excess of current, some
error having been made in its construction (windings). I

would suggest that you have the electric light company test
your current flow with an ammeter, if possible. But first

proceed as follows: With a file clean out the inside of your
carbon arms thoroughly so that the carbon will make good
electrical contact with the arms. Get a few of the other
fellow's carbons and put them in your lamp for a trial.

Let the other fellow try some of your carbons. Thus you
will determine whether or no the fault is in the carbons
themselves. If not, then it is pretty near a cinch that you
are getting too much current. I assume that you are using
JHs cored carbons, of course. Because the other fellow seems
to be drawing more current than you it does not follow
that it is the fact. Remember this: needling is caused by
poor binder in the carbon or else by excessive heat in the
carbons. The first is an easily discoverable fault, since one
has but to try other carbons. The latter can be found by
searching for the cause of the heating. I would be glad to
hear the experience of other operators with needling.

A Bunch of Them.—New York City writes, propounding
the following queries: (1) What size condenser should 1

use for 9x12 picture? Have 35^-inch G. M. lens. (2) Have
bluish-white spot in center of picture. What is cause? Have
tried condenser lenses of various focal lengths. Same trouble
with them all. (3) How would you start to set up dissolving
and moving picture machine? Which lens would you register
first? (4) What size lens should be used for 9x12 picture
at 60 feet? At 80 feet? (5) What size lens would project
a 16-foot picture at each of the above distances? What size

condensers should be used in each case? (6) How would
you measure film approximately? (7) How many pounds
pull does the intermittent exert in starting the film each
time? Please find stamp enclosed for reply!

(1) You don't say whether it is 3^-inch back or equivalent
focus, but two 7^-inch condensing lenses won't be too long
in either case. (2) Probable cause is that you haven't your
carbons set right and get a shadow from the lower tip. If
this is not the case write again and I will go more deeply
into the matter. (3) It doesn't make the least particle
of difference. Set one lens to register where you want it

and the other to match. That's all there is to it. (4) Instead
of giving you the individual answers will tell you how to
get them for yourself. To find out focal length of lens
required to project a picture at a given distance, multiply
throw (in feet) by width of aperture (in inches) and divide
result by width of desired picture (in feet). Now to use this
rule take 3 as the width of the stereo aperture, that being
width of ordinary slide mat. The aperture in the moving
picture machine must be carefully measured with a pair of
inside calipers for accurate results. Usually it will be
found to be about 15-16 of an inch. You would then have
(first No. 4 query) 60 multiplied by 15-16, divided by 12. (5)
The equivalent focal length of the condenser should, in
theory, be the same as the equivalent focal length of the
projection lens. But this is seldom or never the case
Would suggest you take a course in the Taylor School
and learn to figure out all these things for yourself. (6)

Run it through the machine and count turns of the crank.

Standard moving picture machines pass precisely one foot

of film at each turn of the crank. (7) Incredible as it

seems, the pull is from 50 to 75 pounds, varying with pressure
of tension springs and speed of intermittent movement. See
answer to Bluffton, Ind. Letters will not be answered by
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mail unless one dollar is enclosed. I hey will then also be

! in 1 he World for the benefit of all.

* * «

Si/c Lens, Etc. Fulton, N. N
. asks: We cannot •

white light. Are using a coil foi resistance, Vrco

No s machine. I hrowing
hi picture, 8J4 x n :

t
. What Bize is oui projection lens and

what size should our condensers be? Have .i "ghost" in

center of curtain.

you are using a choke coil and this is a mighty poor form

ince. I lie writer never yet succeeded in getting

good light from a coil. Better install a transformer (the

Powers, Hallberg, General Electric, Edison, Bell <N: Howell

and other companies make them) or, better yet, a motor-

generator set such as i^ put out by the Towers Company.
You have a 4-inch equivalent focus projection lens and two

7J4 condensers will fill the bill nicely. It is quite likely

you havn't your carbons set rightly and that the "ghost

'

Is the shadow of the lower carbon tip which is interfering

in the light from the upper crater. Mind you, I don't assert

this to be the case, but most likely it is. I would recommend
that you send in an order for the operators' and managers'
handbook, to be issued by The Moving Picture World soon.

It will have drawings showing just how carbons should be

set, both for alternating and direct. Price $1.50.

* * *

Lens Difficulty.— R. F. Foote writes: "Have noted the

difficulty of 'Belfast, Me.,' in regard to failure of stereo lens

it clear to the edges of slide, and as this problem held

me up for quite a while perhaps I can be of some assistance.

It takes a lens of about 20-inch focus to give the size picture

he mentions at a distance of 75 ftet By using a 6^-inch
user to tin- front he will find that the light will cut

clear to the edge of the slide. In my case this scheme
worked well and solved the slide difficulty, but presented a

new problem, inasmuch as the light focused at a point 6

or 8 inches in front, or beyond the aperture where it struck

the film. In other words, it made two large a spot of light

and much of the illumination on the moving picture was
i it necessary to remove the clips which secure

the lamphouse to the board of the machine and extend the

lamphouse so that the front of the lamphouse is just at the

of the board which forms the base of the (Powers)
machine. This focused the light just right for the moving
picture and by moving the stereo lens back to focus the

whole difficulty was solved. I enclose diagrams to make my
remark? clear, and will be glad if the information is useful

to a fellow exhibitor."

Belfast had a "half size" stereo lens. That was his trouble,

bu,t nevertheless I give this excellent letter space since it is

of real value. I believe Brother Foote's idea is quite plain

without reproducing the sketches.

* * *

Books on Operating.—Chicago, 111., writes: "I am taking
lessons in operating in this city and cannot understand the

electrical terms. Where can I pet books treating on practical

electricity as applied to operating; how to figure ohms, re-

sistance, amperape. voltage, etc? Want it in simple form.
Have been unable to find such a work. Can you suggest
one-"
The Moving Picture World will presently issue an oper-

ator's handbook which 1 believe will meet your needs. It

will be complete, comprehensive and simple. Price $1.50.

Send in your order and it will be sent you as soon as they
are off the press. The instruction you are now getting must
be something pretty fine—I don't think!

* * *

Look this Over.—Marshalltown, la., writes as follows:
"We d^ not get a pood light. Have an So-foot throw, 6^2-

inch motion picture lens, 21-inch focus, have used two 6
and tried one 6 and one 7j4-inch condenser. Can you tell

what to do? Have A. C. current. Electric carbons, ^ soft

C top and bottom 60 amperes 110 volts."

I have quoted the Marshalltown letter in full, just as it

is written, that you may sec what data is often piven me
from which to evolve the solution of a difficulty. NO doubt
Marshalltown fully expects me to give him helpful informa-
tion, but how can I do so from the data at hand? He says
be has a 6^S-inch moving picture lens, 21-inch focus. Pre-
sumably he means that he has a 6$4-inch moving picture
lens (but he may mean either back or equivalent focus) and
a 21-inch stereo lens. Presumably he is using a current
saving device (transformer) of some sort and using it on
its highest contact. Well. Mr. Marshalltown, I will do the
best 1 can anyhow. If you have a 6^-inch moving picture
lens, either equivalent or back focus, and a 21-inch stereo
lens you should have not less than two "J/2-inch condensing

It may I

them tin irrcnt, b< lh.it

.Hid till! )i tip

of it and thus int
Be
and tight and that the v. not

charred from More t

mil. ml in in

I .1111 but I must have complete data
in order to "prescribe" with any reasonable degree of in-

telligence.

A LETTER FROM A MAN WITH IDEAS.

By F. H. Richardson.

A few days ago I received a letter from a man out in

Dakota, whom I have km quite a whili man
with ideas." He real operators who are not
satisfied to merely turn a crank, but wants to know "what
makes the wheels go round." In oth< r words, Mr. Crowe
is one of those men who study their business and are con-
stantly experimenting and finding out things for themselves.
In this letter he advances an idea and in so doinp swipes a

pile of my powder, for I have been 6guring on taking this

matter up for some time, but haven't The
matter of having everything in exact line from arc to
center of picture is of much importance, . doubtful
if one operator in a thousand ever even dreamed of such
a thing as lining up his machine in any other way than by
moving the whole machine until the register was where he
wanted it. That is exactly the thing that should be done,
too. so I guess I didn't put that very well. I should have
said that they don't line up the condenser, aperture and
projection lens so that they are each and all exactly square
with each other.. There, is that plain? Read Mr. Crowe's
letter carefully. It is chock full of meat.

"Watertown, S. D.
"F. II. Richardson:

"Dear Sir— I notice that a number, of operators are having
trouble with their pictures being out of focus, their ma-
chines being in good condition. Allow me to express my
humble opinion that much of the difficulty lies in lack of
proper care of the films. A film that is too damp or too
dry so that it buckles in or out as it passes the aperture
will not give a perfect picture on the screen, of course. I

have found no set rule for keeping film in pood condition,
since the temperature and humidity of each individual operat-
ing room is different, but with a little intelligent experiment
any operator should be able to keep his film in proper shape
so that they will remain perfectly flat. If his machine is

in first class condition and perfect repair there will be no
distorted pictures. Now, as regards the matter of poor light:
I believe I am safe in asserting that there is not one out
of ten machines throughout the country that you would find
to be in perfect line from arc to center of picture on the
screen. (You are perfectly safe, neiphbor Crowe.) Unless
the light travels through the center of the lenses in perfect
line you cannot pet a pood light or perfect field, and most
certainly not the full benefit of same at any rate. When
I took my present position I found the machine badly out
of line. The light was coming out of one side of the pro-
tection lens. The picture was sharp in its center with both
sides off. Chicapo Stage Lighting lamphouse with nothing
to hold the condensinp lenses in line, and they were !<j inch
off centers. It required 35 ampers from a 220 volt A. C.
line to get a picture. After lining up the machine and fixing
the condensing lenses I got a better illumination on 20
amperes and my pictures are bright and clear at all times.
If you think this will be of any benefit to brother operators
use what you think best of it, or ditch the whole thinp.

"A. W. CROWE."

Easthampton. Mass.—The Majestic Theater, which is being
built hero by Henry Walz, will open about May 15. and
be one of the best equipped theaters in this section. It will
have a capacr ), includinp boxes, and will co«t al

00. The pr-cram will be mixed, pictures and vaudeville
as a rule, with an occasional one-nipht attraction. Wm. D.
Friel, now manager of the Bijou, will be in charge.

The Pittsburg Calcium Light and Film Company. Omaha,
Xeb., branch has moved to 1212 Farnam street, where they
have taken an entire floor. This sounds like prosperity

—

and it is due to the demands of the exhibitor who clamors
for the "Premier Film Service."
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"A Child of the Sea" (Lubin).—A dramatic picture of the

type which has been made popular by this house. Some of

the scenes are picturesque, and all contain the essence of

dramatic strength. While it doesn't tell a story of any
special novelty it is, nevertheless, well told and the acting

is sympathetic. The photography is clear and the operator

performed his part of the work well.

"On Time for Business" (Lubin).—A comedy from the

Lubin studio which contains much that is amusing. The
difficulties which sometimes beset men when getting to

business on time are graphically portrayed.

"The Parisian" (Pathe).—Dramatic, if not entirely pleas-

ing. A blase man of the world, cynical and unattractive, is

probably not an object to inspire much interest. When he
blows out his brains one feels as though he had done the

right thing. The use of a flower girl as a foil to make his

cynicism and disagreeable characteristics more prominent is

a good bit of dramatic work, though it doesn't leave a pleas-

ant impression. In this picture we must commend the act-

ing and pictorial work, though deprecating the use of such
a subject.

"Venice" (Pathe).—Beautiful Venice, with its wealth of

architectural beauties and wonders, brought to one's door.

It is a marvelous film in many ways, and leaves an im-
pression upon one almost as strong as the original scene.

There is the Doge's Palace, and the Cathedral of St. Mark,
and that center of Venetian life, the Square of St. Mark, has
been photographed with an unusual appreciation of the
beauties and marvels which make it notable. It is a travel

picture well worth a place in the long list of similar films

produced by this house.

"Mr. Mix at the Mardi Gras" (Selig).—A comedy from
Selig which illustrates the adventures of Mr. Mix in a way
that will satisfy the most fastidious individual.

"Gallegher" (Edison).—A good story by Richard Harding
Davis, one of lively incident, but requiring too many sub-
titles to tell it. An office boy loses his job in a newspaper
organization and recovers it by shadowing a suspected crim-
inal who has lost one finger. We are not let into the secret
of why the four-fingered gentleman was suspected of the
crime, nor why this one in particular was suspected—there
might be others similarly deformed—but those are mere de-
tails. The boy steals a cab in order to get the news to his

office, and for this meritorious action he is given another
chance. Probably many will remember with what delight
they read this story by Richard Harding Davis when it first

appeared, and probably if the truth were known, a good
many who enjoyed it then have returned to it again and
again since. It had that unexplainable quality which made
ib popular as soon as issued, and it has remained so ever
since. In this Edison film the narrative is closely followed,
and the picturesque portions are sufficiently emphasized to

make them appear even more real than it does under the
magic of Mr. Davis' pen. It is a story that lends itself ac-
ceptably to motion picture production, allowing opportunity
for picturesque presentation. The work has been well done,
and the film should prove as popular as the story has been.
Further, it will stimulate interest in a type of story which
should be even more popular than it ever has been before,

a type which, like the film which reproduces this one, has
elements of attractiveness beyond the ordinary.

"Paying Attention" (Gaumont).—A series of pictures show-
ing how different persons under different circumstances lis-

ten to different stories. It is meant for a humorous picture,

but it contains serious elements because it is true to life.

The work is cleverly done, and even though it may be con-
sidered funny, really it depicts actual life so graphically that

it seems to have been prepared for that purpose alone.

"Solving the Puzzle" (Gaumont).—A drawing-room scene
representing a number of people, each engaged in solving a

puzzle. One gentleman gets into difficulties because he ap-
pears to have some means unknown to the other players for

solving his puzzles. The picture is of the light sort, but is

of considerable interest because it is so well done.

"The Potter's Wheel" (Gaumont).—An industrial film illus-

trating the methods employed by old-time potteries in mak-
ing the vases and other wares by hand on the potter's wheel.

The selection and grinding of the clay, the gradual building

up on the wheel and finally the firing are all graphically pre-

sented. The photography of the potter at work at the wheel

by the light of a side window is an excellent bit of technical
work. Altogether it is an excellent film and deserves inclu-

sion in the long list of good industrials which Gaumont has
produced.

"Through the Darkness" (Vitagraph).—A story of insanity

superinduced by excessive mental strain and its cure through
sight of the person supposed to have been beyond recall.

The principal interest is in the acting, which works out the

unusual dramatic situations with fidelity and close attention

to details. It is a film which will appeal to a large number
because of its strength, though until the close it is rather

depressing in its effect. This may have been why it was
received without any applause. But it is a pleasure to find

this company producing plays of strong human interest, thus
affording their actors opportunity to show their mettle. The
settings of the play are admirable, and the acting of a su-

perior character.

"Flat for Rent" (Essanay).—A comedy of every-day life in

the flat dweller's world. In reality it is the experience of

those unfortunates who are compelled to allow everyone that

desires to enter and go through the flat because a "To Let''

appears in the window. The way the people who enter the

flat act is perilously near the truth. The rough house is a

bit exaggerated, but is the feature which serves as a sort of

climax that convinces the audience of the reality of the

scene. Not all go to court to tell the judge about it, yet

if they gave such vigorous expression to their feelings they
would probably land there in more than one instance.

"The Latest in Garters" (Essanay).—Here is a comedy that

will make them sit up and look. The boys were determined
to see those garters with bells on. Who but an ingenious
youngster would ever think of introducing mice as a means
of causing the girls to disclose where the tinkling music came
from? Anyhow, the most austere will have to admit that
this comedy has a sparkle and a denouement altogether un-
expected. It is one of those pictures altogether indescriba-
ble, yet intensely realistic as it runs. From the exciting

game of Simon-Says-Thumbs-Up to the prosaic display of

bell garters, all in an instant, is contrast enough to suit the

most blase motion picture patron, and here it is. served up
with such frills as seem necessary to intensify the effect of

the display.

"The Sacred Turquoise of the Zuni" (Kalem).—A novel
and effective Indian production, introducing many unexpected
scenes and offering novel changes that are interesting and
add strength to the picture. The reproduction of the life

represented is, perhaps, the most interesting feature of the
play. The story upon which it is based centers around what
purports to be a sacred stone. The picturesque life depicted,

and the careful attention to details in working it out, are-

matters which deserve more than ordinary praise from the
audience. It is a good picture, well conceived and well
worked out.

"The Bagpipe Players" (Pathe).—A love story apparently
laid in the highlands of Scotland, since a bagpipe player is

the hero. Heart interest is developed in the love affair be-
tween the piper and the daughter of an unfriendly chief.

The piper is marooned on a barren island, and after nearly
losing his life because his sweetheart's jealous sister extin-
guishes the beacon fire, he is rescued by a gypsy who is

friendly to the girl. Isn't this an interesting complication?
Next the girl's father relents and the story ends happily.
Some of the scenery is exceptionally good, many picturesque
views, photographically perfect, being included in the film.

"Jim Wants to Get Pinched" (Pathe).—Yes, he tried alf

sorts of methods to get into prison, but fails. Then when
he tries to be honest the person he benefits has him arrested
and he lands where he originally desired. But even yet he
shows his disgust plainly by finding fault with the cuisine.

"Volcanic Eruption of Mt. Aetna" (Urban).—A striking
photograph, bringing the scenes of destruction and devasta-
tion very close. The picturesque features are not forgotten
and if one thrills with terror at the fleeing multitude, he
will feel more or less admiration when the pillar of fire, the
flowing lava and other attractive scenic features appear on
the screen. The operator did his work close to the scene
of disturbance and the effect is more than ordinarily im-
pressive. One may commend this as a remarkably good
picture, giving an accurate impression of what occurs during
an eruption of this character.

"The Rival Miners" (Urban).—A love story, with the usual
actors, including a prig who insists upon forcing his atten-
tions upon a girl. The ultimate result is that the interloper
is forced to leave and the honest lover is finally accepted.
While the acting is good, and the story is not uninteresting,
probably the principal attraction of this picture lies in the
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llent photography and its reprodu much pictur-
1 he l i ban photographs are alv

msidered a> photographa i and tins .

ption i" the rule.

'"The Tenderfoot's Triumph" i Biograph).- Something in the
victor) "i .i tenderfoot or .1 greenhorn, in anything, makes
one thrill with s,.u oi exultation that ii unexplainable, but
none the less real And when tii<- young, and apparently in-

nt, minister falls mt" the horse thieve'a camp and
Is in taking the entire gang into camp one must n<

join m the thrill ol i>'< ver his success. Like all Bio-
graph pictures, the storj is remarkably well told :in<l there
isn't a ilull moment from the beginning to the end. The
acting of the hero, the innocent minister, is as well adapted
to the peculiar part as it possibly can l>c and at the climax,
whin he receives In-* $500 and the hand of the girl, one
almost wants to hurrah with the rest of the cowboj

"The Angel of Dawson's Claim" (Lubin).—It would be
difficult to conceive a more sweet and engaging child picture.

Perhaps the effect is heightened by the surroundings which
have all the characteristics of the average mining camp.
And lure is a veritable angel set down among them. It

cannot help but attract favorable attention. If those who
criticise motion pictures could see tins one, and then could
comprehend all the good qualities which go to make them at-

tractive perhaps they would learn that the motion picture
unusual qualities for good. The work of the Lubin

players in this picture deserves cordial commendation, and
one is almost ready to say that it will long rank among the

tost and most attractive pictures of the year.

"Davy Crockett" tSclig).—The presentation of the emo-
- of humanity adequately is certain to attract attention.

In this film, a reproduction of striking scenes in the life of
a historical character, the Selig players have accomplished
something worth while. The exhibition of elemental emo-

- will always make people think, and when that is ac-
complished one of the most important functions of either
pictures or books has been developed. This film is strong,
presenting pictures of life and emotion which will appeal with
a more than ordinary degree of strength to every person, no
matter what his station or occupation may be. A historic
character adequately presented is well worth the consider-
ation oi every serious person. Selig, in this presentation,
may well claim the right to feel proud of what a motion
picture can be made to say.

"The Cowboy's Sweetheart" (Essanay).—A love story com-
plication with Western trimmings. The arrival of a new
woman at the ranch, the winning of the cowboy from his

former sweetheart, and the attempt at revenge on the part
of a discomfited suitor are features in the picture. All the
dash and spirit of the ranch are in it, albeit the story is a

bit trite. When the complications are all made straight and
the little Western girl takes back her sweetheart, one feels

relieved and is disposed to think how important a happy
ending to a story oi this sort is The Essanay players are
adepts at this kind of work, and in their hands the story ac-
quires added interest as it proceeds. With the creditable
acting goes -rood photography.

"The Chivalrous Stranger" i Pathe").—A comedy which de-
picts some of the complications arising from the attempt of

a stranger to be chivalrous. Like the Pathe comedies, the
acting is satisfactory and the photographer has performed
his part of the program well enough to make a good picture.

"The Storm" (Pathe).—Really a series of views of the
n lashed into fury on the rockbound coasts of Normandy.

The tragedy in it may, for some, add a certain degree of
heart interest, but wouldn't it have been better to have

-ht the spirit of the storm, the grandeur of it, and its

weird and overwhelming beauty, rather than to depict its

destructiveness? In a tempest man is but an incident. Even
though the winds and waves destroy life and property, if

either comes in their way. the grandeur and the majesty oi

it are not dimnished. Interpret the storm in all its majesty
and strength, but do not detract from the impression it would
make by introducing the element of human anguish. It

spoils the beauty of the storm without offering anything
adequate in return. The photography in this film, represent-
ing the breakers, white as wool, and the spray, dashed in

clouds above the rocks, is marvelous and may well be looked
upon as an unusual achievement.

"St. Elmo" ( Vitagraph).—An adequate representation of
the main theme of Augusta Evans Wilson's novel of the same
name. It is a story of a hater of humanity, retrieved through
religious influences. The novel has been very popular. Some
arc disposed to criticise, while others read it over and over.

An acquaintance of the writer's has read it seven times.
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"The Miner and Camille" .—A humorous film.
having as its themi t

;

; of a miner who sees
t amille for the first time and jumps on the stage and thi
Armand off bodily when he is upbraiding Camille. It is

hum. irons in its action, but in descriptioi dull and un-
interesting. The excellent work of th<

the good clear photography make it a fairly attractive picture.

"Ready in a Minute" (Edison).—A n medy bai
upon the declaratii - ;rl in a i »wn that
she must change it lor a pretl
theater, but she will be ready m a minute. '!

tins and all sorts of changes occur, even thi

coming old and gray.
pears and it all vanishes. Really, it hasn't b
like married life, il rid they

j

before the third act ended. The picture is hose
subtly humorous productions which prove hov,
the motion picture is to express anything really funny.

"The Bravest Girl in the South" (Kalem
thrilling stories which have been coming from t:

firm of late, tilled with emotion and the exhibiti
Such films arc scarcely susceptible to criticism '1

is told with such fidelity to what may rined as facts
in this instance, that the audience is quite likely to lose sight
of anything beyond the narrative. The circui are
about what one would expect under such condition
situation after situatii

inconsequential details that may be wrong, if any such tl

and l;ivcs up to tin- enjoyment of the narrative itself.

"The Wreath" (Pathe).—If this films sets some young man
or woman thinking with reference t" his or her conduct to-
ward father or mother it will accomplish some good. It is

not amusing. It is not instructive, but nerhaps as a re|

duction of a domestic traj h as might occur in any
home, it is worth while. It is a relapse to the heartbreaking
type of film common a year or t\\ t recent'
the screens by most manufacturers. \.. one can qu< -

its dramatic quality, yet perhaps one may not exactly like the
subject.

"Delhi" (Pathe) is Delhi, first seen when a great
Mohammedan festival is in progress. It is an excellent
production of the scene, givn 1 impression of what
occurs during one of th -tivals. This old
of Delhi is one of the most remark i British
India, retaining the old characteristics in an even I

marked degree than most of the others. In this film these
characteristics are clearly represented, bringing clear'

Western eyes thi e manm and dres!
the old East. It rational film of merit and des
a place on any managi

"The Way of the World" < BiographV—This remarkable
play, presented as a lesson in Christian charity, was red
by a mixed audience with a spontancor- .; of applause.
Such approval is rarely shown after a motion picture exhi-
bition by an audience oi that character, and indicates a keen
appreciation of what is truly artistic in moving pic:

The bell tolls in an old tower but there -;>onse in

the hearts of the people. The sanctuar\ ted. the altar

iled. the lamps are extinguished, and the heart of the
old priest is depressed \ young prie-- :t among the
toilers and revelers and tries to lead them into the fold by
imitating Christ nplc. He meets with hardened self-

ishness among those laboring for a livelihood, and insuffer-

able egotism amoi - ced in the pursuit of pleasure.

He returns completely discouraged, but is followed by a

Magdalene of to-day. a woman as 1 and rejected of

men" as was the greatest character in human history. The
church fails because it considers what we have been, and
not what we are. but the aged priest finds pathetic consola-

tion, the effort was r I vain if one soul was saved. This
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simple and poetic idea seemed to reach dull hearts, and its

exquisite presentation is creditable to author, actors and
producers alike. Thoughtful persons who see this film

will ask the question seriously, is this, or is this not "The
Way of the World" before it disappears from the screen and

its memory will haunt them many an hour afterward. It

is a graphic sermon, a sermon so strong and preached with

such a direct appeal that one can scarcely shake off its in-

nce. Do those busily engaged in the work of the world

turn away from the proffers of good? Do those in the

lower depths of degradation also turn away? One almost

answers yes to this silent question, and yet, even here, one
penitent was found, and perhaps in the actual world the

proportion would be even greater. One doesn't like to

condemn the world. It is not all self-absorbed. It is not

all given to degrading pursuits. There are many unselfish

people who are ready to pause in their work and aid others;

ul even in resorts like the one depicted there are some
who are not bad. At least, one may harbor the comforting

thought without danger of receiving an impression that is

iar wrong. The setting of the picture is particularly good.

The San Gabriel Mission in California is utilized as a back-

ground.

INDEPENDENT FILMS.
"A Newspaper Error" (Powers).—Here are many of the

elements of a strong drama, and the settings in the Mexican
scene are eminently satisfactory, but the "Newspaper Error"

is set forth too late in the action for the audience to fully

grasp the situation during the principal scenes of develop-

ment. The error involves a misalliance, the marriage of an

American with a Mexican girl, but the latter is entirely too

attractive for the audience to feel that there is anything par-

ticularly degrading about the affair until the graceful Senora
philosophically announces that she has several other hus-

bands. Except for one fault of construction, the story is a

good one.

"Hazel, the Heart Breaker" (Bison).—A story, the scene

of which is laid on a Western ranch, in which a prank plays

an important part. Anyhow, the cowboy who wins and finds

himself the bridegroom of a Chinaman dressed in a girl's

clothes was made the recipient of the jokes of all his com-
rades, each one of whom was equally anxious to be there at

first. A film like this is original enough to be attractive,

and, after all, one likes to see the good-natured horseplay of

the cowboy and his companions.

"The Six Legged Sheep" (Eclair).—A light comedy from
this house which performs its object—it makes the audience
laugh. Whatever might be one's opinion of it, one need
not express it. If a picture performs its mission nothing
further is expected.

"The Conjuror" (Great Northern).—A trick film that pro-

duces numerous amusing complications. To see a gentle-

man disappear and reappear at will is startling enough, but

when he moves furniture and mends broken articles in the

same mysterious way the marvel seems all the greater.

Clever work was done in this film and it cannot fail to

astonish and amuse with its surprises.

"The Four Seasons" (Great Northern).—A solo dance by
a graceful poser, Mile. Adelaide Girard, typifying the four

seasons as she goes through the various evolutions. It is

beautifully colored, reproducing the most delicate tints sat-

isfactorily. While the film is short, it is of high quality

and deserves a place on any program.

"A Day Off" (Great Northern).—A comedy depicting
graphically the difficulties which befel a gentleman who was
fortunate enough to get a day off and unfortunate enough
to lose the benefit through moving accidents that either

met him or overtook him during the day.

"The Power of a Smile" (Imp).—Yes, the power of a

smile, the mysterious, evanescent smile, that has changed
the course of history and wrought anew the fate of empires.
In this instance it changes the career of a criminal, trans-

forms him into an honest man and leads up to a series of

events which enable the transformed man to be of service to

the husband of the woman who smiled. It is a good story,

full of genuine life interest and told with intelligence and
appreciation by the Imp players.

"The Broken Friendship" (Eclair).—In this film the well
known theme of the love of two companions for the same
maiden is used, terminating in assault, battery and murder.
Fortunately in this case the disappointed lover merely resorts

to the use of a blackjack and is later forgiven. This is an
improvement, as we looked for murder in the first degree.
Later the offending gentleman is pardoned after due re-

pentance. Photography and scenic selections are of ad-
mirable quality.

"My Maid Is Too Slow" (Eclair).—In this picture we have
a repetition of the famous electric belt picture of some two
years ago. The idea is merely that of applying an electric

battery to a slow servant, "unbeknown," and the consequences
are similar to those of the electric belt picture, though not
so genuinely funny. The acting and staging deserve praise,

and the Eclair people are to be congratulated on the artistic

quality of their production.

"The Prisoner of the Golden Isle" (Eclair).—An admirable
romantic story showing the gratitude of a jailer's daughter
to the Duke de Belliers by rescuing him from the prison
of the Golden Isle in return for a rescue with his hands from
a band of villains. This picture shows some excellent
medieval scenic effects which will be appreciated. Notwith-
standing that this film ends in a tragedy, of a natural and
logical kind in the circumstances, it is a pleasing one.

"Barberine" (Eclair).—A film d'art taken from the comedy
of Alfred de Musset, combining excellent photography, act-
ing and the best of staging. The idea is of a wager between
two men as to the faithfulness of the wife of one of them
at home. The manner in which the wager is lost is not only a
lesson to all good wives, but a source of interest and amuse-
ment in the picture. The film deserves the highest praise
from every point of view. Distinctly a comedy of the subtle
kind, ending in a pleasing and satisfactory manner. It should
not be omitted from any program.

"The Maelstrom" (Imp).—This picture will exert a strange
fascination upon many who see it. Others will see it and
fail to understand. Passing over the first part, which is a
repetition of the oft-told story of a girl marrying a man
whom she did not love because she was forced to do it, and
looking at the second part, where the couple suddenly realize
what they are to each other, an intensely dramatic series
of views is presented. They are simple enough, yet they
contain elemental human passion, and because they do con-
tain it will appeal to many hearts. One of the most strik-
ing features is the emphasized fact that the' lion among men
needs love quite as much, more, perhaps, than the weak-
ling. Often some little woman is quite as necessary to the
daily life of this lion as are other of his essentials. The
woman's mistake in this was the same as women make in
everyday life—they do not understand lions; and so they
drift apart, and not always do stock panics come just in time
to overcome the evil and tell them how to heal their dif-

ferences. The scene in the stock exchange is realistic, but
nothing can overshadow the dramatic qualities inherent in

the last part of the picture.

"Isabella of Arragon" (Itala).—Scenes from the life of
the queen of Philip V. of Spain, she who introduced the
inquisition, favored Columbus, and thereby assisted, unwit-
tingly, in the discovery of a new world, and cruelly perse-
cuted the Jews. The work is done with a sumptuousness and
a fidelity to historical narrative which makes it interesting,
even though the personality of the queen is revolting in many
particulars. The benefit of pictures of this class is that
they arouse interest in historical persons and thereby lead to
a wider diffusion of historical research. The stage setting for
this film was a sumptuous piece of work, liberally conceived
and adequately worked out. To this can be added good work
on the part of the operator, and the combination produced
a very satisfactory picture.

"Adventures of a Cowpuncher" (Bison).—An epidemic of
pictures representing the abduction of girls seems to have
broken out, and here is a Bison which is an offender. It is a
thrilling enough picture, depicting with substantial accuracy
the wild life of the plains, but objectionable because of this

abduction and the struggle of a girl in the clutches of a
villain. True, she is rescued, but even so the impression is

unpleasant, and no real good results from the story.. It is

not amusing and it is not instructive. The Bison Company
is too clever to require anything like this to make its work
popular. No fault can be found with the rest of the picture,

and one is disposed to offer congratulations when the cow-
boy is given the girl by her father.

"Her Battle for Existence" (Thanhouser).—A romantic
story representing too vividly for comfort what might befall

any girl left alone without some occupation sufficient to in-

sure her a support. In this instance all is well that ends well,

and when a former sweetheart finds her and takes care of

her one is disposed to offer congratulations upon the result.

The acting is good and the photography is clear and cor-

rect. The film will be certain to please because it tells a

good story and tells it well.
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SCENE FROM "JANE EYRE" FILMED BY THE THANHOUSER CO.

"JANE EYRE."
The clever work of the latest American independent manu-

facturer has been the subject oi general comment. We re-

ferred last week to the filming of a popular novel by the
Thanhouser Company and this week we were invited to view
an advance copy of the film "Jane Eyre." The story is vcr>
clearly told and is acted with a degree of perfection that
would do credit to many older concerns. All except one
scene in particular, which is supposed to show a fall from
a horse. This could have been suggested far better than il

has been reproduced, which looks simply like a clumsy dis-
mount. But apart from tins trivial blemish the film is verj
good. There is an ailment known as caput augmenti, which
sometimes attacks grown-ups as well as precocious young-
sters, and if more praise is bestowed on Mr. Thanhousei
he may succumb to flattery, and be satisfied with the progress
that he has made. But. after all. there arc many car-marks
of inexperience in even his lust work, and only time and
careful attention to details will round out the quality of his

product. This, we know, it is his ambition to do.

A THEATRICAL MANAGER DISCUSSES THE INFLU-
ENCE AND FUTURE OF M. P. HOUSES.

Talking to the manager an<^ owner of a popular burlesque
theater a few days ago, he made a few remarks on the mov-
ing picture theater as a fixed and safe investment for future
gain.

He started off by saying: "This moving picture business
certainly gave us poor devils a slap in the eye. closing one
and almost closing the other: in fact, it knocked us down so
hard that we are only getting back on our feet again with
slow and painful exertion. A very large percentage of the

some day will be in a large theater of my own 1:1 which
moving pictures alone and only those of the best makes will
be the feature. This man will have some class about his
place, no dirty, little, 250-scat house of the five-cent variety
for mine; but a large, clean, airy place, such as my burlesque
house is now.
"Keep me on your mailing list. I am more interested than

ever in moving pictures since I started to read your sheet.
Chorus of theater managers: 'Wc have met the enemy and
we are theirs!' Sad, but true."

NEW THEATER FOR BROOKLYN.
Henry Flegenlicimcr, real estate brokc-

• klyn. has completed the erection of his new Y
Theater at the corner of Broadway and Van Bur.
Brooklyn.

Mr. Flegenheimer made a very careful cxami:
the moving picture machinery required for his theater, and
as a has placed an order with J. H. Hallberg, 30
'Greenwich avenue, New York City, for the following equip-
ment: one Motio^raph No. 1 moving picture machine, com-
plete with double dissolving stereopticon attachment: one
"Hallberg" Automatic Electric Economizer to operate on
no-volt direct current for the control of one or two moving
picture machines and stereopticon lamps. This Economizer

away with the use of rheostats on direct current, thereby
removing the heat from the operating room, and saves 50
per cent, on the electric bill. There will also be installed
complete exhaust fan and ventilating equipment, together
with a 5.000 C P. spot light and two "Hallberg" 4.000 C. P.
Flaming Arc lamps.
This theater opens for business within ten days
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IT IS TIME AND MONEY
WASTED

To experiment with or purchase any make of

current saver, but the

HALLBERG
Automatic Electric Economizer

The slight difference in

cost is not worth your time

and trouble. You will eventu-

ally purchase the

HALLBERG
ECONOMIZER

'any way—Why not do it in

the first place ?

I guarantee to save 60 to 90% on your
current bill and will improve your light 100%.
I build the " HALLBFRG " for alternating

or direct current, and for any voltage. - All

leading theatres are using it.

MOTIOGRAPH
Flickerless moving picture machine is another

indespensible part of your equipment. It

improves the picture 100% by removing the

flicker and increasing the clearness and brilliancy

on the screen.

I have selected the best goods on the market for
you, and can fit you out with complete electric machine
and ventilating equipment, and results are positively
guaranteed.

Get my prices on the " HALLBERG " Economizer,
MOTIOGRAPH M. P. machines, Incandescent lighting
system to save 70% on your current bill, ELECTRA Pink
Label carbons, French Condensers, Announcement Slides,
Ventilating Fans, and don't forget to send 35 cents for a
can of «• HALLBERG 'S SPEC- OIL," -prepaid mail—It

saves 50% on your oil bill for machine—Try a Can.

I make an allowance for your old Current Saver or
Rehostat in tradefor the " HALLBERG " Economizer.

Send for free Catalogue No. 28

J. H. HALLBERG
Greenwich Avenue New York

RELEASED THURSDAY, MAY 5th
Approximate length 991 feet
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THE MINER'S SWEETHEART
A charming romance in which a vision is employed most effectively.

The story is strong but apart from the narrative interest the splendid
settings would carry the subject to success. Do not fail to order this.

RELEASED MONDAY, MAY 9th

Approximate length 415 feet

KIDD'S TREASURE
Some small boys bury their childish treasures and make a map of the

location. Fishermen finding the map believe that they have discovered
the pirate's gold and dig for it. A rapid Are little farce that is bound to
bring laughter.

Approximate length 461 feet

RASTIS IN ZIILDLAND
Rastus is a lazy coon who dreams that be has enlisted for a long cruise

and is wrecked on the African coast. The Zulus capture him and he cap-
tures the affections of the Chief's daughter. He prefers death to marriage
and wakens just as the affronted tribesmen are about to dispatch him.

Send for Free Catalogue of Our 1910 Machine

IA7BIN MF'G CO. 'ti^^I*^
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NOTES OF THE TRADE. CORRESPONDENCE.
i .it the Pi
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This pic\ es 1h.1i 51 ime 1 'i" 1 edit to tl

\ Bellefontaine papei gives Mr. Rutt
..11 his promotion and prints i verj nt letter

ir.>m In-, pen in replj who had said soi

thing in that paper against 1 1 »

«

- picture game Mr. Rutter
emphatically proves th tional value of the :

ment and 1

« • »

. Journal, wi dvei tisement
of the Liberty Theater in which the) feature a portrait

Mh- Lawrence, the Imp lady who is known as "the girl

thousand faces." ["his is bringing the personal element
forth .1- the attraction, and while it has the feature "i no>

ituring ti the film or the
the artist rather than the personal equation. After

all it is the w>rk that counts.
* * »

The P. r

«

m 1 x Airdome at [37th street and Third avenue, New
be opened on May 1. thus signalizing

entry of tlie moving
i

t<> the Summer - l his

me has a seating capacity of 3,000 ami standing 1

he ground ha 1 ry well and carefully
drained off and every attention given to the question of :

viding tor the comfort and convenience of the public. Pict-

and vaudeville are to he supplied by thi Vaude-
ville Company. We have no doubt that the Bronx Airdome
will be inline' id. In future numbers of the Mov-

1 we shall give our mipp i1 the en-
•iment provided here.

* * »

The removal of the Leo Circuit booking offices from the

g Acre Building to the Holland Building at 1440 Broad-
marks another step in the progress of the company.

Joseph J. Leo, president of the Leo Circuit, states that owing
to the increased amount of bookings they are handling daily,

they are compelled to move to more spacious offices, where
accommodation for dispatching a large volume of business
can be obtained, thus insuring greater speed and accuracy
in its transaction.
We recommend moving picture exhibitors who find it nec-

ry to include vaudeville in their entertainment to get in

touch with the Leo Circuit, and take advantage of its ex-
ceptional facilities for providing high-class talent.

* * *

Th Amusement Company (Inc.), of no West 34th
street, have been incorporated under the Xew York State
laws, with a paid-up capital of $10,000, to conduct places of

amusement such as moving picture and vaudeville theaters,

and have leased the site at 1446 Broadway, the old home of
the Riccadonna Hotel, upon which they will erect a modern
up-to-date theater containing 299 seats, for the exhibition of
moving pictures only. M. A. Saxe, president of the new cor-
poration, states that an expenditure of $10,000 will be invested
in the renovation of this building.

» * *

The Paramount Film Exchange, with an eye to future
success, have secured the services of I. Bernstein, of Harris-
burg, Pa., for the position of manager of the company.
Although a comparatively new exchange, they have come to
the fore in the Independent field and have secured a large
volume of business. Mr. Bernstein ha; been in the moving
picture business since its inception, and being the owner of
the Cnion Film Exchange at Harrisburg and Altoona, Pa.,

he possesses considerable experience, which, being now asso-
ciated with the Paramount Exchange, will no doubt enable it

to take an even more prominent position in the Independent
field than it has hitherto done.

SPECIAL SELIG RELEASE.
During the Pilgrimage just

brought to a close at Xew Or-
leans the Selig Polyscope Com-
pany secured an excellent negative
of the proceedings, the first and
Only licensed picture ever tal

a Shrine Pilgrimage. Wherever
this picture is exhibited it will

prove an attraction and a -

of much enjoyment to every
Shriner as well as Mason. The

photography of the picture. Selig says, is the clearest and
he has ever made of a public demonstration. Progr
hihitors will demand it. and. as the release date i- announc
May 7th, orders should be placed at once.
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THE LIGHTING OF THEATERS.
.ago, 111., April 25, 1910.

Editors M... lire World:
Gentlemen—In the issue of the Moving Picture W

April in. under the head of "Chicago
manager of the Orpheum Theater, take- except
strongly to the writer's statements regarding the lighting
of his theater, and it is very properly pointed
the lighting of the house, is a vital matter for na-
ture theater managers to study.

Mr. Levin claims that since the lights are some 80 feet
distant from the screen, they do not affect the pictun
any way. He says that the picture is no sharper with all
the lights off than with the side lights on. I grant this;
it is easily seen to be true at the opening of the show, when
an announcement slide is thrown on the screen while all the

light- are on. The outlines arc sharp but
there is a lack of brilliancy and the picture appear- flat

I wish here to bring up the point: What is "black" repre-
sented by in a projected picture? Simplv this: That the
black opaque deposit of silver in the dark parts of the pic-
ture on the film allows little o r no light to p.-, ii it.

and none 1- reflected from the screen where the image of
shadows falls: consequently these parts appear dark

on the curtain, and by contrast with the brightly illuminated
high light-, seem to be really quite black. Now, if light
from some external source strikes the screen, some of it will
be reflected, and if any is reflected from the darker portions
of the picture, the contrast between them and the high lights
will be lessened, the "blacks" will cease to be blacks, the half-
tones will be nearly destroyed, and the result will be a flaf
picture, lacking in brilliance and perspective.

Moreover, when the house lights are of a distinctly differ-
ent color from the color of the projected picture, as they are

rally incandescent lamps, this color wish or
brownish. This color as reflected by the screen is noticeable
only in the dark portion of the picture, but it generally
suffices to materially injure their effect. It i- very notice-
able, and unpleasantly, in a blue-tinted or blue-printed scene
such ?.s are so well done by the F.dison Company, furnisl
a background to the lighter portions of the picture of a color
complementary to the color of the picture as a wl
Another thing that injures the picture at many theaters,

including the Orpheum—the picture itself on the screen is
far too large. It is about 14* 18 feet in dimensions, and has
a magnification of ah :amcters. Not all films are of
such photographic qualit] ar this extreme n
tion. and the texture of the film see:
though on a - e it might not be' noticed.
And. too. it noes w '\ a great p
cannot be well and brilliantly lighted. Also. a : I this
size cannot be really sn -natter h
jector may he. The •

1 ly picture T ever saw here th.v
lutely sf -rraph. "Gold Is !
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IT WILL PAY YOU TO GET ACQUAINTED WITH
Novelty Song Slide Service Novelty

Announcement Slides Novelty Puzzlettes
Prices and particulars free

NOVELTY SLIDE COMPANY
221 East 53rd Street New York City

BRANCH: Real Eitate Exchaage, SCRANTON, PA.

CENRE TRANSPARENCY CO.
507 NORTH CLARK STREET, CHICAGO

LATEST SONG SLIDES
ADVERTISING AND ANNOUNCEMENT SLIDES

s ON G
LI DE
E R VIC E

25 cents a set per week. All sets guaranteed com-
plete from Title to Chorus, Music in nice condition,
and your weekly supply of sets forwarded in one
consignment, which saves you express charges.

Chicago Song Slide Exchange
Dept. I , Ninth Floor

MASONIC TEMPLE CHICAGO, ILL.

W. E. GREENE
Film Exchange

The Oldest and Largest Independent

Film Exchange in New England

BUYING THE PRODUCT OF
ALL THE INDEPENDENT

MANUFACTURERS

If You are in the Market for a First-

Class Independent Service, Write or

Call and See Us

W. E. Greene Film Exchange

228 Tremont Street Boston, Mass.

Opposite Majestic Theatre

Members of the National Independent M. P. A.

DROLLINGER FILM SERVICE CO.
(Agents for Philadelphia Projecting Co.)

Receiving TWELVE REELS of the
BEST INDEPENDENT FILMS WEEKLY

Don't you think that will handle you?
WRITE US A LETTER Phone 3286

106 Upper Second Stree« EVANSVILLE. IND.

A Drawing Card for Moving Picture Theatres

,ouise M. Manon
IN

Illustrated poems, now booking in Moving
Picture Houses in and out of town, also for
professional entertainment.

Miss Marion is presenting several beauti-
ful poems written by Fred Emmerson Brooks,
which she has illustrated with special per-
mission from the author. This work never
fails to make a hit on every occasion.

Operator, Vaudeville 'Sketch and music furnished when desired.
Highest testimonials. Terms reasonable.

LOUSE M. MARION
321 West 23rd Street New York City

MOTION PICTURE PIANO MUSIC
This is a book of descriptive music, regular sheet music size, and

arranged for both hands. Specially selected, arranged ana composed by
one of the best descriptive Pianists in the U. S., who tor the past twenty
years has been Musical Director in all lines of Theatrical Productions.
This work is the result of actual experience, and is now being used in

hundreds of M. P. Theatres. Contains music, for all probable scenes,
actions, characters, etc., and its suggestions are entirely practical.

Increases the value of YOUR SHOW 100%. Descriptive circular sent
free to anyone upon request. This book sent promptly upon receipt »f

price. $1.00 Remit either by P. O. or Express Order, Draft or Check to

GREGQ A. FRELINGER
1009 Perry Street Lafayette, Ind.

Notice of REMOVAL

The Genuine Antique Store
Has moved to larger premises

99 Madison Ave., cor. 29th St.

NEW YORK
We have a bigger selection than ever of

Furniture, Arms, Armour, Draperies, Statuary,

and Art Objects, for the production of moving

pictures.

To Hire on Reasonable Terms

All kinds of artistic

and beautiful acces-

sories for staging of

pictures.

THE

Genuine Antique Store

99 MADISON AVENUE
NEW YORK

o from the Little House arouod
the corner.
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it moved about the screen less than two inches; on ;i smaller
would have been absolute. Again, with

tin- size of picture, • ire minified to nearly I

their normal height, and the actors appear like giants, which
is unnatural. In moat pictures, the proportions of the actors

itch tliat they would be very nearly life size on a -•

about i) x i-' feet With a screen of this size much better

illumination and projection generally can bo secured; and
. mirror screen in this size, which

is another advanl
1 do not consider the arrangement of many of the 1

theaters the best possible for moving picture projection. The
relation of the projecting machine to the screen is not by any
mean- ideal, and the pictures show it. There are too many
unfavorable Beats; too many near the screen, and too many
at tin sides, where the picture is viewed at an angle, causing

shortening, liven the most favorable scats, those in the

center of the balcony and just under it, are so far from the

pictures that they seem faint merely because of the distance
of the spectator from them.
h anyone should ask me what I consider a well-arranged

moving picture theater, I .should name one of the following:
The Garfield, Halstcd and Fifty-fifth streets, which installed

the first mirror screen in Chicago; the Janet, on North
avenue, which is giving independent pictures a beautiful ex-
hibition: the Bell Theater, Madison and Western avenue,
or the Glamour, Sixty-third street and Wentworth avenue, all

of which theaters are well designed and well managed, and
a credit to the moving picture show business.
And for a lighting system, I have seen no theater so well

and yet so simply lighted as the little Theatorium at 44 State
i. in which the lamps, located on the ceiling, are en-

closed in deep cone shades, which confine the light to the

place where it is needed, and protect the screen at the same
time. (This theater is owned by the same management as
the Alcazar Theater, on Madison street, but the latter does
not seem to realize that its own pictures could be improved
by copying the lighting system of its sister house.)

In my own humble opinion, the Orpheum Theater presents
no better pictures on the screen than some other downtown
houses, yet it is the best moving picture theater in Chicago,
simply because of the associations of the pictures: the theater
is refined in atmosphere, the music is good and suits the pic-

tures, and the sound effects are appropriate and well timed.
The operators there, too, deserve much credit; the pictures
are always run smoothly and well timed, and thev never
seem to "grind up" a film merely because a crowd is waiting
outside. Yet. in spite of their good work, the picture on
the screen is not the very best possible, and I venture to
make the statement that if it were not for the associations
of the pictures, the music, etc., the pictures alone as pre-
sented on the screen would scarcely draw the crowds that
frequent the Orpheum.

Respectfully yoiirs,

C. Y.

IN DEFENCE OF OPERATORS.
Washington, D. C, April 26, ioio.

Editors Moving Picture World:
Dear Sirs—In the Moving Picture World some time ago I

read an article in which operators were criticised very
strongly for the way in which many of them run the films
through their machines. The article went on to tell the
results of this gross carelessness on the operators' part, un-
der which topic two or three points were made, one of them
being the tearing and wearing of the perforation on the films
by operators running their machines at excess speed. The
author of this article seemed disposed to put all the blame
for this running at "top-notch" speed on carelessness on the
part of the operator, and, no doubt, in 99 cases out of every
100 it is the operator's fault. But I believe that there are ex-
ceptions, and my object in writing this letter is to expose a

case where, in my opinion, it was not the fault of the operator
that he ran the film through his machine at so high a rate of
speed.
The theater in which the following incident took place is

a small family theater in the northwest section of this city.

1 had seen the poster of an attractive independent film in

front of the house, and went in to see it on the screen. The
presentation of the picture was very good, the operator keep-
ing the film steady and in sharp focus, while his lighting
brought out the shadows beautifully. The house was crowded
and I was standing in the rear of the hall, near the operator's
booth. When the reel was about three-quarters finished, with
about four or five minutes yet to run, the manager, evidently
being in a hurry to end that particular performance, went to
the door of the operator's booth and called up to the op-

d her up there, T , grind h<-r Up

bt in

my mind that that ]> 11 film more in that live min-
than n had dm in. r two or tl ious,

and possibly n

This incident go w- that always the fault

of the operator that a film tunes run at excess speed.
Of course, tl. .ho will say that the operator
could have refused to run the film faster than ordinarily

required, but I believe that if these people will kindly
into consideration the fact that the manager is in char;

the theater, and furthermore that tl >r must
will readily s< e that I . and
not with the operator. I had a short talk with the
alter the Bhow, and he stated that he 1 t"

run films through with a rush, the manager being anxio
clear the house for thi how.

I am not an operator, and know very little about the prac-
tical side of operating, but it is my intention to become an
operator soon, and 1 certainly welcomed tin- announcement
of a Correspondence Course in Operating by F. C. Taylor of

New York City, which appeared on page 713 of the Moving
Picture World for April 30. I have acquired much informa-
tion about moving pictures through the columns of till-

ing Picture World, which I receive regularly every
morning. I may be wrong in saying that it is not 1!

tor's fault in all cases for running films at excess speed, but
this particular incident started me thinking, and I

to ask you about it, knowing that you would be wtllii

give your advice on a question of this kind.

With best wishes for the success of the Moving Pid
World, I beg to remain, Wry respectfully,

RAYMOND J. WEIR.
2004 Seventeenth street. N. W., Washington, D. C.

A FILM THAT STIRS THE AUDIENCE.
Chicago, 111., April 23, 1910.

To the Trade:
As the card of invitation issued for the exhibition of "A

Penitent of Florence" at the Orpheum may arouse a feel-

ing of jealousy on the part of other film manufacturer-
and exhibitors, a word of explanation is necessary. I had
no axe to grind when I searched for a film suitable to dem-
onstrate the possibilities of good music with motion pict-

ures. This was only following up with a practical demon-
stration the theme on which the Moving Picture World has
been harping for weeks. Of course the plum fell to the one
manufacturer who had courteously extended me the invita-

tion to view his releases well in advance. Other manufac-
turers are producing an average of good pictures. Occa-
sionally they excel themselves by producing a masterpiece
and there is the possibility that if any manufacturer had
been as courteous as George Kleine, I could have found
another film suitable for my purpose.
My personal ambition as well as the mission of the Mov-

ing Picture World, is to uplift the motion picture—to make
of it not a tail-ender to a vaudeville show but a satisfying
amusement feature—to elevate them to their proper sphere
as the greatest educator of the world. When I came to
Chicago I visited the theaters, saw where reforms were
needed and stirred up the exhibitors. I was dubbed a
"crank" by a contemporary who has since tried to follow
in my footsteps. I encouraged the theater managers to rig

(Hit their employees in uniforms, to make more ta-

lobby display, to use sound effects and music appropriate
to the picture. One by one the theater managers fell ir.

line, and the Orpheum made such good progress that I be-
gan a hunt for a film that would give them a chance to
render a fine musical program and show that moving pict-

ure exhibiting is only yet in its swaddling clothes.
Needless to say that the phenomenal success of the show

justified my efforts and if it will serve as an inspiration to
others to keep up the good work, my object has been gained.

I must thank (. cine and his office staff for their
kind assistance, also Mr. Van Ronkle of the American Film
Service. As to the Orpheum Theater, I cannot sufficiently

thank Messrs. Jones. Linick & Schaeffer, the owners, for
the great interest they took in my work. Mr. Samuel I.

Levin, the manager, for his able collaboration, and Mr.
William E. Kinc. the director of the orchestra, for his splen-
did musical program. It would take more than one whole
copy of the Moving Picture World to contain the words
of praise spoken about the exhibition of "The Penitent of
Florence" at the Orpheum. Suffice to say that it marked
an epoch in moving picture presentation.

JOHN M. BRADLET.
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THIS WEEK'S PROGRAM OF LICENSED FILMS.

Monday, May 2.

Biograpli—The Gold .Seekers (Dr.) 9TG

The Master Mechanic (Dr.) 594

Lubin—Mrs. Nosey (Com.) 382

I'athe—Only a Faded Flower (Dr.) G13

Fathe— rieluresque Pyrenees iSrenic) 367

Selig—The Cowboy Girls (Com. ) 1000

Tuesday May 3.

Edison—Cigarette Maker of Seville (Dr.) 995

Gaomont—The Money Bag (Dr.) G10

Uaumout—The Banks of the Danube (Scenic) 331

Vitagraph—The Lost Trail (Dr.) 972

Wednesday, May 4.

Essanay—The Stolen Fortune (Coin. ) 1000

Kaleui- Chief Kluekfoot's Vindication (Dr.)

Patbe—The Witch Of the Ruins (Dr.) 617

Pathe—Diamond Cut Diamond (Com.) 377

Urban—Called to Sea (Dr.) 584

Thursday, May 5.

Biograph—The Unchanging Sea (Dr.) 952

Lubin—The Miner's Sweetheart (Dr.) 991

Melies—The Debt Repaid (Dr.) 935

Selig—Papinta (Dr.) 1000

Friday, May 6.

Edison—The Senator and the Suffragettes (Com.). 635

Edison—Love and Marriage in Poster Land

(Com.) •
365

Pathe—A Romantic Girl (Com. ) 4.«

Pathe—Customs of the Buddhists in India

(Scenic) ^
Kaleui—The Egret Hunter (Dr.) j»5
Vitagraph—One of the Finest (Dr.) 985

Saturday, May 7.

Essanav—The Sheriff's Sacrifice (Dr. ) 950

Gaumont—Call of the Forest (Dr.) o.l

Gaumont—Gigantic Waves (Scenic) 34S

Pathe—The Cherries (Dr.) 5«4

Pathe—Medium Wanted as a Son-in-Law (Com.).3Si

Vitagraph—Mario's Swan Song (Dr.) S42

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING.
THE NORRIS REEL—Standard 10-iinch, wood

hub reel, made from C. R. steel, heavily nickel

plated counter-sunk discs. For samples and prices

write NORRIS MACHINE COMPANY, 1322-1324

Sherman avenue. N. S., Pittsburg, Pa.

WANTED—One hundred second-hand chairs for

small moving picture show. HOOVER & BOLL-
INGER, Mount Union, Pa.

THEATERS FOR SALE.

FOR SALE—On account of having a hat store

and no time to devote to the management, I will

sell my moving picture theater, seating 400, doing

a good' business, four year lease, rent $40.00 month,

population 20,000. Capital required. .$2,000. Do
not miss this opportunity. Enclose stamp for re-

ply. Address or call, GEM THEATER, Torring-

ton, Conn.

FOR SALE.—Two picture theaters. One in New
York City, one at Summer resort, or would rent

latter. B. S., care Moving Picture World, N. Y.

City.

FOR SALE—$2,500 cash buys this only vaude-

ville house in a thriving Ohio town of 10,000.

Guarantee to clear sales price first year. 180

chairs. Reason for selling. S. C. R., care Moving

Picture World. N. Y. City.

FOR SALE—An up-to-date moving picture thea-

ter. Complies with all departments of the law.

Good location. Reason for selling, other business

of more importance to attend to. Address H. W.,

care Moving Picture World, N. Y. City.

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE.

FOR SALE.—One Dressier 190S Projectograph

with stand, magazine, rheostat, lenses, etc., all

complete to set np a show. This outfit is new
and has only been used for shop demonstration.

Make offers to MANUFACTURER, care of Mov-

ing Picture World.

FOR SALE—Six $3 cartons of Curtainyline, to-

gether or separately, to highest bidder. Address

CURTAINYLINE, P. O. Box 226, Madison Square,

New York.

FOR SALE—Seven new Model B Howard Gas

Making (Oxvhvdrogen) Outfits for projection pur-

poses; 1.000 feet No. 8 Jute Stage Cable. BAUSCH
& LOMB OPTICAL CO., Rochester, N. Y.

HELP WANTED—MALE.
WANTED—Manager for high-class moving pict-

ure theater. Must be thoroughly experienced and

competent. State qualifications, references and

salary. Address P. O. Box 6, Cincinnati, O.

SITUATIONS WANTED.
EXPERIENCED MANAGER—At liberty to con-

sider reliable theater or circuit. Good correspon-

dent, press agent, operator and baritone singer.

Experienced in pictures and vaudeville, booking,

etc. Capable of handling several houses. Best of

references. Eastern States preferred. C. W. L.,

Latrobe, Pa.

WANTED, PIANO PLAYERS to send for Gordon's

big Dance Folio of popular song successes. Greatest

thing out. A knockout for moving picture theaters.

20c. a copy, none free. The Gordon Music Pud.

Co., 205 W. 34th St., New York City.

German Film

A well established German film

concern wishes to come in contact

with some American film manufac-
turer of good reliable standing to

represent the German product in

America. We to handle the Ameri-
can product in Germany in ex-

change, or either exchange negatives

to print from after they have been
used in their home countries.

GLOMBEK & CO.
Film Crossisten, Berlin S. W. 48

Friedrich Strasse No. 31 - Germany

UNIFORMS
AND

CA PS
FOR

Moving Picture

Theatres

Catalogues, Samples

and Prices for the

Asking

JamesH.Hirsch&Co. IK!
Jackson Boulevard 1, U
CHICAGO "^8

Lang's Rewinder No. 2
Price, $5.00 Net

Lang Manufacturing Co.
OLEAN, NEW YORK

No. 110 A

35c Postage Paid
Send for Catalog of Announcement

and Ad slides

The Neosho Slide Company
100 S. Wood St., Neosho, Mo.

LEO
CIRCUIT

Announce their removal to the

HOLLAND BUILDING

1440 BROADWAY cor. 40th ST.

'Phone, 3982 Bryant. Connecting
all departments.

BARGAINS in USED

FILMS
SLIDES

and MACHINES
We are preparing for May First In-

ventory and are offeringthese articles

at extremely low prices.

Chicago Film Exchange
53 Jackson Boulevard

THE ENTERPRISE MODEL B

Portable Calcium Gas Outfit
Is the only Substitute for Electricity for projecting
Motion Picture or Stereopticon views and is the

Only Satisfactory Portable Outfit
because it operates by WATER PRESSURE, IS CON-
STANT, REGULAR AND RELIABLE and has no com-
plicated spring valves to corrode, choke up and otherwise
get out of order. Is patented.

"OXONE" in SQUARE CAKES Is most Satisfactory for

the production of Oxygen Gas. Send for particulars.

For Sale by Dealers

MANUFACTURERS AN* SALES AGENTS
564 and 572 W. Randolph St. CHICAGOEnterprise Optical Mfg. Co.
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NOTICE OF REMOVAL.
We l>cKr to inform >>ur patrons and the moving picture

trade in general ><i the removal from our present ofhc<
the Lincoln Building, R ia ; i nion iquar

rteenth street, New \ • >rk City. Oui removal is du
increased business, and we will be pleased to see those in-

terested in the Independent cause <>" and after May -• at
the address above gh en.

NEW VORK MOTION PI( li RE COMPANY.

THE MORTIMER FILM CLEANER.
This is a well made and useful adjunct t" every film exchange,

and "iu- should be in the operating r n of everj theater, li is

screwed to the bench between the rewinding reels and the him
passes through between soft fell i>a<U, removing an> grea

that may be "ii the film. A sample raaj l»- seen in the
office of the Moving Picture World, where it has received the

commendation of all \\ln> have examined it. Wholesale or re-

tail prices will be quoted by the Mortimer Film Cleaning Com
pany, 54 Clarendon street, Boston, Mass

1

NAY.

Essanays "The Stolen Fortune" a Comedy Muterpte. e.

telll

mi Interrup

!,'
1

""' i v<r i.-.k. .1 b) anj rxhlbl
chap who Inberll

n,
, n„. strength of

young society girl, trusting
him for -i\ mootbi, will 1

'•• fr..ii, hi
thai h« li nol Ui« rightful heir
an Invention be
links that 1. is nephew make tearcfa f..r iiuski hand*
the fortune. The iboci 1-

. i.,r the
|

. - that
his engagement to the society girl m Following tbll he ad-

NOTES FROM THE FILM MANUFACTURERS.
VITAGRAPH.

The Impromptu sentiment and expression glyen on the Impulse of the mo-ment in the performing of moUon plctarea la exceedingly Impressive, partJcu-
, ''

1

r '-v parOcnUr Instance. A child actress ten years old of the
rapb Stock Company addressing her supposed baby sister, a native Jap-

in one of the Japanese Dramatic 'Orchids" to be presented by the
•I swear by all the gods to protect you through all my life—through all my life. I swear it."

'•The Lost Trail," which will blaze its way to the front next Friday, May 6.mil of extraordinary natnralness that we are lost in wonder at the
tillzzard as It bursts upon us and sweeps us through the forest, and the pic-ture makes us shiver, rub our hands and clap them. too. The underbrush

ng with the drifting snow and the loose leaves skipping and whirlingover the glistening snow takes us right along with them Into the picture

r,;;I 'riT""
fl'"'"vs

1

wbo are trudging and struggling along against the

or ,1,1, TV 0t P 'C,Ure
,

iS "'" klnd we Deed: " makes U9 u"»k aboutother things and forget ourselves: reddens our blood and exhilarates our minds.
One breath of nature puts the whole world atune. That's what "Mario's

will do on May 7. It is a sonnet of loye and sentiment thattouches the heart until Uie silent dropping of a tear wears away the Indif-ferences and stoicism of the enobllng emotions of the soul. Tbe beautifulstory of child love and sacrifice for his grandfather and the despair of the
'*1

d man at
,
th

r

,

Io
,

ss °f his little companion: the blending of tbe morning

dram, Zm* l

" t0wh
f

gl°rl0US daWn 0f the st>lrit
-

Tuls Ilttle emotionaldr ini., will make you think, feel the well springs of your heart bubble wltbcrystal globules of your better self.

MELTES.
It is a great satisfaction to tell about the good things in store for others.We would rather keep the pleasure In suspense, but then vou would miss agreat opportunity of getting the next Melles picture of Indian life and pioneer

experience upon the plains. -The Debt Repaid.- Ion remember the Indians
In Fcnlmore Cooper's novels, the aborigines of this countrv, the prairieschooners and the early settlers? V,.„ have heard alwut them. Well here

r.rfhJV
1'

n*
N>f

,

or,\" s ln ll>e "Ting present In all their war paint andfeathers. Tins will give the people of this generation, old and young, an'lea of what it meant and means to prepare the home of the free and theland of the brave to carry out tbe progress of the nation.

LVBTS.
The first pictures were made In the new Lnbln Studio on Mondav. April 2."

Idil rL'„.°
dir, '

,

;

,
,°

rs "king ''"-"'«i.<n Of the new l.uilding. while the otherswill remain for the present at the old studio on Market street. Some big pro-

?h. ! ~ni"
e plan"ed ,0 mark «W "Pining of the new building: presentations

the n, n''M
S,> 7°? "'ore talk than the splendid stories now being offered brme uiMn Manufacturing Company.

The Lnbln release for Decoration Day should not be overlooked. The storv

„. Vn ?!
"V ,lran,

V i0
i" Its "',r,oal ar"' ,lnKed with patriotic sentiment, but",

sentiment I?!!,. ,
T '6 55?

"'"'" * no,able SL Pallet's Day release.

l^lZf 1 I
f f,rrP

'I- ,

T1'° s, "rv nt the Pending release Is vital and grip-ping in every scene and Its appeal is not to be denied.

In'nTanv^5
"
8^"'^"-" ,he L"bta re,ea!v f" r Mav 12

-
la « n nnnsnal one

wen ^f,., th ? .
e dlrector eharse.! with Its production has done unusuallr

M.J tai L S!aSln.S -

, The outdoor soen,>s are "tmdertnn, picturesque and
Fast "m/r ..

* h"nt
.
h°USe

-
Where a Dart pf ,he action passes, gives toEasterners a glimpse of the real thing, the setting being copied from aphotograph of an actual bunk house ln New Mexico.

vertlses for Max Iluskl. and Immediately warm of .!•

and. in fact, representatives of nearl) < a blm,
each Individual claiming t,> be the rightful loir t.> thi situa-
tions which follow ere extremely ludicrous. Be la I

-.• and night
by the Iluskls. but la unable t" .s,f from ai

Is alKnit to give np the task as a :

•

. when his uncle's attorney
makes an appearai and di ikl exists: that be has
been the butt of a Joke pi entile uncle, who desired to
make sure that his nephew would be found worthy of the : is film
Will undoubtedly prove one of the mi films released ln
a long time. The Idea Is big and remely good
and true to life. The acting will be found all that can be desir

The Essnnay Company certainly deserve the title. "Finders of Lost Men."
It might be profitable for them to advertise something like this: "Have
you a brother or sister who -' track ofl We will find them.
Watch our Alms:" John I while ln Denver, located his '

William in Los Angeles, Cal.. after having viewed the Essanav aviation
film, made at Los Angeles. They had been separated twenty "rears and
thought each other dead. A similar st,.ry. which
the press. Is that Mrs. J. Elliott Carotbers. Of Washington. r\i.. saw ln the
Essanav Company's film. "World'l Baseball Series Between Pittsburg and
Detroit." her brother, Wilford Terlford, whom she had lost track of. The
youth had run away from n go. had gone West then
returned to Pennsylvania, locating In Pittsburg, where be had married.
The sister took up tbe search and found her brother.

Miss Martha Spier, the Bssanaj - new leading lady, had her first
experience in moving pictures. In a big dramatic subject, made in the Chi-
cago studios last week. She expressed herself as delighted will, the
Announcement of the release of this big subject will be made later.

Ci. M. Anderson and bis Western picture crew, in Colorado, are contrib-
uting more splendid Western films, which show they are taking advantage
of tbe scenic opportunities where they are worklnc. Scenlcallv. these plc-

are masterpieces, while tbe good tone and dramatic qualities of the
pictures, with the excellent photography, are maintained at their high level
The Basanay Bulletin of t m Mav 18 to ?.\ offers an especially

attractive combination of variety in. first, a film d'art drama, a thousand-
western comedy, with lies from the Chicago producers and a
rti drema. The first tw arc advertised as features of unusual merit.

"The Danger Line" Is an exceedingly fine portraval of a famous French
story, broad and deep in Its meaning and intelllglblv pictured by a tal
cast. It tells the story of a husband and wife who red through
tbelr differences of ambition and taste. The wife is brought -

realize the great divide bet . ;f and her husband and Is offered a
temptation which she nobly he husband engages his traitor friend
in a duel In which the former la wounded, and thus, through snfferlnr the

To',/,
1"," finaI,y bro"*"t together. The film Is full of dramatic Incident,

rklllfnlly interpreted by a verv talented cast. Photographically H l« pro-
nounced one of the most beautiful ever released by the Essanay Comp*
"The Little Doctor of the I -ithllls" Is the most humorous of .; \fAndersons v. medies. It tells of the experiences of s little lady"doctor In a Western town. the cowboys are aware that "CecilBurton M.D.." Is a pretty little being of their opposite sex. and of course

there Is no real enthusiasm until the doctor arrives. It Is then that »boys find they are suffering with grave *nd serloos ailments and thev keep
the little doctor" busy until she learns she is reallv neede.i

puncher Is shot accidentally, and she is filled with remorse and anxletvwhen the wotmded cowboy i- -led Info her office. This Is the beginning
a love affair and we are left at the end of the film fullv convinced tbjta wedding will soon take place I • film is exquisite ln It- - „p-

roarious In its fun, and entirely satisfying. It ought to break all records
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Tkadb Mask Tradb Mau
BIOGRAPH
FILMS
RELEASED MAY 2, 1910

THE GOLD SEEKERS
A STORY OF THE CALIFORNIA GOLD FIELDS

In this Biograph subject there is an intense thrill from beginning to end,

together with a sympathetic touch seldom found in stories of this nature.

The young miner, with his wife and little boy, is seeking his fortune in the

hills of California. He eventually strikes it rich, but is almost cheated out

of his claim by a couple of scoundrels, who have seen him stake the claim,

and try to reach the agent before the miner's wife, who, accompanied by the

boy, goes to file it. Their purpose, however, is thwarted by the boy.

APPROXIMATE LENGTH, 976 FEET

RELEASED MAY 5, 1910

THE UNCHANGING SEA
Suggested by Charles Kingsley's Poem, "The Three Fishers."

There is perhaps no work from the pen of the eminent English clergy-

man and poet, Charles Kingsley, better known than his tragic poem, "The
Three Fishers." It so tersely illustrates the lot of the honest fisherfolk.

While this Biograph subject was suggested by the poem it uses it simply

as a preamble or introduction to a story of sympathetic interest. The scenic

beauty of the subject is exceptional, being taken at a fishing village of

Southern California.

APPROXIMATE LENGTH, 952 FEET

Get on Our Mall List and Keep Posted. Write for Our Descriptive Circulars

BIOGRAPH COMPANY
Licensee of the Motion Picture Patents Co.

11 EAST 14th STREET NEW YORK
QEOROE KLEINE. Selling Agent for Chicago (52 State St., Chicago, 111.).

Among the Exhibitors

Independent Film Service—Exclusive Service Guaranteed
WRITE for CATALOGUE and PRICES NO OLD TRUST INDEPENDENT FILMS FOR SALE
The only exchange on the Pacific Coast buying everything from the leading Independent Manufacturers

CALIFORNIA FILM EXCHANGE, Inc.
M. K. SMITH. President. M. L. MARKOWITZ, Secretary and Manager

1065 Mission St.. San Francisco 221W.5thSt., LosAngeles

FILMS
HOWARD M0VIN6 PICTURE CO.

Repair Work a Specialty. Agents for Motiograph, Power's
and Edison Machines. Supplies and Sundries.

FILMS
564 Washington

Established 1894.

Street,
(Opposite Adams House).

Boston Mi
Incorporated 1908.

Forest Grove, Ore.—J. W. Hoffman will erect a
new moving picture theater on the property on the
west side of Canal street.
Eugene, Ore.—A new moving picture theater la

being erected here for Mrs. M. E. Watson.
Tampa, Fla.—A new moving picture theater, the

Bonita, will be erected at 710 Franklin street and
will have a seating capacity of 300.
San Antonio, Tex.—J. W. Jackson has leased the

Grand Opera House here and will convert it int«
a lirst class moving picture show.
Duluth, Wis.—The Princess Theater here has been

purchased by George C. Wiley and will be under
the management of Fred Howe.

St. Louis, Mo.—The latest moving picture thea-
ter to be built here will be erected on the site
of the former Episcopal Church, on the west side
of Hamilton avenue, near Plymouth avenue, and
will be known as the New Hamilton, with a seat-
ing capacity of 700. Tbe Monroe Amusement Com-
pany, who are the proprietors, have spent $30,009
to make this amusement house one of the most
comfortable in of theaters in St. Louis.

Providence, R. I.—A new picture theater is be-
ing erected on Thames street.

Stamford, Conn.—The Imperial Moving Picture
Theater here has been closed for the Summet
months.
Hamburg, N. Y The Abbott Building is being

converted into a high class picture house.
Bridgewater, Mass.—Fred Waite will open a new

moving picture theater here soon.
Washington, D. C.—Arrangements have been filed

for the erection of a number of theaters here.
Newark, N. J.—A new moving picture theater is

being erected at 100 and 102 Springfield avenue for
William E. Lehman.
New York City.—Plans have been filed for the

erection of a new moving picture theater, on Mc
Cambs lane, between 153d and 154th streets, for

S. Levin.
Oklahoma City, Okla.—E. H. Hullsey has pur-

chased the Gem. at 117 North Broadway; the Or-
pheuui, at 220 West Main street, and the Olympic
moving picture theaters, at 112 West Main street.

Shickshinny, Pa.—Mr. Buckley has sold the Lyric
Moving Picture Theater here to Rule Brothers, o'

Wanamie.
Brooklyn, N. Y,—Cyrus Gale will erect a new

nickel theater on Flatbush avenue, near Fulton
street.

St. Louis, Mo.—The Monroe Amusement Com-
pany is planning the erection of a new moving
picture theater on Hamilton avenue.

Vinita, Okla.—Jack McCurry and Ed Hawkins
have purchased the Vaudette Moving Picture Thea-
ter here. .

Elkhart, Ind.—Jacob Winer is making arrange-
ments to open a new moving picture theater here
Ottawa, 111.—S. R. Allison has opened a new

moving picture theater at 217 West Main street.

Washington, D. C.—Roland Wallace is preparing
the plans and specifications for the erection of a

new moving picture theater at 018 Ninth street.

Marseilles, 111.—Lettsome Brothers are making ar-

rangements to open a new moving picture theater
in the Grundage Building.
Kansas City, Mo.—Henry J. Grossman has pur-

chased the People's Theater here.

Dolegville-, N. Y.—Dibble & Slocums have opened
a new moving picture theater here.

Milwaukee, Wis.—Architect H. C. Hengels has
completed the plans and specifications for the erec-

tion of a new moving picture theater, at Wright
and Fratney streets, for Steve Surlewski.
Rock Port, Mo.—E. E. Douglas hes opened a new

moving picture theater here.

Kansas City, Mo.—The Kansas City Alrdome
Company has commenced the erection of a new
moving picture show here.

Dodgeville, Wis.—W. T. Hickley has disposed of

his interest in the Crystal Theater here to Prof.

D. M. Jones.
Schenectady, N. Y.—Walter Gumble. of New York

City, has purchased the Dorp Theater here.

Moving Picture Piano Players™
l NOTICE?!^

FWHY RACK YOUR BRAIN FOR
MELODIES? Get OUR NEW FOLIO
with simple and sweet melodies for Pathos,

Comedy. Chase and different Films.

FOR 50 CENTS (POST OFFICE
MONEY ORDER) we will forward Folio

and make you rest easy. You can't beat

it! Make all money orders payable to

Garden City Music Co. ~^z$ - . , — *

GARDOTcmTlVllSIC CO.
724 W. 17th St, Chicago, Ills.
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BIOGRAPH COMPANY.
THE UNCHANGING 8EA. I lure li perhaps BO

w..rk from 11. i- pen "f i in- eminent F.u.

man and poet, CI .iter known than

hla tragic poem, "The Three Flebere." I

iUiimi-.. ..f itif boBMl Babsrfolh. While
bject wai aoggeated i •

1 1 1
1

1 > l > iih n preamble or Introduction t"

a storj ithetlc Inten

couple in living happily in Um little Bahln
n,i ai Mi.' opening i.f tba roung
i la ona ol

n went sailing awaj to tba Wi
m went down,
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town,
Tor man must w..rk and woman must
Ami tbera'i llttla to rum and many to keep,
Though tba harbor bar ba moaning.

Ai the days rolled by the "three wlvea sat up hi

.s,r . . . They looked ll the

•quail, anil they looked at the shower." hut
I

of their boabanda' retnrt conld ba seen. Ah: llttla

.li. I they know that OO M illstnnt shore "I'lir. .

crs lay out on tba shining sands. In tba morning
gleam an tba tide went down." Whet) the laaeua
party brlnga the Ushers In they find life In one, the

I. I. Willi the tender care ol tba f"lk

in this dlatanl land he regatna his health, hut his

meinory Is a blank. All efforts to recall tbi

i itlle. Meanwhile, the poor wife, wltb her

taalng onl to sea. still bopaXnl of his

return, bnl m rain. The years roll l>y and her

Into roong womanhood to ba courted
of the JrOOng llshermeti of the eoast Tillage,

ami It la upon tba day that the young COOpla are

prapartng for their wedding that tbi

liushaml. baring atarted out to sea once more lands
.Is native village. The familiar

.- his memory, it seems to blm that
he left, and be

rushes eagerly al ist to meet his wife.

r hopeful. At tlrst they

hardly recognise earh other, time having wrOOgbt
aneb a ebange, but enwrapped in each others' arms

realise fate's Injunction

—

For men must work an. I women must weep.
Anil the sooner it's over the sooner to Bleep;

the har and Its moaning.

•y of the subject Is exceptional,
•

i ken at a fishing village of Southern Cali-

fornia.

THE GOLD-SEEKERS.—The maxim. " 'Tls dark-
re dawn.'' was certainly verified In the

.dor who is the sub
Ject of this Hi. .graph slury. All his searching for

rated yellow ore lias been fruitless, and he
starts out to make his last effort to find pay dirt.

The privations In' has suffered do not affect him
as much us t lie hardships endured by his patient
wife with their little chid, a boy of ten years.
To see them Subjected to hunger and exposure al-

most drives him mad, and this final effort Is almost
maniacal. As usual, his endeavors seem to he In

vain, until In a lit of rage he hurls his pick away
from him and sinks despairingly on the ground.
Here he sits hopeless, when he sees something shin-

ing In the earth that the pick's point had up-

turned when he hurled It from him. He Is dazed,
and can scarcely believe his sight. However, a
pan of the dirt taken to the brook and washed

he has at last struck pay dirt. Wild with
joy, he rushes to his camp to give the neWI t"

his wife. She reminds him of the Importance of
tiling his claim nt once, and to this end the three

—

man. wife and child—go back to the place and he
stakes the claim, guarding It. while the wife hnr-

tile It. she taking the

little hoy with her. Two mountain reprobates from
i distance see the staking of the claim, and know-
ing that the first one filing the claim may secure It,

try to reach the agent before her. but as she Is

on horseback and they on foot, she reaches there
first. When she arrives she finds the office not yet

open and a line of prospectors awaiting the agent's
arrival. The two scoundrels now scheme to get the
wife's place In the line, and to effect this they
play upon her sympathy by getting an unconscion-

able old woman to feign Illness and ask to be
! to her home. This the wife does, the

scoundrels following and locking her In a room
with bar little boy. They go back to the agent

ire his recognition of their claim. After
futile efforts to burst the door, the wife lets the

baby through the transom on a rope, telling him
to run for help. This the little fellow manfully
does, and after a time engages the attention of a

couple of ranchers, who release the poor woman,
rushing her to the land agent's office just as he

Is about to sign the claim of the scoundrels. The
agent listens to the woman's story, hacked up by
the ranchers and the baby, and signs the claim
handing it to her. at the same time pushing a

pistol in the scoundrels' faces with the Injunction,
v git." and they very wisely "got."

ESSANAY FILM MFG. CO.

iii.nt i

111 ..f his mi. -le. '1 his I ,

letter bearing tbe Inacriptli »

months after i am dead," ami
when 1 rank opens tba latter Shortly after he inn

slipped the engagement ring on pretty I

nt hi» node
by iiis in. .in > an fairly, in truth, had

a valuable Invention from
lluskl.

Eoleo fi.riuiie to II, Is Mat
lluskl. who mi. ill. I he found residing BOOK
iii New ^ ..rk City,
Frank sorrowfully breaks tba engagement, da

spite tba gin's pieadinga. Bad sats onl
UI lluskl. wishing tn wash his hi
inatti-r ns siH.ii as possible. He advertises In tba
evening paper and nl tba following morning fnlly

I Of lluskls. earh claiming to I.,' tbi

renl. genuine llil-kl. .all up. n hllu ll his h.il.l

ami insist up..n the fortune being to tba
rightful owner Also his morning's mall i

Bowing with letters frun llnakl, et al, In-

demanding, begging for the m. >

Frank meets tba vagabonds In tba corridor ..f

the hotel. He Is let upon by vlolanl hands and
. death miraculously wben through
the mob. out of the hotel and Into a taxi.

Hi- DSetl Helen In the park but they are
hardly seated on a btBCb wben two Ot three

mora lluskls. as faithful us shadows, COma whin-
ing about him. Frank starts in wipe tba
nient with them when a policeman Interfere

hustles the two knavi \ lew . Helen l<

rushed Into a taxi and sen home while Frank
hurries away, another crowd "f lluskls at but

lie makes hla way back to tbe botel In a taxi

by dodging up - .'in.l tin. .ngh

In Ills risim be finds two more Iln-hi-. Thej
been fighting and inn' partially demolished

. suite, hut alter an effort hi

rids himself of the pests and Settle! I

quietly to think It over.
There Is a knock nt the door and Helen and

Mrs. Holcombe enter, escaping Injury fr.'in Frank'-
stout cane by his timely perception that tbe]
are not lluskls. Both Helen and lira Holoombt
are all sympathy nml . urge Frank tl

return the engagement ring to Helen, who really

loves blm nnd who cares little whether her fiancee

Is wealthy or poor. He is "sealing the compart
with n kiss" when a bellboy enters ushering In

a gentleman, who proffers i card on which Is

written: "Max lluskl."
The gentleman explains that he Is the latf

Thomas Wentworth's partner that no Max lluskl
c\lsts and that Frank has been the butt of a Jokf
perpetrated upon him by his eccentrle uncle, whe
desired only to see what s..rt of stuff his nephew
was made n f. Tba fortune. Mr. Wharton explains
Is ills for keeps.

It Is n happy trio who turn to leave, following
Mr. Wharton, the uncle's partner, when fr.'in undo]
the bed In Frank's other apartment Is heard n still,

small volee. whining persistently:
o Meester Ventvort— I am Max lluskl and 1

can proof It." The Tlddlsher enters the room
and offers bis proofs, but the "Meester Ventvort'
and his party have left without paying any atten
tlon to him.

THE SHERIFF'S SACRIFICE.—Allan F.gan. thf
young sheriff of .Tisslmlne county, lores the pretty

Wllma Allerton. the daughter of a wealthy Texas
ranchman. He Is reJootM by the girl for her
father's foreman, a handsome young Texan, whose
one serlons fault Is the desire to gamble.
On the dny our story opens Odell Is sent to the

village post-office to ensh a money order for hl«

employer, while in town he la seduced into a

gambling house by a friendly cowboy , where h«
loses his money and also that of his employer
Disheartened, be leaves bnl returns to the gambling
house In an effort to get the money back. He I-

kicked out now that he Is broke.
Fearful of facing his employer without the

money Odell re- old up the chap who
won his money. In a lonely spot nt the hasj
of a cliff he waits until the other fellow saunters
by. The hold up Is successful nnd Odell. who had
masked himself with a black handkerehlef. hiirrlc
away confident that he can again establish blm
self In the good graces of Allerton. t'nmlndful o(

the fact, Odell had been watched by two children
from tbe top of the cliff and nt the time of tbe
liold-np. the little chan. who carried a kodak, took
a picture of the affair and hurried away to the
sheriff's office.

The boys In town have been apprised of the hold
up nnd have left to search for the culprit when the
little boy hurries into the sheriff's office, ex
cltedly explaining about the robbery.
Tbe sheriff hnrrles with him to tiie village pho

togrnpher. where the negative Is developed
Immediately Identifies the robber as Edgar Odell
and with the convincing negative carefully wrapped
he mounts his horse and rides to the Allerton
ranch.
He finds Odell nervously pacing In front of

the house and confronts him with the ac
that he is a highwayman and further proves 11

by producing the negative. Odell is completely
unstrung when he finds he is discovered and begs
mercy from the young sheriff.

appears In the doorwa
igly i, ut «i

I

i

back t

with '

blm and

'

' I'll i

Bat the glti

1 and

la In hla «ii. i. II.- and away.

How got «•

KALEM CO.
IN THE DARK VALLEY.

::::
Scene I,- '

dull, a I - Idler.

8cene II.

8cene III.—The I nent.
Scene. IV.

'. -ck.
Scene VI.—Fra:

VII.—Frank Turns Indian and Saves Mary.
BETWEEN LOVE AND DUTY.—

A

ingbl In a tri ingulsr struggle i.
•

re, divine pity
Scen ' : ire Georgia.

irt, Heai.
Scene II. [>n Yeaj -»' TTuabsn I

Scene III. I
; • p

'•riff.

Srene IV.— In the Swamp—Klnkald Wout. '

Scene V.— Bess, an Angel of M
Scene VI.— Bess Discovers it is Bar Buaba

IB Is Hunting.
Scene VII. \ Hutu ana Plans to

I., id the SberlfJ

Scene VIII.—The Sheriff I-carns the Truth and
Saerlfie.

Scene IX. -A Mans Silent Despair.

GAUMCNT.
G. Kleins.

THE CAPTAIN OF THE GUARD.—A house party
borne of v

D and beautiful
in evening in the ball room of

the mansion.
\ message is brought from the government of-

tbe arrival of an officer, wh
it is requested to entertain during -

The arrival of the Captain of the Guard, who
i charming guest In every war snd Is Im-

mediately li tbe entire party. Especially
admired by the Vlacount's daughter.

The accident In which a chandelier falls I

inexpectedly. thoroughly frightening
ipany except the Captain, who now

lion that he bss never known fear.
plot, by the young lsdleg of tbe company

to daunt the lioastfnl officer. The daughter of the
i«e herself as s gbost an!

ight. Finding bis r-

..• they empty It of cartridges.
The perpetration In which It Is proven that tbe

f.-aiiy Intrepid snd the foolish young
lmost loses her life,

(feet of the escapade In which expls
the anger Viscount at finding bis

daughter in his guest's room uninvited.

THE CHEESE BOX—-.aston cjrefullr dot
legant attire In preparation for a call npon

his fiancee.

the valet hands him a bouquet which is to
be given to the young lady, we note that the hero

•d by a cold that he Is unable to
smell the :' • ,1s sllment ar!-

aplicatlons upon wblcb tbe comedy Is

In mellow mood he decides to take. In addition
flowers, a box of c.

upon blm. accidentally hands him a

l« said. lis troubles are
watched than described.

THE MONEY BAG I Vrsble
set In the midst of roman'

hank messenger.
'

the numbers. A tramp picking it up tai
money and throws the satchel back upon tbe road.



THE MOVING PICTURE WORLD

^d\jfl OPERA CHAIRS , J

Over 75 per cent, of the finest theaters In the United States and
Canada are furnished with them. They are used In 318 of the

405 moving picture theaters In Chicago.
To meet the growing demands for

LOW PRICED OPEBA CHAIRS
we have originated a number of styles which, though Inexpensive,

are characteristic of
ANDREWS QUALITY

Write to Department K for our large Catalogue No. 31, Illus-

trated in colors, which will guide you when contemplating the pur-

chase of opera chalrrs.

CHICAGO ESTABLISHED ISbS

NEW YORK SAN FRANCISCO
ST LOUIS SEATTLE

174-176 Wabash Avenue, Chicago

KALE NTS
COMING BIG FEATURE

FRIENDS
RELEASED FRIDAY, MAY 2 7th

A GRAND MOTION PICTURE SYMPHONY. A OEM AMONG SILENT
DRAriAS. A SlflPLE STORY ELOQUENTLY TOLD.

This picture play tells the story of a young girl who sacrifices herself on
the altar of friendship.

Perfect photography, magnificent action amid beautiful scenic surroundings.

The Triumph of Motography
Don't forget the release date, Friday, May 27th

Write your exchange to-day to book you for this

GREAT BIG HEADLINER

KALEM CO., Inc.
Eastman Kodak Building

235=237=239 West 23rd St.

NEW YORK CITY

BASEBALL
CONTEST

A House Packer

information BRAYTON MFG. CO.FREE 122 Randolph St., Chicago

EBERHARD SCHNEIDER
Miror Vitae Products," Projectors, Cameras,

Film-Making Machinery, Films, Slides, Stere-

opticons, Specialties, Lens Grinding, etc. Special
condensors, carbons and lugs.

109 East 12th Street, New YerK

ADVERTISING, ANNOUNCEMENT AND
SPECIALTY

SLIDES
For All Occasions

THREE STAR SLIDE COMPANY
56 Fifth Ave., Chicago.

Song Slides
SPECIAL SALE

$5.00 New Sets for $3.00
Wild Rose.
I am Glad I am a Boy.
My Pretty Maid of Cherokee.
Memories.
Moonlight, Rose and You, Dear.
Bonnie Annie Laurie.
Pretty Soft for Me.
Baltimore Bombaskay.
Won't You Be Mine.
When the Daises Bloom.
I Am Afraid of You.
Loving Two-Step March.
Prairie Land.
Cottage on the Hillside.

Oh! You Blondy.
Fall in Love With Me.

These sets are brand new, and
cash must come with order

Excelsior Slide Co., "^Xl""

We Have the

Original Sept. 9th

NELSON
AND

GANS
Fight Pictures

21 Rounds

Four Thousand Feet

Complete from
training quarters

to knockout.

Write Now for Low
Rental Prices

47-49 Jackson Boulevard
CHICAGO

Branches: Omaha, Neb. Salt Lake City, Utah. Denver, Colo

Chicago Film Exchange,

FOR THE EXHIBITOR
"Paowync" Steel film cabinets of 5 or 10 reel capa-

city, complete booth equipment. Strong and durable.
Provided with humidor.

For the Film Exchang.
50 or 100 reel film cabinet at exceptional prices.

Immediate deliveries.

The O. M. Edwards Co. Syracuse, N. Y.

MR. MOVING PICTURE HAN:
TXTHY not use slides that will keep vour patrons
" v in good humor. We have got them. Every

slide you can possibly use in your own business.
Advertising slides made to order at special rates.

Any four stock slides $1.00 and 10 cents postage.
Send 30 cents for headliner "What's the Picture
Now, Mike?" just to see the big hats come oft. It's

a winner. Send for catalog.

NIAGARA SLIDE COnPANY. Lockport, N.Y.
Original Slide Makers from Slideville
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Utile

. while bldl

THE BANKS OF THE DANUBE
which

led bj tin . !•, Danube, spanned by
tut bridges « lil. h M

and from the shore,

u

.

f the noes Important
public bnlldl

It l« Interesting to i

title of i".. mill'. i to* I an the
nk of tin- i •! lv-t on tin- rliitit .

On the 1 'in- high hllli c

Kanlfaborg nn.l Fisherman I

river front ol 1'. lern, and in-

the new bonaei .-f parliament, the academy
and nnmeroai othar pnbllc buildings of beauty.

URBAN-ECLIPSE.
O. Kleine.

CALLED TO SEA. News ol I ihip In dlstn
i-arrici and two genera-

:i,rs respond to tht call, leaving

a third— a small boy—with hll mother.
The lifeboat Is branched ami proceeds on Its er-

rami to the reeael outside the bay.
ami mothers irltneaa from the

shore the total ll

iTed. Grandly pathetic scene a-; the waves
beat against the racks. The iii. I eotnforta his

mother.
The widow and fatherless. "The sea shall not

have you." Is the cry of the mother to the son.

•Von shall be n prlc-

Interior Of seminary. The reluctant boy Is

handed Over t.. the priests, to b« trained for

sacred service.

Ten years later, the boy now a priest, visits his

mother.
Another alarm. II. lp needed. trended

on the cruel •

I In the Bone." The priest Insists upon
joining the rescue pnrty. r:rlef of his mother.
Again the lifeboat Is launched, while the women

wait as before.

The breakwater. Successful return of t

t.ll the story of the priest's bravery
- Ing life.

The cottage. The priest and his mother. "For-

give ii race, mother: It was the ..r.ler of

my fat ig effect: The dead father
- and raises his hands in bid

LUBIN MFG. CO.
THE MASTER MECHANIC. The master me-

chanic Btrnated with the perfecting of a

new machine on which the proprietor of the fac-

tory baaee gre.ir bopee for the future, for It will

Ionise certain lines of business and make
him a millionaire. The machine has not yet rt

Where it is ready for patent and no
caveat had been riled lest a hint reach I

rivals. The machine . .1 In the -

shop where the workmen are to be trusted and the

proprietor's daughter takes a great Interest In the
her Interest is greater

In the hanlo than In the machine, and
intent upon

Their love making that they have not heard his

ined to marry the daughter
to the business, and lie looks with

little favor upon the mechanic who dares :i-plre to

be his rival. Business enemies of the firm bsve
iied him with n proposition that he seil

them the plans of the new invention, and now.
partly through greed but more In the hope of dis-

crediting his rival, he steals the plans ami sends
tbem to the other concern. The mechanic is taxed
with the deed and not even his genuine surprise at

tbelr loss Is believed. In the presence of the other
employes and the girl be loves he Is driven from
the shop to start life over again with the act of

Treachery standing against hltu. He is unable to

obtain employment ami things look dark when the
girl's visit to the bank accidentally reveals the true

culprit. The superintendent Is Just ahead of her

In the line at the paying teller's window, though
he does not see her. lie is getting cashed the

cheek that is the final payment on his bribe and
be drops the short note which accompanied the

check. He does not perceive the loss, but as the
girl turns from the window she sees the fragment
of paper and picks It up. Hurrying to the home
of the mechanic, she tells him the goods news and

- they seek the factory office, where the
letter tells its own tale and the tables are turned
against the superintendent. Approval of their en-

gagement is the father's apology and all ends
happily.

MRS. NOSEY.—Starting downtown on a shopping
trip she sees that the gardener has left ti

rush t

rr*ld pluk

Int.. hi

.-•I Unit ll

wheelbarrow coming around

iple of blot i

down .1 hill. Be
ah aotomoblll climb*
in I., try the "ll gaOgl
the machine Man* with i inddei throws

i i.i.- tiint winds up against tree. M
thrown oat and the enraged chauffeur picks ber up
an. I throws hex down another bill. An .

ittrscts lo-r attention and she •

so highly electrified that I madlj down
iii.- street, overturning a policeman and rati

i capen until the current Is exhausted Her
last te.ii i* to Investigate Prof, Zeno'i laboratory
while the professor iin Ms bach turned, i

'

aequeni explosion does not Quits kill lo-r. but she
emerge* from the building temporarily cured of ber
Inqulsltlvew

THE MINER'S SWEETHEART. - Jack IVrrls has
gone Wi-i t>. taki 'i "i iii* ancle'* mine,

. his relative bad to leave. It is

lonely situation for a young man used to the 1 1
1<-

ami bustle of the city, but Ferris bravely sticks n
..hi. sustained bj the thought that ha is working
for the little gin "back Bast." Be la ri

letter comes thai tells bio
~ ami her father: the lati. I

Ing West '" look Into some Investments. The
that the lonely little cabin will In-

formed by her presence delights him. Bui
gram follows the letter telling him that her father
is injured and cannot come. Jack works at the
l.alllnig r.H-k that hides from him the pSJ
he knows ii 1 1] ~ t be there somewhere. A bias

not explode and Ja.-k rashly -

what the matter Is before waiting a proper time
The fuse is Mill burning, but it bums slowly, and
Just as the young miner bends over It it Baal

the force of the explosion throwing him down the
face of the cliff. 'hat follows

bis foot badly ible to free him-
self. Shooting his pistol Into the air

kelp, the Intense p him to faint, B
shots have been heard and hi He Is

taken to the cabin and made aa nfortable as
while bis friend rides for the physician.

In the delirium of pain :ig upon the rude
I and the girl of bis dr.

through the meeting that he had so fondly pi

.hill to re> •

and he kneels beside ker to '»'" aga'n the

devotion. Then the rlsion fades and be
awakens to the realixat pain at bis heart
that is even more acute than the ache of splin-

tered bone and bruised mua
and binds up the Injured member, applying sooth-

ing lotions and cooling ointments, and leaves him
in a more natural sleep. Meantime Agnes and
her fsther arrive at the nearest station, her father's
injury having proven less severe than was si,:

and the chum who has helped Jack happens to be
at the station to direct tbem to the little cabin.
He pro nice for them, and Jack's
joy when they enter may well be Imagined. The
aching f.H.t .ii as he kneels In-slile the
girl he loves and t .-lis her that the unfortunate

led the high grade ore for which be bad
i-.ng.

KIDD'S TREASURE.—Some small boys are play-
ing pirate and in emulation of the famous Kidd
bury their treasure in the sands and make a map
of the location with sights and bearings In api
piratical fashion. Then they bury the map as well,

and this is • l.y fishermen, who exult In

their good fortune. Procuring spades, tbey locate
isure and proceed to dig until a I -

of sand is raised. It Is hot under the sub tropical

sun. but they keep at work until they raise the

re chest and are In a position to return the
compliment to the skeptical villagers who bare been
good-naturedly Joking them on the fru.

their labors. With great ceremony the chest is

but only some boyish treasures are dis-

covered, and the youngsters' very evident enjoy-
ment of the situation leads to their detection.

There Is a rush for the youthful offenders and
after a short chase they are caught and given the
drubbings tbey de-

RASTUS IN ZTJLITLAND.—R-nstus is an I

man. that is be does odd Jobs when he has I

when there are a few small coins in his pocket
he prefers to sleep. He is lookii .

when the scene opens and the picturesque banks of
a small stream atcract bis fancy. It is in the

THE COWBOYS DEVOTION

IfJOn and
ll wltil

band, a frag,
vastly different from the ri - whom

-ly life was spent ami perhaps ll

that reason. Reginald van 11

- i of a man. measur- stand-
tbougb be has best

of ambitious mammas bark East.
s the small social triumph of landing

.iTullne catch of the circle lu wl.

Jim BedlOS, the ranch foreman. Is asked
by her fan to the train and meet ber.
and the announcement of her engagement Is a blow

foreman, who. through all these
as carried ber picture In his watch esse and

, her love. He has a
mighty struggle with himself alone In the bunk

that Is gnawing
rs nothing of his live as be

t lie girl to woman grown and the attenuated
with frankly rude curiosity.

• carriage and they start off.

let knowing that a small I bare
it Inn and have taken to the war-

are discovered and chase Is given. The
trunks are throw •• load.
but It Is not enough. Jim's p r • tells

hi tn that tli. safety.
might gain through, particularly If a

: in their fav..r. Checking
the wagon,

hand,
bravely awaiting the attack. One prisoner

- abandoned
and thi irrlval

s the alarm and
•i ride ofr 'heir chnm.

- Jim hss stake
and tie v few well-

•be redskins and the cow-
Ms peril,

triumph to the - been
having a very bad half-hour with the girl, wbo

ill things i coward—and
was far froi luring the
turns him his ring an.

I

I later, when she
seeks her rescuer In the bunk house where be pre-

spend hi* nee ratber than In the
' where be will have to watch the

ichten out and the rlrl of the
ber own people after all.

GEORGE MELIES.
THE DEBT REPAID.— Swift Arrow, a litbe and

impment of bis
fellow rney wben be Is

-

and Injuries from which he Is disabled a:

- and ab.ne when be Is

ranchman and bis dangbter who bathe his wounds
and take him to their borne where he
to health and strength. In appreciation of this
kindness to him ha leave them, preferring

m and repay them If possible the debt
wed.

ranchman with the Indian Is ohllge.l

away from bis home for a few honrs and. leaving
his daughter in charge i.-k. he takes bis

departure. During their absence the home la at-
tacked by a hostile band of Indians and. after put-
ting np a stiff fight, killing some and wounding
others, the girl Is carried off and kept captive In

Man camp.
I'pon the return of the girl's father. Sw

row and their companions, they discover thi

of carnage and
girl's disappearance. Swift Arrow assumes the

f his tribe and declsres his inter.-

finding the girl and restoring bet '»tber.

Arming himself, he |

and ber lncarceratcrs He Is pt

-
- -

I from
-

loss. The saTsees dis-

tbe escape and immediately start
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THE MIRROR SCREEN
Is being installed in many of the up-to-date houses*

Montgomery, the Moving Picture Man of Memphis,

Tenn., visited Shelbyville to see a demonstration of the

Mirror Screen and as a result ordered one for each of his

houses and secured the agency for Tennessee, Louisiana,

Arkansas and Mississippi*

Here is what exhibitors say regarding Mirror Screen since it has been installed, all

of which are unsolicted testimonials.

Consolidated Amusement Co., Baltimore, Md.—(Great, Frank S. Montgomery, Memphis, Tenn.—(Great and
better than we expected.) wonderful improvement. Send two more at once.)

B. H. Brunton, Springfield, Ohio.—(Mirror Screen is a
Hix-Gravely Cigar Co., Montgomery, Ala.-(Mirror

great success )
Screen installed to-day and proved great success.)

Arcade Theater, Richmond, Ind.—(Mirror Screen makes
Orpheum Theater, Indianapolis, Ind.— (Pictures fine,

the pictures I00 per cent better; receipts have in-
receipts increased 20 per cent.) creased very noticably.)

Empire Theater, Detroit, Mich.—(Very satisfactory. Garfield Theater, Chicago, 111.—(Delighted with the

Great improvement over ordinary screen.) Mirror Screen.)

Eastern Exhibitors can see the Screen in use at

CIRCLE THEATRE and EMPRESS THEATRE, Washington, D. C.

BLUE MOUSE THEATRE, Baltimore, Md.

EXHIBITORS IN

Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Maryland, Virginia and West Virginia. Address th« sole represen-
tative for this territory

P. P. CRAFT, 416 Ninth Street, Washington, D. C.

Or Specimen Screens at the Offices of

MILES BROS., (Inc.) 259 Sixth Ave., New YorK

J. H. HALLBERG, 30 Greenwich Ave., New YorK

Beware of infringements of patents or trade-mark. Mirror Screens are only made by us at Shelbyville, under U. S.

patent No. 937,550 (Oct. 19, 1909), Canadian patent No. 123,319 (Jan. 18. 1910). Exhibitors who buy or manufacture

any infringement of these patents will be prosecuted to the full extent of the law.

Motion Picture Screen Co.
SHELBYVILLE ----- INDIANA
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In pursuit "f bi-r mill lnr di lortally

•but ami i-upiiir.-il while i

father's la and the
1:1-11 of Swift Arrow's
In lib r.

lag II" 11 It, tlir girl

'In-Ill nii'l
I

juat iii nun' to match s» ir : I

lag I'll'- mi<i 11. •• stake i" which I, after
in which

mill il> r.-ut, ii. wnii ring look of grstl-

"happy banting
grulln

SPEED VERSUS DEATH Bragg*,
loading iii'i

back. Placing Ibc child 00 1 and water.
knlfi- (TOO

knifa allpa and penetrates hi» wrist, sevei
artrrj Hit wlf<
tourniquet with strips > ,f bar apron, Jump* on the

i>, bldf '

ilil nml k. -,-p 11, arblla she ride* In

town fi.r tin- Dc
I rgliu; ln-r bona to Ita ' I Ilk*

III,- possibility nf

bee baaband'i bleeding to

It 1 11c iiiin aid.

truggles agalnal tin- loss of

blood « • while
his inn
ilallgi I lUld full Inti

encounters * crowd of drunk ind loungers
11 bar, asking in r tin- pur-

1 She tr .

through t'n-lr m t,li t to t

'-• bar entreatli
Hi,- urgency of tin- is his

mil Willi tin- m if.- it*

ii in iii.- borne nf Hi'- young 1

making Paul Bevere'i ride n mere Joy-rid--

imrnl with the llu-hii • • 'I and thrilling
fur and tin- wiff.

• • n-ii tin- wounded man Just In time '

his life and child from falling into the
'"

PATHE FRERES.
ONLY A FADED FLOWER. At twent

bunch nf violets, upon wblch 1ml spent his last

IS a child.

Fred I
1 1

1
1 . 1 y 1

- < 1 nt

n mill fellow workmen! see*
Mary a motor with another who

irlng the address
of the 11 t" tin- chauffeur, Immediately

: throws down his tools nml follows th uple

beautiful garden, n here Inn

to them, There, ii n Bower seller, he
i bunch i'f 1

ri-nilnd h.-r of ln-r old-time lover and
nkttng lilin she throws herself Into his anna to the

Bture nf inr companion, who is th(

tlit-n

PICTURESQUE PYRENEES.—A trip through the

Locbon, giving nn Impressive view of the wild and
precipitous granite peaks of tin- Malndetta, stand-

by In the slinr(> nlr with torrents and
; from rock to i-

THE WITCH OF THE RUINS.—No stxnicr h.id

Jiihn. a big, htaithy farmer, left fur work after
srlfe, alary, and their Uttl

Liny, good-bye than Prank drlres up in his cart

and frightens alary by speaking again of his old
.- her. Mary runs ft and

Frank, returning ti> the cart, finds little I.m-y

holding i">> Hi*

offers i' a ride and takes her to the
of an ami and leaves her there

with only a cloak - ring.

Mary nn-,-is Prank On his return, and overcome
by bar entreaties, prom ra her her child.

John, seeing her driving 'iff with Frank. I-

suspicious and fol

Meanwhile I for by a witch
living amongst the ruins, and when Frank and
Mary reach the the former left the
child, she lias disappeared. Mary, believing
to be duped, calls aloud tor help; John
w-ard ami a struggle takes place between the two
men. the Issue of which is decided by the witch
(brought to the spot second time by the
of the Struggle) striking Frank unconscious with
her stick, l.ncy is quickly restored to her pirents
who leave hand in hand, whilst the witch remains
behind to bathe the forehead of Frank.

DIAMOND CUT DIAMOND.—Mrs MauntmorencT,
perceiving that her husband Is following her.

coaxes a friend whom she meet* In a fashionable
restaurant, and who Is dressed In a similar
to her own. to pass out again in her place. Walt-
inc outside is the husband, and as his supposed
wife comes Out, lie follows. Enraged at seeing
her in animated conversation with an elegant gal-

lant, he Is about to demand an explanation, when
he feels a soft caress against his face. Standing
at his side. Is his laughing wife.
What a fool he felt the motion picture camera

is not able yet to show.

A ROMANTIC YOUNG I.ADY II

wltb 1

lly Max,

After 11 fi

that he w 111 Stand 11 >

at tin-

lias.
- is bugi

'

:
•

1 Me. and Calmlj
ft-lllt i.f !

Med. ami !

shall 1

in- blindfolded, nml eventually succeeds In

ami his guest* bare got away throng
windc

CUSTOMS OF THE BUDDHISTS IN INDIA.—
We ir wonderful Buddhist

rtber with pictures of the natives at
prayer ci.minding wit

MEDIUM WANTED AS SON-IN-LAW.- I

father, a crank nml I spirit ua list, wishing
medium tO aid him In Ills :

all ail'. 1 that
re* In marry I mm.

Jenny thereupon runs away will
gle, ami tin-

I a little plan by whl
can gel married. Disguised as 1 Turk. I

• alls SI

uallst's daughter. Jenny's fathei
I "f hN daughter, -1 ha begs the supposed

medium cull means.
say this Is tint a difficult matter to

who after leading the spiritualist a wIM-
the country, brim.-- him back to

b Jenny has returned In the
meant Inn- 1 nnd shows him his daughter hidden away
In a cupboard. Tablenu of father, on-
masking and blessings on the young couple.

VITAGRAPH COMPANY.
THE LOST TRAIL.—•One thousand dollars re-

he out-
law, dead or alive." I

intry has aroused the peop
sheriff In pursuit of the quarry.
his aides they are making their way through the

when a fierce blizzard envelops them and

The Sheriff, facing the blinding drifts of
and hail, is overcome and falls exhausted. Recov-

iil-iIi. he fires his revolver In hope
of bringing the help of his companions. In this

be Is : -nil, but be arouses the attention
of a young woman in a nearby lone cabin

and half dragging, half sup-
porting him, im Into the cabin, where he
falls i- the Hour,

girl administers to him. and while she Is

aiding him her husband. Anionic Bonthyou, comes
In. She is rejoiced at her husband's safe arrival.

He at once turns his attention to restoring the

I
all lii-

caii, be leal iln to keep an appointment.
While he Is tone the sick man recovers and
for hi- -

The young woman goes Into the next room, where
she has hung his hat and coat, to get bis tobacco
pouch. In taking the pouch from his coat pocket,
she fin-l f handcuffs and a circular offering

a reward for the arrest of her husband; then she
riff's badge pinned on the Inside

of his coat.
back to the man and gives him the

tobacco. He makes advances and of ber

n, she encourages him until she succeeds In

getting lvcr. At this moment
her husband returns, and the Sheriff recognizes him
and res is revolver, which Is now In the

hands of the woman and pointed In his face. She
tells her husband that the man Is the Sheriff of the
county.

Approaching footsteps are heard, and the outlaw
obliges the Sheriff to go into the bedroom with him
while his wife meets the newcomers. Covering up
the bedroom doorway with a blanket and furniture.

ie new arrivals, who happen to be the

Sheriff's companions. She feeds them and they
leave. The husband, with the Sheriff, come from
the bedroom, and the wife pleads with the Sheriff

to let her and her husband escape. Tie consents.

after some hesitancy, and the outlaw and hi

leave the cabin. Alone, the Sheriff Is wrapt in

reTerle of the woman who so generously -

him from death. He sees her shawl and reverently

lifts It to his lips and then buries his face In Its

folds.

ONE OF THE FINEST.— Sorrowfully and remlnls
cently looking through the contents of a llttlf

trunk. Mrs. Hennessey Is Indulging in a sort of

memorial service on the anniversary of the death
of her child. Sadly she views each memento of the

little one nntil her hnsband. Sergeant Hei
comes Into the room snd comforts her.

'

•'

that hi

In a 1

1 glvrs him a 1

I

-

• f pinch and loyalty.

MARIO'S 8WAN SONG I

the I

-

to play bis ln«ti

with his lit-

-

ly of catal

'

violin,

falls !

him.
with the little girl H

-

child In I

the little fellow's fatl

tb-inan to see hll

fatally hurt. Be Is playing
Iln as the fatl

cot, and bows his head In grief.

and smilingly passes to tin

harmony and eternal 1

SELIG POLYSCOPE CO.

THE COWBOY GIRLS.— In th, • wn of
I friends Of

ird are seen Indulging In fencing and
other outdoor sports. All Is happiness a

timely arrival of a messenger wl
to Hazel which
unique otitlng. The aunt had wired from
7. Hanch that her hnsband and the boys are away

' er girl friends, to pay the ranch a visit.

They are assured there Is not a man wit

miles. The ranch cook |<

-tlon: the novelty and romanticism It
• lselves and the invf-

.parations hnrrledly made for th» trip We
em landing at the station Valley

ind HI l»w rounding up the vlt 1 their
t; .

• I 7. Ban their arrival and
n of the bunk houses, and general '

prevails.

PAPINTA T -e and Paplnta are 1

an Indian, spies npon them a-
zlrl's uncle. Tedro. who

- e shall marry Jnsn. The las

meeting and determine to elope. Tb»y meet
Father Yallejo. who agrees to marry them Ca-

again overhears and follows. The
enter the chapel: Csrrodo runs beck

form Pedro, the uncle.

The marriage is jn«t over when sn Indian girl.

Wahna. enters snd tells that Pedro, the
and Juan, the rejected suitor, sre approa-blnr.

1 vengeance. The yonng conple h -

leave. They are overtaken by Pedro snd Jusn.
- knocked down and Paplnta Is itwr
i away, when Father Yallejo enters and

prevents further harm. Acaln the yonng
ride away, bnt Jnsn. determined npon ver.-

taklng with him several Mexicans Tbev
meet np with Jose and Paplnta. bnt are o» -

by an American surveyor, who Joins In to h*'.p the
; pie.
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NEW SLIDES
For the Following Songs—JUST OUT

The Moonlight, the Rose and You.
Dady was a Grand Old Man.
Shoes and Socks shock Susan.
Play that Lovey Dovey Waltz some more
Has Anybody Here Seen Kelly.
Baby Blue.
Under the Orange Blossom Tree.
That Lovin' Two-Step Man.
I'm Afraid of You.
Dinah from Carolina.

Back to My Old Home Town.
Santa Fe.
Love Will Light the Way.
When You Think There's No One
Looking.

Roses Remind Me of You.
Dreamy Town.
I'll Make a Ring Around Rosie.

Flippitty Flop.
Sunbeam.
Tie Your Little Bull Outside.

The Girl Behind the Counter it the Girl

For Me.

DeWITT C. WHEELER
120 W. 31st St., N. Y. City

LICENSED RELEASES.

Little Giant Carbon Sharpener

$3.50_t

Will save 25 per
cent, or yourcarbon
expense.

U ^. Newprinciole—two
knives which can be

removed instantly for sharpening.

SPECIAL UNTIL MAY 15th.

% x 12 Blue Label Electra Carbons $4.00 per
100. Moving Picture Machines, Dissolving
Stereopticons $45.00 up. Oxy-Hydro. Gas.
Gas Making Outfits; all Supplies and Repairs.

ERKER'5 St. Louis, Mo.

Manhattan Slide Co.
(incorporated)

136 W. 37th St., New York City

Telephone 6759 Murray Hill

NEW SLIDES
That LovlDg Melody Rubensteln Wrote

(Remick)

When I think of Home and You (Rossitter)

I'm Glad I'm Irish (Feist)

Irene Sweet Irene (Rossitter)

Without You (Head Co.)

Give My Regards to Mabel
(H. Von Tilzer)

BRANCH OFFICE

14th Street & 4th Ave.
German Saving Bank Building

BIOGRAPH COMPANY.
Mar. 17—The Love of Lady Irma (Dramatic) .. .988
Mar. 21—Faithful (Dr.) 994
Mar. 24—The Twisted Trail (Dr.) 988
Mar. 28—Gold Is Not All (Dramatic) 988
Mar. 31—The Smoker (Dramatic) 595
Mar. 31—His Last Dollar (Comedy) 897
Apr. 4—As It Is In Life (Dr.) 981
Apr. 7—A Rich Kevenge (Com.) 980
Apr. 11—A Romance of the Western Hills (Dr.). 980
Apr. 14—The Kid (Dr.) 981
Apr. 18—Thou Shalt Not (Dramatic) 987
Apr. 21—The Tenderfoot's Triumph (Dramatic) . .989
Apr. 25—The Way of the World (Dramatic). . .050

Apr. 28—Dp a Tree (Comedy) 981
May 2—The Gold Seeki D 97G
May —Tin Ing Sea (Dr.) 952

EDISON MFG. CO.

Apr. 15—Her First Appearance (Dramatic) 990
Apr. 19—A Case of Identity (Dr.) 1000
Apr. 22—The Miner and Camille (Com.) C05
Apr. 22—Ready in a Minute (Com.) 3G0
Apr. 20—Gallegber (Dr.) 985
Apr. 29—Drowsy Dick, Officer No. 73 (Com.)...200
Apr. 29—A Yorkshire School (Dr.) 800
May 3—The Cigarette Maker of Seville (Dr.). 995
May <;—The Senator and the Suffragettes

(Com.) 035
May (i—Love and Marriage in Poster Land

(Com. i 305
May 10—History Repeats Itself (Coin.) 540
May 10—The Stuff That Americans are Made of

(Dr. i 455
May 13—Carminella (Dr.) 720
May 13—Accidents Will Happen (Com.) 280
May 17—The Princess and the Peasant (Dr.).. 1000
May 20—Sisters (Dr. ) 995
May 27—'Mid the Cannon's Roar (Dr.) 1000

ESSANAY FILM MFG. CO.

Mar. 23—The Hand of Uncle Sam (Dr.) 1000
Mar. 26—The Airship Gaze (Com.) 339
Mar. 26—The Ranchman's Wooing (Com.) 651
Mar. 30—His Hunting Trip (Com.) 975
Apr. 2—The Flower of the Ranch (Dramatic) .1000
Apr. 6—Imagination (Comedy) 642
Apr. 6—Henry's New Hat (Comedy) 358
Apr. 9—The Ranger's Bride (Com.) 750
Apr. 9—A Family Quarrel (Com.) 250
Apr. 13—Their Sea Voyage (Com.) 1000
Apr. 16—The Bad Man and the Preacher (Dr.).. 422
Apr. 16—The Mistaken Bandit (Dr.) 578
Apr. 20—A Wise Guy (Comedy) '. 368
Apr. 20—She Wanted a Bow-wow (Comedy) 607
Apr. 23—The Cowboy's Sweetheart (Dr.) 1000
Apr. 27—Flat for Rent (Comedy) 475
Apr. 27—The Latest in Garters (Comedy) 525
Apr. 30—A Vein of Gold (Dramatic) 1000
May 4—The Stolen Fortune (Com.) 1000
May 7—The Sheriff's Sacrifice (Dr.) 950
May 11—He Stubs His Toe (Com.) 597
May 11—A Quiet Boarding House (Com.) 3G3
May 14—The Cowpuncher's Ward (Dr.) 965

KALEM CO.

Apr. 1—Further Adventures of the Girl Spy
* (Dramatic) 920
Apr. 6—The Uprising of the Utes (Dr.) 725
Apr. 6—Wandering Wilfred's April Fool's Day

(Comedy) 250
Apr. 8—The Gypsv Girl's Love (Dr.) 890
Apr. 13—The Old Fiddler (Dr.) 875
Apr. 15—The Forager (Dr.) 980
Apr. 20—Fighting the Iroquois in Canada (Dr.). 795
Apr. 20—Through the Tunnel (Comedy) 140
Apr. 22—The Bravest Girl in the South (Dr.). 830
Apr. 27—The Sacred Turquoise of the Zuni (D.).
Apr. 29—The Love Romance of the Girl Spy (D.)
May 4—Chief Blackfoot's Vindication (Dr.)..
May 6—The Egret Hunter (Dr.)

LUBIN MFG. CO.

Apr. 4—Back to Boarding (Comedy) 625
Apr. 4—The Right House, But— (Com.) 362
Apr. 7—First Love is Best (Dr.) 925
Apr. 11—Jones' Watch (Com.) 279
Apr. 11—Hemlock Hoax, the Detective (Com.).. 232
Apr. 11—The Fishermen's Luck (Com.) 389
Apr. 14—Western Justice (Dr.) 920
Apr. 18—When the Cat's Away (Com.) 950
Apr. 21—The Angel of Dawson's Claim (Dr.)... 950
Apr. 23—A Child of the Sea (Dramatic) 632
Apr. 25—On Time for Business (Comedy) 280
May 2—The Master Mechanic (Dr.) 594
.May 2—Mrs. Nosey (Com. ) 382
May 5—The Miner's Sweetheart (Dr.) 991
May !)—iKdd's Treasure (Com.) 415
May 9—Rastus in Znluland (Com.) 401
May 12—The Cowboy's Devotion (Dr.) 955

GAUMONT.
G. Kleine.

Apr. 13—The Volcano of Chinyero (Scenic) 158
Apr. 12—The Stubborn Lover (Comedy) 452
Apr. 1G—Mephisto at a Masquerade (Com.) 486
Apr. 16—Touring the Canary Islands (Scenic) ... .478

Apr. 19—A Penitent of Florence (Dramatic) 1020
Apr. 23—Judith and Holofernes (Dramatic) 1017

Apr. 26—Paying Attention (Comedy) 354
Apr. 2G—Solving the Puzzle (Comedy) 305
Apr. 20—The Potters Wheel (Industrial) 308
Apr. 30—The Captain of the Guard (Dr.) 518
Apr. 30—The Cheese Box (Com.) 453
May 3—The Money Bag (Dr.) 610
Mav 3—Tbe Banks of the Danube (Scenic) 331

May 7—Call of tbe Forest (Dr.) 571

Mav 7—Gigantic Waves (Scenic) 348

May 10—A Little Vagrant (Dr.) 852

May 10—The Sea of Clouds (Scenic) 134

URBAN-ECLIPSE.
G. Kleine.

Apr. 13—The Lookout (Dramatic) 678

Apr. 13—A Ramble Through the Isle of Suma-
tra (Scenic) 241

Apr. 20—The Lovers' Oracle (Dramatic) 502

Apr. 20—Trawler Fishing in a Hurricane (Sc.).447

Apr. 27—Volcanic Eruptions of Mt. Aetna (Sc.).394

Apr. 27—The Rival Miners (Dramatic) 597

May 4—Called to Sea (Dr.) 584

May 4—Immigrants' Progress in Canada (Edu-
cational) 400

GEORGE MELIES.

Apr." 21—The First-born (Com.) 928

Apr. 28—The Seal of the Church (Dr.) 925

May 5—The Debt Repaid (Dr.) 935

May 12—Speed Versus Death (Dr. ) 940

PATHE FRERES.
Apr. 16—The Pillagers (Dr.) 418

Apr. 16—The Bully (Dr.) 544

Apr. 18—Simone (Dr.) 492

Apr. 18—The Greenhorns (Dr.) 502

Apr. 20—Othello (Dr.)

Apr. 22—The Wreath (Dr.) 590

Apr. 22—Delhi (Scenic) 410

Apr. 23—The Chivalrous Stranger (Com.) 678

Apr. 23—The Storm (Scenic) 302

Apr. 25—The Parisian (Dramatic) 666

Apr. 25—Venice (Scenic) 295

Apr. 27—The Bagpipe Player (Dramatic) 577

Apr. 27—Jim Wants to Get Pinched (Comedy) .417

Apr. 29—The Subterfuge ((Dramatic) 646

Apr. 29—The Merry Medrano Circus Clowns (S.)346

Apr. 30—Bud's Episode (Comedy) 371

Apr. 30—Deep Sea Fishing (Scenic ) 623

May 2—Only a Faded Flower (Dr.) 613

May 2—Picturesque Pyrenees (Scenic) 367

May 4—The Witch of the Ruins (Dr.) 617

May 4—Diamond Cut Diamond (Com.) 377

May 6—A Romantic Girl (Com.) 433

May f—Customs of the Buddhists in India (Sc.).544

May 7—The Cherries (Dr.) 574

Mav 7—Medium Wanted as a Son-in-Law
(Com.) 387

SELIG POLYSCOPE CO.

Mar. 31—The Wife of Marcius (Dramatic) 1000

Apr. 4—The Common Enemy (Dr.) 1006

Apr. 7—Hugo the Hunchback (Dr.) 1000

Apr. 11—The Clay Baker (Dr.) 1008

Apr. 14—Dorothy and Scare Crow In Oz (Com.). 1008

Apr. 18—The Rival Cooks (Comedy
Apr. 18—Mr. A. Jonah (Comedy)
Apr. 21—Davy Crockett (Dramatic) 1000

Apr. 25—Mr. Mix at the Mardi Gras (Com.).. 1000

Apr. 28—The Angelus (Dramatic) 1000

May 2—The Cowboy Girls (Com.) 1000

May 5—Papinta (Dr.) 1000

VITAGRAPH COMPANY.
.Apr. 1—The Tongue of Scandal (Dramatic) 894

Apr. 2—The Fruits of Vengeance (Comedy) 930

Apr. 5—From Shadow to Sunshine (Dr.) 903

Apr. 8—Elektra (Dramatic) 942

Apr. 9—The Conqueror (Dr.) 928

Apr. 12—The Girl in the Barracks (Dr.) 908

Apr. 15—The Call of the Heart (Dramatic) 959

Apr. 16—The Merry Widow Takes Another Part-

ner (Comedy) 981

Apr. 19—Love's Awakening (Dramatic) 977

Apr. 22—Her Sweet Revenge (Comedy' 987

Apr. 23—St. Elmo (Dramatic) 927

Apr. 26—Through the Darkness (Dramatic) 981

Apr. 29—The Portrait (Dramatic) 983

Apr. 30—The Minotaur (Dramatic) 983

Mav 3—The Lost Trail (Dr.) 972

May 6—One of the Finest (Dr.) 9S5
Mav 7—Mario' s Swan Song (Dr. ) 842

Mav 10—The Three Wishes (Cora.) 945

May 13—The Closed Door (Dr.! 922

May 14—The Special Agent (Dr.)

Open Twenty-Four Hours Every Day- 'Write. Call, Wire or Phone Any Hour, Day or Night

ELECTRIC THEATRE SUPPLY CO., Inc. ZZ%gZ?JjLG.Vi*oJ£Zk?i-i2LlZ
rSSZttSlTUZS'&XS&A 44 N. Tenth Street, Philadelphia, Pa

We have every subject Issued by the Licensed Manufacturers
MOTlOdRAPH, PATHB FRERES, POWER'S. EDISON and LUBIN MACHINES. MALLBERO ECONOMIZERS and PART5 ALWAYS ON HAND
Write for our new proposition :—Supplying two customers in the same town each with twelve reels a week, keeping each one's supply away from the other, and

no repeaters to either
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Essanay Films
i p»:« »>•

"You Don't Know Good Comedy Until You See an Essanay"

Release of Wednesday, flay 4

"The Stolen

Fortune"
Length Approx. 1,000 ft.

exhibitors who are familiar

with the famous Essanay full

reel comedies will want this sure.

It's a scream!
It's a knockout!
It's a photographic master-

piece!

There's a laugh in every foot!

book it now!

I. I K'.M llll STOL1 S I D|.

Don't linger-

Release of Saturday, May 7

"The Sheriff's

Sacrifice"
(Length Approx. 950 ft.

Here isam >ther famous Essanay
Western drama. It is deep in its

appeal to the heart and the emo-
tion; intensely dramatic and full

of action.

Photographically perfect.

Intelligently acted.

Scenically beautiful. It will make them want
to come again. Don't overlook it!

zl 'Write for the "Essanay Guide" V» Order the Essanay Posters

>
I

I

L
st

Essanay Film Mfg.,6o.
FACTORY and STUDIOS I333ARGYLE ST. - OFFICE 435 NORTH CLARK ST.

CHICAGO and LONDON, 5 NEW COMPTON ST. W.C.

The Best Film Service

in America

Your patrons are pretty much alike in one

respect—they want to get the most for their

money. It is a question of the admission price

with them, as of satisfaction.

The undeniable quality of Our Premier

Subjects results in a satisfaction that makes

vour casual visitor a regular patron.

What more can you ask of a perfect film

service r

How about your inquiry 2

The Pittsburg Calcium
Light & Film Company
Pittsburg, Pa. Dei Moines, la. Rochester, N. Y.

Wilkes Barre, Pa. Cincinnati, Ohio.

Omaha. Neb.

THE CHRONOPHONE

TALKING PICTURES

Are now being demonstrated
throughout

New England
ONE WEEK ONLY IN EACH

CITY

We shall be pleased to give par-

ticulars for weekly engagements to

all interested.

Gaumont Co.
124 East 25th Street, New YorK City
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"March Winds and April Snows
Make it Bum for Picture Shows"

UNLESS
Your Film ^Service is Right
TH AMERICAN FILM SERVICE

£ HOUSE o/ SPECIALS
Gives You The Right Kind of Service

AT
77 SOUTH CLARK STREET CHICAGO

Our up-to-date song slide service has brought to

us such a volume of business that we must move into

larger quarters.

On May 1, we will move into our large offices at

1111 Masonic Temple. We invite all moving picture
men to call on us when in Chicago, or if in need of the
very best song slide service drop us a line.

We rent the latest song slides, in perfect condition
for 50 cents a set per week, a week's supply shipped
at one time. Send us 35 cents in stamps, and we will

mail you a beautiful colored slide of Taft, Roosevelt
or Jefleries.

Lincoln Transparency Exchange
lltK Floor Masonic Temple Chicago

'he Automatic Theatre Chair
It is a space saver, life saver and

money saver. Shipped built up. II

is the only sanitary theatre chair.
Used by Keith. Proctor and Poli.

It folds up automatically and is re-

volving, making; the theatre all

aisles. It is a friend to the public.

Send for oar circular A. Write today.

THE HARDESTY MFG. CO.
CANAL DOVER, OHIO

OPERA CHAIRS
That Stand
the TEST

The hard usage ac-
corded opera chairs
makes the selection
of a chair ot PROVEN
QUALITIES essential.

Our Opera Chairs
are conceded to be
thelDEALseatinp,
as they are comfort-
able, permanently
noiseless and com-
bined with a dis-

tinctive style and
excellence that is

unequalled.

HIGHEST QUALITY

LOWEST PRICES

Write tor Catalogs

AMERICAN SEATING COMPANY

Want Chairs Quick?
Stafford chairs excell

all others. We use no

hree-ply veneers. Why?

Not good enough! Five-

ply is best, and that is

why we use them.

Chairs like cut

IN STOCK and

QUARANTEED

Ask for Catalog No. 305

E. H. STAFFORD MFC. CO.
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

Dept. V.

215Wabash Ave.

CHICAGO

NEW YORK
BOSTON

PHILADELPHIA

Drums, Traps and all

Moving Picture

Show Effects
Our New Beautifully Illustrated Cata-

logue now ready and will be sent free to

any address upon request.

LOUIS B. MALECKI & CO.
272 Wabash Avenue Chicago

Do Things g£
Like This:

You exhibitors ought
to make some sort of a test to

see which film exchange is the

best for you to patronize. For

instance, do this:—Write to each

and every Independent film

manufacturer and ask him what

film exchanges buy his product.

When you get all the answers

from the manufacturers, notice

how many more times, the

" Laemmle Film Service" ap-

pears than any other. It's so

simple and so easy that you

ought to do it. It's the best way
on earth of proving that I am the

biggest and best film renter in

the world. Come out of your

cubby-hole. Wake up. Things

are doing.

CARL LAEMMLE. President

The Laemmle Film Service

HEADQUARTERS

196-198 Lake Street, Chicago
Minneapolis Portland Omaha

Salt Lake City Evansville

The BIOGFST and BFST Film Renter in the World

COMPENSARC
That'3 the device that saves Moving Pic-

ture men two-thirds on their electric light

bills, and yet gives better light. Did yon
see our ad last week? Well, don't look it

up. Just write for our

Booklet 15018

FORT WAYNE ELECTRIC WORKS
1402 Broadway

FORT WATNE, INDIANA. 733

SONG SLIDE BUSINESS
FOR SALE

To Close a Partnership, will sell our

best 15 sets of Negatives and 1,000

sheets of late music, $100 buys the lot.

A Good start for some one. Be quick.

Address,
A. C care Moving Picture World
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Independent Film Stories.
GREAT NORTHERN.

BAVED FROM THE SULTAN 8 JUDGM1
1 1 ii I girl m

her parents, Is to spend
f llir

u lb* .-•

I

Sui. ik, i baa \% .u. ii.ii tbia
young fellow, who Is iiIIik'Iii .1 U) ii em-
bassy, from her WlndOW, anil lie Inn iilwu.ts mad*
in Impression upon ber, a« she noticed that tbe

. In Mm U returned, she miikcn
mill. I with bil help i.. • >m btr
V f*H .1 i . - ,

.'. i -.ii.- ..f I lie MCI
• if iii. nperlor offlctr of Um young
fellow ba* !•• I'ny diplomatic call on tin- Saltan,

i.. mi. i daughter.
The I... bad in vlall tin 1 Damn, and 8u-
lelka thinking tbal tbli will la. a good opportunity,

letter in tba band of tin- young
id] an. i

i • oueata bat to band n orei to

Dnfortunati la given tba
letter to the wrong peraon, becaua* tbi

daughter bai r»l admiration f"r the
ana yonng man. si:., h therefore terribly Jealous
<>f Um yonng barem woman, and in net Ji

»lip arrange* that the letter reacbea tbe Bnltan.
iicr la fiiriniis shout tba attempt which his

wife baa mad* to eacape, and in-

iier to b* pnnlabad according to tba law of tba
country, which moans th.it she Is to ha put Into a

ml thrown Into tba rtrer. Bulelka, who is

horrified at the tantanec wblcb hi passed on bar
iiy bar master, can only tndocc one of bat m
runts to go t.. tba yonng American and tell Mm
that aba baa to dl* that rery night. As soon as

ing man receive* tin mage, ba watchea all

night by the hanks of tba rtrer, and managaa to

death lentenee Is car-

ried i. ut. lie waits until the sack with Its living

content* is tnrown Into the water, and thanks to

his skill in awlmmlng, be manages with hard work:
tbe back Into his boat, ami. arrirtng at the

- tbe POM girl, who. after reviv-
ing, is in. st bappy to go away with Mm and to

nt lieblnd.

"IMP."
A RURAL ROMEO. The advent of the swift-

. .. has certainly brought our oonn-
nearer to us. and every day we hear

of roir rrsncea thus brongbt about, four
tired ii auto ride Into the
country his best holiday diversion. In this partlcu-

• In has taken his pretty daogtber with him.
and t: • ding along on a line stretch of

road, when suddenly something goes wrong with
mi thev are catapolted againat a iree.

the auti. describing halt a parabola.
In the Delgbborhood there dwells a youth— a stal

II In life Is

his mother and their little borne. Ha bears the
crash, speeds to the teen* ami In a short time his

atrong arms have carried the Injured girl to Ills

i his kind mother makes her com
tortable.
She ihes tmt suffer long, for by the grace of the

able administration of mother ami son. she Is soon
around ding chickens and enjoying
the fresh farm life. Her father would f.iin remain
there, too, hut business rails him away, and he

lOgbter to gather the vigor of the fine

air and free life.

the day he ilrst carried her In. the youth
i peculiar affectionate reeling for her;

in hi- simp'. It bravely, for he did

not know that his e - ry and heavenly
heart pan was I id she. a wealthy so-

phisticate.] miss of high social circles, dream that

dually being drawn to him. until one
day her brother calls for her. to take her home.
Ah! the parting st, tait all she allow?

.. his hand and give Mm a sprig

of the many lie has gathered for her.

\\ , n tee her in her line home, a striking con-

trast to tbe humble farm house. Her mind is

not at case— thoughts of him—he Is with her al-

\\ rites li I in to come to town
for a I

He loses no time: this country boy has determined
I

suit. s,. v nil in

Bat it was not what he thought. Why? This girl

Is in elaborate evening dress, such as lie never
the luxury of the home staggers Mm.

She and her father try to make him fee! at home,
but cannot.

Quietly she slips ind In a few minutes
be is ushered into another room, and there he

cannot keep down a whoop of Joy as he sees that

the elaborately gowned, bejeweled mtaa baa ben
re-transformed Into the rollicking, pinafored. sun-

bonneted little lady of his heart.

Well, he promptly gets Into tbe shade of that

bonnet, and although one can't see their f

a

dosent take a strong Imagination to divine how he
stands -or s

THE TURN OF THE DICE.—The brute Instinct,

inherent in primitive man. though acceptably ab-

sent for ages, will occasionally come Into evidence
in tbe life of the world. Snoh a eharictor Is liolfe.

the trapper, a product of the Canadian wilds, who
as the story opens. Is terrorizing his pretty wife

—

* fit of anger to which, notwithstanding its fre

•he Is tint yel

on u rttl

Hut tbi • mlnlna a in aaeai t list

v ibseouenl

w ben • visit,

. the slate nt afl.il. . I

Mill.

In I
i

.-Mi the sheriff playing
a little frlendlj game, mid masking up

lly attempt to aaaai
lankily, byatandi of bia

to throw
lilcl. ri.Ile qOletlj a. enls, and

Knife tollOWS -Hid U'UL ||

further a stands up
the bar prep ired to die; Unite raJ

to aim verj slovi idlab null*

linn, however, Cor just as ba la abuut to

dishevelled Bgnra daahea In mid throws itself

ids pistol, it is Ms wife, »
lowed lilln. and she explains thai she did DOl tell

Pierre she was married, in the face of uil this,

all that Unite can do is to withdraw.
Juatlc* Is slow but sine a long time elapses, and

On* day Unite, while setting u trap, falls

bowls knife Aa if II war* fate, Pierre tinds him
and Carrie* bim back to the cabin, where, before lie

breathes his last. Unite appoints Mm the helpmate
of the Widow,

THE POWERS COMPANY.
SALVATION" SMITH.—•Salvation -1 Smith I- «

ig preacher, who stops at Cattleville, Ariz.,

for the purpose of Introducing religion among the
COW I

•

Our lirst scene slum's the cowboys having a lot

of fun with Hie new preacher. The next day we
sen the cowboy* dning some very amusing dancing
and acrobatic stunts when "Salvation" comes In

and announces that he Is going to hold u prayer
meeting. 1 but Nellie, the daughter
of old Pop ilreyson, who keeps the hotel, conies In

and Insists that the parson be given a show. Smltn
pray-, and the cowboys, touched by his fervor,

I to ills preaching.
"Salvation" become* Interested In Nellie, and he

tries to teach bet something about the Bible. Big
Bill comes in. and thinking the minister is trying
to court the girl, be strikes Smith. Jim Roberta,
who Is Nellie s real sweetheart, enters and calls

I'.ill down good and hard. Hill and Jim agree to

light It out in the woods, where they u t. A
thrilling duel ensues In which both men are shot.

BUI seriously. Jim thinks he has killed Bill, and
a Is away. "Salvation" finds Bill and carries

him to the hotel, where he Is pronounced dead, and
is laid out on the table. The sheriff goes after

Jim. who. being wounded in the leg. has crawled
ration" Smith's cabin. The sheriff Is beard

coming, and Tim begs Smith to save his life. A
thrilling dramatic situation follows when the gentle
preacher decides to protect the cowboy, and when.

ret to the sheriff's question, "Have you seen

Tim Roberts?" Smith tell his first lie. That night

Smith helps Jim escape on bis horse.

A very funny comedy scene follows In which
Big Bill, who Is laid out under a sheet as a

to life and makes the watching cow-
boys believe he Is a ghost.

•Salvation -- Smith leaves for other fields. While
preaching on the street Jim Roberts, who believes

lie Is a murderer, comes up. Smith stops preaching.
- Jim ami tells Mm the truth.

Our last scene shows Jim and Smith being re-

ceivid by the cowboys back at Cattleville.

ECLAIR.
THE PRISONER OF THE GOLDEN ISLE.—The

Duke de Belllera successfully defended the daugh-
ter of the Jailer of the Golden Isle one dsy. when

i- attacked by vagabonds. The young girl

has alv iment of eternal gratitude for tbe

Duke who so valoroualy saved her.

r.elllers Is arrested for conspiring against King
T-ouls XI. and Is taken to the Chateau Plessls where

XI., Inspired as usual by Oliver, his Trlme
Minister, condemns Belllers to imprisonment for

life in the Chateau of the Golden Isle, where there

Is absolutely no hope of escape. The prisoner Is

brought to the Isle and turned over to the cus-

tody of the Jailers.

Helen is much surprised when she recognizes the
- as the one whom, at the peril of his life.

ved her own. Immediately her resolution Is

mentally made. Penetrsting Into the cell, she

the Duke, who bad forgotten her adventure,
to remember her. She brings the clothing of her

fiance, and has the prisoner put them on. She
herself puts on the clothing of the Duke
then leads him through the Chateau, of which she

of course knows every nook and corner. The
fugitives are escaping over the rocks when a

soldier sees them and gives the alarm. They are

about to be captured, when the Pnke. with bis

borrowed clothes. Jumps into a boat, while
decamps, pursued by the guard. One of the soldiers

finally reaching her. and deceived by the clothing

wounds her bv a sword thrust. Helen falls snd

.i she eis
,

MY MAID 18 TOO BLOW imrsnd

alacrity. In

caught Into i

THANHOUSER COMPANY.
JANE EYR1. hi and

pennlli

ample means of pro
fnr he I 11.

kin. i. adoption an Intl

and do all In their power ba prevent I

a member of the Camll lata on
her remaining, and during Ms lifetime, an* receives
some di

Seed dies and leaves

out a friend In the world. Sh* I-

Orpbao asylum by her
he asylum

of governess t.. Lord B
child is the daughter of u

other has become In la living In

Lord Ii i.. .me. iiml. Jane
during

From borne, ami her first meeting
In:- employe* Is both exciting and rotnantl

Is sitting by 'be edge Of the road reading
Lord I DP to bis ancestral home.
Tbe sight of hi- coming upon her sud-

denly, that she ;

causing Loi to shy and throw
lis rider. He Injures his ankle, and has

. little witch," ss he
.ails her. wim is tin- nans.- ..r i.i- accident. That

evening in his boms, he is surprised to find

the littb- witch" "f his adventure I* living

111 hi- ness.

s rich relations, the U I family, via

ntly Insult and humiliate ber
- a servant. Lord Rochester, bow-

' blind to bet
cruelty of her ...usln, who Is trying to win Lord

I: 's hand and fortune.

venlng the maniac escape* from her narse.

•he r.s.m In win

has fallen aaleep. He hi laved from a i

nighty annt
II npon Lord It-

are Just In time to !« Introd 1 to hi" bride, who
in the des: Byre.

LUX FILMS.
A MOTHER'S GRIEF.—From a lint smldst rursl

surroundings s dlatracted-looklng woman emerges,

wlldlv around her. At the large mansion

distance awav the family with the footman

snd nurse start off with their idolized t<oy

picturesque walk. These are the people who catch

•n of the anxious mother who has left her

Making ber own way
I them, she pleads for her boy. but all In

vain, and I wend her way back In de-

spair. Arriving nt ber poor hovel, she finds her

all appearance lifeless. A most heartrend-

poor woman, already ..Ter-

becomes demented and after trying to

bring snlmstlon to the child, rushes off In search

of the people who refused her aid. At last she

espies them herself behind some rocks.

ipproacb. Intently ga7: — scen-

nnd Mary are having an Interestlnc

conversation and the little boy rn«hes off followed

the poor, demented woman, who. catching

him. snatches Mm In her arms and

off towards her borne. By this time the hoy has

1 and after rushing about for some

time the party catch sight of the womsn snd a

ensues over the rncged bill*. The womsn
with tbe frightened the parents

arrive and with Joy clasp their child, until their

- drawn by one of the psrty to the

the Boor where the appsrently lifeless boy

One of the gentlemen kneels down
examining him finds him not desd. Sending for

'nthlnr. he commences to render aaaaat-

C child, who gradually N-clns to move.

'mm hs« been gazing vscsntly at tbe

approaches, so! g her child

After lesTinr

snd warm clothing the family

leaving the mother and her much loved
- In their solitary home.
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HER TWO SUITORS.—Mr. Jenkins does not ap-

oice of suit"]'-, and on
^ a lettei from the rival In which he

Dot the man for Miss Jenk-
ed and otherwise

ward. Ofl Pa goes to Smith's rooms,
wishing to learn the true Btate of affairs, hides
himself in a large cabinet and awaits events.
Smith arrives looking very disconsolate, for on
his heels is the man in possession, who gives or-
ders for the goods to be disposed of. Amongst
the many thin.;:-; to :.'" is the cabinet with poor
Pa, who lias been locked in unwittingly by Smith
himself. It is carried with much difficulty and
finally deposited outside an antique shop. Now
Harry Montgomery, having done a little harm,
wishes to do sonic good for himself and, espying
the cabinet, writes to dear Miss Jenkins that from
a friend in Japan he has received a handsome
cabinet which he would be most happy to offer
her as a present. The offer is accepted and Harry
arrives with the present elated with the good

ts in view. Whilst explaining its many
qualities, Smith arrives, and recognizing his piece
of furnture, disputes the argument, verifying his
statement by producing the key, and proceeds to
open the cabinet, when the nearly lifeless form
of poor old Pa Jenkins rolls out, to the astonish-
ment of all, but on recovering Harry Montgomery
is not lightly treated, whilst Smith becomes tri-

umphant.

NEW YORK MOTION PICTURE CO.
BISON
A SISTER'S DEVOTION.—The village blacksmith

takes an affectionate leave of his wife and two
children and goes to his shop with cheerfulness.
About this time two sailors, in a different loca-

tion, have got into an argument and the one
who masters the other, fearing he has ended his
life, dashes away. He flies from this place to
the blacksmith's cottage to ask his sister's aid.
When he makes himself known to her their sal-

utation is one of affection and it Is at this time
that the gossip uses her knowledge and hastens
to the blacksmith's shop. Without hesitation he
goes to his cottage and peers in the window. What
he sees does not reassure him. His wife is caress-
ing the sailor, and after giving him money, leads
bim from the house. The smithy follows at a
safe distance and sees them enter an old shack.
Waiting until his wife takes leave of the man.
he Is about to enter, but changes his mind and
goes off hurriedly. Ere long he returns with sta-
ples, and without listening to the sailor's expla-
nation, fastens him to the door. Well satisfied
with his act be goes in search of his wife to show
her the sorry plight of her companion. When she
discovers what her husband has done she is over-
come with grief. The smithy's revenge Is not
yet complete—he sets fire to the shack. His wife
tries her best to make him understand that ,the

man he is torturing is her brother. Eventually
it enters his brain that she is telling him the
truth and he tears down the door and saves the
sailor from the flames. Carrying the door to the
shop he releases his wife's brother and supports
him to the cottage, where forgiveness is asked
and granted, and all resume their happy ways.

LOVE AND MONEY.—Evelyn begs her sweet-
o decline the appointment as Govi n

Surveyor in Idaho. Notwithstanding her pleas be
leaving bis photograph In her pos i

Some months later be tempts Dame Fortune at a
i table and wins a large amount of money.

After extending hospitality to all be goes on bis
way. As night falls Frank is robbed by one who
has followed him from town. Fearing that Frank
would disclose his identity, his assailant stuns him
and leaves him on the prairie, where he is dis-
covered by an Indian tribe, who take Frank with
them. In the meantime. Jack, witli his ill-gotten
fains, bas gone to the city, and made Evelyn's
acquaintance. He is amazed to learn that the for-
mer sweetheart of whom Evelyn speaks was none
other than Frank. Missionaries visit the Indian
encampment and discover Frank. They endeavor
to learn something about him but the Indians in-

timate that he has lost his reason. The mission-
aries pay a goodly sum and Frank is turned over
into their custody. Frank later recovers and lias-

tens to visit his former sweetheart. He tells
her of all his misfortune and in answer to his
question if she still loves hm, he Is broken-hearted
to learn he has been supplanted. At this moment
a message comes from Jack bidding Evelyn come
to his bedside as he would marry her and thus
be able to leave her his possessions. She goes
to the hospital taking with her Frank and her
mother as witnesses. The ceremony is about to
be performed when the two men recognize each
other and Frank pulls Evelyn away, denouncing
Jack. Forgiveness is asked and in view of his
approaching end is granted.

Amon^ the Exhibitors.

AMBROSIO—
WHO KILLED HER?—"Who killed her?" was

the question put to the girl servant by the cor-

oner when he entered the room where the unfor-
tunate Mrs. Louise Sullivan lay on the floor. In
front of her mistress the girl answered with great
conviction: "Nobody did; the footman and myself
were in the adjoining room when we heard the
noise of the fall; we ran into this room and found
the lady lying as she is now." All the words of
this woman were superfluous, for on a sheet of
paper was related the whole truth. On that piece
of paper, in fact, Mrs. Sullivan had written the
following: "I kill myself with my own hands and
by my own will." It was strange, though, that
the lettering should have been so ill drawn and
irregular! However, in the face of .such clear
proof the jury withdrew, bowing to fatality. Well,
then, nobody has killed her! Mrs. Sullivan has
died of her own free will. Mankind will ignore
forever the circumstances surrounding such a dread-
ful deed. To-day only a man knows the truth and
remembers now and then his guilt. He is so
self-concerned, however, that he will never betray
himself. In view of such cases we must believe
that some mysterious forces are existing, concealed
without analysis: and when they are used to the
detriment of our fellow creatures may give birth

to the most fatal ends. Man may accumulate as
much of his law as he likes, but the criminal
who wants to succeed and knows how. will escape
the law. Meanwhile his perfidies will keep for-

ever unpunished.

Winkato, Minn.—Joseph G. Fredrlcks has pur-
chased the Opera House here and will convert it
into a moving picture theater.

Brooklyn, N. Y.—J. Colucci is erecting a new
moving picture theater on Fulton street, near Clin-
ton avenue, which will cost $7,000.
New Haven, Conn.—The Auditorium, on Chapel

street, is the latest of picture shows to open here.
Elmira, N. Y.—The latest addition to the picture

houses here is the Happy Hour Theater in West
Market street.

Hartford, Conn.—The Germania Hall is being con-
verted into a moving picture show, to be known as
the Star.

Athens, Ga.—F. E. Varner will erect a moving
picture show in Clayton street.

Saratoga Springs, N. Y.—Walter Webster bas
leased the Wonderland Theater and will run mov-
ing pictures and vaudeville.
Mount Vernon, Ind.—George Coffe will open a

moving picture theater on South Main street.

Bay City, Mich.—R. P. Leahy has. decided to
erect a new vaudeville and moving picture theater
here.

Ashland, Ohio.—Alexander Marchand has opened
a new moving picture show here.
Canandaigua, N. Y.—Charles Persons, owner of

the Bijou Dream, has decided to make extensive
improvements to his playhouse.
Binghamton, N. Y.—Mr. Overhiser has sold the

Hippodrome Theater on Court street to George
Cohen.

Hamilton, Mont.—Roy Ubl has disposed of his
interests in the Family Moving Picture Theater to
Ed. Dunn.

Palmyra, Mo.—A. S. Mitchell and Bert Lee have
purchased the Broadway Moving Picture Theater
here from Mr. Hopkins.

St. Louis, Mo.—The Novelty Theater Company
has been incorporated with a capital stock of
$45,000, for the purpose of erecting and maintain-
ing moving picture theaters. The incorporators are
O. T. Crawford, F. A. Keller and A. S. Kane.

Elkader, Iowa.—Mr. Phillips is making arrange-
ments to start a new moving picture theater here.

Baltimore, Md.—Joseph Brodie is planning the
erection of a new vaudeville and moving picture
theater at 1120 Light street.

Huntsville, Ala.—The Southern Amusement Com-
pany is making arrangements to erect a new mov-
ing picture show here.

Rochelle, 111.—Dan Hooley has opened a new
vaudeville and moving picture theater here.

Covington, Ky.—Nat P. Rogers has secured a
permit for the erection of a new moving picture
theater on Madison avenue.
Kankakee, 111.—Will Melanson and Harry Basker-

ville will open a new moving picture show at Chi-
cago Heights.
Nebraska City, Neb.—Frank Morse has bought out

the interest of Wm. Schnitzen in the Empire and
Fairyland picture shows.

Dolgeville, N. Y.—Dibble & Slocum are making
arrangements to open a new moving picture theater
here.

as
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143 NortH 8tH Street, PHILADELPHIA, PA.
Best and Newest Independent American and Foreign Films

SUPPLIES 18 REELS PER -WEEK SUPPLIES
PROMPT AND RELIABLE SERVICE Members N. I. M. P. Alliance

Er-o

m

SPECIAL RELEASE
BY THE...

Selig'
Polyscope
Co.
Saturday, May 7 ALL EXCHANGES HAVE IT - - PLACE YOUR ORDER TO-DAY

A GREAT PICTURE DONE IN THE SELIG WAY

The Shriners' Pilgrim=

age to New Orleans

SELIG POLYSCOPE CO. 45 Randolph Street, Chicago, 111.
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INDEPLIMMNI RtLEASt DAII.S.

ECLAIR FILM COMPANY.
Apr. 11 ii><- BtrangUi »f Datj (Dr |.....
Alir. Is 1 i

Apr. 18 Iscrndlng tUe 8>s "t Ice

Apr. ::;> Tbs Blx-Trggsil Bheep (Com.)
i . .

Mm i The Broken KrU-n«UI lu ll>r.)

OREAT NORTHERN FILM COMPANY.
Mar. 5-The Mini l>rulii|>l|><- (Oom«4j) MS
Mar. in The Tbtfl of the Diamonds tlir.i.

Mar. iu -a Qulel Hon< medy) ...

.M«r. 86 Telnj in. wih.w l »« v II (Dr.)..
Apr. '.' Madam Bans Qene (Dramatic) 1000
Apr. p The New Burglar Alans (Com.)....
Apr. u -Hustling Mr. Brown (Oomedy)
Apr. 16 roe Hidden i Dr.) I I

\pr. 23 The Conjuror (Comedy)
I i he i Bei ii IScenle)

Apr. 23—A C
Apr. 80 Bared from the Saltan'! Sentence (D i

"IMP."
Mnr. M stunts on Bkatea by Bdmnnd Lamj
Mur. 28—Trauefuilou (Iir. ) 060
U»r. 81—Hard t'aah ( l>r . i

Apr. 4—The Misers Daughter (Com.) 080
Apr. 7 Bla Second wir,. (Dr.) BTO
Apr. II -The Roaary (I)ramu tie i

Apr. 14—The Ace o( Hearts (Dr.)
Apr. IS— In War Time (Dr.)
Apr. 21 -The Maelstrom (Dr.)

Apr. SB The Power of a Smile (Dramatic)....
Apr. 88 -The New Shawl (Dramatic)

9 rwo Men (Drama tl

May & -Aunt Maria's Substitute (Comedy) ... .070

Ma] B \ Rural R Dl I

1 i lie Tor the D

LUX FILMS.

Mar. B8 -How » Bad Tampered Man was Cured
(Comedy) 801

Mar. SO—A Drama on the Reef (Dr.) 655
Mar. 30—Cured lly a Tip (Com.) 327
Apr. 8—The snake Man (Comedy)
Apr. 6—Rice (tie Jester (Dramatic)
Apr. 18—Washed Alhore (Dramatic) 608
Apr. 18—The Attack Dpon the Train (Com.)
Apt. 20—Artist's Child (Dr. i 810
Apr. 20—A Young Aviator's Dream (Comic) 3(57

Apr. 20—Grandpa'i Darling (Dramatic) 187

Vpr. 38 Artist's Child (Dramatic) 602
\pr. 28 Tommy and the Powder (Comedy)... 420
May .". The Little Beggar Maid (Dr.) 878

May "• They Would Roller skate (Comedy)...268
May 12 \ Motl •

i
- Grief 'Dr. <

m.iv [2 Her Two Suitors (Com I
r>2

NESTOR FILM COMPANY.
Mar. 9—On the Uttle Dip Horn
Mnr. ill—The Silver Lining
Mar. 23—The Tenderfoot (Dr 1 800
Mar. 80—The Cowboy Preacher I Dramatic) '.iso

Apr. 8—Frontier Day In the West (Dr.) !»

Apr. 18—At Double Cross Ranch (Com.)...
Apr. 20—The Cowboy and the Lieutenant (Dr.K.
Apr. 27 Dayi of '48 (1

Mav » v Danghter ,>r the Mine (Dramatic) . .007

May II The Indian Princess i Dr. 1 880

NEW YORK MOTION PICTURE CO.

("Bison.")

Mar. 25—Company "D" to the Rescue (West.)
app 1000

Mar. 28—Nannina (Dramatic)
Apr. 1—A Shot In Time (West.) app 1 1

Mar. 29—Nannina (Dramatic) 012
Apr. 1—A Shot In Time (West.1
Apr. 5—Romance of a Snake Charmer (West.) BOB
Apr. 8 Red Wing's Loyalty (West.) 1000

Apr. 12— Rivalry In the Oil Fields (Dr.) BBS
Apr. 18—Red Wine's Constancy (West.)...
Apr. 15—Red Wing's Constancy (West.)...
Apr. 18—A Husband's Mistake (Dramatic) 078
Apr. 22— Adventures of a Oowptmcher (West.) . .1000
Apr. in -A Husband's Mistake (Dramatic) 978
Apr. 22 Vdvcntnres of a Oowpuncher (West.).. 020
Apr. 26 -Haael the Heart Breaker US
v,.r. 26 -Rattlesnakes 416
Apr. 20—The Rescue of the Pioneer's Daughter..060
>Uj :: A Stater's Devotion (Dr

6 Lore and Mone] 1000

ITALA.
(By N. Y. M. P. Co.)

Mar. 26—The Rivalry of the Two Guides (Dr.).BOf

Mar. 26—Foolshead Wishes to Marry the Gov-
ernor's Daughter 50n

Apr. 2—The Servant an.l the Tutor (Dr.) 042

Apr. 0—At the Farm (Dr.l 500

,\ llr . n—The Valuable Hat (Com.) 500

kpr, 16—The Three Brothers (Com.) 500
Apr. 16—A Mistake (Dr.) 500

Apr. 2"— Isabella of Arragon looo

Apr. 2.1—Isabella of Arragon 104."

Apr. SO—The Fashionable Sport
Vi.r. Rn The False Friar

Mas 6 now Hi. firm) Field Marshall Villars

Had an Adopted Daughter 935.

AMBROBIO.
(By N. Y. M. F. Co.)

Mar. lfl Imhlhma WsapOM (0
Mar. 28—The Sra'a Vengeance (Dr.)

Mar. 2.1- Military DMgtbH
Mnr. 80 An i'n« • (Drai
Mar. 80 a Sudden Telephone Call

Apr •! -An Dnpleaaanl Dream
\pr. i; My Life Remembrances "fa D
Apr. i:i Legend of tbi - ) 47n

Apr. 1.1 Prlcol In OollsgS (Com.) Mo

Apr. 20 Petll Jean I D
\ Doctor's Rerengi

Apr. i'7 Frlcol is Lesi nlng i
n

Ma) i Who Killed Hei

II , i Blu

PANTOGRAPH CORPORATIOM.
F.I. I« 11,,. HobO'l Dream of Wealth (OOC
I.I. 28 Iron Arms Item. .rue (Dr)
Mar. ^ trie Bath Tub (Com.) 000
Mar. 11—The Mysterious Armor (Com.) 040

Mar.
Apr.
\|.r.

Apr.

\l ij

\l..v

Mar.
Mar.
Apr.
Apr.

Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
\pr.

Ma)

Ipi

Apr

P0WER8 PICTURE FLAYS.
28—The Man Who Waited llir.i

5—The Actress (Dr. )

12 His Mother's Letter (Hr.l 900
19 1 1

.• Re-making <>r n Man (Dr.). .

.

26 \ Newspaper Error (Dramatic)
8 Legally Dead (Dramatic)

ilvatlon" Smith (Dr I..... 083

THANH0U8ER COMPANY.
22— St. Klmn I Dr. I

29—She's Done It Again (Dr.) 1000
.-. Daddy's Double (Dramatic) .

15—A 29 Cent Robbery (Dr.)
15—The Old Shoe Came Back (Com).
Jl' Her Battle for Existence (Dr.) 1000
28 she Wanted to Mai rj Hero i Dr ) . .

.

29 i lie Cigars Ills Wife Bought (Com.).
8 J. Eyre (Dr.)

\i TOPHONE
27 Sued b] an Indian (Dl •

27 Bab] Has the Colic (Com. I 100

INDEPENDENT FILM8.

Films released by the Eagle Film Exchange. 148
North Eighth street, Philadelphia, Pa.
Apr. 10 Petll Jean. LonJj D'Or .v. Co (Ambroalu).

Husband's Mistake.
Apr. 20 Heart of a Vagal I (Bison).

Apr. 20 Sentinel's Romance (Bison).
Apr. jo Artist's Joke i Bison).
Apr. jo Acutari i Bison I.

Apr 20 The Cowboj and the Lieutenant (Nestor).
Apr. 20 A Coming Aviator's Dreams (Lux).
\pr. 20 Grandpa's Darling (Lux).
Apr. 21 The Maelstrom (Imp).
Apr. 21 Partner i Imp).
Apr. 21 flora's Love, (Imp).
Apr. 22 Her Battle for Existence (Thanboi
Apr. 22 Dr. I'hant. .ii (Thauhouser).
Apr. 22 Sand Man's Cure KTbsnbousi
Apr. 23 Adventures ,,f :, Cowpunchor (Blsonl

Apr. 23 Isabella of Aragon lltala).

\ Day hit (Great Sorthern).
Apr. 23 Tin' Conjuror (Greal Northern),

ions (Greal Northern).

The following reels lone been released wei

April 2.". by the Empire Film Company, 150 East

Fourteenth street, corner Third avenue, City.

\i.r. 23 Six-Legged Sheep (Eclair) 703
i he Sn,.» t Mount ilns I Mil

Vpr. 23 The Power of a Smite (Imp)
Apr. 26 Hazel the Heart Breaker (Bison)

Rattlesnakes (Bis 108

Apr. 26 A Newsi (Powers) 971

indfstber's Storj (Com. I

: Artist's child (Lux)
: Tommy and the Powder (Lux) H7

Apr. 27 A Doctor's Revenge I Imbroelo)
\pr. 27 Frlcol I- Learning Handicraft ( \

: I'., thl. I:, in U'..inch .

Apr. 28 Twentj I

Reservists .Mil.)

is the Oolic (Act.l
I

| \ .
'.on

Shawl (Imp)
A|>r. S of the I' ligh-

ter i Bison. ..1000
Apr 20 She Wantel to Marry a Her.. (Thl
Apr. 29 is His Wife Bought (Than.).473

- ikmablc Bporl I Itala l

x False Friar . I tall I

Apr. t>m the Sultan's Sent)
Northern) 1000

WE MANUFACTURE

SOUVENIRS
for rtsvlnx Picture Theatres

FREE
Our Illustrated List

A. MOTT CO., 415 Dearborn, St. Chlcano

CHEAP
Steel i rame

Theatre Chair*

ABSOLUTELY

Non BREAKABLE

Suitable lor (mall
'« a-id Mot-

.rry lbs SS
eiajrf in stock and
can ihip immedi-
ately

IsaMSs] Hans Chain

AlK-^ratinglorOut-
of lioor

I

Asdrtii Dtst. W.

STEEL FURNITURE CO., Grand Rapids, Mich.

New York Office: ISO Fifth Avenue

Boston Office: 224 Coofress St., Boston, Mass.

SWAAB
The Pioneer film Exchange

of Philadelphia
and

Largest Dealer in Machines
and Supplies

Agent for

Power's Cameragraph
Lang's Rewinder

and
Cary Coated Carbons

The Trade Supplied. Licensed

Films Only

LEWIS M. SWAAB
338 Spruce St., Philadelphia, Pa.

l-olding and Assembly Chairs

Most i opu..«r pi iced chairs on the market for

picture show use

Prompt Shipments. Write for Catalofoe

PEABODY SCHOOL FURNITURE CO.

NORTH MANCHESTER, - - - INDIANA

Admission Tickets
Printed to Your Owr» Copy

i.uarmnt. numbered. '

In the market
Stswb 1 I. U, i.. \ .:„,,! ii . . .

,

" M. II ™>.

< h-Ii m llh order. •.,,,. I f..r Iflal ..r,l. r.

Oppf.nhr.ime.r Printing Co. Cincinnati, 0.
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WE SUPPLY REMOVAL NOTICE
Our many patrons are hereby advised that we have removed to our

New Spacious Offices and Stock Rooms
occupying the entire First Floor at

46 East Fourteenth Street
UNION SQUARE (over Comedy Theatre)

where, with greater facilities and ample floor space, we will be better
equipped to meet the demands of our steadily increasing business

Present and former managers and artists
are invited to call, write, wire or phone

LEN. SPENCER'S LYCEUM
Managers' Phones Artists' Phones

3480 and 3481 Stuyvesant 3046 Stuyvesant

We Buy, Sell

and Rent

Song Slides
Travelogue Slides

Announcement "

Song Records
Song Film

Travelogue Records
Etc., Etc., Etc.

Vocalists

Pianists

Combihations

Instrumentalists

Lecturers

Operators

Attaches, Etc.

.

Imitators will always trade on the reputation of the best =^

"AGFA METOL"
has many imitations, but none near enough to warrant your discarding "AGFA." Quality uniform and

of a guaranteed chemical purity.

ASK-

BERLIN ANILINE WORKS, 213-215 Water Street
New YorK

LUX
RELEASED

The Little Beggar Maid
Drama. Length 672 Feet

COM I N G-Thursday,

A Mother's Grief
Drama. Length 557 Feet

This is one of the best melodramatic reels

ever released.

FILMS
MAY 5th, 1910

They Would Roller Skate
Comedy. Length 259 Feet

May 12, 1910—COMING
Her Two Suitors
Comedy. Length 452 Feet

A full description of these subjects will be
found on another page.

Offices will be opened shortly in Montreal, as we are Exclusive Agents in Canada
for the "LUX" and "AMBROSIO" Films

POSTERS FREE WITH
EVER Y RELEASE R. PRIEUR

Member N. I. M. P. A

124

Write for Weekly List of

Descriptions of our Films

NEW YORK
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SPECIAL ROLL TICKETS Th " Bi* T̂ **£ Any
Colors.

Printing

s.oot
lo.ooe

• I.2J
2.90

20,000
23,000

%* (.0

I.M I MU. I II HI

$7 SO
10 »0

Oat lh« .VsinpUi

NATIONAL TICKET COMPANY
Stock Tlck.u, 6 Canli

Ahamohin, Pa.

FOLDING

CHAIRS
F« Mcrlif Plctnrc Shewa
(lr«nd Standi AiitnHt
Mall*, ate. la Mcllaai II

willed.

Write for Catalog No. 2.

The Kauffman Manufacturing Co.

ASHLAND, OHIO

"TITLE POSTERS"
Col. Roosevelt in

Africa
MM I SMI I I. 5c Each— (By Mail 6c)

$4.00 s Hundred

IHRI I SHEET. 18c Each— (By Mail 24c)
$12.00 a Hundred

TITLE POSTER CO.
231 Bowery New YorK

NO PICTURES Juat Bold Lattarlna
Attractively Designed aid Printed

CALEHUFF
A "Umber of tha

Ml M SERVICE ASSOCIATION

Headqaartcrs lor anly the belt el latest

FILMS and SOX) SLIDES. No juok.

MACHINES, SUPPLIES, Etc.

LATEST SONG 5LIDES
$5.00 per set

N. E. Cor. 4th & Green Streets,

PHILADELPHIA. PA.

Business Increased 50 Per Cent.
SINCE I INSTALLED YOUR MACHINE

Is what Wm. G. Spurrier, Prop. Savoy Theatre of Seattle, Washington, writes us on March 30, 19 10.

Another enthusiastic owner and manager of two houses say "I consider my

SUCCESS DUE TO THE MOTIOGRAPH"
Manager E. S. Shultz of the Baker and Moore Circuit of six magnificent Theatres, writes February

12, 1910, from Springfield, 111.

"Motiograph Installed Two Years Ago Good as New"
Manager W. H. Johnson of Colonial Theatre, Kalamazoo, Mich., who nearly three years ago bought

the first Motiograph manufactured, writes, you surely have

A WONDERFUL MACHINE
Brilliant and Flickerless Pictures with Wonderful Wearing Quality are

Motiograph Features

Now after a most successful year and having Nearly Doubled Our Sales we have designed

20 IMPROVEMENTS FOR 1910
The most important of which are

1 A New Patent Film Tention that is novel, unique, original and charmingly efficient.

2 to 7 An Arrangement of parts for convenience in taking the mechanism apart and assembl-
ing. A child can do It. No other machine approaches it fcr Accessibility, Simplicity
and Interchangabllity.

9 A New Auxllary Intermittent Shutter for short focus work.
14 Enlarged and Improved Film Magazines.
16 A New Arc Lamp that is Extra heavy and dispenses with sticking and breakage.
17 Upper Carbon Adjustment Fixture.
is Universal Arm and Carbon Clamp, especially adapted for A. C. Current.
JO Improved Extra Large Lamp House with special features for ventilation and insulation.

It's Truly a Wonderful Hachine, Heavy, Strong and Massive, yet Artistic,

very light running and projects a Rock Steady Picture.

A Motiograph would greatly Improve your Pictures, your Patronage and
your Bank Account.

FOR SALE BY LEADING DEALERS
Write for Particulars and new Catalog.

ENTERPRISE OPTICAL MFG. CO.
J. H. HALLBERC, New York Agent

504 AND 572 W. RANDOLPH ST.
CHICAGO, ILL.
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NESTOR FILMS
Released Wednesday, May 4, 1910

A Daughter of
the Mine

Length 990 Feet

A beautiful drama of the West superbly
staged and acted with great feeling by our own
well known stock company. You must get
this one.

Eqhibitors who have been treated to an advance
" look in " have booked it for double time with

their exchanges. 6ET NEXT.

Our Next Release, Wednesday, May 11, 1910

The Indian Princess
Length 980 Feet

A thrilling story of Indian life in the far

West in which a lost child figures and who
grows up amongst the Indians as one of their

own kind and how she eventually reaches her
parents and throws off the old Indian life and
habits, form a magnificent vehicle for our all

star stock company in conjunction with ARIZONA
BILL'S COWBOYS and WHITE EAGLE'S troupe of

REAL INDIAN'S the only troupe being used in

pictures that is the real goods.

This will be one of our star releases, book it in

advance.

WRITE IN AT ONCE EOR ADVANCE POSTERS AND
START NOW TO ADVERTISE

The Fighting Parson
To be released Wednesday, May 18, 1910

A magnificent picture with a six round prize

fight by the Parson and the Bully of the Camp.
It's great. Get after your exchange for it—NOW.

Made by

DAVID HORSLEY
BAYONNE, N. J. :: U. S. A.

Sold by

A. G. WHYTE, Agent
91 Dearborn Street

CHICAGO
1 Madison Avenue
NEW YORK

WALTIRDAW FILM AGENCY
40 Gerrard Street, London, W., England

Four color LITHOS are furnished FREE with NESTOR FILMS

WHAT A

Paramount Service
MEANS

The V1LRY BEST films from

the leading independent manufac-

turers.

Facilities for handling ANY
PROPOSITION, large or

small, such as no other film

exchange possesses.

A Square Deal at All Times

Every promise strictly lived

up to; as we make no rash state-

ments.

PARAMOUNT FILM CO.
61 West 14th St., New YorkPHONE

3281-3283 Chelsea

1188 Main Street
Bridgeport, Cenn. BRANCHES - gLSSSSi^ffl!

Mirror Screen
EXHIBITORS IN

Georgia, Florida, Alabama
Will find it to their interest to get in

communication with us as we have the

AGENCY for the MIRROR SCREEN
in the above States and for the next

30 days we are going to make you a

special offer, we are using one of the

MIRROR SCREENS and we know
that no THEATRE that wishes to be

up-to-date can afford to be without one.

WRITE US NOW

Hix- Gravely Ci^ar Co.
Prop's and Managers

Orpheum Theatre, Montgomery, Ala.
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FILMS
FOR
RENT

NEW FILMS HI6H GLASS SERVICE

The Pioneer House, With 8 Years Experience

And $250,000.00 Back Of It

Write To-day for Terms

EUGENE CLINE
57 and 59 Dearborn St., Chicago

No. I MADISON \M

MW ^ORK

THE WHYTE CO.

Will Release On and After

The First of June

ONE REELAWEEK
Licensed under the patents of the

Columbia Phonograph Company.

V WATCH THIS

PUP GROW

\]C/~- A TI\/CC \\/ A VITl^ri Royalty paid for same i<r will be bought outright

IXCUA I IV CO WAIN 1
CLI „ HERMAN, 49 West 8th Street, Bayonne, N. J.

INDEPENDENT
We rent new Filma. Handle all th« leading MaKea, both AMERICAN AND

FOREIGN; beautiful Potters; exclusive Feature Service. Write for prices.

CINCINNATI FILM EXCHANGE. 315-317 West 4th Street, CINCINNATI, 0.

1 A M E R 1 C A N FILM B R O K E R S
147-167 FOURTH AVENUE, NEW YORK

1 Importers and exporters of iiew and second-ha nd film. 500 Sets Song Slides like iew , >- 00 per set. Write for lists and particulars.

1^ WE ARE NOT RENTERS

COSTS YOU 100 TIMES LESS MONEY FOR A BETTER RESULT
Pictures thrown on a curtain covered with "Curtainyline" by absorbing the light and giving the picture

depth are reproduced as reflected in a mirror, without the detraction of reflected light rays, and you
can get a better focus on the whole scene. Thousands testify to the merits of "Curtainyline." Try it.

A $n.oo carton is sufficient to cover any ordinary screen. All Exchanges Carry It In Stock.

Curtainyline Curtain (Si Producing Co., 22 Fifth Ave., Chicago, 111.
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BISON m FILMSTRADE MARK

FOUR REELS A WEEK—Tuesday, a "Bison"—Wednesday, Ambrosio— Friday, a "Bison"—Saturday, Itala

In the release of Tuesday's and Friday's " Bison " productions the New York Motion Picture

Company presents two exceptional films. A SISTER'S DEVOTION," unquestionably the most

intense dramatic production in moving pictures and a counterpart to the much talked of film, "A
FAITHFUL WIFE," released by this company sometime ago. "LOVE AND MONEY" is

another western picture, full of action and very realistic, all scenes having been well acted, and can be

recommended as a high class subject, photographically and otherwise.

BISON "—Release, Tuesday. May 3rd

"A SISTER'S DEVOTION"

AMBROSIO"-Release, Wednesday, May 4th

"WHO KILLED HER?"
"BLUE JACKETS' MANOEUVRES ON A SAILING VESSEL"

BISON"—Release, Friday, May 6th

"LOVE AND MONEY"

"ITALA"-Release, Saturday, May 9th

"HOW THE GREAT FIELD MARSHAL VILLARS HAD
AN ADOPTED DAUGHTER."

I •M

LITHOGFAPHS AND POSTERS FREE
We furnish all exchanges handling these productians with one sheet four colored lithograph posters with each reel. Demand same from your

exchange as they will positively increase your box office receipts.

Brief desdription of all subjects will be found on another page.

NEW YORK MOTION PICTURE CO.
Manufacturers of "Bison" Life Motion Pictures

LINCOLN BLDG., 1 UNION SQUARE, (Cor. 14th St.), NEW YORK CITY
Cable Address :Nosib
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This Picture Tells the Tale!
The very simplest announcement that "IMP" films are to be shown in any theater serves to pack it to

capacity. This is the sort of approval you cannot dodge. It comes from the people—the people who hand
you their mcney! The "Imp" craze is marvelous! It is sweeping the whole country and is the sensation

of the moving picture business. If your exchange man cannot give you "Imp" films, it's a safe bet he is not

buying any new stuff whatever, but is operating on old subjects. We've advised you a dozen times to keep

ding-donging at your exchange till it gives you "Imp" films. Don't let up. Hammer away till you get what
you demand! Here are two more wonderful films for Independents only!

"A Rural Romeo" The Turn ofthe Dice
(Released Monday, May 9. Length, 980 feet.)

This is one of the simplest plots in the «
yel therein lies its very strength. Clean, wholesome,
bound to havi ning infl the toughest
old ln-art that e\ \ country boy falls in

with a city girl with interesting results. Tell

want it!

(Released Thursday, May 12. Length, 970 feet.)

Here's one which will curl your - h. it

deals with a sheriff, another man anil th<

wife— the eternal triangli But
subject in a new vvaj and maintains the int< 1

interest from jump i" finish. Write your
every week till you get it!

LISTEN \: \>,

milk. I

In town!" M t.— "Imp ii

• :.t:"

QNf^

\a\lM.l

llllic

111 I

\o\i AJ
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ECLAIR FILMS
The Films the People Ask For

Our Next Release
MAY 9th, 1910

The Prisoner of tHe Golden Isle
DRAMATIC. LENGTH, 820 FEET

A superlatively artistic drama, terminating in a tragedy, as touching as it is strong. Unsurpassed acting
and photography.

BARBERINE
COMEDY. FULL REEL

RELEASED, MAY loth. 1910
This film is of the highest excellence and quality. Nothing presented on the American

market to-day can come up to it.

Exhibitors, Write for Free Posters

ECLAIR FILM COMPANY
31 East 27th Street, New York City

THE BIG FIGHT
TAKES PLACE JULY 4th

The question is: Who will win?
ON THURSDAY, MAY 12th, we will release a SPECIAL FILM of

JAMES J. JEFFRIES
AND

JACK JOHNSON
Showing JacK Johnson in Training Quarters and

THE BEST ROUNDS OF THE JEFFRIES-SHARKRY CONTEST
The only Motion Pictures ever taken of Jeffries in action and the only

opportunity to compare the two men in action

BOTH ON ONE REEL LENGTH FULL 1 ,000 FEET

SOLD WITHOUT RESTRICTIONS
$150.55 INCLI'DINC 50 SPECIAL LITHOGRAPHS $150.55

THE CHICAGO FIGHT PICTURE COMPANY
8 1 CLARK STREET CHICAGO, ILL.



Vol. 6., No. 19. May 14, 1910 Price, lO Cents

MELIES RELEASES
Speed Versus Death
A Thrilling Race against time

MAY 12th

A Race for a Bride and A Rough Night on the Bridge
One of the best comedies ever staged. A laugh from start to finish

MAY 19th

INSIST on YourEXCHANGE SUPPLYING MELIES FILMS. HANDSOME POSTERS
OF ALL SUBJECTS FREE

G. MELIES, 204 East 38th Street, New York City
Western Representative: JOHN B. ROCK, log Randolph St., Chicago, III.

POWER'S CAMERAGRAPH No. 6
The Perfect Motion Picture Machine

Projects absolutely steady, flickerless pic-

tures which do not injure or tire the eyes.

Intermittent movement is encased, runs
in oil and will wear indefinitely. Gears,
Spindles and Bearings are 50 per cent,

heavier than those of any other motion
picture machine.

Write for Catalogue G. giving full information

NICHOLAS POWER COMPANY 115 Naisaa Street
NEW YORK

FOR LATEST RELEASES AND SYNOPSIS OF

V I TAG RAP

H

SEE PAGE 800
FOR. RELEASE LIFE PORTRAYALS" SEE PAGE 799

FOR. SYNOPSIS
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THANHOUSER FILMS
t(

"My Biggest Friday Night
Due to a 'Thanhouser'!"
J. George O'Donnell, Lincoln The-

ater. Chicago.— it pleases me very

much to tell you that my patrons

and myself like your pictures. I

have run several of them, Including
"SI. Kl ." which I ran to the big-

gest Friday night's business I have
i .in since I opened my theater two
years ago. I have heard only favor-

able comments about it. and (lie

picture, to my way of thinking,
was one of the be-l ever turned Out.

"They've Won Favor Among
My Patrons!"

Philip Collins, Mgr., Star Theater,
Utica, K. Y.—Your films have won
favor among my patrons. They are
certainly good.

"Make More of Them!"
Wm. J. Ferry, Mgr., Grand The-

ater, Newark, 0.—The only way you
can make your films more valuable
is to make more of them.

"Should Draw Big Houses
Everywhere!"

C. W. Brown, Mgr., Grand, Chilli-

cothe, 0.—Your films are above the
average and should draw big houses
everywhere.

"I Want Thanhouser Film,
Always!"

Charles R. Holmes, 1067 Dolores
St., San Francisco, Cal.—To tell the
honest truth. I have never seen any-
thing better than "The Actor's Chil-

dren." I want Thanhouser Film
always.

"The Babies Cry for It!"
Monte W. Kattery, Boonville, Ind.

—Just keep up the present good
style and you've done something.
The babies cry for Thanhouser Film

!

"As Good as Any on the
Market!"

E. R. Jones, Mgr., Dreamland,
Arcanum, 0.—Your film is as good
as any on the market.

"Please All My Patrons!"
0. B. Studley, Orpheum Theater,

Tiffin. 0.—Your films are 0. K. and
seem to please all my patrons.

"Wish There Were More
Like Them!"

T. H. Scott, Mgr., Bijou Dream,
Cleveland, 0.—Your films are great!
1 wish there were more like them.

"As Good as Any, if Not
Better!"

D. A. Heilman, Mgr., Majestic
Theater, Muncie, Ind.—We think
thai yonr films are about as good
as anv. if not better.

"All Made a Big Hit!"
Louis Zahler, Liberty Theater,

Peoria, 111.—I ran all your films.

They all made a big hit, especially
"St. Klmo." Hone you will keep
up the good work for the Indepen-
dent cause.

"Your Actors Are Great!"
W. H. Esch, Mgr., Majestic The-

ater, La Porte, Ind.— I have run all

your releases up to April 22, and
think you have as good an output of

films as can be made. They are as

clear as day. and the actors are

great.

SWEEPING THE COUNTRY!
Released FRIDAY, MAY 13tK

A "Thanhouser" That Will Turn "Friday the

Thirteenth" Into a Day of Joy. It's called:

THE BEST MAN WINS
and It Proves That the BEST FILM WINS—
Meaning Thanhouser Film.

A POWERFUL HUMAN INTEREST STORY
Is Told By This Picture and This Is It:

Rich heiress has two suitors, a rich doctor and a poor lawyer—Both propose
on the same evening—She tells them to come back in a month for her answer
—Scene shifts to hovel of poor charwoman who is dying and about to be
evicted with her tiny daughter—Child rushes for a doctor, finds the rich
physician who is one of the suitors—As she has no money, he turns her away
—Child meets other suitor, the poor lawyer, who cheerfully does what he
can for the dying mother and leaves—Rich heiress, on a charity tour, visits

dying mother—When woman dies, heiress adopts child—One month having
elapsed, the suitors, rich doctor and poor lawyer, ask the heiress for her
answer—The adopted child is present—She cries out at sight of the rich
doctor and tells heiress how he had turned her away—Recognizes lawyer as
the friend in need and tells heiress so—Heiress orders doctor out of her
presence and says "Yes" to lawyer, to the little one's delight.

SOME Plot! SOME Picture!

Approximate Length 950 Feet. No. 110. Code Word, Best

Magnificent Posters Free
ASK YOUR EXCHANGE FOR THEM

>»

K6I63S6Q ID 3 T6W W66KS "thanhouser
OF THE
Classics!"

SHAKESPEARE'S

Winter's Tale
THANHOUSER
STAGING—ACTING—QUALITY

Done in the Thanhouser way and produced at just 3

times the cost of an ordinary release, but costing the

Exchange and the Exhibitor

NOT ONE PENNY EXTRA !

Order
this or
YOUR.

EXCHANGE Now
Remember, this release will be the Prize Drawing Card

of the year and there'll be a big rush for It. First come,

first served! Write your Exchange NOW!

"It Is Marvelous What You
Have Accomplished!"

Hyman Bros., Props., Janet The-
ater. 617 W. North Ave., Chicago.—

iphy, staging, acting,
and last, but nol least, detail Into
consideration, it is marvelous how
in B IVe'eke you havi
complished what ii has taken others
years ti

"You Have the Support of
All!"

Bijou Film and Amusement Co.,
C. J. Scherer, Pres., Kansas City.
Mo.— As an act of appreciation we
desire to compliment you on the
excellent work you are producing.
"Her Battle for Existence" clearly
demonstrates that you are acquainted
with the character of pictures that
appeal to the public. Your pictures
arc in great demand everywhere, and
our only regret is that you arc do!

week. We feel
flrlent that you have flip support of
every Independent exchange and ex-
hibitor and feel assured that you
will meet with the success you so
richly deserve.

"The Best Picture Story in
a Long Time!"

Cincinnati Film Exchange, Cincin-
nati, 0.—Tiie writer did not have
the opportunity of seeing "A 29c
Bobbery" until last evening, but we
must say that it is the best picture
stcay we have seen for a long time,
and we wish to compliment you
on it.

"Very Good!"
!•'. L. Lanine, Chicago, 111.

!( ases are very good.
-Your

"What I Have Put On, Give
Satisfaction!"

Charles Blackton, Martinsville, Ind.
—I have not had all of your filius.

in' what I have put mi give sa

faction.

"Classy, I Should Say!"
"Independent," Chicago, 111.

—

Thanhouser Film is all right!
Classy, I should say! More power
to you. Old Pal

!

"I Know of No Improvement
You Could Make!"

T. A. Rogers, Mgr., Edisonia The-
ater. Jackson. 0.—Heartiest congrat-
ulations on your film. I know of no
improvement that could lie made on
the "Thanhousers" that I have seen.
In my live years as an exhibitor, I

have seen hut few films that are
their equal-.

"I Like Them—My Patrons
Like Them!"

J. E. Nilson, 3517 So. Halsted St..

Chicago.— I like your films. My pa-
trons like them. Your "Twenty-nine
('cut Robbery" is a dandy.

"Among the Best by Inde-
pendent Manufacturers!"
W. W. Keen. Mgr., Dreamland

835 Market St., Philadelphia.—!
think your film among the best by
Independent manufacturers, especial-

ly "The Twenty-nine Cent Robbery,"'
which I call one of the greatest re-

leases I have seen I
time

and one sure to make good before
any audience.

THANHOUSER COMPANY
New Rochelle - - New York
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The Girl From Arizona
Length about °5() Feet Released May 16th 1910

The Greatest Western Drama Ever Produced

Sensational

NEW YORK

- - Exciting -

PATHE FRERES
Thrilling

CHICACO
41 West 25th Street 35 Randolph Street

Cet your Posters from the A. B. C. Co., Cleveland, Ohio

The OPERATOR S DELIGHT
IS REALIZED COMPLETE IN THE

MODEL No. 1A MOTIOGRAPH FOR 1910
It may be taken apart to a point beyond that shown

herewith for cleaning the parts or other purposes, and with
no tools but a Screw Driver.

CAN BE ASSEMBLED
IN 10 MINUTES

FOR ACCESSIBILITY and SIMPLICITY its THE
ACME OF PERFECTION besides it's the most Durable,
Projects the Brightest Picture, Rock Steady and
without Flicker. After having been The LEADINO
MACHINE FOR NEARLY THREE YEARS and nearly
Doubled our Sales Last Year. We have made

20 IMPROVEMENTS FOR 1910

THE MOST IHPORTANT OF WHICH ARE

2 to 7

New Patent Film Tentlon that is novel, unique,
original and charmingly efficient.

An Arrangement of parts for convenience in taking
the mechanism apart and assembling. A child can
do It. No other machine approaches it for Accessi-
bility, Simplicity and Interchangability.

A New Auxllary Intermittent Shutter for short

focus work.
Enlarged and Improved Film Magazines.
A New Arc Lamp that is Extra Heavy and dispenses

with sticking and breakage.
Upper Carbon Adjustment Fixture.
Universal Arm and Carbon Clamp, especially adapted

for A. C. Current.
Improved Extra Large Lamp House with special

features for ventilation and insulation.

It's Truly a Wonderful .Machine, Heavy, Strong and Massive, yet Artistic, very light running and
projects a Rock Steady Picture.

A Motiograph would greatly Improve your Pictures, your Patronage and WILL BUILD IP YOUR
BANK ACCOUNT.

FOR SALE BY LEADING DEALERS
Write for Particulars and new Catalog.

ENTERPRISE OPTICAL MFG. CO.
564 AND

c
5„
7
fc

,
Zi3>

A
rJL

OL,,H ST

J. H. HALLBERC, New York Agent
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POWERS PICTUREPLAYS
WE ARE NOW RELEASING TWO REELS EVERY WEEK

SATURDAY, MAY 14th

SPLIT REEL

THE CARD PARTY
SENSATIONAL DRAMA

A jealous husband believes that he has committed mur-
der. A thrilling chase that ends in an automobile smashing
a buggy, and a fight in which the husband is thrown from a
precipice and then—he wakes up to find it has been a dream.

TUESDAY, HAY 17th

HIS YANKEE GIRL
A DRAMA OF THE CIVIL WAR

The daughter of a Union General loves a lieutenant in

the Confederate Army. The girl is led to believe that her
lover is a spy who has stolen war-maps. She denounces him
to the Union officers, and he is about to be hanged. A unique
incident proves her lover's innocence and after a thriiling

ride the girl saves him.

THE MINISTER'S NEW SUIT
A COMEDY THAT IS A BUNCH OF LAUGHS

A tramp steals a Minister's suit of clothes. He compels
a pretty girl to go through a mock marriage to a silly dude
whom she hates. The real lover enters and then—a picnic.

POWERS PICTURE PLAYS are different from
all others and they are well acted by high-grade
professionals.

PHOTOGRAPHY IS UNEXCELLED

EXHIBITORS WRITE FOR FREE POSTERS

THE POWERS COMPANY
241st Street and Richardson Avenue - New York City

GREATNORTHERN
Next Release, Saturday, May 7th

The Somnambulist
A well told and thrilling story that will strongly

interest any audience

Release for Saturday, May 14th

A MARVELOUS CURE
-OR-

The Wonderful Hair-Growing Fluid
COMEDY

The Club of the Corpulent
HUMOROUS COMEDV SUBJECT

Stands for Quality! 3x7 upright and 3x15 lengthwise banners for all GREAT NORTHERN productions to

rent by the Goodenough Company, 627-630 Century Building, St. Louis, Mo.

To Exhibitors: The BEST Film Exchanges will always supply you with OUR films. DEMAND
GREAT NORTHERN films. We supply exchanges with posters and synopsis with each reel.

Ask your exchange for them.

GREAT NORTHERN FILM COMPANY
NORDISK FILM COMPANY, COPENHAGEN

7EAST FOURTEENTH STREET, NEW YORK CITY
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See the Point?
If you persist in exhibiting that

tame, undesirable, "dead stuff"

just because you are getting

it a bit cheaper, well then,

you will soon be com-
pelled to witness your

attendance flicker-

ing down to a

little spot like

this

O
What You Need Most Just Now, Is

PremierFilm Service

Pittsburg Calcium Light & Film Co.

I'lllsl.nru. Pa.

Omaha, \ebra
Roi hrstrr. V 1 .

I><"» Moines, Iowa
( in. lutlutl. ().

Wllkes-Barre. Pa.

FILMS
FOR
RENT

NEW FILMS HIGH GLASS SERVICE

The Pioneer House, With 8 Years Experience

And $250,000.00 Back Of It

Write To-day for Terms

EUGENE CLINE
57 and 59 Dearborn St., Chicago

EDISON FEATURE FILM

The Princess and the

Peasant
A magnificent dramatic film built about the love

of a king's daughter for a peasant lad. Married
by an old hermit in a mountain grotto, they are

parted by the king's hirelings and the bride is

imprisoned in the Black Castle on a lonely,

wave-swept island, from which she is rescued

most dramatically by her wounded husband.
Thrilling situations, the beautiful scenery of

Cuba and the picturesque costumes of the days
of romance and adventure make this a film

that will captivate any audience. No. 6631.

Code, Vipernbiss. App. length, 1,000 feet.

To be released May 17th.

OTHER EDISON FILMS
SISTERS. Another dramatic film whose stage-setting is the gorgeous

scenery 01 Cuba, where tropical tun and sky lend themselves to clear, distinct

photography The steadfast devotion of one sister to another, even in the
face of circumstances lhat conspire to shatter the faith of a I u-band. is tbe
theme of the story, which possesses the requisite elements to fascinate an au-

dience from beginning to end. No 6fiJ2. Code, Vircineo. App. length, 995
leet. To be released May 20th.

AI.KIN VUIIIM (II \ I U \ DRT MAM. (Comedy.) No. 6638.

Code, Virginh ort A in. I.cngtn, 4'HJ leet. ro be released May 24th.

MIKIIM'S POOL. (Comedy) No. 6«84. Code, Virginland. App.
length, .">.«> leet. To be released May 21th.

Special Decoration Day Film
'HID Illl ( \N\OVS RO\R. A melodramatic story of tbe Civil

War, repleie with military glamour and the thrill of battle. A film that will

fire tbe patriotism of every American. No. 6635. Code. Virgioibos. App.
length, 1,000 ft. To be released May 2Tth

WATCH FOR THIS FILM
Illl Mill DMVEB AND TBI «. \RRl I ()l S Ml I E. By Rex

Beach. A dram. tic talc of tbe Western (runner, anvc with action and tbe
fascination that surrounds the rough, rugged characters of tbe Western
plains. Code, Virginique. App. length, 9S0 feet. To be released May 31st

Order Display Posters Of these Films from your Exchange or the A. B. C. Co., Cleveland. Ohio

EDISON MANUFACTURING CO. "2 Lakeside Avenue, Orange. V J.

90 Wabash Avenue, Chicago, III.

JOBBERS OF EDISON KINETOSCOPES
BOSTON—Howard Moving Picture Co., 564 Washington Street KANSAS CITY—Tall Film Exchange Co., 622 Main Street
CHICAGO—Kleine Optical Co.. 52 State Street. NEW YORK—P. L. Waters, 41 East 21st Street
CLEVELAND—Lake Shore Film St Supply Co., 314 Superior Ave., V. E. PHILADELPHIA

—

Com. A. Calehuff, 4th and Green Streets
SAN FRANCISCO—Geo. Breck, 70 Turk Street
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VITAGRAPH
"LIFE^PORTRAYALS"

Vitagraph " Life Portrayals " keep right on making good. Can you afford to miss any of them ?

For Release, Tuesday,

May 10

The
Three
Wishes
A delightfully grotes-

que and hugely interest-

ing story of the Black

Forest. Approximate

length, 945 feet.

For Release, Friday,

May 13

The
Closed
Door

Intensely heart appeal-

ing—a typical Vitagraph

"Life Portrayal" show-

ing how mother love re-

deems a wayward woman.

Approximate length, 922

feet.

SCENE FROM "THE THREE WISHES"
FOR RELEASE, SATURDAY, MAY 14

The Special Agent
Full of Thrills and Realism—An exciting story of a government agent's adventures among

the Moonshiners. Approximate length, 950 feet. Vitjgraph "life Portrayals" Are Always Winners

POSTERS— Protraits of Vitagraph Stock Company for Lobby Display, now ready for distribution through exchanges.
Also SPECIAL POSTERS FOR ALL VITAGRAPH PRODUCTIONS. If your Exchange does not fill your order send to us.

THE VITAGRAPH COMPANY OF AMERICA
Ntw yukk, 1 10 Nassau St.

CHICAGO. 109 Randolph St.

LONDON, 25 Cecil Court

PARIS, 15, Roe Sainte-Cecile
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Will It Last ?

We, whose names arc on the top of this page, went

through practical photographic work and the journalistic

cud of it from the days of wet collodion to the Kodak
i ra. Our observation extended, to be quite accurate, ex-

actly one-quarter of a century, namely from the year 1880

to the year 1905, and we are enabled to say by actual

experience here in the moving picture industry to-day

that what happened in the photographic field between

the years 1880 and 1905 is happening in the moving
picture field at this moment.
What is happening? People are asking. "Will it

last?" "Will the moving picture retain its hold upon
public favor?" "Will the business last?" "How long

will it last?" "I think it will last so long.'* "I don't

think it will last much longer." etc., etc. Especially dur-

ing the last few weeks have we had these questions pre-

sented to us by men interested in the business in the

United States and in other parts of the world. We have
had it addressed to us by people in all classes of society.

"Of course it will last." has been our unhesitating reply.

It will not only last, but the business of the moving pic-

ture will expand in the next few years in a ratio hardly

dreamed of by those who are at present interested in it.

History repeats itself. Harking back to our stationary

photographic experiences. The wet collodion process,

as many of our readers know, was superseded by the

dry gelatine bromide of silver film—the dry plate of

to-day. Then came the reliable celluloid film in the early

eighties. Simultaneously there was a K r "-'at K rowtn °f

amateur photography. You could buy a camera very

cheaply and use either dry plates or dry films. The prac-

tice of making photographs was robbed of half its dif-

ficulty. So, just about twenty-five years ago, amateur
photography began to spread all over the country. Then,

even in those days, we remember people saying of the

amateur craze, as it was then called: "Will it last?'

"I don't think it will last;" "1 don't think it will last

long;" "I don't think it will last much longer," etc. But
it has lasted, to expand, as we have said, in respect of

the moving picture in the ratio not dreamed of by those

who, a quarter of a century ago, thought amateur pho-

tography had reached its zenith.

To repeat the answer to our own question at the head-

ing of this article, "Of course it will last." It will last

just as long as the moving picture itself goes on moving.

Just as long as nature itself goes on moving. The pic-

ture is a complementary of life, consequently while life,

that is, motion, exists, the moving picture will exist.

It may contain a few germs of disintegration or decay.

So does everything human. Hut the elements that make
for stability, longevity and permanency, infinitely out-

number those which make for decay. For the moving
picture gratifies a fundamental craving of all our natures.

namely, to see the movement of life reproduced by scien-

tific means. Consequently, again, we arrive at a very

sound reasoning from these premises, that so long as men.
women and children walk the earth the moving picture,

like the poor, will always be with them. But, to descend
from these possibly too aerial flights, let the reader of

this article, whenever he hears the question asked : "Will

the moving picture last?" fortify himself by the expe-

rience we have had in the other field of photographic
work referred to. Amateur photography was inferen-

tially killed and buried over and over again a score of

years or more ago. But it still lives a prosperous art.

because it satisfies another fundamental craving of human
nature to-day. that of transferring to paper by photo-

graphic means a representation of a scene or an object

or person seen by the eye.

Some weeks ago we took a learned professor to task

and pointed out to him that the moving picture was not

a fad like roller skating, diabolo. ping pong and the

like. These things are mere variants on the general
desire for physical amusement, just like the child's skip-

ping rope or the little boy's top, etc. These are either

momentary or intermittent fads. Of these things it is

impossible to ask, "Will it la We saw that such

things as diabo'
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1 hat rinking is threatened, like many other kinds of

physical recreation intermittent in character.

The picture not being a fad, but being practically a

desideratum, there can be no question of any permanent
diminution of the interest which people take in it. It

may and probably will, ebb and flow in public favor ac-

cording to the times and the circumstances, such as, for

example, years of depression. But, speaking generally,

the moving picture would appear to have as much vitality

and as great a chance of longevity as any of the other

arts, crafts and sciences of which the picture itself is

wholly or in part a manifestation. In other words, the

moving picture will surely last out the life of any indi-

vidual who happens to be on earth at this moment. And
that is long enough for anybody and everybody now
concerned in the matter.

The Picture and the Summer.
The moving picture during the past few years has

played a considerable but not a large part in the Sum-
mer entertainments of the American people. At even
open air resort, of which the incomparable Coney Island

is the chief exemplar, the picture has been shown. We
have seen it there many a time. We have seen it at

South Beach, North Beach, Midland Beach ; we have
seen it in the open at Rochester, Chicago and other great

cities of the Union, and still, with it all, the effect made
upon our mind has been that it is merely a tentative ad-

junct to the scheme of pleasure of these places. We
think it should not merely be a tentative feature, but a

primary and well established one.

Another phase of the matter in New York City and
other large cities of the Union is the airdome which is

an obvious effort, on the part of those who conduct these

places, to take advantage of what is known as the "con-

tinental idea" in entertainments. The "continental idea"

in Summer entertainments is roughly this, that the peo-

ple of France, Spain, Germany, Italy and other coun-

tries sufficiently near the equator—in other words, whose
climates are sufficiently warm in the Summer months

—

"sit out" at night and provide themselves with even
possible opportunity of indulging in al fresco entertain

ments without personal inconvenience. It is a mattei

of climate—of longitude and latitude. New York is

happily situated in this respect. It is comparable to

Madrid, which is a warm city. Hence it is that New
York, from what we can hear, will this Summer have
dozens of airdomes. Airdomes, as their name implies

mean that the moving picture will be exhibited in the

open, or out of doors,—an opportunity for countless

masses of people to inspect the picture in agreeable open-

air surroundings. A mere glance at the map of the

United States will show that New York occupies a cen-

tral position. There is a vast tract of country south of

New York which also admits of the airdome idea. It is

all a matter of temperature and very largely so of tem-
perament. The American people are great on out-door

entertainments and in the Summer months no inducement
to them to indulge in out-door pleasure or entertainment
is ever lost. Our object in writing this article is to com-
mend the airdome idea to those of our readers who are

so circumstanced and so situated as to be able to adopt
out-door life in popular cities where the thermometer is

not apt to rise or fall suddenly. People seek relief in

the open at every possible opportunity. The airdome, in

which the moving picture is shown, gives them a chance

of gratifying their reasonable ideas in this respect.

We want our exhibiting readers, then, to profit by this

opportunity for supplementing their Winter business by

an out-door business in which the picture plays a pre-

dominant part. After all, in this we are going back to

first principles. Hundreds of years ago the first plays
of the modern era (we allude to the time of Shakespeare
and others) were presented in the open air. We see a
survival of this in the "Ben Greet Pastoral Plays." What
we want to perceive is the modern parallel of the moving
picture where the masses can sit in the open air at night
in comfort and convenience, studying a modern repre-
sentation of the drama which is none the less effective

because it is silent and does not rely upon the presence
of actual actors and actresses for its representation.

The Music and the Picture.

II.

Continuing our article on this subject from page 591,
April 16, we point out that a moving picture play is

nothing more nor less than a number of Miss Lawrences.
But not all have that lady's supreme abilitv of exhibiting
emotion on the stage. What is needed, then, in order
that the silent drama can be made into the non-vocal
music drama? That is what the moving picture might
become. What is needed? we ask. Simply that the mu-
sic should be chosen to harmonize or synchronize with
the emotions shown on the moving picture screen. That
is the whole problem in a nutshell.

In last week's Moving Picture World we printed an
article on "Silent Drama Music," by Mme. Pilar Morin,
who had some very interesting ideas on the subject.

It is easy to conceive that were this done, were the

music fitted to the picture, the pleasure of the moving
picture theater visitor would be immensely augmented.
But how is it to be done? Clearly, we suppose, by some
sort of co-operation between the film manufacturer and
inusic publishers and the executants of the music at the

various theaters. We wonder if it is within the bounds of
possibility that there will be issued, let us say, a fine

Essanay comedy, while, at the same time, suitable music
for either the piano or other instruments will be especially

made for it, and purchasable by the exhibitor. This
seems to us to be the logical outcome of the scheme. In-

deed, a well-known music publisher of our acquaintance
has made the suggestion to us.

We pass on this suggestion to those most interested,

with the earnest hope that they will take charge of it.

Much has been done in the way of sound effects in the
moving picture theater. These, as Mr. Lyman H. Howe
demonstrates, wonderfully heighten the effect. Probably
there is still more to be done in the way of preparing
sound effects for the motion picture. The ground is

almost virgin, while as for instrumental music of the
orchestrated kind nothing yet has been attempted. We
hope to see some move made in this direction. The mov-
ing picture will never come into its own as a production
until it is as well treated as the other branch of the drama
and given proper music. Just take one of our own
favorite operas. "Carmen." See how well the music fits

the emotions, the passions and the sentiment of that play.

Or take a great oratorio such as the Messiah, the Crea-
tion. Note, again, how finely the great masters have
interpreted the sentiments of those devotional poems!
Some of the films offered by the film manufacturers

should largely stimulate music composition. The Bio-
praph pictures, for example, with all their wealth of fine

comedy and dramatic acting; the Pathe pictures; the his-

torical and other subjects put out by the Vitagraph Com-
pany; the Western subjects of Selig; the pretty little

poems of Kalcm. and the comedies of Essanay. Here are
the subjects ready made for the composer who will gain
fame and riches by becoming the music composer of the
moving picture,
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WHAT IS A MOVING PICTURE.

773

I.

If we were to address this question to the varii

of our readers—manufacturers, renters and
hibitors— we should, no doubt, of very di-

vergent replies. Probably ver) few indeed of them have
i .1 single thought to the matter. The majority would
do doubt, "Well, a moving picture is a moving picture

and that is all there is to it." But the question is not to

be so easily dismissed in this way. We always desire to

interest our readers in the scientific aspects of the moving
picture. We want now to d ne or two articles to-

ward- answering our own question, in order that greater

knowledge of the subject may he diffused in the moving
picture field.

How often did we hear, when working in another field

of photography, this remark. "Oh, never mind theory;

why bother about the scientific side of the photograph?"
And yet, oddly enough, in many cases Nemesis arrived

to teach the value of theory to the objector. One very

conspicuous instance occurs to us. A few years ago. in

England, an Australian photographer was introduced to

He gratuitously informed us that he did not read

our paper and did not care about the theory of photog-
raphy, and yet within a few months he was writing to us,

asking us to help him out of a very elementary difficulty

in toning a photograph !

Xow, it is conceivable that if we all, manufacturers,
renters, and exhibitors, understand what a moving pic-

ture exactly is—in other words, regard it purely from the

point of view of applied science—the interest awakened
in the subject will he so great that improvement in quality

must manifest itself all along the line. We are glad to

perceive that interest in the subject is on the inert

The shortest answer to our own question is this : The
moving picture is simply a record of light sensations or

\ ibratii ms. 1 he n it and the sta-

ii"t. Havinj in the

onar) photographic field, the aln with

which tl; i-Mi and the advanced
i

i>or-

liaii hi- pril ant to put in a -nnilar plea

for the in"* ing pi< ti the hands of

the \ r it- production and
hibition. the

manufa< I

it wood to !>' band hly and thought

often watch you product, in-

deed, demanding, pan passu, as much care in the handling
a- a platinum photograph "n Japanese paper,

that in tin- i air moving picture you simply have
a film, or rathe: . finely divided metallic

silver in clear [ on tran-lucetit celluloid. Thus
the difference between the moving picture and the sta-

tionary photograph is merely a difference in kind and
ii"t a difference in • latine and celluloid are

very delicate, tendei Then pigmentary silver, in

other words, the metal which goes to form the image of

the picture, is also matter in a fine state of division,

demanding great care in its treatment. So that, from the

purely physical point of view, it is up to the renter, the

operator, or the exhibitor of a theater to treat the moving
picture reels with just as much care as he would a fine

photograph produced by a Fifth avenue photographer.

or a fine engraving. Therefore, to give another of many
ansv our own question. "What is a moving pic-

ture?" Simply ' from the point of view of chem-
ical technology, it is a very delicate production demanding
very delicate treatment in the handling. There are other

answers to our own question which we shall give in

subsequent articli

STAGECRAFT.
Louis Reeves Harrison.

Mr. Erlanger is reported to have -aid that the present

interest in moving pictun ly a craze which will die

out as suddenly as it came. This opinion may he lightly

regarded by those who are flushed with present success,

but is worthy of revised consideration. The Napoleon
of the Drama is a keen and unprejudiced observer; in

the same article he is quoted as saying that some of the

picture plays display greater ingenuity than is shown by
"our dramatists.*' His judgment of matters theatrical is

notoriously good, and he is a man of few words. It is

quite possible that Mr. Erlanger has seen as many pict-

ure dramas as the average man engaged in the business

of producing them ; very few of the latter go to the ex-

hibitions for obvious reasons ; the novelty has worn off

and most plays are so lacking in originality as to be un-

interesting. What is now true of the producers can be-

come equally true of the people who are now swarming
to the exhibitions, and, when the public is weary of the

monotonous repetitions now being released, it may be
seen that Mr. Erlanger's remarks were characterized by
good common-sense.
The drama, in all its phases, is a democratic institution,

depending on the will of the people, and the American
people are progressive ; they crave what is new and stim-

ulating to the mind rather than the wearisome repetition

which stales even a good joke, and may be justly said

that many of the reel makers are not keeping pace with
our individual and national growth. There is no reason

in dodging the issue by ascribing to the character of the

audiences the quality of pla :ced, for the theaters

are controlled by men who incline to variety perform-

ance-, and the production of films and picture reels i- in

the hands of comparatively few houses. The managers of

these houses are directly responsible. They are in the

business for commercial purposes and, as long as audi-

ences pay for this class of entertainment, it may be

thought that the demand is being supplied, but. while

ten-cent patrons are good-natured because of the low

price paid, enduring the poor pictures for the sake of the

good ones, it would be a good thing for the producer if

he adopted the policy of the playwright and studied the

people in front.

The common people are not lacking in good taste, as

may be seen in the enormous circulation of high-class

periodicals, and little people of the next generation are not

lacking in discrimination. The latter are sharp obser.

A tiny tot sat watching a picture drama, much affected

by the distress of a little girl in the play who had lost

her mother. The child in the play wandered away, all

alone, and stood crying in the middle of the street wheie

an automobile belonging to some rich-and-childless man
could run over her without hurting her very much. The
car came along, the man could not steer it. perhaps he

did not know that there was an emergency brake, any-

way he supposedly ran over the motherle- He
picked her up. unconscious and unbroken, and carried
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her to his beautiful home. Three years elapsed. The
motherless girl had not grown but she wore a pretty

dress. All seemed well until the tiny tot in the audience
remarked : ''She's got on the same shoes she had when
her mama died." Some small boys were watching a pis-

tol-drama. In the play, the dare-devil villain escaped
from the cowboys. They chased him on horse, and they

chased him on foot. They chased him through rugged
ravines, near lovely waterfalls and over pretty stream..

Most of the time they were only ten or twenty feet be-

hind him and blazing away with pistols and guns, but
they could not hit him. He acted as though he thought
they were throwing bouquets and banged away at them
dozens of times with some kind of a self-loading re-

volver. It was very thrilling and dime-novely until a
small, uncombed boy in front said in disgust: "If my
kid brudder wuz only dere wid his air-gun!'' when the

people laughed, and everything was spoiled.

These inconsequential criticisms indicate that the Amer-
ican child's head is not solid ivory, and may further indi-

cate that the smallest incongruities and inconsistencies

have a comedy effect in a tragic situation.

Weak plays make a shallow impression on the mind,
whereas the great majority of those who attend the ex-
hibitions hope for a mental imprint of something den-
nite, something to stimulate the emotions, to quicken the

sympathies, that has a reason for being and may even
serve as a stimulus to new thought. Most of those who
go to the picture shows known something about the bit-

ter side of the endless struggle for existence and that i

why a situation of stress or of sorrow rings such a quick
response in human hearts. The constant effort to accom-
plish what is seemingly beyond our powers, the struggle

to rise out of unendurable conditions, the conflict with
adverse circumstances, all furnish the material for dra-

matic situations, and if a tragic end is the only one ac-

ceptable to common sense, 'such an end is not to be avoid-
ed as unsatisfactory. The love-making of Romeo and
Juliet thrills us because we know of their peril. Their
story would not be as effective if they embraced or wed-
ded at the end. We like to watch the progress of other
careers, especially when the air is heavy with the storm
of impending passion, even if the storm wrecks instead

of clearing, but a ray of light upon the scene adds to the

effect and makes the tragi-comedy the best all-around
play.

"The Treacherous Easterner" reappears in the sub-titles

of a Western reel-maker and it seems too bad that the

American people of any great section are treacherous,

but a worse slight is put on the Western women in the

play. They are badly dressed, and not nice to look at,

and are frightfully immoral. "The Treacherous Eastern-

er," in white socks and a linen duster, is so fascinating

that it takes him about five minutes to lead his host's

wile away, then, after a lapse of years, he goes back and
gets the daughter in less than three minutes. The latter

has been brought up by the cowboys and is their "pride,"

but they let a total stranger carry her off in an automo-
bile when he points to the engagement ring he has put

on her finger. How easy ! These pictures, and others,

depicting the Western men as a lot of bad-mannered
swill-pots, who pass their days crossing their legs or

pouring out rum, are shown to the women and children

of our families as characteristically Western, and are

taken abroad to be typically American. The pictures

which come to us from abroad are not misrepresentations.

Our people, regardless of section, are well educated, are

tremendous readers of high-class periodicals, the homes
of our women are in clear evidence of their superior taste

and refinement, the women themselves are incomparable,

our men are broad and cosmopolitan, not provincial or

sectional, hence pictures set forth from a low view-point

do us injustice as a people and an infinite amount of

other harm. It is dispiriting to lovers of motion pictures

that such junk is shoveled in with the superior produc-

tions, and possibly discouraging to high-class producers,

but with them, not the public, lies the remedy.

The difficulty of putting over a great stage-play or a

fine novel will eventually lead to the abandonment of

this form of picture-drama. Any play which requires

several hundred feet of sub-titles to make it capable of

being understood is unsuited to the theater
;
people go

there to see the story, not to read it ; besides, such plays

lack harmony of action and contemporaneous interest.

The three unities of time, place and action, mean now,
here and in our daily lives. We are most interested in

the comedies and tragedies of present existence, and
these are not to be found in the improbabilities of other

days. The events of past ages interest the scholarly, but

what is going on to-day, affecting our business and social

affairs, is of interest to every man, woman and child in

the country. The materials of the picture-drama are in

present experiences, with settings of the office, the work-
shop, the factory, the store, the street, the fields, the open,

and, above all things, the home. The pictured scenes

are a means to an end, and that end is that we shall be

strongly affected by the play. It must cheer us, interest

us, or make us think ; we must laugh over it, cry over

it, or get something from it. We can read books at home.
The picturing of stories is a graphic art with a message.

To present in it a modern, effective situation typifying

an experience which enlists our sympathies is an art of

unquestioned value to the producer : IT IS STAGE-
CRAFT.

DISHONEST JOURNALISM—A PROTEST.
Continuing its marauding policy of attacking those

interests in the moving picture field whose support it fails

to obtain, the "Show World" of Chicago in its issue of
April 30th gives a further illustration of the depths of
degradation to which even a Chicago newspaper man
can sink. There are depths of depravity in journalism:
and lower depths ; and even lower depths still. The "Show
World" seems determined to go on sinking in these depths
until it touches rock bottom. Some weeks ago the moving
pictures issued by Pathe Freres were subjected in the Chi-

cago sheet to a series of attacks, so absurdly irrational

and wild that only one construction could possibly be
assigned to the performance, which was this : that the

writers were inspired by malice or disappointment
;
prob-

ablv caused by the fact that Pathes refused their adver-

tising support to the "Show World." The attacks tem-
porarily, we are told, injured Messrs. Pathe's local busi-

ness, doubtless the object of the "Show World." But
Pathe go on in their business just the same. The only

consolation which those connected with the "Show
World" can possibly derive from the performance is the

reflection that its pages are regarded with contempt by
all honest men. It is only a sense of duty to the trade

which compels us to notice this publication, because if its

policy of misrepresentation is allowed to go unchallenged
and uncontradicted, it is only too probable that some
measure of credence may be attached to it by those who
have no means of getting at the truth. In its April

30th issue it published a tribute to the late Walt Mackee,
formerly on its editorial staff, who seems to have been,
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according to the writer, a "beautiful characl iring

high above the world's passions, pure and clean mind
wi wish we could -a\ the r the late Mr. Mac-

»r tli< se responsible for the April 30th

issue.

< '11 page 4 of thai issue there is an article l»> .1 Lond< n

'•nt which is a malicious attack on George Kleine

the most honorable men engaged in

the business. .Mr. Kleim no defense fr< m us, l>ut

what is ti> be said of the pi licj which received an at!

of this kind and printed it without endeavoring ti

tain its truth or falsehood? < >n the same page J. Stuart

Blackton of the Vitagraph < ompany al

ries of attacks 1 1 a peculiarly venemous charai

They are just cowardlj the hack. Blackton is

that the public want- sensational subj<

"raw red meat, the rawer the hitter." He 1- accuse*

"venting his spleen on the guardians of the law and in

his raving, blundering wa\ would is judgment
upon the million said

ive bitterly attacked the police censorship of 1

There is more in this screed of base fabrications which
it is unnecessary to qui te.

Those who know Mr. Blackton hard! --urin^

that he never said anything of the kind that is attributed

to him, and. moreover, that he is not antagonistic to the

1 hit

But th<

1 Mr. Bla :kt< m 1- only appai
glance at th<

pany, Mi
ill) the \ itagraph • ompanj

»ut "raw n d in' at" in the -hap' .Ims.

A fi uler I

l h' \ itagraph k we
follow with •

the ham
which it fil 1 prav-

mmorality, the ba* r pa .bso-

rll'.V

all the world applauded tl

which a in putting th<

titled
" v usly

successful n lektra," that

then was nothing in the nature of th horrible

in it- storj . !i rally, it

that Mr. Bla . raph

npany keep as far off from "raw red meat" in their

productions as the "Show World"' ke< t'rorn

truthfulness, honesty, and respectability in the editin

it- deplorable pa.

realism in moving pictures.

In speaking of the genre picture last week we typified

it as the highest form of art, and defined it as the pic-

ture that told a story and told it in a way that was con-
vincing. Broadly speaking, the majority of moving pic-

ture stories may be termed genre studies, but many of
them fall short of conveying the sentiment <>i the story,

far less the emotions of the character-, to the beholder.
The majority may he said to describe a story, or to pic-

ture the incidents in a story, and, like the average book-

illustration, some of them do it very well.

There are seme genre moving pictures that can be well

uted in a studio from suitable models, but there are
certain subjects that should not he attempted without the

atmosphere and realism oi the natural scenery. Many
more or less successful attempts have been made to illus-

trate popular novels or historical events by means (>i the

on picture. Nei say that realism in work oi
this kind can only he obtained by going to the locations

ribed, regardless of the expense or inconveniences.
And this is what the Biograph Company has done in the

making of a film that will he seen on the screen in about
another week. It is an illustration 1 f the ston "Ramona," 1>\ Helen Jackson, a very popular writer,

and filmed by arrangement with the publishers. Those
who have read the book, while intcre-tcd in the thread
of the -tory. cannot fail to see that Helen Jackson merely
introduced the character- as accessories t' 1 her word pic-

ture of the persecution of the Indian by the whites. Her
story is intensely interesting and it contains many dra-

matic episodes that would have been seized upon by the

average producer to make one of those Wild Western
thrillers with plenty of action and no motive. Xot so
the Biograph artist. lie interprets the true spirit of the

book and merely uses certain incidents to bring out the

ill-treatment the Indian lias received at the hands of the

white settler-. It
:

- not a r.ioqraph masterpiece, but it

comes very near to being pictorially perfect. The scenes

are laid around the actual places selected by the authoress
<^i the story. The E'.iograph Company climbed into the

mountains of Camulos to show the bleak and bare regions
into which the Indians were driven to starve or exist by
-tealing. The artistic quality of these pic
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PICTURE PERSONALITIES.
Mr. Nicholas Power.

Time and opportunity alone are required to reveal to

the great moving picture public the fact that in the work-
ing world of the picture there are many interesting per-

sonalities, not probably hiding their light under a bushel
with deliberate purpose, but quite content to pursue the
noiseless tenor of their way without ever thinking of
stepping into the limelight. A poet once wrote that the

"world knows nothing of its greatest men." This is true.

Every man of observation is constantly encountering

The many users of the Nicholas Power machine might
like to know something about the personality of the man
whose name this beautiful piece of mechanism bears. So
this week we give his portrait. The other day we haled
Mr. Power before the bar of the great moving picture

public, choosing a moment when he had just returned

from a 22 weeks' trip to India, Japan, Egypt and other

parts of the Orient—a well-earned trip after years of

hard work in the mechanics of optical projection. Mr.

NICHOLAS POWER.

characters quite as great, quite as interesting, as those

whose names are ever before us in the newspapers and
elsewhere. Some men are born great, some achieve

greatness, some have greatness thrust upon them ; some
men do not care a tinker's cuss for greatness. And
thank God they do not ! For life would be intolerable if

everybody, like a certain eminent American now in Eu-
rope (who shall be nameless), always wanted to be in

the limelight.

Power was full of the glamor of the East and made us

look forward to the time when we, too, may see the

sights that he saw. But that will be, as Kipling says,

"another story."

The moving picture in all its phases, we are constantly

discovering, is a development of, and from, stationary

photography. The work, and the people who do the

work, have sprung and are springing from stationary

photography. Mr. Power is one of those whose me-
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chanical mind first i

' itself in the projection of

.still photographs. His earlier successes were made in

what is known a- opaque projection. Many of our older

readers will remember the dark lantern or Aphen.

is a very old device whereby a print ma) b<

angularly to a radiant or source of illumination, with the

result that the image of the print or photograph is pro-

jected on the screen. It is. roughly, right angle pro-

jection by reflection, instead of by direct projection by

refraction.

Refraction, we may explain, is projection through a

lens as in stereopticon or moving picture work. The
dark lantern or AphengCSCOpe, as it is known, is simply

a device whereby an image may be projected without

the use of a lens. \\
i popular magazines that this

device is -till on the market for projecting postal cards.

After tin- kind of work, Mr. Power naturally took up

the ordinary stereopticon or magic lantern. This, in

turn, some years ago was succeeded by the well-known

Power's Cameragraph, which has passed through various

stages until now it stands forth as a splendid type of the

efficiently working projector that is popular all over the

United Stat'

The Power's Cameragraph, as Mr. Power modestly
claims, embodies no real novelty of fundamental prin-

ciple. The principles of moving picture and optical pro-

jection are. and must be, universally the same. But what
Mr. Power does claim is the fact that the Cameragraph

i evolution of progress. The machine that is made
to-day bears only a general resemblance to the machine,

let us say, of three years ago. It differs in detail, because,

in the meanwhile, experience has taught that here and
there it may be modified: that a part may be altered or

strengthened to advantage ; that this or that movement
may be simplified or changed ; that the weight of the

machine may be reduced, etc. At one time the craze was
for extreme lightness of machine on account of the fact

that Cameragraph users were in the habit of traveling

about ; therefore they required to lighten their impedi-

menta as much as possible. To-day the moving picture

man is not a peripatetic, in the majority of cases. The
exhibitor is generally a fixed institution and so he wants
his projector to be the same. And he wants it to be
solid and to stand wear and tear and at the same time
to be accurate and sweet of movement in all its working
parts. The Power's Cameragraph, then, is a develop-
ment of experience and the result of Mr. Power's per-

sonal application to, and study of, the mechanical prob-
lems of machine construction.

It is good to learn of the existence in the moving pic-

ture field of modest, well qualified, and experienced men
like Nicholas Power. \Ye arc pleased to add this de-

scription of his personality and life work to our little

gallery of picture personalitii

Moving Pictures Please the Classes.
On Wednesday evening. May 4, the Knickerbocker

Field Club, of Brooklyn, gave one of their regular enter-

tainments in the large assembly hall of the Club. Sev-
eral hundred of the elite of Brooklyn's most fashionable
suburb packed the hall to overflowing, and, at the close

of the entertainment, the general opinion was that it

was the best and most enjoyable affair oi the season.
Through the courtesy of Mr. J. Stuart Blackton, chair-
man of the entertainment committee, the program con-
sisted almost entirely of Yitagraph '"Life Portrayals"
and dramatic renderings by members of the Yitagraph
stock company. Miss Florence Turner was the star of
the evening, and when the song. "The Yitagraph Girl."

was rendered, which showed this popular actress in

fet< hing ed in tl

film shown was "M
I. nt that hap]- .1 little

violinist \sho was hi old fal At the

close ih. and

alter a few mon hen the true b<

ture dawned on the the appla neral

and deafenii

The feature nu the program, h< the

silent acting of on< of the \ itagraph fill

.

" \ I 'air of Schemers," by Mi '1 urner

and Messrs. Maurice Costello and Edward Phillip-. The

applause which greeted their efforts proved tl

titles were not needed to explain to an intelli

audience.

The pro- rani closed with the classic film, "Hlektra,"

rendered with appropriate music pi Mr. Albert

Doyle and sound effects by a member of the Yitagraph

Staff. We have seen this film on the screen in several

theaters, but never saw it so well put on and never saw

anything to equal the applause and verbal appreciation

it received. It gave us great pleasure to watch the effect

of a moving picture entertainment on a select audience

of cultured people, and the president of the Club tendered

Mr. Blackton a very hearty vote of thanks and high com-
pliment on the quality of the entertainment he had pro-

vided.

The projection end of matters was skillfully handled

by Mr. Charles Burton, a member of the Yitagraph staff.

PATHE'S AMERICAN FILM.
Pathe Frcrcs announce for release on Monday, May 16,

their first American production, entitled "The Girl from
Arizona," about 950 feet. This film combines with Pathe
perfection in photography and technique the qualities which
make their productions so popular in this country. It has

long been conceded that Pathe Freres excel in photography
and finish and now that they are giving subjects posed for

by American actors with American scenes, and under the

stage management of one who is stated to be the highest

priced producer in the world, they are indeed setting a high

standard. In announcing this film, Pathe Freres invite criti-

cism from the exhibitor, for they are frank enough to state

that they are the ones they have to please. It is, therefore.

up to the exhibitor. On Friday. May 20, Pathe Freres will

release "Gee! I'm Late," a screaming comedy, a fitting suc-

cessor to that king of comedies, "The Runaway Horse."

Buffalo. N. Y.—The Holy Angels' Catholic Church of this

city are running moving pictures twice a week in their as-

sembly hall. A carefully selected program is, of course, given

and the priest has warned his congregation not to patronize

certain moving picture houses in his parish, as the shows
were immoral. This is a case of the church entering into

competition with the theater. The antagonism of the church
has been aroused by the fact that the picture houses open
on Sunday and prove a greater attraction than the churches.

All the large popular priced theaters are showing pictures

on Sunday, and the Academy of Music. Buffalo's popular
priced home of melodrama, with a seating capacity of 1,800,

has installed pictures; also the Savoy Theater, and all are

doing good business. The Victor Independent Exchange
have all the business they can handle and the outlook seems
encouraging. G. KELLER.

The American Kinograph Company, a newly formed cor-

poration, has taken the premises at : Twenty-fifth
street, Xcw York City, formerly occupied by Messrs. Gau-
mont. No less than fourteen of the most eminent European
makers have placed their American agencies in the hands
of the American Kinograph Company, who will shortly be
releasing six reels per week. The General Manager of the
company is Mr. G. A. Magic. The company is strongly
backed up financially, and will probably play a leading part

in the Independent field. We shall be referring in greater
detail to the company's prospects next week.

* * «

The Exclusive Film Company, of 225 Dearborn street,

Chicago, are releasing the Carson-F.xc erican Fi

The release for W ntitled "The Mad Miner Recovers,"
and that for May 14. "The Tramp Orga:
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PICTURE PERSONALITIES.
Mr. Baxter Morton.

Mr. Baxter Morton quietly passed before our eyes on

the occasion of the recent Convention of the F. S. A.
in New York City. There were about half a dozen
sentences that passed between us when we met and we
were just conscious of his presence at the dinner that

night. If we remember aright—well, we do remember
aright—he made a short speech and a very terse speech,

and the impression which it made on our minds was this,

that there was a personality whom it was both our duty

and our wish to meet on his own stalking ground. The
opportunity of doing so came by fortuitous means. This
week at the office of the Nicholas Power Companv in that

with a young looking face, he has pretty well boxed the

compass of chemical, physical and mechanical knowledge,
all of which has fitted him for the profession of patent

lawyer. He has been chemist, professor of chemistry

;

he has been an author ; he has been a mechanician. Above
all things he is a man of education and scientific inclina-

tions ; a man of close, diversified, but exact training—

a

man of technical knowledge, which means, in plain Eng-
lish, that he is a master of scientific first principles. A
"hot man," as the phrase goes, when dealing with men
of mind from the university standpoint.

In writing this notice of Mr. Morton we are possibly

BAXTER MORTON.

ever-busy, ever-restive hive of human movement, Nassau
street, New York City, Morton and ourselves met and
talked over things in general, and things in particular,

for four solid hours, to our intellectual delight and sur-

prise.

Morton, if he will forgive us for dropping his front

name, is the modern brain of the Nicholas Power Com-
pany. Pie has a many-sided mind. The ideal mind, to

our way of thinking, may be compared to a well-cut

diamond. That is to say, it has many facets or surfaces.

Each facet or surface, in physical parlance, absorbs light

and reflects light: hence its brilliancy, due primarily to

its absorptive capacity, and secondly to its reflective

capacity.

Morton during his career has been absorbing knowl-

edge. Now he is reflecting it. A young looking man

running the risk of his disapprobation, but we shall sur-

vive all possible displeasure at his hands. The Power's

Cameragraph in his hands is a perfect piece of projection

mechanism which, having made its way on the United

States market, has got to make its way on the other mar-

kets of the world, because he has faith in its perform-

ances—a faith which is based upon intimate mechanical

knowledge of what this beautiful machine does and can

do.

To handle the most modern Power's Cameragraph is

equivalent to experiencing a sensation that we ourselves

are experiencing as we are writing this article ; that is by

taking out of our pocket a beautifully made English lever

watch and winding it up. It goes with only that sweet-

ness which a mechanically perfect projection machine

can go. Booking at the machine and handling the ma-
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chine we feel that an operator who works it is cithi

fool or a criminal if he maltreats it.

Morton's outlook in the moving picture field is b

expressed in a phrase which he himself uttered to us. It

is this: "I onl) regret that the moving picture field is

not larger." This charai the man, with hi- broad

field of knowledge and his fine ambitions ambitions to

which we are privy and which in the strictly personal

sense we hope will not be realized, because in their i

ization the) may take him OUt of the moving picture field,

a thing which we do not want to happen. We want to

keep Morton in the moving picture held and get all out

of him that is in hi- mind.

The Moving Pi< ruRE World since the beginning of

this year has made a point of introducing to its readers

some of the more prominent, if retiring, personalities

which take part in the work of producing the picture and

the public, M
t ii ii

i

him out. not for the purpose of giving hit

meiit. b< that kind i

we thought it right thai the limited field with which he

has hith< I hould n< I

if know ledge of the man, ai

man of cl< se thinking ami applii

we think it i ur duty to turn tin- limelight on Mr. Morton

in tin- article \\Y thought it his duty to stand

a feu seconds while tin- moving picture held at I

had an opportunity i ring th(

sonality of one of those quiet, well-informed forces in

moving picturedom which are making—we hesitat

for it- uplift but for it- Which
mean-, of course, its

Animated Photography.
By Thomas Bedding. F.R.P.S.

[I am indebted to my friend, Mr. William X. Selig, of

Chicago, for kindly loaning me th oi an annual of

which I was formerly editor. This is the "British Journal
Photographic Alamanac," the largest and must widely cir

culat phic annual in the world. In this book foi

the year [808 I devoted a chapters to the then a-

ts of animated photography. This treatise was written in

the Fall of 1S07. that is. nearly thirteen years ago. The
matter read-, I am told, as if it were written to-day. Some
of the chapters are here appended. I have a personal reason
for reprinting these articles. It is this: That the ignorant
and degenerate operator who quitted his native heath under
a cloud and has the impudence in the United States to pose
as an authority on moving picture matters, has the equal
impudence to that I derived some of my knowledge
of the subject from him The article I am reprinting pr

this illiterate charlatan to be a deliberate traducer and a

contemptible perverter of fact- relating to the careers of

better men than himself.—T. B.l

The widespread interest with which what is convenienth
called '"Animated Photography" is regarded by photographer?
ami the general public, possibly justifies both the belief that

its selection as the topic of the principal article in this Al-

manac will be acceptable to its readers, and the hope thai

the information here presented may be of service to those
of them who have not had an opportunity of studying the
subject. I at once admit that the following chapters arc b>

no means exhaustive, but it is probable that they give, lr

a connected form, a fuller reference to the matter than has
hitherto appeared in a photographic publication.
Animated photography, at the time of writing, is obviousls

only in the earlier stages of development. The wonder and
interest which the contemplation on the lantern screen of

the representation of objects appearing to move in the order
of nature still provokes does not, of course, disguise the fact

that much remains to be accomplished in the mechanics of

this branch of photography before it can reasonably be
claimed that the fullest justice has been done to its possi-

bilities.

It will be observed that I have chosen the term "animated
photography" as the title of this series of chapters. Strictly

speaking, its accuracy as a descriptive term is open to ques-
tion; but. of the innumerable names that have been applied
to this branch of photography, it is, perhaps, the one which
most easily conveys what is meant in a universally under
stood form; hence its adoption here.

I.—Persistence of Vision.

To understand the principles upon which animated photog
raphy is based necessitates some knowledge of the under-
lying theory involved, viz., persistence of vision; but, tin

fortunately, this does not place a heavy tax on the under-
standing, as that theory is exceedingly simple to realise. "The
retina of the eye has the physiological property of retaining
for a brief time the impression of an image after the object
which has produced it has disappeared. The duration of this

retinal picture is estimated at one-tenth of a second; so that
if an image is placed before our eyes ten times in a second

the idea of discontinuity . ind the images appear to

11 continu If the ima. are

-nited in tin- successive positions assumed by the ol

in motion, tin- impression 1 to the eye is that

ment without inti If the photo
to the eye at the same interva

separate the succ< the movement will ap

ctually took place." (Movement, by ]'..
J, M

[895 I'. .505 Published by William Heinemann, I

5ti

This pi : the retina is termed persistence (

and it will be easily understood, from the clear definition

given in the preceding paragraph, what bearing the

enon lias upon animal tography. When the serp

igraphs is being passed across the surface upon which
they are projected, the eye is receiving probably

ten and thirty impressions per second; and, although thcs<

impressions reach the retina separately, it will be understood

that in consequence of the fact that each impression remains

for an appreciable length of time upon the retina before it

is. so to speak, obliterated by those which succeed it, tht

1 upon the brain is not that of a scries of disconnected

and independent communications, but of a continuous and
persistent sensation. Hence it is that we get the phenomena
of apparent motion on the screen with which every one is

now familiar.

In a valuable paper (Journal of the Camera Club, March.

on the Cinematograph for attaching to the lantern

to which I shall again make reference, Mr. F. C. I'.. Cole

illustrates, or rather defines, this phenomenon of the per

nee of vision in a way which those who are acquainted

electricity may particularly appreciate.

"Describing it to an electrician." he says, "I might spea'n

of it as self-induction of the optic nerve.' We find several

analogies to this in electrical matters; for instance, the 'per-

sistence' of the arc in an ordinary arc lamp is just the prop-

which enables it to be run on an alternating current

circuit, for the reason that in a direct current system the arc

:st for a short time after the current has been

cut off; thus, when run on an alternating system, the arc

is maintained during the period of reversal; should the pe-

riod of alteration become longer than the persistence of the

arc, the light fails. However, the whole thing is summed
up in this, that, when an image momentarily falls upon the

retina of the eye. under ordinary conditions, it gradually

fades away, and an appreciable time elapses before it entirely

disappears."

I quoted above from Marey's book on Movement. To
avoid misconception, it may be well to state that this valua-

ble work does not deal at any Ieneth with the subject of

animated photography It is what is termed chrono-pho-
tography that has long formed an obiect of study and ex-

periment with this eminent savant, and by its aid he has been
enabled to obtain much valuable photographic information

relating to the analysis of movement of animals, fish, insects

human beings, quadrupeds, etc. But the synthetic reconstruc-

tion of those movements is obviously of secondary importance

to the analysis of the various methods of locomotion,
which M. Marey has almost entirely occupied himself, so

that the book lies somewhat outside the scope of an;:-
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photography. Nevertheless, the two branches of work par-
allelise at times, so that it is difficult for anybody who is

interested in the photographic reproduction of the curves
and positions taken by animals and moving bodies in their

progression to be wholly indifferent to the purely pictorial

side of the subject which animated photography clearly is.

M. Marey's book, aside of these considerations, is a masterly
treatise on the subject of the analysis of movement, and
well deserves studying for itself.

II.—Historical Notes.

The history of animated photography may be said to begin
with the enunciation of the principles of the persistence of
vision, about ioo years ago by Plateau who put those prin-
ciples into practice by the production of an instrument termed
the Phenakistoscope. This consisted of a cardboard disc
perforated at equal distances round the periphery by small
slits. One side of the disc was blackened, and on the other
a series of images were arranged representing men or ani-
mals in the various attitudes which corresponded to the suc-
cessive stages of movement. When the disc was spun round,
on its axis opposite to a mirror and the eye applied to the
blackened side on a level with the revolving slits, the reflec-

tions of the various images were seen one after another cor-
responding to the different attitudes assumed by the original
object; thus conveying the impression of actual movement
(Marey, p. 307). It is worthy of note that, as early as a

century ago, we have a fulfilment of the essential conditions
of successful animated photography—the rapid presentation
to the eye of a series of successive pictures, each differing
slightly from those that precede and follow it.

Plateau's instrument was, of course, improved upon in

detail, but its principle has never wholly been departed from.
Typical of the various adaptations to which it gave rise may
be mentioned the well-known Zoetrope, or wheel of life (in-

troduced about 1845), which still survives, and is capable
of affording endless amusement in the family circle, and to
young people. The Zoetrope consisted of a cylindrical cham-
ber revolving on a vertical axis. Narrow upright slits were
made round the brim, and inside the cylindrical wall a strip
of paper was pasted, a series of images depicting the suc-
cessive attitudes of a figure in motion. The cylinder being-

revolved, and the eye being placed axially to the slits, the
impression of movement was, of course, obtained.

I am reminded by a friend that recently there was an arti-

cle in the Photographische Correspondenz, by R. J. Sachers,
of New York, on the projection of consecutive pictures. He
points out that Captain Franz von Uchatius was the first to
produce moving pictures in such a manner that a large
number of people could see them simultaneously. Lieut.
Field Marshal Ritter von Hauslab commissioned Captain
Uchatius to endeavour to construct an instrument that would
enable a number of spectators to see pictures by the Stampfer
method—the stroboskopic disc. Uchatius invented such a
machine, and obtained satisfactory results in 1845. He per-
fected his machine, and exhibited it in 1853 before the Im-
perial Academy of Science. The pictures were printed in

transparent colours, and inserted in a wooden disc in the
form of a circle, with equal intervening spaces. A second
disc was provided with apertures in the form of a sectoi
of a circle, each aperture corresponding to one of the pict-

ures. This answered the purpose of the slits in Stampfer's
disc. Both discs were mounted on the same axis, and turned
by a handle. The whole was enclosed in a light-tight case,
the only apertures being for the objective and the handle.
When the discs were rotated, the images formed a moving
picture.

Mr. Cole tells us that "about 1869 or 1870 came the Praxi-
noscope, by Raynaud, an instrument which was of the same
style as the Zoetrope, only the pictures were seen reflected
in revolving mirrors. At this time we also hear of a Photo-
scope, by Mr. Talbot, in which microscopic views on glass
were viewed through a lens as transparencies, and, as they
rapidly succeeded each other, the effect of animation was
produced; this," he remarks, "appears to be the first instru-
ment of the kind to take advantage of photography."
On the other hand, Mr. Snowden Ward (Knowledge, Sep-

tember 1, 1897) credits Louis Ducos du Hauron, the French
experimentalist in three-colour photography, with the inven-
tion in 1864, two French patents standing in his name, pre-
sumably for the photographic application of the principle,

although it is not so expressly stated.
The Zoetrope and its congeners did not exhaust the non-

photographic applications of the idea. Muybridge painted
from his photographs of horses on to glass discs, and pro-
jected them by means of the lantern. Solid figures, too,

were used in the Zoetrope, and the latter was subsequently
adopted by Anschutz for reproductions of photographs, and

is now sold or exhibited under the name of the Tachyscope.
Muybridge and Anschutz, by their photographic studies of
animal locomotion, and the exhibition by projection of the
results, undoubtedly brought us appreciably nearer to the
realisation of animated photography as we now know it.

Muybridge, as is well known, used a series of electrically

controlled cameras for recording the phases of movement
of a horse passing in front of them.

It appears to have escaped notice that, at the Chester
meeting of the Photographic Convention of the United King-
dom, in June, 1890 (The British Journal of Photography, vol.

xxxvii., p. 423), Mr. Friese-Greene introduced his camera for
taking a series of photographs in rapid succession. Negatives
by its agency were shown in the form of a long ribbon of
celluloid impressed with a large number of negatives. The
apparatus by which the pictures were to have been shown
on the screen was, however, deranged, so that the audience
were deprived of the opportunity of witnessing the full ef-

fects intended to be reproduced. He exhibited a camera
which, he stated, would take a series of negatives at the rate
of 600 per minute. He also read a paper dealing with the
subject of persistence of vision, and its relation to the pro-
duction and projection of animated photographs.
But the greatest impetus to animated photography was

probably given by Mr. Edison, who, in 1893, produced series

of photographs of moving objects on perforated strips of
sensitive celluloid films, such as we are now familiar with.
The positives from the negatives thus made were converted
into endless bands, and these, being electrically driven, and
illuminated, were viewed through a magnifying eyepiece, and,
as between the eyepiece and the moving band a rotating
slotted disc was interposed, which presented a new picture
to the eye at each successive revolution, the observer ob-
tained all the impressions of movement in the pictures. Tre
Kinetoscope, as it was called, was exceedingly popular for

a time, and there is no doubt that it was the immediate fore-

runner of the present system of viewing animated photo-
graphs on the screen, rather than as translucent films.

Probably the earliest to take advantage of Mr. Edison's
obvious hint were Messrs. A. & L. Lumiere (The British

Journal of Photography, Supplement, September 6, 1895, p.

72), who, on July 11, 1895, gave an exhibition of animated
photographs, at the offices of the Revue Generale des Sci-

ences, in Paris, at which the evolutions of cuirassiers, a house
on fire, a factory, street scenes, and a dinner party were
shown on the screen, and much admired. In view of subse-
quent developments, it may be interesting to reproduce the

brief description of Messrs. v Lumiere's Cinematograph as it

was then given: "The principal features are a mechanism
whereby the film is at rest during illumination, and an ar-

rangement for projecting the images upon a screen so as

to be visible to a large meeting. Under these circumstances,
fifteen images a second are all that is necessary. The film

is at rest for two-thirds of the time of the passage of each
image. During the remaining third the film is grasped and
pulled forward as far as the next image by a set of teeth

attached to a frame, whose motion is governed by a cam,
working by a revolvinng handle. The same apparatus also

serves for taking the photographs, and for printing trans-

parencies from the negative film. For this purpose two films

are passed over the rollers, the negative and the film to be
printed on, and exposure is made for a very short time as

each negative image is placed on the field."

On January 14, 1896, Mr. Birt Acres gave, at the Royal
Photographic Society, a demonstration of what he then
termed the Kinetic lantern for the projection of animated
photographs (The British Journal of Photography, vol. xlii.,

January 7, 1896). These were taken at the rate of about
forty per second, and were projected at the rate of about
fifteen per second. The examples included boxers, a review
at Kiel by the German Emperor, Epsom Downs, and the

Derby, serpentine dancing, breaking waves, etc.

Let it be observed that, in this very brief account of the

historical development of animated photography, I have
eschewed all mention of Patent Office records, and have not
sought to discuss the question of priority in whatever in-

ventions animated photography may rely upon.

(To be continued.')

The Powers Company announce that they have commenced
to release two reels each week of their popular picture plays.

This adds another release each week to the output of the
Independent manufacturers, and will be welcome news to
exchanges and exhibitors. It is also indisputable evidence of

the intrinsic worth of their film, the demand for which has
justified them in increasing their output to two reels each
week instead of one.
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OPERATOR'S COLUMN.
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.

Conducted by F. H. Richardson.

Too Tight a Tension or .—Denver, Col., writes; "Have
11, .\lo.lel B. Some films go through all right while

others jump the lower spi badly thai 1 can do noth-

ing with them. Have put in upper and lower sprockets, ami
rubber rollers and new tension springs and have ordered a

intermittent. Voiir article m tile World of April 23

rding ignorance • peratora is true and I am not
idnut that 1 am one of the poor ones. I am

not ashamed for the reason that 1 have done my utmost to

become a good one. I keep my machine clean and in as

good shape as my ability admits. Have been operating three
years, but have been compelled to 'pick Dp' everything, since

there was no instruction available. I have the reputation of

being a good operator, but fully realize that 1 have much to

learn. Could 1 get a position in New York where I could

learn the business thoroughly and get enough salary to en-

able me to hve while doing it?"

Denver is doing one of two things, I think, viz.: running
with too tight a takeup tension, or else has his sprocket idlers

riding on the film with considerable pressure. Either of these
conditions will tend to make the film climb the takeup
sprocket. Loosen up the takeup tension if it is too tight

and set the idlers away from the sprockets by about twice

the thick 1 piece of film. It is quite possible, how-
ever, that other faults exist It may be that the lower loop
is not straight. That is to say, it may not leave the inter-

mittent sprocket and come squarely around onto the takeup
sprocket. This condition would mean that something, prob-
ably the apron behind the lower loop, is out of line. It may
be also that the lower magazine is out of line and is pulling

the film sidewise. Examine all these things closely and I

think you will discover the difficulty all right. The machine
you have has only room for a very short lower loop and this

feature is very, very bad.
Denver's letter has the right ring. He is, I am firmly con-

vinced, within the limits of his knowledge, an excellent man.
There is always hope for the man who don't know, knows
he don't, and is willing to frankly admit it and learn. I

would suggest to Denver that he correspond with the Taylor
School for Operators. 51 West Twenty-eighth street, New
York City, concerning their correspondence course. I be-
lieve this course is worth all the school asks for it at the

least. 1 would not recommend you to come to New York
to learn. Wages for operators are very low here, hours con-
sidered, and the performance is not the best. Chicago would
be nearer and better, while Kansas City or St. Louis would
be all right too.

* * *

Bad Lens or .— Arenzville, 111., writes: "We have trou-

ble. I'se a Powers machine and get a splendid picture, con-
sidering that we use gas, but looks like it is not quite in

focus. We are 34 feet from the screen."
Arenzville has one of those very short focal length lenses

in all probability, though he don't say what size picture he
is throwing. Short focal length lenses are notoriously poor.
It is extremely difficult to get a good one. It is also quite

ble that there is oil on the inner end of the lens. If

the lens is perfectly clean I think there is no doubt but that
the fault lies in the lens itself, and you must get another
one. The parties who sold you the machine should, and
doubtless will, supply one without cost, but make them act-

ually test it before they ship it to you.
* * *

Wants Books.—Washington writes: "Your article in last

issue of The World hit me very forcibly. Kindly give me
list of books necessary to make a first-class operator out
of a rather poor one, combining the book lore with practical
experience, of course.'"

I'm working on that very thing right now, Washington

—

the selection of a set of books for operators. Send in your
order for the one soon to be issued by the Moving Picture

1 (by your humble servant). Price $1.50.
* * *

Size of Picture, etc.—California (name suppressed) writes:
"What size picture should I throw at 84 feet and what focal
length condenser and projection lens should I have? How
much current should I use (A. C) to get good results at
this distance? How may I determine the exact current flow?
The more information you give in your column of the World
the greater the value of the paper, especially to us poor un-
fortunates, away off in the jungles, who have no opportunity
to learn 'operating as an art.' Please. Mr. Richardson, give

we
1 icry except in t'

tin- throw ha

curtain brilliancy. i*OU have a err'

understand, and n ture
you spread that light around over more
Bee tin- point l picture 12 x 14 1 the
number of ,s.| :,• than has one 8x 10.

must therefore I

brilliancj do you see the point?
cannol determine the exact number oi ampi
a reliable amine! know approxm.

or transformer
The manufacturer carefully computes the amount
ance necessary to pa 11 current on a ; tagc
and builts his ri r transformer accordingly.
may compute the horse power of your arc by multiplying the
voltage by the number of amperes llowing, whicl
Seven hundred ai c-power.
] am glad to know you appreciate my poor efforts. The
World wants to give a real bona fide help to all.

* * *

Information Wanted.—Dallas, Tex., writes at considerable
length, the gist of the matter being that he cannot get books
with which to post himself thoroughly regarding all the
points of his profession. Dallas specifically names "the
pull of the film on the intermittent sprocket." mentioned by
me in an article some weeks since, and says he does not
know where such information can be had.
You are correct, Dallas! That particular piece of informa-

tion probably is not contained in any book and is known
to practically none but the machine manufacturers, and
quite possibly by not all of them. In that article, which
seems to have stirred up some hornets, I purposely named
some of the unusual information. I might have named some
very simple things and safely asserted that few operators
would know the answer. In fact I did. I named the mat-
ter of measuring film and half a dozen letters received since
have indirectly indicated that the writers did not 1

how. I'll tell you: Run it through your machine and count
the turns of the crank. All standard machines pass exactly
one foot of film to each turn of the crank! The Yiascope
is the exception. It passes 8 inches. But to get bai
the point. Dallas wants to know what books I can recom-
mend. In reply will say that I intend to see what I

do toward selecting an operator's library, and in course
of a week or so may have an announcement to make con-
cerning that matter. The M ture World will put
out a complete handbook soon (price by the Editor
of this column, and I intend to try to get up a complete,
cheap, operator's librarv.

* * *

Information Wanted.—Ash Grove, Mo., writes: "Have
taken The World for some time and regard it as the best
magazine published for moving picture people (so do
brother). I look forward eagerly every Monday to its receipt.
I have a machine, but feel that I do not understand it as
well as I should. I desire to become a No. 1 operator,
you kindly tell me how best to acquire additional kno\vle<\

Send in your order for the handbook we shall issue soon,
price $1.50. and in addition to that write the Taylor School
for Operators. 51 West Twenty-eighth street, concerning
their correspondence course for operators. Read The W
carefully and cut out the "Questions and ' column
and paste same in a scrap book. Nearly every difficulty and
trouble that an operator is heir to will likely be treated of
in this column sooner or later.

* * *

Operators' Faults.—Why do you continue to jump on the
operators? They are a high class of tradesmen and are a
high class mentally. They must be quick, accurate and level-

headed, when trouble comes; and such a man must be far

above the average morally. He is the mainspring of the
show. He is the one that puts life and feeling into the pic-

tures and is the main factor in making the si show.
I don't care whether my operator knows what celluloid i

=

or not—or how to measure a reel of film: but he must, in

case of trouble, be able to locate and fix it with quic"
and certainty. He must be able to tell to a minute by look-
ing at a reel how long it is—how 11 take to nil

He mav not know how manv times the intermittent wheel
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moves to each turn of the crank, but lie must be able to take
hold of any machine with his eyes shut and tell by the feel-

ing whether he is running too slow or too fast.

You say there are nine thousand poor operators in the
United States. 1 think you are entirely wrong. There may
be nine thousand old, rattle-trap machines that the oper-

ators are expected to get good pictures with—old machines
that ought to be in the scrap heap—old, weak rheostats that

are worked red hot and white hot every night; cramped
booths that are not 6 feet from floor to ceiling—but bad
operators, no! There are some, of course, but most of

them are patient, hard working, clever men. Give us a good
word some time, Richardson.— F. G. Robinson, owner Elec-

tric Theater.
P. S.—If I ask you why my condensers break and give a

description of the lamphouse and operating room, why must
you know what kind of a projection lens I have in?

The above excellent Utter is reproduced in full. Com-
menting, 1 will say that I have had several letters commend-
ing what I said and several criticising. But the fact remains
that the operator, as a class, does not study his business

as he should. He is satisfied with too little knowledge. It

is not necessary to his being a good operator that he should
know what celluloid is made of—true. But if he is the

right man in the right place he will want to know, and will

find out, too. In other words, the man who is satisfied

with anything short of complete knowledge of everything
pertaining to his business is not the best man possible. As
regards the P. S., that is simple! It was quite possible you
were using short focal length lenses on a long focal length
projector, which would very decidedly affect the distance of

the arc from the condensing lenses. 1 have not the issue
containing your inquiry and answer here and do not re-

member just what it was. But it is safe to say that if I

asked for focal length of projector it was for the above
reason. As to there being many, very many, miserable pro-
jection plants throughout the country, neighbor Robinson is

perfectly correct. But, if he had been called into some of
the operating rooms I have been and found such an absolutely
incompetent jackass in charge, and you had gone into show
after show after show after show without finding a single one
in which there were not projection faults chargeable di-

rectly to the operator and to nothing and no one else, you
might conclude, friend Robinson, that there is just ground
for my roasting articles. It is not a pleasant task to roast,

but if by so doing I can succeed in waking a few of the
boys up and getting them to really study their business, I

shall feel that my effort has not been wasted. This, how-
ever, I will say: The work of Western operators, taken as
a whole, is distinctly higher in class than is the work of the
Eastern men. Here in Xew York it is something awful, as
far as I have seen to date.

Chicago Notes.
It is our plan to visit the family theaters from time to

time to show what these people are doing in their small way
for the uplift or degradation of the moving picture as a

popular form of entertainment. Last week our representa-
tive had occasion to attend a performance at the Washington
Theater, located at Forty-third street and Cottage Grove
avenue, Chicago. This beautiful little house is ably managed
by C. C. Whelan, who was not formerly a butcher or a
harness maker in the neighborhood, but a tried and true
showman who has been in the amusement business for some
seventeen years and fully understands how any place, of

amusement and entertainment should be run in order to sat-

isfy the wants of the patrons.
In the first place Mr. Whelan has a well constructed house

with a pleasing front and large seating capacity, the seats

being raised upward from the front, giving all a splendid view
of the screen. Mr. Whelan has one other point in his favor
in the way of running a house successfully and that is the
fact that he. himself, is on the job continually, never leaving
the front of the house longer than it is necessary for him
to render a song or two during the entertaininment.

In the running of the show Mr. Whelan shows excellent
taste in that he does not tire the audience's eyes by running
pictures incessantly, but instead relieves with an illustrated

song and a number with the house fully lighted, giving the
eyes a complete change and rest during the rendition. He
has a clear, true baritone voice which he uses to good ad-
vantage with more of the classical type of songs, which
reach home much faster than the slap-jack popular numbers,
sung by an inexperienced person with a rasping voice and
assisted by a noisy drummer, whose business it is to cover
up the defects as best he can.
Another thing that Mr. Whelan has studied out is the usr

of good music with his pictures. His piano player is not an
amateur by any means and keeps her eye on the picture^
constantly, as well as does the drummer, who adds his sound
effects, which greatly enhance the pictures in their vividness.

There are two things of vital importance in the running
of a house successfully which we wish to call to the attention
of those progressive managers who are continually on the
lookout for something that may be for the betterment of their

house or the delectation of their patrons.
The first topic is one which should be avoided at all times,

as it t^nds to place the picture show into the "bunko'* class

of cheap sideshow entertainment. This matter was brought
to the notice of one of our representatives in Chicago last

week when a small house had evidently run shy on posters,
and had the title of "Faust" of Edison Company cut off the
poster and had placed in its stead the name of "Joan of Arc'
of Pathe Freres to accompany the film. While this shows
a certain trend of ambition in the makeup of the manager,
it tends to dissatisfy the audience who are inveigled into
the show thinking they are going to see the picture repre-
sented, and living in anticipation of seeing it arc not satis-

fied when the picture does not appear, and people who had

paid their nickel to see Mephisto and his horns had to be
satisfied with a picture of Charles VIII.
Another point which is a common neglect on the part of

managers is the fact that they allow their musicians to talk
with friends during the run of a film, when these people,
above all, should keep their minds and eyes constantly on
the picture in order to accompany it with the appropriate
music. When the piano player's mind is taken from her
work by conversing with a friend she not only plays poorly,
but has no thought as to what music is needed at different
stages in the run of the film. At one South Side theater this

happened last week, and during the run of a beautifully
sentimental subject the player, who was holding converse
with a friend, played a continual rag-time, accompanied by
a noisy drummer who was busy framing up a "date" with
his lady friend who sat near by. If the managers go to

the trouble and expense to employ musicians, why not make
the musicians reciprocate with their undivided attention to
their duties?

^ * *

A remarkable piece of photography is exhibited in Selig's

special release of May 7, portraying the scenes of the Shrine
Pilgrimage to a close at Xew Orleans. This picture vividly

portrays the wonderful drill which took place and the gor-
geous costumes displayed in what is truly a marvel of the
photographer's art. The drill and the attendant crowds are

so realistic that it makes everyone who has the opportunity
of seeing this film feel the uselessness of taking the time to
visit New Orleans at that time when it can be viewed from
an advantageous point through the aid of the great method
that is lessening the distance of travel in this age of ever-
lasting wonders.

^c * ^

In order to remove all the doubt from the minds of those
who may not yet realize the worth of proper music with the
exhibition of a film, we will put, for example, the subject
of "The Latest in Garters" to the test. This film is a recent
release of the Essanay Manufacturing Company and although
it is resplendent with comedy it seems to need a little some-
thing to bring the audience to a high pitch of hilarity. The
story deals with the present of several pairs of French garters
which are bedecked with small bells, which when the wearer
is walking, peal forth their tiny tinkles to the amusement of
the bystander. It naturally follows that in order to bring
out the comedy in ,a vivid manner the picture must be ac-

companied with the tinkle of the bells. At the Orpheum
Theater where recently it was shown to its best advantage,
Air. W. E. King, as generally is the case, solved the ques-
tion by the use of these bells. This film, as well as the Bio-
graph release, "The Way of the World," were both materially
enhanced by the accompaniment of the bells and appropriate
music. Distances are studied very carefully and as a result

the Orpheum, under the direction of Mr. S. I. Levin, has
become widely known in Chicago and the well pleased pub-
lic that are his daily patrons are giving voice to their appre-
ciation of good films so that the Orpheum is getting the best
publicity known to-day, "The great American tongue."
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THE POWER'S NO. 6 CAMKRAORAPH.
Modifications and Improvements.

The new model No. o Cameragraph machine, which
ribed in the columns of this paper some time ago, wa-

il the market by the Nicholas Power Company late in

IOOQ and given a practical tryout and test under actual oper-

ating room .conditions. It became apparent, however, that

while this mechanism produced splendid results on the screen,

tin features could be altered with beneficial results. I

suing the policy of the Power Company to produce only the

best possible apparatus in project ion machinery, steps were
immediately taken to incorporate such improvements as were
deemed to be possible, and this has now been accomplished,

although in the process the appearance of the machine has

been materially changed. When the No. 6 was first put out,

it had metal shoes in place of intermittent and takeup idler

rollers, and instead of pivoted top sprocket rollers there

were two fixed rollers, set something like -}x inch away from
the sprocket. All this was found impracticable with the new
non-inflammable film. The top sprocket now has an idler,

the same as the No. 5 machine; the intermittent sprocket has

been equipped with an idler roller, in place of the shoe, and
the lower, or takeup sprocket, has a double idler which will

entirely obviate and prevent the losing of the lower loop.

In the first model of the Xo. 6 the intermittent movement
was in the flywheel on the left side of the machine. This

has been changed, the flywheel being placed on the operating

side of the machine and the intermittent movement enclosed

in an oil-tight casing. This improvement secures the double

fig. no. 41. FIG. NO 43.

the old-style geneva

hold all i intermit!
. in the intermittent sprocket

has
In the 6 machine a small, two-blade

shutter v nachine, just back pcr-
tnre plate. I -used with and in its

which cuts the light in front
of the projection lens feature absolutely eliminates
all dicker on the screen: The main feature of improvement,
however, lies in the fact that by merely loosening a few
screws the whole intermittent movement, including cross,
cam, flywheel, intermittent sprocket and shaft and the cam-
shaft, may be readily removed for renewal or repair. It may
just as readily be put together again, the whole operation
consuming only a matter of three or four minutes. Another
feature of improvement is the automatic fire shutter, which is

not made of aluminum and counter-balanced. This allows of
a much less amount of governor tension, or friction, thus
reducing the power required to operate the machine. By
reference to the illustrations it will be seen that the Xo. 6
Cameragraph is not only a solid, substantial piece of mech-
anism, but it is a handsome machine as well. Taking it all

in all the company feels that the Xo. 6 mechanism, as it now
stands, very nearly approaches perfection in projection ma-
chinery. It is absolutely flickerless, strong, durable, simple,
noiseless and light running and beyond any question of a
doubt will outwear any mechanism now on the American
market. In pursuance of its established policy of giving a
square deal, the Powers Company proposes to, without cost
to the customer, equip all Xo. 6 machines now in use with
the new improvement.

advantage of making a better balanced machine, a better

appearing machine as well as providing a casing in which oil

is retained, so that the star, or cross, and cam run con-
tinuously in a well of oil. The intermittent movement of this

machine is in itself unique, involving an
entirely new form of star and cam, as will

be seen by reference to the three illustra-

tions. The smaller of these figures shows
the star, or rather the heavy steel cross,

which replaces the old-style light star.

This cross is tempered hard as glass, as is

also the diamond and ends of the cam-ring,
thus assuring a minimum of friction as well

as a maximum of durability. The two larger figures are full-

size drawings of the heavy steel cam-ring and cross. A
glance at these illustrations will enable the reader to grasp
the relation of cross and cam to each other as well as to

see just how they act. One immense advantage in this

movement is that the cross and cam run in the same direc-

fig. no 42

GAUMONT CO. MOVES.
The Gaumont Company have removed their offices from

124 East Twenty-fifth street, Xew York City, to an office

building which has been erected adjacent to the studio and
laboratory in Flushing, Long Island. There they will carry-

on the work of making subjects for the Chronophone, which
is at present being so successfully demonstrated throughout
Xew England.

"HALLBERG" EQUIPMENT FOR CLASSON POINT
PARK THEATER.

Mr. A. Kauffman, president of the Marvel Amusement
Company, will open a high-class moving picture theater at

Classon Point Park, Xew York City. He has ordered from
J. H. Hallberg, 30 Greenwich avenue, Xew York City, the
following equipment: One Motiograph Xo. I moving picture
machine with "Hallberg" Automatic Electric Economizer,
and two 4.000 c.p. flaming arc lamps. This theater is sched-
uled to open within ten days.

Washington. D. C.—Mr. Maurice Davis, proprietor of the
M Street Theater, will open his new park May 30 with pict-

ures and vaudeville; seating capacity. 1,550. The entire park
is covered with a roof, which will enable him to do business
in all kinds of weather. The M Street Theater will be re-

constructed, doubling its capacity, and will be ready for the
Fall and Winter business and will show pictures o:
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"The Merry Medrano Circus Clowns" (Pathe).—A repro-
duction of the amusing antics of the clowns in the Medrano
circus in Paris. The clever work of these humorous con-
tortionists will please everybody who looks at them. The
coloring is bright, adding a cheerful note to the picture and
increasing its attractiveness. It is, perhaps, the most suc-

cessful vaudeville film yet put out by the Pathes and cannot
fail to please with its excellent qualities.

"The Subterfuge" (Pathe).—A prettily worked out romance
in which a wealthy manufacturer resorts to the subterfuge of

posing as a mechanic to win a proud working girl whom he

has learned to love. It is a pretty story, worked out with

careful attention to details and ends very happily. The
photography, like that in all the Pathe films, is excellent.

"The Love Romance of the Girl Spy" (Kalem).—The last

and perhaps the best picture in the series depicting the life

of the girl spy. It is full of exciting incidents and contains

in addition an interesting heart story to increase its at-

tractiveness. It is told with all the sprightliness which has

characterized other pictures of the series, and the climax is

an important link in the tale. The series has been interest-

ing in two ways, first as exciting stories of adventure and

second as showing something of what actually occurred dur-

ing the war. The Girl Spy series will long remain as a con-

crete example of the Kalem players in reproducing much of

the historic life which was an important feature of that time

and occasion.

"The Portrait" (Vitagraph).—If you were an art critic and

had condemned a portrait as unnatural and charged it with

all the other sins which portrait painters may be supposed to

commit, how would you like it to have the young woman
withdraw her face from the frame and make sport of you?

This is exactly the situation depicted in this picture. There

is a love story in which the girl and the artist are vitally in-

terested, and after the wise critics have retired in disgust

the young man's father gives them the usual "bless you, my
children.'' It is a capital picture without an unpleasant

feature in it.

"Drowsy Dick, Officer No. 73" (Edison).—A short and

lively farce comedy, depicting very graphically some of the

amusing complications into which the sleepiness of a new
recruit on the police force plunged him. These complica-

tions are accentuated by new and clever tricks of photog-

raphy, the whole making a farce which cannot fail to make
your audience laugh. It is worked out with all the Edison

care for details.

"A Yorkshire School" (Edison).—The famous Dotheboys
Hall from Nicholas Nickelby. Here are the well known char-

acters, Nicholas himself, Mr. Squeers, the overbearing school-

master, Smike, the unfortunate drudge and others who figure

in that immortal work by Dickens. The costumes are his-

torically correct, affording opportunity to see and understand

something of the dress, the manners and customs of that

time in England. Indeed, the Dickens atmosphere is so

carefully reproduced, that for the tirrie one seems to be

dwelling in the England of his day. The reproduction of

scenes like this deserve commendation. Of course, almost

everybody has read Dickens' novels, yet when one sees a

series of "scenes depicting the main incidents in a novel pre-

sented upon a screen they assume a different aspect and

the characters which, when reading of them, appeared some-
what shadowy, perhaps, become concrete personalities and

one comes to know them almost as real persons. The benefit

of such acquaintance is made apparent when one comes to

examine one's understanding of the scenes described. The
Edison Company has performed a distinct literarv and his-

torical service in this production from one of Dickens' novels.

"The Cirgarette Maker of Seville" (Edison).—Only another

name for Carmen; Carmen, the dramatic, the voluptuous, the

ardent, the selfish, the heartless. It is the second of the Edi-

son grand opera series with Mile. Pilar-Morin in the title

role. Everyone knows Carmen, the story of love, deceit

and revenge that has few equals in dramatic strength, and

it has never been better acted than for this film. One almost

hears the words, so vivid is the action. Irresistibly charm-

ing, the play offers one of the most vivid presentations of the

nvacious, alluring and heartlessly cruel Carmen. One needs

not to say that this or that scene is better than another.

One needs only to watch the play through to the end. Then
all scenes, or parts of scenes, excepting possibly the last,

will dissolve into one attractive picture. The closing scene,
when Don Jose in jealous rage deals Carmen the fatal stroke,

will stand out more vividly than the others, representing the
climax—the close—of an intensely dramatic picture. Ad-
mirably acted, excellently photographed, the Edison Com-
pany deserves the highest commendation for this reproduc-
tion of a popular opera.

"The Money Bag" (Gaumont).—A bit of domestic tragedy
caused by a boy finding an empty satchel in the road from
which a tramp had previously abstracted the money. The
real culprit is found, the unfortunate laborer is released and
rewarded and all goes smoothly shortly afterward. While
the story told is not uninteresting, there is nothing very strik-

ing about it, and possibly the romantic background, enhanced
in some degree by the excellent photography, will be quite
as important a feature in holding attention as the story itself.

"The Banks of the Danube" (Gaumont).—Really a visit to
the two cities of Buda and Pest, one on one side of the
Danube and the other on the other side, together forming
the well known city of Buda-Pest, the capital of Hungary,
containing some 500,000 people. Like all old towns in Eu-
rope, it is picturesque and most of the views shown empha-
size this feature. A view of the Konigsburg, crowning the
hilltop, is one of the best scenes. It affords an excellent
impression of the castle. Then the audience is conducted
along the banks of the Danube and shown some of the most
attractive scenes, all of which are individual and were selected
by an artist. Unfortunately, however, for those who delight
in the older portions of foreign cities, a considerable part of
the river front of Buda-Pest is modern. It has had to be to
keep pace with the commercial development of the place. Al-
together it is a satisfactory picture and affords a half hour
of excellent travel impressions.

"The Lost Trail" (Vitagraph).—If this film is intended to
teach anything it probably is that the pleadings of a woman,
based upon gratitude for favors received at her hands, will

sometimes soften the heart of an officer and induce him to
forget his dutf. Many times the films have told the story
of the stern officer who has refused to listen to such plead-
ings. Often they do not seem to be human. It is so much
like a man to betray his weakness at such a juncture that
this picture comes as a species of confirmation of the real
humanity in one. To perform one's duty is right and proper;
but it does not require a heart to do that. Quite the con-
trary. And when one sees a picture like this, one almost
feels ready to confess that men are still moved by emotions
and impulses in a quite human way and that women's plead-
ings for loved ones do not always fall on deaf ears, stopped
by the unemotional shibboleth of official duty.

"Up a Tree" (Biograph).—A novel comedy which repre-
sents a young country boy getting people up a tree and re-

moving the ladder so they have to stay. All but one of
the victims, a young man who has quarreled with his sweet-
heart, are ready to take it out on him, but the young man
who gets the girl at a disadvantage and makes her promise
to marry him is not particularly anxious to chastise him.
But the rest are, and what he gets when they finally catch
him must be seen to be appreciated.

"Indian Blood" (Lubin).—An unusual dramatic subject,
unusually well interpreted by Lubin's capable company of
players. It will be popular, not alone for the dramatic qual-
ities, but the scenes are laid among unusually picturesque
natural surroundings. The photographer has done better
work with the scenes than he ordinarily does. The story is

well told. A miner who has married an Indian wife finds

wealth and goes home, deserting his Indian wife and taking
their little daughter with him. After she grows up the In-

dian blood predominates and the father is punished for his
early crime against his Indian wife. The dramatic possi-

bilities are beyond the ordinary, and the company has worked
them out with sympathy and intelligence. The result is a

film which possesses many unusual elements and which will

contribute much to the pleasure of an audience that enjoys
drama.

"The Seal of the Church" (Melies).—A dramatic picture

of more than ordinary power, yet it is such a tragedy that

one can scarcely say that one likes it. There are two deaths,

one a murder committed in a rage of jealous passion, and the
other is the shooting dead of the murderer. A priest is

accused of the murder, but because the murderer confessed
to him he cannot tell the truth. And the girl, after exon-
erating the priest, repairs to a convent to expiate her share
in the tragedy by service in the church. There is some wildlv
picturesque scenery, well worth seeing. There is no ques-

tion about the strength of the picture, nor of the dramatic
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qualities of the story, of which a will balanced company of

pathetic acton nave made th - the

ti 1 in one ia almost ready to exclaim that indeed .ill ia vanity

and the old preacher who bo eloquently deplored iti pi

lence was correct in his- description.

"The Angelus" (Selig).— Patron of motion picture theaters
have come to upon the Selig plats tavlly

adapted to the production ol pictures having a daab and
in them, such ;h an- embodied m their Western tli.r

11ns iilm will be a surprise to them. Gathering inspiration

froo .Millet's famous painting ol the same name, the p
ers have produced a series of delightful home scenes, all

illustrative of the "peace OH earth" idea. The scenes ire all

sympathetically rendered and are quite as remarkabli
their way as .ire the pictures which have hep
trom the Selig studio m their particular department. I

ably everyone who Bees tl would like to see more.
There are other great pictures, great poems or great books

winch of this character could be developed
that would he quite as beautiful and quite as satistactory.

"The Gold Seekers" (Biagraph).—A story of the gold conn
try graphically told and enriched by reproductions of the

pictui enery which is evidently fairly representative
oi the land in which the action is supposed to take place.

! the prospector, and he hurls his pick from him,
and just to prove the pervi fate, the pick strikes pay-

dirt. Then follows some exciting moments when the mn
nticed away to prevent her filing the claim, but the

despicable scoundrels are foiled and she receives her paper.

It is a thrilling story, told with considerable attention to

:id depicting life in the mines in a reasonably ac-

curate manner.

"The Master Mechanic" (Lubin).—A drama in which
jealousy plays its accustomed part. But somehow it seems a

bit incongruous that the plans are permitted to get into the
hands of the rival concern, since it would seem better to

stop that portion of the story just enough before to prevent
any harm being done. A broken love match is easily mended,
but stolen plans mean a loss not made necessary by the re-

quirements of the picture. Stories in which jealousy plays
an important part seem satisfactory to a large number of

people, but there is a sameness about them which would
' on the regular theater patron's, taste.

"Mrs. Nosey" (Lubin).—A rough-house picture represent-
ing a lor if scrapes into which a portly and extremely
inquisitive female successively plunges. The picture raises

a laugh. Of its kind it is a good enough picture.

"Only a Faded Flower" (Pathe).—The rather surprising de-
nouement adds to the interest of this picture. To see a girl

in a fashionable cafe throw herself into the arms of a flower
seller is sufficiently exciting to cause the onlookers to gaze
with surprise. The story is touching, but not so dramatic
as many that come from the Pathe studio. However, it is

interesting and the heart will be touched by the revival of

the old love in the girl's breast.

"The Picturesque Pyrenees" (Pathe).—A trip through the
Pyrenees in the vicinity of Bagneres de Luchon. It gives an
impressive view of the wild cra^s of the Maledetta. The
peak stands out clearly in the sharp air and one feels as
though it was almost real, so well has the operator done his

work. The torrents dashing from rock to rock add a touch
of life in the movement of the water which increases the
beauty without detracting from the grandeur of the scenery.
The operator did his work well, leaving nothing to be de-
sired in that direction.

"The Cowboy Girls" (Selig).—A lively picture illustrating

the general turmoil which results when a party of athletic

Xew England girls take possession of a Western ranch.
There is plenty of life and action, lots of fun and wholesale
activities as the picture runs. It is done in the characteristic

ay and maintains interest until the close.

"A Vein of Gold" (Essanay).— A strongly dramatic pic-

ture, developing some novelties. First, the warden permits
the prisoner to leave the prison to see his mother merely
upon his promise to return. Next, the prisoner holds up the
storekeeper in the village to obtain money to supply his

mother's wants, and escapes detection. He returns to prison,
serves out his term, goes prospecting in the gold fields,

strikes it rich and returns just in time to buy up the prop-
erty of the storekeeper, who is being sold out under a mort-
gage foreclosure. Here is a whole string of novel situa-

-. each one more so than the one before it. excepting
possibly the last. But. as the boys say. it is a rattling good
story and everyone who sees the picture will thrill with
emotion more than once. First, when the warden allows the
prisoner to go; it isn't regular, but there is something about

it th the less

linly. .\ • thrill v.;

th-- lh:l th in

hum

ing i

mill.; -n of an
altogethei i n

the popularit
will i peaL

"Bud's Escapade' cal inci-

clothes, .m.

I

band with him
which came an an excus-

If a ; tics

hat they
1 be.

"Deep Sea Fishing'' \ subject of practical in-

bas the (>; xer-
restraint and p :;g-draw:

Some of the scenes are beautiful, for example the
twilight i

tire film which n more than ordinarily at-
tractive. The in:

•ration, since it illustrates an hub-
by those who live away from th

"The Minotaur" (Vitagraph).—A r- production of the old
Greek legend of Theseus, who aided only by his sweetheart,
slays the Minotaur, a in human f

head, that annually demanded ;< tribute of iths and
nil cuts off his bead, freeing Crete and

Athens from the m on. He marries his
sweetheart, daughter of the K I rete. and both king-
doms are happy afterward. The beauty of thi and
the excellence of the reproduction cannot be questioned, but
there is always the danger that very many will not compre-
hend it. In this instance the audience is assisted by the clear
subtitling. If, however, a picture like this sends those who
see it to the libraries to look up these myths and legends,
it will confer a double benefit. It will afford an opportunity
to see a good picture and brush up the knowledge of G
mythology.

INDEPENDENT FILMS.

"Saved from the Sultan's Sentence" ('Great Northern).—An
Oriental film of great merit and absorbing interest. Dra-
matic in its conception and picturesque in its development,
the picture has many excellencies which must be seen to be
appreciated. Anything which adequately illustrates any of
the features of the mysterious Orient, with its wealth of
imagery, appealing directly to the curiosity, is certain to be
popular,, and this picture is no exception to the rule. The
players have performed their parts to perfection and the
photographer has not been dilatory in his portion. The re-
sult is a highly satisfactory rendering of an interesting sub-
ject.

"The Fashionable Sport" (Ttala).—An amusing illustration
of what happens when a man ventures first on roller skates.
In this instance, after creating no end of disturbance, the
man is ejected from the rink and goes home in a wicker
basket, quite as babies learn to walk. While some of the
tumbles and their consequences approach dangerously near
the rough-house line, as a whole the film is funny and does
not fail to make the audience laugh.

"The False Friar" (Itala).—A dramatic film worked
with close attention to the features which compel and hold
the interest of the audience. The actir pathetic,

ing in places to more than ordinary dramatic strength, and
the photographer has performed his part of the work with
intelligence and discretion.

"Rattlesnakes" (Bison).—A little too realistic, if anything.
It illustrates very vividly the capture of rattlesnakes and the
process of removing their poison fangs. Few have any par-
ticular love for snakes, and their appreciation of the disagree-
able creatures will not be enhanced by this picture
cellence will not be questioned, but few will care for a
repetition of it. The picture has been made altogethe-
realistic. The impression it makes and the : I en-
genders should be accepted as complimentary bv the makers.
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"My Maid Is Too Slow" (Eclair).—One of the liquid elec-

tricity type of films, in which the slow-moving domestic is

given the hurry up impetus by sewing batteries in her waist.

It is one of those rough-house films that is funny, but lacks

the delicacy of many humorous pictures in these days. Ac-
tion and photography are both as good as the average for

such films.

"A Sister's Devotion" (Bison).—A case of mistaken identity

which arouses the jealousy of a blacksmith who sees his wife

caressing a strange man, her brother. The smith, desiring

revenge, fastens the man to the door of a shack, in which
he has hidden, with staples and then invites his wife to see

him burn. All this tension on the nerves is released by the

understanding that comes to the smith regarding the real
,

situation. Fortunately it is a story and no harm is done, ex-

cept the burning of the worthless shack.

"Legally Dead" (Powers).—Whether one likes this picture

or not, one must admit that it is strongly dramatic, and that

it is based upon a novel situation. A man legally dead, yet

alive, is sufficiently unusual to make one follow closely the

story as it runs. When the legally dead man appears, just

as the marriage ceremony of his supposed widow is con-
cluded, a complication seems inevitable; but realizing his own
faults, he considerately retires, leaving the newly married
couple to their happiness. One feels almost unconsciously
that it is better so.

"The New Shawl" (Imp).—A picture intended for serious
drama, but tilled with infinite possibilities for mischief, that

runs into a comedy when the denouement comes. Of course
one can understand how a lost shawl and a fleeing woman
could be so compromisingly placed that they would excite

jealousy in the husband, and that is exactly what they did.

And doesn't he feel foolish and silly when he discovers his

mistake? This is all graphically told and develops into a

very interesting story as it proceeds. The Imp players per-

form their parts to perfection and the picture is indeed sat-

isfactory.

"The Artist's Child" (Lux).—A story of a son turned away
and absent for years because he dared marry the woman
of his choice, and his discovery in poverty and want in

later years when the child falls exhausted from hunger and
exposure. One scarcely likes it, yet there is a degree of

dramatic quality which makes it interesting, though one may
say that one scarcely likes the type of story selected for il-

lustration. It is too depressing in its influence.

"Rescue of the Pioneer's Daughter" (Bison).—Here is an
exciting picture, well acted, placed in a background of pic

turesque and characteristic scenery, though possibly marred

by the capture of a girl by a party of Indians. As has
been said before, it is not pleasant to see a girl or woman
seized by a ruffian, or a band of ruffians, rudely thrown on
a horse and carried away.

"She Wanted to Marry a Hero" (Thanhouser).—A nice
little moral is not very closely concealed in this picture.
It may be well to read love stories, but the hot-house type is

quite apt to create dangerous ideas in the minds of impres-
sionable girls, and when this one throws over her honest
sweetheart for a hero, like those in the novels, she begins
a string of troubles that teach her a lesson. Perhaps the
exhibition of these troubles in the film will point out the
danger of this method to others similarly afflicted.

FILMS D'ART FOR THE INDEPENDENTS.
The Motion Picture Distributing and Sales Company has

secured the American rights to the products of the Film
d'Art Company of Paris. The work of this company, which
is composed of members Of the Comedie Francaise and other
prominent French actors, is already well known in this coun-
try, having been exploited for some time by one of the li-

censed manufacturers. Beautifully staged, faultless in acting
and in the technical rendering, yet, for some reason or rea-
sons, the productions of the Film d'Art Company did not
catch on with the American public and the exploiting com-
pany could not market enough copies to make it mutually
interesting. Many of the subjects did not pass the Board
of Censors and some that did, chiefly on account of their

technical excellence, were severely censured. Brilliant actors
all, in their speaking parts, the Film d'Art actors did not
seem to grasp the necessities of the silent drama or the nice-
ties of pictorial representation of the grewsome and the sug-
gestive, hence the cause of discord between them and the
company that formerly handled their product. Now, whether
they have learned their lesson or not, remains to be seen;
at any rate, one of their films, shown to us in the office of
the Sales Company, had none of the objectionable features.
Needless to say it was sumptuous in its staging, the acting
superb and the photography and toning all that could be
desired. The subject, "Carlos," and its manner of presenta-
tion, impressed us as being over the heads of the popular
moving picture audience. Perhaps we are wrong. We hope
so for the benefit of the Sales Company and their laudable
ambition to furnish the independent exchanges with dramatic
subjects of a high order and in a class by themselves. The
first subject, "Werther," an adaptation from Goethe, will be
released on May 19 and thereafter one reel on Thursday of
each week.

Scene from "Mario's Swan Song" (Vitagraph).
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"The Danger Line."

SCENE FROM 'THE DANGER LINE."
The al" in ilu- Essanay Com-

pany's dramatic film "The Danger Line.'' the first big
ject of this nature coming from their Chicago studios since
"The Hand of Uncle Sam," and will appear on Wednesday,
May 18. This subject is a modified drama and treats a theme
of universal heart interest. A husband and wife are estranged
through different ambitions and ideals, the former,
man. who is entirely enwrapped in his manly pleasures, while

• of his time is spent at his kennels and stables, to the
neglect of his wife. She is of an entirely different nature
and seeks solace and comfort in her books and her own
meditations. There is introduced here a friend of the hus-
band's, a poet, whose works have had the greatest influence
in the wife's life. The poet proves a traitor and endeavors
to persuade the young wife to go away with him. She re-

sists the temptation and endeavors to send her admirer away,
wdien there is a scene and the husband discovers his fri<

treachery, believing, also, his wile to be untrue to him
duel follows in which the husband is wounded by the cow-
ardly friend, who takes unjust advantage of his adversary and
in so doing violates the rules of the code. The poet is sent
from the field in disgrace while the husband is taken home
to his wife. who. he is now convinced, was true to him.
A complete reconciliation follows and husband and wife
resolve that in the future they will more closely merge their
two lives together. The subject is interpreted by Mr. J. II.

Gilmour. as the husband, who played leading parts in "Justi-
fied," "The Adventuress" and other Essanay dramatic films,

with an excellent cast, especially obtained for the picture.
Mr. Gilmour rehearsed his company several weeks and as
a result the acting is incomparable. This is the first of a

number of high finality dramatic films which will be released
by the Essanay Company occasionally through the Summer
months. The second. "A Victim of Hate." with Miss Martha
Spier, will probably appear some time in June.

TRADE NOTES.
The Agfa film for moving picture positives will shortly

be introduced into this country. It is too premature to give
particulars, but we may say that this film is the product of
one of the most renowned manufacturers in the world and

photography, for man) y< ducts ha\
ior their excellence, si that when this *ncr-

ican market mam - may In

: tain in manipulation.

As per advi t on another The World
readers will note the advent of another manufacturer, the
.Motograph Company of America, whose product is to be
known as "Motofilm." They have been in active operation
since the first of the year and expect to announce releases
at an early date. Tl I d under the

laws of Maryland with Mr. Harry R. Raver, president; Mr.
Elmer J. Walters, vice-president and secretary, and Mr. V.

Hooper, treasurer. Their factory of t
. x 60 feel,

and ground glass studio. 40x65 feet, in Dupont Park, is

admirably situated for producing hi~h class work. The pro-
duction will be under the direction of Mr. Walters, who is the
author of several well known plays. The iphic de-
partments are to be in charge of Mr. James Gun

Das Lebende Litchtbild, by Von F. Paul Liesegang, with

53 illustrations and drawings, published at Leipzig, is the

name of a 54-page pamphlet dealing with the history and
making of moving pictures. The author. Mr. Paul Liesegang,
is the son of that Dr. K. Liesegang, who has contributed so
much to our knowledge of photography. The book before
us is notable as showing that in Germany as much interest is

taken in the moving picture as in the L'nited States. The il-

lustrations are excellent and enable any one unfamiliar with
the German language to follow the author in his treatise.

In all branches of

Exhibitors in and around Baltimore and Washington re-

port good business and quite a few new places have opened.
I was amazed at the wonderful effect of the Mirror Screen
at the Blue Mouse Theater, in Baltimore, also at the Circle
and Empress, in Washington. Mr. I' P. Craft. 416 North
Ninth street. Washington, is the agent for the Mirror Screen,
and I was so well pleased with its showing and the interest
it created that I applied for the agencv for Philadelphia and
will place a screen in the Electric Theater, at Forty-ninth
street and Woodland avenue, where Philadelphia exhibitors
can see its v effect. T. P BIBLE.
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TER MARK OF PICXURELDOM

7 DAYS (TWO ON ONE)
A great Big Bunch Comedy all tied round with

a wollen string

THEY DO LOVE
SELIC COMEDIES

*£2 THE MULLIGANS
RELEASE DATE

Length, I OOO feet
TRADE

Selig Dedicates to our favorite
American Poet

HIRE OUT
MAY 9

MARK Code Word "DAYS"

JAMES WHITCOMB RILEY
THE SWEETEST STORY EVER ^^^ TOLD IN MOVING PICTURE

THERE LITTLE GIRL DON'T CRY
Length, I OOO feet

A picture worthy of feature on any program
RELEASE DATE MAY 12 Code Wood "RILEY"

THE MA.5TERMARK OF PICTUREDDM

SPECIAL, RELEASE
BY THE...

Seng
|[
The Shriners' Pilgrim=

age to New OrleansPolyscope
Co.
Saturday* May 7 ALL EXCHANGES HAVE IT — PLACE YOUR ORDER TO-DAY

A GREAT PICTURE DONE IN THE SELIG WAY
SELIG POLYSCOPE CO. 45 Randolph Street, Chicago, 111.

Gaumont and Urban-Eclipse Films
FULL DESCRIPTION OF ALL RELEASES ON ANOTHER PAGE

A Scene from Gaumont's

Christopher Columbus
Feature Release of Saturday May 14About 997 Feet

nnPTPpr* There is a standard size poster I Are Vou on our Mailing List? If not

rUu I LnO in colors for each reel. | send yournameand addressto-day

RELEASE FOR. TUESDAY, MAY lO. 1910
Two Subjects by Gaumont

A Little Vagrant
About 852 Feet Introducing remarkable child acting

A Sea of Clouds
About 134 Feet Taken amoung snow capped peaks of the Alps

RELEASE FOR WEDNESDAY, MAY 11, 1910
Two Subjects by Urban-Eclipse

Roosevelt in Cairo
About 354 Feet "The Man Who Never Stops" in Egypt

Purged by Fire
About 541 Feet A strong story of Retribution

52 State St.

CHICAGO J&ecio^Kieiiie
19 t. 21st St.

NEW YORK
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Scene from "Werther;" a Film d'Art Masterpiece from Goethe.

NOTES FROM THE FILM MANUFACTURERS.
Vitagraph.

May 25 . long way ahead, but it will soon be here
and not a day too soon to please the wideawake exhibitor,

for "'Tlic Dove of Chrysanthemum" watch the calendar and
put a mark on the twenty-fifth of this month, the day when
this uniquely beautiful and beautifully unique Japai
drama will he released by The Vitagraph Company of Amer-
ica. It surpasses in its scenic coloring, atmospheric localized

Japanese effects, perfection of furnishings and all the splendor
of the '"Flowery Kingdom." anything that has been done in

animated art.

The Vitagraph pictures announced for the next three re-

lease day< give us a varied choice of subjects. You have
"Three Wishes,'' on Tuesday, May 10. This turn contains

three or more of the funniest and yet most wonderful
glimpses of woodland imps, comical gnomes and peeps into

the mystic. '"The Closed Door, on Friday, May 13. will

open to packed houses and delighted audiences. This is an
opener to those who want to get in on a thing.

"The Special Agent." Saturday. May 14. This has been
spoken of before. It is meant to create talk and we expect
it will be subject to favorable comment. What is worth talk-

ing about is worth seeing and having Vsk for "The Special

t."

ESSANAY NOTES.
Mr. George K. Spoor, president of the Essanay Company,

spent a few days of last week with Mr. G. M. Anderson, the

Essanay Company's Western producer, now at Morrison. Col.

Mr. Spoor expressed himself as particularly delighted with
the Western picture prospects, that Mr. Anderson is ideally

locatedf and has in preparation numerous big things in

rn dramatic subjects.

"Mr. Anderson." said Mr. Spoor, "could hardly obtain abet-
ter location than he has selected for his Summer work. His
scenic surroundings are all that could be wLhed for and
decidedly typical oi the West. Mr. Anderson is splendidly
equipped with the best of everything for picture taking and
is in a position to obtain the best talent possible for his

pictures. We now have on hand in Chicago and ready for

release the first of Mr. And '>ig dramatic pictures from

Mt. Morrison, which is decidedly one of the most beautiful
of his Western productions, and many more will be forth-
coming.''
The subject referred to by Mr. Spoor is a dramatic film

entitled 'Away Out West," a story of the gold-seekers. The
photographic work in this picture is entire!.* the ordi-
nary and introduces certain effects which are quite novel to
the majority of picture audiences. The picture is booked for
release at an early date.

* * *

Released for May 14. the Essanay Company's Western dra-
matic film. "The Cowpuncher's Ward." contains a

:

with an exceptional heart interest motif. In brief, it tells the
story of a little girl, whose rascally father is hanged for horse
stealing, and who is taken tinder the care of a number of
sympathetic 1 The educate her "down to Tucs
she returns to the ranch and after other dramatic compiica-

is married to one of "the boys." The picture is photo-
graphically perfect.

THANHOUSER NOTES.
1 drank the poison!"

This cry echoed through the Thanhouser studio one morn-
recently and caused all focus mi I, the

director and the man responsible for the thrill. Of
course it came out that the cry was a stage direction, but
withal it was so odd that the usually -kers
wanted to know the reason whereof. This is it: In the bar
room scene in "The Writing on the Wall." a coming Than-
houser release, then in the process of production, two vil-

lains drink with the hero at a rough pine table and manage
to drug his brandy. The hero raised the glass to his lips,

but the direc vered that it wasn't the drugged one.
One of the villains had got it in the mixup—he was foiling
himself!—a strong but unlooked for situation! Hence the
director's call.

O, the crit etimes even they make mistakes and
subject themselves to criticism! Why not' Let the v

turn! Tn a theatrical journal's critique of the Thanhouser
reel carrying the comedies "She Wanted to Marry a Hero"
and "The '.as solemnly asserted
that the same woman hadn't oughter play the lead in both

Shucks! The cr:t : clean his spectacles.
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The TREMONT THEATRE, No. 1942 Webster Ave., New York
installed last January three '• HALLBERG" Economizers;
one MOTIOGRAPH M.P. machine, one MOTIOGRAPH dissolver
and " HALLBERG" Spot Light.

Six weeks later another MOTIOGRAPH No. I was added to
this equipment.

This Happened

Then This Happened

The Reason Thereof The

HALLBERG
Economizer gives the most splendid light and saves the most money, and the MOTIOGRAPH produced rock steady, brill-
iant pictures, which will make your competitor's show, where they are us>ing rheostats, or other makes of current saver and
moving picture machine, look sick.

COME TO MY SHOW ROOM, one minuted walk from 8th Street and 6th Avenue, and let me
prove to you the superior quality of my goods—Go and look at my competitors' goods FIRST

—

then you will be impressed with the wonderful difference. If you cannot call, drop me a line, and
i will be pleased to send you my catalogue.

I have selected the best goods on the market for you, and can fit you out with complete
electric machine and ventilating equipment, and results are positively guaranteed.

Get my prices on the " HALLBERG " Economizer, MOTIOGRAPH M. P. machines, Incandes-
cent lighting system to save 70% on your current bill, ELECTRA finic Label carbons, French
Condensers, Announcement Slides. Ventilating Fans, and don't forget to send 35 cents for a can
of " HALLBERG 'S SPEC-OIL," -prepaid mail—It saves 50% on your oil bill for machine-
Try a Can.

I make an allowance for your old Current Saver or Rehostat in trade for the " HALL-
BERG " Economizer.

SEND FOR CATALOCUE No. 30

J. H. Hallherg, 28 Greenwich Ave., New York

•

NESTOR FILMS
"THE MONEY BRINGERS"

We spend our money on our pictures. Our increased sales of new and old
copies show that our efforts are appreciated.

We use more real Indians, Cowboys and Broncos than any other Moving
Picture Manufacturer.

We have real stories, well acted.

RELEASED WEDNESDAY, MAY n, 1910.

The Indian Princess
Length, 980 Feet.

A thrilling story of Indian life in the far West in which
a lost child figures and who grows up amongst the In-

dians as one of their own kind and how she eventually
reaches her parents and throws off the old Indian life and
habits, form a magnificent vehicle for our all-star stock
company in conjunction with ARIZONA BILL'S COW-
BOYS and WHITE EAGLE'S troupe of REAL IN-
DIANS, the only troupe being used in pictures that is

the real goods.

RELEASED WEDNESDAY. MAY 18, 1910.

The Fighting Parson
Length, 998 Feet.

A HIGHLY INTERESTING and MORAL WEST-
ERN picture, with the BEST and SCRAPPIEST FIGHT
you ever saw.

The five rounds shown are real, although a part of the

story, and the picture will hold your crowd's sympathy

and attention from start to finish. AN ETRAX SPE-
CIAL RELEASE AT THE REGULAR PRICE.

Made by DAVID HOR5LEY, Bayonne, N. J. U. 5. A.
SOLD BY

A. G. WHYTE, Agent for United States
91 Dearborn Street, Chicago 27 Lexington Avenue, New YorK

WALTURDAW FILM AGENCY, 4© Gerrard St., London, W, England
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IT WILL PAY YOU TO GET ACQUAINTED WITH
Novelty Song Slide Service Novelty

Announcement Slides Novelty Puzzlettes
Trices and particulars free

NOVELTY SLIDE COMPANY
221 East 53rd Street New York City

BRANCH: Real Estate Exchange. SCR ANTON, PA.

COSTS YOU 100 TIMES LESS MONEY
FOR A BETTER RESULT

Pictures thrown on n curtain covered with "Curtainyline" by
ibaorblm the Unlit ami giving tin- picture depth arc reproduced al

reflected in mirror, without the detraction of reflected light

and von can gel I better focua on the whole scene. Thousands testify

to the merits of "Curtainyline." Try It.

A |8.00 carton any ordinary screen.

All Exchanges Carry It in Stock.

Curtainyline Curtain & Producing Co.
22 Fifth Ave., Chicago, III.

DROLLINGER FILM SERVICE CO.
(Agents lor Philadelphia Projecting Co.)

Receiving TWELVE REELS of the

BEST INDEPENDENT FILMS WEEKLY
Don't you think that will handle you?

WRITE IS A LETTER Phone 3286
106 Ipper Second Street I \ WS\ III I . IND-

CENRE TRANSPARENCY CO.
507 NORTH CLARK STREET, CHICAGO

LATEST SONG SLIDES
ADVERTISING AND ANNOUNCEMENT SLIDES

vSONG SLIDES
L, SONQSLIDES,$3.00perset J_,

I

D
E

We have an overstock of song
slides which we will let go at S3.00
per set. This offer only holds

good until this stock is depleted.

We make Lantern Slides of anything and everything for
any and every purpose. Seed for oar special

prices on Announcement Slides

143 North 8th Street,
PHILADELPHIA, PA.NORTH AMERICAN SLIDE CO.,

I

D
E

SONG SLIDES

We make the best lenses in
the world for projecting motion
pictures and lantern slides. Can
you spend a little money more
wisely and profitable than by
ordering a set of lenses which will

IT5
INTMt)

lens;

IMPROVE YOUR
PICTURES?

NEW PRICES
M. P. Projection Lenses any size with our improved jacket

with spiral adjustment SI9.0C'

No. 1 Stereopticon Lenses 18 00
No. 3 Stereopticon Lenses 20.00

All dealers sell them on approval.

WRITE FOR OUR NEW CIRCULAR
When ordering state the size of your screen and the length of the

picture wanted. Give the distance from the lens to the screen. Remit
the price of the lens or furnish references. ,

CUNDLACH-MANHATTAN OPTICAL COMPANY *

808 Clinton Ave., So. Rochester, N. Y.

"MOTION PICTURE PIANO nUSIC"
REDUCED TO

FIFTY CENTS A COPY
To induce Theatre Managers to improve their shows, this Dollar Book

of Descriptive Mufic is now placed on sale at FIFTY CENTS per copy.
Moving Picture Managers and Pianists, before buying elsewhere, send for
my descriptive Circular, which is sent FREE to any one upon request, and
note the List of Testimonials from well satisfied bu>ersof this Rook. Thou-
sands have been sold at One Dollar a copy, and now the trice is FIFTY
CENTS a Copy. Get the ORIGINAL, written by a Practical Pianist of
Twenty Years Experience in Theatrical Lines. If you are in doubt, send a
Postal for my Circular. Send Orders Direct to

GREGG A. ERELINGER, PI B., 1009 FERRY STREET, LAEAYETTf , IND.

COMPLETE
Illustrated Sons Slides

\RI

Just as important to your Program
as your FILM

iving of Express charges by our method of shipping a
week's Supply of Slides in one shipment.

Rale 2o Cents \ SET.

Chicago Song Slide Exchange
Dept. I , Ninth Floor

MASONIC TEMPLE CHICAGO, ILL.
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THIS WEEK'S PROGRAM OF LICENSED FILMS
AT A GLANCE.
Monday, May 9.

Biograph—Love Among the Roses (Dr.) 983
Lubin—Kidd's Treasure (Com.) 415
Lubiu—Ilastus in Zululand Com.) 401

Patbe—Pete Wants a Job (Com.) 504

Patbe— Villainy Defeated (Dr.) 358
Selig—Seven Days (Com.) 1000

Tuesday, May 10.

Edison—History Repeats Itself (Com.) 540
Edison—The Stuff That Americans Are Made

of (Dr.) 455
Gaumont—A Little Vagrant (Dr.) 853
Gaumont—The Sea of Clouds (Scenic) 134

Vitagraph—The Three Wishes (Com.) 945
Wednesday, May 11.

Essanay—He Stubs His Toe (Com.) 597

Essanay—A Quiet Boarding House (Com.) .'i(>3

Kaleni—In the Dark Valley (Dr.)

Pathe—Cleopatra
#
(Dr. ) 1043

Urban— Roosevelt "in Cairo (Scenic) 354

Urban—Purged by Fire (Dr.) 541

Thursday, May 12.

Biograph—The Two Brothers (Dr.) 993

Lubin—The Cowboy's Devotion (Dr.) 955
Melies—Speed vs. Death (Dr.) 940
Selig—There, Little Girl, Don't Cry (Com.)
Selig—Chicken (.Com. )

Friday, May 13.

Edison—Carminella (Dr.) 720

Edison Accidents Will Happen (Com.) 280
Pathe—Surgeon's Visit (Com.) 489

Pathe—Berlin (Scenic) 417
Kalem—Between Love and Duty (Dr.) 720

Vitagraph—The Closed Door (Dr.) 922
Saturday, May 14.

Essanay—The Cowpuneher's Ward (Dr.) 9G5

Gaumont—Christopher Columbus (Dr.) 997
Pathe—The Wrong Road (Dr.) 695

Pathe—The Little Truant (Com.) 269

Vitagraph—The Special Agent (Dr. )

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING.
THE NORRIS REEL—Standard 10-iiueh. wood

hub reel, made from C. R. steel, heavily nickel

plated counter-sunk discs. For samples and prices

write NORRIS MACHINE COMPANY, 1322-1324

Sherman avenue. N. S., Pittsburg, Pa.

THEATERS FOR SALE.

FOR SALE—$2,500 cash buys this only vaude-
ville house in a thriving Ohio town of 10,000.

Guarantee to clear sales price first year. 180
chairs. Reason for selling. S. C. R., care Moving
Picture World, N. Y. City.

WILL SELL or accept proposition to trade for

flaming arc metal sign worded "5c. Theatre 5c."

QUEEN THEATER, Battle Creek, Mich.
WILL BUY two hundred second-hand opera chairs.

WILLIAM GAUTHIER, Wonderland Theater, Gou-

verneur, N. Y.

WHY NOT LEARN
MOVING
QPERftTIN

Taylor's Method
(Licensed Sdiool)

5I.W.28
t
-=ST^Uk

ftLN?1405. Mud So.

Correspondence Course. Special rates to

the trade, send for free illustratedcatalogue.

School class meets every morning and
afternoon, with F. H. Richardson of Chi-
cago, as chief instructor. Evening classes

meet every Monday, Wednesday and Fri-

day. We positively guarantee you a $15

position.

We are selling agents for the Power's
Cameragraph, Motiograph and American
Moving Picture Machines.
We carry a large line of electrical sup-

plies and furnish everythingforthetheatre.

F. C. TAYLOR
49 West 28th Street New York City

Phoae 1405 Madison Square

Stereopt leans $10; 50.000 Tickets $3.50; Auto-
matic Arc Lamp 15c; Slide Mats 1c; Stereopticon
Lenses 50; Economizers $30; Slide Crrrlers 40c.

FILMS RENTED, SOLO OR EXCHANGEDLurT7 303 E. 23d street
• n.JVl^»» N«w York
SPECIAL PRICES TO THE TRADE

UNIFORM
your ATTENDANTS with

Singer Uniforms

They make your Theatre
more attractive — Costs
less than you think and
Pays big

—

Chicago's Leading Thea-
tres use our Uniforms ex-

clusively

—

MADE TO ORDER ONLY
Write for Samples and Fashions
of Latest Style of Uniforms
and Caps for Moving Picture
Theatres.

A. L. SINGER (SL CO.
171 E. Adams Street, Chicago, U. S. A

UNIFORMS
AND

CA PS
FOR

Moving Picture

Theatres

Catalogues, Samples

and Prices for the

Asking

James H.Hirsch& Co.

Jackson Boulevard
CHIC A G

Lang's Rewinder No. 2
Price, $5.00 Net

Lang Manufacturing Co.
OLEAN, NEW YORK

No. 1 10 A

35c Postage Paid
Send for Catalog of Announcement

and Ad slide*

The Neosho Slide Company
100 S. Wood St., Neosho, Mo.

Advertise Your Theatre
WITH OUR

Celluloid Dial Button
MOVABLE HAND

Give them away as a souvenir at some perform-
ance. You will have every boy and girl wearing
one, with the hand set at some hour of meeting.
Any lettering you want in two colors.

Sample for a Dime or Postage

AMERICAN BADGE CO.
Manufacturers of Badges and Buttons

Clark and Madison Sts. CHICAGO, ILL.

FOR SALE—New and up-to-date vaudeville and
moving picture theater, recently opened, good loca-

tion and doing big business. One of the best id

the State. Two other 5-cent picture houses. Popu-
lation, 12,000. Ill-health accounts for selling.

KING & GAYNOR, Superba Theater, Delaware, 0.

THE ENTERPRISE MODEL B

Portable Calcium Gas Outfit
Is the only Substitute for Electricity for projecting

Motion Picture or Stereopticon views and is the

Only Satisfactory Portable Outfit
because it operates by WATER PRESSURE, IS CON-
STANT, REGULAR AND RELIABLE and has no com-
plicated spring valves to corrode, choke up and otherwise
get out of order. Is patented.

"OXONE" in SQUARE CAKES Is most Satisfactory for

the production of Oxygen Gas. Send for particulars.

For Sale by Dealers

Enterprise Optical Mfg. Go. 5.rand 572 W. Randolph St. CHICAGO
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CORRESPONDENCE.

A PROTEST.
Sandu kj . I Ihio, April ig, njio.

Moving Picture World:
11 .sn^— l wish to proti Mich pictures as

rting the Merrj Widow and "The Merry Widow 1

a New Partner." There ia nothing to cither subject, the

good, and the widows in both picture

fixed up aa old maids. The two men take up too much time
doing nothing. The ith pictures arc the same,
the men even meeting at the Kate in the same way, and both
reels finish l>y the men taking a drink. Let's have something
hetti : mey.
Also "The Kid," by the Biograph Company, was not up

to their usual standard.
(Signed) EXHIBITOR

ANOTHER PROTEST.
. in. 1. April iS, 1910.

Editor Moving Picture World:

Dear Sir— Pictures with an immoral tendency <>r "risque"
subjects do much to injure the exhibitor who ha^ a patronage

>tmg ot the best element. It in the future we should
receive such .1 picture as "Their Sea Voyage," which
change sent us to-day, we shall, alter the first exhibition,

close our house and post a sign similar to the following:

"The picture sent u.> to-day by our exchange is an ,

and a in our judgment, unfit for the audiences of this

theater to witness, ue will remain closed for the day."
Truly yours,

SAM M. YOUXG, .

.Manager, Savoy Theater.

HE TOOK THE TIP.

Mr. F. H. Richardson,

Editor "Operators' Column," Moving Picture World.
Dear Sir—Von cannot realize how much pleasure it affords

me to be able to write you this letter to inform you that I

have discovered the cause of the trouble that has kept me
awake nights.

The blurred effect, or traveling ghost, was caused in my
picture by the lens. 1 never looked for my trouble at this

point, for the reason that they were never changed since I

received them from the factory, at least 1 had thought they
were never changed; my operator said he never changed the

glasses, so if they were right when received they must be

right all the time. Last night I put the operator's helper

through the "third degree" and he admitted taking the

glasses out to clean them one time. With this information
1 jumped to the conclusion that they must have been re-

versed in placing them back, so I just swung them around
and the result was "immense." my picture is now perfect.

1 desire to thank you for your kindly help in my trouble.

Respectfully,
CHAS. F. KEAR.

THE ROOSEVELT PICTURES.
Xampa, Ida., April 28, 1910.

Editor Moving Picture World:
Dear Sir—Allow me to saw a few words in praise of your

paper and the fair way you deal with both licensed and
Independent pictures. I have not run any Independent
pictures for some time, as I have been with a licensed house
for over a year and a half now, but I have heard different

managers and operators say that the Independent product
was very poor. I can say that I have run some very poor
licensed films. I ran the film "Roosevelt in Africa" a few
days ago. That is a good frost on the licensed exhibitor.

There is not a picture in the 2.000 feet that is fit to be
called a picture. To tell you the honest truth, most any
operator would be ashamed to run such a thing through a

machine. It looks as if the camera man was afraid that

that poor, helpless lion, or some of the other animals, were
going to make a breakfast of him. People thought they were

g to see something exciting. Anvbody could take a .22

rifle and go out in the sagebrush in Idaho and get more
excitement hunting jack rabbits. I am.

Very respectfullv,

C. D. WEBB,
Operator of Orpheum Theater.

[Our correspondent overlooks the exceptional difficulties

encountered in the taking of the Roosevelt pictures, as

pointed out by "Lux Graphicus" last week.— Ed. M. P. W]
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A LETTER FROM A SUCCESSFUL EXHIBITOR.
•ago, 111., .April i

Editors Moving Picture World:
Gentlemen—Being an exhibitor, I take great it I the

various articles ;
. ach

and wish to say that 1 am : with the
sentiment voiced by a great many of your wi

itional picture,. By sensational I mi
pictures, Indian and cowboy pictures, etc. It may be
that these pictures are not as acceptable to
theaters as the scenics, industrial, educational, i I

on the other hand, some of us would starve to death on that
class of films. I find that the pictures which arouse the
greatest amount of enthusiasm are those showinj
between Indians and cowboys, Indians and early settlers, In-
dians and soldiers and Northern and Southern soldies. And
right here let me a-.k if there is a more thrilling scene than
the rescue of a little band ofTieroic settlers or s by
a company of Uncle Sam's soldiers? The audience in our
theater will give cheer upon cheer at the climax of one of
these pictures, go out with smiling faces, boost the she
their friends and come again the next night. Now, why

,

oppose subjects that will do this for us ooting affray
may wring the soul of some over-sensitive spect
I notice when going through the audience while one of these
pictures is on that these very people are giving it their
rapt and undivided attention and sometimes stav for two
shows.

I do not think we arc getting too many Western sho
and would not like to see their production reduced. We have
plenty of the other sort, including the drama involving
two lovers with the invariable ending. Give
soldiers, cowboys, Indians, trappers, etc.. along with good
comedies and you will please the majority of motion picture
patrons.

I wish also to say that I consider the vaudeville a plea-
part of our entertainment and have frequently seen
same acts which we show in the largest and best vaude-
ville houses in Chicago.

In conclusion let me state that ours is a family theater,
patronized almost exclusively by father, mother* and the
children. It is one of four located in our immediate n<
borhood and has been in existence about a year. Tl
am right in my statements is proven by this fact: Two of
my three competitors, with the same house, same
seating capacity, etc.. have failed during the ;

pictures without vaudeville and pictures of the milder -

whereas our receipts have increased $15 per day in the last
six month. Vours very truly,

IRVING WALLACE LANDGRAF.
iooi Fremont street, Chicago. 111.

X. B.—Why don't you open a department for mana-
of the various theaters to trade ideas on how to increase
office receipts? Great good would be derived from an inter-
change of this kind. Who'll trade? I. W. L.
fWe print this letter in full because of its note of since-

and because it comes from a successful exhibitor who is not
above letting others in on the secret ni his success. Whether
his policy would be equally successful in other sectior
another question. Rut we do invite and have always invited
exhibitors to make free use of their trade paper.—Eds.
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Trade Mare Tradb Miir
BIOGRAPH
FILMS
RELEASED MAY 9, 1910.

LOVE AMONG THE ROSES
A BEAUTIFUL MOTION PICTURE FANTASIA.

The story of this Biograph production runs along rather novel lines. It

shows in symbolism the powerful influence of love. The characters are more
mythical than real, and the scenes are laid in a land of romance. The .great

lady of the land falls in love with the lowly gardener, while the great lord

loves an humble but pretty lace-maker. The scenic beauty of the subject has

never been equalled, being a series of wonderfully beautiful floral bowers.

APPROXIMATE LENGTH, 983 FEET.

RELEASED MAY 12, 1910.

THE TWO BROTHERS
IN THE DAYS OF THE PADRES.

This subject is undoubtedly one of the most pretentious ever undertaken.

It is convincing and thrilling throughout its entire length, comprising as it

does an interesting story, magnificent scenery and most daring feats of horse-

manship. It tells the story of two brothers in the Spanish Dominion, one

a noble, upright fellow, while the other is a profligate. The disreputable boy,

however, is reclaimed by the love of a little Spanish girl. The production was
made at San Juan Capistrano, California.

APPROXIMATE LENGTH, 993 FEET.

Get on Our Mall List and Keep Posted, Write for Our Descriptive Circulars

BIOGRAPH COMPANY
Licensee of the Motion Picture Patents Co.

11 EAST 14th STREET NEW YORK
GEORGE KLBINB. Selling Agent for Chicago (52 State St., Chicago, 111.).

Independent Film Service—Exclusive Service Guaranteed
WRITE for CATALOGUE. and PRICES NO OLD TRUST INDEPENDENT FILMS FOR SALE
The only exchange on the Pacific Coast buying everything from the leading Independent Manufacturers

CALIFORNIA FILM EXCHANGE, Inc.
M. K. SMITH. President. M. L. MARKOWITZ, Secretary and Manager

1065 Mission St.. San Francisco 221 W. 5 1n St., Los Angeles

FILMS
HOWARD MOVING PICTURE GO.

Repair Work a Specialty. Agents for Motiograph, Power's
and Edison Machines. Supplies and Sundries.

FILMS
564 "Washington Street,

Established 1894. (Opposite Adams House).

Boston Mass.
Incorporated 1908.

1Vffl»-« *or SaU—1000 ft. Reel.
*fc_ i*& fv Film, $5, $10, $15 per reel;

MM !«U-MS Edison, Power's, LubinEx-* '"J'l Model Machines, $60; new
'*••, $100: Model B Gas Outfit.

~"» "•".. J-3; Song Sets. $1; Moving
Picture Tents, $75; Baby

. 15; $600 Overland Living Wagon, $100;
Paving Moving Picture Theatres cheap.
For Rent—6.000 feet Film, $6; 12,000 ft., $12 weekly,

one shipment. Will buy Passion Play, machines, film,
show pro lerty of all kinds.

H. DAVIS - - - Wateriown. Wis.

Grand Pia

Independent Film Service

Moving Picture Machines
and Supplies J- J> J>

B. S. H. HARRIS Greenville, S. C.

One Sure Way of Increasing*

Your Receipts

Feature Announce-
ment Slides

Association and Independent

Insist on Your Exchange Supplying You

Special Slides of Every Description

PLAMPIN SLIDE COMPANY
64 East 14th Street New York City

CHEAP
Steel Frame

Theatre Chairs

ABSOLUTELY

Non-BREAKABLE
Suitable for small

theatres and Mov-
ing Picture shows.
We carry these
chairs in stock and
can ship immedi-
ately.

Second Hand Chairs

AUoseatingforOut-
of-Door Use.

Address Dept. W.

STEEL FURNITURE CO., Grand Rapids.Mich.

New York Office: 150 Flftb Avenue

Boston Office: 224 Congress St., Boston, Mass.

Summer Prices
"Live and Let Live" Our Motto *1

For the summer season we have decided

to offer the following proposition to exhibi-

tors in Pennsylvania, who are within rea-

sonable express distance from Harrisburg.

$12.OO perweek for 2 reels changed
daily, with banners and lithos. Strictly

\ - 1 Independent goods.

UNION FILM EXCHANGE
210 N. 3rd St. Harrisburg, Pa.
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BIOGRAPH COMPANY.
TWO BROTH!

up In v Ironment, with '

It U
to be. lu Camariilo,

prlnclp i t Bpanlab Dominion,
d Manuel. Bora in 11

noblt In botli station ami cbarai M
iui.i ii[n Igbl young man, while Manuel «

Suniiiiy morning
during (be il thnl Manuel
mi Intoxicated condltli H tba

enter the
tin' I'M mission. At tbla tin' mother's pi

hurt beyond endnranca and aba n ofllfata

on fri'iu bet fnrrviT. Manna) it abonned aa a
viper and while making hia way along tbi

re, tba notorlona political outlaw, who
sympathises with bim and offera blm Inducement!

iiim, and to taken blm to his camp
while.

I

mil wins tba Red Be
trim Mini llr day for tbe wedding Manuel
finds tba lift in the outlaws' camp poll

Mr memories, be rtalta bla bome
village. Hei m b) his brother,
who bonndi blm, and aacapea further injury i>>-

among tbe rolna of tbe mlaalon, where lie

'. later bj tba Boaa and bar girl com-
panion, who relli gonj by dreaalng lilt

led arm, Fli ck to tba outlaw
wllli il tl nil purpose o( revenge. Tba Wedd

Bad Boaa baa taken place and tba
young enuple start for tlielr new home with tlieir

friends, by tba coach. On this coach is also tbe

rich dowry mtlaw learni
- tbe brother's cbance tor

gathering together tbe band to pursue tbe wedding
party, they OTertake tbe coach, but not until

Pedro has fallen anil Manuel assumes leadership.

from the conreyance and brought
his brother, who is about to dispatch him.

when the bride anil her friend rush up. lie now
that they and hit lOCCar when wounded at

the mlaalon are the same, henee he allow! all to

(to on their way unharmed. The little frti

the bride whn assisted In ahllnir the wounded
brother at the mission, fell In love with him at
first right, anil at this second meet ins she makes
elenr her feeling for him. He. on the other ham!.
Is struck by the artleasnesa of the pretty little

Senorlta ami later finds himself her willing slave,

ami It Is with amazement that the villagers see her
Manuel Into the chapel. Thus he Amis love

the master to curb and finally dissipate his Impious
Inclinations.

LOVE AMONG THE ROSES.— In the Kingdom
of Never Never Land there live a great Lord and
I.aily. each presiding over their own domain. This

for a stroll through hit estate

imlng to purlieu of his own land he Is struck

by the entrancing beauty of the contiguous
so like his own. that the Inclination to Intrude Is

Ible. His peregrination is halted by the

appearance of the great I.aily. who Is indeed as fair

as the (lowers that clothe her land. He Introduces
himself and Invites her to stroll with him In his

gardens. She Is in like manner entranced by the

beauty of his possessions. Bow alike in beauty
are they; a verltalile fairyland. If they were only

one, for It seems they should he. This thought
Is mutual, and the Lord proposes a way—a mar-
riage—and so a betrothal of convenience ensues.

know nothing of love and so arc content In

Of being Lord and Lady of all

Never Never Land. I.itile do they dream of tbe
suhtle workings of fate. Which Is, of course, tbe

natural egotism of humankind, hut, never:

the lines are being drawD. for as we bave viewed
the paradisiacal side of life, we now go to tbe
homely side, by visiting the sad house In Never-
Ncver Land. Here we find sorrow, tolling and
want, and yet we find as In the other a betrothal

Of convenience between 1 tic poor little lace-maker
and the humble gardener, They reason that their

lot may he more bountiful by joining tlielr meager
fortunes. The garden I position In the
gardens of tbe Lady and the lace-maker goes out

purchasers of her handiwork. The Lord
the pretty lace-maker and Is attracted by

her beauty, for he learns for the first time what
The Lady meets the gardener and Is

struck by his ragged, manly beauty and herculean

Strength, so different from the Lord, her neighbor.
She also realizes the power of love, for her In-

clination to be near the gardener is irresistible.

Despite the apparent mesalliance In such a step,

the Lady confesses she can only be happy with the
humble gardener. This Intelligence the Lord re-

with Ill-concealed delight, as It leaves biro

free to marry the pretty lace-maker.

ESSANAY FILM MFG. CO.
lUHS HIS lol \ U engaged

II

to »

b

goto,

is in Mr frlei

member gives blm pain
h ben he in-

tin' limp and enquires tbe trouble. ii"

laughs II off SI only a lllll" matter, and when

Utile further down tin'

imagination ampb-
iintly thai "Walter I

conclusion reached it only s ndly gratifying
to communicating the il i

tba nil friend, and a note hurriedly writ-
ten Is dlspstcbi i rl of Du-

ring. It reads " I ><n r Madge: lour Ba

Cork leg. 1 can prove It!"

Imagine M wblcb, however, is he-

rolcallj

of her friend's challenge to "pi
over to-night." si„. writes, "and I will aha
bow | ire mietski

tig Waller is Ii
••

Elinor Doberty bss arrived, smug-
gled under Iht .ape for little Will
small brother, if the latter will perform
stunt for her.

"When Mr. Crawford." i | him. "is

seated next to yon n thit divan, gouge blm
In the right leg with this bat-pin."

Willie plies the hat-

pin. There Is a howl of surprise and pain from
Walter, wbo boon la from the divan, clasping his

Injured leg and stifling Ills profanity, To U
friend tbe experiment was a failure and the Inno-

cent Willie, who is about to be thrsshed by his big
sister. Incriminates her as an s.,ry l„ I

fact.

A breach Is threatened between the two girls, hut
Crawford, who has sum, 'what recovered from the

i.at oin itab in this things over and makes them
shake I

i'iie affair ends peacefully with Madge In her
fiance's arms and Will his candy.

A QUIET BOARDING HOUSE.— Silas Hi

a typical rube with an nmbrella and carp'
I

arrives in tl lu on pleasnre and
lng for lodgings neat-looking
rooming house with a lin-c sign reading: "Par-
ticularly Quiet and Re ders Taken In"

I'naware t'.:af already the house Is crowded to

overtlowing with king quiet and rest.

Silas rini;s tl" bell and Is admitted. The landlady
looks blm over and escorts Mm down the hall to

room 18 aa, objects to the

hoodoo 18, but tie landlady fixes tilings by merely
pressing a button and lo! the nnmber is changed
to 2.1.

The lady enters to make the room fit for thp

inter, while Silas waits outside to strike up
an acquaintance with J. Hamilton Sbocksper, a

tragedl king rest and <iulef at the

lis part In the new pro-

duction of "Who stoic Dlnkelsplel'a Sai

I Of the hoarders file past, a vaudeville team.
OUbrette, and a prize fighter who takes

offence at Silas's attentions to the aonbrette, hut
wlio gits knocked out by a short stiff Jab from
the athletic I

Everything is ready for Silas when he enters his

room, and he prepares Immediately to go to

Tilings then begin to get lively. Hats scoot abaut
lis bed and the various articles of furniture In thp
room begin performing uncannily. The vaudeville
team In the room above dance the plastering from
the celling and the soubrette has a nightmare and
comes prancing Into his room, singing her latest

comedy "hit." The tragedian, dragging a clumsy
dummy and brandishing a ferocious saber. stalk«

Into the room, runs the dummy through and wades
exultantly out of the room, muttering 11th century
slang. This Is too much for the dummy, who
comes to life and files out of the room.

Silas can stand it r.o more. A storm has come
np. the lightning flashes and the rain splatters In

st the open window. He endeavors to close the

curtains, but as fast as he pulls them to they
mysteriously fly back again. The fnrnltnrc

a ghostly dance, the bed waltzes out Into the hsll-

wav. while the table rnns awav with the

stand. Soaked with the rain, Silas looks despalr-
inglv about him. He snatches his umbrella, opens

it and waits shlverlngly for Gabriel's trumpet, for

he Is convinced that the days of the world are nnm-
hered. More plaster falls and the grand climax
comes when ont of the storm are blown a great
quantity of cats and dogs.
The frightened Silas, whose courage has wholly

oozed out of him. makes a dart for the door and
ont of the dreadful house. Back to the farm for

his! No more ray clfv life for this rural body of
simple ways and trustful mien!

.s nun in •

way

i nan la put-

luckily an taken

.. a few years Inter, aw
r learning hm i

•us Wsrren
Klrhy, the son of thi-

ll

Ellen Bowman
to kiss

him off. hut be falls to

I

| .

I the prnlr

lea wlcninl. iiole«t Ellen

\oinik Klrhy. we learn now, has been positively
s with his

town. He has wormed his way Into
s of Nell O'Donnell, the mlstreaa of

.r Hollar bar and ballroom. Her half-breed
rtner In the business finds her In young

to kill them -

Hike love again.
lh i' dance st the Silver Dollar.

•.Iks from the neighboring ranches nr-
rlve. Including Ellen and In -

[ Klrhy
it with then the bar

ball while she retires with the
other Klrhy and
Nell are Ii re again In em-

tlke a shad
In the .- bar.

and Klrhy ft

the half-breed slips
irst on the

I Klrhy and picks
in tbla

and Ellen - < tbe blame

In tl DD later Folsom Is srralgn
tbe m and sen''

n. ii O'Donnell, although threatened
with death if she dare divulge the truth of the

seat an<l points out the In-

rer. The India-
and darts

'o the ks down and confesses
tie truth.

i Is s"t free. Ellen and he go to each
arms and a speedy wedding follows.

KALEM CO.
THE SEMINOLE HALF-BREEDS.—Scene I.—The

Seminole Is Despondent Over the Order Banishing
Him 'Tvatlnn.

[I.—Melford Attacks Lieutenant Vincent,
f'il Rival.

itenant Vincent Forces Melford to
i.-tlon for the Insult.

IV — Melford Plans Revenge by Inciting
the Pemlncle's Wrath Against the Soldier.

V.— Melford Induces the Colonel to Send
Lieutenant Vincent to Enforce the Order.

• VI.—The Plan Falls When Vincent Dis-
noles are Half breeds. Vincent

Wont
• VII.—The Squaw Brings

• • VIII. —Indian Blood Will Tell.

THE AZTEC SACRIFICE.- S-rre I—Montezuma
Hears Who Is Thought

I he Priest Demands the Sac-
rifice of Melnma.

II.—The -port by a
- -red Chamber.—Melnma Doomed.

:
e III—Melnma's Fll-

IV.— llzip-1 Volunteers to Venture Out of
the City « a Spy.

-De Barbazon'a
tec Chief.

Scene VI—The Sacrifice.— De Barbazon to the
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Ty*s* s~J 1+ ^r» sm jt

OPERA CHAIRS V
Over 75 per cent, of the finest theaters In the United States and
Canada are furnished with them. They are used In 318 of the

405 moTing picture theaters In Chicago.
To meet the growing demands for

LOW PRICED OPEEA CHAIRS
we have originated a number of styles which, though Inexpensive,

are characteristic of
ANDREWS QUALITY

Write to Department K for our large Catalogue No. 31, Illus-

trated In colors, which will guide you when contemplating the pur-

chase of opera chalrrsj

CHICAGO ESTABLISHED IS*S

NEW YORK SAN FRANCISCO
ST LOUIS SEATTLE

174-176 Wabash Avenue, Chicago

KALEM FILMS
ISSUE OF WEDNESDAY, MAY 18th

The Aztec Sacrifice
An Aztec Indian picture that will be pronounced a classic

In this remarkable Aztec story taken from Prescott's history of the

"Conquest of Mexico" the Kalem players have secured wonderful re-

sults giving a glimpse of Old Mexico in the time of Emperor Montezuma.

ISSUE OF FRIDAY, MAY 20th

The Seminole Halfbreeds
This dramatic story of Florida's picturesque Indians will be found

highly interesting. Beautiful photography and exciting action.

KALEM CO., Inc.
Eastman KodaK Building

235=237=239 West 23rd St.

NEW YORK CITY

Brayton Manufacturing Go.

REMOVED TO
Room 420, 77-79 SOUTH CLARK ST., CHICAGO

The quality of our product has forced us into larger quarters.

EBERHARD SCHNEIDER
Miror Vitae Products," Projectors, Cameras,

Film-Making Machinery, Films, Slides, Stere-
opticons, Specialties, Lens Grinding, etc. Special
condensors, carbons and lugs.

109 East 12th Street, New TerK

ADVERTISING, ANNOUNCEMENT AND
SPECIALTY

SLIDES
For All Occasions

THREE STAR SLIDE COMPANY
56 Fifth Ave., Chicago.

We Have the

Original Sept. 9th

NELSON
AND

CANS
Fight Pictures

21 Rounds

Four Thousand Feet

Complete from
training quarters
to knockout.

Write Now for Low
Rental Prices

Chicago Film Exchange,
47 -<9J^Aa

B
o
0,"ewd -

Branches: Omaha, Neb.Salt Lake City, Utah. Denver,Colo.

MAKE YOUR OWN

Announcement Slides

This machine will do it. Clean

cut stencilled announcements on black

paper, which, placed between two

cover glasses, make ideal announce-

ment slides.

Anyone can operate it. Cannot

get out of order.

J. WYLIE
MANUFACTURER'S AGENT

125 East 23d Street - New York

Unique Film Service

CHICAGO, ILL.:
81 Clark St,

TOLEDO, OHIO:
325 Huron St.

HOUSTON, TEXAS:
1013 Texas Ave.

EL PASO, TEXAS:
115 San Antonio St.

Write to oar nearest office in regard to
anything pertaining' to the Moving Pic-
tare Easiness.
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GAUMCHT.
0. Klolnt.

THE CALL OF THE FOREST. Tall lllm li (lie

I
> ..r tin- .try itlrl ud

I
. Till- Kill I'll Ml.Hll 'I I"

1. 1. in.- tot tin- bright) i ton ii. writes

H not* bidding i"' - iio i', leaving tUi'tii

i.i'nrt broken.
iIm.u ti i.i

i pit look!
>. Mil. I. ut lii vuln. Iii time, n feeling t..r tin'

..111 nurn.nii.: r, and
•in- ii..tni. ..r bar .1.11.11. 1. Hero

wbo
quickly a inn U 1

.laughter's ilur lilt: to return*
-urii it manner, picks on fan, Intending to shoot
luT I..V.T, lint his band being aomewb

wi.ihi.Ii .1. 1 .-. the

dangbter Ii forgiven, and thi lb bet
With tin' sweet-

heart of ber child whole of Hum picture
is taken n fnl natural scenery.

GIGANTIC WAVES. Knr u Strange fascination
nirnl wonders. People

t'> tire of watching the elements,
: 1

1

t >- « hen in battle.
In tills ui in are Introduced re nes of

.mi their tnagnlfl-

another.
D first fur out toward the

gradu-
ally rolls I'

throw-
rer them a shining spray of marrellons I

Tin. m through .iini'is,

,-ky pinnacles, ami again.-! tic sea
wall.

- tl hours Wt In making the picture

una the waves nt tlrst roll In with only a moderate
which gradually Increases until they are of

perfectly Justify the title used.

THE LITTLE VAGRANT.— Knyinon, I. the son of

rich parents, Is very fond Of Minis, and Is In the
habit of buying chlckweed for them from a poor

The two youngsters become great friends.

One day Raymond returns unexpectedly from a
stroll to his home. Bearing a noise in a room,
he peeps through the I I sees one of the

s stealing his father's money. He tll.'S to

his parents anil warns them. They return to the

errant is dismissed, rowing ren-
geanrV The next day Raymond sets out to buy
his chlckweed, when he Is seized by the disguised

servant and bandied Into n large basket. The deed
Is witnessed by his poor little friend, who follows

.He. The man earrles him to a secluded lint,

where he il s fate with two com-
They are disturbed bv a rose the little

chlckweed seller has originated, and make off,

leaving the basket and child. While they are ab-

sent the little salesman 111" ii.mil. The
man later returns and In order that the crime
shall not he discovered, throws the basket Into the

When he next r.mies back to the hut. he is

met by the child and his parents, the

ifBcera of thi e man is ai

The little hero Is adopted by B irents

and becomes his brother.

A SEA OF CLOUDS.—In this dim It Is made pos-

sible for the audience to Indulge In an experience
absolutely new to most of them: that of being

The clouds.
nted In a carefully tinted produetion. is a

panorama of plctn s in mountain scenery
taken from the high mountains around Grenoble.
France.
The village Is shown from various points on the

mount" climb until we pass up througn
nils and it Is lost to view.

The film closes with views of a cloudy morning
against the misty mountains. From the higher

the billows of silver mist spread like an
ocean at our feet, silently rolling against the

rocks.

URBAN-ECLIPSE.
G. Kleine.

IMMIGRANT'S PROGRESS IN CANADA.— 1. A
"Prairie Schooner." The immigrant from the

eastern province and his family, having journeyed

hundreds of miles by i wagon, take up government
land and proceed to settle.

2. The first vear. Breaking virgin soil with an

ox team. The first home—a rude long shack. The
first harvest of -hered by one binding

machine.
". The second year. Good "frame" honse, ex-

cellent crop, two hinders in use for harvesting
operations.

4. After five years. A prosperous farmer. Im-
posing homestead and ontbuildlngsi—IS horses, motor
car. miles of wheat lands, numberless binders at

work.

5. Methods of harvesting wheat. Gasoline en-

gine drawing four binders, which cut. bind and
sheave the wheat at one operation.

Scenes at Davidson. Harvesting wheat with
fifteen binders, horse-drawn—a wonderful spectacle.

Threshing and sacking processes by machinery.

GEORGE MELIES.
A KAl i: 1011 A IIHIIJI

at the num.- hotel, "i

1.ui and ti"

in lore with . living in u villa soma

1 uUlj strong plea tviti

lightly

ith nil

Win. she 1.1 lii a qu u

he doei not want to lost un opportunity, but how

IS it Pi

in.' Job, one on •

ami the third In

list In tie by the

down bill, throogl n country.
is hud ti .ht to take

With 111 111 so

clinching ber pr..uiis.- to marry him whi
umphantly n first, a.

locate
it, und while I11-1 ting thi ui un-
.1 the mai iken by the

. ui); the pal .1111 to

I, ninl is e

loss in tiiu i the di

with Its double harden
ah the billy road ani

II Win Lit
nit one's chickens before thej 1

The a ii rut in the ro c they
go sprawling In the dust and dirt, and whi

Is endeavoring to straighten his hen'
n coming 11

ling him on his hor.se. gallops aWay to wil
The horse with burden has ben

ging along and thi nig the willow's borne.
mtorist and cyclist have repaired their ma-
and are patting oil extra speed to make up

I time ami the pace I... onus fast and I

The cyclist is overtaken after making B splendid
effort to keep ahead. It Is now a question as to

r the mo|..i itch up with the
The rider, hearing the approaching motor .:ir. urges
on liis horse, and the gallant uuimal reap

Its owner to

The parson binds the bargain by making t

one. The belated bicyclist and motorist arrive upon
me only to learn that they bare l"st the
Disappointedly hut gracefully

their defeat and congratulute their victorious
and bis bride.

A ROUGH NIGHT ON THE BRIDGE.— In
mood, a roUlcklnj tared party of
Tars" on sbi re out for a good time, and
get themselves well under way In song and gi

good cheer bj the only place of mercl
and refreshment which the lit!

affords. I nder full sail they are steering tlnir way
• illage. running foul of

trees and posts, bowing In bumble apology for tlnir

seeming rudi

parently lost their "si I are a little hit

dy In the joints, but merrily they roll

until they come to a swinging bridge crossing the
river.

Here is where they strike rough weather
bridge begins to sway and they guard
rails as the "old bark" begins to ti

seas run high. The jovial crew are convulsed with
laughter as the danger of being thrown Inl

helow inei ; mountains
high now. and threatens to turn turtle, when.

me timbers." one after the other the
whole mess is landed Into the gurgling stream—at
last they have to take water. This dinklng is part
of their sport and adds to the fun of It.

Our mirth joins with theirs at every BUI

the bridge, and does not stop until we lb.
'

laughing in chorus with the festive salts as they
look smilingly at us from the screen.

PATHE FRERES.
THE CHERRIES.—

T

DC Summer's
day to gather wild cherries In the woods; it Is the
most pleasurable day of their lives, and enchanted
by the unalloyed Joy of a few golden hours
swear to each other to return on the same day
In the following year to repeat their experience.
Their pron r, is not to be fulfill.

BS comes to the young girl, and lack of em-
face to face

with many sordid cares.
inniversary eomi s round In due course, and

she. confined to the house by her Illness, tells her
lover when he calls of her longing for the taste
of the wild cherry.

He. half-crazed with grief, goes out hoping against
hope that something will turn up to permit him to

satisfy her desire. Nothing does turn up, however,
and the poor fellow Is tempted to steal a I

of cherries from a store. Be is seen. BTT
about to be handed to the police, when I

pathetic lady customer Intervenes, and I

the story of bis sweetheart's Illness and of her
longing for cherries. Tonched. she begs f-

iency. buys a large basket of ehcrrlos. »nd ac-

companied by the lover, carries It to the Invalid's

an. 1 iplrl . be
Invalid »; : iws pro»-

•-. AMTS A JOll

and what be dota

\ ' an at-

that

in and a »

VI
nd

rival's '".lit and tear 1 l.ut-

.•Irl

cliff. .Us

Irl'l Htlff fingers ..-all

accompanied by the tig country
folk, basti the

•re
»>ut
vtu>

baa only llty man, who
Is In

CLEOPATRA. la Cleopatra's
itlful and .ii la In

I'/n

I Mark Antony, the
land.

• rt picture shoe . most gorgeous
a galley a *

1 silken sails. 1 that
of this beautiful woman should dazzle

Igfa soldier.

I'lt-

liim for I. ln-

: cr-

r we see a feast In progress at tbe Palace
s home. 8

'

brilliancy is bar.. - distant

In the midst of all feasting and gaiety, a mes-
,ua Caesar, who has

r realiz-

ing 1 .sure Is now at an end.
lao-

to be ber bitter enemy,
the battleflell,

'i bis way.
In the extreme do we find

le next v :• •• absence of
long In.:. 1 -ness Is

arrives
: .irk

-ar.

- the beau nan
thnt innocent heralder ad newa

:ies hateful to her and abe orders a poisoned
drink to I- for him.

mate youth takes tbe goblet
from 's band and drains It to Its dregs
and In a second be la writhing at t the

queen.
nnd humiliated Antony soon returns

a prisoner ..f w:.r. sad sritl 1 heart-

an kills himself st Cleopatr The
i»c-

tavlus Caesar. a t an asp
her In a I

nto

the queen's apartments great indeed is their sur-

sorrow to • *s body
- ptJan, who preferred death to

humiliation.

SURGEON'S VISIT—Some soldiers

for a night's e: 'an
: and after ber sur-

• d. are sent to tbe mi: taL
ral In cha-. -ep

out and [t -Ives at

of the cafes nearby, only, bo be
a patrol and brought back to barracka
vblnd the bars.

BERLIN.— A beautiful series of all tli.

-many Including its

monuments and bulld-

og with .1 the
' irnlng from tbe Autumn

THE WRONG ROAD.—The wrong road to happi-
ness years.

is consent
she runs I Joy

• r father,
iilto make nal

danc fashion-
is

handsome and volatile Paquito. and
*-oe

are. And so, repentant a; 1. she makes
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li k 10 il.i- Old f.iinll i wln-rr

.1 m II,.

I,. I' Ulli.

THE LITTLE TRUANT. 1 . .1.1 Hill,.
i.. pit] truant. i il

,.-k Willi ll

id nn..

shoulders tbrougb tna Iron ban ..r

i.r nn underground bat

i.r paint, bi

in their Ihi-n win, i

.1 in in,- prating «

I

in bole,

malni

SELIG POLYSCOPE CO.
SEVEN DAY8. chill,

rrald Ian i I « Ittet
i.f Robin l: •

impel to Hi.- I II nml
nnent. Qreen wai
Hon; bowerer, ttaej decide to lend the

tone of <ii. ulneia.
li of their plana put Into

pi and
lure for tiie

country, i along quite IWelj Including

that i -ivi-ii n tree ride to the baatlle.
di began to clear the thought of their

learning Of their nrrest. they arrive nt n
hasty condualon nml wire their ileur u'irh that

m't jnin then for seven days, aa they were
eaiird away on bualneaa nml It wns Impoaalble to
end then any nancy ns they bad gtren nil they
bad for n pollceman'i benefit. Thp altuatlona arc
extremely charaeterlatlc and furnish n comedy of
absorbing Interc

•THERE. LITTLE GIRL. DON'T CRY."—now
DOtbing to cur minds nre the scones of our elillil-

hood nnd the happy rememhrnnre of the quaint old
mothers nml fathers. In this crent study of hntiinn
nature thp producer hns bated his theme ii|ion the
dear little old-faahloned poan by Our irrontest
American i>'»-t. Jamea Whltcomb Blley, entitled
"A Life's Story." embodying therein nil Hint Is

(rood nnd pure In the Innocent prattle of childhood,
from the breaking of the doll nnd the little tea-
pi. f. too; then It's the slnte In the country school,
and then. Just naturally. It's the henrt that't
broke; hut that, unlike the rest, enn be mended
and healed ; and how ninny of our elrls. misses nnd
wives, have 1 n cheered by someone staying,
"There, little girl, don't cry"?
On Same Reel.— 'Thicken." a comedy showing

old afoae Mien and family feasting on a chicken
purloined from n neighbor's coop. He dreamt that
night of nothing but chicken: everything turns Into
one of the feathery tribe. Finally he Is picked up
and carried to the clouds: Is dropped: at the same
time ho falls out of hod: this awakens him nnd
he finds It was only a dream.

VITAGRAPH COMPANY.
THE THREE WISHES.—Becoming

with the brew of their favorite beTerage, the
gnomes of the Black Forest assemble together nnd

bUity of Improving it. nnd pro-
ducing another and better brew. The chief brewer

uncoil nnd retires from the rest of the
band to think the matter over. In the depths of

litatlons. he falls lito a sound sleep, during
wh'loli n good fairy appears In a vision and gives
him a talisman granting him throe wishes.
Awakening the nevt morning, the chief finds

the talisman and a bottle of crystal, amber-colored
liquid, which Immediately arouses his curiosity.
Remembering his dream, ho rushes off with the
talisman and the bottle to toll his companions nil

about it. i to use the first -.-

lenrn how to open the Ivottle. and the wteh Is

granted. They all taste the liquid and tin.]

rate so fur mrpaatlng in that they

nd wl

i.. Bold; bi

,i ana arlab left

better
uppl magic tike drink

I nml nil

liapp md Jollltj

iblp.

CLOSED DOOR.--" "II* tr,

pltj

aid for il,

Of the inline, only to l„- dl

left a hop*
in point. The wife d

i, or buaband and

i Mi.- attention of anol
to her realty, sin- i

i in the gayetli
Twelre yeara later bar daughter, non

young womanhood, is abonl t n.-r

Lng is >
bed wife and mother ims . bar

life; remoreefnl and alow
her buaband and child, with

.- bappj bo
by her ini-.ii.inii. si.e pleada torglreneaa. He re

deeertlon
nor and disregard of all but bet own -.-iti-ii

Indulgence and pleasuraa.
Her child cornea Into the room during thli

nnd |illles the poor woman, entirely Ignorant Of her
Identity. The buaband points to Hie dOOl and
commandi the woman to leare. After tbe mother

ea, the daughter returns and asks her fat
who the woman was. nml when ho tolls her the
woman Is her mother, the girl rushes from the

followed by her father, nml they tin. I her
prostrate on the stoop. Lifting her to her :

they carry her Into the house, ami the daughti
throws herself upon her mother's bosom. I

derly looking Into her fnce. the poor woman lov

tngl] er child, while the father looks
.- with pity anil emotion.

THE SPECIAL AGENT.—Iteports are received
by the ehlef of the mounted police that an Illicit

still is being operated In the mountains of Ken
tueky. and at once they get busy to bring about
the arrest of the moonshiners.

•Inl ngent, a young officer. Is appointed to
visit the district and. If possible, bring about the
detection and arrest of the culprits. Dlaguialng
himself as a lumberman, the young officer Ita
In quest of his prey.
He travels over a wild stretch of wood until he

conies to the edge Of Hie mountain. Hiding Ill-

portable telephone Instrument at the f'»,t of tin-

telegraph polo, ho plunges tip the side of the
mountain and Into the forest until he rem-hes n

cnbln. whore lie finds a party of mountaineers
The cabin Is owned by a rough nnd desperate man.
whoso daughter acts as housekeeper. She Is n

pretty girl, nnd subjected to the 111 temper of her
father and the attentions of an objectionable lover.

special acont is asked to partake of their
evening meal, and while the girl is pouring coffee

.-

..

etty

-

.in. ii.

'

-

grate-

:

I

poaae

•na away
la lore

i

baunta as

REWINDERS
MADE OF THE BEST MA
TERIAL AND WORKMANSHIP

SI.25
Davis Manufacturing Supply Co.

Preble \w.. Allejjhfn > . P.i.

Song Slides 5c. Per Day Per Set

All Songs

—

All Publishers. You select

—

We ship.

For full particulars call or write

LEN SPENCER'S LYCEUM. 46 E. Ulh St., VY.

ROLL TICKETS
v v , , x- l . /

•"><>.<><><> Spet i.il
lour own S|n > i.il I ic ki-t ' ..... ,,,.,,

in. (iii

39.00Numbering Guaranteed » .">()().()(><) •«

Cash with Order. No C. O. D.

The Carter Press
Peiibody, Miiss.

Plant Reiently I n Inr ui-il

'

He ciin assure Prompt Shipment \

flCKEI SP1 < i M His

Corp.

AMERICAN FILM BROKERS
147-157 FOURTH AVENUE, NEW YORK

Importers and exporters of new and second-hand film. 500 Sets Song Slides like new, 5 J. 00 per set. Write for lists and particulars.

WE ARE NOT RENTERS

tu © 143 NortK 8tK Street,

© -J ^
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

2Eg
Best and Newest Independent American and Foreign Films

SUPPLIES 18 REILS PER WEEK SUPPLIES
PROMPT AND RELIABLE SERVICE Members N. I. M. P. Alliance

m

o m
m
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Manhattan Slide Co.
(incorporated)

136 W. 37th St., New York City

Telephone 6759 Murray Hill

NEW SLIDES
That Loving Melody Rubensteln Wrote

(Remick)

When I think of Home aad You (Rossitter)

I'm Glad I'm Irish (Feist)

Irene Sweet Irene (Rossitter)

Without You (Head Co.)

(Jive My Regards to Mabel
(H. Von Tilzer)

BRANCH OFFICE

14th Street & 4th Ave.
German Saving Bank Building

NEW SLIDES
For the Following Songs—JUST OUT
Curly Head.
You Can't Make Me Stop Loving You.
Play that Lovey Dove Waltz.
Shoes and Socks shock Susan.
Daddy was a Grand Old Man.
I'm on My Way to Reno.
I Trust My Husband Anywhere.
Has Anybody Here Seen Kelly.

Baby Blue.

Under the Orange Blossom Tree.
That Fascinating Rag Time Glide.

Honey When it's Sunny.
What's the Matter with Father.

When the Ivy Climb's over the Wall.
I'm Afraid of You.
Dinah from Carolina.

Santa Fe.

Back to My Old Home Town.
When You Think There's No One

Looking.

DeWITT C. WHEELER
120 W. 31st St., N. Y. City

Little Giant Carbon Sharpener

$3.50
Will save 25 per
cent, ot your carbon
expense.

New principle—two
knives which can be

removed instantly for sharpening.

SPECIAL UNTIL MAY ISth.

% x 12 Pink Label Electra Carbons $4.00 per
xoo. Moving Picture Machines, Dissolving
Stereopticons $45.00 up. Oxy-Hydro. Gas.
Gas Making Outfits; all Supplies and Repairs.

ERHER'5 St. Louis, No.

LICENSED RELEASES.

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
May
May
May
May

Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
May
May

May

May
May

May
May
May
May
May
May

BIOGRAPH COMPANY.
24—The Twisted Trail (Dr.) 988
28—Gold Is Not All (Dramatic) 988
31—The Smoker (Dramatic) 595
31—His Last Dollar (Comedy) 397
4—As It Is In Life (Dr.) 981
7—A Rich Revenge (Com.) 980
11—A Romance of the Western Hills (Dr.). 980
14—The Kid (Dr.) 981
18—Thou Shalt Not (Dramatic) 987
21—The Tenderfoot's Triumph ( Dramatic) . .989
25—The Way of the World (Dramatic). . .950
28—Up a Tree (Comedy) 9S1
2—The Gold Seekers (Dr.) 970
5—The Unchanging Sea (Dr. ) 952
9—Love Among the Roses (Dr.) 983
12—The Two Brothers (Dr.) 993

EDISON MFG. CO.

22—Ready In a Minute (Com.) 360
26—Gallegher (Dr.) 985
29—Drowsy Dick, Officer No. 73 CCom.). . .200
29—A Yorkshire School (Dr.) 800
3—The Cigarette Maker of Seville (Dr.). 995
6—The Senator and the Suffragettes

(Com. » 635
6—Love and Marriage in Poster Land

(Com. ) 365
10—History Repeats Itself (Com.) 540
10—The Stuff That Americans are Made of

(Dr.) 455
13—Carmiuella (Dr.) 720
13—Accidents Will Happen (Com.) .2W1
17—The Princess and the Peasant (Dr.)..l(n*i
20—Sisters (Dr.) Wij
27—'Mid the Cannon's Roar (Dr.) 1000
24—All on Account of a Laundry Mark

(Com.) 450
( -moo) 100^ s.annjao^

—

\z ^Vi

ESSANAY FILM MFG. CO.

23—The Hand of Uncle Sam (Dr.) 1000
26—The Airship Gaze (Com.) 339
26—The Ranchman's Wooing (Com.) 651
30—His Hunting Trip (Com.) 975
2—The Flower of the Ranch (Dramatic) .1000
6—Imagination (Comedy) 642
6—Henry's New Hat (Comedy) 358
9—The Ranger's Bride (Com.) 750
9—A Family Quarrel (Com.) 250
13—Their Sea Voyage (Com.) 1000
16—The Bad Man and the Preacher (Dr.).. 422
16—The Mistaken Bandit (Dr.) 578
20—A Wise Guy (Comedy) 368
20—She Wanted a Bow-wow (Comedy) 607
23—The Cowboy's Sweetheart (Dr.) 1000
27—Flat for Rent (Comedy) 475
27—The Latest in Garters (Comedy) 525
30—A Vein of Gold (Dramatic) 1000
4—The Stolen Fortune (Com.) 1000
7—The Sheriff's Sacrifice (Dr.) 950
11—He Stubs His Toe (Com.) 597
11—A Quiet Boarding House (Com.) 363
14—The Cowpuncher's Ward (Dr.) 965

KALEM CO.

Apr. 6—The Uprising of the Utes (Dr.) 725
Apr. 6—Wandering Wilfred's April Fool's Day

(Comedy) 250
Apr. 8—The Gypsy Girl's Love (Dr.) 890
Apr. 13—The Old Fiddler (Dr.) 875
Apr. 15—The Forager (Dr.) 980
Apr. 20—Fighting the Iroquois in Canada (Dr.). 795
Apr. 20—Through the Tunnel (Comedy) 140
Apr. 22—The Bravest Girl in the South (Dr.). 830
Apr. 27—The Sacred Turquoise of the Zuni (D.).
Apr. 29—The Love Romance of the Girl Spy (D.)
May 4—Chief Blackfoot's Vindication (Dr.)..
May 6—The Egret Hunter (Dr. )

May 11—In the Dark Valley (Dr.)
May 13—Between Love and Duty (Dr.) 720

LT/BIN MFG. CO.

Apr. 4—The Right House, But— (Com.) 362
Apr. 7—First Love is Best (Dr.) 925
Apr. 11—Jones' Watch (Com.) 279
Apr. 11—Hemlock Hoax, the Detective (Com.).. 232
Apr. 11—The Fishermen's Luck (Com.) 389
Apr. 14—Western Justice (Dr.) 920
Apr. 18—When the Cat's Away (Com.) 950
Apr. 21—The Angel of Dawson's Claim (Dr.)... 950
Apr. 23—A Child of the Sea (Dramatic) 632
Apr. 25—On Time for Business (Comedy) 280
May 2—The Master Mechanic (Dr. ) 594
May 2—Mrs. Nosey (Com.) 382
May 5—The Miner's Sweetheart (Dr. ) 991
May 9—iKdd's Treasure (Com.) 415
May 9—Rastus in Zululand (Com.) 461
May 12—The Cowboy's Devotion (Dr.) 955
May 16—The Regeneration of Father (Dr.) 1000

083
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May
May
May
May
May
May
May
May
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Apr.
Apr.
Mav
May

Mav
May
May
\[;r.
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May
May
May
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Apr.
Apr.
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Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
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Apr.
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May
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Apr.
Apr.
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Apr.
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Apr.
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Apr.
Apr.
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Apr.
Apr.
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May
May
May
May
May

GAUMONT.
G. Kleine.

23—Judith and Holoferno (Dr j atlc) 1017
26—Paying Attention 'Comedy- 354
26—Solving the I'uzz- (Com iy) 305
20—The Potter's Wl el (IndislinD 308
30—The Captain of the Guard (Dr.) 518
30—The Cheese Box (Com.) 453
3—The Money Bag (Dr.) 610
3—The Banns of the Danube ,Scenic) 331
7—Call of the Forest (Dr.) 571
7—Gigantic Waves ^Scenic) 348
10—A Little Vagrar.t (Dr.) 852
10—The Sea of Clouds (Seen':) 134
14—Christopher C< lumbns (Dr.) 997
17—Racing for n Bride (Dr.) 584
17—The M.irveljOB Water (Com.) 378
21—'11 .. f. nteuarian (Com.) 633
21—The Hasher's Delirium (Com.) 368

URBAN-ECLIPSE.
G. Kleine.

27—Volc-'inic Eruptions of Mt. Aetna (Sc.).394
27—Tim Rival Miners (Dramatic) 597

4—Called to Sea (Dr.) 584
4--IiuDii:rants' Progress In Canada (Edu-

< a tional) 400
1 1 —Roosevelt in Cario (Scenic) 354
II—Purged by Fire (Dr.) 541

18—The Girl Conscript (Dr.) 741
18—Modern Railway Construction (Educa-

tional) 210

GEORGE MELIES.
12—Speed Versus Death (Dr. ) 940
19—A Race for a Bride (Com.) 725
19—A Rough Night on the Bridge (Com.).. 225

2G—The Paleface Princess (Dr.) 920

PATHE FRERES.
23—The Chivalrous Stranger (Com.) 676
23—The Storm (Scenic) 303
25—The Parisian (Dramatic) 666

25—Venice (Scenic) 295
27—The Bagpipe Player (Dramatic) 577
27—Jim Wants to Get Pinched (Comedy) .417

29—The Subterfuge ((Dramatic) 646

29—The Merry Medrano Circus Clowns (S.)346
30—Bud's Episode (Comedy) 371

30—Deep Sea Fishing (Scenic ) 623

2—Only a Faded Flower (Dr.) 613
2—Picturesque Pyrenees (Scenic) 367
4—The Witch of the Ruins (Dr.) 617

4—Diamond Cut Diamond (Com.) 377
6—A Romantic Girl (Com.) 433
6—Customs of the Buddhists in India (Sc.).544
7—The Cherries (Dr.) 574
7—Medium Wanted as a Son-ln-Law

(Com.) 387

9—Pete Wants a Job (Com.) 564

9—Villainy Defeated (Dr.) 358

11—Cleopatra (Dr.) 1043
13—Surgeon's Visit (Com.) 489
13—Berlin (Scenic) 417

14—The Wrong Road (Dr.) 695

14—The Little Truant (Com. ) 269

SELIG POLYSCOPE CO.

H_The Clay Baker (Dr.) 1009
14—Dorothy and Scare Crow in Oz (Com.). 1000
18—The Rival Cooks (Comedy
18—Mr. A. Jonah (Comedy)
21—Davy Crockett (Dramatic) 1000
25_Mr. Mix at the Mardi Gras (Com.).. 1000

2S—The Angelus (Dramatic) 1000
2—The Cowboy Girls (Com. ) 1000
5—Papinta (Dr.) 1000

9_Seven Days (Com.) 1000
12—There, Little Girl, Don't Cry (Com.)..
12—Chicken (Com.)

VITAGRAPH COMPANY.
1—The Tongue of Scandal (Dramatic) 894
2—The Fruits of Vengeance (Comedy) 930
5—From Shadow to Sunshine (Dr.) 903
8—Elektra (Dramatic) 942
9—The Conqueror (Dr.) .

.' 928
12—The Girl in the Barracks (Dr.) 908
15—The Call of the Heart (Dramatic) 959
16—The Merry Widow Takes Another Part-

ner (Comedy) 981
19—Love's Awakening (Dramatic) 977
22—Her Sweet Revenge (Comedy' 987
23—St. Elmo (Dramatic) 927
26—Through the Darkness (Dramatic) 981
29—The Portrait (Dramatic) 983
30_The Minotaur (Dramatic) 983
3—The Lost Trail (Dr. ) 972
6—One of the Finest (Dr.) 985
7—Mario's Swan Song (Dr.) 842

10—The Three Wishes (Com.) 945
13—The Closed Door (Dr.) 922
14—The Special Agent (Dr.)

Open Twenty-Four Hours Every Day—Write, Call, Wire or Phone Any Hour, Day or Night

ELECTRIC THEATRE SUPPLY CO., Inc. ^l^^X^%°t%ltlr^lll\\
^^tZl\\ZlZVZ x&2&\t:£ 44 N. Tenth Street, Philadelphia, Pa

We have every subject Issued by the Licensed Manufacturers
MOTIOdRAPH, PATHE FRERES, POWER'S, EDISON and LUBIN MACHINES, HALLBERQ ECONOMIZERS and PARTS ALWAYS ON HAND
Write for our new proposition :—Supplying two customers in the same town each with twelve reels a week, keeping each one's supply away from the other, and

no repeaters to either
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•Essanay Films
"You Don't Know Good Comedy Until You See an Essanay*

Tra-I* H4ii !.*:• Mm*

A REEL OF ROARING GOOD
FARCE

Release of Wednesday, Tlay II

"He Stubs His Toe"
Length. »ppro«. 597 ft.

released with

"A Quite Boarding

House"
Ltntth. approx. 363 fi.)

Dont Linger— Book it NOW Scene from "THE COWTUNCHER'S WARD"

A WESTERN DRAMA 01 in

TENSE in rBRBST

Release of .Saturday, May I -4

"The Cowpuncher's

Ward"
Length, approx. 905 ft.

< )ne of urn Western producers im-

mensely
|

• Western

Id-fire justice Beautiful in si

lively in action, photographically per-

Don't let it get by.

1-

COMING NEXT "WEEK
Fhe Danger Line"—Drama "The Little Doctor of the Foothills—Western Comedy

Special Posters! TWO PICTl Kf S 01 I XCLPTIOWL MERIT BOOK EARLY! WRITE FOR DESCRIPTIONS

Essanay Film AVfg., Go.
FACTORY and STUDIOS 1333 ARGYLE ST. - OFFICE 435 NORTH CLARK ST.

CHICAGO and LONDON, 5 NEW COMPTON ST. W.C.

No, 1

Attention!
No. 1

You Mr. Exhibitor. Do You Believe in the Truth:— Yes

If so. let us tell veu that we have The Original and Only
Moving Copyrighted Fight Pictures of the

Battling Nelson-Ad. Wolgast Contest
for the Lightweight Championship Fought at Sid. Hester's
Arena, Pt. Richmond. Calif.. Washington's Birthdav Wit-
nessed bv one of the largest throng of spectators that ever
gazed at the arena ropes. Pronounced bv all as The Greate-t
as well as The Grandest Battle fought between two men.

Made in 4 reels. 3720 ft. Showing 15 of the best rounds

No. 2 Convincing Is Believing. "Take a Tip" No. 2

MOVING PICTURES OF

The SAM LANGFORD JIM FLYNN
(Boston Tar Baby) (The Pueblo Fireman)

Fought at Jeffries Arena, Vernon, Calif., "St. Patrick's Day."
Attendance 18,900. Never in '.he historv of the American
Prize Ring has the American Public had an opportunitv to

witness the reproduction of this right. The real Money Getter.

Made in 3 reels. 2700 feet. Showing 4 knockdowns, knockout.

and various scenes of interest of the Golden State

No. 3 Watch for the arrival of the Stotk with No. 3 No. 3
We are now in a position to cater to all Exhibitors

who are in The Market for Moving Fight Pictures

of Interest and Added Attraction.

SID HESTER.
B. E. CLEMENTS. |il4 Pht|in Bltg

1212 Schiller Biildiar, Chicago Sin Frinclito. Calif.

W. E. GREENE
Film Exchange

The Oldest and Largest Independent

Film Exchange in New England

BUYING THE PRODUCT OF
ALL THE INDEPENDENT

MANUFACTURERS

If You are in the Market for a First-

Class Independent Service, Write or

Call and See Us

W. E. Greene Film Exchange
228 Tremont Street Boston, Mass.

Opposite Majestic Theatre

Members of the National Independent If. P. A.
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Our up-to-date song slide service has brought to

us such a volume of business that we must move into
larger quarters.

On May 1, we will move into our large offices at

1111 Masonic Temple. We invite all moving picture
men to call on us when in Chicago, or if in need of the
very best song slide service drop us a line.

We rent the latest song slides, in perfect condition
for 50 cents a set per week, a week's supply shipped
at one time. Send us 35 cents in stamps, and we will

mail you a beautiful colored slide of Taft, Roosevelt
or Jefferies.

Lincoln Transparency Exchange
lltK Floor Masonic Temple Chicago

COMPENSARC
This Machine cuis

Z) Jromybur
(3 Light
Bills

Mr.
Manager

If you are on a 1 !0 or 220

volt circuit and ycu are using a

r'.xostat to reduce the voltage to 35

lA. lire arc in your lamp, you are pay-

ing for 2
/3 more "juice" than you are

actually using. Can you afford to waste

all this energy supplied from the line, over

and above what you really need?

The FortWayne Gampeiisarc
,

saves all this waste by reducing the voltage without losing any: makes a clearer,^

whiter, steadier light, and eliminates all danger of fires caused by overheated

rheostats.

We have a little 22 page booklet "Compensarc vs. Rheostat" that we

[want to send you. It will tell you plainly how you can make a big
j

saving and a better light. Send us your name and address.

FORT WAYNE ELECTRIC WORKS
1402 Broadway

Fort Wayne, Indiana.^^^Send TODAYJor our*

FREE descriptive booklet

WANTED, PIANO PLAYERS to send for Gordon's

big Dance Folio of popular song successes. Greatest

thing out. A knockout for moving picture theaters.

20c. a copy, none free. The Gordon Music Pub.

Co., 205 W. 34th St., New York City.

The Automatic Theatre Chair
It is a space saver, life saver and

money saver. Shipped built up. It

is the only sanitary theatre ehalr.

Used by Keith. Proctor and Poli.

It folds up automatically and is re-

volving, making the theatre all

aisles. It is a friend to the public.

Send for our circular A. Write today.

THE HARDESTY MFd. CO.
CANAL DOVER, OHIO

Drums, Traps and all

Moving Picture

Show Effects
Our New Beautifully Illustrated Cata-

logue now ready and will be sent free to

any address upon request.

LOUIS B. MALECKI & CO.
272 Wabash Avenue Chicago

DO NOT

FORGET
That there are certain

film exchanges which claim

to be independent but which, as
a matter of fact, are not buying
a red cent's worth of new films,

independent or otherwise. Others
are operating on old stuff, made
by independents years ago, but
of no earthly use to you. Just

because films are "independent"
is no positive assurance of their

merit. The only sure way to

get high quality independent
films is to deal with the house
that is buying all the new reels

every week and buying in vast

quantities — meaning ME! I tell

you the people are making it a

point to attend independent
theatres and if you show them
the real stuff, you'll boost your
receipts enormously!

CARL I U:\1MI K, President

The Laemmle Film Service

HEADQUARTERS

196-198 Lake Street, Chicago
Minneapolis Portland Omaha

Salt Lake City Evansville

The BIOGFST and R^ST Film Renter in the World

The Buckeye Film &
Projecting Co. (inc.)

Members of the N. I. M. P. A.

309-311 Arcade Bldg., Dayton, Ohio

MR. EXHIBITOR, we abso-
lutely guarantee to furnish you the
best strictly INDEPENDENT film

service in this country. We guar-
antee NO JUNK, NO RAIN-
STORMS, NO REPEATERS.
All we ask is that you give us a

trial and be convinced. We can
eive you an IDEAL EXCLUSIVE
SERVICE because we have stand-
in nr releases with all leading
AMERICAN and FOREIGN
FILM MANUFACTURERS.
Write to-day for full particulars,

or call and see us at our offices and
see for yourself.

Write, Phone, or Wire us to-day.

THE BUCKEY FILM &
PROJECTING CO. (Inc.)

309-311 Arcade Building, Dayton, Ohio
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Independent Film Stories.
"IMP."

THE DOCTORS PERFIDY vTbeo, after years
»r iim : medical student is finally

lils degree ,111.1 diploma, It 1

to sav<' u patient no matter irbal mail 1

lir uiu lii tbll

I turned Into a I

•tory

of lir.-

But hi known to
-

bappeni 1 sees bi

lliln-l !> • . ..ft iin.l !•

it bar,
but wtl
a full-Hi

:ii bli
attention!. We 1

tries t- in On tbll
particular patient
In. a ^

pattent'i bead
It Is bi

As I.

lmagtn.
. fully,

•iid tlif old

The - - 'iitinn

of affair -
11 .t know

wbelmll in! In hi 111 asserts It-

self.

Ins quid from a vial Into
tbe pa'
the nur ulster It.

Invalid on • has seen the doctor's act.

anil emu In. et arm and
tells bei in another moment alio has
(tone t.. . rlntendent of the hospital,
who prompt] In- Ingredient In the medi
cine u
The pcrli'; Is summoned to the office.

and b] iionv Of the boy and the vial In

bis pi» en Into the hands of the police.

The : nil she cer-
tainly tal s on her sweetheart's
cine thereafter!

FRUITS AND FLOWERS.— It may be the height
of preanmptlon on the part of two oth

be in I01 iir employer's daughter, bot they
lea it what is mora, the boss'

daughter Invites the rivals to a muslcile. and don't
they make • buya a boa
tlful (lowers and the other gets a basket of fine

fruit. lint there's many a slip, as 't

a fellow . lerk sees a chance to spoil thii
j

rlble. When they arrive at the
young

1 ne of them reaches fur his
gift, ami i- Inst tickled to death at the pt
of making a hit with tle.se flowers. He is talking
to her while be fumbles about In the box. finally

drawing on No. dear reader, turnips!
True, it et enled that a rose does not
MM Its. - if called a turnip, but a real
turnip 'ly If called a
and this Is a real turnip. Ills garland of roses pas
become vegetable depository.
The girl stand aghast, hut before the baffled clerk

can re -mlllng rival Is removing the cov-
ering from bis t.asket. It Is his supreme moment
and be chuckles gleefully as he uncovers—fruit?
No. cabbages and turnips. The girl dees, lnsnlted:
and the nt each other for a moment, sud-
denly begin to bombard each other with the veg-
etables. Some of the stuff goes through the por-

ind into the conservatory, bouncing onto the
guests and a French pianist, who is passionately
executing rhapsodic. The party breaks up and
the two young men beat an Ignoble retreat.
Needles to add. they are both fired next morning,

and the clerk who Injected the bitterness into their
lives (via the vegetables) bids them a tearful fare-
well. We mxt see the pair out on a park bench,
from where one of them suddenly catches sight of
their amorltl He sneaks away, but the other soon
follows anil overtakes them In a Summer garden,
where he wins her attention from his rival. The
other chap Is seated at the same table, bnt Is Ig-

nored. So be settles down to read a paper and all

at once he hursts forth In a fit of laughter. The
other man thinks he's crazy, but Ignores him until
a third young fellow comes on the scene and
trarohes off with the girl. Then the now prostrate
clerk stoo< laughing lung enough to show him what
he read in the paper—an announcement of her en-
gagement, and to the very fellow she has just
walked away wltl Wouldn't It drive you to drink*

THE POWERS COMPANY
THE CARD PARTY.—Thompson has invited some

friends to a quiet game of poker. While awaiting
them he falls asleep. fie is startled by the en-
trance of his friends, among whom Is Wilson, who
Is very attentive to Thompson's wife, a very beau-
tiful woman At the supper which follows the

game, i imagines that be n flirt

Ini; with Mi wife. All I...

tlielr garni wlfr.
turns and sees Wll-un kissing hi* wlfr.

Mad with Jealous ragi
and statu both. He then get*

b iek i" the din

WllltOll.

• I Wilson itopa 11 I

ntomoblle. An
Is It. nn.

I

chaeee after 1

11 at the
falllnf

home, surrounded by bla loving wife and
11 and his other r ri.-

THE MINISTER'S NEW SUIT
has J>.

pattern, and
.1 is lefi ••!. the Ul

putting It on. and
leaving bla own r:n;« in the suit t».v

Myrtle

rn.-nt ring "i! her Una tramp.
il Bi

himself 1

• cnlls on Myrtl. dlcrOTM love

quarrelling, and plaj a little

mil he

ami th.-n proceeda to marry tl

Myrtle
.1 liberal fet

Inter Dick
girl In the arms nslsts that he is

married to her Dick spanks Percy, kicks him
irts after I led minister.

by the cop. wh • s blni

ai a well-known crook. Joni ghl back to

the house of Myrtle, who Identifies him, ni

ulster.

and says. "Didn't you marry me laughs.
I Is taken out by the policeman

'he girl, and Percy departs, saying. "Oh.

ECLAIR.
A DESPERATE DUEL.—Owing to a '

two oltlzi"

a quarrel with each other which results In a light.

.Inst as tin it t.. "pitch In
"

gentleman rides up and 'hat they .

-lit on the same lines.

hls own country, that Is "a la cowboy."
Inglv the two fi>os disappear, and BOOn chut;
their houses "armed to the teeth." The tw.> wlv.«

. alarmed f..r tl of their inl-

and tf> revenge their outraged feelings tsith fall

upon the stranger, and administer a Bound thrash-
ing

f the enemies have an abundance of sinister

weapons, they have not much of the commodity
called "nerve." and their maneouvcrs to get In a

wound without Injury to self are amnslng In the
extreme. Kinallv. after endangering the lives of

the community by their haphazard shooting, etc..

they decide thev would rather be friends than con-

tinue the deadlv fray. Accordingly thev shake
hands, and In order to seal their renewed friend-

ship they repair to a nearby hotel. There, however,
thev are so hilarious over the danger* of the eon-

fllt past, that thev attract the attention of the

oollee. who promptly arrest our friends for "dis-

turbing the pea

JUAN. THE PELOTA PLATER.—Juan, a famous
player of the Spanish game of pelota. Is seen In

company with his sweetheart. Joaqulna. when they
are lntcrmntod by Miguel, her brother, who forcibly

oarts the lovers. Miguel's Ill-feeling towar'.

Is so Intense that he looks about for an opportunity
to do him an Inlnry. and later strikes .Tnan heavily
on the head with the peculiar club used be the

pelota players. Juan falls Insensible, while Mlgnel
after being accused by bis sister, goes home and
tells his mother his version of the Incident. The
rirl. following, tells the mother the truth, and
the latter sends her son upstairs to bed
Joaquin and her mother profess Ignorance of the

brother's whereabouts, but the former Is

Into denouncing his hiding place by being told that

Juan Is dead. Miguel Is carried off to prison, snd
the girl, believing her lover dead, goes to the cliffs

and throws herself Into the sea. Her Insensible

"body is picked np by some fishermen and carried

home. Meanwhile. Juan, convalescent. Is confronted
with Miguel, and remembering that the other Is his

sweetheart's brother, surprises everybody by de-

claring the affair an accident, his magnanimity
canslng Mlenel to fall on his knees and Implore
pardon. The two together go to Joaonlna's room
and the si~hf of her lover restored to health has
a wonderful effect upon the sick girl, who
well on the road to recovery.

LUX FILMS.
THE LACEMAKERS DREAM In this delightfully

lly and her grandma who is

tired and sad after a tedious day at lace making
Her eyesight is failing and she cannot make
lace now to make both ends meet, and |

her work on one side fa!'.-

1 grandma and '

iwak-

all.

w and

HI. DID NOT U!l

vlng mlnu-
iga.

THANHOUSKK COMPANY.
THE BEST MAN WINS

1

a poor
venlng,

md tells both to come

1 lalld home of a

earn tbi I with
faints from

it's sign In a window, and asks
• v. his

caliber she has no money, he turns her

in. the lawyer, meets May. learns

plight, and. although ;

• famllv move back II

privations she has suff. - tal to the mother
n orphan.

woman's passing, the society

girl adopt! poor little May.
lea a happy member of the

family and at tbi the fast

Of the kit"
••> decide who shall be

her life partner, as promised.

But it is little "
-ecalls the physician who turned

her away, and d< Is own ai

I
- Calhoun as the friend

- Julia so. The latter feels

that Calhoun Is a real man and would make a splen-

did husband, so It's a cinch that "Tbe Best Man
V

NEW YORK MOTION PICTURE CO.
BISON -
CUPID'S COMEDY.—This Is an

tory Is pleasing an.!

joislte. There are tl thearta.

.1 .Tnanlta. an.!

- much enamored by hi- fair one. Juanlta
and teas

when It Is about to lie taken.
wandering under the palms wit treats

him In like manner. The girls meet and after a

formed scheme, leave their Ii 1

lr mantillas
nnd each goes In a dlfferen- ' and
Mannel'a patience, becoming
mine to find their companions an.! -.poslte

-win Juanlta. while In

another pla<-. - Maria The g -

al their Identity before
ffered caress Is given. W -and Is

Manuel and J"«e nin off to fir

right love. Tlielr great distress is relieved when
am that thr kiss ha

I
n and

Motion Pictures
of

JAMES J. JEFFRIES
Stanley Ketchel
Tom Sharkey
Kid Herman
Gunner Moir
Younr Corbett
Kid Sharkey

JACK JOHNSON
Billy Fapks
Tommy Burns
Joe Gans
Joe Palmer
Terry McGovern
Young Dority

FRAVK C.OTCH GEO. HACKENSCHMTDT
IN IHXIR CHAMPIONSHIP CONTESTS

fur low rental terms

The CHICAGO FIGHT PICTURE CO.
M ClARK STREET CHICAGO. ILL
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they in turn plan to have like sport with the girls,

so change coats and bats. Juanita and Maria seek
their respective sweethearts, and thinking they are
at last right, do not wait to be asked, but each
kiss. Then the mistake is discovered, all four get
together, and there is a lively time until the mix-
up is generally cleared and they lind that Juanita
still loves Jose and kissed Manuel in error, and
Maria is true to Manuel, having caressed Jose be-
cause she thought him to be Manuel.
"LOST FOR MANY YEARS."—Lady Ramsden's

small BOD, live years of age, is the only one who
stands between Lord Ravenscroft and a vast estate.

When he is unsuccessful in getting control of it

through a marriage with Lady Ramsden, he engages
the services of Saunders, the gardener, to get rid

of the boy. Saunders accepts the money for the

deed and carries the youngster off. They go to

the west and little Lord Edward is deposited on
the post-office steps, where he is discovered by Mr.
:ind Mrs. Dobson, who take him into their home.
The little chap is made much of by the cowboys
and seems happy enough in bis new surroundings.

Fifteen years later, in a moment of contrition,

Saunders writes home, telling Lady Ramsden where
she can find her boy. When the letter reaches
England It is delivered into the hands of Lord
Ravenscroft, who. upon seeing the postmark, goes
to a secluded nook and reads it. Lady Ramsden.
secreted behind a tree, watches him destroy the

epistle, and when he goes, gathers the pieces to-

gether. These she succeeds in joining and finds

her son is living. Her joy is unbounded. Ravens-
croft goes to Eagle Crag but is accorded no wel-
come. Knowing that Lady Ramsden is coming
for her boy he plans a hold up of the stage coach.

Saunders foils him here and Lady Ramsden is es-

corted in safety to the post-office, where she and
her son are reunited.

AMBROSIO
THE SECRET OF THE LAKE.—Ivanhoe, the

beautiful wife of a tyrannical man, succumbs to

the love song of a minstrel, and, against her better

judgment, meets him. Through the offices of a

kindly page, she learns of her husband's approach.
She mounts her horse in all baste, dropping a brace-

let. This her lord and master finds and bis sus-

picions are aroused. When he discovers his wife
and the minstrel together, he chains and casts them
Into prison; and fearing that he might some day
repent the deed, flings the key of the cell into the

lake, burying thus this tale of love and his ven-
geance in the silent depth of the pool that holds

to tliis day the mystery of the two lovers' stony
grave.

NESTOR
THE INDIAN PRINCESS.—As Tetona sat before

the camp-fire gazing at the sweet fact of the white
woman in her locket, she pondered for the millionth
time as to the owner of that face.

Her foster-father, the old chief, professed total

Ignorance on the subject, but Tetona found that
her skin was only darkened when exposed to the
sun, and that, together with the locket and apparent
inborn abhorrence for some of the Indian customs,
caused her to sometimes question whether, after
all. she was a real Indian Princess.

Since Tetona, then Elletta Barnett. had been car-

ried off during the attack on the prairie schooner,
nine years ago, the chief bad been kindness itself

to the "Princess Tetona." Only now he commanded
her to wed the Prince, his son, creeping cautiously

from her tent. Tetona stole quietly toward the
woods. She could not, she would not marry the
young brave.
Fate favored her, for, ere the pursuing Indians

could drag her back, Dick Morley galloped past
and seeing the maiden in distress, caught her up
on his horse and made a mad dash for the Bar-
nett Rranch.
The mother's instinct, Tetona's face, and locket

thoroughly convinced Mrs. Barnett that at last she
had found their long-lost daughter, and, overjoyed
at the wonderful discovery, she went to call her
husband.
The Indians, however, had followed close upon

the cowboy's heels, and the instant they observed
their Princess alone, crept softly behind her and
throwing a blanket over her head, bore her hastily

outside.
Here again Dick might have saved her had not

the crafty Prince attacked bim from the rear.

He revived sufficiently, however, to tell the dis-

tracted father and mother which way the Indians
had taken their daughter, but as Barnett ran to

get the cowboys to rescue Tetona. the Indians sur-

rounded him, and taking him captive, hurried him
before their chief.

To vent his wrath upon the maiden would have
been unbecoming his dignity, but when the chief

found Barnett in his power, his anger burst forth.

Tetona. seeing the tribe engaged in a war dance
around the unfortunate man, mounted the horse
they had taken as they returned with her to the
camp, and galloped back to the ranch.

Luckily the cowboys lost not a moment in re-

sponding to her call, for tbe infuriated chief had
stripped Barnett to the waist, painted a target on
his breast, and had his braves drawn up to take
aim. when they dashed to the rescue, and would
gladly have placed the chief in his place, had not

the girl told them of bis unvarying kindness to

her, and insisted upon giving him his freedom.

A DAUGHTER OF THE MINE.—John Brairly

kept the only hotel and bar in the camp, so the

boys naturally chose this as a storehouse for their
gold.
Each night Tess weighed it, gave them a slip

with the amount, and locked it away in the safe.
She had been secretly pleased to watch the stran-

ger, Ned Carton's, store grow week by week, but
as she had feared, before many moons the other
newcomer, Jim Kirby, had won every ounce of It

from him.
Carlton's hopes rose high In anticipation of the

day when he would have enough saved to speak to

her, but now all this was swept away at one
bound. In desperation be picked up his gun to

make an end of his humiliation, but Tess quietly
took the weapon from him.
That she should have seen his weakness doubly

humiliated him, so, hatless and wild-eyed, he fled

to the mine. After a moment's hesitation, Teas'

ran after him, and in her excitement dropped the
keys, which Jim Kirby found upon entering.

Instantly he recognized the key of the safe. In
a moment more he had opened the safe, put the
boys' gold in the sleeve of his coat, and was hurry-
ing down the path to seek a hiding-place for his
treasure.
After vainly calling to Carlton, Tess was about

to return when she observed Kirby hastening along,
and was dumbfounded to see half a dozen bags or
gold fall to the ground.

"Could he have won all of that?"
Dashing into tbe house, she found her worst fears

were realized—the safe was open and empty!
Both her father and Lee, the Chinaman, were out,

but she could at least follow Kirby and see where
he went. Retracing her steps with what speed she
could, the girl was fortunate enough to see him
burying the gold under a tree. Waiting until he
had gone, she stole to the spot, snatched the treas-

ure, and ran breathlessly back to the house, where
she secreted it again.

None too soon, for poor Ned Carlton, whom Brair-

ly, the Sheriff, and a posse of miners had captured
—for Brairly, returning in Tess's absence, seeing
the empty safe and Carlton's hat, which the crafty
Kirby had placed beside it, together with Carlton's

wild exit from the house, naturally made him sup-

pose the young miner to be the thief.

To avoid a hanging, Tess very truthfully de-

clared that she had put the gold in another place,

but privately informed the gambler, Kirby, that

the country would no longer be healthy for him.
As for Carlton, this experience had taught him

a lesson, and his pledge that he had done with
cards was never broken.

CAPITOL FILM CO.
THE HEART OF TESSA.—Phil Wentworth, a

young and wealthy artist, is spending the Summer
in tbe country, for the purpose of devoting himself
to his art. On being called back to the city, he
finds himself in love with Tessa, an artless little

country girl, who returns his affection. While
confessing their love for one another, and planning
their future happiness, they are surprised by Tes-
sa's father and mother who, after receiving a brief

explanation on the part of Phil, realize that their

little girl is grown up, and give their consent to

the marriage.
We next find them in their new home in the city,

having just arrived. Tessa, with childlike interest,

runs around gayly admiring the luxury and splen-

dor of her new apartments, so different from the

simple little home she had known. On one of

these tours of inspection she discovers the portrait

of a beautiful girl, one of her husband's former
sweethearts, whom she afterwards meets at a ball

and recognizes as the girl of the picture, and no-

tices that she (Madeline) and her husband are

both deeply affected by the meeting.
After this meeting Madeline determines to win

back the affection of her former sweetheart, whom
she seeks out at his studio, where she is success-

ful. Tessa, on arriving at the studio, unseen by
either her husband or Madeline, finds the latter

in the arms of her husband. Heartbroken, she

decides to sacrifice her happiness for that of her
husband, writes him a note biding him farewell,

and returns to her home, where father and mother
with loving care strive to heal ber aching heart.

Upon finding that she is gone, Phil decides to go

after her, when his eyes fall on the portrait of

Madeline, and with vivid recollection of her visit

of the afternoon before him, his weaker nature

asserts itself and he decides to stay.

A few weeks later we find him painting Made-
line's portrait in his studio, but his heart is not

in his work. Conscience is calling to him in_a
loud voice, and Tessa's face is constantly before

him. Suddenly, and without warning, he throws
pallettc and brushes to the floor, and takes rapid

strides to the door; Madeline in alarm asks him
for an explanation, but he pushes her aside and
dashes out of the room.
Then losing no time, he returns to the country

seeking his child-wife and her forgiveness. Upon
arriving at the house, he finds Tessa at the winodw
gazing out with an expression of loneliness and
sorrow on her face. Gently he reaches for her and
sinks to his knees beside her; with a start she

turns to him and—with the "Heart of Tessa" it is

impossible not to forgive, and in a few moments
all is wined out. and happiness once more reigns

supreme in the rural home.

MOTOGRAFF CO.
LOVE YOUR NEIGHBOR AS YOURSELF, BUT

LEAVE HIS WIFE ALONE.—The new neighbors
meet at the country residence of Mr. and Mrs.
Klein, a fine old mansion surrounded by beautiful
scenery. Mr. and Mrs. Parker are city folks who
have decided to try country life for a Summer. Mr.
Klein is an elderly gentleman with . a beautiful
young wife. After the introduction by Jasper
Young (a country swain) the two couples separate,
Mr. Parker pairing oft with Mrs. Kieln. Jasper
seems to notice the fondness of the two, and by
his mimic action shows it.

The next scene introduces the new servant in

the employ of Mr. and Mrs. Parker, namely, Nellie

Fielding, who is Jasper's sweetheart. Nellie is

pretty, but countrified, gawky and awkward. Mrs.
Parker has a lot of trouble showing Nellie how
to behave properly and much fun is introduced
into the "lessons in manners" from Mis. Parker
to Nellie. Jasper is always hanging around, and
he also at a distance imitates Mrs. Parker as best
he can, his rendering of the walk, bows, gestures
being clever and funny.
The return call of the new neighbors shows the

plot advancing, and soon Mr. Parker and Mrs.
Klein stroll away from Mr. Klein and Mrs. Parker,

the attitude of the latter two being very reserved
and quite a contrast to the other pair. Nellie is

seen milking a cow as Jasper draws near and
after some love-making they walk away together,

watching Mr. Parker and Mrs. Klein ahead of

them and clumsily trying to imitate them.
An unexpected (?) meeting in a country lane

reveals Mrs. Klein greatly interested in some flow-

ers she has gathered. Mr. Parker is seen approach-
ing, and he seems more than ever devoted to* his

neighbor's pretty wife. Jasper is noticed fishing

in the creek nearby and as he catches a fish be

sees the loving neighbors. Their actions make
him neglect his rod and after fully taking in the

scene he dashes off to get Nellie to join him and
share the fun. In this scene Jasper is dressed In

his best "Sunday-go-to-meeting" clothes, and the

style and cut of his costume, without being unduly
exaggerated, is true to rustic life as exemplified

by a country dude.
On the porch of his mansion the old man Klein

is much interested in viewing the new scenes. We
see him lifting his field glasses and we see him
pass in review some exquisite bits of scenery. He
has a good laugh as his glass takes in Jasper and
Nellie in a funny bit of rural courtship. He sees

another pair that seems to trouble him somewhat,
but soon he changes and enjoys more fine scenic

effects. His doubts, however, seem to grow and

he looks again for the pair he had a glimpse of

just before. He locates them, and to his horror

he identifies his own wife and Mr. Parker, his

new neighbor, making ardent love to each other.

They kiss and embrace as he is looking. He dashes

down the field glass and rushes off to confront

the guilty pair.

The last scene shows Mr. Klein breaking in on

the lovemaking of the new neighbor
,
and Mr.

Klein's own wife. Fine dramatic acting is shown
here. After upbraiding, struggling and coaxing

the old man. being an old man. forgives his peni-

tent young wife. They march off. leaving Parker

standing alone, also evidently come to a realiza-

tion of his folly.

GREAT NORTHERN.
THE SOMNAMBULIST.—The director of a mu-

seum for old and new works of art. retires from

his position, after nearly a lifetime of faithful

service. He naturally does not like to leave his

beloved exhibits, but he has one consolation, that

his son-in-law is appointed as his successor, and

to whom he is of great assistance. He therefore

does not have to leave his beloved museum alto-

gether. Shortly after the old director has retired,

several valuable exhibits are missed, among them
a very valuable jewelled ornament. The new di-

rector" consults bis father-in-law. and the old gen-

tleman advises bim to employ at once the services

of one of the best detectives to take up the case.

This is done, and the detective arrives at the

museum. Curiously enough, he discovers that the

old ex-direetnr is in possession of a burglar's jimmy.
Without telling the new director of this discovery,

he compares the jimmy with the marks on the cases

from which the valuables were stolen, and, to his

great surprise, be finds that it fits exactly. He now
searches the rooms of the ex-director during his

absence, and finds hidden up the chimney the stolen

articles. Thinking that the man is possibly a

fanatic collector, the detective informs the director

of his discovery. This news is a terrible blow to

the latter's young wife, who is terribly shocked

that her own father is proven to be the culprit.

In order to make sure of the motives of the Old

gentleman in stealing the articles, the detective,

together with the new director and his wife, re-

main in the museum one night to watch. After a

short while, they suddenly hear footsteps, and
walking along in their direction they see the old

director. By the uncertain walk of her father the

young wife at once realizes that there is something
wrong with him, and coming near, she discovers

that the old man is walking in bis sleep. This
she loses no time in telling to her husband and
the detective, and after carefully awakening the

old man. who is astonished at the situation, every-

thing is satisfactorily explained.
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INDEPENDENT RELEASE DAIES.

ECLAIR FILM COMPANY.
M»T 2 -My Mal'l It Tiki S
May I ,••11 rrlsndsblp ID I 618
Mny t> -Tin- Prisoner of ll»- Ooldn I»l<- (Of 1 BM
M«y 16 Barberina (OomsdjJ 1000

it.- Duel iCom )...

.

Mny ::.i Jumii. Hi.' IV! 1 1

.

Watchmaker's
the Alplna Bbooti i".;

OREAT NORTHERN FILM COMPANY.
Mnr. W—Mag l'u. thl IsllOw P.vll (l>r » Ml
Apr. - -MhiIiiiii Shim Q«M I Unililallr ) . . .

A|>r. l> Tin- NtW HurKlar Alarm (Com.) 482
Apr. 0— IlimllliiK Mr. Ilnran (Cumpclj) 307
Apr. If. The Ml.Mi 11 TreesWN il>r.) 1000
Apr. !•:; 'itif Conjuror (Oomedj)
Apr. '.i.'l lli.' lour IMMM (Scenic)
Apr. U3—A Day Off iCoini-tly )

Apr. 80—Bared from II10 Sultnii'M Sentence (D I

r—Tbe Bomnsjnbnllst (Dr.)
Mny II \ kfarrelOM Cure (Com.)

It—The Club of tlie Corpulent (Dr.)

"IMP."
Mir. 81—Hard Caah (Dr.) 900
Apr. 4—Tbe Miner's Daughter (Com.) 080
Apr. 7—HI* Second Wife (Dr.) 070
Apr. 11—The Roaary (Dramatic) 950
Apr. 14—The Are of Hearts (Dr.) 980
Apr. IS— In War Time (Dr.) 970
Apr. 21—The Maelatrom (Dr.) 900
Apr. 23—The PowM Of n Smile (Dramatic)....
Apr. 28—The New Shawl (Dramatic)
May 2—Two Men (Dramatic) 085
May 5—Aunt Maria's Substitute (Comedy) HTu
May 9—A Rural Romeo (Dr.)
May 12—The Turn of the Dice (Dr.)
May 16—A Doctor's Perfidy (Dr.)
May 19—Fruits and Flowers (Dr.) 970

X.T/X FILMS.
Mar. 80—A Drama on the Reef (Dr.) 605
Mar. 80—Cured By a Tip (Com.) 827
Apr. 6—The Snake Man (Comedy) 850
Apr. 6—Rice the Jester (Dramatic) 630
Apr. 13—Washed Ashore (Dramatic) 609
Apr. 13—The AttBck I'pon the Train (Com.) . . 3S7
Apr. 20—Artist's Child (Dr.) 619
Apr. 20—A Young Aviator's Dream (Comic) 867
Apr. 20—Grandpa's Darling (Dramatic) 487
Apr. 28—Artist's Child (Dramatic) 602
Vpr. 28—Tommy and the Powder (Comedy) .. .428
May 5—The Little Beggar Maid (Dr.)
May 5—They Would Roller Skate (Comedy) .. .268
May 12—A Mother's C.rlef (Dr.) .W
May 12—Her Two Suitors (Com.) 452
May 10—The Ijicemaker's Dream (Dr.)
May 1<>-Hc Did Not Die (Com.) 189

1TE8T0R FILM COMPANY.
Mar. 9—On the Little Big Horn 905
Mar. 16—The Silver Lining "SO
Mar. 23—The Tenderfoot (Dr.) 990
Mar. 30—The Cowboy Preacher (Dramatic)..
Apr. 6—Frontier Day In the West (Dr.) 01

Apr. 13—At Double Cross Ranch (Com.) 908
Apr. 20—The Cowboy and the Lieutenant (Dr.)..
Apr. 27—Days of '40 (Dramatic! dfi.1

Mav 4—A Daughter of the Mine I Dramatic) . .007
May 11—The Indian Princess (Dr.) 980

NEW YORK MOTION PICTURE CO.

("Bison.")

Mar. 20—Nannlna (Dramntlc! 012
Apr. 1—A Shot In Time (West.) app 1000
Mar. 20—Nannlna (Dramatic) 012
Apr. 1—A Shot In Time (West. ) 988
Apr. *—Romance of a Snake Charmer (West.). 005
Apr. 8—Red Wing's Loyalty (Wost.l 1000
Apr. 12—Rivalry In the Oil Fields (Dr.) 959
Apr. IS—Red Wing's Constancy (West.) 1000
Apr. IB—Red Wing's Constancy I West.)....
Apr. 10—A Husband's Mistake (Dramatic)..
Apr. 22— Adventnres of a Cowpunelier (West.) . .1000
Apr. 10—A Husband's Mistake (Dramatic) 078
Apr. 22— Adventures of a Cowpnncher (West.).. 020
Apr. 26—Hazel the Heart Breaker 510
Apr. 2C—Rattlesnakes 416
Apr. 20—The Rescue of the Pioneer's Daughter. .0S0
May 3—A Sister's Devotion (Dr. ) 965
May 6—Love and Money 1000
May 10—Cupid's Comedy
May 18—Lost for Many Tenrs looo

ITALA.
(By N. Y. M. T. Co.)

•root's Daughter 500
Apr. 2—The Servant and the Tutor (Dr.) 042
Apr. 9—At the Farm (Dr.) 500
Apr. 9—The Valuable Hat (Cora.! 500
Apr. 16—The Three Brothers (Com.) 500
Apr. 16—A Mistake (Dr.) 500
Apr. 23—Isabella of Arragon lnoo
Apr. 23—Isabella of Arragon 1045
Apr. 30—The Fashionable Sport 500
Apr. 30—The False Friar 500
May 6—now the Great Field Marshall Vlllars

Had an Adopted Daughter 933
Mav 14 Foolsbead Leai
May 14—That Gentleman Has Won a Million. 404

AMBROBIO.
(By N. T. M. P. Os.)

Apr. 6—An I'nplesisnt Dream
Apr. « My Life RemembraneM of a 1

Apr. 13 —Legend of 'lie Croaa (Dl
Apr. 1.1 Krl.ot lu OolUci m ,1,, ,

Apr. '-'i> Heart of n Vasal d
Apr. 80 iviu Jtmn Loul D*0
Apr. '-'7 A Doctor's !:

Apr. 27 ill ..1 in Lsarnloi a llaodlci
Mny 4 Uli.. Killed Hfl
May 4— Blue Jackets' Mniii.tuvera
May 11 The Si. 1,1 of 11. •• Lake
May 11 1 r|.-,.i fjata In 11 I. II,. tin. . M

PANTOORAPH CORPORATION.
I", I, 18 II,,- HobO*! Dream of Wealth (Com ) 820
i.i. 86—Iron Arm's Remorse (Dr.)
Mar. 4—The Klectrlc Batb Tub (Com.) 900
Mar. II—The Mysterious Armor (Oom.) 8-40

POWERS PICTURE PLAYS.
Apr. 12—His .Mother's Letter (Dr.) 090
Apr. 10—The Re-niHklng of a Man (Dr.)
Apr. 20— A Newspaper Error (Dramatic)....

(Dramatic)
Mav 10— "Salvation" Smith (Dr.)
Mav II Or.)

1 -The kftnlstcr's New Snii (Com.) MO

THANH0U8ER COMPANY.
Mar. 29

—

She's Done It Again (Dr.) 1000
Apr. 5—Daddy's Double (Dramatic) loan
Apr. 15—A 20-Ccnt Robbery (Dr.) 750
Apr. 18—The Old Shoe Came Back (Com.)..
Apr. 22—Her Battle for Existence (Dr.) 1000
Apr. 20—She Wanted to Marry a Hen, (Dr.)...
Apr. 20—The Cigars His Wife Bought (Com.),
May 0—Jane Eyre (Dr.) 1000
Mny 18—The Best Man Wins (Dr.)

iOTOPHONI
Apr. 27—Saved by an Indian (Dr.) 500
Apr 27—Baby Has the Colic (Com.) 400

. MMTOL
May 16 The Heart 01 Teen (Dr.)

MOTOOB IFF
May 15 -Love Your Neighbor as Yourself.

1 1000

INDEPENDENT FILMS.

The following films have been released, week of
May 2. by the Empire Film Co., ISO Fast 14th
street, corner Third avenue. N. Y.:
May 2—Broken Friendship (F.olnlr) rr.n

May 2—My Maid N too Blow (Eclair)
May 2—Two Men (Imp) 000
Mny 3—A Stater's Devotion (Bison)
May 3—Legally Dead (Powers) 07S
May 4—Who Killed Her'' [Ambroslo) 714
May 4—Bluejackets' Maneuvres (Ambroslo) ... .212
May 4—A Soldier's Sweetheart (Actnpl
May 4—A Daughter of Mine (Nestor*
May .".—Village Beauty (Com.) 560
May .">—Fury of the Waves (Com.)
May ."i—Annt Maria's Substitute (Imp) 007
May f—Jane Eyre (Than.)
May fi—I/ive ami Money (Bison)
May 7—The Great Field Marshal (Ifala).
May 7—The Somnambulist (Great Northern

Independent films released l,y tbe Eagle Film K\-
ehano. 143 North Eighth street. Phlladel P
Apr. 2.">—Power of a Smile (Imp).
Apr. 2.".—Two Friends—Great Prl7.\
Apr. 20—nazel the Heart Breaker (Bison).
Apr. 20—Rattlesnakes (Bison).
Apr. 20—Newspaper Error (Powers).
Apr. 26—Penalty of Beantv.
Apr. 27—Artist's Child (Lnx).

27—Tommy and the Powder (Lax).
27 \ Doctor's Revenge (Ambroslo).
27—Fric.t Is Learning .a Handicraft (Amb.).
27—T'ncle Ned's Dream.

^Ico.

27—Days of '40 (Nestor).
2«—The New Shawl (ImpV
28—Saved by an Indian—Baby Has f.

Apr. 20--The Rescue Of the Pioneer's Da
Km).

Apr. 20—She Wanted to Marry a Hero (Than.).
Apr. 20—Clears His Wife Bought (Than.).
Apr. 30—The Fashionable Snort (ItalaV
Apr. 3D—The False Friar (Itala).
Apr. no -Hope of the Village
Apr. 3f> -Saved from the Sultan's Sentence (G. N ),

Apr. 80 Sculptor's Dream.

Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.

WE MANUFACTURE

SOUVENIRS
(or Moving Picture Tbeatrei

FREE
Our Illustrated List

A. MOTT CO., 415 De«rboro, St. Cbl<ef,o

WAN I BO IrOOO Independent or other
moving picture exhibitor* to ^cl on our
Hilling Hat. No letter head* or referen-
ces required. Simply say you're an ex-
hibitor and we'll laWe your word lor It.

A postal card will do If you're not in

the moving picture business don't send
In your nam* our bulletin-, won't
Interest you. Address the Literature
Department, ho that your postal goes
straight to our mailing clerk.

LITERATURE DBPT.

Thanhouser Company
NEW ROCHELLE, N. Y.

The Pioneer Film Exchange
of Philadelphia

and

Largest Dealer in Machines
and Supplies

Agent for

Power's Cameragraph
Lang's Rewinder

and
Cary Coated Carbons

The Trade Supplied. Licensed

Films Only

LEWIS M. SWAAB
338 Spruce St., Philadelphia. Pa.

Folding and Assembly Chairs

Moit popular puced chairs on the market (or

picture show use

Prompt Shipments. Write for Catalogue

PEABODY SCHOOL FURNITURE CO.

NORTH MANCHESTER. - - - INDIANA

UNIVERSAL FILM SERVICE
Gives you tbe RIGHT '.and of a »how at the

RIGHT price. It's worth investigating- if you
want FILL MEASURE.

Il H'jnfrJ /

UNIVERSAL FILM COMPANY
1325 Arch Street Philadelphia. Pa.

AT LIBERTY !
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INDEPENDENT
We rant now Films. Handle all the leading Makes, both AMERICAN AND

FOREIGN; beautiful Posters; exclusive Feature Service. Write for prices.

CINCINNATI FILM EXCHANGE, 315-317 West 4th Street, CINCINNATI, 0.

SPECIAL ROLL TICKETS TheBigrc£. PrintN

S.000
10,000

$1.25
2.80

20,000
25,000

$4.60
5.50

50,000
100,000

$7.50
10.90

Ge>t the Samples

NATIONAL TICKET COMPANY
Stock Tickets, 6 Cants

Shamokin, Pa.

FOLDING

CHAIRS
Per Moving Picture Show,
Orand Staadi. Aisembly
Hills, etc. la section, if

wanted.

Write for Catalog No. 2.

The Kauffman Manufacturing Co.
ASHLAND, OHIO

"TITLE POSTERS' 7

Col. Roosevelt in

Africa
HALF SHEET, 5c Each— (By Mail 6c)

$4.00 a Hundred

THREE SHEET, ISc Each— (By Mail 24c)
$12.00 a Hundred

TITLE POSTER CO.
231 Bowery New YorK

NO PICTURES—Juat Bold Lettering
Attractively Designed aid Printed

CALEHUFF
A riember of the

FILM SERVICE ASSOCIATION

Headquarters for enly the best of latest

FILMS and SO NO SLIDES. No junk.

MACHINES, SUPPLIES, Etc.

LATEST SONQ SLIDES
$5.00 per set

N. E. Cor. 4th & Green Streets,

PHILADELPHIA. PA.

LUX
RELEASED

A Mother's Grief
Drama. Length 557 Feet

COM 1 NG-Thursday.

The Lace Maker's Dream ,

Drama. Length 462 Peet

FILMS
MAY 12th, 1910

Her Two Suitors
Comedy. Length 452 Feet

l1
- .

'

•:

May 12, 1910—COMING

He Did Not Die
Comedy. Length 432 Feet

A full description of these subjects will be found on another page

Offices will be opened shortly in Montreal, as we are Exclusive Agents in Canada
for the "LUX" and "AMBROSIO" Films

POSTERS FREE WITH
EVERY RELEASE R. PRIEUR

Member N. I. M. P. A.

1\J iLe 15 til. Otl*CCt 9TUYVESANT 315

Write for Weekly List of

Descriptions of our Films

NEW YORK
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WHAT YOU GET
BY DEALING WITH THE

PARAHOUNT
1 Everything that is promised.

IT Selected Films from the Best

Independent American and

Foreign Manufacturers.

1 A Selected Service that Draws
Patrons to Your House.

1 Thorough Satisfaction at all

Times.

PARAMOUNT FILM CO.
3 18,Xch

E
e.sca 61 West 14th St., New York

1188 Main Street HUAVrHF* 389 Main Street
Bridf.port. Can. DKAnunta Sprin*aeld. Ma»i.

Cg~\ \/t J T^T _r~^ Inaagural Triumphant
V-J 171 1 LH VJT Release Extraordinary

MOTOFILM
The New and Mighty Entrant in the Realm of

Picturedom, with pride and purpose to make and
maintain the highest possible character and quality

of carefully conceived and properly executed
Film Productions.

WATCH AND WAIT
For Later Announcements of

EXCLUSIVE BIG FEATURES
Soon to be Issued and Circulated

EXCHANGES and EXHIBITORS: All issues of our Films
will be supplemented by artistic, Four-color posters, together
with groupings of various scenes in actual 8 x 10 inch Photo-
graphs for classy lobby displays. Get on Our Mailing List

for detailed information and samples.

In the First Instance Address

M AO
C0ME4HYteA*»I:RIC

miL—11 ur m
Offices 1 Studios:

202 N. CaW.srt St. Dupont ParK
BALTIMORE, MD., U.S.A.

LUBIN

LUBIN
RELEASED THURSDAY. MAY 12th.

The Cowboy's
Devotion

he-ordinary Western story,

a narrative with the vitality, the strong life of th<-

Western plains in every inch of film. A little Western
st to complete her education and returns

to the ranch, bringing with her an effeminate young
chap whom she has promised to marry. In an earlier

day she was the playfellow-sweetheart of the foreman
and now he is broken-hearted as he drives to the sta-

tion to meet her, after having taken her photograph
from the case of his watch. The trio are pursued by
a small band of Indians who have left the reservation,

and when he sees that they cannot all win through to

safety the foreman drops from the carriage and creates

a diversion which enables them to escape. He is res-

cued by his fellows when the flames are actually curling

about his waist, and the girl comes to realize that it is

a real man that she loves after all.

Approximate Length 955 Feet

RELEASED MONDAY, MAY 16th.

The Regenera-
tion of Father
Father forbids the young man the house, but love

ever laughed at locksmiths, and the ardent swain dis-

guises himself as a girl and gains employment in the
house in which he is forbidden. More than that, he
so impresses father that the old gentleman agrees to

the marriage of his daughter that he may wed the
pretty servant. Once the agreement is signed the truth
becomes known, and after all father is rather well

pleased with I

- son-in-law.

Approximate Length 1,000 Feet

Send for Free Catalogue of Our 1910 Machine

LUBIN MF'G CO. 926 MARKET STREET
PHILADELPHIA PA.
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The Capitol Film
Company

Will release their first

reel May 16, 1910

"The Heart
of Tessa"

Independent Exchanges get in line

for this one

OFFICE

:

405 1 1th St., N. W. Washington, D. C.

FIRST RELEASE OF

The Motograff Co
OF PHILADELPHIA

"Love your neighbor as your-

self, but leave his wife alone!"
A Pastoral Comedy, Approx. 1,000 Feet

This is a Moving Picture of the better kind. The
actors and actresses are all experienced artists and
in this production they have excelled themselves.
The scenic effects are particularly fine and the

photography excellent throughout. Genuine clean

comedy without slapstick, soot or whitewash. The
story holds its interest from first to last. This is a

release that will make Independents happy.

Sent subject to Screen examination if desired.

Wire your orders as soon as you
read this

RELEASE DATE MAY 15

For full synopsis see page 8o4

THE MOTOGRAFF CO. OF PHILADELPHIA
HOME OFFICE:

2556 North 24th Street :: Philadelphia, Pa.

FILM D'ART IS HERE ! 1

First Release, THURSDAY, May 19, 1910
and

One Reel a Week thereafter, on THURSDAY

66
FIRST RELEASE IS ENTILLED

Werther
(Length, about 960 Feet)

99

An overpowering, magnificiently set and acted adaptation from the famous Goethe tragedy. It's

got any former productions of the Film d'Art makers tied to the mast, AND YOU KNOW
WHAT THEY WERE! Make your exchange give it to you! Lithograph posters with

every release.

Remember This—Thursday is the Day

Motion Picture Distributing and Sales Co. (Agents)

111 Cast Fourteenth Street New York City
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ECLAIR FILMS
THE PEOPLES' CHOICE!!

BARBERINE
COMEDY. FULL REEL. RELEASED. MAY 16th, 1

( >1<>

Juan the Pelitori
580 Feet

A Story of much warmth. Pathetically beautiful

in every phase.

A Desperate Duel
,J60 Feet

A mirth provoking Film of the usual ECLAIR
quality.

RELEASE OF MAY 23d, 1910

WATCH OUR SECOND RELEASE A. C. A. D.

"A CLASS BY THEMSELVES"
Perfection in the TRULY COMIC!

Exhibitor*, Write for Posters

ECLAIR FILM COMPANY
Chicago. III. 31 East 27th Street, New York City

RINEM AC O LOR
NOW OBTAINABLE FOR

AMERICAN EXHIBITION
Moving pictures in the actual tones, tints and hues of nature. See description of

remarkable demonstration in Madison Square Garden, Dec. 11 (in this paper December

18th and 25th, 1909) by Charles Urban, F.Z.S., and G. Albert Smith, F.R.A.S., of London.

Now the leading novelty in attracting crowds at the leading theatres in London, Paris.

Berlin, Lyons' and other cities of Europe.

Terms for Exclusive Displays of Kinemacolor in various cities will be supplied on

application.

The Kinemacolor Company of America, Inc.

ALLENTOWN, PA.
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BISON m FILMS
FOUR REELS A WEEK—Tuesday, a "Bison"—Wednesday, Ambrosio—Friday, a "Bison"—Saturday, itala

B Stands for "Bison" that Brings the Bully

Business
Be a Busy Bee and det Busy with the "Bison"

You Can't be Buffaloed if you have the "Bison" and that is not a Bull

You Always det Bully Pictures with the "Bison"

OUR OFFERINGS FOR THE COMING WEEK:

BISON"—Release, Tuesday. May I Oth

"CUPID'S COMEDY"

'AMBROSIO"-Release, Wednesday, May I Ith

"THE SECRET OF THE LAKE"
"FRICOT GETS IN A LIBERTINE MOOD"

" BISON '-Release, Friday, May 13th

"LOST FOR MANY YEARS"

"ITALA"-Release, Saturday, May 14th

"FOOLSHEAD LEARNS TO SOMERSAULT"
"THAT GENTLEMAN HAS WON A MILLION'

J Hi W'^m

LITHOGRAPHS AND POSTERS FREE
We furnish all exchanges handling these productions with one sheet four colored lithograph posters with each reel. Demand same from your

exchange as they will positively increase your box office receipts.

Brief description of all subjects will be found on anotherjpage.

NEW YORK MOTION PICTURE CO.
Manufacturers of "Bison" Life Motion Pictures

LINCOLN BLDG., 1 UNION SQUARE, (Cor. 14th St.), NEW YORK CITY
Cable Address :Noslb
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" Have You a Little Imp in Your Theatre "

"Always Censored—Never Censured"
Mr. M. J. Farnbaker, Paducah, Ky., suggested the above line to be used in reference to "Imp" films.

It's good, isn't it? Mr. Farnbaker is one of the many who declare "Imp" films are the very, very best in the

world. George G. Killen, Ft. Wayne. Ind., is another. He says the "Imp" film "In Africa" packed his house

to the doors and then some. Joseph Hewitt. Sparta, 111., declares the "Imp" film called "Mother Love" is

the world's best moving picture product. He asked 316 people what was the greatest thing in the world, and

67 answered "Miss Lawrence's acting." And so it goes! "Imp" films and their marvelous success have never

had a parallel in the picture business. If you don't get "Imp" films, it's your own fault for not ding-donging

at your exchange until you get what you demand.

TWO MORE IMPS HART FOR INDEPENDENTS ONLY !

"A Doctor's Perfidy" "Fruit and Flowers"
(Released Monday, May 16th. Length, g8s feet).

This will be a sensation! It depicts a doctor, his

patient who is his rival in love, and the ^irl they

both love. The doctor 1- cast in the role of villain.

tlu' i4 i rl as a hospital nurse. The theme is strong

enough for Nazimova herself and is magnificently

dealt with. This picture i^ going t" line your i>"ek-

money. Order it every day till you

.t!

(Released Thursday, May 19th. Length, 970 feet.)

A veritable creme de la creme

scream ! If you carried a basl

beloved skirt, and found that

cabbages instead, what on earth woi

the answer in "Fruit and I

edy which will make \

with laughter. < tffcr 3

are forced t<>!

Independi I

111 i:. llll! Bt„ New York. Carl Laemml.
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Biggest Attraction of the Hour
The only authorized and original moving pictures of JACK JOHNSON,

Champion of the World, training for the BIQ FIGHT of

JOHNSON and JEFFRIES
LICENSED AND INDEPENDENT THEATRES
wire or write at once.

JULY 4th, 1910 All these pictures have Jack Jobnaon'b Autograph. None
others are Genuine. Get the genuine or noi e at all.

We own and control the exclusive
rights for the States of Illinois, Ne-
braska, Colorado and Utah.

CHICAGO FILM EXCHANGE
46 JacKson Boulevard 14th and Duglas Sts. 401 Barclay BlocK 321 Atlas blocK

Chicago, 111. Omaha, Neb. Denver, Colo. Salt LaHe City, Utah

JacK Johnson Training'
MOVING PICTURES OF

JacK. Johnson, ChMBPion °/ the world

in training for the Big Fight of July 4, 19 10 with

JAMES J. JEFFRIES
consisting of 6 rounds with his sparring part-

ners, GEORGE COLTON and MARTY CUTLER
and other features incidental to training quarters.

APPROXIMATE LENGTH l.OOO FEET

Ready for Delivery May 16, 1910
STATE RIGHTS FOR SALE Write or Wire a\t Once

JULIUS GREEN,
Room 0O2, 269 Dearborn Street

CHICAGO, ILL., U. S, A.

P. S. These are positively The Only Genuine Pictures of Jack Johnson
in Training, and each reel will have the following authorization over his own
signature to prove it:

"These are the only authorized pictures of my training tor the

Johnson-Jeffries fight."

JACK JOHNSON
Champion of the World

None Others Are Genuine BEWARE 0E ERAID



Vol. 6., No. 20. May 21, 1910 Price, IO Cents

MELIES RELEASES
A Race for a Bride and A Rough Night on the Bridge "THE PALEFACE PRINCESS

"

One of the best 1 >ramas of Pioneer Indian
One of the best comedies ever staged. A laugh from start to finish Ljfe ever produced.

Released MAY 19th, I9IO Released MAY 26th, I9IO
INSIST on Your EXCHANGE SUPPLYING MtLIt5 FILMS. HANDSOME POSTERS

OF ALL SUBJECTS FREE

G. MELIES, 204 East 38th Street, New York City
Western Representative: JOHN 1!. ROCK, :og Randolph St.. Chicago, III.

$100 REWARD $100
MONEY TALKS

What users think of Power's Cameragraph No. 6, is

shown in the paragraph quoted below:

The Crystal Theatre, of Ottawa, Kan sap, writes:

"The picture is clear, steady and Absolutely Flickerl

and we have a standing offer of .slOO for any person
or persons using any other make of machine, barring
none, who can equal our picture."

DON'T YOU WANT A MACHINE LIKE THAT
ANY UP-TO-DATE EXCHANGE WILL SUPPLY YOU

WRITE . FOR . CATALOGUE . G . AT . ONCE

NICHOLAS POWER COMPANY 115 Nassau Street
NEW YORK

FOR LATEST RELEASES AND SYNOPSIS OF

^|K£r * j- ~JH

LU1U1UJ '
'

III[Cil Nr ll SJ

SEE PAGE 800 t* f f IT 1r Tyr\-w* *»«» a v a ¥ «< »» SEE PAGE 7«><»
FOR. RELEASE A-flT JIL r(i/r\ i rvi^v 1 /\lj FOR SYNOPSIS
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THANHOUSER FILMS
itSWEEPING THE COUNTRY! >j

RELEASED FRIDAY, MAY 20th
Just in Time for the Circus Craze! For Kids from 7 to 70 !

CUPID AT THE CIRCUS
A "Thanhouser" Heart Interest Story that will make you feel like a kid again, snooping around the circus tent

a'watchin' for a handy hole through which to steal into the paradise within. It's a circus picture that'll bring the

smell of the tanbark and sawdust back to your nostrils and make you wish yourself back in the good old kid days.

SOMETHING NEW!
An advertiser who does'nt CLAIM

numerous letters of praise from ex-
hibitors, BUT PKINTS THEM.

"I Want Every Thanhouser
Released!"

Miss Dolly Spurr, Treasurer, Royal
Theater, Marion, Ind.—We nave run
all of your releases to date and nave
been "tickled to death" with the

Whole bunch. Your hist three are

right Up to the notch as far as
costuming and everything else is

concerned. Your development is A-l,

and is. in fact, better than lots of

stuff that's been out years, instead
of months; and as manager of the
"Royal" I want every Thanhouser
that is released. I am featuring
"Thanhonsris" and "Imps" and am
giving just as much attention to one
as the other, because they are both

first class. I'll push your films to

the limit here in Marion.

"Drew Better Than Any!"
Wm. L. Beasley, Pres., Casino

Amusement Co,, Dayton, Ky.—We
have shown your "SI. Klmo" and it

drew better than any picture we
have ever run, outside of "Nero."

"Looks as if You Had Been
in Business a Few Years!"
0. K. Haas, Prop., Theaters Nos.

One and Two, Charlotte, N. C.—

I

wish to compliment you on one of

your recent releases, "Daddy's
Double." It does not look as if you
had been in the business a few
weeks, but a few years.

"They're O. K.!"
M. W. Johnson, Assumption, 111.

—

Thanhouser Films are 0. K.

"An Audience of 500 Simply
Roared!"

J. Allen, Allen Amusement Co.,

Brantford, Ont.—We wish to com-
mend you on your brilliant, high-
class comedy. "Daddy's Double." It

compares favorably with anything
produced by any of the oldest manu-
facturers. It was shown in the Gem
Theater here, and an audience of 500
simply roared.

"They've Won Favor Among
My Patrons!"

Philip Collins, Mgr., Star Theater,
Tltica, N. Y.—Your films have won
favor among my patrons. They are
certainly good.

"Make More of Them!"
Wm. J. Ferry, Mgr., Grand The-

ater, Newark, 0.—The only way you
can make your films more valuable
is to make more of them.

Wonderful Circus Views Taken by Special Arrangement with

Messrs. Barnum and Bailey

Approximate Length 975 Ft. No. Ill Code Word, Circus

Magnificent Posters Free
ASK YOUR EXCHANGE FOR THEM

Released Friday, May 27! j{^1L ftL.155

SHAKESPEARE'S

The Winter's Tale
THANHOUSER
STAGING—ACTING—QUALITY

Done in the Thanhouser way and produced at just 3

times the cost of an ordinary release, but costing the

Exchange and the Exhibitor

NOT ONE PENNY EXTRA

Order
this or
YOUR.

EXCHANGE Now
Remember, this release will be the Prize Drawing Card
of the year and there'll be a big rush for It. First come,
first served! Write your Exchange NOW!

THEY'RE REAL!
These letters. The originals Are

On File at the Thanhouser Office,
Where They Are OPbN TO IN-
SPECTION.

"Should Draw Big Houses
Everywhere!"

C. W. Brown, Mgr., Grand, Chilli-
coths, 0.—Your films are above the
average and should draw big houses
everywhere.

"I Want Thanhouser Film
Always!"

Charles R. Holmes, 1067 Dolores
St., San Francisco, Cal.—To tell the
honest truth, I have never seen any-
thing better than "The Actor's Chil-
dren." 1 want Thanhouser Film
always.

"The Babies Cry for It!"
Monte W. Kattery, Boonville, Ind.
—Just keep up the present good
style and you've done something.
The babies cry for Thanhouser Film!

"As Good as Any on the
Market!"

E. R. Jones, Mgr., Dreamland,
Arcanum, 0.—Your film is as good
as any on the market.

"Please All My Patrons!"
0. B. Studley, Orpheum Theater,

Tiffin, 0.—Y'our films are O. K. and
seem to please all my patrons.

"Wish There Were More
Like Them!"

T. H. Scott, Mgr., Bijou Dream,
Cleveland, 0.—Your films are great!
I wish there were more like them.

"As Good as Any, if Not
Better!"

D. A. Heilman, Mgr., Majestic
Theater, Muncie, Ind.—We think
that your films are about as good
as any, if not better.

"All Made a Big Hit!"
Louis Zahler, Liberty Theater,

Peoria, 111.— I ran all your films.

They all made a big hit, especially
"St. Elmo." Hope you will keep
up the good work for the Indepen-
dent cause.

"What I Have Put On, Give
Satisfaction!"

Charles Blackton, Martinsville, Ind.
—I have not had all of your films,

but what I have put on give satis-

faction.

"Very Good!"
F. L. Lanine, Chicago, 111.—Your

releases are very good.

THANHOUSER COMPANY
New Rochelle - - New York

// you want to get on our mailing list, drop a card to our Literature Department
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DON'T MISS THIS
A Real good comedy The Kind they all liKe

GEE I AM LATE
APPKOX. LENGTH, 351 FT Rl I BASED MAY 20

BooK this -without fail See them howl
r \ r

It is great

NEW YORK
4 1 West 25th Street

PATHE FRERES
Cet your Posters from the A. B. C. Co. , Cleveland, Ohio

CHICACO
35 Randolph Street

The 1910 Motiograph Catalog
IS READY FOR DISTRIBUTION

SEND FOR IT TO-DAY
It will tell you all about the

20 IMPROVEMENTS FOR 1910

among which are the following:

A New Perfect Patent Film Tension.

A New Type, Extra Heavy Arc Lamp.
Upper Carbon Adjustment Fixture.

Extra Large Lamp House.

Arrangement of mechanism parts for quick
accessible and interchangability. The Machine
can be taken apart, and assembled in ten minutes.

Geneva Parts operate in oil. Shutter in front

of lens if desired. IT'S A WONDERFUL
machine.

It's the Talk of the Trade
Three vears of continuous success. APRIL

5ALES DOUBLED OVER MARCH.
The Motiograph projects

FAR BEFTER PICTURES AND
WEARS LONGER

than other machines.

IS A LIVE ADVERTISEMENT
all explained in our 1910 Catalog. Send for it to-da>

EVERY USER
There's the Best of Reasons:

FOR SALE BY LEADING DEALERS

MANUFACTURED AND JOBBED BY

ENTERPRISE OPTICAL MFG. CO.
564 AND

c
sH
7
?,

w RANDOLP" ST
1CAGO, ILL.

J. H. HALLBERC, New York Agent
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LUX FILMS
MAY 19th, 1910

He Did Not Die
Comedy. Length 432 Feet

A Comedy which offers many opportunities for laughter is

based on the result of poor Louis' sendeavor to peer into the

future. Going off to a well-known clairvoyant he is told that

he has only a few days to live. Naturally this staggers the

poor man, but bucking up he proceeds to dispose of his worldly

goods and then makes all preparations for the funeral, but

the dreaded day arrives and Louis Thickhead finds that he is

very much in the land of the living, minus his money and

worldly belongings.

A full description of these subjects will be found on another page

Offices will be opened shortly in Montreal, as wc are Exclusive Agents in Canada
for the "LUX" and "AMBROSIO" Films

RELEASED

The Lace Maker's Dream
Drama. Length 462 Feet

This delightfully pretty film in which we see Dolly and her
grandma, who is tired after a tedious day at lace making.
Little Dolly looks at her dearly loved grandma and then at
her work. Taking it up she endeavors to do some, but in

vain and she falls asleep and dreams that a vision appears
making yards of lace. With joy Dolly opens her eyes to find

the dream true. Awakening grandma she shows her the lace

and then rushes off to the castle where she begs to be ad-

mitted and on entering displays the lace to the ladies of the

castle who are enraptured with it and pay her for it. Now
the story closes with the ultimate happiness for the loving

old lady and her grandchild.

POSTERS FREE WITH
EVE RY RELEASE R. PRIEUR
lO E. 15th Street

Member N. I. M. P. A.

Telephone Call:
STUYVEJANT 3124

Write for Weekly List of
Descriptions of our Films

NEW YORK

NESTOR FILMS
"THE MONEY BRINGERS"

Don't Miss the Great Western Fight Picture

"THE FIGHTING PARSON"
RELEASED THIS WEEK

It is the biggest "money bringer" we have ever released, and is photographically beautiful. It is one of

the few picture the exhibitor will want to run as a repeater.

We can put out a "Fight Picture" every week, but we have lots of top notchers to build and keep our

trade. We are striving to increase our lead over other manufacturers, and we would like to hear from the ex-

hibitors and exchanges. What kind of pictures do you want?

RELEASED -WEDNESDAY, MAY 18, 1910

"THE FIGHTING PARSON"
L«nBth,098 Feet

A great five round tight as a climax to a good story. It is

THE FEATURE PICTURE of the year, and will please young
and old. Exhibitors, advertise this pictnre ahead.

RELEASED WEDNESDAY, MAY 25, lQlO

THE RED MAN'S HONOR
Lenght, 050 Feet

A beautiful and thrilling Indian story, with real Indians, real

Cow-boys, and intense heart interest.

The best Indian picture we have put out.

Made by DAVID HORSLEY, Bayonne, N. J., U. 5. A.
SOLD BY

A. G. WHYTE
WALTURDAW FILM AGENCY. 40 Gerrard St., London, W, England

POSTERS FREE WITH NESTORS FILMS

91 Dearborn Street
CHICAGO

27 Lexington Avenue
NEW YORK
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Imps M Are Irresistible

r i

IMPNIGHT

^.

<8

>.

v

The marvelous pulling and pushing power of "Imps" is the talk of the moving picture people everywhere.

Ask any independent exhibitor what happens when he advertises "IMP NIGHT." He will tell you a wonder-

ful story of big box-office receipts. If you want to be in his boots, you ought to take the time and trouble to

keep ding-donging at your exchange every blessed day till you get Imp films! Demand the following new
Imps with all your might:

"The Eternal Triangle"
(Released Monday. May 23. Length 950 feet.)

"When the peopl< - picture," said a news-

paper editor to whom it was exhibited, "it will curl

their teeth!" It i- on< of those intensely powerful

dramas which have given Imp films their wonderful

reputation for stagecraft. In-i>t! All your t'a\

performers are at their best in this!

"A New Excuse"
(Released Thursday. May 26. Length 980 feet.)

d .Man I

'

ent to jail months,

so he tells hi> wife h to Africa ><u a hunting

,\ n. and then the fun

r will rock with laughter,

ir exchai

A N e w

111 E.

<L
'& ^lAc:

r?ii

P. S.—Don't forget "FRUIT AND FLOWERS." released May 19.

It's one of the best IMPS ever made. Fight for it.

N. B.—Now send in more SCENARIOS. We need your ideas and
are willing to pay the highest market price for them!

%

through the Mi >tion Pictui
•taO;

SPECIAL ROLL TICKETS The Big Ticket. Any Printing
Any Colors.

s.ooo
10.000

$1.25
2.40

20.000
28,000

$4.60
5.50

50.000
in o.n00

$7 SO
10 00

G«t lha JimpUs
NATIONAL TICKET COMPANY

Slock Ticket!. 6 Ctnlt

Ahamokin, Pa.
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BISON m FILMSTRADE MARK

FOUR REELS A WEEK—Tuesday, a "Bison"—Wednesday, Ambrosio—Friday, a "Bison"—Saturday, itala

The little Busy Bees are always making Honey,
And the busy "Bison" bees are getting all the money;

WitH our " Bison " you'll get busy,
And this is not a "Bull,"

Those who've tried them, say, "They're Bully!"
"We have houses always "Full."

OUR OFFERINGS FOR THE COMING WEEK:

BISON"—Release, Tuesday. May 17th

"THE FEUD"

"AMBROSIO"-Release, Wednesday, May 18th

"THE DEVIL ON TWO STICKS"

" BISON "-Release, Friday, May 20th

"THE MEXICAN'S JEALOUSY"

ITALA" Release, Saturday, May 2 1st

"CONQUERED AGAIN"

LITHOGRAPHS AND POSTERS FREE
We furnish all exchanges handling these productions with one sheet four colored lithograph posters with each reel. Demand same from your

exchange as they will positively increase your box office receipts.
Brief description of all subjects will be found on another page.

NOTICE:—Beginning with the week of May 30th, our goods will be sold through the Motion Picture Distri-
buting and Sales Company.

NEW YORK MOTION PICTURE CO.
Manufacturers of "Bison" Life Motion Pictures

LINCOLN BLDG., 1 UNION SQUARE, (Cor. 14th St.), NEW YORK CITY
Cable Address :Nosib
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The ElectragraffCo.
OF PHILADELPHIA

Hill Release on May 29th, 1010

Instead of Ma> loth, l<)l(>

as |)rc\ lousl) announced* :: ::

Owing to :i SIMILAR I IV 1

1

1 NAMES
The Mototfraff Co. of Philadelphia, Pa.,

desires it to he known that hereafter they will

trade as the

The ELECTRAGRAFF CO.

OF PHILADELPHIA

THE ELECTRAGRAFF CO. OF PHILADELPHIA

Philadelphia, Pa.

HOME OFFICE

2556 North 24th Street ::

FILMS
FOR
RENT

NEW FILMS HIGH GLASS SERVICE

The Pioneer House, With 8 Years Experience

And $250,000.00 Back Of It

Write To-day for Terms

EUGENE CLINE
57 and 59 Dearborn St., Chicago

GREATNORTHERN
Next Release, Saturday, May 14th

A Marvelous Cure
Or The Wonderful Hair Growing Fluid

Comedy
The Club of the Corpulent

/Jy7/$P^Z ~§f\ "^\^ ^ Humorous Comedy Subject

S^K^AL^BSQ Release for Saturdm, \fav 21st

^Wr3B? A Father's Grief
0*v^ili^2^^% ^ feature film illustrating a powerful story of intense interest, splendidly

^f#^ajncrSv* enacted and superbly reproduced

Stands for Quality

!

3x7 upright and 3x15 lengthwise banners f- >r .ill GREAT NORTHHRN n- u
rent by the Goodenough Company, 627-630 Century Building, St. L

To Exhibitors: The BEST Film Exchanges will always supply you with OUR films. DEMAND
GREAT NORTHERN films. We supply exchanges with posters and synopsis with each reel.

Ask your exchange for them.

GREAT NORTHERN FILM COMPANY
NORDISK FILM COMPANY, COPENHAGEN

7 EAST FOURTEENTH STFEET. NEW YORK CITY
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SOMETHING NEW ^Release Date May 16) SOMETHING NEW

"THE HEART OF A HEATHEN CHINEE"
A superlatively artistic drama, terminating almost in a Tragedy, as touching as it is strong,

—

unsurpassed acting and photography

YOUR EXCHANGE HAS OUR
|

POSTERS

Length 1000 Feet

•TRADE

More About

Code Word " Chinee "

MARK

(Release Date May 16)

"THE LAND OF OZ"
An amalgamation of new ideas—cleverly conceived—and the result is the greatest production of a Fairy

Tale ever given the American public

THE PICTORIAL LITHOGRAPHS ARE BEAUTIFUL

Length 1000 Feet Code Word " Land

Gaumont and Urban-Eclipse Films
FULL DESCRIPTION OF ALL RELEASES ON ANOTHER PAGE

Scene from RAILWAY CONSTRUCTION

Releate for Saturday, May 21, 19;0

THE CENTENARIAN
About 633 ft A Comedy

Twj subjects by Gaumont

THE MASHER'S DELIRIUM
About 3(18 ft. A Comedy

PflCTf DO There is a standard size I Are Vou on our Mailing List? If

I Uu I l nO poster in colcrs for each not, si-nd your name and address^— reel. | to-day.

RELEASE FOR TUESDAY, MAY 17, 1910

Two Subjects by Gaumont

Racing for a Bride
About 584 Feet CLASSIC DRAMA

Marvellous Waters
About 378 Feet A COMEDY

RELEASE FOR WEDNESDAY, MAY 18, 1910

Two .Subjects by Urban-Eclipse

Girl Conscript
H Feet A WAI

Modern Railway Construction

About 741 Feet A WAR DRAMA

About 210 Feet AN INDUSTRIAL

52 State St.

CHICAGO ^eciaeiiiciiie 19 E. 21st St.

NEW YORK



Moving PictureWorld
THE WORLD PHOTOGRAPHIC PUBLISHING COMPANY - 120 I . 2iUl Street, NEH YORK
Ki-. i. Ii i\u tiding) I i-li-plioiii- ..ill. I.tll (.r.iin

Editors: J. P. CHALMERS, THOMAS B] DDING, I . R. P. S.

SUBSCRIPTION: $2.00 per year. Po»t tree in the United State*, Mexico, Hawaii, Porto Rica and the I Island*.

ADVERTISING KATES I Whole page, $60.00 ; halt page, $30.00; quarter page, $15.00; eighth page, $7. 50 ; one inc.1.

wide), $3.00 ; one inch (2^ in. wide), $z.oo ; classified (no display), 3 cent* per word.

Time Discounts: 5% two or more insertions, 10% three months order, 15% six montns, 20% twelve 1

JOHN M. HRADLET. Western Representative. 913-9I8 N< hlller BalMjiifj, Ghlcasjo, III. - Telephone -. ( 1 nir..l i7(>.l

Kntered at the General Post Office in New York Citv as Second-Class Matter.
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Summary of the Week. ' ia> come out on t"|>. Everybody knows and evei

si\> so, and In everybody we mean the manufa
The Exhibitors' Golden Hour 821 ,| u . renters and the public. Up to a certain poinl thi
Cause and El 822 as ;, should be. Certainl) the exhibitor runs
Thc Sa,es Companj 823 rysfc )u . has ,,, stan{j t | H . rackel ,,,- lh( . bus jn ,

Picture Personalities.—Chester Freeman.. ..823 m;m next ,,, ,i u . pHblic, our last court 1 f appeal in this
Myself at the Actors' Fair. Bj rhos. Bedding, F.R P.S...82.4 mat tcr. ;m( | therefore he is entitled to the just an
"Man About Town" Criticises a Recent Article by Marcus mate profits of his position

Loew, and Has Something to S.i\ About the Possibili- o . .1 1 -i -. 1 1 1 1

ties of Film Production and the Interest of the Public
,

l 'm
*
u ' exhibitor has Keen making too much m<

in Moving Picture Actors and Actresses 825 In fact he lias been making all the money. I In manu-
"Lux Graphicus," on the Late King Edward VII 826 facturers have been working at close percentag

Operators' Column: \ Good Letter from Ohio An- renter has made nothing, the exhibitor has made all I

nouncement Slides—Condensers and Perforators < is to make. Economically this is obvioush w
cerning Lenses, etc., etc 827 828 There should be a fair and just distribution of the profits.

The American Kinograph Compai ge \ Magi< 829 Broadl) speaking, at the present time the profits 1

Chicago \.-! S31 been shared between the manufacturer and exhibit- r

Comments on the Films 832-837 perhaps nol in the most equitable prop* rtions. N
National Independent Moving Picture Alliance 839 renter, who. as we have pointed out before in this

is an indispensable factor in the situation, is getting

The Exhibitors' Golden Time. " ,''• U
\

is ,H
'VT'

n the dT 1 and ,lu
'
deep

'

does the spade work between the manufacturer and ex
In the ebb and Mow of a business the profits of that hibib r, and. comparative!) speaking, gets less profit

business are not always divided according to strict either. There is a feeling throughout the mo>
economics. As we have pointed out over and over again, picture field that the renter is very badlv served,
the moving picture held is divided into the usual three badly off and is very badly treated.' Within the last tl

classes of anj modern business, namely the producers, months we have heard over and over again that
that is. the manufacturers; distributers, that is. the rent- renter is not making any money. But he is deb
ers ; consumers, that is, the exhibitors. The public, ordi- to do so. W.d there is no reason why he should
narily speaking, is regarded as the consumers. But they because fundamentally the middle man
are not. The) are the final source of distribution of the facto,- in any business. The exhibit r has got the upper
goods. It is the shop keeper, otherwise the exhibit, r. hand for the time being and is buying his
who. according to the strict economics of modern com- cheaply, lie is dominating the situation and dictal
mercial philosophy, is the consumer. He is the final dis- terms to the renter or distributer. The manufacti
tributer. The public has no vi ice in the economic con- does not know, does not care. d< es not understand.
ditions which govern the production and distribution of the manufacturers are not omnipotent. It

'

the go ds. This looks rather contradictory, but it is not. convincingly clear to us these last few months that
The public just takes what is given to it and occasionally down trodden renter is about to exert hit

revolts, but takes ; , long time in .loin-- s,
,. The public to be a factor and greater factor than ever in the

is a long suffering entity in this business and. like thc picture situation. And we think he should
'

mills of the gods, -rinds slowly. as we have said above, he does the spade work. lb
In this article we have nothing I with what the not be dictated to by the exhibitor, but will 1

public thinks t ^ the moving picture. Our immediate exhibitor on fairly equitable grounds.
business at this moment is with the exhibitor, a man Summing up the moral of this article it

whom we love, respect, revere, because he is the back- too large a propi rtion of the profits , f tl

bone <^i the business, and being the backbone of the busi- lure business has gone, this last Winter, into the
ncss is entitled to all the credit ^i that position. This last of the exhibit..!-, lie is having a ver g time, but
Winter, besides the credit oi the position he has had strict grounds ^i business comity
the profit. In having the profit he has had a very good every exhibiting reader of Tin-: Moving Pi< rURE Wo
time. In the last Winter's business of the moving pic- that there is a definite intention to adjust tl

ture industr) in the United States, it is the exhibitor who tion oi manufacturer, renter and exhibitor, i
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up with a simple illustration. There is a well known
theater in New York City which pays $140 per week
tor its service, yet, its total receipts for the week arc

.^3,500— a money making proposition. Both manufactur-
ers and renters will agree that that is entirely dispropor-

tionate. In other words, that the cxhihitor should pay
more, and must pay more and has got to pay more, for

his service.

The end of it all is that the public must pay more.
And in paying more they will put the business on its

proper basis and demand their money's worth. We look

forward to the time when the five-cent moving picture

theater will be a thing of the past and nothing under ten

cents or twenty-five cents will be charged, and then the

business will, at last, be put upon its proper plane.

ing picture is flourishing on its merits. It would not
flourish any the less if all talking plays were clean and
wholesome. It is no real rival of the talking play; it

is rather the complement, appealing perhaps to a slightly
different class—that is, the poorer class. Nevertheless,
it is attracting the patronage of the better classes whose
minds revolt against the salaciousness condemned in the

Munsey article.

Cause and Effect.

Munsey's Magazine each month contains a retrospective

analysis of the doings of the New York stage, during the

previous few weeks, so that the leisured reader is enabled

to obtain what is not offered him in the criticisms of new
plays published in the daily newspapers. He learns from
Munsey why this or that piece has failed to attract; why
this or that piece is a success, which actor or actress has

made good, and the general trend of theatrical politics

in the United States. This article is always well written,

well weighed, and informative.

The author dots his i's and crosses his t's. He is very

frank in his criticisms. He does not hesitate to give the

real reason why so many plays fail on the New York
talking stage and the intelligent reader is enabled to

gather from what he says why it is that the past theatri-

cal season in New York, like its immediate predecessor,

was a disastrous failure. Broadway was strewn this last

Winter with the wrecks of unsuccessful ventures.

Unsuccessful because of several patent facts according

to our author. The plays were not badly constructed and
badly acted, but were bad in theme. It is a regrettable

fact that the modern theatrical manager or speculator

seems to think that the American public wants pruriency,

nastiness, obscenity and indecency in the stories of its

plays. The public does not. This last Winter the public

severely stayed away from these nauseating productions,

some of which were openly discussed and condemned in

the Munsey article, the author of which incidentally men
tions the fact that one of the theaters which had served

up vile salaciousness (in plainer terms, filth) was glad

to turn to the moving picture to prevent the house going

dark during the Summer. Here, then, we have a clear

case of cause and effect—the cause why the ordinary the-

ater is failing so badly and why the moving picture thea-

ter is taking its place. The public is tiring of "angel'
:

directed salacity. The great majority of people are clean-

minded and like their entertainments to be of that char-

acter. Salacious plays pander only to the few and not

to the many, that is the paying public, whereas the mov-
ing picture, speaking generally, is clean and attractive

and can be safely witnessed by women and children a?

well as men, which is not universahV the case with the

plays at the Broadway and other theaters. The only

thing for the theatrical manager to do, in order to restore

the popularity of the theater, is to give the public what
it wants. Then we shall hear fewer laments over the

fact that the moving picture is supplanting the ordinarj

play. It will never suppplant the ordinary play where
the latter is presented in its proper aspects—that is, in

the form of a clean, wholesome story well mounted and
played. Every indifferent talking r>lay is an advertise-

ment for the moving picture. It is a kind of advertise-

ment that we do not specially welcome because the mov-

The Sales Company.
In our penultimate issue we said that after the Chi-

cago meeting of the Alliance, we would express our
opinion of the scheme of the General Sales Company,
which was to be presented to the Independent section of
the moving picture trade on Friday and Saturday last.

In this article we redeem our promise. Two features
characterized the gathering of the clans at Chicago. One
was the meeting of the Alliance, or alleged Alliance.
The Alliance started out to do a great deal and has done
practically nothing. It is and always has been somewhat
passive and the sooner it is reformed the better for the
credit and good sense of the few men who are allowing
their names to be identified with it. Varying the notable
line in Sir W. S. Gilbert's comedy: "It does nothing in

particular, and does it very badly!" We hope it will be
more useful in future.

More serious, however, than the meeting of this ill-

starred body was the scheme for making or attempting
to make the Sales Company an actuality. That scheme
appears likely to be successful. So shrewd an observer
of the present moving picture situation as James L. Hon*
has called the Sales Company a "little trust." We may
not like trusts, but we admire them. When Mr. Morgan
tried to grab the shipping business of the United States
and Great Britain we admired him for his boldness. Mr.
Rockefeller commands admiration because he has been
successful in a fine, broad scheme of grabbing. Equally
so, Mr. Armour of Chicago—in fact all these kings of
commerce command our admiration and respect if not our
love, because they evince the truly imperial acquisitive
instinct.

The Sales Company first appealed to us in the same
kind of manner that the Murdock enterprise appealed to

us, and that the Film Import enterprise appealed to us.

It looked to us as if the element of personal ag-
grandizement was likely to be too prominent. In other
words that it was not being conducted for the benefit of
the Independent side of the business as a whole, but
rather for the profit and glory of one or two firms whose
names have been freely mentioned and whom now it is

not necessary, to mention.
But a study of the Conditions of Sale, printed else-

where, shows the Sales Company to be conceived on a
very broad platform indeed. Practically all the manu-
facturers and importers on the Independent side have
agreed to those conditions, signing up for varying terms.
The business is to lie managed from a central office

—

each company contributing so much per capita towards
the expenses. The administrative position has been mate-
riallv strengthened by the inclusion on the executive
staff of such men as Herbert Miles, William Steiner and
others whose names should he a guarantee for the proper
conduct of the Sales Company.

All this week we have been approached by representa-
tive men who were present at the Chicago meeting, ask-
ing us to use our influence, not to kill the Sales Company,
because the Sales Company as such is an ordinary com-
mercial proposition, but to prevent the formation of a
combination which might be more tyrannical, more un-
just, more selfish, than any trust that' at present exists in
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tin- United States. We are on tin- side of freedom of

trade. We believe in the principle of the individual

manufacturer ox importer elling his good ling

to the ordinary rules of commerce, namely on their qual-

.111. 1 on his own terms. Any intelligent readei

mis paper knows that for months past we have preached

the sound economic doctrine of an open market
So far as we can discover there exist no grounds for

these apprehensions. It" they once i usted the) have \>

removed lis a broad handling of the situation on the part

of the Board of Directors of the Sales Company. It is

to be a representative board and their decisions are to

be unanimous. Moreover, it is recognized in the com-
pany that the quality of the Independent picture must

be kept to high-water mark. So it may be assumed that

one of the weaknesses of the Independent side which
has hitherto been obvious, namel) the comparatively poor

quality of the pictures, will no 1< nger exist.

Of course, tin' Sales Company is in the experimental
or tentative Stage. It is an attempt and the third or

fourth attempt to regulate this section of die industry,

and a very important section it is, in the interests ot" all

concerned. The manufacturers are to find a safe and
remunerative market, the renters art' to have a good
supply of pictures, and the public who patronize the

thousands of Independent theaters in the country is to

have an opportunity of seeing pictures which compare
in quality with any others otherwise produced. Such a

ram as this, as we printed out two or three weeks
ago, commands support and in s,

, far as it goes, the

Sales Company may he assured <>i the sympathetic en-

couragement of The Moving Pi< tore World.
There is one feature of the situation that must not be

lost sight oi, and that is that many of the signatories to

the Sales Company's agreement are inclined to he doubt-

ful of the result of this experiment. They, in fact, are

giving the scheme a trial. If it succeeds, why they will

continue their adhesion. If it does not succeed they
will go independent.

far as we can form an opinion on the evidence he-

fore us, the Sales Company starts out with every hope
of success. We think it ought to be given a fair trial,

we think that the signatories to the conditions, now that

they have gone so far as to hand in their adhesion to the

program of the Sales Company should do all in their

power to make it a success. By making good pictures

and co-operating with those who have charge of their

interests.

There is one special respect in which we hope that the

Sales Company will be successful and will accomplish
that which it has set out to do, nanulv to regulate the

Independent side of the business. It is the third or fourth

attempt of the kind and apparently the most businesslike

and consequently one which is likelv to obviate the neces-

sity much disagreement, diversity of views and
conflict of interest as has characterized the Independent
moving picture field in the past. Frankly, we are sick

and tired of so much of this political squabbling, cross-

purposes and the like. If the Sales Company can put an

end to all this useless talk, useless clamor and useless

disunion it shall, in a verv special manner indeed, earn

the thanks and support of Tin-: MOVING Picture World.
because, as we have said over and over again, we stand

for the good of the business as a whole, we stand for

the improvement in quality of the picture, we stand for

the education and encouragement of the exhibitor all

over the country, and, therefore, we want to write week
by week about the picture and not about its politics in

order that we may do our share in promoting the
|

perity of the moving picture business of the United
States.

Picture Personalities.

Chesi i.k Freem w
We have long threatened to ir readers a picture

.if (luster Freeman, the erstwhile controlling spirit of

the Film Import and Trading Company. Here it

Freeman and his company wire possibilities, nay. were

probabilities. Why those probability never real-

ized is matter for considerable dispute.

The most heartily anathematized pers< n in the moving
picture field at this mi meiit is the subject of this portrait.

It is that of a man who 1< omed large for a time in I

ing picturedom; a man who seemed to have it all his

own way. Win he did not get it all his own way
secret known only to himself. Possibly students of these

things, like Professor I.' mbroso, or Professor Nordai

other men who make heredity and the study of their fel-

lowmen the work of their lives, might he able to say why
;

we won't, although we think we could.

Anyhow, here is Chester Freeman, the bright, smi

genius, or ex-genius, of the Film Import and Tra

Company. We have a sympathetic liking for Freeman,

because he is a clever man. an able man. and an acqu

tive man. We think that in yeai ne when he

over his present disease, a mild form of caput <i

he may settle down and become a useful and money-

making member of the moving picture busuv

The Greater New York Film Rental Company r.ast

Fourteenth street. New York City, have rented a rln..r to the

pply Exchange, who will carr>

plete line of m tare ac 5, include

tc. Their advertisements will be found on another
page.
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MYSELF AT THE ACTORS' FAIR.

Bv Thomas Bedding, F.R.P.S.

Mr. Ta ft
. having performed the duties assigned to

him by the committee of the Actors' Fair, which has
been so conspicuously successful a feature of New Y< rk

life this last week, it devolved upon the writer of these
lines also to officiate at the Fair in a capacity possibl}
not so important as that of the President, but. neverthe-
less, of considerable significance. In other words The
Moving Picture Would and moving picturedom were in-

vited through me, myself, my very own self, to show that
no ill-feeling exists towards a class whom we of moving
picturedom are said to be putting out of business. So to

the Actors' Fair 1 went, 1 did, and the memory of it

all will never fade from my mind.
I went, I saw. I conquered— I repeat, I conquered.

Conquered a desire to elope with some of the most ex-
quisite specimens of the eternal feminine I have ever been
privileged to behold. Bless their dear hearts ! How-
beautiful they looked: and what delightful brigands and
robbers they are in the sacred cause of charity !

It was Dreamland—the Dreamland, in a way, of Coney
Island compressed and adapted to the exigencies of the
Thirty-fourth street armory. To quote Byron, at night,
"And bright the lamps shone o'er fair women and brave
men." A. procession amongst this paradise of houris
meant that you bad your band in and out of your pocket
at every step you took, taking chances for this, that and
the other thing. Who the devil, gentlemen, could resist

the bewitching appeals of these bewitching beggars? 1

went to the Fair with a heart ; I came away minus that
heart. For I left it behind me in scores of little bits.

The moving picture played a part in the entertainment.
I was indebted to my friend, Bernard Cook, of Pathes'.
for the information that the Globe Annex was to form a

feature of the Actors' Pair. The Globe was under the
management of Montgomery and Stone of the Globe
Theater, and Mr. Cook was the operator using a Pathe
machine for the projection work. So, after a time, when
I could elude the depredations of the bevy of stage beau-
ties who were robbing me of my heart and my money, I

found my way to the Globe Theater, being taken in

charge of by Cook and introduced to all sorts of nice
people at his theater. I was very glad to see that the
little theater, at which I witnessed a filmed prize fight,

was popular, taking -in lots of money and attracting lots

of people.

I hope that before the Fair closes this week Mr. Cook
will have carried out a little scheme which he divulged
to me : that of getting a series of films from the Edison,
Vitagraph and Biograph Companies in which well known
actors and actresses figured. For example, there are the

Pilar-Morin series ; the picture in which Elita Proctor
Otis appeared, and. of course, there are the Biograph
series. There are also pictures made by the Essanav
and Selig Companies in which star actors and actresses

appear.

Perhaps I ought to say that amongst the fair beauties

at the Actors' Fair were Pilar-Morin and her gifted

pupil, Pauline Maurice, who ran a Japanese stall and
made people fish for cigars and nick-nacks. So you see.

moving pictures and moving picture personalities were
well represented at one of the mest charming functions

at which I have ever been present—this same Actors'

Fair. Of course we were all actors and actresses there.

Even T. as I told you a few weeks ago, am a bit of an

actor, as witness that remarkable Powers' picture of

me, which is one of the' classics in the making of mov-
ing pictures to-day. I acted a part at the Actors' Fair.

This was to endeavor as far as possible to impress peo-

ple whom I met with the fact that the moving picture

lias now to be taken into sericus consideration as an
amusement factor. If the Fair i- repeated next year,

1 should >a\ that the Globe Annex will be increasingly

successful, because by that time people will have realized

that the moving picture stage is attracting talent quite

as proficient as that of the ordinary stage. The sdent
drama comes to us as a real relief from vocalized acting.

Take, for example, the same beautiful room at the Ac-
tors' Fair, with its myriads of lights: the sheen and the

radiancy : the life and color ; the restless crowds of beau-
tiful women struggling, scheming plotting, fighting, be-

seeching the money out of your pockets—a pandemonium
of dreamy delights ! What a relief to be able to get away
from it and dive into a temple of the silent drama for

five minutes and contemplate a noiseless play on the

screen. Come to think of it. there is much virtue in

silence. Speech, we are told, is silver, and silence is

goldeij. Therefore the silent drama may. in a sense, be
regarded as the more precious of the two kinds of acting.

Xot that I derogate the power of the human voice.

Xo, no. Especially if that human voice belongs to a
beautiful woman. But there are times when even a
beautiful voice is all the better for a rest. There are

times when the human mind prefers contemplation to

conversation. Here, again, your silent drama comes in

to supply the much needed mental variety. Just fancy
now, if there were no silences in life ! Just fancy if there

was no time at all when the wife of your bosom, or your
sweetheart, cr the other fellow's sweetheart, or, at any
rate, the She. the She that is in all our lives—just fancy

now if She was NEVER quiet, but always talking. Life

would be intolerable; life would be intolerable without
some silences.

So in our pleasures you perceive, ladies and gentlemen,
that the silent drama plays its own part : fulfills a long-

felt want : and is fulfilling that want so well that it is

becoming mere popular every day. And as it is becom-
ing more popular, the number of cultured people who are

helping to make the pictures are also numerically increas-

ing. The standard is being raised. The public has its

favorite performers on the silent stage and. generally

speaking, the new art is shaping itself into a delightful

complement and auxiliary of the older art of acting. It

is a kind of younger sister—a Cinderella. This silent

drama, misunderstood, persecuted at first, but now com-
ing into its own. is a veritable Cinderella, who. you
may remember, turned out to be a very beautiful princess.

I shall always remember the Actors' Fair and the

charming people I met there with pleasure and delight.

Next year, ladies and gentlemen, if you hold another

Fair. I would like to help you in the moving picture end
of things.

Not since the Kalern Chicago representative stayed up all

night to be in at the killing of the "eleohant" on the premises
of the Selig Polyscope Company, has there been such high
jinks among the Western film people as happened last week.
Badger fights have been popular of late among man)- Chicago
sports ami the Western manufacturers and exchange men,
following this cue to celebrate the arrival of a newcomer
in their midst, laid themselves out to give him an exciting

time. They did! Rut when the neophvte pulled the cord to

release the badger which was t,, do battle with Rill Selig's

fierce bulldog, he uncovered—a very tame household pet in-

deed. But what an opportunity was lost, we are told, to

secure a moving picture film of emotional acting and action
which would have done credit even to the rooster trade-mark.
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Observations
BY OUK MAN
ABOUT TOWN

\ i ini innati new spapct las) Sundaj
ie People's Vaude\ illi

of New York, a threi column writcup With thi

published .1 large cut supposed t" be .1 portrait of Mr,
\ 1 iteup \\ .1- ihe best -i the two It pi

.Mr the moving picture kii

cle made Kmi; Loevi . I suppose that il I had
trained in the theatrical' business I would have followed
some of it- traditions, but nol being so trained I violated
them all. I Imili up and evolved the business -
which all tlir moving picture theaters in th< are
now conducted. Economj was mj watchword in framing up
our system I dispensed, first of all. with tin- ornamental
and useless house manager \n ugly, middle-aged woman
was what I tried !• secure for every house, tin'

pretty yirl- -.pint t'"> much time talking to tin young fel-

rhe music was taken care of by a combination—

a

lady piano player who could I In- operator—we
had t" pa\ him a little rial money, but not much at first.

Performers used t<> have !•' do fourteen or fifteen turn- every
day. that was all. The manufacturers of films hav<
hausted their ingenuity and skill The only thing I fear i-

that the films will deteriorate < >nr patrons n I the
best elements in the community. < >nr trade is a family trade
and we want to keep it that way.*'

* m m

While very interesting, the writeup is not above criticism

me of the opinions with which Mr. Loew is

credited with having expressed are concerned. Those in

touch with the manufacturing end of the moving picture
business, as well as many others in a position to talk upon
the subject, will hardly confess a fear such as that cxpr.
by Mr. Loew that the films will deteriorate, nor concur in

the opinion that the manufacturers have exhausted their in-

genuity. Unfortunately the interview gives an indefinite scope
ie opinion and it may possibly be misunderstood, how-
as it -rand-- in print, it must be assumed that Mr. T.ocw

meant that all the picture manufacturers have exhausted their

ingenuity, and if he intended to convey that impression lie

mistaken.
* * *

The film manufacturers on the other side of the Atlantic
are so numerous, their productions have been t in

numh the sharp competition that has prevailed among
them makes it p.>s..ddc that Mr 1 rcct

me respects, but only in Applied in general to

rs it i- not correct. Why, only a few weeks
one foreign concern issued a subject that attracted the

the entire civilized world. I refer to the film

that showed the birth of the common house fly. how it mul-
tiplies, how it gathers and spreads the -

nuity reflected by this picture equals any that has ever
attached t>« any -id' iction of

ing pictui The illustral the habits of the
spreading insect were so -triking that the health

authorities in all the large cities of this country have taken
a most intense interest in the film and are urging that it

xhibited as frequently as possible, so that it may be
an important factor in arousinj try to a realization
of the necessity for prompt and decisive measures
terminate the common hous

* * *

far as the United Stal cerned, Mr. I pin-
not bear weight. The home manufacturers have

means exhausted their i n

p

"To the contrary,
they are really only beginning to exercise it. It is not
since the chief aim of these manufacturers appeared to be

jrind out the subj I them upon the market.
There was a sorrowful lack of attention to details. From
an artistic standpoint there were comparatively few instances
in which the term success could be applied
In the other cases crudeness in arrangement oi plots, the
Staging, acting, and in the photography, was very distinct,

but during the last several months there h h de-
cided progress toward impn vement that the managers and
the public are voluntarily extending c the
makers of the films. I have one case in mind. A certain

I he

prod

impi that in.

marking that they \\

of the toplin fortunati

1
mi the p me of the mat

it 1- dm- t 1 short siehtedn Dital has

nt will - ral.

* * *

I t the purpose of thi ! t"
convey the impression that the ingenuity of th<

ers ha- been exhausted so far as tl

cerned, the opinion might be pardonabl
the vast amount of subjects that ha
into consideration one is prom nder if the •

ideas ha - n exhausted. But ti that
should be remembered: The libraries of the . -.tain

millions of volumes, yet \ 1 ilumi
are being published annually. With the advent of th<

writer- in the scenario field is it 11 > -t natural ti that
they will be able to bring OUt idea- for tin

* * *

The moving picture business and hi

it becomes a case of expressing opinions regarding them and
judging their merit-. Select a half dozen peopl
to pass an opinion upon a film subject and then ma!
parison. If two out of the six agi

ject is a winner. Audience- cannot be considi
lible in

1 udgment on a picture. A subject that will

New York audience t" enthusiasm will ;
move a Philadelphia audience to the A
big success in the East may meet its Waterloo in the V
People in the South will frequently clan 'jeet

that i- considered very ordinary in the West It

upon the theme of the picture, or the mai 1

it ha- bnii arranged or produced. There
in which aud tent.

Some manufacture in their pict

bar identity t" which certain
The subjects anufacturers will win thes
uice- regardless of what merit

r audienc ne attach
'r actresses in thi I while I

r uninti
j may

re may 1

the staging '.r carrj pearance
of tin- pictur
the stage fai ve the '.

' with
whom they are so much interej

* * *

The interest th

many of the picture p The film manu-
facturer- and the film renter- are burdened b)

from young women who crave an autograph •

panic-' . and from
seek the names, addresses and photographs

nchanted tht •

Sunday'- North American pub full-page art

Miss Turner, one of the Vitagraph f

lady stated in the interview it the an
has been with the has

received about :'

marriage. M itry are the
manufacturers to furnish them with photographs
play the
theaters, and the people "id meet
the originals may be in a m the

me.
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ON THE SCREEN.
By Lux Graphicus.

King Edward's death has been the topic of the hour

in all parts of the world during the past week, and here

in the United States the amount of space devoted to

his life and career show the wonderful hold which the

personality of the man secured upon this branch of the

Anglo-Saxon race. Though eminently a man of peace,

it is probable that not since the time of Napoleon has

the passing of a man who filled a monarchical position,

excited such widespread interest. His popularity was
extraordinary; his versatility was remarkable; his in-

fluences upon twentieth century matters probably

greater than that of any other man living at the time

of his death.

The first public function I ever attended in Britain

was a great dinner at which the then Prince of Wales
was present. He was patron of a learned society with

which I was connected. Then, in more recent years,

it was my fortune to find myself in his company on

several occasions so that I am enabled to confirm from
actual observation and experience many of the good
things that have been said of him.

* * *

And King Edward, the readers of The Moving Pic-

ture World might like to know, had a direct connection

with photography. He was probably the most often

photographed man in the world, both in the studio and

out of doors. I could fill pages of The World with

anecdotes of him in this regard which would show the

human side of his character. All this, however, must
be taken for granted. Amongst other things he was
patron of the Royal Photographic Society of Great

Britain, the principal photographic society in the world.

Queen Alexandra was also a patroness, so was the late

Queen Victoria.
* sjc #

Twelve years ago. also to the very month, the Royal
Photographic Society held a great International Photo-

graphic Exposition at the Crystal Palace, London,
which is known to many Americans as one of the most
beautiful glass buildings in the world. King Edward,
then Prince of Wales, went down to the Crystal Palace

and opened the exhibition, interesting himself in the

pictures, machinery and the apparatus, and showing an

intimate knowledge of the technique of stationary pho-

tography. I was one of those who were in his entour-

age. And again I had opportunities of observing what
a Prince of Good Fellows, and a consummate man of

the world, he was.
* * *

One of the last times I saw him was in the Royal
Box, at the Ascot Race Meeting, in England, probably

the most influential and popular racehorse meeting in

the world. The King and Queen stood up in the Royal
Box before the hundreds of thousands of people as-

sembled on the race course. In the enclosures were the

fine fleur of British and American society. In the

course of the afternoon the King sent for the American
.Ambassador, Mr. Choate, and engaged in friendly con-

versation with him, before the assembled multitudes, so

that the world might see how sympathetically inclined

lie was towards the United States. That was a char-

acteristic illustration of Edward's tact—the ability of

doing the right thing at the right moment, which was
one of his good qualities and contributed so much to

his popularity.
* * *

"Oh, well," says the reader, "this is all fine, but what
has King Edward to do with moving pictures, anyway."
A great deal, my friends. When in London, in the

year 1896, moving pictures or animated photographs, as

they were then called, were coming to the fore, the

King, then Prince of Wales, sent for Mr. Birt Acres,

one of the pioneers of the business, to give a special

demonstration of the cinematoscope, as it was then

called, at the Royal residence in London. This early

Royal recognition of what was then one of the marvels
of the time undoubtedly gave a stimulus to the moving
picture business across the Atlantic.

^e % %

So you see the late King had some connection with

the moving picture, which continued down to the last

moments of his comparatively short reign. For last year

he sent for Charles Urban, of Kinemacolor fame, and
had a special demonstration of moving pictures in nat-

ural colors prepared for his inspection. According to

what we are told, he appreciated the exhibition. In

fact, it may be said that throughout his -life, King Ed-
ward always took a warm interest in scientific progress,

especially if it tended towards the enlightenment and

improvement of the condition of his people.
sfe 4*

To appreciate the value of the interest taken by the

late King in moving picture work in the old country

you must have lived there. He did not give his sup-

port or lend his patronage to anything unless it had
been proved worthy of it. That support or patronage

means, as it were, a hall mark stamping the thing as

good and genuine; in other words, as we say here, if a

King takes a thing up personally; he O. K.'s it, and it

goes. Only recently King George the Fifth, lately

Prince of Wales, visited a music hall in London for

the purpose of seeing a public exhibition of Kinema-
color, a fact of inestimable value to the exploiters of

that process.
* * *

King Edward's death, of course, deprives Mr. Roose-

velt of the pleasure of a public reception in England
and so we shall not see the pictures of which I spoke

a fortnight ago, a very unfortunate loss. In many other

respects the King's death will retard the moving picture

business, as any number of public events will be

abandoned or postponed. It is astonishing what wide-

spread effects and influences are superinduced by the

death of a European sovereign. All branches of busi-

ness are affected by it. There are many films of King
Edward in existence which, no doubt, in time to come,

will be invested with considerable historical interest.

Perhaps the most popular moving pictures ever taken

of him were those in which he was shown leading in

his Derby Winners of the greatest race in the world.

For he was a good sportsman. The English people

love good sportsmen and that is one of the several

reasons why Mr. Roosevelt is so popular in the little

Island in the North Sea. Peace to the ashes of the

Princely Patron of the moving picture! ! !
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OPERATOR'S COLUMN.
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.
Conducted by F. H. Richardson.

A Good Letter. Delphos, Ohio, writei as follows: "I bad
an experience similar i" Iowa's shortly after putting i

aperture plate and tension springs. As the projection
lens had worked all right previously, I knew the trouble

d not be there ["he pictures would blur badly at i

.mil ay.mi would be ver\ clear. Careful investigation
d the fact thai the tension springs did not kiv equal

• a the film, one bearing harder than the other. Also
the weaki I unevenly, i e., at the top and bottom only
and in! at all in the center. I remedied this l>y bulging the

r of the spring <>nt until it bore evenly it- whole length
and with pressure equal to it- mate and the trouble
eliminated. When there was a thin strip of film it would

and the pictures, ol course, blurred, but thick bI

went through all right. Hope this will help Iowa, or some
othc i brother operat

i anyone tell me what causes the new waterproof (one
weeks old) film to !><• dim the tirst show or two (we

only run one reel) and get clear ami all right aftemv
without touching the lenses? I have had tin^ experience
only with the X. 1. waterpioof films.

"Aic low voltage transformers (inductors, economy coils,

compensarcs) sa> current bills on A. C.
ycle, mo \"lt-.' Are they all right in place of rheostats?

Articli - such as the one headed 'A New Race of Degenerates,'
by 11. F. Hoffman, surely must l>e written by one mentally

ble. 1 cut out the picture of the Editor of the
-' Column, which appeared in The World recently,

had it trained on a handsome mount and it now hangs In my
room, evidence of the esteem in which 1 hold him!''

1 think the trouble found and remedied by Delphos would
hardly lit fowa's case, but it probably will lit some other
one'.-, and is unquestionably of value. Thanks. Delphos.
No, 1 cannot say what causes the dimness you speak of as I

have encountered nothing of the -ort myself in using water-
N. I. stock. The query is respectfully referred to the

ompany or to the waterproofing folks tor reply. I

strongly favor waterproofing. .Mr. Hoffman now says his

article was a "kidding one.'' L'mph. the writer roes not relish

being "kidded" exactly in that way. nor did many others.
Many thanks for the compliment of that nice frame. Brother
Delphos. May I ever continue to merit your esteem.

* * *

Announcement Slides.—Wellsboro, Pa., writes: "Noticed
your article in The World some time since that announce-
ment could be made with gelatine paper and a type-
writer. Procured gelatine like ei samples but writ-
ing fai - to show up, even with black ribbon. What is

There is nothing wrong, Wellsboro, provided you used the
light shades of pink and yeliow as I instructed and used a
good, new, black ribbon. Use only the capital ietters of
the machine and have the type clean. Strike the keys hard.
Because the writing appears dim as you see it on the gela-
tine don't imagine it won't show up on the screen. Bind
Up, with a mat, just like a slide, between two slide cover

I have used these announcement slides for tem-
porary announcements for years.

* * *

Condensers—Perforators.—New York City, X. Y., writes:
"What focal length condenser lenses should I have for pic-
ture ir feet wide at 6o-foot throw' Also why do not all

licensed manufacturers use the same kind of perforator if

one kind is so much better than another' It seems a shame
to spoil good acting and good photography by poor per-
forating."

Us -inch condensers. I am not strong in knowl-
on the matter of perforators, except in a general way.

Why it is manufacturers don't all use the same machines
for perforating, or get the same results I do not know. But

manufacturers have expended large sums of money
striving after excellence in this particular direction and
without attaining anything even approaching perfection at
that. As you say. Xew York, it surely is a shame, and it is

to be hoped that some universal remedy will be found before
long.

* * *

Concerning Lenses.—Xew York City, X. Y.. asks the fol-
lowing; the inquirer after knowledge being, by the way, a
son of Sunny Italy, judging by his name: "What is meant
by equivalent focus—back focus? Does back focus mean
distance from aperture plate to projection lens? Do
make any difference how far lamphouse is from machine,
provided I can control size oi spot by moving lamp back o;
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be removed from tl" lamphouse. But it i-> seldom
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bus. Ii bah lei the same tin- equivalent
the condenser will be just half the back !

A- t" tii lamphouse from machine 1 h

no material difference, within ble limn ;.ir it

i- away. I havi followed out any definite bi-

experiiiient. however. Will be glad to hear from those who
have. J'. '•., condensers, I mean the back I

of the single lenses, measured a- above. 'I!- need
man can tell pretty closely what the focal length oi a

denser i-. a- the different focal lengths are of different thick-

nesses. That is what make- the difference in focal length.

The thicker the lens the more pronounced its convi
fore the shorter it- local length. I trust 1 have made this

clear to Xew York. If not, come back again and I will try

to straighten it out for you. Why don't yon go to Mr.
Taylor's school and get these matters all explained to you
and learn them right? See their advertisement on ai

page.
* * *

High Voltage Resistance.—Homer, 111., writes as follows:
"Am trying to operate a machine on current from a trolley

circuit of an interurban railway system. Am about nine miles
from the sub-station (.power house, 1 take it he means) and
get about 530 volts when no car is operating within a mile
or two. When car passes the park don't know how low the
voltage goes, but an incandescent lamp just burn- red. To
operate a machine on this current last Summer I t

old style, no-volt rheostats and hooked live of them up in

series and the other three in multiple. Will you please ex-
plain how this gave the desired results? Also do you know
of a better way? Remember that the current is not regular,

but my light is good nearly all the time, only when a car
is near I have to trim my carbons much closer. Was obliged
to use a Xo. 6 wire and ground my negative carbon to the
rail of the track. Could not operate by grounding to the
ground nor on a smaller wire. Why?"
Homer certainly is working under difficulties. His letter

reminds me of the Ohio River steamboat with a whistle so
big that every time they blew the whistle they had to stop
the boat to raise steam again. Plainly the trolley wire feed
isn't anywhere near large enough. But that, of course, can't

be helped. You have not told me how many amperes ca-

pacity those no-volt rheostats were s>> 1 shall have to do
considerable guessing. A 25-ampere, no-volt rheostat has
about 22-3 ohms resistance, "r 13 1-3 ohms for five in series.

This would give you approximately 40 amperes on 530
Just exactly what effect the hooking on of three rheostats
in multiple ahead oi or behind t: I'm blcs-ed if I

know. The current that would get by th would be
split up in three and there would be 1-3 of 40 amperes, or
a little more than 13 amperes goinc through each rhe
The resistanci ;>erate to

cut down the total somewhat, but to figure out what a freak
connection of that sort would do would be considerable
work and I think would do no particular good. Just why
you hooked in the multiple part is one too many for me!
I think, however, you must have had rheostats of greater
capacity than 25 amperes since you could not operate on a

ground wire smaller than No. <>. which is good for 65 am-
peres of current. If you will tell me the rated capaci:

amperes, of those rheostats I will tell you just what you
were getting You O til I ground to the ground if you went
deep enough to get g act with .rth and had
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your ground contact of large size or very deep, but to carry
projection current the ground would, you will realize, have
to l)f an extraordinarily good one, otherwise there would
be heating and the earth adjacent to the contact would heat
and dry oul and then there would be no current carrying
medium left, since dry ground is not a good conductor.
Have I made that plain? The necessity for No. wire would
indicate heavy current flow, or possibly your machine was
located a considerable distance from the track, in which case-

it would require heavy wire to make up for line drop. As
you do not say whether surrent is A. C. or D. C., I cannot
say whether or no I can suggest a "better method.'' Have
put you in touch with a man who will go into details with
you and fix you up if any one can.

* * *

Setting Carbons, Sprocket Holes Show.—Charlestown, W.
Ya., writes saying that the sprocket holes show on right-hand
side of picture at times. Says machine is a new one and
service is jo to 30-day stuff. Asks why blue spot shows in

cutter of picture and if setting carbons different would reduce
the noise. Is working on A. C. no-volt 60-cycIe current,
using a transformer.

\\ i tli a narrow, steel straightedge see if your top and in-

termittent sprockets and gate idlers are all in line with the
aperture. That is to say, see that none of them set to one
side in relation to the aperture. Also see if the tension
springs bear squarely on the tracks. Possibly one spring sets
t<> one side and occasionally pushes the film over a trifle.

Sometimes the showing of sprocket holes is the fault of the
camera that took the original picture or the printing ma-
chine that made the positive. But this only occurs semi-
Occasionally, whereas 1 understand your trouble happens quite
frequently. To test the alignment make a steel straight-
edge half an inch or so wide. An old corset steel will do
if it is perfectly straight on one edge. Test it on a square
or machinist's rule. If your sprockets or idlers are out of
line, line them up. If your tension springs don't bear squarely
"ii the tracks make them do so. As regards the spot in your
curtain, it may be due to any one of several things. First
try moving your lamphouse backwards and forwards as far
as it will go. If that don't take it out see to it that the
tip of your lower carbon isn't burning up in front of the
crater on the upper carbon; if it is then the spot is doubtless
merely the shadow caused by the tip of the lower carbon
which is set too far ahead. Move it back hist a trifle. If this
is not the cause then try two 7^2-inch condensing lenses. In
your sketch the carbons are set all right but the lamp sets
straight up and down. If you are actually using it that way
and get good light from it you can do more than T could.
Angle your lamp exactly the same as for D. C. Possibly you
might reduce the noise by a different carbon set, but it would
be at the expense of light. I would recommend you to get
a cojn- of The Moving Picture World of August 7. 1909, in

which is contained (page 187) illustrations of different carbon
sets, both A. C. and D. C.. price 10 cents.

.
* * *

Condenser Breakage—Friction in Head.—F. R. C, Mass.,
writes ,1 long letter, the gist of which is that the Mullen coil

must be wound for the cycle current it is to be used on.
That with the Power's round ring condenser mount the back
lens should be left very loose, ring should not be tightened
1:11 too much, plenty of ventilation in condenser casing, door
of lamphousi not to be ripened too soon after shutting off

light and fan in operating room to be shut off whenever lamp-
house door is opein-d tin. saj s fan must "not" be shut off,

but I take r that is an error). Also wants to know if it is

possible thai a Power's \m. 5 will, or can. suddenly bind up
rnid stop and cannot be started for an hour. Claims his Mo.
5 bound up suddenly and he had to loosen the geneva move-
ment before he could run.
As to the Mullen coil, it is quite possible F. R. C. is correct.

I am not an authority 011 them, except that choke coils are
a bad form of resistance. They set up reactance in the cir-

cuit, which results in a large amount of current at a low
power factor being taken from the svstem. Then- are other
objectionable features also. \s to the facts set forth by F.

R. C. relating to condensers, will say that they have been
published by tin- writer in these columns main- times in the
last two years. The points he makes are all correct. \s to

the binding of the Power's No. 5. if the star and cam be se1

close when cold there is some danger of excessive friction

when they become warm through the combined influena
friction and the heat id' the spot. If poor oil be used or the
geneva movement be allowed to get dry it might, under those
circumstances, stick, or at least pull very hard. 1 never knew
of one sticking in the wav F. R. C. has described. He may
not know it. but tin- editor of this column is inspector at the
Power's factory and he sets the genevas of the Xo. 5 just

a tritle loose for the above reasons. Lack of lubrication
would make the automatic governor of Type B, Xo. 5, pull
very hard, but it would hardly stick fast. There are none
of the bearings of the Xo. 5 made close enough that they
would be likely to stick from lack of lubrication; moreover,
when a shaft sticks in its bearings you usually don't turn it

in an hour, or ten of them. It is >tuck for good, usually;
there- are exceptions, of course. F. R. C. got his letter a
trifle mixed tins time, but I think 1 got at about what he had
in mind.

Size of Picture.— Billings. Mont., writes asking wdiat size

of picture would be advisable in a small house, with 50-foot
throw; also whether large or small picture has any effect on
the flickering.

Regarding the size of picture, I would have to know just
what you mean by a small house. I may say, however, that
a 10 by 12 picture is usually accepted as life size, from the
fact that more figures appear life size than in any other size

picture projected. It is very suitable for a small house. The
size of the picture makes no difference as regards the amount
of flickering. This is about the only advice I can give you
without knowing the exact size of house, height of ceiling, etc.

ANOTHER SPLENDID LETTER FROM MR. YOUNG,
OF CHICAGO.

Chicago, 111., May 5. 1910.

Mr. F. H. Richardson:
Dear Sir—On looking through my Moving Picture World

for April 30 I was very pleasantly surprised to see my letter

containing my solution of the "Wilkesbarre Problem" in

print, anel also your very kind words of commendation intro-

ducing it. Please accept my sincere and respectful thanks
for your encouragement.

Since writing that letter I have enrolled for the course
in operating at the Coyne Trade School of this city. It

seems to be the onlyr avenue open in Chicago to learn mov-
ing picture operating, though I have not as yet attended it

long enough to really judge of the quality of the course it

offers.

The only real trouble I have had since beginning my course
was with the question that has had so much discussion in The
World—volt drop, and especially the voltage at the arc. 1

have worked verv hard at it to solve it. and found a state-

ment in ni3' olel high school physics text book which rendered
matters somewhat clearer to me. Briefly, it is an explanation
of Ohm's law. applied to a part of a circuit. The explanation
in the text book began with the statement that "the differ-

ence of potential in any part of a circuit, is equal to the cur-
rent flowing through the circuit, multiplied by the resistance
of that part of the circuit"'—practically Ohm's law. Working
with this as a basis. I have studied out the matter in the
following wise;
The difference- of potential in any given part of a circuit

is equal to the product of the current flowing through the
circuit, multiplied by the resistance on that part of the
circuit. The parts of a circuit may be thought of as being
joined in series (they actually are) with their resistances

and also their differences of potential added together respec-
tively to form the total resistance and the total difference of
potential of the circuit. (In this connection I am using the
word circuit somewhat loosely, to refer to that portion of
the complete circuit between the line terminals.) Hence, the
difference of potential in the remaining part of the circuit

is equal to the total elifference of potential minus the differ-

ence of potential in the given part of the circuit.

Now, to apply this to the arc in a projector. Let a-b-c-d-

e-f represent the principal points in a moving picture arc
circuit; a and f the line terminal. b-C the rheostat, d-e the
arc The connections between these parts of the circuit are
so short, and of such heavy wire, that their resistance may
be neglected. Suppose the following to be the data of an arc
light: Line pressure no volts, resistance b-c (rheostat) 2

ohms, resistance d-e (arc) 1 1-7 ohms, current 35 amperes.
Since the resistance of b-c is 2 ohms, anel the current 35 am-
peres, the difference of potential between its terminals is 70
volts, by Ohm's law. E = CR. Since the resistance of the
arc is t 7-7 ohm, anel the current 35 amperes, by the same
law, the difference of potential between its poles must be 4c
volts (the voltage across the arc). Now, since the relation
of the arc to the rheostat is a series connection, their resist-

ances and also their differences of potential may be added
together t<> obtain the total resistance and elifference of po-
tential of the circuit a-f: the correct resistance. 3 1-7 ohms, to

allow 35 amperes to flow at a pressure of 110 volts.

I do not know if the foregoing statement will be clear to

you, but it seems plausible to me. and has convinced me that

the introduction of the rheostat into the circuit does change
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iny other old thing, what becomes of the
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I want t" kn"W. I tell you, gentlemen, there is something
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ring. Most of you say "absorbed" isn't the word and "dis
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THE AMERICAN KINOGRAPH COMPANY.
A Notable New Business.

One of the greatest surprises in the moving picture field

recently, and winch we were the first t" make public in these
si week, was the formation of the American Kino

graph Company, with premises at 1J4 East 25th street. New
York City, recently vacated by Mes mont. The Amer
ican Kinograph Company may be - tep into the posi
tion ely vacated by the International Projecting and

-tuI the Film Import and Trading Com
pany. Thes b importing houses
handling the picture- -

- ipean makers
The fate of these concerns is so recent that further reference

them is unnecessary.
The American Kinograph Company therefore makes itr

appearance at an opportune moment. It has the experience
and the failures of it- predecess l>y. and we know
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SCENE FROM "THE CLIFF DWELLERS" (KALEM).

THE CLIFF DWELLERS.
This picture is a concrete illustration of the care and trou-

ble taken by professional him manufacturers in the prepara-
tion of their releases. It will be observed that the subject
is an Indian one of a legendary character. The Kalem Com-
pany have left nothing to chance in the archeology of the

subject. It is too often the case nowadays that in Western
pictures and also in historical pictures, inaccuracies and an-
achronisms occur. The Kalem Company have prevented
this by preparing the costumes and scenes of the pictures
from plates and drawings in the possession of the American
Museum of Natural History. Their scenic artist and prop-
erty man visited the Museum several times and made draw-
ings of the clubs, cooking vessels, etc., now owned_ by the
authorities of the Museum.
We think the care which the Kalem Company have taken

to make this picture accurate as well as pictorial and dra-
matic, deserves a warm word of acknowledgment.

THE FIRST BORN.
A Selig Feature Film for Early Release.

During the summer of 1897, at the Alcazar Theater, San
Francisco, a Chinese tragedy in two scenes was presented to

the patrons of that playhouse. The theater was supplied
with a stock company of the usual grade of excellence found
in such organizations, except that in San Francisco, owing
to the permanency of the stock system, beginning with the
McCullough-Barrett Company, the players of California, espe-
cially in character roles, are better trained and the audiences
more dramatically keen than in any other city of the United
States, not excepting the theatrical Mecca, New York City.

In the cheapest theater of San Francisco, bizarre and
colorful character bits are often capitally done; a Chinaman.
a Japanese, a Hawaiian, a Samoan, a Filipino, and Mexican,
are presented with a degree of skill that would call for a

special write-up if acted on Broadway.
Henry Benrino, American actor of nationalities, whose

"Carp Fisher" in "The Darling of the Gods" earned for him
the highest praise from Prince Fushina of Japan, was a mem-
ber of the Alcazar at the time of "The First Born" presenta-
tion. Perhaps the finest effort in the Chinese play was pre-

sented by this actor. George Osborn, the best actor of his

time in Western tvpes, American, Mexican or Indian, was
also a member. George Foster Plat, director of modern
plays for the New Theater, was another, and Miss May
Buckley, one of the most charming personalities of the

American stage, headed the female roster of the company.
Apart from a feeling of amused curiosity as to what the

author would do with Chinamen on the stage, for it leaked
out, owing to the rehearsals, that no attempt would be made
to slapstick or caricature the race, San Francisco remained-

placid. This city seems to know the Chinese character as

she seems to know and read aright the character of all races

that enter her golden portals. No community in the Western
Hemisphere is so cosmopolitan, no citizen is more modern
and human.

"Adios mio Francisco,
The queen of a sun blest land.

Sea thrones in a realm of Beauty.
Free one! of the heart and hand."

Disgusted with the dull and vulgar atrocity offered in cheap
melodrama and vaudeville, known as the Chink Chink China-
man, San Francisco began to wonder a trifle what the mod-
est Alcazar company would do with serious Chinamen. The
opening night arrived with hardly a fair house, for the thea-

ter at this period was struggling for existence, heroically

managed by Frederick Belasco, a brother of the famous
dramatist.
When the curtain arose, there wasn't a critic in the house;

they had more important plays to attend to. Ashton Steven,

now of the "Chicago American," was reviewing a musical
play at the Tivoli. Alice Rix was at the Baldwin Theater.

Peter Robinson, the dean of Western critics, just wandered
in during the last scene. He reserved his judgment in the

Tuesday morning "Chronicle" until he could find time during
the week to see the play entire. Well, he came, and the

others came; they pronounced the play not only a success,

but a unique effort in dramatic construction and dialogue.

It ran to crowded business at the Alcazar for sixteen weeks,
the longest run in the theatrical histor-- of the Coast up to

that time.

At the finish of this engagement, it was taken to New
York under the joint management of David Belasco and
Charles Frohman, where other companies were formed and
sent on tour, while the original company was taken to Lon-
don, where it received eleven curtain calls after the first

act and thirteen at the end of the last.

The story of the tragedy is as follows: Man Lo Yek. a

Chinese merchant, living in the Chinese quarter oi San
Francisco, entices from her home, husband and only child,

Chan Lee, the wife of Chan Wang. To make room in his

household for Chan Lee, Man Low Yek disposes of a slave

girl, Lorey Tsing, whom he had brought from the province
of Chi Li or northern China, to a Chinese gambling house
keeper. Man Low Yek spirits Chan Lee out of the city to

avoid trouble with Chan Wang or the Tee Yup Tong, of
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THE STORY OF ESTHER.
(To be released in June by George Kleine.]

The demand for high-class Biblical productions is a sur-

to the men who first introduced this style of drama.
There have been numerous fine productions placed before
the people since the Passion Play films proved the drawing
power of religious subjects. George Kleine' has recently im-
ported several remarkable features of this nature, and now
announces for about the middle of June another of even

ter pretensions. "The Storj of Esther" is tilled with
incidents of romance and is rich in opportunities for the dis-

play of taste in art and strength in dramatic production.
King Ahasuerus, who is now generally understood to have

been Xerxes, and who ruled over India and its provinces
about 1!. C 5-i. is recorded to have cast aside his wife and
directs that it be heralded throughout his domain that he
is in search of a new spouse. He issues instructions to have
brought before him for his approval the most beautiful young
girls oi all his lands. Accordingly, the maidens are led to

the palace, and we see them being sumptuously gowned ana
lu jeweled before being brought into the presence of his

Majesty. Among the number, the King is greatly impressed
by the beauty and grace of a handsome young Jewish girl.

This one is Esther, who was adopted by her uncle, Mordecai,
and by him brought to the palace of the King. Esthet S

ty surpasses that of all the others and she is crowned
y Ahasuerus. Mordecai is appointed to sit at the

King's gateway.
Among the King's favorites, Haman is supreme. He soon

mes violently jealous of Mordecai and plans hi- destruc-
tion. As Mordecai is a Jew. Haman makes preparations to

massacre the entire race ami thereby complete his revenge
on Mordecai.
About this time the King decides to make a review of his

id to his amazement finds no record there oi the

deed of Mordecai. whereupon Haman is ordered to

to Mordecai. This only serves to increase the
jealousy of Haman.
Through the gracious intercession of Esther. Mordi

Scene from "The Story of Esther'' (Gauraont^

S. • ti. i iMii "The Story of Either" <G»un.

soon has another and greater the
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favor—whereupon the King, who has been informed of the
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CHICAGO NOTES.
The pictures showing the "go" between Ad Wolgast and

Battling Nelson, winch are owned and controlled by B 1.

E. Clements and Sid. Hester, continue to I" it interest

among exhibitors and more so to the many crowded houses
where these pictures are being shown As a special attrac-

tion in all amusement enterprises they show managers right

and left that the real thing m picture- i- something exciting
and interesting. These picture- are popular because the

scenes presented are scenes that can not be witnessed in real

life without incurring great > K\ but lew State- m the

Union to-day permit prize fights t" be pulled off. Specially

equipped shows are being sent out daily from Chicago by
Mr. Clements carrying complete layout for a vivid exhibition

of the greatest fight picture- i\>t put before the public eye.

Mr. Clements will soon spring his ,\ prise on the
fight loving public and a real hit is looked forward to by all

those interested in this class of sporting events.
* » »

It is remarkable to note the interest taken by slide makers
and film manufacturers in topical events that take place dur-
ing the year. The latest craze of the glass dazzlers is the

coming fight between James J. Jeffries and Jack Johi
who will meet on July 4 to determine which is oblivion.

black or whil r not to be. that is I

Probably tin most authentic slides of this great sporting

g manufactured by th(

politan Slide Maker- IT pictorial

form from the signing of articl -nps.

and give a rii Uie futui these
humanity, will look

read) tie in th the day on which the United
States will c I he < -mopolitan
Slide Makers are putt fine, highly colored pict-

fair to cause
little flutter in the circle of slide manufacturers, and.

bring sui of the idea.

* *

Mr. B. E. ( er with his partner, Sid.

the Great Western Film
have -tartled the the

marvelous animated pictures of tl cnts
in the sporting world to day. ha- taker. 'JOI.-

Schiller Building, which is recognized as the theatrical center
Mr. Clements directs the

output of films for th< Middle West and -upcrintends the
rn workings whi - the territory up into Car

Mr. Clements is al Ij issisted by a competent staff, mad'
of real live hustling

CLARENCE J. PERFITT
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"The Unchanging Sea" (Biograph),— Kingsley's beauiful

and strangely realistic poem, "The Three Fishers," forms the

of this film, photographed in a fishing village on the

coast of Southern California. It graphically illustrates the

sentimenl of the poem, showing the fishers ^ail i
n > away while

tin- women watch and weep, then the wreck and the loss

of life., the memory of the only saved one a blank, the mourn-
ing of 1 1

1 -» wife, and all the attendant scenes. Ah, well, why
nit them? One's heart can tell the story, yet he does

come sailing hack, and there is his faithful wife waiting for

him, and his daughter going to her wedding. Then the >

roll hack and the happy family reunited mice more enjoys
the happiness of life. A simple story, told with rarely sym-
pathetic dramatic earnestness, with a pathos that reaches

deep down into the heart, deeply touching the emotions. The
pictorial qualities are rarely picturesque and the technical

qualities are beyond reproach.

"The Miner's Sweetheart" (Lubin).—The touch of human
nature in tins picture, the impulse of love for a woman which
sends men nit to work and dare is so clearly depicted and
its wonderful power is so strongly portrayed that one's sym-
pathies are aroused and probably the most callous and indif-

ferent person in the audience will sympathize with the young
man in his struggle. And then when he does strike the pay
streak, even though he was hurt in the blast, they all rejoice

with him. It is one of those pictures possessing a subtle

power that holds one's sympathies throughout the length.

The scene- at the mine are realistic and there is a strength
and earnestness about it all which appeals irresistibly to all

alike.

"The Debt Repaid" (Melies).—An Indian picture represent-

ing s ( , realistically that one shudders involuntarily in watch-
nig it. the Indian warfare which raged on the frontiers all

the time this country was in the process of settlement.
Without assuming to discuss the abstract question of right

or wrong which entered into the struggle, one must admit
that it existed and that bloody fights, like the one here repre-

sented, and worse, occurred over and over again. The girl

was saved in this instance, but the actual cases where this

was true were too few to be considered. Perhaps a picture

like this will afford some impression of wdiat it really cost

to settle this country, of the continuous warfare and the daily

struggle which menaced every settler's home. Well, it is

passed, but a graphic glance backward, such as this picture

permits, has its uses and a production of this sort is to be
commended.
"Papinta" (Selig).—A story of love and jealousy with a

lively elopement and marriage and the escape of the fleeing

pair through the aid of a friendly surveyor. The scene is

set in Mexico and is made picturesque and dramatic. The
story is simple, but lively, and one rejoices with the lovers

as they escape.

"Customs of the Buddhists in India" (Pathe).—The first

scene sh"ws the magnificent Buddhist temple at Kandy, with
natives at prayer, showing clearly their attitudes of suppli-

cation and devotion. The conclusion is a series of clear and
comprehensive views of the sacred elephants disporting them-
selves in different ways. The film is instructive because it

brings vividly to Western eyes the strange customs which
obtain among the devotees of the Buddhist faith, and gives
accurate information of some of their peculiar customs.

"A Romantic Young Lady" (Pathe).—The girl wanted some
• ne capable of performing deeds worthy of the great Arsene
Lupin, and she gets him. Max succeeds in acquiring a supper
for tlu- party upon terms difficult to conceive, yet they worked
out satisfactorily in this instance. It is to be hoped, for the
sake of unsuspecting waiters, that the scheme which worked
so successfully this time will not become general. It might
cause a commotion in the ranks of restaurant owners.

"The Egret Hunter" (Kalem).—Whatever might have been
the purpose of this film, it should have the effect of influenc-

ing women to wear no more egrets on their hats. If it ex-

erts an influence in that direction it will perform a useful

service and possibly will accomplish more than its makers
really intended. Anything that tends to reduce the slaughter
of birds of any sort performs a public service of importance,
and thi- \]\m should do that. The technical work is excellent

and many of the scenes art- picturesque.

"One of the Finest" (Vitagraph).—A big story of a big
policeman, with a big heart, a member of the Xew York

four, who performs a kind service and is liberally rewarded
therefor. It is one of those -tones that appeals directiy

to the heart and develops and holds the interest of the audi-

ence from beginning to end. Filled with dramatic situati

of which the players have taken full advantage, the film will

excite inten st in anyone who has a spark of humanity and
sympathy left in him. It is well worth seeing. Some of

the accessory characters are types with which few outside
of tin- big cities are familiar, and these touches, intensely
human in their influence, add much to the strength of the

film. It is a success and deserves more than the regular
one day's run.

"The Senator and the Suffragette" (Edison).—A snappy
comedy by E. VV. Townsend, who has used the present agi-

tation for woman's suffrage around which to build a series

of amusing incidents. The suffragettes attempt to coerce a
senator, and they succeed, too, though in doing it they resort

to a subterfuge which completely surprises the senator and
secures his co-operation, even though he originally intended
doing nothing of the sort. There are some hearty laughs
concealed in this and it is sure to leave any audience in rare

good humor.

"Love and Marriage in Poster Land" (Edison).—A unique
and altogether delightful coined}-, representing two posters
stepping from the billboard and securing what they want by
the power of love alone. The magic creative power of love-

is sufficient to insure their marital happiness, as illustrated

in the picture. It is an unusually happy combination of fun,

clear photography and the perfection of mystifying trick

work. The picture will be sure to please, since it represents
an unusually strong development of what is best in motion
picture work.

"The Sheriff's Sacrifice" ( Essanay).—A Western picture full

of action and developing some strongly human traits of char-
acter. The one novelty is the introduction of a Kodak in

the hands of a child, the negative from which clearly estab-
lishes the guilt of a certain gambler in a hold-up. When
the sheriff secures the evidence he allows the man to go free,

and even contributes money to put him on his feet because
of a girl in the case. It is a type of sacrifice which is un-
questionably open to serious objections. Yet it seems so
human, and so like a man whose blood runs red. that the
lault can be condoned, even though it appears to be a danger-
ous precedent. Altogether the him has a reasonably strong
appeal on the human side, and should be popular with those
whose humanity has not sunk to a low ebb.

"Call of the Forest" (Gaumont).—A dramatic picture from
the Gaumont studio, rich in the suggestion of strong passion,
and strengthened by the picturesque setting. As a drama it

offers an interesting story, told in vivid action by capable
players. As a picture it is a successful product of the skill

of the operator and printer. It should interest any audience
that sees it.

"Gigantic Waves" (Gaumont).—Another of the successful
ocean pictures which have been brought to a high degree
of perfection by this house. So well is the technical work
done in this instance that one can almost imagine that the
huge waves are going to roll off the screen and over the
audience. The work has been done with careful attention to
details and full appreciation of the requirements of the pict-
ure. It is a succesful reproduction of strongly dramatic
natural scenery.

"The Cherries" (Pathe).—A light drama which will attract
by its well-balanced acting and its excellent photographic
quality. It is a good picture, though not as strong as many
that come from this studio. Perhaps such a him is appre-
ciated quite as much as the stronger ones, albeit in a differ-
ent way. The same excellence in acting and technical work
characterize this film that make others popular, and it affords
a bit of entertainment.

"Medium Wanted as a Son-in-Law" (Pathe).—A bit ^i
humor, based upon a crank father's supposed desire to secure
a medium to assist in his researches. He offers his daughter
to any such, whereupon the spirited girl runs away with her
lover and marries him. Together they concoct a scheme to
deceive the father. It all ends by the young couple getting
the father's blessing in epiite the conventional manner.
"Mario's Swan Song" (Vitagraph).—Death is not a subject

upon which one dwells with any degree of satisfaction. And
this film suffers because the author permitted the child violin-
ist to die from the effects of the automobile accident, instead
oi restoring him to health to become a great musician under
the patronage of his new found friend. The dramatic power
oi the picture is not Questioned. Indeed, it makes too strong
an impression'; but the requirements of art did not decree
the child's death. Possibly this faithfully depicts the way of
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the world, but there is a great deal of unalloyed satisfaction
in seeing such unfortunates triumph over fate and develop
into important personages. This film would be improved for
a greater proportion of those who see it by changing its end-
ing to conform to this idea. And it could be easily done;
nor would it mar the remainder of the story in the lea-t.

"Love Among the Roses" (Biograph).
—"What is love?'

may well he asked after seeing this picture. Yet one might be
disposed to agree with the turn affairs finally took. Whether
it was intended as a species of criticism of marriages oi
convenience, or whether it worked out that way in the tell-

ing, is a question which sets one pondering. It would seem
perfectly natural for the lord ami lady to wed. Such mar-
riages of convenience have been consummated since the
dawn of history. The gardener and lacemaker but followed
the example of <>ther> better situated than themselves. Man}
have done the same thing before under similar circumstances.
But here fate, or some other equally perverse influence, in-

tervenes and both the lord and lady fall in love, but not with
each other. Eventually the picture works out for the best
good of all. The chief interest in this picture is in the
sociological questions involved, and the long vista of spec-
ulation which opens ahead of one as the actors tell their story.

"Pete Wants a Job" (Pathe).—As a last resort against star-

vation Pete is forced to seek for a job. He tries numerous
positions, but when he goes to leading strikes he succe
Within a year he becomes a leading politician and a govern-
ment minister. This may be a lite history. Jt may be merely
a sly hit at politics, but whatever it is those who understand
how politics is conducted will appreciate the force of the
allusion. One may hope it will not furnish a suggestion for

anyone else.

"Villainy Defeated" (Pathe). -Circumstantial evidence v

never more clearly depicted than in this picture. Because a

girl was found insensible and apparently dead with two but-
tons from her lover's coat in her hand the lover is am
though he didn't know the buttons were gone, much
that the girl had been pushed from a cliff bv a jealous rival.

The picture is almost startling in tin- phase and may well
set one thinking seriousl} aboul the possibilities in situations
of this kind.

"Seven Days" (Selig).—A comedy based upon the desire
imilies to gel into the country which was frustrated by

the men getting shut up for disorderly conduct. The tele-

grams that went back were characteristic and the situai

tunny. The picture 1- tie wants to see it

again.

"Kidd's Treasure" (Lubin). -A farce based upon the all

but uncontrollable belief that somewhere Capt. Kidd has
buried untold treasure. Children bury their treasures and
make > rough map of the locality. When some fishermen
find it they are crazj over the possibility of untold ricl

That i- the stOTJ and it is worked out by thi I ubin pla

in a way to make the most of the opportunities ottered.

"Rastus in Zululand" (Lubin).—The story of a lazy col-

ored man's dream. 1 11 it he goes to Zululand. where he is

1 aptured by the savages and turns the tables by capturing
the affection- oi the chief's daughter. Like others under
similar circumstances, he prefers death to matrimony and

pes the execution of the sentence by waking up. It is

a roaring farce, full of action and brimming over with a

rough species oi humor that keeps the audience laughing
most of the time.

"The Shriners' Pilgrimage to New Orleans" (Selig).—Un-
questionably one of the best films evei made of a public

monstration. These are difficult propositions for operators
and when one succeeds as admirably as this one has done he
1- entitled to all the praise the public can give. Preservation
of great gatherings of this character is a worthy public work.
Newspapers may describe and illustrate them, but there is

something in the animated picture which approaches the

actual scene, and that will be remembered, even as the orig-

inal i- remembered by those fortunate enough to see it, or

be a part of it. Tin- 1- a successful' film of its kind, and one
every Shrincr and all his friends would profit by seeing.

"The Little Vagrant" (Gaumont) .—Apparently the title of

tin- film 1- wrong. A vagrant 1- one who wanders from
tO place, living without visible means of support. But

1- the child of the forest selling chickweed to feed to

Surely he should not be called a vagrant. Then when
lie develops strong evidences of bravery further along in the

story there is all the more reason for revising the title

Make it the little salesman, or something more nearly ex

pressing the actual condition-. There are some dramatic

tl tory end- pleasantly, with the child of the

bv sell-woods in good hands. His efforts to make a living
ing chickweed are no longer necessary.

"The Sea of Clouds" (Gaurnout).—A novel experience fot
most people in the average audience. A photograph taken
above the cloud.-, and showing the rolling masses of silvei

•1 in huge heaps and rolling before the wind, -hutting
out the \ievv of the world below. The picture was made if,

the high mountains near Grenoble, Trance, but the
scenes are repeated wherever high mountains abound, which
enable one to get above the swirling mists. The picturesque
climb is faithfully depicted, with the peeps through the
misty veil showing here and there interesting views. It is

markable and rarely satisfying picture, representing the
best development of photographic art.

"The Three Wishes" (Vitagraph).—A quaint, semi-humor-
ous tale, based upon the old fairy story of the three wishes.
The scene is laid in the Black Forest, and a party of gnomes,
dissatisfied with their brew, with a good fairy, are the prin-
cipal characters. They use the wishes wisely, and even
though their chief brewer fails to reproduce the nectar-like
thud they find in the bottle, they still have one wish left, and
sensibly use it to secure a sufficient supply of the wonderful
drink. Then peace and jollity reign ever after.

"History Repeats Itself" (Edison).—A dainty little story
by Carolyn Wells, which is strengthened by a touch of heart
interest. Two lovers are surprised when indulging in their
hist kiss by the girl's mother, but they speedily prove to
her that it is but a repetition of her own love romance, thus
convincing her that history indeed repeats itself. It is one
of those pretty little tales, not especially strong, but filled

with -o much actual human interest that everyone is pleased
with it. The story is charmingly acted and admirably pho-
tographed.

"The Stuff that Americans Are Made Of" (Edison).—Here
is one of those stirring pictures that makes one realize that
heroism exists all around one. It only requires the right

tion to bring it out. Here is a little boy, cautioned by
his parents to care for his sister, holding two burglars cap-
live for hour- at the muzzle of an unloaded gun. It is such
mettle as tin- that rouses one's pride, and makes him feel

that life is. after all. well worth living. In two places where
the writer has seen this picture it took the audience captive
as well as the burglars. The acting could hardly be better.
The little chap doe- his part as though it were merely a part
of the day's work, and holding burglars at bay was quite the
thing to do. The photography 1- satisfactory, also.

"He Stubs His Toe" (Essanay).—A novel comedy, based
upon what occurs sometimes when people jump at concltt-

sions. Because a girl saw her friend's lover limp and enter
an artificial limb -tore she assumes that he has a cork leg
and devises a plan to prove it. The unfortunate, lover is

furiously jabbed with a hat pin in the hands of his fiance's

-mall brother, and the howl of pain that follows dispels any
doubt regarding his physical equipment. But even though
it was a scurvj trick, all is made good, and the friends get
on as before. It is one of those unusual comedies that are

in to attract attention because it is so much out of the
ordinary.

"A Quiet Boarding House" (Essanay).—Here is what may
be termed vociferous fun. The quiet boarding house becomes
the residence oi the most uncanny lot of sight- and sounds
the poor countryman has ever seen. If any sort of noise, or
means of disturbance has been left out of the list it is safe
10 say the producers will insert it upon request, since it is

OSt certain that they would not want to leave anything
out that could be i\^<-<\ in creating a ruction for the country
man. It is funny, very funny, even though it has a bit of a

taste of rough-house in its making. The action is so lively

that one scarcely has time to consider one thing before

another appears, and along with Silas the audience is dis-

posed to w 1 mder what next.

"In the Dark Valley" (Kalem).—A picture that holds one
almost enthralled by the horror it suggests. It purports to be
.1 reproduction of the awful Wyoming Valley massacre, and
tin- scenes are bad enough without the play of the imagina-
tion. But that helps to make it worse, and the audience
live- over again tlie scenes through which the victims of the
massacre passed. One shudders again and again, and even
while admitting the fascination of the picture one is glad
when it is finished and something else appears, even though
it may be an indifferent vaudeville act. This i- not a crit-

icism of the picture. It is a tribute. When a film carries

-neb an influence one cannot question its strength.

"Cleopatra" (Bathe).—"The dark eyed sorceress of th<

Nile," as sonic poet has called her. Cleopatra, has been con-
sidered through the ages a- the embodiment of luxurious and
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voluptuous beauty in women. The various scenes are mag-
nificently set and beautifully photographed, and follow closely
the printed descriptions of the queen and her court. It is

needless to repeat the story. All the world knows of Cleo-
patra and Marc Antony, of their tragic death when the
legions of Octavius Caesar were sweeping all before them.
They both preferred death to humiliation, in quite the fashion
of that age and time. The film adequately reproduces the
scenes as they have been many times pictured by different
writers, and one discovers upon looking at the film a repro-
duction of what his own imagination has pictured regarding
that marvelous age and the personages who are delineated
upon the pages of history. It is one of the most satisfactory
films of this sort the Pathes have ever produced, and will

be a powerful influence in strengthening previous conceptions
of the marvelously beautiful queen and her rough soldier
lover.

"Roosevelt in Cairo" (Urban).—A scenic picture which will
be popular in America because it illustrates Ex-President
Roosevelt's reception in Cairo, what he did, where he went
and the crowds that followed. The photography was ad-
mirably done from desirable vantage points, and one can
obtain an accurate impression of Cairo upon that great day.
Even the imperturbable East sometimes turns out en masse
to see a personage of importance, quite like the more ex-
citable and enthusiastic West.
"Purged by Fire" (Urban).—A dramatic film of quality,

well acted and well photographed. The pictorial qualities of
the Urban films are well worth serious study, and this one
is no exception. The Urban operators have acquired a
knack of doing their work, which unquestionably sets a very
high standard indeed, and deserves a great degree of credit
for its excellence. Even the dramatic films maintain this

same high standard, adding materially to the attractiveness
of the pictures.

"The Stolen Fortune" (Essanay).—A livelv storv, well told
which not only serves to show the sort of stuff in two young,
people, but affords opportunity for some good comedy in the
appearance of a number of Max Iluskis in response to an
advertisement regarding a fortune. It was hard to give up
both sweetheart and fortune too, but the young man is equal
to the emergency and goes about it in the right way. Then
the denouement. The girl comes back of her own accord
and refuses to break the engagement for any such reason.
While the young man is sealing this compact in the proper
way he is informed that the fortune is his, too. What better
combination of fortuitous circumstances could one wish than
this with which to close a picture? It leaves the audience
in rare good humor.

"Chief Blackfoot's Vindication" (Kalem).—An Indian pict-

ure of merit, graphically depicting the vindication of Chief
Blackfoot, and displaying what might be termed some of the

better traits in Indian character, for Indians have good traits.

These pictures from the Kalem studio are not only interest-

ing studies of bits of Indian life, they perform a much be-
lated public service in calling attention to some of the good
qualities which Indians, in common with other men, possess
in some degree. Much of accurate historical value is in-

cluded in the representation of the manners and customs, the

clothing and other personal characteristics of Indians. The
public is no longer satisfied with white men who attempt
to represent Indian life. The actors must be real Indians
and the acting thus become exceedingly realistic. This rep-

resents the change in the ideas of the public and the methods
of the producing companies. It all tends toward better pict-

ures and indicates a higher appreciation of the standard of

excellence which obtains in practically all picture production.

"The Witch of the Ruins" (Pathe).—A bit of exciting ad-

venture centering around a picturesque old ruin, which is

the abiding place of a witch. It is one of those love tales

in which an erstwhile lover suddenly appears and makes love

to another's wife. A little girl is carried away, but is re-

stored by the witch, and the reunited trio go home hand in

hand. The story has little novelty, yet is not without inter-

est, since its action is enough to keep the audience wondering
about the outcome. The picturesque pictorial quality of the

photography is fully as interesting as the story.

"Diamond Cut Diamond" (Pathe).—Not every woman is

able to dupe her husband so effectually by getting a friend

to take her place. But how foolish this husband felt one may
better imagine than even the alert camera can show.

"Called to Sea" (Urban).—A picture that will make a pro-

found impression, since it illustrates at once the grandeur

of the sea when it is dashed in tempests by the violent winds

and the bravery of rescuers who go out to save the crew

of a sinking vessel. It seems but natural that all should

be lost. One could scarcely expect any life to exist after
such a storm. The second rescue saves life and the picture
closes with the spirit of the dead father extending his hands
in blessing.

INDEPENDENT.
"Aunt Maria's Substitute" (Imp).—Here is a whirlwind of

fun that will make them sit up and take notice. A portly
bachelor in skirts acting as chaperone for a pretty girl to
help his chum whose aunt was suddenly taken ill. Of course
he works the situation for numberless hugs and kisses, even
though the friend is furious. The whole thing might have
gone on swimmingly indefinitely, had not the real aunt ap-
peared on the scene and surprised the substitute smoking
with his feet on the table. The way those skirts were dis-
carded and the picture runs to its whirlwind finish is a matter
which cannot be described. You must see the film to appre-
ciate it. Suffice it to say that it is sufficiently sensational
and funny to make the most exacting audience wish for more.
"They Would Roller Skate" (Lux).—A knockabout comedy,

representing with considerable fidelity to facts what befalls
those who undertake the elusive and altogether uncertain
sport of roller skating. It is probably a bit too rough to
suit many persons in an audience.

"Love and Money" (Bison).—One of those lively Western
pictures for which this company is famous. It is full ot
action and very realistic, all scenes having been well acted.
The photographic quality is likewise quite satisfactory. One
of the principal points of interest in these films is the spir-
ited action which carries one irresistibly along, holding the
interest so strongly that one forgets that it is only a picture
on the screen. One becomes for the time a part of the en-
tire scene, entering into the lives of the players and uncon-
sciously taking sides with them in their affections and dis-
likes.

"Jane Eyre" (Thanhouser).—An excellent dramatization ot
the main points of Charlotte Bronte's famous story. For two
or more generations it has been one of the world's famous
novels, and to-day it is one of the steady sellers in all book-
stores. The character Jane is supposed to be in some degree
autobiographical, which adds materially to the interest of the
story. In dramatic qualities the players have succeeded in
producing a satisfactorv rendition. The most salient features
of the book have been taken and these have been so well
reproduced that one scarcely misses the rest of the story.
The acting is sympathetic and earnest, while the photographic
qualities are quite up to the standard set in previous films
of the same type from this house. Its reproductions of novels
have been more than ordinarily successful and one can't help
believing that apart from the amusement thus afforded the
company is performing a distinct literary service for its

patrons in so graphically and forcefully reproducing these ex-
cellent novels.

"The Somnambulist" (Great Northern).—A fair representa-
tion of sleep walking. The director of a museum is dis-

placed and while walking in his sleep returns to the collec-
tion and takes away valuable exhibits, which he secretes in
his own room. But all is satisfactorily explained, and pre-
sumably the thefts stop. Pictures like this have interest,

particularly for people who may never have seen a person
walking in his sleep. The acting of the principal character
is good, and gives a good delineation of what a person will

do under such circumstances.

"A Rural Romeo" (Imp).—Perhaps after all it is true that
love cannot be controlled, that it goes where it is sent regard-
less of the time, place or occasion. That a wealthy city girl

should fall in love with a vigorous country youth is not
surprising, especially when the romantic circumstances under
which they met are considered. His bewilderment when he
goes to her city home and sees her radiantly gowned and
bejeweled is pathetic. But even that had its compensations.
When he discovers the girl he knew in another room and
proceeds to investigate the interior of the sunbonnet, all one's
pity for him disappears and is succeeded with a certain degree
of envy. Even though he seemed out of place at first the

ending is pleasant enough to make both him and the audience
forget.

"'Salvation' Smith" (Powers).—A thriller well worth see-

ing. It is a Wild West Cowboy tale with a preacher, a sup-

posed murder, the escape of the man who thought he had
killed another, and a bit of a love story as a prelude. Then
comes a funny scene in which the supposed murdered cow-
boy comes to life and makes them all think he is a ghost.

After that the crooks are all straightened and the preacher
and the supposed murderer are welcomed back in cowboy
fashion. It is impossible to criticise these Wild Western
films, because cowboys are likely to do almost anything, and
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the more absurd the . they are to

be true The action in tin* picture is captivating and there
i the whole which carries the audience along

irdlesa oi whether it appr<

ends by winning full appreciation. No further commendation
is necessary.

"The Indian Princess" | ittld question

the popularity oi a film oi this character if he sat in an
audience and law the interested facta as the picture runs its

course. There ;u I captures enough to maintain
the interest throughout, ending with a by cowl
as thrillii * would nly objection
is the rough way the Indians handle the girl, necessary,

perhaps, and quite in accordance with their well-understood
characteristics, but nevertheli ewhat revolting. The
whirl and dash of cowboys and Indians in their sensational
encounters, and even the capture of men an I to

But carrying away girls does not appeal t<> everyone, and
i producers can suggest this instead of having it acted they
will perform a distinct service in the improvement of such
films. Apparently the audience is never satiated with cow-
boys and Indians and soldiers, and their furious riding is

always thrilling. Give an audience action of this type and
it will come back again and again for more.

"The Secret of the Lake" (Ambrosio).—A representation
of Middle Ages CUSti ms which may be attractive, but which
cannot please. It may fascinate by what it suggests, but it

cannot entertain. To sec two persons cast into prison, and

THE TIIANHOUSKK "WINTER'S TALI
'I he 1 i;

for l i id. iy, May vj. i he mat
ess of tli- I

d, that I

with a

I

Sicilia, Maitu
ing "i Bohi una, Ami

Hanion the Prin
Winter's l al ry that runs as

I

'1 he Kii i lohemia and Si< ilia, monai
. have ! id. Hut

each has assumed in-- regal dul find that thej
able to see ninth oi i a< ii other. -img
of the story it has been Beveral -.

each has taken unto himself a royal spouse, and the
Bohemia boa a of foui
The King of Bohemia pays a visit to hi

of Sicilia, is royally received and pn to his
I

ii. She, in fulfilling lur dul
sciously arouses the j< r royal husband,
by ln-> jealousy, the King of Sicilia oi

whom he considers Ins rival, poisoned. The Km.-
henn s a horrible death through the i n of

SCENE FROM "WINTERS TALE" (THANHOUSER).

then sec the key thrown into a lake, may be a representation
of a certain type of rough justice, but it is not pleasant, and
can scarcely excite interest in this way. Humanity has al-

ways been weak in this particular direction, and such cruel
punishment seems too severe for the relative degree of
crime involved.

"Fricot Gets in a Libertine Mood" i Ambrosio).—A picture
presenting another view of Fricot. depicting him in a mood
not altogether satisfactory, but offering some elements of
fun. Perhaps it will pass for a humorous film.

ROOSEVELT IN PARIS.
Pathe Frercs release on Thursday a special film showing

Roosevelt in Paris. These scenes give distinct and close
views of the African traveler.

In one scene in particular the operator took his camera
right up to the window of the waiting carriage and obtained
a magnificent picture by motographing the ex-President
through the carriage while he was talking on the embassj
steps, and when he descends and enters the carriage it is

just as if Mr. Roosevelt was walking into the camera. The
length of the film is about 315 feet.

the courtier who has been employed to kill him. He returns
safely to his own kingdom, carrying with him the courtier
who saved his life.

Enraged at the escape of his victim, the King of Sicilia

orders his Queen imprisoned. From her prison, the Queen
sends her infant daughter to the royal father, hoping
soften his heart. But the King is not to be won over He
reartlessly orders the child taken beyond the borders of his

kingdom, and there left in the wilderness to perish.

The Queen is tried at a public tribunal, and ther

come with grief at the false accusation, she swoons, and is

pronounced dead by Paulina, her lady-in-waiting. The body
is left in Paulina's charge, and when later the Queen re-

she is taken to Paulina's house, where she dwells in seclu-

sion, her existence being unknown to anyone but her faithful

maid.
The infant Princess of Sicilia is found by a shephcr

Bohemia, taken to his home and reared as his daughter. Her
costly robe-; and jewels are kept by the old shepherd in the
hope that in some future time they will assist in identifying
her as the child of wealthy parents.

After a lapse of fifteen years, we see at the court of

hernia the young Prince starting from the palace in a de-
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EXCHANGE MEN-EXHIBITORS

and the TRADE generally

Our first releases, two in number, will be made TUES-

DAY, June 21st, and FRIDAY, June 24th; titles and

brief description of subjects will be announced in the

next issue of this paper.

In the meantime

You Are Invited
to call and see us and inspect samples of the very many

good things that we shall release in the near future.

We shall maintain an up-to-date exhibition room for the

purpose of displaying our samples which, by the way,

will be on hand for inspection from four to six weeks

before release dates. We want you TO SEE for your-

self—THINK what you like—ORDER what pleases you

and REMEMBER the dates set for our first releases.

THE AMERICAN KINOGRAPH COMPANY
124 E. 25th STREET, NEW YORK CITY
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SCENE FROM "WINTERS TALE" (THANHOUSER ).

cidedly mysterious manner Winn questioned by his father,
the King, as to where he is going, the Prince refusi
answer. He i- allowed I • the King, accompanied
by Ins trusted friend, follows him.
The Prince disguises himself as a shepherd, and in this

guise woos a beautiful maiden whom he supposes naught
but a simple shepherdess. She is. in reality, however, the
Prin Sicilia. The King arrives at the' shepherd's hut
just in time to hear the Prince announce his intention of
wedding the shepherdess, The King forbids the engagement
and leaves the Prince in anger. His faithful courtier, how-
ever, decides to befriend the young couple, and advises them
to fly for protection to the court "t' the King of Sicilia.
The lovers arrive in Sicilia, accompanied by the old shep-

herd. Here they are gladly received by the repentant Knit;,
who, too late, realizes that his jealousy was groundless.
He mourns his lost Queen and his estranged friend. The
shepherd, in endeavoring t" prove that his adopted daughter

ntle birth, thus permitting of her marriage to the
Prince, shows the King the clothes in which he found her
as a baby. The Kr

j
izes the clothes a< those hi<

own child wore.
The Kinvr of Bohemia then arrives upon the scene and is

told the glad news .mud general rejoicings. As a final sur-
prise the royal party is invited by Paulina to \i-it her house
and there view a statue of the Queen. The statue comes to
life before the eye- of the royal party, or rather the Queen,
who had made up to resemble a Statue, extend- her hand to
her grieving who is glad to receive her whom he
had thought lost and now found again.

A SIDE-SPLITTING COMEDY.
Followin.il the heavy dramatic work in the Film d'Art -

ject we were shown in the offices of the Sales Company an
Imp film of future release which made an ideal finish to the
program. It was entitled "Fruit and Flowers," and dej
the misfortunes of two fellow-, close friend-, but both madly
in love with the same girl. Unknown to each other a wag

its them to substitute cabbage leave-, carrot- •-. the
boxes supposed to contain fruit and flowers which they each
in turn present to their lady love. The fun i- fast and furi-
ous as the scenes develop, and when they learn that she has
been eng - nother all the time the e\ -heir
faces are convulsing. It is a well acted and cleverly

d comedy—probably the best that has yet been "turned
out from the Imp factory.

"LOVE YOUR NEIGHBOR AS YOURSELF, BUT
LEAVE HIS WIFE ALONE!"

As will be seen by our advertisi mns and by the
synopsis of the play on another page, the first I f the
Nlotograff Co. of Philadelphia i- booked for Sunday the nth
mst. The play may be briefly described a.i a dram;
toral with a vein of light, clean comedy rum ghtly
through it. The most careful consideration ha;
to the various character- in the little play which with:
limits i- a real life drama jti-t such as anyone will i

having seen or heard about even in their own circle of ac-
quaintances. There is nothing about it -trained or
ated beyond probability, and the whole movement of the
story progresses with ease and realism from -tart to finish.

Costumes are as beautiful as they are correct, and the scenic
settings will be a revelation to jaded moving picture pati
everywhere. In line with a carefully devised policy, the
production of the Nlotograff Co. ha- a profusion of full I

presentations, and the rough-and-tumble atmosphere of the
old-time motion picture i- conspicuously lacking. The a

and actresses were allowed to briny out their own indivi
characteristics according to the part- they played, and the
total result i- exceedingly pleasing. The photography will
compare favorably with any photographic work in the Inde-
pendent field. The steadiness ami sharpness, with i

ally good tinting and toning, add greatly to the charm AH
in all. this i- a notable reel for a

addition to the ranks of the independent moving picl
ma nu facte

Point Pleasant. N. J.—Arnold's Thater, devoted to pictures
and - y one iii this town. It has a seating
capacity of 400 and has been playing to good business, under
the management of F. L. Doyle. i>i Jersey City.

fILM TITLES

LEAD ALL OTHERS
Premier Title Co

330 Cast 35th St^^ CHICAGO
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Motion Picture Distributing
and Sales Company

111 E. 14th STREET NE.W YORK CITY

ANNOUNCEMENT
Beginning with the week of May 30th, 1910, we will

act as Sole Agents in the United States and Canada for

the following brands:--

Actophone Cricks & Martin Imp Thanhouser

Ambrosio Deutsches Bioskop Itala Uncle Sam

Aquila Deutsches Mutoskop Maester Vesuvio

Bison Duskes Motofilm Victor

British & Colonial Eclair Nestor Walturdaw

Butcher Electragraff Owl Welt

Capitol Film D'Art Pantograph Whyte

Clarendon Great Northern Pasquali Wrench

Carlton Great Western Powers Yankee

Carson Hepwix Reliance

Cines Hellian Roma

To purchase these goods to the best advantage a form

of agreement is necessary between the Sales Company
and the Purchaser. Exchanges who have not yet done

so should secure a copy of this agreement without delay.

Motion Picture Distributing and Sales Company
111 EAST 14tH STREET NEW YORK CITY
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FLASHLIGHT PHOTOGRAPH OF INDEPENDENTS IN SESSION.

THE NATIONAL INDEPENDENT MOVING PICTURE
ALLIANCE.

On Friday, May 6, the members of the National Inde-
pendent Moving Picture Alliance met in the La Salle Hotel,
Chicago, behind closed doors. The representatives of the

were informed that the principal business transacted
was the reading of the minutes of the last meeting. The
general impression was that the Alliance was doomed t"
be succeeded by the Motion Picture Distributing and Sal< -

Company, a self-constituted body, which held a secret ses-

sion in another room.
On Saturday, while the lobby talk of insurrection was :,t

its height, word was passed around that the majority of the
Independent manufacturers had signed an agreement with
the sales company and the following document was passed
around among the exchange propriel

AGREEMENT. oa] Ul 101

n Hi' MOTION PICTURE DISTRIBUTING AND SALES CO I

ration organised and existing under tbi - fork, and
principal pi "f New S*ork, berel

DEALER, ami

anil baYlng it- principal pis

or firm it imliviilual hereinafter del

WITNESSETH. That whereas tin- DEALER has entered Into

with certain manufacturers am] Importer", for the exclusive sale and distrib-

uting agencies or tin- tlon picture films manufactured or Imi
in the t

< anada ; and
WI1KK1 D anil purchase from

DEALER of film.
• any of tni

I

attribution of the posltlTe mi lanufactured
anil Imported to' them for

of the sum of one Dollar, i

whereof Is

' talned, the
int anil n_ Hows:

p DEALER - 11 fi to the EXCHANGE ami the

EXCH W'. of film

per week. Mid EXCHANGE, but shall nol

to purchase more than twen! 1m per week of
I

by the DEALER. II the EXCH
nt any time, that then the

EXCHANGE may pr.r. f film. In t

from any other dealers Purine the months of June. July ami August
of each >• i orders with the dealer

minimum of foul - the DEALER furnish

the entire number of reels of different subjects ileslreil by the EXCHANGE
then ami in such ease the DEALER shall furnish additional numbers of the

• lifferent subjects to make up the whole number of reels required by the

(ANGE it" to the twenty-one reels. Separate contracts must be entered

into f«r each EXCH w
2. The price to be paid by the EXCHANGE to the DEALER for all films.

. and domestic subjects, shall be 15c. per foot.

All lengths to I"- approximate lengtl DEALER'S odlci \ reel
of film shall consist "i nol less than 7i»> feel and not
All domestic reels measuring mora than I

EXCHANGE si i feel and do more; Imported reels al

Payments to be made by the EXCHANO 1 • all
reels of nim shipped, i- fallows:

i i pon the faithful performsnee of all the terms an
this agreement b EX( MANGE, ami of the placing by it wit
DEALER in conformity with Clause l of this a stanillii.
films, si Ifying the brands desired "
tlon a • brands bj tbi BXCHANGI
DEALER a two weeks' written or telei
and three weeks 1

notice for nil :

"ill be allowed the EXl MANGE on ill brands of fill In the said
ling order, when paid for In conformll . any reels

of brands on extra order, and nol
of -jo per cent will be allowed the BXl MANGE ••

with Clause 3. nt will I*-

CHANGE to the DE Mil: i

Films pun
PUma

All Is ul t

\i HANG1

EXCHANG
-

7. -II . EXl 11 \N'.l

allow i" I"

under

B

- cancel all

10, II

DBA!
will

any pa'er,'

any r-

In Cla

11. It

purchased the fill

with a letti

-

-

t may b* risjlit and ptv>r-

DEA1 1
; the purposes of
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Buch litigation, If any, in connection with regular counsel of the EXCHANGE
II deemed desiruble bj the DEALER.

L2. n ie agreed thai upon the execution oi the agreement, the EX-
CHANGE »ill furnish to the DEALER the names of ii > officers, If a corpora-
tion or the names of Its members, If a firm or co-partnership.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF the parties hereto liai

to be executed in duplicate.

MOTION PICTURE DISTRIBUTING AND SALES CO.
By

President,
Bj

President.

This was signed and duly witnessed before a notary by
almost all the exchanges represented at the meeting and
an agreement to market their product through the Sales
Companj was signed by all the manufacturers present for
periods extending from three weeks to three years.
The Alliance then met in open session with Wm. H. Swan-

son m the chair and officially endorsed the Sales Company,
tlie object and aims of which were outlined in an address by
it- treasurer, .Mr. Chas. O. Baumann. Secretary Herbert
Miles also addressed the meeting and pointed out that while
the Independents had the sympathy of the majority of the
exhibitors, the only hope of success the Sales Company had
in competition with the licensed manufacturers was on the
lines of quality. He explained that the Sales Company
would act as censors of quality and as a medium for supply-
ing the exchanges with enough high class film subjects to

enable them to secure at least 50 per cent, of the business
of the country.

.Air. R. G. Bachmann -poke on behalf of the exchanges and
said that the terms of the agreement appeared fair to them
and that they would stand by the Sales Company in their

efforts to further the Independent cause.

It was then suggested that the Alliance be disbanded as

an active body to be continued as a social organization. A
resolution was adopted that after the debts of the Alliance
had been paid that the balance in the treasury be presented
to the Secretary as a recognition of his services.

Names and addresses of manufacturers and importers who
have agreed to market their goods through the Sales Com-
pany :

Thanhouser Company, Xew Rochelle, X. \ .

American Kinograph Company, 124 East Twenty-fifth
street, Xew York City.

The Capitol Film Companv, 405 East Eleventh street,

X. W., Washington, D. C.

Great Xorthern Film Company, 7 East Fourteenth street,

Xew York City.

Motograph Company of America, 202 Xorth Calvert street,

Baltimore. Md.
David Horsley, Bayonne, X. J.

H. Prieur, 10 East Fifteenth street, Xew York City.

The Powers Company, 241st street and Richardson avenue,
Xew York City.

Miss Frieda Klug, 241st street and Richardson avenue,
Xew York City.

Film D'Art, Room 700, Lincoln Building, Xew York City.

Laemmle & Baumann, Room 700, Lincoln Building, Xew
York City.

Independent Motion Picture Company, m East Fourteenth
street, Xew York City.

Carlton Laboratories, Room 700, Lincoln Building. Xew
York City.

Great Western Film Company, San Francisco, Cal.

J. J. Murdock. United Booking Offices, Long Acre Build-

ing, Xew York City.

A. G. Whyte. 27 Lexington avenue. Xew York City.

Yankee Film Companv, 344 Fast Thirtv-second street. New
York City.

.Yew York Motion Picture Company, Room 700, Lincoln
Building. Xew York City.

Pantograph Company, T402 Broadway, Xew York City.

Exclusive Film Companj', 225 Dearborn street, Chicago. 111.

Eclair, 21 East Twenty-seventh street, Xew York City.

Victor Company. 339 Marquette Building, Chicago, 111.

Actophone Company, 121 East Twenty-third street. Xew
York City.

Electragraff Company, 2^56 Xorth Twenty-fourth street.

Philadelphia. Pa.

The officers of the Sales Company are: Carl Laemmle.
president; ,P. A. Powers, vice-president; Chas. O. Baumann,
treasurer; Herbert Miles, secretary. These, together with
William Steiner. Wm. H. Swanson and J. J. Murdock, form
the Executive Board.

Another meeting was called on Sunday and. on a motion
by Mr. Fechtenberg, of Xew Orleans, it was decided to con-
tinue the Alliance as an active body for the mutual benefit

and protection of the exchanges. The terms of office of

the Executive Hoard having expired, it was suggested that
Officers should be elected who were resident in Chicago, so
that meetings could be held without mconveience to the
officers or expense to the Alliance.

-Mr. R. G. Bachmann was elected president; Mr. Plugh, of
the Anti-Trust Film Exchange, vice-president; Mr. Eugene
Cline, trea-urer. and Mr. Wm. II. Swanson, secretary.
Altogether the meetings were the most harmonious and

important yet held by the Independents, and the officers of
the Sales Company, and especially Chas. O. Baumann, de-
serve great credit for their arduous work which wa 5 brought
to a successful head and which we hope will redound to then-
credit.

Among Hit- many wiio were present in or around the lobby or the meet-
ings ai the La Salle Bote! were: m. e. Williams, ttorgan Film Com-
pany, Kansas City ami Joplln, .\li>.

; .1. W. Morgan, Morgan film Com-
pany. Kansas City and Joplin, M".

; Tom Evans, representing Nestor and
Pantograph, Chicago; Mullin, of the Mnllin film Renting Company, Troy,
X. v.: Manheimer, Paramount, New York City; Mi-. Prieur, Lux ami Le
Lion, New Xork city; Offeman, Eclair, New 3Tork City; P. a. Powers,
rowers Company, New JTork City; Arthur Whyte, Nestor, New York City;
Arthur Schmydt, Victor Film Service, Buffalo; Theo. Brinkmeyer, Wheel-
ing, w. V;l; .Mr. Klatt, of Michigan l'ilm Exchange; Mr. Wurzer, of
Michigan Film Exchange; it. G. Bachmann, Chicago; H. Davis, Independent
Film Exchange, Baltimore; CLas. O. Baumann, Bison, New York City;
Mr. Kessell, Empire Film,

.
New York City; Mr. Hopper, Motiograph, Bal-

timore; Mr. Raver, Motigraph, Baltimore; B. E. elements. Great Western
Film Company, Chicago; .Mr. Fechtenberg, nixie Film Service; C. E. Olsen,
Wichita Film and Supply Company, Kansas; Chas. .1. Gorman, Boston Film
Exchange; Mairlnette, Consolidated Amusement Company; Wm. steiner.
New Yolk City; Mark M. Ditenfass, Actograph; Mr. Cochrane, Imp; Carl
Laemmle, Laemmle Film Service. Chicago: Mr. Sachsenmaier, Eagle Film
Exchange; Herbert Miles, Miles Bros.. New York City: Wm. H. Swanson.
Chicago; Arthur Lucas. Savannah Film Exchange, Savannah. Ga.; Ceo. A.
Magie, American Kinograph Company. Seattle. Wash: Mr. Busbee, Victor
Film, Chicago; J. w. Engel, Globe Film Service, Chicago; I. Wagner, Wag-
ner Film Exchange, St. Louis. Mo.; S. J. Berman. Central Film Exchange,
Les Moiner; Mr. Fleckles, Laemmle Film Exchange: Mr. Daniel-. National
Waterproof Film Company; Chas. Wynard, Ilarbcck Film Company, Seattle.
Wash.: Edwin Thanhouser. Thanhouser Company: .Max Lewis, Chicago Film
Exchange. Chicago: Bressmann, Central Film Exchange. Des Moines, la.;
1. C. Oes, Great Northern Film Company: Geo. L. Miller. 101 Ranch Wild
West Show: Eugene Cline, Luke H. Mithen, McMabon, Cincinnati Film
Exchange, Cincinnati; W. A. Daniels, National Waterproof Film Company;
Mr. Hayes, United States Film Exchange, Chicago; .T. B. Clinton. Unique
Film Service; Mr. Tracey, of Carson-Exclusive Film Company. Chicago;
Mr. McMillen, of Carson-Exclusive Film Company, Chicago: B. W. Beadell.
National Waterproof Company. Chicago; Miller, ot Royal Film Service.
Chicago; Mr. Plugh, Anti-Trust Film Exchange. Chicago: I. L. Stone. Globe
Film Service Company, Chicago.

Crisfield, Md.— The Lyric Theater, which is being built
here by O. L. Mitchell, will open about June 1st and will be
one of the best equipped theaters in this section. It will have
a capacity of 700; large stage, scenery, loft, opera chairs,
steam heated, and will cost about $12,000. The program
will be pictures and good music, with one-night attractions.
Will be ready for booking dates after June 1st. O. L.
Mitchell & Son also own and manage the Majestic, showing
pictures only.

* # *

In last week's advertisement of the Melies releases on the
front cover page it was stated, by inadvertence, that the
handsome posters of the Melies pictures are supplied free.

This is an error which we desire to correct. The Melies post-
ers are obtainable from any licensed exchange in the country.

* * *

McGrath & Ranko have opened a new theater at I72d
street and Fulton avenue, and have purchased their entire
outfit from J. H. Hallberg, 30 Greenwich avenue. Xew York,
including one 1910 Model Motiograph, one ''Hallberg'' Econ-
omizer and two "Hallberg"' Flaming Arc Lamps, giving 4,000
candle-power beautiful golden yellow light. This makes a
most complete equipment. The theater is scheduled to open
next Friday.

* * *

The Paramount Film Exchange, of 61 West Fourteenth
street, Xew York City, is becoming increasingly popular on
the Independent side of things. This is due to the fact that

they are buying from fourteen to twenty-one reels a week
of the best foreign and domestic Independent releases, so
that the exhibitor can always rely upon a good service. An
intelligent policy of this kind is bound to succeed in the long
run. The manager of the Paramount is Mr. J. Bernstein,
who was formerly proprietor of the Union Film Exchange
of Harrisburg and Altoona, Pa., where he gained valuable
experience that has fitted him for the new position in Xew
York. There is a scarcity of good exchanges on the Inde-
pendent side; therefore we are all the more ready to encour-
age the Paramount Company in their up-to-date and pro-

sive policy of releasing all the best pictures they can
obtain and giving the exhibitor the most efficient of service.

We kam that Mr. J. S. Levine. formerly of the Imperial,
has become a general representative of the Paramount Com-
pany.
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Bo£.,ord >v Mllk taT» purchased
ectrlc Picture, Theater here from Col! King

Atlanta. Ga.— K. Panl is making arrange uta
'" ••'' airdome theater here.
Hannibal. Mo.- C. B, Carr and P. C. M

making arrangemi ,rt new morlng
re show here.

Palmyra. Mo. Newman A Hall have opened
Boring picture show here.

Dnluth. Minn. Frank Chant hi planning
• new moving picture theater at Stoogbton

Pocatello. Ida. II Williams la ng thr
opening ol new morlng picture theater

Washington. la. Dale Wade and Owen Canfleld
ipened n new morlng picture theater here

Canton, 111. .) I. GmoTet Is making g
moots to star! new morlng picture theater here

Antigc. Wis

—

William Garland Is plant!
open a now morlng picture show hero.

Sheridan. Wyo.—Geo. Rauor has purchased the
9 Theater here.
Watertown. N. Y. J. \v Lndlow baa pi-

th.- Bljon Mnring Picture Theater here
Houghton. S. D.—Charles Bartcb la making ar

•nts f.ir a new morlng picture theater here.
Youngstown. Ohio.—Rentier A Delbel will

a new mnring picture theater In Weal Federal
street.

Mansfield. Ohio—Fred I. SpeUman has purchased
-rest of his partner In the Star Theater at
th Main street.

Mansfield. Ohio.-.Mr. Pllcklnger bl
the Dreamland Morlng Pin ..re Tbeatei hi
Mr. Hall.

ng. Pa. Abe Zabler & .... are making
arrangements to ere. t a new morlng picture tbea
ter '..i Penn itn

Cincinnati. Ohio. The Indlaoapolla Hipp. :

tninimii) has i„.,.„ incorporated, will
Hie Incorporators are Henry M

r ami oth.
Topeka. Kan. The PriDcesa la the latest p|c.

Itire theater to open be] g2fl North Kansas
street.

Detroit. Mich. William Klatt will ere. t a new
vaudeville and picture theater on Jefferson street
Avondale. Ohio.—The Arondale

win open a new theater here
Youngstown. Ohio—W. p. Walp will erect anew morlng picture theater on ,1 street
San Francico. Cal—Architect Alhert Pissls ha«

•oniplete.1 the plans and specifications for
tlon of a new vaudeville theater to Ik> built at thecorner of Market and Twelfth streets bv James W.
< offroth and others.

Buffalo H V Hunter Is planning
the erection of a large moving picture and Taude-
ville theater at Rrnadway and Fillmore avenue.

Eaton. Ohio.—Jacob Render has purchased the
Dream Moving Picture Theater here

Buffalo. N. Y. -Charles Rlehl will erected a
' :t.; Jefferson »l

St. Louis. Mo.—The New Moffltl Theater, which
has been built at Vandevenfer and St. Log
nnes. has at last opened Its doors and was
with new patrons from the time It opened until It

• I. This theater has a seating eapacitv of 700
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picture tl •
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Wausau. WU . u has taken the rnan-

. 1 in
New York City. A Kaufman and William Loeb
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under the new mnnag. -tine.

Mankato. Kan. I. 1 I

of the Wonderland, will ..
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I

f a moving picture tln-at. •

l on Macomb's i„ane. between 1
- ith

cleln.

Stoughton. Wis.—Frank Chase and All.ort AlcheV
are contemplating opening n new moving ph--
show here, and are making arrang. the

if the Pabst building.
Indianapolis. Ind. nlal Tl.eater baa

Mankato. Minn.—The Mankato Electric Company
- plans mi

tnre theater here.
Springfield. Mo—The Klrbv Arcade U being con-

i Into a moving picture palace.

Greenwich. Conn. - -.- has closed
ving picture ti ..

Shortsrile. N. Y. Fred Warren will hare a new
re theater in the Ridley House on West Main

Cartersrile. Ga.—Joe Keith has opened a morlng
show in the Jones building In West Main

Atlanta. Ga.— F Panl will nnen »n -

-es and vandev'
wood avenne. Just east

nr.
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RELEASED THURSDAY, MAY 19th

The Indian Girl's
Romance

A splendid example of scenic photography to which is added an in-
tensely interesting story of the Hudson Bay Country madetamcus by
Jack London and others. Utoka, the pretty daughter of the chief, is

loved by the factor at the trading post as well is by a half breed. The
latter tricks her father into the belief that the factor has trifled with the
girl's affections and he is seized by the fndiars to avenge the insult. A
sensational story with the suspense continued to the very end.

Approximate Length 950 Feet

RELEASED MONDAY, MAY 23rd

The Messenger Boy
Magician

A notably good example of trick photography at its best. A messer-
ger boy steals the maeician's wand and with it works a series of novel
and startling transformations. There is real humor in this rapid little

story.

Approximate Length 715 Feet

Winter Bathing in the
West Indies

The famous beach at Hog Island. Nassau with a glimpse of the win-

ter visitors at the unique "fruit lunch." A film more interesting than a

scenic yet of rare beauty as well.

Approximate Length 235 Feet

L
Send for Free Catalogue of Our 1910 Machine

- f11)ixj -hAV*r* m 926 MARKET STREET
LVJBIIN Pi* VJI l^VJ. PHILADELPHIA, PA.

SLIDES?
THE ANSWER IS AT THE

NOVELTY SLIDE CO.
221 East 53rd Street New York City

BRANCH: Real Batate Exchange, SCRANTON, PA

A Personal Letter

to Exhibitors

To silent persistent rumors that we cannot buy everything

released by the Independent makers, we cheerfully submit a

list of our week's releases, and can positively assure the ex-

hibitors that we are not only buying everything sold by the

Independent makers, but more than one copy of each. In the

future this firm will release from 14 to 21 reels every week.

RELEASES OE LAST WEEK
May 9th, Eclair —Prisoner of the Golden I s'es (Dr.) 820

May o'.h, Imp —The Rural Romeo (Dr.) 985

May 9th, Col. —Saved by Faith (Dr.) 900

May ioth. Bison —Cupids Comedy 945

May ioth. Powers —Salvation Smith 983

May nth, Nestor — Indian Princess (Dr.) q8o

May nth, Ambrosia —Secret of the Lake 631

May nth, Ambrosia —Friscot gets in Libertine Mood *»4

May i2tb. Col. —Wearing of the Green (Dram-Com. 1000

May i2tb, Imp —The Turn of the Dice (Dr.) IOOO

May 13th, Bison —Lost for Many Years (Dr.) IOOO

May 13th, Thanhouset—Best Man Wins (Dr.) IOOO

May 14th, Gt. Northern —Marvellous Cure (Com.) 540

May 14th, Gt. Northern—Club of Corpulent (Com.) 400

May 14th, Exclusive —Tramp Organist (Dr.) toco

May 14th, Col. —Saved by Faith (Dr.) IOOO

Paramount Film Company
Phone 3281-3283 Chelsea

61 West 14th Street Hew York

1 188 Main Street
Bridgeport, Conn. -BRANCHES- s™°jfcfc.

S&"\

J. S. Levine. formerly of the Imperial Film Exchange, has become

General Representative of the Paramount ritm Exchange.

COSTS YOl 100 TIMES LESS MONEY
EOR A BETTER RESULT

Pictures thrown on a curtain covered with "Curtainyline" by

absorbing the light and giving the picture depth are reproduced as

reflected in a mirror, without the detraction of reflected light rays,

and you can get a better focus on the whole scene. Thousands testify

to the merits of "Curtainyline." Try it.

A $3.00 carton is sufficient to cover any ordinary screen.

AU Exchanges Carry It in Stock.

Curtainyline Curtain & Producing Co.
22 Fifth Ave., Chicago, III.
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CENRE TRANSPARENCY CO.
-»07 NORTH CLARK SI KIM, CHICAGO

LATEST SONG SLIDES
ADVERTISING AND ANNOUNCEMENT SLIDES

,-.

ATTENTION!
Projecting Machines, Cameras, Lanterns, Keels and Winders thoroughly re-

paired or reconstructed and any p.irt renewed.

Ml »-irl> uiwn prompt Mini t .in lul attention
Nr« lilins developed. Construction ol Motion I'icture Machinery I
Specially. 1 1 it nc-.t |n ices paid for old projecting machines.

MOTION I'iciiRi UACHINI Rl P \ik WOM3
i.i i \* . 24th str.-.i lei i,.. Mad. aq< \r» lmk i n t

Full Size, Extra Heavy Silver-plated. French Gray
Finish. Price, 5 cents each.

WE KNOW IT
You can keep your theatre crowded if you will

use our Table Silverware Teaspoons as premiums.

We know, because we are supplying houses

who are meeting with wonderful success. One
house alone has used Hundreds of dollars worth

in a short time. The plan will make you money.

Sample Spoon and full information, upon re-

ceipt of inquiry.

WRITE TO-DAY

United States Factories Co.
40 Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.

WHY?
Pay 50 Cents a set elsewhere, when we ab-

solutely guarantee a better service at 25 Cents
a set per week. Your week's supply of

sets in one consignment every week saves you
express charges, and enables your singer to

rehearse all songs.

A TRIAL ORDER WILL CONVINCE TO!

Chicago Song Slide Exchange
Dept. I , Ninth Floor

MASONIC TEMPLE CHICAGO, ILL.

DROLLINGER FILM SERVICE CO.
(Agents lor Philadelphia Projecting Co.)

Receiving- TWELVE REELS of (he

BEST INDEPENDENT FILMS WEEKLY
Don't you think that will handle you?

WRITE IS A LETTER Phone 3286
106 L'pper Second Street I \ \NS\ II I I . I Mi

ItAI'll NOT**.

ill make
thl*

tgrapb

""' needed > n

and > tba plai •• •

LUBIN.

.ml., r of engagementi for tba
mi. I i i ner wll ki

i in- new -in. ii.. win
dlrecto mil an rial

iple or wet ih,- Indian
ion Ing the Interior ••(

There is a dot. ,,, "The
which an

" r Mood, tnatead •< faking tha scene, the operation arai perron
surgeon of ..i r the local hospitals, who

cal eq ilpment.
"Wl r Bathing In the West [ndlei

Boj Magician." the Lubln
Island, heron the bsy fr..m Naaaao, ami Includes the famooa "ft
at which the ezcuralonUI may <-at hi* till .,r mil f..r the 'iusrt«-r
ih«, ii.-kni on tha tender that plli

i Hog [aland and tba Isls
New Providence.

Magician." I,v flip way. seems dl , njoy hage
popularity, it abject with r novel tranetbrmatioii
irii-k effects. 1 1

i.-k films are seldom seen in proportion to the pi
pot, bul the; injoy high favor, and this Is regarded as singular)-.
by thoae win, bare seen the reel run.

"A Veteran .if the <:. A. I!.." the Lnbtn release for Decoration n.ir
attract .-ven more attention than "Tba Irish Boy/' The Lnbln players

"spread themselves" on their makeups, ami the scene in t.-
la study of character seldom equalled in the picl

MELIES.

All that has heen vii.l about the Ifellei releases has heen well said and
met the approval of thoae for whom It was said. tl.
liims have bnl one criticism, "Great! excellent!" and the ,

.in win put the company on their mettle t.. keep up this splendid
start and keep up the good WOT* already done and which them
n splendid lead 'n their particular work of producing 'rated
special! Irs Of Western dramas, bright comedies and "cracker Jack" pictures.

Read and learn what is said ntiont the "Star" films and then put them on
your list as an extra attraction and a hid f..r bush

Chattanooga. Tenn.. April 20. 1010.
Mellcs Manufacturing Company. New York City:

Dei w us to compliment your "Seal of the Church"; flne film:
good photography, good backing, flne talent ibown throughout.

BOWEL OR wf am. Theater Cbattam
Manufacturing Company. New York City:
Sirs_I was truly surprised to witness the exceptional merit of

two releasee, "Branding a Thief and "Cyclone Pete's Matrimony." There
haye been no better picture releases either by the 1. 1,-fused or Independent
manufacturers. If the Melles Company eontinnes with such subjects ther
will haye to make mo- by Increasing their output

F. If. CARTER, Gem Theater.

SELIG.

demand for the "Shrine™ 1 Pilgrimage at N« Orleans" film was
beyond expectations and good words of praise are accorded it on evcrr
The Selig encampment of Rough Riders. Indians anil Wild West f.

has experienced some touches of high life the past month—cold w.
rain, cyclones, and. In fact, eyerything fashionable except an earthquake nr
romlng in contact with Halley's comet. "Arizona I'.ill." an outlaw rider,
was thrown in a mix-up, In which two horses, riders and camera men figured
a few days ago. and was trampled so that he was relegated to the |.

f.T repairs. The escr.pc of Pearsons, the rotund knight of the crsnk and
tinder, was miraculous, and a sudden demise Is only explained by Turner,
who claims that both horses lionnecd when they fell on Pearsons. The plant
i- surprised, as Tommy was only a fair chunk of s lad when he left the
Windy City and— the camp Is dry.
The Selig Company will shortly release "Maseppa," an adaptation from

the bOOk.

ESSAXAY.
The Fssanay releases f.-r this week include, on Wednesday. Mar 1« 'Tn«

I,inc." being a story Of modern social life. In which J. n. Gllmoor
has the leading part. Mr. Gilmnnr Is a polished and talented actor sr
been for a number of r.-r-cnt years the leading support with V
Maude Adams. Julia Marlowe and others.
"The Little Do tor of the Foothflla" Is considered by the Fssanay Com-

pany the yery besl humorous Western comedy yet
-ii producer. The pietnre Is released this Saturday. May 21.

impany'a picture of the rubber In

in South America and l • Gnlted States we-e sent to

European agent of the otnpany. When the great rubber
irred England. ' nade ment glish film

of the film made by I Company, and each one was ea-
- of the film for tl • lr exhibitor-

which shows the manufa ture of tires from the first

the rubber trees in Sontl American ;i It Is made Into -

goods, will haye n phenomenal sale In - film mark
will probably be -may Company In this eonr
near future, althonch no definite date has been set.
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Unique Film Service

CHICAGO, ILL.:

81 Clark St,

TOLEDO, OHIO:
325 Huron St.

HOUSTON, TEXAS:
1013 Texas Ave.

EL PASO, TEXAS:
115 San Antonio St.

Write to oar nearest office in regard to

anything pertaining to the Moving Pic-
ture Business.

Exhibitors!
Is your place prepared for the hot weather?

FANS
Will keen your trade. Direct current, 16 Inches,

$12.00. All kinds, all makes ready for delivery.

OREATRR NEW YORK SUPPLY EXCHANGE
116 East 14th Street New York City

POSTERS
We have in stock posters of all the licensed films.

These posters are made by the A. B. C Company
of Cleveland. Never excelled.

OREATER NEW YORK SUPPLY EXCHANGE
116 East 14th Street New York City

EBERHARD SCHNEIDER
Miror Vitae Products," Projectors, Cameras,

Film-Making Machinery, Films, Slides. .Meie-
opticons. C/Ccialties, Lens Grinding, etc. Special
condensors, carbons and lugs.

109 East 12th Street, New Torn"

rWHY NOT LEARN
MOVING
QPERRT1N
Taylor's Method

5I.W.28T-*ST#wK
TElN?/*05.MM S(>

Correspondence Course. Special rates to

the trade, send for free illustrated catalogue.

School class meets every morning and
afternoon, with F. H. Richardson of Chi-
cago, as chief instructor. Evening classes

meet every Monday, Wednesday and Fri-

day. We positively guarantee you a $15
position.

We are selling agents for the Power's
Cameragraph, Motiograph and American
Moving Picture Machines.
We carry a large line of electrical sup-

plies and furnish everything for the theatre.

F. C. TAYLOR
49 West 28th Street New York City

Hhooe 1405 Madison Square

Stereopticans $10; 50 000 Tickets $3.50; Auto-
matic Arc Lamp 15c; Slide Mats 1c; Stereopticon
Lenses 50; Economizers $30; Slide Crrrlers 40c

FILMS RENTED, SOLD OR EXCHANGED
T T-f ITT'Z 303 E. 23d Street
*-*• *»*>* **> N-w York

SPECIAL PRICES TO THE TRADE

Admission Tickets
Printed to Your Own Copy

Guaranteed correctly numbered, best printed,, cheapest
In the market. 100 H I

IM. , BOO M. 9c, 1 million
Stock Tickets, all colors. Admit One, 6 M. 81.00,

L211.ni.60, 84 M. 42.26, BO M.
1 19 .60, KmM.t6.00.

OaeD with order. Send for trial order.

Oppenheimer Printing Co. Cincinnati, 0.

UNIFORMS
AND f*^

CA PS JL,
FOR I ; 1

:
' »

Moving Picture kt\

Theatres L :

— \
Catalogues, Samples \

and Prices for the

Asking \

a ''

• V

James H. Hirsch & Go. 1
Jackson Boulevard ^1

CHICAGO. *^1

Lang's Rewinder No. 2
Price, $5.00 Net

Lang Manufacturing Co.
OLEAN, NEW YORK

THE NOREIS REEL—Standard 10-ineh wood
hub reel, made from C. R. steel, heavily nickel
plated counter-sunk discs. For samples and prices
write NORRIS MACHINE COMPANY, 1322-1324
Sherman avenue. N. S., Pittsburg, Pa.

THEATERS FOR SALE.
FOR SALE—$2,500 cash buys this only vnude-

ville house in a thriving Ohio town of 10,000.
Guarantee to clear sales price first year. 180
chairs. Reason for selling. S. C. R.. care Moving
Picture World, N. Y. City.

WILL SELL or accept proposition to trade for
flaming are metal sign worded "5e. Theatre 5c."
QUEEN THEATER, Battle Creek, Mich.

WILL BUY two hundred second-hand opera chairs
WILLIAM GADTHIER, Wonderland Theater, Gou-
verneur, N. Y.

No. 1 10 A

35c Postage Paid
Send for Catalog of Announcement

and Ad tlid.*

The Neosho Slide Company
100 S. Wood St., Neosho, Mo.

Advertise Your Theatre
WITH OUR

Celluloid Dial Button
MOVABLE HAND

Give them away as a souvenir at some perform-
ance. You will have every Doy and girl wearing
one, with the hand set at some hour of meeting.
Any lettering you want in two colors.

Sample for a Dime or Postage

AMERICAN BADGE CO.
Manufacturers of Badges and Buttons

ClarK and Madison Sts. CHICAGO, ILL.

FOR SALE—New and up-to-date vaudeville and
moving picture theater, recently opened, good loca-
tion and doing big business. One of the best in

the State. Two other 5-cent picture houses. Popu-
lation, 12,000. Ill-health accounts for selling.

KING & GAYNOR, Superba Theater, Delaware, O.

THE ENTERPRISE MODEL B

Portable Calcium Gas Outfit
Is the only Substitute for Electricity for projecting
Motion Picture or Stereopticon views and is the

Only Satisfactory Portable Outfit
because it operates by WATER PRESSURE, IS CON-
STANT, REGULAR AND RELIABLE and has no com-
plicated spring valves to corrode, choke up and otherwise
get out of order. Is patented.

"OXONE" in SQUARE CAKES Is most Satisfactory for

the production of Oxygen Gas. Send for particulars.

For Sale by Dealers

ElllBrpriSB UPIICSI Ml£. GO. 564 and 572 W. Randolph St. CHICAGO
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BIOGRAPH COMPANY.
AN AFFAIR OF HEARTS. In thl- coined) »•

iiiniin.

Por him i •' prett] w i ll c.i lovi

I- Hint whin M
anxlOUS I" I...

however, Impudei
iiinl In hi. in I.

following U] di Ri Itcnaj

I love I " i il" in .t know I 'i •tn

. I-. I In-

li.-r I must know ber an. I make bci in) wife.

i ilo m
|,,.1|, i .1 i.i his

I Mini II, •
• they

gel ••< th« (air lad] I through tbo

park In hi la alone, and ilu-j

oursc,

I hi*, while il.. k Bornl la

footman's chair: bul wbal
it will taka iiim Into the

until li • ne lad] 'a home, « hlch shi

hnrrledl) - li standing bj and Ihej

.

ilini la, Bornl, pa] him to divulge tl

iltd -- i.iii after pa kel Ins the liberal

Bui i ••

time th»j encounter her riding Here
. r on til-* ..« ii ai • ..mil. Ma

:i N.i !..' ii 1 1" <! Hit*

horse e them, bnl a bicycle
i tbej procure bli n in el, Bornl

again paying the tee, bnl Rena* decamps on It.

Thla • in'.' hit also proves a fallnre, and meeting
a hnnter In the woods Ibey. Bornl. o( courae, pur

irriea towol, and decide to

aertle the affair in a dnel. Thla procedure la not

tbey imagine, for the] reallae

it lakea i certain amonnl of nerre to stand np m
:

. .11 ir ii v.- ii yourself ma] have i

human target al jronr dtapoaal. Well, while they
Hi,, lad] rtewa with amnaemenl their

nun.* rn.iii hei Teranda, and she decides It Is

tmw time to inn n atop to their Imbecility, »o I
i -«

-

patching her maid t.. the Held ••( honor (?1 the
ralorona lovers are imitcii to appear al the house,

Thej i. .tl. declare their undying lore for the fnlr

nnknow n : they wonld tight fur her: they would Iny

down their lives ror her bnl when her sturdy,

robust bnaband appears, the] And the] have pressing
. K.where.

OVER SILENT PATHS. The Borrow, affliction

and calamlt] Induced by the Insatiable thirst tor

gold ni.'re than counterbalances the Joy and com-
fort ii- ["here la no rose with-
out its thorn: there Is seldom gold without lis

. arse. In the heart of the American deserl w* And
i n old miner with bla only daughter, be tolling

rter day at hla rocker-cradle In queel of the
precious ore, while hla pretty daughter keeps bla

and makes it is comfortable aa possible In

this wilderness Raving secreted <i'ii'-

his daughter persuades Mm to return to

civilisation, where they may enjoy the fruits of
ibetr, Both are happ] In the anticipation of

i :i bright future, and the girl starts
in. :il hi the camp. While

.

r appears al the c mp, and al tht

of the "111 man weighing his gold la seised with
cupidity. Hi i.l tolled long In the wilds.

bnl with no mi demands that the old
iiimi divide his sains with him. This, of

the miner d< - .1 the wanderer u«es force.

In the struggle the old man Is knocked down, and
striking eallses

he has caused Th,. .-hi eatb, and is Ailed
with horror, but assnmlng he is alone In the
take- all ..f the -'"l.l and hurries ..ff. What a

Bight - ei -'il nt her return. Prom tht

senlth plunged Into mi -

grief. Flowei dear old dad, ami
hi his > man
who caused hi* death. Meanwhile, the culprit baa
In his terror ind would have

i

•

-.-.I by thi

making her way t.. San Pernandc,
course unknown t.. each other, ami during their

tag* np between them, par-
ticularly ,.ti tin. man'a Bide. He falls

tells her story to the sheriff, who warns her to

will surely Hint
np in the town. Later the wanderer p
marriage to the girl, and to further Ms suit tells

her he has sufficient gold ^^ make them happy.
bowing her the hags. At the <iirlii ..f them she
nearly swoons, bnl upon regaining composure, pre-
ten.N to accept. He thereupon takee her in his
arms. :i".l while so engaged she stealthily secures
his revolver, breaks away fr..m him and marche-
hi in off to the Bherlff with the gun pointed at his
heail. The sheriff takes him in band to meet tho
punishment he deserves, while she goes hack to

EDISON M1G. CO.
THI PBINCZSa AND THI ri asam

In i

title mi.i lots .i.

-ii. h an Iui| i role in ii

sun, i

ni hi . a in ii.

. 11 ill*. Ill lluil

loft) I'll III •""!

bllU
match III suited her fa tin

iiml it came to p

Btatel) i rcretl] wed b] an old
bermll "i, the bllla In hi- mountain
ere the won marriage sen Ice bad .i" tl

nwn> bet fatbei - hirelings came to tt

ber husband's nun- Bj the aid
the) sued eded In m king thi ly of

I into tin- mountains -

lad too

dlacovei .1 and the bnaband Bhol and wounded bj Ibe

bride wai
the arms of ber laved Nol satlaAed with this

cruel blow, the Black i

-..in. nt confinement in the Black Caatl
n lonel] wave swepl Island. Prom bi

i In - ndlng forth
bearing a appeal i"i" succor and aid
The winds of ; * -« I drove the bird and it- n

iiit" t in- good prleat'i banda, and soon the wounded
ini-iiiinl heard >.i hi- brlde'a captlvlt] and Imme
dlately haste I to her reacue, A aerlea ol

tlful. picturesque scenes abow the rescue and
of the bride from the Black Castle bj tht

nml the lovers cast by wind and storm
wave-waahed rocks and kneeling on the abi

is they lift their voices t" i;.«l in thanks-
giving and i

SISTERS, in ihis story, which abounds In pretty
situations and beantlfnl scenery, our Inter
centered In two -i-ti-rs. one nf whom gives splen-
did i -cample of alsterl] devotion.
One .hi> :i stranger, a handaomi ippeara

their cottage and la sketching the beantl-
fnl landscape where nature is -.-.-n in all Its

glory. The two .-iris watch the artist pal:
tin- younger one carries on mild Alrtatlon with
tin- man. This grows t.. a wild Infatuation on the
girl's part, and when awaj leaving his

ring mi He table *h,- Blips it on ber tin-.

hi. i kisses it. Tl l.ier slater im- taken
their frugal meal t" ber bnaband and father Boou
after her return to tin ttage the artist

I explains thai be has h.-t his rim;. i

search for it while the younger slater frantically
o remove the ring from her thumb and re-

place it on tin- table. This she i- unable to ii".

and therefore, when questioned concerning it. she
denies having found it. fearing thai n then will

divine the truth regarding her feelings toward
artist.

Later In the evening, after having removed the
ring, she -it- at the Arealde alone and Is again
admiring it. she la so absorbed that she f.iii-

t" hear her sister enter the room. The Utter ini

mediately detecta the ring and strung scene be
tween th- two takes place. Realizing her younger
sister's Infatuation for the man she decides to
return the ring to the artist herself. In the dark-
ness "f the nigh) along with trepidation,
fearing detection and the possible mlaconstructioo
of her visit. .In-t i- -I nters the artist's stinll"

she Is seen by one "f the farm limnls. who hiiles

anil Mat. lies hi r. lie rushes back t" tell bet hns-
liiiii.I.

In the -tnili.. -I,,, tin. Is the artlal dosing in a
iiair. and she places the rim; in the

which he keeps his tobat - A- -he is about to
leave the beauty of the stmlio anneals to her and.
stopping to admire the various objects, ber shadow
is thrown on th** window abadi en by the en-
raged and Jealous husband from the outside. Just

reaches the door to go out the artlal awakes
and si,i cannot i- seen by blm. Bef
can explain to him why she called, ber

the room, 'Tilers his wife t" go, anil

furiously calls the artist t.. account. The latter
lain, bat the Infuriated husband re-

i.l draws a knife An exciting
il after the arti-' wres

n from the husband's liatnl the latter leaves
rowing
He reaehes his home, where he hearth

.. ..f faithlessness. Though his w..r.l- pierce
like daggers and her
remains silent as to tht fearing
that an explanation will compromise h.-r

Meanwhile Hie artist Minis the ring which the young
wife had placed in the box. He begins t" nnder-
staml an.1 rushes out to pvplaln to the

I

who remains skeptical. All retire for the night.
The young wife is nourishing her anguish
tude when her younger si-t.r enter- sadly and at-
tempt- sa her ream t f..r all the trouble
her foolish- Irritably, and somc-
what roughly, the eliler casts her aside, a moment
l-.ter turning ami fin.l .-line In prayer.

r. is carried aa

01 A I.AUNUKY MAMK

IIUK l
-

women s de|

with all

I
V- _• Willi,

enough
..-in both

FORTUNES FOOL.

i in. ii

wh-n hr..k. n bl" I] aave in departun
was th, |j light. Bui Dame

\t > r the girl the only girl. I
-

love making, and
i

separating hlmaelf fr..in in- i-

bls lit.

dckle l>i he is

till Sbl -;.|lll

ill- revolvi

h-r tintype over bis
the knife i.i.,...

nfl sh..rt. nml the Iiml. ,,( the tree I., which he
would fasten the rope falls down noon blm Finally

blm i" .i hotel, pa' - dollar f..r a
room, stops up tl ind turns ..,, the gas.
BUI the ll'l. Heine kle.w- what I,.

gas Is
II and -• thei know that be is In t

! wl en th.- don i- i.r..k..n In
w ho baa found evld e (
|.-m-. followed bj all ..f the empl
' »

I tune's
Pool" w ins ..in i n th- -ml

THE DANGER LINE. The ne i aaebold
la • posed of Hi ami hush

I'l. mi. I Jell-.

Although their domestic life, on I

tranquil and peaceable one, the wife has
Inst experlt need an as

thai thai sh- and ber bnaband are not well.
mated Henri i- . manlr
pleasure- and pun numii
•f his time

r hi- wif.
more love from h-r

.huh realised that he lacks much ol
to her

inin.t nwak-n her bm
refuge in her book

"r In
hand, Pablen Trevelnc, a

s iiitr.sln. .

ir-vi ine is charmed bj th- w..mai
mil kindred sentlmenta ami afl

• piaintanee quick I

wrone In tl I I .rt family It

Henri are
not In sympathy with eaeh other. I

. lovt - Hem
letermined

in winnlnc
when the two are alone in the

"ine Is alNint when
re Interrupted I

nnc fellow
Ills aunt her husband •

l.es Henri ami hints to hla
more "f his attention. Henri p.-

and moral count ce.

following even-
II at the

I

mnrmun

him The scene is
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Trade Mare Tradb Mark
BIOGRAPH
FILMS
RELEASED MAY 16, 1910

OVER SILENT PATHS
A Story of the American Desert.

Most of the scenes of this Biograph production were taken in the heart

of the American desert and tell a highly interesting story. An old miner
with his daughter, having secured a store of nuggets in this dreary waste,
decides to go back to civilization. The girl goes to prepare for their departure,
when a desert wanderer appears and demands a share of the old miner's gold.

During the struggle the old man falls and the wanderer, taking the nuggets,
gets away. The daughter returning finds her father dead. At his grave she
swears to bring to justice the man who caused his death. While making her

way to San Fernando, Cal., she overtakes the wanderer who has lost his way,
and not knowing him to be the culprit allows him to ride with her. Later,

however, while in San Fernando, she makes the discovery and by her clever-

ness lands him into the»custody of the sheriff.

APPROXIMATE LENGTH, 980 FEET

RELEASED MAY 19, 1910

AN ATFAIR OF HEARTS
Cupid in a Sportive Mood.

In this Biograph comedy is shown the experiences of two impulsive-
hearted Frenchmen, whose weakness it is to fall in love with the first pretty
woman they see. One of them meets a young lady in the park, but she
indignantly repulses him. He then enlists the aid of his chum, who, instead
of giving aid, falls in love with her himself. They follow her and their per-
sistence is more amusing than annoying, until they are on the point of fight-

ing a duel for her, when she thinks it time to put an end to their imbecility
and so presents her husband to them. Of course, they don't tarry very long.

APPROXIMATE LENGTH, 967 FEET

Get on Our Mall List and Keep Posted. Write for Our Descriptive Circulars

BIOGRAPH COMPANY
Licensee of the Motion Picture Patents Co.

11 EAST 14th STREET NEW YORK
QEOROE KLEiNE. Selling Agent for Chicago (52 State St., Chicago, 111.).

MANAGERS SINGERS PERFORMERS
For a short time only, we will make slides from your photo with your name
on it for 55c. 2 from same photo, 90c. postpaid. Colored of course.

BRAYTON PORTRAIT DEPT. 77 So. Clark Street, CHICAGO

For Sale - 1000 ft. Reel.
Film, $0, $10, $15 per reel;
Edison, Power's, Lubin Ei-
Model Machines, $60; new
$100; Model B. Gas Outfit.

$25; Soag Sets, $1; Moving> - Picture Tents, $75; Baby
Grand Piano, $65; $600 Overland Living Wagon, $100;
Paying Moving l-iciure Theatres cheap.
For Rent—6,000 feet Film, $6; 12,000 ft., $12 weekly,

one shipment. Will buy Passion Play, machines, film,
show property of all kinds.

H. DAVIS • - Water-town. Wis.

Independent Film Service

Moving Picture Machines
and Supplies J- J- j>

B. S. H. HARRIS Greenville, S. C.

ATTENTION! HELP THE EXHIBITOR
Association and Independent Exchanges

Feature Announce-
ment Slides

Showing Original Lithograph of all Film

Manufacturers in colors. Special Price to

Exchanges. We make Slides of Every
Description. Samples on Kequest.

PLAMPIN SLIDE COMPANY
64 East 14th Street New York City

CHEAP
Steel Frame

Theatre Chairs

ABSOLUTELY

Non-BREAKABLE
Suitable for small

theatres and Mov-
ing Picture shows.
We carry these
chairs in stock and
can ship immedi-
ately.

Second Hand Chilns

A Uo seating for Out-
of-Door Use.

Address Dept.

STEEL FURNITURE CO., Grand Rapids, Mich.

New York Office: 150 Fifth Avenue

Boston Office : 224 Congress St., Boston, Mast.

Song Slides 5c. Per Day Per Set

All Songs—All Publishers. You select
We ship.

For full particulars call or write

LEN SPENCER'S LYCEUM, 46 E. 14th St., N.Y.

We carry all Supplies for Exhibitors
including CARBONS made by Lead-
ing Makers. Exhibitors get in
touch with us. :: :: . :: ::

Greater New York Supply Exchange
116 East 14th St., N. Y. City.

|a m E R 1 CAN FILM B R o K E R S
147-157 FOURTH AVENUE, NEW YORK

1 Importers anc exporters of new and second-hand film. 500 Sets Song Slides like lew, $2. 00 per j et. Write for lists and particulars.

1
WE ARE NOT RENTERS
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Interrupted by the entrance "f Qtnrl, »iu> so-
tlrtlj mlaundi tuatlou end ordere m»

• ii> disloyal wife t,, bet room. Then be
Be i" accounl Nol deelrlug to Involve

Hi • in iiii- scandal be forcee the

gage in u game at in Hi*. »uii » ii in

iii'iir, mill than aoousaa tbe pool of obaatingi Ww
poat rises mill danlea the accusation (lenrl, with
Inexpressible contempt! bnrla the earde in TbeTelne'i

,11,1 Willi, li
I

I in' dual l» arranged nnd cl to tbe boor the

two era ti> n i iiiiii i weki bis wife Then be
fully H Itenl Of I i I'Viliir'i l

thai lane in Innocent. Tvt momenl he i

with n keen remoraa aa down In Ms
wlfe'i loTelll ejrea. Bha begs him do) to light, not

to rlak iil» Ufa, bal hei and proof
uf Innocence make the duel double ncecaaarj He
murmurs ii laal rood-bye and, convinced of Ms
wtfe'a loyalty, confides bli child, Louise, to bar
• arc.

in the duel which folic Ine further
bowl liin cowardice and treaobery In taking id-

rantage of ble antagonist, whom he wounds In

tba platol hand According to lh( le, Henri,
m Ihi baa eacaped mortal wonnd, may bare Ms
ahot, which meana inrety of tbe death of Tre-
relne, bnl thla he refuses to take, preferring to

aend bla elctlm Into the world to raffer the itJgma
ihame and a gull • -•.

time later before a complete recon-
ciliation In established between Henri and Jene.
liiii the former, during his conTateacence, baa bad
miii'li time i" ililnk uf tbe loveless marrl
ha and Jene, and he, too, ezperlencea an awaken-
ing.

it in Quttave and Lonlaa, whose pore, unselfish

ther nnd abow them their
folly. The film ends with a complete recon-
ciliation of husband and wife, who make •

nf them, to more closely merge their

two Urea together.

THE LITTLE DOCTOR OF THE FOOTHILLS.—
it bad nevi ed to the sleepy Tillage of

Sturgla, in \ ,t ii doctor, an U, i'. waa
really ai to the welfare of tin* community
and there waa not much enthnalaam among tbe
loafers al tbe Sturgla Hotel, when tin' proprietor

tlond the following note, addressed to him:
sir I am going to practice medicine In

yoor county. Pit re room fur me. I

will arrive In a few days. Cadi Barton, M. D."
:i awakening, however, when the

oach drives np, a few days later, and de-
posits two : a lanky young chap, and

II, good looking woman. There Is not nineh
entbnslaam when the supposed doctor is oshered

e hotel office, followed by tha young woman.
However, when they discover that the lanky per-
On Is a book agent and that It Is the winsome
young woman who has come to euro for them "nil
Hie Ills that flesh Is lielr to" the situation looks

l.ledlv np. Cecil Burton, If. IV. Is Introduced
• II around and offered the best room In the house.
When she withdraws there Is not a cowboy In

OWd who is not suffering with some sort of
in ailment of the heart, lint. alas. It Is not the
sort of n malady to he cured by drugs.

In Sterols, historv will tell 'is. Pete the Caynto
has had the reputation of stnrtlne thlnes or taking
the initiative. Ills heart, too. has been captured
by the pretty little doctor and. lnckine that cer-
tain finesse In his speech which has the reputa-
tion of charming ladles he decides to work on her
sympathies. Mi<< Burton is hardly established
In her mom when Pete Is taken violently 111 with
i tit and the doctor Is summoned. A number of
the hovs witness the performance nnd nre In-
spired to try the same friol; themselves.

Alkali Ike ceos to his hoarding boose where he
Is Suddenly attacked t>v some excruciatingly pain-
ful gastric maladv. The landlady sends Dutch
Mike for the doctor, who readily cures Alkali.
Dutch Mike, who has witnessed the smiles of
pleasure on Alkali's face when the doctor ruhhed
Ms head, resolves also to he sick and when Hiss
Burton comes upon him near the stable he cocs Into
awful convulsions. The little maid by this time
sees the joke and dashes a bucket of water on
her latest patient, flp Is cured Instanter. Pronoho
Pete, who had broncht the water but who had left
the scene before Mike was soused, resolves that be.
too. should be under the lady's care. As she Is
on her wav home she meets Pete who is thrown
from his horse nnd pretends he hns hroken his
lee. This is too much for the little doctor, who
rollctonsly bends over him and then gravely brines
from her erlp a butcher knife. The Broncho, when
he sees the knife. Jumps to his feet nnd beats If.

The little doctor laughs, mounts her horse nnd rides
back to the hotel, resolved not to answer any
more calls no matter how "urgent" they may he.
You may remember the fable about the shepherd

lmv wiio cried "wolf." Ralph Bronson. a ranch-
man, while cleaning his revolver, accidentally
shoots one of his eowpunohers. Turnlnc the
wounded man over to the others, he mounts his
horse and rides for the doctor, riowovcr. she re-
fuses to come, hctlovlne it to be another joke and
Bronson rides hack and with the aid of the other
cowboys brines the wounded man to town. The
little doctor is nlmost overcome when she finds
that she had really been needed and that the
poor eowpnncher was near to death from loss
of blood and all because she refused to go to
his aid.

However, she saves him and when the film

tbe suggi
Mill grounded betwi

inn! int patient

URBAN-ECLIPSE.
O. Klnlno.

R008EVELT IN ( Allin dent'a
arrived In Cairo from Luxor al

tin. morning of M iQd from I

ii peratora were k-i»t mlgbl illowlog
iin Honor. "Tba Btrent
,,f II iirlinis mid tropolil

Ml Roosevelt «a« Intensely Ii

phase of Ufa around tba clt] and In the
of hi- itay, besides being entartslnad b

Americans In Cairo, and by the i

i tbe sphinx nnd pyramid
i Diversity, Mohammedan Inatltutlon, where
\ old men and boys squatting In thi

court as they swayed In rhythm to tbelr chanting
of the Koran, proved very al

n.- also vlalted i Moslem Mosque, \

where tbe entire American company were forced
to don commodious yellow il », as tba fi

Infldeli are nol permitted to del te

hmnmedan doors.
PURGED BY FIRE. \ wealthy farmer, while

busy overseeing the work of his mnnj
is Interrupted by an old beggar, whom i rders
to leave the premises. One of the women il work
In the harvest, pitying the Old man, hastens after
him mid gives Mm a loaf of bn
The farmer follows, sees her acl of kit

the food from tbe old twin, then dl

the woman
Later In the day he drives to the market In

town to purchase Stock. All his cash, which lie

In a wallet. Is lost from his pocket. On
' •'•ii home be flnds the farm in flame

efforts 10 save It prove futile. The l"^-1 leaves
him penniless ami w vt see blm
begging, suffering the same 111 treatment which he

era and haunted by visions of the
Old man he a ''' inged,

GAUMCMT.
CHRISTOPHER COLUMBUS.—This film presents

Of the priii. lea in the life of Cbls-
topher Columbus, Including the discovery of Amer-
ica. Here we See the meeting With Queen Isabella
of Spain and her promise to fit out a fleet.

if the
Spanish galleons at tea.

Months seemed to have passed ami no sleht of
land: the sailors are very Impatient and in i

mutiny. Just at this moment land la sighted, and
here we gel a very One view of tbe "lookout" in
the "crowsnest."
The next Dl a tine idea of how Co-

lumbus had to flght Ills way with the i

while these In the end were conquered by kindness.
The next scene brines us back to Spain, where he
has awakened great jealousy, and is charged with
cruelty by some of his

Invrst'eati '.- and he is cast Into prison.
ea from his cell, the erent welcome Amerigo

Vespucci receives, as havlne added a new world
to tlie throne of Spain. The thought that he him-
self ought to have received this ovation o, •

him. and. broken-heart,.' In his cell.

RACING FOR A BRIDE. Atalanta. daughter of
the King of Scyros, was renowned for her besuty
and her swiftness of foot. Bothered by many suit-
ors, she made proclamation that she would marry
only that man who could outstrip her In a race,
the consequence of Ms failure ne'ne death.

Several swains, having attempted to win the much
coveted maiden, had failed and losl their lives,

when nippomenes essayed to capture her f,,r a
bride.

Before the race lie ohtnlned from Aphrodite three
eolden apples, which at Intervals in the race he
dropped, and Atnlanta. stooplne to pick them np,
fell behind. Both were happy at the result.

THE MARVELOUS WATER. I klr of-

-r sale a liquid, which elves t-> its owner
the power of commnndlne absolute obedience from
all upon whom he Is able to spray the water.
A mischievous schoolboy manaecs to steal a Tlal

of the powerful fluid He then proceeds to compel
obedience to ludicrous commands too nunler,,iis to

describe.
The youth has an exceptionally fertile brain,

which shows at Its best In startlnc mischief.
THE GIRL CONSCRIPT. -The theme of this pic

ture Is somewhat orieinal. and well worked out. We
are shown the Interior nf a humble cottage In

France. The bereaved father Is himself sick nnd
feeble, nnd the son maintains both father II

ter. A military official comes to elnlm the ynnnc
man for army service, and. of conrse. turns a deaf
car to the expostulations of the father and daneh-
ter. who are belne deprived of their breadwinner.
Consternation seizes the little family, until the

elrl Is seized with a hrieht Idea. She cannot earn
a sufficient livlnc for her father and herself, hut
she can take her brother's place In the ranks of the
army. She persuades them to let her try the
scheme, nnd after an affecting farewell, we sec her
attendine at the military headquarters on the ap-
pointed day. She is passed as her brother, though
one or two of the soldiers throw curious glances
after her.

The scene Is changed to a battlefield. The girl

Is sent ont as a spy. nnd Is enptnred and taken
to one of the enemy's prisons In due coon

MODI UN HAI.'.XAY CONBTRUCTI', I

'

illy 111, i»ii .,

I

I I
-

iloog-

I

THE CENTENARIAN. Do D t wluli for your

and !• • hair.

tourists
pay bit

I blm a

THE HASHER'S DELIRIUM. I

Itlfnl dream In which two
play to him

Iream chant .rough

wake
over Mm.

LUBIN MFG. CO.
THE REJUVENATION OF FATHER

l:ik'-

.link

wants

g and tin-,

catch it. Jack plans an elopemei
parlor maid
kink up the love fat .

•mi Jack •

,- maid off-band. Tl
In her place and

mt ad.

- and bal '•• go «itl

i rather attract |vi

tiful In the arti-
• inning smile, and on

ii off he :

and It took blm quite a numbel
even that, i lot

and off co the few tiny hairs while
f,,r the house. II- la fll

il Bometa —gets
i that he "1 bet-

ter thnn he did !

but bi Is purely perf

ently Jack is wielding the duster that
His trot

-a. who Is delighted with • of his
scheme, and they are wrapped In a t I

when father's step is heard In the hall SB
Father Is well plea-

I.aura approves the new girl and he beams his

•idly proposes marriage and
la not a little surprised when fold that he must
first marry off his daughter. This seems rather
nn unusual demand but by this time father
much In earnest and he signs a forr-

thorlzine Jack Kendrlck to marry bla daughter.
Jack rushes off with the n Mier l« still

rprised at the haste, for he has |

of the betrothal kiss. He hnrrles after his fiancee
and Is superlatively surprised to find bla laughter
kissing the maid with a ferTor that rer
the girl's refusal to marry until Laura Is fi-

if. Blindly he ratifies the announcement nf
the engagement and is shocked when they tell him
that he • c to marry. To make the matter
clear Jack removes his wig and discloses the «mil-

- pet aversion.
nd his concent
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that iije tale, backed up by tbe written evidence,
will make a g 1 storj (01 the club and father
wills. After all ii is some consolation to hi

son-in-law more clever iiian be looks and a bless-
you-my-cblldren closes the story.

THE INDIAN GIRL'S ROMANCE. -The scene Is

laid in one of the trading posts of ihe Hudson Bay
Company and tin.- young factor, Malcolm i'oung,
loves 1 toka, the pretty daughter of tbe chiel of
a nearby tribe. Jules Laprese aisu loves tbe girl
and tin- hall-breed bates Malcolm us much as be
loves tbi pretty Indian maiden. Only Utoka's
watchfulness saves the young factor's life on sev-
eral occasions and tins loving care is relaxed only
when Jules brings her a letter mid photograph which
be lias stolen from the factor. The picture is that
of a beautiful young while girl and the loving
message that accompanies it leaves small room for
question of the factor's lark of good faith, utoka
is prastrated bj grief and Jules leads her father
to believe thai a more serious wrong lias been
wrought by the head of the trading post. With
his braves the old chiel captures the factor and

im, a prisoner, to the camp where Malcolm
1- put i" torture before the fire is to mercilessly
end his sufferings. Meanwhile Utoka, who cannot
believe her lover guilty, seeks the post and dis-
covers whal has taken place. With the good
rather, tbe missionary who keeps pace with tbe
advance of the Hudson Bay posts, Utoka returns
to the camp and saves the life of the factor. lie
proves that the letter was from his sister and not
from some sweetheart in Montreal and the half-
brei-il is made lo sull'cr punishment lor the affront
be bas put upon the tribe.

THE MESSENGER BOY MAGICIAN.—A messen-
gei boj comes to deliver a telegram to a magician
who is practicing a new act for the stage. Uoou-
iiaiin v.ih the magician shows him a number of
tricks and the boj gathers that the magic leis in

the wand which is used in each feat. II'' steals
the wand when the magician is not rooking and
makes a hurried exit. He is pursued by the ex
tiled magician but the hitler's own wand is turned
against him and he is driven hack. The pursuer
disposed of, Slowfoot proceeds to have a lot of
fun Two lovers are spooning in the park. Slow
fool comes up and Willi a wave of the wand causes
the man and a street sweeper cleaning the walk
to exchange places just as the pair are about to
kiss. The white wings does not in flic least mind
the caress but the lover is furious and Slowfoot Is

pleased. A tramp is placed under arrest and fights
Willi his captor. A wave of I he wand and tile uni-
form is on the tramp while the pride of .the force
is decked out in the rags of the vagrant." A num-
ber of varied incidents of similar sort occur, but
Nemesis is camping on Slowfoot's trail. The in.egi-

eian wants his wand and he is persistent in his
search lor it. Slowfoot evades him for a time,
but he is caught off his guard. Jumping a wall
to escape capture, lie stops to light a cigarette.
It is not the first lime that a cigarette has proven
fatal lo ;i messenger boy. Slowly the magician
creeps upon his prey. Now lie is within reaching
distance ami still the confounded cigarette will not
light. The wand is placed under Slowfoot's arm
and with a spring I he magician is upon it. Now
the tables are turned and with a wave of tlie baton
two policemen are conjured upon the scene wdio lug
Slowfoot oil to prison. It's a sad ending to a day
of hilarious joy—but il's a great story to tell the
boys on the bench while wailing for one's turn
*<> go on! with a message.

KALEM CO.
THE CLIFF DWELLERS.—Scene I.—The Home

In the Canyon.
Scene II.—The Rescue.
Scene III.—The Lovers.
Scene IV.—Another Suitor.

Scene V. -The Fight.
Scene VI.—The Medicine Man's Miracle.
Scene VII.—The Lovers Reunited.
FRIENDS.—Scene I.— Col. Winlhrop Mods His

Old Schoolmate, John Ames.
Scene II.—An Opportunity to Better Herself is

Given Tess,
Scene III.- Tess Joins the Wlnthrop Family.
Scene IV.—Three Years Later. The Accident.

Mary and Tess Meet Ward Cole.

Scene V.—Mary and Tess Both Love Ward.
Scene VI.—Mary Tells Tess of Her Love for Ward.
Scene VII.—Tess Rejects 'Ward for Mary's Sake.
Scene VIII.—Ward Begs Mary to Plead His Case

With Tess.
Scene IX.—The Sacrifice of a True Friend.

G. MELIES.
THE PALEFACE PRINCESS. In the farewell

beams of evening the pioneer witli his wife and
child slop the prairie-schooner and strike stakes

fOr Ho- night. Sounds of the Indian war cry dis-

turb the quiet calm, and seen approaching ill the

distance is a band of savage red men. Terror-

stricken, the settler seizes his gun and stands ready
to defend his family. At the lost volley from the

Indians' rifles he tails dead, The brave wife makes
11 desperate resistance to proteel her child. The
poor woman is quickly slain by the hostile sav-

ges, leaving the helpless babe lo their mercy.
The band directs its attention to the settler's

outfit, rilling ami helping themselves to its contents.

While this is going on one of the young bucks

rushes tor what he supposes a bundle of valuables,
but Which upon opening he Unas to be the baby.
Disappointed, he lifts his tomahawk to kill It.

flie big Chief of tti,. tribe sees and arrests the
dese.nl 01 the weapon, lilts the child in liis arms,
mounts his pony and lakes it back to his

I

gives 11 Into the care of his squaw and tells her
thej will adopt it secretly as their own.
The child grows up a beautiful girl and she is

named "While Fawn, the Paleface Princess."
"Basiling Water," a young brave, loves the girl

"a heap much'' and wants her for his wife, there-
fore his anger and jealousy are aroused when Cap-
lain Keen, a handsome young officer of a nearby
military post, meets her and tails iu love with
her at first sight. The young fellow's sister, who
is wilh him when he meets the princess, objects
lo his attentions to the Indian girl and tries to
separate them, to no purpose, however.
The brother manages to meet the girl, and lie

passes many pleasant hours with her teaching her
to master her books and solve the spell of love.
"Dashing Water." seeing them in each other's arms,
demands the white man's Intentions. Captain
Keen tells him to mind his own business and im-
mediately the Indian throws sand in the air as a
challenge and defiance. Captain Keen's sister has
seen "icisiiing Water" challenge inr brother and
observes liis threatening glances. She implores the
Indian nut to kill her brother and then induces
him to part with his knife, which she purchases
and 1 brows away.
"White fawn," with Captain Keen and his sister,

seek the chief, and the Captain asks for the Prin-
cess' hand in marriage. The chief tells the young
man the story of "White Fawn's " life, and then
he gives "White Fawn" a locket containing her
mother's portrait, which he tells her she wore about
her neck when he found her a baby on the prairie.

The chief joins "White Fawn's" and the Cap-
tain's hands and blesses them in peculiar Indian
fashion. "Dashing Water" approaches in angry
mood With hand on his knife. The chief kn I •

him away. The Captain's sister clasps "White
Fawn" in her arms and Keen grasps the hand of
the chief.

SELIG POLYSCOPE CO.
THE LAND OF OZ.--The Emerald city in all its

splendor, with all the familiar characters so dear
lo the hearts ot the children—-Little Dorothy, the
scarecrow, the woodman, the cowardly lion, and the
wizard continuing on I heir triumphant entry into

the Mystic City, adding new characters, new situa-
tions and scintillating comedy. Dorothy, wdio has
so won her way into the good graces of lovers

of fairy folk, finds new encounters in the rebellion
army of General .linger showing myriads of I.eith

soldiers in glittering apparel forming one surprise

after the other until the whole resolves itself into

a spectacle worthy of the best artists in picture

dom. Those who have followed the two preceding
pictures of this gnat subject cannot but appreciate
"The Land of Oz," the crowning effort of the Oz
series.

THE UNMAILED LETTER.—Hiram Walker has
an only son in whom he places a great deal of

confidence and feels that probably some day he

might be the President. Accordingly he is sent
away to school to be educated among the city

chaps. Hiram after a time decides to pay him a

visit and a trip to the city is planned: such prep-
aralion not only sets the whole house ago;; but

almost upsets the neighborhood. Hiram at last

slarls: after much trouble his wife puts writing
paper, etc., in the bag so lie would be sure and
write—his arrival in the city—finds location in a

hotel that seemed larger than his farm—decides to

keep his promise and write to mother—does so

—

goes to mail it, makes that fatal mistake and gets
the tire alarm box -is arrested. His son receives

a note telling of his trouble—son engages lawyer
and rescues him. Not wanting to further pursue
the object of his trip he hikes for the tall and un-
cut, and delays the anticipated visit indefinitely.

An intensely interesting comedy drama.

PATHE FRERES.
THE GIRL FROM ARIZONA. -Lucy, the hand-

some and impetuous daughter of a ranchman in

Arizona, is much admired and there is much
jealousy between Bob Skilly, one of her father's

cowboys, and John Mason, a neighboring ranchman.
Lucy however tells Bob she wants none of him
and he goes away swearing vengeance. Lucy then

mounts her broncho and accompanied by her faith-

ful Indian maid, meets John and they plight their

troth In the shade of the big redwood trees.

In the mantimc Bob has killed an Indian and
disguised himself as a redskin, and the rest of

the tribe suspecting John of the deed, take him
captive after he has left Lucj and lead him back
to their camp a prisoner.

In the meantime Lucy has discovered John's horse
wandering without iis master and the body of the

dead Indian. While her faithful servant goes tor

help she follows the Hacks and arrives just al

Hie moment when the Indians have tied John to

a posi and arc dancing a war dance preparatory
Ice killing him.
Taking in the situation at a glance and without

hesilalicii she shoots at two of the Indians, and
vrlille the others, caught unawares temporarily, draw

back she rushes in and cutiing tbe ropes thai hold
her lover. thej both lake to their horses pursued
by the- Indians, among whom is Bob, still disguised.
Luckily they meet a possi lowboys, who at the
call of thc> trusty servant, have come to the rescue,
and while some are chasing the Indians
accompanied by Lucy, eventually capture Skilly,
the cause of the trouble, and they are about to
lay hands on him when, backing from bis captors,
lo- falls over a precipice down into the ravine
son feet beneath. The trouble- being now ended.
I.ucv and John fall into one another's arms and
no doubt live happily I'm' many years. The scene
showing the fall from the precipice is one of the
most thrilling and sensational scenes ever taken by
a camera and is sure to make a great lilt.

WHO'LL WIN MY HEART?—An heiress, pest-
ered 1,, a troop of lovers pr Ises to give her heart
lo 1 lie lucky suitor who first joins her on the top
of a mountain.

Seine great scenes then take place, the suitors

scrambling, pushing ami elb 11 hig each other as
tho.\ ascend the steep sides ..f the mountain. Those
are enha d from the fail that the slope of 1

real mountain is utilized, giving in addition to a

hazardous climb, beautiful views of the surround-
in.' country.
When at last the winner reaches the girl she

gives him a picture of a heart, but states she will
_i' her hand to Max. who was really tbe favored
one. but us usual was too bashful to come for-

ward and ask for it.

THE GOLD SPIDER. -Some gnoi
iug for a wonderful spider licit weaves webs of

golden
Intent on their search, they are unaware that

their movements are closelj followed by a poor

woodcutter, who also pentrates into their eaves
when they have caught the spicier and imprisoned
it there. lb- watches Hie wonderful spider mak-
ing gold and olher all cles wilh We I ill

this scene the moving picture ci ra lias excelled

itself in turning out s good tricks, and finally

he steals the golden spider.

II.- returns to his hut and the spider spins nu-

merous gold coins, but he becomes miserly so that

when a poor beggar asks for iulp lie refuses. Im-
mediately his golden hoard changes into a m
of crawling insects and the accusing faces Of tbe

gllOUieS rise ill the background.

GEE, I AM LATE.— It is II a. in. and Jones.

not being an early riser, is sleeping soundly, when
he is rudely awakened by Lis servant tin-ousting

under his nose a letter from hi- friend Colbj say-

ing that they are expecting him to lunch at 12

sharp. When .lone- takes in Hie meaning of the

note he leaps from the bed with a bound and gets

int.. his clothes with magic rapidity. Rushing

Over to the. window with the alarm .-lock grasped

tightly under his arm, he luckily is just in time
tc, s 'ah passing under the window and. not

having a minute to lose, he jumps from the window
right on to the back seat of the carriage to the

great surprise of the cabby, who thought he had

dropped from heaven. Hiving the driver the name
of Colby's house. Jones tells him to go like mad
as he. must get there b> 12. The man's no-
how over, refuse- to go a I a faster gait than a

gentle lope and Jones, almost beside himself, bounds

from the vehicle wilh thee alarm clock pointing to

5 minutes to 12. and putting his arm affectionately

around the old nag's neck, takes it into his

fidence and delivers a speech such as Bonaparte

delivered to the Pyramid-, which so electrifies

the animal that it throws up ils bead and with

one shake Of ils mane is off like a flash at a giddy

pace. fording stream-, dashing through thickets

and going crosscountry in a manner that brings

the neighborhood out. gasping. But in the end,

after a terrible shaking up. Jones finally gets to

the Colby's and on time.

A BRAVE LITTLE GIRL.—A ganiok.

daughter tells her father that she ha- seen poach-

ers going after his rabbits. The keeper surprises

the men in the act. but in the affray be is over-

powered and carried, securely bound with ropes, to

the gang's cottage.
Meanwhile his wife and daughter arc uneasy at

his long absence, and unable to bear the suspense

any longer, the daughter runs out to try to find

her father. She sees her father carried into the

cottage and runs for aid. with the result that the

police appear and the poachers are overpowered.

whilst the gamekeeper, freed of bis bonds, covers

his little girl's face with kisses.

TEMPESTUOUS ADVZNTURE.—A young lady

pestered by an elderly gentleman, who is in love

with her. and being unable to dismiss him. suc-

ceeds iu '-citing riil of him by taking him to her

ll |
- tO whom she ha- already suggested that

the gentleman in question was mad.
So enthusiastic is the old fellow with his love

nffair that II really appears that he is mad. and

Hi,' doctor has Mm seized and confined in a cell and

soused with water from all directions. His antics

ns i i gradually comes to his sense's are indeed great.

MILK INDUSTRY IN THE ALPS.—The scene is

laid iu the Village of Stalden, where we see the

whole process bj which condensed milk is made
from the time the cows have- the farms to go up
th (

e mountains to pasture until the big cases are

finally -hipped all over Europe.
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—
o 143 NortK 8tH Street, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

©2^ Best and Newest Independent American and Foreign Films
SUPPLIES 18 REELS PER WEEK SUPPLIES

m

PROMPT AND RELIABLE SERVICE Members N. I. M. P. Alliance

mx

© m
m

INDEPENDENT
Wei rent new Films. Handle all the leading MaKes, both AMERICAN AND

FOREIGN; beautiful Posters; exclusive Feature Service. Write for prices.

CINCINNATI FILM EXCHANGE, 315-317 West 4th Street, CINCINNATI, 0.

—===== Imitators will always trade on the reputation of the best

"AGFA METOL"
has many imitations, but none near enough to warrant your discarding "AGFA." Quality uniform and

of a guaranteed chemical purity.

•ASK-

BERLIN ANILINE WORKS. 213-215 Water Street
New YorK
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NEW SLIDES
For the Following Songs—JUST OUT

My Heart Has Learned to Love You,
Now Do Not Sav Good Bye.

When a College Boy Meets a College
Girl.

Hang Your Hat in Detroit.

Curly Head.
You Can't Make Me Stop Loving You.
Play that Lovey Dove Waltz.
Shoes and Socks shock Susan.
Daddy was a Grand Old Man.
I'm on My Way to Reno.
I Trust My Husband Anywhere.
His Anybody Here Seen Kelly.
Baby Blue.

Under the Orange Blossom Tree.
That Fascinating Rag Time Glide.

Honev When it's Sunny
What's the Matter with Father.

When the Ivy Climb's over the Wall.
I'm Afraid of You.
Dinah from Carolina.

DeWITT C. WHEELER
120 W. 31st St., N. Y. City

Manhattan Slide Co.
(incorporated)

136 W. 37th St., New York City

Telephone 67S9 Murray Hill

NEW SLIDES
Coney Island for Mine.

That Loving Melody Rubensteln Wrote
(Remick)

When I think of Home and You (Rossitter)

I'm Glad I'm Irish (Feist)

Irene Sweet Irene (Rossitter)

Without You (Head Co.)

Announcement Slides a Specialty

BRANCH OFFICE

14th Street & 4th Ave.
Room 109 Phone 2^14 Stuyvesant

German SaviDg Bank Building

Little Giant Carbon Sharpener

$3.50
Will save 25 per
cent, of your carbon
expense.

Newprinciole—two
knives which can be

removed instantly for sharpening.

SPECIAL UNTIL MAY 15th.

% x is Pink Label Electra Carbons $4.00 per
100. Moving Picture Machines, Dissolving
Stereooticons $«?.oo up. Oxy-Hydro Gas.
Gas Making Outfits; all Supplies and Repairs

ERKER'S St. Louis, Mo.

LICENSED RELEASES.

BIOGRAPH COMPANY.
Mar. 31—The Smoker (Dramatic) 595
Mar. 31—His Last Dollar (Comedy) 897
Apr. 4—As It Is In Life (Dr.) 981
Apr. 7—A Rich Revenge (Com.) 980
Apr. 11—A Romance of the Western Hills (Dr.). 980
Apr. 14—The Kid (Dr.) 981
Apr. 18—Thou Shalt Not (Dramatic) 987
Apr. 21—The Tenderfoot's Triumph (Dramatic) . .989
Apr. 25—The Way of the World (Dramatic). . .950
Apr. 28—Up a Tree (Comedy) 981
May 2—The Gold Seekers (Dr.) 976
May 5—The Unchanging Sea (Dr.) 952
May 9—Ix>ve Among the Roses (Dr.) 983
May 12—The Two Brothers (Dr.) 993
May 1G—Over Silent Paths (Dr.) 980
May 19—An Affair of Hearts (Com.) 967

EDISON MFG. CO.

(Com.) 635
May 6—Love and Marriage in Poster Land

(Com. ) 365
May 10—History Repeats Itself (Com.) 540
May 10—The Stuff That Americans are Made of

(Dr.) 455
May 13—Carminella (Dr.) 720
May 13—Accidents Will Happen (Com.) 280
May 17—The Princess and the Peasant (Dr.)..100'J
May 20—Sisters (Dr.) 9:i5

May 27—'Mid the Cannon's Roar (Dr:) 1000
May 24—All on Account of a Laundry Ma»k

(Com.) 450
May 24—Fortune's Fool (Com.) 530
May 31—The Mule Driver and the Garrulous

Mute (Dr.) 980
May 27—'Mid the Cannon's Roar (Dr.) 1000
May 31—The Mule Driver and the Garrulous

Mute (Dr.) 980
June 3—The Piece of Lace (Dr.) 995

ESSANAY FILM MFG. CO.

Apr. 9—The Ranger's Bride (Com.) 750
Apr. 9—A Family Quarrel (Com.) 250
Apr. 13—Their Sea Voyage (Com.) 1000
Apr. 16—The Bad Man and the Preacher (Dr.).. 422
Apr. 16—The Mistaken Bandit (Dr.) 578
Apr. 20—A Wise Guy (Comedy) 368
Apr. 20—She Wanted a Bow-wow (Comedy) 607
Apr. 23—The Cowboy's Sweetheart (Dr.) 1000
Apr. 27—Flat for Rent (Comedy) 475
Apr. 27—The Latest in Garters (Comedy) 525
Apr. 30—A Vein of Gold (Dramatic) 1000
May 4—The Stolen Fortune (Com.) 1000
May 7—The Sheriff's Sacrifice (Dr.) 950
May 11—He Stubs His Toe (Com.) 597
May 11—A Quiet Boarding House (Com.) 363
May 14—The Cowpuncher's Ward (Dr.) 965
May IS—The Danger Line (Dr.) 1000
May 21—The Little Doctor of the Foothills

(Com.) 935
May 25—Tin Wedding Presents (Com.) 560
May 25—Where is Mulcahy? (Com.) 400
May 28—The Brother, the Sister and the Cow-

puncher (Dr.) 989

KALEM CO.
Apr. 13—The Old Fiddler (Dr.) 875
Apr. 15—The Forager (Dr.) 980
Apr. 20—Fighting the Iroquois in Canada (Dr.). 795
Apr. 20—Through the Tunnel (Comedy) 140
Apr. 22—The Bravest Girl in the South (Dr.). 830
Apr. 27—The Sacred Turquoise of the Zuni (D.).
Apr. 29—The Love Romance of the Girl Spy (D.)
May 4—Chief Blaekfoot's Vindication (Dr.)..
May —The Egret Hunter (Dr.)
May 11—In the Dark Valley (Dr.)
May 13—Between Love and Duty (Dr.) 720
May 18—The Aztec Sacrifice (Dr.) 950
May 20—The Seminole Halfbreeds (Dr.)
May 25—The Cliff Dwellers (Dr.)
May 27—Friends (Dr.) j. .-

LTJBIN MFG. CO.

Apr. 25—A Child of the Sea (Dramatic) 632
Apr. 25—On Time for Business (Comedy) 280
Mav 2—The Master Mechanic (Dr. ) 594
May 2—Mrs. Nosey (Com. ) 382
May 5—The Miner's Sweetheart (Dr.) 991
May 9—iKdd's Treasure (Com.) 415
May 9—Rastus in Zululand (Com.) 461
May 12—The Cowboy's Devotion (Dr.) 955
May 16—The Regeneration of Father (Dr.) 1000
May 16—The Rejuvenation of Father (Com.).. 1000
May 10—The Indian Girl's Romance (Dr.) 950
May 23—The Messenger Boy Magician (Com.).. 715
May 23—Winter Bathing in the West Indies

(Scenic) 235
May 26—The Brave Deserve the Fair (Dr.) 700
May 2G—The Sisal Industry in the Bahamas

(Scenic) 300

GAUMONT.
G. Kleine.

Apr. 23—Judith and Holoferncs (Dr.iu.atlc) 1017
Apr. 26—Paying Attention (Comedy/ 354
Apr. 26—Solving the Puzzle (Com dy) 305
Apr. 30—The Potter's Wh-el (Indisf.iab 308
Apr. 30—The Captain of the Guard (Dr.) 518
Apr. 30—The Cheese Box (Com. ) 453
May 3—The Money Bag (Dr.) 610
May 3—The Banks of the Danube vScenic) 331

May 7—Call of the Forest (Dr.) 571

May 7—Gigantic Waves (Scenic) 348
May 10—A Little Vagranl (Dr.) 852
May 10—The Sea of Clouds (Seen'.;) 134

May 14—Christopher Columbus (Dr.) 997
May 17—Racing for a Bride (Dr.) 584

May 17—The Marvelous Water (Com.) 378
May 21—Th<- Centenarian (Com.) 633

May 21—The Hasher's Delirium (Com.) 3G8

URBAN-ECLIPSE.
G. Kleine.

Apr. 27—Volcanic Eruptions of Mt. Aetna (Sc.).394

Apr. 27—The Rival Miners (Dramatic) 597

May 4—Called to Sea (Dr.) 584

May 4—Immigrants' Progress In Canada (Edu-
cational) 400

May 11—Roosevelt in Cario (Scenic) 354

May 11—Purged by Fire (Dr.) 541

May 18—The Girl Conscript (Dr.) 741

May 18—Modern Railway Construction (Educa-
tional) 210

G. MELIES.

May 12—Speed Versus Death (Dr.) 940

May 19—A Race for a Bride (Com.) 725

May 19—A Rough Night on the Bridge (Com.).. 225

May 26—The Paleface Princess (Dr.) 920

PATHE FRERES.
Apr. 29—The Merry Medrano Circus Clowns (S.)346

Apr. 30—Bud's Episode (Comedy) 371

Apr. 30—Deep Sea Fishing (Scenic) 623

May 2—Only a Faded Flower (Dr.) 613

May 2—Picturesque Pyrenees (Scenic) 367

May 4—The Witch of the Ruins (Dr.) 617

May 4—Diamond Cut Diamond (Com.) 377

May 6—A Romantic Girl (Com.) 433

May 6—Customs of the Buddhists In India (Sc.).544

May 7—The Cherries (Dr.) 574

May 7—Medium Wanted as a Son-ln-Law
(Com.) 387

May 9—Pete Wants a Job (Com.) 564

Mav 9—Villainy Defeated (Dr.) 358

May 11—Cleopatra (Dr.) 1043

May 13—Surgeon's Visit (Com.) 489

May 13—Berlin (Scenic) 417

May 14—The Wrong Road (Dr.) 695

May 14—The Little Truant (Com.) 269

May 16—The Girl from Arizona (Dr.) 950

M av is—Who Will Win My Heart (Com.) 295

Mav 18—The Gold Spider (Dr.) 643

Mav 20—Gee: I'm Late (Com.) 350

May 20—A Brave Little Girl (Dr.) 544

May 21—Tempestuous Adventure (Com.) 440

May 21—Milk Industry in the Alps (Indus.) . .479

SELIG POLYSCOPE CO.

Apr. 21—Davy Crockett (Dramatic) 1000

Apr. 25—Mr. Mix at the Mardi Gras (Com.).. 1000

Apr. 28—The Angelus (Dramatic) 1000

May 2—The Cowboy Girls (Com.) 1000

May 5—Papinta (Dr.) 1000

May 9—Seven Days (Com.) 1000

May 12—There, Little Girl, Don't Cry (Com.)..

Mav 12—Chicken (Com.)
Mav 19—The Land of Oz (Com.) 1000

May 23—The Unmailed Letter (Com.) 1000

May 20—In the Great Northwest (Dr.) 1000

May 30—The Trimming of Paradise Gulch 1000

VITAGRAPH COMPANY.
Apr. 9—The Conqueror (Dr.) 928

Apr. 12—The Girl in the Barracks (Dr.) 908

Apr. 15—The Call of the Heart (Dramatic) 959

Apr. 16—The Merry Widow Takes Another Part-
ner (Comedy) 981

Apr. 19—Love's Awakening (Dramatic) 977
Apr. 22—Her Sweet Revenge (Comedy' 987

Apr. 23—St. Elmo (Dramatic) 927

Apr. 26—Through the Darkness (Dramatic) 981

Apr. 29—The Portrait (Dramatic) 983
Apr. 30—The Minotaur (Dramatic) 983
Mav 3—The Lost Trail (Dr.) 972
Mav 6—One of the Finest (Dr.) 985
Mav 7—Mario's Swan Song (Dr.) 842
Mav 10—The Three Wishes (Com.) 945
May 13—The Closed Door (Dr.) 922
Mnv 14—The Special Agent (Dr.)

May 17—Music Hath Charms (Com.) 563

MavlS—A Funny Story (Com.) 356
Mav 20—Out of. the Past (Dr.) 990
Mav 21—The Wings of Love (Dr.) SS8

Open TwentyFour Hours Every Day—Write, Call, 'Wire orPhone Any Hour, Day or Night

ELECTRIC THEATRE SUPPLY CO., Inc. ZZZ?Z?fjLG.°<Z%Si^{IiV.
FSS^SgllZZX^SVltZi 44 N. TentH Street, Philadelphia, Pa

We have every subject Issued by the Licensed Manufacturers
MOTIOaRAPH, PATHE FRERES, POWER'S, EDISON and LUBIN MACHINES, HALLBERQ ECONOMIZERS and PARTS ALWAYS ON HAND
Write for our new proposition :—Supplying two customers in the tame town each with twelve reels a week, keeping each one's supply away from the other, and

no repeaters to either
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Essanay Films
i.»:. m.i

Dram.itk Film d'tirt from

the Essanay Studios

RELEASE <>l

\vi DNI si>w M \> is

"THE DANGER
LINE"

I .niiili. Ipprox. 1000 Peel

An intensely interesting

picture of social life.

Excellent cast—splendid-

ly staged.

A Matchless Triumph of

Picture Cratt.

Special Posters ! Book

Early!

Scene from THE LITTLE DOCTOR OF THE FOOTHILLS"

>-

Feature Western Comedy
from Our Western

Stock Company

><i LEASE Ol
SATURDAY, M \^ z\

"The Little Doctor

of the Foothills

"

I ng'thi \ i>i>r<i \ . 93d | eel

The most uproariously

funny comedy ever offered

by our Western producer.

It's i mm ens e— It's a

peach ! Don't linger—book
it now !

I

I

L

Essanay Film A\fg.,(oo.
FACTORY and STUDIOS 1333 ARGYLE ST. - OFFICE 435 NORTH CLARK ST.

CHICAGO and LONDON, 5 NEW COMPTON ST. W.C. mi

EDISON FEATURE FILM
FOR NEXT WEEK

'Mid the Cannon's
Roar

A Special Decoration Day Drama
in which a charming love story is woven
about the hero's defense of " Fort Lov-
ing," in the Civil War. A military pic-

ture replete with action, interest and
patriotic enthusiasm. You simply must
have this for Decoration Day. No. 6635.

Code, Virginibus. App. length, 1,000

feet. To be released May 27th.

OTHER EDISON FILMS
ALL ON ACCOl NT OF A LAUNDRY MARK. A genuinely funny

Farce in which a husband and wife get Into all kind- of trouble through
the latter's having given a bundle of cast off laundry t<. a tramp, who
manages to get arrested as a drunken, disorderly character. Can you
imagine the possibilities' They're all realized. Kvery one of them.

Don't miss this. No. 6633 Code, VirginhooVl. App. length, 450 feet. To
be released Hay 24th.

FORTl NE'S KOOL. A young man, very fat and very much in love,

attempts suicide nv half i doxen different methyls when his sweetheart

laughs at his love making. Bach time he is foiled in a manner that will

convulse an audience. He wins out in the end, too. The comic scenes of

this picture cannot be described—they are simply great. No. COW. Code.

Virginiand App. length, 530 feet. To be released May Jlth

THE MULE DRI\ IK \M) THE GARRlILOI S Ml IE. Rex Beachs
great drama of the Western plains No 6636. Code virginique. App
length, 980 feet. To t>e released May H

HIE PIECE OF LACE. An absorbing drama written by K W
Townscnd for Mile Pilar Morin, who is supported by Robert Connes.

Kernadinc I'rissi I.eist and BscamiUo Fernandez. No. 6C37. Code.Virginite.

App. length, BBC feet. To be released June 3d.

A FILM OF EXTRAORDINARY MERIT
THE SHYNESS OF SHORTY. A drama of Western life, by Rex Reach. To be released June 7th.

Order Display Posters Of these Films from your Exchange or the A. B. C. Co., Cleveland. Ohio

EDISON MANUFACTURING CO. 72 Lakeside Avenue, Orange, V J.

90 Wabash Avenue, Chicago, III.

JOBBERS OF EDISON KINETOSCOPES
BOSTON—Howard Moving Picture Co., 564 Washington Street KANSAS CITY—Yi!i Film Exchange Co.. 622 Main Street
CHICAGO—Kleine Optical Co.. 52 State Street. NEW YORK—P. L. Waten. 41 Eatt 21tt Street
CLEVELAND—Lake Shore Film Ic Supply Co., 314 Superior Ave.. N. E. PHILADELPHIA

—

Com. A. Calehuff, 4th and Green Street*
SAN FRANCISCO—Geo. Breck, 70 Turk Street
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THE CLIFF DWELLERS
ISSUE OF WEDNESDAY, MAY 25th

This immensely interesting Indian picture portrays the aboriginal American
under prehistoric conditions.

The costumes used in this production were made from pictures owned by the
American Museum of Natural History.

FRIENDS
ISSUE OF FRIDAY, MAY 27th

A dramatic picture play of exceptional quality full of true heart interest and
appealing direct to the intelligence of motion picture patrons. A simple story
eloquently told amid beautiful scenic surroundings.

Mr. Exhibitor, you cannot afford to miss these two really great pictures.

KALEM CO., Inc.
Eastman Kodak Building

235=237=239 West 23rd St.

NEW YORK CITY

Our up-to-date song slide service has brought to

us such a volume of business that we must move into

larger quarters.

On May 1, we will move into our large offices at

1111 Masonic Temple. We invite all moving picture

men to call on us when in Chicago, or if in need of the

very best song slide service drop us a line.

We rent the latest song slides, in perfect condition
for 50 cents a set per week, a week's supply shipped
at one time. Send us 35 cents in stamps, and we will

mail you a beautiful colored slide of Taft, Roosevelt
or Jefferies.

Lincoln Transparency Exchange
lltK Floor Masonic Temple Chicago

WANTED, PIANO PLAYERS to send for Gordon's

big Dance Folio of popular song successes. Greatest

thing out. A knockout for moving picture theaters.

20c. a copy, none free. The Gordon Music Pub.

Co.. 205 W. 34th St., New York City.

The Automatic Theatre Chair
It is a space saver, life saver and

money saver. Shipped built up. II

is the only sanitary theatre chair.

Used by Keith. Proctor and Poll.

It folds up automatically and is re-

volving, making the theatre all

aisles. It is a friend to the public,

Send for our circular A. Write today

THE HARDESTY MFG. CO.

CANAL DOVER, OHIO

Drums, Traps and all

Moving Picture

Show Effects
Our New Beautifully Illustrated Cata-

logue now ready and will be sent free to

any address upon request.

LOUIS B. MALECKI & CO.
272 Wabash Avenue Chicago

THE BELL
Inductor

Compensator

THE PERFECT ECONOMIZER

Type B

The use of this ideal device in-

sures the highest pecentage of

economy, and perfect control of

the arc.

The

Inductor Compensator

has four parts of adjustment
allowing instantaneous regula-

tion, is absolutely noiseless and
cannot burn out.

Nearly one thousand now in

use and no returns on our
positive guarantee to refund
purchase price if our claims
are not made good.

If your film exchange does not
handle the Inductor-Corrpensa
tor write to us and we will sup-
ply the names of the nearest
agencies.

STOP WASTING GOOD
MONEYON RHEOSTATS
OR INEFFICIENT ECON-
OMIZERS.

Price $50.00

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE

THE BELL & HOWELL CO.

217 West Illinois Street :: Chicogo
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THE MIRROR SCREEN
Is being installed in many of the up-to-date houses,

Montgomery, the Moving Picture Man of Memphis,

Tenn., visited Shelbyville to see a demonstration of the

Mirror Screen and as a result ordered one for each of his

houses and secured the agency for Tennessee, Louisiana,

Arkansas and Mississippi.

Here is what exhibitors say regarding Mirror Screen since it has been installed, all

of which are unsolicited testimonials.

Consolidated Amusement Co., Baltimore, Md.— (Great, Frank S. Montgomery, Memphis. Term.— (Great and

hotter than we expected.) wonderful improvement. Send two more at once.)

B. H. Brunton, Springfield, Ohio.—(Mirror Screen is a
Hix-Gravely Cigar Co., Montgomery, Ala.—(Mirror

great success

)

Screen installed to-day and proved great success.)

Arcade Theater, Richmond, Ind.— (Mirror Screen makes
Orpheum Theater, Indianapolis, Ind.— (Pictures fine,

the pictures , 00 per cent . bett er; receipts have in-

rece.pts increased 20 per cent.) crcased vcfy noticabIy .)

Empire Theater, Detroit, Mich.—(Very satisfactory. Garfield Theater, Chicago, 111.— (Delighted with the

Great improvement over ordinary screen.) Mirror Screen.)

Eastern Exhibitors can see the Screen in use at

CIRCLE THEATRE and EMPRESS THEATRE. Washington, D. C.

BLUE MOUSE THEATRE, Baltimore, Md.

EXHIBITORS IN

Pennsylvania, New Jersey. Maryland, Virginia and West Virginia. Address tht sole represent
tative for thin territory

P. P. CRAFT, 416 Ninth Street, Washington, D. C.

Or Specimen Screens at the Offices of

MILES BROS., (Inc.) 259 Sixth Ave., New YorK

J. H. HALLBERG, 30 Greenwich Ave., New YorK

Beware of infringements of patents or trade-mark. Mirror Screens are only made by us at Shelbyville. under U. S.

patent No. 937,550 (Oct. 19. 1909). Canadian patent No. 123.319 (Jan. 18. 1910). Exhibitors who buy or manufacture
any infringement of these patents will be prosecuted to the full extent of the law.

Motion Picture Screen Co.
SHELBYVILLE ----- INDIANA
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German Film

A well established German film

concern wishes to come in contact
with some American film manufac-
turer of good reliable standing to

represent the German product in

America. We to handle the Ameri-
can product in Germany in ex-

change, or either exchange negatives

to print from after they have been
used in their home countries.

GLOMBLk & CO.
Film Crossisten, Berlin S. W. 48

Friedrich Strasse No. 31 - Germany

Hey!GetThis!fo
e
r
n
N
d
o
3
ISAScream!

THREE STAR SLIDE COMPANY
56 f-'iflh Ave , Chicago.

ADVERTISING ANNOUNCEMENT AND SPECIALTYSLIDES
FOR ALL OCCASIONS

BEWARE!

BEWARE!
Any exhibitor who
uses the "duped" films

now being poured upon the

market is in danger of the

worst form—that of driving

away his business ! If you
don't know a "duped" film

when you see it, make dead

sure you are getting genu-
ine, bought-and- paid- for

goods by trading with the

house that built up the

greatest film renting busi-

ness in the world by means
of Quality and Square Deal-

ing. And that means ME
with a capital CARL.

CARL LAEMMLE. President

The Laemmle Film Service

HEADQUARTERS

196-198 Lake Street, Chicago
Minneapolis Portland Omaha

Salt Lake City Evansville

The BIOGFST and B FST Film Renter in the World

The Buckeye Film &
Projecting Co. (inc.)

Members of the N. I. M. P. A.

309-311 Arcade Bldg., Dayton, Ohio

MR. EXHIBITOR, wc abso-
lutely guarantee to furnish you the
best strictly INDEPENDENT film
service in this country. We guar-
antee NO JUNK, NO RAIN-
STORMS, NO REPEATERS.
All we ask is that you give us a
trial and be convinced. We can
give you an IDEAL EXCLUSIVE
SERVICE because we have stand-
in? releases with all leading
AMERICAN and FOREIGN
FILM MANUFACTURERS.
Write to-day for full particulars,

or call and see us at our offices and
see for yourself.

Write, Phone, or Wire us to-day.

THE BUCKEY FILM &
PROJECTING CO. (Inc.)

309-311 Arcade Building, Dayton, Oblo

MAKE YOUR OWN

Announcement Slides

A GOOD INVESTMENT FOR 1910.

A subscription to the

MOVING PICTURE WORLD, $2.00.

That means four cents each week.

Price $100 net.

This machine will do it. Clean

cut stencilled announcements on black

paper, which, placed between two

cover glasses, make ideal announce-

ment slides.

Anyone can operate it. Cannot

get out of order.

J. WYLIE
MANUFACTURER'S AGENT

125 East 23d Street - - New York

s~>f L* ^ ^m *
PERA CHAIRS U

Over 75 per cent, of the finest theaters In the United States and
Canada are furnished with them. They are used In 318 of the

405 moying picture theaters in Chicago.

To meet the growing demands for

LOW PRICED OPERA CHAIRS
we have originated a number of styles which, though Inexpensive,

are characteristic of
ANDREWS QUALITY

Write to Department K for our large Catalogue No. 31, illus-

trated in colors, which will guide you when contemplating the pur-

chase of opera chalrrs.

CHICAGO ESTABLISHED C8BS

NEW YORK SAN FRANCISCO
ST LOUIS SEATTLE

174-176 WabasH Avenue, Chicago

ROLL TICKETS
v « • 1 t v t ) 50,000 Special S 6.50
Your own Special Ticket

(_ i00,000 " 10.00
Numbering Guaranteed ^ 500,000 " 35.00

Cash with Order.

Plant Recently Enlarged*

We can assure Prompt Shipments
TICKET SPECIALTIES

No C. O. D.

The Carter Press Corp.
Peabody, Mass.

ITU MS HOWARD MOVING PICTURE GO, FII MSI l-L*-'. JL%J repair work a specialty A 11-/1 Iw
AGENTS FOR

Motlograph, Power's and Edison Machines, Supplies and Sundries

TRUDEL SPOT LICHTS AND COLOR WHEELS
564 WASHINGTON STREET BOSTON, MASS.
Established 1894 (Opposite Adams House) Incorporated 1906
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Independent Film Stories.

"IMP."
A NEW I

MUukl ,\. enl In I In- kit

Ml 11 lll-i. iiml 111

In Hon J") lul

wlii-u . run
u nil bit daugbti

Unit, 11 1.

iiml both Uenpei k iiml bis -!• 'ii in Ian to 1

among ared; Uki
i to ill muntlM

in Jail, in hard Uboi 1

limn 1 • : Iped -nils mi-
i

I Ih.-y

in mil Hedged j illbll

Uenpeck 1- n"i nearlj s.. mil' ii »
tin- peual servltui 'i what til- wiit-

«iu do when -in- learns "i 11. 8a in- bits upun
.1 11. 11. 1 scheme, 11 •• keeper brings ulm pen and

Ites h..i 1 note saying thai in-

tuddenlj departed there to liunl

mill lli.il Ii 11..11I.I 11.. I 1, linn fot -l\ UlOUtbl ' Wi-
ll, nil. I III-

ll.i-il.

Uenpeck uid the 1 t man becumi
in tii.- labor and lo< kste.. In tut time,
1. hi Winn 1 1 1 • - \ art unallj liberated the

llu- Job I.Hi- them lum to put OVel Unit

. 1- the propoaitlon.
I'.ui ibej art rqaal to the talk, rhe young man

dreasea up it t Zulu chief, ami Uenpeck,
globel

'

mi I
1 "it- In triumph.

effect 1- I- it II ii- iiis Idcn

tit) to in- iwtetbeari "'it tuU m"i and
after >thal whenever the old nan wanti <i

in the parlor or il" anything elsa thai hit wlf
marl] objected t.-. all be bat to do 1- t" call In tbt

chief neb!
THE ETERNAL TRIANGLE. The romance and

idveuture of the world, when not r, .n u.l.-.l on man'i
wanderluat, is nearly always baaed on in* Infatu-

11 1 1.m for woman. And since " would nol be ex>

citing enough for »> mortals unless there wen
S..IIH- element or difficulty in the knight's courtablp,

niir voracity Is ususlly ippeaaed with n third
-. mill Inn- We hale the

triangle, the ever present three, be either t»"
linn iii the poraull "i one woman 01 rice reran.

Our particular storj nils ns of 1 game warden,
n middle-aged man, who la guilty of the heinous

crime of baring a wife u good deal younger than
iiinisi-lf 11ml luring her dearly. And perbapt it

1- that the "iii man is even too attentive thai
-

1 1 > won bj a young count, who cornea

in hunt mi the estate. The affable old warden
1 l>l«- the freedom "f Ms home, and the

young inn 11 promptly tak.-s adi every

to make love to his boat'a wife. The ward-
en iv. mill never know ..r their clandestine »niks In

tbe woods were It not for poacher, «h".

cape tin' wrath of the warden, takes blm t.> the

-lint where tbe ."11111 and wife are cooing. With
n heart full of anguish the rifle and aims
at them, but ills feel me blm, and lie

. cngcance.
Bit chance cornea. Smilingly be Informs the count

one day that be lias seen the tracks which mean
1me, nmi tin- latter accompanies him. As

ii great r.*-k overlooking s

canyon the warden [.. .ms out his aching heart, and
rails the count (" defend his life.

The Wtle has divined what may have happened,
ami. following ii"- two tni'ii. comes ilium them as

ire locked In mortal combat, the warden
banging "v.-r the brink, the count desperately strug-

gling i" break his trip. Just as the wife comes
• •n tlir scene he succeeds, and the warden's form

urtling Into il hasm below. Bhe faces the

survivor "f tin' awful struggle for a moment, then

to realize bow Ihe man 1! de AM
love her.

And slowly, deliberately, she walks to tbi

of tre cliff, raises her eyes to heaven, ami In an-

other si'""iiil walks into space, her body shooting

down the canyon to join tbe man who d<

her most alive.

THE POWERS COMPANY.
HIS YANKEE GIRL.—(art, r Gordon, a young

Virginian, is In love with Altec Warren, the daugh-
ter of a Northern army officer. The young lovers

It of the girl's parents
to their marriage, when the Civil War bres

and General Warren is called back to Waahtngton
to resume his military duty. When Gordon an-

nounces that he will stand bf his native State.

Virginia, tin- General denoui - a reb; the

m-iit is broken "(T. ami Gordon goes away
in the Confederate Army.

Three viars later, (".onion's regiment Is near

the Warren plantation, and Gordon risks his life

in -ev.ral thrilling scenes to visit his sweetheart.

Ihe girl at first treats him coldly, hut love tri-

umphs, and tlie lovers are happy In their reunion,

i'nlon troops camp near the Warren plantation, and
Union Officers make the Warren mansion their head-
quarters. The -- irl conceals her lover and later

helps him to escape. The Union officers go into

the dining room to dinner. Little Grace, the nine-

vi'iir old sister of Alice, enters the drawing
With I paper .1"11 and a pair of sciss.irs. She

1 piece of paper to make a dress for the

labia b

!• Ill"

I I.

11 led .in.i •
1 op)

.

papei dull

lot .11 doll,

U..111. 11 in 111. ,11, -ii plctui S WUI

ll, when Mi,- l'IiI

paper sod tbe > - rt 1 •
1

l.'ii.

ON PARC).

.I In. -1

I In- no 1

nurse and wanders out into tbe
1.. 11. Ill 111 . A 1 illnill 11 . log I"

11 mi. 1. A most thrilling tceue t<

tbe "\ "in Icl

.

r, and
trd and pulls

tin- child from under tbe
1 taloun .nol is ill Ink

;

Salvation Arm] ghl enters to telle 'Tbe \\ u
a tuugh maltreats her. Minis protect
ami sfter a bard scrap be kl ks thi- tOUgh "'It. A
polli . 1 mi 11 11 '. - t.. in 1 eel Hat ' la, u n

climbing a wall an. I biding himself in the parlor
.-r tin- merchant's bouse. rhe merchant <ii

and captures tbe cx-convlct, believes blm t" be
.1 borglat and is about to 'pbone tot tbe police
ui, in iii.- little girl enters, shakes bsnds null Har-
ris snd -a.i-. "Papa, tins is tin- man «i"-

From tin- runaway horse." The father thanks
1 Job for him.

A TEMPERANCE LEADER. Mis. Cynthia Dry
lectures on the curse ol drink. Her husband, Ur,
1 B. Dry, lawyer, applauds bet speeches, but be
drinks mi the quiet. GIsdys of the chorus "all- 00
Dry to get s di\ - a "peach" and
Dry appreciates thai fact. Mr. Dry nea Into the
snte-room. Drj bears bet voice and be pel

Gladys to hide In the closet. Mrs. liry dii

and inilihy "beats It." Urs. Drj taints,
i. iniis forces some whlakej down Mrs. Dry's throat.

After Gladys noes out the office boy comes in.

He, I"", thinks that whlsk.-.l will do Mrs. Drj
k-""d. S" lln-.i give her S drink. Now Ml- Drj
feels very qqeer. The clerk enters, and be gives
Mrs. Dry another whiskey. Mrs. Drj goes on the

tear" of ber niv. she is whooping things np
t.. heat tin- Land. Then she decides that sin- Ilk.--

the clerk. She and kissing him n hen
Mr. Dry reappears. Horrors. He smells In r

breath. "Drunk! JTou!" General picnic. A farce
full of laughs.

THANHOUSER COMPANY.
CUPID AT THE CIRCUS. Tom Wilk is 1 pool

country lad, living alone with bit r, who
ill treats him. Tom leaves his work one day to

a circus parade. lie is fascinated with
the wonders of the parade and foih.iis it to tbe
circus grounds, around which be stays all morning,

anally tempted by his great wish to -

show, to crawl under the tent. He Is discovered
by a circus guard, and ordered "ft tin- grounds; a
small girl, I.illic Lockwood, and her fntln

to the circus, and witness Tom's ejection. Urged
by his daughter, Llllie'a father buys Tom a ticket

of ndnilssi.ui. giving him his first happy day.
In return. Tom gives I.illie. as a keepsake, his

most treasured possession, ins pocket knife.

(Ml returning home. Tom is severely chastl-

lather after which he decides to run

He nalks to a neighboring town, and Is tin

1 lawyer. After
some years of faithful service, in vai

member of the firm.

I.illie obtains a position as a stenographer in

their office.

She and Tom do not recognise each other, until

Tom accidentally sees in her hands the little knife
he had given her in the long
He declares he has loved her through the

and has been patiently waiting for her. so the re-

nt the circus finds a happy ell-

at the altar.

NESTOR FILM NOTES.
THE FIGHTING PARSON. John Bright, owner

of the hotel ami up, dolefully shook his

ending of Jack Carroll's

letter announcing his coming.
lie had heard very good reports "f the

minister, and would have liked t" see him su-

it lie knew too well the method* of -.

Hill.'
- middle-weight champion of the state, and hi-

gang t.. doubt but that Jack Carroll's sojourn would
ren shorter than the other parson's.

Unfortunately, Cyclone Bill had heard of tin-

new minister carrying off a few 11 am-
ateur boxer, and he fairly ache. I to put tin-

on with the newcomer and teach him that nothing

In 11

inn down 1

toll's

( "I nli"

nil yelled

1. ut n

-.tilling Cyclone Bill in:

the hi

• • ring an.:

following Bnndaj
miner greeted tbe new minister at the
Cyclone inn. a taddw
brought up in tin- rear. It mis a baj
Jink Carroll, tin- ipon hliu ti

church, snd now Dixie's kind . n
blm i" dream of ,tm anotl

NEW YORK MOTION PICTURE CO.
THE FEUD. P.. in,,., 1

- "liielil an. I the '

I "i a time hi the foUoVi
l.'ii returns Inane with

and I- praised bj bis father for 1

pabllity. Ti and qulei
cleanlni

. Hull among t: .- h
tin- (inlah ing torn

- Nov and
..lul si

"Ii Sue Carver. «
.111 arrow into the I

what he has hit. Hi- I. at. from
liHik.-d t" Tom 1'

t'-r her brother, Whose "on-
After telling of the mishap. Tom
witli 1

Is him. but !•

ng ami commands Jeff, bis
Bob I" til"

bnt he remains tirui. so she runs "IT

Jeff follows her am
t.-ii family ami So.- back •• the Carver don
tin- point of his gun. Sue relc-a-.

hut Dayton and Carver think a tight will
tin- feud. They are separated and si
gation of the other members "f :•

! there

:i that had occurred.

THE MEXICANS JEALOUSY. RJta'S
leave ber seated comfortably on tbe porch, 1

fore the! 1 Juan, a Mi
.s af-

fection, to which i

- him. This, fr.-m Rita, be
might . tbeart.
at this moment arrived and added the final In-

dignity of a kick. Juan fi

thirsting f..r revenge and leav.

-

a shack where are *,n f his
- he tella '

to help him punish
leart start for a

str.dl through the palms a;

lean and his companions see them. They bil

gral. !• fre.-.

-

1 .- m. \, in

to triumph and then
1 moment her t.raln refuses to a

she soon braces up and goes In search •'

She rushes to t hurries the half-
trail

• pinion an-
When Juan reaches the shirk, be. with his f

make merry and enjoy Dick's frnlUess er

nds. The Mexican seits
U s guard, md it Rlt

- .e has located the snick
- him ami
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Juau, who 'covered from tlie blow, lias
•.',.111,1(1 ii i iiii Mexicans that they have heeu
fouud and they all en lei' the r~li ;i - 1^

- Any further
trouble they might cause Is avoided by the timely
arrival of Kiln's father, whom the half-breed brings
to the cabin.

ECLAIR FILMS.
THE WATCHMAKER'S HAT. Master and mis

tn-ss being out, Mary and John take advantage ol

the occasion to entertain each other In the draw-
ing room, in the course "i their hilarious proceed
lug, they upset the valuable parlor cluck and dam-
age the delicate instrument. They arc at then:

wits' cud to liml a means of keeping the accident

secret, for If it is discovered they knew thej

would lose their good positions. At last they de
eitlo that the only way is to send for the watch-
maker and have the clock repaired. The man comes,
lays his hat on the drawing room chair and, at

the request of the maid, carries the cluck to

madam's room for repairs,

In the meantime the master returns, having left

something in the drawing room. Upon entering the

room he discovers a man's hat on a chair and im
mediately his jealousy is aroused, and lie rushes

through the house calling for his wile. Finally

lie goes to her room, and upon trying the dooi

finds it lucked. Ah, be thinks, my suspicions arc

aounrmed. Kneeling down and peeping through the

keyhole, the enraged master sees the form of a

man standing with his back to the door.

All this while the watchmaker is busily engaged
In mending the clock, hut hearing a slight noise he

looks towards the door and in Tear and astonish-

ment sees a revolver pointed at him through the

keyhole. Without hesitation or waiting to lay

down the clock, the watchmaker leaps through the

window in his fright. lie is promptly arrested by

ii policeman, who has seen him escape and takes

the man lor a thief.

In tlie interval the mistress of the house has re-

turn, -il and, Of course, cannot understand the canst

Of all the contusion which has taken possession ol

the household, nor can she comprehend tlie husband's
insistent demands as 10 whom belongs the hat he

has found. At this point the captured workman is

led in and the mystery cleared up. The crestfallen

husband is forced in all humility to beg the par-

don of his sweet and good lady.

LIFE OF THE ALPINE SHOOTERS IN THE
FRONTIER OUTPOSTS. -We have here presented
to us a most fascinating exposition of life on the

Alpine frontier. Extremely interesting is the mode
of locomotion in this picturesque but arduous coun
try, and we are furnished an appreciation of same
in every phase. An exciting scene is that of the

confusion caused by an accident on the frontier, but

It is marvelous to watch the quickness and dexterity

with which the wounded are handled in this region

ol ice decked cliffs and snowy [plains.

GREAT NORTHERN.
A MARVELOUS CURE.—Mr. S. is a very happy

man, with one exception. lie is possessed of a

very bald head, which he does not fancy. He is

therefore exceedingly pleased when he discovers

an advertisement in a newspaper of a new cure I'm

baldness. lie at once procures a bottle of tills

marvelous restorer, but U acts so effectively on

himself and members of his household that he

greatly regrets ever having used il. A very laugh-

able subject.

CLUB OF THE CORPULENT.—Four jolly fat

men, who call themselves the Club of the Corpu-
lent, start out to enjoy themselves. Arriving at

a restaurant they proceed to have a hilarious time,

llein/.e finally remembers that he has business to

attend to. leaves his companions and goes to his

Office. Later his friends are seen staggering down
the street, each with a stein in his hand for

Ileinze, who after their departure, is seen vainly
trying to force one of the steins through a small
opening in the door into his office. A tramp p:iss

ing, takes the stein from the dangling hand, drinks
the contents, and gives back the empty stein to

Ileinze. When the three companions again arrive
on the scene with more steins. Ileinze. who is un-

der the impression that his friends have put the
empty stein in his hand, quietly lets himself out
of his office ami pummels them soundly.

ELECTROGRAFF CO.
PROPOSING UNDER DIFFICULTIES.—Uodney

Mayo anil Jennie .Time have been lovers for a long
lime, and at last Rodney has screwed up his cour-
age to make the grand proposal. The picture
shows them on a country road and just when
ltoduey reaches the critical moment some farm
folks after an escaping pig put an end to further
love-making, The next attempt is made ill a farm
er's wagon. The lovers are seen sitting on the
hack seat. Evidently the fanner and his wife on
the front seal are in a hurry to get home, as

they are constantly urging the horse to greater
speed. At the critical moment for the lovers the
horse gets its head and bolts, ending all chance
for that lime of making the desired proposition.
The third attempt is made while Miss June under
a tree is enjoying a rest and a novel in a ham-
mock. Have Swank, the farmer's boy, sees them
and contrives unseen to spill Miss .Tune out of the
hammock just when Mr. Mayo was all ready to

pop the question. The next attempt is made on
the porch Of the June I ie. The sweethearts
are seen seated In rockers, with tlie father neat
reading his newspaper. The mother is bustling
about at her domestic work. Tlie opportunity seems
just right tor Rodney and as viiss June seemingly
anticipates what is coming another laugable •acci-
dent" ends mailers for the time. We next sec
the faithful pair in a boat, so much interested in

themselves that they notice nothing else. Rodnej
looks as if he were thinking "Now or never,"
and when all seems favorable a splash m-ar llicm
discovers a happening so serious that they have
to forget themselves and all is off again.
Some days later we find Mr. Mayo and Miss

June in a conservatory where the old, eld story
is resinned and retold. He gels quite eloquent
and in his boldness is prepared to make the im-
portant statement when a pesky youth tumbles out
of the bushes at the wrong time and once more
upsets the lovers in their romance, llalley's Comet
has at last been seen with the naked eye, and like
many more Mr. Mayo and Miss June stroll out in
the moonlight to get u glimpse of the celestial
visitor. They are greatly engrossed in several
white looking things that seem to suggest the
comet, and one in partieulor they determine to
watch closely. While waiting for a better reap-
pearance Rodney again gets his proposal speech in

action, but before he can reach a conclusion the
••comet" Hashes before them as a pumpkin, searing
Miss June so that Mr. Mayo can do nothing but
take her home. A,t last, in the park, seated on
a bench, Rodney feels the moment has arrived
when he must say his say without any more post-
ponements. He has now advanced nearer than
ever before, and to make the business more effec-

tive he gets down on his knees. But alas, in this

park no "spooning" is permitted and a police of-

ficer spying the pair comes toward them with such
menacing gestures that Miss June pulls Rodney
hurriedly to his feet and they fly for safety.
The last act of the little drama shows Mr. .Mayo

writing out a telegram: "Miss Jennie June. Ches-
tergrove, Pa.: Will you marry me'/ Answer pro-

pair.—Rodney." We see Miss June receiving the
message and despatching her reply. Rodney re-

ceives it and after plucking up his courage to open
it, reads: ".Mr. K. Mayo, The Cedars, Germantown,
Pa.: Yes, yes. yes: certainly 1 will. Yes, yes,

YES!—Jennie." Rodney is so jubilant he dances
a jig and thus celebrates his final success.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING.
FOR SALE—At Bellewood Park, near Easton, Pa.,

moving picture privilege, including building, electric

outfit and complete equipment, Park opens May 30.

He quick, this is a snap; long lease. J. T. HOW-
ELL, Dover, X. J.

WANTED

—

Position by experienced moving pic-

ture and vaudeville show manager. Ten years' ex-

perience; best of references; married. At liberty

June 1. Address BOX ^i'l, Preston, Okla.

FOR SALE—Vaudeville theater. Wet Ohio town
of 16,000. Best local ion in city. No other house.

Sen is :;iin. Price $3,230.00. Write, then come see.

Address ZACH 1 1 ITT, Defiance, Ohio.

FOR SALE—A nearly new Power's No. 5 ma-
chine head and LlO-voll on cycle Economy Coil that
will cut your light hill in half if you are using a

rheostat. If not as represented will refund your
money. Make me an offer for one or both. Reason
for selling, have two F.dengraph machines. Bar-
gain for someone who wants a duplicate. Might
save its cost in one night. Address J. JOLLY
JONES, JR., Mgr., Magic Theater, Fort Dodge, la.

FOR SALE—$40.00 current saver, brand new.
built for 110 volts, 11!.", cycles. Positively saves ->s
on A. C. Will sacrifice for $25.00. Reason lor

selling, change of city and cycle. Address A. W.
PENDLETON, Theater Comique, Somersworth, N. II.

AT LIBERTY—A practical, up-to-date picture
man. conversant with the manufacturing business
from end to end. Have had charge of a prominent
manufacturing concern from its infancy. Can take
full management. Reference: Milton H. Fabrney,
2o,-. West 38tb Street, New York, General Director
Centaur & Nestor Film Co. Address ARTHUR P.
I.. SMITH, 4.j East 45th Street. Iiayonne, N. J.

WANTED—Second-hand printer and perforator.
Must be in good condition. F. F. SHANNON. 1610
E. Ninth Street, Pes Moines, la.

WANTED—Operator on Power's machine for oc.

theater in West Virginia town of 20,000. State
references in first letter. Address OPERATOR s.,

care Moving Picture World, New York City.

FOR SALE—Moving picture film, 200 reels in

first class condition, $5.00 to $10.00 reel. Shipped
Subject to examination. Will sacrifice cheap two
Power's No. r, and two Lubin picture machines.
G. SC11AEFER, 1610 N. Second St., Philadelphia,
Pa.

AT LIBERTY—An expert moving picture man
wishes position as manager. Six years' experience.
References. W. I. C., 81 Plymouth Ave., North,
Rochester, N. Y.

FOLDING

CHAIRS
Par AWvlar Picture Shows
Qriad Stands. Aiteably
Hills, etc. la tcctlsas II

mated.

Write for Catalog No. 2.

The Kauffman Manufacturing Co.
ASHLAND, OHIO

CALEHUFF
A neaaber of the

FILM SERVICE ASSOCIATION

Headquarters for eoly tbe best of latest

FILMS and SONG SLIDES. No junk.

MACHINES, SUPPLIES, Etc.

LATEST SONG SLIDES
$5.00 per set

N. E. Cor. 4th & Green Streets,

PHILADELPHIA. PA.

OPERA CHAIRS
That Stand
the TEST

Tbe hard usage ac-
corded opera chairs
makes the selection
ot a chairot PROVEN
QUALITIES essential.

Our Opera Chairs
are conceded to be
thelDEALseating,
as they are comfort-
able, permanently
noiseless and com-
bined with a dis-
tinctive style and
excellence that is

unequalled.

HIGHEST QUALITY

LOWEST PRICES

Write lor Catalog*

AMERICAN SEATING COMPANY
Dept. V.

215Wabash Ave.

CHICAGO

NEW YORK

BOSTON

PHILADELPHIA

Want Chairs Quick?
Stafford chairs excel!

all others. We use no

hree-ply veneers. Why?
Not good enough! Five-

ply Is best, and that Is

why we use them.

Chairs like cut

IN STOCK and

GUARANTEED

Ask for Catalog No. 305

E. H. STAFFORD MFC. CO.
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
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INDEPENDEN1 RELEASl IMIES.

ECLAIH FILM COMPANY.
Miiy 1«— llnrln rini- (OOtDedj)
Msy 33 \ !• fl Jt.' Duel (Com.)
Ma/ :::i— j mi ii. tba Palota Player (Dr.)..
May 88—Tba \\ at. -Inn:i ker'a Hilt II

.1000

May U -i.i r.- uf i r.«- Aij. in.- Bbootera n
n

Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
A|ir.

Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
May
May
M >•

M
|

.

Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
May
May
May
May
May
May
M lj

Maj

Mar.
Mar.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
May
May
May
Mar
May
May

Mar.
H ir.

Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
May
May
Uay
SJnj

U*r.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.

Apr.
Apr.
May
May
May
May
Uay
Max-

Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Anr.
May

May
Mar

OHEAT NORTHERN FILM COMPANY.
2—Madam Sana time t Inuniatlc ) . . .

0—The New llurfclor Alarm (Oom.) 8M
D—lluatllnt: Mr. Iifniiu (loni.'.ly >

1U—Tlie lil.l.l.-u Ti.it.ur.- (Dr.) 10U0
2:1—The Conjuror (Oomady)

1 oar Bt rule)

I Day t)(T (Oomedy)
31)—Saved from tbt Siillan'a BtOttDM (D.)
7—The Somnambulist (Dr.)
II V Marvelona Cure (Cum.)
14—The Club of (lie Corpulent (Dr.)
'.'1 A

"IMP."

T—Ilia Seeoii.l Wife (Dr.) 070
11—The Itoaary (Dramatic) U50
14—The Ace of Uearts (Dr.)
18—In War Time (Dr.) 070
21—The Maelatrom (Dr.) 060
'Jo—The I'.m.r of a Smile (Dramatic)
28—The New Shawl (Dramatic)
2—Two Men (Dramatic)
8—Aunt Maria's Bubetttnta (Comedy) B70—A Rural Itomeo (Dr.)
12—Tbe Turn of the Dice (Dr.)
16—A Doctor's Perfidy ( Dr. ) 085
10—Frulta and Flowers (Dr.) 070
S3 Mo- Eternal Triangle il'r.)

-'. V N- ..

LUX FILMS.
80—A Drama on tbe Reef (Dr.) G3o
80—Cured By a Tip (Com.) 327
C—The Snake Man (Comedy) 330
6— Rice (he Jester (Dramatic) 630

13—Washed Ashore (Drumatlc) BOO
13—The Attack I'pon the Train (Com.) .. .337
20—Artist* Child (Dr.) 610
20—A Young Abator's Dream (Comic) ... .367
20—Grandpa's Darllnc (Dramatic) 187

28—Artist's Child (Dramatic) 008
28—Tommy and the Powder (Comedy) .. .42!)

5—Tbe Little Becgar Maid (Dr.) 878
B—They Would Roller Skate (Comedy)
12—A Mother's Grief (Dr.) 537
12—Her Two Suitors (Oom.) 488
10—The I.acemaker'9 Drenni (Dr.) 408
10—He Did Not Die (Com.)

NESTOR FILM COMPANY.
23—The Tenderfoot (Dr.) 000
30—The Cowboy Treacher (Dramatic).
6—Frontier Day In the West (Dr.) 9
13—At Double Cross Ranch (Com.) 003
20—The Cowboy and tbe Lieutenant (Dr.)..
27—Days of '40 (Dramntlc)
4—A Dauehter of the Mine (Dramatl
11—The Indian Trtncess (Dr.)

1

SS Tbe Red Man's Hoi

NEW YORK MOTION PICTURE CO.

("Bison.")

29—Nannlna (Dramatic! 012
1—A Shot In Time (West.)
3—Romance of a Snake Charmer (West.).0i>3
8—Red Wine's Loyalty (West.) 1000
12— Illralry In the Oil Fields (Dr.) 088
15—Red Wine's Constancy (West.) 10O0
15—Red Wlnirs Constancy (West.) 800
1!)—A nushand's Mistake 1 Dramatic) !>:•*

22— Adventures of a Oowpanchcr (Weat.). .1000
10—A Husband's Mistake 1 Dramatic) 078
22—Adventures of a Cowpuncher (West.) .020
2f—Haiel the Heart Breaker 818
26—Rattlesnakes 416
20—The Rescue of the Pioneer's Panel]'-
3—A Sister's Devotion (Dr.) 033
6—Love and Money 1000
10—Cupid's Comedy
13—Lost for Manv Tears l'«x)

I

I

ITAT.A.

(By N. Y. M. P. Co.)

2—Tbe Servant and the Tutor (Dr.) 042
0—At the Farm (Dr.) 300
0—The Valuable Hat (Com.) son

16—The Three Brothers (Com.) 500
16—A Mistake (Dr.) 500
23—Isabella of Arraeon IOOO
23— Isabella of Arragon 1045

30—The Fashionable Sport BOO
30—The False Friar BOO
6—now (he Great Field Marshall Vlllars

Had an Adopted Daughter 0X3
14—F'vdshca.l Leirns to Somersault....
14—That Gentleman Has Won a afWtn«. "'

'

21 Conqnered Agala

AkLBROBIO

(By N. T. M. T. Co.)

Apr. 8 -My UCl Uein.-ml.ratii .-« Of a 1

Apr. |8 Legend ' nir.i 47o
Apr. is—Kri.-ot in College (Oom.)
Apr. 2') ll.art of a \

Apr. 2i> I'.tlt J.-an I

Apr. 27 -a Doctor'! i:-

Apr. '-'7 -i'i

I

M .y 4 -Who Killed II. -r

May 4—Blue Jn.-keti' ManoeoTera
M..V 11—Tli.

May 11 In a Ubertli

PANTOGRAPH CORPORATION.

- Th.- BotaVl Pr.-nm Of Wealth (('.
I

I -Iron Arm's Itemorse (Dr
|

Kar. 4—Tbe Electric Bath Tub (Com.) 000
Mar. 11—The Mysterious Armor (Oom.) 040

POWERS PICTURE PLAYS.
May 1 I I Party (Dr.) 473
May 14—The Minister's New Suit (C..111.).. . . II"

\i ,. it 11.- ) ..nk. e Girl (Hi

D
May 21 \ 1

May 21 1 • D

THANHOTJBER COMPANY.

Apr. 3—Daddy's Double (Dramatic) lono

Apr. 13—A 20 Cent Robbery (Dr.)
Apr. 15—The Old Shoe Came Back (Com.) SBO
Apr. 22—Her Battle for Existence (Dr.) 1

Apr. 2!) -She Wanted to Marry a Hero (Dr.)...

10—TO* Clt-ars Ills Wife Bought (Com).
Mav 0—Jane Eyre (Dr.) 1000
May 13—The Best Man Wins (Dr.) 050

Cupid at the Circus I
Dr. I

ACTOIMIONE

Apr. 27—Saved by an Indian (Dr.)

Apr. 27—BabJ Has the Colic (Com.) -4
1m

Ma] 22 Proposing Under Difficulties (Com

CAPITOL
May 111—The Heart of Tessa (Dr.)

MOTOORATF
May 15— f.ove Your Neighbor as Yourself, Etc.

(Com.) 1000

INDEPENDENT FILMS.

following aims bare been released, arei

), bj the npanj .
!"

i.l avenue,
Mad Mini 1- Recovers I Kx. lush

•

\ R01 i 1: mo 1 Imp)
May 9 Prisoner of Golden

71.
Mai in Cupid's 1 son)

Maj 10 Salvation Smith 1 r- -.. its)

Lake (Arab
Ma] 11 I .. Mood

-

May 11 The Indian Pi III CSS (Nl It.

Ma] 11 Hi .11 is and Home I 1

im.)

May 12 \ ' Lus). ....
May 12 II. Did Nol D

Turn ot

fears (Bis
-

'ion

May 11 \

In

Ma;

Uay

Uay

S

- :it for Sk
2 I

•

I

ip)

.

n).

1 w K ': d Hi \

I—Dan)

-
-

-

-

(Itala).
1 S er.

me.
v

.

7 Drank rd's. S..n.

SWAAB
Ihe Pioneer Him Ivchanqe

of Philadelphia
and

Largest Dealer in Machines
and Supplies

Agent for

Power's Camoragraph
Lang's Rewinder

and
Cary Coated Carbons

The Trade Supplied. Licensed

Fllma Only

LEWIS M. SWAAB
338 Spruce St., Philadelphia. I'a.

Folding and Assembly Chairs

Most popular puced chairs on the market for

picture show use

Prompt Shipments. Write (or Catalogue

PEAB0DY SCHOOL Fl'RNIR RR CO.

NORTH MANCHESTER, INDIANA

W H M4.M I ACTl'RE

SOUVENIRS
(or Mo\injt Picture Theatres

FREE
Our Illustrated List

K V10TT C0.4U Deaiborn.St. Chicago

AT LIBERTY
Best known team o f picture talkers

in A .1. Man llso a first-

mar.re -.

\ >

.

t'... c sre ol Mo% ing f k lure World.

C0MPENSARC
That*! tbe device :hat savr« Moving Pic-
ture men two-thirds on their electric light

md yet gives bettrr light. Did yon
see our ad ia-t week? Well, don't look it

up. Just write for our

Booklet 15018

FORT WAYNE ELECTRIC WORKS
1402 Broadway

F0BT WATNE, INDIANA. 733
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The watch word is Quality!! You know that from our fight picture reputation! We will show you the REEL
STUFF now. Every week, on Monday! Our first release will be a dandy! Get it, Mr. Exhibitor, it's up to you!

The First Regular Release is MONDAY, MAY 23rd

"BROTHERLY LOVE"
A Beautiful Drama lOOO Feet

MONDAY, MAY 30tK
THE SQUATTER'S DAUGHTER"

950 Feet

1014 Phelan Bldg.
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

• •

1202 Schiller Bldg.
CHICAGO GREAT WESTERN FILM CO.

lack Johnson Training
MOVING PICTURES OF

JacK Johnson, Ch"""on °f the World

in training for the Big Fight of July 4, 1910 with

JAMES J. JEFFRIES
consisting of 6 rounds with his sparring part-

ners, GEORGE COTTON and MARTY CUTLER
and other features incidental to training quarters.

THE BEST EVER SEEN

APPROXIMATE LENGTH l.OOO FEET

Ready for Delivery May 16, 1910
STATES SOLD

Massachusetts, Connecticut, Rhode Island, Vermont, New Hampshire, Haine. To W. E. GREENE
FILIT EXCHANGE, Boston, Mass.

Ohio, Indiana. To TOLEDO FILM EXCHANGE, Toledo, Ohio

Illinois, Nebraska, Colorado, Utah. To CHICAGO FILH EXCHANGE, Chicago, Salt Lake City,

Omaha, Denver.

Tennessee, Kentucky, Virginia, West Virginia. To NELSON-WOLGAST FIGHT CO., Chicago, 111.

BALANCE OF STATE RIGHTS FOR SALE Write or Wire at Once

JULIUS GREEN,
Room 0O2, 2G9 Dearborn Street

CHICAGO, ILL., U. S, A.

P. S. These are positively The Only Genuine Pictures of Jack Johnson
in Training, and each reel will have the following authorization over his own
signature to prove it:

"These are the only authorized pictures of my training for the

Johnson-Jeffries fight." m ._ M B _** JACK JOHNSON, Champion of the World

None Others Are Genuine BEWARE 0E FRAUD
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Buy Service
Not Promises

When the moving picture business

throws off its swaddling clothes and
becomes experienced with age,

—

THEN a manager will seek DEEDS
in place of DODGES—FILMS in place

of FAILURES.
The manager who HAS this experi-

ence NOW is all the better off.

Whoever secures what WE have to

offer gets the experience CRYSTAL-
IZED — SOLIDIFIED —TO DATE
— in

PremierFilm Service

Pittsburg Calcium Li^ht & Film Co.

I'ltlsluirii. I*ii.

Omiihn. \rbr.
K..i Ii.sI.t. V >

.

Ucs Monies. Iowa
Cincinnati. (>.

Wllkea-BVarre, P».

W. E. GREENE
Film Exchange

The Oldest and Largest Independent

Film Exchange in New England

BUYING THE PRODUCT OF
ALL THE INDEPENDENT

MANUFACTURERS

If You are in the Market for a First-

Class Independent Service, Write or

Call and See Us

W. E. Greene Film Exchange
228 Tremont Street Boston, Mass.

Opposite Majestic Theatre

Members of the National Independent If. P. A.

••MOTION PICTURE PIANO nUSIC"
kfciu CBO I"

mi in CBNT8 a COP\
- . ir MaMgen to Impi

..( I ir-,t i iptli • M iala *i PI 1 I

Mi'vt . Manager! .

KRB1 '

Iba l.i'.' el raalinonialt imm well «..

tandt liave Iitm • I I V
CBNTS i i -.;.•, '.'i ibe ORIGIN/

v [( you an
1'oital f Ijr. Send Orderi Din

GREGG ^. I km INGCR, PI B ., ioo«i iikio siki i i i k\ oi iii.isii.

Film Renting Our Specialty

6 Reels, including Song Slides, $7.50 per week
12 " M " " 12.50

18 " 4k " M 20.00

100,000 Admission Tickets • $7.00

100 Carbon Electras 3/8 x 12 3.75

We carry in sto^-k moving picture machines of all makes,
new and old lenses, condensers, rheostats acd tver> thing
pertaining to the moving picture business, Write to-day
for prices.

FILfl BARGAIN HOUSE
Mossier Building Chicago, III,

The reason why

Pink Label
TRADE MARK-

"ELECTRA"
CARBONS

are the best is that they are scientific-

ally made to stand the powerful current

at the arc. They produce the best

light under any conditions.

Don't experiment with cheap car-

bons, but use "Electra" High Grade

Carbons and get results.

Sole Importer

HUGO REISINGER
I I Broadway New York City
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The Globe Film Service Company of Chicago has purchased the entire

stock and good will of THE ROYAL FILM SERVICE COMPANY
of Chicago.

The new firm has placed a standing order with the Motion Picture Distri-

buting and Sales Company for all the good films released weekly.

We have the backing to do business and the largest stock to select from, the

combined trade of the GLOBE and ROYAL with their enormous stock of

films, make us the largest independent Film Rental Bureau west of New York.

BOOK WITH THE HOUSE THAT CAN SUPPLY YOUR WANTS

GLOBE FILM SERVICE COMPANY
Phone: Randolph 650

107 East Madison Street = CHICAGO

FILM D'ART!
The Biggest Gain in the Independent Stronghold

SECOND RELEASE

"Don Carlos"
The stirring story of adventure that has been translated into every language on earth. The cast

includes the Premier French Artists, and for photography and setting it eclipses anything ever seen.

Released Thursday, May 26th. THURSDAY IS THE DAY!
(Length Approx. 975 Feet)

YOUR EXCHANGE WILL GET IT. DEMAND IT!!

Motion Picture Distributing and Sales Co. (Agents)

111 East Fourteenth Street - - New York City
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Decoration Day Slides
THIS ONE BEAUTIFULLY COLORED

OOc POST PAID

FLAGS -United States or Confederate.

PORTRAITS— All Prominent Men, I'ast or Pre;cnt.

ALSO— All the Great Fighters.

Plain, 30c. Colored, 50c. Postpaid

OUR SPECIAL ADVERTISING SLIDES
Cannot Be Equalled

Start a Baseball. Baby or Young Lady Contest
and Get the Money

BRAYTON MANUFACTURING CU.

77-79 S. Clark Street, Chicago

All our products a little better than the rest

FIRST

RELEASE

01 HIE

WHYTE FILM CO.
JUNE I, l<>l()

Get on our mailing list now
and keep abreast of the times.

All films sold through the Mo-
tion Picture Distributing and

Sales Company.

WHYTE FILM CO.
27 Lexington Ave. New York

PHONE

1128

GRAMERCY

RINEMACOLOR
NOW OBTAINABLE FOR

AMERICAN EXHIBITION
Moving pictures in the actual tones, tints and hues of nature. See description of

remarkable demonstration in Madison Square Garden, Dec. 11 fin this paper December

18th and 25th, 1909) by Charles Urban, F.Z.S., and G. Albert Smith, F.R.A.S., of London.

Now the leading novelty in attracting crowds at the leading theatres in London, Paris.

Berlin, Lyons and other cities of Europe.

Terms for Exclusive Displays of Kinemacolor in various cities will be supplied on

application.

The Kinemacolor Company of America, Inc.

ALLENTOWN, PA.
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ECLAIR FILMS
The Whole Story of Film Perfection Told in a Word is

ttECLAIR M
If your are from Missouri, ask to be shown

580 feet

360 feet

RELEASED May- 20th, 1910

Juan the Pelitori
A story of much warmth

A Desperate Duel
A mirth provoking film

RELEASED May 30lh, 1910

The Watchmaker's Hat
509 feet A comedy of vast merit, thoroughly and most artistically

handled

Life of the Alpine Shooters in the Frontier Outpost
403 feet Wonderful photography! Subject of the very first order

Send your order to-day for our series A. C. A. D.
To-morrow may be too late

FR££ POSTERS

ECLAIR FILM COMPANY
CHICAGO: 35 E. Randolph St. NEW YORK: 31 E. 27th St.

From the 30th of May our films will be shipped through the Motion Picture and Distributing Co.

Biggest Attractions of the Hour
The only authorized and original moving pictures of JACK JOHNSON,

Champion of the World, training for the BIG. FIGHT of

JOHNSON and JEFFRIES
JULY 4tl&« 1910 All these pictures have Jack Jonoaon'b Autograph. None
•* others are Genuine. Get the genuine or none at all.

LICENSED AND IINDEPEiNDENT THEATRES
wire or write at once.

We Have the

Original Sept. 9th

NELSON
AND

CANS
Fight Pictures

21 Rounds

Four Thousand Feet

Complete from
training quarters

to knockout.

Write Now for Low
Rental Prices

We own and control the e\elu

sive rights for the States of

Illinois, Nebraska, Colorado

and Utah

2-Big-2
Headliners

Chicago
Film Exchange
46 Jackson Boulevard 14th and Duglas Sts.

Chicago, III. Omaha, Neb.

401 Barclay Block 321 Atlas Block

Denver, Colo. Salt Lake City, Utah

WE HAVE NOW READY
MOVING PICTURES OF

King Edward

Showing the King in Life Size

Pictures shortly before his death

Very Interesting

Orders Filled in Rotation
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You Give Your Wife Hail Columbia
IP SHE USKS MORE ELECTRICITY FOR THE LIGHTING OF YOUR
IIOMK THAN SHE OUGHT TO, because you pay the bill.

VOI DON'T STOP TO THINK that you are wasting ten times more
current in one week if you don't use aHALLBERG
ECONOMIZER, and if you want the best picture possible on your screen,
you should also use the

MOTIOGRAPH
FLICKBRLESS MOVING PICTURE MACHINE, because the HALLBERG
and the MOTIOGRAPH make the swelled show on earth.

MR. R W MARKS. PERTH, ONT., WRITES:
"I haTe uied many moTing piciure machines. We have two I'owers, one Edison, one Lublo,

and have used all American makes of machines, and like the Mono-
graph best. Vour " lUllberg" Economizer is K'"'"

I (Siffned) R. W. Marks.

fj\} "jm I I sot this letter on the Sth of this month, and it is only one o'XE_3sL hundreds like it.

I have selected the best goods on the market for you, andean fit you out with complete
electric machine and ventilating equipment, and results are positively guaranteed.

Get my prices on the " HALLBERG " Economizer, MOTIOGRAPH H. P. machines. Incandes-
cent lighting system to save 70% on your current bill, ELECTRA Pink Label carbons, French
Condensers, Announcement Slides. Ventilating Fans, and don't forget to send 35 cents for a can
of •• HALLBERG 'S SPEC-OIL." -prepaid mail—It saves 50% on your oil bill for machine

—

Try a Can.

I make an allowance for your old Current Saver or H. Ik. st.it in trade for the *' HALL*
l\l R(» " Economizer.

SEND FOR CATALOCUE No. 30

J. H. Hallberg, 28 Greenwich Ave., New York

POWERS PICTURE PLAYS
Two reels per week, because Exhibitors demand more

POWERS PICTURE PLAYS
Saturday, May 21st

ON PAROLE
A thrilling drama

A Paroled Convict rescues a child from a runaway horse.

The child saves the convict from prison.

THE TEMPERANCE LEADER
The funniest comedy we have produced

Wifey is a temperance lecturer. Hubby is a near sport.

A chorus girl caused an explosion In the family. Wifey gets
"loaded" without intending to and then the biggest
scream yet.

Tuesday, May 24th

THE DOCTOR'S LOVE STORY
A high-grade drama

A young physician falls in love with a beauti-

ful girl who is his patient. She marries his rival,

who is led into crime, and is shot by the Doctor's

servant. A powerful situation is created when the

doctor is brought in to treat the dying man and re-

cognizes in the wife his old sweetheart.

POSTERS FREE TO EXHIBITORS

THE POWERS COMPANY
241st Street and Richardson Avenue New York City
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VITAGRAPH
"LIFE PORTRAYALS"

Keeping' Right On WitH Three Great Film Issues Each Week

FOR RELEASE, TUESDAY, MAY 17 (Two on One Reel)

Music Hath Charms
A Screaming Comedy—The adventures of a

pestiferous organ grinder.

Approximate length, 563 feet.

A Funny Story
Another Laughing Hit on the same reel. The

experience of the man with a funny story to tell.

Approximate length, 356 feet.

FOR RELEASE, FRIDAY, MAY 20

Out of the Past
A Deeply Appealing Heart Interest Story

—

Acted with perfect expression and staged with con-

summate art. The peace that came to an old

musician's heart near the end '.f life.

Approximate length, J90 feet

FOR RELEASE, SATURDAY, MAY 21

Sj
— ,, '

B*P"
I - '^ !

i£^*«3vJff

^HBL:_*^^^B

The Wings of Love
A Thrilling Love Story with a quaint back

ground. Startling in its realism.
Approximate length, 888 feet

POSTERS—Protraits of Vitagraph Stock Company for Lobby Display, now ready for distribution through exchanges.

Also SPECIAL POSTERS FOR ALL VITAGRAPH PRODUCTIONS. If your Exchange does not fill your order send to us.

THE VITAGRAPH COMPANY OF AMERICA
NtW YUKK, H6 Massac St.

CHICAGO, 109 Randolph St.

LONDON, 25 Cecil Court

PARIS, 15, Rue Salnte-Cecile
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MELIES RELEASES
"THE PALE-FACE PRINCESS" 6 6THE PADRE'S SECRET"
One of the best dramas of Pioneer Indian Life ever produced A drama of love and hatred, depicting scenes in Old Mexico

Released MAY 26th, 1910 Released JUNE 2d, IOIO

ASK YOUR. EXCHANGE TO INCLUDE. A MELIUS RELEASE IN YOUR WEEK'S
SHIPMENT. HANDSOME POSTERS OF ALL SUBJECTS

G. MELIES, 204 East 38th Street, New York City
Western Representative JOHN B. ROCK, 109 Randolph St., Chicago, 111.

ONE HUNDRED PER CENT.
Power's Moving Picture Machines have increased ioo

per cent, in popularity since the advent or" the new

MODEL No. 6

OI R ABSOLUTE GUAKANTI I

for one year reassures and protects the skeptics. Why
not put on a good show now and increase the receipts:

The No. 6 Cameragraph eliminates repairs.

SEND . FOR . CATALOGUE . G . AT . ONCE

NICHOLAS POWER COMPANY '" Jr„"!oSr

FOR LATEST RILCAitS AND SYNOPSIS OF

SEE PAGE 0O2
TOR RELEASE LIFE PORTRAYALS" SKF PAGE QOO

roR SYNOPSIS
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THANHOUSER FILM
RELEASED FRIDAY, MAY 27th SHAKESPEARE'S

THE WINTER'S TALE
THE GREATEST "THANHOUSER. CLASSIC" OF ALL

DON'T READ
Unless You're an Independent Ex-

change Man:-

This announcement is in the na-

ture of another "advance tip"—and
remember we've never tipped you
wrong yet. It is made to bid yon
prepare to handle another "Than-
houser Classic" that will make
new customers for yon and hold
old ones to you. That release is

Shakespeare's "Winter's Tale.'' to

l>e released by every "live" Inde-

pendent exchange in America on
Friday, May 27. and to he pushed
and advertised to their customers
by most of them long before that

—from to-day on, in fact.

Be in this class. It will pay you.

Show the exhibitor that his inter-

ests interest you—that his sii<

1^ almost as vital to you as it is to

him. Telling him now about this

great release, and that you will

have it for him, will work effective-

ly toward this end. Remember
that "The ^Yinter's Tale" has been

advertised very heavily by us al-

ready. Most exhibitors have heard

about it; many are looking for it.

We have—and with justice—been

impressing on the exhibitor the

fact that he needs this release. We
have been telling him that it is

wonderful stuff, produced at just

three times the cost of an ordinary

film and costing the exchange and
exhibitor not one penny extra

—

which is the truth. So it's natural

that he will want this film.

And it's natural that if you tell

him you're going to have it for

him, he'll appreciate your enter-

prise and the fact that his ex-

change is a pretty "live" one. Of
course, if you have any doubts as

our backing up our advertising

with the goods, you'd better not

show too much advance enthusiasm

over this film. But if you feel that,

judging from past performances,

we'll make good our advertised

word and deliver a great picture,

push this release to the best of

your ability—and watch results.

THANHOUSER COMPANY
New Rochelle - - New York

Commincing June 3, Motion Picture Distributing and Sales Co., Sales Agents for United States and Canada

Length, 1000 Feet No. 112 SCENES FROM "THE WINTER'S TALE' Code Word "Winter"
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ART Fl LM
THE TWO PORTRAITS

AI»PR()\ LENGTH Hi) 1 Ft. RELEASE DAY, FRIDAY, JUNE 3rd.

YOU MUST USE THIS a childs love for the memory of her dead mother

ACTING PERFECT

NEW YORK
41 West 25th Street

PHOTOGRAPHY PERFECT

PATHE FRERES C h,MCo
35 Randolph Street

The Proof of the Pudding
regarding the Monograph situation is that in spite of rapidly increasing facilities the

Demand is Greater than the Supply
Resides a largely increased number of employees, we have for sometime

been WORKINO FOUR N1QHTS A WEEK.

One large dealer writes, we are all out of machines, SHIP FAST AS
POSSIBLE till I tell you to stop.

Our Sales for April doubled over March, and first two week of May
doubled over same period for April. "That's golog some."

Thp RpflSfin Whv f The Bri2hest Pictures
1 lie IvedMJIl YV Iiy The Smoothest Pictun

iproven by three years of The Steadiest Pictures

continuous success is [ The Greatest Durability

We're burled with orders now, but, WE'RE LIVE ONES and THEY
CAN'T HOLD US DOWN. There's another big lot of the invincible No.

i A coming through with all the new improvements, and are nearly ready for

delivery, but they'll go like Hot Cakes, so best get your order in early.

REMEMBER regarding the MOTIOGRAPH

THE STAR AND CAM RUNS IN OIL, IT HAS PATENT REWIND,
THE PATENT DOUBLE CONE SHUTTER (none other like it,

or approaches it for brilliancy or smoothness of pictures). SHUTTER IN FRONT OF HACHINE IF DESIRED. HAS
NEW TYPE EXTRA HEAVY ARC LAMP, and HAS EXTRA LARGE LAMP HOUSE.

THE MOTIOORAPH IS A COMPETITION KILLER for both the Exhibitor and the Dealer.

OUR 1910 CATALOG TELLS WHY

FOR SALE BY LEADING DEALERS

MANUFACTURED AND JOBBED BY

ENTERPRISE OPTICAL MFG. CO.
J. H. HALLBERC, New York Agent

564 AND 572 W. RANDOLPH ST.
CHICAGO. ILL.
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LUX FILMS
To the Independent Exhibitor

I wish to talk with you about the anticipated policy of the

Motion Picture Distributing and Sales Company.

This Company has been organized for the gain of its members
and not for the general interest of the business. If it is allowed

to operate its outlined policy, in sixty days time from now, there

will not be an Independent exchange in this country outside the

Sales Company. Think it over before you part with your free-

dom. The Lux Company will continue to release as in the past,

and operate under its trademark which stands for liberty.

There are 18 reels of subjects to be had from manufacturers

and importers who are not direct members of the Motion Picture

Distributing and Sales Company, namely, 9 reels from American

manufacturers and 9 reels from high class European manufac-

turers. This makes up a programme equally as good as that of

the Sales Company. These pictures are yours without the Sales

Company's conditions.

get busy and continue to be master of your own affairs,

have not made this situation plain enough to you, I will be pleased to

So,

If I

furnish you with further information upon request

Our Next Releases for Wednesday, May 25th, are

Two Comedies

He Did Not Die
Comedy—Length, 432 Feet

A Sagacious Animal
Comedy—Length, 406 Feet

Offices will be opened shortly in Montreal, as we are Exclusive Agents in Canada
for the "LUX" and "AMBROSIO" Films

POSTERS FREE WITH
EVER Y R E L EASE R. PRIEUR Write for Weekly List of

Descriptions of our Films

Member N. I. M. P. A.

lO E. 15tH Street Tel«phon« Calls
STUYVE5ANT 3124 NEW YORK

Wjmm
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"dg&fcrlit u %\mme"

The phenomenal success of Imp Films in the United States and Canada has created such intense in-

terest in other countries that a battle royal is waging among scores of foreign agents, all of whom are anxious

to secure the famous Imp product. This world-wide testimonial is significant. It means that we will be able

to be still more lavish in our productions, giving you feature after feature film and building up your business

by means of such rare Quality as has never been known in the world of moving pictures. All this great

opportunity will be lost to you, unless you keep hammering away at your exchange week after week and

begging for "Imps, Imps, Imps!"

It

A Reno Romance A Bachelor's Love"
(Released Monday, May 30th. Length, 990 feet.)

\ comedy which is hilarious, yet graceful and clean.

An old love story told in a new way. gradually v

ing up to a grand finale which will send your audi-

ence home in a delighted frame of mind. It will

make your "Imp Night" a record breaker.

(Released Thursday, June 2d. Length. 975 feet.)

Another of those sterling Tmp drama- I in a

masterly manner, enacted convincingly and pi

graphed vividly. If we never made a better picture

than this, we would still enjoy the supremacy for

which Tmp films are renowned every wl

fcVK
III.! |t -

.

.

111 1:. Hi; S !*ei !

NOTICE:—Begining with "A Reno Romance" all Imp films will

be sold through the Motion Picture Distributing & Sales Co.
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BISON m FILMS
FOUR REELS A WEEK—Tuesday, a "Bison

M—Wednesday, Ambrosio—Friday, a "Bison"—Saturday, Itala

The Busy Bees all take Our Tip
And order Our Releases.

The proof we tender for the truth of it,

Is that Our Business steadily increases.
Our customers all unanimously declare,

That which we offer is the best.
And if the "BISON** with others you'd compare,

We plainly see the outcome of the test.

OUR OFFERINGS FOR THE COMING WEEK:
" BISON "—Release, Tuesday. May 24th

"THE CURSE OF GAMBLING"

"AMBROSIO"—Release, Wednesday, May 25th

"ESTRELLITA" or "THE INVASION OF
THE FRENCH TROOPS IN PORTUGAL"

' I/P

III

iD'~ 1

^f ' y

^Hi

BISON "-Release , Friday, Way 271h
"PERILS OF THE PLAINS"

mH HiArll

S^

' w

mk 1
.7| S\^

".

"iTALA'^Release, Saturday, May 28th
"FOOLSHEAD MARRIES AGAINST

HIS WILL"
•THE KNOT IN THE HANDKERCHIEF'

LITHOGRAPHS AND POSTERS FREE
We furnish all exchanges handling these productions with one sheet (our colored lithograph posters with each reel. Demand tame from your

exchange as they will positively increase your box office receipts.

Brief description of all subjects will be found on another page.

NOTICE:—Beginning with the week of May 30th, our goods will be sold through the Motion Picture Distri-
buting and Sales Company.

NEW YORK MOTION PICTURE CO.
Manufacturers of "Bison" Life Motion Pictures

LINCOLN BLDG./HUNION'SQUARE, (Cor. 14th St.), NEW YORK CITY
Phone 080-1-2 Stuyvesant Cable Address: Nosib
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The ElectragrafFCo.
OF PHILADELPHIA

WATCH THIS PAPER FOR

RELEASE DATES

Owing to a SIMILARITY OF NAMKS
The Motorfraff Co. of Philadelphia, Pa.,

desires it to be known that hereafter they will

trade as the

The ELECTRAGRAFF CO.

OF PHILADELPHIA

THE ELECTRAGRAFF CO. OF PHILADELPHIA

HOME OFFICE t

2556 North 24th Street :: Philadelphia, Pa.

FILMS
FOR
RENT

NEW FILMS HIGH CLASS SERVICE

The Pioneer House, With 8 Years Experience

And $250,000.00 Back Of It

Write To-day for Terms

EUGENE CLINE
57 and 59 Dearborn St., Chicago

GREATNORTHERN
Next Release, Saturday, May 21st

A Father's Grief
A feature film illustrating a powerful story of intense interest, splendidly

enacted and superbly reproduced

+ftiei&
Stands for Quality

!

Release for Saturday, May 28th

The Eagle's Egg'
or The Rival Lovers

A dramatic production of great merit and of absorbing interest

3x7 upright and 3x15 lengthwise banners for all GREAT NORTHERN productions to

rent by the Goodenough Company, 627-630 Century Building, St. Louis, Mo.

To Exhibitors: The BEST Film Exchanges will always supply you with OUR films. DEMANI'
GREAT NORTHERN films. We supply exchanges with posters and synopsis with each reel.

Ask your exchange for them.
On nncl after Ifay "o. 1010, onr goods will be cleared through the Motion Picture I>ls. A

GREAT NORTHERN FILM COMPANY
NORDISK FILM COMPANY, COPENHAGEN

7 EAST FOURTEENTH STREET. NEW YORK CITY
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A Rural Comedy of the "SELIC" Type

THE UNMAILED LETTER
Hiram Walker of Squashtown makes that fatal error of trying to mail a letter in the fire-alarm

box with almost a heroic finish.

I
POSTERS? YES

j

Length, 1000 Feet POSTERS? YES

Release Date May 23

•TRADE

POSTERS? YES Length, 1000 Feet

Code Word "Letter"

MARK

POSTERS? YES
|

Something New and Startling always in the SELIC Camp

IN THE GREAT NORTHWEST
A picture story of the great Canadian woods—absorbing in theme and photographically correct.

SELIC DID IT

Release Date May 26 Code Word "Northwest"

TWO EDISON FEATURE FILMS
FOR NEXT WEEK

The Mule Driver and the

Garrulous Mute
Another thrilling story of the Western plains by Rex E. Beach, in

which all the picturesque and dramatic atmosphere of the trying frontier

days is splendidly preserved. From the opening scene, an Apache raid

mi' a prairie schooner, which is interrupted by a squad of U. S. cavalry,

until the closing scene in the military post where "Bill" Joyce is

acqutted of the murder of a peaceful Indian, the story is an unbroken
huh m| intensely dramatic incidents. One of Mr. Beach's best stories

graphically depleted, accurate In detail and scenically magnificent.

Film No. 6636. Code, Virginique. App. length, 980 feet. To be released

May 31st.

The Piece of Lace
A tense drama story of Parisian life provided for Mile. Pilar Morin

by B. \V. Townscnd. A story of love, jealousy, bate, revenge and

devotion, which has its inception at a masked ball and its denouement
in a murder trial, provides Mile. Morin with a role in which she rises

to splendid dramatic heights and is ably supported by a special cast

including Robert Conness, Bernadine Heisse I.eist and Escamille Fernandez.

A triumph of the silent dramaatlc art. Film No. 6637.

App. length, 995 feet. To be released June 3d.

Code, Virginite.

OTHER EDISON FILMS
THE SHYNESS OF SHORTY. A film of extraordi-

nary merit. A Western drama by Rex E. Beach. Film
No. 6638. Code, Virgolaria. App. length, 750 feet. To be
released June 7th.

MR. BUMPTIOUS ON BIRDS (Comedy). Film No.
6639. Code, Virgolina. App. length, 250 feet. To be re-

leased June 7th.

THE BELL RINGER'S DAUGHTER (Dramatic).
Film No. 6640. Code, Virgrain. App. length, 1,000 feet.

To be released June 10th.

COMING FEATURE FILMS
A CENTRAL AMERICAN ROMANCE. An exciting

drama produced with the assistance of the officers and
sailors of the U. S. Battleship South Carolina. To be re-

leased June 17th.

THE JUDGMENT OF THE MIGHTY DEEP. A
powerful dramatic story with all the grandeur and sub-

limity of the mighty ocean for its background. To be re-

leased June 24th.

Order Display Posters Of these Films from your Exchange or the A. B. C. Co , Cleveland. Ohio

EDISON MANUFACTURING CO. 72 Lakeside Avenue, Orange, IN'. J.

90 Wabash Avenue, Chicago, III.

JOBBERS OF EDISON KINETOSCOPES
B08T0N—Howard Moving Picture Co., 564 Washington Street

CHICAGO—Kleine Optical Co., 62 State Street.

CLEVELAND—Lake Shore Film & Supply Co., 314 Superior Ave., V. E.
SAN FRANCISCO—Geo. Breck,

KANSAS CITY—Yale Film Exchange Co., 622 Main Street
NEW YORK—P. L. Waters, 41 East 21st Street
PHILADELPHIA—Com. A. Calehuff, 4th and Green Streets

70 Turk Street
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The Japanese Invasion.

Is Japan a serious proposition to the occidental mind?
What is the connection, sentimental or otherwise, be-

tween the United States and Japan? A Dumber of years

ago Commander Terry forced the then Japanese govern-

ment to admit the right of the United States to recogni-

tion by the little Island Empire which has recentlj

serted itself SO much in the comity of nations and has

become, it is said, a world power in virtue of its con-

quests, Us army, its navy and its ambitions. Japan and

the Japanese, therefore, have a peculiar interest for

Americans because the) claim to have discovered the ar

tistic and other possibilities of the country and have
opened the door to its entrance into Western civilizatii n.

Japan, therefore, in American eyes, has an interest be-

gotten of the fact that the remote oriental of Perry's

time ha^ become the rival in the Pacific of her discoverer.

The play and the opera 1 f "Madame Butterfly" voiced

the American aspect of things towards the Japanese.

There is a sentimental interest in all this—an interest

begotten of the thought that the protege of the past,

has become the friend of the present, and may con.

ably become the enemj of the future. Don'1 you remem-
ber tin' Kalem picture < f the "Invasion of i alifornia by
the Japanese"? The issue was left as a note of interro-

gation. The picture pointed to the possibility of an

armed conflict between the United States and Japan.
Still the diplomatists sa) that both nations are very
friendly and everybody hopes they are going t" keep so.

Because war is a dreadful, terrible and an insupportable
thing— a thing not t<> he seriously thought of.

The affection of the American people for the Japan
then, springs from the fact that there is a sentimental
link between the two nations. The film makers take

advantage of that sentiment. Besides Kalem, the Edison
recently put out a Japanese subject. Now we have the

\ itagraph Company coming along and spending money,
and considerable sums of money, in making one of those

charming subjects in which the < ccident mixes with the

orient in the inevitable love Story, as i^ shown in the

pictures reproduced on another page.

Japanese art, Japanese life and Japanese costumes ap-

peal to the occidental mind for many reasons. The
grace, the charm, the poetry of Japan never fail to pli

us of the West. Many who read this page will remem-
ber the Gilbert & Sullivan opera of "The Mikado" and
the charming musical comedy of "The Geisha." In the

former Japanese life and customs were satirized; in the

latter one had the admixture of the orient with the Occi-

dent: a young officer from the West going to Japan and
falling in love with a Japanese girl, with the usual dra-

matic results.

.Much of this sentiment seems to pervade the forth-

coming release of the Vitagraph Company entitled the

"Love of Chrysanthemum." This tells a love tragedj

of Japan. We have no doubt the theme will he popular
on the grounds stated. There is prettiness, the;'

p. ctry. there is idyllism in everything Japanese. The art.

the simplicity of the country appeal to us here. Trav-

elers who have been to Japan return with wonderful
stories of the mingled beauty and simplicity "i its

pie. An old friend of ours years ago, an eminent scien-

tist, went to Japan, married a Japanese and was perfectl)

happy. < lurselves, we think one of these days when we
tiie <<\ the formal and conventional West, we shall o,,

to the East and he one of them. Meanwhile, we content

ourselves by looking at the Vitagraph rel> May
the 28th, when the "Love of Chrysanthemum" is to he

expounded on the screen. We Ibve our America, but

nli. you Japan ! ! ! !
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Mr. Hammerstein's Opportunity.
The New York theatrical season ended on Saturday

last with the closing of the Actors' Fair; the operatic sea-

son came to an end a week or two ago. During the

Summer that has just opened conjecture will be rife as

to what next Fall and Winter will bring in the way of

operatic and theatrical developments. As to the first

named the position has been entirely cleared by the sale

by Oscar Hammerstein of his interests in opera to the

Metropolitan Opera House Company. Hitherto, as the

reader is aware, New York has boasted of being able to

support two opera houses. As a matter of fact it could

not and did nut. Hammerstein lost money at the Man-
hattan; the Metropolitan Opera Company could not exist

if it were not subsidized by Mr. Vanderbilt and his

friends. Opera on the European scale is too costly an

amusement even for the plutocratic Americans to sup-

port.

Everybody is asking: "What is Oscar going to do with

the Manhattan Opera House?" The Victoria, of course,

goes on as hitherto. This is a very safe proposition. But

those who know him are disinclined to think that Mr.

Oscar Hammerstein is content either to take a back seat

in the entertainment world or to retire into obscurity

while his present vitality exists. It is safe to conjecture

that there will be something doing next Fall in the big

house on Thirty-fourth street. Some say vaudeville,

some say spectacle, some say drama. All sorts of things

are being said. We do not think Mr. Hammerstein knows

himself.

We want to offer the versatile Oscar a suggestion. The
opportunity of his life is before him. New York is

clamoring for a first-class picture house on the grandiose

scale, we mean the scale that T. J. West runs them on in

Australia ; on the scale of London, Paris, Rome, and, we
believe, some of the Western American cities, where the

picture is shown amidst surroundings that would not

disgrace grand opera, with music of the very highest ob-

tainable class, and with an administrative service of the

best and most efficient. In other words, the picture is

dignified to the same level as opera or Shakespearean

tragedy. We hope Oscar Hammerstein will read this

article and take the hint we are here giving him. If he

does not, or won't, we hope that some other impresario

will come forward and lift the picture from the five-cent

plane to the dollar plane. What is the matter with the

New Theater that pictures could not be shown there?

Everybody knows that the New Theater is an experi-

ment which is hardly likely to eventuate in financial suc-

cess. It is quite conceivable that the picture at the New
Theater, shown on the basis of dollar admissions, would

attract a class of people who at present hesitate to rec-

ognize that the picture has any artistic or dramatic

qualities.

Is the Sales Company a Legal

Combination ?

It will he remembered that a constant reproach against

the Motion Picture Patents Company, especially in recent

legal disputes, was that that company or trust, as it is

variously termed, contravened the Sherman Act which

was passed by the United States Legislature to prevent

restraint of trade. But to the credit and intelligence of

our Independent friends, we find that at last this absurd

charge, fostered by an ignorant champion of the Inde-

pendents, is no longer made. Judge Noyes, the othei

day in the Laemmle decision, disposed of the contention

that the Patents Company was an illegal combination.

As a matter of fact acting, under patent rights, it does

not lay itself open to such an accusation.

The Motion Picture Distributing and Sales Company
had not been in existence many hours before the question

of its legality was raised in our hearing by several per-

sons interested, neither in the licensed or Independent
side of the moving picture field, but still concerned with

the business. So we repeat the question and we shall

be glad to have the point settled by those most concerned,

that is, the heads of the Sales Company.
What is the Sales Company? It is a trade combina-

tion apparently of an exclusive character. That is to say,

it is handling the goods of its contributing members and
only selling those goods to select exchanges. In other

words, it is closing the market to competition. It is re-

straining trade, therefore, it seems to us, that it is con-

travening the provisions of the Sherman Act.

We may be wrong in this, but we are voicing a general

impression. If that impression is wrong, then we should

be glad to be set right in the matter. It would be a pit)

if, after all, the organizing work in connection with the

company should fall down on the score of illegality. We
hope that the legal advisers of the company have seen to

this point. The question as to whether the General Sales

Company is an infraction of the Sherman Act can then

be settled judicially. Nevertheless, it would be as well,

we think, if the company's officials took counsel's opinion

on the point.

Picture Personalities.

T. J. West.

"West's Pictures" have a great vogue in Great Britain

and Australia, so much so, that Mr. West has earned for

himself the proud title of the "Picture King." He and
his company own a chain of magnificent houses in Aus-
tralia and another one in Great Britain. He is probably
the largest buying exhibitor in the world, and his weekly
purchases include the cream of American productions.

Recently he came from Australia by way of Vancouver
and scurrying across the American continent he stayed

for a brief space of time in Chicago, and then darted in

T. J. WEST.
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GEO. B. GRAFF.

upon us in New York, preparatory to his sailing for

England, from which he has been absent several months.
Mr. West is the typical successful English man of busi-

ness who, to our persona] knowledge, struck into the ex-

hibiting game in England some twelve or thirteen years

ago, and then, when the moving picture came in evidence,

went to New /calami, ami making a success of exhibiting

there branched out into the business in Australia, re-

turned to England, and so established the famous chain

of theaters which bears his name. We suggested to M:\
West that he should extend hi- enterprises to the United

State, because we think even Americans may learn some-

thing from the successful way in which he conducts his

bush

West and his many theater- stand for the picture, and

the picture alone, without vaudeville, and therefore his

policy commend- it-elf to our admiration. For one thing,

the theater- he controls are far too large for vaudeville:

then again, he ha- educated hi- public up to the ac-

ceptance of the picture by itself, ami for it-elf. With this

single qualification: Mr. West believe- in high class music
as an addition t<>. or a complement of. the picture. In

pursuance of tin- policy the orchestras at hi- theaters are

filled by musicians of the highest quality. So much so

that thousands of people flock to his theater- as much
for the music as for the picture-, and. of course, in the

majority of cases for the combination of the t\\

The West houses are nit five and ten-cent hous

they are twenty-five and fifty-cent palace-. Sot are they

run on the continuous principle. Six evening -hows and
two matinee- are given each week. Nor are the pictures

changed daily < r even bi-weekly. They are kept in the

bill for Mr. V,

them. M
Mr. Wit pi. i in the

n end shown und<
advam.r. !i a

manner Appla
stroi udi-

th.in :t i> m tlii- country.
Mr. \\ i t l .11 < utv thousand

of film per w< ek. I the

various houses, tin employees "i hi- company number
man) hui I hi- great busim entralized in

London, whither Mr. Wesl i eturning.

An Australian contemporary, i ng the Wesl en-

terpris< . d< scribe - it a- a "gigantic n< f which Mr.
West stands to-day the distinguished ami Napoleonic
head." We have been very happ) indeed to welcome Mr.
West in hi- passage through New York and to meet in

him an old friend of man) standing, whose suc-

is due tn untiring hard work and an appreciate n of

what the public want- in the way of picture entertain-

ment-.

Geo. B. Grai i .

Last week's World contained an appreciative notice

"i the first release of the Electragraff ( ompany of Phila-

delphia, of which Mr. ( .. B. Graff i- president. That re-

seems to have met with very general prai-c. which

augurs well for the success of future films. Mr. Graff is

one of those quiet men who comes to the front when he

is least expected to do so. I te ha- long made up his mind
to make pictures, and ha- gi in about the business in a

thoroughly systematic way. So much so that Electra-

graff picture- arc bound, in the nature of things, to be

factors in the moving picture field before long. He has

taken hold of the matter in a thoroughly scientific spirit

—a -pirit which wc predicted last year in a serie

articles called "The Modern Way in Moving Picture

Making." We do not feel justified in giving away Mr.

Graff's methods, but it will suffice to say that tl

methods, technically, pictorially and dramatically, are the

best. The moving picture world should keep its eye on

Electragraff picture-, which have entered the field of

competitive quality, which we have pointed out over and

over again, was bound to be the predominent feature in

the making of independent moving pictures—in other

word-, the survival of the fittest Anybody who enters

the field of making moving pictures with this determina-

tion i- bound to succeed, because he allows no obstacle

to intervene between him and the production of pictures

of the highest quality. Tin- is the Electragraff pro-

gramme. We -hall watch the progress of this young

c< mpany with great interest. Speaking generally, we
welcome this feeling in the Independent field, which has

long been the sport of the mere emperic ; that is to

-ay. the man who does not rely upon exact knowl

for his work in the making of his pictures. Those bad

old times seem to be passing away. It is unnecessary to

say that Mr. Graff has long enjoyed widc-prcad esteem

as the proprietor of the well-known Eagle Film Ex-

change. He i- a very popular member indeed of our lit-

tle gallery ci Picture Personality

George K. Spoor, president : the i --.may Film Manu-
facti ness

his theati

C. B. Kleine has •

I his m -hop and
lo East Twenty ntral

location will nt 1

plies

such a- '< nses and
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THE THANHOUSER TRIUMPH
In tin- Moving Picture World of March the 12th,

there appeared an article descriptive of the Thanhouser
moving picture plant at New Rochelle. In the same
number amongst our advertisements appeared an an-

nouncement of the company's first release called "The
Actor's Children." Between the latter date, namely,
March the 15th, and the moment when we arc writing

this article, May the 17th, barely two months or sixty

days have elapsed, yet in that short space of time, one-

sixth of a year, Edwin Thanhouser has emerged from
the darkness of obscurity, from the realms of the un-
known, and, by sheer force of personal merit, has won
the respect of the moving picture field, and by absolutely

high-class quality has secured for his pictures both dra-

matically and photographically a splendid reputation.

Only two months in business and daring to release a
Shakespearean production in a film ! When we heard
of it we said to ourselves, in the current locution : "This
is going some even for progressive America." It was
a daring attempt. Even the attempt deserves commen-
dation. We do not think in the whole history of moving
picture making there has been another instance of such
an attempt. Even so, the world is full of surprises.

When we first met Edwin Thanhouser, the quiet, cult-

ured, far-seeing impresario who made a striking success
in the theatrical world, we felt that we had a man whose
determination and ability were to make himself a factor

in the moving picture field in the only possible way that

commends itself to a man of his stamp: by force of good
quality of work.
What about the Thanhouser "Winter's Tale" which

was described and pictured in the last number of the
Moving Picture World? Many of our readers have
commented to us upon the beauty of those pictures which
obviously show that Mr. Thanhouser had produced a
very fine piece of work. Let anybody look at the photos
on pages 835 and 836 of our last week's number, and
they will see at a glance, that there is that indefinable

"something" about them which indicates artistic and pic-

torial quality. There is a touch of refinement, a touch
of pictorialism, the indefinable something that appeals

even to the most ignorant and persuades them that the

work is good.
But to the picture on the screen. We have seen the

play of the "Winter's Tale" on the regular stage produced
by many high-class companies. We believe that Augus-
tin Daly once staged this piece. We know that Chat-
terton, Augustus Harris, Charles Dillon, all names no
doubt familiar to Mr. Thanhouser, produced the piece.

We believe that Mary Anderson once staged it. Any-
body reading the story printed on page 835 of last week's
issue will see that there is a touch of the sentimental,

the idyllic, and the human in it. The final reconciliation

of a long parted King and Queen sends us away with

very nice impressions in our mind. The "Winter's
Tale" belongs, of course, to the realm of domestic com-
edy and throughout it all is a strong vein of sentiment.

Dealing with kings and queens, of course, it gives an
opportunity for magnificence of mounting, costumes and
the like of which Air. Thanhouser has taken full advan-
tage.

We come now to the acting, and for this we have none
but the highest praise. We have never seen better acting

in any moving picture that has come before our eyes.

All the parts struck us as properly cast and throughout
the entire production we thought, nay, we are sure, we
saw the master hand of an accomplished producer. Ev-
ery movement, every gesture, every action, was suited to

the text of the story. From the point of view of film

production we regard the Thanhouser "Winter's Tale"
as a masterpiece. And, think of it now, the man who
made and produced this picture was absolutely unknown
in the moving picture field three months ago. The rec-

ord then assuredly belongs to Edwin Thanhouser, whom
we cordially congratulate on his triumph and whom, to

be perfectly frank, we expect to outdo even his present

best as his opportunities and outlook broaden. He is a
distinct acquisition to the science of moving picture mak-
ing and he should have and we hope will have a career

of uninterrupted success.

We have omitted till the latter part of this article ref-

erence to the photographic quality of this picture. We
have seldom looked upon a moving picture film which
gave us greater pleasure in respect of its photography,
having regard to the fact that the man responsible for

the photograph, we mean, of course, Mr. Thanhouser,
was not known in connection with the subject three

months ago. He has had the wit and the ability to peo-
ple his factory with photographers of remarkable ability

who can accurately expose a negative, accurately develop
it, and make from that negative a positive which in re-

spect of freedom from defects, excellence of color de-

posit, and gradation, leaves nothing to be desired.

This is very high praise, but it is thoroughly well de-

served. When we make a special feature of singling the

work of film manufacturers out for commendation, be

sure that commendation is deserved. It is thoroughly
well deserved in the present instance. Mr. Thanhouser's
record will be hard to beat. He has been very swift to

make it, he is well equipped in the most important end
of film making, that is the producing end, while his pho-
tographic help is manifestly of an expert kind. There
is, therefore, no reason why he should not go from tri-

umph to triumph, and we cordially hope he will.

MAKING MOVING PICTURES POPULAR.
By Bernard C. Cook.

' 'Feesh, feesh!' " a shrill little voice pipes in your ear

and a little basket on the end of a stick is poked under
your nose. In the little booth are two of the most charm-
ing Japanese girls you ever saw. with the prettiest smiles

and the most sparkling eyes in the whole 1 "air. And
those sparkling eyes and entrancing smiles and those pip-

ing little voices will stick with you for a long time. Do
yon know who the little Japanese girlies are? Why,
Madame Pilar-Morin, the wonderful French pantomimist,

and Mile. Pauline Maurice, her clever little pupil." That

is what a reporter wrote in Fair Topics, .published by

the Morning Telegraph, for the Actors' Fund Fair, held

last week at the 71st Regiment Armory.
Every one of your readers knows Mme. Pilar-Morin,

the wonderfully clever actress, seen in Edison's "Japanese
Peachboy." and the widely known film, "Comedy and
Tragedy," and lately in the beautiful production, "The
Cigarette Maker of Seville."

A wonderful actress is Mme. Pilar-Morin. I had the

pleasure of seeing her on the stage in a little play, en-

titled "The Actors." In this play Mme. Morin very clev-

erly takes the parts of seven different persons. One may
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understand her even if she does not use words. The arl

• I "silent drama" so much praised in moving pictun

seen there. Imagine the ^ttn.iti- >ii and emoti n of an a<

tress who, jusl before she ha to appear, hears that her
•tils little girl, so much cherished, has been run over
and killed and thru finds it all to be a mistake of the

bearer of the message! Hei child is alive and comes to

herl One can follow Mme. Pilar-Morin during the

whole act, ever) word spoken is motioned, ever) action

is understood b) her audience. \\ itli her pantomime she

makes you feel worried at first, about herself and the

fate of the child, and then at last you feel glad, glad the

baby is alive, glad for her, and then the performance
has to start and she, the mother and actress can appear
to her audience with a real smile, happ) at heart. Every-
bod) bursts out in loud applause.

' 'n another evening I saw her in a Japanese mono-
logue, the stor) of a little Japanese girl, married to an

rican, for the firsl time seeing herself in a mirror.

First her jealousy, thinking her own reflection to be an-

other woman
;
then learning the truth, her vanity, a wom-

an's vanity, admiring herself, her pretty face and hands.
To see Madame Pilar-Morin act this, to see her poses
and actions, was really a delight. 1 never enjoyed a

performance more than this.

Morin is not only an actress, -he is also a great ad-

mirer oi moving pictures, and in a long interview she told

me how sorry she was that pictures are not shown better

than they are in the majority of Xew York's moving

picture
|

not time .1 p
light music to it: \\ h) . >he -aid. it

• in i.i\ \ni- quantit ! of

quality. She is right; we - 1 1 • >i 1 1 « 1 have mor<
h< ' than quantit) , I ime the pi< tures !•

propi i action and pla) the right music for them
ing Madame 's idea . I arranged to give a mow ol her

films, timed properly and with the right musii

the i -I Mr. \\ illis of the Kleine < >pti<

pany, I secured the three Ed in which V
Pilar Morin appears. We had a perfect

i

with a \er\ enthusiastic audience of profi

itors tn the hair, and scored another victor) for the mov-
ing picture field. Mme. Pilar-Morin told me that this

was the first time -he had seen a picture put on

cessfully and that she was really moved by the way th<-

show was given. She also praised the Pathe professional

machine for its steadiness and clearness of projection.

The audience praised the work and begged us to repeat

the performance on another occasion.

I repeat Mme. 1 'ilar-Morin's words: "Let the manag-
ers, operators and musicians put on such a show,

out a film and use more time on the other pictures Let

everybody co-operate to produce shows like this and I

am sure the moving picture will be more popular, not

onl) with the middle class, but also with the high class

people so seldom frequenting these shows."

Readers, I hope this will be a tip for you.

FROM THE CRADLE TO THE GRAVE.
By H. F. Hoffman.

Mark Twain, at the conclusion of his .story of "The
Prince and the Pauper," qualifies the tale by remarking:
"This may never have happened, but it could have hap-
pened." For the purpose of this purely speculative arti-

cle I am obliged to borrow that remark from its illustrious

author and .stand behind whatever refuge it offers to one
who is inclined to day dreams or building castles in the
air.

More and more each day the world at large is begin-
ning to see great future possibilities for the moving pict-

ure. Special writers for the magazines and daily papers
are taking more serious notice of what they were prone
to treat as a vulgar fad. Scientific men are turning theit

eyes and thoughts to the inevitable destiny of cinematog-
raphy as the most powerful means of recording the won-
ders of microscopic life. Manufacturers are beginning
to recognize its value as an advertising medium. Munici-
palities see in the animated photograph an opportunity
to demonstrate to the world at large the commercial ad-
vantages of their particular city. Before long ever)
church will own its own projecting apparatus and it i:

only a question of time when the motion picture will

constitute the principal part of the geography lesson ir.

the public schools.

We know all this, we picture men. All these future
Abilities were apparent to us long ago: in fact, \vt

grew rather weary of trying to induce a haughty world
to realize what they are just beginning to grasp, so vvt

will leave that now for the special writers to fight out
among themselves as to just how great a factor the mov-
ing picture is going to be in the "future.

However, before we turn the subject over to the lav

writers, there is one side of the question I wish to touch
upon because I have never seen it mentioned, and that
is the sentimental side of moving pictures. It contains

a certain beauty upon which I have allowed my mind to

dwell for some time past, for by the sentimental side

1 mean the record of a human life, from the cradle to

the grave.

How much more interesting the complete record of a

human life would be over the life of a plant, or a bug!
Such a picture at first thought would seem like an end-

less task and hardly worth the trouble, yet only the other

day in reading of the death of King Edward \ 11., I

came across the photographic record of his life, in still

photo, from the cradle to the grave. Life is short ; many
men still remember him when he came here as a youth,

being then Trince of Wales, and yet he is SO soon laid

at rest, an old and worn out man. The photographic
record he leaves behind will serve, in a measure.

terity to look upon, but these still photos will never show
the twinkle of his eye ; his smile and grace of manner
are forever laid away with him. in the tomb.

The older we become the more we live in the p
Most of us would give our all to live life over: to bask
once more in the youth that came and went before wc
realized what a priceless treasure it was. "( )h wad some
power the giftie gie us, to see oursel's as ither-

prayed Robert Burns, never dreaming that some day the

moving picture would answer that prayer. So also does

it answer the prayer of Ponce de Leon, in a sense, for

it can bring youth back to us, even if it can never bring

us back to youth. Therein lies an unworked vein in the

great mine of moving picture possibilities. It brings us

to the threshold oi the great future in store for the mov-
ing picture, for in following this idea are we not knock-
ing on tTM if the home? We are about to substitute

a reel of film for the old family album, and once it takes

its place in the home, the moving picture will never die.

The end is not yet.
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Let us suppose that some young parent of the present

day were to take interest enough in his baby to pay for

fifty feet of film, showing the infant in its mother's arms
with the proud young father standing by. That fifty

feet would not cost much more than some photographers

are getting for a dozen good single prints. Well and

good ; the first fifty feet are titled and put away in the

safety deposit vault. After a couple of years another

fifty feet showing the baby walking is taken and put

away with the first. Then at the age of five about seventy-

five feet might show the little girl jumping rope. Per-

haps by this time there is a new baby ; if so, the new
comer will add to the interest of the growing reel, as

each new child should be included and the parents as well,

for this reel is to be a family record, kept safely from
fire and water, and only to be brought out on special

occasions.

At ten years the growing miss would be showing signs

of budding character, and from this point the transition

from girlhood into womanhood would be of much inter-

est with a certain amount of sweetness and pathos. At
the age of ten we see the bouncing schoolgirl; our next

picture shows her as the sweet girl graduate, with hair

still in braids, standing innocent eyed on the threshold of

the broad world, saying good-bye forever to childhood

days. And next we have her as a debutante. No more
braided tresses, but a coiffure sublime and wardrobe
divine. Then comes a little scene of courtship and in the

next fifty or seventy-five feet we see Jack boldly approach
her father and mother and ask them in pantomime for

the hand of our grown-up baby.

The wedding takes place, not in a church, but in a

large moving picture studio that has been built for the

especial accommodation of wedding parties (A. D., 1930).
As each of the chidren is married a' print from the orig-

inal negative is given them and each continues with his or

her branch of the family moving picture album. In due
time our original baby has become a mother, and in due
time she becomes a grandmother, but all this time she has
been filmed with her children and grandchildren, so we
have a pretty good record of her growing old. When
the golden wedding comes around they have a new way
of eelebrating, for they simply bring the reels from the

safe deposit vault, and there, with all the grandchildren
sitting around, grandma lives her whole life over again.

She lectures the kiddies and tells them what a good little

girl she was, and she has the pictures there to prove it,

but the children only look and wonder at the funny
clothes folks wore when grandma was a girl. The day
must come when each and all must pass across to the
silent shore. So grandma did, from a life wr ell spent and
a love well earned, but she's living still, and always will

;

the picture tells her story

—

from the cradle to the grave.
As Mark Twain said, "This may never have happened,

but it could happen." And what is more, I learn that it

will happen very soon. If rumor is correct, a large cor-

poration has been very recenty formed to deal exclusively
in the portrait end of moving picture work. Their first

bid will be to the prominent families of New York's Four
Hundred, and once it is taken up by prominent families

it will soon become the fashionable thing to preserve the

family record in moving pictures. The successful picture

man will cleverly weave a thread of interest or plot

through his series of family records. The more cleverly

he does this the greater will be his success. He will not
wait for babies to begin with, but will start with any and
all periods of life. It will be easier and not so costly as

producing plays, and therefore perhaps more profitable,

but the main thing is that it will finally bring the moving
picture into the home, and there it will endure for all

time.

CHICAGO.
Highbrovved Boston may lay claim to being the brainy part

of Uncle Sam's anatomy. New York may be likened to the
mouth, swallowing the fruit of other nations. Philadelphia
and Pittsburg, with their vast coal and iron industries, typify
the sinews of strength; but Chicago is the heart, pulsating
with life, from which radiate the arteries and veins supplying
vim and vigor to the system. Chicago, the city of tall build-

ings and big enterprises. Hustling, smoky, progressive Chi-
cago, the typical American city.

And in the course of its development it is but natural that
in Chicago we should find in the moving picture field in-

stances of the rapid rise and growth of big enterprises char-
acteristic of that city. Chicago has the biggest film pro-
ducing plant. Chicago has the biggest individual film ex-
changes. Chicago is the home of the "biggest and best film

renter in the world!" Chicago has the biggest theaters
devoted to the exclusive exhibition of moving pictures.

Breathing the atmosphere of strenuous life (albeit charged
with smoke and din), we endeavored in five days to get a

line on the moving picture business in the metropolis of

the West. In giving our impressions, priority of mention
or neglect to mention any concern must not be taken as a

slight, but due to the exigencies of space.

Among the Exhibitors.

A very large portion of our time was taken up in visiting

the moving picture theaters, for it was a delight to find in

this mainstay of the business not only magnificent amuse-
ment palaces devoted exclusively to the moving picture and
doing a profitable business, but we met and conversed with
many exhibitors who were men of high ideals, progressive,
substantial men, in whose conduct the future of the business
is assured. We have already in these pages given mention
to the Orpheum. one of the chain of theaters owned by
Jones, Linick & Schaefer—all well conducted and all prosper-
ous. But in unexpected locations in the residential district

we ran across many other houses equally worthy of mention.
For example, on North avenue is the "Janet." a building
of enameled brick construction—not only in front but on
all sides. Here we witnessed an excellent exhibition of

independent pictures on the mirror screen, and, by the

way. Mr. Hyman, the owner of this pretty theater, con-
fessed to us that things looked pretty blue for him until

the mirror screen turned the tide in his favor. And there
was a tide of humanity in double line blocking the street

in front on the occasion of our visit. A few hundred feet

away wc noticed another crowd waiting for admission to

the Ideal, a theater on the third floor. Imagine a New
York crowd of amusement seekers standing in line for fifteen

or thirty minutes and then climbing three flights of stairs

to see—a moving picture show! But they do it at the

Ideal, and the how and why was very obvious when we
gained admission. The owner-manager, Mr. Gilmore, could
give us little time for other than a hand shake until the
close of the show. He was all over the house, seeing to the

comfort of his patients, and in and out of the booth, helping
the operator, who, we might add, needed very little assist-

ance, as he had been with the show since it started and he
certainly put on a very fine picture. Wild applause here
greeted the Gaumont scenic "Gigantic Waves," and especially

THE JANET.
4. Chicago theater with wills of enameled brick.
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one oi Kalem'i Indian itorica which closed the show and
tent the young tolk- home with happj fao
An hour'i ride in anothei direction broughl th<

Garfield, where we found anothei crowd lined up in front

oi the box office. Here also the mirro waa one "i

ourcei oi attraction, or, al least, the means of making
an attractive show more captivating It seems that during
the week in i hicago that no less than five mirroi screens
w 1 1 e being installed in as manj t h< .» t » i -.. which shows thai

tin- Chicago theater managei spares m> > xp .-.i\'- the

public the best pictures possible. Another evening we
dropped into a show in the downtown shopping district, a

Iohl; and narrow building, where the throw was full) 120
•i> inquired ol the editor of the op

r's column wheth id> picture <.' >m K 1 be projected
.1 throw of 90 feet \ visil t" the "Senate" would be

inswcr We v d with thi teadiness
of ili>- picture on the screen that we waited until the >h"\\

iver to visit the operating 'boot Here we met a most in

telligent young man, I ouis Riner, (a living rebuttal t" thi

• — 1 «
« 1 1 > who, whi'ii asked how he managed to 1

teadj a picture, pointed to rubber guide rollers of his

own invention with which he had equipped both machines Wc
both machines, for .ill the operating booths that we
<l seemed to be equipped in dup that on<

machine could always be in thorough repair. This operator,
like others whom we talked to, seemed to take pride in say-

that the inactive machine was regularly cleaned and
overhauled— a point we recommend to operators nearer home
—and this care of the machine was no doubt largely re-

the steady picture. But the operator promised
of the rubber rollers for trial and we may

have something to say of them again.
The first mirror screen in the down-town district lias been

installed in the Lyric Theater, at State and Van Buren streets.

a number controlled by the Jones-
Linick-Schaefer circuit, who, in putting in the mirror screen,

•en themselves alive to the needs of a modern mov-
ing picture theater. The house itself is of attractive design,
with a tloor inclined all the way down to the stage, and seats

it 300. The picture on the screen is of about the right
and the operators run steady and grind. The

music and drum effects are good, and suit the pictures well.

At the I'alace Theater, at Fifty-ninth and States streets,

we found a very nice, unpretentious little house showing
I pictures and showing them well. Mr. C. Lawson Hall,

the manager, believes in advertising his show, and has had
small handbills prepared announcing the subjects he has

Sunday. The efficacy of his advertising is shown by the
crowd who wait outside at every show. Mr. Hall presents
an unusually good show, as there is no competition near to
force bin new films; the films we saw there were an
Essanay one day old and a Biograph less than a week old.

The operator ran steadily and did not hurry, though most
of the time there was a large crowd waiting outside.

At the Victor, at Forty-third street and Ellis avenue, we
found another mirror screen. This house is exceedingly
long: and the picture is comparatively very small, but the
projection is so good that it may be seen just as well from
the rear of the house as from the front. There is one feat-

ure in the arrangement of the house which might well be
copied by some other houses. There are two aisles at the
sides of the house. As the distance between the ends of

these aisle* is so great, people who might wish to cross the
center section of seats would be greatly inconvenienced if

they had to go to the end of the aisle or to cross between
two rows of occupied seats. This difficulty has been solved
very nicely at the Victor by the removal of a row of seats
in the center section, making a cross aisle near the center
of the house. The projection here is excellent, and the pict-

ures were run smoothly and steady; even on the last show,
in marked contrast to a house across the street, in which
a film which was also shown at the Victor was projected
very poorly and unsteadily. The music at the Victor was
also good. The Edison film, the "Cigarette Maker of Se-
ville." was shown here accompanied by the Carmen music
while it was on the screen.

With few exceptions, the Chicago houses have adopted
rational methods of interior illumination, i. e.. plenty of light

deflected towards the aisles and seats, but shaded from the
screen and the eyes of the spectators. So much for the Chi-
cago slit

The Home of the Motiograph.

A pleasant afternoon was spent with Mr. A. C. Roebuck
in the inspection of the plant of the Enterprise Optical
Manufacturing Company, of which he is now in sole con-
trol. Here we saw a mechanical equipment perfected in ar-

rangement and complete in detail. One can scarcely wonder

at tin- marvelous
;

tin- methods of
Inn k

I he fa< t n \ was b

that will add stiil

graph machine and thi

men) • nv

George Klcinc's Multifarious Duties.

\\ I

Kleinc's l d< ngraph, whi< 1

tion 1-1; Mr I.

of tin- I !•
1 graph and I

ded tin supplj . but that

\\ i- ventured to
watch liki

the racket Mr. I. that he

mment, but

letter fr< 'in a \> \

of the first Edengraph machines '| :. - to the

that Mr. \ ther
- r and was d<

raph m. i' him.
l,-1i -aid.

A \ lsit to Mr. Kl( il

ada
the details of his vast ml
can tell at a giant

ness stands. With his w
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Geo. K. Spoor's Enterprises.

Jusl '"the loop." as t' -a is

termed, which encircle- the business heart of arc

the - the Essanay Film Man-
ipany and the George K, hange.

spacious. lofty and well appoi: I '.his exc!

are so different from the usual thing that

the a bank, i : other 1

poration. Here Mr. Kennedy, thi I manager, enter

tained us with tales of the s and
Mr. Spoor, just back from a visit to his Western s-

galed us with stories his partner. Mr. An
derson. among the Indians and co \n unit:.

extended may plant in the outskirts of the

city— not big as yet. but with plenty of room to grow and
plans for new buildings under way. Here, under the able

management of Mr. Hamilton, the famous Essanay
are produced and the films developed and printed for all over

the world For the foreign demand for Essanay films was
growing ~,, steadily and rapidly that it necessitated night

work until the new buildii ted. But comedy
is not alone featured in this studio. On the occasion of our
visit a drama was being produced and an elaborate ballroom
scene v. a- being photographed in which the noted actl

Miss Martha Spier, was being featured. Those who see this

nay drama when it is released will do so with a sense

of satisfaction, which, being analyzed, may be attributed to

the competent Essanay stock company and also to the solid

and handsome parlor suites and furnishings which were be-

ing used in the various scenes. In everything that will add
to the quality of the pictures Mr. Hamilton makes free use

of Mr. Spoor's policy and iiistruc- jo the limit. The
remarkable growth of this business during the two and a

half years of its existence may be laid to hard work and the

happy faculty of doing the right thing at the right time and
in the right way. In other words. Mr Spoor has applied his

experience as an amusement purveyor with his knowledge of

human nature to the science of the making of moving pic-

tures.

The film manufacturing industry is indeed well repre-

sented in Chicago. Pathe's new representative. Mr. K W.
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Linn, is extremely popular with the trade, and when \vc

called he was as proud as a boy with his first pants over the

success he was having with the lirst Pathe-American film

"The Girl from Arizona." John Hardin's frame of mind ovei
the success he was having with the Edison productions is

conducive to his rapidly acquiring that degree of convexit}
which is the prerogative of licensed interests. Lubin is well
represented in the person of Mr. Fulton, who feels that his

efforts, as well as Lubin quality, is responsible for a largt-

increase of sales. Mr. Fulton is fitting up a unique exhibition
room which he intends will be an object lesson to exhibitors
in wall decoration and lighting. In the Schiller Building is

the Western office of the Vitagraph Company, presided over
by John Rock, a chip of the old block. Rapidly developing
the paternal bump of acquisitiveness, he loses no opportunity
of making sales of the Vitagraph and Melies films. As a

matter of fact, he kept his nose so close to the grindstone
that his degree of convexity had no chance to develop, so
he moved his home some fifty miles out into the country,
where, he tells us, that he rises with the sun in the morning.

The Selig Polyscope Company.
We reserve for final mention of Chicago's greatness in the

moving picture manufacturing field the plant of the Selig
Polyscope Company—for verily it is the last word in moving
picturedom. About a year ago one of us visited the Selig
plant and in the World of August 21, 1909, painted a word
picture of its then magnitude and super excellence. Since
then an equal amount of land has been acquired and the walls
of another building are being raised which will more than
double the former capacity. In our former article we men
tioned the Selig lake, the collection of animals and the
heterogeneous mass of properties, from a cannon to a flower-
pot and from a lighthouse to my lady's boudoir. The lake is

still there, the animals have increased, around the enclosure
roam camels, wild asses, bears, deer, sheep and other live

props which appear in Selig dramas. And the collection 01

scenic properties is bewildering.
General Manager Tom Nash was our escort and explained

the inactivity around the grounds by the fact that one com-
pany had left that morning for some point along the Chi-
cago River to make a certain scene. Another company was
operating in Los Angeles and still another in the South.
But inside the main buildings there was enough activity.

Stage carpenters were hammering and scene painters busy
on the settings for some future play. Manager Nash kindly
piloted us through the ruby gloom of the labyrinths where
films are perforated and printed by the mile. The scores
of machines clicking unceasingly and the silent attendants
moving about in the dim red glow created an eerie feeling
which was quickly dispelled as we passed into the examining
and joining room where scores of pretty and happy looking
girls were deftly inspecting and piecing together the positive
prints. In truth, Mr. Nash is a very modest man and he
was almost apologetic as he pointed out features that he
thought would interest a stranger. But he is entitled to
puff out his manly chest and crow if he wants to over the
great industry that has grown up under his eyes and hands
during the past few years and which before the close of
the year will be more than doubled in size and quadrupled
in efficiency.

Back to "the loop" again with Mr. Selig, to his well-ap-
pointed offices at 45 Randolph street. Here we are intro-

duced to Mr. Gordon, trumpeter in chief for the Selig co-
horts and shake hands with Gus and John, brothers of the
famous "Bill." On the walls we notice a handsome bromide
enlargement of a California Mission and inquire its interest.

What is our surprise to learn that it is a photograph of
the front of a Selig studio which is now being erected on
the outskirts of Los Angeles. A substantial stone and cement
building after the style of the early San Franciscan monas-
teries. This is to be the permanent home of one of the
Selig companies and we hope to show our readers full views
of it as soon as it is completed.
Mr. Exhibitor, if we were to tell you all that we saw and

heard in our tour among the manufacturers you would make
haste to build bigger and better theaters to house the crowds
that will want to see the big things that are in preparation.

The Exchanges.

From the manufacturer to the distributer is a natural step,

and in Chicago it is an easy one, for they are all, with the
single exception already mentioned, congregated within that
"loop." And they are a more sociable set of fellows than
we have in the East. They have a knack of all getting
hungry at the same time and they all seem to prefer the
viands in a certain restaurant which is propitious to the
entente cordiale which seems to prevail. No doubt the after-

dinner cigar and chat is responsible for the smoothing out

of many wrinkles in their business that would otherwise lead
to ruptures.

In a building on Dearborn street, across the hall from a
bank, is the Theater Film Service. It is as well arranged
and as well conducted as its neighbor, but truly a rare lo-

cation for an exchange. Presided over by Mr. Fred C. Aiken,
it is due to him to say that the high standing of this ex-
change and its great popularity is due to his close personal
attention and the application of clean business principles.
Every department is so systematized that an enormous
amount of business is transacted without the usual delays and
mistakes. Incoming films are carefully inspected and a
washing machine takes care of all the waterproofed films. Mr.
Aiken says that he is closely watching the increased service-
ability of waterproofed films and if results warrant he will
have all his films waterproofed.
Not far away is the Standard Film Exchange, also occu-

pying a well lighted floor. Joseph Hopp, like Mr. Aiken, at-
tends strictly to his own business. He has no time to find
fault with the shortcomings of any of his competitors and
if any complaints in regard to his own service reach him he
does not rest until the matter is adjusted, consequently he
serves around 125 customers. Hopp is also a believer in
system and wears the broad smile that goes with convexity
and a profitable business.
On Clark street we find the American Film Service and

the Anti-Trust Film Service occupying contiguous floors in
the same building. We suggest that a revolving door be
placed between so that no customer be allowed to escape
to the street with his money, but be shot from one ex-
change to the other. Mr. Van Ronkel, of the American, is

a very busy man, but he managed to tell us how he was
getting the business and his busy office certainly looked it.

Crossing the hall we had an interesting chat with Mr.
Plugh, of the Anti-Trust Film Exchange. Mr. Plugh uttered
some very pointed remarks at the banquet of the Alliance
and these he enlarged upon. He is doing a very good busi-
ness, but says, what is true, that there are too many film
exchanges. The fact that Mr. Plugh has the esteem of his
competitiors on both the Independent and licensed sides
proves that he is running his office on good business
principles.

But the busiest exchange of all, judging from the number
of people in evidence, was the Laemmle Film Service. With
characteristic enterprise, Mr. Laemmle has secured a film
made on the other side showing King Edward but a short
time before his fatal illness and this was being shown on
our visit. When Laemmle moved to 196 Lake street he was
called foolish for taking so large a place, but his business
has already outgrown it, which shows the sagacity of the
little wizard of the Independent ranks.
Eugene Cline, a most liberal buyer of Independent films,

holds a big list of customers by close personal attention to
their wants.
Space will not permit reference to all the Chicago ex-

changes, but Calumet, H. & H., Swanson, Globe, Chicago
Film Exchange, etc., all seem to be doing their fair share
of business. J. P. C.

Owing to infringements of United States copyright, Mr.
Gregg A. Frelinger, of Lafayette, Ind., is instituting injunc-
tion proceedings in the Federal Court against several pub-
lishers. Mr. Frelinger's book of descriptive music for moving
picture theaters, advertised on another page of the World,
was the pioneer in this field, and the publisher is taking the
above steps to protect his copyright.

Albert E. Smith, of the Vitagraph Company, who left some
time ago for a week's stay in Europe is still there. Possibly
he is waiting for the funeral of King Edward and will bring
back with him a negative of the procession and obsequies and
be the first to issue it to the American market.

Temple, Tex.—The Majestic Theater Cthe oldest house in

Temple, Tex.) after running vaudeville eighteen months has
changed to pictures and songs, and are now running three

reels of the latest Association pictures and one spotlight and
one illustrated song. Business is a great deal better than
while running vaudeville. This is another case that proves
that the public want good pictures and not cheap vaudeville.

Vogel & Heck, of Waco, Tex., have opened an airdome in

Temple, Tex., their show consisting of two vaudeville acts

and two reels of pictures. They report business as being
good.
The Imperial Theater, which opened in Temple, Tex., April

it, with stock, have closed after two weeks of very poor
business. W. F. L.
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Observations *&*
BY OUR MAN \ * ""

JABOUT TOWN

1
£1

Si I

Th< ild Summer time is fast drawing near and the

iside mo\ ing pictu
• nit; 1 lu- Si Pumpkin and the 1 » ill Pickle who

hibernated beside the friendly old-fashioned stove jn the
ffice and all Winter is upon his feet

preparing to show his fellow townsmen
that he can give them all the "picters" they want, and the

right kind, too, although he did not spend Ins Winter in the
tting posted. Many of the city people are preparing
ipaign during the Summer at their favorite resorts,

in the distance we see the hibernator, with Bardonic
grima hear him declare: "I ime. I was born
and raised lure, and know what our people want" And BO,

when the city man feels that his season of competition is

and he will soon be able to place himself and family
>me attractive resort for the Summer and cover the bill

with tlu net receipts of his picture show, he finds himself
with home competition There is one consi

et home," is not unlimited in its applica-
tion. Wherever you strike a small town near the seaside, on
the mountain, or in the woods you are bound to strike a

peculiar vein of self-importance and prai>e which almost
invariably reflects jealousy; and when one of the townsmen
embarks m the field of entertainment who will hear so many.
ever so many, say. "Wal, where docs he come in to open
a showhouse? Why. I carried water to the elephants long
before he was born and in the city of Phil'delphi' a helped
one of the best 'lectricians oi that time put 'nunciators in

houses. He never did that. What does he know about a

pictur' machine? He never turned anything but the lever

of a cider press." And so, when the city man comes along
he is greeted with cheers and received with open arms. But
there is a come-back to this. Every sixth man constituting
the welcoming delegation wears a big star on the left lapel

of his coat— a star large enough to eclipse the now famous
Halley comet, and every one of them counts upon being
appointed special officer for the show the city man is about
to exploit, or else secure the appointment of some relative

the machine, singer, or pounder of the piano.
Of course, the newcomer cannot appoint more than ten per
cent, of the population to positions in his nickelodeon, and
when this becomes apparent he finds that the trunk full

of tickets he brought with him from the city will far more
than carry him through the season. I know of a case where
a city man laid out a most elaborate plan to take his family
to a nice, quiet place for the Summer and get out of it

with a nice margin of profit at the end of the season over
and above all expenses When he got his location and was
ready for the "grand opening" his working staff was as fol-

Outside manager i barker"). Old Pop Ginger: ticket sell-

er. Miss Sallie Ginger: ticket taker. Young Joe Ginger: op-
erator. Uncle Turner Ginger; chief usher. Walker Ginger:
pianiste. Miss Ophelia Ginger: vocalist, Master Howling Gin-
ger. He had all the members of the most prominent and in-

fluential family of the town cooped in the show with the
exception of the wife and mother. Mrs. Cookem Ginger, but
she also was under contract as general advertising agent.
She went about the town telling what a grand show her
family was giving down in the old feed mill. It looked like
a sure winner until a feud started and the hopeful exhibitor
found he had too much Ginger in his show. He tried to
recuperate by dispensing with one of the pieces of Ginger,
and when he did the whole hunch quit him. When he filled
his house with the talent the Gingers opened war on him
with a campaign cry of breaking a season's contract.

* * *

The moral of this ease is that the city man must take his
talent with him. even if the troupe must "double up in brass."
Home talent is a treacherous article to deal with. A friend
of mine got through a season at a prominent resort very
successfully by following out this idea. He acted as his
own manager and barker. His wife played the piano and
sang. His daughter sold tickets and occasionally sang to
relieve the mother. His son was the usher, and. when the
house seemed settled, went on the stage and alternatly did
an acrobatic and song and dance turn. The members of the
family were billed unde"- different names so as to cover the

relatii

mid' •

but I

kind?
* • »

Tiler.- i-, oi that all i . • ure

renting, li its w>rk in tl

tumty t> iily a breath I in the
during the Sum: ths. W it

h

the outlook
i

m a good sized town rent'- a number by the n
from a city exchange. After using them in his own place
he sub-rents them to amateui so that
each of the latter

for from six I dollars a week I

eighteen reels a week and paj to thirtj

dollars a week for them. , '.t is that he get-
shows free and clear of film chargs and intial

profit besides, and not only that, a b<

is prepared to spend money a: ight
face to face with ruinous com]. I think this is a mat-
ter t' i which both the lii

should give their most serious and effectual attention with-
out delay. The exhibitor who is trying to be an exhil
all the year should receive protec

* * *

I read with interest the Moving Picture World's recent
editorial, replying ill the affirmative to the question, "Will
it last?" as applied to the popularity of moving pictures. I

am impelled to add to the editorial a declaration made in

the New York World of Sunday. 15th inst . by .'. De
Foe, in his review of the metropolitan theatrical field for

the season of 1909-10. He wrote: "The growing popularity
of the cheap moving picture shows . . has depopulated
the low-priced >eats in galleries and balconies of the regular
plavhouses."

* * *

Well, even small offerings are thankfully received,

assume that by "cheap moving pictur Mr. De Foe
not mean that the shows are cheap as to quality, but

refers to the a<: jng cheaper than those
charged by the regular playhouses. To take the other view
would render void Mr. De Foe's declaration as to their g:

ing popularity and discredit his assertion as to the depopu-
1. The writer I have qui ne of the best quali-

fied critics of the present day and when he so frankly ad-

mits the effect of tin- picture shows upon the regular houses
one may well repeat, "It will last."

* * *

All the picture houses now in existence will not last, not

by any means. The managers who remain content to "de-

populate the ball galleries of the regular play-

houses" will not last, but must gradually give way to the

more energetical and enterprising managers who are t"

to get into the picture houses the people who occupy the

higher priced seats in the regular houses, and this they are

gradually accomplishing. These people already acknowledge
that moving pictures form an important factor in the amuse-
ment field and are patronizing them, but the effect will not
be felt to a great extent in the lower parts of the regular
houses until the places of exhibition are more nearly like

the houses they have been patronizing. It is not likely that

the Metropolitan Opera House in N'ew York City will be
turned into a picture house either next Fall or Winter, nor
year^ hence: but if I had predicted a year ago that during
the -eason of tqio the famous old Academy of Music of

that city, the scene <~>i so many triumphs by so many grand
opera, tragic and dramatic stars, would be transformed into

a moving picture house, how many people would have be-

lieved me? There must be some merit in and future for

the pictures when several of the most astute men in the

theatrical business will take such a large place for them. T

have heard that the rental to be paid tor the Academy
the neighborhood - »x> per annum, and I believe I was
reliablv informed. Will it last?" Can a duck swim?
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OPERATOR'S COLUMN.
Questions and Answers.—Conducted by F. H. Richardson.

Tension Springs and Travel Ghost.— Bluffton, Ind., writes:

"Very much pleased with your answers to my last questions.

Here are some more: (I) Edison machine. If 1 speed up
the picture on tie screen begins to creep up and get out 01

frame. The faster 1 go the faster the him climbs. On some
films if the pressure is removed from the crank the picture

on the screen will drop down six inches or more. 1 think

my tension springs are a little weak. (2) What causes the

streaks of white that can be seen on clear pictures and extra
light places? The streaks are brighter than the rest of the

curtain and arc stationary. Thanks for your help in telling

me about the Taylor school. Have sent for the course, i

am sure you will excuse my bothering you when you know
that I am only four feet ten inches in height!"

(1) The frame-up carriage being too loose on its sliding

ways would act as you have described, but would not jump
back up when pressure was removed from handle. We must
therefore look elsewhere. 1 think you will hnd that your
tension springs being too weak, they bulge downward (1 use

the word "bulge" from lack of a better one) under the pull

of the film. When pressure is removed from crank they
come back to normal position. On some films they will

carry the film back with them, but with others they do not.

Install a new set of tension springs. (2) 1 think it must be
a travel ghost you have. A travel ghost is streaks of light

shooting upward or downward from any white object in the

picture or from letters in a title. It is caused by the shutter
being out of time a trifle, the direction of the streaks in-

dicating which way it is ''out." Move your shutter just a

little and try it. A little experimenting will get it just right.

I may, of course, be mistaken about it being a travel ghost,
but think I am not. If the streaks show shooting up or

down from title letters that is what it is. You are not "both-
ering" me, "Bluffton." I am paid by the paper to answer
your questions and you are welcome to use the column as

much as you may wish. Evidently low ceilings won't bother
you much. Should you visit New York, drop in at the World
office. Mr. Chalmers will cheerfully have the top of the door
sawed out higher to admit you.
Green Ghost.— Elizabethtown, Pa., writes: "(1) What causes

a light, green ghost on left side of picture? Have tried clean-
ing condensers, moving lamphouse back and forth, setting
carbons different ways, but all to no purpose. Throw 38
feet, size of picture 7 x 9. (2) Should condensing lenses be
placed close enough together to touch one another?"

Well, brother, I'm afraid you've got me. A "green" ghost
is a new one! (ij'A ghost on one side of picture would in-

dicate lamp too far to one side, but I take it this is not the
trouble, else surely you would have remedied it long since.

Examine your curtain closely and see that there is nothing
about it to cause such an effect. Throw the white light on
it with machine standing still and running (no film in). See
if your machine head sets square with the condenser lens.

See if your two condenser lenses set square with each other.
See if the lenses of your projection lens are all tight in their
holders. See if the light strikes the opening in operating
room wall. The color of that ghost has me guessing and if

you don't find its cause from some of the above let me hear
from you again. (2) Quite close together but not touching.

Size of Edison Lenses.—For the benefit of my readers I

will give the sizes of picture the various Edison lenses are
supposed to throw. Just why things should be thus mixed
up is not quite apparent. Of the motion picture lenses Nos. 1

and 4, Nos. 2 and 5, and Nos. 3 and 6 throw the same sizes;

in other words. Nos. 1, 2 and 3 project the same sizes as

Nos. 4, 5 and 6, Nos. 1, 2 and 3 being higher quality lenses
than 4, 5 and 6.

Xos. 1 and 4 project a picture three (3) feet wide to each
ten (10) feet of throw. Nos. 2 and 5 lenses project a picture

three (3) feet wide to every thirteen (13) feet of throw. Nos.
3 and 6 lenses project a picture three (3) feet wide to every
nineteen (19 feet of throw. Stereo lenss Nos. iA and iAA
project tlie same size as motion picture lenses Nos. 1 and 4.

Stereo lens No. 2A projects the same size as M. P. lenses
Nos. 2 and 5. Stereo lens No. 3A projects the same size

as M. P. lenses Nos. 3 and 6. In all cases measurements
of picture refer to its width only.

Shaft Level—Lenses.—New York City. N. Y., asks: "(1) I

get a 12 x 14-foot picture at 55 feet. What size lens have I

and what focal length condensing lenses should I have?
(2) How can I measure to see if intermittent shaft of Pow-
ers No. 5 is level? (3) Can a flag be projected on the screen

as if it were waving by means of some mechanical device
or must one have a film?"

(1) Multiply throw in feet by exact width of aperture and
divide the result by width of picture in feet. Result will be
equivalent focus of lens. In your case it is about a four-inch
lens and you should have two 7^-inch condensing lenses.

(2) The cam shaft of Powers No. 5 is always level, provided
the bushings are not worn unevenly. Measure from center
of cam shaft at one end to center of star (intermittent) shaft.

Then measure the same at other end and if the shafts are
the same distance apart at both ends the intermittent (star)

shaft is level. (4) No. A film is necessary.
Current Strength.—Nashville, Tenn, asks: "(1) What is

best capacity for arc on direct current for long throw on
moving picture work? (2) Assuming that from a light stand-
point 60 amperes at 50 volts is satisfactory, would there be
danger of the film catching fire due to the intense heat of

such an arc, remembering that D. C. would develop greater
heat than A. C? (3) Is it possible to say how many seconds
it would require to set film on fire from heat of a 60-ampere,
50-volt arc?"

(1) It takes no more current to project a given size picture

100 feet than it does fifty. As I have previously explained,

it is the size of the picture that determines the necessary
light strength to produce a given brilliancy and not the dis-

tance the picture is projected. (2) There is no use "assum-
ing" that a 60-ampere D. C. arc would be satisfactory, for

it would not. I have known of sixty amperes being used,

but I have seen no appreciable advantage in increased cur-

rent strength after passing the fifty ampere mark. You can-

not handle the arc to advantage with current exceeding fifty

amperes—or at least that has been my experience. There
would be no danger so long as the film is kept mov-
ing. I would not care to risk less than forty feet per

minute on that kind of light, however. (3) One-half
second would probably be sufficient. It would depend
to some extent on how small a spot you had. The smaller

the greater amount of heat, of course.

Aperture Probably Loose.—Minn, (name of town sup-

pressed) writes: "Since the Operator's Column helped me
out so nicely before I am coming back for more. My film

don't 'stay put' in the aperture. Sometimes it is too far

to one side and sometimes too far to the other, and again

it will be perfectly square in the aperture. It usuallv switches

when a patch goes through. Have tried moving the plate

over both ways, but it don't seem to help. The intermittent

sprocket has no play sidewise at all. The gate guide rollers

seem to allow no play, nor does the film cup or buckle at

all, as the picture is always sharp and clear. Machine is

Edison Underwriter's Model, Type B. Am running 30 to

60-day stuff, mostly in good condition. Don't believe the

trouble is in the film."

Gee, old man, you're handing me a bundle this time. You
say you have moved the aperture plate over, so I assume
it is not loose. Nevertheless you look in past the right-hand

side of the plate and you will see two screws away back in

the inside of things which hold the casting on which the

aperture plate is fastened. Be sure these screws are tight.

Aside from this, as you say there is no side motion in the

sprocket or elsewhere, you have got me up a tall stump.

Have sent your letter to the Edison people who no doubt
will communicate with you concerning the matter. You
folks do- chase me into .the tall timber once in a while! No,
there is no adjustment for tightening tension springs. Just

take your screwdriver and bow them out. That's the way
it is done and the only way it can be done.

Quite a Bunch of Them.—Cody. Wyoming, asks the fol-

lowing: "(1) With a house 30x75 feet, seating 240 people,

population of town 3,000, no other form of amusement, would
a ten-cent moving picture house pay and would it be advis-

able to run every night or only two or three nights a week?
(2) Does a dissolving stereopticon add much to the show

—

is it worth the extra expense? (3) With room 30x75, 14-

foot ceilings, what size screen and picture is advisable? (4)

Distance from front of lens to screen would be 60 to 65 feet.

What would be the best lens to use? (5) Would you use

piano music only and illustrated songs (no vaudeville)? (6)

Would the use of sound effects be advisable? (7) Would it

be advisable to use a mirror screen? (8) Is the — ; ,

with dissolving stereo, a first-class machine? Is it the equal

of any other? (8) Our light circuit is alternating. 60-cyclc,

3-phase, 220 and no-volt, fairly steady, and meter service

costs 15 cents per M. K. W. What electrical equipment
would you advise?"

(1) Replying to your first query with any degree of intelli-

gence would be an utter impossibility unless I knew local
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ter installation. This will include the p
film service, express chai carefully
and then see what pero total populatic
your city must attend ictual
expense tii in. Supp youi l

per week, It would require r.ooo paid admit
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5-inch equivalent Have the company who sells

outfit send a len ect a io.\t_> picture, informing
them of (lie exact distance from lens to screen. Ti.

lach-Manhattan lenses ...client. (5) 1 presume
mean to ;i^k it I would advise the use of piano- music only
and no vaudeville Yes, 1 think 1 would not attempt any-
thing but piano at first at least later if all goes well
might add a snare drum. 1 would run pictures only, with

d and possibl i^lit song each show.
Sound effects are advisable provided they are used rightly,

but unless care and intelligence are exercised in their use
the results will not be of the best. Experiment carefully
and make haste slowly in this matter, adding an effect only

itively tl an make it "go."
They are very expensive and •. n is a small one. 1

think 1 would proceed with camion. (8) The machine you
name is excellent in some ways but it is hardly the one
I would recommend. 1 cannot make recommendations in
matters <>i this kind in this column, for obvious reasons.

should have a low voltage transformer, called an
Inductor by the Powers Company, an Economizer by Hall-

. a Compensarc by the Fort Wayne Electric Company
and other names by other makers. It must be specially
wound to take care of your I ilver lamps.

Size of Picture.—Owego, X. V., asks: "What is proper size
picture for a 90-foot throw""
The throw has absolutely nothing whatever to do with

the size of picture. That matter is controlled wholly by size
and shape of your house and the height of its ceiling. With
a given amperage you can project exactly as good a picture
at one hundred feet as at fifty. It is the size of the picture.
not the distance it is projected, which governs the curtain
brilliancy from a given amperage: and, as I said, the size

rued by the size, shape and height of ceiling

ich individual house.
Travel Ghost.— Louisville, Ky., writes as follows: "We have

much trouble with one of our machines. There is never a

bright picture from it although our other machine, a Powers
Xo. 5. has perfect light. The reading matter of films run on
the first-named machine is always blurred and there seem
to be white streaks extending up from the letters. Formerly
these streaks extended down, but since the operator tried

medy the trouble their position has been changed. The
right side of the picture is always darker and more blurred
than the other, though the same film shows up all O K in

the Powers machine. Also we have trouble breaking con-
densing lenses and when the film tears between upper feed
and intermittent sprockets it winds up on top feed sprocket,
and when it tears between intermittent and take-up sprockets
it winds up on take-up feed sprocket without any noticeable
change in the pull of the machine."
You have what is called a "travel ghost" caused by your

shutter being just a little out of time. When your operator
tried to remedy the trouble he moved the shutter a little

too far and just reversed matters. I have referred your letter

to the manufacturers of your machine, who tell me they will

send you a new head at once, you to return yours to the fac-
tory for repairs. As to your condenser trouble. I should have
to have very much more complete data to offer intelligent

advice. As regards the film winding up on sprockets I can
offer you no help. I think. It is the fault of the machine
itself and the fault is inherent, being due to improperly
placed idlers.

A LETTER WHICH MAKES US ALL FEEL GOOD.
Charlestown, W. Ya., May 12. 1910.

Mr. F. H. Richardson. Editor Operators' Column:
Dear Sir—Looking over the Moving Picture World is my

delight. Every evening after my house closes I take up a

copy and no matter how old it may be it reads good at all

times. (Thanks, brother!
-

) But after the paper as a whole,
the next best thing is the Operator's Column (again,
thanks!

-

), which is the greatest help imaginable to the opera-

intil 1 1

tin-,

the w 1

ha\ 1 in l ran an an
My idea oi thi

iuiisi kn<

knows, but know. 1

t |, c
R< mil

."

I under any
alwaj - I li.o. , \aude\ il ;l in
instead of running ad
ure the films, not tin- vaud
gram
laughing 1- t'

that in the .

bad lor the little On

l

1 think, nut true.
ccurred in my house recently thai

lieve, unique. I ran a Wl i\

somethm ill during tin- picture, but v.

tlu- audieno mply wild. A ond with
an encore, I had re-wind and run the same sub-
ject again to the same audience and tl

I pleased
and satisfied. Ami now I would like to ask one thing before
I close: Why do all civil war pictures have the Xorthcrn
arm;, I? Any civil war subject that c

this way 1- - ; a crow and then to have
the poor South lose out every tn the
audience. H now- tl . s in
thosi 1 hard lighting, and a picture with the Southern
army coming out ahead would simp iicre.

You might say the Northern audu >r it.

but I think they are not that ungenerous. We -tand
for it all the time. But for t! used
at all in the North. Send it down here and we'll wear it out.
This letter may read funny, but it is written by one who
takes pride in his business and is not ashamed of his calling.

E G. HENSON, Manager "Th<
(Seats 500. cat'

Your letter reads all right. Neighl nd we thank
you for your good words, both as to the World and
"Column." The writer is a Northern man and h
fought in the civil war. Also his father's brother was killed

by guerillas. Someone had to get licked and I'm glad it

was you fellers instead of we fellers, and I'v< cion
that you're glad of it too now. But, for all that. I would
gladly see a film such as you have sutrccsted. The war is

over and the Southern men certainly put up a magnificent
scrap. I can understand just how the Southerner would feel

when viewing a film in which the Southern army won out.

The audience would simply crack the plaster, nor would their

applause indicate any remnant of hard feeling. I think that
if the Southern exchanges made a concerted demand for such
a film it could be had. Many civil war films could. I am sure,

be changed so that the South would win merely by changing
small portions of the film. Those films could be sent to
Southern exchanges only. Surely even the Xorthern audience
would be too broad-minded to object to an occasional film

of this kind.

VETERAN PHOTOGRAPHER PASSES AWAY.
We regret to announce the death of Or John

personal friend of the editors of this paper. By his death pho-
tography in this country loses its oldest practitioner and the
photographic press its most respected and revered leader.

Dr. Xicol began his photographic career as far back as 1841.

He would have completed seventy years in photography had
he lived until May He was a chemist by profession, and
was more interested in the theory of photography than the
practical side. Later, he became interested in photographic
journalism, and founded the Photo Beacon, in I for

the past fourteen years was editor of the American Amateur
Photographer, lately merged into American Photograph'
which he was an associate editor at the time of his death.
Though suffering from an incurable disease during thi

few years of his life, he retained his genial and lovable dis-

on to the end. and his memory, covering photography
its infancv. never failed him.
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MOSES AND AARON.

(Jn last week's Moving Picture World, Morgan, the car-

toonist, depicted Charles Baumann, of the New York Motion
Picture Company, as the "Moses," and Thomas D. Coch-
rane as the "Aaron*' of the Independents.)

Now, Aaron and Moses fell a-talking of the times;

And Aaron says to Moses: "Oh! let us make some rhymes

About the Independent bunch, which everybody knows is

In need of our assistance, Mo!"
"Right you are,' says Moses.

So says Aaron to Moses: "My heart is full of love

For my fellow Independents, and I want to give a shove

To their progress and their betterment, and make a bed of

roses
For every mother's son of 'em!"

"So do I," says Moses.

And says Moses to Aaron: "Oh! me, and you, and Carl,

The uplift of our fellow men, though enemies may snarl,

Is all that we are working for: Thanhousers, Horselys; Oeses;

Aren't they our brothers?" "Yes."
"I love 'em all," says Moses.

And says Aaron to Moses: "Our little companee

Is the purest and the surest kind of sweet philanthrotee.

I do not want their money, as^ everyone supposes;

I do not want their business!"
"No more do I," says Moses.

And says Moses to Aaron: "My ioo bucks a week

Are just to keep me in cigars, to stick into my cheek,

As manager! Whatever does the other guy suppose is

My job, old man?" "A soft one!"

"So it is," says Moses.

And says Aaron to Moses: "We ain't no little trust,

Kessell, and me, and you, and Carl; ourselves wed go and

bust . ,

Before we'd do a thing like that; not one of us but poses

As angels—wings and harps and all!"

"And an organ, too," says Moses.

And says Moses to Aaron: "Steiner and Pat and Miles—

Them three, us four: our seven seraphic smiles!

Ain't we the limit in honesty? All our noses

Keep out of other folks' affairs.

We're as good as good, says Moses.

And says Aaron to Moses: "Charley, me boy, it's nix

On what the other fellow says. We're here to clinch and

fix

The pretty, pretty, little deal, our philanthropy ^discloses.

We seven; ourselves; and the rest go hang!"

"Or back to the farm," says Moses.—T. B.

AUSTRALIAN NOTES.

By the steamer that takes this letter to you leaves Mr. T

J West, to get wise to all the latest things that are going on

in the moving picture business, and by the last steamer Mr.

and Mrs. C. Spencer for the same purpose.

Mr. Spencer has hit it strong in a monetary point of view

since the big Burns-Johnson scrap, and is now erecting a

new theater in Sydney at a cost of some $200,000, and is mak-

ing substantial additions to his pile all the time. Mr. T. J.

West is the founder of the largest motion picture business in

the world to-day, and his shows have no superiors and few

equals. The strong point in all of Mr. West's entertainments

is his music, and at his Sydney shows he spends more for

music than all the expenses of some of the other shows' total

for all expenses for the week.
Mr. West desires me to state that he would be very

pleased to meet all the manufacturers of both films and

machines, as well as anyone who thinks he has anything good

in the lines referred to. Mr. West employs over 500 hands

in the various places owned and leased by him in various

parts of the world, and he has a strong predilection for things

American and also Americans. A swell banquet was given

him at Paris House the other day to show him how high he

is held in the esteem of his employees as well as by the

general public.

There are four contracts for new theaters let at the

present time and the opening date for all is early in Novem-
ber. Spencer's new theater will be named the Lyric, but I

COLONIAL THEATER, SYDNEY, AUSTRALIA.

have not yet learned what the names of the others will be.

There are now over fifty moving picture theaters in full

swing in Sydney and suburbs and there are four more just
on the point of completion and will be opened inside of an-
other week.
West's two theaters, Spencer's the Colonial (continuous

performance, as well as the Victoria Hall Picturescope Com-
pany, the Globe pictures at the New Queen's Hall, the New
Alhambra, just entirely rebuilt, and all the others are simply
packed nightly, business good and money plenty. Absolutely
the best Easter from a monetary point of view ever seen in

Sydney.
Enclosed please find souvenir program of the opening of

Messrs. Pathe Freres' new branch in this city, which has
made quite a stir in the film renters' business, and I do not
hesitate to say that there is to-day a big wad of money to
be made here by any firm that thoroughly understands the
film renting business and is willing to do business on a fair

profit, as the renters here have been simply getting five

times the price that is charged in the United States, and films

cost much less here than in the United States, so that makes
a lot of difference in doing business. It is just the same
with the phonograph business; you pay much less for an
Edison record here than they are sold for in the States. The
same applies to machines and also to films, and the Amer-
icans make no kick, but stand it like a lamb.
We reproduce herewith a photograph of The Colonial,

Sydney, which is known as Australia's first continuous mov-
ing picture show. This house, which is modeled after the
prevailing American style, is owned and managed by J. D.
Williams, an American, from Spokane. Wash. Mr. Williams
has recently spent $8,000 in alterations and decorations, but
he is in right with the antipodeans. as he is filling his house
and making money.

DR. WM. H. H. LAXE.

A VITAGRAPH FEATURE FILM.
"Old Glory." Long may she wave! This will be a Vita-

graph feature film, an allegorical, patriotic picture of the birth

of the flag, introducing all the great men from the Declara-
tion of Independence to the present time and giving all the

most important events in the history of America. This issue

will arouse the enthusiasm and stir up the patriotism of the

nation and make the rest of the world take off their hats

to the Stars and Stripes as they triumphantly wave under
the outstretched wings of the eagle,
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\ Glimpse of "Movlmj Picture Row,'' Eaclnd Union Sqnare( Ne%* York City.

A YOUNG THEATER MANAGER.
We present herewith the portrait

of Albert A. Kaufman, manager of

the Comedy Theater, who is re-

ported to be the youngest man in

his particular line. On account of

the competition of adjacent li-

censed houses, the Comedy uses

Independent service, which is sup-

plied by William Steiner's film ex-

change. Three reels constitute the

show, and with 5 cents admission
on week days and 10 cents on Sat-

urday and Sunday, the Comedy
does* a standing room business and
Mr. Kaufman is well satisfied with

his receipts. One excellent feature

of Mr. Kaufman's management is

that patrons of this theater are not

allowed to find their way to seats

Ample standing room is allowed

while a show is in progress,

as this space slopes with the floor,

even those Standing can get a full view of the screen. This

1- the second of the prominent theaters on Moving Picture

Row to install the Independent service and Mr. Kaufman
seems to be well pleased with the treatment that he receives

from P.ill Steiner and his staff.

A. A. KAUFMAN
behind the chairs and

"THE TWO PORTRAITS."

Another Pathe Art Film.

When "Cleopatra" was released it was generally consid-

ered that Pathe Freres had given the exhibitor one of the

best films of the year, and a film that it would be hard to

however, they announce for Friday. June 3. an

art film. "The Two Portraits." which is just as big a feature

as "Cleopatra." although of an entirely different character.

The subject matter of "The Two Portraits" is one of the

most beautiful imaginable—a child's love for the memory
• of her dead mother. Renee Pre, one of the world's cleverest

child actresses, works very hard in her difficult part and
exercises her ability with good, --trout; effect. The "ther parts

are, as usual with Pathe art film--, well acted
The photography and staging are perfect and with a Bi

that will appeal t" every class and creed it looks as if in

film Pathe Freres have another big

PATHE MACHINES ON UNITED STATES WARSHIPS
me few months ago Pathe Professional Models were in-

stalled on the United States battleships "Nebraska" and
"Kansas." The other day the first of the navy's all-big-gur.

fighters, the United States battleship "Michigan." the Amer-
ican Dreadnaught, entered New York Harbor. She was onh
there for a few days, but before -he left Pathe Freres had
received an order for and installed one of their Pathe I

fessional Models, together with sufficient supplies to enable

the machine to be of use on a long cruise.

Pathe Freres also installed during the same week one of

their Professional Models at the Palace Theater. Market
Street, Philadelphia. This theater, which was formerly known
as Lubin's Palace Theater, is probably one of the handsomest
largest and best theaters built for moving pictures.

TIMES SQUARE THEATER PUTS IN "HALLBERG"
MACHINES.

Mr. H. Saxe has given the complete order for his moving
picture machine and electrical equipment to J. H. Hallberg.

of 30 Greenwich avenue, New York City. This ord

one of the most important, because it is for moving picture

machinery intended to operate continuously in the first the-

ater on Broadway to produce moving pictures exclusively.

The order includes one D. C. "Hallberg" Economizer for

double lamp equipment, two Motiograph moving picture ma-
chines and one double dissolver. together with other neces-

sarv ventilating and lighting equipment. This theater i~

scheduled to open within the next two or three weeks, and
promises to be the most modern and the only theater de-

voted exclusively to moving pictures on the "Great White
Way."
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SCENES FROM •'THE LOVE OF CHRYSANTHEMUM. "

(me of a series of Vitagrapb Japanese plays on which that company are lavishing more than usual taste in the correct costuming and realistic
scenic effects. A troupe of real Japanese actors were engaged for these productions.

MY IMPRESSIONS OF "KINEMACOLOR."

By Theodore Brown.

A few evenings since I paid a visit to the Palace Theater
for the express purpose of viewing the latest results of kine-
macolor. I went with the expectation of seeing great im-
provements on the display given a little over a year ago,
and was not disappointed. The diversity of subjects shown
on the present occasion gave one an opportunity of judging
the process under varied conditions. The flower subjects
created the most pleasing effect in my mind. I thought
whilst gazing at these wonderful productions, it is well that
these displays have not been called pictures; they are not
pictures, hut realities, in so far as they provide all that the
originals in Nature provide—namely, the stimulus peculiar
to colour, form, and binocular solidity.
Ordinary living-pictures are lacking in point of sensible

depth, and also in colour; whilst they have rightly been
termed pictures insomuch that they possess only one plane—the surface of the lantern-screen upon which they are
projected. On the other hand kinemacolor projections are
something far more important than mere pictures. I prefer
to regard them as realities. True, the light by which they
are projected is reflected from one surface (plane), the lan-
tern-sheet. This fact, however, is cunningly rendered subor-
dinate by an artifice subtle in its operations of working, but
nevertheless entirely successful, making an observer realise
all the sensations he may experience when looking at the
original objects in Nature. The casual observer need not
understand the causes thereof in order to experience the sat-

isfaction forthcoming; rather he is left free to enjoy the
pleasurable intoxication the3' imbue. Delusive Nature has
indeed at last been captured. By a clever mechanical trick
in the preparation of the films, the floral subjects appeared
to come and go as spirits out of thin air; but their dissolu-
tion came only after they had shown themselves as solid
coloured realities.

Of the animated scenes presented, I consider "Harvest-
ing" the most delightful. Some phases of this remarkable
production, if they could be taken singly and with their
colour, might not be out of place, from an artistic stand-
point, on the walls of Burlington House. But I must not
torget that kinemacolor scenes claim to be placed in a cate-
gory of their own. They are not pictures, but solid realities,
the faithful re-creations of Nature. I have been told that the
function of pictorial art is not to create realities, but merely
to suggest them. It is fortunate that it is so; otherwise the
function would remain unfulfilled. The function of kinema-
color appears to be the re-creation of Nature as she is seen
by the human eye, not from one point of view only, or at
one moment of time, but from all points of view, and at all

moments during the evolution of motion. Hence the mark
aimed at in this science seems to stand higher than any other,
and kinemacolor does not fail to hit it.

It is difficult to understand how so simple a process suc-
ceeds so admirably in reproducing any and all the tints of
solar refraction, and showing withal their constant variations.
The fact is, many of the tints one perceives are accidentals
of preceding hues, throwing up their complementary colours,
and thus contributing to a perfect whole.—Kinematograph
and Lantern Weekly.
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MOVING PICTUKi: IS AN UPUFTER; HOW IT
RSACHB8 THE MULTITUDES.

anned drama" js I lay. Silentl) and surely the
seductive germ ol visible romance, with its attributes "i sus>

e, daring, sacrifice, love and bate, doubly absorbing, lias

stolen miu the blood ol the initiated, and the result has been
<» sweeping temperamental epidemic that bids fair I

incurable.
1 1' see with one's vei the sctual moving existence of

a thrilling tale; to watch the plaj ol emotion on the fact

itb characters; to follov< them through the very scenes where
the action takes place, until, unconsciously, the scenes them-
selves become familial and the i>l"t vital—who that has ever

inoculated with the biograph germ will turn with the
same interest again to the story magazine? When 01

members that the variety is as great to pick from in the one
n the other, and the price ol one is half or less than that

of the "tiier, who will l>e so stolid and lifeless as to Waver
tween the motion picture .mil the short story?
The scope ol possibilities in the nickelodeon and tile avail-

able sweep ol its power are almost infinite. Within the reach
of the great multitude, having in the extreme those two
elusive secrets of the Successful Story writer, brevity and

of narration and vividness "I action, which alone form
a guarantee of absorbing interest, with the whole world of
literature, drama and real life lo choose from, its educational,
it- moral and its merely amusing powers arc limitless.

To the glory of the nickelodeon let it be said right here
that, although public sentiment was at first strongly suspicious

iie probable influence of the moving picture and was
inclined to associate it with the unsavory subjects of the
penny arcade, up to the present tune its powers have seldom

abused, but have, on the other hand, been often intelli-

gently and profitably used. There is no greater opportunity
open to-day for broadening and raising the standard of pop-
ular intelligence, of bringing to the heart of the masses,
draped in color, action and interest, the meat of literature,

drama, science and current events than the nickelodeon.
Nothing, indeed, could be a more advantageous addition to

school and college methods, were it not for the expense, than
the motion picture, for it exemplifies, next to actual experi-
ment and the intimate illustration of travel, the highest point
in the process of demonstration.
Here at last is the golden opportunity for the soaring am-

bition of some restless Lord or I.ady Bountiful who haunts
the slums for something new to endow, presides over sanitary
reforms and moral uplifts and palpitates to enlighten the
masses. How eminently more practical and reasonable, in-

stead of building new reading rooms for toil-worn bodies and
brains, adorning seething tenements with the irony of a

porcelain bath, or teaching lifeless orals and weary bodies the
demonstration of dependency by continual gratis dona-

tions—to build a few plain motion picture theaters on the
borderland of the wolf's domain and give two or three free

day performances a week with titles and postscripts of the

subjects given verbally for the unschooled, to holders of

tickets distributed through the pleasure-famine districts.

Judging from the phenomenal receipts of the existing pro-
moters, the expressive smiles of the stock holders and the
increasing universal popularity of the motion picture business,
this three days a week form of philanthropy would be pro-
ductive of less financial sacrifice and more profit and appre-
ciation to the square inch than any other variety yet demon-
strated. With romance and adventure, the two poles of
magnetic human interest, to attract and hold the unlettered
strugglers. no better field lies open to insert, "entirely with-
out the person's knowledge." a few grains of profitable and
instructive matter within their interest and comprehension.'
This done, the process of "gradually increasing the dose" is

an easy one.
An experiment similar to this was made in the early days

of the motion picture in New York by a broad-minded, public-
spirited Jew. who first varied the regular order of the usual
melodramatic program by putting on Shakespeare's plays for
the benefit of school and college students. To his surprise
the change became immensely and universally popular and
he established it as a regular one day a week program.
Shorn of intricacy of language, transposed into simply

worked synopses at frequent intervals, abridged bv rapid
action, but retaining all their dramatic interest. "Hamlet."
"Macbeth," "Merchant of Venice." "Richard III.." "Othello.''
etc., became absorbing epitomes of human interest within the
comprehension and appreciation of all who saw. Emotion
and temperament are the sole requirements to hold the inter-
est of the poorest and most ignorant to the simplified dramas
of Shakespeare or to hundreds of others like "Ben Hur."
"Quo Vadis." "The Passion Play," "L'Aiglon." and, coming
down to modern times, legions more like the "Man of the
Hour" that carry with them a strong moral tonic. From an

less
interesting mini: intimate \-' :g indus-

and cell

the mil'

i the practical ' d

uity
I

•

autually profitablt
Ha.

WOES OF THE MOVING PICTURE MAN. S
Th( ;oSS

the Hud nowadaj perform-
animati in almost

any fine day one may enjoy historic p m battles,
tragi .,nd the bill is ch laily, .'-.

n and they, with the native
population, form the only audit :

The manager of all these one-night, or, rather, one-day
stands is the moving picture man. II the
premier performance • iramas which later will be
repeated in thousands of darkened halls all over the country,

delights of a tirst night at the theater are nothing, how-
to those of a real, living, moving picture si

I o watch the staging and rehearsals of one of these open-
air dramas is to go behind the scenes with a vengeance. A

assortment of properties is kept on hand in a near-by
barn. The stage is shifted from place to place to take ad-
vantage of the natural setting. 1 he actors and actresses dress
and make up in tents which are pitched near the stage selected
for the day's performance.

The native population has become accustomed to bands of
Indians yelling and dashing about the roads and by-paths, to
troops landing on the river bank, to dancing villagers, and
every variety of battle, murder, and sudden death at their
very doors. It sometimes happens, however, that a stranger
chances upon the shows, to his unbounded astonishment, and
complications follow.
The moving picture impresario has not alone all the troubles

of his craft to encounter, but he must guard against inter-
ference as well. The performances rarely go off smoothly
despite every precaution.
Within a few days an animated scene from the French Rev-

olution was enacted, for instance, beside the River road. A
guillotine had been erected and a howding mob assembled
about it. The "execution" was going forward in the most
lifelike manner. The long film was speeding smoothly
through the camera. The dramatic moment .irri\ed. The
condemned man, with the priest beside him, ascended the
scaffold. The chorus waved their arms. g to and fro.

Just at this most inopportune moment an automobile swept
around the curve of the road, and several ladies it carried
suddenly found themselves face to face with this exceed-
ingly realistic picture. They broke into wild, piercing screams.
The automobile stopped. The excitement was too much for
the chorus. It stopped its performance then and there, and
turned, even to the condemned man and the priest, to look
at the automobile. The motorists saw their mistake in a
moment and sped away. But the film was ruined.
Another day the entire company met at the picturesque

stone church which crowns the Palisades for an old-fashioned
wedding ceremony. Someone connected with the church had
agreed to allow the procession to form in the church and
leave it, in full costume, to the rattle of the moving picture
machine.

After many rehearsals the final performance was com-
menced. Everything was moving finely. The bride in all

the loveliness of her property bridal veil and paper orange
blossoms was walking with becoming timidity down the
steps.

Suddenly, without an instant's warning, several excited
figures rushed into the picture. A wild scene of confusion
followed. The groomsmen tried to eject the stranger-. An
unseeming struggle ensued. All this was recorded with piti-

less exactness by the moving picture machine. Another film
was ruined past hope.
When the confused crowd of bride and groom, bridesmaids

and groomsmen, in eighteenth century costume was separated
from the strangers, it was found that they were trustees of
the church who had their own ideas of moving picture shows.
Arguments were useless. They pointed out that the stage
clergyman, for all his white wig and sanctimonious expression,
was of no sect permitted in their church.
Many remarkable films are made from time to time by

these chance interruptions which, needless to sav, the public
is not allowed to enjoy.—New York Times.
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COMMENTS mmFILMS

"The Cowpuncher's Ward" (Essanay).—A story of the
West pulsating with the life and animation which are char-
acteristic of that region. The way the cowboys take the
part of the unfortunate little girl is worthy of their great
hearts, and the beautiful woman into which she develops
may well appreciate their kindness. Later, when Bud Fol-
som confesses to a crime he didn't commit to save her from
the gallows, the audience thrills with the intensity of its

suppressed feelings. But the most dramatic scene of all

comes when the white mistress of the cowboy halfbreed, who
actually committed the crime, denounces him in court at the
peril of her own life. Then when Bud is set free and he and
Ml leu embrace, there is no question of the result. There is

a bigness to this film which is impressivle, but can scarcely
be described. It seems to embody the wide sweep of the
landscape and to depict the freedom of the great country
in which the scenes are laid. It is a successful picture and
one that will appeal with more than ordinary strength to
a large number of people.

"The Wrong Road" (Pathe).—The young widow, fascinated

by a facile lover, goes away with him and leaves her child

with her father. But the usual result follows and she comes
back to the old home starving and is received again into the
fold. The old story of unwise life placed in different set-

tings.

"The Little Truant" (Pathe).—A graphic illustration of

the fate which often overtakes truants. There are some
boyish pranks about which one may reasonably express
doubt, but the ringleader is given his just deserts, a sound
thrashing, the deserved fate of all such as he.

"The Special Agent" (Vitagraph).—A love story so vig-

orously told and so interesting that it makes the breath come
quick during the most thrilling scenes. The scenery, too, is

more than ordinarily attractive. Wild mountains, an almost
impenetrable forest and other unusual features combine to

make pictorial features quite out of the ordinary. The love
story of the special agent and the girl who is an unwilling
member of the band at the illicit still, is well played. Then
comes the penetration of the agent's disguise and his sentence
to be shot, from which he is saved by the timely and thrill-

ing onslaught of the mounted police. The picture ends
peacefully with the young people going into the world to-

gether looking forward to a happy future.

"Christopher Columbus" (Gaumont).—An instructive and
interesting historical film, representing important scenes in

the life of the Portuguese navigator who gave a new hemi-
sphere to the world and died in poverty. " To say whether a
film of this type is accurate is impossibe, since much of the
information which has come down to modern times is at best
fragmentary and conflicting. The important points are well
understood, however, and in the scenes presented in this film

those features of Columbus' life which are well known are
graphically set forth. It is a sumptuous film, well acted,
adequately staged and clearly photographed. The combina-
tion is responsible for a picture which conveys reasonably
accurate facts and does it in an interesting and convincing
way.

"The Surgeon's Visit" (Pathe).—A story of the pranks of

some soldiers who feign illness so the surgeon will send them
to the hospital, from which they manage to escape easily.

But their skylarking ends in an arrest and imprisonment in

the barracks guardhouse. As a reproduction of boyish non-
sense the picture is very diverting.

"Berlin' (Pathe).—An excellent picture of the beauties of
Berlin. In it all the show places of the German capital, its

public buildings, its streets, its parks and other attractions
are adequately illustrated. Description of a film of this char-
acter is impossible. It does its work in enabling thou-
sands who live at a distance to see the marvels of one of
the most beautiful cities in the world. Such views are al-

ways interesting, and apart from that they possess an edu-
cational value not easy to estimate. While there are no
thrills connected with such a film, it is, nevertheless, watched
with undivided attention by almost any audience.

"The Closed Dood" (Vitagraph).—An emotional drama of
a type which haunts one after it has left the screen and more
exciting pictures have succeeded. Whether a mother who
has ruthlessly deserted her family and has pursued her own
selfish pleasures for years shall be received again is a ques-
tion which can be answered only in individual instances.

Here when the mother returned the husband turned her
away, but the daughter followed her and took her in. Per-
haps, after all, the solution of these world-old problems rests
just there. One forgives and receives the wanderer back;
the other would interpose the closed door, and both may
be right in their individual conclusions.

"Between Love and Duty" (Kalem).—A strong melodrama
graphically depicting the struggle of a sheriff between favor-
ing a woman whom he loves and whose husband he is hunt-
ing as an outlaw, and his sworn duty. Ultimately love tri-

umphs and he permits the murderer to escape. The closing
scene, a man's silent despair, is a dramatic bit of acting and
is a fitting close to a good picture. This triangle of a hope-
less love, stern duty and divine pity is the most trying that
can beset any man, and one can sympathize with the un-
fortunate officer when he succumbs. Some of the scenery is

novel, particularly the swamp, which is unfamiliar to North-
ern eyes.

"Carminella" (Edison).—A pathetic East Side story by
E. W. Townsend, representing an Indian flower girl who
aspires to the love of a millionaire youth, whom she met
under romantic circumstances. It is a pathetic scene, in-

deed, when she makes the discovery and goes sadly back to
her flowers and her restricted life. The story has dramatic
scenes and is set among the familiar East Side and is strong
and virile in its story and its suggestions.
"Accidents Will Happen" (Edison).—Familiar scenes on

a street car, with the types which usually occupy those com-
mon vehicles of transportation. The picture is a laugh
getter and will help out any program because of its familiar
comedy features.

"The Two Brothers" (Biograph).—An excellent dramatic
film, based upon the dissimilarity existing between two
brothers. There is a pretty love story in connection with the
main psychological proposition which adds to the interest
and increases the power of the film. Even though one
brother becomes an outlaw, the irresistible power of love
leads him captive, as it does others, influencing him to leave
his evil ways and become a useful citizen. Perhaps the most
suggestive inference is that depicted in the final scene,
where the artless little maiden subdues the wild man and
brings about a complete revolution in his character.

"The Cowboy's Devotion" (Lubin).—A real man is un-
questionably the king of a woman's heart, and even though
the girl in this drama, redolent with the rich, full life of the
West, promises to marry an effeminate individual, she dis-
covers her mistake when her playfellow cowboy risks his life

to save hers and the flames from the Indians' fire are actu-
ally curling about him when he is rescued. There is a dash
and spirit in this picture which is far more satisfying than
much of the love that becomes sickly at times by its con-
stant repetition. It is a life, full and free, developing great
characteristics of soul and creating conditions as inspiring
as they are interesting.

"There, Little Girl, Don't Cry" (Selig).—An adequate il-

lustration of one of James Whitcomb Riley's poems, which
has, perhaps, touched the heart as few poems in the English
language have done. The broken doll, the broken slate, lastly
the broken heart, though this can be, and is in this instance,
healed. There is a touching pathos and a suggestion of help-
fulness of others that appeals to one and seems to urge one
to be sympathetic and helpful in the tangles and difficulties

and troubles that recur again and again in every-day life.

This film will make a strong impression upon a larger pro-
portion of those who see it.

"Chicken" (Selig).—He stole the chicken, and ate his

share of it, and as a result chickens pursued him in his

dreams and everything he touched seemed possessed of feath-
ers and wing. It is a comic that is attractive because of its

novelty.

"Over Silent Paths" (Biograph).—A strongly dramatic pict-

ure, representing what sometimes follows a quest for gold.
Here is murder, for one thing, with the situation complicated
by, the murderer falling in love with the daughter of the
man he killed, and she, in her turn, doing her duty and
avenging her father's death by turning her lover over to the
officers. One could not want a more dramatic, or more thrill-

ing picture. From the heights of joy to the depths of grief
is but the transition of an instant. The girl has that trying
experience. Then the lover receives his portion. One fol-

lows the film, fascinated by the complications of the story
and wondering what to expect next. The acting is sympa-
thetic, so much so that one involuntarily wants to offer

sympathy when the young woman finds her father murdered.
And again a feeling of exultation springs up when one sees
the girl forcing the murderer to go to the sheriff's office
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"The Girl from Arizona" (Pathi | \ thrilling storj "i

Arizona life, with considerable loi >d many Indians,

some cowboys and .1 man about to be burned at the stake
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Pathe's American company of producers have scored a

headliner in their first picture.

"The Heart of the Heathen Chinee" -A dramatic
film, possessing many of the distinguishing qualities of the
Selig films, excellence of acting, accuracy of staging and

ol photography. The storj bears a conviction ol

plausibility which is heightened by the excellent attention
to detail- and the careful and accurate settings that are

e in the Selig way.

"The Princess and the Peasant" (Edison).— Love goes
where it is sent, and no -tern and royal father could prevent
his daughter tailing 111 love with a handsome peasant lad of

the mountain- It is a romantic Story, the attempt to sepa-
rate the couple after they were married by a priest of the
mountain- in Ins hermit grotto. In a scries of picturesque
scenes the Story of the bride's imprisonment in a castle on
an island is told and the escape quickly follows. The story
of the heart is interesting, while the setting is picturesque
indeed. One follows the adventures of the lovers with al-

most breathless interest, and rejoices with them when they
kneel on the shore after leaving the noisome prison and
escaping from the buffeting waves. The picture should be
popular, since it tells a thrilling heart story with more than
ordinary dramatic strength and ability and is further cn-
1 anced by its picturesque scenery.

"Racing for a Bride" (Gaumont).—A Greek story, possess-
ing some interest, due more to the action of the characters
than the story itself. Some Greek myths have a vital inter-

est to all persons because they represent elemental human
passions, but in this instance a maiden merely runs a race
with a number of swains, victory to be consummated with a

ling, defeat with an execution. It contains some inter-

i-t. but will never rank with others of this type of film pro-
! by this house.

"The Marvelous Water" (Gaumont)/—A comedy of the
magic order, representing a boy endowed with the power to
make others do as he wills. Some of the stunts are suf-

ficiently unusual to make an audience laugh.

"Music Hath Charms" 1 Vitagraph).—A humorous skit rep-
resenting an organ grinder torturing unfortunates with the
wheeze of a wornout in-trument until they pay him liberally

to move on. The result is a good collection of dollars, fol-

lowed by a feast for himself and family. The fun lies more
in the associations suggested than in anything else, and the
action of the tortured individuals is generally remarkably
ludicrous.

"A Funny Story" (Vitagrapht.—A him which possesses a
subtle humor that is amusing. It tells of the way a man
made everybody laugh as he passed from place to place,
merely because he laughed himself, and the picture showing
all these different people laughing has the same effect upon
the audience. It is one of the funniest films this house has
ever issued and its fun lies in its unsuspected psychological
suggestions. Like a yawn a laugh is contagious, and even
when pictured they often exert the same influence.

"The Danger Line" (EssanayV—A dramatic picture based
upon the supposed neglect of a husband who is. in reality,

only thoughtless. There are some dramatic scenes, when
the husband discovers his wife's supposed treachery, the
card game, the duel and finally the reconciliation. Perhaps
in this picture may be found a concrete illustration of the
reason for many marriages which seem unhappy. Thought-
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"The Gold Spider" (Pathe) A fair) stoi

spider that spins webs of gold coins. \ ;

obtains p— ession ol it. and untold wealth 1- In- until he
become-, miserly; then his hoard turns to great n

crawling insects. The principal interest will centi 1 u
the funny little gnomes, and the many trick- of th<

which create CUriOUS illusii

"The Girl Conscript" (Urban).—Here is a thriller that wiil

attract a good deal of interest. A girl enters the army as
a conscript in her brother's place and, performing ad
distinguished bravery, such little thing-, for exampl
stealing the plan of campaign, and being wounded, -he is

sent hoine with a medal to her father and brother. Improb-
able and dramatic as it all is, one enjoys it because it i

sents a victory, and everybody likes victors. The battle

scene is grewsome enough, and other picturesque features
are carefully worked out. The story is novel, and probably
its novelty will make it even more attractive.

"Modern Railway Construction" (Urban).—An educational
film of value, presenting in a highly interesting manner the
principal operations in railway building. The camp scene,
the construction train, the methods of handling ties and
rails, laying the track, depositing gravel alongside the track,
and other actual construction scenes are faithfully produced.
It is a film of much interest and value and makes an excel-
lent addition to the long list of educational films now ob-
tainable.

INDEPENDENT.
"Lost for Many Years" (Bison).—A melodramatic picture

connecting the nobility of England with the cowboys of
the plains. It has some strong situations. Perhaps the
best of them is where the mother puts together the torn
letter and discovers that her son is still alive. The attempt
to hold up the stage coach is exciting. Stage coaches have
been held up through long years, but the clever manage-
ment of a torn letter adds to the film's interest There
is plenty of intrigue and action in this picture and it should
be popular with audiences everywhere.

"The Best Man Wins" ( Thanhouser).—Sometimes one has
concrete evidence that the performance of a charitable deed
is not lost, even from a selfish standpoint. Perhaps this

man did not realize when he befriended a poor woman and
her child that he was really deciding the question of his
future marriage. But he did. and this film tells the story in

an interesting way, emphasizing the fact that the man who
is kind not infrequently receives his reward here. The act-

ing of the child is characteristic, and when she denounces
the doctor, who refused aid to her dying mother, she does
it very vigorously. It is a good story well told.

"A Mother's Grief" 1 Lux).—A melodramatic picture, strong
in its acting and in it- -tion. The scene in which the
poor woman becomes demented over an apparently lif

child is heartrending in it- intensity. But, like all good melo-
dramatic stories, it ends well, with the poor mother restored
to reason and herself and her boy supplied with food and
plenty of warm clothing. A striking feature is the contrast
shown in the picture, poverty and riches. Perhaps it will

arouse the sympathy of some who have been thoughtless
regarding the unfortunate rather than intentionally unkind.

"The Turn of the Dice" (Imp).—A dramatic picture repre-
senting a possible scene in a country where men's primitive
instincts frequently come to the surface and blot out all
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Motion Picture Distributing
and Sales Company

111 E. 14th STREET NEW YORK CITY

ANNOUNCEMENT
Beginning with the week of May 30th, 1910, we will

act as Sole Agents in the United States and Canada for

the following brands:--

Actophone 1 Cricks & Martin Imp Thanhouser

Ambrosio (U.S.) Deutsches Bioskop Itala Uncle Sam

Aquila (U.S.i Deutsches Mutoskop Macster Vesuvio

Bison Duskes Motofilm Victor

British & Colonial Eclair Nestor Walturdaw

Butcher Electragraff Owl Welt

Capitol Film D'Art Pantograph Whyte

Clarendon Great Northern Pasquali Wrench

Carlton Great Western Powers Yankee

Carson Hepwix Reliance

Cines Hellian Roma

To purchase these goods to the best advantage a form

of agreement is necessary between the Sales Company
and the Purchaser. Exchanges who have not yet done

so should secure a copy of this agreement without delay.

Motion Picture Distributing and Sales Company
111 EAST 14tK STREET NEW YORK CITY
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"Foolshead Learns to Somersault" (Itala).—A funny
from this house in which the hum- ves some
amusing renditions of learning to somersault One won-
ders how this same Foolshead goes through such a mass
bumping without injury. He uble of -

BOrt and nc\ •
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"That Gentleman Has Won a Million" (Itala).-

edy which cannot lience in good humor.
There i> plenty of action and some amusing
combination certain to pie

"The Card Party" (Powers).—An extremely lively film,

showing what may happen when a man dreams dreams
This is a rough-house film, with stabbings, wrestlings, chases
on foot and on automobile and other lively and interes

stunts. But fortunately the gentleman wakes up and dis-

covers there is no difficulty. It was only a dream. It

keeps the audience, as well as the man. guessing while it

lasts.

"The Minister's New Suit" (Powers).—The mixup caused
by a misplaced minister's suil is humorously told by the
capable company. Percy, poor fellow, was sadly disappointed
when he d that he wasn't married, but the girl and
her lover didn*t seem to be troubled by the fact that the
minister was a fakir. At any rate, it is all straightened out
eventually, and so far as can be judged everybody is happy.
Dick and Myrtle are anyway, and maybe the expletive, "Oh,
fudge!" indulged by Percy is sufficient relief to his outraged
feelings.

"A Doctor's Perfidy" (Imp).—Based on the well-understood
proposition that a doctor can take no advantage of a patient,
no matter what personal reasons may move him to commit
some perfidious act. Jealousy causes this young physician
to administer poison to a patient. Fortunately, the act is

seen and no harm comes to the patient, who is the nurse's
long lost sweetheart. It is a love story, and aside from
this one feature is commonplace. But that is different, and
makes it an interesting film.

"The Feud" (BisonV—A feud with some thrilling features,
but ending happily after a few altercations in which no one
is injured seriously. Perhaps this should be accepted as the
novelty, since feuds are generally sufficiently productive of
deaths to fill a small cemetery. All the light- are here, but
the senseless murders are happily absent Probably a great
many patrons of motion picture theaters will commend the
producers for their restraint in this respect.

"His Yankee Girl" (Powers').—A love story told around
an episode in Virginia during the Civil War. Through a
complication of circumstances an officer is condemned to be
shot as a spy. but the discovery that a child has used a

missing paper in making a doll causes his sweetheart to ride

to save him. And that ride! Well, few women would want
to undertake it for any reason. It is one of the most thrill-

ing ever put on a film, and there is a burst of applause when
it ends and the rope is taken from the condemned man's
neck. The whole picture is good and. like other stories
built up around real or imaginary wartime episodes, it pos-

es an unusual degree of interest, and should be popular
with those who like a live, thrilling story adequately trans-
lated into motion pictures
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"Blue Jackets' Manoeuvers" .Ambrosio).—Just what its
name indicates, and it affords an excellent opportunit
thousands who live inland to see what blue jackets do and

they perform. It is only a short film, but it is a good
II photographed and in every way satisfact'

ECLAIR FILMS.
We have long promised ourselves a morning with the

Eclair films as hitherto, in our opinion, the pictures of this
house have not received the notice they deserve either at
our hands or the hands of the renters and exhibitors. Our
comments testify week by week merit in the Eclair film
as it passes into the ordinary daily releases of the Indepen-
dent theater, but we have reserved for ourselves the oppor-
tunity of one of these days studying the Eclair production en
masse. So we did one morning this week, when we had a
number of imminent releases put on the screen for our own
special edification. Eclair films are French and they are
thoroughly typical of the best French school of moving pic-
ture making. They deal with themes which avoid the un-

able from the Amerrcan point of view. You don't have
murder, adultery, seduction, and similar instances which
American audiences neither like nor understand. Eclair films
are idyllic, pastoral, sentimental and poetical. They charm
by the beauty of the story, which, while being thoroughly
French, one might say characteristically so. yet appeals to
other nationalities in virtue of the versatility of theme
For instance, the release of May the .70th is a beautiful pic-
ture of life in the Alpine frontier, showing the sportine.
pect of this life in well chosen incidents of perfect pho-
tography. Then, the June 6 release shows us the fanciful
adventures of a sculptor in the production of a really mar-
velous animal by plastic means. This is an entertaining laugh
from start to finish Then, again, we have on May the 30th

ce of pure comedy called "The Watchmaker'- Hat." and
on June the 6th. "A Martyr of Love." a pathetic subject ap-
pealing to the deeper emotion?. Here. then, is variety-
enough, and variety of a kind, to which no possible exception
can be taken on the score of the subject. Then, again, how
beautifully artistic are these Eclair films. This i- inevitable,
but well deserved phrase. Our French cousins are born
actTS and actresses Their every movement is graceful:
they cannot do anything inartistic. All their pictures are

htfully art : -tic throughout; that is to say. the very
scenes that are chosen are pictures in themseves. The
me* and th :, and, as for the
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DID YOU EVER
STOP and THINK

of how much of the film you have on your shelves is film that you
would not have bought if you had seen it first?

There's Quite a Lot Isn't There?
REMEMBER

YOU SEE OUR FILMS BEFORE YOU ORDER OR PAY FOR THEM
ALSO THAT

KINOGRAPH
QUALITY VARIETY SELECTION

MEANS

BUSINESS AND MONEY TO YOU
AND

QUALITY that much desired but greatly slighted element in cinema-
tographic art will receive our consideration . . . FIRST

VARIETY of our programs will be a feature of our business no one
line or class of subjects dominating it, but so arranged that

the " SPICE of Life " will be of the GREATEST
SELECTION may be made from samples always on hand weeks ahead

of release date, consisting of the pick of the market, and
the CHOICE of first quality and greatest variety of sub-
jects before you order or pay is YOURS

FIRST RELEASES—TUESDAY, JUNE 21st, FRIDAY, JUNE 24th

WATCH THIS PAGE FOR ANNOUNCEMENT OF SUBJECTS

THE AMERICAN KINOGRAPH CO.
124 East 25th Street, New York

RING EDWARD'S FUNERAL
Week of May 30th

WIRE IN YOUR RESERVATION.
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CHICAGO NOTES.
There had been much talk in Chicago concerning the Custer

-aero pictures taken on the Indian Ri i by the

Montana Motion Picture Company. It is said that these

pictures portray a most vivid picture realization of these
first-born Americans in their native surround:'

Mr. \Y. K. Hanafourde, who in the past has been well
a n in the circles of the big fight promoters, has recently

purchased the exclusive rights on pictures of the Johnson
training series. These pictures display excellent photography
throughout and vividly portray this human thunder-shot pre-

paring for the coming battle, which has already startled the

entire world, and by the way matters arc developing there

promises to be a little more than the usual Fourth of Juiy
celebration on that date this year.

It was learned the other day that another famous old cow-
puncher had entered the motion picture field. Mr. Richard
Green, who is known to practically everyone throughout the
amusement world as "Dick," and a mighty good fellow, has
been associated with the Selig Polyscope Company's V.

ern studio during the Winter months. Mr. Green put in

several years at Rivcrview Exposition in various positions
along the line of well-paying concessions.

We are pleased to see the name of Frank Beil among the
producers of Selig. Mr. Beil has been the orginator and
producer of many successful theatrical ventures, one of which

en Temptations of St. Anthony," at Riverview
isition, last season. Mr. Beil's latest production at the

Selig studio was "The Angelus "

YOU CAN'T LOSE VITAGRAPH.
Strange to say, on the very day and almost at the very

hour that we were thinking of a new use for the moving
picture, viz.. the teaching of physical culture, we received a

communication from the Vitagraph press agent which fore-
stalled our idea. The Vitagraph Company will soon issue
a film showing the erstwhile idol of young America, "Jim"
Corbett, the ex-champion heavyweight, in a moving picture
of skill, physical culture and ring prowess. Our idea goes
still farther, however. What better method of teaching
physical culture in seminaries, colleges, etc., than a moving
picture film of such an exponent of the science as, say,
Bernarr Macfadden? We believe that such a series of films
would have a great vogue.

REMOVAL NOTICE.
Owing to the expansion of his business. A. G. Whyte was

compelled to move to larger and more commodious offices,
which are now located at 27 Lexington avenue. Everything
now is in first-class order, and he cordially invites the' trade
to call on him at his new address.

1
/

/ i^-
CHAS. 0. BAUMANN

laarei and

MANUFACTURERS BALK AT SALES COMPANY.
Charles O. Baumann, the sp r the Motion picture

Distributing and Sales Company, needs no mtioduction to

the majority of our readers He has worked like a Trojan
to orgam/e his pet scheme for the conservation 01 indepen-
dent intrust,. Whether he will be able to carry it through
remains to be seen, but he certainly deserves credit as the
promi

go to press we arc in receipt of a telegram from
David Horsley, Bayonne, X. J., announcing that Nestor films
will not be marketed through the Sale- Company, but shipped
direct as usual. He calls on all independent exchangi
uphold freedorn of trade.

Mr. Prieur, agent for Lux film-, is also sounding the "Mar-
seillaise," and other importers are wavering between love
and duty.
The Electrogram Company, of Philadelphia, will market

their own product when ready, and other American manu-
facturer-, so that it looks as if there will be a split in the
independent ranks, with the odds pretty evenly divid*

DYNAMO BUILDING FOR AMATEURS.
Such is the title of a very thorough treatise by A. J. Weed

that reaches our table through the courtesy of the pub-
lishers. The Norman W. Henly Publishing Company. New
York City. It fully explains the construction and win
of an experimental 50-watt dynamo and is illustrated b
engravings show nit; the actual work in progress. A valuable
addition to electrical text-books and one that would no doubt
interest many of our readers. Order- for the book ma.
sent to The Moving Picture World. Price, in cloth
paper cover-. 50 c

NEW INDEPENDENT MANUFACTURER.
A new company ha- been launched 111 Denver to manufact-

ure special features for the independent market. They alri

have seven negatives depict lational South Amer-
ican and Mexican -cone-, and will soon bet'in releasing.
further particulars write J. W. Maynard. Orient Hotel. Den-
ver. Colorado.

POWERS MACHINE HEAD. ight, No
48S7: stolen from Maryland Theater. 6l6 Ninth street. N" W.
Washington. D. C. Liberal reward and m ns asked
if returned.
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RELEASED THURSDAY, MAY 26th

The Brave Deserve
The Fair

A novel story in which occurs an operation for the transfusion of

blood, performed by one of the surgeons of a Philadelphia hospital. The
brief operation has been robbed of any suggestion of unpleasantness and
forms a striking incident in an unusual story.

Approximate Length 700 Feet

On the same reel

Sisal Industry in the
Bahamas

Sisal fibre as a substitute for Manila hemp is a leading industry in the
Bahama Islands and has assumed large proportions. Though an in-

dustrial subject, it is also a scenic study of real beauty.

Approximate Length 300 Feet

RELEASED MONDAY, MAY 30th

A Veteran of the G. A.R.
An appropriate release for Memorial Day, but a subject that will com-

mand attention at any time; for the story is absorbing, the sentiment rings
true and the acting is of the best. Our releases for special holidays are
always welcome because particular care is exercised to make them just a
little better than usual, and "A Veteran of the G. A. R.'" is a story that
will enjoy extended popularity.

Approximate Length 1,000 Feet

Send for Free Catalogue of Our 1910 Machine

LUBIN MF'G CO. Tmt^^lK^r

SLIDES?
THE ANSWER IS AT THE

NOVELTY SLIDE CO.
221 East 53rd Street New York City

BRANCH: Real Estate Exchange, 5CRANTON, PA.

FILM TITLES

LEAD ALL OTHERS
Premier Title Co

330 Cast 35th St — CHICAGO!

A Drawing Card for Moving Picture Theatres

rOuise M. Manon
IN

Illustrated poems, now booking in Moving
Picture Houses in and out of town, also for
professional entertainment.

Miss Marion is presenting several beauti-
ful poems written by Fred Emmerson Brooks,
which she has illustrated with special per-
mission from the author. This work never
fails to make a hit on every occasion.

Operator, Vaudeville '.Sketch and music furnished when desired.
Highest testimonials.^Terms reasonable.

LOUSE M. MARION
321 West 23rd Street New York City

CENRE TRANSPARENCY CO.
507 NORTH CLARK STREET, CHICAGO

LATEST SONG SLIDES
ADVERTISING AND ANNOUNCEMENT SLIDES

ATTENTION!
Projecting Machines, Camerat, Lanterns, Reels and Winders thoroughly re-

paired or reconstructed and any part renewed.

All work i»i\ on prompt and careful attention

New ideas developed. Construction of Motion Picture Machinery a
specialty. Highest prices paid for old projecting machines.

MOTION PICTURE MACHINE REPAIR WORKS
131 W. 24th Street Tel. 1022 Mad. Sq. New York City

COSTS YOU 100 TIMES LESS MONEY
FOR A BETTER RESULT

Pictures thrown on a curtain covered with "Curtainyline" by
absorbing the light and giving the picture depth are reproduced as

reflected in a mirror, without the detraction of reflected light rays,

and you can get a . better focus on the whole scene. Thousands testify

to the merits of "Curtainyline." Try it.

A $3.00 carton is sufficient to cover any ordinary screen.

All Exchanges Carry It in Stock.

Curtainyline Curtain & Producing Co.
22 Fifth Ave., Chicago, III.
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E88ANAY NOTES.

Weddlni and W
mi,, i i. ti-

ll II p |U I'M ,ik lOtO H"

, ( . r „, ii,.- i,u., .»:•.. ii bo «ni get rid "t a,.- junk.

thru»t» 'ill.- swag" i,n" lill i I- "'"' "Hi' i' twenlj m,
..liu. iiiiiI when ;

I ii,,,!. Li-

ll .11. Hie
kgalnl" w i"

i... found two Mini Mul
i, irk In ii bole '

an, I I, -in, nil II,.- poor "I-. Illiull.v tunning away » llll I" Mibahy
returns to thi ilitlon in

lmiy brlngi in ii"

dlngly Due Western iirum»

,.,,,! will |„- i.-l, dramatic, inn] photo-

grapblcsll] I-,
i i-

,1, null., I to Hi.

"AWIJ Oul West," ,i \\ - :i. mill U the

i in ii is win,, .lit ii iii, hi, t ii,,- mod wonderful '

Anderson iiis ever made I » numbei rblcb
iiy marvelous from a photographic standpoint. It will ba released

Hi June.

II, i- .:irl> pari of tlie week btfort l**1 tbl - uipatiy began making
another toll reel . ii> picture. baa Bummer setting and the
tn -t ilnv ol iln- ivi nk «iis - ill) inn-. The next ilay was stormy
and "ii iin- following daj several Incbi rrtd the ground,

which followed baa practically killed nil the foliage of the
uiiil ii is though! Unit mi 1,-iisi si\ u.-.-ks will liuve lo elapse before tlie

picture, »iiii us Summer letting, can be linisbed.

The Bssanaj Compabj are leaning a handsome eatalogu* of Dims fur tin*

German trade, A booklet of deacrlptlona In Russian la nlso being prepared.
it u reported tbe Eaaanaj Company are making great records lu their sales

of niin in European tnai

r,,r •
I'l.i- Danger Una" and "Tlie Little Doctor of tbe

Footbllla" 1...M- been ordered i,y n,.- Eaaanaj Company, They are exception-
ally attractive and of a higher quality even than the preaenl i -icr-.

Tiny will be offered for sale at regular prices, or the lame as charged for

previot

The two feature tiims described In tbe I I bulletin of
- fur iin- Drat i»" v\e.-ks in .inn. are "Awaj Out Weat," a W<

drama, and "n Uoneyn for Three," another full reel oedy.
"Away Out Weat" is advertised us tbe beat w-~i.ru drama which

he.-n offered by their Western producer, it is a story uf mining
life in the gold district! "i the Wei -l in plot, ami contalna a
number of photographic effecta seldom seen In moving plcti itory

na two
i pectors who set out on a prospecting tri|> from a little

Nevada town to the goldflelds, two or three daya' journey across the d<
while en r,,iiu- they come up to a miner's cabin and Bnd tl Id miner
.•n his deathbed, one of them mlnlatera to bli for which kind-

the old miner gives him a - mine which be dais,
rich. In the middle of the desert, while thi amped r..r the night,
one of the prospectors ,

ins partner*! pockel
and - tbe other to die of thirst in He

tbe mine bul 1- stricken with a guilt] conscience when
aand. Hurrying

be mounts nis inns,- and rides back to tbe spot where the tn
eamped for tbe nlgbt, He iin,|s ins pal just . htm plctun

Ion, places him In the saddle and the two ride off to I When
tbe deserted prospector has sufficiently regained
Into tbe mine and the treasure is revealed to him. The tri

omrade tbe whole mine, but
.i bis band, "iT,

;

- and refusi - • tbe offer.
\ Honeymoon fur Three 1 Easanay I

ribed a> the moat bumaroui Dim
it tells of i young motor enthusiast, who, Bancee, p

motor ear i them at the does of the wedding ceremony
preparing for the long trio. While the ear n standing
woman with an infant, who has been turned out of her roc rs by
and watching ber opportunity places the infant in tbe tonneau of tbe

- him op -mil a moment later, when tbe newlyweds hurry dowi
"f tbe in;, way. The "f the bal

country road and though they try in numer,
tret rid of it each attempt Is a failure, Wbat follows is extremely funny,
in that they can give nobody an explanation of how they came I |

re ends happily In Jack nnd his wif. :he mother
infant, whom they bring out bg k's father.

and to Whom they return the Infant. The humor of the film Is helped out
some very funny notes and subtitles.

Tbe other plcturea described In the Oulde are: "Levi's Dilemma." a
Ghetto comedy; "Henry's Package," released June 1; "Burly Bill." another
famous Kssiumv baby story, released June S. and "Tbe Hancbman's Feud."

Western drama, released June 11.

Just completed :,t the Essanay'S Chicago studio Is another full reel com-
ely entitle, 1 V Modern Cinderella." It Is said t,> be one of the most
beautiful scenic productions ever made t>y this it is pr
the title Of the film may be changed, but if so notice will be given

A Victim of Hate." booked for release by the Essanay Company for
June 22. is a dramatic subject of unusual strength, beautifully staged and
splendidly acted. It Is the first big subject in w ler, tbe Baa
Company's new leading lady, will appear.

LUBIN NOTES.

A Veteran of the '• * B tbe Lubln release made Decoration day.
has won unqualified approval from those who have seen It run in the
factory pr,-- m. The makeups used by the players In tbe
at a meeting Of tbe ,: A It post are remarkable as character studies,

twenty actors are used in this scene—the |H«t in a small country
town with its handful of griizled veterans—and they were given a free
hand In the matter of makeup, subject to the approval of the director.
Ilie result was a competition lu makeup, some of the players trying a score
of effects before they were content. The making of the picture was delayed
more than a week to permit time for experiments, but the result Is well
worth the delay.

A ,-nmedy along the well established Lubin lines with a Western back-
ground ing of a novelty, and "rercy. the Cowboy," which will
be released June 2. is a remarkably funny film. The advent of the East-
erner on tbe ranch with a ribbon decorated revolver and a perfectly loTely

laitog

. utter )• • fstt lllllr SSSBI

£ lelallie-l.

Ill

the 11

sl.ifT but M

On

MLLILS NOTE8.
v

of an Indian I

Is dU-
• wait unl It 11

. with the

blanket kli

warm

- U another great .:

Mexl res, sandaled priests and Int. OS* alinospbere

,.t love iii"i

\ n—"Love's i Q. D ess."

VITAGRAPH NOTES.

The Vltagraph Com) timely and up to the minute; evcry-

ihing they do mi
it something to think about. Just look at this picture and you will lake
off >

' tbla Is great,

something special, evi I to ba shown la our

collegi and female, and business, igu.-t.

us.- it won't be and it is up to thi it to their

audiences and gel thi publ
weak kin.-. I mid overwrought brain w — -k at a picture sermon on
h,,w to U ret it In shape and keep It so.

James .1. Oorbett, boo In an In-

geniously arranged piny with t lion of a friendly boxing exhi-
bition with another champ lertalnly do show a thing
or two about k nl condition. Just watch

10I work and - in It. Wbewl Look at
rights, lefts, upper and under books, bore- Ins.

tack and 1 about physical culture. There Isn't

muscle or jjoinl

Hire is wlur, will get an idea of what they can do to keep
well and beautiful "Gentleman Jim" meets a frail young lady at a re-

ception and -e of training and physical
,'iiltii- i athlete and it la here we see blm

v boxing. The benefit Is msrked
health and strength.

This picture will , r- -t everywhere: It will disabuse tbe foollah

1 of tba necessary prepara-
tion f as the Jeffrles-

ut time and In

which Mr of tbe art of self-defense and
the producing of a sound mind In a m

Scene from "Out of the Past." a picture that made a bit.

The bathlnc season Is open. You would think so If you had seen tbe
number of actors thrown Into the "Vltagraph Lake" last week when "Tbe

Men t'lnb" was being put Into 1 The girls were
and they showed their determination to down the

men every time they showed their heads above the water. Then the boys
to the spirit of tbe sport and said. Tome on In. tbe water's fine."

and _tbose who didn't want to come In had to go whether they wanted to

or not and they weren't particular either. It was a great day for "Ducks."

The Vltagraph Company is way ahead—of course It Is: what we mean to

say. it is way ahead In its work and the Increased releases have not phased
them in the least. So well is their | uized that they have kept

I weeks ahead of the supply and demand. There are some pictures
now under way which are on a more magnificent scale than any ever done
in moving picturedom.

Tlie immediate I the near future are: "The Wings of Love."
May 21: "Convtci "Aontle at tbe Boat Race." :^fay 27.

and "The Love of Chrysanthemum." May -
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THIS WEEK'S LIST OR LICENSED FILMS.

Monday, May 23.

Iiiograpli— Riimona (Dr.) 095

Lubln—The Messenger Boy Magician (Com.) 715

Lobin—Winter Bathing in tue West Indies

(Scenic i
235

Pathe—Romeo Turns Bandit (Com.) 528

Path*— Little Mary and Her Dolly (Dr.) 43C

Selig—The rumailcd Letter (Com.) 1000

Tuesday, May 24.

BdisOD—All on Account of a Laundry Mark
(Com -

450

Edison—fortune's Fool (Com.) 530

Gaumont—Over tlie Cliffs (Dr.) 075

Gaumont—Floral Studies (Educational) 340

Vitagraph Convict No. 790 (Dr.) 977

Wednesday, May 25.

Essanay—Tin Wedding Presents (Com.) 560

Essanay—Where is Muleahy? (Com.) 400

-The Cliff Dwellers (Dr.)

Pathe—Max Leads Them a Novel unase Com.).4S9
Pathe Capturing Cub Bears (Educational) 390

Urban His Wile's Testimony (Dr.) 1007

Thursday, May 26.

Biograph—A Knot in the Plot (Dr.) 980
I .hi. in The Brave Deserve the Fair (Dr.) 700
1. ui. in -The Sisal Industry in the Bahamas

(Scenic) 300
Melies The Paleface Princess (Dr.) 920

Selig in the Great Northwest (Dr.) 1000

Friday. May 27.

Edison 'Mid the Cannon's Roar (Dr. 1 1000
Pathe Minor of the Future (Com.) 311

Pathe A Prince of Worth (Dr.) 590

Kalem—Friends (Dr.)

Vitagrapb—Auntie at the Boat Race 1 Com.) . . .977

Saturday, May 28.

Essanay—The Brother, the Sister and the Cow-
puncher < Dr. )

Gaumont—The Messenger's Dog (Dr.) 506
Gaumont—Pete Has Nine Lives (Com.) 464
Pathe—A Sailor's Friendship (Dr.) 987
Vitagraph—Love of Chrysanthemum (Dr.) 990

EBERHARD SCHNEIDER
Hiror Vitae Products," Projectors, Cameras,

Film-Making Machinery, Films, Slides, Stere-
opticons. Specialties, Lens Grinding, etc. Special
condensors, carbons and lugs.

109 East 12th Strtet, New TerH

51. W. Z&z ST &"

WHY NOT LEARN
MOVING
QPERATIN
Taylor's Method

York.
TELN?/40S.M/ii>S<i

Correspondence Course. Special rates to

the trade, send for free illustrated catalogue.

School class meets every morning and
afternoon, with F. H. Richardson of Chi-
cago, as chief instructor. Evening classes

meet every Monday, Wednesday and Fri-

day. We positively guarantee you a $15
position.

We are selling agents for the Power's
Cameragraph, Motiograph and American
Moving Picture Machines.
We carry a large line of electrical sup-

plies and furnish everythingfor thetheatre.

F. C. TAYLOR
49 West 28th Street New York City

Phone 1405 Madison Square

Stereepticons $7.00. 20,000 Tickets $1.40, Electric
Arc Burners $1 75. Slightly Used Films ic a Foot.
Rheostats J 3 00. We sell a New M. P. Machine
cheaper than others sell second hand ones Open
Sunday Morning. Special Prices to the Trcde. Films
Rented as Low as 50c per Reel, per Day.

I H1TT7 SOS E. 23d .Street

Admission Tickets
Printed to Your Own Copy

Guaranteed correctly numbered, best printed, cheapest
in the market. 100 M. 12&C, 250 M. 10c, 500 M. Be, 1 million
iy2 c. Stock Tickets, all colors, Admit One, 6 M. 81.00,

13 11.81.50, 24 M. 82.25, 50 M. 83.50, 100 M. 86.00.

Cash with order. Send for trial order.

Oppenheimer Printing Co. Cincinnati, 0.

UNIFORMS
AND P|

CAPS
FOR

Moving Picture
£jj

Theatres

Catalogues, Samples

and Prices for the

Asking

James H. Hirsch & Co
~; Jackson Boulevard

CHICAGO.

Lang's Rewinder No. 2
Price, $5.00 Net

Lang Manufacturing Co.
OLEAN, NEW YORK

Drums, Traps and all

Moving Picture

Show Effects
Our New Beautifully Illustrated Cata-

logue now ready and will be sent free to

any address upon request.

LOUIS B. MALECKI & CO.
272 Wabash Avenue Chicago

No. 110 A

35c Postage Paid
Send for Catalog of Announcement

and Ad slides

The Neosho Slide Company
100 S. Wood St., Neosho, Mo.

UNIFORM
your ATTENDANTS with

Singer Uniforms

They make your Theatre
more attractive — Costs
less than you think and
Pays big

—

Chicago's Leading Thea-
tres use our Uniforms ex-

clusively

—

MADE TO ORDER ONLY
Write for Samples and Fashions
of Latest Style of Uniforms
and Caps for Moving Picture
Theatres.

A. L. SINGER <& CO.
171 E. Adams Street, Chicago, U. S. A

A Paramount Service
Means Thorough Satisfaction

See our releates on page 908

Main Office PARAMOUNT FILM COMPANY
61 W. 14th St. New YorK City

THE ENTERPRISE MODEL B

Portable Calcium Gas Outfit
Is the only Substitute for Electricity for projecting
Motion Picture or Stereopticon views and is the

Only Satisfactory Portable Outfit
because it operates by WATER PRESSURE, IS CON-
STANT, REGULAR AND RELIABLE and has no com-
plicated spring valves to corrode, choke up and otherwise
get out of order. Is patented.

"OXONE" in SQUARE CAKES Is most Satisfactory for

the production of Oxygen Qas. Send for particulars.

For Sale by Dealers

MANUFACTURERS AN! SALES AGENTS
564 and 572 W. Randolph St. CHICAGOEnterprise Optical Mfg. Go.
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BIOGRAPH COMPANY.
KAMONA

«n Hum tin- ltd " b] Helen
| thrilling « ll I "'il WDI 'l lonallam,

it most graphically Illustrate! tbe white mas
i.i the Indian, it l« romance with u deep

motive, (old with such sympathetic tendi
..lor long- I" flail I

.
i

> i«- . patient Ka a and tha noble-h
Ii .hi..'. i bj

it a ^rtt 1 1 ii.-n 1 1. ml, botb iv. i. >ativa and in

»., tin' drplctlDg of tbll fin. Till' DOTfl, ivlln

absolute niilln-nl lot t j . wiil.l I"- t" tin' putr.ui ol

moton pictures, tin- Blograpn C panj mada the
to cmiih uuty, California!

where were Cound tii.- identical locatluna and build-
i i.i. no !-i ... . .1 bef wimi

oaa wherein Etamoni lived »uii it., rim
rerandaa; the Inner court, which is ii veritabli

adlae, the Uttla ebapel nun. i tha trees, the bnga
cross, ami tha liells frtun old Spain me all appal
cntly Just a- Utl .lik-. ii m i lulu, nnil wlillo

there la a ptoua
solemnity abool the place thai la awe inspiring.

idoctlan adherea cloaelj to tna novel, snow-
ing tha im"' 1 I'll.'- ol Kuni.'iia, tiie little orphan
.'t tha treat Bpanlah boaaohold "f kloreno, and Alea-

eandro, the Indian, it openi with bla arrival ot
noloa ranch with his aheap shearers, showing

ll meeting With Eta a. There Is at ..nee

it taellng «c interest noticeable between them which
nit" u>ve. This Benora Moreno, her Coater

mother, endeavora t" crnab, with p< -. until

-ii.- (n 1 1 ion ii> exiling AJeeaandro from
inch. He noes Lark I" hi- native village to

lllul the white men dcvastat lug the place anil Beat"

tartng his people, a, meanwhile, baa told

Ra n thai -in- her-eif haa Indian hi I. which
Induces her to renounce her present world ami go

ey are married ami he finds still

a little shelter left from the wreckage. Mere they
live until the whites again appear ami ilrive them
Off, claiming the lanil. From place t'> place thev
journey, only to be driven further until finally death
comes to Alessandro Just as aid comes In the per-
son of Felipe, the Senora's son, who takes Ra-
mona back to Cmnuloa.

A KNOT IN THE PLOT.—You never can tell

from where jron stand whether It will be hit or mi-s
and presumption Is sometimes pardonable, fox in

the affair of Jim Doyle, the dandified cowboy of

the camp. It looked as though the race was bis.

He was In fine form, the traek was good ami he
was certainly In the running. Milly Howard, the
belle of the camp, certainly gave all the Impri
that things were pretty well understood between
tbem. as she seemed attracted by Jim's manly
hearing, dandy appearance ami extreme good nature.
and so the boys all withdrew their suits—that is.

all but one. Manuel the Mexican. He loved, anil

when he loved he was determined. So he sets to

work to cut Dandy Jim out. ami he succeeds. Jim,
-lent ami one day escorts the fair

Mllly to her home from the village store. The
sight of Jim ami Milly strolling along together
knocks to "pi" in the minds of the boya the Mex-
icans yam that lie and Mllly are engaged, anil

when they see him they twit him about It. Manuel
Is furious an! tee the girl, accusing her of

being f ir troth, ami so spurns her. Mllly,

at his departure, falls sol.bine to the ground.
Two of the boy< paaa at this moment and Imagining
her grief due to a jilt by Jim. go off to find the

led offender. Meanwhile, Manuel has relented
and hurries Milly off to the mini-tor's, where they
are married, tana ending their unrest. The gang
have surprised Jim. ami before lie has a chance

tk. bind ami gag him. Jim has a sneaking
suspleion that It is to be a lynohing-boe. but Is

jgnorant of the cause. The boya hustle him along
_- the minister's house, whom they call to

pany them. Jim believes the minister

ire enlisted for his funeral, so you may
Unaglne his surprise when they halt In fi

Millv's residence, ami calling her out demand the

minister to marry her and Jim at onee. Mllly
a bigamist, the minister refuses

to perforin the ceremony until the Mexican Cd
to make her a widow, ami although Jim would
be most willing to marry her he realizes the con-

- prevent.

EDISON MFG. CO.
MID THE CANNON'S ROAR.—Major Tinker, an

officer of the Regular Army during the Civil War.
becomes enamored of Millieent Rrown. who. while
she does not reciprocate his affeetlon. esteems him
very highly. He is about to propose to her when
the scene Is interrupted by the arrival of Col.

Theodore Allison, ... young Colonel of the
Fifth Pennsylvania Artillery. The men are friends
and exchange greetings. Major Raker withdraws.
and as he is leaving the room suspects that pos-

sibly the handsome Colonel is also a suitor for the
band of Millieent.
We next see Hie personages in whom we havp

taken an Interest at a ball given at the armory
of the Fifth Pennsylvania Artillery. After one

numbers tbi

•

a Virginia It,- I. which i rarj ,

breast
,.f tb,- hi- grow Ing i.

'

who has .'.'iii,' 1.,'ln, . ii hli'i
'

his l".|

Suddenly Into tie- ballrooi derliea duv-

i from He i

ages t" the * arlooa ofBcei - "" tb<

to ah i "'ii regiment '.r.1 i ' Ho-

from Repon Imi
tin. dancing and all la confusion and baate Mllll-

tbe ii"or "ii hi»
i of Hi,, armory, and begs blm to make op

«ith Col, Aiii-i'ii. a- they are both going ' tbe
ffiii ami there is no knowing wl ippen.

tw.. ni.ii i other with tbe fin be
m sen them ker dclltx ipment,

ikes his bead ami departs. n lore and
MUllcenl fondly embrace, and tha young Colonel

f"T the t'

Two montba later we see the regiment ••( tniior-

made soldiers •>( the Fifth Artillerj andei
n i ii ii, i of c.'i. Allison taking charge "f Port Lorlng.

k. v i...-hi. .ii in tin' mountalna within the lighting

aana "f the Civil War Bj i arrange coincidence
Major linker is iii command of the tort to which

Llllson is detailed. As Baker'i regiment of

veteran a the tort they Jeer and
laugh at the "toy Midlers" ox Alllaon'a imand.
After the formal military ceremonies and Jut

Major linker's departure, Col. Allison offers

1. 1 in bis band: Instead of taking which Major Raker
-titlly gives a military salute and l"lns his com-

'ii and Major Baker 1" me- attached
to i distant command ai another acene b a

Orders nrc given f"r the advance of n body of

Inlon tn>"ps through a narrow gorge In the moun-
tains in the Vicinity of fort T.orlng Col. Allls"n

Is watching the men on the march II

denly discovers Iii the distance a Confederate officer

ride Into the head of the ravine and auddenly dar f

back toward the ridge of the hill. Presently a large
force of Confederates rushes to cover behind the
rocks on either side of the rough mountain road-
way. Allison issues orders lo his gunners down
the line. He sees the 1'nlon men walk Into the
trap. There Is no save them before they
do so, but Immedlatelv they begin to retreat and
the Confederate force has ilrlven them so that they
are under the shelter of the guns commanded by
him. Allison gives the order for continuous firing.

We see the boys wrkltig behind the earthworks
and also tbe effect of their shells upon the ad-
vancing enemy.

lays the tight goes on. The Confederates
attempt to go through but arc constantly driven
back by the shell fire. The f..rt is cut o(T from out-
side supplies by Hank movements of the enemy.
This fact Is communicated to the General In com-
mand of the division in which Major Baker Is now
a prominent figure. As Hie dispatch bearer greets
the Ceneral and the message is Opened disclosing

the fact that the Fifth Pennsylvania Artillery is

lighting against odds without foo<|. he turns to

Ma lor Raker and orders him to the Immediate re-

lief of the garrison.
We now go back to the fort and see the men

who were jeered and scoffed at
I f their

dndlsh appearance lighting against terrible odds.

—

hungry, thirsty and haggard, lint game Their shell

fire is more desultory than ten days previous, and
the enemy, realizing the fact, takes a desperate
chance and charges through the p Vt the
critical moment relief comes, and Major Raker's
regiment rushes into the fort and repels the ad-
vancing charge. As Col. Allison staggers feebly
and salutes the Incoming commanding officer a

thrilling and pathetic scene is presented Raker Is

I with dust and powder marks. Mllson. who
lino been shot in the arm. Is brai ng the
colors which fell when the flagstaff was Btrnrk
by a shell, stands before blm -feebly -aiming with
his right hand, while his left arm lings limply by
his side.

Raker presents his orders. As he does so Alli-

son topples and Is abont to fall, when Raker grasps
him firmly about the waist The . motions of the
two men are better Imagined than described in

the soul-stlrrlng thrill of the nv"
forgets his enmity. Holding Allison firmly with
his left arm. he extends his riclif and grasns the
hand he has twice refused to hold In friend-

Several months later Major -egimont Is

passing through the citr |n ifTtlcent lives.

Col. Allison has been given a furlough on account
of his Inlnrles and goes home In comnanr with
Major Raker. Millieent. while wntehlng the re-

turning troops, is surprised at the entrance of the
two men and their changed relations.

THE MTJE DRIVER AND THE GARRULOUS
MUTE.—During an Aoncho raid in Flat
Canyon. New Mexico. Rill Joyce saves the life of
lieutenant Jones, who Is In charge of a squad of
cavalry engaged In driving off a band of Apaches.
The Indians have massacred a home seeker
Martin, and his wife In the presence of their son
"Kink." a boy of fourteen. Tbe Impression made

an Indian

-

-

1

he III!

' .king a tut

( bin partin -

now In tl„- full p

• d Ju«t

cap fire '..

turned. i

pot and stands Jabbering on
embers, making signs to Indicate thai
and dumb •

, tri,., <n „,.

' avail
men tie .i

,\ iP„j
'"tied by ii.

• is brongl
military from,.

.Ives no response: In fact, he apparen-
not know lie Is being questioned until

i and gesticulate while he talks
him thai

mute. The Oblonel tries a trick. He .ommand.
• forward and IctoI his car-

bine at Joyce's head. Tipping thl wink
i" dlaregard the order .,, n rp

•.V i" tbe persona In tbi •

hearing.

The Colonel order* Joyce to the guard house On
the way thither thev pass a mllltaarv cmmiiguirv
wagon, the driver of which Is brntallv abusing til's
mules This so enrages J. woe that he fore-
part he Is playing and turns l,«,se on the
driver, to the astonishment ,.f all The mnle
driver aayi something to Joyce which Is evident]/

• his liking, for tbe lilt. || l,|m
knocks him down, takea the reins, straightens out
the mnle team and produces a n the

rhleh is brought to an abrupt conclualon by
the Colonel ordering him brought back t., his quar-

This last scene of the picture brings out the fact
that Joyce is the same teamster w
< "I'ui.Ts life when he was plain Ueatenant
back in flat Water Canyon. New
B. mutual recognition, explanation and hand-shaking
I he Clone) calls the guard bai room

y advance to take hold of
corrects their misunderstanding.
he tells the Lieutenant who Joyce Is

eurance that he did not kill tbe Indian Is snfnelent
for the Colonel, and all ends will •

hearted hern. *

ESSANAY FILM MFG. CO.
TIN WEDDING PRESENTS.--. nd his

wire hare .need one of t i

izing and barrou
iry party, when people congratulal
ring traveled so far Into the state of ma'trl-

, walked Into tl
divorce, and a lot of other silly rot.

In wedding, ami the guests have left
them everything from a tin kitchen

bolll r. Henry wai
-tuff, his wife objects. Honr. -Unate

' plans and goes out to find an ac-
complice.

nproaches a tramp In the park and offers
him ?".". if he will steal Into bla
" n, l rei bjectloonble furniture The tramp
agrees, and ;« \ntrh kl

I hand, agreeing to pay
Immediately the stuff is r,

In the middle of the night nor . nieone
in the dining room and goes down to

"ugh. his tramp, as he thinks
nenry points on t the bnndle of tinware.
the money Into the surprised burglar's ha-i
tells him to beat If. The burglar got
the tinware and Henry goes back to
An honr later he Is aroused from his pleasant

dreams bv the creaking of the front door. n»
!>wn stairs and finds a supposed tmrglsr

bundling no the silverware and without
gating further, thrusts the Intruder b
and calls the police.

When they arrive the tramp Is dragged out.
and nenry discovers his mistake He h.-
a real burglar off with the tinware and h»s
arrested his tramp and accomplice. He Is

to tip the policemen substantially before thev
will let the tramp go and also make-
file tramp. This practically cleana him o-
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BIOGRAPH
Trade Mare

FILMS
RELEASED MAY 23, 1910

RAMONA

Tradb Mark

Adapted from the Novel of Helen Jackson.

There are few American novels better known than "Ramona." Intensely

thrilling without sensationalism, it most graphically illustrates the white man's

injustice to the Indian. By arrangement with Little, Brown & Co., the pub-

lishers, the Biograph has adapted it to motion pictures. Making a trip to

Camulos, Ventura County, Cal., the production was made at identical loca-

tions wherein Mrs. Jackson placed her characters. The house in which Ra-

mona lived, with its vine-clad verandas and inner courts; the little chapel and

the bells from old Spain are all as Mrs. Jackson saw them, producing the

effect of absolute authenticity that is unprecedented.

APPROXIMATE LENGTH, 995 FEET.

RELEASED MAY 26, 1910

A KNOT IN THE PLOT
There is Many a Slip

In this Biograph comedy a lesson is shown—"Don't be too sure." The
dandy of the camp vowed he'd win the heart and hand of the belle. Things

looked easy for him at first, but an impetuous Mexican cuts him out. As
the course of true love ne'er runs smooth,- they have a little tiff and the

boys all think it is the dandy who has spurned the belle, and so seek him
out to compel him to marry the girl. Of course, the dandy would have been

pleased to do so, but the Mexican, having relented, marries her, so this pre-

vents the boys carrying out their design.

APPROXIMATE LENGTH, 980 FEET.

Gel on Our Mall List and Keep Posted. Write for Our Descriptive Circulars

BIOGRAPH COMPANY
Licensee of the Motion Picture Patents Co.

11 EAST 14th STREET NEW YORK
OEOROE KLEINB. Selling Agent for Chicago (52 State St., Chicago, 111.).

MANAGERS SINGERS PERFORMERS
For a short time only, we will make slides from your photo with your name
on it for 55c. 2 from same photo, 90c. postpaid. Colored of course.

BRAYTON PORTRAIT DEPT., 77 So. Clark Street, CHICAGO

Motion Pictures
JAMES J. JEFFRIES
Stanley Ketchel
Tom Sharkey
Kid Herman
Gunner Moir
Young Corbett
Kid Sharkey

Of
JACK JOHNSON
Billy Fapke
Tommy Burna
Joe Gans
Joe Palmer
Terry McGovern
Young Dority

FRANK GOTCH GEO. HACKENSCHMTDT
IN THEIR CHAMPIONSHIP CONTESTS

Write for low rental terms

The CHICAGO FIGHT PICTURE CO.
81 CLARK STREET CHICAQO, ILL.

For Sale— 1000 ft. Reel.
Film, So, $10, $15 per reel;
Edison, Power's, Lubin Ex-
Model Machines, $60; new
$100: Model B. Gas Outfit.
$25; Soap Sets, $1; Moving
Picture Teots, $75; Baby

Grand Piano, $65; $600 Overland Living Wagon, $100;
Paving Moving nciure Theatres cheap.
For Rent—6,000 feet Film, $6; 12,000 ft., $12 weekly,

one shipment. Will buy Passion Play, machines, film,
show prooerty of all kinds.

H. DAVIS - - . Watertown. Wis.

ATTENTION! HELP THE EXHIBITOR
Association and Independent Exchanges

Feature Announce-
ment Slides

Showing Original Lithograph of all Film
Manufacturers in colors. Special Price to

Exchanges. We make Slides of Every
Description. Samples on Request.

PLAMPIN SLIDE COMPANY
64 East 14th Street New York City

CHEAP
Steel Frame

Theatre Chairs

ABSOLUTELY

Non-BREAKABLE
Suitable for small

theatres and Mov-
ing Picture shows.
We carry these
chain in stock and
can ship immedi-
ately.

Second Hind Chairs

' AlsoseatingforOut-
of-Door Use.

Address Dept. W.

STEEL FURNITURE CO., Grand Rapids, Mich.

New York Office: 150 Fifth Avenue

Boston Office : 224 Congress St, Boston, Mast.

Song Slides 5c. Per Day Per Sel

All Songs—All Publishers. You select
We ship.

For full particulars call or write

LEN SPENCER'S LYCEUM, 46 E. Uth St., N.Y.

A M E R 1 CAN FILM B R O K E R s|
147-157 FOURTH AVENUE, NEW YORK

Importers and exporters of new and second-hand film. 500 Sets Song Slides like lew, $2.00 per set. Write for lists and particulars. |

WE : ARE NOT RENTERS
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ANNOUNCEMENT SLIDES ONE CENT (lc.) EACH
ANY ONE (AN MAKE THEM

For the sum of THKbri DOLLARS (53.00) Cash with Order, 1 will send you sufficient matt-rial I

rHREE HUNDRED (300) Announcement - ivs:

Write i
-it i may w Ish witi.

>r Jin.i . : ter, or wil ; encil,

d it up like any
They show up well on the screen. You can put the chorus ot an ordinary song on one slide I've done it lot n the

chorus slid sing. Remit N. Y. Jr.itt. express oi P. '.>• money order only.

C.re oCMoMn, Picture VNorld," 125 K 23rd St. jT. If. RICHARDSON, M\V YORK CITY

50 strips asaorted color* gelatin paper. 14 alM*» CaWf gl—

J

12 mats. I bundle

slide binders. I slide made up lo show > ou how to do II. I Instruction sheet

i! climax cumei when, tin* next morning,
ip and ii<

of tinware wiiii this oriel DOtt from the burglar.
i don' I want ills Jim w . what do yen link i ami

in."

remarks I -

man,
bewildered Henry pays this last •• i

!-, unit ni
saperatedly, "Never again 1"

WHERE IS MULCAHY I

pompous policeman
t i in the station house ona morning and

ate fri.in tbe chief, ordering bin I

n sharp lookout for u Dnmber of mlacbleTous bora,
toying the cltlseni an

ins pari nf t in- precinct. Mulcahj says he will
get then and, atartlng out with iiis men, warns
then i" watch out fi-r tin- boys.

rant Molcaby, an bom later, col
an old gentleman, who is being annoyed by two

»iii« have Bade target of Ms tUk bat.
Molcaby flashes off after the hoys, up an alley,
serosa lots and into private gardens, ami thlnki
be bas tliem captured, when t li«-y come to a high
board fence. l 'i.e larger boj adroitly leapt
tbe fence and the smaller chap crawla throngh

just as the policeman'! brawny hand is

after him. He catebea the youth by the
coat tall and in an effort to get a tighter bold
of his prisoner, wrlgglea bead nrst throngh tbe

trot i< unable to gel further. The boy with
a roddCD Jerk breaks awav anil runs after the other
ehap. Moicahy Mes he is beaten ami attempt!
la squirm out, when be ftnda that
Hght and the more be wrlgglea tbe tighter be

the pollceman'a p
nient and return cautiously, grinning broadly. The
fm policeman mutters - ami
rails down ii the kid laugh
over the situntlon and after tonnentinj

r a while more away, beei bla cn-

them to help him out of the i

tnally Mnlcaby at the station.

They have had no report from him f"r

boon and rear

it that Muleaby may have met with some

We return aga • to m ilcahy, whe
strtiEcilnc in the fence for an hoar. Suddenly

crowd of ot ineUTering threat-

eningly toward him. The boys gather around him
I] with their old

lly .mi. Is a three

of the boya pulling the copper's trousers off and
making away with them.

This nil for Mill.-ahy. n
supreme effort In making his escape. He finds

an asli barrel, knocks the end in and crawling
his way cautiously up the alley.

Another hour and Mnlcaby hi

d. Finally tbl ration.

squad of policemen to search for htm and
ine upon the poor copper, making

a hack alley sneak for the police station.

Arrived at the station Sergeant Moicahy makes
a tearful explanation of his terrifying adventures

and mourns the loss of - At this

a lady, hearing the policeman's f

!n. m.iklng inquiries for the owner. Mul-
cahy Identifies them, and the woman, blushing

violently, runs our. Uulcaby makes for an ante

room amidst the laughter of his brother cops.

bat, of course, he is unable to appreciate the

humor of the situation.

THE BROTHER. THE SISTER AND THE COW-
PUNCHER.— Allan Ardmore and Edith.

two young Eastern people, pay a visit to their

h in Aria \rdmore has
suffered a physical breakdown and is seeking to

regain iiis health. Albert Weston, his uncle, be-

lieves In the doctrine of "back to nature" and
lalnly that what the t>oy nc

air and plenty of rough, hard work. Summoning
man. Pan Wells, he turns the boy over to

bim and tells him to make a cowboy out of bim.
Ardmore attracts Pans eye and I

.- is in l.'ve with her and Is partlMly neg-

lecting his real .Large, ber brother. !!• -

.ti. in .i

little mone] be b

.i young Mexican girl, and babltui
evil « aj
with bim km.i

.1 i onla.
\. inn. in- explains thai be reall on tbe

path to rain and promisee to mend bis waj
i.i finds it .ilin.'si Impo
Infatuation lot tin- Mexican girl and again seeks

ui.

in the meantime young Weill - - ren
oi hi- .ifii . Uoni ton ard Edith I ill at-
irniioii to her minis and bj presenting ber with
numberless little gifts, Including .. small hand

.- love and is accepted
dlth.

Ardmore, after nomeroai secret visits to the
gambling bouse, loses all bla mone] and Tonla
turns bim down, not wishing to lair any tiling

more to do « r a gambler. Tbe mlaj
yonng fellow does not understand, be must not lose
lonin. anil returning to the ranch house slips Into
bis sister's room ami steals ber pane, reflecting
that with the money be can again re establish
himself in the good graces of his siuorlta.

i in- mone] goes with the rest, and Ardmore
hunting out Dan, tells him of Ins losing certain
money which be must replace. Dan goes to the
ganibin . nd wins back a portion of the
money, bat refuses t.. give any i.. the boy until

- broken oft with Tonia. Tonla, lie says,
t loTe bim, ami as proof ol this, be offers

i onla would allow any
man to maki ier, providing be bad money.

Ardmore demands pi

ow bim.
Ard re finds Tonla and Pan

r, and it that what
Pun has said is true. Sullenly a thought
Allan. He "ill call his sister and
apparent perfidy and in that way i

.an. He calls Edith
and offers bet a view Of her lover's unfaithfulness.
Edith, entirely misunderstands tbe sit-

uation and turns away, fully break

1 that Tonla Is

carrying th" porsi Edith. He then
realizes what young Ardmore meant, when he
said he mirst replace certain money. Procuring tbe

and denouncing the sinful Mexican girl, be
i number of bills In the purse and hurries

;se.

Slipping quietly into F..lith's room be Is about
She nc-

im of theft and unfaithfulness. Ptv
not understand the last charge and pleads inno-

She tells bin I hurls the

purse and money into his face. tie is a!

•n Allan enters and mak.-
Explanatlo

filiation U
Pan and Edith, while youn. promises to

mend his ways.

GAUMONT.
George Kleine.)

OVER THE CUFFS.—At the inn. a :

:i ttiey

prepare to leave. This on.

| u.-e.
,an lays

plans,

the innkeep. -

by wrapped In I on the
the high mglnc the ocean. Ar-

rived here he. unknown to himself, Is observed by
over the cliffs.

He n.w ha- which brought him to

land. -unian.l of one of the fishermen.

log attacks him and s. cures his bat.
ime the go-id i

youth over the cliff ai

whom they
mother at the Inn.

the cap as i

FLORAL STUPIi -

. plants h.i . „-alu*l

in addition, thi

ire and tbu-

addi to greatly to a picture.

THE MESSENGERS DOG. I inking
mil ,.i call* with in- bowl •

neplns with
: th* day force bim Into * tem-

Illness II.- Immediate!] Mart* fur lil-

lui the way hi • • r*i times

lying In the road. Ill— dog triSi to call bim b»ck,
annua! is mad and liri-s Ills rOTQlreT it '

drags blinaelf to

ni- master*! clothing.
man, In his partly conscious state, fe*r* tbe

iinlmiil i- mole and llres bla revolver at II-

landed .the dog drag* himself to
i In- lost bag Where ha holds watch until his ma*
ter returns In search of the purse.

PETE HAS NINE LIVES.—a disappointment In

lore drives Pete Into a chronic melsncbolls whtcii

linaiiy lends him to decide upon soiclde as tbe
only practical end to his gloomy exist

(mr story concerns Itself chiefly with his numer-
ous unsuccessful attempts to snuffle off this mortal
• ..ii. Many presumably "sun- Bra" methods of

"leaping Into the beyond" fail entirely in hi* ca»e

and b-avi- la i in .nly funny woes for protni-

ln death.

THE LITTLE GERMAN BAND.—Tbe story I*

simply that Of the effect of music upon various

i pie. However, that theme is

some really original work in stage craft and

WON AND LOST erned wltb
••r a maid)

i duel in which the favoriti

:l rival is. bowl .aunted
i is victim,

furnish mat! imerous scenes of a unique
:..uuri-.

JARNACS TREACHEROUS BLOW
tr.lying the Incldi I lb led t" a

ie and
de Jarnac, the film - event,

which not only brought the duel it

de Jarnac,
as that by

whicli his rival.

ught In the courtyard of the Pal-

der Henry II.. on July 1". l'.iT. Jarnac,

In a ti

bim ai

: man might have beet

t deatb

and refused aid of any kind.

URBAN-ECLIPSE.
G. Kleine.

HIS WIFE'S TESTIMONY. In this '

offer a simple but well acted
a workman who

,e ways of sice by a sup-

in the end learns as":
is he deserv.-s He almost

mils of his victim.
wife

. '. man Is l to to

life.

Exhibitors!
Is your place prepared for the bot weather?

FANS
Will keen vour trade. Dirrct current. Id Inches,

|1S 00 All kinds, all makes ready for delivery.

UREATPR NEW YORK SUPPLY EXCHANGE
I Ifi East 14th Mreet New York City
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HER LIFE FOR HER LOVE.—An Eastern Court

in the Desert. A royal traveler and his jester.
Woman captive brought (or inspection. bought

ad willingly taken away. Tropic
Scene, slave girl in love with her master. Fate
of the Princess. Reception of gallants and ladies.
Scenes 01 love, jealous; and rivalry. Two candl
dau» for the band of the Princess.
Balcony Scene. The Princess and tbe favored

suitor— the master of the slave. An appointment
tOl th< evening, The tender interview wit-

nessed by his rival. Den of Bravos. The rival
lie gang to kill the favored Prince. Scene

between the Prince and his slave. After he leaves
1 tinds a note: "l-)o no go to the rendezvous

to-night, or you will be assassinated. An unknown
friend."
Sublime Sacrifice. The slave girl makes a hasty

resolution and duns the cloak and hat of her lord.

Grounds of the Palace. The slave, in her master's
Cloak, leaves the palace. Woodland Scene. Bravos
form an ambush and mortally wound the slave.

Flight of the villains. The Prince and his attend-
ants find the 'wounded Slave. Death of Slave.

MAKING SALT.—A subject of educational value,
unusual and original.

The scenes in order are: Harvesting marine salt

On the seashore. Preservation, weighing, sacking,

a bill of powdered salt, loading, washing the salt,

refining, salt makers iu holiday attire.

LUBIN MFG. CO.
WINTER BATHING IN THE WEST INDIES.—

This film was made on Hog Island, across the har-
bor from Nassau, and shows the beach most favored
by the fashionables who frequent that Winter re-

sort. It opens with a few feet showing the honey-
comb rocks with the surf beating against the shore
aud then shows the famous bathing beach where
the surf rolls in, unchecked, from the Gulf of Mex-
ico. After a Gulf storm the waves are mountain
high, but the picture shows the scene in its ordinary
aspect with the bathers frolicking in the water.
There is also shown the famous fruit lunch. The
visitor may enjoy all the fruit he can eat for the
shilling that also includes the trip across the har-
bor in the tender and the method of preparing the
oranges and cocoanuts is shown in detail, the close
of the picture being the departure for Nassau in

the moonlight, a tinted scene of rare beauty. Un-
der the southern skies the photography is superb
and in every way the subject is a charming one,
the introduction of some of the players adding
life to the scene.

THE BRAVE DESERVE THE FAIR.—A young
man comes to the aid of a strange woman whom
he sees stagger iu the street. He is just in time
to save her from a bad fall as she loses conscious-
ness and for an instant he stands helpless holding
her in his arms. Then a passerby chances along
and by good fortune proves to be a physician. His
rapid examination shows him the gravity of the
case, an automobile is summoned and the girl is

hurried to her home, her address being discovered
from cards in ber pocketbook. The young man goes
to his home, but the barbed shaft of the arrow of
the god of love has sunk deep into his heart and
he sits restless in his room until he reads in the
evening paper of the serious illness of Miss Parks,
the girl. The malady is a baffling one and physi-
cians have decided upon an operation for the trans-
fusion of blood as a last resort. Applicants willing
to give their blood are advertised for and the young
lover assumes rough dress that will better harmon-
ize with his presence and takes his place in the
little group of men who are willing to sell a pint
of blood for $100. His robust physique causes him
to be singled out as the patient and the physician,
the same who came to his aid when Miss Parks
was stricken, recognizes him and sympathizes with
his feelings. A clever young surgeon performs the
operation and the lover is out of the house again
before the girl recovers consciousness. Her recov-
ery is rapid once the crisis is passed and presently
the two meet at the mountain resort whither Miss
Parks has gone to recuperate. The trained nurse.
still in attendance, recognizes him, but promises
secrecy and he is left free to win the girl on his
own merits. It is evident that his feeling is re-

ciprocated, but it is not until the girl recognizes
him that he gains the courage to speak. She has
dropped her bracelet into the water and he bares
his arm to withdraw it. The scar of the incision

attracts her attention and she realizes then why
she has felt drawn toward him.

THE SISAL INDUSTRY IN THE BAHAMAS.—
Sisal fiber as a substitute for manila is a compara-
tive recent industry, but it meant tbe commercial
establishment of the British West Indies and is a
most important industry in the Bahama group.
The long, sword-like leaves of the sisal plant

—

a species of cactus—are cut close to the base and
are fed into a machine which strips the watery
pulp from the long, silky fiber. The fiber quickly
dries and bleaches under the hot sun and the strands
are woven into rope said to be fully as strong
and lasting as the longer known manila. Most of
the work is done by negro hands, for no white
person could toil under the sub-tropical sun and
long endure, aud the young girls and comfortable
appearing matrons make picturesque spots against
the background of fleecy fiber. All of the interest-

ing operations are shown, including the crude rope
walk in which the strans are twisted into a stron-

ger body. Although an industrial, a number of the

scenes possessed marked scenic beauty and all of
them possess the touch of oddity due to the pres-
ence of the negroes who are unlike the negro of
the South and si ill retain almost unimpaired their
quaint customs of their African ancestry.

PATHE FRERES.
ROMEO TURNS BANDIT.—While au up-to-date

It 10 climb! Hie garden wall to kiss his Juliet.
her father appears and takes off his daughter aud
dismisses her suitor. Romeo, however, dresses up
like a brigand aud accompauied by three friends
holds up the irascible father and binds him to 8
tree.

Romeo then meets his lady love who joins in
the plot, and a letter is sent to her father that
he must pay a ransom of $1,000 for the recovery
of his daughter.

In his trouble the father confides in Romeo, who
undertakes to get the daughter back. This is of
course an easy matter, and there is then no objec-
tion to the marriage of Romeo and the girl.

LITTLE MARY AND HER DOLLY.—Little
Mary's mother, very sick, with only a young son
to keep her aud Mary, looks wistfully at the pears
in the basket of a passing fruit seller.

Little Mary's heart is almost bursting as she sees
the longing expression of her mother and knows
that they have not the money to purchase any.
She takes her dolly and tries to sell it but

without success and finally another little girl

snatches it away, and throws the old dolly to her
dog to play with. Little Mary is inconsolable, un-
til the second little girl's mother, hearing the story,
gives her money with which to buy the pears for
her mother, and later the little girl brings her a
fine new dolly to make up for the one she bad
destroyed.

MAX LEADS THEM A NOVEL CHASE.—Max at
an evening party takes a necklace from one of
the guests and makes good his escape.
The guests and the police set out in pursuit but

Max employs some novel methods and among others
mounts a boat on the water chute and finally makes
good his escape in a balloon which soars far out of
reach of his would-be captors.

This film is just cram full of novel situations
ami laughable episodes.

CAPTURING CUB BEARS.—Amid the pretty
scenery of Ariege in Southern France we see the
peasants capturing young bear cubs whose agile
antics and endeavors to escape add greatly to the
interest in the film.

MIRROR OF THE FUTURE.—A young man is

out walking with his intended and they each pur-

chase of a street peddler a mirror which possesses
the power of showing the future. What they see
in the mirror is disclosed on the screen in an
entirely novel manner and the results are such as
to make both young and old roar.

A PRINCE OF WORTH.—A young prince secretly
married to a gypsy girl is forced to disclose the
fact when his father desires him to marry a
wealthy girl.

Cast out by his parents he is forced to earn his
own living, and commencing in the streets as an
acrobat he eventually becomes the star turn in a
prominent vaudeville house.

His father one night sees his son's performance
and pleased with his success agrees to a recon-
ciliation with him, his wife and little child. Max
Linder plays the chief part in ths film aud his
cleverness on the trapeze shows him in a new light.

A SAILOR'S FRIENDSHIP.—Little Pierre, the
youngest of a long line of seafarers, has been
brought up by his grandparents to embrace the
same calling. While still a child he plights his
troth to his playmate sweetheart, Janick, and then
accompanied by his comrade, Jacquemin, ships on
board a large vessel.

Fifteen years pass and Pierre does not return.
The grandfather is growing old and feeble, when
Jacquemin returns announcing that Pierre has dis-

appeared during a fight and is thought to be dead.
The grandmother grieves for her husband, who she
fears will not recover for the shock, and implores
Jacquemin to announce himself as Pierre.
The sailor consents and the old man and Janick

rejoice, but when he falls in love with the latter he
feels he can no longer deceive her and confesses to
her that he is not Pierre.
The same day Pierre returns unharmed to claim

his own. The truth cannot now be withheld from
the old man, and Jacquemin. heartbroken, makes
his preparations to return to the sea.

Pierre, however, seeing that Janick can no longer
love him. forgives his old comrade, gives him Janick
and he himself returns to the salior's life he loves.

I

SELIG POLYSCOPE CO.
IN THE GREAT NORTHWEST.—Told 'mid the

swerving pine and snowelad hills in the great
Northwest, one of the most intense and dramatic
stories we have had the pleasure to offer. We find

the beautiful daughter of the Factor at the set-

tlement trading post plainly showing her disregard
for so much formality. Pierre, a young Canadian
trooper, thinks well of Julie and presses his suit
and is finally accepted, but not until after Pierre
in his persistent suit has incurred the enmity of
Jon the trapper. The party is leaving the trad-
ing post for a long hunt; Pierre is to accompany
them. Ronald, a rich young Englishman, arrives

shortly after at the post with a letter from the
Governor General, in which he is informed that
the bearer has been appointed Game Warden of
that territory and that the factor should post notice
to the effect tnat laws protecting game and rights
of reserves he respected. This is read with many
misgivings by the populace. The new courier meets
Julie—a friendship i» soon formed; her father
looks with favor upou Ronald thinking him rich,
and encourages Julie to forget Pierre—they are
married—Pierre returns—the true character ot Rou-
ald asserts itself In his cowardice aud Julie re-
grets but too late. Pierre bids them go aud he
seeks solace iu the great woods of the North.

THE TRIMMING OF PARADISE GULCH.—The
most absolutely uew and original Western story
ever put iu picture form. We find a little mountain
tavern near the foothills where the cowboys and
rangers were wont to spend their spare time when
they were not chasing a steer. One nice Summer
day the camp was all in a turmoil; the stage had
arrived aud among its occupants was a young lady,
demure aud sweet. Several of the residents there-
about and a smooth looking chap of the city type
who afterwards proves to be a vendor in cheap
jewelry and is out for the harvest. Nell, the young
lady in question, establishes a school in art recog-
nizing in the cowboy clientele excellent material to

further her scheme. She soon has them all paying
marked homage—willing to take lessons just in
order to admire their teacher. They are suddenly
seized with the idea of making her presents of
rings and jewelry, little dreaming that the (dark
horse) man in the background selling rings was
none other than her husband. Things assume an
exceedingly interesting state of affairs.

THE HEART OF A HEATHEN CHINEE.—This
story is unusual because it deals with the senti-
mental side of the Chinese character. A married
couple in search of a house servant hire a China-
man. After a time the couple quarrel. John, the
Chinaman, acts as a peacemaker. A serious
estrangement then occurs. Again, faithful John
comes to the rescue, until he comes to be looked
upon as an indispensable jewel of the household.
The theme is an absorbing one and upon unique
and original lines. We are of the opinion that this
tale will, in point of novelty, prove a moving pic-
ture surprise, because in the treatment of the
story, the directing and the acting nothing Is

unnatural or overdone.

VITAGRAPH COMPANY.
THE WINGS OF LOVE.—On one of the tributary

canals of the Zuyder Zee, a miller has a mill and
a pretty daughter who is fair to look upon and
attractive to the young men of the village where
she lives; especially is she attractive to the con-
sequential Burgomaster's son, who is in ber com-
pany whenever opportunity presents itself. The
Burgomaster objects to his son's attentions to
the miller's daughter, whom he thinks inferior
socially. The miller opposes the Burgomaster's
son because of his inability to work with his
hands, and furthermore does not want her nor
himself to be subjects of distinction, and hereby
hangs the tale of the picture.
The miller's daughter becomes engaged to the

Burgomaster's son and the trouble begins. The
boy is kept indoors by his father, who keeps close
vigil over him. The miller's daughter is locked
in the upper loft of her father's mill for her dis-
obedience. While the crafty old master is watch-
ing his son, he falls asleep, and the young chap
takes advantage of the chance and starts out for

the haunts of his lady love.

He reaches the place of her imprisonment and
finds her on the little platform at the top of the
mill. She tells him of her father's anger and
her sentence and deplores her inability to come
down to 'him, and he determines to come up to
her. No sooner said than done. Grasping one of
the arms of the windmill as it revolves, he flies

as if on the wings of love up to her perch,
takes her on his back with her arms entwined
about his neck. He seizes hold of the following
arm of the windmill and safely lands his precious
burden on the ground. They now make their way
to the village parson to be married and outwit
the old folks.

While the thrilling scene of love has been going
on, the Burgomaster and the miller discover that
their children have gained their liberty. They
each hasten to the home of the other in hope of
finding his child. On their ways they meet and
clash, as usual, exchanging "compliments" aud
swearing vengeance. They learn that the young
folks have gone to the minister's house. They
turn their footsteps thither, arriving there too
late; the Burgomaster's son has married the mil-
ler's daughter. Like good and sensible parents,

POSTERS
We have in stock posters of all the licensed films.

These posters are made by the A. B. C. Company
of Cleveland. Never excelled.

GREATER NEW YORK SUPPLY EXCHANGE
1 16 East 14th Street New York City
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people, .1.

their "i.j" 1 ' Ions « er« unlj Imai
after all

CONVICT NO. 790. I I ...ml. ted,

tbe criminal is brought before tbe Jud
tence, « in. ii la git an bj I I

• uoi

denounced bj the b) tba oflli
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i

i ba com let, » bo Ii

number ••Tin.. ' pi ., v.i i

uitlj in trouble with hi

Willi iii.. chain gaoi pul i" work In

.i quarry,
i cootIcI working

baalde iii"' ii' becomea enraged and itrlkei bin)

with in.- ledge h .iniiii. i .mil fella blm to tin-

gr hi Betted b] tbt tba 1 1 1;
i > i

is .mi in aolltar] i Oneinenl I'uuottced, be Dies
through and remorea tbi window
.mil racapei with ael purpoaa "i killing tba Judge
w in. sentenced biro.

lh-. eecape i- discovered and tba prison guardi
niurt in poraoll I i..

.iini Miiik.'s in> w.i\ ... id,, ju.i. wbsrs
ha mi. it tba Judicial represents 1 1va »i work In
Ms library. Sneaking up behind blm, ba
blm Insensible, blnda and gaga blm. With di

t ion Mini hatred "7B61

im his
licit ami is about i.i kill ii..- Jndga when ba hours.

Boating in silvery n.iii's and tweet, aofl rolct
words

| Klodlj Light, Mniil

iclrcllng Gloom." Tha band "f tba
-I.-, i inn! tba knir.' dropa tram Iih band us

itch tba Ringing "i tba hymn by tba
ughter iii :in upper room.

ii.. bends forward to listen and
1

hears,
olgbl is dark and I am far (ram home, lead Thou

Tha words bare reached blme, and the

oa-etrlcken Mini plcka up his knife, n
the Jndga mni i.r.'iiks down in tears of remor
repentance. The admtniatrator of Justice reaches
forth his band in pity and mercy, telling blm to

brace up and !"• man.
At this muni, in iii,' officers have traced the culprit

to thr home of "ihs Honor," nml when they are
admitted, rush Into tbe room to salsa their prisoner
Tba Jndga stays tbeli grant the felon's
request to meel the sweel singer of "Lead, Kindly
Light." Tbe daughter of the Judge eoroes upon tbe

in l
- 1 1

1

l; > once more for the wretched man,
Means to have awakened to hla better self.

Quietly submitting t" arrest, ha Is led away by
iii,. prison guards. The Jndga and his daughter
uro deeply affected. The daughter, who makes
weekly missions h n. limis no eager and
sincere auditor In "Oonvici Tim;."

AUNTIE AT THE BOAT RACE.- Everything is

Mini; boat wee at New London between Tale
and Harvard i Diversities. Everywhere everybody
Is alive with it. two t" one on Harvard; ten to
n> i Tale. The Interest ami excitement is

growing keener as Hie ,lay approaches. Nash, the
villain, has riskeil Ins all ami bUUUWS more 10
put up on Tale Pbe strength and pride "f the
Harvard crew bj Ooortney. Everything depends
upon him. ami without him Vale would win with-
out a shadow of doubt. Nash knows ihis and
is puxallsg his brain and exercising his devilish
Ingenuity to get him out of the way. To ac-
complish this he arranges with some of his pais
to carry out a plot to pet Courtney out of the way.

n.re is where Courtney ami hla chum, Ben, ar-
range a little scheme Of their own to get Courtney's
sweetheart. Mabel, lo the raee. She bad Intended

but her cbaperone, Mrs. Smith, canni
with her. and Mabel's uncle refuses to let her at-
tend the recatta Without one. Ken agrees to mas
querade as a woman and go lo the raee as Mabel's
Cbaperone. The project works to a turn, and
Mabel's uncle falls with a crash to the charms
of the gay deceiver, to whom he dances attendance
all the way to New London, where they all make
themselves comfortable at the hotel.

Here is where the woman comes Into the case.
Mabel's room at the hotel happens to be next to
the one occupied by Nash, and in which he and

!ow- conspirators arrange to get Courtney
out of the way. Mabel overhears the plot, gets

idenee and rushes Off to tell lien. and. it

possible, prevent It. Ben reads the conspiring
letter found by Mabel and hears her story, makes
a dash for the street, followed by the enamored
uncle and Mabel. They all jump Into an auto,
the chauffeur pulls the lever, and on* they go to
the rescue.
Courtney has been drawn Into the villainous plot

and is held prisoner In a wood on the outskirts of
the town, particulars of which were told in the
letter which Mabel found in Nash's room. While
all this is going on the Harvard boys are getting
anxious and worried about their stroke. Courtney.
"Why doesn't be come? Has he thrown us down?"
"Here he comes now) Rah! Bah II Bah!!! Har-
vard! Harvard:: Harvard::"' and the three times
three. Courtney springs from the car. gets Into
his racing < his place In the shell Jnst
in time to get it In line for the start. Bang!
They make an even "get away." and are pulling
an even stroke, reach the railroad bridge and skim
the water of the old Thames like flashes of sun-
beams: first Yale and then Harvard begins to

pull away, until she crosses the line a winner by
at least ten lengths.

Back to the boathouse again. The Harvard men
step from their shell. They are met by their
friends, among whom is Mabel, who rushes In

Courtney and throws herself In his arms. Ben. In

his excitement, waves his bat in one hand and

uda wig win
..id mi. ie looks mi In tiagrln,

i and ' .mi im) a In

uncle

LOVE 01 ( 1IKYSAM1II MI'M
ititli. iioiii

is betrothed lib and
Influence level ! jreai > bei
hue Ii. I I.H>I I. UUtWltbSl
solicitude

\ room American > ing I

Chrysanthemum and In linprea >i i,j

.mil politeness, makes up his mind |ualnted
with bei' b] waj of pastime snd adventure Hs

ii. Ink

makes love to her, completely wlnnlnj

wiiib rleltlng at her home, hi

being cangbl bj tha buabend, wl
i i.> her agitation and being

laid for two, ami which si,,- explains uas f..r her-
self anil her maid.

She Is bSPPJ when In the Alnerloi, i-

ami lung's foe his presence, and we see her anxloualy
watching for bla coming the next morning. Bui in*

ine. Be Is at a tavern with a parly
of gay tourists, an g wiium Is b bewitching
creature with whom he is rerj smitten, and be

let j while lal ing, loving
little Cbrysantbemuu swalta his coming, she is

iniiii. ami. ordering her cago, she is carried
to the tavern, where she discovers the American
and the canst of his nun npi i. their
liystlng place.

ihtheiniim asks him If he will come to be*
garden In the evening. To get rid of her. lie

promises. Again she is doomed to disappointment,
Her husband now appears ami gallantly escorts her
lo tbe porch of their borne, presents her with a

in and [lavs court to her. hut she Is Indlf

Cerent; her heart is with the American, and tbe
American's is with the attractive woman at the
tavern. The Japanese girl u"cs to the bench where
she ami her lover so r tit i % sat in sweet embrace,
disturbed by her aching heart and her great love

for him, she lakes her place at the garden gates
like n sentinel: she prays for his coming, but her
lover cannot tear himself from thl e he really

loves.

It is morning again, and Chrysanthemum once
more appears at the tavern. Just In time to see

American place an engagement ring on the
linger of the other woman. Chrysanthemum asks
the American why lie did not come to her. He
Coldly Ignores lier questions and tells her he Is

engaged to another. She appeals to him not to

east her off, but he turns away and leaves the

place with his Intended wife and the other visitors.

The poor little Chrysanthemum is crushed and
heartbroken, gets Into her cago and Is taken to

her home.
Her husband, who has watched this scene and

learned of her love for the American, follows her.

confronts her with her unfaithfulness, denounces
her and Is Impelled to kill, but changes his mind.

the knife and orders her from his house.
She falls prostrate; her hand conies In contact with
the knife. She grasps It. arises with a gleam of
despair and determination In her eyes, hurries Int"

the garden, where she ends her unhappy life at

the snot where her ill-placed love first found its

awakening.

THE PEACEMAKER.—I.ove and Jealousy make
strange bedfellows. They cannot dwell together
In harmony, so it Is not surprising that Minnie
got dreadfully Jealous when Jack went to town
and accepted an invitation to supper at Stanley's
Restaurant with his friend. "Doc," and his

fiancee, a charming, sprightly Utile creature who.
as a clever hostess, paid due attention lo "Doc*8"
guest. There was nothing unusual in this, bul
some busybody wrote Minnie all about It. and of

course did not fail to express her own opinions

and surmises.
Jack's uncle, a benevolent, sympathetic old

scholar, seems to be the confidant and ever ready
haven of consolation for the young folk. Minnie

1 the nncle and shows him her friend's letter

and tells him what a wretch Jack is. Jack re-

turns home and Minnie will not lave anything to

do with him. Jack tries to explain, but no use;

he gives up in despair and goes to his uncle and
tells him his trouble.

The old fellow thinks while be consoles blm. and
happy idea. He writes "Doc" Clover of

the trouble and tells him to bring his fiancee and
spend the day In the country at his home.
writes a letter to the old man explainlnc the cir-

cumstances of Jack's supper at the restaurant In

town.
W days afterward "Poo" and his sweetheart

arrive at the uncle's home and the good man tells

them he will advise Jack t" make love to Kitty,
sweetheart, and at the same time advisi

Minnie to make love to "Doc," BO they can make
each other still more Jealous. The plan Is readily

entered into by the two young abettors, and at

once set the plan In operation It works admir-
ably.
Jack i« wrought up to a great pitch, and Minnie

ran scarcely contain herself with plqne. She can
stand It no longer, and makes her way to her old

friend. Jack's uncle, and while she is sobbing on

his shoulder Jack is called in by his nncle from
a side room, into which he took refuge when he

-

1 when Minnie lifts
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FOR SALE—A nearly new Power's N ' ma-
chine head and I] 1 thst

will cut your light bill In half if you are

If not as represented will refund your

Make me an ofTer ft

ing. have two n.longraph machines. Bar-

gain for someone ta s dnpli

save its cost in one nigh' J JOLLT
JONES. .Ti:

We carry all Supplies for Exhibitors
Including CARBONS made b> Lead-
ing Makers. Exhibitors get In

touch with us. J!

Greater New York Supply Exchange
116 Bast 14th St., N. Y. City.
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NEW SLIDES
For the Following Songs—JUST OUT

Sunny Time is the Time for Mine.
Moving Day in Jungle Town.
My Heart Has Learned to Love You,
Now Do Not Sav Good Bye.

When a College Boy Meets a College

Girl.

Hang Your Hat in Detroit.

Curly Head.
You Can't Make Me Stop Loving You.
Play that Lovey Dove Waltz.

Shoes and Socks shock Susan.

Daddy was a Grand Old Man.
I'm on My Way to Reno.
I Trust My Husband Anywhere.
Has Anybody Here Seen Kelly.

Baby Blue.

Under the Orange Blossom Tree.
That Fascinating Rag Time Glide.

Honev When it's Sunny
What's the Matter with Father.

When the Ivy Climb's over the Wall.

DeWITT C. WHEELER
120 W. 31st St., N. Y. City

Manhattan Slide Co.
(incorporated)

136 W. 37th St., New York City

Telephone 6759 Murray Hill

NEW SLIDES
Coney Island for Mine.

That Loving Melody Rubensteln Wrote
(Remick)

When I think of Home and You (Rossitter)

I'm Glad I'm Irish (Feist)

Irene Sweet Irene (Rossitter)

Without You (Head Co.)

Announcement Slides a Specialty

BRANCH OFFICE

14th Street & 4th Ave.
Room 109 Phone 2^14 Stuyvesant

German Saving Bank Building

Little Giant Carbon Sharpener

$3.50
Will save 25 per
cent, of yourcarbon
expense.

Newprinciole—two
knives which can be

removed instantly for sharpening.

SPECIAL UNTIL MAY 15th.

% x 12 Pink Label Electra Carbons $4.00 per
100. Moving Picture Machines, Dissolving
Stereopticons $45-00 up. Oxy-Hydro Gas.
Gas Making Outfits; all Supplies and Repairs.

ERKER'S St. Louis, Mo.

LICENSED RELEASES.

BIOGRAPH COMPANY.
Apr. 4—As It Is In Life (Dr.) 981
Apr. 7—A Rich Revenge (Com.) 980
Apr. 11—A Romance of the Western Hills (Dr.). 980
Apr. 14—The Kid (Dr.) 081
Apr. 18—Thou Shalt Not (Dramatic) 987
Apr. 21—The Tenderfoot's Triumph (Dramatic) . .989
Apr. 25—The Way of the World (Dramatic). . .950
Apr. 28—Up a Tree (Comedy) 981
.May 2—The Gold Seekers (Dr.) 976
May 5—The Unchanging Sea (Dr.) 952
May 9—Love Among the Roses (Dr.) 983
May 12—The Two Brothers (Dr.) 993
May 1G—Over Silent Tilths (Dr.) 980
May 19—An Affair of Hearts (Com.) 9R7
May 23—Rainona (Dr.> 999
May 26—A Knot In the Plot (Dr. 1 080

EDISON MFG. CO.

May 6—Love and Marriage in Poster Land
(Com.) 365

May 10—History Repeats Itself (Com.) 540
May 10—The Stuff That Americans are Made of

(Dr.) 455
May 13—Carminella (Dr.) 720
May 13—Accidents Will Happen (Com.) 280
May 17—The Princess and the Peasant (Dr.)..100u
May 20—Sisters (Dr.) 995
May 27—'Mid the Cannon's Roar (Dr.) 1000
May 24—All on Account of a Laundry Mark

(Com.) 450
May 24—Fortune's Fool (Com.) 530
May 27—'Mid the Cannon's Roar (Dr.) 1000
Mav 31—The Mule Driver and the Garrulous

Mute (Dr.) 980
June 3—The Piece of Lace (Dr.) 995
June 7—The Slyness of Shorty iDr.1 750
June 7—Mr. Bumptious on Birds (Com.) 250
June 10—The Bell Ringer's Daughter (Dr.) .. .1000

ESSANAY FILM MEG. CO.

Apr. 9—The Ranger's Bride (Com.) 750
Apr. 9—A Family Quarrel (Com.) 250
Apr. 13—Their Sea Voyage (Com.) 1P00
Apr. 16—The Bad Man and the Preacher (Dr.).. 422
Apr. 16—The Mistaken Bandit (Dr.) 578
Apr. 20—A Wise Guy (Comedy) 368
Apr. 20—She Wanted a Bow-wow (Comedy) 607
Apr. 23—The Cowboy's Sweetheart (Dr.) 1000
Apr. 27—Flat for Rent (Comedy) 475
Apr. 27—The Latest in Garters (Comedy) 525
Apr. 30—A Vein of Gold (Dramatic) 1000
May 4—The Stolen Fortune (Com.) 1000
May 7—The Sheriff's Sacrifice (Dr.) 950
May 11—He Stubs His Toe (Com.) 597
May 11—A Quiet Boarding House (Com.) 303
May 14—The Cowpuncher's Ward (Dr.) 965
May IS—The Danger Line (Dr.) 1000
May 21—The Little Doctor of the ' Foothills

(Com.) 935
May 25—Tin Wedding Presents (Com.) 500
May 25—Where is Mulcahy? (Com.) 400
May 2S—The Brother, the Sister and the Cow-

puncher (Dr.) 989

KALEM CO.

Apr. 13—The Old Fiddler (Dr.) 875
Apr. 15—The Forager (Dr.) 980
Apr. 20—Fighting the Iroquois in Canada (Dr.). 795
Apr. 20—Through the Tunnel (Comedy) 140
Apr. 22—The Bravest Girl in the South (Dr.). 830
Apr. 27—The Sacred Turquoise of the Zuni (D.l.

Apr. 29—The Love Romance of the Girl Spy (D.)
May 4—Chief Blackfoot's Vindication (Dr.)..
May 6—The Egret Hunter (Dr.)

May 11—In the Dark Valley (Dr.)
May 13—Between Love and Duty (Dr.) 720
May IS—The Aztec Sacrifice (Dr.) .'...950

May 20—The Seminole Halfbreeds (Dr.)
May 25—The Cliff Dwellers (Dr.)
May 27—Friends (Dr.) j

LUBIN MFG. CO.

Apr. 25—On Time for Business (Comedy) 280
Mav 2—The Master Mechanic (Dr.) 594

May 2—Mrs. Nosey (Com.) 382
May 5—The Miner's Sweetheart (Dr.) 991
May 9—iKdd's Treasure (Com.) 415
May 9—Rastus in Zululand (Com.) 461

May 12—The Cowboy's Devotion (Dr.) 955
May 16—The Regeneration of Father (Dr.). .. .1000

May 16—The Rejuvenation of Father (Com.).. 1000
May 19—The Indian Girl's Romance (Dr.) 950
May 23—The Messenger Boy Magician (Com.).. 715
Mav 23—Winter Bathing in the West Indies

(Scenic) 235
May 20—The Brave Deserve the Fair (Dr.) 700
May 26—The Sisal Industry in the Bahamas

(Scenic) 300
May 30—A Veteran of the G. A. R. (Dr.) 1000

GAUMONT.
G. Kleins.

May 3—The Money Bag (Dr.) 610
May 3—The Banks of the Danube iScenic) 331

May 7—Call of the Forest (Dr.) 571
May 7—Gigantic Waves tScenlc) 348
May 10—A Little Vagrant (Dr.) 852
May 10—The Sea of Clouds (Scenic) 134

May 14—Christopher Columbus (Dr.) 997
May 17—Racing tor 3 Bride (Dr.) 584
May 17—The Marvelous Water (Com.) 378
May 21—Th- Centenarian (Com.) 633
May 21—The Uasher's Delirium (Com.) 368
May 24—Over the Cliffs (Dr.) 675
Mav 21—Floral Studies (Educational) 240
May 28—The Messenger's Dog (Dr.) 506

May 28—Pete Has Nine Lives (Com.) 446
May 31—The Little German Band (Com.) 375

May 31—Jarnac's Treacherous Blow (Dr.) 340

URBAN-ECLIPSE.
G. Kleine.

May 4—Immigrants' Progress In Canada (Edu-
cational) 400

May 11—Roosevelt in Cario (Scenic) 354

May 11—Purged by Fire (Dr.) 541

May IS—The Girl Conscript (Dr.) 741

May IS—Modern Railway Construction (Educa-
tional) 210

Mav 2.",—His Wife's Testimony (Dr.) 100T

June 1—Her Life for Her Love (Dr.) 720

June 1—Making Salt (Industrial) 230

G. MELIES.
May 12—Speed Versus Death (Dr.) 940

May 19—A Race for a Bride (Com.) 725

Mav 19—A Rough Night on the Bridge (Com.).. 225

May 26—The Paleface Princess (Dr.) 920

PATHE FRERES.
May 6—A Romantic Girl (Com.) 433

May 6—Customs of the Buddhists In India (Sc.).544

May 7—The Cherries (Dr.) 574

May 7—Medium Wanted as a Son-in-Law
(Com. ) 387

May 9—Pete Wants a Job (Com.) 564

Mav 9—Villainy Defeated (Dr.) 358

Mav 11—Cleopatra (Dr.) 1043

May 13—Surgeon's Visit (Com.) 489

May 13—Berlin (Scenic) 417

Mav 14—The Wrong Road (Dr.) 695

May 14—The Little Truant (Com.) 269

Mav 16—The Girl from Arizona (Dr.) 950

May IS—Who Will Win My Heart (Com.) 295

Mav IS—The Gold Spider (Dr.) 643

Mav 20—Gee: I'm Late (Com.) -...350

May 20—A Brave Little Girl (Dr.) 544

May 21—Tempestuous Adventure (Com.) 440

May 21—Milk Industry in the Alps (Indus.) . .479

May 23—Romeo Turns Bandit (Com.) 52S

May 23—Little Mary and Her Dolly (Dr.) 436

May 23—Max Loads Them a Novel Chase (Com.).4S9

May 25—Capturing Cub Bears (Educational) .. .390

Mav 27—Mirror of the Future (Com.) 311

Mav 27—A Prince of Worth (Dr.) 590

May 2S—A Sailor's Friendship (Dr.) 9S7

SELIG POLYSCOPE CO.

Apr. 21—Davy Crockett (Dramaticl 1000

Apr. 23—Mr. "Mix at the Mardi Gras (Com.).. 1000

Apr. 2S—The Angelus (Dramatic) 1000

M ar 2—The Cowboy Girls (Com.) 1000

May 5—Papinta (Dr.) 1000

May 9—Seven Days (Com.) 1000

Mav 12—There. Little Girl, Don't Cry (Com.)..

Mav 12—Chicken (Com.)
Mav 19—The Land of Oz (Com.) 1000

Mav 23—The Unmailed Letter (Com.) 1000

May 26—In the Great Northwest (Dr.) 1000

May 30—The Trimming of Paradise Gulch 1000

VITAGRAPH COMPANY.
ner (Comedy) 981

Apr. 19—Love's Awakening (Dramatic) 977

Apr. 22—Her Sweet Revenge (Comedy' 987

Apr. 23—St. Elmo (Dramatic) 927

Apr. 26—Through the Darkness (Dramatic) 981

Apr. 29—The Portrait (Dramatic) 983
Apr. 30—The Minotaur (Dramatic) 9S3

May 3—The Lost Trail (Dr.) 972

May 6—One of the Finest (Dr.) 985
May 7—Mario's Swan Song (Dr.) 842

Mav 10—The Three Wishes (Com.) 945

May 13—The Closed Door (Dr.) 923
Mav 14—The Special Agent (Dr.)

Mav 17—Music Hath Charms (Com.) 363

Mav IS—A Funny Story (Com.) 356
Mav 20—Out of the Past (Dr.) 990
Mav 21—The Wings of Love (Dr.) SS8
May 24—Convict No. 796 (Dr.) 977
May 27—Auntie at the Boat Race (Com.) 977
May 28—Love of Chrysanthemum (Dr.) 990
Mav 31—The Peacemaker (Dr.) 960

Open Twenty-Four Hours Every Day—'Write, Call, "Wire or Phone Any Hour, Day or Night

ELECTRIC THEATRE SUPPLY CO., Inc. 3&fl£|^K3&3g£&52£:
STS.3L1; £T?&?t.£i&?&. 44 N. Tenth Street, Philadelphia, Pa

We have every subject Issued by the Licensed Manufacturers
MOTIOCJRAPH, PATHE FRERES. POWER'S, EDISON and LUBIN MACHINES. HALLBERO ECONOMIZERS and PARTS ALWAYS ON HAND
Write for our new proposition :—Supplying two customers in the same town each with twelve reels a week, keeping each one's supply away from the other, and

no repeaters to either
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Essanay Films-
OBEl THAT IMPlLSi:! FKATl RI«: ESSANAY COMIDIIS

Kl I I VSI (>l

WEDN1 Sl>w II \ 1 2fl

"Tin Wedding
Presents"

(Lrniitli. \|>pro\. .">(>() I eat

ki 1 1 ISI D WITH

"Where is

Mulcahey?"
I .-iiiilli. \|>|>r<>\. 100 I .-.I

This Reel is a Feature!

Kl I I \SI <)l

SATURDAY, MAI J*>

"The Brother, Sister

and Cowpuncher"

I . - tiiit !• . \|i|)r..x. 989 I ,-el

Here is a feature V.

ern. Pulsating with I.

interest, beautiful in scenic

setting, superbly photo-

graphed. Don't linger—

Book it now.Scene from " WHBKK IS MULCAHBVr"

OUR NEW POSTERS—HAVE YOL SEEN THEM?
They arc made especially for the Essanay Company an J may be had from your film exchange or from the Essanay Company

: Cl actual scenes from the tilm>. None genuine without the In Ji.iti Head Trade Mark

Essanay Film A\fg.,G>o.
FACTORY and STUDIOS I333ARGYLE ST. - OFFICE 435 NORTH CLARK ST.

CHICAGO and LONDON, 5 NEW COMPTON ST. W. C.

We make the best lenses in

the world for projecting motion
pictures and lantern slides. Can
you spend a little money more
wisely and profitable than by
ordering a set of lenses which will

IN THE I

LEN5>

IMPROVE YOUR
PICTURES?

NEW PRICES
If. P. Projection Lenses any size with our improTed jacket

with spiral adjustment 915. OC

No. 1 Stereopticon Lenses 15.00

No. i Stereopticon Lenses 20.00

All dealers sell them on approval.

WRITE FOR OUR NEW CIRCULAR
When ordering state the size of your screen and the length of the

picture wanted. Give the distance from the lens to the screen. Remit
the price of the lens or furnish references.

CUNDLACH-M ANH ATTAN OPTICAL COMPANY ''

808 Clinton Ave., So. Rochester, N. Y.

SONG SLIDES
Iv

I

D
E

Attractive Announcement Slides

,).)c each or Three for SI.OO

We mike Extremely Low Prices la Quantities to Film

Exchanges. Send for List and Prices.

We also offer low figures to standing order custo-

mers for our "Song Slides.''

NORTH AMERICAN SLIDE CO ,

143 North Sth Street,
PHILADELPHIA. PA.

L,

I

D
E

A Service with "The
Doubt" Left Out!

—a service that eliminates delays;

overcomes trifles; encourages
business; stimulates interest.

—a service that annihilates dis-

tance; produces good feeling twixt

manager and exchanage.

—a service that extends out into

the very audience—pleases each

auditor—makes him vow to "come
again"

That's the

PremierFilm Service
Want some?

Pittsburg Calcium Light & Film Co.

SONG SLIDES
Pittsburgh Pa.
Omaha, »br.
Rochester, V ^ .

Des Moines, lo*a
Cincinnati. <>

Hllkes-Barre. Pa.

\
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KALEM FILMS
ISSUE OF WEDNESDAY, MAY 25th

THE CLIFF DWELLERS
A Genuine Indian Novelty

Here is an Indian subject'of the most popular order which will be

pronounced one of the greatest educational films ever put out.

ISSUE OF FRIDAY, MAY 27th

FRIENDS
We believe " FRIENDS " embodies one of the most beautiful themes

we were ever privileged to portray—the sacrifice of one young girl that

the love of her girl friend may triumph.

KALEM CO., Inc.
Eastman Kodak Building

235=237=239 West 23rd St.

NEW YORK CITY

A GOOD Song Slide Service will bring business to your Theatre. We
rent the best Song Slides made, all in perfect condition.

50 cents a set per. week, a week's supply shipped at one time. Send for

our large list of used slides we are selling for $2.50. Music included.

Lincoln Transparency Exchange
1111 Masonic Temple Chicago, 111.

MOVING PICTURE MACHINES
& LANTERNS

(§1.

,"SB h«* h^htIrtHAN CALCIUMIIAJ^T^^ M0Rt " BRIGHTER THAN CALUUr.

|I0;CAIMGHT
HatifiSPECIAL SLIDES

MADE TO ORDER
Moore Bond Sl Co.
107 Franklin St. Chicago 111. Send for Catalogue L

The Automatic Theatre Chair
It is a space saver, life saver and

money saver. Shipped built up. It

is the only sanitary theatre chair.
Used by Keith. Proctor and Poli.

It folds up automatically and is re-

volving, mating the theatre all

aisles. It is a friend to the public.

Send for our circular A. Write today.

THE HARDESTY MFC CO.
CANAL DOVER, OHIO

MR. MOVING PICTURE HAN:
VyHY not use slides that will keep your patrons

in good humor. We have got them. Every
slide you can possibly use in your own business.
Adveitisirg slides made to order at special rates.
Any four stock slides $1.00 and 10 cents postage.
Send 30 cents for headliner "What's the Picture
Now, Mike?" just to see the big hats come off. It's
a winner Send for cata'og.
NIAGARA SLIDE COflPANY. Lockport, N.Y.

Original Slide Makers from Slideville

THE BELL
Inductor

Compensator

THE PERFECT ECONOMIZER

Type B

The use of this ideal device in-

sures the highest percentage of

economy, and perfect control of

the arc.

The

InductorCompensator

has four parts of adjustment
allowing instantaneous regula-

tion, is absolutely noiseless and
cannot burn out.

Nearly one thousand now in

use and no returns on our
positive guarantee to refund
purchase price if our claims

are not made good.

If your film exchange does not
handle the Inductor-Compensa-
tor write to us and we will sup-
ply the names of the nearest
agencies.

STOP WASTING GOOD
MONEYON RHEOSTATS
OR INEFFICIENT ECON-
OMIZERS.

Price $50.00

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE

THE BELL & HOWELL CO.

217 West Illinois Street :: Chicogo
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THE MIRROR SCREEN
Is being installed in many of the up-to-date houses.

Montgomery, the Moving Picture Man of Memphis,

Tenn., visited Shelbyville to see a demonstration of the

Mirror Screen and as a result ordered one for each of his

houses and secured the agency for Tennessee, Louisiana,

Arkansas and Mississippi.

Here is what exhibitors say regarding Mirror Screen since it has been installed, all

of which are unsolicited testimonials.

Consolidated Amusement Co., Baltimore, Md.— (Great, Frank S. Montgomery, Memphis, Tenn.— (Great and
better than we expected.) wonderful improvement. Send two more at once.)

B. H. Brunton, Springfield, Ohio.—(Mirror Screen is a
Hix-Gravely Cigar Co., Montgomery, Ala.— (Mirror

great success.) Screen installed to-day and proved great success.)

Arcade Theater, Richmond, Ind.— (Mirror Screen makes
Orpheum Theater, Indianapolis, Ind.-(Pictures fine,

the pictures IQ0 per cent bettcr; recdpts haye jn .

rece.pts increased 20 per cent.) creased yery noticablv .)

Empire Theater, Detroit, Mich.—(Very satisfactory. Garfield Theater, Chicago, 111.—(Delighted with the

Great improvement over ordinary screen.) Mirror Screen.)

Eastern Exhibitors can see the Screen in use at

CIRCLE THEATRE, 2105 Pennsylvania Avenue, Washington, D. C.

BLUE MOUSE THEATRE, 28 W. Lexington Street, Baltimore, Md.

BIJOU THEATRE, 49th and Woodland Avenue, Philadelphia, Pa.

EXHIBITORS IN

PENNSYLVANIA, NEW JERSEY, MARYLAND, VIRCINIA and WEST VIRGINIA
Address the sole representative for this territory.

P. P. CRAFT, 416 Ninth Street, Washington, D. C.

Or Specimen Screens at the Offices of

MILES BROS., (Inc.) 259 Sixth Ave., New YorK

J. H. HALLBERG, 30 Greenwich Ave., New TorH

Beware of infringements of patents or trade-mark. Mirror Screens are only made by us at Shelbyville, under U. S.

patent No. 937,550 (Oct. 19, 1909), Canadian patent No. 123.319 (Jan. 18. 1910). Exhibitors who buy or manufacture

any infringement of these patents will be prosecuted to the full extent of the law.

Motion Picture Screen Co.
SHELBYVILLE ----- INDIANA
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Hey! Get This! ?W ?5S A Scream!
THREE STAR SLIDE COMPANY

56 Huh Ave . Chicago.
ADVERTISING ANNOUNCEMENT AND SPECIALTYSLIDES

FOR ALL OCCASIONS

EXHIBITOR'S
Advertising & Specialty Co.

(INCORPORATED)

ARTHUR D. JACOBS. President
BEN TITLE. Sec'y and Treas.

EXPERTS AND ADVISERS IN

"HOWTO GET THE MONEY"
For Moving Picture Theatres

110 Fourth Ave., near 12th St.

Largest stock of A. B. C. and Picture

Posters In the city. Everything to

boost your show and get the money

A Complete Sign Painting Establishment on the
premises under the able management of

HARRY W. FRIEDMAN
formerly of tbe

ROYAL SIGN COMPANY

lam
Afraid"

Not a day passes
without some exhibitor writing
to me and saying:-"!" am afraid
to turn independent. I'm afraid
you can't give me the variety of
film subjects I must have to run
my theatre." At least 90 per
cent, of the exhibitors are heart
and soul with the independent
movement, but some of them are
''afraid." Now, listen to me:—
if variety anu quality are the

things you need, you can get
them in better shape from the
biggest and best film renter in

the world than from anybody else. 1

am the biggest buyer of films in the
world to-day. I buy not only a greater
variety but a greater quantity than any-
body else. I am in a better position
than anybody else to give you the very
program you must have. I am the

logical man for you to deal with, and
the quicker you recognize that unalter-
able fact, the quicker you'll get busy
with Carl, the man who built up the
greatest film business in the world
on Q-U-A-L-I-T-Y-!

CARL LAEMMLE. President

The Laemmle Film Service
HEADQUARTERS

196-198 Lake Street, Chicago
Minneapolis Portland Omaha

Salt Lake City Evansville

Tbe BIOOFST and B U ST Film Renter in the World

Mr. Exhibitor

Do you know that we
have a whole lot of
customers that have
been with us for a year
or more?

There can be only one
reason for this—We are
Delivering the Goods.
Why not let us deliver
them to you? All we
ask is a trial.

Write, Wire or Phone Us

THE BUCKEYE FILM &
PROJECTING CO. (Inc.)

309-311 Arcade Building, Dayton, 0h|

MAKE VOIR OWN

Announcement Slides

A GOOD INVESTMENT FOE 1910.

A subscription to the

MOVING PICTURE WORLD, $2.00.

That means four cents each week.

Price One Hundred Dollars

This machine will do it. Clean

cut stencilled announcements on black

paper, which, placed between two
cover glasses, make ideal announce-

ment slides.

Anyone can operate it. Cannot

get out of order.

J. WYLIE
MANUFACTURER'S AGENT

125 East 23d Street - - New York

^UfiOPERA CHAIRS [ J

Over 75 per cent, of the finest theaters In the United States in*
Canada are furnished with them. They are used In 818 of tbe

405 moTlng picture theaters In Chicago.
To meet the growing demands for

LOW PRICED OPERA CHAIRS
we have originated a number of styles which, though inexpensive,

are characteristic of
ANDREWS QUALITY

Write to Department K for our large Catalogue No. 31, Illus-

trated in colors, which will guide you when contemplating the par-

chase of opera chairrs.

fH e
<

CHICAGO ESTABLISHED 1865

NEW YORK SAN FRANCISCO
ST LOUIS SEATTLE

174-176 Wabash Avenue, Chicago

ROLL TICKETS
Special Ticket \

50,000 Special
our own Special licket

(_ i(\q r>00 "
Numbering Guaranteed i 500,000 "

No C. O. D.

$ 6.50
10.00
35.00

Cash with Order.

Plant Recently Enlarged*

We can assure Prompt Shipments
TICKET SPECIALTIES

The Carter Press Corp.
Peabody, Mass.

FT! MS HOWARD MOVING PICTURE GO. FII KfS
L M.ls I M.%2 REPAIR WORK A SPECIALTY JL JlJLsl 1%J

AGENTS FOR
Motlograph, Power's and Edison Machines, Supplies and Sundries

TRUDEL SPOT LICHTS AND COLOR WHEELS
504 WASHINGTON STREET BOSTON, MASS-
Established '894 (Opposite Adams House) Incorporated 1908
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Independent Film Stories.

THE POWERS COMPANY.
His BXVEVOE. \
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THE AMATEUR HYPNOTIST
mi. I Redd,

two rival I girl leaves tbi
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t.i learn
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Enter Redd. Be gives one look al Brown
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Green and Redd must be craay, and Brown wins
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ECLAIR FILMS.
A MARTYR OF LOV1
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A SCULPTOR WHO HAS EASY WORK. Termed,

peine ahap who Insplteo reding of composure,
and , In all with wt
contact. And, assuredly, why not! Thi
have singled him out fur their favors.

Here is an account of one day's arduous work at
Termol's studio. He . 1 1y at the
heap of .lay. etc., ami tools upon the bench,
stretches his arms
fortahle nap. N he wrapped in slum-

tnantle than tl

gradually the shapeless heap of clay and marble
take unto themselves farms
divine, and at last we see before us statues, srantl

in their completeness and worthy the art of Angelo.
The rousing Tennol behold.; with Joy the magic

TIIANHOUSKK COMPANY.
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discovered the Injured brave lying uneonsclo
the bottom "i the cliff.

After a perilous descent, the maiden soon ills

covered that she was powerless to lift him, so

Btarted back tor help, bnl in running back to camp
she met two trappers who gladly came to the
Indian's aid and carried liim to their cabin until

the girl could And her father, Chief Red Mountain
Co >n. iy suspicion Black Arrow led the reseculng

party.

Once at the cabin, however, his entire atten-
tlon was taken up in stealing whiskey, sugar and
any other articles be could lay his bands upon,
and was jusi ;il i in get away with the trapper's
rifle when the trapper entered and in no gentle
mi i assisted the thief to the door.

iinre more Black Arrow brooded revenge.
Supplying bis fellow Indians with the stolen

whiskey and promising them as much more as they
could carry away, lie led them in an attack upon
the cabin,

Fortunately Star Light had overheard their plans
and finding that her father, the chief, was out
hunting, the girl made all possible speed to warn
the trappers and bring the other whites to their aid.

This done. Star Light sets out to find the old
chief, who was highly incensed that Black Arrow
should start hostilities with the white settlers, and
hurried to the scene of action with a flag of truce.
After banishing the treacherous Black Arrow

from his tribe, be passed around the pipe of peace,
whhh the while settlers gladly acepted.

SALES COMPANY FILM D'ART.
DON CAKLOS.—The bold young Prince, Don

Carlos, dashing, Highly, daring, has long braved
the wrath of the elders of Philippe's court. It is

therefore no wonder when he even defies the power
of the august head of the Spanish religious regime
of the period by repeatedly declining to accord
him due respect. Complaints are made to the King,
but without satisfaction.
Now, young Don Carlos is betrothed to Elizabeth

of Spain, and since the King has no wife, the
vengeful Grand Inquisitor, whose power in those
days was great, connives to wrest her from him.
Not only does he succeed in so doing, but he
causes the King to fall in love with her; it is now
father against son, and eventually the King wins
her. But the Grand Inquisitor's dark work is not
ended. He manages lo excite the King's suspicions
against Don Carlos, and when he thinks the
monarch sufficiently bitter tries to get bis signa
ture to a death warrant for the young man. When
the King refuses the villain causes a false note
to be sent Carlos summoning him to the Queen's
chamber; when he arrives there swordless, on a
mission of love, she tries to explain, quickly beg-

ging him to go. But ere he can do so, the Grand
Inquisitor enters with the King, to prove charges
against the Queen. The Prince, defenseless, quickly
falls under the onslaught of the soldiers, but the
Queen stems the fury of the King long enough to

have the body searched—the note produced. The
treachery of the Grand Inquisitor is apparent, and
after he is banished the King falls weeping over
thi> corpse of his son.

Brown and invites him to a club. He re-
luctantly accepts the invitation, telling his wife
thai he will !« borne earlj I pon reaching the
club Brown is invited to play a game 01

He hesitates, saying thai be 'has not understand
noe. Finally his friend persuades him and
iing he plays, winning a large stake. The

game proves to be very interesting and lie does not
notice the time. Suddenly, realizing how late it Is,

be jumps to his feet and leaves in baste. Reaching
home, his wife scolds him for staying out so late.
He tries to square mailers by kissing her, she
refusing to let him. Brown then shows her the
money he has won. She becomes somewhat recon-
ciled but makes him promise never lo gamble again.
Brown makes the promise, but a few nights later
is again at the club. This time Dame Fortune
deserts him and he loses all his money. Finally,
as a last resort to get back his losses, he stakes
his watch aud that, too, is lost. Arriving home,
again late at night, his wile, who has been wait-
ing up for him, sees the dejected look upon his
face and suspects the truih, weeping as though
her heart would break. The next day Brown is

at work in the bank when he receives a telegram
from his friend telling him to be at the club that
night as there is to be a "big game" played there.
Feeling sure that good luck would come his way,
he takes some money from the safe, intending to
put it back if he should win. As he is putting
the money into his pocket he is discovered and is

about to be arrested when his wife and child,
who have been sent for, appear. They plead so
hard for him that he is released, but is discharged
from his position. Now tliat the "Curse of
Gambing" is upon him, he sinks, dragging his
wife and child with him into dire poverty, ending
in the untimely death of his wife.

PERILS OF THE PLAINS.—A pioneer famiy,
consisting of father, mother, son, young daughter
and child are making their way across the plains
in a prairie schooner. They come to a pretty spot
where they decide to camp and are busy at their
work when a guest rides in. lie is offered food
and made welcome. Each member of the family
goes about his work, when the ungrateful visitor

attempts to make off with their guns. The child
warns them and he is held until the father gently
kicks him out of camp, when they prepare to be on
their way. Not satisfied with the treatment he
received, the vagabond goes to an Indian camp
and tells them of Hie pioneers. There is great
excitement and they all make haste to depart.
The prairie schooner is again on its way when a

Western scout warns the family of the approach
of the red men. They make every effort to outride
their pursuers, who steadily gain on them. The
scout has, meanwhile, dashed off to get the help
of soldiers, wrho mount their steeds aud go to the
prisoners' assistance. It is decided best to alight
from the schooner and fight the renegade and his

followers. The soldiers and scout make a timely
entrance, forcing the Indians away. The scout
is rewarded for bis aid by a kiss from the daughter,
which likewise pleases and embarrasses him.

INDEPENDENT FILMS RELEASED BY

N. Y. MOTION PICTURE CO.
THE CURSE OF GAMBLING.—James Brown, a

young bank cashier, his wife and child, are living

happily together until one evening a friend calls

FOR SALE—Prosperous, up-to-date song slide ex-

change; doing good business, but hustling man can
double same. 300 sets of slides in stock. Located
in Chicago. Owner going to Europe in June. Ad-
dress, L. T-, P. O. Drawer 727, Chicago, 111.
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PARAMOUNT FILM EXCHANGE
rberlne (Eclair).

l(i—Doctor's Perfidy (Imp).
17—His Yankee Girl (.Powers).
17—The Feud (Bi^
18—Fighting Parson (Nestor).
18—Devil on Two Sticks (Ainbrosio).
19—Lacemaker's Dream (Lux).
19—He Did Not Die (Lux).
19—Fruits and Flowers (Imp).
20—Cupid at the Circus (Thanhouser).
20—Parting His Hair.
20—Jester's Daughter (1000 feet).
20—Mexican's Jealousy (Bison).
21—Conquered Again (ltala).
21—A Father's Grief (Great Northern).

EMPIRE FILM EXCHANGE
10—Tramp Organist (Exclusive) 965
10—Lucretia (Lester) 850
10—Doctor's Perfidy (Imp) 98b
16—Barberine (Eclair) 1099
10—Heart of Tessa (Capitol) 900
17—Child's Doctor (Com.) pup
17—The Feud (Bison) 812
17—His Yankee Girl (Powers) 976
18—Love and a Palette (Actophone) 995
18—The Devil on Two Sticks (AmbrosiO) .. .830
18—The Fighting Parson (Nestor) 1020
10—Fruits and Flowers (Imp) 980
19—In the Name of Allah (Com.) III".

19—Werther (Film d'Art) 1000
20—The Mexican's Jealousy (Bison) 903
20—Cupid at the Circus (Thanhouser) P7'i

20—Cuban War 650
20—Earthenware Industry 2".o

21—Conquered Again (ltala) 1000
21—A Father's Grief (Great Northern) ... .WOO
21—On Parole (Powers) 500
21—The Temperance Leader (Powers) 400

EAGtr "T.M EXCHANGE
9—Mother's Victory.
9—Beatrice Cenci (Cines).
9—A Rural Romeo (Imp).
10—Cupid's Comedy (Bison).
10—Salvation Smith (Powers).
11—Secret of the Lake (Ami).),
11—Friscot Gets into a Libertine Mood (Anib. ).

11—Indian Princess (Nestor).
11—Princess and the Slave.
12—Three Fingered Kate—Invisible Dog.
12—Mother's Grief (Lux).
12—Her Two Suitors (Lux).
12—The Turn of the Dice (Imp).
13—The Best Man Wins (Than.).
13—Lost for Many Years (Bison).
14—Foolshead Learns to Somersault (ltala).
14—That Man Has Won a Million Dollars

(ltala).
14—A Marvelous Cure (Great Northern).
14—The Club of the Corpulent (Great North-

ern).
14—Honor of the Alpine Guide.
14—Convict's Dream.
14—The Card Party (Powers).
14—The Minister's New Suit (Powers).
14—Bobby, the Boy Scout.
14—Race for Monkey.

UJ
—

1

s
oz<
oX
UJ

143 North 8tH Street, PHILADELPHIA, PA.
Best and Newest Independent American and Foreign Films

SUPPLIES IS REELS PER "WEEK SUPPLIES
PROMPT AND RELIABLE SERVICE Members N. I. M. P. Alliance

m

* _ /—

i

om
rn

INDEPENDENT
We rent new Films. Handle all the leading MaKei, both AMERICAN AND

FOREIGN; beautiful Posters; exclusive Feature Service. Write for prices.

CINCINNATI FILM EXCHANGE, 315-317 West 4th Street, CINCINNATI, 0.

SPECIAL ROLL TICKETS Tb,,i<Stte. Pr""""
5,000

10,000
$1.25
2.90

20,000
28,000

$4.60
5.50

50,000
100,000

$7 50
10.00

G«t the Samples

NATIONAL TICKET
Stock Tickets, O Cant*

COMPANY ihamohin, Pa.
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INDEPINDINI KELtASL UAIES.

ECLAIR FILM COMPANY.
May 23-Jiiuii. UM IVL.tu I'luyi-r (Dr.)

Mir : i duo
Mny 28— Life of (lie Alplnr Bhootsra ( K.lu. > . . . . l".l

• Th§ Watchmaker's Hal
•• ..r iii.- Alp Hbooters in the

rrontler Scsnlc)
.in I all ' of Ijdyi (Di l 818
jnnr e A Bculptot Who ii

!

A|ir.

Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
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May
May
May
Ua]
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Apr.
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May
May
May
May
May
May

M ,..

Juno

Apr.
Apr.
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Apr.
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May
May
May
May
May
May
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May
Mav
M IJ

GREAT NORTHERN FILM COMPANY.
9—Tbe New llurnlar Alarm (Com.) 4U^
8

—

lluatllnt: Mr. Brown (('iiineily) .'WT

lft—The lll.l.lin ItNlufl (Or.) 1000
23—Tiie Oonjoiot (OooMdy)
23—Tlir lour DaMODI (Sieulc)
23—A Day Off (Co ly)

80—Saveil CtOJB the .Sultan'a Sentence (D.)
7—The Somnambulist (Dr.)

14—A Marvelous Cure (Com.)
14—The Club or the Corpulent (Dr.)
-i \ i I'.. : . Qrk 'i' i

28 i
' (Dr.)

"IMP."
14—The Ace or Ilearta (Dr.) 980
18—In War Time (Dr.) »70
21—The Maelstrom (Dr.) 900
26—Tbe Power or a Smile (Dramatic)
28—Tbe New Shawl (Dramatic)
3—Two Men (Dramatic) OSS
B—Aunt Maria's Substitute (Comedy) "TO
9—A Rural Itoraeo (Dr.)
12—The Turn or the Dice (Dr.)
16—A Doctor's Perflily (Dr.) 985
19—Fruits and Flowers (Dr.) 070
23—Tbe Sternal Trlangla (Dr.)
20—A N.'u • .)

BO \ Reno Soman a l Dr. i

J L Bi i . . : - I (Dr.)

lux nun.
6—The Snake Man (Comedy) 350
6— Ulce tbe Jester (Dramatic) 630

13—Washed Ashore (Dramatic) 609
13—The Attack Upon the Train (Com.)... 357
20—Artists Child (Dr.) 619
20—A Young Aviator's Dream (Comic) 867
20—Grandpa's Darllns (Dramatic) 4->T

28—Artist's Child (Dramatic) 602
28—Tommy and the Powder (Comedy) .. .429
B—The Little Beggar Maid (Dr.) 672
5—They Would Roller Skate (Comedy)...-'".*
12—A Mother's Grief (Dr.) 657
12—Her Two Suitors (Com.) 452
19—Tbe Lacemnkcr'9 Dream (Dr.) 462
19—ne Did Not Die (Com.) 4.-!2

•_•:. li- Did t*o1 I".' (Com.)
-A 8ai im.) -imi

NESTOR FILM COMPANY.
28—Tbe Tenderroot (Dr.) 990
SO—The Cowboy Preacher (Dramatic) 980
6—Frontier Day In the West (Dr.) 0(

13—At Double Cross Ranch (Com.) 998
20—The Cowboy and tbe Lieutenant (Dr.)..
27—Days or '49 (Dramatic) H9J
4—A Daughter or the Mine (Dramatic) . .097
11—The Indian Princess (Dr.) 980

Righting Parson (Dr.) 998
- Bono* i Dr. i

NEW YORK MOTION PICTURE CO.

("Bison.")

8—Red Wing's Loyalty (West.) 1000
12—Rivalry In the Oil Fields (Dr.) 959
15—Red Wing's Constancy (West.) 1000
15—Red Wing's Constancy (West.) 980
19—A nusband's Mistake (Dramatic) 078
22—Adventures of a Cowpuncher (West.) . .1000
19—A Husband's Mistake (Dramatic) 978
22—Adventures of a Cowpuncher (West.) '.'J"

26—Haiel the Heart Breaker 515
26—Rattlesnakes 416
29—The Rescue or the Pioneer's Daughter. .050
8—A Sister's Devotion (Dr.) 955
6—Love and Money 1000
10—Cupid's Comedy 045
13—Lost ror Many Years 1000
17—The Feud
20—The Mexican's Jealousy 905

re and Money
I Curse of Gambling BIB
II Perils of the Plains 9<>o

ITALA.

(By N. Y. M. ». Co.)

16—A Mistake (Dr.) 500
23— Isabella of Arragon 1000
23—Isabella of Arragon 104B
80—The Fashionable Sport 500
30—The False Friar 5«0
6—now the Great Field Marshall VUlars

Had an Adopted Daughter 935
14—Feolshead T^earns to Somersault 580
14—That Gentleman Has Won a Million.. 464
21—Conquered Attala ano. 1000
7 ll..\v tbe Great Field Marshal Villars

AMBROBIO.

(By N. Y. M. T. Co.)

ABC 13—Frlcot In OoUefl (Com.) 610
APT. 2" Heart or a Vagabond
Apr. BO—Patlt Jean IamMs D'or .1 Oo...<
Apr. •_•: \ 1 1

i it Revenge ...
Apr. -. Learning a Handicraft..
Map 4—Who Killed Herl
May 4—Blue Jackets' Manocuv.rs BO
May U—-The S.cr.t of tbt LaJxi

May II—-Frlcot (Ids In a Ubtrtll
Devil oo . m

May 18 i ha Dei II . .846
rlllta

PANTOORAPH CORPORATION.

Feb. 18—The llobo'a Dream of Wealth (Com.) WO
Feb. 25—Iron Arin'a BsfBOtBS (Dr.) lino

Mar. 4—The Electric Bath Tub (Com.) 900
Mar. 11—The Mysterious Armor (Com.) 940

POWT.RB PIOTT/RZ PLAYB.
May '.'i On Parol* (Dr.)
May 21 -A Temperance Leader (Com )....
May -i i'. Doctor*! Lots Btorj (Dr.)....
\i iy 28 Ella Revenge

I D
18 The Amateur Hypnotlsl (C

.May ::i Th« Crack Bt

THANHOUBER COMPANY.
Apr. 6—Daddy's Double (Dramatic) 1000
Apr. 15—A 29-Cent Robbery (Dr.) 700
Apr. 15—The Old Shoe Came Back (Com.) BBO
Apr. 22— Her Battle for Existence (Dr.) 1000
Apr. 20—She Wanted to Marry a II.ro (Dr.)...
Apr. 29—The Cigars His Wire Bought (Com).
May 6—Jane Eyre (Dr.) 1000
May 13—The Best Man Wins (Dr.) BBO
May 80 Cupid at the Circus (Dr.) 973
May 27 The Winter's Tale (Dr.) 1000

ACTOPHONE
Apr. 27—Saved by an Indian (Dr.) 500
Apr. 27—Baby Has the Colic (Com.) 400
May 22 | Coder Difficulties (Com.). .1000

CAPITOL
May 1G—The Heart of Tessa (Dr.)

r.I.l:riKAGKAI-r'
May 15—Love Your Neighbor as Yourseir. Etc.

(Com.) 1000
May 28—Proposing Under Difficulties (Com.)

SALES COMPANY—FILM DART
May 19 Werther ' i

May 2.; Don Carlos (Dr.)

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING.

GRAND OPPORTUNITY to es-
tablish M. P. Theatre at Rockland
Lake Park. No opposition.

Address Landman, Care of M P
World.

WILL SELL or accept proposition to trad.' for
Bamlng arc metal sign worded "5c Theati
'.'I BEN THBATBR, Battli Uch.WANTED -600

|,era chairs,
good condition. WILLIAM ANDERSON, 1" Lake
St, B, Grange. N. J.

MOVING PICTURE EXHIBITORS Double four
n by engaging men who are thoroughly ex-

perienced; have \\..rk.-.l together fur years with
A. Wonderle, manager, lecturer and

drummer; AI. Henn, - . trap
drummer and champion bell and dulcimer player ol

- N.-vv "i ork; a. Tayl We furnish
entire outfit; t>«st references Will cow
position In Brooklyn or New York
aonable. Address A. WUNDER1
Brooklyn, N. Y.

THE NORRIS REEL—Standard 10-lnrh. wood
hub reel, made from C. R. steel, heavily nicLel
plated countersunk discs. For samples and prices
write KORRI3 MACHINE COMPANY
Sherman avenue. N. S., Pittsburg, Pa.

FOR SALE Morlng picture lilni. 200 reels In
lirst ,-lass condition, *."..imi i . . ,.|_ Shipped
subject to examination. Will sacrifice cheap two
Power's N ind two Lubln picture machines.
' = Si II Ml KR, 1610 N » Philadelphia
la.

SWAAB
The Pioneer Film Exchange

of Philadelphia
and

Largest Dealer in Machines
and Supplies

Agent for

Power's Cameragraph
Lang's Rowinder

and
Cary Coated Carbons

The Trade Supplied. Licensed

Film* Only

LEWIS M. SWAAB
338 Sprue* St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Folding and Assembly Chairs

Most popular pi iced chairs on the market for

picture show use

Prompt Shipments. Write for Citilojue

PEABODY SCHOOL FURNITURE CO.

NORTH MANCHESTER, - INDIANA

WE MANUFACTURE

SOUVENIRS
(or Msvlog Picture Theairci

FREE
Our Illustrated List

A. MOTT CO., 415 Dearborn, St. Chlcsgo

vSong Slides
SPFCIAL SALE

$5.00 New Sets for $3.00
Wild Rose.
I am Glad I am a Boy.
My Pretty Maid of Cherokee.
Memories.
Moonlight. Rose and You, Dear.
Bonnie Annie Laurie.
Pretty Soft for Me.
Baltimore Bombaikay.
Won't You Be Mine.
When the Daises Bloom.
I Am Afraid of You.
Loving Two-Step March.
Prairie Land.
Cottage on the Hillside.

Oh! You Blondy.
Fall in Love With Me.

These sets are brand new. aod
cash must come with order

Excelsior Slide Co.,
IJ, U\h

^
r"'
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EXHIBITORS
EXHIBITORS
EXHIBITORS

Begin right now to tell your exchange you want the FUNERAL

OF KING EDWARD, a special and extra IMP release due in a very

few days after the funeral. It will be a notable, imposing

picture showing the crowned heads of Europe and we hope

the greatest man of them all, Roosevelt. Ask your exchange

to book this extra release for you at once. DO IT NOW.
Independent Moving Pictures Co. of America

Carl Laeminle Pres. m East 14th Street, New York

lack Johnson Training'
MOVING PICTURES OF

Jack Johnson, Chan""on of the World

in training for the Big Fight of July 4, 19 10 with

JAMES J. JEFFRIES
consisting of 6 rounds with his sparring part-

ners, GEORGE COTTON and MARTY CUTLER
and other features incidental to training quarters.

THE BEST EVER SEEN

APPROXIMATE LENGTH 1,000 FEET

Ready for Delivery May 16, 1910
BALANCE OF STATE RIGHTS FOB. SALE

STATES SOLD
Write or Wire at Once

Massachusetts, Connecticut, Rhode Island, Vermont, New Hampshire, Haine. To W. E. GREENE
FILH EXCHANGE, Boston, Mass.

Ohio, Indiana. To TOLEDO FILM EXCHANGE, Toledo, Ohio.

Illinois, Nebraska, Colorado, Utah. To CHICAGO FILH EXCHANGE, Chicago, Salt Lake City,

Omaha, Denver.

CENTRAL FILM EXCHANGE—Iowa. Under Privnte Contract—Oregon and Washington.

P. S. These are positively The Only Genuine Pictures of Jack Johnson
in Training, and each reel will have the following authorization over his own
signature to prove it:

"These are the only authorized pictures of my training for the

Johnson-Jeffries fight."a JACK JOHNSON, Champion of the World

None Others Are Genuine
ADDRESS ALL
COMMUNICATIONS

TO B.K.HANAFOURDE,
BEWARE OF FRAUD

Room 002, 269 Dearborn Street
CHICAGO, ILL., U. S, A.
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HOW MANY

Lttk

^th£Mara£er

proSpcrou' and luppy You ^^^^^^k X \
v*ill feci the same way whrn you du- ^^
card dial old jllkc consuming rheostat and

put in a

Fort Wayne Compensarc
It will increase your box office receipts

because your patrons will notice" "al once how
much brighter and clearer your pictures are. And what's more," it will

Cut 2-3 from Your Monthly Lighting Bill

That sounds as if we were stretching it, doesn't it> But we arc not and just to

show you. we will ship you one on 30 days free trial and let you"provc it.

If it does not do all we claim for it, ship it back at our expense and it won't cost

you one cent.

If this bound) "good" to you, send for our

little booklet "Compensarc vs. Rheostat" and find

out the particulars.

You are paying the Lighting Company half

your profits every day you Mfak.

Fort Wayne Electric

Works
1402 Broadway

Fort Wayne,
Indiana

FOLDING

CHAIRS
F*r Mnli[ Pictirc Shtwi
(Jno4 Standi. Aiitakly
Hilli, «rc. la Mciltn II

wmW.

Write for Catalog No. 2.

The Kauffman Manufacturing Co.
ASHLAND, OHIO

GALEHUFF
A Irmiitr ot the

PILM SERVICE ASSOCIATION

Headqaartera for aaly the belt of latest

FILMS and SONQ SLIDES. No junk.

MACHINES. SUPPLIES, Flc.

LATEST SONO SLIDES
$3.00 per set

N. E. Cor. 4th & Green Streets,

PHILADELPHIA. PA.

FOR SALE Nut m • \ i utr picture
y f..r raoderllle, i

p rent,
little oppoaitloo, population 27,000 I- makti
monej .i can-

Ire attention. Will »<n ii^ir int< •

hustling partner. |
| RED.

I. SPEXLMAN, 103 N. Halo 81 . Mnn«llHfl. Ohio.

JACK JOHNSON
TRAINING PICTURES

The only authorized and original moving pictures of JACK JOHNSON,

Champion of the World, training tor the big fight of

JOHNSON and JEFFRIES—JULY 4, 1910
Consisting of 6 rounds with his sparring partners GEORGE COLTON and MARTY
CUTLER, and other features incidental to training quarters. All these pictures have

Jack Johnson's Autograph. No others are Genuine.

Book them NOW and be the First to Show them in Your City.

Write or Wire at Once for Terms.
We own and control the exclusive rights

for the New England States. . . . •

W. E. Greene Film Exchange
228 TREMONT ST., BOSTON, MASS.OPPOSITE MAJESTIC THEATRE
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NESTOR FILMS
"THE MONEY BRINGERS"

A Fine «Story of Our Red Brothers
"THE RED MAN'S HONOR"

RELEASED THIS WEEK
Our Real Indians, Cowboys and Trappers are at their best. The beautiful lakes and woods used as

natural settings are in perfect harmony with the story and would alone make this film mark an epoch.

RELEASED -WEDNESDAY, MAY 25. IQIO RELEASED WEDNESDAY, JUNE 1, 1910

THE RED MAN'S HONOR
Length, 975 Faet

A beautiful and thrilling Indian story, with real Indians, real

Cow-boys, and intense heart interest.

The best Indian picture we have put out.

THE LILY OF THE RANCH
Length, 975 Feet

One of our top notchers. It has a strong moral and intro-

duces a big and effective novelty in moving picture taking.

Made by DAVID HORSLEY, Bayonne, N. J., U. S. A.
SOLD BY

91 Dearborn Street > ^ WHYTIT ^ 7 Lexington Avenue
CHICAGO A * ***• Villi** NEW YORK

WALTURDAW FILM AGENCY, 40 Gerrard St., London, W, England
POSTERS FREE WITH NESTOR FILMS

5<^,;«oWoi«3»D>*OW,""
,C* *:w»0'*a«o•

1 Le FilmD'Art
One Real each THURSDAY

ACTIO
PICTURE I

STR.IBOTIKG

APANY
\iaiioMHa""' l""1''°w°"°BI'li

ON THURSDAY, JUNE 2, 1910

Vitellius ^ Heliogabalus
Two exceptionally high-class subjects of Roman Legendary History that illustrate Two of the

Seven Cardinal Sins; these are Lust and Gluttony. Two Emperors of Rome are shown actually

throwing away their empires to satisfy their cravings.= A Stupendous Production, A Scenic Extravaganza ^^=
The Cast, as in all FILMS D'ART. includes the foremost actors of France.

YOUR EXCHANGE HAS IT—GET IT!

Motion Picture Distributing and Sales Co. (Agents)

111 East Fourteenth Street New YorK City
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Repairs Steel Teeth

1 iunl

Am

C XV. LAVtZZI
3042 N. Athland Ava . CHICAGO. 111.

DROLLINGER FILM SERVICE CO.
(Agents lor Philadelphia. Projecting (

K.c.lvliiii rWl LVI KM I S of id.-

BEST INDEPENDENT FILMSWEEKLY
Don't vou think that will handle you?

UK I I I IS \ I 1 I II H Phon. .t-i.St.

IOIi I i>|..-r S. , oii.l Str.-.t I \ \NS\ Mil. I Ml

TEDDY
IS BACK

Also Our Sonti Slides From Our
New Customers

Dee-lighted they all say

LET I S SHIP VOl \ WEEK'S SI PPLY AT Ol K MW
RATE OF -i.~> CENTS I'l K si l

Chicago Song Slide Exchange
Dept. I , Ninth Floor

MASONIC TEMPLE CHICAGO, ILL

"MOTION IMCIURE PIANO .*U SIC"
RMM ci D i"

FIFTY CENTS A COPY
-

live Main li BOW placed on tale at Fit
Manager* .. . i, before tm

fR KB to ai

t bren told ' e i» r

the 1 IRIGINAL, written by a 1

1 If >ou are in doubt,
Coital t Direct to

I, IN I, I, V 1101 I M.I K. PIB , IDO'i I I KKl S1KI I I. Ul Ol III, ISO.

1 I; .

»end a

Film Renting Our Specialty

6 Reels, including Song Slides, $7.50 per week
12 " M " " 12.50

IK " " - " 20.00

100,000 Admission Tickets • • $7.00

100 Carbon Electras 5/8 x 12 3.75

Only a Few More Edison Universal Machines Lett

We carry in stock moving picture machines of all makes,
new and old lenses, condensers, rheostats and tver> thing
pertaining to the moving picture business, Write to-day
for prices.

FILH BARGAIN HOUSE
Mossier Building Chicago, III.

RINEMACOLOR
NOW OBTAINABLE FOR

AMERICAN EXHIBITION
Moving pictures in the actual tones, tints and hues of nature. See description of

remarkable demonstration in Madison Square Garden, Dec. 11 (in this paper December

18th and 25th, 1909) by Charles Urban, F.Z.S., and G. Albert Smith, F.R.A.S., of London.

Now the leading novelty in attracting crowds at the leading theatres in London, Paris,

Berlin, Lyons and other cities of Europe.

Terms for Exclusive Displays of Kinemacolor In various cities will be supplied on

application.

The Kinemacolor Company of America, Inc.

ALLENTOWN, PA.
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ECLAIR FILMS
The Film that will uphold your reputation and bring cold cash results is

fctECLAIR **

You MUST see our A. C. A. D. Series!
Whether tears or laughter, they give a profound impression of real art and sentiment

Tou cannot do without thorn. The public "wants them"

RELEASE!)
MAY SO, lQlO

THE WATCHMAKER'S HAT--509 Ft.
A Comedy of vast merit, thoroughly
and most artistically handled.

Life of the Alpine Shooters--403 Ft.
Wonderful Photography ! Subject
of the very first order.

JUNE 6, lQlO

A MARTYR OF LOVE-- 615 Feet
An appealing Story of Love
that is stronger than death

A Sculptor who has Easy Work—320 Feet
A Film that really merits the title, "Comic."

FREE POSTERS

ECLAIR FILM COMPANY
CHICAGO: 35 E. Randolph St. NEW YORK: 31 E. 27th St.

From the 30th of May our films will be shipped through the Motion Picture Distributing and Sales Co.

SUCCESS! We Told You So
On Account of Heavy Boohing WIRE Your Orders

The only authorized and original moving pictures of JACK JOHNSON,
Champion of the World, training for the Bid FIGHT of

JOHNSON and JEFFRIES
LICENSED AND INDEPENDENT THEATRES
wire or write at ooce.

m&
We have the entire

exclusive control of

the original Sept. 9th

NELSON
AND

GANS
Fight Pictures

21 Rounds

Four Thousand Feet

Complete from
training quarters

to knockout.

WriteNowforLow
Rental Prices

JULY 4tH, 1910

We own and control the exclu

sive rights for the States of

Illinois, Nebraska, Colorado

and Utah.

2-Big-2
Headliners

Chicago
Film Exchange
46 Jackson Boulevard 14th and Duglas Sts.

Chicago, III. Omaha, Neb.

401 Barclay Block 321 Atlas Block

Denver, Colo. Salt Lake City, Utah

All these pictures have Jack Johnson's Autograph. None
others are Genuine. Get the genuine or none at all.

WE HAVE NOW READY
MOVING PICTURES OF

King Edward

Showing the King in Life -Size

Pictures shortly before his death

Very Interesting

Orders Filled in Rotation
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LISTEN TO THE GOOD NEWS
HALLBERG

will equip the new theatre of the SAXE AMUSEMENT COMPANY
Broadway and tist Street, as mentioned in another part of this

i
aper,

Mr. Saxe is a gentleman of great experience in the moving picture
business, and I felt flattered when he told me this:—

" Mr. Hallberg you are the only man in the business who apparently is not wild
about putting in Moving Picture Machine and Economizer equipment on Broad w.

I asked him why, and Mr. Saxe said this:—
" BeCftOM \ou don't make as low a price as your competitors, but 1 have decided

to put in the - - II XI I BERG " Economizer, two MOTIOGH 1PH Machines and double
dissolver and also your other specialties, because I know you have the best equipment.

Mister Moving Picture Man
Let me tell you, orders of this kind are only given on merit. If any other machine or

i . Economizer had been as good as mine I woull not have
Vjjj

|
gotten the order, because my price was higher; but I don't go

7jF_TJ on price QUALITY is my FIRST THOUGHT—Price, at

I have selected the best (goods on the market for you, and can fit you out with complete
electric machine and ventilating equipment, and results are positively guaranteed.

Get my prices on the " II ILLBERG " Economizer, MOTIOGRAPII M. P. machines. Incandes-
cent lighting system to save 70% on your current bill, KLECTRA fink Label carbons, French
Condensers, Announcement Slides. Ventilating Fans, and don't forget to send 35 cents for a can
of '* HALLBERG 'S SPEC-OIL*" —prepaid mail—It saves 50% on your oil bill for machine

—

Try a Can.

I m.ikf .111 allowance for your old Current Saver or Rehostat in trade for the " HALL-
l\l K(. " Economizer.

SEND FOR CATALOCUE No. 3 I -W

J. H. Hallberg, 28 Greenwich Ave., New York

J. H. HALLBERC

POWERS PICTURE PLAYS
Released May 28th

AMATEUR HYPNOTIST
A Screaming Comedy

Smith learns how to hypnotize people. He hypnotizes
his two rivals in love and makes one believe he is a dog, the

other that lie is a cat. And then—fun.

HIS REVENGE
Dramatic

\ Milor leaves his aged father in charge of a false friend,

whose neglect results in the death of the old man. The
sailor plans a terrible revenge of starvation for the scoundrel,

whose sister, the sailor's sweetheart, wins pardon for the

villain by the power of her love.

Released May 31st

THE CRACK SHOT
The convict husband of a young woman is be-

lieved to have been killed in trying to escape. The
woman marries another man, a sportsman, known
is the "Crack Shot." The convict comes back to

blackmail his wife. In a powerful and unique dra-

matic scene the villain's perfidy is exposed, and he
meets death in a railway accident. The "Crack
Shot" wins the biggest prize of his career, the

woman he loves and whom, he feared, had been

lost to him.

THE POWERS COMPANY
241st Street and Richardson Avenue New York City

On and after May 30th all our productions will be distributed
exclusively by

THE MOTION PICTURE SALES AND DISTRIBUTING CO.
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VITAGRAPH
"LIFE PORTRAYALS"

Picture Patrons Demand All VitagrapH Releases

FOR RELEASE, TUESDAY, MAY 24

Convict No. 796
A Powerful Drama, showing that the most

hardened heart maybe reached for reformation.

Thrilling in the intensity of its interest. Approxi-
mate length, 977 feet.

FOR RELEASE, FRIDAY, MAY 27

Aunty at the Boat Race
Screaming Comedy, with a love story that

gives it charming attractiveness. Genuine boat
race scenes. Approximate length, 77 feet.

FOR RELEASE, SATURDAY, MAY 28

LoveofChrysanthemum
An Artistic Classic, telling a love tragedy of

Japan. Marvelous scenic backgrounds. Approxi-
mate length, 990 feet.

SPECIAL RELEASE

KING EDWARD'S
FUNERAL

SUPERB VIEWS secured by the VITA-
GRAPH photographers in London, will

be released as a SPECIAL immediately
on arrival of the negative in America

NOTICE OF RELEASE WILL BE WIRED
TO ALL EXCHANGES

Order at Once

Price, 9 Cents Per Foot

POSTERS—Protraits of Vitagraph Stock Company for Lobby Display, now ready for distribution through exchanges.

Also SPECIAL POSTERS FOR ALL VITAGRAPH PRODUCTIONS. If your Exchange does not fill your order send to us.

THE VITAGRAPH COMPANY OF AMERICA
j NEW YORK, 116 Nassau St.

I CHICAGO, 109 Randolph St.

( LONDON, 25 Cecil Court

) PARIS, 15, Rue Salnte-Cecile
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MELIES RELEASES
•THE PADRE'S SECRET" LOVE'S "C. Q.D."
A drama of love and hatred, depicting scenes in Old A thrilling drama of love, intrigue and a wireless machine,

Mexico. and the parts they played at a Texas Army Post.

Released JUNE 2d, 1910 Released JUNE 9th, I9IO

ASK YOUR EXCHANGE TO INCLUDE A MEL1W"* RELEASE IN YOUR WEEK'S
SHIPMENT. HANDSOME POSTERS OF ALL SUBJECTS

G. MELIES, 204 East 38th Street, New York City
Western Representative: JOHN B. ROCK, 109 Randolph St.. Chicago, III.

Unqualified Approval
is bestowed by the public, the exhibitors and the operators

upon the pictures projected by the perfected

I POWER'S CAMERAGRAPH No. 6

If vou want the simplest, most durable and easiest running
machine, and want to present pictures that will increase

your patronage, ask your film exchange to supply you with

"POWER'S No. 6"

NICHOLAS POWER COMPANY - . US Nassau Street, Nov York
Our Catalog "C" tells all about it

FOR LATEST RELEASES AND JYNOPJM OF

SEE PAGE 936
FOR. RELEASE m LIFE PORTRAYALS M SEE PAGE Q<5

FOR SYNOPSIS
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THANHOUSER FILM
-will not be handled by the Motion Picture Distributing
and Sales Company, but -will be sold and shipped by
Thanhouser Company direct. Address ALL communica-
tions to the Thanhouser Company at New Rochelle, N. Y.

Commencing with the Week of June 6th
two releases of Thanhouser Film -will be made each weeK
—on Thursday and Friday. Wire your standing order for both releases

RELEASED FRIDAY, JUNE 3d
A Great, Startling, Vibrant Story of Love in the North

U/ye Girl ofthe NorthernWoods
Not a "Thriller" But a High-Class Drama That May Thrill You Through and Through

More Great Letters
Tbe kind that are written ONLY
to tbe Thanhouser Company

"Commend You for Your
Straightforward Adver-

tising!"
Lawrence W. Carter, Star Theater,

Dulutli, Minn.—Accept my congratu-

lations on, and allow me to heartily

commend you for, the straightfor-

ward announcements you put out

about your pictures, as this is one
thing in which many manufacturers
fall short.

"Perfectly Satisfied With the
Quality!"

J. A. King, Mgr., Great Western
Film Co., Winnipeg, Man.—We are

perfectly satisfied with the quality

of your products and are pleased in-

deed to see an Independent manufac-
turer turning out films like this.

"No Trouble in Getting the

Audience's Attention With
a Thanhouser!"

Will Hemsteger, 1214 So. Main St.,

Dayton, Ohio.— I have been in the
picture business thirteen years and
I want to congratulate you on your
splendid Work. I nave no trouble
in getting the audience's attention

when I run a Thanhouser film.

"You're Doing the Work!"
L. C. Wallace, The Majestic, Red

Oak, Iowa.—You're doing the work.
Keep it up. The Patents Company
took my license some time ago, hut
with such Independent film issuing
as Thanhouser they can keep it.

"Through Thanhouser Film
Our Receipts Rose 30%!"
Hayden Morris, Mgr., Elite Thea-

ter, Regina, Wash.—We have been
running your tllms for the past three

(Tee! 8. From the day we first put
On Q Thanhouser film our receipts
have risen 30 per cent. I have no-
ticed that whenever we run your films
1 have more people come and con

gratulate me on a swell programme
Ihan wben we run three films, all

of other makes. "Jane Eyre" and
'The Best Man Wins" were master
pieces of dramatic portrayal.

Approx. Length 935 Ft. No. 113 Code Word Northern

Magnificent Posters Free
ASK YOUR EXCHANGE FOR THEM

Did YOU arrange a special musical programme for

"Winter's Tale?" Miss Spurr of the Royal, of Marion,

did! Read!

THANHOUSER COMPANY: We are arranging a special musical pro-

gramme for "The Winter's Talc." Wc are credited with the best two-piece

orchestra In this state, and have earned our reputation by playing the pic-

tures. We arc going 1o make "The Winter's Tale" the biggest drawing
card yet and expect to pack this house as it was never packed before.

Your late releases have improved wonderfully in development, settings

and costuming. Some people have the idea that they can't repeat a film

wiili sin ss. There's lots of difference in repeating a good one and re-

peating a bad one. We repeated your "Daddy's Double" last Monday by
request and found that it went better the second time than the first. It

was the same way witii "Jane Eyre," and I believe we could run it a third
time and pack them in. My exchange can send Thanhouser repeaters by
uiistakc any time ami I'll never make a murmur! I remain as ever a

"Thanhouser Fiend !"

MISS DOLLY SPURR,
Manager, The Royal Theater, Marion, Ind.

Incessant Hammering!
We said tbe following about it and
we meant EVERY word of It:

May 8, 1910.
Messrs. Stetler & Zerr,

Empire Theater, Reading, Pa.
Gentlemen:—Your favor of the 5th

inst. to hand and we thank you for
the interest you display in our work
and for the demand you are making
on your exchange for our film.

THIS INCESSANT HAMMERING
AT THE EXCHANGES BY THE
EXHIBITORS WILL RESULT IN
EVERY EXCHANGE SUPPLYING
AND EVERY EXHIBITOR GET-
TING WHAT BOTH OF THEM
NEED—THANHOUSER FILM.

Very truly,

Thanhouser Company.

"The Thanhouser Kid!"
S. H. Clark, Bijou Theater, Corn-

ing, N. Y.—My patrons have become
acquainted with your film and the
little girl is known here as the

Thanhouser Kid.

"They're There With the
Best!"

W. S. Summers, Imperial Amuse-
ment Company, Washington, D. C#—
We use Thanlionsei' films and find

them there with tbe best.

"Looks Like the Cream of
Independent Film!"

H. C. Hatfield, Savoy Theater,
Duluth, Minn.— i Letter to Eugene
Cline, Chicago, 111.) I just want to

let you know that the first Than-
houser you sent me—"Jane Eyre"

—

is fine and beats all for excellence.

It looks like the cream of Inde-

pendent film. Hope you can send it

to me all along.

"The Name Thanhouser Is

Bringing Them In!"
Dreamland Theater, Michigan City,

Ind.—Our theater has been running
about ten days and in that time we
have been fortunate enough to se-

cure three of your films. They were
simply fine, a ease of "par excel-

lence." Wc are establishing a repu-

tation for fine pictures here and have
three Licensed houses to fight. The
name Thanhouser is bringing them
in. and your classics are certainly

winners in all respects.

THANHOUSER COMPANY
New Rochelle - - New York

Affiliated with the Association of Independent Film Manufacturers Licensees under the Bianchi, Ar mat-Jenkins Patents
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GREATNORTHERN
RELEASE FOR SATURDAY, MAY 28th

THE EAGLES EGG
or The Rival Lovers

A Dramatic production of great merit and of absorbing interest.

ROOSEVELT IN DENMARK
This subject shows the ex-President's big; reception in Denmark. Excel-

lent picture that no Exhibitor should fail to get. Demand it NOW.

RELEASE FOR SATURDAY, JUNE 4th

THE JUMP TO DEATH
Stands for Quality! Feature film extraordinary.

THE GREAT NORTHERN FILM IS A FILM MAKE BY WHICH OTHERS ARE JUDGED
Pionaar of Indoptndnnl M,iker»

ALL FILMS SOLD DIRECT TO EXCHANGES

GREAT NORTHERN FILM CO., 7 East 14th St., New York
Member of Associated Independent Film Manufacturers. Licensee under Bianchl,

Armat-JenKins and BiograpH Patents

WE GUARANTEE QUALITY AND QUANTITY

FULL PROGRAM (Including Posters) for all Exhibitors

BO YOU WANT
Imp, Bison, Powers, Defender, Atlas, Ambrosio, Camerio, Film D'Art
Itala, and All other GOOD Reels released Exclusively by the

Motion Picture Distributing and Sales Company.

Get our Special Rates for Summer Supplies of all kinds appertaining

to the Trade at Reduced Prices.

GREAT EASTERN FILM COHPANY
21 EAST 14th STREET —w»— uni„«» Aq »r- .«,«» wtu* a^^T- NEW YORK CITY

Telephone, 1800 Stuyvasant
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Another American Release

ATLAS FILMS
One Release a "Week—Every Wednesday

FOR JUNE 8th, 1910

Our Pictures Hold
the World

The Outlaw's Redemption
(Length Approx. 975 Feet)

A stirring picture of the West and one that will give your audience something to talk about,

and that will bring them back to your house.

SEE FULL SYNOPSIS IN THIS ISSUE

COMING! COMING! COMING!

A Little Western Heroine

The Night Riders

Getting Their Goat

flotion Picture Distributing and Sales Co. (Sole Agents)
111 East Fourteenth Street - - New York City

Another American Film

Defender Films
MOTION

"\NY

One Reel per Week==Every Friday

FIRST RELEASE, FRIDAY, JUNE 10th, 1910

RuSSia,theLandofOppression
(LENGTH ABOUT 975 FEET)

The most powerful and daring portrayal ever attempted of the awful conditions in the Land of Darkness. A

story of heart-throbs vividly told, with every thrill that will make this production a living appeal from a

persecuted race.

DEFENDER FILMS—The best American Independent pictures in the market to-day, bar none. Your exchange

must have them because you want them. Insist on having this picture. You will surely want our future releases.

MOTION PICTURE DISTRIBUTING & SALES CO. (Sole Agents)

111 E. 14th STREET, NEW YORK CITY
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NEXT AMERICAN RELEASE
The Flag of Company H
Approx. Length 918 Feet Release Date Monday, June 6

A FILM THEY WILL TALK ABOUT

NEW YORK
41 West 25th Street

PATHE FRERES CHICACO
35 Randolph Street

GET YOUR POSTERS FROM THE A. B. C. COMPANY, CLEVELAND, OHIO

The Proof of the Pudding
regarding the Monograph situation is that in spite of rapidly increasing facilities the

Demand is Greater than the Supply
Besides a largely increased number of employees, we have for sometime

been WORKINO FOUR NIGHTS A WEEK.

One large dealer writes, we are all out of machines, SHIP FAST AS
POSSIBLE till I tell you to stop.

Our Sales for April doubled over March, and first two wetk of May
doubled over same reriod for Apiil. "That's golrg some."

The Rpfl<snn Whv ( The Brishest Pictures
IC 1\C4MJ11 YV liy

j
The Smoothest Pictures

] The Steadiest Pictures

[_
The Greatest Durability

PROVEN BY THREE YEARS OF
CONTINUOUS SUCCESS IS

We're bur/td with orders now, but, WE'RE LIVE ONES and THEY
CAN'T HOLD US DOWN. There's another big lot of the invincible No.

i A comiDg through with all the new improvements, and are nearly ready for

delivery, but they'll go like Hot CaVes, so bett get your order in early.

REMEMBER regarding the MONOGRAPH
THE STAR AND CAM RUNS IN OIL, IT H*S PATENT RE » IND,

THE PATENT DOUBLE CONE SHUTTER (none other like it,

or approaches it for brilliancy or smooth n« s* of pictures). SHU1TER IN FRONT OF HACHINE IF DESIRED. HAS
NEW TYPE EXTRA HEAVY ARC LAMP and HAS EXTRA LARGE LAMP H0U5E.

THE MOTIOQRAPH IS A COMPETITION KILLER for both the Exhibitor acd the Dealer.

OUR 1910 CATALOG TELLS WHY

FOR SALE BY LEADING DEALERS

MANUFACTURED AND JOBBED BY

ENTERPRISE OPTICAL MFG. CO.
564 AMVBS££fiES?*m

ST

J. H. HALLBERC, New York Agent
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BISON m FILMS^m ^^ TSJDB MARK ^^TRADE MARK

FOUR REELS A WEEK—Tuesday, a "Bison"—Wednesday, Ambrosia—Friday, a "Bison"—Saturday, Itala

"' Bison' for mine, kid, best I ever see'd."

These words a newsboy enthusiastically breathed;

A delightful exhibition-"BISON" did you say?

This gentleman later added, "they really beat a play."

Our productions please rich and poor alike,

Whether it be a Reginald or just an ordinary Mike;

So if you want to deal in the most popular line,

Send in your order for the "BISON"—then you've something fine.

OUR OFFERINGS FOR THE COMING WEEK:
"BISON"—Release, Tuesday. May 31st " BISON "-Release, Friday, June 3rd

"THE. TIE THAT BINDS" "MARRIED ON HORSEBACK"

'AMBROSIO"— Release, Wednesday, June 1st

€,A JUST REVENGE"
"PRASCOVIA"

K <" f.*JSiJEC

"ITALA"-Release, Saturday, June 4th

"FOOLSHEAD AS A PORTER"
««A PENNYWORTH OF POTATOES"

All Our Releases Sold Through The Motion Picture Distributing and Sales Co. Ill East 14th Street, New York City

NEW YORK MOTION PICTURE CO.
Manufacturers of "Bison" Life Motion Pictures

LINCOLN BLDG., 1 UNION SQUARE, (Cor. 14th St.), NEW YORK CITY
Phone 080- 1-2 Stuyvesant Cable Address : Nosib
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"The Aristocrat of Moving Picturedom"
Imp Films are now in such a class by themsclv<-s in

conception and in execution that they are accepted as the

standard by which all other films are judged. Exchanges
say it is common to receive requests from exhibitors,

stating that they want "something as good as Imps."
Scores of theatres which have lately turned Independent
explain that it was on account of the high quality of Imp
Films that they rallied around the Independent banner.
Imp Films have not only added tremendous strength to

the exchanges featuring them, but to the exhibitors who
have made a specialty of them in their theatres. Imp
Films are clean, wholesome, good, true and honest through
and through. If your exchange is not supplying you with
Imp Films regularly, you are missing the best money
maker in the business! We take supreme pride in an-
nouncing two more extra high class releases, for Indepen-
dents ONLY:

"THE NICHOLS ON A VACATION"
(Released Monday, June 6. Length,

about 970 ft.)

Another of those richly ludicrous, ultra-refined do-

mestic comedies for which the Imp is famous. This is one
made in answer to dozens of special requests from exhibi-

tors who say their patrons will come and see this class of

picture time after time, enjoying it more each time.

Demand

!

§|

S\

"A DISCONTENTED WOMAN"
(Released Thursday. June 9. Length,

about 980 ft.)

A domestic drama which will score a tremendous hit

with its wonderful stagecraft, its beautifully clear black and
white photography and its high class professional treatment from beginning to end.

a play as you could ever hope to see anywhere at any time. Insist

!

It is as strong

Our May 1 9th release, "Fruit and Flowers" is making
an astounding sensation wherever it is shown. If you
have not had it, you've missed one of the screams of years!

^^Hvc; Independent Moring riot i America.

Ill B. Hth St., I Carl I-aemiultv

EH

uJl
|C/)| EXHIBITORS. NOTICE!— It is now up to you to learn immedi-

ately whether your exchange is buying Imp Films released since May
j;th. We will give you all such information on request. Simply tell

us what exchange you are doing business with, and we will do the rest.

It you want Imp Films, you'll simply have to tight for them. If you

don't tight for them, you will be making one great big mistake. Don't

forget to secure this information. Wi now, before it slips your

mind.
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Lux and Eclair Films at
5c. Per Foot!-5c.

Lux, Eclair and other brands of European makes, absolutely

new at five cents per foot, releases starting with

week beginning May 30th

NOTICE

Owing to a flood of correspondence

of enormous volume, we ask the in-

dulgence of such of the trade whose
communications may not have re-

ceived prompt attention*

IN PERFECTWORKING ORDER

We are now better equipped to

handle all matters with dispatch* We take occasion to acknowledge

with thanks receipt of the many expressions of encouragement and
assurances of co-operation.

OUR PROGRAM
We are too busy to say more at this time other than that we

are now handling and shipping all of the leading brands of American
films such as Imp, Bison. Powers. Defender. Electragraff, Whyte.
Atlas. Gt. Western. Victor. Yankee, Uncle Sam. Reliance. Owl.
Motofilm and Carlton, together with almost every good brand of

European manufacture.

EXHIBITORS—BEWARE
It has come to our notice that unscrupulous exchange men are

falsely representing themselves as purchasers of the brands we handle.

In order to make sure you are dealing with a buying exchange, write

us and we will give you full information cheerfully.

Motion Picture Distributing and Sales Company
AGENTS

111 EAST 14tK STREET NEW YORK CITY
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The Lux and Eclair
Film Companies

Notice to

Independent Exchanges

You are probably being offered

by a concern trading in junk
goods, some of the films bought
by the International Projecting
& Producing Company, and by
the Film Import and Trading
Company, fifteen months ago,

and which were lately sold by
these firms at 1 1-2 cents per
foot. If there is a genuine demand
for these goods, they can be
obtained from the shelves of

bankrupt European jobbers

PRICE, 4 1-2 CENTS PER FOOT

R. PRIEUR
Telephone STUYVBSANT M2-i

10 East loth Street - NEW YORK

ECLAIR FILM COMPANY
CHICAGO: 35 E. Randolph Street NEW YORK : 31 E. 2 7th Street
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A Story of Reconstruction Days L>
RELEASED MAY 30th jgj

Length about IOOO ft. Code word. YEARS

The Best Western Comedy in Years
RELEASED JUNE 2nd

J25
Leniith about 1000 ft. Code word, GULCH^

USE

P
O
s
T
E
R
S

Selig

Polyscope Co.

Trade Mark

CHICAGO

U. S. A.

kA Romantic Story of the Netherlands

RELEASED JUNE 6th

Leniith about IOOO ft. Code word. HOLLAND

A Story of the West
Just what you art waiting for

RELEASED JUNE 9th
Length about IOOO ft. Code word. RIDERS

P
o
s
T
K
R
S
USE

GEORGE KLEINE FILMS
The Pick of the Output of Two Recognized European Firms

U
R
B
A
N

E
C
E
I

P
S
E

Posters

One for Each Reel

We will be glad to

furnish if your ex-

\
change does not.

Published Every Ten

Ri lot in c I

Days
*

KeeP intouch

DUIIullllw '
with our importa-

\ tions. Mailed Free_

A Feature
FORJUME 18
"ESTHER

We do not say Good
J

and MORDECAI"
unless it Is Great I Read abeut It Everywhere

FULL DESCRIPTION OF THIS WEEKS RELEASES ON ANOTHER PAGE

52 State St.

CHICAGO ^ecia^Aleiiie 19 E. 21st St.

NEW YORK
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The Renters Opportunity.
Two weeks ago the first editorial in this paper bore

the caption "The Exhibitors' Golden Hour." In that
article we pointed out that on gT( unds of Strict economics,
the protit> of the moving picture business in the United
States to-day were not being equitably divided. Manu-
facturers or some of them, especially on the licensed side,

were making money. The exhibitor was making and
had made money during the past Winter and Spring ; in

tact, the exhibitor was distinctly getting the better of
the game.
The poor renter, however, the middleman, a necessary

constituent in every business, lias not been making the
money. We have complaints from both licensed and In-
dependent exchanges on this very matter. Those com-
plaints have been before us all this year. In the nature
of things where a disease exists a remedy will be sought,
and exchange men. on both sides oi the business are get-
ting together for the purpose of mutual protection. They
are extending confidence even on the principle that misery
likes company, and the outcome oi this reasonable state

of discontent amongsl the exchanges has been to some
extent visible at Pittsburg and < hicago recently.

We have no doubt the things will shake th<

OUt properly and clearly in due course. Not for the first

time do we insist that the business must be condu
by the same set of principles that govern all other busi-

nesses, namely, you must have three definite, distinct

classes: manufacturer, distributer or renter, consumer
Or exhibitor. To attempt to conduct this business b\

eliminating the second factor would be a very foolhardy
thing, indeed. For this reason; that in a properly or-

ganized state of things, your middleman become- not

merely an exchange, but a buyer who is in close touch
daily with the market— in closer touch than the manu-
facturer can possibly be. He has his hand on the ex-

hibitors' pulse all the time, and through the exhibitor he
gets to know what the public taste is. He makes it bis

business to do so, whereas the manufacturer is, to a great

extent, removed from these opportunities.

The exchange man to-day. then, should take heart of

grace. He appears to have every chance of getting a "cut

in at the business," on better terms than he has recenth
enjoyed. He has shown his power, as other parts of this

week's World amply prove. It is all for the benefit, the

prosperity and good government of the business that there

should be a well-organized body of exchanges through-
out the country handling the situation by tl

fixed principles of commercial probity.

The Moving Picture in the Supreme
Court.

It is an unfortunate thing when such a world-wide,
popular and valuable twentieth century acquisition a-

ihe moving picture has proved to be, should come under
the ban of the Supreme Court. It is the well-kn
policy of this paper to stand for, and by, everything that

is for the best possible go>

number, in the use of the moving picture.

In the Supreme Court on May J.^. Justice Erlanj
refused to override the proper authorities, who had re-

fused to grant a certain license, giving as his that

he found the application had been opposed by the general
superintendent and the district superintendent of the pub-
lic schools, together with the police authorities, adding
when reminded that similar licenses had pn
granted, that "the granting of prior license

districts cannot aid the relator, inasmuch as it has been
made to appear that these entertainments in such district-

have tended to affect injuriously the course of education
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of the young, and. otherwise have been shown to be a

baneful influence to them."

When the educational authorities and the appointed
moral censers of a community oppose anything, we read-
ily admit that such an opposition must command atten-

tion
;
further, when such opposition is supported and com-

manded by the Supreme Court of the State, justice lends
her dignity to the emphasis of the opposition. We be-
lieve, therefore, it is well within our province to exam-
ine the situation, or the principles controlling the situa-

tion ; find Cut its defects, and eradicate them.
In these columns' we have always shown the great and

beneficent advantages both from an educational as well

as a moral stndpoint of the moving picture. It is there-

fore very painful for us to be compelled to read that a

Supreme Court Justice says that certain moving picture

exhibitions are "injurious to the education of the young
and exercise a baneful influence among them." We can
come to no other conclusion than that found in an old

truth—i.e., that "any good misapplied may become posi-

tively harmful, any blessing misused may become a

curse," even as a great fortune in the hands of one man
may make him an honored citizen and a blessing to the

community ; whereas the same fortune in the hands of

another man may lead to his own ruin and make him
a nuisance to all who come in contact with him. The
fault is not with the fortune, but with the receiver and
user of it. So with the moving picture, which has come
like a good fortune to the human family, its use or abuse
depends upon whose hands it falls into.

In analyzing the situation we find the whole question

of moving picture exhibition of every kind divides itself

into three parts : the machine, the picture, the exhibitor.

Of the machine there is no criticism; it is mechanical,

perfect in its kind, of untold value, and the servant of its

master. The same cannot be said of the pictures; they

may consist of many kinds, their variety being as great

and wide as the world itself ; as long as there are people

of various grades of educational, moral, immoral or un-
moral nature, there will be pictures in those grades.

We have only to look at the productions in the picture

postal card world to prove the truth of this assertion

;

the constant raids by the moral authorities against these

offenders should be a sufficient warning to moving picture

makers that it does not pay financially or morally to put

forth that which is not pure and good. In these days

of vigorous advertising, when commendations and ap-

provals give value to an advertisement, will it not pay
better to be able to advertise with such commendations,
rather than the contrary ; for we are sure that no well-

meaning manufacturer will want to have it known that

his pictures have received the strictures of the judicial,

educational and moral authorities of the city or State.

The exhibitor, therefore, becomes the most important

factor in the successful moral tone of the moving picture,

whereas the machine is simply the mechanical servant—
the picture reflects his choice—his taste—his moral and
sterling value, and while he may be literally and figura-

tively in the dark background, his exhibition becomes a

human projectoscope, throwing him in the limelight of

publicity, where he cannot escape the scrutiny he deserves.

It is our pleasure, then, to declare that we rejoice in the

fact that the moving picture is absolutely above censure

or suspicion in its purpose and intrinsic value, as also

in its objective; that we believe and know that authori-

ties of all kinds accept its value. The purpose served

by the strictures which have called forth this article will

be valuable if all interested in the upbuilding into an

honorabe profession of the "exhibitor" will see in Justice

Erlanger's ruling a revelation of a "weak spot" or a

"wrong" which has crept into the uses of our much

loved work. We feel confident also that the great ma-
jority of our readers are of those who number themselves
among the first to remedy any evil which is shown to

exist.

The Socialist Mayor of Milwaukee on
Moving Pictures.

In an address in the Y. M. C. A. before the Milwaukee
Ministerial Association last Monday, Mayor Seidel, in

appealing to the ministers for greater efforts on behalf
of the young, met the response that the "nickel theater"
rendered effective work impossible. The speaker de-
clared that "there was no need of trying to give boys
and girls wholesome amusement while the 'nickel theater'

catered to their baser passions." In reply the Mayor
said: "The thing for you to do then is to compete with
the nickel theaters. Have a moving picture exhibit right

in your schools." We say good for Mayor Seidel; that

is exactly our contention. As shown in another column,
the situation in New York is the same as in Milwaukee,
and indeed in all parts of the country. There is no doubt
the moving picture is out of place in the nickel or even
the dime theater; it deserves a better place and should
move in a higher sphere; its value is too great to be
prostituted in vulgarity and scorn. Far better—if it is

to serve the poor—that admission should be free, if under
competent management, than a ridiculously low price

charged if those in charge are as "cheap as the show."
In previous issues of the Moving Picture World we

have shown that greater profit would come to the manu-
facturer by such a charge as we advocate, and the worthy
exhibitor would be benefited. We will go still further

and say there is a "golden time" in view for all classes

in the moving picture world when the various educational

and moral authorities become the advocates of animated
pictures for all kinds of beneficial illustrative instruction

and pleasure.

The General Film Company.
At last the mind of the exchange proprietor is set at

rest in regard to the General Film Company. From the

statement issued over the signatures of the officers of that

company, on another page, it is made clear that theii

object is not monopoly, although they are open to pur-

chase existing exchanges. Those already acquired will

be operated in harmony with the other licensed ex-

changes, but so many have expressed dissatisfaction with

their lot that there should be a general stampede to un-

load. Had the exchange men shown themselves capable

of managing their end of the business, the General Film
Company would never have been born, and those that do
and have conducted their places on legitimate business

lines have nothing to fear. Now that the distributing end

of matters is in process of purification, how about the

exhibitor? Let him take warning! The charter of the

General Film Company does not permit it to exhibit,

but what is to prevent another equally powerful corpora-

tion being formed to acquire and reform moving picture

theaters, or to build and operate places where the pict-

ure will be handled as it should be?

Mr. Exibitor ! A word to the wise is sufficient.

The manufacturers ran riot until the Patents Com-
pany was formed. The distributers have been a dis-

gruntled lot among themselves and made life miserable

for the manufacturer and the exhibitor—hence the Gen-

eral Film Company. The exhibitor is not alive to the

possibilities and importance of his end of the business.

If he cannot rise to the occasion—HE WILL HAVE TO
BE SHOWN.
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The Sales Company To-Day.

nee the last number of The Moving Picture W<
was printed, nisi been making itself in the field

of tlii- picture with extraordinary rapidity. In fact

paraphrase the current colloquialism, life to us, who
have chai this publical imply—one surp

after the other. In the article on the : ..my,

which we printed on Maj the _• i >t. we threw out the

ecture that this compan; a the tentati\

That, in fact, il n its trial. I [< i

Th( the situation that must
and that is that man) of the

reement
inclined to b tful of the result of this

experiment. They, in fa ing the

scheme a trial. It' it succeeds, win the) will

continue their adhesion. If it does not sua
they will go independent.

- have justified the accuracy of our forecast and
the result has been the formation of a schism; a bi dy oi

insurgents; a third party— whatever you will in the way
of titles,—but the signatories referred to in our quoted

paragraph have withdrawn from the Sales Company.
We refer to the policy of its withdrawers in another

article elsewhere.

Meanwhile, what of th : Company in its attenu-

ated form? Well, it goes on. Those more immediately

emed in the fortune- ^\ the company, express them-
selves as 1 with the outlook. Cancellations were
succeeded by increased orders. The company, as it exists

to-day, can make a very excellent program. It is in the

position, therefore, of competing with another body for

the 50 per cent, of the moving picture husiness of this

country, which, it is un< the ambition of the

Independent side of the moving picture field to acquire

or control. Time alone will show whether the Sales Com-
pany will be able to do this, cr whether they will be con-

tent with. 2; per cent, of the business, or just what they

Time pr< ives all thii

Competition is the soul of trade : and the Sales Com-
pany has one more factor to contend with than it had a

week g Vs we have said over and over again in re-

gard to these Independent eruptions and outbreaks, just

in so far as the Sales Company exists for the betterment

or benefit of the business as a whole, it shall have the

support of this paper. We have not. we arc not. and we
never -hall he factional. Our attitude towards the Sales

Company is that of giving it every possible chance of

improving, extending and uplifting the moving picture

business. Brains, ability, capital, opportunity, are at the

command of the company, and it is, therefore, entitled

to an open field and as fair a chance as any other enter-

prise now hefore the moving picture public of this

try.

The Sale- Company has not met with unanimous -up-

port—and why? Some answer that it assumes to 1"

dictatorial: some that it offered unfair advantages to

manufacturer- and exchanges who had no voice in it-

management ; « thers that it had no solid hasis on which
to protect its adherents. But tiie fact remains that the

men who constitute its executive hoard arc alive to the

necessities of the hour. They are all well grounded in

experience both as manufacturers as well as exchanges,
and are in close touch with the market. And in so far

as they had not yet begun to operate when a counter
movement was started, it is tantamount to condemnation
without trial. They have net been given the opportunity

lowing that their motive- were sincere.

riio \«'>\ Independent \sso< latlon.

in 1

1

f Independent 1

."
in which .

thai 'I have
I the fndi

tin- : thai there i- no unanii

and that probably in the the

Independent ranks would be split. Again,
pri pi suc-

ful in prophi

we feel for th ring picture

work, we should feel incline th a certain

- •' ithsay< r ami si

Bui t> 1
he seri< n urday, M

day for the independent Indi
|

gether at Pittsburg and formed an Independent manu-
facturers' a--' iciatii 'ii ci insisting of the elemei I

able to the Sales 1 • impan) . So, there i- another Richn
in the field. You have the resuscitated Ailian

have the attenuated Sales Company, and now there is

the Independent .Manufacturers and Im] 'da-

tion. In this b the Thanh my. the

Nestor Company, the Capitol Company ot Washing!
A. ( i. Whyte, Actophone Company, El om-
pany of America, the Eclair Company, tl ompany,
the Great Northern Company and the American Kino-

graph Company, a very powerful and solid phalan:

clever, experienced manufacturers, importers and I

men. who have at their hack the solid support of

numerous exchanges throughout the country.

In our study of the political chops anil changes that

attend the marketing and manufacture of a moving pict-

ure, we think that the associated Independent manufac-
turers are entitled to hold a record for rapidi' ting

ther. On Sunday, May the 2jd. at Pi'

were a heterogeneous collection of sheep. On Wednes-
day, May the 25th, they were a hard welded hi

harmonious body. O si sic omnes, which, being freely

translated, means that we wish I

cieties and associations would hang together for their

common benefit, a- the nev ciation seems likely

lo.

But, the chief feature of the new manufacturers' asso-

ciation i- this: that it i- to work under the Columbia
Phonograph Company's license, which include-, by the

way. the Bianchi camera and certain rights in the Armat-
Jcnkins patents The Columbia Company will support

and. protect the Association, which, in its turn, will license

its own exchanges. This look- like a duplication of the

policy under which the Motion Picture Patents Company
works. So. as a matter of fact, the object of the new
company is pretty much that of the older one. and that

regulate the business and put it on a better foot-

ing for all concerned—manufacturers, importers, renters

and exhibitors.

Most assuredly the new \-- ciation has been well

conceived and well constructed. Tt« solidity makes for

a valuable element of the business, and that it has

the support of this paper and those associated with it

without saying, on the simple grounds that it is

evidently for the good of the busjn<

"Pless you. my children." is the attitude of The Mov-
ixg Picture WoRt.n towards the new body. It has been
very strenuous work, indeed, for all concerned in the

section of the business represented by the company we
are discussing in this article, and other companies. But.

order seems to be in process of being evolved out of

chaos, for which we are unfeignedly thankful. At the
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risk of wearying the reader by repetition, we hope all

these political transformations have come to an end, and
that the representative elements will settle down to busi-

ness, make good pictures and sell them. This is what
we want to help them all to do.

The Passing of a King.

The advertising pages of last week's Moving Picture
World show that there are to be within the next few
days, or it may be hours, special releases on the Ameri-
can moving picture market of moving pictures illustrat-

ing the funeral of the late King Edward. There is no
doubt a widespread desire on the part of the American
public to see these pictures. For days, and indeed weeks
past, American newspapers have been full of reproduc-
tions and photographs taken in connection with the death
of the King and the proclamation of his successor. Per-
haps, we, who write this, may be allowed to say that

this is not only a very great surprise, but a distinctly

pleasing one. It shows that there are many connecting
links between all branches of the Anglo-Saxon race.

The exhibitors of the country, therefore, have a great

opportunity in front of them of featuring the funeral

picture that will shortly be in their hands. The funeral

took place in London on Friday, May 20. Telegraphic
dispatches in the American newspapers lead us to believe

that some very good pictures were obtained. They were
shown in British theaters within a few hours after the

passage of the funeral, and, as may be supposed, created

a deep impression. We have no doubt that when these

pictures are released here, the American public will be

equally impressed. If this is not the first time that- the

funeral procession of a monarch has been filmed, it is

certainly the first occasion when the passing of a mon-
arch of the unquestioned eminence of King Edward
formed the subject of a moving picture. The funeral

procession of the late Queen Victoria gave opportunity

for the making of moving pictures. We believe, too,

that the passing of King Humbert of Italy, the King of

Portugal, and other minor monarchs of the last few
years, were taken advantage of by film maker,s for the

purpose of recording the funeral procession. But it is

safe to say that not one of these funerals created any-

thing like the amount of interest King Edward's funeral

has done.

To begin with : There were present an absolutely

unique gathering of Europeans in the corteges and then

there was in the procession a distinguished private citizen

of the United States, Mr. Roosevelt, occupying practi-

cally what amounted to a kingly position in a King's

funeral. Altogether the terrible, sudden and tragic death

of King Edward, and the fact that Mr. Roosevelt was
present in England in time to appear in the procession,

invest these films with an extraordinary amount of in-

terest.

The exhibitor, then, as we have already said, has an
exceedingly fine opportunity for showing the public

what an extraordinary valuable agent the moving picture

is for recording events of worldwide importance. The
phenomena and convulsions of nature's leading natural

incidents, sporting scenes,—we might even say the much
written about Johnson-Jeffries fight—sink into the in-

significant, when compared with the funeral of a man
like King Edward. It would be redundant if we, in these

pages, dealt upon the character and standing of the late

King. This has been done so much and so often else-

where that we could not possibily avoid repeating what
somebody else has said, besides this paper is not a general

newspaper, but concerns itself primarily with the trade

interests of its readers.

But even so, we cannot refrain from pointing out to the
exhibitor that the exhibition of these films gives him
an opportunity of further establishing his theater in the
good opinion of the public. These pictures show in

graphic form great history. Great funerals are, after

all, not very common. Take the last forty or fifty

years in the United States, the names of Lincoln, Grant
and McKinley rise in the mind as having been made the
objects of great funerals. Lincoln and Grant passed
away before the moving picture existed to record their

obsequies. Then, if we take Europe, maybe Bismarck,
Emperor William the Second, Wellington, are names
that rise in the memory as having given opportunity for

funerals of historic significance. Before them, there

was the monumental figure of Napoleon the Second.

King Edward's funeral cetrainly ranks in historic sig-

nificance with all these. Firstly, on purely personal

grounds ; secondly, on purely political grounds. For in

recent months, there have not been wanting people, in-

telligent people, to say that he would be the last .King
of England. This may or may not be the case, but he
certainly has left the scene of his work at a time of

intense critical interest to the British Empire.
But, aside from these considerations, the funeral of

King Edward was an occasion of gorgeous solemnity,

manifesting the grief, not only of a nation, an empire,

but of the entire world. The King is dead ; long live the

King ! When we die, we are soon forgotten. King
Edward will not be readily forgotten. These films wiil

perpetuate his memory, and they will interest people all

over the world at a date remote from the hour of his

death, one might say uncommonly remote, for most kings

seem to be forgotten within a very few days of their

death, whereas the American people seem determined to

learn everything that is possible to know of the passing

of a man who was so popular with them.

These are a few of the many reasons that occur to us

why these pictures, now on the Atlantic, will, when they

reach here, have enormous interest for the American pub-

lic. We therefore specially exhort our exhibiting read-

ers to make the best of this opportunity—an opportunity

that is absolutely unique and without parallel.

VITAGRAPH SCORES AGAIN.

Within an hour after the Mauretania docked on Friday morn-
ing a negative of the funeral of King Edward was delivered

to the offjee of the Vitagraph Company by special messenger.

An automobile was waiting to rush it to the factory and before

midnight forty prints were on the trains speeding across the

country. Five were exhibited in New York and Brooklyn thea-

ters that same evening, viz., Gane's Theater, the Lincoln Square,

Alhambra, Dewey and the Orpheum. We saw one of the prints

just before going to press. It was clear in photography, the

point of view excellent and the crowned heads of Europe and
many notables were easily recognized. The 665 feet of film

give an excellent idea of this event of worldwide interest and
the Vitagraph Company deserve congratulations for the success

of their enterprise.
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THE MOVING PICTURE MWORLD.M

l\> Rev. Willi.mi lltin \ I,k ksun.

The world is a moving picture. Shakespeai
"All the world's a stage," but that statement, true in

made from the narrow vision of the playwm

1 h i the world sa \ll the world's a pict-

ure;" anywhere, everywhere, earth, -

.> ; in biurn-

i pole ; in ocean dept) >ned

erywhere, thi upon the beautiful, the

picturesque.

The wi rid is Life, everywhere the living, and
living, active, animated, moving; one vast moving pict-

ure: beautiful in the living, and living in the beautiful.

Is it n<'t for this reason then that everyone loves these

things?—the living and the beautiful, so, when conditions
prohibit the larger view, the picture becomes the object

of admiration.

To-day we have the new picture, not the cold, iitclcss

picture, deathlike in it- stillness, but the animated, living,

active, inspiring reality, full of the vigor of life and
beauty, a verj part of the universe itself. Xo wonder
then if the modern moving pictures strike a popular
chord ; they have touched the center of humanity, they
have revealed life to the living; like as the universe it-

self i- the crowning perfection of the amalgamation of
its created parts; 50 the moving picture is the perfection

of the sublimest combination, of science, art and mathe-
matics.

The sciences of chemistry and electricity, with light,

heat and power, together with the reproductive beauty
of the photographer's art, have united in producing the

highest laudable results hitherto held secret in the re-

cesses of science, art and law, giving to people every-

where the marvel of the moving picture.

Again the moving picture reaches humanity because of
its universal nature, everyone sees the picture, everyone
reads the picture.

The ear may comprehend but one language, the eye
comprehends all languages; descendants of Hebrew,
Greek. Latin and Teutonic races may sit side by side

and together read in the universal language of the e\e
the <elfsame subject. Here, too, age knows no barriers,

youth's strong sight and age's dim vision may read and
understand the picture; as the picture moves it speaks,

its motion is its langauge and all may read.

What a mighty factor for the diffusion of a universal

knowledge and. further, what power is in the hands, and
what responsibility rests upon those who are controlling

the "world's" moving picture world. It is ever the de-

sire of those who seek the good of their fellowmen to

offer them that which gives pleasure and secures profit;

not always the profit of dollars—labor brings its own
reward—but the profit of progress in that which is best

in life, and which at the same time imparts pleasure.

"Progress and Poverty'' became the theme of Henry
George in his desire to call attention to the needs of
mankind ; but now progress and profit with pleasure may
fitly become the motto of those in charge of this new
sphere of usefulness in the moving picture world. There-
fore it is almost needless to say that these principles will

be those guarding the ideas of the editors of this paper.

The scope of the educational advantage of the moving
picture is unlimited, it will span from the lowest depths
of ignorance to the topmost heights of knowledge ; meet-
ing all conditions between these extrem

It requires no education to look at a picture, but look-
ing at the moving picture is educational, the continuance

of tl

read*

opened with onl) tl:'

ime-, and the inhabitants tin

reading, studyiti

me and profit at limi-

tation i I Bed ambition. \\ hi i
the in-

spiration of an unlimited ambition 1- the in;;

of any human -"ill. the moving pictUI

a leading fact' r and guide to anj d< it 1- not the

intention of thi- article to be prophetic, nevertheless, the

writer does not hesitate t" affirm that hen- we
field where prophet live; not ti

fancy of an imaginative mind, or the expressed di

something improbable. It is easy to "prophesy when you
know." and if "knowledge is power," then that power
enable- US to safely predict the future of the moving
picture: The multiplication of the purposes and possi-

bilities of the moving picture guarantee its continu.

in every field of living research until—until when ? Only
when it is superseded ! Can this ever be ? It may, but

not until there is something which supersedes the causes

that brought it into existence, i. e., light, life, science, art

and law.

For the purpose of fully realizing the importance of the

moving picture, it should be understood and remembered
that moving pictures are yet in their infancy; viewed

from the scientific, artistic, educational or pleasure giv-

ing standpoint, we are still in the A B C of a new field ;

the alphabet must become a language, the toy will become
a worldwide utility.

The manipulation also of the moving picture will be

exalted to the professional ranks ; the manipulator will

be a man of educational power, so great will he needs be

compelled to grow, that although in the beginning he

may have to sit at the feet of those causes which gave
life to the moving picture, in the end he will become the

master of his machine and its powers and compel them
to serve him. In manipulation also the moving picture

machine will become more scientific, its uses more artistic,

its application more educational, its beauty more pleasure

giving and, above all. its work more and more realistic.

In looking forward, as in building, it is necessary as

well as wise to look to the beginning or foundation of

that fabric we are erecting; for, when we know "whereon
we stand," we also know "whereunto we may aspire."

The proportion of the pa-t suggests the laws whereby we
can measure the proportion of the future. How readily

every reader of this article will remember the unre-

strained joy of the magic lantern of his childhood, as

he grew to youth and young manhood he also saw the

growth of the stereopticon, and a height of perfection

seemed to have been reached when the chromotrope

gave forth its changing form and colors: the man swal-

lowing rats convulsed all, though its "life" was only,

strained mechanism.
The school, the lecture platfrom and the university;

yea, also the church : all taught us much that we know
by aid of the stereopticon: in our entertainments also

that which was the joy of childhood and the teacher of

youth became the pleasure of age. This is the founda-

tion of our present standing, but because this founda-
tion incorporated the law- of the universe in those ini-

tial stage-, it lived. Here we may allow ourselves to

learn a lesson from the mythology of Pygmalion that

there is a perfecti'M. the which when reached must erive
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place to the Galatea of life. The perfection of the

stereopticon needed only life to give it birth in a new-

world. Taking this review as an index to the book of

the future, is it not easy to read how, if this generation

begins with that which the last generation left as com-
plete, what possibilities will daily unfold themselves ?

We are living in the most marvelous age the world
has known, side by side with the wireless messenger, the

motor craft of sea, earth and air ; to give life portraying

pictures of these, and all other living forces, will be the

work of the moving picture. This work will be done
for the double purpose of keeping pace with the age, be-

sides bringing within the power of all people everywhere
the knowledge and beauty which everywhere else exists.

From hamlet to city, from school house to university,

from log cabin to White House, and from templed grove
to cathedral walls, wherever there may be humanity to be

enlightened, the moving picture will be ready to instruct

and please, making itself the one instrument of worldwide
value to all mankind. To this end and purpose it will be

the policy of those whose writings cover these pages, to

keep abreast of all these possibilities, thereby keeping
our readers in the van of the greatest benefits to be de-

rived from THE MOVING PICTURE WORLD.

Anno Domini, Antipathy—or What? Myself at the Talking Theatre.

By Thomas Bedding. F.R.P.S.

For the first time since I have been a resident in this

city, I, last week, had a real theatrical bath ; that is to

say, I went to several theaters on the "Great White Way."
In fact, I had an exceedingly good time, indeed, meas-
ured by the standard, the general standard, in vogue.

I went with all my eyes and ears open, prepared to enjoy

myself ; but, also at the same time for the purpose of

studying the plays, the people who performed in them,
and the people who witnessed them, from the standpoint

of a moving picture man.
Understand, reader, I have not been inside a regular

theater where regular plays are shown for three years.

Exactly three years ago, almost to the day, I saw- in

England a revival of "Caste," a play which has been re-

vived by Mr. Charles Frohman, of New York City, with-

in the last few weeks. "Caste," I may tell the reader,

belongs to a past generation. It is of the "tea-cup and
saucer" school. It is untrue to life, it is false and sickly

in sentiment. It amused our grandparents, just as the

making of antimacasers did, or snuff taking, or duelling

"amongst men. It is a freak; it is a back number
All this reads very digressionally, but it was passing

through my mind as I sat in the theaters last w"eek. 1

heard old jokes; I saw stilted, artificial acting, crudely

constructed plays that failed to convince or interest,

though they amused. The plots started from nowhere,
meandered off into no land, and ultimately finished no-
where. Yet, brethren, these plays are put on by no less

a renowned manager than Charles Frohman, and are

played in by great stars, who make much money and
reputations in their work.

Contrast this kind of theatrical vapidity, as I contrasted
it in my mind, with a first-class Pathe drama, or Bio-
graph, or Essanay comedy. What do you get? You
get the very reverse, the very antithesis of the character-
istics of the plays to which I am referring. You get a
clear, logical plot. You get an intelligent story

;
you get

action, and plenty of action, without any superfluity of

action, first, last and all the time, every instant that that

film is moving before your eyes. The brain is held at

its tensest
;
you have no time to look about you and study

your -neighbors' faces or hats, admire one another's dress
or stare coldly through your lorgnette at the women you
do not like. None of these distractions of the ordinary
theater staging are permissible in a moving picture piece.

You are living in those ten, twenty, thirty or forty min-
utes, the life that is being lived on the screen.

I do not know whether this distinction and difference
between the talking and the silent play has ever been
pointed out by one who has had the experience that I

have had in these matters. I think I told you. in one of
those former signed articles of mine, that the first news-
paper money I earned was in the capacity of dramatic

critic. I have pretty well gone through the theatrical

mill of dramatic criticism ; stage management and pro-

duction. I am not blase. I enjoy life to the full, and yet,

with all this, and in the prime of life, I find it very diffi-

cult, indeed, to sit out an ordinary vaudevile turn or

act, or to visit a theater and sit out an evening of doubt-
ful comedy or drama. Yet, on the other hand, many an

odd hour do I pass in a moving picture theater, fasci-

nated by the wonderful phenomenon shown on the screen.

Why is this? Is my case typical of many? Call me
a "tired business man" if you like. I am not always tired.

On the contrary, I rather pride myself on my vitality.

I know lots of "tired business men and women" of the

mature ages of ten, twelve, thirteen or fourteen, bright

boys and girls, who seem to share my disinclination for

the theater of the conventional kind. That is where peo-

ple "act," as it seems to me, in such a stilted and unnat-
ural way. that modernity can no longer tolerate it.

Of course, in all this, the ultra-critical or discerning

reader may accuse me of exhibiting symptoms of tiie

disease known as "Anno Domini." This is not so. I am
not old, and never shall be old, in the conventional sense

of tiring of. or being indifferent to, the best that is around
me. Other old buffers of 10, 12, 13 or 14 appear to

think just as I do, and I have come across giddy young
things of 70 and 75 who are much of the same mind.
Even Romeo and Juliet are not disinclined to do their

hand squeezing in a moving picture theater, just as well

and effectively as they can do it in an ordinary theater.

Is it not strange, then, the hold and the fascination

which the moving picture theater is getting on all of us?
I hope that the theatrical readers of this article and my
confreres on the theatrical press, also my friends amongst
the New York dramatic critics, will not be angry at me
for "jotting" down the perfectly sincere and spontane-
ous reflections that passed through my mind last week
when I sat and endured some of the greatest Broadway
successes in years. I love my play, but oh. you moving
picture ! !

!

From F. B. Spencer, an operator at present traveling
through the Western States, we receive a section of a San
Francisco newspaper containing the opinions of a number of
young people on the picture shows, which we reprint on
another page. Mr. Spencer, on his travels, is paying close
attention to the conduct of the show in each city he visits

and he likes the way they are conducted in the West. There,
he says, the managers do not jeopardize their business and
safety by hiring young and inexperienced operators, like the
grasping showmen of the East. He mentions a sample of
this kind in Detroit, the manager of one of the largest mov-
ing picture houses in that city, who said to him: "When
I am short of help, or when my operator goes out to lunch,
I send one of my ushers up to run the show." This is the
kind of manager that will eliminate himself—and the sooner
the better.
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A GREAT MOTION PICTURE AND ITS LESSON.
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one. usually well attended, but, on this n, early

in the afternoon, the attendance was unusually la

The occasion was that rial release, the rel

of a great picture play, a plav greater than its announced

theme.
The wrongs of the American Indian arc not present

: he was once an interesting type, especiall) in

Cooper's novels, but to those who knew him as he was
and those who know him as he is, the red savage is not

iated with pictures of injured innocence, but what's

the odds! Story writers naturally affiliate with hazy his-

torical conditions from an ingrained dislike of conform-
i fact--.

matter about the ostensible theme. How about the

play ?

When the vaudeville act ended, not a man left the

place. The light turned down, a title was shown
on the screen, there was intense silence, the breathless

expectancy which usually precedes an important st

ntation. Advance interest was clearly indicated.

The producers were known. They were strongly en-

trenched in public confidence. They were known to be

in earnest, striving to attain the best possible results.

never pandering to the baser elements of society nor

catering to perverted instincts. They were not in the

habit of trifling with serious patrons of picture shows
nor of jollying the noisy and unthinking element. They
were known to be conscientious producers, who regarded
their business seriously, who strove to maintain a high

average oi quality. They had not committed the error

of setting the theater-going public down as being the

scum of the community, and. in consequence, their bare

announcement of a special feature was enough to draw
a crowd, including many who ordinarily stay away from
exhibitions of motion pictures. If it is within the prov-

ince of honest criticism to discover what merits appre-

ciation and encouragement, the lesson is right here, a

concrete lesson, easily comprehended by those who really

have the exhibitor's interest at heart.

The play way "Ramona."
Wherein was it great ?

The idea oi the white man's injustice to the Indian

did not reach out into the sympathies of the audience at

all, but it seemed as though the playwright or director,

or possibly both, had consciously or unconsciously em-
phasized a bigger, broader and finer theme, the great
force responsible for our origin, the one which has in-

spired poets of all ages, but recently discovered by scien-

tists as the most effective cause in the evolution of man.
Natural selection

!

The story of Ramona as told on the screen is as dear
a? it is old. It is that of an impassioned girl, who breaks
through the exactions of a superior but rigorous and
unsympathetic environment to follow the natural dictates

o I 1 ; i ; i i . . i ! I > i
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dominated b) thi
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brought into the world oi id's own little ci

onlj to bury it in heart-breaki her

weary way with unwavering courage to the bitter end.

to the final i : devotion at her husband's fui

pyre. This splendid character is the pivotal

portrayed with an intelligent grasp of fine detail which

gives exquisite finish and charm to the play.

Here is where personality comes in.

With no audience to kindle enthusiasm and stimulate

esthetic effort, it would seem as though the chara<

must depend wholh lemic postun

and facial expression, but those who sit in front ki

better.

What is it thai er into the hearts of th

who attend picture pla;

What is it that re..

hearts at business, politii

What else is it but the genial glow, the thrillii

netism, of an exhuberant and inti dity.

Here is where woman'
Xo one ever looks twice at a man's picture. A

mere thine: of beauty, he is usually unmanly

:

aure

of forceful character, he is usually unlovely,

to woman for what beautifi<

in picture pi by what is seen, it

centered on the heroine of the story. To suit the role.

she must be lovable. Thoughtful appreciation of what is

required by the role an taste in things feminine

count, but, when she delights the eye and stirs th

responsible pulses of responsible men with a

array of potent womanly attribul 'ins be

represents the ideal creatui 4ir heartaches and

dreams. Slic goes over. Any man who dees not think
; send for 1 I

Ramona, as played, is a powerful drama of natural i

It is set amid - f surpas npa-

thcticaily chosen a< to lend the whole play a pure spirit

of poesy; scenic and dramatic art harmonii

blended that the picture play is a veritable poem. The
producers have advanced a step in the evolution of a new-

art and blazed the way for additional, greater achieve-

ment.

Mr. Frank De Leon, cashier and manacer of the engage-
ment department of the Selig Polyscope Company, die.;

urday. May 21, ioio. at his home in Ch
He was buried on Tuesday under the auspices of the Ma-
sonic Lodge. Mr. De I Forty-two years of age at

his death and lea feel the

f his fellowship.
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Observations!
^BY OUR MAN
ABOUT TOWN.

I wonder if that diamond ring story that comes from one
of the Chicago nickelodeons is a press agent yarn, or really

based on facts? It is claimed that a young woman who plays
the piano in the place was robbed of a $250 diamond ring.

If the key pounder can sport stones of that value what must
the manager be wearing? I have visited about every nick-
elodeon in New York and I have- failed to see such a jewelry
display by any of the people connected with any of the
places other than the proprietor, manager or treasurer. Per-
haps the piano players in Chicago are higher priced.

*

It would seem hardly necessary to give the manager of
an open-air picture place the tip to so rig up his curtain or
screen that the breezes might not affect it and distort the

views, but there are some managers that require the attention.

I visited two places during the past week where I found the
curtain almost fluttering like a banner flung to the breeze.
Naturally the audience was disgusted. I sought the manager
of one of the places, but he was in a nearby saloon telling

a crowd of his dead-head friends what wonderful results he
intends to attain in the line of moving picture entertainments
during the coming Summer. The assistant manager was the
doortender, who refuted any responsibility for the condition
of the curtain, adding that his end of the business was to see

that nobody got into the show without presenting a ticket

or a pass. The ticket seller and the operator likewise plead-
ed not guilty. The former said his place was in the box of-

fice and the operator claimed he was being paid to operate
the machine and look after the reels. The piano player said

that when he doubled up in singing the illustrated songs he
was doing his full share. All concurred in the statement that

the manager left the place every night after the doors were
opened and the people started to walk in and did not return
until it was about time to make the final count in the box
office. In other words, this manager looked upon the place
as an automatic money maker. Such people should not be in

the business. They eventually kill what might be made a
very profitable place in the hands of a competent man.

* * *

I have heard many criticisms regarding the decision of

a Police Justice at Coney Island that a hotel keeper who
supplies moving picture exhibitions for the entertainment
of his guests free of charge need not secure a license from
the city for that purpose. Several hotel keepers were arrest-

ed on the Island for giving moving picture exhibitions with-
out a lictnse and all were discharged under the decision. The
criticisms have come from people in the boroughs of Man-
hattan, Brooklyn and the Bronx, who claim that there is dis-

crimination. At first glance this claim may appear to be well
founded, but when all the circumstances are considered the
Coney Island cases differ in many respects from those that
have been passed upon in other parts of the boroughs. In
the latter cases the license was not the sole point at issue.

The Building and Fire Departments, Board of Health and
Board of Fire Underwriters were interested in them and
their intervention was perfectly justifiable. It put an end
to what had become an abuse. Saloonkeepers were turning
small, ill-fitted back rooms into exhibition places to which
the bar patrons gained admission free of charge. In a vast
majority of the places there were but two means of exit, a
narrow front door and a still smaller door at the rear which
led to a small yard without any means of exit save the climb-
ing of fences to neighboring property. The shows given
in these places were of the cheapest, most miserable charac-
ter. Anything that resembled a picture satisfied the pro-
prietor and if the patrons complained they were asked how
much they expected for nothing. Another distinction in the
cases was that most of these saloon-theaters were located in

what are classified by the various municipal departments
as tenement houses. The decision in the Coney Island cases
applied to "hotels."

I will be frank and say that, for the benefit of the moving
picture business as a whole, no license should be granted tf
a place where admission is secured by the purchase of drinks.
It is not a temperance proposition, nor do I make a claim
of illegality; I speak solely in the interest of the picture busi-
ness as a whole. Were these places allowed to multiply they

would gradually undermine the legitimate exhibitor, take
good business from the renter, and naturally make less sales
for the manufacturers, and anything that works to these ends
should at all times be opposed by all who have more than
the sale of drinks at stake.

* * *

If the saloon-theaters were allowed to continue operations
all efforts now being exerted towards uplifting the general
business would be practically useless for the reason that the
legitimate work would have its field for returns gradually
curtailed and the producers would not feel justified in going
to the expense they are now under to give the people the
best that money can procure. In such places as Coney Island
latitude can be allowed the exhibitors without danger to the
general business. Admission is free to nearly all the places
and they are not really in competition with a licensed man.
The places where admission is charged are not injured be-
cause they are few in number and have a class of patronage
that is peculiarly their own—people who do not wish to pa-
tronize places where drinks are sold and people who always
believe that they will see more, or something better, where
an admission fee is charged than at places where no charge
is made. And there is still another class of people who pre-
fer to lay their dime and escape the persistent cry of "Beer!
Beer!"

* * *

Another point in favor of the Coney Island operations is

that the places that depend upon the drink sales instead of
box-office receipts pay good prices for their films and do not
dish out a lot of junk such as the saloon-theaters in other
parts of the boroughs give their patrons. You can see as
good a picture show on the Island as can be found in any
other part of the greater city, and it is not necessary to pay
an admission fee to see it. It goes without sayin.g that much
of this is due to the selection of good operators.

* * *

The open-air theater is a boon to the film renter, who
finds many of his Winter houses closing for the Summer
season, and he has the glad hand for the promoter, but the
open-air proposition is also a thorn in his side. The exhibi-
tor who has a house that can be operated the year round
looks upon the fresh air fellow as a squatter and if his ex-
change furnishes services to an open-air place that is a com-
petitor there is the hottest kind of a war. I understand that
many of the exhibitors operating under the licenses of the
Motion Picture Patents Company are taking time by the
forelock and have laid before that company a plan for pro-
tection of all-year houses against open-air places. These
exhibitors claim that as regular licensees they are entitled

to a free field during the months that they rarely run over
expenses. If an open-air place is to be opened at a location
that makes the temporary exhibitor a competitor it is claimed
the Patents Company should refuse to license it. The ques-
tion is then asked, suppose a man about to open such a
place gives assurance that the site is a permanent one and
a Winter house will be erected upon the close of the Sum-
mer season, would it be proper to discourage the enterprise?
To this an exhibitor replies, in the case of an established
licensee the fullest protection should be accorded and he
should not be hampered by the licensing of a new place,

whether it be for Summer or Winter. As to the representa-
tion that the open-air places will be converted into Winter
houses, they are unreliable in nine cases out of ten. Almost
every applicant made similar representations last year and
failed to make good. The man who pays $104 a year in fees

to the Patents Company is entitled to more consideration
than the exhibitor who pays but $24 for permission to com-
pete with the regular licensee during the most trying time
of the year. There certainly seems to be good sense in this

argument. How about the Independent exhibitor who has
no one to appeal to when he sees a picture machine being
placed on an empty lot near his place? Whether the new-
comer runs licensed or independent films, he has no recourse,
so after all the licensed man has some consolation in the
thought that he has someone to appeal to when threatened.
What he really needs, however, is protection when attacked
and if he does not get it he naturally feels that he is no
better off than the man who is not licensed.
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THE SINGER AND THE SONG.
By H. F. Hoffman.
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The slide makers have dune their part best of all. Most
come from the hands of a few firms that are

eminently capable of their task, who have really outdone
the moving picture men in selecting scenes of natural beauty,
and who were the first to put art into their product. In

pictures "the play's the tiling," but with songs, the

half the thing, and the singer is the other half.

The singer being half the song, half of the singer is the

'ier half being the way the voice is used. It is

with the singer that the great fault lies in illustrated songs.
Properly done the picture soul; is a splendid adjunct to the

ing pictures, but why murder it when it can be made
such a pleasing number? There arc lots of illustrated sing-

with good voices but very few know how to use them,
and what is worse, there are fewer managers who know
good singing when they hear it. Only a few know just vyhat

when they try out a singer. The majority of
exhibitors think that all they have to do is to find some-
one with a husky sot of pipes and they have a real singer.
It they can only get a person who can stand up and make
enough noise to crack the walls, they think they have what
the people want.

I dropped in at a Broadway picture theater not long
ago, and there I saw the best of pictures and some acts far
above the ordinary run of moving picture vaudeville. It

was a house that could afford the best of everything, but
there the illusti g was as bad as the worst you
ever heard. It was a female singer, the song was fairly

catchy and the slides were pretty, but oh, what a voice!
It haunts me even now. The voice was clear enough and she
sang in time and tune, but the hardness of it and the noise
of it was like unto one of those compressed air riveting
guns that they use in riveting the framework of a steel build-
ing. She sang of love, but there was about as much love in
her voice as there is in the roar of an elevated train.

When she cul >n her top note of love I thought my
ears would split and my head began to ache.
Had it not been for the printing on the chorus slide I

should never have known she was singing of love. She
might as well have been sineinsj in Chinese for all I under-

d her pronunciation, and then to top it off she resorted
Tii that moth eaten gag of demanding the audience to join
with her in the chorus. Ye gods, will there ever come a
singer who will have the nse to cut that out' The

» as the hills, but it is still kept up as though
it were first thought of only yesterday. The audience never

ly once in a great while when a song is very, very
catchy and very, very popular, and then they do so without
heintr forced to it As a rule they refuse to be a party to
the crime.
There are t 3 of illustrated singers. The one with

the good voice and no expression: the other with the poor
voice but plenty of feeling. I knew a singer once. I know
him yet in fact, who had no voice at all. The noise he made
was a throaty falsetto You would think that someone was
choking him to death and he was calling for help: a gurgle.
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he will bring it back to you with interest. ' get
a passable singer for $25, '1 endure
patiently, but seldom will you I that figure who
will have any power to increase the receipts.

Let the manager im ment that he hii:

is possessed of an excellent voice and a power of attra

by tin- sweetness of his song. Do you think you would
put in eight hours a day, Sundays included, for a m
$25 per? Ask yourself that lair question and answer it

fairly. Xo, indeed; you could easily command that an
ng twice on Sundays in a church choir and have the

rest of the week to yourself. You are willing to pay
for a feature vaudeville act but you prefer the illus-

trated song remain a chestnut and a bore. ^ se to
ter up that weak spot in your program and turn it

a feature. As applied to films anil acts you believe in the
twentieth century axiom that "you can't a

nothing," but it applies none the less to the Miiger and the
song.

KING EDWARD'S FUNERAL.
Pathe Freres announce a special reli this

interesting event for the coming week. They had four oper-
ators at work, and, as it was a magnificent English Summer
day, there is no question but that the film will be a good
one. Their operators, in addition to taking pictures of the
procession in London, were also at Windsor where the
actual burial took place. The funeral party included, besides
the widowed Queen Alexandra. Kinc George of England,
the Emperor William of Germany, King Haakon of Norway,
King George of Greece. King Alfonso of Spain. Kinsr Ferdi-
nand of Bulgaria. King FVederick of Denmark, King Manuel
of Portugal, and Mr. Theodore Roosevelt as special am-
bassador for this countrv.

EXHIBITORS PLEASE NOTE.
Pathe Freres ai - exhibitors some c ,r'd advice on

the back pages of their weekly bulletins. They are making
at present a feature of im- >n the exhibitor that they
are trying to give him an unexatreerat ;eir films

in their advertisements and circulars, and that the descrip-
tions in their bulletins can be relied upon. This is of mate-
rial aid to the • .ram and he
can also always that any film speci.v "ised

is a real feature. Th

MELROSE OPEN-AIR THEATER PUTS IN "HALL-
BERG MACHINES.

Mr A K scherak.
York City, has J. II. Ilallb

avenue. New tiograph No. I

Iving outfit. louble lamp Ec< and
:.ooo candle • mng arc lamps for his pen-

air theater at the
mes in the c \ r. KoscheT h the
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A LITTLE CHILD SHALL LEAD THEM.
A World correspondent sends us a copy of the Junior Sec-

tion of the San Francisco "Sunday Call," of May 15. This
paper offers each week prizes for the best essays from school
children. The moving picture show and the pictures most
preferred was one of the subjects suggested and we repro-
duce the thoughts of these youthful patrons of the shows,
firstly, because they should have considerable bearing on
the picture producers when they see how keenly these young
minds can reason and how much the pictures they see must
influence their lives; second, because the thoughtful exhibitor,
on reading these letters, should realize the importance of a
judicial selection of program for family theaters and espe-
cially for children's matinees.

reaching so many thousand feet into the sky, and the great waters which are
(asclnating as well as terrifying, the waves crashing against some rocky

and the spray flying up into the sky; then we see the falls and
.aim nets, whirlpools and rapids, all of which we have read about, but have
never had the opportunity to see.

Now we go through the cities hundreds of years old, showing ancient and
famous buildings, also the ruins of great cathedrals and temples, some of
which are very beautiful. Perhaps a great many of us will never leave the
city after our school days are over, and may never see all these great things,
nearer than in the moving picture show. So I think that we should make
the best of our opportunity and study these pictures, for we will always find
new knowledge, which will be interesting as well as practical.

CATHERINE C. POWER.

THIS BOY LIKES TRAVEL SUBJECTS.
1 like to see pictures that are interesting and from which we learn

1 like to see pictures that show us foreign countries, the people and
their costumes. For instance, a visit to Switzerland to see the great
Alps and have a trip up them, To see the snow covered tops Of the

Hid the canyons and trees and all the beautiful gifts of nature.
I would also like to see historic pictures like Washington crossing the

no. or the battle of Bunker Hill; to see the soldiers march up the
lull and then get driven back down the hill.

I think by seeing historic and geographical pictures we could learn more
by them than by books.

I would like to see pictures about the Civil War times, to see the
Btruggle over slaver; and to see the North trying to preserve the Union
and the South trying to make the North and South two different countries.

EDW. F. COUTTS, 12 years.

HISTORICAL AND GEOGRAPHICAL SUBJECTS PREFERRED.
I like the nickelodeon when I can learn something from the pictures to

help me in my school life. I like them best when there are views of the
world, such as the Yosemite Valley, Yellowstone Park, the big trees,
New York Harbor; also scenes from the cotton fields of the South, where
cotton is woven into goods.

I don't like them when there are pictures of robberies and fairy tales
or detective stories.

I enjoy the funny pictures for a good laugh. I enjoy the historical ones,
because I can learn something from them.

I would like to see Washington crossing the Delaware and the battle
of Bunker Hill. I would understand them better if 1 saw them in this
manner.

I think it is not an easy way to learn history or geography because
there is no one to explain it to you as they do in public schools. I would
rather read and write these subjects because you learn more. I enjoy
seeing the cities of the world, such as London, Eng., the largest city
in the world; Paris, the capital of France, noted for its gayety; Edinburgh,
the capital of Scotland, noted for its beauty. I think the things that are
most natural in moving pictures are horses and the water.

MARGARET STEWART, 11 years old.

BOY-LIKE PREFERENCES.
There are only certain pictures I like at the nickelodeons, such as those

of cowboys, Indians, soldiers, wars; histories of men like George Wash-
ington. Lincoln, Grant and many more brave veterans. Love stories I never
do like because I hear too much about them.

W. HORSTMEYER.

SHE LIKES ANYTHING BUT MURDERS AND VULGARITY.
Do you like 1o go to the nickelodeon? Most every boy and girl likes to

go. and so do I.

I like to see historical pictures, like the battle of Bunker Hill or the
battles of Lexington and Concord. I would like to see Washington cross-
ing the Delaware, too. The adventures of Daniel Boone or Marcus Whit-
man I would like to see very much.

I enjoy seeing funny pictures almost as well as the others. But I do
not care to see pictures that are vulgar or the pictures of murders that
they sometimes put on.

VERNA NAUERT, age 13 years.

FUNNY PICTURES AND TRAVEL HIS CHOICE.
1 have been going to moving pictures quite often since I was 7 years old.

I like the funny ones best, but maybe I should like the historical pictures.
I think the colored pictures are very wonderful. Last week I saw "Coming
Down the Ganges River." There were many different kinds of boats. The
natives wore nothing on them but scarfs. This was because they were living
in the tropical zone. These pictures were colored.

I also saw the moving pictures Of Roosevelt's hunting expedition in Africa.
We saw the Chameleons slowly (limbing up the bushes, also hippopotami
playing in the streams. The water was not deep enough to cover them, and
we saw birds on their backs. JOHN W. ROBERTSON.

THIS GIRL HAS MATURE IDEAS.
The other day while walking down a street 1 passed a nickelodeon, In front

of which were huge, brilliant signs announcing that "Love's Revenge" and
"Dead Men Tell No Tales" were to be played that evening.
Now, if I owned a nickelodeon I wouldn't have a thing like that in the

place. They leave a bad taste in your mouth; if patronized too much ruin
your taste for real literature.

First of all I think I would have a great many pictures of travel which
showed, for instance, people climbing the Alps, experiences In mines and
hunting in Africa with Roosevelt.

I would also have different scenes showing the local happenings and pic-

tures of historical battlefields and heroes.
Besides these I would have each day about two or three pictures of comedy

and one which illustrated some good, clean drama.
These are the kinds of pictures I would have and which I think are better

suited for public taste. HELEN E. STURTEVANT, age 14 years.

THIS BOY LIKES A TRAVEL PICTURE.
No doubt many of the Juniors have been to a nickelodeon. Some people

believe that by letting their children go to the nickelodeon it will lead to
the downfall of the children. I think a nickelodeon is instructive as well as
amusing.
One day in Fillmore street I went into a nickelodeon and saw the pretty

picture of "Benares and the Sacred Ganges." In the picture were many dark-
skinned Hindus bathing in the Ganges. The Hindu belief is that if tbey
bathe in its waters they will have a happy life in the "hereafter." Hundreds
come every year to bathe in its waters. WILL SPELLMAN, age 15.

THIS BOY SHOULD BE AN EXHIBITOR SOME DAY.
First of all when I go to a nickelodeon I like to go to a large airy

place with from four to six exits. I like to see large pictures both
clear and bright. It is better when there are two machines in operation.
Then there are no waits and you do not have to look at the glaring
electric lights.

For films 1 like the Biograph and Vintograph films best. For beautiful
scenic and travel pictures I like the French films. They show wonderful
reproductions of the famous Alps and beautiful colored pictures of France
and all parts of Europe.

I don't like films which show stealing, brutality, etc., because I think
some of these aid the weak minded. Some of the cowboy, Indian and in-

dustrial pictures are fine, and help broaden the mind. 1 like some of
the funny pictures that our American firms manufacture. I guess nearly
every boy and girl likes a funny picture where a man is being chased or

making himself ridiculous in a thousand and one ways.
EUGENE CASTLE, age 13 years.

THIS WISE MISS SEES IN THEM OPPORTUNITY TO LEARN.
The pictures I like best at the nickelodeon are those showing scenes of

the different parts of the country.
I do not believe that school and all that surrounds it should be left at

school; we can always derive some knowledge from each and every one of

these pictures, showing the different parts of the old and new world.

The names of some of the places we see are sometimes familiar, but those
of which we have never heard, make us curious to know more about them.
Naturally, it will cause us to open our geography, and study the maps for

the places named. Also one can always see the different modes of dress

worn by the different nations; also the ways in which their business is carried

on. the way they build their homes and even the difference in the foods,

showing what each country produces.
Then the scenery, which we may never see In our own surrounding country,

is featured in these pictures. The grandeur of the mountains, their peaks

HERBERT ADMIRES THE ROOSEVELT PICTURES.
I like historical pictures of both past and present days. The moving pic-

tures that interested me most lately were pictures of Roosevelt's travels in

Africa. I have been waiting a long time for them, and when they were
put on the showbills 1 could hardly wait to see them. He is an American
and a brave one. He has done a great deal for us and his name is honored
all Over the world.

Pictures of this kind teach us almost as much as traveling ourselves.

Next I like the funny picture? because they make people laugh, and when
people laugh they are happy. I do not like pictures of shooting and killing.

I always shut my eyes until they are over. I think they put bad thoughts
in children's minds and sometimes in srown people's also. Sad pictures make
me feel sorrowful. HERBERT MEYER, age 12 years.

THE SCHOOL FOR STUDY. THE THEATER TOR PLEASURE.
I think it is nice to go to nickelodeons and see either funny pictures or

beautiful scenes, which are nice for both children and grown-up people.

I like best to go on Winter evenings when all is rainy and miserable out-

side. I do not like it quite as well on Summer evenings, because it is so

nice outside.
When yon are in school 1 think that is the time to study. I always go to

nickelodeons for pleasure and not so much to learn about school.

Of course it is nice for some people to see the battles and historical pic-

tures, hut I think 1 prefer the funnv stories and pretty scenes.

IRMA AGNEW, age 11 years.

HAZEL REASONS THAT IF GOOD PICTURES ARE BENEFICIAL, BAD
ONES MUST BE HARMFUL TO THE SAME EXTENT.

I enjoy moving pictures when they show the customs,- the habits and mode
of living of the people in foreign countries.

We who study at school of the countries and inhabitants of the same can

best realize the advantage derived from these pictures when we almost be-

lieve, in conjunction with the learning from books and the pictures we see,

that we have been in touch with these countries and their people.

We. of course, think and know, after seeing these valuable pictures, that

we. the children in this country, are in fine circumstances compared with the

youth of other nations.
The pictures I like best of all are those which ' may be termed historical

and geographical. I like them because they assist us very materially in com-
mitting to memory our lessons, which we study from our history and

geography, at the same time giving us a clearer understanding of the sub-

jects which we take at school. I can always enjoy and appreciate moving
pictures of this character because they are both instructive and full of

interest and amusement.
1 know my parents would allow me to attend these nickelodeons more fre-

quently if such pictures were assured. On the other hand, they feel as I do In

relation to the objectionable pictures which portray murder, suicide and rob-

berv. as thev must be harmful to the same extent as the good pictures I

mentioned are good in their way. HAZEL ASMISSEN. age 13 years.

SELIG HELPED THIS MISS TO GET A GOOD MARK.
When I go to the nickelodeons—which is quite often—I like to see pictures

from which one learns. When we were having "Courtship of Miles Standish'

at school it happened to be at the nickelodeon. Of course I went to see it.

The next dav when I recited on it I got a good mark, so 1 guess it was from

going to the nickelodeon. LUCILLE CROOKS, age 12 years.
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other representatives of foreign maker? Dean Horsely, the oldest
independent manufacturer, came to the from and a meeting was
arranged in Pittshurg at which a large number of manufacturers
and exchanges signified their intention of not doing busi
through the Sales Company. At one of the preliminary meet

artist caught the attitude? of some of these insurgents as
they were trying to bring Mr. P. A. Powers to their way of
thinking. Rut Pat stood pat to the combination of which he is

the vice president.

A clever move on the part of the newh
the acquisition of the patent rights in the Rianchi camera and
others possessed by the Columbia Phonograph Company. Under

they will operate and guarantee protection to exch
and exhibitors who use their films.

Altogether the split may be regarded as weakening the inde-
pendent cause, hut it will have an effect upon the that

neficial. And this is how it will work out
equally divided as to available number of reels, neither side car.

at present supply the largest buying exchanges with the program
they require. Therefore it will result in a competition on QUAL-
ITY. It matters not to the exhibitor or his servitor who sup-
plies his program so long as it is the best obtainable, and they,
like ourselves, say to the manufacturers : Gentlemen, quit your
fighting and get down to the business of making good picture-.
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THE MOTION PICTURE DISTRIBUTING AND SALES
COMPANY.

Entering the of n Picture Distributing and
Sale- Company and noting the active Drepai handling
the shipments of films, one cannot fail to be impressed with
the businesslike methods of - They are pro-
ceeding as if they were entirely unaware that another
ganization was being per- at least give
them battle. Th pany quarters have been well
laid out and planned. In spite of the fact that many manu-
facturers have hi ty, the S mpany will begin
with twelve releas week and if their customers need
any more reels the Sales Company offers to supply any
amount of European film at ti\ ;>er foot. From presi-

dent down to the nd big is

the talk about what benefits the Independent exhibitors will

receive. General Ma- irnann talks quality. Secretary
Miles talks system. rs harps on the
square deal which lie will make it his business to s

handed out to each exchange and manufacturer. The Bison
film has taken a new the advance
copies of some coming releases—in quality and style far

eclipsing any pr<

that Yankee films will make them all sit up in a few weeks,
new manufacturers have allied with the Sales Com-

pany, so that their p r in the Independent
field is greater than the ultra-Independe: surgents
surmised.
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OPERATOR'S COLUMN.
Questions and Answers.—Conducted by F. H. Richardson.

Machine Recommendation—Setting Shutter.—Iowa (name
of town suppressed) writes as follows: "Am going to pur-
chase a new Powers machine. Would you recommend a

Xo. 6 or No. 5? How do you set the. shutter of a Powers
No. 5?"

1 would recommend a Xo. 6 by all means. The Xo. 5 is

an excellent machine, but the Xo. is even better. To set

a Powers Xo. 5 shutter proceed as follows: remove the semi-
circular wing, or guard, on operating side of machine. Set
your frame-up lever in central position. Loosen the shutter
on its shaft. Turn llywheel in the direction it runs until

intermittent sprocket has just completed its movement and
cam-pin is just half way out of star slot. Xow revolve shut-
ter in direction it ordinarily runs until it is just barely on the
point of beginning to open the aperture. Tighten on its

spindle and the job is done. If you don't get it exactly right

the first time and there is slight travel ghost (streaks up or
down from any white object in picture or letters in title)

move it just a little one way or the other until the travel

ghost disappears.
License—What States.—Hartford, Conn., writes: "Kindly

give names of States in which license is required to operate
moving picture machine."

I am sorry, Hartford, but we have no data at hand. I be-
lieve there are very few States which require license, but
many, if not most, of the cities do. If any of our readers
have authentic data concerning this matter would be thank-
ful to receive same.
Focal Length of Lenses.—San Francisco, Cal., writes: "I

wish to thank you for reply to previous query. I want to

get a 10 x 14 picture at 84 feet—A. C. current. What size

lens should I have, also what focal length condensors?"
A five and a half inch equivalent focus moving picture

lens is about as close as you will be able to get at it. Mul-
tiply the throw, in feet, by width of aperture, in inches, and
divide the product by width of desired picture in feet. In
doing this you must caliper the width of your aperture ex-
actly. It will be about 15-ibths of an inch. The problem
will therefore be 84 X 15-16. But if the aperture is a sixty-

J 4
fourth of an inch more or less than i5-i6ths you must use
the exact caliper measurement. To figure the stereo lens
proceed the same way but use three inches as width of aper-
ture. A. C. or D. C. makes no difference at all. Use two
7>4-inch condensing lenses.

Measuring Film.—Toledo, O., writes: "Am constant reader
of the Column and save them all. You say one can measure
film by counting the turns of the crank. Could one count
the turns for one minute and multiply by number of minutes
just as well? Also can you give me a way of measuring the
pull of the intermittent sprocket on the film?"

Yes, that would be a very close approximate measurement,
only being out the amount of whatever variation in speed
there might be. Xo, that is a job for the expert mechanical
engineer only. It varies from probably sixty pounds on the
slower speed machines to as much as seventy-five on those
of the highest intermittent speed. The pull, you will readily
understand, naturally varies with the speed of the movement.

Spanish Titles.—City of Mexico, Mexico, wants to know if

there is any place in the United States where film titles in

Spanish may be procured.
Yes. Any film manufacturer can make them for you, I

think.' Would be very pleased to have a letter from City
of Mexico setting forth conditions in moving picture shows
there. But for Heaven's sake write it in English! Getting
it translated up here is a hard job.

Setting Shutter.—Washington, D. C, writes: "Have dis-

covered a simple way to set the shutter on my machine, and
as I believe it will be of great assistance to beginners, I

send it along for publication. Start the machine with right
hand and hold index finger of left hand so that it will ob-
struct passage of shutter. Watch screen for results and fasten
to shaft when it is right."

Friend Washington's letter needs a little explaining. What
he evidently means is to first loosen the shutter on its shaft,
setting the screws which hold it just so that the shutter will
slip under some pressure. Then start the machine and by
holding the finger so that it will just strike the outer edge
of the shutter, cause it to gradually slip around until it is

just right, as may readily be determined by watching the
screen. Undoubtedly it could be done that way, but I'm
nfraH the beginner won't have the success Washington thinks
he will.

Shutter Out.—Des Moines, la., writes: "Am running a
Powers No. 5 machine. When I run a dark picture contain-
ing a white object there are always white streaks beside the
object. Am using a Powers Xo. 6 machine and always have
a ghost on the screen. Using D. C, pulling 27 amperes.
Distance of house, 105 feet. Have set my carbons different
ways but get no improvement. Use good grade, ^y^ con-
densing lenses."

Just exactly what to make of the above I don't know.
Presumably, postal cards being scarce in Des Moines, two
operators have clubbed in together and bought one and have
both set forth their troubles on its overworked surface. As
to the No. 5 machine, the trouble lies in the shutter, I think.
You say the streaks are beside the white objects, not shoot-
ing up or down from them. If this is correct you have me
treed! Better send the machine in to the Powers Company
and they will remedy the matter without cost to you. First,

however, try moving the shutter a little and closely watch
results. I am inclined to think you have a plain, old-fash-
ioned travel ghost, in which case your shutter has slipped
a trifle and must' be re-set. As to the ghost that haunts your
Xo. 6, I will have to ask you to set the matter forth a little

more clearly. Is it merely a dark spot in center of the
screen? Describe fully and I will see what I can do for you.
Meanwhile try moving your lamphouse backward and for-
ward as far as it will go. Examine carefully and see if your
machine and condensor are exactly square with each other.
There is absolutely nothing at all about the machine itself

to produce a ghost, unless it be a travel ghost. I await
further information.
Measuring Lenses.—New York City, X. Y., writes: "You

have instructed us how to measure lenses by pinning a paper
to the wall, etc., several times, but what I want to know is

how to measure or figure what lens I need to get a certain
size picture at a given distance. Also how does the white
paper measurement tell me what condenser lenses to use."
Your first query is answered fully in my reply to San

Francisco. The "white paper measurement" tells you what
condenser lens to use this way: if the equivalent focus of
your projection lens is 4 inches, then, in theory, the equiva-
lent focus of your condenser lens should also be 4 inches.
But it is not practical to follow this out for several reasons.
The very long focal length lenses are too costly and are
very hard to get in this country. I think after all that I

shall have to come back to the original proposition: get two
six and a half and two seven and a half lenses and try out
until you find what gives best results. After all it is results'

that count, and this way you can get them, that, too, without
much loss.

Loses Upper Loop.—Austin, Minn., writes that his ma-
chine loses its upper loop when a thick patch goes through.

In the earlier type of the machine you have the idler rollers
set away from the sprocket a considerable distance. That
has been changed. Have referred your letter to the com-
pany who make the machine. They will remedy the trouble
free of all charge by installing the new style roller on your
machine.

A HELPFUL LETTER.
The following letter from Mr. F. K. Evans, owner of the

Oneonta Theater, Oneonta, N. Y., is the kind we like to re-

ceive. The device is nothing more or less than two water
rheostats in series; a thing I frankly admit I never heard of
before. Unquestionably it will work, and work well, on high,
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Editor ( •: imn:

Deai Sii I « »uld like to ha j about high
the benefit of Homer, III. Axticl

in issue of Ma} 21 1 had practically the same experii

two tii a Summer show at a park on a trolley line.

My friend from Illinois says he was nine miles from a sub-
in, which be meant, and did not mean power house. The

.ii the road of which I am speaking is thirty

miles from the trolley road and is delivered to the road at

a pressure of 13,01 \. C, ami is delivered to the sub-
apart which transform it to 550 volts

through a rotary transformer. I will now give you my
rience with resistance. I got prices on rheostats from

a manufacturer and was informed they would cost $75 for

550 volts, 25 amperes capacity, so I concluded to experiment
a little. I am enclosing a very poor sketch of the outfit I

evolved and as I am neither a writer nor draughtsman, please

ise drawing. The two barrels should hold from 40 to 50
gallons each and should be well insulated from the ground,
also should be fenced in so no one but the operator can get

near them. The switch on the pole should be high enough
so no one can reach it. Anything can be used for the elec-

trodes, such as old brake shoes or any iron that can be found
near a trolley line. I used a Xo. 8 wire and it was heavy
enough but would not be if it was any great distance from
line. The two upper electrodes are suspended by a cord
which is run in reach of the operator, thus allowing him to

regulate the current flow quickly and easily. The water will

need a little salt, but not too much—about half a pound in

each barrel. It is not necessary to change the water for the
season. All that is needed is about two pails of water each
day to make up for the water that evaporate. I ran this out-
fit all one Summer and it never gave me the least bit of
trouble. Hoping Homer. 111., will receive some benefit from
this land I know he will if he does as I did), I would like

to hear from him after he has tried it. Thanking you for
the valuable information I have received from you in the past,

through the Moving Picture World, I beg to remain,

Very truly yours, F. K. EVANS.

ONE FROM THE LONE STAR STATE.

Ft. Worth. Tex. May 16. 1910.

Editor Operator's Column:
Dear Sir—Kindly grant space that I may make known my

views concerning a few matter-, including your article, "Op-
erator-' Faults/ and Mr. F. G. Robinson's letter defending
the operators. I am an operator, but don't "know it all.''

nor do I ever expect to; but nevertheless have succeeded in

getting along very well so far for nearly four years. I am
still learning something nearly every day and expect to as
long as I remain in the business. I study every condition,
every peculiar happening and everything connected with each
day's duty and then, after I am in bed, I think it all over.
Have had several pretty hard propositions to deal with, but
have never failed yet. Do not. however, by any means im-
agine that I may not some day. But to get at the point I

wish to make: The good operator, that is. the man twenty-
one or more years oi age who knows his business as you
would have him know it. could not afford to work here, much
less in Dallas. Tex., for the reason that the managers refuse
to pay high-class operators to exceed $15 to $18 for from fif-

teen a hours per day (8 to 9 a. m. to midnight, with
an hour or less for dinner and the same for supper). Rather
than pay a real operator $.'5 per week they hire fifteen and

en year old boys for So per week. There are, of course.
a few exception-, but they are few. These baby operators
put up a horrible show, of course Picture playing hide and
seek, with brown corners and the light out two or three times
during the projection of each reel. If the really good man
refus >rk all those hours for $15 to $18 per week he
is laughed at by the managers, and called a fool. They are
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I will have some liter •]. Your
suggestion concert llent If the
Edison Company will permit, I will Bay that tl. i. in

my judgment, do exceedingly well to not re-trict the size
of the lower loop. It is one of those things that looks well
from the manufacturer's p but which don't
well in practice. I have many lei mplaining of this
one. trouble and it 1- pretty nearly all traceable direct
this fault. I have hesitated about speaking of it. it not being
the policy of this department to criticise any make of ma-
chine, calling it by name, but I am sure in this instance the
Edison Company will forj If not, then I will
inclined to ship them something like three hundred letters
asking a remedy for this very one thing.

FROM FAR OFF WASHINGTON.
Aberdeen, Wash., May II, 1910.

Editor Operator's Column:

Dear Sir— I get the World every week and if oni
come I get busy writing to the publishers for th
paper. Why? Becai - Id not be without it. I read
every article written by the editor of the Operator's Column,
you bet! Really, I have to laugh at - the questions
they spring on you, but suppose I ought not t

swer to the letter by Mr. Robinson was all right but
strong enough. You -poke of Western operators being I

er class than the Eastern men. Mr. R., have you visited the
Pacific Coast? I think not, from that! Should you come
here and take a look around Portland you would be aston-
ished. There are more "crank turners" to the square mile
there than any place I know of. There isn't a single really-

good picture in the city! That is strong. I know, but it's

the truth! Yet the men there pass an examination before
being admitted to the union. The strange thing to me is

that men are able to pass an examination who produce such
rable work on the screen. Is it can laziness.

or what is it? I don't, as an operator, think your roasts are
a bit too strong. I had rather a man tell me my faults to
the end that I may remedy them than to have him praise
me all the time. Writing to you. friend Rich. ems
like writing to an old friend. That must be n
this letter.

J.

Your kindly feeling for the World, the Operator's Column
and its editor are appreciated, let us
cerely hope that I : so bad as you i he^m
forth, in Portland. I know that country like a book, but
since the picture game claimed me. I fired tl: gine
that ever entered :'rom the
trouble in Portland is a combination of car- and
laziness, superinduced by careless ma-

rk. When 1 used the word "West" I

the Middle V.

t by her; ' think
cordially invite P rite an.'

the matter, if it will 'lire in the M
• we are to hear fro::

times are tickled I we have :

nothing at ail polog ze
write, that's

T

R.
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A LETTER FROM MR. EDISON.
The following letter is in answer to one written by myself

asking Mr. Edison to kindly set forth liib views of the sup-
posed drop in voltage across the arc and rheostat. 1 guess
after all 1 shall have to give it up for a bad job. There is

no higher authority in the world than the "Wizard of Or-
ange," but, even so, 1 cannot see that his letter, or explana-
tion, makes anything much clearer. No! 1 am not bull-

headed. I simply am unable to see it the way the rest of
you do and will, 1 suppose, have to let it go at that. If

Mr. Edison's letter means anything it means that there is

either no flow at all or that the flow is in both directions. I

can make nothing else out of it. Some time when the editor
has plenty of space I am going to set forth fully and in de-
tail just exactly how 1 do look at this matter. Until then
consider me as properly squelched, set down on and obliter-

ated. F. H. R.

From the Laboratory of Thomas A. Edison.

Orange, N. J., May 16, 1910.

Mr. F. H. Richardson,
New York City:

Dear Sir—Your letter of the 8th instant received. Mr.
Edison directs me to write you that your difficulty in solving
the electrical problem relating to moving picture apparatus
arises from a misconception of the meaning of the electrical

terms. "Voltage'' is ordinarily spoken of as being positive

and negative; it is defined as the tension or pressure which
causes electric current to flow through a conductor, analo-
gous to the mechanical pressure which causes water to flow
through a pipe. The analogy is not a true one, however,
the difference being that in a water system there can be
pressure as well as flow (corresponding to "current" in the
case of electricity) with only one conductor (pipe) leading
from the pressure source, whereas in an electric system there
can be neither voltage nor current without two conductors
(wires) connecting to the voltage source.
The words "positive" and "negative" are arbitrary terms

taken for practical purposes and do not serve to explain
electric currents. Instead of thinking of current as flowing
out in the positive wire and back in the negative wire, it is

less confusing to think of both line wires as being electrified,

one being in the positive electric condition, the other in the
negative electric condition. These two conditions have a
tendency to neutralize each other, that is, they have. a mutual
affinity. "Voltage" is the measure of this electrical affinity.

When two such electrified conductors are conneced, either
by direct contact, or through any electrical appartus, such
as a rheostat, arc light, motor, etc., the two electrical condi-
tions neutralize one another at a rate directly proportional
to their affinity (voltage) and inversely proportional to the
resistance to electric flow offered by the conductors. Such
a neutralizing process manifests itself in results known as
"electrical" and the direct product is always some other form
of energy, such as heat, light, mechanical force, etc.

If this explanation has been followed it should be clear
that "voltage" reaches the work (arc light, rheostat, etc.)

through both the positive and negative, and that the total

drop in the work must necessarily be equal to the line voltage.
Yours very truly,

H. F. 'MILLER, Secretary.

UNEVEN FILM THICKNESS.
By F. H. Richardson.

In the past, but especially since the advent of the new N. I.

stock, there has been a very decided variation in the thick-
ness of film stock. Now this is bad from any and every
point of view. I take it that the manufacturer furnishes thin
stock from motives of economy. I am guessing at this, but
believe I am not far from right. It is false economy, how-
ever, if this really is the explanation, for naturally the thinner
the stock the more the film will jump in the machine. It is

common sense that the thin stock will not so well withstand
the shock of sudden starting and stopping in front of the
aperture as will the heavier film. Also it is common sense
that it will be more easily vibrated through contact with the
sprocket spurs. Naturally, then, the films of those using thin
stock are not so satisfactory as those manufacturers putting
out thicker film. Naturally, also, if the films do not run
satisfactorily the demand for them is not so great. More
than this, with several standards of thickness the man with
the thin stock can get more feet on a standard reel, thus
getting more cash returns per reel, or 1 subject, than the
manufacturer who uses heavy, honest stock which will pro-
duce better results on the screen. But the heavy stock man
undertakes the contract of playing even by overloading the
reel and this again is very bad from many points of view.

It would seem that the makers of film stock ought to adopt
some standard of thickness and sell none but that to any one.
It would seem that an agreement to this effect might easily
be reached between film-stock manufacturers, and that it

should be for the general good of the business. Perhaps I

have put this rather crudely. Also I am not very well posted
on the ins and outs of the matter from the film-stock makers'
end of it. But 1 do know what is needed and badly needed,
and that is a standard of thickness, rigidly adhered to. The
stock used by the Pathe people seems to be about the right
thing. So far as I know there is no earthly reason why stock
cannot be made the same all the time. I am well aware
that it usually does not do much good to tell a great corpora-
tion like the Eastman Company what they "ought to do."
Usually they simply tell one to mind his own business. That
is just the point, however. This is a matter which is the
exhibitors' business, just as much as it is the stock makers'.
It is the exhibitor who has to suffer for everything which is

bad in connection with the films, and he usually suffers much
more than does the manufacturer. Get busv, gentlemen, and
give us a standard, uniform film thickness. The exhibitor
don't want a strip of leather, neither does he hanker for a
ribbon of tissue paper. A film stock just thick enough to
withstand the shock of machine usage, and no more, is what
is wanted, and it is wanted that way all the time.

THE "ACAD" FILM.

Acad? What is Acad? What does it mean? What does
it stand for. It stands for something of the best in moving
pictures. The four letters are the initials of the names of
a French film making concern, an Associated Company of
Dramatic Art, to translate it freely. In other words, Acad
is a Film d'Art controlled by the Eclair Company of Paris,
whose offices here, as our readers are aware, are at 31 East
Twenty-seventh street. New York City.

We were specially invited this week to Witness the first

Acad release, a film of full length, based upon a novel by
Balzac, entitled Eugene Grandet. This company seems to
have engaged the services of the best available acting talent
in Paris and to have spared no expense in the way of mount-
ing, costumes, scenery and furniture for the picture.

Roughly, the story is that of a miser who refuses to help
his brother, a banker, who is in difficulties. The misers-
daughter discovers the old man's secret, and robs Peter to
pay Paul. In other words, she gets possession of the treas-

ure, hands it to her lover, who is just in time to save his-

banker-father from committing suicide. The dramatic nature
of the story will be realized when it is understood that the
girl has simply "stolen" her marriage dot or dowry. So,
when her lover is arrested at her father's instigation, she
confesses, and the story ends by showing the lover giving
his prospective father-in-law a receipt for 300,000 fr., the
girl's dowry.
Dramatic enough in all conscience, and yet quite domestic.

The action takes place about the year 1830, when Louis Phi-
lippe was on the French throne. It is one of those pictures

that hold the interest of an audience from the moment the

film commences to move. As a first release it is a huge suc-

cess, and we have no doubt that the Acad film d'art will be
well applauded.

In a conversation with Mr. Offeman, the New York manag-
er of the Eclair Film Co.. we learned that the productions-

of this house are becoming increasingly popular. Exchanges
like them and the public like them. As we said last week,.

Eclair films are characterized by great beauty and delicacy.

They are exquisitely French, which is about the highest

praise that is possible to give a picture.

Plymouth, Ind.—D. W. DeWitt. lessee and manager of the

New Orpheum Theater, has decided to change from licensed

to independent film and commenced Independent service

early last month.

The New York Motion Picture Comoany will release

shortly a production entitled "Wolves of the Sea." This
picture came pretty near being the most expensive they have
ever p»oduced. Expensive in that it almost cost human lives.

The accident occurred while Mr. Balshofer, the camera oper-
ator, on another boat, had his camera set up and focused on-

the pirate boat. Without warning the two boats collided,

throwing Miss Graham and Mr. Sherrv overboard into the

Pacific Ocean. Still Mr. Balshofer continued to turn the
crank and succeeded in getting a number of remarkable
scenes. We are very glad to say that Miss Graham and Mr.
Sherry have fully recovered from the bruises they received'
while being dragged aboard ship. Taking everything into
consideration, they succeeded in producing an exceptional
film.
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"CONVICT NO. 796" (Vitagraph).

\\ I the intensity of human the

graph actors displaj an unusual understanding oi human
nature and the influences which in some mj

dramatic pi<

l depicts the transition of human p
. the way some small thing may cha

the entire future com 1 life. Happily the p

have shown how a life 11 nfluenced for good. Too
i] influence is permitted to predominate. The

murderer's hand
i

i by a girl singing a hymn. He
v submits to be again led away to prison, and in place

one of the Ugliest and most intractable convict
uite the reverse. Elemental human passion is such an

unknown influence in all lives and the means which change
the current of one's future are so subtle that it is unsafe
to declare that any man is either permanently good or bad.

To say that this is one of the most powerful pictures ever
produced is a trite remark. We have studied it* effect upon
several audiences. It is not the kind of picture calculated to

create applause, no more than we would think of applauding
an eloquent sermon, yet it brought hearty plaudits, which
came as a relief after the intense silence which prevailed
while it was on the screen.

"The Little Doctor of the Foothills" ( Essanay). —A humor-
lepicting the experience of a pretty little woman

doctor who goes to Arizona to practice her profession and
whose presence so works upon the cowboys that they all

require her aid almost instantly. Men who never knew what
sickness was are speedily afflicted with the most mtious ills

to which humanity is heir. Then comes a real accident, to
which she refused to respond because she supposed, like the
otheis. it was a false alarm. However, this is romantic ami
when the last scene disappears from the screen some malady
that medicine and surgery cannot cure seems to have afflicted

both. The picture is acted with all the dash and spirit which
characterize the work of the Essanay players, and is certain
to l»e popular.

"The Centenarian" (Gaumont).—One may well shrink
from the burden of advancing years, and all the more so,

- in the instance depicted, one is to be subjected to such
indignities merely because one has reached his one hundredth
birthday. This poor old gentleman must have wished he
had passed to the great beyond before attaining to the
century mark.

"The Hasher's Delirium" (Gaumont).—A humorous skit

representing a waiter's dream. All sorts of beautiful things
n t" him, then quite the reverse, but ultimately his

come so annoying that they pour seltzer on him to

se him from his slumbers.

"A Tempestuous Adventure" (Pathe).—A certain, though
decidedly vigorous, cure for love. When the poor, deluded
old gentleman is thoroughly soused he discovers that he
didn't love the young woman after all, though he may have
Buppi ised he did.

"The Milk Industry in the Alps" (Pathe\—A picture made
in the village of Stalden, illustrating the process of making
condensed milk from the time the cows go to pasture until

the big case- of milk are ready for shipment. Not only is

the picture valuable from an educational standpoint, but it

- many glimpses of delightful mountain scenery in addi-
tion.

"The Wings of Love" (Vitagraph).—A thrilling love story
set in quaint Dutch scenery. It is one of those realistic

stories which grip and hold the attention from beginning
to end. The novel stage setting increases the attractiveness
of the picture and it is all enhanced by sympathetic acting.

"Sisters" 1 Edison).—A dramatic story with numerous sit-

uations that appeal to one's heart and make one wish to take
a hand in the affair and help in straightening out some of

the tangles. One's sympathy goes out to the young wife
who compromises herself in attempting to save a younger
sister and the story does not tell whether the husband is

really convinced of the honesty of his wife's motives or not.

But it does show that the sisters renewed their allegiance,
even though their relations were strained for a time. Pic-
torially the film is out of the ordinary. Some of the glimpses
of scenery, particularly where the artist is at work, are ex-
ceptionally attractive and there are others only less at-
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"A Brave Little Girl" (Pithe).—A pretl
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"Out of the Past" (Vitagraph).—A lo

sort The old man returns to firfd, not the one he
married, but years alter lie 1- able {<, rescue her

from abuse and bring her up as In- own l"r tl

who see the picture th< re is a tend'

of the old man which remind them uncoi
past dream- and the mists will float before their fa<

when they look. Ah, will. BOme sweet hope
the poet has written, and in this instance the picture re.

many of the memories which have long slumbered on the

unforgotten shelves of memory.
"The Seminole Halfbreeds" (Kalem).—An Indian picture

based upon an order banishing the Seminoli
tion. Tlu- order fails when it IE red that the Si

are half-breed-. The principal interest centers in the repro-
duction of Indian characteristics, including dr< I

manner.
The story contains no particular point otherwise.
possibly to represet with considerable graph: . the

sentiment of the Indian when the edict of banish:
reservation has been issued. Forced from the land- they be-

lieved their homes, the Indians were as despondent as the

Seminoles shown here.

"An Affair of Hearts" 1 Biograph).—A pretty comedy rep-
uting two impulsive Frenchmen madly in th a

lady whose name they do not know. Several hum'
nations arc developed from chance meetings, finally leading
up to a duel. At this they both show some COi end-
ing, however, when the lady invites them into her home,
where they both declare, with vehement protestations, their

undying love and insist that she choose between them. But
when her somewhat bulky and athletic husband appears they
both have pressing engagements elsewhere and hurriedly
depart.

"The Indian Girl's Romance" (Lubin).—Apart from the
heart interest which develops as the story ; this

film will be attractive because it represents an accurate repro-
duction of a Hudson Bay trading post, something sufficiently

out of the ordinary to excite more than the ordinary d<

of interest. The love story is intensified by the fact that
the factor at the post is seized by the tribe, on the testimony
of a halfbrced, and tortured before burning at tiie stake.
He is rescued by the Indian girl and the halfbreed is pun-
ished by the tribe for the affront he has put upon them. The
dramatic heart story and the novel surroundings, developing
a setting of unusual interest, combine to make a film as at-
tractive as it is strange.

"The Land of Oz" (Selig).—The third in the Oz stories
and truly, as the producers say, their crowning effort. The
Emerald City in all its splendor is presented, and all the fa-

miliar and popular characters are produced with close fidelity

to the story. It is a worthy representation of a popular
story. Gen. Jinger's soldiers, in glittering apparel, along with
the (•thers ultimately resolve into a spectacle worthy "f the
best in motion picture production. The producers deserve
great credit for bringing such an accurate and altogether
-umptuous film. It is hoped that some managers will see
the picture's strength and run it more than one day. It
would draw a week anywhere.

"A Race for a Bride" i Melies).—Here is life enough for the
most exacting of motion picture lovers. A race between a
horseman, a cyclist and a motorist for a bride. Moving ac-
cidents by flood and field best the men with the machines,
but the man on the horse, with the parson up behind, arrives
ahead, and the others get there in time to offer congratula-
tions only. It is a dashing comedy, sure to win vigorous
applause.

"A Rough Night on the Bridge" (Melies).—A party of
Jack Tars, who have imbibed too freely, in their wanderings
encounter a swaying bridge. And here the fun begins. There
is a laugh in every swing of that bridge, and the audience
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speedily join with the tars in their mirth, which increases

as the bridge swings worse and worse and one by one, or

in groups, they are forced to take water; involuntarily, it

is true, yet none the less effectually, and the picture ends

with their merry faces laughing at you from the screen.

"Ramona" (Biograph).—An adequate dramatization of

Helen Hunt Jackson's most romantic novel. Recent years

little has been heard of the book, but thirty years ago it

was one of the most popular novels of the day. It was writ-

ten primarily to show the injustice of the white man to the

Indian, and was very romantic. The picture follows the novel

closely, going as far as to reproduce the actual scenery where
the story was laid, a picturesque town in Ventura County,

California. The love story loses nothing of its power in the

picture, and one wants to do something to help the unfortu-

nates whose property is destroyed, whose land is taken and

who are persecuted and driven ever father into the wilder-

ness. It is too late now for the reproduction of the novel

to exert any influence in the rectification of a great wrong.

But perhaps it will be worth while to show thus graphically

the injustice which preceded the settlement of a considerable

proportion of the United States. Sympathetically acted,

with unusually romantic scenery for a background and pho-

tographed with a full appreciation of the beauties of the

drama and the setting, the picture will linger long in the

memory, as many another of the Biograph films has done

heretofore.

"The Messenger Boy Magician" (Lubin).—A snappy com-

edy, introducing new features and offering novel transforma-

tion scenes, the product of difficult trick photography. Being

unusual, it will be more than ordinarily attractive, and the

assertion is ventured that it will prove a popular picture.

"Winter Bathing in the West Indies" (Lubin).—A pict-

ure which, shown in the Winter, would make residents of

northern latitudes homesick, and lead them to wish for the

more comfortable temperature and the open air pleasures

here so graphically reproduced, but wholly impossible in this

portion of the world. The operator selected his viewpoints

with appreciation of the picturesque possibilities, and the

mechanical portion of the work was carefully done.

"Romeo Turns Bandit" (Pathe).—Not a bad scheme, this.

When the dismissed suitor turns bandit, and captures the

daughter, demanding a ransom for her release, an amusing
complication is instituted, resulting in Romeo securing the

daughter's release from the greedy bandit, her restoration

to her father's arms and a wedding forthwith. It is an in-

teresting and an amusing picture, offering a novelty in the

dual character of the suitor.

"Little Mary and Her Dolly" (Pathe).—A simple story, yet

because it involves the grief of a child, and its subsequent

healing, is certain to attract more than ordinary interest.

These griefstricken faces of children, the clear representation

of the little understood sorrow that burdens their hearts,

make one wish it were possible to prevent such griefs forever.

The joy upon this little face when a new doll replaces the

old and money is supplied for her sick mother's relief, is

indeed good to see.

"The Unmailed Letter" (Selig).—Did you ever have such

an experience? If you have you will appreciate this film.

If you never have, see this picture and accept it as a warn-

ing In any case you will enjoy the comedy features of the

film.

"The Wedding Presents" (Essanay).—Those who have suf-

fered the experience of a wedding anniversary will appreciate

this humorous skit. The huge quantity of tinware, contain-

ing, of course, a large number of utterly useless articles, is

a white elephant of which Henry undertakes to dispose; but

in doing so adds to his own losses and perturbation of spirit.

The real funny portion occurs when the tinware, like the

proverbial cat, comes back, and the disconsolate Henry pays

out his last dollar for express charges. The idea upon which

the story is based is original, and it is worked out with ap-

preciation of the humor which is inseparably connected with

the subject.

"Where Is Mulcahy?" (Essanay).—A very humorous story

of a policeman stuck in a fence, tormented by boys. There

is little else to the picture, but the absurdity of the officer's

situation and the fun the boys get out of it is sufficient to

keep, the audience more than ordinarily amused. While the

humor is rather broad, it must be admitted that it makes
those who see the film- laugh. Nothing else is needed to

stamp the picture as successful.

"The Cliff Dwellers" (Kalem).—While an interesting story

is told in this picture, creating a heart interest that helps

the picture, the principal interest will center in the historical

accuracy of the scenes. Aboriginal life in America is clearly

portrayed. The costumes were made from pictures owned
by the American Museum of Natural History, and the stag-

ing has been done with such care that the ancient and com-
paratively unknown cliff dwellers are vividly reproduced.
For this alone the firm deserves commendation. The pre-

sentation of the picturesque and almost unknown surround-
ings of this interesting people is a genuine public service,

and should be so recognized. The entire work has been
performed with intelligence and care, and the film is des-
tined to increase the knowledge of all who are fortunate
enough to see it.

"Max Leads Them a Novel Chase" (Pathe).—An improve-
ment on the popular chase pictures principally because of
the selection of such novel methods of getting away. The
pursued individual finally escapes in a ballon after trying
very many other means unsuccessfully. Only in the novelty
of the means utilized does this chase differ materially from
many which have gone before. But novelty is an essential

feature of such pictures, and when so much is crowded
into one it deserves to be popular, and this one is.

"Capturing Cub Bears" (Pathe).—Representing peasants
in Arlege, France, capturing cub bears. The funny antics
of the little fur balls in their endeavors to escape add greatly
to the interest of the film.

"His Wife's Testimony" (Urban).—A strong bit of drama,
representing a villain who undertakes to win another*s wife.

The means employed are common enough, and, unfortunate-
ly, effective enough. The climax comes when the wife tes-

tifies for the villain in court and eventually leads him to a
better life. There is a little of the high moral tone which
is sometimes popular. One need not say that this is a blem-
ish. Perhaps one may call it a sermon by suggestion. That
it is effective is quite sufficient for the dramatic unity of the
peace. Its propriety may be questioned, but its dramatic
quality never.

"Over the Cliffs" (Gaumont).—Perhaps the writer may be
alone in his opinion, but he confesses that he can see no
reason for the existence of a film of this type. To see a
baby hurled from a cliff is neither educational nor amusing.
To be sure the sullen sailor gets his deserts and the baby is

saved, but who is benefited' in any way by seeing the film?

It is not often that a film from this house seems to deserve
criticism, but this one is so palpably useless that one cannot
refrain from expressing an opinion about it. There are
plenty of good manly subjects which do not require the at-

tempted brutal murder of a helpless baby to make them in-

teresting; moreover the action in this film and also the scenes
are unconvincing.

"Floral Studies" (Gaumont).—Flower studies often fail in

photograph}- because they appear as though pasted flat

against a board, but in this instance they were photographed
against a dark background and have a stereoscopic quality
which makes them stand out in sharp relief. Further, the
studies were revolved during the exposure, giving a suc-

cession of delicate lights and shadows which add materially
to the pictorial quality of the studies. The coloring has been
admirably done, and no matter whether it is the pansy, with
its deliicate, uplifted face, or the brilliant colors of more
pretentious flowers, the effect is equally pleasing.

"All on Account of a Laundry Mark" (Edison).—A bit of

lively humor which results from the fact that a wife gave
some of her husband's shirts to a tramp, who gets arrested.

There are all kinds of fun. Mother-in-law faints, hubby
rushes frantically to the police station, but gets the wrong
one: wifey hies her away expecting to find her incarcerated
husband, but discovers instead the tramp and faints. After
a lively mixup like this the ending must be exciting, too,

and is it, indeed, so hysterical that the police officers ques-
tion whether or not to send them all the the asylum.

"Fortune's Fool" (Edison).—A forlorn, discarded, love-sick
youth makes a series of attempts at suicide, but through the

machinations of fickle fortune none are successful. A variety

of events intervene to prevent him carrying out his sinister

purpose. The audience is, for this reason, permitted to re-

joice with him when the girl responsible for all this dis-

turbance appears, and "Fortunes Fool" win's out in the un-
equal struggle against fafe.

INDEPENDENT.
"A Father's Grief" (Great Northern).—A touching heart

story, sympathetically acted, adequately staged and intelli-

gently photographed. It will appeal to the hearts of any
audience anda mist will gather in front of the eyes before

all the scenes are passed.

"Conquered Again" (Itala).—A rough,4iouse comedy, which,

while some may object to it because of its boisterousness
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struggling in the hands of a number of rough villains.

For so much of the picture commendation cannot be too
hearty.

"Cupid at the Circus" (Thanhouser).—A romantic picture.

represetitin.tr an unfortunate boy befriended by a little girl,

and giving her his pocket knife as recompense. Wars after.

when he has become a successful man, the girl is engaged as
igrapher by his firm. He discovers the knife, and the

picture ends with a wedding not far away on the horizon.
A pleasant story, enhanced by the picturesque surroundings

1 the exhilaration which comes of seeing a boy
eat odds.

"Fruits and Flowers" (Imp).—A boisterously humorous
two clerks who fell in love with their employer's

ghter. They are, oi course, deeply chagrined to have
then fruits and flowers turned to cabbages and
turnips. They pelt each other and break up the musicale,
and then get ignominiously tired the next morning. Follow-
ing their amorita the next day they are allowed to see her
leave them and walk away with the man to whom she is

engaged. There is a whole barrel of fun in this picture.

"The Lacemaker's Dream" (Lux).—A pretty fairy story
representing how a child's dream of a large quantity of

true, and she sells it for a fabulous sum,
tiii.' ike her and her grandmother wealthy and above
want all the rest of their lues. One must commend the end-
ing, which leaves two deserving people happy, not mourning

the vanished vision of a dream.

"He Did Not Die" I Lux),— V si ing what a man
did who believed a seer when he told him he had only a few
days to live. But on the date named he finds himself much
in the land of the living, minus his worldly belongings and
Ins mon

"Juan, the Pelota Player" (Eclair).—A romantic and melo-
dramatic story, centering around a player of this popular

ish game. The pictorial work is satisfactorily done, and
the acting is sympathetic. While the story told is nothing
extraordinary, it is sufficient to maintain the interest of the
audience throughout.

"The Eternal Triangle" (Imp).—The old story of two men
and one woman, or two women and one man. It has been
told over and over again since the beginningg of time. It

will probably be told as long as time shall last. In this
instance it is an old man and a young wife, with a young
man who comes into the scene and makes violent love to her.

It results in the death of the old man at the hands of the
younger one. and then the wife, realizing what has occurred,
and her part in it. deliberately walks off the cliff to her death,
joining her husband in his last sleep in the chasm below.
The unfortunate thing about this film is that it is much too
true to life. Possibly not all such stories end in death, but
they are productive of ruined lives and broken hearts, and
often develop conditions which become almost intolerable
as the years go on. And in a majority of instances those
most interested are in nowise to blame. The eternal triangle
holds them fast, and try as they will, escape is impossible.

"A Sa>.

"The Red Man's lb
with

I
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"The Curse of Gambling rrible
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> -ii and neglect in t:

Perhaps it will !>•
I ng because it tel diar

degree t moral novels or
It may '. ever, th:

principal intei iphic repi I a man's
weakness and inability to resist tempt.v

THE PLAGUE OF BULLETINS.
Dear Sir— I have read with a good deal of amusement the

from "Exhibitor" about the annoyance of having to

receive the bulletins that are put out by the different film

manufacturers.
I wish to take issue with him on the reasons that he states.

I am afraid that the exhibitor had more than one day's or
i nc week's accumulation of bulletins around if the fire

inspector issued such severe orders. In my opinion he was
giving himself away as being a careless and untidy man.
No amount of pamphlets, if properly taken care of, would
cause any sane fire inspector to order them cleaned out. He-
probably had a lot of paper all over the floor.

Personally, I have written to all the manufacturers asking
them to send me two copies of the bulletins that they put
out, as I always put the stories of the pictures in the lobby
of my theater, and one who has never tried it will be sur-

prised at the number of people that stop to read about the
pictures and come back the next night to see them.

I would suggest as a remedy to "An Exhibitor" that in-

stead of throwing the bulletins on the floor he get a filing

board and put them on it after he is through reading them,
or throw them in a waste basket and have that emptied when
it is full of paper. If he the firms an<!

them to take his name off of their mailing list they most
likely would my part, I want all the literature
that I can get when it pertains to my business.

ALSO AX EXHIBITOR.

BISON FILMS.
This week it was our privilege to see some advance copi'

Bison films which will be shortly released. Xot having si

Bison for some time we were not pi the remarkable
advance in quality- 1 to the plot and acting, but
the scenic setting and the photographic technique. When the
films "Wolves of the Sea." "Her Terrible Peril." "Cowl
Race for a Wife," and "A Mexican Lothario" are released they
will mark a period in the career of the New York Motion Picture
Company that will place them in an enviable ; nd great
praise is due to producer Fred Balshofer for the advanced state

of the art which he has attained. While these film? are of the
mildly sensational order, great care has been taken to render
them free of brutality, death, or an On the
contrary, they are highly creditable and 1 mendable and
just the kind of picture cal e average ex-
hibitor. The perfection of photographic rendering and stead
is due, we are told, to the new equipment of the Carleton
tion Picture Laboratories in which the printing and developing
is now being done. Mr. Carleton is a well-known expert i:

line and under his charge we may expe rther advance
in quality.

Our readers will note that the price of the book of de-
scriptive music advertised in our , reduced
to fifty cents. The publisher. Mr. Fr< las had such
a large demand for this book as a res ;ing
in the Moving Picture World that he has been enabled to
make this reduction in price.
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I AM A KNOCKER
OF POOR GOODS
I don't care whose name is on an article, if it doesn't deserve to be sold, I wouldn't sell it,

no matter what the profit might be. It has cost me thousands of dollars to establish theHALLBERG
STANDARD, and I wouldn"t for the world sell you an article which cannot positively be
proven to be the best obtainable—There may be cheaper goods, but none better—This is

the reason why I am getting all the big contracts for the electrical equipment, current sav-
ing Economizers and moving picture machines for the most modern theatres throughout
the country.

IT IS WORTH SOMETHING TO YOU TO KNOW that I am absolutely free in

making selection from any standard goods on the market, and that when 1 tell you this or
that machine or apparatus is the best vou can depend upon it. Over 1530 theatres are now-
using the " HALLBERG " Economizer. It is the established STANDARD CURRENT

SAVER on the market and cuts the electric bill over two-thirds.

Vjjj i I I have selected the best goods on the market for you,

fjfi %1 an<i can fit you out with complete electric machine and ven-
tilating equipment, and results are positively guaranteed.

Get my prices on the " HALLBERG " Economizer, MO-
TIOGRAPH M. P. machines, Incandescent lighting system to
save 70% on your current bill, ELECTRA Pink Label car-

bons, French Condensers, Announcement Slides, Ventilating
Fans, and don't forget to send 35 cents for a can of "HALL-
BERG 'S SPEC-OIL," -prepaid mail—It saves 50% on your
oil bill for machine— Try a Can.

I make an allowance for your old Current Saver or
Rehostat in trade for the " HALLBERG " Economizer.

SEND FOR CATALOCUE No. 32-VV

J. H. Hallber^, 28 Greenwich Ave., New York

FILMS
FOR
RENT

NEW FILMS HI6H CLASS SERVICE

The Pioneer House, With 8 Years Experience

And $250,000.00 Back Of It

Write To-day for Terms

EUGENE CLINE
57 and 59 Dearborn St., Chicago

pi _ra| Repairs Steel Teeth
Upper and Lower - - $1.00

Intermittent - $1.50

Any Make Machine

E. W. LAVEZZI
3042 N. Aihland Ave . CHICAGO. 111.

H L_PAT. APPUP, FOR - *
{l.li^ll .vMliU^AH^fcl

1 i

~— KMl

DROLLINGER FILM SERVICE CO.
(Agents (or Philadelphia Projecting Co.)

Receiving TWELVE REELS of the

BEST INDEPENDENT FILMS "WEEKLY
Don't you think that will handle you?

WRITE LS A LETTER Phone 3286
106 Upper Second Street EVANSVILLE. IND-

HOW DO YOU DO
WITHOUT OUR

SONG SLIDE SERVICE
At 25 Cents a Set per Week

Your week's supply in one consignment every

week, saves you express charges

Chicago Song Slide Exchange
Dept. I, Ninth Floor

MASONIC TEMPLE CHICAGO, ILL.
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LATEST DEVELOPMENTS IN TALKING PICTURES.

In the Moving Picture World oi Ma) ~ we reviewed I

of the singing and talking pictui inted out that altho

it had
Now it seems thai

fulfil!

with the picture '. from the

exhibition
pany at 1.7 !

U e

had the pi • and I itest model
machine, made by the \

N .1 I i'n! a te< hnii il standpoint it app
: 1 1p 1 c that the ordii quickly master th<

of tins method oi 1 talking picl

The synchronism pcodu itel) perl

the talking machim orking m
entire unison; the words app om the moutl

s in the p

The m< tl n with thi

machine itself i- .1 • •ml>i-

rting talking machine with an unusuallj

iblc spring, so that tli.

and
1

nd almost immediately
the release of th cord

revolving. Upon the front of the machine an illuminated dial

rs. Upon this dial thei ing hand whose course

r illuminated bull which in the d

auditorium an ow a

green light which can I the picture operator,

at a distance of many hundred his illuminated di

he purpi I
at which the talking

machine is running.
I'll 1 into the moving picture il similar dial,

with the hand thei n. This dial appears upon
screen in the lower left-hand corner, and a> the picture is

run through the dial in the picture itself, and the dial upon the
iking machine are both moving in the same d

• 1 by the of light which
appear upon the face of the talking machine u ud which
appear upon the screen in whit.

lie cinematograph machine by the two revolving
at any required speed either fast or -

electric conm any
connection w achine, tl

or tl ph machine. Therefore it is not net-

install an; tl apparti 'ric wiring in ordi

operate this pi

The ordinary picture machine already in use, without
additions whatsoever, c d under tin- system t>> pr< ducc
singi: tures. Indeed, the wh — i- con-
tained in the Cinephone its nbined with the registering
device embodied in the film. I 5t model machine.
fected by the Victor Talking Machim the greatest credit

upon this well-known concern The machine itself i- a very
beautiful one. being complete in every detail, and i- absolutely
fool-proof. The records have a new automatic device for hold-
ing them firmly in pi.,

We understand that the American Cinephone Company will

not make their own record-, a- this is an involved process that
demands the highest type of skilled recorders, and can only be
done in a plant such as the Victor Talking Machine Company
possesses. The Victor Company i- to furnish the records for
the American Cinephone Company's machines, and this company
is also building the combined talking machine and Cinephone.
The American Cinephone Company is preparing to equip a

complete plant for the taking of American singing and talking
subjects. At the present time the sai g operated
in England by the well-known Warwick Trading Company. The
English company is producing five to eight new subjects a week,
and already has in its catalogued lis le four to

five hundred talking and singing subjects. Raleigh & Roberts.
of Paris, and Amhrosio. of Italy, are also producing Cinephone
pictures in their respective countries. The American Cinephone
Company will keep on hand a supply of these films suitable for
American audiences. It is proposed to sell the machines and
films direct to the exchange man, who will rent the machine
and subjects to moving picture theater- at a weekly rental.

The general management is in the hands of Mr Ben Nathan,
the well-known English theatrical manager, and the company
starts business in a position to quickly place itself at the head
of the singing and talking picture trade in this country. There
is no question as to the value of this device in the moving picture

theater. We have received excellent reports o\ its success in

England and upon the Continent, and we see no reason why it

should not duplicate its foreign success here.

From a technical standpoint, after carefully investigating the

method of synchronizing, we believe this p- the most
practical so far introduced to the trade.

A FURTHER WORD.
By P. H. Richardson.
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heavy increase o\.r the
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it will mean the last year the Orpheum
'vn that the Orp:

:

>ut quickly char
alone The admission is ten cents and the

Is of film, one illustrated SOI
song. I here is a vaudeville-picture ten
door and the vaudeville put on is really excellei
still the nothing but pictures house, the Orpheum, does much
the larger business.
Why? The answer is simple, but before I give it let me

you the Lyman Howe shows which fill larg
it fifty cents admission, on nothing but motion pic-

tures! Why? Again, before attempting that
query let me cite the fact that many !

and successful houses in Chicago run nothing but pictures.
Now 1 will give you the answer. Taking the Orp!

Theater as an example: Mr. I.evine i- a real manager,
knows a good picture when he sees it. I

!

rything needful to their work
a stneth ite, thoroughly ventilated operating
an ' 1

'

>le work at all times. II

ianies his picture- with appropriate music at
ilis operators well know that th
- and they do it. The people know wl

' >rpheum they will see a good show, not a picl
with shadows, so dim it on or run so

fast farcical. Can't, can't, CAN'T
on the minds of exhibitors, manufacture! . men
that crude work on the part of the operator will utterly ruin
ihe effect of the best picture ever produced? Won';

learn that one, little, simple th matter
tine the production, if it isn't rightly put on it is spo
\ct take one theater with another and vou won't find an
average of one in fifty in which the finer 'items which go to
make up perfection in projection of motion pictures are
paid attention to. That is an absolute fact! I have sat.
right here in Xew York City, in one of the supposed to be
high class picture houses and watched a first run film put
through at galloping speed, shadows on the curtain.
bottom or sides very nearly all the time. Is it any wonder
the audience is not over enthusiastic? Vet the film subject
was a very fine one and properly projected would have been
magnificent

I assert with no fear of contradiction that there is
far greater need of better projection than there is of b
films, though the latter would be very welcome, too. It is
positively pitiful how men will invest thousai liars
and then put the money making end of the whole sho
match i the operating room, whence the show comr-
charge of a man willing to work ten hours a dav. seven days
in the week, for fifteen dollars. It isn't a question of how

a show can and will you put on? It's "how cheap will
work"-'' Then the manager wonders why pictures alone

don't draw sufficient patronage. Tell him his pictures are
not good and he will reply: "Why. I get first run service

—

the best to be had!'' That you mean the pictures were not
properly projected, accompanied by proper and suitable n
and at least some sound effect never occurs to him. Aside
from rain marks ami jumping on the screen a nicture
picture to him. Such trifling things as sneed. shadows, etc..
etc.. mean to the average exhibitor less than noth il

His class projection is the crying need of the hour and the
r those who guide the destinies of the motion picture

thoe who guide the destinies of the motion picture
ness awake to that fact the better for all concerned.
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MUSIC TO FIT THE PICTURE
notion Picture Piano Mu»ic NOW 50c. A COPY

This is a book of incidental and descriptive music, regular sheet
music size, and s or both bands. Contains music for all prob-
able Scenes, Actions, Characters, etc., shown In Motion Pictures, and
its suggestions are entirely practical. Music is specially selected, ar-
ranged and composed by one of the best descriptive rianists in the (J.

S., who for the past twenty years has been Musical Director in all
lines of Theatrical Productions. This book is the result of actual ex-

e, and is now in use in thousands of M. P. Theaters in this
Country and Europe. This book sent promptly to you Postpaid, upon
receipt of KIKTY CENTS. Descriptive Circular sent FREE to any one
upon request. Address,

GREGG A. FRELINGER, Music Publisher, Lafayette, Indiana.

LUCIEN PREVOST
MECHANICAL ENGINEER

Formerly Chief Designer of Path6 Freres

OFFICE ADDRESS
WORKS : : :

21 Rue Perdonnet, Paris

25 Bd de la Chapelle, Paris

Cameras

Perforating and Printing Machines (patterns)

Cleaning, Measuring and Joining Machines

EXHIBITOR!
Don't be induced to buy a new machine when your old one goes wrong.

A postal card to me may save you money. Repairing projecting machines
etc., a specialty. Your order given prompt attention.

MOTION PICTURE MACHINE REPAIR WORKS
131 W. 24th Street Tel. 1022 Mad. Sq. New York City

T^iElectragraffCo.
OF PHILADELPHIA

WATCH THIS PAPER FOR

RELEASE DATES

Owing to a SIMILARITY OF NAMES
The Motodraff Co. of Philadelphia, Pa.,

desires it to be known that hereafter they will

trade as the

The ELECTRAGRAFF CO.

OF PHILADELPHIA

THE ELECTRAGRAFF CO. OF PHILADELPHIA
HOME OFFICE:

2556 North 24th Street :: Philadelphia, Pa.

SLIDES?
THE ANSWER IS AT THE

NOVELTY SLIDE CO.
221 East 53rd Street New York City

BRANCH: Real Estate Exchaage, SCRANTON, PA.

The largest film manufacturer in
the United States told us that we made
the best titles he ever saw.

Our customers tell us the same
thing and you'll believe it, too, if you
get them from us.

THE PREMIER TITLE COMPANY
330 East 35th Street :: Chicago, III.

Good ones cost no more than poor ones

A Drawing Card for Moving Picture Theatres

,ouise M. Manon
IN

Illustrated poems, now booking in Moving
Picture Houses in and out of town, also for
professional entertainment.

Miss Marion is presenting several beauti-
ful poems written by Fred Emmerson Brooks,
which she has illustrated with special per-
mission from the author. This work never
fails to make a hit on every occasion.

Operator, Vaudeville Sketch and music furnished when desired.
Highest testimonials._Terms reasonable.

LOUISE M. MARION
321 West 23rd Street New York City

6 Reels, including Song Slides, $7.50 per week
12 " " " " 12.50 "

18 " " " " 20.00

100,000 Admission Tickets - - $7.00

100 Carbon Electras 5/8 x 12 3.75

Only a Few More Edison Universal Machines Left
We carry in stock moving picture machines of all makes, new and old.

Lenses, condensers, rheostats and everything pertaining to the moving
picture business. Write to dav for prices.

F1LH BARGAIN HOUSE
Mossier Building Chicago, III.

COSTS YOU 100 TIMES LESS MONEY
EOR A BETTER RESULT

Pictures thrown on a curtain covered with "Curtainyline" by
absorbing the light and giving the picture depth are reproduced as

reflected in a mirror, without the detraction of reflected light rays,

and you can get a. better focus on the whole scene. Thousands testify

to the merits of "Curtainyline." Try it.

A $3.00 carton is sufficient to cover any ordinary screen.

All Exchanges Carry It in Stock.

Curtainyline Curtain & Producing Co.
22 Fifth Ave., Chicago, III.
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Thirty-first iveriue th two
bouses which both pul llent picl rhe rivalry be-

a them is extremely keen their pn tever

ch other, as one, the Delphi, is licensed, and tlic

eal, i> Independent The Id the Imp
Monday and Thursday and puts them

on very well indeed. This proves too great an attraction

for the Delphi to stand by and idly watch, and on tin-

generally shows a first run Biograph or

he result of all this is tint the public is the gainer,

while neither house seems to be the loser, since they both

have crowded houses until the close of the evening's en-

tertainment.
Both of these houses deserve special mention. The pro-

jection at the Ideal is wonderful! <n<r full justi

done to the photographic beauty ol the best Independent
pictures, such as Ambrosio, Itala, Eclair, Imp, etc.. by Mr.

Raymond Cahill, the operator, who, though scarcely more
than a boy, projects a picture that surpasses the average
picture, of winch the operator is proud. Perhaps the -

of his success is partly to be found in the lens he is using,

which l- a short-fOCUS objective made by Bausch & Lomb.
Mr. James Cahill. the manager, is very well pleased with. the
Independent films that are now being released and receives

very many compliments on the work of Itala and Ambrosio,
as well as the Imp. He is fortunate in having a good piano
player, who follows the pictures very closely. An instance

of ins work was found when the Imp film "Fruit and Flow-
running. In the drawing room scene, where the

pianist in the picture strikes a few chords, then proceeds in

lively fashion until he is interrupted by the "fruit" being
thrown about and striking him—here Mr. Cahill's pianist

stepped his playing, struck the chords in just the same way
ian in the picture and thus heightened the ef-

fect of the picture materially.
A.r— the street, at the Delphi, the best licensed pictures

are very well projected. The manager. Mr. Hammond, has
coated his screen with aluminum paint with good results

and increased the brilliancy of the picture very much. This
is a very popular little house, and its attendance shows that
good pictures can attract without any vaudeville. Mr. Ham-
mond has a small three-piece orchestra, which accompanies
the pictures very well and much enhances their beauty.

* * *

The Casino Theater, at Thirty-fifth and Halsted streets, is

another theater which puts up a fairly good program. Mr.
- iris, the manager of this theater, has been there two
-. which is a pretty fair record. The pictures here are

well put on, being run steadily and pretty well lighted. Mr.
Lessaris offers vaudeville with the balance of the program,
which consists of two reels of film, one about five days old
and the other about a month old. and two songs. That the
people like the show Mr. Lessaris puts up is attested by his

remaining there two years while other shows have changed
hands several times.

* * *

A few doors down, near Thirty-sixth street, is the Mono-
gram Theater, which was built about a year ago. This
theater does not put on its pictures at all well: they are

Stantly vibrating and dancing about in their frame, and
the outline of the frame itself is constantly in motion, show-
ing vibration in the machine. This unsteadiness was not
the fault of the film, as the films shown were a Biograph and
a^ Gaumont. both of which makers produce steady pictures.
The light, too. was very poor, ami one had to strain the
eyes occasionally to make the outlines of the picture clear.
The vaudeville here was decidedly questionable. The music
did not in any way suit the pictures, as the pianist was most
of the time talking to the drummer while hammering off
some noisy rag-time tune, which the drummer in turn cov-
ered up pretty well with his noise. The poor pictures at
this house may not all be the fault of the operator hin

I

• I, to III
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* * *

Mr. Frank Md i and m

M i Mc( .ii thy has nothing but p
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Mr. 1'.. E t lements, of the < in-at Western Film < omp
and who ha- established a name in the tight picture
with

Flynn contests, \\.i- confined to his bed i-

last week, owing 1 lack of la gri]

* * *

The Orpheum Theater, Chicago, where so many feature
films have been SO successfully exhibited to the ao
inent of appropriate music and sound effects, has foil'

the policy of the first class theaters here by placing lady
ushers in the house.

* * *

The Bray ton Manufacturing Company, whose reput.v
has been firmly established by the excellent quality of their

output, are making a new set of novel announcement -

with pictures of the current topic of baseball. These slides

are of the best quality and are made dp of the best material
in order to satisfy the most fastidious exhibitors. These
people realize that good slides cannot be manufactured cheap,
as detailed workmanship is necessary, and in this no expense
can be spared to bring out a picture that is beyond criticism.

* * *

The La Salle Theater, which has for some time been kn
ie home of musical comedy in Chicago, is now plaj

high class vaudeville. The principal feature of the in \-

novation is the "White Canvas" on which are being pro-
jected the famous Imp films.

* * *

One of the newest and prettiest motion picture hous'
Chicago is the Xew Berwin, recently erected at Berwin ave-
nue and North Clark street. The Berwin is a well arranged
house and is artistically decorated. The scatin.

226. This house is owned and managed by Mr. John H.
Adam-, who will secure his service through the Theater
Film Service, of this city.

* * *

The Selig Polyscope Company has made the necessary
arrangements with the Chamber of Commerce Boar<i
Portland, Ore., through Mr. M. Cohen, of the Amalgamated,
for the exclusive rights to produce the magnificent fl

display and celebration to be held there some time in June.
* * *

Mr. W. K. Hanafourde, who represents Jack n in

training pictures here, announces that the pictures taken
recently in California of this giant's training there have been
made and are successful.

* * *

The Chicago Film Exchange recently procured the V
tana Motion Picl ;reat feature film, en -

.

"Custer's Last Fight." This picture was taken on the
inal battlefield and the maneuvers led by an eyewitness
the real conflict. The him is 1,800 feet in length and si

excellent photography.

James J. Corbett. "Gentleman Jim." before the camera in a
little con Vitagraph girl, I ular
development, and exhibition of sparring with Kennedy, the
champion light-weight boxer. This is what the Vitagraph Com-
pany will shortly r a special reel of 1,025 feet in which
there is not a dull moment. In fact, we would have liked t«

see it twice :. \hibitors who feature it will find it

one of the best drawing card; -ted.

IE YOU ARE INTERESTED IX THE MOVING PICTURE BUSINESS. T0U
SHOULD SUBSCRIBE FOR IKE MOVING PICTURE WORLD. $2 00
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YOU WANT
ACTION : EXCITEMENT : COMEDY

Something that will hold—not distract—the attention
of moving picture audiences

YOU HAVE THEM in our FIRST releases

Ask any exchange who has seen our
advance copies

HERE THEY ARE:
TUESDAY, JUNE 21

DROWSY DICK'S DREAM (British & colonial) 510 Feet
A thrilling comedy

TEMPERED WITH MERCY (Hepworth Mfg. Co.)475 Feet
A tender little story from real life

FRIDAY, JUNE 24

LIEUTENANT ROSE, R. N (clarendon Film) 960 Feet
A navy story full of action, sentiment, thrills and many novel departures

in cinematographic story telling

WIRE IN YOUR ORDERS

OUR OFFICE
is the temporary headquarters and

OUR MR. G. A. MAGIE
is the secretary and

WE ARE
members of the

ASSOCIATED INDEPENDENT FILM MANUFACTURERS

The American Kinograph Co.
Telephone 2528 Madison Square

124 East 25th Street - New York City
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The General Film Company.
I I llm ( ompanj . which «

with .hi authoi 00,000, 1. wing
stat* men!
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111.
| Film Company w film

from the

Motion ! mpany.
The compan} the entire building

.v York '

I hi ex< ban >btained from the Motidn Pi< I

Patents < !omp i th< ir terms with hange

licenses under which other film renting exchan
and tin- companv will inder the rules and regulations

of the Motion Pit I ompany.
The Genera] Film Compan iting with certain

- with a purchasing them, and
recently applied to the Motion Picture rati pany for

permission t" acquire these exchai vorable action by

Motion Picture Patents Compan) enabled the General Film

pany to purchase the following exchanges:
Kleine Optical Company, Boston, M
Kleine Optical Company, Chicago, 111.

Kleine Optical Company, Denver, Col.

Kleine Optical Company. New York, N. Y.

Lubin Film Service, Philadelphia, Pa.

Howard Moving Picture Company. Boston. Mass.
Arrangements are under way for the prompt transfer of I

exchanges to the General Film Company. The existing working
nizations oi the exchanges that have been acquired will be

continued and every efficient employee will find opportunities

for advancement.
The General Film Company obtained favorable action of the

Motion Picture Patents Company in connection with the pur-

chase of the exchanges mentioned above, by showing that the

acquiring of these exchanges would not disturb or injure the

business of existing exchanf
The charter of the General Film. Company doe* not permit

it to engage in the business of exhibiting motion pictures or to

own or operate theaters.

The business of the exchanges that have been acquired will

be conducted as heretofore, and the requirements of their cus-
tomers will receive the most careful attention.

The officers of the General Film Companv are: J. J. Kennedy,
president: George Kleine. vice-president : J. A. Berst, treasurer;
William Pclzer, sccretarv.

LUBIN NOTES.
Although tin' new Lablli studio has been In us.- for some weeks as an

annex tn the Market street studio, tbe hie glass structure nt Twenty -

not formal .1 until last Honda? when the foil equip-
ment of scenery, eostnmea and properties In use at tbe old establishment

removed t" tbe Tioga location. Tbe ^-r.-Mt glass a troetnre Is abont
two blocks from the main line "f tbe Philadelphia A Beading Bailroad
and excites no llttlo comment from tbe commnters In the afternoon when

make* tbi im like some monatrons Jewel. Tlie
extensive Boot apace will greatly expedite the making of interior -

nnii tbe laying ont of properties for tbe field excnralona.

a woold-be authoress wrote the T.uliln Scenario Department the other
dar to ask how to write stories, making special Inqni- ... propriety
of raking uagaatne changing tbe names of the characters.
There are lots of writers who do precisely that without aaklng permission.
but they seldom succeed in selling their stories.

"Officer Uoldoon'l Doable" was a record breaker for time. The pict-
nre was planned and made within twenty-four hours of tbe time It was

red that none of the short subjects was sufficiently condensed to
co on the reel with "r.ramlfathor's Gift." It Is as well made as though
It had required a week In the making.

A personal letter to one of the f.ubin staff from a newspaper man In

Canada says There's been a lot of Lnbin pictures here lately and every-
body says that they're better than ever, especially the dramas. They've
helped to build nti the Temple's now tlieaten reputation wonderfully."
That's the sort of I.ubins that are !••

MELIES NOTES.

G. Meltes' release of last Thursday. "The Paleface Prim-ess." made a
great hit wherever sh,.w'n. and exchange, men and exhibitors are awaking

fact that this producer Is iimking some of the finest of current releases.
Not only has he a capable stoek company of well known players, the

Services of many real Indians and cowboy 8. the advantaee of ideal Texas
air and scenery, the direction of competent producer, but he has more
In tl f excellent producing. There is a pi

everv one. anil any of them might he elaborated into a four-act drama
Which could be staged In a Broadway theater.

"The Padres Secret." which is a play of old kfexico with a wealth of
scenery and the atmosphere of the Mission .-hun-hes. wilt bring the customs
of this country to your very doon It tells a story of a Mexican
girl's preference for an American, and the unusual method of attempted
revenge employed by his native rival. You remember "The Seal of the
Church':" Well, here is another great play of the same locality.

The coming releases are "Love's C. Q. P.." which is an Interesting
drama in which win-less telegraphy plays an Important part, and "A
T. \.is Joke." a typical Mi - - comedy.

In "Love's 0. Q P." one of the features Is a battle between Mexican
bandits and American soldiers, in which a troop of Pnlted States cavalry
stationed at Port Sam Houston. Tex., is used, with their guns, ammunition
and accoutrement.

11(1 IHANHOUbLK K:;

> II
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ESSANAY NOTES.
mis week li 1 Western film, entlUed "Away

Out Wist." released Saturd loubl this is of
tbe moat Intereating and mosl convincing rob offered by the

n producer Tin ne of
whom is 1. st in tbe desert, owing •

deaerl this plcturi *iM and di barren
of tbe '• of the

film at 1 km within n gold tn icting, which is 111.ne.1iMii7.ed

by the two pr.iM,. thoroughly while the p
quality of the plcturi

eek, for Jane 1.

Is two short comedy robji I
kage."

Qhi irt of

quarter, smith Halated atreel It 1- tbe first picture In

which Miss spier, the Baaanay'i new leading lad-. bet appear-
Etebecca, the pawnbroker's daughter The itory is full of many

hearty laughs. 'Hen: with the
rueily hero, "li gain brought to tbe limelight.

title will be fiiiinil to in paradoxical, because "Henry," it is only too
it, has b package In 1 of tbe word,

Coming next week is another Baaanay baby story, In n full reel comedy
railed "Burly Bill." This plctoi itlful "f all the
famous Baaanay baby pictures. "Burly Bill" with
the heart of a child. Tbe moral of the itory will be found to ho, ac-
rordlng to "Burly Bill": Don't In tbe house alone

tell what will hap

in'* new posters .ir,- selling like the proverbial "hi
which speaks for the good quality of tin poati last week

oral liunilroil The new poster i- an ration,
done in several colors, and bearing different border design than the

rs formerly issued. 1 liced by indlai
while more apace It of the film.

|.n-ii rs nre mole especially for tbe mpany ami contain actual
scenes from the pictures. They may be had from the film exchang.

1 :my direct.

VITAGRAPH NOTES.
1111 Jinn Parrot" will heard. It's a rare

old i.inl. this Davy Jones' parrot and will get the laugha as well as
the sudlenci omedy "Dnvj Jones' Parrot" la a "bird" and 1

D .11 the fun maki to tin ir 1.

We must have path. \ the emotional ill our natures and nothing
COnld so fully fill the bill as the dramatic delicacy "The Altar of I

presenting itself on Saturday. June 11.

While thousands will be watching the arriv.ii ,.f Tbeodot t, on
June is, thousands more will be watching the arrival of "It©, the Iteggar

another Japanese wonder film of exquisite t>cauty both In story and
splendor.

The grandeur of the Amen, an Hag an in the
portrayal of its birth rd by the Vltagraph Company in the f. ature
nlm "Old Glory." We nave read about and Btrlpea In history and

li pride of the nation that proudly rallied round the grand old flag

at the battle ery of freedom and now bears it aloft, the standard of
ninety millions of people enlleted under its protecting colors. All the great
and famous men who have had to do with fried. D the 18th
and 20th Centuries are brought before us in moving pictures and the
almost living prei they fight the 1 and
land, before powi illtles in • ,M1 r and state to raise
the Stat Spangled Itunner. an emblem of pt . rity and peace among
the nations of the earth.

Mr. A K. Smith returned from his trip to Paris on Saturday, May 21.

looking quite natural and happj taped Of things
pertaining to the Vltagrapl He reports every-
thing flourishing in the foreign department, and a univer- 11 of

and admiration for the "Life Portrayals" of the Vltagraph
Company of America.

I speeial extra Vltagraph " irront and universal Inter-

1 ..tin r triumph of up * and enteral
The funeral of King Edward VII. the im-st magnificently and grandly

solemn pageant ever seen e. llpsing in Its splendor of rovalty and repre-

sentation from all parts of the world, any convocation of the nation known
in history. A sight that made an Impression so deep, a hush so still. It

was felt throughout the whole British Empire and Influenced the four
quarters of the %
Some 6.000 feet of film have been taken and the most important and

salient features will be presented in this unapproachable achievement of
modern "go" r.nd "get tl
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THIS WEEK'S PROGRAM OF LICENSED FILMS.

Monday. May 30.

Biograph—The Impalement (Dl 0S7
I. ni. in a Veteran of the G. A. B. (Dr.)...

I
Down with the Women (< loin 804

Pathe—Russia, Caucasian Mountains (Scenic) .*.. 874

Selig—After Man: Sfeara (Dim 1000

Tuesday, May 31.

Edison—The Mule Driver and the Garrulous Mute
(Dr.) 980

Gaumont—The Little German Band (Com.) 375

Gaumont—Jarnac's Treacherous Blow (Dr.).. I4<

Vitagraph—The Peacemaker (Dr.) 900

Wednesday, June 1.

Essanay—Levi's Dilemma (Com. t 768

Essany- Henry's Package (Com.) 205
i
in Navajo's Bride (Com.) 930

Pathe—One Can't Believe One', Eye* (Com.) . .440

Pathe—Ines de Castro (Dr.) 544

Urban—Hei Life tor Her Love (Dr.) 720

Urban—Making Salt (Industrial! 230

Thursday, June 2.

Biograph—In the Season of Buds (Dr.) 990
Lubin—Percy, the Cowboj (Com.) 925

The Padre's Secret (Dim 950

Selig—The Trimming of Paradise Gulch (Dr.). 1000

Friday, June 3.

Edison—The Piece of Lace (Dr. > 995

Pathe—The Two Portraits (Dr.) 804

Pathe—Lillian and Anetta (Scenic ) 144

Kalem—The Castaways (Dr.) 975

Vitagraph—Davy Jones' Parrot (Com.) 922

Saturday, June 4.

Essanay—Away ut West (Dr. ) 1000
Gaumont—The Office Seeker (Dr.) o-o

Gaumont—Beneath the Walls of Notre Dame
(Educational) 3S0

Pathe—Macbeth (Dr.) 997

Vitagraph—The Majesty of the Law (Dr.) 972

EBERHARD SCHNEIDER
Hiror Vitae Product*," Projectors, Cameras,

Film-Making Machinery, Films, Slides, Stere-
opticons, Specialties, Leas Grinding, etc. Special
condensers, carbons and lugs.

109 East 12th Street, New TerK

WHY NOT LEARN
MOVING
OPERATIN
Taylor s Method

(Licensed School)

5I.W.28
T-=ST^K .

Tel /I?1*05, MMtSfi

Correspondence Course. Special rates to

the trade, send for free illustrated catalogue.

School class meets every morning and
afternoon, with F. H. Richardson of Chi-
cago, as chief instructor. Evening classes

meet every Monday, Wednesday and Fri-

day. We positively guarantee you a $15

position.

We are selling agents for the Power's
Cameragraph, Motiograph and American
Moving Picture Machines.
We carry a large line of electrical sup-

plies and furnish everything for the theatre.

F. C. TAYLOR
49 West 28th Street New York City

Phone 1405 Madison Square

Sterespticons $7.00. 20.000 Tickets $1.40, Electric

Arc Burners $1 75. Slightly Used Films ic a Foot.
Rheostats $3 00. We sell a New M. P. Machine
cheaper than others sell second hand ones. Open
Sunday Morning. Special Prices to the Trede. Films
Rented as Low as 50c per Reel, per Day.

T HITT7 301 E. 23a Street
*>• **«>1^» N«w York

UNIFORMS
CA PS

FOR

Moving Picture £j
Theatres

Catalogues, Samples

and Prices far the

Asking

James H.Hirsch& Co.

Jackson Boulevard

CHICAGO.

COMPENSARC
That's the device that saves Moving Pic-
ture men two-thirds on their electric light

bills, and yet gives better light. Did yon
see our ad last week? Well, don't look it

up. Just write for our

Booklet 15018

FORT WAYNE ELECTRIC WORKS
1402 Broadway

FORT WAYNE, INDIANA. 733

Drums, Traps and all

Moving Picture

Show Effects
Our New Beautifully Illustrated Cata-

logue now ready and will be sent free to

any address upon request.

LOUIS B. MALECKI & CO.
272 Wabash Avenue Chicago

No. 110 A

35c Postage Paid
Send for Catalog of Announcement

and Ad slides

The Neosho Slide Company
100 S. Wood St., Neosho, Ho.

OPERA CHAIRS
That Stand
the TEST

The hard usage ac-
corded opera chairs
makes the selection
of a chair ol PROVES
QUALITIES essential.

Our Opera Chairs
are conceded to be
the I DEAL seating,
as they are comfort-
able, permanently
noiseless and com-
bined with a dis-
tinctive style and
excellence that is

unequalled.

HIGHEST QUALITY

LOWEST PRICES

Write lor Catalogs

AMERICAN SEATING COMPANY
Dept. V.

215Wabash Ave.

CHICAGO

NEW YORK

BOSTON

PHILADELPHIA

A Paramount Service
Means Thorough Satisfaction

See oar releases on page 908

Main Office PARAMOUNT FILM COMPANY
61 W. 14th St. New TorK City

THE ENTERPRISE MODEL B

Portable Calcium Gas Outfit
Is the only Substitute for Electricity for projecting
Motion Picture or Stereopticon views and is the

Only Satisfactory Portable Outfit
because it operates by WATER PRESSURE, IS CON-
STANT, REGULAR AND RELIABLE and has no com-
plicated spring valves to corrode, choke up and otherwise
get out of order. Is patented.

"OXONE" in SQUARE CAKES Is most Satisfactory for

the production of Oxygen Qas. Send for particulars.

For Sale by Dealers

Enterprise Optical Mfg. Co. JIXSSmZE^SS*,
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n the pretty little niece of Dndc
v the favored one. and so gains

Id enmity of Steve. Their strong Mend-
er, preclude* their becoming enemies.

the Inevitable. Henry pur

-- as a betrothal present for

Mabel, but
to draw him Ont writes with a switch In the sand

Cfa Henry
angry at his Stupidity and leaves him

standing what has
to make him Jealous, and so

fllrt-

and d< 'ie distant town. He
I

ip and before leaving writes the fob
It, and

as I 1..- here for gi

rinds and shows this note to the folks, and -

little Mabel is almost heartbroken at thp awful
result of her luetry, for she did lov.

for Henry had
departed for parrs unknown lie secures work at

int village, and while

his thoughts ED back to little Mabel, she nev-r

hears from Mm Later on she accents Steve and
they are married. Steve Is a dutiful husband and
Mabel now loves him truly. After working along

In this distant place. Henry is

seized witli a long - :s)t his old home He
does not dare hope, but— . Well, he decides to

return and as he approaches the little farm he

Mabel and Steve, her husband, with their little

child. The greeting at first Is a bit strained,

bnt recovering. Henry Is cordially Invited to the

house. This he declines with the evense that he
must hurry back to the train. Mabel at first Is

grief-torn, but gazing at the good-hearted Steve
fondling their baby, she feels that the right thing
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ceeding in making her happy, and so he will always.
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'Trade Mare Tradi Marx
BIOGRAPH
FILMS

RELEASED MAY 30th, 1910

The Impalement
A Victim of His Own Indifference

In this Biograph story is shown the awful result of a man's indifference towards
a patient dutiful wife. He is drawn from home by the fascinating social whirl, and
to break him away the wife threatens to commit suicide. This threat he ridicules,

but the thought preys on his mind so that when he returns home he finds her in

a swoon. In his excited condition he thinks her dead, and he has caused it.

Under this delusion he becomes a veritable maniac and falls, struck down by the

relentless avenger of injured virtue.

APPROXIMATE LENGTH, 987 FEET

RELEASED JUNE 2d, 1910

In the Season of Buds
A Pastoral Comedy Drama

Henry and Steve are chums, but when little Mabel arrives on the faim they

become. rivals. Henry is the favorite, but Mabel's inclination to tease him is taken

too seriously. He imagines she means it, and that she cares for Steve, hence, loving

the girl so dearly he reasons he had best leave for parts unknown, which he does.

Mabel learns too late of the result of her coquetry, for she really loved the honest

fellow. Some time later she accepts Steve who proves himself worthy of her.

APPROXIMATE LENGTH, 990 FEET

Get on Oar Mall List and Keep Posted, Write for Our Descriptive areolars

BIOGRAPH COMPANY
Licensee of the Motion Picture Patents Co.

11 EAST 14th STREET NEW YORK
QEOROE KLBINB, Selling Agent for Chicago (52 State St., Chicago, 111.).

FILMS HOWARD MOVING PICTURE GO.
REPAIR WORK A SPECIALTY FILMS

AGENTS FOR
Motlograph, Power's and Edison Machines, Supplies and Sundries

TRUDEL SPOT LICHTS AND COLOR WHEELS
564 WASHINGTON STREET BOSTON, MASS-
Established If (Opposite Adams House) Incorporated 1908

Unique Film Service

CHICAGO, ILL.:
81 Clark St.

TOLEDO, OHIO.
325 Huron St.

HOUSTON, TEXAS:
1013 Texas Ave.

EL PASO, TEXAS:
115 San Antonio St.

COLUMBUS. OHIO:
GOl WiandotBldg.

Write to oar nearest office in regard to
anything pertaining* to the Moving Pic-
ture Business

For Sale—1000 ft. Reels.
Film, $5, $10, S15 per reel;
Edison, Power's, Lub'n
Machines, $60; new, $100:
OotieraDh Machines, $25;
Model B. Gas Outfits, $25;
Sone Sets. $]; Odd Slides,

5c; Movine Picture Tents, $75; Baby Grand Piano,
$65; $600 Overland Living Wagon, $100; Paying Mov-
ing 1 ldure Theatres cheap.

For Rent—6.000 feet Film, $6; 12,000 ft., $12 weekly,
one shipment. Will buy Passion Play, film, machines-

H. DAVIS Watertown. Wis.

ATTENTION! HELP THE EXHIBITOR
Association and Independent Exchanges

Feature Announce-
ment Slides

Showing Original Lithograph of all Film

Manufacturers in colors. Special Price to

Exchanges. We make Slides of Every

Description. Samples on Request

PLAMPIN SLIDE COMPANY
64 East 14th Street New York City

CHEAP
Steel Frame

Theatre Chairs

ABSOLUTELY

Non-BREAKABLE
Suitable for small

theatres and Mov-
ing- Picture showi.
We carry theae
chain in stock and
can ship immedi-
ately.

Second Hand Chiln

Also seating for Out-
of-Door Use.

Address Dept. W.

STEEL FURNITURE CO., Grand Rapids, Mich.

New York Office: 150 Fifth Avenue

Boston Office : 224 Congress St., Boston, Mast.

Song Sliaes 5c. Per Day Per Set

All Songs—All Publishers. You select
We ship.

For full particulars call or write

LEN SPENCER'S LYCEUM, 46 E. 14th St., N.Y.

AM E R 1 C A N FILM B R O K E R Si
147-157 FOURTH AVENUE, NEW YORK

Importers an<i exporters of new and second-hand film. 500 Sets Song Slides like ilew, $2.(X) per set. Write for lists and particulars. 1

WE ARE NOT RENTERS
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ANNOUNCKMKNT SLIDKS ONI. CENT (lc.) EACH
ANY <>m: CAN MAKE THEM

For the sum of THREE DOLLA >h with Order. 1 will M to make
Rl E HUNDRED

I
WO) Announce enl Sli

•

30 strips assorted color* gelatin paper. M -llde cover gig >• limats. I bundle Write Ml

slide binders. I slide made up (o show > ou how to do It. I Instruction sheet

J it up like .ire.

They ?how up well on the Screen. You c.in put the I n the
chorus slide was missing. Remit N. Y. Jr.itt, e\i Jer only.

^t«) h...s, j.wi s.r,.,.,, %..„ , „ r k |. ||. RICHARDSON, M\V lORK CITY

ii Hi in.v uliklmw-

i| per-

GAUMCNT.
(George Kleine.)

THE OFFICE SEEKER.—Tho Evening Party.—
Adolpbi -

quite
the real gentleman, if you pl<

Adolphus. the Bold.— However, his look! tulle his
nature, (it ba cannot to talk to
all. even otter -

A Member of Parliament. of Ills

I Mill hunt
fur a matnal friend. Mains

The Roqucs- i long
under the

>. so Intro-

wbom the young man
h romantic

He tiirn iiis in make ins point
with the father, who nov,

tho youth rep,

•If of
talking to their : thin a few days each
of the Ldolpbua will
••all. i receive

The Call.—The - .1 to bad both of
; prised

- married anil only trying to use them
father. It was lea In

-

BENEATH THE WALLS OF NOTRE DAME.—
The Arch Butments.—Showing close views of the

i\e this great building.
The Clock Tower.- A clot I tola

portion of 1

1

- afforded from the DM
rantagt
The Chimeras.

—

Drawing our attention to n few
only of the many ornamental ficures which sur-
round •

The Streets Below.—In this scene we look down
from the highest pnrts of the

bOlldlng. Men :md veliiel.

The Towers.—A final panoramic survey of all the
upper ' the cathedral.
A NIGHT ON THE COAST.—The Coast Guard's
Home.— Introducing Michael, the hero, and Dick.

Michael and companions leave to
nicht wateh on the shore. The dog Is left

rtsce.

At The Mountain Station.—A hand of contrabands
arrange their pack animals for a hurried trip across
the DOI
Ambush.- Michael and his fellow watchers

the progress of the party of lawbreakers.
Attack.—The cuards take the smucclers by sur-

hrlef atmggte put them to flight.

Pursuit.— Michael Is especially precipitous in his
haste to overtake the culprits and becomes sepa-

nipanions.
Wounded.—The Hoeing men hastily hide and as

the pnrsulne officer comes abreast of them, both
attack and are able to overcome.
The Wave Beaten Cliffs.—They bind him with

ropes, carry him to the rocky shore and hurl him
Into the ocean.

Saved.—Meanwhile the dog. Dick, has managed
to loosen himself from his chain and is seen fol-

lowing his master's path. Fie arrives at the scene
of the tragedy In time to resnee his master.
On the Beach.—Ho now follows the steps of the

guilty men and coming upon one alone, forthwith
bounds to the man's chest and fastens his teeth
In the rascal's throat.

THE MONASTERY IN THE FOREST—Convent
Entrance and Principal Court.—Taking us bai-k years
In the history of architecture and Impressing ns
with the quiet of monastery life.

The Priory and the Reproduction of the Lourdes

of the gar-

The Cloitter and the Cemetery.
In) and Oi

The Convent of the Grand Chartreuse.—Taken

of all the bo
The Manufactory of the Famous Liqueur.—Of all

the hills le by the Carthusian

URBAN-ECLIPSE.
G. Eleine.

THE NIGHTMARE.—The Last Day of the Month.
:ills ut the inn, hut departs un-

palra, hut is

Night Scene.— 1

1

r the night.
illet of notes Into the

innkeeper's cbargi
Temptation ig, but resisted.

The money would make the innkeeper rich, hut he
puts the thought away, -inks Into a chair, sleeps
and dri

The Nightmare.

—

Materialization of the dream.
and the murder

of the I, His wife, sua-
i ii,1 fulls uncoils ,

The Innkeeper carrh - tin) to

the brink of a precipice and hurls it over. On his
return, his wife recovers . es her hus-
band to the police.

The Awakening. aggie with his dream
per. hut i

tilt both guest and

The First of the Month.— Rent
writ. Sorrowing family. Ooeal appears nnd Is

told the trouble. tan and

THE MOUNTAIN LAKE.—The Lake of Brlenz Is

ut in the

taerland and is surrounded on all aid,

high mountains covered with snow.
The lake son level, has a

maximum depth of oka, foot and the surface meas-
nly 11 ' j miles.

y only a broadened section of the
Id miles in length. \V.

ngtb of the lake from Brleni to Interlaken in

a steamer, enjoying a plctoi rama.

KALEM CO.
THE EXILED CHIEF.—Scene I. The reaeeful

Seminole Family. An offer f"r Hi- ii igbtei •

Seen* II.— Tis Thus tin Takea His
Bride.
Scene III.—The Order nn" is Given by

the While Man.
Scene IV.—Farther Southward the Seminole Takes

Scene V.—In the Everglades, l'eatn of Che-e-
ho la's - maw.

Scene VI.—The Last Funeral B
Scene VII.—Tie ' Ii Given all

Semlnoles Must Join the Creeks In Arkansas.
Scene VIII.—Farewell t.i Their Beloved Florida.

Scene IX.— In the Now Country, Amid fnfrlendlv
iking for Ii

Scene X.—Cho-e-ho-la Determines to Return to

It - I:, i ved Florida to Die.
Scene XI.—After Manv Weeks, Tlironch Track-

the Old Chief Reaches Flls Beloved
Evorc'
THE PRICE OF JEALOUSY.—Scene I.—The

in T.ove with His M
Scene II.—The Hirth of an T'nreasonable Jealousy.
Scene III Girl.

Scene TV—Th< Tho Storm Bro:

Afresh.
Scene V.— Elsa Fights nerself and I

Scene VI.—An T'npardonalh I'

Scene VII.— A Meeting.

G. MELIES.
LOVES C. Q I

• u be-

f Cynthia's am.
Will, mastered I •

< at ilenl. ai

ia aud

HarUi
vers In la I irfare,

la it. ii.- alao taught
Cynthia, and

IC spark hissing and
his in

.'irting

ii thus tog<

H.it t,- Instru-

iiid ht

. the for:

in at

1 flashes

Is surprised a'

Hart. that be Is In his love
affairs. . t, with the I

In tbis

' smug

waylay Hartley, with the ll killing him.
tenant can

his rival, and so aceom
ibduct Hartley.

i.irly as be
f being

! to suffer until sunrise
of th. _ day.

an old rult

which for him to scape, as his cap
trances as well as tie him up.

e SOC

i-trnmont. which has been m:

-

a call but cannot locate it. but soon
'rom Hart!-

-

I by the call from the wireless machine.
•

rid of her
iierself and rushes to her fat. •

The latter Immedia"
ralry to the spot, and In a pitched bn -

'ed and n.i Bright
:he miscarriage of his plans, and
••nthla with the intention of again

the man. and will not listen
• takes
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room. Bright Is to find 1j i -~ r.

banned, and when Col. doi uis shoulder
n> indignation, be lea st and the

service.

LUBIN MFG. CO.
A VETERAN OF THE u. A. B.—The Veteran is

an ardent patriot and given, ae Old men are, to

'.iliou of iiis |>ast exploits. lie is proud of
ittle record and when a park lounger jeers

at lue oft b Indignation' overpowers him
"in a Btroke thai leaves nun faint

and weak and tells of organic trouble. 1'roudly
in- starts off for the meeting of the U. A. R. post
where be will mingle with the comrades and live

again in the midst of a heated debate over some
trilling executive matter. There is a recurrence
of tbe attack and this time when the kindly com-
rades come to bis aid tbey find tbat lie does not
know them; that some blood clot, pressing upon
the brain, has destroyed bis memory. Sorrowfully
tbey lead bim back to bis home, the l'ost Com-
mander giving the family warning of tbe shock.
Even tbe arrival home does not bring back tbe
sense of memory and wonderlngly he looks about
the familiar room and into the faces of his wife
and daughter. Other troubles come quickly. Tbe
mortgage upon tbe little home is foreclosed and
tbe bouse and its contents sold at auctiou. The
Post in tbe small town is hot rich, they cannot
raise the mortgage, but the kindly old men do
tbeir best, each buying some Of the things the old
veteran loved best, his easy chair, the little things
tbat contributed to bis comfort, while tbe manly
young sweetheart of tbe daughter purchases the
sword and flags and the picture of Lincoln that
were the veteran's most cherished possessions.
These are installed in the more simple home tbat
tbe two women can maintain. Tbe veteran shows
no improvement in his mental condition and for
the first time he does not take part in tbe Me-
morial Day parade. Some of tbe comrades come
from the cemetery with flowers for tbe living and
as they file into the little home the sight of the
uniforms rouses some vagrant memory. The vet-
eran recalls tbe days when he carried a sword
and reaches for tbe blade tbat once he waved over
battlefields. As he draws tbe blade from its

scabbard there flutters to the floor a certificate

of deposit for $10,000, tbe proceeds of the sale of
mining stock that tbe veteran concealed in tbe
scabbard the evening of the stroke. With the
financial worries cleared away and with reason
once mored on her throne, the evening of the
veteran's life promises to be a pleasant and peace-
ful one.

PERCY, THE COWBOY.—Percy is a ladies' man;
the sort of chap the girls think real cute but who
make real men excessively weary. Percy lias that ef-

fect upon his prospective father-in-law, who prompt-
ly runs Percy out of tbe parlor when be catches him
making love and commands the butler to throw
him tbe rest of tbe way out of the house, a task
tbe butler performs with a thoroughness and evi-

dent enjoyment of the job that does not conduce
to Percy's comfort of mind or body. Hut father
is soft of heart where daughter is concerned and
he sends a note to Percy informing him that if

be will go West for two years and make a man
of himself he can marry the girl of his choice.

Percy is delighted and togs himself out in glad
raiment that would make even a stage cowboy
ei| j[iis Suipi.t ]H«i|Ti u ox ^qSiiop HJIM -^ouus
adds tbe sweetest bow and bis sombrero is decked
with a scarf that looks like a rainbow on a three-
day drunk. A huge holster houses a tiny revolver
better suited to the watch chain and a dainty bow
Of pink ribbon gives to it an artistic touch that a
.44 completely lacks. Bravely he bids farewell
to bis admiring sweetheart ana promises not to
kill any more men that he absolutely has to. Out
on Curly S ranch the Boss gets a letter from his
Eastern friend announcing Percy's advent and the
riders scent some fun, though they do not then
realize how great will be their joy. The foreman
drives off to Hip station to meet the expected guest,
but is taken aback when Percy minces along the
platform and gushingly greets him and some of
the station loungers. They start for the ranch
and Percy sets his first taste of roughing It, for

the buggy lias poor springs and the rocks in the
road are so thick that they have to lie on top
of each other. To add to his distress there is no
top to the buggy and lip is getting frightfully
tanned. The punchers make him welcome and
when Percy proudly displays his gun they go wild

boots a companion
with it and tbe latter gets quite cross when be
finds it out. Meanwhile tbi ..King things

tor Percj and bj way of training him
tor the buck Jumpers they ride him on a rail, a
ride thai ends up on tbe bank of the river where
Percy has in swim tor It. Two years later tbe
Eastern sweetheart is delighted to get a letter
telling her that Percy is due to arrive almost as

ts the note. Father does not share her joy
at the prospect of having "that thing" around
again and is Hank lo say so. A commotion in the
ball rouses them and the servants with upheld
hands come backing in, the chef, the butler, the
housekeeper, the chambermaid and all the others.
Bringing up in the rear is an alert and reliant
young fellow with springy stride and erect car-

lie ..liases the servants OUl and there is a
joyous reunion. Then it occurs to Percy that he
and father ought to have a little talk. Father
is not in a conversational mood and he has taken
refuge behind a table, but Percy makes one grab
for him and Father comes in a hurry. As well
as he can with the black muzzle of a six shooter
half way down his throat, he utters the conven-
tional "Bless you, my children." and when the
first shock is over he is rather proud of the result
of bis experiment.

GRANDFATHER'S GIFT.—Two sisters each has
her love affair. The elder loves a man approved by
her choleric lather and her announcement of her
engagement is received with a pleasure marred
only by the almost immediate contession of a
secret marriage between the younger sister and
a man whose poverty is his only demerit. But pov-
erty is a disgrace if not a crime in the eyes of
the father whose own success has led him to be-
come intolerant of others and he refuses to for-

give his headstrong daughter and declares tbat
heuceforth he has but one child. The young couple
do not care about the loss of money that the
situation entails but they do regret the estrange-
ment, though they1

are happier in their modest
little home than the elder sister in the elegant
mansion her father's liberality has provided. Time
passes and the favored grandchild is to have a

birthday. Of course Grandpa is invited and there
is the pleasant supposition that his birthday gift

will be commensurate with his love for the little

one. The parents send off the tactfully worded note

Of invitation and wait expectantly. But the grand-
father cannot come and plans a surprise for the
birthday gift. He purchases a pair of boots and
In each tiny toe he stuffs a banknote of large de-

nomination, chuckling as he fancies the surprise
of the mother when she finds that in spite of their

apparent roominess the boots do not fit. The gift

he dispatches by his body servant and the selfish

mother eagerly opens the package. When she finds

that instpad of the lavish gift she anticipated there
is only a pair of cheap boots she thows them out
of the window in disgust and vents her temper
in a rage of tears. The boots, lying upon the
sidewalk, attract the attention of a tramp who
sees in them the price of a drink, but before he
reaches a saloon he begs food at the back door
of a humble home. The housewife gives him a

generous meal and in his gratitude he gives the
shoes to the baby clinging to its mother's skirts.

Delighted with the gift the mother seeks to try

them on the child, but there is trouble with the
fit and investigation discloses the fact that there
is money stuffed in the toe. The other shoe also
contains a note asking that the child be brought
to his grandfather. The mother—who is the
younger of the two sisters—is delighted. Her
father is noted for his eccentricity and it Is not
unlike him to test her through the medium of a
supposed tramp. Delightedly she prepares the lit-

tle one for the visit and with her husband sets
forth for the house. To her surprise she finds

that she is not welcome; the father does not un-
derstand the reason for the visit and permits no
explanation. They are about to turn away when
the other child enters and taking her little cousin

by the hand leads her again to the old man. Now
his reserve breaks down and with a son ne gathers
the two children into his arms and reaches forth
his hand for the daughter he still loves so dearly.

Her sister, too, shares in the reconciliation and the
family, once more reunited, gather about the old
man as the picture closes.

OFFICER MULDOON'S DOUBLE.—Officer Mill-

doon is tired, for there was a hurry call for the
reserves the night before and he lost a lot of
sleep. It is dereliction of duty but tired nature

repose. Muldoou strips off his coat, removes
belt, elm, and bat and stretches himself upon a

in the park tor a quiet nap. Et<

genet, •hue with Charles lrohman," but still

D lately leading man of the Plautagenet Play-
ers, is walking back home after the collapse of
the 10-20-30 venture. lie almost succeeds in get-
ting a pie but the standkeeper is wise and wants
his money first—an apparently universal proposition
that has kept Reginald from eating for the past
two days. Passing through the park Reginald
espies nty on the bench and an Idea

him. The uniform is more or less a free
pass to the courtesies of the corner stands and
with the aid of makeup Reginald soon transforms
himself Into the double of the faithful preserver
ol tie peace. Jauntily swinging the club be starts

a foraging trip. He would have gotten
with it had it not been tbat his appetite

was stronger than his judgment. He eats the
entire stick, despite the protests ot tne tender and
moves on to the next stand while the bankrupted
purveyor of food goes In search of a less voracious
policeman. He finds the inspector and thi

to look for the offender, being joined by others
whose stocks have been wiped out. .Meanwhile the
joyful tragedian has returned to tbe park, tne
borrowed regalia is returned and Reginald seeks
a more secluded spot for bis own nap. Heavy
feeding had made him sleepy and without bother-
ing to remove the makeup, be falls asleep. The
inspector locates Muldoon and all are agreed that
he is the offender but his earnest protestations of
innocence carry conviction and further search is

made, Reginald is located and—well the rest can
be imagined.

PATHE FRERES.
DOWN WITH THE WOMEN.—An indignation

meeting is held in protest against the universal
feminine cry of "Votes for women." On leaving
the meeting the chief speaker interferes with a
woman selling bread, a couple of female street
musicians, a woman sweeping steps and several
other feminine workers.

By this time the police are after him so he
whips up the horse of a lady cab driver and starts
away, precipitating to the ground in his haste
a number of market stalls. He then leaves the cab
and on foot endeavors to cross over a grade, but
is saved from death by a woman. He is arrested
and defended in court by a charming lady barrister,
who obtains his acquittal.

ONE CAN'T BELIEVE ONE'S EYES.—The wife
of a jealous Colonel is surprised by her husband
talking with one of his officers, who immediately
runs away, leaving ber to assure her husband that
he was surely the subject of hallucinations.

Mrs. Colonel finds her maid in the hall making
love to a private, and sees a chance of deluding
the Colonel into the belief that he was mistaken.
So she instructs him to make a noise under the
Colonel's window so that he will see that be is

not dressed according to the regulations, she hav-
ing made him take off his sword. The Colonel on
looking out notices this and calls him up and is

about to reprimand him when he sees the sword
is now on the soldier's belt, having meantime been
replaced with the help of the Colonel's wife. This
happens again and the Colonel begins to think his

eyesight is really leaving him and he tells his

wife that his eyes are not what they were and
that he was mistaken in tbe first place.

INES DE CASTRO.—Founded on tbe life of the
beautiful and unhappy Ines de Castro of Portugal.
The story told in this film is of poignant interest.

The period is the' 14th century during the reign
of Alphonso the Fourth of Portugal. The King's
son. Don Pedro, at his father's wish contracts a

marriage with Dona Constanza. Among the ladies

in the court is Ines de Castro, whose remarkable
beauty attracts the notice of Don Pedro. The two
speedily fall deeply in love and then commences
one of the most famous of historical intrigues.

King Alphonso also learns of his son's love for

lius and swears that the Dona Constanza shall be
avenged and by his orders Ines is imprisoned and
his son also punished.
THE TWO PORTRAITS.—A celebrated portrait

painter has just finished the picture of his pretty

wife whose delicate state of health necessitates

a quiet home life. In spite of his fondness for

his wife he cannot hide the pleasure he finds in

the company of one of her so-called friends, and
one day as he starts out automobiling with this

woman has wife is overcome and dies from heart

Negatives wanted. Will pay royalty or buy outright.
HERMAN, 49 West 8th Street
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painter i- iitnr of
friend tad a portrait

i the otber » bleb, »t t •

• moved i" bei i

Dli

be curtain covering i

d( i" bring
• Mr bar mother to b

i the poi I

and had bidden to watch the result \ >n her
trail add the

\<- to the painter and with bitter
elf reproaches he clasps tbe child In bl

and i' - •! again to forge) bla dead wife

RUSSIA. THE CAUCASUS MOUNTAINS.
clad mi

ilonnl Kaabek, tbe Devil D
i lout r \ pea ..( i be n i ' Ice K
• ( the interesting tigbu brongbl b<

c

this Dim.

Macbeth. Macbeth, tbe beat known I

that Bbakeapeare wrote, la probahlj familiar in
h11. 'i torj is founded on woman'! am-
bltlos for gloij nn. I mi.-.

iii «r.i.r to do Justice to the maiterpiece of this
great «rltrr the best French era em-

i to take tin> leading parts.

The whole subject is prodneed with masterly
skill, Infinitely tlgnlflcant of the degree of per-
fectlon to which the clnematographer baa carried.

art.

VITAGRAPH COMPANY.
DAVY JONES' PARROT. "Bleat ma inalllnR

spikes. I>nt hi's a good 'mi iiinl tnlks like nil ora-
tor. Just watch how he handles Unit lookout nlp-

hls. \Vh\ . Ik's us eloquent ns a preacher '."

said olil Otptain Jones, us lie holds converse "itli
rot. I'lu- bird attracts the attention of

Mr. Lee, whose Witt and dangfater have expressed
strong deatra to possess tha parrot.
kt] good man, what'll imi take for that par-

iioiiars." saya the captain,
and the ileal Is cloned by the payment Ol the
money. The "Cnp'ii" k.ws ou his way rejoicing,
while the new proprietor of the parrot Is some-
what disturbed by his somewhat compulsory pur-
chase. Placing the parrot under his coat. Mr. LM
hastens to a near-by store to buy some sort of a

for his feathered companion.
While lo'kini: over an assortment of cages and

satchels, a funny-looking lloor walker COinea along
who attracts the parrot's attention, who shouts
out, "Get onto his nibs:'' very mucn to the eni-
harrassment of Mr. Lee and the disgust of "his

With his bird safely caged in a portable
bird satchel. Mr. lee gets on a street car; he no
sooner seats himself than the parrot pipe
the command. "King up that fare!" The p

gers are delighted, and I.ee apologizes for his talk
atlve charge. The fun grows when a fat woman
crowds Into the car. "Itrlng uer in shi-

Well, you rascal"' is heard from the satchel, but
attributed to the passenger by the fat lady, es-

pecially to Mr. I.ee. who escapes from the car
pursued by his accu--

Arriving at his office, tired, hot and upset, he
places tbe parrot on a chair and goes to bis desk
and gets down to business. While thus engaged
a giddy old maid enters and wishes Ia'C to dispose
of some stocks she hands blm. "Oh. you kid!"
breaks ont from tbe satchel, and completely
the spinster, who seizes the stocks and Indignantly
leaves the office.

uctlmonlous old deacon now comes In and
starts talking; so does the parrot, but more ex-
pressively than eloquently. The deacon Is horri-

fied, and will listen to no explanations. He has
been insulted and will have none of It, takes
his hat and escapes from the vile place.
Looking at his watch, the man of business finds

It la time to keep an appointment, puts the parrot
In the large safe vault, closes his desk and quickly
goes out. The scrubwoman comes In to straighten
up the office and hears faint cries of "Help:'' She
Is startled and looks about for the one In distress.
At last she locates the trouble in the safe. The
janitor comes In and he. too, gets excited and
calls up the police, who rush In and try to open
the safe. As a last resort they send for a "cracks-
man." who comes to the rescue, blows open the
safe— to find it devoid of any human sufferer.
While they are discussing the situation, the oc-

cupant of the office returns and shows the irre-

pressible parrot. ' which he takes from the satchel
and throws out of the window.
The old salt who was the original owner of the

blrl. is standing against the railing outside the
office building, filled with the net expenditure of
the sale price of his parrot, full of "smiles."
While In this happy mood, down flutters his old
pet. The old salt thinks he "has 'em," recover
himself, picks up the Polly, and nnder full sail

makes his way back to his bark, throws himself
into his hammock, and soon Is lost In peaceful
slumbers, while his talkative friend is triumphantly
perched on the old sea dog's masthead.

THE MAJESTY OF THE LAW.—Give a man a
chance and you will often find him equal to the

urn.

ed III Mm.
honor I

aim. iik.' throv.

no nn.
other-. law and I

.ud awall their opportnnli
mil nnfllncblngl]
of their threats and piatola, which ifr..nt blm
whan in- i- called upon to qnell i brawl in which
• a f tbe participants

buiii-t in tio

to warn tha others ..f bla determination
to and teudlam and outlawry al any
The Sheriff is satiated t.. hit borne, and mil's

daughter, wboae tore for her father is

and inn., rushes to the home ..f the bailer of tht
disturbing element which Is the political '

the town, iieii.niii.es him iii unmeasured terms foi

owardlce and bullylam and bnrata Into
When she sp.aks of her "dear nl.l .lad's

ness ami love for blm, It Is too iniieli for the
and lie goes all to pieces, hastens to the

bedside of the wounded man, asks his forgii
commends Bill for his good work, and t

to support him in carrying out the law. lie ask-
blm for his daughter, whom he 'admires and lorea.
II Dgagement is publicly announced and era all

wish wa could be present at the wedding b
gratulate Bill nnd the young couple and wish them
long life and prosperity.

A MODERN CINDERELLA.—History repeats It-

self, ami each succeeding generation enacta the
same Comedies and dramas, only In a different

This Cinderella Is up to date. She and her
sister Jane receive an Invitation to a reception.
Jane, selllsb and arrogant. Is carried away with
her own vanity and anticipation of making a "hit"
and being tbe belle of the evening.

Cinderella, her sister, looks at ber simple and
ordinary orean, which is the best of her limited
wardrobi tya she will have to wear It or
stay at home. Jane says she will look like
"frump." and be out of place, anyway. foor
Cinderella decides to remain at home. Mrs. Marvin,
an elderly visitor, happens Into the room and
Cinderella, always kind and thoughtful, makes the
..1.1 lady comfortable. She Is attracted to the dis-
play of Jane's liuery and asks the reason.

Cinderella tells her all about the reception. Mrs.
Marvin asks her If she Is going, and Cinderella
tells her she lias nothing to wear and that Jane
has advised her to stay at home. The kind old
lady comfor la her and. assisted by tbe sweet
young girl, leaves the room mentally resolved to

have Cinderella go to the reception. She purchases
I complete outflt for the girl nnd sends her to

Ittvitiea with the understanding that Cinder-
ella will leave promptly at midnight.

In the midst of the dance Cinderella loses her
slipper, and a handsome young fellow picks It up.
hsks for th" owner and finds Cinderella, who denies
Ownership. Be is charmed by her natural glrllsh-

ness and sweetness. The clock Is tolling the hour
of midnight, and hastily she runs ont of the room.

• I sn

i

it THE GARDEN WALL

v with
n child, a One little fellow of nine ream

.

is s wealthy widower with

an. I bl aware
of who - U until their children

.• garden wall, and I

the romance of it the

dance their minds, renewed snd
brought to try and sweet finish by tbelr

betrothal, which li unanimously
children, who, in fond embrace in Imitation Of their

'i. cr. like iuin: Ilk.- mother, like

daughter), look approvingly ore* the garden wall.

THE ALTAR OF LOT*. Parental love la

called up'ti to make sacrifices upon the altar of

lore which rend tbe heartstrings and which test

to the snapping point the He that binds. Any one
who bas had this experience can appreel..

-.r Immigrant In the
us. who has eotne to this country with his little

girl and Is stricken with a debilitating sickness snd.
unable to take care of his little one. Is advised
by the doctor to give the child for adoption to

a wealthy family who have advertised for a little

girl of her age.

li.- iK...r father Is rent through with the thought
of his child's welfare and his own 1

At length : and tin- doctor brings tbe
family who have advertised to the man's home,
papers are signed and the little girl Is taken to

a home of luxury and wealth and given every
advantage possible.

Taken to the hospital, the poor Immigrant re-

covers his health, secures employment, nnd fifteen

years later is a partner In a business, and a very
successful man. The wealthy man who
tbe immigrant's child Is In financial trouble and
•alls ..n the business partner of the Immigrant for

relief. Tin- Immigrant for relief. Tbe Immigrant
overhea: reraatJon, recognizes the man aa
his daughter'* adopted father, gets his sddress
and as soon as possible calls at his borne.

He offers hi* assistance. loans him the money he
makes himself known to the man of wealth.

who tells his daughter that his friend In time of

•i father, who sacriti

the altar of love to bi» care and protection when
she was a little child. The daughter puts her arms
about the mens necks, kisses one. then the other.

and says: "I have two fathers, and I love them
both."

.TL
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The above shows method of instilling our
electric bells. AH bells being on one cable

can be installed by anyone familiar with
electric house bells. Played by dry cells.

mm. ELECTRIC BELLS

like cut, played from key-
board, bells being sus-

pended about Theatre, as

used by Anna Held, Reine
Davis, etc. Have proved
a big success in Picture
Houses : an added feature to

any show. Suitable for solo

or accompaniment work.
For particulars and illustrated catalogue

address

J. C. DEEGAN
3800-3810 North ClarK St. CHICAGO
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EXHIBITOR'S
Advertising & Specialty Co.

(INCORPORATED)

ARTHUR D. JACOBS. President
BEN TITLE. Sec'y and Treas.

EXPERTS AND ADVISERS IN

"HOWTO GET THE MONEY"
For Moving Picture Theatres

110 Fourth Ave., near 12th St.

Largest stock of A. B. C. and Picture

Posters In the city. Everything to

boost your show and get the money

A Complete Sign Painting Establishment on the
premises under the able management of

HARRY W. FRIEDMAN
formerly of the

ROYAL SIGN COMPANY

LICENSED RELEASES.

Want Chairs Quick?
Stafford chairs excell

all ethers. We use no

hree-ply veneers. Why?
Not good enough! Five-

ply Is best, and that is

why we use them.

Chairs like cut

IN SrOJK aoJ

GUARANTEED

Ask for Catalog No. 305

E. H. STAFFORD MFC. CO.
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

Utile Giant Carbon Sharpener

*- $3.50
Will save 25 per
cent, of your carbon
expense.

New principle—two
knives which can be

removed instantly for sharpening.

SPECIAL UNTIL MAY 15th.

% x 12 Pink Label Elecira Carbons $4.00 per
100. Moving Picture Machines, Dissolving
Stereopticons $45.00 up. Oxy-hydro Gas.
Gas Making Outfits; all Supplies <md Repairs.

ERKER'S St. Louis, Mo.

Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
May
May
May
May
May
May
May
May
May
June

BIOGRAPH COMPANY.

18—Thou Shalt Not (Dramatic) 987
21—The Tenderfoot's Triumph (Dramatic) . .989
2.")—The Way of the World (Dramatic) . . .950
28—Up a Tree (Comedy) 981
2—The Gold Seekers (Dr.) 976
5—The Unchanging Sea (Dr.) 952
9—Love Among the Roses (Dr.) 983
12—The Two Brothers (Dr.) 993
1G—Over Silent Paths (Dr.) 980
19—Au Affair of Hearts (Com.) 967
23— Ramona (Dr.) 995
211—A Knot In the Plot (Dr.) 980
30—The Impalement (Dr.) 98"

2—In the Season of Buds (Dr.) 990

EDISON MFG. CO.

May 13—Accidents Will Happen (Com.) 280
May 17—The Princess and the Peasant . (Dr.) . ,100'j

May 20—Sisters (Dr.) 9j5
May 27—'Mid the Cannon's Roar (Dr.) 1000
May 24—All on Account of a Laundry Mark

(Com.) 450
May 24—Fortune's Fool (Com.) 530
May 27—'Mid the Cannon's Roar (Dr.) 1000
May 31—The Mule Driver and the Garrulous

Mute (Dr.) 980
June 3—The Piece of Lace (Dr.) 995
June 7—The Slyness of Shorty (Dr.) 750
June 7—-Mr. Bumptious on Birds (Com.) 250
June 10—The Bell Ringer's Daughter (Dr.)... 1000
June 14—United States Life Saving Drills

(Educational) 250
June 14—The House on the Hill (Dr.) 745
June 17—A Central American Romance (Dr.)..

ESSANAY FILM MFG. CO.

May 4—The Stolen Fortune (Com.) 1000
May 7—The Sheriff's Sacrifice (Dr.) 950
May 11—He Stubs His Toe (Com.) 597
May 11—A Quiet Boarding House (Com.) 363
May 14—The Cowpuncher's Ward (Dr.) 965
May IS—The Danger Line (Dr.) 1000
May 21—The Little Doctor of the Foothills

(Com.) 935
May 25—Tin Wedding Presents (Com.) 560
May 25—Where is Mulcahy? (Com.) 400
May 28—The Brother, the Sister and the Cow-

puncher (Dr.) 989
June 1—Levi's Dilemma (Com.) 768
June 1—Henry's Package (Com.) 205
June 4—Awav Out West (Dr.) 1000
June 8—Burly Bill (Com.) 989
June 11—The Ranchmen's Feud (Dr.) 980
June 15—A Honeymoon for Three (Com.) 1000

KALEM CO.

Apr. 29—The Love Romance of the Girl Spy (D.)

May 4—Chief Blackfoot's Vindication (Dr.)..
May 6—The Egret Hunter (Dr.)

May 11—In the Dark Valley (Dr.)

May 13—Between Love and Duty (Dr.) 720
May 18—The Aztec Sacrifice (Dr.) 950
Mav 20—The Seminole Halfbreeds (Dr.)

May 25—The Cliff Dwellers (Dr.)
May 27—Friends (Dr.) j

June 1—The Navajo's Bride (Com.) 930
June 3—The Castaways (Dr.) 975
June S—The Price of Jealousy (Dr.)

June 10—The Exiled Chief (Dr.)

LUBIN MFG. CO.

May If—The Regeneration of Father (Dr.) 1000
May 16—The Rejuvenation of Father (Com.).. 1000
May 19—The Indian Girl's Romance (Dr.) 950
May 23—The Messenger Boy Magician (Com.).. 715

Mav 23—Winter Bathing in the West Indies
(Scenic) 235

May 26—The Brave Deserve the Fair (Dr.) 700
Mav 26—The Sisal Industry in the Bahamas

(Scenic) 300
May 30—A Veteran of the G. A. R. (Dr.) 930
June 2—Percy, the Cowboy (Com. ) 925
June 6—Grandfather's Gift (Dr.) 710
June (1—Officer Muldoon's Double (Com.) 275
June 9—The New Boss of Bar X Ranch (Dr.). 950

GAUMONT.
G. Kleine.

May 24—Over the Cliffs (Dr.) 673
May 24—Floral Studies (Educational) 240
May 28—The Messenger's Dog (Dr.) 506
May 28—Pete Has Nine Lives (Com.) 446
May 31—The Little German Band (Com.) 375
May 31—Jarnac's Treacherous Blow (Dr.) 340
June 4—The Office Seeker (Dr.) 525
June 4—Beneath the Walls of Notre Dame

(Educational) 380
June 7—A Night on the Coast (Dr.) 600
June 7—The Monastery in the Forest (Scenic). 400
URBAN-ECLIPSE—
June 8—The Nightmare (Dr.) 824
June S—The Mountain Lake (Scenic) 196

URBAN-ECLIPSE.
G. Kleine.

May 4—Immigrants' Progress In Canada (Edu-
cational) 400

May 11—Roosevelt in Carlo (Scenic) 354

Mav 11—Purged by Fire (Dr.) 541
May 18—The Girl Conscript (Dr.) 741
May 18—Modern Railway Construction (Educa-

tional) 210
May 25—His Wife's Testimony (Dr.) 1007
June 1—Her Life for Her Love (Dr.) 720
June 1—Making Salt (Industrial) 230

G. MELIES.

May 19—A Rough Night on the Bridge (Com.).. 225
May 26—The Paleface Princess (Dr.) 920

June 2—The Padre's Secret (Dr.) 950

June 9—Love's "C. Q. D." (Dr.) 950

May
May
May
May
May
May
May
May
May
May
May
May
May
May
May
June
June
June
June
June

May
May
May
May
May
May
May
May
June

Apr.
May
May
May
May
May
May
May
May
May
May
May
Mav
May
May
June
June

PATHE FRERES.

18—Who Will Win My Heart (Com.) 295

IS—The Gold Spider (Dr.) 643

20—Gee; I'm Late (Com.) 350

20—A Brave Little Girl (Dr.) 544

21—Tempestuous Adventure (Com.) 440

21—Milk Industry in the Alps (Indus.) . .479

23—Romeo Turns Bandit (Com.) 528

23—Little Mary and Her Dolly (Dr.) 436
25—Max Leads Them a Novel Chase (Com.).489

23—Capturing Cub Bears (Educational) .. .390

27—Mirror of the Future (Com.) 311

27—A Prince of Worth (Dr.) 590

28—A Sailor's Friendship (Dr.) 987

30—Down With the Women (Com.) 604

30—Russia. Caucasian Mountains (Scenic). 374

1—One Can't Believe One's Eyes (Com.). 440
1—lnes de Castro (Dr. ) 344

3—The Two Portraits (Dr.) 804

3—Lillian and Anetta (Scenic) 144

4—Macbeth (Dr.) 997

SELIG POLYSCOPE CO.

9—Seven Days (Com. ) 1000

12—There, Little Girl, Don't Cry (Com.)..
12—Chicken (Com.)
19—The Land of Oz (Com.) 1000

23—The Unmailed Letter (Com.) 1000

26—In the Great Northwest (Dr.) 1000

30—The Trimming of Paradise Gulch 1O0O

30—After Many Years (Dr. ) 1000
2—The Trimming of Paradise Gulch

(Dr.) 1000

VITAGRAPH COMPANY.

30—The Minotaur (Dramatic) 983

3—The Lost Trail (Dr.) 972

6—One of the Finest (Dr.).. 985

7—Mario's Swan Song (Dr.) 842

10—The Three Wishes (Com.) 945

13_The Closed Door (Dr.) 922
14—The Special Agent (Dr.)

17—Music Hath Charms (Com.) 563

IS—A Funny Story (Com.) 35«

20—Out of the Past (Dr.) 990
21—The Winss of Love (Dr.) 888
24—Convict No. 796 (Dr.) 977

27— Auntie at the Boat Race (Com.) 977

2S—Love of Chrysanthemum (Dr.) 990

31—The Peacemaker (Dr.) 960
3—Daw Jones' Parrot (Com.) 922

4—The Majesty of the Law (Dr.) 972

Electric Theatre Supply Co.
44 North 10th St. Philadelphia, Pa.

#ff
Licensed service of every make. If you think you

jj pay more than you should, or if your present
service is not satisfactory, fill out the blank spaces and
mail this to us at once. One rock bottom price only.

Kindly quote figures on service of— reels

changed Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, Fri-

day, Saturday a ad Sunday. Cross off the days of no

changes, Service not to be over days old.

Name of Exhibitor

Theatre — -

Town State

OUR SPECIALTY is supplying two or more theatres with best service at low prices. No repeaters——————^—— to either. OPEN 24 HOURS EVERY DAY.
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SMILE! Two More Essanas Comedies.

KM I \M Ol

Wl DN1 SDAY, Ji M i

Levi's Dilemma
(Length. \pi»r<»\. J (>N Peal

Like a "Quiet Hoarding

House." Tins film i

am from start to finish.

It it don't make you
laugh, you had better see

ctor.

I )escription will be found

in another column of this

paper.

Don't Linger -Book It Now

SMILE!

1
KM I \S» Ol

Wl DM SD V'l .JIM I

Henry's

Package
Length, Ipprox. -<)•"> I • • -i

An Immense Feature Picture

Released with " Levi's

Dilemma." Another rapid

"Henry," Essanay's

comedy hero, in the lime-

light again.

"There is a h.ugh

Scene from AWAY OUT WEST every foot."

HERE IS IH\T BIG WESTERN PICTURE YOU HAVE BEEN LONGING I

AWAY OUT W
Kill \S! Ol SMI Kl»\1 . Jl >r

in

ADVERTISE IT NOW

Ess ana y Film A\fg„ (do.
FACTORY and STUDIOS 1333 ARGYLE ST. - OFFICE 435 NORTH CLARK ST.

CHICAGO and LONDON, 5 NEW COMPTON ST. W.C.

1

«
EDISON FEATURE FILM OTHER EDISON FILMS

FOR NEXT WEEK

The Shyness of Shorty
Rex Beach's great story of how Shorty, the

misshapen, homely and bashful but scrappy and

gallant cowboy of the Bar X Ranch, rounded

up the Tremper gang of cattle "rustlers" and,

incidentally, received his reward at the hands of

the object of his silent adoration,—woman A
fascinating story full of humor and pathos, and

of excellent photographic and scenic qualities.

No. 6638. To be released June 7th Code,

Virgolaria. App. length, 750 feet.

MR. BUMPTIOUS ON BIRDS.—"Bompttoos" think
k" am] tr It whi

No. 6639. To be release
Code. Virgolina. App. length. 250 feet.

with

THE BELLRINGERS DAUGHTER

No. 6640. To be released June 10th. Code. Yirgrain. App.
1 000 feet.

UNITED STATES LIFE SAVING DRILLS N 6641.
Code. Virgulaire. To be released June 14th. App. length, 250 feet.

THE HOUSE ON THE HILL N 6642.
To be released June 14th. App. length. 745 feet.

Code. Virgular.

A CENTRAL AMERICAN ROMANCE To be released June
17th.

A COMING FEATURE FILM
THE JUDGMENT OF THE MIGHTY DEEP. To be released June 21th. \ -tUns;

rill lire long In the minds of all andten

Order Display Posters Of these Films from your Exchange or the A. B. C. Co , Cleveland. Ohio

EDISON MANUFACTURING CO. 7- I .lUeside Avenue, Orange, V J.

BO \>.il>.ish Avenue. Chicago, III.

JOBBERS OF EDISON KINETOSCOPES
BOSTON—Howard Moving Picture Co.. 564 Washington Street
CHICAGO—KJeine Optical Co.. 52 State Street.
CLEVELAND—Lake Shore Film * Supply Co., 314 Superior Are.. V. E.

SAN FRANCISCO—Geo. Breck,

KANSAS CUT—Tola F;'.rr. Exchange Co.. 622 Main Street
NEW YORK—P L Waters 41 East Hit Street
PHILADELPHIA—Caa*. A. Calehuff, 4th and Grean Streets

70 Turk Street
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KALEM FILMS
THE NAVAJO'S BRIDE

ISSUE OF WEDNESDAY, JUNE 1st

All of our recent Indian pictures have " made good," so that

when we say " The Navajo's Bride" is the best of the lot, it is

going some. Full of excitement, tone and local color, and with a

strong vein of comedy throughout.

THE CASTAWAYS
ISSUE OF FRIDAY, JUNE 3d

Actually taken in mid ocean, actually showing scenes on a

South Sea Island and a real wreck. Positively one of the greatest

novelties of all time.

KALEM CO., Inc.
Eastman Kodak Building

235=237=239 West 23rd St.

NEW YORK CITY

Film D'Art
Released Thursday, June 9th, 1910

The Children
of Edward IV.

A Tragedy of Early English History

The cast includes GARNIER, KRAUSS and DEMI-
DOFF. The settings and costuming are wonderfully

brilliant, and the leading Thespians of France furnish

epoch-making acting. .......
Length about 1,000 Feet

A Reel Every Thursday GET IT !

Motion Picture Distributing & Sales Co.
(AGENTS)

111 East Fourteenth St. - New York City

THE BELL
Inductor

Compensator

THE PERFECT ECONOMIZER

Type B

The use of this ideal device in-

sures the highest percentage of

economy, and perfect control of

the arc.

The

lnductor=Compensator

has four parts of adjustment
allowing instantaneous regula-

tion, is absolutely noiseless and
cannot burn out.

Nearly one thousand now in

use and no returns on our
positive guarantee to refund
purchase price if our claims

are not made good.

If your film exchange does not
handle the Inductor-Compensa-
tor write to us and we will sup-

ply the names of the nearest

agencies.

STOP WASTING GOOD
MONEYON RHEOSTATS
OR INEFFICIENT ECON-
OMIZERS.

Price $50.00

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE

THE BELL & HOWELL CO.

217 West Illinois Street :: Chicogo
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We Were "Early Birds"

-Pioneers- in Films!
If we were not FIRST in the exchange
business we were DANGEROUSLY
near it.

We handled films when moving picture

theatres DIDN'T run into THOUS-
ANDS.

As we grew—so grew our knowledge
—as we grew—so grew our desire to

do the "right thing" by the Exhibitor.

All our knowledge—our speed—our
business instinct—our FUTURE—
is wrapped up in the reels that go to

make up

PremierFilm Service

Pittsburg Calcium Light & Film Co.
Pittsburg. Pa.
Om.ili.i. >ebr.
Rochester. V V.

Ues Moines. Iowa
Cincinnati. ().

Hllkes-Barre. Pa.

Edison Jobber
of

Kinetoscopes

C.Galehuff
Sargest
IEADING Dealer
JjCENSED ln

Machines, Films,

Song Slides, etc.

4th and Greene Sis.

Philadelphia, Pa.

"THE best machine combined with the best service gives
1 the best results and produces the most money. Be up

to the times and get an Edison Model B Klnetoscope, the
latest perfection of Moving Picture Machines, absolutely
tlickerless, will not hurt the eyes, shows a steady and
brilliant picture, simplicity of operation, and guaranteed.

NOW IS THE TIME TO BOOK THE

Johnson-Ketchell Fight Films

r night; bigger tban ever on account of the ap-
proaching fight between Jeffriesand Johnson. Order quick.
Greatest fight film ever produced. Sole rights for Pennsyl-
vania. Agent for Florozone Perfume Disinfectant.

•JRemrmlx-r iln< thai the mod trial pati ol your whole equipmi

the I-

:

•JAs a business proposition you can't afford to buy any othei than the

BAUSCH & LOMB
PROJECTION LENS

amply became bo othei Ims will produce the picture on I

wilb such clearness and definition.

iJBausch fie Lomb lenses are supplied by leading dealers.

•JSend for Projection Lens Booklet.

•JWe offer our assistance in selecting lenses for special requirements.

Our Name on a Photographic Lens. Microscope, Field

j
Glass, Laboratory Apparatus, Engineering or any other

Scientific Instrument is our Guarantee.

Bausch & [pmb Optical (p.
NEW YOD.K WASHINGTON CHICAGO SAS rU.Af.OSCO

london ROCHESTER.. NY. r»AKKroaT

The reason why

Pink Label
•TRADE MARK-

"ELECTRA
CARBONS

>>

are the best is that they are scientific-

ally made to stand the powerful current

at the arc. They produce the best

light under any conditions.

Don't experiment with cheap car-

bons, but use "Electra" High Grade

Carbons and get results.

Sole Importer

HUGO REISINGER
I I Broadway New York City
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SWAAB
The Pioneer Film Exchange

of Philadelphia
and

Largest Dealer in Machines
and Supplies

Agent for

Power's Cameragraph
Lang's Rewinder

and
Cary Coated Carbons

The Trade Supplied. Licensed

Films Only

LEWIS M. SWAAB
338 Spruce St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Folding and Assembly Chairs

Most popular pi iced chairs on the market for

picture show use

Prompt Shipments. Write for Catalotue

PEABODY SCHOOL FURNITURE CO.

NORTH MANCHESTER, - - - INDIANA

WE MANUFACTURE

SOUVENIRS
for Moving Picture Theatres

FREE
Our Illustrated List

A. MOTT CO., 415 Dearborn, St. Chicago

Song Slides
SPECIAL SALE

$5.00 New Sets for $3.00
Guiding Star
Little Flat

Mary
Moonlight
Hypnotize Me
Thinking Love of You
Can't You See
Lovers May Go
Sing. Kate, Sing
Live, Long-Life
I Wonder
Lovelight

These sets are brand new, ana
cash must come with order

Also 58 sets of second hand slides at

$1.25 or 10 sets for $10.00

Excelsior Slide Co.,
I38

£ew
4V^r

1

^*^» s~f L* ^ y *
OPERA CHAIRS u

Over 75 per cent, of the finest theaters In the United States ani
Canada are furnished with them. Thej are used In 818 of U>«
405 morlne picture theaters in Chicago.

To meet the growing demands for

LOW PEICED OPEEA CHAIRS
we have originated a number of styles which, though Inexpensive,
are characteristic of

JLNDEEWS QUALITY
Write to Department K for our large Catalogue No. 31, Illus-

trated In colors, which will guide you when contemplating the par-
chase of opera chalrrs.

CHICAGO ESTABLISHED ISbS

NEW YORK SAN FRANCISCO
ST LOUIS SEATTLE

174*176 "WabashAvenue, Chicago

ROLL TICKETS
Youi 50,000 Specialown special ticket

(_ ir)0 OOO "
Numbering Guaranteed- \ 500,000 "

I
$ 6.50
10.00
35.00

Cash with Order. No C. O. D.~

Plant Recently Enlarged. We
can assure Prompt Shipments

TICKET SPECIALTIES

The Carter Press Corp.
P e a b o d y , M ass

NEW SLIDES
For the Following Songs—JUST OUT

When the Bells are Ringing Mary York.
I Met My Love Mid the Roses.
Sunny Time is the Time for Mine.
Moving Day in Jungle Town.
My Heart Has Learned to Love You,
Now Do Not Say Good Bye.

When a College Boy Meets a College
Girl.

Hang Your Hat in Detroit.

Curly Head.
You Can't Make Me Stop Loving You.
Play that Lovey Dove Waltz.
Shoes and Socks shock Susan.
Daddy was a Grand Old Man.
I'm on My Way to Reno.
I Trust My Husband Anywhere.
Has Anybody Here Seen Kelly.
Baby Blue.

Under the Orange Blossom Tree.
That Fascinating Rag Time Glide.

Honey When it's Sunny.

DeWITT C. WHEELER
120 W. 31st St., N. Y. City

Manhattan Slide Co.
(incorporated)

136 W. 37th St., New York City

Telephone 6759 Murray Hill

NEW SLIDES
I Like You (Remick)

When 1 Think of Home and You
(Rossiter)

Coney Island for Mine.

That Loving Melody Rubensteln Wrote
(Remick)

When I think of Home and You (Rossiter)

I'm Glad I'm Irish (Feist)

Announcement Slides a Specialty

BRANCH OFFICE

14th Street & 4th Ave.
Room 109 Phone 2314 Stuyvesant

German Saving Bank Building

The Automatic Theatre Chair
It is a space saver, life saver and

money saver. Shipped built up. It

is the only sanitary theatre chair.

Used by Keith. Proctor and Poll.

It folds up automatically and is re-

volving, making the theatre all

aisles. It is a friend to the public.

Send for oar circular A. Write today.

THE HARDESTY MFG. CO.

CANAL DOVER, OHIO

FOLDING

CHAIRS
Far Mavlag Picture Sbowi
Grand Standi Aaieably
Halls, ate. la fcctlana 11

wanted.

Write for Catalog No. 2.

The Kauffman Manufacturing Co.
ASHLAND, OHIO

BLANK LEADERS
In Black, Red, Green or Any Color

$| EJ PER Guaranteed

1 O 1000 FEET Against Brittlcntas

WASTE UTILIZATION CO.
442 E. 166th St. NEW YORK

Lang's Rewinder No. 2
Price, $5.00 Net

Lang Manufacturing Co.
OLEAN, NEW YORK
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Independent Film Stories.

SALES COMPANY FILM DART.
VITELLIUS AND HELIOGABALUS. i

ami glutto
iwn in the

:

llloj. \\

iiml I in {• i i.. take

with drn. ol Into

lils reign i^ in pi .

shrinks in borror
it the win of Vitelline cannot i

' inn bai i'

> in the in- 'l Una
Old digiutai |( all nti lar and

i they
DDK know baa befallen the vestal wbt

make lli.-l! white
D 'i only recapture

tin' K'rl. but ruut Vitelliui ind but Tile aaao
plrlt of tii>' mob u now running rampant and
ursue the royal alnner until refuge

In a .- ins biding place the]
ling with bet ""ii

eye* the fate of the Rmperor—ii bodllj
ami throw i. I Iber.

gluttony is portrajed in t •

of Bellogabalua, another Soman Bmparor,
only tbonghl in i tronomlc pli

Be spent hli ited with his cronlei around
tin' fostlvi' tioard, ami not tin' graveat nlT

state coulJ distract his attention from ti .

ami viands. Be laada this nappy-go-luckj
ence until the advent of :i

roclalms to the people his rights t" Hello-
gahalus' throne. The newt ll brought the fat BU-
peror. but It does uot alarm hltu. After it series

r, he meets the fate he d<

- |iahu'e. While he. fat and
1 at a well laden table.

Idlers demolish the !•

pain Brat, ami then gorging hiiu well.

iid his miserable existence.

GREAT NORTHERN.
THE EAGLE'S EGG. The t.. i'H 1 1 ul Corsica]] girl,

ardent ailli

and It Is quite difficult BBC I
;• which one

both al a d I >ie un-
certainty Is lie two ft roch a

dually dim
v are

ght with k

iml conrinclng word!
the feilOK an arrangement

Settling the matter
if the risk- l man's fOOt has

Marietta
c who

| from the lo and
1 are ready to start (01

• - them swim through the break
the better cllml

of it. but on coming
Ion in his hurry, ami with
ids bold and falls over 1 1

*-

'torn when who Is

left behind, is on his way. The latter lakes
• of the dead man'I hand and swims

The wedding takt i place

rerybody is happy e

D tiie

• arc lefi together En i
little

but Just ns be Is embracing his younj
Of Carlo rises between them. Mad

with fright and horror. Enrico rushes out of the
he sea. and the wife and the

- go to look for him. but they only And bis

t the bottom of the rocks.

ECLAIR FILMS.
IN LOVE WITH THE CHARCOAL WOMAN.—

X— Is In loTe with tils char . and while
happily enjoying himself in the company of his

beloved, lie is on the point of being discovered by

etheart and In order to escape her notice

he hides In a charcoal sick. Soon aftorw
customer comes In and orders the sack sent to his

residence, and accordingly the sack Is remoTed.
X— and all. X— tries to escape from the sack
and by hopping manages to get into the

but he cannot get the bag v frightened
soon follows behind the Jerking, rolling heap

of sackcloth and after many misadventure-
'. In stoppine the sack, and give vent to their

feelings by abusing X— In every possible way.
until he resolves within himself that to fall in

with one's charcoal woman Is a foolishness

ul belief.

THE BITER BIT.—Henry, a painter, and Ralph.

t, are two fast friends, ami both fall in love

with a pretty neighbor, the charming Margaret.
Marearet Is fond of both the young men. but It

Is Impossible from her actions to know which of

uiuii uml

basUly

much grieved, bu

-

dl«n|»-

iiioney and an old .1 Un-
man had . , well

as tin- watch Whl buck.
In tbel k they

P ami il.ii Iph kicks t

ubout the BOOT; final It no hard
that the thing hut si. open ami . i -j.luy r. n pile
ol hank notes sewed up in 1 Ley are
greatly surprised und overjoyed, but .Shi

is not theirs ami iniisi I,,- returned. How-
ever. u|mju found
on which Is Statl I that the owner Is.-.

questbea the monej to tie- finder. Kaiph
side himself with Joy ami immediately offers his
Land to Margaret, but sweet Margaret bant
and in an Instant unselfish Ralph that ha

Ho- object of Margaret's choice, and In his

BObllltJ lie Lauds of his dear
friends, Margaret uud Henry.

THE POWERS COMPANY.
THE CRACK SHOT.— A young woman has mar-

rted a crook In t| lis occupation. The
crook Is arii ul to the penlteullary. We
uext see a quarry with a number of convicts at
work. Among them is the husband, who starts n

fight with ' peg to the woods
with another convict. 1 lie two enter a farm

aid compel the obi farmer to give them other
Tne husband writes a note to his wife

- her to semi him some money. Later a

guard shoots the husband In the leg, and be gives
the letter to his pal to mall and crawls Into the

The pal Is shot and dies and the letter

forwarded to the other man's
Hie warden with the statement that the

man bearing the letter was killed. The wife
believes her husband is dead.
Frank IU . iltliy sportsman, known as

the "Crack Shot" from his skill with the RTOlTer,
Is shooting at u target in the Wi bullet
from i the target and
strikes the wife of t ... locking

t. but has serious con-
sequences for the ul the lady. The
acquaintance ripens into love and they marry and

ippy. Hut one day th nvict. believed by
turns up at her home and

tries to blackmail lor. . beard
coming and the I her convict husband in

the closet. The "Cra
over his triumph in wlnnins a silver prize cup in

a shooting contest. II of the
roam to get a -i-ink to bis

other
man's roa the
wife, w Lo denies it it" puts the
wine I e closet, takes his

pistol and H -. "We '' OCi'l 1 •

I will open that bottle will

to shoot, when the wife turns the pistol away.
the wife has to

explain.
The last I the wife prepirlng to leave

the home of the "Crack Shot." with wL
has been s.» happy. legram COO
nounclng that her tirst husband was killed in a

railway accident, and the " wins the
Tied for.

'

:

en his faithful «
i a thrilling

THANHOUSER COMPANY.
THE GIRL OF THE NORTHERN WOODS.—This

picture telll uadian
lumberman's daughter, and of Will Harding*!
for her. Will Is a worth] r and
Lacy fells honored to I i returns It.

Jose, a halfbreed trapper, i

sarlly dislikes Will, whom
I

-lul rival. More, he
for respond Ip when he

i her in

II - eh with Will
shortly when '. rreyor

nihility for the latt.

sistant. of which the halfbl guilty.

having shot the assistant from ambush in mistake
for Will.

Will's alleged deed
and hi- - are Iwll,--. lumbermen.
Barely are the courts resorted to in that

of the North where these events tr.msplr

lgh lumbermen quickly lynch Will
Lucy hears of the fate Intended I

and cuts hi- Further, she sends the lum-
bermen off in the wrong direction when th

N. Y. MOTION PICTURE CO.
THE TIE THAT BINDS. it. Illy

lous uian! U
harbors a !•-.

room Mils fais,.

ieii Mn Cartel i

him and a with lo i" play Into the hum:-
»o it la

tern', is talking with her bl

of murder, and hi

tec to help
.

ireb of her friend
-ion with taka a

lew momenta alone with Mr. I it la

unmanly a

alter ;-

Lilii. I.i--.-.

r.w i] ej

that night -

I

• n L.-r Bight Is •.

Carter
ment for .

son and
her appi a: am • will I

apply, at the
death bed of her

-

death.
He IS

-

for hltu; In.

pardon.

MARRIED ON HORSEBACK.

Col. I.

at finding them in close en
ami .1.

I

father comes ui»on tin- lovers and brt<

-

inosual
situation he Is more than .nstead

-

Imm the -,-

with him and off they rid<

follow in like manner. .• boose, out

which tl .

-

it himself In t

-

- finally

hind ai

has been nutwlti.
'aneh. and when the -

ride
• les Is the easiest way to end the

->df

"IMP."
A DETERMINED WOMAN. I

militant energy, it

l«>ave

In fact It Is |

tic econon day as

-

- - It may be all rlgbt
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woman to do tins when she is nee!

BOthing more than a mere husband, but wi
fine little children are Included In the
alters the aspect ol things. Mr. Smith blmsell Is
» patient suffering mortal and for a whih

s objections to his wife's political
actlvltes. He U accustomed to tinding uo supper
on getting home from tiie office and a huge stack
of unwashed dishes lias ceased to be an eyesore

1 A mart's brain cannot work on an empty
stomach and, therefore, Smith, In the course of
rim.', begins to realise bis plight, and beginning
at tirst with little pleadings be is finally aroused
to a [Spirit of full-fledged rebellion. When be sees
that bis arguments are of no avail, be determines
on a bold course. One line morning be collects all

of the unwashed pots, pans, plates and other eating
utensils and piling them into a wheelbarrow con-
veys the whole outfit around to the Club where
bis wife Is engaged in an active discussion on
some economic questions. Without auy ceremony
he dumps the entire burden at his wife's feet and
leaves her to draw conclusions. But even this

masterstroke of independence does no good in his
case.

Some men have found by study and others by
experience that as truly as the way to a man's
heart lies through his stomach, so does the way
to a woman's brain lie through her heart. Smith
determines to play upon her feelings. He engages
a maid, who besides having the qualifications of a
thrifty domestic is also ravishlngly pretty. He
gives her full charge of the domain his wife de-
serted and awaits developments. Needless to say.
In a short while the wrecked home presents a pict-
ure of system and neatness, the children are better
cared for, Smith finds his meals always waiting
for him and every little thing in the house is in
Its rightful place. For some time Mrs. Smith
considers the engagement of the girl a great con-
venience to her personal self and she views with
satisfaction the restoration of her home to its

former happy condition, but ere long the woman in

her comes to the fore a.id by degrees she becomes
jealous of the maid. Slowly at first, but neverthe-
less surely, she begins to realize that her home
is something which a woman should value even
higher than civic motive; womanlike she is re-
luctant to concede the success of her husband's
plan but her emotions are beyond her control and
she finally pours out to her husband what his
actions have placed in her heart and he, mag-
nanimous, but secretly thankful, graciously re-

stores her to the old place in their home.

THE NICHOLS ON A VACATION.—No matter
how happy a married man claims to be, every
other married man smiles if he boasts of personal
freedom. Old man Nichols is a mere married man,
that's all; but he's the whole family in himself,
and this by virtue of his wife's fine disposition.

When she discbarges the maid poor Nichols is forced
to substitute, and bis life would probably be mis-
erable to the grave, if he did not at one time make
a sudden resolve to get some fuu out of his ex-
istence.

Well, he gets it good and plenty. Using the
old reliable excuse about being called away on
business, he makes a date with a lady at a
restaurant, but the dear girl, like all women, is

late. He waits and waits, but it is like waiting
for either head or tail of Halley's comet, and he
goes to the handy 'phone. While there his wife
and daughter enter for a little gastronomic pleas-

ure, and brother Nichols does a stunt much unto
the proverbial streak of greased lightning.

To complicate matters still more, his lady friend

arrives after he has made his hasty exit, and
very sweetly and unconsciously, not being ac-

quainted with Nichols' family, sits down at a

table to wait. Enter now, very swagger and gal-

lant, the man who is engaged to Nichols' daughter.

He does not know that both his amorita and his

mother-in-law-to-be are within eyeshot, so he takes

a seat near Nick's affinity. To be sure, she is

a peach, and what can mere unmarried mortal do

but endeavor to work himself into her good graces.

Flirt? Yes, that's the word. And flirt be does,

under the critical third-rail gaze of the two
ladies at the other bib ••.

NESTOR FILM NOTES.
THE LILY OF THE KANCH.— It had been an

eventful day for Telka. First J'.iilie Burton had
proposed, then Itay Taggart and liually a handsome
stranger, calling himself George Lawton, bad ap-
peared in a beautiful big automobile and after
much pleading her father and mother bad per-
mitted Mr. Lawton to take her for a spin. Such

glorious ride as they had! It was Telka's first
experience in an auto and she plainly showed how
thoroughly she enjoyed every moment of it. Somuch so that Billie and Hay, who had been fight-
ing over the girl, suddenly realized what fools they
were making of themselves as the couple in the
car went speeding past.'
The next day, fearing that she might not again

obtain her mother's consent, Telka met her auto-
mobile hero some distance from the house. Luck-
ily Billie bad followed her and was, therefore,
able to tell the family of her whereabouts when
a little later the sheriff called and showed them a
telegram stating that Lawton was wanted for
forgery.

Billie, Ray and the sheriff quickly mounted
their horses and started In pursuit and, as the
forger merely wished to keep the car going fast
enough to prevent the girl from jumping out
while he drank and attempted to caress her, the
horsemen soon had the auto in sight.
The chauffeur, however, glancing back, caught

sight of the pursuers and at once turned on speed.
An exciting chase followed, in which the auto-
mobile would have left the horses behind without
half trying had it not met with an accident, and
just as the chauffeur had repaired the break and
cranked up the sheriff and his companions were
upon them.
Quickly covering Lawton with his gun and giv-

ing his horse to the boys, the sheriff climbed into
the seat beside Telka and commanded the forger to
take the front seat and the chauffeur to return
to the ranch.
Telka had learned a lesson for, although she

did not then care to accept either Billie or Ray
she declared that she had had quite . enough of
handsome strangers to last her a lifetime.

DEFENDER
RUSSIA, THE LAND OF OPPRESSION.—It is

Passover Eve and Vida, our heroine, and her fam-
ily are seated at the sacred festive board. The
wine is passed around and the solemnities of the
occasion are being performed when suddenly a
band of Russian soldiers breaks into the house. In
terror the family flees into the streets, but here
they are confronted by a terrible scene for the other
members of their race have been treated in a like
manner and are now running through the streets
terrorstricken.

All of the persecuted people trembling with fear
crowd into their only haven—the synagogue. Here
they are devoutly praying to God for delivery from
the greater catastrophy impending when Cossacks
come tearing in upon them, not only desecrating the
sanctity of their temple but setting fire to it.

The general has given particular orders regard-
ing Vida and her parents with the result that both
she and her father are captured and hurried off to
Siberia.

Vida's lover, the general's son, having learned
of their fate determines on a bold course. Disguis-
ing himself as a wandering peasant he makes his
way to the far off city of torture, where his loved
one is imprisoned. Here he throws off his dis-

guise and, of course, his rank is immediately re-

spected so that he has no difficulty in taking
Vida away.
We finally see the couple landing at Ellis Island,

the blessed gate of the land of the free, where
they settle down in peace to forget the awful
memories of Kief and Kishineff.

ATLAS
THE OUTLAWS REDEMPTION.— \\ c see two

little children playing near' a cliff when suddenly
one of them falls over the precipice to the deep
chasm below; the other child frightened runs off
for help, and naturally asks the aid of the first
man she meets. This happens to be the outlaw.
Well may he suspect it ae a trap to capture him
but so strong is the little ones appeal that be
goes to the aid of the child. He carries the In-
jured little one all the way back to the house and,
notwithstanding his good motive, it leads to his
capture; but the parents of the child, realizing
what a sacrifice he made for their little girl, lose
no time in making a strong effort for his release.
The case is too strong for the humane Jury of
Westerners and he is acquitted. This action touches-
him deeply and after a scries of incidents we at
last see him with not only a new leaf turned over.
but an entirely new book—married and a well re-
spected citizen in the community.
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INDEPENDENT FILMS RELEASED BT
PARAMOUNT FILM COMPANY.

23—Eternal Triangle (Imp).
23—Juan, Palota Player (Eclair).
23—Desperate Duel (Eclair).
24—Curse of Gambling (Bison).
24—Doctor's Love Story (Powers).
24—Heart of Tessa (Capitol).
25—Red Man's Honor (Nestor).
25—Estrelllta (Ambrosio).
26—Midsummer Night's Dream (Le Lion).
26—A New Excuse (Imp).
26—Sagacious Animal (Lux).
26—He Did Not Die (Lux).
27—Faust and Margnerite (Ind.).
27—Perils of the Plains (Bison).
27—Midwinter Tale (Thanhouser).
28—Eagle's Eggs (Great Northern).
28—Knot in the Handkerchief (Itala).
28—Love Amidst Historic Ruins (Ind.).

EMPIRE FILM COMPANY.
23—Devoted Playmates (Exclusive) 900
23—Eternal Triangle (Imp) 995)
23—Juan, the Pelota Player (Eclair) 582
23—A Desperate Duel (Eclair) 363.
24—Curse of Gambling (Bison) 907
24—Doctor's Love Story (Powers) .973
24—Drive Through Central Park 30O
24—Sunday Afternoon on Fifth Ave 300
25—Invasion of the French Troops In Portu-

gal (Ambrosio) 93s
25—Red Man's Honor (Nestor) 965
25—Love's Great Tragedy (Actophone) 995
26—Don Carlos (Film d'Art) 100O
26—A New Excuse (Imp) 990
27—Perils of the Plains (Bison) 1000
27—Winter's Tale (Thanhouser) 100O
28—Eagle's Egg (Great Northern) 900
28—Foolshead Marries Against His Will

(Itala) 450
28—The Knot in the Handkerchief (itala). 600
28—His Revenge (Powers) 550
28—Amateur Hypnotist (Powers) 350

THE EAGLE FILM EXCHANGE.
May 16—Doctor's Perfidy (Imp).
May 17—The Feud (Bi6on).
May 17-—His Yankee Girl (Powers).
May 18—Devil on Two Sticks (Ambrosio).
May 18—Blind Detective—Electric Servant.
May 18—For the Flag—Wonderful Machine Oil.
May 18—Fighting Parson (Nestor).
May 19—Fruit and Flowers (Imp).
May 19—Adopting a Child.
May 20—Mexican's Jealousy (Bison).
May 20—Cupid at the Circus (Thanhouser).
May 20—Lady With the Camelious.
May 21—Conquered Again (itala).

May 21—A Father's Grief (Great Northern).
May 21—Mont Blanc.
May 21—On Parole—Temperance Leader (Powers).

INDEPENDENT
rent now Films. Handle all the leading' Makei, both AMERICAN AND
FOREIGN; beautiful Posters; exclusive Feature Service. "Write for prices.

CINCINNATI FILM EXCHANGE, 315-317 West 4th Street, CINCINNATI, 0.

SPECIAL ROLL TICKETS The Big TicKet. Any Printing
Any Colors.

0,00*
10,000

$1.25
2.50

20,000
26,000

$4.60
5.50

50,000
100,000

$7 50
10.00

Gat the Samples

NATIONAL TICKET COMPANY
Stock Tickets, 6 Cants

iShamoKin, Pa.
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ECLAIB FILM COMPANY.
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the AH
Frontier Ootpoal i
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.

s

v Sculptor w
June 1.1 in !-•>% With tl \\ Dinan

June I i )

GREAT NORTHERN FILM COMPANY.
Ai>r. n; -tii* 111.1.1.11 Treaeure (Dr.) looo
Apr. IB—Too Uoojuror (Comedy)
Apr. I ir Seasons (Scenic)
Apr. l':i—a Day « >rr (Comedy)

irtd frnin tin* Bultan'f Sentence (D.)
May 7—Tun Somnambulist (Dr.)

May 1-t—A Marvelous Cure (Com.)
Mar II liic Clnli of tbe Corpulent (Dr.)

May -i a Father's Qrtof d>r.>
May H -li'a Egg (Dr.)
Mny ::> Boat tall la Denmark (Beanie)
Juno 4 Tin- jump to Death (Dr.)

"OH."
Apr. 21—Tbe Maelstrom (Dr.) 080

Apr. 23—Tin- Tower ot a Smile (Dramatic)....
Apr. '.'*—Tlia New Shawl (Dramatic)
May 2—Two Men (Dramatic) 088
May 5—Aunt Marla'a Substitute (Comedy) 070
May —A Kural Komeo (Dr.)

May 12—Tbe Turn of tbe Dice (Dr.)

May 10—A Doctor's Perfidy (Dr.) 085
May 10— Fruits and Flowers (Dr.) 070
May 23—Tbe Eternal Triangle (Dr.)

May 20—A New Kxcuse (Dr.)

M«y Romanes >i>r. i

Juno J A Bachelor's. Love (Dr.)
i N ttola on ii Vucatlon (Com.) 070

'.'—A Discontented Woman (Dr.) 980

lux nun.
Apr. 6— Rice tbe Jester (Dramatic) 830

Apr. 13—Washed Ashore (Dramatic) 600
Apr. i:i—Tlie Attack 1'pon tbe Train (Com.)...35T
Apr. 20—Artist's Cblld (Dr.) 619
Apr. 20—A Young Aviator's Dream (Comic) 887

Apr. 2o—(Jrandpa's Darling (Dramatic) 487

Apr. 2S—Artist's Cblld (Dramatic) 602
Apr. 28—Tommy and tbe Powder (Comedy) .. .420

May 5—Tbe Little Beggar Maid (Dr.) 672

May 5—Tbey Would Holler Skate (Comedy) .. .268

May 12—A Mother's Grief (Dr.) 557

May 12—Her Two Suitors (Com.) 452

May 19—Tbe Lacemaker's Dream (Dr.) 462

May 19—He Did Not Die (Com.) 432
lie Did s ! Dls (Com.) -»-'<2

v Sagacious Animal (Com.) 406

June 2 -A Stray Dog

NESTOR FILM COMPANY.
Apr. 20—The Cowboy and the Lieutenant (Dr.)..

Apr. 27—Dsys of '49 (Drsmatlc) 99.1

Mir 4—A Daughter of the Mine (Dramatic) . .997

May 11—The Indian Princess (Dr.) 980
M„"v 18—The Fighting Parson (Dr.) 998

May 28—The Bed Man'l Honor (Dr.)

June 1—The Lily of tbe Ranch (Dr.) 060
June 6—Tbe Rucking Broncho (Com.) 975

June !>—Mr. Swell In the Country (Com.) MM
June 9—Blind Lore (Dr.) »'-"

NEW YORK MOTION PICTURE CO.

("Bison.")

Apr. 15—Red Wing's Constancy (West.) 1000

Apr. 15—Red Wing's Constancy (West.) '.' s "

Apr. 19—A Husband's Mistake (Dramatic)..
Apr. 22—AdTentures of a Cowpuncher (West.) . .

looo

Apr. 19—A Husband's Mistake (Dramatic) OTS

Apr. 22—Adeentures of a Cowpuncher (West.).. 920

Apr. 26—Haael the Heart Breaker 513

Apr. 21'— Rattlesnakes 416

Apr. 29—The Rescue of the Pioneer's Daughter. .050

May 3_a Sister's Devotion (Dr.) 955

Msy 6— Love snd Money 1000

May 10—Cupid's Comedy 945

May 18— I-ost for Many Yean I0O0

: —The Feud
Mny 20—The Mexican's Jealousy 005

May T— Lore snd Money 1000

24—The Cnrse of ('.ambling 915

Mar 27—Perils of the Plains !><*!

that Din. Is

Married on n BBS

ITALA.

(By N. Y. M. P. Cs.)

Apr. 21— Isabella, of Arragon 1945

Apr. ^o—The FasblonaMe Sport BOO

Apr. 3n—The Fslw Frl..r tW
May fi—now tbe Great Field Marshall Vlllars

Had an Adopted Daughter BBS

M aT 14—Foolshead Learns to Somersault 580

May n—That Gentlemsn Hss Won a Million.. 464

Mst 21—Conquered Again ann. 1000

Mat 7—Row thp Great Field Marshal Vlllars

Tnne 4—Foolshead ns a Porter app. MO
june 4—A Pennyworth of Potatoes app. 405

AMBROIIO.

(By N. T. M. P. Cs.)

Apr. 10—Petit Jean LOOJJ D'ur & Co
Apr. 27— A Doctor's [(event*
Apr. 27 — Frt.ot Is Learning a Handicraft..
Mny 4-Who Killed Heel
May 4—Blue Jackets' Maimcuv.ra
Mny 11—The BCCTi
May ii leta in a Libertine Ifi

May 18 i be i" all on i m> Btli ka api
i -ii Two Btli ks

trelllta

I—A Just Ilevenge 140

June 1—Praseuvlu

PANTOGRAPH CORPORATION.

Feb. 18—The Hobo's Dream of Wesltb (Com.). 820

Feb. 23— Iron Arm's Kemorse (Dr.) 9HO
Mar. 4—Th* Electric Bath Tub (Com.) 900
Msr. 11—Tb* Mysterious Armor (Com.) 940

POWER! PICTURE PLAYB.

May 21—On Parole (Dr.) 500
May 21—A Temperance Leader (Com.)
Mny 21—The Doctor's Love Story (Dr.)

Dl
I

Mny 28—The Amateur Hvpnutlst (Com.)...
May 31—Tbe Crack Shot (Dr.) BOO

THANHOUBER COMPANY.

Apr. 15—The Old Shoe Came Back (Com.) 250
Apr. 22—Her Battle for Existence (Dr.) 1000
Apr. 29—She Wanted to Marry a Hero (Dr.)...

Apr. 29—The Cigars His Wife Bought (Com.).
Msy 6—Jsne Eyre (Dr.) 1000
Msy 13—The Best Man Wins (Dr.) 950
May 20—Cupid at the Circus (Dr.) 975
May 27—The Winter's Tale (Dr.) 1000

June 3—The Girl of the Northern Woods
(Dr.) 035

ACTOPHONE
Apr. 27—Baby Has the Colic (Com.) 400
May 22—Propoalng Under Difficulties (Com.).. 1000

May 23—Love's Great Tragedy (Dr.) 1000

CAPITOL
May 16—The Heart of Tessa (Dr.)

I I.KCTRAGRAFF
May 15—Love Your Neighbor as Yourself. Etc.

(Com.) 1000
May 29—Proposing Under Difficulties (Com.)

SALES COMPANY—FILM D'ART
Mav m—Werther (Dramatic) 960
May 26—Don Carlos (Dr.)

June 2—Vltellius and Hellogabalus (Dr.)

DEFENDER FILM COMPANY.
June 10—Russia, the Land of Oppression (Dr.)..

ATLAS FILM COMPANY.
June 8—The Outlaw's Redemption (Dr.)

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING.

FOR SALE Moving picture theater In Hazleton,
Pa., doing good Imsim aa, low rent, good location.

Good reason (or selling, will bear Investigation.

POST OFFICE BOX 298 llizleton. Pa.

REWINDERS made of the best material and
workmanship, $1.28. I'AVis MANUFACTURING
SUPPLY CO., Preble A v.- .. Allegheny. Pa.

AT LIBERTY—Pest known team of picture talk-

ers in I !is manager.
X. V. '/... care : Id.

WANTED—Three good hustling moving picture
re, three linstl

real picture show attr.i e and
lowest salary i B. EICHENLAUB,
Chllllcothe, i

SCENARIOS WANTED Submit with stamped
an. I ad for return. HERMAN. 40
w. Mli St.. Bayonne, N. J

Orr.Pr lhe "oving pk
V^l ClsCl WORLD (1(> cts. w

PICTl Rl

>eekly

from your newsdealer. If he cannot
supply you, we will mail it to you for

twelve months for a $2 bill.

G.W.Bradenburgh
Importer and Exporter

of NEW and
SECOND-HAND

FILMS
233 N. 8th St., Philadelphia, Pa.

t II MS. 5c I 001 MV\ OH *S M W

Comedy Die Lasl

D Hals).
Itala).

Turning I. H.|.
('lined:

\. B I,

D
: \ 15. |.

Drama -Btrengtli
Comic I .>ti i

Martin).
Adopted DaQfbtei (Meld Marshal Vlllar.l

(Itala).

Drama a Fool's Paradise—I5.'l ft

"Don Carloa" B7B f( [Goemo Film A'Art).
Drama— Bona of Pbillppinea—840 ft. ilmp).
1 \. \, r Again i Imp).
Trick mi.

dy—fladman'i Con—I7u ft.

Drama
I

Comedy—Mndame's Fori • -

Drama—Necklace of Holy Firs
i Eclair).

Partners— 1.000 fl

Drama— s.-n- LqulUa).
Comedy- Artlet'i G
Beenle—PIctoresMjue Bentarl—8T2 ft. Tbeatro).
Comedy- Hope of the \

Drama— Love ami Art—782 ft. (FeeuT*
Drama ft. i Eclair).

ties of s..iii r.Tn ft. ((

Drama—Gipsy's Baby— .*,7."i ft. ill

Drama—Drunkard - rth).
Drama— Pieir... the Mulidrlv.r— «;.':". ft

and Purse -•"•" ft. < Hepworth I.

Drama—Two Friends—<.lo f
Comic—Teaching a Husband a Lesson—000

I Hepwoi

'

• ft. (Ot. Northern).
Man—288 ft. (Lax).

Dram ft Utalsi.
Drama—Father's Crime— SVO ft. (Hepw.
Scratch a Scratch Can—110 ft. (Latin:

ft.

FILMS AT 3c PER FOOT
Drama—Nero—1,000 ft. (Ambrosi
Drama bi t 870 ft.

I
Cloea).

Comic—Embarrassing Portfolio—113 ft. .Itala).
Comic—Tbe Flood—648 ft. (Cosmopolitan).
Drama—Little Cyclamen Belter—810 tt i

Drama—Blind !
Comic- • \|

Drama—Princess and Slave—OSJ ft. i Itala).

I -Beatrice Cencl—1.033 ft. (Cut.
June of Montrcseor 080 fl

s-lar's Dog—500 ft. (I.

Comic—Blecuic Servant—140 ft. (L'rbani
Drama—Three Fingered Kate—015 ft. i Waltur-
daw i.

Comic—Wonderful Machine 011—353 ft. (C. *
M.).

Comic—A Drink of Goat's Milk—MO I

Comic—Adopting a rhlld—170 ft. (Her...

Comic—Bobby, th.

r of the Alpine Guide—
(Itala).

Drama—Julius Caesar- - "alal.
Drama— For the

Drama—A Father's Mistake—G25 ft. H-p
worth).

B e for a Monkey— B .la).

Comh—-Automatic Umbrella
It).

- - "

\ Trip •

•

Being no film exchange and getting our films
direct from the manufacturers immediately after
release, you can be assured of getting ftrst-claaj
films. The old worn-out stuff film exchanges
want to get rid of are no use to you. They will
ruin your business.

Film* offered are only run three to four weeks.
No subjects badly scratched or with bad per-
foration delivered. Films sent C. 0. D.. 24
ho-irs' approval, against deposit of 10 per cent.
We can get you any subject, new or second-

hand, at lowest prices.
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CAUGHT AGAIN!
Moving Picture Trust Exposed in Newest Endeavor
to Smash Exhibitors! Read the Letter!!!

I have just secured possession of the sensational letter reproduced
below. Read it! It is a complete proof that the trust's newest game is a desperate attempt to

COMPEL EXHIBITORS TO PAY A YEAR'S "ROYALTIES" IN ADVANCE, in order to keep
them from turning independent!FcraU-1011. 310

Motion Picture Patents Company
80 FIFTH AVENUE
New York City May 9th, 1910.

Mr. R. M. Davidson,
Lyric Theatre, 4442.

13^ Water St.,
Bingham ton, N. Y.

Gentlemen:

applicatj
theatre.

We have received through the Pittsburg Calcium Lt.& Film Co-ion in your name for license for the t.^-i,-.
*your name for license for the Lyric

Upon examining our reoord3 we find that you are in
arrears for royalty for the period from July 19, 1909 to
August 2nd, 1909, and from Jan. 3rd, 1910 to Jan. 10th, 1910.and from April 4th, 1910 to April 11th, 1910.

conditions

1st.
amounting to

We will grant you a new license under the following

That you pay the hack royalties that have accrued
Sight dollars.

2nd. That you use in your projecting machine only
film made by- a licensed manufacturer and obtained through a
licensed exchange. This film must not be loaned or sub-rented.

3rd. That you pay us $104.00 as advance royalties
for so much of the year beginning May 2nd, 1910 during which
you remain a licensee of this Company. If you voluntarily
give up licensed service or if your license is terminated by
us for breach of any conditions governing the use of licensed
film before the end of said year, the said sura shall be con-
sidered as royalty for that portion of the year in which you
were a licensee.

Your exchange has been notified that your service
may be continued after May 16, 1910 upon the above terms only.

Yours very truly,

MOTION PICTURE PATENTS COMPANY.

By 1#

JH-KVB.

1 have always said the moving
picture trust is the worst managed
trust in America. This letter

clinches it! For instead of com-
pelling the exhibitors to stick to

the trust for a year, it will result

in the most overwhelming land-

slide toward Independence that

has ever happened in the history

of the business. Read that part

of the letter marked "3rd". It

is fool-proof. A child can under-

stand it. It is a dead give-away!

It means that you must pay $104

"royalty" in advance. If you

quit the trust exchanges the week
or the month after you've paid up,

the trust keeps your $104. Not
satisfied with your $2 a week in

weekly payments, the trust now
reaches out for a year's chunk in

advance. One thing more:—The
letter is printed in the form of a

circular with blank spaces left to

be filled in by type-writer. This

is trivial, except that it shows that

ALL EXHIBITORS are going to

get these letters, and that the

letter does not apply merely to

one or two isolated cases. Read
that "3rd Condition" again. Take
it home and play it on your

pianola. Play it upside down, side-

wise, before and behind. Then,

when you're all through, tell me
what you think of it ! ! !

!

NOTICE.
"If your exchange refuses or

fails for any reason whatsoever
to furnish you with Imp films re-

leased since May 27th, we will be
only too glad to take you on as a
customer and give you what you
want."

CARL LAEMMLE, President

The Laemmle Film Service
HEADQUARTERS 196-198 LaKe Street CHICAGO
Minneapolis Portland Omaha Salt LaKe City Evansville

THE BIGGEST AND BEST FILM RENTER IN THE WORLD
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Percy the Cowboy
Something novel—a farcical story with a splendid west-

ern setting Percy is seDt west to grow into a man—if

that be possible. It seems a task, but the cowboys take
kindly to the job and send Percy back a foil grown man. It

starts with a chuckle and ends with a delightful roar.

Approximate Length 925 Feet

HI LEASED MONDAY, JUNE 6th

Grandfather's Gift
Introducing the little heroine of The ADgel of Dawson's

Claim. A novel story told in good acting and exceptional
photography. Two sisters are married—one without the
approval of her father, who disowns her The gift intended
tor one child reaches the other in odd fashion and brings
about a reconciliation.

Approximate Length 710 Feet

Officer Muldoon's Double
Officer Muldcoa sleeps on post. An actor gets his uniform

coat and helmet, and, with the aid of a make-up box dupli-
cates his appearance, raiding the refreshment stands in the
vicinity of the park. Then he restores the coat but is later
discovered and punished.

Approximate Length 275 Feet

Send for Free Catalogue of Our 1910 Machine

LURIN Mr»r. C*0 92b market street
*-' V,X> * 1^ ^* r * K*\J» PHILADELPHIA. PA.

Superior Quality

M^nuv 0uJ

No 8?
~^M

Concludes
.'Ju-

iiwnvtY

SI

I 'a.'

No 307

Be the first to

use these new

ones

50c.
EACH

Post Paid

Our specialty is

nifty announce-

ment and special

illustrated "Ad"

slides

NEW LOCATION
77-79 Soiilb Clark Street

| CHICAGO
The Best Slides Camera and Brush Will Produce

BRAYTON MANUFACTURE GO.
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ECLAIR FILMS
The Film that will uphold your reputation and bring cold cash results is

<<ECLAIR ff

You MUST see our A. C. A. D. Series
Whether tears or laughter, they give a profound impression of real art and sentiment

Tou cannot do without thorn. The public "wants them"

RELEASED
JUNK 6, 1910

A MARTYR OF LOVE -615 Feet
An appealing Story of Love
that is stronger than death.

A Sculptor who has Easy Work—320 Feet
A Film that really merits the title. "Comic."

JUNE O. lQlO

IN LOVE WITH A CHARCOAL W0MAN--370 Ft.

One of our ultra comic gems.
The height of the Ridiculous.

THE BITER BIT-640 Feet
An exquisite story of unselfish love.

Vivacious, tender, appealing.

FREE POSTERS

ECLAIR FILM COMPANY
CHICAGO: 35 E. Randolph St. NEW YORK: 31 E. 27th St.

RINEMACO LOR
NOW OBTAINABLE FOR

AMERICAN EXHIBITION
Moving pictures in the actual tones, tints and hues of nature. See description of

remarkable demonstration in Madison Square Garden, Dec. 11 (in this paper December

18th and 25th, 1909) by Charles Urban, F.Z.S., and G. Albert Smith, F.R.A.S., of London.

Now the leading novelty in attracting crowds at the leading theatres in London, Paris,

Berlin, Lyons and other cities of Europe.

Terms for Exclusive Displays of Kinemacolor in various cities will be suppliedjon

application.

The Kinemacolor Company of America, Inc.

ALLENTOWN, PA.
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Jack Johnson Training
MOVING PICTURES OF

JacK Johnson, ch»»Pion P/ the worid

in training for the Big Fight of July I, 1910 with

JAMES J. JEFFRIES
consisting of 6 rounds with his sparring partners, GEOKCiE COTTON and
MARTY CUTLER and other features incidental to training quarters

P. S. These are positively The Only Genuine Pictures of Jack Johnson In Training, and each reel will have the
following authorization over his own 6ignature to prove it:

" These are the only authorized pictures of my training for the Johnson-Jeffries fight."

JACK JOHNSON, Champion of the World

EXCLUSIVE NEW YORK STATE RIGHTS
CONTROLLED BY

PARAMOUNT FILM CO., &SrSmL*S!m7!

\

PHONE, CALL OR TELECRAPH

JACK JOHNSON
TRAINING PICTURES

The only authorized and original moving pictures of JACK JOHNSON,

Champion of the World, training for the big fight of

JOHNSON and JEFFRIES—JULY 4, 1910
Consisting of 6 rounds with his sparring partners GEORGE COLTON and MARTY
CUTLER, and other features incidental to training quarters. All these pictures have

Jack Johnson's Autograph. No others are Genuine.

Book them NOW and be the First to Show them ir* Your City.

Write or Wire at Once for Terms. Z^^Z^lt^'T'

W. E. Greene Film Exchange
opposite majestic theatre . 228 TREMONT ST., BOSTON, MASS.
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Released June 4

HER PORTRAIT
DRAMATIC

A young mechanic saves his neighbor, a poor artist, from
starvation. The artist paints a portrait of the mechanic's
sweetheart and makes love to her. The mechanic sees this
and in a fight stabs the artist, who to save his benefactor
paints on the iloor. "

I stabbed myself accidentally." The
artist recovers and the portrait brings the lovers together
happily.

0! THAT INDIAN
A FARCE COMEDY

Jones is drunk. _ He takes a nap near a wooden Indian
in front of a cigar store. The Indian comes to life and what
he does to a chinaman, a negro wench, a cowboy and others
make a bunch of the funniest scenes we have yet turned out.

Length, 900 Feet

Released June 7

HIS DUTY
A WESTERN DRAMA

The father of a consumptive girl is told by a
doctor that he must get the girl into a drier climate
or she will die. The poor fellow steals the money
needed. He is captured by the Sheriff who lets him
see his daughter, who dies. The Sheriff falls over
a cliff from his horse, and the father rescues him.
True to his duty the Sheriff brings the father into

town a prisoner. The Sheriff's plea secures the
release of the unfortunate father.

Length, 975 Feet

THE POWERS COMPANY
241st Street and Richardson Avenue New York City

Our pictures are distributed exclusively by
THE MOTION PICTURE DISTRIBUTING AND SALES CO.

The only authorized and original moving pictures of JACK JOHNSON,
Champion of the World, training for the BIG FIGHT of

Johnson an*? Jeffries
LICENSED AND INDEPENDENT THEATRES
wire or wrue at once.

All these pic'ures have Jick Johnson's Autograph. None
others are Genuine. Get the genuine or oo> e at all.

JULY 4th, 1910
We Own and Control the Exclusive Rights for the States of Illinois. Nebraska, Colorado and Utah

CUSTER'S LAST STAND
Released June 1st, 1910

Original battlefield—Real Indians— Full of excitement from Start to Finish
DOCS NOT RESEMBLE: ANY PREVIOUS RELEASE

1CLICENSED exhibitors take notice -*
THIS FILM PRODUCED BY A LICENSED MANUFACTURER

WE HAVE THE ENTIRE EXCLUSIVE CONTROL OF THE ORIGINAL SEPT. 19th

NELSON AND GANS
TWENTY ONE ROUNDS FIGHT PICTURES F0UR Tli0lJSAND FEET

Complete from Training Quarters to KnocKout. WRITE FOR LOW RENTAL PRICES

CHICAGO FILM EXCHANGE
46 Jackson Boulevard

CH1CAQ0, ILL.

14th and Douglas St 5.

OWAHA. NEB.
401 Barclay Blcck

DENVER COLO.
321 Atlas Block

SALT, LAKE CITY, UTAH
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NESTOR FILMS
RELEASED WEDNESDAY, JUNE 1, 1910

The Lily of the Ranch
LENGTH, 950 FEET

A WESTERN Comedy Drama that will satisfy your trade

as nothing else ever has. It is a thrilling picture from

start to finish, with the funniest, drollest scene ever photo-

graphed. It is a worthy member of our all star feature

releases.

NOTICE—Commencing week of June 6th, 1910, I will

release on Monday and Thursday, to satisfy the exhibitors

and exchanges who have been demanding that I do this for

some time past. Owing to increased factory space and

equipment I am now in a position to do this and still main-

tain the very high standard of excellence that has always

distinguished Nestor Films.

I

RELEASED MONDAY, JUNE 6, 1910

I he Bucking Broncho mr. swell in the country

RELEASED THURSDAY, JUNE 9, 1910

A SPLIT REEL

LENGTH, 975 FEET
The funniest motion picture ever released. The
story is that of a girl with many beaus who
promises to marry the man who can ride

"Calamity." The wrong man wins, which causes

no end of funny complications.

A SCREAMING COMEDY
564 FEET

BLIND LOVE
A BEAUTIFUL LITTLE DRAMA

UO FEET

Made by DAVID HORSLEY, Bayonne, N. J., U. S. A.
SOLD BY

91 Dtirborn Street . _ *«7WVf'B,> 27 Lexington Avenue
CHICAGO A. U. VVnilJL NEW YORK

WALTURDAW FILM AGENCY, 40 Gerrard St.. London, W. England
POSTERS FREE WITH NESTOR FILMS

We have taken out a Bianchi License, and will shortly start to manufacture under those patents.
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LUX FILMS
INDEPENDENT EXCHAMGES

Liberty if is mine

1\7[Y advertisement of last week has been an effective
* blow for LIBERTY. Twenty exchanges at an en-

thusiastic meeting at Pittsburg have liberated themselves

from the conditions imposed upon them in the trap meetings

of Chicago. Twelve manufacturers and importers have
also liberated themselves from the New Mamma $100.00.

Be with Us and Remain the Masters of Your Businesses

OUR RELEASE FOR JUNE 2d is:

A STRAY DOG
Approximate Length - 900 Feet

Offices will be opened shortly in Montreal, as we are Exclusive Agents in Canada
for the "LUX" and "AMBROSIO" Films

R. PRIEURPOSTERS FREE WITH 3 J 17 E9 Write for Weekly List ut

EVERY RELEASE W\ _ ^^ W\ C_ U % Descriptions of our Films

Member N. I. M. P. A.

lO E. 15th Street ^SZSSirS* NEW YORK
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A DECLARATION OF
—INDEPENDENCE^

Associated Independent Film Manufacturers

comprising the leading American and Foreign makers, all of each and whom are

licensees under the Bianchi and Armat-Jenkins Patents, hereby announce
that they

Are in favor of an open market
Are NOT selling through any Sales Company
Are licensees tinder the ONLY non-infringing patents in existence

and that the)' are prepared to license Independent exchanges and exhibitors under those
patents— without any cost or any weekly toll. They further guarantee to Independent
exchanges and exhibitors

The Best Program in America To-day
as follows, beginning the week of Monday, June 6th:

Monday—Nestor, Eclair
Tuesday—Thanhouser, Lux
'Wednesday—Actophone, Eclair
Thursday—Nestor, Capitol
Friday—Thanhouser, Lux
Saturday—Great Northern, Carson

This program will be augmented each and every succeeding week by the addition
of the product of the manufacturers who are eager to market their own goods in their

own way, including Columbia, Whyte, Art Film, Electragraff, and fourteen represent-

ative foreign makers. Remember, the purpose of THIS Association is directly opposed
to that of any Sales Company. THIS ASSOCIATION STANDS FOR FREEDOM
in the trade, for everyone, all the time — not for any one little
clique. It stands opposed to exchange-grabbing, and manufacturer-bleeding. Beware
of a program that is mythical, imaginary, yet-to-be-one that consists of unknown makes,
and unheard-of brands. THE ABOVE PROGRAM IS REAL—read it over. YOU
KNOW THE PEOPLE ON IT—their work, their record, THEIR LOYALTY to you.
Don't run into any organization's hands NOW so that they can run you out of business
later. Remember you can do business as long as no one corners the producing market
—don't let any one set of individuals corner that market. Turn down an3T Sales Com-
pany, retain your independence and your inalienable right to conduct your own business
in your own way. There will be no more threats of menace and harm "'if you don't
come in." The bug-a-boo will be a bug-a-boo no longer. You can laugh at all "scare
talk."' You will do business under a new, safe and sane condition, a condition that
guarantees a square deal for everybody all the time.

Associated Independent Film Manufacturers
SECRETARY'S OFFICE 124 E. 25tK ST., NEW YORK CITY
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VITAGRAPH
"LIFE PORTRAYALS"

DAVY JONES' PARROT

SPECIAL RELRASg.WOW READY

King Edward's Funeral
Splendid views taken in London by our pho-

tographers, covering every important detail.

For Release Tuesday* May 31st

The Peace Maker
Charming Comedy Drama with a delight-

ful love story and a happy reconciliation.

Approximate Length 960 Feet

For Release Friday, June 3d

Davy Jones' Parrot

A Laugh, a Scream, a Roar. A witty

parrot story that will be the hit of the show.

Approximate Length, 922 Feet

For Release Saturday, June 4th

The Majesty of the Law
Powerful Dramatic Subject. A story with

a high moral and a sympathetic appeal.

Approximate Length 972 Feet

POSTERS—Protraits of Vitagraph Stock Company for Lobby Display, now ready for distribution through exchanges.

Also SPECIAL POSTERS FOR ALL VITAGRAPH PRODUCTIONS. If your Exchange does not fill your order send to us.

THE VITAGRAPH COMPANY OF AMERICA
iNPW YORK, 116 Nassau St.

CH.CAOO, 109 Randolph St.

LONDON, 25 Cecil Court

PARIS, 15, Roe Saiote-Cerile
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MELIES RELEASES
LOVE'S "C. Q.D." • A TEXAS JOKE"

A tli rilli

n

k dr.ur.t of love, intrigue and a wireless machine, This is a Screaming Comi Courtship in the Panhandle
and the parts they played at a Texas Army Post. Country.

Released JUNE 9th, I9IO Released JUNE 16th, 1910
ASK YOUR EXCHANGf. TO INCLUDE A. MELIK.V RELEASE. IN YOUR WEEK'S

SHIPMENT. HANDSOME POSTERS OF ALL SUBJECTS

G. MELIES, 204 East 38th Street, New York City
Western Representative : JOHN li. ROCK, 109 Randolph St., Chicago, III.

AVOID DISAPPOINTMENT
We have greatly increased our force of mechanics and have

added largely to our factory equipment; but we are still unable,

even by running Jay and night, to catch up with our orders for

POWER'S CAMERAGRAPH No. 6

We are doing our best to make shipments promptly; but we
cannot guarantee you against delayed shipment unless you put in

your orders at once.

We cannot tell you here the good points of the No. 6. Let

us send you our new catalog G, it is now in press.

NICHOLAS POWER COMPANY 115 Nassau Street New York

FOR LATEST RELEAfCS AND SYNOPSIS OF

V1TAGRAPH
SHE PAGE lOlO
FOR. RELEASE "LIFE PORTRAYALS" SEE PAGE lOOS

FOR SYNOPSIS
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COMING!—"THELMA"

THANHOUSER FILMS
SOLD DIRECT TO EXCHANGES BY THE THANHOUSER COMPANY

Two Releases a Week
Don't be satisfied with one! You need both in your
business ! Miss Rosemond and Frank Crane positively

appear in the New Release, TOO—Together with
the "Thanhouser Kid."

Released Tuesday, June 7th

THE TWO ROSES
A powerful, pathetic, pretty story of life in Little Italy. See Synopsis Page, then order it!

Approximate Length l.OOO Feet. No. 114 Code Word. Roses

Released Friday, June lOth

THE WRITING ON THE WALL
A bewitching drama of the West. Grab it quick and please your patrons

!

Approximate Length I ,000 Feet. No. 1 1 S. Code Word, Wall

Flagnificent Posters Free!—Ask Your Exchange for Them

THE THANHOUSER LETTER-BOX
These Letters MEAN SOMETHING TO YOU. Read as Many of Them as Possible— all if you can.

"Perfectly Satisfied With the
Quality!"

J. A. Kins, Mgr., Great Western
Film Co., Winnipeg, Man.—We are

/perfectly satisfied with the quality

of your products and are pleased in-

deed to see an independent manufac-
turer turning out films like this.

"'No Trouble in Getting the

Audience's Attention With
a Thanhouser!"

Will Hemsteger, 1214 So. Main St.,

Dayton, Ohio.— I have been in the

picture business thirteen years and
I want to congratulate you on your
splendid work. I nave no trouble

in getting the audience's attention

when I tun a Thanhouser film.

"Through Thanhouser Film
Our Receipts Rose 30%!"
Hayden Morris, Mgr., Elite Thea-

ter, Regina, Wash.—We have been
running your films for the past three

weeks. From the day we first put
on a Thanhouser film our receipts

bave risen :!0 per cent. 1 have no-

ticed that whenever we run your films

I have more people come and con-

gratulate me on a swell programme
than when we run three films, all

of other makes. "Jane Eyre" and
"The Best Man Wins" were master-
pieces of dramatic portrayal.

"You're Doing the Work!"
L. C. Wallace, The Majestic, Red

Oak, Iowa.—You're doing the work.
Keep it up. The Patents Company
took my license some time ago, but
with such Independent film issuing
as Thanhouser they can keep it.

"The Thanhouser Kid!"
S. H. Clark, Bijou Theater, Corn-

ing, N. Y.—My patrons have become
acquainted with your film and the
little girl is known here as the
Thanhouser Kid.

"Looks Like the Cream o£
Independent Film!"

H. C. Hatfield, Savoy Theater,
Duluth, Minn.— (Letter to Eugene
Cline, Chicago, 111.) I just want to

let you know that the first Than-
houser you sent me—"Jane Eyre"

—

is fine and beats all for excellence.
It looks like the cream of Inde-
pendent film. Hope you can send it

to me all along.

"They're There With the
Best!"

W. S. Summers, Imperial Amuse-
ment Company, Washington, D. C.

—

We use Thanhouser films and find
them there with the best.

"The Name Thanhouser Is
Bringing Them In!"

Dreamland Theater, Michigan City,

Ind.—Our theater has been running
about (en days and in that time we
bave been fortunate enough to se-

cure three of your films. They were
simply fine, a ease of "par excel-
lence." We are establishing a repu-
tation for fine pictures here and have
three Licensed houses to fight. The
name Thanhouser is bringing them
in. and your classics are certainly
winners in all respects.

"My Exchange Can Send
Thanhouser Repeaters!"

Miss Dolly Spurr, Manager, The
Royal Theater, Marion, Ind.—Your
late releases have improved wonder-
fully in development, settings and
costuming. Some people have the

Idea that they can't repeat a film

with success. There's lots of differ-

ence in repeating a good one and re-

peating a bad one. We repeated your
"Daddy's Double" last Monday, by
request, and found that it went bet-

ter the second time than the first. It

was the same way with "Jane Eyre,"
and I believe we could run it a third
time and pack them in. My exchange
ran send Thanhouser repeaters by
mistake any time and I never make
a murmur! I remain, as ever, a
"Thanhouser Fiend!"

"All They're Advertised to

Be!"
E. D. Stanton, Manager, Vaudette

Theater. Michigan City, Ind.—Than-
houser Films are certainly up to the
standard and are all that they are
advertised to be.

"I Saw Them—They're
Great!"

John Goella & Co., Lyric Theater,
Newark, N. J. (Letter to Eugene
Cline, Chicago, 111.).—Say. are you.

buying Thanhouser Films? I saw
some of them exhibited in Columbus,
and they are great. If you are buy-
ing them, you must remember me.

THANHOUSER COMPANY
New Rochelle - - New York

Affiliated with the Associated Independent Film Manufacturers Licensees under the Bianchi, Armat-Jenkins Patents

COMING!—"THELMA"
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Motion Picture Distributing and Sales Company

adds two more Independent Manufacturers to

its powerful list of associates- More coming

Realizing that we must look to you, Mr. Exhibitor for our well being, we are exerting hercu-

lean etforts to provide you with a solid and reliable program of Independent films such as has

never before been laid at your feet. This we have succeeded in doing in spite of bitter opposition

inspired by malice and petty spite. It is our intention to keep von posted on everything we do
and expect to do. We maintain no position of "dignified silence." We believe that the more
you know of the present situation, the more you will feel like pitching in and helping us to con-

tinue upbuilding a program ot Independent films that will be a source of pride and income, both

to you and to us.

DEFENDER FILMS
The first release of Defender Films will be entitled •« RUSSIA—THE LAND OF OPPRESSION,"

a picture of quality and unusual action. It is a powerful sermon on Russian atrocity, worthy of
the pen or Leo Tolstoi. This picture will be released Friday, June ioth, to be followed every
Friday by one Defender Film.

ATLAS FILMS
This company's first release will be " THE OUTLAW'S REDEMPTION," a western drama of

subtle movement that mingles tears with smiles. Wonderful child acting is a feature. Released,

June 8th, and followed every Wednesday by one Atlas reel. Keep in close touch with your
exchange and ask for the new makes.

YOU KNOW THE REGULARS
Two Imp releases, two Bisons, two Powers, Ambrosio, Itala, Film D'Art, etc., etc. They

need no introduction. They are doing their very best work and are now preparing some summer
specialties which will be hailed with delight by every exhibitor.

IS YOUR EXCHANGE BUYING?
Write to us—we will tell you quickly

MOTION PICTURE DISTRIBUTING AND
SALES COMPANY

III East 14th Street. New Vork City
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BISON m FILMSTRADE MARK

FOUR REELS A WEEK—Tuesday, a "Bison"—Wednesday, Ambrosio— Friday, a "Bison"—Saturday, Itala

Bernhardt's acting, you'll agree, is far beyond compare,
Caruso's voice may be likened to ihe lark up in the air.

Shakespeare's plays and Rembrandt's paintings, no one can despise,

While Mendelssohn's and Chopin's music calls forth rapturous sighs.

Our "BISON" motion pictures stand as high in their line,

As any of these artists who are considered superfine.

OUR OFFERINGS FOR THE COMING WEEK:

" BISON "—Release, Tuesday. June 7th

•GIRLi"

AMBROSIO"— Release, Wednesday, June 8th

"&f>e SHIPWRECKED MAN"
"A JEALOUS WIFE,"

1

^7M BB:

^ka^a^H

" BISON "- Release, Friday, June lOth

"SAVED from the REDMEN"

"ITALA" Release, Saturday, June I Ith

"LINDA of CHAMOUNY"

AM Our Releases Sold Through The Motion Picture Distributing and Sales Co. Ill East 14th Street, New York City

l

NEW YORK MOTION PICTURE CO.
Manufacturers of "Bison" Life Motion Pictures

LINCOLN BLDG.,1 UNION SQUARE, (Cor. 14th St.), NEW YORK CITY
Phone 980-1-2 Stuyvesant Cahle Address : Noslb
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"Let's Rill the Imp
Company ! !

!"

Carl Laemmle Tells the Inside Story of a l
:
ijjht Now Being Waged Against the Independent Moving

Pictures Company of America, Makers of the Famous " Imp Films."

— I have found tli.n il pays to keep Moving Picture EXHIBITORS posted on everything that la going
behind closed d - among film exchanges and film manufacl von me the friendship of thousands of

EXHIBI rORS who have benefited by the fact that I have alv en them the real fad ht from the

shoulder,

—Therefore I write this advertisement. I want you to i tad it seriously, and then di i think best.

—A few days ago, in Pittsburgh, several film exchanges formed an agreement for the purpose of "killing

the Imp Company." The result was that they simultai cancelled their standing order for "Imp films."

— I cant swear what was the reason for tins, but I believe it must be a personal attack on me, inspired by
petty jealousy and envy I cannot believe it is caused by anything else, for I firmly believe that Imp films are the

in the world this % cry minute,

—
'

i
<• the attempt to kill the Imp Company" cannot succeed. But it shows g certain

tanges to accomplish that end It also goes to prove thai certain exchanges will never buy Impy films unless

you (as then customer) compel them to do so. This is why I have been advertising, week- after week, telling

to demand Imp films IF YOU WANT THEM!
—The whole power to make or break any film manufacturer or any film exchange on Goi n earth n

with YOU, MR. EXHIBITOR. But that power is not worth a hoorah in Hades unless you USE IT.

— If your exchange is not buying Imp films you are suffering in order that your exchange may wreak its petty
upon me. If you are content to stand for this, well am But if you want Imp films, if you really agree

that they are the best money makers for you, then the thing for you to do is to trade with an exchange which
WILL GIVE YOU THE FILMS VOL DEMAND.

—Once you take a determined stand you can get anything you want out of your exchange. You can even
my bitterest enemies to l.ny Imp films and furnish you with them REGULARLY.
—Now, please cut out and save the following list. It shows just what exchanges are buying ALL IMP

FILMS PRODUCED. Unless your exchange is on this list. IT IS NOT BUYING IMP FILMS. It it is not
on this li-t. switch your business to whatever exchange IS on the list, and you can yet all the Imp films released
every week.

NOTICE !

Imp Films

are Sold

Only Through

the

MOTION

PICTURE

DISTRIBUTING

& SALES CO.

Ill E. l4thSt.
NEW YORK

I

F.J. Balshafer, 1005 Mission Street. San Francisco, Cal.

Miles Bros., Turk Street. San Francisco, I

Pacific Film Exchange, Globe Bldg., Seattle. Wash.
Independent Western Film Exchange Swetland Bldg., Portland, Ore-

Allen Amusement Co., Calgary, Aha.. Canada.
Applegath & Son, 141 Yonge Street. Toronto, Ont., Canada
Buckeye Film Projection Co., 310 Arcade Bldg., Dayton. Ohio.
Cincinnati Film Exchange, JI4 West Fifth Street. Cincinnati. Ohio.
Central Film Service, 518 S. Walnut Street. Des Moines. Iowa.
Dixie Film Co., ~n Maison-Blanc Bldg., New Orleans. La.
Globe Film Service, 107 E. Madison Street. Chicago, III.

Gaumont Co., St. Catherine Street. Montreal. Que., Canada.
Kiretograph Co.. Montreal. Que.. Canada.
Laemmle Film Service. ike Street. Chicago. 111.

Laemmle Film Service, 256 Hennepin Avenue, Minneapolis, Minn.
Laemmle Film Service, 1 5 j 7 Farnum Street. Omaha. Neb.
Morgan Film Co.. [230 Grand Avenue. Kansas City, Mo.
Swanson Film Co., 204 North Seventh Street, St Louis, Mo.
Texas Film Exchange, ,;ii Elm Street, Dallas. Texas.
Wagner Film Co.. 208 N. Fourth Street. Si Vfo,
Boston Film Rental Co.. 13a BoyleSton Streel " —
Consolidated Amusement Co.. 28 W. Lexington more, Md.
Empire Film Co.. 150 East Fourteenth Street. Xew York.
W. E. Greene, 228 Tremont Street. Boston, Mass.
Philadelphia Film Exchange. 14 X. Ninth Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
Philadelphia Projection Co., 44 X. Ninth Street. Philadelphi
W. Sterner, tin fourth Avenue. Xew York City.
Albany Film Exchange. 417 Broadway, Albanv, X. V.
Victor Film Service, u W. Seneca Street. Buffalo, X Y
Exhibitors" Film Co., 138 Third Vvenue, Xew York City
Peerless Film Exchange. 41'' Ferry Street. Pittsburg. Pi
Great Western Film Service, Winnipeg, Man . I

n.lour Moving Picture! Co. "f Am
Carl Laemmle, Pre*. Ill E. 141 - Se» V.irk

NEXT
"
IMPS"

Released Maaday.

"The Way to Win"
Comedy. LerethojsFl-

INSIST '

R«l«ai»d Thursday,
Jan* 16

A Policeman, s Son
Drama. Length 000 Feet

DE.V •
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COfllNG SOON COfllNG

RELIANCE FILMS
Another New Independent American Brand—2 Reels a Week

RELIABLE ACTING RELIABLE STORIES
RELIABLE SETTING RELIABLE PHOTOGRAPHY

We will shortly place on the market the RELIANCE FILMS. There is no American Independent
maker before the trade today who will not find each RELIANCE FILM a model of picture-making

to look up to. Made at the CARLTON MOTION PICTURE LABORATORIES, 20th Street

and Neptune Avenue, Coney Island, New York.

ARE «»a"»? YES! >L **V"-* READY * " -**-' • s ,

First Release will
e announced

soon

Keep Your Eyes Open! Reliance Films Will Mean Dollars
To You That Counts!

RELIANCE FILM COMPANY
MOTION PICTURE DISTRIBUTING AND SALES COMPANY, Sole Agents

111 CAST 14th STREET NEW YORK CITY

The Kin^-Pin of American Independent Films

WATCH FOR THE FIRST RELEASE DATE

OWL FILMS
WILL SOON BE ON THE MARKET, ONE REEL WEEKLY

The OWL Studio is what was formerly the Eugene Glaenzer Studio situated at 340 West 21st Street, New
York City, designed by the late Stanford White, and pronounced by experts to be the most perfect in

the world.

NOT ONLY THAT—The most competent artists and mechanics that money can procure arc now prepar-

ing the OWL releases. They will be the finest specimens of American cinematography that have ever

been made. WE ARE MAKING MOVING PICTURES ON LINES NEVER BEFORE AT-
TEMPTED, AND OUR PRODUCT WILL SWEEP THE LAND LIKE WILDFIRE.

l PICTURE

HDSitol

YOU MUST GET IN LINE NOW. WATCH FOR
FURTHER ANNOUNCEMENT

OWL MOTION PICTURE CO.
OWL FILMS will be sold through the Motion Picture

Distributing and Sales Co.

Ill East 14th Street New YorK
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JEFFRIES
ON HIS RANCH

LENCTH 830 FEET

\ feature film extraordinary, showing the famous undefeated

champion at work anil at play. We have been fortunate in secur-

ing this remarkable film at enormous expense for our first release.

MONDAY, JUNE 15tH

Notwithstanding the enormous cost of this film, it will be

sold at regular release rates to customers of the Motion Picture

Distributing & Sales Company on standing order.

This will be followed every week
by a regular Monday release of sub-

jects that will bring the crowds to

your houses. Watch for them.

Yankee Film Company
344 East 32nd Street New YorK

All films said through the Motion Picture Distributing and Sales Company

Defender Films
WATCH FOR THE BIG FEATURE

An American-made World Beater

"RUSSIA—THE LAND OF OPPRESSION"
An unusual picture. Leo Tolstoi has aroused the civilized world

with his protest against Russian pogrom, persecution, and massacre.

This picture is an undying appeal to humanity, worked out in unerring

detail by people who have spent years in the land of the knout and sabre.

Released Friday, June lOth
Length, About 980 Feet

Book it now! Wire us to find out whether your exchange has

ordered it.

MOTIOiN PICTURE DISTRIBUTING & SALES CO. (Sole Agents)

111 E. 14th STREET, NEW YORK CITY
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POWERS PICTUREPLAYS
RELEASED JUNE II

Her Romance
A DRAMA

The daughter of a wealthy aristocrat elopes with her
music teacher and is disowned by her people. The husband
dies and leaves his wife and child in poverty. The little boy
sells newspapers, and is struck by an automobile, in which
his Grandmother is riding. The child is taken to his home
by Grandmother, and she saves her daughther from being
evicted by the land-lord. Then a happy reunion follows.

RELEASED JUNE II

Limburger and Love
An old maid arranges with a matrimonial agency to send

her a husband. Limburger, a German cheese-maker comes
in to buy the old maid's farm. She mistakes Limburger for

the other man. and they are about to marry, when a telegram
arrives saying that the Bridegroom sent is a bigamist. The
old maid gets busy with a shot-gun and lands Limburger in

jail. After screamingly funny happenings the mistake is

cleared up and the two are married by the Justice of the Peace.

l.pniith. 500 Feet Length. 400 Feet

RELEASED JUNE 14 Wenonah
DRAMATIC INDIAN WAR STORY

Wenonah is the daughter of an Indian Chief allied with the British in the war with the Americans. She is saved from death
by Captain Adams. Later she helps Adams escape from the Indians. Her hands are bound and she is sent into the woods to

starve. Adams captures a British Courier and takes his Military papers. He meets Wenonah and takes her to the home of his

friends. Wenonah recovers the papers giving up her life for them. A powerful play superbly acted. Length, 590 feet.

THE POWERS COMPANY
241st Street and Richardson Avenue New York City

Our pictures are distributed exclusively by
THE MOTION PICTURE DISTRIBUTING AND SALES CO.

ATLAS FILMS
A Good American Reel Every Wednesday

FOR WEDNESDAY. JUNE 15tK

Settling a Boundary Dispute
An absorbing story of a young love that is pitted against a parental feud ; in fact, it is land vs. love,

but the little god of hearts shows himself a clever real estate expert. The picture abounds in stirring

(fl situations, backed by brilliant acting and settings of the sensational kind. Length, approx. 950 feet.

i Hold Atlas films are the most perfect American subjects on the market to-day. Clean

the World smooth stories, and a staff of the finest artists obtainable, combine to make every

Atlas release the kind that audiences talk about. That's important to you !

You can't afford to miss one.
our exchange must Have them.
ou should write us if they Have not.

Don't, fail "to wire the Sales Co. for our

release of Wednesday, June 8th!

THE OUTLAW'S REDEMPTION
It's a Crackerjack!

ATLAS FILM CO.
MOTION PICTURE DISTRIBUTING AND SALES COMPANY (Sole Agents), 111 East 14th Street, New York City
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Summary of the Week. ;i splendid thin- it is thai these two fori

pushing onward and upward that which is right; the
The Influx of New and Near Mam 181 Weak—that having no moral strengtl
Raw Film fQ r Independent Manufacturers gfo

,|K . strong—that possessing right—prevails. From
Unwarranted Judicial Wholesale Condemnation 982 these 5tanc]points we find in looking over the moving
Picture Personalities. Mrs. \ Kellerman. Mr G L Barrows 983 picture world, that the moving pictures arc moving up.
An Evening at a Brooklyn ["heater. Bj R< \ \\ .

II Jackson. .984 \\ v \ v the UOod work alone
Vaudeville Vitiates the Picture. By Thos Bedding, F R P S

"Man-Aboul Town" on the Injudicial Critic of Moving
Pictures ..986 Where Angels Fear To Tread.

Posteritis. Bj F. II. Richardson 987

Advertising the M. 1'. Theater Bj I C Sweei 987
Recen1 changes in the political ec< nomy ol the moving

-Lux Graphicus" on Aviation Pictures. 988 picture field have produced many interesting facts. A
American Kinograph Company's Films 988 montn a-" there were only tu " groups ol manufactur-

Toning Lantern Slides wo ers ,n the field
-
Now there are three

'
Having nothi

Operators' Column How to Tell \ C from D. C Current- politically speaking, in common with each other. Verily

Interior Decoration—Film Release— Lens Puzzles—

A

indeed has the market been opened, and ;iv it is tli-

Modest I ?) Request 99a icy of the Moving Pici ure World to advocate, maintain
Chica s- By Clarence J. Perfitl 993 and support an open market by all legitimate means in

Philadelphia Notes Bj John M. Bradlet 993 our power, we cannol saj that we are wholly sorry for

iments on the Films 995 the more recent of the many changes that are taking
Correspondence—The Exhibitors' Golden Time—Where the place in the moving picture field. And those ch.

Great Scheme Failed 908 have made an enormous demand upon our personal time

.
and attention.

One of the facts, or rather the consequei this

Moving Pictures Moving L'p. opening of the market, hardly commands our unquali-

.
tied approval. "Fools rush in where angels fear to

ters it, censorship of had pur- tread." While we are in favor of the open market policy,
ifies it. Lhese two axiom, arc true and many parts we aro in favor neither of cut-throat competition nor of
ot the world are Living examples ol the truth ol the a lowering of the standard of quality. Prices musl
principles underlying these axiom-. I here are always maintained. We will countenance no effort or movement

j>le who from personal, selfish or sordid ideas, seem wnich is antagonistic to this principle. In the general
to hold a talsc tear that the growth ot any certain good interest of the business we shall, as far as possible, an-
may be injurious to them or their interests ; sometimes tagonize any movement for cutting prices. But it is not
immediate financial gains seem threatened by the growth f this subject that we want to speak in this article,
ot the good they tear, and like Mich in olden times who, \Vc . are always glad to welcome new manufacturer- in
when the) saw the hope ot their gain was gone" by the field and to render them every personal and technical

secuting those who brought in the good to drive out assistance in our powet, because we want to see the in-
the had. only scattered and made widespread the good dustry progressive, as well as open, thereby encouraging
they sought to kill. It is possible that in the desire and attracting new ideas, new views, n<
shown in many places to establish the best possible good new men of the busim
to be derived in living picture work, and make it desir- We discourage none; we encourage all. We want the
able and elevating that a jealous opposition tor the rea- help of the MOVING Picture World to he regarded
sons named above may endeavor to frustrate so laudable constructive, not destructive. Our aim i- to help in the
a purpoj right, don t let any one worry, the tin- building up of an industry which the trife
deriving principle always works. Persecution of good is. still in its infancy. These being ntiments
makes it grow.

js ^jj, rC orret that we „, t j 0t, a tendency on the pat
I rue reformation consists in the elimination of evil recent entrants into the Independent manufacturing
error; proper censorship points out that evil and of the moving picture field to he somewhat precipr

common sense removes it. so the bad is purified. What i„ their relcaso. We lav this charge not against
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or two or three, but against at least the best part (.1 a

dozen new manufacturers. This may read somewhat

sweepingly, but our criticism is well supported by facts.

It is, as we have pointed out over and over again, no

easy thing to make a moving picture technically, artisti-

cally, dramatically up to the standard required. Over

and over again we have pointed out that the competition

of quality has set in with unmistakable severity. The

newer entrants into the Independent manufacturing end,

while they may realize this, certainly in our opinion fail

to grasp the difference in quality that exists. We regret

this. We regret that little more time, care and attention

have not been paid to certain first releases going the

rounds of which probably better things were expected.

In the moving picture field to-day reputations are made

with astonishing rapidity. They are destroyed just as

quickly. That is why in this article we wish to be un-

derstood as exalting those manufacturers who have re-

cently made their appearance to be as careful as pos-

sible "to insure that their pictures, especially their early

releases, are of the standard of puality that no reasonable

objection can be taken to them by any intelligent ex-

change or exhibitor and above all this, by that great

public upon whom we all rely for ultimate success.

Raw Film for Independent Manu-
facturers.

The contest that has recently broken out in the Inde-

pendent ranks with headquarters respectively on Four-

teenth street and Twenty-fifth street, has not been with-

out it's picturesque incidents. There has been alarums

and excursions, wars and rumors of wars, marchings

and counter-marchings, and all the strategic, but innocu-

ous evolutions of a war-like political campaign,—a kind

of North and South contest. Take your choice, reader,

as to which is North and South, Fourteenth street or

Twenty-fifth street.

These commercial upheavals, changes and disturbances

have their humorous sides, especially in relation to the

many rumors, true and false, which are in circulation

as to the intentions of opposing factions. If we were

to print all that we have heard said of the Sales Com-
pany by the other side, and of the other side by the

Sales Company, we should convert the Moving Picture
World into a serio-comic publication which would have

the appearance of being edited by Baron Munchausen,

who, as the reader, of course, knows, is the greatest

imaginative liar of history-

But there was one rumor that was recently extensively

circulated and which we felt it our duty in the interests

of the Independent side of moving picture making to

take very serious notice of. It was this: that the raw
film stock of Messrs. Lumiere was absolutely under the

control of the Sales Company, who, by that means, hoped

to command the Independent situation. This rumor was
sedulously circulated by responsible men in the business,

presumably for the purpose of frighting the associated

Independent manufacturers into submission or flight. On
reference to Messrs. Lumiere, we find that there is no
foundation for the rumor. They have not handed, and
are not likely to hand, over their raw stock to any one

concern. Nor, we believe, will G. Gennert, or the Ans-
co Company.
Throughout the past year there have been several sim-

ilar attempts made and Mr. Chester Freeman was the

author of one of them, to obtain control of raw film.

This, of course, would simply be for the purpose of cor-

raling one side of the market. We are glad to see that

these attempts have failed disastrously in every single

instance. We hope they will fail disastrously in every

other instance. If we were to give our real reasons for

these aspirations, we should probably be twitted as being

rude. So enough said.

The Independent side, as a matter of fact, is well sup-

plied and is likely to be well supplied with raw stock.

Besides Messrs. Lumiere, who import their own film,

there is the Austin-Edwards film marketed by G. Gennert

;

then again the Agfa Company, that is, the Berlin Ani-
line Works of 215 Water street, New York City, have
for some time past, marketed positive film, and are about

to introduce negative film, thus placing a future supply

at the disposal of the Independent manufacturers. Then,
we hear of another brand of negative film of the non-
inflammable kind which is likely to be placed on the

market very soon.

Unwarranted Wholesale Condemnation.
It is with great regret that we have again to notice

the severe censure of moving pictures by a Judge. The
wide publicity with headlines given to these strictures

by the daily papers is commanding great attention. It

becomes us, therefore, as the leading organ of the moving
picture world, to take notice of these various proceedings
and cause it to be well known where we stand and what
our views are on these important matters.

In the first place, we call public attention to our pre-

vious utterances in these columns wherein we have shown
unmistakably that we cannot for one moment tolerate

(to say nothing of defending) those whose vile exhibi-

tions bring the whole moving picture business in con-
tempt. Magistrate Frederick B. House says: "Ninety-
five per cent, of the moving picture places in New York
are dens of iniquity. More young women and girls are

led astray in these places than in any other way. It is

there you will find low, degraded young men, and when
young girls go there I do not see how it can be for any
good purpose."

It was bad enough in the first instance to have moving
pictures themselves of such a nature as to merit con-

demnation, but it is shamefully worse to have moving
picture places described as "dens of iniquity." We there-

fore desire to be first in asking for a general "house-
cleaning."

True reformation and regeneration come from within,

otherwise the law deals with wrongdoers from without,
and while we have no power or authority in any of these

matters, we pledge ourselves to use the great and wide-
spread influence of these columns to propagate within
the moving picture world a high standard of morality,

with the desire and ambition of bringing to perfection

the valuable uses of the living picture.

We also take this opportunity of assuring the authori-
ties of every kind of our interest in and heartv co-
operation with every effort to elevate moving picture
work, hoping that by so doing there may be a speedy
weeding out of that obnoxious element which brings
odium upon an otherwise educational, profitable and
pleasure-giving cause. If, unfortunately, there are those
upon whom these efforts of reformation are lost, we do
not hesitate to say that we hope the law will do its work.
We fail to see any reason why the obnoxious moving
picture shows should not be 'treated as the theater when
its plays are justly censured, a practical illustration of
which was recently given in this city. We are glad to

call to notice that the magistrate in his criticism did not
entirely condemn moving pictures. This, of course, he
could not do. The small percentage of good which his
remarks admitted show that the evil is "attendant upon
and not inherent with the moving picture. The fostering
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of tin- good i- pari of our policy, and we appeal to

moving people ever) whi

to help us in tin- w rk. It i- to the int< n

that in New York I i .ill parts of the world, that

under whatever circumstances the moving picture ap-

pears it shall be well and favorablj received and

popular with both authorities and the public.

Its prosperity is then assure 1. for everyi ne knows that

what the people love th< h and support. < >n the

contrary, whal grows to be despised, the) overthi

Let not, thru, th n of a few dollars in the

hands of unprincipled, uneducated, moral-lacking, <

!

showmen, jeopardise the best interests of a valuable art

The attainment of the highest results should be the

ambition of all our associates in ever) field of labor,

science and art in moving picture work, and all may be

assured that in the good work the) will find no more
able champion than the Moving I'm ruRE Wow

Since writing the above, the evening papers anm unce

that the above named Judge has this da) sent to the

workhouse an eighteen-year-old ruffian who used the

moving picture resorts as a place t" exploit hi- mis-

chievous nature, caitsing the magistrate t< again call

attention to the evil he had only the day before con-

demned. We ran only add that we trust that convictions

of this kind may have a salutory effect upon this class

eople, as also upon the class of people who run tin-

ts they frequent. We further hope that a copy of

this paper containing these our views and expressions

may come into the hand- of the authorities, judicial and

educational; also we should like to know that every mov-
ing picture exhibitor in the country might read these

lines. We feel sure that there is not a right-minded man
in any way interested in n^oving picture work who will

disagree with our views and purpos

the

I mi- I for thi

Picture Personalities.

Mrs. ARMAND Kellerman.

Editorially, in next week'- World, we shall speak ap-

proving—as, indeed, who would not?— of the refining

and elevating influence which women arc having in the

moving picture field to-day, and simultaneously with this

announcement, we have the opportunity of presentinj

our reader- a picture personality of the opposite sex:

that of Mrs. Armand Kellerman, a friend, who has lately

arrived in Xew York from Sidney, \. S. W., Australia,

for the purpose of taking an active part in moving picture

work, in which she is somewhat interested in Australia.

Mrs, Kellerman is already vicariously known to fame,

in virtue of the fact that -he i- related to the renowned
Australian diving Venus, Mi-- Annette Kellerman. who,
although of Australian birth, ha- made her chiefest sue-

in the United State-, a country which is always
ready to welcome, acknowledge and reward talent or

ahilitv of an exceptional nature. The lady who i- the

subject of thi- notice, ha- only heen in Xew York a

few days, hut in that short -pact' of time has, with re-

markahle alertness of mind and decision of character,

acquainted herself with the position of matters in the

American moving picture field. It is. perhaps, regret-

table that her arrival should have coincided with the

outbreak of hostilities between Twenty-fifth street and
Fourteenth street. In other words, the Sales Company
episode. No doubt, she will learn much about the politi-

cal upheaval as even we. who are crowing somewhat
used to this sort of thins:, are doing. Mrs. Kellerman
has on hand several other business enterprises, but she
is aprticularly interested in the moving picture end of
things, and it is probable that -he will open up an Aus-
tralian agency for several American and European-made

< iEi iRGE I-. Harrow -.

This very excellent portrait i f the genial G. L. Har-
row-, will, no doubt, be welcomed by the thousands
of friends he has made from Coast I -t. from the

Lakes to the Gulf, in the course of a twenty-year cat

in photographic and moving picture work. Originally

associated with the late firm of E. & 11. T. Anthony &
he next represented the optical hou

in thi- country. M< re recently he has been identified

with the Berlin Aniline Company, whose well-known
Agfa products he has marketed with great zeal and
ability. So much so, that he ha- made them popular
all over the United State-. The -ale of thi

ha- brought him inti prominence in the moving picture

world, wherein the negative and positive film Stock

hi- company are rapidly acquiring a great reputation.

Mr. Barrows i- tin f that valuable asset t->

a business man. a genial personality, on which
he i- both respected and liked. Then his met!'

clear, straight-forward and manly, another ^crie- of val-

uable assets to a business man. W< include

him in our little gallery of picture personalities,

cause, as we have -aid over and over again, the moving
picture field ha- plenty nf rrom for straight-forward,

honorable men of business. i !.. Barrow ha- youth
on his side. He is nly thirty-three, so that a lone: and
prosperous can bably bef. re him. and it may
reasonably be exp^".'' that he will have it. We wish
him everv succi
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AN EVENING IN A BROOKLYN MOVING PICTURE THEATRE.

By Rev. William Henry Jackson.

Specially written for the Moving Picture World.

Desirous of proving the nature of an ordinary mov-
ing picture theater from the standpoint of a respectable

citizen who takes his family with him, the writer visited

one in South Brooklyn, for which a dime admission is

charged. The general appearance of the place, in a
business section, was not really objectionable, compar-
ing favorably with adjoining stores. The "show"' was
what is commonly called clean, and there were certain

entertaining features which many enjoyed and doubtless

felt they had passed a pleasant evening. Measured by
the true standard of the mind and memory, upon reflec-

tion I found little profit and noted several things which
would have been best left out and the time and space
given to something more valuable. The repertoire con-

sisted of seven numbers, beginning with "The Clay
Baker," representing a fairly well acted play with the

usual moral.

The title of the play is a poor one, as lacking any
descriptive explanation, young people could not under-

stand how it represented the struggles of an old potter

in his years of endeavor to manufacture an unbreakable
article. In a pottery district its points would have been
appreciated, but these were lost upon a city audience

—

had it been possible to give even a five-minute explana-

tion the scene would have been valuable ; lacking these

its best points were lost, especially to the young.
An illustrated song, "Dreamland," exceedingly senti-

mental, very exaggerated and poorly sung. The colored

pictures were, however, excellent in coloring and showed
a great advance in color picture work.
"On Time for Business" proved a good laugh maker.

The young man, a late riser, in his struggles to dress

and get to business on time, meeting with many im-

possible accidents, greatly aroused the hilarity of old

as well as young, and gives an opportunity for a good
laugh, as much as the ridiculous situations created as

in the fun derived therefrom.

"Two Lovers and a Coquette." This is a typical

French scene, clever in its execution no doubt, but bane-

ful in its effect, especially upon the young, who, not un-

derstanding this peculiar phase of French life, ask ques-

tions which it is hard to answer—indeed, in answering
they must needs be told that which it is best they should

not know. The adult audience seemed indifferent ; the

whole represents a life so entirely un-American that it

was regarded only with stolid curiosity as to the out-

come. The whole thing gave no pleasure, was positively

unprofitable, in that there were several vivid lessons in

deception, was hard for parents to explain to children,

therefore it became entirely unwholesome.
"Elastic Transformations." This is both good and

clever, besides being mirthful. The magician is always

a welcome addition to an evening's enjoyment. The
moving picture makes possible more seeming impos-

sibilities than were at the command of the unaided ma-
gician or conjuror of former days, the result being a

round of wonders, inexplicable, instructive to those who
wish to look at them intelligently and fun provoking.

"Elastic Transformations" are very good.
"The Kid," an abrupt title for "the pranks of an in-

dulged boy." There is something of a pleasing com-
edy in this, the pranks of an indulged boy need not be

called bad—boys will be boys—and, when as a result

of these "American boy" performances, a motherless,

father-indulged boy brings into his home a new and

evidently worthy mother, the subject is good and may
be enjoyed, as indeed it seemed to be by the audience.

"A Child of the Sea," a tragic sea story, lacking its

chief lesson in the need of a few words of explanation

which might easily be thrown upon the screen.

Throughout this story a few words of explanation in

addition to the simple, brief announcements, would have

given great value and made it instructive ; without these

it is very ambiguous to young people, especially when
two interpretations may be possible to any scene, one

good and one bad. Too often the natural mind sees the

bad, whereas a word in season will direct to and point

out the good. The sea waif grows to womanhood ; is

placed in great temptation and is rescued from a moral

death, even as in childhood she had been rescued from

a physical death. The moral is good; the development,

tor reasons stated above, poor. If these defects can be

remedied such stories as these can be made profitable.

A reflective summary of the whole after a short period

of time whereby the writer might only write after

mature thought to dwell upon, shows that as a whole

the entertainment is "spotted," and not even good in

spots—bad in spots. Everything about the moving pict-

ures themselves might be classed as good. The two
glaring defects were the introduction of a questionable

subject, and lack of timely explanation in those subjects

where a few words would direct the mind to a right com-
prehension of the best lesson possible from the picture.

Of the young people present there are at least two
classes, those with parents and those without parents.

A "show" cannot be called "good" or first class when
parents have to act as explainers, censors or moral filters

to their children ; and if parents are not there and an un-

restrained, unexplained scene is left to interpret itself,

evil is a more natural result than good ; under such con-

ditions any film which shows a view of life after the

manner of a French love scene where a series of unex-

plained deceptions are presented, the suggestion is harm-
ful. If instead of "Two Lovers and a Coquette" some
really intelligent subject to counterbalance the legitimate

for making pictures had been introduced the Brooklyn

dime exhibition would have been more commendable.

THE TALK OF THE TOWN.
That immensely fine comedy "The Peace Maker," which

the Vitagraph Company released last week.
* * *

The realism of the battle scene in " 'Mid the Cannon's
Roar." the best war picture ever done by the Edison Company.

* * *

The joke on the conductor on a car on the East Side by
members of the Biograph Company. One of the props needed
in the production of "A Child of the Ghetto" was a street

car in the tenement house district. The Biograph producer

"borrowed" one so deftly that even the conductor was un-

aware of it. But he was a gallant chap and tried to shield

the poor but pretty factory girl from the (Biograph) police-

man. When the action was so real that the onlookers did

not know that a moving picture was being taken, what must
be the pleasure to be derived from this intense Biograph
drama when it is seen on the screen?

The librarian of one Xew England Public Library, in his

annual report, attributes a falling off in reading to the popu-

larity of the moving picture houses. Another librarian

noticed a marked increase in the call for certain works that

have been filmed. When doctors disagree, who is to decide?
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VAUDEVILLE VITIATES THE PICTURE.

Bv Thomas Bi doing, F.R.P.S.

•

Memorial Day with me, as with man) others who read

this article, was a da) of disappointment It rained on

Memorial Day. I am told that this is a feature of the

30th of May. The superstitious ma) n r rather

delude themselves with the pious belief, that nature is

in sympathy with the countr) in mourning for it- hon-

ored dead. Anyhow it rained. It 1 am not mistaken, it

rained last year. 1 know it rained two years ago. On
that da) 1 simply flattened mj n< se against the window
pane and studied nature through sheets of ll_'<>. medi-

tating on things in general and nothing in particular.

["his year I passed a considerable part of Memorial

Day in talking picture politic-. It' tin Sales Company
has done nothing else, it has got itself talked about. 1

suppose thjs 1- a good advertisement. Innumerable

people who a few week- ago were ignorant of .the poli-

tic- of the moving picture, are talking Sale- Company,
are talking associated Independent-, are talking "fillums."

New people are coming into the business all the time,

and those who are the reccntc-t of "new chum-" have

a nice intellectual problem before them in unravelling

the inter-relation-hip ami Standing toward each other of

the three parties in moving picture politics to-day—the

Patents Company, the Sale- Company, the Associated

Independent .Manufacturer-.

ho you remember the story of the actor who had a

holiday? Do you know what he did with that holiday?

It was only an afternoon'.- holiday. He went to a thea-

ter and saw his brother and sister Thespians act. Then,

again, there i- the equally funny story of the London
bus driver. After many years of driving his ramshackle

old bus, he got a day's holiday. What do you thing he

did with it? He took an omnibus ride and -at heside

a friendly driver. A third story of course related to the

waiter-man. who also had a holiday and spent it by go-

in^' and helping a brother waiter to do the "Ye-, sir;

coinin'. sir," business at a restaurant.

This prepare- you for what i- coming. Myself on the

evening ^i last Memorial Day. feeling the need of an

evening's change, I went to enjoy the picture entertain-

ment, hut 1 came away saddened and disappointed. I

cried aloud in my sorrow, and in the hearing of my
companion, a lady: "Where on earth are pictures

to be nicely seen, properly shown, in Xew York City: 1-

there a picture house, per se?— a house running the pict-

ure by itself, for it-elf, in the center of things in Xew
York City, that i-. between Fourteenth street and Fifty-

ninth -treet
?"

The theater I went to n< t many months ago gave me
pictures, songs, and lecture-. It gave me. say, an hour

'•<\ pictures, probably fifteen minut ong and
lecture. Xow it gives me ten or fifteen minutes of pict-

ure and about fifty minutes o\ ri tten. contemptible, re-

volting vaudeville.

This is the burden of my complaint—a complaint that

has been made before, and is best repeated in the inter-

<f Xew York managers and proprietors and opera-

tors of moving picture theaters. You are disgusting.

you are repelling a large section of the public who would
be firm and consistent patrons of moving picture the./

by interjecting vaudeville of such ridiculous nature that I

have heard audience- openly jeer at it. Letter. I should
think, give a go. d program of picture- with only a bi-

weekly change instead of a daily change sandwitched be-

tween thick chunks of vaudeville, the stupidity, stilted-

artirieiality and antiquity of which is only equalled

by parallel quantity, or rather lack of quality, ti

izing the talking 1 .'.huh 1 wrote last v.'

1 h< fact of the matter 1- the picture 1- a novelty, and
always will be a novelty, becau-e it 1- based upon the

con< ilization •! one of the most wonderful
phenomena in the natural world, namely tli'

of vision,- a function of human sight. What i- more
wonderful in the world than light and the phenomena of
light- Each da) that we rise from our beds tin- «
droii- thing is presented to our eye-. We live in and by
light. Without light we could not exist, and when we
go to a moving picture theater and see those exquisite

productions on the screen, we know, or if we do not know
we at least feel, that fundamentally it i- light which has
made those pictures. Even the -mall child if nine or ten

seems to have some little foreknowledge of what will

come to him in later year-, namely a realization of the

real meaning or explanation of the amazing phenomenon
on the screen which, as it were, transfixes his childish

face with its childish wonderment, on the moving pict-

ure before him.

Tin- i- the moving picture end of tHings. This 1- the

truth and the philosophy of it. I- it not a disgusting
shame, then, for those of u- who love the picture for its

own sake here in Xew York City, when we go to lead-

ing moving picture houses and have to endure the stupid-

ity, tin- inanities, the crudities, sometimes the indecen
and the obscenities, of cheap low vaudeville? I)", for

the love of heaven. Messrs. Exhibitors of Xew York, cut
out tin- obnoxious part of your entertainment Do ap-

peal to the higher instincts of the public, trust the public,

give the public of your best in the way of pictures, SOngS,

music, lecture- if necessary, but make the picture the

chief item in your program. Exalt it. dignify it. respect

it. reverence it. I'm it in the m< -t beautiful musical
ting you can. Surround it with the best possible a

sories, decorative, aesthetic, refined, and you will find as

surel) a- the rising of to-morrow's sun that the public,

the great generous public which know- a good thing

when it -ee- it. will respond to your effort- to entertain,

instruct and please it. with what it want-, and what it is

asking for.—the picture at it- best, for it-elf and by
itself.

Xow. do not write any letter- to this paper and
that you are obliged to put in vaudeville becau-e of "'so

and -o and SO." Don't, if you ever meet me. tell me
any cock and bull story about the picture not being

enough by itself to draw the public. It i- sti

in other parts of the w< rid. in Australia, Britain, France,
it i- strong enough in other parts of the United St

a- these column- testify over and over again. If it is

not Strong enough in Xew York City, it i- not the fault

1 f the city, and its people, it i- becau-e. a- the ree

of Broadway -how each year, a- they are showing riyht

now. that Xew York managers have not got brair

wit eivuigh to give the public what it wants. Amen!

This past week we were pi' receive a visit from
Mr. II. R. Raver, of the Motograph Company, of Baltimore,
Md. Mr. Raver showed us several of his advance releases
(both negative and are very pleased to
perceive in them very high technical and artistic quality.

Indeed, it is seldom that first made pictures incline towards
such very high technical excellence as these Motograph re-

-es.

Springfield. Mass. V L. Fagc and Victor Trembly have
1 a largi Exch.v • and started to alter

it into a m< ire hoi-
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.BY OUR MAN #^
ABOUT TOWN.*

Iii one of the police courts of Greater New York during
the past week a man was arraigned on a charge of brutally

beating his seventeen-year-old daughter. The fact that in

the assault the girl's nose was broken apparently received

only passing notice of the court and reporters. An arraign-

ment of moving picture shows received the most attention.

In justification for the assault the father pleaded that his

daughter was wayward; that she refused to obey him; went
to parks and mining picture shows with strange young men
and returned to her home at late hours. Of course, no young
girl should behave in this maimer; neither should a father

resort to punishment by such violence; nor does it appear
reasonable that moving picture shows should have been
scored, as they were by the Justice who presided at the

hearing, if the newspapers reported him correctly. All offi-

ce r> and administrators of the law should receive the heart-

iest commendation in every movement directed to the main-
tenance and defence of morality in a community, particulrly

where young people are involved, but it seems hardly justi-

fiable for anyone to so sweepingly indict picture shows as

the newspapers say they were at the hearing of this par-

ticular case. The comments attributed to the court by the
newspapers were most severe; in fact, it hardly seems credit-

aide that they were correctly reported. The court is alleged

to have said: "I wonder how any respectable girl can go
to a moving picture show. More young girls arc led astray
in these places than anywhere else. The shows are a blot

and a stain on the community. They are frequented mostly
by degraded young men and boys, and young girls do not
go there for any good purpose. Ninety-five per cent, of

these shows should be suppressed, for they are sinks of

iniquity."

The unrestricted character of this language impels the be-
lief that the court's remarks were not taken verbatim by the
reporters and with the commonplace eagerness so frequently
manifested by the daily press to get a rap at moving picture
shows the sentiments of the Justice were garbled to suit one
purpose. Nevertheless, the facts do not support the arraign-

ment. It is true that many moving picture places in Greater
Xew York are not properly conducted and should not be in

existence and they are patronized by people, young and old,

and of both sexes, who seek such resorts. Respectable
young girls do not frequent them knowingly, and should they
unwittingly get into them they do not go there again. Such
places are "a blot and a stain on the community," but they
by no means number ninety-five per cent, of the existing
moving picture shows, not by any means. There are in the
neighborhood of six hundred such shows in Greater New
York. Is it fair to assume that all but about thirty of these
are "sinks of iniquity"? Such a proposition is ridiculous in

the extreme. Without the least trouble I can count off more
than thirty places running picture shows that are operated
by respectable, law-abiding citizens, who guard the sanctity
of their homes and their families as jealously as any other
citizen of the community and who would not allow even
their names to be associated with questionable resorts, much
less conduct them.

Tt is not fair that such people should be thrown under a
cloud by unqualified charges, nor is it fair to make the
general assertion that young girls do not go to picture shows
for any good purpose; nor do we believe that the court to

whom the remarks are credited intended to say so, or did
say so.

* * *

The statement that more girls are led astray in moving
picture shows than anywhere else, is also weak in face of
existing circumstances, if people will take the trouble to look
into them. Time and again the writer has been in such
shows and witnessed the ejection of men who were trying
to force their attentions upon girls and women. Can more
be expected of a management, and would the ejections be
made if the places were oi the character charged? If the true
source of the downfall of girls and young women is sought,
turn to the many dancing "academies"' in the city. Seek
out the scores of Raines law hotels. Go to the "assemblies,"

'shadow dances," "annual reunions," "anniversaries," "bene-
M and like affairs where the spielers congregate. Visit
these places and no sensible person can doubt the responsi-
bility they bear for girls and young women going astray.
The truth is that the wayward girls who Moat into the lime-
light conceal their \ isits to the places named by telling their
parents they have, been to picture shows, and so the latter
is indicated for demoralizing their morals.

To further demonstrate the injustice of this last attack
upon the picture houses let me impress the point that as
reported by the newspapers no distinction was made as to
their management, location or reputation. Too much such
sweeping charges one must assume that they are all alike.

They arc not. Nearly all the theaters that formerly gave
straight vaudeville shows and have since supplanted them
with pictures are under the same managements as before the
change; the houses are conducted under the same stringent
rules and the audiences, both as to respectability and num-
bers, are the same. What are known as picture houses em-
brace many grades. A large number of them are in the same
grade of respectability as the transformed theaters. The
capital invested in them is too great to permit the manage-
ments to incur an unenviable reputation. The comfort, en-
tertainment and protection of their patrons are the box-office
keynotes. There are other places known as nickelodeons,
nickelettes, etc. While many of them are not as pretentious
as the others I have mentioned, they are not the less re-

spectable, and any person who is not disposed to seek or
court evil influences or associations may patronize them with
perfect freedom and every assurance of safety. Some of
these last mentioned places are not of this character, as
already admitted. The community would certainly be better
off without them, but their existence should not be used as

a club for indiscriminate assault. They have, in a measure,
been responsible for many evils, but not by any means to

the extent that the dance halls and Raines law hotels have.
For better proof of this, seek the fallen ones in the Tender-
loin and neighboring districts. Scores of them have time
and again told of how they started on the downward path,
and they have not blamed the picture shows, either.

I have repeatedly pleaded that the moving pictures be
given a fair show, and I do it again. Do not jeopardize the
legitimate business interests of law-abiding citizens who are
conducting respectable places of the most popular entertain-
ment of the day by throwing upon them a blanket of un-
qualified charges. Surely they have been harrassed enough
in the past by municipal regulations that have taxed their

purses and bound them so securely that they were, figura-

tively speaking, like the unfortunate offender of ancient times
who paid the penalty in the stocks. All the municipal de-
partments of the city have had a whack at the poor picture
man. The Electrical, Building, Police, Fire and Health
departments, with the energetic and persistent co-operation
of the Board of Fire Underwriters, and a quite frequent turn
by the Tenement House Department, have led the picture

in a merry waltz towards perfection of details. To guard
against the protection of life, limb and property no page of
law books, or pamphlets of department regulations, have
escaped inspection, and the picture man has toed each scratch
like a little soldier. Those who found the pressure much
stronger than their bank account went out of business. The
tearing down of this part of a building and building up of
another, tearing out of wiring and rewiring, fireproofing this

and strengthening that, has almost driven the managers to

asydums for the care of overburdened picture men. To-day
the moving picture projecting machines are so burdened
by devices required by the various regulations that they
look more like an aeroplane than the delicate piece of mech-
anism the makers made them. With automatic shutters,

flame shields, top and bottom magazines for the full reel and
the rewinder, and various minor parts have entailed great ex-

pense to the picture man, not to speak of the non-inflam-
mable film. Everything demanded by the authorities, even
to the leasing and even buying of adjoining properties to

afford the means of egress demanded, the managers have
complied with. Everything is fireproof but the operator.
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"POSTERITIS.

By F. H. Richardson.

a new and startling disease has

p. Anplying a descriptive name t.> it seems some-
thing task since one will insist it should be "Color-
Madoritis." another will suggest "Poster Bug," while a third

will insist that just plain Damphool" best describes the

malady.
The writer, however, is inclined to think that "Posteretis"

(ills the bill better than anything else as a descriptive term
t.. be applied to the new. strange affliction that is rapidly

ning its fangs on New York City moving picture

theater manag
It must be admitted that one or two neatly printed,

framed posters adds to the attractiveness of the average
theater front. giving the prospective patron an idea

of what particular brand of joy awaits on the inside. Tt

- not follow, however, that because one or two po
look well, half a dozen or more are going to thrill the p
ing throne: with admiration or cause them to be bitten by
the Buy-a-ticketus bug. Nay, nay. Pauline! Not so! On
the contrary, a front olastered over with posters—poster-
on the walls, on the ticket office, on easels and on a line

dine across the front, presents almost anything else

than a pleasing, attractive appearance.
Tn the amusement world the great spread or banners al-

most invariably proclaims the sideshow—the fake. At any
rate such a display immediately predisposes the average
man or woman to look askance and wonder when he or she
buys a ticket whether or no they will, later on. have cause
to remark sotto voce to then Stung!"
The writer has heretofore pointed out in these columns

the fact that it is the quietly rich, dignified front that pre-
disposes the passer-by to enter: not the garish, po-ter-
plastered, cheap-looking, tawdry get-up, supplemented by a

shrill phonograph or leather-lunged barker. If the show is

really good the regular patrons will very soon discover the
fact and the casual passer-by will enter more readilv if the
front be decorated in a quietly rich way. than if it be
plastered with cheap looking posters in all the colors of
the rainbow.
The writer has. here in New York City, on Fourteenth

street not far from Broadway, counted sixteen p.

mi one front at one time. Nor was this all. since, in one
instance at least, but three oi the posters really had any con-
nection with the films that made up the programme. The
rest of this marvelous color display was a lie! Time, time
and again have T oassed fronts carrying five, six and eight
poster-, some on the walls, some on a line strung across the
front and others on easels. How awful it looked! Whether
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ADVERTISING A MOTION PICTURE THEATER
By J. C. Sweet.
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some managers giving only the name and 1 E theater,

price of admission, titles of film- -liown. etc.. while
others issue small new-paper< >r more pages, giving
information about the theater, fill-

Usi pticon si call attention to the coming
films, contests, etc. The slides may be made to order by
the slide makers, or you can make your own on specially pre-
pared g!

Have a souvenir day, giving away advertising pencils, a

novelty mirror, fan. ne of the numer
which can be obtained. Prize contest- cat
advantage in many wavs. Several of the slide maker
making puzzle slides which can b.

The exhibitor must decide for himself what forms of ad-
vertising he will if he tells his story in plain, com-
mon-sense language, and states the actual

that his advertising appropriation will bring good retur-

Carl Laemmle. in tl
" health and spirits, arrived in

town this week on his way to Europe, with his family. Carl
says business never was better, and be must be well satisfied

with the outlook when he can take so long a holiday. In-

cidentally he remarked that agencies for Imp films had been
established in all n countries and the demarv:
them was so great that arrangements had been made for the
printing of the positives in Europe.
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ON THE

SCREEN
Glenn H. Curtis was not quite near enough to me to

acknowledge the salute that I offered him as he swept down
the Hudson at an altitude of many hundreds of feet on
Sunday morning, May the 29th. It is the first time that I

have seen an aeroplane in actual operation. I stood on the
banks of the river just by Grant's Tomb, which, as my
readers know, gives one a splendid view right up the noble
Hudson.

# * *

It was by the merest accident that I formed one of the
comparatively few people who saw Curtis pass. Shortly af-
ter eleven o'clock, in the course of a morning's walk, I

heard a passerby say to another, "He has just left Yonkers."
In a flash I knew that the "he" meant Curtis, and that
Yonkers was only a few miles up the river. So in a few
minutes I secured a point of vantage whence to catch a
sight of the famous man bird.

Then in a little while a tiny speck was seen to loom up
the river above the hills. This speck gradually grew larger
and larger, until at length an excited remark was heard:
"There he is!' The man and his machine were distinctly
seen silhouetted against the sky. The intrepid aviator and
all the details of his machine were visible to us and the hum
of the motor could be heard. So he swept through the air
at sixty miles an hour and in a few minutes was lost to
sight. I guess that as he passed where I stood he was some
seven or eight hundred feet above the water level. Even I,

with my imperfect vision-, could pick out some of the details
of the machine.

* * *

It is an eerie, creepy sensation, that of seeing an aviator
in full flight for the first tjme. You feel somewhat inclined
to turn away in a half-formed expectation that man and
machine must inevitably fall to the earth. It is all so
strange, so unreal, so wonderful. It is hard to realize that
motor power can be exercised so high up in the air and
the dingibility of the machine rendered absolutely certain.
However, there is the phenomenon, wonderful as it is.

:|e $ $

While I was looking at Curtis sweeping by, I seemed to
feel the duplicate of a sensation that I experienced manv
years ago when I saw Captain Baldwin, the renowned para-
chutist, make his first ascent in England. Up went the
balloon, then one saw the speck of a man in a folded para-
chute, dropping from the car aerostat. One's heart went
into one's mouth. But in a trice the parachute had ex-
panded, and the man bird sailed gracefully down from the
sky in a transverse direction and finally landed in safety.

* * *

Now, why am I referring to Curtis and his flight in a
moving picture publication? Simply because none of the
stationary photographs that I have seen of him are satis-
factory. They show him and his machine without motion,
and motion is essential, I take it, to a proper understanding
of how man and machine comport themselves through the
air. As I looked at the man-bird passing down the Hudson
I had a mental hope that some enterprising film maker was
taking moving pictures of this wonderful phenomenon. So
far, however, I have not heard that such was done.

* * *

But an ordinary moving picture, that is to say, a picture
made with a lens of the short equivalent focus of, let us
say. three inches, could hardly do such a subject as this
thorough justice. Last year in the Moving Picture World
it was pointed out that the time would arrive when the
telephotographic moving picture would become a necessity.
In other words, that the equivalent focus of the taking lens
must be considerably lengthened in order that larger pic-
tures of distant objects can be obtained. This can only be
done by the adoption of the telephotographic principle.

* * *

I could quite see that, as Curtis sailed down the Hudson,
if a moving picture machine were turned upon him, having
a telephotographic attachment to the ordinary lens, thus
very considerably lengthening the equivalent focus of the
combination, you would get not the small dot which an

aviator usually represents in a picture, but a very much
greatly magnified image, in which the details of the machine
and the man and his actions would be visible. The moving
picture is doing so much for popular education nowadays
that it surely will not be long before the little hint I am
giving will be adopted, if it has not already been adopted.

* * *

T may be wrong, but I believe the only pictures taken of

aviators at high altitudes show them merely as silhouettes.

Of course, there are many pictures of aviation machines in

flight at comparatively low altitudes, but then, as the ele-

ment of risk is comparatively slight in these ventures, the
pictures lack supreme interest. What we want to see, of
course, is the picture of a man like Curtis 1,000 feet high,

with his nerves at their tensest, and the machine responding
to, conflicting with, or dominating the air currents at that

great height. We want to follow the man through the air

on the moving picture screen. Who will show us this life

size?

THE AMERICAN KINOGRAPH COMPANY'S RE-
LEASES.

L is safe to assume that the projection room of the Amer-
ican Kinograph Company, of 124 East Twenty-fifth street,

New York City, will become a popular rendezvous for that
section of the trade which is interested in the Independent
side af the moving picture field. There is a beautiful pro-
jector there, which is in the hands of 'Louis Kleiman, an
operator who certainly knows how to show a picture in

excellent style. He is intelligent, willing and obliging, and
treats his machine with all the tenderness with which a
man treats a favorite horse. We like an operator to love
his machine, because, if he does so. and if he understands
it, he is almost sure to throw a good picture. In this re-

spect, then, the American Kinograph Company are certain to
secure suffrages of the renters and exhibitors to whom it is

appealing, because it is not always the case that pictures
are well shown in importers' and manufacturers' projection
rooms.
There are at least three Kinograph releases which are

slated for early exhibiton and which we think will convince
the renter and the exhibitor that this company has com-
mand of a series of pictures of exceptionally high quality.
There is. first of all, the picture entitled "Lieutenant Rose,
R. X.," a Clarendon subject which has created immense in-

terest and excitement amongst all those who have seen it in
the company's inspection room. This film shows how a young
officer and his bride-to-be are undergoing a series of ad-
ventures at the hands of modern brigands, and are rescued
by a battleship from which both a searchlight, working on the
shore indicates the peril of both the sailor and his lass, and
a really practicable gun, play leading parts. The scenes in

this film, which is 960 feet in length, are indescribably thrill-

ing. Fancy a band of modern pirates putting a young officer

on board a small ship and then scuttling it. You see the
doomed man struggling against the inrushing waters; you see
him half drowned in the sinking ship before the rescuing
party arrives. And then the intense realism of that gun work
from the battle ship. It shoots down the piratical rascals
who are pulling across the water for dear life. Of course all

ends happily; but before this stage is reached there are very
many thrills which, if we mistake not, will arouse the en-
thusiasm of every moving picture audience of this country
before which the picture is shown.
Much comment has been made on the inefficacy and in-

efficiency of the English comedy picture when presented be-
fore an American audience. The British and Colonial
"Drowsy Dick's Dream" will entirely put to rout the miscon-
ception that has hitherto existed with regard to the alleged
inability of the English makers to make corned}- subjects
suitable for this market. Drowsy Dick, poor fellow, is a
tramp who fell asleep and dreamed a beautiful dream. Dick
dreamed that he rescued a Queen, and that the Queen fell

in love with him and promoted him to the position of King
Consort. Dick's adventures at the beautiful court and amidst
the gaily attired noblemen and noblewomen of the country,
would, we are convinced, make a cat laugh. And then the
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intense pathos ol the denouement We are shown the nuptial
mbei "i hei Majesty with Kmik Dick in attendance upon

In- royal bride But the moment of .ill moments
arrives i

r Dick wakes up to find that it i- onlj ;i dr<

hesitate i" iaj thai tin-, will be an intense!)
I.u corned) subject amongst the American Kinograph

< \ml to use the popular saying, there
: s.

This company is importing a v< number of high
subjects "i a similai character and it is, in our opinion,

rfluous to say, that when the exchanges, the renters
the exhibitors and the public see these p they will

have .1 ver> strong chance of makii it name for

themseh es.

A NEW SCHEME.
And now comes the Itala Film Comnany, says the Kine

matograph Weekly, of London, with a new (patented) Bchemi
which, it practical, would immensely eheanen the cost of film

subjects to the exchange and, presumably, therefore, to tin

exhibitor. In brief, the compan) proposes t" place foui
pit-tan- on tin- standard film in the space now occupied l>>

Each one of these tiny pictun different

;ct. \ reel will therefore carry four subject! [*he aper
ture of the machine is t.. be covered by a plate which will

all but the Bpace occupied by one of the pictures, \t/ .

fourth of the aperture. The picl lubject N
will occupy the upper left hand comer, so that with an apei
ture allowing Of only their exposure, only those pictun-.

I, of course, be projected, and they would form a sul>

ject exactly the same as we have now The film is rewound
and the aperture changed to fit I No. -\ in the lowei
left hand corner, and again we have a full thousand (or the

length ei the film) feet of an entirely different subject. Again
the aperture is changed and still again, giving 4,000 feet of

pictures on the same film which now carries but one sub
ject That is the scheme and but tor two things the writer

in why it should not work perfectly well. But
one ol these two things will. I fear, prove an insurmountable
Stumbling block, viz.: the fact that the light must be con-
centrated on a spot one fourth the size of the present aper-
ture Now for a small picture not requiring strong light this

might easily be done, but where one i- projecting a picture,

say 14 \ 16, I rather fear that such concentration of light

Id set any film on lire instantly, though running ;>t

normal speed. Mind you, the same light strength would havi
to pass through the smaller aperture to project a pictUI

given size having equal brilliancy as now passes through
the standard aperture, and when yon attempt to force such
light intensity through an aperture m of an inch by a tnlle

than ' .. inch the heat will, by comparison, be enormous
Unquestionably, given a high grade condenser, the light could
be put through, but what <<i the danger from lire"- Another
interesting thing in this connection is: how small can a photo
graph be made and still be capable of projection with clear

sharp definition- The writer does not know. At first glance
however, he would imagine it would quadruple the magnifica-
tion of every imperfection in the film, and the granularity of

the emulsion would make it almost impossible to get a sharp
image on the screen, I may be all wrong in this respect,

however, but that is the way it looks to me If the scheme
really is practical it would effect an enormous saving, since
we would have four complete subjects on one reel, thus not
only saving the extra cost of three reels of film stock, but
also reducing shipping charges correspondingly.

PATHE LIBERALITY.
Theaters and exchanges should b grateful to Pathe

Freres for the generous treatment handed out to them last

week by this concern in connection with the films of the
King Edward's funeral. A portion of the film was sent

by mail from England on the "Mauretania." and on Thurs-
day morning, the 27th. Pathe Freres had received the film.

with the exception of two important sections Two of their
employees spent three hours searching in every department
Of the post-office, endeavoring to locate this missing pack-
age, without success. Ultimately on Friday the package
was delivered to them, it having by error of the post-office
been placed among the second-class mail, although first-class

ue had been paid.

Pathe Freres could have worked Friday night and ex-
pressed the film on Saturday, but a delay they considered
would be prejudicial. They were unable to keep their prom-
ises as to delivery o. this unfortunate delay, so they
handed over their orders to the Yitagraph Company of Amer-
ica, whose film had arrived on time.

\\ hen you considei thai Pat

it v.
i n that ll In add '

the) had gon<
I

foi the tilin It 11 1 that theii film

complete. It showed I
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Geoi ring the lyii

minster, in addition 1 the
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AN EDUCATIONAL FILM.

A wondei ful film, and tl it- km.!

bj Pathi titled

"bleeping Sickness," the dread fatal d mmon in

Central Africa, which, up to the pr< eminent do
have f.iil< d in being able to remedy In ord
this micro-cinematographic film, Path*

d their laboratoi ies in Paris at thi

( omandon, so that he might make his experimi pur-
sue in- researches i their behalf, A nui

tions through the microscope of the bl I of a
1

innoculated with sleeping sicl I the

film. The rapid multiplication of the t\p and the

lipid progress of the dis irly Bhov.
to innoculate the lay mind with a far better idea of what
sleeping sickness i- than the most simply worded treatise

on the same - mid do.

PATHE FRERES AGAIN SCORE.

When Hammerstein opened his

toria la-t Monday he discarded his old moving picture ma-
chine and installed a Pat ial Model He -

months ago installed 0,1, of these machini toria

ter, but had intended using his old machine for the

ing Summer show- on the roof, but

fcssional Model gave such a far superior picture in hi- thea-

ter, that he decided to install a second one in thi -den,

for we all know Hammerstein always wants the best He
already si Miner Mile I' • lire, thi I rench

artiste, so famous for ha\ mallest waist in the world,

and has billed her far and wide, but she ; dy, prob-
ably unknown to Hammerstein, appeared in many a

famous house in this country, for Pathe Freres have already

! her in several of their pictun

BIG AIRDOME NEAR Y. M. C. A. BUILDING.

J. H. Hallbi rreenwich avenue. New York City, has

installed Motiograph No 1 and diss
• : amp

"Hallberg" Economizer and four flaming arc lamps for the

big airdome which has recently been opened up by I. < 1 Cahn.

at Fifty-seventh street ami Eighth avenue. New York. This

airdome was Opened last week, and Mr. Cahn had a band of

iS puces the first night. It i* next to the Y. M. 1

Building, and Mr. Calm expei I
pen in the aftcr-

n, and has provided a large tent for the ptirp'

The Yankee Film Company. 344 East Thirty-second street.

New York, announce a special for their firs

speci live that they have procured of Jai -tries

on his ranch, a reel of "about Soo feet, portraying per:

the unbeaten heavyweight champion of the going

through his regular daily routine of pleasure am n his

much talked of alfalfa ranch.
First we see the w and his wife, welcoming a party

arriving in their automobile for a daj fol-

1 by several - his propert) -'oral

settings such found -in the far We!
lowing pictui culture

trail as driving, milking COWS, raking and pitching

alfalfa hay. then the hay
1 and driving to the barn.

The big fellow den his pow his

friends by pulling off nui I by the

playing of practical joke- on his guest- Tin- our

champion toiling a- a laborer, laying irrigat

his vast acreage, after which he and Mr-
of as the apple of hi- eye) catch a dozen pullets tor dinner,

for his own healthy appetite and that of his gU'

The closing pic- w James J. IcfTr- Irs Jeff-

ries 3 their departing guests after a most enjoyable
day's visit.

Exhibit I to get this reel. If your exchange
doesn't get it for you, wire us and we'll w here you
can get it.
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TONING LANTERN SLIDES.

[The following formulae for toning lantern slides are due
rnest Marriage, F.R.P.S., a well known English pho-
apher and one of the best makers of lantern slides in

the world. Many of the formulae are also applicable to mov-
ing picture positive tilms and we recommend them to lihn

makers for experiment.—Eds. M. P. W.]
Most of the experiments, the results of which are detailed

below, were made upon slides which were brown in color.

Slow lantern plates, but not chloride nlates were used. It

is important that the slides be thoroughlv washed, and it has

my invariable practice to harden the gelatine in a bath
of formaldehyde I

.|o'
| commercial solution i part, water 8

parts), for live minutes, after which the slide is rinsed and
dried before toning.
Toning by a Single Solution.—Some reducers affect the

color of a slide—the Howard-Farmer reducer and ammonium
persulphate—the action is probably due to sulphur toning.

Ammonium Sulphide, i.—P. B. solution i dram, water to

I oz. The simplest and nastiest toning solution; all opera-

tions should be carried on out of doors. The first alteration

in color is in the direction of blue; a brown slide turns blue

black, but longer soaking changes the intake to brown. Very
little alteration in density. Perhaps very slight increase. Tin;

colors obtainable are good, but in no case warm.
Schlippe's Salt. 2.—Though antimony in some form is pre-

sumably deposited, the action is chiefly a sulphur toning.

Sulphantimoniate of Potash 15 grains.

Ammonia 1 or 2 drops.
Water to 1 ounce.

The color of the toned wet slide is misleading. It appears
a warm brown with increased density, but when dry the color
is a bluish slate, very similar to what is produced by a weak
bath of ammonia sulphide.

Ferguson's Copper Solution. 3.—The bath is made up as
follows from three 10% solutions: sulphate of copper 75 parts,

neutral potassium citrate 570 parts, are mixed, then 66 parts
of potassium ferridcyanide are added. The opacity of the
slide is not altered but the color of the deposit is changed
to a distinct red, whilst browns of various tints are obtainable
if the toning is stopped at earlier stages.

Iron Process for Blue. 4.—
1 ounce 1% solution ammonio-citrate of iron.

1 ounce 1% solution potassium ferridcyanide.

95 minims glacial acetic acid.

The solution is a deep blue color and can be used over and
over again. After standing some time it will separate, but
this does not affect its action. Before using shake the bottle.

.The slide tones rapidly in this bath to a full blue color; the
color is rather crude. For most subjects it is best to leave
a trace of the original silver image unaltered, in the case of

a brown slide this plan gives a greenish tint. The subsequent
application of an alkali alters the color of a slide toned in

this bath, ammonia gives a blue black, whilst soda carbonate
produces a brown and at the same time reduces density. To
preserve the tint the slide must be varnished as soon as dry
in the case of ammonia.
Ammonio-Citrates of Other Metals. 5.—Solutions of cop-

per, cobalt and manganese can be made up in a similar form
to Xo. 3. My results, though interesting, were of no prac-
tical value except with the first mentioned metal.

Gold. 6.—
Ammonium sulphocyanide 10 grains.

Chloride of Gold 1 grain.

'Water to 8 ounces.
The color of a brown slide turns towards blue black with

slight gain in density. By pushing the process to its limits

a blue color is reached which is suitable for frost and snow
effects or seascapes.

Platinum. 7.—An acidified solution of potassium chloro-
platinite has no apparent effect on a slide. I tried potassium
chloroplatini'te 2 grains, hydrochloric acid 30 minims, water
to 1 oz. The addition of a trace of chloride of copper
bleached the slide. Air. Somerville's platinum toning solu-

tion changes the slide to a warm brown. The formula is:

Potassium chloroplatinite 2 grains.

Mercury bichloride 1 grain.

Citric acid 9 grains.

Water to 1 ounce.
Bromide of potassium was omitted and hydrochloric acid 30
minims took the place of the citric acid in my experiments.
The opacity of the slide is increased. If after washing a

developer is applied, the color is changed to a strong purple
black with considerable increase in density. See Fig. 19.

Other Toning Solutions. 8.—Chlorides of other metals may
be used to tone slides. Copper, iron, mercury and nickel in

dilute solutions turn the color of a brown slide towards blue.

Any solution which, when sufficiently strong, will convert
the metallic image to a salt, forms a toning bath giving blue
tones, but a weak solution must be used, otherwise the action
is too rapid and the slide is bleached. I may instance in

this connection iodine, potash, ferridcyanide, and the acid
bichromate of potash given below. In every case consider-
able reduction in density takes place, and the blue color ob-
tainable is not pronounced. Formulae 4 and 6 are to be
preferred.

Bleaching Methods. 9.

—

Potassium bichromate 5 grains.

Hydrochloric acid 10 minims.
Water to I ounce.

Wash the bleached side until the yellow stain is removed.
10. Potassium iodide 40 grains.

Iodine 4 grains.

Water to 1 ounce.

Wash the slide to clear the stain. The image is converted
into silver iodide, yellow by reflected, brown by transmitted-
light and increased in opacity. A solution of iodine in methy-
lated spirit has precisely the same effect. Light does not alter

the appearance of the image, nor does an ordinary developer.
11. Copper chloride 44 grains.

Hydrochloric acid 10 minims.
Water to 1 ounce.

12. Ferric chloride (P.B.) 15 minims.
Hydrochloric acid 15 minims.
Water to 1 ounce.

13. Bichloride of mercury T
i ounce.

Hydrochloric acid 1'5 minims.
Water to 5 ounces.

14. Chloride of nickel 44 grains.

Hydrochloric acid 10 minims.
Water to 1 ounce.

The action of all these metallic chlorides (11 to 14) is very
similar at the outset, the image being converted into a white
deposit. The slide should then be thoroughly washed. In
the case of 12 a rinse in dilute hydrochloric acid (1 part. 60
parts water) is necessary. It is also desirable with 13. The
mercury bleached image is not affected by exposure, but is

of increased density, and warm brown by transmitted light.

The other three formula; give deposits of chloride of silver

which darkens on exposure. The color after full exposure
to sunlight generally inclines towards pink, or in a strong
slide to violet and purple; 14 gives a more purple tint than
the other two. Baths 11, 12 and 14 reduce density: the
amount of foreign metal deposited in the image being prob-
ably minute, the alteration in color is chiefly due to the
controversion of silver to silver chloride, and of a developed
to a printed-out image. Chlorides of cobalt, manganese, tin

and zinc are inert.

Potassium Ferridcyanide. 15.—The exact strength is im-
material. I generally use a saturated solution. When the

slide is thoroughly bleached, which can be judged by the

appearance of the image through the glass, it is washed
until the yellow stain is removed. The ims^e is a creamy
white and density is diminished, the slide is only useful n

so. far as the color may be altered bv chemical means, ex-

posure to light and application of developers produce no
change.

Treatment of Bleached Slides, made by 15.

16. Chloride of cobalt 44 grains.

Hydrochloric acid 10 minims.
Water to 1 ounce.

A greenish deposit in the image. After sunning, the gen-
eral effect is brown. The results are unattractive.

17. Copper bath, II. Xo appreciable alteration until the

slide is sunned, then good pink tones. Density reduced.

18 .Iron bath, 12. Slide rinsed with acidified water. The
slide is changed directly to greenish blue, identical result to 4.

19. Iron protosulphate, a 5% solution.

Gives fine purple black color immediatelv. The image
viewed by reflected light has a blue appearance similar to 4.

It seems probable that iron is deposited, whilst the silver is

reduced to the metallic state. The high-lierhts keep clear, and
the process gives great increase of density. Rinse in a weak-

acid bath and then wash.

20. Manganese chloride 44 grains.

Hydrochloric acid 10 minims.
Water to 1 ounce.

Xot much alteration in appearance by increased density.

After sunning, the image is slightly tinted pink, but the gen-

eral appearance is white and opaque, as with 13. Xot a use-

ful process.
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CHICAGO NOTES.

Lm^IIc.-l.rr . 1

"A N'ight ( >u the Coast," "Monastery in the For
"Mountain Lake" and "The Man Esther," a few
near future releases of George Kleine, arc all subjects re-

with beautiful scenery, The uplift of the films to-day
i> due t" such magnificent scenic productions and educa-

.iiid it Beems to l»- the policy of the

Kleine people t" lay great stress on this matter in their

si-lection-, winch are always the best obtains

I W. Lavezzi has a method of his own of putting steel

teeth on worn-. nit sprockets, which saves not only the price
new sprocket but also the price of a star and arbor on

.some makes of machines. Then to be no other
method, at the present time, of putting teeth on the inter-

mittent sprocket without increasing it- weight. The ex-
tremely low cost of repairing sprocket! by this method
makes the invention a most practical one. and the cverlast-

durability make- Mr. Lavezzi confident of its future
success. The steel tooth band- are pressed

-v, ^^ on, then tunic. 1 and milled with theM »d rounded t • > t li . which makes the
sprocket practically in "tie piece,

worn-out sprockets may in

many case- lie made better than
new by this most practical method.
Mr. Lavezzi has evinced his confi-

dence in this process by his otTer of

any Chicago operator who can put his repaired
sprocket- out of order by doubling the -need of the machine.

The afternoon of Decoration Dav we dropped into the

me Theater to see the Lubin picture, "A Veteran of the

K " This picture was well received. The second
ct, however, was one that was hardly suitable to the

audience that uathered on Decoration Day to sei a picture

concerned with an old soldier, as was the Lubin subject.

This picture was an old Pathc—old enough at least, to be

returned to the manufacturer, called "A Lucky Husband,"
and deals with the adventures of a woman who goes to meet
a lover and imagines that she sees her husband in everybody
she encounters, until at last, frightened, she returns home,
to find it all a dream. This picture has been denied a police
permit in Washington, I'. C. and certainly should not have
been selected for exhibition to the mixed crowd that attended
the Pastime on that day This picture is hardly to be con-
sidered an example of Pathe's work, which is alwa> -

the highest quality, and we think that the management of

the Pa-time showed poor judgment in taking it out of the
exchange; the more especially so. as there are very many
subjects which are much more suitable for holiday exhibi-

than this is. One instance that we can name is from
the same maker, now about five months old. which was
shown at this same house some time ago, namely, the film,

"A Well Earned Medal." which, though a foreign picture.
1- very well adapted in sentiment to the day. and offers

excellent opportunity for the piari work, a-

she did when we saw it.

The Pastime has adopted a novel mef E advert; -

its show in advance. In the lobby i- displayed a card
which are p. .-ted the names of tin- first run films which
have been booked for the week, with the names of the
makers and the days on which they will be shown at the
P stime. This scheme has some advantages and some d

.t li 1 111 I

I- tile '.Ills 1

It lca\e- the

it. and it improves the
t.. those who ma;. ! 111 thi

their distance from t'

the screen arc not thi Mr.
I'. iwi r ad\ ei I nurr..: with

mall hand bit

t.i have paid Inn mil hoU!
Also, vaudeville ha- been cut lull, witl

gre it am of I

ists of tv Inch
1- quite sufficient, a- they arc well pn .land

itself is a rather long i th inter!.. r di

I and buff, and -tat- ,?0O.

The only competitor the Ashland ha

ter, only half a block away, which also run- p

Tin- 1- a nice little house, showing tin.

nately, they seem to yet rather old films, a- two
were very rainy, though the third wa
Still, they are doing g 1 business, and had a full I

of the time.

NOTES FROM BROOKLYN.
A warning has been sounded from a Brooklyn

;

mothers that they keep their young children aw
moving picture places, because, it was declared I the
pictures shown, particularly those depicting crimes
demoralizing effect on the young mind. The clergyman ad-
mitted that most of the picture- were pleasing, bul said the
objectionable one- did creep in and do a great amount of

damage among the young.

Admittedly picture- of the sort mentioned base an evil

influence on children much the same way as the dime :

and cannot fail to arouse -"ine imaginath 1 a deed
which would bring shame and disgra and
family, in the same class with the picture- mentioned are
hose which depict the death ) oi some unfortunate
. reature. There were recently exhibited before an audience
composed largely of children in a Brooklyn moving picture
place three separate death scenes on the same reel, with all

the attendant writhing and agony on the part of the victims.
At the same place and on the same evening every other
picture thrown on the screen was climaxed by the death of
one of the characters. It was a veritable chamber of hor-
ror-. What 1- there elevating in such pictures and what can
they ar. .11-e but the most morbid sentiments?
nauseating to an adult, therefore it must be harmful
child from whom scenes of this kind should be hiddi
Any proprietor who d, -

. the use
1 audieno tter who they are made by,

enemy to society. However, the method
unworthy exhibit "t by warning mot keep
their children from the moving picture pi been
d..ne by a P.rook'yn clergyman, for the children will •

ably go anyhow. -trike at thi uble
by pi - that all the picl

they 0. K. are 1 r juvenile entcrtainnv

L. J. R. HOLST JOINS THE LUBIN COMPANY.
We are pleased to hear th it ouf old friend. Mr. L. J R. H

formerly -.any. N.w York
the position as mat Hmental
Lubin Compai have followed Mr - the

He was one
the manufacture camera-
scicr.

-

into the movi
I

in his new positi
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OPERATOR'S COLUMN.
Questions and Answers.—Conducted by F. H. Richardson.

How to Tell A. C. from D. C.—Lowell, .Mass., writes,

"What answer would you give to this question: 'How can
you, or would you tell alternating current from direct be-

fore connecting up your lamp?' Please dont mention polarity

indicators, water test or volt meters.''

If Lowell is asking this in good faith, well and good, but
it must be remembered that the purpose of this column is

to give aid to operators and managers, not to solve puzzles,

.1- such. There are several ways, beside those named by
1 owell, by which A. ('. may be distinguished from D. C. be-

fore connecting up. You can touch one pole of the switch

with "lie hand and the other with the other hand, thus taking

a "shock." The alternation will be plainly felt. You may
make a magnet by coiling one of the wires several times

and inserting a small bar of iron in the coils. I took in an
incandescent lamp to start current flowing and if it be A. C.

the iron will vibrate with the alternations. Also there arc

other ways but this is, 1 think, just a little out of the

ince of the Column, since it can. I believe, be of slight

practical benefit to anyone. In any ordinary case one can

step to the phone, call up the light company and find out,

look at the meter, if one is there, look for a transformer (not

there if it be three wire system and not sure if two wire

parallel system) or one can find someone to give the nec-

essary information in three minutes, so wdiy bother testing

at all? Moreover you can get a shock in two seconds and
that will tell you.

sf; sj: s£

Inside Decoration.—Mt. Clemens. Mich., asks for decor-

ative scheme for his theater. Sends sketch and says it seats

430 people. Has 18 inch stucco moulding at top and walls

are fiat.

I think. Mt. Clemens, unless you were to employ a high

class decorator, you would be able to procure a much more
satisfactory effect bv the use of papers than by use of paints.

It is quite possible to work out some really beautiful effects

in paper, and effects which by no manner of means look

cheap. Whether you use paint or paper, however, use bur-

lap for the dado, either of shade to correspond to walls or

plain burlap to be painted after it is put on. Xo matter
whether paint or paper is used, block out both ceiling and
walls in panels. If paint is used you may secure, from any
decorator, stencils suitable to properly decorate the bor-

ders of the panel-. If paper is used there are many panel

decorations possible. As to the color scheme, there are

many, but a combination of dark red dado, russet or dove
colored walls, with panels of a lighter shade and ceilim>- some
light, complimentary color will look well as also will dark
green dado, lighter green walls with very light yellow panels

(greenish yellow) and ceiling same as panels will look well.

The stucco moulding may be the same as the walls or panels

and picked out in bronze paint. I will put you in touch
with a paper house which makes a specialty of paper decora-

tive schemes for churches, theaters and halls.

Licensed and Independent Releases.—Cleveland, Ohio,
asks how many reels the licensed and independents put out

weekly, also "how they are rated as to the number of ex-

hibitors to the population of the city.''

The licensed manufacturers are putting out about 30 reels

per week just now, and the independents 21 reels. The claim

of the licensed manufacturers is based not so much on quan-

tity as on quality. Superiority in this latter is disputed by
the independents, however, and in this matter the writer

refuses to be interviewed. His wife can pull his hair suf-

ficiently to keep it growing. Xo need to get the manu-
facturers taking a yank at it. Your query concerning rating

is not clear. I don't exactly know what you mean.
* * *

Not Square with the Screen or.—Ardmore. Okla., Leroy
Bickle, Mgr. Theatorium Amusement Company, writes:

"Will you please tell me what is the trouble with my pic-

ture. It is out of focus about two feet on left hand side of

the screen. When we focus that two feet the rest of the

picture is out. Have had three different objective lenses

but it is the same with them all. Also would like to know
if you are the Mr. Richardson who was manager of

Laemmle's Memphis exchange, from whom I used to get

such encouraging letters when I took service from that

house at Oklahoma City. Hoping to see mv questions

answered in the best paper in the world. I am, with best

wishes. Leroy Bickle. Mgr. Theatorium."
I am inclined to think your machine sets to one side of

the house instead of facing the screen squarely, neighbor

Bickle. If not. then you will have to tell me what make of
machine it is and even than I may not be able to help you,
though 1 certainly will try. Propositions like that are
sometimes very tough ones unless one is right on the
mound. Yes. I am the guilty man! I remember you well,

too. Glad to hear from an old friend, though we never
nut personally,
Lens Puzzles—Aberdeen, Wash., writes: "A new house has

started here. The throw is 96 feet and he wanted a 12
foot picture. I figured that he needed an eight inch lens
and he got one. It did the work all right, but we had to
hold it about three inches from the machine to get it to
focus at all. With my own machine I throw a 13 foot
picture at 78 feet. According to figures my lens should be
6 inch, but according to measurement it is but five. My lens
throws a 1 7 foot picture at 96 feet. His lens will focus only
as above while mine will focus at any length. Will you
kindly explain this for me. Will the table of lenses you were
going to get out be in the book the World is printing?"

Friend Aberdeen, you ask me to explain something that I

doubt if the Bausch & Lomb folks themselves could offer
intelligent information on. Lenses are darned queer things.
I may say. however, that the projection lens will only focus
when its back lens is away from the film a distance equal
to its equivalent focus, which amounts to the same thing as
the first statement, exactly. As to the discrepancy in meas-
urement and figures I cannot offer any explanation. Lenses,
as I said, are queer things and one finds them doing the
most unexpected, queer freaks only too often. The rules
1 have given from time to time are the best that can be
given, but I do not recommend them as entirely reliable.

As to your statement that your lens will "focus at any
length," I don't think I quite understand. If you mean it

will focus when placed at any distance from the film you
surely are mistaken, for that would controvert all optical
laws as applied to lenses. The apparent discrepancy be-
tween your lens measurement and your figures may be in

part accounted for by accurately measuring your aperture
with alipers and proceeding as directed in my answer to
Xew York City. p. 882, May 28th issue. On such a small
picture and so long a throw the smallest variation in aper-
ture width must be taken into account. Xo. the lens table
won't appear for the reason that I find it is not practical.

It would call for very long focal lengths in condensing lenses
and for several reasons I found their use would not be prac-
tical or even desirable. Get two 6 l/2 and two 7^. lenses
and experiment until you find which gives best results.

*«!•

A Modest Request.—From a certain city comes a letter.

in part as follows: "I have been appointed on the examin-
ing board of the Moving Picture Operators' Union and my
time is very much taken up, especially as at the present
time I am very busy repairing machines. T therefore write
to ask a personal favor, viz.: Won't you please send me a

list of questions, with answers thereto, pertaining to the
machine, lamp and rheostat.—something that would be suit-

able for such an examination. I would prefer something
that has not been published and will not be later on. I have
written up a few. but I have not the time to spare at pres-

ent, so would ask you to kindly favor me in this respect. . .

Xow. I like to accommodate, and realizing fully that this

good friend's time is very valuable, while I have nothing at

all to do but lecture one hour each clay, act as inspector at

a large factory which turns out something like ten machines
a day. write for the Moving Picture World and write for

the Frank A. Munsey Company—realizing, I say, how idle

1 am as compared with the good brother. I shall, of course,

hasten to comply with his very modest request by putting
in three or four days compiling a series of questions and
answers such as he desires, and will then dig down into my
stamp box for about six or eight cents in stamps to send
them to him. I'm surprised the brother didn't ask for more,
knowing how' valueless my time is. Frankly, however, a set

list of questions for an examination is of very slight, or at

least very doubtful value. Each applicant should be exam-
ined by asking questions which occur to one at the time,

the whole tending to determine his real, practical knowledge
in the following: Electricity, its terms and wdiat they mean;
figuring resistance, horse-power, etc.; knowledge of resist-

ance, transformers, switches, wire splicing, insulation, vari-

ous series and multiple rheostat connections and their exact
effect in amperes, and such other things as occur to the ex-
aminer concerning electrical devices and the current; figur-
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ing ngth: wli.it effect has
"throw" on illumination, il an] ' What effect has lii

pi.turc on illumination? How would rbons
noting carefully how exact 1 1 »

«

- appli-
t hi in as to side alignment and advance "t lower

tc Have applicant make i splice and see how pel

n i-. taking time "i making into consideration. Have
• .i shutter and explain what the real

ihutter i- Question him concerning hia knowledge
l. iu- pertaining t" ti

i and moving pic-

ture theater. A-k him how many times the intermittent acta

tch turn of the crank \-k him what points he would
look after if sent out to set up an outfit to give a show in

a church and hook onto one of the church circuits. (An
city of t i

former, if any, and sire ol Fuses > \-k him what he would
I

hi' found the wires were large enough !>ut the meter
mall Ask him what he would do if he found a trans-

former on the pole outside the building and it proved to be
small. Such questions as enumerated above arc practical

and tend t" bruit: OHt the man'- real, practical knowledge,
h questions are of -li^ht value and arc not fair, anyhow.

The writer will undertake to question a man and in five min-
tell you whether .>r no he is a competent operator or

ar as knowledge goes, but that leaves the question
of laziness, lack of interest in the business, etc., etc., still

'ion. and no matter how much a man knows,
it he hasn't the ambition to apply Ins ku it is of

slight value to him or anyone i

PHILADELPHIA NOTES.
ill the exchanges were conducted like the Philadelphia

jection Company they would not be kicked out from
nt buildings as undesirable and dangerous tenant-. We
not the only one- to say that the Philadelphia Projection
pan) i- the safest film exchange in the country, as the
underwriters have gradually decreased the premiums to

the lowest notch. Mr. Carrick. although a smoker himself.

trained his staff to v trons war on smokers, and
natter who is the caller, let him be the president of the

inpany or the most desirable exhibitor, he will not
Ilowed to enter the premises if he carries a ciiiar. a pipe,

i cigarette. The orders are so strict that even an un-
limited cigar stump illowed in the place, and the

holder of such is politely asked to leave it outside the door.

No matter at what time the lire inspector may pop in. he
will never see a sign of -moke and i- -nre to find everything
in perfect order, with no reel- exposed, except th*

the rewinders The Philadelphia Projection Company
very busy place, and if you want to talk business, never call

in the morning, a- the start' i- too busy delivering reels.

i rule, all the exchanges claim that Mr. Exhibitor is a

general kicker, but tin- does not seem to be the case with
the Philadelphia n Company, as the numerous ex-
hibitors that you are sure to meet every morning seem to
be delighted with the service, have i broad -mile and are
always ready to crack a joke instead ^i finding fault with
the service. We will not say that Mr. Carrick buys every
independent production, but he buys largely of every pro-
duction fit to be shown on a screen.

\- film exchange- are not welcomed in good buildings,

the Eagle Film Exchange, after a fruitless search for larger
quarters, have decided to remain at the old stand. With a

number of alterations they have succeeded in improving the
old quarters and have better facilities for an increasing

The Philadelphia Film Exchange have made a very good
move in taking th it 934 Arch street, vacated by the
old Mutual Motion Picture Supply Company.

Geo. W. Bradenburgh is the only independent who does
not seem to pay any attention to the present muddle. lie

t on the side of the S mpany, nor on the side of
the insurgents, but forms a faction by himself and is too
busy in his extensive importation and exportation of films

rry himself with the regrettable split in the independent
ranks.

The Perm Motion Picture Company has been reorganized
under the leadership of Harry Durst and the plant entirely
renovated. Mr. Durst is full of life and he hopes soon to
enter the field as a new independent manufacturer.

At the F.lectragraff Company they were very busy printing
positives for Geo. Graff, who intends to make a Western
trip to place his productions before the public.

With Chas. A. Calehuff. business is very good, and the
new Edison Model R KinetOSCOpe is in great demand and
promises to be a leader. Mr. Calehuff is not skeptical: he

iu« to pull down the jnd
rything in bright

future tint he 1

del'.

The Electric 1

fun- to listen to

S Lubin 1- -till located .it 926 Marl
not be long before he moves t- i

| \v.
In united iir

I was surprised t

, manufai
trations 01 their in which ti

buildings and many things that they had in ti

never .1. iplished. In the present
very modest in the illustrations of i,

I found on the grounds the very buildn..
, the

Moving Picture World of March 36. Mr will have
the largest studio in the country under
He will not have the largest factory, but sun
up to-date plant. Tin- new plant 1- not a rem
"'" ' on of buildings added on<
the ii requirements This new plant 1- the
"i many years of experience and the plans have I fully
studied and worked out by the different department h<
while the construction ha- been constantly watched bj
men who will have to turn out the work A- M •

1

decided that no good work can be done with 1

a- it 1- tin- ambition of Mr. Sm^'hi to bring the Lubin
to the highest standard, no expense has 1,. 1 ,,,, the
new plant. With s UC h facilities at their d
will have n.. excuse for bad work, especially when

leadership of Mr. Singhi, who has alre'adv
his ability to make a name for the films of his

company \s we gave a general description of the new
Lubin factory in our issue of March 26, we will wait until
everything is in place and in working order to pivc a more
complete description of the details.

It would be a good thing if our Xew York exhibitors 1

t that they are New Yorkers and take a few tn;
see what others arc doing The Xew York exhibitor is like
all Xew Yorkers—he i- selfish, he believes that he i- the

r. that he ha- nothing to learn
I Well, if

\'\\ York exhibitor would pay a 'phia
and Clin ',] find that the two 1 itic«

of the United State- are far ahead of Manhattan, and that
if all the shows were conducted as they are ii phia
and Chicago, wit' Van,
neat-looking houses and the cancellat
ville, we would have less opposition from t' the
authorities and the clergy. We cannot blame the enemies
of cinematography to always hurl a stone at the moving

res when we see Xew York exhibit-
the world, make such a d
by disfiguring them with number

poor taste The -how- rteenth street, Yew York, and
even . n Broadway, l"<>k more like the old cheap joints of
the Bowery.

• Miller .telegraphs us that the independent exhibit
of Philadelphia ha I for a ma-- meetim

nounce the ta Company. More par-
lar- next weeks

* * *

Chester.— I found no change in Chester, the same number
- running th< Miller, of fame.

II taking an independent service Prank Y -till

the same contented exhibitor: no matter what may 1

he al with a pleasant -mile, and his smile
be his winning card, as no one like- to enter a show-

place to meet a sad face Mr Moore claims that the country
exhibitor, who has no transient trade and has to depend
exclusively on his local patrons, must pay the • at-
tention to his film service, machine, light and help if he
wants to keep his cash r< the increase The ugly

Fourteenth rk, are not shown in
Chester, as they w a cheap appearance to the mov-
ing picture theaters and chase away the pat'
The Greenberg Pirothcrs have enlarged the seating capacity

of their theater, and as they a- 1 with the prospects
they are talking of building a new and larger place.
Wilmington. -T Tuesday, May >j. so badly

wrecked the electric plant of Wilmington that the majority
of the moving picture theaters had no po v. .ys.

The same houses are still in existence in Wilmington and
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DROLLINGER FILM SERVICE CO.
(Agents for Philadelphia Projecting Co.)

Receiving TWELVE REELS of the

BEST INDEPENDENT FILMS WEEKLY
Don't you think that will handle you?

WRITE IS A LETTER Phone 3286
106 Upper Second Street EVAMSVILLE. INI)-

Sprockets Repaired, Steel Teelh

ll

WJZiAPPLD,F0R_

l.l'j'gj^jgjgjM

Upper and Lower
Intermittent, Any Make Machine.

bi.oo

B1.50

$10*0 offered to any operator in Chicago
who can put my repaired sprockets out of

commission by doubling speed of machine.

If Your Film Exchange Don't Handle Them,
send your repairs direct to me. Sample
furnished to Jobbers and Exchanges.

E. W. LAVEZZI, 3042 N. Ashland Ave., Chicago

They're Coming Back

Who's Coming Back?
WHY THOSE OLD CUSTOMERS WHO
COULDN'T stand our 50 cent rate, but the

new 25 cent rate has appealed to them.

Chicago Song Slide Exchange
Dept. I , Ninth Floor

MASONIC TEMPLE CHICAGO, ILL.

Notice to Exhibitors
A NEW FILM EXCHANGE IN

PITTSBURG, PA.

THE PEERLESS
XAfE have everything for the Moving Picture

Theatre and are in better shape to supply
your Film Program than any other exchange.

We are the only exchange in Pittsburg buy-
ing films through the JIOTION PICTURE
DISTRIBUTING AND SALES CO., distributors of:

IMP, BISON, POWERS,
ATLAS, DEFENDER,
FILM D'ART, Etc., Etc.

We can give you the very Program \ ou need,
and guarantee prompt service. GET BUSY. Write
or wire.

Peerless Film Exchange
416 Perry St. PITTSBURG, PA. Phone 2519 Court

J. L. FAY, M.

all seem prosperous, notwithstanding the competition of the
Grand Opera House—not an unfair competition.

Mr. Harris, of Pittsburg, leased the Grand Opera House
and placed in charge Air. Bradheld, the well-known manager
of the Family Theater, of Philadelphia. Mr. Bradheld is

an experienced exhibitor; he loves good music and good pic-
tures; he hates cheap vaudeville and he is for a polite and
clean service. Mr. Bradheld shows three reels of good
licensed pictures with one illustrated song. The pictures are
very good and shown properly by a conscientious and ex-
perienced operator; the pianist is a master on the piano.
knowing how to give the proper music and effects, while the
singer is one of the best that money can secure. The ushers.
resplendent in new uniforms, are exceedingly polite. Xo
wnder that Mr. Branfield can pack the Grand Opera House.

Baltimore.—Pearce & Scheck seem very well satisfied with
Lhe business; they report many new patrons, especially
south of Baltimore.
The Blue Mouse, the home of the mirror screen, has.

added a new feature, a brand new pipe organ.

The accompanying cut illustrates how the Blue Mouse ad-
vertises the Imp films.

In the very near future Baltimore will boast of a new
industry—the making of moving pictures. It is no dream,
but a reality, as I have been invited to visit the new plant
of the Motograph Company now in course of construction
at Dupont Park, a suburb of the Monumental City. Harry
Raver, the president of the Motograph Company. "seems to
have the correct idea and knows that many of the indepen-
dents have failed as manufacturers for the lack of sufficient
capita!, of practical eexperience and for trying to make pic-
tures at an extreme low cost. As with financial trouble a
manufacturer cannot pay proper attention to the details of
the productions. Mr. Raver eliminated these possible troubles
by securing sufficient capital to enable him to work with a
free mind. Believing that the very best talent cannot work
if they have not the proper tools and facilities. Mr. Raver
did not stop to look at some old falling down buildings that
he could remodel for a factory, but he bought a good-sized
lot, on which he is now erecting a building specially adapted
for his manufacturing purposes. JXO M BR\DLET

We make the best lenses in
the world for projecting motion
pictures and lantern slides. Can
you spend a little money more
wisely and profitable than by
ordering a set of lenses which will

ff5
INTHEl

LENS/

IMPROVE YOUR
PICTURES?

NEW PRICES
M. P. Projection Lenses any size with our improved jacket

with spiral adjustment $ 1 5. Of
No. 1 Stereopticon Lenses 1 5 00
No. 2 Stereopticon Lenses 20.00

All dealers sell them on approval.

WRITE FOR OUR NEW CIRCULAR
When ordering state the size of your screen and the length of the

picture wanted. Give the distance from the lens to the screen. Remit
the price of the lens or fnrnish references.

CUNDLACH-MANHATTAN OPTICAL COMPANY
808 Clinton Ave., So. Rochester, N. Y.
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COMMENTS m j Fiy

"A Knot in the Plot" (Biograph).- A lively picture which
contains much oi human nature and .1 good deal that causes
one t" wonder why u is that such a twisl sometimes gets
into events. This is .1 love story and represents how it some
times happens thit a persistent wooer will win a maiden
when conditions seem to point irresistibly to someone
Thei mi- touches here which scarcely go well with

wedding, but under the circumstances do not seem entirely
"in of place Perhaps the mosl amusing feature of this

comedy, for it is a comedy, after all, is the astonishment upon
the I everyone when they discover that the persistent,
though apparently ill favored, lover has won and that the
wedding ceremony had been performed without their
nizance, Sympathetically acted with the spirit which char-
acterizes all the work of the Biograph players, this is an

llent film, and one that contains all the elements of life

and activity which arc important factors in making a pict-

ure popular.

"The Brave Deserve the Fair" (Lubin).—An interesting
question is raised in this picture. It is an illustration of blood
transfusion, with a love story followed by a wedding as a

finale. The question that arises is this: "Would transfusion
of 1>1 1 miller such circumstances have the effect of making

mprle love each other mere strongly, or would they be
more irresistibly drawn toward each other under such cir-

cumstances?" The brave in this instance received his re-

ward, lie ii" doubt deserved the fair and the audience will

join in In- exultation when he get- her The phys
phases of the question had better i>e left to the scientists

to discuss, lmt there i- opportunity for some extremely in-

teresi illation in a case of this kind.

"The Sisal Industry in the Bahamas" (Lubin).—The pro-
duction of sisal as a substitute for manila is nt indus-
try, leu u meant the upbuilding mmercial development
of the West Indies This picture graphically presents the
industry from the planting of the sisal to the manufacture
of the fibers in ropes. Although this is an industrial film
many of the scenes possess marked scenic beauty, with many
pictut iuches which add materially to its interest. The

red girls and the comfortable looking colored matrons
in their picturesque costumes are uncommonly attr.i

touches in the land-cape.

"In the Great Northwest" - story laid in

the great pine forests and among the snowclad hill- of the
N'orthwe-t A poor little country girl i- deceived and mar-

-t her will almost, only to discover her mistaki
The principal interest is in the scenery and costuming,

which depict phases of life in that little known territory. It

•ho have never been in such a country a

representation of a strange land and a strange people.
doe- not like the story, though this arj

ramatic quality.

"Friends" (Kalem) — \ I illustrated by the action
of one young woman who reject- a young man's prop
when she discovers that her friend loves him, too. The in-

teresl in the sacrifice of the girl, who proves to be
a true friend. The tenderness represented is sufficiently

marked to make a favorable in

" 'Mid the Cannon's Roar" the
war picture- ever put on a motion pictui There
natural character to the vari that seem:

stamp them as genuine, and a tie alter another
ppear 01 to he living through

something actual rather than pictured. The love story is

'II told and the acting mpathetic that one never
it of it for a moment Yet there are battle -•

which a short time ago would have been considered mat
ni motion picture production. The scene in the here
charge after charge i- repulsed; tl >rt where
the gunners are hurling shell into the ranks of the enemy;
the sudden shift of scene, showing the effect of the shells
as they strike and burst; the scene in the fort after the final

stand, all these are soul -

and keep one wondering wh; ing next. Then the
reconciliation of the two men. that is !. a rlttir-

to what i- one of the most inl nsistent and alto-

gether pleasing war pictures the writer rememl have
seen.

"A Mirror of the Future" (Pathe) -Tv
walking and each buys a inirr >r front a peddler which has
the faculty of illustrating the future. What the

! up"., tl . ••! mam
. that it i

"A Prince ot Worth'
he m.mi.

hailing actor in

uati In- his

pts hi- -on ami In- family. Max 1 indi i

I and some ol hi

"Auntie at the Boat Race" i Vitagraph ling

I till \

raphically that whoever I.

instantly. Along with it i- a

Harvard lose bj kidnapp
>\ m time to prevent. It >- all hie and hustle and 1.

and hold- on,'- interest, at tin highest pitch throughout
.such films are u not alone

I, but because they reproduce life a- n Ami
• 'lie can li >ok at such pit I

"The Brother, the Sister and the Cowpuncher"
—A Western story with • complii
it- interest, i which 1- a love story tl

suits in a wreck of two lives through t;

brother. But the picture .ml- well, sijn

on- m all inst . nd bring
to better w ay - I he nd inter]
to the standard of tin- company, and with .

ting the picture should be popular.

"The Messenger's Dog" (Gaumo
ure of what a dog will do to serve hi- master, however un-
worthy he may appear to be. When the '

was lost the dog. though From
master, holds watch until hi

lis lost money. It i- a graphic
i

of canine intelligence and faithfuln

"Pete Has Nine Lives" (Gaumont) \ h

illustrations showing how hard Pete trii

in- woes in death. But try as he would the machii
would not work properly, and he i- left d I the
thought that he cannot find relief from hi-

nt death.

"A Sailor's Friendship"
| Pathe).— A hi

the friendship of two sailors, and showing that not alv
do the romantic betrothal- of
story end- differently from
happy, and the disappointed -

leaves the I" their hap;

story that will impn
but it i- mtt •

hile it lasts

"Love of Chrysanthemum" (Vitagrapl
with picturesque Japanese setting and
company. It is the heart story
girl, a tender lit • plant, m thy man
many years her senior whom she d

an American ind maki him
implicitly in her
it i- short lived and
only fooling her. Heartbroken, she kil

mean from an inl

cipal attr

It will

ence "Madame 1

emot
It is
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ELECTRAGRAFF CO.
Dandy Film

FIRST RELEASE, JUNE 15th, I9IO

A Message from the East
Length, 890 Feet

No lOO Feet of Padding—Otir Films—Everyone a
Feature—Not Over 900 Feet

"Ain't that a Dandy"
POSTERS AND ANNOUNCEMENTS FREE

A. G. WHYTE
SOLE AGENT

27 Lexington Avenue 91 Dearborn Street
NEW YORK CITY CHICAGO, ILL.

Licensed under Bianchi-Armat JonKins Patents

Capitol Films-Quality

Judge for Yourself

When You See

u

THE TURN OF THE TIDE
>>

Approximate Length 900 Feet—Lithographs Free

Released Saturday, June 18, 1910

Wire Orders Collect to

A. G. WHYTE
SOLE AGENT

27 Lexington Avenne

NEW YORK CITY

91 Dearborn Street

CHICAGO, ILL.

Member of the Associated Independent Manufacturers.

Licensee under the Bianchi, Armat-Jenkins Patent.

INDEPENDENT EXCHANGES

Wire Orders Direct

FOR THE BIG INAUGURAL RELEASE

MOTOGRAPH FILMS
Out Saturday, June 11th

A Child of the Regiment
Length 830 Feet—Posters Free

A VERITABLE BUSINESS BUILDER

MOTOGRAPH COMPANY OF AMERICA

202 N. Calvert St. Baltimore, Md.

Member of the Associated Independent Manufacturers.

Licensed under Coluinbia-Bianchi, Jenltins-Armat Patents
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tainly. Neithei d< infortunatc wife alwa; i t"

a realization husband's wortl
!i i'i< .in endl< ime desperati a< t

which either i her life, or in some other vvaj n

tier future Tin- dramatical)] !

.mil will ilj make .1 difl

"A Veteran of the G. A. R." (Lubin) A dramatic picl

1 u| a shock sustained b) .1 veteran that destroyed
his rnemorj and canst "i complications. Hi-, home

Id, but In-- comrades buj .1 pari ol the articles thi

i. .mil then w lii 11 tin Memi trial I

'

Memory glimmers for .1 moment, and be draws the sword
from its scabbard \ >r .1 large sum flutters to

h 11 l he ending is, then fore, .1 happj on< I h<

was released on Memorial Daj and was a fitting si

for the occasi

"Down with the Woman" (Path* 1 \ comedy having for
its objecl .1 son of trafestj ol tin present movement in favor
of women Tins broadminded individual undertakes to pi

Ins opposition to the movement, but when trouble conn
linn it is woman who gets him <>ut of Ins difficulties.

"Russia, the Caucasus Mountains" (Pathe).—An nit .

ing scenic film, representing .1 number of the most striking

sights 111 the Caucasus Mountains, Photographed with a

full appreciation of the maj ! grandeur <>f the scenery,
the reproduction deserves hearty commendation from every
standpoint. The touches of life here and there add much
to tin attractiveness "t" the picture .is ;i whole.

"The Mule Driver and the Garrulous Mute" 1 Edison) \

frontier story, will acted, and developing the astonishing
fact that a balky mule team can, under certain conditions,
make a mute talk The story lias some* complications and
is none too clearly presented. In the end the man who

.'.rd himself to be arrested so his friend could escape, and
who plays the part of a mnte to save himself from the con-

ences, is released under very pleasant circumtsai

"The Little German Band" (Gaumont).—A mirth provoker.
It is an illustration of the effect of music upon different

pie. But interest i< enhanced by the introduction of ex-
cellent stagecraft, some of which h evidence of good man-

int.

"Jarnac's Treacherous Blow" (Gaumont).—A reproduction
duel fought on July to, 1547. which gave t" the

language a new word, coup de Jarnac When his opponent
unguarded Jarnac struck him across the hack of the

liis life might have been saved, but he would have
a cripple, and preferring death he refused all aid. I

are not pleasant, and thi- one, because of the vindictive
treachery displayed, is even more repulsive than the average,
but In cause of its historic importance is really of some
interest. The acting is good, and the staging accurately
reproduces court and other scenes iii the time of Henry II.

"The Peacemaker" (Vitagraph). A graphic reproduction
tiff between two young lovers, it is nothing else, but

because of it< heart interest and the fact that very many
actual events of this sort occur it poss great deal of
real inten -t. It serves, too, to show how silly and senseless
most such disagreements are. yet frequently dire conse-

resu.lt from such slight difficulties and misrepresenta-
this. Mot excepting the vaudeville, this picture was

the best item on the program at Keith's on Tuesday evening.
It created a ripple of laughter all through the piece which
Milled in a burst of applause for the clever work of the Vita-
graph players.

"Levi's Dilemma" (Essanay). An amusing picture photo-
lied in the very heart of the Chicago Ghetto, and there-
true to ln'e. Poor Uncle Levi Rets into all sort- of

trouble, partly because he will not consent to the marriage
of his clerk and his daughter. After many moving incidents,
heartbreaking in their effect upon him. he consents to the
wedding. The interesting part of this picture is the charac-
teristic scenes and the acting ^<i the principal personages.
Even though the difficulties through which Levi passe- are
to him the depth of sorrow, to the audience they grow-

more and more humi the film runs. Hut it all ends
happily. The old man gets his money back and the young

p!e are allowed a wedding

"Henry's Package" (Essanay) -Once again the company's
capable comedy hero gets into the limelight and does some
marvelous stunts with a variety of packages. The first pack-

. incidental to the imbibing of a varied assortment of

drinks, is somewhat influenced by package Xo. 2. a vase,
which from time to time becomes the receptacle for a great
variety of articles, including a purse containing a large sum
of money. And here was Henry's salvation. Philosophically

.onl . \ en though 1 lashed 1
:

1 1 1
1

1 • us. in, in
• Ming wiii

. and pi

1 1
•

1 > ing wii'. 'il lenry hous< hi >ld.

"The Navajo's Bmlr An inl

story, mi lodramai
which surround thi young

,1

illustt hii and pla<

[i .1111 th" lin h will

with tin di&appi
1 helps. |,ut .,. .1 \\ hi de tin picl

it- repn "hi' ti f thesi < aluable histi i in-

cident -

"One Can't Believe One's Eyes" (Pathe)
ting 3 1ru 1

that he was mistaken in his belief that hi .ilk-

to an 1 ifficer 'I he \ at i< >u

1 ml- with tin t olonel settled in hi that his

1
- rcallj playing him fi

"Ines de Castro" (Pathe) \ romai
Portugal during tin fourteenth A girl ol 1

wln.se only crime was In r beautiful face, w.is imprisoned
cause tin prince fell in love with her While tin

working out the audit nee is looking upon
the greatest of historical intrigues, and obtains
of what frequently occurred around the courts of earl) 1

turning, staging and acting an- alike valuable 1

tions to the knowledge of that period, and the excellent
pictorial quality completes an exceptionally attractive film.

"Her Life for His Love" (Urban).—The dramatic
the love of a slave girl for her master anil thi

her life to save his. The charm of de-' ry, with vivid
reproduction of what one infers the scenery is for a b

ground adds much to the picture's interest, though the

crt court scents and the reproduction "of the court intrij

are good assistants in creating and maintaining nit'

There are some scenes which will linger long in the mem-
ory, like the court, the balcony scene, the den of braVOS, the
grounds of the palace, the woodlands, the wounding of the

slave and her death. All these are pictures well worth si

for themselves, entirely apart from their significance in the
story. The photography is unusually clear, with perfect tonal

quality, even in the most difficult

picture winch will stand out from the common run with
-tri mg emphasis.

"Making Salt" Irian) — An educational picture,
the various processes required in the production ol

sail Of course it is underst 1 that salt is produced in a

number of ways and that the method shown lure is only
one. After seeing this picture on,- h >r impn
of tin- particular method of producing salt. It is a valuable
addition to the growing list of educational films.

INDEPENDENT.
"A New Excuse" (Imp).—A comedy in which Henpeck

put- over a new one on his wife and succeeds in allaying her
suspicions by announcing a trip to Africa, when
really sent to jail. The piece has little dramatic quality,
but possesses a certain def humor and 1 au-
dience feeling good a- it runs. It is lively and in

spects novel, consequently it i< attracl

"A Winter's Tale" 1 ["hanhouser) flu review of this pict-

ure in last week's Moving Picture World was a s.v

criticism of an excellent piece of work. The present v

can adtl nothing to^hat criticism, yet he wants to e\
own appreciation •:' such an altogether excellent work The
pictorial characteristics of the film are made a prominent
feature and are never lost sight I y Seem
with fidelity to the original, but always with the development
of the pictorial feature as an important factor. Then the
acting It would be a captions critic indeed wl
cover a Raw in it. Every actor seems to appreciate thi

portunities of his part and to make the most of them.
dom, linked, is the final scene, where the supposed statute

comes to life, so well done, and involuntarily one rej

with the King of Bohemia in the return of his lamented
queen. Few. indeed, will be the releases of the month to
surpass this, and few. indeed, are the pictures that seem
so complete and in every way satisfactory. Mr. Thanhouser
deserves the heartiest congratulations upon his sue

"Perils of the Plains" (Bison).—A reproduction of an erst-

while familiar sc< 'he plains where a renegade rallies

a band of Indians to wipe out a family traveling alone a

the prairies. In this instance they were foiled by soldiers,
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1 The Barge Man 1

of Old Holland
(WITH HOBART BOSWORTH)

A delightful dramatic story of the Nether=

lands in the good old

SELIG WAY
RELEASE DATE, JUNE 6th

1 Length about 1000 ft. Code word, HOLLAND 1

1—AT LAST—
The

1 Range
1 Riders
1 A *tory of the West. Just the kind of picture

I that has made

SELIG FAMOUS
RELEASE DATE, JUNE 9th

1 Length about 1000 ft. Code word, RIDERS

PflMIMP FRED WALTON
U If III 1 llU The World's greatest pantomlmist— 1

I n great rnmedy

1 SELIG POLYSCOPE CO., Inc.

CHICAGO « :: U. S. A.

DON'T GROW OLD
worrying about your poor light and bid bills—Get a

HALLBERG
Automatic Electric Economizer, which will save two-thirds of your bill and give you the swellest light

ever produced on your screen. The "HALLBERG" was the first current saver on the market, and it has
stood the test of time. The first "HALLBERG" installed nearly three years ago is running the same to-

day as it did then, and is saving just as much—What better proof can you have of its superiority? I will

allow for your old current saver or rheostat in trade— I invented the "HALLBERG" Economzier for you,
and I want you to use it—Don't waste your valuable time trying a lot of junk—Get in right, and we
will both be satisfied.

DON'T FORGET that I have the MOTIOGRAPH in operation in my show-room giving life size

pictures, where I can demonstrate to you that I have picked out the best on the market to sell. Come
and take a look at it— It has them all beat.

I have selected the best goods on the market for you, and can fit you out with complete
electric machine and ventilating equipment, and results are positively guaranteed.

Get my prices on the " HALLBERG " Economizer, MOTIOGRAPH M. P. machines. In-
candescent lighting system to save 70% on your current bill, ELECTRA Pink Label carbons,
French Condensers, Announcement Slides, Ventilating Fans, and don't forget to send 35 cents for

a can of "HALLBERG 'S SPEC- OIL," —prepaid mail—It saves 50% on your oil bill for machine
— Try a Can.

I make an allowance for your old Current Saver or Rheostat in trade for the
" HALLBERG " Economizer.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE No. 33-W

J. H. Hall berg, 28 Greenwich Ave., New York
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hut '""" tl> '

\\ i st this p
. of il»»- perils thai

"The Eagle's Egg" (.1

; with the ap

) which • 'i this com
1 In- films produced by this firm steadily mi

is no « xccption I

olshead Marries Against His Will" (Itala). Vnothei

comedies in which I
ome to b

h there i^ any difficulty in tin- calendar

in which tin- unfortunate person doesn't plunge it would be

sting t" discover it. In this picture In- ia presented as

a married man, though he did not want i" be. It is funny
lit tin- most exacting.

"The Knot in the Handkerchief" (Itala) \ storj which is

lively enough o> keep anj audienci interested 1 1
•

• 1 1 1 the tunc

e appears until the last "in- leaves the screen.

I with tin- spirit thai characterizes the Itala players, and
ihotographed, it is an interesting film.

"His Revenge" (Powers).— < me (hath by starvation and
another partial!) starved is not a pleasant subject for con-

templation, though it- dramatic power is not denied. How-
ever, love proves stronger than the desire fo ince, and
tin- man sentenced to starve is released. It i- a pleasant

ending for what looked for a time 1 1 k«.- a disagreeable tragedy.

"The Amateur Hypnotist" (Powers) \ fery tunny film

I upon the stunts men will perform when under the spell

of hypnotism. To see nun fighting like a cat and dog is

funny, and when the amateur hypnotist steps in and captures

the girl in the case the audience is in sufficiently good humor
pplaud him. The picture is a novelty with some

•inh house featun

"The Tie that Binds" (Bison).—A strongly dramatic story,

d upon the perfidy of a man who makes love to another'-;

wife and uses an accidental incident .
<• his unjust

assertions to her. Years alter she discovers her mistake,
but only at the deathbed of her son, and just before she her-

self a ay. It is a powerful drama, sympathetically
acted, and drawn true to life, hut unpleasant to look at, prin-

cipally because it contains so much truth.

"The Crack Shot" (Powers). -Not what its title would in-

dicate, but a sensational marital mixup which develops .-"me

interesting complications. From the shooting and wounding
involved in the picture one might believe that crack si

were numerous; but it ends happily with the worthless hus-

band killed in a railroad wreck and the woman left tree to

marry the man of her choice.

"The Watchmaker's Hat" (Eclair).- \ comedy made up
oi a series of complications based upon a husband's discovery
of a man's hat in the drawing room and his prompt accusa-
tion of his wife. There are many humorous situations which
serve to deepen the mystery; but in the end everything is

made straight and the husband apologizes for his hasty and
-ether unwarranted action. It is one of those comedies

in which the destruction oi property plays an important
part, but aside from that is a pleasant picture.

"Life of the Alpine Shooters in the Frontier Outposts"
(Eclair).—An educational film, representing some of the

phases of life on the Vlpine frontier. S"ine of the most in-

ting scenes deal with conditions which exist in that

n of perpetual snow and ice.

"A Reno Romance" (Imp).—An amusing travesty hased
se with which divorce can he secured at R

lure an interesting complication arises, and those who
are anxious to he divorced, and are in reality divorced finally,

that they love each other, and even with the dr
i hand they do what every other couple similarly

situated See the film and he convinced.

"Proposing Under Difficulties" i Electragraff).—A humor-
picture, representing the difficulty a young man ex-

perienced in proposing. Just as he was ready each time some
unexpected and untoward incident occurred to prevent. Fi-

nally lie proposes by telegraph, a highly sensible thii

do under the circumstances. The writer does not remember
having any previous film from this house, and i< it

commendation should he die portion oi the firm tor it -

cellent work. The film is not particularly strong, but it is

lively and amusing through the unexpected happenings. Act-
in? is sympathetic and photography is clear.

"The Lily of the Ranch" (Nestor) -The hand-
stranger, an automoihle and a susceptible country girl, a tri-

angular combination that has made r than one
cares to remember, and- probably wi!! continue making them
as ' the triang The ban. -or is

sudd
;

ght.

IMP TRAGEDY AVERTED.

the three I mp > ompanies h

lame- k :i. apparently under a lit

t

it i- said I le -at down mar the

irl I latter)
i

chided him, then ignored him altogether. Sudden';.
in- hip

i
nd drawing an ugly revolver,

levelled it at Chatterton Irving I'.. Rubinstein, in charg
properties for the Imp. was cool enough to

ing danger, and with one quick jump lice-

man's arm and wrested the pi-tol from him.
-o quick that those about young Rubinstein did not realize

how nearly they were wil I tragedy. '

Karncy wa- easily held until the arrival of Mayor Abbot,
to whom Rubinstein handed the revolver. The "prop" man
i- the hero of in- company to-day, and there's one man I

who can't praise Rubinstein's heroism too highly—his name
atterton.

Correspondence.

Fitchburg, Ma--, May 27, I JIU.

Editoi - Picture World:

ntlemen—After watching the Kalem i

the Iroquois ::i Canada," several ol our patron- remarked
on the fact that the Indian-, of the tune the pictun
po-ed to represent, were fortunate owner- of 1.

rifles. I may be wrong, but I am under the impression that

guns of tin- type are an invention i about, sixty

years With the prc.-cnt talk of pictures replacing the
drama mistakes of tin- obvious character are unpardonab
Keep up your good work in Striving for accuracy.

II. F. JACKSON,
Manager Bijou Amusement (

THE EXHIBITORS' GOLDEN TIME.
Redwood Falls, Minn., May _•_'. i ,

the Ldttor:

1 have been a silent but very much interested reader of
your valued publication for -ome time and I 1

am\e each week with as much eagerness as the school
doe- for vacation day- or th, ..1111111? hole." I

read with great interest the writing of different authoi
Now ami then there is one 1 have felt like respondil
but being a little exhibitor, away out here ill the North
where you have t Jtate map to locate me. 1 ..

Dot my butt-in. But you can attach a fuse to a k- .

ler, light it. and no matter how long the fuse, if it

keep- alive, when it reaches the powder thei

1 am the k< wder and the Moving I':

\\"rld is the live fuse, and it has reached me. I am
md 1 only wish I was big enough, that ;

enough of me. to make a loui

the er, for I doubt very much it thei
lubti ? the thousands but what amen t

I ha\
In The W . Max- jr. 1910, there

article entitled "The Exhil
mind -tir up any exhibitor if he had
left in him. I appreciate the hoi

, he is the l' .

having the credit of ti.

ving the pr
much about the

keep in mind what I said before, that I am only a little ex-
hibitor. If we have had all the profits, wli;

rth his millii 11
-

have anything when h i in the film

ng such
where the

g
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HELP
increase: your profits
By using Novelty Slide Products. We'll tell you how. Write

NOVELTY SLIDE CO.
221 East 53rd Street New York City

MUSIC TO FIT THE PICTURE
notion Picture Piano Mualc NOW SOc. A COPY

Tli is Is a book of incidental and descriptive music, regular sheet
music size, and arranged for both bands. Contains music for all prob-
able Scenes, Actions, Cbaracters, etc., shown in Motion Pictures, and
its suggestions are entirelj' practical. Music is specially selected, ar-
ranged and composed by one of the best descriptive Pianists in the V.
S., who for the past twenty years has been Musical Director in all

lines of Theatrical Productions. This book is the result of actual ex-
perience, and is now in use in thousands of M. P. Theaters in this
Country and Europe. This book sent promptly to yon Postpaid, upon
receipt of FIFTY CENTS. Descriptive Circular sent FREE to any one
upon request. Address,

GREGG A. FRELINGER, Music Publisher, Lafayette, Indiana.

LUCIEN PREVOST
MECHANICAL ENGINEER

Formerly Chief Designer of Patbe Fieres

OFFICE ADDRESS
WORKS : : :

21 Rue Perdonnet, Paris

25 Bd de la Chapelle, Paris

Cameras

Perforating and Printing' Machines (patterns)

Cleaning, Measuring and Joining Machines

EXHIBITOR!
Don't be induced to buy a new machine when your old one goes wrong.

A postal card to me may save you money. Repairing projecting machines
etc., a specialty. Your order given prompt attention.

MOTION PICTURE MACHINE REPAIR WORKS
131 W. 24th Street Tel. 1Q22 Mad, Sq. New York City

COSTS YOl 100 TIMES LESS MONEY
FOR A BETTER RESULT

Pictures thrown on a curtain covered with "Curtainyline" by
absorbing the light and giving the picture depth are reproduced as
reflected In a mirror, without the detraction of reflected light rays,

and you can get a better focus on the whole scene. Thousands testify

to the merits of "Curtainyline." Try It.

A $3.00 carton is sufficient to cover any ordinary screen.
All Exchanges Carry It in Stock.

Curtainyline Curtain & Producing Co.
22 Fifth Ave., Chicago, III.

SONG SLIDES
Iv

I

D
E

Attractive Announcement Slides

35c each or Three for $1.00

We make Extremely Low Prices la Quantities to Film

Exchanges. Send for List and Prices.

We also offer low figures to standing order custo-

mers for our "Song Slides."

NORTH AMERICAN SLIDE CO., ^.^Vp^aI'pa:

I

D
E

SONG SLIDES

The New Boss of Bar
X Ranch

JCT--T- —w- ' ~¥T » lm* ™.»V 1 ati

IBKir US** LB^aU sM

stt^

' La

RELEASED THURSDAY, JUNE 9th
A splendid story ol the west, teeming with sensation and action. The

photography is exceptional.

Length 9SO Feet

RELEASED MONDAY, JUNE 13th

The Wild Han of Borneo
The wild man was the wildest man ever because he tried to play a

joke and found himself boomeranged. A nppioe good laugh.

Length 390 Feet

On Panther Creek
A story of the mining cames, tense, dramatic and pictorial.

Length 600 Feet

Send for Free Catalogue of Our 1910 Machine

LUBIN MF'G CO. ^BBBUSS!
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little town, I- i! with i
o pop l

;i ,i,| ,t k. busj thinking ..I new
it takes more than g I picl

things mo\ ing in these countrj towns, I ti • M" i

iwd ••! not, so il R '- ha\

8 i time, then we have lota oi il The exhibit

the "i"- that has come oul on top lll,i

trerybodj in the manul the renters and

Ihe publi linlj the public

rich because the} don't know. The manufacturers and rent-

,1,1 more to their aln imulated

wealth No one hears the exhibitor sai he i- making mi

unless he has an object in doin

Willie to hand over his cash for his business and gel stung

I make bold to saj that I don't believe tl i motion

picture show West of the Mississippi in towns ol 4,000

r but what is foi sale Why? Because we are pa

much for film service now and everything else in pro

""
1

Now arises the question: l>o we little exhibitors in t

II country towns that practicalh use all the output ol

manufacturers l>> putting on everj daj cl mount to

thing in keeping up the picture industry? If we do, t ht-n

ning, Mr Renter, that just 1- sooi e on

your film, just that quick we go out of business. For we
raise the price of admission above ten cent- no more

than we could swim across the Atlantic The public would
simply tlimk it was graft and quit at once. The article in

stion winds up with a simple illustration (and to my
mind it 1^ simple because it doesn't give full (It-tails') about

ell known theater in New York Cit> that pays $140 per

week tor film Bervice and the receipts were $3*500 per week,

j a word about the other expenses, house rent.

ic, lured help, electric bill, advertising, etc. My b
the past year- business will show an average of perhaps

1 week clear of all expenses. It that 1- getting rich

quick 1 will have to be shown where it 1-. In closing, I

with the writer of the article that now 1- the

hibitors' golden time, only in a little different way. Now is

exhibitors' golden turn- to stand pat for better films

specially moral and educational, each

using every exertion to make his entertainment high cl

the best element in his town, thereby putting
>ii pictui plane equaled by none, and pay no
bitant film rent for it either. Mr Editor, whether you

submit this to the criticism of the many readers of your
valued paper or confine it to the waste basket I don't care:

a part of that which was jn me has come out. I have ex

ed and I feel better, and I hope to read the though!
"i my brother exhibit

•irs very truly.

CHAS. IICXTSBERRY.

WHERE THE GREAT SCHEME FAILED.
The meeting at the La Salle. Hotel. Chicago, was a huge

farce, and although I greatly enjoyed myself at the antics

of a number of sheep without a leader, I kept my impressions
to myself.
At the close of the banquet I did not dispute the assertion

that the new S mpany would not live two months.
I had not been present at the different meetings, but the

spirit that prevailed it the banquet posted me on what was
in store for the independents—a split. True enough, we had
Borne very line speeches; everyone praised the new combina-
tion, but it was easy enough for a man knowing human
nature to see that all the cheering words were from the lips

and not from the heprt. In other words, most of the speak-
ers were already planning a revolution, while talking and
toasting the new Sales Company.
The leaders of the Sales Company had a very good scheme

—a scheme that should have been carefully studied and sup-
ported by every true independent There is no doubt that
the Sales Company would have been a great success if the
leaders had not been too sure of themselves. Yes, over-
confident that they had mastered the situation, they acted
carelessly and unintentionally showed their game; at least,

gave good ground to certain suspicions
The Alliance had been killed. Well and good. The blows

had been so well administered that everyone, taken by sur-
prise, did not fully realize the dancer or placing themselves
entirely under the control of the new Sales Company, with

ssociation to protect the exchanges or check the doings
of the leaders As fio one had realized the danger, it would
have been better for the leaders to nor wake up the cat.
But they were too jubilant of their supposed success and
they accidentally aroused the lethargy of the members in

klloU

that tl;

\i

biddii
111. in

:. W 1 1 1 1
-

•

-

'

that ii' iii'

d with 1

Bankrupts, suppi

.1 in then |'

known t" not pa) their bill-, had the

monl >rd "monl
can be found Vfor-

ht mistal

VV. II Swan and lu- should
.1 "the p< the moi

passing the hat

I noticed that honest bus g their b

not cheerful while the lar^e-t amount
;n men from « hom their cr< oth-

'I here i- perhaps :i The - that hi

men paying their bills are not the
while the .had beat- are always willing and n heat

anyone, as long a- they can see a dollar in it. The collec-

was nothing else than a cheating game, a- it v.

for the purpos,- of padding a subscription li-t to obtain

nd-class rates. Many, too main-, of tl.'

at tin- outrageous bej ene got a chill ami naturally

raised the question that if the new Sales Company
honest with Uncle Sam what would they do t-. the little

man ufacton r

The two above named points ware blunder-, and blm
that quickly spread dissatisfaction.

To tins add the personality of the monkey. A man who
"refused So.000 for his paper!" a man who. according t

own statements, refuses dailj from the licensed in-

t- to remain true to the independent cat- this

man s,>ld himself t" another trust, abandoned the true in-

dependents that he could not force to enlist under the new
independent trust.

Many honest men. men never thrown down by the Motion
Picture Patents Company, men who had worked for a

year to help the independent cause, men who are known
to pay their bills and who have a clean bus ord.

felt very -ore when they found them- ored
and when they realized that new men. just kicki d

the Moving Picture Patents Company, were placed in charge
of the new S mpany.

fs it. then, to wonder that intelligent and honest men
asked themselves, in the face of these blunders, if the new

Company was really a scheme to help the independents
at large or favor a few selected ones"- Another very crave
blunder for the Sales Company was to select n the
quarters of the Imp Company.
The muddle of to-day shows that I sized up the situation

very closely at that memorablee banquet. My out-poken
methods did not please the schemers. The Moving Picture
World was a power to be reckoned with and as I not

ontrolled by a pass 'he hat. a little conspiracj
hatched to discredit this paper at the Chicago meetiti-

-111c it- Chicago representative a- an unfaithful servant.

The "News'' published on April 21. an article .vith

my full name as the Chii I the Moving
•ire World.

Last Summer, when free to contribute to any trade paper.
I submitted three manuscripts to the "Xew - them
were accepted and published and. at my request, my name
was omitted. The third manuscript was not acccpte.i

even returned. These three manuscripts, written in

Xew York, were delivered by myself as an individual before
my connection with any trade paper.

In April. 1010. when it was necessary for the "independent
n" to hurt the reputation of the Moving Picture World

prior to the meeting in Chicaco. and to reduce me to silence,

the "News" editor (lug up this old manuscript. On April 13,

when I was sent the proof. I wired from Chicago to not pub-
lish anything with my name or the name of the Movine
Picture World. The "News" paid no attention, but pub-
lished the article as coming from J. M. Bradlet. Chicago
representative of the Moving Picture World.
These few facts are the plain truth and will show the

character oi the man in whom the Sales Company put so
much dependence. JOHN* M. BRADLET.
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Pathe Films Draw the Crowds
THIS IS WHAT LEADING EXHIBITORS ARE WRITING US FROM ALL OVER THE COUNTRY

You Never Realized There Could Be Such Improvement. Don't take our

word for it, but book them and see for yourself. Insist on Your Exchange Giving

Yon PATHE'S Latest. Start with our next release, the American Picture

RELEASED MONDAY, JUNE 6th

THE FLAG OF COMPANY H
NEW YORK
West 25th Street

PATHE FRERES CHICAGO
35 Randolph Street

Motiograph Valued at $1,000
J. W. Glenn, owner and manager Bijou Theatre, Tremont,
Nebraska, wrote to the Pittsburg Calcium Light (El Film
Company of Omaha, extracts from which are as follows:

"The Motiograph makes the brightest and best pictures of aDy machine,

and as steady as a stereopticon view. No flicker, everybody is talking about

it and I am getting the business. One thousand dollars would not buy it

if I could not get another. I am an old show man and know what 1 am
talking about."

Mr. Glenn is only one of many that give the Motiograph

credit for a liberal part of their success, besides, which is generally

known, that it is outwearing by far all other machines. OUR SALES

ARE INCREASING IN LEAPS AND BOUNDS.

The REASON For Our jx£e smoofheLS
HDP AT ^IirrP^^ Ic 1 The Steadiest Pictures
UK.CA1 ^UttCOO Ifc ^ The Qreatest Durability

SOflE OF THE

Special Motiograph Features Are

THE STAR AND CAM RINS IN OIL, IT HAS PATENT REWIND, THE PAT-

ENT DOUBLE CONE SHUTTER (none other like it, or approaches i*

for brilliancy and smoothi ess of pictures). SHUTTER IN ERONT OE LENS IE DESIRED.

HEAVY ARC LAMP AND HAS EXTRA LARGE LAMP HOUSE.

THE MOTIOGRAPH WILL INCREASE BUSINESS for both Exhibitor and Dealer.

OUR 1910 CATALOG TELLS WHY

HAS NEW TYPE EXTRA

FOR SALE BY LEADING DEALERS

MANUFACTURED AND JOBBED BY

ENTERPRISE OPTICAL MFG. CO.
J. H. HALLBERC, New York Agent

504 AND 572 W. RANDOLPH ST.
CHICAGO, ILL.
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IHPORTANT NOTICE TO THE TRADE
CONCERNING

MOTOGRAPH FILMS
Exchanges and the Trade in General are hereby notified of our absolute discoo

nection in any way with the so-called Motion Picture Distributing and Sales Co., of

New York owing to our affiliation with The Association of Independent Film Manufac-

turers, operating under the Bianchi, Armat-Jenkins Licenses, granted by the Columbia

Phonograph Company.

We Are Opposed to Any Sales Company
whose foundation is built upon the sands of selfish motives and commercial greed;

whose basic principles and expressed policies mean the ultimate annihilation of the

Independent Cause, generally.

The Association of Independent Film Manufacturers
backed by the Columbia Phonograph Company, its patents and unquestioned finan-

cial standing, together with its International reputation for accomplishing vast

undertakings, means the co-operation of interests whose intentions are Clean ; whose
thoughts are centered on the To-morrow of the Film Industry, and not the Grasping
Control of to-day, and whose sole aim and purpose is to uplift aud maintain Moto-
graphy to a plane of perfection through sound and intelligent business methods and
a proper regard for others.

Motograph Films
are made in a thoroughly modern, elegantly equipped establishment, built with a

view to combining the best features and facilities selected from the foremost studies

and laboratories of Europe and America. An efficient departmental staff affords added
strength and assurance.

OUR INAUGURAL RELEASE

A Child of the Regiment
was enacted and photographed at Historic Fort McHenry, the birth-place of the

"Star Spangled Banner." surrounded by genuine military settings. The story is con-

sistent and clear ; photography of a high standard ; situations distinctively novel
and the interpretation of characters at all times accurate and proper.

Length 850 feet. RELEASED JUNE 11th. Superb Posters Free.

For Detailed Particulars and Genera', Information, Address in the First Instance

General Offices: \ jfl| § p WW mJ f\ \J*m—M Laboratories:m202 N. Calvert St. TV COMPANY^ AMERICA] Dupont ParK

BALTIMORE, MD„ U. S. A.
Licensed under the Bianchi-Columbia, Armat-Jenkins Patents
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THIS WEEK'S PROGRAM OF LICENSED FILMS.

Monday. June 6th.

Btograph—A Child of the Ghetto (Dr.) 989

Lnbin Uranfather'8 Gift (Dr.) 710
l.iiiiin Officer Muldoon'g Double (Com.) ^~'>

Pathe -The i-'l:i jr of Company "ll" (Dr.) BIS

Sellg The Barge Man of Old Holland (Dr.)...i000

Tuesday. June 7th.

Edison The Slyness of Shorty hum 750
Edison Mr. Bumptious '>" ISinls (Com.) 250

Gaumont a Nlgut on the Const (Dr.) 600

Gaumont -The Monastery In the Forest (Sc.)...400
Vitagraph—A Modern Cinderella (Dr.) 977

Wednesday, June 8th.

Essanay -Bnrly Bill (Comedy) 9S9
K.ii.in The Price of Jealousy i Dramatic
Paths The Empty Crade (Dr.) 607

Pathe—Lucy Consults the Oracle (Com.) °>4l

Urban—The Nightmare < Dram. I S24

Urban -The Mountain Lake (Scenic) 19G

Thursday, June 9th.

BiOgraph—A Victim of. Jealousy (Dr.) 9S7
Lubin—The New lioss of Bar-X Ranch (Dr.)... 950
Mcliis -Love's "C. Q: D." (Dr.) 950
Selig the Range Riders (Dr.) 1000

Friday. June 10th.

Edison—The Bellrlnger's Daughter (Dr.) 1000
Pathe—Dimitri Donskoj (Dramatic) Too

Dathc—24-Hour Automobile Race (Scenic) 276
Kalem—The Exiled Chief (Dramatic i

Vitagraph—Over the Garden Wall (Dr.) 973

Saturday, June 11th.

Essanay—The Ranchman's Ffeud (Dramatic) ... .980

Gaumont—The Marriage of Esther (l)r.i lino

Gaumont—Lerin's Abbey on St. Honorat's Island
(Scenic) 285

Pathe—An Unexpected Friend (Dr.) 020

Pathe -Floating 'to Wealth (Comedy) 361

Vitagraph—The Altar of Love (Dr.) 995

EBERHARD SCHNEIDER
Hiror Vitae Products," Projectors, Cameras,

Film-Making Machinery, Films, Slides. Mere-
opticons. Specialties, Lens Grinding, etc. Special
condensors, carbons and lugs.

109 East 12th Street, New Terk

Taylors Method

WHY NOT LEARN
MOVING
0PERCT1N

51.W.28
t
-=ST#Sk

TBINS1+05. M»t>S{>.

Correspondence Course. Special rates to

the trade, send for free illustrated catalogue.

School class meets every morning and
afternoon, with F. H. Richardson of Chi-
cago, as chief instructor. Evening classes

meet every Monday, Wednesday and Fri-

day. We positively guarantee you a $15
position.

We are selling agents for the Power's
Cameragraph and Motiograph Moving
Picture Machines.
We carry a large line of electrical sup-

plies and furnish everything for the theatre.

F. C. TAYLOR
49 West 28th Street New York City

Phoae 1405 Madison Square

Photo Post-Cards
from your Kodak Films or Photos. $15.00 per
1.000. We develop Kodak Films 5c per Roil or Pack
We make Lantern Slides from your own designs'

STUDIO REMBRANDT, o.pt.M
Wheeling, West Va.

UNIFORMS
AND

CA PS
FOR

Moving Picture

Theatres

Catalogues, Samples

and Prices for the

Asking

JamesH.Hirsch&Go. J
Jackson Boulevard \^,

CHICAGO. ^^

No. 110 A

35c Postage Paid
Send for Catalog of Announcement

and Ad slides

The Neosho Slide Company
100 S. Wood St., Neosho, Mo.

J. B. ELLIOTT writes:
MAGNETIC FILM SERVICE CO.,

123 Shillito Place,

Cincinnati, Ohio.

Gentlemen :

I wish to thank you for your prompt attention to my telegram and also for the excellent pictures
you sent on to open with. I did a big business and everybody was pleased with the pictures

I will send the lensea back in my next shipment.
Please continue shipping the same service and be sure to 6end two posters wilh each shipment.

For mv second reel seod as many Lubin and Gaumont pictures as possible.
On Saturday and Sunday try and send me one of the reels with two subjects so I can cut the

length of my show if necessary.
Thanking you for many past favors, I beg to remain

Very respectfully,
(Sgd.) J. B. ELLIOTT,

Princess Theatrk, Lexington, Ky.

P. S.—What is the earliest day I can have the "Roosevelt Pictures" and how much per day.

Drums, Traps and all

Moving Picture

Show Effects
Our New Beautifully Illustrated Cata-

logue now ready and will be sent free to

any address upon request.

LOUIS B. MALECKI & CO.
272 Wabash Avenue Chicago

FILMS FOR SALE
FROM $5.00 PR.R BFKI. «VP UP

Pathe Hand-Colored " Passion Play," cos
$500 00, I offer for $200.00. Sent for cxamina
lion on receipt of $20.00.

J. FRI S C H
138 E. 14th St. New York City

Admission Tickets
Printed to Your Own Copy

Guaranteed correctly numbered, best printed, cheapest
in the market. 100 M. 12Hc. 250 M. 10c. 500 M. 9c, 1 million
7%c stock Tickets, all colors. Admit One, 6 M. tl.00,

lSM.tl.50, 21M.t2.25, 50 M. »3.50. 100 M. M.00.

Cash with order. Send for trial order.

Oppenheimer Printing Co. Cincinnati, 0.

THE ENTERPRISE MODEL B

Portable Calcium Gas Outfit
Is the only Substitute for Electricity for projecting
Motion Picture or Stereopticon views and is the

Only Satisfactory Portable Outfit
because it operates by WATER PRESSURE, IS CON-
STANT, REGULAR AND RELIABLE and has no com-
plicated spring valves to corrode, choke up and otherwise
get out of order. Is patented.

"OXONE" in SQUARE CAKES is most Satisfactory for

the production of Oxygen Qas. Send for particulars.

For Sale by Dealers

Ent6rpriS6 UPIIC3I MljJ. GO. 564 and 572 W. Randolph St. CHICAGO
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BIOGRAPH COMPANY.
A CHILD OK THE GHETTO
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I

i raking ofl i".

willow >.(] ii.

must henceforth ng!

ten* sqnalld i. ».in in lllvlngton
s.w i*ork through Ihe Ubetto looking

lot m.i i, \ urea ii i.nii.ii.. ..f

I
! take ii and finish

-

. win. which bet labor i- to

-.in ••( Hi. proprietor In Imploring m y

i>r l a i — father, wbo piwltlvel) rel

The youth . Mini while tb« fniliiT l<

Itutb'a work. I.. i hills

a -i l r
.

r a blrb ll the desk.
Tin. lo rered and the boy (earing detec-

Ruth blamed by sh Ij

Ink tin in r n.'ik i lie where thi

f. .mi. i in 11 • nt for,

I, ut bel - up- 'ii 11

ting her Inability i" prove her
of ti nrlnclng evidence, and

k- and ber face has in. d
In' tin. Is little 'i trail-

Ing ber. sin- eludes him. however, bj going down
tin- llre-eacapc and boarding a trollej car bound
fur tiir suburbs mi trace of her Ii loal by the

igeatlon ,.r RMvlngton afreet, and
'I nr makes its

I ihe la well
..ut of reach of bar pursuers. On -in' tmdgei
until al ihanstion an. I is round later

ooog farmer who brtngi her to the
anil nuts her in the cart of his mother. Here

the family, ami ber
hitherto aorrow-rlonded existence ehsiiigea to sun-

--ll. \ - in.-

. i-iMi tin- young farmer
ami herself until a betrothal is Imminent. \ f

Qulnn is accorded a vacation.
ami with a fried gnea for a day's Balling at th*
i.r.t.k • - ihe farm. Desiring some milk.

;.. nroenre it. Tin' youmt
farmer anil Huth are standing by tin* well.

when Qulnn appears. The
iin some milk, ami while

i n the ofl nek by the
Kutli. After lie returns
-i 111 pnaales, until at

liim who she is. ami hi

With the intention ..f doing wliat he
Ms duty, i"i' the v betrothi •

.< glance in her convinces Mm of her
- resting her. lie wishes

them luck. The subject is ..f a most Interesting
while tite si-.-iies In the Ghetto are the

in. .st ttemnted.

A VICTIM OF JEALOUSY. All other 1

of thinking, ami hear the
- ii. hnt Jealousy breaks at the Ural

Info frenay and sweeps the soul in tempest."
is were never more

demonstrated than in this v ; ..- 1- ph story. It

shows the extreme unreasonableness of a peraon
• i with thi-. what iniL't'f i.e termed A

nng husband's irrational jealousy makes him
snsniclona of every attention bestowed upon his

Kven tlie nili'isfer. who performed their

marriage ceremony, making a pastoral .-all annoys
i social gathering, ami his ni-

concealed perturbation :*f hla young wife's affa-

blllty with all pi s her evening's pleas
nre. and finally Induces her to ask to lie taken
home. Arri -. . <. and

'ion hnt for t''e

In placing within his range dell-

tat* reminders of her own gentleness. He is

nil from his i,resent dementia ami promises
to act wi foolishly again. The next morn

Ing as lo- is about to leave for his office, he I*

sine,-re iii his protestation "f faith, hnt upon re

turning to iiis library to secure snene bustnena
he hears a man's voice Issuing from the

ti room, ami noon entering finds his wife's
milliner who has come with her hat. lie orders
the man out and nniustlv upbraids his wi
..lily that, he Instructs his valet to watch. This
..f .-nurse, is tine for the valet as lie se.

in it Durlnc the afternoon lady friends of the
wife eall and l»r her to accompany them to

the art studio t" look over some paintings they
th'nk of pur •' :i< i ii-. While at the strait

- are called away for a few moments and
ask her to wait until thev return. Me«nwbile.
the valet has learned of the wife's visiting the
studio and so informs the husband. The intelli

pence throws Hm into a frenrv. and rushing home
- a revolver and loads to avenge his fancied

wrong. The wlf( sees this and hasten*
to apprise ber of her danger. T'p to now tbe

in .1 . -

W III. ll t I,,- llll-l. II,.

I

the adjoin

ids m I." in

I t.. II..- ||

him - k

-

I Into

1

upon hi- solemn
i

EDISON MFG. CO.
Mil- SHYNESS OF SHORTY, 8

win. |
'i

laugh hi Mm tj - make up Sbol
i.e ami lltcrallj ii,. -

.
-

with ihe said ll. • i Joj n ben
iblug, Inqul

whi. ii hi. ... ..,,.1, with an Invitation
about i.- '

ilnnk. sees „ reward notice offering fG.OOu •

capture •[

»'g I ! irney, tbe Sheriff "t tbe County.
' Itej Its i .- -'in.- cooversa l Ion about

I iiiall.v Shot I,, in. hit. l.

While In- Is 111 tile lull Ii

ami his young
Bailey's Ifter short] has unhitched hla team

Into the
w h<i ;- passing w in. „ bni k<

•in.' Chinese Imprecation
ty. ll..t Joj .,

quick .mi. i. ut unt altogether a voluntai v . .

ha i- llgbtlj grasped In the powerful bands
little ti amatt Bar x.

Ballej ami the young Sheriff, Ttrrne
- uver tl xploiti ••! the Tremper gang ami

Tnruey'a coufldence In being able to capture them,
"ion they ; startling noises In tu«
• •r the kitchen. Short] ruahei Into thi
lentlj gesticulating ami complaining t.. Ballej aboul
ihe action ..i 1 1 t Joy, ami telling bim what be
•rould lik.- i.i .1.. to ii,.- celestial. rim Sheriff
chuckles, whereat Shorty turns abruptly upon him
ami asks bim if in- is laughing at him
sin-i-in in,- i,, pacifj Shorty, but t.. no

ij through. II.

Turney in his powerful bands ami something
startling is apparently rolng t.. take pla.-e when
ata Turnej ..nut- mt.. tbe room. The sound (
her voice stops s ty, wbo bows gallantly t.. the
sheriff's wife ami is Introduced to her' by the
Shcrirr. Bashfully Short] backs awaj ami
that In- wishes Hi,. Boor would BWSlloW him up.

Shorty agal eta the sheriff ami ins wife at
"tier table. He is seated •

•
Turnej ami several littl irteali dinner
table are mutually extended. While they are din-

tl liter room a' p:i

looking nil. nil. -lets. ,,,,, ||,,., | |,., n ,|,i' f.|.

- n-. Bailey meets them ami is

tly in their confidence, for in- Immediately
apprises them of tin- presence "f the sheriff anil
his wife. II,. (ells tlieui to wait until all is quiet,
when be will signal them from the window ..f the
hotel bar. They sneak away, acquiescing with
Ballej s iiistru, -linns.

Night cornea on- all base retired. We see simriv
comtng Into the darkened barroom in a despondent
fi:l " f mind. lie is evidently meditating upon
the fact that he will never know a WOtnan'l
The proximity of tin- bar si t dm that be
drown his muroaeness. by Imbibing spirituous
This lie proceeds t.. ,i.. i,,n .,,, i r biter we

S orty still busy with the bottles ami in a
state of deplorable inebriety. While he is in this
condition Bailey cornea down th. with a
lighted candle ami wigwags at the largo window
shorty .ant quite make it ."it. i from bin
crouching position behind the bar awaits ,|.

mcnls.
The Tivin iters the room and -

ducted by Bailey np tbe si M i r ~ -, r the
room of the Sheriff ami. liefore he can help himself.
pounce upon him. Shorty in th,- bar below hears

iek of Turney's wife struck down
• •f the rongbS. He shake- himself violently.

draws his two forty fours ami prepares for
Ills mind is hefuddled. hut he tnanagl
hasy Idea of what is going on. As the gs
ters the room with the captured Sheriff and Jeers
him. something which the sheriff - Shorty
to action. In a drunken way lie covers the cane
with his cutis. On, ,,f them, thinking Sho-

1

drunk to slu«.r straight, take- n . bance at drawing
upon, hut Shorty is there with his trigger

finger, ami the outlaw suddenly lieeomes a wiser
msn and throws his hands skyward. Shorty hanks
the crowd up against the wall, at which juncture
Mrs. Turney .-nines down the stairway with her lius.

band's rev..her She quickly releases Turney. and
st this point the startled guests of the hotel enter
nnd i-ome to the aid of the Sheriff.

Shorty, of course, is made the hero of the oc-
casion. Mrs. Turney showering him with
sfons of her rratitnde. Turney tells him that he
will (ret the $5,000 reward. Shorty declines It and
nffers it to tbe hride as a m-ddiing etft. This

nil Ml Ll HINGEK 8 DAUOHTEX

1

-
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-

Ill llink.ll,.

• tbeart

life.

'
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- -• that her lover i« guilty, has m, aiternav-

llfe «nd r;

knell nom.

ESSANAY FILM MFG. CO.
AWAY OUT WEST. Tl,. ..p., ,,r ,|„

%-' mining town, tbe bub of the
enter. Herbert Mills, a young chap from the
with his partner. \\ ,., ,. x .

• .1 miner, are about
t trip through the mountali is the

usual bustle ami bustle in loading th- pack mules
w it li in, ii- p

SfCll mi the trail. a scarcely discernible
! winding up through the mountains.

in th,- ,|ay they draw up at a miner's hut
an aged luLtmr.

liter .Unl tin. I Ihe .,1,| pr< ;

th. Daniel
: hard-

I cbap
'He, but Mills waves bim aside mid administers to

The latter Is revived, hut
-

I .Ii- rlbtng a n _• that
very rich. Ihe chart Is dellven

Mill-, who eases the old man In 1,1-

Witll life then witlulr: - r H)lt
kindness is sometimes very richly rewar
The next ci.niuL' finds the t-.> • .r« in

the middle • reert but still n day's yuniucy
to the linn. . ,| in tbe old miner's clisrt.
After tethering their linrms and inakinc camp
for the night tiny turn in f«.r no
Yonng Daniels swakens In the nlgbt .-.

willi an evil desire t.> mb his pnrtner of the lat-
in the mine. While Mil). Is ...undiy

tesls the ,1k, rt from tl,.. sleepinc
pocket, packs up the mules with such foots

and other i
i allpa

•pnitl. ptylng Mill-
In the early morning Mills awakens an:

ins p.irtm- n. thai he ras heen
left to die in ire desert. II.- n
of tin' situation, hut summoning hla courage he
strike- off through th. lowing the fsint
trail taken by his partner. Suddenly all t-

tbe trail vai • that
he |- hopelessly Ii .nine sun on I

-

am) the h"t snk - alkali nnd sand
underfoot soon exhaust bim ami In s
crump:,

In the mennlini. . mln<
gloating over the pi '.tdlnc

- the dim cava and dl<
- in the dai kness N scene.

taken within the mine, of the figure ..f Daniels
It tbe narrow shaft of light Basel

lug his way Into the niine. The following scene Is

ts of camera work ever seen
ii: pictures ti,. interior of the mine Here

tbe rich pay streak and makea a
il. illation of the Immense wealth the mine

contains Bni i
i baa no s.-mer touched the gold

i blinding light flashes starve him and he
Ids eomrnde Mills, lying uneon

iti'I'T the blazing sun on the desert sand
light in the man's soul between

ud avaricious gn-ed But in I

nd Dsniels. sorry and re-

hurries out of the mine, saddles a horse
-cue of his comrsde.

He finds him in - tu«r as tbe vision bsd
I Ills aid. Wster snd food

. vlve him and Daniels. In l-llng him into

rriedly Isi.k to tbe mine.
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Trade Make Tradb Mark
BIOGRAPH
FILMS

RELEASED JUNE 6th, 1910

A Child of the Ghetto
An Innocent Victim of Fate's Cunning

Life in the New York East Side is most vividly portrayed in this

Biograph production. It tells the story of a young Jewish orphan girl

who is falsely accused of theft, but is finally cleared of the injustice by
a kindhearted and reasoning policeman, who reads her innocence in

her honest face. In new environs she is made to forget her persecu-

tions and her life becomes brighter. The scenes in the congested
East Side are the most realistic ever attempted.

APPROXIMATE LENGTH, 989 FEET

RELEASED JUNE 9th, 1910

A Victim of Jealousy
Showing It to Be the Worst of Human Weaknesses

This subject shows the unreasonableness of a person obsessed with
this, what might be termed, disease. The young husband's irrational

jealousy makes him suspicious of every attention bestowed upon his

young wife, making her life as well as his own almost unendurable.
There are many incidents shown to impress him what a fool he is,

until finally when his wife's patience has been tried to the extreme, and
she threatens to leave him, he is awakened and realizes his weakness.

APPROXIMATE LENGTH, 987 FEET
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EDISON FILMS FOR JUNE 14 AND 17
united states life, saving oriels

Uncle Sam's vigilant and heroic patrolmen of the coast in an exceedingly Interesting and instructive series of drills showing their daily
routine of duty, drilling with breeches-buoy, life-boat, resuscitation practice and the various other duties that go to make up their daily life, a
short til in that will entertain and please any audience, and make every one wish that the subject were longer. No. 6641. To be released
June 14th. Code. Virgulaire. App. length. 250 feet.

OTHER EDISON FILMS
THE HOUSE ON THE HILL. A snappy story of adventure with splendid light and scenic effects throughout. A gang of counterfeiters,

whose rendezvous is a supposedly haunted house on a lonely hillside, is accidentally stumbled upon by a young novelist and captured after a

thrilling linht. A li 1 in replete with mystery and action which will hold your audience enthralled from start to linish. No. 6642. To be released
June 14th. Code, Virgular. App. length, 745 feet.

A CENTRAL AMERICAN ROMANCE. Produced with the assistance of the officers and sailors of the T". S. Battleship "South Carolina."
A melodrama that will quicken the pulse of every American. A young American adventurer, whose chivalrous nature brought him to Imprison-
ment and the death sentence in a Central American town, escapes at dawn through the aid of a black-eyed senorlta and leads a hand of ".lack

Taw" to the rescue ot his fellow prisoners. Your audience will watch the escape and rescue scenes wiiii bated breatb and, when the stars and
Stripes emerge triumphantly from a bitter fight, will burst Into spontaneous applause, No. 6643. To be released June 17th. Code, Virgulilla.

App. length. 1000 feet.

SPECIAL FOURTH OF JULY FILM
THE STARS AND STRIPES. (A Story of Paul Jones.) A pictt re iliat throbs with the glorious spirit of '70. of danger and heroism, lib-

erty, patriotism and love, in ii is graphically depicted the terriffic battle on the high sea between the "Bon Homme Richard" and "Serapis."
Realistic, thrilling, Inspiring, in indispensable Independence Kay film. No. 6648. To be released July 1st. Code, Vlaggestok. App. length.
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larder Display Posters of these Films from vour
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lOB never can tell what will happen
"Burly BUI."

THE RANCHMEN'S FETJD. Hiram Matthl
i ranchman, owns an apple orchard which

- on the property of Jesse Foray th. The
former and his wife are picking apples in the or-

frora a tree, the branches of whirl
•" the Korsyth property. Porayth

an. I Matthews have never been on e.sul terms and
the former, who has brooded long over snp-

onc him by Matthews, tin.ls this latter

ami his wife trespassing on his property, he orders

them off at the ix.inl of a shotcun. Matthews
argues that as the tree is planted upon hla ground

iwner of the fruit on the branches which
overlap the two properties. The other man dis-

IttOOt Matthews if he
Matthews summons the sheriff,

who advises him to go to law.

Matthews' son now returns from an Eastern eol-

i.l. unaware of the enmity between his

father and Forsyth, meets the ighter.

: - a ease of love at first sicht. bnt Forsyth

eomlng on the scene of the tete-a-tete, orders his

enemy's son from the premises and drags i

into the I.

Young Jack Matthews coos home and persuades
his father to eall on Forsyth, and endeavo
patch up the old misundorstan.line. Matthews
screes and eoes to the Forsyth homestead and
offers to forget old misunderstandings and to be
friends, but Forsyth is obstinate and ref> -

Shake hands.
The ne\t day young .Ta.-k dlapatchea a hoy with

a note for Nellie. Forsyth's daughter. The not"
Is delivered, but the sirl's father, slipping quietly
upon her. - t the note is from Jack
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LUBIN MFG. CO.
THE NEW BOSS OF BAR X RANCH

n M|n. ill I. lit lli;it illt.T.st |ng .1 i

made until Dick Shirley. waiting on the
station platform and looking for a man to alight
from tin- Overland, steps In to prevent R
Pinto from Insnlting a woman passenger. The
dainty little woman n-ks iM.-k if be can direct
her to Bar X Ranch and Dick is taken aback.
The letter merely stated that E. P. Dunn would
arrive to take possession of the newly pur
property ami no one supposed that the i'

for Emily, l>h-k belpa hi-r int.. the wagon and
they -tart for the ranch. Out In front of the
ranoh house the hoy- are sunning tbemaelvi
wondering what the new boss Is going t" be like.

When they see s woman in the wagon with the
foreman th.-re is a hurried sprucing up and they

it to Impress the new arrival with the
elegance of their manners, with the result that they
overdo it and L. ne ludicrous. The new boss (Its

very easily into the new life and the riders fairly

worship her. sin- is pleasant to nil hut It Is

shouldered Hick Shirley who seems to be the

ft suitor and this Is made more apparent
when Pinto comes with a note, presumably from
Pick, saying Hint be lias been hurt. She hurries

with Pinto to the scene of the accident, her aei-

tatlon betraying the real state of h.-r feelings.

itnt the note was a ruse. Pinto, partly for I

and partly through the erllness of his passion, has
plotted with -Mine of his companions to en

of Emily, and when they are a safe distance
from the ranch his fellows s.-ize the little Im.ss and
carry her off to their aback In the tangled erowths
of tin- foothills. Si.m Dick and the other OTjnch-

me riding up to the ranch wondering why
- no cheery word of erootine. One of tin-

men picks up the note the boss has dropped and
in an instant thev are all astir. An Indian marks
the trail and while the others mount he follows

lltale tracks across the country, leadlnc
eventually to the shack where F.mlly. bound and
powerl, sen tortured bv the threats and

- of the roughs. It is but the work of a

her and a second later Pinto
Igbt unawares and eomnollo.1 to raise his

hands. One by one the others emerce from the

shack to be surprised into bloodless surrender and
thev are bound with ready lariats and
taken off to the ranch to be held until the au-

thorities can be reached. Pick shares his saddle
with the little Imss. and when home is reached and
she slir.s from the bol ' M to Ms wllllnc

arms if Is to rest th. . .11 r until one of

the other riders, online Upon them unawares, ropes

them with his lariat

THE WILD MAN OF BORNEO. Tin wild man is

not wild—St least when he starts out to be.

Nothlnc could he of wlldness than
the fun-loving eolloco hov who is Induced by his

chums to turn professional freak There Is a

cir-us in town and when the boys find a mas-
ouerade suit dr--: at a hall

just el.«inc about sunrise thev conceive the Idea

inc one of their number up in the wild
man suit and selling him to the circus proprie-

tor as a sii'e show T »m T, anlev Is

something of an athlete and shines In oolleee

theatricals, so he Is appointed the wild man while
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mlssl nil's of their day among the masses of
heathendom in the neighborhood of Lvong .,<„>

Nice.

G. MELIES.
WHITE DOE'S LOVERS.- It is I beautiful morn-

ing in Indian Si ner. and White Doe is out ll

ber Urea bark canoe, engaged In a fishing expedi-
tion lor food. She paddles home under the over-
banglng trees and vines, lights the small fire in
front of tier tepee and cooks her primitive break-
fast. The air is bracing, the birds are singing,
life is free and good. Also White-Doe is happy
tor she had CBOgbt a gleam of admiration in the
eyes Of 8 stalwart cowboy, when she visited a

ranch a few days before with her offering of
plaited baskets and the famous blankets of her
Navajo tribe.

she begins her work of basket weaving, dream-
ing the love dreams of her people and her heart
singing with coquetry and the happiness of con-
quest, for she is also loved by a brave of her
tribe—a wealthy sou of a chief with a hundred
aoree
Feminine vanity is the same in palace or on

plain, and her love of admiration drives her to

the side Of the stream, where she gazes into the
limpid water and ceases to wonder, in her satis-
faction, that she is beloved of two strong men.
The cowboy comes socking her and finds her at

the side of the stream, where they pass a happy
hour. The Indian lover also seeks her this morn-
ing, but the tepee is elnpty and the tire is dying
out. In the soft turf he lends the print of a

pale-face's boot and his heart grows heavy with
hate, while tlie sign of the Great Spirit, set in

the heavens for their guidance, seems to become
clouded and grow farther away. In impatience
he awaits White-Doe's coming, and when she
rides up on the saddle of his rival, he draws his
rifle to his shoulder. The girl springs between
him and the equally eager cowboy, and. knowing
that she can not avert a battle, and feeling proud
that two such great warriors should sue for her
favor, she suggests that they fight it out with
knives, her hand in marriage being the prize to
the victor.

They fight, a fierce battle of bate—now with the
advantage to the white man and again to the
Indian. Their struggles take them out of sight
behind the tepee and White-Doe awaits in anguish
to see which will return to claim her. A groan,
a thud and a silence tell her that the battle is

over and the Indian emerges from the shadows
and places her upon his horse. ITe takes ber
away to his wigwam, and at the summit of a
hill she turns and looks back. All is quiet in

the valley. Nothing moves save a riderless horse
who noses uneasily the dead body of his master,
lying cold and still by the side of the river, while
a cardinal thread of his life's blood trickles down
to join the larger stream.

THE STRANDED ACTOR.—This is a sentimental
little story of Mr. J. Booth Walker, a stranded
thespian of the "legitimate drama." who has been
touring the West with a comnany presenting
"Othello." The company lias yielded to the stress
of bad business and has closed, while Mr. Walker,
finding no easier way to return to Chicago, is

counting the ties along the railroad. He comes
to a small station, where several half intoxicated
cowboys are assembled, and the idea comes to one
of them that Mr. Walker be made to do a "stunt."
They fire at his feet until he dances, but be is so
adept at the graceful art of Terpsichore, that they
soon watch him in admiration, and reward him
with liberal applause. A letter is discovered by
one of them, which shows that the actor is trying
to return to the bedside of his sick child, and the
good natnred cowboys make up a purse for him.
fill his pockets with cigars and his heart witli
cheer, load him upon a passing train and send him
rejoicing to Chicago and his little family.

PATHE FRERES.
THE FLAG OF COMPANY "H".— It is during

an Indian uprising that Company "H" accompan-
ied by its mascot, a fine bulldog, is encamped
on a bill. A party of Indians overpower the sen-
tries and attack the camp. Company "II". although
hopelessly outnumbered, bravely endeavors to repel
the onslaught. The Captain seeing all is lost.

orders the sergeant to take down the flag from its

post, and to secretly bury it in order to prevent
its being defiled by the Indians. The Sergeant
does this watched by the dog, and he has barely
time to report back, before the Captain falls

mortally wounded and the rest of the brave
company gradually succumb, the Serjeant alone not

being killed outright, be being severely wounded
and half covered witli his comrades' bodies.

The Indians having taken possession of the camp,
proceed to search for the supply of liquor, and
finding it soon become senseless from continual
OVerdOSeS of the firewater. Tie- Sergeant alter a
great effort, succeeds In freeing himself sufficiently
to call the dog, who responds to his whistle and
he then gives this almost human animal his In-

structions. Jumping over the prostrate bodies of
tlie Indians the dog proceeds to the spot where
tlie Hag is buried and with his paws removes the
earth covering it and taking it in his mouth
dashes off. In so doing, however, he arouses some
of the Indians who have now slept off their stupor
and who start off in pursuit on horseback. Across

iinlain. valley, stream and ravine this four-
footed hero dashes pursued by tlie blood-thirsty red-
skins until finally he reaches the main camp of
Ha regiment. Suspecting a tragedy the Colonel
orders tlie bugler to sound the alarm and as soon
as tlie men are assembled the regiment led by
the brave dog dashes for the scene of the fight.

Arriving there it is short wank for them to repel
the Indian warriors and retake the camp.
The Sergeant is discovered and half carried.

half walking is taken to the Colonel to whom he
relates the events as they happened. The exertion
of telling his story is too much, and he falls
dead from bis wounds at the Colonel's feet. With
bared beads, while the faithful animal licks the
face of tlie last of tlie gallant company, the
Colonel spreads the flag saved from desecration
over his body, and then this animal, desolate at
its loss, lies down beside tlie dead body, deter-
mined not to be parted even in death.
This finale is one of the most wonderful scenes

ever laid before the picture loving public and
it will be a marvel to all. how it was possible
to obtain a dog that would perform throughout
this film with such wonderful intelligence.

THE EMPTY CRADLE.-The home of a Police
Sergeant is desolate owing to tiie loss of his
only child, a baby, whose cradle is a silent wit-
ness of his and his wife's grief. Weeks go by
and the Sergeant, grave and changed, is on bis
rounds when lie finds an old woman worn out with
cold and fatigue, clasping a baby in her arms.
and who is homeless and penniless. She is led
to the station house where the warm-hearted police
look after her. Tin hi and fatigue, however.
have been too much and she falls over dead, leav-
ing the babe bereft of its last friend. When
the question of placing the child in safe keeping
is brought up, the Sergeant offers to take it to

Ids own home and later he is seen entering his
lionie with the baby under bis cape. His wife is

dozing and stealthily approaching the empty cradle
tie slips the child in. A few minutes later a

plaintive cry startles the woman out of her sleep
and turning to the cradle she is astonished to

find the baby. Her husband explains, and bis wife.
compassionate, gladly takes the little one to ber
heart.

LUCY CONSULTS THE ORACLE.—To lift the
veil that shrouds the future, and know the mys-
teries of her destiny, is the desire of Lucy as she

hesitates to accept her lover's proposals. As if

in answer to her thoughts a peddler offers ber
through the window a book by means of which a

speedy answer to any question affecting the future
can be easily obtained.

So Lucy takes the book and alone with her maid
the questions are put and answered until having
satisfied herself as to what tlie future will bring

she at last makes her decision.

DIMITRI DONSKOJ.—The Trepoff family con-

sists of four members, father and son. both wood-
cutters, and mother and daughter, who are happy,
although extremely poor. There comes a day.
however, when father and son are seized by Tartar
soldiers and carried before the Khan who calls

noon them to abjure their faith. Tlie son strikes the
proffered Koran to the ground, emphatically re-

fuses and is killed on the spot by tlie tyrant.
Trepoff escapes and regains bis home. The Tar-
tars follow him and carry off the daughter before
the despairing eyes of her parents, both too old

and helpless to offer resistance. Trepoff then ap-
'Is to Dimitri Donskoj the valiant defender of

the oppressed Russians, and at the head of a few
followers Dimitri invades the Tartar camp, rescues
the girl and restores her to her father.

AN UNEXPECTED FRIEND.—A neighbor calls

on a working man and borrows one of his hard-
earned dollars. Some weeks after, owing to a

strike, he is himself in want with his child sick

and unable to purchase the necessary medicine.

He tries to obtain the return of bis loan and ulti-

mately to get rid of him she knowingly gives him
a counterfeit dollar piece. Overjoyed lie rushes to

the drug store and tenders it in payment for the
medicine. The druggist sees that it is false and
has him arrested. The policeman on Ids way to

the locknn allows him to go in and kiss bis sick

child. At the station house the policeman over-

come by tlie sad sight substitutes a good piece
for tlie bad one and the charge falls to the
ground. A few months after we see tlie working
man, restored to prosperity, and his child well
again, welcoming the policeman to supper at their
home,

FLOATING TO WEALTH.—Bothered by his

creditors whom he is unable to pay. Mr. Moneyless
i ei ir.s to his wretched bed. In the night the
Paris tin'"!- reach his room, and flooding it the
bed floats out through the streets, and it is seen
floating for many miles, an unusual and amusing
spectacle. Ultimately it floats into the parlor of
the house of a wealthy woman, where he awakes
and saves the owner and her money. In return
for this she agrees to marry him thus freeing
him of all his cares.

VITAGRAPH COMPANY.
THE RUSSIAN LION.—The famous wrestler.

"The Russian Lion," is giving an exhibition of
Ids skill, at one of the sporting clubs and adver-
tises that lie will give a prize of one hundred
dollars to any one who can throw him.. This ad-
vertisement comes to tlie notice of the "Russian
Lions'' former teacher and at one time cham-
pion: he decides to attend tlie club exhiblt'ou
and try to win tlie prize.

The teacher lias long since given up tlie wrest-
ling game and has been working at his trade, but
sickness and lack of employment has put him in

hard straits and he is willing to take a chance
at almost anything, and the one hundred dollars
is a very tempting bait, besides his little girl
is very sick and he must have funds.

lie calls in one of his friends and tells him
about his plan to meet the "Russian Lion" on
the mat that night. Tlie friend helps him to
get in shape and together they *go to the club.
The wife at home offers up her anxious prayers
for her child and her husband's success.

The assembled audience at the club cheers the
"Russian Lion" as he appears before them, and
tlie announcer issues the challenge of the evening

—

a duplicate of the one advertised. Tlie ex-cham-
pion accepts the defi and they prepare for the
contest, which is a splendid exhibition of the
different styles of wrestling. The poor teacher
is defeated and returns to his home disheartened.

His wife consoles him and leaves the room to
attend to their sick child. While she Is gone.
the "Russian Lion" comes in and tells his teacher
he recognized him while be was wrestling with
him and came to call on him in remembrance of
past favors and services. He bids his old friend
good-bye. but before leaving be places unseen on
the table a large sum of money with a bill which
he owed the teacher for one hundred and fifty dol-
lars. There are discovered by the ex-champion
after the "Russian Lion" is gone. The poor
fellow shows his wife and child the money, and
there is general rejoicing at this unexpected good
fortune.

HOW CHAMPIONSHIPS ARE WON—AND LOST.—In the first scenes of this picture we have a
chance to see Mr. James J. Corbett as an actor
in his "glad rags" and society, where Mr. Cor-
bett meets Miss Florence E. Turner. "The Vitagraph
Girl." leads her into the mazy waltz, and while
they are dancing she falls fainting into his arms.
He leads ber to a sofa, and, with the assistance
of her cbaperone. revives her. tells her she should
take more exercise and invites her to his physical
culture studio. She accepts his invitation.

The next evening, with ber cbaperone. she calls
to see him and arranges to take some lessons
under his instruction. In the gymnasium he ex-
plains to her the uses of the one hundred pound
punching bag. Professor Cooper now takes her -In

hand for a \'o\^ exercises, showing bow to reduce
the waist and hins. the method of removing flesh

on the upper part of the body, strengthening thi
back, hips and thighs and ahdnmtnal muscle*.
At home Miss Turner practices the methods

taught her by Mr. Corbett and the Professor.
This scene gives a fine Idea of the advantages of

physical training at home as an aid to health,
strength, grr.ee and beauty.
One ninntli later, the fair pupil is seen at the

studio taking a les=on in boxing from Mr. Corbett,
the great exponent of tlie art of self-defense.
This is where the result of Mr. Corbett's lesson"
to his nnnil shows itself in the skill displayed by
Miss Turner in their friendly little bout, in which
she proves herself to be his master.

In the following scenes Mr. Corbett and his
snnrrin" partner. Tom Kennedy, in ring costume,
c-ive Illustrations showing the famous "knockout"
blows: The Sullivan and Corbett battle and the
last rallv and knockdown. Fitzsimmons and Cor-
bett. F'tz knocking out Corbett. showing the fa-
tnons solar nlevos blow. .Toffries and Fitzsimmons
battle. Jeff knocking Fitz down in tlie second
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• man on his r.-.-i tba world baa a»»r known.
i.r. nik-lil to n BtoIj llnl-l.

tlir.-.- r. .iitni exhibition bonl batwetn Ur
mill \ir Kennedy, giving • demonetration -

I-.-.
i

in ti.. boxing game, ai tba aama tints
gjrlDg .in exposition ..f "Clean Breakaway! Hit
tint in Breakawaya" and "Hitting in Clli

SELIG POLYSCOPE CO.
THE BARGEMAN OF OLD HOLLAND. .Minn la

n poof Holland peaaanl and pleada I'.-r work f.»r

iks "i bla motherless babe, bol la refoaed,
god in dt«p*rs i -.ii .ii,. i in n moment of melgncboly

drift in nn open boat.

frosting to fnf.- thai soms Ood fearing and
i. ut peroon woald fimi and gtrs Hi.- boj Im.hi.-.

Ha iiiins.-if becomea wanderer In the Heidi He
i parse, inn too lati wlfa .-r tba

bargeman of Bergen flndi and girts tba bt

noma and tore, abe baring i blldren, but f.nir

later the atork m*it* the borne and besTen
th. -in with i hub] girl. Fifteen yeara later

grown m> and cberlah mora tlmn
..I bmtber'a lore for each other. By

one «i:ii Jobsn n ti the boy and
ntses him bnyi in tntereal In the barge to be
naar I. n In- baa plunged Into

H- bli supposed drunken fntlir-r.

-geman. Mi- Identity is made known nn.l

unbounded b the boy and girl, for

tba bright world thai im-< just opened
to ti -

THE RANGE RIDERS.—Each year tin- iinlnnc
anrroondlnga nn.l novel characters of tins greal nn.l

^ - I.. ming more and
'.- nn.l In n f.-vv nhoi ntlr.-ly

. yon Imagine i more ext Itlng or •..-n-
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mid a number are woon BberlS awi
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ROMEO AND JULIET IN TOWN KOBMO I'.r.wn
I.. I Jnii.-i Bml ' ite ii.. old ad i

.

ini -in. --Hi " iiwliik- I.. tin- nn-
..Hi relet - .-r tbs bonaei ..r Brown

Sniltii tii.-n meetlngi line and
rhej ur.- wending tbelr wej down

Hi.- Elgaag Winn, of Shantytown, Wyoming.
log and Beetling worda ol lore, do) even to hi

turbed bj n uiiiiL-
.- dog iik'i.t. or warring

..f Brown and Bmltl ill taken reapectlTelj ..v.-r

tin- parental knee Thej are foe time separated,
i. ni Ilka the |.r..v.-i i-i.ii ..it "the] came beck

"

The hern dance Roi thrown ool contrteea to

kidnap tbe fair Jnllel bj dearendlng fr the hay
loft by n rope and parrying bet ..(T to bis
cbanted caatli ralla but they
beat Hi., iiriny ..f tin- factloni to tbe Jnatl a .-f

the Pet who aald n Bhakeapeare wroti
•ii.-t home, goldlng jri :in.i Into •
I., married tbeae young una reh mutton bi

The MOVING PICTURE WORLD.
The BEST for moving picture news.
The BEST for licensed and independent Aim liati.

The BEST for advertisements. $2.00 per year.

INDEPENDENT IILMB RELEASED BT
THE EAOLE FILM EXCHANGE

- Lady win.
M-) Again ilialai

rat.
21

Uaj -\ nn p«i

u ,,

'

It. .1 U

H
(111.

.--.

M.i.

(Itela)
.- ils|.

M.,i .> w llli ti..- '

-_^

NOTICE.
\|..\ i .

I
rapist-

Please i .lowing

15 reels per week, first runs.

2 reels, chsnged daily, weekdays: 3 reels Sundays,
guaranteed.

II in .t in i. position I.- fun slate
wiiiit nn ran furiii-n. nniiii. r ..r rests gee week.
ii. -w as poaalble. Age, prta -iiw.

iddri n w nn full ji

A. A. DAVIDSON.

151 N. Broad St.. Mobile. Ala.

FILMS HOWARD MOVING PICTURE GO.
REPAIR WORK A SPECIALTY FILMS

AGENTS TOR
Motlogrsph, Power's and Edison Machines, Supplies and Sundries

TRUDEL SPOT LICHTS AND COLOR WHEELS
564 "WASHINGTON STREET :: BOSTON. MASS.
Established 1804 (Opposite Adonis Hon-.. Incorporated 1908

FILMS MACHINES
The Largest and Best Equipped Independent Film Service iu Pennsylvania

SUPPLIES

We have the Service because we are the largest buyers of the
Best Independent Productions

PHILADELPHIA PROJECTION CO., 44 North Ninth Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

REPAIRS

AMERICAN FILM BROKERS
147-167 FOURTH AVENUE, NEW YORK

WANT to buy 2,000 REELS Independent and Association

INDEPENDENT
'm rent new Films. Handle all the leading MaKes, both AMERICAN AND
FOREIGN; beautiful Posters; exclusive Feature Service. Write for prices.

CINCINNATI FILM EXCHANGE., 315-317 West 4th Street, CINCINNATI, 0.

SPECIAL ROLL TICKETS
s.oos
10.00*

»I.2S
2. SO

20.000
28,000

S4.60
8.30

The Big TicRet Any- Printing
Anjr Colors.

90.000 - - • $7 so
100.000 .... 10*0

G«t th* Samples

NATIONAL TICKET COMPANY
Stock TIcKeti, 6 Cants

ihamokin, Pi
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING.

FOR SALE—One of the finest theaters In Western
Pennsylvania, m live town "i 8,000. i p-to-date In

Seating capacity 1,'200. Ail modern
ements, Reason for Belling, other business

and i give it attention. Now running vaude-
ville and motion pictures with success. Would
lease to responsible party with privilege "f buying.
A chance of a lifetime. Tins is no cheap pn
tion. Address T. T. ('., care Moving Picture World,

FOR SALE—300 folding chairs, i Power's and 1

Edison \i. p. machine, 1 piano, 1 asbestos and
angle iron booth, 6 fans, complete scenery tor

12 \ IS opening. All in A 1 c lition. BROWN &
DION, Kane. Pa,

FOR SALE Large quantity opera chairs for pic-

ture house; used tour months; Ml- bargain; must
sell ai ..nee. IMPERIAL CONFECTIONERY, 22
S l' Hi Ave., lit. Vernon, N. Y.

AT LIBERTY—After June 10. moving picture
operator, four years' experience, strictly sober and
reliale; all machines. HARRY AFFELT, Au Salbe,

Mich.

WANTED— High elass gentleman baritone singer
and ladj pianist for new theater about to open.
Pianist'- sail $10.00; singer's salary according to

ability. Address, A. L. BROWN, care Vaudette
Tlieat.-r. Lansing, Mich.

REWINDERS made of the best material and
workmanship, $1.25. DAVIS MANUFACTURING
SUPPLY CO.. Preble Ave., Allegheny, Pa.

SCENARIOS WANTED—Submit with stamped
and addressed envelope for return. HERMAN, 49
W. Sth St., Bayonne, N. J.

LICENSED RELEASES.

Motion Pictures
JAMES J. JEFFRIES
Stanley Ketchel
Tom Sharkey
Kid Herman
Gunner Moir
Youngr Corbett
Kid Sharkey

JACK JOHNSON
Billy Papke
Tommy Burns
Joe Gans
Joe Palmer
Terry McGovern
Young Dority

FRANK GOTCH GEO. HACKENSCHMLDT
LU THEIR CHAMPIONSHIP CONTESTS

Write for low rental terms

The CHICAGO FIGHT PICTURE CO.
81 CLARK STREET CHICAGO, ILL

Little Giant Carbon Sharpener

ry^p* $3.50
\^^ Will save 25 per

0* ','•:•/ cent, ot your carbonMV expense.

• ' ^'\ Newprinciole—two
knives which can be

removed instantly for sharpening.

SPECIAL UNTIL MAY 15th.

% x 12 Pink Label Electra Carbons $4.00 per
100. Moving Picture Machines, Dissolving
Stereopticons $45.00 up. Oxy-Hydro. Gas.
Gas Making Outfits; all Supplies and Repairs

ERKER'S St. Louis, Mo.

Apr.
Apr.
May
May
May
May
May
May
May
May
May
June
.lu lie

June

May
May

May
May
May

June
June
June
June
June

June
June
June
June

May
May
May
May
May
May
May

May
May
May

June
June
June
June
June
June

Apr.
May
May
May
May
May
May
Mav
May
June
June
June
June

May
May
May
May

May
May

May
June
June
June
June

BI0GRAPH COMPANY.
25—The Way of the World (Dramatic). . .950
28—Up a Tree (Comedy) 981
2—The Gold Seekers (Dr.) 976
5—The Unchanging Sea (Dr.) 952
9—Love Among the Roses (Dr.) 983
12—The Two Brothers (Dr.) 993
10—Over Silent Paths (Dr.) 980
19—An Affair of Hearts (Com.) 967
23—Ramona (Dr.) 995
26—A Knot in the Plot (Dr.) 980
30—The Impalement (Dr.) 987
2—In the Season of Buds (Dr.) 990
0—A Child of the Ghetto (Dr.) 989
9—A Victim of Jealousy (Dr.)

EDISON MFG. CO.

27—'Mid the Cannon's Roar (Dr.) 1000
24—All on Account of a Laundry Mark

(Com.) 450
24—Fortune's Fool (Com.) 530
27—'Mid* the Cannon's Roar (Dr.) 1000
31—The Mule Driver and the Garrulous

Mute (Dr.) 980
3—The Piece of Lace (Dr.) 995
7—The Slyness of Shorty (Dr.) 750
7—Mr. Bumptious on Birds (Com.) 250
10—The Bell Ringer's Daughter (Dr. 1... 1000
14—United States Life Saving Drills

(Educational)
,

250
14—The House on the Hill (Dr.) 745
17—A Central American Romance (Dr.)..
21—Bootle's Baby (Dramatic) 99G
24—The Judg nis of the Mighty Deep

(Dr.) 1000

ESSANAY FILM MFG. CO.

4—The Stolen Fortune (Com.) 1000
7—The Sheriff's Sacrifice (Dr.) 950
11—He Stubs His Toe (Com.) 597
11—A Quiet Boarding House (Com.) 363
14—The Cowpuncher's Ward (Dr.) 965
18—The Danger Line (Dr.) 1000
21—The Little Doctor of the Foothills

(Com. ) , 935
25—Tin Wedding Presents (Com.) 560
25—Where is Mulcahy? (Com.) 400
28—The Brother, the Sister and the Cow-

puncher (Dr.) 989
1—Levi's Dilemma (Com.) 768
1—Henry's Package (Com.) 205
4—Awav Out West (Dr.) 1000
8—Burly Bill (Com.') 989
11—The Ranchmen's Fend (Dr.) 980
15—A Honeymoon for Three (Com.) 1000

KALEM CO.

29—The Love Romance of the Girl Spy (D.)
4—Chief Blackfoot's Vindication (Dr.)..
6—The Egret Hunter (Dr.)

11—In the Dark Valley (Dr.)
13—Between Love and Duty (Dr.) 720
18—The Aztec Sacrifice (Dr.) 950
20—The Seminole Halfbreeds (Dr.)

25—The Cliff Dwellers (Dr.)
27—Friends (Dr.) j

1—The Navajo's Bride (Com.) 930
3—The Castaways (Dr.) 975
8—The Price of Jealousy (Dr.)
10—The Exiled Chief (Dr.)

LTJBIN MFG. CO.

16—The Rejuvenation of Father (Com.).. 1000
19—The Indian Girl's Romance (Dr.) 950
23—The Messenger Boy Magician (Com.).. 715
23—Winter Bathing in the West Indies

(Scenic) 235
26—The Brave Deserve the Fair (Dr.) 700
26—The Sisal Industry In the Bahamas

(Scenic) 300
30—A Veteran of the G. A. R. (Dr.) 930
2—Percy, the Cowboy (Com.) 925
6—Grandfather's Gift (Dr.) 710
6—Officer Muldoon's Double (Com.) 275
9—The New Boss of Bar X Ranch (Dr.). 950

May
May
May
June
June

June
June
June
June

May

May
May
May
May

May
June
June
June
June

GATJMONT.

G. Kleine.

28—Pete Has Nine Lives (Com.) 446
31—The Little German Band (Com.) 375
31—Jarnac's Treacherous Blow (Dr.) 340
4—The Office Seeker (Dr.) 525
4—Beneath the Walls of Notre Dame

(Educational) 380
7—A Night on the Coast (Dr.) 600
7—The Monastery in the Forest (Scenic) . .400
li—The Marriage of Esther (Dr.) 095
11—Lerin's Abbe; on St. Honorat's Island

(Scenic) 2S5

URBAN-ECLIPSE.

G. Kleine.

4—Immigrants' Progress In Canada (Edu-
cational) 400

11—Roosevelt in Cario (Scenic) 354
11—Purged by Fire (Dr.) 541
18—The Girl Conscript (Dr.) 741
18—Modern Railway Construction (Educa-

tional) 21§
25—nis Wife's Testimony (Dr.) 1007
1—Her Life for Her Love (Dr.) 720
1—Making Salt (Industrial) 230
8—The Nightmare (Dr.) 824
8—The Mountain Lake (Scenic) 196

G. MELIES.

June 9—Love's "C. Q. D." (Dr.) 950
June 10—A Texas Joke (Com.) 950
June 23—White-Doe's Lovers (Dr.) 670
June 23—The Stranded Actor (Com.) 2S0

PATHE FRERES.

May 23—Little Mary and Her Dolly (Dr.) 436
May 25—Max Leads Them a Novel Chase (Com.). 489
May 25—Capturing Cub Bears (Educational) .. .390

May 27—Mirror of the Future (Com.) 311
Mav 27—A Prince of Worth (Dr.) 590
May 28—A Sailor's Friendship (Dr.) 987
May 30—Down With the Women (Com.) 604

May 30—Russia. Caucasian Mountains (Scenic). 374

June 1—One Can't Believe One's Eyes (Com.). 440

June 1—lnes de Castro (Dr.) 544
June 3—The Two Portraits (Dr.) 804

June 3—Lillian and Anetta (Scenic) 144

June 4—Macbeth (Dr.) 997

June 6—The Flag of Company "H" (Dr.) 918
June S—The Empty Cradle (Dr.) 607

'June S—Lucy Consults the Oracle (Com.) 341

June 10—Dimitri Donskoj (Dr.) 700

June 10—24-Hour Automobile Race (Scenic) 270

June 11—An Unexpected Friend (Dr.) 626

June 11—Floating to Wealth (Com.) 361

SELIG POLYSCOPE CO.

May 19—The Land of Oz (Com.) 1000

Mav 23—The Unmailed Letter (Com.) 1000

May 26—In the Great Northwest (Dr.) 1000

May 30—The Trimming of Paradise Gulch 1000

May 30—After Many Years (Dr.

)

1000

June 2—The Trimming of Paradise Gulch
(Dr.) 1000

june fi_The Barge Man of Old Holland (Dr.). 1000
June 9—The Range Riders (Dr.) 1000

June 13—Romeo and Juliet in Town (Dr.) 1000

VITAGRAPH COMPANY.

May
May
May
May
May
May
May
May
May
May
May
June
June
June
June
.Tune

June

.945

.929
10—The Three Wishes (Com.)
13—The Closed Door (Dr.)
14—The Special Agent (Dr.)
17—Music Hath Charms (Com.) 563
18—A Funny Story (Com.) 85*
20—Out of the Past (Dr.) 99«
21—The Wings of Love (Dr.) 889
24—Convict No. 796 (Dr.) 97T
27—Auntie at the Boat Race (Com.) 977
2S—Love of Chrysanthemum (Dr.) 990
31—The Peacemaker (Dr.) 960
3—Davy Jones' Parrot (Com.1 922
4—The Majesty of the Law (Dr.) 972

7—A Modern Cinderella (Dr.) 977
10—Over the Garden Wall (Dr.) 973
11—The Altar of Love (Dr.) 995
14—The Russian Lion (Dr.) 948

Electric Theatre Supply Co.
44 North 10th St. Philadelphia, Pa.

#TI Licensed service of every make. If you think you
jl pay more than you should, or if your present

service is not satisfactory, fill out the blank spaces and
mail this to us at once. One rock bottom price only.

Kindly quote figures on service of reels

changed Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, Fri-

day, Saturday and Sunday. Cross off the days of no

changes. Service not to be over days old.

Name of Exhibitor ...

Theatre

Town State

OUR SPECIALTY is supplying, two or more theatres with best service at low prices. No repeaters

to either. OPEN 24 HOURS EVERY DAY.
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Essanay Films
COMIDY! Future Feature I ilms. WESTERN!

A Comedy Headliner.

**

RELEASE OK
Nl DM Sl»\^ . .11 m: s

"Burly Bill
Length, approx. 'iw lrc(

A .v sl our reputation

on this big comedy .is a

film that will get you the money.

It is another baby picture with

an especial appeal to the ladies,

the children, and all lovers of

children. Excellent from every

view point.

Dont linger— book it now.

Our Latest Western
Offering.

HI I I \SI OF
s\n ki>w jim ii

"The Ranchmen's
Feud"

Length, approx. OMO feet

Another Western drama of

exceptional interest.

Overflowing with heart in-

terest, sparkling with br

clever situations, superbly p:

graphed.

Scene from "THE RANCHMEN'S FEUD"

>^

rlook it.

next week «A HONEYMOON FOR THREE"
Posters for every Essanay release Write for the Essanay Guide

Essanay Film A\'fg., (do.
FACTORY and STUDIOS I333ARGYLE ST. - OFFICE 435 NORTH CLARK ST.

CHICAGO and LONDON, 5 NEW COMPTON ST. W.C.

RINEMACO LOR
NOW OBTAINABLE FOR

AMERICAN EXHIBITION
Moving pictures in the actual tones, tints and hues of nature. See description of

remarkable demonstration in Madison Square Garden, Dec. 11 (in this paper December

l8th and 25th, 1900) by Charles Urban, F.Z.S., and G. Albert Smith, F.R.A.S., of London.

Now the leading novelty in attracting crowds at the leading theatres in London, Paris,

Berlin, Lyons and other cities of Europe.

Terms for Exclusive Displays of Kinemacolor in various cities will be supplied on

application.

The Kinemacolor Company of America, Inc.

ALLENTOWN, PA.
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KALEM FILMS
ISSUE OF JUNE 8th

THE PRICE OF JEALOUSY
Length Q40 Feet

A beautiful romance with a great moral lesson. A story of art stu-

dent life—the love of an artist and his model.

ISSUE OF JUNE lOth

THE EXILED CHIEF
A STORY OF THE SLMINOLE MIGRATION

Length 995 Feet
Although this is a stirring Indian picture, it is one of the finest edu-

cational subjects we have ever issued. It portrays with exact fidelity the

true story of the banishment of the Seminoles from Florida. A great
picture in every way.

Great posters for both these features made by (he
A. B. C. Co., of Cleveland, Ohio

KALEM CO., Inc.
Eastman Kodak Building

235=237=239 West 23rd St.

NEW YORK CITY

The
F ilHl 13 j\l*t Independent Bulwark

THURSDAY—June 16th—THURSDAY

The Legend
OF THE

Holy Chapel
(Length, Abont 990 Feet)

A wonderful dramatic production in which M. Le BARCY, the

eminent French tragedian, does the grandest work of his career.

Scenery and effects that by far surpass all former Films D'Art

SEE YOUR EXCHANGE NOW !

!

Beautiful posters with each release.

Motion Picture Distributing & Sales Go.

New York City

SOLE AGENTS

111 East Fourteenth St.

THE BELL
Inductor

Compensator
THE PERFECT ECONOMIZER

Type B
THE GREATEST ESSENTIAL
FEATURES OF A PERFECT

ECONOMIZER ARE:
The action of the arc
The money saving value.

The range of Adjustment.
The design of regulating device.

The elimination of noise.

The non-production of heat.

Extraordinary insulation and
substantial construction, and
above all the unvarying re-

gulation of light production

by proper action of the arc.

Correct proportions of copper and
steel reduces core and coil

losses and minimizes heat.

Four points of adjustment makes
practicability.

Extraordinary insulation insures

against short circuits.

Substantial construction prevents

noise.

The combination of all points of

excellence, make the INDUC-
TOR-COMPENSATOR, the

Perfect Economizer
with the highest saving value and

positive regular light delivery

Write for references. We can
supply them from every part
of the United States and
Canada.

Price $50.00

THE BELL & HOWELL CO.

217 West Illinois Street :: Chicago
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A Disappointed Audience

Is Revengeful
A true American will spend DOL-
LARS for entertainment — but RE-
SENTS being "worked" for even a
TEN CENT piece.

And you are "working" YOUR audi-
ence ifyou EXHIBIT aSECONDARY
selection of film.

Don't delude yourself— your "ioc. per
head" auditor KNOWS if the pictures
are worth while, even if he DOESN'T
care where you get them.

Please your AUDIENCE before your
audience shows signs of DISGUST.
Inquire about

PremierFilm Service

Pittsburg Calcium Light & Film Co.
Pittsburg1 . Pa.
Omaha, \.-l.r

Rochester, V Y.

Des Moines. Iowa
Cincinnati. O.
YVllkes-Barre. Pa.

A

Edison Jobber
- of

Kinetoscopes

C.Caleluiff
Sargest
[FADING Dealer
IjCENSED ,n

Machines, Films,

Song Slides, etc,

4th and Greene Sis.

Philadelphia, Pa.

HTHE best machine combined with the best service gives
» the best results and produces the most money. Be up

to the times and get an Edison Model B Klnetoscope, the
latest perfection of Moving Picture Machines, absolutely
flickerless. will not hurt the eyes, shows a steady and
brilliant picture, simplicity of operation, acd guaranteed.

NOV IS THE TIME TO BOOK THE

Johnson-Ketchell Fight Films

$25.00 per night; bigger tban ever on account of the ap-
proaching fight between Jeffries and Johnson. Order quick.
Greatest fight film ever produced Sole rights for Pennsyl-
vania. Agent for Florozone Perfume Disinfectant.

EDISON KINETOSCOPES
TRANSFORMER

For Moving Picture Machines
( Alter nadng ( w

SIMPLE COMPACT EFFICIENT
T li i i trantformrr

.

known *• Tim 0. E.
. A •

la an

Th» advan-
tage, of a tranaformer
tor thu work will be
appreciated

by
the management

' llulii bUU
tod in in*
.|H. If. .11 ..f li..- |.l

doe to light

I and by the
operator In Hi.

pllcltj ..r li...

iii*. <<

Price, $60.00 n ho. .

. iiii- lamp Im.m-.. due to tht low
The aaving in power miured by the uae of a tranaformer mitead

of a rheoat\t varies from 65 to 90 per cent., depending DBOO Hi.-

i;. from iii.- eupplj
nae of 220 \..n* tat moving: picture «..rk in ..ni.-r to n> ..i.i heavily
loading one ride ol :i three irlre

aidersbU In clreolts n

Ibc vnltnge.

SISD FOR DESCatPTI'. I »

EDISON MANUFACTURING COMPANY
72 Laki-Md.- Avenue. Orange. N. J

90 Wabaah Avenue. Chicago.

JOBBERS OF EDISON KINETOSCOPES
BOSTON Howard Moving Picture Company,
CHICAGO -Klolne Optical i o < l.i:\ El \M>
Snore Film ft Supply Co., '.li Superior Ave S i: KANSAS CIT1

rale Film Exchange Company. 023 Main 81 M w YORK P L
w itei - il Easl Slal 81 PHILADELPH1 \ I

si~ SAN I i: \ Si i.- 1

New York and New Jersey
Exhibitors Can Procure the

Greatest Drawing Picture

of Recent Years

JACK JOHNSON
in Training
Six Rounds of Slashing Boxing

Most Talked of Topic in the

Newspapers To-day

PARAMOUNT FILM CO.
the Exchange that Gives an

Exclusive Independent Service

Main Office : 61 West 14th Street, New York City
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SWAAB
The Pioneer Film Exchange

of Philadelphia
and

Largest Dealer in Machines
and Supplies

Agent for

Power's Cameragraph
Lang's Rewinder

and
Cary Coated Carbons

The Trade Supplied. Licensed

Films Only

LEWIS M. SWAAB
338 Spruce St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Folding and Assembly Chairs

Most popular pi iced chairs on the market for

picture show use

Prompt Shipments. Write for Catalofue

PEABODY SCHOOL FURNITURE CO.

NORTH MANCHESTER, - - - INDIANA

SOUVEN11RS
for Maving Picture Theatres

^WW,> Pin Brooches, just the articles

for your shows

SAMPLE lOc.
Illustrated List FREE

A. B. MOTT CO.. 415 Dearborn Street, Chicaga

For Sale—Late releases

of fl m, J5, $io, $15 per reel;

Lubin machine, $30; Edi-

son, $50; Power's, J60; new,

$100; Model B. gas outfit,

$25; song sets, $1; Baby Grand Piano, $65.

For Rent—6,000 feet film, $6; 12,000 feet, $u, one ship-

ment. Will buy, Model B machines; fi'm, Passion Play.

H. DAVIS Watertown. Wis.

Song Slides 5c. Per Day Per Set

All Songs—All Publishers. You select
We ship.

For full particulars call or write

LEN SPENCER'S LYCEUM, 46 E. Uth St., N.Y.

^^* ^-^ ** ^ s» m.OPERA CHAI R S
# +>%S+> eV *• *Wa

Orer 75 per cent, of the finest theaters In the United States an4
Canada are furnished with them. They are nsed In 818 of th.

405 moving picture theaters In Chicago.
To meet the growing demands for

LOW PRICED OPEEA CHAIRS
we have originated a number of styles which, though Inexpensive,

are characteristic of
A2TDHEW8 QUALITY

Write to Department K for our large Catalogue No. 31, illus-

trated in colors, which will guide you when contemplating the pur-

chase of opera chalrrs.

CHICAGO ESTABLISHED 1865

NEW YORK SAN FRANCISCO
ST LOUIS SEATTLE

174-176 WabashAvenue, Chicago

ROLL TICKETS
v c . i rr- i 4. ) 50,000 Speciallour own Special Ticket ( lrjO OOO "
Numbering Guaranteed

Cash with Order. No C. P.P.

Plant Recently Enlarged. We
can assure Prompt Shipments

$ 6.50
10.00
35.00

TICKET SPECIALTIES

) 500,000

The Carter Press Corp.
Peabody, M ass

NEW SLIDES
For the Following Songs—JUST OUT

I Won't Be Back Till August.
I Like You.
When the Bells are Ringing Mary York.
I Met My Love Mid the Roses.
Sunny Time is the Time for Mine.
Moving Day in Jungle Town.
My Heart Has Learned to Love You,
Now Do Not Say Good Bye.

When a College Boy Meets a College
Girl.

Hang Your Hat in Detroit.

Curly Head.
You Can't Make Me Stop Loving You.
Play that Lovey Dove Waltz.
Shoes and Socks shock Susan.
Daddy was a Grand Old Man.
I'm on My Way to Reno.
I Trust My Husband Anywhere.
Has Anybody Here Seen Kelly.
Baby Blue.

Under the Orange Blossom Tree.

DeWITT C. WHEELER
120 W. 31st St., N. Y. City

Manhattan Slide Co.
(incorporated)

136 W. 37th St., New York City

Telephone 6759 Murray Hill

NEW SLIDES
I Like You (Remick)

Havana (Shapiro)

Cooey Island for Mine.

That Loving Melody Rubensteln Wrote
(Remick)

When I think of Home and You (Rossiter)

I'm Glad I'm Irish (Feist)

Announcement Slides a Specialty

BRANCH OFFICE

14th Street & 4th Ave.
Room 109 Phone 2314 Stuyvesant

German Saving Bank Building

The Automatic Theatre Chair
It is a space saver, life saver and

money saver. Shipped built up. It

is the only sanitary theatre chair.

Used by Keith. Proctor and Poli.

It folds up automatically and is re-

volving, making the theatre all

aisles. It is a friend to the public.

Send for oar circular A. Write today.

THE HARDESTY MFG. CO.

CANAL DOVER, OHIO

FOLDING

CHAIRS
Far Msvlag Picture Shows
Grand Stands. Assembly
Halls, ate. la sactlans If

wanted.

Write for Catalog No. 2.

The Kauffman Manufacturing Co.

ASHLAND, OHIO

BLANK LEADERS
In Black, Red, Green or Any Color

$| C PER Guaranteed

1 O 1000 FEET Against Brlttlencss

WASTE UTILIZATION CO.
44Z E. I66th St. NEW YORK

Lang's Rewinder No. 2

Price, $5.00 Net

Lang Manufacturing Co.
OLEAN, NEW YORK
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Independent Film Stories.

N. Y. MOTION PICTURE CO.
SAVLD 1HOM THE KLDM1.N

tilt'' til III lU'l'i' IWU) Willi

iwu stand saddled uml u
tO gat thi-lli. but 111 U H' Indian It

uu-ui to be ciT, \. i \\ startles

DO llilli' III getting
i ding Un

tugblnglj tells iihui >if the Incident ami
II think 11 II Joke. II.- rides "IT « HIi I... II,

to kri|' in.-' rendssYoa* with till

daagbtet »r Muj.-r Qregury. Th*
..-mi .a iii«- attempted ha witii

nliK'-r anil S*J • I"- "ill -''' I" H Sl

n-ks Hull Nnl lake , .lii-llr. lllliI

imcki
the) t" Willi I' I ii i I" III i.l Nad.

; "Hit- upon tin- happv lover* win' iin- tuki-n

unaware- Ned I- k k«-il unconscious, wblle An
Mttt whip* up bet horse uml dsabe* ofr. The

- gu in pursuit o( her, \\ inii Ned
• i maket i .

.
• — t .

- to the bai

lankily tin- Major mill Ills soldiers an- ready
\-d withi'lll 1"-- Of Mini'. An

mh aiitiim-. lias Leon doing, BOOM liuril rlillnK

with tin- Indiana Handily gaining, and Bl|

erentuallj reacbei her and take- bat >-rr tl n

while the balance of tin- '

turn to uii-i-t tin- soldiers. Nad, boweter, suc-

lo (ettlng b] then i Dp t" Big
i iptlve, lit- saves himself pram
Dotber blon from Big Beat bj ahooting blm.

When the] teach the Ned tl madi
fat-table nmi happy—Annette aeelng to both, while

soldiers cheer,
GIRLS ll--w many tills you "Ohl

1 wlah i were a man." n Ii the usual condi-

tion, always wanting omethlng thai 70a have
t. What is next t,, aetnall] being of the

in- gender, is to dan liis raiment, and
If t,> a l-t-vj of college ulrls.

rii.-ir model, and a il-

ls fully nttin-il. with ln-r liair tucked up under
. liu-iiif that inaiiy a

r-al man wonld envy. Slit- runs out, followed
by lu-r friiinis. win, laughingly watch her jump

carriage and tide "ff for adventure. Ben*
friend, who teaenti the familiar greeting

and is amased t" discover In lu-r

Dm Belle, Thry l-,, off nrni In nrtn.

toon after, and tho bntler, with
illii^ In- Is a party In tho Juki-.

the direction his 70001 has taken.
i ilirry. his foollab is nim-h to feed

for ho wttneaaea nanny cv-hangea of c»

When he upbraid*
lilm uml runs off to Join Belle, After leaTtng I

ding him on. Bra and
1 no time In fol-

them and U subjected to a long
they finally reach Belle'* starting place

- fran, 1. be is dumbfounded
ifil with him—Oh, no! he Is

all 1- a cure
•

THE POWERS COMPANY
HER PORTRAIT— \ yoimc artist. In bad lurk.

- 1, sln,li". .T0I111 l ;

:

I.-, who la In tho adjoining room, boars
! he tirincs the artist f">',l

ins blm money to live on. The artist

- the mechanic to bring his sweetheart to

I1I9 pictures, tin, I then he offers
int the girl's portrait. The artist paints
tore, falls In love with the girl, ami. ilnr-

1 e from the room, be embrace*
s sweetheart. Gray enters

lie orders the girl to leave, de-

of her Innocence. Gray denounce*
'1st and lieats him. In the struggle the

y by the throat, and Gray
I i f ti a knife and runs ont. The artist

a he Is mortally wonndod. but he wishes
writes with a paint brush

1 stahhod dentally."
stricken, gi i ho as-

Mm that the artist hurt.

era, and leaves the finish-
'

trait of the clrl In Gray's room In a pretty l"ve
Scene, the mechanic and his sweetheart are
clletl to each other.

"OH. THAT INDIAN!"—Soaker has been to a

irty, and he Is "loadi
Indian stands in front of a dear

• up against the Indian, gi

am. The Indian wa'-
1 drink out of Soaker's bottle, ami the two

p'i "IT for tl - diaxlest 1 Ii

enter a bar-room, the Indian seal-
bartender in a roaring comedy scene. The tw^

adventures with a Wild Went cowboy, and
a funny fight the Indian gets his s.-alp. A

con n .,
, ,f },er

the Indian elves chase In a scene that Is

ream A Chinaman glees up his scalp, and.
at last. So-ker pets to liis liome. His wife orders
out Hi,- Indian, who goes after her and pets her

Soaker is sick with horror, hot the
1 drags him out. and makes him drink gaso.
1

1 an ant, a" _ _-.> and then as Soaker

light a . 1. 11 ct.i

and -

11. H HUMAN! 1 - 1

in.} wldoa

.1 mi

Up III u tut, It-

cloth miti goe* ,<rr with Hie k-i>i 1 1" > marry,
an, I tin- will la disowned to In r m

I »" II, I, 11

r| ttuf.

. povertj Ti.,- lit tli Mlllng
ipera ou I The child i« struck

d antomobll* In which his grandmother is

riding. Tin- grandmotlx im t., his boms.
The landlord u ju-t about to bar* tin- poor widow'*
furniture thrown oul on thi grand-
motnei !• hi Uothet and dangbtst an-

iled.

I.IMBURGER AND LOVE. Prnelopi
old maid is expecting Benry Willing, who she

imaged through a matrimonial agency to

marry. She has never seen Willing,
Penelope has alao advertised bet farm t--

Henry Umburger, a German cheese manufacturer,
i" boy the farm. Tin- "id maid mistake*
mum for the man she expect* to marry.

sin- inakis i"\>- to Limbnrger, win, is honpiugacd.
ilihlg, and they get ready to start fur

the mil v telegram cornea fr-mi th*
rlmonlal agency dating that Willing tin- man tiny
s'-ui l.s a blgambJt, and to have blm arr,

Penelope bold* np Limbnrger with n iboi gun
Mild lakes him t" tile .luslh-i- i.f the Pases, who has
l.imhurirer laiieti before be can explain.

I it. I the Old maid finds I.liuhut .

which explains h.-r mistake, sin- ruabe* "ff and
mburget releaaed by the Justice, who mat

'U-.-lll.

ECLAIR FILMS.
EUGENIE GRANDET Grande) i

covered where lu-r father. * miserable old miser,
Ms tressnre, Bngenie'* cousin. Charles, is

•irer "f a letter from his father 1" hls

'iii. Te. Eugenie'* father. The letter Inforn
niis.-r that Charles' father, ids only brother, is

reduced to a state of uttet ruin, and unless
obtain immediate help, be contemplates suicide.
Charles doe* not know the contents of the letter,

and when be learn* <•( his father's misfortune he
with grief, and l>oth he and his

Bngenie plead with the old man i" tender aid to

their relative In i Bowevcf, the miser is

deaf to their entreaties. Eugenie'* heart Is

og to the hiding pi

father's wealth, she lakes 11 casket, marked Ku-
dowry. 200, franca, sin- take* this sum

from t and In secret offers It

- "iisin. stating that her father has sent It t" help
lis unfortunate brother. Charlee Immediately de-

home In time to save liis father
from ruin and suicide. Later he returns t" Irs

t" t»-ar his father's thanks, but a

disappointment awaits him. The miser has 1

~k"t. and Immediate!; nephew.
and Is about to have him sent to prison. Bngenie
tearfully confesses, wherenpon the cruel mis,-r

is daughter. When Charles
- tli.- unselfishness and generosity of Eugenie

he "IT.ts the miser a receipt f"r Eugenie'* dowry.
t father's house fi.rcver. to

much happiness, after all her trouble and

THE BITER BIT. Henry, a painter, and Ralph,
are two fast friend-, and both fall In love

1 pretty neighbor, the charming Margaret.
Margarel is f..nd of is.ih the young men, but it la

Me from t" kirnw- which "f tin-

know edlngl)
Ralph taki

The ,-r ifty old man 1

e'ose* the barg* tying an hum- : price
f--r tlie garment. Ralph baati
only to find upon hi- arrli

lit .1 his ;

luald,

;

- left a wat-li in tb<

her friends
id an "id it the
her for 'iid as

well as th. Ich she h

In their happ
trick they I't'sin t" romp and dance, and Kali, 1

-• hard that the thine tnirst- open ai

plays a pile of banknotes sewed np In -

says i- -.,,',1 Il"w
ever upon closet examination, a ind on
which is stated the fact that the
the money to the finder Ralph Is beside himself
with j<>v. and immeHlntelv offers his 1.

I

IN LOVE WITH Till. (HAHIOAL WOM,

wblle Lapp::

hides III I

Hid 1,1 bopping 111 linn k.-.

\ r 1 1 .-

1 I

.,-..1 In (topping tba sack, mid i

With OB .1 woman la a (

THE VIVANDIERA. The glortooi
Hat in

the gn , beaottfnl
girl when
lovar, I- over by grist as abi eat the
though! "f a -i-pnnith.n fr-.m big), nor t.

temptation "f tba treat dancer that will ovrr-
badOW him Sin- th.r.-f'.t. at ahp will
not suffer him t" to alone, but will f"l!.,w him aa
a nurse In tin- idler Regiment. Many
and noble an- th* a.ts of mercy and relief whlnh

tliirliiir the
1.1. s.d. .- is belon

"• f,r in r bravery and untiring klndneaa anil
endiirai through every trial.

' lay an Inn
the general of the Orenadlet Regiment t., the great

"I f.r his bravery, diplomacy and fine

character our heroine'* sweetheart 1-

the mission Th* young man sl with a
tout hi errand, bol
realising thai la- may never return
lows blm, Bi "theart
and her desire that th,. In. iment shall

fely delivered to ti"- band* of the creat
Napoleon, Before long the young
by the enemy ami his sweetheart t

side. seizes the v.-ilualiie paper-. and .!..

toward the camp of Napoleon. 1 tire at
her. ami. although mortallv worn, 'legcM
on, attains the pn . -nrK-r-.r. and
hand- him the papers Ju-f as - ine at

Ml honor Is paid ,.f tho
brave woman, and tlie cl"ri"u- French lias is draped
"v.-r lu-r In honor Of her DOble '•

GREAT NORTHERN.
THE JUMP TO DEATH. Two

othet 'Is and

nodrome wb( Is ipprar-
itnph a« a

sim:i 1 ;,| 1,or
wonld lik- - out of the w I

find a way t., hurt

ntlfnl.
- ; n drawing P

coldly
and givi n« are

away
from lu-r rival. I-

lils mistake.
ill nut bai '' with

him he
nnVrlna sum nf money to any man who

Tired
te w bleb rre. In

rlmont al'v

en be la a the Jump he

-

hears
hat all

Arriving in

Im laick to

-

THANHOUSER COMPANY.
THE TWO ROSES. —Tony Prolo, a poor laborer.

s wife
^fter hia

-illroad
work, and :tn bis

-

Innch road
e approach of a

'

'. np In his

arms and carries him home.
-elrea

tnandlng 5
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to give tbe monej to a man who will meet

ertain street corner, and will carry a
white rose. Sears takes the letter i i police
and a trap Is laid Cor the Black Hand man.

in the meantime, Tony, who has been to Bee
the doctor, stops al a florist's and purchases a
white rose toi in- Buffering son, who is pas-

telj fond of Bov* i rs.

i nhapptl; for him, be passes tlie place picked
out bj Hf Black 11.

, the police iliink his rose
the signal rose.

He is promptly arrested, but when be tells bis
story, Sears and his wife induce the police to
Investigate It. Thej find Tony lias told the truth,

Mr. Sears presents Mm. by way
i" use. wiili a pretty cottage in the coun-

trj where white roses are so plentiful that little

Tony can't even begin to keep track of them,

WRITING ON THE WALL.—Turner, a man of
bad character, conducts an Inn In the country,

is his drudge. While
"ii an errand to the village she meets .Tack, a
wealthy young man, He is much attracted by

Tack goes to the bank, and draws a large
sum of money. Hank, a pal of Turner, sees him,
and tries to ambush him on the road, but fails.

Then he goes ahead to tell Turner.
Jack, on his trip, meets Grace, who is nearly

exhausted. He lakes her home, and thus seems
to play directly into the hands of the villains.

teal his revolver, and would drug him, were
it in. I for the fact that Grace writes a warning
en the wall with wine. Jack, aided by Grace,
escapes but the girl is wounded. Jack marries
Grace.

NESTOR FILMS.
BUCKING BRONCO.— I'alsy Wallock, who had

been celebrating with the boys of Bar-X Ranch
staggered to his caynse. and after crawling over
the hack of of the saddle, si k his first angrily
at his shack. Quick-Fire his squaw wife, had
Just scut him sprawling through the door after
breaking the few dishes they possessed over his
head.
As Patsy galloped sullenly down the road he

overtook John Winter's niece Nan. and when the
cowboy told her he wanted work, she volunteered
to speak to her uncle for him.

Obedient to the every wish of "Madcap Nan" as
was everyone else on the Winter Ranch, Uncle
John promptly promised to give Patsy work. How-
ever, be was really not in need of help, so Bud
Raton, the wily foreman, giving li is employer a
big wink, told Patsy he would be instantly en-
gaged provided lie could ride Calamity, their

bucking bronco. So far none of the boys except
I.en Howard had been able to stick. Even bis
former owner occasionally dove his head into the
ground.

Patsy at once consented. ITe had been drinking
Just enough to be thoroughly indifferent to what
he rode and perhaps for that very reason although
Calamity, with a curry-comb under her saddle, did
everything but climb a tree, Patsy came out "a
rider."
As he dismounted, the boys gathered around

him cheering—he had "made good" and they in-
stantly accepted him as one of themselves.

Billie Carson, Bob Williams and Bud Raton had
occasion to repent of their enthusiasm, however,
when a little later they beheld Nan's much coveted
photo in the hands of the new cowboy.
Uncle John next stepped in and for once asserted

his authority as guardian—one of the boys, he
<-arcd not which—she must marry.
Knowing nothing of Patsy's ride, and so feeling

sure that Len was tbe only one who could master
Calamity, Nan meekly informed her Uncle that
her husband would be the man who could ride
the bucking bronco. Then, thinking that this
ruse would bring Len back, she sent Joe to inform
him of her decision—and bring him it did—post-
haste—for he had seen Patsy ride Calamity and
be grew faint witli dread lest he should arrive
too late.

The contest was just finished—the boys, one by
one, including the former owner, had attempted
to ride Calamity and had one and all been thrown
until Patsy's turn came. He had stuck and was
Just claiming bis hysterical bride-to-be. when Joe
returned with Len and Quick-Fire, whom they
had met on the road inquiring for Patsy—unmindful
of the others. Quick-Eire stalked over to her
crestfallen spouse, and taking him by the ear
led him majestically from the Ranch while "Mad-
cap Nan" to the great relief of her guardian be-
tween tears and laughter clung thankfully to her
happy Len.

CENTAUR CO. OF N. J.
MR. SWELL IN THE COUNTRY.—When Mr.

Jonathan Swell of the city, glancing idly through
Ihe "for sale" column In his perusal of the morn-
ing paper, found that a small house in the country
was to he sold, it took him just long enough to

get Into his hat and coat, leave orders with hi*

house-keeper and catch the first train to look the
place over.

Arriving upon the scene, learning the right di-

rection he jaunted happily along almost as light
as the country air he breathed. He soon discovered
his path led him along the banks of a stream. The
warmth of the Summer air: the reawakened desires
and pleasures of boyhood seized and permeated his

veins. With an outburst of enthusiasm he looked
carefully about, then hurriedly disrobing plunged
Into the stream to enjoy a good old-time swim.

Miss Evergreen of Lonesomeburg, the seller of
the house, above mentioned, had living with her,

' the youngest of whom was a veritable
tomboy and a1 the moment Mr. Swell was disport-
ing himself in the water Jennie, the tomboy, was
lolling an empty barrel along the lane. ' At a
turn toward the river she was confronted by a

hanging from a bush, "just what
we need for a scarecrow." said she. Confiscating
them at once and making a bee line for home,
minus i in- barrel.
The ensuing adventures of Mr. Swell in the bar-

ici a substitute for his trousers, which he later
discards tor a skin belonging to Miss Evergreen

—

furnish an abundance of fun. in the last sveno
Mr. Swell Is seen again in his palatial city home
enjoying ils comforts and vowing to never again
seek divertisement in the country.

BLIND LOVE.—Howard Blackmore, a young and
wealthy bachelor is consumed by a devotion for
his mother to the extent of closing his heart and
blinding his eyes to the I'act thai there are other
mothers in the world who require a little love
and human kindness. Receiving an appeal for fin-
ancial assistance from t he chairman of the fund
for Ihe care of old women, he crumpled and threw
the letter carelessly into the waste paper basket.
Taking up a photo of his mother he is content with
her and others are nothing to him. It is a strange
fact that some hearts both kind and thoughtful
are impervious to loves outside their own families.
Young Blackmore, because of his selfish and blind
love is taught a lesson that opens both his heart
and eyes—and purse too. He sees three old women
wdio "might have been" bis mother.

His great love for his mother no longer impedes
his broadening of mind -which is now in a condi-
tion to consider and alleviate the suffering of the
world's old women.

LUX FILMS.
THE SLAVE'S LOVE.—Gathered round Cornelius

are bis slaves; among them a young girl who Is

a musician and in love with her matser. He is
attracted by her beauty and art. The favorite
has noticed this and bands the poor girl over to
a wicked old recluse who drags the resisting girl
through the woods to his home behind the caves.
She is missed by her master who is in despair,
inquiring where she is. His attendant, who also
loves the girl, begs to be sent in search of her.
Wandering about disguised as a mitfstrel, be
nears the home of the recluse. On seeing the in-
truder the old man Is about to strike him with a
huge boulder, but is charmed by the umsie and
falls into a sleep. Lydia has also beard the
music and coming to the mouth of the cave recog-
nizes her master's attendant. Arming himself but
still playing bis music he succeeds in rescuing the
girl and takes her back to the castle where Cor-
nelius received her with joy and we leave them
alone to enjoy the happiness which so nearly slipped
from them to be restored by the hands of her un-
known lover.

WHAT HAPPENED TO A CINEMATOGRAPH
PARTY.—This highly diverting film brings to light
tbe amusing exploits of a cinematograph party and
their various misadventures causing heaps of laugh-
ter and we glean that all is not smooth sailing
when taking a picture. Well acted and clearly
photographer, this picture cannot fail to interest
an audience anywhere.

SALES COMPANY FILM D'ART.
THE LEGEND OF THE HOLY CHAPEL.—In

honor of the consecration of the relics of the
Holy Passion, the good King Louis decides to build
a new chapel. He accordingly posts a notice in
every school and college of his domain, calling
to competition all the architects and structural
craftsmen in the land, the most able of all to
have the honor and the contract. One of the clev-
erest and most ambitions students in the land is

Pierre do Montercan. and we see him in bis work
shop, where he reads the king's notice and deter-
mines to win the prize. Then he sets to work
with a vim. and it is conceded by all that victory
is his.

From another part of the land there now comes
one Jelian. a dark, villainous man. who lias heard
of Pierre, and plans to ensnare him so as to
filch the plans from him. He contrives to meet
the youth, and by flattery and cajolery inveigles him
into an inn. Here he tills the unsuspecting student
with liquor and finally Induces him to go for a
walk In the woods, in fact be more drags than
invites him. But when they are well in tbe wil-
derness Pierre cannot resist the drowsiness that
comes over him. and insists on lying down. As
soon as he falls asleep Jehan tries to take from
his person the plans for the chapel. Pierre quickly
awakens, and there is a desperate duel after which
Pierre falls lifeless. Jehan trees back to the city
and at once sets to work building the chapel from
the plans be has stolen. But the conscience of
the sinner is a torture: In every man working
with him he sees Pierre: vision after vision comes
before him In which the workmen play the part of
Pierre, bis victim. He cannot endure It: it Is

maddening. Suddenly he sees the finished chapel.
The king and the chancellor are there. He Is

Dg the honors of the successful architect.
The king gives him Hie honor of tirsi prayer In

v ediiice. Slowly he approaches the altar,
hut do sooner has he touched the rail, when
i here is a Hash of flame aud—Pierre stauds before
linn.

litters a yell, and the laborers gather round
him. He cannot explain. His brain is atire, his

him. He orders that tbe work
aiidoned, uud in a freuzy euds his own

existence.

ATLAS
SETTLING A BOUNDARY DISPUTE.—A young

couple who have been in love since childhood at-
tend the same college—become engaged and re-
turn home finding their families in a turmoil ore*
the boundary hue dividing the two farms. This
ill feeling baa smouldered in the hearts of the
two men for years—but when Mr. Jones finds men
at work on his property—removing the boundary
line, lie has tried to preserve—he immediately
starts out with "blood in his eye" to hunt up
Smith, He finds him and each try to talk louder
than t lie other

—

resulting in a complete disruption.
At the railroad station the two old fossils wait-

ing for their children glare at each other and
when the train pulls in the lovers are dragged
away from each other by the irate parents.- All
thoughts of horrible thiugs are promised them if

they are ever caught together again, but you
may as well bid the main flood to change Its

se as to try and separate two punting, heart-
hungry lovers.

In their dilemma the brain works quickly, they
hit upon a plan to sway the old fellows from
their purpose—Mary holds up her own father, hav-
ing assumed the character of a highwayman, and
Jack dashes in heroically to the rescue, puts the
robber to flight and wins the old man by bis

fictitious heroism. In turn, Jack as a tramp,
holds up his own father and Mary comes to the
rescue—the result exceeds their most sanguine
hopes—coming to the scene of the contention the
young folks work the parents into a good humor

—

they agree to bury tbe hatchet and allow the
youngsters a free foot to get married whenever
they care to.

"IMP."
THE WAY TO WIN.—It is not always that a

fellow gets a chance to know in advance when his

rival in love is coming on the scene, but Tom
Evans is just so fortunate. He is having an up-

hill time of it trying to get Grace's father to

consent to their marriage when suddenly tbe news
comes that a French Count is coming on to lay

claim to the girl's hand. The situation is a hard
one for Tom in view of the apparent favor in

which Grace's father holds the Count, but Tom
loses no time.

Learning that the Count is to arrive in an auto,

be hires the country constable to bold the ma-
chine for speeding, then while the constable and
the Frenchman are arguing, Tom jumps in the car

and drive to a costumers. When he emerges from
this place he is the exact counterpart of the
Frenchman, and thus rigged he now drives to the
girl's home. She plays her part well, and his

antics are very Frenchy as he kisses everybody
on the forehead, and finally takes Grace out for

a ride. All of this time the Count has been per-

spiring under the arm of the constable and he
finally induces that official to go with him to

Grace's home. When he arrives here, and tries

to establish his identity he is immediately taken
as an impostor, and his protests are turned to

ridicule. To cap the climax a telegram now
arrives from Tom and Grace which breaks the

news that they have been sure enough married.

A POLICEMAN'S SON.—It is humiliating enough
to be falsely accused of crime under ordinary cir-

cumstances, especially such as befalls the young
Romeo in our story. He is desperately In love

with a pretty miss, but her father, a miserly old

skinflint, strongly objects to their marriage.
A desire for revenge in small matters sometimes

leads people far beyond their depth. The old man
in his desire to part the couple once and for all

cooks up a vicious plot. He manages to secure

the young man's cap, and placing it under his

safe raises an alarm as If he had been robbed.
The first policeman be meets on the street Is the

young man's father and when they both return to

the house the policeman, of course, searches for a

clue and finds the cap. The old man cunningly
shows surprise but demands that the father arrest

his son. Believing his son innocent, he refuses

and the miser goes out for another policeman, who
against bis own will goes for the young man as a

matter of duty.
In laying out tbe scheme, however, the old man

was not unseen, for when be removed the valuables
from the safe bis own daughter saw where be
secreted them. When her lover Is brought to the
house by the policeman, evecrytbing seems to point
to his guilt, when suddenly she remembers the
action of her father which she had witnessed.
Stepping to a chair In the room she lifts the
padding and reveals to tbe astounded gaze of all

gathered tbe money supposedly lost.

It looks dark for her father, but those whom
he plotted against remember th"r to err is human,
so they divinely forgive, and all ends happily.
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prosperous and happy. You ^^IW^^^g^ JL W
will feel the same way when you dii- ^sl

card thai old juice consuming rheostat and

put in a

Fort Wayne Compensarc
It will increase your box office receipts

because your patrons will notice at once how
much brighter and clearer your pictures are. And what's more, it will

Cut 2-3 from Your Monthly Lighting Bill

That sounds as if we were stretching it, doesn't it> But we are not and just to

show you. we will ship you one on 30 days free trial and let you prove it.

If it does not do all we claim for it, ship it back at our expense and it won't cost

you one cent.

If ihis sounds "good"' to you. send for our

little booklet "Compensarc vs. Rheostat" and find

out the particulars.

You are paying the Lighting Company half

your profits every day you wait.

Fort Wayne Electric

Works
1402 Broadway

Fort Wayne,
Indiana

Hfll
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BULLETIN
To Exhibitors, from the Laemmle Film Service
Notice is herewith given that if your exchange, for any reason whatsoever, refuses or fails to furnish

you with the latest "IMP FILMS" (released since May 27), the LAEMMLE FILM SERVICE
will be only too glad to take you on as a customer and give you what VOU want. The instant you

have trouble getting "IMP FILMS" or any other brand of Independent pictures, cut out the

dilly dallying and COME TO ME.

Ssveral exchanges have entered into an agreement to "kill the Imp company," and have simultaneously
cancelled their standing orders for " Imp films." And you, if your exchange is in on the deal, are the GOAT !

Don't let anyonecut you off of " Imp Films " in order to wreak his own petty spite on the Imp company. Do as I

suggest : Cut out the non-buying exchange and come to the Laemmle Film Service for the best films on the market

.

CARL LAEMMLE. President

The Laemmle Film Service
HEADQUARTERS 196-198 LaKe Street CHICAGO
Minneapolis Portland Omaha Salt LaKe City Evansville

THE BIGGEST AND BEST FILM RENTER IN THE WORLD

NESTOR FILMS
Released Monday, June 6, 19 IO

15/ie Bucking' Broncho
Length, 975 Feet

This is the greatest Western Comedy Drama that we have released to date and will make steady customers of any of the
transient trade that is fortunate enough to see it in your theatre.

Your exchange may not have it, owing to it's affiliations, if so you should drop such an exchange and give your patronage to a

real exchange instead of the scrap outlet of some factory.

If your exchange is not buying NESTOR FILMS it is not able to furnish you the material to build up a permanent business.
Write for list of real exchanges who can furnish you with real pictures.

The next release of NESTOR will be

Uhe Sheriff's Daughter
Released Monday, June 13, I9IO

Length 925 Feet

This will be a great repeater, as it is the kind that never seems to weary. The hero is Blondy, a most remarkable dog, who
displays almost incredible intelligence in leading a rescue party.

You know what takes in your town and you should insist on your exchange furnishing what you need to build up your
business.

Made by DAVID HORSLEY, Bayonne, N. J., U. S. A.
SOLD BY

91 Dearborn Street A ^ U7HVTIT 27 Lexington Avenue
CHICAGO A.U. WnilJb NEWYORK

WALTURDAW FILM AGENCY, 40 Gerrard St., London, W, England
POSTERS FREE WITH NESTOR FILMS
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CENTAUR FILMS
JUST WATCH THli EXHIBITORS SIT UP AND TAkli NOURISHMEM NOW,

WHEN THEY HEAR THAT THE OLD "CENTAUR" IS BACK l\ THE MARKET.

Por the benefit of new members, it might be well for the chair to explain that the CENTAUR Lethe

oldest independent producer, and dales hack to the time when it was the only IMJhPENE)i;!S I

It can recall the time when there were only FIVE EXCHANGES, that were INDEPENDENT,
one of Boston, Moses of St. Louis*' (Jllman of New York, Graff of Philadelphia, and McMillan

Chicago.
lust keep your eye on the Old Guard, some of them have scars and oth< mvenirs of the bal

that was waged to keep the market open. The old CENTAUR was PREEMANIZED along

MOSES and ULLMAN, but has weathered the storm and will release some pictures that will I

new manufacturers and the near-manufacturers awake nights trying to hold the pace that the CENTAUR

On Thursday, June 9, We Will Release a Split Reel

MR. SWELL IN THE COUNTRY
\ Scream in Comedies that will Get Them All. 564 Feet.

BLIND LOVE
One of those touching little stories that ^ives a catch in the throat and a suspicious moisture in the eye that you try to keep

neighbor from noticing. 420 Feet.

OUR NEXT RELEASE, THURSDAY, JUNE 16, 1910

THE OLD MAID'S PICNIC
The Funniest Comedy Ever Put Out. Length, 390 Feet, with a laugh in every foot.

HER LESSON
A drama fTiat is different to anything you have ever seen. Clean cut, Splendidly Acted and Photographically Perfect.

MR. EXHIBITOR The real exchanges have all ordered, and if your's hasn't he isn't in the real class, put him next or shift to

the man who buys Good Films. Get on our mailing list by sending your name on a postal, mentioning the name of vourexchange-

CENTAUR FILM CO.
D£™ ?.?«Si-»7 BAYONNE , N. J.. U. 5. A.

BIANCHI LICENSEE. POSTERS FREE WITH ALL PICTURES
EXCHANGE* Centaur Films will be Shipped Direct From Ibe Factory. Wire yeur Orders at our Expense. Address, Biyonoe, N. J.

MOVING PICTURES OF
of the WorldJACK JOHNSON, Champi™

in training for the Big Fight of July 4, i<)to, with JAMES J. JEFFRIES, consi.-tiDg of rounds with bis sparcing

partners, GEORGE COLTON and MARTY CUTLER, and other features incidertal to trait ing quarters.

Th» Beat Ev»r S««n. Approximate L«r. glh l.OOO ft. MoTini Picture Hoottt Ecquire far lentil Ttinsi

P. S. These are positively The Only Genuine Pictures of Jack Johnson In Training, ard each rrel arill have the following au hori/ation over <!
signatnre to prove it: "These are the only authorized pictures cl my training (or the Johnson-Jeffries fight." JACK JOtilNSO*. Chimploo 01 the World

NONE OTHERS ARE GEN UINE. BEWARE OF FRAUD.™™ B. K. HANAFOURDE. c^:rhu".
Negatives wanted. Will pay royalty or buy outright.

HERMAN. 49 West 8th Street

BAYONNE. . H. J.
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ECLAIR FILMS
Are ABSOLUTELY INDISPENSABLE to all who demand the best

The Name "ECLAIR" means "STANDARD OF MERIT"
TRAGEDY HUMOR PATHOS
All interpreted with equal skill and precision ! ! !

YOU CANNO r AFFORD TO MISS THEM

JUNE, 8. 1910
"ONES"—Rome

THE VIVANDIERA--800 Feet
The Inspiring Story of a Patriotic and Faithful Woman—The

Kind that Grips the Heart

!

JUNE 13, IQIO
THE BITER BIT--640 Feet

An exquisite story of unselfish Love.
Vivacious, tender, appealing !

COMING
JUNE 13, lQlO

IN LOVE WITH HIS CHARCOAL W0MAN--640 Ft.

One of our Ultra Comic Gems—The Height of Ridiculous !

JUNE 20, lQlO

EUGENIE GRANDET--961 Feet
From Alfred de Musset. A Work of Genius. A Decided

Departure from the Commoplace, Absorbing, Refreshing

FREE POSTERS

ECLAIR FILM COMPANY
CHICAGO: 35 E. Randolph St. NEW YORK: 31 E. 27th St.

Member of the Associated Independent Manufacturers. Licensee under the Bianchi, Armat-Jenkins Patent.

GREATNORTHERN

*tHES&
Stands for Quality

!

RELEASE FOR SATURDAY, JUNE 4th

THE JUMP TO DEATH
Feature Film Extraordinary

THE CARMAN'S DREAM
Very Amusing; Trick Comedy

RELEASE FOR SATURDAY, JUNE 14th

THE DUEL
An Exceptionally Interesting Subject of Merit

THE GREAT NORTHERN FILM IS A FILM MAKE BY WHICH OTHERS ARE JUDGED
(Pioneer of Independent Makers)

GREAT NORTHERN FILM CO., 7 East 14th St., New YorK
Member of Associated Independent Film Manufacturers. Licensee under Bianchi,

Armat-Jenkins and Biograph Patents
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LUX
RELEASED

:: THE ::

SLAVE'S LOVE
Drama Length, 777 Ft.

A Full Description of These
Subjects will be Found on An-
other Page.

FILMS
JUNE 3rd, 1910

What Happened to a

Cinemacograph Party

Comedy Length, 226 Ft

EXCLUSIVE AGENTS IN CAN-

ADA FOR THE

LUX" AND "AMBROSIO" FILMS

POSTERS FREE WITH
EVERY RELEASF R. PRIEUR

Member N. I. M. P. A.

Write for Weekly List of
Descriptions of our Films

IO E. 15th Street ,XVSXXf'^. NEW YORK
Member ot the Associated Independent Manufacturer Licensee under the Bian< hi. Armat-Jenkins Patent.

JACK JOHNSON
TRAINING PICTURES

The only authorized and original moving pictures of JACK JOHNSON,

Champion of the World, training for the big fight of

JOHNSON and JEFFRIES—JULY 4, 1910
Consisting of 6 rounds with his sparring partners GEORGE COLTON and MARTY
CUTLER, and other features incidental to training quarters. All these pictures have

Jack Johnson's Autograph. No others are Genuine.

Book them NOW and be the First to Show them in Yotir City.

Write or Wire at Once for Terms. ZZr^ZST^ZtrlT

W. E. Greene Film Exchange
228 TREMONT ST., BOSTON, MASS.OPPOSITE MAJESTIC THEATRE
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Film Successes Means Our First Releases
Films That Are Will Be Successful

Money-MaKers Money-Getters

RELEASED
Tuesday, June 21st ^

A CONTINUOUS LAUGH

Drowsy Dick's Dream
British & Colonial— 510 Feet

FULL OF SYMPATHETIC INTER!ST

Tempered with Mercy
Hepworth Mfg. Co—475 Feet

Friday, June 24th

A THRILLING, EXCITING NOVELTY

Lieutenant Rose, R.N.
Clarendon Film—960 Feet

NOW IS THE TIME TO ORDER

WIRE IT AT OUR
EXPENSE

Because Story, Action and Selected from the Best

Photography Are All English, German
That Can Be and Italian

Desired , Matters

The American Kinograph Co.
124 E. 25th St., New York City

Members of the Associated Telephone 2528
Independent Film Manufacturers Madison Square
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The Associated Independent
Film Manufacturers

comprising the leading American and Foreign makers, each and all of whom are

licensees under the Bianchi and Armat-Jenkins patents,

STANDS UNEQUALLED
today because its organization is the result of

CLEAN BUSINESS PRINCIPLES Not Politics

OPEN AND ABOVE BOARD COMPETITION—Not Schemes

and by virture of its license under the Bianchi and Armat-Jenkins Patents, it offers

both exchanges and exhibitors alike, a

PROTECTED
program—more than that, a program where every film stands on its own merit, and
one that is

SAFE and SANE
and does not include any make of film, however good it may be or how essential its

maker may believe it is to the trade in general, if the manufacturer or producer thereof
does not stand for or is associated with anything that is not open and above board in

practice or clean in business principle or competition.

THE BEST
Independent Program—Week of June 6th

Monday—Nestor, Eclair
Tuesday—Thanhouser, Lux
Wednesday—Actophone, Cines
Thursday—Nestor, Eclair
Friday—Thanhouser, Lux
Saturday—Great Northern, Motograph

WANTED—Your name for our mailing list. SEND IT NOW.

Associated Independent Film Manufacturers
SECRETARY'S OFFICE 124 E. 25th ST., NEW YORK CITY
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VITAGRAPH
"LIFE PORTRAYALS"

Scene from ON THE ALTAR OF LOVE

SPECIALS! SPECIALS!!

KING EDWARD'S FUNERAL
NOW READY

Exhibit this film early while the Interest la warm. (Price 9 cents per fool

JAMES J. CORBETT
SPECIAL REEL

WILL BE RELEASED WEDNESDAY, JUNE 15

Brilliant Pugilistic and Physical Culture Demonstra-
tion, with Laughing and Instructive Comedy Scenes as-

sisted by the celebrated VITAORAPH GIRL. This

"Special" should have immense drawing power owing to

the universal interest in the coming Championship Contest

and the fact that Corbett is to train Jeffries. Order early, i

(Special price, 13 cents per foot.) n

FOR RELEASE, TUESDAY, JUNE 7

A MODERN CINDERELLA
Deeply Interesting Society Drama, telling an appealing love story

in the best Vitagraph way. Approximate leBgtta, 977 ft.

FOR RELEASE, FRIDAY, JUNE 10

OVER THE GARDEN WALL
A Double Love Tale sweet'y told. Charming in its human interest.

Approximate length, 97 i ft.

FOR RELEASE, SATURDAY, JUNE 1

1

ON THE ALTAR OF LOVE
Emotional Drama, powerfully portrayed. A typical Vitagraph

Life Portrayal. Approximate leDgtb, 995 ft.

POSTERS— Protraits of Vitagraph Stock Company for Lobby Display, now ready for distribution through exchanges.

Also SPECIAL POSTERS FOR ALL VITAGRAPH PRODUCTIONS. If your Exchange does not fill your order send to us.

THE VITAGRAPH COMPANY OF AMERICA1SSPARIS, 15, Roe Salnte-CecHe



Vol. 6.. No. 2&Z, June 16, 1910 Price, lO Cent*

MELIES RELEASES
"A TEXAS JOKE" WHITE-DOE'S LOVERS

This is a Screaming Comedy of Courtship in the Panhandle and "THE STRANDED ACTOR'*
Country. Constitutes a Humorous Reel.

Released JUNE 16th, 1910 Released JUNE 23rd, IOIO
INSIST ON YOUR EXCHANGE TO INCLUDE A MELlitS RELEASE IN YOUR.

'WEEK'S CONSIGNMENT

G. MELIES, 204 East 38th Street, New York City
Western Representative: JOHN 1). ROCK, 109 Randolph St., Chicago, III.

POWERS CAMERAGRAPH No. 6

What another user says about it

:

" It gives us a steady picture and cuts down wear
and noise. Your new No. 6 projects a steadier

picture at all speeds than I have ever seen and is

absolutely flickerless, and runs with such smooth-
ness that it is not only a pleasure to look at the
picture but a pleasure to run the machine."

If that is the kind of machine you are looking for, ask
your Film Exchange for it.

POWERS INDUCTOR
On alternating current saves current bills, in-

creases the light and reduces heat in the operator's

booth.

NICHOLAS POWER COMPANY
SEND FOR CATALOC

115 Nassau Street, New York
C" AT ONCE

FOR LATEST RELEASES AND SYNOPSIS Or

V I TAG RAP

H

SEE PAGE 1064
FOR RELEASE ••LIFE PORTRAYALS" SEE PAGE 1061

FOR. SYNOPSIS
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Write Your Exchange Today for "Roosevelt's Return" and "Thelma"

THANHOUSER FILMS
COMING—THREE REELS A WEEK!

Released Tuesday, June 14th

THE WOflAN HATER
With Miss Violet Hemming in the leading role. "Thanhouser funny film," big, clean and wholesome—it gives

the kind of laugh your patrons want.

Approximate Length 1,000 Feet. No. 116 Code Word. Hater

Released Friday* June 17th

THE LITTLE HERO OF HOLLAND
With the "Thanhouser Kid" in the leading role. An artistic gem, a scenic treasure, a motion picture master-

piece! You must not miss it!

Approximate Length 1 ,000 Feet. No. I i 7. Code Word, Hero

Ha

|

"BF^"^
£!'> " w* -

1 jf

£*fcr*

Scene from THE WOMAN HATER Scene from THE LITTLE HERO OF HOLLAND

Magnificent Posters Free—Ask Your Exchange for them.

Coming!—A Great "Thanhouser Special"

Roosevelt's Return
THE ARRIVAL-NEW YORK.JUNE 18. 1910

To be filmed in the Thanhouser way, and released immediately
after the filming.

rvHIBITORS: Write your exchange for it VUttU
CACHANGES: WIRE your orders HUff
Remember, this is a '•Special" and
it is imperative that everybody
take quick action on it. Get busy!

Released, Tuesday, June 21—A Great
"Thanhouser Classic"

Thelma
A PERFECT MOTION PICTURE PRODUCTION

Marie Corelli's world famous work, dramatized in the Thanhouser
way.

THANHOUSER
STAGING-ACTING-QUALITY

It's a bully advertising feature for any show, and already there's
a big call for it. Ask for it now, along with "Roosevelt's Return."

v THANHOUSER COMPANY
New Rochelle - - New York
Affiliated with the Associated Independent Film Manufacturers Licensees under the Bianchi, Armat-Jenkins Patents

Write Your Exchange Today for "Roosevelt's Return" and "Thelma"
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Heart-to-Heart
Talk About

The Film Fi^ht

I am
"Imp"

In the first pi

ni though) of, the

"Imp"
than I had

thought was possible.

Imp"

piling tin- money li.uk ii

ing all tin- time.

Therefore, it was with no i<

making MORE money that the "Imp"
company joined the - >mpany

movement.

We hail been receiving hundn
from exhibitors, who

i ill turn independent the minute

dependent manufacturers are pro-

ducing .h program every

week."

That was the vital point in the whole

affair.

The Sale< company came in the nick

of time to bring about the very condi-

tion that the exhibitors am! exchanges

were waiting for.

By Retting the manufacturers to

work in harmony we saw how it would

isible to turn out more .— I'll I

a bram
right mixtti! Irama, trag-

make up a

It i< an actual fait that the

hail nothing to gain by joining the

• that it

make tin

pendent situation so k 1 ami -••

<ryw In re would flock

to the independent side.

Imp" company bas n< \ ei

-t the independent ;

w hen - >f money by

Witness the unexpected way in which

the other tide on the "In

Africa" picture, on which we lost a

-mall fortune and which we knew we

would lose, even before marketing the

picture. All we got out of it «

vertising and the good will of scores

of independent exchange- and exhibitor-.

Our next great -coop was the

"Funeral of King Edward" -another

.lead loss of ca-h. but a Kreat gain in

popularity for the "Imp."

I have probably been involved in

WON

•

:

H.II I . II

film*.

lUgbt to be easy, because you know

ir heart and in 1 that

"Imp" film- are tin money

I publish all '

Ltive friends. I have

. I that the man »h" EARN1 D
XHIBI-

Tt IRS could win any fight

in. I believe it now. I have nothing

to conceal, nothing •

P right on giv

- all the time until you are

wide-awake to the fact that you ought

nderful POWER that

in your bands.

CARL LAEMMLE, President

Independent Moving Pictures Co. of America

111 EAST FOURTEENTH STREET NEW YORK

TWO MORE GREAT "IMPS"
Released Monday, June 20:— "In the Mesh of t

; Net" drama. A

that will appeal to the most callous-hearted moving picture man on earth.

Ding-Dong at your exchange until you get it.

Released Thursday, June 23:—"A Self-Made Hero" Comedy-drama. One

of those Imps tor which every exhibitor will want a return date. Send for list of

exenanges which cm supply you with this and other Imps.
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POWERSPICTURE PLAYS
If you want to use your standing room sign insist on getting Powers Films
Every Exchange except those dealing injunh can furnish you. with them

RELEASED JUNE 18, 1910

HER DAD'S PISTOL
A DRAMA

Old Pop Warren carves his initials on the handle of his revolver. A
bad man assaults, robs him and takes ilie revolver away. Nell, the
daughter of old Pop Waren, meets ihe bad man. recognizes the pistol
and by coquetting with him, secures his capture. Length, 500 feet.

THE PHRENOLOGIST
A COMEDY

Professor Fixer, a woman phrenologist has invented a machine that
changes the character of persons- Her daughter, Mabel is in love with
Jack, a college chap, who impersonates the old lady and treats her clients
with screamingly funny results. Length, 450 feet.

RELEASED JUNE 21, 1910

NEVADA
A WESTERN DRAMA

Nevada is a Western girl beloved bv Jim and Frank, two cowboys.
She chooses Frank. Jim commits suicide leaving a letter telling of his
intention with Nevada's father. The letter is forgotten hy the absent-
minded old man. Circumstances make it appear as though Frank has
killed Jim.

The cowboy's are about to lynch Frank when Nevada dashes up with
Jim's letter which she has f^und in her father's coat and thereby saves her
lover's life.

A thtillirg drama beautifully acted. The horseback riding of the
girl is a feature. Lergth, 990 feet.

THE POWERS COMPANY
241st Street and Richardson Avenue

New YorK City

Our pictures are distributed exclusively by

THE MOTION PICTURE DISTRIBUTING AND SALES COMPANY

ECLAIR FILMS
Are ABSOLUTELY INDISPENSABLE to all who demand the best

The Name "ECLAIR "means "STANDARD OF MERIT"
TRAGEDY HUMOR PATHOS

All interpreted with equal skill and precision ! ! I YOU CANNOT AFFORD TO MISS THEM

JUNE 13. 1910-"CIME*" ROME
The BATTLE OF LEQNAN0 ; or, BARBAK0SSA
A perfect marvel of action. The film is colossal in its realism
and its interest impelling qualities. 985 ft.

COMING
JUNE 20, IOIO

EUGENIE GRANDET-961 Feet
From Alfred de Musset. A Work of Genius. A Decided
Departure from the Commonplace, Absorbing, Refreshing

JUNE 27, 19lO

THE SORCERESS OF THE STRAND
One of oar Wonderful Miracle films, of absorbing interest throughout.

Watch for our release of "FAUST'
IDEAL FILMS

free: posters

ECLAIR FILM COMPANY
CHICAGO: 35 E. Randolph St.

Member of the Associated Independent Manufacturers.

NEW YORK: 31 E. 27th St.
Licensee under the Bianchi, Armat-Jenkins Patent.
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GREATNORTHERN
RELEASE FOR SATURDAY, JUNE 1 1 th

THE DUEL
An Exceptionally Interesting Subject of M< fit

*JHB&
Stands for Quality 1

RELEASE FOR SATURDAY, JUNE 18th

How Brother Cook Was Taught

O a Lesson
l/\ A Very Humorous Comedv Subjt. t

LAKE OF LUZERNE
A Magnificent Picture that Must be Seen to be Appreciated. The Sttrecstopic Views are

Marvel» of Cinematographic Beauty.

DEMAND THESE SUBJECTS FROM YOUR EXCHANGE

THE GREAT NORTHERN FILM IS A FILM MAKE BY WHICH OTHERS ARE JUDGED
iPlonaar of Independent MnK«r»

GREAT NORTHERN FILM CO., 7 East 14th St, New YorK
Member of Aeeoclated Independent Film Manufacturer*. License

Armat-Jenkim and Biograph Patents
e under Bianchi,

LUX FILMS
Released June 14*h, 1910 Released June 17tn, 1910

A Bitter Enemy
Comedy, Length 900 Ft.

MacNab Visits the Comet
Comedy, Length 900 Ft.

A Full Description of These exclusive agents in Canada for the

Subjects will be Found on An-

other Page.

"LUX" AND
AMBROSIO" FILMS

POSTERS FREE WITH VERY RELEASE Write for Weekly List of Descriptions of Films

R. PRIEUR
>V1^V

Member N. I.M.P.A.

lO E. 15th Street NRW YORK
Telephone Call: STUYVMANT 3124

Memler of the Associated Independent Manufacturers. Licensee under the Bianchi. Armat-Jenkins F
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GET INTO THE WAGON THE BAND IS GOING TO PLAY

GOTCH-ZBYSZKO
The World's Championship Wrestling Match Picture

made by the Selig Polyscope Co., is now ready for distribution,

showing both Gotch and Zbyszko in training and every detail of the

match from the time they step into the ring until the last fall

—

about eleven hundred feet. Price 15 cents per foot.

State rights now selling, and believe us, they are going like chaff

before the wind. Wire us your proposition quick.

KLANK & HERMAN
45. Randolph Street - Chicago, I. S. A.

LISTEN!!!
HALLBERG

will equip the new Times Square theatre of the SAXE AMUSEMENT COMPANY at
Broadway and 41st Street, New York City.

Mr. Saxe is a gentleman of great experience in the moving picture business, and
I felt flattered when he told me this:—

"Mr. Hallberg you are the only man in the business who apparently is not wild
about putting in Moving Picture Machine and Economizer equipment on Broadway."

I asked him why, and Mr. Saxe said this:

—

"Because you ion't make as low a price as your competitors, but I have decided
to put in the "HALLBERG" Economizer, two MOTIOGRAPH Machines and double
dissolver and also your other specialties, because I know you have the best equipment."

Mister Moving Picture Man
Let me tell you, orders of this kind are only given on merit. If any other machine or

Economizer had been as good as mine I would not have gotten the order, because my price

was higher; but I don't go on price—QUALITY is my FIRST THOUGHT— Price, next.

I have selected the best goods on the market for you, and can fit your theatre with
complete electric machine and ventilating equipment, and results are positively guaranteed.

Get my prices on the " HALLBERG " Economizer, MOTIOGRAPH M. P. machines, In-

candescent lighting system to save 70% on your current bill, ELECTRA Pink Label carbons,

French Condensers, Announcement Slides, Ventilating Fans, and don't forget to send 35 cents for

a can of "HALLBERG 'S SPEC-OIL,"—prepaid mail—It saves 50% on your oil bill for machine
— Try a Can.

I make an allowance for your old Current Saver or Rheostat in trade for the
" HALLBERG " Economizer.

SEND FOR CATALOCUE No 3 1-W

J. H. Hallberg, 28 Greenwich Ave., New York
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TWO FEATURES
The Bonesetter\s Daughter

RE l EASE I) WEDNESDAY, JUNE 15

White Fawn's Devotion
RE LEASE I) SATURDA1

, Jl NT 1:;

NEW YORK A 1Mb- I HLnLb CHICACO
41 West 25th Street 35 Randolph Stree

There's Tricks in All Trades
and there's a few of them in the Motion Picture Business, but we want you to know the facts, and

that's one of the reasons for

OUR PHENOMINAL SUCCESS
It is true that A SHUTTER IN FRONT OF THE LENS makes A DANDY SMOOTH PICTURE

because it divides the exposure into three approximately equal parts, which is done by great I v

reducing the length of exposure, with the result that the

BRILLIANCY OF THE PICTURE IS REDUCED in like proportion.

We furnish it with the 1910 Model Monograph when desired,

but why use it when our PATENTED DOUBLE CONE SHUTTER
will give 2; per cent, more exposure, which means a

25 Per Cent.
Brighter Picture

and at the same time beautitullv smooth and free from flicker.

MOTIOGRAPH Pictures are know as the BEST PICTURES, and

the Motiograph is known as the FIRST HIGH GRADE American machine, BESIDES Producing the

Best Picture, being equipped with the PATENT REWIND having THE BEST ARC LAMP and in

other ways being far more convenient to the operator.

REMEMBER that it will also outwear any other machine and needs little attention except oiling.

W. H. Johnson, Mgr., Colonial Theatre, Kalamazoo, Mich., has used a Motiograph

constantlv for nearly three years, and says its practically as QOOd as new.

J. VV. Glenn, Manager Bijou Theatre, Fremont, Nebraska, savs HE WOULDN'T TAKE
SI,000.00 FOR HIS MOTIOGRAPH if he could not get another.

Our Late Catalogue will tell you Half a Hundred Reasons WHY YOU SHOULD USE
A MOTIOGRAPH.

FOR SALE BY LEADING DEALERS

MANUFACTURED AND JOBBED BY

ENTERPRISE OPTICAL MFG. CO.
564 AND

c
5H
7
fc

,
Xb^

A
rL

I
l
OLPH "

J. H. HALLBERC, New York Agent
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ROMEO AND JULIET IN OUR TOWN (L

A comedy satire on the immortal Shakespeare tragedy w)
RELEASE DATE, JUNE I 3 h ^

Length about lOUO ft. Cade word, JULIET

OPENING AN OYSTER
An educational of rare value.

Length about 700 ft. Code word, OYSTER
On same reel a ^00 feet of rapid Are comedy. I

RPLEASb DATE, JUNE 20th

U 8 E

P
o
s
T
E
R
S

Selig

Polyscope Co.

Trade

CHICAGO

U. S. A.

p
o
s
T
E,
R
S
USE

L THE LOING TRAIL
Pe3 A strong dramatic story of the Land of the Midnight
ti Sun. RELEASE DATE. JUNE 27th
Length about 1000 ft. Code word. 1 RAIL

THE FIRE CHIEF'S DAUGHTER
5>One of the most realistic and intense dramas of the
H season. RELEASE DATP, JUNE 30th
T Length about 1000 ft. Code w>rd. FIRE

GEORGE KLEINE FILMS
The Pick of the Output of Two Recognized European Firms

U
R
B
A
N

E
C
L
I

P
S
E

Posters

One for Each Reel

We will be glad to

furnish if your ex-

change does not.

Published Every Ten
Days. Keep in touch

with our importa-

tions. Mailed Free.

A Feature
FORJUNE 14
"ESTHER

We do not say Good 1 and MORDECAI"
unless It Is Good I Read about It in Film Stories A SCENE FROM AT THE DAWNING.

FULL DESCRIPTION OF THIS WEEK'S RELEASES ON ANOTHER PAGE

52 State St.

CHICAGO Jgeot^Jlieiiie 19 E. 21st St.

NEW YORK

A
N
D

G
A
U
M
O
N
T
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The Picture and the Eye.
Like the flowers that bloom in the Spring, we once

more encounter in the lay press that hardy perennial of

the sensation monger— picturitis. 1'ictnritis. we may
inform the reader, is a coined word of our own, signify-

ing some real or imaginary injury to the eye caused by
looking at moving pictures. We have called picturitis

a hardy perennial. P.ut it is something more. It is

sporadic. It breaks out irrationally and has broken out
irrationally for the last fourteen years; that is, ever since
moving pictures were brought prominently to public
notice. Under the caption, "The Menace of the Picture
Show." such a widely circulated publication as Leslie's

Weekly recently quoted a Dr. Southard as tracing eve
troubles to the moving picture. Dr. Southard may or
may not be right in certain specific instances, but even
50, it is not advisable that any general conclusion should
be drawn from the doctor's evidence. Conclusions, we
mean. that, generally speaking, the picture is injurious
to the sight. The evidence that this is so is so slight

that it is not worth taking notice of seriously.

Nevertheless as the scare is recurrent, we deem it our
duty to impress upon our exhibiting readers the urgent
necessity of indoctrinating their patrons with a conviction
that looking at the pictures from a proper position in

the theater has absolutel) no injurii t on the 1

We would like them Speciall) to read an article v

in The World of March the 26th, headed "The I

the Picture: White to Sit in the Theater." An ini

gent exhibitor could find matter in tin- article which he
might profitably distribute amongst his patrons. 1

again, in The World of April _•. we had a further arti-

cle on the subject of "The l'h I the

Moving Picture." which also contain- much valu

information. If both these articles are carefully read and
well digested the moving picture theater exhibit 1 will

be armed with a number of arguments, data and :

tical facts with which he can refute am contention that

the moving picture is essentially injurious in it-

the normal eye. By the normal eye, we mean ti

an individual having fairly good sight, while the indi-

vidual himself or herself is otherwise in good bodily

health. Of course in all this we assume- that the picture

is being properly shown, that it is steady and free :

intrinsic or extrinsic defect-. The former defects are,

of course, of a chemical nature— sp,,ts, streaks,

and the like. The extrinsic defects, of course, are raini-

ness, dickering, etc. Even Cyclops himself would rind

his solitary eye fatigued if he looked long at pictun
this kind.

W'c specially exhort exhibitors then to, whcnc\
have the opportunity, nail down these recurrent -

ments that the eyes are injured by moving pictu

Ever so many years ago a scare was created that tht

light of a photographic dark room was injurious to the

That scare has been repeated to-day. Here, again,

the evidence that a few hours in rays oi red

rum was injurious to health has never been substantiated.

So it is with the moving picture.

Wise Versus Unwise Criticism of Mov-
ing Pictures.

In our advocacy of just criticism of moving pic-

work it was with pleasure that we last v

readers what we trust was a profitable interpret

certain criticisms made in the Supreme Courl
State, showing the wisdom of the same and g the
benefits to be derived therefrom.

This week it b ur duty to defend the

picture from unwise criticism. Under the caption.
'

ture Shows Denounced." in the daily papers we read

that the "German Staats Yerband" in an annual gather-
ing in Kingston. N. V., made "a strong declaration

against moving pictures, secret societies and •ocialistic
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propaganda." No details are given, otherwise we should

feel enlightened and could form some opinion or judg-

ment. We can understand the societies' religious antag-

onism to secret societies, or its political feelings against

socialism; hut as the moving pictures are neither re-

ligious nor political, to include them in a general con-

demnation is unjust; to criticise without giving cause

is unwise. We shall gladly welcome as wise and timely

anv true and specific censure of the cheap, the low or the

vulgar, and warmly support proper authorities who feel

it right to make such censure, but we cannot aid in the

good work of securing the best moral results in moving
picture exhibitions when censure lacks detail or specific

charge^. To resort to a general sweeping denunciation

serves no purpose, does no good and must be classified

at least as unwise. It is interesting to be able to note in

this connection that an organization connected with the

above society recently made upwards of ten thousand
dollars by a proper use and application of a well chosen

series of moving pictures; showing at once how beneficial

they have become. There is no doubt that religious, fra-

ternal and political societies can do much good by using

the moving pictures for the education and edification of

their members, securing also very often financial benefit

and a bonus of pleasure besides. In this way there can

be no doubt as to the outcome and the verdict will be a

zvise one.

The Verdict of a Jury of Children.

In the issue of June 4 of the Moving Picture World
there appeared twelve or more well-written letters from

as many children averaging twelve and a half years of

age, each one expressing the writer's opinion of the ex-

hibitions they had visited. These letters have been care-

fully analyzed and classified for the purpose of proving

the cc llective value of the youthful ideas. Before doing

so. however, let us remember that the value of the child

opinion lies in its perfect naturalness, its simple judg-

ment, free from any taint, opinionism or bias ; absolutely

without prejudice and totally unconscious of serving any

side, party or purpose.

The leading subjects pleasing to the young minds were

history, travel and geography; three writers expressed

similar views upon the helpfulness of these subjects;

two desired pictures of foreign customs and countries;

again, two others sought to know more of the cities and

beauty spots of this their own country; one especially

mentioning the value of such pictures as those depicting

Southern life and the cotton fields with its attendant

lessons. Two writers especially longed for views of the

past, i e., the times of Washington and of the Civil War,
showing- the trend of the young mind in patriotic

subjects and those which, as they themselves expressed

it, as being "helpful to their school work" because these

pictures made learning easy, and, we venture to add,

more attractive.

Comedy and funny pictures were appreciated by two

writers, but in these, as in other subjects, the opinion of

two or three seems to indicate the tendency of all.

The negative side is shown by the expressed dislike

for murders, suicides, robberies, detective stories and

"certain love stories." One young writer says, "I cover

eyes at "shooting and killing"; another with a rare

maturity of judgment declared that pictures with bru-

tality in them "were injurious to the weak-minded."

Only one writer—a girl—actually named objectionable

subjects, saying that "Love's Revenge" and "Dead Men
Tell Xo Tales" created an impression "like a bad taste

in the mouth."
All expressed a desire for the educational and amus-

ing. The wise exhibitor looking for the best returns
will sec that to gain profit he must needs give profit,

for the profitable pays both ways. With singular clear-

ness of insight one bright girl suggests that "if good pic-

tures are beneficial, bad ones must be harmful to the

same extent." If in so young a mind these truths find

root, we have no fear about what kind of subjects will

soon form the standard of our exhibitions. The study
of these letters and their classification should prove ex-
ceedingly helpful to moving picture people. Pictures of
heroes and ideals always appeal to the young, the Roose-
velt African series being especially appreciated by young
people at this time. It should not be forgotten that in

securing the right class of young people the interest of
the parents is also secured, and with an established con-
fidence in the value of that which the children receive a

cordial encouragement will be extended to good ex-
hibitions.

The Fool ! ! ! ?

It is an old saying that "There is a black sheep in every
flock;" also that "There is a fool in every crowd." These
sayings have become traditional and as traditions are
born in truth, so there must be some truth in these sav-

ings. Experience is, however, the best teacher, and in

her school we have learned that there is a fool at large
everywhere, and, like a weed in a garden, he will grow
and push his way to the front, occupying ground that

might be used for a better purpose, until it is uprooted
and thrown out. A fool is always impudent, and, like

the devil making his appearance in church, he does not
hesitate to enter the best company ; he should be driven
out as soon as he is discovered, or he will bring dis-

credit and disgrace upon those who allow him to stay.

If he finds himself in a large crowd in an open space,

and a little puppy yelps, Mr. Fool cries "mad dog,'

causing a stampede with danger and disaster to every-

one around him.

If in a large crowded building, some thoughtless per-

son strikes a match (even without danger) our omni-
present fool yells "fire;" a panic results, often with great

loss of life. Unfortunately Mr. Fool is very deceitful,

taking care to hide himself because, knowing his own
contemptible nature, he knows but too well that a right-

eously indignant public might lynch him if caught.

A company of young people going out for a pleasant

ride in a boat on the lake, innocently anticipating a happv
time and bent upon thoroughly enjoying themselves, feels

satisfied that every member of the party is a sane and
safe individual, until "our friend the enemy" appears

;

when he, in the "boat rocker," Mr. Fool announces him-

self, "A Tragic Disaster" is the headline in the morning
paper as the result of his presence.

Automobile riding is very exhilarating, the "auto" is a

wonderful friend to man in business and in pleasure, he

uses it for both purposes profitably ; surely here there is

no room for the fool. The chauffeur must needs be a

careful, scientific man. with a level head and cool good

judgment. But, alas! the "joy rider" and the "speed

maniac" soon proved we had been premature in our ex-

pectations ; the former becomes a murderer, the latter

a suicide, both emphasizing the saying that "There's a

fool hern every day." We could wish that two might

die every day and so the world would be the sooner rid

of them.

These reflections upon this strange adjunct to the hu-

man family have led the writer to ask two questions:

First, what is a fool, and how can he be defined?
_
Sec-

ond, has he invaded the ranks of the moving picture

fraternity?
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In answering the first question we find the I ther

one oi two kinds; he is either the worst of his kind,

naturall) and unfortunatel) born so, and is to be piti

or, he makes himself the worst of his kind, wilfull)

deliberately, and as such i- to be condemned. For the

I of the community and of their fellowmen these two
classes of people are put under restraint, i luma

hold the one, the jails the other.

In answering the second question, we n

say the moving picture familj i- not fr< his ap-

pearance; as has alread) been shown he is known by

being "the worst of his kind," not by nature, but l>>

choice; he deals only in the worst oi his possibilities,

ami. like a "sow wallowing in the mire," he revels in

his filth. Efublicly he draws around him his kith and
kin; there are some people closely related to him who
would go to a circus of all clowns, they would alsi

church all devils; these are the ones who get up and

i a picture show all questionable, making both the

show and the place all had; bringing down the con-

demnation and righteous indignation of right-thinking

people upon their foolish heads. Under those circum-

stances what shall we do who have at heart and at

stake the best interests of the moving picture world?
A little reasoning -how- the answer is not far away; the

"joy rider" doe- not hurt the reputation of the auto-

mobile or the "boat rocker" that of the boat; neither can

the moving picture business be hurt by the presence of the

"undesirable citizen" in the rank- of the pi o; it

becomes us however to give him short shrift wherever we
find him, to treat him as he is treated anywhere and

everywhere else whenever he make- his appearance, and
if we cannot drive or crowd him out, we can help the

authorities to put him out. It is the object of Tut:

Moving Pi< rURE World to show that the moving pict-

ure business is for the scientific and artistic ; for the

educated and the educator; for the true pleasure giving

and pleasure seeking people, and there is no room in

rank- for "the fool."

The Bianchi Camera.
When the writer first met Joseph Bianchi at the his-

gathering at the Imperial Hotel. New York City, in

January. [909, when the F. S. A. realized that the forma-

tion of the Patents O mpany rendered it nugatory, if not

a superflous institution, he (this writer), slapped Bianchi

on the hack and said "So you are the inventor of this

mysterious camera." We did not say m\ we said

thing else more pointed and emphatic in one syllable.

Anyhow it served to introduce us, and since that time

Mr. Bianchi and ourselves have been Strong friends, be-

cause we have in common many scientific and technical

- in regard to the picture. The Bianchi camera, then,

historically regarded, made what we will venture to call a

furtive and mysterious appearance. It was talked about
a great deal, it was rarely -ecu. it was regarded by many
as offering the Independent manufacturer the opportun-
ity oi using an instrument which did not conflict with
instruments upon which there were validifled and vali-

dated patents. We mean those patent- controlled hv the

Motion Picture Patents Company. In fact the Bianchi

camera was thought by many to save a situation: which.

iy the least of it. was rather acute from the Independ-
ent manufacturing point of view.

It was only, as the reader knows, within the last few-

months that at the Thanhouser works and the Powers
works, we had an opportunity, first oi all. of thoroughly
examining the novel optical construction of the Bianchi
camera, of submitting ourselves to being photographed

both indoor and .\ ith th<

nieiil. In oth

ablj : int. 1 ih. abil-

1 tin- instrument, ai

eaiiu 1.1 as quite fulfilling th itor,

Mr. Bianchi, ha- made for it.

Ion capitulate th. this instrument:
It consists of the »ynchi I an opti

both part- of which w..rk independent!

bine at. the instanl of exposure t.. transmit an it

the focal plane which i- in continuous motion. \\ <

not expect that the ordinal*) reader of these pages will

grasp this description, bul anybody having ntific

optica] knowledge, will readily understand what we mean.
Those who prefer a simpler definition, had better turn to

the Moving Pi< ruRE World of April j, where a full

description of the camera i- given.
1 'n broad grounds of theory we cannot see why the

Bianchi camera should not be a success all round. Pho-
tographers of all kind- are. a- we perhaps know bet-

ter than anybody else in the world, exceedingl) conser-

vative people. These men take strange fancies in their

head- about the tool- with which they have to work.

The) conceive an affection for. let US say, a particular

lens, and find it impossible, or say it i> impossible to

produce results just a- good with another lens of identi-

cal construction. So with celluloid film, used either in

the camera or in the printer. So with printing papers

and chemicals. Photographers seem to lie creature- of

irrationality, pin- impulse, pin- invincible ignorano
The Bianchi camera ha- had to combat in a more than

ordinary degree this prejudice, getting the knock
thi -e interested in the Patent- Company on the one side

and Independent manufacturer-, who imagine they could

infringe the Edison patents with impunity, on the other.

Now. that it i- to have a fair chance in the hand- of men
who have every reason to handle and use the camera in

the way that will ensure best result-, the Bianchi camera
may he expected to come into it- own ami demonstrate
the correctness of the claim- made for it.

Confusion Worse Confounded.

Many of our readers will remember a little refrain

occasionally sung at stag parties b< th in thi- country and
in other parts of the Anglo-Saxon world. It run- -ome-

thing like thi- :

The grand old Duke • f York.

I fe had 10.000 men.
lie marched them up to the I hill

And he marched them down again.

When they were 1111. they were up, up. tip.

\nd when they were down, they wire down,
\nd when they were only half way up.

They were neither up nor down.
Singing: Halleluiah, etc.. ad lib.

Thi.-. we think, describes the result of a recent meet-

ing of the Independent manufacturer- and rente:

Detroit. They are neither up nor down. They do not

from what we can gather, appear to have either advanced
or retrograded. The are just where they were. The
status (jito ante has been pre-erved. It i- a- you were
before you were.

One fact, however, stands 1 ut with -ufficient clear'

and it is thi- : that the renter is more than ever deter-

mined to he a p. nderable factor in the situation, a- we
have pointed out over and over again he rily must
be. The renters' are in a po-ition t. pick and chose.
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They do not appear to be in the mood to submit to dic-

tation from either section of the Independent manufac-
turing and importing elements, unless there are equitable

and reciprocal terms involved. In other words, the In-

dependent renter is disposed to conserve his independence
and not to barter it away blindfolded, lie is discrim-

inating between the claims of rival sections. It is no
more possible, it seems, for Twenty-fifth street to corral

him than it is for Fourteenth street. So far, so good.

The Detroit meeting, then, stands adjourned so far as

the renter is concerned, until next week, when it is prob-

able that further steps will be taken towards the consoli-

dation of the Independent exchange end of matters. For
the good of the business we hope that something definite

will be achieved before long, in the form of a represen-

tative Independent Renters' Association.

Now. with regard to the Sales Company versus Asso-
ciated Independent manufacturers aspect of the matter

;

as far as we can learn, and our views are expressed in the

little bit of poem printed in the former part of this ar-

ticle, matters remain where they are. There seems to be.

from what we can gather, a desire on both sides to come
to an understanding. That desire is symtomatic of good.

It is felt that the present position of affairs is impossible

to maintain. That in short if a genuinely co-operative

scheme were put forth the breach would be healed and
the lion of Fourteenth street would lie down with the lamb
of Twenty-fifth street. But whether this will be brought
about remains to be seen. The conflicting differences are

surely not irreconcilable. In other words a working
agreement or understanding seems, to us, a common sense

way out of the difficulty. Mutual concession and a pol-

icy of give nd ake would probably bring this about.

Meanwhile, however, the situation had hardlv improved
since last week. We were hoping that these futile meet-
ings had ended and that the Independent side of the

business had settled down to a proper routine of trade

;

that is, the making and selling of good moving pictures.

This is the end that we are striving for, which we have
in view, and which animates us in whatever we write in

this paper, no matter what ignorant, irresponsible or pre-

judiced persons outside may say to the contrary.

The Sales Company Once Again.

Last week we felt it our duty to put the quietus on
some absurd rumors in regard to a reported attempt to

control raw stock for Independent moving picture mak-
ing. - We pointed out that this was a practical impossi-
bility, and we expressed the hope that any such attempt
would fail in the interests of that open market on the
Independent side of things which the Moving Picture
World consistentlv stands for.

The individual who starts out with a desire to please

everybody is foredoomed to certain failure. The path
of duty is not always a smooth one. We saw our duty
in this respect and what has happened since last week
had not imbued us with the smallest regret that wre took
the course we did. What has happened? We have re-

ceived many personal congratulations from renters, In-

dependent manufacturers, importers and others in the

business upon having pricked a little bubble which was
thrown in the air for the purpose of affrighting people,

and we are satisfied with the effect we have created in

the minds of fair dealing men in the business for the good
of the industry who desire freedom of contract. On
the other hand our article has evoked the displeasure of

certain persons who seem to think we should address our
readers just in accordance with their ideas on the sub-

ject, rather than in accordance with our own. which
are conceived not in any partisan spirit, but for the bene-
fit of the business as an entity.

To begin with some of our excellent friends at in
East Fourteenth street have got, we learn, absurdly an-
gry because they attribute to us premeditated antagonism
to them in our article on raw stock. As a matter of

fact we never had the Sales Company in mind when we
wrote this article. We had the subject of the raw stock

for Independent moving picture making slated for treat-

ment in the^e pages weeks and weeks ago. At this mo-
ment we have other subjects slated for further treat-

ment and we shall treat those subjects quite irrespectively

of personalities, whoever or whatever they may be. Let
us assure the Sales Company and other factions in the

business that we will not submit to any menace whatso-
ever in our conduct of this paper. The threat of the

withdrawal of advertising patronage will not weigh with
us, so long as we are conscious of doing our duty fairly,

impartially, disinterestedly, towards the great public, to

which the Moving Picture World appeals.

In the affairs of life, the worst drawback to success is

a thin skin. Thin skins seem to be somewhat numer-
ous just now. Net a single line has been printed in this

paper with regard to the Sales Company, that is not fair

comment ; that is not based upon fact ; that has not been
inspired by a desire to see the moving picture business

prosper. We have said over and over again that just in

so far as the Sales Company exists for the good of the

business it shall have the support of this paper. If we
think that it is not for the good of the business we shall

say so. The Sales Company has a very fine opportunity,

but. apparently it is not using that opportunity to the

best advantage, otherwise there would not be all this

confusion on the Independent side of things. There
would not be an association of Independent maufactur-
ers, discontented renters, discontented importers. Dis-

satisfaction, it is said, is the rcot of progress, and the

fact that the Independent Manufacturers' Association

crystalizes dissatisfaction and discontent plus very con-

siderable business determination in our opinion, points to

the failure of the opposing elements rather than the

reverse.

We are in the mood to concede that all possible oppor-
tunity should be given the Sales Company to have every

chance of making good. Weeks ago, over and over

again, our excellent friend Cochrane aassured us in this

office that the company was on the level : that it was
formed for the betterment of the business ; that it was
equitable, all fair and square, and above board. We
should like to ask him and others whether they can con-

scientiously lay their hands ever their hearts and say

that events from the Chicago meeting downwards, have

substantiated their pious claims. "Do we sleep: do we
dream or is visions about." Why has there been such a
wholesale repudiation of the Sales Company by import-

ant elements in the business? Let Mr. Herbert Miles,

Mr. Baumarrn, Mr. Powers, or Mr. Cochrane employ
the literary talent at their disposal, sit down and write

us a letter for publication, laying their views before our
readers and we shall be pleased to publish it.

MOTION PICTURES IN SCHOOL.

The Pittsburg "Leader"' of May 31 had the following
editorial

:

Tn the Morse School last week Professor C. E. Connolley,
(Kan of the School of Apprentices and Journeymen at the

Carnegie Technical Schools, delivered a lecture on motion
picture? in the public schools to illustrate geography, history
and other subjects. Moving pictures were used in present-
ilia the subject to an audience of more than 400.
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An Open Market and An Open Door.

We had written the articles under the captions

infusion Worse Confounded" ami /'The Sales ' bm-
panj Once More," when opportunity was given u

taking a less pessimistic view of the Independent situa

tion than we felt obliged by circun denc<

to favor until the latter part of this present 1'lu

dove of peace u.is circling between the camp- ol i

teenth street and ["went) fifth street for a time, but t" nu
effective purpose. t*he

i
i

l>ir<l was driven away, main-
ly, we believe, because the differences between the Sale:

Companj and the Associated Manufacturers were found
to be irreconcilable. Still, we are in hope that, in due
time, the best elements of both parties will get togethei

and heal the breach. That, however, i> not likely to

happen yet. Meanwhile we take sincere pleasure in re-

cording the fact that under the presidency of A. 1»

melin, of the Columbia Phonograph Company, the

Associated Independent Manufacturers seem determined
to vindicate their right to individual freedom in a very

thorough and a very business-like manner. Indeed, in

all <uir recent experiences of these film palavers, we have
never been so much impressed as we were on Thursday
last by the unanimity and business determination to ef-

fect a manufacturers' organizatii n which, all working in

harmony, shall stand for the freedom of better govern-
ment of the film business. More of this spirit in othei

quarter- would, we think, result in closing up the di-

vided ranks. We have received a large volume oi evi-

dence that the programme and policy of the Associated
Manufacturers i- well favored by numerous exchai
It sentiment count- for anything, then we cannot see how
this body can favor it- object, which is to keep an open
market and to give the individual manufacturer liberty

of action, subject, of course, to some common agreement
with regard to terms and methods of doing business.

In all this there is an important principle at -take

which we fear our friends on Fourteenth street do not
sufficiently realize. It is the principle of liberty i^i action

the principle of a manufacturer selling his good himself
for himself and by himself to whom he pleases without
being bound down to sell those goods to the agency oi

a competitor or a group of competitors who charge him
inch a week for the privilege. We have no reason

to doubt the bona tide- of the Sale- Company, but we cer-

tainly incline to the opinion that the suspicions and ob-

jection- of the Associated .Manufacturers are rea-onable

and rational, whether they be ill or well founded. There
are other elements of a personal nature which need not

be discussed.

There is one thing we like about the A-sociation of

Independent Manufacturers: they deliberately have
opened their do, rs, they <jive us all the information in

their power; they court publicity, they give us. oi this

journal, every opportunity of judging of the justice and
business desirability of their cause, and we are bound to

say without assuming a judicial position that we think

everything justifies the steps they arc taking. They are

a representative body, they are not autocrats and domi-
neering or secretive. If we may coin a motto for the

Association of Independent Manufacturers, we should
say it is this: "An open market and an open door."

The Associatii n has certainly opened the Independent
market to all. It is keeping the door open for the ad-

mission oi those who are outside and who might be will-

ing to co-operate with them in their policy. In this re-

spect, then, the Association deserves the support oi the

Moving Picture World and shall receive it. Progress,
therefore, must be conceded to have been made on the

Independent side oi thing- when we find such a spirit

inimatini n which
[uitable hue Any business to i

mu-! ducted "ii tl

tl:

n, w ith quality the determining

The (icncral Film Company.
I he deiin .it . if unt i- to p.

picture industry mor< than any • But then
cloud that we want t^ dispel and that i- th< that

tin General Film Company will interfere with •

of the licensed exchan the exhibitors. We
have dug down to the rool of tin- matter and can i

lively assure our reader- that any action on the pari

the General Film Company will be palliative and
aggressive. They will recognize the territorial righl

licensed exchanges. Their own business will be conduct-

ed a- an individual exchange with branch offices. 1

offices will be added to a- tiny ma\ see tit. but no com-
pulsory method- will be adopted to acquire the busii

of other exchanges. Whenever this i- done it will be

on term- equitable to all concerned. Under general man-
ager Percy L. Water- the General Film Company
branches are already working in complete harmony and
the resident managers and their customers are well

pleased with the system. The exhibitor will be the gainer

and the public, a- they will profit, by the better regula-

tion of programs and the elimination of repeaters and
duplication of films in theaters close to each other.

the General Film Company is but a step toward
the better regulation of a gigantic business. It offers

an assurance to the exhibitor- who have invested large

sums of money and encourages the entrance of , ther

capitalists into that field.

Vaudeville Vitiates the Pictures.

In reference to the article under this caption which
appeared in last week'- Moving Picture World, we
were interested to perceive in the "New York Herald"
of last Sunday the following letter, which we reproduce

exactly as it was printed in the pages of our con-

temporary :

WOMAN COMPLAINS OF MODERN VAUDEVILLE.
> N'ov York, June .'. nin.

To the Editor of the Herald:

Some weeks ago the W seen on Broadway in

many day- was dosed by order of the Mayor It is a won-
der that some of the acts at different vaudeville houses are

not taken off. We have to endure half clad women, whose
acts savor greatly of indecency; but last night at a well

known vaudeville house an audience, composed mostly of

women, was compelled to li-ten to a negro monologist, whose
'stuff.*' in vaudeville parlance, was positively intolerable.

Vaudeville' in this country has become execrable. Nude
women and comedians black and white—who I

stories. Decent act- ect by without a ripple of applause, but
jokes of a low order brine forth loud and boisterous guffaws.

People like to be amu-ed at a vaudeville show, and they
don't want to pay their money to see and hear things that

are indecent. A WOMAN.
The complaint of this lady is probably well founded.

If the quality of vaudeville at the ordinary vaudeville

house is such as she describes, it can easily be imagined

that quality hardly undergoes any c< n-iderable improve-

ment by the time the acts reach the humble moving
picture theater. Vaudeville all around is in a deplorable

condition in New Y< rk City. And not alone in New
York. Last week in Chicago a vaudeville act was
demned by the police because the performer appeared
almost in a state of nudity. Tt is from association with

such forms of •entertainment" that we want to separate

the moving picture.
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An Australian Lady on the American
Moving Picture.

The American public is always eager to learn the

views of visitors to this country upon its institutions and

the impressions which they have either upon the traveler,

or those who intend to make the United States their

home. In the last number of the Moving Picture
\\oki.n, we devoted a brief article to the personality of

Mrs. Armand Kellerman, who has arrived in New York
for the purpose of taking an active part in the film busi-

ness. And now we have the pleasure of giving our

readers the substance of an interview we had with her

recently for the purpose of ascertaining her ideas with

reference to the moving picture outlook in the United

States as compared with that of Australia. Perhaps we
vast continent. Its population is roughly about 4,000,000,

MRS. ARMAND KELLERMAN.

may be permitted to say that Mrs. Kellerman is a lady

of very great, culture and information ; therefore, her

views . on the subject will no doubt carry great weight
with our reader-.

As to Australia': Americans are singularly deficient

in knowledge of the possibilities and potentialities of that

lint it is an enormously rich country, and we are assured

that head for head the inhabitants of Australia are

wealthier than the inhabitants of any other country on
the face of the globe. The natural resources of the

country are practically inexhaustible, and are as yet

almost unt< iuched.

Mrs. Kellerman told us that the Australian public is a

very sporting public. It likes sporting themes in its pic-

tures. It will not tolerate vaudeville in moving picture

houses. The prices of admission range from ten cents

to seventy-five cents. Everybody goes to the picture

house in Australia: rich,, poor, aristocrat and plebeian.

Moreover, the picture is enormously popular with the

children, who. as in the United States, spend their last

penny in order t" get into the moving picture house.

Pathe pictures enjoy great esteem there; but, in Mrs.
Kellerman's opinion, there are not enough scenic sub-

jects shown. Such a subject as that depicting the Amer-
ican Rockies pleases everybody. Educational pictures

would be popular with the Australian public if they were
shown, because, according to our informant, the average
Australian has a great thirst for information and knowl-
edge.

It will interest the American reader to know that mov-
ing picture theaters are not open on Sundays in Australia.

Moreover, the clergy, unlike their American confreres,

do not say unkind things about the pictures. They en-

courage rather than depreciate them. This, perhaps, is

chiefly due to the fact that objectionable pictures are

never shown in Australia, where every attempt is made
to prevent the minds of children being misdirected by
unsuitable subjects. Generally speaking, according to

Mrs. Kellerman, the moving picture is increasing in

favor with the Australian public. The houses are always
full, there is aways good music, and the public seems
to like a six-day program. People go again and again

to see their favorite pictures.

Questioned as to her impressions of American moving
picture business men, she said that they struck her as

hardworking, alert, smart and shrewd. Generally speak-

ing, she likes the American pictures and thinks they

would be popular in Australia. She, however, was very
emphatic in her condemnation of American vaudeville,

which she said would not be tolerated in Australia for

an instant. She is of the opinion that American film

manufacturers do not realize the enormous opening in

Australia for moving pictures.

English pictures are popular in Australia, where such
subjects as those just being released by the American
Kinograph Company would most certainly be appreciated.

Mrs. Kellerman was anxious to impress upon us the fact

that sporting subjects such as racing, Western and cow-
boy scenes, anything of a dramatic, competitive or excit-

ing nature, assuredly would be liked by the Australian

public. Sound effects are made a feature in the Aus-
tralian moving picture theater, where the Cinephone is

also prominent.

Business in Australia is exceedingly good and improv-
ing all the time. The authorities leave the picture alone a'nd

do not seek to harass the business. Again, there is no an-

tagonism between the moving picture theater and the

regular theater. And according to our informant no
actors or actresses have been put out of business in

Australia by the moving picture theater.

We are pleased to learn that Mrs. Kellerman is highly

appreciative of the best aspects of the moving picture in

the United States. Like a true Australian woman she

is full of enthusiasm and confidence for the future of

the business in Australia. We commend this interesting

information to the careful attention of our readers.

A new Mirror Screen was recently placed in the Star
Theater of Elgin. Til. Mr. James Sullivan, manager of the
Star, appears well satisfied and has nothing but good to
say about his new curtain.

The many different ways in which animated pictures may
be used is ever evincing itself in all manner of means. The
latest use that has come to our notice is that employed by
a North Dakota mine expert, who wishing to interest Eu-
ropean capitalists with sufficient proof that would remove
'any doubt from the skeptical minds of the foreigners, had
numerous pictures taken of his mine in operation, showing
the workings and machinery. To further prove his claim
he carried on the film affidavits from the manufacturer of

his reels that the views were absolutely genuine and that

they were taken on the particular property of the owner.
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Pictures of the Jeffries-Johnson Fiiilit.

Jul) tlu- .jtli tin- year i- to have double significano

more than ordinal") interest t<> tlu- world. Ii i~. a

body know-, Independence Day. ii laj be, .1 the

section of the community, also 1 1«
1

»» - . sh< rn oi som<

the pyrotechnical absurdities that have hitherto < li>tin-

guished it or shall we say disgraced it. But above all

tiling tlii- next 4th of Jul) i- to be made memorable in

the annals of pugilism by the long discussed meeting be-

tween the old time champion of the ring*, James J. Jef-

fries, ;ind hi- successor, the present holder of the title, a

person of color, known as Jack Johnson.
An astonishing amount of interest throughout the

world is felt with regard to this approaching fight, for

several reasons. Jeffries was always a good man at the

game, was, we believe, undefeated, retired amidsl a blaze

dory and has only emerged from that retirement in

order to appease popular sentiment, which is against a

"gentlemen of color" being permitted, in the United

States, where the color question is somewhat acute, to

wear without dispute the proud title of the fistic cham-
pionship.

According to the newspapers the men have been in

hard training for several weeks. Both arc confident and
in good condition. It is certain that on July the 4th, a

huge crowd will witness the contest. Not the least im-
portant part of the fight is its moving picture side. It

is no exaggeration to say that the entire world will await

a pictorial representation of the fight. We read that

hundreds of thousands of dollars are being offered for

the right- of taking moving pictures of the contest. With
od light and a battle of. say, thirty well-fought

rounds, and the unmistakable victory of Jeffrie-, these

pictures should prove in the current locution, a "gold
mine." This is the wish that i- father to the thoughts
of hundreds of millions of white people throughout the

world.

There i- the other possibility that Mr. Johnson may
prove the better man of the two. Many good judges
think that he will, in virtue of the fact that although Jef-

frie- ha- strength, ability, courage and all the rest of it.

he has not fought for several years, whereas Johnson is

constantly fighting and has vanquished all the oppon-
ent- that have stood up to him with ridiculous ease. Tn

the language of the racing track, he is in a winning vein.

A- our sporting reader- know—and we have many sport-

ing- readers— it is good policy in these matters to back
winners. What will happen, then, if Johnson wins? It

i- commonly believed that the pictures would then be of
o mparatively little value, especially amongst the white
section of the community. Amongst the colored section,

however, their value would be greater. Racial pride

would come in to exalt Johnson, in the eye- of his breth-

ren, to the po-ition of a demigod. There are political.

'.1. and ether possibilities ari-ing out of Johnson's
conceivable victory, which is not our province to discu--,

and which it would not be prudent so to do.

\fter the tight, then, interest in this affair will swing
to moving picture theaters throughout the world. If the

pictures are good and interesting scores of million -

pie will be looking at the photographic representation
of the battle. We say scores of millions of people, ad-
vi-edly. and we do not think we exaggerate. Thev will

no doubt be shown in every important part of the civilized

world. Shown not .Mice but many times while they may
also become of historic value.

You can see. therefore, that the business side of this

fight centers chiefly in the picture. The purse or purse-,
the ring side fee-, the bets, all this money will be trifling

compared with the amount of money that will be made

out 1,1 tlu- pictUl in tin

exhibit >i - and tho 1 « hi 1 ai tuall) Who
w ill lake tin- pi< tun

I • ir we< ks past th(

bid b) vai i< us manufa
for thf picture righl

can Irani, have yet bi edL The probabilities point

to tin- right- bcin- lis the ted manui
turer- working under th ; the Patent I

pan) .
So. that, w hat ire incurred, tin

way of things ma) be distributed over a number of hoi

in-tead of concentrated in one. thus dividing possible

losses and of course probable profit

Mr. W. T. Rock, the president of the \ itagraph (
i

pany of America ha- gone West for the purpose o(

curing the picture tight right- on behalf of tin- associated

manufacturer-. This IS an enterprise entirely after Mr.
Kick'- heart. As everybod) know- be i- one of the

shrewdest nun of business in the game, and no doubt he
will be successful in hi- request. Even a president of

-neb a great and progressiyi rn a- the \ itagraph

ipany, may feel some little legitimate pride in hand-
ling a gigantic proposition Of tin- nature. 1'or it is

gigantic. It transcends in importance financially and
popularity we are bound to admit, although we do it with

some reluctance, the Roosevelt picture- and even the

King Eid-ward pictures. All of us, every mother'- son
of US; no matter who v. or what we are. love a

tight. All of us at some time or another have fought
tight- fistJcall) and Otherwise and. when, a- in the :

cut ca-e. the eye- of the world are really turned toward-
this white man and this colored man fighting one of the

tight- of all time, don't you. reader, a- well a- ourselves,

envy Mr. Rock and his mission? Frankly, we do. And
that i- Why in tin- number of the Moving Picture World
we are giving the portrait of the man who i- after the
fight picture-.
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"The Child."—Thomas Carlyle in one of his books uses a

phrase applicable tu all ut us who are sutienng more or
less irom Anno Domini; that is to say, getting on in life,

when he calls us "children of a larger growth, rar be it

irom me to enter into competition with this eminent phil-
osopher in his keen, merciless, and always just analysis of
our common humanity; but, at a respectaole distance i may
allow myself to say ditto to his sentiments. we are ail

just chiluren, old children, young children, Dig children, lu-
te children; in fact, the bane and the child never cues in us.

That is what I think carlyle meant in his "heart of hearts."
Of course, it is in respect ot his intense humanism, that his
delightful old house on Lheync Walk with all the relics of
his beautiful Gothic career are still preserved as a public
museum, and are visited by hundreds ot thousands ot the
most human people on the face of the globe—Americans.

*!* + ^

The boy is father to the man and the girl is the mother of
both the man and the women, which is perhaps a round about
but possibly an intelligible way oi saying that the little

people to-day are the mothers and fathers of the future
race. Therefore any influence exerted on their minds whilst-
in childhood or adolescence, clearly is bound to have a vast
effect for good or evil on further human progress. You
will perceive, brethern, that at this moment 1 am in a re-
flectively, speculatively philosophical frame of mind. In
other words, I am looking to the future of the moving pict-
ure, a subject which all of us associated with Ihe Moving
Picture World have at heart.

* * *

It has happened since I last figured in this page that I have
been brought into contact with many children and have
heard from them what they and their children think about
the picture. They think such a lot. With them it is the
picture at all costs. One can overlook the alleged juvenile
peccadillo of appropriating an occasional domestic nickel
for the purpose of gratifying a desire to see the picture.
Because, as 1 have said above, it is so intensely human.
The child when it reaches the age of reason is possibly
not animated by the stringency of moral laws or ethical
considerations in its desires to gratify a love for one of the
most extraordinary phenomena in natural science— I mean
the moving picture. Deep in its small heart it is a de-
sire to see it because it touches the chords of curiosity, won-
derment, delight and that soupcon of the mysterious, that is

inbred, inborn and innate in human nature. This is the effect
which close observation shows that the moving picture has
upon juvenile human nature.

* * *

I have often wondered in these last few months whether
there was any flagging in public appreciation of the moving
picture as means of entertainment, instruction and the like.

Assuredly not, as far as I can see, hear and believe amongst
the oldsters. 1 satisfy myself about this over and over again.
We all like the picture, dont we? We are liking it more and
more and we want to see it presented in even better shape
than it is being presented.

x * *

But what of the children? A recent number of The Mov-
ing Picture World contains evidence of what children think
about the picture and also this week there are articles point-
ing out the scientific and other values of the moving pict-

ure in regard to the entertainment and education of the
little people. These reflections of mine were arrived at

quite independently of what appear here. They are the out-
come of ersonal experiences.

All these last few days I happened fortuitously to be
brought into the society of many young people and those
who are responsible for their charge; those who sympathize
with them; those who desire that their lives here should be
happy. They infallibly turn to the picture as giving some-
thing which no other human agency that I am aware of

affords.
* * *

It is the children of the present time who are making

or marring the future of the picture. I prefer to think that
they are making rather than marring it. In other words,
that what goes on in the moving picture to-day is parallel

to what goes "ii in the school.
* * #

Is it not then vitally incumbent upon those responsible
for the preparation and production of the picture to be
certain, sure and positive that no pictures are released which
do harm to the childish outlook; that nothing is shown on
the screen which is likely to produce an effect of a re-

pellant nature on the juvenile mind. I am of course aware
that there is nothing new or novel in these sentiments, but
I have thought that they would bear repetition, simply by
reason of the fact that the attention of those who are sin-

cerely interested in the progress of the picture seems re-

cently to have been directed towards the urgent necessity
of considering the best interests of the children in this

matter. This sort of thing comes and goes, ebbs and flows.
It is coming and going, ebbing and flowing just now. In
other words it is in people's minds.

* * *

This week I read in a newspaper that the suicide of a small
child was attributed to the influence of the moving pict-

ure. Nonsense! I have heard, too, that small children oc-
casionally stay away from school to go and see the picture.

I do not and cannot blame them if the pictures are good.
School is usually a very dull place, as we all know, whereas
the good picture; the instructive picture, is never dull and
teaches more easiy and readily than maps and blackboards
or books. Better, in my mind, that children should go to
see pictures, in their spare hours, or even in their truant
hours, rather than they should roam the streets, thereby
contracting bad manners and risking the corruption of their

morals.
* * *

A properly administered moving picture theater, that is

a theater in the hands of responsible, conscientious men
and women, is on the whole a better agency for good than
the irresponsible streets of Xew York City, where the young
mind is allowed to do just as it "darn well pleases," and runs
the risk of permanent deflection from the right. Which,
then, brethren, do you think is the more dangerous menace
to the minds and morals of children.—a properly conducted
moving picture theater or the lawless libertinisism and li-

cense of the streets of a great metropolis? In the interests
of the child, therefore, let us hear no more, if you please,

about the alleged degrading tendencies, influences, and op-
portunities for evil, of the moving picture theater. Take it

from me, children come to more harm in the streets of a

city than in its theaters.

THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE PICTURE SHOW.
The transformation of an old theatrical landmark like

the Academy of Music in Xew York into a hall for moving
picture shows is a significant sign of the times. To many
people the change marks the degeneracy of a building on
the stage of which so many famous actors and prima
donnas appeared, and which was for years the great social

center of the metropolis. But that is a superficial view to

take. Opera and drama are enshrined in other temples
more accessible to the well-to-do, while the moving pict-

ure, which began in small structures on a limited plan,

has progressed in its development to now occupy a great

auditorium and be presented on a lavish scale. The mov-
ing picture show appeals to the multitude as no other form
of entertainment ever did. Evils have attended it and the
usual outcry has been raised against it by moralists
unable to see that it had come to stay and be developed,
and that there were in it. with proper regulation, vast

potentialities for good. A greater educational force for the
masses could not be devised. Tn combination with music
and literature the moving picture is destined in the near
future to be a supreme attraction for all classes of people
and to wield an immense influence on the thought of man-
kind.— Xewark Star.
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Observations
BY OUK MAN
ABOUT TOWN.

I picked up a < • ipj i »l the Mi World I

and I saw tlit.' headlii
i thought u -

• dinar}
i umi l nstead • >f thai ii was an offici

nent thai the I ton and x
-

perated bj the Kleinc Opl mpany, the Lubin
Filn "i Philadelphia, and the Howard Film
change of Boston, had passed over into the control
othei I really expected that within a week 01 two

Kieine, Lubin and Howard would be acting the parts

tired millionaires and that the subservient forces would
be back at their old busini as it tnaj seem,
there is no apparent change. It is rumored that Mr. Kieine

ved a stupendous amount of monej to give his
- his deportment goes he i rving Mr. Kieine;
- In- -.pun- go In i- satisfied; and so far as his

no change. The same with Mr. Howard,
n, ami Mr l Philadelphia. They have ad

mittedly made a deal w. it li the General Film Company, and
all agree thai it is best for all concerned. 1 can vouch for

tins becaus< 1 ^"t it from a little cosj corner, but it any
doubt it they can -i t it from the nun themselves

* *

"The handwriting upon the wall," says somebody. 1' I.

Waters, always identified with the Edison interests, becomes
the general manager ol the General Film Company. Manj

an- sceptical regarding Mr. Waters for the reason that
lie ha- been in more ways than one closely allied with the

• n interests; but ii" man who knows the man. knows
his independence, his freedom of thought, bis indifference

tin, can sa\ that it was a "frame up." Indirectly I hap-
o know something of Mr. Waters' business methods

He never requires a written contract llis word is given and
word is taken It' yon break he holds don't

know of an instance where anybody lias had occasion to
bold him. He is one ol those peculiar men who tell yon
off the reel what i- . happen, and it" it happens be
tells you in such a genial way that you pay up and shut up.

In the Winter time you find him seated at bis desk wearing
a straw hat. In the Summer time yon find him at the same

wearing a felt bat, and vet donned in the latest cul

Summer wear. He is actually peculiar in bis way. He is

always tree of debt, yet be pays you when he feels like it.

He never worries about his bank balance because he always
that be has enough to carry him through. He i- a

peculiar fellow. Ami yet bis peculiarities have elevated
ie standard of confidence placed in him. Honest, un-
'in-. and fully appreciative to all the subordinate as-

sistance rendered him. he enjoys tin- confidence and well
wishes of all above and below him I understand that his

idea was that when the General Film Company purchased
nge be intended to lay back on his ,,;ir. and drift

with the tide for the balance of his days. Well, there is

lisputing the fact that be sold his exchange, but be is not
drifting, lie is a most busy man Some people seem to

think that, so far as f|e is concerned personally, it was a cut
and dried proposition. I happen to have undisputed evidence
that Mr. Waters was repeatedly spoken eral manager
of the General Film Company, and he dly not only

untenanced the reports, but in most positive terms stat-

ed he would not accept the position, but wished to leave the
moving picture field altogether and take a well-deserved rest.

This be could do. for he his made money in the busi
He was eventually persuaded to change bis mind and accept
the position. I want to say right here, that knowing Mr.
Waters as I do. I believe be has undertaken the office in .tbe

utmost good faith, and he will mak
* * *

' But enough of Mr. Water- If there is any man on tbe
face of the globe who bates "taffy'' it is he. If you wish

t him an«*ry just tell htm how fair and square h
He is not profane by any means, but don't get him worked
up And non-committal! Well. I asked him the other day
where I would be able to find him. and what do you think
he said? This: "If th< have

wind walk right up."
* * *

I was very much interested in a recent letter in the Mov-

wh> it was thai in tl

h with ;

I think then
Of mv ii

and west of tin Mississippi n

capitalization
ma and \\ as!

between the coast and V
moving picture houses, but the) are wl
mercials." In this sweep I h

tory, but I will draw the line to tin- Mississipp
and the -, iuthern line of Ohio, Illii

I ndiana Taking all the ti - »uth and <a -•

I have drawn. I will quote a gentleman promit
hed with one of the leading inamilaetu:
cedes that there i- no more Korth and South except the i.

ing picture man. The South can be in

ductive country, and it i- in some lines, but it take- capital.
I -peak now of only licensed exchanges Alabama is on rec-
ord for but two in the entire State, and they are located in

the heart of the mining region' Birmingham. North and
South Carolina have none. Florida h

has none. Tennessee has one Virginia and West Virginia.
none; and a none. Louisiana has none outside of New
Orleans; Texas has none outside of Dallas There ma
many picture theater- in many towns and
State-, but they cannot secure fit with the
supplj stati. • motely located. Now. a picture
showing as a climax a glorious victory by the g 1 old
fighting Confederate- would no doubt hand
throughout the territory 1 have mentioned, but the appl
and huzzas do not pay either the renter nor the manufactur-
er. Lei it also be understood that all pictui
bearing upon the Civil War have been story picture- If

they were historical the point taken by the i

might be sustained. I can recall but one historical American
war picture, and that was b n the R . in

which the life of Washington was broughl in consp
not too much -o. but Very agreeably. There have b<

pictures bearing upon the civil war in which President Lin-
coln, General Grant, General Lee and others ha\ awn
in incidentally, but only so because the d<

avoid bringing up unpeasant memories. The I
ight

in most instances has 1>< :<

ing that the result has been for ti all Pers mally,
I care nothing for that sensation which is produced by the
reflection of explosions, the ch infantry and ca\
the writhing of the wounded, and lik Many like

the exhilaration, and many exhibij : such pictures as
featui

* * *

I can see that the manufacturer of moving pictures is like

the fiat and clothing manufacturer. He cater- to the market
that provides the \ pictun ipon tbe
life of Napok-on create- interest throughout the world. This

been proved. This same is true with regard to W'ash-
But would it pay any manufacturer to launch the

life of General Grant or General Lee- That is the que-'
Neither of these great men have sufficiently : - to mem-
ory to warrant the idealization attached to the others. True,
their accomplishn rich in the me:
of those of the presenl day, but it is long after om
that bis true merits are appreciated. I "iat tbe Eng-
lish and American. It - her flags receive the glad hand
when they victoriousl) appear in a picture, but not one in

the applauding audiei attention, to the
bearers. I hi Idier Strug :p a ram-
part to replace a til tbe flag v

to the breeze that the audience applauded. Tbe flag was
the incentive, not the

* * *

It may be surn 01 what I have written tba*

the Southern State- have such a poor rep- the
picture held their icy in battle - hould be sup-
pres-ed. I h not
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wish to make that impression and I know the manufacturing
representatives with whom I have consulted arc not inclined

that way. The point is simply this: Satisfy the balance of

trade, and that takes in a territory that is practically limited,

although there may he 10,000 to 12,000 exhibitors in the United
Stairs. Tt is not so long ago that a gentleman whom I know
to be well acquainted with the moving picture business walked
up to a map hanging upon a wall and drew a circle around
the area of what lie called "the picture business." What do

i' suppose it took in? I'll tell you. On the north, Buffalo;*

south and east. Greater New York. Now this may seem ri-

diculous, but the guess was not a bad one. It is a safe bet
that, so far as the exchanges are concerned, Greater New
York exchanges are doing better than any others in the
country. They are getting better prices. The second best
appear to be the exchange men in the far West and South-
west. On the surface it appears that most people seem to

either wait for business to come to them, or sacrifice every-
thing to get it. but in the successful centers it appears that
those who go on the live-and-let-live policy are making good.

THE BUFFALO BILL AND PAWNEE BILL FILM
COMPANY.

Probably one of the most startling announcements that
have been made in the moving picture industry is the sud-
den entry into this industry of two pioneer Wild West men
known to mostly every inhabitant of the globe. We allude
to W. F. Cody (Buffalo Bill) and Major Gordon W. Lilhe

(Pawnee Bill). They are going to produce Western sub-
jects in addition to the ordinary dramatic pictures. Spe-
cial attention will be given to spectacular productions. His-
torical incidents depicting various Indian battles and frontier
exploitations,' and particularly those in which Buffalo Bill

and Pawnee Bill participated. The worldwide fame of Buf-
falo Bill, commonly known as the' old scout, and his proc-
lamation of his farewell tour in America, lend additional in-

terest to the announcement that he has at last consented to
pose before the moving picture camera. As neither one of
the "Bills" had ever before been cinematographed it should
prove a revelation in the production of Western pictures, as
the entire roster: of their Wild West and Far East com-
pany will participate. In addition to several tribes of In-
dians, including .famous chiefs with their squaws and pa-
pooses dressed in their native costumes, cowboys, cowgirls
and Mexicans and their speedy mustangs, the entire Far
East portion of the show will be at the command of the

producers in .use for their various' pictures. Mostly every
nationality will lie included in the entertainment provided
by the noted Buffalo Bill and Pawnee Bill shows. Amongst
the subjects to be released will be a two-reel subject showing
the life of Buffalo Bill from his boyhood to his present age,

and reproducing the various incidents of his strenuous ca-
reer. Johnnie Baker, the famous sharp shooter and foster
son of Buffalo Bill will stage the historical and spectacular
productions which are to be made. Pictures will be made
en route with the show until the close of the season in No-
vember, after which the productions will be staged at Col.
Cody's ranch. Cody, Wvo., and at Major Lillic's ranch, Paw-
nee, Okla. Further information in regard to this important
entrant into the moving picture field will be given in an
early number. All correspondence should be addressed to

P. B. Craft, general manager, Buffalo Bill and Pawnee Bill

Film Company, in care of The Moving Picture World.

SELIG VERSATILITY.
Considerable interest was shown in the wrestling match

for the world's championship between Frank Gotch and
Stanislaus Zbyszko which took place at the Coliseum, Chi-

cago, on. the first day of June, 1910, in which Gotch proved
successful and threw the Polish giant twice in succession.

Pictures, vividly portraying every minute detail, were taken
by the Selig Polyscope Company, sriving the nreliminary
training of the men before entering the ring. The pictures

are a true sample of perfect photography and are intensely

interesting throughout. The fact that Gotch won from Eu-
rope the championship and placed the laurel upon the Ameri-
can eagle will more than likely cause these pictures to be
of international interest. State rights are now selling and

FRANK GOTCH.
World Champion Wrestler Filmed by the Selig Polyscope Co.
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film is perfect in photography and shows ever) move
of the contest between these musculai giants.

Perhaps th< man in certain characters in
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n • t long tlu- purp him t" appear in

important moving picl oung leading
man, an amateur photographer hin

the prospect Like man) ol his fellow craftsmen ol

pute, he 1 • • k c-
1 1 upon tin

I moving picture
prod liculousl) crude i bungling ignor-
amuses. "Is there no one." he asked, "prominent in moving
photograph) who undi Mr. Frohman,
the i I man in the United States, not only

rintends tin r'ehi f his plays, but actuall)
hearses more of them in different • the same ma)

• hter Klaw and Erlanger and the
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trical men pass considerable time on the stage of their

theater and give civilized productions, l>nt your picture mak-
he added, "arc simple business nun without dramatic

knowledge and are rarely in their studios and would not
knew what to do if they went there."

Aiter twenty minutes conversation with Mr. Selig lie

changed his mind at least about one picture maker. be<

he found in Mr Selig a man abreast of the best dramatic
thought of the time. The interview lasted two hours. They
talked and talked well of the latest European theatrical

: tin- past year, both men having visited Europe
the same time m that year. From things dramatic they
drifted to graphy. lie. Selig, was the master. The
delighted and astonished young leading man found that the

3cope maker was not only a student but an inventor
a- well. At the finish 6f the interview the leading man said,

"Mr. Selig. you are a theatrical man in the moving picture

you car get me for any picture any time you want
and the price will not be heroic, for you know your book.
1 am more than pleased to have nut j
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A complete series of slides depicting tin most interesting
periods of the training of Johnson and Jefl

conflict to take place in Californi the
latest offering of the Cosmopolitan Slide M
slides show all of the interesting points in tin- prepar
of these two champions from the signing of tl

a glimpse of the artist's conception of how thes< men will
appear in the ring on Independence Day, n in a
composite picture.

SCENE FROM "THE HAILROOM BOYS."
A Lively Comedy by the Selig Polyscope Co.
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"A VICTIM OF HATE" ESSANAY'S NEXT BIG DRA-
MATIC RELEASE.

Miss Spier Featured in this Exceptional Film.

The dramatic productions of the Essanay's Chicago pro-

ducers have lately attracted the attention of the film world
in the extraordinary fine qualities of the films and their

whole-souled endeavor to strike the higher mark. Other
recent dramatic releases such as "The Danger Line," obtained
much praise and were highlv appreciated by the exhibitors
all over the country, if the letters of congratulation received
from many of them are to be taken as just criticism. "A
Victim of Hate," it i- claimed by the Essanay Company, is

even superior to "The Danger Line" as a classic modern
drama. In all respects it is of Broadway quality, beautifully
staged and costumed, intelligently acted and photographically
flawless. The picture will be released Wednesday, June 22.

The plot of the story concerns chiefly a young girl, loved
by two men, who falls a victim of an ignominious conspiracy
obtained by the degenerate and debauched lover, whom she
refuses. Harry McA'llison, a wealths- degenerate clubman,
loves Dorothy Van Hagen, who is also loved by Algernon
Trevost. McAllison seeks revenge and in a clever conspiracy
lures Dorothy and Trevost to a wicked gambling place,
which results in a separation of the two lovers, each believ-
ing the other to be habitues of the place. Dorothy is made
seriously ill from the shock, and Trevost refuses to see her,
but young McAllison, smarting under a guilty conscience,
at last confesses that he led them into the trap. The sjory
ends in the reconciliation of the lovers, who mercifully tor-
give McAllison for his ignominious conduct.
The dramatic incidents of the picture are thrilling but

consistent. The story is interpreted by talented people,
while the photography is up to the usual standard of the
Essanay product.

Whatever the effect of the moving picture craze may have
been in New York, it has played a small role in amuse-
ment*- compared to what ha- happened in that vast region

onizingly referred to a- "the road." There it is a lucky
manager who i-, able to get his public to pay the usual

price of theater admission. Under the most favorable cir-

cumstances he can only hope to fill his orchestra seats

and his balcony. The wise provincial theatergoer cannot
be lured nowaday- into paying 25 or 50 cents for a gallery

-eat when the moving picture- invite him in at 10.

Daniel Frohman is one of the managers who do not be-
lieve that the spoken drama will ever be permanently af-

fected by the vogue of this new entertainment though he
admits its great effect on theaters.

"Of course the drama acted by living persons will always
possess an eloquence and power for its audiences that no
mechanical device can ever acquire." he said. "The moving
pictures are now in a state of transition and are destined

to be better even than they are to-day. The next move
will undoubtedly serve to combine the vision and the voice

so that it will be possible to represent plays on these stages.

While the films exhibit the action of the play to the spec-

tator some talking machine arrangement of a kind that is

still to be perfected will recite the dialogue, and thus the

spectator will have as complete an illusion of acted drama
as any mechanical means can produce. You can prophesy
very readily wdiere this will strike. I can foresee the time
in the very near future when plays that have exhausted their

popularity in the high priced theaters will be rented out
to the electric film men just as they are now to stock com-
panies. That probably will be very rough on the stock
companies, but the price will be cheap, and the public will

have the opportunity to see a play about which much has
been written and there will remain the small price of ad-
mission, which is the real secret of the whole success of these

SCENE FROM "A VICTIM OF HATE" (ESSANAY).

FUTURE OF MOVING PICTURES.
By Daniel Frohman, in the New York "Sun."

Last Monday night another playhouse deserted the spoken
drama and took to moving pictures, thus increasing the num-
ber of theaters that are already dedicated to that purpose.

Apart from the numerous stores, hallways and other crevasses

occupied as moving picture theaters there are ncv ten w 11

known theaters in use for that same purpose. Out of the
ninety in Xew York this is probably not such an over-
whelming proportion, but it illustrates the extent to which
the public is wdlling to take its entertainment in this form.
Next Fall the vast Academy of Music goes over to the

flickering reflections, and it has been repeatedly rumored
in the last month that a historic Broadway house will be
dedicated to the same use after the present Summer.

entertainment-. This phase of the play question came up
in Washington the other clay in the effort to protect man-
agers and authors from the manufacturers of the films who
tried to take their property without compensation.
"The moving pictures have already progressed into the

second stage of their existence, and the vaudeville of the
kind that is supplied with them now- proves that the pict-

ures in themselves were not sufficient. If persons of mod-
erate means were not at such a loss to make both ends
meet there never would have been the demand for the mov-
ing pictures that there is at present.

"Men and women of small means no longer go to the
play for entertainment. They can find enough of that in

the picture show at a price which demands less self-sacri-

fice. Evidence of this is found in the empty galleries of all
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SCENE FROM "THELMA" 'THANHOUSER .

delivering speeches that the talking machine has into
Alter a while they will thus be brought around to the drama
again.

'nly to the drama with a theme, however." Mr. Froh
man said; "never again shall plays merely provide agreeable
entertainment. I am convinced that some social or economic
thesis has become almost indispensable t" the sue
play in this country."

MELIES NOTES.
The percentage of comedy releases i- ab in five,

and these pictures are always eagerly snapped up by the

exhibitors, especially when the release happen to be a Melies
cowboy comedy.
This week that firm is turning out "A Texas Joke," which

is a screaming story <*i a joke played by some cowboys
their foreman, and the way in which lie turned the laugh
Upon them.

Melies has a great double feature for the release of Thurs-
day, Tune 23. It is a drama of the love of a cowboy and an
Indian for the daughter of an Indian chief, with a fight

for the possession of the maid in which the right man wins
This picture is called "White Doe's Lovers." and the open-

scene, where the Indian maiden is shown sailing a birch-
bark canoe down a stream, is alone worth the price of
admission.
On the same reel i< 2S0 feet <^t a screaming comedy. "Thc

Stranded Actor." wherein this dilapidated Thespian is made

novel as a film will have ti" small advert - ;e. The
film 1- released on le is

played by Miss Rosemond, w th Frank 'iiilip

Errington, Yvonne Marvi dy Clara Insley and
phonse Ethier a- Viking Olaf.

THE KING EDWARD FILM.
Never bet'.. re in the if local motion picturedom has

a film ci il interest as that at the theaters
this week showing the funeral cortege and other incidents

attending the burial of the late King Edward of England.
The film is an excellt tail and phy and
many of the crowned - the army representa-

tives and many other notables of England are seen paying
their last respect- gland's g male ruler of the

century.—Spnngheld. I 5un."

PROCTOR"S PUTS IN HALLBERG MACHINES.
Mr. J H. Hallb Greenwich avenue. New York, has

equipped F. F Pi new Bijou Dream, at Newark. X.

J., with a Motiongraph machine and two "Hallbcrg" Econ-
omizers Th:- if the most modern and up-to-date com-
binations, and the rlickerlcss and brilliant pictures obtained

are attracting widespread attention. Ml
ing several Motiongraphs and has been using the "Hall'

omizer for the years in his other theaters.
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OPERATOR'S COLUMN.

Questions and Answers.—Conducted by F. H. Richardson.

Setting Shutters.—New York City, N. Y., writes asking
that 1 give illustrated instructions for setting the shutter

of Power's No. 5. Power's No. 6, Edison one and Edison two-
pin machines and the Motiograph.

1 hardly think this is feasible or even desirable. There
are so many different models of the various machines,
mostly with a somewhat different shutter for each model,
that that one thing would render such instructions of slight

value. I would much rather try to get the operators to

understand the underlying principle of the shutter and they
would then be able to set any shutter with very little trouble.

It must be understood that the office of the shutter is to

cut off the light while the intermittent sprocket is in motion.
That is what the shutter is for and it is for nothing else

under the sun. The wide blade is always the one that

does the business, the narrow blade (or blades, where shut-

ter is in two pieces, as in the Motiograph) being merely
to help to eliminate the flicker. The narrow blade is dis-

regarded utterly in setting any shutter. Now, in order that
the shutter cut as small a percentage of the light as is

practical without developing a "travel ghost" (white streaks
shooting up or down from white objects in the picture or
from letters in a title), the shutter is made narrow enough
so that it does not quite cover the aperture during all the
time the film is in motion. It has been found that although
the film may start to move while the aperture is still open
about one-fourth (I speak of all shutters except the double
wing variety like the Motiograph now) there is no evil

effect. This is called making the shutter "late." But, on the
other hand, however, it is usually necessary that the shutter
cover the entire aperture until the film has stopped moving.
In other words, while it is possible to allow some leeway
at the beginning of the movement, none is permissible at the
last end. One thing I must mention, viz.: where the shut-

ter does not travel with the frameup carriage the frameup
should alwavs be set midway of its travel before setting the
shutter. With the Motiograph, if you have the two wings
just barely come together in exactly the center of the
aperture just as the intermittent sprocket starts to move
you will be all right. A<~, to the outside shutters (shutters
in front of the lens, such as the Power's No. 6), they are
easier than easy. Just loosen the screws which hold it un-
til it will slip under slight pressure. Now put in a film and
run a couple of feet, stop and slip the shutter a trifle, run
some more, slip the shutter a little more and so on until

you get it exactly right. You can tell when it is just right

by framing up a little past the lower dividing line and a little

down past the upper dividing line. If the dark dividing lines

between the pictures look all right and not streaked and
your picture looks O. K., too, yon have it just right. You
can, of course, do the same thing with an inside shutter
but it is a lot of work. In the first models of the Power's
No. 6 there was no provision for setting the shutter. The
company will, however, supply shutter hubs which can be
set. on application. Study the action of the shutter and
learn its real operating principle and you will, I think, have
no trouble.

* * *

Machines.—Greenville, Miss., writes asking advice as to
what make of machine to purchase. Naturally I cannot
answer such questions in the column. Greenville also wishes
to know if one 6^2 and one 7J/2 condensing lens is right for

a 5^2-inch projection lens. I think two 7^2 lenses would be
better, but as he says he is getting good results I would
advise him to stick to his present combination. It is "re-
sults" that is desired and no matter how they are arrived
at provided you get them.

* # *

Lining Up the Machine..—Some weeks since we published
a letter from Mr. A. W. Crowe, Watertown, S. D., on the
importance of having aperture, projection and condensing
lens all in exact line with each other. Mr. Crowe now
writes that he has had several requests for further informa-
tion as to his method of lining the machine. He sends
sketch showing how he does it and asks that we explain
the matter in the column, which we, of course, gladly do.
Neighbor Crowe's method is to lay a straightedge along

the top of the machine and lamphouse, presumably lining
the lenses and aperture sidewise and dropping a plum-bob
from one edge thereof. He then lays the straightedge along-
side the machine and lines the openings up and down by it.

Now while this is perfectly natural I think a line would
serve a little better. Fasten your machine and lamphouse to

the baseboard or whatever they are to rest on. Now remove
the lenses from each end of the projector, also both the
condensing lenses. Next fix a wooden brace across the
lamphouse, inside, near its back end, cut so that while it

fits tight still you can slip it up and down. Just in front
of the projection lens set up a standard. Now stretch a
thread, or fine string, between the standard in front of the
projector and the stick in the lamphouse. Next keep mov-
ing the string at both ends until measuring shows it to be
exactly in the center of the outer end of the projection lens
jacket and exactly in the center of the condenser opening.
Now move your machine so that the string is exactly in the
center of the aperture and you are done. Have the stand-
ard in front of the lens quite close to it (not more than an
inch away) or when you move the machine to center the
aperture y

rou will have the line out of center again with
the front end of the lens. All this sounds quite complicated
but it really isn't. Of course I assume that you have set
the lamphouse square with the board in the first place,
otherwise you would have to center the string at its back
end and move the front end of lamphouse to center string
in condenser hole. If, however, the lamphouse has been set
square with the board it will be all right for all practical
purposes to proceed as above set forth. By the straight-
edge method you may set up the edge perfectly square with
the curtain and, say, 10 inches from the machine, exactly
as high as the center of the aperture. Now set all openings
(condenser, aperture and projection lens) just so that their
centers are exactly 10 inches from the straightedge. Next
set the edge on standards so that it will be exactly over
the center of the machine and lamphouse. Let it be, say,
1 foot above the center of the aperture. Now set all open-
ings so that they will be just 12 inches from the straight-
edge and—there you are. On second thought, I guess that
is the way friend Crowe used the straightedge. Understand
the edge is not fastened to the. machine but to temporary
standards fastened to the machine baseboard.

Elizabethtown. Pa.'s, Green Ghost.—Mr. A. W. Crowe,
Watertown, S. D., writes: "Allow me to suggest a possible
solution to the green ghost that is troubling Elizabethtown,
Pa. I think he will find somewhere inside the lamphouse a
bright piece of metal which is reflecting a rayr of light against
the condenser lens. If he will take a bright, long bladed
screwdriver, or anything else having a bright end and hold
it at different places inside the lamphouse, reflecting a ray
of light against the condenser lens, carefully noting the
position of the ghost caused, I think he will soon locate his
trouble. - The ghost on a very short throw, like on the wall
of the operating room, will have a wide, green center with
very narrow, red edge on one side and a blue edge on the
other."
Many thanks, neighbor Crowe. Suggestions of this kind

are always gladly received. The editor of this column dos't
know everything and is alvrays glad to receive such letters.

Operators and managers are cordially invited to write, ask-
ing any question they wish, making any suggestion or set-

ting forth any interesting experience they may have had.
* * *

Poor Transformer.—Clarksville, Tenn., writes: "Would like

to know the cause of my trouble, as follows: Am throwing
a 12 x 10-foot picture at 40 feet. Used a rheostat in the
first place, but could not get a good light. I then purchased
a (he names a certain make of low voltage transformer).
It gives a better light but the light is always red. All con-
nections are tight. I use Electra carbons, also Arco. Also
there is a great amount of heat comes from the lamphouse
and almost every day the wires inside the lamphouse burn
off. When I change from the 30-55 to the 30-35 contact
the current was too weak. Have tried everything I know
but get no relief. Always an abnormal heat in the lamp-
house and red light. Will von not kindly advise me what
to do?"
The answer is easy, Clarksville, and the trouble self-

evident. On the lower contact you don't get enough current
and on the other you get too much. Your transformer is-

not right. There is something wrong with it somewhere.
I have used the same transformer (the Inductors, Com-
pensarcs, Economizers, etc., etc.. are merely low voltage
transformers) myself and have found it to be highly un-
satisfactory. But plainly you have gotten an extra bad one.

Your real remedy is to throw it out and get another from
some firm whose goods are known and recognized as stand-
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» * *

Machine Trouble. Tulsa, Okla., writes ;h follows: "I

am running an Edison machine and when the film goes

throi untunes gets caught OH the plate below the

intermittent sprocket, tears in two or doubles up. This

happi rst run films at that The door has a guard
n and between the door and guard is a rod

that the tension roller against the plate below the

door. The way the machine is made the roller does not run

the sprocket but on the plate below it. Can this be

fixed or can it n

Tulsa is plainly running a two-pill movement with a

onc-pin gate or vice versa. The roller is too low down and
the film up under the sprocket so that it catches

on the edge of the apron, naturally tearing in two or doubling
The obvious remedy is to send the

machine in and have it made right. I think if you write the

Edison Manufacturing Company. Orange, X. J., giving serial

number of the machine and describing the trouble accurately

they will fix yon up all right. You see you havn't even told

me' what model machine it is. To help you out I will

forward your letter to the Edison people myself, which may
some time.

* * *

Letter from an Iowa Operator.— Editor Operators' Column:
I noticed in a recent issue that one of the boys was having
trouble losing his upper loop. Have had calls to fix up
machines, in nearby towns, having this trouble and have
founds spurs on sprocket badly worn. On the machine I

am now running have same trouble caused by spurs being

SO badly worn that when tension roller goes up if I don't

watch when it comes down th> 9 in roller won't center
over spurs. Also I have noticed different ones asking the

reason for losing lower loop on the Edison machine. I

have found a great many cases where the takeup tension
was set too tight that when a thick patch or anything else

starts the film to climbing the takeup will pull it right

through, thus losing the lower loop. I run my takeup just

tight enough so that it will take up all of an ordinary reel.

and then if I have an extra larye reel I help it out with
my hand at the last end. By doing thus I scarcely ever
have any trouble losing the lower loop, even with the

cket -purs worn quite short While T note that you
advise the F.dison people to change their machine so that
the lower loop can be made longer, I must say that T have
noticed that, with an Edison, if the sprocket spurs be not
worn, the shorter the lower loop the steadier the picture.

I run the loop so that it will not pull tight by about two
sprocket holes in the film. Trusting that this will help
some one as I have been aided through the column. I remain
with best wishes, one who is working for the betterment of
the business. H. V MOVER.

Glad to hear from you. neighbor Mover. The matter of
too tight a tension bar has been dealt with in these columns
before, but naming it again won't hurt. T cannot agree
with you as regards the short lower loop. If you have to
run a short lower loop to bolster up the tension springs

1.1 do th'

that I'm
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* * *

Unique Resistance Scheme.—Wisconsin (name
is in what is the most unii

the editor has run foul of to date. At first glance 1

'that won't work.'' but cl me that
it would, though how well I cam
Wisconsin was running his machine in an amtl! '.irk,

hooked up to 600 volt trolley current He ran 1

from the trolley wire to the top carbon of his lamp. He
then suspend- ctrode 111

iron, separated by slats of WOOd to allow the water to cir-

culat which was si per wire.
These wires he joined and a No. 6 wire attached
at its other end to the lower lamp binding The

jpended by a rope, running through a pulley
attached to the limb of a tree, in a 1. This
rope extended into the operating room and was attached
to a lever. By manipulating the lever the electrode

d or lowered in the water, thus incr<

ing the current flow. n't any d that
it would work, particularly if another
into the water, attached by a wire to the track rail. It

amounts to a water rheostat with natural ground conne
of the finest sort, with aw
Comments on this scheme are invit urse,
must be fenced in to keep bathers, boal etc..

from contact with it.

"Clear, clean cut and brilliant in light, shading and color-
ing, the figures
the way a Muncie, Ind. paper d a new V reen,
which was recently placed in the Royal Theater there. The
manager of this 1 well pleased with the results of his

new curtain and states that his ii

almost paid for the curtain, which has been installed but
a short time.

* * *

Panora Travelettes is the latest invention of the ag|
picture men to-day. This unique invention will have a ten-
dency to revolutionize picture shows and bring them before
the public as a place of educational value as well as amuse-
ment Mr.

I rton Holmes
Travelocrues. and his associate. Mr. Fred H White, who is

one of the photographic and lantern experts of the Trav-
ie elements with which they hope to -

world a new wrinkle in moving picture projection. It

is their intention to furnish parks, fairs, theaters, airdomes
with highly colored and photographically accurate panoramas
of foreign travel which will be known as Panora Travc!
which when projected on the screen accompanied by a snappy-
talk and the proper , fleets, will give the public all but the
cooling breezes of the sea voyage. Th* ra Travelettes

1 a continuous panorama, projected from non-in-
flammable film, highh and giving a clear and flicker-

less projection. The I lm is moved evenly and stea

the field of the curved screen, giving an illusion of the
passine of mimem"- scenes from th. I a steamer.

Each Traveler ies about one-quarter of an hour's time
projecting in this period a panorama on the screen equal *>

6.000 feet in length.
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"Away Out West" < Essanay).—A Western picture which
will hold the interest from beginning to end. It has all

the spirit and go which is so characteristic of the Essanay
work, and at the same time it depicts life in the West so
graphically and with so much appreciation of its essentials
that one cannot fail to acquire a more accurate impression
than ever before of the characteristics of that life. The Ess-
anay players undertook their work sympathetically and they
brought to its consummation a thorough knowledge of the
requirements. The result is a notable picture, and one which
will unquestionably be popular everywhere. It is a thousand
pities that a picture of this character, suitable for continu-
ous exhibition for several days, or possibly a week, should
be subjected to the action of the daily change rule. It de-
serves more consideration than that. Managers should not
hesitate to allow their patrons to see more of such films.
It would add to the coin in their coffers.

"The Office Seeker" (Gaumont).—A story of the methods
of an office seeker which has some interest as an exhibition
of what may be termed pure gall, but otherwise is of no spe-
cial importance. The methods adopted by these people are
the same in all countries, and what this one does in his at-
tempt to secure an office lias been duplicated many times
over in every country under the sun. It is a human docu-
ment which will arouse a feeling of disgust in the minds of
a good many who see it.

"Beneath the Walls of Notre Dame" (Gaumont).—A record
picture giving close views of the huge arches, the clock
tower, the chimeras or ornamental figures, the streets below,
looking down from the highest parts of the building and the
towers, a panoramic view of all the high parts of the great
structure. Whoever is interested in buildings will find much
of interest in this picture. The views have been made from
the most advantageous points, giving not only a record, but
a pictorial interest as well. The operator must have studied
the cathedral a long time before making his negatives. In
no other way could he have produced such excellent pictures.

"The Majesty of the Law" (Vitagraph).—A graphic illus-

tration of what responsibility will do for a man. Here is a
drunkard, a tough, for a joke elected to the office of sheriff.

Instead of doing as everyone supposed he would do, he turns
squarely around and enforces the law, reforming his own
evil ways to do so. He is shot and badly wounded in

performing his duty. A pretty love story develops and a

wedding follows, while the sheriff restores order and sup-
presses all the elements which had previously made life un-
bearable in his community. The film suggests many things,
not the least of which is the fact that even supposed bad
men may assert their manhood under proper conditions.
Yes, "The Majesty of the Law" is a sermon; nay. more, it

is a practical illustration of the reclaiming power of the good
that is in all men. Like the parable of the "Great Teacher,"
its subtle power is impressive and no exhibitor should fail

to add it to his program.

"A Child of the Ghetto" (Biograph).—Does fortune favor
the innocent, as graphically pointed out in this instance?
This film will set one thinking, considering the question on
its merits. Perhaps the most one can reasonably say is

that it sometimes favors, as is graphically shown here. It

would not be wise to say anything further. Interest in the
surroundings represented in this picture will be quite as
strong, perhaps, as in the story. That Ruth finally escapes
from unjust accusation and the law is pleasing to practically

all who see the picture, but that the scapegrace who so

nearly entrapped her likewise escaped punishment for his

misdeeds seems like a miscarriage of justice. But Ruth
finds a good home and triumphs over the most adverse con-
ditions, and whether one is ready to say that the story is true

to life or not it is a pleasant ending, and in that, at least,

is a happy change from some others. The Ghetto pictures

are as good as any ever put on the screen and will afford

those who never saw the Ghetto a good idea of what it is

really like.

"The Flag of Company 'H' " (Pathe).—In some respects

one of the most marvelous films the Pathes ever produced.
Here is a dog, who, when all but one of a company of

soldiers is killed by Indians, digs up the flag and carries it

a long distance through wild country to the main command,
even though pursued by some of the Indians on horseback.
Then he leads the colonel and his command back to the

scene of the battle where summary justice is meted out to

the Indians. Then when his master, the sergeant, falls dead
from his wound, the dog lies down beside the body and re-
fuses to be parted from his former master. Where a dog
could be found to perform throughout a film with so much
intelligence is a problem not easily solved. The success in
finding one makes this picture notable and overbalances any
shortcomings in the equipment and customs of the "Indians.""

"The Bargeman of Old Holland" (Selig).—An interesting
story .»i a baby boy set adrift in a barge in old Holland,
and who grows up to be a fine man. Later the father and

are reunited and fortune and happiness smile on both.
The love story is a tender bit direct from the heart, while
the setting among the picturesque scenes of Holland are
sufficiently well pictured to add interest to the film. This
picture is another excellent example of the versatility of the
Selig Company in that it is on lines different to their usual
routine, but carried out with all the care and skill to make
it convincing. Some of the scenes are truly beautiful as
pictorial photographs and the film deserves the widest cir-
culation.

"Grandfather's Gift" (Lubin).—A novel situation developed
around a child's birthday. Grandfather's unique gift, a bank
note in each toe of a pair of new boots, goes, through a
series of mischances, to the wrong grandchild; but inasmuch
as it brings about reconciliation it also brings about an in-
teresting conclusion to a film which might be objectionable
to some otherwise. It is a touching scene when the two
children go hand in hand to grandpa and he gathers them
both in his arms, and the separated family is once more
united.

"Officer Muldoon's Double" (Lubin).—A comedy in which
a sleeping policeman figures more prominently than he cares
to do and an unfortunate tragedian is the gainer by what
eatables several corner stands carried. The play is humor-
ous and when the offenders are finally rounded up a whoie
lot of interesting things happen.
"The Shyness of Shorty" (Edison).—A stirring character

study, developed among the bold, free element which made
the early West a gathering place for their forage and depre-
dations. Shorty is a little fellow, but he makes it plainly
evident at the outset that he is amply able to care for him-
self under ordinary conditions. The proximity of a woman,
however, upsets him temporarily, though he eventually re-

gains his poise. The introduction of the outlaws, their con-
nection with the hotel man and the exciting episode of cap-
turing the sheriff are admirably managed. Then enters
Shorty, drunk, it is true, but dangerous, as the outlaws soon
discover. Ultimately, with the help of the sheriff's wife, the
outlaws are backed up against the wail, and law and order
triumph. Like all Western stories, and melodramatic tales of
contests with outlaws, this story possesses a peculiar fasci-
nation, and one follows every movement of the character?
with increasing interest. It is, perhaps, quite within the lim-
it of facts to say that the picture is one of the best depicting
the West which has come out in a long time. It is a char-
acter study rather than a swashbuckling representation of
mere bravado. As such it deserves commendation.
"Mr. Bumptious on Birds" (Edison).—A humorous story

of Mr. Bumptious, who, after reading innumerable books on
taxidermy, acquires an impression that he is an authority on
birds. True, his attempt at stuffing a pet canary is not en-
tirely satisfactory to his wife, and because of that he visits

a neighboring barroom to drown his inui-od oride in some-
thing stronger than tea. Then begins an able criticism of
an owl. But after all the bad points of the stuffing are point-
ed out, the bird tires of the disturbance and flaps his wings
in protest. Mr. Bumptious displays his only indication of
good sense by ordering drinks for the crowd.

"A Night on the Coast" (Gaumont).—An adequate, though
somewhat melodramatic, representation of the daily routine
of the coast guards. Of course it is not intended to convey
the impression that smuggers regularly huri the guards into

the ocean, but such things have happened, and are not im-
possible at any time. The picture is very graphic, giving
a clear view of some of the wild places along the coast fre-

quented by smugglers and affording them reasonably safe

retreats. The wave-beaten cliffs are pictoiially the most at-

tractive feature of the picture, and unquestionably will help
in making it popular.

"The Monastery in the Forest" (Gaumont).—Perhaps no
picture of recent release has so forcibly reminded one of the
difference existing betwen the ancient world and the world
to-day. The architecture of the monastery is the first feat-

ure noticed, that of the reproduction of the Lourdes grotto,

the cloister and the cemetery, the convent of the Grand
Chartreuse and the place where a liqueur considered by some
the most famous of all is made among the Grenoble hills
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"The Price of Jealousy" (Kalem) Jealousy, like other un-
reasonabl ns, brings it* nun reward. And what may
come ol unrestrained indulgence iphically depicted
in this picture that one is disposed to vow never to become

True, the girl was foolish; yet no mere so than
mosl sons. It is well, perhaps, to consider tins

in the nature of a warning. It i- so -trolly dramatically that
it- influence must be more far reaching than the mere amuse-
ment of the audience.

"The Empty Cradle" (Pathe).— A simple story, yet the
pathos reaches so deep down into the human heart that it

brings moisture to the eyes. An empt) cradle. Ah, many a

household has felt it- silent, poignant desoltion. But to

few comes a waif t" fill the cradle Perhaps on the other
hand few waifs are so fortunate as t" fall into the hand- and
heart- of -uch people as the warm-hearted police sergeant
and hi- wife. The picture i- not great dramatically, bul

of it- suggestions and the memories it awaken- it is

of the best picture- of the w>

"Lucy Consults the Oracle." It i- impossible to determine
whether till- picture is intended a- a travesty Upon the dis-

position of some to believe in -is^n-. "r whether it is to be
pted seriously. At any rate Lucy consults the b

with retard to her future in love affairs and make- her de-
acci irdii

"The Nightmare" (Urban).—A dramatic dream, caused by
the struggle of a p""r man ti ime the temptation to

sum of money, murder the owner and dis]

of the body. The horrors of the dream undoubtedly ;
in some degree, the sensations of a man who ha- com-

mitted -uch a deed. Not all are warned by -uch a night-
mare, however, and saved from the consequences ••! their

cupidity. Some compensation come- to tin- unforlu-
when the traveler pays the rent and saves hi- home.

"The Mountain Lake" (Urban). Always excelling in the
production of outdoor picture- tin- bouse has in no wise
injured it- reputation in producing these scenes of Lake

i/ in Switzerland. The picture illustrates the «
•i miles of the lake from Brienz t<> Interlaken, and one

i exceptionally attractive panorama in the journey.

INDEPENDENT.
"The Jump to Death" (Great Northern) —A strongly dra-

bject, which has more than one thrill in it- length.
It i- acted with all the spirit which usually characterizes the
work of the Great Northern player- and cannot fail to he in-

teresting. The Great Northern people have put out some ex-
cellent feature films in the past and this one i- .-mother of
the same general quality.

"Foolshead as a Porter" (Itala) —Fool-head appears in a
new role in this picture and -how- how expert he is in per-
forming the duties which belong to such a position. Fools-
head i- one of the greatest tumblers in the business and
whatever he doe- the audience can rest assured of a long

if comical situations.

"A Pennyworth of Potatoes" (Itala).—A comedy represent-
ing the sale of potatoes but p— essing no particular merit

nd amusing the audience briefly.

"Girls" (Bison).—A bit of comedy based upon the donning
of male attire by a lively girl and the complications, including

and i

e Bucking Broncho"
lull I

:icho

subdued the
'

and wh<

n. .table chieflj for ti

. be popular b<

irj and i

It has all the life which mark- all the \\ <

out by the [ to be p

"A Martyr of Love" P< rhaps it

make a Story like tln-

will see it will be of the opinion that it would 1

quite as interesting and vastlj

had been permitted to live after her lover returned,
recommended that the ending of this film be chani
that the girl be allowed to live and presumably b
with her lover afterward. Trial- and tribulation- ai

larly supposed to be the porn >f unfortunat it the
difficulty should stop there. Let them li\. r happily
after the storm and stress of disappointmi

\ er.

"A Sculptor Who Has Easy Work" (Eclair) Wrick
]

nre, repn qually pr pow-
er-, transforming clay and marble into -tar •

g sculptor sleeps. Whom tin

might well be recited in this instai

"A Shipwrecked Man" (Ambrosio) A well
clearly photographed and otherwise technical!]

"The Outlaw's Redemption" (Atlas).- TI

a new company and in conception and acting
commendation. S.'inr slight crui in tin

chanical department which future polishing will eliminate.
Then thrill indeed when the littl . the
cliff. Then the ru-h of the other for I with
the outlaw. In- assistance and thi

all graphically represented. The rep: hu-
mane jur\ i- a touch which g

the final reformat
an interesting film. Th< actii . children i

of the picture and would be difficult r

producer -end- out -uch pier the
motion picture field will be welcomed. \

like tin-, told with the human touch which
will be popular when more elaborate compo
only be admired.

"The Vivandiera" (Eclair). A war it its

emotional and dramatic feature-, but marred by th.

that both the brave young man and his equally br.i

heart a*e killed. The picture v. uige
it. all • er from their wounds
the honor- in life accorded them in death. If one must die

• ms better that both should. Let then
it would be far more satisfactory to let them live, i

in the knowledge that tiny had performed their

country and had I iropriately honored for it.

"The Nichols on a Vacation" (Imp).— H ucal
mixup that is a: nt antidote for a

Nichols has an affinity, but when he made a date with her
at a restaurant hi 1 anticipate the arrival of his

and daughter at the same restaurant. It i- probably
needless to remark that Nichols left little more than a

gestion of corporeal existei extremely rapid
hi- movement-. Of course the affinity did her shar
waiting, without knowing the two ladies em-

yond. Now enter the young man env: Miss
Nichols, without kno her presence, and procee
flirt desperately with the affinity. The picture doesn't show
just what happened to him. but one may be permitted to

infer that he received some extremely ns. One
must be indeed want anything worse mixed
than that It is hai - ; the mo-t sym-
pathy. Nichols or the affinity.
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Associated Independe
The following American and Foreign Manufacturers of the Best Indepen-

dent Film, notwithstanding all false and malicious statements,

letters, and telegrams to the contrary announce

THAT THEY WILL NOT
Sell their Films through any Sales Company

Order direct from the men who stand for

Clean Business Principles I

AND AN

Open Market Built on Quality

QUALITY ! ! QUALITY ! ! QUALITY !

Do not bind yourselves to any Sales Company which aims to destroy
your business. Wire all orders DIRECT to

THANHOUSER CO. New Rochelle, N. Y.
GREAT NORTHERN FILM CO. New York City, 7 East 14th Street
NESTOR FILM CO. Bayonne, N. J.

ECLAIR FILM CO. New York City, 31 East 27th Street
THE ACTOPHONE CO. New York City, 27 Lexington Avenue
THE CARSON CO. Chicago, 111., 225 Dearborn Street
THE AMERICAN KINOGRAPH CO. New York City, 124 East 25th Street
THE LUX CO. New York City, 10 East 15th Street
THE ELECTRAGRAFF CO. Philadelphia, 2556 North 24th Street
THE LeLION CO. New York City, 10 East 15th Street
THE CENTAUR FILM CO. Bayonne, N. J.

THE CINES CO. New York City, 31 East 27th Street
MOTOGRAPH CO. Baltimore, Md., 202 N. Calvert Street

CAPITOL FILM CO. Washington, D. C, 405 nth St., N. W.
COLUMBIA FILM CO. New York City, 541 8th Avenue
WHYTE FILM CO. New York City, 27 Lexington Avenue

l^-IMPORTANT : Insist on knowing who

Associated Independent F:i
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it Film Manufacturers
Product protected under Bianchi and Armat-

Jenkins Patents

OUR PROGRAM
Far the best in QUALITY, QUANTITY and VARIETY

MONDAY NESTOR

ECLAIR

"The Sheriff's Daughter

"The Biter Bit"

"In Love with a Charcoal Woman

TUESDAY THANHOUSER
LUX

"The Woman Hater"

"A Bitter Enemy"

WEDNESDAY MOTOGRAPH "A Child of the Regiment"

ELECTRAGRAFF "A Message from the East"

THURSDAY CENTAUR

CINES

"The Old Maids' Picnic"

"Her Lesson"

"The Battle of Legnano"

FRIDAY THANHOUSER
LUX

"The Little Hero of Holland"

"Macnah Visits the Comet"

SATURDAY GREAT NORTHERN "H °W B™ther C°°k waS Taught a Lesson
"

"Lake ot Lucerne"

CARSON

CAPITOL

"A Tragic Evening"

"The Turn of the Tide'

s all advertised brands of Independent Films

l Manufacturers 124 EAST 25th STREET
NEW YORK CITY
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BIO
CARBONS

GUARANTEE
A LIFELIKE,

CLEAR,
STEADY
PICTURE

BIO CARBONS
A DELIGHTFUL
EXPERIENCE
IN STORE FOR
THE PROGRESSIVE
OPERATOR

ASK FOR SAMPLES
of

Bio Carbons

Charles L. Kiewert Co.

NEW YORK
PITTSBURG
MILWAUKEE -

SAN FRANCISCO

- 39 Cortlandt Street

421 Frit k Building
- 114-116 Huron Street

195-197 Fremont Street

Chicago.

AMONG THE SHOWS.
Another visit to the Senate Theater has served to increase

our admiration for that quiet, resourceful young man who
has charge of the operating room there, Mr. Louis Riner.
The film on the screen when we entered was the Selig "After
.Many Years." The projection was excellent and steady, but
what attracted our attention was the appearance in some
scenes of a small hand colored picture in the corner of the
moving picture, giving a dissolving view effect similar to
tlie visions that have appeared in some films, which much
increased the beauty of the picture and brought applause
many times. After the show we sought the operating booth
to inquire the source of these little auxiliary pictures and
found that it was the idea of Mr. Riner, who had slides made
for the purpose, which were projected in the stereopticon
so as to fit in the corner of the picture, where it did not
affect the picture itself. Small pictures of Grant, Lincoln,
"Old Glory," etc., were thrown on the screen and received
a hand every time. In the last scene, after the sub-title,

"United We Stand," just after the effect in the picture of
the flag waving, Mr. Riner used a tiny portrait slide of
Lincoln with the motto under it, "United We Stand, Divided
We Fall" with telling effect. Mr. Riner says that the Edison
picture " 'Mid the Cannon's Roar" made a great hit here
with the aid of these little pictures. It his his intention
to put these slides on the market, together with his other
specialties, One Drop Oil, Bull Dog Film Cement, and the
rubber tension rollers mentioned in The World some time
ago. The Bull Dog Cement is remarkable for one thing
it least— it is not even necessary in making a patch to scrape
the emulsion from the film. To be sure, though a scraped
patch is stronger, we tried to pull apart a patch made with
the cement and found that the film tore apart before the
joining gave way. We were much pleased with the pro-
jection of the old Pafhe picture, "Marriage in India;" it was
not only rock steady, it was absolutely steady on the screen,
though we were seated within 15 feet of the screen; it could
have hardly been told from 'a lantern slide except for the
motion of the people in it The other pictures presented were
a first run Biograph and Selig and an older Gaumont. We
believe that the Senate is the only house in Chicago, other
than the OrpheUm, showing two first run pictures. The pict-

ures here are even steadier than at the Orpheum, though to

be sure, they are on a much smaller screen. Even at this,

Mr. Riner assured us, the machine used was their second
best one, reserved for the days of the heavy grinds, Satur-
day, Sunday and holidays. Yet despite this, the old Pathe
and Gaumont were very steady. Take note of this, O ye
operators, who run a film which may be more than a couple
of weeks old through the machine as if it were old junk.
Mr. Riner projects his third reel as well as he does his two
first runs, which goes to show that the fault of poor pro-
jection with old film is not always the fault of the film itself

by reason of old age.

On East Thirty-fifth street wc found two moving picture
theaters, in both of which the projection is excellent The
Forest Theater, at Thirty-fifth street and Forest avenue, is an
attractive house of medium size. One thing that drew our
attention was the inscription over its portals, "The Silent
Drama." Within we found a well projected, steady picture
of average size, but of great brilliancy. A feature to be
commended in this theater is, that the side lights near the
screen are reduced in candle power, which much increases
the brilliancy of the picture. The Edison film, "Fortune's
Fool," was shown here and made a hit.

5}S * %

A short distance away, near Grand boulevard, we found
a very fine picture in the National Theater. Mr. Straus, the
manager, formerly had his screen coated with aluminum
paint, but did not get the picture he desired with that, so
coated it over with a brilliant pure white hygienic kalsomine
with excellent results. The projection was so steady and
brilliant and free from flicker that we inquired the name
of the machine used, to find it a new Motiograph. Even at

the first row of seats, within 10 feet of the screen, the pict-

ure was so steady and had so little flicker that it did not
hurt the eyes to look at it, which is not usually the case, as
the nearer one gets to the screen the more the illusion is

destroyed. C. Y.

Mr. J. W. Tschudi is busily engaged in redecorating the
stage of Jim Gabriel's unique Circle Theater, at St. Louis,
Mo.
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Carl Laemmle recently purchased the ri«lit< for tl

diana, Illinois, Wisconsin, Minnesota, Kansas and

braska of the Welch I
ight pi< l

'

'

,
'

111 -

Hester Company Tins ring contest took place in Lon-

England, on April 28, 1910, and gave Welch the light-

ht championship of England in a nine-round bout, which

itement from start to finish, The film is

th and is excellently produ

Promoters are now busy in the task of a grand aviation

which 1- to be held in Chicago sometime in Au
The following well known men in gasoline circles are now

nsideration and overtures are being made to have

irticipate: Barney Oldfield (automobile races),

bel (airship), Sloane (automobile), and the world

nd his aeroplane and Donaldson. Motion
will be taken of this great meet and 'able

up aroused as to who will produce them.

Mr. Bell, of the Bell & Howell Company, made a short

Cincinnati, Ohio, last Monday, returning

-day morning to Chic

Tom Quill, who represents the Goes Lithographing Com-
pany, of Chi -till in the running and is putting out

irk for tin Essanay Manufacturing
mpany in the waj

Mr. B. E. Clements, who has showing the lovers

>n picture- a lY - m the sporting line, left

Chic The point of his destination i-

known, but we 1 red >^ the tact that he i- on an-

other mi-sion for new picture- and something great is I

cted.

Geo. W. Bond & Co. have recently launched a novel scheme
of placing slide set<. both song and travel pictures, at the

disp the exhibitor. The plan of the Tabard Inn Li-

brary is one that is fully understood by everyone and this

is the plan adopted by Mr Bond. The plan outlined is this,

any exhibitor wishing to join this club can become a life

member by purchasing one -et of slides outright, after which
these can be changed a- often a- 1- wanted by paying a

small revenue as an exchange fee I lie rental plan will

hold good with the Bond pei that either method of

obtaining slides may be used at the discretion of the ex-
hibitor. The Bond Company have in their employ th<

photographers and color arti-ts that money can obtain, and
the excellent quality <n their output is sufficient proof of
their ability.

CL A R FATE J. TERFITT.

Antigo, Wis.—The Crystal Theater i- now unde
agement, Bautcr & Klement- having sold the

Latts Rros.. who have moving picture theaters
Washburn and Odanah. A. I.atts will be in ch
local theater. He has had several years' experi
moving picture business and will no doubt do a

Mr. I.atts inform- us that 1 1^ to

changes in the theater as s.>oti as he can He
lecturer so that every picture will be explained,
engaged a gentleman singer. He will also have
the rear of the theater raised so as to give those
a better view. A mirror will be placed in the
theater especially for the ladies. There will be f

a week in the program and he expects to run
Sunday evening, but states that it will be of
nature.
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Agreement Between the ictions Likely to Be
Arranged.

I diil li' '

and 1

and

I larmoi
and th.- •

was dispatched t.. th.- rnpanj I

drawn up under which i

d allow 1

from both sides

I In- form "t agreement w 1 - curt!

i.u tli*- - mpany, who arrogantlj 1

full compliance with their own term-. Wiser I

-till endeavi
which it

; - e\ idem that tli nd.

\ joinl meeting in tin- my only

resulted in further bickerings. It

hi peopl unanimity •

them down I

1. ulv hope 1- that those manufacturers who havi :iter-

stake will assert them! nd compel their asso-

with reason.
We stand between the manufacturer and the public We

want 'he former in a position t.. -ill hi- product in

op, ui market and on merit. We wan' I
xchanges

from any manufacturer, and
that the public are getting the kind and quality of the

pictures that they are willing to pay :'

Lathe I nal machine head. No. 211-345
from American Theater. [34 Danforth avenue, City.

Liberal reward ami no qui -ked if ret

DROLLINGER FILM SERVICE CO.
1 Agents (or Philadelphia Projecting Co )

Receiving TWELVE REELS of th

BEST INDEPENDENT FILMS "WEEKLY
Don't you think that will handle you?

WRITE IS A LETTER Phone 3286
106 Ipper Second Street I \ WSVIII I . IM).

Exhibitor Stop Just a Moment
Are vou having trouble with your Pr'iector Machine? Are you

retting the best results on your screen - If not, don't hesit-te to send me
a pos'al or phone. I will be pleased to call anywhere within city hm :»

and give vou the benefit of my experience. No matter what the condi-
tion of vour machine may be I can repair it and guarantee the best results
and at reasonable prices in consistence with mechanical skill and work-
manship V *ur order given prempt attention.

New ideas developed, construction of motion ricture macl. net

speci Itv.

MOTION PIC11KI M\( HINT. REPAIR V>()RhS

131 W. 24lh Street Tel. 1g« Mad. Sq. New York Clt>

Louise M. Marion
proved a

Great Drawings' aid in the

MOVING PICTIRE
THEATRES

as her Novelty of Illustrated Poems has
always succeeded in crowding the picture houses with a

Refined Audience
- Marion has had a most successful season. She does

her own booking on the road and otherwise. Her illustrations

are made from life models and famous paintings. Address

L. M. MARION. ,i21 West 23d Street. New York ( Itv
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EDISON NOTES—COMING RELEASES.

The daily routine <>f doty Of Uncle Sum's coast guardians—the life savers

Is shown In a Bbort film <>m the reel -of the 14th. Drilling with the bre<

bnoj life-boats and resuscitation practice, and the other details of their

flailj life are shown In a series of scenes excellently photographed. For a

ibjec.1 this film cannot be surpassed.

The exciting adventures of a young novelist In search of a change of air

and thought are the dramatic story embodied in the him which completes

the reel Of the 14th—"The House on the Hill." The young hero clears the
air of mystery which surrounds a supposedly haunted house by running down
:md capturing the gang of counterfeiters who occupy it. and shares the gov-

ernment reward for the deed with the plucky farmer's daughter who helped
I, ini turn the tables on the gang at a critical moment. Plenty of action,

mystery and good light and scenic effects in this film.

The "Cigarette Girl of Seville'.' continues to be the subject of compli-

mentary letters received at the Ivlison Studio from moving picture lovers

In all parts of the country. Pilar-Morin's work in this film lias proven to be

the besi Of her characterizations thus far shown. The Edison people are to

hi ngratulated on the acquisition of the exclusive services of this wonderful
French woman, whose work stands out so distinct from other pantomimic
irtisl

Booties' Baby." "The Judgment of the Mighty Deep" and "The Little

Fiddler" are dramatic releases of the -1st, 24th and 2Sth, respectively.

Each is a full reel and notable story of its kind. "The Judgment or Hie

Mighty Deep" is perhaps one of the most powerful sea pictures ever pro-

duced. The Edison Company is certain that it surpasses in every particular

their "Keeper of the Light." which will be remembered as a splendid work
from t!ie standpoint of dramatic detail and beautiful photography.
The following Edison films were exhibited at the National Convention of

Charities and Correction, held at St. Enuis. May 23 to 28. inclusive, wnlch
was attended by representatives of every State in the Union: "The Prince

and Hie Pauper." "Annual Celebration of Children at Newark. N. J.." "King
Cotton," "It Tays to Advertise." "Fishing Industry at Gloucester, Mass.."
'Cocoa Industry," "Suffer Little Children to Come t'nto Me. for Theirs Is

the Kingdom of Labor," and "St. George and the Dragon."

ESSANAY NOTES.

The Essanay Guide for the last two weeks of June, describes three Western
feature pictures from the Essanay Company's Western picture makers in

Colorado. These pictures will prove notable, particularly in the strength of

the stories, .he beautiful scenic surroundings, and the superb photography.
"The Bandit's Wife." to he released June IS. is a feature picture almost as

strong as "Away Out West." The story concerns two Western highwaymen
and a woman they both love. This latter is the wife of one. who is secretly

loved by the other. The false pal, knowing that his partner, upon whose

head the sheriff of the county has placed a price, is about to leave the
country, plana to turn him over to the sheriff and claim the reward. The
Unfaithful wife and bei lOTI - together to effect the capture of the
highwayman, thus making it possible for them to marry. The husband finding
a noie from bis wife to his partner, explaining that he will cross the boundary
line ii 8, plans a modi- of tevenge in adding a postscript to the note, stating,
"lie will he dressed in my clothes." When the fatal shot is tired the treach-
erous partner runs forward to find that he lias killed his sweetheart. The
story is thrilling and alive with interest from the first foot to the 1

The Essanay release of June 25 is another Western picture of exceptional
Interest, and a novelty in that the plot and theme is something out of the
ordinary, dealing with the subject, whuli in the West is not unimportant.
Mm ways and wiles of the timber thieves and the dramatic episodes of the
forest rangers. Uncle Sum's forest saviors. Charles Wentwurth, a forest
ranger, is detailed by the United States District Marshal to arrest certain
timber thieves at work in the Government timber reserves. After numerous
adventures be locates the thieves, bul is overpowered by tbem and sentenced
to be shot. Ilis life is saved, however, by the daughter of the ringleader of

I he gang, who brings help at the critical moment and saves young Went-
WOrth's life. The thieves are captured and dragged away, and Weutwortb,
deeply grateful to his girl savior, proposes to her and is accepted.
The Guide also describes a dramatic film and two comedies from the Es-

sanay's Chicago studios, "A Victim of Hate." release of Wednesday. June 23,

is a picture the quality of which cannot be too highly recommended. The
two comedies, "Pat and the 400," and "C-h-i-c-k-e-n Spells Chicken," are
fully up to the high quality standard of the famous Essanay comedies. "Pat
and the 400" is an exceptionally funny farce, with a tang of satire. Some
fashionable folk pay a slumming visit to the shanty of one Patrick Murphy.
The next day Pat and other residents of Carnegie Alley, reciprocate in going
slumming to the home of the society leader, who had called on him the
previous day. on a little slumming expedition of their own. The picture is

good for a laugh in every foot.

"The Hail Man's l.asi Deed," the Essanay Western release of July 2. Is

another admirable film. Arizona I'ete. a typical Western bad man. who has
about gone the limit of devilty. is requested in a petition from the citizens

of the county to remove himself to other pastures. This request follows a

slnoting-up affair at the village dance hall, when Pete, inspired by a liberal

quantity of "Old Henry" makes a tenderfoot dance a jig to the rattle and
fop of his .44 Colts. Pete, seeing that public sentiment is running too swift
for him. complies with the sheriff's request and removes himself to a neigh-

boring city. The young tenderfoot, nephew of a ranchman, is requested by
bis uncle to take a bunch of cattle to market. Disposing of the herd, the

young fellow is tempted into a gambling dive where he is fleeced out of

the roll and is about to leave in despair when Arizona Pete enters. -

the money from the confidence men and volunteers to take the young fellow

back to the ranch. Pete realizes his danger, as he has been threatened with
instant death if seen by any citizen of Mariposa County. The journey is

made in safety, until he is about to leave the ranch house, when the

sheriff rides by wippes out his gun and a second later Arizona Pete falls in

the dust. The photography and scenic settings in this picture will be found

the finest of any of the Essanay Company's late Western productions.

LUBIN NOTES.

After the vexatious delays due to strikes, the failure of contractors to

live up to their agreements and the other annoyances of building the new
Lnbin studio is an accomplished fact. The costume and property rooms are

THE MIRROR SCREEN
Here is what exhibitors say regarding Mirror Screen since it has been installed, all

of which are unsolicited testimonials.

Consolidated Amusement Co., Baltimore, Md.— (Great,

better than we expected.)

B. H. Brunton, Springfield, Ohio.—(Mirror Screen is a

great success.)

Orpheum Theater, Indianapolis, Ind.— (Pictures fine,

receipts increased 20 per cent.)

Empire Theater, Detroit, Mich.—(Very satisfactory.

Great improvement over ordinary screen.)

Frank S. Montgomery, Memphis, Tenn.—(Great and
wonderful improvement. Send two more at once.)

Hix-Gravely Cigar Co., Montgomery, Ala.—(Mirror
Screen installed to-day and proved great success.)

Arcade Theater, Richmond, Ind.—(Mirror Screen makes
the pictures ioo per cent, better; receipts have in-

creased very noticably.)

Garfield Theater, Chicago, 111.— (Delighted with the

Mirror Screen.)

EXHIBITORS IN

PENNSYLVANIA, NEW JERSEY, MARYLAND, VIRGINIA and WEST VIRGINIA
Address the sole representative for this territory.

P. P. CRAFT, 416 Ninth Street, Washington, D. C.

MONTGOMERY, the Moving Picture Man of Memphis, Agent for Tennessee,
Louisiana, ArRansai and Mississippi

Beware of infringements of patents or trade-mark. Mirror Screens are only made by us at Shelbyville, under U. S.

patent No. 937,550 (Oct. 19, 1909), Canadian patent No. 123,319 (Jan. 18. 1910). Exhibitors who buy or manufacture

any infringement of these patents will be prosecuted to the full extent of the law.

MOTION PICTURE SCREEN CO. SHelbyvillo, Indiana
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ma of the power ol S Stripe* In commanding I

tber nations. There ll no stronger appeal to the i pie than
the Bag "( our birth and >• in ninlome or theater will cet the

crowd and ptlt map ami enthusiasm Into them nt the same time. It

mil what the Bag will do.

Too don't need Breworka for lendoff or display on the Fourth of July.
"Old Glory," the patriotic release announced for July 2. will keep your

.! the audience keyed up to the "spirit of '76." the vigor
of iml'. the cry of the Alamo, the Cnjon forever and "Remember the
Maine." When "Old Glory" t»nr- 1 - upon the serpen there will be a hurst
of applause, the men will take off their hats anil the lnilles will
They will want to wave them anyway iad everybody will cheer from
th" Declaration of Independence to tbe closing wave of tbe Bag as It

In the breeae . The whole blessed family of Uncle Sam
an.l his adopted children will want t.. see this picture and rally round
the emblem of freedom, as it is displayed from its birth to the present time.

kef." an historical dramatic picture of the eleventh century during
the relcn Of Kim: Henry II. of England. "Saint Thomas," as Thomas

'a' B. op of Canterbury was called, is one of the most wonder-
ful characters in history and its dramatisation will be heralded as a

novelty and specialty well worth securing by the placing of an order In

advai
In lahelinc a film of "Old Glory" one of the joiners labeled it "Old

Cory." The head of the negative department called her attention to tie

mistake and she said: "Oh! Excuse me, Mr. Mae. I f..r::,.t to put in the
'e '." Then he shook his gory locks and said. "Oh! Glory!"
The more immediate Vitagraph Issues are: "The Altar of Love." on

June ll: "The Russian Hon," on the 14th, and "Dai indladles,"
on the l?th. Yon have been told about these and they are all .ilnd more.
too. Every, me of them will serve you right. "Ito, the Beggar Boy" Is

one of the beautiful - with a story that enraptures nnd
enthralls. This is announced for June 18.

before the battle of the great iriants. Jeffries and Johnson, the
Special extra release by James J. Corbet t. "How Championships are Won—
and Lost." will bo given to the public on June l.">. next Wc.lnos.lay. Ho
better Idea could possibly be gained of what champions do and how they

. do it. In the sparring exhibitions between the* "Vltagraph Girl" and Mr.
Corbett we have some lively tilts of comedy and produce relaxations of
jriensantr.v. This is the film that takes us Into the secret chamber of
the training camp, where Corbett Is giving Jeffries the advantage of liis

and skill.

HELP
INCREASE YOUR PROFITS
liy using Novelty S 1 i • 1 e Products, We'll tell you how. V.

NOVELTY SLIDE CO.
221 l:aat 53rd Street New York City

Superior Quality

v.. rii,iM
;
,v

.Daij.

No SZ

N°85~

Our Specially is Nifty

Announcement and Special

Illustrated "Ad" Slides

M W LOCATION

BRAYTON MANUFACTURING GO.

Be the first

to use these

new ones.

50c
EACH

Post Paid

77-79 South Clatk Street

CtllCAQU

The Best Slides Camera and Brush Will Produce

COSTS YOl 100 TIMES LESS MONEY
FOR A BETTER RESILT

Pictures thrown on a curtain covered with "Curtalnylins" by
absorbing; the light and giving the picture depth are reproduced aa

reflected In a mirror, without the detraction of reflected light raya.

and you can get a better focua on the whole scene. Thousands testify

to ths merits of "Curtainyline." Try it.

A $3.00 carton is sufficient to cover any ordinary screen.

All Exchanges Carry It is Stock.

Curtainyline Curtain & Producing Co.
m 22 Fifth Ave., Chicago, III.
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THIS WEEKS PROGRAM OF LICENSED FILMS.

Monday, June 13.

Blog b in the Border States 1 Dr. 1 990

1. ill. in The Wild Ma Borneo (Com. 1 !9<i

i.ni.i Panther Creek (Dr.) 6<X)

Patbe Childish Escapad n.) 548

PatUe Mlcro-Clnematograph: Sleeping Sickness

Educational)

Sellg B 'o and Juliet In Town (Dr.) 1

Tuesday. June 14.

Edison Cnited States Life Saving Drills ' i-:.in-
1 .it."

Edison The Hous 1 the Hill (Dr.) 745

Gautnonl -At the Dawning (Dr.) 915

Vltagraph -The Russian Lion (Dr.) 94S

Wednesday, June 15.

Essanaj A Honeymoon for Three (Com.) 1000

Kalem -Mistaken Identity (Dr.) 885

Pathe The Bone-Setter's Daughter (Dr.-) 818

Pathe The Barry Sisters (Aerobatlc) 13S

Urban The Gum-Shoe Kid IJCom.) 42s

Urban—A Trip to Brazil (Scjenic) 572

Thursday. June 16.

Biograph—The Face at the Window (Dr.i 997
Lubin—Red Eagle's Love Affair iDr.i. 975

Melies —A Texas Joke I Com. 1 950

Selig— (Title not given.)

Friday, June 17.

Edison—A Central American Romance (Dr.).. 1000

Tatlie—Poor But Proud (Dr.) 1
40.",

Pathe -Max Makes a Touch (Com.) 42:1

Kalem—The White Captive of the Sioux (Dr.) .880

Vltagraph—DaVey Jones' Landladies (Com.) 933

Saturday, June 18.

Essanay—The Bandit's Wife' fDr.) 95G

Gaumont—Esther anil Moredeai (Dr.) G45

Gaumont—The Spanish Frontier (Scenic) 325

Pathe—While Fawn's Devotion (Dr.) 950

Vltagraph— Ito. the Beggar Boy (Dr.) 902

EBERHARD SCHNEIDER
Miror Vitae Products," Projectors, Cameras,

Film-Making Machinery, Films, Slides, stere-
opticoM. Specialties, Lens Grinding, etc. Special
condensors, carbons and lugs.

109 East 12th Street, New TerK

WHY NOT LEARN
MOVING
QPERATIN
Taylor's Method

5I.W.28^ST$!»K .

TEL Ni'MS.MnSeL

Correspondence Course. Special rates to

the trade, send for free illustrated catalogue.

School class meets every morning and
afternoon, with F. H. Richardson of Chi-
cago, as chief instructor. Evening classes

meet every Monday, Wednesday and Fri-

day. We positively guarantee you a $15
position.

We are selling agents for the Power's
Cameragraph and Motiograph Moving
Picture Machines.
We carry a large line of electrical sup-

plies and furnish everythingfor thetheatre.

F. C. TAYLOR
49 West 28th Street New York City

Phoiie 1405 Madison Square

For Sal*— i.ooo ft. reels
film, $5, $10, $15 per reel;

Song Sets, $i; Lubin Ma-
chine, $30; Power's, Edi-
son, $6j; new, $100; Model
B. Gas Outfits, $25; Baby
Grand Piano, $65; $600

Overland Living Wagon, $100; Paying Moving Picture
Theatres cheap. Will buy tents, film, machines.

For Rent- 6,000 feet film, J6. 12,000 feet, $i», one ship-
ment.

UNIFORMS
AND

CAPS
FOR

Moving Pict

Theatres

Catalogues, Samples

and Prices fer the

Asking

James H. Hirsch & Go.

Jackson Boulevard
CHICAGO. '

COMPENSARC
That's the device that saves Moving Pic-
ture men two-thirds on their electric light
bills, and yet gives better light. Did yon
see our ad last week? Well, don't look it

up. Just write for our

Booklet 15018

FORT WAYNE ELECTRIC WORKS
1402 Broadway

FORT WAYNE, INDIANA. 733

Drums, Traps and all

Moving Picture

Show Effects
Our New Beautifully Illustrated Cata-

logue now ready and will be sent free to

any address upon request.

LOUIS B. MALECKI & CO.
272 Wabash Avenue Chicago

35c
No. 110 A

Postage Paid
Send for Catalog of Announcement

and Ad tlid«*

The Neosho Slide Company
100 S. Wood St., Neosho, Mo.

THE EMERSON MOVING
PICTURE MUSIC FOLIO

Th: Greatest Collection of Music for

Moving Picture Theatres Ever Published

Over 125 pieces, adapted for any style or
kind of pictures that may oe shown. It has
taken over six months to compile this great
work. No Moving Picture Theatre should be
without it. SEND AND uET IT FOK YOUR
PIANO PLAYER, AT ONCE.

Special Cut Price

POSTPAID, $I.OO

THE QROENE MUSIC PUBLISHING CO.

420 to 428 Race Street, Cincinnati, Ohio

We Buy
We Sell FILMS

PLENTY OF GOOD
USABLE REELS—

$5, $10 and $15
SEND FOR LISTS

Chicago Film Brokers
Cor. Alnslee and Bernard Sts., Chicago, HI.

H. DAVIS Watertown. Wis.

THE ENTERPRISE MODEL B

Portable Calcium Gas Outfit
Is the only Substitute for Electricity for projecting
Motion Picture or Stereopticon views and is the

Only Satisfactory Portable Outfit
because it operates by WATER PRESSURE, IS CON-
STANT, REGULAR AND RELIABLE and has no com-
plicated spring valves to corrode, choke up and otherwise
get out of order. Is patented.

"OXONE" in SQUARE CAKES Is most Satisfactory for

the production of Oxygen Gas. Send for particulars.

For Sale by Dealers

rnlArnri«A fWinnl tlffl- Pa MANUFACTURERS AN» SALES AGENTS
Enterprise UptlCal MTg. 00. 564 and 57S W. Randolph St. CHICAGO
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BIOGRAPH COMPANY.
IN THE BORDLR I

.in tin- lid

I

. mill tWO child]

\ I • « ll

, III Hi,, dl.

ilie lion ( ll"- young father,

lin: the well, be n

' of \\ II l>

ln-r tO -In,M liilll. an,

I

, -in- iii,:<- linn in Hi,* well
|| \\ lllll

iiiiiI would klM I Ik- Child, l,llt llil- -ll,- Mill iii it

uniform. She I

don* In r human* duty, I rdera Mm t,, go,

<

i

m I iiiii- ii,. i- enabled t., rejoin bli comrades ki

ni, ,n headquarters tin- young father
i despatched 0|

r.ni.l win. through tlir

:iui- ii, makes in- waj through the
liui-- t.v disabling Ibe sentinel, but in- baa Dot

gotten f.ir before tin- Confederate! -tart after Dim.
,i thick \v,„.,i i- iii,- dusk

comes on. I,, elude ihi-iii in tii,. dark
I

ii,,. night, although these man huntera
scour the » i- armed «lih torches. The next
morning in- mam ich bis own homi

exhausted on conch from fatlgi id the

wound in- received during the puranlt. There see
only the two children, "in- ,-f whom rushes ,,(T to

nlon quarters r, -r aid, leaving tin- yo
witii the father. The little one baa bardlj

loot when the pursuing Confederates arris*.

The father, realtalug the hopelessness of his po-

sition, tells the little •>• tn bring lighted

which in- i isnera Intrusted to him.
• rate whom we Brat I lie « ell, is

in command ty, and for,-,-- bis waj
into tin- room where tin- wounded father Ilea. I'ls-

u- tin- papers which he coveted destroyed, lie

is fnrli - 1,,-lnt ,,f Bnlshlng the lu-lp-

i.li.-r, win ii tin- child halts in. lie

then tin, i- himself f> with Ms little

few ,l v- i when tl>,

r in- pretends the father
ninl i v leave. Later

, ,- Wtll --I, ,1-IIM

Our little M selC the hen

THE FACE AT THE WINDOW. Tl mt.imln-
atlng shown most

-i,h subject. It also

the iliffi-r. icred and p

,. latter will almost Ini

Bradford, I

of ., widowed father, bad been giTen en
n.'-l-.-i m parent could bestow. Having

iTMilr-iti-it :it tin- i'l'ivi-rslty. lie is. us his father
.1 ii member ,-f tin- Graduate

flub. v --,,ni In- i-

emhersblp cup mi ornate - ler the

nar. the st.-in is placed on the shelf
nls .-it these club

Indeed nrond of Ms
has no t., now realised liis earnest

morally, mentally, and physically, with a

ilng future before him. Among Ralph's
.-irti-t. noon «i

iVn- mornlne on m--king s •.ill ho ilml- hi- artist

friend . t work npon a canvas, nalng as iii- -

heantlful v, uinv professional model. Balph
struck by the young girl's beauty, and

Introduction. This acquaintance ripens into

up Irresistible Infatuation, ami he becomes a dally
vi-it>>r and Anally ntw a-.- ,- >•

girl ».-,.opts, truly gratified for his attentions, ami
gratitnde Is the seed of love. His father, how-

-i.-i- wondered v'-f -it" l,«en

at tin- stmlio. and -" follows him. entering Just

-al Is made. He is amased, ami em-
phatically exnreaaes h ; - il. 'ellin-

Pntnh ho most 'I and
himself. Ralph ,', Ides tn onrrv the clrl snd ho

• ni-,1. although it nearly breaks the father's

heart. In his now sobere, Raloh is affected by
the onnt-niination of his new associates, ai

ral V..H- victim ,,f drink.
But one thing Is to he said for the wife, she Is

ever faithful ami oatient. wearing her life away
In the servlee of their little child. In the depths.
Ralnh unable to gimnort his wife and rhlld. de-
serts them. Poor Ml Is SO ill that sho re-lines
her lease ,f life is short. Iienee as a last resort.

-.i Ralnh** f--»'-er. Porcine him to save her
child from the public orphan asylum. The nm-
tooches the old man and he responds Just as Mlra
breathes her last. As -"to ebPd Towa no. he -n
a wav fills the void mule by Ralnh. lie certainly
Is a consolation, and the old grandfather loves him
as h» «»tit tle'nh. Years later he graduates and la

elected to the club with the same ceremony as

1

I

Ralph paj - the p< i

EDISON MFG. CO.

UNITED STATES LIFE SAVINt; DRILLS.—Verj
I, » pi upli -hi think of tio- I nit, , I Btati

in the p. ii

account •! 1 1., ii beroli wot k brought

ii their
dallj r, .ii i in. of dut) Few there are who realise
Unit ii i- n, -t onl.v in -torm.i weather that they
an- busy, Put every day, tormj or pli

drilling » ill, bri life boat and
tatlun •• isj nothing of their Ii

patrol along the coast, often through mow waist
Irmed at night with rockets the] are al-

ready to warn vessels when tiny are getting
too close to dangerous shoal nottfj their
comrades when they an- needed to man tin- life

boats ami prepan ,ii through tin
I

,,u- surf to iii,- rescue of sum,- Imperilled vessel
foundering upon the rocks.

Edison Company, realising that the majority
of tin-

i
pie "f this -.'reat countrj never ha

an opportunity to see these drills, and knowing
that they would la- extremely interesting, have

le i moving picture of them thai is not only
entertaining bnt Instructive.

For a short subject this film cannot be sur-
passed. Every exhibitor will timl bis
preclatlvc of it.

THE HOUSE ON THE HILL.—Frank Thurston,
a young -lory writer, receives word from a pub-
lishing concern that his latest story is not up to
hi- usual standard ami therefore is rejected. He

ippolnted at the receipt of the letter ami
Concludes to lake a long walk Into tl onntry

air ami thought. lie ll

note for his room-mate to this effect ami. se-
- a stout w Iking Btlck, -i.i tramp.

Is hi i- going along a pn-tty piece of roadway,
isly switching tin- tops off the "•

stuoibl rock snd sprains hi- ankle, Jane
tin- pretty daughter ol

ni.- at this in. an, tit ami asks him what ails

him, lie Indicates that in- ha- met with an acci-
dent thai -lie Invites him to her father's house.

I ankle ii. -cepting
apltallty of tin- Sedgleya for some days. One
-- after his recovery, Frank ainl Jam- take
il. In a lonely pool at the foot ,-f the

lilll Frank sees a hut on tin- hilltop II

iii -i- walking to it. .lam- i- Imi ilarnu-il

ninl tell- him that it is a haunted house. Frank
it ill the mi, lillo of their

B'tlon, as they look towanl the h,,nse. an appa-
rition appear- In the doorway to the treat alarm
of Jane, who in-isis on their leaving;.

Prank > ever, and
to im leaving Jane 111

trepidation for his safety. she runs back home
ami procures her father's rev, -Ivor. Frank arrives
at the top of the hill just in time f,,r the

ike i's appearance, lie hides hinis,-ir. ami
proper moment advances and no
.pparitlon with his stick. This -tit- up a

surprise a greater one than he hail ami
for the spirit part of the apparition, which i-

nothlng more than a largl
imi a villlanons looking Individual si

ck from Frank's 1. ind at aim a

Stunning Mow on the hack of his bead knocking
him senseless. lie is dragged Inside the
by the ruffian.

We see from Its furnishings that this place Is

evidently the rendesvoua of a gang of counter-
feiters to whom evidently the "ghost" a
nailing. Frank recovers himself slightly, anil as he
is being bound to a eiiair ti away (ran
the thug, who thereupon raises a mallet and is

altout to strike him on the bead, Jane appears
at this juncture Just In time to save Frank by
shooting ami wounding his assailant. She qnickry

- Frank anil together they summon the neigh-
boring farmers, who by a clever ru-e capture the
entire gang of counterfeit

l

Tin- - . by Frank being notified by the
Government that he is entitled to $.-,.Oflin re-
wan: for the capture of this notorious gang. Frank
believes that he is not entitled to the money, but

should go to the brave girl who h.i-

m active in rescuing him and In capturing the
gang. The dispute over this between the two
neople brings about the culmination of the love
Interest which has been developing all through

the picture, and all ends happily.

LSSANAY FILM MFG. CO.
I Hill 1

.1

I

t widow

-killed

\\ . i turn t" Harry ami his bridl

I are
greatly surprised, --f course, in ondlni
vtted, helpless little

int,, tin- family . Later In th,

at a country Inn. The news of t

which occurred eck had
i

them ami when the two, with tin-

am! register, engaging rooms for the nlgl
landlord Ii clock,
utterly unable to understand. He is Snail

- wrong ami f,,r w.-n

r from sheer f

inaiuls that Harry -how- his marriage certit.

Harry anil his wife leal-
to llni-li tin- ride to their parents' countrj

ti for a short time,
nevt morning the morning makes

tlic rather Witt,

tern agent of the Mercury Car, Is tr>mg f.,r the
speed record. Hi

- te,i in pi- new
,-nr for an ant,- same

.- turned ill

- has
-•l-i.'. Harry's

The

- turns with
nitifiii vrii

"Harrj

.

Hsrrj i- twins of his own.
THE BANDIT'S WIFE. T <...,.- .-

c are
much a

ne In which the

-

tby and

y find

sffsfr
Mar'ha. his wife and his
-s Is ma,'- n the

T and his r****.
cattle stealing cam-

oalgn .al. leaving to search
f,r the enlti

lr pnnrners.

k *-*d

The
own thoughts, finally

J«mp and If r>o»sihle to
.it iff. thus making It easy

ini to win Martba.
-rse. siirpiiaed when Hard-

ing walks into his ..ffioe with the butt end of
• Ivor he carries offered to him Then he

to turn <Jti>-. e aid
s-,ve Mmself. He wants tn reform Then he tells

riff he will .1. rn the kad
'm Sr. .! nr -live f.,r the consideration

• •wn release. The sheriff screes
and allows him : the threat that If he

1 he will have to suffer t! i

-• ouenoes.
That efternoon Har.'ioc rie"es cantlmialy np to

'' e shack, whistles «..ftlv and waifs for Martba.
s- e aooears and he evolains bis treadier.si- s.-h-me.
She aerees to do as he tells her. and Harding lays
• "t instmet - j|m _

when the la'ter :- -y line snd
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Trade Mark: Tradb Mark
BIOGRAPH
FILMS

RELEASED JUNE 13th, 1910

In the Border States
Or a Little Heroine of the Civil War

No period of the United States history is more fascinating than
that of the Civil War, and a story of that time is always sure to excite

interest. This Biograph subject is one of special value on account of

its dramatic strength and scenic beauty. It tells a story of heroism on
the part of a little child, who first saves the life of a Confederate soldier

despite her inborn sectional sympathies, and afterwards saves her own
father, a Union Soldier, from the hands of the same Confederate. The
scenes are laid at Delaware Water Gap.

APPROXIMATE LENGTH, 990 FEET

RELEASED JUNE 16th, 1910

The Face at the Window
A story of the result of filial disobedience

In this Biograph production is shown the contaminating influence

of reckless associates. The young man having graduated at College,

goes into the world, meets and marries an artist's model and is dis-

owned by his father. Later, a victim of drink, he deserts his wife and
child and goes the usual road. The wife, at the point of death, begs
her husband's father to care for her child, which the old man does.

The child grows into manhood, and on the day of his graduation, while
celebrating the occasion, the lace of a tramp appears at the window.
In a lark they bring the tramp in, and find him none other than the
boy's father.

APPROXIMATE LENGTH, 997 FEET

Get on Our Mall List and Keep Posted. Write for Our Descriptive Circulars

BIOGRAPH COMPANY
Licensee of the Motion Picture Patents Co.

11 EAST 14th STREET NEW YORK
QEORQB KLBINB. Selling Agent for Chicago (52 State St., Chicago, 111.).

I

^

•Join ovr.

RVNONTHE

ABARD InnJjBRARVPlAM
OST ECONOMICAL PUN EVER OFFERED TO

BY PURCHASE OF OflE SEJ UNDER THIS PLAIT\

0VER50.O00cOlORE0lRAVEL0GllfSLI0ESAVAII/iBlE

^TRANSFERABLE LIFE MEMBERSHIPS
1

IN TRAVELOGUE CLUB SECURED
'

NO DEPOSITS • NO GUARANTEES •

GLIDES EXCHANGEDATANYTlME FOR/
• SO CENTS

Stereopticons $7.00. 20000 Tickets $r.40, Electric
Arc Burners $1 75. Sliehtly Used Films ic a Foot.
Rheostats $3 00. We sell a New M. P. Machine
cheaper than others sell secoud hand ones Open
Sunday MorniDg. Special Prices to ihe Tnsde. Films
Rented as Low as 50c per Reel, per Day.

f HITT7 30S E. 23a Stre«t
*-*• ***>.> A*» N»w York

CHEAP
Steel Frame

Theatre Chairs

ABSOLUTELY

Non-BREAKABLE
Suitable for small

theatres and Mot-
ing Picture shows.
We carry these
chairs in stock and
can ship immedi-
ately.

Second Hand Chain

A lso seating for Out-
of-Door Use.

Address Dept. W.

STEEL FURNITURE CO., Grand Rapids, Mich.

New York Office: ISO Fifth Avenue

Boston Office : 224 Congress St, Boston, Mass-

They're Coming Back

Who's Coming Back?
WHY THOSE OLD CUSTOMERS WHO
COULDN'T stand our 50 cent rate, but the

new 25 cent rate has appealed to them.

Chicago Song Slide Exchange
Dept. I , Ninth Floor

MASONIC TEMPLE CHICAGO, ILL.

LUCIEN PREVOST
MECHANICAL ENGINEER

Formerly Chief Designer of Path6 Freres

OFFICE ADDRESS
WORKS : : :

21 Rue Perdonnet, Paris

25 Bd de la Chapelle. Paris

Cameras

Perforating and Printing Machines (patterns)

Cleaning, Measuring and Joining Machines
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nd lb* l ii.' win 1ft

tllll

tlont, I- following ttealtbll
'•• llm

Hi. tump iumI readt it.

wltb bl i

le "f ii

If in Ii I in mill taklni Iiln

"He will

.-in Jim, who h

king ber, guardedl] .
it -in- »ili go "lit

iimi make tore tbi clear, sin-, at
• ng Hi.' Impending ' tbrowa a

Hi.
v .iini wbo i> waiting expectantly,

hen •.mi. nnil wltb S -.nil

trtnmph, tnrnt I walkt slowly onl «( the bo
•ni mi the gronnd,

whllt Harding wltb *i ill smoking gun, la bending
ber horror stricken.

.ii the thoolder and pulls

him to i rt the nun from hit b

with ii tmllt .if «-v ll triumph turn* and stalks

Harding fallt over the hodv nl Martha, cnralng
niinlly bit be picture Bnlal

A VICTIM OF HATE. Herry McAll
i lore wltb Dorothy Vnn

Hagen, a very cloae friend of bit titter, Gladys.
\. i proposal I'uf lint

worthlpped her tecretly from nfiir. The day mir

ens, howeTer, wbeu he Bnda Dorothy and
itone in the latter't library, he weakly

- lore nnil niil. 'k.' her in hit
arms sim reproaches him ami tells bin she '

not lore him. Tiu'ii Gladys enters, she bows bag
adlen, and goes • -n r .

Tin1 following evening Harry nml his sister it-

tend party at the Van Hagen's. Purine the

haunta the presence of Dorothy,
mncb to her dislike nml nettles him In refusing

. ivo him 11 offer-

ing her nrm to Algernon Trevoet, ber sweetheart.
Mc Wilson wstehes ili.'in wltb envious eyes, an
Intense feeling oil hatred burning In his heart \

moment later Trevost and Dorothy enter seek n
spot lu the ry inn within view

I ,| exchange kisses and v

i which Dorothy orders yonng '

. honse
The nest dsy McAlllton, still imartlng under

ich rink* Ms brain for some method
of n Suddenly n plnn framet Itself In his

thought. He knowi of a certain gambling retort,

Whicb 111'

plans, hy n clever rase, to lore Dorothy, .it the
same time, dispatching nn anonymona note to
Tre\ iliti.- that If this latter desires to

know the real character of the woman lie loves

to (tenner! street nt nine o'clo
thnt evening. The ether note to Dorothy dispstched
shortly before the appointed time a«k< that ths
rail Gladys Me-
Allisnn u suddenly taken ill. Tin- note is signed
Hnrry McAlllton.

This fnlly prearranged and limed to
the mlnoti imoothly. Dorothy nni
pootlngly enters the trnp nml Is denounced hy
TriM bet to be nn hnhltue of the
place. In her Innocence ami mlsnndorstnnding she
stumbles bewlldertngly ahent the r.»mn nml is soon
surrounded br n crowd of flashy women. Trevost.
unnhle to stand It longer, runs from the plnoo.
nml McAll from n quiet corner has
watched it all, runs forward nml catches Dorothy
In his nrms. she has fainted. lie enrrle.l her

her tenderly in a cab, giving the
driver the addn
The next day a note from Mrs. Van n.Tgon.

urging Gladys to rail on Dorothy Immediately, Is

.1 by the latter. At the Van Hagen'a
rothy, who has snffereil a severe

nervous shock from the ordeal nml who Is eon-
fined to her hed. Porothy Is too HI to explain
and r.ladvs in departing has received no hint (hat
her brother was Implicated In the hateful con-
spiracy.

A few days Inter. Hnrry. who has snffered «n
excruciating remorse, makes n confession to hit

explaining that It was he who cniise.l the
separation of Porothy and her lover. He wants
her to Intercede for him with Porothy and to
win her forgiveness.

Gladys is hnrrnrstrlcken and finds explanation
for the note received hy her early In the day
from Mrs. Van Hagen. It reads:
"My dearest Gladys:

—

Porothy is still too weak to talk of the sad
events of a week ago. hut Mr. Trevost is now
convineed Porothy was the victim of some hor-
rible plot. He will call upon you In hopes you
can help solve the mystery.

Mrs. Anna Van n.igen."
A moment later Trevost Is ushered In. After

a few words Harry comes on and confesses to
Trevost that it was he who Invented the scheme
Of Dorothy's downfall. The outraged ? ver Is.

. drive

I hi in

'nkliig hit tweet-

I

KALEM MFG. CO.
THE WHITE CAPTIVE OF THE SIOUX.

Pioneer borne.

ii India i

ntrre.

ni.

ound,

r and
Mother.

Scene \ 1 1 Marj 's Choi
Mother Lore.

URBAN-ECLIPSE.
(George Kleine.)

GAUMCMT.
(George Kleine.)

AT THE DAWNING: or. The Fear of the Comet.
li vmis popularly believed thai the end "f the

world would takr piece nt the dawn "f Good
Friday in the year one thousand. At that time >

cornel appeared In the sky mncb t" n naterna-
ti. ui of the people wbo prepared f"r the destruc-

tion of the earth.
Many plans .if violence were forsaken and many

wrongs righted i ansa of Mils fear.

mir story iius to dee] with one of thi

Tim staging and costuming nr.- the result of
careful study of the times lu which the plot Is

laid.

A rich haron falls In lore With n nobleman's
daughter, but is unsuccessful in obtaining the

father*! to his marriage By i

of an accomplice he suec is in carrying the melden
to his fnriiiiiii castle, He then sea

insulting letter to the nobleman. The nobleman
I.- himself with anger and is preparing to

In battle agetnet the dlaeolute baron, when
• niniik arrives at ihe nobleman' i mansion and
hearing the news inlls him not I" lose lienrt. We
tlinn see the monk set nn* to thi Arriv-
ing there he tells the baron thai the end of the
world is coming nt dawn. He points .,nr in them

net banging In the heavens ,-is pr.^.f of his

assertions. In terror, the baron promisee to re-

the daughter to her father, nml WC -

monk return with the daughter. In the mean-
while, the end Of the WOTld dOCS not come, the
sun ri-. -s Ms usual. The iiiirmi appears at the
nobleman's cattle ami begs the father's forgive-

il the tame time asking fnr his daughter's
hand. He is accepted. The monk Inb

iron ami we see them all enter the church
happy.

•ESTHER AND afOBDEGAI."—Uordecal is ap-
pointed to all nt the King'! gateway.
While on duty be discovert plot

the King nml discloses the fncts. where-
• ie King orders thnt this brave deed be

led in the Annals of the Kingdom.
Among the King's favorites, Hainan is supreme.

id becomes Violently jealous of Mordecnl nnd
plans his destruction. is a Jew.
Hainan makes preparations to massacre the en-
tire race and thereby complete his revenge on

ii.

About this time the King decides to make n

review of his Annals and tn his amazement finds

ni there of the go.,.] deed of fcfordecal,

w'hereupnn Haninn Is ordered to give bom
only serves to i Jeal-

f Hainan.
Through the grnclons Intercession of Bather.

ii soon has another and greater i

over Hainan. as the time fnr the
the I-rnelltes approaches. Esther, who has been
tnhl all hy ber uncle. Mordecnl, Invites Unman
to dine with her nnd the King at the palace.

Purlng the feast she discloses the fact that she
Is « Jewess and declares thnt nil those who are
enemies of the Jews are her enemies and, there-
fore, enemies of the King and are not worthy
of his favor—wherenpon. the King, who has been
Informed of the full facts, orders Unman deliv-
ered up to the guards and has him hanged on the
very gallows Hainan had designed fnr Mordecnl.
The victory of the Israelites Is now the cause

of great rejoicing.

"THE SPANISH FRONTIER." -A brief ex-

cnrslon to the Basque country which comprises the
-anish Provinces of Biscay. Gnlpuzooa and

Alavn. The territory bordered on the north by
France and the Bay of Biscay.
This section of Spain is distinguished from all

other divisions of the country hy the character
language and manner of the Inhabitants, as well
as by Its peculiar contrasts of ocean and moun-
tain scenery.

iiiir panorama gives both the wild, ont-of-the-
• nery and the finest examples of human

endeavor, as exemplified in the towns.

! (lUMSHor K.:
- br a

IV i fern-
I

appear

-gulsee

r parties and

"A TRIP THROUGH BRAZIL. In this film
trip, passing "ii the

wsy I many
purls of thi f llraill

i nin.t call far In. and the
n in a monster bai

small boats. The side of the basket opens, the.
•

bach i" the shin In a
I'm building, hni win. appnr-

\\'• caTJ ' many
towns, nil i.a«king in the tropical sunabb>
miml Itnhla. !

if the trip ean an no-
ught In Ii •

i fully rigged sailing
ship.

ink titles appear in the following
I. The in" leaving Genoa.

roogfa the Straits of Gibraltar.
. i

i. E ni.

-lout way of disembarking

H 1 If.- lu.nt Prill.

7. A Full rigged Sailing Ship.
s Bahla

\ Budding i ii.ialn.

10. I le Janeiro,
II. The I Mi ii i

- Custom House Offi-

ii'. Disembarking Emigrants ..t nim Rata.

18. Arrival at Rh> de Jm

LUBIN MFG. CO.
ON PANTHER CREEK. It a

n rich

gnh re. [jit goxd fortune i by Jim Gtr-
risnn, an Outlaw who -rett of hit
treasure. Stnrrelt lit f. t his lit-

tle fortune but is badly wounded in the leg sod
fnlls tor while the
makes away with the precious tn rrett't

ippetr-
inlmnl all

rett, ihe prettv daughter of the r, who
ulmal and to the

nd baa
managi the flow of tl . ih bit
handkerchief ids him to mount the horse
nml they make their slow progress toward home.
The nearest neighbor Is Bud Bronson, a young

•'r who lives a mile or rn the
i" blm i - a desertpttoa of the

miilnw and Bud rides for the Sheriff while Bet-
sin returns to give comfort to her father. Soon

••riff and t are on the trail of
Jim accompanied by Pud. Jim has made a good

but be is unmounted while the others
-•ntly they catch up

with him. no hns paused fnr a moment to finger
'1 and I.xiks up t.. encounter the stern eye

of the Sheriff and feel re of a business-
like gun. Slowly ii and he Is dis-
armed and bound ami led off to 'ite of

s|,erado In a law-abiding community. Bud
| Id and makes bis way to

n where he returns to the old
• ker the little hag. Bnd always bat made
plain that he liked 1 'rental

smile was rather frosty. Now there Is a tbaw
nnd the elder Stnrrelt makes It evident that be la

I tn Bud, leaving the re«t to him and
Pud. being an enterprising voting man. loses no
time.

RED EAGLES LOVE AFFAIR ...--.
falls madly In love with her. Red Eagle Is tl-

ton comes to visit her nncle's ranch. Red Etgle
ways a welcome visitor tt the Morton ranch tnd
Is there when Gertrude maket her first tppear-

gards with api

eye the lithe, sinewy figure, the I fes-
tnrea tnd that nnennsoloiis. half deferential, half

ful manner that is his nv -ide Is

a born flirt. From babyhood she has been ac-
customed to queen It over men and ber most
entnmonpltee remarks are uttered In a tone so

g as to capture the masculine fancy It

- to find that It It the round op period
tnd that all of the men on the rn-

• flirt, however great the temptation, and
that her rides are to be taken under the guidance
of her uncle But even this relaxation teemt

to be denied her when a cowboy hurriedly
s'lmmors vi nnd up camp. Bed
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Edison Films for June2l and 24

Booties' Baby
A clear, straightforward and tenderly appealing;

story in which the influence of a sweet little child

forms the principal theme.

To Be Released June 21st
No. 6644. Code Vlaag. Approx. length 990 feet

The Judgment of the

Mighty Deep
A tale of love and passion, hate and revenge, re-

morse, retribution and death, with the mighty,
restless ocean for its background. The most power-
ful story of its kind ever shown upon the canvas.

To be Released June 24
No. 6645. Code Vlaamsch. Approx. length 1,000 feet

The KitietOgram & v
?
s FULL descriptions of these

and other hdison subjects. If you
are an exhibitor and do not get it, ask us to put your name on
our mailing list.

Order Display Posters of these Films from your
Exchange or the A. B. C. Co., Cleveland, Ohio.

Edison flanufacturingCo.
72 Lakeside Ave., Orange, N. J. :: 90 Wabash Ave., Chicago, 1 1.

EDISON KINETOSCOPES
TRANSFORMER

For Moving Picture Machines
(Alternating Current)

SIMPLE COMPACT EFFICIENT
This transformer,

known as "The G. E.
Economy-Arc," is an
Invaluable adjunct to
any alternating cur-
rent moving picture in-

stallation. The advan-
tages of a transformer
for this work will be
appreciated by both
the theater manage-
ment and operator; by
the management in the
reduction of light bills

and in the better pro-
duction of the pictures
due to the steady light
obtained, and by the
operator in the sim-
plicity of the device,

. «*»— ,».» tne absence of danger
Price, $65.OO from shocks, and the

added comfort in the lamp house due to the low heating.
The saving in power insured by the use of a transformer instead

of a rheostat varies from 65 to 90 per cent., depending upon the volt-
age from the supply mains. Many lighting companies require the
use of 220 volts for moving picture work In order to avoid heavily
loading one side of a three-wire system. This increases the loss con-
siderably in circuits using a resistance or reactive device for reducing
the voltage.

SEND FOR DESCRIPTIVE CIRCULAR

EDISON MANUFACTURING COMPANY
72 Lakeside Avenue, Orange, N. J.

90 Wabash Avenue, Chicago.

JOBBERS OF EDISON KINETOSCOPES:
BOSTON—Howard .Moving Picture Company, 5H4 Washington St.

CHICAGO—Kleine Optical Co., 32 State St. CLEVELAND—Lake
Shore Film & Supply Co.. 314 Superior Ave.. N. E. KANSAS CITY
—Yale Film Exchange Company, (.22 Main St. NEW YORK— I*. L.
Waters. 41 East 31st St. PHILADELPHIA—Clias. A. Calebuff, 4th
and Green Sts. SAN FRANCISCO—Geo. Brock. 70 Turk St.

Red Eagle's Love Affair

RELEASED THURSDAY, JUNE 16th

Red Eagle is an Indian Chieftain who has not adopted civilized dress
or manners. He interests the girl from the east on a visit to her Uncle's
ranch and Red Eagle follows her toward the rising sun, entering the
Indian School at Carlisle. But his hopes of love are vain and sore in heart
he returns home to wed his old Indian sweetheart. A charming story
pictorially told.

Approximate Length 975 Feet

RELEASED MONDAY, JUNE 20th

The Road to Happiness
A little story of a shopgirl's vacation during which she discovers that

the road to happiness is down the path of love. An exceptionally inter-

esting story.

Approximate Length 600 Feet

Poetical Jane
J ine was not a poetess; she was a nuisance, but she harried one editor

until he fell in love with her and married her on her promise to write no
more. Funny in every foot. Don't miss this.

Approximate Length 3BO Feet

Send for Free Catalogue of Our 1910 Machine

LUBIN MF'G CO. 926 MARKET STREET
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

CHICAGO:
LONDON:
BERLIN :

22 Fifth Avenue
45 Gerrard Street. W
35 Frederich Street
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Mill III li .

' li Moi alnj Bl i all Indl to « ho
it.-.i r.ir tin- irblu girl

he might reclaim tin

thiil Hi. i Kul I

v of U>«

the young nun frotn
collegi I., in- li,,.

lade In i upon hi

• i ii tide Moi ton'* b i

Indian appeal* to her
i la brought hi

ii.- . i. i

tollable inn! .li-- ilt* lii- lii.- iii tin- open .mil the
splendid training ..f the football tl.-l.l he

-. « ui dlj . Si-ir riin-.-ii.inii..

torment* and it i~ thoroughly uncomfortable
Indian who parlor. ! irrted

«

rboaa in- baa made tba
Ri .1 Ragle propoae* mat 1 1 lire only

met with orn and, ai .

-tirr collar inn! flaming tie. he dei Idea
back home where be find* little Morning

Bloom -till faithfully iraltlng fur blm.
tin an Indian be dlacardi the cloi

rlyllimtii.ii inn! retnrna t.. native dfeaa and cue-
tomi ii:ti'|.y in tba i. .v.- ..r bli squaw and the
homage of m- own people.

THE ROAD TO HAPPINESS. Rhode la I sales-
glrl. on* of I on the altar »t trade. Tlie

f tin. long rammer days, tbe Incessant llft-

Ing and tbe aggraTatlon of un-
reaaonlng customer* all help to bring abonl the
break down that attract! tbe attention ol tbe wel-

• retarv ..f tin- ItOtV, Rhtida litis her
ti.'n tini tranced and with tbe pro*] t of a

- i\\.. weeks at tbe store's racatlon boma
In the 1'iiiiti try lb* leave* tin- ..vi-n Mki- boarding

for tin- station. Arrived In Clermont she
.. in- directed to tbe Rome. Tbe .-arriage
•ing (or her and she m n k »-* bappj

tint there is a runaway and only tbe quick m--

Dick Phelps, a young farmer, saTta her
from injury. The frtendsbip tlms formed grow*
rapidly t.i tbe delight of the other girls. Mag-

na nf the impish little parcel wrapper*,
take* delight In ridiculing the rural

ippi i lore
letter (hall fall from Ms pocket to be discov-
ered bj Bboda, II l.".ks fur a while :is though

bad turned t.. retr* - along the
road to happiness, bnt Dick courageously

from drowning nmi in gratitude tbe girl
explain* the plot and Dick go** In a

to make it up.

who

with

SELIG POLYSCOPE CO.
OUR NEW MINISTER, Pj am scene

country postofflcc, « -v< that the
new minister win arrive with th« next train

commotion *nd all prepare to meet
him. At the same time. Marguerite, eltjr girl,
also arrives, to upon a niillini-r shn|i In the little

village and with her cunning waj
In th« hearts of the country youths. i'iih

|

gweel country girl, was thi sweetheart of Reuben
I anil when he also became a victim of

Marguerite, it would seem her heart would break.
Bowever, Cynthia found friend in tbe ngw
minister wl I of the Indifferent

rntbla received and Reuben de-
ctded that the simplest way to gel ont of reach
would he an elopemenl with Marguerite,

This he almost accomplished hot for the min-
ister, who not nnii '•becked tin- elonement, trat

man-led Reuben and Cynthia and pointed out the
road for Marguerite to follow. This m mi

re united the hearts of Reuben
and Cynthia ami we see bappj ending.

THE FIRE CHIEFS DAUGHTER. The chief of
the tire department has beautifo] daughter for

whom he I. - * wealthy and advantage-
ous marriage: hut contrary to prearranged pi

this kind. Kllen has given her I
• yming

fire laddie, and much acainst her father- will,

marries Jack Lowney. This so enrages the old
rir.- tiL-hter that he turns his back on his ,laughter
and son-in-law and win not be r incited. Sow the
unexpected happens. .la.-k is put to a test and
prove* his worth. The Chief* residence burns
and be and his wife are saved from a fearful
death by the heroism and self-sacrifice of the boy
whom they have desi - '.-illation

The situations are thrilling and wonderfully real.
The fire department of the great city a
list.-.l for the production and the hazard
of * fireman is vividly portrayed In this wonder-
ful film story.

THE LONG TRAIL.—The sure and unswerving
of the frontier is thrlllingly told In this

story A renegade Meti. who has killed an old
Indian In the attempt to reb his traps, is pursued
through Summer and Winter by twi

CAUi. .Ill RATI

chief

Ing an old -ui'

nt. i tin- plot and "i mplli
another load- all

within ti lotchea of In* i ir.- brought

i] iii.. gnlll

til fr..ni on -Ml: predicament, and
the perpetrator of tba bog* j-.k.- gain* m
I. ho. i wish.

. icellent acting and good subject make thin

Blm an unusually l*.....i

THE RED MAN'S WAY. \ urn farmer
ami his wife protect ami • (ambler who

wboy In a flgbl n f

The gambler repay* the Indian bj

ing the affections of his wife, i ntifoi
eighteen. Great is tbe dismay of tbe

Indian on flndlng his wife in the aims of tin-

man whom he has befriended. in- Ural

thought is to kill the destroyer of his home, but

lis to give tin- squaw to tbe gambler and
when she attempts to lake Inr infant the Indian
Interpose*. "Ton take the squaw, t..- child stays
with me."

five yi ii- later we see the effect* of the union
between the gambler and the squaw. J|e has
i me a confirmed drunkard ami the squaw
through IDOse, neglect and hardship is dying.

The Indian learns of this and his manner of

vengeance is uniipio and gives this picture story
•

I be Bad Man's \\'a> ."

-i.ry Is one of unusual Inti I holds
one In snapense throughout.

PATHE FRERES.
MICRO-CINEMATOGRAPHY—SLEEPING SICK-

NESS. -A number of observation* through tbe
scope "f tin- blood of n ral previous!1 Inoc-

ulated witii "Sleeping Sickness," tbe dire di>-

ease -•• common In Afrlea. The rapid multiplica-

tion of the trypanosome* ami the progress o( the
an- clearly shown and serve to Inoculate

into the lay mind I far better Idea of wliHt

sleeping -i- kneaa I* than the m-.-t -imply worded
treatise 00 the subject.

THE BONESETTER S DAUGHTER. A farmer
«oiiid like to ammo. • a match between his son
Paul and the daughter of a neighbor. Hi- plan

succeed for there happens to be another
girl in the .a-.-. Blaa tin- daughter of the village

Iter with whom I"anl is deeply in love.

The boneeettet is proud, ami when he lean
the farmer does not consider Bias l'."..I

for Paul, he returns to his cottage burning with

Indignation. Pan! lias an accident to his leg and
!!age doctor ean only suggest amputation
• nieily. to which the farm.-r and bis wife

are naturally much opposed. The latter at last

suggest- that perhaps the honesetter could eure

their -..ti. and the fanner, ready to try a last

chance, goes to ask tin- obi man** aid. Be
i- iternly refused at first, but Kma'a pleadings

prevail with her father, ami by ins -kill Paul
. .] the misfortune of losing a leg. The

fanner and his wife are of eoursc only too happy
and propose that they shall settle the

i

of fee by allowing the two sweethearts to marry.
The photography and natural Retting* in tills

picture could not be excelled,

POOR BUT PROUD.- Reduced to extreme 111-

i . -- ..wing to the long illness of her mother, a

young girl takes her last trinket, a silver ring
t.. tin- pawnbrokers. The art hie is refused as of

in. value, and her (list - MNTCd by a yonng
man who f. old like to help her. Ills

enrioslt he follows and learns from a

-v. Kn.K-king at her door he
offers her assistance, but she Is proud and re-

i stranger's help. He resorts therefore (0

stratagem and prevails upon her to allow blm to

the ring with a piece of hi- own Jewelry,
under the pretence IS I In like i

and cannot pawn tbe article by lt«elf. Tills way
in giving his help unobtrusively and

a warm friendship springs up t>ctween them which
shortly after when siekness and poverty have been
banished eulminates in their engagement.

MAX MAKES A TOUCH.—Max and Mick, two
brothers have prepared for a merry spree and
are aetually stepping Into their eab when
ours to them they are penniless. Lots are drawn

who shall beard stern father and make
the n- icb. The choice falls on Mai

- far from successful in bis mission, and

WHTTX l awn s DZTOTXOa

i

uuuiy

for lo

I

for Ida

in bin wsy
•!. so

taking up a large hunting knit.

(ate, »ud

the knife wet with blOOd III bl* llSI d

truck mid thinks in- baa Just killed

Igbborlog In-Inn camp
ither nmi other rels-

• tsrt

..lit i
'' hit

running tight s< r..«- coon-

try, bi ' lo- managt iistsnc*

• - w it ii ti • .of who 1» very
..!. Arriving -it a liff he ha*

nil. .n M-
.-iiis t.>

.limb dOWl 'he fa. e of :. . Indian.

however, before be reaches tba bottom, cats tu»

rope letting blm fall half stunned. yulckly rc-

COwring mid half limping, half crawling, be allll

endeavi ind • rippled It l»

an oii-v task f..r the ..-rtnke him
and binding him with ropes to bead blm back to

the .amp. The Ilullai - i.lm P. .bath by

mean* "f one of their pe.-uiiar methods, a he«vy

rock is slung from a tree over 1. Ix-lng

urelj bound ..n bis back under. Ills daughter

I- given a knife to out the rope that will eause

the rock to fall, but at this moment his wife

up. for -in- bad only tx-en In a swoon
and the knife bad not pet- !•; she

quickly explain* to her friends how she bl

to kill herself and strong hands free I

Mutual explanation- and pardons follow and the

take th.-ir departure and return to their

. I* that in- win I..- happier with

hi* family on the plains than If he goes e«st and
claims l.i-

The native life in tbl« film Is Irue to every

ill,' and tlnref. -. of a mo»t

exciting and thrilling itory tbe dim I* of a very

Interesting character.

VITAGRAPH COMPANY.
THE RUSSIAN LION. I • famous wrestler,

an exhibition of
dubs snd adver-

tlsei that lie will givt .1 p.

Ian '" anj adv**>
Uusslan

it one time ehsmplon:
ib exhibition snd try

t.. win the prize.

teacher has long slnee given up tbe wrest-

ime and ha* been working at his trsde. but

d lack of employment lias put him In

- and he is willing to take a ehance

it almost anything, and the one hundred dollars

. ry tempting bait, beside* his little girl I*

and he must have funds.

II. .all- in one of his friends and tells him
abonl his plan !•• meet the -Russian I. ion'' on

the mat that night. The friend helps blm to get

getber they go to the crab. Tbe
P her anxious pray.-

iibl and ber bo*
ibled audience at the club ehe.

-

- lie appears before them, and
the evening

usd they prepi

i splendid exhibition of the

differn I
eacher

e is gone.
• ml returns to bis home dlshesr:-

tn and leaves the room to

l" comes In and tells his teacher

m while he was wrestling wish
1 im *nd came to call on him in remembrance of

. ind servi- - friend
j.laces unseen on

le a large sum of money with a bill which
ie hnndrcf and fifty

tbe ex-champion
n Lion" is g.-ne. Tbe poor fel-

iife and child the money. «nd
I
good
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KALEM FILMS
ISSUE OF JUNE 15th

MISTAKEN IDENTITY
Length 885 Feet

This is a puzzle picture—mystifying, thrilling, enchanting. Shows
how a fugitive crook took the place, and nearly wrecked the life of a

reputable young man.

ISSUE OF JUNE 17th

THE WHITE CAPTIVE OF THE SIOUX
Length 880 Feet

A Wonderful Indian Picture, based on a well-authenticated historic

incident—one of the most remarkable episodes of warfare with the

Redskins in the early days.

Exceptionally fine four-color posters for both these neadliners by the
A. B. C. Co., of Cleveland, Ohio

KALEM CO., Inc.
Eastman Kodak Building

235=237=239 West 23rd St.

NEW YORK CITY

Want Chairs Quick?
Stafford chairs excell

all others. We use no

bree-ply veneers . Why?

Not good enough! Five-

ply is best, and that Is

why we use them.

Chairs like cut

IN STOCK and

GUARANTEED

Ask for Catalog No. 305

E. H. STAFFORD MFC. CO.
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

HANDBILLS—One thousand sixteenth sheet dodg-
ers, fifty words, any reading, $1.85 postpaid. Cash
with order. Orders filled same day as received.
STAR THEATER PRINTER!', Cooperstown, N. 1.

BRANCH OFFICE

14th Street & 4th Ave.
Room 109 Phone 2114 Stuvvesant

Getman Saviog Bank Building

Manhattan Slide Co.
(incorporated)

136 W. 37th St., New York City

Telephone 6759 Murray Hill

NEW SLIDES
It's the same old me, but not the same old

girl (Chas. K. Harris)

I Like You (Remick)

Havana (Shapiro)

Coney Island for Mine.

That Loving Melody Rubensteln Wrote
(Remick)

When I think of Home and You (Rossiter)

Announcement Slides a Specialty

JEFFRIES
JOHNSON

Slides, showing the

big men preparing

for the fight of

JULY 4th.

Your patrons are looking for

these pictures— they will

Help Your Show
CONDENSED CAPTIONS OF THE

DIFFERENT SLIDES:

1. Signing Articles.

2. Jeff returning from fishing.

3. Jeff doing first training.

4. Jeff improving wind.
5. Jeff skipping rope.

6. Training quarters of Jeff.

7. Jeff and his Mascot.
8. Jeff, sparring partner and Farmer

Burns.
9. Jeff demonstrating grip.

10. Jeff after wrestling.

11. Jeff's fighting pose.
12. Johnson, wife and auto.

13. Exceeding the speed limit—John-
son and his burros.

14. Johnson training—chopping wood.
15. Johnson and Kid Cotton training.

16. Close stuay of man who will face Jeff

17. Johnson and Little feeding their

Mascot.
18. Johnson showing 72-inch reach.

19. Wonderful muscular development
of Johnson.

20. Fighting attitude of Jack Johnson.
21. Johnson bidding his mother good-

bye.
22. Jeff weighing in.

23. Johnson weighing in.

24. Composite picture of how the fight

will actually look.

25. Jeff working out with medicine bag.
26 Johnson finishing a two hour run.
27. Johnson receiving word of Jeff's

willingness to fight.

Set complete with Lecture Reading, $1
24 slides all hand colored -•-**'

Single slide*, any selection, post- ()()(•
ate paid each

Any Major League Baseball Player. 60c

Cosmopolitan Slide Makers
176 E. Madison St. CHICAGO

Sprockets Repaired, Steel Tgelh

Upper and Lower
Intermittent. Any Make Machine.

$1.00
$1.50

$10.00 offered to any operator in Chicago
who can put my repaired sprockets out of
commission by doubling speed of machine.

H Your Film Exchange Don't Handle Them,
send your repairs direct to me. Sample
furnished to Jobbers and Exchanges.

E W. LAVEZZI ,3042 N. Ashland Ave., Chicago

MUSIC TO FIT THE PICTURE
/lotion Picture Piano Music NOW 50c. A COPY

This Is a book of incidental and descriptive music, regular sheet
music size, and arranged for both hands. Contains music for all prob-
able Scenes, Actions, Characters, etc., shown in Motion Pictures, and
Its suggestions are entirely practical. Music is specially selected, ar-
ranged and composed by one of the best descriptive Pianists in the U.
S., who for the past twenty years has been Musical Director in all

lines of Theatrical Productions. This book is the result of actual ex-
perience, and is now in use in thousands of M. P. Theaters in this
Country and Europe. This book sent promptly to you Postpaid, upon
receipt of FIFTY CENTS. Descriptive Circular sent FREE to any one
upon request. Address,

GREGG A. FRELLNGER, Music Publisher, Lafayette, Indiana.

Negatives wanted. Will pay royalty or buy outright
HERMAN, 49 West 8th Street

BAYONNE, • N. J.
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The reason why

Pink Label
•TRADE MARK-

"ELECTRA"
CARBONS

are the best is that they are scientific-

ally made to stand the powerful current

at the arc. They produce the best

light under any conditions.

Don't experiment with cheap car-

bons, but use "Electra" High Grade
Carbons and get results.

Sole Importer

HUGO REISINGER
I I Broadway New York City

Edison Jobber
of

Kinetoscopes

C.Calehuff
lARGEST
1EADING Dealer
IjCENSED ln

Machines, Films,

Son glides, etc,

4th and Greene Sts.

Philadelphia, Pa.

THE best machine combined with the best service gives
the best resultg and produces the most money. Be up

to the times and get an Edison Model B Rinetoscope, the
latest perfection of Moving Picture Machines, absolutely
f.ickerless. will not hart the eyes, shows a steady and
brilliant picture, simplicity of operation, acd guaranteed.

NOV IS THE TIME TO BOOK THE

Johnson-ketchell Fight Films

per night ; bigger than ever on account of the ap-
proaching fight between Jeffries and Johnson. Order quick,

atest fight film ever produced. Sole rights for Pennsyl-
vania. Agent for Florozone Perfume Disinfectant.
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LICENSED RELEASES.

BI0GRAPH COMPANY.
Apr. 25—The Way of the World (Dramatic). . .950
Apr. 2S—Up a Tree (Comedy) 981
May 2—The Gold Seekers (Dr.) 976
May 5—The Unchanging Sea (Dr.) 952
May 9—Love Among the Roses (Dr.) 983
May 12—The Two Brothers (Dr.) 993
May 1G—Over Silent Paths (Dr.) 980
May 19—An Affair of Hearts (Com.) 967
May 23—Ramona (Dr.) 995
May 20—A Knot In the Plot (Dr.) 980
May 30—The Impalement (Dr.) 987
June 2—In the Season of Buds (Dr.) 990
June <;—a Child of the Ghetto (Dr.) 989
June 9—A Victim of Jealousy (Dr.) 987
Jin,.- 13 On the Border States (Dr.) 990

-The Face at the Window (Dr.) 897

EDISON UFO. 00.

May 27—'Mid the Cannon's Roar (Dr.) 1000
May 24—All on Account of a Laundry Mark

(Com. ) 450
May 24—Fortune's Fool (Com.) 530
May 27—'Mid the Cannon's Roar (Dr.) 1000
May 31—The Mule Driver and the Garrulous

Mute (Dr.) 980
June 3—The Piece of Lace (Dr.) 995
June 7—The Slyness of Shorty (Dr.) 750
June 7—Mr. Bumptious on Birds (Com.) 250
June 10—The Bell Ringer's Daughter (Dr.)... 1000
June 14—United States Life Saving Drills

(Educational) 250
June 14—The House on the Hill (Dr.) 745
June 17—A Central American Romance (Dr.)..
June 21—Bootle's Baby (Dramatic) 996
June 24—The Judgments of the Mighty Deep

(Dr.) 1000

ESSANAY FILM MFG. CO.
May 4—The Stolen Fortune (Com.) 1000
May 7—The Sheriff's Sacrifice (Dr.) 950
May 11—He Stubs His Toe (Com.) 597
May 11—A Quiet Boarding House (Com.) 363
May 14—The Cowpuncher's Ward (Dr.) 965
May 18—The Danger Line (Dr.) 1000
May 21—The Little Doctor of the Foothills

(Com.) 935
May 25—Tin Wedding Presents (Com.) 560
May 25—Where is Mulcahy? (Com.) 400
May 28—The Brother, the Sister and the Cow-

puncher (Dr.) 989
June 1—Levi's Dilemma (Com.) 768
June 1—Henry's Package (Com.) .205
June 4—Away Out West (Dr.) 1000
June 8—Burly Bill (Com.) 989
June 11—The Ranchmen's Feud (Dr.) 980
June 15—A Honeymoon for Three (Com.) 1000
June IS—The Bandit's Wife (Dr.) 956
June 22—A Victim of Hate (Dr.) 988
June 25—The Forest Ranger 969
June 29—C-li-i-e-k-e-n Spell Chicken (Com.) 284
June 29—Pat and the 400 (Com.) 716
July 2—The Bad Man's Last Deed (Dr.) 1000

KALEM CO.

Apr. 29—The Love Romance of the Girl Spv (D.)
May 4—Chief Blackfoot's Vindication (Dr.)..
May 6—The Egret Hunter (Dr.)
May 11—In the Dark Valley (Dr.)
May 13—Between Love and Duty (Dr.) 720
May 18—The Aztec Sacrifice (Dr.) 950
May 20—The Seminole Halfbreeds (Dr.)
May 25—The Cliff Dwellers (Dr.)
May 27—Friends (Dr. ) j
June 1—The Navajo's Bride (Com.) 930
June 3—The Castaways (Dr.) 975
June 8—The Price of Jealousy (Dr.)
June 10—The Exiled Chief (Dr.)
June 15—Mistaken Identity (Dr.) 885
June 17—The White Captive of the Sioux (Dr.). 880

LTJBIN MFG. CO.

May 16—The Rejuvenation of Father (Com.).. 1000
May 19—The Indian Girl's Romance (Dr.) 950
May 23—The Messenger Boy Magician (Com.).. 715
May 23—Winter Bathing In the West Indies

(Scenic) 235

May 2C—The Brave Deserve the Fair (Dr.) 700
May 26—The Sisal Industry In the Bahamas

(Scenic) 300
May 30—A Veteran of the G. A. R. (Dr.) 930
June 2—Percy, the Cowboy (Com.) 925
June 6—Grandfather's Gift (Dr.) 710
June —Officer Muldoon's Double (Com.) 275
June 9—The New Boss of Bar X Ranch (Dr.). 950
June 13—The Wild Mao of Borneo (Com.) 390
June 13—On Panther Creek (Dr.) GOO
June 16—Red Eagle's Love Affair U)r.) 97,'j

June 20—The Road to Happiness (Dr.) GOO
June 20—Poetical Jane (Com.) 850
Juno 23—The -Motion Picture Mau (Com.) 955

GAUMONT.
G. Kleiae.

May 28—Pete Has Nine Lives (Com.) 446
May 31—The Little German Band (Com.) 375
May 31—Jarnac's Treacherous Blow (Dr.) 340
June 4—The Office Seeker (Dr.) .525
June 4—Beneath the Walls of Notre Dame

(Educational) 380
June 7—A Night on the Coast (Dr.) 600
June 7—The Monastery in the Forest (Scenic) . .400
June 11—The Marriage of Esther (Dr.) G95
June 11—Lerin's Abbey on St. Honorat's Island

(Scenic) 285
Juno 14—At the Dawning (Dr.) 915
.Tune 18—Esther and Mordecai (Dr.) 645
June IS—The Spanish Frontier (Scenic) ^325

URBAN-ECLIPSE.
G. Kleine.

May 4—Immigrants' Progress In Canada (Edu-
cational) 400

May 11—Roosevelt in Carlo (Scenic) 354
May 11—Purged by Fire (Dr.) 541
May 18—The Girl Conscript (Dr.) 741
May 18—Modern Railway Construction (Educa-

tional) 210
May 25—His Wife's Testimony (Dr.) 1007
June 1—Her Life for Her Love (Dr.) 720
June 1—Making Salt (Industrial) 230
June 8—The Nightmare (Dr.) 824
June 8—The Mountain Lake (Scenic) 19fl

June 15—The Gum-Shoe Kid (Com.) 428
June 15—A Trip to Brazil (Scenic) 572

G. MELIES.

June 9—Love's "C. Q. D." (Dr.) 950
June 16—A Texas Joke (Com.) 950
June 23—White-Doe's Lovers (Dr.) 670
June 23—The Stranded Actor (Com.) 280

FATHE FRERES.

May 23—Little Mary and Her Dolly (Dr.) 436
May 25—Max Leads Them a Novel Chase (Com.).489
May 25—Capturing Cub Bears (Educational) .. .390
May 27—Mirror of the Future (Com.) 311

May 27—A Prince of Worth (Dr.) 590
May 28—A Sailor's Friendship (Dr.) 987
May 30—Down With the Women (Com.) 604
May 30—Russia, Caucasian Mountains (Scenic). 374
June 1—One Can't Believe One's Eyes (Com.). 440
June 1—lnes de Castro (Dr.) 544
June 3—The Two Portraits (Dr.) 804
June 3—Lillian and Anetta (Scenic) 144

June 4—Macbeth (Dr.) 997
June 6—The Flag of Company "H" (Dr.) 918
June 8—The Empty Cradle (Dr.) 607
June 8—Lucy Consults the Oracle (Com.) 341

June 10—Dimitri Donskoj (Dr.) 706
June 10—24-Hour Automobile Race (Scenic) 270
June 11—An Unexpected Friend (Dr.) 626
June 11—Floating to Wealth (Com.) 361

June 13—Childish Escapade (Com.) 548
June 13—Micro-Cinematograph: Sleeping Sick-

ness (Educational) 354

June 13—The Bone-Setter's Daughter (Dr.) 813

June 15—The Barry Sisters (Acrobatic) 138
June 17—Poor But Proud (Dr.) 495
June 17—Max Makes a Touch (Com.) 423
June IS—White Fawns Daughter (Dr.) 950

SELIG POLYSCOPE CO.

May 19—The Land of Oz (Com.) 1000
May 23—The Unmailed Letter (Com.) 1000
May 26—In the Great Northwest (Dr.) 1000

May
May
June

June
Juno
June
June
June
June

May
May
May
May
May
May
May
May
May
May
May
June
June
June
June
June
June
June
June
June

30—The Trimming of Paradise Galch 1000
30—After Many Years (Dr.) 1000
2—The Trimming of Paradise Gulch

(Dr.) 1000
0—The Barge Man of Old Holland (Dr.). 1000
9—The Range Riders (Dr.) 1000
13—Romeo and Juliet in Town (Dr.) 1000
2o—Opening an Oyster (Educational) 7o0
29—The Long Trail (Dr.) 1000
30—The Fire Chief's Daughter (Dr.) 1000

YITAGRAPH COMPANY.

10—The Three Wishes (Com.) 945
13—The Closed Door (Dr.) 929
14—The Special Agent (Dr.)
17—Music Hatb Charms (Com.) 56»
18—A Funny Story (Com.) SM
20—Out of the Past (Dr.) 9M
21—The Wings of Love (Dr.) 88»
24—Convict No. 796 (Dr.) 977
27—Auntie at the Boat Race (Com.) 977
2S—Love of Chrysanthemum (Dr.) 990
31—The Peacemaker (Dr.) 96#
3—Davy Jones' Parrot (Com.) 922
4—The Majesty of the Law (Dr.) 972
7—A Modern Cinderella (Dr.) 977
10—Over the Garden Wall (Dr.) 973
11—The Altar of Love (Dr.) 995
14—The Russian Lion (Dr.) 948
15— (Special release) James J. Corbett...
17—Davey Jones' Landladies (Com.) 935
18—Ito, the Beggar Boy (Dr.) 962

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING.

FOR SALE—One of the finest theaters In Western
Pennsylvania, in live town of 8,000. Up-to-date in

every respect. Seating capacity 1,200. All modern
improvements. Reason for selling, other business
and cannot give it attention. Now running vaude-
ville and motion pictures with success. Would
lease to responsible party with privilege of buying.
A chance of a lifetime. This is no cheap proposi-

tion. Address T. T. C, care Moving Picture World.

FOR SALE—500 folding chairs, 1 Power's and 1

Edison M. P. machine, 1 piano, 1 asbestos and
angle iron booth, 6 fans, complete scenery for

12 x 18 opening. All in A-l condition. BROWN &
DION, Kane. Pa.

AT LIBERTY—After June 10, moving picture
operator, four years' experience, strictly sober and
reliale; all machines. HARRY AFFELT, Au Salbe,

Mich.

WANTED—High class gentleman baritone singer

and lady pianist for new theater about to open.

Pianist's salary $10.00; singer's salary according to

ability. Address, A. L. BROWN, care Vaudette
Theater, Lansing, Mich.

REWINDERS made of the best material and
workmanship, $1.25. DAVIS MANUFACTURING
SUPPLY CO., Preble Ave., Allegheny, Pa.

Little Giant Carbon Sharpener

«j $3.50
I ^^" Will (ive 25 per

0f B^r cent, of yourcarbon
My expense.

H^HL NewprinciDle—two
knives which can be

removed instantly for sharpening.

SPECIAL UNTIL MAY 15th.

% x 12 Pink Label Electra Carbons $4.00 per
100. Moving Picture Machines, Dissolving

Stereopticons $45.00 up. Oxy-Hydro. Gas.
Gas Making Outfits; all Supplies and Repairs.

ERKER'5 St. Louis, Me.

Electric Theatre Supply Co.
44 North 10th St. Philadelphia, Pa.

JTT Licensed service of every make. If you think you
j| pay more than you should, or if your present

service is not satisfactory, fill out the blank spaces and
mail this to us at once. One rock bottom price only.

Kindly quote figures on service of

—

reels

changed Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, Fri-

day, Saturday aad Sunday. Cross off the days of no

changes. Service not to be over -days old.

Name of Exhibitor —

Theatre

Town State

OUR SPECIALTY is suPP'y in l2 two or more theatres with best service at low prices. No repeaters
'

1
.

r 1 to either. OPEN 24 HOURS EVERY DAY.
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** You don't know tfoocl comedy until you see ;m Lssniia\

KM I \SI ()!

WEDNESD »Y, Jl M IS

A Honeymoon for Three
(1 . niilh. Approx. 1000 PmI)

( )ne good thing after

another

!

This is one of the classi-

est of our big thousand foot

comedies, with a hearty

h in every foot.

It's your headliner for

Wednesday, June 15.

Remember the date!

Don't linger — book it

NOW!

Kl I I \si oi

SATURDAY. Jl M IH

The Bandit's Wife

i . iiuiii. fcpprai .
'»"><> i

This powerful Western

drama is one of the most

intensely interesting sub-

jects ever ottered by our

Western producer.

It's a feature !

Don't let it get by.Scene from "THE BANDITS WIPE"

Patters with every Essmar release Let us put you. on our mailing list

Essanay Film AVftg., Go.
FACTORY and STUDIOS I333ARGYLE ST. - OFFICE 435 NORTH CLARK ST.

CHICAGO and LONDON, 5 NEW COMPTON ST. W.C.

RINEM AC O LOR
NOW OBTAINABLE FOR

AMERICAN EXHIBITION
Moving pictures in the actual tones, tints and hues of nature. See description of

remarkable demonstration in Madison Square Garden, Dec. 11 (in this paper December

18th and 25th, 1909) by Charles Urban, F.Z.S., and G. Albert Smith, F.R.A.S., of London

Now the leading novelty in attracting crowds at the leading theatres in London, Paris,

Berlin, Lyons and other cities of Europe.

Terms for Exclusive Displays of Kinemacolor in various cities will be supplied on

application.

The Kinemacolor Company of America, Inc.

ALLENTOWN, PA.
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SWAAB
The Pioneer Film Exchange

of Philadelphia
and

Largest Dealer in Machines
and Supplies

Agent for

Power's Cameragraph
Lang's Rewinder

and
Cary Coated Carbons

The Trade Supplied. Licensed

Films Only

LEWIS M. SWAAB
338 Spruce St., Philadelphia, Pa.HMHMHHnM
Folding and Assembly Chairs

Most popular pi iced chairs on the market for

picture show use

Prompt Shipments. Write for Catalojue

PEABODY SCHOOL FURNITURE CO.

NORTH MANCHESTER, - - - INDIANA

SOUVENIRS
for Moving Picture Theatres

Pin Brooches, just the articles

for your shows
SAMPLE lOc.

Illustrated List FREE
A. B. HOTT CO., 415 Dearborn Street, Chicag*

FILMS FOR SALE:
100 REELS FROM $500 PER REEL AND UP
Pathe Hind-Colored " Passion Play," cost

$500.00, I offer for $200.00. Sent for examina-
tion on receipt of $20.00.

J. FRISCH
138 E. 14th St. New York City

Song Slides 5c. Per Day Per Set

All Songs—All Publishers. You select
We ship.

For foil particulars call or write

LEN SPENCER'S LYCEUM, 46 E. 14th St., N.Y.

<S#fPERACHAI
Over 75 per cent, of the finest theaters In the United States aa4
Canada are furnished with them. They are used In 818 of the
405 moTlug picture theaters in Chicago.

To meet the growing demands for

LOW PRICED 0PEEA CHAIRS
we have originated a number of styles which, though Inexpensive,
are characteristic of

ANDREWS QUALITY
Write to Department K for our large Catalogue No. 31, lllas-

trated In colors, which will guide you when contemplating the pur-
chase of opera chalrrs.

CHICAGO ESTABLISHED l*«S

NEW YORK SAN FRANCISCO
ST LOUIS SEATTLE

174-176 WabashAvenue, Chicago

ROLL TICKETS
Your „„„ Spec.,1 Tick.. I ~>

;

°°° S".?'°> *
,g;gg

Numbering Guaranteed
J 500,000 " 35.00

The Carter Press Corp.
Peabody, M

Cash with Order. No C. O. D.

Plant Recently Enlarged. We
can assure Prompt Shipments

TICKET SPECIALTIES ass

NEW SLIDES
For the Following Songs—JUST OUT

I Won't Be Back Till August.
I Like You.
When the Bells are Ringing Mary York.
I Met My Love Mid the Roses.
Sunny Time is the Time for Mine.
Moving Day in Jungle Town.
My Heart Has Learned to Love You,
Now Do Not Say Good Bye.

When a College Boy Meets a College
Girl.

Hang Your Hat in Detroit.

Curly Head.
You Can't Make Me Stop Loving You.
Play that Lovey Dove Waltz.
Shoes and Socks shock Susan.
Daddy was a Grand Old Man.
I'm on My Way to Reno.
I Trust My Husband Anywhere.
Has Anybody Here Seen Kelly.
Baby Blue.
Under the Orange Blossom Tree.

DeWITT C. WHEELER
120 W. 31st St., N. Y. City

Song Slides
SPECIAL SALE

$5.00 New Sets for $3.00
A Little Flat in Great Big Town
Curly Head
Hip, Hip, Hypnotise Me
Lovers May Come and Lovers May Go
Shoes and Socks Shock Snsati
Mary, You're a Big Girl Now
I'm Glad I'm a Boy
My Pretty Little Maid of Cherokee
I'm On My Way To Reno
If You Ain't Got It Go and Get It

I'm Afraid of You
The Moonlight, the Rose and You
Cottage on the Hillside

You Look Good To Me
I Wonder

These Sets are Brand New
Also 58 sets of second hand slides at

$1.25 or 10 sets for $10.00
Cash must accompany order

Excelsior Slide Co.,
M^STt

The Automatic Theatre Chair
It is a space saver, life saver and

money saver. Shipped built up. It

is the only sanitary theatre chair.

Used by Keith. Proctor and Poll.

It folds up automatically and is re-

volving, mating the theatre all

aisles. It is a friend to the public.

Send for oar circular A. Write today.

THE HARDESTY MFG. CO.

CANAL DOVER, OHIO

EXPERIENCED OPERATOR wishes position.
Will go anywhere. Address. ALBERT WELMER,
7th Laurel Street, Hazleton, Pa.

BLANK LEADERS
In Black, Red, Green or Any Color

(jj| r PER Guaranteed

«J/lU 1000 FEET Against Brlttleness

WASTE UTILIZATION CO.
442 E. 166th St. NEW YORK

FOLDING

CHAIRS
Far Mavlng Picture Shows
Grand Standi. Assembly
Halls, ate. .la sectlsas If

wanted.

Write for Catalog No. 2.

The Kauffman Manufacturing Co.

ASHLAND, OHIO

For Rent—G reels films with signs and slides, $12.

For Sale—30 reels perfect condition films, $10 to

.fir,.50 per reel. Perfect song slides $1.50 per set.

Steel Slide Carriers, can't burn, won't break, 75c.

Tickets, 9c. per 1.000.

LIBERTY FILM RENTING CO.,

105 Fourth Ave., Pittsburg, Pa.
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Independent Film Stories.

MOTOGRAPH CO.
A COOLS Or THK HhlilMINT. IM.I.n .•

mother, wnii babe in im, thrown upon the w r i • i

; 1 1 1 - 1 1 1
> u landlord wboae demand* foi l

• I her baml mool be mot, end you have
the pathetic iiiiriHin.il. hi to n .it.. iv which runa tbe

fun. Hi of iiuiimn .linn i. . i. in.. i- telling.
I "II.- h for

mi rmploj iin-iit mini . . . ..r bopt la

lllll .-.In- lllll.

then witness Hi., timet] dropping ol
hi by ii in. i boraeback,

nii'i you
a deti to lire on takea the place of da

trugglea no, Impelled by the tele-

gram, iinu: UcHenry. There,
o) \i ijoj \

ilnned to lu
Quail] takea up bi me, with ultlmati

After two mill n imii bah] in mnv the
of Hi,- Fori ami Hi.' iii.i ii locceaatul nor-

•Hat Tin' latter, spurred on bj monthi of reaming
f..r her loved inn', [nducaa hai employer to Journey
wiiii bet i" iiu' fort m>. i aaaial In reclaiming bar
child.

Mllll i the; arrive,
n ii. i . 1. 1,. i.. i the ii"
only t.i timi ber in the keeping of a nnrae, laughing

the gallanl soldiers march bj and u
rii.' mother, mad irlth ii understand

why they hurry n tii i
. i awaj mi. I refuse i" allon

.ii. i embrace. The rort la

thrown Into rrmfnaiffii on bearing ber story, nmi
Ive up their pride

ami joy. until the Major mui hii wife ssdrj conaenl
to a aaparatlon fur the lake of • motbar'a longing
for her own. ami the final farewell is ipoken with
a hearty "God bleaa and keep too."

THANHOUSER COMPANY.
TAMING A WOMAN HATER. i, the

oiviu'i ol n here be Uvi
to in' :> woman hater, ami

bee ins friend John Bparka, when the latter
the cottage with poaten ol

s propert] is valuable, ami al the opening
play a Financier purchases II al

I lor la obliged i" go '" t ii
«>

mil there bi

of four pretl •
i them, Lou

Bennett, asks John to Introduce Tom. Thl
!• .ii the ground thai Tom Is a woman
beta the otbei girla that ahe can make

Tom fall in lore with ber, and propone i" ber
within a week, They take the hot. ami not know-

m's name or where be Uvea, they foil

that is

waiting ontalde the hotel.
meets Tom. ami wins her bet—be falls In

l"\,. with her. Hut Incidentally the girl Ion
own heart. loin flnds be baa been tricked, ami ii

iway forever, when Lou arrives,
;li him, mnl al' ly.

THE LITTLE HERO OF HOLLAND.— II;,,

little lhlti'li He,
children of Holland, Is early lm|

ety of the whol nmunlty
dependa upon tin- strength of the dyke. lie

ii errand to his aunt 1

1

ining. walk-
•f the dyke, be

-ii which the water la pouring.
•hat If left to Mow • n this

break down
l,e nml Hood the village, he sticks i

ie hole, and
stance. Night • in- family

fed with his aunt.
him.

in the morning he is found al

fatigue and by his little

him. She rnn-

i rarry the Uttli

to the village In triumph. Elbe Is r.

iter ami praiseil by the Ml
made himself ii

ami will un as
ol.

'•

CENTAUR
HER LESSON. Whel I leu ran up the

pine Mary

them a
_ friend n

In calling up at flip

nt evening
ith the charming sister of whom he bad beard
> much but hail never met.

.! a promise "f Marv not to make any
- in order to ni.

The girls then left gaylv talking
ret the expected visit. In the their

Jessie met Wlllard Newell ami at his in-

sed herself to Mary ami s

Hard. Mai
ind turned about, deciding to connni

topping alone, and found herself looking in'

ng man who ha log at her

I Inward ,

follow,, l. and « ion s' •

u, thereto opening up

She rather unwllllnglj >t ahe
thought wa

^ ii.,' p. ii k

other, mi. I i

I lil in In Iiu- Minn p|

the following .1

Hii'

man aha bad flirted with II

11. loan hki reacuted ti" [lowed
Mm io meal bat without the proper Introd

i with
• i he bad flirted with in the

loll III

111,, home he bad
ii, lefi i perturbed, tbe brother cha-

grined ami the girl well ahe formed grin

lotion ti vei iliri again as long as aha in..

I

the old maid's picnic, hi trybody
lu ii.,. village tnrned oui to aee n hi maid

i ..I Zeke Bpei Ina' geni
wore maidens tall and maidens abort, maldi
mui also lean; ail ipl in, benl o

annual picnic I none of them bad
he paai !. each and

no look., i forward i" participating in f"r the

n,'\t forty \ oars i its*. However, tiny mel with
ezperlenci I in this picnic thai thej b.

battle with again. The village hoi boj followed
them ami after stealing a bottle "f wblakey from
a tramp be emptied it into the teapot ami so tickled

ilates "i ii l.l mnl. is t ctuallj

fought with each other iii their eagerni
their cupa. With the working of the tea they

their Childhood pranks ami when the •

m, uit whs thickest tic prankish in, i dropped upon
in. in a hunch of live sunk, 's thai

salon. The "maidena," in a wild rush down
topped running until the] dropped

of exhaustion o] the slops ,.r Zeke Spi

again: as sick a bum-h of ..hi maids al ever gath-

ered 111 on,

SHEBIFFS DAUGHTER, si.l Dalton bad re-

turned Jual in time to protect his angr] little wife,
llillie. from the eiiiln .Mirilly

ami drunken half-breed.

The husband banded her his quirt, ami I'oli old
that she knew full well how Io wield It.

however, wns not the reason he gave the

chief ami his tribe for wishing to ransack the

ranch, but because he luol overheard Blllle's father.

Sheriff Colby, telling his wife nml daughter that
sui would ho away for fen days. There-

I
ie declared, they could -elect an boar when

the women were out ami carry off everything fn

in, ii. ins had put their plunder in a blanket
when Mis. Colby returned. Qulckl] tl

hair ami would have then ad not

I'.lllle ridden up ami. hearing a m armed
lub.

Although for the moment ded In stun-
ning both Tete ami another, II only serve,) t<

If-breed the more, so In-lon, 1 of tic

mother, he bore her "IT t" the camp,
if dragged, ball c irr i ,1 Blllle p

kennel, Scout tugged madly at i but it

ol until the Indiana had n ip thai

illy broke loose ami came i ndlng lot

where they bad thrown bli

llillie crawled • tl] to the front of the
ere all busily engaged with

the wl n, ami while t,. effect

bound would 1»-

off lo - earing off ( her white
charred wood fn

Blllle hastily scrawled a line for

nt blm
" the ranch. Here, although ho sniff

ii In and
force, I to sei ,,ff for m he found,
with arcblng for a h

i paid no attent furious
barking ami

ing madly after the

the Indians tnrne.i and little

ng her ab. ml vaulting
ildle behind, Si.l ami

thankful to

and well flint -

LUX FILMS.
A 111 1 II 11 1 •• 1 MY „ du .

V

bla uiubiti.

MACNA11 VISITS THE COMET. II

an up •

lug II..

out ,,r p. .i Mai N

t. Into

a Udered i:„ t a ,
io- ton

I" the

Don n be (alia, right through i

on ills I... i. and then ,,,,.

Amonti the Exhibitors.

Oklahoma City. Okl».

Ho ater, <• be knon n ai the "I
mated to it win

in conjunction with their circuit
throughout tbe state ,,f Oklabo
Putnam, Conn.—Jerry Lai

moving picture thea nk Qnllma
Now Rochelle, N. Y.—A m,. picture

led III 1,

known as ii ,,]. and will run latest mov-
ing pictures ami vaudeville.
Wilkes-Barre. Pa.—

I

n*d lil»

here and Is mi

Waverly. N. Y. 1 I I
- baaed the

star Picture Theater th side of Broad
"in Mr. I'.

Cairo. 111.

Cairo. 111.—

old t.. Travis .\. KlmmeL This
Formerly nmler th- pi

iker.

Kaukauna, Wis.—Knehn A I'a-hean will open a
new moving picture 1!

I

Providence. R. I. I . r w ji|
op.'U i ,

Denver. Col. n

many theaters In

I

:: will

Fulton. M 7
ier In th.

me.
South Bethlehem. Pa

Red Bank ker will •

which

Elm.

Salin

Atlanta. f.

Washburn. Wis hare

EVERY EXHIBITOR.
TEFFRIES-JOHNSOX FIGHT B.ET1

WILL BE RECEIVED

-Ite in blai

ifternnon ami yi

r added fi - week ah.
Price SI per

FEATURE SYNDICATE. BOX S2 SANDUSKY. OHIO.
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FILMS HOWARD MOVING PICTURE GO.
REPAIR WORK A SPECIALTY FILMS

AGENTS FOR
Motiograph, Power's and Edison Machines, Supplies and Sundries

TRUDEL SPOT LIGHTS AND COLOR WHEELS
564 WASHINGTON STREET :» BOSTON, MASS.
Established 1894 (Opposite Adams House) Incorporated 1908

Photo Post-Cards
from your Kodak Films or Photos. $15.00 per
1.000. We develop Kodak Films 5c per Roil or Pack.
We make Lantern Slides from your own designs.

STUDIO REMBRANDT, Dep.M.

Wheeling, West Va.

UJ

UJ
o 143 NortH otH Street, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Best and Newest Independent American and Foreign Films
SUPPLIES 18 REELS PER WEEK SUPPLIES

PROMPT AND RELIABLE SERVICE Members N. I. M. P. Alliance

m
in-*™

m

FILMS MACHINES
The Largest and Best Equipped Independent Film Service iu Pennsylvania

SUPPLIES

We have the Service because we are the largest buyers of the
Best Independent Productions

PHILADELPHIA PROJECTION CO., 44 North Ninth Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

REPAIRS

INDEPENDENT
We rent new Films. Handle all the leading MaKei, both AMERICAN AND

FOREIGN ; beautiful Posters ; exclusive Feature Service. Write for prices.

CINCINNATI FILM EXCHANGE, 315-317 West 4th Street, CINCINNATI, 0.

SPECIAL ROLL TICKETS ^"VJSr&tiSL™*"-*
s.ooe
10,000

$1.25
2.90

20,000
25,000

$4.60
5.50

50,000
100,000

$7 50
lo.eo

Get the JarapKs

NATIONAL TICKET COMPANY
Stock Tickets, O Cents

AhamoKin, Pa.

EXHIBITORS ! EXHIBITORS !

In the Following States:—Wisconsin, Michigan, Kansas, Iowa, Pennsylvania, Missouri, Maryland, Wyoming, New Mexico, Idaho,

Tex is, Oklahoma, Mississippi, Louisiana, North and South Carolina, Georgia, Alabama, Florida, Arizona, Nevada, also Canada.

JACK JOHNSON TRAINING PICTURES
DIRECT FROM THE COAST

WRITE OR WIRE for my low rental rates on this HOUSE PACKING PICTURE
STATE RIGHTS FOR SALE

B. K. HANAFOURDE, Room 602—269 Dearborn Street, Chicago, U. S. A.

500 REELS OF INDEPENDENT AND ASSOCIATION FILM
AT $10.00 AND UPWARD PER REEL

BIGGEST BARGAIN EVER OFFERED

300 sets of Song Slides at $2.00 per set Write for list quick

AMERICAN FILM BROKERS
147-157 FOURTH AVENUE, NEW YORK
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INDEPENDENT RELEASE DAIES.

ECLAIH FILM COMPANY.
M«y 30—Tbe Watchmaker* Hut (Com.) BOO
May 80—Lift of tin- Alpine BbOOtWi In tbe

Frontier Ontposti (Scenic) 4«3

June 0—A Murijr <.r Lot* (Dr.i 811
June 6 —a Sculptor Who iu» Buy Work (>'

Jan* 18—In Um \
v lUi the Charcoal Woman

(Oom.)
June 1 c B11 (Oodk) 840
Julie -

Jiiiir 2l flat (I'r.

GREAT NORTHERN FILM COMPANY.
Apr. 28—Th* Conjuror (COUiedy)
Apr. 28—Tit* lour BiasMil (Sceulc)
Apr. 28—A Day Off (Comedy)
Apr. 80 Saved from the Sultan'a Sentence (D.)
May 7—The Somnambulist (Dr.)

•lay 14—A Marreloua Cure (Com.)
Uay 11—The Club of the Corpulent (Dr.)
May 91—A Father'* Qrlef (Dr.)

[Dr.J
May 28 EtoooFTell In Denmark (Scenic)
Juno 1—The Jump to Death (Dr.)

June 'i Dream (Com.)
.inn.' ii i be Duel (Dr.)
Juno is Hon Brotbei Cook w n Tangbt a I

son . t '..in. |

June is Lake of Loierne (Scenic)

Apr.
May
May
May
May
May
M | v

M iv

May

Juno
June
June
lone
June
Jane
June

'nif> .'»

2S—The New Shawl (Dramatic)
2—Two Men ( Dramatic) 088
—Aunt Marin's Substitute (Comedy) 070
—A Rural Romeo (Dr.)

12—The Turn of the Dice (Dr.)
16—A Doctor'* Perfidy (Dr.) 085
19—Fruits and Flower* (Dr.) 070
23—The Eternal Triangle (Dr.)

88 A New ;'.)

Romance (Dr. )

2 a l: i belor'i Lore (Dr.i

C—The Nlehols on Vacation (Com.)..
0—A Discontented Woman (Dr.)

Way to Win (Com. i

18 i Policeman'! > 090
20 in the Mesh of Mir Set (Dr. |

88 \ Sell m oh Hero (Di i

LUX FILMS.

Apr. 13—The Attack Upon the Train (Com.) .. .357

Apr. 2u—A Young Arlator's Dream (Comic) ... .887

Apr. 2ii—Grandpa's Darling (Dramatic) 4S7

Apr. 28—Artist* Child (Dramatic) 602
Apr. 28—Tommy and the Powder (Comedy) .. .420

May 5—The Little ReRKar Maid (Dr.) 672
May 5—They Would Roller Skate (Comedy) .. .268

May 12—A Mother 1

* Grief (Dr.) 657
May 12—Her Two Suitor* (Com.) 452

May 19—Tbe Lacemaker'a Dream (Dr.) 462
May 19—He Did Not Die (Com.) 432

-A Sagacious Animal (Com.) 406
June 2—A Stray Doe
June .".—The Slave's Lore (Dr.) 777

June 3—What Happened to a Clnemntocraph
Party (Com.) 298

.inn.- 14—A Hitter Enemy (Com.)
June 17 -Ml the Oomi

NX8T0R FILM COMPANY.
Apr. 20—The Cowboy and the Lieutenant (Dr.)..

Apr. 27—Day* of '49 (Dramatic) 095

May 4—A Daughter of the Mine (Dramatic) . .997

May 11—The Indian Princes* (Dr.) 980
May 18—The Fighting Parson (Dr.) 098

May 98—The Bed Man'* Honor (Dr.) 950
June 1—The Lily of the Ranch (Dr.) O.'n

June 6—The Bucking Rronrho (Com.) 075

June IS—Tbe Sheriff's Daughter (Dr.) B9S

Jane 20 -Boss of B Rranch D

NEW YORK MOTION PICTURE CO.

("Bison.")

Apr. IS—Bed Wine's Constancy (Went.)....
Apr. Iff—A Husband's Mistake (Dr.) 978

Apr. 22

—

Adventiir iwponchet (West.). .820

Apr. 96 Hasel the llcirt Breaker 618
Apr. 96—Battlesmki 418
Apr. 99—The Rescue of the Pioneer's Daugh'
Mav 3 v Sister'* Devotion it>r.( BBS
May 8 i.ove and Money
May II !y 848
Mav 13—Lost for Many Years 880
May 17—The Feud
May 90—The Mexican'* Jealousy 90."

24—The Curse of Gambling 818

May 97—Perils of the Plains 9oo

May XI—The Tie that Illnils 810
June 8—Married on Horseback
June 7—Girls 910
June 10—Saved from the Rodmpn
June 11 An Engineer's Sweetheart (Dr.i..

June 17— A Cowboy'* Rare for Wlfe..appi

ITALA.

(By N. Y. M. P. Co.)

Apr. 23—Isabella of Arragon 104S

Apr. 80—The Fashionable Snort SIS

Apr.

May

June
June
JllIO-

June

Apr.
Apr.
Apr.

May
May
Maj
May
May
June

June
Julie

June

T Bow thi lllara

Had in

a i Mill!

21 C
i Marrlei Agalnal II

I Pool i ter

i \ i -

ibead

AMBROSIO.
(By N. Y. M. P. Co.)

20 r. i ii J. in Ural - D"Oi .v Ofl ...

\ Docti • ' i"

27—Prlcot Is Learning a Handicraft 160
I \\ I... Killed II.'i.' TO
4— Bin* Jacket*)

1 .Maneuvers 22u

11—The Secret of the Luke
11—Frl a Libertine Hood 404

18—The Devil on TWJ Sticks 846
elllta

i \ Tnsl Barrage •

"

;

covin 121

Shipwrecked Man
B \ J. Jon* wife

Message 1000

PANTOORAPH CORPORATION.
Feb. 18—Tbe Hobo'* Dream of Wealth (Com.).82«
Frh. 25— Iron Arm'* Remorse (Dr.) 080
Mar. 4—The Electric Bath Tub (Oom.) too
Mar. 11 -The Mysterious Armor (Oom.) 840

POWZKS PICTURE PLAYS.
June 4—Her Portrait (Dramatic)
June i 01 Thai Indian (Comedj I

June 11—Her Romance (Dramatic)
June 11—Limburger and Lore (Com.)
Jane ii Wenonah (Dramatic)

i Wenonah tin
|

June is n, r Dad'i Pistol (Dr.) BOO
.lone is 'n,e Phrenologist (Com. I

Jane 21 Nevada (Dr. 1 BOO

THANHOUSER COMPANY.
Apr. 15—The Old Shoe Came Back (Com.) 250
Apr. 22—Her Battle for Existence (Dr.) 1000
Apr. 29—She Wanted to Marry a Hero (Dr.)...
Apr. 20—The Cigar* Ills Wife Bought (Com.).
May r—Jane Eyre (Dr.) 10OO
May 13—The Best Man Wins (Dr.) 950
Mav 20—Cupid at the Circus (Dr.) 075
May 27—The Winter's Tale (Dr.) 1000
June 3—The Girl of the Northern Wood*

(Dr.) 93.1

June 7 The Two Rosea (Dr.) 1

June 10 The Writing on the Wall (Dr - .1000
June 11 'raining n Woman Hater (Com.).
June 11 -The Woman Hater (Com.) 1

' Little Her.. Of Holll Dr. 1 1

ACTOPHONE
Apr. 27—Baby Ha* the Colic (Com.) 400
May 22—Proposing Under Difficulties (Com.). .1000

May 25—Love's Great Tragedy (Dr.) 1000

CAPITOL

May 16—The Heart of Tessa (Dr.)

June 4—The Turn of the Tide (Dr. I

June is—The Turn of the Tide > Dr. 1

Jnne 98 1 ash on Delivery ihr. • 000

BLBCTRAQBAIT
May 15—Love Your Neighbor as Yourself. Etc.

(Com.) 10O0
May 29— Proposing Under Difficulties (Com.)....
June 13—A Message from 1

SALES COMPANY—FILM D'ART
May 19—Werther (Dramatic) 060
May 28—Don Carlos (Dr. I

June 2

—

Vltelllus and Hellngahaln* (Dr.l

June 9—The Children of Edward tbe 4th (Dr.l.lOOO
June If—The Legend of the Holy Chapel (Dr.). 990

DEFENDER FILM COMPANY.
June 10—Russia, the Land of Oppression (Dr.K.

ATLAS FILM COMPANY.
June 8—The Outlaw's Redemption (Dr.)

June 15

—

Settling a Boundary Dispute (Dr.) 880

CENTAUR FILM COMPANY.
June 9—Mr. Swell in the Country (Com.)...
June 9—Blind LoTe (Dr.* 420

June 1»'—The Old Maid's Picnic (Com.)
June 16—The Old Maid's Picnic I

June 10—Her Lesson I Dr. 1

.Tunc 2S

—

Getting Rid of Ii

June 23—One Good Turn I Dr. )

MOTOGBAPH COMPANY OF A •-'

Jane 11 \

YA.\ MPANY.
I

AMF.HK AN KINOORAPH COMPA?.
'.

June
J

Jane
Juno
I

June
J

June
Jane

INDEPENDENT FILMS RELEASED BT
l.AGI.L 1 H.M i.XIHA

1 Pi

r >

1 1

1 \

i. f

Uadni -- for 1

in -d on Hoi

1 11.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS.
MANUFACTURERS I man?

Director. For p

Moving Picture World, N ^ 1

SITUATION WANTED
machine us operator or manager. M
-11 i. H> sober. B<

FOR SALE Aim. .si

3517 So. Halsted SI

HEAD OPERATOR.

If yon require an operator, towi
me. JAOB inn SB, 223 Weal I4tl S

FOR SALE |al| in Of •

l'..u. is inductor. 1;.-

Arcs, 1

all J, \ KOERPEL I'.-

138th si \ i city.

FOR SALE
288 wooden foldli -

ting current, a
for rent. OnJjj one In tow n

BERC 1. 1,

Monarch
Light Touch

All Day Speed
This machine minimizes effort, con-

energy increases efficienrv. enlarges output,
and reduces est per folio iture
explains WhY.
The Monarch Typewriter Company

wroom :

Monarch T>pev*riter KnilHina
.lOO Broadway. New York

Executive Offices • adway. New
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Capitol Films
Quality is our aim

Quality we strive for

Quality is our fetish

FIRST RELEASE, JUNE 18tH, 1910

THE TURN OF THE TIDE
APPROXIMATELY 900 FEET

After seeing this picture you will agree with us that the

tide has turned towards "QUALITY."

SECOND RELEASE JUNE 25tH, 1910

CASH ON DELIVERY
APPROXIMATELY 900 FEET

A DRAMA, CLEVER IN CONCEPTION AND EXECUTION

Again we repeat: "QUALITY." This picture certainly

substantiates our claims for Quality.

LITHOGRAPHS AND ANNOUNCEMENTS FREE

A. G. WHYTE, Sole AKen

27 Lexington Avenue
NEW YORK CITY

91 Dearborn Street
CHICAGO, ILL.

Llcenaed Under Bianchi and Jenkins Patents

J
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Are you seeking an

Exclusive Independent

Service?

Write, Phone or Call

PARAMOUNT FILM CO.
MAIN OFFICE

ol West 14th St. New York City

Only Exchange in New York and New
Jersey that handles the Greatest Draw-
ing Picture of Recent Years

Jack Johnson in Training I

Tastes Differ
"It's all a matter of taste," said
the fabled darky, as she kissed
a pig.

And so it is. Part of your audience
wants THIS sort of film and part
wants THAT.
Any successful programme carries
an accurate proportion of tears
and laughs—"proper balancing''
as it is called.

We are EXPERT BALANCERS
— our order clerks in any of our
six exchanges put MORE thought
into "balancing" a programme of
films than YOU ever would.

Another brick in the building of

PremierFilm Service

The Pittsburg Calcium
Light & Film Company
Pittsburg, Pa. Dei Moines, la. Rochester, N. Y.

Wilkes Barre, Pa. Cincinnati, Ohio.

Omaha, Neb.

Motograph Films EVERY
WEDNESDAY

Motograph tilms are made by one of the companies composing the Association of Independent
Film Manufacturers, all of whom represent Actual Products, not Blind or Mythical issues,
calculated to deceive the public.

MOTOGRAPH FILMS are SHIPPED DIRECT
and not through any Sales Company, as others would have you believe by their false and
malicious statements. We stand for an open and fair market, opposed to destructive o
by any clique or combination.

MOTOGRAPH RELEASES
WEDNESDAY. JUNE 13

A CHILD OF THE REGIMENT
Pathetic, Stirring Military Production.

WEDNESDAY. JUNE 22 TAFT FOR A
A Cyclonic Whirlwind of Comedy Length 870 Feet

WEDNESDAY. JUNE 2 <» A MILLIONAIRE TRAMP

Length 850 Feet Posters Free

DAY
Posters Free

IMPORTANT—Our advertised Release for June 11, "A Child ofthe Regiment,'
-

is postponed to June 15

GOOD SCENARIOS WANTED GET ON OUR MAILING LIST. EXCHANGES WIRE ORDERS DIRECT.

General Offices :

202 N. Calvert St. MoCOMPAN Laboratories :

Dupont Park

BALTIMORE, MD., U.S.A.
Licensed under the Bianchi-Columbia, Armat-Jenkins Patents
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NESTOR FILMS
CENTAUR FILMS

Released Monday, June 13, 1910

<nEStoR) The Sheriff's Daughter
925 FEET

Blondy, the dog hero of this story, is a most remarkable dog who, through almost incredible

intelligence, rescues his mistress from the clutches of marauding Indians.

Released Thursday, June 16, 1910

The Old flaid's PicnicCENTAUR)
The funniest Comedy ever released

390 Feet with 390 Laughs

Her Lesson
A touching little Drama with a moral

559 FEET

OUR NEXT RELEASES
Monday, June 20, 1910

(NE5TOR) BOSS OF RANCH
950 FEET

Another Western feature film that is up to Nestor standard

Thursday, June 23, 1910

cEntAUr, Getting Rid of Uncle
650 Feet of Fun

Showing the efforts of a couple to rid themselves of an undesirable relative that will appeal to

all lovers of clean comedy.

One Good Turn(CENTAUR.)
A touching little story of the reformation of a highwayman

300 FEET

Made by DAVID HORSLEY, Bayonne, N. J., U. 5. A.
SOLD BY

91 Dearborn Street A g-> \i;HVTr 27 Lexington Avenue
CHICAGO A * **• VVnillL, NEW YORK

MR. EXHIBITOR— The real exchanges have all ordered, and if your's has not, he isn't in the real class
;
put him next or shift to

the man who buys Good Films. Get on our mailing list by sending your name on a postal, mentioning the name of your exchange.

EXCHANGES—To avoid confusion, I have decided to ship Centaur Films for the time being through A. G. Whyte; till further

notice send your orders to him.

BIANCHI LICENSEE POSTERS FREE WITH ALL PICTURES
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DANDY FILMS
Licensed under BianchUArmsl JonKini Patents

FIRST RELEASE, JUNE 15th, I9IO

A Message from the East
Length, 890 Feet

NO PADDING-GOOD, WHOLESOME PICTURES—EVERY
ONE A FEATURE

Bear in mind no release over 900 ft., certainly

a "Dandy" departure

SECOND RELEASE JUNE 22d, 1910

An Interrupted Courtship
Length, 790 Feet

An Excruciatingly Funny Comedy—No repetitions or long* drawn, agonizing
chases over hill and dale, but truly comical situations.

A "Dandy" Comedy

LITHOGRAPHS AND SYNOPSES FREE

ELECTRAGRAFF COMPANY
A. G. WHYTE

27 Lexington Avenue
NEW YORK CITY

SOLE AGENT
91 Dearborn Street

CHICAGO, ILL.
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Film Success Means
Films That Are

Money-MaKers

Our First Releases

Will Be Successful

Money-Getters

RELEASED
Tuesday, June 21st

A CONTINUOUS LAUGH

Drowsy Dick's Dream.
British & Colonial—510 Feet

FULL OF SYMPATHETIC INTEREST

Tempered with Mercy
Hepworth Mfg. Co 475 Feet

Friday, June 24th

A THRILLING, EXCITING NOVELTY

Rose, R.N.
Clarendon Film—960 Feet

NOW IS THE TIME TO ORDER
WIRE IT AT OUR

EXPENSE

Because Story, Action and
Photography Are All

That Can Be

Desired

Selected from the Best

English, German
and Italian

MaKerS

The American Kinograph Co.

124 E. 25th St., New York City

Members of the Associated Independent Film Manufacturers

Telephone 2528 Madison Square"
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JACK JOHNSON
TRAINING PICTURES

The only autliorized and original moving pictures of JACK JOHNSON,

Champion of the World, training tor the big fight of

JOHNSON and JEFFRIES—JULY 4, 1910
Consisting of 6 rounds with his sparring partners GEORGE COLTON and MAR I V

CUTLER, and other features incidental to training quarters. All these pictures have

Jack Johnson's Autograph. No others are Genuine.

Book them NOW and be the First to Show them in Your City.

Write or Wire at Once for Terms. Z*™£%££^2£?r?*'

W. E. Greene Film Exchange
opposite majestic: theatre . 228 TREMONT ST., BOSTON, MASS.

I want to ask every moving picture exhibitor to give this some
serious thought:—Your theatre represents an investment of several hundreds or several thousands of dollars.

It is not a plaything. If you cannot afford to use it as a plaything, most assuredly you cannot afford to let

any film exchange use it as such. To protect your investment, you've uot to get the best pictures you can

rent. Many of you think that "Imp Films" are the best. Well and good. Now then, several exchanges
have quit buying Imp films for the purpose of injuring the Imp Company. Therefore they cannot supply

you with the latest films of that brand. The question for you to decide is this:—Can you afford to get mixed
up in the personal squabbles of your exchange? Can you afford to rent from any exchange which will not

supply you with Imp films, simply because it wants to take a crack at the Imp Company? Can ycu afford

to let your exchange use you as a stuffed club to whack the Imp Company? When you have answered that

question, make a note of the fact that the Laemmle Film Service will be tickled to land you as a regular

customer and give you WHAT YOU WANT! If you give a rap for MY advice, do as I suggest. Either

make your exchange quit playing petty politics or else—come to me for your films.

CARL LAEMMLE. President

THE LAEMMLE FILM SERVICE
Headquarters: 196-198 Lake Street, Chicago

Minneapolis Portland Omaha Salt Lake Cltj I \.ms\llle

THE BIGGEST AND BEST FILM RENTER IN THE WORLD

READ THIS:—"Laemmle Film Service, Gentlemen:— 1 want to thank you for the strong IMP program you sen: me. My "Imp dayt" are surely the money
getters. The sidewalk was full of people all evening, waiting for admission. Yours truly. Neil Duffy, owner and manager Elite Theatre. Appletoo. Wis.'

(We hate hundreds of letters, all In the same k*n
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VITAGRAPH
"LIFE PORTRAYALS"

SCENE FROM "HOW CHAMPIONSHIPS ARE WON AND LOST"

CORBETT SPECIAL
THE GREAT SPECIAL RELEASE

How Championships are Won
and Lost

By James J. Corbett

RELEASED WEDNESDAY, JUNE 15

FOR RELEASE, TUESDAY, JUNE 14

The Russian Lion
A Deeply Absorbing Story with an athletic flavor. How

an old wrestler was defeated and then madejhappy by a young

one. Approximate length, 948 feet

FOR RELEASE, FRIDAY, JUNE 18

Davy Jones' Landladies

Funny Farce Comedy, full of startling and side-splitting

situations. A sequel to

DAVY JONES' PARROT
Approximate length, 935 feet

FOR RELEASE, SATURDAY, JUNE 19

Ito, The Beggar Boy

A Thrilling Japanese Story of delightful sentiment, tell-

ing of one child's devotion to another. Beautifully acted.

Approximate length 962 feet

POSTERS—Protraits of Vitagraph Stock Company for Lobby Display, now ready for distribution through exchanges*

Also SPECIAL POSTERS FOR ALL VITAGRAPH PRODUCTIONS. If your Exchange does not fill your order send to us.

THE VITAGRAPH COMPANY OF AMERICA
\

INtvv VUKR, 1 10 Nassau St.

CHICAGO, 109 Randolph St.

LONDON, 25 Cecil Court

PARIS, 15, Rue Sainte-Cecile



Vol. 6.. No. 25. June 25, 1910 Price, lO Cento

MELIES RELEASES
WHITE-DOE'S LOVERS

and "THE STRANDED ACTOR"
Constitutes a Humorous Reel.

Released JUNE 23rd, I9IO

THE RULING PASSION
A Comedy Drama of love in Mexico, showing the extremes to

which a Mexican Youth was put to gain the girl of his choice.

neleased JUNE 30th, I9IO

ALL MLLIL5 FILMS ARE MONEY GETTERS; INSIST ON YOUR. EXCHANGE
SUPPLYING YOU WITH THEM.

G. MELIES, 204 East 38th Street, New York City
Western Representative. JOHN I! ROCK. 109 Randolph St.. Chicago, 111.

The Users of

POWERS No. 6 CAMERAGRAPH
Are increasing in number daily, and every user is

a" -booster" The quality of the machine and our
liberal treatment of our customers are

OUR BEST ADVERTISEMENT
Ask your Exchange for Power's Xo. 6. He'll get

it if you insist. It will pay you to insist.

POWER'S INDUCTOR
!

Current
Heat
Money

Ideal for Summer shows.

NICHOLAS POWER COMPANY - 115 Nassau Street, New York
SEND FOR CATALOC "C" AT ONCE

FOR LATEST RILEAfCS AND synopsis or

^Law j^jrfj
•^•aL 'aaaaa^'aaiaal ]_'_iJ.L.'_1_LL'—LLL'_!_? aV

nil ui ill
HaV

^ _llfl

sr F PAGE 1120
FOR. RtHAil LIFE PORTRAYALS" «EC PAGE 1117

FOR SYNOPSIS
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Address Our LITERATURE DEPARTMENT To Get On Our Mailing List

THANHOUSER FILMS
••ASK THE EXHIBITOR"

RELEASED TUESDAY, JUNE 21st
THAT GREAT "THANHOUSER CLASSIC"

H E, L- M
A Perfect Motion Picture Production

Marie Corelli's World- Famous Work Dramatized in the Thanhouser Way.

THANHOUSER
STAGING—ACTING—QUALITY

No village so small but it contains "Thelma" enthusiasts—created by both book and plav. Hence the big "Thelma" call fron
exhibitors. Has YOUR exchange YOUR call?

Approximate Length l ,000 Feet. No. 118. Code Word, THELMA

Released Friday-
June 24th

The Wreck of a $40,000 Rail-

road Passenger Coach in

This Picture!

—THE—
Governor's
Daughter

With the "Thanhouser Kid"
as the Daughter and a Real
Train Wreck as the Feature

—

A Reel that will make you sit

up and wonder how we did it

—

A marvelous creation that will

make vour patrons say: "Great
Show To-night!"

Approximate Length 1.000 Feet

No. 119. Code word. GOVERNOR

>t A ?
m 1 \^^

.

m
: *3b 4 *IJt

f 1-«K*H^- xi^WPQB
1 W ' &

i\

v y ~
v

"

•

* wSfi
% t

Scene from the Thanhouser "THELMA'

Magnificent Posters Free—Ask Your Exchange for them,

"THE GREATEST THANHOUSER WEEK"
is what you'll call tne present, with "Thelma" and "The Governor's Daughter" seeing the light of
release TOGETHER. Never before has a picture producer released any t»o such wonderous r els in

anv ONE week. If vou think we're mistaken about this, we'll be glad to have you tell us so—AFTER
YOU'VE SEEN THE RELEASES. "

THANHOUSER COMPANY n
nTw

r ™£k
Affiliated with the Associated Independent Film Manufacturers Licensees under the Bianchi, Armat-Jenkins Patents

Address Our LITERATURE DEPARTMENT To Get On Our Mailing List
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THE PROGRAMof QUALITY
Monday

IMP and ^ \NKI I

Tuesday
BISON and POWERS

Wed need ay
ATLAS and 1MBROSIO

Thuriday
IMP and FILM D'ART

Friday
BISON and DEFENDER

Saturday
POWERS and I'l ALA

This is the excellent program we have arranged after listening to the

suggestions of exchanges and exhibitors. It can be added to the instant

exchanges, exhibitors and manufacturers deem it advisable.
Last Saturday night we had the most satisfactory meeting since the

inception of the Sales Company. An unexpected visitor was the editor of

one of the leading trade papers who, at our urgent request, asked us every
question and named every objection which been used as an argument
against the Sales Company.

It was a conversation in which everybody called a spade a spade and
it resulted in clearing the atmosphere of all the vague doubts, fears and
misunderstandings which have been hanging over the Independent cause
like a fog for the past few weeks. Every possible and imaginable objection

to the Sales Co., from the standpoint of exhibitors, exchanges or Inde
pendent manufacturers, was wiped away by oral and documentary proof.

And we conclusively established the FACT that the temporary split in the
Independent Party was caused en toto by a complete outsider with a selfish

motive and not by any REAL Haw in the Sales Co. idea. Our only regret

is that every moving picture editor, exhibitor, exchange man and manu-
facturer could not have attended that Saturday night meeting to knit the
w hole Independent proposition into as solid a unit as the Sales company
is and will continue to be.

In conclusion we again urge exhibitors to give their active support
to the loyal exchanges, a list of whom we will cheerfully furnish upon
request This is the quickest way to reach the end we are all seeking to

attain—a unity of action and an undivided party.

THESE ARE THE BUYING EXCHANGES i
Albnuj I'iIih Kxrliange, Ms Br Iwhj V
j i \,. i.

. \\: \ on nto, urn
Ml. ii A wment l"n

Borkeye Film <"'
Boston Film Rent Boy 1ston SI

I i B
fin. 'inn.in Flint Exehnnee. 315 W fourth >

nil. i,
,

M.|

•

III

l, IDI

Kinetograph Co. ffoi 11 i: 21M si
. \, « Sort City.

Independent \y, si r. Ei . Swel
mi ai.'l Ann

nil,' Film Hi II

.1 » Mors
.-"• mrt s

B H r.v ii |]

w II

w H III.

U

I

Mo.20S \

Motion Picture Distributing and Sales Co.
Ill EAST 14th STREET NEW YORK
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GROWING!
GROWING!
GROWING!

<s.

P

C/)|

Enormous Factory

For the "IflP"

Negotiations Closed and Worh of Equipping New Place Now
in Progress.—A Sensational Business Success

-Monday of tliis week negotiations were

completed whereby the "Imp" company

secures a factory witu ten times tbe

capacity of our present plant!

-Eight months ago there was no such thing

as an "Imp" Film. In that time it has

grown so tremendously popular through

sheer force of quality and merit, that our

present factory which wo thought large

enough for at least five years is already

insufficient and cramped!

-In eight months we have accomplished the

very thing which required as many as

eight YEARS for other brands of moving

pictures!

-Our new factory is at 101st street and

Columbus avenue, New York City. It

gives us a floor space of over ten thousand

square feet for developing, printing and

drying alone! And this, bear in mind, has

nothing to do with our mammoth studio

Which is in another building in aunt her

part of the city.

-Hereafter when we rind it advisable to

produce special rush pictures such as

"In Africa" and "The Funeral of King

Edward" we can do so without the terrific

strain of night work which lias been neces-

sary in our present quarters.

-We owe this astounding growth to loyal

exhibitors and loyal exchanges as much
as to our own efforts. We have spent

money like water to better our product,

but it would be barren of results without

your loyal backing. Never imagine we
don't appreciate what we owe to you.

And never imagine we are going to let

up one single instant in our herculean

endeavor to maintain the leadership we
now enjoy

!

-Here's a million thanks to the whole

bunch of you!

-Now that the Sales company has relieved

us of the frightful job of making ship-

ments and collections, etc., we can pay

more attention than ever to "Imp" pic-

tures—and that's what we're going to do!

COniNQ- Drama and Comedy!

THE DRAMA:—"The Brothers' Feud." Released Monday, June 27th. Length, 960 feet. A Civil War story
of the Mrs. Leslie Carter sort. The kind that exhibitors will demand again and again for "return dates."

They don't call 'em "repeaters" when you send Imp Films back again. Isn't that bully!

THE COMEDY:—"A Game for Two." Released Thursday. June 30th, Length. 970 feet. In which wine
tries to play the part of the village skeezix and gets more than she bargained for. This picture ought to

make as big a hit as our famous "Fruit and Flowers" picture. Fight and beg for it!

Send for list of exchanges who are loyal to You!

The Laemmle Film Service Alliance, Portland, Oregon is a regular purchaser of IMP films. Their name
was omitted from our list last week through an error.

Independent Moving Pictures Co. of America
1 1 1 EAST FOURTEENTH STREET

CARL LAEMMLE, President

NEW YORK
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BISON m FILMS
Itt.M'IC St \ M K

FILMS OF QUALITY
FOUR REELS A WEEK Tuesday, a "Bison" Wednesday, Ambrosia Friday, a "Bison"— Saturday. Itala

Mr. Exhibitor : i

Ims you . vliil., i. and witl

I I \

BFSON I II MS, jus) drop u fully fun •. 1 1 1

1

.1 h -i o

ny, theonl) direct tupp 1 j fo i t

h

TWO MORK BISON CLASSICS
Released Tuesday. June ai: THE SEA WOLVES, 1 an
exceptional!} well acted story, which is sure t"

;
D<

ind this film, whether it be foi firs) run oi six n tl

Released Friday. June 24: A MEXICAN LOTHARIO. I h
in thrilling situations, the photograph) of same being , I to
ask your exchange man for this film, h refused if would bi

<• to change your service to an exchange handling BISON III MS 1

\l in
BISON" Release—Tuesday, June 2 I st

"THE SEA WOLVES"
BISON "-Release, Friday, June 24th

'A MEXICAN LOTHARIO"

AMBROSIO' -Release, Wednesday, June 22d

"THE STORY OF LULU TOLD BY HER FEET"

"THE TRICKY UMBRELLA OF FRICOT"

" ITALA"—Release, Saturday, June 25th

"THE MAN SUFFRAGETTE FOR THE ABOLITION

OF WORK FOR WOMEN"
"A WHITE LIE"

All Our Releases Sold Through The Motion Picture Distributing and Sales Co. Ill East 14th Street, Se*» >ork fit>

NEW YORK MOTION PICTURE CO.
Manufacturers of "Bison" Life Motion Pictures

LINCOLN BLDG., 1 UNION SQUARE. Cor. 14th St. , NEW YORK CITY
Phono 980 1-2 Stuyvesant Ca ble Address : Noslb
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Atlas Films Hold
the World ATLAS FILMS

A Good American Reel Every Wednesday

FOR. WEDNESDAY, JUNE 29, 1910

The Tenderfoot Parson
Length Approx. 900 Feet

A Western picture that touches the right spot, showing a remarkable type of man
—wears the cloth and a collar that buttons in back, but has a bunch of muscle under

it that he can use like a trooper, and the way he does it will freeze you to your seat

.

Dl D
YOU
GET

The Outlaw's Redemption ^|
Settling a Boundary Dispute tr
Grandpa's Will.—Sheriff's Daughter

Three
Hits

Atlas Film Company
FILMS SOLD ONLY THROUGH

Motion Picture Distributing; & Sales Co.

Ill E. Nth Street New York City

Decks Cleared and all is Ready ! ! !

RELIANCE FILMS
Will take first place among the Independent makers

beginning with the first releases

WATCH FOR THE DATE

Reliance Film Co.MOTION
I PICTURE

Burnt;

^D SALES
• NY

Our films will be sold through the Motion

Picture Distributing and Sales Co.

Ill East 14th Street :: New York
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POWERS PICTURE PLAYS
RELEASED SATURDAY AND TUESDAY

\A/\'< want every exhibitor hem. If you can't, write us, and we will put you in touch wit!) an
exchange that can. Powers Picture l'lays draw the crowd; each an subject a perfe< t play;

the acting is the best that can be obtained; photography is perfect, "not merely a reel of filum."

EXHIBITORS: Write us if your exchange cannot furnish you with
our films. Eor Your Own Good write and learn the "reason why."

RELEASED .11 \t 2",, |<)|() RH EASED USE 2H, 1910

A PLUCKY GIRL
Why Jones Reformed

Mother and Daughter
A Western hrama

THE POWERS COMPANY
241st Street and Richardson Avenue

New YorK City

Our pictures are distributed exclusively by

THE MOTION PICTURE DISTRIBUTING AND SALES COMPANY

A CLEAN SWEEP
Ask Anybody who Knows Pictures whether

Yankee Films have Made Good. Our

Films are "Yankee-ixin^ the Country. :: ::

===== GET THIS ONE =====
The Heroine of Pawnee Junction

To be Released on "YANKEE DAY" Monday) JUNE 27th.
LENGTH ABOUT SOO FT. AND LITHOG1APH I'ONIIKS I KM .

This is a real Western Picture by real Western People, carrying along a

story that will blaze a trail among pictures that are supposed to be

"Western" Just Get It and See.

YANKEE FILM CO.
3 r4 E. 72d ST., NEW YORK

Yankee Films Sold only through Motion Picture Distributing; and Salts Co.. Ill E. Nth St
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Owl Films
"7"HE gentlemen «f the trade may set back, smack their lips and prepare for the
V^ biggest treat ever given an Independent Exhibitor. We are working like

Trojans, and as soon as you see our first Release Date announced take out your
pencil and figure into your program.

An Owl Reel Every Week

OUR PRODUCT WILL BE HANDLED BY THE

Motion Picture Distributing

& Sales Co.

HI East 14th St. NEW YORK

HEAR
THIS
MAN
sp w*

Defender Film Co.,

New York City
Gentlemen:—

We believe we have had the honor of presenting the first films

released by your company in this city at the theatre Joliette, 13G.138 Court
Street, (Boston) the title being " Russia,—The Land of Oppression." We wish
to congratulate you on this splendid production. Your company will be a wel-
come addition to the Independents and we desire to express our sincere wish
for a great future for your company.

Believe us to be
Respectfully yours,

Realistic Moving Picture Co.

J.J. Roth, Mgr.

DEFENDER FILMS ARE HITS
OUR NEXT RELEASE, FRIDAY, JUNE 24th

TOO MANY GIRLS
This will make just as much talk as our last week's release, " Married in Haste."

There's not a moment in it that doesn't mean a laugh, aDd the photographic quality
was a surprise even to us—fact! (Length about 950 Ft.)

DONT LET YOIR EXCHANGE MAN SPIN YOU A YARN IE HE IS UNABLE TO GIVE

YOl THE DEFENDER RELEASES. HE IS EITHER BUYING THEM OR HE IS NOT. BUT
THE ONLY MEANS YOU HAVE OF FINDING OUT IS TO WRITE TO

MOTION PICTURE DISTRIBUTING AND SALES CO., Sole Agents
111 EAST FOURTEENTH STREET, NEW YORK CITY

LITHOGRAPH POSTERS FREE
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Canadian Exhibitors

ROLL TICKETS
u9 Matin*

|

,->(),()()() Lots, $8. ir>

.ny°Coior
I 100.000 Lots, $13.00

St<u k I i t kois 8 cents per 1,000
Buy your tickets from us and save the- luty

and save 5095 on the express charges

CANADIAN TICKET PRESS
CANANOQUE

Cash with Order
ONT.

Mr. Exhibitor
Do you know what our

competitors said of us at the

recent Chicago convention ?

l he Buckeye Film &
Projecting Co. of Dayton,
Ohio, furnishes the Best
Service in the World for

the Least Money."
Hot Roast, wasn't it? But

it may he TRUE. Why not

rind out ?

THE BUCKEYE FILM

& PROJECTING CO.
(THE HOUSE OF MERIT)

309-311-313-317 Arcade Building

DAYTON. OHIO

Photo Post-Cards
from your Kodak Films or Photos. JI5.00 t>er

1.000. We develop Kodak Films 5c per Roil or Pack.
We make Lantero Slides from your own designs.

STIDIO REMBRANDT, **.*
Wheeling, West Va.

SONG SLIDES
L
I

D
E

Attractive Announcement Slides

.i.~n i-.i li or Mini- for NI.OO

Uc mike I \lremcl) Low Price* la Quantities lo I llm

Exchanges Scad lor list sad Prices.

We alto ot)> : low tix -::<Jirjg order custo-

mers for our " Song SI

NORTH AMERICAN SLIDE CO . \&£S!U&£18:

L
I

D
E

SONG SLIDES
TO^E^T"*

&>{

^theMana^er
I $ees

This Manager looks ^^^^^"^^^^
prosperous and happy. You ^^^^^^^ X %/
will feel the same way when you dis- ^^
card that old juice consuming rheostat and

put in a

Fort Wayne Compensarc
It will increase your box office receipts

because your patrons will notice' at once how
much brighter and clearer your pictures are. And what's more, it will

Cut 2-3 from Your Monthly Lighting Bill

That sounds as if we were stretching it. doesn't it? But we are not and just to

show you. we will ship you one on 30 days free trial and let you prove it.

If it does not do all we claim for it, ship it back at our expense and it won't cost

you one cent.

If this sounds "good" to you. send for our

little booklet "Compensarc vs. Rheostat" and find

out the particulars.

You are paying the Lighting Company half

your profits every day you wait.

Fort Wayne Electric

Works
1402 Broadway

Fort Wayne,
Indiana

Sprockets Repaired, Steel Teeth

Upper and I

Intermittent. Any Make Machine. Sr.Jo

510 P0 offered to any operator in Chicago
who can put my repaired srrockets out of
commission by doubling speed of machine.

M Naur Film Exchange Doit Hinale Tkcm.
tend your repairs direct to me. Sample
lurmsned to Jabbers and Exchanges

E .W. LAVEZZI ,3042 N. Ashland Ave., Chicago

MUSIC TO FIT THE PICTURE
Totion Picture Piano Mualc NOW JOc A COO

Tills Is n

S.. w n all

n tbu

: : : :

GREGG A. FRELIXGER. Music Publisher. Lafayette. Indiana.

All advertising copy MUST be in hand by Wednesday each week
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OPERA CHAIRS
That Stand
the TEST

The hard usage ac-
corded opera chairs
makes the selection
ofachairotPROVEN
QUALITIES essential.

Our Opera Chairs
are conceded to be
thelDEALseating,
as they are comfort-
able, permanently
noiseless and com-
bined with a dis-

tinctive style and
excellence that is

unequalled.

HIGHEST QUALITY

LOWEST PRICES

Write lor Catalogs

AMERICAN SEATING COMPANY
Dept. V. /g\ NEW YORK

Z15Wabash Ave. (ff§jS) BOSTON

CHICAGO NVS^ PHILADELPHIA

Manhattan Slide Co.
(incorporated)

136 W. 37th St., New York City

Telephone 6759 Murray Hill

NEW SLIDES
'l's the lame old me, but not the same old

girl (Chas. K. Harris)

I Like You (Remick)

Havana (Shapiro)

Coney Island for Mine.

That Loving Melody Rubenstein Wrote
(Remick)

When I think of Home and You (Rossiter)

Announcement Slides a Specialty

BRANCH OFFICE

14th Street & 4th Ave.
Room iog Phone 2^14 Stuyvesant

German Saving Bank Building

WHY NOT LEARN
MOVING
QPERCT1N
Taylor's Method

5I.W.28
t
-=ST$$[k

TELNH+OS.MmSi

Correspondence Course. Special rates to

the trade, send for free illustrated catalogue.

School class meets every morning and
afternoon, with F. H. Richardson of Chi-
cago, as chief instructor. Evening classes

meet every Monday, Wednesday and Fri-

day. We positively guarantee you a $15
position.

We are selling agents for the Power's
Cameragraph and Motiograph Moving
Picture Machines.
We carry a large line of electrical sup-

plies and furnish everything for the theatre.

F. C. TAYLOR
49 West 28»h Street New York City

Phone 1405 Madison Square

EXHIBITORS— 1'iu Fourth July feature. "Jim-a-
do Jeff." Have this song sung in your theater day
ol big fight. Send ten cents tor copy. Feature
Syndicate, Sandus'ky, Ohio.

COMING
Excelsior Picture Plays

WATCH FOR RELEASE. DATES

EXCELSIOR MOVING PICTURE COMPANY
:: :: :: Brooklyn, N. Y.1015 60th Street

UNIFORMS
AND

CA PS
FOR

Moving Picture

Theatres

Catalogues, Samples

and Prices for the

Asking

James H.Hirsch& Go.

Jackson Boulevard
CHICAGO.

No. 110 A

35c Postage Paid
Send for Catalog' of Announcement

and Ad alidaa

The Neosho Slide Company
100 S. Wood St., Neosho, Mo.

Drums, Traps and all

Moving Picture

Show Effects

Our New Beautifully Illustrated Cata-
logue now ready and will be sent free to

any address upon request.

LOUIS B. MALECKI & CO.
272 Wabash Avenue Chicago

We Buy
We Sell FILMS

PLENTY OF GOOD
USABLE REELS—

$5* $10 and $15
SEND FOR LISTS

Chicago Film Brokers
Cor. Alnslee and Bernard Sts., Chicago, 111.

THE ENTERPRISE MODEL B

Portable Calcium Gas Outfit
Is the only Substitute for Electricity for projecting

Motion Picture or Stereopticon views and is the

Only Satisfactory Portable Outfit
because it operates by WATER PRESSURE, IS CON-
STANT, REGULAR AND RELIABLE and has no com-
plicated spring valves to corrode, choke up and otherwise

get out of order. Is patented.

"OXONE" in SQUARE CAKES Is most Satisfactory for

the production of Oxygen Oas. Send for particulars.

For Sale by Dealers

r.lA...i*a rWi/trtl llfn- Pa MANUFACTURERS ANB SALES AGENTS
EnterpriSfi UpilCai Mlg. UO. 564 and 572 W. Randolph St. CHICAGO
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The Great T rain Ho Id- U P
Released Saturday, June 25

AN AMERICAN
Approx. Length, 932

PRODUCTION

Feet

NEW YORK MA 1 M C-
41 West 25th Street

r nLKLb CHICACO
35 Randolph Street

What D'You Think of This?
ON E of the largest dealers and renters in the United States, who has been pushing the sale of

another machine, presumably because he had secured a special agency and probably a special

discount, said to us last week :

"Say! I Want to Sell the Motiog'raph
Iv'e dodged it as long as I can. The demand is so strong I'VE GOT TO SELL IT."

All dealers have known from the beginning that Motiograph Pictures are ^^ ~"\

better, and the only way they could think of to knock it in order to push the M \

machine for which they had a special agency was to say "they fc J
didn't believe it would stand the heaw grind;" but now, »y IB ^
AFTER THREE YEARS OF HEAVY GRIND, they learn that the

MOTIUGRAPHS ARE ALL PRACTICALLY GOOD AS NEW,
that they are outwearing all other machines and that

The Wise Exhibitor Will Have No Other fl
Thev give up and sav: "We've (jot to sell it."

NOW, MR. EXHIBITOR, there's several big reasons
for the SUPERIOR QUALITY of MOTIOGRAPH PICTURES
and half a hundred lesser reasons. THE REASONS ARE
SCIENTIFIC AND LOGICAL, and are covered by patents to us.

Exhibitors use the Motiograph because thev can show

BETTER PICTURES THAN THEIR COMPETITORS. The
result of Better Pictures is LARGER PATRONAGE and LARGER
BANK BALANCE.

Our 1908 and 1909 Models wrought A WHIRLWIND OF SUCCESS,

but the 1910 MODIL IS A CYCLONE. They hurried us with orders—
but we're live ones—and, by largely increasing our force and working four nights a week, we're a^ain able

to fill orders promptly.
If you aren't familiar with Motiograph Quality and aren't sure that IT'S THE ONLY MACHINE TO BIY, let

us send you our Motiograph Catalog with testimonials from hundreds of enthusiastic Motiograph users. The

Motiograph is for sale by progressive and up-to-date dealers.

MANUFACTURED AND IOBBED BY

ENTERPRISE OPTICAL MFG. CO.
J. H. HALLBERC, New York Agt.

5G4 AND 572 "W. RANDOLPH ST.
CHICAGO. ILL.

J. F. BROCKLSS. London Agt.
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Selig
RbLEASe UA1E, JUob 2Uth «

Length about 1000 It fex
One of the most interesting pictures of the season. On Wt

same reel, with ea
A WASTED EFFORT Code words, OYSTER and EFFORT

A Dramatic story of the Land of the Midnight Sun'j

Length about 1000 ft. Code word, TRAIL

Polyscope Co.

Trade Mark

RELEASE UATB. JUNE 27th

CHICAGO

U. S. A.

RELEASE DATE, JUNE 23rd
Absolutely new and entirely out of the ordinary

See it.

Length about ICOOft. Code word, MINISTER

' A strong Melodrama—quick of action and replete with
I beautiful photography.
Length about 1000 it Code word. DAUGHTER

P
o
s
T

R
S

US E RELEASE DATE, JUNE 30th

.

A film that will outlive the Millionaire Cow Boy—the most
wonderful coup in picturedom

Ranch Life in the Great Southwest

The greatest assemblage of the world's celebrities ever brought together in the single picture, In

daredevil and death defying feats of science and human endurance. A picture the praise of which will

be sung in every corner of the earth, matchless in conception and historically correct in every detail.

HISTORY WITH ITS MAKERS
There is no sham, no Imitation, no makebelief, no deception, no misrepresentation, no staleness

about this, the original and only genuine and absolutely Wild West film. It is ranch life history revived
and perpetuated by the presence of the brave and hardy men who helped make it and in many instances

sealed it with their blood in desperate battles and fierce personal encounters with the most formidable
and resourceful of all savage foes. Great indeed is this addition to the library of the world's cele-

brities of the plains, which is besides the rarest and most instructive Ethnological exhibit film ever pro-

duced. With such celebrities as Henry Grammar, Tom Mix, Pat Long, Johnny Mullins and Chas. Fuqua,
it is as far apart from any and all other pictures as the distance between the poles.

Of course, it was made by SELIG. If you are interested write to your exchange.

THE SELIG POLYSCOPE CO., Inc.
45-47-49 RANDOLPH STREET CHICAGO, U. S. A.
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The Qualitative Picture.

The Influence of the French School of Picture
Making

A.S the public taste in matter- of art advances. SO does
that public become more discriminating, more critical oi

the work that is produced for it- aesthetic satisfaction.

This is true of all arts. Take painting for example: Con-
noisseurs in this country must regret that the chief pro-
duction- of lames A. MacNeil Whistler and John. Sar-
gent do not find places in New York's Metropolitan Mu-
seum of Art. Nevertheless the American collector is

atoning for his remissness in the pa-t by ransacking the

old world for the best work- of art.

It is commonly said that America to-day is in too
much of a hurry to make money, to pay closer attention

to artistic progress. This is probably true in great meas-
ure. It applies also to the little field of the moving pic-

ture. We see over and over again a feverish hast

get a release, irrespective of those finer qualities of the

picture, which are slowly earning the ap] n of the

moving picture public. Let us take one or two concrete
examples. The Biograph releases are distinguished by a

certain pictorial quality which is the outcome of patient

systematized work in the photographic department. Per-

haps the hypercritical might saj that the) subordinate

the theater has absolutely no injurioi I on the i

ectness of tone values, clearness and uniformil

picture. Nevertheless they have a standard of quality

all their own which i- recognized throughout ti

as Biograph quality—a quality which other makers are

laudably endeavoring to emulate.

There i-. in fact, room in the moving picture field for

several schools of picture making, each having it- own
distinctive qualities of pictoriality. Another inst

cur- to Us which we de-ire specially to commend to the

consideration of the earnest maker of moving picl

and the earnest student of them. We mean the < iaumont
pictures, which are highly respected 1>\ good judges of
pictorial quality in moving picture-. We have become
SO familiar with the various styles and school- of pic-

ture making that we think we could pick out a Gaumont
from a crowd of others, even though it were not identi-

fied and titled by the maker- themselves. The < iaumont
picture typifies the work of the French school. Be sure
that whenever j or a- a rule, when you -<

Gaumont picture, it has certain distinctive qualities which
impress themselves upon the mind of the careful ob-

server. To begin with: the lights and -hades, which are

called in artistic parlance, the chiaroscuro, are always true

to nature and well balanced. The picture i- always il-

luminated from the proper point, that i-. in most >

ftt in the -iih' or the hack of the camera, and the result

i- naturalness of effect. Then, again, a- to the tone val-

ues, the -k\ i- never a- dark a- the foreground. This

is the true condition of affair-. The various tone- are

differentiated throughout the scale. Say. one of the char-

acter- wear- a dress in which there an- several kin<

light fabrics; the relative difference i- shown. We -1:

conjecture that (iaumont uses Olthochromatic film- and a

light filter on the camera, for it i- by this mean- that

c< rrect tone values are obtained. Then, again, the com-
position of these picture- conform- to the requirements
of pictorialism ; the) do not seem to be chosen haphaz-
ardly. The settings, the groupings are all arranged in

conformity with the known law- and rule- of con

We are leaving out of consideration here the acting

story telling -iik- of these films and are simply judg

them as artistic productions.

The (iaumont picture gives you a distinct c<

inclining towards warmth or sepia, so that the I

effect of these picture- 1-. a- a rule, that of delicate draw-
ings or paintings in monochrome. There i- nothing
crude about them: everything II balanced, modelled
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and harmonized. So that, unconsciously, the spectator of

these moving pictures has some such aesthetic satisfaction

as <nie does when looking at a picture by Chase, Alexan-
der. Whistler. Sargent, or other American painters; they

are, in fact, in t merely photographic, they are pictorial.

\\ e have drawn this distinction between the pictorial and
the photographic quality in these pages before. Let us

illustrate our meaning: The purchaser of a kodak cam-
era starts out making exposures, gets his or her prints

developed and something of a result; in most cases these

are merely indifferent black and white snap shot photo-

graphs : mere snaps secured without reference to artistic

composition, tone values or any other pictorial considera-

tion. But after a time in many cases your kodaker real-

izes that the mere photograph as such does not satisfy

his craving for something pictorial, and then, as the cur-

rent literature of the aibject amply proves, he begins to

study the artistic possibilities of photography. And by

and by, after much tribulation, he b< gins to make pict-

ures, that is to say, he pays attention to composition and
tone values; he modifies his printing methods; he ac-

centuates here, and suppresses there, and the end of it

all is that, if he be a serious student of his work, he is

no longer content with the haphazard snapshots. He
works for something pictorial. All this, of course, is

accomplished as the result of careful study and attention

to technical details, plus the application of pictorial

knowledge. Without exaggeration we have witnessed the

evolution of scores, we might say hundreds, even thou-

sands of photographers, from the snapshot stage into

picture makers. So soon as their eyes are open to the

crudities of their first efforts they become dissatisfied,

and do not, or will not rest until their work is invested

with some pictorial quality.

Much the same sort of thing is going on in the mov-
ing picture film to-day, especially amongst those manu-
facturers who have taken up the work during the last

two or three years. They are no longer content with

the poor photograph, because the public is no longer con-

tent with it. The public is demanding pictures and it is

up to the makers, therefore, to give the public what it

wants. We thought, therefore, that we might take the

Gaumont pictures as the text for this article in order

that we could more clearly illustrate, for the information

of our readers, what we mean by pictorialism in moving
picture making. It is easy, of course, to condemn or

criticise ; it is not so easy to construct, build up, or teach

;

—unless we have at hand illustrative examples, which

these Gaumont pictures certainly are. Of course we do

not say that these or any other class of moving picture

.should have universal imitation,—that would lead to mo-
notony,—but they certainly contain qualities of a sugges-

tive nature for the earnest worker. There is no effect

without a cause, and the causes and the excellencies

of the Gaumont picture are simple: high grade artistic

and technical knowledge applied to the work. This also

holds good in reference to the other school, if we may
so term it, the fine, vigorous black and white, work of

the Biograph Company. Here you have two distinct

kinds of picture, each with its own excellencies, each

appealing to its large public.

There are other possibilities in this direction. It is

open to any manufacturer to-day to devote such attention

to the work that he could give his pictures their own
pictorial individuality. One maker might go for delicate

grays; one might go for razor-edge definition; that is,

fine focusing and a well stopped down lens ; others again

might diffuse the focus slightly; others again might se-

lect their own individuality of color deposit by modifying

the exposure and the developer. There is, in fact, a wide

field open for individuality of expression in the photo-

graphic end of moving picture making. Again we say
we are leaving out of consideration the acting and scen-
ario ends. We are dealing with the moving picture as

a picture, a point not sufficiently emphasized by those
who write about the subject, or otherwise give it atten-
tion.

In respect of this important matter we in the United
States are probably only on the threshold of great ad-
vances. We hear much said and we see much written
about the moving picture being in its infancy, but very
few people who use this phrase quite know what they
have in mind. The}- talk about the future of the picture
in a vague, conjectural fashion. Do they pause to think
that the future of the picture rests with its technical and
artistic improvement and advance ? Moving picture mak-
ing, just as other forms of illustration in books and pe-
riodicals, as a glance at these productions as compared
with the pictures of a decade or twenty years since will

show, has made enormous strides in style and technical

expression. To-day our magazines and books are illus-

trated by skilful artists. We have reproductions in color

and the like. Generally the standard has been lifted, in

virtue of the fact that progress in artistic appreciation

has been very marked with the people at large—a fact

which applies to all the liberal arts, as we have recently

pointed out.

This is the sort of modification going on in the mov-
ing picture field. The time is rapidly going when the

slap-dash photographer who produces a crude black and
white subject, ill-composed, falsely lighted and inaccur-

ate in its translation of tone, light and shade, will any
longer be tolerated in the moving picture field. The
ignorant and the stupid have jeered at us for uttering

these sentiments before, but the ignorant and the stupid

are refuted by events. For it pleases us to hear that

moving picture makers are beginning to talk MOVING
PICTURE making, not moving photograph making—

a

totally different thing, as was pointed out in these pages
some weeks ago.

A careful study of such pictures as those produced by
Gaumont will well repay the labor on the part of those

young manufacturers who have recently taken the work.
It is common to read in the advertisements and else-

where the claim for "good photography." Not in so

many cases as we could wish is this claim well founded.
There is, as we have pointed out before, the, merely me-
chanical photograph ; there is also the pictorial photo-
graph. It is the pictorial photograph that we want to see

dominant in the moving picture field. And that is why
we draw attention to the matter in this article, taking

the Gaumont pictures as subjects and inspirations.

The Fourth of July in the Picture House.

In last week's Moving Picture World, we referred

to an incident that is to specially characterize the Fourth
of July this year. We mean the taking of the Jeffries-

Johnson pictures. This, of course, is of particular in-

terest alone. It is an incident that is not likely to recur.

The Fourth of July will, of course, remain with all its

significance, when Mr. Jeffries and Mr. Johnson have re-

tired into that obscurity which many people think they
should not have emerged from. This is a point, how-
ever, that we do not desire to debate, inasmuch as we
have already said it lies outside our province. The
Fourth of July, however, remains with all its popular

historical and national significance, and we desire to refer

to it specially this week in relation to the interest which
it has, or should have, with the moving picture exhibitor

and the public for whom he caters.

We were verv much interested on Memorial Dav last
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advantage w itl) t.ikrn b> some
hibitors of the sentiment which that day crystallizes in

the hearts of the people. The popu ited

put "ii a tilm which is nol a n<

tractive to those who are patriotic American;

picture was called "Stirring 1 >aj - in < >l.l \ irginia," which
i- thorough!} well known to our readers as one i i the

Vitagraph Company's most successful productions. It

graphically illusti ime of the concluding incidents

i E the I ivil War, and end- as, of course, everyb
-. u ith the apparition incoln pl<

ing for peai

The reception of this film da a holiday audien<

vinced us that the great American public is always will-

ing to welcome moving pictures of historical incidents

nected with the foundation, growth and progress of

their country. \\ e are glad 1.
1 see that si >me of the makers

are making special releases for this coming Fourth of

July and desire to impress upon the exhibitor the value

of the opportunity that lies before him in thoughtfully

catering for his patrons on the Fourth. Besides these

forthcoming releases, there is much other materia

draw upon, because for several years past the American
film makers have specially directed their attention towards
patriotic subjects, and we have no doubt there are, as in

the case of the film which we make reference to above,
i tlier pictures available which will be to the taste of the

audiences.

It is a trite observation that the moving picture is a real

mean- of teaching history, and certainly American peo-

ple are keen to familiarize themselves with the leading

incident- in the history of their country. This cannot be
more effectively done than by the production of care-

fully made moving pictures. Washington and his times

are bound to figure on die forthcoming Fourth. Not
alone will Washington figure on the screen; we conceive

there are incidents in the lives of the other threat men of

the country which may he fittingly illustrated. The life

of Lincoln supplies an illimitable wealth for film treat-

ment. There is, of course, the quadrennial inauguration
<^i a president which will interest people. There are such

things as the recent Hudson-Fulton Celebration, indica-

tive of the the a untry. There are the in-

cident- of iSu. There are the Mexican and other wars.

There is, of course, the Civil War: there is the recent

voyage oi the United States fleet around the world—in

fact, when we commence enumerating the leading inci-

dents of the country which can be treated on the moving
picture screen, we are surprised at the scope which the

film maker has for teaching the lessons of history and
patriotism to moving picture audiences on July the 4th.

Let the exhibitor, then, in the time remaining for him
use his best efforts to arrange a programme which will

appeal to the patriotic sentiments oi his patrons, eld and
young. The young are athirst for information about the

history of their country, the old never tire of re-reading

it. More than that, of course, these pictures besides be-

ing of an instructive nature may also be intrinsically

dramatic and entertaining, so that while ministerin,

the patriotic sentiments of those who witness them, they

may also divert and please the mind. If advantage be

widely taken of the imminence of the Fourth of July on
the part of the exhibitor to furnish suitable patriotic

pabulum for his patrons, then another important step will

have been taken to enshrine the moving picture theater

in the hearts of the public. We specially direct attention

to tffis matter for general as well as particuiar reasons.

We want to see the Fourth of July taken advantage of in

the manner suggested, and we also want to feel that our
advice will he of general interest, that is to say. it will

be looked upon as an effort on the part of the exhibitor

die publ

The Morals <>f the Picture*

minim..

I which
surprise and pain. I

an exhibit* 1 ith the

In

both of these referen ide ti 1 tl

of mam films and b) in

itial t' '
the futun

Are we specially privileged, we wondei

ing the undesirable film about win.

i- made in these last twi

reallj objectionable picture. We ha

one-: others, again, li crime and brutality I

been shown ; nothing out of the way. This may be

^ 1 fortune on our part, or it may be an accident

There the fact remain-: but we who much of the

picture a- anybody have found no reason to lu-

like our Harrisburg and Albion frierj

That unsuitable pictures are pro,;

saying. But why condemn the picture generally? Un-
suitable book- are printed this very moment in this very

city. Why condemn literature? Mr. Comstock obj

to certain painting-, bits of sculpture and other efforts of

art. Why condemn the liberal arts on this account?

Morality, after all. is purely a matter of geography.

In Paris the menage a /;• prise; in

Ion or New York, we elevate our eyebrow-. In

some parts of the Orient the recognized marriag

toms could not possibly be illustrated on the moving
picture screen. Yet, Oriental people are very moral.

If it is wrong to -how a murder on the moving picture

stage in the interest of the nmr;
jj

children, is

it right to place an unexpurgated Bible in the child's

hands? Let our Harrisburg and Albion friends answer

this questi, in.

We want to see the picture as clean, as harmless and

as innocuous as it i< possible to make it. But whei

the line to be drawn? Here in Xcw York there is a

body of ccn-rrs working under the patronage of the

People's Institute. So far the- m to

have given satisfaction. Personally, however, we should

be disinclined to regard Mr. J< hn ('oilier and his friends

as infallible authorities OH mora- cannot po^ihly

lav down a universal Standard which will govern a man
in Paris, another in Xew York, another in Tekin. an-

other in Timbucl
There may be. and probably arc. imported pictures

which arc not to the taste of the people in thi- country.

We do not -ee them. Tho-e we violently

aggressive against the commandments. We refer, of

course, to the French and Italian subjects

they arc rather dull.

We should like to see a little nirre consistencv shown
by the<c critic- oi the morals oi the picture. The evil,

we are persuaded in our own mind, i- very much exag-

gerated. Speaking generally, both, licensed and Inde-

pendent manufacturers to-day are producing good, clear-

pictures. Xow and again violence may appear which
is not true to life. How can you possibly illustrate life

if you omit some of its salient pha-es' Can you teach

a child relierion without dealing with the consequences

of wron^doinq- ? Can you teach morality without dealing

with the unpleasant re-ults of immorality? Can you keep

in a stab g health and be indifferent to the dele-
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terious influences that surround you? Of course not.

This is no apolog) for unsuitable pictures. It is

rather a plea for less exaggeration when dealing with
the subject—a plea for moderation of thought and action.

It is a plea to the better instinct of the exhibitor, the

renter, the importer, only to handle such films as are not
likely to raise doubts as to their suitability. The good
old-fashioned newspaper rule applies: "When in doubt,

leave out.'' There was a time the picture could be very
properly assailed on general grounds, as, generally speak-
ing, it was bad—bad in theme, bad in photography, bad
in effect. But that time has gone, we must insist.

All the same, as our pages show week by week, when-
ever we come, or if we come, across a picture which
in our judgment is not suitable for public exhibition

before women and children, we shall denounce it and we
shall denounce its makers with all the emphasis and
intensity at our command. As we have said before, this

journal stands for the good, clean, elevating, entertain-

ing, instructive picture. No other reasons influence
us. No other must be permitted to injure an entertain-

ment and a business of such importance to us all.

Moving Pictures Cure Mental Diseases.
The unlimited beneficial uses of the moving pictures

have always been contended for in these columns ; it is,

of course, absolutely impossible to enumerate every pos-

sible advantageous use to which they may be applied,

but believing in their universal adaptiveness we are never
surpiised at any new discovery or experience in which
they have become profitable.

The latest use to which living pictures have profitably

been applied is in dealing with the insane. The idea
occurred to Dr. Henry S. Atkins, of the Missouri State
Hospital for the Insane at St. Louis. Dr. Atkins says

:

"Knowing that an insane person has in many ways the

inclinations of a child, and reasoning collaterally, I put
this question to myself. 'Would my patients be interested

in motion pictures ?' A trial was enough to convince the

most skeptical doubter, for at the first entertainment half

the entire number of inmates sat fascinated through the

hour's performance. Following this a modern apparatus
was installed in the asylum, and given a full test for

one year. The improvement has been remarkable even
in cases which had been declared hopeless." Dr. Atkins
further relates in the history of his new treatment of the

results in certain special cases where insanity has been
cured or greatly improved. This testimony is without
doubt of great value and we believe there are others
besides Dr. Atkins who can prove the same benefits else-

where. There can be no doubt that dormant faculties in

asylums or in schools can be brought to healthy activity

by a judicious use of the moving pictures, and we are
sure that this is one of those divisions of the sphere of
usefulness at once health-producing and mind-quickening
from which we anticipate large results in the near future.

We shall continue in our watchfulness and expectancy,
knowing that from time to time we shall realize our varied
anticipations and gladly record every development, know-
ing that every such advance, in whatever sphere it mav
be, is not only helpful to those in the moving picture
world but for humanity at large. We would remark in

this connection that we notice from time to time various
institutions are installing moving picture machines. A
Board of Education recently considered the question of
introducing a plant in the large public school under their

control ; this is, we believe, but the beginning.

The Music and the Picture.

We have often urged the moving picture exhibitor to

supplement, or complement, his display of moving pic-

ture by good music, both vocal and instrumental. It is

to the credit of a progressive business that our advice is

often well heeded. There was the conspicuous instance
the other day when our Mr. Bradlet at Chicago was in-

strumental in having a fine Gaumont picture treated with
suitable music. This created both a record and a local

sensation. Now, this very week we have received a bill

from the St. Nicholas Theatre, 1,409 St. Nicholas ave-
nue, in this city which shows that the proprietor of this

house is alive to the value of good vocal and instrumental
music. We think that his is such a good example, that

we reproduce the bill in its entirety as it was distributed,

so that other exhibitors may profit by the hints given
therein

:

ST. NICHOLAS THEATER
1409 St. Nicholas Avenue

EXTRA SPECIAL PERFORMANCES
On Sunday, June 12, 1910

Matinee 2-5.30 P. M.
Trinity Quartette, 4 Male Artists, In Popular Selections
Miss Cecil Spencer, Soprano,

In Linda Bloodgood's famous Compositions
5,000 Feet of High-grade Motion Pictures.

Evenings 7-11 P. M.
Grand Opera Quartette,

In Selections from Rigoletto and Lucia
Mr. Zwiebach, Baritone, In Operatic Selections
Mr. Coster, Tenor,
Miss Cecil Spencer, Soprano, In Popular Songs
5,000 Feet of "Feature" Motion Pictures.

A new departure in the Motion Picture Business.. The grand-
est Entertainment ever offered for the price. A clean, cool,
airy, home-like Auditorium.

Your patronage respectfully solicited.

It will be noted that our friends of the St. Nicholas
Theater get out a special programme for Sunday. There
is something peculiarly fitting in the provision of good
music of any kind in a house of entertainment on Sun-
day. Music is one of those aids to that rest which all

of us are supposed to take on the seventh day of the

week—or is it the first? So that we hope the example
of the St. Nicholas Theater will be generally followed

elsewhere.

Of course this idea is not necessarily restrictabie to

Sunday. It is capable of being carried out every day of

the week. Wr

e hope to live to see it. We hope to live to

see the Australian idea made general in the United
States ; that is, the provision of the highest class music
as a supplement to the moving picture.

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN THE MOVING PICTURE BUSINESS, YOU
SHOULD SUBSCRIBE FOR THE MOVING PICTURE WORLD. ?2.00.

A Comparison.
Visiting a theater on Twenty-third street for the pur-

pose of studying the value of the moving pictures, I

was led into a strange and unexpected comparison or

comparisons, the recital of which may perhaps be of

interest to readers of the Moving Picture World.
The films shown were chiefly new. including "The

Marriage of Esther," "An Unexpected Friend," "The
Altar of Love," "Lebius Abbey—St. Honorat's Island"

and seme views.

"The Altar of Love" and "An Unexpected Friend"

are similar in pathos and are serious views of life under
adverse circumstances, with attendant sorrows; both,

however, end happily, the suspense caused by "life's

tragedies" visiting both families is turned to joy ; these

are two wholesome scenes with the additional strong

point in their favor that they are sufficiently and safely

self-explanatory without need of verbal details. An old-

fashioned set of slides were next shown by the old-
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fashioned stereopticon, depicting earl) Bcenes in the life

. 1 Napoleon Bonaparte, accompanied b) "descriptive

readings," which latter were well entitled to the same

"eulogy" which an "l<l Scotchman pronounced upon the

dominie's sermon in that "he trad it, then that he read

it badly, and finall) it was not worth reading." It this

set of pictures were shown to til! nine they served their

purpose, for indeed the) were of no other value; the

idings" were useless because it was impossibh to hear

them.
In striking contrasl to this, "The Marriage oi Esther"

losl half n- value for lack of good "descriptive readings"

od-voiced person well acquainted with the

who might with great profit have carried the audience

I intelligent appreciation of a worthy subject. To
a lay mind in these matter- it does seem strange that a

useless old magic lantern series should receive the atten-

tion of the descriptive voice while the advanced living pic-

ture portrayal oi I and important event should he

treated with a silence that not only robbed it of it- best

parts but by comparison— or rather by contrast— beg-

gared its value. Should it fall to my lot to again see

"The Marriage of Esther" when the whole series is com-
pleted I hope it will be accompanied by a helpful verbal

interpretation; if. however, this should prove impossible,

let not this "poverty of language" be made more con-

spicuous b) it- absence in the undue attention paid to

a less worthy and old-fashioned stereopticon subject.

W. IT. Jackson.

^Reflective Influences of the Picture.
The theatrical manager is in an apologetic mood. He

Uing the public why he is more or les- of a failure

in the business—mostly more than less. lie is apologiz-

ing for such plays as "'The Easiest Way," which is the

Story of a woman- degradation in the market place.

The theatrical manager is saying that this is the onlv

kind of Stuff that pays in the theater to-day—this half-

concealed salacity. "The Easiest Way" is making money;
- "Zaza," another unpleasant revelation of the life

it i- possible for an actress to lead. The theatrical man-
ager frequently say- that the playgoing public is a low-

minded, prurient-minded public : that it wants only the

unclean side of life shown on the stage ; that it likes

to look upon Salome unveiled, and young women in a

state of partial undress inviting the audience to come and
11 their garters! Mr. Theatrical Manager, if you

. c all this you are either a criminal, a lunatic, or

both, and you have no right in the business.

I wonder if it has ever occurred to men in the theatri-

cal business why most of their houses go dark suddenly,

or without warning. Is it because of the lack oi acting

ability shown by their highly paid performers? Of the

thirty thousand actor- and actresses in the United States,

how many does the reader think arc fairly entitled to

be called actor- and actresses? Very few. In every
walk of life, ability and excellence count. The real rea-

son, as any intelligent man know-, why the New York-

stage, the American stage, the English stage, if you
like—the real reason why these things are so. is because
of a lack oi ability in the construction of plays and a

lack oi ability in the acting oi them. Not that the ability

dees not exist. Oh. dear, no! There arc good plav-

wrights and. contradictory though it mar read, there are

^ooil actor- and actresses. Tuf flaw in the position lies

with the theatrical manager, who i- usually a speculative

ignoramus. He does not know a good play when he
sees it: does not know anybody who knows a good plav

;

is no judge of acting ability, and i* incapable I ^ tting

anybody else to iudsre for him.

1 he fault if not with the public. 1 he publil

as ever to support g l

1
ell acted, Mr. Th

Man incapable "i supplying the demand, 10 the

publii ,\\.r. and, thank li> .,

picture theater. What do l mean, then, by my cap!

"Reflective lnflu< the picrun 1 v. ill an

m\ 1 .w u question in a land the

popularit) ol tin- vinj killed the ; lide,

and killed the business until it v.

.1 coffin nail, which 1 about th' f iron-

monger) I can think 1 i, although a door nail 1- usually

. er, what ha- happen
I he public ta-te in England i- being directed to

cellence of photographic quality by the moving picture,

and the result is there 1- quit ng revival of im
in the lantern -lide. It 1- a I reflected influence.

The influence created by the moving picture has exerted

itself, a- it were, automatically on the lantern slide, which

has been resuscitated in public esteem, e it has
Keen resuscitated in quality.

I think something in the nature of a parallel is likely

to work it-elf out here. The moving picture i- giving

the public what the ordinary theater -eldom does, or

does not do in the majority of cases— that is. fine acting.

It is very rare indeed, when you study a high-class mov-
ing picture, that you see "-tick-" and "supers" in the

picture. They are acting all the time. Everybody is

doing something. They are obliged to act: they must
act: they >>ntst let themselves go; it is not a case of re-

served force, personality, voice, reputation, public curios-

ity or notoriety: all factors of success on the talking

Stage; it i- a case of acting, acting, acting all the time.

I onsider, now. the enormous audiences that these

rs appeal to every day. Millions of people. Do you
not think that these people are directly influenced by the

ability shown mi the moving picture screen"' Unques-
tionably they are. But even so, -upposing that the -ame
level of acting ability as is shown in the moving picture

were transplanted to the talking stage; do you not think

that there would hi' fewer failure-, fewer dark houses,

fewer managerial fiascos? T. for one. certainly think so.

Tt seems to me that the pendulum may take a big

-wing to the other side. That a demand from the ordi-

nary theater may -firing up for the services of those

actor- and actresses who are making such succe«^e= in

these moving picture-. Fancy, now. such a consummate
actre-- as Pilar-Morin being stolen from the Edison Corn-

pan v by Mr. Frohman or Mr. F.rlanger. Why not?

Why not a raid of theatrical manager 1: on the P.iograph

Company, the Imp Company, the Essanay Company, the

Vitagraph Company, the Selig Company, etc.. where all

this splendid talent i- working before the camera 5 Do
you mean to tell me that if this talent had an equal chance

of distinguishing itself on the ordinarv stacre. the public

would stay away" The devil a bit of it.

T look with confidence to the early date when the casts

oi the Broadway theater- will be recruited from moving
picture actors and actre-*e- : when the voting lady be-

loved oi the "Angel" will no longer be a power in the

theatrical world: when talent, real talent, will have the

chance that it has not had of late. It looks a bit whim-
sical, no doubt, for me to suercest that the moving pic-

ture will be the salvation of the art of American acting.

but that i« quite as likelv to happen a- Mr. \V. T. Bryan's
po--e-«ion of the next Democratic nomination to the

Pre-idency. Just as likely a- that and likelier!

Thomas Bedding, F.P.P.S.

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IS THE MOVING PICTURE BUSINESS. TOU
SHOULD SUBSCRIBE TOR THE MOVING PICTURE WORLD. 12 00.
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A Review and a Preview Especially In-

teresting to the Young.
B) Rev. W. II. Jackson.

The gift of the past ages to the twentieth century is

the living picture, the reproduction of life. In animated
reproduction and illustration in picture form before the
human eye of everything- living in any part of the earth
is a wonder our forefathers would have declared im-
possible. The only parallel to this marvelous develop-
ment of the kinematograph is to be found in the aero-
plane, which is to the balloon what the moving picture
machine is to the stereopticon.

Since the <lays when Pliny first analyzed color and the

spectrum analyzed light; or since Watt discovered the

hidden power of steam, and Franklin the subtle forces
of electricity, the world has enjoyed no greater bless-

ings than the recent fruits of these early beginnings.
It seems to have remained for the twentieth century like

a mighty trust to gather up the fruits of the labors of
these early discoveries and bring them together in one
concrete whole pregnant with the life infused by the
combination of so many vital sources.

The common use of anything often robs us of the
advantage gained from a knowledge of its origin and
purpose; a comparison of the times when its uses were
unknown is helpful.

The child of to-day riding in an automobile, besides
being unfamiliar with its origin and development, is like-

wise ignorant of the stage coach, and to appreciate the
change must become acquainted with the growth from
one to the other. The telephone causes us to forget the
courier who ran afoot for our forefathers, and the growth
of the mail coach, mail train and telegraph.

How helpful it is, therefore, to awaken people to a

sense of what is, as compared with what zvas; thereby
quickening them into a higher outlook as to what shall

be, for—write it as a law—it is only those who knowing
and comparing the past with the present, who can most
safely and wisely be the progenitors or prognosticators
of the future. A helpful story written to illustrate the
value of this knowledge is given as follows

:

A wise parent wishing to teach his children a lesson
and arouse them to a comprehension of the advantages of
the time in which they lived and the blessings that sur-
rounded them, promised at a certain birthday party to

have provided "a cake that took a thousand men to make."
How great was the young people's joy and how much

greater and intenser their expectation. Surely something
was coming the like of which had never been seen be-
fore ; to them it was a marvel yet unknown that was to

be revealed. The surprise of the juvenile party can be
better imagined than described when, as the long ex-
pected moment arrived, the cake appeared—not a monster
pudding carried by a host of men, the creation of their

expectation, but a simple plum pudding carried by a maid.
Chagrin and disappointment was apparent on every

face ; but now began the lesson. Taking pencil and paper,
under the parent's guidance a tabulation of those men
whose work was necessary to produce the pudding was
commenced.

Beginning with the mining of the iron, the manu-
facture of the plow, followed by the making of all the
tools, machines and instruments in the process of suc-
cessive manufactures.
The plowing of the land, sowing and harvesting the

grain, the preparation of the necessary machinery for

making the flour, with the costly mills. The procur-
ing of coal, the process of obtaining all the many and
varied ingredients of the pudding soon taught its own
lesson to the wondering children. The result being that

the pudding was eaten with a relish and a vim more sat-

isfying than if one thousand men had actually carried

a gigantic cake upon the table. The great value of such
a lesson can never be lost ; this review then will be ot

great help to young readers in helping them to understand
and appreciate the value of the great things they at

present enjoy.

A wide vision of the past always suggests a wider
vision of the future ; the past, in coming up to the pres-

ent, has proved how unlimited things may prove ; and the

future presents joyful anticipation of greater possibilities

and facilities, all for the service of an appreciating man-
kind.

The living picture has taken ten centuries of time and
millions of men to produce, ranking with other beneficial

development for the good of those of us living in the

beginning of this wonderful twentieth century. What a

grand prospect is in view for those taking a proper
advantage of this product of the ages, this mighty servant

of the future.

It is going at once to be our recorder and our mes-
senger, our historian and our prophet, our teacher and
our scholar, a great educational and commercial power
and one of our most sensible pleasure givers. Because its

varied sources were found in the free elements of the

universe it will be the boon of the poor ; because its equip-

ment is capable of the costliest setting and service it

shall be the rewarder of the rich ; speaking through the

age it shall teach the lowly and uncultured as well as the

savant and the professional. Open the widest door

of the imagination and take a view even in the next de-

cade and you shall see the moving picture richly reward-
ing by the grandeur of its service all those who in these

days have recognized its value and given its growth the

impetus it so richly deserves.

THE TRUTH OF THE GAUMONT RUMORS.
For some time there have been repeated and conflicting

rumors circulated as to which of the three opposing camps
would market the Gaumont product. Both the Independent
factions claimed it openly, but George Kleine, who has held
the contract for years, preserved his usual Sphinx-like silence.

We are assured that he will continue to market the films

of the Gaumont Company, of Paris, as usual, which should
set at rest the minds of the licensed exchanges and exhi-
bitors. But the business of the Gaumont Company, of New
York (located at Flushing, N. Y.), which has been man-
aged from its inception by Mr. Herbert Blache, has now
been purchased outright by him and will have no connection
whatever with the Gaumont Company, of Paris. The pur-
chase includes, of course, all the American and Canadian
rights of the Gaumont Chronophone, which department of

the business will now be fostered. It having been reported
that Gaumont-American film would be produced in the Flush-
ing plant, we put the question direct to the proprietor. His
reply was that they had no immediate intention of doing so
but that one never could tell what the future would bring
forth. When the plant was installed it was amplified far

beyond the necessities for the Chronophone and they have
now a perfect mechanical equipment with a capacity of 50,-

000 feet of positive film a day. This printing plant is at

the service of any American manufacturer whose own plant
is not equal to the demands or those who want to improve
their product by getting the popular Gaumont quality in

their positives. We are inclined to the belief that if Mr.
Blache can keep his Flushing plant running on developing
and printing for the trade that he will leave the producing
end of matters severely alone.

Lubin essayed a new line of work in "An Indian's Love
Affair." shown this week. The story is particularly good and
it was presented in a manner that makes us wish for more
work from the Lubin studio along the same lines.

Selig's latest scoop, "Ranch Life in the Great Southwest,"
promises to be the pinnacle of wild Western productions.
From an educational and historical standpoint this film de-
serves the widest exhibition and the names of the ranchmen
that, have taken part in the scenes assures the exhibitor that
there will be enough thrills.
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THE LIVING VOICE WITH THE LIVING PICTURE.
By Rev. W. H. Jackson.

Evi r with tl
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ires "i the city. Suppose, however, that they •

ply
the i other without the guide with hia -tore, of kn

ptiye powers md his megaphone; I

lsi I • ask the qui

doubt tin- abt
script Id verj soon mean the ab il the
sight The moving pi much in the
same condition with but simply In

u the i" i" the picture; in th(

hibition the picture is brought to the people, and thei

criptive voice under each circumsta
>ptic< 'ii ni-\ ed v ithi tut the 1<

pulpit or platform, the combinati
1 The most conspicuous instance of the

value of the combined picture and voice i- that of th

Ma r« I lectures which were given t" intelligent

audiences over this entire country, and while tens of tl

pie increased their store of interesting knowl-
and saw the whole world at only second hand, the

financial retu eded the \a-t sum of a million and a
half dollars. Further to this may be added the fad that the
publication of those lectui tceeded 71x1.- if [6

volumes each, or a total of r 1,200,00 hooks, bringing the
author one of the n nificent of fortunes, not only

reward for hi- conspicuous ability, but as a testimony
to the value of the living voice with the inanimate picture.
What Stoddard might have accomplished with animated pict-

ure- the imagination.
When we plead for the "livil we do not mean the

mechanical \ rded upon and reproduced by the
phonograph. There is need and room for both the personal
and the mechanically reproduced voice, a- also there 1- a

1 lace for each, but each must be kept in its place.
The cinephone or any similar invention which synchron-

ic voice with the picture i- a valuable addition to the
moving picture art: we look f<>r its usefulness in filling's
very evident void at this time. It can be most profitably
used in giving the full title, or the timely necessary explana-
tion to a picture, with which, as we have shown in another
place, the picture may be misunderstood or a wrong and
injurious interpretation be given in a critical moral situation.

Nevertheless, while the value of such an arrangement as
that given by the cinephone is great, and its field of useful-

wing, we do, however, feel it incumbent
upon us to -peak a word at this early stage of its use, in

asking that it be used and not abused.
The first important lesson we would seek to impress upon

our people in the use of the cinephone is that while explain-
ing and emphasizing any picture subject, it makes good BET-
TER, it al-o makes bad WORSE. A conspicuous example
and proof of this fell to the lot of the writer upon his first

nonce in the use of the cinephone. It made good BET-
TER.
The subject happened by mere chance to be the always

acceptable "Excelsior"; the pictures, in true Alpine setting,
were good in themselves, but without the "living voice" were
more sentimental than inspirational. When, however, the
photograph synchronizing with the picture gave forth in song
the words s,, well known and admired, the effect was so in-

spiring that applause was actually drawn from those assem-
bled to judge the effect, proving the great advantage of the
combined voice and picture and a new sense of appreciation
of this distinct advance in exhibition work.

It made bad WORSE. By singular contrast the next se-

rie- shown happened to prove most thoroughly how- care-
fully this new combination must be handled. The subject,

"Won't You Come and Flirt with We'" in itself not good,
and with words absolutely without interest, became, when in

unison with the phonograph, not only bad, but absolutely-
vile to a decree of beastliness, producing a feeling ni dis

with both picture and song; indeed, the words made the
picture loathsome.

Personally we are glad that the use of this combination
thus brings out the distinctive characteristics of the pier

and subjects, because we believe it -will have an entirely up-
lifting tendency by driving out that class of subject which
cannot bear the increased emphasis on their moral lacking
Darts.

The full object and purpose with the many attendant ad-
vantages is. however, not attained by the use of even the
most perfect invention or arrangement and clas n of
several inventions. The natural living voice with the per-
sonality of the speaker is that alone which can give perfec-

ting

THE NEW YORK EXAMINATIONS.
By F. H. Richardson.

many complain! the
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ning whether or re really working
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might be. I by Mr. Wynkoop and
l

. Siebei t. c< msu de-
partment. After a Ion -it chat with tl utle-

men at their Park Row. I was cordially il

visit the examination room next daj
tly what the examinat

the Board had to contend with, also to

d tO be warranted by m)
Next morning in coi Mr. Wynl ! at

ugh Hall. Brooklyn, where I met and had a chat with
Mr. Charles I t of light

after which v. ded to the basement
the examining room. I was surprii r all I had hi

There most certainly was nothing at all tending
the applicant. The whole out
Xo. 5 machine, ore 25 am] one

and oik- -mall knife switch on the wall,

plug ami one set of cartri- . with receptacles attached
to the wall. Nothing could be simpler and it would be hard
to imagine an outfit less confusing. In fact it strikes the
writer that there might vvcll be other operating ,'iip-

ment added. The examiners impressed me as capable, honest
men who aimed to do the right thing by the men they were
examining. Tn fact they rather seemed to feel sorry for the
applicants who made such a monumental display of their

ignorance while I was there.

And now let me tell you what happened! I rema-
ins; the examination of three men. each of whom had had
from three to uyc years' experience in operating and al

whom were, as I understand it. now employed, workil
an old card. Each and every one of these threi

said, in response to questions, that he would not hitch up
to a number eight r >r ten wire but would rcoui'V a nu
six. Each and every one of them said, also, that they would
not hitch up to a No. 1 or No. wire. giving 1 i rheil

that "it was too strong," meaning that they would
much current. I never was more astounded in my lif

man. in response to the question "what is the 1

replied: "it is to regulate the heat!" I didn't know whether
to laugh or risk arrest by chucking the fellow through a

window. The monumental gall of a man pretending to be
an operator and knowing no more than that! Can you beat
it

3 Is it any wonder T have looked in vain for

picture in S'cw York City, if those three men were fair

samples of New York City operators? Would '>ect

an examiner to pass a man after his refusal to hitch vp t *

a No. 1 wire? Great God can it be possible that such <\

ignorance is tolerated in the ooerating rooms of this city 3

Can it be that former boards have passed men who knew
no more than that? Yet these same men scoff at the opera-

School and deride it They might better be I

course themselves T should say. Rear in mind the fact that

these three men are operating right now. though th

ably won't be much longer. Tn conclui that
from what T heard and saw. T am pretty well convinced that
the Board is trying t duty and ought to have the
cordial support of every real operator in the city. I am
dined to think that the examination is I :er than
too hard.

The T.yric Theater, of Snartanburg. N. C . has changed
hands and in the future will be known as The Majestic, under
the direction and ownership of T. W. Lynch.
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ON THE

SCREEN
Is the moving picture permanent? I do not mean will it

last in popular esteem as an entertainment factor, as an
agency for recording life of all kinds in motion, as the
scientific application of the principles of persistence of vision
— I do not mean in these respects. This question in those
applications has been asked before, and is always answered
in the affirmative by those who are competent to answer it.

The picture will last, of course. There is no doubt about
that. And when I ask is it permanent, I mean are the nega-
tive and positive prints that are made to-day immune against
chemically intrinsic fugacity?

* * *

Chemically intrinsic fugacity! I will explain. In station-
ary photography for many years, the most popular print-
ing process was known as the albumen silver method. The
image of the photograph consisted of a deposit of gold toned
silver in albumen. This was the glossy print that was in
vogue from the sixties down to the nineties, and still is oc-
casionally made. These pictures were not permanent,
mainly owing to careless manipulation in toning, fixing,
washing; silver prints were notoriously liable to fade; that
is, the image would become a pale, sickly yellow and almost
disappear. Probably every family in the country to-day has
some of these pictures more or less near the vanishing
point.

But there are other printing processes which yield greater
permanence. That is to say, the image does not fade. They
are carbon prints, bromide prints, platinum prints. Photo-
graphs made by these methods can be regarded, if reason-
able care be taken in the manipulations, to all intents and
purposes, as permanent. That is to say, they do not con-
tain in their constitution any sulphurizing compound which
destroys the image.

* * *
J™

Is the image of the moving picture negative or positive,
then, liable to fade? I think it is, unless it is very care-
fully developed, washed and fixed. Some years ago, Sir
William Crookes, pointed out that the images of stars on
gelatine glass negatives were liable to disappear. This is a
very curious phenomenon. Those faint spots of stars at re-
mote distances quite disappeared in the gelatine vehicle, that
is, the developed silver, became, as it were, dissolved in the
gelatine and so the picture disappeared. Very many of the
star photographs taken to-day, then, will have probably faded
away in a few years' time.

* * *

Now, with regard to the moving picture, that is, the silver
image in gelatine on celluloid. Sir John Benjamin Stone, an
English member of parliament, has made a large collection
of moving pictures of English life and customs, and he has
presented these pictures to the British Museum, in order that
they may be preserved for consultation by future historians.
Yet, Sir Benamin is in a reasonable state of doubt, I see, as
to whether his much prized pictures will last. In other
words he is apprehensive lest the image in the gelatine will
fade and therefore partly disappear. He raises a doubt as to
the comparative permanence of the pictures. This doubt is

justified, if care be not taken in the making of the negatives
and positives of the thousands of subjects of ephemeral in-
terest which are made all over the world, released, exhibited
and forgotten within a very few weeks. There are other
subjects which it is desirable in the interests of history,
science and social progress to preserve. Amongst the fixed
released there are, no doubt, many negatives which it is

desirable should be preserved.
* * *

What then, are the probabilities that these pictures will
not fade in a comparatively short time—say a few years?
Those probabilities are all in favor of the image deterior-
ating, unless as I have already said, the greatest care is

taken in the making of them and let it be said their storage.
They should, of course, be stored in a cool, dry chamber
away from deleterious atmospheric and other influences.
Everybody knows this.

The essentials to the comparative permanence of a moving
picture are few and simple. In the first place it must be
assumed that the celluloid base is innocuous in its effect on
the gelatine and the silver image. Then the gelatine itself

must be perfectly clean and also chemically inert. It must
have no inter-relation either with the celluloid or with the
silver. Chemists will tell you that absolute inertness is

hardly to be thought of. Both the celluloid and the gelatine,
no doubt, undergo gradual decomposition, and therefore,
some kind of reaction, however, slight, must be set up. In
practice, however, if both the celluloid and the gelatine have
been properly manufactured and manipulated this danger may
be thus avoided. I have celluloid negatives taken by myself
nearly twenty years ago and they look to me to-day to be
as good and as fresh as ever they were. But then, you
know, I am a careful man.

The greatest danger to the permanence of a moving pic-
ture, or rather the greatest friend to its impermanence, is

imperfect fixation and washing. When the negative or the
positive has been developed, the washing cannot be too
thorough. The film must be deprived of all superflous chem-
icals. This can only be done by a very thorough washing.
Then comes fixation in the hypo bath.

Probably no photographic operation is more perfunctorily
carried out than this. It is too frequently the case that
the darkroom man trusts entirely to the eye in this matter.
But anybody with the smallest chemical knowledge of the
subject will tell you that though a film may to the eye be
apparently fixed, yet nevertheless it may not be actually so.

In other words that the hypo bath may not be quite strong
enough, that it may not be used long enough and that, when
the film is taken out of that bath, though it is apparently
clear of all hypo and silver salts, yet there is a great deal
of both left on. If this be the case, then the seeds of im-
permaneMce are implanted in the film.

Of course the best thing to do is to make the fixation as
thorough and as prolonged as possible within proper limits;

with a bath of full strength keep the film immersed in it

long after it is apparently fixed. If this be done, one danger
is removed. Photographic experimentalists well know that
one of the greatest incentives to impermanence is incomplete
fixation. Yet even though your film be fixed properly you
are not altogether removed from the risk of danger of im-
permanence. A final washing must be as thorough as it is

possible to make it. The object of this washing is to get
rid of all superfluous hypo salts and silver salts which may
be left in the film.

If that washing is incomplete, if the water of solution
does not penetrate perfectly thoroughly, it is obvious that
deleterious compounds are left in the gelatine, and these are
those which make for fugacity or impermanence, in virtue of

the fact that, chemically speaking, they have no place there,

but having a place there pro tern they react upon the mole-
cules of silver present with the final destruction of the
image. I ought to apologize to my readers of this page for
handing out this week a subect of apparent obtuseness, but
I felt that I had a little duty to discharge in drawing the
attention of the serious maker of moving pictures to the pos-
sible dangers of the fugacity of the picture.

You all remember the old sentence with regard to the man
who was adjured to do something better for the good of

posterity. His reply was this: "What has posterity done for

me?" A humble but a rational argument. Very few of us
care what happens to-morrow, yet some of us, the majority
of us, like to feel that what we are doing to-day in the world
will be regarded in future times as good work %and there-
fore, you know why I have written these paragraphs.
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Observations
BY OUR MAN <

ABOUT TOWN.
"1 [as anyone hi i Ri ick I I

have heard ol him At present he i- in

.1 in.i in a "b I m< >\ ing

n, but too sanctimonious to

tight- Since reading the newspapers "t tl" - past week, I

come t" the conclusion that Rock resembles the

Itar \\ In- 11 i thing he usuall)

it anil ii he fails it is not because he did not -tu-k t" thi

It maj seem like i reckless assertion, but it is none the less

I of justification, Rock is t" d iter man than the
' California I" man) people th>' latter app
to be the fundamental stone ol salvation II*-. a few days

played what he thought was a winning card t" the

played was i joker. What he

played waa a piece ol tissui papei so thin tha could
-t see through it. The next thing will be a big con-

vention of gospel groupers, with the Governor in the seat

of honor, and advance copies ol resolutions "t confidence in

all the newspapers. It will not be a special

subject, so film renters need riot feel anj apprehension of

expense. It will be one of the ordinary, or rather regu-
lar releases, as the nadr terms it. and the wind up of the

picture will be very scant of interest It will picture an
ng into oblivion. It is not difficult after these

remarks, to discern why Mr. William T. Rock, of the
\ • graph Company, should be in the limelight at the pres-
ent time, ami far more popular than the Governor of Cali-
fornia. I forget the name of the head of the so-called native

. and perhaps it 1- hitter I do Perhaps upon mature
reflection he will agree a is better that the people (of whom
I beg the privilege to he one), forget him.

me people may think my zeal in behalf of the motion
pictures makes me unreasonable I will ende;

vince such to the contrary. The Moses of Morality, of Cali-

fornia, failed to burn the bridges a- he passed over them.
When he paid a recent visit to New York city he was inter-

viewed by newspaper reporters ami declared "There is noth-
ing up to me in that direction There is a law in California
which prohibits prize-fights, but it contains a clause per-

mitting athletic clubs to hold boxing matches with the con-
sent of the proper counts' authorities It provides that the

Is be limited, and that the candidates shall be examined
DJ a physician before they enter the nun. I have no knowl-

that there is anything other than a boxing exhibition t"
be held."

* * *

It is as clear as daylight that t
: rnor of California

had a passive mind when in New York. But what does he
say when he reaches Chicago? The press throughout the
country quoted an interview to the effect that the Jet-

Johnson fight was a frame up. and even if Jeffries could not
in In- ment-. Johnson would be forced I

tin- day the Governor of California has en a positive
,il of that interview. The best in his favor has been a

sal to be interviewed, or a statement to the effect that he
incorrectly reported

* * *

This is not a letter on S

a- a part of a Sporting column, so we will jump to California
and read that the Governor of that State has declared "They
can't tight here." He instructs his Attorney General to stop
the fight. When interviewed in New Yor.. and Chicago, the

rnor was not so emphatic At that time, the tight was
'. for Emeryville, California. Since that time the scene

of the contest has been changed to San Francisco. California
•he laws regarding boxing matches more stringent ir

the latter city than the first named- Have the art

agreement between Jeffries and Johnson been changed since
the visit of the Governor to New York and Chicago? But
let us go a step farther in the search of good faith. The
Governor of California evidently knew the I :is of the
contract between Jeffries and Johnson. If he did not how-
could he declare "There is nothing up to me in that direc
tion," and practically quote the contract terms? And let us

limi-

the
infrii them und
Thousands u| I

hoteikeepers and
active in all quarters 'II

the situation mos an three
week that the moi the
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*

To quote a well-kw
that," immediately followtl
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ment of the law
when at In- official dr-k in California I ther
Jeffrie- 1 >r Johnson, b
defined fact that his unrefuted inti and
Chicago do not dovetail with the declaration he ha- made
to his Atton ral.

* » *
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pictures. In the case of counterfeit money it is absolutely
necessary at times to arre-t the people who circulate it in

order t'> trace the source of production. In the case of mov-
ing pictures no telescope is required to locate their source,
consequently the censor's position is at the exit.

I notice the writer very shrewdly says: "Every picture put
in motion before the eyes of children should pass a severe

orship and be officially licensed before its presentation."
No exception is taken to this. There is a National Board
of Censorship with headquarters in New York City, and if

the editor will look up the telephone number of the People's
Institute he will be able to secure a verjr agreeable inter-

view with Air. Collier, the secretary of the Board. Mr.
Collier is a man of wide and most favorable reputation and
I am sure he will be only too pleased to give information
concerning the work he has been engaged in for months to
purify, if the term is correct, moving picture productions.
And when Mr. Collier supplies a list of names of the people
who are back of and interested in the work of the Censor-
ship Board our editorial friend will be convinced that the
keynote of purity was sounded before he dipped his pen
in the ink. Mr. Collier may very properly also suggest that
the latitude of his organization be extended to the scrutiny
of more than "every picture put in motion." There are many
newspaper illustrations that could hardly bear the test. Pic-
tures of young girls being led to ruin, depiction of their

murder, graphic views of the apartments, the fireplace where
the body was concealed, how the body looked when discov-
ered by the police, and all such things could very readily be
at least tamed down without danger of infringing upon the
freedom of the press.

MOVING PICTURES.
(From the Report of the Department of Factory Inspection,

Harrisburg, Pa.)

Within the past few years, particularly during the last

two years, Pennsylvania has been invaded by a horde of en-
terprising but reckless amusement promoters. The art of
making life-moving pictures and projecting the same upon
canvas had been perfected to a degree which insured cheap-
ness of production and a new and pleasing source of enter-
tainment. There was money in it, too; easy money for all

who could secure a room, be it large or small, in which to

exhibit this new art. Accordingly all sorts of rooms were
rented or purchased outright, and in them were installed

the various machines and appliances necessary—that is all

appliances except such as would safe-guard the patrons from
panic caused by fire or other accident. The projecting ma-
chines* had none or worthless enclosures, the electric wires
or other lighting devices were improperly installed, the aisles

were too few or too narrow, the means of exit insufficient

and in short, the whole structure presenting no evidence what-
ever of an)' care for or interest in the gathered throng of

patrons save what was centered upon their purses.

To remedy these evils as well as to guard against a repe-
tition of them in future, the legislature in the session of

1909 made wise provisions. By an act approved the first

day of May, 1909, pamphlet laws, pages 346-353, it was en-

acted, in brief, that permanent and portable booths for mov-
ing picture shows shoud be constructed of a certain size

and material, and that all appurtenances and appliances used
in connection with moving picture machines should be safe-

guarded, t

By another act approved the third day of May, 1909, pamph-
let laws, pages 417-420, provisions are made for the erection

of fire escapes, the installation of fire extinguishers, and fire

proof curtains, the construction of aisles and exits and some
other provisions all tending to safe-guard lives.

The enforcement of these two laws are intrusted to this

department, which at once adopted measures intended to

carry out this trust. Opposition immediately arose in the
shape of many protests against what was termed confiscatory

and unconstitutional legislation. Undeterred by these pro-

tests the department sought to enforce the laws and did

enforce them in many places of amusement. Seeing that their

protests were unavailing, a combination of picture show
speculators was formed, attorneys were engaged, and in-

junctions restraining this Department from enforcing the

laws in question were sought and obtained. The first of

these injunctions, and the one of most importance owning to

the number of petitioners and the standing of counsel was
granted by the Dauphin county court. In defense of the laws
the Attorney General acting for this Department, appeared
in court a? early as last October and made reply. Up to

the time of preparing this report no opinion from the court

has been delivered.* What the nature of the opinion will be

is, of course, unknown. The nature and character of those
who would seek, even by a legal technicality which the courts
might sustain, to set aside laws enacted for no other pur-
pose than to compel such men to have regard 101 the lives

of men, women and children—the nature and character of
such men are shown in their actions.
But despite injunctions and other forms of hindrances,

this Department has had four hundred and sixty-six moving
picture shows inspected. It has compelled the erection 01
suitable booths in two hundred and fifty-nine, more and bet-
ter exits in one hundred and seventy-three, fire extinguishers
in seventy-three, fireproof curtains in eighteen, water pipes
and hose in ten, outw-ard swinging doors in sixty, exit lights
in fifteen, and has insured the necessary aisle spaces in two
hundred and nineteen.
The Department has, also, in theaters proper, to the num-

ber of one hundred and thirty-five, enforced the law in many
instances and along the same general lines as above noted
in reference to moving picture shows. Fire escapes on
theaters to the number of six were erected, thirty-two had
aisles widened, thirty-five installed booths, fifty-five installed

extinguishers, forty-two were provided with fire proof cur-

tains, forty-eight with fire hose and water appliances, forty-

one had exit lights installed and twenty-two were provided
with more and better means of egress.

By reason of the enforcement of the laws a number of mov-
ing picture shows were closed for all time, the smallness of
the show rooms making it impossible to erect booths, widen
aisles or obtain proper exits. During the past year a fatal

accident occurred in a film storage room caused bj' the ex-

plosion of films. Such an accident affords sufficient evidence
of the explosive and inflammable nature of moving picture

films. Another accident in which a machine operator lost

his life in a badly constructed booth was the result of a neg-
lect to observe the law. Regrettable as those accidents were
they impressed some and should impress every one with the
belief that a Commonwealth can make no better use of its

police powers than to protect lives. And it should protect
faith and morals, too, by making provision for the appoint-
ment of censors of these moving pictures.

New York State has its board of censors, through whose
efforts pictures intended to show how robberies and even
worse crimes are easily committed have been eliminated.
The present laws would be improved were they amended so
as to make it a punishable offense for any person to operate
a moving picture show until a license so to do had first been
obtained from this Department.

*The Court sustained the constitutionality of the Act. An appeal is now
pending.

THE MARRIAGE OF ESTHER.

A Critical Review by Rev. W. H. Jackson.

I think it was Rudyard Kipling who gave his opinion ©f

America, as being like a man in a railroad station; i. e., "in a

restless condition—part way between where he came from
and where he was going to." This was the impression made
upon me by the presentation of the first portion of this new
series "The Marriage of Esther.*'

Just what motives the compilers of this series may have in

mind cannot, of course, be known at this time; it will be
manifestly unfair to form any judgment until the whole
work has been seen in one presentation. The first portion,

however, does not create any profound impression, perhaps
because the most important part has yet to come. In this

preliminary stage we are only favored with an introduction

to the important characters, the coming of the maidens;
their presentation to King Ahasuerus, who selects Esther,

making her his Queen, and presenting her as such to his

courtiers as they gather at the marriage feast. When we
remember that this is a very important incident in Jewish
history, dear to every Hebrew to this day; also that as the

revelation of an overruling Providence to all people Jew and
Gentile alike; it would seem that the object in view in pre-

senting such a beautiful work can be but two fold. First,

to center the mind upon Esther's divine mission and des-

tiny, and its beneficent effects upon her nation. In the sec-

ond place to reproduce as near as possible the surround-

ings of the times in which she lived; the former of these

constituting the morale and the latter the artistic of the sub-

ject. Together these should be expected to create an inspira-

tion and admiration in the minds of the beholders; let us

therefore endeavor to trace to what xtent this has been

accomplished thus far.

The characters in the representation are our first study;

Of the personality of King Ahasuerus there is little to note at

this time, his general appearance is very fair; Esther is very
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i h Mi >rdc< ai, who ii

il> I .uh. rl) "i I' itt iai chal in

his app< iranci besidi his adopted daughter. In their en
deavor to faithfully

|
hom th< ent

Esthi id, maidcnl) modest) i- appa nat
ural sh) " ihi '\\ n a- shi ipOfl

the tin ••ii.
. .i

1 -'
• upon recei\ ing tin • i immends

In- action in "nlnin; ...

hen ah. "it t' • plai • »w n

upon lu. hi i- decidedly ami > ctremefy peculiar, most
irranted, and without doubt not faithful to the tunc-,

ami custom,
Mordecai is fairlj represented. His committal of Esther to

divine protection requires and more fervei
Tin- fault, however, may be excused from tin- fact thai

tions must necessarily supplant woi
tting of tin- whole scene i- a verj fair attempt

1 les ami customs "t tin- times; showing great
ami preparation which ma) be commended; yel tl

• in for improvement in man) w lys. The arrival of tin

maidens by camel, donke) ami ox team gives a strange
final tinge; their reception by tin- King's chamberlain is

crude; In- actions arc more like those of an Aral> In

slaves tli. in "i a courtier selecting beauty.
The preparations of the maidens for their presentation to

the King are very modern, especially so in the case of Esther
win-re a splendid opportunity presents itself to depict hei
a- being arrayed in robes ••! splendor and rich adornments
suitable to the historic account; instead of the monotonous—
painfully monotonous commonplace, continued hair comb
mg; tin- was exceedingly weak ami showed Esther to pitiful

di-ad\ air

The royal p n at the banquet was the best scene
11 thi' deportment "t' Esther was commendable. \i

iild not help wishing
that the whol iption might be lifted to a somewhat
higher plane; thi- could in a great measure he accomplished
if a descriptive voice were brought into requisition. This
strong subject loses half its value through lack of descrip-

and explanation; it i- possible that to the majority "f

Hebrews the wl e may be more familiar, but to
many others there i- need of the real helpfulness ami vitality

otherwise lost t.' the detriment of the bettei citation of
the subject.
Those having charge of this production should carefully

hold in mind the threefold setting of the subject, i. e., Ori-
ental, teal and Sacred, and as such should be handled
with extreme delicacy and care: as the slightest modernizing

irofaming of such a noble theme would be detrimental to

thi- work.
We look forward with anxiety to the next series, when, as

we stated at the beginning of this article we shall be better
able to judge the motive of the producers of this him. At
this point we s t

. -p ami wait, without praise, without criti-

. until the end. At this time. also, it i- not possible to

form a right estimate ^i the public reception of the "Mar-
riage i if Esther." We heard no comments, nor came in

tact with, nor experienced any "impressions."
The one test of tin- work when completed as measured

by the importance of the subject, and the great troube re-

quired in its preparation will only lie found by proving that
it creates a profound impression.

AN APPRECIATION.
Sitting beside a very well known actor, who made a repu-

n for himself on the living stage, we enjoyed the Bio-
graph drama. "The Face at the Window." at Keith's, the
other evening. Our friend remarked: "This is grand! How-
well the actors are selected and how wel! they carry the
part. I come here regularly I the work of this com-
pany, but I regret the time wasted on songs and vaudeville

The sneaker, whose name is known to every fol-

lower of theatricals, joined heartily in the applause which
the most sincere accorded to any number on the pro-

gram.

BULL DOG CEMENT
Is what Mr. Louis Riner calls his film cement tor inflammable
and non-inflammable films. And like a bull dog it holds

—

ind that a piece of rim joined with it will part anywhere
but at the joint. Riner is a practical man and has other
things that will help the operator. His One-Drop Oil should
be in every operating booth. For particulars address The
One-Drop Oil Company. 4050 North Seventh avenue. Chi-
cago, 111.

.
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KALEM INDIAN STORIES POPULAR.
Just what wa- the special attraction m the k

stories puzzled US for some time. Now 1

They are a- historically correct as they can p ibl) I

them and the scene- are carefull) 1 with a

realism. Before a Kalem direi

vided with a correct description of the
I an

understanding of the customs of tl:'

Indian- gathered from the most authoritative sources. What
matters it if the actors disport tin

of New Jersey instead of the wilds of Arizo
ico. Rocks and tree- are roeks ami tree- anywl
impression of a Kalem picture was convincing— at

to the details of setting, And it ended with a weird scene
of a band of Indian marauders committing then -

the Great Spirit and leaping to death over
rather than fall into the hand- of the enemy. ^

pice was real, and the leap wa- real, ami
net far below i- out • of the camera the thrills that

lear to the heart of the exhibitor will mak<
enne Raiders" as popular as other Kalem

ELECTROGRAFF QUALITY
1- destined to be the standard wdicn the Indep
ufacturers discuss the photographic end of matter- We
prophesied this in a recent number after an interview with
Mr. Geo. Graft and he has fulfilled our expi
from his release of this week—"An Interrupted
Better photography than d in some of the scenes
could not be wished for. Come, George, rai-e the sta:

of the plot and the acting to the sam need
not take off your hat to any of your com;

CANARDS RUN TO EARTH.
Tin Associated Independent Film Manufacturers circulated

a letter to the effect that their opponents were making over-
tures for a compromise. So far from this being the case the
latter finally rejected the ] of an arl I "heir
own choice when the arbitration suggested by Outside ;

came to a hearing.

The Bianchi camera ha- been unjustly blamed for the ;

photography in some past rel<

A new camera man has been engaged and tl'

sharp and clear. "The man behind' ; in
camera work as in gunnery.

" e writing the article on "The Fourth of Inly 1:1 the
Movi • eral films ,,f a patr have
been announced to which we direct attention,
the Vitagraph number for July j. is one that will make the
wall- it theater tremble with the burst ipplause.
"Stars and Stripes." by the Edison Company on July
another patriotic stimulant. It is said that the el

ing and number of people employed in t!

this film sets the pace for expense and realism in m
picture production. So the exhibitor is w- with
a suitable pr - Independence Day.
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"A Victim of Jealousy" (Biograph).—Producers do well to
represent jealousy in the films in its true light, otherwise it

might create a tendency to such obsession in the minds of

those who are easily influenced. In this Biograph picture the
unreasonable and wholly unwarranted jealousy of a young
husband almost wrecks a home. His unjust suspicions of
his young wife become unbearable, but after a number of

bitter experiences she resolves to leave him, and is only re-

strained by his abect promises to do better in the future.

One cannot commend this picture because of its amusing,
or even entertaining features. Yet whether the producers
intended it or not it seems destined to perform a beneficial

service in graphically exhibiting the disagreeable effects of
jealous)'.

"The New Boss of Bar X Ranch" (Lubin).—A surprise
for the rough fellows about the ranch. The new owner is

a woman; but that doesn't matter particularly since she fits

into the new life, investing it with a charm that makes them
all worship her. In an evil moment she is seized and car-

ried away. But before any harm resulted, her absence was
discovered and she was vigorously rescued. Then develops
a pretty love scene between big Dick Shirley, the foreman,
and the little woman. One of the men sees them and play-
fully ropes them with his lariat. Perhaps the principal
change to be noted in the film is the fact that when the
kidnappers are captured instead of stringing them up as is

the case in most pictures of cowboy life, they are led away
to the officers to let the law take its course. The influence
of such a picture is less likely to be injurious than those
where lynch law, picturesque and effective, perhaps, is repre-

sented as controlling the execution of all sorts of criminals.

"Love's C. Q. D." (Melies)—An interesting love story

woven around a wireless telegraph station at a frontier army
post. Jealousy develops in a rival, but notwithstanding this

the story ends well. The favored lover is captured, con-
demned to death and imprisoned until sunrise. But with a

pocket sender, a novelty now, but perhaps in the near future

a reality, he communicates with the post, is rescued by the
soldiers and arrives just in time to see his enemy force his

attentions upon the girl. The rest may be left to the imagin-
ation. One can but commend the adroit use of the wireless,

with its mystery, in developing an interesting tale. It would
be hard to imagine anything better in this particular line.

"The Range Riders" (Selig).—The motion picture film is

performing one important artistic public service. It is put-
ting in imperishable form reproductions of the wild riders of

the plains, the picturesque cowboy and the treacherous In-

dian. In a few years all these will have disappeared for-

ever. But reproduced by the camera their reproductions
can be called into being upon the screen centuries in the

future. Selig has been more than ordinarily successful in

his representation of these scenes. This picture contains ail

the elements which go to make up a thrilling film. The cow-
boy, the cattle rustler, the cattle themselves—yes, there
they are, quite as they looked to the writer the last time
he came up over the old Sante Fe trail, and the great herd
stampeded in a thunder storm which was awful in its mani-
festations, and for three days they were scattered over the
prairies. Shortly afterward the trail was abandoned for the

more rapidly moving train. This picture brought it all back,
and aroused a flood of memories which obscured the years
and carried one back among the clashing horns and the
thundering herds of the broad prairies. The writer wishes
personally to compliment Selig upon the excellence and value

of these reproductions. It is the most graphic and beneficial

of all ways to write history.

"Dimitri Douskoj" (Pathe).—A picture representing the
rough Tartar soldiers of Russia in some of their oppressive
reprisals. The picture is true to life, too true for one's peace
of mind. It will be of service in supplying graphic informa-
tion of what it means to live under such a tyrant as Khan is

represented to be, and there are plenty like him in the
tvorld. The gallant Dimitri is a type which is fast becoming
prominent in those countries, and through whom relief will

come, as is shown here. The picture was warmly applauded,
both for its theme and its manner of execution.

"The Exiled Chief" (Kalem)).—A pathetic picture repre-

senting peaceful Seminole Indians driven from their ancestral

home in the Florida Everglades and forced to live in the
barren wastes of Arkansas. The chief determines to return

to the Everglades to die. Some excellent pictorial work is

done as the chief is shown on his weary tramp through track-

less forests back to his beloved Everglades. The scenes in

the Everglades are well worth seeing. Indeed, the pictorial

features apart from the pathetic story warrant the production
of the film. The story itself is another chapter in the white
man's oppression of the unfortunate Indian and deserves care-
ful consideration.

"Twenty-four Hour Automobile Race" (Pathe).—A picture
which will appeal to very many because of its character.
Clearly photographed, it develops excellence from the pic-

torial end.

"Over the Garden Wall" (Vitagraph).—A pretty love
story which is perhaps best described by saying that quite in

a natural way a widow and widower meet and marry, through
their children becoming acquainted over the garden wail.

The story is not great, perhaps, but it is pleasant and the
ending is as sweet as the most ardent admirer of love stories

could desire.

"The Ranchman's Feud" (Essanay).—A story of a feud
that has one merit well worth commendation. It is a feud
with all the existing elements which make feuds thrilling,

but without any killing. One man is shot, but he recovers
and he and his sweetheart patch up the differences between
the two older men so that the feud disappears and a wedding
looms large on the horizon to take its place. There is plenty
of life and animation, with the spirit of hatred which often
controls the action of stubborn men faithfully depicted. The
producer is to be congratulated upon establishing a precedent
m pictures of this type well worth following.

"The Marriage of Esther" (Gaumont).—A sumptuous and
historically accurate reproduction of the story of Esther as
it is told in the Bible. While the story itself is wonder-
fully graphic in its description, this reproduction of it in a

motion picture adds so much to the original narratve. No
effort or expense was spared in making the picture. Mile.
Gravier, of the Theater de la Renaissance, was selected for

Esther; M. Leonce Perret, of the Odeon Theater, was Ahas-
uerus and M. Legrand, of the Odeon Theater, was Mor-
decai. The story, as everyone knows, is one of the most
romantic in history, and this feature was kept fully in mind
throughout the production. The film consists of fourteen
magnificently staged and exquisitely colored scenes, and one
feature of the coloring deserves mention in passing. There
is an almost total absence of the gaudy tints which some-
times mar a colored film. On the contrary the colors and
tints are softened and blended with an artistic appreciation
and a sympathetic understanding of the requirements. All
tnrough the picture the thoughtful arrangement of the char-
acters can be distinguished. Life is emphasized. Not a dead
scene is offered, and the grouping of the characters is always
for the emphasis of the idea together with pictorial effect.

It is a model in this respect. A picture like this has no
scene, perhaps, which stands out with more emphasis than
the others. The choosing of the new queen is, perhaps, the
most notable scene and conveys an accurate idea of manners
and social customs prevailing in King Xerxes' time, 521 B. C.

There is more than entertainment in the picture. There is

instruction, and that, too, of a very valuable sort. The an-
cient world, or a portion of it, is brought to our doors. An
important occurrence is reproduced as accurately as though
the original characters posed before the camera themselves.
Thus history, which is only another name for the life of the
people, passes before one in a series of attractive scenes and
the process of education becomes almost a matter of actual
sight. The work in this instance is so excellently done that
only praise is justified. Improvement would be a difficult

matter.

Lerin's Abbey on St. Honorat's Island" (Gaumont).

—

Students of religious history should be interested in this

since it illustrated the place where St. Honoratus built his

monastic home in 410 A. D., and went forth to labor in

Western and Southern Gaul. He and his followers were the
leading missioneries of their time. The interest in the film

centers principally in its pictorial qualities, which are of a

high order. One always feels satisfied when seeing a film of
this character that the operator was an artist and selected his
view points after careful consideration of the artistic require-
ments of the scenes. Gaumont's outdoor pictures, particu-
larly the reproduction of scenic splendors of this type, have
an artistic quality not surpassed. One views them with
pleasure and profit.

"An Unexpected Friend" (Pathe).—A tender bit from life,

emphasizing the misfortunes which sometimes seem to pur-
sue the poor. If one sympathizes when the poor man, wor-
ried over his sick child, is arrested for passing a counter-
feit coin, which he didn't know was bad, then one may be
pardoned for feeling a sort of exultation when a friendly po-
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1ki-iii.ui substituti »in ami the charge fails

i ..i prosperity enables the workman to ^i\<- con
evidence 01 hia apj n ol the rendered

"Floating to Wealth" (Pathe] V noveltj picture r<
|

aenting how Mr Moneyless float hia home on tne

tli* Paria flood into the home ol wealth) woman,
whom in saves, and she, in gratitude, marries him, placing

him forever above want
"The Altar of Love" (Vitag \ pathetic domi

re, representing the sacril poor immigrant, who
d to him- his daughter awa> beca ill health.

. afterward he has become .1 successful man, and his

iter's benefactoi is in financial straits. He ia abl

i him and once more father and daughter are united

It is a simple story, but it stirs the emotions, since it app
•!> to tlii- affections, and one alternately grieves and

,\ itli the characters a- the) work out their pan
the screen.

"In the Border States" (Biograph).—A dramatic subject
i upon the influence a child ma) unconsciously exert.

h is i war stor) and when the child of a Union soldier hides

nfederate in the well she is saving her father's life, though
mrse, no one knows it at the time. In a few da)

develops, and the Confederate, true to Ins manhood, rei

ike when opportunity "tiers bi the child. While
the story, apart from the child's part in it. possesses merit.

the chief interest will center around the little one whose
presence saved t

.- and possibl) accomplished good
which cannot l>e measured. "And a little child shall lead

them."

"The Wild Man of Borneo" (Lubin).—An extremely
able picture The race between the young collegian,

impersonating a wild man and a supposed gorilla, is about
the liveliest thing put on the Bcreen lately. And the things

happen during thai race are to, i lively and too num<
to mention. Lubm has been responsible for a good many

rhs m the past, and in producing this picture has added
her to the long list

"On Panther Creek" (Lubin).—A love story woven around
spector's difficulty with a desparado Through the inter-

vention of his daughter's lover the stolen gold is recovered
the desperado brought to justice. Then the frosty father
ntibly warms up and Bud, quick to see his opportunity,

makes the most of it and does business immediately. The
it\ of the ! a feature and the setting is quite

sfactory.

"Micro - Cinematograph — Sleeping Sickness" (Pathe).

—

to its aid micro-photography the motion picture
operator presents the spread of the disease germ which
causes the sleeping sickness of Africa in the blood of an
inoculated rat The rapid multiplication of the trypansomes
and the progress of the disease are made plainer than an
entire treatise on the subject could make possible. This film

suggests a whole range of valuable educational subjects
clearly worth while, and which would form a series of great

Iness in the dissemination of information upon the ac-
tion and spri immon diseases.

"Romeo and Juliet" (Selig).—A travesty upon the oft

repeated syllogism that true love must necessarily proceed
over a bumpy road. The warring factions of Brown and
Smith interfere, and a lambasting over the parental knees is

temporarily a deterrent. Vet. even as love has been known
to utter loud guffaws at locksmiths, even so it overcomes
stern parental objection by precipitately beating it to the
justice where the twain are made one, and the discordant

Smith elements are indissolubly united.

"United States Life Saving Drills" I Edison).—Few outside
of the immediate vicinity covered by them realize what the

United States life savers actually do A daring rescue brings
them flaming headlines in the newspapers, but in a day or

gotten, and if they are ever thought of again, it

is in a desultory way and probably with the erroneous im-
pression that all they ever do is that. The Edison company
in presenting this picture y\ the routine of their daily lives

has performed a distinct public service, not only for the life

savers themselves, but for the people of the country, who
will acquire in this way accurate information of what they
do. and how incessant are the toil and drills which inure
them to hardships and develop those qualities which make
the spectacular rescues possible.

"The House on the Hill" I Edison) —A dramatic film, with
a strong heart interest developing that ultimately leads to
the goal yclept matrimony. While this is working out. how-
ever, a gang of counterfeiters, headed by a supposed ghost.

:i to earth and captured in extremely dramatic fashion.
Because the young man and woman could not agree who

that is the inl

"The Russian Lion" (Vitagraph) \ patheti
about undoubt-
ed!) be in

l

wrestling M
Hit end:

| at
lir-t

"At the Dawning" ,m e

measure •! timel) int<

i cornel in til-

maidi ired t" her father, who ait--:

.

is baron as a son-in-law And it all ends happ
reproduction <-lty.
'1 here i- some picl l worth the see-
ing Gaumont's films nevei tire in tin-, departn
"A Bitter Enemy" (Lux).—

1

gines himself som
worthy some oth<

head, and miuiI.i! objects winch chance to
way
"A Honeymoon for Three" \ humoi

ture, albeit tin- humor i- a trifle broad and. perhaps, one
might -ay suggestive; yet notl lid in th<
shown on tin- screen t" which any oik- could taki
and the producers of the film i

- the
thoughts that rise m the minds of thos
and appreciate the wedding couple's situati
i- <li-,-..\ .-red in their automobile.
center- around the widow and her baby l- pal
But She and the little

I for and wh-
come t" th<- young couple there is rejo
picture that will mak
remove themselves hence while it is runnii

"Mistaken Identity (Kalem).—

A

-naming
!

i interest and a good many thrill-
I

how a crook t"..k th n and n<
wrecked hi- life :• M\ , t

.

and tin- on,- who follows it through t.. the end wil
posed to agree that it is

"The Bonesetter's Daughter" (Pathi
tern

j
d a physician and a patient with a broken leg.

There is a young coup .'.ant to marry, but a:

permission, and the broken leg works out thi
the lo\,loru youth and maid. Much ii

by the natural setting and the photography of th;.
both of which are above th.- average, even of .-, Pathe film.

"The Barry Sisters" (Pathe).—An acrobatic pi< I

than usual merit. Not only are th< rformed
inanly clever, but the photography is -harp and cl<

though the subject 1- difficult It :-. perhaps - the best
of tin- type of film that the Pathes have ever pi

"The Gum Shoe Kid" (Urban).—A detective pre-
senting a boy sleuth a- performing remarkable the
way of tracking criminal-. Here -.- a ong

ints which he clears away aim Like' ail

ies of this type its interest cannot be denii
forward to the end with much pleasurable anticipation;

i

expectation disappointed. The guilty dramatically
brought to justice.

"A Trip Through Brazil" (Urba
of merit, presenting nun tonal featu:
well worth seeing. It bri ning
and instructive feature- of Brazil life to the .: 'hose
who can never go there: and thus perforn tional
service of merit The photography is admirably done, with
practically the scenes clear; and presented from what would

i to be the most graphic view point.

INDEPENDENT.
"A Determined Woman" ilmpi.—Whether or not all dis-

turbances incident to club life, or the cultivation of some par-
ticularly engaging ism could be quelled as easily and as
quicky as this one is a question which it might be unwise
to attempt to solve in the same way. But unquestionably
the way to a woman's heart is through her affections, and
in this instance when she sees another installed in her place
she realizes that after all her home is the important thing,
and tells her husband SO. It is needless to point out how
ready he -tore her to her rightful place in the home.
Intended for a comedy this film is really a subtle study of
life and the influences which may be invoked to change the
apparently uncontrollable currents.
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"The Children of Edward IV" (Sales Company).—A pic-

ture dealing with an important episode in English history.

Jt i- perhaps needless to describe it. Everyone who has
read English history at all knows the story, and as one
watches the picture one becomes impressed with the idea

that the history of kings, queens and their unfortunate chil-

dren, is only a story of the infliction of needless pain, or of

put ting to death innocent persons merely so some one else

might gratify an overweanirig ambition. These pictures will

serve to emphasize the difference between the present and
the times depicted so graphically.

"Mr. Swell in the Country" (Centaur).—A comedy which
might be true, yet the producer was undoubtedly moved to

emphasize his fun by exaggerating the scenes. Mr. Swell

makes a good appearance before he decides to take a bath in

the stream. But his trousers are appropriated for scare crow
purposes, and he perambulates first in a barrel and next in a.

skirt.

"Saved from the Red Men" (Bison).—A wild western pic-

ture with redskins pursuing a girl on horseback at a furious

pace, one of them taking her from her horse at full gallop.

Then the cowboys come, the girl's lover shoots the Indian,

and the ending is happy, quite like similar stories every-

where. The furious riding is the principal feature, and one
must admit that it is a stunt well worth seeing.

"Russia, the Land of Oppression" (Defender).—A very
graphic reproduction of the terrible scenes of persecution
which have been enacted among the Hebrew race in Kief
and KishinerT. It is scarcely necessary to describe it. The
newspapers and magazines have done this many times over.

Happily the heroine of this picture has the general's son
for lover, and she is saved from the unmitigated tortures and
dishonors of Siberia by his intervention. There is a feeling

of exultation when they are shown landing at Ellis Island,

the gateway to the land where cruel persecutions of that

character do not exist. One acquires a clearer comprehension
of what the oppression of Russia means to the unfortunates
who suffer under it when it is illustrated like this; and it

is safe to say that after this picture the newspaper accounts
of such persecutions will be more realistic than they have
been heretofore. One may not commend the subject selected,

but the manner in which it is worked out and its palpable
effect upon the audience may be commended, and those in-

terested in its production congratulated upon their excellent
work.

"Her Romance" (Powers).—A love story with its accom-
paniments of death, widowhood and poverty, following dis-

inheritance by an angry mother. Later the grandmother's
automobile strikes the child while he is selling papers and
reconciliation follows. Such stories are popular, and even
though they are plentiful seem never to pall upon the taste

of an audience.

"Limburger and Love" (Powers).—A marital mix-up due
to the arrangement of an alliance through a matrimonial
agency. One man is mistaken for another, arrested and put
in prison, but afterwards released, and is married to the
old maid by a justice. One does not deny the humorous fea-

tures, but the question sometimes arises wdien looking at

these pictures that make light of marriage whether or not
the subtle influence is not injurious? Marriage should not be
a subject for humorous exploitation. It is too sacred and
too important for that.

"In Love with the Charcoal Woman" (Eclair).—A jumping
charcoal sack would naturally cause a good deal of commo-
tion and this instance clearly proves the contention. John's
love for his charcoal woman got a serious set-back when
he found he could not escape from the sack into which she
thrust him when her sweetheart appeared. And when finally

he did escape he comes to the conclusion that loving a
charcoal woman is fraught with too many dangers to be
further pursued.

"The Biter Bit" (Eclair).—A love story with some novel
situations, introducing an old clothes man, with some of his

tricks and discovering a pile of bank notes in an old cushion,
and yet, Margaret doesn't care for the fortunate man. She
prefers the one without money, and Ralph joins their hands
and bids them proceed and be happy. The title refers to

the machinations of the old clothes man, not to the love
affair.

"The Way to Win" (Imp).—A lively picture in which a
French count is made a monkey of while the girl he wants
and her lover steal a march upon him and her father and
arc married before the unfortunate Frenchman escapes from
the constables who hold him for speeding. Not an im-
portant, nor even an ultra-amusing picture, but serves to

while away a few minutes without disagreeable accompani-
ments.

"The Sheriff's Daughter" (Xestor).—A wild western tale
of Indians, kidnapped women, a dog that carries a message
written on a bit of white skirt, careering cowboys and fleeing
Indians. Aside from the intelligent work of the dog it pos-
sesses little or no novelty.

"The Emperor's Message" (Ambrosio).—A dramatic film,
with well sustained interest and admirably photographed.
The subject offers a number of opportunities for strong pic-
torial treatment, and each one of these subjects is developed
to the utmost.

"Settling a Boundary Dispute" (Atlas).—A melodramatic
method of securing the consent to a wedding of unwilling and
quarreling fathers. Such outlawry is not recommended to
the attention of lovers since it might not work as well again;
but in this instance it was an admirable scheme. Further,
they succeeded in settling the boundary dispute which had
disrupted the two families to the entire satisfaction of every
one; and a wedding followed in the natural course of events.

"Jeffries on His Ranch" (Yankee Film Co.).—A series of
views of Jeffries on his ranch, presenting the big fellow in a
way that will delight those who never look beyond the
sporting page of the newspapers and a good many others
beside. It is a strictly record picture, yet technically it is

admirably done and deserves commendation on that score.
This is the first release of the company, and it is an excellent
introduction to the picture loving public, although it was made
and isMied souk; two or three years ago.

"Wenonah" (Powers)).—The story of the daughter of an
Indian chief allied with the British in their war with the
Americans. Numerous dramatic situations are included. Per-
haps the strongest is where Wenonah has her hands tied and
is sent into the woods to starve. The final scene, where she
gives her life for the papers taken from the British courier,
ends the picture with a touch of tragedy which adds to the
picture. One must be ready to admit that it seems better
for her to die thus than it would be for her to live. An im-
pression of sadness runs through the picture, but it does not
seem oppressive, or useless. Altogether, it is an excellently
worked out and highly dramatic film.

"A Jealous Wife." (Ambrosio).—Perhaps after seeing the

film almost any audience will agree that the wife had cause
to be jealous. Some complicated occurrences assist in de-
veloping goods scenes. There is a snap to the acting which
helps the picture immensely.

PARAMOUNT FILM CO. A LIVE WIRE.
A malicious rumor has been circulated that the Paramount

Film Exchange is not buying new film. As this company
has been advertising an exclusive service and making a bold
bid for trade we made it our business to investigate their

methods of doing business. Suffice it to say that they are
buying at this date every available release on the independ-
ent side and holding a large group of satisfied customers by
clean business methods. If the same could be said of every
independent exchange the manufacturers on that side would
have a more rosy outlook. We have no sympathy with these
malicious unfounded rumors and will nail them down every
time.

THE "OPEN DOOR" IN MOVING PICTURE WORK,
Years ago, in stationary photography, quite a vogue arose

amongst clever European and American amateurs for what
is known as the "open door'' subject; that is to say, the
picture would be photographed from inside a house or room,
through a door, the landscape and the figures being shown
beyond, thus creating a very marked effect of looking oiu
of doors on a picture. We are reminded of this by a little

reproduction of the Essanay release for June 18—"A Bandit's
Wife." Here the woman is shown out of doors under the
trees, whilst a man stands inside a building looking out
upon the sunlit scene. This feature has always made a

very striking effect in stationary photography. It is even
more striking when shown on the moving picture screen.

We have seen it on the screen in a few instances, but not
so often as we would like. This little feature alone makes
"The Bandit's Wife" in our eyes a notable bit of pictorial

moving picture work.

Flint, Mass.—The Star Theater of this city, a beautifully

appointed house, with a seating capacity of 750, devoted to

moving pictures and vaudeville and formerly owned by Mr.
M. Felder, has changed hands and is now under the manage-
ment of Mr. T. Speigelthal. of New York city. Mr. Speigel-

thal is well known in the film- business and expects to make
his new purchase a paying investment.
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OPERATOR'S COLUMN.
Questions .Hid Answers**—'Conducted by 1. II. Richardson*

Tension Springs, and Other Things.
wiiir-.: "Kindly t>ll mi- ii ili'

bowed oul h
pllt .HI til'

in tli.- fictory, Km .i , the) are p 'Lit th< >

sufficient pr<

lik< to know why it i- that the \ lm manu-
don't print theii ill frame

at is to say. why do they not print jo thai the

urations will be in tn<

viding line between the pictui

lion much annoyance to the operator who 1 « k

I with hi ctly in frame, Can you tell n

what degree oi heat a film ignites? Whal
i-r that the framing carriage of the

machine, model , work easily or hard?"
Thi of the machine you name, also tl

ny other mechanism using the same style spring, should
ii just a> they rom the factory. Put them on

ami try them out It you think more tension is . take
«w driver and insert it under the springs, one at a

time, ami with a pull outwan at to bow the spring
when you let loose, run it up and down under the spring
two or three times. The result will be the same as

h. Let me caution you. however, Washington, that you
5t be careful not to get any more tension than is ni

i will wear the springs, aperture plate and film

ily, as well as the intermittent ir that matter, the
ile mechanism. You must have sufficient tension, true.

10 much, however. As to the matter
I think 1 shall have to pass that up.

turers have a very decided habit of doing things
- they please without much consideration

-o long ;b sales are not decreased. If

uniform placit procket holes in relation to the dividing
line of the pictures helncd sales you would see them get

in about two-fifths of a minute. But such is not the
and in this world, where nothing counts for much but

the item of profit, it would be a mere waste of ink and en-

take up anything like that. I'm not sure what the
lite film is. but have heard it

d .i~ being about 250, though whether F. or C. I do
know. Here is a chance for -omcone like Neighbor

if Watertown, S. I)., who like- to experiment
The experiment would be interesting, I am sure.

be at it with my hair in a braid, were I fixed so
I could. As to the frameup carriage: in the front of the two

which hold the rod to which is attached the frame-
up Kver and the gear which meshes into the cog track you
will see a set-screw —one in each boxing. Tightening or

• ning these -crews has the effect of making the frameup
carv k easy or tight.

Dissolver?— Rosedale, Mi--, writes as follows: "Would
tell me through your helpful column what you think of

the -ketch' Would it produce a dissolving effect?

Your column has been a <jreat help to me. and the Moving
ire VVi 'rid is a jewel."

Many thank-. Neighbor Rosedale. for your kind word=.

SCHEME FOR A SINGLE LAMP DISOLVER.BY ROSEDALS.MISriSSIPPI.

we continue to merit your good opinion. Oh. well. I

dunno about that dissolver. At first glance I said it would
ivork, but a closer inspection oi the arrangement sketched
roduced herewith) caused me to hesitate. I'm not sure

just what the effect would be. but this I do know: mirror
and about every: imaginable have already

Some Information for It. Worth.

will say thai

h.it hold

loll"

lindle ui

i and n

machine aim
upward I ad> tter a t:

'1 his 1-. 1 think, 1

Thanking ;> in the past, 1
•

will 1 nee to some brother
I think, Los Angeli

in The Column before, but n<

what di: lauy
thanks. Come again.

Daylight Screen.—Baltimore, Md., wi
pictu

ii method of projecting
Was told to seek informal
Duncan p Md."

I have taken the liberty time
'1 that any one v. 111 the 11

light projection, or who knows where th<

light curtain- may be had will

1111'ormat ually the writer kn
tures are being projected, witli at

> light, but where th<

who make- them be does ii"t 1.

the screen up into a i"t of lit

check
are painted dead black with tl in white. That such
a screen would b< without
a- the mere abilit the picture in daylight
But it also follows that the audiem
pretty nearly squarely in front of such a -

having inform ncerning this mat
it in to The Column. :t direct to Mr. 1

A Suggestion.— Appleton, \\ in suggestion for an
improvement to the Powers lamp. It I ry good and I

have referred it to the Po ipany. 1 '•r the benefit of
any sh to d n has d"

I will set the matter forth. He has a late : were
lamp on which is an arrangement fi p carbon
arm :ne the top and bottom carbons with each
other. lie ha- attached to the end of the rod another
with a universal joint, extending this extension rod
the lamphouse through a slot cut beside tl the
end he lias placed a wooden knob and he turn the

aid swing hi- crate' | r at will
with. the lampl

From Far Off Salt Lake City. Mr. Edward F. Hartford, a
Salt Lak

r of The Columi te a while and have found it a
rip in righting some of my trouble-. * * * I note

ral queries concerning the . rticularly re-

garding the -ettn . ite the travel
•he fran high

point. Turn flywheel in thi am-
wheel is directly over the shaft—that

Dint in its n ncd
•rew holding it to its sh.v :tter

around in direction it runs until the Flicker Blade covers the
aperture. Tighten the shtitte and the
job is dor method I have found to be emine:

ry and it has never failed me. I tl

•

paid."

Salt Lake City also remarks on th of the lower loop
on the machine. Savs he has had the same ex-
perience but has found it to be the fault of too tight a takeup
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"STANDARD" means PERFECT
IN MOVING PICTURE MACHINES

In non-flicker

PERFECT

In fireproofness

In motor and hand power
In light brilliancy

In attractiveness

In construction

In mechanism
In simplicity

In results

There is NO other "JUST AS GOOD "-only one "STANDARD
-the "STANDARD" —the world over.

Our Exceptional Offer
During the next sixty days, we will ship a machine PREPAID to any responsible house, any-

where, ON APPROVAL—you to set up the machine, USE IT FOR ONE WEEK, if it is not
PERFECTLY SATISFACTORY to YOU, and does not give you BETTER RESULTS than ANY
OTHER MACHINE on the market, box it up and return it to us CHARGES COLLECT—if the
machine gives you the results we claim for it, send your check at the end of the week's trial.

CAN WE OFFER YOU ANYTHING FAIRER?
Everything is left absolutely to YOUR own JUDGMENT; we DO NOT ask you for a deposit—we

DO NOT BIND you IN ANY WAY, SHAPE OR MANNER. We KNOW our machine is the best

on earth, and we want to PROVE it TO YOU before we ask you for your money.

THE "STANDARD" IS FULLY GUARANTEED FOR ONE YEAR

R. E. TAYLOR COMPANY
MARBRIDGE BUILDING HERALD SQUARE

NEW YORK
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..11 As regards the methi !"k tlic No 5 abutter,
it mi relj illustrates th< fact that 1

learn. I have tested out Salt I .1 k . 1 ity'j method
and rfectl) limple. 1

Something, Many thank- Salt I ...

md our ri

Dirty Sprockets.- St I ouis, Mo., writes Do< not
the dirl which graduallj 1 1 run, of the

harm. I

• •.1 of removing same. ! if all my
t show The opi rator of

irby house ridicules me foi it and calls 1 rand-
mother.' What il«' you think about it?"

I think the operator of the nearbj hi plj maki
displaj "i his ignorai rtainly the ihrt does harm It

most decidedly makes the film jump if it is on the inter-

mittent sprocket and helps along any inclination the film

may have to climb the teeth of the other sprockets if it

them. lii< best, easiest and quickest method of cleaning the
kit-- is by brushing them with a stifl bristled toothbrush,

perating room should hav< .1 toothbrush for this

in tin- connection let mi say that the whole
should be kept scrupulously clean. A dirty, oil-

red machine infers a sloppy workman. A sloppy work-
man in turn infers almost anything else than a first class

Rheostat Coils.- Tooeka, Kas . asks if there 1- such a thing
resistance coil thai can be used singly on no volts?
imably Topeka mean- 1- there a coil of approximately

the size and length of an ordinary rheostat coil which may be
no volts pressure Yes. One company makes a

coil which delivers three ampere- on no volts

working alone. Any number of them may be hitched
in multiple, each added coil increasing the amperage by three.

now being put out which is made up of these
about ready to be put on the market at least.-

I'm not -ure that it is actually out yet.

Ghost Trouble.— Portland. Ore., writes: "The Operator's
Column is what I lo,,k tor first when I get the World. It

certainly 1- a lug help to us out here in the woolly west where
we don't claim to know all there 1- to the game. Now
friend Richardson, I am up a tree and want help. A friend
in a neighboring city has installed a machine and
is having a lot (<i trouble He throws 70 feet, uses an Allen
adjustable lens and a current -aver called a "Formostat."
The picture cuts -harp eno Far as fi - but he
can't get enough light on the screen. Have used <>

:
.' and 7'j

condenser, tv and a (<' . and 0. but the result is the
same. Have moved lamp to the machine and
pulled it back until gho-t 1- eliminated but the latter move-
ment results in showing two distinct circles of light on the
curtain; also the picture was very dim. I adjusted the carbons

directed, placing the lower a trifle in advance of
the upper and the light was perfect at the arc. but a true

v\ e were unable to gr ct. Another thing I noticed: when-
ever film i- in the machine the lens i- in perfect focus, but

IS the machine is run the held shows slightly out of
focus. I use an Edison projector in my theater and have
never had this happen. Do you suppose the above trouble
may be due to condenser casing being out of line with the
aperture, causing the true focal point to be above or below
the aperture' I trust you will be able to help us in this

matter as my friend i- lo-ing a lot of business and worrying
himself silk through inability to project a good picture."

Well, friend Portland, you have sprung a pretty stiff one.
I am inclined to believe the main trouble lie- in that "Formo-
stat" (what in thunder ever that may be). Two seven and a

half condensers should be all right so far as the condenser
lenses be concerned. Possibly your condenser is too high or
too low and also that it does not set square with the aperture
and that the lenses are not square with each other. Look
well to all these points, though none of them should or could
hardly be charged with so serious a state of affairs as you
describe. The ghost may possibly be caused by having your
lower carbon too far advanced, thus causing the lower car-

bon tip to interfere in the lipht. As to the film showing
out of focus: are you sure your machine is not vibrating
badly or that the projection lens is not vibrating or that the
lenses of the projection lens are not loose in their holders
and vibrating? Also that there is no dirt or oil on the lens
anywhere. Any one of these things might possibly produce
the effect you describe I believe. As to the two rings of
light when you pull the lamphousc back. youYe got me.
Portland. Never saw that particular effect caused in that
particular way. The two rings T have often seen present
but they were multicolored and due to carbon set. They were
present at any position oi the lamphouse. And now I think I

shall pass thi

then :..rth their v

chin* the
1 think.

Ghost Trouble.

he has tried mi
well as the whole lamphousi Has carbi

A < am
hould ha\ e; 8xio foot pi<

at •)'•

1 thmk, neighbor, you probably have your lowei cat

just a htt ' in ad\

a

uises

the lower tip to b ith the light, caus-

1 Bhadow on the curtain It i that
youi
them as directed

187, August 7, 1909, issue of The
\\ orld I set forth fully tting thi

gave nine lllustra' :ight and wrong . icm.
I would recommend that Ka:

I
the

World and stud} illy. It must be understood thor-

oughly that -ettn alternating cum
results are to be had work 'I be

than an eighth of an inch in advancement of the lower
carbon will totally alter the ;

rater as

as change other condition-. They must be tly right

and l>e kept that way.

THE INTERCHANGEABLE SPROCKET.
"What great events from little causes spring!" The little

teeth on the sprocket wheel of the moving picture pro-

may be said to control the entire industry. As tin- n
know- they form part of a valuable patent Thej are vital

in their mission to the complete carrying out of the funda-
mental principles of both taking camera- and projector-. In

other word- the intcrmittcney of film movement They are
given to weaiing out on one side, and, then, in their

with the film they abrade or disturb the peri

The result is tribulations. The interchangeable sprocket is

designed to avert this. When the teeth arc worn out you can

#%
unscrew the washer at each end of tl will

find the sprocket disk with the little points on it. which
can turn around and thus get the effect of an entirely new
sprocket, or you can keep a supply of sprockets for the pur-

of renewing the efficacy of this most vital part of the
machine. This is one of those excellent ideas which make
one say: "Why was not this thought of b how.
lure it is. and we recommend exhibil and
other- to get in touch with the Motion Picture Machine Re-
pair Work-, at 131 West 24th street New York city,

to learn all about the practical advantages of this ingenious
little device.

NEULIGAN & BOGGS OPEN AIRDOME—PUT IN
HALLBERG ECONOMIZERS AND SEARCHLIGHT.
Mr. George Xelligan. manager of the above theater at

Third avenue and German place. Xew York city, has worked
out a novel advertising scheme. It consists in mounting a

searchlight on top of the operating booth of his open Air-

dome and playing the powerful Stream of light on the public

and on the buildings in the neighborhood, thus attracting

attention to his show. The outfit consists of a "Hall"

Economizer, upon which i- mounted a specially constructed
•earchlight. which is adjustable for any position. Mr. Xelli-

gan has also installed a complete "Hailberg'" machine and
Economizer equipment and on pleasant evenings is playing
full house to a seating capacity of 1.800. Mr. Xelligan has
expressed himself as much pleased with this scheme of ad-
vertising, which has so far proved very attractive and
profitable. Mr I. H. Hailberg. of Xo. 30 Greenwich ave-
nue. Xew York city, furnished the entire equipment.
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Associated Independ

"AN OPEN MARKET
AND AN OPEN DOOR"

We want to thank those Exchanges and Exhibitors that stood by us so nobly last week in our

fight for the open market built on quality. There is only one great principle involved in this

fight and that is

—

AN OPEN MARKET, and you and we are going to win.

From Our Standpoint. The right to sell our product direct to you. We refuse to hand our busi-

ness over to competitors and to entrust our goods to men who selfishly conspire to effect our and
your gradual elimination and eventual Commercial Destruction.

From Your Standpoint. You demand the right to buy from such manufacturers who have what
you want without being compelled to take a complete program and be used as a dumping
ground for a program stuffed and padded with a product made by unknown manufacturers and
sold under fictitious names.

We are not afraid to sell our goods in competition. Not so our competitors. Because they
have carefully planned to Monopolize the Independent Market, Factories, Exchanges
and Exhibitors and in this they are doomed to certain failure. Remember we are not

organized for profit. Each concern will sell you direct. We are banded for your and our

mutual protection and United We Will Win.

Wire Orders Direct to

THANHOUSER CO.
GREAT NORTHERN FILM CO.
NESTOR FILM CO.
ECLAIR FILM CO.
THE ACTOPHONE CO.
THE CARSON CO.
THE AMERICAN KINOGRAPH CO.
THE LUX CO.
THE ELECTRAGRAFF CO.
THE LeLION CO.
THE CENTAUR FILM CO.
THE CINES CO.
MOTOGRAPH CO.

CAPITOL FILM CO.
COLUMBIA FILM CO.
WHYTE FILM CO.

New Rochelle, N. Y.
New York City, 7 East 14th Street
Bayonne, N. J.

New York City, 31 East 27th Street
New York City, 27 Lexington Avenue
Chicago, 111., 225 Dearborn Street
New York City, 124 East 25th Street
New York City, 10 East 15th Street
Philadelphia, 2556 North 24th Street
New York City, 10 East 15th Street
Bayonne, N. J.

New York City, 31 East 27th Street
Baltimore, Md., 202 N. Calvert Street
Washington, D. C, 405 nth St., N. W.
New York City, 541 8th Avenue
New York City, 27 Lexington Avenue

|^"TO EXHIBITORS: If you don't know what Exchange

Associated Independent Fi
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Film Manufacturers

OUR PROGRAM
For Week Beginning June 20th

BETTER THAN LAST WEEK AND IN A CLASS TO ITSELF FOR

QUALITY

!

QUANTITY

!

VARIETY

Monday, June 20 NESTOR
ECLAIR

Boss of E Ranch

Eugenie Grandet

Tuesday, June 21 THANHOUSER
LUX

KINOGRAPH CO.

Thclma

The Devil's Wand
Drowsy Dick's Dream

Tempered with Mercy

Wednesday, June 22 ELECTRAGRAI I

MOTOGRAPH
An Interupted Courtship

Taft for a Day

Thursday, June 23 CENTAUR

CINES
COLUMBIA

Getting Rid of Uncle

One Good Turn

From Love to Martvrdom

Claim jumpers

Friday, June 24 THANHOUSER

LUX

KINOGRAPH

Governor's Daughter

We Want Your Vote

An E\'citing Yarn

Lieutenant Rose, R. N.

Saturday, June 25 GREAT NORTHERN The Captain's Wife

CAPITOL Cash on Delivery

CARSON Forget Me Not

lie our goods, write us and list will be promptly furnished

Manufacturers 124 EAST 25th STREET
NEW YORK CITY
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AMONG THE EXHIBITORS.
In Canada the pictures seem to be doing well, for news

from this corner reports that the Elite, the Colonial, Dream-
land, Starland, Unique, Pastime, Princess and Lyric are all

playing to increased business and look forward to a bright

future, in Winnipeg.

The Elite Theater, of Nashville, is also doing good busi-

ness, as is the Dixie.

Capt. W. D. Ament, who is well known in show circles

and along the Pay Streak, recently sub-leased the Marlowe
Theater from Frank L. Long. The Marlowe is located in

Jackson, Tenn., and will be run as a popular priced vaude-

ville and picture house.

The California Theater, located on Broadway. San Fran-

cisco, has changed its policy somewhat, running pictures

through the week and vaudeville on Sundays only. Mr. Ben
Michaels is in charge of this theater and under his skillful

direction the success of the house is assured.

The new Grand Theater, which recently closed its doors
in Winnipeg, Canada, is said to be the largest motion picture

• theater in the Dominion, having a seating capacity of some
1,200. Mr. Klein, who runs the Elite Theater, is now man-
ager for the Grand and, from his past reputation, success

seems assured.

Mr. Riffe H. Smith, of Oskaloosa, Kan., recently opened a

new motion picture theater in that city.

A. M. Henry recently opened a motion picture house in

Cole Camp, Mo. Mr. Henry was formerly a band leader.

Reports from Iowa City, la., proclaim another victoy of

the film over vaudeville, for the Bijou theater there has

closed the vaudeville to devote its entertainment entirely to

pictures.

The Imp Films seem to be making a decided hit in Nash-
ville, Tenn. Mr. William Wassman, manager of the Crystal

Theater there, says that where there's an Imp there's a

crowd.

The Latts Brothers, present owners of the Bijou Theater,

at Ashland, Wis., have purchased the Crystal Theater, lo-

cated in Antigo, Wis., from Bouter and Kelmon. The Lat*s

Brothers took charge of their new house on June i, 1910.

The Unique Film Exchange opened a branch office in the

same building with the Happy Hour Theater, in El Paso,
Tex., and will supply, through this branch, Mexico, New
Mexico and Arizona. Mr. E. H. Duffy is the local manager.

From Louisville, Ky., comes a report that the moving pict-

ure theaters are very prosperous. The Hopkins, Orpheum,
Princess, Columbia and Crystal Theaters are in the lead

there.

Correspondence.

AN EXPLANATION AND A PROTEST.
Albion, N. Y., June 13, 1910.

To the Editors Moving Picture World:
Gentlemen—As you probably noticed, the Official Organ

of the Independent branch, the Moving Picture News, in

the issue of June 4th, reprinted a letter on "The Morals of

Moving Pictures," which I wrote to the Rochester Demo-
crat and Chronicle. Because the text of the letter was more
favorable necessarily to the M. P. P. Co. than to his side,

the editor jumped to the conclusion that it was written by
some one connected with the "Trust." to injure the com-
peting side. I enclose a letter which I have sent to the
News, with a copy of the attack which called forth my
letter, both of which are self-explanatory.

Yours truly,

B. G. DRUMMOND,
321 University avenue, Rochester, N. Y.

Albion, N. Y., June 13th, 1910.

Editor Moving Picture News,
New York City:

Dear Sir—It has been called to my attention that in your
issue of the 5th inst. you reprinted my recent letter to

the Rochester Democrat and Chronicle, implying that it was
written and the publication secured by the "Trust," with the
purpose of damaging Independent films in the eyes of the
public. Such was not the case. I, an exhibitor of motion
pictures in Albion, N. Y., as I signed myself in that letter,

wrote the article in reply to a criticism of moving pictures
as a whole, which appeared a short time before in the same
columns, a copy of which is enclosed. It was solely because
I did not relish seeing the whole motion picture industry

condemned -for the fault of a very small minority, that I

wrote the letter. 1 sent it by mail to the editor of the paper,
without comment, and he published it without remuneration.
As an exhibitor, I do not experience any more pleasure

in parting with my two dollars each week than do any of

the thousands of others who have become addicted to the
habit. I am predisposed to patronize the free and unshackled
distributors of films, but I must have quality! There are
makers of pictures in the Independent ranks who are de-

cidedly a credit to the trade; one in particular, a recent ad-

dition to the producers, all of whose subjects I should be
glad to show; but they are so much in the minority to the
Other kind—the kind who were responsible for the attack
which I answered—that like many others, I shall continue
to contribute my two per, figuring it out as a dime for pro-
tection, a quarter for royalty, and $1.65 for the assurance of
the best quality the market affords—until I find I can get
as good programs from the other side of the business. Then
I'll flop.

My assumption that the pictures which were referred to
as especially bad. were imported independent subjects, was
correct, as I learned in an interview with the critic after the
publication of the letter which you reprinted and criticized.

I am not in any way interested in the M. P. P. Co., except
as it is a force working for the betterment of the business;
I am intensely interested in seeing the motion picture come
into its own, and that alone was my reason for stating in

the press facts which aroused your resentment. I hope and
believe that they will cease to be facts after the passage of
time has shown all the manufacturers you represent that
quality spells success.

B. G. DRUMMOND,
Proprietor Bijou Theater, Albion, N. Y.

(From the Rochester Democrat and Chronicle, May 12, 1910.)

Thinks Picture Shows Objectionable.

To Editor of the Democrat and Chronicle:
Sir—Moving pictures have come to be the most popular

form of entertainment offered to the people. Wherever
you go, in city or town, you will find the moving picture
theater doing business. In the larger cities the patronage
accorded them is so large that the receipts of the more
pretentious theaters have been seriously affected, and in New
York City, half a dozen of the older vaudeville and melo-
drama houses now echo with the click of the reels. The
nickelodeon has certainly caught the popular fancy; to-day
more than 12,000 moving picture shows are operating daily
in this country. To provide pictures for these places, about
thirty theatrical companies are continually employed in act-
ing scenes before the camera and a million and a half feet of
new films are put out each week. On these films Mr. Edi-
son, who holds the patents on the moving picture processes,
draws royalties of half a cent a foot, or more than $7,000 a
week.
Inasmuch as these moving picture theaters have an esti-

mated daily attendance of 5,000.000 people it becomes a mat-
ter of public concern what sort of pictures are displayed. A
state law forbids the presence of children at these places un-
less attended by parents or guardians, but the law is a dead
letter in many places; children of all ages are freely admitted
if they have the price. The manager of such a place cannot
make his selection of films, but must take what comes to
him on his standing order, unless it be for special occasions,
and so it often happens, no doubt, that pictures are shown
that do not represent the taste of the manager.
A record faithfully kept of pictures thrown upon the screen

in one town during a period of three months showed that
60 per cent were not of a character to be seen by a mixed
audience. Some were positively bad and degrading and
corrupting, others portrayed scenes of murder, burglary, rob-
bing, assault, divorce, etc. A child should grow up to loathe
impurity and young women should abhor marital infidelity,
and yet, if they are constant attendants at the average mov-
ing picture show, they will have put before their eyes, scenes
of married life which will make them familiar with a kind of
life which goes beyond the limits of respectability and de-
cency.
Many of the subjects presented are of a kind which makes

for good entertainment and instruction, but if any one who
is a habitual patron of these places will take pains to check
all the pictures he sees he will find that more than half the
reels contain films which portray suggestive and melodrama-
tic subjects which are no better fitted for the eyes of a boy
or girl than are the wicked words for their minds. Children
should not be permitted to go to these places without adult
escort, for more reasons than one, and some pretense at
least should be made of enforcing the law.
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The mo\ m^ picture iho mj
knowledge k>"-'. models ol tbeii kind, a

1 once iav« a series of pictures which would have jusl

ling the plai

them I I' B
in, \ \ , M.i> i".

THE EXHIBITORS GOLDEN TIME.
I loth ui. Ali

. Jan.- 8, [010.

1- .in ii - \l.>\ ins Picture World
Dear Sira under the above caption, which I have nol

I valuable paper, I would lik<- to have .i few worda
First, 1 would like t.> taj tli.it my brother in the Northwest
is in t.... -.mall a town t.> make any monej 1 am in a I

tli ir claima to,ooo Of this number there are about j.ooo

i i l have h.ul tin- fight of my life t.i make i

i picture here The trouble that I have
up .' tlu- fact that those who should be the rval

promoters >>t moving pictures, v\z . the manufacturers ami
tin- iviiti-rs. have not catered to tli I the small towns
The exhibitor in the small town i> the fellow who needs
help ami needa it had When is made, the

> high that it is out of tli.- question t*> >r me to get

it. ami when the price declines low enough it has been for-

n by the public 1 do not wish I
my reflection.

be exchange thai I am no rvice from. They
have treated me better than 1 have ever been treated by an

before, ami I have taken t.> going t'> church nn
Sundays since doing business with them I think the Patents

panj (who are the licensed manufacturers. I think)

should equalize the exhibitor- they promised t"

t $i04 a year out of mj theater. This amount
i high grade moving machine in my

The exhibitor in the large city needs no help He
i ••>k out tor himself He has thousands of people out

ir amusement, ami if he has the g

they will patronize him Not SO in the -mall towns I have
ffer all inducements available to get two hundred out

There are various causes for the exhibitor's failure, the

principle one being his lack of kr of how to please
the public Hoping you will find space in your columns for

this article. I am. Yerv respectfully,

UTHERN F.HXIBITOR.

Your Pudding's a Failure
Even the worlJ's finest ooks occasionally '"rget

an important ingredient in making up their

"puddings" W tr. to -.ubstitute sotueth

h.inJierorcheaper—anJ the puJJingi- Kl INI !>•

It's a Lack of Judgment!
Liken youreell to the M re

l itre Manager. If YOU'VE fitted up a hand-
re theatre; if VOl '\ I made every prep.ira-

to "(.II 1 If I l\l SINESS". would you
consider it GOOD judgment to take on an in-

pirrkant, unknown, unreliable film service.

simply because ofa **1 *^< II D" ivingin price?

We say "FANCIED" because you DON'

I

save — you DON' I get the su ju

DON'T gel the crowds—if you DON'T get a

licensed him service.

And even among licensed services see that
lot rs is a

PremierFilm Service

The Pittsburg Calcium
Light & Film Company
Pittsburg, Pa. Dea Moines, la. Rochester, N. Y.

Wilkes Barre, Pa. Cincinnati, Ohio.

Omaha. Neb.

Fall of the

SPARKLING
SNAPPY
RATTLE

of
BATTLE

CUSTER'S LAST STAND
RELEASED JUNE 1st, 1Q10

Original battlefield -Real Indians- Full of excitement from Start to Finish

DOES NOT RESEMBLE ANY PREVIOUS RELEASE
OT LICENSED EXHIBITORS TAKE NOTICE; {-:

This Film Produced by a Licensed Manufacturer

STATE. RIGHTS FOR SALE.
Ohio, Oregon. Washington and Idaho—SOLD

)nly authorised and original rroving pictures of JACK
JOHNSON, Champ'on ol ihe NN orld, training for the

BIG FIGHT of

JULY 4th 1910

Jeffries
and

ohnson
All these pictures have Jack Johnson'* Autograph. None

others are Genuine. Get the >;enu
: ne cr none at all.

We Own and
Control lh«

ExcluiivcRighli
for th« States
of Illinios.

Nebraska.
Colorado,

Montana ar.d

NELSON and GAN5
FIGHT PICTURES

WE HAVE THE ENTIRE EXCLUSIVE CON-
TROL OF THE ORIGINAL SEPT. 9th, 1908

Complete from Training Quarters to Knockout

FOUR THOUSAND FEET TWENTT-ONE BOUNDS

and

July 4th, at Goldfield, Nevada
42 ROUNDS FOUL BLOW
2 FAMOUS RING BOUTS

Write for Low Rental Prices

CHICAGO FILM EXCHANGE
46 Jickson Boulevard

CHICAGO, ILL.

14th and Douglass Sts.

OMAHA. NEB.
401 Barclay Block

DENVER, COL.
321 Atlas Block

SALT LAKE CITY, LTAH
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WHAT THE MANUFACTURERS ARE DOING.
MELIZS NOTES.

••\VIiii, Doe's Lovers" is tin- Interesting relea i the Melles Star Films
this wirl,; ami without li-ar of contradiction, this may be called an Indian

pat excellence. The producer has staged a stirring drama ol rue
Jim hi a white cowboy ami an Indian warrior for a red-skinned maiden,
wh" is something of a coquette. She finds it hard tu choose between
them, and leaves it to their valor in persona;] comb

This diH'l is a terrrlflc affair in which the best man wins, carrying away
th,- willing captive, while the horse of the defeated champion sniffs in
surprise at the dead body of his master.

Iin the same reel is a pretty comedy entitled •'The Stranded Actor."
These two make a great double-header, which art- sure to boost the Stock
el Mclics away above pax.
The release of June JUtli is another great Mexican picture. It is a

COmed] drama of love and horse-racing, which bears the title of "The
Ruling Passion," the reference briny to tin- Mexican's love of chance.

EDISON SHORT COMEDIES GROWING IN FAVOR.
"There's Jones again!" a "fan" was heard to say in one of the local

theaters on a recent evening while one of the Edison picture comedies
was being run. and judging from the audible hum that swept over the
audience at the same moment, he was not the only one who had made
the same discovery.

It was "Jones" all right. There was no mistaking that rotund figure
and that good-natured, mobile face so easily wreathed in smiles or in the
most convulsing of grimaces. "Jones" fstage name, of course) is in a
class all by himself when it comes to the interpretation of comedy roles

before the camera. lie was the most popular actor in that held of the
motion picture a year or two ago, and tin- Eidison Company made a "ten-
strike" when they brought him out of retirement to act for their films.
So far he has appeared in two productions, "Fortune's Fool," released
May 1*4, and "Mr. Bumptious on Birds," released June 7.

This "Mr. Bumptious ou Birds," suggested possibilities to the Edison
producers, and as a result they are preparing to produce a series of short
comedies with "Bumptious," a fat little man who is "all swelled up"
by his own importance, as the principal figure. This part has been en-
trusted to "Joues." and a rattling good choice was made in giving it to

him. If the producers overlook any opportunity for eomedy in the scen-
ario "Jones" may be expected to develop something in the rehearsals,
Other characters which appeared in the first production will be preserved
throughout the series—"Bumptious' " wife, his cook, his two angular
friends and his hoodoo, the girl who chews gum. The latter character,
by the way, is a bit of original work that deserves recognition.
The next of the series, "How Bumptious Papered the Parlor," will be

released on July 13, after which comes "Bumptious as an Aviator," to be
released July 29.

The Edison Company is receiving many compliments on the splendid
work done by the portion of their Stock Company and photographic staff
engaged in the pictures reeeutly produced in Cuba. . The first of these,
"The Princess and the Peasant," released May 17, is generally conceded
to be an extraordinary film in both dramatic and photographic excellence,
while "Sisters," released three days later, although less sensational,
is equally as good from a photographic standpoint. Another of these, "A
Central American Romance," was released ou the 17th inst., and several
more are promised for the near future. An occasional change of locale
always lends to the success of pictures, and the Edisou Company certainly
chose wisely when they selected the wonderful scenery of the West In-
dies as the natural setting for some of their dramas.
The child actress whose work attracted such favorable attention in Richard

Harding Davis' "Her First Appearance," will again be seen in "Booties'
Baby," the dramatic subject to be released on June 21. This film, which
has a strong military flavor, is interpreted by a special cast headed by
Robert Couness, in the title role of "Booties," the good-natured officer of
the "Scarlet Lancers," an English regiment. The title of the picture
suggests but little of the dramatic strength of the story it tells.

VITAGRAPH NOTES.
Lo! the Conquering Hero comes! As usual the Vitagraph Company is

"Johnny on the spot," and will be right in line at the head of it with
pictures of the reception to Theodore Roosevelt on his return to his

native heath ou June ISth. The recent grand coup d'etat of the Vitagraph
in securing pictures of the King's funeral is fresh in our minds. This
and their general activity in the doing of things has made them known
throughout the world as real live, go-ahead and get there people. The
great aquatic and land reception and processions in honor of "Our Teddy"
will be presented to the public and world at large in a most compre-
hensive and thorough Vitagraph fashion.

And still they come! This is direct evidence of what the Vitagraph
pictures are doing every day—not only amusing and entertaining the
public but getting right into the hearts of people by_bringing before
them real life portrayals that win them and set them to thinking iu the
right direction. To get at the story from the Freeport, 111., Press of
May 2Cth:
"A touching episode occurred yesterday morning at the Majestic Theater

where Manager Guiteau was showing a Vitagraph picture eutitled "Con-
vict No. 790." Just before the show opened Mr. Guiteau noticed two
poorly dressed men enter the playhouse and as they acted as if they did
not want to be noticed, he kept his weather eye open. Just before they
entered he had seen them looking at the posters which advertised the pic-

ture. When inside they stood well in the rear of the house and after
the picture was finished. Manager Guiteau asked one of them, whom he
saw holding a handkerchief to his eyes, what he thought of the film.

While the tears streamed down his face the fellow replied sobbingly: "Too
near home, pard."
The Japanese are a wonderful people, extremely poetic in their na-

tures. Sir Edwin Arnold, the great English author and poet found in

Japan his ideal of femininity and wrote many a sonnet in commemora-
tion thereof. "Ito, the Beggar Boy," is a dramatic creation of the love
and devotion of a little Japanese boy to the baby daughter of his bene-
factor and nothing can approach in fiction or fact anything more pene-
tratingly pathetic and idealistic than the noble spirit of little Ito.

The scenic splendor of this picture is an artistic Companion piece to
"The Love of Chrysanthemum," which has already been issued and en-
dorsed a marvel of beauty. "Ito, the Beggar boy" is announced for Juue
18th, the same day as Col. Theodore Roosevelt reappears in our midst—
and like him, the observed of all observers.

Tins is the month of daisies. Here are two: "The Little Mother," on
June 21st, and "By Faith of a Child," on June 25th; the former emotion-
ally dramatic and the latter dramatically emotional with one of the most
exciting episodes of rescues from pending death through the intercession
of a child and her wild ride to deliver her father's pardon just as his
execution is about to take place.

"Old Glory," the Vitagraph feature lilm which everybody is -waiting
for, will unfurl its graceful folds upou the breeze Of popular approval on
Saturday, .July 2d. and majestically wave from the pinnacle of Vitagraph
Standard and tlon picture supremacy, a thing of beauty aud a joy for-
ever. Patriotism will give vent to pent up enthusiasm as the people be-
hold tins mignificenl tribute to the ttag of our nation. The mighty ban-
ner of Ireiil, an and amnesty to all. No cannon's mar or musket's boom are

ary to fill your theaters and airdomes with the enthusiasm and
spirit of the Fourth of July. "Old Glory" will suffice. Secure it now
and a rousing big audience with full lobbies aud still a coining will be
yours. The Vitagraph Special "Old Glory" poster will help some.

LUBIN NOTES.
The Lubln Company announces Apache Gold for its release of June 27th,

the sii.r.v having been written by a contributor to many of the best known
magazines. The story possesses thai twist of originality that is a hall
mark of the Lubln western releases, and the concluding scenes are a
genuine novelty. The release for tin- last day of June, Faith Lost and
Wou is another interesting contribution to thi

of a woman hater who goes to a ranch to escape women aud winds up
by marrying the girl owner of the adj. lining ranch.
One of the stories recently accepted by the Lubln Company for early

production is the product of a former English prize fighter now an ex-
pontlnt of physical culture iu a western city. lie is the author of a
couple "i books on culture topics and is now working on a novel of ring
life. lie is a find of the Lubln Scenario Department and has been de-
veloped into a writer within the last three months. The accepted story
does not deal with the ring.

Percy, the Cowboy, has scored an unanticipated success. It was re-
garded as a clever idea w lien it was published, a sound comedy
picture, but scores of managers have taken the trouble to .write of their
appreciation of the subject. The story is unique in that it was written,
staged, photographed and edited by the same man, one Of the Lubln
directors.

SELIG NOTES.
Fred Walton falls before the moving picture camera and becomes a

Selig feature in the master comedy production "The Hall Room 1-

Mr. Walton is known throughout America and Europe as the monarch of
silent comedy and the recruiting oJ such a well known actor to pieture-
dom can but reflect with credit upon the aggressiveness of Selig.
motto is and always has been to obtain the best irrespective of cost.
An early release by the Polyscope will be a big dramatic picture re-

vival of "The Phoenix," witli Milton and Dolly Nobles in their ,

parts. We have noted the great interest exhibitors in general mfi
in seeing their old time dramatic favorites in the plays in which they
were so familiarly known and in presenting Milton and Dolly Nobles in
"The Phoenix," one of the greatest of the well-known plays will be given
to picturedoiu. It is sure to create a demand for this class of subjects.
"The Red Man's Way," is a new one on the way and the story runs

as follows: An Indian farmer and his wife protect and secrete a gambler
who has injured a cowboy in a fight over a game of cards. The gambler
repays the Indian by stealing the affections of his wife, a beautiful Indian
woman of eighteen. Great is the dismay of the Indian on finding
wife in the arms of the white man whom he has befriended. His first

thought is to kill the destroyer of his home, but he decides to givi
squaw to the gambler and when she attempts to take her infant, the
Indian interposes. "You take the squaw, the child stays with me." Five
years later, we see the effects of the union between the gambler and the
squaw. He has become a confirmed drunkard and the squaw through abuse,
neglect and hardship, is dying. The Indian learns of this and his manner
of vengeance is unique, and gives this picture story its name.
Hal Reid has been specially retained by tbe Selig Polyscope Co., and

will appear as Tom Logan in "Human Hearts," the part created and made
famous by him. Every effect is being made to make the master drama
of far reaching merit and should prove a glorious success as Mr. Reid is

one of the best known actors of America.

TWO REMARKABLE FILMS.
Pathe Freres will release "Caesar in Egypt" on June 27, the second of

their colored Egyptian series. The first of this series was "Cleopatra,"
which met with such excessive approval that in presenting "Caesar in
Egypt" Pathe Freres feel diffident when they state that if anything the
interior settings of this film may be said to be even better than those in
"Cleopatra." The actors are leading French artists. M. C. Moreau as
Caesar, Mme. Delphine Renot as Tagra. and Mile. Rianz as Tsit. Tbe mise-
en-scene bears the hall-mark of a consummate knowledge of the art and
science of staging and it is certain that its indisputable merits will assure
for this film warm praise.
On July 6 Pathe Freres release their next colored art film. "Love Ye

One Another," which tells the story of a poor outcast who. although will-
ing, is unable to obtain food or work. The picture concludes with his
death after rescuing from a fire a boy who had only a few minutes previous
refused him a bite of bread. This fire seen* is the most realistic thing of
its kind ever staged, and it is marvellous to see the burning rafters falling
all around him in the blazing house as he carries out the lad, half-suffocated
with the blinding smoke.

GREAT NORTHERN FILM COMPANY.
Great activity prevails at the headquarters of this company, who have

enlarged their producing capacity with great care and cost. Vast expendi-
tures are being made in elaborate productions that will startle and surprise
the moving picture industry. Contracts have been entered into with the
principal actors of the Royal Theater at Copenhagen, insuring perfect and
artistic interpretation of specially selected features, full of life and anima-
tion, and will afford splendid scope for the fine photographic quality for
which the Great Northern people have distinguished themselves. Exhihitors
catering to appreciative and good-class audiences should not fail to make it

a point to include this company's product on their programs.

CAPITOL FILM COMPANY.
"Cash on Delivery."

No expense in securing the services of the best actors and actresses to
produce this picture has been spared. A contract for one year has been
signed with the smallest and most talented child actress in America, whose
name will hp withheld until the picture has been released. The above named
scenario has been written around her. giving her excellent opportunity to
display her ability. The stage settings are superb, showing a noticeable
lack of scene paint, as for the most part the scenes are laid among rugged
and picturesque natural settings. These facts, coupled with the splendid
work of Mr. James and little Audrey, are sure to make "Cash on Delivery"
a inuch-tall;ed-of reel, and one that is sure to. please even the most critical
of motion picture lovers.
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THIS WEEK'S PROGRAM OF LICENSED FILMS.

Monday, June 20.

Hiograph—Never Again (Com.) 590
Hiograph—May and December (Com. ) 364
Lubin—The Road to Happiness (Dr.) 000

Labia— Poetical -lane iCom.) 350

Pathe—Reconciliation of Foes (Dr. I 948
Sellg—Opening an Oyster (Edu.) 700

Tuesday, June 21.

Edison Bootle's Baby (Dr.) 996
Gaumont -Princess and Pigeon (Dr.) 490
Gaumont—Hercules and the Big Stick (Com.).. 505
Vltagraph—Little Mother at the Baby Show (Dr. )975

Wednesday, June 22.

Bssanay—A Victim of Hate (Dr.) 9SS
Kalem—The Wanderers (Dr.) 895
Pathe—Perseverance Rewarded (Com.) 443

Pathe—Riding School in Belgium (Edu.) 535

Urban—A Child of the Squadron (Dr.) 545

Urban—An Excursion into Wales (Scenic) 430

Thursday, June 23.

Blograpb—The Marked Time Table (Dr.) 996

Lubin—The Motion Picture Man (Com.) 935

Melies—White Doe's Lovers (Dr.l 670

Melies—The Stranded Actor i Com.) 280

Sellg—Our New Minister (Dr.) 1000

Friday, June 24.

Edison—Judgment of the Mighty Deep (Dr.)... 1000

Pathe—A Curious Invention (Com. I 472

Pathe—Catching Fish with Dynamite (Scenic) . .459

Kabul—The Cheyenne Raiders i Dr. i 950
Vitagraph—A Family Feud (Dr.) 998

Saturday, June 25.

Essanay—The Foster Ranger (Dr.) 969

Gaumont—Does Nephew Get the Cash (Com.) . .535

Gaumont—Lakes at Eventide I Scenic i 405

Path*—The Great Train Hold Up (Dr.) 950

Vltagraph—By the Faith of a Child (Dr.) 885

S
PECIALIZE
PECIALTY
P EC IA LS
Direct from the

House of Specials

AMERICAN FILM SERVICE

"Best Service in America"

77 So. Clark Street

CHICACO, U.S.A.

Tradb Miic TBjLDM MiU
BIOGRAPH
FILMS

RELEASED JUNE 20th, 1910

NEVER AGAIN
A delightful little comedy of love's young dream. Two chaps love

the same girl. The favored one and the girl quarrel, leaving a chance
for the other suitor, which opportunity he seizes, only to repent later,

for it causes him all sorts of trouble.

APPROXIMATE LENOTH, 590 FEET

HAY and DECEHBER
A Springtime comedy showing June proposing to and acception by

October—financial conditions the reason. December proposes to May
and is accepted—same reason. It locks like a calendar mix-up until

June meets May and then they assume their proper order of sequence.
Aside from the story, the production comprises a succession of very
beautiful scenes.

APPROXIMATE LENGTH, 364 FEET

RELEASED JUNE 23rd, 1910

THE MARKED TIMETABLE
How Criminals are Made by Blind Maternal Love

This Biograph production shows a powerful lesson to over-indul-

gent mothers, whose maternal love works a most disastrous effect on
their children. The young man in our story has fallen into evil com-
pany and his scrapes are always covered by his mother, making him
bold enough to go to greater lengths, until finally he commits a deed
that serves him as a bitter lesson, and realizing his own worthlessness
he firmly resolves to amend. The mother also appreciates how ill-

advised her kindness in condoning the boy's faults was.

APPROXIflATE LENGTH, 996 FEET

Get on Oar Mail List and Keep Posted. Write for Our Descriptive Circulars

BIOGRAPH COMPANY
Licensee of the Motion Picture Patents Co.

11 EAST 14tH STREET NEW YORK
OEORQE KLBINB, Selling Agent for Chicago (52 State St., Chicago, III.).

500 Reels of Independent and

Association Film

AT $10.00 and UPWARD
Per Reel

Biggest Bargain Ever Offered

AMERICAN FILM BROKERS

147-157 Fourth Ave., New York

ELK'S TRUST ASSOCIATION, Bluefield, W. Va., writes:

MAGNETIC FILM SERVICE CO.,
Cincinnati, Ohio.

Gentlempn:
Ib reply lo your favor of May the 24th, will say that you have our

permission to publish our letter or any portion of it that you may wish to

publish in the Moving Picture World, as your service is proving perfectly
satisfactory, and as loDg as you continue to give us the service as it is

coming now we will continue to do business together.
The two hold over films arrived early this morning. With best

wishes, I remain Yours respectfu ly,

S. H. JOLIFFE
Mgr. Princess Theatre, Bluefield, W.Va.

THIS is one of the
* many letters we
receive daily. May
we not figure on
your wants? Always
open. Long Distance
Phone, Canal 2725.

Magnetic Film Service Co.
123 SHillito Place Cincinnati, Ohio
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THE MARKED TIME TABLE.
bo holy as a mother'* lore, anil yet it may breed

How often do we -, .1 young man virions
ami reckless, all because .'t the advantage in- has
taken of the kindly Indulgence Induced by his
mother'* affection for him. One would
that sui-h love would prove tallamanic ami lead

_. is worthy of It. Inn alai
Mr. John Powers, 1 broker, ami his wife

are at breakfast, awaiting tin- appearance of their
only child. Tom. a young man of twenty two I

r the morning paper, Mr. r ttound-
1 ii i.. rand the heading "Wild Prank of Spend-
thrift Youths. They wreck a tenderloin bar ami

nli- with proprietor—Tow Power* tin- lead-
er." At this moment Tom appear* for bn
ami receive* a levere reprimand, for this

the ttrst unsavory Incident that has been brought
to tbe father's notice, his mother always
been the Intercessor in the quarrels between father

m. her love for the boy being the power.
the scolding he has received, be braaenly

- father for money. This the father sternly
and the bay cues to his mother

It to him, begging him to mend his way*, which,
of course, he promises to do. However, it is tbe
same thing over again. He Roes straight to the
gambling parlor, where he loses it all To make
matters worse, he receive* a letter from a com-
panion, statlntr that If he doesn't pay him what

he will make trouble. Here be
be appeals to Ills mother, who in turn

appeal* to the father, hut In vain. Tom is now
himself with terror, and learning that the

father is to leave on a midnight train for another
city to transact a t.usiness deal, having the large
amount of cash with him. the boy forms
perate plan. Knowing his father will have several
hours to wait before train time. 1 - him-
self to burglarize. The motbi SI - ihe burglar
at the window, and not knowing his Identil
cures the money from the wallet while the father
doies. relying upon the chance of tbe burglar being
blamed for it To deceive the burglar an to the

contents of the wallet, she places In It In Hen of
the money the marked time table they have been
consulting. The boy now enters and in extracting
the wallet arouses the father. An alarm is given
and word received that a suspect has been caught.
You can readily Imagine tbe amazement of the

father when he is called to Identify the suspect,

his own son. The wallet is shown and one glance

at its the marked time-table—reveals to
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young American soldier of for-
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arms of a certain Southern beauty her brother, the
way and manner in which she expresses her thank*
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I
in Central America much longer tl
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BOOTLES' BABY.—Tbe child is Ihe daugl
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EDISON FILM RELEASES
The Little Fiddler
A strong, dramatic story of a gentleman

burglar who has deserted his wife and

child and accuses his own son of theft.

Becoming conscience stricken, he begs his

wife's forgiveness, promises to reform and

the family are thus re-united.

Released June 28, 1910
APPROX. LENGTH 990 FEET

The Stars and Stripes
Our Special Fourth of July Film

A story of PAUL JONES and the cele-

brated fight between the "BON HOMME
RICHARD" and the "SERAPIS." A pic-

ture throbbing with the "SPIRIT OF '76"—

of danger and of human love. Don't fail

to order this film.

Released July 1st, 1910

APPROX. LENGTH J,000 FEET

Get on Our Mailing List ^ Use A. B. C. Co. Display Posters

^tch for "A WIRELESS ROMANCE" r*-«i July <*

EDLSON MANUFACTURING CO.
71 LaKeside Avenue, ORANGE, N. J. 90 Wabash Avenue, CHICAGO, ILL.

THE MIRROR SCREEN
Here is what exhibitors say regarding Mirror Screen since it has been installed, all

of which are unsolicited testimonials.

Consolidated Amusement Co., Baltimore, Md.—(Great,
better than we expected.)

B. H. Brunton, Springfield, Ohio.—(Mirror Screen is a

great success.)

Orpheum Theater, Indianapolis, Ind.—(Pictures fine,

receipts increased 20 per cent.)

Empire Theater, Detroit, Mich.—(Very satisfactory.

Great improvement over ordinary screen.)

Frank S. Montgomery, Memphis, Tenn.—(Great and
wonderful improvement. Send two more at once.)

Hix-Gravely Cigar Co., Montgomery, Ala.—(Mirror
Screen installed to-day and proved great success.)

Arcade Theater, Richmond, Ind.—(Mirror Screen makes
the pictures 100 per cent, better; receipts have in-

creased very noticably.)

Garfield Theater, Chicago, 111.—(Delighted with the

Mirror Screen.)

EXHIBITORS IN

PENNSYLVANIA, NEW JERSEY, MARYLAND, VIRGINIA and WEST VIRGINIA
Address the sole representative for this territory.

P. P. CRAFT. 416 Ninth Street, Washington, D. C.

MONTGOMERY, the Moving Picture Man of Memphis, Agent for Tennessee,
Louisiana, ArKansai and Mississippi

Beware of infringements of patents or trade-mark. Mirror Screens are only made by us at Shelbyville, under U. S.

patent No. 937,550 (Oct. 19, 1909), Canadian patent No. 123,319 (Jan. 18. 1910). Exhibitors who buy or manufacture

any infringement of these patents will be prosecuted to the full extent of the law.

MOTION PICTURE SCREEN CO. Shelbyville, Indiana
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ind with tin- solemn i

i
>.i i nt

Hi.- Door \ I nni! tin- I. Mn.!

iimi blindness he tears al

I irlnd bowl r. >r 1 1»

in- beard
in. I bin. \i i

i

I Warm, II

lost li in' drags bi t

ihln. mii.i Joj is in tbi

brought back lo lift But there
i.th.'i- nni' cold lov« n

nni kneel in

l blind nel maker bold! bl A tbej
know bol linn tin- Itabrr I en his

life for Mir u-iri he lored Onl
niui tiir blind man know, i tbej i p their m

s .I!.

ESSANAY FILM MFG. CO.
THE FOREST RANGER In n

odi lint, ilir home ol nil hi*

tighter Anna Barlow Is 01 f n party of
thieves who have been working stealthily

and i" | I profit in tin. government forest n
ii property tbey llTe, Barlow and hit

issembled and an preparing to make another
cutting. Anna tries in persuade her father not to

commit the crime, describing the penalty, which
caught, ii.- is aboalTs

the crowd goes out.
Tiir next scene abowa them marking certain trees

which nre to bS i"nt.

\\v lesre them here and >fflce of the

United States Uarahal ol the district. \ letter

en received, itatlng thai timber thieves
nre bnsy mi the government land. After reading
the letter the Marshal calls one of Ms deputies,

alignment to ran down the men,
nmi the latter l<

We nexl Bad Charles Wentworth, the deputy,
irlow'a i'i' '. that

nf the miscreants, he goes to the
i.M.r is opened by Anna, who.

inestloned If lior father la In, opens '

blm in. Barlow, who
Is half drunk, greets blm with n noil nml Went-

nlgbt's lodging. Barlow
nn affirmative answer nmi some

time inter ushers the guest Into snare bedoroom.

H the night Barlow, convinced that Went-
worth is :i spy, resolving thai "dead men toll m>
tales" and that a dead forest ranger Is much pref-

erable to a living one, steals quietly to Went-
nn on-

Itnt Weutworth, who hns heard the rattling

of the key, is prepared for blm and when the latter

the door be funis Wentworth's gun covering

him threateningly. Barlow makes the excuse tlmt

ha bad left a bat in the room ami wanted to cot

out awakening tiio guest. Wentwortl
eme, tells him to tnko the lint nml cot dot,

siting liis desire for solitude by acnin point-

ing the plotol nt hi* head.
An lioor Inter Barlow returns with the rest of the

Crowd of timber thieves, explaining to them thnt

he has the spy nt bay.
Annn now awakens, henrs the men crunching

nh..nt below nml slips nulotlv downstairs. She
snspe.-ts the plot anil resolves to save Wontworth.
who bad shown his kindness to her durlne the

evening.
iic out of another door, she mounts her

father's horse and rides like mail for the office

Of the T"ni> Marshal. There she eom-
munlcates the news and her fears for Wentworth's
life ami heirs them to romp with her immediately

ami with all haste to save the man's life.

Returning to Barlow's nlaee. the men have nnietlv

entered, then with B rush they attnek Wentworth's
door and before he ean lay hands on his revolver,

seize him. bind his hands and drag him out of the

room.
Drunk nml unsuspecting thnt Wentworth's res-

ellers are now close upon them. Harlow and his

erowd torment the eaptlvp and finally draw straws

who will have to do the job. r.arlow gets

the fafnl strnw. and. ordering Wontworth to strike

>n on the opposite side of the room, raises

t\ .1 and is alwiut to fire, when the outer door

•pen and the Marshal and his assistants.

followed by Anna, enter the room. The entrnnee
Is timely nnd effeetlve. Wontworth Is saved nnd
the timber thieves, securely handcuffed, are drnggod
froni the room.
Wentworth's heart stirs with love for the elrl

who has snved his life nnd there and then he pro-

mi is accepted.

KALEM MFG. CO.
THE WANDERERS.--*nene f.

—

Antonio am' TTIs

Granddaughter, Floretta. Ejected from Their
Scene II.—The Wanderers on the Road. Scene III.

lo Again Yields to His Weaki
IV —An Flour Later. Scene V.—

P

THE CHLYENNI HAID1R8; or Kit Csrson on
the Santa l'r Trsil.— 8. mr 1

-

ill i he Halfbrei

'

\ I K i ...I l

II.—The I

GAUMOMT.
(George Kleins.)

HERCULES AND THE BIG STICK. I II

.' Without

equal pturea tbs wild
manner n •

Of thi-

ol ..f bis be 'ii'

the terrible Amason troop and
queen, Hlppolyte, prisoner; when be begins to full

In lore with her Infer
nil regions. 7. lie forces the rt \ .r llphl

II her water to clean Auge 8. In

the meanwhile be has an encounter with the I

bull, subsequently klllcil bj Theseus al Marathon.
B I the wicked king Dlomede babll
of giving hi Her
culea noble stecdi to taste thi

master's flesh. 10. Hercules, nol al all troubled by
the three bodies of the giant i them
bad quarter "f nn honr. 11, Relieving Atlas f,,r a

moment of the burden of the Heavens, Hercules
persuades blm to cast down the golden n'.-

.ml appropriates them for his own. 12.

ai lasl Hercules limis a wty of recapturing Queen
Hlppolyte, by bribing with sausages Cerberus, the

guard at her cave, ami makes ber his wife.

DOES NEPHEW GET THE CASH? \n old mill-

entertaining some very ragged gut

..f his birthday, when his nephew.
d up in Immaculate style, arrives to wish his

uncle "many happy returns." etc., ami perceives
ii r.iw.1 ..f loafers. The uncle tells blm that if

In- wishes '" remain his heir, he must treat the

poor with kindness. The nephew has his obedience
put to the test shortly, fur unci,- assumes I

ea i" see for himself bow his nephew Is be-

Everything Is going swimmingly for the
latter, until one day an old beggar-woman pleads
for nlms. Thinking she may be the uncle In dis-

guise, he takes her Imine. and give* her something
While she is thus engaged, the uncle ar-

or a short call. He is delighted to rind the
nephevi irttable an occupation, but

•well, but while the nephew-
is absent for a moment he returns and quickly
chances placet with the woninn. disguising himself
in her shawl and bonnet. Meanwhile the nephew
anil his valet return, nml feeling 'ortnin that this

cannot be the uncle, the two commence a furious
_hf on the supposed woman. The nephew's

horror nnd dismay can be better Imaclned thnn
described when, removing the shawl, his uncle's
well known features were disclosed, and he prompt-
ly informs the youth that In- is disinherited.

LAKES AT EVENTIDE. -Along tin- shores of the
lake In a rowboat. Unfolding to our vision a mag-
niiicciii panorama of flower-covered tanks backed In

order by forests, table lands and snow-capped moun-
tains.

The monks on the open road. Putting be"
t i fully ton. . such as I

and Millet delighted to put upon canvas. Our
Study is. however, ill motion.
The Abbey "f Hantlcombe. Moss-covered ruins

surrounded with hich wall I - vines nnd
crowded by mammoth old

The tomb of Hie Dul f. Only a little

way alone In the panorama we see the Ivy-clad

rowers of tl rlc buildings, then seemingly
elide .ait onto the surface of the lake, where we
observe the eventide, A final clorious poem of
nature.

URBAN-ECLIPSE.
G. Kleins.

A CHILD OF THE SQUADRON.—Country inn:
owner at breakfast. Farm boy cruelly treated, re-

od ami eiven man's work. Dragoon arrives

ami pr billet. Friendship he'-..

nnd Ind. inn stables: the friends' Interrupted
meal. Prncoon's suspicions aroused; sends boy to

scout. Inn parlor: officer spy arrives: buys plan
of country and disposition of troops from the farm-
er. The transaction is witness, ..1 by the bay, who
reports to the dragoon. Bivouac of troops. Sleep-
inc men nronsed. The lad guides them to the Inn.

which they surround. Officer nnd landlord captured.
* troops led by vivandlere. who tells the

squadron of I tvalty. Enthusiastic re*

The lai The Child of the B

AN EXCURSION INTO WALES.—

1

1 Chester and River Dee. The main

:

I

LUBIN MFG. CO.
POETICAL JAN!

shall m

tain t

ami . omi in

'

piir.nl'

he fall- In loVS

mid we can prove I'

effusions nre thrown 'iirnlsh
son r the i • " i i

ditor from running
awful rot any n

for wanting to marry her, for '

good looking even it try and
I ver«e

i; brought

THE MOTION PICTURE MAN
I

\t'i done" and ibis la the i r. No
effort I- made to give sn -

nqfacture
part of the roi I

unit ion picture. It I-

sonie ii t ii ii I lia- :

make the langl thsn
I nppen

iher are
amusing thnn tin- picture in- la msklng and plenty
happened to the mnn who turned the machine
for tl.. is film. I

- to her '

tnres and I with
thrown fr. \ kiss

misplaced makes a lot ..f tronbli
uizen overlooks the

OTd of a street flf

reral bundi
the Incidents of tin- ins: so

that the audience " it It Is sll

about. They nre getting !i mimic
play and wonder If It Is n r.

merely a I of fanciful -'anned
to show the troubles the picture maker baa. Inst
ntM.nt this point there is .

run a short comedy In whh
the photographer make sre

own In their pi with a few
additional - nake a s Two
gay old boys meet a -Is and

the park as a '•-• They have
their photographs taken mi post "while
you wait" nnd wander off in search of mot
while the plate Is belnc wives
happen nlong nnd 'pher'a

He Is jnst finishing off 's and
1—thouch to find

their recreant spouses with I r> cirls.

Ide until the quartet r<-t :

low them ont of the park •
( re. k-

oninc soon comes. The farce Is lively
fact that the act

has been \<

thine that portal-
the plctnre* Is of absorbing; Inter,

details are presented in most attractive f

All of the Incidents a

of productions the bai

a realism that canses • • that
It Is nil n cleverly plat and
not an actual happe-
mis* thl* If you want *omothlnc really new.

G. MELIES
THE RULING PASSION rnline

vc of chat versre
Mevlcnn will gamble nrwv- take any
chance, and stake his total '

race, rock fight, bnll fight or the tern of the dice.
Valero, a lusty young vaqoero. I« enamoured

of Clarlta Monter. wl - |v well off.

as the middle class Mexicans figure. Clsrlta pre-
iv to her numeronii admin father
leered, for hi' ' in-law. a

dandy eallr 'reruis. who ha* a certain
• of money wl.icti allows blm more es«e thsn

hi* nelehl
• snd presses his at-
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THE MOVING
PICTURE MAN

RELEASED
THURSDAY, JUNE 23rd

One of the Novelties of the

Season

Very few persons ever get a chance to see a
motion picture camera in action, but here is a
chance for everyone to get into the big Lubin car
with the stock company and experience some of
the delights of picture making. It at first appears
that the picture being made is merely to give some
excuse for action, but the apparently disjointed

scenes resolve themselves into a capital comedy
offering. A three times winner in any house in

the country.
Length About 940 Feet

RELEASED MONDAY, JUNE 27th

gj C^>t5..tA- V:1|L :'HK~ Wt^KBSH "^HflHH

...

RIm.pIHf.m.*>^ ^H~.,mm f'W

H'lMfl iiBraM1 jt Hilt''

1C x •'RwB E^*-3r^

APACHE GOLD
Another of those superb "Lubin Indians" and with a.

story even better than those which have been done btfore
The cruelty of the Apache nature is shown in their unique
revenge upon the man who has violated the confidence of

the tribe and it provides a thrilling situation in which the
outcome cannot be anticipated and which holds the interest

to the very last frame of the film. Tbe action is as good as
the story and the scenic environments remarkable for their

beauty.
Length About 950 Feet

Send for Free Catalogue of Our 1910 Machine

LUBIN MF'G CO. 926 MARKET STREET
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

CHICAGO i

LONDON:
BERLIN:

22 Fifth Avenue
45 Gerrard Street. VV

35 Friederich Street

Edison Oxygen

Generator and Saturator

(GOODYEAR PATENT)

This portable Gas Making Outfit

has been designed to produce a com-
plete generating outfit to take the

place of Oxygen and Hydrogen gas
sold in cylinders.

FEATURES
1. Compact (weighs 25 lb. Size

22 in. x 9 in. x l l

/z in.)

Simple in operation.

Highest efficiency.

Safe during use.

Artistic appearance.

Minimum cost for repairs.

Durability.

PRICES
Edison Oxygen Generator
and Saturator (without
burner)

Edison Generator (only) .

Edison Saturator (only) .

Dynamic High Power
Calcium Burner . .

Oxone (Six cartridge cakes
in tube) 1.35

$42.00

32.00

13.00

12.00

Send for Descriptive Circular No. 415

Send for Information about Edison Films, and

a Copy of the Kinetogram

Edison Manufacturing Co-
71 Lakeside Avenue, Orange, N. J.

90 Wabash Avenue, Chicago, 111.

JOBBERS OF EDISON Kl METOSCOPES :

BOSTON—General Film Co., 564 Washington Street.

CHICAGO—General Film Co., 52 State Street.

CLEVELAND—Lake Shore Film & Supply Co., 314 Superior
Avenue, NE.

KANSAS CITY—Yale Film Exchange Co., 622 Main Street.

NEW YORK—General Film Co., 41 E. 21st Street.

PHILADELPHIA—Chas. A. Calehuff, 4th and Green Streets.

SAN FRANCISCO- Geo. Breck, 70 Turk Street.
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rlli. Hi
.

Qui none «iii 1

ii.i' Miun
I itgulimt Ibis animal.

11. hi H 1..

11, 1- prodv

while ba , ondolei « m> Jose spot
r. tlir

In front .,1
1

1- in know wb] Manuel prefer! the
.mil Is told tbat It If on I

of Hi.- former'! monej
fall upon Clarlti if in

in outabloc his rival, » berenp

.,f the n t,.iit'»

tnd >- afraid i" bet, wherenp
I* in despair.

1 in.- day, « hen in- It nearlng b« is

pd bj 1 lai Its, \\ in, 1 inning their
inutuiil bapi iu I on] 11,., 1 if big

disguised iiuii b l.l •

tbat they paint it black
to trj tin- plan and -• an of paint

with which they mark out t lie white «p.'ts u[..,n the
auiiniii. after wlii.li bt ll entlrel}
that In, Mr knows lilin.

I
with

bli appi money In a
race against tbe animal. Tony appears t., be re-

luctant, hut Anally agrees nn. I noli.*- iff

bis silver mounted saddle a Mexican's
so tinit lit- may obtain money with which

Ms sombrero, and li rot
1 when Clarlta gives til m money

she bus raised on In r jewels. In a like man-
ner.

Tbe race Is run nn.l Ton]
1 and disgusted, particularly as lie lias bet

all be had upon tin- result. He tries to injure

rdered off the track.
Tuny is not certain of Ills reception at Manuel's

mil so ho plans an elopement with I'larlta

This Is consummated, hut Jose happen! along and
sees tbe ladder at Ctarlta'a window. He
Manuel and they set .,(T in pursuit of tbe
They arrive too late, however, a- a friendly

,11,1. after some srguing and
a display nf Tony's recently acquired wealth, be is

en anil the father gives them I •

SELIG POLYSCOPE CO.
CAUGHT IN THE RAIN. .Iu.li.-e Oogley Im- mar-

ried a charming wife. The Judge Is insanely Jeal-

ous of Ins heautlful bride and he falls nn easy prey

to the machination of a mlschlef-lorlng young
brother of his wife, who from a spirit nf r,

of the Judge's objection to a love affair,

rtunlty to fan Into a flame tbe j.

I brother-in-law.
- of clever schemes the young Joker Is

enalded to bring an old BOltor of the Judge' a wife
Into the plot, and one complication after another

,11 of the participants of the story within the

dutches of the law. They are brought before tbe

Irate Judiciary for judgment. Explanations by tbe
guilty party at the last moment save all from an
embarrassing predicament and the perpetrator of tbe

.rains his cherished wisb.

PATHE FRERES.
RECONCILIATION OF FOES. -Romulus, the

founder of Rome, and his compatriots are .liter-

talning tbe daughters of their neighbors,
at a feast when at

bine women are made prisoners. Krsilia. the dauirli

ter of the Sabine king, falls in love with Romulus
and many of tbe others marry tbe Roman warriors

Brailia'a father makes an attack on Itomulus and
Is killed by him. The Sablnes decide to avenge
the death of their ruler and are assisted by a

Roman girl, daughter of the custodian of the cita-

del. She poisons the sentries and leads the Sa-

blnes into tbe city, where they attack the Rom
The Sabine maidens, however, seeing their

fathers and brothers lighting with their husbands.
Interfere and stop the battle and Join the hands
of the two bands of enemies in friendship.

The real scenes where the events actually t.-'k

place are given, for the film was made In Rome
amidst the most beautiful natural scenery.

PERSEVERANCE REWARDED.—For week
has been vainly endeavoring to make tbe acquaint-
ance of a young lady living In the op;

her charms have captured his fancy, but Ins Urea
lorn looks and the persistency with which he bOT-
ers in the vicinity when she takes walks abroad,
have not the slightest effect upon her.

11. is therefore obliged to resort t-. stratagem
lie bribes a tramp to make an assumed assault
upon tile damsel, courageously rescue! her at tht
proper moment, and Is rewarded for his gallantry
by permission to see her safely to her door. From
tbat day forth Max makes rapi. n bis

king, and kisses are often blown air

street from one window to the other. It 1

ground and walk

r

CATCHING FISH WITH DYNAMITE. I harming

water « ,

atunnli .

caught—then tbe return
arrylng their cat.h. -

tbe brilliant ilea glimmering ,n the
light.

A CURIOUS INVENTION. ,t dls-
-iug back

.nn I invents a powder whl
and thing

il experimenti with
wblcb mI\ cbangi
an.

I thl ..-. Nest In- a. Ife fr.'iu a -

• iii.iii 1- tranapoaed back t" "
I

elghteei rle chandelier to an old-fai
.ui lamp. 11 handsome automobile to donki

D a calf. nn arriving bom! hp
tiniU hla wife "'Hi an admirer, and fo .

I With tin-so peculiar bull.

them both, changing tnem ba. k 1

dreii. what to dl

so that be also may lie of an •

VITAGRAPH COMPANY.
THE LITTLE MOTHER AT THE BABY SHOW.

Ing her little girl to her. the dying mother
. bank. In which has been placed

the poor woman - scant aaringa, teliii .

I to leave her. and she hopes her
darling will not use them except in
treiue need. Tbe mother having died, it la six
months later when the father brings u stepmother
to Ins Ilttl- 9 .... U,,. httle girl, dl

lake kindly to this invasion of the home, and clasps
bei baby brother t., her breast as though CO protect
him from a foe.

1 ew wife makes herself at home In ber new
residence, and gradually begini t.. strdn her true

aracter. 6 ulldren
end glTi -ili' or no attention. She becomes
famil iar with tin- tradesmen ami ..

Tin' husband ansp. things and feela dis-
tuit.cii :n tin condition of affair-. Poor lit

is anxiously ami bravely striving to care for the
baby, whom she dearly lores.

While tending her charge she gn an-
nouncing a baby show. an.

I

bah] brother as a contestant for tbe priz.
mo ami takes the little bank containing the

- her mother left her. breaks it op-
moves tbe money and goes with the baby to pur-
,-hase a suitable outfit for bim In further hope that
be will win the prize. A new trouble now presents
itself—her own clothes are so si it An Idea

to ber, am tea in some of her step-
mother's gaudy finery and goes to the baby show.
proudly carrying the Infant and holding ber" parasol
pompously OTer their heads. She takes her place
with the mothers, holding ber brother in her lap.
The crowds in attendance and the Jud>-
ami the baby without paying any special attl

Bach home, broken-hearted, she toddles in with
ber preclons burden, to be met by the

- furiously angry when sin -. -

out in her finery. She is about to strike the child
when the Esther comes in. stops ber, and after some

• ' order- her from the boose Hi
- f.,r being SO of her

and the baby, hugs them to hi- breast and fondly
them. Little Sue asks her father to allow

her to go and look for her stepmother, and inter-

cedes tot her return, feeling she may have r.

her actions. Tbe .father and Sue is quick-
ly upon the street with her wee brother.

Stepmother meets them, now thoroughly sorry
and repentant, takes the baby t -t and

of love upon its face; she stoops and
-. supplication to ber to forgive her

pearl offenses and tmklndness. In resp.'nse the child
take- her by the hand and leads her back to ber
father's home, where they are united in newt
life and love.

A FAMILY FEUD.—Jack, with paorna,
starts for home. Rose, graduated from the young

• ary, takes tbe same train as J,,

home. They meet in the Pullman, become acquaint-
ed, and he learns that she is going to bis home

He makes himself her logical escort, and
when they arrive at their destination
to her door, which Is next to bis own home.
Greeted warmly by bis father. Jack tells bim all

.-r will 1

on. and gradun

thai, a» well aa tbe

n toast
'

« Will lx

BY THE FAITH OF A CHILD

-'

.

. II him t, 1

and Is calling for hi in. A war
wsged betwixt love and duty.

It moans martini ;

-t and ruua to tee bla wife

josl in t her a laat fare-

mi while bowed down with sorrow a • :

• military discipline. lie Is tried

-t martial and ( death II" little

the I are of a frlem

bi r father dearlj and constantly prays for

and is determined to Intercede in bla behalf.

ed with Childlike faith that her fath>

.

ippesla to him f.-r b.-r father's pardon.

..rami I>'i> her story at*.

. Dg for her father and bow abe

tor inm. The Duke is so by h«r

simple ' Pies thai be algna a par-: rw
tner ami bands it to an •

•...il. t,. which the aol-

'Ing a

,ml lift inn -addle.

in at top sp. . .1 tO

-rle. I out. Just ill time to stop It.

lid, banding the pardon to the captain, ruabes
- arm-, crying: "Papa, you are

h.-r In bis arma and weeps

WHEN OLD NEW YORK WAS YOUNG.—Lore
found in ..Id New Tort Just aa It

Knlppenkanser, tl id Dutch Doc-

wrapt up In materia niedlca. and inclden-

taliv I

Marie,

and ber l..\.-r Dolpb, a

apprentice. Dolpb is wise to I
little

referring t.. the "Pbarn Hedlca"
calls for treatment, ...mpoundlng

all 1,1= na from the same box. and the

apprentice Incomes a valuable assistant to bla em
ployer; but

"w Impossl-

law.
; of KnippV sends him a let

1, at the house he has rented from tbe
• be cannot live in It. Tbe

1 give
n tbe bouse

of the ghost everybody la

until Dolpb comes along an : to take

the money. The old I>-«-tor and
ant agree to go to tbe haunted bouse with

e. feeling confident tbat if be can

stand It they can. The three watchers crowd Into

and wait the coming of bis spooksiilp

appears man the scene, and one
- and the tenant is enough.

irriedly and squeamishly take a sneak. leaT-

see it out In fear and trembling. Tbe
-,ts of

a bag. then beckons Dolph to follow him. leading

which by gestures he Intimates

do with his unrest In the spirit

lisappears.

-bed in mind. Iv.lpb hastens back to the

lat-orat himself with his work and
og through an old t-ook be

s the ghost, and
'. with a note pertaining to bis death

' .rle all about his experiences, and together

the old well and unearth an Iron

nj-.n opening, they discover
- many Jewels and great wealth. Carrying

.-. I>.lph makes bold to ask the

is daughter. Tbe father Is enraged.
inly and blandly consent! when be sees the

which mikes tbe poor appren-

wealthy man.
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KALEM FILMS
THE CHEYENNE RAIDERS

OR
Kit Carson on the Santa Fe Trail

ISSUE OF FRIDAY, JUNE 24 LENGTH 950 FT.

This is a stirring story of Indian warfare founded on historical
incident. Something out of the ordinary. Mr. Exhibitor this is a box
office winner.

the: wanderers
ISSUE OF WEDNESDAY, JUNE 22 LENGTH 895 FT.

A strong dramatic portrayal of devotion and a thrilling rescue from
fire. This picture will prove a big money getter.

Exceptionally fine four-color posters for both these headllners by the
A. B. C. Co., of Cleveland, Ohio

KALEM CO., Inc.
Eastman KedaH Building

235=237=239 West 23rd St.

NEW YORK CITY

FILM DART
Release for Thursday, June 20, 1910

FORT DU BITCHE
(Length About l.OOO)

The greatest and most elaborate war drama ever made,
showing a stirring incident in the Franco-Prussian War.

Stupendous Settings—Exquisite Tones

Great Dynamite Explosion Scene

THURSDAY is our day THURSDAY

Motion Picture Distributing and

Sales Company

(SOLE AGENTS)

in EAST i4thSTREET
NEW YORK

$104"

$104"

$104"

..

..

I gave you exhibitors warning

in my advertisement two or

three weeks ago that this new-

est move of the trust, seeking

to compel exhibitors to pay

their whole year's " royalty
"

in advance, would work a

hardship on every exhibitor

who tackled it. To satisfy

myself, I made a test through

a friend. He paid the $104

in advance and then almost

immediately "turned indepen-

dent" again and demanded his

money back. To date he

hasn't got a red cent of it

—

and he never will. It was my
money, but it was worth Si 04
to me to be able to clinch the

rotten fact that exhibitors are

in danger of being stung. It

was well spent and it ought

to teach you $104 worth of

wisdom without costing you a

penny. The trust is furious

because I exposed their plan

and published their "$104

Letter," proving still further

that they hoped to work this

little game on unwary exhibi-

tors before the truth was laid

bare. When you are good

and ready to cut the dilly-

dallying out of the film busi-

ness, come to me!

CARL LAEMMLE, President

The Laemmle Film Service

HEADQUARTERS

196-198 Lake St., Chicago
Minneapolis Portland Omaha

Salt Lake City Evansville

The biggest and best film renter in the world
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BIO
Car bons

GIVE
LONGER LIFE

BIO
Carbons

GIVE
1 lONOMV OF CURRENT

BIO
Carbons

GIVE
A STEADY WHITE BRILLIANT

LIGHT

BIO
„ Carbons

ARE PACKED IN
CONVENIENT DUST PROOF

PACKAGES

Charles L. Kiewert Co.

NFW YORK
PITTSBIRG
MILWAUKEE -

SAN FRANCISCO

39 < uril.imli Street

421 Erick Building
- I14-IH) Huron Street

193-19" Fremont Street

"You can fool some of the People all the time,

All the People some of the time, but you

can't fool all the People all the time." ::

We never e reminded of Lh
words. Our business is to serve the

libitor with an

Exclusive Independent

==Service=
and not with a lot of Hot-air.

We handle the greatest drawing picture

of recent years.

Jack Johnson in Training

PARAMOUNT FILM CO.
MAIN OFFICE

61 West 14th St. New York Citv

Edison Jobber
of

Kinetoscopes

C.Calehuff
JAROEST
IEADING Healer
JjCENSED ,n

ediscM Machines, Fil

V SongSli des, etc.

Y 4th and Greene Sis.

Philadelphia, Pa.

THE best machine combined with the l>est service glvea
the best result! and produces the most money. Be up

to the times and get an Edison Model B Klnetoscope, the
latest perfection of Moving Picture Machines, absolutely
:'.ickerless, will not hurt the eyes, shows a steady and
brilliant picture, simplicity of operation, and guaranteed.

NOV IS THE TIME TO BOOK THE

Johnson-Ketchell Fight Films

) per night: bigger than ever on account of the ap-

proaching fight between Jeffries and Johnson. Order quick.

Greatest fight film ever produced. Sole rights for Pennsyl-
vania. Agent for Florozone Perfume Disinfectant.
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LICENSED RELEASES.

BIOGEAPH COMPANY.
May 9—Love Among the Roses (Dr.) 983
May 12—The Two Brothers (Dr.) 993
May If—Over Silent Paths (Dr.) 980
May 19—An Affair of Hearts (Com.) 967
May 23—Ramona (Dr.) 995
May 2<J—A Knot In the Plot (Dr.) 980
May 30—The Impalement (Dr.) 987
June 2—In the Season of Buds (Dr.) 990
June 6—A Child of the Ghetto (Dr.) 989
June 9—A Victim of Jealousy (Dr.) 987
June 13—On the Border States (Dr.) 990
June 1G—The Face at the Window (Dr.) 397
June 2d— Never Again (Com. I 590
June 20—May and December (Com.) .364
June 23—The .Marked Time Table (Dr.) 996

EDISON MTO. OO.
May 24—Fortune's Fool (Com.) 530
May 27—'Mid the Cannon's Roar (Dr.) 1000
May 31—The Mule Driver and the Garrulous

Mute (Dr.) 980
June 3—The Piece of Lace (Dr.) 995
June 7—The Slyness of Shorty (Dr.) 750
June 7—Mr. Bumptious on Birds (Com.) 250
June 10—The Bell Ringer's Daughter (Dr.)... 1000
June 14—United States Life Saving Drills

(Educational) 250
June 14—The House on the Hill (Dr.) 745
June 17—A Central American Romance (Dr.) .

.

June 21—Bootle's Baby (Dramatic) 996
June 24—The Judgments of the Mighty Deep

(Dr.) 1000
June 28—The Little Fiddler (Dr.) 990
July 1—The Stars and Stripes (Dr.) 1000

ESSANAY FILM MEG. CO.

May 18—The Danger Line (Dr.) 1000
May 21—The Little Doctor of the Foothills

(Com.) 935
May 25—Tin Wedding Presents (Com.) 560
May 25—Where is Mulcahy? (Com.) 400
May 28—The Brother, the Sister and the Cow-

puncher (Dr.) 989
June 1—Levi's Dilemma (Com.) 768
June 1—Henry's Package (Com.) 205
June 4—Away Out West (Dr.) 1000
June 8—Burly Bill (Com.) 989
June 11—The Ranchmen's Feud (Dr.) 980
June 15—A Honeymoon for Three (Com.) 1000
June 18—The Bandit's Wife (Dr.) 956
June 22—A Victim of Hate (Dr.) 988
June 25—The Forest Ranger 969
June 29—C-h-I-c-k-e-n Spell Chicken (Com.) 284
June 29—Pat and the 400 (Com.) 716
July 2—The Bad Man's Last Deed (Dr.) 1000

EALEM CO.

May 11—In the Dark Valley (Dr.)
May 13—Between Love and Duty (Dr.) 720
May 18—The Aztec Sacrifice (Dr.) 950
May 20—The Seminole Halfbreeds (Dr.)
May 25—The Cliff Dwellers (Dr.)
May 27—Friends (Dr. ) •
June 1—The Navajo's Bride (Com.) 930
June 3—The Castaways (Dr.) 975
June 8—The Price of Jealousy (Dr.)
June 10—The Exiled Chief (Dr.)
June 15—Mistaken Identity (Dr.) 885
June 17—The White Captive of the Sioux (Dr.). 880
June 22—The Wanderers (Dr.) 895
June 24—The Cheyenne Raiders (Dr.) 950

LTJBIN MEG. CO.

May 23—The Messenger Boy Magician (Com.).. 716
May 23—Winter Bathing in the West Indies

(Scenic) 235
May 26—The Brave Deserve the Fair (Dr.) 700
May 26—The Sisal Industry in the Bahamas

(Scenic) 300
May 30—A Veteran of the G. A. R. (Dr.) 930
June 2—Percy, the Cowboy (Com.) 925
June 6—Grandfather's Gift (Dr.) 710
June 6—Officer Muldoon's Double (Com.) 275
June 9—The New Boss of Bar X Ranch (Dr.). 950
June 13—The Wild Man of Borneo (Com.) 390
June 13—On Panther Creek (Dr.) 600

June 16—Red Eagle's Love Affair (Dr.) 975
June 20—The Road to Happiness (Dr.) COO
June 20—Poetical Jane (Com.) 850
June 23—The Motion Picture Man (Com.) 933

GATJMONT.
G. Kleine.

May 28—Pete Has Nine Lives (Com.) 446
May 31—The Little German Band (Com.) 375
May 31—Jarnac's Treacherous Blow (Dr.) 340
June 4—The Office Seeker (Dr.) 525
June 4—Beneath the Walls of Notre Dame

(Educational) 380
June 7—A Night on the Coast (Dr.) 600
June 7—The Monastery in the Forest (Scenic) . .400
June 11—The Marriage of Esther (Dr.) C95
June 11—Lerin's Abbey on St. Honorat's Island

(Scenic) 285
June 14—At the Dawning (Dr.) 915
June 18—Esther and Mordecai (Dr.) 645
June 18—The Spanish Frontier (Scenic) 325
June 21—Princess and Pigeon (Dr.) 490
June 21—Hercules and the Big Stick (Com.).. 505
June 25—Does Nephew Get the Cash (Com.

i
535

June 23—Lakes at Eventide (Scenic) 405

URBAN-ECLIPSE.
G. Eleine.

May 11—Purged by Fire (Dr.) 541
May 18—The Girl Conscript (Dr.) 741
May 18—Modern Railway Construction (Educa-

tional) 210
May 25—His Wife's Testimony (Dr.) 1007
June 1—Her Life for Her Love (Dr.) 720
June 1—Making Salt (Industrial) 230
June 8—The Nightmare (Dr.) 824
June 8—The Mountain Lake (Scenic) 196
June 15—The Gum-Shoe Kid (Com.) 428
June 15—A Trip to Brazil (Scenic) 572
June 22—A Child of the Squadron (Dr.) 545
June 22—An Excursion into Wales (Scenic) ... .430

G. MELIES.

June 16—A Texas Joke (Com.) 950
June 23—White-Doe's Lovers (Dr.) 670
June 23—The Stranded Actor 'Com.) 280
June 30—The Ruling Passion ( Dr. ) 950
July 7—The Little Preacher (Com.) 950

PATHE FRERES.

May 30—Russia, Caucasian Mountains (Scenic) .374
June 1—One Can't Believe One's Eyes (Com.). 440
June 1—lnes de Castro (Dr.) 544
June 3—The Two Portraits (Dr.) 804
June 3—Lillian and Anetta (Scenic) 144
June 4—Macbeth (Dr.) 997
June 6—The Flag of Company "H" (Dr.) 918
June 8—The Empty Cradle (Dr.) 607
June 8—Lucy Consults the Oracle (Cora.) 341
June 10—Dimitri Donskoj (Dr.) 706
June 10—24-Hour Automobile Race (Scenic) 270
June 11—An Unexpected Friend (Dr.) 626
June 11—Floating to Wealth (Com.) 36]
June 13—Childish Escapade (Com.) 548
June 13—Micro-Cinematograph: Sleeping Sick-

ness (Educational) 354
June 15—The Bone-Setter's Daughter (Dr.) 813
June 15—The Barry Sisters (Acrobatic) 138
June 17—Poor But Proud (Dr.) 495
June 17—Max Makes a Touch (Com.) 423
June 18—White Fawn's Dauehter (Dr.) 950
June 20—Reconciliation of Foes (Dr.) 948
June 22—Perseverance Rewarded (Com.) 443
June 22— Riding School in Belgium (Edu.) 535
June 24—A Curious Invention (Com.) 472
June 24—Catching Fish with Dynamite (Scenic). .459
June 25—The Great Train Hold Up (Dr.) 950

SELIG POLYSCOPE CO.

May 23—The Unmalled Letter (Com.) 1000
May 26—In the Great Northwest (Dr.) 1000
May 30—The Trimming of Paradise Gnlcb 1000
May 30—After Many Tears (Dr.) 1000
June 2—The Trimming of Paradise Gulch

(Dr.) 1000
June f—The Barge Man of Old Holland (Dr.). 1000
June 9—The Range Riders (Dr. ) 1000
June 13—Romeo and Juliet in Town (Dr.) ]nno

June 20—Opening an Oyster (Educational) 700
June 29—The Long Trail (Dr.) 1000

June 30—The Fire Chief's Daughter (Dr.) 1000
.lime 2.'!—(nur New Minister (Dr.) 1000
June 27—The Long Trail (Dr.) 1000
June 1G—Caught in the Rain (Com.) 1000

VITAGRAPH COMPANY.
May 27—Auntie at the Boat Race (Com.) 977
May 28—Love of Chrysanthemum (Dr.) 990
May 31—The Peacemaker (Dr.) 960
June 3—Davy Jones' Parrot (Com.) 922
June 4—The Majesty of the Law (Dr.) 972
June 7—A Modern Cinderella (Dr.) 977
June 10—Over the Garden Wall (Dr.) 973
June 11—The Altar of Love (Dr.) 995
June 14—The Russian Lion (Dr.) 948
June 15— (Special release) James J. Corbett...
June 17—Davey Jones' Landladies (Com.) 985
June 18— lto, the Beggar Boy (Dr.) 962
June 21

—

Little Mother at the Baby Show (Dr.). 975
June 24—A Family Feud (Dr. ) 998
June 25—By the Faith of a Child (Dr. I 885
June 28—When Old New York Was Young (Dr. i .930

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING.

REWINDERS made of the best material and
workmanship, $1.25. DAVIS MANUFACTURING
SUPPLY CO., Preble Ave., Allegheny, Pa.

WANTED—000 second hand opera chairs and
sceneries for moving picture business. State price
and particulars. Goldstein Bros., Butler, N. J.

WANTED— Second-hand Films. Passion play (not
less than three reels). Robinson Crusoe, Uncle
Tom's Cabin. Nelson-Wolgast Fight, Johnson-Ketcbel
Fight, Peck's Bad Boy, Romeo and Juliet. Must be
sent C. O. D. subject to examination, cheap. Ad-
dress G. P., Box 312, Twin Falls, Idaho.

WANTBD—Passion Play, religious and educa-
tional film subjects; must be reasonable. Address
with particulars. Educationalist, care Moving Pic-
ture World, N. Y. City.

AT LIBERTY after June 20; first class baritone.
Address Singer, care Moving Picture World, N. Y.
City.

FOR SALE—Almost new, large Regal Electric
Piano. Cost $600.00. Price $250.00. NELSON,
3517 So. Halsted St., Chicago.

Exhibitors, Attention!

ADVERTISING SIGNS for

All the Leading Pictures

PRICES RIGHT
BEN GEE, 149 Bait 15th Street

NSW YORK

Utile Giant Carbon Sharpener

«&&_> $3.50
J Tj^^ Will live 25 per

t|0 K^T cent, of yourcarbon
MFf expense.

HI ^L Newprinciole—two
knives which can be

removed instantly for sharpening.

SPECIAL UNTIL MAY 15th.

% x 12 Pink Label Electra Carbons $4.00 per
100. Moving Picture Machines, Dissolving
Stereopticona $45-00 up. Oxy-Hydro. Ga§.
Gas Making Outfits; all Supplies and Repairs^

ERKER'S St. Louis, Mo.

Kindly quote figures on service of— reels

changed Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, Fri-

day, Saturday aad Sunday. Cross off the days of no

changes. Service not to be over days old.

Electric Theatre Supply Co.
44 North 10th St. Philadelphia, Pa.

#][ Licensed service of every make. If you think you
jI pay more than you should, or if your present

service is not satisfactory, fill out the black spaces and
mail this to us at once. One rock bottom price only.

OUR SPECIALTY is suPPly'n£ lwo or more theatres with best service at low prices. No repeaters

to either. OPEN 24 HOURS EVERY DAY.

^Jame of Exhibitor

Theatre —
Town State-
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i Essanay Films

^"

This Strong, Dramatic
Offering

RELEASE OF
WEDNESDAY, JUNE ^2

A Victim of Hate
(1 .-infill. A|>i>rux. "i.V\ Keet)

This is another big

social drama from our

Chicago studios.

Don't overlook it.

This Week's Western
feature

SATI Kl>W Jl M 2fl

Scene from "THE FOREST RANGER

Handsome Posters—From your exchange or from us

-THE
Forest Ranger

I I .-II a III. \|i|irn\ . 'Mi'l I .-.I

This is an intensely
dramatic story of the ways
and wiles ot Western tim-
ber thieves and the dramatic
episodes of the forest

ranger, Uncle Sam's protector of forests.

Don't linger—book it NOW !

Essanay Film AVfg., (do.
FACTORY and STUDIOS 1333 ARGYLE ST. - OFFICE 435 NORTH CLARK ST.

CHICAGO and LONDON, 5 NEW COMPTON ST. W.C.

RINEMACO LOR
NOW OBTAINABLE FOR

AMERICAN EXHIBITION
Moving pictures in the actual tones, tints and hues of nature. See description of

remarkable demonstration in Madison Square Garden, Dec. 11 (in this paper December

18th and 25th, 1909) by Charles Urban, F.Z.S., and G. Albert Smith, F.R.A.S., of London

Now the leading novelty in attracting crowds at the leading theatres in London, Paris,

Berlin, Lyons and other cities of Europe.

Terms for Exclusive Displays of Kinemacolor in various cities will be supplied on

application.

The Kinemacolor Company of America, Inc.

ALLENTOWN, PA.
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SWAAB
The Pioneer Film Exchange

of Philadelphia
and

Largest Dealer in Machines
and Supplies

Agent for

Power's Cameragraph
Lang's Rewinder

and
Cary Coated Carbons

The Trade Supplied. Licensed

Films Only

LEWIS M. SWAAB
338 Spruce St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Folding and Assembly Chairs

Most popular pi iced chairs on the market for

picture show use

Prompt Shipments. Write for Catalogue

PEABODY SCHOOL FURNITURE CO.

NORTH MANCHESTER, - - - INDIANA

SOUVENIRS
ttaSs^SHF for Moving Picture Theatres

A^JSer^ Pin Brooches, just the articles

1
for your shows
SAMPLE lOc.

1 Illustrated List FREE
A. B. MOTT CO. 415 Dearborn Street, Chicago

slides,

*35; T
Jioo.

For
ment.

For Sale—1,000 ft. reels
film released since Jan. ist,

$5, $io, I15 per reel; Opti-
graph,$2s; Edison Ex., I50;
Power's, Edison, Lubin,
new, $100; Model B. gas
outfit, $25; song sets, $1; odd

_c; trap drums and bells, $15; H. & H. reducers,
urtle reducer, $15; S600 overland living wagon,

lent—6,000 feet film, $6; 12,000 feet, $12, one ship-
Will buy machines, tents, film, show goods.

H. DAVIS Watertown, Wis.

Song Slides 5c. per day per Set

All Songs—All Publishers. You select
We ship.

Por full particulars call or write

LEN SPENCER'S LYCEUM, 46 E. 14th St., N.Y.

^V/TOPERA CHAIRS \ 1+^J # 0V0HV 9> %S €-!S <s/

Over 79 per cent, of the finest theaters In the United States aafl

Canada are furnished with them. They are need la 818 of the
406 moving picture theaters In Chicago.

To meet the growing demands for

LOW PRICED OPERA CHAIRS
we have originated a number of styles which, though Inexpensive,

are characteristic of
ANDREWS QUALITY

Write to Department K for our large Catalogue No. 31, 111ns-

trated In colors, which will golds you when contemplating the pur-

chase of opera cbalrrs.

CHICAGO ESTABLISHED 1865

NEW YORK SAN FRANCISCO
STtOUiS SEATTLE

174-176 WabsshAi Chicago

R O LL TICKETS
Your own Special Ticket

Numbering Guaranteed

50,000 Special $ 6.50
100,000 " 10.00
500,000 " 35.00

Cash with Order. No C. O. D.

Plant Recently Enlarged. We
can assure Promp t Shipments

TICKET SPECIALTIES

The Carter Press Corp.
P e a b o d y , M ass

NEW SLIDES
Por the Following Songs—JUST OUT

Silver Bell.

Back to the Bleechers for Mine.
I Won't Be Back Till August.
I Like You.
"When the Bells are Ringing Mary York.
I Met My Love Mid the Roses.
Sunny Time is the Time for Mine.
Moving Day in Jungle Town.
My Heart Has Learned to Love You,
Now Do Not Say Good Bye.

When a College Boy Meets a College

Girl.

Hang Your Hat in Detroit.

Curly Head.
You Can't Make Me Stop Loving You.
Play that Lovey Dove Waltz.
Shoes and Socks shock Susan.
Daddy was a Grand Old Man.
I'm on My Way to Reno.
I Trust My Husband Anywhere.
Has Anybody Here Seen Kelly.

DeWITT C. WHEELER
120 W. 31st St., N. Y. City

5ong Slides
LATEST HITS

I'll Change Thorns to Roses
Just you Wait till After School.

What Good is Water When
You're Dry.

What's the Matter With the

Moon
Take Me Where I Can Shout
Let Roses Tell My Story
You are the Image of Her Pet
Tickle Toes
Lovers may Come and Lovers

May Go.

$4 per Set. Cash with Order

Excelsior Slide Co., '^^iT

The Automatic Theatre Chair
It is a space saver, life saver and

money saver. Shipped built up. It

is the only sanitary theatre chair.

Used by Keith. Proctor and Poli.

It folds up automatically and is re-

volving, making the theatre all

aisles. It is a friend to the public.

Send tor oar circular A. Write today.

THE HARDESTY MFQ. CO.

CANAL DOVER, OHIO

BLANK LEADERS
In Black, Red, Green or Any Color

(tl C PER Guaranteed

»P 1 \J 1000 FEET Against Brinleness

WASTE UTILIZATION CO.
442 E. 166th St. NEW YORK

FOLDING

CHAIRS
Far Mnvlag Picture Shawl
Grand Standi. Anenblv
Halls, ate. In nectlnn* II

wanted.

Write for Catalog No. 2.

The Kauffman Manufacturing Co.

ASHLAND, OHIO

For Rent—C reels films with signs and slides, $12.

For Sale—50 reels perfect condition films. $10 to

$16.50 per reel. Perfect song slides $1.50 per set.

Steel Slide Carriers, can't burn, won't break, 75c.

Tickets, 9c. per 1,000.

IIBERTY FILM RENTING CO.,

105 Fourth Ave., Pittsburgh Pa.
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Independent Film Stories.

"IMP."
: Ol 1 111 S! i

I

I

I

III Mill "f '

I

-

1 Willie

I

In

.••II h«
gets buck to tlio bona*, 11

wiii-n tbe]
ir thi-

ll looki
as if nes running

I f r. -in thll

Cupid's
] in

A SELF-MADE HERO. What'l 1.

da In tin- .

their .!
1 1 irl'a father who think

of bis • ber t'u r 1 1
-

do no more good than
and tin

'

Still,

• mi'.
a frlendl) poll, tbe plot be

Mill .-Hi. I throws him :

ami runs oat for

- him and I

Id in.in

ill three accompany bin

Hi- mill tin- girl k'-.

nil run until bo
latter mil drop b
Then In 1

cuts bit a knife ami mast
and 'l 1 ii mi paint <• that he looki

. terrl-

-.rl's father with
» hail taken out

he is hall •! nn-
hanora bnt

•- ferviil thank- I man. a
side himself with Joy, accepta hi In-law.

THE BROTHER'S FEUD.—The little god with
1! darta. and heart qnlTer, Onpld, i

petrated some dark deeils while
among men. And even now we are brough
-

brother for the hand of a girl.

The Civil War is on. and one of the Howard
• r in the Cnion army. He

ami his yonnger brother. Harry, who is a West
Point cadet, are so mnch In love with pretty Emily

- that they have crown to hate each other
bitterly. They do not conceal their enmit;
when In the pre- does all she

• alleviate matters. Suddenly there
'tarnation from the President that all

on fnrlongh are to report for war dnty, ami I

luck is to be enlisted in the same regiment ami
- his brother Tai

is bard ami vimli.-tive. and one of the first

thincs he does to make the lot of his brother a

ble one. is when he orders him I

Harry promptly refuses, ami when there
other soldiers around both nun engage in a
quarrel. Words crow more bitter, until

Harry, while roallzinc that his brother bad the
'.:and as far as rank is concerned, suddenly

- on Jack. They struggle all over the tent.

but Harry proves the Stronger, ami
binding .Taek.

. while, at home, their mother is In bed. dan-
- •• ill. When the doctor finally pronounces
yond his aid. Emily and her

- faithfully, wri' Harry
in the vain hope that he might let his

t see her baby boy before death When the

. 1 laat

A GAME FOR TWO

lh Mui

within her.

1 111.

I

g bow in. 1'

•urprlsi doing the

domb "ir 1
.

•

think- -ii Hie Juke be d

Lng round tin- pla md bj

ng tin- letter in- found in- clean himself, the
- lore

ATLAS.
THE TENDERFOOT PARSON. BIddll

prali Ii

destination be

.\ man] 1

! hires mi old rig which, i

bilged
Alkali

from hunger, tb

natural!

plight, helps him 10 food and drink II. te

- lore
for his children. ed ami en

and out of ti .

tsed by thi 1 man
who pi .-f : in- pri

to him. He tries to get fresh with tin- girl; tin-

length
human naturi ire no longi

irtnnately, I 1 ther enters
- moment or tin- mini

paid the penalty of his

offered f"r tin- eaptnre
of tin let an.l tin- people ire naturally

get it

<>f their pre
|
alckly moun

I

D animals tied to

The posse arrive shortly after, seeing the brands
of the . Immediately ne to thi

of the girl is guilty "f the

theft, in desperation :

try to explain, hut tin rlndng.
lead off 1 ut his

iir up. when the
1 the cirl dash in and mai

at,- plea for his release. This s, rn-s but
aggravation to the ancry men. and but fi

me arrival of the Sheriff, who has caught
: w.-rk

lm.
nations follow, the Sheriff Is nil old friend

of the father and orders
and tin- cirl

YANKEE.
THE HEROINE OF PAWNEE JUNCTION

out West. Ourley. a very pretty cirl la

Pawnee Hawkins,
n her affection. .Tin-

ranchman. ly and
ctven the pr Curley f.-r safe keeping. Ha

• n a quiet admirer for some time, b"

race to the proposal point,

until the time when the mone;,

her.
Curley admires Jim for his msny sterllne qnall-

nt her heart beinc pledged to Hawkins. Jim
is obllg rival. Hawkins.
nnohaei seen the m<

in tbe evening.

. draw

ECLAIR FILMS.
THE BAI r Barbaroiu .

-

a dla-

Empen uidnrd

1

sword

war.
In

1,. \i

A MARTYR TO LOVI asant mald-

. and undi

girl v.

Her
i.d punishment Is

a concealed
: nard has returi •

str.iiic body "f ' .'-theart. but
. their haunt

.•ii fir.-, he

SORCERESS OF THE STRAND.—A fisher lad and
D their way

. «o<>rnfully at tbe

res him so strange in his man-

. 1 in bis
witch.

-1. who

-

-

mlden and slow'.

THE SCULPTOR'S EASY TASK

figure In clay. Tbe plaster on U

- antics, likely to make

:

compl-
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500 Reels of Films at $5 A „

p
d
ER& 500 Sets of Song Slides at $1 Aff&S£.

LISTS FREE —
Pathe Hand Colored "Passion Play" Cost $500, I offer for $200. Sent for Examination on Receipt of $20.

J. FRISII, i:*H E. 11th ST., NEW YORK

143 North StH Street, PHILADELPHIA, PA.
Best and Newest Independent American and Foreign Films

SUPPLIES 18 REELS PER WEEK SUPPLIES
PROMPT AND RELIABLE SERVICE Members N. I. M. P. Alliance

rn

rn

FILMS MACHINES
The Largest and Best Equipped Independent Film Service iu Pennsylvania

We have the Service because we are the largest buyers of the
Best Independent Productions

PHILADELPHIA PROJECTION CO., 44 North Ninth Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

SUPPLIES REPAIRS

INDEPENDENT
We rent new Films. Handle all tK« leading MaKei, both AMERICAN AND

FOREIGN; beautiful Posters; exclusive Feature Service. Write for prices.

CINCINNATI FILM EXCHANGE, 315-317 West 4th Street, CINCINNATI, 0.

SPECIAL ROLL TICKETS ^"^A^^Y.™"""*
8,00* .... $1.25 20,000 .... $4.60 50,000 - $7.80
10,000 .... 2.50 25,000 .... 5.50 100,000 .... 10.00

G*t the SampU, Stock Ticket!, 6 Cants

NATIONAL TICKET COMPANY - Shamohin, Pa.

Not:—How Cheap? But:—How Good?

We handle the good kind

VICTOR FILM SERVICE
INDEPENDENT FILMS

BUFFALO, N. Y. CLEVELAND, OHIO
Seneca and Pearl Streets Prospect and Huron Streets

24 Reels Weekly. Motion Picture Theatre Equipment
WRITE FOR QUOTATIONS

500 REELS OF INDEPENDENT AND ASSOCIATION FILM

AT $10.00 AND UPWARD PER REEL
BICCEST BARGAIN EVER OFFERED

300 sets of Song Slides at $2.00 per set Write for list quick

AMERICAN FILM BROKERS
147-157 FOURTH AVENUE, NEW YORK
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NESTOR FILMS.

THE BOSS OK (JXB< > .. M-lly

.11 it

old

i have

!. .1 Uolll

their iniir

tlrl a.

.1 taken -

han<U Icioi

Bradford * all.. I. |„n declared lii

million, l hi
"< would Ik . truth ol

for the

to re-

temper

Mr i '..I Mr-. Henry Thorp*
Jr.. were modeal bat

'PJ little •

,i„. r

mel had remained obstinate and
- : '' h»ve P« I In ii. - u ly bad not John

• his brother while out bunting,

- home. Iinrri.-.l limiting
; ted

I the colonel
allowed himself t.. be hair dragged to their mi

wounded man. Grandfather Tl ihled orer
little Henry'* erlb before be had had time to
realise ' hlld in the hoosi fond

and
beJd "nt ins tiny band* to be taken to his grand-
fathet it good and nil.

.I .-in. I the broth-
wita their mother and Molly were delighted

behold the colonel with the baby and observe the
friendship which had sprung up between them.

il <.il.li.-r : -K.-.1 hla son's forglve-
- hearty in accepting bla happy

little daughter In-law.

CENTAUR
ONE GOOD TURN. II:. widow Milll„,r„ lived

with ii. r only child, a in. I ,.f twelve in her little
borne down the country kti . ,,, washer pride
and hi-., only hope ol her old ag* tor the looked
with greal longing to tin- time when he ahall I

•' when be could contribute to hex
rapport, and when he toll anddenly in late one

,
," ' ed blm

\\
s "'?•, ," ''>" doctor the neighborhood

I folly four mile* rtrangbt mother
torn between fear ..r leaving her boy alone nn.i

the horn.r ,.f i,N dying and an* powerless to help
'""',• ? letennlned to go, and hastily throwing

'>••"" her ibonldera she ran down the road!When about two mllea from home and nearly «•
bausted the poor woman «,is hehi op by n 'hieii-

iii.

Her pleading* were powerful enough to touch the
heart of the bandit and he sent the mother back
to her child an. I run f..r the doctor himself
He refuse,

i .,„ Invitation of tl ., ride
with him ami unknown followed on f.«.t behind the
bnggy t.. learn the fate "f the l».v.
The doctor found the l-.v-s nines* only n slight

in.l after reassuring the Bother he started
home. As be wa* about to step Into his buggy he

topped by the bandit who questioned him"'""' »od after the doctor bad driven ofr
he made a solemn resolution t.. henceforth lead a

life.

GETTING RID OF UNCLE. This particular Mr.
and Mrs. Newly-wed were the ha| de on
,,ar ' ; ' they bad iust bidden c I bye

if the summer. They were now alone
to enj, .• .,,„) ,!„!,,, nil() nN ,, to ,

their long Interrupted honeymoon. To their
horror and dismay when returning from the

elved news i iat an old crabbed on
Mr. Newly-wed'* *
if when having mi

• hi an.l
« ife he tin, is her

the sw.-et and amiable character be ha* been told
she is he will make his borne with them perman-
ent.
They are in despair until Suzanne, the maid

s through the room. Like ,. idea
to Mrs. Newly-wed to have Susanne Imper-

sonate the wife ami meet the uncle in her
Mr Newlywed falls In with his • e anil
hurries to the depot to meet the nn.-le. In the
meantime Mrs. Newlywed tell* Suaanne what she

SALES COMPANY FILM D'ART.
FORT DU BITCH I

both i tber »nr In

ther thai

mi i> daughti
and rice reraa. During oi

ng mi>

with dynamite lb

were killed

rerj plain!] ahown In tbl* picture. But little did
Mir French officer* know thai later hi

t.. full in lor* a laughter of "he "f the
In, li he ha, I killed with his ,,\\ n I

it happened w bile the French I

mall German village, and notwltbsl

. enough fellow, and
ptable to the ^'irl. Bui just when

thing l.H.ks bright ry, the girl'* brother
- Hint his a who

killed their i du Iiltcbc.

ni iiii-at i.'ii is unquestionable, aided bi
in, -Hi. ami the dims

when the men face each othi heada pre-
vail, bo I ch officer

at tin' terrible coincidence, and feeling that life

holds ii" mon next
battle with foolhardy recklessness an act which
...sis i mi his life.

DEFENDER.
TOO MANY GIRLS. Nothing *o rare aa a day

in June except a man at the countrj resort which
is the acei i action In our story. \\

,

bevy "f beauteous maldena Interrupted In their

athletic pursuits by the unexpected arrival ..f IT
in their midst, lie is Indeed IT and mat

iii.m "ii the piazza and ,.ff; under
the sun or In the calm cold ray* of the moon. Onr
hero is the special object of the attentlona "f the
stately blonde and the aomewhal ely bru-

nette; and is the canae of racfa dissension between
them that ,,n each discovering that be
t,. the other isly f,,\,. a 1,1 |j battle Is fought
under tbe shade "f the ahelterlng oak with bonora

when enter IT with yet a stately third. The
battle is declared "ff and all make common eause
against the perfldloua wretch, a wild i

countrj a mad whirl of floating hair.

whirling skins and illken anklet down the lane

over the gate -(Ave t.arre.l b'goebl. act

patch and into the lake, where IT Is left hy the
fair ii Ived ones to repent at leisure.

LUX FILMS.
WE WANT YOUR VOTE. John Jonet I Plump-

ti.n "ii S"nr. is in the unenviable |H,siii,.n .

r ihe vote that will turn the tide. John
has a good time ill Ihe hands ,,f the wirepullers
who are endeavoring i" obtain the coveted vote
helng earted abOUl the Imvn by tl DtbUSlaSt* who
wish to see their member triumphant. An amuse-
iii.-iii which lea.u them to no little tronbl* as the
lllm portrays.

THE DEVIL'S WAND. Tommy had st.den lam
and had been si,anke.l by hi- fond papa and lert

in the dark nnrs,"
i' the trouble ai,>

sends the little "lie t" Bleep. In' -traw
berry jam Is ool to sound sleep and
Thomas is s,» n dreaming that he makes the ac-
quaintance "f a gentleman in black who civ.s him
a magh- wand with whl.-li t" force his door and

the furniture and dome*! ustne
ami peculiar antics. Hi
a further instalment from the paternal si

AN EXCITING YARN. V- Id

to tell - s In the drawing r.»"iii after din-
ner and in artlal

In

-'Teen.
-

which the brave men
period had to eirenmvent. and Incidentally

introduces an element of humor whleh Is as w
as it is unexpected. i

pany of soldier* who had t" go on a trout, 1
.

march. They were not afraid "f dancer, an.l
olieyed orders, even when it eame to remain

GREAT NORTHERN.

i.aki. oi i r/zi i

THANHOUSER COMPANY
THELMA

tin..

a I-

wblli

-

adu
BUT Philip

and with
in London

Impr,

-. who

- r Phlllp'l
wlal

spurned her I...

way. li

Thelma i Philip no lot

bol that in truth his |„;,rt |- I

\- proof of her statemenl
ter written to her by sir Philip In a
" •<<<- Of his friend, who i- In I

Clara and wiabe* hi

tad inis, is a !"». .'

Philip t" her.

Thelma, heartbroken, beliei
husband'* love, returns

i s
father, the Viking, breal

faithful followers, compile* with I

li are. that he shall 1h- ton:.
were before blm -sent out to
ship.

This f..rin ,,f burial had been tba : all
Vlkll riturles past. Aft. r

f..r a Anal look at the di

ber mothi
Dg that she Is now- al

trength lo

• i i- r.'r.- i f ber
mother, a

• Sir Philip again dm

-till ha- a plao
Pblllp'i arm- she Onda comfort f..r •

father: a'

the world, ti"W - unending

THE GOVERNOR S DAUGHTER.— Bill Ray

•herifl \

she feels s.,rry f.,r the man. He In t -

her sympathy.
Sheriff .luff. .1 to BUI

Of the liar.

when he

!

ngb Bill .1

and the
1 i fe w

I-ater the
lonr of

wants'

pardons the heroeonviet on the

a hirn.
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Hallberg Goods
Satisfy the Most Critical M. P. Men

Hallberg
Electric

Economizer

is made for all circuits in any size

required for one or more lamps,

and is GUARANTEED TO
LAST and saves 60 to 90% on
current bill and gives the best
light.

flotiograph
Flickerless M. P. Machine

produces the steady, brilliant pic-

tures you have been looking for.

The 1910 Model
is now in stock, ready for prompt
delivery.

Hallberg
Exhaust and Buzz Fans

are the best on the market

and prices are right. 24-inch

A. C. Exhaust Fans and all

sizes Buzz Fans in stock at

all times.

Electra Pink Label M. P.

and "EXCELLO" Flame Carbons

give the best results. My
stock is complete. Any
size order filled on date

of receipt.
-S^sjp
•TRADE MARK-

(•g^a^^at

Send $1.50 for a
set of HALLBERG
Terminal Connect-
ors by mail, post-

^£3 paid. They do away
with burned out lampleads.

Hallberg'
4,000 C.P. Flaming Arc Lamps
give a steady golden yellow or brilliant

white light. The best for theatres.

Send 35c for Can of SPKC-OIL
The Best You Ever Used

My stock of Amusement Slides, Condensers and M. P.
Supplies is the most complete. Free Catalogue No. 34

J. H. HALLBERG, 2» Greenwich Ave ,
New York

SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT
Beginning with this week's release

SAM LOYD
the world famous puzzle man will produce a weekly

series of puzzle pictures for

NOVELTY PUZZLETTES
This week : " Changing Letter Series "

Your exchange will supply you. Ask them

NOVELTY SLIDE -COMPANY
221 East 53rd Street
306 Real Estate Exchange

New York City
Scranton, Pa.

WARNING !

!

Do not cripple your superior programme dur=

ing the hot period

Remember our High Class Song Slide Service at

25 Cents Per Set

CHICAGO SONG SLIDE EXCHANGE
Dept. I , Ninth Floor

MASONIC TEMPLE CHICAGO, ILL.

FILMS
FOR
RENT

NEW FILMS HIGH CLASS SERVICE

The Pioneer House, With 8 Years Experience

And $250,000.00 Back Of It

Write To-day for Terms

EUGENE CLINE
57 and 59 Dearborn St., Chicago
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POWERS CO.
A PLUCK ( l.IKI.

I

i Into

hi. until |

J0NL8 REFORMED .Hi. In

"ii'i in lining

illceman mill put
n. It fall* olT nml l«

* flnnllv rescued fr..ni r 1 1.- rlock. He ll I sight.

NEW YORK MOTION PICTURE CO.
A MFXICAX LOTHARIO. I'

I II tb«
.-.1 in |.r.''

o. l.y ll..- 1.. be
furnishing moal of the
follow Men He
i.i.l- M nd overtake* Mi

• n hurriedly dto-
Mi.1 nnsble <> r<

ng li i in

with M he should*
Ij pnl

in «. .iin.i'

niiy. Another pair ol nd Miranda,
nre 11*1 the proraptli -i hap-
l.ily return in the hnml where

c ii dm. I good-bye and leave*, her with
Iht mind. Into tbh

' ti Jnnn nml begs n ilrlnk II,. rr
ill the enr- weak-

ening Mlranda'i lore f ml a month nfter
to the cottage, he glories In the relne-

for a walk.
and when <lic totally yields, he follow! el
hind. She -

. ami wlu'Ti l>..n .Tnan
offers hla affection, ahi II irllllngly. Ili-

.1 of an elopement la tied to, bol
when she eomea from her borne on a moonlight
Fonple Mil prompt marriage, but

nifiif '

i it.

• nr lb*

SEA WOLVES 1

ng n|.

i the

tamed, B

drlftlni

.ill ol

nil. nil. .ii I.. Belle Bo

l.nt la overpowered bo

below

not able to

low deck boond band >m.l foot, i» working

. if and ni- I with
• -i Be plongei II Into the

"Wolf's" nlde. \- he falli il« re

While he hold! tl • Belle

Bob, while ' rtlll In

to follow her. '' Wolf"
nrlous frenay rnabea ai i

"Wolf
,.. ,,f ii,, iblp After another i.aril battle

Belle and Boh eh the

i np a prayer In gratitude

fur their aafe return

II \1 \

a WHITE LIE. Pletro has followed Marie to

chiin-h waiting for h-.k or word, am
girl imlllngl] offera him her band, be aaka In vnln

f..r word of lore. I" anawet to

-in- replies "I am affianced snd I mt

i .inn..

i

him her sincere friendship. No sooner does Pletro

hit than Antonio, her lover, Joina bei

L-lrl greets him Joyfully ami be till- her that he

y f.ir the |niri.

which i" make their hi

an encashment rins. Marin's parting with Antonio

is long and sorrowful.

In the new plare, \ntonlo

I

CHEAP
Steel Frame

Theatre Chain

ABSOLUTELY

Non BREAKABLE
Suitable for taall

theatres aod Mov-
ing Piciuie shows.
We carry these
chairs in stock aod
can ship immedi-
ately.

Sccasa Miss Chairs

A lso seating (or Out-
of-Door Use.

Address Dept. W.

STEEL FURNITURE CO., Grand Rapid7.Micb.

New York Office: ISO Fifth Arcane

Boston Office : 224 Congress St, Bolton, Mass.

Exhibitor Stop Just a Moment
Are you having trouble with your Projector Machine' Are you

getting the best results on your screen? If not, don't hesitate to send me
a postal or phone. I will be pleased to call anywhere within city limits
and give you the benefit of my experience. No matter what the condi-
tion of rour machine may be I can repair it and guarantee the best results
and at reasonable prices in consistence with mechanical skill and work-
manship Your order given prompt attention.

New ideas developed, construction of motion picture machinery •>

specialty.

MOTION PICTURE MACHINE REPAIR WORKS
131 W. 24th Street Tel. icjji Mad. Sq. New York City

COSTS YOU 100 TIMES LESS MONEY
FOR A BETTER RESILT

Pictures thrown on a certain covered with "Curtalnylins" by
absorbing the light and giving the picture depth are reproduced aa

reflected In a mirror, without the detraction of reflected light raya.

and you ran get a better focus on the whole scene. Thousands testify

to the merits of "Curtainyline." Try It.

A $3.00 carton Is sufficient to cover any ordinary screen.
All Exchanges Carry It in Stock.

Curtainyline Curtain & Producing Co.
22 Fifth Ave., Chicago, III.

It Pays to Advertise in "The Moving Picture World.''

LUCIEN PREVOST
MECHANICAL ENGINEER

Formerly Chief Designer of Pathe FrCres

OFFICE ADDRESS
WORKS : : :

21 Rue Perdonnet. Paris

25 Bd de la Chapelle. Paris

Cameras

Perforating and Printing Machines (pArrS

Cleaning, Measuring and Joining Machines

We make the best lenses in ffp^a"^
the world for projecting motion I )s jum
pictures and lantern slides. Can I iLitJ
you spend a little money more \~ y
wisely and profitable than by ^r
ordering a set of lenses which will

IMPROVE YOUR
PICTURES?

NEW PRICES
It. P Projection Lenses any sue with our improved jacket

with spiral adjustment JIS.OC

No. 1 Stereopticon Lenses 1 8.00

No. 3 Stereopticon Lenses 20.00

All dealers sell them on approval.

WRITE FOR OUR NEW CIRCULAR
When ordering state the siie of vour screen and the length of the

picture wanted. Give the distance from the lens to the screen Remit
the price of the lens or fnrnish references.

CUNDLACH-MANHATTAN OPTICAL COMPANY
808 Clinton Ave., So. Rochester, N. Y.
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INDEPENDENT RELEASE DATES.

ECLAIR FILM COMPANY.
June C—A Martyr of Love (Dr.) Glo
June C—A Sculptor Who Has Easy Work (O..320
June 8—The Vlvaudieru (Dramatic) 800
June 13—In Love With the Charcoal Woman

(Com. ) 370
June 13—The Biter Bit (Com.) 640
June 20—Eugenie Grandet (Dr.) 901

i From Love to Martyrdom (Dr.) 960
Juni 21 Sorceress of the Surf (Dr.) 620
June 27 Juliet \Y:inls to Many (C .) Inn

GEEAT NORTHERN FILM COMPANY.
Apr. 30—Saved from the Sultan's Sentence (D.)
May 7—The Somnambulist (Dr.)
May 14—A Marvelous Cure (Com.)
May 14—The Club of the Corpulent (Dr.)
May 24—A Father's Grief (Dr.)
May 28—The Eagle's Egg (Dr.)
May 2S—Roosevelt In Denmark (Scenic)
June 4—The Jump to Death (Dr.)
Juue 4—The Car .Mans Dreani (Com.)
June 11—The Duel (Dr.)
June IS—How Brother Cool; Was Taught a Les-

son (Com.)
June IS—Lake of Luzerne (Scenic)
June 25 -The Captain's Wife (Dr.)

"IMP."
May 10—A Doctor's Perfidy (Dr.) 985
May 19—Fruits and Flowers (Dr.) 970
May 23—The Eternal Triangle (Dr.)
May 2G—A New Excuse (Dr.)
May 30—A Reno Romance (Dr.)
June 2—A Bachelor's Love (Dr.)
June G—The Nichols on a Vacation (Com.) 970
June 9—A Discontented Woman (Dr.) 980
June 13—The Way to Win (Com.) 995
June Hi—A Policeman's Son (Dr.) 990
June 20—In the Mesh of the Net (Dr )June 23—A Self-Made Hero (Dr. )

'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.

June 27—The Brothers' Feud (Dr.) 960
June 30—A Game for Two (Com.) 9T0

LUX FILMS.
Apr. 28—Artist's Child (Dramatic). 602Apr. 28—Tommy and the Powder (Comedy)'.'. ^429May 5-The Little Beggar Maid (Dr.)...! 670

ull ,5~I
Le

?, ^ouId Roller Skat* (Comedy).!"268May 12—A Mother's Grief (Dr.).... ' S?
May 12—Her Two Suitors (Com.).... 450
May 19—The Lacemaker's Dream (Dr.)...""" "452May 19-He Did Not Die (Com.):...':: 432
May 25—A Sagacious Animal (Com.)... ' "'406
June 2—A Stray Dog....

0b

June 3—The Slave's Love (Dr.)'" 777
June 3-What Happened to a Cinematograph

Party (Com.)
b v

22RJune 14—A Bitter Enemy (Com.) "
900

June 17—MacNab Visits the Comet (Com.)

:

'.

'. "o00June 21—The Devil's Wand V J ~"
June 24—We Want Your Vote 4™
June ^4—An Exciting 5 arn. 450

NESTOR FILM COMPANY.
May 11—The Indian Princess (Dr.).... qoo

« ay "S-The Fighting Parson (Dr. 99sMay 25—The Red Man's Honor (Dr) .
. 950

June 1-The Lily of the Ranch (Dr.). 950
'une *-™* Bu<*ing Broncho (Cora) X "975
June 13—The Sheriff's Daughter (Dr 995June20-Boss of e Rranch (Dr.).. £GJune 27—The Crooked Trail.. oca
July 4—A Soldier's Saeriti •: :!>,•

:

NEW YORK MOTION PICTURE CO.
("Bison.")

\u^
2
£~F'S. 1*es

,

cueL°f tlle Pioneer's Daughter. .950May .,—A Sister's Devotion (Dr.). «>«May G—Love and Money.... Jnnn
May 10—Cupid's Comedy .. ,,4,
.May 13—Lost for Many Years .. '"qqnMay 17—The Feud q~n
May 20—The Mexican's Jealousy": on.
May 24—The Curse of Gambling.. 915
May 27—Perils of the Plains '"oooMay 31—The Tie that Binds QIOJune 3—Married on Horseback "sSt
June 7—Girls ^
June 10—Saved from the Redmen. !

'. '. '. '. '. '. '.
'.

9G7June 14—An Engineer's Sweetheart (Dr.) 995
.Tune 17—A Cowboy's Race for a Wife. .approx'lOOO
Jane .

.
i : Sea Wolv d

June 2A—A Mexican Lothati .;'-.-*

ITALA.
(By N. Y. M. P. Co.)

Apr. 23— Isabella of Arragon 1045
Apr. 30—The Fashionable Sport 615
Apr. 30—The False Friar 485
May 7—How the Great Field Marsha] Villars

Had an Adopted Daughter 935
May 14—Foolshead Learns to Somersault 5S0
May 14—That Gentleman Has Won a Million. .404
May 21—Conquered Again SfiO

May 28—Foolshead Marries Against His Will.. 000
May 28—The Knot in the Handkerchief 400
June 4—Foolshead as a Porter 504
June 4—A Pennyworth of Potatoes 40S
June 11—Linda of Chamouuy 1000

June 18—The New Sign of the Globe Hotel 400
June 1 s—Distractions of Foolshead 600
June 25 The Man Suffragette tor the Abolition

Ol Work for Women :'„-,i

June 25 -A White Lie 712

AMBROSIO.
(By N. Y. M. P. Co.)

Apr. 20—Petit Jean Louis D'Or & Co 425
Apr. 27—A Doctor's Revenge 540
Apr. 27—Frlcot Is Learning a Handicraft 460
May 4—Who Killed Her? 753
May 4—Blue Jackets' Maneuvers 220
May 11—The Secret of the Lake 031
May 11—Fricot Gets in a Libertine Mood 404
May 18—The Devil on Tw > Sticks 846
May 25—Estrellita 950
June 1—A Just Revenge 446
June 1—Prascovia 421
June 8—The Shipwrecked Man 528
June 8—A Jealous Wife 387
Juue 15—The Emperor's Message 1000
June to The Emperor's Messenger 994
June 22—The Story of Lulu, lold by her feet. ..510
June 22—The Tricky Umbrella of Fricot 252

POWERS PICTURE PLAYS.
June 4—Her Portrait (Dramatic) 500
June 4—O! That Indian (Comedy) 400
June 11—Her Romance (Dramatic) 500
June 11—Limburger and Love (Com.) 400
June 14—Wenonab (Dr.) 990
June IS—Her Dad's Pistol (Dr.) 500
June IS—The Phrenologist (Com.) 450
June 21—Nevada (Dr.) 990
June 25—A Plucky Girl (Dr.)
June 25—Why Joins Reformed (Com.)
June IS—Mother and Daughter (Dr.)

THANHOUSER COMPANY.
Apr. 15—The Old Shoe Came Back (Com.) 250
Apr. 22—Her Battle for Existence (Dr.) 1000
Apr. 29—She Wanted to Marry a Hero (Dr.)...
Apr. 29—The Cigars His Wife Bought (Com.).
May 6—Jane Eyre (Dr.) 1000
May 13—The Best Man Wins (Dr.) 950
May 20—Cupid at the Circus (Dr.) 975
May 27—The Winter's Tale (Dr.) 1000
June 3—The Girl of the Northern Woods

(Dr. ) 935
June 7—The Two Roses (Dr.) 1000
June 10—The Writing on the Wall (Dr.) 1000
June 14—The Woman Hater (Com.) 1000
June 17—The Little Hero of Holland (Dr.) 1000
June 21—Thelma (Dr.) 1000
June 24—Tile Governor's Daughter (Dr.) 1000

ACT0PH0NE
Apr. 27—Baby Has the Colic (Com.) 400
May 22—Proposing Under Difficulties (Com.).. 1000
May 25—Love's Great Tragedy (Dr.) 1000

CAPITOL
May 16—The Heart of Tessa (Dr.)

June IS—The Turn of the Tide (Dr.) 900
Juue 25—Cash on Delivery (Dr.) 900
July 2—Trapped by His Own Work (Dr.) 900

4

ELECTRAGRAFF
May 15—Love Your Neighbor as Yourself, Etc.

(Com.) 1000
May 29—Proposing Under Difficulties (Com.)
June 15—A Message from the East (Dr.) 890

June 22—An Interrupted Courtship (Com.) I'M)

June 29—All's Well That Ends Well (Dr.) 950

SALES COMPANY—FILM D'ABT
May 19—Werther (Dramatic) 960
May 26—Don Carlos (Dr.)

June 2—Vltellius and Heliogabalus (Dr.)

June 9—The Children of Edward the 4th (Dr.). 1000
June 10—The Legend of the Holy Chapel (Dr.). 990

June 20—Fort I)u Bitche (Dr.) 1000

DEFENDER FILM COMPANY.
June 10—Russia, the Land of Oppression (Dr.)..

June 24—Too Many Girls (Com.)

ATLAS FILM COMPANY.
June 8—The Outlaw's Redemption (Dr.)

,T„ue 15

—

Settling a Boundary Dispute (Dr.).... 950

June 29—The Tenderfoot Parson (Dr.) 9uo

CENTAUR FILM COMPANY.
June 9—Mr. Swell in the Country (Com.) 564

j UIle 9—Blind Love (Dr.) 420

June 10—The Old Maid's Picnic (Com.) 390

June 10—Her Lesson (Dr.) 559

June 23—Getting Rid of Uncle (Com.) 650
June 2:;—One Good Turn (Dr.) 300

June .30— For Her Son's Sake (Dr.)

June 30 she Would be a Business Man (Com.). 560
July 5 Aviation at Montreal (Scenic)

MOTOGRAPH COMPANY OF AMERICA.
june 11—A Child of the Regiment (Dr.) 905

June is—T.i ft for a Day (Com.) 900

June 15—A child of the Regiment (Dr.) 850

June 22 T.it'i for B Day (Com.) 870

June 2!i A Millionaire Tramp (Dr.) 900

YANKEE FILM COMPANY.
June 15—Jeffries on His Ranch 850
June 27 The Heroine of Pawnee Junction (Dr.). 850

AMERICAN KINOGRAPH COMPANY.
June 21—Drowsy Dick's Dream (British & Col-

onial) 510
June 21—Tempered with Mercy (Hepworth) 475
June 24—Lieutenant Rose. R. N. (Clarendon) .. .960

July 1 -The Plunder (Com.)
July 1—Fresh Air Fiend (Com.)

Roosevelt's
Return

Showing 12 colored slides of

his arrival in New York, with
views of parade given in his

honor.

Price, $5.00
Shipped same day as ordered

Manhattan Slide Company

136 West 37th St. New York City

Phone 6759 Murray Hill

Admission Tickets
Printed to Your Own Copy

Guaranteed correctly numbered, best printed, cheapest
in the market. 100 M. 12^c. 250 M. 10c, 500 M. 9c, 1 million
7Mc Stock Tickets, all colors, Admit One, 6 M. »1.00,

12 M. $1.50, 24 M. 82.25, 50 M. $3.50. 100 M. M.O0.
Cash with order. Send for trial order.

Oppenheimer Printing Co. Cincinnati, 0.

EBERHARD SCHNEIDER
Miror Vitae Product*," Projectors, Cameras,

Film-Making Machinery, Films, Slides, btere-
opticons. Specialties, Lens Grinding, etc. Special
condensors, carbons and lugs.

109 East 12th Street, New T«rk

Monarch
Light Touch

All Day Speed
This machine minimizes effort, conserves

energy, increases efficiency, enlarges output,
and reduces cost per folio. Our literature

explains WliY. Write for it.

The Monarch Typewriter Company
Showroom :

Monarch Typewriter Building
300 Broadway. New York

Executive Offices : 300 Broadway, New York
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NEW TRUST EXPOSED

.

• >m time th< film mai

dependent
t. be -u all< >wed b) the ti ade, so I

he Motion Pictui

;ithI tin- ind< i" nd l< 'I w ith

What Does This Mean?
It mean-. Mr Indepcndei r and Mr. I

to handle i >nly the pn idui kill -ill

others b> withdrawing support. It nu-.m - that thi >nly theii

with territories divided between their own -i\ din , the lin

tvailable to the exhibitor, the ntrol of

iny arbitrary proposition that they might see fit. It the eliminal mpetitioi

• >r niniat!' in i if tii.
:

And Why?
Because the) could not make money a^ manufacturers trading their

i
>r< •< 1 1 1

1-
1 among themsi

petition of other manufacturers whose productions were getting t" be more in demand. They wanted mi

and they wanted it quick, so they figured that by binding all the buying exchanges to them by i

r's harvest would make each director rich. Nice scheme. Bui it did not w^rk.

On The Other Side
The Associated Independent Film Manufacturers stand united for real independence, supported 1>:

National Independent Moving Picture Alliance. Their policy i> an open market and competition "ii quality, wit

gations. So, Mr. Independent Exhibitor, help u> to break up thi> budding trust by insisting that your exchai

you the following makes of tilms:

THANHOUSER
NESTOR
ECLAIR
ELECTRAGRAFF
GREAT NORTHERN
AMERICAN KINOGRAPH

MOTOGRAPH
CENTAUR
CINES
CAPITOL
LUX
COLUMBIA

and mar;. taranteed output . en more reel- per week than the

Now, Mr. Exhibitor, if you are n mpt and de<

up a pretty I game we will furnish you with I an affidavit

York State that v dependent, he strictly In are

tryii . the almighty dollar.

Write the Alliance or any of the aboi dent Manufact cir films

can '

ed.

By all means be Independent while you are at it

For further particulars and information address

National Independent Moving Picture Alliance
44 BORDEN BLOCK CHICAGO, ILL
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GREATNORTHERN
RELEASE FOR SATURDAY, JUNE 18th

How Brother Cook Was Taught
a Lesson

A Very Humorous Comedy Subject

LAKE OF LUZERNE
A Magnificent Picture that must be seen to be appreciated.

The Stereoscopic Views are Marvels of Cinematographic
lA Beauty. Demand these subjects from your Exchange.

*

*?HE*&
Stands for Quality!

RELEASE FOR SATURDAY, JUNE 23th

THE CAPTAIN'S WIFE
A Realistic and Thrilling Production

THE GREAT NORTHERN FILM IS A FILM MAKE BY WHICH OTHERS ARE JUDGED
(Pionaar of Independent Makeri)

GREAT NORTHERN FILM CO., 7 East 14th St., New York
Member of Associated Independent Film Manufacturers. License* under Bianchi,

Arraat-Jenkins and Biog'raph Patents

NESTOR FILMS
CENTAUR FILMS

225^ WATCH FOR OUR SPECIAL FEATURE
Monday, July 4th, 1910

centaur, A So |dier>
s sacrifice

A full reel that will eclipse everything heretofore released in the American
market. See next weeks paper for full particulars. Send your name and
address for special booklet, mentioning your exchange.

Ne3tor AviATION AT MONTREAL
June 25th to July 5th, 1910

This is a special feature, absolutely exclusive, can be obtained from no
one except myself. • Order at once. Special Display Posters with this

release. Shipment about July i ith.

David Horsley, Bayonne, N. J.
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Capitol Films
SECOND RELEASE JUNE 25tH, 1910

CASH ON DELIVERY
LENGTH QOO FEET

Emphasizes our claims to Quality

Pathos, Humor and Thrills skilfully interwoven to produce the best western

drama ever shown. Comparisons are odious—we invite comparison.

THIRD RELEASE, JULY 2d, 1910

TRAPPED BY HIS OWN MARK
LENGTH QOO FEET

A true detective story of early days in the West. Arsene Lupin and Sherlock

Holmes outdone. A baffling mystery solved.

Again we repeat "Quality"

A. G. WHYTE, Sole Agent

91 Dearborn Street -T Lexington \ venue
CHICAGO. ILL. M M£YOM MM

Licensed under Blanch! Armat-Jcnklns Patents
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NESTOR FILMS
CENTAUR FILMS

Monday, June 20, 1910

BOSS OF (E) RANCH
950 FEET

Another Western feature film that is up to Nestor standard

Thursday, June 23, 19lO

cntavr, Getting Rid of Uncle
05O Feet of Fun

Showing the efforts of a couple to rid themselves of an undesirable relative, that will appeal to

all lovers of clean comedy.

(NESTOR

(CENTAUR) One Good Turn
A touching little story of the reformation of a highwayman

300 FEET

OUR NEXT RELEASES
Monday, June 27, 1910

(NE8TOR1 The Crooked Trail
964 FEET

Another "Nestor" Western picture that you must insist on for the good of your business.

Thursday, June 30, 1910

(CtKTAUR1 For Her Son's Sake
430 FEET

A pathetic little drama of a mother's love, as opposed to the bitterness of a father toward his own son.

(CENTAUR)„. She Would Be A Business Man
560 FEET

A screaming comedy that is strictly up-to-date.

Made by DAVID HORSLEY, Bayonne, N. J., U. S. A.
SOLD BY

91 Dearborn Street « ^ ii/uvtitCHICAGO **" V*« »*»***» 27 Lexington Avenue
NEW YORK

MR. EXHIBITOR— The real exchanges have all ordered, and if your's has not, lie isn't in the real class
;
put him next or shift to

the man who buys Good Films. Get on our mailing list by sending your name on a postal, mentioning the name of your exchange.

EXCHANGES—To avoid confusion, I have decided to ship Centaur Films for the time being through A. G. Whyte; till further

notice send your orders to him.

BIANCHI LICENSEE POSTERS FREE WITH ALL PICTURES
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DANDY FILMS
Licensed under Bianchi Armat-JonKim Patents

SECOND RELEASE, JUNE 22nd

"An Interrupted Courtship"
Length, 790 Feet

A laugh provoking comedy. Contains "Dandy" features—better than our first

release. No slap-stick or pursuit by irate individuals.

"AIN'T THAT A DANDY"

THIRD RELEASE. JUNE 29th

"All's Well that Ends Well"
Length approximately, 950 Feet

Not by Shakespeare but worthy of him. Will make you sit up and take notice

You cannot afford to be without this feature.

FOURTH RELEASE, JULY 6tK

"No Questions Asked"
Length approximately, 900 Feet

ELECTrvAGRAFF COHPANY
A. G. WHYTE

SOLE AGENT
27 Lexington Avenue 91 Dearborn Street

NEW YORK CITY CHICAGO. ILL.
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ECLAIR FILMS
The Films that are absolutely ESSENTIAL to all UP=TO=DATE Exchanges

COMINO
JUNE 23. Kno^'CIMES" riLMf

FROM LOVE TO MARTYRDOM
A Magnificent Portrayal of Life in the Early Christian Era.—A Marvel of Strength and Beauty

LENGTH 960 FEET
JUNE 27, 1Q10-"ECLAIR FILMS"

The Sorceress of the Surf
One of our wonderful Miracle Films of

Absorbing Interest throughout.

LENGTH 020 FEET

Juliet Wants to Marry an Artist
A Comedy that is Truly Comical.—A Sure

Cure for the Blues.

LENGTH 400 FEET

Watch for our Release of FAUST
A Feature of Features. One of the "CINES" Colossal

Productions

ORDER AT ONCE FREE POSTERS

ECLAIR FILM COMPANY
CHICAGO: 35 E. Randolph St. NEW YORK: 31 E. 27th St.

LUX FILMS
Released June 21st, 1910

The Devil's Wand
Comedy, Length 850 Ft.

A Full Description of These

Subjects will be Found on An=

other Page.

Released June 24th, 1910

We Want Your Vote
Comedy, Length 400 Ft.

and An Exciting Yarn
Comedy, Length 450 Ft.

EXCLUSIVE AGENTS IN CANADA FOR THE

"LUX" AND
"AMBROSIO" FILMS

POSTERS FREE WITH EVERY RELEASE Write for Weekly List of Descriptions of Films

R. PRIEUR
Member N. I.M.P.A.

lO E. 15th Street NEW YORK
Telephon. Cmllt 9TUYVE5ANT 3124

Member of the Associated Independent Manufacturers. Licensee under the Bianchi, Armat-Jenkins Patent.
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An Unprecedented Achievement

MOTOGRAPH FILMS WIN
In spite of being forced into he Film firmament at a time when
incompleted laboratory details neccessitated the turning over of

printing and Ifinishings to other factories in order to

SUSTAIN A WORTHY CAUSE
with all the attending rush and confusion. Orders were filled

promptly and' the inrush of congratulatory letters and telegrams
bear evidence that

riotograph Films are an Assured
Success

OUR NEXT EDITION
Wednesday, June 22nd

TAFT FOR A DAY
Spells Real Ct medy in all that the term implies. It's one Stupendous Scream *^ A well worth

fighting for. If your exchange can't give it to you, write us at once and we'll tell y

LENGTH, 850 FEET. POSTERS FREE

NEXT BIG ISSUE
Wednesday, June 29th

A MILLIONAIRE TRAMP
A Heart-Story te :ning with startling situations and sensational surprises. You've laughed and

cried at the play for the ast twelve years. Insist on having the film— it means a Bid, City Show for

vour house.
LENGTH, 900 FEET. POSTERS FREE

"Write today fo * the Real Story- of the Sales Company and full de-
tails bbou Motograph Films. Address now and always

Laboratories :

Dupont Park
General Offices :

202 N. Calvert S

.

BALTIMORE, MD., U.S.A.
Licensed under the Bianchi-Columbia, Armat-Jenkins Patents
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KING OF THEM ALL OLD GLORY THE PATRIOTIC FILM

For the 4th of July RELEASED JULY 2nd
Everybody will want to see this picture and " Rally Round the Flag," on the day we celebrate. It will keep your houses

packed and the audience filled with "The Spirit of '76," " The Vigor of 1812." " Union Forever,' and " Remember the Maine."
"Old Glory." the history of the American Flag from the Declaration of Independence t the present time as it floats

triumphantly in its many vtctories on land and sea in the history of the nation that gave it birth.

RELEASES
FOR RELEASE TUESDAY, JUNE 21

The Little Mother at the
Baby Show

A Child Comedy that will appeal to every mother's heart.

A picture that is rich in laughter and sympathetic interest.

Approximate length, 975 feet.

FOR RELEASE FRIDAY, JUNE 24

A Family Feud
Sparkling Comedy Drama—Two young lovers win their

points by arranging a match between the old folks. Splendidly

acted. Approximate length, 99S feet.

FOR RELEASE SA XJRDAY, JUNE 25

By the Faiti of a Child
Pathetic and Thrilling—/ condemned soldier is saved

by the faith of his little child, wiose innocent appeal wins the
pardon. A powerful drama. Approximate length, 885 feet.

SPECIAL

Col. Theodore Roosevelt's
Reception

in New York, Saturday, Jum 18th, will be covered in the
usual thorough Vitagraph manner and will be released
immediately.

9c PER -OOT 9c

POSTERS— Protraits of Vitagraph Stock Company for Lobby Display, now ready for ditribution through exchanges.

Also SPECIAL POSTERS FOR ALL VITAGRAPH PRODUCTIONS. If your Exchange doe not fill your order send to us.

THE VITAGRAPH COMPANY OF AMERICA}
itw vukk. no Nassau St.

iHICAGO, 109 Randolph St.

LONDON, 25 Cecil Court
PARIS, 15, Rue Salnte-Cecile
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